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PREFACE.

This is the third English Dictionary which the present Editor has prepared, and he
may therefore lay claim to an unusually prolonged apprenticeship to his trade. It

is surely imnecessary for him to say that he believes this to be the best book
of the three, and he can afford to rest content if the Courteous Reader receive it

with the indulgence extended to his Library Dictionary, published in the spring of

1898. It is based upon that work, but will be found to possess many service-

able qualities of its own. It is not much less in content, and its greater relative

portability is due to smaller type, to thinner paper, and still more to a rigorous

compression and condensation in the definitions, by means of which room has

been found for many additional words.

The aim has been to include all the common words in literary and conversa-

tional English, together with words obsolete save in the pages of Spenser, Shake-

speare, Milton, and the Authorised Version of the Bible. An attempt has been

made also to include the common terms of the sciences and the arts of life, the

vocabulary of sport, those Scotch and provincial words which assert themselves in

Bums, Scott, the Brontes, and George Eliot, and even the coinages of word-masters

like Carlyle, Browning, and Meredith. Numberless compound idiomatic phrases

have also been given a place, in each case under the head of the significant word.

Correctness in technical matters has been ensured by consulting such books as

Smyth's Sailor's Word-Book, Voyle's Military Diciionary, Wilson's Stock-Exchange
Glossary, Lee's Glossary of Liturgical and EcclesiasticcU Terms, &c. Besides books

of this class, the Editor has made constant use of special books such as Schmidt's

Shakespeare-Lexicon, Calderwood's edition of Fleming's Vocabulary of Philosophy^

Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary, the Stanford Dictionary of Anglicised Words and
Phrases, Yule and Burnell's Anglo-Indian Glossary, Addis and Arnold's Catholic

Dictionary, and the Dictionaries of the Bible of Sir William Smith and Dr Hastings.

In Latin, his authority is Lewis and Short ; in Greek, Liddell and Scott ; in

Romance Philology, Diez and Scheler ; in French, Littr^ ; in Spanish, Velazquez
;

in German, Weigand and Fliigel ; in Gaehc, Macleod and Dewar, and M'Bain ; in

Hebrew, Gesenius.

In English etymology the Editor has consulted Professor Skeat's Dictionary

and his Principles ofEnglish Etymology—First and Second Series ; the magistral

New Ettglish Dictionary of Dr James A. H. Murray and Mr Henry Bradley, so far

as completed ; and the only less valuable English Dialect Dictionary of Professor

Wright (begun 1896).

Two complete American English Dictionaries still hold the first place as works

of reference. Professor Whitney's Century Dictionary and Funk and Wagnall's

Standard Dictionary.

The Editor has great pleasure in acknowledging his personal obligations to

his brothers, the Rev. Robert P. Davidson, B.A., of Trinity College, Oxford, and
David G. Davidson, M.D., Edinburgh ; and to his equally capable and courteous

colleagues, Mr J. R. Pairman and David Patrick, LL.D., Editor of Chambers's

Encyclopedia.
T. D.

June 12, 1901.
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EXPLANATIONS TO THE STUDENT.

The Arrangement of the Words.—Every word is given in its alphabetical

order, except in cases where, to save space, derivatives are given after and under

the words from which they are derived. Each uncompounded verb has its

participles, when irregular, placed after it. Exceptional plurals are also given.

When a word stands after another, with no meaning given, its meanings can be at

once formed from those of the latter, by adding the signification of the affix : thus

the meanings oi Darkness are obtained by prefixing the meaning of ness^ state of

being, to those of Dark.

Many words from French and other tongues, current in English usage, but

not yet fairly Anglicised, are inserted in the list of Foreign Phrases, &c., at the end,

rather than in the body of the Dictionary.

The Pronunciation.—The Pronunciation is given immediately after each word,

by the word being spelled anew. In this new spelling, every consonant used has

its ordinary unvarying sound, tio consonajit being employed that has more than one

sound. The same sounds are always represented by the same letters, no matter

how varied their actual spelling in the language. No consonant used has any mark
attached to it, with the one exception of ///, which is printed in common letters

when sounded as in thick, but in italics when sounded as in //zen. Unmarked
vowels have always their short sounds, as in lad^ led, lid, lot, but, book. The
marked vowels are shown in the following line, which is printed at the top of

each page :

—

fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; mote ; mute ; moon ; th&a.

The vowel u when marked thus, ii, has the sound heard in Scotch bluid, gude,

the French du, almost that of the German ii in MUller. Where more than one

pronunciation of a word is given, that which is placed first is more accepted.

The Spelling.—When more than one form of a word is given, that which is

placed first is the spelling in current English use. Unfortunately our modem
spelling does not represent the English we actually speak, but rather the language

of the 1 6th century, up to which period, generally speaking, English spelling was

mainly phonetic, like the present German. The fundamental principle of all

rational spelling is no doubt the representation of every sound by an invariable

symbol, but in modern English the usage of pronunciation has drifted far from the

conventional forms established by a traditional orthography, with the result that

the present spelling of our written speech is to a large extent a mere exercise of

memory, full of confusing anomalies and imperfections, and involving an enormous
and unnecessary strain on the faculties of learners. Spelling reform is indeed an

imperative necessity, but it must proceed with a wise moderation, for, in the words

of Mr Sweet, ' nothing can be done without unanimity, and until the majority of the

community are convinced of the superiority of some one system unanimity is

impossible.' The true path of progress should follow such wisely moderate counsels

as those of Dr J. A. H. Murray :—the dropping of the final or inflexional silent ej



VI EXPLANATIONS TO THE STUDENT.

the restoration of the historical -/ after breath consonants ; uniformity in the

employment of double consonants, as in traveler. Sec. ; the discarding of ue in

words like demagogue and catalogues the uniform levelling of the agent -our into

-or; the making of ea=i short into e and the long ie into eej the restoration of

some, come, tongue, to their old English forms, sum, cuvi, tungj a more extended

use of z in the body of words, as chozen, praise, raizej and the correction of the

worst individual monstrosities, as foreign, scent, scythe, ache, debt, people, parlia-

ment, court, would, sceptic, phthisis, queue, schedule, iwopefice-halfpenny, yeoman,

sieve, gauge, barque, buoy, yacht, &c.

Already in America a moderate degree of spelling reform may be said to be

established in good usage, by the adoption of -or for -our, as color, labor, &c. ; of

-er for -re, as center, meter, &c. ; -tse for -ise, as civilize, &c. ; the use of a uniform

single consonant after an unaccented vowel, as traveler for travellerj the adoption

of e for CE or cc in hemorrhage, diarrhea, &c.

The Meanings.—The current and most important meaning of a word is

usually given first. But in cases like Clerk, Livery, Marshal, where the force of

the word can be made much clearer by tracing its history', the original meaning is

also given, and the successive variations of its usage defined.

The Etjnnology.—The Etymology of each word is given after the meanings,

within brackets. Where further information regarding a word is given elsewhere,

it is so indicated by a reference. It must be noted under the etymology that when-
ever a word is printed thus, Ban, Base, the student is referred to it ; also that here

the sign — is always to be read as meaning ' derived from.' Examples are gene-

rally given of words that are cognate or correspond to the English words ; but it

must be remembered that they are inserted merely for illustration. Such words are

usually separated from the rest by a semicolon. For instance, when an English

word is traced to its Anglo-Saxon form, and then a German word is given, no one

should suppose that our English word is derived from the German. German and
Anglo-Saxon are alike branches from a common Teutonic stem, and have seldom

borrowed from each other. Under each word the force of the prefix is usually

given, though not the affix. For fuller explanation in such cases the student is

referred to the list of Prefixes and Suffixes in the Appendix.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS
DICTIONARY.

tur. aorist.
_

abbrev abbreviation.

abl. ablative.

ace according.

accus accusative.

adj. adjective.

adv adverb.
agri agriculture.

alg. algebra.

anat anatomy.

afip apparently.

arch archaic.

arckit architecture.

ariih arithmetic.

astrol astrology.

astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

augm augmentative.
B Bible.

biol biology.

book-k. book-keeping.
bot botany.

c. {circa) about.

c, cent century.
carp carpentry.

cf. compare.
ckem chemistry.

cog. cognate.
coll., colloq colloquially.

comp. comparative.
conch conchology.
conj. conjunction.
conn connected.
contr. contracted.
cook cookery.
corr corruption.

crystal crj-stallography.

dat. dative.

demons demonstrative.
der. derivation.

diai. dialect, dialectal.

Diet Dictionary.
dim diminutive.
dub doubtful.

. , f ecclesiastical
'''^'

i history.

e.g. for example.
elect electricity.

eniom entomology.
esp. especially.

eiy etymology.
/em feminine.

_fig. figuratively.

/oL followed ; following.

/ori fortification.

Jreg frequentative.

/ut future.

gen genitive.

gener. generally.

geog geography.

gtol geology.
geom. geometry.
ger. gerundive.
gram grammar.
gttn gunnery.
her. heraldry.
hist history.

hort horticulture.

hunt humorous.
i.e that is.

imit imitative.

imper imperative.

impers impersonal.
indie. indicative.

in/in infinitive.

inten intensive.

interj interjection.

interrog. interrogative.

jevj jewellery.

lit literally.

mack. machinery.
ntasc masculine.
math. mathematics.
tnech, mechanics.
med medicine.
metaph. metaphysics.
mil military.

Milt Milton.
min mineralogy.
tnod. modem.
Mt. Mount.
tnus. music.
myth. mythology.
»., ns noun, nouns.
nat. hist. natural history.

naut nautical.

neg. negative.

neut neuter.

n.pL noun plural.

n.sing. noun singular.

N.T New Testament
obs. obsolete.

opp opjxjsed.

opt. optics.

orig. originally.

omith ornithology.

O.S old style.

O.T Old Testament.

/. , part participle.

.^- J participial adjeo

paint. painting.

paleog paleography.
paleon paleontology.
paint. palmistry.

_

pa.p past participle.

pass passive.

pa.t. past tense.

path pathology.

perf. perfect.

perh perhaps.
pers person.

pfx prefix.

phil,, philos.. . .philosophy.
philol philology.
phon phonetics.
phot photography.
phrenol. phrenology.
phys physics.
physiol physiology.

//. plural.

poet. poetical.

pol. econ political economy.
poss possessive.

P Rk i
Book of Common

^'
I Prayer.

pr.p. present participle.

prep preposition.

pres. present.
print. printing.

priv privative.

prob probably.

Prof. Professor.

rpronoun

;

pron X pronounced ;

Ipronunciaticm.
prop properly.

pros. prosody.
prov provincial.

q.v. which see.

R.C Roman Catholic.
recip reciprocal.

redup reduplication.

refl reflexive.

rel. related ; relative.

rhet rhetoric.

sculp. sculpture.
Shak. Shakespeare.
sig signifying.

sing. singular.

spec specifically.

Spens Spenser.
subj. subjunctive.

suff. suffix.

sitperl. superlative.
surg surgery.
term. termination.
teUg telegraphy.
Tenn Tennyson.
Test Testament.

theat.
|th^tre:theatri.

theol theology.
trig. trigonometry.
ult. ultimately.

v.i verb intransitive.

voc. vocative.

v.t verb transitive.

vuL vulgar.
tool zoology.



VIU LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS DICTIONARY.

Amer. American.
Ar Arabic.

A.S Anglo-Saxon.
Austr. Australian.

Bav. Bavarian.
Beng; Bengal;.
Bohem Boheniian.
Braz Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

Carib Caribbean.
Celt Celtic
Chal Chaldean.
Chin Chinese.
Corn Cornish.
Dan Danish.
Dut Dutch.
Egypt Egyptian.
Eng English.
Finn Finnish.
Flem. Flemish.
Fr French.

Fris Frisian.

Gael Gaelic.

Ger German.
Goth. Gothic.
Gr Greek.
Heb Hebrew.
Hind Hindustani.
Hung Hungarian.
Ice Icelandic.

Ind Indian.

Ion Ionic.

Ir Irish.

It Italian.

Jap Japanese.

Jav Javanese.
L Latin.

Lith Lithuanian.
L. L Low or Late Latin.
M. E Middle English.
Mex Mexican.
Norm Norman.

Norw Norwegian.
O. Fr Old French.
Pers Persian.
Peruv Peruvian.
Pol Polish.

Port Portuguese.
Prov Provengal.
Rom Romance.
Russ Russian.
Sans Sanskrit.

Scand Scandinavian.
Scot Scottish.

Singh Singhalese.
Slav Slavonic.

Sp Spanish.
Sw Swedish.
Teut Teutonic.
Turk Turkish.
U.S United States.

W Welsh.



CHAMBERS'S

TWENTIETH CENTURY
DICTIONARY.

fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; mOte ; mute ; mSQn ; Men. Abate

the first letter in our alphabet, its corre-

sponding symbol standing first also in many
other alphabets derived from the Phoenician.
It originated in the hieroglyphic picture of
an eagle (Old Egyptian ahom), the cursive
hieratic form of which was the original of

the Phoenician aUph, an ox, from a fancied resem-
blance to its head and horns.—A, as a note in music,
is the major sixth of the scale of C ; Al, the symbol
by which first-class vessels are classed in Lloyd's
Register of British and Foreign Shipping, hence
first-rate.

A, the indefinite article, a broken-down form of An,
and used before words beginning with the sound of
a consonant. [An was a new development, after

the Conquest, of the A.S. numeral dn, one.]

A, a or a, a prep. , derived from the old prep, on, and
still used, as a prefix, in afoot, ^jfield, apart, asleep,
nowadays, twice-a-day ; also with verbal nouns, as
a-building, to be a-doing, to set a-going. It is now
admitted only colloquially. [Short for A.S. a», a
dialectic form of <7«, on, in, at. See Prefixes.]

A, a, a dialectic corruption of he or she, as in quotha,
(Shak.) * A babbled of green fields.'—A, usually
written a', Scotch for all ; A, a form of the L. prep.
ab, from, of, used before consonants, as in Thomas
a Kempis, Thomas d Becket, &c.

Aardvark, ard'vark, n. the ground-hog of South
Africa. [Dut aarde, earth ; vark, found only in

dim. varken, a pig.]

AardWOlf, ard'wSSlf, n. the earth-wolf of South
Africa, a carnivore belonging to a sub-family of the
Hyaenidae. [Dut. aarde, earth, wolf, wolf.]

Aaronlc, -al, a-ron'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to Aaron,
the Jewish high-priest, or to his priesthood.— k.

Aa'ron's-rod {archit.), a rod having one serpent
twined round it.—Aaron's beard, a popular name
for a number of cultivated plants—among the best
known, a species of Saxifrage (S. samientosd),
usually grown in hanging pots, from which h<^ng

down long stems or runners, bearing at inter\'als

clumps of roundish, hairy leaves.

Ab, ab, «. the eleventh month of the Jewish civil

year, and the fifth of the ecclesiastical year, answer-

ing to parts of July and August. [Syriac]

Aba, ab'a, n. a Syrian woollen stuff, of goat's or

camel's hair, usually striped : an outer garment
m.ide of this. [Ar.]

Abaca, ab'a-ka, «. the native name of the so-called

Manilla hemp of commerce—really a plantain, much
grown in the Philippine Islands.

Aback, a-bak*, adv.{naut.) said of sails pressed back-

ward against the mast by the wind—hence {Jig.)

Taken aback, taken by surprise. [AS. on bac.

See On and Back.]
Abactlnal, ab-ak'ti-nal, adj. (z^ol.) remote from the

actinal area, without rays.—adv. Abao'tinally.
Abaction, ab-ak'sbun, n. (law) the stealing of a

Abacus.

number of cattle at once.—«. Abac'tor, one who
does this. [L. abigere, abactmn, to drive off.]

Abacus, ab'a-kus, n. a counting-frame or table :

(archit.) a level

tablet on the cap-

ital of a column,
supporting the
entablature :

—

//. Ab'aci.— Ks.

Abacis'cus, Ab-
ac'ulus, dims, of
Abacus; A b'-

acist, one who counts with the abacus. [L.—Gr.
ab.t.r, abakos, a board for reckoning on.]

Abaddon, a-bad'don, «. the destroyer, or angel of
the bottomless pit : (Milton) the bottomless pit, or
abyss of hell itself. [Heb., from dbad, to be lost.]

Abaft, a-baft*, adv. and prefi. on the aft, hind, or
stem part of a ship : befiind. [Pfx. a-, for A.S. on,

on, and bsftan, after, behind ; itself made up of
pfx. be-, and aftan. See Aft.]

Abalienate, ab-al'yen-at, v.t. Same as Alienate.
Abandon, a-ban'dun, v.t. to give up: to desert: to

yield (one's self) without restraint (with to).—v.t.

Aband' (Spens.), to abandon.— n. Aban'don (ri to

be nasalised), freedom from conventional restraints :

careless freedom of manners.— adj. Aban'doned,
given up, as to a vice : profligate : completely de-
serted : very wicked. — adv. Aban'donedly.— «.

Aban'donment, act of abandoning : state of being
given up : enthusiastic surrender of self to a cause

:

(law) the renunciation of a claim. [O. Fr. bandon,
from the Teut. root ban, proclamation, came to

mean decree, authorisation, permission ; hence <i

bandoti= at will or discretion, aba^idonner, to give
up to the will or disposal of some one. See Ban,
Banns.]

Abase, a-bas', v.t. to cast down: to humble: to de-
grade.

—

adjs. Aba'sed, Abaissd (her.), depressed.

—

». Abase'ment, state of humiliation. [O. Fr. abais-
sier, to bring low—L. ad, to, and root of Base, adj.]

Abash, a-bash', v.t. to confuse with shame or guilt.

—

pa.p. Abashed' (with at, of an occasion ; by, of a
cause).—n. Abash'ment, confusion from shame.
[O. Fr. esbhir (Fr. sibahir), pr.p. esbahiss-ant, to

be amazed—L. ex, out, and inteij. bah, expressive
of astonishment. ]

Abate, a-bat', v.t. to lessen : to deduct (with of): to
mitigate : (law) to put an end to, do away with, as
of an action or a nuisance, to render null, as a writ.—v.i. to grow less.

—

adjs. Abat'able, capable of
being abated ; Abat'ed, beaten down or cut away,
as the background of an ornamental pattern in

relief— «. Abate'ment, the act of abating: the
sum or quantity abated : (law) the act of intruding
on a freehold and taking possession before the heir,

the abandonment of an action, or the reduction of a
legacy : (her.) a supposed mark of dishonour on a



Abatis fSte, f^ ; me, hir ; mine ; Abject

coat of arms—apparently never actually used.

—

Abated arms, those whose edges have been blunted
for the tournament. [O. Fr. abatre, to beat down

—

L. ai, from, and batere, popular form of batuere,
to beat : conn, with Beat.]

Abatis, AbattiS, a'bat-is, n.sin^. and //. {/art.') a
rampart of trees felled and laid side by side, with
the branches towards the enemy. [Fr. See
Abate.]

Abattoir, a-bat-war', «, a public slaughter-house. [Fr.
.See ety. of Abate.]

Abature, ab'a-tur, n. the trail of a beast of the chase.
[Fr.]

Abb, ab, «. the yam for a weaver's warp. [Pfx. a-,

and Web.]
Abba, ab'a, «. father, a term retained in the Gr. text

of the New Testament, together with its translation

'father,' hence Abba fatIter, applied to God the

Father : also a bishop in the Syriac and Coptic
Churches. [L.—Gr.—ijyriac and Chaldee, abba—
Heb. ab, father.]

Abbacy, ab'a-si, «. the office or dignity of an abbot

:

the establishment under an abbot : an abbey.

—

adj.

Abba'tiaL [The earlier form was abbatie—said by
Dr Murray to have been originally a Scotch
form.]

Abbate, ab-ba'te, n. a title loosely applied to ecclesi-

astics in Italy.—Also Abate. [It.]

Abbaye, an arch, form of Abbey.
Abb^, ab'a, n. originally the French name for an abbot,

but often used in the general sense of a priest or
clergyman. Before the Revolution, abbfe were often

merely holders of benefices, enjoying a portion of the
revenues, although in minor orders, or even laymen.
They were often tutors in noble families, or men of

letters, and were marked by a short violet-colotu-ed

robe.

Abbess, ab'es, n. the female superior of a religious

community of women. [Earlier Abbatess, fern, of
Abbot]

Abbey, ab'e, «. a monastery of persons of either sex
presided over by an abbot or abbess : the church
now or formerly attached to it : in Newstead Abbey,
&c., the name has been retained after the abbatial

building had become a private house :—pl. Abb'eys.
[O. Fr. abate (Fr. abbaye)—L. abbatia. See Abba.]

Abbot, ab'ut, «. the father or head of an abbey :—fent.
Abb'ess.—«. Ab'botshlp. [L. abbas, abbatis—
Abba.]

Abbreviate, ab-bre'vi-at, v.t. to make brief or short

:

to abridge.—«j. Abbreviation, Abbre'viature, a
shortening, a part of a word put for the whole

;

Abbre'Viator, one who abbreviates.

—

adj. Abbre'-
Vlatory. [L. abbrevidre, -dium—ab, intensive, and
brevis, short. See Brief.)

Abe, Abcee, a-be-se', ». the alphabet from its first

letters : a first reading-book (obs.), hence _fig: the
first rudiments of anything.—ABC bOOk {Shak.), a
book to teach the a, b, c, or alphabet.

Abdicate, ab'di-kat, v.t. and v.i. formally to renounce
or give up office or dignity.

—

adj. Ab'dicant.—«.

Abdica'tion. [L. ab, from or off, dicare, -dtum, to

proclaim.]
Ibdomen, ab-do'men, «. the lower part of the belly.

—adj. Abdom'inaL—af/t/. Abdom'inally.—a<:^'.

Abdom'inous, pot-bellied. [L.]

4bduce, ab-dus', v.t. an earlier form of AbdUCt.

—

adj.
AbdUC'ent, drawing back : separating. [L. abducire—ab, from ducere, ductunt, to draw.]

AbdtlCt, ab-dukt', v.t. to take away by fraud or vio-

lence.—«j. Abduc'tion, the carrying away, esp. of
a person by fraud or force ; Abduc'tor, one guilty of
abduction: a muscle that draws away. W^. abducire.
See Abduce.)

Abeam, a-bem', adv. (tiaut.') on the beam, or in a line

at right angles to a vessel's length. [Pfx. a- (A.S.
on), on, and Beam.]

Abear, a-b&r', v.t. (,Sp*»t.) to bear, to behave : {^ov.)

to endure or tolerate.

—

n. Abear'ance, (fibs.) be-

haviour. [A.S. pfx. a-, and Bear.]
Abecedarian, a-be-se-da'ri-an, a>(/. pertaining to the

a, b, c : rudimentary.—Abecedarian Psalm8(as the

119th) or Hymns are such as are divided into succes-

sive portions according to the letters of the alphabet.

Abed, a-bed', adv. in bed. [Pfx. a-, on, and Bed.]

Abele, a-bel', «. the white poplar-tree. [Dut. abeei

;

O. Fr. abe/, aubel—Lme L. albeUus, albus, white.]

Aberdevine, ab-er-de-vin', n. a bird-fancier's name for

the siskin. [Ety. uncertain ; prob. a fanciful coinage.]

Aberrate^ ab'er-rat, v.i. to wander or deviate from
the right way :

—

pr.p. ab'errating ; pa.p. ab'errated.

—ns. Aber'rance, Aber'rancy \rare /ortnfi.—ad^'.
Aber'rant (2<7o/. and bot.), wandering, deviating m
some particulars from its group.—«. Aberra'tion, a
wandering from the right path: deviation from truth

or rectitude : in science, deviation from the type :

abnormal structure or development.—Aberration of
light, an apparent alteration in the place of a star,

arising from the motion of the earth in its orbit,

combined with the progressive pass.igeof light. [L.

aherrdre, -dtum—ab, from, errdre, to wander.)
Abet, a-bet', iKt. to incite by encouragement or aid

(used chiefly in a bad sense):

—

pr.f. abet'ting ; pa.p.

abet'ted.—nj. Abet'ment; Abet'ter, Abet'tor, one
who abets. [O. Fr. abetet—a (— L. ad, to), and
beter, to bait, from root of Bait.]

Abeyance, a-ba'ans, «. a state of suspension or ex-

pectation: temporary inactivity—also Abey'ancy.
—The V. to Abey is rare. [Fr.—a {— h. ad, to),

and bayer, to gape in expectation, from imitative

root ba, to gape.]
Abhominable, an earlier spelling of Abominable.
Abhor, ab-hor', v.t. to shrink from with horror : to

detest : to loathe :

—

pr.p. abhor'ring ; pa.p. ab-

horred'.

—

ns. Abhor'rence, extreme hatred ; (obs.)

Abhor'rency.

—

adj. Abhor'rent, detesting ; repug-
nant (with of).—fis. Abhor'rer, one who abhors;
Abhor'ring (B. and Shak.), object of abhorrence.

[L. abhorrere, from ab, from, and horrere. See
Horror.]

Abib, a' bib, «. the first month of the Jewish ecclesias-

tical, the seventh of the civil year, later called

Nisan, answering to parts of March and April.

[Heb., 'an ear of com'

—

dbab, to produce early

fruit.]

Abide, a-bid', v.i. to bide or wait for : to endure : to

tolerate.

—

v.i. to remain in a place, dwell or stay :
—

pa.t. and/rt./. abode'.

—

n. Abld'ance.— rtfl[/'. Abld'-

ing, continual.—«. an enduring.

—

adv. Abidingly.
[A.S. dbidan—pfx. d- (= Goth. wj = Ger. er), and
bfdan, to wait.]

Abide, a-bId', v.t. {Shak. and Milton) to redeem,
pay the penalty for, suffer. [M. E. abyen, con-
founded with Abide. See Aby.]

Abies, ab'i-ez, «. the silver-fir.

—

adj. Abiet'iC, per-

taining to trees of the genus Abies. fL.]

Abigail, ab'i-gal, n. a lady's-maid. [From Abigail,
I Sam. XXV.)

Ability, a-bil'i-ti, n. quality of being able : power

:

strength : skill.

—

n.pl. Abll'ities, the powers of the
mind. [O. Fr. ablets (Fr. liabiletf)~'L. habiliias—
habilis, easily handled, from habere, to have, hold.

See Able.]
Abintestate, ab-in-tes'tat, adj. inheriting the estate

of one who died without having made a wilL [L.

ab, from, and Intestate.]
Abiogenesis, ab-i-o-jen'es-is, n. the origination of

living by not-living matter, spont.ineous genera-
tion.—a^'. Abiogenet'io.—«. Abio'genist, one who
believes in such. [Coined by Huxley in 1870 ; Gr.
a, neg., bios, Mfe, genesis, birth.)

Abject, ab-jekt', v.t. (obt.) to throw or cast down or
away. [L. abjicere, -jectutn—ab, away, jaclre, to
throw.)

Abject, ab'jekt, adj. cast away : mean : worthless.

—

H. an outcast.—»«. Abjec'tlon, Aiyjeotneas, a



Atdudge mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; (Aen. Abranchiate

mean or low state : baseness : degradation.

—

adv.
Ab'jectly. [L. abjectus, cast away

—

at, away,
jacere, to throw.]

Aojudge, ab-juj', v.t. (rare) to take away by judicial

sentence. [L. ai, from, and Judge.]
Abjudicate, ab-jOO'di-kat, v.i. to give by judgment
from one to another. [L. ai, from, and Judloate.]

Abjure, ab-jOOr',i'./. to renounce on o.ith or solemnly :

to recant: to repudiate.—«. Abjura'tion, official

renunciation on oath of any principle or pretension.

—adj. Abjur'atory.—«. Abjujr'er. [L. ai, from,

jurdre, 'dtum, to swear.]

Abkart ab-ka'ri, n. the manufacture or sale of
spirituous liquors: the excise duty levied on such.

—Also Abka'ry. [Pers.]

Ablactation, ab-lak-ta'shun, n. a weaning. [L. ab,

from, iactdre, to suckle

—

iac, iactis, milk.]

Ablation, ab-la'shun, «. the act of carrying away

:

(X'ol.) the wearing away of rock by the action of

water.

—

adj. Ablati'tiOUS. [L. ab, from, latum,
supine al/erre, to bear.]

Ablative, ab'lat-iv, adj. used as a noun. The name
applied to one of the cases in the declension of
nouns and pronouns in the Indo-European lan-

guages, retained as in Latin and Sanskrit, or

merged in another case, as in the genitive in Greek.
Its meaning was to express direction from or time
•when.—adj. Ablati'val. [L. ablativus—ab, from,

ferre, latum, to take ; as if it indicated taking
away, or privation.]

Ablaut, ab'lowt, «. {/>hilol.) vowel permutation, a
substitution of one root vowel for another in deri-

vation, as in s/ng, s^ng, song, s»<ng, distinct from
the phonetic influence of a succeeding vowel, as in

the Umlaut. It is esjjecially the change of a vowel
to indicate tense-change in strong verbs. [Ger.,

from ab, off, and laut, sound.]
Ablaze, a-bliz", adj. in a blaze, on fire : gleaming

brightly. [Prep, a, and Blaze.]
Able, abl, adj. (comp. Abler; superl. A'blest)
having sufficient strength, power, or means to do
a thing : skilful.

—

adj. A'ble-bod'ied, of a strong

body : free from disability, of a sailor, labourer,

&c : robust—<M'r'. Ably. [See Ability.]
Abloom, a-blSSm', adv. in a blooming state. [Prep.

a, on, and BlOOm.]
Abluent, ab'l50-ent, adj. washing or cleaning by a

liquid.—«. a medicine which carries off impurities
from the system. [L. abluens, -entis, pr.p. of
abluere, to wash away — ab, from, away, and
luere=lavdre, to wash. See Lave.]

Ablution, abloD'shun, n. act of washing, esp. the
body, preparatory to religious rites : any cere-

monial washing, symbolic of moral purification

:

the wine and water used to rinse the chalice, drunk
by the officiating priest.

—

adj. AblU'tionaiy. [L.
abbitio—ab, away, luere= lavdre, to wash.]

Abnegate, ab'ne-gat, v.t. to deny.

—

ns. Abuega'tlon,
renunciation ; Ab'negator, one who abnegates or
renounces. [L. ab, away, and negdre, to deny.
See Negation.]

Abnormal, ab-nor'mal, adj. not normal or accord-
ing to rule : irregular— also Abnor'mous. — iis.

Abnormal'ity, Abnor'mlty.— rt/?i». Abnor'mally.
(L. ab, away from, and NormaL]

Aboard, a-bord', adv. or prep, on board : in a ship,

or in a railway-car i^Anur.). [Prep, a, on, and
Board.]

Abode, a-bOd', n. a dwelling-place: stay. [See
Abide.]

Abode, a-b9d',/a./. ixApa.p. of Abide.
Abodement, a-bGd'ment, n. (pbs.) a foreboding : an
omen. [From Abode, with sufT. -tmni. See Bode,
Forebode.]

Abolisb, ab-ol'ish, v.t. to put an end to: to annul.
—adj. AbOl'ishable, capable of being abolished.

—

HS. AbOl'islunent {rare) ; Aboll'tion, the act of

abolithins ; AboU'tiOlUni, advocacy ot aboUtioniit

principles ; AboU'tionlst, one who seeks to abolish
anything, esp. slavery. [Fr. abolir, aboiiss—homh.
aioiere, -iium—ab, trom, olere, to grow. The prep.
ab here reverses the meaning of the simple verb.]

AbomaSUS, ab-O-ma'sns, «. the fourth stomach of
ruminants, lying close to the omasum or third
stomach. —Also Aboma'sum. [L. ab, and omasum,
paunch.]

Abominate, ab-omln-at, v.t. to abhor: to detest
extremely.—«(//. Abom'inable, hateful : detestable,
an old spelling is Abbom'inable, to agree with a
fancied etymology in Lat. ab liomine.—n. Abom'-
inableness.

—

adv. Abom'lnably.—«. Abomina'-
tion, extreme aversion : anything disgusting or de-
testable. [L. abomindri, -dtus, to turn from as of
bad omen. See Omen.]

Abord, a-bord', v.t. {arch.) to accost : {Spens.)
astray, at a loss.—«. (Spens.) harbour : act of
approaching: manner of approach. [Fr. aborder,
abord. See Aboard and Border. ]

Aboriginal, ab-o-rij'in-al, adj. first, primitive, in-
digenous.

—

adv. Aborig'inally.
Aborigines, ab-o-rij'in-ez, n.pi. the original inhabit-

ants of a country. [L. See Origin.)
Abort, ab-ort', v.t. to miscarry in birth : to remain

in a rudimentary state.

—

n. Abor'tion, premature
delivery, or the procuring of such : anything that
does not reach maturity ; a mis-shapen being or
monster.

—

adj. Abort'ive, bom untimely : unsuc-
cessful : producing nothing : brought forth in an
imperfect condition : rudimentary.

—

adv. Abort'-
Ively.

—

n. Abort'iveness. [L. aborlri, abortus—
ab, from, away, oriri, to rise.]

Abound, ab-ownd', v.t. to overflow, be in great
plenty : to possess in plenty (with in) : to be filled

with (used with wiiA). [O. Fr. abundei— L.
abunddre, to overflow, ab, from, unda, a wave.]

About, a-bowt', prep, round on the outside : around :

here and there in : near to : concerning : engaged
in.

—

adv. around: nearly: here and there.—Bring
about, to cause to take place ; Come about, to
take place ; Go about, to prepare to do ; Put about,
disturbed ; To be about, to be astir ; Turn about,
alternately. [A.S. on biitan; on, in, bUtati, with-
out, itself compounded of be, by, and ittan, locative
of at, out.]

Above, a-buv*, prep, on the upside : higher than :

more than.

—

adv. overhead : in a higher position,

order, or power.

—

adjs. Above'-board, open, honour-
able; Above'-ground, alive: not buried. [A.S.
dbu/an—a, on, bufan, above, itself compounded
of be, by, u/an, high, upwards, prop, the locative of
uf, up.]

Abracadabra, ab-ra-ka-dab'ra, n. a cabalistic word,
written in successive lines, each shorter by a letter

than the one above it, till the last letter A formed
the apex of a triangle. It was worn as a charm for
the cure of diseases. Now used generally for a
spell or conjuring word : mere gibberish. [First

found in zd-cent. poem {Pracepta de Medicind)
by Q. Serenus Sammonicus ; fiurther origin un-
known.]

Abrade, ab-rad', v.t. to scrape or rub off: to wear
down by friction. [L. ab, off, radere, rasum, to
scrape.]

Abraham-man, a'bra-ham-man, n. originally a lunatic
beggar from Bethlehem Hospital in London, marked
by a special badge. Many sturdy beggars assumed
this, hence the phrase To sham Abraham, to feign
sickness, still used among sailors. [The wards in

the old Bedlam are said to have been distinguished
by the names of saints and patriarchs, as Abraham.
Some find the origin of the name in an allusion to
the parable of the beggar Lazarus, who found his

rest in Abraham s bosom (Luke xvi.).]

Abranchiate, a-brangTci-at, adj. having no gills.

—

Also Abran'ohlaL [Or. a, priv., and brangchia.
Sill*-]



Abrasion fate, ftr ; mS, hir ; mine ; Alsstreot

Abraxas.

Abrasion, ab-r5'zhun, «. the act of rubbing off.

—

adj.

and tu Abra'sivo. [See Abrade.]
Abraxas, a-braks'as, K. a mystic word, or an amulet,

consisting of a gem engraved
therewith on some part of it,

often bearing a mystical fijjure

of combined human and animal
form, used as a charm. [Said

to be coined by the Egyptian
Gnostic Basilides in ad century
to express 365 in Greek letters

;

thus oi,?pa.\ttt used as numerals
= 1 + 2+100+1+60+1+200.
But Mr C. W. King finds its

origin in Heb. hn-b'rdkdk, 'the
blessing,' or ' sacred name,"
used as the title of a Gnos-
tic deity representing the 365
emanations of the Divine PlerOma or fullness.]

Abray, abra', Abrayd, a-brad', v.i. {S/>ens.) to start

out of sleep: to awake.— z/.^. and v.i. to arouse,
startle.—The more correct form is abraid. [Made
up of pfx. a-, ATiA abridan. A.S. breydan, to twist.
See Braid.]

Abreast, a-brest', adv. with fronts in a line : side
by side: (naut.) opposite to. [Prep, a, on, and
Breast.]

Abricock. See Apricot.
Abridge, a-brij', v.t. to make brief or short : to

shorten : to epitomise : to curtail, as privileges

or authority, —ns. Abridg'ment, Abridge'ment,
contraction : shortening of time, labour, or privileges :

a compendium of a larger work : an epitome or
synopsis : (/aw) the leaving out of certain portions
of a plaintiff's demand, the writ still holding good
for the remainder. [O. Fr. abrerier (Fr. alriger)
—L. abbreviare. See Abbreviate.]

Abroach, a-brOch', adv. broached : in a condition to

let the liquor run out : in a state to be diffused,
afloat : astir. [Prep, a, and Broach.]

ft.broad, a-brawd', adv. on the broad or open space :

out of doors : in another country. [Prep, a, and
Broad.]

Abrogate, ab'ro-g5t, v.i. to repeal (a law).— n.

Abroga'tloa, act of repealing adj. Ab'rogative.
[L. ab, away, rogdre, -dtum, to ask or propose a
law.]

Abrook, a-brook', v.t. {Shak.) to brook, bear, or
endure. [Pfx. a-, and Brook, v. ]

Abrupt, ab-rupt', adj. the opposite of gradual, as if

broken off: sudden : unexpected : precipitous : (of
style) passing from one thought to another without
transitions.

—

n. an abrupt place.—«. Abrup'tlon, a
sudden breaking off: violent separation: {Sliak.)

interruption, pause.

—

adv. Abruptly.

—

n. Abrupt'-
ness. [L. alrupttts—ab, off, rumpere, ruptutn, to

break.]

Abscess, ab'ses, n. a collection of purulent matter
within some tissue of the body. (L. abscessus—abs,

away, cedere, cessum, to go, to retreat.]

Abscind, ab-sind', v.t. to cut off.

—

n. Abscls'slon,
act of cutting off, or st.-ite of being cut off: {r/tet.)

a figure of speech in which the words demanded by
the sense are left unsaid, the speaker stopping short

suddenly. [L. abscindo ; ab, off, scindo, to cut.]

Absciss, ab'sis. Abscissa, ab-sis'sa, ». the straight

line cut off or intercepted between the vertex of a
curve and an ordinate, measured along the principal

axis:—//. Absciss'es, Absciss'se, Abscissas. [L.

abscissus, cut off, pa.p. of abscindere— ab, from,
scindere, to cut.]

Abscond, abs-kond', v.i. to hide, or quit the country,
in order to escape a legal process. [L. abscoiuiire,

abs, from or away, condire, to hide.]

Absent, abs'ent, adj. being away : not present

:

inattentive

—

v.t. fabs-ent') to keep one's self away.—ns. Abs'ence, the state of being away or not pre-

sent : want : inattention ; Absentee', one who is

absent on any occasion : one who makes a habit of
living away from his estate or his office ; AbsentOO'-
ism, the practice of absenting one's self from duty
or station, esp. of a landowner living away from his

estate. — oi/z'. Ab'Sently. [L. absent-, pr.p. of a^
siitn—ab, away from, sum, esse, to be.]

Absinth, Absinthe, ab'sinth, ». spirit combined with
extract of wormwood. — adjs. Abslnth'lan, Ab-
Sinth'iated, impregnated with absinth. [Fr.— L.
absinthium, wormwood—Gr.]

Absolute, ab'sol-ut, adj. free from limits or conditions

:

complete: unlimited: free from mixture : considered
without reference to other things : unconditioned,
unalterable : unrestricted by constitutional checks
(said of a government): {gravt.) not immediately
dependent : (phil.) existing in and by itself without
necessary relation to any other being : capable of
being conceived of as unconditioned. In the sense
of being finished, perfect, it may be considered as
opposed to the Infinite ; but, in the sense of being
freed from restriction or condition, it is evident the
Infinite itself must be absolute. Opposite schools
differ on the question whether the Absolute can be
known under conditions of consciousness.— adi'.

Ab'solutely, separately: unconditionally: posi-
tively : completely.

—

ns. Ab'soluteness ; Absolu'-
tion, release from punishment : acquittal : remission
of sins declared officially by a priest, or the formula
by which such is expressed ; Ab'SOlutlsm, govern-
ment where the ruler is without restriction ; Ab'-
SOlutist, a supporter of absolute government.

—

adjs.
Absolutory, AbsolVatory.—The Absolute, that
which is absolute, self-existent, uncaused. [L.
absoiutus, pa.p. ol absolvere. See Absolve.]

Absolve, ab-zolv', v.t. to loose or set free : to pardon :

to acquit : to discharge (with_^<7»»).

—

ns. Absolv'er,
one wlio gives absolution or acquits ; AbSOlV'itor,
Assoil'zie, in Scots law, the phrase expressing
that the accused in a criminal case is absolved on
the grounds that the evidence disproves or does not
establish the charge. [L. ab, from, solvere, solutuni,
to loose. See Solve.]

Absonant, ab'so-nant, adj. discordant : absurd : un-
natural (with to or from)—opp. to Consonant. [L.
ab, from, sonant', pr.p. of sondre, to sound.]

Absorb, ab-sorb', v.t. to suck in: to swallow up:
to engage wholly.— «. Absorbabil'ity.

—

adj. Ab-
SOrb'able, that may be absorbed. — f.adj. Ab-
sorbed', swallowed up: entirely occupied.

—

advs.
Absorb'edly, Absorb'lngly. — atij. Absorb'ent,
imbibing : swallowing.

—

n. that which absorbs.—«.

Absorp'tion, the act of absorbing : entire occupation
of mind.

—

ndj. Absorp'tlve, having power to ab-
sorb.—«. Absorptivity. [Fr.—L. a?, from, sorbere,
•sorptum, to suck in.]

Abstain, abs-tan', »./. to hold or refrain from.

—

ns.

Abstaln'er, specially one who does not take alcoholic
drinks ; Absten'tlon, a refraining. [Fr. abstenir
—L. abs, from, tenere, to hold. See Tenable.]

Abstemious, abs-tem'i-us, adj. temperate : sparing in

food, drink, or enjoyments.

—

adv. Abstem'iOUSly.—«. Abstem'iousness. [L. abstemius—abs, from,
temetutn, strong wine.]

Abstersion, abs-ter'shun, n. act of cleansing or wash-
ing away impurities.

—

71. t. Absterge', to cleanse,
purge.— adjs. Abster'gent, serving to cleanse

;

Abster'sive, having the quality of cleansing

:

purgative. [L. abstergere, -tersum, to wipe
away.]

Abstinent, abs'tin-ent, adj. abstaining from : tem>
perate.

—

n. Abs'tinenoe, an abstaining or refraining,

especially from some indulgence (with jrom)—also

Abs'tinency.—A^zf. Abstinently. [See Abstain.]
Abstract, abs-trakt', v.t. to draw away : to separate :

to purloin.

—

adj. Abstract'ed, drawn off(withyVo>«):
removed : absent in mind.

—

adv. Abstract'edly.

—

ns. Abstraot'edness ; Abstraction, act of abstract-
ing : state of being abstracted : absence of mind

:
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Accentor fite, fSr ; mi, htr ; mine ; Accordion

accents. [Fr.—L. accentus, a tone or note

—

ad, to,

canere, to sing.]

Accentor. See Hedge-sparrow.
Accept, ak-sept*, v.t. to receive : to agree to : to

promise to pay : {BS] to receive with favour.

—

adj.

Acceptable (ak-septa-bl, or ak'sept-a-bl), to be

accepted : pleasing : agreeable.

—

ns. Accept'able-

ness, Acceptabil'ity, quality of being acceptable.

adv. Acceptably.

—

ns. Accept'ance, a favour-

able reception : an agreeing to terms : an accepted

bill ; Accept'ancy, willingness to receive ; Accept'-

ant, one who accepts—also adj. : Accepta'tion, a

kind reception : the received meaning of a word
;

Acoept'er, Accept'or, one who accepts.^ [L.

acceptdre—accipere, acceptum—ad, to, capere, to

take.]

Acceptilation, ak-sept-il-a'shun, «. {Roman and Scots

law) the remission of a debt through an aquittance

by the creditor testifying to the receipt of money
which never has been paid—a kind of legal fiction

for a free remission : (theol.) the doctrine that the

satisfaction rendered by Christ was not in itself

really a true or full equivalent, but was merely
accepted by God, through his gracious good-will, as

sufficient—laid down by Duns Scotus, and main-
tained by the Arminians. [L. accepiilatio.\

Access, ak'ses, or ak-ses', n. liberty to come to,

approach : increase. — «. Accessibility. — adj.

Accessible, that may be approached. — adv.
Accessibly. [See Accede.]

Accessary, ak-ses'ar-i, or ak'ses-ar-i. Same as Acces-
sory. Accessary is now the usual spelling of both
the adjective and the noun in their legal sense.

Accession, ak-sesh'un, «. a coming to : increase.

—

A deed of accession (Scots laiu), a deed by which
the creditors of a bankrupt approve of a trust settle-

ment executed by the debtor for the general behoof,

and consent to the arrangement proposed.

Accessory, ak'ses-sor-i, adj. additional : contributing

to : aiding : (Lttu) participating in a crime, as in

reset of theft, and the like.

—

n. anything additional

:

one who aids or gives countenance to a cnmc— adj.
Accessdr'ial, relating to an accessory.

—

adv. Ac'-
cessorlly, in the manner of an accessory : by sub-
ordinate means.

Accidence, ak'sid-ens, n. the part of grammar treating
of the inflections of words (because these changes
are ' accidentals ' of words and not ' essentials ').

Accident, ak'sid-ent, n. that which happens : an
unforeseen or unexpected event : chance : an un-
essential quality or property.

—

adj. Accident'al,
happening by chance : not essential.—«. anything
not essential.—/«. Accident'alism, Accidental'ity.
—adv. Accident'ally.—Tie chapter of accidents,
the unforeseen course of events. [L. accidere, to
happen

—

ad, to, cadere, to fall.]

Accite, ak-sit', v.t. (Shak.) to cite or call, to summon

:

—pr.p. acclt'ing ;/«./. accTt'ed. [L. accire, -citum— ad, to, cilre, citum, to call.]

Acclamation, ak-klam-S'shun, n. a shout of applause
—(poet.) Acclaim'.—f.^. Acclaim', to declare by
acclamation.

—

adj. Acclam'atory, expressing accla-
mation. [L. acclamare—ad, to, clamare, -dtum, to
shout. See Claim.]

Acclimatise, ak-kllm'at-Tz, v.t. to inure to a foreign
climate— also Acclim'ate.

—

n. AccUmatisa'tion,
the act of acclimatising: the state of being acclim-
atised — also Acclimation, Acclimata'tion, the
former anomalous, the second used in French, f Fr.
acclimater, from ^ and climat. See Climate.]

Aoclimature, ak-klfma-tOr, n. Same as Acclimat-
isation.

Acclivity, ak-kliv'i-ti, n. a slope upwards—opp. to
Declivity, a slope downwards. — adj. Acoli'VOUS,
rising as an acclivity—also AcoliV'itOllS. [L. ad,
to, clivus, a slope.]

Aocloy, ak-kloi', v.t. (oit.) to cloy or choke : to fill to
atiety : to enctunber. [S«e OlOJ,]

Acooast, ak-kOst', v.t. {Spens.) to fly near the earth.

(See Accost.]
Accoil, ak-koil', v.i. {Spens.) to gather together.

[Through Fr.—L. ad, to, colligere, to collect Sec
Coa]

Accolatde, ak-ol-ad', «. a ceremony used in conferring

knighthood, formerly an embrace, a kiss, now a
slap on the shoulders with the flat of a sword. [Fr.

— L. ad, to, collum, neck.]
Accommodate, ak-kom'mod-at, v.i. to adapt : to

make suitable : to adjust : to harmonise or force

into consistency {to) : to furnish or supply {with) :

to provide entertainment hr.^p.adj. Accom'mod-
ating, affording accommodation : obliging: pliable :

easily corrupted. — «. Accommoda'tion, conveni-
ence : fitness : adjustment : obligingness : an
arrangement or compromise : {theol.) an adaptation
or method of interpretation which explains the
special form in which the revelation. is presented
as unessential to its contents, or rather as often
adopted by way of compromise with human ignor-
ance or weakness: a loan of money.— rt^'. Accom'-
modative, furnishing accommodation : obliging.

—

ns. Accom'modativeness ; Accom'modator.—Ac-
commodation bill, a bill drawn, accepted, or en-
dorsed by one or more persons as security for a
sum advanced to another by a third party, as a
banker ; Accommodation ladder, a stairway at

the outside of a ship's gangway to facilitate access
to boats. [L. ad, to, cotnmodus, fitting. See
Commodious. ]

Accompanable, ak-kum'pan-a-bl, adj. {obs.) sociable.
[From Accompany.]

Accompany, ak-kum'pan-i, v.t. to keep company
with : to attend : to support a singer by singing or
playing on any instrument an additional part {with,
ofmusic : on, of the instrument).

—

ns. Accom'panier

;

Accom'paniment, that which accompanies: {mus.)
the assisting of a solo part by other parts, which
may consist of a whole orchestra, or a single instru-

ment, oreven subservient vocal parts ; Accom'panist,
one who accompanies a singer on an instrument to

sustain his voice. [Fr. accompagner. See Com-
pany.]

Accomplice, ak-kom'plis, n. an associate, esp. in crime,
in modem use (with ofand 7vitk before a person, and
in or o_f before the crime). [L. ad, to, complex,
-ids, joined.]

Accomplish, ak-kom'plish, v.t. to complete : to bring
about : to effect : to fulfil : to equip.

—

adjs. Accom'-
plishable, that may be accomplished ; Accom'-
plished, complete in acquirements, especially grate-

ful acquirements : polished.—«. Accom'plishment,
completion: ornamental acquirement. [Fr. acomplir
—L. ad, to, complere, to fill up. See Complete.]

Accompt, ak-komt', «. an almost obsolete form of
Acconnt; Accompt'able, of Accountable; Ac-
compt'ant, of Accountant.

Accorage. Same as Accourage.
Accord, ak-kord', v.i. to agree : to be in correspondence

{with).—v.t. to cause to agree: to reconcile: to
grant {to, of a person).—«. agreement : harmony.—n. Accord'anoe, agreement : conformity— also

Accord'ancy. — adj. Accord'ant, agreeing : cor-
responding. —<i</z'. Accord'antly.—/.rt<^'. Accord'-
ing, in accordance : agreeing : harmonious.

—

adv.
Accord'ingly, agreeably : suitably : in agreement
(with what precedes). — According as, in pro-
portion as, or agreeably as; According to, in

accordance with, or agreeably to.—Of one's own
accord, of one's own spontaneous motion. [O. Fr.
acordet— L. ad, to, cor, cordis, the heart.]

Accordion, ak-kor'di-on, «. a portable musical instru-
ment consisting of a hand-bellows, with keyboard
on one side, the keys resting on free metal reeds so
arranged that each sounds two notes, one in expand-
ing, the other in contracting the bellows. [From
ooord.]
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Accost, ak-kost', v.t. to speak first to: to address.

—

Hs. Accost', Accost'ing (obs.), address : greeting.

—adj. AcCOSt'able, easy of access. [O. Fr. acoster

—Low L. accostare, to be side by side—L. ad, to,

casta, a side.]

Accouchement, ak-kSOsh'mong, «. delivery in child-

bed. Y?x. accoucher. See COUCh.]
Accoucheur, ak-k5D-sher', «. a man who assists women

in child-birth : a medical practitioner with this

speciality -.—/em. ACCOUCheuse (ak-kOS-shez'). [Fr.]

Account, ak-kownt*, v.t. to reckon : to judge, value.

—v.i. (wither) to give a reason : to give an account

of money held in trust.—«. a counting: statement:

value : sake : a reckoning as to money, as in phrases

like, ' to render an account,' 'to settle an account,"

'to square accounts' with any one, &c.

—

adj. Ac-
Count'able, liable to account, responsible (for, of

the thing ; to, of the person).

—

7is. Account'able-
ness, Accountabil'ity, liability to give account,

responsibility to fulfil obligations.

—

adv. Account'-
abfy.

—

ns. Account'ancy, the office or work of an
accountant ; Account'ant, one who keeps, or is

skilled in, accounts ; Account'antship, the employ-

ment of an accountant ; Account'-book, a book m
which accounts are kept.—Account current, or

open account, a course of business dealings still

going on between two persons, or a person and a

bank. —For account of, on behalf of; For the
account, for settlement on the regular fortnightly or

monthly settling-day, instead of for cash (of sales on
the Stock Exchange).—In account with, in busi-

ness relations requiring the keepinjj of an account
with some one.—On or To account, an instalment

or interim payment.—To make account of, to set

value upon; To take into account, to take into

consideration ; To take no account of, to overlook.

[O. Fr. atrcontet— L, ad, to, computare, to reckon.

See Compute, Count.]
Accouple, ak-kup'l, v.t. (ois.) to couple or link to-

gether. [O. Fr. acopUr—a, to, copU. SeeCouple.]
Accourage, ak-kur'aj, v.t. (Spens.) to encourage.

[O. Fr. acorager—d. (L. ad), and corage (Fr. cour-

age). See Courage.]
Accourt, ak-k5rt', v.t. (Spens.). Same as Court.
Accoutre, ak-kSo'ter, v.t. to dress or equip (esp. a

warrior) :

—

Pr.p. accou'tring ; /«./>. accou'tred.

—

«.//. Accou'trementS, dress : military equipments
-—(6>^«j.) Aocou'strementa. [Fr. accoutrer, earlier

accoustrei of doubtful origin, prob. conn, with

O. Fr. coKstre, coutre, a sacristan who had charge
of sacred vestments—Low L. custor—L. custos, a
keeper.]

Acooy, ak-koi', v.t. (ois.) to still or quieten : to soothe :

to subdue. [O. Fr. cuoyer—a, to, and coi, quiet

—

L. quiet-utH. See Coy.]
Accredit, ak-kred'it, v.t. to give credit, countenance,

authority, or honour to : to furnish with credentials

(with to, at) : to vouch for anything belonging to

some one—to ascribe or attribute it to \ivni(with).—
v.t. Accred'itate (obs.).—n. Accreditation, fact

of being accredited.—The pa.p. Accred'ited, as
adj., recognised. [Fr. accriditej— d, to, credit,

credit. See Credit.]
Accrescent, ak-kres'ent, adj. growing: ever-increas-

ing.

—

ns. Accres'oence, gradual growth or increase

;

Accre'tion, the process of growing continuously

:

the growing together of parts externally, or con-
tinuous coherence : that which has grown in such
a way, any extraneous addition.

—

adj. Accre'tive.
[L. ad, in addition, crescere, to grow.)

Aocrew, ak-kr50' (Spens^. Same as Accrue.
Accrue, ak-krOS', v.i. to spring or grow as a natural

result (with from) : to fall to any one by way of
advantage (with unto, to). [O. Fr. acrcwe, what
grows up in a wood to the profit of the owner

;

acreistre—L. accrescere.}

Acoubation, ak-ku-ba'shun, «. a lying or reclining on
a couch. [L. ad, to, and cubart, to lie down.]

Accumbent, ak-kumb'ent, adj. lying down or reclin-
ing on a couch. [L. ad, to, cumbere, to lie.]

Accumulate, ak-kum'ul-at, v.t. to heap or pile up:
to amass : to take degrees by accumulation, to take
a higher degree at the same time with a lower, or
at a shorter interval than usual.

—

v.i. to increase
greatly: to go on increasing.—«. Accumulation,
a heaping up : a heap, mass, or pile.

—

adj. Accum'-
ulative, heaping up.—«. Accumulator, a thing or
person that accumulates, esp. an apparatus for
storing electricity. [L.—ad, to, cumuius, a heap.]

Accurate, ak'kur-at, adj. done with care : exact.

—

ft. Ac'CUracy, correctness : exactness.—a<fz/. Ac'-
ourately.— 7/. Ac'curateness. [L. accuratus, per-
formed with care (of things}—«</, to, cura, care.]

Accurse, ak-kurs', z'.t. to curse : to devote to misery
or destruction.

—

adj. Accurs'ed, subjected to a
curse : doomed : worthy of a curse : extremely
wicked. [Pfx. a-, and A.S. cursian, to curse.]

Accusative, ak-kuz'a-tiv, adj. accusing.—«. (grant.)
the case which expresses the direct object of transi-
tive verbs (in English, the objective)—primarily ex-
pressing destination or the goal of motion.

—

adj.
ACCUS'atiV£ll. [Fr. accusattJ—\,. accusativus, 'of
the nature of accusation,' a translation of the Gr«
(ptosis) aitiaiike, (the case) 'of accusing,' but also
' of or pertaining to what is caused or effected

'

(aitiaton, effect, aitia, cause); hence, properly, the
case of the effect.]

Accuse, ak-kuz', v.t. to bring a charge against: to

blame (with of before the thing charged, sometimes
for).—adj. Accus'able, thatniay be accused.

—

ns.

Accus'al, accusation ; Accusation, the act of accus-
ing : the charge brought against any one.

—

adjs.
Accusato'rial, of an accuser; Accus'atory, con-
taining accusation.—«. Accuse (Shak.), accusation.
—p.adj. Accused', charged with a crime : usually
as a «., the person accused. — ns. Accuse'ment
(Spens.), a charge; Accus'er, one who accuses or
brings a charge against another. [O. Fr. acuser—
L. accusdre—ad, to, causa, cause.]

Accustom, ak-kus'tum, v.t. to make familiar by cus-
tom : to habituate (with to),—adj. Accus'tomary.

—

p.adj. AcCUS'tomed, usual : frequent : habituated.
n. Accus'tomedness. [O. Fr. acostumer (Fr.

accoutumer)—a, to, costume, coustume— L. con-
suetudinem. See Custom.]

Ace, as, «. the one at dice, also at cards, dominoes,
&C. : a single point, an atom. [Fr.— L. as, tinity

—

as, Tarentine Doric form of Gr. heis, one.]
Aceldama, a-sel'da-ma, n. a field of blood— the name
given to the field outside Jerusalem bought with the
blood-money of Jesus. [Gr.—Aram.iic]

Acephalan, a-sefa-lan, «. (zool.) one of the Acephala,
a class of molluscs, which present no traces of a
head.

—

adj. Aceph'alOUS, without a head. [Gr. a,

neg., kephale, the head.]
Acerbity, as-er'bi-ti, n. bitterness : sourness : harsh-

ness : severity.

—

adj. Acerb'. [Fr.,—L. acerbitat-ent

—L. acerbus, harsh to the taslc—acer, sharp.]
Aceric, a-ser'ik, adj. obtained from the maple. [From

L. acer, a maple-tree.]

Acetabulum, as-e-tab'u-lum, «. (anat.) the cavity
which receives the head of the thigh-bone : also a
glandular substance found in the placenta of some
animals :—/>/. Acetab'ula. [L., a cup-shaped vessel.]

Acetic, as-etik, adj. of the nature of vinegar: sour

—

also Ace'tous, Acetose'.—«. Aces'cenoe, a tendency
to sourness.

—

aiij. Aces'cent.—«. Ac'etate, salt of

acetic acid which is the sour principle in vinegar.

[L. acetum, vinegar

—

ac-ere, to be sour.]

Acetify, as-et'i-fl, v.t. or v.i. to turn into vinegar.

—

«. Acetifica'tion. [L. acetum, vinegar, aad/acere,
to make.]

Acetopathy, as-et-op'a-thi, n. the treating of ailments
by the external application of dilute acetic acid.

[L. acetum, acid, and Gr. pathos, feeling.
]_

Acetylene, a-set'i-lin, n, a powerful illuminant gas
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procured from carbide of calcium by means of
water.

Achaean. See Achean.
Achamement, a-sham'ment (sometimes nasalised as

in French), h, thirst for blood, ferocity. [Fr. achar-
fUr, refl sackariur, to thirst for blood.]

Achates, a-kats', «.//. (Spens.). Same as Gates.
Achates, a-ka'tes, n. trusty comrade, from the ' fidus

Achates ' of Virgil's /Eneid—the constant companion
of i^neas in his wanderings after the fall of Troy.

Ache, ak, «. a continued pain.

—

v.i. to be in continued

pain :—pr.fi. ach'ing ; pa.p. ached.—«. Ach'ing, con-

tinued pain or distress. [The verb is properly ake,

the noun nclu, as in speak and speech. The A.S.
noun ace is from the verb ac-an, to ache.]

Achenlum, a-ke'ni-um, «. (bot.) a small hard one-

seeded fruit, which does not open when ripe, as in

the buttercupw [From Gr. a, neg., and chainein, to

gape.]
Acheron, aklcer-on, «. death, hell—from the name of

that river in the infernal regions of classical myth-
ology.

—

adj. Acheron'tlc, deadly.
Achieve, a-chev', v. i. to bring to a head or end : to

perform : to accomplish : to carry out successfully :

to gain, win.

—

(ulj. Achievable, that may be
achieved.

—

n. AchlOTe'ment, a performance: an
exploit : an escutcheon or armorial shield granted
in memory of some achievement, applied especially

to the escutcheon over the tomb of a dead person,
generally called a hatchment. [Fr. achevcr, from
A chief {venir)—Low L. ad caput venire, to come
to a head. See Chief.]

Achillean, ak-il-Ie'an, adj. like Achilles, the great
Greek hero in the Trojan war, brave, swift of foot,

unrelenting in wrath.—Achllles tendon, the attach-
ment of the soleus and gastrocnemius muscles of the
calf of the leg to the heel-bone, so named from the

infant Achilles's mother, Thetis, having held him by
the heel when she dipped him into the Styx to make
him invulnerable.

Achitophel, a-hit'a-fel, «. an able but unprincipled
counsellor, from the name of David's sage counsellor
who treacherously abetted the rebellion of Absalom.
Dr>'den in his famous satire applied the name to

Sh.nftesbury.—Also Ahlth'opheL
Achromatic, a-krOm-at'ik, adj. transmitting light

without colour, of a lens or telescope.

—

adv. AclU'O-
mat'lcally.—«. Achromatism, the state of being
achromatic

—

v.i. Achrom'atize, to render achro-
matic. [Gr. a, neg., and chroma, chromatos,
colour.]

AclCUlar, as-ik'Q-lar, adi. needle-shaped ; slender and
sharp-pointed.—Also Acio'alata, AclCulatod. [L.

acicuihj dim. of acus, a needle.]

Acid, as' id, adj. sharp : sour.

—

n. a sour substance :

(chem.) one of a class of substances, usually sour,

which turn vegetable blues to red, and combine
with alkalies, metallic oxides, &c. to form salts.

—adj. Acdd'lfiable, cajjable of being converted into

an acid.—«J. Acidifica'llon ; Acidity, the quality

of being acid or sour—also Ac'idness.

—

v.t. Acid'U-
late, to make slightly acid. [L. ac-ere, to be sour-
root ak, sharp.]

Acidify, as-id'i-fr, v.t. to make acid : to convert into

an acid x—pr.p. acid'ifying ; pa.p. acid'iiied. [L.

acidus, sour, andJacere, to make.]
Aoldlmeter, as-id-im'e-t^r, H. an instrument for

measuring the strength of acids.—«. Aoidim'etry,
the act ofsuch measurement. [Acid and Meter.]

Acidnlons, avid'Q-lus, adj. slightly sour : subacid

:

containing carbonic acid, as mineral waters: (_fig:)

caustic, sharp. [L. acidulus, dim. of acidus, sour.

See Acid.]
Aclerage, 5's{-4r-5j, «. the covering of an engraved

copper-plate with a film of iron to ensure durability.

[Fr. acier, steel—L. acies, a sharp point, and -age.]

Aciform, as'i-form, adj. needle-shaped. [L. acut, a
needle, and Form, ixam/frma, shape.]

Acinlform, a-sin'i-form, adj. in clusters like grapes,
or having the form of grapes. [L. acinus, a grape.]

Acknow, ak-na', v.t. (ois.) to know, to recognise.

—

adj. Acknown (S/iak.), known or acquainted.
[A.S. on, in, on, cndwan, to Enow.]

Acknowledge, ak-nol'ej, v.t. to own a knowledge of:
to own as true : to confess : to admit or give intima-
tion of the receipt of

—

adj. Acknow'ledgeaUe.

—

oiiv. Aoknow'ledgeably.—«. Acknowledgment,
recognition : admission : confession : thanks : a
receipt. [From the v. Acknow, with suffix -ledge.]

Aclinic, ak-lin'ik, adj. without inclination, applied to
the magnetic equator, which cuts the terrestrial

equator, inasmuch as on that line the magnetic
needle has no dip, but lies horizontal. [Gr. cDtlinls—a, neg., kUn-ein, to bend.]

Acme, ak'me, n. the top or highest point : the culmi-
nation or perfection in the career of anything : crisis,

as of a disease.—Acme skates, the name given to a
kind of skates, formed of steel, fixed to the boot by
a mechanical device, permitting them to be quickly
fixed on or taken off. [Gr. akme—ake, a point.]

Acne, ak'ne, n. a common skin disease, an inflamma-
tion of the sebaceous follicles of the skin, often
occurring on the nose. [A corr. of Gr. akme, a
point]

Acock, a-kok', adv. in a cocked manner : defiantly.

—

A cock-bill {naut.\ having the ends pointing up-
ward, as of an anchor hanging by its ring at the
cat-head, in a position for dropping ; or of the yards
when topped up by one lift to an angle with the
deck— the symbol of mourning. [Prep, a, and
Cock.]

Acoemeti, a-sem'S-tl, n.pl. a congregation of monks
founded in 460 near Constantinople, who by alter-

nating choirs kept divine service going on day and
night without intermission in their monastery, [Gr.
akoimetoi, sleepless, a, neg., and koimaein, to put
to sleep.]

Acold, a-kold', adj. (arch.) cold. [A.S. ac61ed, pa.p.
o{ acilian ; pfx. a-, intens., and cdlian, to CooL]

Acolyte, ak'o-lit, Acolyth, ak'o-lith, ». an inferior

church ofBcer : an attendant or assistant : {R. C.
Church) one ordained to the fourth of the minor
orders, next to the sub-deacon. [Gr. akolouthos,
an attendant.]

Aconite, ak'o-nlt, n. the plant wolfs-bane or monk's-
hood: poison.

—

adj. Aconlt'ic.—«. Acon'itine, the
essential principle of aconite. [L. aconitum—Qx.
akoniton.l

Acop, a-kop', adv. (ois.) on the top or head : on high.
[Prep, a, and A.S. cop, copp, summit.]

Acorn, a'kom, «. the seed or fruit of the oak.

—

adj.
A'corned.

—

n. A'com-shell, a name for the Balanus
(L., acorn), a genus of Cirripedes in the class
Crustacea.

_
[A.S. acern, prob. from acer, field,

hence meaning ' the fruit of the unenclosed land.
The modem form is due to confusion with oak (A.S.
&c) and com. ]

Acosmlsm, a-koz'mizm, n. refusal to believe in the
existence of an eternal world. [Gr., a, neg., and
kosmos, the world.]

Acotyledon, a-kot-i-le'dun, «. a plant without distinct

cotyledons or seed-lobes.

—

adj. Acotyle'donottS.
[Gr. a, neg., and kotyleddn. See Cotyledon.]

Acoustic, a-kowst'ik, adj. pertaining to the sense of
hearing or to the theory of sounds : used in hearing,
auditory.

—

n. Acoust'ics, the science of sound. [Fr.

—Gr. akoustikos—akouein, to hear.]

Acoy. Same as Accoy.
Acquaint, ak-kw^nt', v.t. to make'or let one to know:

to inform a person of a thing (with) : to inform (with

personal object only).

—

ns. Atsqualnt'ance, familiar

knowledge : a person whom we know ; Acquaint'-
anceshlp, familiar knowledge—̂ .a<^'. Acquainted
(with), personally known : havmg personal know-
ledge of. [O. Fi\ acointer—Low L. accognitar*—
L. ad, to, cognitus, known.]
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Acquest, ak-kwest', n. an acquisition or thing ac-

quired. [O. Fr.—L. acquisitus, acquirirt. See
Acqiiire J

Acx^uiesce, ak-kwi-es', v.i. to rest satisfied or without
making opposition: to assent (with in). — «. Ac-
qules'cence, quiet assent or submission. — adj.

Acq.Uies'ceilt, resting satisfied : easy : submissive.

—advs. Acquiescently, Acquies cingly. [L. ac-

quiescere—ad, and guies, rest.]

Acquire, ak-kwir', v.i. to gain : to attain to.—w. Ao-
quiratil'lty. — adj. Aoquir'able, that may be

acquired.

—

ns. Acquire'ment, something learned or

got by effort, rather than a gift of nature ; Aoquisi'-

tion, the act of acquiring : that which is acquired.

—adj. Acquisitive, desirous to acquire.—«. Ac-
quisitiveness, propensity to acquire — one of the

phrenologists' so-called faculties, with its special

organ. \0. Vt. aguerre— 1.. acquirere, -quisitum
—ad, to, and quarere, to seek.]

Acquist, ak-kwist*, «. {Milion) a form of Acquest.
Acquit, ak-kwit^, v.i. to free : to release : to settle, as

a debt : to behave or conduct (one's selO: to declare

innocent (with of before the thing of which ac-

quitted) -.—pr.p. acquit'ting ; pa.p. acquit'ted.—«J.
Ax^Uit'tal, a judicial discharge from an accusation ;

Acquit'tance, a discharge from an obligation or

debt : a receipt in evidence of such a discharge.

—

v.i. {Shak.\ to acquit, clear. [O. Fr. acquiier—L.

ad, to, quietdre, to give rest. See Quit.]

Acre, a'ker, «. a measure of land containing 4840 sq.

yards. The Scotch acre contains 6150-4 sq. yards

(48 Scotch = 6i imperial acres): the Irish, 7840 sq.

yards (50 Irish = 81 imperial acres): (//.) for lands,

estates generally : (^fig:) large quantities of any-
thing.—«. A'creage, the number of acres in a piece

of land.

—

adj. A'cred, possessing acres or land.

[A.S. iFCer; Ger. acker, L. a^er, Gr. agros. Sans.
ajras, a plain.]

Acrid, ak'rid, adj. biting to the taste : pungent

:

bitter.

—

ns. Acridity, Ac'ridnesS, quality of being
acrid : a sharp, bitter taste. [L. acer, acris, sharp
—root ak, sharp.]

Acrimony, ak'ri-mun-i, n. bitterness of feeling or
langu.ige.

—

adj. Acrimo'UiOUS, sharp, bitter.— «.

Acrimo'niOUSness, the state or quality of being acri-

monious : severity. [L. acriinonia—acer, sharp.]

Acritochromacy, a-krit-o-kro'ma-si, «. inability to

distinguish between colours : colour-blindness.

[From Gr. akriios, undistinguishable (

—

a, neg., and
krincin, to separate), and chroma, -atos, colour.]

Acritude, ak'ri-tud, «. the quality of being acrid : a
sharp bitter taste : bitterness of temper or language.
[L. acritudo—acer, sharp.]

AcroamatiC, -al, ak-ro-a-mat'ik, -al, adj. oral,

esoteric, secret—applied to the lectures of Aristotle

delivered to a select circle of students as opposed to

his more popular lectures. [Gr. akroamatikos—
akroasthai, to hear.]

Acrobat, ak'ro-bat, «. a rope-dancer : a tumbler : a
\-a.v\i.<ix.—adj. Acrobat'ic—«. Acrobat'ism, the
art of the acrobat. [Gr. akrobaios, walking on tip-

toe ; akros, point, batos—bainein, to go]
Acrogen, ak'ro-jen, n. a plant that grows at the top

chiefly, as a tree-fern.

—

adj. Acrog'enous. [Gr.
akros, top, genes, born.]

Acrolith. ak'ro-lith, «. a statue of the earlier Greek
artists having the trunk made of wood and the
extremities of stone. [Gr. akrolithos— akros,
extreme, and litlws, stone.]

Acronycal, a-kron'ik-al, adj. midnight, applied to stars

that rise at sunset and set at sunrise, or opposite to

the sun.

—

adv. Acron'ycally. [Gr. akros, summit,
middle (of time), and nyx, nyktos, night.]

Acropolis, a-kro'pol-is. «. a citadel, esp. that of Athens.
[Gr. akropoiis—akros, the highest, polis, a city.]

Acrospire, ak'ro-spir, II. (bot.^ the first leaf that ap-

pears when com sprouts. [Gr. akros, summit, end,
tpeira, anything twisted round.]

Across, a-kros', prep, or adv. crosswise : from side to
side. [Prep, a, and Cross.]

Acrostic, a-kro'stik, «. a jjoem of which, if the first or
the last letter of each line be taken in succession
they will spell a name or a sentence.

—

adj. Aoro'stl-
caX.—adv. Acro'stically.—«. Acro'sticism, method
of acrostics. [Gr. akros, extreme, and stichos a
line.]

'

Act, akt, v.i. to exert force or influence: to produce
an effect : to behave one's self: to feign. v.t. to
perform : to imitate or play the part oi.—n. some-
thing done or doing : an exploit : the very process of
doing something : a law or decision of a prince or
legislative body : an instrument in writing for verifi-
cation : {iheoi.) something done once for all, in
opposition to a work: a distinct section of a play:
in universities, a public disputation or lecture main-
tained by a candidate for a degree.— «. Act'ing,
action : act of performing an assumed or a dramatic
part: feigning.

—

adj. performing some duty tempo-
rarily, or for another.—«. Act'or, one who acts : a
stage-player -.—/em. Act'ress.—Act Of God, a result
of natural forces, unexpected and not preventable by
human foresight.—In act tO, on the very point of
doing something.—To act on, to act in accordance
with ; To act up to, to come up in practice to some
expected standard: to fulfil. [L. agere, actum;
Gr. agein, to put in motion ; Sans, aj, to drive.]

Acta, ak'ta, n.pl. proceedings in a court civil or
ecclesiastical, or the minutes of such.—Acta Mar-
t3rrum, the early accounts of the martyrs ; Acta
Sanctorum, a general name for collections of ac-

counts of saints and martyrs, especially of the great
collection of the BoUandists, begun in 1643, inter-

rupted in 1794 at the fifty-third vol. (Oct. 6), but
resumed in 1845.

Actinia, ak-tin'i-a, n. a genus of marine animals of
the class Polypi, growing on rocks or shells, with
numerous tentacles or rays like the petals of a flower,

from which they are often called animal flowers or
sea-anemones. [From Gr. aktis, aktittos, a ray.]

Actiniform, ak-tin'i-form, adj. having a radiated form.

[Gr. aktis, aktinos, ray, and Form.]
Actinism, ak'tin-izm, «. the chemical force of the

sun's rays, as distinct from light and heat.

—

adj.
Ac'tinic. [Gr. aktis, aktinos, a ray.]

Actinolite, ak-tin'O-lIt, «. a green variety of horn-
blende. [Gr. aktis, aktinos, a ray, Itthos, a stone.]

Actinometer, ak-tin-om'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the intensity of the sun's actinic rays.

[Gr. aktis, aktitws, ray, and Meter.]
Actinomyces, ak-ti-no-ml'sez, «. the minute ray-

fungus.

—

n. Actinomycd'sis, an inflammatorydisease
in cattle, swine, and sometimes man, caused by that

fungus. [Gr. aktis, aktinos, ray, and ntyces, mush-
room.]

Actinozoa, ak'tin-6-z5'a, n.pl. one of the three classes

of Coelenterata, including sea-anemones, dead-men's
fingers, corals, &c. [Gr. aktis, -inos, a ray ; zda,

animals]
Action, ak'shun, n. a state of acting : activity in the

abstract : a deed : operation : gesture : a battle : a
lawsuit, or proceedings in a court : the movement
of events in a drama, novel, &c.

—

adj. Ac'tionable,
liable to a lawsuit.— «. Ac'tion-tak'ing (Skak.),

resenting an injury by a lawsuit instead of fighting

it out like a man of honour.
Activate, ak'ti-vat, v.t. {Bacon) to make active:

—

pr.p. ac'tivating ; pa.p. ac'tivated.

Active, akt'iv, adj. that acts : busy : nimble : prac-

tical, as opposed to speculative : effective : {gram.)
transitive

—

adv. Act ively.—or. Activity, Acf-
iveness.

Acton, ak'tun, «. a stuffed leather jacket which used
to be worn under a coat of mail. [O. Fr. auqtteton,

through Sp. from Ar. al-qutun."]

Actual, akt'u-al, adj. real : existing in fact and now,
as opp. to an imaginary or past state of things.

—

v.t.



Actiiary fate, nir : me, hit : mine

;

Adhere

Act'uallse, to make actual : to realise in action.

—n. Actuality.—a(/t'. Aot'tially.

Actuary, akt'ii-ar-i, «. a registrar or clerk : one who
makes the calculations connected with an insurance

office. [L. actuarius (scriia), an amanuensis, a

clerk.]

Actuate, akt'Q-St, v./. to gut into or incite to action :

to influence. — » Actua'tion. [L. actus, action.

See Act.]
Aculeated, ak-ul-e-at'ed, p.adj. pointed : CAf.) pun-

gent, incisive. [L. acuUaius, aculeus, dim. oiacus,

needle.]

Acumen, ak-u'men, n. sharpness : quickness of per-

ception : penetration. [L. See Acute.]

Acuminate, a-ku'min-at, adj. (bot.) having a long

tapering point—also Acu'minated.—f. A Acu'min-
ate, to sharpen : (_fis) give point to.—k. Accumin-
a'tion. [L. acuminatum, pa.p. of acumindre, to

make pointed

—

acumen, a point. See Acumen. ]

Acupressure, ak-u-presh'ur, n. a mode of arresting

hemorrhage from cut arteries, by inserting a needle

into the flesh so as to press across the mouth of the

artery. [L. acus, a needle, and Pressure.]
Acupuncture, ak-u-pungkt'ur, «. an operation for

relieving pain by puncturing the flesh with needles.

[ L. acus, a needle, and Puncture. ]

Acute, ak-ut', adj. sharp-pointed : keen : opp. of
dull: shrewd: shrill.

—

adv. Acute'ly.—«. AcutO'-
ness.—Acute angle, an angle less than a right

angle (see Angle) ; AcutO disease, one coming to

a violent crisis, as opp. to Chronic. [L. acutus,
pa.p. of acuere, to sharpen, from root ak, sharp.]

Adage, ad'aj, «. an old saying: a proverb. [Fr.—L.
aiiagiutn, from ad, to, and root oi aio, I say.]

Adagio, a-da'gi-o, adv. (mus.) slowly.

—

n. a slow
movement : a piece in adagio time. [It. ad agio,
at ease.]

Adam, ad'am, «. the first man : unregenerate human
nature : a gaoler.— «. Ad'amite, one descended from
Adam : one of a ad-century heretical sect in Northern
Africa, and in the 15th in Germany, whose members,
claiming the primitive innocence of Eden, went
about naked.

—

adjs. Adamitlc, -al.—«. Ad'am-
ItiSUL

Adamant, ad'a-mant, «. a very hard stone : the dia-

mond.

—

cuijs. Adamante'an {Milton), hard as ada-
mant ; Adaman'tine, made of or like adamant

:

that caxmot be broken or penetrated. [L. and Gr.
adamas, -antos—a, neg., and damaein, to break,
to tame. See Tame.]

Adamic, a-dam'ik, adj. relating to Adam.
Adam'S-apple, ad'amz-ap'pl, n. the angular projec-

tion of the thyroid cartilage of the larynx in front of
the throat, so called from an idea that part of the
forbidden fruit stuck in Adam's throat.—Adam's
ale, water.

Adansonia, ad-an-sO'ni-a, n. the baobab, monkey-
bread, or calabash-tree of West Africa. [So called
from Adanson, a French botanist (1727-1806).]

Adapt, ad-apt*, v.t. to make apt or fit: to accom-
modate (with to or/or).—ns. Adaptabil'ity, Adapt'-
ableness.—oi/^'. Adapt'able, that may be adapted.—
ft. Adapta'tion, the act of making suitable : fitness :

{biol.) the process of advantageous variation and pro-
gressive modification by whichorganisms are adjusted
to the conditions of their life—the perfected result of
adaptation being a life in harmony with the environ-
ment. [Fr.—L. adaptare—ad, to, and aptdrt, to fit]

Adar, 3'dar, «. the twelfth month of the Jewish
ecclesiastical, the sixth of the civil, year, corre-

sponding to the later part of February and the first

part of March. [Heb. a</ar.]

Adays, a-dSz*, adv. nowadays : at the present time.
(Prep, a, and gen. sing, of Day, A.S. ondceye.\

Add, ad, v.t. to put (one thing) to (another) : to sum
up (with to) : to increase.—adjs. Add'able, Add'ible.
—nt. Addibil'lty; Addlt'ament (Charles Lamb),
an addition ; Addl'tion, the act of adding : the thing
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added : the rule in arithmetic for adding numbers
together: title, honour.

—

adj. Addi'tional, that is

added. [L.

—

addere—ad, to, dare, to put.]

Addaz, ad'aks, n. a species of large antelope found in

Africa, with long twisted horns. [African word.]

Addeem, ad-dem', v.t. to deem: to adjudge: to

award. [Pfx. ad-, and Deem.]
Addendum, ad-den'dum, «. a thing to be added : an
appendix -.—pi. Addenda. [L. See Add.]

Adder, ad'er, «. the popular English name of the
viper.

—

ns. Ad'der's-tongue, a genus of ferns the
seeds of which grow on a spike resembling a ser-
pent's tongue ; Ad'der's-wort, a wort or plant, so
called from its being supposed to cure the bite of
serpents

—

a\so caXXcd Snakeweed. [A.S. needre ; cf.

Ger. a/ter for natter. An adder came by mistake
into use for a nadder ; the reverse mistake is a newt
for an ewt or eft.^

Addict, ad-dikt', v.t. to give (one's selO up to (gener-
ally in a bad sense) : (i?.) to devote or dedicate one's
self to.

—

adjs. Addict', Addict'ed, given up to
(with to).— ns. Addict'edness, Addic'tion. [L.
addicere, addictunt—ad, to, dicere, to declare.]

Addle, ad'dl. Addled, ad'dld, adj. diseased : putrid :

barren, empty.— adjs. Ad'dle-taead'ed, Ad'dle-
pat'ed, having a head or pate with addled brains.
—«. Ad'dlement. [M. E. adele—h.S. adela, mud ;

cf. Scot, eddle, liquid manure.]
Addoom, ad-doOm', v.t. {Spens.) to doom, to adjudge,

to award. [Pfx. a-, and Doom.]
Addorsed, a variant spelling of AdOrst.
Address, ad-dres', v.t. to direct (with to) : to speak

or write to : to court : to direct in writing : to ar-

range properly : (arch.) to don : (rejl.) to turn one's
skill or energies towards.—«. a formal communica-
tion in writing : a speech : manners : dexterity :

direction of a letter :

—

pi. Address'es, attentions
of a lover.—To address one's self to a task, to set

about it. [Fr. adresser—Low L. cuidirectidre—L.
ad, to, directum, straight. See Dress, Direct.]

Adduce, ad-dus', v.t. to bring forward: to cite or
quote.

—

adj. AddUC'ent, drawing forward or to-

gether, as of the adductor muscles.

—

n. AddUC'er.
— adj. Adduc'ible.— «. Adduction, the act of
adducing or bringing forward : the movement by
which a part of the body is drawn forward by
muscles.

—

adj. Adduc'tive, tending to bring for-

ward. [L. adducere—ad, to, and ducere, to bring.]

Adductor, ad-dukt'ur, n. a muscle which draws one
part towards another. [See AbdUCtor.]

Addulce, ad-duls', v.t, (obs.) to make sweet. [O. Fr,
adoulcir—L. ad, to, dulcis, sweet.]

Adelpbous, a-del'fus, adj. (i5(j^.) united in brotherhoods
or bundles, as stamens. [Gr. adelplws, brother.]

Adenitis, ad-en-I'tls, n. inflammation of the lym-
phatic glands. [Gr. aden, a gland, -itis, denoting
mflammation.]

Adenoid, -al, ad'en-oid, -al, adj. of a gland-like
shape: glandular. [Gr. aden, 2i^3.xid,,eidos, form.]

Adenotomy, ad-en-ot'o-mi, n. a cutting or incision of
a gland. [Gr. aden, a gland, tome, a cutting.]

Adept, ad-ept', or ad'ept, adj. completely skilled {in).

—«. a proficient.

—

n. Adep'tion {Bacon), attain-

ment- [L. adepius {artem), having attained (an
art), /«./. of adipisci, to attain

—

ail, to, and apisci.]

Adequate, ad'e-kwat, adj. equal to : proportionate :

sufficient. — adv. Ad'equately. — ns. Ad'equate-
neSS, Ad'equacy, state of being adequate : suffi-

ciency. [L. adaquatus, made equal—<k^, to, and
ttquus, equal.]

Ades, n. an obsolete variant of Hades.
Adhere, ad-her', v.i, to stick to : to remain fixed or

attached (with to) : {Shak.) to be consistent : {Scots
law) to affirm a judgment.—«. Adber'ence, state

of adhering : steady attachment

—

adj. Adber'ent,
sticking to.

—

n. one who adheres : a follower : a
partisan (with o/)—a. less common form is Adher'er.
[L. ad, to, hterire, hcesunt, to stick.]



Adbeeion mote ; mOte ; mSGa ; /Acn. Admire

Adhesion, ad-he'zhun, n. the act of adhering or stick-

ing to : steady attachment : (path.) a vital union
between two surfaces of a hving body which have
been either naturally or artificially separated.

—

atfj. Adhesive, sticky : apt to adhere.

—

adv. Ad-
hes ively.—». Adhes'iTeness. [See Adhere.]

Adhibit, ad-hib'it, v.t. to apply to : to use : to attach :

to admit : to devote to : to administer.—«. Adhibi'-
tion, application : use. [L. adhibire, -itum—ad,

to, and JuMre, to hold.]

Adiantum, ad-i-an'tum, «. maidenhair, a large genus
of ferns. [Gr. adiantos, a, neg., and diantos,

capable of being wetted.]

Adiaphoron, a-di-af'or-on, n.pl. in theology and
ethics, things indifferent—any tenet or usage which
is considered as non-essential—also Adiapb'ora.

—

n. Adlaph'orism, tolerance in regard to non-essential

points in theology.

—

adj. Adiaph'orous. [Gr., from
a, neg., and diaphoros, differing — dia, apart,

/A^r^/«, to carry.]

Adiattaenmc, a-dl-a-th6r'mik, adj. impervious to

radiant heat. [Gr. a, neg., dia, through, thermos,
heat.]

Adieu, a-du', adv. (I commend you) to God : fare-

well. — «. a farewell :— //. Adleus or Adieux
(a-duz'). [Fr. a Dieu, to God.]

Adipocere, ad'i-p5-ser, «. a fatty, waxy substance re-

sulting from the decomposition of animal bodies in

moist places or under water. [Through Fr. from L.
adeps, adipis, soft fat, and cera, wax.]

Adipose, ad'i-psz, adj. fatty.—Adipose tissue, the
vesicular structure in the animal body which con-
tains the fat. [L. adeps, adipis, soft fat.]

Adit, ad'it, n. an opening or passage, esp. into a mine.
[L. aditus—ad, to, ire, itum, to go.]

Adjacent, ad-jas'ent, adj. lying near to ! contiguous.
—«. Adjac'ency, the state of being near : that which
is adjacent.

—

adv. Adjac'ently. \\^ad,X.o,jacere,

to lie.]

Adjective, ad'jek-tiv, n. a word added to a noun to

qualify it, or limit it by reference to quality, number,
or position.—<!</;. Adjectiv'aL— rt<ff. Ad'jeotlvely.
[L. adjectivum (nomen), an added {xiO\xvi)--adjicere,

-jectum, to throw to, to add

—

ad, to, jacere, to

throw. ]

Adjoin, ad-join', v.i. to lie next to.

—

adj. Adjoin'ing,
joining to : near : adjacent.

—

n. Ad'joint, a civil

officer who assists a French maire : an assistant pro-

fessor in a French college. [Through Fr. from L.
adjungere. See Join.]

Adjourn, ad-jum', v.t. to put off to another day: to

postpone : to discontinue a meeting in order to

reconstitute it at another time or place.

—

v.i. to

suspend proceedings and disperse for any time speci-

fied, or sine die, without such time being specified.—n. Adjoum'ment, the act of adjourning: the

interval it causes — (o^j. ) Adjoum'al. [O. Fr.

ajortier—Low L. adiumdre— L. ad, to. Low L.
jumus, L. diumits, daily. See Journal.]

Adjudge, ad-juj', v.t. to decide: to assign.—«. Ad-
judg'ment, the act of adjudging : sentence. [O. Fr.

ajtiger— L. adjudicare. See Judge.]
Adjudicate, ad-joo'di-kat, v.t. to determine judici-

ally: to pronounce.

—

z'.i. to pronounce judgment.—ns. Adjudication (Eng. lavS), an order of the
Bankruptcy Court, adjudging the debtor to be a
bankrupt, and transferring his property to a trustee

;

Adju'dicator. [L. adjttdicdre, -dtu>n.]

Adjunct, ad'junkt, adj. joined or added to.

—

ft. the
thing joined or added, as a qualifying addition to a
name expressing any personal quality, or the like

:

a person joined to another in some office or service

:

(gram.) any word or clause enlarging the subject or
predicate : (logic) any accompanying quality or non-
essential attribute. — n. Adjunc'tion, the act of
joining : the thing joined.

—

adj. Adjunctive, yoxn-

vag.—advs. Adjunot'ively, Adjunctly, in connec-
tioD with. [L. See Join.]

11

Adjuration, ad-jOOr-a'shun, «. the act of adjuring:
the charge or oath used in adjuring.

—

adj. Ad-
jur'atory, containing an adjuration.^/S.oi^'. Ad-
jur'tng, acting as an adjuration. [Fr.—L. adjura-
tion-em.]

Adjure, ad-jCSDr*, v.t. to charge on oath or solemnly:
to cause to swear (B. and Milton). [L. ad to'
jurdre, -dtum, to swear.]

Adjust, ad-just', v.t. to arrange properly (with to):
to regulate: to settle.—a^^. AdjUSt'aWe.—». Ad-
just'ment, arrangement. [O. ¥r. ajouster—\x>v/\^
adjujctdre, to put side by side— L. /wj-Za, near].

Adjutage, ad'joo-taj, n. Same as Ajutage.
Adjutant, adjoot-ant, «. a regimental staff officer

not above the rank of major, si)ecially appointed
to assist the commanding officer of a garrison or
regiment— there are also adjutants of auxiliary
forces, of depSts, of brigade, &c. : a large species of
stork or crane found in India.

—

ns. Ad'jutancy, the
office of an adjutant: assistance; Ad'jutant-
gen'eral, the head of his department on the general
staff of the army, the executive officer of the com-
mander-in-chief. [L. adjutdre= adjuvdre—ad, to,

jtndre, to assist.]

Admeasure, ad-mezh'ur, zKt. to measure : to appor-
tion:— /r./. admeas'uring : pa.p. admeas'ured.

—

n. Admeasurement (see Measurement). [Fr.—
Late L. admensurdre— L. ad, to, tnensura.

Measure.]
Adminicle, ad-min'i-kl, n. anything that aids or

supports : an auxiliary : (la7v) any corroboratory

evidence.

—

adj. Adminic'ular. [L. adminiculum,
a support

—

ad, to, manus, hand.]
Administer, ad-minls-ter, v.t. to manage as a steward,

substitute, or executor : to supply : to conduct or

execute, as offices of religion : to apply : to impose.
—v.i. to bring aid (with to).—adjs. Adiainlstrable,
that may be administered ; Admin'istrant.

—

n.

AdminiStra'tion, the act of administering : manage-
ment : dispensation of sacraments : the power or

party that administers the government of the

country.

—

adj. Admin'iStrative, that administers.
—«. AdmlniStra'tor, one who manages or directs :

the person to whom is committed, under a commis-
sion entitled Letters of Administration, the ad-
ministration or distribution of the personal estate

of any one dying intestate or leaving a wHl in which
no executor is named •.—/em. Administra'triX.—«.

AdminiStra'torship. [Through Fr. from L. ad-
ministrdre—ad, to, and ministrdre, to minister.]

Admiral, ad'mir-al, n. the chief commander of a navy
—the ancient English title of Lord High Admiral
is now in abeyance, his functions falling to the five

Lord Commissioners of the Admiralty, and the

High Court of Admiralty : a naval officer of the

highest rank. In the British navy, admirals are

distinguished into three classes—Ad'mirals, Vice'-

ad'mlralS, and Rear'-ad'mirals ; the admiral carry-

ing his colour at the main, the \-ice-admiral at the

fore, and the rear-admiral at the mizzen mast-head.

In former times each grade was subdivided into

three sections, known as admirals (or vice- or rear-

admirals) of the Red, of the White, and of the Blue,

respectively : admiral-ship (Milton's ammiral) or

flag-ship : the chief ship in a fleet of merchantmen.
—ns, Ad'miralShip, the office of an admiral

;

Ad'mlralty, the board of commissioners for the

administration of naval affairs : the building where
these transact business. [Through Fr. from Ar.

amir, a lord, a chief.]

Admire, ad-mTr*, v.t. to have a high opinion of: to

love.

—

v.i. (arch.) to be affected with wonder at.

—adj. Ad'mirable, worthy of being admired.

—

n.

Ad'mirableness.—a</z'. Ad'mirably.-kj. Admir'-
ance (Spens.), admiration; Admira'tion, the act of

admiring : wonder, together with esteem, love, or

veneration: (B., Shak., and .iVj//^«) astonishment.
—adj, Ad'mlrfttlTe.—w. Admir'er, one who ad-



Admit tite, (3x : mi, hir : mine
; Advene

mires : a lover.

—

adv. Admlr'lngly. [Fr. admirer
—L. ad, at, ntir&ri, to wonder.]

Admit, ad-mit', v.t. to allow to enter: to let in: to

concede : to acknowledge : to be capable of :

—

pr.p. adrait'ting ; pa.p. admit'ted.— «. AdmlSSibll'-

ity. adj. AdmiS'Sible, that may be admitted or

allowed (generally, or specially as legal prooQ-

—

ns.

Admis'slon, Admit'tanoe, the act of admitting

:

anything admitted or conceded : leave to enter.

—

adj. A&ait'table, that may be admitted.

—

adv.

Adinit'tedly. [Through Fr. from L. admittere,

-missum—ad, to, mittire, to send.]

Admix, ad-miks', v.t. to mix with somethmg else.—«.

Admix'ture, what is added to the chief mgredient

of a mixture. [L. ad, to, and Mix.]

Admonish, ad-mon'ish, -.-.t. to warn: to reprove

mildly.— «. Admonishment, admonition. [O. Fr.

admonester—l.a.\.e. L. admonestdre—admonere—ad,

to, motiere, to warn.]

Admonition, ad-mon-ish'un, «. kind reproof: counsel:

advice : ecclesiastical censure.

—

adjs. Admon itlVO,

Admon'itory, containing admonition.

—

n. Admon'-
itor. [L. admonition-em. See Admonish.]

Adnascent, ad-nas'ent, adj. growing to or upon. [L.

adnascens, -entis, pr.p. of adnaici—ad, to, nasci,

natits, to grow.]
Adnata, ad-nat', adj. (hot.) growing close to the stem.

(L. adnatus, usually agnatus—ad, to, (g)natus,

born.]

Ado, a-d50', «. a to do : bustle : trouble : difficulty

:

stir or fuss. [Contr. of at da = to do, a form of the

infin. borrowed from the Scandinavian.]

Adobe, a-d5'ba, «. and adj. a sun-dried brick, or
made of such. [Sp. adobar, to plaster.]

Adolescent, ad-o-les'ent, adj. growing to manhood.
— «. Adolescence, the period of youth, in man, from
14 to 25 ; in woman, from 12 to 21. (Through Fr.

from L. adolescent-em, adolescere, to grow, adolere,

to magnify.]
Adonis, a-do'nis, «. a beautiful youth, beloved by

Aphrodite (Venus) : a beau or dandy.

—

v.t. and v.i.

Ad'onise, to make beautiful.

Adoors, a-dOrr*, adv. (06s.) at doors : at the door.

fPrep. a, at, and Door.]
Adopt, ad-opt', v.t. to choose : to take up or embrace :

to take into any relationship : to take as one's own
what is another's, as a child, &c.

—

ns. Adop'tian-
Ism, an 8th-century heresy akin to Nestorianism,
that Christ, in respect of his divine nature, was
doubtless the Son of God ; but that, as to his

human nature, he was only declared and adopted
to be the first-bom Son of God ; Adop'tion, the act

of adopting : the state of being adopted : assumption

:

the taking into one language of words from another

:

formal acceptance : choice : {tkeol.) an act of
divine grace by which the redeemed in Christ are
admitted to the privileges of the sons of God.

—

adjs.

Adop'tiOUS (JShak.), adopted ; Adopt'iTe, that

adopts or is adopted. [L. adoftare—ad, to, and,
optare, to choose.]

Adore, ad-Or*, v.t. to worship: to love intensely.

—

aiij. Ador'able, worthy of being adored. — «.

Ador'ableness. — adv. Ador'ably. — ns. Adora-
tion, divine worship, homage : profound regard ;

Ador'er, one who adores : a lover.

—

adv. Ador"-
ingly. (L. ad, to, orare, to pray. See Oracle]

Adorn, ad-om', v.t. to deck or dress : to embellish.
—«. (Spens.) adornment.

—

adj. (Milton) adorned,
ornate. — n. Adom'ment, ornament : decoration.
[O. Fr. admer, adomtf— L. adomdre— ad, to,

orndre, to furnish.]

Adown, a-down', adv. and prep. down. [A.S. of-dHne—of, from, dun, a hill. See Down, a bank.]
Adrad, a-drad', Adread, a-dred', adj. (06s.) in a state

of fear. [Prob. from A.S. o/-drad, o/-drede, to

terrify. See Dread.]
Adrift, a-drift', adj. or adv. floating as driven (by the

wind) ; moving at random. [Prep, a, and Drin.]
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Adroit, a-droit', adj. dexterous : skilful — tidv.

Adroit ly.—«. Adrolt'ness. [Fr. d droit, accord-
ing to right— L. directus, straight. See Direct.]

Adry, a-dn', adv. thirsty. [Pfx. a-, and Dry.]
AdscititiOUS, ad-sit-ishus, adj. added or assumed

:

additional. [L. adsciscere, -scitum, to take or as-
sume

—

ad, to, sciscere, to inquire

—

scire, to know.]
Adscript, ad'skript, adj. written after: attached to

the soil, of feudal serfs—in this sense also used as a
noun. [L. adscriptus—ad, to, scribere, to write.]

Adulate, ad'u-lat, v.t. to fawn upon, to flatter :

—

pr.p. ad'ulating
;
pa.p. ad'ulated.—«. Adulator, a

servile flatterer. — adj. Adulatory (adu-lu-tor-i).

[L. aduldri, adiilatiis, to fawn upon.]
Adulation, ad-u-la'shun, «. fawning : flattery. [L.

adiiidri, adiilatus, to fawn upon.]
AdullamitO, ad-ul'am-It, adj. an inhabitant of
Adullam, where was a cave to which flocked from
all sides to David in exile men in debt, distress
or discontent (i Sam. xxii. i, 2). The name was
applied by John Bright in i866 to a Whig secession
from the Liberal party.

Adult, ad-ult', adj. grown : mature.

—

n. a grown-up
person.—«. Adult'ness. [L. adultus—adolescere,
to grow. See Adolescent.]

Adulterate, ad-ult'er-at, v.t. to corrupt : to make
impure (by mixing).—i'./. {obs.) to commit adultery.
—adj. defiled by adultery : spurious : corrupted by
base elements.—«j. Adulterant, the person or sub-
stance that adulterates; Adultora'tlon, the act of
adulterating : the sute of being adulterated. [See
Adultery.]

Adultery, ad-ult'er-i, n. violation of the marriaee-
bed, whether one's own or another's : in Scrip-
ture applied loosely to unchastity generally.— «.
Adult'erer, a man guilty of adultery :

—/em.
Adulteress. — adj. Adult'erine, resulting from
adultery: spurious.—«. the offspring of adultery.

—

v.t. and v.i. A.d.y}lt'eirisQ(arc/t.).~adj. Adult'orous,
guilty of adultery. [O. Fr. avoutrie, avoutre, an
adulterer— L. adultentni, prob. from ad, to, and
alter, another. The modem form of the word is due
to a later approximation to the Latin form.]

Adumbrate, ad-um'brat, or ad'-, v.t. to give a faint

shadow of: to exhibit imperfectly. — adjs. hjfSXXCC.

brant, Adum'brative, adumbrating or giving a
faint shadow.—«. Adumbra'tlon. [L. adumbrat-
us, adumbrdre—ad, to, umbra, a shadow.]

Adust, a-dust', adj. burnt up or scorched: browned
with the sun. [L. adustus, pa.p. of adurere, to
bum up.]

Advance, ad-vans', v.t. to put forward : to promote
to a higher office : to encourage the progress of: to

propose : to supply beforehand : to pay before the
money is legally due, to pay on security.

—

v.i. to

move or go forward : to make progress : to rise

in rank or in value.—«. progress : improvement

:

a rise in price or value : a giving beforehand, also

the sum so given : a loan. — «. Advance'ment,
promotion : improvement : payment of money in

advance. — In advance, beforehand. [O. Fr.

avancer—Late L. abaiite (Fr. avant)—L. ai ante,
from before.]

Advantage, ad-vant'aj, n. superiority over another :

gain or benefit : at tennis, the point gained by either

side after deuce, when both sides stand at an equal
score (more commonly Vant'age).

—

v.t. to benefit
or profit.

—

adjs. Advan'tageable, profitable : con-
venient (r«r^) ; Advanta'geous, of ndvantage: use-
ful (with to and /or).—adv. Advanta'geously.—«.

Advanta'geousness.-To have the advantage of
any one, to be known by a person without one's
self knowing him ; To take at advantage, to avail
one's self of any opportunity, often implying an
unfair sense. [Fr. avantage (It. vantaggio'y-'Px.
avant, before. See Advance.]

Advene, ad-v£n', v.i. to accede : to be superadded to.

[Through Fr. from L. advenlre, to coma to.]
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Advent, ad'vent, n. a coming or arrival : the first

or the second coming of Christ : the period im-

mediately before the festival of the Nativity, in-

cluding four Sundays — from the first after St

Andrew's Day (November 30) to Christmas eve.

—

«. Ad'ventlst, one who believes in the second
coming of Christ to set up a kingdom on the earth :

a millenarian.

—

adj- Advent'ual (obs.), relating to

Advent. [Through Fr. from L. adventus—ad, to,

venire, to come.]
AdTentitiOQS, ad-vent-ish'us, adj. accidental : addi-

tional : foreign: appearing casually.

—

adv. Ad-
venti'tlOUSly.

—

adj. Advent'ive {Bacon), adventi-

tious.

—

n. a thing or person coming from without.

[See Advent.]
Adventure, ad-vent'ur, «. a risk or chance : a remark-

able incident : an enterprise : trial of the issue

:

risk : a commercial speculation : the spirit of enter-

prise.— v.i. to attempt or dare.

—

v.t. to risk or

hazard : (re/i.) to venture.

—

v.i. to risk one's self

(with OH, into, upon): to dare, go so far as to.

—

«. Advent'urer, one who engages in hazardous
enterprises : a soldier of fortune, or speculator : one
who pushes his fortune by equivocal means, as false

pretences, &c. : —/em. Advent'uress. — adjs. Ad-
vent'urous, Advent'tiresome, enterprising : ready
to incur T\%V.—adv. Advent uTously.—«. Advent'-
lirousness. [O. Fr.—L. adventums, about to

happen, fut. perf. o( advenlre. See Advent.]
Adverb, ad'verb, «. a word added to a verb, adjective,

or other adverb to express some modification of the
meaning or an accompanying circumstance.

—

adj.

Adverbial, pertaining to an adverb—used also as

a n.—adv. Adverbially, [L. ad verbium—ad, to,

verbum, a word. It is so called, not because it is

added to a verb, but because it is a word {verbum)
joined to, or supplemental of, other words.]

Adversaria, ad-vers-ar'i-a, «.//. collections of mis-
cellaneous things in a commonplace-book : consecu-
tive notes on any book, [L., lit. things written on
the opposite sides of the paper, from adversits,
against.]

Adversary, ad'vers-ar-i, n. an opponent : an enemy :

Satan, as the general adversary of mankind, [O. Fr.
nversier—L, adversarius. See Adverse.]

Adversative, ad-vers'a-tiv, adj. denoting opposition,
contrariety, or variety. [See Adverse,]

Adverse, ad'vers, adj. acting in a contrary direction
(with to): opposed to: unfortunate: injurious.

—

adv. Ad'versely.— »j. Ad'verseness, Advers'-
Ity, adverse circumstances : affliction : misfortune.
[Through Fr. from L, adversits — ad, to, and
vertere, versunt, to turn,]

Advert, ad-vert', v.i. to turn the mind to (with io) :

to refer to : (obs.) to regard or observe.

—

ns. Ad-
vert'ence, Advert'ency, attention to : heedfulness

:

regard.

—

adj. Advert'ent, attentive: heedful.

—

ad~>.

Advert'ently. [O. Fr. avertir, avertiss-ant—L.
advertere—ad, to, and vertere, to turn,]

Advertise, ad-vert-Iz', or ad'-, v.t. to turn one's
attention to : to inform : to give public information
or announcement of: {pbs.) to mstruct.

—

ns. Ad-
vert'isement, the act of advertising or making
known : a public notice in a newspaper or periodical

:

notoriety: (oij.)news; Advertis'er, one who adver-
tises : a paper in which advertisements are published.
—p.adj. Advertis'ing (Shak.), attentive. [Fr.,

from L. See Advert.]
Advice, ad-vTs', n. counsel : intelligence (usually in

//.) : formal official intelligence about anythmg

:

specially skilled opinion, as of a physician or
lawyer.

—

n. Advlce'-boat, a swift vessel employed in
conveying despatches.

—

adjs. Advlce'ful, Avlzo'ftlll
(Spens.).—The form Advlso, advice, counsel {Sir
T. Bro'jjne), and in Caraval of adviSO = an advice-
boat {Fuller), is obsolete—modern form Aviso,
[O. Fr. advis (Fr, az^)—L. ad vitutH, according to
what is seen or leema best.]
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Adview. Same as Avlew.
Advise, ad-viz', v.t. to give advice or counsel to : to
recommend : to inform (with of).—v.t. to consult
{with) : {obs.) to deliberate :-pr.p. advls'ing; pa.p.
advised'. — ns. Advisability, Advis'ableness.—
adj. Advls'able, that may be advised or recom-
mended: prudent: expedient: open to advice.

—

adv.
Advis'ably.—a^>. Advis'atory {rare) ; Advised',
cautious : deliberate, as in well-advised and ill-

advised.—adv. Advis'edly.

—

ns. Advis'edness, de-
liberate consideration : prudent procedure ; Advlse'-
nient((?ij, or arch.), counsel, deliberation ; Advts'er,
one who advises or gives advice ; Advis'lng {S/uik.),
counsel, advice. [O, Fr, aviser, from advis or avis.
See Advice.]

Advocacy, ad'vo-ka-si, n. the function of an advocate

:

a pleading for : defence. [See Advocate.]
Advocate, ad'vo-kat, n. an intercessor or defender :

one who pleads the cause of another, esp. in a
court of law in Scotland and France.

—

v.t. to plead
in favour of : to recommend.

—

ns. Advoca'tlon ;

Advocator,—Lord Advocate, the first law-officer
of the crown and public prosecutor of crimes for
Scotland. [O, Fr. avocat—L. advocaUts—advocare,
-dtum—ad, to, vocare, to call : to call in (another
to help, as in a lawsuit or in sickness).]

Advoutrer, ad-vow'trer, «. {obs.) an adulterer :—/em.
Advou'tress, [See Advoutry.]

Advoutry, ad-vow'tri, «, {obs.) adultery. [O. Fr,
avouirie—L, adulteriunt.\

Advowson, ad-vow'zun, «. the right of patronage or
presentation to a church benefice,— «, Advowee',
one who has the right of advowson. [O. Fr. avoeson
—L. advocation-ent, right of the patron—L. advo-
catiis, a patron,]

Adynamic, a-di-nam'ik, adj. without strength : {phys.)
characterised by the absence of force. [Gr. a, neg.,
and dynamis, strength.]

Adytum, ad'i-tum, iu the most sacred part of a
heathen temple : the chancel of a church :—//.

Ad'yta. [L.—Gr. adyton—a, neg., and dyein, to
enter.]

Adze, Adz, adz, n. a carpenter's tool consisting of a
thin arched blade with its edge at right angles to the
handle. [A.S. adesa; ultimate origin unknown.]

Ae, a, or ya, modem Scotch form of A,S. dn, one, used
as an adjective.

.£dile, Edile, e'dll, «. a magistrate in ancient Rome
who had the charge of public buildings, games,
markets, police, &c.

—

n. .S'dlleship. [L. adilis,
cedes, -is, a building.]

.£giS, e'jis, «. {orig.) a shield given by Jupiter to
Minerva : anything that protects, [L.—Gr, aigis.^

iBglOgue, an archaic form of Eclogue.
.£grotat, e'gr5-tat, «, in the English universities, a

medical certificate of inability from illness to attend
lectures or examinations.— «. .£ger (e'jer), sick,

the word used at Oxford and Cambridge in excusing
absence on account of illness, hence a note certify-

ing a student to be teger or sick. [L., 'he is sick,'

3d pers. sing, pres. indie, of agrotare, to be sick ;

eeger, sick,]

iEiUeid, e'ne-id, n. an epic poem written by Virgil, the

hero of which is .^Eneas. [L, yEneis, -iaos.]

.£ollan, e-5'li-an, adj. pertaining to or acted on by
the wind : aerial : of iEolis or JEoMa, a district of
Asia Minor colonised by the Greeks.—Also JE'oliO.

[^olus, the god of the winds. ]

.Soliplle, e-ol'i-pTl, fi. an instrument consisting of

a hollow ball of metal partly filled with water,

and having a small orifice through which steam
escapes on the application of heat, thus turning
the ball. It is the first instrument on record for

showing the power of steam. [From L, jSoIus,
andpila, ball.]

.£on, £011, e'on, n. a period of time, an age or one of
a seriei of ages, eternity : the personification of an
>£«, • power emanating from the tuprtme Deity,
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;

AfCber

with its share in the creation and government of the
universe.

—

adj. .£6'lllail, age-long, eternal. [Gr.
aidn.^

Aerate, a'er-at, v. t. to put air into : to supply, or
cause to mix, with carbonic acid or other gas, as
Aerated waters.

—

ns. Aera'tion, exposure to the
action of the air : the act of mixing or saturating
with a gas : the oxygenation of the blood by respira-

tion ; A'erator, an apparatus for such purpose. [L.

aer, air.]

Aerial, a-er'i-al, adj. belonging to the air : inhabiting
or existing in the air : elevated, loftj-, ethereal,

visionary. — tu. Aetlal'ltj, Aer'lalness. — adv.
Aerially.

Aerie, a'ri, or e'ri, n. the nest of any bird of prey, esp.

an eagle : a house perched on some high or steep
place: {Shak.)\\\f: brood in the nest, or a stock of
children.—Also Aery, Eyrie, Eyry. [O. Fr. aire :

Low L. aeria. aerea—L. area, a stop of level ground.
The form Eyry seems to have been originally due to

a confusion with M. E. ey, an egg.]

AeriferouS, a-er-ifer-us, adj. carrying or containing
air. [L. aer, air, and/frre, to carry.]

Aeriform, a'er-i-form, adj. having the form or nature
of air or gas : unsubstantial, unreal. [L. air, and
ybrma.]

Aerify, a'er-i-ft, v.t. to change from a solid or liquid

state into air or gas : to fill or combine with air.

—

n.

Aerlfica'tlon, act of being aerified or changed from
a solid or lic^uid state into air or gas : act of com-
bining air with anything : state of being filled vrith

air. [L. aer, air, i^nAJacere, to make.]
Aerodynamics, a-er-o-di-nam'iks, «. the science of

the motion of the air and other gases, and of their

mechanical effects when in motion. [Gr. air, aeros,
air, and dynamis, power.]

Aerolite, a'er-o-llt, «. a meteoric stone or meteorite

—

also A'erolith.— «. Aerolithorogy, that branch of
science which treats of aerolites.

—

adj. Aerollt'iC.

[Gr. air, air, lithoSj a stone.]

Aerology, a-er-ol'o-ji, «. the branch of science which
treats of the atmosphere.

—

adj. Aerolog'ical.—«.

AeroVogist. [Gr. air, aeros, air, logos, discourse.]

Aeromancy, a-fer-om'an-si, K. divination by means of
atmospheric phenomena : weather forecasting. [Fr.

—L.—-Gr. air, air, manteia, divination.]

Aerometer, -a-er-om'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring the weight or density of air and gases.

[Gr. air, and Meter.]
Aerometry, a-er-om'e-tri, tt. the measuring of the air,

now called pneumatics.

—

adj. Aeromet'riC. [Gr.

air, aeros, air, metron, a measure.]
Aeronaut, a er-o-nawt, n. one who makes ascents in

a balloon. — adjs. Aeronautic, Aeronautical.—
«. Aeronaut'iCS, the science or art of aerial naviga-
tion. [Gr. aer, air, natites, sailor.]

Aeroph^e, a'er-o-frt, «. a plant nourished by the air,

as epiphytal orchids and many lichens. [Gr. air,

air, phyton, a plant.]

Aerostat, a'er-o-stat, n. a. machine formed to sustain
weights in the air: a flying machine— sometimes
applied in the newspapers to the aeronaut himself.

—

adj. Aerostatic —X. Aerostation, the art of rais-

ing and guiding balloons. [Gr. air, aeros, air, and
statos, standing

—

histimi, I cause to stand.]

Aerostatics, 5-er-o-stat'iks, n. the science of the equi-
librium of air or of elastic fluids : the science of rais-

ing and guiding balloons. [Gr. air, air, statikos,

relating to equilibrium. See StatiCS.]
frug^OUS, S-roo'ji-nus, adj. pertaining to or like

copper-rust or verdigris. [L. aruginotits—etrugo,
aruginis, rust of copper

—

as, arts, brass, copper.]
Aery, a'4r-i, adj. aerial, incorporeal, spiritual, vision-
ary.—<t</;. Ae'rylight (.'ililtony, light as air.—As a
noun. Aery is a variant spelling of Aerie.

^Btlietics, Ss-thet'iks, n. the feeling of beauty in
objects, the principles of taste and of art : the philo-
sophy of the fine aru.—m. iBt'tbete, a profcM«d

U

disciple of astheticism, one who affects an extrava-
gant love of art.

—

aijs. .ffisthet'lc, .Ssthetlcal,
pertaining to aesthetics.

—

adv. .£sthet'icaUy.

—

ns.

.Ssthetl'cian, .Sstliet'iCiSt, one devoted to aes-

thetics ; ^sthet'icism, the principles of aesthetics :

the cult of the beautiful, applied esp. to an art

movement in London in the last quarter of the
19th century, which aimed at carrying art into

every home and every relation of life, but made itself

ridiculous by its fantastic and superficial dogmatism,
and its puerility.

—

v.t. .£stliet'icize, to render aes-

thetic, to refine. [Gr. aisthitikos, perceptive

—

ais-

thanestJtai, to feel or perceive.]
.Sstival, es-ti'val, adj. pertaining to the summer.

[L. aestivalis—astas, summer.]
^Estivation, es-ti-va'shun. «. {bot.) the manner of fold-

ing of the petals in the flower-bud : {zool.) the act of
remaining dormant during the dry season—opposed
to Hibernation : (Bacon) the passing of the summer

:

a summer retreat. [L. eestivus, relating to summer—crstas, summer.]
.Stbrioscope, e'thri-o-skOp, «. an instrument for
measuring the minute variations of temperature due
to the condition of the sky. [Gr. aithria, the open
sky, skopos, an observer.]

.Stiology, e-ti-ol'o-ji, «. the science or philosophy of
causation, esp. an inquiry into the origin and causes
of a disease.

—

adj. .StiolOg'ical. [L.—Gr. aitio-
iogia—aitia, cause, logos, discourse.]

Afar, a-far', adv. from a far distance (usually pre-
ceded hyj'rom) : to a distance (usually followed by
off). [A.S.y^cr, with prep, ^or (?«. See Far.]

Afear, Aflfear, a-fei', v.t. (obs.) to terrify. — <?<//'.

Afeard' {S/tak.), aff'ected with fear, afraid. [Pfx.
a-, and A.S.yirra«, to frighten.]

Affable, affa-bl, adj. condescending : easy to be
spoken to (used with to).—ns. Affability, Af-
fableness.- a^/i/. Affably. [Fr. — L. affabilis—
affdri, to speak to

—

ad, to, andySr/, to speak.]
Affair, af-far', «. that which is to be done : business

:

any small matter : a battle of minor importance : a
matter of intimate personal concern, as a duel—

a

so-called affair of honour, or an intrigue : (/>/.) trans-

actions in general : public concerns. [Q. Fr. afaire
(Fr. affaire)—a aiA/aire—L. ad, andfacere, to do.
Cf. Ado.]

Affamisb, af-fam'ish, v.t. and v.i. (obs.) to cause to

perish from hunger. [Fr. affamei L. ad, to,

James, hunger.]
Affect, af-fekt', v.t. to act upon : to produce a change
upon : to move the feelings : to assign, apply (only

in pass.).—adj. Affect'ed, touched with a feeling

either for or against (with by): full of affectation:

feigned.— rt</z'. Affect'edly.— «. Affect'edness.

—

adj. Affect'ing, having power to move the passions :

pathetic—a</r'. Affect'ingly. [L. afficire, affectum—ad, \.o,/acere, to do.]

Affect, af-fekt', v.t. to make a show or pretence of, to
assume, to counterfeit or pretend to, to take upon
one's self to : {obs.) to aim at, seek to obtain : {arch.)
have a liking for, to love : to practise, wear, or fre-

guent : to haunt or inhabit by preference.

—

n. Affect-
a'tion, a striving after, or an attempt to assume,
what is not natural or real : pretence. [L. affectare,
freq. of afficire. See Affect above.]

Affection, af-fek'shun, «. kindness or love : attach-

ment : {Shak.) affectation : an attribute or property :

a disposition of mind : a disease or abnormal state of
body or mind.—<k^>. Affec'tional ; Affectionate,
full of affection : loving : (obs.) eager, passionate,

well inclined to ; Affec'tionated (obs.). — adv.
Affectionately. — n. Affec'tionateness. — adj.

Affec'tioned (5.), affected, disposed: (Shak.) {wW
of alTectation. [L. See Affect]

Affeer, af-fSr", v.t. to fix the market value of: to re-

duce to a certain fixed sum. —adj. Affeered' {Shak.\
confirmed.—«. Affeer'ment. [O. Fr. iiffeurei—
Low L. afforilrt—'L, ad, io,forum, a market.]
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A£ferent, af'fer-ent, aefj. (anaf.) bringing to, applied
to the nerves that convey sensations to the nerve
centres. [L. afferens—ad, to, and_/frrf, to carry.]

AffettUOSO, af-fet-toO-o'so, adj. and Miv. (tnus.) ten-

der, tenderly, with feeling—used as a noun by
Burke.

Affiance, af-ffans, n. faith pledged to : marriage con-
tract : trust : affinity {in, on).—z>.t. to pledge faith :

to betroth. — adj. and «. Affi'anced, betrothed.

[O. Fr. nuance, ajier—L. ad, \.o,Jidts, faith.]

Affidavit, af-fi-da'vit, «. a written declaration on
oath. [Affidavit, 3d pers. sing. perf. of a Low L.

affiddre, to pledge one's faith.]

Amed(a>rA,),/a./. of Aflfy.

Affiliate, af-fil'i-at, v.t. to receive into a family as a
son, or into a society as a member : to attach to, or
connect with, as minor colleges with a university :

to impute paternity to, to attribute to, to father on
or upon.— «. Affilia'tion, the act of receiving into

a family or society as a member : {Jaw) the assign-

ment of an illegitimate child to its father, the assign-

ment of anything to its origin. [L. affiliare, to

adopt

—

ad, to, filius, a son.]

Affine, af-fln', «. {obs.) a relation, connection.

—

adjs.
Affine', Affined', related, bound by some tie. [O.
Fr.— L. affinis, neighbouring

—

ad, to, at, Jinis, a
boundary.]

Affinity, af-finl-ti, «. nearness of kin, agreement, or
resemblance : causal relationship : structural re-

semblance between languages of ultimately common
origin : structural resemblance between plants,
animals, or minerals pointing to identity of stock

:

relationship by marriage, opposed to consanguinity
or relationship by blood: {B.) social relationship:
the spiritual relationship between sponsors and their
godchild : a mysterious attraction supposed to exist
between two persons : (c'Af/w.) the peculiar attraction
between the atoms of two simple substances that
makes them combine to form a compound.

—

adj.
Affin'itive. [Fr.— L. affinitas—affinis, neighbour-
ing— o^/, tA, finis, boundary.]

Affirm, af-ferm', v.t. to assert confidently or posi-
tively: to ratify a judgment : to confirm or main-
tain a statement of one's own or another's : {log.) to
make a statement in the affirmative : {law) to make
a formal declaration or affirmation, without an oath.—adj. Afflrm'able, that may be affirmed (with of).—n. Affinn'ance, affirmation, assertion, confirma-
tion.

—

adj._ Affinn'ant—also «. , one who affirms.

—

«. Affirma'tlon, act of asserting : that which is

affirmed : {law) the solemn declaration made by
Quakers and others incapable of taking an oath.

—

adj. and n. Affirm'ative, that affirms or asserts:
positive, not negative : dogmatic.

—

adv. Affixm'a-
XiVQ\j.—adj. Afflrm'atory. [O. Fr. a/ernter—'L.
affirtnare—ad,firmus,iirm. See Firm.]

^fn-x af-fiks', v.t. to fix to : to add : to attach {to, on,
upoti).—n. Affix, an addition to a root, stem, or
word, to modify its meaning or use, whether prefix
or suffix : any appendage or addition. [L. affigere,

fixutn—ad, to, figere, to fix. See Fix.]
Affiation, af-fla'shun, n. a breathing upon.

—

p.adj.
Afflat'ed, inspired. [From L. affidre,fidtum—ad,
to, zndifidre, to breathe.]

Afflatus, af-fla'tus, n. inspiration, as of the poet or
orator : esp. religious inspiration, the divine afflatus
= L. afflatus divinus. [See Inflation.]

Afflict, af-flikt', v.t. to give continued pain, distress, or
grief: to harass, or \<fx..—pa.p. AffllCt'ed, harassed
by disease of body or mind : suffering.

—

adj. Affiict'-

ing, distressing.

—

n. Afflic'tion, state or cause of
pain or distress : misery : loss of friends, sickness,
persecution, &c.

—

adj. AffiiCt'ive, causing distress.

[L. affligere,flictum—ad, X.o,fligere, to dash to the
ground.]

Affluent, af'flOD-ent, adj. abounding ; wealthy (with
in).—«. a stream flowing into a river or lake.

—

ns.

Ai'fluenoe, abuadance : wealth ; Af'fluency {obs,).

16

—ad-j. Affluently.—«. Affluentnesa. [L. affluire,
^fluent-etn—ad, X.o,fiuere, to flow.]

Afflux , affluks, Affluxion, af-flux'shun, «. a flowing
to : an accession. [L. affluire, affluxum. See
Affluent.]

Aflforce, af-fOrs', v.t. {law) to reinforce a jury or
other deliberative body by specially skilled persons.
— «. Aflforce ment. [O. Fr. aforcer— how L.
exfi>rtidre—h./ortis, strong.]

Afford, af-fOrd', v.t. to yield or produce : to be able to
sell, to expend, or to bear the expense of. [M. E.
a/ortlun, from A.S. gefiirthian or forthian, to
further or cause to come forth.]

Afforest, af-for'est, v.t. to turn land into forest.

—

n.

Afforesta'tion. [Low L. affiorestare—h. ad, to,

a.ndfi}resta. See Forest.]
Affranchise, af-fran'chiz, v.t, to free from slavery, or
from some obligation. [O. Fr. a/ranchir, a/ran-
chiss; from d, Xa,franchir, to free,franc, free. See
Frank.]

Affrap, af-frap', v.t. or v.i. {Spens.) to strike or strike
down. [It. affrappare—a/{ad), to, zad/rappdre
{¥t. /rapper), to strike.]

Affray, af-fra, «. a fight causing alarm : a brawl, or
fray: terror {Spens.).— v.t. to startle: to frighten:
esp. in /a./. Affrayed' = afraid. [O. Fr. ajrayer,
esfreer (Fr. effrayer)—Low L. ex/redidre, to break
the king's peace—L. ex, and Old High Ger. fridu
{Ger. firiede), peace.]

Affret, af-fret', «. {Spens.) a furious onset. [Prob.
from It. affretiare, to hasten.]

Affriended, af-frend'ed, adj. {Spens.) made friends

:

reconciled.

Affright, af-frit', v.t. to frighten—also Affright'en.—«. Affright', sudden terror.—pa.p. Affrlght'ed,
frightened.—iw'z/. Affright'edly.—a^'. Affright'-
ful {arch.).~n. Affright'ment, sudden fear. [A.S.
afyrhtan. See Fright.]

Affront, af-frunt', v.t. to meet face to face : to insult
openly : {Shak.) to throw one's self in the way of.

—

«. contemptuous treatment : an open insult : dis-

grace.

—

adj. AST0nt6,fi;in. Affront^O, facing each
other : {her.) of animals represented front to front,

or expectant—opp. to Adorsed, also looking front-

wise, or toward the beholder.—/.rt«f;'. Affront'ed,
insulted, offended.

—

adj. Affront'ive.—To put an
affront upon. To offer an affront to = to openly
insult a person. [O. Fr. afronter—Low L. affron-
tare—L. ad, to,front-, the forehead.]

Affusion, af-fu'zhun, «. the act of pouring upon or
sprinkling.—Baptism by affusion is effected by the
pouring of water on the subject, as distinct from
baptism by dipping, or baptism by sprinkling. [L.
affusion-em, affundere—ad, to, fundere, fusum, to
pour.]

Affy, af-fi', v.t. {obs.) to pledge one's faith to, to
betroth.

—

v.i. to trust or confide -.—pr.p. affy'ing ;

pa.p. affied'. [O. Fr. afier—Low L. affiddre—ad,
to, fides, faith. See Amance.]

Afield, a-feld', adv. to, in, or on the field.

Afire, a-fir', adv. on fire: in a state of inflammation.
Aflam e, a-flam', adj. and adv. flaming : glowing.

[Pfx. a-, and Glowing.]
Afloat, a-flot', adv. or adj. floating : at sea : unfixed :

in circulation.

Afoot, a-foot', adv. on foot : astir.

Afore, a-for', prep. {£. and SAai.) beforehand, previ-
ously.

Aforehand, a-for'hand, adv. before the regular time of
accomplishment : in advance.

Aforesaid, a-fOr'sed, adj. said or named before.

Aforethought, a-fsr'thawt, adj. thought of or medi-
tated before : premeditated.

Aforetime, a-fOr'tIm, adv. in former or past times.
_

Afoul, a-fowl', adj. or adv. entangled : in collision

(with of).
A&'aid, a-frad', adj. struck with fear: timid. [See

Affray.]



AA-eeh Cite, fir ; mi, hir ; mine

;

Aggrlomerate

Adresh, a-fresh', adv. anew.
African, af'rik-an, at^j. pertainmg to Africa—also

Af'rlc.—wj. African, a native of Africa; AfriC-
and'er, one bom of white parents in Cape Colony
or other parts of South Africa. [L, Africus,
AfricaHns—Afer, African.]

Aftit, a-frit', «. an evil demon in Arabian mythology.
—Also Afreet'. [Ar. 'i/rit, a demon.]

Afront, a-frunt', adv. (fibs.)\R front.

Aft, aft, adj. or adv. behind : near or towards the

stem of a vessel. [A. S. <^-a«.]
After, aft'er, prep, and adv. behind in place : later in

time: following in search of: in imitation of: in

proportion to, or in agreement with : concerning

:

subsequent to, or subsequently : afterward : after

the manner of, or in imitation of.

—

adj. behind in

place : later in time : more toward the stern of a

vessel. [AS. after, comp. of af, or of, the primary
meaning being 'more off,' 'farther away;' -ter as

a comparative affix is seen in L. al-ter, Eng. o-ther.

[See Of]
Afterbirth, aft'er-b^rth, n. the placenta and mem-

branes which are expelled from the uterus of the
mother after the birth.

Afterclap, aft'er-klap, n. an unexpected event happen-
ing after an affair is supposed to be at an end.

Aftercrop, aft'er-krop, «. a second crop in the same
year.

After-damp, aft'er-damp, n. choke-damp, arising in

coal-mines after an explosion of fire-damp.
Aftereye, aft-er-i', v.t. (Shak.) to look after.

Aftergame, aft'er-gam, «. a second game played to

reverse the issue of the first, hence the means em-
ployed after the first turn of affairs.

Afterglow, aft er-glo, n. the glow often seen in the
sky after sunset.

Afterguard, aft'er-gard, ». the men on the quarter-
deck and poop who work the after sails, not need-
ing to go aloft: a drudge or person in a mean
capacity.

After -hands, after -handz, n.pl. (Tenn.) future
labourers.

After-image, aft'er-im'aj, «. the image that remains
for a brief period after the eye has oeen withdrawn
from the object.

Afterlngs, aft'6r-ingz, «. the last milk drawn in
milking.

Aftermath, aft'dr-math, n. a second mowing of grass
in the same season. [See Mow, Meadow.]

Aftermost, aft'er-mSst, adj. hindmost. [AS. aftem-
est: Goth, af-tuma, -tuma, being equiv. to L.
•tumus in op-tumus, best. Goth, has also af-tutn-
isis = A.S. af-tetn-est, which is thus a double super-
lative.—Thus in aftermost^ r is intrusive and -most
is not the adv. most.]

Afternoon, aft'er-nSSn, «. the time between noon and
evening.—«. Aft'er-mom (7Vn«.^, the morrow.

Afterpains, aft'er-panz, «. the pams which succeed
childbirth and the expulsion of the afterbirth.

Afterpiece, aft'er-pes, «. a farce or other minor piece
performed after a play.

Aftersupper, aft'er-sup-per, «. the time between
supper and bedtime.

Afterthought, afi'er-thawt, n. thought or reflection
after an action : a later thought

Afterward, aft'er-ward, Afterwards, aft'er-wardz,
adv. in after-time: later: subsequently. [A.S.
o'/tenweard.']

Aga, Agha, a'ga, «. a Turkish commander or chief
officer. [Turk. a^Ad, Pers. ak, aka, a lord.]

Again, a-gen', adv. once more : in return : back.
[A.S. on-gedn, again, opposite; Ger. ent-g-egen.]

Against, a-genst', also a-ganst*, prep, opposite to :

in opposition to : in contact or collision with : in
provision for: in exchange for, instead of: {B. and
Shak.) by the time that, elliptically for 'against
(the time^ at which ' or ' that I come. ' [Formea from
again, with genitive •ndiog -tt, at whiitt from whil*

—the 't being a later addition, as in amongs-t,
amids-t, &c.]

Agami, aga-mi, n. the golden-breasted trumpeter, a
grallatorial bird of South America. [Native name.]

Agamogenesis, a-gam-o-jen'e-sis, n. reproduction
without sex, found among lower animals and in

plants. [Gr. a, priv., gamos, marriage, genesis,

reproduction.]
Agamous, ag'a-mus, adj. {pot.) having no visible

flowers or organs of fmctification. [Gr. agamos—a,
neg., z.nA gamos, marriage.]

Agape, ag'a-pe, «. a love-feast, held by the early
Christians at communion time, when contributions
were made for the poor :—pl. Ag'apss.—«. Agapom'-
on6 (Gr., 'love abode'), a community of religious
visionaries with unedifying ideas about the sexual
relations, founded in 1859 at Charlinch, near Bridg-
water, by one H. J. Prince, formerly an Anglican
clergyman. [Gr. agape, love. ]

Agape, a-gap', adj. or adv. gaping from wonder,
expectation, or attention. [Lit., 'on gape.']

Agaric, ag'ar-ik, n. a family of fungi, including the
mushroom. [Gr. agarikon.]

Agastric, a-gas'trik, adj. having no stomach. [Gr.
a, neg., axiA gaster, stomach.]

Agate, ag'at, «. a precious stone composed of layers
of quartz, of different tints.— adj. Agatiferous.
[Gr. achates, said to be so called because first found
near the river Achates in Sicily.]

Agate, a-gat', adv. agoing, on the way. [Prep, a,

and Gate ; a northern word.]
Agave, a-gave, «. a genus of herbaceous plants,

natives of the warmer parts of America, which in

Mexico usually flower about the seventh or eighth
year, the stem rising to a height of forty feet. It is

called also the American Aloe and Century Plant,

receiving the latter name from the number of years
(40-60, popularly a hundred) it takes to flower in our
hot-houses.

Agazed, a-gSzd', adj. (Shak.) struck with amazement.
[Prob. a variant of Aghast.]

Age, aj, n. the ordinary length of human life : the
time during which a person or thing has lived or
existed : mature years : legal maturity (at 21 years),

or time of life with regard to crime, contracts,

marriage, &c. : a period of time : any great period
of human history, as the Golden Age, the Bronze
Age, the Middle Ages, or of individual history, as
the age of infancy, the five—or seven—so-called ages
of man : a generation of men : a century.

—

v.i. to

grow old :

—

pr.p. ag'ing ; pa.p. ag'ed.

—

adj. Aged
(aj'ed), advanced in age : having a certain age.

—

n.pl. old people.

—

n. Agedness (fij'ed-nes), condition

of being aged or old.

—

adjs. Ageless ; Agelong.
[O. Fr. edage (Fr. &ge)—\^ ertas = tevitas—L. cevum,
age ; cog. with Ever.]

Agen, a-gen', adv. Same as Again.
Agenda, aj-end'a, «. things to be done : a memor-
andum-book : (fibs.) a ritual. [L. agcndus, fut. perf.

pass. o( agere, to do.]

Agent, aj'ent, «. a person or thing that acts or exerts

power : any natural force acting on matter : one
authorised or delegated to transact business for an-

other.—«. Ag'ency, the ofSce or business, operation
or action, of an a^ent ; instrumentality.—Law
agent, a general term in Scotland, including Writers
to the Signet, Solicitors to the Supreme Court, and
Procurators in the sheriff courts— the requirements
are an indentured apprenticeship of five years to a
law agent, the passing of examinations in general
knowledce and m law, and formal admission by the

Court of Session. [L. agere, to do. See Act.]
Agglomerate, ag-glom'£r-at, z> t. to make into a ball:

to collect into a mass.

—

v.i. to grow into a mass.
—adjs. Agglomerate, Agglomerated, collected

into a heap or mass. — «. Agglomera'tion, a
growing or heaping together : a mass : a cluster.

—adj, Agglomerative. \AgglomtrSrt, -atum



Afirerlutlnate mOte ; mate ; mOCn ; iAen. Asony

—a/i, to, L. glomus, glomeris, a ball. See Clew,
Globe.]

Agglutinate, ag-glOOt'in-at, v.t. to cause to adhere
by glue or cement.

—

adj. Agglut'inant, unitm^
or causing to stick together. — nj. Agglut'inate,
AgglUt'inative, a classification formerly much
used in contrast to inflectional, to describe such
languages as Turkish, which show, in the words of
Whitney, an inferior degree of integration in the
elements of their words, or of unification of words,
the suffixes and prefixes retaining a certain inde-

pendence of one another and of the root or stem to

which they are added : Agglutlna'tlon, the act of
uniting, as by glue : adhesion of parts. —(Zrfy. Agglut'-
Inative, tendmg to or having power to cause ad-
hesion. [L. agglutindre—ad, to, gluten, glue. See
Glua]

Aggrace, ag-gras', v.t. (Spens!) to grace, to favour.

—

n. kindness : favour. [Low L. aggratidre—L. ad,

to, gratia, grace.]

Aggrandise, ag'grand-Iz, v.t. to make great or larger :

to make greater in power, rank, or honour.

—

ns.

Aggrandisa'tlon : Aggrandisement (ag'grand-iz-

ment, or ag-grand'iz-ment), act of aggrandising

:

state of being aggrandised. [Fr., from L. ad, to,

and grandis, large.]

Aggrate, ag-grat', v.t. {obs.) to gratify or please. [It.

ae;gratare—L. ad, to, gratus, pleasmg. See Grace.]
Aggravate, ag'grav-at, v.t. to make worse : to pro-

voke.—a^'. Ag'graTating.--<i^z'. Ag'gravatingly.
—«. Aggrava'tion, a making worse : any quality

or circumstance which makes a thing worse : an
exaggeration. [L. aggravdre—ad, to, gravis,
heavy. See Grave.]

Aggregate, ag'greg-at, v.t. to collect into a mass: to

accumulate.

—

v.i, {rare) to add as a member to a
society : to combine with.

—

adj. formed of parts

taken together.—«. the sum total.

—

adv. Ag'gre-
gately.—«. Aggrega'tlon, act of aggregating :

state of being collected together: an aggregate.

—

adj. Ag'g^egative. [L. aggregare, -dtunt, to bring
together, as a flock

—

ad, to, grex, gregis, a flock.]

Ag^ess, ag-gres', v.i. to make a first attack : to begin
a quarrel : to intrude.

—

adj. Aggress'ive, making the
first attack, or prone to do so : offensive as opposed
to defensive.—»j. Aggressiveness; Aggress'or,
one who attacks first. [L. aggredi, -gressus—ad,
to, gradi, to step.]

Aggression, ag-gresh'un, «. first act of hostility or
injury : a breach of the peace : an attack on public
privileges. [L. aggredi, -gressus—ad, to, gradi, to

step.]

Aggrieve, ag-grev', v.t. to press heavily upon: to

pain or injure. [O. Fr. agrever {Si\). agraviar)—L.

ad, to, and gravis, heavy. See Grief, Grieve.]
Aghast, a-gast', adj. stupefied with horror. [Properly
agast ; M. E. agasten, to terrify ; A.S. intens. pfx.

d-, and gcestan, to terrify. The primary notion of
the root gies- (Goth, gais-) is to fix, stick ; to root to

the spot with terror. See Gaze.]
Agile, aj'il, adj. active : nimble.—«. Agil'ity, quick-

ness of motion : nimbleness—also Ag'ileness. [Fr.

—L. agilis—agere, to do or act.]

Agio, a'ji-o, «. the difference between the real and
nominal value of money, or between metallic and
paper money : the variations from fixed pars or
rates of exchange : discount. [It. agio, aggio, ease,

convenience.]
Agiotage, aj'i-o-taj, «. exchange business, hence the

manoeuvres of speculators to raise or depress the
funds : stock-jobbing.

Agist, a-jist", v.t. to take in the cattle of others to
graze for a certain sum : to charge lands or the like
with any public burden.—nj. Agist'ment, the action
of agistmg : the price paid for cattle pasturing on the
land : a burden or tax ; Agist'or, Aglst'er, an officer

who takes charge of cattle agisted. [O. Fr. agister—1^ jacitdre. jacere, to lie.)

Agitate, aj'i-tat, v.t. to keep moving : to stir vio-

lently : to disturb : to discuss, or keep up the discus-
sion of a question.—«. A^ta'tion, commotion : per-
turbation of mind : discussion: public excitement.

—

adj. Ag'itative.—«. Ag'itator, one who excites or

keeps up a public agitation. [L. agitdre, freq. of
agere, to put in motion. See Act.]

Aglet, Aiglet, a'glet, n. the tag or point of the lace

or string by which different parts of dress were
fastened together, orig. to facilitate passing through
the eyelet-holes, afterwards themselves ornamental,
like Shakespeare's aglet-baby, and still surviving in

the so-called aiguUlettes or tagged points of braid
hanging from the shoulder in some military and
naval uniforms : a technical name for white stay-

l.ices. [Fr. aiguiileite, dim. of aiguille, a needle

—

from L. acucula = acicula, dim. oi acus, a needle.]

Agley, Aglee, a-gle', adv. (Scot.) off" the right line

:

wrong. [Pfx. a-, and Scot, gley, gleg, squint]
Aglinuner, a-glim'er, adv. in a glimmering state.

Aglow, a-gl5', adj. and adv. very warm : red-hot
Agnail, ag'nal, n. an inflammation round the toe- or

finger-nail: a whitlow: a hangnail. [A.S. angnagl—ang, tight, and ncegl, a nail ; confounded in mean-
ing by the dictionary-makers with Fr. angonaiUes,
blotches, sores—Low L. aitguinalia, carbuncles.]

Agname, ag'nam, n. a name over and above the name
and surname. —o^'. Ag'named, styled by such a
name. [L. ag = ad, and Name ; formed after L.
agnomen.}

Agnate, ag'nat, adj. related on the father's side

:

allied.—«. a relation by the father's side.

—

adjs.

Agnatic, AgnaticaL— <K/i'. Agnat ically. — «.

Agna'tiOIL [L. agnat-us— ad, to, nasci, to be
bom. See Cognate.]

Agnise, ag-nlz*, v.t. {arch.) to acknowledge, to con-
fess. [L. agnoscere—ad, to, gnoscere, noscere, to

know.]
Agnomen, ag-nO'men, n. a surname added to the

family name, generally on account of some great
exploit, as Africanus to P. Cornelius Scipio. [L.

—

ad, to, 3iXiA gnomen, nomen, a name.]
Agnostic, ag-nos'tik, n. one who holds that we know

nothing of things beyond material phenomena—that

a First Cause and an unseen world are things
unknown and apparently unknowable.

—

n. Agnos'-
ticism. [Coined by Prof. Huxley in 1869 from the
word in Acts, xvii. 23 ; a, privative, and Or. gnos-
tikos, good at knowing. See GnostiC. ]

Agnus Dei, ag'nus-de'I, a part of the Mass beginning
with the words Agnus Dei, also the music set

to it : a figure of a lamb emblematic of Christ,

bearing with its right foot the banner of the cross,

and having the nimbus inscribed with the cross

around its head : a round cake of wax stamped with
such a figure, and blessed by the Pope. [L., lit.

'lamb of God.']

Ago, a-g5', Agone, a-gon', adv. gone : past : since.

[Pa.p. of A.S. dgdn, to pass away— inten. pfx. a-,

and^a«, to go.]

Agog, a-gog', adj. or adv. eager : astir. [Perh. con-
nected with O. Fr. en gogues; estre en ses gogues,
to be frolicsome, or Fr. vivre a gogo, to live in

abimdance. The ultimate origin is unknown.]
Agoing, a-gO'ing, adv. going on : current.

Agone. See Ago.
Agonic, ag'on-ik, adj. having or making 110 angle.

—

Agonic line, the line of no magnetic variation—an
irregular line passing through the magnetic poles of

the earth, along which the magnetic needle points

directly north or south. [Gr. agdm>s; a, ncg.,

gonia, angle.]

Agonist, a^o-nist, «. one who contends for a prize in

public games.

—

adjs. Agonistic, -al, relating to

athletic contests : combative.

—

adv. Agonlstlcallj.
—«. Agonist'iCS. the art and theory of games and
prize-fighting. [See Agony.]

Aeony, ag'o-m, «. a violent struggle : extreme suffer-



Afirood ftte, far ; m6, hir ; mine ; Ail-

ing : the death struggle in particular : Christ's
anguish in Gethsemane.

—

v.t. Ag'onise, to stniggle,
suffer agony: to subject to agony.

—

adj. Ag'onis-
Ing, causing agony.

—

adv. Ag'onisingly.—Agony
column, the part of a newspaper containing special
advertisements, as for missing friends and the like.

[Gr.

—

agSn, contest.]

Agood, a-good', adv. {o6s.) in good earnest, heartily.

[A.S. pfx. a-, and GoocL]
Agora, ag'o-ra, «. an assembly, hence a place of
assembly, the market-place. [Gr.]

AgOUta, a-g5D'ta, «. a rat-like animal of Hayti.
Agouti, a-gOD'ti, «. a small South American rodent

allied to the guinea-pig. [Native word.]
Agraffe, a-graf, n. a kind of clasp or hook. [Fr.

agrafe, a clasp—Low L. grappa. Old High Ger.
chrapfo (Ger. krappeti), a hook.]

Agrarian, ag-ra'ri-an, adj. relating to land, or its

management, as in '.agrari.in crime,' &c., applied
esp. to Roman laws for the equal distribution of the
public lands: rural.

—

n. Agra'rianism, an equal
division of lands : a political movement in favour of
interference with the ordinary conditions of private
property in land. [L. agrarius—ager, a field. See
Acre.]

Agree, a-gre', v.i. to be of one mind: to concur: to

assent to : to be consistent, to harmonise : to deter-
mine, to settle : to resemble, to suit : {gram.) to be
in concord with—taking the same gender, number,
case, or person : to do well with climate, &c. (fol-

lowed by -with before the person or thing .igreeing :

by ttpon, on, for, to, in before the condition of the
agreement) i—pa.p. agreed'.

—

adj. Agree'able, suit-

able : pleasant : favourable to, consenting to.—«.

Agree'ableness, suitableness : conformity : quality
of pleasing—also AgreeaWl'lty.— art'r'. Agree'ably.—«. Agree'ment, concord : conformity : harmony :

a bargain or contract. [O. Fr. agreer, to accept
kindly—L. ad, to, and grains, pleasing.]

Agrestic, a-gres'tik, adj. pertaining to the fields

:

rural : unpolished. [L. agrestis—ager, a field.]

Agriculture, ag'ri-kult-ur, n. the art or practice of
cultivating the \3.nA.—adj. AgTlCUlt'ural, relating

to agriculture.

—

n. AgrlCUlt'urist, one skilled in

agriculture: a farmer—also Agrlcult'uralist. [L.

agricultura — ager, a field, cultiira, cultivation.

See Culture.]
Agrimony, ag'ri-mun-i, «. a genus of plants of the

rose-groiip, with small yellow flowers and bitter

taste. [L. agrimonia, for argemonia, Gr. arge-
tnSne.]

Agrin, a-grin', adv. on the grin.

Agrise, a-griz', v.t. (ois.yto terrify, to make frightful.

[A.S. dgrisan, to dread.]
Agronomlal, ag-rO-nO'mi-al, adj. relating to the man-
agement of farms—also Agronom'lc.

—

n, Agron'-
omy, agricultural pursuits. [Gr. agronomos; agros,
a field, nemein, to deal out.]

Aground, a-grownd', adv. stranded.
Aguardiente, a-gwar-di-en'te, n. a kind of grape-

brandy made in Spain and Portugal : any spirituous

liquor, applied even to Mexican pulque. [Sp., from
agua ardiente, burning water ; agua—L. aqua

;

ardienie, arder—L. ardere, to bum.]
Ague, a'gQ, n. a fever coming in periodical fits, ac-

companied with shivering : chilliness : quaking.

—

adj. A'g^ed, struck with ague : shivering : cold

;

A'gulsh. [O. Fr. aigue (Fr. aigu, sharp)— L.
acntus. See Acute.]

A^erried, a-ger'id, adj. inured to war, or instructed
in it. [Fr. aguerrir, to make warlike ; d.—Lat. ad,
to, and guerre, war.]

Aguise, a^Tz*, v.t. {Spens.) to dress, to adorn. [Pfx.

a-, and Guise.]
Ah, a, interj. an exclamation of surprise, joy, pity, com-

plaint, &c.
Aha, a-ha', interj. an exclamation of exultation,

pleasure, surprise, or contempt.
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Ahead, a-hed', adv. farther on : in advance : head-
long, as in the phrase ' to go ahead.'

Aheap, a- hep', adv. in a heap : in a state of collapse
through terror or astonishment.

Aheight, a-hlt', adv. {arch.) on high, aloft.

Ahem, a-hem', interj. a lengthened form of Hem,
Ahithophel. See AchltopheL
Ahigh, a-hi', adv. an obsolete form of On high.
Ahold, a-hold', adv. {Shak.) near the wind, so as to
keep clear of the land.

Ahorseback, a-hors'bak, adv. on horseback.
Ahoy, a-hoi', interj. a nautical term used in hailing.

[Form of interj. Hoy.]
Ahull, a-hul', adv. {naut.) with sails furled, and helm

lashed to the lee-side, driving before the wind, stern
foremost.

Ahungered, a-hung'gerd, adj. oppressed with hunger.
[Erroneously written an hungered, as in Bible.]

Aiblins, ab'linz, adv. {Scot.) perhaps, possibly. [See
Able.]

Aid, ad, v.t. to help, assist.

—

n. help: assistance, as
in defending an action : an au.xiliary : subsidy or
money grant to the king.—«. Aid'ance, aid, help,

support.

—

adj. AM'a,nt, {arch.) aiding, helping.—«.

Aid'er, one who brings aid : a helper.

—

adjs. Aid'ful

;

Aid'less.—Court of Aids, the court that supervised
the customs duties. [O. Fr. aider—L. adjutare—
ad, SinAjuvare,jututn, to help.]

Aide-de-camp, ad'-de-kong, «. an officer who carries

the orders of a general on the field, and brings him
intelligence :—//. Aides'-de-camp. [Fr., assistant

on the field.]

Aiery, a v.t riant of Aerie.
Aigrette, a'gret, «. {zool.) a small white heron : {bot.)

the down attached to vegetable seeds, as in the
thistle : a plume composed of feathers, or of precious
stones, like a heron's crest. [Fr. aigrette.]

Aiguille, a-gwel', «. a sharp, needle-like peak of rock,

applied esp. to many of the peaks near Mont Blanc :

a slender boring - drill for blasting. [Fr. See
Aglet.]

Aiguillette. See Aglet.
Ail, 51, v.i. to feel pain : to be in trouble.

—

v.i. to
trouble, afflict

—

obs. except in impers. phrase ' What
ails you?'—«. trouble : indisposition.—«. All'ment,
pain: indisposition: disease. [A.S. eglan, to pain.

See Awe.]
Allanto, el-an'to, «. a lofty and beautiful tree, native

to South-eastern Asia, but grown to shade public
walks in France and Italy. Its leaves give food
to a species of silkworm—it is sometimes called

the Vernis du Japon, or Japan Varnish, apparently
by confusion with certam species of Rhus.—Also
Ailan'tUS. [Native Amboyna name, meaning ' tree

of the gods.']

Allette, al-let', «. an iron plate once worn by men-at-
arms for defence on the shoulder. [Fr., dim. of
ailie—'L. ala, a wing.]

Aim, am, v.i. to point at with a weapon : to direct

the intention or endeavour {at) : {obs.) to conjecture.—v.t. to point, as a weapon or firearm.—«. the

pointing of a weapon : the thing pointed at : design :

intention.

—

adj. Aimless, without aim.

—

adv. Alm'-
lessly.—«. Alm'worthlness, good aim.—To cry
aim, in old writers, to encourage archers when
shooting by crying 'aim,' hence to applaud or en-

courage. [O. Fr. estiter, to reckon— L. astimSre,

to estimate. See Estimate.]
Ain't, ant, a colloquial contracted form of are not—

also h:a!X— aren't, are not,—An't {Shak.') occurs as

a variant o( oit't=on it, of it.

Air, ar, «._ the fluid we breathe : the atmosphere

:

any special condition of atmosphere, as in 'the
iiight-ajV,' ' to take the air

:

' a light breeze : pub-
licity : the bearing of a person : outward appear-
ance, manner, look : an assumed or affected manner

:

(w»«j.) a rhythmical melody : a song, also specially
a sprightly song : the soprano part in a harmonised
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composition, being that which gives it its character

:

(//.) affectation.

—

v.t. to expose to the air: to dry :

to expose to warm air: (ftbs.) to take an airing.

—

ns. Alr'-batll, an arrangement for drying substances

in air of any desired temperature ; Alt'-bed, a bed

for the sick, inflated with air ; Ail'-blad'der, in some
fishes, an organ containing air, by which they main-

tain their equilibrium in the water ; Air'-brake, a

railway brake worked by compressed air. — adj.

Air" -built, built in air : having uo solid foundation.

— ns. Air' -cell, a cavity containing air; Air*-

CUSb'ion, an air-tight cushion, which can be in-

flated ; Air'-drain, an ample space at the foot of

foundation walls, for the sake of dryness.—o^'. Air'-

drawn, drawn in air : visionary : (Shak.)\ma.g\na.Ty.
—>is. Air'-en'gine, an engine put in motion by air

expanded by heat; Alr'-gas, illuminating gas made
by charging atmospheric air with vapour ofp)etroleum

or other hydrocarbon ; Alr'-gTlU, a gun which dis-

charges bullets by means of compressed air.

—

adv.

Air'lly, gaily.

—

ns. Air'iness, state of being airy;

openness : liveliness ; Air'ing, exposure to the air

or fire : a short excursion in the open air ; AJr'-

jack'et, a jacket with air-tight cavities, which being
inflated renders a person buoyant in water.

—

adj.

Air'less, void of air : not having free communication
with the open air.

—

ns. Air'-lock, a small chamber to

serve for the entrance and exit of men and materials,

at the top of the caisson or hollow cylinder when
these are used for founding the piers of bridges under
water ; Alr'-pump, an instrument for pumping the
air out of a vessel ; Alr'-saC, an air-cell or air-space,

esp. in the bones of birds ; Alr'-sliaft, a passage
for air into a mine ; Air'-space, the cubic content ofa
room, hospital-ward, or the like, with reference to

the respirable air contained in it.

—

adj. Air'-tigllt, so
tight as not to admit air.—«. Air'-ves'sel, a vessel

or tube containing air.

—

adv. Air'wards, up in the
air.

—

adj. Air'y, consisting of or relating to air

:

open to the air : like air : unsubstantial : light of
heart: sprightly.—To take air, to get wind, to

become publicly known. [Fr.—L. ai'r—Gr.]

Airling, ar'ling, «. {obs.) a thoughtless, gay person.

Airt, art, «. {.Scot.) direction, quarter. [Gael, aird,

drd : Ir. ard.]
Aisle, Tl, n. any lateral division of any part of a

church, whether of nave, choir, or transept. The
word is often erroneously applied to the passage in

a church between the pews or sea.ts.—adj. Aisled
(lid), having aisles. [O. Fr. eie, aisle (Fr. aile)—L.
axilla, ala, a wing.]

Ait, at, n. a small island in a river or lake. [A.S.

forms, {get, igeoth, supply the key to the word, but

its history is obscure.]

Aitchbone, ach'bon, «. the bone of the rump : the

cut of beef over this bone. [Orig. nache- or nage-
bone ; O. Fr. nache, nage—L. nates, buttock ; a
naclu became aitch, and erroneously ^i^^-bone.]

Ajar, a-jar', adv. partly open. [A.S. on, on, cyrr, a

turn.]

Ajee, Agee, a-je*, adv. {Scot, and prov^ aside, oflT

the straight, ajar. [Prep, a, and gee, to move
to one side ; jee, a call to a horse to move to one
side.]

Ajutage, Adjutage, ad'joo-taj, «. a tube adjusted to

an orifice through which water is discharged. [Fr.

— Fr. ajojiter. See Adjust.]
Ake, ak, old form of Ache.
Akee, a-ke', «. the fruit of a small African sapin-

daceous tree, now common in the West Indies.
Akimbo, a-kimlKJ, adj. with hand on hip and elbow

bent outward. [Ety. uncertain ; Skeat suggests the

Ice. kengboginn, bent into a crook, from kengr, a
crook, twist, kink, and boginn, bowed. Others
connect the -kirn with Keen.]

Akin, a-kin', adj. of kin : related by blood : having
the same properties. [Of and Kin.]

Alabaster, al'a-bas-tir, n. a semi-transparent kind

of gypsum or sulphate of lime : the fine limestone
deposited as stalagmites and stalactites.—arf/'. made
of alabaster.— a(//. Alabas'trian. [Gr. alabastros,
said to be derived from Alabastron, a town in
Egypt.]

Alack, a-lak', interj. an exclamation denoting sorrow.
Alack-a-day, a-lak'-a-da, interj. (rare) an exclama-

tion of sadness. [Interj. ah, /a/fe (Lack), and Day.]
Alacrity, a-lak'ri-ti, «. briskness : cheerful readiness :

promptitude. [L. alacris, brisk.]
Alalia, a-la'li-a, «. loss of speech. [Gr. a, priv., and

lalein, to talk.]

Alameda, a-la-me'da, n. a public walk or promenade
between two rows of trees. [Sp.]

Alamode, a-la-mod', adv. and adj. according to the
mode or fashion.

—

n. a Hght kind of glossy silk for
scarfs, hat-bands, &c.—«. Alamodal'ity {rare).—
Alamode beef, beef larded and stewed with vege-
tables. [Fr. a la mode.}

Alamort, a-la-mort', adj. half-dead : in a depressed
condition : dejected. Sometimes erroneously Al^

amort. [Fr. d la mort, to death. See Mortal.]
Aland, a-land', adv. on or to land : landed.
Alar, a'lar, adj. of, or having, wings.—Also Alary.

[L. ala, a wing.]
Alarm, a-larm', «. notice of danger : sudden surprise

with fear: a mechanical contrivance to arouse from
sleep: a call to arms.

—

v.t. to call to arms: to give
notice of danger: to fill with dread.

—

adv. Alarm'-
Ingly.—«. Alarm'ist, one who excites alarm : one
given to prophesy danger.

—

adj. alarming. [Fr.
alarme—It. alC amte, to arms—L. ad, to, arma,
arms.]

Alarum, al-ar'um, n. and v.t. same as Alarm

—

now used, except poetically, only of an alarum-
clock.

Alas, a-las', interj. expressive of grief.—Alas the
day, Alas the while (in old writers), ah ! unhappy
day, or time. [O. Fr. ha las, a las (mod. Fr. hf-
las) ; ha ! and las, lasse, wretched, weary— L. lassus,
wearied.]

Alate, a-lat', adv. {arch.) lately. [A.S. pfx. a-, on,
and Late.]

Alate, al'at, adj. winged; {bot.) bordered by a
leafy expansion.—Also Al'ated. [L. alatus—aUt,
a wing.]

Alb, alb, «. in R.C. churches, a white linen vest-
ment with tight sleeves, reaching to the feet, worn
by the officiating priest at the celebration of the
eucharist, under the chasuble, cope, or dalmatic.
[.\.S. albe— Low L. alia, L. albus, white.]

Albacore, al'ba-kOr, «. a large species of the tunny
fish, found in West Indian waters. [Port.—Ar. a/,
the, bukr, pi. bakdrat, a young camel.]

Albata, al-ba'ta, «. a white silvery alloy of nickel,
zinc, and copper—also British plate and German
Silver. [L., albdre, to whiten, albus, white.]

Albatross, al'ba-tros, «. a large, long-winged, web-
footed sea-bird of remarkable powers of flight, found
abundantly in the Southern Ocean, particularly
near the Cape of Good Hope. [Corr. from Alca-
tras (q.v.), perh. with reference to albus, white,
from its colour.]

Albe, Ale-be, awl-be', obs. forms of Albeit.
Albeit, awl-be'it, adv. although it be : notwith-

standing : even if, although. [All be it (that) = all

though it be that.]

Albert, al'bert, «. a short kind of watch-chain.

[Named from Prince Albert, husband of Queen
Victoria.]

Albescent, al-bes'ent, adj. becoming white : whitish.
—n. Albes'cence. [L. albescens, -entis, pr.p. of
albescere, to grow white

—

albus, white.]

Albespyne, Albesplne, al'be-spln, «. whitethorn,
hawthorn. [O. Fr. albespine, aubespine (Fr. aubi-
j>ine)—L. alba spina, white thorn.]

Alblgenses, al-bi-jen'sez, n.pl. a name applied to anti-

saceidotal sects in the south of France during the
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13th and 13th centuries, infected with Manichaean
heresy, and extirpated with the most horrible

cruelties. [The town Aibi.]

Albino, al-bl'no, n, a human being or animal whose
skin and hair are abnormally white, and the pupil

of the eye of pink colour :—fem. Albi'ness :

—

pi.

Albi'noS.

—

n. Al'binlsm, state or condition of being

an albina [Sp. albino, whitish—L. albus^ white.]

Albite, al'bTt, n. a species of mineral of the felspar

family, of a white colour, and formine a constituent

part of many varieties of rocks. [From L. alhus,

white.]

Albuglneous, al-bQ-jin'e-us. adj. like the white of an
egg, or of the eye. [L. albugo, albuginis, whiteness,

from albtis, white.]

Album, al'bum, n. among the Romans, a white tablet

or register on which the praetor's edicts and such
public notices were recorded : a blank book for the

insertion of portraits, autographs, poetical extracts,

memorial verses, post.ige-stamps, or the Ws.e.— adj.

Al'bume'an, .-md n. Al'bumess, whimsical coinages
of Charles Lamb. [L. a/3«.r, white.]

Albumen, al-bu'men, «. the white of eggs : a like

substance found in animal and vegetable bodies.

—

ns. Albu'min, one of the classes of albuminoids,
such as are soluble in water, or in dilute acids or
alkalis ; Albu'minate, one of a class of bodies in

which albumin appears in weak combination with a
base.

—

v.t. Albuminise' {/>hot.), to cover or im-
pregnate with albumen : to coat paper with an
albuminous solution.

—

adj. Albu'mlnous, like or
containing albumen : insipid. [L.—<7/^«f, white.]

Albuminoid, al-bu'min-oid, adj. like albumen.
[Albumen, and Gr. eidos, form.]

Alburnum, al-bum'um, «. in trees, the white and
soft parts of wood between the inner bark and t!ie

heart-wood.

—

adj. Album'OUS. [L.

—

albus, white.]

Aloaliest. See Alkahest.
Alcaic, al-ka'ik, adj. of or pertaining to the Greek

lyrical poet, Alcaeus {c. 600 B.C.), or to the kind of
verse invented by him. The most common form
consists of an anacrusis, a trochee, a spondee, and
two dactyls ; a second, of a catalectic iambic penta-
meter, the third foot always being a spondee ; a
third, of two dactyls followed by two trochees. The
most common arrangement v.as two lines of (i),

followed by one of (2) and one of (3). Cf. Tennyson's
' O mighty-mouth'd inventor of harmonies.'

Alcaid, Alcayde, al-kad', «. a governor : a chief

magistrate: a gaoler. [Sp. and Port.—Ar. alkdtd—
al, the, qdld, a leader, qdda, to lead.]

Alcalde, al-kai'da, «. a judge. [Sp.—Ar. al-qadi.}

Alcatras, al'ka-tras, «. a name applied loosely to

several large ocean birds, as the pelican, gannet,
frigate-bird, and even the albatross. [Sp. alcatraz,
a white pelican.]

Alchemy, Alchymy, al'ki-mi, n. the infant stage of
chemistry, as astrology was of astronomy.—A chief
pursuit of the alchemists was to transmute the other
metals into gold, and to discover the elixir of life.—adj. Alchem'ic.—». Al'chemist, one skilled in

alchemy. [Ar. Al-kimla—al, the, and kimtd—late

Gr. cltemeia, ' transmution,' prob. as specially an
Egyptian art, from Khem, the native name of

Egypt ; confused with Gr. chiimeia, pouring, from
cluin, to pour, hence the old spellings akkynty,
chyntistry.]

Alcohol, arkO-hol, n. pure spirit, a liquid generated
by the fermentation of sugar and other saccharine
matter, and forming the intoxicating element of
fermented liquors.—<k^/. Alcohol'ic, of or like

alcohol.—«. Alcohollsa'tion.— i;./. Al'coholise, to

convert into alcohol, or saturate with it : to rectify.

— ft. Al'coholism, a term employed to denote the
symptoms of disease produced by alcoholic poison-
ing.—Absolute alcohol, alcohol entirely free from
water. [Ar. al-kohl—al, the, koh'l, fine powder of
antimony used in the East to stain the eyelidSi]

ao

Alcoholometer, al-kO-hol-om'e-t^r, n. an instrument
for ascertaining the strength of spirits.

—

n. AlCO-
holom'etry, the process of such measurement.
[Alcohol and Meter.]

Alcoran, al'ko-ran, «. the Koran. lAl, the Arabic
article,]

Alcove, aVkOv, or al-kOv', «. a recess in a room : any
recess : a shady retreat. [Sp. alcoba, a place in a
room railed oflf to hold a bed—Ar. al, the, qohbah,
a vault.]

Aldehyde, al'de-hld, «. a volatile fluid with a suffocat-
ing smell, obtained by the oxidation of alcohol : a
large class of compounds intermediate between
alcohols and acids. [From Al. dehyd., a contr. for
A Icohol dehydrogenatuni. ]

Alder, awl'der, «. a tree related to the birch, usually
growing in moist ground. [A,S. alor; Ger. erle

:

L. ahius.^
Alder liefest, awl-der-lefest, adj. {Shak.") most be-

loved of all. [The M. E. gen. pi. forms alra, aire,
aller, alder, survived till about 1600; for liefest,

see Lief.]

Alderman, awl'der-man, «. in English and Irish
boroughs, a civic dignitary next in rank to the
mayor.—They are usually chosen for three years ;

those of London are chosen for life.—The name was
assumed incongruously enough for superior members
of the county councils set up in England in 1888 :

in Anglo-Saxon times, the governor of a shire until

by Canute displaced by the earl ; thenceforward,
any head man of a guild.—o^i. Alderman'ic,
Al'dermanlike, Al'dermanly, pompous and portly.

[A.S. eaUior (from eald, old), senior, chief; ealdor-
man, ruler, king, chief magistrate.]

Aldem, awl'dem, adj. made of alder.

Aldlne, al'dln, adj. ap{>lied to books printed by Aldus
Manutius of^ Venice, in i6th centurj'.

Ale, al, «. a beverage made from an infusion of malt
by fermentation : a festival, so called from the liquor
drunk.

—

ns. Ale'berry, a beverage made from ale ;

Ale'conner, an ale-taster, a civic officer appointed
to test the quality of the ale brewed—A.S. cunnere,
a trier ; Ale'-house, a house in which ale is sold.

[A.S. alu; Ice. ol.]

Aleatory, a'le-a-to-ri, adj. depending on the throw
of the dice : dep>endent on certain contingencies.
[L. alediorius, alea, a die.]

Alee, a-le', adv. on the lee-side. [See LeO.]
Aleft, a-left', adv. on or to the left hand.
Alegar, al'e-gar, «, sour ale. [Ale, and Fr. aigre—

L. acer, sour.]

Aleger, al'e-jer, adj. {Bac<m) lively, cheerful. [O. Fr.
aligrc—L. aldcr-em.^

Alegge, an obsolete form of Allege.
Alembic, al-em'bik, «. a vessel used by the old

chemists in distillation. [Ar. al, the, anbig—Gr.
ambiks, a cup.]

Alength', a-length', adv. at full length. [A.S. pfx. a-,

on, and Length.]
Alerce, a-lers', «. the wood of the sandarac-tree : the

Q\\\X\a.T\ Arbor vita—both of the pine family. [Sp.—Ar. al arza, cedar.]

Alert, al-6rt', adj. watchful : brisk.

—

n. a sudden
attack or surprise.— adv. Alert'ly.— n. Alert'-
ness.—Upon the alert, upon the watch. [Fr.

—

It. air erta, on the erect

—

erto, L. erectus, erect.]

Alew, a-lu' {Sfens.) an obsolete form of HallOO.
Alewife, al'wif, «. a fish of the same genus as the

shad, about a foot in length, common on the east

coast ofNorth America. [Said to be a corr. of aloo/e,

the Indian name of a fish.]

Alexandrian, al-egz-an'dri-an, adj. relating to

Alexandria in Egypt, or its school of philosophy

:

relating to Alexander.
Alexandrine, al-egz-an'drin, «. a rhyming verse of

twelve syllables, six iambic feet, so-called from its

use in old French poems on Alexander iixc Great.
It is the ordinary verse of French tragedy. French
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Alexandrines are arranged in couplets, alternately
acatalectic with masculine rhymes, and hypercata-
lectic with feminine rhymes.

Alfa, al'fa, «. an African name for esparto grass—also
spelt Haifa.

Alfalfa, al-fal'fa, ». a Spanish name for a variety of
lucerne—used also in some parts of the United States.

[Sp. alfalfa, three-leaved grass; Ar. alfacfacah.\
Alfresco, al-fresk'o, adxi. on the fresh, as to paint al
fresco = on the fresh plaster : in the fresh or cool
air. [It.]

Alg89, al'je, «. (6ol.) a division of plants, embracing
seaweeds. [L., pi. oi alga, seaweed.]

Algates, al'gats, adv. {obs.) always, altogether, at all

events, nevertheless.—AlsoAl'gate. [Lit. alie gate,
every way. See Gate.]

Algebra, al'je-bra, «. a method of calculating by
symbols—by means of letters employed to represent
the numbers, and signs to represent their relations,

thus forming a kind of universal arithmetic.

—

adjs.

Algebra'ic, -al, pertaining to algebra.—«. Alge-
bra'ist, one skilled in algebra. [It. and Sp., from
Ar. al-jebr, the resetting of anything broken, hence
combination

;
jabara, to reunite.]

Algerine, al'je-ren, adj. of or belonging to Algeria
in Northern Africa.

—

n. a native of Algeria : a
pirate.

Algorism, al'go-rizm, «. the Arabic system of numera-
tion : arithmetic.—Also Algorithm. [Through O.
Fr. and Late L. from Ar. al-kJwwaraznti, the native
of Khwarazm, the mathematician Abu Ja'far
Mohammed Ben Musa (9th century).]

Algous, al'gus, adj. relating to or like the algae or
seaweeds.

Alguazll, al-gwaz'il, «. in Spain, a warrant officer or
sergeant. [Sp.—Ar. al-wazir. See Vizier.]

Algiun, al'gum. Same as Almug.
Alhambresque, al-ham'bresk, adj. after the style of

the rich ornamentation of the Alhambra, a palace of
the Moorish kings of Granada in Spain.

Alias, a'li-as, adv. otherwise.—«. an assumed name :

^pl. A'liases. [L. alias, at another time, otherwise—alius, Gr. alios, other.]

Alibi, al'i-bT, ft. the plea that a person charged with a
crime was elsewhere when it was committed. [L.

—

alius, other, ibi, there.]

Alicant, al'i-kant, «. a Spanish wine formerly much
esteemed, said to have been made near Alicante in

Spain.
Alien, al'yen, adj. foreign : diflferent in nature

:

adverse to.—«. one belonging to another country :

one not entitled to the rights of citizenship.—//.
Alienage, state of being an alien. [L. alienus—
alius, other.]

Alienate, al'yen-at, v.t. to transfer a right or title to

another : to withdraw the affections : to misapply.—adj. withdrawn: estranged.—«. Alienabirity.

—

adj. Alienable, capable of beinj; transferred to

another.—«x. Allena'tion ; Aliena'tor.— rtrt>'. Al'-

iened, made alien, estranged.—«. Al'lenlsm, the

position of being a foreigner. [L. See Allen.]
Alienist, al'yen-ist, «. one who specially treats mental

diseases. [Fr.]

Alife, a-lir, adv. (pbs.) on my life, as one's life,

excessively.

Alight, a-lit', v.i. to come down, as from a horse

(frotii) : to descend : to land anywhere (iipon)

:

to fall upon. [A.S. aUlitan, to come down. See
Light, v.-\

Alight, a-llt', adj. on fire : lighted up. [a, on, and
Light. See Light, «. ]

Align, a-lTn', v.t. to regulate by a line : to arrange
in line, as troops.

—

n. Allgn'ment, a laying out by
a line : arrangement of soldiers in a line or lines :

the ground-plan of a railway or road. [Fr. aligner
—L. ad, and linea, a line.]

Alike, a-llk', adj. like one another : having re-

semblance.—<u/v. in the same manner or form

:

equally: similarly. [A.S. gelic, anlic, onllc. See
Like.]

Aliment, al'i-ment, n. nourishment : food : provision
for maintenance, alimony : support.

—

v.t. to support,
sustain : make provision for the maintenance of.

—

adjs. Allment'al, supplying food; Aliment'aiy,
pertaining to aliment : nutritive.

—

ns. Alimenta'-
tion, the act or state of nourishing or of being
nourished ; Aliment'iveness {fihrenol.), desire for

food or drink ; Al'imony, an allowance for support
made to a wife when legally separated from her
husband, or temporarily while the process is pend-
ing.—Alimentary canal, the principal part of the
digestive apparatus of animals, in man extending,
with convolutions, about 30 feet from the mouth to

the anus—including pharynx, oesophagus, stomach,
small and large intestine, &c. [L. alimentuni—
alere, to nourish.]

Alineatlon. See Alllneatlon.
Aliped, al'i-ped, adj. wing-footed. — «. an animal
whose toes are connected by a membrane serving
as a wing, as the bat. [L. alij>es—ala, a wing, and
pes, pedis, a foot.]

Aliquant, al'i-kwant, adj. an aliquant part of a
number is one that will not divide it without a
remainder, thus 5 is an aliquant part of 12. [L.

aliquantum, somewhat, alius, another, and quantus,
how great.]

Aliquot, al'i-kwot, adj. such a part of a number as
will divide it without a remainder. [L. aliquot,

some, several

—

alius, other, quot, how many.]
Alisma, al-i/ma, n. a small genus of aquatic plants,

the chief being the common water-plantain. [Gr.]
Alive, a-liv', adj. in life : susceptible. [Prep, a = oti,

and A.S. life, dat. oi iif, life.]

Alizarin, a-liz'a-ren, «. a colouring matter used in

the dyeing of Turkey red, formerly extracted from
madder, the commercial name of which in the
Levant is alizari. [Fr. ; Ar. al, the, and 'af«raA,
juice pressed out.]

Alkahest, Alcahest, al'ka-hest, n. the universal sol-

vent of the alchemists. [A coinage of Paracelsus

—

on Arabic analogies.]
Alkali, al'ka-li, or -ll, «. (ckent.) a substance which
combines with an acid and neutralises it, forming a
salt. Potash, soda, and lime are alkalies ; they have
an acrid taste (that of soap), and turn vegetable
blues to green :—//. Al'kalies.—«. Alkales'cenoy,
tendency to become alkaline.

—

adj. Alkales'cent,
tending to become alkaline : slightly alkaline.—«.

Alkalim'eter, an instrument for measuring the
strength ofalkalies.

—

adj. Alkaline(arka-lTn, or-lin),

having the properties of an alkali.—«. Alkalinity.—v.t. Al'kalise, to render alkaline -.—pr.p. al'kalis-

ing; pa.p. al'kallsed. See Add. [Ar. al-qaliy,

ashes. ]

Alkalify, alTca-li-fl, v.t. to convert into an alkali.

—

V. i. to become alkaline :

—

pr.p. al'kalifying ; pa.p.
al'kalifled.

—

a^ij. Alkalifl'able, capable of being
converted into an alkali. [Alkali, and X.. facere, to

make.]
Alkaloid, al'ka-loid, n. a vegetable principle possessing

in some degree alkaline properties.

—

adj. pertaining
to or resembling alkali. [Alkali, aod Gr. eidos,

form or resemblance.]
Alkanet, al'ka-net, ». a plant, native of the Levant
and Southern Europe, cultivated for its root, which
yields a red colouring matter : the dye itself. [Sp.
alcaneta.'\

Alkoran, ». Same as Alcoran.
All, awl, adj. the whole of: every one of: any what-

ever.

—

adv. wholly : completely : entirely : \S)iak.)

only, alone.

—

n. the whole : everything : the totality

of things—the universe.

—

n. All'-Fath'er, God.

—

All (pbs.), entirely, altogether, as in 'all to-brake'

(Judges, ix. 53). The prefix to- originally belonged
to the verb (Jd brecan), but as verbs with this prefix

were rarely used without all, the fact was forgotteni



Allw-h ti,te, fHx : mi, hir ; mine : AUot

and the ta was erroneously regarded as belonging
to the a/l Hence came into use all-to — wholly,
utterly ; All but, everything short of, almost ; All
in all, all things in all respects, all or everything
togeiher—(aJveriia/fy) altogether; All over, thor-

oughly, entirely ; All over with, finished, done with
(also <:<?//., All up With); All right, a colloquial

phrase expressing assent or approbation ; All's OUe,

It is just the same ; All to one {ois.), altogether.

—

After all, when everything has been considered,

nevertheless ; And. all, and everything else ; And
all that, and all the rest of it, et cetera; At all,

in the least degree or to the least extent.—For all,

notwithstanding ; For good and all, finally.—Once
for all, once only. [A.S. all, eal: Ger. all, Gael
uiU, W. oll.\

Allah, al'la, n. the Arabic name of the one God. [Ar.

al-iidh, 'the worthy to be adored.']

Allantols, a-lan'tO-is, n. a membranous sac-like ap-
pendage for effecting oxygenation in the embryos of
mammals, birds, and reptiles.

—

adjs, Allanto'ic,
Allan'told. [Gr. alias, a sausage.]

Allay, al-la', v.t. to lighten, relieve : to make quiet or
calm.—«. Allay'ment (oos.), state of being allayed :

state of rest : that which allays. [M. E. forms,

aUggen, aleyen (A.S. a-lecgan; lecgan, causal of
licgan, to lie) ; identical in form, and accordingly
confounded in meaning with M. E. words of Latin
origin ; aUgge (later allege, now obs.)—L. alleviare :

alaye (modern allay, alloy)— L. alligdre ; aleye
(obs.)— L. allegare ; alegge (modem allege) — how
L. ex-li/igare.]

Allay, an obsolete form of Alloy.
Alledge. Old spelling of Allege.
Allege, al-lej', z:/. to produce as an argument or plea :

to assert : (B.) to give proofs.—n. Allega'tion, an
assertion.

—

p.adj. jSQleged', cited, quoted. [Through
O. Fr. forms from Low L. ex-litigdre, to clear at

law. See Allay above.]
Allegiance, al-lej'i-ans, n. the duty of a subject to his

liege or sovereign.—-<x<^'. Alle'giant. [L. ad, to,

and Liege.]
Allegory, aHe-gor-i, n. 2l description of one thing
under the image of another.

—

adjs. Allegor'ic, -al,

in the form of an allegory : figurative.

—

adv. Alle-
gor'ically.—w./. Al'legorise, to put in form of an
allegory.

—

v.i. to use allegory.

—

7is. Al'legorist, one
who uses allegory ; Allegoriza'tion. [Gr. alUgoria ;

alios, other, and agoreuein, to speak.]
Allegro, al-le'grO, adv. and adj. (mus.) a word de-

noting a brisk movement.

—

adv. and adj. Allegret'tO,
somewhat brisk. [It.—L. alacer, brisk.]

Alleluia, Alleluiah, al-le-lo&'ya. Same as Halle-
luiah.

Allemande, al'le-mand, n. a name given to various
German dances : {mus.) the first movement after the
prelude in a suite. [Fr. Allemande, German.]

Allenarly, al-len'ar-li, adv. solely, only—obsolete save
only in Scotch conveyancing. [All, and anerly,
formed from ane, one.]

Alleviate, al-lev'i-at, v.t. to make light : to mitigate.

—Its. Allevia'tion ; Allev'iator. [L. ad, levis,

light.]

Alley, al'li, H. a walk in a garden or shrubbery : a
passage in a city narrower than a street : a long
narrow enclosure for playing at bowls or skittles :

—

//. All'eys. [O. Fr. alee (Fr. alUe), a passage,
from aller, to go, O. Fr. aner, most prob. from L.
adndre, to go to by water, or aditdre, adlre.\

Alley, Ally, al'li, n. a name given by boys to a choice
taw or large marble. [Contraction of alabaster, of
which it was originally made.]

All-fired, awl-fird', adj. {slang) infernal.

—

adv. ex-
cessively. {Pi. io{xti\\x\%oi hell-fired, U.S.]

All-fools'-day, awl-foslz^da, «. April first. [From the
sportive deceptions practised on that day.]

All-fours, awl-fOrz', n.pL (preceded by on) on four
legs, or on two hands and two feet : a game at cards

as

placed by two, so called from the four particulars by
which the reckoning is made

—

high, low, "Jack, and
the game : also a game at dominoes.

All-hail, awl-hal', interj. all health 1 a phrase of
salutation. [See Hail, interj.]

All-hallow, awl-hal'lO, All-hallows, awl-hallOz, «.

the day of all the holy ones. See All-saintS. [All
and Hallow.]

All-hallow-mass. See Hallow-mass.
All-hallown, awl-hal'lon, n. (Skak.) fine summer
weather late in the season—near AU-hallows-day.

All-hallow-tide, awl-hal'lo-tld, «. the time near All-
hallows-day. [See Hallow and Tide.]

Allheal, awl-hel', n. (obs.) a balsam for all wounds, a
panacea—applied to various plants, as the mistletoe,
the great valerian, &c.

Alliaceous, al-li-a'shus, adj. pertaining to, or having the
properties of allium or garlic. [L. allium, garlic]

Alliance, al-ll'ans, ». state of being allied : imion by
marriage or treaty. [See Ally.]

Alligation, al-li-ga shun, n. (an'th.) a. rule for finding
the price of a compound of ingredients of different

values. [L. alligatio, a binding together

—

ad, to,

and ligdre, to bind.]

Alligator, ai'li-ga-tur, ». an animal of the crocodile
genus, found in America. [Sp. el lagarto— L.
lacerta, a lizard.]

Allineation, Alineation, al-lin-e-a'shun, ». the po.<it-

tion of two or more bodies in a straight line with a
given point.

Allision, al-lizh'un, n. a striking against. [L. allisio,

from allidere—ad, and ladere, to hurt.]

Alliteration, al-lit-er-a'shun, «. the recurrence of
the same letter at the beginning of two or more
words following close to each other, as in Churchill's

'rtpt alliteration's drtful did ;' the recurrence of the
same initial sound in the first accented syllables of
words : initial rhyme—the characteristic structure

of versification of Old English and Teutonic lan-

guages generally. Every alliterative couplet had
two accented syllables, containing the same initial

consonants, one in each of the two sections.

—

v.i.

Allit'erate, to begin with the same letter : to con-
stitute alliteration.— o^'. Allit'erative. [Fr.—L.
ad, to, and litera, a letter.]

Allocate, allo-kat, v.t. to place : to assign to each
his share.—». Alloca'tion, act of allocating : allot-

ment : an allowance made upon an account. [L.
allocate, ad, to, and locdre, locus, a place.]

Allocution, al-lo-ku'shun, ». a formal address, esp. of
the Pope to his clergy. [L. allocutionetn—ad, to,

and loqui, locuius, to speak.]
Allodial, al-lo'di-al, adj. held independent of a

superior : freehold—opp. to Feudal.
Allodium, al-lo'di-um, «. freehold estate : land held

in the possession of the owner without being subject
to a feudal superior.—Also Allod, Alod. [Low L.
allodium—Ger. alod, alldd.]

Allograph, allo-graf, n. a writing made by one person
on behalf of another. [Gr. alios, other, graphi,
writing. ]

Allopathy, al-lop'a-thi, ». a name given by home-
opathists to the current or orthodox medical prac-
tice, to distinguish it from their own Homeopathy.
—adj. Allopath'ic—nj. Allop'athist, Allopath.
[Coined by Hahnemann (1755-1843), Ger. allopathie

—Gr. alios, olhcr, patheia, pai/ws, suffering.]

Allophylian, al-lO-fll'i-an, a^'. of another race, alien

—applied by Prichard (1786-1848) to the Turanian
or non-Aryan and non-Semitic languages of Europe
and Asia.—«. Allophyle'. [L.—Gr. allophylos, of
another tribe ; alios, other, phyli, a tribe.]

Allot, al-lot', v.t. to divide as by lot : to distribute in

portions : to parcel out :
—pr.p. allot'ting ; Pa.p.

allot'ted.—n. Allot'ment, the act of allotting : part

or share allotted : a portion of a field assigned to a
cottager to labour for himself. [O. Fr. aloter ; lot

is Teut., seen in Goth, klauti, A.S. klot.\



Allotropy mote ; mate ; mCRJn ; iAen. Aloe

Allotropy, al-lot'ro-pi, «. the property in some
elements, as carbon, of existing in more than one
form.

—

adj. AllOt'ropiC. [Gr. ; al/os, another, and
iropos, form.]

Alloverishness, awl-O'ver-ish-nes, n. a general sense

of indisposition over the whole body, a feeling of
discomfort, malaise.

—

adj. Allo'verish.

Allow, al-lov/, v.t. to grant : to permit : to acknow-
ledge : to abate : make allowance for : {obs.) invest,

entrust : assert, say {coll. in U.S.).

—

adj. Allow'able,
that may be allowed : not forbidden : lawful.—«.

Allow'ableness.— adv. Allow'ably.— «. Allow'-
ance, that which is allowed : a limited portion of

anything : a stated quantity—of money, &c., to meet
expenses : abatement : approbation : permission.

—

v.i. to put any one upon an allowance : to supply
anything in limited quantities.—To make allow-
ance for, to take excusing circumstances into

account. [O. Fr. alotier, to grant—L. ad, to, and
locare, to place.—Allow, in the sense of approve
or sanction, as used in B. and by old writers, has
its root in L. allauddre—ad-, and laudare, to

praise.]

Alloy, al-loi', v.t. to mix one metal with another : to

reduce the purity of a metal by mixing a baser one
with it : {fig.) to debase : to temper or qualify.—«.

a mixture of two or more metals (when mercury is

one of the ingredients, it is an amalgam) '. a baser
metal mixed with a finer : anything that deteriorates.
—«. Alloy'age, the act of alloying or mixing metals :

a mixture of different metals. [O. Fr. alei (Fr.
aloi), aleier—'L. alligare. The modem Fr. words
aloi and aloyer were confounded with Fr. a loi, to

law, and the same confusion was transferred into
English.]

All-saintS'-day, awl-sants'-da, «. November i, a feast

of the Church in honour of all the saints collectively.

[See All-hallows.]
All-souls' -day, awl-solz'-da, «. November 2, a feast

of the Roman Catholic Church kept in commemora-
tion of all the faithful departed, for the eternal
repose of their souls.

Allspice, awl'spTs, «. a name given to a kind of spice
called Pimenta or Jamaica pepper, from its being
supposed to combine the flavour of cinnamon, nut-
meg, and cloves. [All and Spice.]

AUude, al-lud', v.i. to mention slightly, or convey an
indirect reference to, in passing : to refer to.

—

n.
Allu'Sion, an indirect reference.— af//'. Alius'ive,
alluding to : hinting at : referring to indirectly.

—

adv.
Allus'ively.—Allusive arms {her.), also canting or
punning 3xms, and armes parlarttes, those in which
the charges convey reference to the bearer's name or
title, as the column of the Colonna family, the Vele
calf (O. Fr. veel, a calf), the Arundel martlets (O.
Fr. arondel, a young swallow). [L. alludere—ad,
at, ludere, lusutn, to play.]

Allumette, al-u-met', «. a match for lighting. [Fr.]
Allure, al-lur', v.t. to draw on as by a lure or bait

:

to entice.—«. Allure'ment.—o^'. Allur'ing, entic-
ing : seductive : charming.—rt^^z/. Alluringly. [O.
Fr. alurer—d, to, iurer, to Lure.]

Alluvion, al-lu'vi-un, «. land gained from the sea by
the washing up of sand and earth. [L. alluvia—
allttere. See Alluvium. ]

Alluvium, al-lu'vi-um, «. the mass of water-borne
matjer deposited by rivers on lower lands :—//.
Allu'vla.—<ii(?'. Allu'viaL [L,.—allttere, to wash to
or on

—

ad, and Iwre = lavare, to wash.]
Ally, al-ll', v.t. to form a relation by marriage,

friendship, treaty, or resemblance. ^;«a./. and ^j.
AUled'.—«. Ally (al-ll', or al'll), a confederate : a
prince or state united by treaty or league:— //.
Allies', or Al'Ues. [O. Fr. alier—1,. alligare~ad,
to, ligare, to bind.]

Alma, Almah, al'ma, «. an Egyptian dancing-girl.
—Also Alme, Almeh. [Ar. 'almah, learned, 'ala-
mah, to know.]

Almacantar, al-mak-an'tar, n. a name for circles of
altitude parallel to the horizon, and hence for an
astronomical instrument for determining time and
latitude. [Ar. almugantarat, qantarah, an arch.]

Almagest, al'ma-jest, «. a collection of problems in
geometry and astronomy, drawn up by the Egyptian
astronomer Ptolemy (about 140 A. D.), so named by
the Arabs as the greatest and largest on the subject.
[Ar. al, the, and Gr. megistos, greatest.]

A 1main, al'man, n. {obs.) an inhabitant of Germany

:

a kind of dance music in slow time. [Fr. Allemand—Allemanni, an ancient German tribe.]

Almanac, al'ma-nak, n. a register of the days, weeks,
and months of the year, &c.

—

n. Almanog'raptier,
an almanac-maker. [Most prob. the original of the
word as in Fr., It., and Sp. was a Spanish-Arabic
al-mandkh. Eusebius has almenichiaka, an Egyp-
tian word, prob. sig. 'daily observation of things,'

but the history of the word has not been traced, and
it is hazardous without evidence to connect this

with the Arabic word.]
Almandine, al'man-din, «. a red transparent variety

of the garnet.—Also Al'mandin. [Earlier Alaban-
dine—Low L. alabandina—Alabanda, a town in

Caria, a province of Asia Minor, where it was
found.]

Almighty, awl-mlt'i, adj'. possessing all might or

power : omnipotent : very powerful generally

:

{slang) mighty, great.—Older form Almight'.

—

adv. Almight'ily.—«j. Almight'iness, Almight'y-
ship.—The Almighty, God ; The almighty dollar,

a phrase of Washington Irving's, expressive of the

greatness of the power of money. [A.S. celmeahtig.

See All and Mighty.]
Almner, an old spelling of Almoner.
Almond, a'mund, «. the fruit of the almond-tree.—n.pl. Almonds (a'mundz), the tonsils or glands of

the throat, so called from their resemblance to the

fruit of the almond-tree. [O. Fr. almande (Fr.

amande)—L. amygdalutn—Gr. atnygdale.'\

Almoner, al'mun-er, «. a distributer of alnis.— «.

Al'monry, the place where alms are distributed.

[O. Fr. aumoner, aumonier (Fr. auntSnier)—Low
L. eleemosynarius {a.A}.). See Alms.]

Almost, awl'm5st, adv. nearly, all but, very nearly.

[All and Most.]
Abnry, am'ri, «. Same as Almonry.
Alms, amz, «. relief given out of pity to the poor.

—

ns. Alms'-deed, a charitable deed; Alms'-drink
{.Shak.), leavings of drink ; Alms'-fee, an annual tax
of one penny on every hearth, formerly sent from
England to Rome, Peter's pence ; Alms'house, a
house endowed for the support and lodging of the

poor ; Alms'-man, a man who lives by alms. [A.S.
almysse, through Late L., from Gr. eleemosyne—
eleos, compassion. Dr Murray notes the Scot, and
North Country almous, awnious, as an independent
adoption of the cognate Norse alniusa; and the

legal Almoign, Almoin, perpetual tenure by free

gift of charity, from O. Fr., perhaps due to a con-

fusion with alinwnium.]
Almuce, an early form of Amlce.
Almug, al'mug, n. the wood of a tree described in the

Bible as brought from Ophir in the time of Solomon,
for the house and temple at Jerusalem, and for

musical instruments—probably the red sandalwood
of India. [Heb. algummim, almuggim. The
better form is Algum.]

Aloe, al'O, «. a genus of plants of considerable medi-

cinal importance, of the 200 species of which as

many as 170 are indigenous to the Cape Colony.—
The so-called American Aloe is a totally different

plant (see Agave).—arf;'. Al'oed, planted or shaded
with aloes.—The Aloes wood of the Bible was the

heart-wood of Aquilaria ovata and Aquilaria
Agallochum, large spreading trees. The wood con-

tains a dark-coloured, fragrant, resinous substance,

much prized for the odour it diffuses in burning.

2S



Aloes fate, fSr ; mS, h4r ; mine ; Alternate

[The word was used erroneously in the Septuagint

and New Testament as a translation of the Heb.
ahdlitn, ahdlotti (Gr. agallochoti), an aromatic

resin or wood—called later in Gr. xylaioe, from

which descend iignum aloes, lign-aioes, wood-aloes,

axiA aloes-wood.—A.S. aluwan—L. aloe— Gr. aloe.]

Aloes, al'Oz, a purgative bitter drug, the inspissated

juice of the leaves of several almost tree-like species

of aloe. Used both as a sing^. ft., and as a //. of

Aloe.—«. and adj. Aloet'ic, a medicine containing

a large proportion of aloes.

Aloft, a-loft , adv. on high : overhead : at a great

height : {naut.) above the deck, at the masthead :

sometimes used as equivalent to aloof (Mad. D'Ar-
blay). [Scand. ; Ice!, d lopt {pron. lo/t), expressing

motion ; d lopti, expressing position. [Pfx. a- =
Icel. d = A.S. on, in. See Loft.]

Alone, al-On', adj. single : solitary : alone of its kind :

of itself, or by themselves.

—

adv. singly, by one's

self only.—«. Alone'ness. [All and CSie.]

Along, a-long', adv. by or through the length of:

lengthwise : throughout : onward : (fol. hy with)
in company of.

—

prefi. by the side of: near.

—

n.pl.

Along^Shore-men, labourers employed about the
docks or wharves in the Thames and other rivers.

—prep. Along'Side, by the side, beside.—Along Of,

{flrch. or dial.) owing to. [A.S. andlang—pfx. and-,
against, and lang. Long.]

Alongst, a-longst', prep. {pbs. except dial.) along : by
the length. [M. E. alongest, from along, with adv.
gen. -«j.]

Aloof, a-l50f, adv. at a distance : apart.

—

n. Aloof-
ness, withdrawal from common action or sympathy.
[Pfx. a- (—A.S. on), on, and Loof, prob. Dut. loef.

See Luff.]

Aloud, a-lowd', adv. with a loud voice : loudly.

[Prep, a (—A.S. on), and hlOd, noise; Ger. laut.

See Loud.]
Alow, a-lo', adv. in a low place—opp. to Aloft.
Alow, al-low', adv. (Scot.) ablaze. [Prep, a, and
Low, a flame.]

Alp, alp, n. a high mountain \—pl. Alps, specially

applied to the lofty mountain-ranges of Switzerland.

—adj's. Alp'en ; Alpine (alp'in, or alp'In), pertain-

ing to the Alps, or to any lofty mountains : very
high.—«j. Al'pinlst, Alpes'trlan, one devoted to

Alpine climbing. [L. ; of Celtic origin : cf. Gael.
alp, a mountain ; allied to L. albus, white (with
snow).)

Alpaca, al-pak'a, n. the Peruvian sheep, akin to the
llama, having long silken wool : cloth made of its I

wool. [Sp. alpaca or al-paco, from al, Arab, article,

and/ofo, most prob. a Peruvian word.]
Alpenhoni, al'pen-hom, n. a long powerful horn,
wide and curved at the mouth, used chiefly by
Alpine cowherds.—Also Alpliom. [Gr. Alpen, of
the .'Vlps, liorn, horn.]

Alpenstock, alp'n-stok, n. a long stick or staff used
by travellers m climbing the Alps. [Ger. Alpen, of
the Alps ; stock, stick.]

Alpha, al'fa, n. the first letter of the Greek alphabet :

the first or beginning. [Gr. alpha—Heb. aleph, an
ox, the name of the first letter of the Phoenician and
Hebrew alphabet. See A.]

Alphabet, al'fa-bet, n. the letters of a language
arranged in the usual order.—«. Alptaabeta rian,

one learning his alphabet, a beginner : a student of
alphabets.— rti^V. Alptaabet'lc, -al, relating to or in

the order of an alphabet.

—

adv. Alpbabet'lcally.

—

v.t. Al'phabetise, to arrange alphabetically :

—

pr.p.

al'phabetlsing ; pa.p. arphabetlsed. [Gr. alpha,
beta, the first two Greek letters.]

Alphonslne, al'fons-Tn, adj. of Alphonso (X.) the
Wise, king of Castile, pertaining to his planetary
tables, completed in 1252.

Already, awl-red'i, adv. previously, or before the
time specified. — Sometimes used adjectively =
present. [All and Ready.]

Als, an old form of AlSO.
Alsatian, al-sa'shi-an, adj. of or pertaining to Alsatia

(Ger. Elsass), a province between France and Ger-
many.—«. a rogue or debaucliee, such as haunted
Alsatia—a cant name for Whitefriars, a district in
London between the Thames and Fleet Street, which
enjoyed privileges of sanctuary down to 1697, and
was consequently infested with lawless characters.
See Scott's Fortunes ofNigel.

Also, awl'so, adv. in like manner : further. [Com-
pounded of a// and so; A.S. rt/and jrc.-i.]

Alt, alt, «. high tone, in voice or instrument.—In
alt, in the octave above the treble stave beginning
with G ; CAf.) in an exalted and high-flown mood.

Altaltissimo, alt-al-tis'si-mo, «. the very highest
summit. [It. reduplicated comp. of alto, high, and
altissimo, highest.]

Altar, awlt'ar, «. an elevated place or structure, block
or stone, or the like, on which sacrifices were
anciently offered : in Christian churches, the table
on which the officiating priest consecrates the
eucharist : the communion table: (fg) a place of
worship.—«j. Alt'arage, offerings made upon the
altar during the offertory, provided for the main-
tenance of the priest; Alt'ar-clOth, the covering of
the altar, placed over and around it, of silk, velvet,
satin, or cloth, often used as including the frontal
(antependiiim), and the super-frontal ; Alt'arpiece,
a decorative screen, retable, or reredos, placed
behind an altar—a work of art, whether a sacred
painting or sculpture.— n.pl. Alt'ar-rails, rails

separating the sacrarium from the rest of the chancel.—ns. Alt^ar-Stone, the slab forming the top or chief
part of an altar; Alt'ar-tomb, a monumental memo-
rial, in form like an altar, often with a canopy. These
were often placed over the vaults or burying-place,
and frequently on the north and south walls of
choirs, aisles, and chantry chapels.

—

adj. Alt'ar-
Wlse, placed like an altar—north and south, at the
upper end of the chancel.—Family altar, the prac-
tice or the place of private devotional worship in the
family ; High altar, the principal altar in a cathe-
dral or other church havmg more than one altar

;

Portable altar, a small tablet of marble, jasper, or
precious stone, used by special license for Mass when
said away from the parish altar, in oratories or other
similar places. It was termed super-altare, because
commonly placed upon some other altar, or some
fitting construction of wood or stone. [L. altdre—
alius, high.]

Altazimuth, alt-az'i-muth, n. an instrument devised
by Sir G. B. Airy for determining the apparent
places of the heavenly bodies on the celestial

sphere. [A contr. for ' altitude and azimuth instru-

ment.']
Alter, awl'ter, v.t. to make different : to change

:

(^U.S.) to castrate.

—

v.t. to become different: to

vary.— «j. Alterabil'ity, Al'terableness. — a^^'.

Al'terable, that may be altered.

—

adv. Al'terably.
—adj. Al'terant, altering : having the power of
producing changes.

—

n. Altera'tion, change.

—

adj.
Al'terative, having power to alter.

—

n. a medi-
cine that makes a change in the vital functions.
—«. Alter'ity (Coleridge), the state of being
other or different. [L. alter, another

—

al (root of
alius, other), and the old comp. suffix -ter = Eng.
-th^r.]

Altercate, al'ter-kat, v.i. to dispute or wrangle.

—

n.

Alterca'tion, contention : controversy.

—

adj. Alter-
Ca'tive. [L. altercdri, -catus, to bandy words from
one to the other (alter).]

Alter ego, al'ter e'go, «. second self, counterpart,
double. [L. alter, other ; ego, I.]

Alternate, al'tir-nat, or al-ter'n5t, v.i. to cause to

follow by turns or one after the other.

—

v.i. to

happen by turns : to follow every other or second
time— also Al'temlse. — adjs. Al'tem (Milton),
alternate, acting by turns ; Alter'nant (geol^, in

M



Altheea mOte ; mute ; mOCn -. (Acn. Amaze
alternate layers ; Alter'nate, one after the other

:

by turns.— «</;'. Alter'nately. — hj. Alternate-
jiess, Alter'nacy (rare); Alternation, the act

of alternating : interchange : reading or singing

antiphonally.

—

Oi/j. Alternative, offering a choice

of two things.

—

ft. a choice between two things.

—

adz: Alternatively. [L. a/ier, other.]

Althaea, al-the'a, ». a genus of plants including the
marsh mallow and the hollyhock. [Gr.]

AlthOUgll, awi-Z/jO', couj. admitting all that ; not-

withstanding that [See ThOUgll.]

Altimeter, al-tim'e-ter, «. an instrument for measur-
ing heights.—o^'. Altimet'rical.—«. Altim'etry.
[L. alius, high, and Meter.]

AltiSSimo, al-tis'si-mo, adj. (jitus.) in phrase 'in

altissirao,' in the second octave above the treble

stave beginning with G. [It. altissimo, superL of
nlto, high.]

Altitude, alt'i-tude, n. height : a point or position at a
height above the sea : high rank or eminence.

—

n.pl.

Altitudes, passion, excitement.—a^'. AltitU'dlnal.—n. Altitudina'rian, one given to flightiness in

doctrine or belief. [L. altiUido—alius, high.]
Alto, alt'o, «. (mus.) properly the same as counter-

tenor, the male voice of the highest pitch (now
principally_/3/rr//i)), and not the lowest female voice,
which is properly contralto, though in printed
music the second part in a quartet is always called
alto. [It.—L. alius, high.]

Altogether, awl-too-ge/A'er, adv. all together

:

wholly : completely : without exception.
Alto-relievo, AltO-rilievo, alt'o-re-le'vo, «. high re-

lief: figures projected by at least half their thick-
ness from the background on which they are sculp-
tured. [It. a/Zi?, high. See Relief.]

Altruism, al'troS-ism, «. the principle of living and
acting for the interest of others.

—

adj. Altruist'ic.

—

adv. Altrulst'ically. [Fr. altruisme, formed by
Comte from It. altrui—L. alter, another.]

Alum, al'ura, n. a mineral salt, the double sulphate of
alumina and potash, used as a mordant in dyeing
and for many purposes.

—

adj. Al'umish, having the
character or taste of alum.

—

ns. Al'um-Shale, or
-slate, a slate consisting mainly of clay, iron pyrites,
and coaly matter, from which alum is obtained. [L.
alumeii, ]

Alumina, al-ii'min-a, Alumine, al'u-min, n. one of
the earths, the characteristic ingredient of common
clay—the oxide of the metal aluminium.

—

adj. Alu'-
minous, containing alum or alumina. [L. alumcn,
alum.]

Aluminium, al-u-min'i-um, n. the metallic base of
alumina ; a metal somewhat resembling silver, and
remarkable for its lightness, now made in the
electric furnace from Bauxite.—Aluminium hronze,
an alloy lighter than gold, but like it in colour.
[First called Aluminum by the discoverer, Sir. H.
Davy (1778-1829).]

Alumnus, al-um'nus, «. one educated at a college is

called an alumnus of that college :—//. Alum'ni.

—

«. Alum'niate, the period of pupilage. [L.,

—

alere,
to nourish.]

Alure, al-lur', «. (pbs.) a place to walk in, a gallery, a
covered passage. [O. Fr. aleure, aller, to go.]

Alveary, al've-ar-i, «. a beehive : (aunt.) the hollow
of the external ear.

—

adj. Al'veolate, pitted like
a honeycomb. [L. alvearium, beehive

—

alveus, a
hollow vessel.]

Alveolar, al've-o-lar, adj. (a/tai.) of or belonging to
the sockets of the teeth, as the alveolar arch, the
part of the upper jaw in which the teeth are placed— also Al'veolary. — «. Al'veole, the hollow or
socket of a tooth—more common Alve'olUS.

Alvlne, al'vin, adj. of or from the belly. [From L.
alvus, belly.]

Always, awl'waz, Alway, awl'wa, adv. through all

ways: continually: forever. [Gen. case of Alway.]
Am, am, the 1st i>ers. sing, of the verb To be. [A.S.

26

eom ; Gr. ei-mi; hat. s-u-m (as-(u)-mi) ; Goth, •/>«;
Sans, as-mt.]

Amadou, am'a-di3D, n. a soft spongy substance, grow-
ing as a fungus on forest trees, used as a styptic and
as tinder. [Fr. amadouer, to allure (as in the
phrase ' to coax a fire ')

; prob. of Scand. origin ; cf.

Norse tnata, to feed.]

Amain, a-man', adv. with main force or strength :

violently : at full speed : exceedingly. [Pfx. a-=oH,
and Main.]

Amalgam, a-mal'gam, n. a compound of mercury with
another metal : any soft mixture : a combination of
various elements : one of the ingredients in an alloy.—v.i. Amal'gamate, to mix mercurj' with another
metal: to compound.

—

v.i. to unite in an amal-
gam: to blend.—«. Amalgama'tion, the blending
of diflferent things : a homogeneous union of diverse
elements. — adj. Amalgama'tlve. (L. and Gr.
tnalagnta, an emollient— Gr. malassein, to soften.]

Amandine, am'an-din, n. a kind of cold cream pre-
pared from sweet almonds. [Fr.

—

amande, almond.]
Amanuensis, a-man-O-en'sis, n. one who writes to

dictation : a copyist : a secretary :—//. Amanu-
en'ses. [L.

—

ab, from, and tnanus, the hand.]
Amaracus, a-mar'a-kus, «. (Tennyson) marjoram.
[L.-Gr.]

Amaranth, -us, am'ar-anth, -us, n. a genus of plants
with richly-coloured flowers, that last long without
withering, as Love-lies-bleeding, early employed as
an emblem of immortality. — adj. Amaranthine,
pertaining to amaranth : unfading. [Through Fr.

and L. from Gr. amarantos, unfading

—

a, neg., and
root tnar, to waste away ; allied to L. tnori, to die.]

Amaryllis, am-a-ril'is, «. a genus of bulbous-rooted
plants, including the narcissus, jonquil, &c. [Am-
aryllis, the name of a country girl in Theocritus and
Virgil.]

Amass, a-mas', z'.t. to gather in large quantity: to

accumulate.

—

adjs. Amass'able.—/a./. Amassod'.
—«. Amass'ment. [Fr. amasses—L. ad, to, and
massa, a mass.]

Amasthenlc, am-as-then'ik, oM. uniting all the chemi-
cal rays of light into one focus, applied to a lens
perfect for photographic purposes. [Gr. hanta, to-

gether, sthenos, force.]

Amate, a-mat', v.t. to accompany : (S^ens.) to match.
[Pfx. a; and Mate.]

Amate, a-mat*, v.t. (arck.) to subdue, to daunt, to
stupefy. [O. Fr. amatir, to subdue.]

Amateur, am-at-ar', «. one who cultivates a particular
study or art for the love of it, and not professionally:

in general terms, one who plays a game for pleasure,
as distinguished from a professional who plays for

money—nearly every game has its special definition

to meet its own requirements.

—

adjs. Amateur';
Amateur'ish, imperfect and defective, as the work
of an amateur rather than a professional hand.

—

adv.
Amateui'ishly.— ns. Amateur'ishness : Amat-
eur'ism, Amateur'shlp. [Fr.—L. amaior, a lover,

atnare, to love.]

Amative, am'at-iv, adj. relating to love : amorous.

—

«. Am'ativeness, propensity to love or to sexuahty.
[From L. amdre, -dium, to love.]

Amatory, am'at-or-i, adj. relating to or causing love :

affectionate.—rt<i>V.Am'atory, Amato'rial, Amato-
rian (obs.).—adv. Amato'rially.

Amaurosis, am-aw-ro'sis, «. total blindness when no
change can be seen in the eye sufficient to account
for it ; Amblyopia being partial loss of sight under
similar circumstances. The old name was Guita
Serena—the 'drop serene' o{ Paradise Lost, iii. 25.

— adj. Amauro'tiC. [Gr. amaurosis, amauros,
dark.]

Amaze, a-may, v.t. to confound with surprise or won-
der.—«. astonishment : perplexity (much less com-
mon than Amaze'ment).

—

adv. Amaz'edly, with
amazement or wonder.

—

n. Amaze'ment, Amaz'ed-
ness (rare), surprise mingled with wonder: aston*



Amazon f^te, €ii ; mi, hir ; mine : Ameliorate

ishment.

—

p.adj. Amaz'ing, causing amazement:
astonishment ; astonishing. — adv. Amaz ingly.

[Pfx. a-, and Maze.]
Amazon, am'az-on, n. one of a fabled nation of female

warriors : a mascuhne woman : a virago.—atij.

AmazoniaiX, of or like an Amazon : of masculine

manners: warlike. [Popular Gr. ety. from a, neg.,

mazos, a breast—they being fabled to cut off the

right breast that they might draw the bow to its

head (of course all this is idle) ; some have suggested

an original in the Circassian maza, the moon.j

Ambage, am'baj, «. roundabout phrases : circuitous

paths, windings: dark and mysterious courses :—//.

Am'bages. — adj. Amba'gious, circumlocutory :

circuitous.—rtrt'j'. Amba'giously.—«. Amba'gious-
ness.

—

adj. Ambagitory (rare).

Ambassador, am-bas'a-dur, n. a diplomatic minister

of the highest order sent by one sovereign power to

another :—y^w. Ambass'adress.

—

adj. Ambassa-
do'rial.—n. Ambass'adorsliip.—». Ambass'age—
now usually Embassage, the position, or the busi-

ness, of an ambassador : a number of men despatched
on an embassy or mission.—Ambassador Extra-
ordinary, an ambassador sent on a special occasion,

as distinguished from the ordinary or resident am-,
bassador. [It. ambasciadorc— L. anibactus, derived
by Grimm from Goth, andbahis, a servant, whence
Ger. amt, office ; by Zeuss and others traced to a
Celtic source, and identified with W. amaeth, a
husbandman.]

Ambe, am'be, ». an old mechanical contrivance,

ascribed to Hippocrates, for reducing dislocations of

the shoulder. [Gr. ambe, Ionic for ambon. a ridge.)

Amber, am'ber, «. a yellowish fossil resin, used in

makingomaments.

—

adjs. Am'bered(<7^.r.), flavoured

with amber or ambergris ; Amb'ery. [Fr.—Ar.
'anbar, ambergris.]

Ambergris, am'ber-gp-es, n. a fragrant substance of an
ash-gray colour, found floating on the sea or on the

seacoast of warm countries, and in the intestines

of the spermaceti whale. [Fr. ambre gris, gray
amber.]

Amberite, am'be-rlt, «. a smokeless powder.
Ambidexter, am-bi-deks'ter, adj. and n. able to use

both hands with equal facility : double-dealing, or a
double-dealer.—«. Amb'ideJCter'ity, superior clever-

ness or adaptability.

—

adj. Ambidex'trOUS. [L.

ambo, both, dexter, right hand.]
Ambient, am'bi-ent, adj. goin^ round : surrounding :

investing.—«. an encompassmg sphere : the air or
sky. [L. atubi, about, tens, ieniis, pr.p. of eo, ire,

to go-]
, . .

Ambiguous, am-big'u-us, aJj. of doubtful significa-

tion : indistinct : wavering or uncertain : equivocal.
— «. Ambiguity, uncertainty or dubiousness of

meaning—also Ambig'uousness.— <z</z'. Ambigu-
ously. [L. anibiguus—atnbigcre, to go about

—

ambi, about, agire, to drive.]

Ambit, am'bit, n. a circuit : a space surrounding a
house or town : extent of meaning of words, &c.

Ambition, am-bish'un, «. the desire of power, honour,
fame, excellence.

—

n. Ambi'tionist (CarlyU)^ an
ambitious man.

—

adj. Ambi'tiOUS, full of ambition
(with of, formerlyy^r) : strongly desirous ofanything
— esp. power: aspiring: indicating ambition:
showy or pretentious.-^k/z/. Ambi'tiOUSly. — «.

Ambl'tiousness. [Fr.—L. ambition-em, the going
about—that is, the canvassing for votes practised by
candidates for oflice in Rome

—

ambi, about, and ire,

itunt, to go.]
Amble, am'bl, v.i. to move, as a horse by lifting

together both legs on one side alternately with
those on the other side : to move at an easy pace
affectedly.—«. a pace of a horse between a trot and
a walk.

—

n. Am'bler, a horse that ambles : one
who ambles in walking or dancing.—«. and adj.

Ambling. [Fr. ambler—\., ambuld-re, to walk
about. ]

Amblygon, am'bli-gon, adj. obtuse-angled. [Gr.

amblus, obtuse, .^f«/'i, angle.]

Amblyopia, am-bh-O'pi-a, n. dullness of sight (see
Amaurosis).—». Amblyop'sis, the bony fish found
in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, the rudimen-
tariness of whose eyes is due to darkness and
consequent disuse. [Gr.

—

atnbiys, dull, o^s, eye.]
Amblystoma, am-blis'tO-ma. ». a genus of tailed
amphibians in the gill-less or salamandroid sub-
order— the adult form of axolotl. [Gr. amblys,
blunt, stoma, mouth.]

Ambo, am'bs, «. a kind of reading-desk or pulpit,
which in early Christian churches was placed in
the choir. The ambo had two ascents—one from
the east, and the other from the west. [Gr. ambBn,
a rising.]

Ambrosia, am-brO'zhi-a, «. the fabled food of the
gods, which ^ave immortal youth and beauty to
those who ate it : the anointing oil of the gods : any
finely-flavoured beverage : something delightfully
sweet and pleasing.

—

adj. Ambro'slal, fragrant:
delicious : immortal : heavenly.

—

adv. Ambro'Si-
ally.

—

adj. Ambro'Sian, relating to ambrosia:
relating to St Ambrose, bishop of Milan in the 4th
century. [L.—Gr. ambrosios^ambrotos, immortal—a, neg., and brotos, mortal, for mretos. Sans.
ntrita, dead

—

mri(L,. tnort), to die.]

Ambry, am'bri, «. a niche in churches in which the
sacred utensils were kept :

a cupboard for victuals.

[O. Fr. armarie, a reposi-

tory for arms (Fr. armoire,
a cupboard)— L. armar-
ium, a chest for arms

—

arma, arms.]
Ambs-ace, Smz'-as, ». double

ace : the lowest possible
throw at dice : ill-luck

:

worthlessness. [O. Fr.
aiiibes as—L. ambas as.

See Ace.]
Ambulacrum, am-bu-lu'krum,

«. a row of pores in the
shell of an echmoderm, as a
sea-urchin, through which
the tube-feet protrude. —
adj. Ambula'craL [L., a
walk

—

ambuldre, to walk.]
Ambulance, am'bul-ans, «. a carriage which follows

an army and serves as a movable hospital for the
wounded— also used as an adj., as in ambulance
wagon.

—

n. AmbUlan'Cier, a man attached to an
ambulance. — adj. Am'bulant, walking : moving
from place to place : (rare) unfixed. —r/./. and v.i.

Ambulate (rare), to fiaXV.—p.adJ. Ambulating.—«. Ambulation.—^'. Am'bulatory, having the
power or faculty of walking : moving from place to
place, not stationary : mutable.—«. any part of a
building intended for walking in, as the aisles of a
church, or the cloisters of a monastery : any kind
of corridor. [Fr.—L. ambulans, -antis, pr.p. of
ambuldre, to walk about.]

Ambuscade, am'busk-ad, n. a hiding to attack by
surprise : a body of troops in concealment : the
hidden place of ambush—used also as a verb.—«.
Ambusca'do, a now archaic form of j^mbuscade
(common in 17th centurj-) :

—

pi. AndiUSCa'does.
[Fr. embuscade. See Ambusb.]

Ambush, am'boosh, n. and ;'. same meanings as
Ambuscade. — ». Ambushment (B.), ambush.
[O. Fr. embusche (mod. embUclu), embuscher. Low
L. emboscdre—in-, in, and boscus, a bush.]

Ameer, or Amere, a-mer', n. a title of honour, also

of an independent ruler in Mohammedan countries.
[Ar. amir. See Admiral.]

Ameliorate, a-mal'yor-at, v.i. to make better : to

improve.

—

v.i. to grow better.—«. Amelioration,
the condition of Ming made better : improvement

Ambry.



Amen mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; /Aen. AmcBba

[L.or the means of such.

—

adj. Amel'ioratlve.
ad, to, and ntelior, better.]

Amen, a'men', or a'men', interj. so let it be !

—

v.t. to

say amen to anything, to ratify solemnly. [Gr.

—

Heb. dtnen, firm, true.]

Amenable, a-men'a-bl, cuij. easy to be led or governed :

liable or subject x.o.—ns. Amenability, Amenable-
ness.

—

adv. Amen'ably. [Fr. amener, to lead

—

a
= L. ad, and mener, to lead—Low L. inindre, to

lead, to drive (as cattle)—L. minari, to threaten.]

Amenage, am'e-naj, v.t. {S/>ens.) to manage. [O. Fr.

amenager. See Manage.]
Amenance, am'e-nans, n. (Spens.) conduct, behaviour.

[O. Fr. amenance, from root of Amenable.]
Amend, a-mend', v.t. to correct : to improve : to

alter in detail, as a bill before parliament, often so

fundamentally as to overthrow entirely the thing

originally proposed.

—

v.i. to grow or become better.—adjs. Amend'able, Amend'atory, corrective.

—

n.

Amend'ment, correction : improvement : an altera-

tion proposed on a bill under consideration : a
counter-proposal put before a public meeting : a
counter-motion.

—

n.pl. Amends', supply of a loss :

compensation : reparation. [Fr. amender for

emender—L. einenddre, to remove a fault

—

r, ex,

out of, and tnenda, a fault.]

Amende, a-mend', n. a fine, penalty. — Amende
bonorable, a public confession and apology made
for any offence. [ Fr. See Amend. ]

Amenity, am-en'i-ti, «. pleasantness, as regards
situation, climate, manners, or disposition. [Fr.

atnfnit{—\.. amoenitas—amaenus, pleasant, from
root of am-dre, to love.]

Amenorrhoea, Amenorrhea, a-men-5-re'a, n. absence
of menstruation. [From Gr. a, priv., men, month,
rota, a flowing.]

Amentum, a-men'tum, Ament, am'ent, n. a scaly
sort of spike, as of the willow : a catkin :

—

pi.

Amenta.— <i^>. Amentaceous, Amen'taL [L.
amentum, thong.]

Amerce, a-mers', v.i. to punish by a fine : to deprive
of anything, or inflict loss upon.—«. Amerce'ment,
a penalty inflicted—also Amerciament. [O. Fr.

amercier, to impose a fine—L. tnerces, w.iges, fine.]

American, a-mer'ik-an, adj. pertaining to America,
esp. to the United States.—«. a native of America.— r. /. Amer'icanise, to render American. — «.

Amei^icanism, a custom, characteristic, word,
phrase, or idiom peculiar to Americans : condition
of bein^ an American citizen : devotion to American
institutions. [From America, so called unfairly
from Amerigo'ScsfncQA, a navigator who explored
a small part of South America seven years after the
first voyage of Columbus.]

Amethyst, a'meth-ist, n. a bluish-violet variety of
quartz of which drinking cups used to be made,
which the ancients supposed prevented drunken-
ness. — adj. Amethyst'ine. [Gr. amethystos—a,
neg., tnethy-ein, to be drunken

—

methu, wine, cog.
with Eng. tnead. Sans, madhu, sweet.]

Amiable, am'i-a-bl, adj. lovable : worthy of love : of
sweet disposition.

—

ns. Amiabil'ity, Am'iableness,
quality of being amiable, or of exciting love.

—

adzi.

Am'iably. [O. Fr. amiable, friendly—L. arnica-
bills, from amicus, a friend ; there is a confusion
in meaning with O. Fr. amable (mod. Fr. aimable),
lovable—L. amabilis—am-dre, to love.]

AmlantUS, a-mi-ant'us, «. the finest fibrous variety
of asbestos — it can be made into cloth which
when stained is readily cleansed by fire.—Also
AmIanth'US. [Gr. amiantos, unpollutable — a,
neg., and miain-ein, to soil.]

Amicable, am'ik-a-bl, adj. friendly.—»J. Amicabil'ltv,
Am'lcableness.—rtrfr-. Amicably. [L. amicabilis—amicus, z. friend, am-dre, to love.)

Amice, am'is, n, a flowing cloak formerly worn by
priests and pilgrims : a strip of fine linen, with a
piece of embroidered cloth sewn upon it, worn

formerly on the head, now upon the shoulders, by
Roman Catholic priests in the service of the Mass.
[O. Fr. atnit—L. atnictus, amic-ere, to wrap about—amb, about, Bi-aAjac-ere, to throw.]

Amice, am'is, n. a furred hood with long ends hang-
ing down in front, originally a cap or covering for
the head, afterwards a hood, or cape with a hood
later a mere college hood. [O. Fr. aumuce, of
doubtful origin ; but at any rate cog. with Ger.
mutse, tniitze, Scot, mutch.}

Amid, a-mid', Amidst, a-midst', prep, in the middle
or midst: among.

—

adv. Amid'most (/K Morris'),

in the very middle of.

—

adv. and n. Amid'shlps,
half-way between the stem and stern of a ship. \a,

on, and Mid.]
Amide, am'Id, n. one of the compound ammonias
derived from one or more molecules of common
ammonia, by exchanging Qne or more of the three
hydrogen atoms for acid radicals of equivalent
acidity.

Amine, am'In, n. one of the compound ammonias, in

which one or more of the three hydrogen atoms
in ammonia are exchanged for alcohol or other
positive radicals, or for a metal.

Amildar, am'il-dar, n. a factor or manager in India :

a collector of revenue amongst the Mahrattas.
(Hind. 'amalddr—Ar. ' amal, work.]

Amir, a-mer'. Same as Ameer.
Amiss, a-mis', adj. in error: wrong.

—

adv. in a
faulty manner.

—

n. AmiSS'ibiUty.

—

adjs. AmisS'-
ible ; AmiSS'ing, wanting, lost. \a, on, and MiSS,
failure.]

Amity, am'i-ti, «. friendship : good-will. [Fr. amitie—ami—L. amicitia, friendship, amicus, a friend.

See Amicable.]
Ammiral, an old spelling of AdmlraL
Ammonia, am-mOn'i-a, n. a pungent gas yielded by

smelling-salts, and by burning feathers, &c. : a
solution of ammonia in water (properly liquid

ammonia) : a name of a large series of compounds,
analogous to ammonia, including amines, amides,
and alkalamides.— adjs. Ammon'iac, Ammoni'-
acal, pertaining to, or having the properties of

ammonia. — ns. Ammon'iac, Ammonl'acum, a
whitish gum resin of bitter taste and heavy smell,

the inspissated juice of a Persian umbelliferous
plant—it is used in medicine for its stimulant and
expectorant qualities ; Ammon'iaphone, an instru-

ment invented about 1880, and claimed to improve
the quality of the singing and speaking voice, being
an apparatus for inhaling peroxide of hydrogen and
free ammonia ; Ammon'ium, the hypothetical base
of ammonia. [From sal-ammoniac, or smelling-salts,

first obtained by heating camel's dung in Libya, near
the temple of Jupiter Ammon.]

Ammonite, am'mon-It, «. the fossil shell of an extinct

genus of molluscs, so called because they resemble
the horns on the statue of Jupiter Ammon, wor-
shipped as a ram.

Ammtmition, am-mun-ish'un, «. anything used for

munition or defence : military stores, formerly of all

kinds (as still in the word used adjectively, as in

ammunition wagon, &c.), now esp. powder, balls,

bombs, &c.

—

v.t. to supply with ammunition. [O.

Fr. amunition. See Munition.]
Amnesia, am-ne'si-a, «. loss of memory. [Gr. am-

nesia,]

Amnesty, am'nest-i, «. a general pardon of political

offenders : an act of oblivion.

—

v.t. to give amnesty
to. [Gr. a-mnestos, not remembered.]

Amnion, am'ni-on, n. the innermost membrane en-

veloping the embryo of reptiles, birds, and mammals.
[Gr.

—

amnos, a lamb.]
Amoeba, a-meb'a, n. a name given to a number of the

simplest animals or Protozoa, which consist of unit

masses of living matter. 'They flow oiit in all

directions in blunt processes {pseudopodia, 'false

feet'), and have thus an endlessly varying form.
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Axnoebeean Rite, far ; m5, h6r ; mine ; Ample

hence the name :—//. AmOBb'ae.

—

adjs. AmtBb'l-
form, Amoeb'Old. [Gr. amoibe, change.]

Amoebsan, am-e-be'an, cuij. answering alternately,

responsive, as in some of Virgil's eclogues. [L.

—

Gr. amoibaios, amoibe, change, alternation.]

Amomum, a-mO'mum, «. a genus of herbaceous

tropical plants (nat. ord. Scitaminect), allied to the

ginger-plant, several species yielding the carda-

moms and grains of paradise of commerce. [Gr.

amd'non.^
Among, a-mung', Amongst, a-mungst', prep, of the

number of: amidst. [A.S. on-^emang^tnen^an, to

mingle.]
Amontillado, a-mon-til-ya'do, «. a dry or little sweet

kind of sherry of a light colour and body. [Sp.]

Amoret, am'or-et, «. (obs.) a sweetheart. [O. Fr.

amoretie—L. amor-em.]
Amoretto, am-or-et'to, n. a lover : a cupid :—//.

Amoret'ti. [It.]

Amomlngs, a-mom'ingz, adv. (obs.) of mornings.
[Of and Morning.]

Amoroso, am-or-ro'so, aeij. (mits.) tender : descriptive

of love.—«. one in love, a gallant :—//. Amoro'Sl.
—«. Amoro'Sity (rare), fondness.

Amorous, am'or-us, adj. easily inspired with love :

fondly in love (with o/~): relatmg to love.^«.
Am'orist, a lover : a gallant.

—

adzr. Am'orously.

—

n. Am'orousness. [O. Fr. amorous (Fr. amoureux)
—L. amoros-unt, amor, love.]

Amorpba, a-mor'fa, «. a genus of North American
shrubs of the bean family, the false indigoes or lead-

plants—also bastard or 7vild indigo.

Amorphlsm, a-mor'fizm, n. a state of being amor-
phous or without crystallisation even in the minutest
particles.

—

adj. Amor'phOUS, without regular shape,

shapeless, uncrystallised. [Gr. a, ncg., morphi,
form.]

Amort, a-mort*, adj. (obs. or arch, merely) spiritless,

dejected.—«. Amortisa'tion.—z*.^. Amortise, to

alienate in mortmain : to convey to a corporation :—pr.p. amort'Ising ; fia.p. amort'Ised. [Fr. <i, to,

mort, death. See Mortal.]
Amount, a-mownt', v.i. to mount or rise to : to result

in : to come in meaning or substance to (with to).—
n. the whole sum : the effect or result. [O. Fr.

amonier, to ascend— L. ad, to, mont, mons, a
mountain.]

Amour, am-iror', «. a love intrigue, or illicit affection :

a love affair (humorously only, for the old innocent
sense is now obsolete).—«. Amourette', a petty love
affair : the love-grass, or quaking-grass : a cupid.

—

Amour propre, self-esteem ready to take offence at

slights. [Fr.—L. amor, love.]

Amove, a-moOv', v.t. (Sfiens.) to stir up : to affect

:

—pr.p. amoVing; pa.p. amoved'. [L. admovere—ad, to, and tnov-ere, to move.]
Amove, a-mfJOv', v.t. to remove, esp. from a place

(obsolete except in law). [O. Fr. amover—L.
amovere, ab, from, mov-ere, to move.]

Ampere, am-pehr*, «. in electricity, unit of current.
[From Atnpire, a French electrician who died in

1836.]

Ampersand, am'pers-and, «. a name formerly in use
for the character £ (also called s^wrt and), com-
monly placed at the end of the alphabet in primers.
—Also Am'perzand, Am'pussy-and, and simply
Am'passy. [A corr. of and per se and—that is, (C

standing by itself means and.]
AmphibaJus, am-fib'a-lus, «. an ecclesiastical vest-
ment like the chasuble. [L.—Gr., from amphi,
around, ball-ein, to cast.]

Amphibia, am-fib'i-a, Amphlbials, Amphibians, «.//.
animals capable of living both under water and on
land.—«. AmpUb'ian.—arf;'. Amphibious. [L.—
Gr., from amphi, both, bios, life.]

AmphlbolO, am-fib'ol-6, «. the name of a group of
mmerals which are essentially silicates of lime and
magnesia, but these bases are often partly replaced

by alumina, and oxides of iron and manganese

—

tremolite, nephrite (jade), and hornblende. [Gr.]

Amphibology, am-fib-ol'o-ji, «. the use of ambiguous
phrases or such as can be construed in two senses.

A good example is Shakespeare's ' The duke yet
lives that Henry shall depose' (2 Henry VI., I.

iv. 3j)—also Amphiboly. —a^(/>. Amphib'olous,
Ampmbol'iC. [Gr., from amphi, on ooth sides,

ball-ein, to throw.)
Amphibrach, am'fi-brak, «. in prosody, a foot of three

syllables—a short, a long, and a short, as amarl.
The name is sometimes applied in English to such
a word as amusement, where an accented syllable

falls between two unaccented. [L.—Gr., made up
of Gr. amphi, on each side, brachys, short. ]

AmphictyoniO, am-fik-ti-on'ik, adj. The Amphic-
tyonic Council was an old Greek assembly composed
of deputies (Amphictyons) from twelve of the lead-

ing states. — n. Amphic'tyony, an association of
such states. [Gr. ampkiktyones, ' those dwelling
around.']

Amphimacer, ara-fim'a-ser, «. in prosody, a foot of
three syllables, the middle one short, and the first

and last long, as cdri/ds. Sometimes applied to

such Eng. words as runaway. [Gr. ,
' long at both

ends ;
' amphi, on both sides, 7nakros, long.]

AmphiOXUS, am-fl-oks'us, «. the lancelet, one of the
lowest backboned animals, found on the sandy
coasts of warm and temperate seas. The body is

about two inches long and pointed at both ends.
[Gr. a))iphi, on both sides, and oxys, sharp.]

Amphipods, am'fi-pods, «. an order of small sessile-

eyed crustaceans—a familiar example is the sand-
hopper. [Gr. amphi, both ways, pons, podos, a foot. ]

Amphlsbsena, am-fis-lic'na, «. a family of lizard-

snakes, chiefly found in tropical America, which
have their tails so rounded as to give them the

appearance of having a head at both ends.

—

adj.

Amphisbe'nic. [Gr. avtphiibaina — amphi, am-
phis, both w.-iys, and bain-ein, to go.]

Amphiscians, am-fish'i-anz, n.pl. the inhabitants of
the torrid zone, whose shadows are thrown both
ways—that is, to the north one part of the year, and
to the south the other part, according as the sun is

north or south of the equator. [Gr. amphiskios—
amphi, both ways, skia, a sliadow. ]

Ampbistomous, am-fis'tO-mus, adj. having a mouth-
like orifice at either end, as some parasitic worms.
[Gr. amphistomos, double mouthed.]

Amphitheatre, am-fi-the'a-ter, «. an oval or circular

edifice having rows of seats one above another,

around an open space, called the arena, in which
public spectacles are exhibited : anything like an
amphitheatre in form. — adjs. Amphltheat'rical,
Amphitheat'ral.—<7rfz'. Amphitheai'rically. [Gr.

amphi, round about, theatron, a place for seeing

—

titeaomai, to see.]

Amphitryon, am-fit'ri-on, n. a host or entertainer.

[From Amphitryoti in Aloliere's comedy, who gives

a great dinner. Amphitryon in Gr. my-
thology was husband of Alcmene, who
was deceived by Zeus in her husband's
semblance, and so became the mother of

Hercules.]
Amphora, am'fa-ra, «. a two-handled

vessel or jar used by the Greeks and
Romans for holding liquids. — adj.

Am'phoric (med.), like the sound pro-

duced by speaking into an amphora or

any large vessel with a small mouth.
[Gr. amphoreus, amphiphoreus—amphi,
on both sides, andpher-ein, to bear.]

Ample, am'pl, adj. spacious : large

enough : abundant : liberal : copious, or

of great length.—?«. Am'plenesS; Am- Amphora.
plia'tion, enlarging, an enlargement.
— adj. Amplia'tlve (rare). — adv. Am'ply. [Fr.

—L. amplus, large.]
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Amplesicaul mote ; mOte ; mOOn ; iAcn. Anacoluthon

Ampulla.

Amplezlcaul, am-pleks'i-kawl, cui/. {boi.) nearly sur-

rounding the stem—said of sessile leaves. [Modem
L. ampUxicaulis— L, antpUxus, embrace, and
caulis, stem.]

Amplify, am'pli-fi, v.t. to make more copious in ex-
pression : to add to.-^. Amplifica'tion, enlarge-

ment.

—

ad^'- Ampllfica'tory.— «. Am'plifier, one
who amplifies : a lens which enlarges the field of
vision. [L. amplus, large, znAfac-ere, to make.]

Amplitude, am'pli-tad, «. largeness : abundance

:

width : splendour : wide range of mind : the dis-

tance from the east point of a horizon at which a
heavenly body rises, or from the west point at which
it sets. [Fr.

—

Ij. ampiilud^).]

Ampul, am'pul, n. a small earthenware or glass vessel

of an oblong globular form, used for containing con-

secrated oil or wine and water for the eucharistic

service — now more commonly Ampul'la. (O. Fr.

ampole—L. ampulla.\
Ampulla, am-pul'la, n. a small two-handled flask

or bottle for holding liquids or un-

guents : a vessel for holding con-

secrated oil or chrism, esp. at the

coronation of kings : a kind of cruet

of transparent glass for holding the

wine and water used at the altar

:

(f)iol.) the dilated end of any canal or

duct in an animal body, also the

spongiole of a root in plants.

—

adfs.

Ampulla'ceous, Ampullar, Am'pul-
lary, Am'pullate.—«. Ampullos'ity, turgidity of
language, bombast. [L. : made up of amb, on both
sides, and olia, a jar ; or an irregular dim. of
amphora, a flagon.]

Amputate, am'put-St.Z'./. to cut off, as a limb of an
animal.

—

n. Amputa'tiOIL [L. amb, round about,
pHtilre, to cut.]

Amrita, am-re'u, «. the drink of the gods in Hindu
mythology. [Sans.]

Amuck, a-muk', adv. madly : in murderous frenzy

—

hardly ever used save in the phrase ' to run amuck.'
[Malay, amoq, intoxicated or excited to madness.]

Amulet, am'u-let, n. a gem, scroll, or other object
carried about the person, as a charm against sick-

ness, harm, or witchcraft. [Fr.—L. amuleiutn, a
word of unknown origin ; curiously like the mod.
Ar. himalat, lit. 'a carrier,' applied to a shoulder-
belt, by which a small Koran is hung on the breast]

Amuse, a-muz', v.t. to occupy pleasantly : to divert:
to beguile with expectation : (obi.) occupy the at-

tention with : (arcA.) to beguile.

—

adj. Amiig'ah1f>

capable of being amused.

—

ft. Amusement, that

which amuses : pastime.

—

adj. Amus'iug. affording

amusement : entertaining. — ad7>. Amus'ingly. —
«. AmUS'ingneSS.

—

adj'. AmUS'ive (rare), having
the power to amuse or entertain. — «. AmUS'ive-
neSS. [Fr. amuser.]

Amusette, am-u-zet', «. a light field-gun invented by
Marshal Saxe. [Fr.] _

Amutter, a-mut'er, adv. in a muttering state.

Amygdalate, a-mig'da-lat, adj'. pertaining to, like, or
made of almonds.

—

adj. Amygdala'ceous, akin to

the almond. [L. amygdala— Gr. amygdali, an
almond.]

Amygdalin, Amygdallne, a-mig'da-lin, «. a crystal-

line principle existing in the kernel of bitter

almonds.
Amygdaloid, a-mig'da-loid, «. a variety of basaltic

rock contaming almond-shaped nodules of other
minerals, as quartz, felspar.

—

adj. Amygdaloi'dal.
[Gr. amygdaie, and eidos, form.]

Amyl, am'il, «. the fifth in the series of the alcohol
radicals, a natural product of the distillation of coal.

As thus found, two molecules are united together,

usually called diantyl, being a coloiu-less liquid with
an agreeable smell and burning taste.—«. Aia'ylene.
[Gr. amylon, starch, fine meal.]

Amylaceous, am-i-la'shus, adj. pertaining to or

resembling starch. [L. amylum, starch — Gr.
amyIon. ]

Amyloid, am'i-loid, n. a half-gelatinous substance
like starch, found in some seeds.

—

adj. Amyloid'al.
[Gr. amylon, the finest flour, starch ; lit. ' un-
ground'

—

a, neg., niyii, a mill, and eidos. form.]
An, an, adj. one : the indefinite article, used before
words beginning with the sound of a vowel. [A.S.
an. See One. ]

An, an, conj. if. [A form of And. ]

Ana, a'na, a suffix to names of persons or places,
denoting a collection of memorable sayings, items
of gossip, or miscellaneous facts, as yohnsoniana,
Tunbrigiana, &c. : applied also to the literature of
some special subject, as Boxiana, Bumsiana,
Shakespeariana.—n.pl. specially a collection of the
table-talk of some one. [The neut. pi. termination
of L. adjectives in -anus = pertaming to.]

Anabaptist, an-a-bapt'ist, n. one who holds that
baptism ought to be administered only to adults (by
immersion), and therefore that those baptised in

infancy ought to be baptised again.—The name is

disclaimed by recent opponents of infant baptism
both in England and the Continent.

—

v.i. Anabap'-
tise.—«. Anabapt'ism.—o^'. Anabaptist'ic. [Gr.
ana, again, baptiz-ein, to dip in water, to baptise.]

Anabasis, an-ab'a-sis, n. a military advance into the
interior of a country — specially the title of the
famous story of the unfortunate expedition of Cyrus
the Younger against his brother Artaxerxes, and of
the retreat of his 10,000 Greek allies under the con-
duct of Xenophon. [Gr. ; made up of ana, up, and
bain-ein, to go.]

Anableps, an'a-bleps, K. a genus of bony fishes with
open air-bladders, and projecting eyes divided into
an upper and lower portion, so that each eye has
two pupils. [Gr. anablepsis, 'a looking up.*]

Anaboli^n, an-ab'ol-izm, n. the constructive processes
within the protoplasm, by which food or other
material, at a relatively low level, passes through an
ascending series of ever more complex and unstable
combinations, till it is finally worked up into living

matter. [Gr. anaboU, 'rising up.']

AnacanthOUS, an-a-kan'thus, adj. without spine. [Gr.
an-, without, akantha, spine.]

Anaoard, an'a-kard, «. the cashew-nut, the fruit of
the Anacardium occidentale. [Gr., made up oi ana,
according to, and kardia, heart, from the shape of

the fruit.]

AnacatbarSiS, an-a-kath-ar'sis, «. vomiting or ex-

pectoration. — ». Anacathai'tic, a medicine with

this effect— expectorants, emetics, sternutatories,

&c. [Gr. ; made up of ana, up, and kathair-ein, to

cleanse.]

AnachariS, an-ak'ar-is, «. a North American weed
found in ponds and slow streams, which was first

found in Britain in 1842, and is now verj' trouble-

some in the Trent, Derwent, and other rivers.

[Made up of Gr. ana, up, and c/taris, grace.]

Anachorism, a-nak'5-rizm, «. (rarf) something incon-

gruous with the spirit of the country. [Coined on
the analogy of anachronutn, from Gr. ana, back,

and chorion, country, with sufF. istn.\

Anachronism, an-a'kron-izm, «. an error in regard to

time, whereby a thing is assigned to an earlier or to

a later age than it belongs to : anything out of keep-

ing with the time.

—

v.t. Ana'clironise.—«. Ana-
otoonist.

—

adjs. Anachronist'ic, Ana'ohronous.—
adv. Ana'ChronOUSly. [Gr. ana, backwards,

chronos, time.]

Anadastic, an-a-klas'tik, adj. pertaining to refrac-

tion : bending back. [Gr. ana, back, klaein, break

off".]

Anacoluthon, an-a-ko-lQ'thon, «. want of sequence in

the construction of a sentence, when the latter part

does not grammatically correspond with the former

:

a sentence exhibiting an Anacoluthia, or the pass-

ing from one construction to another before the



Anaconda fate, far ; mi, hit ; mine ; Anapeest

former is completed. [Gr. anakolouthoi—a, an,

neg., and akolouthos, following.]

Anaconda, an-a-kon'da, n. a large South American
water-snake of the Python family, closely related to

the boa-constrictor. [Singhalese {?).]

Anacreontic, an-a-kre-ont'ik, adj. after the manner of

the Greek poet Anacreon : free, convivial, erotic.

—

n. a poem in this vein.

—

adz'. Anacreont'ically.
Anacrusis, an-a-kr£55'sis, n. {pros.) an upward beat at

the beginning of a verse, consisting of one or two
unaccented syllables introductory to the just rhythm.
(Gr. from ana, up, krou-ein, to strike.]

Anadem, an'a-dem, n. a band or fillet bound round
the head : a wreath or chaplet of flowers. [Gr. ana-
deina—ana, up, and de-ein, to bind.]

Anadromous, an-ad'rS-mus, adj. ascending rivers to

spawn. [Gri ana, up, dromos, running.]

Anaemia, an-5m'i-a, n. a comprehensive term employed
to denote those conditions m which there is a dimin-
ished quantity of blood, or a smaller number of its

red corpuscles than in health : lack or poverty of

blood marked by a paleness and languor.— adj.

AnaamlC. [Gr. ; made up of an, neg., hainta,

blood.]
Ansestlietlc, an-Ss-thet'ik, adj. producing insensibility

to external impressions.—«. a substance, as chloro-

form or cocaine, that produces insensibility, whether
general or local.

—

ns. AnsBsthe'sia, Anaesthe'sis,

loss of feeling, insensibility.

—

adv. AnSBSthet'ically.
—v.t. Anaes'thetlse. [Gr. a, an, neg., aisthesis,

sensation

—

aisihanomai, to feel.]

Anagljrph, an'a-glif, n. an ornament carved in low
relief.

—

adj. Anaglypt'ic. [Gr. ; ana, up, glyph-ein,

to carve.]

Anaglyptography, an-a-glip-tog'ra-fi, «. the art of

engraving so as to give the subject the appearance
of being raised from the surface of the paper as if

embossed— used in representing coins, &c. [Gr.

anaglyptos, embossed, z.nA graphia, writing.]

AnagOgy, an'a-goj-i, n. the mystical interpretation or

hidden sense of words.

—

adjs. AnagOg'ic, AnagOg"-
Ical.

—

adv. AnagOg'ically. [Gr. anagoge, eleva-

tion, an-ag-ein, to lift up.]

Anagram, an'a-gram, «. a word or sentence formed
by rewriting (in a different order) the letters of
another word or sentence: as, ' live '= ' evil,' 'Quid
est veritas?' = 'Est vir qui adest,' and 'Florence
Nightingale ' = ' Flit on, cheering angel.*— Many
pseudonyms are merely anagrams, as ' Voltaire " =
Arouet I. j.'—that is, 'Arouetlejeune (the younger).'

—adjs. Anagrammatic, Anagrammat'ical.—drfz/.

Anagrammat'ioally. — i;./. Anagram'matise, to

transpose, so as to form an anagram.

—

ns. Ana-
gram'matism, the practice of making anagrams

;

Anagram'matist, a maker of anagrams. [Gr. ana,
again, graph-ein, to write.]

Anagraph, an'a-graf, ». a catalogue or inventory : a
description. [Gr. anagraplie—ana, up, out, graph-
ein, to write.]

Anal, an'al, adj. pertaining to or near the anus.
Analects, an'a-lekts, n.pl. collections of literary frag-

ments—also Analetfta.— a<^'. Analeo'tio. [Gr.

anaUktos—analegein, to collect

—

ana, up, legein,

to gather.]

Analeptic, an-a-lep'tik, adj. restorative : comforting.
[Gr. anallptikos, restorative

—

analepsis, recovery

—

ana, up, and lamband, Upsomai, to take. ]

Analgesia, an-al-je'zi-a, ». painlessness, insensibility

to pain. [Gr. an-, priv., and algein, to feel pain.]
Analogy, an-al'o-ji, n. an agreement or correspondence

in certain respects between things otherwise different

—a resemblance of relations, as in the phrase, ' Know-
ledge is to the mind what light is to the eye :' rela-

tion in general : likeness : (geom.) proportion or the
equality of ratios : (grant.) the correspondence of a
word or phrase with the genius of a language, as
learned from the manner in which its words and
phrases are ordinarily formed : similarity of deriva-
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tive or inflectional processes.

—

adjs. Analogical,
Anal'ogio.—adv. Analog'ically.—t/./. Anal'oglse,
to explain or consider by analogy l^pr.p. anal'ogls-

ing ; pa.p. anal'ogTsed.

—

ns. Anal'Oglsm (o6s.), in-

vestigation by analogy : argument from cause to

effect ; Anal'Ogist, one who adheres to analogy

;

Anal'Ogon = analogue.— adj. Analogous, having
analogy : bearing some correspondence with or

resemblance to : similar in certain circumstances or

relations (with to).—adv. Analogously.—«j. Anal-
OgOUSnesS ; An'alOgue, a word or body bearing
analogy to, or resembling, another : {hioi.) a term used
to denote physiological, independent ofmorphological
resemblance.—Organs are analogous to one another,

or are analogues, when they perform the same func-
tion, though they may be altogether different in

structure ; as the wings of a bird and the wings of
an insect. Again, organs are homologous, or homo-
logues, when they are constructed on the same plan,

undergo a similar development, and bear the same
relative position, and this independent of either form
or function. Thus the arms of a man and the wings
of a bird are homologues of one another, while the

wing of a bird and the wing of a bat are both
analogous and homologous. [Gr. ana, according to,

and logos, ratio.]

Analpbabete, an-al'fa-bSt, «. and adj. one who does
not know his alphabet, an illiterate.

—

adj. Analpha-
bet'io. [Gr. ««, neg., and Alphabet.]

Analysis, an-al'is-is, «. a resolving or separating a
thing into its elements or component parts— the
tracing of things to their source, and so discovering
the general principles underlying individual pheno-
mena. Its converse is synthesis, the explanation
of certain phenomena by means of principles which
are for this purpose assumed as established. An-
alysis as the resolution of our experience into its

original elements, is an artificial separation ; while
synthesis is an artificial reconstruction : ij^am.)
the arrangement into its logical and grammatical
elements of a sentence or part of a sentence :—•//.

Analyses.—rt(^'. Analys'able.—«. Analysa'tion.—v.t. An'alyse, to resolve a whole into its elements :

to separate into component parts.

—

n. An'alyst, one
skilled in analysis, esp. chemical analysis.

—

adjs.

Analytic, -al, pertaining to analysis : resolving
into first principles.

—

adv. Analytically.— n.pl.

Anal3rtlCS, the name given by Aristotle to his

treatises on logic.—Analytical geometry, geometry
treated by means of ordinary algebra, with a refer-

ence, direct or indirect, to a system of co-ordinates ;

Analytic method (logic) proceeds regressively or
inductively to the recognition of general principles,

as opposed to the Syntlietic method, which advances
from principles to particulars. [Gr. analysis, analy-
ein, to unloose, ana, up, ly-ein, to loose.]

Anamnesis, an-am-nes'is, n. the recalling of things
past to memory : the recollection of the Platonic
pre-existence : the history of his illness given by
the patient to his physician. [Gr.]

Anamorphosis, an-a-mor'fo-sis, n. a figure, appearing
from one view-point irregular or deformed, but from
another regular and in proportion: (ftot.) a gradual
transformation, or an abnormal development of any
part.

—

adj. Anamor'phOUS. [Gr. ; ana, back, mor-
pilosis, a shaping

—

morphe, shape.]
Ananas, an-an'as, K. the pine-apple : the West Indian

penguin.—Also Anan'a. [Peruvian.]
Anandrous, an-an'dms, adj. without stamens, or
male organs, applied to female flowers. [Gr. an,
neg. , and aner, attdros, a man. ]

Anantherous, an-an'ther-us, adj. without anthers.

[Gr. an, neg., and Anther]
AnanthOUS, an-an'thus, adj. without flowers. [Gr.

an, neg., and a?tthos, a flower.]

Anapaest, Anapest, an'a-pest, n. (in verse) a foot

consisting of three syllables, two short and the third

long, or (in Eng.) two unaccented and the third



Anaphora mOtc ; mOte ; mOOn ; t/tcn. Anchor
accented, as colonnade—a familiar example of a
poem in this metre is Byron's Destruction of
Sentutcherib.— adjs. Anapass'tic, -aL [Gr. ana-
^istos, reversed, because it is the dactyl re-

versed.]

Anaphora, an'af-or-a, «. (rhei.) the repetition of the

same word or phrase in several successive clauses,

as in I Cor. L so. [Gr. ; ana, back, pher-ein, to

bear.]

Anaphrodisiac, an-af-rS-di/i-ak, adj. and «. tending
to diminish sexual desire, or a drug supposed to

have that effect. [Fr. an, neg., and adj. from
Aphrodite.]

Anaplasty, an'a-plas-ti, n. the reparation of super-

ficial lesions by the use of adjacent healthy tissue,

as by transplanting a portion of skin.

—

adj. An'a-
plastic. [Gr. ; that may be formed anew, ana,
again, p/ass-ein, to form.]

Anaplerosis, an'a-ple-ro'sis, n. the filling up of a
deficiency, esp. in medicine : the filling up of parts

that have been destroyed, as in wounds, cicatrices,

&c.

—

adj. Anaplerot'iC. [Gr. ; from ana, up, and
piero-ein, to fill up.]

Anaptotic, an-ap-tot'ik, adj. (philol.') again un-
inflected—a term sometimes applied to languages
which have lost most of their inflections through
phonetic decay. [Gr. ana, again, aptdtos, without
case, indeclinable, aptSs, -otos, not falling, pipt-ein,

to fall.]

Anarchy, an'ark-i, n. the want of government in a
state : political confusion : conflict of opinion.

—

adjs.

Anarch'al (rare); Anarchic, Anarchical.

—

v.t.

Anarch'ise.—KJ. An'archism, anarchy: the nega-
tion of government—the name adopted by a phase
of revolutionary socialism associated with the names
of Proudhon and Bakunin. Their ideal of society

was of one without government of any kind, when
every man should be a law unto himself; An'archist,
An'arch, one who promotes anarchy. [Gr. a, an,
neg., archi, government]

Anarthrous, an-ar'thrus, adj. without the article, of
Greek nouns : (entom.) having neither wings nor
legs.

—

adv. Anar'throilSly. [Gr. an, neg., arthron,
a joint, the article.]

Anastatic, an-a-stat'ik, adj. furnished with char-
acters standing up, or raised in relief—esp. of
the anastatic printing process, in which copies of
drawings are printed from fac-similes produced in

relief on zinc plates. [Gr. anastatikos—ana, up,
statikos, causing to stand

—

histemi, to make to
stand.]

Anastomosis, an-as-to-mO'sis, n. the union or inter-

communication of vessels with each other, as seen
in the junction of the branches of the arteries.

—

v.i.

Anastomose, to communicate in such a way.

—

adj.
Anastomotic.

Anastrophe, an-as'tro-fi, «. an inversion of the natural
order of words, as 'Loud roared the thunder,' for
' The thunder roared,' &c. [Gr. ; ana, back, and
streph-ein, to turn.]

Anathema, an-ath'em-a, n. a solemn ecclesiastical

curse or denunciation involving excommunication :

any person or thing anathematised : generally, any
imprecation or expression of execration.

—

n. Anathe-
matisa'tion.

—

v.t. Anath'ematise, to pronounce
accursed.—Anathema maranatha, as in i Cor.
xvi. 22 ; maranatha (Syr. tndran eikd, ' our Lord
hath come') is properly a mere solemn formula of
confirmation, like Amen, having no other connection
with the antecedent anathema—it is so printed in

the Revised Version.—It seems to have been used
by the early Christians as a kind of watchword of
mutual encouragement and hope. So the words in

I Cor. xvi. 22 are nearly equivalent to the similar

expressions in Phil. iv. s : Rev. xxii. 20. [The
classical Gr. anathema meant a votive offering set

up in a temple, ana, up, tit/uiiai, to place ; the
anathema of the Septuagint and New 'Testament
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meant something specially devoted to evil, as in
Rom. ix. 3.]

Anatomy, an-a'tom-i, «. the art of dissecting any
organised body : science of the structure of the
body learned by dissection : a skeleton, a shrivelled
and shrunken body, a mummy : (Jig;.) the lifeless
form or shadow of anything : humorously for the
body generally : the detailed analysis of anything,
as in Burton's famous treatise. The Anatomy oj
Melancholy. — adjs. Anatom'ic, -al, relating to
anatomy.

—

adv. Ajxatom'ically.

—

v.t. Anat'omise,
to dissect a body : {Jig.') to lay open minutely.

—

n.
Anat'omist, one skilled in anatomy. [Gr. ana, up,
asunder, temnein, to cut.]

Anatopism, an-at'op-izm, n. {rare — Coleridge) a
faulty arrangement. [Gr. ana, up, topos, a place.]

Anatta, an-at'ta, n. the reddish pulp surrounding the
seeds of the Bixa orellana, a medium-sized tree
growing in Guiana and elsewhere. It yields a dye
which gives a bright orange tint to cloth, and is

much used to add colour to butter and cheese.—Also
Anat'to, Annat'to, Amot'to. [Supposed to be a
native Amer. word.]

Anbury, an'ber-i, «. a disease in turnips, produced by
one of the slime-fungi, and usually the result of
improper cultivation. It is often confounded with
Finger-and-toe {dactylorhiza), which is rather a
degeneration of the plant than a disease, the bulb
branching out into a number of taproots, while the
skin remains unbroken. Anbury causes a scabbed
and broken skin, and tubercular growths on the roots
and at the base of the bulb. [Often explained as a
disguised form of A.S. ampre, a crooked swelling
vein ; more probably, a variant of anbury = ang-
berry, A.S. ang-, pain, as in ang-nail.]

Ancestor, an'ses-tur, «. one from whom a person
has descended : a forefather :—/em. An'cestress.

—

adj. Ancestral.—/«. An'cestor-wor'ship, the chief
element in the religion of China and other countries
—erroneously supposed by Herbert Spencer to be
the foundation of all religion ; An'cestry, a line of
ancestors : lineage. [O. Fr. ancestre—L. antecessor—ante, before, cedere, cessum, to go.]

Anchor, ang'kor, n. an implement for retaining a
ship in a particular spot by temporarily chaining it

to the bed of a sea or river.

The most common form has
two flukes, one or other of
which enters the ground, and
so gives hold ; but many
modifications are used, some
with movable arms, some self-

canting.—Anchors are distin-

guished as the starboard and
port boTvers, sheet, spare, ,1

stream, hedge, and grapnel, '

or boat anchors: (Jig^ any-
thing that gives stability or
security.— v.i. to fix by an
anchor : to fasten.

—

v.i. to cast
anchor : to stop, or rest on.

—

ns. Anch'orage, the act of B, shank ; s, s, stock ;

anchoring : the place where a c, crown ; ^, blades

;

ship anchors or can anchor : h, fluke.
{Shah.) the anchor and all the
necessary tackle for anchoring: a position afford-
ing support: {Jig-) anything that gives a rest-

ing-place or support to the mind : duty imposed on
ships for anchoring ; Anch'or-hold, the hold of an
anchor upon the ground: {Jig.) security.

—

adj.

Anch'orless, without such : unstable.—^. Mush-
room-anchor, an anchor with a saucer-shaped head
on a central shank, used for mooring.—At anchor,
anchored.

—
^To cast anchor, to let down the anchor,

to take up a position : To weigh anchor, to take up
the anchor so as to be able to sail away. [A.S.

ancor—L. ancora—Gr. angkyra, angkos, a bend.

Conn, with Angle.]

Anchor :



Anchoret ftte, far ; ml, hit ; mine
;

Aneroid

Anchoret, ang'kor-et, Anohorlte, ang'kor-It, ». one
who has withdrawn from the world, especially for

religious reasons : a hermit.—The form Anach'oret
occurs in many books on church history for the

recluses of the East in the early history of the

church.

—

ns. Anoh'or (S/iaA.), an anchorite—earlier

still also an anchoress, as in the book-title Ancren
Riwle, the ' Rule of Nuns ;

' Anch'orage, the retreat

of a hermit ; Anch'oress, a female anchorite : a nun
— also Anc'ress, Ank'ress, Anch'oritess.

—

adjs.

Anch'oretiC, -al [Gr. anachoretes—ana, apart,

chorein, to go.]

Anchovy, an-cho'vi, «. a small fish of the herring

family, much fished in the Mediterranean for

pickling, and for a sauce made from it, anchovy-
paste, &c.—«. Anchovy-pear, the fruit of a myrta-
ceous Jamaica tree, pickled and eaten like the East
Indian mango, which it much resembles in taste.

[Sp. and Port, anchova; Fr. anchois. Of doubtful

etymology. The Basque anchoa, anchua, has been
connected with antzua, dry.)

Anchylosis, Ankylosis, ang-kr-Ia'sis, n. the coales-

cence of two bones, or the union of the different

parts of a bone : stiffness in a joint through destruc-

tion of the articular cartilages, or a thickening and
shortening of the natural fibrous tissues around the

joint. [Gr. ; angkylos, cvao\^cd.]

Ancient, an'shent, adj. old : belonging to former
times, specifically, of times prior to the downfall of

the western Roman empire (476 a.d.) : of gre.it age
or duration : of past times in a general sense

:

venerable : antique, old-fashioned.

—

n. an aged man,
a patriarch : a superior in age or dignity.

—

adv.
An'oiently.— «.r. An'cientness ; Ancientry, an-

cientness, seniority : ancestry : dignity of birth :

{Shak.) old people.

—

n.pl. An'clents, those who
lived in remote times, esp. the Greeks and Romans
of classical times: {B.) elders.—The Ancient of
days, a title in the Holy Scriptures for the

Almighty, applied by Byron to Athens. [Fr.

aiia'en^how L. antianus, old—L. ante, before.

See Antique.]
Ancient, an'shent, «. (obs.) a flag or its bearer: an

ensign. [Corr. of ¥t, euseigne. See Ensign.]
Ancillary, an'sil-ar-i, adj. subservient, subordinate

(with to). [L. ancillay a maid-servant.]
Ancipltal, an-sip'i-tal, adj. two-headed : double

:

doubtful: {bot^ two-edged and flattened.— Also
Ancip'itoUS. [L. anceps, ancipit-is, double— an
for anib, on both sides, and caput, the head.]

Ancome, ang'kum, «. {prov.—Scot, income) a small
inflammatory swelling, coming on suddenly. [Same
as Income.]

And, and, conj, signifies addition, or repetition, and
is used to connect words and sentences, to introduce
a consequence, &c.—in M. E. (but not A.S.) it

was used for if, and often also with added i/j as in

Luke xii. 45. An became common for and in this

sense, as often in Shakespeare.—It sometimes ex-

presses emphatically a difference in quality between
things of the same class, as ' there are friends . . .

and friends.' [A.S., and in the other Teut.
lang. : prob, allied to L. ante, Gr. anti, over
against.]

Andante, an-dan'te, adj. and n. {tnus.) moving with
moderate and even expression : a movement or piece
composed in andante time.

—

adj. Andanti'no, of a
movement somewhat slower than andante, but some-
times meaning ' with less of andante ' = somewhat
quicker.—Andante affettUOSO, slow but patheti-
cally ; Andante cantabile, slow, but in a singing
style ; Andante con moto, slow, but with emotion ;

Andante grazioso, slow, but gracefully ; Andante
nxaestoso, slow, with majesty ; Andante non
troppo, slow, but not too much so. [It.—pr.p. of
andare, to go.]

Andean, an-de'an, adj. of or like the Andes Moun-
tains.
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Andiron, and'I-um, «. the iron bars which support the

ends of the logs in a wood fire, or in which a spit

turns. [O. Fr.
andieri^\oA. Fr.

landier =i Van-
dier) ; Low. L.
anderius,andena;
further ety. dubi-
ous, perhaps ulti-

mately cog. with
End. The ter-
mination was early _^
confused with "
iron, hence the ^=-

spellingsaW-i>(7»,
hand-iron. ]

And r c ephalous,
an - dro - sefa - lus,

adj. having a Andiron.
human head, as a
sphinx or Assyrian bull. [Gr. aner, andros, a man,
kephale, a head.]

Androgynous, an-droj'i-nus, adj. having the char-
acteristics of both male and female in one individual

:

hermaphrodite : {bot.) having an inflorescence of both
male and female flowers—also Androg'3rnaI {rare).—«. Androg'yny, hermaphroditism. [Gr. ; anlr,
andros, a man, and gyne, woman.]

Android, an'Uroid, n. an automaton resembling a
human being.—Also Andrd'ides.

Andromeda, an-drom'e-da, «. a genus of shrubs of the
heath family : the name of a northern constellation.

[Andromeda, in Greek mythology, a maiden bound
to a rock, and exposed to a sea-monster, but de-
livered by Perseus.]

Ane, an, or yin, Scotch form of One.
Aneal, Anele, an-el', v.t. to anoint with oil: to ad-

minister extreme unction. (M. E. anele, from an
A.S. verb compounded of A.S. on, on, and ele, oil.)

Anear, a-ner", adv. nearly : near.

—

prep. near.

—

v.t. to

approach, to come near to.

Anecdote, an'ek-dot, n. an incident of private life

:

a short story.

—

n. An'ecdotage, anecdotes collec-

tively : garrulous old age.

—

adjs. An'ecdotal, Anec-
dot'ical, in the form of an anecdote. [Gr. ;

' not
published'

—

a, an, neg., and ekdotos, published

—

ek,

out, and didonai, to give.]

Anelace. See Anlace.
Anelectrotonus, an'el-ek-trot'on-us, «. (phys.) the
diminished excitability of a nerve near the anode
of an electric current passing through it.

—

adj. An'-
elec'triCj parting readily with its electricity.—«. a
body which readily gives up its electricity.

—

n. An-
elec^trode, the positive pole of a galvanic battery.

—adj. An'electrot'oniC. [Gr. an, up, elektron,

amber.]
Anemograph, a-nem'o-graf, «. an instrument for

measuring and recording the direction and velocity

of the wind. [Gr. anemos, vimA, gy'apkein, to write.]

Anemometer, a-ne-mom'et-er, «. an instrument for

measuring the velocity or pressure of the wind.

—

adj.

Anemomet'ric.—«. Anemom'etry, the measure-
ment of the force or velocity of the wind. [Gr.

anemos, wind, and Meter.]
Anemone, a-nem'o-ne, n. a plant of the crowfoot

family.

—

n. Sea'-anem'one, a popular name of

Actinia and some allied genera of Actinozoa. [Gr.

anemone, said to be from anemos, wind, because
some of the species love exposed and wind-swept
situations.]

An-end, an-end', prep, phrase, to the end, continu-
ously : upright.—Most an-end, almost always.

Anent, a-nent*, prep, and adv. in a line with

:

against : towards : in regard to, concerning, about.

[Mainly prov. Eng. and Scot, M.E. anent—A.S.
on- efen, 'on even with ' (dat.).]

Aneroid, an'e-roid, adj. denoting a barometer by
which the pressure 01 the air is measured without



Aneurism mOte ; mOte ; mCSCn ; /Aen. Anerulne

the use of quicksilver or other fluid.—«. a contr. of
' aneroid barometer.' [Fr. — Gr. a, neg., niros,

wet.]

Aneurisni, an'Qr-izm, «. a soft tumour arising from
the dilatation of an artery acting on a part weakened
by disease or injury : (Jig) any abnormal enlarge-

ment.—<k^>. An'eurismal, An'eurlsniatlc. [Gr.

aneurysma—euia, up, eurys,yi\A^.\

Anew, a-nu', adv. afresh : again. [Of and New.]
Anfractuous, an-fract-u'us, adj. winding, involved,

circuitous.—». AnfractUOS'lty. [L. an/ractttdsus,

an/rac(-us.]

Ang^l, an'jel, n. a divine messenger : a ministering

spirit : an attendant or guardian spirit : a person
possessing the qualities attributed to such—gentle-

ness, purity, &c. : one supposed to have a special

commission, as the head of the Church in Rev. ii.

andiii., or the rt«^^/ of the Catholic and Apostolic

Church, who corresponds in a limited sense to the

bishop of other Christian denominations: (/oet) a
messenger generally : in art, the conventional figure

attributed to the angel—a figure of great beauty,
youthful, clothed in flowing garments, with wings

:

an old Eng. coin = ios., bearing the figure of an
angel.

—

n. An'gel-fish, a voracious fish, allied to the
shark, from six to eight feet long, with large, wing-
like pectoral fins.

—

adj's. Angel'lC (an-), ABgel'ical.
— adv. Angelically.— «j. Angelol'atry (an-),

angel-worship ; Angelol'Ogy, the doctrine regard-
ing angels ; Angeloph'any, the manifestation of an
angel to man. [Gr. angcios, a messenger.]

Angelica, an-jel'i-ka, «. a genus of umbelliferous
plants, the roots and seeds of some species of which
are used in making gin, bitters, &c.—the tender
stalks and midribs of the leaves are candied and
used as a confection : confections.—«. An'gel-
wat'er, a perfumed liquid, at first made largely
from angelica, then from ambergris, rose-water,
orange-flower water, &c. [From their supposed
magical properties.]

Angelus, an'je-lus, n. the ' Hail, Mary,' or prayer to

the Virgin, containing the angelic salutation : the
bell rung in Roman Catholic countries at morning,
noon, and sunset, to invite the faithful to recite the
Angehc Salutation. [From its first words, ^Angelus
domini nuntiavit Marije.']

Anger, ang'ger, n. a strong emotion excited by a real

or fancied injury, and involving a desire for re-

taliation.

—

v.t. to make angry: to irritate.

—

adj.
An'gerless.—fl^i/j. An'gerly, a lyth-cent. form (still

used in an archaic sense) for Angrily ; Ang'rily.

—

n.

Ang^rlness.

—

adj. Ajlgiy, excited with anger : in-

flamed : lowering. [Ice. atigr ; allied to Anguish.]
Angevin, an'je-vin, adj. pertaining to Anjou : relating

to the Plantagenet house that reigned in England
from 1 154 to 1485, its first king, Henry II., being
son of Geoffrey V., Count of Anjou, and Alatilda,

daughter of Henry I. of England. By some the
term Angevin is only allowed until the loss of Anjou
under John (1204); by others, till the deposition of
Richard II. in 1399.

Angina, an-jl'na, «. any inflammatory aflfection of the
throat, as quinsy, croup, &c. : usually in medical
phraseology with adjective, as Angina rheumatica
= rheumatic sore throat.— Angina, pectoris, a
disease of the heart marked by paroxysms of intense
pain, beginning at the breastbone and radiating
thence mainly towards the left shoulder and arm.
[h. angfna. See Anguish. ]

AngiOCarpoUS, an-ji-O-kar'pus, adj. ha^^ng the fruit

in an envelope distinct from the calyx. [Gr. angeion,
a case, karpos, fruit.]

Angiospenn, an'ji-o-sperm, n. a plant whose ovules or
future seeds are enclosed in a closed ovary, and
fertilised through the medium of a stigma, while in

Gymnospcrms the ovule is naked, and the pollen is

applied directly to its surface.

—

adjs. AnglOSperm'-
ous, Anglosperm'al, Angiosper'matous.

Angle, ang'gl, ». a corner : the point where two lines
meet : {geoni.) the inclination of two straight lines
which meet, but are not in the same straight line :

A, right angle ; B, acute angle ; C, obtuse angle.

any outlying corner or nook.

—

adj. Ang'ular, having
an angle or corner : (jig.) stiff in manner : the
opposite of easy or graceful : bony and lean in

figure.—«. Angular'ity.—orf;'. Ang'ulated, formed
with angles. [Fr.—L. anguius ; cog. with Gr.
angkylos i both from root ank, to bend, seen also
in Anchor, Ankle.]

Angle, ang'gl, «. a hook or bend : a fishing-rod with
line and hook.

—

v.i. to fish with an angle.

—

v.t. to
entice : to try to gain by some artifice.

—

ns. Ang'ler,
one who fishes with an angle : a voracious fish about
three feet long, not uncommon on British shores, and
called also the Fishing-frog, the Sta-deril, and by
the Scotch, IVide-gab ; Ang'ling, the art or practice
of fishing with a rod and line. [A.S. angel, a hook,
allied to Anchor.]

Angles, ang'glz, n.pl. the Low German stock that
settled in Northumbria, Mercia, and East Anglia.

Anglican, ang'glik-an, adj. English : belonging to,

or characteristic of, the Church of England.

—

n.

Ang'licanism, attachment to English institutions,

esp. the English Church : the principles of the
English Church.

—

v.t. Ang'licise, to express in

English idiom.

—

n. Ang'licism, an English idiom or

peculiarity of language.

—

v.t. Ang'li^, to make
English.

Anglo-, ang'glo, pfx. English—used in composition,
as y}«^/(? -Saxon, S:c. — ns. Ang'lo-Cath'olic, one
who calls himself a Catholic of the Anglican pattern,
refusing the name of ' Protestant ;' used adjectively,

as in 'Anglo-Catholic Library;' Angflo-Cathol'-
icism.

—

adj. and «. Ang'lo-Sax'on, applied to the
earliest form of the English language—the term Old
English is now preferred. Properly it should have
referred only to the Saxons of Wessex, Essex,
Middlesex, and Sussex, as distinct from the Angles.
—ns. Ang'lo-Sax'ondom; Ang'lo - Saz'onism.—
Anglo-Israelite theory, an opinion held by not a
few well-meaning persons, innocent of scientific

ethnology, that the English are descended from the
Israelites who were carried into captivity by the
Assyrians under Sargon in 721 B.C.

Anglomania, ang'glo-man'i-a, n. a mania for what
is English : an indiscriminate admiration of Eng-
lish institutions.

—

ns. Ang'loman (rare), Ang'lo-
man'iac.

Anglophobia, ang-glO-fO'bi-a, n. fear and dislike of
England.—«j. An'glophobe, Anglophd'bist.—fl<(^'.

Anglophd'bia [Fr. Anghphobe—L. Anglo; Eng-
lish, Gr. phobein, to fear.]

Angora, ang-gO'ra, n. cloth made from the wool of the
Angora goat.—Angora wool, the long white silky

hair of the Angora goat, highly valued in manufac-
tures. \,Angora, a city of Asia Minor, famous for

its breed of goats.]

Angostura, ang-gos-tro'ra, «. a town of Venezuela,
on the Orinoco (renamed Ciudad Bolivar in 18 19),

giving its name to an aromatic bitter bark, valuable
as a febrifuge and tonic.—Angostura hitters is

an essence containing angostura, canella, cinchona,
lemon peel, and other aromatics, but much of what
is sold under that name contains no angostura, but
consists mainly of cheretta or other simple tonic.

Angry. See Anger.
Anguine, ang'gwTn, adj. of or like a soake. [L.

anguis, anguin-is, a snake.]
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Anguish, ang'gwish, n. excessive pain of body or

mind : agony.—«. Ang^UiSlUUeilt. [O. Fr. angoisse

—L. angMitia, a strait, straitncss

—

ang'U-ere, to

press tightly : to strangle. See Anger.]
nhannonlc, an-har-mon'ik, adj. not harmonic : in

geometry, a term applied to the section of a line by
four points. A, B, C, D, when their mutual distances

are such that AB divided by CB is unequal to AD
divided by CD ; the ratio between these two quo-

tients being called the anharmonic ratio ofAC
Aniielatlon, an-he-la'shun, n. difficult respiration

:

shortness of breath. [L. anhelatio—anhelare, from

an, for a7nb, around, and hal-are, to breathe.]

Anhungered. See AtitiTigered.

Anhydrous, an-hrdrus, adj. a term applied to a
chemical substance free from water.—«.//. Anhy'-
drides, a term now commonly given to the com-
pounds formerly known as anhydrous acids— in

some cases the result of the dehydration of acids,

and in all cases representing in their composition
the acid minus water.—«. Anhy'drlte, a mineral
consisting of anhydrous sulphate of lime, with some
slight addition of sea-salt, appearing in several

varieties— granular, fibrous, radiated and trans-

lucent, compact and of various shades—white, blue,

gray, red. [Gr. a, an, neg., hydor, water.]

Anight, a-nit', adv. {SAai.) of nights, at night. [Of
and Night.]

Anil, anil, n. a plant from whose leaves and stalks

indigo is made. [Sp. ani/; Ai. an-nil for al-nil, the
indigo plant.]

Anile, an'Il, aJj. old womanish : imbecile.—«. Anll'lty,
imbecile dotage. [L. anus, an old woman.]

Aniline, an'il-in, n. a product of coal-tar extensively
used in dyeing and other industrial arts. [Port.

anil, indigo, from which it was first obtained.]
Animadvert, an-im-ad-vert*, v.i. to criticise or censure.
—«. Animadver'slon, criticism, censure, or reproof.

[L., to turn the mind to

—

animus, the mind, ad, to,

and vertere, to turn.]
AniTTial an'im-al, ». an organised being, having life,

sensation, and voluntary motion—it is distinguished

from a plant, which is organised and has life, but

not sensation or voluntary motion : the name some-
times implies the absence of the higher faculties

peculiar to man.

—

adj. of or belonging to animals :

sensual.

—

n. Anlmallsa'tlon, the act of converting

into animal substance, or of endowing with animal
attributes : brutalisation.

—

v.i. An'imallse, to endow
with animal life : to convert into animal matter :

—

J>r.fi. an'imalising ; />«•/. an'imalised.

—

n. An'lmal-
Isin, the state of being actuated by animal appetites

only : the exercise or enjoyment of animal life, as

distinct from intellectual : brutishness : sensuality :

(rare) r mere animal being.— adv. An'lmally,
physically merely.—Animal Spirits, nervous force :

exuberance of health and life : cheerful buoyancjr of
temper : (Milton) the spirit or principle of volition

and sensation. [L.

—

anima, air, life, Gr. anemos,
wind

—

ad, aenti. Sans, an, to breathe, to blow.]
Animalcule, an-im-al'kul, n. a small animal, esp. one

th.it cannot be seen by the naked eye :—
•//. Anlm-

al'cules, Animal'cula.— <z^°. Animal'cular. [L.

animalculum, dim. of Animal.]
Animate, an'im-at, v.t. to give life to : to enliven or

inspirit : to actuate.

—

adj. living : possessing animal
life.

—

adj. An'imated, lively : full of spirit : endowed
with \\{^.—adv. Animatedly.—/.o^'. An'imatlng.—adv. Animat'ingly.—«j. Aniina'tion, liveliness

:

vigour ; Animator, he who, or that which, animates.
[See Animal]

Anlme, an'im, «. the resin of the West Indian locust-

tree—used also for other gums and resins. (Said
to be Fr. animi, living, from the number of insects

in it ; but perhaps a native name.]
Animism, an'im-izm, ». a theory which regards the

belief in separate spiritual existences as the germ of
religious ideas. It ii adopted by £. B. Tyler in

M

his Primitive Culture as the minimum definition of
religion, being considered to have arisen simply
from the evidence of the senses, interpreted by the
crude and child-like science of the savage : the
theory of Stahl, which regarded the vital principle
and the soul as identical. — n. An'lmlst.— adj.
An'imiStiC. [L. anima, the soul.]

Animosity, an-im-os'i-ti, n. bitter hatred : enmity.
[L. animositas, fullness of spirit.]

Animus, an'im-us, n. intention : actuating spirit

:

prejudice against. [L. animus, spirit, soul, as dis-
tinguished from anima, the mere fife.]

Anise, an'is, «. an umbelliferous plant, the aromatic
seeds of which are iised in making cordials. The
anise of Matt, xxiii. 23 (Gr. anetfton) is properly
the dill. — «j. Aniseed; Anisette', a cordial or
liqueur prepared from anise seed. [Gr. anison.]

Anker, angk'er, n. a liquid measure used in Northern
Europe, formerly in England, varying considerably

—

that of Rotterdam having a capacity of 10 old wine
gallons, or 8i imperial gallons. [Dut.]

Ankl e, Ancle, angk'l, «. the joint connecting the foot
and leg.

—

adj. Ank'led, having, or pertaining to,

ankles.

—

n. Anklet, an ornament for the ankle.
[A.S. ancUow, cog. with Ger. enkel, and conn, with
Angle. ]

Ankylosis. See Anchylosis.
Anlace, Anelace, an'las, «. a short two-edged knife or

dagger, tapering to a point, formerly worn at the
girdle. [Low L. anelacius ; perh. the old Welsh
anglas. ]

Anna, an'a, «. an Indian coin worth nominally i}d.

sterling, but always the sixteenth part of a rupee.
[Hind. ana.\

Annals, an'alz, n.pl. records of events under the years
in which they happened : any historical work that
follows the order of time in its narrations, separating
them off into single years, as the Annals of Tacitus

:

historical records generally : year - books. — v.t-

Ann'allse, to write annals : to record.

—

n. Ann'al-
ist, a writer of annals. [L. annates—annus, a year.]

Annat, an'at, Annate, an'at, n. the first-fruits, or one
year's income, or a specified portion of such, paid to

the Pope by a bishop, abbot, or other ecclesiastic, on
his appointment to a new see or benefice. It was
abolished in England in 1534, and ne.xt year the
right was annexed to the crown, the fund thus
arising being administered for the benefit of the
Church of England, afterwards transferred to the
governors of Queen Anne's Bounty, next to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners : (Scots law) the half-

year's stipend payable for the vacant half-year after

the death of a parish minister, to which his family or
nearest of kin have right under an act of 1672. [Low
L. annata—L. annus, a year.]

Annatto. See Anatta.
Anneal, an-el', v.t. to temper glass or metals by sub-
jecting them to great heat and gradual cooling : to

heat in order to fix colours on, as glass.—«. Anneal'-
ing. (Pfx. an-, and AS. alan, to bum.]

Annelida, an-el'i-da, ». a class of animals comprising
the red-blooded worms, having a long body composed
of numerous rings. — «. Ann'elld. [L. annellus,
dim. o{ annulus, a ring.]

Atitiht-, an-neks', v.t. to add to the end : to join or

attach : to take permanent possession of additional
territory : to affix : append (with to).—n. something
added : a supplementary building—often with the
Fr. spelling (i««cj:^.— «. Annexation, act of annex-
ing.—n. and adj. Annexationist.— /ts. Annexion,
Annex'ment (S/iai.), addition : the thing annexed.
[Fr. antuxer— L. annex-um, annectert: ad, to,

nect-ere, to tie.]

Annihilate, an-nl'hil-St, v.t. to reduce to nothing : to

put out of existence : to render null and void, to

abrogate.

—

ns. Annihila'tlon, state of being reduced
to nothing : act of destroying : (iheoL^ the destruc-
tion of soul as well as body ;

Atinlhlla'tlnTiiam, the
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belief that the soul dies with the body. —adj. Annl-
hila'tive.—«. Annlhila'tor, one who annihilates.

[L. annikilatus, annihilare ; ad, to, nihil, nothing.]

Anniversary, an-ni-vers'ar-i, adj. returning or hap-
pening every year : annual.

—

n. the day of the year
on which an event happened or is celebrated : the
celebration proper to such, esp. a mass or religious

service. [L. anniversarius ; annus, a year, and
veriere, versum, to turn.]

Annotate, an'not-at, v.t. to make notes upon.

—

ns.

An'notation, a note of explanation : comment;
An'notator, a writer of notes, a commentator. [L.

annotare—ad, to, notdre, -dtum, to mark.]
Announce, an-nowns', v.t. to declare : to give public

notice of: to make known.—«. Announce'ment.
[O. Fr. anoncer—L. annuntidre—ad, to, nunti,

-are, to deliver news.]
Annoy, an-noi', v.t. to trouble : to vex : to tease : to

harm, esp. in military semse :—pr.p. anno/ing

;

pa.p. annoyed'.

—

7ts. Annoy (now poetic only),

Annoy'ance, that which annoys.

—

adv. Annoy'-
i^Siy- [O. Fr. anoier {\X.. annoiare); noun, aiioi

(mod. ennui), ace. to Diez from L. phrase, in odio,

as in ' est mihi in odio' =' it is to me hateful.']

Annual, an'nu-al, adj. yearly : coming every year

:

requiring to be renewed every year : performed in

a year.

—

n. a plant that lives but one year : a book
published yearly, esp. applied to the sumptuous
books, usually illustrated with good engravings,
much in demand in the first half of the 19th century
for Christmas, New Year, and birthday presents.—adv. An'nually. [Through Fr. from L. annualis—annus, a year.]

Annuity, an-nu'i-ti, n. a payment generally (but not
necessarily) of uniform amount falling due in each
year during a given term, such as a period of years
or the life of an individual, the capital sum not
being returnable.—«. Annuitant, one who receives

an annuity.—Certain annuity, one for a fixed term
of years, subject to no contingency whatever ; Con-
tingent annuity, one that depends also on the con-
tinuance of some status, as the life of a person whose
duration is calculated by the theory of probabilities.

An annuity is usually held payable to the end of
each year survived ; but when, in addition, a pro-
portion of the year's annuity is payable up to the
day of death, the annuity is said to be Complete

—

the ordinary annuity being sometimes, for distinc-

tion, referred to as a Curtate annuity. When the
first payment is due in advance, the annuity is

known as an Annuity due ; when the first payment
is not to be made until the expiry of a certain num-
ber of years, it is called a Deferred or Reversionary
annuity.

Annul, an-nul', v.t. to make null, to reduce to noth-
ing : to abolish '.—pr.p. annul'ling ; pa.p. annulled'.
—«. Annul'ment, the act of annulling. [Fr. annuler
—Low L. annulld-re, to make into nothing—L.
ad-, to, nulltis, none.]

Annular, an'nul-ar, adj. ring-shaped.

—

adjs. An'nu-
late, An'nulated, formed or divided into rings.

—

ns.

Annula'tion, a ring or belt : a circular formation ;

An'nulet, a little ring : (arckit.) a small flat fillet,

encircling a column, &c., used either by itself or in

connection with other mouldings : {her.) a little

circle borne as a charge on coats of arms.

—

adj.

An'nulose, having rings : composed of rings. [L.
annularis ; anmtlus ot anulus , a ring^^iim. of anus,
a rounding or ring. ]

Annunciation, an-nun-si-a'shun, n. the act of an-
nouncing.

—

v.t. Annun'ciate, to proclaim.— ». An-
nuncia'uon-day, the anniversary of the Angel's
salutation to the Virgin Mary, the 25th of March,
Lady-day. [See Announce.]

Anode, an'Od, «. a term in electrolysis introduced by
Faraday to designate the positive pole, or that

surface by which the galvanic current enters the

body undergoing decomposition {.electrolyte^— as
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opp. to Cathode, the negative pole. [Gr. ana, up,
hodos, way.]

Anodyne, an'o-din, «. a medicine that allays pain,
whether acting on the nerves and nerve terminations
(aconite, belladonna, cocaine), on the brain (chloral,

Indian hemp), or on all these parts (opium, bromide
of potassium). [Gr. ; a, an, neg., and odyne, pain.]

Anoint, an-oint', v.t. to smear with ointment or oil

:

to consecrate with oil.

—

n. Anoint'ment, the act of
anointing or state of being anointed.—The Anointed,
the Messiah. \ = an-^oint. See Ointment.]

Anomaly, an-om'al-i, «. irregularity : deviation from
rule: {astron.) the angle measured at the sun be-

tween a planet in any point of its orbit and the last

perihelion.

—

adjs. Anomallst'io, -al, anomalous :

departing from established rules : irregular. — n.

Anom'alite, an irregular mineral. —adj. Anom'al-
OUS, irregular: deviating from rule.—Anomalistlo
year, the interval that elapses between two succes-

sive passages of the earth through its perihelion, or
point of nearest approach to the sun= 365 days 6 hr.

13 min. 49 sec, being 4 min. 39 sec. longer than the
sidereal year. [Gr. atidmalos—a, an, neg., and
homalos, even

—

hotnos, same.]
Anon, an-on', adv. in one (instant) : immediately.
Anonymous, an-on'im-us, adj. wanting a name : not

having the name of the author, as distinguished
from pseudonymous, when another than his real

name has been given. — ns. An'onym, a person
whose name is not given : a pseudonym ; Anonym'-
ity, the quality or state of being anonymous.

—

adv. Anon'ymously. [Gr. anonymos—a, an, neg.,

and onoma, name.]
Another, an-uM'er, adj. not the same : a different or

distinct (thing or person) : one more : a second : one
more of the same kind : any other.—One another,
now used as a compound reciprocal pronoun (of two
or more) ; One with another, taken all together,

taken on the average.—You 're another, the vulgar
Tu quaque. [Orig. an other.]

Anserine, an'ser-In, or -in, adj. relating to the goose
or goose-tribe : stupid, silly. [L. anserinus, anser.]

Answer, an'ser, v.t. to reply to: to satisfy or solve:
to repay : to suit : to suflfer the consequences of.

—

v.i. to reply : to reply favourably : to act in con-
formity with, as ' to answer the helm :

' to be
accountable for (with Jbr) : to correspond : to be
advantageous to : to turn out well.—«. a reply : a
solution.

—

adj. An'swerable, able to l>e answered :

accountable: suitable: equivalent: proportional
(with to).— adv. An'swerably.— «. An'swerer.—adv. An'SWerlesS. [A.S. andswar-ian— and-
S7varu; and-, against, swerian, to swear.]

Ant, ant, «. a small insect : the emmet or pismire.

—

ns. Ant'-bear, one of the largest species of the ant-
eaters, found in the swampy regions in Central and
Southern America, also called the Great Ant-eater ;

Ant'-COW (see Aphides); Ant'-eater, a genus of
edentate South American quadrupeds, feeding on
insects, and chiefly on ants, which they procure by
means of their very long cylindrical tongue covered
with a viscid saliva ; Ant'-hlll, the hillock raised by
ants to form their nest : also figuratively applied,

as to the earth ; Ant'-thrush, a general name ap-
plied to birds of tropical and sub-tropical countries

which feed to a large extent on ants. [A contr. of
Emmet—A.S. amete.]

An't, a contr. of aren't, are not ; colloquial for am
not, is not, has not.—An't=o«'^, on it (Shak.).

Antacid, ant-as'id, «. a medicine which counteracts
acidity.

—

adj. possessing such quality. [Gr. anti,

against, and Acid.]
Antagonism, ant-ag'on-izm, n. a contending or strug-

gling against : opposition (with to, and also with).—
n. Antagonisa'tion.—r./. Antag'onise, to struggle
violently against: to counteract the action of an
opposite muscle.

—

-p.adj. Antag'onlsed, made an-
tagonistic, opposed beyond hope of reconciliation.

—
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n. Antag'onlSt, one who contends or struggles with

another : an opponent.

—

adj's. Antag'onlSt, Antag-
onlst'iC, contending against: opposed to.

—

adv.

Antagonis'tically. [Gr. anii, against

—

ag^, con-

test. See Agony.]
Antalkall, ant-al'ka-li, n. anything that counteracts

the action of an alkali. [^«/- and Alkali.]

Antarctic, ant-arkt'ik, adj. opposite the Arctic: re-

lating to the south pole or to south polar regions.

—adj. Antarct'ioaL—arf?'. Antarct'ioally (obs.).

[Gr. anti, opposite, and Arctic]
AntarthritiC, ant-ar-thrit'ik, adj. counteracting gout.

(Gr. anti, against, and Arthritic]
AntastlunatiC, ant-ast-mat'ik, adj. counteracting

asthma. [Gr. anti, against, and Asthmatic]
Antecedent, an-te-sed'ent, adj. going before in time :

prior. — n. that which precedes in time : {gram.)
the noun or pronoun to which a relative pro-

noun refers : {logic) a statement or proposition

from which another is logically deduced : {math.)

the antecedent of a ratio is the first of two terms
which compose the ratio—the first and third in a
series of four proportionals : (//.) previous principles,

conduct, history, &c — «. Anteced'enoe.

—

adv.

Anteced'ently. [L. antecedent-em ; ante, before,

cedere, cessum, to go.)

Antecessor, an-te-ses'sor, «. (fare) a predecessor.

Antechamber, an'te-cham-ber, «. [Fr. anti-ckatnbre,

ante-chambre. ]

Antechapel, an'te-cha-pl, «. the outer part of the

west end of a college chapel. [L. ante, before, and
ChapeL]

Antedate, an'te-dat, n. a date assigned which is earlier

than the actual date.

—

v.t. to date before the true

time : to assign an event to an earlier date : to bring

about at an earlier date : to be of previous date :

to accelerate : to anticipate. [L. ante, before, and
Date.]

Antediluvian, -al, an-te-di-lu'vi-an, -al, adj. existing

or happening before the Deluge or Flood : resem-
bling the state of things before the Flood : very old-

fashioned, primitive.

—

adv. Antedilu'vially. — «.

Antedilu'Vian, one who lived before the Flood

:

one who lives to be very old. [See Deluge.]
Antefiz, an'te-fiks, «. (usually in //.) term in ancient

architecture, used of the ornamental tiles placed on
the eaves of buildings to conceal the ends of the

common or roofing tiles :—pl. An'tefixes, An'tofixa.—adj. An'tefizal. [L. ante, before, in front, and
fixum,_figere, to fix.]

Antelope, an'te-lOp, «. a quadruped belonging to the
hollow-horned section of the order of Ruminants,
differing from the goat in its beardless chin—

a

gregarious, peaceable animal, remarkable for grace,
agility, and swiftness. [O. Fr. antelop—L. anta-
lopus—Gr. antholops, of which the origin is uncer-
tain, perhaps from Gr. anthein, to blossom, shine,

and ops, eye, and thus equivalent to 'bright-eyes.']

Antelucan, an-te-lOO'kan, adj. before dawn or day-
light. [L. atitelucanus—ante, before, lux, luc-is,

light.]

Antemeridian, an-te-me-ri'di-an, adj. before midday
or noon. [See Meridian.]

AntemundaJie, an-te-mun'dan, adj. before the exist-

ence or creation of the world. [L. ante, before, and
Mundane.]

Antenatal, an-te-nS'tal, adj. existing before birth.

—

n. An'te-na'ti, those bom before a certain time, as
opposed to Posf-na'ti, those bom after it—of Scots-
men born before 1603, and Americans before the
Declaration of Independence (1776). [L. ante,
before, and Natal.]

Ante-nicene, an'te-nl'sen, adj. before the first general
council of the Christian Church held at Nice or
Nicaea in Bithynia, 325 a.d.

Antennffl, an-ten'€, n.pl. the feelers or horns of insects,

crustaceans, and mynapoAi.—adjs. Antenn'al, An-
tenn'ary, Antenn'lform, AnMnnlferous. [L.
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antenna, a sailyard, the L. translation of Aristotle's

keraiai, horns of insects, a word also used of the
projecting ends of sailyards.]

Antenuptial, an-te-nupsh'al, adj. before nuptials or
marriage. [L. ante, before, and Nuptial.]

Anteorbital, an-te-or'bit-al, adj. situated in front of
the eyes. [L. ante, before, and Orbit, eye-socket.]

Antepaschal, an-te-pas'kal, adj. relating to the time
before Easter. [L. ante, before, and PaSChal.]

Antepast, an'te-past, n. (obs.) something to wliet the
appetite : a foretaste. [L. ante, before, and past-
um, pascere, to feed.]

Antependium, an-te-pend'i-um, n. a frontlet, fore-
cloth, frontal, or covering for an altar, of silk, satin,

or velvet, often richly embroidered. [L. ante, be-
fore, 2LnA pend-ere, to hang.]

Antepenult, an-te-pen'ult, M. the syllable before the
penult or next ultimate syllable of a word : the last

word of a syllable but two.—adj. Antepenult'i-
mate. [L. anli; before, and Penult.]

Anteprandial, an-te-prand'i-al, adj. before dinner.
[L. ante, before, a.nd prandium, dinner.]

Anterior, an-te'ri-or, adj. before, iii time or place : in

front. — >is. Anterior'ity, Ante'riomess. — adv.
Ante'riorly. [L. ; comp. of ante, before.]

Anteroom, an'te-roSm, ft. a room before another : a
room leading into a principal apartment. [L. ante,

before, and Room.]
Antevenlent, an-te-ve'ni-ent, oiij. coming before, pre-

ceding. [L. antevenient-em ; ante, before, ven-lre,

to come.]
Anthelion, ant-her>'un, n. a luminous coloured ring

observed by a spectator on a cloud or fog-bank over
against the sun :—pl. Anthel'ia. [Gr. anti, oppo-
site, helios, the sun.]

Anthelmintic, an-thel-mint'ik, adj. destroying or

expelling worms. [Gr. anti, against, and helmins,
helminthos, a worm.]

Anthem, an'them, n. a piece of sacred music sung in

alternate parts: a piece of sacred music set to a
passage from Scripture : any song of praise or glad-

ness.

—

v.t. to praise in an anthem.—adv. An'themwlse. [AS. an-
tefn — Gr. antiphona — anti, in

return, phone, the voice. See
Antiphon.]

Anther, an'ther, n. the top of the

stamen in a flower which contains

the pollen or fertilising dust.

—

adjs.

An'theral; Antheriferous, bearing
anthers; Anth'eroid, resembling an
anther. [L. antkera, which meant
a medicine extracted from flowers,

and consisting esp. of the internal

organs of flowers — Gr. ant/ieros,

flowery— anthos, a flower.]

Antheridium, an-ther-id'i-um, n. the
male reproductive organs of many
cryptogams, as ferns, horse-tails, mosses, &c.
antkera, and -idium, Gr. dim. ending.]

Antherozooid, an-ther-o-zO'oid, «. a minute moving
body in the antheridia of cryptogams. [L. antkera,
and zooid—Gr. zooeides, like an animal — eoon,

animal, and eidos, shape.]
Anthocarpous, an-tho-kar'pus, adj. (bot.) bearing

fniit resulting from many flowers, as the pine-apple.

[From Gr. anthos, a flower, karpos, fruit.]

Anthoid, an'thoid, adj. flower-like. [Gr. anthos,

a flower, and -eides, like.]

Antholite, an'tho-llt, n. a flower turned into stone, a
fossil flower. [Gr. anthos, a flower, lithos, stone.]

Antholo^, an-thol'oj-i, «. (lit.) a gathering or
collection of flowers : a collection of poems or
choice literary extracts, esp. epigrams, orig. applied
to the collections of Greek epigrams so called.

—

adj. Antholog'icaL [Gr. anthos, a flower, Ug-
ein, to gather.]

Anthomuiia, an-tha-in2n'ya, n. a madness for flowers.
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—n. Anthoman'iac. [Gr. anlkos, and tnania,
madness.]

Anthony (St), an'ton-i, the patron saint of swine-

herds : the smallest pig in a litter.—Anthony's fire,

a popular name for erysipelas.

Antnozoa, an'tho-zO-a, «.//. another name for Ac-
tinozoa, one of the three classes of Ccelenterates,

including sea-anemones, corals, &c. [Gr. anthos,

a flower, zda, animals.]

Anthracene, an-thra-sen', n. a substance obtained

in 1832 in the distillation of coal-tar, of value as

the source of artificial alizarin. [Gr. anthrak, coal,

and -etie.\

Anthracite, an'thras-It, «. a kind of coal that burns
nearly without flame, smell, or smoke, consisting

almost entirely of carbon, and not readily ignited.

—

cuijs. AnthraciferoUS, yielding anthracite; An-
thracit'lc—«. Anthracit'ism. [Gr. anthrakites,

coal-like

—

anthrax, coal.]

Anthrax, an'thraks, «. a widely distributed and very
destructive disease, most common among sheep and
cattle, the first infectious disease proved to be due
to the presence of microscopic vegetable organisms
(bacilli)—other names are Splenic Apoplexy, Splenic
Fever, and as it occurs in man. Malignant Pustule
and Woolsorter's Disease : a carbuncle or malignant
ho\\.—adjs. Anthra'cic, An'thracoid. [L.—Gr.
atithrax, coal, a carbuncle.]

Anthropical, an-throp'ik-al, adj. {rare) connected
with human nature. [Gr. anthropikos, human,
anthropos, man.]

Anthropinism, an-thrOp'in-ism, n. the looking at

tilings in their relation to man. [Gr. anthropiuos,
human {anthropos), and -istn.\

Anthropocentric, an-thrO-po-sent'rik, adj. centring
all the universe in man. [Gr. anthropos, man, and
kentron, centre.]

Anthropography, an-thro-pog'ra-fi, n. that branch of
anthropology which treats of the human race accord-
ing to Its geographical distribution. [Gr. anthropos,
man, graphia, description

—

graphein, to "write.]

Anthropoid, an'throp-oid, adj. in the form of or re-

sembling man.—«. the anthropoid ape, the highest
and most man-like monkey.—a*^'. An'thropoidal.
[Gr. anthropos, man, eidos, form.]

Anthropolatry, an-thro-pol'a-tri, n. the giving of
divine honours to a human being, a term always
employed in reproach. It was used by the Apollin-
ariaiis against the orthodox Christians of the 4th
and 5th centuries, with reference to the doctrine of
the perfect human nature of Christ. [Gr. anthro-
pos, man, latreia, worship.]

Anthropolite, an-throp'o-llt, «. human remains turned
into stone, fossil human remains. [Gr. anthropos,
man, litlios, stone.]

Anthropology, an-throp-ol'oj-i, «. the science of
man, more especially considered as a social animal

:

the natural history of man in its widest sense,

treating of his relation to the brutes, his evolution,

the different races, &c.

—

adj. AnthropolOg'lcaL—
adv. Anthropolog'lcally.-«. Anthropologist, one
versed in anthropology. [Gr. anthropos, man, and
logos, discourse

—

legein, to say.]

Anthropometry, an-thr5-pom'et-ri, «. the measure-
ment of the human body to discover its exact
dimensions and the proportions of its parts, for

comparison with its dimensions at diflferent periods,

or in different races and classes.

—

adj. Anthro-
pomet'ric. [Gr. anthropos, man, and mctrein, to

measure.]
Anthropomorphism, an-throp-o-morf'izm, «. the re-

Eresentalion of the Deity in the form of man or with
odily parts : the ascription to the Deity of human

affections and passions.

—

adj. Anthropomorphic.
—v.t. Anthropomorph'Ise, to regard as or render
anthropomorphous.

—

ns. Anthropomorph'ist ; An-
thropomorpn'ite ; Anthropomorph'iusm. [Gr,

anthrSpos, man, tnorphi, form.]
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Anthropomorphosis, an-thrS-po-morf-os'is, or -morf•

OS-IS, «. transformation into human shape.—a<//
Anthropomorph'OUS, formed like or resembling
man. [Gr. anthropomorplidsis— anthrdpos, man
and a verb of action, formed from ntorphe, shape ]

'

Anthropopathism, an-thro-pop'a-thizm, «. the ascrip-
tion to the Deity of human passions and affections
—also Anthropop'athy.—rt</y. Anthropopath'io —
adv. Anthropopath'ically. [Gr. anthropos, man
pathos, suffering, passion.]

'

Anthropophagy, an-thro-pofaj-i, «. cannibalism.—
n.pl. Anthropoph'agi, man-eaters, cannibals.—«j.
Anthropophagin'ian {Shak.), a cannibal ; Anthro-
poph'agite. — rt<r>'. Anthropophagous. [Gr. an-
thropos, man, p/uig-ein, to eat.]

Anthropophuism, an-thrO-pofu-izm, n. the ascription
of a human nature to the gods. [Gr. anthrdpos,
man, and phue, nature, and -«w.]

Anthroposophy, an-thrO-pos'o-fi, «. the knowledge
of the nature of men : human wisdom.—«. An-
thropos'ophlst, one furnished with the wisdom of
men. [Gr. anthrdpos, man, and sophia, wisdom]

Anthropotomy, an-thrO-pot'om-i, «. anatomy of the
human body. [Gi. anthropos, man, and temnem,
to cut.]

Anti, ant'i, p/x. against, in opposition to, rivalling,
simulating. It forms numerous derivatives, alike
nouns and adjectives, as antichrist, antipope, anti-
climax, anti-tobacconist; anti-Ritualistic, anti-
Semite. [Gr. anti, against, instead of, &c.]

Antiar, an'ti-ar, «. the upas-tree (see IJpas). [Jav.
antjar. ]

Anti-attlition, an'ti-at-trish'on, n. anything which
counteracts attrition or friction—also figuratively.
[Pfx. Anti- and Attrition.]

AntibiliOUS, an'ti-bil'yus, adj. of use against bilious-
ness. [Anti- and BilioilS. ]

Antiburgher, an-ti-burg'er, n. that section of the
Scottish Secession Church which parted from the
main body (the Burghers) in 1747, holding it un-
lawful to take the oath administered to burgesses in
Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Perth, because of the
reference to ' the true religion presently professed
within this realm.' They read into it an allusion to
the Church as by law established, while others in-

terpreted it as signifying simply the Protestant
religion. [Anti- and Burgher.]

Antic, ant'ik, adj. grotesque : odd : ridiculous in
shape, dress, &c.—«. a fantastic or ancient figure,
caricaturing or combining grotesquely animal or
vegetable forms, or both together : {Shak.) a
grotesque pageant : a buffoon, clown, mountebank :

a trick, mostly in pi.— v.t. (Shak.) to make grotesque.—v.i. An'tiCize {Browning), to play antics. [It.

antico, equivalent to It. grottesco, and orig. used
of the fantastic decorations composed of human and
other forms found in the remains of ancient Rome
—L. antiquus.\

AnticatholiC, an-ti-kath'o-lik. adj. opposed to what
is Catholic. [Anti- and Catholic]

Antichlor, an'ti-klOr, n. a substance used in the
making of paper to free the pulp from the in-

jurious after-effects of chlorine. [Anti- and
Ohlor-ine.]

Antichrist, an'ti-krlst, «. the great opposer of Christ
and Christianity : the name of a great enemy of
Christ always expected to appear by the early
Church, applied by some to the Pope and his
power.

—

adj. Antichristian (-krist'-), relating to

Antichrist: opposed to Christianity.

—

n. Anti-
christ'ianism. — adv. Antichrist'ianly. [Gr.

;

anti, against, and Christ-os.]
Anticipate, an-tis'ip-at, v.t. to be beforehand with

(another person or thing), to forestall or preoccupy

:

to take in hand, or consider, before the due time :

to foresee : realise beforehand, or count upon as
certain : to expect

—

v.t. and v.i. to accelerate : to

occur earlier than.

—

adj, and n, AntiO'ipailt, antici-
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pating, anticipative. — n. Antlclpa'tion, act of
anticipating : assignment to too early a time : fore-

taste : previous notion, or presentiment : expectation.
—adjs. Anticipative, Anticipatory.—o^/z/j. An-
ticipa'tlvely, Anticipa'torily {rare)- [L. antici-

pare, -alum—ante, before, cap-ere, to take. ]

Anticivlc, an-ti-siv'ik, adj. opposed to citizenship,

esp. the conception of it engendered by the French
Revolution.

—

n. AnticlVism.
Anticlimax, an-ti-kllm'aks, n. the opposite of climax :

a sentence in which the ideas become less important
towards the close : also of any descent as against a
previous rise—e.g. Waller's

' Under the Tropicks is our language spoke,

And part of Flanders hath receiv'd our yoke.

'

[Gr. anti, against, and Climax.]
Anticlinal, an-ti-klTn'al, adj. sloping in opposite

directions.—«. (geol.) applied to strata which are

inclined in opposite directions from a common
axis— in a roof-like form. [Gr. anti, against,

klin-ein, to lean.]

Anticyclone, an-ti-sfklOn, «. name given to the

rotatory flow of air from an atmospheric area of
high pressure.

—

adj. Anticyclon'ic. [Anti- and
Cyclone.]

Antidote, an'ti-dOt, n. that which is given against
anything that would produce bad effects: a counter-
poison : {Jig.) anything that prevents evil (with
against, for, id).—adj. An'tidOtaL [Gr. antidotos—anti, against, didomi, to give. ]

Antient. See Ancient.
Antifebrile, an-ti-feb'ril, adj. efficacious against

fever.—«. a substance with such properties.—Also
Antifebrifio.

Anti-federal, an-ti-fed'e-ral, adj. opposed to fed-

eralism ; applied to the U.S. party whose funda-
mental principle was opposition to the strengthening
of the national government at the expense of the

States. Later names for the parly were Republican,
Democratic Republican, and Democratic alone.

—

ns. Anti-fed'eralism ; Anti-federalist.
Antifriction, an-ti-frik'shun, n. anything which pre-

vents friction. [Anti- and Friction.]
Antl-Galllcan, an-ti-gal'ik-an, adj. and n. opposed to

what is French : or esp. opposed to the Galilean
liberties of the French Church.— «. Anti-Gall'-
icanism. [Anti- and Oalllcan.]

Anti^ropelOS, an-ti-grOp'el-os, «. waterproof leggings.

[Said to be made up from Gr. anti, against, hygros,
wet, and pelos, mud. Prob. this barbarous word was
orig. an advertisement.]

Antlbelix, an'ti-he-liks, n. the inner curved ridge of
the pinna of the ear:— j>l. Antllierices. — Also
An'tnelix.

Anti-Jacobin, an'ti-jak'o-bin, adj. opposed to the
Jacobins, a party in the French Revolution, hence
an opponent of the French Revolution, or of demo-
cratic principles.

—

n. one opposed to the Jacobins

:

a weekly paper started in England in 1797 by
Canning and others to refute the principles of the
French Revolution.—«. An'ti-Jatfoblnlsm. [Antl-
and Jacobin.]

Antilegomena, an-ti-leg-om'en-a, n.pl. a term applied
to those books of the New Testament not at first

accepted bjr the whole Christian Church, but ulti-

mately admitted into the Canon—the seven books
of 2 Peter, James, Jude, Hebrews, 2 and 3 John,
and the Apocalypse.—The other books were called

Homologoumena, 'agreed to.' [Gr., lit. 'spoken
against. ]

Antllogarithm, an-ti-log'a-rithm, n. the complement
of the logarithm of a sine, tangent, or secant. [Antl-
and Logarithm.]

Antilogy, an-til'o-Ji, «. a contradiction. (Gr. anti-
togia, contradiction, antilegein, to contradict.]

Antimacassar, an-ti-mak-as'ar, n. a covering for

sofas, cushions, &c., to protect them from grease.

esp. in the hair, also for ornament. [Anti- and
Macassar.]

Antimask, Antimasque, an'ti-mask, ». a ridiculous

interlude dividing the parts of the more serious

mask. [Gr. anti, against, and Mask.]
Antimetabole, an-ti-me-tab'ol-e, n. (riu't.)a. figure in

which the same words or ideas are repeated in

inverse order, as Quarles's ' Be wisely worldly, but
not worldly wise.' [Gr.]

Antimetathesis, an'ti-me-tath'e-sis, ». inversion of
the members of an antithesis, as in Crabbe's 'A
poem is a speaking picture ; a picture, a mute poem.'
[Gr.]

AntlmnemoniC, an-ti-ne-mon'ik, adj. and n. tending
to weaken the memory. [Anti- and Mnemonic]

Antlmonarchical, an-ti-mon-ark'i-kal, adj. opposed
to monarchy and monarchical principles.—«. Antl-
monarcbist. [Anti- and Monarchical.]

Antimony, an'ti-mun-i, «. a brittle, bluish -white
metal of flaky, crystalline texture, much used in
the arts and in medicine. — adjs. Antlmon'lal,
Antlmon'ic. [Through Fr. from Low L. anti-
mo7iium, of unknown origin, prob. a corr. of some
Arabic word.]

Anti-national, an-ti-nash'un-al, adj. hostile to one's
nation.

Antinephritic, an-ti-ne-frit'ik, adj. acting against
diseases of the kidney. [Gr. ««//, against, and
Nephritic]

Antlnomianism, an-ti-nSm'i-an-izm, n. the belief that
Christians are emancipated by the gospel from the
obligation to keep the moral law—a monstrous abuse
and perversion of the Pauline doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, esp. applied to the party of Johann
Agricola in the German Reformation.—«. and adj.
Antinom'ian, against the law : pertaining to the
Antinomians. [Gr. anti, against, nomas, a law.]

Antinomy, an'ti-nom-i, or an-tin'o-mi, «. a contra-
diction in a law: a conflict of authority : conclusions
discrepant though .ipparently logical.— adjs. An^
tino'mic, Antlno'mical. [Gr. anti, against, nomas,
a law.]

Antlnous, an-tin'O-us, «. an ideal of youthful manly
beauty, from the name of tlie favourite of the
Roman emperor Hadrian so famous in ancient art.

Antiochian, an-ti-o'ki-an, adj. of or pertaining to the
city of Antioch, or the eclectic system in philosophy
of Antiochus of Ascalon. -«. Antio'chianism, a
school of theology in the 4th and 5th centuries
which spread over the whole Graeco-Syrian Church,
and was a revolt against the allegorical interpretation
of Scripture favoured by the Alexandrian school.

AntiodontalgiC, an-ti-O-dont-alj'ik, atij. of use against
toothache. [Gr. anti, against, adaus, tooth, and
algein, to suffer pain. ]

Antipathy, an-tip'ath-i, n. dislike : repugnance :

opposition : the object of antipathy (with against,
to, between of persons).

—

adjs. Antipathet'io, -al

;

Antipath'lC, belonging to antipathy : opposite :

contrary.—«. Antip'athlst, one possessed by an
antipathy. [Gr. anti, against, /rt/Ai)y, feeling.]

AntiperiodiC, an-ti-pe-ri-od'ik, adj. destroying the
periodicity of diseases, such as ague, whose attacks
recur at regular intervals : a drug with such an
effect, esp. cinchona bark and its alkaloids (quinine),
and arsenic.

Antiperistaltic, an-ti-per-i-stal'tik, adj. contrary to
peristaltic motion : acting upwards. [Anti- and
Peristaltic]

AntiperistasiS, an-ti-per-ist'a-sis, n. opposition of
circumstances : resistance exerted against any train

of circumstances. [Gr. ; a«/j, against, and /fr/jj'a-

sis, a circumstance

—

peri, around, and histemi,
make to stand.]

Antiphlogistic, an-ti-floj-ist'ik, adj. of remedies act-
ing against heat, or inflammation, as blood-letting,

purgatives, low diet.—«. a medicine to allay in-

flammation. [Anti- and Phlogistic]
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Antiphon, an'tif-On, ft. alternate chanting or singing :

a species of sacred song, sung by two p:\rties, each
responding to the other—also Antiph'ony.

—

adj.

Antlph'onal, pertaining to antiphony.

—

n. a book
of antiphons or anthems—also Antipll'onary and
Antlph oner.—a<2>>. Antlphon'lc, Antlphon'lcal,
mutually responsive.

—

oiiz'. Antiphon'ically. [Gr.

;

anti, in return, and phone, voice. A doublet of

Anthem.]
Antiphrasis, an-tjfra-sis, «. (rhet.) the use of words

in a sense opposite to the true one.

—

Oiijs. Antiph-
ras'tlc, -al, involving antiphrasis : ironical.

—

adv.
Antiphras'tlcally. [Gr. ; anti, against, phrasis,
speech.]

Antipodes, an-tip'od-5z, «.//. those living on the
other side of the globe, and whose feet are thus
opposite to ours : the inhabitants of any two opposite
points of the globe : places on the earth's surface
exactly opposite each other, the region opposite
one's own : the exact opposite of a person or thing :

—sing. An'tipode.

—

adjs. Antlp'odal, Antipode'an.
—At antipodes, in direct opposition. [Gr. anti,
opposite lo,pous, podos, a foot.]

Antipole, an'ti-pOl, «. the opposite pole : direct
opposite. [Anti- and Pole.]

Anlipope, an'ti-pop, «. a pontiff elected in opposition
to one canonically chosen, e.g. those who resided at
Avignon in the 13th and 14th centuries. [Gr. anti,
against, and Pope.]

Antipopular, an-ti-pop'u-lar, adj. adverse to the
people or the popular cause. [Anti- and Popular.]

Antipjrrin, an-ti-pl'rin, n. a white crystalline powder,
tasteless, colourless, and soluble in water, obtained
from coal-tar products by a complex process, with
valuable qualities as a febrifuge, but not as an
antiperiodic.

—

adj. Antipyretic.
Antiquary, an'ti-kwar-i, K. one who studies or collects

old things, esp. the monuments and relics of the
past—but not very ancient things, and rather from
curiosity than archajological interest.

—

adj. (Shak.)
ancient. — adj. and n. Antiquar'ian, connected
with the study of antiquities, also one devoted to
the study.—«. Antiquar'ianism. [See Antique.]

Antique, an-tek', adj. ancient : of a good old age,
olden (now generally rhetorical in a good sense) :

old-fashioned, after the manner of the ancients.—«.
anything very old : ancient relics : an American
name for a kind of type of thick and bold face in
which the lines are of equal thickness

—

Egyptian
in England.—t/./. An'tiquate, to make antique, old,
or obsolete : to put out of use '.^pr.p. an'tiquating

;

pa.p. an'tiquated.

—

adj. An'tiquated, grown old,
or out of fashion : obsolete : superannuated.

—

n.
Antlqua'tlon, the making obsolete : abrogation :

obsoleteness.—rti/z/. Antiquely.—//. Antique'ness.
—adj. Antiq'uish, somewhat antique.— The An-
tique, ancient work in art, the style of ancient art.
[Fr.—L. antiquus, old, ancient

—

ante, before.]
Antiquity, an-tik'wi-ti, «. ancient times, esp. the

times of the ancient Greeks and Romans : great
age : (Shak^ old age, seniority : ancient style : the
people of old time : (//.) manners, customs, relics of
ancient times.—«. Antiqultar'ian, one attached to
the practices and opinions of antiquity. [Fr.—L.
antiguitat-em—antiguus, ancient ]

Antirrhinum, an-tir-rfnum, n. the genus of plants to
which Snapdragon belongs. [Neo-Latin, from Gr.
anti, opposite, and ris, rinos, nose ; from its resem-
blance to a beast's mouth.]

AntiSCian, an-tish'i-an, adj. of or pertaining to people
living on different sides of the equator, whose
shadowsat noon fall in opposite directions.

—

n.pl.
Antls'cii. [Gr. ; anti, opposite, skia, a shadow.]

Antiscorbutic, an-ti-skor-but'ik, adj. acting against
scurvy.—«. a remedy for scurvy. [Gr. anti, against,
and Scorbutic]

Antiscriptural, an-ti-skrip'tOr-al, adj. opposed to
Holy Scripture. [Anti- and SorlpturaL ]

Anti-Semlt6S, an'ti-sem'Its, n.pl. the modem oppo-
nents of the Jews in Russia, Roumania, Hungar>',
and Eastern Germany.

—

adj. Antlsemltlc.
Antiseptic, an-ti-sept'ik, adj. and n. counteracting

putrefaction and analogous fermentive changes

:

preventing moral decay. — adv. Antiseptlc^y.
[Gr. anti, against, and sepein, to rot.]

Antisocial, an-ti-sOsh'al, adj. opposed to the principles
and usages of society. [Anti- and Social.]

Antispasmodic, an-ti-spaz-mod'ik, adj. opposing
spasms or convulsions.— «. a remedy for spasms or
convulsions. [Gr. anti, against, and Spasmodic]

Antispast, an'ti-spast, n. in metre, a foot composed of
an iambus and a trochee.—adj. AntispastlC. [Gr.
antispastos, antispa-ein, to draw into a contrary
direction.]

Antistrophe, an-tis'trOf-e, n. {poet.) the returning
movement from left to right in Greek choruses and
dances, the movement of the strophe being from right

to left : the stanza of a song alternating with the
strophe : an inverse relation.

—

adj. Antistrophlc,
pertaining to the antistrophe. [Gr. ; anti, against,

and streph-ein, to turn. ]

Antitbeism, an-ti-the'izm, n. the doctrine which
denies the existence of a God.

—

n, Antlthelst.

—

adj. Antithelstlc
Antithesis, an-tith'e-s!s, n. a figure in which

thoughts or words are set in contrast : a counter-
thesis, counter-proposition : opposition : the con-
trast \—pl. Antlth'eses.—«. Antlthet (rare), an
instance of antithesis.

—

adjs. Antithetic, -al.

—

adv.
Antithetically. [Gr. ; anti, against, tithemi, to

place.]

Antitoxin, an-ti-tok'sin, «. the name applied to sub-

stances present in the blood of an animal which
neutralise the action of toxins or bacterial poisons.

—adj. Antitoxic
Antitrade, an'ti-trad, n. a wind that blows in the

opposite direction to the trade-wind—that is, in the

northern hemisphere from south-west, and in the

southern hemisphere from north-west.

Antitrinitarian, an-ti-trin-it-ar'i-an, «. and adj.

ojiposed to the doctrine of the Trinity.—«. Antl-
trinitar'ianism.

Antit3rpe, an'ti-tlp, «. that which corresponds to the

type : that which is prefigured by the type, as Christ

by the paschal lamb. —adjs. Antityp'al, -typical.

Antler, antler, «. a bony outgrowth from the frontal

bones of deer—restricted to males, except in the rein-

deer : the branch of a stag's horn.

—

adj. Antlered.
[O. Fr. antoillier—Late L. ani(e)ocular'em{ramu>ii),

the branch of a stag's horn before the eyes.]

Ant-lion, ant'll-on, n. the larva of an insect of the
order Neuroptera, remarkable for the ingenuity of

its insect-catching habits. [Trans, of Gr. murmeko-
lean in the Septuagint ; murmex, ant, and ledn,

lion.]

Antonomasla, ant-on-om-az'i-a, u. figure of speech
which uses an epithet on the name of an office or
attributive for a person's proper name, e.g. his lord-

ship for an earl; and conversely, e.g. a Napoleon
for a great conqueror. [Gr. ; anti, instead, and
onomazein, to name, onoma, a name.]

Autre, an'ter, n. a cave or grotto. [Fr. ; L. antrum,
a cave.]

Anura, a-nu'ra, n.pL tailless amphibia such as the

frog and toad.—Also AnOU'ra. [Gr. an-, priv.,

oura, tail.]

Anus, an'us, n. the lower orifice of the bowels. [L.,

for as-ntis, 'sitting-part,' from root as, to sit.]

AnTll, an'vil, «. an iron block on which smiths

hammer metal into shape.—On or Upon the anvil,

in preparation, under discussion. [A.S. anjilte, on
Jilte; on, on, and a supposed^/<a«, to weld, appear-

ing also in Felt.]

Anxious, angk'shus, adj. uneasy regarding something
doubtful : solicitous.

—

n. Anxi'eqT, state of being

anxious.—a<^z'. An'ziously.—». Aii'zioiisness. [L.



Any fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Aphrodisiac

anxius—an£^-ire, to press tightly. See Anger,
AngTiish.]

Any, en'ni, adj. one indefinitely : some : whoever.

n. An'ybody, any single individual.

—

adv. Any-
how, in any way whatever : in any case, at least.

—

ns. An'3rthlng, a thing indefinitely, as opposed to

nothing : any whit, to any extent; Anythinga'rian,
one with no beliefs in particular ; Anjrthinga'rlan-

\snL—advs. An'yway, An'yways, in any manner :

anyhow : in any case ; An'ywhere, An'ywhen, in

any place whatever, at any time ; An'ywise, in any
manner, to any degree.—Any one, any single

individual, anybody.—At any rate, whatever may
happen, at all events.—If anything, if in any degree.

[A.S. etnig—an, one.]

Aonlan, a-O'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Aonia in Greece,

or to the Muses supposed to dwell there.—Aonian
fount, the fountain Aganippe, on a slope of Mount
Helicon—the Ionian mount.

Aorist, a'or-ist, n. the name of certain tenses in

the Greek verb expressing indefinite time.

—

adj.

Aorist'lo. [Gr. aorUtos, indefinite

—

a, neg., and
horisios, horizein, horos, a limit.]

Aorta, a-or'ta, n. the great arterial trunk which, rising

from the left ventricle of the heart, sends its branches
ramifying through the whole body—in man sub-
divided into the arch, the tliorack aorta, and the

abdominal aorta.— adj's. Aor'tal, Aor'tic. [Gr.

aorte—aeir-cin, to raise up.]

Apace, a-pas', adzi. at a quick pace : swiftly : fast

:

said of the flight of time generally. [Prep, a, and
Pace.]

ApagOglC, -al, ap-a-goj'ik, -al, adj. proving indirectly

by an apt^oge or reduction to an absurdity, the

truth of the thesis being evinced through the false-

hood of its opposite—opposed to direct or ostensive

proof. [Gr. apagoge, leading away, abduction,
apagein, to lead otT.]

Apanage. See Appanage.
Apart, a-part', adv. separately : aside : asunder,

parted : separate : away from all employment : out
of consideration, not considered for the moment (with
front).—n. Apartness.—To set apart, to separate,
consecrate. [Fr. a. part—h. aparte, from the part
or side.]

Apartment, a-part'ment, ». a separate room in a
liouse occupied by a particular person or party :

(arch.) a suite or set of such rooms—now in this

sense the pi. : (pbs.) a compartment.

—

adj. Apart-
ment'al. [Fr. appartement, a suite of rooms
forming a complete dwelling, through Low L., from
L. ad, und partlre, to dividc^pars, a part.]

Apathy, ap'ath-i, «. want of feeling: absence of
passion : indiflTerence.

—

adj's. Apathet'lC, Apathet'-
loal {rare).—adv. Apathetically. [Gr. ; a, neg.,
pathos, feeling.]

Apatite, ap'a-tit, «. a phosphate of lime of great
variety of colour. [Gr. apate, deceit, its form and
colour being deceptive. ]

Apay, a-pa', v.t. (arch.) to satisfy, content: (obs.) to

repay. [O. Fr. apayer, from L. ad, and pacdre,
pac-em, peace.]

Ape, ap, «. a monkey : a monkey without a tail or
with a very short one : a simian proper, linking man
and the lower animals, and hence termed Anthro-
poid—gorilla, chimpanzee, orang-outang, or gibbon

:

one who plays the ape, a silly imitator : (Shak.) an
imitator m a good or neutral sense.

—

v.t. to imitate
as an ape.—«j. Ape'dom ; Ape'hood ; Apery, con-
duct of one who apes, any ape-like action : a colony of
apes.

—

adj. Ap'lsh, like an ape : imitative : foppish.
—adv. Ap'lshly.—«j. Ap'ishness, Ap'ismCCrtr/y/*-).
-^-God's ape, a born fool.—To lead apes in hell, be-
lieved to be the lot of old maids there ; To make
any one his ape. To put an ape in his hood (obs.),

to make a fool of any one. [A.S. apa : Gcr. affe.\
Apeak, Apeek, a-pek', adv. (naut.) vertical— the
anchor is apeak when the cable is drawn >o as to
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bring the ship's bow directly over it. [<i, to, and
Peak.)

Apelles, a-pel'ez, n. any consummate artist, from the
great Greek painter Apelles, under Alexander the
Great.

Apepsy, a-pep'si, Apepsia, a-pep'si-a, «. weakness of
digestion. [Gr. apepsia, indigestion ; a, priv., pep-
tein, to digest.]

Aper9U, a-per'sSO, n. a summary exposition : a
brief outline. [Fr. aperfu, pa. p. oi apercevoir, to
perceive.]

Aperient, a-pe'-ri-ent, adj. opening : mildly purga-
tive.— n. any laxative medicine. [L. aperient-
em, aperfre, to open.]

Apert, a-perl?, adj. (arch.) o^n, public— opp. to
Privy.—n. Apert'ness. tL. apert-um, pa. p. of

apert re, to open.]
Aperture, a'pert-ur, n. an opening : the space through
which light passes in an optical instrument : a hole.
[L. apertura—aperire, to open.]

ApetalOUS, a-pet'al-us, adj. (bot.) without petals.

[Gr. a, neg., and petalon, a petal.]

Apex, a'peks, «. the summit or point : the vertex of a
triangle : the culminating point, climax of anything :

—pi. Apexes (a'peks-ez), Apices (ap'i-sez). [L. apex,
the peak of the flameu's cap]

Aphasresis, Apheresis, a-fer'isis, «. (gram.) the
taking away of a letter or syllable at the beginning
of a word. [Gr. aphairesis, a. taking away, apo,
away, and haire-ein, to take.]

Aphaniptera, af-an-ip'ter-a, n.pi. a small order of
insects having but rudimentary scales in place of
wings.

—

adj. Appenlp'terous. [Gr. aphanes, vn-

visible, />^(;/-t;«, wing.]
Aphasia, a-fa'zi-a, «. inability to express thought in

words by reason of some brain disease : or, more
widely still, the loss of the faculty of interchanging
thought, without any affection of the intellect or

will.

—

adj. Aphas'iC. [Gr. ; a, neg., phasis, speech
—phanai, to speak.]

Aphelion, a-fe'li-on, n. the point of a planet's orbit

farthest away from the sun :—pl. Aphe'lia. [Gr.

apo, from, helies, the sun.]

AphellotropiC, a-fe-li-o-trop'ik, adj. turning away
from the sun. [Gr. apo, away, lielios, sun, and
tropikos, belonging to turning

—

trep-ein, to turn.]

Aphemia, a-fem'i-a, «. loss of speech caused by diffi-

culty in articulation due to paralysis. [Gr. a, neg.,

and pheme, voice, fame

—

phanai, to speak.]
Apheresis. See Aphaeresis.
Aphesis, afes-is, n. the gradual loss of an unaccented
vowel at the beginning of a word, as in squire
= esqtiire—a special form of Apharesis. — adj.

Aphet'iC. [Coined by Dr Murray. Gr.]
Aphis, a'fis, n. a family of small * plant-lice ' belong-

ing to the order of hemipterous insects, occurring in

temperate regions as parasites on the roots, leaves,

stems, &c. of plants. Some kinds are tended, pro-

tected, and imprisoned by ants for the 'honey-dew'
which they secrete, hence called Ant-cows:

—

pi.

Aphides (afi-dez).—m//'. and «. Aphid'ian. [Ety.
unknown ; one conjecture connects the word with
Gr. apheideis, unsparing (a, neg., &nd pheidoniai, to

spare), from the remarkable rapidity of propaga-
tion.]

Aphony, af'on-i, «. loss of voice : dumbness—the more
common form isApho'nia.

—

oiijs. Aphon'ic, Aphon'-
OUS, voiceless. [Gr. a, neg., p/idnp, voice.]

Aphorism, afor-izm, n. a concise statement of a prin-
ciple in any science : a brief, pithy saying : an adage.—v.t. and v.i. Aph'orlse, to coin or use aphorisms.—ns. Aph'oriser ; Aph'orist, a writer of aphorisms.—oiij. Aphoris'tic, in the form of an aphorism.

—

adv. Aphorist'ically. [Gr. aphorizein, to mark off

by boundaries

—

apo, from, and horos, a limit.]

Aphrodisiac, af-ro-diz'-i-ak, ^rf;'. exciting to sexual in-

tercourse.

—

n. that which excites to sexual inter-

course.

—

adj. AphrodlS'ian, belonging to Venus,



Aphthee mote ; mOte ; mOOn ; Men. Apoloeretic

devoted to sensual love. [Gr. apkrodisiakos—
Aphrodite, Venus, the goddess of love.)

Apllth89, afthe, n.pl. small whitish ulcers on the sur-

face of a mucous membrane. [Gr. aphtha, mostly

in pi. aphthai, usually connected with hapt-ein, to

set on fire. ]

Aphyllous, a-fil'us, adj. (hot.) destitute of leaves.

[Gr. a, r\t:%., phyllon, a leaf.]

Apiaxy, ap'i-ar-i, «. a place where bees are kept.

—

adjs. Apiar'lan, Ap'lan, relating to bees or bee-

keeping.— ». Ap'iarist, one who keeps an apiary :

one who studies the habits of bees. [L. apiarium—
apis, a bee.]

Apicat ap'ik-al, adj. relating to the apex, or top.

—

adv. Ap'icaUy. [See Apex.]
Apices. See Apex.
ApiCian, a-plsh'yan, adj. relating to Apicius, the

Roman epicurean in the time of Tiberius : luxuri-

ous and expensive in diet.

Apiculture, a'pi-cult-flr, n. bee-keeping. [L. apis,

bee, and cultura, keeping—<r(»/f>?, to keep.]

Apiece, a-pes', adv. for each piece, thing, or person :

to each individually.

—

adv. A.'piQC!0% {obs.), in pieces.

Aplnch, a-pinsh', adv. pinching, so as to pinch. [Prep.

a, and Plnch.]
Aplacental, ap-la-sen'tal, adj. having no placenta.

[a and Placental. See
Placenta.]

Aplomb, a-plom', n. the
perpendicular, perpen-
dicularitj' : self-possession,

coolness. [Fr. aplomb,
perpendicular position—
a plontb, according to

plummet.]
AplUStre, ap-lus'ter, ». the

ornament rising above the
stem of ancient ships,

often a sheaf of volutes.

[L. — Gr. ap/tlaston.'\

Apncsa, ap-ne'a, n. a cessa-

tion of breathing. [Gr.
apnoia.']

Apocalypse, a-pok'al-ips, n.

the name of the last book
of the New Testament
containing the ' revelation'

granted to St John : any revelation or disclosure.
—ns. Apoc'alypst, Apoc alypt, a revealer of the
future. — adjs. Apocalypt'ic, -al.

—

adv. Apocal-
JTpt'ically. — «. Apocaljrpt'ist, the writer of the
Apocalypse.—Apocalyptic number, the mystical
number 666, spoken of in the Apocalypse. The
best solution of the riddle is Neron Kesar—Hebrew
form of the Latin Nero Csesar. The vowels e and
a are not expressed in the ancient Hebrew writing

:

accordingly NeRON KeSaR gives
N R O N K S R
50 + 200 -f- 6 -f 50 -f 100 + 60 -f200 = 666.

[Gr. ; a revelation, an uncovering — apo, from,
kalypt-ein, to cover.]

Apocarpous, ap-o-kar'pus, adj. (i<>/. ) having the car-
pels distinct. [Gr. apo, from, karpos, fruit.]

Apocatastasis, a-po-ka-tast'a-sis, n. (tkeol.) the
final restitution of all things, when at the appear-
ance of the Messiah the kmgdom of God shall be
extended over the whole earth—an idea extended by
Origen to imply the final conversion and salvation of
all created beings, the devil and his angels not ex-
cepted. [Gr. ; apo-kathistanai, to set up again.]

Apocopate, a-pok'o-pat, v.t. to cut off the last letter

or syllable of a word :

—

pr.p. apoc'opating ; pa.p.
apoc'opated.

—

ns. Apocopa'tion ; Apocope (a-pok'-

ope), n. the cutting off of the last letter or syllable
of a word. [Gr. apo, off, koptein, to cut.]

Apocrypha, a-pok'tif-a, «. as applied to religious
writmgs— (t) those suitable for the initiated only;
(2) those of unknown date and origin ; (3) those

Aplustre.

which are spurious—the term generally means the
fourteen books or parts of books known as the
Apocrypha of the Old Testament— found in the
Septuagint but not the Hebrew or Palestinian
canon :—(i) First, or Third, Esdras ; (2) Second, or
Fourth, Esdras ; (3) Tobit ; (4) Judith ; (5) the parts
of Esther not found in Hebrew or Chaldee : (6) The
Wisdom of Solomon ; (7) The Wisdom of Jesus, the
son of Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus ; (8) Baruch ; (9) The
Song of the Three Holy Children ; (10) The History
of Susannah; (11) Bel and the Dragon; (12) The
Prayer of Manasses, king of Judah ; (13) First

Maccabees ; (14) Second Maccabees. The Apoc-
ryphal books of the New Testament, as the Prote-
vangelium of James, the Gospel of Thomas, the
Gesta Pilati, &c., stand on quite a different footing,

never having been accepted by any as canonical, or
in any way authoritative : hidden or secret things.—adj. ApoC'ryphal, of doubtful authority. [Gr.,

'things hidden'

—

apo, from, krypt-ein, to hide.]
Apodal, ap'od-al, adj. without feet : without ventral

fins. [Gr. a, neg., pous, podos, a foot.]

Apodelctic, a-po-dlk'tik, adj. a logical term signifying

a proposition which is necessarily true—demonstra-
tive without demonstration, beyond contradiction

—opp. to Dialectic.—adj. ApodeiC'tlcaL — adv.
Apodeic'tically. [Gr. apodeiktikos—apodeiknunai
(apo and deikntinai), to show off, demonstrate.]

ApodlabolOSiS, a-po-di-a-bol'o-sis, n. (rare— Hare)
lowering to the rank of a devil. [Gr. apo, and
diabolos, devil. Formed like ApotheoSiS.]

Apodosis, a-pod'o-sis, «. (gram.) the consequent
clause in a conditional sentence, as opp. to the
Protasis. [Gr. ; apo, back, didonai, to give.]

Apodyterium, a-po-di-ter'i-um, «. the apartment in

an ancient bath where the clothes were deposited.
[Gr. ; apodyein (apo, from, and dy-ein), to undress.]

Apogee, ap'o-je, «. properly the greatest distance of
the earth from any of the heavenly bodies (the earth

being regarded as the centre of the universe in the

old Ptolemaic astronomy), now restricted to the sun
and moon, the sun's apogee corresponding to the

earth's aphelion, and the moon's being the point of
its orbit farthest from the earth : the highest point,

climax— opp. to Perigee. — adjs. ApogSB'iC, Apo-
ge'an ; Apogeotrop'iC, turning away from the

ground (of leaves, &.Q.).—adv. Apogeotrop'ically.—
«. Apogeot'ropism. [Gr. apogaion ; apo, from, ge,

the earth.]

Apograph, a'po-graf, «. an exact copy. [Gr. apo-
graphon, a copy

—

apo-graph-ein, to write off, copy. ]

ApolaustiC, a-po-law'stik, adj. devoted to the search
of enjoyment.

—

n. the philosophy of the pleasurable.

[Gr. apolaustikos—apolau-ein, to enjoy.]

ApolUnarlanism, a-pol-i-na'ri-an-izm, n. the doctrine

that the Logos, or divine nature in Christ, took the
place of the rational human soul or mind, and that

the body of Christ was a spiritualised and glori-

fied form of humanity—taught by ApoUinaris the

younger, Bishopof Laodiceain Syria (died 390 a.d.),

condemned as denying the true human nature of

Christ by the second CEcumenical Council at Con-
stantinople (381).—«^". Apollina'rlan.

Apollonian, a-po-lon'i-an, adj. having the character-

istics of Apollo, sun-god of the Greeks and Romans,
patron of poetry and music : named from Apollonius
of Perg^, who studied conic sections in the time of

Ptolemy Philopator.—Also Apollon'io.

Apollonlcon, a-pol-On'i-kon, «. a chamber organ of

vast power, supplied with both keys and barrels,

first exhibited in 1817. [Formed from Apollonic, as

hannoiiicon from harmonic.}
Apollyon, a-pol'yun, n. the destroyer : Satan (same

as Abaddon, Rev. ix. ii). [Gr. apollydn, destroying

utterly ; apolly-ein, apo-, and ollynai, to destroy.]

Apologetic, -al, a-pol-oj-et'ik, -al, adj. excusing : re-

gretfully acknowledging : said or written in defence.
— adv. Apologetically. — «. Apologetics, that



Apoloerue fate, ftr ; mS, her ; mine ; Appanagre

branch of theology concerned with the defence of
Christianity. It falls under the two heads o{ natural
and revealed theology—in the former it proves the

existence of God, of the soul in man, a future

state ; in the latter, the canonicity, inspiration, and
trustworthiness of Scripture.

Apologue, a'pol-og, «. a fable, parable, or short allego-

rical story, intended to serve as a pleasant vehicle for

some moral doctrine—applied more particularly to one
in which the actors are animals or inanimate things,

e.g. the apologue of Jotham in Judges, ix. 7-15.

[Fr.

—

GT.afiologos, a fable

—

apo, from, logos, speech.]

Apology, a-pol'oj-i, n. something spoken to ward off

an attack : a defence or justification : frank acknow-
ledgment of an offence : a poor substitute {•with/or;

o/\^ obsolete).

—

v.i. Apol'O^d, to make excuse : to

express regret for a fault (with for).—n. Apol'Oglst,
one who makes an apology : a defender by argument.
[Gr. ; apo, from, •login, speaking

—

leg-ein, to speak.]

Apomorphla, a-po-morf'i-a, «. an alkaloid prepared
from morphia by heating hydrochloric acid—a rapid

and powerful emetic. [Gr. a/>o, from, and Morphia. ]

Apoop, a-p(30p', adv. on the poop, astern.

Apopetalous, ap-o-pet'al-us, adj. (bat.) having distinct

or free petals. [Gr. apo, away, and petalon, a leaf.]

ApophlegmatiC, a-po-fleg-mat'ik, adj. and «. pro-

moting the removal of phlegm. [Gr. apo; and
Phlegmatic]

Apophthegm, Apothegm, a'po-them, «. a pithy
saying, more short, pointed, and practical than
the aphorism need be, e.g. 'God helps them that

help themselves.'— adjs. Apophthegmxit'ic, -al,

pertaining to the nature of an apophthegm, pithy,

sententious. — adv. Apophthegmat'ically. — v.i.

Apophtheg'matise, to speak in apophthegms.

—

n.

Apophtheg'matist. [Gr. apophthegma—apo, forth,

2t.x\A phthengesthai, to utter.]

Apoplexy, a'po-pleks-i, n. loss of sensation and of
motion by a sudden stroke, generally applied by
modern medical writers to rupture of a blood-vessel,

with hemorrhage in the brain or its membranes,
whether with or without consciousness—also figura-

tively.

—

adjs. Apoplec'tlc, -al, pertaining to or caus-
ing apoplexy : suffering from, or likely to suffer from,
apoplexy. —rt</z/. Apoplec'tically.— «. Ap'oplex
(arch.), apoplexy.

—

adj. Ap'oplexed.(.S"A<iA-.), affected

with apoplexy. [Gr. apoplexia—apo, from, away,
and pless-ein, to strike.]

AposiopeslS, a-po-si-o-pe'sis, n. a figure by which
the speaker suddenly stops as though unable or

unwilling to proceed, e.g. Virgil, yEneid, i. 135,

'Quos ego ' [Gr. ;
— apo-siopa-ein, to keep

silent, apo and sidpi, silence.]

Apostasy, Apostacy, a-post'a-si, «. abandonment of
one's religion, principles, or party : a revolt from
ecclesiastical obedience, from a religious profession,

or from holy orders.

—

n. Apost'ate, one guilty of
apostasy : a renegade from his faith from unworthy
motives. — adj. false: traitorous: fallen.— adjs.

Apostat'lc, -in.—v.i. Apost'atise. [Gr. 'astanding
away ;' apo, from, stasis, a standing.]

A posteriori, a pos-te-ri-O'ri, adj. applied to reasoning
from experience, from effect to cause, as opposed to

a priori reasoning, from cause to effect : empirical

:

gained from experience. Synthetic and analytic,

deductive and inductive, correspond in a general
way to a priori and a posteriori. [L. a = ab, from,

posteriori, abl. o{ posterior, comp. ofposterus, after.]

Apostil, -iUe, a-pos'til, n. a marginal note. [Fr.

apostille. See Postil.]

Apostle, a-pos'l, «. one sent to preach the gospel :

specially, one of the twelve disciples of Christ : the
founder of the Christian Church in a country, e.g.

Augustine, the apostle of the English ; Columba, of
the Scots ; Boniface, of Germany, &c. : the principal

champion or supporter of a new system, or of some
cause : the highest in the fourfold ministry of the
Catholic and Apostolic Church : one of the twelve

ofScials forming a presiding high council in the
Mormon Church.

—

ns. Apos'tleshlp, the office or
dignity of an apostle ; Apost'olate, the office of an
apostle : leadership in a propaganda.

—

adjs. Apos-
tol'io, -al.

—

ns. ApostoriCism, profession of apos-
tolicity ; ApostoUc'ity, the quality of being apos-
tolic.—Apostles' creed, the oldest form of Christian
creed that exists, early ascribed to the apostles,
and indeed substantially, if not strictly, apostolic

;

Apostle spoons, silver spoons with handles ending
in figures of the apostles, a common baptismal
present in the i6th and 17th centuries ; Apostles,
Teaching of the Twelve—often called merely the
Didache (Gr. ' teaching ')--the title of a treatise

discovered in 1883 on Christian doctrine and govern-
ment, closely connected with the last two books
(yii.-viii.)of the Apostolic Constitutions.—Apostollo
Constitutions and Canons, notes of ecclesiastical

customs held to be apostolical, written in the form
of apostolic precepts, and erroneously ascribed by
tradition to Clement of Rome ; Apostolic Fathers,
the immediate disciples and fellow-labourers of the
apostles, more especially those who have left writings
behind them (Barnabas, Clement of Rome, Ignatius,
Hermas, Polycarp) ; ApostollC 860, the see of
Rome ; Apostolic vicar, the cardinal representing
the Pope in e.vtraordinary missions.—Apostolioal
succession, the derivation of holy orders by an
assumed unbroken chain of transmission from the
apostles through their natural successors, the bishops
—the theory of the Catholic Church : the assumption
that a ministry so ordained enjoy the succession of
apostolic powers and privileges. (Gr. ; one sent
away, apo, away, stell-ein, to send.]

Apostrophe, a-pos'trof-e, n. {rhet.) a sudden turning
away from the ordinary course of a speech to address
some person or object present or absent, explained
by Quintilian as addressed to a person present, but
extended by modern use to the absent or dead : a
mark (

'
) showing the omission of a letter or letters

in a word, also a sign of the modern Eng. genitive
or possessive case—orig. a mere mark of the
dropping of the letter e in writing.

—

adj. Apos-
troph'ia

—

z'.t. Apos'trophise, to address by apos-
trophe. [Gr. apo, from, and Strophe, a turning.]

Apothecary, a-poth'ek-ar-i, «. one who prepares and
sells drugs for medicinal purposes— a term long since

substituted by druggist, although still a legal de-

scription for licentiates of the Apothecaries' Society
of London, or of the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland.

[Through Fr. and L. from Gr. apotfieke, a store-

house— «/«», away, and tithe-nai, to place.]

Apothecium, ap-O-the'si-um, «. the spore-case in

lichens. [Gr. apotheke, a storehouse. See Apothe-
cary.]

Apothegm. See Apophthegm.
Apotheosis, a-po-the'o-sis, or a-po-the-0'sis, n. deifica-

tion, esp. the formal attribution of divine honours to

a deceased Roman emperor, or special object of the
imperial favour—a logical corollary to the worship
of ancestors, degenerating naturally by anticipation
into the adoration of the living : the glorification of

a principle or person : ascension to glory, release

from earthly life: resurrection. —z/. /'. Apothe'osise,
Apoth'eosise. [Gr. ; apotheo-ein, apo, away from
what he was, theos, a god.]

Apozem, a'po-zem, n. a decoction or infusion. [Gr.

apozema—apo, off, and ze-ein, to boil.]

Appal, ap-pawl', v.i. (Spens.) to wax faint, fail, decay.—v.t. and v.i. (pbs.) to dim, weaken : to terrify,

dismay :

—

pr.p. appal'ling ; pa.p. appalled'.

—

p. adj.
Appalling, shocking.—arfr'. Appallingly. [Perh.

from O. Fr. apalir, apallir, to wax pale, also to

make pale. See Pall and Pale.]
Appanage, Apanage, ap'pan-aj, n. the assignation or
conveyance by the crown of lands and feudal rights

to the princes of the royal family, a provision for

younger sons, a dependency : any perquisite : an
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Apparatus mOce ; mQce ; mCOn ; tAen. Apple

adjunct or attribute.—/.a<(;'. Ap'panaged, endowed
with an appanage. [Fr. apcuutge—L. aJ, and pan-is,

bread.]
Apparatus, ap-par-a'tus, «. things prepared or pro-

vided, material ; set of instruments, tools, natural

organs, &c. : materials for the critical study of a

document. [L. ; ad, to, pardtus (parage), pre-

pared.]
Apparel, ap-par'el, «. covering for the body, dress

:

aspect, guise: (arch.) the rigging of a ship.

—

v.t.

to dress, adorn •.—pr.p. appar'elling or appar'eling :

pa.p. appar'elled or appar'eled.

—

ns. Appar'elling,

Appar'eUng. [O. Fr. apareilUr, through obscure

Low L. forms from L. par, equal, like.]

Apparent, ap-pai'ent, adj. that may be seen : evident

:

palpable : seeming, as opposed to what really is

:

(Shak.) by ellipsis for heir-apparent.

—

adv. Appar'-
ently.— «j. Appar'entness ; Heir'-appar'ent, ap-

plied to one who will undoubtedly inherit if he
survives the present possessor. [Through Fr. from
L. apparcnt-em, appare-re.\

Apparition, ap-par-ish'un, n. an appearance— of a

visitor, a comet, the appearance in history: an im-

material appearance—of a spirit of the departed, as

of a real being, a ghost : (astron.) the first appear-

ance of a celestial body after occultation. — adj.

Appari'tlonaL [See Appear.]
App^Jitor, ap-par'it-or, n. an officer who attends on a

court, or on a magistrate, to execute orders : still

applied to the officer of an archiepiscopal, episcopal,

archidiaconal, or other ecclesiastical court, some-
times to the beadle of a university bearing the mace

:

(rrtr^) one who appears. [L. See Appear.]
Appay, ap-pa', v.t. See Apay.
Appeach, ap-pech', v.t. (ois.) to accuse, censure, or

impeach.—«. Appeaoli'ment. [O. Fr. empechier—
L. impedicare, to catch by the feet

—

in, in, and
pedica, a fetter. See Impeacb.]

Appeal, ap-pel', v.i. to call upon, have recourse to

(with to) : to refer (to a witness or superior authority)

:

make supplication or earnest request to a person for

a thing : to resort for verification or proof to some
principle or person.— v.t. to remove a cause (to

another court).—«. act of appealing : a supphcation :

removal of a cause to a higher tribunal.

—

adjs,

Appeal'able ; Appeal'ing, relating to appeals.

—

adv. Appealingly.—«. Appeal'ingness. [O. Fr.

apeler—appclldre, -dtum, to address, call by name ;

also to appeal to, impeach.]
Appear, ap-per*, v.i. to become visible : to present

one's self formally before an authority or tribunal,

hence to act as the representative or counsel for

another : to be manifest : to be in one's opinion, to

seem : to come into view, to come before the public,

to be published (of a book) : to seem though not

real.

—

ns. Appear'ance, the act of appearing, e.g.

in court to prosecute or answer a charge : the pub-
lication of a book : the effect of appearing con-
spicuously, show, parade : the condition of that

which appears, form, aspect : outward look or show :

a natural phenomenon : an apparition ; Appear'er,
one that appears : one who puts in an appearance in

court.—It appears (impers.).—T!o all appearance,
so far as appears to any one ; To keep up appear-
ances, to keep up an outward show with intent to

conceal the absence of the inward reality ; To put
in an appearance, to appear in person. [Through
Fr. from L. appare-re—ad, to, parere, paritutn, to

come forth.]

Appease, ap-pez', v.t. to pacify : propitiate one who
IS angry : to quiet : to allay : to pacify by granting
demands.—a<^'. Appeasable—». Appease'ment,
the action of appeasing : the state of bemg appeased.—adv. Appeas'ingly. [O. Fr. apese-r, to bring to

peace—L. pac-em, peace.]
Appellant, ap-pel'ant, n. one who makes an appeal
from the decision of a lower court to a higher : one
who makes earnest entreaty of any kind : {pbs.) one

who challenges another to single combat : one of
the clergy in the Jansenist controversy who rejected
the bull Unigenitus issued in 1713, appealing to a
pope ' better informed,' or to a general council—
Oiij. Appell'ate, relating to appeals. [See Appeal.]

Appellation, ap-pel-a'shun, n. that by which any-
thmg is called : a name, especially one attached to
a particular person.

—

adj. Appella'tlonal.—«. Ap-
pell'ative, a name common to all of the same kind,
as distinguished from a proper name : a designation.
—adj. common to many : general : of or pertaining
to the giving of names.

—

adv. Appell'atively. [See
Appeal.]

Append, ap-pend', v.i. to hang one thing to another :

to add. — n. Append'age, something appended.

—

adj. Append'ant, attached, annexed, consequent.

—

». an adjunct, quality.—n. Appendlci'tis, inflamma-
tion of the vermiform appendix of the caecum.— a<^'.

Appendic'ular, of the nature of or belonging to an
appendix.—«. Appendlcula'ria, a genus ofAscidians
whose members retain the larval vertebrate charac-
ters which are lost in the more or less degenerate
sea-squirts.

—

adj. AppendlC'Ulate, furnished with
appendages.—H. Append'iz, something appended
or added : a supplement : an addition to a book or
document, containing matter explanatory, but not
essential to its completeness : (anat.) a process, pro-
longation, or projection:— //. Append'izes, Ap-
pendices.-Appendix auriculae, the appendix of
the auricle of the heart : Appendices epiploicsB,
saccular processes, containing fat attached to the
serous covering of the large intestine ; Appendix
Termifonuis, or Vermiform appendix, a blind
process terminating the c^cum in man. [L. ad,
to, pendere, to hang.]

Appentice, a-pen'tis, n. (archil.) a pent-house.
Apperception, ap-er-sep'shun, «. the mind's percep-

tion of itself as a conscious agent : an act of
voluntary consciousness, accompanied with self-

consciousness.
Apperil, a-per'il, «. (Shak.) peril. [L. ad, and
Pera]

Appertain, ap-per-tan', v.i. to belong to, as a posses-
sion, a right, or attribute.—«. Apper'tainance.

—

p.adj. Appertain'ing, proper, appropriate (with to),

—n. Appertain ment (ShaJi.\ that which apper-
tains to any rank or dignity,

—

adj. Apper'tinent,
pertaining or belonging to.—«. (Shak.) that which
pertains to anything else. [Through Fr. from L.
ad, \.o, pertine-re, to belong. See Pertain.]

Appetency, ap'pet-ens-i, n. a seeking after : craving
or appetite : desire, especially sensual desire—also
Ap'petence. — a^;'. Ap'petent. [L. appetent-em,
ap^tere—ad, to, petere, to seek.]

Appetite, ap'pet-It, «. physical craving, accompanied
with uneasy sensation (hunger, thirst, sex) : natural
desire : inclination : desire fur food : hunger (with
/or).—adjs. Ap'petible, Ap'petitive.—T/./. Ap'pe-
tise, to create or whet appetite.— «j. Appetise'-
ment; Appetis'er, something which whets the ap-
petite.—Aa^i>'. Appetis'ing.—a^/i'. Appetis'ingly.
[Through Fr., from L. appetitus, appetere.]

Applaud, ap-plawd', v.t. to praise by clapping the
hands : to praise loudly : to express loudly approval
of anything: to extol.—«. Applaud'er.

—

p.adj. Ap-
plaud'ing.—<K/t/. Applaudingly.—«. Applause',
praise loudly e.xpressed : acclamation.

—

adj. A.'p-

plaus'ive.—o^z'. Applaus'ively. [L. applaud-cre
—ad, to, plaudere, plausum, to clap. See Ex-
plode.]

Apple, ap'l, n. the fruit of the apple-tree.

—

ns. Ap'ple-
bligllt, the rotting substances found on apple-trees,

caused by the Apple-aphis (see Aphis); Ap'ple-
John (Shak.), a variety of apple considered to be in

perfection when shrivelled and withered—also John'-
ap'ple ; Ap'ple-pie, a pie made with apples ; Ap'plB-
Wlfe, Ap'ple-wom'an, a woman who sells apples at

a stall.—Apple of discord, any cause of envy and
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contention, from the golden apple inscribed ' for the

fairest,' thrown by Eris, goddess of discord, into the

assembly of the gods, and claimed by Aphrodite

(Venus), Pallas (Minerva), and Hera (Juno). The
dispute being referred to Paris of Troy, he decided

in favour of Aphrodite, to the undying and fatal

wrath of Hera against his city ; Apple of Sodom,
or Dead Sea fruit, described by Josephus as fair to

look upon, but turning, when touched, into ashes :

any fair but disappointmg thing ; Apple Of the eye,

the eyeball: something especially dear; Apple-pie

order, complete order. [A.S. appel: cf. Ger. aj-ftl.

Ice. epli, Ir. abhal, W. afal.\

Appliqud, ap'lik-a, «. work applied to, or laid on,

.another material, either of metal-work or of lace or

the like. [Pa.p. of Fr. appliguer.^

Apply, ap-pir, v.t. to lay or put to : to administer a

remedy : to bring a general law to bear on particular

circumstances : {pbs.) to ascribe : to employ : to fix

the mind on: to bring (a ship) to land.

—

v.i. to suit

or agree : to have recourse to : to make request

:

{Milton) to assign or impute blame to :—/n/.
appl/ing; pa.p. applied'.—a^'. Appll'able, that

may be applied: compliant, well disposed.— ni.

Appli'ableness ; Appli'ance, anything applied :

means used : (Shak.) compliance.

—

ns. AppllcabU'-
ity, Ap'plicableness.—(!(/;. Ap'plicable, that may
be applied: suitable.—rt^e'. Ap'pllcably.—«. Ap'-
pllcant, one who applies : a petitioner. — adj.

Ap'pllcate, put to practical use, applied.

—

n.

Appllca'tlon, the act of applying, e.g. the admin-
istration of a remedy : diligence : employment, use
of anything in special regard to something else, as

in the 'application' of a story to real life, the lesson

or moral of a fable : close thought or attention :

request: a kind of needlework, applique: {pbs.)

compliance.— atij. Ap'pllcative, put into actual

use m regard to anything: practical.

—

adj. and «.

Ap'pllcatory, having the property of applying.

[O. Fr. aplier—L. applicdre, dtum—ad, to, plicare,

•dtuni, to fold.]

Appoggiatura, ap-pod-ja-tu'ra, n. an Italian musical
term, designating a form of embellishment by inser-

tion of notes of passage in a melody. [It. appog-
glare, to lean upon. See Appul.]

Appoint, ap-point', v.t. to fix : to settle : assign, grant

:

to name to an office : to destine, devote : to equip
{obs. except in pa.p.).—p.adj. Appoint'ed, estab-

lished : furnished.

—

n. Ap^mt'ment, settlement

:

engagement : direction : situation : arrangement

:

(pbs.) allowance paid to a public officer : (//!) equip-
ments. [O. Fr. apoinier, Low L. appunctare—L.
ad, to, punctutn, a point. See Point.]

Apportion, ap-pOr'shun, v.t. to portion out : to divide
in just shares : to adjust in due proportion.—«. Ap-
portionment. [L. ad, to, and Portion.]

Appose, a'pOz, v.t. to apply one thing to another, e.g.

a seal to a document : to place side by side. [Formed
from L. apponere, -positum.'\

Apposite, ap'poz-Tt, adj. adapted : suitable. — adv.
Ap'posltely. — «. Ap'positeness. [L. appositus,

pa.p. of apponere, to put to

—

ad, to, ponlre, to put.]

Apposition, ap-poz-ish'un, n. the act of adding : state

of being placed together or against : juxtaposition :

(^a»».) the annexing of one noun to another, in the
same case or relation, in order to explain or limit

the first : also used of a public disputation by
scholars, and still the word in use for the ' Speech
Day' at St Paul's School, London.

—

adjs. Apposi'-
tlonal : Appos'ltlve, placed in apposition. [See
Apposite.]

Appraise, _ap-pr3z', v.t. to set a price on : to value
with a view to sale : to estimate the amount and
quality of anything.

—

adj. Apprals'able.

—

ns. Ap-
prals'al, appraisement ; Appralse'ment, a valua-
tion : estimation of quality ; AppralS'er, one who
values property : one who estimates quality. [Late
in appearing; for some time used in the same

4A

sense as praise. Perh. formed on analogy of the
synonymous Prize, Apprize.]

Appreciate, ap-pre'shi-at, v.t. to estimate justly, to be
fully sensible of all the good qualities in the thing
judged : to estimate highly : to raise in value, to

advance the quotation or price of, as opposed to de-
preciate.—v.i. to rise in value.

—

adj. Appre'clable.
—adv. Appre'olably.—«. Appreciation, the act of
setting a value on, also specially of a work of litera-

ture or art : just—and also favourable—estimation :

risk in exchangeable value : increase in value.

—

adjs. Appreciative. Appre'ciatory, implying ap-
preciation.

—

n. Apprecla'tor, one who appreciates,
or estimates justly. [L. appretiatus, pa.p. oi appre-
tidre—ad, to, and pretium, price.]

Apprehend, ap-pre-hend', v.t. to lay hold of: to seize
by authority : to be conscious of by means of the
senses : to lay hold of by the intellect : to catch the
meaning of : to consider or hold a thing as such : to

fear.—«. Apprehensibility.—<j(^'. Apprehensible.—«. Apprehen'sion, act of apprehending or seiz-

ing: arrest : (arch.) conscious perception : concep-
tion : ability to understand: fear: (obs.) sensitive-

ness, sensibility to.

—

adj. Apprehens'lve, pertaining
to the laying hold of sensuous and mental impres-
sions : intelligent, clever : having an apprehension
or notion of : fearful : anticipative of something
adverse.—«. Apprehens'lveneSS. [L. apprehen-
dere—ad, \.o, prehendere, -hensum, to lay hold of.]

Apprentice, ap-prent'is, «. one bound to another to

learn a trade or art : one learning the rudiments of
anything, a novice.

—

v.t. to bind as an apprentice.
— ns. Apprent'icehood(3"A(7^.), apprenticeship ; Ap-
prent'lceshlp, the state of an apprentice : a term of
practical training : specially, a period of seven years.

—To serve apprenticeship, to undergo the train-

ing of an apprentice. [O. Fr. aprentis, aprendre,
to learn—L, apprehendere. See Apprehend.]

Apprise, ap-prlz*, v.t. to give notice : to inform. [Fr.

apprendre, pa.p. appris— L. adprendere. See
Apprehend.]

Apprize, -ise, a-prtz', v.t. (Scots law) to put a selling

price on : to value, appreciate.— n. Appriz'er, a
creditor for whom an appraisal is made. [O. Fr.

apriser—d, to, and prisier, to price, prize. See
Appraise, Praise, and Prize.)

Approach, ap-prOch', v.i. to draw near : to draw nigh
(of time or events) : to come near in quality, condi-

tion, &c. : (^arch.) to come into personal relations

with a person.

—

v.i. to come near to : to resemble :

attain to : to bring near in any sense.

—

n. a drawing
near to in military attack, in personal relations

:

access : a path or avenue : approximation : (//.)
trenches, &c., by which besiegers strive to reach a
fortress.—«. Approachabll'lty.— a<(^'. Approach'-
able. [O. Fr. aprochier. Low L. adproptare—L.
ad, to, prope, near.]

Approbation, ap-prob-3'shun, ». formal sanction

:

approval : (Shak.) confirmation.

—

v.t. Ap'probate,
to approve authoritatively (obs. except in U.S.):
(Scots law) to approve of as valid.

—

adjs. Ap'pro-
batory, Ap'probatlve, of or belonging to one
who approves.— To approbate and reprobate,
a phrase in Scotch law which means that no one
can be permitted to accept and reject the same deed
or instrument, analogous in the law of England to

Election. [See Approve.]
Approot ap-prOOP, n. trial, proof: sanction, approba-

tion.

Appropinquate, ap-pro-pink'wat, v.i. to come near
to.—«j. Approplnqua'tlon, Appropln'qulty. [L.

appropinqudre, to approach

—

ad, to, and propin-
guus, near (prope).]

Appropriate, ap-pr0'pri-5t, v.t. to make the private

property of any one : to take to one's self as one's

own : to set apart for a purpose : (anr/i.) to select as
suitable (with to), —adj. set apart for a particular pur-
pose : peculiar : suitable.

—

adv. Appro'prlately,—



Approve mOte ; mOte ; mOOn ; then. Aquarium

Hs. Appropriateness : Appropriation, the act of
appropriating : in Church law, the making over of a
benefice to an owner who receives the titlies, but is

bound to appoint a vicar for the spiritual service of

the parish : in Constitutional law, the principle, that

supplies granted by parliament are only to be ex-

pended for particular objects specified by itself.

—

adj. Appro priatlve. — ns. Appro'prlativeness ;

Appro'priator, one who appropriates. —Appropria-
tion clause, a clause in a parliamentary bill, allot-

ting revenue to any special purpose or purposes.

[L. appropriare, -dtu/n—ad, to, proprius, one's

own. See Proper.]
Approve, a-prOOv', v.t. to show, demonstrate (also re-

flexively) : to sanction or ratify : to think well of,

to be pleased with, to commend : {Shak.) to put to

the trial, hence also, to convict upon proof

—

v.i.

to judge favourably, to be pleased (with of).—adj.

ApproVable, deserving approval.

—

ns. Approval,
the act of approving : approbation ; Approver, one
who approves : (law) an accomplice in crime ad-
mitted to give evidence against a prisoner.

—

adv.
Approvingly. [O. Fr. aprover—L. approbdre—
ad, to, and probdre, to test or try

—

probus, good.]
Approve, a-proov', v.t. (taw) to turn to one's profit,

increase the value of. [Confused with Approve,
Ijut from O. Fr. aproer, approuer—a, to (L. ad),

and pro, prou, advantage. See PrOW-ess.]
Approven, ap-proov'n, old pa.p. of Approve
Approximate, ap-proks'im-at, adj. nearest or next :

approaching correctness.

—

v.t. to bring near.

—

v.i.

to come near, toapproach.

—

adv. Approx'imately.
—«. Approximation, an approach : a result in

mathematics not rigorously exact, but so near the
truth as to be sufficient for a given purpose.

—

adj'.

Approx'imative, approaching closely. [L. approxi-
mdre, -atum—ad, to, proximits, nearest, superl. of
prope, near.]

Appui, ap-we', «. the reciprocal action between the

mouth of the horse and the rider's hand.

—

vs.t.

Appul, Appuy, to support, e.g. to post troops in

order to support.—Point d'appui, a point at which
troops form as a base of operations. [O. Fr. apuyer
— Low L. appodia-re— L. ad, to, and podium,
support (Fr. puy, a hill).]

Appulse, ap-puls', ft. a striking against : the approach
of a planet to a conjunction with the sun or a star.

—

«. Appul'sion.—<z<^'. Appul'slve. [L. appuU-us—
appeli-ere, ad, towards, /^//-/r^, to drive.]

Appurtenance, ap-pur'ten-ans, n. that which apper-
tains to : an appendage or accessory : (law) a right

belonging to a property.

—

adj. and «. Appur'tenant.
[O. Fr. apitrtenance. See Appertain.]

Apricate, ap'ri-kat, v.i. to bask in the_ sun.

—

v.t.

(rare) to expose to sunlight

—

n. Aprica'tion. [L.

appricat-, apricdri, to bask in the sun, apricus,
open to the sun.]

Apricot, a'pri-kot, «. a fruit of the plum kind, round-
ish, pubescent, orange-coloured, of a rich aromatic
flavour—older form A'priCOCk. [Port, albricoque
(Fr. abricot)—Ar. al-birgug. But birquq is a corr.

of Late Gr. praikokion, which is simply the L.
preicoquum ox pracox, early ripe ; the form is perh.

due to a fancied connection with L. apricus, sunny.
See Precocious.]

April, a'pril, n. the fourth month of the year.—«.

A'pril-iool, one sent upon a bootless errand on the
ist of April, perhaps a relic of some old Celtic

heathen festival. In Scotland called goivk (a cuckoo,
a fool). [L. Aprilis, usually regarded as from
aperire, as the month when the earth opens to

bring forth new fruits.]

A priori, a pri-O'rl, a term applied to reasoning from
what is prior, logically or chronologically, e.g.

reasoning from cause to effect ; from a general

principle to its consequences ; even from observed
fact to another fact or principle not observed, or

to arguing from pre-existing knowledge, or even
4&

cherished prejudices; (JCani) (rom the forms of cog-
nition independent of experience.

—

ns. Aprio'rism,
Aprio'rity ; Aprio'rist, one who believes in Kant's
view of a priori cognition. [L. a, ab, from, priori,
abl. oiprior, preceding.]

Apron, a'prun, n. a cloth or piece of leather worn
before one to protect the dress, or as part of a
distinctive official dress, as by Freemasons, &c.

—

aprons of silk or the like are often worn by ladies for

mere ornament : the short cassock ordinarily worn
by English bishops : anything resembling an apron
in shape or use, as a gig-apron, &c.

—

v.t. to cover
with, as with an apron. — adj'. A'proned. — ns.

A'pron-man (Shak.), a man who wears an apron,
a mechanic ; A'pron-String, a string by which an
apron is attached to the person.—To be tied, to a
woman's apron-strings, to be bound to a woman
as a child is bound to its mother. [O. Fr. naferon—nappe, cloth, tablecloth—L. tnappa, a napkin.]

Apropos, a-pro-pO', adv. to the purpose : appropri-

ately : in reference to (with to and of).—adj'. oppor-
tune. {Vt. a propos. See Propose.]

Apse, aps, n. an arched semicircular or polygonal
recess at the east end of the choir of a church—here,

in the Roman basilica, stood the praetor's chair.

—

adj'. Ap'sidal.

—

n. Apsid'lole, a secondary apse, as

one of the apses on either side of the central or main
apse in a church of triapsidal plan. [See ApsiS.]

Apsis, ap'sis, «. one of the two extreme points in the

orbit of a planet, one at the greatest, the other at

the least distance from the sun : one of the two
points in the orbit of a satellite—one nearest to, the
other farthest from, its primary ; corresponding, in

the case of the moon, to the perigee and apogee :

—

pi. Apsides (ap'si-dez).—a<^'. Ap'sidal. [L. apsis

—Gr. hapsis, a connection, an axc^—hapt-ein, to

connect. See Apt.]
Apt, apt, adj. liable : ready for or prone to anything :

prompt, open to impressions (with a/).

—

adv. Apt'ly.—n. Apt'ness. [L. apt-us, fit, suitable, apposite;
cog. with Gr. hapt-ein.\

Apterous, ap'ter-us, adj. without wings.

—

adj. Ap^-
teral, without wings : (archil.) without lateral

columns. [Gr. a, neg., pteron, a wing.]
Apteryx, ap'ter-iks, n. a bird found in New Zealand,

wingless and tailless, reddish-brown, about the size

of a large hen. [Gr. a, Tieg.,pleryx, wing.]
Aptitude, apt'i-tud, n. fitness : tendency : readiness,

teachableness, talent (with for). [Low L. aptitude
— L. apt-US.^

Aptote, ap'tot, «. a noun without any variation of

cases. [Gr. aptdtos—a, priv., ptosis, a falling, a
case

—

pipt-ein, to fall.]

Apyretic, a-pir-et'ik, eidj. without pyrexia or fever,

especially of those days in which the intermission of
fevers occurs in agues—«. Apyrex'ia. [Gr. a, neg.,

z.ndp>yretos, fever.]

Aqua-fortis, a'kwa-for'tis, «. nitric acid, a powerful
solvent, hence used figuratively.

—

ns. Aquafort'lst,

one who prepares etchings or engravings by means of

aqua-fortis ; A'qua-mlrab'ilis, a preparation distilled

from cloves, nutmeg, ginger, and spirit of wine

;

A'qua-re'gia, a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric

acids, so called because it dissolves the royal metal,

gold ; A'qua Tofa'na, a poisonous fluid (prepared
from arsenic) made in Palermo in the 17th cent, by
a woman To/ana ; A'qua-Vl'tSB, an old name for

alcohol, used of brandy, whisky, &c. ; cf. Fr. eau de
vie, and usquebaugh. [L. aqua, v/axer, fortis, strong.]

Aquamarine, a'kwa-ma-ren', «. the beryl.

—

adj. bluish-

green, sea- coloured. [L. aqua, water, marina—
mare, the sea.]

Aquarelle, ak-wa-rel', «. water-colour painting, or a
painting in water-colours.

—

n. Aquarel'llst. [Fr.,
— It. acguerella, acqua—L. aqua,]

Aquarium, a-kwS'ri-um, n. a tank or series of tanks
for keeping aquatic animals, usually made mostl]r of
glass, filled with either fresh or salt water, having
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rocks, plants, &c. as in nature : an artificial pond
or cistern for cultivating water-plants :—•//. Aqua-
riums, Aqua'ria. [L.

—

aqua, water.]

Aquarius, a-kwa'ri-us, n. the water-bearer, the eleventh

sign of the zodiac, which the sun enters about aist

January, so called from the constellation of the same
name, supposed to represent a man holding his left

hand upward, and pouring with his right water from

a vase mto the mouth of the Southern Fish. [L.

—

aqua, water.]

Aquatio, a-kwat'ik, adj. relating to water : living or

growing in water.—«.//. Aquat'iCS, amusements on
the water, as boating, &c.

Aquatint, a'kwa-tint, n. a mode of etching on copper,

by which imitations are produced of drawings in

Indi.-tn ink, &c.—also Aquatint'a.

—

v.t. and v.i.

A'quatint, to engrave in aquatint. [It. acqua
tinta—L. aqua, water, and tingere, tinctum, to

wet, to colour.]

Aqueduct, ak'we-dukt, ». an artificial channel for

conveying water, most conunonly understood to

mean a bridge of stone, iron, or wood for conveying
water across a valley : also a bridge carrying a canal
for the purposes of navigation. [L. aqua, water

—

ducere, ductutn, to lead.]

Aqueous, a'kwe-us, adj. watery : deposited by water.
—adv. A'queously.—Aqueous humour, the watery
fluid which fills the space between the cornea and
the crystalline lens in the eye ; Aqueous rOOkS, in

geology, rocks composed of matter deposited by
water.

Aquiferous, ak-wif'er-us, adj. bearing water. [L.

aqua, viaXer,jero, I bear.]

Aquiform, aTcwi-form, adj. having the form of water.
(L. aqita, water, and Form.]

Aquiline, ak'wil-in, or -In, adj. relating to or like

the eagle : curved or hooked, like an eagle's beak.
[L. aquila.'\

Aquilon, ak'wi-lon, n. {ShaJt.) the north wind. [L.
aquiio, -onis.]

Arab, ar'ab, «. a native of Arabia : an Arab horse,

noted for its gracefulness and speed : a neglected or
homeless boy or girl—usually Street or City Arab.—adj. of or belonging to Arabia.

—

adj. Arab'ian,
relating to Arabia.—«. a native of Arabia.

—

adj.
Ar'abiC, relating to Arabia, or to its language.—«.

the language of Arabia.— ns.

Ar'abism, an Arabic idiom;
Ar'abist, one skilled in the
Arabic language or literature ;

Ar'aby, a poetical form of
Arabia. [1^. Arabs, Arab-em
—Gr. Araps.'\

Araba, ar-a'ba, n. a heavy
screened wagon used by the
Tartars. — Also Ar'ba and
Arol)a. [At. and Pers.
ardbaJt.]

Arabesque, ar'ab-esk, adj. after

the manner ofArabian designs.
—«. a fantastic painted or sculp-

tured ornament among the
Spanish Moors, consisting of
foliage and other parts ofplants
curiously intertwined. — adj.

Ar'abesqued, so ornamented.
[Fr.—IL arabesco; -esco cor-

responding to Eng. -ish.\

Arabine, ar-ab-in, «. the essen- Arabesque Ornament.
t.al pnnciple of guin-arabic. From the Mosque

Arable, ar'a-bl, adj. fit for at Cordova,
ploughing or tillage. [L.
arabilis—ara-re, cog. with Gr. aro-ein, to plough,
A.S. erian, Eng. Ear (v.t.), Ir. araim.]

Araohnlda, a-rak'ni-da, «.//. a sub-class of Tracheate
Arthropoda, embracing spiders, scorpions, mites,

&c., first separated by Lamarck from the Insecta of
Linnaus.

—

adj. Araoh'nidan.—». and adj. Aracb'-

noid, like a cobweb.

—

adjs. Arachnol'dal, Araoh-
nolog'ical.—«. Aractmoroglst, one who devotes
himself to the study of arachnida.—Aracbnoid
membrane, one of the three coverings of the brain
and spinal cord, situated between the dura-mater
and the pia-mater, non-vascular, transparent, thin.

[Gr. arachue, spider.]

Araise, a-raz*, v.t. (Shak.) to raise from the dead.
[Pfx. a; and Raise.]

Aramaic, ar-a-ma'ik, adj. relating to Aramaa, the
whole of the country to the north-east of Palestine,
or to its language—also Arame'an, Ar'amlte.

—

n.
Arama'ism, an Aramaic idiom.

Araneiform, ar-a-ne'i-form, adj. in the form of a
spider.

—

adj. Arane'idan. — «. Araneol'ogist =
Arachnoroglst.—rti//. Aran'eous, like a spider's
web. [L. ardnea, spider, and Form.]

Araphorostic, ar-af-or-os'tik, adj. (Lytton) seamless.
I —Also ArophOS'tiC. [A barbarous formation from

I

Gr. arraphos, unsewed

—

a, neg., and hropt-ein, to

sew.]

I
Araucaria, ar-aw-ka'ri-a, «. a genus of lofty evergreen

trees of the natural order Coniferse or Pines, natives
of South America and Australasia. \_Arauco, name
of a province, whence Araucania, a territory in the
south of Chili.]

Arbalest, ar'bal-est, «. a crossbow of steel or horn
used in war and the chase—also Ar'balist, Arl>last,
ArciUjalist

—

ns. Ar'balister, Ar'balester, one
armed with an arbalest. [O. Fr. arbaUste— L.
arcuballista—arcus, bow, and ballista, engine for

throwing missiles.]

Arbiter, a/bit-er, n. one chosen by parties in con-
troversy to decide between them : a judge having
absolute power of decision : an arbitrator : umpire :

—/em. Arbitress.—«J. ArT)itrage, exercise of the
functions of the arbiter; Arbit'rament, Arbit're-
ment, the decision of an arbiter : determination :

choice.

—

v.i. Ar'bitrate, to act as an arbiter : to

determine.—«J. Arbitra'tion ; Ar'bitrator (same as
Arbiter) •.—fevt. Ar'bitratrlx.—Arbitration of ex-
change, the determination of the rate of exchange
between two currencies when there are one or more
intermediate places through which the operations
must pass.—TO submit to arbitration, to defer a
matter of private, public, or international controversy
to the Judgment of certain persons selected. [L.

—

ar—ad, to, and bit-ere (cog. with Gr. bai-nein), to

go or come ; sig. one who comes to look on, a wit-

ness, a judge.]
Arbitrary, ar'bi-trar-i, adj. not bound by rules: des-

potic, absolute, arising from accident rather than
from rule, varying, uncertain.

—

adv. ArT)itrarily.

—

«. Ar'bitrariness. [L. arbitrarius, arbiter.]

Arblast. See Arbalest.
Arbor, iir'bur, «. the Latin word for tree.

—

adjs. Ar-
bora'ceous, Arbor'eal, of tree-like character.—//. Ar-
bor-day, in many of the United States, a day yearly
set_ apart for the general planting of trees by school
children—in Canada, the first Friday in May.

—

adj.
Arbor'eous, of or belonging to trees.

—

ns. Arbores'-
cence. Arborisation, tree-like growth.—<n^'. Ar-
bores'cent, growing or formed like a tree : (archit.)
branching like a tree.

—

ns. Arljoret (obs.), shrub-
bery : (Sjiens.) & little tree, shrub; Arbore'tum,
a place in which specimens of trees and shrubs
are cultivated :—//. Arbore'ta.—a<^. Arboricul-
tural.

—

ns. Ar'boriCUlture, forestry, the culture of
trees, esp. timber-trees ; Arboriculturist ; Ar'borist,
one who studies trees.

—

adj. Arlborous, formed by
trees.—Arbor vitas, a popular name of several

evergreen shrubs of the genus Thuja. When the
human cerebellum is cut vertically, a tree-like

appearance seen receives this name.
Arbor, ar'bur, n, the main support of a machine : an

axis or spindle on which a wheel revolves. [L.]
Arbour, ^bur, n. an enclosed seat in a garden,

covered with branches of trees, plants, &c. : a
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bower : a shaded walk. — tuij. ArTwured. [See
Harbour.]

Arbute, ar'but, «. the strawberry-tree : an evergfreen
shrub, which bears a scarlet fruit somewhat re-

sembling the strawberry. — Also Ar^Utus. [L.

ariuius, akin to arbor, tree.]

Arc, ark, n. a segment of a circle or other curve. [O.
Fr.—L. arcits, a bow.]

Arcade, ark-ad', «. a row of arches supported by
columns — the Gothic counterpart to the classical

colonnade : the row of piers, or columns and arches,

by which the aisles are divided from the nave of a
church, or by which cloisters are enclosed : a walk
arched over : a long arched gallery lined with shops
on both sides. [Fr.—L. anra^a, arched. SeeArcb.]

Arcadian, ark-ad'i-an, ai£j. pertaining to Arcadia
(poet. Ar'cady), a district in Greece whose people
were primitive in manners and given to music and
dancing : pastoral : simple, innocent.—n. Arcad'i-
anism.—oi/z/. Aroad'ianly.

Arcanum, ark-an'um, «. a secret : a mystery : a
secret remedy or elixir : — pi. Aroan'a. — adj.
Arcane' (rare). [L.

—

arcanus—arca, a chest.]
Arcatlire, ar-ka-tur, «. French for arcade, a small

arcade : a blind arcade for decorating wall spaces.
Arcb, arch, «. a concave construction of stones or

other materials, built or turned on a centering over
an open space, so as by mutual pressure to support
each other and sustain a superincumbent weight.—
v.t. to cover with an arch : to bend into the form of
an zxf^.—p.adj. Arcbed, made with an arch, or like
an arch.—«j. Arch'let, a little arch ; Arcb'way, an
arched or vaulted passage, esp. that leading into a
castle.—Arobes, or CJourt of Arcbes, the ecclesias-
tical court of appeal for the province of Canterbury,
formerly held at the church of St-Mar>'-le-Bow (or
'of the Arches'), from the arches that support its
steeple. [O. Fr.,—L. area, chest.]

Arcb, arch, adj. cunning : waggish : roguish : shrewd,
now mostly of women and children.

—

adv. Arcb'ly.
—«. Arcb'ness. [Derived from the prefix arch-, in

its use in words like arcA-rogue, &c.]
Arcb, arch (ark in archangel), adj. used as a prefix,

now chiefly as an intensive in an odious sense : the
first or chief. — tis. Arcb'-en'emy, a chief enemy :

Satan—also Arcb'-foe : Arcb'-fiend, the supreme
fiend : Satan ; Arcb'-fla'men, a chiefflamen or priest

;

Arcb-he'resy ; Arcb'-be'retlc, a leader of heresy

;

kliM-matiisJ(Shak.\ the height of mockery ; Arcb'-
pl'rate, a chief pirate-: Ar(3l'-p6'et, a chief poet:
(obs.) a poet-laureate ; Arcb'-prel'ate, a chief prel-

ate ; Arcb'-priest', a chief priest : in early times, a
kind of vicar to the bishop—later, a rural dean : the
title given to the superiors appointed by the Pope to

govern the secular priests sent into England from
the foreign seminaries during the period 1598-1621 ;

Arcb'-trait'or, a chief traitor, sometimes applied esp.

to the devil, or to Judas. [A.S. arte, arce, through
L. from Gr. archi, cog. with arch-ein, to begin.]

ArcbSBOlOgy, ark-e-ol'oj-i, «. a knowledge ofancientart,
customs, &c. : the science which deduces a know-
ledge of past times from the study of their existing

remains. — adj. Arcbaeolog'ical. — adv. ArcbSBO-
log'ically. — «. ArcbaBologist. [Gr. archaios,
ancient

—

arche, beginning, and logos, discourse.]
Archaeopteryx, ar-ke-op'ter-iks, n. the oldest known

fossil bird, found in the Jurassic limestone of
Bavaria, having a long bony tail of twenty verte-

brae. [Gr. archaios, ancient, pteryx, wing.]
ArcbaiC, -al, ark-a'ik, -al, adj. ancient : obsolete,

esp. of language.

—

cidj. Arcbeaan (ark-e'an), of or
belonging to the earliest zoological period. — n.

AxohsBog^rAphj.—adj. Arcbssozo'ic (Gr. zoe, life),

pertaining to the era of the earliest living beings on
the cATth.—adv. Archaically.-«. Arcba'icism.—
v.t. Ar'Chalse, to imitate the archaic.

—

ns. Arcba'-
Ism, an archaic or obsolete word or_phrase ; Archa'-
lat (Mrs Browning).—adj. Arcbals'tic, affectedly

or imitatively archaic. [Gr. archaikos—archaios,
ancient

—

arche, beginning.]
Arcbangal, ark-an'jel, n. an angel of the highest order.
—adj. Arcbangel'lc. [Arcb, chief, and AngeL]

Archbishop, arch-bish'up, n. a chief bishop : a metro-
politan bishop who superintends the conduct of the
suffragan bishops in his province, and also exercises
episcopal authority in his own diocese.

—

n. Arcb-
blsh'opria [Arcb, chief, and Bishop.]

Archdeacon, arch-de'kn, n. a chief deacon : the
ecclesiastical dignitary having the chief supervision
of a diocese or part of it, next under the bishop

—

the 'bishop's eye."

—

ns. Arcbdeac'onry, the office,

jurisdiction, or residence of an archdeacon ; Arch-
deac'onship, the office of an archdeacon. — adj.
Archidiac'onal. — n. Archldlac'onate. [Arch,
chief, and Deacon.]

Archdiocese, arch-dl'o-sez, n. the diocese of an arch-
bishop. [Arcb, chief, and Diocese.]

Archduke, arch-duk', «. a duke of specially exalted
rank : a prince of Austria •.—/em. Archduch'ess.

—

adj. Arcbdu'cal. — ns. Arcaiducb'y, Archduke'-
dom, the territory of an archduke or archduchess.
[Arch, chief, and Duke.]

Archer, arch'er, n. one who shoots with a bow and
arrows:

—

/em. Arch'eress.

—

ns. Arch'er-fish, an
acanthopterygious fish of India which catches in-

sects by shooting water at them from its mouth

;

Arch'ery, the art of shooting with the bow : a com-
pany of archers. [O. Fr. archier—L. arcari-unt,

arcus, a bow.]
Archetype, ark'e-tlp, «. the original pattern or model,

a prototype.

—

adj. Arcbetyp'al. [Gr. archetypon,
archi-, and typos, a model.]

Archlepiscopal, ark-i-ep-is'kop-al, adj. belonging to

an archbishop.—«r. Arcbiepis'copacy, Archiepis-
COpate, dignity or province of an archbishop. [See
EpiscopaL]

Arcnil, ar'kil, n. a colouring substance obtained from
various species of lichens. [Corrupt form of Orchil
—O. Fr. orckel, orseil (Fr. orseilie)—ll. orcello,

origin undetermined.]
ArchilOChian, ar-ki-lO'ki-an, adj. pertaining to the

Greek lyric ^(Kt Archilochus of Paros (714-676 B.C.),

the supposed originator of iambic metre, noted for

the bitterness of his satire— hence the proverbial
phrases, ' Archilochian bitterness ' and ' Parian
verse:' a lesser Archilochian verse =-2t. dactylic

hexameter alternating with a penthemim ; a greater
A rchilochian, a verse consisting of four dactyls and
three trochees.

Archimage, ar'ki-maj, «. a chief magician or en-

chanter. [Gr. archi-, chief, and L. magus, a
magician.]

Archimandrite, ar-ki-man'drit, «. in the Greek
Church, the superior of a monastery, an abbot

:

sometimes the superintendent of several monasteries.

[Late Gr. archimandrites—pfx. archi, first, and
matidra, an enclosure, a monastery.]

Archimedean, ark-i-me-de'an, adj. pertaining to

47

Archimedean ScKW.

Archimedes, a celebrated Greek mathematician of

Syracuse (287-212 B.C.).—Archimedean screw, a
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machine for raising water, in its simplest form
consisting of a flexible tube bent spirally round a
solid cylinder, the ends of which are furnished with
pivots, so as to admit of the whole turning round
Its axis.—Principle of Archimedes, a fundamental
law in Hydrostatics, that a body when immersed in

a fluid weighs less than it does in vacuo by the

weight of the fluid it displaces.

Archipelago, ark-i-pel'a-gO, «. the chief sea of the

Greeks, or the Aegean Sea : a sea abounding in

small islands, also a group of such islands :—//.
Archlpel'agoes.—a<^'. Aronipelaglc (^aj'ik). [An
Italian compound from Gr. archi-, chief, pelagos,

sea.]

Architect, ark'i-tekt, «. a master-builder : one who
designs buildings and superintends their erection :

a maker : any contriver, as the Creator. — adjs.

Architectonic, pertaining to architecture : con-

structive : controlling, having direction : (nietapk.)

pertaining to the arrangement of knowledge.—«.

the science of architecture : the systematic arrange-

ment of knowledge.

—

adj. Architect'ural. — «.

Archltect'ure, the art or science of building

:

structure : in specific sense, one of the fine arts, the

art of architecture—also used of any distinct style,

e.g. Gothic, Byzantine architecture. [Gr. archi-

tektdn—archi-, chief, and tekton, a builder.]

Architrave, ark'i-trav, n. {archii.) the lowest division

of the entablature resting immediately on the abacus
of the column : collective name for the various
parts, jambs, lintels, &c. which surround a door or

window.

—

p. adj. Arch'ltraved. [It. from Gr.
archi-, chief, and L. trab-ein, trabs, a beam.]

Archives, ark'lvz, n. the place in which government
records are kept : (//.) public records—also figur-

atively in both senses.

—

adj. Archival, pertaining

to, or contained in, archives or records.—«. Aroh'-
ivlst, a keeper of archives or records. [Fr.— Gr.
nrcheion, magisterial residence

—

arcJte, government.]
Archlvolt, ar'ki-volt, «. the band or moulding which

runs round the lower part of the archstones of an
arch. [Fr. archivolte. It. archivolto—L. arcus, an
arch, r/ij/Za, a vaulL]

Archology, ark-ol'oj-i, n. (rare) doctrine of the origin

of things : the science of government. [Gr. arche,

beginning, logos, discourse.]
Archon, ark'on, «. one of nine chief magistrates of

ancient Athens.

—

ns. Arch'Onshlp, the office of an
archon ; Arch'ontate, the archon's tenure of office.

[Gr. arch-ein, to be first, to rule.]

Archwise, arch'wiz, adv. in the form of an arch.

(Arch, and Wise, way.]
Arctic, ark'tik, adj. relating to the constellation the
Great Bear, or to the north, used figuratively to

express extreme cold. — Arctic Circle, a circle

drawn round the North Pole, at a distance of 23J
degrees. [O. Fr. ariique—L. arcticus—Gx. arktikos—arktOS, a bear.]

Arcturus, ark-tu'rus, «. the Bear-ward, a yellow
star in the northern hemisphere, fourth in order of
brightness in the entire heavens. [Gr. arktouros—arktos, a bear, and ouros, ward, guard (from its

situation at the tail of the bear).]

Arcuate, ar'ku-at. Arcuated, ar'kq-at-ed, adj. bent
in the form of a bow.—«. Arcua'tlon. [L. arcu-
atus, pa.p. of arcu-Sre, to bend like a bow

—

arcus,
a bow.]

Arcuhallst. See Arbalest.
Ardeb, ar'deb, «. an Egyptian dry measure of 5}

bushels. [Ar. irdab.]

Ardent, ard'ent, adj. burning : fiery : passionate :

zealous : fervid.

—

adv. Ard'ently. — n. Ard'our,
warmth of passion or feeling : eagerness : enthusiasm
(with /ory—aho Ard'ency.—Ardent spirits, dis-

tilled alcoholic liquors, whisky, brandy, &c. The
use of the word as = ' inflammable, combustible,'
is obsolete, except in this phrase. [L. ardent-em,
ardl-rt, to bum.]

Arduous, ard'O-us, adj. deep, difficult to climb

:

difficult to accomplish : laborious.

—

adv. Ard'u-
ously. — n. Ard'uousness. [L. arduus, high

;

cog. with Celt, ard, high.]

Are, ar, H. the unit of the French land measure, con-
taining 100 sq. metres=ii9.6 English sq. yards.
[Fr.—L. area.]

Are, ar, the plural of the present indicative of the
verb To be. [Old Northumbrian aron, of Scand.
origin. This form ousted the older A.S. sind,

sindon. Both are cog. with Sans, s-anti, Gr. eis-in,

L. sunt, Ger. s-ind.]

Area, a're-a, «. any plane surface or enclosed space :

the sunken space around the basement of a building

:

{jig-) extent conceived by the mind : (geom.) the
supyerficial contents of any figure. [L. area.}

Aread, Arede, a-red', v.t. {obs.) to make known,
utter : guess : interpret, explain : to counsel, advise.

[A. S. ar{dan. See Read.]
Arear, a-rer', adv. in the rear. [A.S. pfx. a-, on, to,

and Rear. ]

Areca, ar'e-ka, n. a genus of palm, one species of
which, the Betel-nut Palm, or Penang Palm (Areca
catechu), bears nuts with austere and astringent

properties, which are chewed by the Mala>'s with
a little lime in a leaf of the betel-pepper, making
the lips and spittle red.

Arefactlon, ar-e-fak'shun, n. (obs.) the action of
drying.

—

7'.t. and v.i. Ar'efjr, to dry up, wither.

[L. arefacere, to make dry

—

arere, to be dry, and
facere, to make.]

Arena, a-re'na, n. part of the ancient amphitheatre
strewed with sand for the combats of gladiators
and wild beasts : any place of public contest : a
battlefield : place of action of any kind.

—

adj.

Arena'ceous, sandy : dry : (^,?<7/.) applied to rocics

composed entirely or largely of grains of quartz.

—

ns. Arena'ria, the sandwort, a genus of low herbs
allied to the chickweeds ; Arena'tlon, the applica-
tion of hot sand to the body as a remedy. [L.
arena, sand.]

Areography, a-re-O'gra-fi, n. description of the
physical features of the planet Mars. [Gr. Ares,
fllars, z.\\A graphein, to write.]

Areola, a-re'o-la, «. a small area : (bot.) any slightly

sunk spot on the surface : (physiol.) the interstice in

the tissue of an organised substance : any circular

spot such as that around the human nipple :—pl.
Are'olSB.

—

adj. Are'olate, divided into small areas.
— n. Areola'tion, division -into areolae. [L. areola,
a dim. of Area.]

Areometer, Araeometer, 5-re-om'e-tir, «. an instru-

ment for determining specific gravity, called also

Hydrometer.—n. Areom'etry, the measuring the

specific gravity of bodies. [Gr. araios, thin, and
Meter. ]

Areopagus, ar-e-op'ag-us, n. Mars' Hill, on which
the supreme court of ancient Athens was held : the
court itself: also used of any important tribunal.

—

«. Areop'aglte, a member of the Areopagus.

—

adj.
Areopag^t'lc, pertaining to the Areopagus.

—

n. a
speech on the model of Isocrates's oration of that
name addressed to the Areopagus. [Gr. Areios
pagos, hill of Ares, or Mars.)

Aret, Arette, a-ret', v.t. (Spens.) to entrust, commit
a charge to. [O. Fr. areie-r, a-, to, retet—L.
reputare, to reckon.]

Ardte, ar-at', n. a sharp ridge : esp. in French Switzer-
land, a rocky edge on a mountain. [Fr.— L. arista,

an ear of com, fish-bone, spine.]

Arew, a-rro', adv. (Spens.) arow, in a row.
Argal, ar'gal, adv. (Shah.) corruption of L. ergo,

therefore : hence as a noun = a clumsy piece of

reasoning.
Argall, arga-li, «. the great wild sheep of Siberia and

Central Asia. [Mongol.]
Argand, ar'gand, n. applied to a lamp and gas-burner

invented by Aim€ Argand (1755-1803).



Argent mOte i mCte : mOSn ; thtxk. Arithmetic

Ardent, arj'ent, adj. and «. silver, or like silver,

silvery-white : {her.) the silver or white colour

in armorial bearings : (poet.) esp. in compounds
like ar^en/-c\e:iT, ar^eni-lidded.—adj's. Argeat'al

;

Argentiferous, bearing or containing silver ; Ar*-

gentine, relating to or like silver : sounding like

silver. — n. (tiat. hist.) white metal coated with

silver : a genus of small bony fishes with silvery

sides, fished for the nacre which they contain. [Fr.

—L. argentum, silver.]

Argil, Jirjil, n. potter's clay : pure clay or alumina.
—adjs. Argilla'ceous, of the nature of clay ; Argil-

liferous, bearing or abounding in clay. [L. argilla,

Gr. argiios, white clay

—

arges, white.]

Argive, ar'jiv, adj. belonging to Argos : Greek.
Argol, ar'gol, «. a hard crust formed on the sides of

wine-vessels, from which cream of tartar and tartaric

acid are obtained—generally of a reddish tinge.

[Prob. conn, with Gr. argos, white.]

Argon, ar'gon, n. a constituent element of our
atmosphere, discovered in 1894 by Rayleigh and
Ramsay.

Argonaut, ar'go-nawt, «. one of those who sailed in

the ship Argo in search of the golden fleece : also

{nat. htst.) a name of the nautilus, a mollusc of the

octopod type.

—

adj. Argonaut'ic. [Gr. Argo, and
nautes, a sailor.]

Argosy, ar'go-si, «. a large merchant-vessel richly

laden, esp. those of Ragusa and Venice : also

figuratively. [The forms ragosie, rhaguse, used
equally with argosie, argosey, &c. ,

point to the
derivation from It. Ragusea, a ship belonging to

Ragusa, a great medieval port on the Adriatic,

spelt in i6th-cent. English as Aragoitse, Arragosa.]
Al^got, ar'go, or argot, «. slang, originally that of

thieves and vagabonds: cant. [Fr. ; of unknown
origin.]

Argue, arg'Q, z'.t. prove or evince : to prove by argu-
ment : to discuss : (,06s.) to accuse.

—

z:i. to offer

reasons : to dispute (with against, /or, with, about) :

—pr.f. arg'uing ; pa.f. argued.

—

adj. Arg'uable,
capable of being argued.— «. Arg'uer, one who
argues : a reasoner.—To argue (a person) into, or

out of, to persuade him into, or out of, a certain

course of action. [O. Fr. arguer—h. arguiHre,
freq. of arguere, to prove.]

Arg;ufy, arg'u-fl, v.i. to be evidence of something : to

be of importance : to argue, wrangle.

—

v.t. to weary
with wrangling. [Illiterate corr. of Argue. ]

Argument, arg'O-menc, ». a statement, or reason
based on such, offered as proof : a series of reasons
or a step in such : discussion : subject ofa discourse ;

summary of the subject-matter of a book : (obs.)

matterofcontroversy.

—

adjs. Argument'able, Argu-
ment'al. — ». Argumentation, an arguing or
reasoning.— adj. Argumentative.— adv. Argu-
ment'atively.—«. Argument'ativeness. [L. argu-
mentum. See Argue.]

Argumentum, arg-u-ment'um, «. an argument.

—

'I'he I'oUowing are forms of ituiirect argument :

—

Argumentum ad hominem, an appeal to the
known prepossessions or previous admissions of
an opponent; Argumentum ad ignorantiam, an
argument founded on the ignorance of an opponent

;

Argumentum ad invidiam, an argument appeal-
ing to the prejudices of the person addressed ;

Argumentum ad judicium, an appeal to the
common-sense of mankind ; Argumentum ad vero-
OUndiam, an appeal to our reverence for some
respected authority ; Arg^umentum baculinum,
the argument of the cudgel—most concise of argu-
ments, an appeal to force : Arg^umentum per
impOSSibile, or Reductio ad absurdunt, the proof
of a conclusion derived from the absurdity of a
contradictory supposition.—For the Ontological,
Cosmological, TeUological, and Moral arguments
in Theism, see under these adjectives.

Argos, arg'us, n. an^ very quick<«yed or watchful
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person, from Argus, described in Greek mythology
as having had a hundred eyes, some of which were
always awake : a genus of gallinaceous birds, re-

markable for magnificence of plumage — the only
known species, the Argus pneasant, native to
.Sumatra, &c. [Gr.

—

argos, bright.]
Argute, ar-gut', adj. shrill in sound : keen : shrewd.—

at/-'. Argute'ly.—». Argute'ness. [L. argutus.]
Argyrla, ar-jir'i-a, «. silver poisoning. [Gr. argyros,

silver.]

Aria, a'ri-a, ». an air or rhythmical song introduced
in a cantata, oratorio, or opera, and intended for
one voice supported by instruments. [It., from root
of Air.]

Arian, a'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Arius of Alexandria
(died 336), who denied the divinity of Christ.—«.
one who adheres to the doctrines of Arius : a
Unitarian.

—

v.t. A'rianlse.—». A'rianlsm, the doc-
trines of the Arians.

Arid, ar'id, adj. dry: parched.—«j. Aridity, ATid-
neSS. [L. aridus.]

Ariel, a'ri-el, n. a man's name in the Old Testament,
variously explained as 'lion of God,' 'hearth of
God :

' in later demonology, a water-spirit : an
angel : a spirit of the air. [Heb. ariei.]

Ariel, a'ri-el, «. a species of gazelle in Western Asia.
[Ar. aryii.]

Aries, a'ri-ez, «. the Ram, the first of the signs of the
zodiac, which the sun enters on 21st March. [L.]

Arietta, ar-i-et'ta, «. a little aria or air.—Also
Ariette'. [It. arietta, dim. of aria.]

Aright, a-rlt', adv. in a right way : rightly.

Aril, ar'il, ArillUS, a-ril'lus, «. a peculiar covering of
the seed of some plants, formed by an expansion of
the cord {funiculus) which attaches the ovule to the
placenta, or of the placenta itself.

—

adjs. ATlllary,
Arillated, having an aril. [Low L. arillus.]

Arimaspian, ar-im-as'pi-an, adj. pertaining to the
Arimaspi, described by Herodotus as a one-eyed
and fierce people inhabiting the most northern
region in the world, waging perpetual warfare with
the neighbouring griffins for their hoarded gold.

Ariot, a-ri'ot, adv. in riot, riotously.

Aripple, a-rip'l, adv. in a ripple, rippling.

Arise, a-rlz', -v.i. to rise up : to come up so as to be
heard : to ascend : to come into view : to spring :

—

pn.t. arose'; pa.p. aris'en. [Pfx. a-, up, out, and
Rise.]

Aristaroll, ar'is-tark, n. a severe critic. [From
Aristarchus, a grammarian of Alexandria about
160 B.C.]

Aristate, a-ris'tat, adj. (bol.) having awns. [L.
arista, an awn.]

Aristocracy, ar-is-tok'ras-i, ». government by the
men of best birth or condition : political power of a
privileged order : the nobility or chief persons of a
state : the upper classes generally, also the persons
noted for superiority in any quality, taken col-

lectively—also Aristarch'y (rare).—H. Aristocrat
(ar'is-to-krat, or ar-is'-), one who belongs to or
favours an aristocracy: a haughty person.— <w^'x.

ArlstOCrat'lC, -al, belonging to aristocracy : gentle-

manly, stylish.—o^/z/. Artstocrat'ically.—». Aris-
tocrat'lsm. [Gr. aristos, best, and kratos, power.]

Aristolochia, ar-is-l0-l5'ki-a, ». a genus of shrubs,

many climbers, specially abundant in tropical South
America. [Gr. ; aristos, best, locheia, child-birth,

the roots of several species being formerly thought
useful in parturition.]

Aristotelian, ar-is-to-te'li-an, adj. relating to Aristotle

or to his philosophy.
Arithmancy, ai^ith-man-si, n. divination by numbers.
—Also Arith'momancy. [Gr. arithmos, number,
and manteia, divination.]

Arithmetic, ar-ith'met-ik, «. the science of numbers :

the art of reckoning by figures : a treatise on
reckoning.

—

adj. Arlthmet'ical.

—

adv. Arithmet'-
ically.—». Arithmetlo'ian, one skilled in arith-



Arltlimocracy fite, &i : ibC. b^ : mine ; Aroint

medc—Arithmetical proa«S8laB, a. series of
nambers that increase or TiminiOi by a common
difference, as 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, ai ; or 13, loi, 9, 7^,

6. To find the sum of such a series, multiply the

sum of the first and last terms by half the number of

terms. [Gr. aritAmtitiH (uciuii, art), relating to

numbers

—

aritktmos, number.]
Arittamocracy, ar-ith-mok'ras-i, m. a democracy of

mere numbos.

—

tuij. Alitiunocrat'iC. [A coinage
ofKingslcy— Gr. aritktitos, number, kratia, rule.]

Aritlmmmatar ar-ith-mom'et-er, n. an instrument for

woikingoataiithiiietical calculations. iGt.aritJuHM,

nomber, —f

^

1 \m, measure.]
Ark, &ik, M. a diest or coffer : in Jewish history, the

wooden coffer in which the Tables of the Law were
I^x—hence To tcmoh or La^ liands on the ark,
to toacfa irreverently what is sacred (3 Sam. vi. 6)

:

a lai^ge floating vessel, like that in which Noah
escaped the Eteluge (Gen. vL-viiLX

—

a4f- and «.

Alklta. [A.S. arc—L. area, a c^est—<tn:?r^, to

^lanL]
Aries, arlz. or irlz, n, earnest money given in con-
fimation of a baisain, or of the engagement of a ser-

vant.

—

MM. AxW-peai'nj, Aries -penny. [Scot.

and northern £1^. : M. £. er^i—O. Fr. erret (mod.
Fr. mrrAa)—L. arria.]

Am, arm, «. the limb extending from the shonlder to

the hand : anything projecting from the main body,
as an inlet of the sea. a rail or support from a chan-,

ao&, or the like : one of the branches into which a
ttin trunk divides : ijtf-) power.

—

ns. Arm'-chair,
a diair with arms ; Arm'fDl ; Arm'-hole, the hole
in a eannent thraash which the arm is put.

—

cuiv.

AOK-taraXM, wkfa arms interlinked, in close com-
roiminn

—

aJ/. AnBftoSS.

—

ns. Arm'let, a bracelet

:

Aim'-plt, the pit or hoUow under the shoulder.

—

At aca'l lOBgtk, away from any friendliness or
familiarity.—Big^t anB, the main support or assist-

ant; SeCBlar ant, the secular or temporal aucbority,
as distinguished from the yrinial or errlfsiastiral

—With Open arms, with hearty welcome. [A.S. ;

C(^. with L. armia, the shoulder-joint, Gr. karmvi,
a joint.]

Arm, arm, m. a. weapon : a branch of the military
service:—^ '^™*>, veapoos of offence and de-
fence : war, hostilities : deeds <»- exploits of «-ar

:

armonal easigns.

—

v.i. Am, to furnish with arms
cr wffapons : to fortify.

—

v.i. to take arms.

—

tt. Ax'-
XBStara, amour : any apparatus for defence : a
piece ofiroo connecting the poles of a bent magnet.—mt^. I***—"^ (armd, or arm'edX furnished with
aims: proinded with means of defence: (iot.)

having prickles or tixnns : {kgr.) having part of the
body different in colour firam die rest, as a beak,
daws, &C. of a fatid.—«./£ VtntaxwaM, such weapons
as employ gmpoiwdier, as gons anid pistols.—».

Hm^ iI !, a fnOy equipped and practised
fighoi^ maa.

—

m.^ Sonlr-ams, such as do not
require carriages, as mtpoaed to artillery.—*"—

^

to the teeth, conqdetely armed.—4XiIla|;e ofAmi,
the Heralds' College, wluch grantsarmonal bearii^s.
—b anoi Vtth. qnaitoed with ; Of all aims, of
every kind of troops; Stand of arms, a complete
equipoient ofarms (or one soldier.—The armed eye,
strei^thened with a ms^inifyii^-glass, as opp. to

naied ere.—Vo lay dowm aOM, to surrender or
sabmit ; Up in aims, in readiness to fight. [Through
Fr. fi-om ll arma; cog. with Am.]

Armada, arm-a da, M. a fleet of armed ships, esp. the
self-sryled InvincibU Armada sent by Philip II.

against England in 1388. [Sp.—L. amtata, armare,
to arm.]

Armadillo, Srm-a'.dO'o, n. a small American edentate
quadruped, having its body armed with bands of
bony plates:—/^ Armadillos. [Sp., dim. of
armado, armed.]

Armageddon, slr-mag-ed'on, «. the great symbolical
battlefield of the Apocalypse, in which the final

M

struggle between the powers of good and evil is to
be fought out. [The name was no doubt suggested
by the famous battlefield of Megiddo, in the p^n
of Esdraelon.]

Armament, arm'a-ment, «. forces armed or equipi>ed
for war : munitions of war, esp. the great guns with
which a ship is armed. [L. armamenta—arma.]

Armenian, ar-tneni-an, a,rj. belonging to Armenia,
in^^ estem Asia: belonging to the .Armenian branch
of the Christian Church.

—

k. a native of Armenia.
Armet, armet, n. a helmet introduced about 1450 in

place of the basinet, consisting of an iron cap,
spreading o\-er the back of the neck, ha>-ing in front
the visor, beaver, and gorgeL [Fr.]

Aimgannt, arm'gant, adj. (SAai. once, Anf. and
Cleop. 1. V. 4EX with gaunt limbs (?). The word has
not been satisfactorily explained, and is most likely
an error.

Armiger, ar'mi-jer, «, an armour-bearer : one entitled
to a coat-of-arms : an esquire— also Aimi'gero
(Skak.). — adj. Armigerons. [L. ; arma, arms,
ge-rere, to bear.]

Armillary, ar'mil-lar-i, or ar-milTar-i, adj. resembling
an armlet or bracelet : consisting of rings or circles.—n. Armilla, in archaeolc^-, a bracelet : one of the
coronation ornaments : the regalia. — Armillary
sphere, an instrument constructed to show the
motions of the heavenly bodies. [L. armilla, an
armlet. See Arm (1).]

Arminian, ar-min'>-an, n. a follower of ArmiHius
(1560-1609X a Dutch di\ine, who denied the Cal-
vinistic doctrine of absolute predestination, as
well as irresistible grace.

—

adj. holding the doc-
trines of Armini us.—». Armin'lanigwi.

Armipotent, arm-ip'S-tent, adj. powerful in arms.
[L. arma, arms, /<7/ou, -entii, powerful.]

Armistice, arm'ist-is, «. a short suspension of hostili-

ties : a truce. [Fr.—Low L. armistitium, from L.
arma, arms, sisierr—stitum, to stop.]

Armoire, arm'war, «. an ambry or cupboard. [Fr.]

Armorlc, ar-mor'ik, n. the language of the inhabit-
ants of Armcrita, the ancient name for Brittany.
[L. ArTHoricHt—Celt, are-mor, before the sea.]

Armour, arm'ur, n. defensive arms or dress : heraldic
insignia : plating of ships of war.

—

adj. Aimo'rlal,
belonging to armour, or to the arms of a family.

—

tis. Arm'onr-bear'er ; Arm'ourer, a maker or re-

pairer of, or one who has the charge of, armour.

—

adj. Arm'onr-plat ed.—«i. Armoury, Armory,
the place in which arms are made or kept : a collec-

tion of ancient armour ; Coat'-arm'onr, originally a
vest of silk embroidered in colours, worn by a knight
over his armour. [See Arm (2).]

Armoseen, Armozlne, ar-mo-zen', n. a kind of taffeta

or plain silk, usually black, used for clerical gow^ns.

[Fr. arTitoisiii.]

Army, arm'i, n. a large body of men armed for war
and under militarj' command : a body of men banded
together in a special cause, whether travestying

military methods, as the ' Salvation Army," or not,

as the ' Blue Ribbon Army :' a host : a great num-
ber.

—

ns. Army-corps (-kor), a main division of an
army, a miniature army comprising all arms of the
service; Arm'y-list, a list of all commissioned
officers, issued periodically by the War Office

;

Arm'y-worm, a European grub which collects in

vast armies. [Fr. armee—L. armata, armare.}
Arnica, ar'ni-ka, n. a genus of composite plants, of
which the species A. montana, or Mountain To-
bacco, formerly enjoyed a great repute in medi-
cine as a stimulant in paralytic affections, low
fevers, &c—iu flowers still yield a tincture exter-

nally applied to wounds and bruises. [Mod. L.

;

origm unknown.]
AmottO, ar-not'to. See Anatta.
Aroint, a-roint', interj. (Shak.) away ! begone ! used

only twice in the phrase, ^Aroint thee, witch:'
to bid begone (arch, usage in Browning).

—

v.t. to



Aromft mOte ; mfite ; mOCn ; then. Arsenic

drive or frighten away. [Origin unknown ; perh.

in some provincialism, like the Yorkshire rynd-ta,

'round-thee,' 'move-round,' spoken to a cow in her

stall]

Aroma, a-rO'ma, n. sweet smell : the odorous prin-

ciple of plants : (fig-) flavour or peculiar charin of

any kind.

—

adj. Aromafic, fragrant: spicy.

—

v.t.

Aro'matlse, to render aromatic : to perfume :

—

pr.p. arO'matising ; pa.p. arSmatiscd. [Through
Fr. and L. from Gr. ardma.\

Arose, a-ror',/*./. of Arise.
Around, a-rownd', prep, on all sides of: (Amer.)
round about.

—

adv. on every side : in a circle :

C.-/w^r.) round, all about, [a, on, and BoUld.]
Arouse, a-rowz', v.t. and v.i. same as 'SxPOOa.—«x.

Arouse, Aroua'al {rare).

Arow, a-r5', adz: in a row : one following the other.

[K'rep. a, and ROW.]
Aroynt. Same as Aroint.
Arpeggio, ar-pej'S, K. {tnus.) a chord of which the

notes are given, not simultaneously, but in rapid
succession. [It. arpeggiare, to play upon the harp—arpa, harp.]

Arpent, ar'pent, n. an old French measure for land
still used in Quebec and Louisiana = loo sq.

perches, varying with the perch from ij acre to \
of an acre. [Fr.—L. arepennis, said to be a Gallic
word.]

Arquebnse, ar'kwi-bus, «. an old-fashioned hand-gun
—also Harquebus.—n. ArquebUSler'. [Fr. arque-
buse— Dut. haakbus—haak, hook, and but, box,
barrel of a gun ; Ger. hakenbuckse.'\

Arracacba, ar-a-kach'a, n. an umbelliferous plant
with esculent roots, native to the northern parts of
South America. [Native Ind. name.]

Arrack, ar'ak, n. an ardent spirit used in the East,
procured from toddy or the fermented juice of the
coco and other palms, as well as from nee and jag-
gery sugar. [.\r. 'arag, juice.]

Arrall, aPa, interj. Anglo-Irish expletive of emotion,
wonder, &c.

Arraign, ar-ran', v.i. to call one to atxount : to put a
prisoner upon trial : to accuse publicly. — ns. Ar-
raign'er; Arraigning; Arraignment. [O. Fr.

aresnier—Low L. arrationdre—\^. ad, to, ration-
em, reason.]

Arrange, ar-ranj', v.t. to set in a rank or row : to put
in order : to settle : (»rj«.) to adapt a composition
for instruments or voices for which it was not origi-

nally written, as when orchestral or vocal composi-
tions are set for the pianoforte, or the reverse.

—

v.i.

to come to an agreement.

—

n, Arrange'ment, act

of arranging : classification : settlement. [O. Fr.
arangie?—d (—L. ad, to), and rangier, rengier.
See Eange.]

Arrant, arrant, adj. downright, notorious (used in a
bad sense): unmitigated.— adz'. Ar'iantly. (A
variant of Errant. From its use in phrases like
' arrant thief,' it passed naturally into a general
term used with other terms of abuse.]

Arras, a^ras, n. tapestry: a hanging screen of
such hung round the walls of rooms.

—

p.adj.
Ar'rased, covered with arras.

—

n. Ar'rasene, an
embroidery material of wool and silk stitched in
like crewels. [From Arras in Northern France,
where first manufactured.]

Arraught, ar-rawt', adj. {Spens. ) seized on by fwce :

—/>a./. and/a./. of Arreach. [See Reach.]
Array, ar-ra', n, order: dress: equipage.

—

v.t. to
put in order: to arrange: to dr^s, adorn, or
equip. [O. Fr. arroi, array, equipage— L. ad,
and a Teut. root, foond in Eng. Reaoy, Ger. berrit,

A. S. gerade, preparation, Dan. rede, order. ]

Arrear, ar-rer', n. that which is in the rear or behind

:

that which remains unpaid or undone (used mostly
in pl.\ — adv. Arrear', backward, behind.— ».
Arrearage {Shak.\ arrears. [O. Fr. arere, ariere
(Fr. a,mire)—\^ ad, xa, retro, back, behmd.]

Arrect, a-rekt", adj. iipright : erected, as the ears : on
the alert. [L. arrectus.]

Arrest, ar-rest*, v.t. to stop : to seize : to catch the
attention: to apprehend by legal authority n.
stoppage : seizure by warrant.--a«^'. Airest'able,
liable to be arrested.—«. Arresta'tion, the act of
arresting : arrest.

—

adj. Arrest'iTO, with a tendency
to arrest.

—

n. Arresrment (ia-w), detention of a
person arrested till liberated on bail, or by security

:

(Scots lazv) the process which prohibits a debtor
from making payment to his creditor until another
debt due to the person making use of the arrest-

ment by such creditor is paid. [O. Fr. arester—l...
ad, to, restare, to stand still.]

Arret, ar-ret', or a-ra', n. decision : judgment of a
tribunal—properly of the king or parliament of
France. [Fr. arrit. See Arrest]

Arride, a-rld', v.t. {Lamb) to please, gratify. [L.
arririe-re.]

Arridre-ban, ar'yer-ban, or a-rer'ban, n. in feudal
times, the sovereign's summons to all freemen to
take the field : the army thus collected. [O. Fr.
ariereban. Old High Gf:x. kari, army, and ban,
public proclamation.]

Arris, aPris, n. a sharp ridge or edge on stoi>e or
metal. [Sec Arete.]

Arrive, ar-rlv', v.i. to reach any place : to attain to
any object (with at).—ns. AxriV'aJ, the act of
arriving : persons or things that arrive ; Ani'T'ance
(Shak.), company arri\-ing. [O. Fr. artver—Low
L. adripdre—L. ad, to, ripa, a bank.]

Arroba, a-r6l», «. a weight of 25 or more pounds,
used in Spanish and Portuguese regions. [Ar.]

Arrogate, ar'rog-at, v.t. to claim as one's own: to
claim proudly or unduly.

—

ns. AT'rog^ance, ATrO-
gancy, undue assumption of importance. — adj.

Arrogant, claiming too much : overbearing.—
adv. ArTC^antly.—«. Arroga'tion, act of arro-
gating : undue assumption. [L. arrogare—ad, to,

rogare, -dtum, to ask, to claim.]
Arrondissement, ar-ron'des-mang, n. a subdivision

of a French department, comprising a number of
communes. [Fr.

—

arrondir, to make round.]
ArrO'W, ar'rS, n. a straight, pointed weapon, made to

be shot from a bow : any arrow-shaped pin or orna-
ment : the chief shoot of a plant, esp. the flowering
stem of the sugar-cane.

—

n. ATrow-head, the head
or pointed part of an arrow : an aquatic plant
native to England, with arrow-shaped leaves rising
above the water—reputed good for hydrophobia.

—

adj. Arrow-bead eo, shaped like the head of an
arrow.

—

n. Ar'row-sbot, the distance traversed by
an arrow.

—

adj. ATrowy, of or like arrows. [A.S.
eark, arwe; cog. with L. arcus ; akin to Ice. irr,

orvar. ]

Arrowroot, ar'rS-rSDt, n. a starch obtained from the
roots of certain plants growing chiefly in West
Indies, and much used as food for invalids and
children. [Said to be so named because used by
the Indians of South America as an anudote against
wounds caused by poisoned arroTvs.^

'Arry, ar'i, «. a jovial vulgar fellow who drops his

h's :—^>K. 'Ariiet

—

adj. 'ATrylsh, in holiday
spirits. [From the vulgar Cockney pronunciatioD
of Harry.]

Arse, ars, n. the posterior parts of an animal.

—

adv.
and adj. Ars'y-vers'y, backside foremost, contrary.

[A.S. ears: Ger. anck, Sw. ars: cog. with Gr.
orros.}

Arsenal, ar'se-nal, n. a dock possessing naval stores

:

a public magazine or manufactory of naval and
military stores. [It. arzenale, arsenate (Sp., Fr.

arsenal)— Ar. ddr affind'ok, workshop ; d&r,
house, al, the, cind'ak, art.]

Arsenic, ar'sen-ik, n. one of the chemical elements:
a mineral poison : a soft, gray-coloured metaL

—

ns.

Arsenate, Arse'niate, a salt of arsenic add.—
adjs. Arsenic, -al, composed of or containmg
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arsenic : in chemistr>-, applied to compounds

;

Arse'nlOUS, of or containing arssnic.—«. Ar'son-
Ite, a salt of arsenious acid. [Gr. arsenikon, arsen,

male ; the alchemists fancied some metals male,
others female.]

Arsis, ar'sis, n. grammatical term applied to the

elevation of the voice to a higher pitch in speaking :

{tnus.) the strong position in a bar: the strong

syllable in English metre :—//. ATses. [L.—Gr.
arsis—airein, to lift.]

Arson, ars'on. ». the crime of wilfully burning houses
or other buildings.

—

ns. Ar'SOnlte, Ar'sonlst {rare).

[O. Fr. arson—L. arsion-ent, ardire, arsum, to

bum.]
Art, art, 2d pers. sing, of the present tense of the verb

Tode. [A.S. <rar/.]

Art, art, «. practical skill guided by rules : human
skill as opposed to nature : skill as applied to sub-

jects of taste, the fine arts—music, painting, sculp-

ture, architecture, and poetry : (//.) specially used
of certain branches of learning to be acquired as

necessary for pursuit of higher studies, or for the

work of life, as in phrase ' faculty of arts, master of
arts :

' the rules and methods of doing certain actions

:

a profession, skilled trade, or craft : contrivance : cun-
ning, artfulness, or address : artifice, special faculty

of some kind acquired by practice, skill, dexterity,

knack: special faculty of givmg expression to aesthetic

or artistic quality, as in art-furniture, &c., supposed,
by the buyer, in this respect, to justify its price.

—

adj. Art'Iul, full of art : {arch.) dexterous, clever :

cunning : produced by art. — adv. Art'fixlly.—
». Art'falness.

—

mij. Art'less, simple : {rare) inar-

tistic: guileless, unaffected.

—

adzr. Artlessly.

—

ns,

Art'lessness : Arts'man, one who cultivates some
practical knowledge : {arck.) a man skilled in arts or
in learning.

—

n.pl. Art'-un'lons, associations having
for their object the promotion of an interest in the
fine arts.—Art and part, as in the phrase 'to be
art and part in," originally in legal expressions like

'to be concerned m either by art or part'—i.e.

either by art in contriving or by />art in actual
execution ; now loosely used in the sense of partici-

pating, sharing.—Useflll arts as opposed to Fine
arts, those in which the hands and body are more
concerned than the mind.—Science and Art differ

essentially in their aims

—

Science, in Mill's words,
'takes cognisance o{ z. phenomenon, and endeavours
to ascertain its law; Art proposes to itself an etid,

and looks out for means to effect it.' [L. ars, artis.

See Arm.]
Artemisia, ar-tS-miz'i-a, n. a genus of composite

plants, with a peculiarly bitter taste, including
Wormwood, Southernwood, &c.

Artery, ar'ter-i, n. a tube or vessel which conveys
blood from the heart (see Aorta)—also metaphori-
cally : any main channel of communication.

—

adj:
Arter'ial.—z'.<. Arter'iallse, to make arterial.—«j.
Arteriot'omy, the cutting or opening of an artery,

to let blood : Arteri'tls, inflammation of an artery.

[L.—Gr. arteria, orig. the windpipe most probably
—Gr. air-ein, to raise. The ancient conception of
the artery as an air-duct gave rise to the derivation
from Gr. aer, air.]

Artesian, ar-te'zhan, adj. applied to wells made by
boring until water is reached. [From Artois (L.
Artesium), in the north of France, where the oldest

known well of this kind in Europe was sunk in

1126.]

Artbritis, ar-thrl'tis, n. inflammation of a joint : gout.—adj. Arthrit'lc, relating to or affecting the jomts :

gouty. [Gr. arthritikos—arthron, ajomt]
Arthropoda, ar-throp'od-a, «.//. a great division of

the animal kingdom, the body consisting of a
definite number of segments, each having a pair of
hollow jointed limbs into which the body muscles
proceed. It again divides into two great groups

—

the water-breathers or Branchiata, and the air-
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breathers or Tracheata.

—

adj. Arthrop'odal. [Gr.
arthron, joint, axid poits, pod-os, a foot.]

Artichoke, ar'ti-chok, «. a thistle-like, perennial,
eatable plant with large scaly heads, like the cone
of the pine, now growing wild in the south of Europe,
though probably a native of Asia. — Jerusalem
artichoke, a totally different plant, a species of
sunflower, bearing tubers like those of the potato,
Jerusalem being a corr. of It. girasole (' twin-sun '),

sunflower. By a quibble on Jerusalem, the soup
made from it is called Palestine soup. [Old It.

articiocco (It. carciofo)—Old Sp. alcarchofa—Kx.
al-kharsho/a, al-kharshuf. Popular definitions are
many—e.g. the plant that chokes the garden or the
heart.\

Article, art'i-kl, «. a separate element, member, or
part of anything : a particular substance : a single
clause or term : a distinct point in an agreement, or
an agreement looked at as complete, as in ' articles

of apprenticeship,' &c. : rules or conditions gener-
ally : a section of any document : a literary com-
position in a journal, newspaper, encyclopaedia, &c.,
treating of a subject distinctly and independently

:

(gram.) the name given to the adjectives the
(definite article) and a or an (indefinite article).

—

v.t. to draw up or bind by articles : to indict, charge
with specific accusations : bind by articles of ap-
prenticeship. — adj. Artic'ular, belonging to the
joints. — Articles of association, regulations for
the business of a joint-stock company registered
under the Companies Acts ; Articles of faith,
binding statement of points held by a particular
Church ; Articles of war, code of regulations for
the government and discipline of the army and
navy.—In the article of death (L. in articulo
mortis), at the point of death. — Lords of the
Articles, a standing committee of the Scottish
parliament who drafted the measures to be sub-
mitted.—The Thirty-nine Articles, the articles of
religious belief finally agreed upon by the entire
bishops and clergy of the Church of England in

1562. [L. articulus, a little joint

—

artus, a joint.]

ArtiCUlata, ar-tik-u-la'ta, n. one of the great primarj-
divisions of the animal kingdom, according to
Cuvier, including those animals of which the body
is divided into a number of distinct joints—viz. the
higher worms or Annelids, and also the Insects,
Crustaceans, Arachnids, and Myriopods.

ArtiCUiate, ar-tik'ul-at, adj. distinct : clear.

—

v.t. to

joint : to form into distinct sounds, syllables, or
words.

—

v.i. to speak distinctly.

—

adv. Artic'ulately.
—ns. Artic'ulateness ; Articulation, a joining as
of the bones: part between two joints: distinctness,

or distinct utterance : a consonant ; Artlc'ulator,
one who articulates or speaks : one who articulates

bones and mounts skeletons. [L. articuldre, -dtum,
to furnish with joints, to utter distinctly. See
Article.]

Artifice, art'i-fis, n. artificer's work : a contrivance

:

a trick or fraud.—«. Artificer, a workman : an in-

ventor.

—

adj. Artificial (art-i-fish'yal), made by art

:

not natural : cultivated : not indigenous : feigned :

not natural in manners, affected.

—

v.t. and v.i. Arti-
fic'lalise, to render artificial.—»r. Artificiality,
Artlfic'ialness.— rt/Zr*. Artlfic'lally. [L. artijicium—arti/ex, -Jicis, an artificer

—

ars, artis, s.nA/acere,
to make.]

Artillery, ar-til'er-i, «. offensive weapons of war, esp.

cannon, mortars, &c. : the men who manage them :

a branch of the military service : gunnery. — ns.

Artlll'erist, one skilled in artillery or gunnery

;

Artill'ery-man, a soldier of the artillery. [O. Fr.

ariiilerie, artiller, to arm ; through a supposed Low
L. artillilre—L. ars, artis, art.]

Artlodactyla, ar-ti-o-dak'til-a, «. a sub-order of the
great mammalian order of Ungulata, having the
third digit unsymmetrical in itself, but forming a
symmetrical pair with the fourth digit—as distin-
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guished from the PerUsodactyla (horse, tapir, rhino-
ceros), which have the third digit of each limb
symmetrical in itself, an odd number of digits on
the hind-foot, and at least twenty-two dorso-lumbar
vertebrse. The Artiodactyla, again, divide into

two groups, the Non-Ruminantia and the Rumin-
antia.

Artisan, art'i-zan, n. one skilled in any art or trade :

a mechanic. [Fr. — It. artigiano, ult. from L.
ariitiis, skilled in the arts

—

ars, artis, art.]

Artist, art'ist, n. one who practises an art, esp. one of
the fine arts, as painting, sculpture, engraving, or
architecture.—a(^>. Artist'ic, -al, according to art.

—adv. Artlst'lcally. —«. Art'istry, artistic pur-
suits : artistic workmanship, quality, or ability.

[Fr. artiste. It. artista—L. ars, artis, art.]
Artiste, ar-test', «. one dexterous or tasteful in any art,

as an opera dancer, a cook, a hairdresser, &c. [Fr.]

Art-union. See Art.
Arum, a'rum, n. a genus of plants represented in

England by the Cuckoo-pint or Wake Robin {A.
maculatum), whose root yields a wholesome farina

known as Portland Sago or Arrowroot. [L.—Gr.
aron.]

Arundlnaceous, a-run-di-na'shus, adj. relating to or
like a reed.—Also Arundln'eoUS. [L. arutidinaceus—artindo, a reed.]

Aruspex, Aruspice, Aruspioy. See Haruspex.
ArvlCOla, ar-vik'O-la, «. the general name of the

family of animals to which belong the water-vole
and field-vole. [Coined from L. arvum, a field,

cole-re, to inhabit.]

Ary, a'ri, e'ri, adj. {prov.) any. [A modification of
e'er a for ever a. Cf. Nary.]

Aryan, ar'i-an, or 5'ri-an, adj. relating to the family
of nations otherwise called Indo-European (com-
prehending the inhabitants of Europe—except the
Basques, Turks, Magyars, and Finns—and those of
Armenia, Persia, and North Hindustan), or to their

languages—Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Celtic,

Teutonic, Slavonic, Lettic.

—

v.t. AryanlSO'. [L.
ariatius, belonging to Ariana or Aria (Gr. Areia),
the east part of Ancient Persia— Sans. Arya (cf.

Old Pers. Ariya, axvAJran, Persia), often traced to

a root ar, plough.]
As, az, adx'., conj'., and proft. in that degree, so far,

as . . .as: the consequent in a co-relation express-
ing quantity, degree, &c., rtj . . . as, such . . . as,
same . . . as: since, because: when, while: express-
ing merely continuation or expansion, for inst,-ince :

similarly : for example : while : in like manner :

that, who, which (after sucA, same).—As concern-
ing. As to, As for, so far as concerns ; As it were,
so to speak, in some sort : As much, the same ; As
well (as), just as much (as), equally (with). [A
worn-down form of ail-so, A.S. all-s-zvd, wholly so.]

As, as, «. in Norse mythology, one of the gods, the
inhabitants of Asg-ard

:

—pi. Aeslr (a'ser). [Ice.

ass, a god (pi. eesir) — A. S. os, seen in such proper
names as Oswald, Osric]

As, as, «. Latin unit of weight, 12 ounces (L. uncitE)

:

a copper coin, the unit of the early monetary system
of Rome.

Asafostlda, as-a-fet'i-da, «. a medicinal gum-resin,
having an offensive smell, procured by drying the
milky juice which flows from the root of the plant
Ferula (^Narthex) asa/cetida. [Pers. azd, mastic,
and \j.Jcetida, stinking.]

Asar, e'sar, n.pl. the Swedish name for those long,
winding banks and ridges of gravel and sand which
occur abundantly in the low grounds of Sweden,
supposed to mark the site of sub-glacial streams and
rivers.—These hsar are the same as the Irish eskar
and the Scotch kames.

Asarabacca, as-a-ra-bak'a, n. a European plant, a
species o(Asarum, having acrid properties, formerly
used in tlie preparation of snuffs for catarrh, &c.
[L. asarum, bacca, a berry.]

Asbestos, az-best'os, «. an incombustible mineral, a
variety of hornblende, of a fine fibrous texture, re-
sembling flax ; {_fig.) anything unquenchable.

—

adjs.
Asbes'tic, Asbes'tous, Asbes'tine, of or like as-
bestos : incombustible. [Gr. ; (lit.) unquenchable

—

a, neg., siestas, extinguished.]
Ascaris, as'ka-ris, n. a genus of parasitic worms, of

the family Ascar'ldSB, infesting the small intestines.
[Gr. askaris, pi. askarides.^

Ascend, as-send', v.i. to climb or mount up : to rise,

literally or figuratively: to go backwards in the
order of time.

—

v. t. to climb or go up on : to mount.— adjs. Ascend'able, Ascend'lble. — Ascending
rhythm, in prosody, a rhythm in which the arsis
follows the thesis, as an iambic or anapaestic rhythm :

opposed to descending rhythms, as the trochaic and
dactylic. [L. ascendere, ascensum—ad, and scan-
dere, to climb.]

Ascension, as-sen'shun, n. a rising or going up.

—

adjs.
Ascend'ant, -ent, superior : above the horizon.—«.

superiority : (astrol.) the part of the ecliptic rising

above the horizon at the time of one's birth ; it was
supposed to have commanding influence over the
person's life, hence the phrase, 'in the ascendant:'
superiority or great influence : (rare) an ancestor.

—

n. Ascend'ency, controlling influence— also As-
cendancy, Ascend'ance, Ascend'enco {rare).—
adj. Ascen'Sional, relating to ascension.

—

n. Ascen'-
Sion-day, the festival held on Holy Thursday, ten

days before Whitsunday, to commemorate Christ's

ascension to heaven.

—

adj. Ascen'sive, rising : caus-

ing to rise.—«. Ascent', act of ascending : upward
movement, as of a balloon : way of ascending : de-

gree of elevation or advancement : slope or gradient

:

a flight of steps.—Line of ascent, ancestry.—Right
ascension {astron.), the name applied to one of the

arcs which determine the position relatively to the

equator of a heavenly body on the celestial sphere,

the other being the declinator. [L. ascensio —
ascendere.^

Ascertain, as-ser-tan', v.i. to determine : to obtain

certain knowledge of : (rare) to insure, certify,

make certain.

—

adj. Ascertaln'able.— n. Ascer-
tain'ment. [O. Fr. acertener. See Certain.]

Ascetic, as-set'ik, «. one who rigidly denies himself

ordinary sensual gratifications for conscience' sake,

one who aims to compass holiness through self-

mortification, the flesh being considered as the seat

of sin, and therefore to be chastened : a strict

hermit. — adjs. Ascet'iO, -al, excessively rigid

:

austere : recluse.

—

adv. Ascet'ically.—«. Ascet'I-

dsm. [Gr. asketikos (adj. asketes), one that uses

exercises to train himself—-ajtew, to work, take

exercise, (eccles.)\.o mortify the body.]

Asclan, ash'yan, «. name given to the inhabitants of

the torrid zone, who are shadowless at certain

seasons, from the sun being right over their

heads. [Gr. askios, shadowless

—

a, neg., skia, a

shadow.]
Ascidlans, a-sid'i-anz, «.//. a group belonging to the

tunicate Mollusca, forming a class of degenerate

survivors of ancestral vertebrates, asymmetrical

marine animals with a tubular heart and no feet,

of a double-mouthed flask shape, found at low-water

mark on the sea-beach.—«. Ascid'lum, a genus of

Ascidians : (bot.) a pitcher-shaped, leafy formation,

as in the Nepenthes. [Gr. askidion, dim. of askos,

a leathern bag, wine-skin.]

AscltltlOUS. Same as AdSCltltlOUS.
Ascleplad, as-kle'pi-ad, Asclepladlc, as-kle-pi-ad'ik,

n. m ancient prosody, a verse consisting of a
spondee, two (or three) choriambi, and an iambus :

--|-uu-|-uo-|o-| .—adj. Asolepiad'ic. {As-
clepiades, a Greek poet.]

Ascleplads, as-kle'pi-adz, n.pl. an order of Greek
physicians, priests of Asclepius or /Esculapius, the
god of medicine. [Gr. asklepius, Asclepius.]

Asclepias, as-kle'pi-as, n. a genus of plants, native to
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North America, giving name to the natural order of
the Asclepidaceae, and containing the milk-weed,
swallow-wort, &c.

Ascribe, a-skrlb', v./. to attribute, impute, or assign.

—adj. Ascrib'able.—«. A^crip'tlon, act of ascrib-

ing or imputing: any expression of ascribing, or

any formula for such, like the formula ascribing

glory to God repeated at the conclusion of a

sermon. [L. ascribere, -icriptunt—ad, to, scrib-ere,

to write.]

Aseptic, a-sep'tik, adj. not liable to decay or putrefac-

tion.—«. Aiep'tioiam. [From Gr. a, neg., septos,

sipomai, to decay.]
Asexual, a-seks'u-al, adj. without sex, formerly ap-

plied to cryptogams—agamic. [Gr. a, neg., and
Sexual.]

Asgard, as'gard, «. the heaven of Norse mythology,
abode of the twelve gods and twenty-six goddesses,
and of heroes slain in battle. [Ice. asgardkr, ass, a
god, gardhr, an enclosure.]

Ash, ash, «. a well-known timber tree, or its wood,
which is white, tough, and hard, much used in

carpentry and wheel-work : the ashen shaft of a
spear, or a spear itself.^Yi.^'. Ash'en.—«. Ground'-
ash, or Ash'-plant, an ash s.ipling.—Mountain
ash, the rowan-tree

; Quaking ash, the aspen.'

[A.S. asc—Ger. esc/te. Ice. askr.]
Ashake, a-shak', adv. phrase, shaking. [Prep, a,

and Shake.]
Ashamed, a-shamd', adj. affected with shame (with
of for the cause of shame ;

/or, the person).

—

v.t. and v.i. Ashame', to feel shame: to put to

shame. — n. Ashamod'ness.—/. a<(7'. Ashamlng.
[Pa. p. of old verb asAa/ne.]

Ashes, ash'ez, «.//. the dust or remains of anything
burnt : the remains of the human body when burnt

:

(Jig.') a dead body : used to express pallor, from the
colour of wood-ashes, as in 'pale as asKes,' 'ashy-
pale.'—«. Ash'-buck'et, a box or bucket in which
house-ashes and general refuse arc collected for re.-

moval.—rtrf/>. Ashen, Ash'en-gray.—;/^. Ash'ery,
a place where potash or pearl-ash is made ; Ash-
heap, a heap of ashes and household refuse ; Ash-
leach, a tub in which alkaline .salts are dissolved
from wood-ashes ; Ash'-pan, a kind of tray fitted
underneath a grate to receive the ashes. — rt(/;>.

Ash'y, Ash'y-gray.—To lay in ashes, to destroy
utterly by burning. [A.S. asce; Ice. aska.\

Ashet, ash'et, n. (now only Siot.)z. l.irge flat dish in
which meat is served. [Fr. axsietle.\

Ashiver, a-shiv'er, adv. phrase, quivering.
Ashkenazlm, ash-ke-na/im, 7t.pl. the Polish and
German Jews, as distinguished from the Sephar-
dim, the Spanish and Portuguese Jews. [Heb.
Ashkenaz, the name of a northern people in Gen. x.

,

located lu Arabia, by later Jews identified with
Germany.]

Ashlar, ash'lar. Ashler, ash'ler, «. hewn or squared
stone used in facing a wall, as distinguished from
roueh, as it comes from the quarry— also in Ash'lar-
WOrk, as opposed to Rubble-work.—p.adj. Ash'-
lared.-«. Ash'larlng. [O. Fr. atseler—l,. axil-
laris, axilla, dim. of axis, assis, axle ; also plank
(cf. Fr. ais. It. asse).]

Ashore, a-shOr', adv. on shore. [Prep, a, and
Shore.]

*^

Ash-Wednesday, ash-wenz'da, «. the first day of
Lent, so called from the Roman Catholic custom of
sprinkhn^ ashes on the head.

Asian, azh'yan, or ash'i-an, Asiatic, 5-zhi-at'ik, or
5sh-i-at'ik, adj. belonging to Asia : florid in litera-
ture or art.—«. Asiat'lClsm, imitation of Asiatic or
Eastern manners.

Aside, a-sTd', adv. on or to one side : privately

:

apart.—«. words spoken in an undertone, so as
not to be heard by some person present, words
spoken by an actor which the other persons on the
stage are supposed not to hear: an indirect effort of

M

any kind.

—

adj. private, apart.—To set aside, to

quash (a judgment).
AsinegO, as-i-ne'go, «. (Shak.) a stupid fellow.—Also

Asini'CO. [Sp. asnico—dim. of asno, L. asinus,
ass.]

Asinine, as'in-In, adj. of or like an ass.—«. Asin-
in'lty. [See Ass.]

Ask, ask, v.t. to seek: to request, inquire, beg,
question, invite.

—

v.i. to request: to make inquiry
(with about and /o>—as to ask one after ot for
another). [A.S. dscian, dcsian ; Ger. heischen. Ice.

askja. Sans, esh, to desire.]

Askajioe, a-skans', Askant, a-skant', adv. sideways :

awry : obliquely : with a side glance, or with a
side meaning.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to turn aside.—To eye,
look, or View askance, to look at with suspicion.
[Ety, very obscure; perh. conn, with It. « schidricio,

slopingly, or with Ice. h-skd, as in Askew.]
Askew, a-sku', adv. obliquely : aside : awry. [Sec
Askance.]

Aslake, a-slak', v.t. (arch.) to slake : to mitigate.
[Prep, a, and Slake.]

Aslant, a-slant', adj. or adv. obliquely.—Also Ask-
lent' (Scot.).

Asleep, a-slep', adj. or adv. in sleep : sleeping : in

the sleep of death, dead. [Prep, a, and Sleep.]
Aslope, a-slOp', adj. or adv. on the slope.

Asmoulder, a-smOl'der, adv. phrase, smouldering.
Asnort, a-snort', adv. phrase, snorting. [Prep, a,

and Snort.]
Asp, asp. Aspic, asp'ik, n. a popular name applied

loosely to various genera of venomous serpents

—

now chiefly to the Vipera aspis of Southern Europe.
Cleopatra's asp was probably the small Vipera
luisselqiiistii, or horned viper : the biblical asp

(Heb. pethen) was probably the Egyptian juggler's

snake (Naja haje). [L.—Gr. aspis.^

Asparagus, as-par'a-gus, n. a plant cultivated for

its yoimg shoots, esteemed as a table delicacy.

—

n.

Aspar'agine, a nitrogenised crystallised substance

found in asparagus and other vegetables.

—

Sparrow-
grass was long the form of the word in English.

[L.—Gr. asparagos.]
Aspect, as'pekt (in Shak. an* elsewhere, as-pekt*), «.

look: view: appearance, also applied figuratively

to the mind : position in relation to the points

of the compass : the situation of one planet with

respect to another, as seen from the earth. —
v.i. (obs.) to look ax..—adj. As'pectable, visible,

worth looking at. [L. aspectus—ad, at, specere, to

look.]

Aspen, asp'en, «. the trembling poplar.

—

adj. made
of or like the aspen ; tremulous : timorous.

—

adj.

Aspen-like. [A.S. aspe, Ger. espe.^

Asper, as'per, ti. a small silver Turkish coin.

Asperated. See Aspirate.
Asperges, as-per'jcs, «. a short service introductory

to the mass, so called from the words Asperges me,
Dofnitie, hyssopo et mundabor (Vs. li.).

Aspergill, -um, as'per-jil, -um, «. a kind of brush
used in R.C. churches for sprinkling holy water on
the people.—Also Asperge', Asper'soir. [L. asper-
gerc, to sprinkle, and dim. suffix.]

Aspergillum, as-per-jil'um, n. a remarkable genus of
boring Lamellibranch Molluscs, in which the shell

has the form of an elongated cone, terminating at

the lower end in a disc, pierced by numerous small
tubular holes.

—

n. Aspergil'lus, the name of a
genus of minute fungi or moulds occurring on de-
caying substances of various kinds.

Asperity, as-per'i-ti, n. roughness : harshness : bitter

coldness. [L. asperitat-em, asper, rough.]
Aspermous, a-sper'mus, AspermatOUS, a-sper'ma-tus,

adj. without seeds. [Gr. a, neg., sperma, seed.]
Asperse, as-pers', v.t. to slander or calumniate : to

bespatter (7t>/M).—«. Asper'Sion, calumny : slander

:

(Shak.) a shower or spray. — adjs. Aspers'lve,
Aspers'ory, tending to asperse : defamatory.
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ABpersorium, as-per-sOr'i-um, ». a vessel used in

R.C. churches for holding holy water.

Asphalt, as-falt', or as'falt, Asphaltiun, as-falt'um,

«. a black or dark-brown, hard, bituminous sub-

stance, anciently used as a cement, and now for

paving, cisterns, water-pipes, &c.

—

v,t. Asphalt',

to lay or cover with asphalt.— adj. Asphalt'lO.

[Gr. asphaltos, from an Eastern word.]

Aspheterism, as-fet'er-izm, «. (Souihcy) denial of the

right of private property.—z'.i. Asphot'erlse. [Gr.

rt, neg., ami s^heieros, one's own.]

Asphodel, as'fo-del, «. a kind of lily— in Greek
mythology, the peculiar plant of the dead. In

Greece they cover the bleakest hillsides with en-

during blossom.

—

atij. Elysian. [Gr. asphodelos, a
plant of the lily kind ; cf. Homer's asphodelos leimon,

the meadow of the dead. See Daffodil.]

Asphyxia, as-fik'si-a, «. (lit.) suspended animation,

suffocation, when the blood is in such a state as

to render impossible a sufficiently free exchange
of carbonic acid for oxygen—also A8ph3rx'y.

—

n.

Asphyxiant, a chemical substance which pro-

duces asphyxia. — adj. Asphyx'iated.— ns. As-
phyxia'tion ; Asph5rx'iator. [Gr., a stopping of

the pulbC—rt, neg., sphyxis, the pulse.]

Aspic, Aspick, as^ik, n. (poet.) a venomous serpent.

[See Asp.]
Aspic, as'pik, «. a savoury meat-jelly containing fish,

game, hard-boiled eggs, &c. [Littre suggests its

derivation from aspic, asp, because it is ' cold as an
aspic,' a French proverb.]

Aspirant, as-plr'ant, or as'pir-ant, «. one who aspires
(with after, for) : a candidate.— rt(/^'. ambitious :

mounting up (rare in both tenses). [See Aspire.]
Aspirate, as'pir-at, v.t. to pronounce with a full

breathing, as the letter k in house.—«. a mark of
aspiration, the rough breathing in Greek (') : an
aspirated letter.—/.a<^'. As'perated, made harsh.

—

ns. Aspira'tion, pronunciation of a letter with a
full breathing : an aspirated sound (like Gr. ch, th,

&c.) ; Aspira'tor, an apparatus for drawing air or
other gases through bottles or other vessels : (nied.)

an instrument for removing fluids from the cavities

of the body.—a<^'. Aspir'atory, relating to breath-
ing.—TO drop one's aspirates, not to pronounce A,

a mark of imperfect education or humble social

standing. [See Aspire.

}

Aspire, as-pTr' (followed by to or after with the
object, or by an infinitive), v.i. to desire eagerly :

to aim at high things : to tower up.—«. Aspira'tion,
eager desire.

—

adj. Aspir'ing.

—

adv. Aspir'ingly.
—«. Asplr'lngness. [Fr.—L. aspirare, -dtutn—ad,
to, spirdre, to breathe.]

Asplenlum, as-ple'ni-um, >/. spleenwort, a genus of
ferns, mostly tropical, with long or linear sort, with
indttsiinn arising laterally from above a vein

—

including the lady-fern, black maiden-hair, &c.
[Gr. asplenion.'\

Asport, as-pSrt', v.t. (rare) to carry away, esp. in a
bad sense.

—

n. Asporta'tion, feloniously carrying
away. [L. asportdre—abs, away, and portdre, to
carry.]

Aspout, a-spowt', adv. phrase, spouting.
Asprawl, a-sprawl', adv. phrase, sprawling.
Aspread, a-spred', adv. phrase, spread out.
Asprout, a-sprowt', adv. phrase, sprouting.
Asquat, a-skwat', adv. phrase, squatting.
Asctulnt, a-skwint', adv. and adj. towards the comer

of the eye : obliquely.
Ass, as, n. a well-known quadruped of the horse

family : (fig.) a dull, stupid fellow. — Asses'
bridge, or Pons aslnorum, a humorous name for
the fifth proposition of the first book of Euclid.
[A. S. assa, the earlier Teutonic form being esol,
esil (Goth, asiius) — L. asinus : Gr. onns, ass.
Perh. ult. of Semitic origin, as in Heb. dthdn, a
she-ass.]

Aasafetida. Same as Asafcatlda.

Assagai, Assegai, as'sa-gT, ». a slender spear of hard
wood, tipped with iron, some for hurling, some for

thrusting with—used by the South African tribes,

Various forms of Assagais.

notably the war-like Zulus.

—

v.t. to kill or slay with
an assagai. [Through Fr. or Port, from Ar. az-

zaghdyah, az= al, the zaghdyah, a Berber word.)
Assail, as-sul', v.t. to assault: to attack.— adj.

Assaiil'able.—».;. Assail'ant, one who assails or
attacks ; Assail'ment. [O. Fr. asaillir—'L. assil-

ire—ad, upon, and salire, to leap.]

Assassin, as-as'in, n. one who, usually for a reward,
kills by surprise or secretly.

—

v.t. Assas'sinate, to

murder by surprise or secret assault : (Milton) to

maltreat : also figuratively, to destroy by treacherous

means, as a reputation.—«. (obs.) one who assassin-

ates.

—

ns. Assassina'tion, secret murder ; Assas'-
Sinator. [Through Fr. or It. from Ar. hashshdshln,
'hashish-eaters,' a military and religious order in

Syria, of the nth century, who became notorious

for their secret murders in obedience to the will

of their chief, and fortified themselves for their

adventures by hashish, an intoxicating drug or

drink made from hemp.]
Assault, as-sawlt', «. a sudden attack: a storming,

as of a town : (Eng. laiv) unlawful attempt to

apply force to the person of another—when force

is actually applied, the act amounts to battery : an
attack of any sort by arguments, appeals, &c.

—

v.t.

to make an assault or attack upon : (laiu) to make
an assault.—«. Assaulter. —Aisault at arms, a
display of attack and defence in fencing. [O. Fr.

asaiit—1.,. ad, upon, saltus, a leap, salire, to leap.

See Assail.]
Assay, as-sa', v.t. to determine the proportions of a

metal in an ore or alloy : endeavour (more usually

Essay) : (Spens.) to affect or move : (Shak.) to put
one to the proof, as to accost with a particular pur-

pose, to measure swords with another, &c. : (poet.)

put to proof, examine by trial.

—

v.i. to attempt.

—

n.

the determination of the quantity of metal in an ore

or alloy : the trial of anything, as in the ancient
custom of tasting the drink before handing it to a
king or noble : an attempt or endeavour : probation

or trial : (Spens.) ascertained purity.

—

ns. Assay'er,
one who assays, esp. metals ; Assay'ing, the process

of assaying or determining the proportion of pure
metal in an ore or alloy ; Assay'-mas'ter, the

officer who determines the amount of gold or silver

in coin or bullion. [O. Fr. assayer, n. assai. See
Essay.]

Assegai, Assegay. Same as Assagai.
Assemble, as-sem'bl, v.t. to call or bring together:

to collect.

—

v.i. to meet together.— «j. Assem blage,

a collection of persons or things ; Assem'blance
(Spens.), an assembling : (5'Aa/fr.) semblance : repre-

sentation ; Assem'bly, the act of assembling : the

company so assembled : a gathering of persons for

any purpose, as for religious worship or social en-

tertamment : specially applied to the lower house
of the legislature in some of the United States and
British colonies : (»iil.) a drum-beat, esp. that

before a march, upon which the soldiers strike their

tents ; AssemTjly-rooin, a room in which persons

assemble, especially for dancing.—(Jeneral Assem-
bly, in Scotland, IreKind, and the United States,

the highest court of the Presbyterian Church;
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Legislative Assembly, in many of the British colo-

nies, the title of the lower house of the legislature

;

National Assembly, the first of the revolutionary
assemblies in France, which sat 1789-qi — also

called the Constituent Assembly, superseded in 1791
by the Legislative Assembly. [Fr. assttnbUt—
Late L. assintuldre, to bring together, ad, to, similis,

like. See Assimilate.]
Assent, as-sent', v.i. to think or concur with, to admit

as true (with to).—n. an agreeing or acquiescence :

compliance.

—

adj. Assenta'neous, ready to agree.

—

ns. Assent'er, Assent'or, one of the eight voters

who indorse the proposer and seconder's nomination
of a candidate for election to the parliament of the

United Kingdom.—««//>. Assen'tient, Assent'ive.

—adv. Assent'ingly.—«. Assent iveness.—Royal
Assent, in England, the sovereign's formal acqui-

escence in a measure which has passed the two
Houses of Parliament. [O. Fr. asenter, assent—L.

assentdre, assentire, L. ad, to, sentire,XO think.]

Assentation, as-sen-ta'shun, n. obsequious assent,

adulation.

—

n. As'sentator {pbs.)-—adx'. Assent'-
atorily (pbs.). [L. assentdri, to flatter, freq. of
asstnliri, assent, agree.]

Assert, as-sert', v.t. to vindicate or defend by argu-
ments or measures (now used only of the cause
as object or reflexive) : to declare strongly : to lay

claim to or insist upon anything : to affirm : {rare)

to bear evidence of.

—

adj. Assert'able.

—

ns. As-
sert'er, Assert'or, a champion, one who makes a
positive statement ; Asser'tlon, affirmation : the act

of claiming one's rights: averment.—a;^'. Assert'-

Ive, asserting or confirming confidently : positive :

dogmatic—rtrf'z'. Assertively.—«. Assert'iveness.
—adj. Assert'ory, affirmative. — To assert one's
self, to defend one's rights or opinions, sometimes
with unnecessary zeal, to thrust one's self forward.

[L. asserere (superl. asserium), aliquem nianu in

libtrtatent, to lay hands on a slave in token of
manumission, hence to protect, affirm, declare

—

ad,
to, and strere, to join. Cf. Series.]

Assess, as-ses', v.t. to fi.\ the amount of, as a tax (with
upon) : to tax or fine : to fix the value or profits of, for

taxation (with at) : to estimate.

—

adj. Assess'able.

—

ns. AsseSS'ment, act of assessing : a valuation for

the purpose of taxation : a tax ; Assess'or, a legal

adviser who sits beside a magistrate : one who
assesses ta.xes : one who shares another's dignity.

—

adj. Assesso'rlaL — «. Assess'orshlp. [Fr. — L.
assessdre, freq. cA assidire, assessum, to sit by, esp.

of judges in a court, from ad, to, at, sedere, to sit.]

Assets, as'sets, «./>/. the property of a deceased or
insolvent person, considered as chargeable for all

debts, &C. : the entire property of all sorts belonging
to a merchant or to a trading association. [From
the Anglo- Fr. law phrase aver assetz, to have suffi-

cient, O. Fr. asez, enough— L. ad, to, satis,

enough.]
Asseverate, as-seVdr-iit, v.t. to declare solemnly—an

earlier form is AsseVer.—orfi/. Asseverafingly.-
n. Asseveration, any solemn affirmation or con-

firmation. [L. asseverdrt, -dtum—ad, to, severus,

serious. See Severe.]
Assiduity, as-sid-u'i-ti, n. constant application or

diligence : (//.) constant attentions, as to a lady.

—

adj. Assid'uons, constant or unwearied in applica-

tion : diligent. — adv. Assld'uously. — «. Assid-
uoiisnesa. [L. assiduitas— assiduus, sitting close

at

—

ad, to, at, sedere, to sit.]

Asslege, as-sej', v.t. {Spens.) to besiege. [See Siege.]

Assiento, as-e-en'to, n. a word especially applied to

an exclusive contract between Spain and some
foreign nation for the supply of African slaves for

its American possessions. [Sp., a seat, a seat in a
court, a treaty.]

Assign, as-sTn', v.t. to sign or mark out to one: to

allot : to appoint : to allege : to transfer : to ascribe

or refer to*, to suggest : to fix, as a time : to point out

exactly.

—

n. one to whom any property or right is

made over : (pi.) appendages (Shak.).—adj. As-
Slgn'able, that may be assigned.

—

ns. Assigna'-
tion, an appointment to meet, used chiefly of
love-trysts, and mostly in a bad sense : {Scats law)
the making over of any right to another, equivalent
to Assignment ; Assignee (as-sin-e'), one to whom
any right or property is assigned : (//.) the trustees

of a sequestrated estate ; Asslgn'ment, act of assign-
ing : anything assigned : the writing by which a trans-

fer is made : (,Spens.) design. [Fr.—L. assignare,
to mark out

—

ad, to, signum, a mark or sign.]

Assignat, as-sin-ya', n. one of the notes (chiefly for

100 francs =;{J4 each) in the paper currency first

issued in 1790 by the French revolutionary govern-
ment as bonds on the security of the appropriated
church lands.

Assimilate, as-sim'il-at, v.i. to make similar or like to

:

to convert into a like substance, as food in our bodies
(with to, •with).—i\i. to become like, or to be in-

corporated in. — n. Assim'ilability (Coleridge).—
adj. Assimilable.—;;. Assimilation — <»/;. As-
Slm'llative, having the power or tendency to

assimilate. [L. assimildre, -dtum—ad, to, similis,

like.]

Assist, as-sist', v.t. to help.— r.j. to be present at a
ceremony: (Shak.) to accompany. — «. Assist-
ance, help : relief. — adj. AssiSt'ant, helping or
lending aid.— »«. one who assists : a helper. [L.

assistere, to stand by

—

ad, to, sistere.]

Assize, as-sTz', v.t. to assess : to set or fix the quantity
or price.—«. a statute settling the weight, measure,
or price of anything : (Scot.) a trial by jury, the

jury: judgment, sentence, the Last Judgment : (//.)

the sessions or sittings of a court held periodically

in English counties, at which causes are tried by
judges of the High Court of Justice on circuit and
a jury.

—

n. Assiz'er, an officer who inspects weights
and measures. [O. Fr. assise, an assembly of judges,

a set rate

—

asseoir— L. assidere.]

Associate, as-sO'shi-at, z'.t. to join with, as a friend or

partner: to unite in the same body.

—

v.i. to keep
company (ivith) : to combine or unite.

—

ns. ASSO-
clabil'lty, Asso'ciableness. — adjs. Asso'ciable,
that may be joined or associated : sociable : com-
panionable : Associate, joined or connected with.
—«. one joined or connected with another : a com-
panion, friend, partner, or ally. — ns. Assd'CiatO-
Slllp, office of an associate ; Associa'tion, act of

associating : union or combination : a society of

persons joined together to promote some object.

—

adj. Asso'ciative, tending to association.—Associa-
tion football, the game as formulated by the

Football .\ssociation (formed in 1863).—Associa-
tion (of Ideas), applied to laws of mental combina-
tion which facilitate recollection : similarity : con-

tiguity, repetition. [L. associdtum, associdre—ad,

to socius, a companion.]
Assoil, as-soir, v.t. to loosen from : to absolve or

acquit : to solve : (Spens.) to remove, to let loose, to

renew, to get rid of.—a. Assoil'ment. [Through
Fr. from L.— L. ab, from, solvere, to loose.]

Assoll, as-soir, v.t. to soil, stain, or make dirty. [L.

ad. and Soil. See Soil (2).]

Assoilzie, as-soil'ye, v.i. to free one accused from a
charge : a Scots law term, the same as the archaic
assoil, to absolve from sin, discharge, pardon. See
Absolvitor, under Absolve. [Through Fr. from L.
absok\re.\

Assonance, as'son-ans, ». a correspondence in sound :

in Spanish and Portuguese poetry, a kind of rhyme,
consisting in the coincidence of the vowels of the
corresponding syllables, without regard to the con-
sonants, as in mate and shape, feel and need.—
adjs. As'sonant, resembling in sound ; As'sonantal,
As'sonantic.

—

v.t. As'sonate, to correspond in

sound. [Fr.—L. assondrt, as=ad; to, sondre, to

sound.]

66
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Assort, as-sort', v.t. to separate into classes: to

arrange.

—

v.i. to agree or be in accordance with : to

fall into a clas.s with, suit well with : (arch.) to keep
company with. — p.adj. ASBOrt'ed, classified, .ir-

ranged in sorts.

—

ns. Assort'edness ; Assort'ment,
act of assorting": a quantity or number of things

assorted : variety. [Fr. assortir—L. ad, to, sors, a

lot.]

Asset, as-sot', V i. {Spens.') to besot, to infatuate.

—

p.adj. Asset', or Assot'tod (Spelts.), infatuated.

[O. Fr. asoter—a, to, sot, foolish. See Sot.]

Assuage, as-swaj', v.t. to soften, mitigate, or allay.

—

:.«. to abate or subside : to diminish.—«. Assuage'-
ment, abatement : mitigation.

—

adj. Assua'sive,
softening, mild. [O. Fr., formed as if from a L.

assuaz'iare—ad, to, siiazns, mild.]

Assubjugate, as-sub'joD-gat, f. /. (.S'/m^.) to reduce to

subjugation.
Assuefactlen, as-we-fak'shun, K. (Sir T. Brcnvne)

the act of accustoming, habituation. [L. assiufa-
cer<—assuetus, accustomed, and facere, to make.]

Assuetude, as'we-tud, «. (obs.) custom, habit. [L.
assuett(S.\

Assume, as-sum', z'.t. to adopt, take in : to take
up, to take upon one's self: to take for granted:
to arrogate: to pretend to possess.— i/./. to claim
unduly : to be arrogant.— adjs. Assum'able, A5-
SUmp tive, that may be assumed.

—

adv. Assum'-
ably, presumably.

—

adj. Assumed', appropriated,
usurped : pretended : taken as the basis of argu-
ment.— Wi-j. Assum'edly, Assum'ingly. — a^^'.

Assuming, haughty : arrogant. [L. assumere—
ad, to, sumcre, stmiptiini, to take.]

Assumpsit, a-sump'sit, n. an action at law, wherein
the plaintiff asserts that the defendant undertook
(L. assumpsit) to do a certain act and failed to fulfil

his promise : in the United States, the most common
form of action.

Assumption, as-sum'shun, «. act of assuming : a
supposition : the thing supposed, a proposition

:

(L'iic) the minor premise in a syllogism.—Assump-
tion of the Virgin, a church festival kept on the
15th of August, based on the notion that afier the
death of Mary, her soul and body were preserved
from corruption and taken up to heaven by Christ
and His angels.—Deed of assumption (Scots law),
a deed executed by trustees under a trust-deed assum-
ing a new trustee or settlement. [L. See Assume.]

Assure, a-shoOr', v.t. to make sure or secure : to give
confidence: (Shak.) to betroth: to tell positively:
to insure.

—

adj. Assur'able.—«. Assur'ance, con-
fidence : feeling of certainty : self-reliance : impu-
dence : positive declaration : insurance, as applied
to lives: the securing of a title to property : (tUeol.)

subjective certainty of one's salvation : a solemn
declaration or promise, a certain proof: surety,
warrant.

—

adj. Assured', certain : without doubt

:

insured: overbold.

—

adv. AssuT'edly.

—

ns. Assur-
edness ; Assur'er, one who gives assurance : an
insurer or underwriter : one who insures his life.

[O. Fr aseiirer (Fr. assurer)—L;ax^ L. Oiisecurdre—ait, to, securiis, safe. See Sure.]
Assurgent, as-ur'jent, adj. rising, ascending: (hot.)

rising in a curve to an erect position : (her.) of a
bearmg depicted as rising from the sea.—«. ASSUT-
gency, the tendency to rise.

Asswage. A form ofAssuage.
AsS3rrian, as-sir'i-an, adj. belonging to Assyria.—//,
an inhabitant of Assyria : the language of Assyria.
—Hs. Assyriorogist ; Assyriol'ogy, the science of
-•Assyrian antiquities. [Gr. Assurios — Assuria,
-Assyria.]

Astare, a-star', adv. phrase, staring.
Astart, a-start', v.i. (Spens.) to start up suddenly :

to happen, fall out.—adv. with a start, suddenly.
[Pfx. a-, and Start]

Astatic, a-stat'ik, adj. having a tendency not to stand
stll : losing polarity, as a magnetic needle. [Gr.

neg., astatot—a, neg., statos, verb. adj. of histanai,
to stand.]

Astay, a-sta', cuiv. applied to an anchor when, in
lifting it, the cable forms such an angle with the
surface of the water as to appear in a hne with the
stays of the ship. [Prep, a, on, and Stay.]

Aster, as'ter, «. a genus of plants of the natural order
Compositae, with showy radiated flowers varying
from white to lilac-blue or purple, mostly perennial,
flowering in late summer and autumn, hence often
called in England Michaelmas or Christmas daisies.

—China aster, the best-known and most valued of
the family, brought from China to France by a
missionary in the i8th century. [Gr. aster, a star.]

Asterias, as-ter'i-as, «. a genus of Echinoderms,
containing the common five-rayed starfish. [Gr.
asterias, a fish

—

aster, a star.]

Asterisk, as'ter-isk, «. a star, used in printing as a
reference to a note at the bottom or on the margin of
the page, and sometimes as a mark of the omission
of words, thus*.

—

n. As'terism, a group or collection
ofsmall stars : a constellation : three asterisks placed
to_ direct attention to a passage : a property of some
minerals which show a star-shaped luminous figure

when viewed by reflected light—e.g. the asteriated
sapphire. [Gr. asteriskos, dim. ot aster, a star.]

Astern, a-stem', adz: in the stern : towards the hinder
part of a ship : behind. [Prep, a, and Stem.]

Asteroid, as'ter-oid, n. one of the minor planetary
bodies revolving between the orbits of Mars and
Japitcr.—adj. Asteroid'aL [Gr. aster, a star, eidos,
form.]

Astert, a-stert'. Same as Astart.
Asthenia, as-the-nl'a, «. debility, lack of strength.— adj. Asthenic. [Gr. a, priv., and sthenos,

strength.]

Asthma, ast'ma, ». a chronic disorder of the organs
of respiration, characterised by the occurrence of
fjaroxysms in which the breathing becomes difficult,

and accompanied by wheezing and a distressing

feeling of tightness in the chest.

—

adjs. Asthmat'ic,
-al, pertaining to or affected by asthma. — adv.
Asthmat'ically. [Gr. asthma, asthmat-os—az-eiii,

to breathe hard, a-ein, to blow.]
Astigmatism, a-stig'ma-tizm, ». a defective condition

of the eye, in which rays proceeding to the eye from
one point are not correctly brought to a focus at one
point.

—

adj. Astigmat'ic. [Gr. a, neg., and stigma,
sti^mat-os, a point.]

Astir, a-stir', prep, phr, or adz: on the move, out of
bed, in motion or e.\citement. [Prep, a, and Stir.]

AstomatOUS, as-tom'a-tus, cuij. having no mouth, used
of a division of the protozoa.

Astonish, as-tonish, v.t. to impress with sudden sur-

prise or wonder : to amaze : (SImk.) to stun—older
form Aston'y, whence the f.adj. Aston'ied, dazed,
bewildered, greatly astonished.—Aston', Astun',
Astoned', Astunned', are obsolete.—/.o^^'. Aston-
ished, amazed : (obs.) stunned.

—

adj. Aston'ishing,
very wonderful, amazing.

—

adv. Aston'ishingly.—
». Aston'ishment, amazement : wonder : a cause
for astonishment. [From the earlier form, .(^i-Zo*/^;

O. Fr. estoiier : L. attondre, to strike with a
thunderbolt.]

Astound, as-townd', v.t. to amaze, to strike dumb
with astonishment :—pa.p. astound'ed ;

pr.p. as-

tound'injj. — pa.p. AstOUnd' (arch.). — p.adj.
Astounding. [Astound (adj.) is developed from
Astoned, hence the verb is a doublet of Asionish.]

Astraddle, a-strad'dl,

adv. sitting astride.

[Prep, a, on, and
Straddle.]

Astragal, as'tra-gal, n.

(archit.) a small semi- AstragaL
circular moulding or

bead encircling a column : a round moulding near the
mouth of a cannon : the bars which hold the panes
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of a window. [Gr. astrag^alos, one of the vertebrx,
a moulding.]

Astragalus, as-tragfal-us, ». a bone of the foot,

forming with the leg-bones the hinge of the ankle-

joint, by a convex upper surface and smooth
sides. [Gr.]

Astrakhan, as'tra-kan, n. name given to Iamb-skins
with a curled wool obtained from Astrakhan on
the Caspian Sea : a rough fabric made in imita-

tion of it.

Astral, as'tral, adj. belonging to the stars: starry

:

in the science of Theosophy, descriptive of a

supersensible substance supposed to per\'ade all

space and enter into all bodies.—Astral body, a
living form composed of astral fluid, a ghost or

wraith ; Astral spirits, pervading spirits supposed
to animate the heavenly Ijodies, forming, as it were,

their souls—amone the most potent of demoniacal
spirits in medievsj demonology. [L. astralis, as-

irutti, a star.]

Astrand, a-strand', adv. stranded. [Prep, a, on, and
Strand.]

Astray, a-stra', adv. out of the right way. [Prep, a,

on, and Stray.]
Astriction, as-trik'shun, «. a binding or contraction

:

restriction.

—

v.i. Astrict', to bind, restrict. [L.

astriction-ent, asiringere. See Astringent.]
Astride, a-strld', ad-', with the legs apart, or across.

[Prep, a, on, and Stride.]

Astringent, as-trin'jent, adj. binding : contracting

:

strengthening.

—

n. a medicine that causes costive-

n^s%.— v.t. Astringe', to bind together: to draw
tight: hence to render constipated.

—

n. Astrln'-
gency.

—

adv. Astrin'gently. [L. astringent-em,
astrinzere—ad, to, siringere, to bind.]

Astrolabe, as'trS-lab, «. an instrument for measuring
the altitudes of the sun or stars, now superseded by
Hadley's quadrant and sextant. [Gr. ; astron, a
star, Inbb-, lambano, I take.]

Astrolatry, as-trol'a-tri, «. the worship of the stars.

[Gr. astron, a star, latreia, worship.]
Astrology, as-trol'o-ji, «. the infant stage of the

science of the stars, out of which grew Astronomy ;

it was occupied chiefly in determining from the
positions and motions of the heavenly bodies their

supposed influence on human and terrestrial affairs.

—«. Astrol'Oger, one versed in astrology.

—

adjs.

Astrolog'ic, -^\.—adv. Astrolog'lcally. [Gr. astro-
logia—astron, star, logos, knowledge.]

Astronomy, a.s-tron'om-i, «. the laws or science of the
stars or heavenly bodies. — n. Astron'omer, one
versed in astronomy. — adj. Astronom'ic.— adv.
Astronom'ically.—z/./. Astron'omise. [Gr. astro-
nomia—astron, star, nomas, a law.]

Astrophel, as'tro-fel, «. a name applied by Spenser to

some kind of bitter herb.

Astrut, a-strut*, adv. in a strutting manner. [Prepi
a, on, and Strut.]

Astute, ast-ut', adj. crafty : cunning : shrewd : saga-
cious. —ai/K Astutely.—;;. Astute'ness.—The flf/;'.

Astu'cious, adv. Astu'ciottsly, and «. Astu'clty
are all rare. [L. astutus—asius, crafty, akin per-
haps to Acute.]

Astylar, a-stl'lar, adj. without columns. [Gr. a, neg.,
stylos, a column.]

Asudden, a-sud'en, adv. suddenly. [Prep, a, and
Sudden.]

Asunder, a-sun'der, adv. apart : into parts : separ-
ately. [Prep, a, and Sunder.]

Aswarm, a-swarm', adzi. swarming. [Prep, a, and
Swarm.]

Asway, a-swa', adv. swaying.
Aswlm, a-swim', adv. afloat.

Aswing, a-swing', adv. swinging.
Aswoon, a-swOOn', adv. in a swoon.
Asylum, a-sll'um, «. a place of refuge for debtors and

for such as were accused of some crime : an institu-

tion for the care or relief of the unfortunate, such as
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the blind or insane : any place of refuge or pro-
tection. [L.—Gr. asylon—a, neg., syle, right of
seizure.]

Asymmetry, a-slm'e-tri, «. want of symmetry or

proportion between parts. — adjs. Asymmetric,
-al. — adv. Asymmetrically. [Gr. See Sym-
metry.]

Asymptote, a'sim-tOt, n. {math.) a line that con-
tinually approaches nearer to some curve without
ever meeting it.

—

adjs. Asymptot'ic, -al.

—

adv.
Asymptotically. [Gr. asymptotos, not coinciding—a, not, syn, with, ptdtos, apt to fall, pipt-ein, to

fall.]

Asynartete, a-sin'ar-tet, adj. and «. not connected,
consisting of two members having different rhythms

;

a verse of such a kind.—Also Aiyn'artOtiC. [Gr.

;

a, neg., syn, together, arta-ein, to knit.)

Asyncfironism, a-sin'kro-nizm, «. want of synchronism
or correspondence in time.

—

adj. Asyn'chTonous.
Asyndeton, a-sin'de-ton, «. {rhet.) a figure in which

the conjunctions are omitted, as in Matt. x. 8.

—

adj.

Asyndet'ic. [Gr. ; a, neg., syndetos, bound to-

gether, syn, together, dein, to bind.]

Asyntactic, as-in-tak'tik, adj. loosely put together,

irregular, ungrammatical. [Gr. ; a, neg., syntaktos,
syntass-ein, to put in order together.]

Asystole, a-sis'to-le, n.{med.) the condition of a heart
the left ventricle of which is unable to empty itself.

—Also Asys'tOlism. [Made up of Gr. a, neg.,

systole, contraction.]
At, at, prep, denoting presence, nearness, or relation.

Often used elliptically, as in 'At him, good dog.'
[A.S. eet ; cog. with Goth, and Ice. at, L. ad; Sans.
adhi, on.]

Atabal, at'a-bal, n. a Moorish kettledrum. [Sp.—Ar.
at-tabl, the drum.]

Ataghan. Same as Yataghan.
Atavism, at'av-izm, «. frequent appearance of ances-

tral, but not parental, characteristics in an animal or

plant: reversion to an original type.

—

adj. At'avlstic.
[L. ntavus—avus, a grandfather.]

Ataxia, at-ak'si-a, At^y, a-tax'i, or at'ax-i, n. (med.)
irregularity of the functions of the body through
disease, esp. inability to co-ordinate voluntary move-
ments, as in /t^coww/'f^ra^a.rj'. [Gr. ; a, neg., tak/os,
tassein, to arrange.]

Ate, et, or a.t,pa.t. of Eat.
Ate, a'te, n. (myth.) the goddess of mischief and of all

r.-i.sh actions and their results. [Gr.]

Atelier, at-el-yil', «. a workshop, esp. an artist's

studio. [Fr.]

Athanasla, ath-a-na'si-a, n. deathlessness. — Also
Athan'asy. [Gr. ; athanatos, a, neg., thanatos,
death.]

Athanasian, ath-a-naz'yan, adj. relating to A than-
asius (296--373X or to the creed erroneously attri-

buted to him.
Athanor, ath'a-nor, «. a self-feeding digesting fur-

nace, used by the alchemists, in which a uniform
heat was maintained. [Ar. at-tannur, at = al, the
niir, fire.]

Atheism, a'the-izm, «. disbelief in the existence of
God.

—

v.i. and v.t. A'theise, to talk or write as an
atheist.—«. A'theist, one who disbelieves in the
existence of God.

—

adjs. Atheist'lC, -aL

—

adv.
Atheist'ically.—<!<]'/ A'theous {Milton), atheistic.

[Fr. athiisme—Gr. a, neg., and theos, God.]
Atheling, ath'el-ing, «. a member of a noble family,

latterly a prince of the blood royal, or the heir-

apparent. [A.S. atlteling: Ger. adel.\
Athenaeum, Atheneum, ath-e-ne'um, «. a temple of
Athena or Minerva at Athens, in which scholars and
poets read their works : a public institution for lec-

tures, reading, &c. [Gr. Athlnaion—Athena or
Athene, the goddess Minerva.]

Athenian, a-the'ni-an, adj. relating to Athens, the
capital of Greece.

—

n. a native of .Athens.
Atheology, a-thS-ol'oj-i, n. opposition to theology.

—
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adj. Atheolog'lcaL [Gr. atheos, without God,
logia, discourse.]

Atherine, ath'er-In, «. a genus of small fishes, allied

to the Gray Mullet family, abundant in the Medi-
terranean—one species (y^ //tfr/wd presbyter), found
on the south coast of England, is often sold as a
smelt. [Gr.]

Athermancy, ath-er'man-si, «. the property of stop-

ping radiant heat.

—

adj. Ather'manOUS. [Gr. a,

neg., thermain-ein, to heat.]

Atheroma, ath'er-5-ma, «. a name formerly applied to

cysts on the scalp, with contents of the consistence

of porridge, but now only used of a common form
of inflammation of arteries. — adj. Atherom'atOUS.
[Gr. ; atkare, porridge.]

Athirst, a-therst', adj. thirsty : eager for. [A.S. o/
thyrst. See Thirst.]

Athlete, ath'let, n. a contender for victory in feats of
strength : one vigorous in body or mind. The form
Athle'ta survived till the later half of the iSth cen-

tury.

—

adj. Athlet'lC, relating to athletics : strong,

vigorous. —• adv. Athlet'ically. — n. Athleticism
(ath-let'i-sizm), the act of engaging in athletic exer-

cises : devotion to athletics.

—

n.pl. Athlet'iCS, the

art of wrestling, running, &c. : athletic sports. [Gr.

athletes—athlos, contot.]
Athrill, a-thril', adv. thrilling.

Athrob, a-throb', adv. throbbing.
Athwart, a-thwawrt', prep, across.

—

adv. sidewise :

wrongly: perplexingly. [Prep, a, on, and Thwart.]
Atilt, a-tilt', adv. on tilt : as a tilter.

Atimy, at'i-mi, n. loss of honour : in ancient Athens,
loss of civil rights, public disgrace. [Gr. atimia—
a, neg., time, honour.]

Atkins. See Tommy Atkins.
Atlantean, at-lan-te'an, adj. relating to or like Atlas,

gigantic : also relating to Atlan'tlS, according to

ancient tradition, a vast island in the Atlantic Ocean,
or to Bacon's ideal commonwealth of that name.
[See Atlas.]

Atlantes, at-lan'tez, 7t.pl. figures of men used instead
ot columns. [ From AtlaS.]

Atlantic, at-lan'tik, adj. pertaining to Atlas, or to the

Atlantic Ocean. — «. the ocean between Europe,
Africa, and America. [From Mount Atlas, in the
north-west of Africa, named from the Titan, Atlas.]

Atlas, at'las, n. that piece of the human vertebral

column which articulates with the skull, so called

because it supports the head : a collection of maps.
[Gr. Atlas, Atlantis, a Titan who bore the world on
his shoulders, and whose figure used to be given on
the title-page of atlases.]

Atlas, at'las, n. a kind of silk-satin manufactured in

the East. [Ar.]

Atmology, at-mol'o-ji, «. the science of the pheno-
mena of aqueous vapour. — n. Atmol'Oglst. [Gr.
atnios, vapour, and logia, discourse — legein, to

speak.]
AtmolyslS, at-mol'i-sis, «. a method of separating a

mixture of gases by taking advantage of their dif-

ferent rates of passage through a porous septum.
[Gr. atinos, vapour, and lysis, loosing

—

lyein, to
loose.]

Atmometer, at-mom'e-ter, «. an instrument for
measuring the rate of evaporation from a moist
surface. [Gr. atmos, vapour, and Meter.]

Atmosphere, at'mo-sfer, n. the gaseous envelope that
surrounds the earth or any of the heavenly bodies :

any gaseous medium : a conventional unit of atmo-
spheric pressure : {Jig.') any surrounding influence.—
adjs. Atmospheric, -al, of or depending on the
atmosphere. — adv. Atmospherically. — Atmo-
spheric engine, a variety of steam-engme in which
the steam is admitted only to the under side of the
piston

; Atmospheric hammer, a hammer driven
by means of compressed air; Atmospheric rail-
way, a railway where the motive-power is derived
from the pressure of the atmosphere acting on a

piston working in an iron tube of uniform bore.
[Gr. atnios, air, sphaira, a sphere.]

Atoll, a-tol', or at'ol, «. a coral island consisting of a
circular belt of coral enclosing a central lagoon. [A
Malay word.]

Atom, at'om, n. a particle of matter so small that it

cannot be cut or divided, the unit of matter; any-
thing very small.

—

adjs. Atom'iC, -al, pertaining to

atoms.—/«. AtOEOlc'lty ; Atomlsa'tlon (ined.), the

reduction of liquids to the form of spray ; At'om-
ism, the doctrine that atoms arranged themselves
into the universe : the atomic theory ; At'omlst, one
who believes in atomism.

—

adj. Atomls'tic.

—

adv.
Atomist'lcally. — «. At'omy, an atom, or mote :

(Shak.) a pygmy.—Atomic philosophy, a system of
philosophy enunciated by Democritus, which taught
that the ultimate constituents of all things are indi-

visible particles, differing in form and in their rela-

tions to each other ; Atomic theory, the hypothesis
that all chemical combinations take place between
the ultimate particles of bodies, uniting each atom
to atom, or in proportions expressed by some simple
multiple of the number of atoms. [Gr. atonios—a,
not, temnein, tamein, to cut. See Atom.]

Atomy, at'om-i, «. (Shak.) a skeleton, walking .skele-

ton. [Formerly also atamy and natomy, for ana-
tomy, mistakingly divided an atomy.]

Atone, at-on', aitv. (Spens.) at one, at once, together.

[M.E. also attone, earlier atoon, aton, at one, at on.]

Atone, at-6n', v.i. to give satisfaction or make repara-
tion (withjbr) : to make up for deficiencies : (SAai.)
to agree, be in accordance.

—

v.t. to appease, to ex-

piate : (arcA.) harmonise, or reconcile.

—

ns. Atone'-
ment, the act of atoning ; reconciliation : exjjia-

tion : reparation : esp. {theol.) the reconciliation

of God and man by means of the incarnation and
death of Christ ; Aton'er. — adv. Aton'lngly.
[See Atone, above.]

Atony, at'on-i, n. want of tone or energy : debility

:

relaxation.

—

adj. At'onlc {pros.), without tone:
unaccented. [Gr. atonia — a, neg., tonos, tone,

strength. See Tone.]
Atop, a-top', adv. on or at the top. [Prep, a, and

Top.]
Atrabiliar, at-ra-bil'i-ar, adj. of a melancholy tem-
perament : hypochondriac : splenetic, acrimonious.
—Also Atrabll'iary, Atrabil'lous. [L. ater, atra,

black, bills, gall, bile. See Bile.]

Atramental, at-ra-men'tal, adj. {Sir T. Browne)
inky, black. [From L. atramentum, ink— atra,

black.]

Atremble, a-trem'bl, adv. trembling.

Atrip, a-trip', adv. said of an anchor when it is just

drawn out of the ground in a perpendicular direc-

tion—of a sail, wnen it is hoisted from the cap,

sheeted home, and ready for trimming. [Prep, a,

on, and Trip.]
Atrium, a'tri-um, «. the entrance-hall or chief apart-

ment of a Roman house. [Prob. orig. the kitchen,

and so lit. ' the apartment blackened with smoke '

—

L. ater, black ; others connect the word with cedes,

orig. a fireplace, then a house, a temple.]

Atrocious, a-trO'shus, adj. extremely cruel or wicked :

heinous : very grievous : execrable.

—

adv. Atro'-

clously.—«j. Atro'clousness ; Atrocity, atrocious-

ness : an atrocious act. [L. atrox, atrocis, cruel

—

ater, black.]

Atropal, at'ro-pal, adj. {hot:) not inverted. [Gr.

atropos—a, neg., and trepein, to turn.]

Atrophy, a'trof-i, n. an alteration of the vital processes

in a living organism, either animal or vegetable,

resulting m a diminution of size and functional

activity of the whole organism {general atrophy),

or of certain of its organs or tissues : emaciation.

—

adjs. Atrophic, At'rophied. [Gr. a, neg., and
trophe, nourishment.]

Atropia, a-trs'pi-a, Atropln, Atropine, at'ro-pin, «.

a poisonous alkaloid existing in the deadly night-
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shade—«. At'ropism, poisoning by atropin. [From
Gr. Airc/os, one of the Fates, who cuts the thread
of life.]

Attach, at-tach', v.t. to bind or fasten : to seize : to

gain over : to connect, associate : to join to in action

or function : (Shak.) to arrest.

—

v.i. to adhere, to

be fastened upon : (rare) to come into effect.

—

adj. Attach'able. — /.rt«^. Attached', fastened,

fixed, joined by taste or affection (with to), fond,

devoted to.— «. Attachment, a bond of fidelity

or affection : the seizure of any one's goods or

person by virtue of a legal process. [O. Fr. aiackur,
from a (—L. ad), and the root of Tack (q.v.).]

Attach^, a-ta'sha, n. a young diplomatist attached

to the suite of an ambassador. [Participle of Fr.

attacker, to attach.]

Attack, at-tak', v.t. to fall upon violently : to assault

:

to assail with unfriendly words or writing : to begin

to affect, fall upon (of diseases).

—

n. an assault or

onset : the offensive part in any contest : the

beginning of active operations on anything, even
dinner ; severe criticism or calumny.

—

adj. Attack'-
able. [Fr. attaquer. See Attach, of which it is a

doublet.]

Attain, at-tan', v.t. to reach or gain by effort: to

obtain: to reach a place: to reach.

—

v.i. to come
or arrive: to reach.— adj. Attain'ahle, that may
be reached.—«j. Attaln'ableness, Attainabll'ity

;

Attain'ment, act of attaining : the thing attained :

acquisition : (//.) acquirements in learning. [O.

Fr. ataindre—l^ atting-ire~ad, to, tang-ere, to

touch.]
Attainder, at-tan'der, n. act of attainting : (la-w) loss

of civil rights through conviction for high-treason.—v.t. Attaint', to convict : to deprive of rights

for being convicted of treason : to accuse of: dis-

grace, stain (from a fancied connection with taint).

—«. (arch.) the act of touching, a hit (in tilting):

(Sluik.) infection : attainder : a stain, disgrace.

—

Older pa.p. Attaint'

—

(Shak.) corrupted, tainted.—ns. Attalnt'ment, Attaint'ure, state of being
attainted. [O. Fr. ataindre— L. attiiig-ere. See
Attain.]

Attar, at'ar, n. a very fragrant essential oil made in

Turkey and other Eastern lands, chiefly from the

damask rose.—Also Otto. [Pers. atar.\

Attask, at-task', v.t. to task. [Pfx. a-, and Task.]
Attemper, at-tem'per, v.t. to mix in due proportion :

to modify or moderate : to adapt.

—

p.adj. Attem'-
pered, tempered, mild, regulated. [O. Fr. atetnprer
— L. attemperdre—ad, to, and temperare. See
Temper.]

Attempt, at-temt', v.i. to try or endeavour : to try

to obtain : tempt, entice : to make an effort or
attack upon.

—

v.i. to make an attempt or trial.— h.

a trial : endeavour or effort : a personal assault

:

(Miltoii) temptation : (law) any act which can
fairly be described as one of a series which, if

uninterrupted and successful, would constitute a
crime.—«. Attemptabil'lty.—art>'. Attempt'able,
that may be attempted.—«. Attempt'er {Milton),

a tempter. [O. Fr. atempter—L. attentare—ad,

and tem-pt, tentare, to Vcy—tendere, to stretch.]

Attend, at-tend', v.t. to wait on or accompany : to

be present at : to wait for : to give attention (with

to).~v.i. to yield attention : to act as an attend-

ant : to wait, be consequent (with to, on, upon).—
ns. Attend'anoe, act of attending : {B.) attention,

careful regard : presence : the persons attending ;

Attend'ancy (oos.), attendance, a retinue : (obs.)

relative position.

—

adj. Attend'ant, giving attend-

ance : accompanying. — n. one who attends or
accompanies : a servant : what accompanies or

follows : {law) one who owes a duty or service to

another.

—

ns. Attend'or, one who gives heed : a
companion '.—/em. Atten'dress ; Attend'ment {Sir
T. Bro^une), attention. — adj. Attent' {Spens.),

giving attention.

—

h. (Spens.) attention.—In attend-
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ance on, waiting upon, attending. [O. Fr. aiendre
—L. attendere—a i, to, tendere, to stretch.]

Attention, at-ten'shun, tu act of attending, as in to
pay, give, c.ill, or attract attention : steady applica-
tion of the mud : heed : civility, courtesy : care.

—

interj. {mil.) a cautionary word used as a command
to execute some manceuvre.— «<(;. Attent'lve, full

of attention : courteous, mindful. — adv. Attant'-
ively. — «. Attenti'veness. [L. attention-em—
attend-ere. See Attend.]

Attenuate, at-ten'u-5t, v.t. to make thin or lean : to

bre.ik down into finer parts: to reduce in density:
reduce in strength or value, simplify-

—

v.i. to become
thin or fine: to grow less.—«. Atten'uant, any-
thing possessing this property.— ad[7>. Atten'uate,
Attenuated, made thin or slender : dilute, rarefied:
—«. Attenua tion, process of making slender : re-

duction of intensity, density, or force : specially in

homeopathy, the reduction of the active principles

of medicines to minute doses. [L. attenudre, -dtunt
—ad, to, tenuis, thin.]

Attest, at-test', v.t. to testify or bear witness to : to

affirm by signature or oatti : to give proof of, to

manifest : {ots.) to call to witness.

—

v.i. to bear
witness.— «. (S/tnk.) witness, testimony. — adjs,

Attest'able, Attest'ative.— ».;. Attesta'tion, act

of attesting: administration of an oath: Attest'or,
Attest'er, one who attests or vouches for. [L.

nitesidri, ad, to, testis, a witness.]

Attic, at'ik, Oiij. pertaining to .Attica or to Athens:
chaste, refined, elegant like the Athenians.—-'./.

Att'icise, to make conformable to the language
or idiom of Attica.— v.i. to use the idioms of the

Athenians : to side with the Athenians, to affect

.Attic or Greek style or manners.

—

n. At'tidsm.

—

Attic salt, wit of a Ary, delicate, and refined

quality. [Gr. Attikos, Attic, Athenian, Attike,
Attica, perh. from akte, headland, though connected
by some with astii, city.]

Attic, at'ik, «. {archit.) a low story above the cornice
that terminate^ the main part of an elevation : a
room in the roof of a house. [Introduced in archi-

tecture from the idea that the feature to which it

alluded was constructed in the Athenian manner]
Attire, at-tir', v. t. to dress, array, or adorn : to

prepare. — ?/, dress: any kind of covering, even the

plants that clothe the soil : {Shak.)3. dress or cos-

tume.—/«. Attire'ment, Attir'ing. [O. Fr. atirer,

put in order

—

d tire, in a row—<i (L. ad), to, and
tire, tiere, order, dress. See Tier.]

Attitude, at'ti-tud, «. posture, or position : gesture :

any condition of things or relation of persons viewed
as expressing some thought, feeling, Sx.—adj. At-
titud'inal.—«. Attitudinarian, one who studies

attitudes.— z'./. Attitud'inise, to assume affected

attitudes.- «. Attitudlni'ser. -To strike an atti-

tude, to assume a position or figure to indicate a
feeling or emotion not really felt. [Fr. or It. from
L. aptitudin-etn, aptns, fit.]

AttoUent, at-tol'lent, adj. lifting up, raising.—«. a
muscle with this function. ' [L. attollens, -entis,

pr.p. oK attoliere, to lift up—«</, to, tollere, to lift.]

Attorney, at-tur'ni, ». one legally authorised to act
for another—hence the sense of the phrases ' in

person ' and ' by attorney :
' one legally qualified to

manage cases in a court of law: a solicitor— a
solicitor or attorney prepares cases and does general
law business, while a barrister pleads before the

courts: (//.) Attor'neys.-r.c. Attorney {Shak.),

to perform by proxy, to employ as a proxy.

—

ns.

Attor'ney-gen'eral, the first ministerial law-officer

of the Crown in England and Ireland: the title of

the king's attorney in the duchies of Lancaster aiid

Cornwall, and the county palatine of Durham : in

the United States, one of the seven officials who
constitute the president's cabinet, the head of the

department of Justice ; Attorneyship, Attor'ney-
Ism, Attor'neydom.—Attomeyat-law, or Publlo
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attorney, a professional and duly qualified legal

agent ; Attorney In fact, or Private attorney,

one duly appointed by Utter ox power ofattorney to

act for another in matters of contract, money pay-

ments, and the like.—Letter warrant, or Power of

attorney, the formal instrument by one person

authorising another to perform certain acts for him.

[O. Fr. atortte—Low L. attomatus—atomdre, to

commit business to another. See Turn.]
Attract, at-trakt', v. t. to draw to or cause to approach :

to allure : to entice : to draw forth.

—

adj. Attract-
able, that may be attracted.—«. Attrac'tion, act

of attracting : the force which draws or tends to

draw bodies or their particles to each other : that

which attracts.

—

adj. Attractive, having the power
of attracting : alluring.

—

advs. Attractively, At-
tract'ingly.— ns. Attractiveness, Attractabil'-
ity ; Attract'or, Attract'er, an agent of attraction.

[L. attrnherc, attractus—ad, to, trahere, to draw.]
Attrahent, at'tra-hent, adj. attracting or drawing.

—

n. that which attracts. [L. attralutis, -entis, pr.p.

ai nttrahere. See Attract.]
Attrap, at-trap', Z'.t. (S/ens.) to adorn with trappings:

to dress or array. [L. ad, to, and Trap.]
Attribute, at-trib'ut, v.t. to ascribe, assign, or con-

sider as belonging.

—

adj'. Attrib'Utable.

—

ns. At'-

tribate, thut which is attributed : that which is

inherent in, or inseparable from, anything : th.it

which can be predicated of anything : a quality or
property ; AttribU'tion, act of attributing : that

which is attributed : commendation.

—

adj. Attrib'-
Utive, expressing an attribute.—«. a word denoting
an attribute. [L. attribuere, -tributum— ad, to,

tribu-ere, to give.]

Attrist, at-trist', v.t. (obs.) to sadden. [Fr.—L. ad,
to, tristis, sad.]

Attrite, at-trlt', adj'. worn by rubbing or friction

;

(iheol.) repentant through fear of punishment, not

yet from the love of God.

—

n. Attrition, the rubbing
of one thing against another : a wearing by friction :

(Jheol.) a defective or imperfect sorrow for sin. [L.

attritus—atter-ere= ad, and terere, tritutn, to rub.]

Attune, at-tun', v.t. to put in tune: to make one
sound accord with another : to arrange fitly : to

make musical.

—

n. Attune'ment. [L. ad, to, and
Tune.]

Atwain. a-twan', adz>. in twain : (itrch.) asunder.
[Prep, a, and TwailL]

Atween, a-twen', adv. (Spens.) between. [Prep, a,

and Twain.]
AtWiXt, a-twikst', adv. (Sfiens.) betwixt, between.

[Pfx. a-, and 'ituuct. Betwixt.]
Aubade, 5-bad', n. a musical announcement of dawn :

a sunrise song. [Fr. aube, dawn—L. alba, white.]
Auberge, S-berj', «. an inn.

—

adj. Auberg'ical {H.
WalpoWy—n. AubereiSte (O-berj-est'). [Fr., of
Teut. origin. See HarbOUT.]

Aubergine, e'ber-jen, «. the fruit of the egg-plant,

the brinjal. [Fr. dim. oi aidberge, a kind of peach

—

Sp. alberckigo—Ar. al, the, persigo—L. persicum, a
peach.]

Auburn, aw'burn, adj. reddish brown. [The old

meaning was a light yellow, or lightish hue ; Low
L. alburnus, whitish—L. aibus, white.]

Auction, awk'shun, «. a public sale in which the
bidder offers an increase on the price offered by
another, and the articles go to him who bids highest.—v.t. to sell by auction.

—

a^tj. Auc'tionary.—;/.

Auctioneer', one who is licensed to sell by auction.
—v.t. to sell by auction.— Dutch auction, a kind
of mock auction at which the salesman starts at a
high price, and comes down till he meets a bidder.
[L. auction-etn, an increasing

—

augire, auctuin, to
increase.]

Auctorial, awk't3r-i-al, adf. of or pertaining to an
author or his trade. [L. auctor.]

Audacious, aw-dashus, adj. daring: bold: impu-
dent.

—

adv. Auda'ciously.

—

ns. Auda'ciousness,

Audacity (aw-das'i-ti). [Fr. audaciettx—L. audnx—aiidere, to dare.]

Audible, awd'i-bl, adj. able to be heard.

—

ns. Audlble-
ness. Audibility.—rtf/zr. Audibly—«. Audience,
the act of hearing : a judicial hearing : admittance
lo a hearing : a ceremonial interview : an assembly
of hearers : a court of government or justice in

Spanish America, also the territory administered
by it—Sp. audiencia.— adj. Audlent, listening:

paying attention. — «. a hearer. [L. aitdibilis—
audire, to hear, conn, with Ger. ous, otos, the ear.]

Audiometer, awd-i-om'et-er, n. an instrument for

measuring and recording differences in the power of
hearing.

Audlphone, awd'i-fOn, «. an instrument which is

pressed against the upper front teeth, the convex
side outwards, in order to communicate sounds to

the teeth and bones of the skull, thence to the organs
of hearing.

Audit, awd'it, ». an examination of accounts by one
or more duly authorised persons : a calling to account
generally : a statement of account : (obs.) a periodical
settlement of accounts : (obs.) audience, hearing.

—

v.t. to e.xamine and verify by reference to vouchers,
&c.

—

ns. Audi'tion, the sense of hearing : the act

of hearing : (rare) something heard ; Auditor, a
hearer : one who audits accounts •.—/em. AudltreSS

;

Auditorium, in an opera-house, public hall, or the
like, the space allotted to the hearers : the recep-

tion-room of a monastery ; Audltorsbip. — adj.

Auditory, relating to the sense of hearing.

—

n. an
audience: a place where lectures, &c., are heard.

—

Audit ale, an ale of special quality brewed for some
Oxford and Cambridge colleges ; ori^. for use on the
d.iy of audit. [L. auditus, a hearmg—aWJr?, to

hear. See Audible.]
Augean, aw-je'an, adj. filthy : difficult. [From

Aiigeas, a fabled king of Elis in Greece, whose
stalls, containing 3000 oxen, and uncleaned for thirty

years, were swept out by Hercules in one day by his

turning the river Alpheus through them.]
Auger, aw'ger, «. a carpenter's tool used for boring

holes in wood.

—

n. Au'ger-bit, an auger that fits

into a carpenter's brace (see Brace). [A corr. of

nauger, an auger, A.S. nafugdr—tiafu, a nave of a
wheel, gar, a piercer. See Nave (of a wheel), Gore,
a triangular piece. ]

Aught, awt, ». a whit : ought : anything : a part.

[.A.S. d-U'iht, contr. to dht, whence oht, oght, and
ought. Shakespeare, Milton, and Pope use ought
and aught without distinction. Awiht is from d, 6,

ever, and iviht, creature, a wight, a thing.]

Augite, aw'jit, «. one of the Pyroxene group of

minerals, closely allied to hornblende, usually of a
greenish colour, occurring crystallised in prisms,

and forming an essential component of many igneous
rocks.

—

adj. Augit'iC. [Gr. auge, brightness.]

Augment, awg-ment', v.t. to increase : to make
larger.

—

v.i. to grow larger. ^— «. Aug'ment, in-

crease : {gram.) the prefixed vowel to the past tenses

of the verb in Sanskrit and Greek. Sometimes
applied also to such inflectional prefixes as the ge- of

the German perfect participle. —a</;>. Augment'-
able, Augment'ative, having the quality or power
of augmenting.

—

n. (gram.) a word formed from
another to express increase of its meaning. — ns.

Augmenta'tion, increase : addition : (her.) an addi-

tional charge in a coat-of-arms bestowed by the

sovereign as a mark of honour : (mus.) the rejjetition

of a melody in the course of the piece in notes of

greater length than the original : (Scots law) an in-

crease of stipend obtained by a parish miiyster by
an action raised in the Court of Teinds against the

titular and heritors ; Augment'er. [L. augmentum,
increase

—

augere, to increase, Gr. aujran-etn.]

Augur, aw'gur, n. among the Romans, one who
gained knowledge of secret or future things by
observing the flight and the cries of birds : a diviner;
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a soothsayer.— J'./, to foretell from signs.

—

v.i. to

guess or conjecture : to forebode.

—

aJj. Au'gnral.
—ns. Au'gurship ; Au'gury, the art or practice of

auguring : an omen.—The words Au'gurate and
Augura'tlon are obsolete. [L. ; prob. from avis,

bird, and root, gar, in L. garfire, to chatter. Sans.

gir, speech.]
Aug^t, aw-gust*, adj. venerable : imposing : sub-

lime : majestic.

—

adv. Au^U^t'ly.

—

n. AugUSt'Iiess.
[L. augustus—augere, to increase, honour.]

August, aw'gust, n. the eighth month of the year, so

called after the Roman emperor Augustus Caesar.

Augustan, aw-gust'an, adj. pertaining to the Emperor
Augustus, or to the time in which he reigned (31

B.C.-14 A.D.)— the most brilliant age in Roman
literature, hence applied to any similar age, as the

reign of Anne in English, or that of Louis XIV. in

French literature : classic : refined.

Aug^tlne, aw-gust'in, Augustinlan, aw-gns-tin'i-an,

«. one of an order of monks who derive their name
and rule from St Augustine : (Jheol.) one who holds
the opinions of St Augustine, esp. on predestina-

tion and irresistible grace.

—

adj. AugUStln'lan, of
or relating to St Augustine.

—

n. AugUStin'ianism.
Auk, awk, «. a genus of web-footed sea-birds, with

short wings used only as paddles, found in the

northern seas. The Great Auk is supposed to have
become extinct in 1844. [Ice. dlkn.'S

Aula, aw'la, n. a hall.—arf;'. Aula'rian, relating to

a hall.

—

n. at Oxford, a member of a hall, as dis-

tinguished from a collegian.—Aula regis, also called

Curia Regis, a name used in English history for a
feudal assembly of tenants-in-chief, for the Privy
Council, and for the Court of King's Bench. [L.

aula, a hall.]

Auld, awld, adj. (Scot.') a\A.—adjs. Auld'-far'rant
(lit. 'yaz/fJKrz'w^ the old'), old-fashioned, wise beyond
their years, as of children ; Auld'-warld, old-world,

ancient.—Auld langsyne, old long since, long ago.
Aulic, awl'ik, adj. pertaming to a royal court.—AullC
Council (Ger. Reicks/w/rath), a court or personal
council of the Holy Roman Empire, established in

1501 by Maximilian I., and co-ordinate with the

Imperial Chamber {Reickskammergericht). [L.

aulicns—aula, Gr. aule, a royal court.]

Aumail, aw-mal', v.t. to enamel: (Spens.) to figure

or variegate. [See Enamel.]
Aumbry, awm'bri, «. Same as Ambry.
Aumil, o'mil, n. Same as Amildar.
Aumuce, aw'mus, n. Same as Amice.
Aunt, ant, n. a father's or a mother's sister—also the

wife of one's uncle : {obs.) an old woman, a gossip,

a procuress or bawd. — Aunt Sally, a pastime at

English fairs, in which a wooden head is set on a
pole, and in the mouth a pipe, which has to be
smashed by throwing sticks or the like at it. [O.

Fr. ante (Ft. iante)—L. atnita, a father's sister.]

Aura, awr'a, ». a supposed subtle emanation proceed-
ing from anything, esp. that essence which is claimed
to emanate from all living things and to afford an
atmosphere for the operations of animal magnetism
and such-like occult phenomena: (^^.)air, distinc-

tive character : (path.) a sensation as of a current

of cold air—a premonitory symptom of epilepsy and
hysteria.

—

adj. Aur'al, pertaining to the air, or to

a subtle vapour or exhalation arising from a body.
[L. aura.^

Aural, awr'al, adj. pertaining to the ear. — adv.
Atirally. [L. auris, ear.]

Aurate, awr'at, n. a compound of auric oxide with a
base.

—

adjs. Aur'ated, gold-coloured : compounded
with auric acid ; Aux'eate, gilded : golden. — «.

Aure'ity, the peculiar properties of gold. [L.

aurum, gold.]

Aurella, awr-el'ya, n. the chrysalis of an insect, from
its golden colour.

—

adj. Aurel'lan—formerly also a
name for an entomologist devoted esp. to butterflies

and moths. [L. atirunt, gold.]

Aureola.

[L.

Aureola, awr-5'o-Ia, «. in Christian art, the gold
colour surrounding the whole figure in sacred pic-
tures, distinct from the tiim-

bus, which only covers the
head, usually reserved for

representations of the three
Divine Persons, of Christ,

and the Virgin and Child

:

(theol.) an increment to

the ordinary blessedness of
heaven gained by virgins,

martyrs, and doctors for their

triumph respectively over the
flesh, the world, and the
devil. — «. Aureole, the
aureola : the gold disc round
the head in early pictures
symbolising glory : (Jig.) a
glorifying halo : a halo of
radiating light, as in eclipses.

—p.adj. Aur'eoled, encircled
with an aureole. [L. aureo-
lus, dim. of aureus, golden.]

Auric, awr'ik, adj. pertaining
to gold : (cheiii.) applied to

compounds in which gold combines as a triad.

aitrum, gold.]

Auricle, awr'i-kl, «. the external ear : (//.) the two
upper cavities of the heart into which the blood
comes from the veins.

—

adj. Aur'lcled, having
appendages like ears.

—

n. Auric'Ula, a species of
primrose, also called bear's ear, from the shape of
Its leaf.

—

adj. Auric'Ular, pertaining to the ear

:

known by hearing, or by report.

—

ad7\ AurlC'ularly.
—adjs. Auric'ulate, Auric'ulated, ear-shaped.

—

Auricular confession, secret, told in the ear.

[L. auricula, dim. oi auris, the ear.]

Auriferous, awr-if'cr-us, adj. bearing or yielding
gold.

—

v.t. and v.i. AUT'lfy, to turn into gold. [L.
auri/er—aurum, gold, jerre, to bear.]

Auriform, awr'i-form, adj. ear-shaped. [L. auris,

ear, and Form.]
Auriscope, aw'ri-skOp, «. an instrument for examining

the Eustachian passage of the ear. [L. auris, ear,

and Gr. skopein, to look.]

Aurist, awr'ist, n. one skilled in diseases of the ear.

[L. auris, ear.]

Aurochs, awr'oks, «. the European bison or wild ox.

[Ger. auerochs. Old High Ger. Urohso, ur (L. urus,
Gr. ouros), a kind of wild ox, and ochs, ox.]

Aurora, aw-ro'ra, n. the dawn : in poetry, the goddess
of dawn.

—

adjs. Auro'ral, AuTo'rean.

—

adv. Au-
ro'rally. [Ace. to Curtius, a reduplicated form for

ausosa ; from .t root seen in Sans, ush, to burn ;

cog. with Gr. ids, dawn, lielios, the sun ; Etruscan,
Usil, the god of the sun.]

Aurora Borealis, aw-ro'ra bO-re-a'lis, the northern
aurora or light : a luminous meteoric phenomenon
of electrical character seen in northern latitudes,

with a tremulous motion, and giving forth streams
of light.—Aurora AustraliS (aws-tra'lis), a simi-

lar phenomenon in the southern hemisphere :

—

//. Auro'raS. [L. borealis, northern

—

boreas, the

north wind. See Austral.]
Auscultation, aws-kult-a'shun, n. the art of discover-

ing the condition of the lungs and heart by apply-
ing the ear or the stethoscope to the part.

—

z'.i. to

examine by au.scultation.

—

n. AuSCUlta'tor, one who
practises auscultation, or an instrument for such :

in Germany, a title formerly given to one who had
passed his first public examination in law, and who
was merely retained, not yet employed or paid by
government.

—

adj. Auscult'atory, relating to aus-

cultation. [L. a7iscultdre, to listen.]

Ausonian, aw-sS'ni-an, atij. Italian. [L. Ausonia, a

poetical name for Italy.]

Auspice, aw'spis, n. an omen drawn from observing
birds : augury—generally used in pi. Au'spices,
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protection : patronage : a good start (generally m
phrase, Under the auspices ot).-v.i. Auspicate,

to foreshow : to initiate or inaugurate with hopes of

good luck -.—pr.p. auspicating ; pa.p. au'spicated.—

adj. Auspi'ciOUS, having good auspices or omens
of success : favourable : fortunate : propitious.—

adv. Auspiciously. —«. Auspi'ciousness. [Fr.—

L. auspicium—auspex, auspicis, a bird-seer, from

avis, a bird, specere, to observe.]

Auster, aws'ter, n. the south wind. [L.]

Austere, aws-ter', adj. harsh : severe : stem : grave :

sober: severe in self-discipline, strictly moral or

abstinent : severely simple, without luxury.

—

adv.

Austerely.—«j. Austere'ness, Auster'ity, quality

of being austere : severity of manners or life : harsh-

ness: asceticism: severe simplicity of style, dress,

or habits. [L. austerus—Gr. austeros—au-ein, to

dry.]

Austral, aws'tral, adj. southern.—a^'. Australasian
(aws-tral-a'zhi-an), pertaining to Australasia, or the

islands and island-groups that lie to the south of

Asia.—«. a native or colonist of one of these.

—

adj.

Australian, of or pertaining to Australia, a large

island between the Indian and Pacific Oceans.—«.

an aboriginal native of Australia proper, later also a
white colonist or resident. [L. australis—auster,

the south wind.]
Austrian, aws'tri-an, adj. of or pertaining to Austria,

an empire of Central Europe.—«. a native of Austria.

Austringer, aw'string-er, n. a keeper of goshawks.

—

Al^^o A'Stringer. [O. Fr. ostmchier, austruchier.

.See Ostrich.]
Autarchy, awt'ar-ki, «. absolute power. [Gr., from

autos, self, and arcJiein, to rule.]

Authentic, -al, aw-lhent'ik, -al, adj. real : genuine,

as opposed to counterfeit, apocryphal: original:

true : entitled to acceptance, of established credi-

bility. A distinction is sometimes made between
authentic and ^enui>te—ihe former, that the writing

is trustworthy, as setting forth real facts ; the latter,

that we have it as it left its author's hands—an
authentic history : a. genuine text.—adv. Authent'-
ically. [Fr. and L. from Gr. autluntes, one who
does anything with his own hand

—

autos, self.]

Authenticate, aw-thent'ik-at, v.t. to make authentic :

to prove genuine : to give legal validity to : to

certify the authorship of.

—

ns. Authentica'tion, act

of authenticating : confirmation ; Authenticity,
quality of being authentic : state of being true or in

accordance with fact : genuineness.
Author, awth'or, «. one who originates or brings any-

thing into being : a beginner or first mover of any
action or state of things : the writer of an original

book : elliptically for an author's writings : one's

authority for something : an informant :

—

/evi.

Auth'oress.—rt<^V. Autho'rial, Auth'orish; Auth-
oris'able.—«. Authorisa'tion.— z/./. Auth'orise, to

give authority to : to sanction : to permit : to

justify: to establish by authority.

—

adj. Auth'or-
less, anonymous.

—

ns. Auth'orling, a petty author ;

Auth'orship, Authoring, Auth'orlsm, state or
quality of being an author. [I'hrough Fr. from L.

auctot—augere, auctum, to cause things to increase,
to produce.]

Authority, awth-or'it-i, H. legal power or right

:

power derived from oflSce or character: weight of
testimony : permission -.^pl. Author'ities, prece-
dents : opinions or sayings carrying weight : persons
in power.—d^'. Author'itative, having the sanction
or weight of authority : dictatorial.—itrfi;. Author"-
itatively.—«. Author'itativeness. [L. auctoritat-
em, auctoritas, auctor.]

Atltobiography, aw-to-bl-og^'raf-i, «. the biography or
life of a person written by himself.—«. Autobiog'-
rapher, one who writes his own life.—adjs. Auto-
biograph'ic, -al. [Gr. autos, one's self, iios, life,

graphein, to write.]

Auto-car, aw'to-kar, «. a vehicle for the road moved

from within by steam, electric power, &c. instead of
by traction. [Gr. autos, self, and Car.]

Autocarpous, aw-to-kar'pus, adj. applied to such
fruit as consists only of the pericarp, with no adnata
parts. [Gr. autos, self, karpos, fruit.]

Autochthon, aw-tok'thon, n. one of the primitive
inhabitants of a country : an aboriginal :—pl. Au-
toch'thons and Autoch'thones. — «(/;. Autoch'-
thonous.— ns. Autoch'thony, Autoch'thonism,
the condition of being autochthonous. [Gr. ; made
up of autos, self, chthon, chthonos, the soil ; the
Athenians claiming to have actually sprung from
the soil on which they lived.]

Autocrat, aw'to-krat, «. one who rules by his own
power : an absolute sovereign.

—

n. AutOC'racy, an
absolute government by one man : despotism.

—

adj.
Autocrat'ic. — rtrt"!'. Autocrat'ically. [Gr. auto-
krates—autos, self, kratos, power.]

Auto-da-f^, aw'to-da-fa', «. the public declaration
of the judgment passed on heretics in Spain and
Portugal by the Inquisition, also the infliction of
the punishment which immediately followed there-

upon, esp. the public burning of the victims :—pl.
AutOS-da-f6. [Port, auto da/e — Sp. auto de/e;
auto—L. actum, act; da—L. de, of; and y^—L.
fides, faith.]

Autogenous, aw-toj'e-nus, adj. self-generated : inde-

pendent.—«. AutOg'eny, a mode of spontaneous
generation. [Gr. autogenes, autos, self, genos, ofT-

spring.]

Autograph, aVto-graf, «. one's own handwriting : a
signature : an original manuscript.

—

v.t. to write

with one's hand.

—

adj. AutOgraph'iC.—ao'z'. Auto-
graph'ically. — «. Au'tography, act of writing
with one's own hand : reproduction of the outline of
a writing or drawing by fac-simile. [Gr. autos, self,

graphe, writing.]

Autogravure, aw-to-grav'ur, «. a process of photo-
engraving akin to autotype. [Gr. auto, self; Fr.

gravure, engraving.]
Autolatry, aw-tol'a-tri, n. worship of one's self.—«.

Autol'Ogy is merely a justifiable enough scientific

study of ourselves. [Gr. autos, self, latreia, wor-
ship.]

Autolycus, aw-tol'i-kus, n. a thief: a snapper up of
unconsidered trifles : a plagiarist. [From the char-

acter in Shakespeare's Winter's Taie.^

Automaton, aw-tom'a-ton, «. a self-moving machine,
or one which moves by concealed machinery : a
living being regarded as without consciousness : the

self-acting power of the muscular and nervous
systems, by which movement is effected without
intelligent determination : a human being who acts

by routine, without intelligence :

—

pi. AutOm'atons,
Autom'ata. —«(//>. Automat'ic, -al.—drfi/. Autom-
atically.

—

ns. Autom'atism, automatic or invol-

untary action : power of self-moving : power of

initiating vital processes from within the cell, organ,
or organism, independently of any direct or immedi-
ate stimulus from without : the doctrine that animals
are automata, their motions, &c., being the result of

mechanical laws ; Autom'atist, one who holds the

doctrine of automatism. [Gr. aiitotnatos, self-

moving

—

autos, self, and a stem mat-, to strive

after, to move.]
Automobile, aw-to-mo'bil, adj. self-moving. [Gr.

autos, self, L. mobilis, mobile.]

Automorphic, aw-to-mor'fik, a^j. marked by auto-

morphism, the ascription to others of one's own
characteristics. [Gr. autos, self, ntorpJie, form.]

Autonomy, aw-ton'om-i, «. the power or right of

self-government: (Kant's /A?&jr.) the doctrine that

the human will carries its guiding principle within

itself.—«<//>. Auton'omous, Autonom'ic. [Gr.—
autos, and nomos, law.]

Autonym, aw'ton-im, k. a writing published under
the author's real name. [Gr. autos, self, oncma, a

name.]

««



Autophagous fate, fiir ; m*. hir ; mine ; Averaere

Autophagous, aw-tof'ag-us, adj. self-devouring.—«.

Autoph'agy, sustenance by self-absorption of the

tissues of the body. [Gr. auios, self, phagein, to

eat]
Autophoby, aw-tof'ob-i, «. a shrinking from making
any reference to one's self. [Gr. auios, self, phobia,
fear.]

Autopbony, aw-tof'on-i, «. observation of the reson-

ance of one's own voice, heard by placing the ear

to the patient's chest [Gr. autos, self, pkdne,
sound.]

Autoplasty, aw'to-plas-ti, «. a mode of surgical

treatment which consists in replacing a diseased
part by means of healthy tissue from another part
of the same body. [Gr. auto-plastos, self-formed.]

Autopsy, aw'top-si, «. personal inspection, esp. the
examination of a body after death.—Also Autop'Sia.
[Gr. ; autos, self, opsis, sight.]

AutOptiC, -al, aw-topt'ik, -al, adj. seen with one's own
eyes.— «</-'. Autopt'ically. [See Autopsy.]

AutOSChediasm, aw-to-sked'i-azm, «. anything ex-
temporised. — t'./. Autosched'iase. — oi^'. Auto-
SChedias'tlC. [Gr. autos, self, schedios, off-hand.]

AutOtheism, aw'to-the-izm, «. assumption of divine
powers : the doctrine of the self-subsistence of

God, esp. of the second person in the Trinity.—«.

Au'totheist, a self-deifier. [Gr. autos, self, theos,

a god.]
Autotype, aw'to-tip, «. a true impress or copy of

the original : a process of printing from a photo-
graphic negative in a permanent black or other
pigment.

—

v.t. to reproduce by such a process.

—

«. Autotypog'raphy, a process by which drawings
made on gelatine are transferred to a plate from
which impressions may be taken. [Gr. autos, self,

typos, a stamp.]
Autumn, aw'tum, «. the third season of the year
when fruits are gathered in, popularly comprising
the months of August, September, and October—in

North America, September, October, and Novem-
ber. Astronomically, in the northern hemisphere,
it begins at the autumnal equinox, when the sun
enters Libra, 22d September, and ends at the
winter solstice, when the sun enters Capricorn, 21st

December.—a^'. Autum'nal.—rt^/-'. Autum'nally.
[L. autuntnus, auctunmus, anciently referred to

aug-ere, as the season of increase ; by Corssen and
others, to the Sans, av, to do good to.]

AuxesiS, awk-se'sis, «. gradual deepening in force of
meaning: hyperbole. [Gr.]

Auxlllar, awg-zil'yar. Auxiliary, awg-zil'yar-i, adj.
helping : subsidiary, as troops.

—

ns. Auxil'iar, an
auxiliary ; Auxiliary, a helper : an assistant :

(gram.) a verb that helps to form the moods and
tenses of other verbs. [L. auxiliaris—aujcilium,
help

—

aug-ere, to increase.)

Ava, a'va, n. native name in the Sandwich Islands
for a species of cordyline yielding an intoxicating
drink, also called kava : any similar drink.

Avail, a-val', v.t. to be of value or service to : to
benefit : to take the benefit of (used reflexively
with of\—v.i. to be of use : to answer the purpose :

{fibs.) to take or draw advantage : (A)iier.) to

inform, assure of.

—

n. benefit: profit: service.

—

adj. Avall'able, that one may avail one's self of,

utilise : profitable : suitable, obtainable : accessible.
—tis. Avail'ableness, Avallabil'lty, quality of
being available : power in promoting an end in

view: validity.—oi/fj. Availably: Avall'lngly,
in an availing manner. [Fr.—L. ad, to, val-ere, to

be strong, to be worth.]
AvalL Same as Avale.
Avalanche, av'al-ansh, n. a mass of snow and ice

slidjng down from a mountain : a snow-slip.— v.i.

Avalo' (Spens.X to descend.—p./. (Spens.) to cause
to descend. [Fr. avaier, to slip down—L. ad, to,

vall-em, the valley.]
Avant, av'ang, prenx used as adj. in combination, as

in AVant-COUr'ier, one who runs before, in //. the
skirmishers or advance-guard of an army ; Av'ant-
garde, the vanguard of an army. [Fr. ;—L. ante.]

Avanturine. See Aventurine.
Avarice, av'ar-is, «. eager desire for wealth : covet-

ousness.

—

adj. Avarl'ciOUS, extremely covetous:
greedy.— adv. Avariciously. — «. Avari'cious-
neSS. [Fr.—L. avaritia—avarus, greedy

—

az'ire,

to pant after.]

Avast, a-vast', interj. {naut.) hold fast ! stop ! [Dut
houd vast, hold fast.]

Avatar, a-va-tar", H. the descent of a Hindu deity in

a visible form : incarnation: (_/?§'.) supreme glorifica-

tion of any principle. [Sans. ; ava, away, down, tar,
to pass over.]

Avaunt, a-vawnt', interj. move on ! begone ! (Skak.)
used as «. ' to give her the ava7int.'—v.i. (Spens.) to
advance: (rii^.) depart. [Fr. at/a«/, forward

—

V^ab,
from, ante, before.]

Avaunt, a-vawnt', v.i. (Spens.) to advance boastfully.

[O. Fr. azianter—Low L. vanitare, to boast—L.
vanus, vain.]

Ave, a've, interj. and n. be well or happy : hail, an
address or prayer to the Virgin Mary : in full, Ave
J/arf'a.—Ave Maria, or Ave Mary, the Hail Mary,
or angelic salutation (Luke, i. 28). [L. avere, to be
well or propitious. See Angelus.]

AvenaceoUS, av'en-a-shus, (uij. of the nature of oats.

[L. avena, oats.]

Avenge, a-venj', v.t. to vindicate: take vengeance
on some one on account of some injury or wrong
(with on, upon : ^obsolete).

—

aiij. Avengeful.

—

ns.

Avenge'ment ; Aveng'er, one who avenges :—/ent.
Aveng'eress. [O. Fr. avengie7—L. znndicare. See
Vengeance.]

Avens, a'vens, «. popular name of two species of

Geum—the herb bennet (once used to flavour ale)

and the sub-alpine moun-
tain-avens. [Fr.]

Aventail, Aventaile,
av'en-tal, «. the flap or

movable part of a helmet
in front, for admitting air

to the wearer. [O. Fr.

esventail, air-hole — L.
ex, out, ventus, wind.]

Aventre, a-ven'tr, v.t. or
v.i. (Spens.) to throw,
as a spear or dart. [O.
Fr. 7'enter, to cast to

the wind.]
Aventure, a-vent'ur, v.t. obsolete form of Adventure.
Aventurine, a-ven'tu-rin, «. a brown, spangled kind

of Venetian glass ; a kind of quartz.—Also Avan'-
turine. [It. awentura, chance— because of the
accidental discovery of the glass.]

Avenue, av'en-u, «. the principal approach to a
country-house, usually bordered by trees : a double
row of trees, with or without a road : a wide and
handsome street, with or without trees, esp. in"

America : any passage or entrance into a place :

(Jig.) means of access or attainment. [Fr. : from
L. ad, to, venire, to come.]

Aver, a-ver*, v. t. to declare to be true : to affirm or
declare positively : (laiv) to prove or justify a plea :—/'./. aver'ring ; pa.p. averred.—«. Aver'ment,
positive assertion : (law) a formal offer to prove a
plea : the proof offered. [Fr. averer—L. ad, and
verus, true.]

Average, av'er-aj, «. the mean value or quantity of a
number of values or quantities : any expense incurred

beyond the freight, payable by the owner of the

goods shipped, as in the phrase Petty average :

any loss or damage to ship or cargo from un-

avoidable accidental causes—Particular average.
Again, General average is the apportionment of

loss caused by measures taken for the ship's safety,

as cutting away the masts, throwing overboard cargo,

AventaiL
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Averrolsm mote ; mflte ; mOOn ; /Aen. Away
accepting towage, or the like.

—

adj. containing a

mean value : ordinary.

—

v.t. to fix an average.

—

v.i. to exist in, or torm, a mean quantity. [Dr
Murray says the word first appears about 1500 in

connection with the maritime trade of the Mediter-

ranean (Fr. avarie, Sp. averia, It. avarici)
; prob-

ably averia is a derivative of It. avere (O. Fr. aveir),

goods, the original sense being a ' charge on property

or goods." The It. avere and O. Fr. aveir meant
goods, substance, cattle— L. habere, to have. The
Old Eng. aver in the same sense is obsolete, but in

Scotland aver si\\\ means an old horse.]

Averroism, av-er-5'izm, «. the doctnne of the Arabian
philosopher Averrhoes (died 1198), that the soul is

perishable, the only immortal soul being the world-

soul from which individual sou[s went forth, and to

which they return.—«. Averro'lst, one who holds
this doctrine.

Avemincate, a-ver-ungk'at, v.t. {rare) to avert or

ward off: to pull up by the roots.

—

ns. Averrunca'-
tion, act of averting : extirpation ; Aveminc'ator,
an instrument for cutting off branches of trees. [L.

averruncdre, to avert.]

Averse, a-vers', adj. having a disinclination or hatred
(with to : from is, however, still used) : disliking :

turned away from anything : turned backward ;

(her.) turned .so as to show the back, as of a right

hand.—//. Ayersa'tion {ohs.).—adv. Aversely.— «.

Averse'neSS. [L. aversus, turned away, pa.p. of
averi-Sre. See Avert.]

Aversion, a-ver'-shun, «. dislike : hatred : the object
of dislike. [See Avert.]

Avert, a-vert', v.t. to turn from or aside : to prevent

:

ward o({.—/>.adj. Avert'edL—adv. Avert'edly.—
adj. Avertible, capable of being averted. [L.
avert-ere—ab, from, vert-ere, to turn.)

Avertiment, for Advertisement {Milton).
Aves, a'vcz, n.pl. birds. [L.]

Aviary, a'vi-ar-i, «. a place for keeping birds.

—

n.

A'Viarist, one who keeps an aviary. [L. aviarium
—avis, a bird.]

Aviculture, a'vi-kul-tur, n. rearing of birds : bird-

fancying. [L. avis, bird, and Culture.]
Avidity, a-vid'i-ti, «. eagerness : greediness.

—

adj.

Av'id, greedy : eager. [L. aviditas— avidus,
greedy

—

avere, to pant after.]

Avifauna, a'vi-fawn-a, «. the whole of the birds found
in a region or country : the fauna as regards birds.

[L. avis, bird, and Fauna.]
Avised. See Blaok-avised.
Aviso. See Adviso (under Advlce).—Avls, Avise,

obsolete forms of Advise.

—

adj. Avise'ful {S/ens.),
watchful, circumspect.

Avital, av'i-tal, adj. of a grandfather : ancestral. [L.
avitiis, pertaining to a grandfather {avus).]

Avizandum, av-iz-an'dum, «. {Scots law) private con-
sideration of a case by a judge before giving judg-
ment.—Also Avlsan'dum. [Gerund of Low L. avi-
sare, to advise.]

Avocado, a-vo-ka'do, «. the alligator-pear, a West
Indian fruit. [Corr. from Mexican.]

Avocation, a-vo-ka'shun, «. formerly and properly,
a diversion or distraction from one's regular em-
ployment—now, one's proper business = Vocation :

busmess which calls for one's time and attention :

{arch.) diversion of the thoughts from any employ-
ment : the calling of a case from an inferior to a
superior court. [Through Fr. from avocation-eni,
a calling away

—

ab, from, vocdre, to call.]

Avocet. Avoset, av'o-set, «. a widely .spread genus
of birds, with webbed feet, long legs, bare thighs,
a long, slender, upward-curved, elastic bill, and
the general snipe-like habit. [Fr. avocette. It.

avosetta. ]

Avoid, a-void', v.t. to try to escape from : to shun :

{laiv) to invalidate.—(T<^'. Avold'aWe.—«. Avoid'-
ance, the act of avoiding or shunning : act of annul-
ling. [Pfx. a--=Fr. «=L, tx, out, and Void.]
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Avoirdupois, av-or-dO-poiz', adj. or «. a system of
weights in which the lb. equals 16 oz. [O. Fr. aveir
de pes {avoir du pots), to have weight—L. hab-ere,
to have, pensutn, that which is weighed.]

Avoset. See Avocet.
Avouch, a-vowch', z/.^. to avow; to assert or own

positively : to maintain : guarantee ; to appeal to.

v.i. to give assurance of.—«. {Shak.) evidence.—adj. Avouch'able.—«. Avoucn'ment. [O. Fr.
avochier—L. advocdre, to call to one's aid. See
Vouch.]

Avoure, a-vowr', «. {Spens.) confession, acknowledg-
ment, justification. [See Avow.]

Avow, a-vow', v.t. to declare openly : to own or
confess : to affirm or maintain : {law) to justify an
act done.

—

n. a solemn promise : a vow.

—

pa.p, as
adj. self-acknowledged. — adj. Avow'able. — ns.

Avow'ableness, Avow'ance {obs.) • Avow'al, a
positive declaration: a frank confession. — <irfr/.

Avow'edly.—«. Avow'ry {law), the act of avowing
and justifying in one's own right the distraining
of goods : {obs.) advocacy considered as personified
in a patron saint. [O. Fr. avouer, orig. to swear
fealty to—L. ad, and Low L. votdre—votutn, a
vow. See Vow.]

Avulse, a-vuls', v.t. to pluck or tear away. — «.

Avul'Sion, forcible separation. [L. avell-ere, avul-
S7im. ]

Avuncular, a-vung'ku-lar, adj. pertaining to an uncle.
—v.t. or v.i. Avunc'ulise {Fuller), to act like an
uncle. [L. avunculus, an uncle.]

Await, a-wat', v.t. to wait or look for: to be in store
for : to attend : {obs.) to lie in wait for, to watch.
[Ihrough Fr. from the common Teutonic root of
Ger. wacht, en, Eng. Wait.]

Awake, a-wak', v.t. to rouse from sleep : to rouse
from a state of inaction.

—

v.i. to cease sleeping:
to rouse one's self from sleep or indifference :^pa.p.
awaked', or awoke'.

—

adj. not asleep : vigilant.

—

adj. Awak'able, capable of being awakened.

—

v.t.

and v.i. Awak'en, to awake : to rouse into interest

or attention : {theol.) to call to a sense of sin.

—

adj.
Awak'enable. — «j. Awak'enment, Awak'ing,
Awak'ening, the act of awaking or ceasing to sleep :

an arousing from indifference : a revival of religion.

—To be awake to, to be fully aware of anything.
[A.S. awctcnan. See Wake, Watch.]

Awanting, a-wont'ing, adj. wanting : missing.
[Framed as if from a verb azvant—mostly Scotch.]

Award, a-wawrd', v.t. to adjudge: to determine.

—

«. judgment : final decision, esp. of arbitrators.

—

adj. Award'able, that may be awarded. — «.

Award'ment. [O. Fr. ewarder, eswarder, from
an assumed Romanic form compounded of ex,
thoroughly, and guardare, watch. See Ward,
Guard.]

Aware, a-war', adj. wary : informed, conscious (with
o/).—tis. Aware'dom {H. Walpole), Aware'ness.
[A.S. ge-jjcer, pfx. ge-, and ivcer, cautious. See
Wary.]

Awam, a-wawrn', v.t. {Spens.) to warn. [Pfx, a-,

and Warn.]
Awash, a-wosh', adv. on a level with the surface of

the water: floating at the mercy of the waves.
[Pfx. a-, and Wash.]

Awaste, a-wast', adzi. wasting.
Awatch, a-wotch', adv. watching.
Awave, a-wav', adv. waving.
Away, a-wa', adv. onward, along : forthwith : in the

direction of, about: absent : gone, dead, fainted.

—

interj. begone !—Away (elliptically), to go away,
esp. imperatively, Awayl or Away with you!

—

Away with him=take him away.—Fire away,
fire at once, without hesitation.—I cannot away
with = bear or endure.—Make away With, to de-

stroy.—Once and away, once in a way (the usual
modern form), once.—There away, in that direction,

thereabout.—To do away {with), to make an end



Awe filte, f^ ; mi, hir ; mine ; Azimuth

of anything ; To explain away, to explain till the

thing that needs explanation is itself removed ; To
fall away (with from), to desert ; To fight away,
to go on fighting ; To work away, to keep on work-

ing. [A.S. a-w^^—prep, a, on, weg, way, lit. 'on
one's way.']

Awe, aw, «. reverential fear, or wonder : dread

:

{arch.') power to inspire awe.

—

v.t. to strike with or

influence by fear.

—

adj. Awe'less, without fear.—«.

Awe'lessness.—oi^V. Awe'some. Aw'some (Scot.),

full of awe : inspiring awe : weird, dreadful.

—

v.t.

Awe-Strike, to strike with awe. — adjs. Awe'-
Struck, struck or affected with awe ; Aw'ful, full

of awe : dreadful : inspiring respect : expressive of

awe : {slang) ugly : and as a mere intensive of

anything.—rt^^z/. Aw'fully (also in slang merely=
very).—«. Aw'fulness. [Ice. agi, K.^. ege, fear;

cog. with Gael, eaghal ; Gr. achos, anguish.]

Aweary, a-we'ri, adj. weary (with of).—adj. Awoa'-
rled, weary. [Pfx. a-, and Weary.]

A-weatlier, a-we//j'er, adv. {naut.) towards the
weather or windward side, in the direction from
which the wind blows, applied to the position of
a helm when its tiller is moved to the windward
side of the ship—opp. to A-Ue. [Prep, a, on, and
Weather.]

A-week, a-wek', adv. phrase, in the week, per week.
[Prep, a, and Week.]

A-welgh, a-wa', adv. in the act of being weighed,
as an anchor, when the strain on the cable has
just raised it from the bottom. [Prep, a, and
Weigh.]

Awhape, a-hw3p', v.t. {S/>ens.) to strike : to terrify.

[Dr Murray compares the Goth. «/" hwapjan, to

choke, which would give an A. S. o/hweppan. See
Whap.]

Awhile, a-hwTl', adv. for some time : for a short time.

[A.S. dm hwlle=a. while ; combined as early as 13th

century.]

A-wing, a-wing*, adv. phrase, on the wing. [Prep.
a, and Wing.]

Awkward, awk'ward, adj. clumsy : ungraceful : em-
barrassed : difficult to deal with : {Shak.) unfavour-
able : {obs.) froward.— adj. Awk'wardish.— adi'.

Awk'wardly, clumsily, embarrassingly, danger-
ously. — «. Awk'wardness. [Prob. Ice. a/ug,
turned wrong way, and suff. -ward, expressing
direction.]

Awl, awl, ft. a pointed instrument for boring small
holes in leather. [A.S. al; cog. with Ice. air, Ger.
ahle.]

Awn, awn, ft. a scale or husk : beard of corn or grass.—adjs. Awned ; Awn'less ; Awn'y. [Ice. ogn ,-

Ger. ahfte.]

Awning, awn'ing, n. a covering to shelter from the
sun's rayp. [Perh. due to the Fr. aiivent, a screen
of cloth before a shop window, with Eng. ending
-trig. Skeat suggests Pers. dzvan, dwatig, any-
thing suspended. The history of the word is still

unsolved.]
Awoke, a-wOk', did awake—/<r. /. of Awake.
Awork, a-wurk', adv. at work. [Prep, a, and
Work.]

Awrack, a-rak', adv. in a state of wreck.
Awrong, a-rong', adv. wrongly.
tcvrc^, a-rl*, adj. twisted to one side : distorted,

crooked: wrong: perverse.

—

adv. unevenly: per-

versely : erroneously.—To look awry, to look ask-
ance at anything ; To walk awry, to go wrong,
[Prep, a, on, and Wry.]

Axe, Az, aks, ft. a well-known tool or instrument for

hewing or chopping, usually of iron with a steel

edge:— //. Az^S. [A.S. cex ; L. ascia ; Gr.
axifti^

Axlle, aics'il, adj. lying in the axis of anything, as an
embryo in the axis of a seed.

AzUla, aks'il-la, n. {atiat.) the armpit.— >tf. Ax'illa,
Ax*!! (pot.), tbc angle between th« upper side of
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branch and the trunk, or a petiole and the stem
it springs from. — adjs. Ax'lUar, Axillary. [L.
axilla, the armpit.]

Axinomancy, aks'in-o-man-si, «. a mode of divination
from the motions of an axe poised upon a stake, or
of an agate placed upon a red-hot axe. [Gr. axini,
an axe, and manteia, divination.]

Axiom, aks'yum, «. a self-evident truth ; a universally
received principle in an art or science.

—

adjs. Axio-
mat'ic, Axiomat'ioaL —adv. Axlomat'ically. [Gr.

axioma— axio-cin, to think worth, to take for

granted

—

axios, worth.]
Axis, aks'is, It. the axle, or the line, real or imaginary,
on which a body revolves : the straight line about
which the parts of a body or system are systemati-
cally arranged, or which passes through the centre
of all the corresponding parallel sections of it, as of
a cylinder, globe, or spheroid. The axis of a curved
line is formed by a right line dividing the curve into

two symmetrical parts, as in the parabola, ellipse,

and hyperbola :—pl. Axes (aks'ez).

—

adj. Ax'ial.—

•

adv. Ax'ially.—«. Ax'oid, a curve generated by the
revolution of a point round an advancing axis.

—

Axis of a lens, the right line passing through a
lens in such a manner as to be perpendicular to both
sides of it ; Axis Of a telescope, a right line which
passes through the centres of all the glasses in the
tube ; Axis of incidence, the line passing through
the point of incidence perpendicularly to the refract-

ing surface ; Axis Of refraction, the continuation of
the same line through the refracting medium ; Axis
of the equator, the polar diameter of the earth,

which is also the axis of rotation ; Axis Of the eye,
the right line passing through the centres of the

pupil and the crystalline lens. [L. axis; cf. Gr.
axon, Sans, aksha, A.S. eax.'\

Axis, aks'is, ft. the hog-deer of India. [L. axis,
Pliny's name for an Indian quadruped.]

Axle, aks'l, Axle-tree, aksl-tre, n, the pin or rod in

the nave of a wheel on which the wheel turns : a
pivot or support of any kind ; the imaginary line of
ancient cosmographers on which a planet revolved.

—

adj. Ax'Ied. [More prob. Norse oxull than a dim.
from A.S. eax.'\

Axolotl, aks'o-lotl, n. a reptile found in Mexico, allied

to the tailed batrachia, but distinguished by retain-

ing its gills through life. [Mexican.]
Ay, a, interj. ah I oh ! alas ! esp. in ay tne ! [M. E.

ey, ci, pern, from Fr. ahi, at; cf. Sp. ay de mi .']

Ay, Aye, I, ativ. yea : yes : indeed.

—

tt. Aye (i), a
vote in the affirmative : (//.) those who vote in the

affirmative. [Perh. a dial, form of aye, ever; perh.

a variant ofyea.]
Ayah, a'ya, «. a native Indian waiting-maid. [Anglo-

Ind. : Hind, dya, derived from the Port, aia, nurse.]

Aye, Ay, a, adv. ever : always : for ever.—For aye.
For ever and aye, for ever, to all eternity. — In
combination, with sense of ' ever,' as in Shake-
speare's 'aye-remaining,' &c. [Ice. «', ever; A.S.
a; conn, with Age, Ever.]

Aye-aye, T'l, n. a quadruped about the size of a hare
found in ISIadagascar, closely allied to the lemurs,
with much of the aspect of a squirrel. [Malagasy
aiay. ]

Ayelp, a-yelp', adv. yelping.

Ayenbite, I'en-blt, «. {06s.) remorse, as in the book-
title Ayenbite of I/iwyt (' remorse of conscience ').

[M. E. ayen, again bite.]

Aygnlets, obsolete form of Aiglets.
Ayme, obsolete form of Aim.
Ajrry. See Eyry.
Azalea, a-za'le-a, ft. a genus of shrubby plants, with

fine white, yellow, or crimson flowers, mostly natives
of China or North America, closely allied to the

rhododendron. [Gr. azaleas, dry

—

aza, dryness.]
Azimuth, az'im-uth, w. the arc of the horizon between

the meridian of a place and a vertical circle passing
through any ccleitial body.—a<(^'. Az'imutbal, per-



Azo inOte ; mute ; mODn ; /Aen. Back

taining to the azimuth. [Ar. ai-sumui, as= al, the,

siimut, sanit, direction. See Zenith.]
Azo-, in combination, for Azote.
Azoic, a-zS'ik, adj. without life : before the existence

of animal life : formed when there was no animal life

on the globe, as rocks. [Gr. a, neg., and zoi, life

—

za-ein, to live.l

Azonic, a-zon'ik, adj. not limited to a zone, not local.

[Gr. ; a, neg., zone, a belt region.]

Azote, a-zOt', «. an old name for nitrogen, so called be-

cause it does not sustain animal life.

—

adj. Azot'ic.

—

v.t. Az'otise, to impregnate with acid.

—

n. Az'Otite,
a salt of azotic - or nitrous acid. — adj. Azot'OUS,
nitrous. [Gr. a, neg., and za-ein, to live.]

Azotb, az'Qth, n. the alchemist's name for mercury

:

Paracelsus's universal remedy. [From Ar. az-zdiig,

az^al, the, zdiig, from Pers. zhiwah, quicksilver.]

Azrael, az'ra-el, ». in Mohammedan mythology, the
angel of death.

Aztec, az'tek, adj. relating to or descended from the

Aztecs,_ the dominant tribe in Mexico at the time of
the arrival of the Spaniards.

Azure, azh'ur, or a'zhur, adj. of a faint blue : sky-
coloured ; clear, cloudless. — «. a delicate blue
colour : the sky.

—

adjs. Azure'an, Az'urine, azure.— «. Az'urlte, blue carbonate of copper.

—

adjs.
Az'Um (Milton), azure : Az'UrjT, bluish. [O. Fr.
azu>— Low L. azura— Ar. (at) lazward, Pers.
lajward, lapis lazuli, blue colour.]

AzygOUS, az'i-gus, adj. not yoked or joined with
another: (anat.) not one of a pair, as a muscle.
[Gr. azygos—a, neg., and zygos, a yoke, from zewg-
nutni, to join.]

Azymous, az'i-mus, adj. unfermented : unleavened.

—

ns. Alfjm, Az'yme, unleavened bread ; Az'ymite, a
member of a church using unleavened bread in the
Eucharist—a name applied by the Eastern Church
to the Western, as well as to the Armenian and
Maronite Churches. [Gr. azymos—a, neg., izym,
leaven.]

the second letter of our alpliabet, called by
the Phoenicians betk, ' the house,' corespond-
ing to Greek ,3,

' beia.'—'B in music is the

seventh note of the scale of C major; B or

B flat, a humorous euphemism for the

domestic bug.

Baa, ba, n. the cry of a sheep.

—

z'.i. to cry or bleat

as a sheep.—«. Baa'ing. [From the sound.]

Baal, ba'al, «. the chief male deity of the Phcenician

nations: a false god generally:—^/. Ba'alim.

—

ns.

Ba'alism ; Ba'alite. [Heb.]
Babble, bab'bl, v.t. to speak Uke a baby : to make a

continuous murmuring sound like a brook, &c. : to

make a babbling noise: to tell secrets.

—

v.t. to

prate: to utter.—adjs. Bab'blative, Babtly.— «J.

Bab'ble, Bab'blement, Bab'bling, idle senseless

talk : prattle : confused murmur, as of a stream ;

Bab'bler, one who babbles. [Prob. imit., from
the repeated syllable ba ; cf. Dut. babbeUn, Ger.

Pappelen, Fr. babiller.^

Babe, bab. Baby, ba'bi, «. an infant or child : a doll,

puppet : the reflection of one's self in miniature seen
m the pupil of another's eye.

—

ns. Ba'by-farm'er,
one who takes in infants to nurse on payment

;

Babyhood.—rtrf;'. Ba byish.—«. Ba'by-jump'er, a
seat suspended from the ceiling of a room by elastic

straps, to enable a baby to jump. [Prob. imitative.

See Babble.]
Babel, ba'bel, «. a lofty structure : a confused com-

bination of sounds : a scene of confusion. — ns.

Bateldom, Ba'belism. [Heb. Babel, explained in

Gen. xi. as confusion.]

Babiroussa, -russa, ba-bi-rOD'sa, «. a species of wild

hog found in the East Indies, often called the

homed or deer hog. [Malay babi, hog, and rAsa,

deer.]

Baboo, baliCS, n. orig. the Hindu title corresponding
to our Mr, but often applied disparagingly to a
Hindu with a superficial English education, or

adjectively as in ' baboo English,' which is more
copious than correct, with long and learned words
often most ingeniously misapplied.

—

ns. Ba'boodom,
BatWOlsm. [Hind. bdbfi."\

Baboon, ba-bOBn', «. a species of large monkey,
having a long face, dog-like tusks, large lips, and a
short tail.—«. Baboon'ery.—rt^'. Baboon'ish. [Fr.

babouin; remoter origin unknown.]
Babylonian, bab-i-lCn'i-an, adj. pertaining to Baby-

Ion : hence i^g.) huge, gigantic : Romish, popish

(fibs, from the identification with Rome of the scarlet

woman of Rev. xvii.) : Babel-like, confused in lan-

guage.— Also Babylon'ish.
B^Calaureate, bak-ka-law're-at, K. the university

degree of bachelor.

—

adj. Baccalau'rean. [Low L.
baccalaurtus, corrupted from baccalarius, with some

imaginary reference to bacca lauri, the laurel berry.
See Bachelor.]

Baccarat, Baccara, bak-ar-a', «. a French game of
cards played by any number of betters and a banker.
[Fr. baccara.'X

Baccate, bak'at, adj. having berries : berry-like or
pulpy.— adjs. BaCCiferouS (bak-sifer-us), bearing
berries ; Bac'ciform, of the shape of a berry ; Bac-
dv'orous, living on berries. [L. baccatus—bacca, a
berry.]

Bacchanal, bak'a-nal, ». a worshipper of Bacchus

:

one who indulges in drunken revels : a dance or
song inhonour of Bacchus. —a^". relating to drunkeu
revels—also Bacchana'Uan.—Ki-.//. Bacchanalia,
Bac'chanals, originally feasts in honour of Bacchus

:

drunken revels.—«. Bacchana'lianism.

—

n. 3L.x\Aadj.

Bacchant (bak'kant), a priest of Bacchus, the god of
wine : a reveller : a drunkard.—«. Bacchante (bak-
kant', bak'kant, bak-kant'i), a priestess of Bacchus,
the god of wine : a female bacchanal :^pl. Bac-
chant'es.—a(^'. Bacchic (bak'kik), relating to Bac-
chus: jovial: drunken. [L. Bacchanalis, Bacchus,
Gr. Bacchos, the god of wine.]

Baccy, Bacco, abbreviations of Tobacco.
Bacharach, bak'ar-ak, ». an excellent wine named
from Bacharach, a town on the Rhine.

Bachelor, bach'el-or, «. a young knight who followed
the banner of another, as being too young to display
his own : an unmarried man : one who has taken
his first degree at a university.

—

tis. Bach'elorhood,
Bach'elorship ; Bachelorism, habit of a bachelor

;

Bach'elor's-but'ton, the popular name of the double-
flowered yellow or white varieties of buttercup.

—

Knight bachelor, title ofone who has been knighted,
but not attached to any special order. [O. Fr.

bacheler. Ety. disputed ; ace. to Brachet from Low
L. baccalarius, a farm-servant, orig. a cowherd,
from bacca. Low L. for vacca, a cow.]

Badllus, ba-sil'us, «. properly the name of a distinct

genus of Schizomycetes, but popularly used in the

same sense as Bacterium :—//. Bacil'lL — adjs.

Bacillar, Bacll'lary, of the shape or nature of a
bacillus, consisting of little rods.—«. Bacilliclde,

that which destroys bacilli. — adj. Bacil'Uform.

[Low L. bacillus, dim. of baculus, a rod.]

Back, bak, «. a brewer's or dyer's tub or trough.

[Dut bak.]

Back, bak, n. the hinder part of the body in man, and
the upper part in beasts, extending from the neck
and shoulders to the extremity of the backbone :

put for the whole body in speaking of clothes : the

hinder part, or the part opposite to the front side :

the convex part of a book, opposite to the opening
of the leaves : the thick edge of a knife or the like

:

the upright hind part of a chair : the surface of the
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Back fate, f&i ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Baculite

seai or of a river : the keel and keelson of a ship :

{Jbotball) one of the players stationed behind the
' forwards,' the full back's duty being merely to

guard the goal : {^mining) that side of an inclined

mineral lode which is nearest the surface of the

ground— the back of a level is the ground between
it and the level above.

—

adv. to the place from
which one came : to a former state or condition :

behind : behind in time : in return : again.— »./.

to get upon the back of: to help, as if standing
at one's back : to force back : to support one's

opinion by a wager or bet
—

' to back a horse,' to

bet money on his winning in a race, ' lo back the

field,' to bet upon all the horses in a field, against
one in particular : to countersign a warrant, or in-

dorse a cheque or bill ; to write or print at the back
of, as a parliamentary bill, or the like : to put or

propel backward, or in the opposite direction, by
reversing the action, as of an engine or a boat—hence
the phrases. To back the oars, To back water.—
v.i. to move or go back.

—

n. Back'-band, a broad
strap or chain passing over the cart saddle, and
.serving to keep up the shafts of a vehicle.— z'./.

Back'Oite, to speak evil of any one behind his back
or in his absence.—«j. Back'blter; Baok'biting

;

Back'-board, a board placed at the back of a cart,

boat, &c. : a board fastened across the back to

straighten the figure ; Back'bond {Scots law), a
deed attaching a qualification or condition to the

terms of a conveyance or other instrument—used
when particular circumstances render it necessary to

express in a separate form the limitations or quali-

fications of a right ; Back'bone, the bone of the

back, the vertebral column : the main support of
anything : mainstay : firmness, reliableness ; Back'-
door, a door in the back part of a building : [attrib.)

unworthily secret : clandestine.

—

adj. Backed, as
in humpbacked.

—

>is. Back'-end, the later part of a
season : the late autumn ; Back'er, one who backs
or supports another in a contest : one who bets on a
horse or the like ; Back'-fall, a fall on the back in

wrestling—also figuratively : a lever in the coupler
of an organ ; Back'friend \obs^, a pretended friend :

a backer, a friend who stands at one's back ; Baok'-
ground, ground at the back : a place of obscurity :

the space behind the principal figures of a picture

;

Back'-hair, the long hair at the back of a woman's
head ; Back'-band, the hand turned backwards in

making a stroke : handwriting with the letters

sloped backwards.

—

adj. Back'-nand'ed, with the
hand turned backward (as of a blow) : indirect.

—

ns.

Back'-band'er, a blow with the back of the hand :

an extra glass of wine out of turn, the bottle being
passed^ back ; Back'ing, support at the back

:

mounting of a horse : the action of putting back : a
body of helpers : anything used to form a back or
line the back ; Back'ing-down, shirking ; Back'-
lash, the jarring reaction of a wheel in a machine
when the motion is not uniform ; Back' -log, a log
at the back of a fire.—a*^'. Back'most, farthest to

the back.

—

ns. Back'-piece. Back'-plate, a piece or
plate of armour for the back ; Back'-set, a setting
back, reverse : an eddy or counter-current ; Back'-
side, the back or hinder side or part of anything :

the hinder part of an animal ; Back'-Sigbt, in sur-
veying, a sight taken backwards : the sight of a
rifle nearer the stock ; Back'-Slang, slang in which
every word is pronounced backwards.—z/.^. Back-
Slide', to slide or fall back in faith or morals :

—

pa.p.
backslid', or backslid'den.—«i. Backslid'er ; Back-
Slid'ing. —«.//. Back'stairs, back or private stairs
of a house.

—

adj. secret or underhand.

—

n.pl. Back'-
Stays, ropes or stays extending from the topmast-
heads to the sides of a ship, and slanting a little

backward, to second the shrouds in supporting the
mast when strained by a weight of sail in a fresh
wind : any stay or support at the back.

—

ns. Back'-
Btltob, a method of sewing in which, for every new
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stitch, the needle enters behind, and comes out in

front of, the end of the previous one ; Back'sword,
a sword with a back or with only one edge : a stick

with a basket-handle; Backsword'man (Shak.)\
Back'-wash, a backward current. — v.t. to affect

with back-wash : to clean the oil from wool after

combing.

—

n. Back'water, water held back in a
mill-stream or river by the obstruction of a dam
below—a pool or belt of water connected with a
river, but not in the line of its course or current :

water thrown back by the turning of a water-wheel :

a backward current of water : the swell of the sea

formed by the paddles of a steamship.

—

n.pl. Back'-
WOOdS, the forest or uncultivated part of a country
beyond the cleared country, as in North American
BaokWOOds'man.—Back! go back, turn back (im-
peratively).—K\. tbe back of (in U.S. often Back
of), in support or pursuit ; On, Upon the back of,

weighing down as a burden.—To and back (Shak.),
forward and back ward.—To back down, to abandon
one's opinion or position ; To back out, to recede
from an engagement or promise ; To back up, to

give support to ; To be on one's back, to have
come to the end of one's resources ; To break the
back of, to overburden, to complete the hardest
part of a task ; To cast behind the back (B.\
to forgive ; To set or put up the back, to arouse
to resentment ; To the backbone, thoroughly.
[A.S. b(ec, Sw. bak, Dan. bag.\

Backare, Baccare, bak'are, iuterj. (Shak.) back !

stand back ! [Perh. for back there .']

Backet, bak'et (Scot^, n. a shallow wooden trough for

carrying ashes, coals, &c [Fr. baguet, dim. oi bac,

back.]
Backgammon, bak-gam'un, «. a game played by two

persons on a board with dice and fifteen men or
pieces each. [M.E. ^aw^«, play; and named from
the fact that the pieces are sometimes taken up and
obliged to go back—that is, re-enter at the table.

Always called Tables till the 17th century.]
Backsheesh, Backshish, bak'shesh, ». a gift or

present of money in the East, a gratuity or tip.

IPers.]

Backward, bak'ward, adv. towards the back : on the

back : towards the past : from a better to a worse
state : in a direction opposite to the normal—also

Back'wards.—a;//'. Back'ward, keeping back : un-
willing : slow : late : dull or stupid.—«. the past

portion of time.—«. Back'wardation, percentage
paid by a seller of stock for keeping back its delivery

till the following account.

—

adv. Back'wardly.—«.
Back'wardness.—Backward and forward, to and
fro.—To rtog bells backward, to ring them, begin-

ning with the bass bell, in order to give tidings of

dismay. [Back, and affix Ward, Wards, in the

direction of.]

Bacon, ha.'kn, «. swine's flesh salted or pickled and
dried: (JT/jrt^.) a rustic, 'chaw-bacon.'—To save or

sell one's bacon, i.e. one's own flesh or body. [O.

Fr. bacon, of Teut. origin ; cf. Old High Ger. bahho,
bacJio ; Ger. bache. ]

Baconian, bak-Cn'i-an, adj. pertaining to Lord Bacon
(1561-1626), or to his philosophy, which was induc-

tive or based on experience.
Bacterium, bak-te'n-um, «., Bacteria, bak-te'ri-a,

«.//. Schizomycetes, extremely small, single-celled,

fungoid plants, single or grouped, reproducing rapidly
by cross division or by the formation of spores, almost
always associated with the decomposition of albu-

minoid substances, and regarded as the germs or

active cause of many diseases.

—

ns. Bacteriol'OgiSt

;

Bacteriol'Ogy, the scientific study of bacteria. [Gr.

bakterion, dim. o( baktron, stick, staff.]

Bacullne, bak'u-lln, adj. pertaining to the stick or
cane—in flogging. [L. baculum.]

Baculite, bak'u-llt, ». a genus of fossil shells, allied to

the ammonites, having a shell of perfectly straight

form, tapering to a point. [L. iaculuM, a stick.]



Bad mOte ; mCte ; moDn ; ihcn. BaU
Bad, bad, atij. ill or evil : wicked : hurtful : incorrect,

faulty : unfavourable : painful : — coinp. Worse ;

superl. Worst.

—

adj. Bad'dish, somewhat bad : not

very good.

—

adv. Bad'ly. — >is. Badness. — Bad
blood, angry feeling ; Bad coin, false coin ; Bad
debts, debts that cannot be recovered ; Bad Sbot, a

wrong guess.—To go bad, to decay ; To go to tbe
bad, to go to ruin ; To the bad, to a bad condi-

tion : in deficit. —With bad grace, unwillingly.

[Ety. very obscure. The M. E. hadde is referred

by Zupitza to A.S. bteddel, a hermaphrodite, bad-
liii^, an effeminate fellow. ]

Bade, bad, /a./, of Bid.
Badge, baj, «. a mark or sign by which a person or

object is known or distinguished. (M.E. bage—Low
L. bagia, bagea, connected by Skeat with Low L.

baga, a golden ring, from L. bacca, baca, a berrj',

also the link of a chain.]

Badger, baj'er, «. a burrowing, nocturnal, hiber-

nating animal about the size of a fox, eagerly hunted
by dogs.

—

v.i. to pursue with eagerness, as dogs
hunt the badger : to pester or worry.

—

ns. Badg'er-
bait'ing, the sport of setting dogs to draw out a
badger from its hole ; Badg'er-dog, a long-bodied
and short-legged dog used in drawing the badger—
the Ger. daclishund.—adj. Badg'er-legged, having
legs of unequal length, as the badger was vulgarly
supposed to have.

—

adv. Badg'erly, like a badger :

grayish - haired, elderly. — To overdraw one's
badger, to overdraw one's banking account. [Prob.
from Badge and suffix -ard, in reference to the
white mark borne like a badge on its forehead.
Derivations connecting the word with O. Fr. blaier,

thus meaning ' little corn hoarder,' in allusion to a
popular notion about the animal's habits, seem to be
erroneous.]

Badinage, bad'in-azh, n. light playful talk : banter.
[Fr. badinage—badin, playful or bantering.]

Badminton, bad'min-ton, ». a cooling summer drink
compounded of claret, sugar, and soda-water ; a
predecessor of lawn-tennis, played with shuttlecocks.
[From Badminton in Gloucester, a seat of the Duke
of Beaufort.]

Ba£f, baf, v. t. (.golf) to strike the ground with a club
in playing, and so to send the ball up in the air.

Baffle, baf'fl, v.i. to check or make ineffectual : (obs.')

to cheat, hoodwink, bewilder, bring to nought :

ipbs.) to disgrace publicly.

—

}ts. Baffle ifibs.), confu-
sion, check ; Baffler, a bewilderer, confounder.

—

To baffle out of (pbs.\ to juggle out of anything.
[Prob. Scotch and connected with bauchle : but cf.

Fr. beffler, from O. Fr. be/e, mockery. Paul Meyer
suggests a derivation from Prov. baf, interj. of
disdain.]

Baft, baft, «. a coarse fabric, originally Oriental, now
manufactured in and shipped from England. (Pers.

baft, woven.)
Baft, baft, n. adv. and firep. behind, in the rear
(mostly naut.). [A.S. beaftan, from be, by, and
ifftan, behind.]

Bag, bag, ». a sack, pouch : specially the silken

pouch to contain the back-hair of the wig : a
measure of quantity for produce : a game-bag, i.e.

the quantity of fish or game secured : an udder

:

(viilg. in //.) trousers.— ;•./. to bulge, swell out

:

(tiaiit.) to drop away from the right course.

—

v.t.

to cram full : to put into a bag, specially of game,
hence to kill game, to seize, steal :—pr.p. bag'ging ;

pa.p. bagged.

—

ns. Bag'ging, cloth or material for

bags ; Bag'git, a salmon that has just spawned.

—

adj. Bag'gy, loose like a bag : inflated, verbose.

—

ns.

Bag'man, a familiar name for a commercial traveller

;

Bag'-wig, an i8th-cent. wig, the back-hair of which
was enclosed in an ornamental bag.—Bag and bag-
gage, originally a military expression, hence the

phrase, 'to march out with bag and baggage,' i.e.

with all belongings saved : to make an honourable
retreat : now used in tbe sense of ' to dear out

completely.'—Bag Of bones, an emaciated living
being. —In the bottom of the bag, remaining as a
la.^t resource : The Whole bag of tricks, every ex-
pedient ; To give one the bag to hold, to engage
any one and meanwhile disappear ; To let the cat
out of the bag, to disclose the secret. [M. E.
bagge, perh. Scand. ; not Celtic, as Diez suggests.]

'

Bagasse, ba-gas', «. refuse in sugar-making. [Fr. ;

Sp. bagazo, husks of grapes or olives after pressing.]
Bagatelle, bag-a-tel', «. a trifle : a piece of music in
a light style : a game played on a board (7 feet long
and 21 inches broad) with nine balls and a cue, the
object being to put the balls down into as many
numbered holes at the farther semicircular end of
the board. [Fr.—It. bagatella, a conjurer's trick,

a trifle.]

Baggage, bag'aj, «. the tents, provisions, and other
necessaries of an army : (U.S.) traveller's luggage ;

a worthless woman : a saucy woman. [O. Fr.

hagage—baguer, to bind up, from which we may
infer all the meanings, without reference to Fr.
bagasse. It. bagdscia, a strumpet.]

Bagnio, ban'y5, «. a bath, esp. one with hot baths

:

an Oriental place of detention : a stew or house of
ill-fame. [It. bagno— L. balneum, a
bath.]

Bagpipe, bag'pTjp, «. a
musical wind-instru-
ment, consisting of a
leathern bag fitted

with pipes. The
Highland bagpipe has
five pipes : a, the
mouthpiece, to keep
the bag filled with air;
b, the chanter, having
a reed and finger-
holes to produce the
melody ; and c, three
drones with reeds,
tuned to act as a bass
to the chanter: (//.)
an inflated, senseless
talker. — «. Bag'-
piper.

Bah, bii, interj. an ex-
clamation of disgust
or contempt. [Fr.

]

Bahadur, ba-had'oor, Highland Bagpipe.
«. a title of respect
often added by natives to the names of English
officers in India. [Hind, bahadur, brave.)

Baignoire, ban'war, n. a box at the theatre on a level
with the stalls. [Orig. = ' bathing-box,' Fr. baigner,
to bathe.]

Bail, bal, n. one who procures the release of an
accused person by becoming guardian or security
for his appearing in court : the security given :

(Spens.) jurisdiction.

—

v.t. to set a person free by
giving security for him : to release on the security
of another.—«<//'. Bail'able.—«J. Bail'-bond, a bond
given by a prisoner and his surety upon being bailed ;

Bail-dock, Bale'-dock, a room at the Old Bailey,
London, in which prisoners were kept during the
trials ; Bailee', one to whom goods are delivered in

trust upon a contract ; Bail'er, one who delivers

goods to another in trust ; Bail'ment, a delivery of
goods in trust : the action of bailing a prisoner

;

Bails'man, one who gives bail for another.—To
accept, admit to, allow bail, are all said of the

magistrate ; the prisoner offers, surrenders tO Ms
bail; the one who provides it goes, gives, or
stsinds bail.—To give leg bail, to be beholden to

one's legs for escape. [O. Fr. bail, jurisdiction

—

baillier, to control, deliver. Primarily implying
' custody ' or ' charge,' the word became associated
with Norm. Fr. bailler, to deliver—L. bajului.\
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Ball, bal, v.t. (rare) to confine.—To ball up (Atts-

tralia), to secure a cow's head during milking : to

disarm travellers so as to be able to rob them without

resistance. [Prob. conn, with the preceding word.]

Bail, bal, «. palisades, barriers : a pole separating

horses in an open stable. [M. E.—O. Fr. baile,

perh. from baillier, to enclose. Others suggest a
derivation from L. baculum, a stick.]

Bail, bal, «. one of the cross pieces on the top of

the wicket in cricket.—«. Bailer, a ball bowled so

as to hit the bails. [Prob. conn, with the preceding
word.]

Bail, bal, v.t. to clear (a boat) of water with bails or

shallow buckets : a man or instrument for bailing

water out of a ship, pit, &c.—Also spelled Bale.

[Fr. bailie, a bucket, perh. from Low L. bacula,

dim. of baca.}

Bailey, bal'i, «. the outer court of a feudal castle :

either of the two courts formed by the spaces
between the circuits of walls, hence Outer and
Inner Bailey.—The Old Bailey in London, the

Central Criminal Court, from the ancient bailey

between Lud Gate and New Gate. [Fr. bailie, from
Low L. ballium.]

Bailie, bal'i, n. a municipal officer in Scotland corre-

sponding to an English alderman : (pbs.) a sheriffs

officer; but cf. Scotch Wafer-bailies, constables

employed to carry out the Tweed Fisheries Acts

:

(obs.) the chief magistrate of a Scottish barony
or part of a county, with functions like a shertfTs.

[O. Fr. bailli, land-steward, officer of justice. See
BaiUff.]

Bailiff, bal'if, ». formerly any king's officer, e.g.

sheriffs, mayors, &c., but applied specially to the
chief officer of a hundred, still the title of the chief
magistrate of various towns (e.g. High-bailiff of
Westminster, cf. Bailiff of Dover Castle, also the
bailly or first civil officer of the Channel Islands :

a sheriff's officer: an agent or land-steward.

—

n.

Bail'iwlck, the jurisdiction of a bailiff. [O. Fr.

bailli/—V.O'M L. bajulivus—bajalus, carrier, admin-
istrator. See BaiL]

Bairam, bT'ram, ». the name of two Mohammedan
festivals—the Lesser Bairam lasting three days,
after the feast of Ramadan, and the Greater Bairavt
seventy days later, lasting four days. [Pers.]

Bairn, bam, «. (Scot.) a c\i\\A..—adj. Baim'-like.—»f.
Bairn'team, Baim'time, brood of children. [A.S.
beam—beran, to bear.]

Baisemain, baz'mang, n. (obs.) mostly in //., com-
plimect paid by kissing the hand. [Fr. baiser, to

kiss, and main, hand.]
Bait, bat, n. food put on a hook to allure fish or
make them bite : any allurement or temptation : a
refreshment taken on a journey, or the time taken
up by such.

—

v.t. to set food as a lure : to give
refreshment on a journey : to set dogs on a bear,

badger, &c. : to worry, persecute, harass.

—

v. i. to

take refreshment on a journey. [M. E. beyten—
Scand. beita, to make to bite, causal of btta, to bite.]

Baize, baz, n. a coarse woollen cloth with a long nap,
used mainly for coverings, linings, &c., but in some
countries for clothing. [Fr. baits, pi. of bat—L.

badius, bay-coloured.]
Balan. See Bejan.
Bake, bak, v.t. to dry, harden, or cook by the heat of

the sun or of fire : to prepare bread or other food in

an oven : to harden as by frost.

—

v.i. to work as a
baker : to become firm through he.it.

—

/>a./>. baked
(bakt); /»./. bik'ing.

—

ns. Bake'house, a house or
place used for baking in ; Bake'meat (B.), pastry,

pies—/a./. 'Ra.)s^6n= baked.—ns. Bak'er, one who
bakes bread, 8i.c.—(obs.) Bax'ter ; Bak'ery, a bake-
house ; Bake'stone, a flat stone or plate of iron on
which cakes are baked in the oven ; Bak'ing, the
process by which bread is baked : the quantity
baked at one time. [A.S. bacan ; cog. with Ger.
batken, to bake, Gr. pkog-ein, to roast. J
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Baksheesh. See Backsheesh.
Balaam, ba'lam, «. a prophet who strives to_ mislead,

like Balaam in Numb, xxii.-xxiv. : unimportant
paragraphs kept in readiness to fill up a newspaper.—ns. Ba'laam-box, or -bas'ket, a place in which
paragraphs such as the foregoing are kept in readi-

ness ; Balaamite.—n</y. Balaamit'ioaL
Balance, bal'ans, «. an instrument for weighing,

usually formed of two dishes or scales hanging from
a beam supported in the middle : act of weighing
two things : equality or just proportion of weight or
power, as the balance of power : the sum required to

make the two sides of an account equal, hence the
surplus, or the sum due on an account : what is

needed to produce equilibrium, a counterpoise

:

(watchmaking) a contrivance which regulates the
speed of a clock or watch.

—

v.t. to weigh in a

balance : to counterpoise : to compare ." to settle, as
an account, to examine and test accounts in book-
keeping, to make the debtor and creditor sides of an
account agree.

—

v.i. to have equal weight or power,
&c. : to hesitate or fluctuate.

—

p.adj. Bal'anoed,
poised so as to preserve equilibrium : well arranged,
stable.—«j. Balancer, an acrobat ; Bal'ance-sheet,
a sheet of paper showing a summary and balance of
accounts ; Barance-wheel, a wheel in a watch or
chronometer which regulates the beat or rate. [Fr.

—L. bilanx, having two scales

—

bis, double, lanx,
lands, a dish or scale.]

Balanus. See Acorn-shell.
Balas, bal'as, «. a variety of the spinel ruby. [O.

Fr. balais (It. balascio)—Low L. balasciis—Pers.
Badakhshan, a place near Samarcand where they
are found.]

Balata, bal'a-ta, n. the gum of the bullet or bully tree

of South America, used as a substitute for gutta-
percha in insulating telegraph-wires.

Balbutient, bal-bu'shi-ent, adj. stammering. [L.
balbutiens—balbatlre, to stutter.]

Balcony, balk'on-i (i8th c, bal-ko'ni), «. a stage or
platform projecting from the wall of a building
within or without, supported by pillars or consoles,

and surrounded with a balustrade or railing : in

theatres, usually the gallery immediately above the
dress circle.—«. Bal'COnette, a miniature balcony.
—adj. Bal'COnied. [It. balcone—balco, of Teut.
origin; Old High Ger. balcho (Ger. balken), Eng.
Balk.]

Bald, bawld, adj. without hair (feathers, &c.) on the
head (or on other parts of the body) : bare, un-
adorned, destitute of literary grace : paltry, trivial

:

undisguised.

—

ns. Bald'-COOt, popular name for the

coot, from its pure white wide frontal plate : a
monk—also Bald'iCOOt ; Bald'-ea'gle, a common
but inaccurate name for the American white-headed
eagle, used as the national emblem.

—

adj. Bald'-
faced, having white on the face, as a horse.

—

n.

Bald'head, a person bald on the head.

—

adjs. Bald'-
headed ; Bald'ish, somewhat \aXA.—adv. Bald'ly.
—ns. Baldness ; Bald'pate, one destitute of hair

:

a kind of wild-duck.—a^>. Bald pate, Bald'pated,
destitute of hair. [Orig. ' shining,' ' white," fr. and
Gael, bdl, ' white ' spot : but perh. conn, with ball
in the sense of ' rounded,' whence 'smooth,' 'hair-
less.']

Baldachin, bal'da-kin, n. silk brocade : a canopy,
either supported on pillars, or fastened to the wall,

over a throne, pulpit, or altar, &c : in R.C proces-

sions, a canopy borne over the priest who carries the
Host. [It. baldacchino, Fr. baldaquin, a canopy,
from It. Baldacco, Bagdad, whence was brought the
stuff of which they were made.]

Balderdash, bawl'der-dash, n, idle senseless talk

:

anything jumbled together without judgment : ob-

scene language or writing. [Ety. dub. ; but cf. the
prov. Eng. balder, to use coarse language, Dut.
baldtren, to roar. Some adduce Welsh baidorrdus—baldordd, idle noisy talk.]
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Baldmoney, bawld'mun-i, n. popular name for several

kinds of Gentian. [Ety. quite unknown.]
Baldrick, bawld'rik, «. a warrior's belt or shoulder-

sash : (jSfiens.) the zodiac, being regarded as a
gem-studded belt. [O. Fr. baldrei {yV\d. High Ger.
balderich, girdle)—Low L. baldringus, perh. from
L. balteus,]

Bale, bal, «. a bundle, or package of goods : {obs.) the

set of dice for any special game.

—

v.t. to make into

bales. [M. E. bale, perh. from O. Fr. *a/^—Old
High Ger. balla, palla, ball. See Ball.]

Bale, bal, v.t. to throw out water. [See BalL]
Bale, bal, n. evil, injury, mischief: misery : woe.

—

adj. Bale'ful, full of misery, destructive : full of
sorrow, sad.—(k/i'. Bale'fully.—«. Bale'fulness.—
Bliss and bale are often alliteratively opposed

;

also Boot and bale. [A. S. bealu ; Old High Ger.
balo; Ice. bol.\

Bale, bal, n. (arch.—Morris) a fire, funeral pyre :

(Scot.) a beacon-fire.—«. Bale'-fire, a blazing fire :

a beacon-fire : a bonfire. Spenser confounds with
Bale, woe. [A.S. bal; Scant*, bdl : cog. with Gr.
phalos, bright. See Beltane.]

Baleen, ba-len', «. the whalebone
of commerce. [Fr.

—

l^. balana,
whale.]

Ballstrarla, bal-is-trar'i-a, n. an
aperture or loophole in the wall

of a fortification through which
crossbowmen might discharge
their bolts.—«. Bal'ister (obs.),

name for an arbalester or cross-

bowman, also an arbalest or
crossbow itself. [Low L. ballis-

trarius, balistra, a variant form
oi ballisia, a crossbow.]

Balk, Baulk, bawk, «. a ridge
left unploughed, intentionally

or through carelessness : (obs.)

an omission : squared timber : a
tie-beam of a house, stretching
from wall to wall, esp. when
laid so as to form a loft, ' the balks

:
' (obs.) the

beam of a balance : the rope by which fishing-nets
are fastened together : a hindrance or disapp>oint-
ment.

—

v.t. to ignore, pass over : refuse : avoid : let

slip : to check, disappoint, or elude : to meet argu-
ments with objections. — v.t. to swerve, pull up

:

(S/ffts.) lie out of the way.

—

n. Balk'-Une, in
billiards, a line drawn across the table 28^ inches
from the face of the bottom cushion—a ball is said to

be in balk when within this space. [A.S. balca,
ridge ; Old High Ger. balcho.]

Ball, bawl, ». anything round : any celestial body,
esp. the 'globe:' the golden orb borne with the
sceptre as the emblem of sovereignty : a globular
body to play with in tennis, football, golf, billiards,

&c. : any rounded protuberant part of the body : a
bullet, or any missile thrown from an engine of war

:

a rounded mass of anything : a throw or delivery of
the ball at cricket : a well-known game played with
a ball.— r/./'. to gather itself into a ball, become
clogged.—>ir. Ball'-Cart'ridge, a cartridge contain-
ing both powder and ball [Ball and Cartridge]

;

Ball'-COCk, the stopcock of a
cistern, attached to one end of
a lever, at the other end of
which is a hollow metal ball
which rises and falls with the
water, thus regulating the
supply ; Ball'-flow'er, an orna-
ment of the decorated style of
Gothic architecture, resembling
a ball placed in a circular flower.
—adj. Ball'-proof, proof against
balls discharged from firearms.—Ball and socket, a
joint formed of a ball partly enclosed in a cup, thus
lasuring grtax strmgtn ; Ball of tll4 aye, the eye

Balistraria.

Ball-flower.

within the lids and socket.—No ball, a ball unfairly
bowled.—Tliree golden or brass balls, the sign of
a pawnbroker.—To have the ball at one's feet, to
have a thing in one's power ; To keep the ball up
or rolling, to keep from flagging ; To take Up the
ball, to take one's turn in anything.—Wide ball,

one out of the batsman's reach. [M. E. bal, Scand.
bollr; cog. with Old High Ger. ballo, pallo.\

Ball, bawl, n. an entertainment of dancing. — n.

Ball room. — To open the ball, to begin the
dancing, to begin operations. [O. Fr. bal, bailer,

to dance—Low L. ballare, referred by some to Gr.
ballizein.}

Ballad, bal'lad, n. a simple spirited narrative poem
in short stanzas of two or four lines, in which a
story is told in straightforward verse, often with
great elaborateness and detail in incident, but
always with graphic simplicity and force—a sort of
minor epic : a simple song, usually of a romantic
or sentimental nature, in two or more verses, each
sung to the same melody, as in the so-called Ballad
Concerts : any popular song, often scurrilous.

—

ns.

Bal'ladist, a writer or singer of ballads : Ballad-
monger, a dealer in ballads. [Fr. ballade, from
ballare, to dance, being orig. a song sung to the
rhythmic movement of a dancing chorus—a dra-

matic poem sung or acted in the dance, of which a
shadow surv'ives in the ring-songs of our children.]

Ballade, ba-lad', «. a poem of one or more terns or
triplets of seven or eight lined stanzas, each ending
with the same line as refrain, and usually an envoy

:

now frequently used of any poem in stanzas of
equal length.—Ballade royal, stanzas of seven or
eight lines of ten syllables — called also Rime or
Rhythm royal. [An earlier spelling of Ballad.]

Balladine, bal'a-den, «. a female public dancer. [Fr.]

Ballast, bal'last, «. heavy matter employed to give a
ship sufficient immersion in the water, to insure her
sate sailing with spread canvas, when her cargo and
equipment are too light : that which renders any-
thing steady.

—

v.t. to load with ballast : to make or

keep steady : (Shak.) load.—«. Bal'last-heaVer.
[Probably the Old Sw. barlast—bar, bare, and last,

load, the mere load.]

Ballerina, bal-ler-en'a, n. a female dancer :

—

pi.

Ballerine (bal-ler-in'), Ballerin'as. [It.]

Ballet, bal'la, «. a theatrical exhibition composed of

dancing, posturing, and pantomimic action : (obs,) a
dance. [Fr. ; dim. of ^a/, a dance.]

Ballista, Balista, bal-lis'ta, n. a Roman military

engine in the form of a crossbow, which, like the
catapulta and the onager, propelled large and
heavy missiles, chiefly through the reaction of a
tightly twisted rope, or else by a violent movement
of levers.—a<<;'. BalliS'tiC, projectile.—kj. BalllS'tlc-

pen'dulum, an instrument for ascertaining the
velocity of military projectiles ; Ballls'titO, an
improved kind of gunpowder. [L.—Gr. ballein, to

throw.]
Balllum, bal'li-um, «. the Low L. form of Bailey.
Balloon, bal-lo5n', tu an inflated air-tight envelope of
paper or silk, constructed to float in the air and
carry a considerable weight when filled with heated
air or light gas : anything inflated, empty : (obs.) a
game played with a large inflated ball.— v.t. to

ascend in a balloon : to puflF out like a balloon.—«.

BJllloon'ist, an aeronaut. [It. ballotu, augmenutive
oi balla, ball.]

Ballot, bal'ut. n. a little ball or ticket used in voting :

a method of secret voting by putting a ball or ticket

into an urn or hox.—v.i. to vote by ballot : to select

by secret voting (with /or) : draw lots for '.—pr.p.

baiaoting ; pa.p. bal'loted. — ns. Ballotage, in

France, the second ballot to decide which of two
candidates has come nearest to the legal majority ;

Ballot-box, a box to receive balls or tickets when
votiriz by ballot. [It ballotta, dim. of balla, ball.

Se« Ball.]
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Balm, bam, «. an aromatic substance : a fragrant and
healing ointment : aromatic fragrance : anything
that heals or soothes pain : a tree yielding balm :

name of some fragrant garden herbs.— w./. {arch.)

to embalm : (S/uii.) to anoint with fragrant oil :

(arcA.) to soothe.—«. Balm'iness.—a^//'. Balm'y.
fragrant : mild and soothing : bearing balm. —
Balm, or Balsam, of Gilead, the resin of the tree

Balsatnodendron GiUcuiense, formerly esteemed as

an antiseptic, the name originating in the belief

that this is the substance mentioned in the Bible

as found in Gilead, and called in the English
translation ' balm.' [O. Fr. basme—L. balsamum.
See Balsam.]

Balm-cricket, bam'-krik'et, «. {Tennyson) a cicada.
[Ger. baiiin, a tree, and Cricket.]

Balmoral, bal-mor'al, n. a kind of Scotch cap : a
figured woollen petticoat : a kind of boot lacing
in front.

Balneology, bal-ne-ol'o-ji, «. the scientific study of
bathing and of mineral springs. [L. balneum, bath.]

Balsam, bawl'sam, «. the common name of a genus of
succulent herbaceous plants : a resinous oily sub-
stance generally supposed to be derived from a
species of Balsamodendron, early famous in the East
for its fragrance and medicinal virtues : {fig.) any
healing agent.

—

ti.t. to heal : {rare) embalm.

—

adjs.
Balsamic, Bal'samous, having the qualities of
balsam : soothing ; Balsamlferous, producing bal-

sam ; Bal'samy, fragrant. — Canada balsam, a
kind of turpentine obtained from the B.ilm of Gilead
fir. [h. balsamum—G'z. baUamon ; prob. of Semitic
origin. ]

Baltimore, bal'tim-Or, «. a finch-like perching bird of
the starling family, very common in North America,
called also Baltimore oriole. Fire-bint, &c. [ From
Lord Baltimore, whose livery was orange and black
—its colour.]

Baluster, bal'ust-er, «. a small pillar used as a
support to the rail of a staircase, &c. — adj.
Bal'ustered.—». Bal'-
UStrade, a row of bal-

usters joined by a rail,

forming an ornamental
parapet to a balcony,
&c. [Fr. bolustre—
Low L. balaustium—
Gr. balaustion, the
flower of the pome-
granate ; from the
similarity of form.]

Bam, bam, n. a slang word for a hoax : a false tale.—?'./. to cheat or hoa.x. [See BambOOZle.]
Bambino, bam-bi'no, «. a term in art descriptive of

the child Jesus, esp. of the swaddled figure of the
infant Saviour exhibited at Christmas in Catholic
churches. [It., dim. oi bambo.}

Bamboo, bam-bOO', «. a gigantic Indian reed or gp-ass,

with hollow -jointed stem, and of liard texture.
[Malay bambu.]

Bamboozle, bam-bSO'zl, v.t. to deceive : to confound
or mystify.—«. Bamboo'zlement. [Of cant origin
—but not Gipsy ; first appears about 1700.]

Ban, ban, ft. a proclamation : sentence of banish-
ment : outlawry : anathematisation : a denuncia-
tion : a curse.—f.^. {arcA.) to curse : {prov.) to

chide or rail upon : to anathematise : to proscribe.
[A.S. bannan, to summon ; the noun bann does not
appear in A.S. (which has^^3a««), but is a common
'I'eut. word, as in Old High Ger. and Scand. bann.
The O. Fr. ban and Low L. bannum are of the
same origin. ]

Ban, ban, n. the governor of a Banat, an old name
for the military divisions on the eastern boundaries
of the Hungarian kingdom.

—

ns. Banate, Bannat.
[Pers. ban, lord.)

Banal, b.ln'al, or ban'al, adj. commonplace, trivial.

—n. Banality, triviality. [Fr.]

Balustrade.
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Banana, ba-na'na, n. a gigantic herbaceous plant,

remarkable for its nutritious fruit. [Sp. or Port.
banana, from the native name in Guinea.]

Banbury, ban'ber-i, «. a kind of cake made at Ban-
bury, a town in Oxfordshire.

Banco, bang'ko, «. a commercial term meaning the
st.Tndard money in which a bank keeps its accounts,
as distinguished from the current money of the
place. —In banco, applied to the sittings of a
superior court of common law as a full court dis-

tinguished from sittings at Nisi Prius or on circuit.

[It. See Bank.]
Band, band, n. that by which loose things are held

together : {Jig^ a moral bond of restraint or of
obligation: a tie or connecting piece : (//.) shackles,
bonds, fetters (^.) : {arcA.) an agreement or promise
given : {arcA.) security given : {Spens.) a pledge.
[M. E. band, bond; A.S. beTtd, from bimian, to

bind. See Bind.]
Band, band, H. a strip of cloth, or the like, to bind
round anything, as a hat-band, waist-band, &c.

:

a stripe crossing a surface distinguished by its colour
or appearance : the neck-band or collar of a shirt,

also the collar or ruff worn by both sexes in the 17th
century (termed a falling-band later, when turned
down over the shoulders) : (//.) the pair of linen

strips hanging down in front from the collar, worn
by some Protestant clergj'men and by English
barristers.—«. Band'age, a strip or swathe of cloth

used by surgeons to Keep a part of the body at

rest, to apply pressure, or to retain dressings or
apparatus in position—the two chief varieties, the
roller and the triangular hnndkerchief bandage : a
piece of cloth used to blindfold the eyes.

—

x'.t. to

bind with such.

—

n. Band'box, a light kind of box
for holding bands, caps, millinery, &c.

—

p. adj.
Band'ed, fastened as with a band : striped with
bands : leagued, allied. — ns. Band'fish, a name
given to various kinds of fish with long, thin, flat

bodies ; Baud'saw, an endless saw, consisting of a
toothed steel belt ; Band'ster, one who binds the
sheaves after the reapers. [At. E. bande—O. Fr.

bande, of Teut. origin; cf. A.S. bindan; Ger.
binde, a band, Eng. &ld.]

Band, band, n. a number of persons bound together
for any common purpose : a troop of conspirators,

confederates, &c. : a body of musicians, the com-
pany of musicians attached to a particular regiment
m the army: {Scot.) band = bond.

—

v.t. to bind to-

gether.— "'./'. to associate, assemble, confederate.

—

ns. Band'master, the leader of a band of musicians

;

Bands'man, a member of a band of musicians ;

Band'-Stand, a platform for accommodating a band
of musicians.—Band of Hope, an association of

young persons— often mere infants — pledged to

lifelong abstinence from alcoholic drinks—first in-

stituted about 1847. [Fr. bande, of Teut origin;

cf. Bend, Bind.]
Band, band, v.t. {Spens.) to ban or banish.

Band, an obsolete pa.t. of Bind.
Bandana, Bandanna, ban-dau'a, ». a kind of silk or

cotton coloured handkerchief, with a pattern of spots
or diamond prints, originally from India. [Hmd.
bandhnil, the mode of dyeing these, bandA, a cord.]

Bandeau, ban'do, «. a fillet or narrow band worn by
women to bind their hair :

—

pi. Ban'deaux. [Fr.]

Bandelet, band'e-let, «. {archit.) a small flat mould-
inc; or fillet surrounding a column. [Fr. bandeleiie.]

Bandelier, ban-de-ler', n, a form of Bandoleer.
Banderol, Banderole, ban'de-rcl, ». a small banner

or streamer, as that borne on the shaft of a lance :

{archit.) a flat band with an inscription common in

Renaissance buildings. [Fr.]

Bandicoot, ban'di-krot, n. a genus of insectivorous
marsupials found in Australia : the largest species
of rat, found in India and Ceylon, called also
Malabar rat and Pig-rat. [Telegu pandikokku,
pig-rat.]
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Bandied. See Bandy.
Bandit, ban'dit, u. an outlaw : a robber :—/>/. Ban'-

dits, Banditt'i. [It. bandito— Low L. bannire,
bandire, to proclaim. [See Ban.]

Bandog, ban'dog, «. a dog tied up as a watch-dog,
or because of its ferocity. [Band, fastening, and
Dog.]

Bandoleer, Bandolier, ban-do-ler', «. a leathern belt

worn by musketeers, to which their ammunition
was fi.xed. [O. Fr. bandouilUre— It. bandoliera,

banda, a band.]
Bandoline, ban'do-lin, «. a gummy substance used for

stiffening th« hair and keeping it in shape. [Prob.

from Band.]
Bandore, ban-dCr", n. a musical instrument like a

guitar, with three or more strings. [Sp. bandttrria,

Fr. mandore ; L,. fandura, Gr. pandoiira.]
Bandrol, band'rol, «. Same as Banderol.
Bands, of clergymen and barristers. See Band (2).

Bandy, ban'di, «. a club bent at the end for striking a
ball : a game at ball with such a club {bandy-ball
= hockey).—v.t. to beat to and fro as with a bandy :

to toss from one to another (as words ivith any one)
= to discuss or debate; to give and take blows or
reproaches : {Shak.) to fight, strive :

—

pa.p. ban'died.
— «. Ban'dylng.— «((;. Bandy-legged, having
bandy or crooked legs. [Fr. batider, perh. conn,
with bande, a side.]

Bane, ban, ?j. destruction : death: mischief : poison.

—

v.t. {arch.) to harm, to poi.son. — adj. Bane'ful,
destructive.— rtrfz/. Bane'fully.—«. Bane'fulness.
[A.S. bana, a murderer; Ice. Ai«/, death.]

Bang, bang, «. a heavy blow : a sudden loud noise :

an e.xplosion.

—

v.i. to beat: to strike violently : to
slam, as a door : to make a loud noise : to beat or
surpass, to bounce upon.

—

interj. Bang, u.sed with
verbs like 'go,' &c. , and in such a phrase as 'bang
off.'

—

p.adj. Bang'ing, de.iling blows : overwhelm-
ing.

—

adj. Bang'-up (slang), in the height of style

or fashion.—«. Bang'ster {prov.), a braggart, a
victor. [Scand. banga, to hammer; cf. Ger. bengel,
a cudgel.]

Bang, bang, n. a woman's hair cut square across the
brow.

—

p.adj. Banged, wearing the hair in such a
way.

—

n. Bang'-tail, a horse's tail with the end
squared. [An .\mericanism, doubtless from the
phrase 'bang off.']

Bang. Same as Bhang.
Bangle, bang'gl, «. a rmg, bracelet, or anklet.

—

adj.
Ban'gled, adorned with such. [Hind, bangrj.]

Banian, Banyan, ban'yan, «. an Indian tree of the
fig family, remarkable for its vast rooting branches :

a Hindu trader, esp. from Guzerat, sometimes
loosely applied to all Hindus in Western Asia : a
loose flannel jacket or gown worn in India.—Banian
days, a sailor's phrase, meaning days on which no
meat is served out, hence days of short commons
generally, from the abstinence from flesh of the
Banian merchants. [Port, banian, perh. through
Ar. banyan, from Hind, banya— Sans, vanij, a
merchant.]

Banish, ban'ish, 7i.t. to condemn to exile : to drive
away: to expel iyi'wh from, out of).—n. Ban'ish-
ment, exile. [Fr. banni}— Low L. bannire, to

proclaim. See Ban.]
Banister, ban'ister, «. a corr. of Baluster.
Banjo, ban'jo, «. a musical instrument of the guitar

kind, played with the fingers, but without frets to

guide the stopping, having a long neck, a body of
stretched parchment like a drum, and from five to

nine catgut strings. [Corr. of Fr. bandore or pan-
dore—L. pandura—Gr. pandoiira.\

Bank, bangk, «. a mound or ridge of earth : the
earthy margin of a river, lake, &c. : the raised edge
of a road, railway cutting, &c. : (min.) the surface
at the pit mouth, as in banksman : rising ground
in the sea.

—

v.t. to enclose with a bank : to deposit
or pile up : to make up a fire by covering it with a
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heap of fuel so pressed down as to remain a long
time burning slowly

—

bankedfres.—«. Banksman,
an overseer at a pit-moiith.—From hank to bank,
from the time the collier begins to descend the pit
for his spell of work till he reaches the top again.
[M. E. banke, of Scand. origin; cog. with Bank,
Bench.]

Bank, bangk, n. a bench in a galley : a tier or rank of
oars : the bench on which judges sat. [O. Fr. banc,
of Teut. origin, cog. with the foregoing word.]

Bank, bangk, «. a place where money is deposited : an
institution for the keeping, lending, and exchanging,
&c. of money : in games of hazard, the money the
proprietor, who plays against all the others, has
before him.—7'./. to deposit in a bank, as money.—
us. Bank'-a'gent, the head of a branch bank ; Bank'-
hiU, a bill drawn by one bank upon another, payable
at a future date, or on demand ; Bank'-Cheque, an
order to pay issued upon a bank ; Bank'er, one who
keeps a bank : one employed in banking business :—
fern. Bank'eress ; Bank'-hol'iday, a day on which
banks are legally closed, bills falling due on these
being payable the following day ; Bank'ing, the
business of a banker.

—

adj. pertaining to a bank.

—

ns. Bank'-note, a note issued by a bank, which
passes as money, being payable to bearer on demand ;

Bank'-pap'er, bank-notes in circulation; BanlC-
Stock, a .share or shares in the capital stock of a
bank ; Branch'-hank, a branch office of a bank ;

Sav'ingS-hank, one intended originally to develop
a spirit of saving amongst the poor.—Bank annui-
ties, the consolidated three per cent, annuities

—

British Government funds.—Bank Of iSSUe, one that

issues its own notes, or promises to pay ; Joint-StOCk
hank, one of which the capital is subscribed by a
large number of shareholders ; Private hank, one
carried on by any number of persons less than ten.

—To hreak the bank, to win, as in faro, from the
management a certain sum which has been fixed

upon as the limit the bank is willing to lose on any
one day ; To play against the bank, to take the

risks of a game against the manager who holds the
bank, as at rouge-et-noir, &c. [Fr. bangue, of Teut.
origin, cog. with two foregoing words.]

Bankrupt, bangk'rupt, «. one who breaks or fails

in business; an insolvent person. — a<//'. insolvent:

destitute (with of).—n. Bankruptcy, the state of
being or act of becoming bankrupt. [Fr. banque-
route, It. banca rotta.\

Banksla, bangk'sia, «. a genus of Australian shrubs,

named in honour of Sir Joseph Banks (1744-1820).
Banner, ban'er, «. a military standard : a flag or

ensign bearing some device, as in processions, &c.—
adj. Ban'nered, furnished with banners. [O. Fr.

banere—Low L. bandum, bannuni; cog. with Band
and Bind.]

Banneret, ban'er-et, «. a higher class of knight, in-

ferior to a baron. [Fr. dim. of Banner. ]

Bannerol, ban'er-ol, n. Same as BanderoL
Banning, ban'ning, ». cursing. [See Ban.]
Bannock, ban'nok, «. a flat home-made cake of oat-

meal, barley, or pease-meal. [Gael, bannach.^

Banns, banz, n.pl. a proclamation of marriage.—To
forhid the hanns, to make formal objection to a

projected marriage. [From Ban.]
Banquet, bangk'wet, n. a feast: any rich treat or

entertainment : a course of sweetmeats, fruit, arid

wine, separately, or after the principal meal—still

used in the Scotch phrase, ' a cake and wine banquet."
—v.t. to give a feast to.

—

v.i. to fare sumptuously.
—ns. Banq'ueter, Banq'ueteer; Banq'ueting;
Banq'ueting-housa [Fr. ;

—

banc, bench, like It.

banchetto, from banco.\
Banquette, bang-ket', «. a raised way inside a parapet

;

the long seat behind the driver in a French diligence.

[Fr. ; It. banchetta, dim. of banca, seat.]

Banshee, ban'she, n. a female fairy in Ireland and
elsewhere, who makes herself known by wailings
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and shrieks before a death in the particular family
to which she is attached. [Ir. bean sUihe, Old Ir.

ben s(de, woman of the fairies.]

B&ntam, ban'tam, ». a small variety of the common
domestic fowl, supposed to be named from Bantam
in Java, notable for courage, —adj. of bantam-breed :

little and combative.
Banter, bant'er, v.t. to assail with good-humoured

raillery : to joke or jest at : {arch.) to impose
upon, trick.

—

n. humorous raillery: jesting.

—

ns.

Bant'erer ; Bant erlng. — adv. Bant'erlngly. —
adj. Bant'ei^ (Carlyle). [Ety. quite unknown.]

Banting, bant'ing, n. a system of diet for reducing

superfluous fat.—«. Bani'inglsm. [From W. Bani-

i"S (1797-1878), a London cabinetmaker, who re-

commended it to the public in 1863.]

Bantling, bant'ling, n. a child. [So called from the

bands in which it is wrapped.]
Bantu, ban'tSS, n. a native name sometimes applied

to the South African family of languages and the

peoples speaking these, including Kaffirs and Zulus,

Bechuans, and the peoples from the Hottentot

country to the Gulf of Guinea.
Banzrlng, bangks'ring, «. a small insectivorous animal

of Java and Sumatra. [Jav.]
Banyan. See Banian.
Baobab, ba'o-bab, ». a magnificent tree, native to

tropical Western Africa, whose trunk is 20 to 30
feet thick, called also the Monkey-bread Tree.

[African.]

Baphomet, baf'O-met, ». the alleged name of a
mysterious idol the Templars were accused of
worshipping. — adj. Baph'ometic. [A medieval
corr, of the name Mahomet.}

Baptise, bap>t-Tz', v.t. to administer baptism to : to

christen, give a name to. — «. Bapt'ism, immersion
in or sprinkling with water as a religious ceremony
—a sign and seal of the covenant of grace. It is

symbolic of spiritual purification, and as a religious

nte marks initiation into the Christian commu-
nity.—irrf;'. Baptis'maL—rti/w. Baptis'mally.—kj.

Bapt'ist, one who baptises : one who approves only
of baptising by immersion, and that only to persons
who profess their faith in Christ ; Bap'tisiery, a
place where baptism is administered, either a separ-

ate building or a portion of a church.—Baptismal
regeneration, the doctrine of the remission of sin

original and actual, and of the new birth into the
life of sanctifying grace, in and through the sacra-
ment of baptism ; Baptism by desire, the grace
given to a believer who ardently desires bapti.sm,

but dies before he can receive it ; Baptism for the
dead, the vicarious baptism of a living Christian
for an unbaptised dead Christian, who was thereby
accounted baptised and received into bliss— it is

supposed to be alluded to in i Cor. xv. 29 ; Baptism
Of blood, martyrdom for Christ's sake ; Baptism of
fire, the gift of"^ the Holy Spirit : martyrdom by fire

for Christ's sake : (Ji£:.) any trying ordeal to be
endured, as a young soldier's first experience of
being under fire ; Clinical baptism, baptism ad-
ministered to sick persons ; Conditional (or Hypo-
thetical) baptism, baptism administered to those
about whom it is doubtful whether they were
baptised or whether the form of their earlier bapt-
ism was valid ; Name of baptism, the Christian or
personal name given at baptism ; Private baptism,
baptism administered at home, or elsewhere, not in

the church. [Gr. baptiz-ein—baft-ein, to dip in

water.]

Bar, bar, ». a rod of any solid substance : a bolt : a
hindrance or obstruction—the barrier of a city or
street, as the bars of York, Temple Bar, a toll-bar :

a bank of sand or other matter at the mouth of a
river : any terminus or limit (of life)—e.g. as in To
cross the bar : the railing that encloses a space in

a tavern, the counter across which drinks are served,

a public - house : the wooden rail dividing off the

judge's seat, at which prisoners are placed for

arraignment or sentence—hence. To appear at the
bar, TO pass the bar = to be formally referred for

trial from a lower court to a higher : any tribunal

:

the pleaders in a court as distinguished from the
judges: a division in music.

—

v.t. to fasten or
secure, as with a bar : to hinder or exclude :

—

pr.p.

bar'ring ; pa.p. barred. — ns. Bar'-i'ron, iron in

malleable bars ; BaTmaid, a female waiter at the
bar of a tavern or hotel.

—

f'^P- Bar'ring, except-
ing, saving.— 7^r. Bar'ring-out, the shutting of the
school-room doors and windows by the pupils
against the master, in order to enforce assent to

their demands ; Bar'wood, a kind of red dye-wood
imported from Africa in bars. [O. Fr. barre—\/y^
L. barra, perh. of Celt, origin.]

Baracan. Same as Barracan.
BaragOUin, ba-rag-wen, «. any jargon or unintelligible

language. [Fr. ; from Bret, bara, bread, and guitn,
wine, supposed to have originated in the Breton
soldiers' astonishment at white bread.]

Barb, biirb, «. the beard-like jag near the point of an
arrow, fish-hook, &c.

—

v.t. to arm with barbs, as an
arrow, &c. : to shave, trim, mow, to pierce, as with
a barb.

—

adjs. Barb'ate {bot.\ bearing a hairy tuft ;

Barb'ated, barbed, bearded.— «. Barbe, a term
applied by the Waldenses to their teachers.

—

adjs.

Barbed, furnished with a barb : of a horse, armed
or caparisoned with a barb or bard ; Barb'ellate
{.bot.), having barbed or bearded bristles. [Fr.—L.
barba, a beard.)

Barb, barb, «. a swift kind of horse, the breed of
which came from Barbary in North Africa.

Barbaoan. See Barbican.
Barbarous, bar'bar-us, adj. uncivilised : rude : savage

:

brutal.—>i^V. Bar'baresque, pertaining Xa Barbary:
barbarous, esp. in art ; Barbar'ian, uncivilised :

savage : without taste or refinement : foreign.— «.

an uncivilised man, a savage : a cruel, brutal man.—adj. Barbaric, foreign: uncivilised.—«. Barbar-
isa'tion.

—

v. t. Bar'barise, to make barbarous : to

corrupt as a language. — ns. Barbarism, savage
life : rudeness of manners : an incorrect form of
speech; Barbar'lty, savageness : cruelty.

—

adv.
Bar'barously. — «. BarT)arousness. [L. — Gr.
barbaros, foreign, lit. stammering, from the un-
familiar sound of foreign tongues.]

Barbary ape, bar'bar-i ap, «. the magot, or small
tailless ape found in Africa and also on the rock of

Gibraltar.

Barbecue, barb'e-ku, v.t. to roast whole, as a pig :

to cure flesh by exposing it on a barbecue.—«. a
framework on which to dry and smoke meat above
a fire : an animal roasted whole : an open floor

on which coflfee-beans and the like are spread out

to dry : (.4fner.) a large social or political entertain-

ment, where the hospitalities are on a lavish scale.

[Sp. barbacoa—Haytian barbacda, a framework of

sticks set upon posts.]

Barbel, barb'el, n. a fresh-water fish with beard-like

appendages at its mouth. [O. Fr. barbel—Low L.
barbeUus—\u. barba, a beard.]

Barber, barb'er, «. one who shaves beards and dresses

hair.

—

ns. Barb'er-mong'er {S/iak.\ a man decked
out by his barber, a fop ; Barb'er-sur'geon, one
who let blood and drew teeth as well as shaved

—

the company of Barber-surgeons was incorporated
in 1461, but by an act in 15^5 barbers were confined
to the more humble function.—Barber's block, a

round block on which wigs are made ; Barber's
pole, the barber's sign in England, a pole striped

spirally with alternate bands of colours, generally
red or black and white, having often a brass basin
hung at the end. [Fr.—L. barba, a beard.]

Barberry, bar'bcr-i, «. a thorny shrub with yellow
flowers and red berries, common in hedges. [Low
L. berberis ; the Ar. bnrbaris is borrowed.]

Barbett4, bar-b6t', n. an earth«n terrace inside lh«

U
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parapet of a rampart, serving as a platform for

heavy guns : in ironclad ships, a heavily armoured
redoubt amidships. [Fr.]

Barbican, bar'bi-kan, n. a projecting watch-tower
over the gate of a castle or fortified town, esp. the
outwork mtended to defend the drawbridge. [O. Fr.

barbacane, also in Sp., Port., and It. forms ; perh. of

Ar. or Pers, origin. Col. Yule suggests bdbkhdnah,
gate-house, name in the East for a towered gateway.]

Bi^bule, barb'ul, n. (bot.) a small barb or beard : a
pointed barb-like process fringing the barbs of a
feather. [See Barbel.)

Barcarolle, bar'ka-rOl, «. a boat-song of the Venetian
gondoliers : a musical composition of a similar char-

acter. [It. barcaruolo, a boatman, from barca, a
bark, a barge, a boat.)

Bard, bard, «. a poet and singer among the ancient
Celts : a poet—dims. Bard'llng, Bardlet, poetaster.—>r. Bard'-craft {Browning), —adj. Bard'io. [Gael
and Ir. bard.]

Barded, bard'ed, adj. caparisoned, as horses. — «.

Bard (obs.), the protective covering of a war-horse
or a man-at-arms. [Fr. barde—Sp. atbarda, pack-
saddle, perh. from Ar. al-barda'ah ; al, the, and
barda'ah, mule's pack-saddle.)

Bare, bar, adj. uncovered : naked : open to view

:

poor, scanty : unadorned : {Skak.) unarmed : mere
orby itself: (5"/Myfe.)paltry, desolate : empty : (Spens.)
rude.

—

v.t. to strip or uncover.

—

adj. Bare'backed,
with bare back : unsaddled.

—

n. Bare'bone {ShaM.),
a very lean person.

—

adj. Bare'faced, with the
face uncovered : (S/iai.) avowed : impudent.

—

at/v.

Barefacedly.— «. Bare'facedness.— a<^.r. Bare-
foot, -ed, having the feet bare, often of some
monastic orders ; Bare'-gnawn (S/iak.), gnawed
bare ; Bare'headed, having the head bare : BaTlsll
(Carlyle), somewhat bare ; Barelegged, having the
legs hure.—aiiv. Barely.—«j. Bare'ness ; Bare-
sark, a fierce Norse fighter, a berserker.

—

adv. in a
shirt only. [A.S. bier; Ger. baar, bar; Ice. b^rr.]

Bare, bar, o\Apa.t. of Bear.
Barege, ba-razh', n. a light, silky dress-stuff, named
trom Bareges in the Pyrenees.

Bargain, bar'gin, «. a contract or agreement : a
favourable transaction : an advantageous purchase :

(Shak.) chaffering.

—

v.i. to make a contract or
agreement: to chaffer: to count on, take into con-
sideration (with for) : to lose by bad bargaining
(with away).—n. Bargainer.—Bargain and sale,
in law, a mode of conveyance whereby property may
be assigned or transferred for valuable consideration.
—Into the bargain, over and above ; To make the
best of a bad bargain, to make the best of difficult

circumstances ; To sell any one a bargain (S/uik.),

to befool him; To Strike a bargain, to come to
terms about a purchase. [O. Fr. bargaigtur—Low L.
barcaniare ; ace. to Diez from barca, a boat.)

Barge, barj, «. flat-bottomed freight boat, with or with-
out sails, used on rivers and canals : the second boat
of a man-of-
war : a large
pleasure or
state boat

—

yis. Bargee,
a bargeman

;

Bargeman,
the manager
of a barge

;

Barge'-mas'-
ter, the pro-

Erietor of a
arge. [O.

Fr. barge—
LowL.^a»^».
Prob. a doub-
let of Baric, a
barge.)

Barge-l>oard, barj'-bOrd, n. * board extending along

Barge-board.
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the edge of the gable of a house to cover the rafters
and keep out the rain. [The barge here may be
conn, with Low L. bargiis, a gallows.)

Barghest, bar'gest, «. a dog-like goblin portending
death. [Perh. conn, with Ger. berg-geist, mountain-
ghost.)

Baric. See Barium.
Barilla, bar-il'a, n. an impure carbonate of soda

obtained by burning several marine plants (that
grow chiefly on the east coast of Spain), used in the
manufacture of soap, glass, &c. [Sp. barrilla.\

Baritone, bar'i-ton. Same as Bar3^ne.
Barium, ba'ri-um, «. the metal present in heavy spar

(sulphate of barj-ta) and baryta, formerly thought to

be white, but now known to possess a yellow colour.—adj. Baric. [From Baryta ; cf. soda, sodium.]
Bark, bark, n. the abrupt cry uttered by a dog, wolf,

&c. — v.i. to yelp like a dog: to clamour.

—

v.t.

(S/ens.) to utter with a bark.

—

n. Bark'er, a shop-
tout : {slang) a pistol, cannon.—His bark is worse
than his bite, his angry expressions are worse than
his actual deeds. [A.S. beorcan, prob. a variety of

breca/i, to crack, snap. See Break.)
Bark, Barque, bark, ». a barge : a ship of small size,

square-sterned, without head-rails : technically, a
three-masted vessel whose mizzen-mast is yore-and-
aft rigged instead of being square-rigged, like the
fore and main masts—barks of over 3000 tons are
now frequently built.—«j. Bar'kantine, BaTquen-
tine, a three-masted vessel, with the fore-mast
square-rigged, and the main-mast and mizzen-mast
fore-and-aft rigged. [Fr. barque—Low L. barca;
perh. from Gr. baris, a Nile-boat.)

Bark, bark, «. the rind or covering of the trunk and
branches of a tree : that used in tanning or dyeing,
or the residue thereof, laid upon a street to deaden
the sound, &c. : the envelopment or outer covering
of anything.

—

v.t. to strip or peel the bark from : to

rub off (jskin).—«. Bark'-bed, a hotbed made of
spent bark.

—

v.t. Bark'en, to dry up into a barky
substance.

—

v.i. to become like 'ba.TV..—adjs. Bark'-
less ; Bark'y. — Cinchona, Jesuits', Peruvian
bark, the bark of the cinchona, from which quinine
is made. [Scand. bdrkr ; Dan. bark.\

Barker's mill, bark'erz mil, a water-wheel invented in

the I Sth century by Dr Barker.
Barley, bar'li, «. a hardy erain used for food, but

chiefly for making malt liquors and spirits.

—

ns.

Bariey-bree, -broth, strong ale; Barley-corn,
personified as John Barleycorn, the grain from
which malt is made : a single grain of barley : a
measure of length = } of an inch ; Barley-SU'gar, a
mixture of sugar with a decoction of pearl-barley,
boiled till it is candied ; BaTley-wat'er, a decoction
of pearl-barley ; Pearl'-barley, the grain stripped
of husk and pellicle, and completely rounded by
grinding ; Pot'-baTley, the grain deprived by milling

of its outer husk, used in making broth, &c. [A.S.
bitrlfc, bere, and suffix -lU.]

Barley, bar'li, interj. {Scot!) a term used in games
in demand of a truce, parley (of which it is most
prob. a corruption).

Barley-brake, bar'li-brak, «. an old country game,
originally played by three couples, of which one, left

in a middle den called ' hell,' had to catch the others,

who could break or separate when about to be over-

taken. [Perh. from the grain, barley, because often

played in a barley-field ; or perh. from the word
preceding.)

Barm, barm, n. froth of beer or other fermenting
liquor, used as leaven : yeast.

—

adjs. Barm'y

;

Barmy-brained, flighty. [A.S. beorma; cog. with
Dan. barme, Ger. bdrme]

Barmbrack, barm'brak, n. a currant-bun. [Ir. bairi-

gen breac, speckled cake.]

Barm-cloth, barm'-kloth, «. {Morris) an apron.

[.\ S. barm, bosom, -beran, to bear, and Oloth.)
Barmecide, ikr'me-sid, n. one who offers an imaginary



Barmkin fate, fSr ; me, htr : mine ; Barren

or pretended banquet or other benefit.—rt<^.f. Bar'-

mecide, Banneci'dal. [From a story in the

Araiiau Nights, in which a beggar is entertained

to an imaginary feast by one of the Barmecides, a

Persian family who attained to great influence at the

court of the Abbasside caliphs.]

Barmkill, barm'kin, «. the rampart of a castle.

Bam, barn, «. a building in which grain, hay, &c.

are stored.

—

v.t. to store in a barn.

—

ns. and adjs.

Bam'-door, Bam'-yard, as in barn-yard fowl.

—

n.

Bam'-owl, the commonest of British owls.—Barn-
door, in cricket, used of a player who blocks every

ball : humorously, any large target. [A.S. bere-em,

contracted bern, from bere, barley, em, a liouse.]

Bamaby, barn'a-bi, n. form of Barnabas, the ajjostle.

—«. Bar'nablte, a member of the congregation of

regular canons of St Paul, founded at Milan in

1530, so called from their preaching in the church
of St Barnabas there.—Baraaby-day, Bamabv
bright, or Long Bamaby, St Barnabas' Day, nth
June, in Old Style reckoned the longest day.

Barnacle, bar'na-kl, «. a shellfish which adheres to

rocks and the bottoms of ships : a companion who
sticks closely.—«. Bar'nacle-gOOSe, a species of

wild goose belonging to the Northern seas, so called

from a notion that they were produced from the

barnacles mentioned. [O. Fr. beniaque—Low L.

bernaca ; by some referred to a supposed form
pcriiacula, dim. of perna, a kind of shellfish; by
others to a Celtic origin.]

Barnacle, bar'na-kl, «. an instrument consisting of

two branches joined by a hinge, placed on the nose
of horses to keep them quiet : (/>/.) a colloquial term
for 'spectacles.'

—

adj. Bar'nacled. [O. Vt.bcrnac,
of which bemacU seems to be a dim. form. The
sense of ' spectacles ' has been traced to O. Yx.

bericle, eye-glass

—

beriilus, beryl ; but this is im-

probable.]
Barney, bar'ni, «. {slang) humbug : a prize-fight.

Bamumlse, bax'num-Tz, ~>.i. to advertise and display

on a great scale.

—

n. Bar'numism. [From Barnum,
a great showman (1810-91).]

Barograph, bar'o-graf, n. a barometer which records
automatically variations of atmospheric pressure.

[Gr. baros, weight, graphein, to write.]

Barometer, bar-om'et-er, n. an instrument by which
the weight or pressure of the atmosphere is measured,
and changes of weather, or heights above sea-level,

indicated.—rti^'. Baromet'ric—arff. Barometric-
ally.—«. Barom'etry. [Gr. baros, weight, metron,
measure.]

Barometz, bar'o-metz, n. the hairy prostrate stem of a
fern found near the Caspian Sea, at one time sup-
posed to be at once plant and animal, to grow on a
stalk, and to eat grass like a lamb, &c. : hence also

called, as by Mandeville, the Scythian Lamb.
[Erroneous form of Russ. baranetz, dim. of baran,
ram.]

Baron, barton, n. a title of rank, the lowest in the

House of Peers : formerly a title of the judges of
the Court of Exchequer : in

feudal times the tenants-in-

chief of the Crown, later the
peers or great lords of the realm
generally : till 1832, the name
for the parliamentary repre-
sentatives of the Cinque Ports :

in Germany, the signification,

instead of becoming restricted
as in England, has become
extended—the greater or dynasty barons having
all been elevated to higher titles, a large number
being designated barons in virtue of a diploma
from some reigning prince, the title being used
also by all his descendants.—»J. Bafonage, the
whole body of barons; Bar'on-bail'ie, a magis-
trate appointed by the lord-superior in a burgh of
barony ; BaToaesa, a baron's wife, or a lady holding

Baron's Coronet.
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a baronial title in her own right.

—

adj. Baronial,
pertaining to a baron or barony.—«. Bar'ony, the
territory of a baron : in Ireland, a division of a
county : in Scotland, a large freehold estate, or
manor, even though not carrying with it a baron's
title and rank : the rank of baron.—Baron of beef,
a joint consisting of two sirloins left uncut at the
backbone. [O. Fr. barun, -on— Low L. baro,
•onem ; in the Romance tongues the word meant
a man as opposed to a woman, a strong man, a
warrior ; traced by some to Celt, bar, a hero ; by
others to Old High Ger. bero, bearer, carrier.]

Baronet, bar'on-et, «. the lowest hereditary title in
the United Kingdom (of England—now of Great
Britain—since 161 1 ; of Scotland—or of Nova Scotia
—since 1625 ; of Ireland, since 1619).—».;. Bar'onet-
age, the whole body of baronets : a list of such ;

Bar'onetcy.—rt(^'. Baronet'ical. [Dim. of Baron.]
Baroque, bar-5k', adj. originally a jeweller's term,

but applied in art generally to extravagant orna-
mental designs : whimsical, odd. [Fr. baroque

;

perh. from L. verruca, wart, but referred by some
to Ar. buraq, hard earth mixed with stones.]

Baroscope, bar'0-sk5p, n. an instrument for indicating
changes in the density of the air. [Gr. baros,
weight, skopein, to see.]

Barouche, ba-rOosh', «. a double-seated four-wheeled
carriage with a falling top. [It. baroccio—L. biro-

ius, two-wheeled, from bis, twice, rota, a wheel.]
Barque. Same as Bark (2).

Barquentine, bar'ken-ten, ». same as Barkantino
(q.v. under Bark, a ship). [Formed from Barque,
like Brigantine from Brig.]

Barracan, bar'a-kan, n. a thick, strong stuffresembling
camlet. [Fr. ; It.— Ar. barrakdn, a dark dress,

Pers. barak, a stuff made of camel's hair.]

Barrace, bar'as, n. (obs.) the lists in a tournament.
[O. Fr. barras—barre, bar.]

Barrack, bar'ak, «. a hut or building for soldiers,

esp. in garrison (generally in//.). [Fr. baroque (It.

baracca, Sp. barraca, a tent); ace. to Diez from
barra, bar.]

Barracoon, bar'a-koDn, «. a dep6t for slaves. [Sp.

—

barraca.]
Barracoota, -cuda, bar'a-kSO'ta, -kSO'da, «. a vora-

cious West Indian fish. [Sp.]
Barrage, bar'aj, «. the forming of an artificial bar in

order to deepen a river. [Fr. barrage—barre, bar.]

Barrator, bar-at'or, «. one who vexatiously stirs up
lawsuits, quarrels, &c.

—

adj. Bar'ratroUS.— adv.
BarTatrously.—«. Bar'ratry, fraudulent practices

on the part of the master or mariners of a ship to

the prejudice of the owners : vexatious litigation, or -

the stirring up of suits and quarrels among subjects,

forbidden under penalties to lawyers : traffic in

offices of church or state. [O. Fr. baraieor—barat,

deceit ; traced by some to Gr. praitein, by others to

a Celt, or a Scand. origin.]

Barrel, bar'el, «. a cylindrical wooden vessel made of
curved staves bound with hoops : the quantity which
such a vessel contains (36 imperial gallons of ale

and beer) : a certain weight or quantity of other

goods usually sold in casks called barrels : anything
long and hollow, as the barrel of a ^un, or cylindri-

cal and barrel-shaped.

—

v.t. to put in a barrel.—«.

Bar'rel-bulk, a measurement of five cubic feet.

—

p. adj. Bar'relled, having a barrel or barrels : placed

in a barrel.—«J. Bar'rel-or'gan, an organ in which
the music is produced by a barrel or cylinder set

with pins, the revolution of which opens the key-

valves and produces the music ; Bar'rel-vault, a
vault with a simple semi - cylindrical roof.

—

adj.

Bar'rel-Vault'ed. [Fr. barii(Sp. bam'/. It. barile)

—Low L. barile, bariilus, possibly from barra, bar.]

Barren, bar'en, adj. incapable of bearing offspring :

unfruitful: dull, stupid: unprofitable (with of).—
ad;. Bar'ren-beat'en.—rti/r . Bar'renly.-«. Bar'-

rehness.—a<^.(. Bar'ren-splr'ited; Bar'ren-wit'ted.
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[O. Fr. barain, hrahain, breJiaing, perh. from bar,

man, as if ' male-like, not producing offspring. ']

Barret, bar'et, «. a flat cap, esp. the Blretta (q.v.).

\^x.barrette,'S\>.bi>~reta. See Biretta.]

Barricade, bar'ik-od, «. a temporary fortification

raised to hinder the advance of an enemy, as in

the street fights of Parisian insurrections. — r./.

to obstruct : to fortify.—Earlier form Barrica'do.

[Fr. ; barriqiie, a cask, the first street barricades

having consisted of casks filled with stones, &c.

See Bar.]
Barrico, bar-e'ko, «. a small cask.

_
[Sp.]

Barrier, bar'i-er, K. a defence against attack : a limit

or boundary : a fence, railing, gate where customs
are collected : the lists in a tournament : any ob-

stacle that keeps apart : (//.) a martial exercise

in 15th and i5th centuries.

—

-J. to shut by means
of a barrier. — n. Bar'rier-reef, a coral-reef sur-

rounding an island or fringing a coast with a navig-
able channel inside.—Barrier Act, an act passed
by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland
in 1697 as a security against innovations, decreeing
that changes in the law of the Church, even when
approved by the Assembly, shall not become law
till approved also by a majority of presbyteries.
[O. Fr. barriere—Low L. barraria—barnt, bar.]

Barrister, bar'is-ter, n. one who is qualified to plead
at the bar in an English or Irish law-court.

—

itdj.

Barrister'Ial.—«. BaTristership.—Revising bar-
rister, a barrister appointed annually by tlie English
judges to revise the lists and settle who are the
persons entitled to vote for members of parliament.
[From ba>-ra, bar, the suffix being undetermined.]

Barrow, bar'rO, n. a small hand or one-wheel carriage
used to bear or convey a load.—«. Bar'roW-tram,
the shaft of a b.arrow. [M. E. bart-ve, from an
assumed A.S. form bearu'e—beran, to bear.)

Barrow, bar'rO, «. originally a mountain, hillock : a
mound raised over graves in former times. [A.S.
beorg : cog. with Ger. berg.\

Barrow, bar'rO, «. a long sleeveless flannel garment
for iiifant.s. [A.S. beorgan, to protect.]

Bar-Sinister. Variant of Baton-sinister (q.v. under
Baton).

Barter, bar'ter, v.t. to give one thing in exchange for
another {yi\K\ifor, away).—v.i. to trafiSc by exchang-
ing. — «. traffic by exchange of commodities. — «.

Bar'terer, one who barters. [Prob. from O. Fr.
barat.\

Bartbolomew-tide, bar-thoI'o-mu-tTd, «. the day of
the festival of St Bartholomew, 24th August : the
name was also applied to ._
things sold at the fair.—Often
spelt Bar'tlemy. — Black
Bartholomew, 24th August
1662, the day on which the
Act of Uniformity came into
force within the Church of
England.

Bartisan, bar'ti-zan, n. a small
overhanging turret projecting
from an angle on the top of
a tower. [Apparently an
adaptation by Scott of Scot.
bertisene, traceable to O. Fr.

breiesche, a parapet of wood.]
Barton, bar'ton, ». a farm-yard.

[A.S. bere-tiin, yard, bcre,

barley, and tun, enclosure.]
Barycentric, bar - i - sen'trik,

adj. pertaining to the centre of gravity. [Gi
heavy, kentron, centre.]

Baryta, ba-rl'ta, Barytes, ba-rl'tez, n. the earth
present in the minerals imtheriie and heavy spar.—adj. Baryt'ic, of or containing barj-ta. [From
Gr. barys, heavy.]

Barytone, bar'i-tOn, n. a deep- toned male voice between
bass and tenor : a singer with such a voice : in

Bartisan.

barys.
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Greek, applied to words not having an acute accent
on the last syllable. [Through Fr. from Gr. barys,
heavy, deep, and tonos, a tone.]

Basalt, bas-awlt', «. a hard, dark-coloured rock of
igneous origin.—a<^'. Basalt'ic. [L. basaltes, an
African word.]

Basanite, bas'an-It, «. a kind of quartz serviceable
for testing the purity of the precious metals by the
marks made. [Gr. basanos, touchstone.]

Basbleu. Same as Blue-stocklng (q.v. under Blue).
Basclnet. Same as Basinet.
Basctlle, bas'kul, «. an apparatus of the lever kind, in

which one end is raised while the other is depressed.
[Fr. bos, down, and cul, the posteriors.]

Base, has, «. that on which a thing rests : foot

:

bottom : foundation : support : the chief ingredient,
as in dyeing and chemistry : the starting-point, in a
race ; the fixed goal across which the ball is struck
in hockey, the fixed stations at base-ball : the point
from which the operations of a campaign are con-
ducted : a measured line serving as a basis for

trigonometrical calculations : the surface on which a
plane or solid figure stands : {chetn.) a term applied
to a compound body, generally consisting of a metal
united with oxygen; (arckit.") the foot or lower
member of a pillar, on which the shaft rests : (her.)

the lower portion of the shield—any figure placed on
it is said to be ' in base :

' a small portion of the base
of a shield parted off by a horizontal line is some-
times called a base.

—

v.t. to found or place on a
base:—/''•A bas'ing; /<i./. based (bast). — adjs.
Bas'al, Bas'ilar, pertaining to or situated at the
base, esp. of the skull ; Baseless, without a base or
foundation. — ns. Baselessness : Base'ment, the
base or lowest story of a building.

—

adj. Bas'en-
Wide (S/ens.), widely extended.

—

n. Base'-plate,

the foundation plate of a piece of heavy machinerj-.—«.//. Bas'es, a kind of embroidered mande which
hung down from the middle to about the knees or
lower, worn by knights on horseback : (S/ens.)
armour for the legs.—>«. Base'-String, the string of
a musical instrument thnt gives the lowest note ;

Base' - vi'ol (same as Bass - viol). — adj. Basic
(cAern.), belonging to or of the nature of a base.

—

Z'.t. Bas'ify (c/wrn.), to convert into a salifiable base

:

—/r./. bas'i Tying : pa.p. bas'ifled. [Fr.—L.—Gr.
basis—ba-, in bainein, to go.]

Base, bas, adj. low in place, value, estimation, or
principle : mean : vile : worthless : debased : coun-
terfeit : (/aif) servile, as opposed to /rtf : humble :

(B. and S/iak.) lowly. — ai^. Base'-bom, illegiti-

mate.—<i</i'. Basely.—o^'. Base'-mind'ed, of a low
mind or spirit : mean.—«. Base'ness.

—

adj. Base'-
Spir'ited, mean-spirited. [Fr. bas—Low L. bassus,

thick, fat, a vulgar Roman word, found also in name
Bassus.]

Base, bas, v.i. a form of Abase.
Base, bas, n. an old game played by two sides oc-
cupying contiguous spaces, called bases or h/)mes,

off which any player is liable to be touched with
the hand or struck by a ball by the enemy, and so
attached to their sides. Forms of this game are
knowai as Prisoner's Base or Bars, and Rounders,
and the national American game of Base-bait is a
development from it.

Base-ball, bas'-bawl, «. a game played with a bat and
a ball, and run round bases, marking the circuit to

be taken by each player of the inside after striking

the ball. There are nine players on each side ; the
pitcher, of the one side, throws the ball ; one of the
other side tries to hit it as it passes him ; and the
runs to the bases are regulated according as the ball

falls inside or outside certain lines, &c. A develop-
ment from rounders, base-ball has been the American
national game since 1865. [Coupled with cricket in

Jane Austen's Norihanger Abbey (written 1798).]
Basecourt, bas'kOrt, «. the outer court of a mansion,
which contained the stable-yard and servants' accom-
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;

Baste

mudation, as distinguished from the principal quad-
raugle : an inferior court of justice, [r r. Basse-

court,]

Basenet. Same as Basinet.
Bash, bash, V. t. to beat or smash in.— n. Bash. [Prob.

Scand.]
Bashaw, ba-shav/, n. a pasha : a haughty man

—

now usually written Pasha or Pacha (q.v.).—«j.

BashaWism, BashaWship. [Turk.]

Bashful, bash'fSol, adj. easily confused : modest

:

shy: wanting confidence.—k./. BaSh {Spens.), to

be abashed.— <j</i'. Bash'fully.—«. Bash'fulness.
—adj. Bash'less, unashamed. [See Abash.]

Bashl-bazouk, bash'i-ba-z50k', n. a Turkish irregular

trooper. They are mostly Asiatics, and are brutal

plundering ruffians, capable, as in 1876 in Bulgaria,

of the most devilish atrocities. XY\xtV. bashi-bozttq .\

Bashlyk, bash'lik, n. a kind of hood with long ends
worn in Russia. [Russ. bashluiku, a Caucasian
hood. ]

Basil, baz'il, n. a mainly tropical or subtropical genus
of Labiatas, characterised by a pleasant aromatic
smell and taste, and reckoned amongst sweet kerbs.

—Sweet basil is an Indian annual long cultivated

in Europe for seasoning purposes. [O. Fr. basile—
L. tasilisca—Gr. basilikon, royal.]

Basil, baz'il, n. a sheepskin roughly tanned and un-
dressed.

Basil. See Bezel.
Basilica, baz-il'ik-a, n. among the Romans, a large

oblong hall, with double colonnades and a semicir-

cular apse at the end, used for judicial and com-
mercial purposes—many of them were afterwards
converted into Christian churches : a magnificent
church built after the plan of the ancient basilica.

—

adj. Basil'ican. [L. basilica, Gr. basilike (pikia,

a house), belonging to a king, from basileus, a
king.]

Basillcon, baz-il'ik-on, «. a name given_ to various

kinds of ointment as possessing sovereign virtues.

[Gr. basilikon, royal.]

Basilisk, ba/il-isk, ». a fabulous creature, about a
foot long, with a black-and-yellow skin and fiery

red eyes, so named, according to Pliny, from the

crest on the head like a crown—variously regarded
as a kind of dragon or cockatrice : in modern
zoology, a harmless crested lizard of tropical South
America : an ancient brass cannon throwing a shot

of about 200 lb. weight. [Gr. basiliskos, dim. of
basileus, a king.]

Basin, bis'n, ». a wide open vessel or dish : any
hollow place containing water, as a dock : the area
drained by a river and its tributaries.

[O. Fr. bacin—Low L. bachinus,
perh. from the Celtic]

Basinet, bas'i-net, n. a light globular
headpiece worn alone with a visor,

or with the great helm resting on
the shoulders, worn over it.—Also
Bas'net.

Basis, bas'is, n. the foundation, or
that on which a thing rests : the
pedestal of a column : the ground-
work or first principle :—//. Bas'es. [See Base (i).]

Bask, bask, v.i. to lie in the warmth or sunshine.
[Scand. badask, to bathe.]

Basket, bas'ket, «. a vessel made of plaited twigs,
rushes, or other flexible materials.

—

ns. Bas'ketful,
as much as fills a basket : Bas'ket-hilt, the hilt nf
a sword with a covering wrought like basket-work
to defend the hand from injury ; Bas'ket-ioak'er ;

Bas'ket-work, any structure of interlaced twigs or
the like. [Prob. the L. bascauda; the W. basged
is apparently borrowed from the English.]

Basque, bask, adj. relating to the Basques, or their
wonderful language, with its extreme variability
of dialects—the only example of a consistently in-

corporating language.

—

n. a native of the Ba^ue

Basinet.
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provinces : the distinctive language of the Basques :

a kind of short-skirted jacket worn by women, a con-
tinuation of the bodice a little below the waist.

—

adj. Basqued (baskt), furnished with a basque.

—

«. Basq'uine, an outer petticoat worn by Basque
and Spanish women. [Fr. Basque—Low L. Vasco,
an inhabitant of Vasconia, whence Gascony. The
Basques themselves call their tongue Eskuara,
Eiiscara, whence the Fr. Euscarieu.]

Bas-relief, ba-re-laf. Bass-relief, bas'-re-lef, «.
(sculp.) figures which do not stand far out from
the ground on which they are formed—also used
in the Italian form Bass'O-rilie'VO. [See Base,
low, and Relief.]

Bass, bas, «. the low or grave part in music.

—

adj.
low, deep, grave.

—

v.t. to sound in a deep tone.

—

ns.
Bass'-hom, a musical wind-instrument, a modifica-
tion of the bassoon, much lower and deeper in its

tones; Thor'OUgh-bass, the theory of harmony.
[See Base, low.]

Bass. Same as Bast.
Bass, Basse, bas, «. a marine fish allied to the perch.

[A.S. biers; cf. Ger. bars, the perch.]
Bassa. bas'sa, «. Same as Bashaw.
Basset, bas'et, «. a short-legged dog used in unearth-

ing fo.xes and badgers ; an old Venetian game at
cards, resembling faro, widely popular in the i8th
century : Q-eol.) the outcrop or emergence of mineral
strata at the surface.

—

z'.i. to incline upward so as to

appear at the surface, to crop up.—«. Bas'set-horn
(It. como di bassetto), the richest and softest of all

wind-instruments, similar to a clarionet in tone and
fingering, but with a twice-bent wooden tube, having
a compass of two and a half octaves. [Fr. bas, low.]

Bassinet, Bassinette, bas'si-net, n. a kind of basket
with a hood in which an infant is placed as in a
cradle : a similarly shaped perambulator. [Fr.
dim. o( basin, a basin.]

Basso, bas'so, ». the same as Bass (i) : also a bass
singer.

Bassoon, bas-OOn', «. (It.jh^otto) a musical wind-in-
strument filling an important place in the modern
orchestra, of the reed species, made of maple-wood
or plane-tree, its compass from B flat below the bass
stave to C in the treble.—The Double bassoon (It.

contrafagotto) sounds an octave lower.

—

n. Bas-
SOon'ist. [It. bassone, augmentative of basso, low,
from root of Base.]

Bass-Tlol, bas'-vl'ol, «. a musical instrument with four
strings, used for playing the bass in concerted music

;

the violoncello. [See Bass, low, and VloL ]

Bast, bast, «. the inner bark of the lime-tree : matting
made of it. [.\.S. bcest : Dut., Dan., (Jer. bast.]

Bastard, bas'tard, n. a child bom of parents not
married.

—

adj. born out of wedlock : not genuine

:

resembling, but not identical with, the species bear-

ing the name : of abnormal shape or size : false.—«.

Bas'tard-bar, a popular but inaccurate name for the
baton-sinister inheraldry.— :•./. Bastardise, to prove
to be a bastard.—a.^Z'. Bas'tardly (o*.f.).—«j. Bas'-
tard-Wlng, three, four, or five feathers springing
from the side of the wing of a bird near the point,

attached to a bony process which is the homologue
of the thumb in some mammalia ; Bas'tardy, Bas'-
tardism, the state of being a bastard. — Bastard
title, an abbreviated title of a book on an otherwise
blank page preceding the full title-page ; Bastard
types, types cast with an extra deep bevel to obviate

the use of leads, as Longprimer face on Pica body.
[Fr. b&tard; O. Fr. Jils de bast, son of the pack-
saddle, bast (bdt) being a coarse saddle for beasts
of burden.]

Baste, bast, v.t. to beat with a stick. [Prob. conn,
with Ice. beysta, Dan. bdste, to beat.]

Baste, bast, V. t. to drop fat or butter over meat while
roasting to keep it from burning and to improve the
flavour. [Ety. unknown.]

Baate, bSst, v.t. to sew slightly or with long stitches.
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[O. Fr. bastir, from Old High Ger. bestan, to

sew.]
Bastille, bast-el', «. an old fortress in Paris long used

as a state prison, and demolished by a revolutionary

mob in July 1789 : any prison regarded as a symbol
of tyranny. [Fr. — O. Fr. bastir (Fr. bitir), to

build.]

Bastinado, bast-in-ad'o, v.t. to beat with a baton or

stick, esp. on the soles of the feet (a form of punish-
ment in the East) :—pr./i. bastinad'ing or bastinad'o-

ing ; piiji. bastinad'ed or bastinad'oed.— ns. Bast-
inado', Bastinad'O. [Sp. bastotiada, Fr. bastonnade
—haston, bdton. See Baton.]

Bastion, bast'yun, n. a kind of tower at the angles
of a fortification.—a<^'. Bast'loned. [Fr.—O. Fr.

bastir, to build.]

Bat, bat, n. a heavy stick : a flat club for striking the
ball in cricket, a club for base-balls, a batsman : the
clown's sword in a pantomime : a piece of brick

:

{slang) rate of speed, style.

—

z'.i. to use the bat in

cricket •.—pr.p. bat'ting ; pa.p. bat'ted.

—

ns. Bat'ter,
Bats'man, one who wields the bat at cricket,

&c. ; Bat'ting, the management of a bat in playing
games : cotton fibre prepared in sheets. [Perh.
from A.S. bat (a doubtful form), prob. Celt, bat,

staff".)

Bat, bat, n. an animal with a body like a mouse, but
which flies on wings attached mainly to its fore-feet,

but extending along its sides to the hmd-feet. [M. E.
bakke, apparently from Scand. ; cf. Dan. a/tenbakke,
evening-bat.]

Batablo, bat'a-bl, adj. debatable, disputable. [A
contr. of Debatable. ]

Batata, ba-ta'ta, «. a plant with tuberous roots, the
sweet potato. [Sp. batata, potato.]

Batavian, ba-ta'vi-an, adj. pertaining to the ancient
Batavi in the Low Countries, or to the modem
Dutch, their descendants.

Batch, bach, n. the quantity of bread baked or ofany-
thing made or got ready at one time : a set. [From
Bake.]

Bate. Same as Abate.
Bate, bat, n. {Spens.) strife, contention.

—

adj. BatO'-
breeding (67«a/t.). [Abbrev, of Debate.]

Bate, bat, n. diminution {dial., esp. in combination).
Bate, bat, v.i. {Shak.) to beat the wings impatiently:

{obs.) to be impatient. [O. E. batre—Low L. batere.]
Bateau, ba-to', «. a light river-boat, esp. those used on
Canadian rivers. [Fr.—O. Fr. batel, boat]

Bateless, bat'les, adj. {Shak.) that cannot be bated or
blunted.

Batfo'Wling, bat'fowl-ing, n. the catching birds at
night when at roost. [Bat, club, and FowL]

Bath, bath, «. water for plunging the body into : a
bathing : a house for bathing : a place for under-
going medical treatment by means of bathing

:

{phot!) a solution in which plates are plunged :—pl.
Baths (ba//(z).

—

ns. Bath'-orick, a preparation of
siliceous silt, manufactured at Bridgwater in the

form of bricks, and used in cleaning knives ; Bath'-
Chalr, a large wheeled chair for invalids ; Bath'-
house ; Bath'man ; Bathroom ; Bath' - stone,
a building stone quarried at Bath ; Bath'woman ;

Blood'-hath, a massacre.—Bath Guide, a poem of
the i8th century, often taken as a type of ' Society'
verse.—Order of the Bath, an English order of
knighthood, so named from the bath before installa-

tion (including three classes— military and civil

knights grand-cross, G.C.B. ; knights commanders,
K.C.B. ; and companions, C.B.). [A.S. bath, cog.

with Ger. bad.\

Batb, bath, n. the largest Jewish liquid measure, con-
taining about six gallons. [Heb.]

Bathe, oa/A, -u.t. to wash as in a bath : to wash or
moisten with any liquid : to moisten, suffuse, en-

compass.

—

v.i. to take a bath.

—

n. the act of taking
a bath.

—

ns. Bath'lng-box, a box for bathers to

undress and dress in ; Bath'lng-machlne', a small

carriage in which a bather may be carried out into
water conveniently deep for bathing. [A. S. bathian
Old High Ger. baddn, bat/tin (Ger. baden).]

Bathometer, bath-om'et-er, n. an instrument for
ascertaining depth. [Gr. bathos, depth, metron,
measure.]

Bathorse, baw'hors, n. a packhorse carrj-ing the bag-
gage of an officer. [Fr. bat, a pack-saddle.)

Bathos, ba'thos, n. a ludicrous descent from the
elevated to the mean in writing or speech.

—

mij.
Bathet'ic, irregularly formed on the analogy of
pathos, pathetic. [Gr. bathos, depth, from bathys,
deep.)

Bathyblns, bath-ib'i-us, n. name given to a supposed
low form of life at the bottom of some parts of the
deep sea. [Formed from Gr. bathys, deep, and
bios, life.)

Bathymetry, bath-im'et-ri, «. the science of measuring
the depth of seas and lakes. [Gr. bathys, deep,
vietria, measurement.)

Bating, bat'ing, prep, abating, excepting.
Batiste, ba-test', n. usual French name for cambric

:

applied in commerce to a fine texture of linen and
cotton. [Littre derives from Baptiste, the original

maker; others from its use in wiping the heads of
children after baptism.]

Batlet, bat'let, «. a wooden mallet used by laundresses
for beating clothes. [Dim. of Bat.)

Batman, bat'man, baw'man, n. a man who has charge
of a bathorse. [See Bathorse.)

Baton, bat'on, Batoon, ba-toon', «. a staff" or trun-

cheon, esp. of a policeman: a marshal's staffl

—

v.t.

to strike with a baton.
—«. Bat'on-sln'ister, \j^ ^l>»s^ |gL_c6a!!:
a well-known heral-

dic indication of ille-

gitimacy, improperly
called Bar-sinister,
a diminutive of a
bend-sinister, not ex-
tending to the sides

of the shield, so as
to resemble a mar-
shal's baton laid diag-
onally over the family
arms from left to right.

[Fr. baton — Low L.
basto, a stick ; of un-
known origin.)

Batrachla, ba-tra'ki-a,

n.pl. the order of reptiles which includes the frogs.—adj. and «. Batra'chlan. [From Gr. batrackos,
a frog.]

Batswlng, bats'wing, «. a kind of gas-burner, with a
slit at the top which causes the flame to take the
shape of a bat's wing.

Batta, bat'ta, «. an allowance to officers in the
British Indian army in addition to their ordinary
pay : subsistence money. [Hind.]

Battallant, bat'tal-ant, adj. {Spens.) fighting.

—

adj.
Battailous (rtrcA.), war-like. [Fr. bataillant, pr.p.

of*a/a///^r, to fight. See Battle.)
Battalia, bat-tal'ya, K. the order of battle : the main
body of an army in array. [Ix.. battaglia. Doublet
of Battle.)

Battalia pie, bat-tal'ya pT, titbits in a pie : articles

like pin-cushions, embroidered by nuns in convents
with scenes from the Bible. (Corrupted from Fr.

beatilles, dim. formed from L. beatus.\
Battalion, bat-al'yun, n. a body of soldiers consisting

of several companies : a body of men drawn up in

battle-array. [Fr. ; from root of Battle.

)

Battels, bal?lz, n.pl. an Oxford term signifying ac-

counts for provisions received from college kitchens
and butteries : applied generally to the whole of the
sums for tuition, &c., charged in college accounts.

—

v.i. Bat'tlll, Battel {Spens.), to fatten. [Late L.
batilli, perh. conn, with Battle, to f««d.l

Baton-sinister.
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Batten f^te, far ; me, her ; mine : Bay

Batten, bat'n, v.i. to grow fat : to live In luxury.

—

7'.t. (pbs.) to fatten. [Ice. batna, to grow belter

—

hati, advantage; cf. Dut. baten, to avail.]

Batten, bat'n, «. a piece of board : a ledge, clamp

:

in ships, a strip of wood used to fasten down the

hatches.—«. Battening, battens forming a struc-

ture. [Same as Baton.]
Batter, bat'er, v.t. to beat with successive blows : to

wear with beating or by use : to attack with artillerj'.

—It. ingredients beaten along with some liquid into

a paste : paste for sticking.

—

ns. Bafterlng-cliarge,
the full charge of powder for a cannon ; Bat'tering-

ram, an ancient engine for battering down walls,

consisting of a large beam with an iron head like

that of a ram. [O. Fr. batre (Fr. battre), from the

root of Bat.]
Batter, bat'er, «. the inclination of a wall from the

perpendicular.

—

v.i. to slope backward from the
perpendicular. [Perh. from Fr. battre, to beat
down.]

Battery, bat'er-i, «. (Shak.) a wound : a number of
cannon with their equipment : the place on which
cannon are mounted : the men and horses attending
one battery, constituting the unit in the artillerj'

:

an instrument used in electric and galvanic experi-

ments : {law) an assault by beating or wounding

:

apparatus for preparing or serving meals.—CrosS
batteries, two batteries commanding the same spot

from different directions ; Floating battery (see

Float); Masked battery, a battery in action out
of the enemy's view ; To cbange one's battery,
to alter the direction of att.icking.

Battle, bat'l, n. a contest between opposing armies :

a fight or encounter: (arch.) a body of troops in

battle array, esp. in phrase ' main battle.'

—

v.i. to con-
tend in fight : to maintain, champion (with against,
with).—tis. Bat'tle-aze, -ax, a kind of axe once
used in battle; Bat'tle-cry, a war-shout; Bat'tle-
field, the place on which a battle is fought ; Bat'tle-
piece, a passage, or a painting, describing a battle.

—

adj. Bat'tle-scarred, scarred in battle.—«j. Bat'tle-

Sbip, a war-ship of the first class ; Pltcbed'-bat'tle,
a battle fought on chosen ground.—Battle royal, a
general mel6e.—Half the battle, said of anything
which ensures success.—Line of battle, troops in

arrny for battle ; Line-of-battle Ship, a ship strong
enough to form one of the line. — To join, do
battle, to fight. [Fr. batailU— battre, to beat.

See Batter.]
Battle, bat'l, adj. (dial.) nourishing.—<>./. (obs.) to

feed. [Most prob. from Ice. bati, improvement.
See Batten.]

Battledoor, Battledore, bat'1-dor, «. a light bat for

striking a ball or shuttlecock.—Not to knOW a B
from ° a battledoor, to be thoroughly ignorant.

[Sp. batidor, a beater, a washing-
beetle ; but this is doubtful.]

Battlement, bat'I-ment, ». a wall or
parapet on the top of a building
with openings or embrasures, orig-

inally used only on fortifications

:

the towering roof of heaven.

—

adj.

Bat'tlemented,fortified with battle-

ments—also pa.p. Bat'tled (poet.).

BattolOgy, bat-ol'o-ji, n. repetition

in speech or writing.

—

adj. Bat-
tolOg'icaL [Gr. battos, a person
who repeated himself, and legein, to

speak.]
Battue, bat-tro', «. a method of hunt-

ing in which the woods are beaten
and the game driven from cover
into some place for the convenience
of the shooters : any indiscriminate

slaughter. [Fr.

—

battre, to beat.]

Bauble, baw'bl, n. a trifling piece of
finery : a child's plaything : a stick surmounted by
a bead with ass°* ears, and ibrmiog the mock

Jester's Bauble.
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emblem of the court-jester : a piece of childish

foolery : (Sltak.) a foolish person.

—

adj. Bau'bling
(pbs.\ trifling. [O. Fr. bahel, prob. from the root

seen in L. babuliis, a babbler. ]

Baudekin, bawd'i-kin, Bawdkin, bawd'kin. Same
as Baldachin.

Baudric, bawd'rik. Same as Baldrick.
Baudrons, bawd'mns, «. Scotch name for the cat.

[Perh. of Celt, origin ; cf. Ir. beadrac, frolicsome,
Gael, bcadrach, a frolicsome girl.]

Bauk, Baulk. Same as Balk.
Bausond, bawz'ond, adj. (obs.) having white spots,

esp. on the forehead, or a white stripe down the
kce.—adj. Bauson-faced (Scott), with a face like

a badger. [O. Fr. baiisant (It. balzano), black and
white spotted. Further ety. dub.]

Bauxite, bo'zlt, n. a clay found at Les Baux, near
Aries, yielding alumina.—Also Beau'xite.

Bavardaige, bav-ar-daj', «. chattering. (Fr. bavard,
garrulous—ia-Y, drivel.]

Bavin, bav'in, K. a fagot of brushwood.—Bavin wlts
(Shak.), wits that blaze and die like bavins. [O. Fr.
baj)e, a fagot ; but this is doubtful.]

Bawbee, baw-be', «. a halfpenny : originally a Scotch
coin of base silver equivalent to six Scotch pennies.
[Ety. dub., but very prob. derived from a i6th-cent.
Scotch mint-master, the laird of Sillcbawby ; others
identify with ' baby.']

Bavrble. Same as Bauble.
Bawcock, baw'kok, «. (Shai.) a fine fellow. [From

Fr. beau, fine, and cot/, a cock.]
Bawd, bawd, «. a procurer or procuress of women for
lewd purposes-^'w. only since about 1700.— ».
Bawd'ry.

—

adj. Bawd'y, obscene, unchaste, filthy.—«. Bawdy-house, a brothel. [Perh. abbrev. from
Bawd'strot, a word for a pander, now obsolete,
derived from O. Fr. baldestrot—bald, gay, and perh.
the Teut. root found in strut.]

Bawd, bawd, «. (S/iai:) a hare. [Perh. a contr. of
Baudrons.]

Bawl, bawl, v.i. to shout or cry out loudly (with at,
against).—ti. a loud cry or shout.

—

n. Bawl'er.
[Perh. from Low L. baulare, to bark like a dog ;

but cf. Ice. baula, to low like a cow, baula, a
cow.]

Bawn, bawn, «. a fortification round a house : an
enclosure for cattle. [Ir. bdbhun, enclosure.]

Baxter. See Bake.
Bay, ba, adj. reddish brown

inclining to chestnut. — «.

elliptical for ' bay-horse.'

—

«. Bayard (bil'ard), a bay-
horse : a name for any horse
generally, from ' Bayard,'
the famous bay-coloured
magic horse given to Re-

]

naud by Charlemagne : a
man recklessly blind to

danger : a fellow bold in I

his Ignorance : a type of
[

the knight, from Bayard\
(1476-1524), ' the knight

[
without fear and without

\

reproach.' [Fr. bai— L.

3rt^i'/7/j,chestnut-coloured.] I

Bay, ba, >/. an inlet of the

sea with a wider opening
than a gulf: an inward

[

bend of the shore. [Fr.

bate — Low L. baia, a
harbour.]

Bay, ba, «. the space between
'

two columns : (Shak.) the Bay-window : Cowdray
space under one house House, Sussex(Parker).

gable : any recess. — n.

Bay'-Wln'dOW, any window forming a recess.

—

adj.

Bay-Wln'dowed. [O. Fr. bafe—baer, to gape, be
open ; prob. conn, with the foregoing word.]



Bay mOte ; mQte ; mOOn; /Acn. Beaxa

Bay, ba, n. the laurel-tree : (//.) an honorary garland
or crown of victory, originally of laurel : literary

renown.

—

tis. BajTberry ; Bay'-rum, an aromatic
stimulant used for the skin and hair, and prepared
by distilling the leaves of the bay-berry (Pimenin
acris) with rum, or otherwise mixing the volatile oil

of the leaves with alcohol. [O. Fr. bale, a berry
— L. baca.\

Bay, ba, n. barking, baying (esp. of a dog when in

pursuit) : the combined cry of hounds in conflict

with a hunted animal : used often of the last

stand of a hunted animal when it faces the hounds
at close quarters.

—

v.i. to bark (esp. of large dogsX—v.t. to bark at : to utter by baying : to follow

with barking: to bring to bay.— To bold, keep
at bay, said of the hunted animal ; TO Stand, be,

at bay, at close quarters. [These senses show
a confusion of two distinct words, according to

Murray: (i) to hold at bay = 0. Fr. tenir a bay —
It. tenere a baiia, bay, batia, denoting the suspense
indicated by the open mouth ; (2) in the phrase ' to

stand at bay,' the word points to O. Fr. abai, bark-
ing, bayer, to bark.]

Bay, Baye, ba, v.t. {S/ens.) to bathe.
Bayadere, ba-ya-der', «. a Hindu dancing-girl. [Fr.

—Port, baihuieira.}
Bayonet, ba'on-et, «. a stabbing instrument of steel

fixed to the muzzle of a musket or rifle : military
force : (//.) soldiers armed with bayonets.

—

z:t. to

stab with a bayonet. [Fr. baionnette, perh. from
Bayonne, in France, where it was supposed to have
been first made ; others derive from O. Fr. bayou,
arrow.]

Bayou, ba'oS, n. name given to the marshy offshoots
of lakes and rivers, esp. in North America. [Perh.
corrupted from Fr. boyau, gut.]

Bay-salt, ba'-salt, «. salt obtained by slow evaporation
originally from sea-water. [Prob. from Bay, an
inlet, and Salt.]

Bazaar, Bazar, ba-zar", ». an Eastern marketplace or
exchange : a fancy fair in imitation of an Eastern
bazaar. [Pers. bazar, a market.]

Bdellium, del'i-um, «. a kind of gum. [Gr. bdellion,

used to translate, but prob. unconnected with Heb.
b'dolakh, Gen. iL 12.]

Be, be, v.i. to live : to exist : to have a certain state

or quality :

—

pr.p. be'ing ; pa.p. been.

—

n. Be'-all
{Shiik.), the whole being. [A.S. bi-on; Ger. bin;
Gael. H, to exist; W. byiv, to live; Gr. pku-ein,
L. fui, Jio, Sans, hhu, to be, orig. meaning to

grow.]
Beach, bGch, «. the shore of the sea or of a lake, esp.

when sandy or pebbly: the strand.

—

z.t. to haul a
boat up on the beach.—«. Beach'-COmb'er, a long
rolling wave : a drunken loafer about the wharfs in

Pacific seaports : a settler on a Pacific island who
maintains himself by pearl-fishery, and often by less

reputable means.

—

aiijs. Beached, having a be.ich,

driven on a beach ; Beach'y, pebbly. [Orig. a prov.
Eng. word for shingle. The derivation from Ice.

bakki, bank, is untenable.]
Beacon, be'kn, n, a fire on an eminence used as a

sign of danger : a hill on which such could be
lighted : anything that warns of danger, esp. an
erection of stone, wood, or iron often bearing a
light, and marking rocks or shoals in rivers or
navigable channels.

—

v.t. to act as a beacon to: to

light up : to mark by means of beacons.

—

n. Float'-
ing-bea'con, a light-ship. [A.S. biacn, a beacon, a
sign.]

Bead, bed, «._ a little ball pierced for stringing, a
series of which forms the rosary or paternoster,
used in counting the prayers recited : any small
ball of glass, amber, &c. strung in a series to form
a necklace: a bead-like drop: the small knob of
metal forming the front-sight of a gun—whence the
Americanism, To draw a oead upon= to take aim
at : {arc/lit.) a narrow moulding with semicircular

£1

section.

—

v.i. to furnish with beads.

—

v.i. to form a
bead or beads.

—

adj. Bead'ed, furnished with beads.—US. Bead'-hOUSe, a house for poor pi oplc who were
required to pray for the soul of the founder : an
almshouse ; Bead'ing, a moulding in imitation of
beads.

—

a<ij. Bead'-proof, of such proof or strength
as to carry beads or bubbles when shaken, as
alcoholic liquors.

—

us. Bead'-roll, in pre-Reforma-
tion times, a roll or list of the dead to be prayed
for, hence a list of names, a long series : a rosary ;

Beads'man, Bedes'man, one employed to pray for

others, or one endowed to do so : (Scot.) a public
alms-man or licensed heggur •.—/im. Beads'woman.—adj. Bead'y, bead-like, small and bright (of eyes)

:

covered with beads or bubbles.—To say, tell, COUnt
one's beads, to offer a prayer. [A.S. bed, gebed, a
prayer, from biddan, to pray. See Bid.]

Beadle, bed'l, «. a mace-bearer (esp. of the ^bedels'

or 'bedells,' official attendants of the Oxford and
Cambridge vice-chancellors) : a petty officer of a
church, college, parish, &c. : a parish ofl^icer with
the power of punishing petty ofTenders : in Scot-

land, used of the ' church - officer ' attending on
the clergj'man : (obs.") a messenger or crier of .t

court. — 7IS. Beadledom, Bead'lehood, stupid

officiousness ; Beadleship, Bed'elship, the office

of beadle or bedel. [A.S. bydel—beodan, to pro-

claim, to bid.]

Beadman. Same as Beadsman (q.v. under Bead).
Beagle, be'gl, «. a small hound tracking by scent,

formerly much used in hunting hares, but now
superseded by the harrier: a spy: a bailiff: a
small kind of shark. —The beagle was often fol-

lowed by men on foot, hence Foot'-bea'glo. [Ety.

unknown. The Fr. bigle is borrowed from English.
Dr Murray suggests Fr. b^gueule, from bier, to

gape, a.nd ^Jieule, throat.]

Beak, bek, ». the bill of a bird : anything pointed
or projecting : the nose : in the ancient galley,

a pointed iron fastened to the prow for piercing

the enemy's vessel: (slang) a magistrate.

—

adj.
Beaked (bekt). [O. Fr. *^c—Low L. becciis, of
Celt. (Gaulish) origin.]

Beaker, bek'er, «. a large drinking-bowl or cup, or
its contents : a glass vessel marked for measuring
liquids, with a beak or pointed mouth, used by
chemists. [Scand. bikarr (Scot, bicker), prob. from
Low L. bicariuiit, ace. to Diez from Gr. bikos, a
drinking-bowl.]

Beam, bem, n. a large and straight piece of timber
or iron forming one of the main supports against
lateral pressure of a building, ship, &c. ; (/i^.)

from the figure of the mote and the beam—Matt,
vii. 3 : any of the transverse pieces of framing
extending across a ship's hull, the greatest width
of a ship or boat : the part of a balance from which
the scales hang : the pole of a carriage : a cylinder
of wood in a loom : a ray of light.

—

v.t. to send forth

light : to shine.

—

n. Beam'-en'glne, a steam-engine
which has a beam connecting the piston-rod with
the crank of the wheel-shaft, as distinguished from
one that has its piston-rod directly attached to the
crank.— «</?/. Beam'ily. — //. Beam'iness.— «</;.?.

Beam'less, without beams : emitting no rays of
light; Beam'y, shining.—A beam sea, oiie rolling

against the ship's side. — Before the beam, the

bearing of any object when seen more in advance
than on the beam ; Abaft the beam, the reverse.

—Lee or Weather beam, the side away from
or towards the wind. — On her beam ends, a
phrase applied to the position of a ship when so

much incUned to one side that the beams become
nearly vertical.—On the Starboard beam, applied

to any distant point out at sea, at right angles to

the keel, and on the starboard or right-hand (as

viewed from the stern) side of the ship ; On the
port beam si.mil.irly applies to the left hand. [A.S.

beam, a tree, stock of a tree, a ray of light ; Ger.



Bean flUe, filr ; ml, hir ; mine : Beatitude

baum, a tree ; Gr. pkyma, a growth—/Ay-w;, to

grow.]
Bean, b€n, n. the name of several kinds of legummous

plants and their seeds : applied also to the seeds of

some other plants, from their bean-like form, as the

Calabar bean, &c. — fis. Bean'- feast, an annual

dinner given by employers to their hands, perhaps

from there having been served on such occasions

beans or a Bean'-gOOSe, a species of goose said to

be so called from its fondness for devouring iiew-

sown beans ; Bean'-king, the king of the festivities

on Twelfth Night, chosen on his finding a bean
hidden in the Twelfth Cake. [A.S. b(an : Ger.

bohne, \l.ffiUn: L./aba.]
Bear, bar, v./. to carry or support: to endure: to

aJmit of: to be entitled to : to afford : to import

:

to manage : to behave or conduct one's self : to

bring forth or produce.— v.i. to suffer: to be

patient : to have reference to : to press (with on

or upon): to be situated :—/r./>. bear'ing ; pa.t.

bOre : pa.p. bOrne (but the pti.p. when used to

mean ' brought forth ' is born). — adj. Bear'able,

that may be borne or endured.—«. Bear'ableness.
—adv. Bear'ably.

—

ns. Bear'er, one who or that

which bears, esp. one who assists in carrying a
body to the grave : a carrier or messenger ; Bear'-

ing, behaviour : situation of one object with regard

to another : relation : that which is borne upon an
escutcheon : (mack.') the part of a shaft or axle

in contact with its supports; Bear'ing-cloth, the

mantle or cloth in which a child was carried to the

font ; Bear'ing-rein, the fixed rein between the bit

and the saddle, by which a horse's head is held up
in driving and its neck made to arch.—Bear hard
(Sliak.)y to press or urge ; Bear in hand (Shak\ to

keep in expectation, to flatter one's hopes ; To bear
a hand, to give assistance ; To bear away, to sail

away ; To bear down (with upon or towards), to sail

with the wind ; To bear out, to corroborate ; To
bear up, to keep up one 's courage ; To bear up for
{a place), to sail towards ; To bear With, to make
allowance for; To be bome in (upon the) mind,
to be forcibly impressed upon it ; To bring to bear,
to brine into operation (with against, upon); To lose
one's bearings, to become uncertain as to one's

positicn. [A.S. beran: Goth, bairan, 'L./erre, Gr.
plur-ein. Sans. Mr/.]

Bear, an obsolete form of Bier.
Bear, bar, «. a heavy quadruped of the order Car-

nivora, with long shaggy hair and hooked claws

:

any rude, rough, or ill-bred fellow : one who sells

stocks for delivery at a future date, anticipating a
fall in price so that he may buy first at an advan-
tage — opp. to Bull: the old phrase 'a bearskin
jobber' suggests an origin in the common proverb,
' to sell the bearskin before one has caught the
bear ' (hence To bear, to speculate for a fall)

:

(astron.) the name of two constellations, the Great
and the Little Bear.-^«j. Bear'-ber'ry, a trailing

plant of the heath family, a species of the Arbutus

;

Bear'bine, a species of convolvulus, closely allied

to the bindweed ; Bear' • gar'den, an enclosure
where bears are kept : a rude, turbulent assembly.
—adj. Bear'isb, like a hear.—ns. Bear'ishness

;

Bear'-lead'er, a person who leads about a bear for

exhibition : the tutor or governor of a youth at the
university or on travel ; Bear'S'-breech, a common
name for plants of the genus Acanthus ; Bear's'-ear,
a common English name for the auricula ; Bear's'-
foot, a species of hellebore ; Bear'skin, the skin of
a bear: a sh.iggy woollen cloth for overcoats: the
high fur cap worn by the Guards in England ; Bear'-
ward, a warden or keeper of bears. [A.S. bera;
Ger. bar; cf. h./era, a wild beast, akin to Gr. t/tfr,

^Kollan pAer.]
Bear, bcr, ». barley, applied in Scotland to the now

little grown variety Hordeum hexastichon. [A.S.
bere.\

Beard, bSrd, «. the hair that grows on the chin and
adjacent parts of a grown man's face : the tuft on
the lower jaw of a goat, seal, &c. : the barbel of the
cod, loach, &c. : prickles on the ears of com : the
barb of an arrow : the gills of oysters, &c.

—

v.t. to

take by the beard : to oppose to the face. — adj.
Beard'ed, having a beard : prickly : barbed.—«.

Beard' - grass, a kind of bearded grass.

—

adj.
Beard'less. [A. S. ; W. barf, Ger. bart, Russ.
boroda, L. barba.'\

Beast, best, «. an irrational animal, as opposed to

man : a four-footed animal : a brutal person : the
Beast, Antichrist jn the Revelation—dim. Beast'ies.
— n.pl. Beast'-fables, stories in which animals
pl.iy human parts—a widely-spread primitive form
of literature, often surviving in more or less de-
veloped forms in the more advanced civilisations.
—«.f. Beast'hood ; Beast'llhead(.S'/^«.r.), the state or
nature of a beast, beastliness ; Beast'llness. —adj.
Beastly, like a beast in actions or behaviour

:

coarse : obscene : {colloq.) vile, disagreeable. [O.
Fr. beste (Fr. bHe)—'L. bestia.'\

Boastings. Same as Biestings.
Beat, bet, v.t. to strike repeatedly : to break or

bruise : to strike, as bushes, in order to rouse
game : to thrash : to overcome : to be too difficult

for : to spread flat and thin by beating with a tool,

as gold by a gold-beater—also To beat out.

—

v.i. to
give strokes repeatedly : to throb : to dash, as a
flood or storm '.—pr.p. beat'ing ; pa.t. beat ; pa.p.
beat'en.

—

n. a recurrent stroke: a stroke recurring
at intervals, or its sound, as of a watch or the pulse

:

a round or course, as a policeman's beat : a place of
resort.

—

adj. weary: fatigued.— Oi^'. Beat'en, made
smooth or hard by beating or treading : trite : worn
by use.

—

?ts. Beai'er, one that beats or strikes : one
who rouses or beats up game : a crushing instru-

ment ; Beat'ing, the act of striking : chastisement
by blows : regular pulsation or throbbing : rousing
of game : exercising the brain. — Beaten work,
metal shaped by being hammered on an anvil or
block of the necessary shape.—Dead beat, com-
pletely exhausted. —To beat about the bush, to

approach a subject in an indirect way ; To beat a
retreat, to retreat, originally to beat the drum as a
signal for retreat ; To beat off, to drive back ; To
beat out, to work out fully, to make gold or silver

leaf out of solid metal ; To beat the air, to fight to

no purpose, or against an imaginary enemy ; To
beat the bounds, to trace out the boundaries of a
parish in a periodic survey or perambulation, certain
natural objects in the line of journey being formally
struck with a rod, and sometimes also the boys
whipped to make them remember ; To beat the
brains, to puzzle one's brains about something ; TO
beat the tattoo («///.), to sound the drum for

evening roll-call ; To beat up, to alarm by a sud-
den attack : to disturb : to pay an untimeous visit to

any one—also in ' to beat up for recruits,' to go about
a town to enlist men. [A.S. biatan, pa.t. b(ot.\

Beath, beth, v.t. {Spens.) to bathe. [A.S. bethian,
to foment. J

Beatify, be-at'i-fi, v.t. to make blessed or happy: to

declare to be in the enjoyment of eternal happiness
in heaven.

—

adjs. Beatiric, -al, making supremely
happy. -^arfz;. Beatlflcally.-«. Beatifica'tion, act
of beatifying : (K.C. Church) a declaration by the
Pope that a person is blessed in heaven, authorising
a certain definite form of public reverence payable
to him— the first step to canonisation. — Beatifio
vision, a glimpse of the glory of heaven, esp. that
which first bursts upon the disembodied soul. [L.
beatus, blessed, AwA/acere, to make.]

Beatitude, bc-at'i-tOd, «. heavenly happiness, or
happiness of the highest kind : (//.) sayings of
Christ in Matt, v., declaring the possessors of cer-

tain virtues to be blessed. [L. beatitude—beatus,
blessed.]
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Beau mote ; mQte ; mOSn , then. Bed

Beau, bS, n. a man attentive to dress or fashion : a fop
or dandy : a lover :—//. Beauz (bOz) -.—/em. Belle.
—«. Beau'-ide'al, ideal excellence, or an imaginary
standard of perfection : the person in which such is

realised.—rt^'. Beau'lsh.—«j. Beau'-monde, the gay
or fashionable world ; Beaupere' (Spens), a term
of courtesy for ' father,' esp. of ecclesiastical per-

sons : a companion. [Fr. beau, bel— L. bellus,

fine, gay, as if for a benulus, dim. of benus=bonus,
good.]

Beaujolais, bO-zhO-la, n. a kind of red wine produced
in South-eastern France. [From Beaujolais, a sub-
division of the old province of Lyonnais.]

Beaiine, bOn, «. a red wine of Burgundy. [From the
town of Beaune.]

Beauty, bu'ti, ». a pleasing combination of qualities

in a person or object : a particular grace or excel-

lence : a beautiful person, esp. a woman, also applied
collectively to the beautiful women of a special

place : (//.) beautiful passages or extracts from the

poets.

—

v.t. {Shak.) to make beautiful.

—

adj. Beau'-
teous, full of beauty : fair." handsome.

—

ad?/. Beau'-
teously.— «j. Beau'teousness ; Beau'tlfier, one
who or that which beautifies or makes beautiful.

—

adj. BeaU'tiful, fair : with qualities that give de-
light to the senses, esp. the eye and ear, or which
awaken admiration in the mind.

—

adv. Beau'tifully.—v.i. Beau'tity, to make beautiful : to grace : to

adorn.

—

v.i. (rare) to become beautiful, or more
beautiful.

—

ns. Beau'ty-Sleep, the sleep before mid-
night, considered the most refreshing ; BeaU'ty-
SX)Ot, a patch placed on the face to heighten or draw
attention to a woman's beauty : a foil, or anything
that emphasi.ses beauty by contrast. [O. Fr. biaute
(Fr. beatite)—Low L. belUtai-em—'L. belltis.]

Beauzlte. See Bauxite.
Beaver, lev'er, n. an amphibious rodent quadruped

valuable for its fur : the fur of the beaver : a hat
made of the beaver's fur : a hat : a glove of beaver
fur.

—

adj. Beav'erlSh (Carfyle), like a beaver,
merely instinctive. — n. BeaVery, a place where
beavers are kept. [A.S. bc/er, beo/or; Dut. bever,
Ger. biber, Gael, beabhar, \^.Jfiber.\

Beaver, bev'er, «. in medieval armour, the covering
for the lower part of the face, the visor being that
for the upper part—later the movable beaver was
confoimded with the visor.

—

adj. Beav'ered. [So
called from a fancied likeness to a child's bib.

O. Fr. baviire, from bave, slaver.]

Bebeeru, be-be'rOS, «. the native name of the green-
heart tree of Guiana.—«. Bebeerine (be-be'rin), .in

alkaloid yielded by it, and used as a substitute for

quinine.
Beblubbered, be-blub'erd, p.adj. disfigured by weep-

ing. [Pfx. be-, and Blubber]
Becall, be-kawl', v.t. to call names, miscall.

Becalm, be-kam', v.t. to make calm, still, or quiet.

—

p.adj. Becalmed', motionless from want of wind.
[Pfx. be; and Calm.]

Became, be-kam', /^.z. of Become.
Because, be-kawz', adz>. and conj. because of: for the

reason that : on account of : for (followed by of).
[Prep, by, and Cause.]

Beccanco, bek-a-fe'ko, «. a small bird of the family of
Sylviadae or Warblers, considered a delicacy by the

Italians :

—

pi. Beccafi'Coes. [It., from beccare, to

peck, and Jico, a fig.]

Bechance, be-chans', v.t. to happen by chance : to

befall.

—

adr/. by chance : accidentally. [A.S. be-,

by, and Chance.]
Becbarm, be-charm', v.t. to charm : to enchant.
B6che-de-mer, bash'-de-mar, «. the trepang or sea-

slug, a species of Holothuria, much esteemed in
China as a food delicacy. [Fr.]

Beck, bek, n. {Spens.). Same as Beak.
Beck, bek, «. a brook. [Ice. bekkr; Ger. bach.\
Beck, bek, «. a sign with the finger or head : a nod :

{Scot.) a gesture of salutation.

—

v.i. to make such a

sign.

—

v.t. to call by a nod.—At one's beok, subject
to one's will. \\ contr. of Beckon.]

Becket, bek'et, n. {naut.) a loop of rope having a
knot at one end and an eye at the other : a large
hook, or a wooden bracket used to keep loose tackle
or spars in a convenient place. [Prob. Dut. bogt,

bocht, a ' bend ' of rope.]

Beckon, bek'n, v.t. to nod or make a sign to. [A.S.
biecnan—biacn, a sign. See Beacon.]

Becloud, be-klowd', v.t. to obscure by clouds : to dim.
Become, be-kum', v.i. to pass from one state to

another : to come to be : to be the fate or end of
(followed by of).—v.t. to suit or befit, to grace or
adorn fittingly (with dat. object) :^/><z./. fccame';
pa.p. become'.

—

adj. Becom'lng, suitable to : grace-
ful.—rtrfi-. Becom'ingly.—«. Becom'lngness. [A.S.
becuman. See CJome.]

Becurl, be-kurl', v.t. to curl.
Bed, bed, «. a couch or place to sleep on : a plot

in a garden : a place in which anything rests, in

carpentry, architecture, &c. : conjugal union, the
marriage-bed, matrimonial rights and duties : the
channel of a river : igeol.) a layer or stratum.

—

v.t.

to place in bed, as a couple after a wedding : to

provide a bed, or to make a bed, for ; to sow or
plant : to lay in layers.

—

v.i. to cohabit or use the

same bed with another:

—

pr.p. bed'ding ; pa.p.
bed'ded.—«j. Bedchamber (see Bed'room) ; Bed'-
ding, a collective name for the mattress, bed-clothes,

&c., also litter for cattle.

—

adj. Bedfast, confined
to bed.

—

ns. BedTelloW, a sharer of the same bed ;

Bed'maker, the name at Cambridge and elsewhere
for those who make the beds and sweep the rooms
in college ; Bed'-of-hon'our, the grave of a soldier

who has fallen in battle ; Bed'-of-jUS'tice (Fr. //'/.

de justice), the king's throne in the Parlement of
Paris, also a sitting at which the king was present,

chiefly for the registration of his own decrees

;

Bed'plate {>nech.), the foundation plate of an engine,

lathe, &c. ; Bed'post, a post forming an angle of a
bedstead, often in former days high enough to

support a canopy ; Bed'presser (Shak.), a heavy,
lazy fellow.

—

adjs. Bed'rld, Bed'ridden, confined to

bed by age or sickness : worn out.

—

ns. Bed'rlght
(Shak.), the privilege of the marriage-bed ; Bed'-
rock, the solid rock underneath superficial forma-
tions ; Bed'room, a room in which there is a bed : a
sleeping apartment— Bedchamber was the earlier

form.— «.//. Bed'-sores, painful ulcers that often

arise in a long confinement to bed, esp. over the bony
prominences of the body—the lower parts of the

spine, the haunch bones, the heel, and the elbow.

—

>«. Bed'-Staff, a staff or stick formerly used about
a bed, in old times a handy weapon, whence
gsrhaps the phrase, ' in the twinkling of a bed-staff;'

Od'Stead, a frame for supporting a bed ; Bed'-
Straw, the name applied to a genus of the Riibiacex,
of which eleven species are found in England, the

most familiar our Lady's Bedstraw, or Yellow Bed-
straw {.Galium verum), sometimes called Cheese
Rennet from its property of curdling milk ; Bod'-
SWerver {Shak.), one who is false to his marriage
vow ; Bed'tlCk, the case in which feathers, hair,

chaff, &c. are put for bedding.

—

adv. Bed'ward, in

the direction of bed : towards bedtime.^w. Bed'-

Work {Shak.), work easily performed, as if done
in bed.—Bed and board, food and lodging : full

connubial relations ; Bed of down, or roses, any
easy or comfortable place.— Lords of the Bed-
chamber, twelve officers in the British royal house-
hold who wait in turn upon the sovereign's person ;

in the reign of a queen the office is performed by
ladies.—To be brought to bed, to be confined in

child-birth (with eO ; To keep one's bed, to remain
in bed ; To lie in the bed one has made, to have
to accept the consequences of one's own conduct ;

To make a bed, to put a bed in order after it has
been used. [A.S. bed; Ger. bftt, Ice. bedr.\



Bedabble (ate, fSr ; me, h*r ; mTne ;
Beetle

Bedabble, be-dab'l, v.t. to dabble or wet. [Pfx. be-,

and Dabble.]
Bedad, be-dad', interj. an Irish minced oath, from

begad = by God.
Bedaggle, be-dag'l, v.t. to soil by dragging along the

wet ground.
Bedarken, be-dark'n, v.i. to cover with darkness.

Bedasb, bc-dash', v. t. to bespatter with water.
_

Bedaub, be-dawb', v.t. to daub over or smear with any

dirty matter.

Bedanle. be-daz'l, v.t. to dazzle or overpower by any

strong light.—/«.;». Bedax'sled, Bedaied', stupefied,

besotted—«. Bedaz ilement.
Bede. Same as Bead, a pr.-iyer.

Bedeafen, be-defn, v.t. to make deaf : to stun.

Bedeck, be-dek', v.t. to deck or ornament.

Bedeguar, bed'e-gar, «. a soft spongy gall found on

the branches of some species of roses, esp. the

sweet-brier, called also the sweet-brier sponge.

[Through Fr. from Pers. and Ar. bddd-war, lit.

' wind-brought.')
Bedel, bfdl, Bedell, be-del', archaic forms of Beadle

(o.v.), still used at Oxford and Cambridge.
Bedesman. Same as Beadsman (q.v. under Bead).

Bedevil, bc-dev'il, v.t. to throw into confusion : to

'play the devil' with: to torment: to treat with

devilish malignity. --v»(Mj. to be possessed of a devil,

to be devil-rid.—«. BedeVllment.
Bedew, be-du', v.t. to moisten gently, as with dew.
Bedlght, bc-dtt', tuij. {poet.) adorned. [Pfx. be-, and

Dlght.)
Bedim, be-dim', v.t. to make dim or dark.—/a./.
Bedlmmed'.

Bedizen, be-dlz'n, v.t. to dress gaudily.

—

adj. Be-
dizened.—». Bediz'enment.

Bedlam, bed'lam, n. an asylum for lunatics : a mad-
house : a place of uproar.

—

ttdj. fit for a madhouse.

—

Hs. Bed'lamlsm, anything characteristic of madness

;

Bedlamite, a madman. [Comipted from Bethlelum
(St Mary of Bethlehem), the name of a priory in

London, afterwards converted into a madhouse.]
Bedouin, bed'OO-in, n. the name given to those Arabs
who live in tents and lead a nomadic life. [Fr.

—

Ar. badatvin, dwellers in the desert.]

Bedraggle, bc-drag'l, v.t. to soil by dragging in the
wet or dirt—most common, \S\cp.adj. Bedrag'gled.
[See Draggle.]

Bedral. bedral, «. a beadle. —Also Bed'eral. [A
Scand. form of Beadle.]

Bedreneh, be-drensh', v.t. to drench or wet thoroughly.
Bedrop, be-drop', v.t. to drop upon.

—

pa.p. Bedropi',
sprinkled as with drops : strewn.

Bflduok, be-duk', v.t. to duck or plunge under water.
Beduln, a form of Bedouin.
Bedung, be-dung", v.t. to manure : to befoul with

dune.
Bedust, be-dust', v.t. to cover with dust.
Bedwarf, be-dwawrf, v.t. to make dwarfish.
Bedye, be-dl*, v.t. (Sfens.) Jo dye or stain.

Bee, b«, H. a four-wmged insect that makes honey

:

{Jj.S.)7L gathering of jiersons to unite their labour
for the benefit of one individual or family, or for

some joint amusement or exercise, as 'a quilting
bee,' a husking bee,' 'a spelling bee' (from the
bee's habit of combined labour).—Compound words
are Bee'-flow'er, Bee'-gar'den, Bee-house, Bee'-
mas'ter.- «j. Bee'-bread, the pollen of flowers
collected by bees as food for their young ; Bee'-
eat'er, a briehtly-plumaged family of birds nearly
allied to the kincfisher, which feeds on bees; Bee'-
glue, the soft glutinous matter by which bees fix

ttieir combs to the hive : Bee'hlve, a case or box in
which bees are kept, of straw-work, wood, &c.—
Scotch Bee-skejh.—adj. shaped like a beehive, dome-
shaped.—«r. Bee'-line, the most direct road from
one point to another, like the honey-laden bee's way
home to the hive ; Bee'-moth, a species of moth
whose Urvse are very destructive to young bees

Bees'wax, the wax secreted by bees, and used by
them in constructing their cells.

—

v.t. to polish with

beeswax.—«. Beeswing, a filmy crust of tartar

formed in port and some other wines after long

keeping.— «^/;'. Beeswinged, so old as to show
beeswing.—A bee in one's bonnet, a whimsical or

crazy fancy on some point. [A.S. beo : Ger. biene.\

Beech, bech, n. a common forest tree with smooth
silvery-looking bark and small edible nuts. — adj.

Beech'en.

—

ns. Beech'-mast, the mast or nuts of

the beech-tree, which yield a valuable oil ; Beech'-

oD, oil expressed from the nuts of the beech-tree.

[A. S. bdece, b^ce ; Ger. buche, L. /agiis, Gr. phegos
—from root oiphag-ein, to eat.]

Beef, bef, n. the flesh of an ox or cow :—//. BeeVOB,
used in original sense, oxen.

—

adj. consisting of

beef.—//J. Beef'-eat'er (bef-et'er), a popular name
for a yeoman of the sovereign's guard, also of the

warders of the Tower of London [the obvious ety.

is the right one, there being no such fofm as buffetier,

connected with buffet, a sideboard, as often stated];

Beef'iness ; Beersteak, a thick slice of beef for

broiling or frying ; Beef'tea, a stimulating rather

than nutritious food for invalids, being the juice of

beef strained off, after simmering chopped beef in

water.—rt^>. Beef'-wlt'ted, Beef-brained, dull or

heavy in wits : stupid.—«. Beef'-WOOd, an Aus-
tralian wood, of reddish colour, used in cabinet-

work.—rt<^'. Beefy, like beef, fleshy, stolid. [O.

Fr. boef^^x. bacu/y—V,. bos, iovi's ; cf. Gr. 3o;<j,

Gael. A\ Sans, go, A.S. cii.]

Beelzebub, be-el'ze-bub, «. the name under which the

Philistines at Ekron worshipped their god Baal or

Be/: (AVry Test.) the prince of the evil spirits.

[Heb. bdalz'bfib, Hy-lord.]

Been, bon, pa.p. of Be.
Beenah, be'na, n. a primitive form of marriage (the

name taken from Ceylon) in which the man goes
to live with his wife's family—he is an unimportant
person in the family, and the children are not

counted his, but belong to the family and kindred
of the wife.

Beer, ber, «. a wholesome liquor made by fermenta-
tion from malted barley flavoured with hops. It

was anciently distinguished from ale by being
hopped ; now beer is the generic name of malt
liquor, including ale and porter.

—

iis. Beer'-en'glne,
Beer'-pump, a machine for drawing beer up from
the casks to the bar ; Beer'-house, .-i house where
beer or malt liquors are sold ; Beer'lness ; Beer'-
mon'ey, money given to soldiers in the British

army, in lieu of beer and spirits.

—

adj. Beer'y, of

or affected by beer.—Beer and Skittles, a phrase
used vaguely for Bohemian pleasures, from a simple
form supposed to be a rustic ideal.—Bitter beer=
pale ale, a highly hopped beer made from the very
finest selected malt and hops ; Mild or Sweet ale

being of greater gravity or strength, and com-
paratively lightly hopped ; Black beer, a kind of
beer made at Danzig, black and syrupy ; Small
beer,_ weak beer, hence trifling things, as in the
familiar phrase, ' to think no small beer of one's
self.' [A..S. b(or; Ger. and Dut. bier. Ice. bjorr.\

Beestings, bcst'ingz, «. the first milk drawn from a
cow after calving. [A.S. bysting, biost ; Ger. and
Dut. biest.]

Beet, b€t, n. a plant with a carrot-shaped succulent
root, eaten as food, from which sugar is extracted.—»s. Beet'-fly, a two-winged insect, which deposits
its eggs on beet or mangel-wurzel, and whose larva
are injurious to the plant ; Beet'root, the root of
the beet plant. [A.S. b/te (Fr. iette)—L. blta.]

Beet, Bete, bet, v.t. (obs. except dial.) to improve,
mend, to kindle a fire, to rouse. [A.S. bdetan,
bftan; cf. (>(5/, Boot.]

Beetle, bS'tl, «. an order of insects technically known
as Coleoptera, usually with four wings, the front

I pair forming hard and homy covers for those behind,
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Beetle mOte ; mOte ; mOOn ; /hen. Behead

which alone are used in flight.—The Black Beetle
or cockroach is not a true beetle. [M. E. bityl—
A.S. bitula, bitela, Man, to bite.]

Beetle, be'tl, >/. a heavy wooden mallet used for

driving wedges, crushing or beating down paving-

stones, or the like : a wooden pestle-shaped utensil

for mashing potatoes, beating linen, &c.—«. Bee'tle-

head, a heavy, stupid fellow.

—

adj. Bee'tle-head'ed.

[A.S. tfeiel; cog. with beatan, to beat.]

Beetle-browed, be'tl-browd, adj. with overhanging
or prominent brow : scowhng.

—

v.i. Bee'tle, to jut,

to hang over—first used by Sh.akespeare.—«. Beet-
ling. ^>.a<^'. jutting out : prominent: overhanging.

[Dr Murray notes that the word is first found in tlie

compound biUi-brovfed, in the 14th century, and
favours the explanation, 'wiih eyebrows like a

beetle's '—i.e. projecting eyebrows. See Beetle
(i)-]

Beeves, bevz. «.//. cattle, oxen. [See Beef]
Befall, be-fawl', 7'.i. to fall or happen to : to occur to.

—V.:. to happen or come to pass : {Spins.) to fall

in one's way :—/r./. befall'ing ; pa.t. befell' ; pa.fi.

befallen. [A.5. be/iaHan. See FalL]
Befana, Beffana, be-fa'na, n. an Epiphany present or

gift—a corruption of Epiphania, which name in Italy

has become personified for children as a toy-bringing
witch or fairy called La Be/ana.

Befit, be-fit', Z'.t. to fit, or be suitable to : to be proper
to, or right for : — />"•/. befit'ting

; pa.p. befit'ted.

—adj. Befitting. — adv. Befit'tlngly. [Pfx. be-,

and Fit.]

Beflower, be-flow'er, v. t. to cover or besprinkle with
ilowers.

Befoam, be-fom', v.t. to bespatter or cover with foam.
Befogged, be-fogd', adj. enveloped in fog : confused.
Befool, be-fool, v.t. to make a fool of, or deceive : to

treat as a fool.

Before, be-fOr', prep, in front of {time or place) : in

presence or sight of {Be/ore God) : under the cog-
nisance of, as in before the court, the magistrate, or
the house : previous to : in preference to : superior
to.

—

adv. in front : sooner than hitherto.

—

conj. pre-
vious to the time when (often with that).— adz-s.

Before'band, before the time : by way of prepara-
tion ; Before'tlme, in former time.—To 1)6 before-
band with, to forestall in any action. [A.S. be-

/praru See Fore.]
Befortune, be-for'iun, v.i. {Shak.) to happen to, to

befall.

Befoul, be-fowl', v.t. to make foul : to soil.

Be&lend, be-frend', v. t. to act as a friend to : to

favour.

Befringe, be-frinj', v.t. to adorn with fringes.
Beg. Same as Bey.
Beg, beg, v.i. to ask alms or charity, esp. habitually

(with of,from : for, of the thing asked).

—

v.t. to ask
earnestly : to beseech : to pray : to take for granted
what ought to have been proved, esp. in the phrase
in logic, ' to beg the question '—the fallacy of the
Petitio Principii:—pr.p. beg'ging ; pa.p. begged.

—

n. Beg'gar, one who begs : one who lives by begging :

a mean fellow, a poor fellow—often used with a play-
ful and even affectionate sense.

—

z'.t. to reduce to

beggary: to exhaust or impoverish : {Jig.) to go
beyond the resources of, as of description.

—

ns. Beg'-
gardom, the fraternity of beggars ; Beg'garliness.
—adj. Beg'garly, poor: mean: worthless, —adv.
meanly.— «j. Beg'gar-mv-neigh'boiir, a game at
cards which goes on till one of the players has
gained all the other's cards; Beg'gary, extreme
poverty, —adv. Beg'gingly.—To beg off, to obtain
another's release through entreaty, to seek that one's
self may be relieved of some penalty or liability.

—To go a-begging, to be in want of a pur-
chaser, or of a person to fill it (of a situation, &c.).
[The ety. is very obscure ; the words beg and beggar
first appear in the _i3th century, and Dr Murray
thinks the most likely derivation is from the

O. Fr. begart, begard, and begar (L. beghardus^=
beghard), or its synonym beguine and derivative
verb beguigner, beguiner, to act the beguin. The
Beghards or Begicines were a lay mendicant order,
and in the 1 3th century mendicants calling themselves
by these names swarmed over Western Europe.]

Begad, be-gad', interj. a minced oath, softened from
' By God.'

Began, be-gan',/a./. of Begin.
Begem, be-jem', v.t. to adorn, as with gems.
Beget, be-get', v.t. to produce or cause : to generate :

to produce as an effect, to cause :

—

pr.p. beget'ting ;

pa.t. begat', begot'; pa.p. begot', begot'ten. — «.
Beget'ter, one who begets : a father : the agent that
occasions or originates anything. [A.S. begitan, to
acquire. See (Jet.]

Beghard. See Beg.
Begift, be-gift', v.t. to present with gifts,

Begild, be-gild', v.t. to gild : to cover or overlay with
gold-leaf.

Begin, be-gin', v.i. to take rise: to enter on something
new : to commence.—t?./. to enter on : to commence
(with at, with, upon):—pr.p. begin'ning ; pa.L
began'

; pa.p. begun'. — ns. Begin ner, one who
begins : one who is beginning to learn or practise

anything ; Begin'ning, origin or commencement

:

rudiments— (5/^«j.) Beginne'.— a<(;'. Begin'ning-
less. [A.S. beginnan (more usually onginnan),
from be, and ginnan, to begin.]

Begird, be-gird', v. t. to gird or bind with a girdle : to

surround or encompass {witA):—pa.t. begirt', be-

gird'ed ;/«./. begirt'. [A.S. begyrdan. See Gird.]
Beglerbeg, beg'ler-beg, «. the governor of a Turkish

province, in rank next to the grand vizier. [Turk.,

lit. ' bey of beys.']

Begloom, be-gloom', v.i. to render gloomy.
Begnaw, be-naw', rr.t. to gnaw or bite, to eat away.
Begone, be-gon', interj. lit. be gone! be off! get
away ! In Woe'-begone', beset with woe, we have
the pa.p. of A.S. began, to go round, to beset.

Begonia, be-g5n'ya, n. a genus of plants cultivated in

our greenhouses for their pink flowers and their re-

markable unequal-sided and often coloured leaves

—

' Elephant's," ' Earl's," ' Angel's Wings. ' [Named
from the botanist Michel Began, 1638-1710.]

Begored, be-gord', adj. {Spens.) besmeared with gore.

Begot, be-goi'. Begotten, be-got'n, /«./. of Beget.
Begrime, be-grim', T'.t. to grime or soil deeply.

Begrudge, be-gruj', v.t. to grudge : to envy any one
the possession of.

Beg^Uile, be-gli', v.t. to cheat or deceive: to divert

attention from anything tedious or painful : to divert

or amuse : to wile any one into some course.

—

ns. Beguile'ment ; Beguil'er.—^m'i'. Beguilingly.
[See Guile.]

Begoines, beg'in (see Beg).— «. Beguinage (beg'in-aj),

an establishment for Begiiiiies.

Begum, be'gum, «. a Hindu princess or lady of rank.

[Urdu begam.\
Begun, be-gun', pa.p. of BegilL
Behalf, be-haf, «. favour or benefit : cause : sake,

account: part—only in phrases 'on,' 'in behalf of,"

' on his behalf.' [M. E. behalve—h.S. be healfe, by
the side. See Half.]

Behappen, be-hap'n, v.t. {Spens.) to happen to.

Behave, be-hav', v.t. to bear or carry, to conduct
(with self).— v.i. to conduct one's self, also toconduct

one's self well : to act.—«. Behaviour (be-hav'yur),

conduct: manners or deportment, esp. good man-
ners : general course of life : treatment of others.

—To be upon one's behaviour, to be placed

where one's best behaviour is politic or necessary.

[Formed, according to Dr Murray, in 15th centiiry

from be- and Have ; apparently unconnected with

A.S. behabban.'\

Behead, be-hed', v.t. to cut off the head. — «j. Be-
head'al {rare) ; Behead'Ing, the act of cutting o£f

the head.
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Beheld ftte, fiu- ; me, her ; mTne ;
Bellve

Beheld, be-held', /d./. and /a./, of Behold.
Behemoth, be'he-moth, h. an animal described in the

book of Job, usually uken to be the hippopotamus.

(Either the pL of Heb. behemdh, a beast, or a

Hebraistic form of the Egyptian p-tht-mout,
' water-ox.']

Behest, be-hest', «. command: charge. (A.S. bekgs,

a promise. See Hest.]
Bebight, bc-hit', v.t. {Spens.) to promise, to entrust,

to speak to, to command, to reckon or esteem to be :

—pr.fi. bchTght'ing ; /a./. behOte' ; pa.p. behlght.

—

n. (pbs.) a vow, a promise. [A.S. behdian, be-, and
hdtan, to call.]

Behind, be-hind', prep, at the back of {place, or as

tupport) : remaining after or coming after {time,

rank, order) : inferior to, or not so far advanced as.

—adv. at the lack, in the rear : backward : past.

—

adj. or adv. Behlnd'hand, being behind : tardy, or

in arrears of debt, &c. : clandestine. [A.S. be-

hindan; Ger. hinten. See Hind.]
Behold, be-hold', v.t. to look upon : to contemplate.

—

v.i. to look : to fix the attention :—pa.t. and pa.p.

beheld'.

—

imper. or interj. see ! lo ! observe !

—

adj.

Behold'en, bound in gratitude : obliged (with to). —
H. Behold'er, one who beholds : an onlooker.

—

adj.

Beholding {Shak.\ beholden.— «. {Shak.) sight,

contemplation. [A.S. bekealdan, to hold, observe

—

pfx. be-, and healdan, to hold.]

Behoof, be-hOOf ', n. benefit : convenience (with to,

/or, OH).

Behot, Behote {Spens.Xpa.t. of Behlght.
Behove, Behoove, be-hoOv', v.t. to be fit, right, or

necessary for— now only used impersonally with
it.—adj. BehOVe'fOl, useful : profitable.—<i//f. Be-
hove'fully (obs.). [M. E. be/io/, dat behove ; A.S.
beAdfian, to be fit, to stand in need of]

Behowl, be-howl', v.t. {S/uiJii.) to howl at. Warburtoii
first suggested this as an emendation for 'behold'
in Miiisummer Night's Dream, V. 379.

Beige, b^h, H. a woollen fabric made of undyed wool.
[Fr.]

Bein, b€n, adj. and adv. {Scot.) comfortable: uell

off : well found : {slang) good.— it. Bein'ness.
[M. E. bene, of dubious origin; the derivation h.ts

been sought in Scand. betnn, or in L. bene, Fr.

bien.^

Being, bilng, n. existence : substance : essence : any
person or thin? existing.—^i///. Be'ing, existing,

present—a^. Be'ingless.— '/. Be'ingness. (From
the/r./. of Be.]

Beinked, b£-inkt', p.adj. smeared with ink.
Bejade, be^jad', v.t. {obs.) to tire out.
Bejan, b€'jan, M. a freshman at the universities of
Aberdeen and St Andrews, and formerly in several
continental universities. (Fr. bejaune, a novice,
from bee jaune, ' yellow beak,' a term used for a
nestling or unfledged bird.]

Belesuit, be-j^a-it, v.t. to initiate or seduce into
Jesuitism.

Belewel, be-jOO'il, v.t. to deck with jewels.
Bekah, be'ka, h.{B.) a. half-shekel (4.39 drs. avoir.).

(Hcb.]
BeldSS, be-kis', v.t. to cover with kisses.

Beknave, be-nav', v.t. to call or treat as a knave.
Beknown, be-nOn', p.adj. known, acquainted.
Belabour, be-U'bur, v.t. to beat soundly.
Bel-aoooyle, bel-ak-koil', «. {Spens.) favourable or

kind receptioi>. (O. Fr. btl acoil, fair welcome.
SeeAoOOiL]

Belaoe, he-las', v.t. to adorn with lace.
Belamonr, bela-miJOr, H. (Spens.) a gallant : a fair

l.idy : a kind of flower. (Fr. bel amour, fair love.]
Belamy, bel'ami, «. (Spent.) a good or intimate

friend. ( Fr. bel ami, fair friend.

)

Belate. be-lat', v.t. to make late: to rct.ird :—/r./.
Ijclit'ing; pa.p. IwUl'ed. -/.Wy. Belated, made
too late : out of date : beniehted.— ». Belat edness.

Beland, be-lawd*, v.t. 10 laud or prai.^e highly.

Belay, be-la, v.t. {naut.) to fasten a running rope by
coiling it round a cleat or Belay'ing-pln : to make
fast : (Spens.) to lay ornament round
anything.—Belay there {naut. slang),

hold! that is enough. (A.S. helecgan;

Ger. belege>i,Dut.beleggen. See Lay.]
Beldh, belch, belsh, v.t. to void wind
from the stomach by the mouth : to

eject violently : to cast up, as of the

smoke from a volcano or a cannon.

—

«. eructation. [A.S. bealcian ; Dut.
balien.]

Belcher, bel'sher, n. a neckerchief with Belaying-
dark-blue ground, mottled with white pin.

spots, each having a dark-blue spot in

the centre. [From Jim Belcher, a famous English
boxer.]

Beldam, Beldame, bel'dam, ». an old woman, esp. an
ugly one ; a hag, a furious woman : {obs.) a grand-
mother. [Formed from dam, mother, and bel-, ex-

pressing relationship. Cf. belsire.]

Beleaguer, be-leg'er, v.t. to lay siege to.—«. Be-
leag^uerment. [Dut. belegeren, to besiege—*<•,

and Ui^er, camp. See Leaguer.]
Belee, be-Ie', z>.t. (SItak.) to place on the lee-side of.

Belemnite, bel'em-nU, ». a fossil pointed like a dart,

being the internal shell of a genus of cephalopods,
formerly known as Thunder-bolt, Thunder-stone,
Elf-bolt. [Gr. belemnites—belemnon, a dart.]

Belny, bel'fri, «. the part of a steeple or tower in

which bells are hung : a bell-tower, sometimes
standing apart : a movable wooden tower, used in

the Middle Ages in attacking a fortification.

—

adj.

Bel'fried, having a belfry. [Orig. and properly a
watch-tower, from O. Fr. berfroi— Mid. High Ger.
berck/rit—/rid, frit, a tower, bergan, to protect.]

Belgard, bel-gard', n. (Spens.) fair or kind looks.

[It. betgtiardo, lovely look.]

Belgian, bel'ji-an, aiij. belonging to Belgium, a
coiuitrj' of Europe.

—

n. a native of Belgium.
Belglc, bel'jik, adj. pertaining to the Belgee who

.nnciently possessed Belgium, or to Belgium. [L.

Bclgicus—Belg{£, the Belgians.]

Belgravlan, bel-ghi'vi-an, adj. belonging to Belp-avia
(a fashionable part of London), or to fashionable
I i '^e : aristocratic.

Belial, bcl'yal, n. a name for the devil, and, in Milton,
for one of the fallen angels. Not a proper name in

Old Test. (Heb. b'li-ydal, b'li, without ya'al, use-

fulness.]

Belie, be-ir, V. t. to give the lie to : to speak falsely

of: to present in a false character: to counterfeit :

to be false to : falsify : (Shak.) to fill with lies :

—

pr.p. bely'ing ; pa.p. belled'. [A.S. be, and Lie.]

Believe, be-lev^, v.t. to regard as true : to trust in.

—

v.i. to be firmly persuaded of anything : to exercise
faith (with in, on) : to think or suppose.

—

n. Belief,
persuasion of the truth of anything : faith : the
opinion or doctrine believed : intuition, natural

i'udgment (as used by some philosophers).

—

adjs.
ieliefless : Believable, that may be believed.—«.
Believer, one who believes : a professor of Christi-
anity. -- padj. Believing, trustful.—m/--. BelieV-
ingly.—The BeUef (arch.), the Apostles' Creed.—
To make believe, to pretend. [M. E. bileven—bi-,
be-, and leven. Murray says that believe is an
erroneous spelling of the 17th century, prob. after
relierie. The A.S. form geU/au survived to the 14th
century : the present compound, which superseded
it, appears in the nth century.]

Belike, be-llk', adv. probably: perhaps. [A.S. pfx.
be-, and Like.]

Belittle, be-lit'l, v.t. to make small: to cause to
appear small, to depreciate or disparage.
Belit'tlement.—a^; Belit'tling. [Pfx. be-,
LitUe

and
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Belive, be-llv', adv. (Scot.) with speed : soon, erelong.
[M. E. bili/e; be, bt, by, U/e. dat. oi U/, life.]



BeU mOte ; mCte ; mf5Cn ; then. Belt

Hell-crank.

Bell, bel, «. a hollow vessel of metal, which gives

forth a ringing sound when struck by the tongue or

clapper suspended inside—as in church-bell, hand-
bell, alann-bell, night-bell, marriage-bell, &c. : a

corolla shaped like a bell : the body of a Corinthian

or composite capital, without the surrounding foli-

age : anything bell-shaped, as in diving-bell, bell-

glass, the bell or outward-turned orifice of a trumpet,

&c. : a bell rung to tell the hour : {naut.) the bell

struck on shipboard every half-hour as many times

as there are half-hours of the watch elapsed—' two
bells," 'three bells,' &c., meaning that there are two
or three half-hours past ; the watch of four hours is

eight bells.

—

v.i. to furnish with a bell, esp. in To
bell the cat, to take the leading part in any
hazardous movement, from the ancient fable of the

mice who proposed to hang a warning bell round
the cat's neck.

—

ns. Bell'COte (archil.), an orna-

mental structure made to

contain one or two bells,

and often crowned by a
small spire ; Bell'-crank,
a rectangular lever in the
form of a crank, used
for changing the direc-

tion of bell-wires; Bell'-

found'er, one who founds
or casts bells; Bell'-

glass, a bell-shaped glass
for sheltering flowers;
BeU'-hang'er, one who hangs and repairs bells

;

Bell'man, one who rings a bell, esp. on the
streets, before making public announcements : a
town-crier; Bell'-met'al, the metal of which bells

are made—an alloy of copper and tin ; BeU'-punch,
a hand-punch containing a signal-bell, used for punch-
ing a hole in a ticket in order to keep a record of the
number of fares taken ; Bell'-ring'er, one whose
business it is to ring a bell on stated occasions : a
performer with musical hand-bells ; Bell'-rope, the
rope by which a bell is rung.

—

adj. Bell'-shaped.

—

ns. Bell'-tow'er, a tower built to contain one or more
bells, a campanile ; Bell'-tUT'ret, a turret containing
a bell-chamber, usually crowned with a spire' ; Bell'-

Weth'er, the leading sheep of a llock, on whose
neck a bt.l is hung : Cfig-) any loud, turbulent fellow,

esp. the leader of a mob.—Bell, book, and candle,
a phrase popularly used in reference to a form of
excommunication ending with the words, ' Do to
[shut] the book, quench the candle, ring the bell.'

—To bear or carry off the bell, to have or to

gain the first place. [A.S. belle; cog. with Dut.
bel.]

Bell, bel, «. a bubble formed in a liquid. (Ety. dub.

;

cf Dut. bel, a bubble in water, perh. from L. bulla,
bubble in water.]

Bell, bel, v.i. to bellow, roar : to utter loudly.

—

n. the
cry of a stag at rutting-time. [A.S. bellan, to roar

;

cf. Ger. belien. )

Belladonna, bel'la-don-na, «. the deadly nightshade
or dwale, all parts of which are narcotic and poison-
ous from the presence therein of the alkaloid atropia

:

the drug prepared from the foregoing. [It. bella
donna, fair lady ; one property of belladonna is

to enlarge the pupil, and so add a brilliance to the
eyes.)

BeUarmine, bel'lar-men, «. a large stoneware drink-
ing jug with a big belly and a narrow neck, decor-
ated with a bearded face, originally that of Car-
dinal BeUarmine, made in mockery by the Dutch
Protestants.

Belle, bel, n. a handsome woman : the chief beauty
of a place : a fair lady generally. [Fr. belle— L..

bdla, bellus.\

Belles-lettres, bel-let'r, «.//. polite or elegant litera-
ture, including poetry, fiction, criticism, sesthetics,
&c.— >«. BeUet'rlst, Bellet'trist. — «<//. Bellet-
ria'tlc. (Fr., Ut. 'fine letters.']

Belllbone, bel'i-bon, n. (Spens.) a beautiful and good
woman.

Bellicose, bel'ik-Os, adj. contentious, war-like.—Wf.
Bel'licosely.—«. Bellicos'lty. [L. bellicosus.\

Bellied, bel'lid, p.adj. with a belly, esp. a big belly,
pot-bellied : bulging : puflfed out. [See Belly.]

Belligerent, bel-ij'er-6nt, adj. carrying on regular
war.— «. a party or person waging such.— «.
Bellig'erency. [L. belUgerant-em, belligerare, to
wage war.]

Bellona, bel'lo-na, «. the Roman goddess of war

—

hence (Jig.') a woman of great spirit and vigour.
Bellow, bel'lS, v.i. to roar like a bull : to make any

violent outcry, often with sense of contempt or
ridicule : to shout aloud : to roar, as of cannon,
the ocean, &c.— with objective, to give forth a
loud sound.—«. the roar of a bull : any deep sound
or cry. [M. E. belwcn ; there is an A.S. bellan,
to roar.]

Bellows, bel'lOz, or bel'lus, «.//. an instrument for

producing a current of air so as to blow up a fire,

either in a kitchen, a furnace, or a forge—or for

producing the current of air by which the pipes and
reeds of an organ are sounded : (fig^ that which
fans the fire of hatred, jealousy, &c. : the lungs.

[Same as Belly (q.v.); now used only in pi., the
sing, not having survived the isth century.]

Belly, bel'li, «. the part of the body between the
breast and the thighs, containing the bowels : the
stomach, as the receptacle of the food : the bowels
proper : the womb or uterus : the interior of any-
thing : the bulging part of anything, as a bottle, or
any concave or hollow surface, as of a sail : the
inner or lower surface of anything, as opposed to

the back, as of a violin, &c.

—

adj. ventral, abdomi-
nal : (theol.) belonging to the flesh, carnal.

—

v.i. to

swell or bulge out.

—

tts. Bel'ly-band, a saddle-
girth : a band fastened to the shafts of a vehicle,

and passing tinder the belly of the horse drawing it

;

Bel'lyful, a suflSciency ; Bel'ly-god, one who makes
a god of his belly, a glutton.^/.arty. Bel'lylng.—«.

Bel'ly-tlm'ber, provisions. [M. E. ball, bely—A.S.
bi^l!g, belig; balg, belg, bag.]

Belomancy, bel'o-man-si, n. a kind of divination by
means of arrows. [Gr. belos, a dart, manteia,
divination.]

Belong, be-long", v.i. to go along with : to pertain to :

to be one's property : to be a part of, or appendage
of, or in any way connected with : to be specially
the business of: (U.S.) to be a native of, or have
a residence in.

—

n.pl. Belong'lngs, circumstances
or relations of any person : possessions : persons
connected, relatives : accessories. \.Bi-, be-longen,

intens. of longen, with pfx. be-. See Long.]
Beloved, be-luvd', or be-luv'ed, p.adj. much loved,

very dear—often compounded with well; best-, &c.—n. one who is much loved.

—

adj. BeloVing (Shak.)
= loving.

Below, be-lc5', prep, beneath in place, rank, or quality

:

underneath : not worthy of.—adv. in a lower place :

(jig-) on earth, or in hell, as opposed to heaven.
[Pfx. 3^-, and adj. Low.]

Belt, belt, «. a girdle, zone, or band : such a piece,

as of leather, worn by way of ornament, or given as

a prize or badge of victory in wrestling or the like :

a broad strip of anything, difi"erent in colour or

material : that which confines or restrains : (feog.)
a strait.

—

v.(. to surround with a belt, or to invest

formally with such, as in knighting a man : to

encircle : to thrash with a heh.—p.adj. Belt'ed,

wearing a belt, of a knight : marked with a belt, as

the ' belted kingfisher.'

—

n. Belt'lng, flexible belts

for the transmission of motion in machinery, made
of leather, indiarubber, &c.—as in chainbelt , crossed
belt, endless belt, &c. ; a thrashing.—To hold the
belt, to hold the championship in wrestling, boxing,
or the like. [A.S. belt; Ice. belli, Gael, bolt, L.
balteut.\
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Beltane Cite, fir ; mi, hir ; mine ;
Beneficial

Beltane, bcl'tan, «. an ancient Celtic heathen festival,

held in the beginning of May, when bonfires were

lighted on the hills: the first day of May(O.S.)—
one of the four old quarter-days of Scotland, the

others being Lammas, Hallowmas, and Candlemas.

—ai/j. in Bellane games, &C [Gael. beaUtainn,

btilteine; usually explained as ' Beal's fire," Btal

being a supposed Celtic deity who has been courage-

ously identified with the Baal or Bel of the Phoeni-

cians and other Semitic peoples, and Gael, ittnt,

fire. But even this last is doubtful.]

Beluga, bc-lOD'ga, «. the white whale, one of the dol-

phin family, closely allied to the narwhal, 12 to 16

feet long, of creamy-white colour, found in droves

round Greenland and all over the Arctic seas : applied

also to a great Russian sturgeon — the Acipenser

Itusfl. [Russ.]

Belvedere, bel've-d^r, «. a pavilion or raised turret or

lantern on the top of a house, open for the view, or

to admit the cool evening breeze : a summer-house
on an eminence in a park or garden. [It. belvedere;

bet, beautiful, vedere, a view.]

Bema, be'ma, n. the tribune or rostrum from which
Athenian orators made their speeches— hence the

apse or chancel of a basilica. [Gr. bema, a step.]

Bemad, be-mad', v.t. to madden.
Bemaoi, be-mawl', v.t. to maul thoroughly.

Bemazed, be-mazd', Puidj. stupefied, l^wildered.

Bembez, bem'beks, ». a genus of solitary sand-wasps,
with broad heads and very large eyes, noted for their

making a loud buzz during their rapid flight. [Gr.

benibLx.\

Bemean, be-m£n', V. t. to make mean, to lower or de-

b.i>e : \obi.) to signify.

Bemire, be-mir', v.t. to soil with mire.—/.<?<^'. Be-
mlred'.

Bemoan, bc-mOn', v.t. to lament: bewail : to pity.

—

v.i. to grieve.—nf. Bemoan'er; Bemoan'ing.
Bemock, bc-mok', v.t. to mock at, to deride.

Bemoil, be-moil', v.t. (Shak.) to bemire, to bedraggle.
Bemonster, be-mon'ster, v.t. to m;tke monstrous: to

reg.-ird or treat as a monster.
Bemouth, be-mowth', v.i. to declaim, to overpraise.

Bemud, be-mud', v.t. to bespatter with mud : to con-
fuse.

Bemuddle, be-mud'I, v.t. to confuse or muddle com-
pletely.

Bemome, be-mufl, v.t. to wrap or muffle up com-
pletely.

Bemuse, be-mOz', v.t. to put in confusion : stupefy.
Ben, ben, ». a mountain peak. [Gael, beanu.^
Ben, ben, prep, and adv. in toward the inner apart-
ment of a house.—w. the inner apartment of a house,
as opposed to the But or kitchen through which one
must generally pass first.—To be far ben witb one,
to be on terms of great intimacy or friendship with ;

To live but and ben, to live respectively in these
rooms, in close neighlxjurhood with any one. [M.
E. binne—AS. binnan, within.]

Bench, bensh, ». a long seat or form with or without
a back : a seat in a boat : a mechanic's work-table :

a judge's seat: the body or assembly of judges : a
tribunal : the dignity of holding an oflficial scat, as
the 'bench of bishops,' the 'civic bench.'

—

v.t. to

place on or furnish with benches,

—

us. Bench'er, a
senior member of an inn of court; Bencb'erslllp

;

Benoh'-mark, a surveyor's mark cut on a rock, gate-
post, wall, or the like, into which a croaked iron is

set soas to form a bench or temporary support for the
levelling instrument ; Bench'-war'rant, one issued
by a judge rather than a justice or magistrate. [AS.
bene; cog. with Ger. and Dut. bank.]

Bend, bend, v.t. to curve or bow : to make crooked :

to turn or incline—mostly in passive, to be inclined
tp, lawardt, to be given to : to subdue : to direct to
a certain point : to apply closely, to strain, to nerve
one's self to : {naut.) to tie, fasten, make fast.

—

v.i.
to be crooked or curved : to incline in any direction :

8S

to stoop : to lean : to bow in submission (with to,

be/ore, tmvards) -.—piLp. bend'ed or bent.— «. a curve
or crook : the bent part ofanything

:

(Jier.) one of the nine ordinaries,

consisting of the space contained

between two parallel lines crossing

the shield diagonally from dexter

chief to sinister base. It is said to

occupy a fifth part of the shield un-

less charged, when it occupies a
third part—its diminutives are the Bend.
Betuilet, Cotise, and Ribbon. —
Bend sinister, an occasionally occurring variety of

the bend, drawn from sinister chief to dexter base.

[Old Eng. iJcwaVi//.]

Bend, bend, n. in leather, half a butt cut lengthwise.

Beneath, be-neth', prep, under, or lower in place :

inside of, behind : unworthy the dignity of, un-
becoming. \\.'S>.bi-nathan.\

Benedicite, ben-e-dis'i-te, «. the canticle beginning
' Benedicite omnia opera Domini ' (' O all ye works
of the Lord '), from the Apocryphal Song of the

Three Holy Children— in the Anglican morning
service an alternate to the TV Deum : the blessing

before a repast.

Benedict, ben'e-dikt, n. a common name for a newly
married man, esp. a bachelor who has long held out

against m.irriage, but at last succumbed—from Bene-
dick in Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing,—
adj. blessed : benign.

Benedictine, ben-e-dik'tin, adj. pertaining to St
Benedict or his monastic rule.

—

n. a Black Friar or

monk of the order founded at Monte Cassino by St

Benedict of Nursia (480-543), which became famous
for its learning : a cordial or liqueur resembling
Chartreuse, distilled at Fecamp in Normandy—once
distilled by Benedictine monks.

Benediction, ben-e-dik'shun, n. a solemn invocation
of the divine blessing on men or things—a priestly

benediction is defined by Romanists as a formula of
imperative prayer which transmits a certain grace or
virtue to the object over which it is pronounced : a
brief and popular service in the Romish Church, con-
sisting of certain canticles and antiphons sung in

presence of the host, and concluding with the priest

making the sign of the cross over the people with the
monstrance, and giving in silence the benediction
of the most holy sacrament.

—

adj. Benedict'ory.

—

n. Benedict'US, the canticle of Zacharias (Luke, i.

68-79), used in the Rom.in service of matin-lauds,
and occurring after the second lesson in Anglican
matins.

—

p.adj. Benedight' (^Longfellow), blessed.

—

Apostolic benediction, iliat given in 2 Cor. xiii. 14.

Benefaction, ben-e-fak'shun, «. the act of doing good :

a good deed done or benefit conferred : a grant or

endowment.—«. Benefac'tor, one who gives a benefit

to another, esp. one who leaves a legacy to some
charitable or religious institution, a patron •.—fern.

Benefactress. — d^. Benefac'tory. [L. benefac-
tion-em.\

Benefice, ben'e-fis, «. any kind of church promotion or
dignity, esp. with cure of souls, such as rectories,

vicarages, and other parochial cures, as distinguished
from bishoprics, deaneries, cathedral preferments,
&c : an ecclesiastical living.

—

adj. Ben eflced, pas-
sessed of a benefice. [Through Fr. from L. bene-
ficium. ]

Beneficence, be-nefi-sens, n. active goodness : kind-
ness ; charity : a beneficent gift.—«. Banefic'ency
(obs.).—adjs. Beneficent; Beneficen'tiaL — a</t/.

Beneficently. [L. beneficentia.\
Beneficial, ben-e-fish'al, adj. useful : advantageous :

(/rtjf) enjoying the usufruct of property.

—

adj. Ben-
eflo, of good influence astrologically : beneficent,
kindly.—rt</z'. Beneficially.—«j. Benefic'Ialness

;

BenefiC'iary, a legal term to denote a person who
enjoys, or has the prospect of enjoying, any interest
or estate held in trust by otliers. [L. T)en*/icium.\



Benefit mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Bequeath

Benefit, ben'e-fit, «. a kindness : a favour : any advan-
tage, natural or other : a performance at a theatre,

the proceeds of which go to one of the company.—
v.t. to do good to.

—

v.i. to gain advantage (with

/TOin).—ns. Ben'efit-Of-Cler'gy, in old English law,

the exemption of the persons of ecclesiastics from

criminal process before a secular judge, they being

responsible only to their ordinary. This privilege,

at first limited to those in actual orders, was in 1350
extended to all manner of clerks, and in later

practice to all who could read, whether of clergy

or laity : Beil'efit-Of-in'ventory (Scots /a7v), a legal

privilege whereby an heir secured himself against

unlimited liability for his ancestor, by giving up
within the annus deliberandi an inventorj" of his

heritage or real estate, to the extent of which alone

was the heir liable.—Benefit societies, associations

for mutual benefit chiefly among the labouring
classes, better known as Friendly societies. [M. E.
benfet, through Fr. from L. bene/actutn.]

Benet, be-net', v.t. to catch in a net, to ensnare.
Benet, ben'et, «. an exorcist, the third of the four

lesser orders in the Roman Church. [Through Fr.
from L. benedict-US, blessed.]

Benevolence, ben-ev'ol-ens, «. disposition to do good :

an act of kindness : generosity : a gift of money,
esp. for support of the poor : (Eng. hist.) a kind of
forced loan or contribution, levied by kings without
legal authority, first so called under Edward IV. in

1^73.

—

adj. Benevolent, charital'le, generous, well
disposed to.— rt(/r'. BaneVolently. [Through Fr.
from L. bene7olentia.\

Bengali, ben-gaw'le, adj. of or belonging to Bengal.—
«. a native of B.ngal : the language of Bengal.—«.

Bengal'-light, a brilliant signal-light useJ at sea in

a case of shipwreck, and in ordinary pyrotechny for

illuminating a district of country—prepared from
nitre, sulphur, and the black sulphide of antimony.

Benighted, be-nlt'ed, adj'. overtaken by night : in-

volved in d;irkness, intellectual or moral : ignorant.
—f.r. Benight', to involve in such d.irkness : to

cloud with disappointment.— tis. Benight'ening

;

Benight'er ; Benighting ; Benightment. [Pfx.
be- and Night.]

Benign, ben-In', a<ij'. favourable, esp. in astrology, as
opposed to tnaligii : gracious: kindly: (tned.) of a
nuld type, as opposed to malignant : salubrious.— «.
Benig-nancy, benignant quality.—a//;'. Benig'nant,
kind : gracious : beneficial.

—

atiT. Benig^nantly.

—

«. Benig'nity, goodness of disposition : kindness :

graciousness : favourable circumstances— of climate,
weather, disease, planets.

—

adv. Benign'ly. [O. Fr.
benigfie— L. benignus, for benigenus : bene, well,

genus, bom.]
Benison, ben'izn, n. benediction, blessing, esp. blessing

or' God. [O. ¥t. beneifun—l^. benedictioii-e>it.\

Benitler, ba-ne'tia, n. the vase or vessel for holy
water in K.C. churches, known in England as the
holy-water font, vat, pot, stone, stock, or stoup.
[Fr.—Low L. benediciarium—L. benedictus.\

Benjamin, ben'ja-min, n. a kind of overcoat formerly
worn by men. [Suggested possibly by ' Joseph's
coat.' The Gipsy lengari, 'waistcoat,' has been
proposed as an etymon.]

Benjamin, ben'ja-min, n. gum benjamin, an essence
made from benzoin.—«. Ben'jamin-tree, a North
American aromatic shrub, with stimulant tonic bark
and berries : the tree which yields benzoin

—

Styrax
Benzoin. [A corr. of BenzoUl.]

Bennet, ben'tt, «. the herb Bennet or common avens
{Geuin urbanum), a yellow-flowered wayside plant
throughout Europe. [Through Fr. from L. 'herija
benedicta,' the flower being a protective against the
devil.]

Bennet, ben'et, «. the same as Bent, indeed an earlier
form.

Bent, bent, /a.A and /a./, of Bend.
Bent, bent, «. leaning or bias : tendency : intention

:

4

natural inclination of the mind towards anything:
the condition of being bent, curved form : {rare)
slope or declivity : (SAai.) a cast, as of the eye

:

the extent to which a bow may be bent—degree ol

tension, capacity of endurance, as in the phrase * to

the top of one's bent ' = to the lull measure of one's
inclination. [See Bend.]

Bent, bent, n. any stilf or wiry grass : the old dried
stalks of grasses : a special genus (Agrostis) con-
taining about sixty species of grasses, all slender
and delicate in appearance, and some useful as
pasture-grasses and for hay : a place covered with
such, a heath : a hillside.—Often Bent'-grass.

—

Ben'net is a variant, a name applied to the wild
barley-grass.—ad>'. Bent'y.—To take to the bent
(Scot.), to fly to the moors, to escaf>e from some danger
by flight. [A.S. beonet, found in place-names, as
BeonetUah, Bentley ; the history is obscure, but the
word is doubtless Teut. ; cf. Ger. binse.]

Benthamism, ben'tham-izm, n. a name applied to the
social and political doctrines of Jeremy BentJutm
(1748-1832), whose leading principle is the doctrine
of utility, that happiness is identical with pleasure,
summed up in Priestley's famous phrase, ' the
greatest happiness of the greatest number.'

Benumb, be-num', v.t. to make insensible or power-
less : to stupefy (now chiefly oi cold) : to deaden the
feelings : to paralyse generally.

—

p.adj. Benumbed'.
—ns. Benumbedness, Benumbment. [Pfx. be-

and Numb.]
Benzene, ben'zSn, n. a compound of carbon and hydro-

gen, discovered by Faraday in 1825, in a tarry liquid
resulting from the distillation of oil. It is found
amongst the products of the destructive distillation

of a great many organic bodies, but the most abun-
dant source is coal-tar. It must not be confounded
with benzine or benzoyl, which names have at
different times been used for benzene.— Ben'zine
is the name ^iven to a distillate from American
petroleum, which is much used as a substitute for

turpentine, and for dissolving oils and fats ; Ben'zoyl
is the commercial name applied to a mixture of
substances, including benzene and its homologues.

—

Ben'ZOl is synonymous with benzene, while Ben'zol-
Ine is a name applied to benzine and impure benzene
indiscriminately.

Benzoin, ben'zO-in, or -zoin, «. gum benjamin, the
aromatic and resinous juice of tne Styrax Benzoin
of Java and Sumatra. It is used in perfumery, in
pastilles, and for incense, and its compound tincture
yields Friar's Balsam or Jesuit's Drops, and i> used
in making court-plaster. [In the i6th century, Ben-
Join. Most prob. through It. from Ar. itdidn jdiul,
frankincense of Java, Sumatra, &c.]

Bepaint, be-pant', v.t. to paint over : to colour.

Bepat, be-pat', ri.t. to pat frequently, to beat.
Bepatched, be-patcht', p.adj. mended with patches

:

wearing patches on the face by way of adornment.
Bepearl, be-perl', v.t. to cover over with pearls.

Bepelt, be-pelt', v.i. to pelt vigorously.

Bepepper, be-pep'er, v.t. to pelt with a rain of shot
or of blows.

Bepester, be-pest'er, v.t. to vex or pester greatly.

Bepity, be-pii'i, v.t. to pity greatly.

Beplumed, be-ploomd', /.di//'. adorned with feathers.

Bepommel, be-pom'el, v.t. to pommel soundly.
Bepowder, be-pow'der, v.t. to powder over.

Bepraise, be-praz', v.t. to praise extravagantly.

Beprose, be-prOz', v.t. to reduce to prose : to discuss

in prose, and tediously.

Bepuff, be-puf, v.t. to puff out : to praise beyond
measure.

Bequeath, be-kweth', v.t. to leave personal property
by will to another : to transmit to posterity, to leave

behind : to commit or entrust to any one.

—

adj. Be-
queath'able. — »x. Bequeath'al, Bequeath'ment.
[A.S. becweSan; pfx be-, and ctveiaM, to say. Sea
QOOtlL]



Bequest ftte, t%i ; me, htr ; mine ; Beslobber

BflqUMt. be-kwesf, n. act of beaueathing : that

which is bequeathed, a legacy. (M. E. bi-qutite—

A.S. bi'-cwisi; hi'-, a form of pfx. be-, qithan, to

say. See QootlLl
Berate, bc-rSt', v.t. {U.S.)\o scold or chide vigorously.

Berber, btr'bir, ». and atij. a member of one of the

Hamitic tribes inhabiting the mountainous r^ions

of Bjrbary and the norihem portions of the Great

Desert, originally occupying the whole southern

coast of the Mediterranean : the language spoken

by the Berbers. [Derived by Earth either from the

name of their supposed ancef^tor, Ber, which we
T«cognise in the L. K/er, an African ; or from the

Gr. and L. term Barbari.\

Bere, another spelling of Bear, barley (q.v.).

Berean, b6-r*'an, n. one ofan extinct Scottish sect of the

i8lh centur>', named from the people of Berea (.\cts,

xvii. 1 1), who derived all knowledge of God from the

Bible, but differed little from ordinarj- Calvinists.

BereaTe, be-rS/, v.t. to rob a person of anything
valued: to leave destitute :— /«./'. and /a.A be-

reaved'—the latter also Bereft'. —<t^'. Bereaved',
robbed by death of some dear relative or friend.

—

n.

Bereave'ment, the fact or state of being so be-

reaved. [.\.S. beriafiati, to plimder. See Beave.]
Beret, Berret, b^t'et, «. a flat woollen cap worn by

the Basques. [Fr.J

Berv. berg, n. a mass or mountain of ice.

—

ns. BeJ^-
fall, the fall of a mountain rock ; Berg'field, an ex-

panse of ice covered with bergs. (See Iceberg]
Bergamask, b^r'ga-mask, adj. of or pertaining to

Btrgaino, whose natives are clownish in manners
and dialect.

—

n. a rustic dance of theirs.

Bergamot, bir'ga-mot, h. a kind of citron whose
aromatic rind yields the well-known oil of Bergamot,
used in miking pomades, fragrant essences, eau de
Cologne, liqueurs, &c. : the essence so extracted.
[From the town of Bergamo.}

Bergamot, b*r'ga-niot, n. a group of varieties of
pear of fine flavour. [Fr.—It.—Turk. begarmSdi.]

Bergmehl, birg'mSl, n. a deposit ofdiatomaceous white
earth or powder, that used in Norway to be mixed with
flour and used as food. [Ger. 'mountain-flour.']

Beriberi, ber'i-lier-i, n. an Eastern disease marked by
ansmia, paralysis, and dropsical symptoms. [Singh. ]

Berkelelanism, berk'le-an-um, «. the philosophy of
Bishop BfrktUy (1685-1753), who maintained that

the world we see and touch is not an abstract inde-
pendent substance, of which conscious mind may be
an effect, but is the very world which is presented
to our senses, and which depends for its nccuality on
being perceived.

—

euij. and n. Berkelei'an.
Berlin, b*r'lin, n. an old- fashioned four-wheeled
covered carrbge, with a seat behind covered with a
hood—also Berline.—Berlin blue. Prussian blue ;

Berlin wool, a fine dyed wool for worsted-work,
knitting, &c.

Berm, birm, n. a ledge : esp. a fortification. [Fr.
bermr; Ger. bfrmt.\

Bemardlne, ber'nard-in, oAj. Cistercian. [From St
Bernard of Clairvaux, founder of the order.]

Berob, Ijc-rob', v.t. (.SJ>ens.) to rob or plunder.
Berry, l)cr'i, m. a popular term for any small succulent

fruit, but restricted in botanical language to simple
fruits with pericarp succulent throughout, whether
developed from superior (grape, potato, bitternut,
belladonna, bryony, asparagus, tomato), or more
commonly inferior ovary (gooseberry, currant, bar-
berry, bilberry, &c.)—thus, strictly, the strawberry,
raspberry, blackberry, are not berries.—r. «. to come
into berry, to swell.

—

adj. Berried, bearing berries.
[A.S. bene.)

Berta^erl, bar-sal-ya'rC, >«.//. the riflemen or sharp-
hooien of the Italian army, fir>t organised in the
Sardinian army in 1836. [It. ; pi. of bersagliere,
btrtttflio, a mark.]

DWierk, -er, btr'scrk, -4r, n. a Norse warrior whom
the tight of the field of battle would fill with a

fretuied and resistless fury
—"the berserker rage.'

[Ice. berserkr; Vigfusson explains the word as
'bcar-sark,' and most probably a reierence to the
uncanny Werewolf superstition is involved.]

Berth, berth, ». a ship s station at anchor : a room or
sleeping-place in a ship, a sleeping-carriage, &c.

:

any allotted or assigned place : a situation or place
of employment, usually a comfortable one— even
without such a qualifying adjective as 'a snug
berth.'

—

v.t. to moor a ship : to furnish with a berth.

—To give a wide berth to, to keep well away from
generally. [A doublet of Birth; from Bear.]

Beryl, ber'il, «. a precious stone resembling the
emerald, but colourless, yellowish, greenish yellow
or blue—its finer varieties are called precious beryl,

and sometimes aquamarine. It has important uses

as a magic crj-stnl in which the future becomes
visible.

—

adj. beryl-like in colour. [O. Fr. beryl—
L. betylins—Gr. oeryUos.'\

Besalnt, be-sant', v.t. to make a saint <A.—j>a.p. Be-
saint'ed, canonised : haunted with saints.

Bescatter, be-sk.it'er, v.t. to scatter over.

Bescrawl, be-skrawl', v.t. to scrawl or scribble over.

Bescreen, be-skren', v.t. to screen : to overshadow.
Bescribble, be-skrib'I, X'.t. to write in a scribbling

hand : to scribble about or upon.
Beseech, be-sech', v.t. to entreat, to implore (as a

person,y^ a thing, or to do a thing) : to ask or pray
earnestly: to solicit—(5";*t-«j.) Beseeke' :—/(?./. and
pa.p. besought'.—«j-. Beseech'er ; Beseeching.—
adv. Beseechingly. — ns. Beseech'lngness ; Be-
seech'ment. [Pfx. be-, and M. E. secken. to Seek.]

Beseem, be-sem', zi.t. to be seemly or fit for : to l)e-

come : to be fit for or worthy of: {Sfens.) to become
or appe.ir. — «j. Beseeming, Beseem'lngness.—
adv. Beseem'ingly.

Beseen, be-sen', pa.p. of good appearance, comely :

well furnished (witha/c//).—Besee' is quite obsolete.
Beset, be-set', v.t. to surround or set round with any-

thing (now only in pa.p.): to surround with hostile
intentions, to besiege : to occupy so as to allow none
to go out or in : to assail, perplex, endanger, as by
temptations, obstacles, &c. :

—

pr.p. beset'tmg : pa.t.
and pa.p. beset'.— «j. Beset'ment : Beset'ter.—
p. adj. Besetting, that besets, as in ' besetting sin.'

Beshaidow, be-shad'O, v.t. to cast a shadow over.

Beshame, be-sham', v.t. to put to shame.
Beshlne, be-shin', v.i. to ligfht \i^.—p.adj. Beshone".
Beshrew, be-shrOO', v.t. to invoke evil upon, to curse
—now only in such mild imprecations as 'beshrew
me,' or 'thee'—prob. not imperative but elliptical,

like '(I) thank you." [Pfx. be-, and Shrew.]
Beside, be-sld', prep, and adv. by the side of, near :

oyer and above (in this sense, now usually Besides'),
distinct from : apart from, not falling within, as of a
?luestion, resolution. &c.—Beside the mark, away
rom the mark aimed at, irrelevant.—TO be beside
one's self, to be out of one's senses. [M. E. bi
siden—A.S. be stdan, by the side (dat.).]

Besides, W-sIdz', prep, and aiiv. in addition, other-
wise, aside : over and above, in addition to, away
from. (Beside, with the s of the adv. gen.)

Besiege, be-sej', v.t. to lay siege to : to beset with
armed forces : to throng round.—«. Besieg'er.—
adv. Besleg'ingly {rare), urgently.

Besigh, be-sT , v.t. to sigh over.
Besing, be-sing', v.t. to celebrate in Mng.—p.adj.
Besung'.

Besit, be-sit', v.t. (obs.) to besiege : to sit well on, as
clothes, to become.—/.o^y. Besit'ting {Speiis.), be-
coming.

Beslave, be-slav*, v.t. to make a slave of : to call slave.
Beslaver, be-sl5v'4r, v.t. to slaver or slobber upon ;

to cover with fulsome flattery.
Beslobber, be-slob'er, v.t. to besmear with the spittle

running from one's mouth : to cover with drivelling
kisses : to flatter fuUomely.—r./. Beslub'ber, t«
bedaub or besmear.
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Besmear mOte : mOte ; mSOn ; /.ien. Betoken

Besmear, be-smer', v.t. to smear over: to bedaub: to

pollute.

Besmircll, be-smirch', v.t. to soil, as with smoke or
soot : to sully.

—

v.t. BesmUtCh', to besmirch.

Besmut, be-sraut', v.i. to blacken with soot.

—

p.adj.

Besmut'ted.
Besogno, Besonlo. Same as Bezonlan.
Besom, be'zum, «. an implement for sweeping, a

broom : any cleansing or purifying agent : {Scot.)

a term of reproach for a woman.

—

ns. Be'SOm-bead,
a blockhead ; Be'som-rider, a witch.—To jump
the besom (see Broom). [A.S. besema, besma; a

common Tcut. word ; Ger. besen, Dut. bezem.]

Besort, be-sort', 7>.t. (abs., SAai;) to match with,

befit, become.

—

n. suitable company.
Besot, be-sot', v.t. to make sottish, dull, or stupid :

to make a sot of: to cause to dote on : to infatuate

{witii):—pr.p. besot'ting ; pa.p. besot'ted.—/.a<^'.
Besot'ted, infatuated.

—

adv. Besot'tedly.—;/. Be-
softedness.

Besought, be-sawt', /a./, and/a./. of Beseech.
Besouled, be-sOld'. tuij. endowed with a soul.

Bespangle, be-spang^gl, z'.t. to adorn with spangles,

or with anything sparkling or shining.

Bespate, be-spat', p.adj. spit upon.
Bespatter, be-spat'er, v.t. to spatter or sprinkle with

dirt or anything moist : to deiame.
Bespeak, be-spek', v.t. to speak for or engage before-

hand : to stipulate or ask for : to betoken.

—

v.i.

(fibs.) to speak:

—

pa.t. bespSke'; pa.p. bespoke' and
bespOk'en.—«. an actor's benefit, so called because
the actor's friends and patrons bespeak or choose
the piece to be performed that night.

Bespeckle.be-spek'l,!'./. to mark with speckles orspots.

Bespectacled, be-spek'ta-kld, /<i./. having spectacles
on.

Bespeed, be-sped', v.t. to help ox\.—p.atij. Besped'.
Besplce, be-spis', v.t. (Shak.) to season with spice :

to drug or poison.
Bespoke, be-spOk', Bespoken, be-spSk'n, pa.p. of
Bespeak, ordered, as boots, clothes, &c.

Bespot, be-spot*, - /. to cover with spots.—/.rt</;'. Be-
spot'ted —«. Bespot'tedness.

Bespout, be-spowt', v.t. to spout over : to declaim
pompously.

Bespread, be-spred', v.t. to spread over : to cover :

—

pr.p. bespread'ing ; pa.t. and pa.p. bespread'.

Besprent, be-sprent', /«./. sprinkled over: scattered.
[A.S. bespreiigan. See Sprinkle.]

Besprinkle, be-spring'kl, v.t. to sprinkle over.

Bessemer, bes'em-er, adj. derived from the name of
the inventor. Sir H. Bessemer, applied to steel for

rails, tires, ship-plates, &c. ,
prepared by the Bessemer

process.

Best, best, adj. (serves as superl. of Good) good in

the highest degree : first : highest : most excellent.
—«. one's utmost endeavour: the highest perfection.—adv. {supert. of Well) in the highest degree : in

the best m inner.

—

z'.t. {coil.) to get the better of.

—

Best man and Best maid, the groomsman and
bridesmaid at a wedding.—At the hest, or At best,
in the best possible way, at most after every allou-
ance is made ; For the best, with the best inten-
tions ; I were best = it were besty^r me.—To have
the best of it, to gain the advantage in a contest ;

To make the best of one's way, to go by the best
possible road ; To put one's best foot foremost, to
do the best, or to make the best show, one can.
[X.S. betst, betest. See Better.]

Bestain, be-stan', v.t. to stain all over.
Bestead, be-sted', v.t. to help, relieve : to be of use

to, to avail.— z/.fc to profit, be advantageous.
Bestead, Bested, be-sted', p.adj. set about {with) :

beset (with by, of foes ; ivith, of dangers, &c.) :

siiuated— usually with ///, hard, &c.
Bestial, best'i-al, adj. like a beast : rude : brutally

sensual.

—

n. (Scot.) a collective name for cattle.—!>./.

Best'ialise, to make like a beast.—«j. Best'ialism,

irrationality : Bestiality, beastliness : disgusting
vice. (L. besiialts. See Beast.]

Bestiary, best'i-ar-i, «. the name given to a class of
books of great popul.irity in the Middle Ages, de-
scribing all the animals of creation, real or fabled,
generally illustrated by drawings, and allegorised
lor edification. [Low L. bestiarium. a menagerie.]

Bestick, be-stik', r'./. to stick over, as with sharp points.
Bestlll, be-stil', v.t. to make quiet, to hush.
Bestir, be-ster', v.t. to put into lively action : arouse

into activity : (reji.) to rouse one's self.—/.arf;.
Bestirring.

Bestorm, be-storm', v.t. to assail with storms or
tumult.

Bestow, be-stO', v.t. to stow, place, or put by : to
give or confer : to accommodate with quarters : to
apply (with on and upon) : {reji., Shak.) to acquit
ones se:f.

—

ns. BestOW'al, act of bestowing: dis-
posal ; BestoWer : Bestow'ment.

Bestraddle, be-strad'dl, v.t. to I estride.

Bestraught, be-strawt', adj. {obs.) distraught : dis-
tracted : mad. [Formed with pfx. be-, on the
analogy oi distraught—L. dis-tractiis.]

Bestreak, be-strek', v.t. to overspread with streaks.
Bestrew, be-strOS', v.t. to strew or scatter loosely

over:

—

pa.p. bestrewed', bestrOwn', bestrewn' (a/zM).
Bestride, be-strld', v.t. to stride over : to sit or stand

across : to defend, protect, from the sense of standing
over a fallen man to defend him -.—pa.t. bestrid

,

bestrode'
;
/<!./>. bestrid', bestrid'den.

Bestuck, be-stuk', /<!./. and pa.p. of Bestick, to stick
about, adorn : to transfix.

Bestud, be-stud', v.t. to adorn as with studs, as the
sky with stars.

Bet, bet, «. a wager : something staked to be lost or
won on the result of a doubtful issue, as a horse-
race, or the like.

—

v.t. and v.i. to lay or stake, as a
bet :

—

pr.p. bet'ting ; pa.t. and pa./, bet or I et'ted.—rts. Bet'ter, one who bets—alsoBet'tor ; Bet'ting,
act of betting or proposing a wager.—An even bet,
an equal chance.—You bet, in American slang, cer-
tainly. [Prob. shortened from the noun Abet.]

Betake, be-tSk', v.t. to take one's self to, to go (with
self): to apply or have recourse:

—

pa.t. betook';
pa.p. betak'en.

Beteem, be-t6m', v.t. {Shak.) to grant, to sufler, to
allow. [Most prob. from pfx. be-, and Teem.]

Betel, be'tl, «. the betel-nut, or nut of the areca palm,
with lime and the leaves of the Betel-Pepper, chewed
by the Malays as a stimulant. [Through Port, from
JIalav vettiia.]

Bethankit, be-thank'it, Scotch for 'God be thanked.'
Bethel, beth'el, «. a hallowed spot, a name applied by
some Methodists to their places of worship : an old
ship fitted up in a port is a place of worship for
sailors. [Heb. Beth-el, house ot God.]

Bethink, be-thingk', v.t. to think on or call to mind :

to recollect (generally followed by a reflective pro-

noun and (j/O : to propose to one's self.

—

v.i. to con-
sider :—/(i. /. and/.!./, bethought (he-thawt'). [A.S.
bitheiicatt : cf. Ger. bcdenken. See Think.)

Bethrall, be-thrawl', v.t. {Spens.) to enslave.

Bethumb, be-thum', v.t. to mark with the thumbs :

—

pa.p. bethumbed'.
Bethump, be-thump', v.t. to thump or beat soundly.
Bethwack, be-thwak', v.t. to thrash soundly.

Betide, be-tTd', v.i. to happen to, to befall—in third

person, and often impersonally, with dative object,

now little used save in phrase, 'woe betide !' : {rare)

to betoken -.—pa.p. (Shai.) BeUd'. [See Tide.]

Betlme, be-tlm', z'.i. (Shai.) to betide.

Betimes, bc-tTmz', adv. in good time : early : season-

ably : speedily. [Pfx. be-, and Time, with adv. gen.

-s ; like besides from beside.]

Betitle, be-tftl, v.t. to give a name to.

Betoil, be-toir, v.t. to weary with toil.

Betoken, be-tO'kn, v.t. to show by a sign : to foreshow.

[See Token.]
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Bfltony, bct'on-i, «. a common British labiate plant

growing in woods, of great repute m ancient and

medieval medicine, used to dye wool yellow. [Fr.—

L. betonica, vettonica.]

Betook, be-took', pa.t. of Betake.
Betossed, betost', pa.fi. {^Shak.) agitated.

Betray, bc-tra', v.t. to give up trcicherously : to dis-

close in breach of trust : to let go basely or weakly :

to deceive the innocent and trustful, to seduce : to

discover or show : to show signs of.—«j. Betray'al,

act of betraying ; Betray'er, a traitor, the seducer

of a trustful girl. [Pix. bt-, and O. Fr. tralr (Fr.

trahiry—l^ tr,idire, to deliver up.]

Betrim, bc-trim', v.t. to trim or set in order, to deck,

to dress.

Betrodden, be-trod'n, /<»./. and fia.fi. of Betread , to

tread over or walk upon.

Betroth, be-troth', v.t. to contract or promise in order

to marriage: to affiance: (<j^j.) to pledge one's self

to any cause.

—

hs. Betrothal, Betroth'ment, an

agreement or contract with a view to marriage.

[Pfx. bf; and Troth or Truth.]
Better, bet'er, atij. (serves as comfi. of Qood) good in

a greater degree : preferable : improved : more suit-

mble : larger : kinder : stronger in health. — adv.

{comfi. of Well) well in a greater degree : more fully

or completely : over or more than : with greater

•dvant;u:e : (/>/.) superiors.

—

v.t. to make better

(also renexively, to better one's self), to improve : to

benefit : also with intransitive sense, to grow better.

—fi.adjs. Bet'tered, improved, amended ; Bet'ter-

Ink, improving. — «j. Bettering, Bettorment,
Bet'temess.—A^/;'. Bet'termost.—Better half, a
jocose term for a wife, once applied seriously to

either wife or husband, and even the soul as

opposed to the body.— I had better = I should
hold it better to—the origin.il construction having
been a dative pronoun.—To be better off, to be in

superior circumstances ; To be better than one's
elf, to do more than one had promised ; To get
the better of, to gain the advantage over. [A.S.
btt (adv.X btttra, better ; Goth, batiza, Ger. btsser.

Prob. cog. with Boot.]
Betty, bet'ti, K. a man who troubles himself with the
women's work in a household : a slang n.ime for

a burglar's jemmy or jenny, {Betty, Bet, familiar
abbrev. of Eiizaieth.]

Betombled, be-tum'bld, adj. {Skak.) tumbled or dis-

ordered.
Betutor, be-tO'tor, v.t. to tutor or instruct
Between, bc-tw«n'. Betwixt, be-twikst', firefi. in the

middle of two, of space, time, or degree : in the
middle or intermediate space, to defend or separate

:

expressing reciprocal relation from one to another :

by the joint action of two or more persons.

—

ns.

Between'-deoks, the space between any two decks
of a ship ; Between'ity (rare), state of being be-
tween. — firefi. Between - whiles, at intervals. —
Between ourselves, m con-
fidence : Betwixt and be-
tween, in a middling posi-

tion.—To go between, to act
as a mediator. [A.S. bettui-

OHum, betivednan— be, and
twegen, ttoa, two, twain.]

Bevel, bev'el, n. a slant or in-

dilution of a surface : an in-

strument opening like a pair
of compasses, and adjustable
for measuring angles.

—

adj.
having the form of a bevel

:

slanting.— v.t. to form with
a bevel or slant :—fir.fi. bev'-
elling ; fia.fi. bev'el led ns.
Berel-gear, Be^el-wheelB Bevel-gear.
{mech.) wheels workins on
each other in different pUnes, the cogs of tl-.e wheels
being bevelled or at oblique angles to the shafts.

92

—fi.adj. Bev'elled, cut to an oblique angle, sloped
off. [Fr. biveaii, an instrument for meastu'ing
angles ; orig. unknown.]

Bever, an obsolete form of Beaver.
Beverage, bev'cr-aj, «. drink : a mixttire of cider
and water : any agreeable liquor for drinking.—«.

Be'ver, a small repast between meals : (fibs^ a time
for drinking.

—

v.i. to take such a repast. [O.
Fr. bevrage (Fr. breiivage), beivre—'L. bibere, to

drink]
Bevy, bevl, «. a brood or flock of birds, esp. of

quails : a company, esp. of ladies. [M. E. bcvey,

prob. the same as O. Fr. bevee, buvee, drink, ft.

on'iita, a draught : the transference of sense being
perh. from a drink or a drinking-bout to a drinking-
party. ]

Bewail, be-wsr, v.t. to lament : to mourn loudly over
(esp. the dead). — I'.i. to utter lamentations.

—

adjs.
Bewail'able, Bewailing. [See WaiL]

Beware, be-war', v.i. to be on one's guard : to be
suspicious of danger : to take care (with of: with
clause

—

Ust, that, not, hou>). [From the words be
and ware run together. See Wary.]

Beweep, be-wep', v.t. to weep over, to lament.

—

fi.adj. Bewept', disfigured by weeping
Beweltered, be-wel'terd, fi.adj besmeared by welter-

ing in blood. [Pfx. be-, and Welter.]
Bewet, be-wet*, v.t. (Shak.) to wet or moisten.
Bewig, bc-wig', to cover with a v'xg.— fi.adj. B«-

•wlgged'.

Bewilder, be-wil'dtr, v.t. to perplex or lead astray.—fi.adj. Bewil'dered. lost, confused in mind, track-
less.—«(//. Bewildering.— rtrf-'. Bewll'deringly.—
H. Bewil'derment, confusion, mental con'usion

:

perplexity. [Pfx. be-, and prov. Eng. wiidem, a
wilderness.]

Bewitch, be-wich', v.t. to tfTect by witchcraft (mostly
malignantly) : to fascinate or charm.

—

us Bewltch'-
ery. Bewitoh'ment.— «<)>'. Bewitch'lng, charming,
enchanting.

—

adv. BewltCh'ingly.
Bewray, be-ra', v.t. (5.) to accuse : to point out : to

betray or divulge unintentionally. [M. E. bewreien,
be-, and A. S. ivrf^an, to accuse. ]

Bey, ba, «. a Turkish governor of a town or province.

[ Turk. beg. pronounced ba, a governor.]
Beyond, be-yond', firefi. on the farther side of : farther

onward than : out of reach of : past in time : above,
superior to.—Beyond measure, excessixely ; Be-
yond seas, abroad ; The back of beyond {De
Quincey, &c.), a humorous phrase for any place a
great way off; To be beyond one, to pass his

comprehension ; To go beyond, to surp.iss : to

circumvent : (,B., S/ui/c.) to overreach. [A.S. be-

etondan—pfx. be-, and geond, across, beyond. See
Yon.]

Bezant, be-zant', or bez'ant, ». a gold coin, first

struck at Byzantium or Constantinople : (her.) a
small circle or, like a gold coin.

Bezel, bcz'l, H. the part of the setting of a precious
stone which encloses it : the oblique -ide or face of
a cut gem : the grooved flange or rim in which a
watch-gla.ss is set : the slope at the edge of a chisel
or plane (usually Bas'll). [From an O Fr. word
represented by mod. Fr. biseau; its ult. origin un-
certain.]

Bezlque, be-r«k', n. a game at cards for two, three,
or four persons, played with two to four packs, from
which cards with from two to six pips have been
removed. The name Bezique itself is applied to the
combination of the knave of diamonds and queen of
spades. [Fr. besigue, of obscure origin.]

Bezoar, be'zOr, «. a stony concretion found in the
stomachs of goats* antelopes, llamas, chamois, &c.,
formerly esteemed an antidote to all poisons.
[Through Sp. bezoar and Ar. bdzahr, from Pers.
fidd-xahr, counter-poison, zakr, poison.]

Bezonlan, be-zn'ni-an, «. (S/tak.) a beggar, a low
fellow. [It. bitpgno; Sp. bisoHo, Fr. bisogne.]
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Bezzle, bez'l, v.i. (ois.) to drink hard : to squander :

—

/r./. bezz'ling ; /a./, bezz'led. [O. Fr. besiler.

See Embezzle.]
Bbang, bang, n. the native name for the Indian

preparation of hemp which is smoked or swallowed

for its narcotic and intoxicating qualities—in Arabic

known as hashish. [See AssasSlB. Hind, bhdtig;

Pers. bang: Sans, bhangd.]

Bias, bfas, H. a bulge or greater weight on one

side of a bowl (in the game of bowling), making
it slope or turn to one side : a slant or leaning

to one side : a one-sided inclination of the mind,

prejudice : any special influence that sways the

mind.

—

v.t. to cause to turn to one side : to pre-

judice or prepossess :

—

/>a.p- bl'ased or bi'assed.—

Hs. Bi'as-draw'ing {Shak.), a turn awry ; Bi'asing,

a bias or inclination to one side. [Fr. biais, of

dubious origin ; Diez suggests L. bi/ax, bi/acem,

two-faced.]

Biaxal, b!-aks'al, aeij. having two optic axes.—Also
Biax'iaL [L. bi-, and Axial.]

Bib, bib, «. a cloth put under an infant's chin : a
similar article of dress for adults, worn over the

breast or above the apron.

—

v.t. and v.i. to drink,

to tipple.

—

adj. Biba'cious.

—

ns. Biba'tion, tippling

;

Bibber, a tippler: chiefly used in composition as

{B.) wine-bibber. [M. E. bibben, most prob. from
L. bib-ere, to drink.]

Bib, bib, «. a fish of the same genus as the cod and
haddock, also called the Pout.

Bibble-babble, bib'bl-bab'bl, ». (Shak.) idle talk.

[Reduplication of Babble.]
Bible, bi'bl, «. the sacred writings of the Christian

Church, consisting of the Old and New Testaments.
—adj. Bib'lical, of or relating to the Bible : scrip-

tural.— rt^^z/. Biblically.— «f. Bib'licism, biblical

doctrine, learning, or literature ; Bib'Ucist, Bibllst,

one versed in biblical learning : one who makes
Scripture the sole rule of faith. [Fr.—Low L.

biblia, fem. sing., sarlier neut. pi., from Gr. ta

iiblia, lit. ' the books,' esp. the canonical books
of Scripture, biblion, a book, dim. oi bibUs, papyrus,
caper.]

Bibliography, bib-li-og'raf-i, «. the description or

knowledge of books, in regard to their authors,

subjects, editions, and historj'.

—

n. BibliOg'rapher,
one versed in bibliography or the history of books.

—

€tdj. BibliOgrapb'iC. [Gr. bibiion, a book, graphia,
description.]

Bibliolatry, bib-li-ol'at-ri, n. superstitious reverence

for the Bible.—«j. Bibliol'atrist, Bibliol'ater, one
given to bibliolatry. [Gr. biblion, a book, latreia,

worship.]
Bibliology, bib-li-ol'6-ji, «. an account of books

:

biblical literature, or theology. [Gr. biblion, a book,
logos, discourse.]

BibUoiaailCy, bib'li-O-man-si, n. divination by select-

ing passages of the Bible at hazard, and drawing
from them indications concerning future events.

IGr. biblion, a book, tnanteia, divination.]

Bibliomania, bib-li-o-man'i-a, «. a mania for possess-

ing rare and curious books.—«. Biblioman'iac, one
who has a mania for possessing rare and curious
books.— a<^'. Bibliomani'acal. [Gr. biblion, a
book, and Mania.]

Bibliophile, bib'ii-o-fll, «. a lover of books, esp. a
collector of rare books. [Fr.—Gr. biblion, a book,
philos, friend.]

Bibliopole, bib'li-o-pOl, «. a bookseller.—Also Bibli-
op'olist. [Gr. biblion, a book, poleein, to sell.]

Bibulous, bib'u-lus, adj. drinking or sucking in

:

spongy. [L. bibulus—bib-ere, to drink.]

Bicameral, bl-kam'er-al, adj. having two chambers.
[L. bi-, twice, and camera, chamber.]

Bicarbonate, bl-kar'bon-at, ». a carbonate or salt

having two equivalents of carbonic acid to one
equivalent of base. [L. bi-, twice, and Carbonate.]

Bice, bis, ». a pale blue or green paint. [Fr. bis.\

Bicentenary, bi-sen'te-na-ri, Bicentennial, bi-sen-
ten'ni-al, adj. pertaining to the two hundredth.

—

n.
the two hundredth anniversary.

Bicephalous, bl-sef'al-us, oiij. double-headed. [L.
bis. twice, and Gr. kefifiale, head.]

Biceps, bi'seps, «. the muscle in front of the arm
between the shoulder and elbow. [L. biceps, two-
headed

—

bis, twice, and caput, head.]
Bichromate, bi-krO'mat, a<lj. having two parts of
chromic acid to one of other ingredients. [L. bis,

twice, and Chromate.]
Bicipital, bl-sip'it-al, at/j. (anat.) having two heads

or origins.—Earlier form Bicip'itous.
Bicker, bik'er, v.i. to contend in a petty way : to

quiver : to move quickly and tremulously, as running
water.—«. a fight, a quarrel : a clattering noise : a
short run.— n. Bick'erment (Spens.), bickering,
strife. [Ace. to Skeat, bicker = pick-er, or peck-er,
X.O peck repeatedly with the beak.^

Bicker, bik'er, n. a bowl for holding liquor, esp. of
wood : a vessel made of wooden staves for holding
porridge. [Scot, form of Beaker.]

Biconcave, bi-kon'kSv, adj concave on both sides.

[L. bi-, twice, and Concave.]
Biconvex, bl-kon'veks, adj. convex on both sides.

[L. bi-, twice, and Convex.]
Bicorporate, bl-kor'por-at, adj. (jier.) double-bodied,

as the head of a lion to which two bodies are
attached. [L. bis, twice, and Corporate.]

Bicuspid, bl-kus'pid, adj. having two cusps : a pre-
molar tooth. [L. bi; twice, and Cusp.]

Bicycle, bl'si-kl, w. a cycle or velocipede with two
wheels furnished with rubber tires, arranged one
before the other, impelled by pedals, and steered by
transverse handles afiixed to the front wheel—also
Bike {colloq.X—n. Bicyclist. [Formed from L. bi-,

bis, twice, and Gr. kykios, a circle.]

Bid, bid, v.t. to offer : to propose : to proclaim, as the
banns of marriage : to invite : to command : to make
an oflTer, and to increase the amount offered for a
thing—at an auction :

—

fir.p. bid'ding ; pa.t. bid or
bade ; pa.p. bid, bid'den.

—

n. an offer of a price.

—

ns. Bid'der, one who bids or offers a price ; Bid'ding,
offer : invitation : command ; Bid'ding-pray'er, a
form of prayer directed to be used before all sermons,
lectures, and homilies preached apart from the daily
service or holy communion^as university sermons,
so called because in it the preacher is directed to bid
or exhort the people to pray for certain specified
objects.—To bid fair, to seem likely. [A.S. biodati

:

Goth, biudan, Ger. bieten, to offer.]

Bid, bid, v.t. to ask for: (nearly ^.J^.) to pray. [A.S.
biddan ; Goth, bidjan; Ger. bitten; the connection
with Bid, to command, is dub. See Bead.]

Bide, bid, v.i. and v.i. same as Abide, to wait for.

—

n,

Bid'ing (Shak.), residence, habitation. [A.S. bidan;
Goth. beidan.\

Bidentate, bl-dent'at, adj. having two teeth.—Also
Bident'aL [L. bi-, twice, dens, dentis, a tooth.]

Bield, held, «. (lyordszvorth) shelter: protection.
[Scot. ; conn, with Bold.]

Biennial, bl-en'yal, adj. lasting two years : happening
once in two years.

—

n. a plant that lasts two years.—adv. Bienn'lally. [L. biennalis—bi-, twice, and
annus, a year.]

Bier, ber, «. a carriage or frame of wood for bearing
the dead to the grave. [A.S. bdr ; Ger. bahre, L.
fer-etmm. From root of verb Bear.]

Biestings. Same as Beestings.
Bifacial, bl-fa'shyal, adj. having two like faces or oppo-

site surfaces. [L. bi-, twice, and FaciaL]
Biffins, bif'inz, «. apples slowly dried in bakers' ovens
and flattened into cakes—prepared in great quanti-

ties in Norfolk. [Said to be properly beejins, because
like raw beef.]

Bifidate, bif'id-at, a^'. (hot.) cleft in two.—Also Bif 'id.

[L. bijidus— bi-, bis, twice, aad /indere, pert ^di,
to cleave or split.]
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Biflorate, bl-flO'rat. aJj. bearing two flowers. [L. ii-,

twice, si\AJios, Juris, a flower.]

Blfold, brfold, adj. twofold : (Skak.) of two kinds.

( L. bi-, twice, and Fold. |

Bifoliate, bl-fO'li-at, <uij. having two leaves. [L. bi-,

twice, and Follata.]

Blform, brfonn, cuij. having two forms. [L. bi-, twice,

and Form.)
Blforoata. bi-furkat, Blfureated, bi-fur'kat.ed, adj.

two-forked : having; two prongs or branches.—//.

Blfart^'tlon, a forking or division into two branches.

[L. bi/urcus—bi-, bis, lvi\c<t, /urea, a lork.]

Big, big, adj. large or great : pregnant : great in air,

mien, or spirit : loud : pompous, esp. ' to talk big,"

'look hig.—adjs. Blg-bell'ied, having a big belly:

pregnant (jf/V/i) ; Big^lsh. rather big.-«. Blg'neSS,

bulk, size. (M. E. oit^; origin very obscure — Skeat
suggest-i that it is bi/g, the / being dropped, and com-
p.ires Ice. bel^a, to puff out.]

Big, big. v.t. (Scot.) to build, to pile up.—«, Blg'gln,
anything built, a house. [Scand. byggja : A.S.
bUiaH.\

Bigamy, Ing'ani-i, n, the crim* of having two wives or
two husbands at once.—n. BlK'amlSt, one who has
committed bigamy. [Fr.—L. bi-, bis, twice, and Gr.
gamos, marriage.]

Bigg, big, H. a kind of barley. [Scand. ; Ice. bygg,
Dan. byg.\

Biggin, big'in, u. a child's cap or hood. [Fr. bfguin,
from the cap worn by the Begiiines, a religious
society of women in France.]

Bight, bit, n. a bend of the shore, or small bay : a
bend or coil ofa rope. [A.S. byht : cf. Dan. and Sw.
bugt, Dut. bocht ; from bigan, to bow.]

Blgnonia, big-nO'ni-a, ». a genus of tropica] plants
with trumpet-shaped flowers, named from the Abb^
Bignon, Louis XIV. 's librarian.

Bigot, bigfot, H. one blindly and obstinately devoted
to a particular creed or p.->rty.

—

adj. Big'Oted, having
the qualities of .t bigot.—«. Blg'Otry, blind or exces-
sive leal, esp. in religious matters. (O. Fr. ; of dub.
origin ; variously conn, with Visieotk, thejr being
Arians, while the Franks were orthodox : with Sp.
birott, a moustache ; with Beguine (q.v.); and by
Wace with a worthless legend that the Norman Rollo,
in relusing to kiss the Toot of Charles the Simple,
said, ' Ne se, bi got."\

Bijou, be-zhOO', «. a trinket : aJewel : a little box :

—

//. Bijoux (Ije-zhOo).—K. BliOU'try, jewellery:
small articles of virtu. [Fr.J

Bike, bile, H. a nest of wasps, wild bees, &c : a swarm
of iieople. [Scot. ; ety. dub.]

Bike. See Bicycle.
Bilabiate, bl-la'bi-St, adj. having two lips, as some

corolUis. (L. bi-, twice, and Labiate.]
Bllander. bi'land-tr, «. a two-masted hoy, having her

piainsail l>eMt lo the whole length of her yard, hang-
ing fore and aft, and inclined to the horizontal at an
angle of about 45'.—Also Byiander. [Dut. bij-
lander. ]

Bilateral, bT-lat'£r-al, adj. having two sides.

—

adv.
Bilaterally. [L. bi-, twice, and LateraL]

Bilberry, bil'ber-i, «. called also Whotileterry, a
shrub and its berries, which are dark blue. (Cf.
Din. bolUbar; Scot, blaeberry; Ger. biaitbeere.]

Bilbo, bil'bA, M. a rapier or sword -—fi. ^boes (bil'-

bOi), fetters. (From Bilbao, in Spain.]
Bile, bil, M. a thick bitter fluid secrei-d by the liver

—

yellow in man and carnivorous animals, green in

vegetable feeders : (^g.) ill-humour.—«. Blle'-duot,
the duct which conveys the bile from the liver
and the g.-dl- bladder to the small intestine.— a<2'/>.

Bil'iary, belonging to or conveying bile ; Bil'loilS,
pertaining 10 or aifected by bile.—Wf. Bil'lOUSlv.
[Fr.— L. AiVij.]

Bilge, hilj, H. the bulging part of a ca.sk : the brondest
part o( a ship's bottom.

—

f.i. to spring a leak by a
fracture in the bilge, as a ship.—mj. Bilge'-pump ;

BilL
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Bilge'-wafer.

—

adj. Bllg'y, having the appearance
and disagreeable smell of bilge-water. [Most prob.

conn, with Bulge.]
Bilbarzla, bil'har-zi-a, ». a human parasitic flat worm

in the fluke or Trematode order, with differenti.-ited

sexes. [From the helmiuthologist, Theodor Bil-

harz.]
Blling^l, bl-ling'w.d, adj. of or containing two

toue^ues or languages.—Also Bilin'guar. (L. bi-

lingiiis—bi-, twice, lingua, tongue.]
Blliteral, bl-lit'ir-al, adj. consisting of two letters.

|L. bi-, twice, and Ultra, a letter.]

Bilk, bilk, v.t. to elude : to cheat. [Perh. a dim. of
Balk ; at first a term in cribb.ige.]

Bill, bil, «. a kind of concave battle-axe with a long
wooden handle : a kind of hatchet with a long blade
and wooden handle in the same
line witii it, often with a hooked
point, used in cutting thorn

hedges or in pruning.

—

tis. Bill'-

book, a bill or hatchet having a
hooked or curved point : Bul'-

man, a soldier armed with a bill.

[A.S. bil; Ger. bitle.]

Bill, bil, «. the beak of a bird, or

anything like it, applied even to

a sharp promontory, as Portland

Bill : the point of the fluke of

an anchor—hence Bill'-board,

«., used to protect the planking
from being injured by the bill

when the anchor is weighed.

—

v.i. to join bills as doves : to

caress fondly. — adj. Billed.

(A.S. bile, most prob. the same
word as the preceding.]

Bill, bil, «. an account of money :

a draft of a proposed law : a
written engagement to pay a sum of money at
a fixed date : a placard or advertisement : any
written statement of particulars : in the criminal
law of England, the formal name of a written ac-

cusation of serious crime preferred before a grand-
jury.—«. Bill'-book, a book used in commerce in

which an entry is made of all bills accepted and
received.

—

n.pl. Bill'-brok'ers, persons who, being
skilled in the money-market, the state of mercantile
and personal credit, and the rates of exchange, en-
g:ige, either on their own account or that of their em-
ployers, in the purchase and sale of foreign and inland
bills of exchange and promissory notes: the business
ofBill'-dlSCOUnt'erS, or discount-brokers, again, con-
sists in discounting or advancing the amount of
bills of exchange and notes which have some time to

run before they come due, on the faith of the credit

ofthep.irties to the bill.—«. Blll'-cham'ber, a depart-
ment of the Court of Session in Scotland which deals
with summary business— so called because formerly
both summonses and diligence or execution were for

the most part commenced by a writ called a bill

;

Bill'-StiCK'er, one who sticks or posts up bills or
placards.— Bill of adventure, a writing by a mer-
chant stating that goods shipped by him, and in

his name, are the property of another, whose adven-
ture or chance the transaction is—the shipping mer-
chant, on the other hand, undertaking to account to
the adventurer for the produce ; BiUof complaint,
the name given in the English Court of Chancer>-,
prior to the Judicature Act of 1873, to the formal
statement of the facts and prayer for reliefsubmitted
by a pbintiR' to the court ; Bill of costs, an account
stating in detail the charges and disbursements of
an attorney or solicitor in the conduct of his client's
business ; Bill of exceptions, a statement of ob-
jections, by way of appeal, against the decision of a
judge who is trying a c.ise with a jury in the Court
of Session ; Bill of exchange, a document purport-
ing to be an instrument of pectiniary obligation for
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value received, and which is employed for the pur-

pose of settling a debt in a manner convenient to the

parties concerned ; Bill Of fare, in a hotel, the list

of dishes or articles of food ; Bill Of health, an

official certificate of the stale of health on board

ship before sailing ; Bill of lading, a p iper signed

by the master of a ship, by which he makes himself

responsible for the safe delivery of the goods speci-

fied therein ; Bill Of mortality, an official account

of the births and deaths occurring in a certain

district within a given time; Bill of sale, in English

law, a formal deed assigning personal property, the

usual mode of transferrmg ships, and valuable as

mercantile securities over stock-in-trade, furniture,

&c. ; Bill of Sight, an entry of imported goods of

which the merchant does not know tlie quantity or

the quality ; Bill of Store, a license from the custom^
authorities to reimport British goods formerly ex-

ported : Bill of victualling, a list of necessary

stores shipped from the bonded warehouse, or for

drawback on board vessels proceeding on oversea

voyages. [Through Low L. biila, from L. bulla,

anythmg round, a knob, a seal appended to a
charter, hence a document bearing a seal, &c. See
Bull, an edict.]

Billet, bil'et, «. a little note or paper: a ticket as-

signing: quarters to soldiers.

—

v.t. to quarter or lodge,

as soldiers. [Fr. ; dim. of Bill.]

Billet, bil'et, n. a small log of wood used as fuel :

{arckit.) an ornament in Norman architecture re-

sembling hilletsof wood.
— «. Bill'et - head, a
billet or round piece of
wood fixed in the bow
or stern of a whale-boat,
round which the har-

poon-line is turned when
the whale is struck.

[Fr. bitUtte—bilU, the
young stock of a tree, prob. of Celt, orig., perh.
allied to Bole, the trunk of a tree.]

Billet-doux, bil-e-doo', «. a sweet note ; a love-letter.

[Fr. billet, a letter, doux, sweet.]
Billiards, bil'yardz, n. a game played with a cue or
mace and balls on a table having pockets at thj

sides and corners.

—

adj. Bill'iard.—«. Bill'iard-

mark'er, a person who marks the points made by
the playeri. [Fr. billard—bilU, a ball.]

Billingsgate, bilingz-gat, «. loul and abusive lan-

guage like that once familiar to the ear at Billings-
gate (the great fish-market of London).

Billion, bil'yun, n. a million or thousand thousand of
millions (1,000,000,000,000); or, according to the
French method of numeration, one thousand millions

(1,000,000,000). [L. bi-, twice, and Million.]
Billon, bil'on, «. base metal : esp. an alloy of silver

with copper, tin, or the like. [Fr., from same root
as Billet.]

Billow, bil'o, n. a great wave of the sea swelled by
the wind: {poet.) a wave, the sea.

—

v.i. to roll in

large waves.

—

adjs. Bill'owed, BiU'owy, [Scand. ;

Ice. byls^ja ; Sw. bolja, Dan, boige, a wave. See
Bilge, Bulge.]

Billy, Billie, bil'i, «. a comrade, a companion-in-arms :

an .Vustraliaii busiiman's boiling-pan or lea-pot :

—

//. Billies.—«. BiU'ygoat, a he-goat. [Prob. from
iV.V, a familial- abbrev. of William.]

Billyboy, bil'i-boi, «. a bluff-bowed one-masted trad-

iiU-vessel. [Prob. conn, witli Bilander.]
Billycock, bil'i-koli, It. a man's iow-crowned felt hat.
[From bully-cocked, i.e. cocked like the bullies.]

Bllohed. bflabd, Bllobular, bl lob'u-!ar, adj. having
two lobes. [L. bi-, twice, and lobe, aLobulO.]

Bilocation, bl-lok-a'shun, «. the power of being in

two places at the same time. [Coined from bi-,

twice, and Location.]
Bilocular, bi-lok'u-lar, adj. divided into two cells.

[L. bi-, twice, and L. locultts, dim. oi locus, place.]

Bimana, blm'an-a, or bim'an-a, ». a term used by
Blumcnbach, Cuvier, and others to describe the
human species in contrast to other mammals. It is

now rarely used, men and monkeys being now zoo-

logically united in the old Linnaean order— Primates.
—adj. Bi'manous.

Bimensal, bl-mens'al, adj. happening once in two
months : bi-monthly.

—

adj. JBimes'trial, of two
months' duration. [L. bi-, and meiisis, a month.]

Bimetallism, bl-met'al-izm, It. the name given to a
monetary system in which gold and silver are on
precisely the same footing as regards mintage and
legal tender.—a^'. Bimetal'liC, adapted to that

standard.

—

h. and a,ij. Bimetallist. [A recent
coinage, from Gr. bi-, double, and Metal]

Bin, bin, «. a place for storing corn, wine. [A.S. binn,

a manger, ]

Bin, bin, iS/tak.) used for Be and Been.
Binary, bi'nar-i, adj. composed of two : twofold.

—

adj. Bi'nate, growing in pairs : double.-Blnaiy
scale (iitat/t.), the scale of notation whose ratio is

2 instead of the ordinary denary scale ; Binary
theory (chem.\ that which assumes all salts to

contain merely two substances, which either are

both simple, or of which one is simple and the other

a compound playing the part of a simple body. [L.

binarius—biui, two by two

—

bis, twice.]

Bind, bind, v.t. to tie or fasten together with a band
(with to, upon) : to encircle round (with about, with) :

to sew a border on : to tie up or bandage a limb, or

the like : to fasten together (the leaves of a book)
and put a cover on : to lay under obligation to

answer a charge : to oblige by oath or promise to or

from an action : to restrain, to make fast any one

—

also of disease, a magic spell, a passion, &c. : to

hold or cement firmly : to render hard.—Z'./. to

produce constipation :—pa.t. and pa.p. bound.—«.
a stalk of hops, so called from its twining or binding

itself round a pole or tree : the indurated clay of
coal-mines : (iitiis.) the tie for grouping notes to-

gether.

—

ns. Bind'er, one who binds, as books or

sheaves : an attachment to a reaping-machine for

tying the bundles of gram cut and thrown off,

a reaping-machine provided with such ; Bind'ery
( i/.5'.), a bookbinder's establishment.—«;(>. Bind'ing,

restraining: obligatory.— ?/. the act of binding : any-
thing that binds: the covering of a book.— us.

Bind'weed, the convolvulus, a genus of plants, .so

called from their twining or binding ; Bine, the

slender stem of a climbing plant.—I dare or Will

be bound, I undertake responsibility for the state-

ment. [A.S. btndait: cog. with Ger. binden, Saas.

bandit.^

Binervate, bt-nerv'at, adj. {pot.) applied to leaves

that have two ribs or nerves : {eitiovi.) having the

wings supported by two nerves. [L. bi-, bis, twice,

and Nerve.]
Bing, bing, «. a heap or pile, often applied like Bin.

[Scand.]
Bingo, bins'3, «. a familiar name for brandy. [Prob.

B, and Stingo.]
Bink, bingk, «. a Scotch form of Bench.
Binnacle, bin'a-kl, «. {naut.) the box in which on

.hipboard the compass is kept. [ Formerly bittacle—
Port, bitdcola— L. Itabitaculum, a dwelling-place

—

habit-are, to dwell.]

Binocle, bin'o-kl, «. a telescope through which an
object can be viewed with both eyes at the same
time.— »?>'. Binocular, having two eyes : suitable

for two eyes.—rtrfi/. Binoc'ularly. [L. bini, two by
two, oculus, ah eye.]

Binomial, bl-nSm'i-al, adj. and «. {alg.) a quantity

consisting of two terms or parts, as rt-i-i.—Binomial
theorem, a series of analytical formulse by which
any power of a binomial can be expressed and
developed. [L. bi-, bis, twice, and nomen, a name,

a term.]
Binturong, bin'tQ-rong, «. the native name for an
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Indian prehensile • tailed carnivore, akin to the

civet.

BlO-, bT'O, a prefix from Gr. iios, life, used in many
scientific words to express having organic life.

—

tuij. BioblbllOgraph'lcal, dealing with the life and
writings of any one.

—

n. Bi'oblast, a formative cell,

a minute mass of biotjlasm or protoplasm about to

become a definite cell.

—

ai/j. Biod3rnain'loal.

—

ns.

Biodsmam'iOS, that part of biology which deals

with vital force : Biogenesis (-jen'e-sis), the process

of natural generation of life from life, as opposed to

spontaneous generation, or abiogenesis.

—

at(/. Bio-

genetic—«j Blog'enlst; Blog'eny; Biomag'net-
im, animal magnetism ; Biom'etiy, the measure-

ment or c.ilculation of the probable duration of life ;

Bi'oplasm, the germinal matter of all living beings.

BlOg^aph, bl'o-graf, «. a name sometimes applied to

a form of the zoetrope contrived so as to exhibit
the successive movements of a living body, thus
simulating life. [Gr. h'os, life, graphein, to write,
describe.)

Biography, bl-og^^f-i, «. a written account or history
of the life of an individual : the art of writing such
accounts.

—

n. Blog'rapher, one who writes biog-
raphy.—a^x. Biograph'lo, -al.—d./t/. Biograph'-
loally. [Gr. bios, life, graphein, to write.)

Biology, bl-ol'oj-i, n. the science that treats of life

or of organised beings, which seeks to classify and
generalise the multitude of phenomena presented by
and peculiar to the living world, -adj. Blolog'icaL— ndr. BlolOg'loally. — «. BlolO'glSt, one who
studies biology. [Gr. bios, life, logos, a discourse.)

BlOtazy, bl'O-tak-si, n. classification according to the
sum of the morphological character. [Gr. bios, life,

and Tazls.)
Blotio, bl-ot'ik, adj. pertaining to life. [Gr. bios, life.]

Blparous, bip'ar-us, aiij. bearing two at a birth. [L.
lis, twice par-ire, to bring forth.)

Bipartite, bi'part-It, or bi-part'It, adj. divided into
two like parts.—«. Blpartl'tlon, the act of dividing
into two corresponding parts. [L. bi-, bis, twice,
pnrtitusj divided—part-Ire, to divide.]

Biped, b1 ped, «. an animal with two feet.—adjs.
Biped, Bi'pedal, having two feet [L. bipes—bi-,
bis, iw ice, ped-em, foot.)

Blponnato, bi-pen'5t, Bipennated, bi-pen'at-ed, adj.
h.ivlng two wmgs. [L. bi; and Pennate.]

Bipenn^s, bl-pen'nis, «. an axe with two blades, one on
each side of the handle, usually seen depicted in the
h.indsof the Amazons. [L.—bis, twice, penna, wing.]

Bipetalous, bT-pet'al-us, adj. having two petals or
flower- leaves. [I., bi-, twice, and Petal.]

Blpinnate, bl-pin'nSt, adj. doubly pinnate. [L. bi-
twice, and Pinnate.]

Biquadratic. M-kwod-rat'ik, n. a quantity twice
squared, or raised to the fourth power. —Biquad-
ratic equation, an eguation with one unknown
quaniity raised to the fourth power; Biquadratic
root, the square root of the square root of a number.
[L. bi-. twice, and guadratus, squared.)

BlqulntUe, bl-kwin-til, «. (astron.) the aspect of
planets when they are twice the fifth part (144
decrees) of a great circle from each other. [L. bi-
twice, quintus, the fifth.]

BirtJh, birch, n. a hardy forest-tree, with smooth,
white bark and very durable wood : a rod for
ptintshment, consisting of a birch twig or twigs.—
adjs. Birch, Blrch'en, made of birch. [A.S. berc
*'''«

; Ice. bjSrk, Sans. MflryVi]
Bird, b«rd, H. a general name for feathered animals.—

f.». to catch or snare birds.—«f. Bird'-bolt (,Shak.\
a short thick bolt or arrow with a blunted point,
used for killing birds without piercing them ; Blrd'-
oage, a cage or box made of wire and wood for
holding birds; Bird'-caU, an instrument used by
fowlers to call or allure birds to them, by imitating
their notes

; Blrrt'-catch'er, one who catches birds :

a fowler; Blrd'.catch'lng, the art or practice of

catching birds : Blrd'-oher'ry, a bush bearing an
astringent wild-fruit in drupes.

—

adj. Bird'-eyed,

having eyes quick of sight, like those of a bird :

quick-sighted.

—

ns. Blrd'-fan'cler, one who has a
fancy for rearing birds : one who keeps birds for

sale; Bird'Ing (.iVfrt-t. ), catching birds by means of
hawks trained for the purpose ; Blrd'lng-piece, a
fowling-piece ; Bird'-llme, a sticky substance used
for catching birds ; Blrd'-Of-Par'adise, a kind of
Eastern bird with splendid plumage ; Bird'S'-eye, a
kind of tobacco ; Bird's'-nest, the nest in which a
bird lays her eggs and hatches her young ; Bird'-
spi'der, a species of large spiders which prey on
small birds, found in Brazil.—rt(^'. Blrd'-Wlt'ted,
flighty : incapable of sustained attention.—Blrd'S-
eye view, a general view from above, as if by a
bird on the wing, a representation of such, a general
view or resumd of a subject ; Bird's-foot trefoil,

the popular name of several leguminous plants,

having clusters of cylindrical pods resembling a
bird's foot.—A little bird told me, 1 heard in a
way I will not reveal. [A.S. brid, the young of a
bird, a bird : either from

ywwti^^^Mi^mgsjJhSrfigg^Mwy^

M

root of Breed (bredan, to

breed) or of Birth {beran,

to bear).]

Bireme, bl'rem, «. an an-
cient vessel with two rows
of oars. [Fr.—L. biretnis—bi; twice, and remus,
an oar.]

Biretta, bir-et'a, ». a square
cap worn by clergy—by
priests, black ; bishops,
purple ; cardinals, red.
[It. berreita—Low L. bir-

retum, a cap.]
Birk, berk, n. Scotch and

prov. Eng. for Birch.—
adj. Birk'en (Scot.),

birchen.

Birkle, birk'i, n. a strutting
or swaggering fellow : a fellow generally. — adj.
active. [Scot. A dubious connection with Scand.
berkja, to bark, boast, has been suggested.]

Birl, birl, v.t. to spin anything round : to throw down
a coin as one's share in a joint contribution.- i/.j. to
whirl round. [Scot., an onomatopoeic word.]

Birle, birl, v.t. and v.i. (Scot.) to ply with drink : to

carouse.-Kx. Birl'er (Cumberland) ; Blrl'lng, the
act of drawing liquor. [A.S. byrelian, byrele, a
cup-bearer, beran, to bear.]

Birlinn, bir'lin, n. a chief's barge in the Western
Isles. [Gael.]

Blrmlnghamlse, bir'ming-ham-Iz, v.t. to make up
artificially. [See Briunmagem..

]

Birostrate, bt-ros'trat, adj. having a double beak.
[L. bi; twice, and rostratus, beaked

—

rostrum, a
beak.)

Birr, bir, n. impetus : a violent push : stress in pro-
nunciation : any sharp whirring sound. [Scot. ;

Ice. byrr, a favouring wind.]
Blrse, birs, «. bristle.—wy. Blrs'y.—To lick the

birse, to draw a hog's bristle through the mouth-
part of the ceremony of citizenship in Selkirk ; TO
set up one's blrse, to rouse the wrath of, from the
habit of animals bristling up when enraged. [Scot.

;

A.S. hyrxt.^

Birsle, birs'l, v.t. to scorch, to toast. [Scot.]

J[''^^*"*'' "• * *'^'P'^ station at anchor. [Same as
Berth.)

Birth, birth, «. the act of bearing or bringing forth :

lifSS''"''"^
''°''"

• '''S"''y of family : origin.—».
Birthday, the day on which one is born, or the
anniversary of that d:iy.—adj. relating to the day of
ones birth.-«j. Birth'day-book, a bool: in diary
form, in which the birthdays of one's friends are
entered in their autographs ; Birtb'dom (Shak,\
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birthright : Blrth'-mark, a peculiar mark on one's

body at birth ; BirUl'nlgllt, the night on which one
is born, or the anniversary of that night ; Birth'-
place, the place of one's birth ; Birth'rlght, the

right or privilege to which one is entitled by birth :

native rights. — adj. Birth' - Strang'led iJShak.),

strangled in birth. — n. Birth.'-WOrt, a genus of
perennial plants, formerly used medicinally in cases

of difficult parturition. [M. E. bir^e, prob. Scand. ;

cf. Goth, ga-baur^s, Ger. ge-burt.\

Bis, bis, adv. twice : (mus.) a direction that a passage
is to be repeated lL.].—n. Biseg'ment, a segment
ofaHne or figure cut into two equal parts.— adj's.

Biser'rate (bai.), doubly serrate ; Bisez'ual, of both

sexes : (bat.) applied to flowers which contain both
stamens and pistils within the same envelope.

BiSCayan, bis'ka-an, adj. and n. of or pertaining to

the Basque province of Biscay in Spain, or its people :

Basque generally : a long heavy musket, or the

bullet fired by such.

Biscuit, bis'kit, n. hard dry bread in small cakes : a
kind of unglazed earthenware. [O. Fr. bescoii (mod.
biscuit)—L. bis, twice, coquere, coctunt, to cook or
bake.]

Bise, bez, n. a cold north or north-east wind prevalent

at certain seasons in Switzerland and neighbouring
parts of France and Italy. [Fr.]

Bisect, bl-sekt', v.t. to cut into two equal parts n.

Bisec'tion. [L. bi, twice, and secdre, sectum, to

cut.]

Biserial, bl-se'ri-al, adj. arranged in two series or
rows. [L. bi; and Series.]

Bishop, bish'op, ». in theWestem and Eastern Churches,
and in the Anglican communion, a clergyman con-
secrated for the spiritual direction of a diocese, under
an archbishop, and over the priests or presbyters and
deacons : a spiritual overseer in the early Christian
Church, whether of a local church or of a number
of churches—the terms bishop [Gr. episcopos] and
presbyter [Gr. presbyteros\ are used interchangeably
in the New Testament for the officers wlio direct

the discipline and administer the affairs of a single

congregation— the differentiation in function and
dignity is, however, well marked by the end of the

2d century : one of the pieces or men in chess, from
the upper part being carved into the shape of a
bishop's mitre (formerly the archer) : a wholesome
hot drink compounded of red wine (claret. Burgundy,
&c.) poured warm or cold upon ripe bitter oranges,
sugared and spiced to taste.— v.t. (jocularly) to

play the bishop, to confirm : to supply with bishops :

to let milk or the like burn while cooking.— ns.

Bish'opess, a she-bishop, a bishop's wife ; Bish'opric,
the office and jurisdiction of a bishop : a diocese

—

also Bish'opdom.—Bishop in partibos (see Parti-
bus). [A.S. biscop—L. episcopus—Gr. episcopas, an
overseer

—

epi, upon, skop-ein, to view.]
Bisk. See Bisque (i).

Bismar, bis'mar, n. a kind of steelyard still used in
Orkney. [Dan. bismer.]

BismiHah, bis-mil'a, interj'. in the name of Allah or
God—a common Mohammedan exclamation. [Ar.]

Bismuth, biz'muth, a. a brittle metal of a reddish-
white colour used in the arts and in medicine. [Ger.
bismuth, wissmuih : origin unknown.]

Bison, bl'son, or bis'on, n. a large wild animal like the
bull, found in Lithuania, the Caucasus, &c, with
sh3gg>' hair and a fatty hump on its shoulders.

—

The American 'buffalo' is also a bison. [From L.
pi. bisontes, prob. of Teut. origin ; cf. Old liigh Ger.
tuisunt, A. S. wesend.]

Bisque, bisk, ». a rich soup made of meat or fish

slowly stewed and seasoned, crayfish soup.—Also
Bisk. [Fr.]

BiSt^ue, bisk, n. pottery that has undergone the first

firmg before bemg glazed. [See BiscUit.]
Bisque, bisk, «. a term at tennis for the odds given by
one player to another, in allowing him to score one
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point once during the set—a means of equalising a
strong and a weak player. [Fr.]

Bissextile, bis-sext'il, n. leap-year.

—

adj'. containing
the Bissext (L. bissextus), or extra day which the
Julian calendar inserts in leap-year—the sixth before
the kalends of March, 24th February. [L. bis,

twice, and sextus, sixth.]

Bisson, bis'son, adj. (Shak.) blind, blinding. [A.S.
bisene, blind.]

Bistort, bis'tort, «. a perennial plant with astrin-
gent properties (Polygonum bistorta), so named
from its twisted roots, called also Snakeweed and
Adder's Wort. [Fr.—L. bistorta; bis, twice, torta,
twisted.]

Bistoury, bis'tnor-i, «. a narrow surgical knife for
making incisions, having a straight, convex, or
concave edge. [F'r.]

Bistre, Bister, bis'ter, «. a pigment of a warm brown
colour m.ide from the soot of wood, esp. beechwood.—adj BiS'tred. [Fr. bistre; origin unknown.]

Bisulcate, bl-sul'kat, adj. (zool.) cloven-footed. '[L.
bi; twice, sulcus, a furrow.]

BiSUlphate, bl-sul'fat, n. a salt of sulphuric acid, in
which one-half of the hydrogen of the acid is re-

placed by a metal. [L. bi; twice, and Sulphate.]
Bit, bit, «. a bite, a morsel : a small piece : the

smallest degree : a small tool for boring (see Brace) :

the part of the bridle which the horse holds in his
mouth (see Bridle)—hence. To take the bit in liis

teeth, to be beyond restraint.

—

v.t. to put the bit in

the mouth ; to curb or restrain : — pr.p. bit'ting ;

pa.p. bit'ted.—Bit by bit, piecemeal, gradually.
[From Bite.]

Bitch, bich, n. the female of the dog, wolf, and fox.
[A.S. bicce; Ice. bikkja.^

Bite, bit, v.t. to seize or tear with the teeth : to sting
or pain : to wound by reproach : to deceive, or take
in—now only passive:

—

pa.t. bit; pa.p. bit or
bit'ten.— «. a grasp by the teeth : a nibble at the
bait by a fish : something bitten off : a mouthful.

—

v.t. Bite' -in, to eat out the lines of an etching with
acid: to repress.— //. Bit'er, one who bites: a fish

apt to take the bait : a cheat.

—

n. and adj. Bit'ing.
—To bite the dust, to fall, to die ; To bite the
thumb, to express defiance by putting the thumb-
nail into the mouth and knocking it against the
teeth. [A.S. bftan; Goth, bcitan, Ice. bita, Ger.
beissen.\

Bitt, bit, v.t. (naut.) to fasten round the Bitts
(q.v.).

Bittacle. Same as Binnacle.
Bitter, bit'er, adj. biting or acrid to the taste : sharp

:

painful.

—

n. any substance having a bitter taste.

—

adj. Bitt'erish.— ^/i'. Bitt'erly.—«. Bitt'emess.—
n.pl. Bitt'ers, a liquid prepared from bitter herbs 01

roots, and used as a stomachic—«. Bitt'er-SWeet,
the Woody Nightshade, a slender, climbing hedge-
plant, having red poisonous berries, said to be named
from its root, when chewed, having first a bitter,

then a sweet taste : (Shak.) an apple that has a com-
pound taste of sweet and bitter : a mixture of sweet
and bitter. [A. S. bftan, to bite.]

Bitter (5>f«j ), used for Bittern.
Bittern, bit'ern, n. a bird of the heron family, said to

have been named from the resemblance of its voice
to the lowing of a bulL [M. E. bittour—Fr.—Low
L. butorius(bos, taurus).']

Bittern, bit'ern, «. an oily liquid remaining in salt-

works after the crystallisation of the salt, and used
in the manufacture of Epsom salts.

Bitter, Bittour, bit'tur, «. (Dryden) the bird Bit-

tern.
Bitts, bits, K. a frame in the forepart of a ship round
which the cables are passed when the vessel rides

at anchor.
Bitumen, bi-tu'men, or bit'yu-men. n. a name applied

to various inflammable mineral substances, as
naphtha, petroleum, asphaltum.—v./. BitU'mlnate,



Bivalve tite, ftr ; me, h4r ; mtne ;
Blade

to mix with or make into bitumen—also BltU'mln-

tee.-<7<^>. Bituminous, Bitumed' (S/tai-.), im-

pregn.ited with bitumen. [L.]

Bivalve, brvalv, ». an animal having a shell in two

valve-i or parts, like the oyster : a seed-vessel of like

kind.— <»^'. having two valves.—rt<^'. BivalVular.

[L. ii; twice, valva, a valve.]

BivlOUS, biv'i-us, adj. leading two, or different, ways.

fU bivim-H-, twice, via, a way.]

Bivouac, biv'OD-ak, «. the resting at night of soldiers

in the open air, instead of under cover in camp.

—

v.i. to pass the night in the open air -.—pr.p. biv'-

ouacking; pa.p. biv'ouacked. \Vt.—Q>cx. betwacht.

to watch beside—<>««, b)-, ivncken, to watch.]

Biweekly, bl'-wek'li, adj. properly, occurring once

in two weeks, but usually twice in every week.

[L. bi; twice, and Week.)
Blsure, bi-zar', adj. odd : fantastic : extravaganL

—

H. Blsar'rerle. [ Fr.— Sp. bizarro, high-spirited ;

ace to Littrd, adapted from Basque bizarre, the

beard.]

Bixcaclia. See Viscacha.

Blab, blib, v.i. to talk much: to tell tales.

—

v.t, to

tell what ought to be kept secret (with <»«/, fortli)

:

—pr.p. blab'bing ; pa,p. blabbed. — «. an open-
mouthed person, a tattler: tattling.—«. Blabloer,
one who blabs. [M. E. blabbe, a chatterer, also

Blabber, to babble, with which cf. Norse blabbra,

Ger. pUppfTH.^
Black, blak, adj. of the darkest colour : without

colour : obscure : dismal : sullen : horrible : dusky :

foul, dirty : malignant : dark-haired, wearing dark
armour or clothes.—«. black colour : absence of
colour : a negro : mourning : the dark smut which
attacks wheat : a speck of black on the face, a sooty
particle in the air : black clothes, esp. dress trousers.—v.t. to make black : to soil or stain : to draw in

black.

—

n. Black'amoor, a black Moor : a negro.

—

adjt. Black*-and-tan, having black hair on the back,
and tan or yellowish -brown el.>«where, esp. of a
terrier : Black'-a-vlsed, of dark complexion (prob-
ably originally b.ack-Ci-vii).—r>.t. Black'ball, to re-

ject in voting by putting a black ball into a ballot-

XXIX.—Hs. Blaclc^balUllg, the act of so rejecting a
candidate : Black'-band, iron ore containing enough
of coal to cilcine it : Black'-bee'tle, a cockroach ;

BlaCklWiry, the berry of the bramble : Blaotbird,
a spec:es of thrush of a black colour : a current name
for a negro or Polynesian kidnapped for labour

;

BladtbU'dlng, the kidnapping of such; Black"-
board, a board painted black, used in schooN for

writing, forming figures, &c.

—

adjs. Black'-bod'ing,
of evil omen ; Black'-browed, having black eye-
brows : sullen.

—

ns. Black'-cap, a bird, a species of
warbler, so called from its black crown : {cook.) an
apple roa.sted until it is black, and served up in a
custard : the full-dress cap put on by English judges
when about to pronounce sentence of death ; Black'-
Oattle, oxen, bulls, and cows ; Black'-ohalk, a
variety of clay->late of a bluish-black colour, used
for drawing, and also for making black paint

;

Blaok^OOOk, a species of grouse, common in the
north of England and in Scotland ; Black'-curr'ant,
a garden shrub with black fruit used in making pre-
serves ; Black'-death, a name given to the plague
of the 14th century from ihc black spots which ap-
peared on the skin ; Black'-draught, the popular
name for a purgative medicine consisting chiefly
of senna and Epsom salts ; Black'-drop, a liquid
preparation of opium, vinegar, and sugar.

—

v.t.

Black'en, to make black : to defame.—^. BlackT-
faoed. having a black face : dismal.—nj. Blaok'-
flag, the fl.ig of a pirate, or that hoisted at the
execution of a criminal—from its colour ; Black^-
frlar, a friar of the Dominican order, so called from
his black m.intlc (over a white woollen habit): i^pL)
the region in a city, as London, where their convent
stood ; Blackguard (blag'ard), originally applied to
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the lowest menials about a court, who took charge of

the pots, kettles, &c. : a low, ill-conducted fellow.—

adj. low : scurrilous.

—

z'.t. to treat as a blackguard ;

v.u to play the blackguard.—«. Black'guardlsm.

—

adv. Black'guardly. — its. Black'-heart'edness

;

Black'-bole, formerly the name for the punishment-
cell in a barrack : the memorable black-hole in the

Fort-William barracks at Calcutta, into which, in

in 1756, as many as 146 Europeans were thrust over
night, of whom only 23 were found surviving in the

morning ; Black'ing, a substance used for bl.icking

leather, &.c—adj. Black'ish.— «j. Black'-jack,

a

vessel for holding drink, originally made of leather:

{piaut.) the flag of a pirate ; Black-lead, a black
mineral (plumbago, not lead) used in making pencils,

blacking grates, &c. ; Black'leg, a low, gambling
lellow : a turf-swindler : a term applied by strikers

to men willing to work for the wages against which
themselves have struck—also Black'-neb : Black*-
let'ter, the old English (also called Gothic) letter

(JSlaCh=lettCr) ; Black-llst, a list of defaulters;

Black'-Mari'a, the closely covered, usually black-
painted van in which prisoners are conveyed between
the court and the prison ; Black'-Mon'day, Easter
Monday, so called on account of the suMcrings ex-
perienced by the army of Edward III. from the
severity of the weather on that day in 1360; Black'-
monk, a monk of the order of St Benedict, from his

garments; Black'ness : Black'-pudd'ing, a blood-
pudding (q.v.). ; Black'-rod, the usher of the
chapter of the Garter and of the House of Lords,
so called from the black waml tipped with a golden
lion which he carries ; Black'-Sheep, a disreputable
member of a family or group ; BlacVsmitb, a smith
who works in iron, as opposed to a li'kitesmiih, or
one who wi.rks in tin; Blackthorn, a species of
dark-coloured thorn : the sloe : a stick made from
its stem. — adjs. Black' - tressed, having black
tresses ; Black - Vlsaged (blak'-viz'ajd), having a
black visage or appearance.— n. Black'-wash, a
lotion of calomel and lime-water : anything that
blackens.—Black and blue, with the livid colour of
a bniise in the flesh ; Black book, an official book
bound in black, a book recording the names of persons
deserving punishment; Black eye, an eye of which
the iris is dark—^a point of beauty : a discoloration
around the eye due to a blow or (all : Black fellOW,
a native in Australia.—In black and wUte. in
writing or in print: in art, in no colours but black
and white.—To be black in the face, to have the
face purple through strangulation, passion, or effort

;

To be in any one's black books, to have incurred
any one's displeasure ; To black out, to obliterate
with black. [\.S. bine, blac, black.]

Black-art, blak'-art, «. necromancy : magic. [Ace.
to Trench, a translation of the Low L. nigromantia,
subst tuted erroneously for the Gr. necromanteia
(see Necromancy), as if the first syllable had been
L. Niger, black.]

Blackmail, blak'mal, «. rent or tribute formerly paid
to robbers for protection : hush-money extorted
under threat of exposure or denunciation, esp. of
a baseless charge.

—

v.t. to extort money (rom a
person by this expedient. [Black and A.S. mal,
tribute, toll.]

Blad, blad, «. a fragment of anything, a good lump.
[Scot.]

Bladder, blad'ir, «. a thin bag distended with liquid
or air: the receptacle for the urine.—adjs. Bladd'-
ered, Bladd'ery, swollen like a bladder. — n.
Bladd'erwort, a genus of slender aquatic plants,
the leaves floating. [A.S. blidre—biazvnn ; Old
Ger. blahan, blajan, to blow ; Ger. blase, bladder

—

blasen. to blow ; cf. l^Jiat-us, breath.)
Blade, blad, «. the leaf or flat part of grass or com :

the cutting part of a knife, sword, &c. : the flat

part of an o.ar: a dashing fellow.—«. Blade'bone,
the flat bone at the back of the shoulder: the



Blae mOte ; mOte ; m?50n ; then. Bleb

scapula. — adj. Blad'ed. [A.S. blad; Ice. blad,

Ger. blatt.'l

Blae, bla, adj. blackish or blue in colour : livid

:

bleak.—«. Blae'berry, Scotch name for the bil-

berry or whortleberry. [M. E. bio, bloo—Scand.

bU.\
Blague, bl.ig, «. blustering humbug. [Fr.]

Blain, blan, «. a boil or blister. [.\.S. blegen, a
blister, prob. from blawatt, to blow, j

Blame, blam, v.t. to find fault with : to censure.

—

n.

imputation of a fault : crime: censure.—rtr//'. Blam'-
able, deserving of blame : faulty.—«. Blam'able-
ness.—rtrt'z'. Blam'ably.— rtr//'. Blame'ful, meriting

blame: crimin.il.

—

adv. Blame'fully.

—

n. Blame'-

fUdneSS.

—

adj. Blame'less, without blame : guilt-

less : innocent.

—

adzK Blamelessly.

—

ns. Blame'-
lessness ; Blame'worthlness, quality of being

worthy of blame : blamableness.— adj. Blame'-
WOrthy, worthy of blame : culpable. [Fr. bidtner,

blasmer— Gr. blaspheme-ein, to speak ill. See
Blaspheme.]

Blanch, blansh, v.t. to whiten.

—

v.i. to grow white.

[Fr. bl.inchir—blanc, white. See Blank.]
Blanc-mange, bla-mawngzh', «. a white jelly pre-

pared with milk. [Fr. blanc, white, manger,
food.]

Bland, bland, adj. smooth: gentle: mild.— adv.
Blandly.— n. Bland'ness. [L. blandus, perh. =
>u/a(ii)>fus = Eng. ?>ii/d. ]

Bland, bland, ft. an Orcadian name for butter-milk
and water. [Scand. b/attda.]

Blandish, blandish, v.i. to flatter and coax, to cajole.
— «. Bland'isbment, act of expressing fondness :

flattery: winning expressions or actions. [Fr.

blandir, blandUs-, from L. blandiri.}

Blank, blangk, adj. without writing or marks, as
in white paper : empty, empty of results : vacant,

confused: {poetry) not having rhyme.—«. a paper
without writing : a lottery-ticket having no mark,
and therefore valueless : an empty space, a void, ur

vacancy ; (archer}') the white mark in the centre

of a target at which an arrow is aimed, hence the

object or aim of anything : a form of document
having blank spaces afterwards to be filled in.

—

v.t.

to make pale : {Miiton) to confuse.—«. Blank'-
cart'lidge, a cartridge without a bullet.^».W/.
Blanked, a minced form of damned, from the usual
form of printing A—d.—Oiiv. Blankly.—>w. Blank'-
ness ; Blank'-verse, verse without rhyme, esp. the

heroic verse of five feet. [Fr. blanc, from root of
Ger. biinkcn, to glitter—Old High Ger. biiclien, Gr.
phlegein, to shine.]

Blanket, blangk'et, «. a white woollen covering for

beds: a covering for horses, &c.

—

v t. to cover with
a blanket : to toss in a blanket.—». Blanketing,
cloth for blankets : the punishment of being tossed

in a blanket. [Fr. biancltet, dim. of blanc, from its

usual white colour.]

Blare, blar, v.i. to roar, to sound loudly, as a trumpet.
—«. roar, noise. [M. E. blaren, orig. blasen, from
A.S. blcesan, to lilow. See Blast.]

Blarney, blar'ni, «. pleasing flattery or cajoling talk.—v.t. to beguile with such. [Blarney Castle, near
Cork, where there is a stone difficult to reach, he
who kisses which ever after possesses the gift of
blarney. ]

Blas^, bla-za, adj. fatigued with pleasures, used up.
[Fr. blaser.]

Blash, blash, «. watery stuff.—adj. Blash'y. [Scot.]
Blaspheme, blas-fem', v.t. and v.i. to speak im-

piously of, as of God : to curse and swear. —
«. Blasphemer. —a</;. Blasphemous, containing
blasphemy : impious. — adz: BlaS'phemously. —
«. Blas'phemy, profane speaking : contempt or in-

dignity offered to God. [Gr. blaspkeme-em—blapt-
ein, to hurt, pliimi, to speak. See Blame. ]

Blast, blast, n. a blowing or gust of wind : a forcible

ftrfam Qf air : sound of a wind-instrument : an

W

explosion of gunpowder : anything pernicious.

—

v.t.

to strike with some pernicious influence, to blight

:

to affect with sudden violence or calamity : to rend
asunder with gunpowder.

—

adj. Blast'ed, blighted :

cursed, damned.

—

ns. Blast'-fur'nace, a smelting
furnace into which hot air is blown ; Blast' -hole, a
hole in the bottom of a pump through which water
enters ; Blast'ing, the separating of masses of stone
by means of an explosive substance ; Blast'lng-
geratlne, a powerful explosive made of gun-cotton
and nitro - glycerine ; Blast'ment, withering or
shrivelling up caused by blasting ; Blast'-pipe, a
pipe in a steam-engine, to convey the waste-steam
up the chimney. [A.S. blsst ; cf. Ice. bedsa; Ger.
btasen. ]

Blastoderm, blas'to-derm, n. an embryolo|;ical term
applied to the layer or Layers of cells arising from
the germinal disc, or the portion of a partially seg-
menting egg which undergoes division. [Gr. blasto-,

blastos, a sprout, derma, dermat-, skin.]

Blatant, blat'ant, adj. noisy, clamorous, loud.

—

adv.
Blat'antly. [Prob. a coinage of Spenser.]

Blate, blat, adj. bashful, timidly awkward [Scot.

;

A.S. btdt, pale.]

Blatter, blat'ter, zi.i. to talk overmuch, to prate.

—

v.i.

to hurry or rush noisily.

—

n. a clatter of words,
sound of rapid motion. [L. blaterdre.'\

Blawort. bla'wort, n. the harebell : the corn blue-

bottle.—Also Ble'wart. [Scot. Blae, and -wort,

herb.]

Blay, bla, «. the fish bleak.—^\%o Bley. [See
Bleak, a fish.]

Blaze, blaz, n. a rush of light or of flame : a bursting
out or active display : a white spot on the face of a
horse or ox : a mark made on a tree by cutting off a
strip of bark to mark a track or a boundary.

—

v.i. to

burn with a flame : to throw out light.

—

n. Blaz'er,
a cricket or golf jacket of bright colour.—Blazes,
from the fires of hell, in imprecations like To blazes

;

also Like blazes = with fury.—To blaze a tree, to

make a white mark by cutting off a piece of the
b.Trk. [AS. blcese, a torch, from root of Blow.]

Blaze, blaz. Blazon, bla'zn, v.t. to proclaim, to spread
abroad.

—

n. Blaz'er (Spens.), one who spreads
abroad or proclaims. [Same as Blare ; Blazon is

the M. E. htasen, with the « retained.]

Blazon, bla'zn, v.t. to make public: to display: to

draw or to explain in proper terms the figures, &c.,
in armorial bearings.—«. the science or rules of
coats-of-arms.

—

ns. Blaz'oner, one who blazons : a
herald : a slanderer ; Blaz'onry, the art of drawing
or of deciphering coats-of-arms : heraldry. [Fr.

blason, a coat-of-arms, from root of Blaze.]
Bleach, blech, r./. to make pale or white : to whiten, as

te.vtile fabrics.

—

v.i. to grow white.

—

ns. Bleach'er,
one who bleaches, or that which bleaches ; Bleach'-
ery, a place for bleaching ; Bleach'-field, a place
for bleaching cloth: a bleacher's oflice or works;
Bleach'ing, the process of whitening or decolouris-

ing cloth ; Bleach'ing-green, a green for bleaching
clothes on ; Bleach ing-pow'der, chloride of lime.

[.A.S. blscan, from root of Bleak.]
Bleak, blek, adj. colourless : dull and cheerless

:

cold, unsheltered.— Wr'. Bleakly—;/. Bleak'-
ness. [A.S. blcec, blae, pale, shining; a different

word from blae (without accent), black. The root

is blican, to shine.]

Bleak, blek, «. a small white river-fish.

Blear, bier, adj. (as in Blear-eyed. bler'-Id) sore or

inflamed : dim or blurred with inflammation. [Low
Ger. bleer-oged, 'blear-eyed.']

Bleat, blet, v.i. to cry as a sheep.—«. the cry of a
sheep, any similar cry, even of the human voice.

—

«. Bleating, the cry of a sheep. [A.S. blitan

:

L. baldre, Gr. blcche, a bleating ; root bla- ; formed
from the sound.]

Bleb, bleb, «. a transparent blister of the cuticle ; a
bubble, as in water. (See Balb.J



Bled file, far ; m6, h6r ; mine ; Block

Bled, bled , pa. i. and pa.p. of Bleed.
Blee, ble, n. {Mrs Brownirtii) complexion, colour.

Bleed, bled, v.i. to lose blood : to die by slaughter

:

to issue iorih or drop as blood : to have money ex-

torted from one : to feel great pity for, a.s in the

phrase, ' the heart bleeds :
' to be as red as blood.

—

f./. to draw blood from, esp. surgically: to extort

sums of money from:^^a./. and pa./>. bled.—«.

Bleed'ing, a discharge of blood : the operation of

letting blood.

—

adj. full of compassion : emitting

sap : terribly weakened by war : {SJiak.) bloody.

[A.S. bUdan. See BlOOd.]

Blemish, blem'ish, «. a stain or defect : reproach.

—

v.t. to mark with any deformity : to tarnish : to

defame.—«. Blemishment {Spens.), the stale of

being blemished, disgrace. [O. Fr. bUsntir, bUmir.
pr.p. blemissaiit, to stain, of dubious origin. Prof.

Skeat thinks it Scand., Ice. bldman, livid colour—
bldr. Blue]

Blenoh, blensh, v.i. to shrink or start back : to flinch.

[From root of Blink.)
Blench, blensh, adj. or adv. based on the payment of

a nominal yearly duty.—Also Blanoh. [See Blank.]
Blend, blend, v.t. to mix together : to confound.

—

v.i.

to be minified or mixed :

—

pa.p. blend'ed and blent.

—«. a mixture.—«. Blend'lzig, the act of mingling :

the process by which the fusion of paints is eflfected.

[.A.S. biandan.]
Blende, blend, n. native sulphuret of zinc. [Ger.

biendfH, to dazzle, from the lustre of the crystals.]

Blenheim, blen'em, n. a kind of spaniel named from
the Duke of Marlborough's house.

Blennorrhoea, blen-no-re'a, n. discharge of mucus.
[Gr. blennos, mucus.]

Blenny, blen'ni, n. a genus of acanthopterygious
fishes, covered with mucus or slimy matter. [Gr.
bUnruts, mucus.]

Blent, blent, (obs.) pa.p. of Blend—mixed : mingled :

(Spent.) blinded, obscured.
BletS, bles, v.t. to invoke a blessing upon : to make
joyous, happy, or prosperous : to consecrate by
some religious rite, to cross one's self: to extol as
holy, to pronounce happy, to invoke the divine
favour upon : to wish happiness to : to prai.se

or glorify :—/(!./. blessed (blest), or h\csl. — adj.
Bless'ed, happy: prosperous: happy in heaven,
beat ified. — adv. Bloss'edly. — ns. Bless'edness

;

Bless'ing, a wish or prayer for happiness or success :

any means or cause -f happiness: (B.) a gift or
present : a form of invoking the favour of God at a
mcA\.—adv. Bless'lngly.—Single blessedness, the
celibate life, the unmarried state generally. [A..S.

bUtsian, to bless, prub. from bUt, sacrifice ; the
word taken as — benedicfre. )

Bless, bles, v.t. (Spms.) to brandish. [Blaze (?).]
Blest, blest, pa.p. of Bless.
Blether, ble?/i'er, v.i. to talk garrulous nonsense.— «.

fluent, g.-jrnilous nonsense—also Blath'er.—Artf/;'.

Bleth'erlng, over-talkative. —«j. Bleth'erskate,
Blatherskite (Auter.), a blustering, noisy, ulk.T
tive fellow. [M. E. blather, of Scand. origin. Ice.

biaSra, to talk foolishly, b/atSr, nonsense.]
Blew, blOT, pa.t. of Blow.
Blewits, blQ'its, n. a kind of mushroom. [Fr. Bine.]
BUght, bin, n. a. disease in plants, which blasts or

withers them : anything that injures or destroys.

—

v.t. to affect with blight: to blast: to frustrate.

—

/.adj. Bllght'Ing, withering, blasting. [Dr Murray
notes that it first appears in literature in the 17th
century; prob. orig. of Scand. origin: ct. Ice.
blettr^ a stain; pcrh. related to Bleach, Bleak.]

Blln, bhn, v. t. {Spens.) to cease.—«. cessation : stop-
page. (A.S. blinnan, to cease, pfx. be-, and linttan,
to cea.se. ]

Blind, blind, adj. without sight : dark : ignorant or
und^isceming : without an opening.—n. something to

-, window-screen : a (hade.—v./. to make
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blind ; to darken, obscure, or deceive ; to dazzle

:

—pa.p. bllnd'ed ; pr.p. blind'ing. — ns. Bllnd'age
{tnil.) a temporary wooden screen faced with earth
as a protection against splinters of shell and the like

;

Blind'-coal, non-bituminous coal.

—

adj. Bllnd'ed,
deprived of sight: without intellectual discernment.—n. Blind'er, one who or that which blinds : (//.) a
horse's bhnkers.

—

adj. Bllnd'fold, having the eyes
bandaged, so as not to see : thoughtless : reckless.

—

v.t. to cover the eyes : to mislead.

—

adj. Blind'ing,
tending to make blind.

—

pr.p. making blind.

—

adv.
Blindly.

—

ns. Blind'ness, want of sight, ignorance,
folly ; Blind'-Side, the side on which a person is

blind to danger : weak point ; Blind'worm, a small
reptile, like a snake, having eyes so small as to be
supposed blind.—Blind-man's buff, a game in which
one of the party is blindfolded and tries to catch the

others. [A.S. blind ; Ice. blindr:}
Blink, blingk, v.i. to glance, twinkle, or wink : to see

obscurely, or with the eyes half-closed : to shine un-
steadily. — v.t. to shut out of sight: to avoid or
evade.— n. a glimpse, glance, or wink : a momen-
tary gleam of light, a spark.

—

n. Bllnk'ard, one who
blinks or has bad eyes.—p.adj. Blinked, affected

with blinking.—«.//. Blinkers, pieces of leather

fastened to the cheek-pieces of a horse's head-stall in

driving to prevent him seeing in any direction except
straightforward. [M. E. a variant of blenk, prob.

the same as Blench (q.v.).]

Bllrt, blirt, «. {Scot.)A fit of crying.

—

v.i. to burst into

tears. [Prob. the same as Bllirt.]

Bliss, blis, n. the highest happiness : the special hap-
piness of heaven, heaven.

—

ai^j. BliSS'fUl.

—

adT\
Blissfully. — «. Bliss'fulness. — adj. Blissless,

without bliss. [A.S. bli^s, bli^e, Blithe.]

BUst, blist, pa.t. (Spfns.) wounded: struck. [From
Fr. bUsser, to wound.)

Blister, blis'ter, «. a thin bubble or bladder on the
skin, containing watery matter : a pustule : a plaster

applied to raise a blister.

—

v.t. to raise a blister.

—

ns. BliS'ter-hee'tle, Blis'ter-fly, the cantharis, or
Spanish fly, used for blistering ; Blls'ter-plas'ter, a
plaster made of Spanish flies used 10 raise a blister ;

Blis'ter-steel, Blis'tered-steel, steel blistered in the
process of manufacture, used for making tools, &c.

—

adj. Blis'tery. [M. E. ; most prob. O. Fr. hUstre,
conn, with Old 'iioTsebl<istr,blclsa, to blow ; Ger. blase.]

Blithe, blT//«, adj. happy: g.iy ; spriL;hlly.

—

adv.
Blithely.— «. Bllthe'ness.—«<//. Blithesome, joy-
ous.

—

adv. Blithe'somely. — ». Blithe'someness.
[A.S. WfS/-, joyful. .See Bliss.)

Bllve, bllv, adv. {Spins.). Same as Bellve.
Blizzard, bliz'ard, n. a blinding storm of wind and
snow, a snow-squall.

—

at/js. Bllzz'ardly, Blizz'ard-
CUB. [A modern coinage — most prob. onomato-
poeic, on the analogy of blow, blast, &c. ]

Bloat, blot, v.t. to swell or puff out : to dry by smoke
(applied to fish).

—

v.i. to swell or dilate : to grow
turgid.

—

p.adj. Bloat'ed.

—

n.

Bloat'er, a herring partially

dried in smoke, esp. at Yar-
mouth. (Scand., as in Sw.
blSt, soft.)

Blob, blob, ft. a drop of liquid :

anything soft and round, like

a gooseberry : a round spot.
(Imit.)

Block, blok, n. an unshaped
mass of wood or stone, &c.
the wood on whicli criminals
were wont to be beheaded

:

{mech.) a pulley together with
its framework ; a piece of
wood on which something is

formed : a connected group of
houses : an obstruction : a blockhead.

—

v.t. to en-
close or shut up : to obstruct : to shape or sketch

a. Double ' inside

ironbound ' block ;

b, single ' outside
ironbound ' block
(with swivel
hooks).



Bloke mOte ; mQte ; mSOn ; /ien. Blow

out roughly.—». Blockade', the blocking up of a
place by surrounding it with troops or by ships.

—

v.i. to block up by troops or ships.

—

ns. Block'-

head, one with a head like a block, a stupid

fellow : BlOCk'-hOUSe, a small temporary fort gener-

ally made of logs.

—

ai(/. Blockish, like a block

:

stupid : dull. — ns. Block'-prillt'ing, printing of

Block'-books, from engraved wooden blocks or

pages ; BlOCk'-Sllip, a war-ship, inefficient for service

in action on account of age, but useful in defence of
ports ; Block'-sys'tem, a system of working trains

in which no train is allowed on to a section of line so

long as any other train is on that section ; Block'-

tin, tin in the form of blocks or ingots. [Widely
spread, but ace. to Skeat, of Celt, origin, GaeL pUc,
Old Ir. i/o^, a fragment. Sec Plug.]

Bloke, blOk, n. a fellow, a man familiarly. [Ety. quite

unknown—at any rate not Gipsy.)

Bloncket, blongk'et, adj. {Sptns.) gray. [Fr. blan-

chet, whitish, dim. oiblanc, white.]

Blonde, blond, n. a person of fair complexion with
light hair and blue eyes—opp. to Brtiiuttt.—adj. of
a fair complexion : fair. [Fr.]

Blond-lace, blond'-las, H. lace made of silk, so called

from its colour.

Blont, blont, adj. (S/ens.). Same as Blunt.
Blood, blud, n. the red fluid in the arteries and veins

of men and animals: descent, of human beings,

good birth : relationship, kindred : elliptically for

a blood-horse, one of good pedigree : a rake or
swaggering dandy about town : the blood - royal,

as in ' princes of blood :
' temperament : bloodshed

or murder : the juice of anything, esp. if red : the
supposed seat of passion—hence temper, anger, as
in the phrase, ' his blood is up,' &c. : the sensual
nature of man.

—

inierj. 's blood = God's blood.

—

adjs. Blood'-bespot'ted (S/iak.), spotted with blood ;

BlOOd'-bolt'ered {Shak.), sprinkled with blood as
from a bolter or sieve ; Blood'-bought, bought at

the expense of blood or life ; BlOOd'-froz'en {S/>etts.),

havinj; the blood frozen or chilled. — ns. Blood'-
guilt'iness, the guilt of shedding blood, as in

murder ; BlOOd'heat, heat of the same degree as

that of the human blood (about 98° Fahr.) ; Blood'-
borse, a horse of the purest and most highly prized

blood, origin, or stock.

—

adj. Blood'-hot, as hot or

warm as blood.—«. Blood'hound, a large hound for-

merly employed in tracing human beings : a blood-
thirsty person.— .Ji/f. Blood'ily. — rt^'. Blood'less,
without blood, dead : without the shedding of blood :

{Skak.) without spirit or activity.

—

ns. BlOOd'-let'-
ting, the act of letting blood, or bleeding by opening
a vein ; BlOOd'-mon'ey, money earned by laying or
supporting a capital charge against any one, esp. if

the charge be false or made by an accomplice

;

BlOOd'-poIS'oning, a name popularly, but loosely,
used of pyaemia and allied diseases ; BlOOd'-pud'-
dlng, a pudding made with blood and other
materials ; Blood'-relation, one related by blood
or marriage ; Blood'-sac'rifice (Shak.), a sacrifice

made with bloodshed ; Blood'shed, the shedding of
blood : slaughter.

—

adjs. Blood'sbot (of the eye),
red or inflamed with blood : Blood- Sized, sized or
smeared with blood.

—

n. Blood' -spaT'in, a disease
of holies consisting of the swelling of a vein on
the inside of the hock, from a checking of the
hXood.— adj. Blood'- Stained, stained with blood:
guilty of murder.

—

ns. Blood'-Stone, a dark-green
variety of quartz, variegated with blood - like

spots of red jasper, the heliotrope ; a brown ore
of iron, henxatlte : Blood'-SUCk'er, an animal that
sucks blood, esp. a leech : an extortioner, one who
iponi-es upon another. — adj. Blood - SUCk'ing
iSkak.), that sucks or draws blood, -ns. Blood'-
tax, conscription or universal military service, as
drawing from the nation a certain number of lives

or recruits annually ; BlOOd'-thirst'inesS, thirst or
desire for ahedding blood.— o^;'. Blood' • tbint'y.

having a thirst or desire to shed blood.

—

ns. Blood'-
ves'sel, a vessel in which blood circulates, a vein or
artery ; Blood'-worm, a small red earthworm used
by anglers.

—

adj. Blood'y, of the nature of blood

:

stained with blood : murderous, cruel : vulgarly, as
an adj. emphasising anger or the like : as an adv.
employed as a mere intensive—most prob. from the

habits of the ' bloods' about the beginning of the i8th
century (Etheredge, ' bloody-dranV).—v.i. to make
bloody.

—

n. BlOOd'y-bones, a phrase, together with
Ratvhcad, applied to a children's bugbear.— a^Z/'x.

Bloody-eyed; Bloody-faced.— «j. Bloody-flux,
dysentery, in which the discharges from the bowels
are mixed with blood; Blood'y-hand (Iter.'), the

armorial device of Ulster, hence of baronets.—rt^'.

Bloody - mind'ed. — ns. Blood y - mind'edness

;

Blood'y-Sweat, a sweat accompanied with the dis-

charge of blood. — Avenger of blood, the next-

of-kin to a murdered man, whose duty it was to

avenge his death— the Hebrew Gael.—Eating of
blood, prohibited under the Old Testament dispensa-

tion, Jews still killing their own butcher-meat.—In
blood, in full vigour ; In hot or COld blood, under
or free from excitement or sudden passion. [A.S.

bUd—xooX. blinvan, to bloom ; cog. with Old. Fris.

bldd, Ger. blut.y

Bloom, bloDm, I'.f. to put forth blossoms : to flower

:

to be in a state of beauty or vigour : to flourish : to

give a bloom or warm tint to anything.

—

n. a blossom

or flower : the opening of flowers : rosy colour : the

prime or highest perfection of anything : the first

freshness of beauty of anything : the flush or glow
on the cheek—(6"/^»ti.) Blosme.—/.<jrf;. Bloom'ing,
bright, shining, flourishing : (slang) full-blown.

—

adjs. Bloonx'less, without bloom ; Bloom'y, flowery

:

flourishing. [Ice. bUm : cf. Goth, bidina, Ger.
blunii.^

Bloomer, bloom'er, «. and adj. a dress for women,
partly resembling men's dress, devised by Mrs
Bloomer of New '\'ork about 1849, consisting of a
jacket with close sleeves, a skirt falling a little

below the knee, and a pair of Turkish trousers.

Bloomery, blOSm'er-i, «. the first forge through which
iron passes after it has been melted from the ore,

and where it is made into Blooms, or rough ingots,

for hammering or drawing out.

Blore, blOr, «. a violent gust of wind. [Prob. related

to Blare and Blow.)
Blosme. See Bloom.
Blossom, blos'om, «. a flower-bud, the flower that pre-

cedes fruit.

—

v.i. to put forth blossoms or flowers

:

to flourish and prosper.— «. BloSS'oming.

—

adj.

Bloss'omy, covered with flowers, flowery. [A.S.

bldstin, bidsttna, from root of BloonL]
Blot, blot, ». a spot or stain : an obliteration, as of

something written: a stain in reputation.-^f./. to

spot or stain : to obliterate or destroy : to disgrace

:

to dry writing with blotting-paper :—/>-./. blot'ting

;

/(I./, blot'ted.

—

n. and adj. Blot'tesque, a painting

executed with heavy blot-Hke touches, a daub or

(Jig.) a vigorous descriptive sketch.—«. Blot'ting-

pa'per, unsized paper, used for absorbing ink.

—

adj.

Blot'ty. [Prob. Scand., as in Dan. j>Ut, Ice. blettr,

a spot.]

Blot, blot, n. a piece liable to be taken at backgammon

:

a weak place in anything. [Ety. obscure ; Dut.

bloot, naked.]
Blotch, bloch, «. a dark .spot on the skin : a pustule.—

v.t. to mark or cover with blotches,—<k/;'x. Blotched,

BlOtch'y. [Prob. formed on Blot.]

Blouse, blowz, «. a loose sack-like outer garment,

somewhat like the English smock-frock. [Fr.]

Blow, bio, n. a stroke or knock : a sudden misfortune

or calamity.—At a blow, by a single action, sud-

denly; To come to blows. To exchange blows,

to come to hostilities ; Without Striking a blow,

without a struggle. [A.S. bUowan is doubtful, cog.

with Dut. bl<ntwen, to dress (beat) flax, Ger. bliuat.

Utt



6low ftte, (Sr ; mS, htr ; mine ;
Blunt

to beat hard. The noun appears in the isth century

without evidence of parentage.]

Blow, bl", r.;". to bloom or blossom -.—pr.p. blOw'ing ;

(a .p. blown. [A.S. bl&ivan; Ger. btaken. See

Bloom, Blossom.]
Blow, bio, v.i. to produce a current of air : to move,

as air or the wind.

—

v.t. to drive air upon or into :

to drive by a current of air, as ' to blow away,

down,' &c. : lo sound, as a wind-instrument : to

breathe hard or with difficulty : to spout, as whales :

(prov.) to boast: to spread by report: to fan or

kindle :—/>a./. blew (blOD)
;
/«./. blown (blOn).—«J.

Blow' -ball, the downy head of a dandelion in seed ;

Blow'er, a metal plate put upon the upper part of a

fireplace, so as to mcrease the draught through the

fire : a machine for driving a blast of air, as into a

furnace : BlOW'-fly, or Flesh-fly, an insect of the

order Diptera, and of the large family Muscidae, to

J which the common house-fly and blue-bottle belong.

•—f.adj. Blown, out of breath, tired : swelled : stale,

worthless.—«. Blowpipe, a pipe through which a

current of air is blown on a flame, to increase its

heat : a kind of weapon much used by some of the

Indian tribes of South America both in hunting and
war, consisting of a long straight tube in which a
small poisoned arrow is placed, and forcibly expelled

by the breath.—rtrf/. Blow'y.—To blow hot and
cold, to be favourable and unfavourable by turns, to

be irresolute ; To blow off (steam, &c.), to allow to

escape, to escape forcibly ; To blow one's OWn
trumpet, to sound one's own praises ; To blOW
over, to pass away, to subside, as a danger or a
scandal ; TO blOW Up, lo shitter or destroy by explo-

sion : to scold ; To dIow upon, to take the bloom,
freshness, or the interest off anything, to bring into

discredit: to inform upon. [A.S. bldivan; Ger.
btalien, blasen; h. flare.]

Blowze, blowr, n. a ruddy, fat-faced wench.

—

adj's.

Blowzed, Blows'y, fat and ruddy, or flushed with
exercise, dishevelled, slatternly. [Perh. related to

root o( Blush ; or of cant origin.]

Blabber, blub'er, ». the fat of whales and other sea
animals.

—

v.i. to weep elTusively.

—

p.adj. Blubb'-
ered, of a face swollen with weeping. [M. E. blober,

bluber : most likely onomatopoeic]
Blucber, blooch'ir, «. a strong leather half-boot or

high shoe, turned from Marshal BlUcher, the Prus-
sian general at Waterloo.

Bludgeon, blud'jun, n. a short stick with a heavy end
to strike with. [First in i8th century; origin very
obscure : from a cant word conn, with B10o£]

Blue, blOO, n. the colour of the sky when unclouded

—

hence the sea, the sky, as in 'a bolt from the blue :'

one of the seven primary colours.

—

adj. of the colotir
blue : learned, pedantic : indecent or obscene, as
in bhu stories.—nj. Blue'-beard, a monster who
murders a series of wives in Perrault's famous conte,
before he is himself cut off: one who is ' unfortunate'
with his wives after the f.ishlon of Henry VIII.;
BluelMll, a plant that bears blue bell-shaped flowers

;

Blue' - bird, a small American bird akin to the
warblers ; Blue'-black, black with a tinge of blue ;

Blue-book, the name popularly applied to the re-
ports and other papers printed by parliament, be-
cause usually stitched up in blue paper wrappers

;

Blue'-bot' tie, a common name for the Blue Corn-
flower ; a f.imiliar name for a policeman or beadle ;

Blue'-cap. a fish of the salmon kind with blue spots
on it* head ; the blue titmouse ; {Sfiak.) a Scotch-
inan, from his blue l>onnet : Blue'-eye, a beautiful
little bird in New South Wales, one of the honey-
eaters ; Blue'-fish, a fish of the family Scombcridae,
abundant on the east coast of Norih America.—«.//.
Blue'-gowns, the name commonly given to a former
class of privileged mendicants in Scotland—called
also the Km^'t Hedestnen.—tis. Blue'-grass, a per-
manent grass found in Kurojx: and North America;
Blne'-gum, a kind of Eucalyptus ; Blue'-jaok'et, a

rican bird of the

Blue-peter.
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seaman in the navy, as distinguished from a marine

;

Blue'-jay, a common North American bird of the

jay family ; Blue'ness ; Blue'-

nose, a nickname for a Nova
Scotian ; Blue'-pe'ter, a blue

flag with white square in the

centre, used in the navy as a
signal for sailing; Blue'-plll, a
mercurial pill, used as a purgative

ill cases of torpid or inflamed liver;

Blue'-Stock'ing, a name given to

learned and literary ladies who
display their acquirements in a vain and pedantic

manner, to the neglect of womanly graces —
about 1750 Mrs Montague and some other ladies

began to substitute literary conversation for cards,,

and the name implying a disregard for the con-

ventional costume of polite society was suggested

by the blue stockings of Benjamin Stillingfleet—the
French bas bleu is a translation ; Blue'-Stone, blue

copperas, sulphate of copper ; Blue'-throat, or

Blue' -breast, a beautiful and melodious bird, nearly
allied to the nightingale ; Blue'-Wlng, a kind of
duck, either a sub-genus of Anas, or a special genus
Cyanopterus—the best-known species, the Common
or Lunate Blue-wing, the Blue-winged Teal of the
United States.—«</'. BlU'lsh, slightly blue.—Blue
blood, aristocratic blood—the sangre azul of the

Spanish hidalgoes ; Blue bonnet, a round flat cap
of blue woollen, much worn in Scotland : a blue-

bonneted Scotch peasant or soldier; Blue-bottle fly,

the meat-fly, or blow-fly ; Blue-COat boy, a scholar
of Christ's Hospital— also (from the blue coat having
formerly been the usual dress of servants) a servant,

beadle, soldier; Blue devll, an evil demon: (//.)
deep despondency, the apparitions seen in delirium
tremens; Blue funk (slang), great terror; Blue
ribbon, a term applied to any great prize, as
the Derby stakes—from the blue ribbon worn by
Knights of the Garter : the badge assumed by the so-

called Blue Ribbon Army introduced from America
in 1878; Blue water, the deep sea, as opposed to

port or a narrow channel.—Light blue, and Dark
blue, the distinctive colours in their athletic contests

of Eton and Cambridge, and of Harrow and Oxford
respectively ; An Old blue, one once so chosen.

—

The blues, the Royal Horse Guards ; The blueS,
(for blue devils), a colloquial expression for depres-
sion of spirits.—To be a blue, to be chosen to re-

present one's college or school at a rowing or cricket

match.—To drink till all's blue, until everything
around one looks blue ; To look blue, to be down-
spirited.—True blue, faithful to the principles of
the political party wearing blue as its colour, in

many places identified with Conservative. [M. £.
ble7v—O. Fr. bleu, of Teut. origin ; as also Scand.
but, which gave M. E. bla, bio, and modern blai.]

Bluff, bluf, adj. blustering : rough and hearty in

manners : outspoken : steep.—«. a high steep bank
overlooking the sea or a river : the act of bluffing
at cards, as in poker—hence any kind of boastful
swagger intended to impose upon another : (slang)
an excuse.—n(^f. Bluff'-bowed, having br.iad and
flat bows, as a ship; Bluff'-head'ed, applied to a
ship having her stem too straight up.—adz'. Bluff'ly.
— «. Bluff ness. [Prob. Dut.]

Blunder, blun'der, v.i. to make a gross mistake, to
flounder about : to utter thoughtlessly.—«. a gross
mistake.—/.<»^'. Blundering, apt to make gross
misukes: apt to stumble.—To blunder away, to
throwaway some opportunity or advantage. [M. E.
blondren ; prob. conn, with Bland

; perh. from Ice.
hlunda, to doze.]

Blunderbuss, blun'd6r-bus, n. a short hand-gun with
a wide bore. [Corr. of Dut. donderbus—dander,
thunder, bus, a box, barrel of a gun, a gun ; Ger.
donnerbUckse.

]

Blunt, blunt, adj. having a dull edge or point : rough,



Blur tnOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; iAoa. Bodlkln

outspoken, dull.

—

t>.i. to dull the edge or point

:

to weaken. — «. {slang) money.— atij. Blunt'isb.
—adv. Bluntly. — «. Blunt'ness. — adj. Blunt'-
Wit'ted {S/lak.), dnW, stupid. [Orig. sleepy, dull;

prob. conn, with Ice. blutuia, to doze ; perh. akin
to BUnd.J

Blur, blur, «. a blot, stain, or spot.

—

v.t. to blot,

stain, obscure, or blemish (with out, over) :—pr.p.
blur'ring ; pa.p. blurred. [A variety of Blear.]

Blurt, blurt, v.t, to utter suddenly or unadvisedly
(with out).—«. an abrupt outburst.— /.rt</;'. BlUTt'-
ing, impulsively frank. [From sound. Cf. Blirt.]

Blusll, blush, «. a red glow on the face caused by
shame, modesty, &c. : any reddish colour: sudden
appearance.

—

v.i. to show shame or confusion by
growing red in the face : to grow red.

—

n. Blush'et
{Ben Jonsou), a young, modest girl.

—

adj. Blush'-
ful, full of blushes : modest.—«. Blushing, the act

of turning red : the appearance of colour upon the

cheek.

—

p.adj. showing blushes: modest. — adv.
Bluah'lngly. — At the first blush, at the first

glance.—To put tO the blUSh, to cause to blush.
[Prob. Scand. ; cog. with A. S. blysa, a blaze. See
Blaze, Blowze.]

Bluster, blus'ter, v.i. to make a noise like a blast of
wind : to bully or sw.igger.—«. a blast or roaring
as ot the wind : bullying or boasting language : a
storm of anger. —«. Blus'terlng, a noisy blowing
as of a blast : swaggering : noisy pretension.

—

adj.
stormy : tumultuous: boastful.

—

adv. Blus'terlngly.
—adjs. Blusterous {S/iak.), noisy : boastful ; BlUS'-
tery, stormy : (Cariy/e) swaggering. [An augmen-
tative of Blast.]

Bo, bo, interj. a word used to frighten children.—To
say ho to a goose, to open the mouth, to say even
a word.]

Boa, boa, «. a genus of serpents which includes the
largest species of serpents (the Boa-constrlc'tor),
which kill their prey by constriction or pressure : a
long serpent-like coil of fur, feathers, or the like,

worn round the neck by ladies. [Perh. conn, with
L. bos, an o.x. ]

Bead. Same as Ahode, pa.p. of Abide : also the
same as Bode.

Boanerges, bo-an-erj'es, n. a noisy preacher or shout-
ing orator. [' Sons of thunder'—Mark, iii. 17.]

Boar, bur, n. the male of swine, or its flesh.

—

adj.

Boar'ish, swinish : brutal.—«. Boar'-spear, a spear
used in boar-hunting. [A.S. bdr ; Dut. beer; Ger.
bdr.\

Board, hard, «. a broad and thin strip of timber: a
table to put food on : food : a table round which
persons meet for some kind of business : any coun-
cil or authorised body of men, as a 'school-board :'

the deck of a >hip : (//.) the stage : a kind of thick

stiff paper, as in pasteboard, Bristol-board, esp. that
used ill the binding of books.

—

v.t. to cover with
boards : to supply with food at fixed terms : to enter
a ship: to attack.

—

v.i. to receive food or take
meals.

—

ns. Board'er, one who receives board (food)

:

one who boards a ship ; Board'ing, the act of cover-

ing with boards: the covering itself : act of boarding
a ship ; Board'ing-house, a house where boarders
are kept: Board'lng-pike, a pike used in boarding
a ship, or in defending it when attacked ; Board'ing-
SChOOl, a school in which board is given as well as

instruction ; Board'-SChOOl, a school under control

of a school-board, as elected by the Elementary
Education Act of 1870.

—

n.pl. Board'-wa'ges, wages
allowed to servants to keep themselves in food.

—

Above board, openly. —By the board, over the

board or side of a ship—hence, To go by the board,
to be lost or destroyed.—To sweep the board, to

take all the cards. [A.S. bord, a board, tlie side of a

ship ; Ice. bor'iS, the side of a ship : conn, either with

Bear or with Broad.]
Boast, bOst, v.i. to talk vaingloriously : to brag (with

of).—v.t. to brag of: speak proudly or confidently

of, esp. justifiably : to magnify or exalt one's self.—
n. an expression of pride : a brag : the cause of
boasting.

—

adj. Boast'ful, given to brag. — adv.
Boast'fully.—«j. Boast'fulness, Boasting, osten-
tatious display: vaunting.

—

adj. Boast'less, without
boasting; simple, unostentatious. [M E. host, of
doubtful origin ; apparently W. bostio, Gael, bdsd, a
bragging, are borrowed.]

Boat, bot, «. a small open vessel usually moved by
oars : a small ship : a vessel like a boat in shape, as
a 'sauce-boat.'

—

v.i. to sail about in a boat.

—

tis.

Boat'-hOOk, an iron hook fixed to a pole used for
pulling or pushing off a boat ; Boat'-house, a house
or shed for a boat : Boat'ing, the art or practice of
sailing in boats ; Boat'man, a man who has charge
of a boat : a rower.—In the same boat, in the -same
circumstances.—To have an oar in another's boat,
to meddle with the afTairs of others. [A.S. bdt

;

Diit. boot ; Fr. bateau.'\

Boatswain, bOt'swan {colloq. bO'sn), «. a petty oflficer

on board ship who looks after the boats, rigging, &c.,
and calls the seamen to duty with a whistle. [Boat,
and stvain, Scand. sveinn, a boy.]

Bob, bob, v.t. to move quickly up and down, to
dangle : to fish with a bob.

—

v.t. to move in a short,
jerking manner :—/>-./. bob'bing ; pa.p. bobbed.

—

«. a short jerking motion : a slight blow : anything
that moves with a bob or swing : a pendant : a
knot of hair, as in Bob'-wig, one with the ends
turned up into short curls: a bunch of lobworms,
used in catching eels : any small roundish body : the
refrain or burden of a song: a term in bell-ringing

—

a Bob minor is rung upon six bells ; a Bob major
on eight ; a Bob royal on ten ; a Bob maximus on
twelve.

—

adj. Bob'bish, in good .spirits.

—

n. Bob'blo,
the movement of water in commotion. [Perh. Celt.,

Gael, baban, babag.}
Bob, bob, «. {siaug) a shilling. [Hardly the O. Fr.

bi'be = lid.]
Bob, bob, Bobby, bob'i, «. a shortened familiar form

of Robert: a familiar name for a policeman—from
Sir Robert Peel, Home Secretary at the passing of
the Metropolitan Police Act of 1828.—«. Light'-bob,
a soldier of the light infantry.

Bobadll, bob'a-dil, n. a swaggering boaster, from Ben
Jonson's Every Man in his Humour.

Bobbery, bob'er-i, «. a noisy row. [Hindi bdp re!
Ofather!— Co/. r«/r]

Bobbin, bob'in, ». a small piece of wood on which
thread is wound.—«. Bobb'inet, a kind of fine netted
lace made by machines. [Fr. bobine, prob. Celt.

;

cf. Gael, babau, a tassel.]

Bobolink, bob'O-lingk, «. a North American singing
bird, found in the northern states in spring and
summer. [At first Bob Lincoln, from the note of
the bird.]

Bobstays, bob'stSz, n.pl. {naut.)Topcs or stays used to

confine the bowsprit downward to the stem or cut-

water, and counteract the strain of the foremast-stays.

Bobtail, bob'tal, n. a short or cut tail : a word
applied in contempt to the rabble, as in ' tag-rag
and bobtail.'—adj. Bob'tailed, with tail cut short.

Bocage. See Boscage.
Bode, bod, v.t. to portend or prophesy.

—

v.i. to be an
omen : to foreshow.

—

adj. Bode'ful, boding, omin-
ous.

—

n. Bode'ment, an omen, presentiment.

—

pr.p.

Bod'ing, presaging.— «. an omen or portent. [A.S.

bodian, to announce — bod, a message ; allied to

Bid.]
Bode, bod {Spens.). Same as Abode.
Bodega, bo-de'ga, «. a wine-shop. [Sp.]

Bodge, boj, v.i. to make bad work, to fail.—«. Bodg'er,
a botcher, a pedlar. [A form of BotCh.]

Bodice, bod'is, n. a woman's outer garment covering
the waist and bust : the close-fitting waist or body
of a woman's gown.

Bodikin, bod'i-kin, n. a form of an oath, ' 'Od's bodi*

kins ' = God's little body.
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6odkin filte, (ii ; mS, iiir ; miat

,

Bolster

BOiUdn, bod'kin, «. a small dagger : a small instru-

ment for pricking holes or for dressing the hair : a

large blunt needle.—To Sit, or ride, bodkin, to be

wedged in tight between two others. [Prob. conn,

with W. ii^^ps; a dagger.]

Bodle, bod'l, «. a Scotch copper coin, equal to about

one-sixth of an English penny, the smallest coin.

[Said to be named from a mint-master, one Soi/i-

uell.]

Bodrages, bod'ra-j!r, «.//. (S/ens.) a hostile atuck,

a raid. [Ir. buaidhretuih, a disturbance.]

Body, bod'i, n. the whole frame of a man or lower

animal : the main part of an animal, as distinguished

from the limbs : the main or middle part of any-

thing : matter, as opposed to spirit : substance or

substantial quality : a mass : a person : a number of

persons united by some common tie.

—

v.t. to §ive

form to : to embody :—pr.p. bod'ying ; pa.p. bod'ied.

—adj. Bodiless, without a body : incorporeal.

—

adv.

Bod'ily, relating to the body, esp. as opposed to the

mind.—>«. Botfy-corour, a term applied to paints

to express their degree of consistence, substance,

and tingeing power ; Bod'y-CUr'er (:!ihak.\ a doctor ;

Bod'ygtiard, a guard to protect the person, esp. of

the sovereign ; Bod'y-pol'itlc, the collective body of

the people m its political capacity ; Bod'y-serv'ailt,

a personal attendant; BOQ'y-snatcll'er, one who
secretly disinters the bodies of the dead for the

purposes of dissection. [A.S. bodig, of dubious
origin]

BcBOtian, be-O'shyan, adj. pertaining to Betotia in

Greece, noted for the dullness of its inhabitants—
hence stupid, dull.

Boer, bCOr, n. a Dutch colonist at the Cape engaged
in agriculture. [Dut. boer. See Boor.]

Bog, bog, «. soft ground : a marsh or quagmire.

—

v.t.

to sink or to entangle.—«. Bog'-bUtt'er, a mineral
substance, resembling butter, found in Irish bogs.

—

adj. Boggj.—ns. Bog'let, Bogriand : Bog'-moss, a
Kenus of moss plants ; Bog'-oak, trunks of oak em-
Bedded in bogs and preserved from decay—of a deep
black colour, often tised for making ornaments

;

Bog'-ore, a kind of iron ore found in boggy land ;

Bog'-spav'in, a lesion of the hock-joint of the horse,

consistmg in distension of the capsule enclosing the
joint, usually arising suddenly from a sprain in

action ; Bog'-trot'ter, one who lives in a boggy
country, hence an Irishman. [Ir. bogach; Gael.
boff, soft.]

Boggard. See Bogle.
Boggle, bog'I, v.i. to stop or hesitate as if at a bogle :

to start with fright : to make difficulties about a
thing : to equivocate.—«. a scruple, objection : a
bungle.—«. Bogg'Ier, one who boggles : a doubter :

(Sfiak.) one who starts from the right path. [See
Bogle]

Bogie, Bogey, bOgl, «. a low truck on four wheels, so
constructed as to turn easily, a trolly : a revolving
under-carriage, as in a locomotive engine. [Ety.
unknown ; perh. conn, with Bogy, a fientl.]

Bogle. bOgI, n. a spectre or goblin : a scarecrow : a
bugbear, or source ofterror—aisoBogg'le.—Bogg'ard
is a common form in the North country. [Scot.
l>ogle, a ghost ; W. b^ug, a goblin. See Bug.]

Bogios, bo gus, adj. counterfeit, spurious. [An Ameri-
can cant word, of very doubtful origin — it may
possibly be ult. related to Bogy.]

Bogy, Bogey, bog'I, «. a goblin : a bugbear or special
object of dread^ the devil.—«. Bog3rlsoi. [A form
of Boggle and Boggard.]

Bohea, bo-he', «. the lowest quality of black tea : tea
generally. [Chin.]

Bohemian, bo-he'mi-an, «. and adj. applied to persons
of loose or irregular habits : an artist or man of
letters, or indeed atiy one, who sets social conven-
tionalitio aside.— «. Bohe'mianism. [ F"r. bohimitn,

g'Psyi from the belief that these wanderers came
iiom ti«k*mia.\

IM

Boiar. Same as Boyar.
Boil, boil, v.i. to bubble up from the action of heat:

to be hot : to be excited or agitated.

—

v.i. to heat

to a boiling state : to cook or dress by boiling.— «*.

Boil'er, one who boils : that in which anything is

boiled : a vessel in which steam, usually^ for a steam-
engine, is generated : a vessel for heating water for

baths, &c. ; Boiling, the bubbling up of any liquid

by the application of heat : the act of dressing food

by boiling water. — adj. bubbling : swelling with

heat or passion.—«. Boll'ing-point, the temperature
at which liquids begin to boil under heat.—To boil

down, to reduce in bulk by boiling, to extract the

substance of, to epitomise ; To boll over, to bubble
over the sides of the containing vessel, to break out
into unrestrained indignation. [O. Fr. boiUir—L.
buliire—bulla, a bubbl*;.]

Boil, boil, n. an inflamed swelling or tumour. [A.S.
byl ; Ger. beule.]

Boisterous, bois'ter-us, adj. wild : noisy : turbulent

:

stormy.—adv. Bols'terously.-«. Bois terousness.
[M. E. boistous, approximating, but not in sense, to

the O. Fr. boisteiis, whence modern boiteux, lame.
The Celtic words throw no light upon its origin.]

Solas, bolas, tt. missiles used by the South American
gauchos, consisting of balls or stones strung to-

gether, swung round the head and hurled, usually so
as to entangle the legs of an animal running. [Sp.]

Bold, bold, adj. daring or courageous : forward or
impudent : presumptuous : executed with spirit

:

striking to the sight, well marked : steep or abrupt.
— v.t. Bold'en (pbs.), to make haXA.—adj. Bold'-
faced, impudent.— <i(/r'. Bold'ly. —«. Bold'ness.—
To make bold, to take the liberty, to make free.

[A.S. bald; Old High Ger. bald. Ice. ballr.\

Bole, bOl, «. the round stem or body of a tree. [Scand.
bolr : Ger. bohle, a plank.]

Bole, bOl, «. an earthy mineral resembling clay in

structure, and consisting essentially of silica, alumina,
red oxide of iron, and water ; the bole of Lemnos,
Lentnian Earth, is red in colour, and was once
used as a tonic and astringent medicine. [Gr. bolos,
a clod.]

Bole, bOl, «. a recess in a wall : an opening to admit
light and air. [Scot. ; origin unknown.]

Bolero, bo-la'ro, or bo-le'ro, n. Spanish national dance :

also the air to which it is danced. [Sp.]
Boletus, bol-e'tus, n. a genus of fungi, having a

pore-like surface occupying the place of gills. [Gr.
bdlites, mushroom.]

Bolide, bol'id, «. a large meteor or fireball. [Fr.

—

L. bolid-em, bo/is—Gr. bolis, ballein, to throw.]
Bolin, an obsolete form of Bowline.
Boll, bol, n. one of the round heads or seed-vessels of

flax, poppy, &c. : a pod or capsule.—/.«</;>. BoUed
(bold), swollen, podded ; Bollen (boln), swollen
(Shak. ). [A form of Bowl ; A. S. bolla. ]

Boll, bol, «. a measure of capacity for grain, &c.

,

used in Scotland and the north of England— in
Scotland = 6 imperial bushels ; in England, varying
from 3 to 6 bushels : also a measure of weight,
containing, for flour, 140 lb. [Scot, bow, prob. a
Scand. word ; cf. Ice. bolli.}

Bollandist, bol'an-dist, n. one of the Jesuit writers
who continued the Acta Sanctorum (q.v.), begun
by John Holland (isc)6-i665).

Bollard,_ bol'ard, «. a strong post fixed in the ground,
to which ve.ssels are secured when alongside a
wharf: a thick piece of wood on the head or forepart
of a whale-boat, round which the harpooner turns
the line, when a whale is struck, to check the
animal's velocity. [Prob. Bole.]

Bologna, bol-On'ya, adj. from an ancient town of Italy,
which gives its name to Bologna phial or bottle,
Bologna phosphorus, and Bologna or 'Polony
sausages.—«<(>'. Bologn'ese.

Bolster, bol'ster, «. a lon§ round pillow or cushion : a
pad: anything resembUng it in form or use, esp.



BoH mflte ; mflte ; mSQn : fAen. Bond

any piece of mechanism affording a support against

pressure.

—

v.i. to support with a bolster: to hold

upi

—

p. adj. Bol'Stered, supported : swelled out.

—

H. Bol'sterlllg, a propping up or supporting. [A.S.

bolster; from root of Bowl)
Bolt, bolt, ». a bar or pin used to fasten a door, &c. :

an arrow: a thunderbolt, as in 'a bolt from the

blue."

—

v.t. to fa.sten with a bolt : to throw or utter

precipitately '. to expel suddenly : to swallow hastily.

—v.i. to rush away (like a bolt from a bow) : to

start up : (U.S.) to break away from one's political

party. — ns. Bolt'-head, the head of a bolt : a

chemical flask : Bolt'-rope, a rope sewed all round
the edge of a sail to prevent it from tearing ; Bolf-
sprlt (same as Bowsprit). — adv. Bolf-up'right,
upright and straight as a bolt or arrow.

—

n. Bolt'-

up'nghtness. [A.S. bolt: Old High Ger. bolz.\

Bolt, b5lt, v.t. (better spelling, Boult), to sift, to

separate the bran from, as flour : to examine by
tilting : to sift through coarse cloth.

—

ns. Bolt'er, a
aeve : a machine for separating bran from flour;

Bolt'ing, the process by which anything is bolted

or sifted : Bolt'ing-hutch, a hutch or large box
into which flour falls when it is bolted. [O. Fr.

bulifr, or buUter = bureter, from bure—l^ow L.

burra. a coarse reddish-brown cloth—Gr. pyrros,
reddish.]

Bolus, bo'lus, n. a rounded mass of anything : a large
pill. [L. bolus—Gr. bolos, a lump.] .

Bomb, bom, or bum, n. a hollow projectile, usu.illy of
cast-iron, fired from a mortar, filled with gunpowder
and fitted with a time-fuse : any similar missile or
case of explosives, as a dynamite bomb.—«. Bom'-
bard, an engine or great gun for throwing bombs

:

(Sfuik.") a barrel or large vessel for holding liquor.

—

V.t. Bombard', to attack with bombs.—«j. Bom-
bardier', the lowest non-commissioned officer in the
British artillery, formerly a man employed about the
mortars and howitzers ; Bombard'ment ; Bombar'-
don, a deep-toned brass instrument, with a tube
likened to a bombard.

—

adj. Bomb'-prOOf, proof or
secure against the force of bombs.

—

ns. Bomb'-Shell
(same as Bomb); Bomb'-vess'el, Bomb'-ketcb, a
vessel for carrying the mortars used in bombarding
from the sea.—Bombardier beetle, a name given to

several species of beetles, which discharge an acrid
volatile fluid with explosive force from the abdomen.
[Fr. bombe—L. bombus— Gr. bombos, a humming
sound—an imitative word.]

Bombasine, Bombazine, bom'-, bum-ba-zen', n. a
twilled or corded fabric of silk and worsted, or of
cottm and worsted.

—

n. Bom'baz, a genus of silk-

cotton trees, native to tropical America. [Fr. bom-
basin—Low L. bombasinum— Gr. bombyx, silk.]

Bombast, bom'-, bum'b.-ist, «. inflated or high-sound-
ing language : originally cotton or any soft material
used for stuffing garments.

—

adj. Bombas'tiC, high-
sounding : inflated. [Low L. bombax, cotton—Gr.
boinbyx, silk.]

Bombax. See Bombasine.
Bombay-duck, bom-ba'-duk, «. a fish of the family

Scopelidae, nearly allied to the salmon and trout

family, which is sailed, dried, and eaten as a relish.

Bombyi, bom'biks, ft. the silkworm. [Gr.]

Bon, bong, adj. good— French, occurring in some
English but not Anglicised phrases, as Bon aCCOrd,
good-will, agreement ; Bon mot, a jest or smart
saying ; Bon ton, good style, the fashionable
world ; Bon Vivant, one who lives well or luxuri-
ously.

Bona fide, bo'na fid'S, adv. and adj. in good faith,

with sincerity, genuine. [L.]

Bonanza, bon-an za, n. a term common in the Pacific

States for a rich m.iss of gold : any mme of wealth
or stroke of luck. [Sp.]

Bonapartism, bO'na-part-izm, n. attachment to the

dynasty of Napoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of the
Frenclt.—». Bo'napartiat

Bona-roba, bO'na-rOTja, «. (Shak.) a showy wanton, a
courtesan. [It. buona roba, lit. a fine gown.]

Bonbon, bong'bong, n. a sweetmeat.—«. Bonbon'lere,
a fancy box for holding such. [Fr., 'very good'

—

bon, good.]
Bond, bond, «. that which binds, a band : link of con-

nection or union : a writing of obligation to pay a
sum or to perform a con-
tract : any constraining or -,-> i i "^i j l—j_
any cementing force: in 1 ' ^

' t

building, the connection —J 1.1 i I 1 I

of one stone or brick with ' '

'

another, made by lapping ' * ^T
^

I 1^1
the one over the other as x
the work is carried up, as -*—[—r^—'

r i ' ' i

in English bond, Flemish -j-'—'-i—H—'-i—r-*-

bond, &c. : (//.) imprison- -H—p"

—

'~i—i * ^ i

ment, captivity. — adj. -r-'

—

'-y—r'—
' r t

'

bound : in a state of servi- "^«—'-'—'-

—

* *

tude. — V. t. to put im- a, English bond ;

ported goods in the cus- b, Flemish bond,
toms' warehouses till the
duties on them are paid—hence Bonded Stores or
warehouses. To take out of bond, &c. —p.adj.
Bond'ed, secured by bond, as duties.

—

ns. Bond'er,
a binding stone or brick ; Bond'-hold'er, a per-
son who holds bonds of a private person or
public company ; Bond'ing, that arrangement by
which goods remain in the customs' warehouses
till the duties are paid ; Bond'maid, Bond'woman,
Bonds'woman, a woman-slave ; Bond'man, a man-
slave : Bond'manship ; Bond'serVant, a slave

;

Bond'-serv'ice, the condition of a bond-servant

:

slavery; Bond' -Slave, a slave; Bonds'man, a
bondman or slave : a surety ; Bond'-stone, a stone
which reaches a considerable distance into or
entirely through a wall for the purpose of binding
it together ; Bond'-tim'ber, timber built into a wall
as it is carried ujj for the purpose of binding it to-

gether in a longitudinal direction.—Bonded debt,
the debt of a corporation represented by the bonds
it has issued, as contrasted with its floating debt,
[A variant oi band—A. S. bindan, to bind.]

Bondage, bond'aj, n. state of being bound : captivity:
slavery.—«. Bond'ager, a female outworker in the
Border and North country, whom the hind or married
cottar was bound to provide for the farm-work. [O.
Fr. ; Low L. bondagiuvi, a kind of tenure. Ace. to

Skeat, this is from A.S. bomia, a boor, a house-
holder, from Ice. bdiidi = bfiandi, a tiller, a husband-
man, btia, to till, cog. with A.S. biian.]

Bone, bun, n. a hard substance forming the skeleton

of mammalian animals : a piece of the skeleton of
an animal : (//.) the bones collectively : mortal re-

mains : pieces of bone held between the fingers of
the hand and rattled together to keep time to music

:

dice, as made of bone, ivory, &c.

—

v.i. to take the

bones out of, as meat : to seize, to steal.

—

ns. Bone'-
&<jii.Q{Shak.), aching or pain in the bones; Bone'-
ash, Bone'-earth, the remains when bones are

burnt in an open furnace ; Bone'-blaok, the remains
when bones are heated in a close vessel. — adj.

Boned— used in composition, as high-boned : having
bones : having the bones removed. — ns. Bone'-
dust, groimd or pulverised bones, used in agricul-

ture ; Bone'-lace, lace woven with bobbins, which
were frequently made of bone.

—

adj. BoneleSS,
wanting bones.—«j. Bone'-set'ter, one who treats

broken bones without being a duly qualified sur-

geon ; Bone'-Shak'er, a name familiarly given to the
earlier forms of bicycle before india-rubber tires ;

Bone'-spaVin, a bony excrescence or hard swelling

on the inside of the hock of a horse.

—

atij. Bon'y,
full of, or consisting of, bones.—A bone of Conten-
tion, something that causes strife ; A bone to
pick, something to occupy one, a difficulty, a
grievance, controversy, dispute. — To make nO
DOnes of^ to have no scruples in r^ard to some-
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Bonfire filte, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Boom

thing ; To the bone, to the inmost part. [A.S. Sdn,

Ger. ti'in.]

Bonfire, bon'flr, «. a large fire in the open air on occa-

sions of pubhc rejoicing, &c.—originally a fire in

which bones were burnt. [Not Fr. i>ofi, good, and
Fire.)

Bongrace, bon'grSs, «. a shade from the sun once

worn by women on the front of the bonnet : a broad-

brimmed hat or bonnet. (Fr.)

Bonhomie, bon'o-mfi, «. easy good-nature. [Fr. ; ion
homiiie, a good fellow.]

Boniface, bon'i-f5s, «. a generic name for an inn-

keeper, like ' mine host ' or ' landlord '—from the

hearty Boni/ace of Farqiihar's Beaux' Strntagcvi.

Boning, bOn'ing, n. the act of estimating straiqhtness

by looking along a series of poles, as in bontng-rod

or telescope.

Bonlto, bo-ue lu, «. a name given to several fishes of

the mackerel family—the Stripe-bellied Tunny of the

tropical p.irts of the Atl.Tntic and Pacific; the Medi-
terranean Bonito ; the Plain Bonito. [Sp.]

Bonne, bon, n. a French nursemaid. [Fr. ; fem. of
ton, good.]

Bonne-bouche, bon-bCOsh, «. a delicious morsel. [Fr.]

Bonnet, bon'ct, «. a covering for the head worn by
women, without a brim, tied on by strings, and now
letting the whole face be seen, although formerly a
bonnet (esp. a Poke'-bonn'et) covered the sides of the
face : a soft cap : the velvet cap within a coronet

:

{fort.) a small work with two faces, placed before
tne salient or flanked angle of the ravelin between
the two tenaillons—intended to remedy the defects
of b.irbettes : a wire-covering over a chimney-top : a
decoy or pretended player or bidder at a gaming-
table or an auction, the accomplice of a thimble-
rigger or other petty swindler.

—

v.t. to put a bonnet
on : to crush a man's hat over his cy^^^—adj. and
p.otij. Bonneted.—«j. Bonn'et-piece, a gold coin
of James V. of Scotland, on which the king wears a
bonnet instead ot a crown ; Bonn'et-roUge, the red
cap of liberty of the French Revolution, shaped like
a nightcap.—Bonnet laird, a Scotch name for a
petty landowner who wore a bonnet, not the hat of
the gentry. —Balmoral bonnet, a flat cap resembling
the Scotch (Lowland) bonnet ; Glengarry bonnet,
rising to a point in front, with ribbons hanging down
behind ; Scotch bonnet, of a broad, round, flu
shape, of dark-blue colour, with a tuft on t -e top,
the fabric thick-milled woollen, without seam or
lining—like the Basque beret. [O. Fr.-Low L.
bonuerum. ong. the name of a stuff.]

Bonny, bon'i, adj. beautiful : handsome : gay : plump :

pleasant-looking : as a general term expressing appre-
ciation = considerable, &c., often ironically : cheer-
ful : {ShaJt.) stout, slron^.^adv. Bonnlly, beauti-
fully : gaily. - «. Bonn Iness, handsomeness : gaiety.
[Fr. bon, bonne—L. bonus.]

Bonsplel, bon'spSi, «. a great curling-match. [Dr
Murray suggests an assumed Dut. bonds/e/, from
bond = verSond, 'coven.int, alliance, compact,' and
t^ei. play; the word having entered Scotch a* a
whole, s^iel, s/>el, having never been in common use
for ' pliy.']

Bonus, bOn'ux, «. a premium beyond the usual interest
for a loan : an extra dividend to shareholders : an
extra gratuity paid to workmen : a douceur or bribe.
(L. bonus, good]

Bonze, bon'ze, n. a Buddhist priest. [Jap. bonxd or
bomi, a priest.]

Boo, Booh, boo, inter;', a sound expressive of disappro-
b.Ttion or contempt.

—

v.i. to utter ' boo !' to hoot.

—

Ti.t. Boo'-hoo', to weep noisdy.
Booby, boo'bi. «. a silly or stupid fellow : a sea-bird,

of the gannet tribe, remarkable for its apparent
stupidity in allowing itself to !•» knocked down with
a stick.—rt/^i. Boo'by, Boo'bylsh, like a booby:
stupid.—nj. Boo'bsrlsm ; Booby-trap, a rude form
of practical joke among boys, by which something
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is made to fall upon some one entering a door, or

the like. [Sp. bobo, a dolt : may prob. be cog. with
Ger. buie.]

Boodle, bOOd'l, n. a crowd, pack— ' the whole boodle :

'

stock-in-trade, capital. [May be conn, with Dut.
boedeL )

Boodle, bOOd'l, «. {slang) a stupid noodle.

Boody, bOOd'i, v.i. to sulk or mope. [Fr. bonder, to

pout.]

Book, book, «. a collection of sheets of paper bound
together, either printed, written on, or blank : a
literary composition : a division of a volume or

subject : the Bible : a betiing-book, or record of
bets made with diflferent people : {Jig.) any source
of instruction : the libretto ot an opera, &c : (//.)
formal accounts of transactions, as minutes of meet-
ings, records kept of his business by a merchant.

—

v.t. to write in a book.

—

ns. Book'-account', an
account of debt or credit in a book ; Book'blnder,
one who binds books ; Bookbinding, the art or
gractice of binding or putting the boards on books

;

look'-case, a case with shelves for books ; Book"-
club, an association of persons who buy new books
for circulation among themselves ; Book'-debt, a
debt for articles charged by the seller in his book-
account.

—

aiij. Book'ful, full of information gathered
from books.—«.r. Book'-hold'er, one who holds the
book of the play and prompts the actor in the
theatre ; Book'-hunt'er, one who rejoices in dis-

covering rare books ; Book Ing-office, an office

where names are booked or tickets are taken.

—

adj.
Book'ish, fond of books : acquainted only with
books.—»^. Booklshness ; Book-keeping, the art

of keeping accounts in a regular and systematic
manner ; Book -land, land taken from the /oiclartd

or common land, and granted by bdc or written
charter to a private owner ; Book'-leam'ing, learn-

ing got from books, as oppo^ed to practical know-
ledge.

—

adj. Bookless, without books, unlearned.

—

«j. Booklet, a small book ; Book'-mak'er, one who
makes up books from the writings of others, a com-
piler : one who makes a system of bets in such a
way that the gains must exceed the losses, entering
them in a memorandum bi>ok : Book'-maklng, the
art or practice of compiling books from the writings
of others: compilation: systematic betting; Boof-
man, a scholar, student ; Book'-mark, something
placed in a book to mark a particular page or
passage ; Book'-mate {Shak.), a mate or companion
m the study of books : a schoolfellow ; Book'-
mUS'lln, muslin used in bookbinding ; Book'-oath
{Hhak.), an oath made on the Book or Bible ; Book'-
plate, a label usually pasted inside the cover of a
book, bearing the owner's name, crest, coat-of-arms,
or peculiar device : Book'-post, the department in
the Post-office for the transmission of books ; Book'-
seller, one who sells books ; Book'selling ; BoolC-
Shelf, a shelf on which books are placed ; Book'-
Sbop, a shop where books are sold ; Book'-Stall, a
stall or stand, generally in the open air, where books
are sold ; Book'-Stand, a book-stall : a stand or
support for holding up a book when reading ; Book'-
trade, the trade of dealing in books ; Book'woim,
a worm or mite that eats holes in books : a hard
reader : one who reads without discrimination or
profit.—To be upon the books, to have one's name
in an official list : To bring to book, to bring to
account ; To take a leaf out of another's book, to
follow the example of some one; To talk like a
book, to talk pedantically, or in a preternaturally
well-informed manner. [.A.S. bik, a book, the
beech ; Ger. biiche, the beech, buck, a book, because
the Teutons first wrote on beechen boards.]

Boom, boom, «. a pole by which a sail is stretched : a
chain or bat stretched across a harbour. (Dut. boom,
a beam, a tree.]

Boom, boom, v.i. to make a hollow sound or roar : to
go on with a rush, to become suddenly prosperous.



Boomerang mOte ; mCte ; mOQn ; Men. Bom

Boomerang—different forms.

A.S.

—v.i. to push anything into sudden prominence:

—

^a.fi. boomed (boomd)
;
/''•/. boom'ing.—«. a hollow

roar, as of the sea, the cry of the bittern, &c. : a
sudden increase of activity in business, or the like

—

often the direct consequence of puffing advertise-
ments or le>s legitimate intrigues.

—

p.adj. Boom'-
ing, rushing with violence. [From a Low Ger. root
found in A.S. hvme, a trumpet, Dut. bommett, to

drum; like Bomb, of imit. origin.]

Boomerang, bSOm'e-rang, «. a hard-wood missile used
by the natives of Australia, shaped like the segment
ofa circle,

and so
balanced
that when
thrown to

adistance
it returns
towards
thethrow-
er. [Aus-
tralian.]

Boon, Loon,
«. a peti-

tion : a gift or favour. [Ice. bdn, a prayer
be7i.\

Boon, b55n, adj. gay, merry, or kind. [Fr. bon—L.
bonus, good.]

Boor, bCor, «. a countryman, a peasant : a Dutch
colonist in South Africa : a coarse or awkward
person. — a^'. Boor'lsh, like a boor: awkward or
rude.—Ww. Boor'ishly. «. Boor'islmesa. [Dut.
boer ; Ger. bauer. The A.S. gebiir, a farmer, may
explain the East Anglian bar, neighbour, as a form
of address.]

Boord, an obsolete form of Board.
Boose. See Bouse.
Boot, best, «. a covering for the foot and lower part

of the leg generally made of leather : an infamous
instrument of judicial torture, in which the legs were
forced into a strong case and wedges driven in until

bone, mu>cle, and marrow were crushed together

—

also Boot'ikin : a box or receptacle in a coach.

—

v.i. to put on boots.—«. Boot'-ClOS'er, one who closes

the upper leathers of boots. —/a./. Boot'ed, having
boots on, equipped for ridin;.

—

us. Boot'-bOOk, an
instrument for pulling on long boots ; Boofhose
(Shnk.), hose or stockings used in place of boots ;

Boot'-jack, an instrument for taking off boots ; Boot'-
lace, a lace for fastening boot^ ; Boot'-last, Boot'-tree,
the last or wooden mould on which boots or shoes
are made or stretched to keep their sh.ipe. — adj.
Boot'lesS, without boots : referring also, as in Tenny-
son's metaphorical use, ' wedded to a bootless calf,'

to the ancient custom at a marriage by pro.xy of the
qus».i bridegroom putting one unbooted leg into the
bride's bed.—«. BootS, the servant at an inn who
cleans the boots, runs messages, &c.—in combina-
tion, as Lazyboois, Slybaois.—Boot and saddle (a

corr. of Fr. bouteselte, place saddle), the signal to
cavalry to mount.—Like old boots {slatsg), vigor-
ously, he irtily.—Six feet in bis boots, quite six feet

high. - To die in bis boots, to be cut off in the midst
of health, as by the rope ; To bave one's beart in
one's boots, to be in a state of extreme terror. [O.
Fr. bote (mod. boiie)—'Loy/ L. botta, boia, of dubious
origin.]

Boot, bffPt, z'.t. to profit or advantage.

—

n. advantage :

profit : any reparation or compensation paid, like the
man bote of old English law : (Shak.) booty.

—

adj.

Boot'lesS. without boot or profit : useless.

—

adv.
Boot'lessly.—«. Boot'lessness.—To boot, in addi-
tion : To make boot of (Sluik.), to make profit of.

[A-S. bdt, compensation, amends, whence betan, to

amend, to make Better.]
Bootes, bo-C'tez, «. a northern constellation beside the
Great Bear, containing the bright star Arcturus.
[Or. ; an ox-driver.]

Bootb, bSDth, «. a hut or temporary erection formed
of slight materials : a covered stall at a fair or

market. [Ice. bii5, Ger. bude.\

Booty, boDt'i, «. spoil taken in war or by force

:

phmder, a prize. ~ To play booty, to join with
others in order to cheat one player, to play a game
with intention to lose. [Ice. bjti, share

—

byta, to
divide.]

Booze. See Bouse.
Bo-peep, bo-pep', «. a simple play among children in

which one peeps from behind something and cries
' Bo."

Bora, bo'ra, «. a strong north-east wind in the upper
Adriatic. [Diez explains the word as a Venetian
variant of It. borea—L,, boreas; ace. to others,

Slav. ; cf. Servian biira.'\

Boracbio, bor-ach'i-o, «. a Spanish wine - bottle of
leather : a drunken fellow. [Sp. borracJia.\

Borage, bur'aj, n. a plant of the genus Borago, for-

merly in great repute as a cordial. [Low L. borago.]

Borax, bO'raks, «. a mineral salt used for soldering, as

a flux in metallurgy, in enamelling and glazing, as a
mordant in dyeing, ;is a substitute for soap, and also

in medicine.

—

adj. Borac'ic, of or relating to borax.
— Hs, Bor'acite, a mineral composed of boracic acid
and carbonate of magnesia ; Bo'rate, a salt of boracic

acid.—Boracic acid, an acid obtained by dissolving

borax, and also found native in mineral springs in

Italy. [Through Fr. and Low L. borax, borac-ent,

from Ar. bUrag.]
Bordar, bord'ar, n. a villein who held his hut at his

lord's pleasure. [Low L. bordariits ; of Teut.
origin. See Board.]

Bordeaux, bor-dO', n. claret, wine of Bordeaux, a
great city in the south-west of France.

Bordel, bor'del, «. a house for prostitution. [O. Fr.

bordel, a cabin—Low L. borda.]
Border, bord'er, «. the edge or margin of anything

:

the march or boundary of a country, esp. that be-

tween England and Scotland: a flower-bed in a
garden : a piece of ornamental ed.'jing or trimming
round a garment, &c.

—

v.i. to resemble (with on) : to

be adjacent (with upon, with).—v. t. to make or adorn
with a border : to bound.

—

ns. Bord'erer, one who
dwells on the border of a country ; Bord'er-land.

—

adj. Bord'erless. [O. Fr. bordure; from root of

Board.]
Bord-raglng. See Bodraging.
Bordure, bor'dur, 71. {.her.) a border surrounding a

shield, generally said to occupy one-fifth of the field.

[Border.]
Bore, bOr, v.t. to pierce so as to form a hole : to weary

or annoy.

—

n. a hole made by boring: the size of

the cavity of a gun : a person or thing that wearies
(not from the foregoing, according to Dr Murray,
who says both verb and noun arose after 1750).

—

ns.

Bor'er, the person or thing that bores : a genus of

sea-worms that pierce wood : a name common to

many in.sects that pierce wood ; Bor'ing, the act of
making a hole in anything : a hole made by boring :

(//.) the chips produced by boring. [A.S. borian,

to bore ; cf. Ger. bohren ; allied to L. for-are, to

bore, Gr. pharynx, the gullet.]

Bore, bSr, did bear, pa.t. of Bea.r.

Bore, bor, «. a tidal flood which rushes with great

violence up the estuaries of certain rivers, also called

Eagre. [Ice. bdra, a wave or swell.]

Boreas, bo're-as, «. the north wind.

—

adj. Bo'real.

[L. and Gr.]

Boric. Same as BoraciC (q.v. under Borax).
Bom, bawrn, pa.j. of Bear, to bring forth. —Bom
again, having received new spiritual life or regenera-

tion through Christ.—Bom in, or wltb, inherited by
birth; Bom of, spnuig from.—A bom fOOl, one
whose folly is from his birth—al^^o in compounds,
as English-bom, eldest-borri, base-bortt, gently-born,

weli-borji, &c.—In one's bom days, in one's life-

I
time
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Borne fiite, fSr ; mS, hftr ; mine ;
Bottle

Borne, h6m,pa.p. of Bear, to carry.

Bom^ bor'na, iuij. limited, narrow-minded. [Fr.

pa.p. oi borner, to limit.]

Boron, bO'ron, n. a simple non-metallic element present

in borax and boracic acid, obtained in crystals which
resemole diamonds. [See Boraz.]

Borough, bur's, n. a town with a corporation and special

privileges granted by royal charter : a town that

sends representatives to parliament

—

ris. Bor'OUgll-

Bngllsh, a custom in some ancient English boroughs,

by which estates descend to the youngest son or the

youngest brother ; Bor'OUghmonger, one who buys

or sells the patrona«|e of boroughs ; Bor'OUgh-reeve,

the chief municipal official in some unincorporated

English towns prior to 1835. — Close or Pocket
borough, a borough the representation of which was
in the nomination of some person—common before

1S32 ; County borough, a borough ofabove 50,000 in-

habitants, constituted by the Local Government Act
of 1888: Rotten borough, one which still returned

members to parliament although the constituency

had disappeared—all abolished in 1832.—The Scotch
terms are grouped under Burgh. [A.S. burg, burh,

a city, from beorgan ; Ger. ber^en, to protect.

)

Borrel, bor'el, adj. {Spens.) rustic, clownish. [O. Fr.

burel, coarse cloth worn by peasantry.]

Borrow, bor'O, v.i. to obtain on loan or trust : to adopt
from a foreign source : to derive one's authority from
another (with from, of).^p.adj. Borr'owed, taken
on loan, counterfeit, assumed.

—

n. Borr'ower.

—

Borrowing days, the List three days of March(O.S.).
supposed in Scotch folklore to have been borrowed
by March from April, and to be especially stormy.
[A.S. borgian—borg, borh, a pledge, security.]

Borstall, bor'stal, n. a way up a hill, still used in the
district of the Downs. [A.S. btorh, a hill, and
stigel, a stile.]

Bort, bort, «. diamond-dust. [Fr.]

Borxoi, bor'zoi, n. a breed of dogs of great grace and
beauty, in shape like a gigantic greyhound, though
covered with a soft coat about the length of a deer-

hound's. [Russ.]
Boscage, bosk'aj, n. thick foliage : woodland. [Fr.

boscage, bocage—Low L. bosciis (hence Fr. bois),

conn, with Ger. butch, Eng. Bush.]
Bosh, bosh, n.^ used also as interj. nonsense, foolish

talk or opinions. [Turk, bosh, worthless, frequent
in Moriers popular novel Ayesha (1834).]

Bosky, bosk'i, adj. woody or bushy : shady.— ns.

Bosk'et, Bosk ( Tennyson), a thicket.

Bosom, bOCz'um, ». the breast of a human being, or
the part of the dress which covers it : {/ig.) the seat
of the passions and feelings : the heart : embrace,
enclosure, as within the arms : any close or secret
receptacle.

—

adj. (in composition) confidential : in-

timate.

—

v.i. to enclose in the bosom.—Abraham's
bosom, the abode of the blessed dead.—To take to
one's bosom, to marry : to make an intimate friend
of. [h.S. bdsm : Get. busen.]

Boson, bo sn, n. a corruption of Boatswain.
Boss, bos, H. a knob or stud : a raised ornament.—

v.t. to ornament with bosses.

—

adj. Boss'y, having
bosses.

—

p.adj. Bossod, em-
bossed. [O. Fr. boct (Fr.

boise), from Old Ger. bizan,
to beat.]

Boss, bos, H. the chief or

leader : the master, man-
ager, or foreman : the per-

son who pulls the wires in

political intrigues. — adj.
chief: excellent.

—

v.t. to

manage or control. — To
boss the show, to be
supreme director of an en-
terprise. [Amer. ; from the
New York Dutch baas, master; cog. with Ger.
to**, a cousin.]

1Q8

Bostangl, bos-tan'ji, «. a Turkish guard of the palace.

[Turk.)
Boston, bost'on, n. a game at cards, somewhat similar

to whist. [From Boston in Mass., U.S.]
Boswelllan, bos-wel'li-an, adj. after the manner of

Bosweii, the famous biographer of Samuel Johnson.
—1'.«. Bos'welllse, to write after the manner of
Boswell—full of an absolute admiration for one's

hero and interest in him descending to the smallest
particulars.—«. Bos'wellism.

Bot. See Bots.
Botany, bot'an-i, «. the science of plants.— adj.

Botan'ic.

—

adv. Botan'lcally.— ?'.«. Bot'anlse, to

seek lor and collect plants for study.

—

ns. Bot'anist,
one skilled in botany ; Bot'anomancy, divination

by means of plants, esp. the leaves of the sage and
fig.—Botany Bay, a famous convict settlement in

hfew South Wales, near to what is now Sydney

:

convict settlements generally. [Gr. botane, herb,

plant

—

bosk-ein, to feed, L. vescor, I feed myself;
perh. cog. with A.S. tuoed-^

BotargO, bot-ar'go, n. a relish made of mullet or tunny
roe. [It.—Ar.]

Botch, boch, «. a swelling on the skin : a clumsy
patch ; ill-finished work.

—

v.t. to patch or mend
clumsily : to put together unsuitably or unskilfully.
— ns. Botch'er, one who botches; Botch'worfc,
Botch'ery.— «</;. Botch'y, marked with or full of
botches. [From root of Boss.]

Botfly. See Bots.
Both, both, adj. axxA fron. the two ; the one and the

other.

—

conj. as well : on the one side. [Ice. bathi,

Ger. beide ; A.S. bA ; cf. L. ani-bo, Gr. am-pho.
Sans, ubha, orig. amb/ta.]

Bother, bo/A'er, z'.t. to perplex or tease.

—

ns. Both'er ;

Bothera'tion.

—

adj. Both'ersome. [Murray notes
that the word first appeared in the writings of Irish-

born men, as Dr Sheridan, Swift, and Sterne. [Perh.
from Ir. buatd/tirt, trouble.]

Bothy, Bothle, both'i, «. a humble cottage or hut : a
temporary house for men engaged in some common
work, esp. the barely furnished quarters provided
for farm-servants, generally unmarried men, in the
eastern and north-eastern counties of Scotland.

—

The Bothy system is apparently economical, but is

detrimental to health and to morality.
Botond, Bottony, bot'un-i, at(/. (her.) having buds or
knobs at the extremity, applied to a cross having
each arm terminated in three buds, like trefoil.

[O. Fr. See Button.]
Bo-tree, bO'-tre, «. the name given in Ceylon to the

Pipal or Peepul of India (Ficus religiosa), held
sacred by the Buddhists, and planted close by every
temple. [Singh, bo, from Pali bodhi, perfect know-
ledge.]

Bots, Botts, botz, n. the larvse of the botfly found in

tlie flesh and in the intestines of animals. — «.

Bot'fly, a family of dipterous insects, resembling the
blue-bottle fly, which deposit their eggs on cattle.

[Ety. unknown ; hardly conn, with Bite.]
Bottine, bot'en, «. a high boot, a half-boot. [Fr.,

dim. of botte, a boot.)
Bottle, bot'l, n. a bundle of hay.—To lOOk for a
needle in a bottle of hay, to engage in a hopeless
search. [O. Fr. botel.]

Bottle, bot'l, «. a hollow vessel for holding liquids

:

the contents of such a vessel : the habit of drinking.
— v.t. to enclose in bottles.—«. Bott'le-chart, one
which purports to show the track of sealed b .ttles

thrown from ships into the aea.—p.adj. Bott'led,
enclosed in bottles: shaped or protuberant like a
bottle : kept in restraint. —Mj. Bott'le-glass, a coarse
green glass used in the making of bottles ; Bott'le-
gourd, or Fatse Calabash, a climbing, mu^ky-
scented Indian annual, whose fruit is shaped like a
bottle, an urn, or a cUib.

—

adjs. Bott'le-green,
dark green in colour, like bottle-glass.—Bott'le-
head, Bott'le- nosed, having a rounded proiiu>



Bottom mOte ; mOte ; mOOn ; /Aen. Bovirgreoisle

nent head, with a short snout, as a certain genus

of whale. — «J. Bott'le-hOld'er, one who attends

upon a boxer at a prize-fight, a backer or sup-

porter generally; Bottle-imp, an imp supposed

to be confined in a bottle; Bott'le-wash'er, one

whose business it is to wash out the bottles, a

factotum generally.—A three-bottio man, one who
could drink three bottles without losing his decorum.

—To Iwttle off, to draw from the cask and put into

bottles; To bottle up (one's wrath, &c.), to keep

enclosed as in a bottle ; To bring up on the bottle,

to rear an infant artificially rather than by the

breast ; To pass the bottle, to make the drink go

round : To pass the bottle of smoke, to acquiesce

in some falsehood, to make pretence. [O. Fr.

bouteille, dim. of botie, a vessel for liquids—Low
L. butis, a vessel.

1

Bottom, bot'um, «. the lowest part of anything : that

on which anything rests or is founded : the sitting

part of the human body : the foot of a page, &c. :

low land, as in a valley : the keel of a ship, hence
the vessel itself: the fundamental character of any-
thing, as physical stamina, financial resources, &c. :

the portion of a wig hanging down over the shoulder,

as in 'full-bottom' = lull-bottomed wig: {Shnk.)a.\>3A

of thread.

—

v.t. to found or rest upon:(5'/;rt^.) to wind
round or upon. — adj. Bott'omed. — ns. Bott'om-
glade, a glade or open space in a bottom or valley

;

Bott'om-grass Xshak."), grass growing on bottom
lands.

—

adj. Bott'omless.—«. Bott'omry, a contract
by which money is borrowed on the security of a ship

or bottom.—Bottomless pit = hell.—At bottom, in

reality.—From the bottom of the heart, from the

very heart.—To be at the bottom of, to be the real

origin of: To Stand on one's own bottom, to be
independent of; To touoh bottom, to reach the

lowest point. [A. S. botm ; Ger. boden ; conn, with
L. yitndus, bottom, Gael, bonn, the sole.]

Bottony. See Botond.
Boudoir, bOSd'war, «. a lady's private room. [Fr.

—

bonder, to pout, to be sulky.)

Bouffant, boofang, adj. puffed out, in dressmaking.
[Fr.]

Bouffe. See Opera-bouffe.
Bougainvillssa, bSOg-an-vil-e'a, n. a neotropical genus

of Nyctaginaceae, frequently trained over trellises

or under the roofs of greenhouses, their triplets of
flowers almost concealed by rosy or purple bracts.

[From the first French circumnavigator of the globe,

Louis Antoine de Bougainville (1729-1811).]
Bough, bow, n. a branch of a tree : the gallows.

[A.S. bdg. bdh, an arm, the shoulder (Ger. hug,
the shoulder, the bow of a ship)—A.S. bugan, to

bend.]
Bought, bawt, pa.t. and /<j./. of Buy.—Bought'en

is an archaic form.

Bought, bowt, «. a bight or bend : {Sperts.) a twist or
coil : the bend of a sling in which the stone is

placed. [See Bight.]
Bougie, bCiO'zhi, ». an instrument made of elastic,

gum, wax, or metal, for distending contracted
mucous canals, as the gullet, bowels, or urethra.
[Fr. a 'wax candle,' because the instrument was
orig. made of waxed linen, from Bougie in Algeria.]

Bouillabaisse, bro-lya-bSs', «. a Provencal kind offish
chowder, familiar through Thackeray's appreciative
ballad. JFr.]

Bouilli, boo-ye, n. boiled or stewed meat.—«. Bouillon
(boD-yong), soup. [Fr. See BoiL]

Boulder, bald'er, «. a large stone rounded by the
action of water: {geoL)a. mass of rock transported
by natural agencies from its native bed.

—

adj. con-
taining boulders. — «. Boulder-olay (see Till, 4).

[Ace. to Wedgwood, from Swed. biillra, Dan. buldre,
to rnar like thunder, as large pebbles do.]

Boulevard, b55l'e-var, «. a broad walk or promenade
bordered with trees, originally applied to those
formed upoa the demolished fortifications of a town.
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—n. Boul'evardier, a frequenter of the boulevards.
[Fr.—Ger. bollwerk. See Bulwark.]

Bouleversement, boCl-vers-mang, «. an overturning.

[Fr.]

Boult, bolt, v.t. (Sfiens.). Same as Bolt (2)1

Boun, Bowne, bown, v.t. (used reJJ.) to prepare one's

self, to have recourse to.

—

v.i. to prepare, dress : 10

set out, to go to a -pWc^—^Spens. ) Bound. \_Boun,

earlier form of bound—revived by Scott.]

Bounce, bowns, X'.i. to jump or spring suddenly : to

bound like a ball, to throw one's self about : ipbs.) to

beat : to burst into or out of a room, &c. : to boast,

to exaggerate.

—

n. a heavy, sudden blow : a leap or

spring : a boast : a bold lie.

—

adv. and interj. ex-

pressing sudden movement.

—

n. Bounc'er, one who
bounces: something big: a bully: a liar.— adj.

Bouno'ing, large and heavy : lusty : swaggering.
[Uut. hoHzcn, to strike, from bons, a blow.]

Bound, bownd, ^a.t. and pa.p. of Bind, confined,
bandaged : intmiately connected with— ' bound up
in :

' of books, having a cover of, as ' bound in

morocco,' &c. (with in): under obligation or neces-
sity to, as 'bound to win.'—«. Bound' -bail'iff, a
sheriff's officer, so called from his bond given to the
sheriff for the discharge of his duty.

Bound, 'oownd, «. a limit or boundary : the limit of
anything, as patience— ' to break bounds,' to go
beyond what is reasonable or allowable : (//.) a
border-land, land generally within certain under-
stood limits, the district.

—

v.t. to set bounds to: to
limit, restrain, or surround.—«. Bound'ary, a visible
limit: border: termination.—/.rt^'. Bound'ed, re-

stricted, cramped.

—

k. Bound'er, a boisterous or
overbearing person.

—

adj. Bound'less, having no
limit : vast.

—

n. Boundlessness. [O. Fr. bonne—
Low L. bodina, of doubtful origin ; cf. Bret, bonn,
a boundary.]

Bound, bownd, 7>.i. to spring or leap.

—

n. a spring or

leap.

—

p. adj. Bound'ing, moving forward with a
bound : leaping.—By leaps and bounds, by start-

lingly rapid stages. [Fr. bondir, to spring, in O. Fr.

to resound—L. bonibitdre. See Boom, the sound.]
Bound, bownd, adj. ready to go— as in 'outward

bound,' &c. [Ice. buinn, pa.p of bOa, to prepare.]

Bounden, bownd'n, adj. binding : required : obliga-

tory, fFrom Bind. ]

Bounty, bown'ti, «. liberality in bestowing gifts : the
gift bestowed : money offered as an inducement to

enter the army, or as a premium to encourage any
branch of industry.

—

adjs. Boun'teous, Boun'tiful,
liberal in giving : generous.

—

adrs. Boun'teously,
Boun'tifully. — ns. Boun'teousness, Boun'tifm-
ness; Boun'tihood.—Lady Bountiful, a character

in Farquhar's Beaux' Stratagem, now used for the

great lady of any district. [O. Fr. bontet {.bontf),

goodness—L. bonitatem—bonus—good.]

Bouquet, bOSk'a, n. a bunch of flowers : a nosegay

:

the perfume exhaled by wine. [Fr. bosguet, dim. of

bois, a wood— It. bosco. See Boscage, Bush.]
Bourasque, b03-rask', «. a tempest. [Fr. bourrasque;

It. borasco, a storm.]
Bourbonist, b(35r'bun-ist, «. an adherent of the Bour-

bons, the old French royal dynasty.
Bourd, bSSrd, n. {Spens.) a jest, sport.—«. Bourd'er

{obs.), a jester. [O. Fr. bourde, origin unknown.]
Bourdon, bOSr'dun, «. the refrain of a song : a bass

stop in an organ or harmonium. [See Burden.]
Bourdon, beOr'dun, «. (pbs.)^^ pilgrim's staff: a club.

[Fr.—Low L. burdon-em, a mule.]
Bourg, burg, «. Same as Burgh, Borough.
Bourgeois, bur-jois', K. a kind of printing type, larger

than brevier and smaller than longprimer. [Fr.

—

perh. from the name of the t^fpefounder.]

Bourgeoisie, brorzh'waw-ze, «. the middle class of

citizens, esp. traders. [From Fr. bourgeois, a citizen,

often taken as a typical word for the mercantile
middle class—used also adjectively, like such in
manners or ways of thiokiog.]



BouTfireon fate, far ; mi, hir ; mine

;

Bowsprit

Bourgeon, bur^un, v.i. to put forth sprouts or buds

:

to g,row. [Fr. bourgton, a bud, shooc]
Bouflgflliail, bSDr-in yaii, adj. of or perialning to

Antoinette Bourignon (1616-S0), a religious vision-

ary who made religion consi;.! in inward emotion,

not in knowledge or practice.—BoUTign ianism was
strong in Scotland about the beginning of the :8th

centurj'i a"d ministers at ordination renoiuiced it

down till 18S9.

Bourlaw. See Byrlaw.
Boom, Bourne, bOrn, or bSSm, «. a boundary, a

limit, or goal : {Keats) domain. [Fr. borne, a liraiL

See Bonnd. (3).]

Boom, Baome. See Bum (i).

Boone, baors, «. an exchange where merchants meet
for business. [Fr. bourse. See POTSe.]

Boortree, bosr'trs, «. the elder- tree—also Bonn'tree.
—u. Bour'tree-gnn, a pop-gun made of a piece of

its wood by takmg out the pith. [Scot. ; ety. un-

known.]
Bouse, Booze, Boose, bSOz, v.i. to drink deeply.

—

n. a driiiking \x>\xX..—atif. Bous'iug, drinking.

—

k.

Bous'ingken, a low drmking-shop.—a<^'. Bous'y,
inclined to bouse : drunken. [Dut. buyseii, to

drink deeply—^m/j, a tube or flask ; allied to Box.]
Boustrophedon, bow-strof-S'don, adj. and a^iv. written

ploughwise, alternately from right to left and from
left to right—a form of alphabetic writing inter-

mediate between the oldest Greek inscriptions (from
right to left, as in Semitic scripts) and the more con-
venient method of left to riglit (from 7th century).

[Gr. ; bou-stro/>hos, ox-turning.]

Bout, bowt, >i. a turn, trial, or round : an attempt : a
contest or trial—a fencing bout, or a continued fit of
drinking. [Doublet of Bight ; from root of Bow, to

bend.]
Bontade, bos-tad', m. a sudden outburst [Fr. ;

bottler, to thrust.]

Bouts-rlm^, h^SCrri-mS.', n.pl. rhyming words g^ven
out by some one of a party as the endings of a
stanza, the others having to fiU up the lines as best

they may. [Fr.]

Bovine, bo'vin, adj. pertaining to cattle. [L. bos,

bevis, Gr. bous, an ox or cow.]
Bovrll, bov'ril, «. concentrated beef drunk hot as a

stimulant. [Coined from Gr. bous, bovis, an ox, and
"'ril, the electric fluid represented as the one common
origm of the forces in matter, in Lytton's novel The
Coming Raee, 1871.)

Bow, bow, v.i. to bend the body in saluting a person,
acknowledging a compliment, &c. : to submit.

—

v.t.

to bend or incline downwards, to crush down (with
dtnvH, to, in or out, up or down).—«. a bending of
the body in saluting a person.

—

adj. BoW'-backed,
crook-backed.—A bowlng acquaintance, a slight
acqiiaintaiice.—To make one's bow, to retire cere-
moniously, to leave the stage. [A.S. bugan, to
bend ; akin to 'L./ug-fre, to flee, to yield.]

Bow, bo, M. a piece ot elastic wood or other material
for shooting arrows, bent by means of a string
stretched between its two ends : anything of a bent
or curved shape, as the rainbow : the instrument by
which the strings of a violin are sounded : a ring of
metal forming a handle : a knot composed of one
or of two loops and two ends {single boio, double
boil'), a looped knot of ribbons, a necktie or the
like, so tied.—adj. BoWbent (.^fillon), bent like a
bow.—«. Bow'-boy, a boy archer : {S/utk.) Cupid.—
H.pl. Bow'-COm'pa^eS, compasses, one leg of which
shdcs on a bow or curved plate of metal to steady
its motion : a small pair of compasses for describing
circles with ink or pencil.

—

aiij. BOWed.—mx. BoW-
hand, in archery, the left hand, the one by which
the bow is held: (»«wr.) the rij;ht hand, the one
that draws the b<iw; BoW-Ieg, a leg crooked like
a bow.—rt/// Bow-legged, having crooked legs.—
ns. Bowline, a rope from the weather side of the
Ktuare sails (to which it is fastened by bridles) to
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the larboard or starboard bow, to keep the sail close

to the wind : BoWman, an archer : BoWsbot, the
distance to which an arrow can be shot from a bow ;

BoWstring, the string by which a bow is drawn : a
string with which the Turks strangled offenders;
BoW-Win'doW, a bent or semicircular window.

—

adj. BoW-Win'dowed (.slang), pot-bellied.—«. BoW-
yer (o/'S.), a bowman : a maker of bows. —Bowllne
knot, a simple but secure knot, used in fastening

the bowline bridles to the cringles.—On the boW
hand, wide of the mark.—To draw the long bow,
to make extravagant statements ; To have tWO (or

more) Strings to one's bow, to have other alterna-

tives. (A.S. boga ; cog. with Ger. bogen.]

Bow, bow, n. the general name for the stem and fore-

part of a ship, or that which cuts the water—often

used in //., the ship being considered to h.ive star-

board and port bows, meeting at the stem.

—

ns.

BoWer, BoWer-anch'or, an anchor at the bow or
forepart of a ship—usually two, the best-boiver and
the small-bcrwer : BoW-oar, the oar nearest the

bow.—A bold, or bluff, bow, a broad bow ; A lean
bow, a narrow one.—On the boW, within 45° of the

point right ahead.
Bowdlerise, bowd'ler-Iz, v.t. to expurgate a book or

writing, to remove indelicate words or phrases, esp.

to do so unnecessarily. — ns. Bowdjerisa'tion ;

Bowd'lerlser ; Bowd'lerlsm. (From Dr T. Bawdier
( 1 754-1825), who published an expurgated Shake-
speare in ten volumes in 1818.]

Bowels, bow'elz, n.pl. the interior parts of the body,
the entrails : the interior part of anything : {Jig.)

the heart, pity, tenderness (the emotions being
supposed to be .-ieated in the bowels

—

B. and Skak.).—v.t. BoWel, to take out the bowels. [O. Fr. borl

—L. botellus, a sausage, also an intestine.]

Bower, bow'er, «. a shady enclosure or recess in a
garden, an arbour : an inner apartment, esp. the
private room of a lady, a boudoir.—«. BoWer-bird,
an Australian bird of the Starling family, remarkable
for its habit of making bower-like erections orna-

mented with gay feathers, shells, &c.

—

adj. BoWery,
containing bowers: shady. [A.S. biir, a chamber;
Scot, byre—root A.S. buan, to dwell.]

Bower, bow'er, n. the name in euchre for the two
highest cards, the knave of trumps, and the other
knave of the same colour, the right and le/t bower
respectively.
[Ger. bauer,
peasant.]

Bowie-knife,
bo'i-nlf, «. a
dagger - knife
with a blade Bowie-knife,

about twelve
inches long, carried in the southern states of
America— so named from its inventor. Colonel
Bowie.

Bowl, bOl, n. a wooden ball used for rolling along the
ground.

—

v.t. and v.i. to play at bowls: to roll

along like a bowl : to throw a ball, as in cricket.

—

ns. BOWl'er, one who plays at bowls : one who
bowls the ball in cricket ; Bowl'ing, the act of
playing at bowls, or of throwing a ball, as in cricket

;

Bowl'lng-al'ley, a long narrow covered place for
bowling ; Bowring-green, a green or grassy plat
kept smooth for bowling. [Fr. boule—L. bulla.]

Bowl, bOl, «. a b.isin for domestic use, esp. of e irthen-
ware or porcelain, nearly hemispherical in shape :

a large punch-bowl, for brewing punch in : a round
drinking-cup, rather wide than deep—hence ' the
bowl,' ' the flowing bowl," as synonyms for con-
viviality ; the round hollow part of anything. [A.S.
bolla. See Bole.]

Bowlder, bold'er, «. Same as Boulder.
Bowse. Same as Bouse.
Bowsprit, bo' sprit, H. a strong; spar projecting over

the stem-head or bows of a satling-ship, and aXw 9f «



fiox tndte ; mate ; mSOn : tAen. Braererart

steamship when her stem is of the curved or cut-

water description. [Dut. boe^s/>rtei.\

Box, boks, n, a tree remarkable for the hardness and
sniouthness of its wood—also Box-treo (S/iak.) : a
case or receptacle for holding anything : the contents

of a box : a small house or lodge, as a shooting-box,

&c. : in a theatre, a small enclosure with several

seats

—

tlu fojr«= their occupants, the ladies : an old

square pew or similar enclosure, as a sentry-box,

signal-box, &c. : the driver's seat on a carriage : the

case in which the ship's compass is kept.

—

v.t. to

put into or furnish with boxes : (slang) to overturn

a watchman in his box.

—

ns. Box'-bed a kind of

bed once common in Scotch cottages, having its

ends, sides, and roof of wood, and capable of being
closed in front by two sliding panels ; Box'-day, one
of the Court of Session vacation days when papers
ordered to be deposited in court must be lodged.

—

adj. Box'en, made of or like bcxwood.

—

ns. Box'ing-
day, in England, the day after Christmas, when
boxes or presents are given ; BoX'-i'ron, a hollow
smoothing-iron which is heated by a heater put into

it ; Box'-keep'er, an attendant who opens the doors
of boxes at tfieatres or other places of public amuse-
ment ; Box'-lohb'y, the lobby leading to the boxes
in a theatre ; Box'Wood, wood of the box-tree—In
the wrong box, in a false posititin, in a scrape.—To
be in a box, to be in a fix ; To box Harry, to take
a beefsteak, mutton-chop, or bacon and eggs with
tea or ale, inste.id of the regulation dinner of the
commercial traveller ; To box the COmpass, to name
the 32 points in their order and backwards, hence to

make a complete roundabout in any opinion. [A.S.
box—L. bu.xus—Gr. pyxos, the xrcc, />yxis, a box.]

Box, boks, n. a blow on the head or ear with the hand.
—v.t. to strike with the hand or fist.

—

v.i. to fight
with the fists.—>/j. Box'er ; Box'lng, the act of
fighting with the fists: a combat with the fists;

Box ing-glove, a padded glove worn in boxing.
Boxhaul, boks'hawl, v.i. to veer a ship sharp round
on her heel, by putting the helm a-lee, bracing the
head-yards flat aback, and hauling to windward the
head -sheets.

Boy, boy. «. a male child : a lad : a young man
generally, used for 'man' in Ireland and elsewhere :

{Shak.) a camp-follower: (obs.) knave: a native
servant in South India, China, a male negro slave
or native labourer in the South Seas.

—

v.t. to pl.iv the
boy.—«. BoyTiood.—rt^(^'. Boy'ish.—Wz/. Boyishly.
— K. Boyishness.—Boy's love, a popular name for

southernwood ; Boy's play, trifling. [M. E. boi,

boy; Fris. boi; Dut. boe/, Ger. bube]
Boyar, boy'ar, «. an order of the old Russian aris-

tocracy, holding the chief military and civil offices

prior to the reforms of Peter the Great.
Boycott, boylcot, v.t. to shut out from all social and
commercial intercourse—a kind of secular excom-
mun-.cation. [From Captain BoycottoiCouMy Mayo,
who was so treated by his neighbours in Dec. 1880.]

Brabble, brab'bl, v.i. to babble or clamour : to brawl or
wrangle.

—

n. {S/iak.) a clamorous contest, a brawl

:

a qu.bble. [Dut. braibeUtt, to stammer, to jabber.]
Braccio, brach'yo, n. an Italian measure of length,
varying from half a yard to a j-ard :—/»/. Braccia
(brach-ya). [It., an arm.]

Brace, bras, «. anything that draws together and
holds tightly : a bandage : a pair or couple : an

Carpenter's Brace : a, the bit.

instrument of wood or iron used by carpenters and
metal-workers for turning boring tools : in printing,

a mark connectuig two or more words or Imes ( ) )

:

(//.) straps for supporting the trousers : ropes for
squaring or traversmg horizontally the yards of a
ship.

—

v.t. to tighten or strengthen, to give firmness
to.—adj. Bracing, giving strength or tone. [O. Fr.
brace (Fr. bras), the arm, power— L. brcuhium, Gr.
brachion, the arm, as holding together.]

Brace, bras, v.t. [Spens.) to embrace, encompass.
Bracelet, bras'let, «. an ornament for the wrist. [Fr.

;

dim. of O. Fr. brae. See Brace.]
Brach, brach, «. a dog for the chase, a bitch-hound.

[O. Fr. bracket, pi. braches, dim. of brae—Low L.
bracco, of Teut. origin.]

Brachial, brak'i-al, adj. belonging to the arm.

—

Brachial artery, the great arterial trunk supplying
the upper extremity between the armpit and the
elbow—the direct continuation of the axillary artery.
[See Brace.]

Brachiopoda, brak-i-op'o-da, BrachlopodS, brak'i-o-

pods, «.//. a class of shelled animals having certain
affinities with worms and with Polyzoa, but less with
molluscs, provided with two long arm-like processes
arising from the sides of the mouth, probably re-

spiratorj', and certainly serving to waft little food
particles to the mouth. [Gr. brachion, an arm, and
pons, pjii-os, a foot.]

BrachycephallC, brak-i-sef-al'ik (also sef'-), Braohy-
Cephalous. brak-i-sef'al-us, a<ij. short-headed, ap-
plied in ethnology to skulls of which the breadth
is at least foiu--fifths of the length—opp. to Doiicho-
cephalic.

Brachypterons, brak-ip'ter-us, adj. lit. short-winged:
having wings which, when lolded, do not reach to

the base of the tail [Gr. bracliys, short, pteron, a
wing.]

Brack, brak, «. a flaw in cloth. [See Break.]
Bracken, brak'en, n. fern. [See Brake.]
Bracket, brak'et, «. a support for something fastened

to a wall, the ornamental metal pipe bearing gas-
lamps, &c. : (/>/.) in printing, the marks [ ] u.sed to
enclose one or more words : one of the side pieces
of a gun-carriage, supporting the trunnions.

—

v.t. to
support by brackets : to enclose by brackets : to
group two names, as in an honour list, implying
equality. [Fr. braguette ; Sp. brapteta—L. braca,
biacce, breeches.]

Brackish, brak'ish, etdj. saltish : applied to water
mixed with salt or with sea-water.—«. Brack'lsh-
ness. [Dut. brak, brackish; prob. the same as
brak, refuse.)

Bract, brakt, «. an irregularly developed leaf at the
base of the flower-stalk.

—

adjs. Bracteal, Brao*-
teate, Bract'ed, Brac'teoiate.—». Brac'teole, a
little bract at the base of the stalk of a single flower
which is itself on a main stalk supporting several
flowers.

—

adj. BractlOSS, destitute ot bracts. [L.
bractea, a thin plate of metal, gold-leaf.]

Brad, brad, «. a smail nail having a slight projection
at the top on one side instead of a head.—«. Brad'-
awl, an awl to pierce holes. [Scot. broJ, an in-

strument for pricking with ; Ice. broddr, a pointed
piece of iron]

Bradypeptic, brad-i-pep'tik, adj. slow of digestion.
[Gr. bradys, slow, and PeptlC.J

Brae, bra, «. (Scot.) the slope above a river bank, a
hill-slope. [Scand. brd.^

Brag, brag, v.i. to boast or bluster:

—

pr.p. brag'ging ;

pa.p. bragged.—«. a boast or boasting : the thing
boasted ot : a game at cards, very like poker.

—

adj,

Brag'ging.—Wi-j. Bragglngly, Brag'ly (Spent.),

[Most prob. Celt. ; cf. W. bragio, to boast ; Ir.

bragaim. The Fr. bragiier, to brag, and bragard,
a braggart, are not the parents of the Eng. word.]

Br^gadOCiO, brag-a-dO'shi-o, «. and adj. a. braggart
or boaster : empty boasting. [From BraggadochiOf
a boastful character in Spenser's faerie Queene.]

Braggart, brag'art, adj. boastful.—«. a vain boaster.—«. Bragg'ardlsm {Shak.), boastfutoess. [Fr. brag-



Brahman fillte, t&T ; mi, her ; mlae

;

Brank

ard, vain, bragging : prob. of Celt, origin ; Diez
prefers Scand., and quotes Sw. irai, Dan. irag; &c.

)

Brahman, bra'man, BralmilD, bra'min, n. a person of

the highest or priestlv caste among the Hindus.

—

tuij's. Brs^iman'lo, -al, Brahmin Ic, -al, Brah mines,

appropriated to the Brahraans.—«J. Brah'manism,
Br^'minism, one of the religions of India, the

worship of Brahma. [From BraAma, the supreme
post-Vedic Hindu deity.]

Braid, brad, v.t. to plait or entwine.—«. cord, or other

texture made by plaiting.—/.<i^'. Braided, plaited,

embroidered, trimmed with braid.— «. Braid'lng, the

act of making braids : embroidery with braid. [A.S.

bregdan ; Ice. breg^, to weave.]

Braid, br2d, adj. (Shak.'S dissembling, deceitful.

[A.S. brttgd, falsehood, from bregdan, brtegd, to

weave.)
Braid, brad, v.t. {Shak.^ to upbraid, to reproach.

(Prob. from Abraid, or Braid (i).]

Braldism, brad'ism, n. mesmerism or hypnotism.
(From Dr James Braid, who practised it about
1842.]

Brail, bral, n. a piece of leather to bind up a hawk's
wing: (//.) the feathers about a hawk's rump:
{naut.) one of the ropes used to truss up a sail.

—

v.t.

to haul in, as a sail, by pulling upon the brails. [O.
Fr. brail—L. bracait, a waist-belt for holding up the
breeches—^»-rtf<r.]

Braille, bral, adj. a kind of type for the blind, having
arbitrary signs consisting of varying combinations of
six points arranged thus ( ;

• ), there being sixty-two

possible combinations of these six points. [From
Louis Braille, the inventor.]

Brain, bran, n. the term applied to that part of the
central nervous system which in vertebrated animals
is contained within the cranium or skull, and in the
invertebrata, to the nervous ganglia near the head
end of the body: the seat of the intellect and of
sensation : the intellect.

—

v.i. to d.ish out the brains
of: (Skak.') to conceive of.

—

n. Brain'-oor'al, the
popular name of certain kinds of coral, so called
from their general resemblance to a brain.

—

p.adj.
Brained, having brains.— n. Braln'-fe'TOr, a loose
popular term which includes congestion of the brain
and its membranes, delirium tremens, and inflamma-
tion of the brain substance itself.— a^.f. Braln'ish
(Sluxk.\ brain-sick, hot-headed, furious ; Braln'-
lesx, without brains or understanding : silly. — n.

Brain'-pan, the skull.—rt<j>. Braln'-sTck, diseased
in the understanding, deranged. — adv. Brain'-
8lck ly (Shak.). — n. Brain'^- sickness. [A.S.
br(Ti;eH; Dut. brein, prov. Ger. bregen]

Braird, brard, n. the first shoots of corn or other crop.—v.i. to appe.<r above ground. [Orig. Scot. ; A.S.
brerd, the edge, and brord, a point.]

Braise, braz, v.t. to stew meat together with slices of
bacon, &c ,

properly with a charcoal fire above and
below the braising - pan.

—

p-aHj. Braised. [Fr.
bmiier.\

Brake, brak, obsolete /a./, of Break.
Brake, bruk, n. a fern : a place overgrown with ferns

or briers; a thicket.—a<^'. Brak'y. [A doublet of
Bracken ; ety. dub.]

Brake, brak, n. an instrument to break flax or hemp

:

a harrow : a contrivance for retarding by iriction
the speed of carriages, wagons, trains, or revolving
drums.

—

adj. Brake'less, without a brake. — «j.
Brake'man, the man whose busmess it is to manage
the brake ofa railway-train. Brake'-van, the carriage
wherein the brake is worked; Brake'-Wheel, the
wheel to which a brake is applied. [From root of
Break : cf. Out. braak, a flax-brake.]

Brake, brak, «. a handle, as of a pump : a lever, for
working a machine. [Prob. through O. Fr. brae,
from L, brackiutn, an arm.]

Bramata-preis, brl'ma-pres, «. a hydraulic press in-
vented by Joseph bramah of Lonaon (1748-1814),
inventor alio of the Bramata-lock, &c.

Bramble, bram'bl, «. a wild prickly shrub bearing
blackberries, a blackberry bush : any rough prickly
shrub.— >w. Bramtle- berry, BramTjle-bush, a
collection of brambles growing together ; Bram'ble-
finch, Bram'bling, a bird nearly allied to the chaf-
finch.—a/i;/'. Bram'bly. [.\.S. br/mel; Dutbraam,
Ger. broin-beere.]

Brame, bram, n. (S/ens.) sharp passion, longing. [It
brama.}

Bran, bran, «. the refuse of grain : the inner husks of
corn sifted from the hour : the coarser part of any-
thing.—«. Bran'folness.-oi^'- Bran'ny. [O. Fr.
bran, bran ;

prob. Celt.]

Brancard, brank'ard, «. a horse litter. [Fr.]

Branch, bransh, n. a shoot or arm-like limb of a tree :

an>thing like a limb of a tree : any offshoot or sub-
division, a section or department of a subject : any
subordinate division of a business, &c., as a branch-
bank or pawn-shop.

—

v.t. to divide into branches.

—

v.i. to spread out as a branch (with out, off',/roti{y—adj. Branched.—n^. Branch'er, a young hawk or
other bird when it leaves the nest and begins to take
to the branches ; Branch'ery, branches collectively.—adjs. Branching, furnished with or shooting out
branches ; Branchless. — ns. Branch'let, a little

branch ; Branch'-pi'lot, one who holds the Trinity
House certificate ; Branch'-work, ornamental figured

patterns. — adj. Branch'y. — Root and branch,
thoroughly—used also adjectively, as in a ' root-

and-branch ' policy. [Fr. branche—Low L. branca,
a beast's paw—L. brachium.\

Branchiae, brangk'i-6, «.//. gills.—<k^.i. Branchial

;

Branchiate, furnished with branchiae.—//. Branchi-
op'oda, a sub-order of Crustaceans in the oidrr with
leaf-like feet (Phyllopods), to which the gills are
atuched. [L.— Or.]

Brand, brand, n. a piece of wood burning or partly
burned : a mark burned into anything with a hot
iron : a trade-mark, made by burning or otherwise,
as on casks : a particular sort of goods, from the
trade-marks by which they are known, as cigars,

&c : a sword, so called from its glitter : a mark of
infamy : a general name for the fungoid diseases or
blights of grain crops— bunt, miliirw, rust, and
smut.— v.t. to bum or mark with a hot iron : to fix a
markof infamy upon.

—

atij. Brand'ed.—«. Brand'er,
a gridiron.— v.t. to cook on the gridiron, as beef-
steaks. —p.Oiijs. Brand'ered, Brand'erlng. — ns.
Brand'ing-i'ron, Brand' -iron, an iron to brand
with : a trivet or tripod to set a pot or kettle upon :

{Spens.) a sword—also Brand'ise, a trivet ; Brand'-
ling, a red worm used by anglers, found com-
monly in tan-pits.

—

atij. Brand' -new, quite new
(as if newly liom the fire).—«. Brand'reth, a stand
of wood for a ca^k or hayrick, a rail round a welL

—

A brand from the burning, one snatched out of a
pres-sing danger—from Amos, iv. n. [A.S. bratui,
brand, from root of Bum. ]

Brandish, braud'ish, v.t. to wave or flourish as a brand
or weapon.—«. a waving or flourish. [Fr. brandiss-
ant—brandir, from root of Brand.]

Brandy, brand'i, «. an ardent spirit distilled from wine.—adj. Bran'died, heartened or strengthened with
bmndy.—». Brand'y-pawnee', brandy and water.
[Formerly brandwi>u—Xia\.. brandewijn—brandtn,
to burn, to distil, and wijn, wine ; cf. Ger. brannt-
wein. ]

Brangle, brang"!, v.i. (arrA.) to wrangle, squabble.

—

H. (obs.) a brawl.—r./. and v.i. Brand'le, to shake,
cause to waver : to waver.—«. Brang'ling, disput-
ing. [Prob. the two words are the same ; Fr.
branler.]

Brank, brangk, «. buckwheat. [Prob. Celt. : cf.
L. brance, a Gallic name of a white kind of
com.]

Brank, brangk, v.i. to prance, toss the head : to strut
or swagger. -Wy Branky (6-c<7/.), showy. [Prob.
a vanant of Prank.]
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Branks.

Branks. brangks, H. (seldom in iing.) a scold's bridle,

having a hinged iron framework to enclose the head
and a bit or gag to fit into the

mouth and compress the

tongue. [Scot. ; ety. very ob-

scure ; cf. M. E. bernak,
whence Bamacle and Brake

;

G^r. pranger, the pillory, Dut.

fratig, a fetter ; the Gael.

brangiis, brangas, is most
prob. borrowed.]

Braulrursine, brangk'ur-sin, n.

the plant Acanthus, called

also Bear's-breech. Low L.
brancn, ursina, a bear's paw.)

Bran-new, bran'-nu, adj. cor-

ruption of Brand-new.
Bransle, bran'sl, «. {obs.) a dance : a song for dance

music. [Fr.]

Brant-goose. See Brent-goose.
Brantle, bran'tl, n. a kind of dance.
Brasero. Same as Brazier (q.v. under Braze).
Brash, brash, n. broken and angular fragments of

rock which occasionally form the basement bed of
alluvial deposits : fragments of crushed ice : clip-

pings of hedges or trees.

—

adj. Brash'y, [Prob. Fr.
briche.\

Brash, brash, n. a slight attack of illness : an eructa-

tion or belching of acid water from the stomach

—

water-brash : a sudden burst of rain : {pbs.) an
attack.

—

v.t. to disturb. [Scot.; prob. onoma-
topoeic]

Brass, bras, n. an alloy of copper and zinc : (Jtg.)
impudence : money in cash : a monumental plate of
brass inlaid on slabs of stone in the pavements of
ancient churches.—«.//. Brass'arts, the brass pieces
which, in plate armour, protected the upper part of
the arms, and united the shoulder and elbow pieces.

—

ns. Brass'-band, a band or company of musicians who
perform on brass instruments ; Brass'et, a casque
or armour covering for the head : a helmet ; BraSS'-
found'er, a maker of articles in brass.

—

adjs. Brass'-
l^ved (Spens.), durable, as if paved with brass

;

Brass' - Vis'aged, brazen - faced, impudent. — «.
Brass'y, a wooden golf-club with a brass sole.

—

adj.
of or like brass : impudent : unfeeling : pitiless :

harsh in tone. [A.S. braes; prob. related to Sw.
brasa, fire.]

Brasserie, bras'er-S, n. in France, any beer garden or
saloon. [Fr.]

Brasslca, bras'i-ka, «. the turnip and cabbage genus
of Cruciferae. [L.]

Brast. Same as Burst.
Brat, brat, «. a contemptuous name for a child, as in

' beggar's brat :' any over-garment of coarse cloth, a
child's pinafore, an apron. — «. Brat'Chet, a little

brat — better Brat'llng. [A.S. brait; of Celtic
origin. Old Ir. brat, a plaid, Gael, brat, an apron.]

Brattice, brat is, «. a wooden partition, as in the shaft
of a coal-pit, &c.

—

v.t. to line with wood the sides of
a shaft, &c.—«. Bratt'ice-olOth, strong tarred cloth
used in mines in place of wooden bratticing. [O.
Fr. breteske—Low L. bretachia; prob. Teut.]

Brattling, brat'ling, «. a clattering noise : quarrel

:

tumult — also Brat'tle. — v.i. Brat'tle, to make
a clattering noise. [Onomatopoiic.]

Bravado, brav-a'do, or brav-a'do, n. a display of
bravery: a boastful threat: a swaggerer: — //.
Brava'does.

—

v.i. to play the bravado. [Sp. brav-
ada. See Brave.]

Brave, brav, adj. daring, courageous : noble : finely
dressed, showy, handsome (Scot. Braw) : a general
word for excellent, capital.

—

v.t. to meet boldly: to
defy.

—

n, (obs.) a bully, a hired assassin : a brave
soldier, esp. among the North American Indians

:

{arcA.) bravado : (iircA.) bravo. — adv. Bravely
(Scot. Brawly), excellently, well.—«. BraVery,
courage : heroism : finery, showy dress. [Fr. brave;

It and Sp. bravo; prob. from Celt., as in Bret.
braga, to strut about, Gael, breagh, fine. Sec
Brag.]

Bravo, brav'o, «. a daring villain : a hired assassin

:

—pi. Bravoes (brav'Oz). [It. and Sp.)

Bravo, brav'o, interj, well done: excellent, fit.)

Bravura, brav-OOr'a, n. (tmis.) a term applied to a
florid air or song with difficult and rapid passages re-

quiring great spirit and dash in execution. [It.]

Brawl, brawl, n. a noisy quarrel. — v.i. to quarrel
noisily : to murmur or gurgle.—«. Brawl'lng, the
act of quarrelling noisily.

—

adj. quarreUome : noisy.

[M. E. brallen, of doubtful origin ; prob. cog. with
Dut. bralUn, Ger. prahlen, to bo.ist.]

Brawl, brawl, n. a kind of French dance. [Fr.
brauU.]

Bravm, brawn, «. muscle, esp. of the arm or calf of
the leg: thick flesh: muscular strength: a boar: a
preparation of meat made from pig's head and ox-
feet, cut up, boiled, and pickled.

—

adj. Brawned.

—

n. Brawn IneSS, quality of being brawny : muscu-
larity. — adj. Brawn'y, fleshy : muscular : strong.

[O. Fr. braon, from Old Ger. brato, flesh (for roast-

ing). Old Ger. br&to (Ger. brateti), to roast.]

Brazy, brak'si, n. and adj. a Scotch name loosely
used for several totally dift'erent disorders of sheep.

—Braxy mutton, the flesh of a braxy sheep ; also,

generally, of any sheep that has died of disease or
accident. [Prob. the original form is bracks, the
sing, of which is a variant uf Break.)

Bray, bra, v.t. to break, pound, or grind small, as in

a mortar.—«. Brasr'er, an instrument to grind or
spread ink in printing. [O. Fr. breieriV't. broyer)'.

It. brigare.]

Bray, bra, n. the cry of the ass : any harsh grating
sound.

—

v.i. to cry like an ass : to give forth harsh
sounds, esp. of the trumpet.

—

ns. Bray'er, one who
brays like an ass; Bray'lng, the noise of an ass:

any harsh noise. — a^^'. making a harsh noise. [O.
Fr. brai, brait; braire—Low L. bragire, prob. of
Celt, origin.)

Braze, braz, v.t. to solder with an alloy of brass and
zinc.

—

adj. Bra'zen, of or belonging to brass : im-
pudent.— t/. /. to face or confront with impudence

—

as in ' to brazen it out.'—«. Bra'zen-face, one having
a brazen or impudent face : one remarkable for im-
pudence. — adj. Brazen-faced, impudent.

—

adv.
Bra'zenly. — ns. Bra'zenness, Bra'zenry, efl"ron-

tery; Bra'Zier, Bra'sier, a pan for holding burning
coals—also Bras'ero ; Brazing, soldering. [O. Fr.

braser, to burn ; most prob. related to BraSS.j
Brazier, bra'zi-er, «. one who works in BrasS(q.v.).
Brazil, bra-zil', n. usually Brazil' -WOOd, the hard

reddish wood of an East Indian tree, known as
sappan, used in dyeing.

—

n. BrazU'ian, a native of
Brazil, in South America.

—

adj. belonging to Brazil.
—«. Brazil'-nut, the edible seed of a large tree,

native of Brazil. [O. Fr. bresil (Sp. brasil. It.

brasilt)—'Lov/ L. brasilium, a red dye-wood, brought
from the East, itself prob. a corr. of some Oriental
word. When a similar wood was discovered in

South America the country became known as terra
de brasil, land of red dye-wood, whence Brasil,

Brazil.)

Breach, brech, «. a break or opening, as in the walls

of a fortress : a breaking of law, &c., violation of

contract, covenant, promise, &c. : a quarrel : a
broken condition or part of anything, a break : a
gap in a fortification—hence ' to stand in the breach,'

often used figuratively : a break in a coast-line, bay,
harbour, creek (Judges, v. 17). — v.t. to make a
breach or opening in a wall, &c.—Breach Of pro-
mise, often used simply for breach of promise of
marriage ; Breach of the peace, a violation o< the

public peace by riot or the like. [A.S. bryce, brict

:

related to Break.)
Bread, bred, ». food made of flour or meal baked :

food : livelihood.—»«. Bread'-bas'ket, a basket for
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Brecided (Ste, fSr ; me, her ; mine
;

Breathe

holding bread : (j/a«^) the stomach ; Bread'-chipper
(S/uii.), one who chips bread, an under-butler

;

Bread'-Com, corn of which bread is made.—«.//.

Bread'-crumbs, bread crumbled down for dressing

dishes of fried fish. &c.—«. Bread'frult-tree, a

tree of the South Sea Islands, producing^ a fruit

which, when loasted, forms a good substitute tor

bread ; Bread'-nut, the fruit of a tree, a native

of Jamaica, closely allied to the breadfruit-tree,

which is used as bread when boiled or roasted;

Bread'-room, an apartment in a ship's hold where

the bread is kept ; Bread'-root, a herbaceous

perennial plant of North America, with a carrot-

like root which is used as food ; Bread'-Stud'y,

any branch of study taken up as a means of

gaining a living ; Bread'-Stuff, the various kinds of

grain or flour of which bread is made ; Bread'-tree,

a tree of South Africa which has a great deal of

starch in its stem, and is used as bread by the

natives : Bread -win'ner, one who earns a living

for a family.—Bread buttered on both sides, very

fortunate circumstances.—To take the bread out
of one's mouth, to deprive of the means of living.

lA.S. briaH, prob. from a Teut. root meaning a
fragment, like the Scot, and Norse country use of

'a pieced for a bit of bread. The usual A.S. word
was hldf.\

Breaded, bred'ed, pa.p. (Spens.) = Braided.
Breadth, bredth, «. extent from side to side : width

:

a style in painting in which details are strictly

subordinated to the harmony of the whole compo-
sition.—o^r. Breadthways, broadside on. [A.S.

brsidu; Ge.x.briete. See Broad]
Break, brak, v.t. to part by force: to shatter: to

crush : to tame, or wear out : to violate, or outrage,

as a law, a bargain, &c. : to check by intercepting,

as a fall : to interrupt, as silence, or the monotony
of anything, or in ' to break one oflf a habit :' to make
bankrupt : to degrade from rank, as an officer.

—

v.i.

to part in two : to burst forth : to open or appear, as
the morning : to become bankrupt : to crack or give
way, as the voice : to dissolve, as frost : to collapse

in foam, as a wave : to fall out, as with a friend :

—

pa.t. broke ; pa.p. brOk'en.—«. the state of being
woken : an opening : a pause or interruption :

(billiards) a consecutive series of successful strokes,

also the number of points attained by such : the
dawn.

—

m. Break'age, the action of breaking, or
its consequences : an interruption ; Break'-down, a
dance, vigorous rather than graceful, in which much
noise is made by the feet of the one performer;
Break'er, a wave broken on rocks or the shore.

—

adj. Break'-neck, likely to cause a broken neck.

—

ns. Break"-promise, Break'-vow, one who makes a
practice of breaking his promise or vow; Break'-
water, a barrier to break the force of the waves.

—

Break a jest, to utter a jest unexpectedly ; Break
a lance with, to enter into a contest with a rival

;

Break away, to go away abruptly, as from prison,
&c. : to be scattered, as clouds after a storm ; Break
bulk, to open the hold and take out a portion of the
cargo; Break cover, to burst forth from conceal-
ment, as a fox ; Break down, to crush down or
level : to collapse, to fail completely ; Break
forth, to burst out, issue ; Break ground, to com-
mence digging or excavation : to liegin ; Break in,
to train to labour, as a horse ; Break in, in upon,
or into, to enter violently or unexpectedly, to inter-

pose abruptly in a conversation, &c. ; Break loose,
to extricate one's self forcibly : to break through all

restraint ; Break news, to make anything known,
esp. of bad news, with caution and delicacy ; Break
on, to separate by brraking, put an end to ; Break
out, to appear suddenly : to break through all

restraint ; Break sheer (said of a ship riding at
anchorX to be forced by wind or tide out of a
position clear of the anchor : Break the heart, to
destroy with grief; Break the ice (Jig.), to get

lU

through first difficulties ; Break up, to break open

;

Break upon the wheel, to punish by stretching a
criminal on a wheel and breaking his bones ; Break
wind, to void wind from the stomach ; Break With,
to fall out, as friends may do. [A.S. brecan ; Ger.
brtchen.]

Break, Brake, brak, «. a large wagonette : a carriage
frame, all wheels and no body, used in breaking in

horses. [Break, 7'.t.\

Breaker, br.'ik'er, «. a small water-cask, used on ship-

board. [Prob. a corr. of Sp. bareca, a barrel.]

Breakfast, brek'fast, «. a break or breaking of a fast

:

the first meal of the day.

—

v.i. to take breakfast.

—

v.t. to furnish with breakfast.—«J. Break'fasting,
the act of taking breakfast : a party at breakfast

;

Break'fast-set, the china or other ware used at

breakfast.

Bream, brem, «. a small fresh-water fish nearly allied

to the bleik : a family of sea-breams or Sparidac.

[O. F'r. bresme (Fr. brlme)—Old Ger. bralistma
(mod. Ger. brasse}i).\

Bream, brem, v.t. to clean, as a .ship's bottom, by
burning off seaweed, shells, &c. [Prob. conn, with
Broom, Dm. brem.]

Breare, Brere, brer, «. (Spens.). Same as Brier.
Breast, brest, «. the forepart of the human body

between the neck and the belly : one of the two
mammary glands in women, forming soft protuber-
ances on the chest : the corresponding part of any
animal : (_^£-) conscience, disposition, affections.

—

v.t. to bear the breast against : to oppose manfully :

to mount.—«. Breast'-bone, the bone running down
the middle of the breast, to which the first seven
ribs are attached.— rt</j' Breast'-deep, deep, as up
to the breast —adj. BreaSt'ed, having a breast.

—

adv. Breast'-high, high as the breast.—7;j. Breast'-
knot, a knot of ribbons worn on the breast ; Breast'-
pin, an ornamental pin for the breast ; Breast'plate,
a plate or piece of armour for the breast : ifi.) an
embroidered square of linen worn on the breast
of the Jewish high-priest, bearing twelve precious
stones, each inscribed with the name of one of the
tribes of Israel ; Breast'-plough, a kind of spade
for cutting turf, with a cross-bar against which the
breast is pressed ; Breast'rail, the upper rail of
a breastwork ; Breast'summer, Bres'summer, a
summer or beam supporting the whole front of a
building in the same way as a lintel supports the
portion over an opening; Breast'-wall, a retaining
wall ; Breast'-Wheel, a water-wheel which is turned
by water delivered upon it at about half its height

;

Breast'work, a hastily constructed earthwork.—To
make a clean breast of, to make a lull confession.

[A.S. briost; Ger. brtist, Dut. borst.\

Breath, breth, ». the air drawn into and then expelled
from the lungs : power of breathing : life : the time
occupied by once breathing : a very slight breeze.

—

adjs. Breath'ful (Spens.), full of breath or air, also
full of scent or odour ; Breath'less, out of breath :

dead : excessively eager, as if holding one's breath
from excitement.—«. Breath'lessness.—To catch
the breath, to stop breathing for an insiant : To
spend one's breath, as in profitless talk ; To take
breath, to recover freedom of breathing ; With
bated breath, with breath restrained from rever-
ence or fear. [A.S. brxth; Ger. brodem, steam,
breath.]

Breathe, breM, v.i. to draw in and expel breath or
air from the lungs : to take breath, to rest or pause :

to live.

—

v.t. to draw in and expel from the lungs,
as air : to infuse : to give out as breath : to utter
by the breath or softly, to whisper : to express : to
keep in breath, to exercise : to tire by some brisk
exercise —«J. Breath'er, one who breathes or lives

:

a spell of exercise ; Breath'ing, the act of breathing :

aspiration, secret prayer: respite.—a^'. life-like.—
m. Breath'ing - time, time to breathe or rest;
Breathing-While, time sufficient for drawing breath:
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any very short period.—To breathe again, to be
relieved from an anxiety ; To breathe freely, to be

at ease ; To breathe upon, to tarnish or soil. [See

Breath.]
Breccia, brech'ya, «. a conglomerate rock composed

of angular and unworn fragments, cemented together

by lime or other mineral substance.

—

adj. BreCCiated
(»rech'yat-ed), noting rocks composed of breccia.

[It. ; cf. Fr. breclu, breach, flint pebble.]

Bred, bred, /a.^ and /a./, of Breed.
Brede, bied, «. an obsolete form of Braid.
Bree, bre, «. the eyebrow. [Still in Scot. ; A.S. bfckw,

breu'u : cf. Ger. (augen)braue.^

Bree, bre, «. the liquor in which anything has been
boiled

—

barUy-bree. [A. S. briiv : cf. Ger. brei.^

Breech, brech, «. the lower part of the body behind :

the hinder part of anything, esp. of a gun.

—

v.t. to

put into breeches : to flog.

—

adj. Breeched.

—

n.pl.

Breeches (brich'ez), a garment worn by men on the

lower limbs of the body, strictly, as distinguished

from trousers, coming just below the knee, but oiten

used generally tor trousers—(Knee-breeches, see

under Knee).

—

n. Breech'ing, a part of a horse's

harness attached to the sadole, which comes round
the breech and is hooked to the shafts : a strong

rope attached to the breech of a gun to secure it to

a ship's side.

—

adj. (S/iak.) subject to whipping.

—

«. Breech'-load'er, a firearm loaded by introducing

the charge at the breech instead of the muzzle.

—

Breeches Bible, a name often given to the Geneva
Bible produced by the English Protestant exiles in

1560, so named from the rendering 'breeches' in

Gen. iii. 7 ; Breeches part (Jheat.), a part in which
a girl wears men's clothes—To wear the breeches,
(said of a wife), to usurp the authority of the
husband: to be master. [A.S. brie; found in all

Teut. languages; cf. Ger. bruch, Dut. brock.]

Breed, bred, v.i. to generate or bring forth : to train

or bring up: to cause or occasion.

—

v.i. to be with
young : to produce oflsprmg : to be produced or
brought forth:—/«./. and/<^i./. bred.—«. that which
is bred, progeny or offspring : kind or race.

—

ns.

Breed'-bate {Shak.), one v»ho is constantly breeding
or producing debate or strife ; Breed'er, one who
breeds or brings up ; Breed'Ing, act of producing :

education or manners.—Breeding in-and-in, pair-

ing of similar forms : marrj'ing always among near
relations. [A. S. bredan, to cherish, keep warm ;

Ger. briiten, to hatch.]
Breeks, breks, n.pl. (Scoi.) breeches, trousers.
Breer, Brere, brer, v.i. {Scot.) to sprout.
Breeze, brez, «. a gentle gale : a wind : a disturbance

or quarrel : a whi>pered rumour.

—

adjs. Breeze'less,
without a breeze : motionless ; Breer'y, fanned with
or subject to breezes.—To breeze Up, to freshen
into a breeze. [Old Sp. briza. It. brezza (Fr. brise,

a cold wind).]
Breeze, brez, «. (Shak.') the gadfly.—Also written
Breese, Brize. [A.S. briosa.\

Bregma, breg'ma, «. the part of the skull where the
frontal and the two parietal bones join—sometimes
divided into the right and left bregmata. — adj.
Bregmat'ia [Gr.]

Brehon, bre'hon, «. an ancient Irish judge.—Brehon
Laws, the name given by the English to the system
of jurisprudence which prevailed among the native
Irish from an early period till towards the middle
of the 17th century. [Ir. breitluamh, pi. breit/ieam-
huin. )

Breloque, bre-lok', tu an ornament attached to a
watch-chain. [Fr.]

Breme, Breem, brem, adj. {Spens.) fiery, stern,
boisterous, sharp. [Prob. related to A.S. breman,
to rage.]

Bren, bren, v.t. {Spens.) to h\iTn.—pa.p. and adj.
Brent. [See Bum.]

Brent, brent, adj. {Scot.) lofty : smooth, unwrinkled.
[A.S. brant, steep ; cog. with Ice. braiir.]

Brent-goose, brent'-gOOs, «. a small species of wild
goo'.e, having the head, neck, long wing feathers,
and tail black, the belly white, the rest slaty-gray—it

visits the British coasts in winter.—Also Brant'-goose,
or Brent barnacle, and often conlounded with the
barnacle goose. [Prob. branded = brindled.]

Bressummer. Same as Breastsummer (q.v. under
Breast).

Brethren, bref'A'ren, //. of Brother (q.v.).

Breton, bret'un, adj. belonging to Brittany or Bre-
tagne, in France.

Breitice. Same as Brattice.
Bretwalda, bret-wai'da, n. a title of supremacy

applied by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle to Egbert
and seven earlier kings, whose superiority was more
or less acknowledged by other kings. [Lit. ' Lord
of the Britons^ or 'of Britain.']

Breve, brev, K. a pope's letter : the longest note now
used in music, \\C>\\ [It breve— V.. brevis, short.]

Brevet, brev'et, H. a military commission entitling an
officer to take rank above that for which he receives
pay.—«. Brevet'cy, the condition of one holding
brevet rank. [Fr.—L. brevis, short.]

Breviary, brev'i-ar-i, n. book containing the daily
service of the R.C. Church. [Fr. breviaire—L.
brevis, short.]

Broviate, bre'vi-at, «. a short compendium : a lawyer's
brief. [L. brevidtus—brevmre, to shorten

—

brevis,
short.]

Brevier, brev-6r', «. a small type between bourgeois
and minion, originally used in printing breviaries.

Brevity, brev'it-i, n. shortness : conciseness. [L.
breviias—brevis, short.]

Brew, brOD, v.t. to prepare a liquor, as from malt and
other materials : to contrive or plot.

—

z>.i. to perform
the operation of brewing ale or beer : to be gather-
ing or forming.

—

ns. Brew'age, something brewed :

mixed liquor ; Brew'er, one who brews ; Brew'ery,
Brew'-house, a place for brewing ; Bre'W'ing, the

act of making liquor from malt : the quantity brewed
at once ; Brew'Ster (now only Scot.), a brewer.

[A.S. br^owan ; cf. Ger. bratten.]

Briar. Same as Brier (i).

Briarean, brl-a're-an, adj. relating to Briareus, a

hundred-handed giant : hence many-handed. [Gr.
—briaros, strong.]

Briar-root. See Brier (2).

Bribe, brib, «. something given to influence unduly the

judgment or corrupt the conduct: allurement.

—

v.t.

to influence by a bribe : to gain over.— f.*. to prac-

tise bribery.—KJ. Brib'er, one who bribes ; Brib'ery,

the act of giving or taking bribes ; Brib'ery-Oath, an
oath taken by an elector that he has not been bribed.

[O. Fr. bribe, a lump of bread ; origin dub.]

Bric-k-brac, brik'a-brak, n. old curiosities, or other

articles of value. [Ace. to Littr^, formed after the

phrase de brie et de broc, ' by hook and by crook.']

Brick, brik, n. an oblong or square piece of burned
clay : a loaf of bread in the shape of a brick : (slang)

a reliable friend, a good fellow.

—

v.t. to lay or pave
with brick.— «.r. Brick'bat, a piece of brick ; Brlck'-

Clay, a clay used in making bricks : Brlck'-dUBt,

dust made by pounding bricks, a colour like that

of brick-dust : Brick' -earth, earth used in making
bricks ; Brick'-field, a place where bricks are made ;

BrlCk'-klln, a kiln in which bricks are burned

;

Brick'layer, one who lays or builds with bricks

;

Brick'Iaying ; Brick'maker, one whose trade is to

make bricks; Brick'-tea, tea pressed into cakes;
Brick'-work, a structure formed of bricks.—Like a
brick, with good-will. [Fr. brique, from root of

Break.]
Brickie, brikH, adj. (Spens. and Scot.) apt to break

:

weak: troublesome. [Older form of Brittle.]

Bricolo, brik'el, or brik-Ol', «. an ancient engine for

throwing stones : therebound of a ball from the wall
of a tennis-court, an indirect stroke. [Fr.—Low L.
briccola.'^
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Bridal fete, (ii ; mi, her ; nlttte ', Sriild

Brid&l, brid'al, n. a marriage feast: a wedding.

—

ady.
belonging to a bride or a wedding : nuptial. [Bride,
and Al6, a feast.]

Bride, brid, n. a woman about to be married : a woman
newly married.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to act the bride.— /«.

Brtde'-ale (.obs.) = Bridal, the ale-drinking at a mar-
riage feast ; Bride'-bed, the marriage bed ; Bride'-

Cake, the bride's cake, or cake distributed at a wed-
ding ; Bride'-Oham'ber, anuptialapartment ; Bride'-
groom, a man about to be married : a man newly
married ; Bride maid. Bride s'-maid, Bride'man,
Bride's'-man, younj; unmarried people who attend
the bride and bridegroom at a wedding. [A.S.
brid : Ice. btitdr, Ger. braut, a bride.]

Bridewell, brid'wel, «. a house of correction : a gaol.

(From a palace near St Bride's Well in London.]
Bridge, brij, n. a structure raised across a river, &c.

:

anything like such a structure : the narrow raised
platform whence the captain of a steamer gives
directions.

—

v.t. to build a bridge over.— «. Bridge'-
head, a fortification covering the end of a bridge
nearest to the enemy's po.sition.

—

adj. Bridge'less,
without a bridge,

—

n. Bridge'-Of-boatS, a bridge
resting on boats moored abreast across a piece of
w.iier. \K.%. brycg : Gcr. brucke. Ice. bryg/^'a.]

Bridge, brich, n. a modification of whist played since
1865 in clubs at Constantinople and since 1894 in

London, in which the dealer does not turn up the
last card, but has the option (which he may pass to
his partner) of declaring which suit shall be trumps.

Bridle, brfdl, h. the apparatus on a horse's head, by
which it is controlled : any curb or restraint : a
gesture expressing pride or vanity.— r./. to put on
or manage by a bridle : to check or restrain.

—

v.i. to

hold tip the head proudly or affectedly.-«f. Bri'dle-
hand, the hand which holds the bridle in riding—the
left hand ; Bri'dle-path, a path or way for horse-

men ; Bri'dler, one who governs or restrains as by
a bridle ; Bridle-rein, the strap of a bridle.—To
bridle up (at something), to take something amiss.

[A.S. bridel; Old High Ger. briuel.]
Bridoon, brid'SOn, m. the light snafHe usual in a mili-

tary bridle, in addition to the ordin.iry bit, controlled
by a separate rein. [Fr. bridon, bride, a bridle.]

Brief, hrif, n. a short account of a client s case for the
instruction of counsel : a writ : a short statement of
any kind. — adj. short : concise. — adj. Briefless.
—adv. Briefly —«. Briefnesa -In brief, in few
word^.—King's briefs, royal mandates ordering col-

lections to be made in chapels for building churches,
&c ; Papal brief, such documents as are issued with-
out some of the solemnities proper to bulls.—The
brief and the long (Shak), the short and the long.—
To be brief, to speak in a few words ; To hold a brief,
to be retained as counsel in a case ; To take a brief,
10 undertake a case. (Fr. bref—h. brevis, short.]

Brier, brl'er, «. a prickly shrub : a common name for
the wild rose : (Scot.) the thorn of the brier—also
Briar. — adjt. BrI'ery, Bri'ered, having briers.
{A.S.br/r.\

Brier, Bri2ur,

brf^r, «. the
white heath,

a shrub
frown in
'ran c e,

from the
root of
which to-
bacco-pipes
are made : a
pipe of this

wood. (Fr.
bruyi re,

Brig. briK, n.
^"«-

a two-masted, square-rigced vessel,
from Brtgantine.]

(Shortened

Brigade, brig-ad', «. a body of troops consisting of two
or more regiments of infantry or cavalry, and com-
manded by a general otBcer, two or more of which
form a division : a band of people more or less or-

ganised.

—

v.t. to form into brigades.

—

>u. Brigade'-
ma'jor, a staff-officer attached to a brigade ; Briga-
dier', Brigadier'-gen'oral, a general officer of the

lowest grade, who has command of a brigade. (Fr,

brigade— It. brigata—Low L. briga, strife.]

Brigand, brig'and, «. a robber or freebooter.

—

ns.

Brig'andage, freebooting : plundering ; Brig'an-
dlne, Brig^antine, a coat-of-mail, composed of
linen or leather, with steel rings or plates sewed
upon it. (Fr.— It. brigante—briga, strife.]

Brigantine, brig'an-tin, «. a two-masted vessel, with
the mainmast of a schooner and the foremast of
a brig. [Fr. brigantin— It. brigantine, a pirate
ship.]

Bright, brit, adj. shining : full of light : clear : beauti-
ful : cheerful : clever : illustrious. — adv. (Shak.)
brightly : clearly.

—

v.t. Bright'en, to make bright or
brighter.

—

v.i. to grow bright or brighter: to clear
up. — adv. Brightly. — n. Bright'ness. — adj.
Bright'some, bright: brilliant Ih.'S,. beorht ; cog.
with Goth, bairhts, clear, 'L.Jlagr-dre, to flame.]

Bright'S-dlsease, brlts'-diz-ez', «. a generic name for

a group of di-eases of the kidneys, which may be
dehned as comprising cases where structural changes
in the kidneys, usually inflammatory, but without
suppuration, lead to the presence of albumen
in the urine. (From Dr Richard Bright (1789-
1858).]

Brigue, brig, v.i. to intrigue.

—

n. strife, intrigue.

—

n. BrigU'ing, canvassing. (Fr. brigue; derivation
uncerLiin.]

Brill, bril, «. a fish of the same kind as the turbot,
spotted with white. [Ety. unknown.]

Brilliant, bril'yant, adj. sparkling : glittering : splen-
did.— «. a diamond of the finest cut (as opposed
to rose-cut or

U«

a. Square-cut, and b, round-cut
brilliant Diamond.

from Low L. beryllus, a beryl.]
Brim, bnm, «. the margin or brink of a river or lake :

the upper edge of a vessel : the rim of a hat.

—

v.t.
to fill to the brim.—t/.r. to be full to the brim :

—

fr.fi. brim'ming
; pa.fi. brimmed.—^ 7. Brim'fol,

full to the brim.—«. Brim'fulness (.i/utk.), fullness
to the lop.— adjs. Brimless, without a brim;
Brimmed, brimful : having a brim—used in com-
position.—«. Brim'mer, a bowl full to the brim or
top.—adj. Brimming. [M. E. brymme—bremman,
to roar.]

Brimstone, brim'stOn, n. sulphur: (^g.) a virago.—
Fire and brimstone I an ejaculation. [Lit. burning
stone : from A.S. bryne, a burning -i>r«a«, to burn,
and Stone : cf. Ger. bemstein.]

Brinded, brinded. Brindled, brin'did, adj. marked
with spots or streaks.—«. Brin'dle, state of being
brindled. (See Brand.]

Brine, brln, «. salt water : the sea.—«j. Brlne'-plt, a
pit or pan in which brine is evaporated, so as to
form salt : a salt spring ; Brine-shrimp, a small
crustacean.—W/j. Brinish, like brine : somewhat

,'• S?°?' pertaining to brine or to the sea:
salt.-The triny {slang), the sea. (A.S. brytu.



firing raOte : mflte ; mOCn ; M«&. Brog

a burning ; applied to salt liquor, from its burning,

biting quality.]

Bring, bring, v.t. to fetch : to carry : to procure : to

occasion : to draw or lead :^a.t. axiA pa.p. brought
(brawt).—Bring abOUt, to bring to pass, effect ;

Bring down, to humble ; Bring forth, to give

birth to, produce ; Bring home, to prove, to im-

press ; Bring in, to introduce ; Bring oflF, to bring

away, as by a boat from a ship, to rescue ; Bring
on, to cause to advance ; Bring out, to express : to

produce before the public, as a book, a play, a
subscription : to introduce a young woman formally

into so-called society ; Bring over, to convert ;

Bring round, to restore from illness ; Bring to, to

check the course of, as a ship, by trimming the sails

so as to counteract each other ; Bring under, to

subdue; Bring up, to rear or educate. [A.S.

bringan, to carry, to bring ; allied perh. to Bear.]
Brlnjarry, brin-zliar'i, «. a travelling dealer in grain

and salt in Southern India. [Hind. banjdra.\
Brink, bringk, n. the edge or border of a steep place

or of a river : (Jig.) the very verge of time, at the

very point of something— e.g. To be on the brink
of death. [Dan. brink, declivity ; Ice. bringa, a
hillock.]

Brio, bri'o, n. liveliness, vivacity. [It. brto.\

Brioche, bri-osh', «. a sponge-cake. [Fr.]

Briony. Same as Bryony.
Briquette, bri-ket', «. a brick-shaped block of coal

formed from coal-dust. [Fr. briquette, dim. of
briiJte, a Brick.j

Brisk, brisk, adj. full of life and spirit : active

:

sharp: effervescing, as liquors. — v.t. to enliven,

freshen.—f./. to cheer M^.—adjs. Brlsk'ish, Brlsk'y,
(Shak.). — (uiv. Brisk'ly. — ti. Brisk'ness. [Dr
Murray notes that the word is first found in the

end of the j6th century ; prob. W. brysg, swift of
foot. cf. Gael, brisg, Ir. briosg.\

Brisket, brisk'et, n. the breast of an animal : the

part of the breast next to the ribs. [Fr. brechet,

brichet. ]

Bristle, bris'l, «. a short, stiff hair, as of swine.

—

v.t.

to stand erect, as bristles.— z/./. to cover, as with
bristles: to make bristly :—/r.;>. brist'ling ; pa.p.
brist'ied.—rtrt>'. Bristled (bris'ld), furnished with
bristles.—«. BriSt'iiness.-a;/;'. BriSt'ly, set with
bristles : rough.—To set up one's bristles, to show
temper. [A.S. byrst ; Scot, birse ; cog. with Ger.
borste. Ice. burst.]

Bristol-board, bris'tul-bOrd, «. a smooth pasteboard.—Ks. Bris'tol-brick, an earthy material for scouring
cutlery, like bath-brick ; Bris'tol-di'amond, a kind
of crystal found near Bristol. [From the town of
Bristol, in England.]

BriSUre, bri-zhur', n. {fort.') any part of a rampart or
parapet which breaks off at an angle from the
general direction : (Jier.) a variation of a coat-of-

arms, showing the relation of a younger to the main
l.ne. \_Vx.^briser, to break.]

Britannia-metal, brit-an'i-a-met'I, «. a metallic alloy
largely used in the manufacture of spoons, &c.

Britannic, brit-an'ik, adj. pertaining to Britannia
or Great Britain: British.— a;//'. British, in eth-
nography, Old Celtic as opposed to Anglo-Saxon :

gertaining to Great Britain or its people.— ns.
ritlsher, a British subject (Amer.) ; Brit'on, a

native of Britain.

Brittle, brit'l, adj. apt to break : easily broken : frail.

—ns. Brltt'leneSS ; Britt'le-StarS, or Sand-stars,
one of the classes of Echinodermata, including forms
not far removed from starfishes. [A.S. breotan, to
break.]

Brltzka, Brltzska, britsTca, «. an open four-wheeled
carriage with shutters to close at pleasure, and
only one seat.—Also Brltschka, Britska. [Polish
bryczka, dim. oi bryka, a wagon.]

Broach, brSch, «. a tapering, pointed instrument,
used chiefly for boring : a spjt : a church spire.

— v.t, to pierce as a cask, to tap : to open up or
begin: to utter.—//. Broach'er, a broach or spit:
one who broaches or utters. — To broach the
admiral, to steal some liquor from a cask while
being carried by rail or otherwise, or when in store ;

To broach to, to turn a ship to windward. [Fr.
brocher, to pierce, broche, an iron pin—L. brocchus,
a projecting tooth.]

Broad, brawd, adj. wide : large, free or open : out-
spoken : coarse, indelicate : of pronunciation, e.g. a
broad accent.

—

advs. Broad, Broadly. —«i-. Broad'-
ar'row, a mark, thus (/]^, stamped on materials
belonging to Government ; Broad'-brim, a hat with
a broad brim, such as those worn by Quakers

:

ifoll.) a Quaker.— adj. Broad'cast, scattered or
sown abroad by the hand : dispersed widely.

—

adv,
by throwing at large from the hand, only in phrases,
as, ' to scatter broadcast,' &c.

—

v.t. to scatter freely.—n. Broad'cloth, a fine kind of woollen fulled cloth,

used for men's garments.

—

v.t. Broaden, to make
broad or broader.

—

v.i. to grow broad or extend in

breadth.—rt<^'. Broad'-eyed (i'-'-a-^^.), having a wide
or extended survey.

—

tts. Broad'-gauge (see Gauge)

;

Broad'ness.— «.//. Broads, lake-like expansions of
rivers.

—

ns. Broad'side, the side of a ship : all the
guns on one side of a ship of war, or their simul-
taneous discharge : a sheet of paper printed on one
side, otherwise named Broad'sceet ; Broad'SWOrd,
a cutting sword with a broad blade : a man armed
with such a sword.—Broad Church, a partj' within
the Church of England which advocates a broad
and liberal interpretation of dogmatic definitions

and creed subscription—the name was first used
in 1833 by W. J. Conybeare. [A.S. br<i<i, Goth.
braids. ]

Brobdingnagian, brob-ding-nS'ji-an, n. an inhabitant
of the fabulous region oi Brobdingnagm Gulliver's
Travels, the people of which were of great stature
—hence a gigantic person.— adj. gigantic.— adj.
Brobdingnag', immense.

Brocade, brok-ad', «. a silk stuff on which figures
are wrought.

—

adj. Brocad'ed, woven or worked in

the manner of brocade : dressed in brocade. [It.

broccato, Fr. brocart, from It. broccare, Fr. brocher,
to prick, stitch ; from root of Breach. ]

Brocage, brok'aj, «. Obsolete spelling of Brokago
(q.v. under Broker).

Brocard, brok'ard, «. an elementary law or principle :

a canon : (Fr.) a gibe. [Fr. brocard. Low L.

brocarda, from Brocard or Biirchard, Bishop of
Worms, who published a book of ecclesiastical

rules.]

BroccoU, brok'o-li, n. a cultivated kind of cabbage
resembling cauliflower, of which it is originally a
hardy variety. [It. ; pi. of broccolo, a .sprout, dim.
oi brocco, a skewer, a shoot.]

Broch, broil, «. the local name applied in the north of
Scotland to the ancient dry-built circular castles,

known also to the Gaelic-speaking people as

duns, and to antiquaries as Pictish towers.—
Also Brogh and BrOUgh. [Old Norse borg ; A.S.

burh.-\

Broch, brSch, obsolete spelling of Broaoh.
Brochure, bro-shoCr', n. a pamphlet. [Lit. a small

book stitched, 'Ft.— brocher, to !,\\\.c\\—broc/ie, a

needle. See Broach.]
Brock, brok, K. a badger—hence, from the smell, a

dirty, stinking fellow.— ao^'. Brocked (Scot.), varie-

gated, having a mixture of black and white. [From
the Celt., as in Gael, broc, a badger, which is from

Gael, breac, speckled.]
Brode, brOd, adv. (Spens.). Same as Abroad.
Brodekin, Brodkln, brCd'kin, n. a buskin. [Fr.

brodequin.]
Brog, brog, «. a pointed steel instrument used for

piercing holes: {Scot.) an awl.— v.t. to prick.

[Ety. dub. ; the Gael, brog, an awl, is prob,

borrowed.]
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Srogud tete, tUt ; mS, hir ; mtne

;

Broughatt

Brogue, brOg, «. a stout coarse shoe : a dialect or
manner ot pronunciation, esp. the Irish. [Ir. and
Gael, ^rof, a shoe.]

Brolder, broid'er, Broidery, broid'er-i. Same as

Embroider, Embroidery.—Broidered (S.) = £»i-
broicUred,

Broil, broil, n. a. noisy quarrel : a confused disturb-

ance—(5"<^i7/.) Brul'yie, Brul'zie.-«. Broil'er, one
who stirs up broils. [Fr. brouiUer, to trouble.]

Broil, broil, v.t. to cook over hot coals : to grill.

—

v.i.

to be greatly heated. [Ety. dub.]

Broke, brOk, pa.t. and old pa.p. of Break.—/.rt<(;'.
Broken, rent asunder : infirm : humbled or crushed :

dispersed, routed : altered in direction : shattered

in estate or position: incomplete, fragmentary: un-

certain.

—

adjs. Brok'en-backed, having the back
broken, applied to a ship so loosened in her frame
as to droop at both ends ; Brok'en-dOWH, decayed,
mined in character or strength ; Brok'eil-heart'ed,
crushed with grief: greatly depressed in spirit.

—

adv. Brokenly.—w^.Brok'en-man, one under out-

lauTV, esp. in the Highlands and Border country
;

Brok'en-meat, the leavings of a banquet ; Brok'en-
ness.

—

adj. Brok'en-Wind'ed, having short breath
or disordered respiration, as a horse.

Broker, brOk'er, «. one employed to buy and sell for

others : a second-hand dealer : a pander : a com-
missioner. — v.i. Broke, to bargain, negotiate

:

(Shnk.) to act as a pander or go-between :—/''./.

broking; pa.p. broked.—«j. Brok'erage, Brok'age,
the business of a broker : the commission charged
by a broker : a commission charged for transacting
business for others ; Brok'ery, the business of a
broker.

—

fi.adj. Brok'ing, doing business as a
broker: practised by br'^kers. [M. E. brccour—
-A. S. bnican ; Ger. brauchen, to use, to profit.]

Bromate. See Bromine.
Brome-grass, brSm'-gras, «. a kind of grass bearing

a strong resemblance to oats. [Gr. brdinos, and
bromos, grass.]

Bromine, brOm'in, «. one of the elements, closely allied

to chlorine, so called from its disagreeable smell.

—

adj. Brom'lc. pertaining to bromine.

—

ns. Brom'ate,
a combination of bromic acid with a salifiable b.ise ;

Brom'lde, a combination of bromine with a base.

—

Bromio add, an acid composed of bromine and
oxygen. [Gr. bromos, a disagreeable odour.]

Bronohls,^ brongk'i-«, «.//. a name given to the
ramifications of the windpipe whicli c.irry air
into tiie_ lungs.—<i<^j. Broncn'lc, Bronch'lal— ».
Bronctu'tis, inflammation of the bronchis. [L.

—

Gr. bronchia, the bronchial tubes.]

Broncho, Bronoo, brong'ko, «. (U.S.) a half-tamed
horse. [Sp. bronco, rough, sturdy.]

Brond. Same as Brand.
Bronze, bronz, n. an alloy of copper and tin used in

various ways since the most ancient times : anything
cast in bronze : the colour of bronze : {Ji^.) xm-
pudence. — a<^'. made of bronze: coloured like
bronze, —v.t. to give the appearance of bronze to :

(fig) to harden.—rt^^; Bronzed, coated with bronze :

hardened. — »r. Bronzo'-Steel, or Sled-bronze, a
specially hardened bronze; Bronze'-Wing, Bronze'-
pi'geon, a species of Australian pigeon having
wings marked with a lustrous bronze colour.—z;./.
Bronz'ify, to make into bronze. — ns. Bronz'-
™g. the process of giving the appeirance of
bronze

; Bronz-ite, a lustrous kind of diallage.—W/Bronry, having the appearance of bronze.—Bronze
age or period, a term in prehistoric archeology
denoting the condition or stage of culture of a
people using bronze as the material for cutting
JmplcmenU and weapons—as a stage of culture
coming between the use of stone and the use of
iron for those purposes—not an absolute division
of time, but a relative condition of culture. [Fr.—
It. bronzo— L. Brundusium, the modern Brindisi.]
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Broo, brOC (mod. Scot.— vowel sounded like Ger. ii),

n. {Scot.) broth. [Ety. dub. : prob. O. Fr. bro,
breu, broth : prob conn, with Bree.]

Brooch, brCch, ft. an ornamental pin or instrument
for fastening any article of dress, consisting for the
most part either of a ring or disc, or of a semicircle,
there being a pin in either case passing across it,

fastened at one end with a joint or loop, and at the
other with a hook.— <•./. {Shak.) to adorn as with a
brooch. [Fr. broche, a spit. See Broach.]

Brood, br5Sd, v.t. to sit upon or cover in order to
breed or hatch : to hatch : to cover, as with wings :

to mature or foster with care : to meditate moodily
upon.

—

v.i, to sit as a hen on eggs : to hover over

:

to think anxiously for some time : to meditate
silently (with on, orer) : to be bred.—«. something
bred : offspring, children, or family : a race, kind

:

parentage : the number hatched at once.

—

adj. for
breeding, as in brood-m^rc, &c.

—

adv. Brood'ingly.— adj'. Broody, inclined to sit or incubate. [A.S.
brM; Dut. broed ; what is hatched.]

Brook, brOOk, «. a small stream.

—

ns. Brook'let, a
little brook ; Brookllme, a species of speedwell
found in ditches. [A.S. brdc, water breaking forth ;

Dut. broek, Ger. briich.]

Brook, brSok, v.t. to enjoy : to bear or endure. [A.S.
btircan, to use, enjoy ; Ger. brauchen, L. Jrui,
/ritctns.]

Brool, brODi, n. a deep murmur. [Ger. brull, a roar.]
Broom, brSOm, «. a name given to a number of species

of shrubs of the closely allied genera Cytisus, Gen-
ista, and Spartium : a besom made of its twigs.

—

v.t,

to sweep with a broom.

—

>is. Broom'-COm, a species
of plant resembling maize, cultivated for its seed and
its spikes, of which brooms are made ; Broom'-rape,
a parasitic plant found adhering to the root of broom,
clover, &c. ; Broom'staff, Broom'stick, the staff or
handle of a broom.

—

adj. Broom y, abounding in or
consisting of broom.—To marry over the broom-
stick, or To jump the besom, to go through an
irregular fornt of marriage, in which both jump over
a broomstick. [.\.S. brthn ; Ger. brai/t.]

Broose, brfiz, «. (Scot.) a race at weddings in Scot-
land. [Derivation unknown.]

Brose, brOz, «. a simple and nutritious food, made by
pouring boiling water or milk on oatmeal, seasoned
with salt and butter.—Athole brose, a mixture of
whisky and honey. [Scot. ; O. Fr. broez.]

Broth, broth, «. an infusion or decoction of vegetable
and animal substances in water.—A broth of a boy
(Irish), a first-rate fellow. [AS. broth—Mowan,
to brew. See Brew.]

Brothel, broth'el, «. a house of ill-fame. [M. E.
brothel— A.S. brotS-en, ruined, breSen, to go to

ruin.]

Brother, bmtk'ir, n. a male bom of the same parents :

any one closely united with or resembling another ;

associated in common interests, occupation, &c. : a
fellow-member of a religious order, a fellow-mem-
ber of a guild, &c. : a fellow-creature, fellow-citizen,

a co-religionist : (B.) a kinsman : //. Broth'ers and
Brethren, the latter esp. used in the sense ol fellow-

membership of guilds, religious communities, &c.,
and is a name given to certain sections of the Church
of Christ, as Christi.m Brethren, Moravian Brethren,
Plymouth Brethren, &c.—ns. Broth'er-ger'man, a
brother haying the same father and mother, in con-
tradistinction to a half-brotlur, by one parent only ;

Broth'erhood, the state of being a brother : an
association of men for any purpose ; Brottl'er-ln-
law, the brother of a hushand or wife : a sister's
husband.—rt^V. Broth'er-like, Brotherly, like a
brother : kind : affectionate.— «. Broth'erliness,
state of being brotherly: kindness. [A.S. brSQor;
cog. with Ger. bnider, Gael, bratkair, Fr. frire,
v.. /rater. Sans. bkrdtar.\

Brougham, brOO'am, or brOBm, «. a one-horse close
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carriage, either two or four wheeled, named after

Lord Broug/ut»t (1778-1868).

BrOUgllt, hr^vix., pa.t. and ra.p. of Bring.
Brow, brow, n. the eyebrow : the ridge over the eyes ;

the forehead : the edge of a hill : a gallery in a coal-

mine running across the face of the coal : (Jig)
a.<^pect, appearance.

—

v.i. BroWbeat, to bear down
with stern looks or speech : to bully.

—

euijs. Brow'-
bound, having the brow bound as with a crown :

crowned ; Brow'less, without shame. [A.S. bru;

Ice. brun.\

Brown, brown, adj. of a dark or dusky colour, inclin-

ing to red or yellow : dark-complexioned : sunburnt.
—n. a dark-reddi>h colour: (slang) a copper.

—

v.t.

to make brown, or give a brown colour to : to roast

brown.

—

ns. Brown'-bess, the old British flint-lock

musket—from the bro.m walnut stock ; Brown'-bill,

a foot-soldier's or watchman's halbert, painted brown ;

Brown'-bread, bread or a brown colour, made of un-

bolted flour ; Brown'-coal, commonly called Li^-
niie, an imperfect kind of coal which e.xhibits more
of its woody structure than ordinary coal ; Brown'-
Qeorge, a hard biscuit : a brown earthen vessel

;

Brown'ing, the process of imparting a brown colour
to iron articles : a preparation for giving a brown
colour to gravy, &c., or for dressing brown leather.

—

adj. Brown isn.—«j Brownnoss; Brown -pa'per,
coarse and strong paper used chiefly for wrapping

;

Brown'-spar, a name given to certain varieties of
dolomite or magnesian limestone, distinguished by
their brownish colour: Brown' - StOUt, a kind of
porter ; Brown' - StUd'y, gloomy reverie : absent-

mindedness. — luij. Brown'y (Skak.), of a brown
colour.—To do brown (slang), to do thoroughly, to

deceive or take in completely. [A.S. bnin ; Dut.
bruin, Ger. brniin.]

Brownie, brown'i, «. a kind of domestic .spirit in the
folklore of Scotland, represented asagood-humoured,
drudging goblin, who attached himself to farmhouses,
and occupied himself overnight in churning, thrash-
ing corn, and the like. [Brmvn.]

Brownist, brown'ist, «. one holding the Church prin-

ciples of Robert Brmutie (iS5t>-i633), which may be
said to h ive given birth to the Independents or Con-
gregationalists of England.

Browse, browz, v.t. and v.i. to feed on the shoots
or leaves of plants. — its. Browse, Brows'ing, the
shoots and leaves of pi ints : lodder : the action of
the verb browse. [O. Fr. brouster (Fr. brouter)—
broiist, a sprou:.]

Browst, brow-t, «. (Scot.) a brewing. [BreW.]
Brackle, bruk'l, .iilj. (ScoK) liable to break, brittle.

[A. 3. brucol—brekan, to Break.]
Bruin. brOO'in, «. a bear, so called from the name of

the bear in the famous beast-epic Reynard the Fo r,

just as reynard and chanticleer have also passed
from proper names into commun names, olten written
without capitals. [Brjiin = brcnvn.\

Bruise. broDz, v.t. to crush by beating or pounding :

to oppress : to box or fight with the fists : to ride
recklessly in hunting, careless alike of horse and
crops: to reduce to small Iragments.— n. a wound
made by anything heavy and blunt.

—

p.adj. Bruised,
hurt by a heavy blow, with skin crushed and dis-

coloured.—«. Bruls'er, one that bruises : a boxer.

—

p.adj. BrulS'lng, boxing. [A.S. brj'san, to crush,
with which, says Dr Murray, afterwards coalesced
Fr. brisie-r; brnisier, ioniser, to break.)

Bruit, broOt, n. noise : something noised abroad : a
rumour or report.

—

v.t. to noise abroad : to report

:

to celebrate. (Fr. brni!—Fr. bruire ; cf. Low L.
bru^ftus : prob. imit.)

Brulrle, bruilzie, brul'yi, «. Scotch and northern
form of Broil.

Brumaire, br.TS-mar', «. the second month in the
French revolutionary calendar, extending from Oct.
32 to Xov. 20. [Fr. brume, foe-L. bruma, winter.]

Brume, brrom, «. fog.

—

adjs. Brum'al, relating to

winter; Bnun'OUS, foggy, wintry. [L. bruma,
winter, contr. from brevima, the shortest day.]

Brununagem, brum'a-jem, adj. showy but worthless,
sham, counterieit. [From a popular pronunciation
of Birmingluiin. ]

Brunette, brOOn-et', «. a girl with a brown or dark
complexion. [Fr. dim. oi brun, brown.]

Brunonian, brOD-nO'ni-an, adj. relating to the system
of medicine founded by Dr John Brown of Edin-
burgh (1736-88)— ail diseases stiunic, those depend-
ing on an excess of excitement, or asilienic, those
resulting from a deficiency of it.

Bnint, brunt, «. the shock ol an onset or contest : the
force of a blow : the chief stress or crisis of anything.
—"'t. to bear the brunt of. [Ice. brun,i, to advance
like fire, is usually given ; Dr Murray suggests that
it may be an onomatopoeia of Eng. itself (cf. OuHtX
or connected with bu>~>it—Scot, brunt.]

Brush, brush, «. an instrument for removing dust,
usually made of bristles, twigs, feathers, or .'.tiff

grass stems : a kind ol hair-pencil used by painters :

a painter, one who uses the brush : brushwood : a
skirmish or encounter : the tail of a fox : (eieci.) a
brush-like discharge of sparks : one of the bundles
of copper wires or flexible ."-trips in contact with the
commutator of the armature on opposite sides, and
which carry off the positive and negative currents of
electricity generated.— i'./. to remove dust, &c. , from
by sweeping : to touch lightly in passing : remove
(«ith oj^): to thrash.—r./'. to move over lightly:

to make off with a rush.—«. Brush'ing, the act of

rubbing or sweeping. — adj. in a lively manner

:

brisk.

—

ns. Brusb'-Wheel. a wheel used in light

machinerj- to turn another by having the rubbing
surface covered with stiff" hairs or bristles ; Brush'-
wood, rough close bushes : a thicket.

—

adj. BrUSh'y,
rough, rugged.—To brush Up, to brighten, revive.

[O. Fr. brosse, a brush, brushwood—Low L. bruscia;
Diez connects the Fr. with Old High Ger. burst,
bursta, bristle.]

Brusque, brODsk, adj. blunt, abrupt in manner, rude.
—adv. Brusquely.

—

ns. Brusque ness ; Brusque'-
rie. [Fr. brusque, rude. See Brisk.]

Brussels, brus'elz, «. contracted from Brussels-carpet,
a kind of carpet in which the worsted threads are
arranged in the warp, and are interwoven into a
network of linen. Still, the bulk of the carpet con-
sists of wool.—«.//. Bruss'els-sprouts, a variety of
the common cabbage with sprouts like miniature
cabbages. [Named Iroin Brussels in Belgium.]

Brust, brust, pa.p. (S/>ens.). Same as Burst.
Brute, broSt, adj. belonging to the lower animals

:

irrational: stupid: rude. — «. one of the lower
animals.

—

mij. BrUt'al, like a brute: unfeeling:
inhuman.

—

v.t. Brut'allse, to make hke a brute, to

degrade.

—

v.i. to live like a brute.—«. Brutality.

—

adv. Brut'ally.—«. Bmte'ness, bruie-like state :

brutality: (S/>ens.) stupidity.

—

?'.:. Brut'Ify, to

make brutal, stupid, or uncivilised '.—pr.p. brutify'-

ing; pa.p. brutified'.—rt^^'. Brut'lsh, brutal: (B.)
unwise.—rt/Zr'. Brut'ishly.—«. Brut'ishness.—The
brute creation, the lower animals. [Fr. brut—L.
brutus, dull, irrational.]

Brutus, broo'tus, «. a kind of wig : a way of wearing
the hair brushed back from the forehead, popular at

the time of the French Revolution, when it was an
affectation to admire the old Romans, as Brutus.

Bryology, brl-ol'o-ji, n. the study of mosses. [Gr.

bryon. moss, and logia—legein, to speak.]

Bryony, brT'o-ni, «. a wild climbing plant, common
in English hedgerows.—Black bryony, a climbing
plant similar to bryony in habit and disposition, but
which may be readily distinguished by its simple,

entire, heart-shaped leaves, which are smooth and
somewhat glossy. [L.

—

Cr. brySnia.]
Bryozoa, bn-S-zS'a, n.^l. an old name for the Polyzoa,

from their resemblance to mosses.
Brythonic, brlth-on'ik, adj. a name introduced by
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Prof. Rhy» for the second of the two great divisions

of Celtic ethnologj'. The Caidelic or Gadhehc group
embraces Irish, Slanx, and Gaelic; the Brythonic
group, Welsh, Brt-.on, and Cornish. [Bryihan, one
of the Welsh words for the Welsh and so-called

Ancient Britons.)

Bub, bub, n. (slang) strong drink.

Babalis, bO'bal-is, n. a genus in the Antelope division

of hollow-homed, even-toed Ruminants, not to be

confused wiih the genus Buialus, the UuflTalo. [Gr.]

Bubble, bub'l, H. a bladder of water blown out with

air: anything empty: a cheating scheme.

—

adj.

unsubstantial, deceptive.

—

v.i. to rise in bubbles.

—

v.l. to cheat with bubble schemes '.—pr.p. bubbling
;

/.I./, bubb'led.— «<(>. Bubbly.— «. Bubbly-jock,

a Scotch name for a turkey-cock. — Bubble and
squoak, meat and cabbage fried together. — To
bubble over, as of a pot boiling, with auger, mirth,

&c [Cf. Sw. bubbli, Dut. bobSfl.]

Bubo, bu'bo, «. an inflammatorvswelling of the glands

in the groin or armpit.

—

n. Bub'ukle, a ridiculous

word of Fluellen's lor a red pimple, corrupted from
buho and carbuncU. [L.—Gr. boubdn, the groin.]

Buccal, buk'al, adj. pertaining to the cheek. [L.]

Buccaneer, Buccanler. buk-an-er*, n. one of the
piratical adventurers in the West Indies during the
17th century, who plundered the Spaniards chiefly.

—r.«. to act as a buccaneer.

—

n. Buccaneer'lng.

—

adj'. Buccaneer'lsh. [Fr. boucaner, to smoke meat
—Carib. boiuan. a wooden gridiron. The French
settlers in the West Indies cooked their meat on a
bcucan after the manner of the natives, and were
hence called bau^aHi'ers.]

Buccinator, bu'>:-sin-a'tor, H. the name of a flat muscle
formmg the wall of the cheek, assisting in mastica-
tion and in the blowing of wind-instruments.

—

adj'.

Buccinat'ory. [L. ;—butcitMrf.]
Buoentaur, tx^sen'tawr, n. a mythical monster half
man and half bull : the state barge of Venice used
annually on Ascension Day in ttie ancient ceremony
of the marriage of the state with the Adriatic [It.

buceitiaro, usually explained as from Gr. bous, an ox,
keutauros, a cent,iur.]

Bucephalus, bu-sef'a-lus, ft. the famous war-horse of
Alexander the Great : a familiar name for a riding-
horse. [Gr. ; bous, ox, kephail, heaJ.]

Buck, buk, n. the male of the deer, goat, hare, and
rabbit—often used specifically of the male of the
fallow-deer : a dashmg young fellow.

—

v.i. (of a
horse or mule—a Buckjumper) to attempt to throw
by a series of rapid jumps into the air, coming down
with the back arched, the head down, and the fore-
legs stiff': {.U.S.) to make obstinate resistance to
any improvements.

—

ns. Buck'een, a poor Irish
gentleman, without means to support his gentility;
BuclC-eye, the American horse-chestnut; BuCK'-
hom, the m iterial of a buck's horn ; Buxsk'-hound,
a sinjll kind of staghound used lor hunting bucks :

BuCk'-BbOt, a large kind of shot, used in shooting
deer : Buck'sldn, a soft leather made of deerskin or
sheepskin : a strong twilled woollen cloth, cropped
of nap and carefully finished.

—

adj'. made o(^ the
skin 01 a buck. — n.pl. Buck'sklns, breeches made
usually of the cloth, not of the leather.—«j. Buck'-
tbcm, a genus of shrubs, the berrj- of which supplies
the sap-green used by painters ; BuclC-tooth, a pro-
jecting tooth. [A.S. buc, bueca; Dut. lok, Ger.
bcvk. a he-goat.]

Buck, buk, r./. to soak or steep in lye, a process in
blcachine.— «. lye in which clothes are bleached.

—

n. Buclr-baslcet, a basket in which clothes are
carried to be bucked. [Ety. obscure ; M. E. bouken;
cog. words are Ger. baucken, btucken.

)

Buckbean, buk'b^n, «._ the marsh-trefoil, a plant com-
mon in bo?s in Britain. [Corr. o( Bofbean.]

Bucket, buk'et, H. a vessel for drawmg or holding
water, &c. : one of the compartments on the circum-
ference of a water-wheel, or one of the scoops of a
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dredging-machine : the leather socket for holding
the whip in drivin?, or for the carbine or lance when
mounted: a name given to the pitcher in some
orchids.

—

ns. Buck'etful, as much as a bucket will

hold; Bucketing {U.S.), jerky rowing; Buck'et-
Shop, slang term for the offices of 'outside brokers'
—mere agents for bets on the rise or fall of prices
of stock, &c. ; Bucket - Wheel, a contrivance for
raising water by means of buckets attached to the
circumference of a wheel. — Give the bucket, to
dismiss ; Kick the bucket {slang), to die. [Prob.
conn, with A.S. biic, a pitcher; or O. Fr. buktt, a
pail. Not Gael, bucaid, a bucket.]

Buckie, buk'i, n. (Scot.) a shellfish such as the whelk

:

a refractory person. [Scot., prob. related somehow
to L. buccinum, a shellfish.]

Buckle, buk'l, n. a metal instrument consisting of a
rim and tongue, used for fastening straps or bands
in dress, harness, &.c.—v.t. to fasten with a buckle :

to prepare for action : to engage in close fight.—r.i,
to bend or bulge out : to engage with zeal in a task.
—n. BUCk'ler, a small shield used for parrying.
[Fr. boucU, the boss of a shield, a ring—Low L.
buccula, dim. oi bucca, a cheek.]

Buckra, buk'ra, «. a word used by West Indian and
American negroes for a white man—said in a dialect
of the Calabar coast to mean 'demon.'

Buckram, buk'ram, «. a coarse open-woven fabric of
cotton or linen made very stiff with size, used for

the framework of ladies' bonnets, for the inside of
belts and collars of dresses, and for bookbinding

:

stiffness in manners and appearance.

—

adj'. made of
buckram : stiff: precise.

—

v.t. to give the quality of
buckram. [O. Fr. boquerant.]

Bucksblsh. Same as Backsheesh.
Buckwheat, buk'hwet, «. a species of Polygonum,
grown in Germany, Brittany, &c., for feeding horses,
cattle, and poultry—buckwheat cakes are esteemed
on American breakfast-tables. [Prob. Dut. boekweit,
or Ger. buckzveizf.]

Bucolic, -al, bu-koi'ik, -al, adj'. pertaining to the
tending of cattle : pastoral : rustic, countrified.

—

H. Bucol'ic, a pastoral poem. [L.—Gr. boukoiikos—
boukolos, a herdsman.]

Bud, bud, n. the first shoot of a tree or plant : used of
young people, as a term of endearment.

—

v.i. to put
forth buds: to begin to grow.

—

v.t. to put forth as
buds : to graft, as a plant, by inserting a bud under
the bark of another tree '.—pr.p. bud'ding ; pa.p.
bud'ded.—«. Bud'ding, a method of propagation by
means of haAi.—adjs. Buddy ; Bud less.-To nip
In the bud, to destroy at its very beginning. [M.
E. budde ; prob. related to Dut. bot, a bud.]

Buddha, Ussd'da, n. an epithet applied to Sakyamuni
or Gautama, the founder of the Buddhist religion.

—

ns. Bud'dhism, the religion founded by Buddha

;

Bud'dhist, a believer in Buddhism.

—

adjs. Bud-
dhist'ic, Bud'dhist, pertaining to Buddhism. —
Esoteric Buddhism (see TheosophyX [Sans.
budiha, wise, from budh, to know. ]

Buddie, bud'l, v.t. to wash ore with a buddU or in-

clined hutch over which water flows.
Budge, buj, v.i. and v.t. to move or stir.

—

n. Budg'er,
one who stirs. [Fr. bouger—It. bulicart, to boil,

to bubble—L. bullire.]
Budge, buj, n. lambskin fur.

—

adj'. pompous: stiff.

[Derivation unknown.]
Budget, buj'et, «. a sack with its contents : a compact

collection of things : a socket in which the end of a
cavalry carbine rests : that miscellaneous collection
of matters which aggregate into the annual financial
statement made to parliament by the Chancellor of
the Excheouer. [Fr. bougtttt, dim. of bougt, a
pouch—L. biilga.\

Buff. buf,_«. a pliant and uncracking leather used for
soldiers' belts and other militar>' purposes, made out
of salted and dried South American light ox and
cow hides : a military coat : the colour of buff: a
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light yellow : the bare skin : (/i) certain regiments

in the British army, so named from their buff-

coloured facings

—

e.g. East Kent Regiment, Ross-

shire Buffs.—«.r. Buff'-coat, a strong military coat

:

a soldier; Buflf'-wheel, Buff -stick, a wheel or

stick covered with buff-leather or the like, and
sprinkled with emery, for polishing. —In buff, naked.

[Fr. htj^^, a buffalo.]

Buff, buf, «. (ais.) a buffet, blow, or stroke.

—

v.f. to

strike. [O. Fr. hi^e, a blow.]

Buffalo, buf'a-l3, «. a genus of the ox kind, the tame,
often domesticated Asiatic buffalo, and the entirely

wild and fierce Cape buffalo. The so-called Ameri-
can buffalo is really a ' bison.' [It. buffalo, through
L. from Gr. boubalos.\

Buffer, buf'er, 71. a mechanical apparatus for deaden-
ing the force of a concussion, as in railway carriages :

a fellow, as in 'old buffer.'— «. Buff'er-State, a
neutral country lying between two others, whose
relations are or m-iy become strained.

Buffet, buf'et, n. a blow with the fist, a slap.

—

v.t. to

strike with the hand or fist : to contend against.—«.

Buff'eting, a striking with the hand, boxing : conten-
tion. [O. Fr. bu/et—bu/e, a blow, esp. on tlie cheek.]

Buffet, buf'et, n. a kind of sideboard : a low stool : a
refreshment - bar (in this sense often pronounced
buf'a). [Fr. buffet; origin unknown.]

Buffoon, buf-5on', n. one who amuses by jests,

grimaces, &c. : a clown: a fool.

—

tis. Buff'O, the
comic actor in an opera ; Buffoon'ery, the practices
of a buffoon ; ludicrous or vulgar jesting. [Fr.

bouffon—It. buffone, buffare, to jest.]

Bug, bug, «. an object of terror.

—

ns. Big-bUg {slang\
an aristocrat ", Bug'abOO, a bogy, or object of terror;

Bug'bear, an object of terror, generally imaginary.—adj. causing fright. [M. E. bugge, prob. W. bwg,
a hobgoblin.]

Bug, bug, 71. a name applied loosely to certain insects,

esp. to one (Ci77tex lectularius) that infests houses
and beds : in America applied to any insect.

Buggery, bug'ger-i, «. the crime of bestiality, un-
natural vice. [Fr. bougre— L. Bulganu, a Bul-
garian, a heretic]

Buggy, bug'i, 71. a name given to several kinds of
light carriages or gigs— in America, a light one-horse,
four-wheeled vehicle with one seat ; in England,
two-wheeled ; in India, provided with a hood to

ward off the sun. [By some conn, with Bogie ;

ety. really quite unknown.]
Bugle, bu'gl, Bugle-hom, bu'gl-hom, «. a hunting-

horn, originally a buffalo-horn : a treble musical in-

strument, usually made of copper, like the trumpet,
but having the bell less expanded and the tube
shorter and more conical : {Spe7is.) a buffalo or wild
ox—dim. Bu'glet.— 1'.«. Bu'gle, to sound a bugle.

—

n. Bu'gler, one who plays upon the bugle. [O. Fr.
bugle;—L. buculus, dim. of bos, an ox.]

Bugle, bu'gl, «. a slender elongated kind of bead,
usually black.

—

adj. {Shak.) like bugles. [Prob.
conn, with Low L. bugulus ; prob. obscurely conn,
with Dut. beugel, a ring.]

Bugle, bu'gl, «. a palaearctic genus of plants of the
natural oidcT Labiaia, with blue or sometimes white
or purple flowers. [Fr., It. bugola—Low L. bugula,
bugillo.]

Bugloss, bu'glos, «. a name popularly applied to many
plants of the natural order Boragi/ieee, more strictly
to Anchiisa anr«j»>, a common weed in corn-fields
in Britain. [Fr. buglosse—'L.. buglossa—Gr. bou-
glossas—bous, ox, glcssa, tongue.]

Bugong, bu'gong, «. a noctuoid moth.
Buhl, bul, «. imbumished gold, brass, or mother-

of-pearl worked in patterns for inlaying : furniture
ornamented with such. [From Andre Charles Boule
(1642-1732), a cabinet-maker in the service of Louis
XIV.]

Buhrstone, bur'stCn, «. a variety of quartz, contain-
ing many small empty cells, which give it a peculiar
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roughness of surface, particularly adapting it for
millstones.—Often Burr'-stone. [Perh. conn, with
Burr, from its roughness.]

Build, bild, v.t. to erect, as a house or bridge: to
form or construct, as a railway, &c.

—

v.i. to depend
(with on, upo/i) :—f>a.p. built or build'ed.—«. con-
struction : make.

—

tis. Build'or, one who builds, or
who controls the actual work of building ; Bulld'ing,
the art of erecting houses, &c. : anything built : a
house.—/.a*//'. Built, formed or shaped.—Bulld. in,

to enclose by building ; Build up, to close up by
building, as a door : to erect any edifice, as a re-

putation : to edify spiritually, as the church. [A.S.
gebyld, bold, a dwelling, from an assumed bylda/t,

to build.]

Buirdly, burd'li, adj. stalwart, large and well made.
[Scot., a variant of Burly.]

Buisson, bwe-song, «. a fruit-tree trained on a low
stem, the branches closely pruned. [Fr.]

BuiSt, bust, n. (Scot.) a mark put on sheep or cattle

to indicate ownership: a box.

—

v.t. to mark with
such. [Ety. dub.]

Bukshi, Bukshee, buk'she, «. the paymaster in native
Indian states. [Hind, bakshi—baksh, pay.]

Bulb, bulb, «. an onion-like root : any protuberance
or enlargement resembling such.

—

v.i. to form bulbs

:

to bulge out or swell.— «//;>. Bul'bar, Bulbed,
Bul'bous, Bulba'ceous, Bulb'lfonn, Bulbif'erous,
Bul'bose, Bulby.—KJ. Bul'bule, a little bulb: a
young bulb which grows from an old one ; Bul'bUS,
a bulb. [L. bulbui—Gr. bolbos, an onion.]

Bulbul, bool'bool, «. the Persian nightingale.
[Arab.]

Buldering, bul'der-ing, adj. (prov.) hot, sultry.

Bulgarian, bul-ga'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Bulgaria
or its language.— «. a native of Bulgaria: the
Bulgarian language (Slavonic). — «. Bul'gar, a
member of an ancient Finnic or Ugrian tribe which
moved from the Volga towards Bulgaria.

—

adj.

Bulgar'ic.—«. the ancient language of the fore-

going.
Bulge, bulj, ft. the widest part of a cask, a round

protuberance, swelling.

—

v.i. to swell out.— 7is.

Bul'ger, a wooden golf-club with a convex face

;

Bvl'giness.—adj. Bul'gy.—To get the bulge on
one {sla7ig), to get a decided advantage over a
person. [O. Fr. boulge, prob. L. bulga, a leather
knapsack ; a Gallic word.]

Bulimy, bul'i-mi, «. an unnatural hunger. [Gr.

;

bous, ox, lt7>:os, hunger.]
Bulk, bulk, «. a stall or framework built in front of a

shop.—«. Bulk'er, a street thief or strumpet [Ety.

dub. : Prof. Skeat suggests Scand. bdlk-r, beam, and
Dr Murray quotes also an A.S. bolca, gangway of a
ship.]

Bulk, bulk, «. magnitude or size : the greater part

:

any huge body or structure : the whole cargo in the
hold of a ship.

—

v.i, to be in bulk : to be of weight
or importance.

—

v.i. to put or hold in bulk.

—

71s.

Bulk'head, a partition separating one part of the

interior of a ship from another, either transverse or

longitudinal, and usually made watertight ; Bulk'i-

ness.

—

adj. Bulk'y, having bulk : of great size, un-

wieldy.—Collision bulkhead, that nearest the bow
—usually the only one in sailing-ships.—To load in

bulk, to put the cargo in loose ; To sell in bulk, to

sell the cargo as it is in the hold : to sell in large

quantities. [Prob. Scand. ; Ice. bulki, aheap.]

Bull, bool, «. the male of the ox kind
:_
an old male

whale, fur-seal, &c. : a sign of the zodiac : one who
tries artificially and unduly to raise the price_ of

stocks, and speculates on a rise.— adj. denoting

largeness of size—used in composition, as bull-trout

:

favourable to the bulls, rising.—z/./. to try to raise,

as the price of shares, artificially : to copulate with

a cow, of a bull.

—

v.i. to be in heat, of a cow.

—

tis.

Bull'-bait'ing, the sport of baiting or exciting bulls

with dogs ; Boll'-bat iU.S.), the night-hawk or



BuU &te, far ; mi, her ; mine ;
Bummer

«nt-sucker ; Boll'-beef, the beef or flesh of bulls,

Soarse beef: (SJtai., in //.) Bull-beeves ; Bull'-

begg'ar, a hobgoblin, &c ; Bull' -calf, a male calf:

a stupid fellow, a lout; Bull'-dance, a dance of

men only; BtUl'dOg. a breed of dogs of great

courage, formerly used for baitmg bulls, its general

appearance that of a smooth-coated, compact dog,

low in stature, but broad and powerful, with a

massive head, large in proportion to its body : a

person of obstinate courage : a short-barrelled re-

volver of large calibre : a proctor's attendant at

Oxford and Cambridge.— f./. Bull'-dose (l/.S.), to

intimidate, bully: flog. — «. Bull'-dos'er. — a^(/'.

Bull-faced, having a large face.—«r. Bull'-fight,

a popular spectacle in Spain, in which a bull is

goaded to fury in a kind of circus by mounted
iicadores armed with lances, and finally despatched

by a specially skilful espada or swordsman ; Bull'-

fight'er : BuU'-finoll, a species of red-breasted finch

alittle larger than the common linnet, closely allied

to the grossbeaks and crossbills : a kind of hedge
hard to jump : Bull'-frog, a large North American
frog.

—

adj. Bull'-front'ed, having a front or fore-

head like a bull.—k. Bull'-head, or Miller's Thuvib,

a small river fi^h remarkable for its large, flat head.
—adj. Bull'-head'ed, impetuous and obstinate.—«.

Bull'-head'edness.— o^'. Bull'lsli.- ».r. Bull'ock,

an ox or castrated bull ; Bull'-roar'er, a provincial

English name for a boy's plaything, made of an
oblone piece of wood, to one end of which a string

is tied, then twisted tightly round the finger, when
the whole is whirled rapidly round and round until

a k)ud and peculiar whirring noise is produced—the

native Australian turndnn, the rhombos of the
Greek mysteries; Bull's' -eye, the central boss
formed in making a sheet of blown glass (hence
adj. Bull'S'-eyed), a round piece of glass in a
lantern, a policeman's lantern, a round opening or
window : the centre of a target, of a different colour
from the rest, and usually round : a thick lump of
coloured or striped candy ; Bull'-terr'ler, a species
of dog, a cross-breed between tlie bulldog and the
terrier ; Bull'-troUt, a large trout of the salmon
genus, also migpiory in its habits, often called the
Gray 7>i7h/; BUll'-'Whack, a heavy whip. —t'./. to
lash with such.

—

n. Bull'wort, the bishop's weed.
—Bull into, to plunge hastily into.—A bull in a
Chiua-Sliop, a synonym for a man who does harm
through ignorance or fury, a man completely out of
place.—llike the bull by the horns, to face a
danger or difficulty with courage, to take the initia-

tive boldly in a struggle. (M. E. bole, prob. Scand.
bole, bolt; roost prob. cog. with Bellow.]

BuU, bool, n. an edict of the pope which has his seal
affixed.-a//;'. BuUan'tiC—n. Bull'ary, a collection
of papal bulls. [L. bulla, a knob, a leaden seal.]

Bull, bool, H. a ludicrous blunder in speech implying
some obvious absurdity or contradiction, often said
to be an especial prerogative of Irishmen— ' I was a
fine child, but they changed me.' [Prob. O. Fr.
boul, cheat.]

Bull, bool, ». drink made by pouring water into a cask
that had held liquor.

Bulla, bool'a, H. a round metal ornament worn by
ancient Roman children : a seal attached to a docu-
ment : anything rounded or globular. [L.)

Bullace, bool'las, «, a shrub closely allied to the sloe
and the plum, its fruit making excellent pics or tarts.

|0. F"r. beloce, of uncertain origin ; prob. Celt.]
Bullate, bul'at, adj. blistered, inflated.—>ir. Bulla'-
tion : Bulles'cence.

Bullary, bul'a-ri, n. a house in which lalt is prepared
by boiling.

Buller, boorer, n. the boiling of a torrent [Dan.
buldrr.\

Bullet, bool'et, n. the projectile of lead or other metal
di.<ich.-»rRcd from any kind of small-arm : a plumb or
sinker m fi»hing.—/». Bull'ot-hoad, a head round

like a bullet: {U.S.') an obstinate fellow.

—

adjs.

Bull'et-head'ed ; Bull'et-prOOf, proofagainst bullets.

[Fr. boulet, dim. of boule, a ball—L. bulla. See
Bull, an edict.]

Bulletin, bool'e-tin, n. an official report of public news.
[Fr.,— It. bulletiino.]

Bullion, bool'yun, n. gold and silver in the mass and
uncoined, though occasionally used as practically

synonymous with the precious metals, coined and
uncoined : a heavy twisted cord fringe, often covered
with gold or silver wire.— «. Bull'ionist, one in

favour of an exclusive metallic currency. [Ety.
dub. ; but apparently related to Low L. bullio, a
boiling, melting.]

Bully, bool'i, «. a blustering, noisy, overbearing
fellow : a ruffian hired to beat or intimidate any
one : a fellow who lives U{>on the gains of a prosti-

tute : (fibs.) a term of familiarity to either man or
woman.

—

adj. blustering: brisk: (i/..S".) first-rate.

—

v.i. to bluster.—r./. to threaten in a noisy way :

—

/r./. bull'ying ; pa.p. buU'ied.—«. Bull'yism.—w./.
Bull'yrag {coll.), to assail with abusive language, to

overawe.—«j. Bull'jrragging ; Bull'y-rook, a bully.

—Bully for you, bravo ! [Perh. Dut. boel, a lover;
cf. Ger. buhle.]

Bully, bool'i, n. a miner's hammer.
Bully-tree, bool'i-tre, «. a name given to several West

Indian sapotaceous trees yielding good timber.

—

Also Bullet-tree, Bull etrle, Boll'etrie.

Bulrush, bool'rush, n. a large strong rush, which
grows on wet land or in water—often applied to the
cat's-tail {Ty/>ka).—adj. Bul'rushy.

Bulse, buls, «. a bag for diamonds, &c. : a package
or certain quantity of such. [Port, bolsa—Low L.
bursa, a purse. See PUTSO.]

Bulwark, bool'wark, ». a fortification or rampart : a
breakwater or sea-wall : any means of defence or
security.

—

v.i. to defend. [Cf. Ger. boli'jucrk.\

Bum, bum, «. (Shak.) the buttocks. —/«. Bum'-bail'lflf,

an under- baili/r; Bum'-boat, boat for carrying pro-
visions to a ship, originally a Thames scavenger's
boat. [Ely. dub., prob. from bu»tj>, from sense of
'swelling.']

Bum, bum, v.i. to hum or make a murmuring sound,
as a bee : {slang) to live dissolutely. —pr.p. bum'-
•"'"g >/"•/• bummed.

—

tt. a humming sound : a spree,
debauch : a dissipated fellow. [Onomatopoeic]

Bumbaze, bum'baz, v.t. to confound, bamboozle.
Bumble-bee, bum'bl-be, «. a large kind of bee that
makes a bumming or humming noise : the humble-
bee.—». Bum'-clock {Scot.), a drone-beetle. [M. E.
bumble, freq. of Bum, and Bee.]

Bumbledom, bum'bl-dom, «. fussy pomposity. [From
Bumble, name of the beadle in Dickens's Oliver
Tzuist.]

Bumble-foot, bum'bl-foot, ». a disease of domestic
fowls, marked by inflammation of the ball of the
foot: a c\\xh-ioo\.. — adj. Bum'ble-foot'ed, club-
footed.

Bumble-puppy, bum'bl-pup'i, n. whist played regard-
less of rules : the game of nine-holes.—«. Bum'ble-
pupp'ist, one who plays whist without knowing the
game.

Bumbo, bum'bu, n. a punch of rum or gin with sugar,
nutmeg, &c.

Bumkln, Biimpkln. bum'kin, n. a short beam of
timber projecting from each bow of a ship, for the
purpose of extending the lower corner of the foresail
to windward : a small outrigger over the stern of a
boat, usually serving to extend the mizzen. [From
Boom, and dim. termination kin.}

Bummalo, bum'a-lo, «. a small fish dried and salted
all round the coast of ladvn—Bombay dutk and
ne/ui r.—Also BummalO'ti. [East 1 nd. ]Bummaree, bum'ar-e, «. a middleman in the Billings-
gate fish-market. [Ety. unknown: hardly the Fr.
bonne marie, good fresh sea-fish.]

Bummer, bum'4r, «. a plundering straggler or camp*

1



Bvunmle mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; ///en. Buphasra

follower during the American Civil War : a dissolute

fellow, a loafer, a sponge.]
Bummle, bum'l, v.i. (prov.) to blunder.

—

n. an idle

fellow.

Bummook, bum'ok, «. {Scot.) a brewing of ale. [Ety.

unknown.]
Bump, bump, v.i. to make a heavy or loud noise.

—

v.t.

to strike with a dull sound : to strike against : to

overtake and impinge upon the stern or side of a
boat by the boat following, the bumper conse-
quently taking the place of the bumped in rank

—

also ' to make a bump :

' to spread out material in

printing so as to fill any desired number of pages.
—«. a dull heavy blow : a thump : a lump caused by
a blow, one of the protuberances on the surface of
the skull confidently associated by phrenologists
with certain distinct qualities or propensities of the
mind, hence colloquially for organ : the noise of the
bittern.—«. Bumper, a cup or glass filled to the
brim for drinking a toast : anything large or gener-
ous in measure : a crowded house at a theatre
or concert.

—

adj. as in a 'bumper house.'

—

v.i. to

drink bumpers.

—

n. Bumpol'Ogy, phrenology.

—

adj.
Bump'y. [Onomatopoeic]

Bumpkin, bump'kin, «. an awkward, clumsy rustic :

a c\o^n.—adj. BlunpTdnish. [Prob. Dut boomken,
a log.]

Bumptious, bump'shus, adj. offensively self-assertive.

—adv. Bumptiously.— «. Bump'tiousness. [Prob.
formed from Bump.]

Bun, bun, n. a kind of sweet cake. [Prob. from O.
Fr. bugtie, a swelling.]

Bun, bun, n. a dry stalk : a hare's scut : a rabbit.

[Prob. Gael, bun, a root.]

Bunco, buns, n. (slang) extra gain—used as an inter-

jection.

Bunch, bunsh, n. a number of things tied together
or growing together: a definite quantity fastened
together, as of linen yarn (180,000 yards), &c. : a
cluster : something in the form of a tuft or knot.

—

v.i. to swell out in a bunch.

—

v.t. to make a bunch
of, to concentrate.

—

adjs. Buncb'-backed (Shak.),
having a bunch on the back, crook - backed

;

BuncEed, humped, protuberant.

—

ns. Bunch'-grass,
a name applied to several West American grasses,
growing in clumps ; Buncb'iness, the quality of
being bunchy: state of growing in bunche.s.r-'J<^.

Bunch'y, growing in bunches or like a bunch, bulg-
ing.—Bunch of fives, the fist with the five fingers
clenched. [Ety. obscure.]

Buncombe. See Bunkum.
Bundesrath, boSn'des-rat, n. the Federal Council of

the German Empire, its members annually appointed
by the governments of the various states.

Bundle, bun'dl, «. a number of things loosely bound
together : an aggregation of one or more kinds of
tissue traversing other tissues : a definite measure or
(quantity, as two reams of paper, twenty hanks of
Imen yam, &c.

—

v.t. to bind or tie into bundles.

—

—v.i. to pack up one's things for a journey, to go
hurriedly or in confusion (with away, cjf, out).—n.
Bun'dling, an old custom m Wales, New England,
and elsewhere for sweethearts to sleep on the same
bed without undressing.—To bundle off, bundle
out, to send away unceremoniously or summarily.
[Conn, with Bind and Bond.]

Bung, bung, n. the stopper of the hole in a barrel : a
large cork : (Shak.) a sharper.

—

v.t. to stop up with
a bung : to thrash severely.

—

tis. Bung'-holo, a hole
in a cask through which it is filled, closed by a
bung; Bung'-vent, a small hole in a bung to let

gases escape, &c.—Bung up, to bruise. [Ety. dub.]
Bungalow, bung'ga-lO, K. the kind of house usually

occupied by Europeans in the interior of India, and
commonly provided for officers' quarters in canton-
ments.—D&k-bungalows are houses for travellers.

[Hind, bangld, Bengalese.]
Bungle, bung'l, n. anything clumsily done : a gross

blunder.

—

v.i. to act in a clumsy, awkward manner.—v.t. to make or mend clumsily: to manage awk-
wardly. — p.adj. Bung'Ied, done clumsily. — «.
Bung'ler. —/.«^'. Bung'ling, clumsy, awkward:
unskilfully or ill done. —adv. Bung^llngly. [Ely.
obscure ; prob. onomatopoeic ; Prof. Skeat quotes
a dial. Sw. bangla, to work ineffectually ; Mr F.
Hindes Groorae suggests Gipsy bongo, left, awk-
ward.]

Bunion, bun'yun, n. a lump or inflamed swelling on
the ball of the great toe. [Ety. imknown ; Prof.
Skeat suggests It. bugnone, a botch.]

Bunk, bungk, «. a box or recess in a ship's cabin, a
sleeping-berth anywhere.

—

v.i. to occupy the same
bunk, sleep together.—«. Bunk'er, a large bin or
chest used for stowing various things, as coals,

&C. : a hazard in a golf-links, originally confined to

sand-pits, but now often used for hazards generally.
[Prob. of Scand. origin ; cf. Ice. bunki, Dan. bunke,
a heap.]

Bunko, Bunco, bung'kO, «. {U.S.) a form of con-
fidence-trick by which a simple fellow is swindled or
taken .somewhere and robbed.

—

v.t. to rob or swindle
in such a way.—«. Bunk'O-Steer'er, that one of the
swindling confederates who allures the victim.

Bunkum, bungT^um, «. empty clap-trap oratory, bom-
bastic speechmaking intended for the newspapers
rather than to persuade the audience.—Also Bun'-
combe. [From Buncombe, the name of a county in

North Carolina. Bartlett quotes a story of how its

member once went on talking in congress, explain-

ing apologetically to the few hearers that remained
that he was ' only talking for Buncombe.']

Bunny, bun'i, «. a pet name for a rabbit. [Ety. im-
known ; prob. conn, with Gael, bun, a root.]

Bunodont, bu'nO-dont, adj. having tuberculate molars
—opp. to LofiJwdont. [Gr. bounos, a rounded hill,

odoiis, odontos, a tooth.]

Bunsen, bOon'sen, or bun'sen, adj. applied to some of
the inventions of the great chemist, R. W. Bunsen
of Heidelberg.— «. Bun'SOn-bum'er, a gas-burner
in which a plentiful supply of air is caused to mingle
with the gas before ignition, so that a smokeless
flame of low luminosity but great heating power is

the result.

Bunt, bunt, «. a parasitic disease of wheat and other
grains.

—

adjs. Bunt'ed, Bunt'y. [Ety. unknown.]
Bunt, bunt, «. the bagging part of a fishmg-net, a sail,

&c.

—

v.i. to belly, as a sail. [Ety. unknown.]
Bunt, bunt, v.i. to push with the horns, butt : to

spring, rear.—«. a push.—«. Bunt'ing, pushing : a
boys' game, played with sticks and a small piece of
wood : a strong timber, a stout prop.

Bunter, bunt'er, «. a rag-picker, a low woman.
Bunting, bunt'ing, «. a thin worsted stuff of which

ships' colours are made. [Ety. dub.]
Bunting, bunt'ing, n. a genus of birds in the Finch

family nearly allied to the crossbills.

Buntlino, bunt'lln, n. a rope passing from the foot-

rope of a square sail, led up to the masthead and
thence on deck, to help in hauling the sail up to the

yard.
Buoy, boi, «. a floating cask or light piece of wood

fastened by a rope or chain to indicate shoals, the

position of a ship s anchor, Sic.—v.t. to fix buoys or

marks : to keep afloat, bear up, or sustain : to raise

the spirits. — ns. BuosTage, a series of buoys or

floating beacons to mark the course for vessels : the

providing of buoys ; Buoy'ancy, capacity for floating

lightly on water or in the air : specific lightness

:

CAf.) lightness of spirit, cheerfulness.—rt<J>". BU03^-

anl, light : cheerful. — «. Buoy'antness. [Dut.

boei, buoy, fetter, through Romance forms (Norman
boie), from Low L. boia, a collar of leather. ]

Buphaga, bu'fa-ga, n. a small genus of African perch-

ing birds, nearly related to the starlings, feeding on
the larvEE of gadflies and the like, which they find

on the backs of cattle, camels, &c—Also Beef-eater



Bupreetls Ote, tit ; ml, hir ; mine ; BurlesQue

[Gr iaus, an ox, phagein, to I
Burganet, bur'ga-net, «. a 16th-century helmet.—Also

I

BuTgonet. [Lit. ' Burgundian.']
and Ox-ptcker.
eat] . ,

BuprestiS, bQ-prcs'tis, K. a genus of beetles, typical

of a large family, BuprestUa, those occurring in

wanner countries having lively colour and metallic

sheen—some known as Golden Beetles. [L.,—Gr.

bouprcstis, bout, an ox, ^rithein, to swell.]

Bur, Burr, bur, the pnckly seed-case or head of

certain plants, which sticks to clothes : any impedi-

ment or inconvenient adherent : any lump, ndge,

&c., more or less sharp, a knot on a tree, knot m
thread, knob at the base of a deer's horn, &c. : waste

raw silk : the sweetbread or pancreas : {Scot.) club-

moss : the name for various tools and appliances,

as the triangular chisel for clearing the corners of

mortises, &c. : the blank driven out of a piece of

sheet-metal by a punch : a partly vitrified brick.

—

ns. Bur'dock, a dock with a bur or prickty head ;

Bur'-thls'tlo, the spear-thistle.—Bur in the throat,

something seeming to stick in the throat, produc-

ing a choking sensation. [Cog. with Dan. borre,

a bur.]

Bur, Burr, bur, n. the rough sound of r pronounced
in the throat, as in Northumberland.

—

v.t. to whisper
hoarsely, to murmur. [Usually associated with pre-

ceding, but perh. from the sound.]
Bur, bur, H. in an engraving, a slight ridge of metal

raised on the edges of a line by the graver or the

dry point, producing an effect like a smear, but
dexterously used by some etchers, as Rembrandt, to

deepen their shadows.
Burble, burb'l, n. trouble, disorder.

—

v.i. to trouble,

confuse. [Scot. ; prob. conn, with O. Fr. barbouilUr,
to confound.]

Burbot, bur'bot,_ n. a fresh-water fish, like the eel,

having a longish beard on its lower jaw. [Fr.

barbote—L. barba, a beard.]
Burd, burd, n. {obs.) for Bird, a poetic name for a

girl or lady. — n. Bur'dalanO, the last surviving
child of a family.

Burdash, burd'ash, n. a fringed sash worn round the
waist by fine gentlemen in the time of Anne and
George I.

Burden, but'dn, n. a load: weight: cargo: that
which is grievous, oppressive, or difficttlt to bear,
as blame, sin, sorrow, &c : birth.

—

v.t. to load : to

oppress : to encumber. — aeij's. Bur'denous, Bur'-
dansome, heavy : oppressive.—Burden of proof, in
legal procedure, signifies the obligation to establish
by evidence certain disputed facts. [A.S. byrthen—
bfran, to bear.]

Burden, but'dn, n. part of a song repeated at the end
of every sunza, refrain: the leading idea of any-
thing : a load of care, sorrow, or responsibility.
[Fr. bourdon, a humming tone in music—Low L.
burdo, a drone or non-working bee.]

Burden, bur'dn, «. {JSpttu.) a pilgrim's staff. [See
Bourdon.]

Burdock. See Bur (i).

Bureau, bOr'O, «. a writiog-uble or chest of drawers :

a room or office where such a table is used : a depart-
ment for the transacting of public business :—//.
Bureaux (bur's), Bureaus (bQr'oz). [Fr. bureau—
O. \ r. buret, russet cloth—L. burrus, red.]

Bureaucracy, bur-a'kras-i, «. a sj-stem of government
centralised in graded series of officials, responsible
only to their chiefs, and controlling every deuil of
public and private life.

—

nx. Bureau'crat, Bureau'-
Oratlst, one who advocates government by bureau-
aracy.—<i^'. Bureaucrat'iC, relating to or having
the nature of a bureaucracy.

—

adv. Bureauorat'lo-
ally. [Bureau, and Gr. kratein, to govern.)

Burette, bo-ret', m. a flask-shaped vessel for holding
li'iuids, an altar-cruet. [Fr.]

Burgage, bur'gSj, «. a tenure in socage for a yearly
rent

: a tenure in Scotland in royal burghs under
nominal service of watching. (O. Fr.J

Burgamot. Same as Bergamot.
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Burgee, bur'je, «. a swallow-tailed flag or pennant : a

kind of small coal for furnaces.

Burgeon, bur'jun, H. and v.i. Same as Bourgeon.
Burgh, bur's, «. the Scotch word corresponding to the

English Borough.—«J. Burg (same as Borougfa):
Burg'age, a sj-stem of tenure where the king or

other person is lord of an ancient borough, city, or
town, by which the citizens hold their lands or tene-

ments, for a certain annual rent ; Burgess (bur'jes),

Bur'gher, an inhabitant of a borough : a citizen or
freeman : a magistrate of certain towns : one able to

take the usual burgesses' oath (see Antibur^ber).

—

adj. Bur'ghal, relating to a burgh. — «. Burg"©-
master, the chief magistrate ofa German or a Dutch
borough, answering to the English term mayor.

—

Burgh of barony, a corporation consisting of the
inhabitants of a determinate tract of land within the

barony, and municipally governed by magistrates

and a council whose election is either vested in

the baron superior of tlie district, or vested in the

inhabitants themselves ; Burgh of regality, a burgh
of barony, spiritual or temporal, _ enfranchised by
crown charter, with regal or exclusive criminal juris-

diction within their own territories.—Parliamentary
burgh, one like Paisley, Greenock, Leith, whose
boundaries, as first fixed in 1832, were adopted for

municipal purposes, with regard to which they stand

practically in the same position as royal burghs

;

Police burgh, a burgh constituted by the sheriff

for purposes of improvement and police, the local

authority being the police commissioners : Royal
burgh, a corporate body deriving its existence, con-

stitution, and rights from a royal charter, such being

either actual and express, or presumed to have
existed.

Burglar, burg'lar, «. one who breaks into a house by
night to steal. —:•/. and f. /. to commit burglary.

—

adj. Burglar ious. — rti/r. Burglar'iously. — r./.

Burglarise.—«. Burg'lary, breaking into a house
by night to steal. [Etv. dub.]

Bufgonet. See Burganet.
Burgoo, bur'gOO, ». a dish made of boiled oatmeal

seasoned vrith salt, butter, and sugar, used by
seamen. [Derivation unknown.]

Burgrave, bur'grav, n. the governor of a town or

castle. [Ger. burg-gra/.\

Burgundy, bur'gun-di, n. a generous French red wine,

so called from Burgundy, the district where it is

made.
Burial, ber'i-al, n. the act of laying a dead body in

the grave : interment.

—

ns. Burial-aisle, an aisle in

a church u-sed for burials : Bur'ial-ground, Btir'ial-

place, a piece of ground set apart for burying.

—

Burial service, a religious ser>-ice or form of ritual

accompanying a burial ; Burial society, an insurance

society for providing the expenses of burial. [A. S.

byrgels, a tomb. See Bury.]
Burin, bur'in, «. a kind of chisel of tempered steel,

used in copper engraving—the distinctive style of a
master is frequently described by such expressions as

a io/t, a. graphic, or a brilliant burin.—«. Bur'lnlst,

an engraver. [Fr. ; from root of Bore.]
Burke, burk, v.t. to murder, esp. by stifling: hence

C/fl".) to put an end to quietly. [From Burke, an
Edinburgh Irishman (hanged 1829), who committed
the crime in order to sell the bodies of his victims
for dissection.]

Burl, burl, «. a small knot in thread, a knot in wood.—v.t. to pick knots, &c., from, in finishing cloth.
— ns. Burling -i'ron; Bur'ling machine'.— adj.
Btir'ly, knotty.

Burlap, burlap, n. a coarse canvas for wrappings, &c
—usually in//. [Origin unknown.]

Btirlesque. bur-lesk', «. a ludicrous representation

—

in speaking, acting, writing, drawing—a low and
rude grade of the comic, whose legitimate office is to
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turn to laughter pretension and affectation.—o^'.

jocular: comical. —f./. to turn into burlesque: to

ridicule.

—

p.adj. Burlesqued', caricatured.

—

adv.

Burlesque'ly. [It. burUseo; prob. from Low L.

^«rr(2, a flock of wool, a trifle.]

Borletta, bur-let'a, k. a musical farce : comic opera.

[It. ;—dim. oK burla, a jest.]

Burly, bur'li, adj. bulky : boisterous, bluff. -;-«. Bur'-

liness. [M. E. borlUh: prob. Old High Ger.

burllk, high, bar, a height.]

Burmese, bur'mez, adj. relating to Burma in Farther

India, or its language.—«. a native of Burma, or the

language of Burma—also Bur'maiL
Bum. burn, n. a small stream or brook : a spring or foun-

tain. [.\.S. burna; cog. with Dut. and Ger. born.\

Bum, bum, v.t. to consume or injure by fire.

—

v.i. to

be on fire : to feel excess of heat : to be inflamed

with passion '.—pa.p. burned or burnt.

—

n. a hurt or

mark caused by fire.

—

ns. Burner, the part of a lamp
or gas-jet from which the flame arises ; Bum'ing,
act of consuming by fire : conflagration : inflamma-
tion.

—

adj. very hot : scorching : ardent : excessive.—ns. Burning-glass, a convex lens concentrating
the sun's rays at its focus ; Bum'ing-house, a kiln ;

Bum'ing-mirr'or, a concave mirror for producing
heat by concentrating the sun's raj-s ; Bum'ing-
point, the temperature at which a volatile oil in an
open vessel will take fire from a match held close to

its surface ; Bumt'-oar, a kind of smut in oats,

wheat, &c. , caused by a microscopic fungus ; Bumt'-
Off'ering, something offered and burned upon an
altar as a sacrifice—amongst the Hebrews, apparently
offerings of dedication and to some extent of ex-
piation : Bumt'-sienn'a (see Sienna); Bum'-the-
wind (Sco::), a blacksmith.—Bum a hole in one's
pocket, said of money, when one is eager to spend
It ; Burn blue, to bum with a bluish flame like that

of brimstone ; Bum dayligbt (JShak.), to waste time
in superfluous actions ; Bum down, to bum to the
ground ; Bum in, to eat into, as fire : to fix and
render durable, as colours, by means of intense heat,

to imprint indelibly on the mind ; Burning busll,
the emblem of the Presbyterian churches of Scotland,
with the motto, ' Nee tamen consumebatur,' adopted
from Ex. iii. 2, in memory of the unconquerable
courage of the Covenanters under the cruel perse-
cutions of the 17th century ; Btiming question, one
being keenly discussed ; Bum one's boats, to cut
one's self off, as Cortes did, from all chance of

retreat, to stake everything on success ; Bum one's
fingers, to suffer from interfering in others' affairs,

from embarking in speculations, &c. ; Bum OUt, to

destroy by means of burning : to burn till the fire

dies down from want of fuel ; Bum the water, to

spear salmon by torchlight : Bum Up, to consume
completely by fire : to be burned completely. [A.S.

;

the weak verb bceman, bcernde, bcerned, has been
confused with bfornan, bjman, barn, bomen ; cf.

Ger. brennen, to burn.]
Burnet, bur'net, «. the English name of two closely
united genera oiRosacetz—the Great Burnet common
in meadows all over Europe ; the Common Burnet
growing on chalky soils, its slightly astringent leaves
used in salads or soups, also as an ingredient in

'cool tankard.' [From its ^r(>a»« flowers.]

Burnish, bum'ish, f.t. to polish: to make bright by
rubbing.— ». polish: lustre.

—

ns. Bum'isher, an
instrument employed in burnishing : Bum'ishlng ;

Bum'ishment.
Burnous, bur-nSSs', «. a mantle with a hood much
worn by the Arabs. [Fr.—Ar. bumus.]

Bumt, /a./i. ofBum (q.v.).

Burr. Same as Bur (q.v.).

Burrel, bur'el, «. a kind of coarse russet cloth in

medieval times. [See Bureau.]
Burro, bur's, «. a donkey. [Sp.]
Burrock, bur'ok, n. a small weir or dam in a river, to

direct the current toward fish-traps.

Burrow, bur's, «. a hole in the ground dug by certain
animals for shelter or defence.

—

v.i. to make holes
underground as rabbits : to dwell in a concealed
place.— «j. Bun'OW-dUCk, the sheldrake or ber-
gander ; BlUT'owing - OWl, a small long - legged
diurnal American owl nesting in burrows ; Burr'ows-
town (Scot.), a town that is a burgh. [Ety. obscure ;

prob. a variant of BoroUgh—A.S. beorgan, to pro-
tect.]

Bursa, bursa, n. a pouch or sac, esp. a sjmovial cavity
formed where tendons pass over the harder parts of
the body:—//. Bur's© {%€).— adj. Bur'saL->u.

Borsa'lis, a muscle moving the nictitating mem-
brane, as in birds ; Bursal'Ogy, knowledge about
the burs^. [See Bursar.]

Bursar, burs'ar, «. one who keeps the purse, a
treasurer : in Scotland, a student maintained at a
university by funds derived from endowment.

—

adj.
Bursar'ial —«j. Burs'arship, the ofiice of a bursar ;

Bursary, in Scotland, the allowance paid to a
bursar ; BUTSe, a purse, an obsolete form of Bourse.—adjs. Bursio'Ulate, bursiform : resembling a small
pouch, or provided with such ; Burs'ifonn, pouch-
shaped. [Low L. bursarius—bursa, a purse—Gr.
byrsa, skin or leather.]

Bursch, b55rsh, n. a German student :

—

pL Bursch'en.
— >/. Bursch'enlsm. [Ger. bursch, a companion,
student.]

Burst, burst, v.t. to break into pieces : to break open
suddenly or by violence : to disturb, interrupt.

—

v.i.

to fly open or break in pieces : to break forth or
away : to break into some sudden expression of
feeling—e.g. 'to burst into song:'

—

pa.t. and /a./,
burst.—«. a sudden outbreak : a hard gallop : a
spurt : a drunken bout.—Burst in, to force one's

way violently into ; Burst into blossom, to begin
to blossom; Burst Into tears, to fall a-crying;
Burst out, to force one's way out violently ; Burst
up (coll.), to explode : to fail, become bankrupt.

—

A burst up, a collapse, failure—On the burst,
on the spree. [A.S. berstan ; Ger. berstcn ; Gael.
brisd, to break.]

Bursten, bur'stn, obs.pa.p. of BUXSt.
Burthen, bur'Mn, n. and v.t. For Burden.
Burton, bur'ton, k. a tackle variously used.

Bury, ber'i, v.t. to hide in the ground: to cover : to

place in the grave, as a dead body : to hide or blot

out of remembrance :—pr.p. bur'yme ; pa.p. bur'ied.

—tis. Bur'ying-ground, Bur'ylng-place, ground set

apart for burj-ing the dead : a graveyard.—Bury the
hatchet, to cease strife. [A.S. byrgan, to bury ;

Ger. bcr^en, to hide.]

Bury, ber'i, n. a delicate pear of several varieties.

—

Also Burr"el, Burr'el-pear. [Cf. the Fr. beurri, as
in ' Beurre d'Angouleme.']

Bus, Buss, bus, n. Short for Omnibus.
Busby, bus'bi, «. a fur hat with short bag hanging
down from the top on its right side, of the same
colour as the facings of the regiment, worn by
hussars, and, in the British army, by horse artillery-

men also. [Prob. Hung.]
BUSCOn, bus'kon, n. (U.S.) a miner paid by a per-

centage of the ore he raises. [Sp.]

Bush, Ixwsh, «. a shrub thick with branches : anything

of bushy tuft-like shape : any wild uncultivated

country, esp. at the Cape or in Australia : a bunch
of ivy hung up as a tavern sign, a tavern itself—

'Good wine needs no bush.'— v.i. to grow thick

or bushy.

—

v.t. to set bushes about, support with

bushes : to cover seeds by means of the bush-harrow.
—n. Bush'-cat, the serval.— a^'. Bushed, lost in the

bush.— »J. Bush'-harr'OW, a light kind of harrow
used for covering grass-seeds, formed of a barred

frame interwoven with bushes or branches ; Bush'i-

ness ; BUSh'man, a settler in the uncleared land of

America or the Colonies, a woodsman : one of a
native race in South Africa (Dut. boschjesman);
Boah'-rang'er, in Australia, a lawless fellow, often
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an escaped criminal, who takes to the bush and
lives by robbery : Bush'-Slirlke, a tropical American
ant-thrush ; Bushtit, a small long-tailed titmouse

of West America, building a large hanging-nest.

—

v.i. Bush'-whack, to range through the bush : to

fight in guerilla warfare.— «J. Bush'-Whack'er, a

guerilla fighter : a country lout : a short heavy
scythe for cutting bushes ; Bush'-whack'lng, the

habits or practice of bush-whackers : the process of

forcing a way for a boat by pulling at the bushes

overhanging a stream.

—

ai(/. Bush'y, full of bushes :

thick and spreading.—Beat abOUt the bush, to go
round about anythmg, to evade coming to the point.

[M. E. iusJt, busch ; from a Teut. root found in Ger.

tusch. Low L. boscus, Fr. bois.]

Bush, boosh, n. the metal box or lining of aiiy cylinder

in which an axle works.

—

I'.t. to furnish with a bush.
—«. Bush'-met'al, hard brass, gun-metal, a compo-
sition of copper and tin, used for journals, bearings,

&c. [Dut. oiu—L. buxus, the box-tree.)

Bushel, boosh'el, «. a dry measure of 8 gallons, for

measuring grain, fruit, &c. [O. Fr. boissiel, from
the root of BOX.]

Bushel, boosh'el, v.t. and v.i. {U.S.) to mend or alter,

as men's clothes. —«j. Bush'eller ; Bush'elling

;

Bushel-woman.
Business, biz'nes, n. employment : engagement : trade,

profession, or occupation : one's concerns or affairs :

a matter or affair: (iAeat.) action as distinguished

from dialogue.

—

eu/j. Bus'lness-llke, methodical,

systematic, practical. — Do the business for, to

settle, make an end of : to ruin.—Genteel business
Uhetit.), such parts as require good dressing.—Make
it one's business, to undertake to accomplish some-
thing or see it done ; Mean business, to be in

earnest ; Mind one's own business, to confine one's

self to one's own affairs.—Send about one's busi-
ness, to dismiss promptly.

Busk, busk, v.t. or v.i. to prepare : to dress one's self.

[Ice. btia, to prepare, and -sk, contr. of sik, the
recip. pron. = telf.\

Busk, busk, n. the piece of bone, wood, or steel in the
front of a woman's stays : a corset.

—

adj. Busked.
[Fr. busc, which Schcler thinks a doublet of bois

;

Littr^, the same as It. busto, a bust.]

Busk, busk, v.i. (naut.) to cruise along a shore, to
beat about : to seek. (Prob. Sp. buscar, to seek.]

Busket, busk'et, «. (Spens.) a little bush.
Buskin, 'ousk'in, n. a kind of half-boot with high heels
worn in ancient times by actors of tragedy—hence,
the tragic drama as distinguished from
comedy : a half-boot. — adj. Busk'-
ined, dressed in buskins, noting
tragedy : tragic : dignified. [Ety. un-
certain ; cognates may be found m the
O. Fr. brousequin; Dut. broos-ken

;

Sp. borcegu{.\
Busky, busk'i, adj. (Shak:). Same as

Boslcy.
Buss, bus, «. a rude or playful kiss, a
smack.—t/./. to kiss, esp. in a rude or
playful manner. [M. E. bass, prob.
from Old Ger. bussen, to kiss, but
modified by Fr. baiter, to kiss, from
L. basium, a kiss.]

Buss, bus, n. a small two-masted Dutch
vessel, used in the herring and mackerel fisheries.
[O. Fr. busse. Low L. bussa; cf. Ger. base.]

BusBU-palm, bus'soo-pim, n. a palm growing along
the Amazon, with leaves as long as 30 feet and s feet
broad, forming good thatch.

Butt, bust, n. a sculpture representing the head and
breast of a person : the upper part of the human
body, a woman's bosom.

—

adj. Bust'ed, breasted :

adorned with busts. [Fr. buste : It. and Sp. bitsto.i
Bust, bust, «. and v. a vulgar form of Burst.—n.

Bost'er, something large : a frolic : {slanz) a rois-
terer.

Buskin.
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Bustard, bus'tard, «. a genus of birds, sometimes
made the type of a large family, usually ranked
in the order of marsh birds like the cranes. [Fr.

bistard, corr. from L. avis tarda, slow bird.]

Bustle, bus'l, v.i. to busy one's self noisily : to be
active, often with more noise than actual work.

—

n.

hurried activity : stir : tumult.— «. Bust'ler. [There
is a M. E. btistelen, of doubtful relations; perh.
conn, with bluster, or with Ice. bustI, a splash, or
with A.S. bysig, busy.]

Bustle, bus'l, «. a stuffed pad or cushion worn by
ladies under the skirt of their dress, the intention to

improve the figure.

Busy, biz'i, adj. fully employed : active : diligent

:

meddling.

—

v.t. to make busy: to occupy :—/n/.
busying (biz'i-ing) ; pa.f: busied (bi/id). — adv.
Bus'ily.— «. Bus'ybody, one busy about others'

affairs, a meddling person.

—

adj. BUS'yless {Sliak^,

without business. — n. Bus'ynesS, state of being
busy. [A.S. bysig.]

But, but, prep, or conj. without : except : besides

:

only: yet: still.— Used as a noun for a verbal
objection ; also as a verb, as in Scott's ' but me no
buts.'—adj. {Scot.) outside, as in ' but end.'—^But
and ben, a house having an outer and an inner

room. [A.S. be-iitan, bUtan, without

—

be, by, and
utati, out—near and vet outside.]

But, but, «. Same as JButt.

Butcher, booch'er, «. one whose business is to

slaughter animals for food : one who delights in

bloody deeds.

—

v.t. to slaughter animals for food:
to put to a bloody death, to kill cruelly : {Jig.') to

spoil anything, as a bad actor or the like. — ns.

Butch'er-bird, a shrike; Butch'ering, Butch'-
ing, the act of killing for food, or cruelly.

—

adv.
Butch'erly, butcher-like, cruel, murderous. — ns.

Butch'er-meat, Butch'er's-meat, the flesh of
animals slaughtered by butchers, as distinguished
from fish, fowls, and game ; Butch'er'S-broom, a
genus of plants of the lily order, the common one
being an evergreen shrub, a bunch of which is used
by butchers for sweeping their blocks ; Butch'ery,
great or cruel slaughter : a slaughter-house or
shambles. [O. Fr. bochier, bouchier, one who kills

he-goats

—

boc, a he-goat ; allied to Eng. BuCk.]
But-end. Same as Butt-end.
Butler, but'Ier, «. a servant who has charge of the

liquors, plate, &c. — v.i. to act as butler.— ns.

But'lership, But'lerage; But'lery, the butler's

pantry. [Norm. Fr. butuiller—Low L. buiicula-
rius. See Bottle.]

Butment Same as Abutment.
Butt, but, v.i. and v.t. to strike with the head, as a

goat, &c.—«. a push with the head of an animal.

—

n. Butt'er, an animal that butts. [O. Fr. boter, to

push, strike.]

Butt, but, n. a large cask : a wine-butt = 126 gallons,

a beer and sherry butt = io8 gallons. [Cf. Fr. botte,

Sp. bota. Low L. butta.]

Butt, but, «. a mark for archery practice : a mound
behind musketry or artillery targets : one who is

made the object of ridicule.—«. Butt'-Shaft (.9//(iA.),

a shaft or arrow for shooting at butts with. [Fr.

bttt, goal.]

Butt, but, or in longer form. Butt'-end, «. the thick

and heavy end : the stump. [Ety. dub.]
Butt, but, «. an ox-hide minus the offal or pieces

round the margins.
Butte, bQt, but, «. any conspicuous and isolated hill

or peak, esp. in the Rocky Mountain region. [Fr.]

Butter, but'er, n. an oily substance obtained from
cream by churning.

—

v.t. to spread over with butter.—ns. Butt'er-bird, the name in Jamaica for the
rice-bunting ; Butt'er-boat, a table vessel for hold-

ing melted butter ; Butt'er-bump, a bittern ; Butter-
bur, -dock, the sweet coltsfoot ; Buttercup, a plant

of the Crowfoot genus, with a cup-Uke flower of a
golden yellow; Butt'er-fing'ers, one who lets a
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cricket-ball he ought to catch slip through his

fingers ; BuUer-fish (see Gunnel) ; Butferfly, the

name of an extensive group of beautiful winged
insects : (j^£'.) a light-headed person.

—

a^//. light,

flighty, like a butterfly.

—

fts. Butt'erine, an artificial

fatty compound sold as a substitute for butter-
since 1887 only allowed to be sold under the names
margarine or oUo-margarine ; Butt'er-milk, the

milk that remains after the butter has been separated

from the cream by churning ; Butfer-nut, the oily

nut of the North American white walnut, the tree

itself or its light-coloured close-grained wood : the

nut of a lofty timber-tree of Guiana—the souari-nut

;

Butt'er-scotch, a kind of toffee containing a large

admixture of butter ; Butt'er-tree, a genus of plants

found in the East Indies and in Africa, remarkable
for a sweet buttery substance yielded by their seeds
when boiled; Butt'er-wife, Butt'er-wom'an, a
woman who makes and sells butter ; Butt'er-Wort,
a genus of small plants found in marshy places,

so called either from the power of the leaves to

coagulate milk, or from their peculiar sliminess.

—

adj. Butt'ery, like butter. [A.S. btitere : Ger.
butter: both from L. butyrntn—Gr. toutyron—bous
ox, tyros, cheese.]

Buttery, but'er-i, «. a storeroom in a house for

provisions, esp. liquors. — ns. Butt'erybar, the

ledge for holding tankards in the buttery ; Butt'ery-
hatoh, a half-door over which provisions are handed
from the buttery. [Fr. bouteillerie, lit. 'place for

bottles.' See Butler, Bottle.]
Buttock, but'ok, «. the rump or protuberant part of

the body behind : a term in wrestling.

—

fis. BuWock-
mail (Scot.), the fine formerly exacted by the Church
as part of the discipline for the offence of fornication.

[Dim. of Butt, end.]
Button, but'n, «. a knob of metal, bone, &c., used to

fasten the dress : the knob at the end of a foil : the
head of an unexpanded mushroom : the knob of an
electric bell, &c. : anything of small value, as in the
phrase, ' I don't care a button :

' a person who acts
as a decoy :(//.) young mushrooms, sheep's dung.—
v.t. to fasten by means of buttons : to close up tightly.— v.i. to be fastened with buttons.

—

ns. Button-
busb, a North American shrub of the madder
family, having globular flower-heads ; Butt'on-hole,
the hole or slit in the dress by which the button is

held.

—

v.t. to detain in talk, as if by taking hold of
|

a man by the button.

—

ns. Butt'on-hook, a hook
for pulling the buttons of gloves and shoes through
the button -holes ; Butt'on-WOOd, a small West
Indian evergreen tree of the mjTobalan family : the

plane-tree of the United States—also Butt'on-ball
and incorrectlySycamore.—adj. Butt'ony, decorated
with buttons.—Boy in buttons, a boy servant in

livery, a page. [Fr. boiiton, any small projection,
from bouter, to push.]

Buttress, but'res, K. a projecting support built on to
the outside of a wall : any support or prop.

—

v.t. to
prop or support, as by a buttress. [Ace. to Dr
Murray, perh. from O. Fr. bouterez, apparently
from bouter, to push, bear against. ]

Butty, but'i, «. \prov.) a chum, comrade, esp. one
who takes a contract for working out a certain area
of coal, or a partner in such.

—

ns. Butt'y-COll'ier

;

Butty-gang.
Butjrric, bu-tir'ik, adj. pertaining to or derived
from butter.—«. Bu'tyl, an alcohol radical.

—

adj.
Butyra'ceoUS, buttery, containing butter.

—

n. Bu'ty-
rate, a salt of butyric acid.—Butyric acid, a vola-
tile fatty acid possessing the disagreeable odour of
rancid butter. [L. butyrum.}

Buxom, buks'um, adj. yielding, elastic : gay, lively,

jolly.

—

n. Buz'omness, the quality of being buxom :

liveliness : gaiety. [M. E. buhsum, pliable, obedient
—A.S. bUgan, to bow, yield, and affix Some.]

Buy, bi, v.t. to purchase for money : to bribe : to
obtain in exchange for something :

—

pr.p, buy'ing ;

pa.i. and pa.p. bought (bawt)

—

adj. Buy'able,
capable of being bought.—«. Buy'er, one who buys,
a purchaser.—Buy and sell {Skak.), to barter

;

Buy in, to purchase a stock : to buy back for the
owner at an auction ; Buy Off, or OUt, to gain
release from military service by payment of money

;

Buy over, to gain by bribery ; Buy up, to purchase
the whole stock. [A.S. bycgan; Goth, bugjan.]

Buzz, buz, v.i. to make a humming noise like bees.

—

v.t. to whisper or spread secretly.

—

n. the noise of
bees and flies ; a humming sound : a whispered
report.—«. Buzz'er, one who buzzes : (Shak.) a
whisperer or tell-tale.

—

adv. Buzz'ingly.

—

adj.
Buzzy. [From the sound.]

Buzz, buz, V. t. to drink to the bottom.
Buzzard, buz'ard, «. a bird of prey of the falcon

family : a blockhead : a name for some night moths
and cockchafers.

—

n. Buzz'ard-clock, a cockchafer,
the dor. [Fr. busard; prob. from L. buteo, a kind
of falcon.]

By, bT, prep, at the side of : near to : through, denot-
ing the agent, cause, means, &c.

—

adv. near : pass-
ing near: in presence of: aside, away.

—

adv. By'-
and-by, soon, presently. — ns. By'-blow, a side
blow : an illegitimate child ; By'-cor'ner, an out-of-
the-way place ; By-drlnk'ing (Shak.\ drinking be-
tween meals ; By'-elec'tion, a parliamentary election
during the sitting of parliament : By'-end, a sub-
sidiary aim ; B3r'-form, a form of a word slightly

varying from it : By'-gO'ing, the action of passing
by, esp. In the by-going.—rt<//'. Bjr'gone.—«i. By'-
lane, a side lane or passage out of the common
road ; By'-mo'tive, an unavowed motive ; By'name,
a nickname ; By'-pass'age, a side passage.

—

adj.
By'-past (Shak.), past : gone hy.—ns. Bypath, a
side path ; By'-place, a retired place ; By'play, a
scene carried on, subordinate to and apart from
the main part of the play ; By'-pro'dUCt, an acces-
sory product resulting from some specific process
or manufacture ; Byroad, a retired side road ; By'-
room {Sliak.), a side or private room ; By'-speech,
a casual speech ; Bystander, one who stands by
or near one—hence a looker-on ; By'-Street, an
obsciu-e street ; By'-thing, a thing of minor import-
ance ; By'-time, leisure time ; By'way, a private

and obscure way ; By'WOrd, a common saying : a
proverb : an object of common derision ; By'work,
work for leisure hours.—By-the-by, By the way, ill

passing.—Let bygones be bygones, let the past
alone. [A.S. bi, big; Ger. bei, L. ambi.]

By, Bye, bl, «. anything of minor importance, a side

issue, a thing not directly aimed at : the condition of
being odd, as opf>osed to even, the state of being left

without a competitor, as in tennis, &c. : in cricket,

a run stolen by the batsman on the ball passing the
wicket-keeper and long-stop, the batsman not having
struck the ball.—By-the-bye, or -by, incidentally,

by the way.
ByCOCket, bi'kok-et, «. a tumed-up peaked cap worn
by noble persons in the 15th century— sometimes
erroneously abacot. [O. Fr. bicoguet, prob. bi- (L.

bis), double, cogue, a shell.]

Byde, bid, v.i. Same as Bide.
Bylander, obsolete form of Bilander.
Bylaw, Bye-law, bl'-law, «. the law of a city, town,

or private corporation : a supplementary law or

regulation. [The same as Byrlaw, from Ice. byar-
log, Dan. by-lov, town-law ; Scot, bir-law; from
Ice. bi4a, to dwell. See Bower. By, town, is the

suffix in many place-names. The by in bylaw is

generally confused with the preposition.]

B^empt, bi-nempt', pa.t. of obsolete verb Bename
{Spens.), named. [A.S. pfx. by-, be-, and nentrun,

to name. See Name.]
Byous, bT'us, adj. (Scot.) extraordinary. — adv.
By'ously.

Byre, blr, «. (Scot.) a cow-house. [A.S. byre, (^
dwellings

—

biir, a bower. S«e Bower. ]
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Byrlady tite, fSa ; mi, hir ; mine ; Cabob

B3n"lady, bir-la'di, contraction for By our Lady.
Byxlaw, bir^law, «. a sort of popular jurisprudence

formerly in use in Scotland, m villages and anioiig

husbandmen, concernin^^^ neighbourhood to be kept

among themselves.—«. Byr'law-man, still in parts

of Scotland, an arbiter, oddsman, or umpire. IA.S.

burh, a borough.]
. .

Byronio, bl-ron'ik, adj. possessing the characteristics

of Lord ByroH (1788-1824), or of his poetry, over-

strained in sentiment or passion, cynical and liber-

tine.—(Jk/i/. Byron'loally.—«. Byronism.
Byssolite, bis'o-llt, «. an olive-green variety of actino-

lite, in long crystals.—Also Amlan'tUS. [Gr. byssos,

byssus, lithos, stone.]

ByssilB, bis'us, «. a fine yellowish flax, and the linen

made from it : the bundle of fine silky filaments by

which many shellfish attach themselves to rocks,

&c : a genus of cryptogamic plants of a silky

fibrous texture found on decaying wood, in mines.

&c., and other dark places.—(i(^>. Bysslf'erous,

bearing or having a byssus ; Byss'ine, made of

fine linen. [L.—Gr. byssos, a fine flaxen or silky

substance. ]

Bjrzant, biz'ant. Same as Bezant.
Byzantine, biz-an'tln, biz'-, adj. relating to Byzan-
tium or Constantinople.

—

n. an inhabitant thereof.

—

n. Byzan'tinlsm, the manifestation of Byzantine
characteristics.—Byzantine architecture, the style

prevalent in the Eastern Empire down to 1453,
marked by the round arch springing from columns
or piers, the dome supported upon pendentives,

capitals elaborately sculptured, mosaic or other in-

crustations, &c. ; Byzantine Church, the Eastern
or Greek Church ; Byzantine Empire, the Eastern
or Greek Empire from 395 A.D. to 1453 ; Byzantine
historians, the series of Greek chroniclers of the
aflairs of the Byzantine Empire down to its fall in

1453-

the third letter of our alphabet, originally

having the sound of^, then of ^, and finally,

in some languages, equivalent to j ; (mus.)

name of one of the notes of the gamut, also

the sound on which the system is founded
—the scale C major has neither flats nor

sharps, and therefore is called the natural scale.

Oaaba, ka'a-ba, n. the Moslem Holy of Holies, a
square building at Mecca, containing the famous
Black Stone built into the south-east corner at a
height convenient for being kissed. [Ar.]

Oaaing-whale, ka'ing-hwal, n. one of the Cetacea, in

the dolphin family, very gregarious, and oftener

stranded than any other whale ' — 16 to 24 feet

long, and 10 feet in girth. Other names are Pilot-

w/iale, Black-Jisk, Social Whale, Grindhval. [Scot.

ca, to drive.]

Oab, kab, «. a public carriage of various sizes and
shapes, with two or four wheels, drawn by one
horse.

—

ns. Cah'by, a shortened form of Cab'man,
one who drives a cab for hire ; Cab'-stand, a place

where cabs stand for hire ; Oab'-tout, one whose
business it is to call cabs.—Cabmen's shelter, a
place of shelter for cabmen while waiting for hire.

[Shortened from Cabriolet.]
Cab,<kab, n. a Hebrew dry measure = nearly three

pints. [Heb. k(^—kabab, to hollow.]

Cabal, ka-bal', n. a small party united for some secret

design: the plot itself: a name in English history

esp. given to five unpopular ministers of Charles II.

(1673}, whose initials happened to make up the word.—v.i. to form a party for a secret purpose : to plot

:

—•/»•/• cabaning.

—

n. Cabal'ler, a plotter or in-

tneuer. [Fr. cabale; from Cabala.]
Caballero, ka-ba-lya'rO, n. a Spanish gentleman : a

Spanish dance.
Caballine, kab'a-lin, adj. pertaining to, or suited to, a

horse. [L. caballinus—caballus, a horse.]
Cabaret, kab'a-ret, n. a small tavern. [Fr., prob. for
cabanaret—cabane, a hut]

Cabas, Caba, kab'a, «. a woman's work-basket or
reticule : a rush basket or pannier. [Fr.]

Cabbage, kab'aj, «. a well-known kitchen vegetable.
—ns. Cabbage-butterfly, a large butterfly whose
larvx injure the leaves of cabbage and other cruci-
ferous plants ; Cabb'age-moth, a moth whose larva
feeds on the cabbage ; Cabb'age-palm, Cabb'age-
tree, a name given in different countries to different
species of palm, the great terminal bud of which is

eaten cooked like cabbage, or sometimes also raw in
salads ; Cabb'age-rose, a species of rose which has
a thick form like a cabbage-head ; Cabb'age-WOrm,
the larva of the cabbage-butterfly or of the cabbage-
moth. [Fr. cabocht, head {choux cabus, a cabbage)

;

from L. caput, the head. ]

Cabbage, kab'aj, v.t. and v.L to purloin, esp. a tailor

of portions of a customer's cloth.—«. cloth so appro-
priated.

Cabbala, Cabala, kab'a-la, «. a secret science of the
Jewish rabbis for the interpretation of the hidden
sense of Scripture, claimed to be handed down by
oral tradition.

—

ns. Cabb'alism, the science of the
cabbala ; Cabb'alist, one versed in the cabbala.

—

adjs. CabballSt'iC, -al, relating to the cabbala

:

having a hidden meaning. [Heb. gabbdldh, tradi-

tion, gibbel, to receive.]

Caber, kub'er, «. a pole, generally the stem of a young
tree, which is poised and tossed or hurled by High-
land athletes. [Gael.]

Cabin, kab'in, n. a hut or cottage : a small room, esp.

in a ship, for officers or passengers—hence Cab'in-
pass'enger, one paying for superior accommodation.—v.t. to shut up in a cabin.

—

v.i. to dwell in a cabin.—n. Cab'in-boy, a boy who waits on the officers or
those who live m the cabin of a ship. [Fr. cabane—
Low L. capanna.'\

Cabinet, kab'in-et, «. {pbs.) a little cabin or hut

:

(_Shak.) the bed or nest of a beast or bird : a small
room, closet, or private apartment : a case of drawers
for articles of value : a private room for consultation,
esp. a king's—hence The Cabinet, a limited number
of the chief ministers who govern England, being the
leaders of the majority in parliament.

—

ns. Cab'inet-
COUn'Cil, a council or consultation of the members of
the Cabinet ; Cab'inet-edi'tion (of a book), one less in

size and price than a library edition, but still elegant
in format ; Cab'inet-mak'er, a maker of cabinets and
other fine furniture ; Cab'inet-pho'tograpb, one of
the size larger than a carte-de-visite. [Dim. of
Cabin ; cf. mod. Fr. cabinet.^

Cabirl, ka-bl'rl, ii.fl. ancient divinities of Semitic
origin, associated with fire and creative energy,
worshipped in mysteries in Lemnos, Samothrace,
and Indros— also Cabei'ri. — a<^>. Cabir'ian,
Cabir'ic.

Cable, ka'bl, n. a strong rope or chain which ties any-
thing, esp. a ship to her anchor : a nautical measure
of 100 fathoms: a cable for submarine telegraphs
composed of wires embedded in gutta-percha and
encased in coiled strands of iron wire : a bundle of
insulated wires laid underground in a street : a cable-
message.

—

v.t. to provide with a cable, to tie up : to

transmit a message, or to communicate with any one
by submarine telegram.

—

ns. Cablegram, a message
sent by submarine telegraph cable ; Ca'ble-mould'-
ing, a bead or moulding carved in imitation of a
thick rope ; Ca'bling, a bead or moulding like a
thick rope, often worked in flutes : the filling of
flutes with a moulding like a cable.—Slip the cable,
to let it run out. [Fr.—Low L. capluin, a halter—
cap-Ire, to hold.]

Cabob, ka-bob', «. an Oriental dish of pieces of meat



Caboched mote : mOte ; mOCn ; Men. Cadre

roasted with herbs : roast meat generally in India.

[Ar. kcibdh.'\

Caboched, CabOSlied, ka-bosht', adj. {her.') bearing

the head of an animal, with only the face seen. [Fr.

caboche—L. caput, head.]

Cabochon, ka-bo-shong , ft. a precious stone polished

but uncut.—En cabochon, rounded on top and flat

on back, without facets—garnets, moonstone, &c
[Fr.]

Caboodle, ka-bSS'dl, «. (slang) crowd, company.
Caboose, ka-boOs', «. the kitchen or cooking-stove of

a ship. [Dut kombuis ; cf. Ger. kabuse.'l

Cabriole. See Capriole.
Cabriolet, kab-ri-o-la, «. a covered carriage with two

or four wheels drawn by one horse. [Fr. See Cap-
riole. By 1830 shortened into Cab.]

Cacao, ka-ka o, ka-ka'o, «. the chocolate-tree, from the

seeds of which chocolate is made. [Mex. cacauatl.\

Cachssmla, Cachemla, ka-ke'mi-a, «. a morbid state

of the blood.—o^'. Cache'mic. [Gr. kakos, bad,
haivia, blood.]

Cachalot, kash'a-lot, «. the sperm-whale. [Fr.]

Cache, kash, «. a hiding-place for treasure, for stores

of provisions, ammunition, &c. : the stores them-
selves so hidden.

—

v.t. to hide anything.—«. Cache'-
pot, an ornamental flower-pot enclosing a common
one of earthenware. [Fr. cocker^ to hide.]

Cachet, kash'a, «. a seal, any distinctive stamp.

—

Lettre de cachet, a letter under the private seal of
the king of France under the old regime, by which the
royal pleasure was made known to individuals, and
the administration of justice often interfered with.
[Fr.]

Cachexy, ka-kek'si, «. a bad state of body : a de-
praved habit of mind.

—

adjs. Cachec'tic, -al. [L.

—Gr. kachexia—kakos, bad, hexis, condition.]

Cachlnnation, kak-in-a'shun, K. loud laughter.

—

adj.

Cachin'natory. [L. cachinnation-e>n, cachiniuire,

to laugh loudly—from the sound.]
Cacholong, kash'o-long, «. a variety of quartz or of

opal, generally of a milky colour. [Fr.]

Cacholot. Same as Cachalot.
Cachou, kash'oO, n. a sweetmeat, made in the form of
a pill, of extract of liquorice, cashew-nut, or the like,

used by some smokers in the hope to sweeten their

breath. [Fr.]

CachUCha, kach'OOch-a, «. a lively Spanish dance.
[Sp.]

Cacique, ka-sek', n. a native chief among the West
Indian aborigines. [Haytian.]

Cackle, kak'l, «. the sound made by a hen or goose.
— X'.i. to make such a sound.

—

ns. Cack'ler, a fowl
that cackles : a talkative, gossiping person ; Cack'-
llng, noise of a goose or hen. [M. E. cakelen; cog.
with Dut. kaJcelen.]

Cacodemon, kak-o-de'mon, «. an evil spirit : {Shak.)
a nightmare. [Gr. kaAos, bad, and Demon.]

Cacodyl, kak'o-dil, n. a colourless stinking liquid,

composed of arsenic, carbon, and hydrogen. [Gr.
kakdiies, ill-smelling. ]

Cacoethes, kak-o-e'thez, «. an obstinate habit or dis-

position. [Gr. kakos, bad, etiios, habit]
CacogastriC, kak-o-gas'trik, adj. pertaining to a dis-

ordered stomach, dyspeptic. [Gr. kakos, '^d,gaster,
the stomach.

)

Cacography, kak-og'ra-fi, «. bad writing or spelling.—otij. Cacograph'iC. [Gr. kakos, bad, a.aiigra/>hia,
writing.] %

Cacolet, kak'o-la, n. a military mule-litter for sick and
wounded. [Fr. ; prob. Basque.]

Cacology, ka-kol'o-ji, n. bad grammar or pronuncia-
tion. [Gr. kakos, bad, logos, speech.]

Cacoon, ka-koDn', n. a large seed of a tropical climber
of the bean family, used for making scent-bottles,
snuff-boxes, purses, &c. : a purgative and emetic
seed of a tropical American climber of the gourd
family.

Oacopbony, ka-kof 'S-ni, K. a disagreeable found : dis-

cord of sounds.—a<^>. Cacoph'onous, Cacophon'ic,
-al, Cacopho'nlous, harsh-sounding. [Gr. ktikos,

bad, phone, sound.]
Cactus, kak'tus, «. an American plant, generally with

prickles instead of leaves. — adj. Cacta'ceous, per-
taining to or like the cactus. [Gr. , a prickly plant
found in Sicily.]

Cad, kad, ». a low, mean, or vulgar fellow : a bus
driver or conductor, a tavern - yard loafer. — adj.
Cad'dish. [Short for Cadet.]

Cadastral, ka-das'tral, adj. pertaining to a Cadastre
or public register of the lands of a country for fiscal

purposes : applied also to a survey on a large scale,

like our Ordnance Survey on the scale of 25 inches
to the mile. [Fr.—Low L. capitastrunt, register for

a poll-tax—L. caput, the head.]
Cadaverous, ka-dav'er-us, adj. looking like a dead
body : sickly - looking. — n. Cadav'er {sing, and
anat.\ a corpse.

—

a3j. CadaVeric.—«. Cadav'er-
OUSness. [L. cadaver, a dead body

—

cad-ere, to

fall dead.)
Caddice, Caddis, kad'dis, «. the larva of the May-fly
and other species of Phryganea, which lives in water
in a sheath formed of fragments of wood, stone,

shell, leaves, &c., open at both ends—caddis-worms
form excellent bait for trout.— «. Cad'dis-fly.

Caddie, kad'i, n. a lad who attends a golfer at play,

carrying his clubs : in i8th century a messenger or
errand porter in Edinburgh. [See Cadet.]

Caddis, kad'dis, «. (Shak.) worsted ribbon. [O. Fr.

cadaz, codas.

]

Caddy, kad'i, «. a small box for holding tea. [Malay
kati, the weight of the small packets in which tea is

made up.]

Cade, kad, «. a barrel or cask. [Fr.—L. cadus, a cask.]

Cade, kad, n. and adj. a lamb or colt brought up by
hand, a pet lamb. [Ety. unknown.]

Cadeau, kad'o, «. a present. [Fr.]

Cadenas, kad'e-nas, n. in medieval times, a locked
casket containing a great man's table requisites,

knife, fork, spoon, &c., often in the form of a ship.

[O. Fr.,—L. catena, a chain.]

Cadence, ka'dens, n. the fall of the voice at the
end of a sentence: tone, sound, modulation.

—

adj.
Ca'denced, rhythmical.—«. Ca'dency, regularity of
movement : (her.) the relative status of younger
sons.—rt^'. Ca'dent (Sluik.), falling.—«. Caden'za,
a flourish given by a solo voice or instrument at the
close of a movement. [Fr.—L. cad-ere, to fall.]

Cadet, ka-det', «. the younger or youngest son : a
member of the younger branch of a family : in the
army, one who serves as a private in order to become
an oflicer : a student in a military school.—«. Cadet'-
Shlp. [Fr. cadet, formerly capdet—Low L. capitet-

turn, dim. o{ caput, the head.]
Cadge, caj, v.i. to beg or go about begging.—«.

Cadg'er, a carrier who collects country produce,
a hawker : a fellow who picks up his living about
the streets. [Prob. conn, with Catch.]

Cadgy, caj'i, adj. (proz'.) frolicsome : wanton. [Cf.

Dan. kaad, wanton. Ice. kdtr, merry.]

Cadi, ka'di, n. a judge in Mohammedan countries.

[.\r. qddt, a judge.]
Cadmean, kad-me'an, adj. relating to Cadmus, who

introduced the original Greek alphabet.

Cadmia, kad'mi-a, «. oxide of zinc, containing from

10 to 20 per cent, of cadmium. [Gr. kadmia,
kadmeia (ge), Cadmean (earth), calamine.]

Cadmium, kad'mi-um, n. a white metal occurring in

zinc ores. [See Cadmia.]
Cadrans, kad'rans, «. a wooden instrument by which
a gem is adjusted while being cut. [Fr. cadran, a
quadrant.]

Cadre, kad'r, «. a nucleus, framework, esp. the

permanent skeleton of a regiment or corps, the

commissioned and non-commissioned officers, &c.,

around whom the rank and file may be quickly

grouped. [Fr.]
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Caduceus ftte, fSr ; mS, h*r ; mine : Calainite

CSadaoeUB, ka-da'se-us, «. (myth.) the rod crimed by
Mercury, the messenger of the gods—a wand sur-

mounted with two wings and entwined

by two serpents.—<k//'. Cadu'oean. [U,
akin to Gr. kfriiktion, a herald's wand

—

klrux, a herald.]

Cadacibranohiate, ka-du-si-brang'ki-at,

adj. losing the gills on attaining

maturity, as all the salamanders.

—

«.//. Caduclbranohla'ta. [L. caducut,

caducous, branchia, gills.]

Caducous, ka-du'kus, adj. fallingearly,

as leaves or flowers. — «. Cadu'clty,

transitoriness, senility. [L. caductis—

cad-!re, to fall.) Caduceus.

CaBCUm, sS'kum, n. a blind sac : a sac or

bag having only one opening, connected with the

intestine of an animal.—a<^'. CaB'cal. \L.—cact4S,

blind.)

Caen-Stone. kri'en-stSn, «. a cream-coloured limestone

brought from Caen in France.

Caesar, se'zar, «. an absolute monarch, an autocrat,

from the Roman dictator Caius Julius C«j<ir (100-44
B.C.).

—

adj. Cassar'ean, relating to Julius Caes.ir.

—

ns. Caa'sarism; Cse'sarist ; CsB'sarship.—Caesarean
operation, the popular name for Hysterotomy, the
delivery of a child by cutting through the walls of
the abdomen, as is said to have been the case with
Caesar.

CSBSium, s6z'i-um, n. a silver-white, soft, and extensile

nllcaline metal, almost always found along with
rubidium, discovered by Bunsen and KirclihofT in

x86o by spectrum analysis.

—

adj. CSBS'iOUS, bluish

green. [L. ctrsius, bluish gray.)
CSBSUra, Cesura, se-za'ra, ». a syllable cut off at

the end of a word after the completion of a foot

:

a pause in a verse.—adj. CSBSU'raL [L.—cad^re,
casum, to cut oflf.)

Caf^, kaf'3, n. a coflTee-house, a restaurant.—Caf^
Ohantant, a public place of entertainment where the
guests hear music while sipping their liquor. [Fi.

]

Caffeine, kaf'e-in, or kaf-fin, n. the alkaloid or
active principle of cofiee and tea. [Fr. cafiine.
See Coffee.)

Caffl°e, kaf'fer, «. more correctly Kafir (q.v.).

Caftan, kaf'tan, n. a Persian or Turkish vest. [Turk.
qaftdn.\

Ciige, k;~j, n. a place of confinement: a box made
uf wire and wood for holding birds or small animals

:

(mining) a frame with one or more platforms for

cars, used in hoisting in a vertical shaft : the frame-
work supporting a peal of bells.

—

v.t. to imprison in

a cage.—/.<i<^'. Caiged, confined.

—

ns. Cage'ling, a
bird kept in a cage ; Cage'-work, open work
like the bars of a cage. [Fr.—L. cavea, a hollow
place.)

Cagot, kag'O, n. one of an outcast race found scattered
in the district of the western Pyrenees, most likely
the descendants of lepers. (Fr. ; origin unknown.)

Cahier, ka-y5', «. a writing-book, memorandum or
report : a memorial [Fr.)

Cahoot, ka-hOOt', «. (U.S.) company or partnership.
Caillach, kll'yah, n, an old woman. [Gael. caiUeach.}
Caimao, Caimaoam. See Kalmakam
Caiman. Same as Cayman.
Cain, kan, «. a murderer, from Cain, who killed his

brother Aljel (Gen. iv.). — adj. Cain'-Coi'OUred
(S/iak.), reddish, the traditional colour of the hair
of Cain and Judas.—«. Cain'lte, a descendant of
Cain : a member of a ad-century set of Gnostics who
revered Cain and Judas.

Cain, Kain, kan, «. in old Scots law, rent paid in
kind, esp. in poultry, &c.—To pay the caln, to pay
the penalty. [Ir. and Gael, cdin, rent, tax.)

Calnozolo, k.l-no-zO'ik, adj. belonging to the third
of the great periods of geology, the same as the
Tertiary (q.v.>. [Gr. kainot, newly made, recent,
ti0H, animaL)
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Caique, ka-«k', «. a light skiff used on the Bosporus

:

the skiff of a galley. [Fr.,—Turk, kaik, a boat.)

Caird, kard, n. a tramping tinker, a gipsy, a vagrant.

(Gael, and Ir. ceard.]

Cairn, kam, «. a heap of stones, esp. one raised over

a grave, or as a landmark on a mountain-top.—«.

Cj3rn'gorm-8tone, or simply Cairngorm, a name
often given by jewellers to brown or yellow quartz

or rock-crystal, because found among the Cairngorm
Mountains in Aberdeenshire. (Celt. carn.'\

Caisson, kas'on, «. a tumbril or ammitnition wagon :

a chest filled with explosive materials : a strong

case for keeping out the water while the foundations

of a bridge are being built : an apparatus for lifting

a vessel out of the water for repairs or inspection

:

the pontoon or floating gate used to close a dry-

dock. [Fr., from caisse, a case or chest. See
Case.]

Caitiff, ka'tif, «. a mean despicable fellow.— adj.

mean, base.

—

n. Cai'tive (Sfens.), captive, subject.

[O. Fr. caiti/(Vr. chetif)—\^. captivus, a captive

—

cap-ere, to take.)

Cajole, ka-jor, v.t. to coax : to cheat by flattery.—«j.

Cajole'ment, coaxing for the purpose of deluding

:

wheedling language : flattery; Cajol'er ; Cajol'ery.

[Fr. cajoler, to chatter; ety. dub.)

Cajuput, kaj'i-put, n. a pungent, volatile, aromatic

oil, distilled from the leaves of two trees native to

Australia.—Also Caj'eput. (Malay.)
Cake, kak, «. a piece of dough that is baked : a small

loaf of fine bread : any flattened mass baked, as

pan-cake, &c. , or as soap, wax, tobacco, &c. : a
thin hard-baked kind of oaten-bread—whence Scot-

land is styled the ' Land of Cakes
:

' fancy bread,

sweetened : a composition of bread with butter,

sugar, spices, currants, raisins, &c., baked into any
form

—

plum-cake, tea-cake, wedding-cake.—v.t. to

form into a cake or hard mass.

—

7t.i. to become
b.iked or hardened.—<i<//'. Cak'y.—Oakes and ale,

a phrase covering vaguely all the good things of

life.—To take the cake (dang), to carry off the

honours, rank first. [Scand. kaka; cog. with Ger.

kuche, Dut. koek.\

Calabar-bean, kal'a-bSf-bSn, «. the seed of Physo-
stigtna venenosum, the ordeal bean of Old Calabar,
used in the form of an emulsion in cases of witch-
craft, the accused being plainly innocent if he can
throw off the poison by vomiting.

Calabash, kal'a-bash, «. a tree of tropical America,
bearing a large melon-like fruit, the shell of which,
called a calabash, is used for domestic purposes, as
holding liquids, &c. [Fr. caUbasse— Sp. calabaza—
Pers. kharbuz, melon.)

Calaboose, kal'a-bSOs, «. a prison in New Orleans,
esp. a common lock-up. [Sp. calabozo, a dungeon.]

Caladium, kal-a'di-um, ». a genus of plants of the

Arum family, with edible starchy root-stocks.

[Latinised from Malay k^lddy.]

Calamanco, kal-a-mangk'o, «. a satin-twilled woollen
stuff, checkered or brocaded in the warp. [Dut.
kalamink, Ger. kalmank, Fr. calmande ; origin

unknown.)
Calamander, kal'a-man-der, n. a hard and valuable

cabinet-wood of a brownish colour, with black
stripes, brought from India and Ceylon. (Prob.

Singh.)
Calamary, kal'a-mar-i, ». a popular name applied

to numerous forms of cuttle-fish or Cephalopoda,
more esp. to Loligo vulgaris.—Also Squid. (Sp.

calamar—Fr. calmar—L. calamarius, calamus, a
pen.)

Calamine, kal'a-mtn, n. an ore consisting e.ssentially

of carlionate of zinc. [ Fr.—Low L. calaniina, most
prob. from L. cadmia.]

Caiamint, kal'a-mint, n. a genus of Labiate plants
closely allied to balm and thyme. (Fr.—Low L.
calamentutn, through L. from Gr. kalamintki.]

Calamita, kal'a-mTt, m. a fossil plant abundant in tha
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coal-measures, believed to be a kind of gigantic
horse-tails (Eguisetacea). [Formed from L. cala-
tniis, a reed. ]

Calamity, kal-am'i-ti, H. a great misfortune : afflic-

tion.— adj. Calamitous, making wretched, dis-

astrous. — adv. Calamitously, in a calamitous
manner.— «. Calam'itousness, the quality of pro-

ducing distress : distress : misery. [Fr. caiamiW—
L. cnlamiiat-enu]

Calamus, kal'a-mus, ft. the traditional name of the
sweet flag, which is no doubt the Calatnus aro-

tnaticus of Roman authors, and probably the sweet
calamus and sweet cane of Scripture, but not the

fragrant lemon-grass of India : a genus of palms
whose stems make canes or rattans : the reed pen
used by the ancients in writing. [L.—Gr.]

Calash, ka-lash', n. a light low-wheeled carriage with
a folding top : a silk and whalebone hood worn
by ladies to shade the face. [Fr. caliche; of Slav,

origin, as Bohem. koUsa, Russ. koleso, a wheel.]

Calavance, kal'a-vans, «. a name for certain varieties

of pulse.—Also Car'avanco. [Sp. garbanzo, chick-
pea, said to be the Basque garbautzti.^

Calcaneum, kal-ka'ne-um, «. a bone of the tarsus or
ankle, forming in man the prominence of the heel,

the OS calcis : in birds, the hypotarsus. — adjs.
Calcaneal, Calca'neau. [L., the heel—caU, the
heel.)

Caloar, kal'kar, «. (bot.) a spur or spur-like projection,

esp. from the base of a petal : {anat.) an eminence
in the lateral ventricles of the brain, the hippocampus
minor or calcar avis.

—

adj's. Cal'carate ; Calcar'i-
form; Cal'carine. [L., a spur

—

caijc, caicis, the
heeLJ

Calcar, kal'kar, n. an oven or furnace for calcining
the materials of frit before melting—also Fritting-
furnace: an arch or oven for annealing.

Calcareous, kal-ka're-us, adj. like or containing chalk
or lime, whether waters, rocks, or soils.

—

n. Cal-
careousness. — adj. Calcarif erous, better Cal-
Cif erous, containing lime. [L. caicarius, from
calx, lime.]

Calceamentum, kal-se-a-men'tum, «. a red silk em-
broidered sandal forming part of the insignia of the
Holy Roman Empire. [L.]

Calced, kalst, adj. shod, wearing shoes—opp. to

DiscaUed—of Carmelites.

—

v.t. Cal'ceate, to shoe.— adjs. Carceate, -d, shod; Calceiform (A»/.),

having the form of a slipper; Cal'ceolate, calcei-

form. [Low L. cakeus, a shoe

—

caljc, caicis, the
heel.]

Calceolaria, kal-se-o-la'rl-a, n. a South American
genus of Scrophulariacece, largely cultivated as half-

hardy or greenhouse plants for the beauty and
variety in colour of the two-lipped slipper-like
flowers. [L. calceolus, dim. of caicetts, a shoe.]

Calcium, kal'si-um, n. the metal present in chalk,
stucco, and other compounds of lime.

—

adjs. Cal'CiC,
containing calcium : Calcific, calcifying or calcified.—v.i. Calcification, the process of calcifying, a
changing into Ume.—adjs. Cal'ciform, like chalk,
pebbly ; Calcif 'ugOUS, avoiding limestone.—z/./. and
v.t. Calcify, to make calcic : to turn into bony tissue.
—adjs. Calclg'enous, forming lime ; Calclg'erous,
containing lime.—«. Cal'Cimino, a white or tinted
wash for ceilings, walls, &c., consisting ofwhitins.with
glue, &c.—7>./. to wash with such.—adr. Cal'cln-
able, capable of being: calcined.—«. Calclna'tion.
—v.t. Calcine, or Calcine', to reduce to a calx or
chalky powder by the action of heat, to burn to

ashes.

—

v.i. to become a calx or powder by heat.—
ns. Cal'Cite, native calcium carbonate, or carbonate
of lime—also called Calca'reous spar and Calc'-
spar; Caltf-sin'ter, Calc'-tuff, Travertin, a por-

ous deposit from springs or rivers which in flowing
through limestone rocks have become charged
with calcium carbonate. [Formed from L. calx,
chalk.]

Calcograpby. See Chalcography.
Calculate, kal'ku-lat, z:t. to count or reckon: to

think out : to adapt, fit (only passive, with yor):
(l/.S.) to think, purpose.

—

v.i. to make a calculation :

to estimate

—

adjs. Cal'CUlable ; Cal'CUlating, given
to forethought, deliberately selfish and scheming.

—

n. Calculation, the art or process of calculating

:

estimate: forecast. -orf;'. Carcolatlve, relating to
calculation.— «. Calculator, one who calculates.
[L. calcuiare, -dium, to reckon by help of little

stones

—

calculus, dim. of calx, a little stone.]
Calculus, kal'ku-lus, tu a stone-like concretion which

forms in certain parts of the body : one of the
higher branches of mathematics : — //. CalCUU
(karku-li).—<i(/7'. Cal'CUlOSe, stony or like stone :

gritty : affected with stone or with gravel.—CalCUlUS
of finite diflferences not merely does not consider
differentials, but does not assume continuity.—Differ-
ential calculus, a method of treating the values of
ratios of differentials or the increments of quantities
continually varying ; Integral calCUlUS, the sum-
mation of an infinite series of differentials. [L.

—

caLx.^
Caldron. Same as Cauldron.
Caledonian, kal-e-do'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Cale-

donia, or Scotland.—«. a Scotchman.
Calefactlon, kal-e-fak'shun, adj. act of heating : state

of being heated.

—

adj. Calera'Cient, warming.

—

n.
anything that warms : a blister or superficial stimu-
lant.

—

adj. Calefac'tlve, communicating heat.

—

n.

Calefac'tor, a small stove.— adj. Calefac'tory,
warming.

—

n. a room in which monks warmed them-
selves : a warming-pan, a pome. — Z'.t. and v.i.

Calefy, to grow warm : to make warm.—«. Cales'-
cence, increasing warmtii. [L.,

—

calere, to grow
\io\.,/acere, to make.]

Calendar, kal[en-dar, n. the mode of adjusting the
natural divisions of time with respect to each other
for the purposes of civil life : an almanac or table
of months, days, and seasons, or of special facts,

&c., as in the 'gardener's calendar,' &c. : a list of
documents arranged chronologically with summaries
of contents, as in ' calendar of state papers :

' a list

of canonised saints, or of prisoners awaiting trial

:

any list or record.

—

v.t. to place in a list: to ana-
lyse and index.

—

ns. Cal'endarer, Cal'endarlst.
[O. Fr. calendie)— L. calendarium, an account-
book, kalendee, calends.]

Calender, kal'en-der, «. a press consisting of two
rollers for smoothing and dressing cloth, paper, &c. :

a person who calenders, properly a calendrer.

—

v.t.

to dress in a calender.

—

ns. Cal'endering ; Cal'-
endrer, one whose business it is to calender cloth

;

Cal'endry, a place where calendering is done. [Fr.

cnlandre—L. cylindrus—L. kylindros.]
Calender, kal'en-der, n. a word somewhat loosely
used for dervish in Persia and Central Asia.

[Pers.]

Calends, kal'endz, n. among the Romans, the first

day of each month. [L. Kalendce— caldre, Gr.

kalein, to call, because the beginning of the month
was proclaimed.]

Calenture, kal'en-tur, K. a kind of fever or delirium

occurring on board ship in hot climates. [Fr. and

Sp.—L. caleni-em, calere, to be hot.]

Calescence. See Calefactlon.
Calf, kaf, «. the young of the cow and of some other

animals, as marine mammals : calf-skin leather, book-

binding in such : a stupid or a cowardly person :
—

fil. Csdves (kavz).—«J. C£jf'-Iove, an attachment

between a boy and girl ; CalfS' - fOOt, Calves'-

fOOt, the foot of the calf, used in making a palatable

jelly ; Calf'-Sktn, the skin of the calf, making a

good leather for bookbinding and shoes.—Divinity
calf, a dark-brown calf bookbinding, with blind

stamping, and without gilding—common in the bind-

ing of theological books ; Oolden calf, the idol set

up by Aaron during the absence of Moses on Sinai,

Ul
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;

Calomel

or those erected by Jeroboam at Bethel and Dan :

worship of Mammon or wealth ; Half-calf, a book-

binding in which the back and comers are in calf-

skin ; Mottled calf, a light coloured bookbinding,

decorated by the sprinkling of acid in drops ; Smooth
calf, a binding in plain or undecorated calf leather.

—

The (^ves of our lips (Hosea, xiv. 2), an offering

of praise (the Septuagmt reads, ' The fruit of our

lips').—Tree calf, a bright brown calf bookbind-

ing, stained by acids with a pattern resembling

the trunk and branches of a tree. [A. S. ceal^; Ger.

Calf, kaf, H. the thick fleshy part of the leg behind.

—acij. Calfless, with a thin, poor calf. [Ice. ia/^ ;

perh. the same word as the preceding.]

Caliban, kal'i-ban, n. a man of beastly nature, from
the monster in Shakespeare's Tempest.

Calibre, Caliber, kal'i-ber, n. the size of the bore of a
gun : diameter : intellectual capacity.

—

adj. Cal'l-

bered.— z/./. Calibrate, to determine the colour of.

—«. Calibra'tion. [Fr. calibre, the bore of a gun ;

prob. L. qua libra, with what weight, or from Ar.
qalib, a form.]

Calico, kal'i-kO, n. a cotton cloth first brought from
Calicut in India : plain white unprinted cotton
cloth, bleached or unbleached : coarse printed
cotton cloth.

—

adj. made of calico: spotted.

—

n.

Cal'ico-print'er, one employed in printing calicoes.

Oalld, kal'id, cuij. warm.—n. Calid'ity. [L. calidus,
hot.]

Calif, Caliph, ka'lif, or kal'ir, n. the name assumed
b)- the successors of Mohammed.

—

ns. Cal'ifate,
Cal'iphate, the office, rank, or government of a
calif. (Fr.—Ar. ^^/(/^jA, a successor.]

CallginoUB, kal-ij'en-us, adj. dim, obscure, dark.

—

n.

Caliginos'ity. [L. caiinnos-us.]
CaUgraphv. See under Calligraphy.
Calipash, kal'i-pash, n. the part of a turtle close to

the upper shell, consisting of a fatty gelatinous sub-
stance of a dull greenish colour.—n. Cal'ipee, the
white portion from the belly—a fatty gelatinous sub-
stance of a light-yellowish colour. [Prob. corr. of
West Ind. words.]

Calipers, kal'i-perz, Caliper -compasses, kal'i-per-
kum'pasez, n.pl. compasses with legs suitable for
measuring the inside or outside diameter of bodies.
[Corr. of Caliber.]

Caliph, Caliphata See Calif!
Calippic, kal-ip'ik, adj. four Metonic cycles less one
day, or seventy-six years. [From the Greek astro-
nomer Callipta, a contemporary of Aristotle.]

Oalisaya, kal-i-sa'ya, «. a variety of Peruvian bark.
Caliver, kal'i-ver, n. {Shak.) a kind of light muskeL
[Same as Calibre.]

Calix. See Calyx.
Calixtln, Caliztine, kal-iks'tin, adj. of or belonging

to the more moderate party among the Hussites, so
called from their demanding the cup (L. calijc) as
well as the bread for the laity— also called U'lra-
qoists (L. uterque, both).—». a follower of the
Syncrelist Lutheran divine, George Calixtus (1586-
1656).

Calk. See Caulk.
Calk, kawk, n. a pointed piece of iron on a horse-shoe

to prevent slippmg— also OallCln and Calk'er.—
v.t. to provide a shoe with a calk. [L. calc-em
calx, a heel.]

0^ Caique, kawk, v.t. to chalk, as the back of a
drawmg, &c., in order to transfer it, to copy by
tracing—«. CaUc'lng, the copying of a picture by
means of tracing.

Call, kawl, v.i. to cry aloud (with out; to, after, at,
up down) : to make a short visit (with upon, for,
at).— v.t. to name : to summon : to appoint or pro-
claim : to designate or reckon : to select for a special
office, as in 'called to be an apostle,' 'to be called
to the bar : [folL) to call bad names to some one.—
*. a summons or inviuiion : an impulse : a demand :
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a short visit : a shrill whistle : the cry of a bird :

admission to the rank of barrister : an invitation to

the pastorate of a congregation, also the written form
of such with appended list of names of persons con-

curring : (coll.) occasion, cause.—«j. CaU'-at-large,

a form of pastoral call sometimes adopted by a
presbytery where a congregation is not unanimous,
m which the name of the person to be called is not
inscribed beforehand, and names cannot be adhibited

by mandate ; Call'-bird, a bird trained to allure

others into snares ; Call-boy, a boy who waits upon
the prompter in a theatre, and calls the actors when
wanted on the stage ; Call'er, one who pays a short
visit ; Call'ing, that station to which a person is called

by Providence to fill : one's trade, profession, or occu-
pation ; Call'ing-crab, a popular name for the fiddler-

crab, which waves its larger claw when disturbed

;

Call'-note, the note by which a bird or beast calls

its young.—Call attention to, to point out ; Call
away, to divert the mind ; Call back, to recall

;

Call for, to ask loudly : claim ; Call forth, to bring

or summon to action ; Call for trumps, to lay down
such cards at whist as will induce one's partner to

lead a trump; Call in, to bring in from outside,

as the notes in circulation, &c. ; Call in question,
to challenge ; Call off, to summon away ; Call on,

or upon, to invoke, appeal to ; Call out, to chal-

lenge to fight, esp. a duel : to summon to service,

bring into operation ; Call over, to read aloud a list

;

Call to account, to summon to render an account

:

Call up, to summon from beneath, or to a tribunaL

[AS. ceallian; Ice. kalla, Dut. kallen.]

Call, kawl, ft. (Spens.) a caul or cap.
Callant, kal'ant, «. a lad. [A moidem Scotch word

;

Dut. kalant.]
Caller, kal'er, adj. fresh : {Scot.) cool. [Prob. the
same as Calver.]

Callet, kal'et, n. {Shak.) a scold, a woman of bad
character, a trull. [Prob. Fr. caillette, a frivolous

gossip ; or prob. the Gael, caille, girl, may be re-

lated.]

Callid, kal'id, adj. shrewd.—k. Callid'ity, shrewd-
ness. [L. callidus, expert].

Calligraphy, Caligraphy, kal-lig'ra-fi, «. fine pen-
manship ; characteristic style of writing. — adjs.

Calligraphic, -al. — ns. Callig'raphist, Callig'-

rapher. [Gr., kalos, beautiful, graphein, to write.]

Calliope, kal-I'o-pe, «. the muse of epic poetry : an
instrument producing musical notes by means of

steam-whistles, played by a keyboard. [Gr.]

Callipers. Same as Calipers.
Callisthenics, kal-is-then'iks, n.pl. exercises for the
purpose of promoting gracefulness as well as .strength

of hoAy.—aiij. Callisthenic. [Gr. kalos, beautiful,

sthenos, strength.]

Callous, kal'us, adj. hardened : unfeeling or insensible
—«. Callosity, a h.ird swelling on the skin.

—

adv.
Call'ously.—«. Call'ousness. [L. callosus—callus,

hard skin.]

Callow, kal'o, adj. not covered with feathers : un-

fjedeed, unbearded : inexperienced : low-lying and
liable to be submerged.—«. an alluvial flat. [A.S.

calit ; Ger. kalil, L. calvus, bald.]

Callus, kal'us, n. a thickening of the skin : a term
employed in old surgical works for the exuded
material by which fractures of bones are consoli-

dated together. [L.]
Calm, kam, adj. still or quiet : serene, tranquil.

—

n.
absence of wind—also in //. : repose : serenity of
feelings or actions.

—

T.t. to m.ike calm : to quiet.

—

ns. Calm'ant, Calm'atlve— in medical language.
—adjs. Calmative, Calm'ant, Calmed, Calm'y
{Spens.) — adv. Calmly. — «. Calmness. [Fr.
calnie (It. calma), from Low L. cauma — Gr.
kauma, noonday \mA—kai-ein, to bum.]

Oalmuok. See Kalmuck.
Calomel, kal'a-mel, «. the popular name of one of the
compounds of mercury and chlorine, much used in
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medicine. [Fr. calomel, which Littre derives from
Gr. kalos, fair, melas, black.]

Caloric, ka-lor'ik, «. heat : the supposed principle or

cause of heat.—«. Calores'cence, the transmutation

of heat rays into luminous rays.

—

adj. Calorific,

causing heat : heating.—«j. Calorification; Calor-

Im'eter, an instrument for measuring the specific

heat of a body ; CalOTlni'etry, the art or process of

measuring heat ; Oal'orist, one who held heat to

be a subtle fluid called caloric ; Oal'ory, the usually

accepted thermal unit, being the quantity of heat

necessary to raise the temperature of a kilogram of

water from o° to i° centigrade. [Fr. calorique,

formed by Lavoisier from L. color, heat.]

Calotte, kal-ot', «. a plain skull-cap or coif worn by
R.C. clergy. [Fr.]

Calotype, kal'o-tlp, «. a kind of photography. — «.

Cal'otjrpist, one who makes calotypes. [Gr. kalos,

beautiful, typos, an image. Name given in 1840 by
W. H. Fox Talbot (1800-77) to his method of photo-
graphing by the action of light on nitrate of silver.]

Caloyor, ka-loi'er, n. a Greek monk, esp. of the order
of St Basil. [Fr.,— It.—Late Gr. kalogeros, kalos,

beautiful, geros, aged.]
Calp, kalp, n. the name applied in Ireland to beds of

shale, sandstone, &c. containing thin seams of coal.

Calpac, Calpack, kal'pak, «. a triangular felt cap,
worn by Turks and Tartars. [Turk.]

Caique. See Calk (3).

Caltrop, kal'trop, n. an instrument armed with four
spikes, so arranged that one always stands upright,
used to obstruct the progress of an enemy's cavalry,
or of besiegers of a fortification. —Also Cal'trap.
[A. S. coltetrceppe, calcatrippe— L. calc-em, heel,

trafipa, a trap.]

Calumba, ka-lum'ba, «. the root of an East .\frican

plant, extensively used in medicine as a stomachic
and tonic. [From Colombo in Ceylon.]

Calumet, kal'u-met, n. the ' peace pipe ' of the North
American Indians, a tobacco-pipe having a stem of
reed or painted wood about 2^ feet long, decorated
with feathers, with a large bowl, usually of soap-
stone. [Calumet is a Norman name for a shepherd's
pipe (Fr. chaluineau — L. calamellus, calamus),
given by the early French settlers from its resem-
blance.]

Calumny, kal'um-ni, n. false accusation : slander.

—

v.t. Calum'nlate, to accuse falsely : to slander.

—

v.i. to spread evil reports.— tis. Calum'niation

;

Calumniator. — adjs. Calumniatory, Caliunni-
OUS, of the nature of calumny : slanderous.

—

adv.
Calum niously.—Oath of calumny, a method in

the law of Scotland for the prevention of calumnious
and unnecessary suits, by which both parties at the
beginning of a cause swear, either by themselves or
their counsel, that the facts set forth by them are
true—usual only in actions of divorce, &c. [L.
caiumnia, prob. for cah'omnia, from caivi, calvere,
to deceive.]

(Jalvary, kal'va-ri, «. the name of the place where
Jesus was crucified: {R.C) a series of representa-
tions of the various scenes of Christ's crucifixion :

an eminence crowned with one or three crosses bear-
ing life-size figures of Jesus and the two thieves.
[The Anglicised form of the Vulgate calvaria, which
was the L. rendering of the Gr. kranion, as that
again of the Aramaic gogulth} or gogoltha (Heb.
^<4''''f''''''''—Graecised form golgotha), all three words
meaning skull.]

Calve, kav, v.i. to bring forth a calf. [A.S. cealfian.
See Calf.]

Calvered, kal'verd, p.adj. from obsolete verb Cal'ver,
to prepare salmon or other fish when freshly caught.
[Prob. the same as Scot. Caller.]

Calvinism, kal'vin-izm, «. the doctrines of the great
Genevan religious reformer, John Calvin (1509-
1564), as these are given in his Institutio, esp. as
regards particul.v election, predestination, the in-

capacity for true faith and repentance of the natural
man, efficacious grace, and final perseverance.

—

n.
Cal'Vinist, one who holds the doctrines of Calvin.
—adjs. Calvlnisfio, -al, pertaining to Calvin or
Calvinism.

Calvities, kal-vish'i-ez, «. baldness. {h.,—calvus.
bald.]

'

Calx, kalks, «. chalk or lime : the substance of a metal
or mineral which remains after being subjected to
violent heat :—//. Calzes (kalk'sez), or Calce8 (kal'-
sez). [L. calx, lime.]

Calycanthus, kal-i-kan'thus, «. a small order of
square-stemmed aromatic shrubs, natives of North
America and Japan. [Made up of Calyx and Gr.
ant/ws.]

Calyptra, ka-lip'tra, n. a hood, covering, esp. that of
the theca or capsule of mosses.

—

adjs. Calyp'trate,
furnished with such ; Calyp'triform, Calyptrimor-
phOUS, having the form of a calyptra.—«. Cal3rp'-
trogen, the root-cap. [Gr., a veil.]

Calyx, CaliX, kal'iks, or ka'liks, n. the outer cover-
ing or cup of a flower, its separate leaves termed
sepals '.—pi. Calyces, or Calyxes. — atijs. Cal'-

ycate, having a calyx ; Calycif'erous, bearing
the calyx; Calyoifloral, Calycifld'rate, Calyci-
flo'rous, having the petals and stamens borne
upon the calyx ; Calyc'lform, having the form of 3
calyx ; CaVycine, Calyc'inal, pertaining to a calyx.
—«. Cal'ycle, an accessory calyx outside the true
one.

—

adjs. Cal'ycled, having a calycle ; Cal'yCOid,
Calycoi'deous, like a calyx. [L.,—Gr. kalyx—
kalyptein, to cover.]

Cam, kam, ». (tnech.) a device for changing a regular
rotary motion into a reciprocating motion, various
forms of which are the cam-wheel and shaft, the
heart -wheel, the wiper -wheel, and the eccentric.
[Dut. katn.\

Camaieu, kam'I-u, n. a cameo : a painting in mono-
chrome, or in simple colours not imitating nature :

a style of printing pictures producing the effect of
a pencil - drawing. — Also Cam'ayeu. [Fr. See
Cameo.]

Camaraderie, kam-a-rad-re', n. good-fellowship: the
intimacy of comradeship. [Fr.]

Camarilla, kam-ar-il'a, «. a body of secret intriguers,

esp. of a court party against a king's legitimate
ministers : a small room. [Sp. dim. of camara, a
chamber.]

Camass, ka-mas', n. a small plant growing in the
north-western United States, also its nutritious bulb.—ns. Camass'ia, a genus of liliaceous plants nearly
related to the European Scilla; Camass'-rat, a
small gopher rodent which devours the bulbs of the
camass.

Camber, kam'ber, n. a convexity upon an upper sur-

face, as of a deck amidships, a bridge, or lintel : the
curve of a ship's plank : a small dock in the royal

yards where timber is loaded and discharged.

—

v.t.

to curve ship-planks, to arch slightly. [Fr.—L.
canterare, to vault.]

Cambist, kam'bist, n, one skilled in the science of

exchange.— »«. Cambism, Cambistry. [It.—L.
camblre, to exchange.]

Camberwell beauty, kam1>er-wel bu'ti, «. {Vanessa
antiopa) a fancy name for one of the largest and
most beautiful of British butterflies.

Cambium, kam'bi-um, «. a layer of vascular tissue

formed between the wood and the bark of exogens,

in which the annual growth is formed. [Low L.
—cambium—L. camblre, to change.]

Camboge, obsolete form of Gamboge.
Cambrel, kam'brel, «. a bent piece of wood or iron on
which butchers hang the carcasses of animals : the

hock of a horse. [Prob. conn, with Camber.]
Cambrian, kam'bri-an, adj. pertaining to Cambria or

Wales : Welsh : the name given by Sedgwick in

1836 to a group or series of sedimentary deposits

which come next in order to the Archsean System.—
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n, an inhabiwnt of Cambria, or Wales. [Formed
from Cyntry, Welshmen, or Cymru, Wales.]

Cambric, kam'brik, n. a kind of fine white linen,

originally manufactured at Cambrai in the French

department of Nord.
Oamoaoa, kam-bu'ka, H. a pastoral staff: a cur\'ed

stick used in the game of pall-mall.—Also Cam-
bufta. [Low L., of Celt, origin.]

Came, kam, did come, /a./, of Come.
Camel, kam'el, n. an animal of Asia and Africa with

one or two humps on its back, used as a beast of

burden and for riding—<t<^". Camel-backed, hump-
backed.—«J. Cam'eleer, one who drives or rides a

camel : Cam'eline, camlet.—<i^'. Cam'elish, like a

camel, obstinate.—«. Cam'elry, troops mounted on

camels.—Camel's hair, the hair of the camel : the

hair of the squirrel's tail used for paint-brushes ;

Camel's thorn, a shrub of the bean family which
camels eat greedily. [L. camelus—Gr. kamelos—
Heb. gdmAl.\

Oameleon. See Chameleon.
Camellia, ka-mel'ya, n. a species of evergreen shrubs,

natives of China and Japan, noted for the singular

beauty of their flowers. [Named from Kamel,
Latinised Camtllus, a Moravian Jesuit, who col-

lected plants in the Philippine Islands in 1639.]
Camelopard, kam'el-S-pard, or kam-ero-pard, n. the

giraffe. [L.,—Gr. camilofardalis ; from Gr. kam-
elos, the camel, 3.nA fiardaits, the panther.]

Camelot, kam'lot, n. Same as Camlet.
Cameo, kam'e-S, H. an engraved gem in which the

figure or subject is carved in relief. [It. camtneo
(rr. rawr/r)—Low L. cantmaus, traced by Littre to

Gr. kamneiH, to work ; by the late Mr C. W. King
through an Ar. form, 'an amulet,' from Pers. cama-
hen, loadstone, the usual material for Babylonian
cylinders,]

Camera, kam'ir-a, h. the variety of camera-obscura
used by photographers. —>tr. Cam'ei^lU'Cida, an
instrument by which the rays of light from an object
arc reflected by a specially shaped prism, forming an
image on the paper underneath ; Cam'era-obscu'ra,
an instrument for throwing the images of external
objects on a white surface placed within a dark
chamber or box. [L.]

Camera, kam'6r-a, H. a vaulted room : the judge's
private chamber (In camera, of a case heard there
rather than in public court).

—

adj. Cam'erated,
divided into chambers : arched or vaulted.

Cameronian, kam-er-6n'i-an, H, a follower of the
Covenanter Richard Cameron, killed at Airds Moss
in 1680, a member of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church.

—

adj. pertaining to this party, or to the
famous Cameronian regiment (26th Foot, now the
First Battalion of Scottish Rifles) in the British
army, which had its origin in a body of Cameronians
(1689).

CamlS, kamls, «. (S^ens.) a loose robe made of
some light material, as silk, &c. : a chemise. [See
Chemise.]

Oamlsade, kam-i-sad', «. a night atuck, probably
because shirts were often put on over the armour.

—

Also Camlsad'O. [Sp., from camisa, a shirt.]

Oamlsards, kam'is-ar, n.pi. the insurgent Huguenots
of the Cevennes, so called from the camise or blouse
worn by the peasants.

Camise, kam'«s, n, the usual Arab shirt.—Also
Camiso, Cam'ese.

Camisole, kam'is-Ol, H. a sleeved jacket, a woman's
loose morning gown or jacket.

Ounlet, kam'let, n. a cloth originally made of camel's
hair, but now chiefly of wool and goat's hair. [Fr.—Low L. camtlotutn—L. came/us.]

Camomile, Chamomile, kam'o-mil, «. a plant, or its
dried flowers, used in medicine, affording a bitter
stomachic and tonic. [?T.— l^—Gr.ckamaimeloH,
the earth-apple, from the apple-like smell of its
WMaomi—chamai, on the ground, mlUm, an apple.]
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Camorra, kam-or'a, n. the name of a secret society in

the former kingdom of Naples, whose members, the

Camorristi, for many years terrorised the country.
—«j. Camorr'ism ; Camorfist. [It.]

Camp, kamp, n. the ground on which an army pitch

their tents : the tents of an army, quarters generally,

a permanent military station, as at Aldershot : any
fortified site in which a force once defended itself, as

a Roman or British camp : any temporary quarters
for travellers, &c.

—

v.i. to encamp or pitch tents.

—

ns. Camp' -foil'OWer, any one who follows in the
train of an army, but takes no part in battle ; Camp'-
meet'ing, a religious gathering held in the open air

or in a temporary encampment in the fields ; Camp'-
shed'ding, -sheeting, -shot, an erection of piles,

&c., along the bank of a river or an emb.inkment,
for strengthening ; Camp'-Stool, or -bed'stead, a
portable folding-stool, a trestle-bed. [Fr. camp, a
camp—L. campus, a plain. ]

Camp, kamp, n. \obs.) conflict : an old form of the game
of football.

—

v.i. to fight, struggle.

—

v.i. Cam'ple, to

wrangle. [A.S. camp, battle; cf. Ger. kamp/.\
Campa^ol, kam-pa-nyol', n. a French name for

several species of field-mice or voles.

Campaign, kam-pan', n. a large open field or plain :

the time during which an army keeps the field : an
excursion into the countrj' : an organised series of
operations in the advocacy of a political or social

cause. — v.i. to sers'e in a campaign. — «J. Cam-
pagn'a, once equivalent to champaign, now used
only of the Campagna, an undulating, mostly un-
cultivated and unhealthy plain around Rome ; Cam-
paign'er, one who has served in several campaigns,
[Fr. Ciimpagiie— L. campania—campus, a field.]

Campanero, kam-pa-ne'rO, K. one of the South Ameri-
can bell-birds, the arapunga, &c. [Sp., a bellman.]

Campanile, kam-pan-e'la (sometimes also kam-pan-el',
and even kam'pan-il and kam'pan-Il), n. a name
adopted from the Italian to signify a bell-tower of
the larger kind, and usually applied only to such as
are detached from the church: (//. usually Cam-
paniles, but sometimes the It. Campanlli). [It.,

from campana, a bell.]

Campanology, kam-pan-ol'o-ji, «. the subject or
science of bells or bell-ringing.

—

ns. Cam'panist,
Campanol'OgiSt, one skilled in the same.

—

adj.
Campanologlcal. [It. campana, a bell, and Gr.
logos, a discourse.]

Campanula, kam-pan'u-la, «. a genus of flowers,
commonly known as bell-flowers or bells, usually
blue or white, the best-known species the harebell
and Scotch bluebell.—The Canterbury Belts is a
biennial species— seen in many florists' varieties.

—

adjs. Campanlform, Campan'nlate, Campan'ular.—«. Campanula'ria, a common genus of Hydroids,
with stems simple or branched, the nutritive polyps
surrounded by transparent bell-shaped sheaths. [It.

campana, a belL ]

Campoellite, kam'bel-It, n. a follower of Alexander
Cn»//^f// (1788-1866), founder of the sect known as
the ' Disciples of Christ."

Campeachy, kam'pech-i, adj. pertaining to the red
dye-wood better known as Logwood, first exported
from Campeachy in Yucatan.

Campeador, kam-pe-a-dOr', «. a warrior. [Sp.]
Campestral, kam-pes'tral, adj. growing in or pertain-

ing to fields.—Also Campes'trian. [L. campestris,
from campus.\

Camphine, kam'fin, «. rectified oil of turpentine.

—

Also Cam'phene.
Camphor, kam'for, n. a solid essential oil, mostly
obtained from the camphor laurel of India, China,
and Japan, having a peculiar hot aromatic taste
and a pleasant smell.

—

adj. Camphora'ceous, like

camphor.— f./. Cam'phorate, to impregnate with
camphor.

—

adjs. Cam'phorate, Camphoric, per-
taining to camphor. [Fr. campkrt—Low L. cam'
phtfra—tAaAay ita/ttr, chalk.]
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Oampion, kam'pi-un, n. the common name of plants

belonging to the generic Lychnis and Silene. [Perh.

from L. campits, a field.]

Campo santO, kam'po sant'o, ». the Italian name for

a cemetery or burying-ground, esp. for one enclosed

by an arcade. [Lit. ' holy ground,' the earth of that

at Pisa having been brought from Palestine.]

Campylospennous, kam-pi-lO-sper'mus, adj. <J>ot.)

having the albumen of the seed curved at the

margin so as to form a longitudinal furrow on the

ventral face. [Gr. katnpylos, curved, spertna, a
seed.]

Campylotropal, kam-pi-lot'rO-pal, adj. (boi.) curved

so as to bring the true apex close to the base—of

an ovule or seed.— Also Campylot'ropous. [Gr.

kampylos, curved, trepein, to turn.]

Camstairy, kam-star'i, adj. perverse, unruly. [Ety.

dub. ; first part at any rate cam, crooked.]

Camstone, kam'stOn, «. a kind of clay used to whiten
doorsteps, &c.

Cam-wood, kam'-wood, n. a dye-wood obtained from
Baphia nitida, a leguminous tree, a native ofAngola.
It is at first white, but turns red on exposure to air.

[Perh. from African name ka>nbi.\

Can, kan, v.i, to be able : to have sufficient power :

—

pa.t. Could.—Can is used for gan in M. E. and
even in .Spenser. [A.S. cunnan, to know (how to

do a thing), to be able, pres. indie, can ; Goth.
kunnan, Ger. konnen, to be able. See Know.

)

Can, kan, n. a vessel for holding or carrying liquids,

generally of tinned iron, with a handle os'er the top :

a chimney-pot : a vessel of tin-plate in which meat,
fruit, &c. are hermetically sealed for exporting—in

England usually called a tin : a drinking-mug.

—

v.t.

to put up for preservation in cans.— «./»/. Canned'-
gOOdS, meat, fruit, &c. so prepared for preservation.
—«. Can'nery, a place where meat, fish, fruit, &c. are
canned. [A. S. canne : cf. L. canna, a reed, Gr.
kanne, a reed.]

Canaanite, ka'nan-tt, n. a descendant of Canaan, the
son of Ham : a native of the land of Canaan.

—

adj.
Ga'naanitlsh.

Caiiada, kan'ya-da, n. a narrow canon. [Sp.]
Canadian, ka-na'di-an, adj. and n. pertaining to

Catuuia: a native of Canada.—Canada balsam
(see Balsam).

Canaigre, ka-na'ger, n. a Texan dock whose root is

used in tanning.
Canaille, ka-nal', «. the mob, the vulgar rabble. [Fr.,

a dog—L. canis.\

Canakin. See Cannikin.
Canal, k-in-al', «. an artificial watercourse for naviga-

tion : a duct in the body for any of its fluids.—«.

Oanal'-boat, a boat for canal traffic.

—

adjs. Can-
alicular, canal-shaped ; Canalio'ulate, -d, chan-
nelled, grooved.

—

ns. CanaliC'ulUS {anat.), a small
furrow or channel ; Canalisa'tion, the construction
of canals.— I". <. Canal'ise, to make a canal through:
to convert into a canal. [L. canaiis, a water-pipe.]

Canard, ka-nar', or ka-nard', n. an extravagant or
lying story. [Fr., lit. 'duck.']

Canary, ka-na'ri, «. a light sweet wine from the
Canary Islands : a bird originally from the Canary
Islands : a lively dance. — aiij. canary - coloured,
bright yellow.—«j. Canary-bird, a canary : (slang)
a jail-bird: a mistress; Canary-graSS, a grass of
which the seed is much used as food for canary-
birds : Cana'ry-WOOd, the dark-coloured timber of
two lauraceous trees of the Azores and Madeira.

Canarese, kan-a-re/, adj. pertaining to Canara in

western India.

—

n. a native thereof: the language
of the Dravidian group, allied to Telegu. — Also
KanaresC.

Canaster, ka-nas'ter, n. a kind of tobacco, so called
from the rush basket in which it was originally
brought from Spanish America. [Sp. canastra—L.
—Gr. kanastron.\

Oan-ean, kan-lum, n, a danc* in seme public balls at

Paris and elsewhere, characterised by immodest
gestures and postures. [Usually referred to L. quant-
qiuttn, the pronunciation of which was long hotly
disputed in the French schools ; Littre quotes an
O. Fr. caqtultan, a noisy assembly.]

Cancel, kan'sel, v.t. to erase or blot out by crossing
with lines : to annul or suppress, as a printed page,
&c. : to obliterate : to frustrate : to counterbalance
or compensate for : to remove equivalent quantities
on opposite sides of an equation :

—

pr.p. can'celling ;

pa.p. can'celled. — «. the suppression of a printed
page or sheet, the page so cancelled, or the new one
substituted. [Fr. caticelUr— L. cancell-dre, from
cancelii, railings, lattice-work, dim. oi caiuer.\

Cancelli, kan-sel'I, n.pl. cross-pieces forming a lattice-

work or grating, as in the division between the choir
and the body of a church : (anat.) reticulations.

—

adjs. Can'cellate, -d, marked latticewise, reticu-
lated.—«. Cancelia'tion.—a</>'. Cancellous. [L.,

a lattice.]

Cancer, kan'ser, n. the name for an important group
of malignant tumours, divided into two groups. Car-
cinomata andtSarcotnata, the name being now strictly

used only of the former : a constellation between
Gemini and Leo, and a sign of the zodiac showing
the limits of the sun's course northward in summer

:

the typical genus of the family CancridtE.— zi.i.

Cancer'ate, to become cancerous.— ns. Cancera'-
tion : Can'Cerite, a petrified crab. — adj. Can'-
oerous, of or like a cancer.— art'z'. Can'cerously.—
«. Can'cerousness.-<!<//>. Can'criform, Can croid,

crab-like. [L. cancer; cog. with Gr. karkinos, a
crab.]

Cancionero, kan-thS-on-e'ro, n. a collection of songs.

[Sp.]
Candelabrum, kan-de-la'brum, n. a branched and
ornamented candlestick :

—

pi. Candela'bra. [L.]

Candent, kan'dent, adj. making white : glowing with
heat.

Candescence, kan-des'ens, n. a white heat. — adj.
Candescent. [L. candesc-ere, inceptive of cand-
ire, to glow.]

Candid, kan'did, adj. frank, ingenuous : free from
prejudice: fair, impartiaL

—

adv. Can'didly. — «.

Can'didness. [Fr. candide—h. candidus, white

—

cand-ere, to shine.]

Candidate, kan'di-dat, n. one who offers himself for

any office or honour, so called because, at Rome,
the applicant used to dress in white.— »j. Can'dida-
ture, Can'didatestlip. [L. candidatus, from can-
didus. ]

Candled. See Candy.
Candle, kan'dl, n. wax, tallow, or other like substance

surrounding a wick: a fight.

—

ns. Can'dle-berr'y,
the wax-myrtle, also its fruit: the fruit oi Aleurites
triloba, the candle -berry tree; Can'die - bomb, a
small glass bomb filled with water, exploding on
being held in a candle-flame ; Can'dle-COal (same
as Cannel-coal) ; Can'dle-dip'ping, the method of

making candles by dipping instead of moulding;
Can'dle-end, the end-piece of a bumt-out candle

;

Can'dle-fish, the eulachon, a deep-sea fish of the

smelt family found along the north-west coast of

America, producing eulachon oil : another West
American fish, resembling a pollock — the black

candle-fish or horse-mackerel: Can'dle-hold'er, one
who holds a candle to another^ while working

—

hence one who renders another slight assistance, or

humours him ; Can'dle-light, the light of a candle,

illumination by means of candles : the time when
candles are lighted ; Can'dle-llght'er, one whose
business is to light the candles : a spill ; Can'dle-
pow'er, the illuminating power of a standard sperm
candle—a unit of luminosity; Can'dlestick, an in-

strument for holding a candle, originally a stick or
piece of wood ; Can'dle-wast'er, one who studies
late ; Can'dla-WOOd, the wood of various West
Indian and Mexican resinous trees. — Bum tll9
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candle at both ends, to waste in two directions at

once—Not fit to hold a candle to, not fit even to

be some one's inferior, not to be compared with.

—

Sell by the candle, to offer for sale as long as a

small piece of candle burns, the bid made just before

it goes out being successful.—The game Is not

worth the candle, the thing is not worth the labour

or expense of it. [A.S. cantiel—l^ camiela, from

cand-ire, to glow.]
, . . , . r, r>

Candlemas, kan'dl-mas, «. a festival of the K.C.

Church in honour of the purification of the Virgin

Mary, on ad February, and so called from the

number of candles used. [Candle and Mass.]

CandOCk, kan'dok, «. the yellow water-lily. [Can

(n.) and Dock.]
. .

Candour, kan'dur, n. freedom from prejudice or dis-

guise : sincerity: justice: openness. [L. candor,

whiteness, from candere, to be shining.]

Candy, kan'di, Sugar-candy, shoo^ar-kan'di, «. a
sweetmeat made of sugar: anything preserved in

sugar.

—

v.t. to preserve or dress with sugar : to con-

geal or crystallise as sugar.

—

v.i. to become con-

gealed.—-/.«<(/". Can'dled, encrusted with candy or

sugar : CAjf.) sugared, flattering. [Fr. candi, from
Ar. qamiiik, candy.]

Candy, kan'di, n. a South Indian weight, generally

containing 20 maunds, about 500 pounds English.

—

Also Candle and Kandy. [Tamil.]

Cane, kun, «. the stem of one of the smaller palms—
the calamus or rattan, or the larger grasses—Damboo
and sugarone : a walking-stick.

—

v.t. to beat with
a cane.

—

ns. Cane'-brake, a brake or thicket of

canes ; Cane'-Chair, a chair made of rattan ; Cane'-
mill, a mill for bruising sugar-canes for the manu-
facture of sugar ; Cane'-SU'gar, sugar obtained from
the sugar-cane ; Cane'-trash, refuse of sugar-cane
used for fuel in boiling the juice ; Can'ing, a thrash-

ing with a cane.— adj. Can'y, made of cane.

—

Ualacca cane, a walking-cane made without re-

moving the bark from the brown-mottled or clouded
stem of the palm. Calamus Scipionum, brought
from Singapore or Sumatra. [Fr. cannt—L. canna
—Gr. kanni, a reed.]

Canella, kan-era, n. a genus of low aromatic trees,

one species the whitewood of wild cinnamon of the
West Indies, yielding canella or white cinnamon
bark.

Canephor, kan'e-fbr, H. {archit.) a female figure bear-
ing a basket on her head. [Gr. kaiteplwros, one of
the bearers upon their heads at the Panathenaic
festival of the baskets containing the sacrificial

implements.]
Canescent, ka-nes'ent, adj. tending to white : hoary.

(L. cnnfsctns—canire—canus, hoary.]
Cangue, Cang, kang, n. a Chinese portable pillory
borne on the shoulders by petty offenders. [Fr.
cangue—Port, cango, a yoke.]

Canicular, ka-nik'u-lar, adj. pertaining to the Dog-
star (Canlc'tlla) or to the Dog-days : {foil, and hum.)
pertaining to a dog. [L. canicularis, canicula, dim.
o( cattis, a dog.]

Canine, ka-nln', adj. like or pertaining to the dog.

—

Canine appetite, an inordinate appetite ; Canine
letter = R ; Canine teeth, the four sharp-pointed
tearing teeth in most mammals, one on each side
of the upper and lower jaw, between the incisors
or cutting teeth and the molars or grinders. [L.
caninui, canit, a dog.]

Canister, kan'is-tir, «. a box or case, usually of tin,
for holding tea, shot, &c. : short for canister-shot, or
case-shot.—«. Oan'ister-shot (same as Case-shot,
q.v.). [L. canistrum, a wicker-basket; Gr. kan-
astron—kannl, a reed.]

Canities, ka-nish'i-«z, «. whiteness of the hair.
Cailker, kangTcir, n. an eating sore : a ganerene : a

disease in trees, or in horses" feet : anything that
corrupts, consumes, irritates, or decays.

—

v.t. to eat
into, corrupt, or destroy: to infect or pollute: to
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make sour and ill-conditioned.

—

v.i. to grow corrupt

:

to decay.

—

adj. Cank'ered, corroded : venomous,
malignant: soured: crabbed.—rt^/r". Cank'eredly.

—

«. (Sink'eredness. — adj. Cankerous, corroding
like a canker.

—

n. Cank'er-worm, a worm that

cankers or eats into plants.

—

adj. Cank'ery, affected

with canker: (Scot.) crabbed. [L. cancer, a crab,
gangrene.]

Canna, kan'na, n. a genus of reed-like plants

—

Indian
shot: the upright stem of a candlestick, &c. : the
tube by which the wine was taken from the chalice.

[L., a reed.]

Canna, kan'na, n. cotton-grass. [Gael. chnach.\
Cannabic, kan'a-bik, adj. pertaining to hemp.

—

tis.

Cann'abin, a resin obtained from the plant Cannabis
Indica; Cann'abis, a genus of urticaceous plants,

yielding bhang.
Cannel, kan'el, n. a bituminous coal that bums with a

bright flame, and is much used for making coal oils

and gas.—Also Cann'el-coal, Can'dle-coS. [Prob.

conn, with Candle, because of the similarity in

burning.]
Cannelure, kan'e-lur, n. a groove or a fluting : a
groove round the cylindrical part of a bullet. [Fr.]

Cannibal, kan'i-bal, «. one who eats human flesh.

—

adj. relating to cannibalism.— «. Cann'ibalism,
the practice of eating human flesh.

—

adj. Canni-
balistic—iK/r. Cannibally (Shak.). [Sp., a corr.

of Caribals (Eng. Caribs), the native name of the

West India Islanders, who ate human flesh.]

Cannikin, kan'i-kin, n. a small can. [Dim. of Can.]
Cannon, kan'un, n. a great gun used in w<ir : a stroke

in billiards in which the player hits both the red and
his opponent's ball.

—

v.i. to cannonade : to make a
cannon at billiards : to collide.—n. Cannonade', an
attack with cannon.

—

v.t. to attack or batter with
cannon.—n^. Cannonad'ing ; Cannon-ball, a ball

usually made of cast-iron, to be shot from a cannon ;

Cann'on-bit, or Cann'on, a smooth round bit;

Cann'on-bone, the long bone between the knee and
the foot of a horse ; Cannoneer', Cannonier', one
who manages cannon; Cann'on-game, a form of
billiards in which, the table having no pockets, the
game consists in making a series of cannons

;

Cann'on-met'al, an alloy of about 90 parts of copper
and 10 of tin, from which cannon are manufactured.—adj. Cann'on-proof, proof against cannon-shoL—
ns. Cann'onry, cannonading : artillery ; Cann'on-
Shot, a cannon-ball : the distance to which a cannon
will throw a balL [Fr. canon, from L. canna, a reed.]

Cannot, kan'ot, v.i. to be unable. [Can and Not.]
Cannula, kan'u-la, n. a surgical tube, esp. that enclos-

ing a trocar or perforator, and the breathing-tube
inserted in the windpipe after tracheotomy. —a^'.
Cann'ulate. [Dim. oi canna, a reed.]

Canny, kan'i, adj. {Scot.) knowing : shrewd : having
supernatural power (see Uncanny) : comfortable :

careful in money matters : gentle : sly or pawky.

—

adv. Cann'iljr.—». Cann'iness.—To oa' canny, to

go or act cautiously. [From Can, to be able.]

Canoe, ka-nC5', n. a boat made of the hollowed trunk
of a tree, or of bark or skins : a skiff driven by
paddling.

—

v.t. to paddle a canoe.—«. Canoe'ist.
[Sp. canoa—Haytian canoa.}

Cafion, kan-yon', «. a deep gorge or ravine between
high and steep banks, worn by watercourses. [Sp.
canon, a hollow, from root of Cannon. ]

Canon, kan'un, n. a law or rule, esp. in ecclesiastical
matters : a general rule : standard : the books of
Scripture accepted as the standard or rule of faith

by the Christian Church : a species of musical
composition : one bound by certain vows over and
above those binding upon regular members of his

community—a canon regular: a clerical dignitary
belonging to a cathedral, enjoying special emolu-
ments, and obliged to reside there part of the year

:

a list of saints canonised : (pritti.) a large kind of
type.— «. Can'oness, a female beneficiary of a



Oanophillst mflte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Canton

regular religious college. — adjs. Canon'lc, -al,

according to or included in the canon : regular

:

ecclesiastical.—rt^/r/. Canon'lcally.—«.//. Canon'i-

calS, the official dress of the clergy, regulated by
the church canons.—/«. OanonlClty, the state of

belonging to the canon of Scripture ; Canonisa'tion.
— v.t. Can'OnlSO, to enrol in the canon or list of

saints.—«. Can'oalst, one versed in the canon law.

adj. Canonist'lo.

—

ns. Can'on-law, a digest of

the formal decrees of councils, oecumenical, general,

and local, of diocesan and national synods, and of

gatriarchal decisions as to doctrine and discipline ;

an'onry, the benefice of a canon.—Canon of the

mass, that part of the mass which begins after the

'Sanctus' with the prayer 'Te igitur,' and ends just

before the 'Paternoster;' Canon residentiary, a

canon obliged to reside at a cathedral and take a

share in the duty; Honorary canon, one having
the titular rank of canon in a cathedral, but without

duties or emoluments ; Minor canon, a cleric in

orders, attached to a cathedral, his duty being to

assist the canons in singing divine service. [A.S.,

Fr., from L. canon—Gr. kanon, a straight rod

—

kanne, a reed.]

Canophilist, ka-nof'i-list, n. a lover of dogs. [L.

canis, a dog, Gr. philein, to love. ]

Canopus, ka-nO'pus, «. a bright star in the southern
constellation Argo navis: an Egyptian vase for

holding the entrails of the body embalmed.

—

adj.
Canop'lc. [L.,—Gr.]

Canopy, kan'o-pi, «. a covering over a throne or bed :

a covering of state stretched over the head : any
covering, as the sky : a roof-like projection over a
niche, tomb, statue, &c. : the wooden covering over
prebends' stalls in cathedrals, pulpits, altars, &c.

—

v.t. to cover with a canopy :

—

pr.p. can'opying

;

fa.p. can'opied. [Fr. canap^—i,ow L. canopeunt
—Gr. kondpeion, a mosquito curtain — konops, a
mosquito.]

Canorous, kan-O'rus, adj. musical : melodious.

—

adv.
Cano'rously. — «. Cano'ronsness. [L. canonts,
from canor, melody

—

canere, to sing.]

Canstlck, kan'stik, n. (Shak.) a candlestick.
Cant, kant, v.i. to speak in a conventional manner:

to use the language of thieves, &c. : to talk in an
affectedly solemn or hypocritical way.—«. a hypo-
critical or affected style of speech : the language
peculiar to a sect : odd or peculiar talk of any kind :

slang : a common saying : affected use of religious

phrases or sentiments.—«. Cant'er, one who cants,

a beggar : one who makes hypocritical professions.

—

adj. Cant'inK, whining, pretending to piety: {her.')

allusive (see Allusive). [L. cantare, freq. of canere,
to sing.]

Cant, kant, n. an inclination from the level : a toss

or jerk : a sloping or tilted position : one of the
segments forming a side-piece m the head of a cask :

a ship's timber lying obliquely to the line of the
keel.

—

v.t. to turn on the edge or comer : to tilt

or toss suddenly.—«j. Cant'lng, tilting; Cant'ing-
ooln ; Cant Ing-wheel ; Cant'-rall, a timber running
along the tops of the upright pieces in the sides of
the body of a railway-carriage and supporting the
roof and roof-sticks. [Prob. conn, with Dut. kant

:

Ger. kante, corner.]
Cant, kant, n. sale by auction.

—

v.t. to sell by auction.
[O. Fr. encant, auction ; der. uncertain, cf. Low L.
incantare, to put up to auction.]

Cant, kant, adj. brisk : lively. [Scot. ; der. unknown.
See Canty.]

Can't, kant, a colloquial contraction for Cannot.
Cantab, kan'tab, for Cantabrigian, adj. of or per-

taining to Cambridge—Latinised Cantabrigia.
Cantabank, kan'ta-bangk, «. a strolling singer. [It.

cantambanco.\
Cantaloup, kan'ta-loop, «. a small, ribbed variety of
musk-melon. [Fr.,— It. Cantalupo, a town near
Rome, where it was first grown in Europe.]
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Cantankerous, kan-tang'ker-us, adj. cross-grained :

perverse in temper.

—

adv. Cantan'kerously.— «.
Cantan'kerousness. (M. E. contak, quarrelling.]

Cantar, kan'tar, «. a Turkish weight of xoo rolls or
pounds.

Cantata, kan-ta'ta, «. originally the name applied to
a sort of musical narrative by one person, accom-
panied by a single instrument ; subsequently an air
was introduced—the modern concert-aria : now also
a choral work, either sacred, and similar to, but
shorter than the oratorio, or secular, either lyric or
dramatic, but not intended for the stage.

—

ns. Can-
ta'te, the 98th Psalm, from its opening words in
Latin, ' Cantate Domino ;

' Can'tatrice, a female
singer. [It.,—L. cantare, freq. oi canere, to sing.]

Canteen, kan-ten', n. a tin vessel used by soldiers for
holding liquors : a barrack-tavern, or refreshment-
house for the use of the soldiers. [Fr. cantine—It.

cantina, a cellar ; further der. uncertain.]
Canter, kan'ter, «. an easy gallop.

—

v.i. to move at
an easy gallop.

—

v.t. to make to canter. [Orig.
Canterbury-gallop, from the easy pace at which the
pilgrims rode to the shrine at Canterbury.]

Canterbury, kan'ter-ber-ri, n. a stand with divisions
in it for holding books, music, &c.—Canterbury
Bells (see Campanula).

Cantharides, kan-thar'i-dez, n.pl. Spanish flies, used
for blistering.—(!</;>. Canthar'idal, Cantharid'ian,
Cantharid'ic, composed of cantharides.

—

n. Can-
thar'idine, the active principle of blistering-flies.

[L. cantkaris, beetle, pi. cantharides.^
Cantharus, kan'tha-rus, «. a large two-handled drink-

ing-cup : a laver in the atrium before ancient churches :

—//. Can'thari. [L.]
Canthus, kan'thus, «. the angle formed by the junc-

tion of the eyelids : one of the upper and lower or
anterior and posterior extremities of the compound
eyes of insects :—//. Can'thl (-thi). [Gr. kanthos,
corner of the eye.]

Canticle, kan'ti-kl, «. a song : a non-metrical hymn,
esp. one of those used in the public services of the
church, as the Benedicite : (pi.) the Song of Solo-
mon.—«. Can'ticum, a canticle : a part-song in an
ancient play. [L. canticulum, dim o{ canticum.]

Cantilena, kan-ti-le'na, n. a ballad or light song : a
cantus firmus or melody for church use : a singing
exercise or solfeggio. [L.]

Cantilever, kan'ti-lev-er, «. a large bracket used in

architecture for supporting cornices, balconies, and
even stairs— the principle has been applied in the
construction of bridges to support enormous weights.
—Also Can'taliver. [Prob. made up of Cant, angle,
and Fr. lever, to raise.]

Cantillate, kan'ti-lat, v.t. and v.i. to chant, intone.

—

«. Cantilla'tion,—a//;'. Can'tillatory.
Caution, kan'shun, n. (Spens.) a song.
Cantle, kan'tl, «. a fragment or edge of anything : the

protuberant part of the back of a saddle : {Scot.) the
top of the head.

—

v.t. to cut a piece from : to divide.—fts. Cant'let, a fragment, cantle ; Cant'llng, the
lower course of bricks enclosing a brick - clamp.
[Cant, edge.]

Canto, kan'to, «. division of a song or poem : the
treble or leading melody.—«. Can'tor, the leader of

the singing in a church, a precentor.

—

adjs. Canto'-
rial ; Canto'riS (gen. of L. cantor), of or belonging

to the cantor or precentor.—«. Can'tUS, a melody,
esp. an ecclesiastical style of music.—Canto fermo,
the simple melody of the hymns and chants used in

the Christian Church of the West from the earliest

times. [It.,—L. cantus—canere, to sing.]

Canton, kan'tun, «. a division of territory, constitut-

ing in Switzerland a separate government, in France
a subdivision of an arrondissemfent : {her.) an ordi-

nary of a shield, being a square occupying generally
the dexter, sometimes the sinister, chief of the field.—v.t. to divide into cantons : to allot quarters to

troops.

—

adjs. Can'tonal, pertaining to or divided



Cantor ftlte, fir ; m«, htr ; mTne

;

Capillaire

into cantons ; Oan'toned (nrcAi/.), ornamented at

the comers with projecting pilasters: (Aer.) placed

in the midst of charges occupying the corners.—«.

Can'tomneilt (also pronounced can-tCiOn'ment), the

temporary quarters of troops when taking part in

manoeuvres or active operations : in India, perma-

nent military towns, distinct and at some little dis-

tance from the principal cities. [O. Fr. canton;

It. cantone, corner, district

—

canto, a comer : cf.

Cant (2).)

Cantor. See under Oanto.
Cantred, kan'tred, «. a division of the country : a
hundred. [W. cantre/—cant, hundred, and tre/,

town.]
Cantrip, kan'trip, n. a freak or wilful piece of trickery

:

a witch's spell [Scot. ; ety. unknown ; Jaraieson

suggested cant, to turn over, raip, a roap.]

Oantnarlan, kan-tu-a'ri-an, atij. pertaining to Canter-

bury as the archiepiscopal see of the primate of the

Church of England. [Low L. Caniuarius, Cantitar-

ensis—A.S. Cant-ware (pi.), the people of Kent.]

Canty, kan'ti, adj. cheerful, lively.—«. Can'tiness.

[Scot. ; cf. Low Ger. kaniig.]

Canvas, kan'vas, n. a coarse cloth made of hemp, used
for sails, tents, &c., and for painting on : the sails of
a ship.

—

v.t. to cover with canvas.

—

ns. Can'vas-
back, a North American duck, very good eating, its

back ashy white, crossed by broken, zigzag, dark
lines; Can'vas-olimb'er (5Art;i.), a sailor ; Can'vas-
Stretch'er, a wooden frame on which canvas is

stretched for oil-painting; Oan'vas - WOrk, em-
broidery upon cloth over which canvas has been
laid to guide the stitches : an embroidery in Berlin

wool on silk canvas with plush-stitch. — Under
canvas, having the sails unfurled, under sail : living

in tents. (O. Fr. canevas— L. and Gr. cannabis,
hemp.]

Canvass, kan'vas, v.t. to sift, examine : to discuss : to

solicit votes, contributions, &c.— v.i. to solicit votes,

&c. {whh/or).—n. close examination : a seeking or
solicitation.—«. Can'vasser. [From Canvas.]

Cany, kan'i, at(/. {Milton) made of canes.

Canyon. Same as Caiion.
Canzone, kan-zu'n.'«, n. a song or air in two or more

parts, with passages of fugue and imitation : a series

of stanzas in Italian poetry, of various metrical
arrangements, and restrictetl to no set themes

—

(</(m.) Oanxonet', Canzonette'. [It., a song (Fr.
chanson), L. cantion-em, canire, to sing.]

Caoutchouc, kow'chuk, «. the highly elastic juice or
gum of a plant which grows in South America and
Asia : india-rubber. [Fr.—Carib. cakuchu.]

Cap, knp, n. a woman's head-dress of muslin, or the
like : a boy's head-dress, any kind of unbrimmed
covering for the head : a cap-like covering of any
kind : a cover : the top.

—

v.t. to put on a cap, as the
official cap of a degree in some colleges : to outdo or
surpass : to cover the end or top': to raise the cap in
token of respect •.—ir.fi. cap'ping ; fia.p. capped.—«.

Cap'-case, a small travelling - case, a chest. — Cap
and bells, the characteristic marks of a professional
jester; Cap a story, quotation, verse, &c., to
follow one up with another, or with its proper con-
tinuation or conclusion ; Cap in band, symbolic of
reverence or submission ; Cap of liberty, or Phry-
gian bonnet, the conical cap given to a Koman slave
on enfranchisement, now the symbol of republi-
canism ; Cap of maintenance (see MaintenanceX
—A feather In one's cap, something giving dis-

tinction : something to be proud of.—Black cap,
that put on by the judge before pronouncing sentence
of death ; College cap, the so-called square mortar-
board, or trencher-cap, worn at English colleges.

—

Peroossion cap, a small copper cylinder, closed at
one end, for conveniently holding the detonating
powder which is exploded by the act of percussion
m percussion-arms.—Set one's cap at, of a woman,
to Mt haraelf to eaptivat« a man't fancy.—The cap
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fits, the allusion hits or siiits ; Throw up one's cap,
in token of immoderate joy. [A.S. cceJ>fie—-hov/ L.

caffia, a cape or cope.]

Cap, kap, n. a wooden drinking-bowl, with two handles.

[Scot., prob. from A.S. copp, a cup; prob. Scand.
kopfir.\

Capa, ka'pa, n. a Spanish cloak : fine Cuban tobacco
for the outsides of cigars. [Sp. ]

Capable, kap'a-bl, adj. having ability, power, or skill

to do : qualified, competent.

—

ns. Capability, Cap'-
ableness. [Fr.,—Low L. capabilis—L. caplre, to

hold, take.]

Capacity, kap-as'i-ti, «. power of holding or grasping
a thing: room: volume: power of mind: character:
position enabling one to do something.

—

adj. Capa'-
cioUS, including much : roomy :_ wide : extensive.—adv. Capa'ciously. — «. Capa'ciousness. — z/./.

Capac'itate, to make capable : to qualify ; Capa-
city for heat, power of absorbing heat.—Legal
capacity, the power to alter one's rights or duties by
the exercise of frte-will, or responsibility to punish-
ment for one's acts. [Fr.,—L. capaciias,—capere,

to take, hold.]

Cap-k-pie, kap-a-p6', adv. from head to foot, referring

to arming, as a knight. [O. Fr. cap a pie (mod. de
pied en cttp)—h. caput, head, a.ad pes, foot.]

Caparison, ka-par'is-un, n. the covering of a horse : a
rich cloth laid over a war-horse : dress and orna-

ments generally.

—

v.t. to cover with a cloth, as a
horse: to dress very richly. — adj. Capar'iSOned.
[Fr. caparafon— Sp. caparazon, augmentative of
capa, a cape, cover—Low L. cappa.'\

Cape, kap, n. a covering for the shoulders attached as
a tippet to a coat or cloak : a sleeveless cloak. [O.
Fr. cape—Low L. cappa.'\

Cape, kap, n. a head or point of land running into the
sea : a headland : a wine produced in Cape Colony.—v.i. {naut.) to keep a course.—The Cape, for the
Cape Colony. [Fr. cap—L. caput, the head.]

Capelin, kap'e-lin, «. a small fish of the smelt family,

extremely abundant on the coasts of Newfoundland,
and much used as bait in the cod-fishery.—Also
Cap'lin. [Fr. and Sp. capelan.}

Capeline, kap'e-lin, n. a small iron skull-cap worn by
archers in the middle ages : a light woollen hood
worn by ladies going out to an evening party : a
surgical bandage for the head.— Also Cap'elline.
[Fr. ,—Low L. capeiia—capa, a cap.]

Capellet, kap'e-let, n. a wen-like swelling on a horse's

elbow, or on the back part of his hock. [Fr.,—Low
L. capella—capa, a cap.]

Capell-meister. Same as Kapellmeister (a. v.).

Caper, ka'per, «. the pickled flower-bud of the caper-
shrub, much grown in Sicily. It has an agreeable
pungency of taste, with a slight bitterness, and is

much used in sauces, along with boiled mutton, &c.
— ». Ca'per-tea, a black tea with a knotty curled
leaf. [L. and Gr. cappuris.]

Caper, ka'per, v.i. to leap or skip like a goat : to dance
in a frolicsome manner.—«. a leap: a prank.

—

n.

Ca'perer, a dancer.—To cut a caper, to dance or
act fantastically. [See Capriole.]

Capercailzie, ka-per-kal'yi, ». a species of grouse,
almost equal in size to a turkey, and the largest

of the gallinaceous birds of Europe.—Also Caper-
cail'lle. [Gael, capull coille, large woodcock.]

Capemaite, kap-er'na-It, n. a polemical term applied
to a believer in transubstantiation—from John, vi.

$2. —adj. Capernait'lc— rt</t'. Capemait'Ically.
[Capernaum, a town in Galilee.]

Capernoitie, kap-er-nol'ti, «. {Scot.) head, noddle.

—

«. Capernoi'tedness.—rt^>. Capernoi'ty, Caper-
noi'ted, peevish : crabbed.

Capias, kapi-as, n. a judicial writ, commanding the

sheriff to arrest the person named in it. [L. capias,

thou mayst take—L. capere, to take.]
Capibara. Same as Capybara.
Capillaire, kap-il-l&r', n. Q>rig.) a syrup extracted from



Capillament mote ; mQte ; mCR5n ; /Acn. Captive

the maiden-hair fern : a simple syrup flavoured with
orange-flower water. [Fr., 'maiden-hair'

—

\^. capil-

Uris. See Capillary.]
CaplUament, ka-pil'a-ment, n. a filament or fine fibre.

[L. capillamentum—capillus, hair.]

Capillary, kap'il-a-ri, or ka-pil'a-ri, adj. as fine or
minute as a hair : having a very small bore, as a
tube.

—

n. a tube with a bore as fine as a hair : (pi.)

the minute vessels that unite the veins and arteries

in animals. — adj. CapillaceoUfl (kap-i-la'shi-us),

hair-like, capillary.

—

n. Capillarity, a name given
to certain phenomena which appear when open
tubes, having a very small bore, are placed in vessels

containing liquids—e.g., if placed in water, the level

of the water in the tube will be above that of the
general surface.

—

adj. Cap'iUose, hairy. [L. capil-

laris—capillus, hair, akin to caput, the head, akin
to Eng. Head.]

Capital, kap'it-al, adj. relating to the head : involving
the loss of the head: chief: principal: excellent.

—

n. the head or top part of a column or pillar : the
chief or most important thing : the chief city of a
country : a large letter, such as used on title-pages,

&c. : the stock or rnoney for carrying on any busi-
ness.—«. Capitalisa'tlon, the act of converting into

capital: printing with capital letters.

—

v.t. Cap'-
Italise, to convert into capital or money. — its.

Capitalism, condition of possessing capital : the
economic system which generates capitalists ; Cap'-
itallst, one who has capital or money. — adv.
Cap'itally, chiefly : principally : excellently : by
capital punishment.

—

adj. Capitate (i^o/.), growing
in or shaped like a head. — ns. Capita'tlon, a
numbering of every head or individual : a tax on
every head ; Capite (kap'it-i), an ancient English
tenure (5-4a,t.).—Circulating or Floating capital
consists of the wages paid to the workmen, and of
the raw material used up in the processes of in-

dustry, &c. ; Fixed capital consists of buildings,
machines, tools, &c.—Hold lands in capite, to hold
them directly from the sovereign.—Make capital
out of, to turn to advantage. [O. Fr. capitel—L.
capitalis—caput, the head.]

Capitan, kap-i-tan', or kap'i-tan, «. the chief admiral
of the Turkish fleet

—

n. Capltan'O, a head-man.
[See Captain.]

Capitol, kap'it-ol, «. the temple of Jupiter at Rome,
built on the Capitoline hill : (US.) the house where
Congress meets. — a<^i. Capito'llan, Capit'oUno.
[L. Capitolium—caput, the head.]

Capitular, kap-it'ul-ar, «. a statute passed in a chapter
or ecclesiastical court : a member of a chapter

—

also Capitulary. — adj. relating or belonging to
a chapter in a cathedral.—Oi/-'. Capit'Ularly. [See
Chapter.]

Capitulate, kap-it'ul-at, z'.i. to treat : to draw up
terms of agreement : to yield or surrender on certain
conditions or heads.— »j. Capit'ulant ; Capitula'-
tlon.

—

adj. Capitulatory, recapitulator>-. [Low L.
capitulatKS, p.i.p. of capituldre, to arrange under
heads

—

capitulum, a chapter.]
Capitulum, ka-pit'u-lum, n. (hot.) a close head of

sessile flowers, as in Composita: (anat.) the head
of a bone, esp. of a rib—also Capitelluni.

—

adj.
Capitular. [L., dim. oi caput, head.]

Caple, Capul, ka'pl, ». a horse. [M. E. capel; cf.

Ice. kapall; Ir. cdpall; prob. from Low L. caballus,
a horse.]

Capnomancy, kap'no-man-si, n. divination by means
of smoke. [Gr. kapnos, smoke, manteia, divina-
tion.]

Capocchia, ka-pok'ia, «. {Shak>) a fool. [It.]

Capon, ka'pn, n. a castrated cock : a fish : a letter.

—

v.t. Caponlse. [A.S. capun; L. capon-em, Gr.
kapon—koptein, to cut. See Chop.]

Caponiere, kap-O-ner', «. a covered passage across
the ditch of a fortified place.—Also Caponier'. [Fr.]

Oaporal, kap-or-al', n. a kind of shag tobacco. [Fr.]

Capot, ka-pot', «. the winning of all the tricks at the
game of piquet, and scoring forty.

—

v.i. to win all

the tricks in piquet. [Fr.]

Capote, ka-pOt', n. a long kind of cloak or mantle.
[Fr., dim. oi cape, a cloak.]

Cappagh-hrown, kap'a-brown, «. a brown pigment
yielded by a bituminous earth from Cappagh near
Cork.—Also Capp'ah-brown.

CapriC, kap'rik, adj. in Capric acid, a fatty acid
obtained from butter, &c., having a slightly goat-
like smell.

—

ns. Cap'rin, Cap'rine, a compound of
capric acid and glycerine found in butter. [L. caper,
a goat.]

Caprice, ka-pres', n. a change of humour or opinion
without reason : a freak : changeableness. — ns.

Capriccio (ka-pret'cho), a sportive motion : (nius.)

a species of free composition, not subject to rule as to

form or figure ; CapilCCio'SO, a direction in music for

a free style.

—

adj. Capri'ciOUS (Shak.), humorous :

full of caprice : changeable.

—

adv. Caprl'CiOUSly.

—

n. Capri'CiOUSness. [Fr. caprice— It. capriccio;
perh. from L. capra, a she-goat.]

Capricorn, kap'ri-korn, n. one of the twelve signs of
the zodiac, like a homed goat. [L. capricomus—
caper, a goat, comu, a horn.]

Caprification, kap-ri-fi-ka'shun, n. a method supposed
to hasten the ripening of figs, by puncturing.

—

adj.
Cap'rifonn, goat-shaped. [L. caprificus, the wild
fig

—

caper, a goat, s.nAJicus, a fig.]

Caprln, Caprine. See Capria
Caprine, kap'rin, adj. like a goat.

Capriole, kap'ri-Cl, n. a caper : a leap without ad-
vancing.

—

v.i. to leap: to caper. [O. Fr. cajrriole—
It. capriola—L. caper, capra, a goat.]

Capsicum, kap'si-kum, «. a tropical plant or shrub,
from which cayenne pepper is made.

—

n. Cap'Sicine,
the active principle of capsicum. [From L. capsa, a
case, its berries being contained in pods or capsules—capere, to take, hold.]

Capsize, kap-sl/, v.t. to upset

—

v.i. to be upset.

[Ety. dub. ; Prof. Skeat suggests Sp. cahezar, to

nod, pitch.]

Capstan, kap'stan, «. an upright machine turned by
spokes so as to wind upon it a cable which draws
something, generally the anchor, on board ship.

[Fr. cabestan, capestan, through Low L. forms
from L. capere, to take, hold.]

Capsule, kap'sul, «. the seed-vessel of a plant : a small
dish.—rt<^>. Cap'sular, Cap'sulary, hollow like a
capsule : pertaining to a capsule ; Cap'SUlate, -d,

enclosed in a capsule. [Fr.,—L. capsula, dim. of

capsa, a case

—

capere, to hold.]

Captain, kap'tan, or kap'tin, «. a head or chief oflicer :

the commander of a troop of horse, a company of
infantry, or a ship : the overseer of a mine : the leader
of a team or club : the head-boy of a school.

—

v.t. to

lead.

—

ns. Captaincy, the rank or commission of a
captain ; Cap'tain-gen'eral, chief commander of an
army ; Cap'tainship, Cap'tainry (obs.), rank or con-
dition of a captain : skill in commanding. [O. Fr.

capitaine— Low L. capitaneus, chief— L. caput,

head.]
Caption, kap'shun, «. the act of taking : an arrest

:

(Eng. law) the formal title of indictments and de-

positions which shows the authority under which it

is executed or taken : in Scotland, prior to 1837,

the name given to the formal warrant to apprehend
a debtor or other defaulting obligant, which was
given in the Bill Chamber after letters of homing
had been executed.—a^^'. Captions, ready to catch

at faults or take ofl^ence : critical : peevish.

—

adv.

Cap'tlously.-«. Cap'tiousness. L. captionem—
capere, to take.]

Captivate, kap'tiv-at, v.t. to charm : to engage the

affections. — adj. Oap'tivating, having power to

engage the aflfections. [See Captive.]

Captive, kap'tiv, «. one taken : a prisoner of war : one
kept in bondage,—a</;'. taken or Kept prisoner in war

:
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charmed or subdued by anything.—«i. Cap'tivaunoe
{Spens.), captivity ; OaptlVlty ; Captor, one who
ukes a prisoner or a prize ; Capture, the act of

taking : the thing taken : an arrest.— f./. to take as

a prize : to uke by force. [L. captivm—capere,

capium.]
Capucdo, ka-pnoch'i-o, «. (Spens.) a hood. lit.]

he wears : a hooded pigeon. [Fr. capucin, ll. cap-

pucirw, a small cowl— Low L. cappa. See Cap,

Cape.]
Capul. See Caple.
Caput, kap'ut, «. a head.—Caput mortuum, the re-

siduum after distillation : worthless residue.

Capybara, kap-i-bar'a, «. the largest of rodent quadru-

peds, native to South America, allied to the guinea-

pig. [Brazilian.]

Car (old form Carr), kar, n. a vehicle moved on wheels,

applied to very various forms—a large and splendid

vehicle, as a triumphal car, a funeral car, the two-

wheeled Irish jaunting-car ; in Birmingham, a four-

wheeled cab, as opposed to a hansom (cab) ; in

America, applied to all vehicles for railway travel-

ling, as passenger-car, palace-car, freight-car, &c. ;

in England, applied only to the carriages of street

tramways : a railway carriage : {poet.) a chariot

:

the part of a balloon in which the aeronauts sit.

—

n.

Car'nian, a man who drives a car or cart : a carter.

(O. Fr. car—Low L. carra, carrus, itself a Celt,

word, seen in Ir. carr, Bret, ia?^.]

Carabine. See Carbine.
Caracal, kar'a-kal, n. the Persian lynx. [Fr., prob.

Turk, fara, qulaq, black ear.]

Caracara, kar-a-kar'a, tu a popular name for the South
American Palyhoriiia, a sub-family of Falconida,
resembling the vultures. [Imit.]

Carack. See Carrack.
Caracole, kar'a-kol, n. the half-turn or wheel made by
a horseman : a winding stair.

—

v.i. to turn half-round,

as cavalry in wheeling : to prance about. —p.adj.
Car'acoling. [ Fr. caracole— Ix.. caracollo—Sp. cara-
cal, the spiral shell of a snail.]

Oaract, kar'akt, n. mark : sign : character (q.v.).

Carafe, ka-raf, n. a water-bottle for the table. [Fr.

carafe, prob. from Ar. gliarc^a, to draw water.]
Carambola, ka-ram'bO-la, «. the acrid pulpy fruit of a

small East Indian tree, used for tarts, &c. : the tree

itself.

Carambole. See Carom.
Caramel, kar'a-mel, n. a dark-brown substance pro-
duced by the action of heat on sugar, used in colour-
ing whisky, wines, &c. : a kind of confection, usually
of chocolate, sugar, and butter.—Also Car'omeL
[Fr.—Sp. carantelo; further origin dubious.]

Carapa, kar'a-pa, «. a genus of tropical trees of natural
order Metiacetr, a South American species yielding
the useful carap-oil or crab-oil. [Caraipi, the native
Guiana name.]

Carapace, kar^a-pSs, «. the shell of the crab, tortoise,
&c.~ai(/. Carapa'daL [Fr.—Sp. carapacho.\

Carat, kar'at, «. a weight of 4 grams: a proportional
measure of^ in stating the fineness of gold. [Fr.,

—

Ar. qlrdt, perh. from Gr. keration, a seed or bean
used as a weight.]

Carauna, ka-raw'oa, n. an aromatic resinous substance
yielded by a tree on the Amazon, formerly used in
plasters.-Also Oaran'na.

Caravan, kar'a-van, n. a com[>any of travellers asso-
ciated together for security in crossing the deserts
in the East : a company of people : a large close
carriage, or any kind of house on wheels. — «j.
Oaravaneer', the leader of a caravan ; Caravan'-
sary, Caravan'sera, a kind of unfurnished inn
where caravans stop. [Pers. karvu&nsaral—kartuan,
caravan, sardi, inn.)

Oarayel, kar'av-el, H. a. kind of light sailing-vessel.

[Fr.,— It. caravelia; cf. Low L. carabus, Gr. kara-
bos, a bark.]

Caraway, kar'a-wa, «. a plant with aromatic seeds,

used as a tonic and condiment. — «. Car'away-
seed. [Prob. through Sp. from Ar. kanuiyd ; cf.

Gr. karon.]
Carbazotic, kar-ba-zot'ik, adj. consisting of carbon
and azote.

Carbide. See Carbon.
Carbine, kar'bin, «. a short light musket—also Car'a-
blne.—«j. Carbineer', Carabineer', a soldier armed
with a carbine. [Fr. carabine, O. Fr. calabrin, a
carbineer— calabre, a machine for casting stones

—

Low L. chadabula, Gr. katabole, overthrow. Thus
Diez ; Littre thinks calabrin from Calabrian.]

Carbolic acid, kar-bol'ik as'id, n. an acid produced
from coal-tar, used as a disinfectant. [L. carbo,
coal.]

Carbon, kar'bon, «. an elementary substance, widely
diffused, of which pure charcoal is an example.

—

n.

Car'bide, a compound ofcarbon with a metal, formerly
called Car"buret. —«(/;>. Carbonaceous, Carbon'ic,
pertaining to or composed of carbon.—«. Carlionate,
a salt formed by the union of carbonic acid with a
base.—rt^i. Car'bonated, combined or impregnated
with carbonic acid ; Carboniferous, producing car-

bon or coal.—«. Carbonisation— t-.^ Car'bonise,
to make into carbon.— Carbonic acid, an acid
formed of carbon and oxygen, generally gaseous,
and evolved by respiration and combustion. [Fr.

carbone—L. carbon-em, coal.]

Carbonado, kar-bon-a'do, «. (pbs.) a piece of meat cut
crossways for broiling on coals.

—

v.t. to cut cross-
ways for broiling : to slash. [Sp. carbonada.\

Carbonari, kar-bon-ar'i, n.pl. members of a secret
society in Italy at the beginning of this century,
founded to help forward a republican government.
—n. Carbonar'ism. [It, lit. 'charcoal burners.']

Carboy, kar'boi, n. a large bottle of green or blue glass,
protected with a frame of basket-work or wood,
used for holding sulphuric acid or the like. [Pers.
qardbah^

Carbuncle, kar'bung-kl, «. a fiery-red precious stone :

an inflamed ulcer : a pimple on the nose.

—

adjs.
Car'buncled, set with the gem carbuncle ; afflicted

with carbuncles : having red or inflamed spots ; Car-
bun'CUlar, belonging to or resembling a carbuncle :

red : inflamed. [L. carbunculus, dim. of carbo, a
coal.]

Carburet, same as Carbide (q.v. under Carbon).—
adj. Carburetted.

Carcajou, kiir'ka-jCS, «. the American wolverine.
Carcake, kar'kak, «. a kind of cake for Shrove Tues-

day. [Scot.—A.S. caru, grief, and Cake.]
Carcanet, kar'ka-net, >/. a collar of jewels. [Carcan,
an obsolete word for an iron collar used for punish-
ment—Low L. carcannum, from Teut.]

Carcass, Carcase, karlcas, ». a dead body or corpse,
no longer used of the human body : the framework
of anything : a ruin : a kind of bombshell. [Fr.
carcasse, a skeleton (It. carcasso, a quiver), prob.
from Late Gr. tarkasion, which is perh. the Pers.
iarkash, a quiver.]

Carclnology, kar-si-nol'O-ji, «. that department of
zoology which treats of crabs and other crustaceans.
—adj. Carcinolog^ical. — «. Oarcinol'oglst. [Gr.
karkinos, a crab, logia-legein, to speak.]

Carcinoma, kar-si-no'ma, «. a cancer (see Cancer).—
adj. Carcinomatous.—«. Carcinosis, the growth
and development of cancer. [Gr.]

Card, kard, «. a piece of p.isteboard marked with
figures for playing a game, or with a person's ad-
dress upon it: a note.—«j. Card'-board, a stiff,

finely finished pasteboard ; Card'-Case, a case for
carrying visiting-cards; Card'-sharp'er, one who
cheats at cards ; Card'-taTjle, a table for playing
cards on—A knowing card (slane;), one who is

wide awake
; A BUre Card, an undertaking which
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will be sure to succeed.—Have the cards in one's
hands, to have everything under one's control ;

House of cards, something flimsy or unsubstantial

;

On the cards, likely to turn up ; Play one's cards
well, or badly, to make, or not to make, the best

of one's chances ; Show one's cards, to expose
one's secrets or designs ; Speak by the card, to

speak with elegance and to the pomt ; Throw up
the cards, to give in: to confess defeat. [Fr.

cartt—L. charta, Gr. ckaries, paper. Carte is a
doublet.]

Card, kard, «. an instrument for combing wool or

flax.

—

v.t. to comb wool, &c.

—

n. Card'er, one who
has to do with carding wool. [Fr. carde—L. car-

liuus, a thistle. ]

Cardamine, kar'da-mln, ft. a genus of cress, including
the cuckoo-flower or lady's smock. Sac. [Gr. karda-
mine—kardnmon, cress.]

Cardamom, kar'da-mom, n. the capsules of certain
tropical plants, which form an aromatic, pungent
spice. [L. cardanwmuni— Gr. kardatndtnon.^

CardeCU, kar'de-ku, «. (oiJ'.r.)an old French silver coin.
[Fr. quart Jicu, quarter of a crown.]

Cardiac, kar'di-ak, adj. belonging to the heart :

cordial, reviving—also Cardlac'aL—/jj. Car'diac, a

disease of the heart : a cordial ; Car'dlalgy, Cardl-
al'gia, an uneasy sensation or burning pain at the

upper orifice of the stomach, apparently at the heart

—hence called heartburn ; Cai^diograph, an appa-
ratus for recording by a tracing—Car'dlogram—the

movements of the heart ; Car'dloid, a geometrical
curve, so called from its heart-like form ; Cardit'is,
inflammation of the heart. [L.—Gr. kardiakos—
kiirdia, the heart.]

Cardigan, kar'de-gan, ». a knitted woollen jacket,

named from the Crimean hero, the Earl of Cardigan
(1797-1868).

Cardinal, kar'din-al, adj. denoting that on which a
thing hinges or depends : principal : of a deep scarlet

colour, like a cardinal's cassock.

—

n. one of the
seventy princes of the church constituting the sacred
college at Rome, to whom pertains the right of
electing a new pope : a short cloak, formerly worn
by ladies. -^«j. Car'dinalate, Car'dlnalship, the
ofSce or dignity of a cardinal ; Cardinal-bird, a
species of grosbeak, one of the finest song-birds of
America, probably so called from its red plumage.

—

adv. Car'ttlnally, fundamentally : (Skak., Measure
for Measure, II. i. 81) carnally.—Cardinal fiower
(see Lobelia); Cardinal numbers, numbers ex-
pressing how many ; Cardinal points, the four chief
pcjints of the compass—north, south, east, and west;
Cardinal virtues, justice, prudence, temperance,
fortitude, so called because the whole ofhuman nature
was supposed to hinge or turn upon them— the
naiurai a.s distinguished from the iheoiootcal\'nt.\ies.
[Fr.—L. cardiualis—cardo, cardinis, a hinge.]

Cardoon, kar-doOn', K. a perennial plant, the pnckly
artichoke of the Mediterranean region.—Also Char-
doon'. [O. Fr.,— L. carduus, a thistle.]

Carduus, kar'du-us, «. {Shak.) a thistle.—/;. Cardo'-
phagUS, a thistle-eater, a donkey. [L.,—Gr. kardos,
thistle ; phages, eater.]

Care, kar, n. anxiety, heedfulness : charge, over-
sight : the object of anxiety.

—

v.i. to be anxious : to

be inclined: to have regard.

—

adjs. Care'-Crazed
(Sluik.\ crazed or broken with care and solicitude ;

Careful, full of care: heedful: (,B.) knxious

:

{,spens.) dreadful.—rt</r'. Care'fully.— «. Care'ful-
ness.

—

adj. Careless, without care : heedless, un-
concerned. — tts. Carelessness; Care' -tak'er, one
put in charge of anything, esp. of an Irish farm
from which a tenant has been evicted.—d^'. Oare'-
WOm, worn or vexed with care.—Take Care, to be
careful or cautious; Take care of, to look after
with care. [.\.S. caru; Goth, kara, sorrow; Ice.
lutra, to lament ; Celt, car, care ; allied to L. carus,
dear.]

Careen, ka-ren', v.t. to lay a ship on her side to repair
her bottom and keel.

—

v.i. of a ship, to move with
an inclination to one side.

—

n. the position of a ship
laid on one side.

—

n. Careen'age, a place where
ships are careened: the cost of careening. [Fr.
carene—L. carina, the bottom of a ship, the keel.]

Career, ka-rer', n. a racecourse : a race : course of
action : manner of life : v.i. to gallop : to move or
run rapidly. [Fr. carriere, a racecourse. See Car.]

CarSme, kar-am', «. Lent. [Fr.]

Caress, ka-res', v.t. to treat with affection : to fondle :

to embrace.—//, any act or expression of affection.

[Fr. caresser— It. carczza, an endearment ; Low L.
caritia—L. carus, dear.]

Caret, ka'ret, n. a mark. A, used in writing when a
word is left out. [L. caret, there is wanting.]

Carex, ka'reks, n. a genus of plants including the
sedges. [L. carex, reed-grass, sedge.]

Carfax, -fox, kar'faks, -foks, n. a place where four
roads meet—now used only of particular places of
this kind, as at Oxford. [Through Fr. from L.
qttadrifurc-us, four-forked. ]

Cargo, kar'go, «. what a ship carries : its load. [Sp.,
from root of Car.]

Cargoose, kar'goos, n. the crested grebe. [Scand.

;

Ice. kjarr, copsewood, and Ooose.]
Cariacou, kar'i-a-kSS, «. the Virginian deer of North
America.—Also Car'jacou.

Carib, kar ib, n. one of a native race inhabiting parts
of Central America and the north of South America
—also Car'ibbee.—a(^'. Caribbe'an,

Caribou, kar-i-bSo', «. the American reindeer. [Cana-
dian Fr.]

Caricature, kar'i-ka-tur, «. a likeness of anything so
exaggerated or distorted as to appear ridiculous.

—

v.t. to turn into ridicule by overdoing a likeness: to

burlesque. Formerly spelt Caricatii'ra.— «. Cari-
catur'ist, one who caricatures. [It. caricatura—
carricare, to load, from root of Car.]

Caries, ka'ri-ez, n. rottenness or decay of a bone.—
cuij. Ca'riOUS, decayed. [L.]

Carillon, kar'il-yong, «. a suite of musical bells for

playing tunes : the melody played on these. [Fr.,

—

Low L. quadrilion-em, a quaternary, because caril-

lons were formerly rung on four bells.]

Carinate, kar'i-nat, p.adj. keel-shaped : having a
prominence on the outer surface. [L. carinaius—
carina, a keel.]

Cariole, Carriole, kar'i-Ol, «. a small open carriage

:

a light cart. [Fr. carriole—root of Car.]
Cark, kiirk, «. \arch.) care, anxiety, or solicitude.

—

-./. to burden, harass.

—

v.i. to be anxious.

—

adj. Cark'ing, distressing, causing anxiety. [A.S.
cearig, careful, anxious

—

caru, cearu, care. See
Care.]

Carl, karl, «. a husbandman, a clown : a churl : (Scot.)

a niggard.

—

ns. Car'Une, an old woman: a witch

;

Car'lOt {SAai.), a churl, peasant. [Scand., Ice.

kari, a man, a male. See Qiurl.]
Carllne, kar'lin, ». a genus of plants closely allied to

the true thistles. [From a legend that an angel
showed the root of one to Charlemagne as a remedy
for a plague.]

Carllst, kar'list, «. a supporter of the claims of the

Spanish pretender Don Carlos de Bourbon (1788-

1855), second son of Charles IV., and his repre-

sentatives, as against Queen Isabella, daughter
of Ferdinand VII., and her descendants.— n.

Carlism, devotion to the Carlist cause.
CarlOCk, kar'lok, n. a Russian isinglass obuined from

the bladder of the sturgeon. [Russ.]
CarlOVingian, kar-lo-vin'ji-an, adj. relating to a
dynasty of Frankish kings, so called from Carl the

Great or Charlemagne (742-814).
Carlylese, kar-lll'ez, n. the vigorous, irregular, hyper-

metaphorical literary style and phraseology peculiar

to Thomas Car(y/^(iTO5-i88i).—a<(/'*. Carlyl'esque,
Carlyl'ean.—/<. Carlyrism.
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Carmagnole, kar'man-yiJl, ft. a popular song and
dance of the French Revolution : a kind of jacket

worn by revolutionists at that time, with short skirts,

a broad collar and lapels, and several rows of but-

tons. [Prob. from Carmagnola in Piedmont.]

Carmelite, kar'mel-it, «. a monk of the order of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel, in Syria, founded there

about 1 156, made a mendicant order in 1247—the

habit brown, with white cloak and scapular, hence

the Carmelites were popularly known as the White

Friars : a monk or nun of discalced or reformed

branch established by St Teresa — the barefooted

Carmelites : a variety of pear : a fine woollen stuff

like beige.

Carminative, kar-mm a-tiv, adj. a medicme to relieve

flatulence and pain in the bowels, such as carda-

moms, peppermint, ginger, and other stimulating

aromatics. ' [L. carmindre, to cictii—carjnen, a card

for wool.]

Carmine, kar'mln, «. the red colouring principle

obtained from the cochineal insect. [Fr. or Sp.

carmin—Sp. carmesf, crimson—Ar. qirmazi, crim-

son. Same root as Crimson.]
Carnage, kar'naj, n. {06s.) a heap of slain : slaughter.

[Fr., — It. carftag^o, carnage— L. caro, carnis,

flesh.]

Carnal, kar'nal, adj. fleshly : sensual : unspiritual

:

(Shak.) murderous, flesh-eating.

—

v.t. anci v.i. to

convert into flesh, to become fleshy.

—

v.t. Carnalise,
to make carnal ; to debase carnally :

—

pr.p. car'nalls-

ing ; pa.i. car'nalTsed.

—

ns. Car'nallst, a sensualist

:

a worldling; Oamarity, state of being carnal.

—

adv. Oar'nally.—a<^>. Car'nal-mlnd'ea, worldly-
minded ; Oar'neous, Camose', fleshy : of or like

flesh.—«. CaTnlfex, executioner.—a^'. Carnlfic'lal.
—«. Camos'ity, a fleshy excrescence growing in

and obstructing any part of the body. [L. camalis—caro, carnis, flesh.]

Oamallite, kar'nal-Tt, «. a milk-white or pinkish
hydrous chloride of potassium and magnesium found
in the salt-mines of Stassfurt in Prussia. [Named
from the mineralogist Von Ca>-«(i// (1804-74).]

Carnation, kar-na'shun, «. flesh-colour : one of the
finest of florists' flowers, a double-flowering variety
of the clove pink, and existing onljr in a state of
cultivation.

—

adj. Oama'tioned, having a flesh-like

colour. [L. camatio, fleshiness.]

Cariiauba, kar-na-CO'ba, «. a Brazilian palm yielding
a yellowish wax : the wax—also Brazilian wax.
[Braz.]

Camellan, kar-n6'Ii-an, n. the name given to the finer
varieties of chalcedony, blood-red or flesh-colour,
reddish-brown, reddish-white, or yellow, more rarely
milk-white.—Also Oome'llan.

Carnival, kiir'ni-val, «. a feast observed by Roman
Catholics just before the fast of Lent : any season of
revelry or indulgence : riotous feasting, merriment,
or amusement. [It. camevaU—Low L. cameUiia-
riunt, apparently from L. camem levare, to put
away flesh.]

Carnivora, kar-niv'O-ra, n.pl. order of flesh-eating
animals.—«. Carnivore, a carnivorous animal.—
adj. Camiv'orouB, flesh-eating.

—

adv. Cainlv'or-
OUBly. — «. Camiv'orousness. [L. caro, carnis,
flesh, vorus, devouring.]

Camy, Carney, kar'ni, v.t. (prov.) to coax, wheedle.
—v.i. to act in such a way.

—

n. flattery.
Carob, kar'ob, n. the algaroba or locust-tree, a tree of

the order Legvntinosa, native to the Mediterranean
countries. [Through Fr. from Ar. kharriibah.\

Oaroche, ka-rOsh', «. a coach or carriage. [Fr.,—It.

caroccio, carro—L. carrus, car.]
Carol, kar'ol, «. a song of joy or praise.

—

v.i. to sing
a carol: to sing or warble.

—

v.t. to praise or cele-
brate in song x—pr.p. car'olling ; pa.p. car'olled.—
«. Carolling, the act of the verb to carol. [O. Fr.
Carole ; It. carola, orig. a ring-dance ; ace. to Diez,
a dim. of L. ckonu.\
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Carollngian, kar-0-lin'ji-an, adj. Same as Carlovln-
gian (q.v.).

CarolUS, kar'ol-us, n. a gold com of the time of
Charles 1.

—

adj. Caroline, belonging to the time
of Charles. [L. Caroius, ChdiiXcs.]

Carom, kar'om, «. an abbreviation for Carambole,
the same as Cannon in billiards.

Carotid, ka-rot'id, adj. relating to the two great
arteries of the neck. [Gr. karotides—karos, sleep,

the ancients supposing that deep sleep was caused
by compression of them.]

Carouse, kar-owz', «. a drinking-bout : a noisy revel.—v.i. to hold a drinking-bout : to drink freely and
noisily.

—

ns. Carous'al, a carouse : a feast ; OaroUS'sr,
one who carouses. — adv. Carous'ingly. [O. Fr.

carous, Fr. carrousse—Ger. gar aus, quite out !

—

that is, empty the glass.]

Carousel, kar-oo'zel, «. a tilting match or tournament,
to which were added games, shows, and allegorical
representations. [ Fr. ]

Carp, karp, v.i. to catch at small faults or errors
(with at).—ns. Carp'er, one who carps or cavils

;

Carp'ing, cavilling : fault-finding.—^rfz/. Carp'lngly.
[Most prob. Scand. , Ice. karpa, to boast, modified
in meaning through likeness to L. carpere, to pluck,
deride.]

Carp, kiirp, «. a fresh-water fish common in ponds.
[O. Fr. carpe—Low L. carpa, prob. Teut.]

Carpal, kar'pal, adj. pertaining to the wrist. [Gr.

karpos, tlie wrist.]

Carpel, kar'pel, «. a modified leaf forming the whole
or part of the pistil of a flower.

—

adj. Car'pellary.
[Gr. karpos, fruit.]

Carpenter, kar'pent-er, n. a worker in timber as used
in building houses, ships, &c.

—

v.i. to do the work
of a carpenter.— tis. Car'penter-bee, a bee that

excavates its nest in wood ; Car'pentry, the trade

or work of a carpenter. [O. Fr. carpentier—Low
L. carpentarius—carpentum, a car, from root of
Car.]

Carpet, kar'pet, «. the woven or felted covering of
floors, stairs, &c.

—

v.t. to cover with a carpet :

—

pr.p. car'peting ; Pa.p. car'peted.

—

ns. Car'pet-bag,
a travelling-bag, so called because usually made of
carpeting ; Carpet-bag'ger, one who comes to a
place for political or other ends, carrying his whole
property qualification for citizenship with him in his

carpet-b.-ig ; Carpet-beat'ing, the removing of dust
from carpets by beating ; Car'pet-bed'ding, a sys-

tem of horticulture in which plants are arranged in

mosaic or geometrical designs ; Car'peting, material

of which carpets are made : carpets in general

;

Car'pet-knight, one dubbed a knight by mere court

favour, not on account of his military exploits—hence
an effeminate person ; Car'pet-mong'er (^hnk.), an
effeminate person ; Car'pet-rod, one of the narrow
rods used to keep a stair carpet in its phice.—On
the carpet, under discussion. [O. Fr. carpite (Fr.

carpette)—lji'W L. carpeta, a coarse fabric made
from rags pulled to pieces— L. carj>ere, to pluck.]

Carpollte, kar'po-llt, «. fruit petrified or converted

into stone.—«. Carpol'Ogy, the part of botany which
treats of the structure of fruits and seeds. [Gr.

karpos, fruit, lithos, a stone, logos, a discourse.]

Carrack, kar'rak, n. a large ship of burden, which
is also fitted for fighting.—Also Car'aok. [O. Fr.

carraque—Low L. carraca. Ety. dub.]
Carrageen, kar-ra-gen', «. Carrageen moss, or Irish

moss—marine alga, common on the British coasts,

used for making a highly digestible soup and a
kind of blanc-mange, as well as size. [From Carra-
gheen, near Waterford in Ireland, where it is found
abundantly.]

Carrat. Same as Carat.
Carraway. Same as Caraway.
Carriage, kar'ij, «. act or cost of carrying: a vehicle

for carrying : behaviour : bearing : {Shak. ) burden :

{B.) baggage. — (»(;'. Carr'iageable, that may b«
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conveyed in carriages. — ns. Carr'lage-COni'paiiy,
or -pOO'plO, people who keep their carriages

;

Carriage-drive, a road for carriages through parks,

&c. ; Carr'iage-liorse, a horse that draws a carriage.

—Carriage and pair, a turn-out of a carriage and
two horses ; Carriage free, free of charge for carry-

ing. [See Carry.]
Carrick-bend, kar'ik-bend, «. (naui.), a kind of knot,

formed on a bight by putting the end of a rope over
its standing part,

and then passing

it. [Perh. conn,

with Carrack,
and the root of
Bind.]

Carriole. See Carrick-bend,
Cariole.

Carrion, kar'i-un, «. the dead and putrid body or

flesh of any animal : anything vile.

—

adj. relating

to, or feeding on, putrid flesh.—«. Carr'lon-Crow,
a species of crow which feeds on carrion, small
animals, &c. [Fr. carogfu—Low L. caronia—L.
caro, carnis, flesh.]

Carritch, kar'itch, n. (Scai.) a corrupted form of the

word catechism.—n. Carr'iwltchet, a quibble.

Carronade, kar-uu-ad', «. a short cannon of large bore,
first made at Carron in Scotland.

Carron-oil, kar'on-oil, «. a liniment composed of lin-

seed-oil and lime-water. [From its use for bums at

Carron Ironworks in Stirlingshire.]

Carrot, kar'ut, «. a genus of UmbelUfera, having a
tapering root of a reddish or yellowish colour : the
root itself, which is edible and sweet.— rt;^'. Carr'oty,
carrot-coloured, applied to the hair. [Fr. carotte—
L. carota.]

Carry, kar'i, v.i. to convey or bear : to lead or trans-

port : to take by force : to effect ; to behave or
demean : (of money) to be sufficient for a certain

purpose : to gain the election of a candidate : to get
a bill passed by a majority.

—

v.i. (of a gun, &c.) to

reach, indicating the range of its shot :—pr.p. carr'y-

ing ; pa.p. carr'ied.—«. the distance a golf-ball goes
when struck till it touches the ground : range : the
portage of a boat : land across which a boat has
to be carried between one navigable stream and
another: the position of 'carry arms,' &c. : (prcn'.)

the sky, cloud-drift. — >is. Carr'ier, one who
carries, esp. for hire; Carr'y-all, a light, four-

wheeled, one-horsed carriage ; Carr'ylng, the act of
one who carries ; Carr'y-tale {Shak. ), a tale-bearer.
— Carry all before one, to bear down all obstacles

;

Carry away, to carry off : to excite the feelings : to

transport ; Carry oflf, to cause the death of: to gain,
to win, as a prize : to cause to pass muster, to make
to pass by assurance or dissimulation ; Carry on, to
promote : to continue : to behave in a certain fashion
(a term of mild reprobation) ; Carry one's point, to

overrule objections in favour of one's plan ; Carry
out, to accomplish fully : to carry out for burial

;

Carry out one's bat {cricket), to leave the wickets
without having been put out ; Carry over, to induce
to join the other party ; Carry the day, or Carry
It, to be successful : to win the day ; Carry through,
to succeed in accomplishing ; Carry tOO far, to ex-
ceed reasonable limits ; Carry up, to continue a
building to a certain height : to trace back ; Carry
weight, to possess authority : to have force.—Be
carried, to be highly excited : to have the head
turned. [O. Fr. carier,—Low L. carricdre, to cart
—L. carrzis, a car.]

Carse, kars, «. in Scotland, a stretch of alluvial land
along the banks of some rivers. [Scot. ; perh. from
an obsolete word car, a fen ; cf. Dan. kj'cer.]

Cart, kart, «. a two-wheeled vehicle without springs,
used for farm purposes, and for conveying heavy
loads.

—

v.t. to convey in a cart : to carry publicly in
a cart as a punishment—formerly done to bawds.

—

It. Cart'age, the act or cost of carting ; Caxt'er,

one who drives a cart ; Cart'-horse, a horse used for
drawing a cart ; Cart'-bOUSe, a shed for keeping
carts; Cart' -load, as much as a cart can carry;
Cart's-tail, the hind part of a cart; Cartway,
a road or way by which carts may pass ; Cart'-
wright, a carpenter who makes carts ; T'-Cart, a
four-wheeled open phaeton, seated for four, its

ground-plan resembling a T— see also Dog-cart,
Mail-cart, Tax-cart, &c.—Put the cart before the
horse, to reverse the natural order of things.—Village
cart, an uncovered two -wheeled carriage for one
horse, with a low body and one seat ; Whitechapel
cart, or Chapel cart, a light two-wheeled spring-cart
much used by butchers in delivering goods to their
customers. [Ety. uncertain; from A.S. era/, or Ice.
iar/r.]

Carte, kart, «. the fourth position of the wrist in fenc-
ing. [Fr. quart—L. quartus, fourth.]

Carte, kart, «. a bill of fare : (Scot.), a playing-card :

short for carie-de-visite . — ns. Carte - blanche', a
blank paper, duly signed, and given to a person, to
be filled up at his pleasure; Carte-de-vlsite', a
small photographic portrait pasted on a card

;

Cart'el, a challenge : an agreement for exchange
of prisoners : a card with writing on it.—Have
carte-blanche, to have a commission to act with
full discretionary powers. [Fr.,—L. cfiaria. See
Card.]

Cartesian, kar-te'zhi-an, adj. relating to the French
philosopher Rene Descartes (1596 - 1650), or his
philosophy. —Cartesian devil, diver, or bottle-
unp, a scientific toy named after Descartes, illus-

trating the principle of specific gravity.
Carthamine, kar'tha-min, «. a dye obtained in crystals
by a chemical process from safflower. [Low L. car-
thamus—Ar. gartunt, saffron.]

Carthusian, kar-thu'zi-an, «. one of an order of monks
founded by St Bruno in 1086, noted for their strict-

ness : a scholar of the Charterhouse School.

—

adj.
of or pertaining to the order. [L. Cartusianus—
Catorissium, Chatrousse, a village in Dauphine,
near which their first monastery was founded.]

Cartilage, kar'ti-laj, «. in vertebrate animals, a firm
elastic substance, of a pearly whiteness, presenting
to the unaided eye a uniform and homogeneous
appearance : gristle.

—

adj. Cartilagl'nous, pertain-
ing to or consisting of cartilage, gristly. [Fr.,—L.
cartilago ; cog. with crates, Gr. kartalos.]

Cartography, kar-tog'ra-fi, «. the art of preparing
charts or maps. [L. cfiarta, chart, map, and Gr.
graphia, graph-ein, to write.]

Cartomancy, kar'tO-man-si, 7/. a divination by play-
ing-cards. [Low L. carta, a card, Gr. manteia,
divination.]

Carton, kiir'ton, «. a thin pasteboard, a box made
from such : a small disc within the bull's-eye of the
target, a shot that strikes this.—«.r. Car^tonnage,
pasteboard : the outer covering of a mummy ; Car'-
ton-pierre', statuary pasteboard, a kind of papier-
mach6. [Fr. See Cartoon.]

Cartoon, kar-tSon', n. a preparatory drawing on strong
paper to be transferred to frescoes, tapestry, &c. :

any large sketch or design on paper, esp. a repre-

sentation of current events in a comic paper.

—

v.t.

to make a cartoon or working design : to caricature

by a cartoon.—«. Cartoon'ist, one who makes car-

toons. [Fr. carton (It. cartone), augmentative of

Carte.]
Cartouche, kar-toSsh', «. a case for holding cartridges

:

formerly a case containing bullets to be discharged
from a mortar, but now merely a waterproof canvas
case for holding the cartridges of a field battery, one
to each ammunition-box : {archit.) an ornament re-

sembling a scroll of paper with the ends rolled up :

an oval figure on ancient Egyptian monuments or

papyri enclosing characters expressing royal or
divine names. — Also CartOUCb'. [Fr.,—It. fa?"
toccio—L. ckaria, paper. ]
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Section of central-fire shot

Cartridge.

Cartridge, kar'trij, «. a case made of paper, paste-

board, metal, &c , containing the charge for a gun—
B 1 a n k" - a r'

-

trldges contain
powder only;
Ball' -cartridges
contain a bullet as

well. — ns. Car-
tridge-bag, a liag

of flannel, merino,

&c., for holding ^ ^ ,^

a charge for a cannon; Cartridge -bolt, a belt

having pockets for cartridges; CaTtridge-bOX, a

small box for holding cartridges, carried by soldiers;

Cartridge-paper, a light-coloured, strong paper,

originally manufactured for making cartridges. [A

corr. of Cartoucbe.]
Cartulary, kar'tu-lar-i, «. a register-book of a monas-

tery, &c. : one who kept the records : the place

where the register is kept. [Low L. chartularium

—L. chartuia, a document—c/rar/rt, paper.]

Carucate, kar'u-kat, «. originally an amount of land

such as one team of oxen could plough in a season.

—«. Carucage, a tax on the carucate, first imposed

by Richard I. in 1198. [Low L. carrucSta, plough-

land—c^rrKca, plough, from root of Car.]

Caruncle, kar-unk'l, «. a small fleshy excrescence, as

the wattles of the turkey-cock.— /i^V. Carun'cular,

Carun'culate, Canm'culous. [Fr.— L. caruncu/a.]

Cams, ka'rus, a, complete insensibility. [Gr. karos,

stupor.]

Carve, karv, v.t. to cut into forms, devices, &c. : to

make or shape by cutting : to cut up (meat) into

slices or pieces : to apportion or distribute : (SAai.)

to speak with suavity.

—

v.i. to exercise the trade of

a sculptor.—/.a^'. CarVen, carved.—>«. CarVer,
one who carves : a sculptor : a carving-knife ; CarV-
ing, the act or art of carving, a branch of sculpture

usually performed on wood or ivory : the device or

fieure carved : the act or art of cutting up meat at

table.—Carve out, to hew out : to gain by one's

exertions.—Cut and carve, to refine. [A.S. ceor/an,

to cut; Dut. kerven; Get. kerben, to notch.]

Carvel, kai'vel, «. older form of CaraveL—<K^'. Car"-

TOl-buUt, as distinguished from clinker-built (q.v.

under Clink).

Carvy. kar'vi', n. Scotch form of Caraway.
Caiyatld, kar-i-at'id, «. a female figure used instead

of a column to support an entablature :

—

pi. Caiyat'-
Ides.—<j^>. Ca^at'ic, Caryat'idal, Caryatide'an,
Caryatm'iC. [Gr. Karyatides.]

Caryophyllaceous, kar-i-S-fi-la'shi-ns, adj. belonging
to the natural order Caryophyllacea:, applied esp. to

flowers having five petals with long claws, as in the
dove-pink. [Gr. kaiyophyllon, the clove-pink.]

Casoabel, kas'ka-bel, n. the whole rear part behind
the base-ring of a cannon. [Sp.]

Cascade, kas-kSd', n. a waterfall : a trimming of lace

or other material in a loose wavy fall.

—

v.i. to fall in

cascades. [Fr.,—It.—L. cadfre, to fall.]

Cascara, kas'ka-ra, «. the Cascara sagrada, a Cali-

fomian bark used as a tonic aperient : the Cascara
amarga, a bitter Honduras bark.

—

n. CascarUl'a,
the aromatic bitter bark of the West Indian Croton
EUuteria. [Sp.]

Casco, kas'ko, n. a form of boat used at Manila for

lading and unlading ships.

Case, kas, n. a covering, box, or sheath : a set : an
outer coating for walls : in bookbinding, the boards
and back, separate from the book : the frame in

which a compositor has his types before him while
at work.

—

v.t. to supply with a case.—«. Case'-
bottle, a bottle made to fit into a case with others.—y.i. Case'-bard'en, to convert the surface of cer-
tain kinds of malleable iron goods into steel, thereby
making them harder, less liable to rust, and capable
of taking on a better polish.

—

ns. Case'-bard'onlng

;

Case' knife, a large knife kept in a case ; Case-

maker, one who makes cases or covers for books ;

Case ment, the case or frame of a window : a
window that opens on hinges : a hollow moulding.

—

adj. Case'mented, having casements.

—

ns. Caso'-

sbot, canister-sliot, an artillery projectile for use at

close quarters ; Caso'-worm, the caddice ; Casing,
the act of the verb Case : an outside covering of

any kind, as of boards, plaster, &c. [O. Fr. casse—
L. capsa—capere, to take.]

Case, kas, «. that which falls or happens, event : par-
ticular state or condition—'in good case' = well
off: subject of question or inquiry : an instance of
disease : a person under medical treatment : a legal
statement of facts : {grant.') the inflection of nouns,
&c. — Case of conscience (see Conscience).— In
any case, at all events : at any rate ; In Case, in the
event that ; In case to, in fit condition for ; Make
out one's case, to give good reasons for one's state-

ments or position ; Put the case, to suppose an in-

stance : to t.ike for example ; The case, the fact, the
reality. [O. Fr. cas—\^. casus, from cadere, to fall.]

Casein, Caseine, ka'se-in, n. an organic substance,
contained in milk and cheese. — a<ljs. Ca'seiC

;

Ca'seous, pertaining to cheese. [Fr.,—L. caseus,

cheese.]

Casemate, kas'mat, «. any bomb - proof vaulted
chamber, even when merely used as quarters for

the garrison : {orig.) a loopholed gallery, from which
the garrison of a fort could fire upon an enemy who
had obtained possession of the ditch.

—

adj. Case'-
mated. [Fr. ; der. uncertain.]

Caseous. See Casein.
Casern, ka-sem', n. a lodging for troops in a town : a

barrack. [Fr.,—Sp. casertia—casa, a house.]
Cash, kash, «. coin or money: ready money.

—

v.t. to

turn into or exchange for money: to pay money for.—tis. Cash'-account', an account to which nothing
is carried but cash : a form of account with a bank,
by which a person is entitled to draw out sums as
required by way of loan to a stipulated amount

—

also called Cash'-cred'lt ; Cash-book, a book in

which an account is kept of the receipts and dis-

bursements of money ; Cashier, a cash-keeper : one
who has charge of the receiving and paying of

money ; Cash'-pay'ment, payment in ready money ;

Cash'-raU'way, a mechanical device adopted in

large shops and warehouses for the interchange of
cash between the counters and the cash-desk.—Hard
cash, ready money ; Out of cash, or In cash, with-

out or with money : out of, or in, pocket. [A doublet
of Case, a box—O. Fr. casse, a box.]

Cashew, ka-shSo', «. a spreading tree of no great
height, in both the East and West Indies, the fruit

of which is a kidney-shaped nut at the end of a pear-

shaped fleshy stalk, the kernel of this nut and the

fleshy stalk (called the Cashew'-apple) being both
used as food. [Fr. acajou—Brazilian acajoba.\

Cashier, kash-er', v.t. to dismiss from a post in dis-

grace : to discard or put away : to annul. — tis.

Cashierer, one who cashiers ; Cashiering, a pun-
ishment for officers in the army and navy, severer

than dismissal, inasmuch as it disqualifies from enter-

ing the public service in any capacity; Cashier-
ment, dismissal. [Dut. casseren, to cashier—L.

cassdre, cassus, void, empty.]
Cashmere, kash'mer, n. a rich kind of shawl made
from the Cashmere goat : any similar shawl.

Casino, kas-e'nO, «. a room for public dancing : a card-
game. [It. ; from L. casa, a cottage.]

Cask, kask, «. a hollow round vessel for holding
liquor, made of staves bound with hoops : a measure
of capacity: {obs.) a casque.

—

v.t. to put in a cask.
[Fr. casque~-S\>. casco, skull, helmet, cask.)

Casket, kask'et, «. a little cask or case : a small case
for holding jewels, &c. : {U.S.) a coffin. [Ety.
uncertain ; hardly a dim. of Cask.]

Casque, Cask, kask, «. a cover for the head: a
helmet. [A doublet of Cask.]
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CftSSandra, kas-an'dra, «. a daughter of Priam, king
of Troy, beloved by Apollo, who gave her the gift of
prophecy, but not of being believed—hence any one
who takes gloomy views of the political or social

future.

Cassareep, kas'a-rep, «. a sauce or condiment made
from the juice of the cassava, the chief ingredient in

the West Indian pepper-pot.

Cassation, kas-sa'shun, n. the act of making null or

void : {French law) the act of annulling the decision

of a court or judicial tribunal— hence Court Of
Cassation, the supreme tribunal. [Low L. cassa-

tion-em—cassare, to bring to nought.]

Cassava, kas-sa'va, ?i. the West Indian name of the

manioc, and the starch produced from it, called

Brazilian Arrowroot, or Tapioca.
Casserole, kas'e-rol, «. a stew-pan : the outer part of

several dressed dishes. [Fr.]

Cassia, kash'ya, «. a coarser kind of cinnamon—also

Cass'ia-bark : the tree which yields the foregoing :

a fragrant plant mentioned in Ps. xlv. 8 (Heb.
qeftoth, prob. the Ind. orris or costus): a genus of
shrubs of the bean family (Legu}ninos(F), the leaves
of several species yielding senna, while the drug
known as cassia fistula or purging cassia is derived
from the pod of CassiaJtstula, the bark of which is

used in tanning. [L. casia—Gr. kasia— Heb.]
Cassimere, kas-i-mer', «. a twilled cloth of the finest

wools.—Also Kerseymere'. [Corr. of Cashmere.]
Cassino, kas-se'n5, n. a game at cards. [See
Casino.]

Cassiopeia, kas-i-i5-pe'ya, «. a constellation in the
northern hemisphere, near the North Pole, named
after the mother of Andromeda in Greek myth-
ology.

Cassiterlte, ka-sit'e-nt, «. a brown native tin dioxide.
[L. cassiteruni—Gr. kassiteros, tin.]

Cassock, kas'ok, «. a long loose black robe or outer
coat, formerly in common wear, but now worn only
by clergy and choristers : a shorter garment, usually
of black silk, worn under the Geneva gown by Scotch
ministers. — Oi//'. Cass'OCked. [Fr. casaque— It.

casacca, prob. from L. casa, a cottage, a covering.

Some explain Fr. cosaque, casagui>i. It. casacchino,
as from Ar. kazdyand, a padded jerkin.]

Cassolette, kas'S-let, «. a censer : a perfume-box
with perforated lid. [Fr.,—Sp. cazoleta—cazo, a
saucepan.]

Cassonade, kas-o-nad', n. raw or unrefined sugar.

Iff-]

Cassowary, kas'S-war-i, «. a genus of running birds,

nearly related to the true ostrich, and nearer to the

American rhea. [Malay kasuari or kasavdri.\

Cast, kast, v.t. to throw or fling: to throw off, shed,

drop : to throw down : to throw together or reckon :

to mould or shape : (.5.) to consider, to cast or throw
up.

—

v.i. to warp :

—

pa.t. IlTaA pa.p. cast.—«. act of
casting : a throw of anything, as the sounding-lead,
a fishing-line : the thing thrown, esp. in angling

:

the distance thrown : a motion, turn, or squint, as
of the eye : a chance : a mould : the form received
from a mould : manner, stamp, or quality : a shade
of colour, a degree of guilt, &c. : the assignment of
the various parts of a play to the several actors : the
company of actors to whom such have been assigned.
—K. Cast'away, one cast away, an outcast.—a(/;'.

worthless, rejected. — adjs. Cast (,B.\ Cast'ed
(Sliak.\ cast off.

—

ns. Cast'lng, act of casting or
moulding : that which is cast : a mould ; Cast'ing-
net, a species of net for fishing ; Cast'ing-vote, the
voice or vote of the president of a meeting, by which
he is enabled, when the other votes are equally
divided, to cast the balance on the one side or the
other ; Cast'ing-Welght, the weight which makes
the balance cast or turn when exactly poised.

—

adj.
Cast'-Off, laid aside or rejected.—«. anything thrown
aside.— «. Cast'-Steel, steel that has been melted,
cast into ingots, and rolled out into bars.—Cast

Castanets.

about, to contrive, to look about, to search for, as
game : (B.) to turn, to go round ; Cast a nativity,
to make an astrological calculation ; Cast anchor, to
moor a ship ; Cast an eye, a glance, to look at

;

Cast a thing in one's teeth, to bring a reproach
against some one ; Cast away, to wreck, to waste

;

Cast down, to deject or depress in mind : to turn
the eyes downward ; Cast loose, to set loose or
adrift ; Cast up, to throw up, to bring up anything
as a reproach.—Be cast {law), to be defeated.—The
last cast, the last venture. [Scand. ; as Ice. kasta,
to throw.]

Castalian, kas-ta'li-an, adj. pertaining to Casialia, a
fountain in Parnassus, sacred to Apollo and the
Muses.

Castanet, kas'ta-net, n. a musical instrument of per-
cussion in the form of two hollow shells of ivory or
hard wood, which are bound to-

gether by a band fastening on the
thumb, and struck by the fingers

to produce a trilling sound in keep-
ing with the rhythm of the music

—

much used in Spain as an accom-
paniment to dances and guitars.

[Sp. castaiieta— L. castanea, a
chestnut.]

Caste, kast, «. a term applied chiefly

to distinct classes or sections of society in India,
and, in a modified sense, to social distinctions of an
exclusive nature among other nations.—Lose caste,
to descend in social rank. [A name given by the
Portuguese to the classes of people in India ; Port.
casta, breed, race—L. castus, pure, unmixed.]

Castellan, Castellated. See Castle.
Castigate, kas'tig-at, v.t. to chastise: to correct: to
punish with stripes.—«j. Castiga'tion, act of casti-

gating : chastisement : severe punishment ; Cas'tl-
gator, one who castigates. — adj. Oas'tlgatory.
[L. castigdre, -dtuni, from castus, pure.]

Castllian, kas-til'yan, adj. and n. of or belonging to
Castile, a native of Castile, or the language thereof,
standard Spanish.—Castlle SOap, a hard soap made
with olive-oil and soda.

Cast-iron. See Iron.
Castle, kas'l, «. a fortified house or fortress : the

residence of a prince or nobleman, or a large country
mansion generally : anything built in the likeness of
such : a defensive tower borne on an elephant's back

:

a large ship, esp. of war.

—

v.t. to enclose or fortify

with a castle.

—

v.i. {chess) to bring the castle or rook
up to the square next the king, and move the king
to the other side of the castle. — «. Cas'tellan,
governor or captain of a castle.

—

adj. Cas'tellated,
having turrets and battlements like a castle.—«.

CaS'tle-hUild'ing, the act of building castles in the
air or forming visionary projects.

—

adj. Cas'tled,
furnished with castles.

—

n. Cas'tle-guard, the guard
for the defence of a castle.—Castles In the air, or
in Spain, groundless or visionary projects.—The
Castle, Dublin Castle, the seat of the viceroy and
the executive

—

Castle influence, &c. [A.S. castel
—L. castellum, dim. oi castrum, a fortified place.]

Castor, kas'tor, n. the beaver : a hat made of its fur.

[L.,—Gr. kasior; cf. Sans, kasturi, musk.]
Castor, kast'or, ?t. a small wheel on the legs of

furniture : a small vessel with perforated top for

pepper, &c.—also Cast'er. [From Cast.]
Castor-oll, kas'tor-oil, n. a medicinal oil obtained from
a tropical plant, the Ricinus communis. [Ety.
dub. ; prob. from castor or castoreum, the unctuous
substance obtained from two pear-shaped glands in

the beaver, formerly much used in midwifery.]
Castral, kas'tral, adj. belonging to the camp. [L.

castra. ]

Castrametation, kas-tra-me-ta'shun, n. the act or art

of encamping. [L. castra, a camp, nietdri, -atus,

to measure off

—

meia, a boundary.]
Castrate, kas'trat, v.t. to deprive of the power of
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generation, to remove the testicles, geld, emasculate :

to take from or render imperfect.

—

adj. Cas'tratod,

expurgated.—«J. Castration, gelding, expurgation ;

CastnitO (kas-tratO), a male singer castrated in

boyhood so as to preserve a soprano or alto voice :

—

pi. Castra'ti. [L. castrare, -aium.]

Casual, kash'u-al, adj. accidental : unforeseen : occa-

sional.—«. a chance or occasional visitor, labourer,

pauper, &c—«. CasHalism, the belief that chance

governs all things. —«^Z'. Cas'uaUy, in a casual

manner. —«. Cas'ualty, that which falls out: an

accident : a misfortune : (//.) losses of a militar>'

force by death, desertion, &c. : an incidental charge

or payment. —Casualties Of superiority, in the

feudal law of Scotland, such emoluments arising to

the superior as depend on uncertain events—those of

non-entry, relief or composition, and escheat alone

remaining, but considerably modified by the Con-

veyancing Act of 1874.—Casualty ward, the ward

in a hospital in which accidents are treated ; Casual
ward, a ward set apart forthe use of those who
are only occasionally in destitution. [L. casualis—

casus. See Case.]
Oasnarina, kas-u-ar-6n'a, n. a genus of Australian

trees having thread-like, jointed, pendent branches,

with small toothed sheaths at the joints, like the

horse-tails—the S~vainp-oak and She-oak belong to

it, and its wood is the well-known Beef-wood.

Casuist, kaz'u-ist, «. one who studies and resolves

cases of conscience.

—

adjs. CaSUlst'iC, -al, relating

to cases of conscience.—«. Cas'uistry, the science

or doctrine of cases of conscience, or the reasoning

which enables a man to decide in a particular case

between apparently conflicting duties. [Fr. casuiste

—L. casus. See Case.]
Casula, kas'u-la, n. a chasuble.

Cat, kat, «. a common domestic animal kept to devour
mice : a spiteful woman : a movable pent-house used
for their protection by besiegers : a double tripod

with six legs : a piece of wood tapering at each end,

struck with the Cat-Stick in the game of tip-cat,

this game itself: short for the Cat-O'-nine'-tailS,

an instrument of punishment consisting of a whip
with nine tails or lashes, with three or four knots
on each, once used in the army and navy.

—

v. t. to

raise the anchor to the cathead.

—

ns. Cat'amount, a
common name in the United States for the cougar or
punia—also called Panther, Painter, and American
lion ; Catamoun'tain, or Cat 0' mountain, a leo-

pard, panther, or ocelot : a wild mountaineer.

—

adj.

ferocious, savage.

—

adj. Cat-and-dog, used attribu-

tively for quarrelsome.

—

ns. Cat'-bird, an American
bird of the thrush family, so called on account of the
resemblance of its note to the mewing of a cat

;

Oat'-call, a squeaking instrument used in theatres

to express dislike of a play : a shrill whistle or cry.
— t'.i. to sound a cat-call.

—

v.t. to assail with such.

—

—adj. Cat'-eyed, having eyes like a cat : able to see
in the dark.

—

n. Cat'gut, a kind of cord made from
the intestines of animals, and used as strings for

violins, harps, guitars, &c, the cords of clock-
makers, &c. : the violin or other stringed instru-

ment : a coarse corded cloth.

—

adj. Cat -hammed,
with thin hams like a cat's.—»^. Cat'head, one of
two strong beams of timber projecting from the bow
of a ship, on each side of the bowsprit, througli
which the ropes pass by which the anchor is raised ;

Cat'-hole, one of two holes in the after part of a
ship, through which hawsers may pass for steadying
the ship or for heaving astern ; Oafhood, state of
being a cat or having the nature of a cat ; Cat'kin,
a crowded spike or tuft of small imisexual flowers
with reduced scale-like bracts, as in the willow,
hazel, &c. ; Caf-lap, any thin or poor drink.

—

adi.
Cat'-like, noiseless, stealthy.—«j. Catling, a little

cat, a kitten : the downy moss on some trees, like the
fur of a cat: (Shak.") a lute-string; Oat'mint, a
perennial plant resembling mint, catd to be so called
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from the fondness cats have for it ; Cat s'-cra die, a

game played by children, two alternately taking

from each other's fingers an intertwined cord, so as

always to maintain a symmetrical figure ; Cat's'-eye,

a beautiful variety of quartz, so called from the re-

semblance which the reflection of light from it bears

to the light that seems to emanate from the eye of a
cat ; Cat'S-fOOt, a plant, called also Ground-ivy :

Cat'-sil'ver, a variety of silvery mica ; Cat'S'-meat,

horse's flesh, or the like, sold for cats by street

dealers ; Cat's'-paw (naut.), a light breeze : the

dupe or tool of another — from the fable of the

monkey who used the paws of the cat to draw the

roasting chestnuts out of the fire ; Cat's' -tail, a cat-

kin : a genus of aquatic plants of the reed kind, the

leaves of which are sometimes used for making mats,

seating chairs, &c. : a kind of grass.

—

adj. Cat'-
Wit'ted, small-minded, conceited, and spiteful.

—

Catted and fished, said of an anchor raised to

the cathead and secured to the ship's side.—Bell
the cat (see Bell). —Care killed the cat, even
with his proverbial nine lives.—Cheshire CatS are

proverbially notable for grinning, and Kilkenny
cats proverbially fight till each destroys the other.

—Rain cats and dogs, to pour down heavily.—See
Which way the cat jumps, to watch how things

are going to turn before committing one's self.

—

Turn the cat in the pan, to change sides with
dexterity.—For Gib-oat, Tabby-oat, Tom-cat, see

under Gib, Tabby, &c. [A.S. cat; found also in

Celt., Slav., Ar., Finn, &c.]
Cat, kat, «. an old name for a coal and timber vessel

on the north-east coast of England. — adj. Cat'-

rigged, having one great fore-and-aft mainsail

spread by a gaff at the head and a boom at the foot,

for smooth water only.

Catabolism. See Katabolism.
CatacatlStlC, kat-a-kaws'tik, adj. (^eoM.) belonging

to caustic curves formed by reflectton (see CaUSuC).
[Gr. hata, against, and CaustiC]

CatachresiS, kat-a-kre'sis, «. {rhei.) a figure by
which a word is used in a sense different from,

yet analogous to, its own : a harsh or far-fetched

metaphor.—<i</7V. Catachres'tlc, -al.—«(/!. Cata-
Chres'tically. [L.,—Gr. katachresis, misuse.]

Cataclysm, kat'a-klizm, ». a flood of water : a deluge :

great revolution.

—

atij. Cataclys'mia (Gr. kata-
Ttlystnos—kaia, downward, klyzein, to wash.]

Catacomb, kat'a-kOm, n. a subterranean excavation
used as a burial-place, esp. the famous Cat.icombs
near Rome, where many of the early Christian

victims of persecution were buried: anyplace built

with crypt-like recesses for storing books, wine, &c.—adj. Cat'acumbal. [It. catacomba—\ja.\.^ L.
catacunibas (prob. from ad catacuvtbas), prob. from
Gr. kata, downward, and kymbe, a hollow.]

CatacoustiCS, kat-a-kows'tiks, «. the part of acoustics
which treats of echoes or sounds reflected. [Gr.

kata, against, and Acoustics.]
CatadioptriO, -al, kat-a-di-op'trik, -al, adj. pertaining

to instruments by which rays of light are both
reflected and refracted. [See Catoptric]

Catadromous, kat-ad'rom-us, adj. of fishes, descend-
ing periodically for spawning to the lower parts

of a river or to the sea. [Gr. kata, down, dromos,
running.]

Catafalque, kat-a-falk', «. a temporary structure of
carpentry representing a tomb or cenotaph placed
over the coffin during a lying-in-state: a tomb of
state, a funeral car.—Also Catafal'CO. (Fr.,— IL
cata/alco. See BalCOny and Scaflfold.]

Catalan, kat'al-an, adj. of or belonging to Catalonia
or its langu.ige, a di.ilect of Provencal.—«. a native
of Catalonia, or the language thereof.

Catalectio, kat-a-lek'tik, adj. incomplete: applied to
a verse wanting one syllable at the end, or terminat-
ing in an imperfect foot. [Gr. katalektikos, incom-
plete

—

katallgein, to stop.)
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Catalepsy, kat'a-lep-si, H. a state of more or less com-
plete insensibility, with absence of the power of
voluntary motion, and statue-like fixedness of the

body and limbs.

—

ad/. Catalep'tlc. [Gr., homiaia,
down, iatnbano, iepsoinai, I seize.]

CatallactiC, kat-al-ak'tik, adj. pertaining to exchange.
—adv. Catallac'tically.—n. Catallac'tics, political

economy as the science of exchanges. [Made up
from Gr. katalassein, to exchange.]

Catalogue, kat'a-log, «. a list of names, books, &c.

—

v.t. to put in a catalogue:

—

pr.p. cat'aloguing

;

pa.p. catalogued.—!'.^. Cafaloguise. [Fr.—Late
L. — Gr. katalogos, from kata, down, Ugein, to

choose.]
Catalpa, kat-al'pa, n. a genus of hardy trees native

to the United States and Japan, marked by a low
habit, profuse blossoms, and long cigar-like pendent
pods. — The common Catalpa, known also as the

Bean-tree, Cataiuba, Indian bean, and Cigar-tree,

yields a durable wood ; as also the western Catalpa
or Shawnee wood. [From the native Ind. name.)

Catalysis, ka-tal'i-sis, «. (cAein.) the decomposition of
a compound and the recomposition of its elements,

by the presence of a substance which does not itself

sufier change, as in fermentation.

—

adj. Catalytic.
[Gr. katalysis—kata, down, lyein, to loosen.]

Catamaran, kat'a-mar-an', or kat-am'ar-an, ». a raft

of three pieces of wood lashed together, the middle
piece being longer than the others, and serving as a
keel—on this the rower squats, and works a paddle
—much used in the Madras surf: an old kind of
fire-ship, long superseded : an ill-natured woman.
[Tamil, ' tied wood.']

Catamenia, kat-a-me'ni-a, «. the menstrual discharge.

—adj. Catame'nlal. [Gr. katamenios—kata, again,

men, tnenos, a month.]
Catamite, kat'a-mTt, n. a boy kept for unnatural
purposes—a comiption of Ganymeide (q.v.).

Catamount See Cat.
Catapan, kat'a-pan, n. the governor of Calabria and
Apulia for the Byzantine emperor. [.\cc. to Littre,

from Gr. katepano ton axiomaton, ' he who is placed
over the dignities.']

Cataphonics, kat-a-fon'iks, n. the science of reflected

sounds, —adj. Cataphon'ia [Gr. kata, against,

phone, sound.]
Cataphract, kat'a-frakt, «. {Milton) a soldier in full

armour. [Gr. kataphraktes, a coat-of-mail

—

kata,
jnten., z.nd phrass-ein, to enclose, protect.]

Cataphyllary, kat-a-fil'ar-i, adj. pertaining to such
rudimentary scale-leaves as are found on various
parts of plants, esp. underground.

—

n. Catapbyll'um.
[Gr. kat.T, down, phyllon, leaf.]

Cataphysical, kat-a-fis'i-kal, adj. (rare) unnatural.
[Gr. kata, down, against, /Aj'jir, nature.]

Cataplasm, kat'a-plazm, K. a plaster or poultice.

[Gr. kataplasma, a plaster

—

kata-plassein, to plaster
over. ]

Cataplexy, kat'a-plex-i, «. the kind of mesmeric sleep
of animals under a sudden shock of terror— the
state of 'shamming death." — adj. Cataplec'tiC.
[Gr. kataplessein, to strike down.]

Catapult, kat'a-pult, n. anciently an engine of war,
resembling the ballista, for throwing stones, arrows,
&c. : a small forked stick having an elastic string
fixed to the two prongs, used by boys for throwing
small stones.

—

adj. Catapul'tlc—«. Catapultier'.
[L. catapulta—Gr. katapeltet—kata, down, palUin,
to throw.]

Cataract, kat'a-rakt, «. a great fall of water, water-
spout, &c. : a waterfall or cascade : an opaque con-
dition of the lens of the eye, painless, unaccompanied
by inflammation, occasioning blindness, simply by
obstructing the passage of the light. [L. cataracta
—Gr. kata, down, arass-ein, to dash, to rush.]

Catarrh, kat-ar', ». a discharge of fluid from the
inflammation of a mucous membrane, esp. of the
nose, caused by cold in the head : the cold itself.

—

adjs. Catarrhal, Catarrh'ous. [L. catarrhus—Gx.
katarrlwiis—kata, down, rheein, to flow.]

Catarrhine, Catarhine, kat'ar-In, adj. pertaining to
that one of the two divisions of Quadrumana, in-

cluding all the Old-World monkeys, having a narrow
partition between the nostrils. [Gr. kata, down,
hris, hrinos, nose.]

Catasta, kat-as'ta, «. a block on which slaves were
exposed for sale : a stage or place for torture. [L.]

Catastasis, kat-as'tas-is, «. the part of the Greek
drama in which the development of the action has
reached its height : irhet.) that part of a speech
which states the subject to be discussed. [Gr.]

Catastrophe, kat-as'trS-fe, n. an overturning : a final
event : an unfortunate conclusion : a calamity.—a^'.
Catastroph'ic— nj-. Catas'trophism, the theoiy in
geology that accounts for ' breaks in the succession

'

by the hypothesis of vast catastrophes—world-wide
destruction of floras and faunas, and the sudden
introduction or creation of new forms of life, after
the forces of nature had sunk into repose ; Catas'-
trophist, a holder of the foregoing, as opposed to
the unijformitarian theory. [Gr., kata, down,
strephein, to turn.]

Catawba, ka-taw'ba, «. a light sparkling wine, pro-
duced from a grape of the same name, first found on
the banks of the Catawba River in Carolina.

Cat-bird. See Cat
Cat-caU. See Cat.
Catch, kach, v.t. to take hold of: to apprehend or
understand : to seize after pursuit : to trap or en-
snare : to take a disease by infection : to take up
anything by sympathy or imitation.

—

v.i. to be con-
tagious : to be entangled or fastened in anything :

—

pa.t. SiTiA pa.p. caught (kawt).—«. seizure : anything
that seizes or holds : that which is caught : anything
worth catching : a sudden advantage taken : a spe-

cially English form of musical composition, written
generally in three or four parts, and in the canon
form—originally synonymous with the round.—adj.

Catch'able, that may be caught.

—

ns. Catch'er, one
who catches ; Catch'fly, a popular name of several

plants belonging to the genus Silene, and of Lychnis
Viscaria, whose glutinous stems often retain insects

settling on them ; Catch'lng, the action of the verb
' to catch :' a nervous or spasmodic twitching.

—

adj.

infectious : captivating, attractive.

—

ns. Catcb'ment-
bas'ln, a term applied to all that part of a river-basin

from which rain is collected, and from which, therefore,

the river is fed ; Catch'penny, any worthless thing,

esp. a publication, intended merely to gain money

—

also adj. : Catch''Word, among actors, the last word
of the preceding speaker—the cue : the word at the

head of the page m a dictionary or encyclopaedia

:

the first word of a page given at the bottom of the

preceding page : any word or phrase taken up and
repeated as the watchword or symbol of a party.

—

adj. Catoh'jr, attractive, deceptive, readily caught

up, as an air, &c., fitful.—Catch at, to snatch at

;

Catch fire, to become ignited, to be inspired by
passion or zeal; Catch hold Of, to seize; Catch
it, to get a scolding or the like; Catch me! an

emphatic colloquial phrase implying that there is

not the remotest possibility of my doing something

suggested ; Catch on, to comprehend : to catch the

popular fancy ; Catch OUt, to put a batsman out at

cricket by catching the ball he has batted ; Catch
sight of, suddenly to get a glimpse of; Catch up,

to overtake : Catch up, or away, to lay hold of

forcibly. [From O. Fr. cockier—LsAc L. capttare

ioT captdre, inten. of capere, to take. See Chase.]

Catchpole, -poll, kach'p5l, «. a constable, petty officer

of justice. [Through O. Fr. from Low L. cacke-

polus, chassipulhts, one who chases fowls. See

Chase and Pullet.]

Catchup, Catsup. See Ketchup.
Cate. See Cates.
Catechise, kat'e-klz, v.t. to instruct by question and
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answer: to question as to belief: to examine syste-

matically, to take to task.

—

adjs. Catechet'lc, -al,

relating to a catechism or oral instruction in the first

principles, esa. of Christianity. — adv. Catechet'i-

cajly. — ns. Catechet'iCS, the art or practice of

teaching by question and answer : that part of

theology which treats of Cateche'SiS, or primary

oral instruction, as that given to catechumens;
Oat'edtliser ; Oat'echlslng, an examination by
questioning ; Oat'eohlsm, any compendious system

of teaching drawn up in the form of question and
answer ; Cat'echiSt, one who catechises, a teacher

of catechumens, a native teacher in a mission church.

—adjs. CatecMst'iO, -al, CateclliS'mal, pertaining

to a catechist or catechism. [L. cateckismus, formed

from Gr. katechiz-ein, kateche-ein, to din into the

<t:a%—kata, down, eche, a sound.]

Oatechu, kat'e-shoo, n. a substance used in tanning

and dyeing, and medicinally as an astringent, ob-

tained from the heart-wood of several East Indian

trees, as the betel-nut, &c. [Tamil.]

Oatechumen, kat-e-ku'men, n. one who is being
taught the rudiments of Christianity : the appellation

given in the early Christian Church to those con-
verted Jews and heathens who had not yet received
baptism, but were undergoing a course of training

and instruction preparatory to it.

—

adj. Catechu-
men'lcal.— rtrff. Catechmnen'lcally. — «j. Cate-
chn'menslilp, Catecbu'meuism, Catechu'menate.
[Gr. katechoumenos, being taught, pr.p. pass, of
kateche-ein, to teach.]

Category, kat'e-gor-i, n. what may be affirmed of a
class : a class or order. — adjs. Categoremat'ic,
capable of being used by itself as a term ; Categor'-
loal, positive : absolute : without exception, —adv.
Categor'icallT, absolutely : without qualification :

expressly.

—

n. CategOr'Icalness, the quality of being
absolute and unqualified.—«.//. Cat'eqgories (phil.),

the highest classes under which objects of philosophy
can be systematically arranged, understood as an
attempt at a comprehensive classification of all that
exists : in Kant's system, the root-notions of the
understanding, the

_
specific forms of the a priori

or formal element in rational cognition {quantity,
quality, relation, modality, &c).

—

v.t. Cat'egorlse,
to place in a category or list : to class.

—

k. Categor'-
Ist, one who categorises.—Categorical imperative,
in the ethics of Kant, the absolute unconditional com-
mand of the moral law, irrespective of every ulterior
end or aim—universally authoritative, belonging to
the fixed law of nature— ' Act from a maxim at all

times fit for law universal." [Gr. kategoria, kaiegoros,
an accuser, kata, down, against, agora, assembly.]

Oatelectrode, kat-e-lek'trOd, «. a negative electrode
or cathode. [Gr. kata, down, and Electrode.]

Catenary, kat-6'nar-i, «. the curve formed by a
flexible homogeneous cord (such as a chain), hanging
freely between two points of support, and acted on
by no other force than gravity.

—

adj. relating to a
chain, like a chain—also Catena'rian.

—

n. Cate'na,
a chain or connected series, as in Catena Patrum^
a chronological series of extracts from the Fathers
on any doctrine of theology.

—

v.t. to connect as in a
chaia—«. Catenation. [L. ca/*«<»n«j, peruining
to a chain

—

catena, chain.]
Cater, ka'ter, v.i. to jsrovide food, entertainment, &c.

(with >r).—«j. Ca'terer; Ca'teress; Ca'tering.
[Lit. to act as a cater, the word being orig. a sub-
stantive, and spelled catour, an aphetised form of
acater, acatour. See Acater]

Cateran, kat'er-an, «. a Highland reiver or freebooter,
a robber or brigand generally. [Gael, ceathaime,
peasantry. Ir. ceithem, a band of soldiers.]

Cater-cousin, ka'tir-kuz'n, «. a term implying famili-
arity, affection, sympathy, rather than kindred.
[More prob. conn, with Cater than quatre or
quarter. ]

Caterpillar, kat'tr-pil-ar, «. a grub that lives upon
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the leaves of plants. [Prob. O. Fr. chatepeleuse,

'hairy cat;' chate, a she-cat— L. catus, peleuse,

hairy—L. pilosus, pilum.\
Caterwaul, kat'er-wawl, «. the shriek or cry emitted
by the cat when in heat.

—

v.i. to make such a noise,

to make any discordant sound: to behave lascivi-

ously: to quarrel like cats.— «. Cat'erwaullng.
[The second part is prob. imit.]

Cates, kaiz, n.pl. dainty food.

Catgut See Cat.
Catharlst, kath'ar-ist, n. one professing a higher

standard of purity in life and doctrine, a puritan :

esp. a member of a Manichean heretical sect of the
Middle Ages, which spread over the whole of southern
and western Europe—confounded with the kindred
sect of Paulicians, reaching the greatest numbers in

southern France, where, as the Albigenses, they
were ruthlessly stamped out by the Inquisition, —n.
Cath'arism. [Gr. katliaristai, katharizein, to
purify.]

Cathartic, -al, kath-iirt'ik, -al, adj. having the power
of cleansing the stomach and bowels: purgative.

—

v.t. Cath'arise, to render absolutely clean. — ns.

Cathar'sis, evacuation of the bowels ; Cathart'io,
a purgative medicine ; Cathar'tin, the purgative
principle of senna. [Gr. katliartikos, fit for cleans-
ing, katfiaros, clean.]

Cathead. See Cat.
Cathedral, kath-ed'ral, -•/. the principal church of a

diocese, in which is the seat or throne of a bishop.
—rtfr>. belonging to a cathedral.—«. CathedTa, a
bishop's seat, the episcopal dignity—ex cathedra,
from the chair, officially given forth.—rt^^i. Cath-
edral'ic, Cathedralesque', Cathed'raled, vaulted
like a cathedral.—//. Cathed'ralism, the cathedral
system.—«<(;'. Cathedrat'ic, promulgated ex cath-
edra, authoritative. [L. cathedra—Gr. kathedra, a
seat.]

Catherine-wheel, kath'e-rin-hwel, n. (archit.) an
ornamented window or compartment of a window,
of a circular form, with radiating divisions of various
colours: {her.) a wheel set round with teeth: a kind
of firework which in burning rotates like a wheel.—
Catherine pear, a small and early variety of pear.

—

Turn Catherine-wheels, to make a series of somer-
saults sideways. [From St Catlienne of Alexandria,
whom legend makes to suffer martyrdom in the 4th
century by torture on a wheel.]

Catheter, kath'e-ter, n. a tube to be introduced
through the urethra into the bladder to draw off the
urine, or for injecting air or fluids into the Eusta-
chian tube.—«j. Cath'eterism ; Cathetom'eter, an
instrument for measuring small differences of level

of different liquids in tubes ; Cath'etUS, a straight

line falling perpendicularly on another straight line

or surface. [Gr. kathetos, perpendicular, katheter,
from kathienai^ to send down.]

Cathisma, ka-thi/ma, n. in Greek use, a portion of
the psalter, there being altogether twenty cathismata

:

a troparion or short hymn tised as a response. [Gr.,
kathizein, to sit down.]

Cathode, kath-Od', «. the negative pole or electrode
of a galvanic battery, as opposed to anode : the sur-
face in contact with the negative pole : the object to
be coated in electroplating.

—

adj. Cath'odaL [Gr.
kathodos, a going down, kata, down, hodos, a way.]

Oat-hole. See Cat.
Catholio, kath'ol-ik, adj. universal: general, embrac-

ing the whole body of Christians : orthodox, as
opposed to heterodox and sectarian—applied esp.
to the Christian Church before the great schism
between the East and the West : liberal, the opposite
of exclusive : relating to the name claimed by its

adherents for the Church of Rome as the alleged
sole visible representative of the church founded by
Christ and His apostles—the characteristic marks of
the Catholic Church being universality, antiquity,
unity: relating to the Roman Catholics. — «. an
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adherent of the R.C. Church.—i-./. Oathol'lclse,

to make Catholic.—»«. Cathol'lcism, Catholicity,
universality : liberality or breadth of view ; the tenets

of the R.C. Church ; Cathol'lcoil, a universal remedy
or panacea ; Catliol'lcos, the Patriarch of Armenia.
—Catholic creditor {law of Scot.), one whose debt
is secured over several or the whole subjects belong-
ing to the debtor—e.g. over two or more heritable

estates ; CathollO emancipation, the relief of the

Roman Catholics from certain vexatious penal regu-

lations and restrictions, granted in 1829 ; Catholic or

Greneral epistles, the name given to certain epistles

in the canon addressed not to particular churches or
individuals, but either to the Church universal or to

a large and indefinite circle of readers—originally

only I John and i Peter, but, as early as the 3d
century, also James, Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John

;

Catholic ^ing, a title given specially to the king of

Spain.

—

Old Catholics, the title assumed by a num-
ber of Catholics who at Munich protested against the

new dogma of the personal infallibility of the pope
in all ex cathcdrd deliverances proclaimed by the

Vatican Council in 1870—now a considerable com-
munion or church in Germany and Switzerland.

[Gr. katholicos, universal

—

kata, throughout, holos,

the whole.]
Catiline, kat'il-ln, «. the type of a daring and reckless

conspirator, from L. Sergius Catilina, whose plot to

destroy Rome was foiled by Cicero, 63 B.C.

—

adj.

Cat'ilinarian.
Catkin. See Cat.
Cat-log, kat -log, «. {,Shak.\ Catalogue.
Catonlan, ka-toni-an, adj. resembling Caio, the Roman
Censor (died 149 B.c), or Cato Uticensis (95-46 B.C.),

both remarkable for gravity of manners—hence grave,
severe, unbending.

Catoptric, kat-op'trik, adj. relating to catoptrics or
vision by reflection.

—

n.pl. Catop'trlcs, the part of
optics which treats of reflected light. [Gr. ; from
katoptron, a mirror — kata, against, optesthai, to

see.)

Cats-tail. See Cat.
Cattle, kat'l, n.pl. beasts of pasture, esp. oxen, bulls,

and cows : sometimes also horses, sheep, &c.

—

ns.

Cattleman, one who tends cattle, or who rears

them on a ranch ; Catt'le-plague, plague or disease

among cattle, esp. that known as rinderpest or steppe
murrain ; Cattle - show, an exhibition or show of
cattle or other domestic animals in competition for

prizes. [O. Fr. catel, chatel—Low L. captale, orig.

capital, property in general, then esp. animals—L.
capitalis, chief

—

caput, the head, beasts in early
times forming the chief part of property.]

Catty, kat'i, n. the Chinese kin or pound, usually a
little over ij lb. avoirdupois.

Caucasian, kaw-ki'zhi-an, adj. pertaining to Mount
Caucasus or the country around it.

—

n. the name
adopted by Blumenbach for one of his main ethnolo-
gical divisions of mankind, by him made to include
the two g^eat groups, the Aryan and the Semitic

;

used by later anthropologists for the fair type of man
as opposed to the Mongolic or yellow tj-pe.

Caucus, kaw'kus, «. a private meeting of political wire-
pullers to agree upon candidates to be proposed for

an ensuing election, or to fix the business to be laid

before a general meeting of their party : applied
loosely to any influential committee in a constitu-

ency. [Ety. dub. ; perh. John Smith's Algonkin
word Caw-catvaassmtgh, an adviser ; perh. a corr. of

'caulkers' meetings.']

Caudal, kaw'dal, adj. pertaining to the tail : having a
tail or something like ovic.—adj. Cau'date, tailed.

[L. Cauda.}
Caudez, kaw'deks, «. {bot.) the stem of a tree, esp. of

a palm or tree-fern:-//. Caud'ices, Oaud'exes.—
«. Caudlcle, the stalk of the pollen-masses of certain
orchids. [L.]

Caudle, kaw'dl, n. a warm drink, sweetened and

spiced, given to the sick, esp. women in childbed.

—

v.i. to give a caudle to, to mix. [O. Fr. chaudel—
L. calidus, hot.]

Caudron, kaw'dron, «. {Spens.). Same as Cauldron.
Caught, kawt, /«.< and /a./, of Catoh.
CauS, kawk, n. chalk : sulphate of baryta or heavy

spar. [A form of Chalk.]
Cauker. See Caulk.
Caul, kawl, n. a net or covering for the head : the
membrane covering the head of some infants at their

birth. [O. Fr. cale, a little cap, prob. Celt. ; cf. Ir.

calla, a veil, hood.]
Cauld, kawld, «. {Scot.) a dam in a stream, a weir.
Cauldrife, kawld'-rif, adj. {Scot.) cold, chilly, lifeless,

without vigour.

Cauldron, Caldron, kawl'dron, n. a large kettle for

boiling or heating liquids. [O. Fr. caudron—L.
caldarium—calidus, hot

—

caJere, to be hot]
Caulescent, kaw-les'ent, adj. {bot.) having a stem

rising above the ground— also Caullf'erous. — «.

Cau'liCle, a rudimentarj' stem.—Wy. Caullc'olOUS,
growing on a stem.

—

n.pl. Caulicula'ta, the black or
antipatharian corals.

—

adj. Caullc'Ulate.

—

n. CaU-
llculus, one of the slender stems springing from
the caules or main stalks supporting the volutes in

the Corinthian capital.

—

adjs. Caui'ifonn, having
the form of a stem : Caullg'enOUS, borne upon the
stem; Caul'inary, Cau'llne, belonging to a stem.—
«. Cau'llS, the stem of a plant : one of the main
stems at the angles of the Corinthian capital. [L.

caulis, a stalk.]

Cauliflower, kawli-flow'er, ». a variety of cabbage,
the eatable part of which is the deformed inflorescence

or head. [Earlier cole-Jlorye, colie-Jlorie—Low L.
cauli-flora — L, caulis, cabbage. See Cole and
Flower.]

Caulk, Calk, kawk, v.t. to press oakum and untwisted
rope into the seams of a ship to render it watertight.—ns. Caulk'er, one who caulks : a dram : a big lie

—also Cauker; Caulk'ing; Caulking -iron, an
instrument like a chisel used for pressing oakum into

the seams of ships. [O. Fr. cauquer, to press—L.
cacldre, to tread

—

calx, heel.]

Cause, kawz, «. that which produces an effect : that
by or through which anything happens : motive

:

inducement : a legal action between contending
parties : sake, advantage : that side of a question
which is taken up by an individual or party : (Shak.)
accusation: {Shak.) matter, affair in general.

—

v.t.

to produce : to make to exist : to bring about

:

{Spens.) to give excuses.

—

conj. {dial.) because.

—

adj. Cans' al, relating to a cause or causes. — n.

Causal'lty, the working of a cause : {phren.) the

faculty of tracing eff"ects to their causes.

—

adv.
Caus'ally, according to the order of causes.

—

71s.

Causa'tion, the act of causing : the bringing about
of an effect : the relation of cause and eflTect ; Causa'-
tlonism, the theory of causation ; Causa'tlonist, a
believer in the foregoing.

—

adj. CaUS'atlTO, express-

ing causation.—«. a form of verb or noun expressing
such.—fl^/p. Caus'atively.—d^'. Causeless, having
no cause or occasion.

—

adv. Causelessly. — ns.

Causelessness ; Caus'er, one who causes an effect

to be produced. — Cause cdl^bre, a convenient
French term for a specially interesting and impor-

tant legal trial, criminal or civil.

—

Final cause, the

end or object for which a thing is done, esp. the

design of the universe ; First cause, the original

cause or creator of all. — Hour of cause {Scot\
hour or time of trial.—Secondary causes, such as

are derived from a primary or first cause.

—

Have or
Show cause, to have to give reasons for a certain

line of action; Make common cause {with), to

unite for a common object ; Show cauSO {Eng.
law), to argue against the confirmation of a provi-

sional order or judgment.— For Occasional causes,
see Occasionalism. [Ft. ,— I., causa.]

Causerie, kOz'ri, n. a talk or gossip : a paragraph of
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chat about literature or art : a short and informal

essay on any subject in a newspaper or magazine

—

as in Sainte-Beuve's famous Causeries du Lundi.
[Fr.J

Causeway, kawz'wS, Causey, kawz'e, «. a raised way
through a marsh : a pathway raised and paved with

stone : a paved street.—r./. to pave. —/.«///>. Cause'-

wayed. Causeyed. [Causeway is formed from

Causey and Way. Causey is in M. E. causee—0.

Vt. cauci'e—Low L. calciata—L. calx, heel.]

Caustic, kaws'tik, adj. burning : (Jig.) bitter, severe,

cutting : {math.) noting an envelope of rays of light

proceeding from a fixed point and reflected (caia-

caustic) or refracted (diacaus/ic) by a surface or a

curve.—«. a substance that exerts a corroding or

disintegrating action on the skin and flesh.

—

adv.

Oaas'tTcally. — «. Causticity, quality of being

caustic—Caustic alkali (cfum.\ a name given to

the hydrates of potassium and sodium, called caustic

potash and caustic soda respectively ; CaUStiC am-
monia, ammonia as a gas, or in solution ; CaUStlC
lime, quicklime.—Common caustic, potash : Lunar
caustic, nitrate of silver in sticks for surgical use.

[L.,—Gr. kaustikos—kai-ein, kaus-ein, to bum.]
Cautel, kaw'tel, n. (Skak^ craft : insidious purpose

:

caution : wariness : a traditionar>' caution or written

direction about the proper manner of administering
the sacraments.^-<K^'. Cau'telous (Shak.), cautious

:

insidious: artful. [?t. cautele—h. cauteia—cavere,
cantum, to guard against.]

Cauterise, kaw'ter-Iz, v.t. to bum with a caustic or a
hot iron : (^g.) to sear.—or. Cau'ter, Cau'tery, a
burning with caustics or a hot iron : a burning iron
or caustic tised for burning tissue ; Cauterlsa'tion,
Cau'terism. ( Fr. cautMser—L«w L. cauteriz&re—
Gr. kauter, a hot iron

—

kai-ein, to burn.]
Caution, kaw'shun, n. heedfulness : security : warn-

ing : a surety: (Scot^ bail.

—

v.t. to warn to take
care.

—

adj. CaU'tionary, containing caution: given
as a ple<iee.

—

ns. Cau'tioner, one who cautions or
advises : (Scots law) a surety ; Cau'tionry, the act
of giving security for another.

—

adj. Cau'tlous, pos-
sessing or using caution : watcliful : prudetit.

—

adv.
Cautiously.—n. Cau'tiousness.—Caution money,
money paid in advance as security for good be-
haviour. [Fr.,

—

h. caution-em—cavere, lo beware.]
Cavalcade, kav-al-kad', n. a train or procession of

persons on horseback.

—

v.i. to go in a cavalcade.
[Fr., through It. and Low L. forms from L. caiallus,
a horse.]

Cavalier, kav-al-er", «. a knight: a Royalist in the
great Civil War: a swaggering fellow : a gallant or
gentleman in attendance upon a lady, as ner escort
or partner in a dance or the like: in military forti-
fication, a raised work so situated as to command
the neighbouring country. — adj. like a cavalier

:

gay : war-like : haughty, supercilious, free-and-easy.—v.i. to act as cavalier.

—

adj. Cavalier'lsh. n.
CavalieMsm.—o^/r'. Cavalier'ly.—«. Cavalier'o,
a cavalier.—Cavaliere-seryente (It.), one who waits
upon a lady, esp. a married lady, with fantastic
devotion— a cictsbeo. [Fr., — It. cavallo. See
Cavalcade.]

Cavalry, kav'al-ri, «. horse-soldiers : a troop of horse
or horsemen. [Fr. cavallerie— It. cavalUria—L.
caballarius, horseman.]

Cavass. See Kavaas.
Cavatina, kav-at-e'na, H. a short form of operatic air,
of a smooth and melodious character, differing
from the ordinary aria in consisting only of one
part, and frequently appearing a« part of a grand
scena. [It.]

Gave, kav, n. a hollow place in the earth : a den : any
small faction of seceders from a political party.

—

v.t.
to hollow out.

—

v.i. to lodge in a cive.— «. Cave'-
bear ( Ursus spelaus), a fossil bear of the Quaternary
epoch.—«.//. Cave'-dwellers, prehistoric men who
lived in cavet.— ». OaVing, yielding.—To oave In,
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of land, to slip, to fall into a hollow : to yield to
outside pressure, to give way, collapse. [Fr.,—L.
caz'us, hollow.]

Caveat, ka've-at, «. a notice or warning : a formal
warning, entered in the books of a court or public
office, that no step shall be taken in a particular
matter without notice to the person lodging the
caveat, so that he may appear and object [L., ' let

him take care'

—

cavere, to take care.]

Cavendisll, kaVen-dish, n. tobacco moistened and
pressed into quadrangular cakes. [Possibly from
the name of the original manufacturer.]

Cavern, kav'ern, n. a deep hollow place in the earth.—v.t. to put in a cavern : to hollow out, in the form
of a cavern.

—

adjs. Cav'emed, full of cavenjs

:

dwelling in a cavern ; CaVemous, hollow : full of
cavems.-;-a^i'. CaVemously.—a^y. Caver'nulous,
full of little cavities. [Fr.,—L. cavema—cavus,
hollow.]

Cavesson, kav'es-on, «. a nose-band for a horse. [Fr.,

—It.—L. capitia, capitiunt, a head-covering.]
Cavetto, ka-vet'to, «. a hollowed moulding whose

curvature is the quarter of a circle, used chiefly in

cornices. [It. ; dim. oi cava—L. cavus, hollow.]
Caviare, Caviar, kav-i-ar', or kav-i-ar' (originally

four syllables), «. an article of food made from the
salted roes of the sturgeon, &c. : {Jig.) something
whose flavour is too fine for the vulgar taste. [Prob.
the i6th-cent. It. cavutle; the Turk, kkdvyar is

prob. borrowed.]
Cavicom, kaVi-kom, adj. hollow-homed, as a rumi-

nant.—«. one of the Cavloor'nla, a family contrasted
with the solid-homed ruminants, or deer {Cervida).
[L. cavus, hollow, cornu, a horn.]

Cavle, kav'i, K. a hen-coop or cage. [Dut. kevit;
Ger. kajig.\

Cavil, kav'il, v.t. to make empty, trifling objections

:

to use false arguments: — /''•/. cav'illing; pa.f.
cav'illed.—«. a frivolous objection.

—

ns. Cavllla'-
tion, Cav'illing; Caviller. [O. Fr. cavilUr—U
cavillari, to practise jesting

—

cavilla, jesting.]

Cavity, kav'it-i, «. a hollow place : hollowness : an
opening.

—

adj. CaVitied. [L. cavitas, -tatem—
cavus, hollow.]

Cavo-rilievo, ka'vO-re-lya'vO, w. a kind of relief in
which the highest surface is level with the plane of
the original stone, which is left round the outlines
of the design.—Also Intaglio-rilievo and Ccslanar
glyphiC sculpture. [It. cnvo, hollow, rilievo,

relief. See Cave and Belief.]
Cavort, kav-ori', v.i. (l/.S. slang) to curvet, bound.

[Explained as a corr. of Curvet.]
Cavy, kav'i, «. a genus of Rodents, best known by

the domesticated species, the common guinea-pig.
[Cabiai, the native name in French Guiana.]

Caw, kaw, v.i. to cry as a crow. — «. the cry of a
crow—also KaW.—«. Caw'ing. [From the .sound.]

Cawk, kawk, n. a miner's familiar name for hea\'y
spar. [Prov. Eng. cauA; Chalk.]

Cawker. Same as Calker.
C!axon, kak'son, «. a kind of wig formerly worn.

[Origin obscure.]
Cazton, kaks'ton, «. a book printed by William Gi.r-

ton (1422-91), the first English printer : a kind of
printing-type in imitation of Caxton's.

Cay, k.l, «. a low islet, the same as Key. [Sp. cayo.\
Cayenne, ka-en', Cayenne-pepper, ka-en'-pep'4r, «. a

very pungent red pepper, made from several species
of capsicum. — adj. Cayenned', seasoned with
cayenne. [Usually referred to Cayenne in French
Guiana ; but there is little doubt the word is

Brazilian.]

Cayman, ka'man, m. a local name loosely applied to

various species of alligator—to that of the Missis-
sippi, anci more frequently to others found in tropical
or subtropical America. [Sp. caiman, most prob.
Carib.]

Caziqua, a form of Caolque.
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Cease, s5s, v.i. to give over: to stop: to be at an end
(with from). — v.t. to put an end to.— «. (Shak.)
extinction.

—

adj. Ceaseless, without ceasing : in-

cessant. —Wz'. Ceaselessly.—«. Ceas'lng.—With-
out cease, continually. [Fr. cesser— \j. cessdre, to

give over

—

cedere, to yield, give up.]

Cebadilla. See Cevadllla.
Cebus, se'bus, «. a genus of South American monkeys
—Cebidaa (seb'i-de) is sometimes applied to all the
broad-nosed New-World monkeys (Platyrrhini) with

prehensile tails, in contrast to the Pithecidae. [Gr.

kebos. ]

Ceddomyia, ses-i-dom-I'ya, «. a genus of dipterous

(two-winged) insects in the Tipularia (gnat and mos-
quito) division. [Gr. kekis, -idos, juice.]

Cecils, se'silz, n.pl. minced meat, bread crumbs,
onions, &c., made up into balls and fried.

Cecity, se'si-ti, n. blindness. [L. cacitas—cacus,
blind.]

Cedar, se'dar, n. a large evergreen tree remarkable
for the durability and fragrance of its wood ; applied
also to many more or less similar trees, as the Barba-
does cedar, properly a juniper, and the Bastard Bar-
badoes cedar, properly a Cedrela (used for canoes,
cigar-boxes, blacklead pencils).

—

adj. made ofcedar.—adjs. (}e'dared, covered with cedars ; Ce'dam
(Milion), pertaining to or made of cedar ; Ce'drine,
belonging to the cedar-tree ; Ce'dry, obsolete form
of Oe'dary, having the colour or properties of cedar.
[L.—Gr. kedros.\

Cede, sed, v.t. to yield or give up to another.

—

v.i. to

give way. [L. cedere, cessuni, to yield, give up.]
Oedilla, se-dil'la, n. a mark placed under the letter

c (thus f), esp. in French, to show that it is to have
its soft sound of s, where one would, expect the
hard, as before a, o, «. [Sp. (Fr. cidille. It. zediglia),

all from zeta, the Greek name of z.]

Cedrate, se'drat, «. the citron. [Fr.,—L. citrus.]

Cedrela, sed're-la, n. a tropical genus of Meliacet^,
aUied to mahogany, whose wood is popularly called

cedar.

—

adj. Cedrela'ceOUS. \Gx, kedrelate—kedros,
cedar, elate, the silver fir.]

Cedula, sed'u-la, «. a South American promissory-note
or mortgage-bond on lands. [Sp. Cf. Schedule.]

Cee-spring, C-Spring, se'-spring, «. a spring support-
ing the frame of a carriage, in the shape of a C.

Ceil, Ciel, sel, v.t. to overlay the inner roof of a
room, generally to plaster it : to wainscot. — «.

Ceil'ing, the inner roof of a room. [Prob. conn,
with Fr. ciel. It. cielo. Low L. calum, a canopy.]

Celadon, sel'a-don, «. a pale-green colour. [Fr.]

Celandine, sel'an-dln, «. swallow-wort, the popular
name (and corruption) of Ckelidonium ntajus, a
perennial papaveraceous (poppy) herb, so named
because it was supposed to flower when the swallows
appeared, and to perish when they departed.
[O. Fr. celidoine— Gr. chelidonion— chelidon, a
swallow.]

Celebrate, sel'e-brat, v.t. to make famous: to dis-

tinguish by solemn ceremonies, as a festival or an
event : to perform with proper rites and ceremonies,
as mass, the eucharist, marriage, &c. : to publish
the praises of.

—

n. Cel'ebrant, one who celebrates :

the principal officiant at the holy communion.

—

adj.
Celebrated, distinguished : famous.

—

ns. Oelebra'-
tion, act of celebrating any solemn ceremony, as the
eucharist {high, if with music, &c. ; low, if without) :

an extolling ; Celehrat'or, one who celebrates

;

Celeb'rlty, the condition of being celebrated : fame :

notoriety : a person of distinction or fame. [L.
ceUbrdre, -atum—celeber, frequented.)

Celerity, sel-er'it-i, «. quickness : rapidity of motion.
[Fr.,—L. celeritas—celer, quick.]

Celery, sel'er-i, K. a kitchen vegetable cultivated for
iu long blanched succulent stalks. [Fr. cHeri—Y,.
and Gr. selinon, parsley.]

Celestial, sel-est'yal, adj. heavenly: dwelling in
heaven : in the visible heavens.

—

n. an inhabitant

of heaven. — adv. Oelesflally.—The Celestial
Empire, a name for China. [Through Fr. from L.
coelestis—caelum, heaven. ]

Celestine, sel'es-tln, or sel-es'tin, n. one of an order
of monks following the rule of St Benedict, wearing
a white garment with black hood and scapulary,
founded about 1254 by Peter da Murrone, who
became Pope Celestine V. in 1294, and resigned
after five years—' the great refusal' of Dante.

Celestine, sel'es-tin, «. a mineral, native sulphate of
strontia. — Also Cel'estite. [From its sky-blue
colour. ]

Celiac, se'li-ak, adj. Same as COBliaa
CeUbacy, sel'i-bas-i, or se-lib'as-i, n. a single life

:

an unmarried state.

—

adjs. Celibata'rian, favour-
ing celibacy ; Celibate, living single. — «. one
unmarried, or not allowed to marry. [L. coelebs,

single.]

Cell, sel, «. a small room in a prison, monastery, &c. :

a cave : a small shut cavity : the grave : a unit-mass
of living matter, whether rounded off by itself, as in

the simplest plants or animals, and in the youngest
stage of all organisms, or associated with other cells

to form a higher unity.

—

adjs. Celled, having cells,

cellular ; Celllf'erous, having or producing cells

;

Cell'Ular, Cell'ulated, consisting of or containing
cells.—«. Cellule, a little cell-«<//'. Cellullf erous,
having or producing little cells.—«. Cell'uloid, a
hard elastic compound used for ivory, obtained by
hydraulic pressure from pyroxylin, mixed with cam-
phor, &c.

—

adj. Cell'ulose, containing cells.—«. the
substance of which the permanent cell- membranes of
plants are composed. [O. Fr. celle—'L,. cella, conn,
with celdre, to cover.]

Cella, sel'a, n. the body of the temple, as distinguished
from the portico, &c.

Cellar, sel'ar, ft. any underground room or vault : a
cell underground, where stores are kept, esp. wine,
&c.— v.t. to store in a cellar.

—

ris. Cellarage, space
for cellars : cellars : charge for storing in cellars

;

Cell'arer, Cell'arist, one who has charge of the
cellar : an officer in a monastery who has the charge
of procuring and keeping the provisions ; Cell'aret,
an ornamental case for holding bottles ; Cell'arman,
one who has the care of a cellar.

—

adj. Cell'arous
(Dickens), belonging to a cellar : excavated ; sunken.
[O. Fr. celiei— L. cellarium—cella.]

Cello, chero, for Violoncello ; sometimes written
'Cello.—Cellist, 'Cellist, for Violoncellist.

Cellulares, sel-u-la'rez, «.//. a name sometimes applied
to the Cryptogamia—properly only to the mosses
and lower cryptogams.

Celt, selt, n. a cutting instrument of stone or bronze
found in ancient barrows. [Founded on Celie, perh.
a misreading for eerie (' surely '), in the Vulgate, Job,
xix. 24, there being apparently no such Latin word
as celtes, a chisel.]

Celt, selt, «. one of the Celts, an Aryan race, now re-

presented by the Bretons, the Welsh, the Irish, and
the Scottish Highlanders—also Kelt.

—

adj. Celtic.—ns. Celt icism, a Celtic idiom or custom ; Celto-
ma'nia. [L. Celta ; Gr. Keltoi or Keltai.]

Cement, se-ment', ». anything that makes two bodies
stick together : mortar : a bond of union.—v.i. to

unite with cement : to join firmly.—«. Cementa'-
tlon, the act of cementing : the process by which
iron is turned into steel, glass into porcelain, &c.

—

done by surrounding them with a cement or powder
and exposing them to heat.

—

adjs. CJement'atory,

Cementi'tiOUS, having the quality of cementing or

uniting firmly. [O. Fr. ciment—l^. camentum, chip

of stone used to fill up in building a wall, cceditnen-

turn—cadere, to cut.]

Cemetery, sem'e-ter-i, «. a burying-ground. [Low L.

cameterium.—Gr. koimeterion.]

Cenacle, sen'a-kl, n. a supper-room, esp. that in which
the Last Supper was eaten by Jesus and His dis"

ciples. [Fr. cinacU—L. C€nactilum.\
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Cenobite fate, filr ; mS, h4r ; mine ; Centre

Cenobite. Same as Oonobite.
Cenotaph, sen'O-taf, n. a sepulchral monument to one

who is buried elsewhere. [Kr.,—L.—Gr. kenotaphion

—keitos, empty, and taphos, a tomb.]

OenozoiO, se-no-zO'ik, adj. Same as CainozoiC.

Oense, sens, v.t. to bum incense before : (pbs.) to

think.—«. {pbs.) a public rate or tax : rank, condi-

tion. [SeeCenstis.] ...
Oenser, sens'er, «. a pan in which incense is burned.

[O. Fr. censier, encensUr (mod. encensoiry—'Lov/ L.

incensoriufH—i^. iiicendere, incensutn, to burn.]

OODBOr, sen'sor, n. in ancient Rome, an officer who
kept account of the property of the citizens, imposed

taxes, and watched over their morals : an officer

who examines books or newspapers before they are

printed : one who censures or blames.

—

adjs. Oen-

BO'rlal, belonging to a censor, or to the correction

of public morals ; Censo rlOUS, expressing censure :

fault-findin?—alsoCensorlan.—rt(/7/.Oens6'riously.
—ns. Censo'rlousness ; Cen'sorslup, office ofcensor

:

time during which he holds office.—Censorslllp of

the press, a regulation of certain governments, by
which books and newspapers must be examined by
officers, whose approval is necessary to their publica-

tion. [L.,

—

censere, to weigh, to estimate.]

Censure, sen'shur, H. an unfavourable judgment

:

blame : reproof: (pbs.) criticism, judgment gener-

ally.

—

v.t. to blame : to condemn as wrong.

—

adj.

Oen'surable, deserving of censure : blamable.

—

n.

Cen'surableness.—<!</:'. Cen'surably. [L. censura,

an opinion, a severe judgment

—

censere, to estimate
or judge.]

Census, sen'sus, n. an official enumeration of the

inhabitants of a country, and of statistics relating

to them.

—

adj. Cen'sual, relating to or containing a
census. [L. census, a register.]

Cent, sent, n. a hundred : an American coin = the
hundredth part of a dollar.—>«. Cent'age, rate by
the hundred ; Cent'al, a weight of loo lb. proposed
for general adoption, leg.-ilised in 1878.—Per cent.,

by the hundred. [L. centum, a hundred.]
Centaur, sen'tawr, n. a fabulous monster, half-man,

half-horse.

—

adj. Centau'rlan. [L. ,—Gr. kentauros;
ety. dub.]

Centaury, sen'taw-ri, ». an annual with pink or rose-

coloured flowers, possessing the tonic and other
medicinal virtues of gentian, esteemed in medicine
since the days of Galen.

Centenary, sen'tin-ar-i (also sometimes sen-ten'ar-i

and even sen-ten'ar-i), «. a hundred : a century or
hundred years.

—

adj. pertaining to a hundred.

—

ns.

Centena'rian, one a hundred years old ; Ceutena'-
rianlsm ; Centenler (sen'tcn-er), a centurion : a
police-officer in Jersey. \\^.,—centeni, a hundred
each

—

centum. ]

Centennial, sen-ten'i-al, adj. happening once in a hun-
dred years.

—

n. a hundredth anniversary. [Coined
from L. centum, and annus, a year.]

Center. See Centre.
Centering, sen't4r-ing, «. (archit.) the framework
upon which an arch or vault of stone, brick, or iron
is supported during its construction.

Centesimal, sen-tes'i-mal, adj. hundredth.

—

adv. Cen-
tes'lmally. [L» centesimus—centum.]

Centifolious, sen-ti-fo'li-us, adj. hundred-leaved.
Centigrade, sen'ti-grud, adj. having a hundred de-
grees : divided into a hundred degrees, as the centi-
grade thermometer constructed by Celsius (1701-44),
in which freezing-point is zero and boiling-point is

100° (for its relation to the Fahrenheit scale, see
Thermometer). [L. centum, amd gradus, a step, a
degree. ]

Centigramme, sen'ti-gram, «. in the Metric System,
the hundredth part of a gramme, or -1543248 of agr.
troy. [Fr.,—L. centum, a hundred, and Gramme.]

Centilitre, sen'ti-le-tr, «. the hundredth part of a
litre, a little more than '^ths of a cubic inch. [Fr.,

—L. centum, a hundred, and Litre.]

Id2

Centime, sen-t6m', «. the hundredth part of anything,

esp. a French coin, the hundredth part of a franc.

[Fr.,

—

h. centum, a. hundred.]
Centimetre, sen'ti-me-tr, n. a lineal measure, the

hundredth part of a metre = 0-3937 inches. [Fr.,—
L. centum, a hundred, metrum, Gr. metron, a
measure.]

Centinel. Same as Sentinel.
Centipede, sen'ti-ped, «. a general name for the mem-

bers of one of the orders of the class Myriapoda,
being segmented animals bearing jointed appendages,
having a well-defined head furnished with feelers

and jaws, and breathing by means of air-tubes or
tracheae. [L. centum, z.wd pes, pedis, a foot.]

Centner, sent'ner, n. a common name on the Con-
tinent for a hundredweight.

Cento, sen'to, n. a name applied to literary trivialities

in the form of poems manufactured by putting to-

gether distinct verses or p.issages of one author, or
of several authors, so as to make a new meaning

:

a composition formed by joining scraps from other
authors : expressing contempt, a mere string of
commonplace phrases and quotations '.^pl- usually
Centos.— »j. Cen'toist; Cen'tonism, Cen'toism.
[L. cento, Gr. kentrou, patchwork.]

Centre, Center, sen'ter, «. the middle point of any-
thing, esp. a circle or sphere : the middle : the point

toward which all things move or are drawn : the
chief leader of an organisation—head-centre : the
men of moderate political opinions in the French
Chamber, sitting right in front of the president,

with extreme men on the right and on the left

—

further subdivisions are Right-centre and Left-
centre : the Ultramontane party in Germany.—i'./.

to place on or collect to a centre.—Z'./. to be placed
in the middle :

—

pr.p. cen'tring, cen'tering ; pa.p.
cen'tred, cen'tered.

—

adj. Cen'tral, belonging to the
centre, principal, dominant : belonging to a nerve-
centre, of affections caused by injury to the brain or
spinal cord.—».;. Centralisa tion. Centralism, the
tendency to administer by the sovereign or central
government matters which would be otherwise under
local management.

—

v.t. Cen'trallse, to draw to a
centre.— «. Central'lty, central position.

—

advs.
Centrally, Cen'trically.-«j. Gen'tre-bit, a joiner's
tool, turning on a centre, for boring circular holes

—

one of the chief tools of the burglar ; Cen'tre-board,
a shifting keel, fitted to drop below and in line with
the keel proper in order to increase or diminish the
draught of a boat—much used in United States
racing yachts : Cen'tre-plece, an ornament for the
middle of a table, ceiling, &c. —• adjs. Cen'tric,
Cen'trical, relating to, placed in, or containing
the centre.—«j. Cen'tricalness, Centric ity ; Cen'-
trum, the body of a vertebra.—Central fire, said

of a cartridge in which the fulminate is placed in the

centre of the base, as opposed to rimfire; Central
forces, forces whose action is to cause a moving
body to tend towards a fixed point called the centre
of force.—Centre of attraction, the point to which
bodies tend by the force of gravity : Centre of buoy-
ancy, or displacement, the point in an immersed
body at which the resultant vertical pressure may
be supposed to act; Centre of gravity, a certain

point, invariably situated with regard to the body,
through which the resultant of the attracting forces

between the earth and its several molecules always
passes ; Centre of Inertia, or mass, the centre of a
set of parallel forces acting on all the particles of a
body, each force being proportional to the mass of
the particle on which it acts ; Centre of oscillation,
the point in a body occupied by that particle which
is accelerated and retarded to an equal amount,
and which therefore moves as if it were a single
pendulum unconnected with the rest of the body

;

Centre of percussion, the point in which the direc-
tion of a blow, given to a body, intersects the plane
ill wliich the fixed axis and the centre of inertia lie,



Centrifagal mote ; mute ; mO?5n ; Men. Cerge

making the body begin to rotate about a fixed axis,

without causing any pressure on the axis ; Centre
of pressure, the point at which the direction of a

single force, which is equivalent to the fluid pressure
on the plane surface, meets the surface. [Fr.,—L.

centrum— Gr. keitiron, a sharp point.]

Centrifugal, sen-trlf'u-gal, adj. relating to the force

directed towards the centre of curvature constantly
required to keep a body moving in a curve instead of
in its natural straight line : {bot.) applied to an in-

florescence when the development proceeds from the

apex towards the base of the axis or leaf, as opposed
to centripetal, when it is from the base upwards
towards the a{>ex.—«. Cen'trlfUge, a centrifugal

machine. [L. centrum, ^wA/ug-ere, to flee from.)

Centripetal, sen-trip'et-al, adj. of a force impelling a
body towards some point as a centre. [L. centrum,
and pet-ere, to seek.]

Centrobarlc, sen-tro-bar'ik, adj. relating to the centre
of gravity. [L. centrum, and Gr. baros, weight.]

Centrode, sen'trOd, «. a locus traced out by the suc-

cessive positions of an instantaneous centre of pure
rotation.

Centuni7lr, sen-tum'vir, «. one of the Roman judges
chosen annually for civil suits, originally 105 in num-
ber (ihree from each of the thirty-five tribes) :—//.
Centum'vlri.—«. Centum'virate. [L. centum, a
hundred, and vir, a man.]

Centuple, sen'tu-pl, adj. hundredfold.—?'./•. OentU'-
plicate, to multiply a hundred times.—«. Centupll-
ca'tlon. [L. centuplex— centum, and plicare, to

fold.]

Century, sen'tu-ri, «. a hundred, or something con-
sisting of a hundred in number, as sonnets, &c. :

a hundred years. —rt^//'. Centu'rlal.—«j. CentU'-
rlator, the centuriators of Magdeburg were a group
of Reformed divines who in the 16th century com-
piled a church history in 13 vols., each volume
covering a century; Centu'rlon, among the Romans,
the commander of a hundred men.

—

Century plant
(see Agave). [L. centuria- centum.^

Ceorl, churl, «. before the Norman Conquest an ordi-

nary freeman not of noble birth. [A.S. ]

Cephalaspis, sef-a-las'pis, «. a genus of fossil Ganoid
fishes found in the Upper Silurian and Devonian
measures. [Gr. kephaie, the head, cispis, a shield.]

Cephalic, se-fal'ik, adj. belonging to the head—also

Cephalia'tlc—«-f. Cephalag'ra, gtjut in the head
;

Cephalal'gia, Ceph'algy, headache, —adjs. Ceph-
alal'glc ; Ceph'alate, having a head, as a mollusc.— n. Cephali'tis, inflammation of the brain.

—

cutjs.

Ceph'aloid, m the form of the head : spherical. —«.i-.

Ceph'alo-tho'rax, the anterior division of the body
in arthropods ; Cephalot'omy, the dissection of the
head.

—

adj. Ceph'alOUS, having a head. [Gr. keplia-
liAos—kephaie, the head.]

Cephalopoda, sef-al-op'od-a, n.pl. the highest class of
molluscs, usually large animals, exclusively marine,
with well - developed head region, but having the
ventral surface grown round the mouth and split up
into arms bearing .suckers—more commonly cuttle-

fish.—adj. Ceph'alopod. [Gr. kephaie, the head,
pons, podos, the foot.]

Cephaloptera, sef-a-lop't6r-a, «. a name formerly used
for a genus of rays. [Gr. kephaie, the head, ptera,
wings.]

Ceramic, se-ram'ik, adj. pertaining to pottery. [Gr.
keramos, potter's earth.)

Cerasine, ser'a-sin, «. the insoluble portion of the gum
which exudes from the cherry, &c. [L. cerasus, Gr.
kerasos, the cherry-tree.)

Cerastes, se-ras'tez, «. a genus of poisonous snakes
having a horny process over each eye. [L. ; Gr.
kerastes—keras, a horn.)

Cerate, se'rut, n. a compound of wax with other oily
or medicinal substances in such proportions as to
form a stiff ointment. — adj. Ce'rated. — «. Cero'-
manoy, divination from figures produced by melted
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wax when dropped into water. [L. cerare, cerdtum,
to cover with wax, cera, wax.)

Ceratitis, ser-a-tl'tis, n. inflammation of the cornea.

—

Also Kerati'lis.

Ceratode, ser'a-tOd, «. the homy skeletal substance
of sponges — also Cer'atoso. — adjs. Cerat'odous,
Cer'atose.

Ceratoid, ser'a-toid, adj. horny.
Ceraunic, se-raw'mk, adj. pertaining to, or produced

by, thunder.

—

ns. Cerau'nlte, a belemnite ; Cerau'-
noscope, an apparatus for imitating thunder and
lightnmg in ancient mysterie.s. [Gr. keraunos, a
thunderbolt.)

Cerberus, ser'ber-us, «. {myth.) the monster that
guarded the entrance to Hades, a dog with three,
according to some a hundred, heads.—a^'. Cerbe'-
rian. [L.—Gr. Kerberos.]

Cercarla, ser-ka'ri-a, «. the technical name applied to
an embryonic form of many flukes.

—

adj. Cerca'-
rlan, [Gr. kerkos, a tail.]

Cere, ser, v.t. to cover with wax.—«. the bare wax-
like patch at the base of the upper part of the be.ik
in birds.

—

adj. Cera'ceous, ot or like wax.—«x.

Cera'gO, a wax-like substance (bee-bread) used by
bees as food ; Cere'cloth, Cere'ment, a cloth dipped
in melted wax in which to wrap a de.td body : a wind-
ing-sheet or grave-clothesgenerally.

—

adjs. Ce'reoUB,
waxy; Ce'nc— «j-. Ce'rln, Ce'rlne, the portion of
wax which dissolves in boiling alcohol : a waxy sub-
stance obtained by boiling grated cork in alcohol ;

Ce'rograph, a writing on wax : an encaustic paint-

ing.— «<(>>. Cerograph'lc, -al.—«j. Cerog'raphist

;

Cerog'raphy, the art of writing or engraving on
wax.

—

adj. Ceroplas'tiC, modelled or moulded in

wax.—«. the art of modelling in wax.—«. Cer'osine,
a wax-like substance produced on the surface of
certain species of sugar-cane. [L. cera, cog. with
Gr. keros, wax ; Gr. graphein, to •<Kr\t.e, plassein, to

mould.]
Cereal. See Ceres.
Cerebrum, ser'e-brum, «. the front and larger part of

the hr3.\\\. — adjs. Cerebell'ar, Cerebell'ous. — «.

Cerebell'um, the hinder and lower part of the brain.—atlj. Cer'ebral, pertaining to the cerebrum.^«j.
Cer'ebralism, the theory that all mental operations
originate in the cerebrum ; Cer'ebrallst.

—

v.t. Cer'e-
brate, to show brain action. - «. Cerebra'tion,
action of the brain, conscious or unconscious, marked
by molecular changes in the cerebrum.

—

adjs. Cer'e-
brlc, cerebral; Cereb'rlform, brain - .shaped.

—

ns.

Cer'ebrin, a name given to several nitrogenous non-
phosphorised substances obtained from the brain ;

Cerebri'tis, inflammation of the cerebrum.

—

adj.

Cer'ebro-spin'al, relating to the brain and spinal

cord together. — Cerebral hemispheres, the two
great divisions of the cerebrum. [L. cerebrum, the

brain; prob. cog. with Gr. kara, the head, kranion,
the cranium.)

Ceremony, se/e-mo-ni, «. a sacred rite : the outward
form, religious or otherwise : any empty form with-

out inwardness : pomp or state : a portent or omen.
—adj. Ceremo'nlal, relating to ceremony.—«. out-

ward form : a system of ceremonies.

—

n. Ceremo'-
nlalism, adherence to outward form.

—

adv. Cere-
mo'nially. -«</;. Ceremo'nious, full of ceremony:
particular in observing forms : precise.

—

adii. Cere-

mo'nlously. — «. Ceremoniousness. — Master of
ceremonies, the person who directs the form and
order of the ceremonies to be observed on some
public occasion. [Fr.— L. cctrimonia, sanctity.)

Ceres, se'rez, «. the Roman name for the Greek De-
meter, goddess of tillage and corn.

—

adj. Oe'real,

relating to corn or edible grain.

—

ti.pl. Ce'realS, the

grains used as food, such as wheat, barley, &c. [L.

prob. from root of credre, to create. ]

Cereus, .se'ri-us, «. a large genus of cactuses, includ-

ing some of the most imposing forms. [L., ' waxen.']
Cerge, serj, «. a large wax-candle burned before the



Cerinthlan fete, far ; mi, hir ; mine ;
Chaff

altar.—Also Clerge, Serge. [O. Fr.,—L. cetrus—
cera, wax.]

Cerinthian, scr-in'thi-an, atfj. pertaining to Cfrinthus,

one of the earliest heretics in the Christian Church,

against whose crude Gnosticism the Gospel of John
was written, according to Irenaeus.

Ceriph. Same as Serit

Cerise, ser-Sz*, «. and adj. a light and clear red cobur.

[Fr., ' cherry.']
• . •

Cerium, sS'ri-um, «. a rare metal found in the mineral

Ce rite, which is its hydrated silicate. [Named from

the plant Ceres.]

Cem, sorn (Shiik.). Concern.
Ceromanoy. See Cerate.
Ceroon. bee Seroon.
Ceroplastlc. See Cere.

Certain, ser' tan, or scr'tin,rt(^'. sure: not to be doubted :

resolved; fixed: regular: inevitable: some: one.

—

aiiv^. Certainly, (Scot.) Cer ty, Cer'tie.—«j. Cer'-

titude, Cer'talnty.— ' A certain person," implying

some degree of contempt ; A lady of a certain age,

ofaiL-ige best not stated accurately—at least no longer

young.—For certain, assuredly.—Moral certainty,

a conviction so justifiable that one is morally entitled

to act on it. [O. Fr., — L. certus— cern-ere, to

decide.]
Certes, ser'tCz, adv. certainly: in sooth. [Fr.]_

Certificate, ser-tif'i-kat, «. a written declaration of

some fact : a testimonial of character or definite

statement of qualifications. — 7'.!'. to give a certificate.—Hi. Oertiflca'tion ; Certlf'Icatory, a certificate-

also adj. — «. Cer'tifier, one who certifies.

—

v.t.

Cer'tify, to make known as certain : to inform : to

declare in writing :

—

pr.p. cer'tifying ; pa.p. cer'ti-

faci-re, to make.]
fied. (Fr. certificat- certificdre, certus, and

Certiorari, ser-shi-o-r5'ri, n. the writ by which, since

the abolition of imprisonment for debt and the
consequent disuse of the better-known writ, habeas
corpui, causes are removed from inferior courts of
record into the High Court of Justice. [Low L., 'be
informed of

—

certior, comp. of certus, certain.]

Cerulean, se-rii'le-an, adj. sky-blue : dark-blue ; sea-

green.—a<^'. CerU'leons. [L. caeru/eus.]

Ceruleln, sir-u'lS-in, n. a coal-tar colour chiefly used
in dyeing cotton fabrics, producing fast olive-green
sh.ides.

Cerumen, se-rQ'men, «. the yellow waxy matter
secreted in the ear.

—

adj. Ceru'minous. [L. cera,
wax.)

Ceruse, sS'rOOs, or ser-Qs', ft. white-lead, the native
carbonate of lead.—«. Ce'rUSlte. [Fr,—L. cerutsa,
conn, with cera, wax.]

Cervical, ser'vi-kal, adj. belonging to the neck. [Fr.

,

— L. cervix, cervicis, the neck.]
Cervine, sir'vTn, adj. relating to deer. [L. cervinus,

c,-r7us, a stag.]

Cesarean. See Csesarean.
Cesarevitch. See Czar.
Cespitose, ses'pi-tOs, adj. turfy : growing in tufls.

—

.Also Ces'pltOUS. [L. cesfies, cesf>itis, turf.]

Cess, ses. «. a tax, a local rate.

—

v.t. to impose a tax.
—Out of all cesse (Shak.), excessively, immoder-
ately. [Shortened from AssesS.]

Cessation, ses-a'shun, «. a ceasing or stopping : a rest

:

a pause. [Fr.,— L. cessation-em. See Ceaso.]
Cesse, ses, v.t. (S/ens.). Same as CeaSO.
Cession, sesh'un, «. a yielding up.—«. Ces'slonary,
one to whom an assignment has been legally made.— Cessio bonorum (Scots /aw), before 1880 a
debtor's surrender of his estate to his creditors in
return for a judicial protection from Imprisonment in
respect of his debts. iFr.—h. cession-em. See Cede.)

Cesspool, ses'pODi, ti. a pool or hollow in which filthy
water collects. [Ace. to Skeat, from Celt soss-pool,
a pool into which foul messes flow. Cf. Scot, soss,
a mixed dirt^ mess.]

Cestoid, ses'toid, «. one of a family of flat worms of

Roman Cestus.

internal parasitic habit, having a long strap-like

body divided into numerous segments : a tape-

worm.—Also Cestold'ean. [L. cestus, Gr. kestos,

a girdle, a strap, and eiJos, form.]

Cestracion, ses-tra'si-on, «. a generic name for the

hammer-headed sharks, [p-ormed from Gr. kestrel,

a weapon.)
Cestui, sesi'we, «. any person who
— in such phrases as Cestui que
trust, a person entitled to the bene-

fit of a trust, a beneficiary in Scots

law phraseology. [O. Kr. ]

Cestus, ses'tus, «. the girdle of Venus,
which had power to awaken love :

an ancient boxing-glove loaded
with lead or iron. [L.— Gr. kestos,

a girdle.)

Cesura. See Caesura.
Cesure, se'zur, «. a breaking off: {S/>ens.) a csesura.

Cetacea, se-tfi'shi-a, n.pl. an order of mammals of
aquatic habit and fish-like form, including the
Toothed whales, or Odontoceti, and the Baleen
whales, or Mystacoceti. To the former belong the
Sperm whales, the Bottlenose, the genus Pl.itanista

and its allies, and the great family of Dolphins ; to

the latter, the Right Whale {Baltrna), the Hump-
backs, and the Rorquals.—«. Ceta'cean.

—

adj. Ceta'-

Ceous. — K. Cetol'Ogy, that part of zoology which
treats of whales. [L.,—Gr. ketos, any sea-monster.]

Ceteosaums, set-e-o-saw'rus, n. a large dinosaurian
reptile belonging to the Jurassic system. [Gr. kltos,

whale, sauros, lizard.]

Cevadilla, sev-a-dil'a, «. the dark acrid seeds of a
Mexican bulbous plant of the lily family, yielding

veratrin, formerly used as an anthelmintic : the plant
itself.—Also Cebadlll'a. [Sp.,—L. cibsre, to feed,

cibiis, food.)

Ceylonese, se-lon-6z', adj. of or belonging to Ceylon.
—«. a native of Ceylon.

ChabliS, shab'le, «. a celebrated white Burgundy wine
made at Chablis, near Auxerre, in France.

CbabOUlC, tscha'book, «. a Persian horsewhip. [Pers.]

Chace. See Cbase (i).

Chack, chak, n. a snack or slight hasty meaL
[Imit]

Chacma, chak'ma, «. a South African baboon.
Chaco. Same as Shako.
Chaconne, shak-on', n. an old dance, with slow
movement, the music, a series of variations on a
ground bass, mostly eight bars in length, appearing
in sonatas as well as ballets. [Fr.,—Sp. cnacona—
Basque chucun, pretty.]

Chad, shad, «. a kind of fish. [See Shad.]
ChSBtodon, ke'to-don, «. a typical genus of a family

of Ijony fishes, known as Squamipennes. [Gr. chaiti,

hair, odous, odont-, tooth.)

Chsstopod, kfi'to-pod, «. a class of worms including
famifiar types like the Earthworm, the Fi.sherman's

Lobworm, and the Sea-mouse—often included under
the title of Annelids or ringed worms. [Gr. chaiti,

hair, vmA pous
,
pod-, foot.]

Chafe, chaf, v.t. to make hot by rubbing : to fret or
wear by rubbing : to cause to fret or rage (with
against, at).—v.t. to fret or rage.—». heat caused
by rubbing : rage : passion.

—

tis. Chaf'er (06s.), a
chafing-dish, a saucepan ; Chaf'Ing-dlsh, a dish or
vessel in which" anything is made hot : a kind of
portable grate ; Chaf'ing-gear, mats, spim-yarn,
oattens, &c., put upon the rigging and spars of a
ship to prevent their being chafed. [Fr. chauffer— L. cale/acere—calere, to be hot, and /aclre, to
make.]

Chafer, chaf'tr, «. a kind of beetle, the cockchafer.
[A.S. ce/er ; cog. with Dut. ker'er, Ger. ka/er.]

Chaff, chaf, «._ a genemi name for the husks of com
or other grain as threshed or winnowed : refuse, or
worthless matter: light banter, badinage.

—

x'.t. to
banter, or tease, by some raillery. — «r. Chaff'-



Chaffer mOte ; mute ; mSOn ; Men. Chalybean

cutter, Chafif'-en'glnO, a machine for cutting straw

or hav into ttiaff.—«. andp.aJ/. Cha,S'mg.— aih'.

Chaff'tngly. — a^^j. Chaff'less; CUaffy. [A.S.

cea/: cf. Dut. ia/.]

Cbaffer, chafer, v./. to huy.—v.i. to bargain: to

haggle about the price.—»«. Cliafif'erer, a haggler

about the price ; Chaff'ery, buying and selling

:

(S/ens.) haggling. [M. E. ctuipfare, a bargain,

from .\.S. ceap, ^nce,/arii, way.]

Cbaffinch, chaf insh, n. a little song-bird of the finch

I'aniily. [Said to delight in chajf. See Finch.]

Ohaffron. See Chamfrain.
Cliaft, chaft, n. {Scot, and Xcrthem Engiish) the

jaw. [Ice. kjiiptr : cf. Sw. ka/t, Dan. kie/t.\

Chagan, k.ig-an', ». an early form of Khan.
Chagrin, sha-^ren', «. that which wears or gnaws the

mind : vexation : annoyance.

—

v.t. to vex or annoy.
—f.adj. Chagrined'. [Fr. cluxgrin, shagreen, rough
skin, ill-humour.]

Chain, chan, «. a series of links or rings p-tssing

through one another : a number of things coming
after each other : anything that binds : a connected
course or train of events : in surveying, often called

Gunter's chain, a measure of loo links, 66 feet long
(lo sq. chains make an acre) : (//.) fetters, bonds,
confinement generally.

—

zi.t. to fasten : lo fetter : to

restrain : {Shak.) to embrace.

—

ns. Chain'-arm'our,
chain-mail ; Chain'-bolt, a large bolt used to secure
the chain-plates to the ship's side ; Chain'-bridge,
a bridge suspended on chains : a suspension-bridge ;

Chain'-ca'blO, a cable composed of iron links.

—

p.adj. Chained, bound or fastened, as with a chain :

fitted with a chain.—«. Chain-gang, a gang of
convicts chained to-

gether.

—

adj. Chain'

-

less, without chains

:

unfettered.— ns.
Chain'let, a small
chain: Chain'-mail,
mail or armour made
of iron links con-
nected together.miich
used in Europe in the
I3th and 13th centuries ; Chain'-mould'ing, mould-
ing in the form of a chain ; Chain'-pier, a pier sup-
ported by chains like a chain-bridge.

—

n.pl. Chain'-
plates, on shipboard, iron plates bolted below the
channels to serve as attachments for the dead-eyes,
through which the standing rigging or shrouds and
back-stays are rove and .secured.

—

ns. Chaln'-pump,
a pump consisting of buckets or plates fastened to

an endless iron chain, and used lor raising water

;

Chain'-rule, an arithmetical rule, so called from the

terms of the problem being stated as equations, and
connected, as if by a chain, so as to obtain by one
operation the same result as would be obtained by a
number of different operations in simple proportion :

the rule for solving problems by compound propor-
tion: Chain'-shot, two bullets or half-bullets fas-

tened together by a chain, used formerly in naval
engagements to destroy rigging, now replaced by
case - shot and shrapnel - shell ; Chain' - Stitch, a
peculiar kind of stitch resembling the links of a
chain : Chain'-work, work consisting of threads,
cords, &c., wrouglit with open spaces like the links
of a chain: network. [Fr. chiiine—L. catena.\

Chair, char, «. a movable seat for one, with a back
to it : a covered vehicle for one person, as a sedan-
chair : the seat or office of one in authority, as a
judge, a bishop, or the person presiding over any
meeting— hence ' to take the chair' = to assume the
place of president ;

' to address the chair ' = to
direct one's speech to the chairman :

' to support
the chair' = to uphold the authority of the chairman
—often, when endangered in a public meeting, asserted
by cries of ' Chair l'

: the seat from which a professor
delivers his lectures, the office or function of a pro-
fessor— ' socialists of the chair ' = mere doctrinaire

Piece of Chain-mail.

or theoretical advocates of socialism : cast-iron sup-
ports for raib under the permanent way in a rail-

way, held by wooden wedges, and spiked on to
transverse wooden sleepers.

—

v.t. to place in a seat
of authority : to carry publicly in triumph.—«. Chair"-
bed, a kind of chair capable of being turned into a
bed.

—

n.pl. Chail'-days {^Skak.), used figuratively to
denote the evening of life.

—

ns. Chair'man, the man
who takes the chair, or presides at an assembly or
meeting : one who carries a sedan or Bath chair

;

Chxiir'manship ; Chair' -organ, a corruption of
choir-organ (q.v.); ChaiT'WOman. [Fr. chaire~\^
—Gr. kiitheiira.\

Chaise, shaz, «. a light open carriage for one or more
persons : a travelling carriatte (see Post^Gdialse).
—atij. Chaise'Iess. — «. Chaise-longue, a couch.
[Fr., a Parisian pronunciation of cliatrt. See
Chair.]

Chal, chal, tt. fellow : person :—/em. Chal [Gipsy.]
Chalcedony, kal.sed'S-ni, or kal'-, «. a beautiful

mineral of the quartz family, consisting of quartz
with some admixture of opal—it is generally trans-

lucent, has a somewhat waxy lustre, and is in

colour generally white or bluish-white.

—

adj. Chal-
cedon'ic.—«. Chalced'onyz, an agate formed of a
white opaque chalcedony alternating with a grayish
translucent chalcedony." [Prob. from Chalcedon, in

Asia Minor.]
Chalcography, kal-kog'ra-fi, «. the art of engraving
on copper or brass.

—

ns. Chalcog'rapher, Chalcog'-
raphist. [Or. chalkos, copper, graphein, to write.]

ChaldaiC, kal-da'ik, Chaldee, kal'de, Oiij. relating to

Chnldea.—n, the language of the Chaldeans.

—

n.

Chal'daism, a Chaldaic idiom.

—

adj. Chalde'an,
Chald.iic.—«. a native of Chaldea.

Chalder, chawl'der, 71. an old Scotch dry mea.sure,
containing 16 bolls. [Prob. a form of Chaldron.]

Chaldron, chawl'drun, «. an old coal-measure, hold-
ing 36 heaped bushels (= asJ cwt.). [Fr. chaudron.
See Cauldron.]

Chalet, sha-la', «. a summer hut used by Swiss herds-
men among the Alps : a urinal. [Fr.]

Chalice, chal'is, n. a cup or bowl : a communion-cup.—adj. Chal'iced, cup-like. [Fr. calice—L. calix,

calicis ; Gr. kylix, a cup. Cal3PC is a different

word, but from the same root.]

Chalk, chawk, n. the well-knovm white substance, a
carbonate of lime.

—

v.t. to rub or manure with chalk.—v.i. to mark with chalk : in a tavern, to write the
score with chalk.

—

ns. Chalk'iness ; Chalk' -pit, a
pit in which chalk is dug ; Chalk'-Stone, a stone or
piece of chalk: (pi.) the white concretions formed
round the joints in chronic gout.

—

adj. Chalk'y.

—

Chalk for cheese, a small price for a good article.

—

Chalking the door, in Scotland, a form of warning
tenants to remove from burghal tenement.s.—Chalk
out, to trace out, as with chalk, to plan.—By a long
chalk, by a considerable distance, referring to the

habit of scoring with chalk. [A.S. cealc, Uke Fr.

chaux, is from L. caLx, limestone.]
Challenge, chal'enj, I'.e. to call on one to settle a

matter by fighting or by any kind of contest : to

claim as one's own : to accuse : to object to.— h. a

summons to a contest of any kind, but esp. a duel

:

a calling of any one or anything in question : excep-

tion to a juror: the demand of a sentry.

—

adj.

Chairengeable, that may be challenged. — «.

Challenger, one who challenges to a combat of

any kind : a claimant : one who objects, calls in

question. [O. Fr. chaUnge, a dispute, a claim

—

L. calumnia, a false accusation

—

cah'i, calvire, to

deceive.]
ChalliS, chal'is, n. a fine fabric of silk and worsted

used for ladies' dresses. [Fr.]

Chalumeau, shal-u-mO', «. a musical instrument : a
shepherd's pipe. [Fr.,—O. Fr. chaUniel—Low L.
calamcllus, dim. oi calamus, a pipe, a reed.]

Chalybean, ka-lib'e-an, a<ij. (^Milton) forged by the
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Chalybite fate, far ; me, hir ; mine

;

Chance-medley

Chalybes: weU tempered.—«<^'. Chalybeate, con-

taining iron.

—

H. a. water or other liquor containing

iron. [Gr. chalyps, chalyltos, steel, so called from the

Ckalybts, a nation in Pontiis famous for steel.]

Cbalybite, kaj'i-bll, «. native iron protocarbooate

—

siderite.

Cham, kam, M. an obsolete form of Knayi .

Chamade, sham'ad, «. a signal inviting a parley.

Chamber, cham'btr, n. an apartment : the place where

an .-issembly meets : an assembly or body of men met

fur some purpose, as a chamber of commerce : a hall

of justice : a compartment : a cavity : the back end

of the bote of a gun.—z-./. to put in a chamber: to

confine.—P./: to be wanton.— «J. Chamber-COtmcU
iSkak.X a private or secret council; Cham'Der-

oonn'sel, nwun'sellor, a counsel who gives his

advice privately, but does not plead in court.

—

adj.

Chambered.

—

hs. ChamTwrer, .1 m.in of intrigue

{^Shak.') a gallant; ChamTwr-fellOW, one occupy-

ing the same chamber.—«..<»/. Cham'ber-hang'inga
(Shak.\ the hangings or tapestry of a chamber.— «j.

Cham'bering (B.). lewd behaviour ; ChamTwr-lye
(Skak.), urine ; ChamTwr-mald, a female servant

who has the care of bedrooms; Cham'ber-pot, a

necessary bedroom vessel—often merely Cham'ber

;

Cham'ber-prac'Uce, the business of a chamber-
counsellor (q.v.). (Fr. chaittbrt—'L. camera—Oi.
bttmara, a vault, a room. ]

Chamberlain, cham'ber-lan, or -lin, n. an officer ap-

p')inted by a king or nobleman, or by a corporation,
to perform domestic and ceremonial duties. — n.

Obam'berlaiiiship.-Lord Chamberlain, an officer

of high standing in the royal household, having
control over all the officers and servants 'above
stairs,' except those of the bedchamber, over the
cstablbhment attached to the Chapel Royal, the
physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries of the house-
hoid : Lord Great Chamberlain^ a hereditary
officer who has the government of the palace of
Westminster, and upon solemn occasions the keys
of Westminster Hall and of the Court of Requests
are delivered to him. [O. Fr. chambrtUftc ; Old
Ger. chatnerliu^—V^ camera, a chamber, and affix

-//«f or -lene = Eng. -ling in ktreling.}
Chamberttn, shan^ljert-ang, m. a famous red Bur-
gundy from the vineyard of that name near Dijon,
in France.

Chameleon, ka-mefj-un, «. a small lizard famous for

changing its colour : jfVf"-.) .-in inconstant person.

—

« .71. Chameleonic, Chsunel'eon-like. [L. chanter-
le -n—Gr. ckamai/edH—chantai ( = L. kuini^ on the
grounl, dwarf, and ledn, a lion.]

Qiamelot, kam'e-lot, n. {Spem.). Camlet
Chamfer, cham'fer, «. a bevel or slope made by

p:iring off the edge of anything originally right-
angled, either in wood or stone work : a groove,
channel, or furrow.

—

v.i. to cut or grind off bevel-
wise, as a comer : to channel or make furrows
upon ; to flute, as a column.

—

adj. Oham'fered,
fcrrowed, grooved, wrinkled. [Fr. chanfrein—O.
Fr. ckan/raindrt, which ace. to Dr Murray may be
from ckantfraittdre—L. cantunt/rangere, to break
the edge or side.)

Chamfraln, cham'fren, H. a piece of leather or plate
of steel to protect the face of a horse in battle.—
.\ 1 so Oham'ftan, Chafllron. [ Fr. ckan^n ; origin
unknown.]

Chamlet, kamlet, M. Same as Camlet.
Chamois, sha'moi, sham^, or sham'waw, n. a goat-

like species or genus of antelope inhabiting the
Alps and other high mountains of soiiihem and
central Europe : a soft kind of leather originally
made from irs skin. IFr.,—Teut. ; cf. mod. Ger.
gemte. a chamois.

)

Chamomila See Camomile.
Champ, champ, :'./'. to make a snapping noise with

the jaws iu chewing.— :'./, to bite or chew: to
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crush: to mash.— «. champing.— «. Champing,
the action of the verb champ: mashing. [Older

form cham, most prob. from Scand.]

Champac, cham'pak, n. an Indian tree of great

beauty, much venerated by Brabminists and Bud-
dhists.—Also Cham pale [Hind.]

Champagne, sham-pan', n. a light sparkling wine
from Chtimfxigne in France. Still or non-efferves-

cent champ igne is also made.
Champaign, sham-piin'. adj. level, open.—«. an open,

level country.—«. Champ (her.), the field of a shield.

—The Champagne, level land. [A doublet of
Campaign, from O. Fr. champaigiie—L. campattia,
a plain.]

Champerty, sham'per-ti, «. an illegal bargain whereby
the one party is to assist the other in recovering
properly, and is to share in the proceeds. — «.

Cham'part, the division of the produce of land, the
right of the feudal lord. [Xorm. Fr.—L. campi
ja's, part of the field.]

Champignon, sham-pin'yon, n. a mushroom, esp. the
Fairy-ring .\garic. [Fr.]

Champion, cham'pi-un, n. one who fights in single

combat for himself or for another : one who defends
a cause : a successful combatant : in boxing, running,
&c, one who has excelled all others: a hero:

—

/em. Cham'pioness.

—

adj. acting as champion, first

:

first-class v.t. (ohs.) to challenge : to defend : to

support.—«. Cham'pionship. [Fr.,—Low L. cant'

fio, campioH-em—L. campus, a plain, a place for

games. ]

Chance, chans, n. that which falls out or happens

:

an unexpected event : risk : opportunity : possibility

of something happening: probability: (pi.) mis-
fortunes.

—

v^t. to risk.— I'./, to happen.

—

adj. h.ip-

penitig by chance.

—

adv. perchance.

—

n. Chance'-
com er, one who comes by chance or unexpectedly.—adjs. Chanceful (Speiu.), full of risk or danger,
hazardous: Chancy (coil.), lucky, bringing good
luck: also risky, uncertain.—By Chance, acciden-
tally ; Even chance, the probability being equally
for or against.—How chance? (.'i/u'tk.) how does it

happen that?—Stand a good chance, to have a
reasonable expectation ; Take one's chance, to

accept what happens : to risk an undertaking : The
main chance, the chief object (often used ol matri-
mony) : what is most important. |0. Fr. cheattce—
Low L. cadcntia— L. cad-ire, to fall.]

Chancel, chan'sel, n. the eastern part of a church,
originally separated from the nave by a screen of
lattice-work, so as to prevent general access thereto,
though not to interrupt either sight or sound. [O.
Fr,— L. cancelli, lattices.]

Chancellor, chan'sel-or, H. (Shak-) secretary: the
president of a court of chancery or other court : the
official who keeps the registers of an order of knight-
hood : the titular head of a university : (Scct^ the
foreman of a jury-.

—

?is. Chan'cellorship : Chan'-
cellory.—Chancellor of a cathedral, an officer

who formerly had charge of the chapter library,

custody of the common seal, superintendence of
the choir practices, and headship of the cathedral
schools : Cnancellor of a diocese, an ecclesiastical

jud^e uniting the functions of vicar-general and
official principal, appointed to assist the bishop in

questions of ecclesiastical law. and hold his courts

for him ; Chancellor of the Exchequer, the chief

minister of finance in the Bntish government

:

Lord Chancellor, Lord High ChanceUor, the pre-

siding judge of the Court of Chancery, the keeper of
the gre.1t seal, and the first lay person of the state

atter the blood-royaL [Fr. chancelier—Low L.
cancellarius, orig. an officer that had charge of
records, and stood near the cancelH iX..), the cross-

bars that surrounded the judgment-seat.]
Chance-medley, chans'-med-li, «. homicide justifiable

because done in the hot blood caused by an un-
provoked as&ault— the word has no reference to



Chancery mOte ; mOte ; mC6n ; /ken. Chaplet

homicide by accident : inadvertency. lO. Fr. chance
medUe, mingled chance. 'From the fact that

medley Ls also a noun, and ckaHce-medley a possible

combination in the sense of "fortuitous medley," the

mcaiiin:j has often been mistaken " (Dr Murray).]

Cb&ncary, chan'scr-i, «. formerly the highest court of
justice next to the House of Lords, presided over by
the Lord High Chancellor—now a division of the

High Court of Justice : a court of record generally :

(slang) the position of a boxer's head when under
his adversary's arm : (cAr.) the ofSce of a chancellor

or ambassador.—Chancery office, in Scotland, an
office in the General Register House at Edmburgh,
managed by a director, in which all royal charters

of novodamus, patents of dignities, gifts of offices,

remissions, legitimations, presentations, commissions,

and other writs apfwinted to pass the Great and
Quarter Seals are recorded.—In Chancery, in litiga-

tion, as an estate : (siang) in an awkward predica-

ment. [Fr. chancellerie.\

Ch&ncre, shang'ker, «. an ulcer arising from the direct

application ot syphilitic poison.

—

adjs. Chan'croid,
Ch^'crcos. [Fr. ; a form of Canker.]

Chandelier, shan-de-ler", H. a fi^nie with branches for

holding lights.

—

tts. Chand'Ier, originally a candie
maker and dealer : a dealer generally ; Chandlering.
—adv. Chandlerly. —«j. Chand'lery, goods sold

by a chandler ; Ship -chandler, dealer in general
stores for ships. [ Fr. ,—Low L. candeiaria, a candle-
stick—L, candila, a candle.)

Change, chanj, v.t. to alter or make different : to put
or give for another : to make to pass from one state

to another : to exchange.

—

v.i. to suffer change : to

change one's clothes.— «. the act of changing : altera-

tion or variation of any kind: (Shak.) exchange:
i^Shak.) fickleness : a shift : \-anety : small com

:

also u-sed as a short term for the Exchange.

—

ns. Changeability, Change'ableness. fickleness:
power of being changed.

—

-idj. Changeable, sub-
ject or prone to change : fickle : inconstant.

—

adv.
Change ably. — art>'. Changeful, full of change:
changeable.—rt</f. Change rally.—«j. Cbange'nil-
ness; Change -house {^Scot.). a sm.->ll inn or ale-

house.

—

adj. Changeless, without change : constant.
— ns. Changeling, a child taken or left by the
fairies in place of another—usually an under-sized,
crabbed child : one apt to change ; Chans'er. o"^
who changes the form of anything : one employed
in changing or discounting money : Chang'ing-piece
(Skak.\ a fickle person.—ChaiLge colour, to blush
or turn pale ; Change one's mind, to form a different

opinion ; Change one's self, to change one's clothes

:

Change one's tune, to change from joy to sorrow :

to change one's manner of speaking. — Put the
chuige on, to delude, trick.—Ring the changes,
to go through the various changes in ringing a peal
of bells : to go over in everj- possible order : to pass
counterfeit money : to bemuddle a shopman into
giving too much change. [Fr. changet—Late L.
cambidre—L. catnhtre, to barter]

ChanlC, changk, Cbank-Shell, changk'-shel, H. the
popular name of the shell of several species of Tur-
binella, a genus of Gasteropod molluscs, natives of
the East Indian seas, used as ornaments by Hindu
women. [Hind. cantchJ}

Channel, chan'el, n. the bed of a stream of water :

the deeper part of a strait, bay, or harbour : a strait

or narrow sea : a groove or furrow : means of pass-
ing or conveying: {Scot.) gravel.

—

v.t. to make a
channel : to furrow : to convey.

—

p.adj. Chann'ellod.
—The Channel, the English Channel. [O. Fr.
chavel, canel—L. canalis, a canal.]

Channel, chan'el, n. a flat piece of wood or iron pro-
jecting horizontally from a ship's side to spread the
Miroud> and keep inem clear of the bulwarks—;,^>r;f,

tnain. and f>ii:isen dtOMHeis. [Corr. of Ciioin-waie.
Cr GunneL]

Chanson, shan'son, n, a soiig.—n. Chan sonette. [Fr.]

1«

Chant, chant, r. t. to sing : to crelebrate in song : to
recite in a singing manner : to sell horses fraudu-
lently.—«. song : melody : a kind of sacred music,
in which prose is sung.

—

ns. Chant'er, Chant'or, a
singer: a precentor: in a bagpipe, the pipe with
finger-holes, on which the melody is played : one
who cries up horses : Chant'ress ; Chant'ry, an
endowment, or chapel, for the chanting of masses

;

Chant'y, a sailor's song, usually with a drawling
refrain, sung in concert while raising the anchor, &c
[Fr. ckiinter—L. cantdre, canere, to sing.]

Chantage, shan-taj', chant'aj, «. extortion of money
by threats of scandalous revelations. [Fr. ]

Chanterelle, shan-ter-el', «. the highest string of the
violin, &c. : a j-ellowi^h edible mushroom. [Fr.]

Chanticleer, chanti-kler, H. a cock. [From the name
of the cock in the old beast-epic of Reynard the Fox.
[O. Fr. chanter, to sing, cler, dear.]

Chaos, ka'os, n. shapeless mass : disorder : the state
of matter before it was reduced to order by the
Creator.— rK^'. Chaot'io, confused.

—

adv. ChaofiO-
ally. [Gr.]

Chap, chap, j'.f. to crack : to strike, of a clock, &c :

to knock at a door.

—

v.t. to fissure.

—

n. crack : an
open fissure in the skin, caused by excosure to
frost : a VnocV.—adj. Chap'less.-/.«///. Chapped,
cracked, of a heavy soil in dry weather, or of the
skin in fro-^t : cut short.

—

adj. Cbap'py. [M. E.
chappen; cog. with Dut. and Gcr. kappeH.\

Chap, chap, «. a fellow, originally a customer, from
Chapman.—«. Chap pie, a familiar dmiinutive.

Chap, chap, «. generally pi. the jaws.

—

adj. Chap'-
fall'en, a variant of Chop-fallen (q.v.). (Northern
Eng. and Scot, cha/ts—Scand., as Ice. kjaptr, the
jaw.]

Chaparral, chap-a-ral', ». dense tangled brtishwood.

[Sp.. prob. Basque aciiaparra.'\

Chap-book. See Chapman.
Cbape, chap, H. the plate of metal at the jwint of a
scabbard : the catch or hook by which the .sheath of

a weapon was attached to the belt.

—

adj. Chapoless.
[Fr.,—Low L. capa, a cap.]

Chapeau, sha-pC', «. a hat. [Fr.]

Cbapel, chap'el, n. a place of worship inferior or

subordinate to a regular church, or attached to a
palace, garrison, prison, school, college, &c. : an
oratory in a mausoleum, &c., or a cell of a church
containing its own altar : a dissenters' place of

worship, as of Nonconformists in England, Roman
Catholics or Episcopalians in Scotland, &c. : a chapel
service—hence ' to keep one's chapels ' = to make the
requisite number of attendances at such : an associa-

tion of workmen in a printing-office.

—

n. Chap'elry,
thejurisdiction ofa chapel.—Chapel cart (see Cart).

—Chapel of ease, a chapel for worshippers far from
the parish church : Chapel Royal, the oratorj- of a
royal palace ; Lady chapel, such a chapel dedicated
to the Virgin ; Proprietary chapel, one that is the
property of a private person or persons. [O. Fr.

capcU—Low L. cappella, dim. of cappa, a cloak or

cope ; orig. from the cloak of St Martin.)
Chaperon, shap'e-rOn, H. a kind of hood or cap : one
who attends a lady in public places as a protector.

—

v.t. to attend a lady to public places.—«. Chap'eron-
age. [Fr., a large hood

—

chape, a hooded cloak

—

Low L. cappa. See Cape.)
Chapiter, chap'i-ter, «. the head or capital ofa column.

[Fr. chapitel—Low L. capitellum, dim. of L. caput,
the head.)

Chaplain, chaplan, orchaplin, n, a clergyman attached
to a ship of war, a regiment, a public institution,

or private family.— «j. Chaplaincy, Chap'lainiy,
Chaplainshlp. [O. Fr. chapelain—Lov L. capei-

laHta—capeUa, See OhapeL]
Chaplet, chap'let, n. a garland or wreath for the head :

a circlet of gold, &c. : a string of beads used in

counting prayers, one-third of a rosar\- in length

:

anything in a strisg : a metal sappon of a cylindrical



Chapman (Jlte, far : me, h6r ; mine

;

Charlotte

Obapleted. [O. Fr. ckafieUt—cka/>e, a
fiead-dress.]

Chapman, chap'man, n. one who buys or sells : an
itinerant dealer, a pedlar: (obs.) a purchaser.

—

n.

Chap' -book, a name given to the books which were
formerly sold by chapmen. [A.S. cea^ntan—ceaf,

trade, and mowjit, man ; cf. Ger. kaufntann, and
see Cheap.]

Gbapter, chap'ter, H. a main division of a book, or

of anything : a subject or category generally : an
assembly of the canons of a cathedral or collegiate

church, or the members of a religious or rnilitary

order : an organised branch of some society or

fraternity.—r./. to put into chapters: to take to

task. — H. Chap'ter-nouse. —Chapter - and - verse,

the exact reference to the passage of the authority

for one's statements.—The Chapter of accidents,

the catalogue of unforeseen events.—To the end of
the chapter, throughout the whole subject. [O. Fr.

(hafiitre—L. capitulum, dim. of caput, the head.

From the practice of reading to the assembled canons
or monks a capitulutn or chapter of their rule, or

of the Scriptures, the men themselves came to be
called in a body the capitulutn or chapter, and their

meeting-place the chapter-house. ]

Ghaptrel^ chap'trel, ». the capital of a pillar which
supports an arch. (Dim. of Chapiter.]

Char, char, n. a small fish of the salmon kind, found
in mountain lakes and rivers. [Prob. Celt. ; cf.

Gael, ctara, red, blood-coloured.]

Char, char, v.t. to roast or bum until reduced to

carbon or coal, to scorch :—pr.p. char'ring ; pa.p.
charred. — oiij. Char'iy, pertaining to charcoal.
(Prob. formed from cAar-coal.]

Char. See Chare.
GharJl-banc, shar'-a-bang, u. a long light vehicle with

transverse seats. (Fr.]

Character, kar'ak-ter, H. a letter, sign, figure, stamp,
or distinctive mark : a mark of any kind, a symbol m
writing, &c. : wriliiig generally, handwriting : a secret
cipher : any essential feature or peculiarity : nature :

((wr.) personal appearance : the aggregate of peculiar
qualities which constitutes personal or national indi-
viduality: moral qualities especially, the reputation
of possessing such: a formal statement of the quali-
ties of a person who has been in one's service or
employment: official position, rank, or status, or a
person who has filled .such : a person noted for
eccentricity : a personality as created in a play or
novel (SAak. Char'actX

—

v.t. to engrave, imprint,
write : to represent, delineate, or describe. — «.
Characterlsa tlon.—I/./. Cliaracterise, to descrilie
by peculiar Qualities : to distinguish or designate.—
tu. Char'acterism ; Characteristic, that which
marks or constitutes the character.

—

atijs. Charac-
terls'tic, -al, marking or constituting the peculiar
nature. — a^yt'. Characteristically. —«,(;. Char'-
acterless, without character or distinctive qualities.—*j. Char'acterlessness ; Char'actery, writing:
iinpression : that which is charactered.—In char-
acter, in harmony with the part assumed, appro-
priate, a* a Character actor, one who tries to repre-
sent eccentricities. (Fr. caractire— L. character—
Or. charakter, from charass-ein, to cut, engrave.]

Charade, shar-5d', h. a species of riddle, the subject
of which is a word proposed for solution from an
enigmatical description of its component syllables
and of the whole—the charade is often acted. [Fr. ;

ety. dub. Littr^ gives Prov. ckarrada, chatter

;

Prof. Skeat quotes Sp. ckarrada, the speech of a
down.]

Charcoal, char'kOl, n. charred wood or coal made by
charring wood; the carbonaceous residue of vege-
table, animal, or mineral substances when they have
undergone smothered combustion. (The first element
of the word is of doubtful origin.]

Chare, char. Char, char. «. an occasional piece of
work, an odd job : (pL) hotuebold work—in America

IM

usually Chore.

—

v.i. to do odd jobs of work : to do
house-cleaning.— «. Charwoman, a woman hired
by the day to do odd jobs of domestic work. [A.S.
cerran, cierran, to turn.]

Charet, char'et, n. {Spens.) same as Chariot.
Charge, charj, v.t. to load, to put into, to fill (wiiA):

to load heavily, burden : to fill completely : to cause
to receive electricity : to lay a task upon one, to en-
join, command : to deliver officially an injunction,

as a judge to a jury, a bishop or archdeacon to his

clergy, or a senior to a junior minister at a Presby-
terian ordination : to bring an accusation against

:

to exact a sum of money from, to ask as the price.

—

v.i. to make an onset.—». that which is laid on:
cost or price : the load of powder, &c., for a gim

:

attack or onset: care, custody : the object of care,
esp. a minister of religion's flock or pari.sh : an ac-
cumulation of electricity in a Leyden jar : command

:

exhortation: accusation: (/>/•) expenses.

—

at//.

Charge'able, liable to be charged, imputable

:

blamable : (B.) burdensome.

—

n. Charge'ableness.— adv. Charge'ahly. —adj. Charge'fiU (Shak.),
expensive.— ». Charge'-hOUSO {Shak.), a common
school where a fee was charged, in distinction to a
free-school.—(K^. Chargeless.—«. Charger, a flat

dish capable of holding a large joint, a platter : a
war-horse.—Give in Charge, to hai.d over to the
police. [Fr. charger—Low L. carricare, to load

—

L. carrus. a wagon. See Car, Cargo.]
Charg^-d'affaires, shar'zha-da-far', «. a fourth-class

diplomatic agent, accredited, not to the sovereign,
but to the department for foreign aflairs—he also
holds his credentials only from the minister : the
person in charge for the time. [Fr.]

Charily, Chariness. See Chary.
Chariot, char'i-ot, «. a four-wheeled pleasure or stata

carriage : a car used in ancient warfare : a light
four-wheeled carriage with back-seats.

—

v.t. to carry
in a chariot.

—

v.i. to ride in a chariot.—«. Chari-
oteer', one who drives a chariot.

—

v.t. and 71. i. to
drive or to ride in such. (Fr., dim. of char, a Car.]

Charism, kar'izm, «. a free gift of grace. — adj.
Charismat'ic. [Or. charisma—charis, grace.]

Charity, char'i-ti, «. (^N. T.) universal love : the dis-

position to think favourably of others, and do them
good: almsgiving: (pi.) affections.

—

adj. Char'i-
table. of or relating to charity : liberal to the poor.—«. Char'ltableness.—rt<j'z/. Charitably.—Cold as
charity, an ironical phrase implying the coldness of
much so-called charily, which should naturally be
warm. (Fr. cliarite— L. caritat-em, carus, dear.]

Charivari, shar'i-var'i, «. a French term used to

designate a wild tumult and uproar, produced by
the beating of pans, kettles, and dishes, mingled
with whisthng, bawling, groans, and hisses, expres-
sive of displea.sure against an individual— the ' rough
music' not unknown in England as a popular protest
against an unequal marriage, or the like. [Ety.
dub. ; the word, as suggesting derision, has been
adopted as a name by satirical journals.]

Chark, chark, v.t. to burn to charcoal.

—

n. charcoal,
coke.

Charlatan, shar'la-tan, H. a mere talking pretender : a
Suack. —«<//. Charlatan'lo. — «i. Char'latanism,
harlatanry. [Fr.,— It. ciarlatano—ciarlare, to

chatter, an imit. word.]
Charles's Wain, «. a name given to the seven bright

stars in Ursa Major, the Plough. [A.S. Carles
wcrm, Carl being Charlemagne.]

Charley, Charlie, char'li, «. a night-watchman : the
small tri.-ingular beard familiar in the portraits of
Charles 1. : the fox.—«. Char'ley-pitoh'er (slang),
one who makes a living by the thimble-and-pca
trick.

Charlock, char'lok, «. a plant of the mustard family,
with yellow flowers, that grows as a weed in corn-
fields. [A.S. cerlic.]

Charlotte, shai'lot, m. a dish of apple marmalade



Cbarm mote ; mute ; mSOn ; Hen. Chastise

covered with crumbs of toast. —Charlotte rosse, a
custard enclosed in a kmd of sponge-cake.

Charm, charm, «. a spell : something thought to po.s-

sess occult power, a metrical form of words : attrac-

tiveness: a trinket worn on a watch-guard: the

blended singing of birds, children, &c. : (//.) female

beauty or other personal attractions : that which
can please irresistibly.

—

v.i. to influence by a charm

:

to subdue by secret influence : to enchant : to de-

light, to allure.

—

aJj. Charmed, protected, as by a
special charm. — «. Cihaxm'er.

—

adj. Charm'ful,
abounding with ch^rms.^/.at/j. Charm'ing, highly

pleasing: delightful: fascinating.

—

tuiv. Charm

-

ingly. —adj. Charmless, wanting or destitute of
charms. [Fr. charme—L. carmen, a song.]

Chameoo, char'ne-ko, «. {Shak.) a kind of sweet
wine. [Prob. from the name of a village near
Lisbon.]

Chamel, char'nel, adj'. of\ or pertaining to, a charnel

or burial-place, as in charnel-vault,' &c. : sepul-

chral, death-like.—«. Char'nel-house, a place where
the bones of the dead are deposited. [O. Fr. cliar-

tiel—Low L. carndle—L. carnalis, caro, carnis,

flesh.]

Charon, ka'ron, «. in Greek mythology, the ferryman
who rowed the shades of the dead across the river

Sty.x in the lower world : a ferryman generally.

(Gr.]

Charpie, shar'pe, 7t. lint shredded down so as to form
a soft material for dressing wounds. [O. Fr. char-
i>ir—L. carpere, to pluck.]

Charpoy, char'poi, «. the common Indian bedstead,
sometunes handsomely wrought and painted. [Hind.
fAa»/ifr—Pers. chihdr-pal, four feet.]

Charqul, char'ke, «. beef cut into long strips and dried

in the sun—jerked beef. [Peruv.]
Charr. Same as Char (i).

Chart, cViart, n. a marine or hydrographical map, ex-

hibiting a portion of a sea or other water, with the
islands, coasts of contiguous land, soundings, cur-

rents, &c. : an outline-map, or a tabular statement
giving information of any kind.

—

adjs. Chafta-
ceous; Chart'less. [O. Fr. charie—h. charia, a
paper.]

Charter, chart er, «. any formal writing in evidence
of a grant, contract, or other transaction, conferring
or confirming titles, rights, or privileges, or the like :

the formal deed by which a sovereign guarantees the
rights and privileges of his subjects, like the famous
Mag^na Chart'a, signed by King John at Runny-
mede, 15th June 1215, or the Charte of Louis XVIII.
at the Restoration in 1814, or that sworn by Louis-
Philippe, 29th August 1830 : any instrument by
which powers and privileges are conferred by the
state on a select body of persons for a special object,

as the ' charter of a bank :
' a patent : grant, allow-

ance : immunity. —z/.^. to establish by charter: to

let or hire, as a ship, on contract.

—

p.adj'. Chart'-
ered, granted or protected by a charter : privileged

:

licensed : hired by contract. [O, Fr. chartre—L.
cartula, car/a.]

Charterhouse, chart'er-hows, «. a Carthusian monas-
tery : the famous hospital and school instituted in

London in i6n, on the site of a Carthusian monastery
—now transferred— the ' masterpiece of Protes-
tant English charity' in Fuller's phrase.

—

ns. Char'-
treiise, a Carthusian monastery, esp. the original
one, the Grande Chartreuse near Grenoble in France :

a famous liqueur, green, yellow, or white, long
manufactured here by the monks from aromatic
herbs and brandy : a kind of enamelled pottery : a
pale greenish colour ; Char'treux, a Carthusian :

the Charterhouse School.
Charter-party, chart'er-par'ti, «. the common written

form in which the contract of affreightment is ex-
pressed—viz. the hiring of the whole or part of a ship
for the conveyance of goods. [Fr. charte-partie

,

lit a divided charter, as the uractice was to divide

it in two and give a half to each person. [L. charia
partita. ]

Chartism, chart'izm, «. a movement in Great Britain
for the extension of political power to the working-
classes, rising out of widespread national distress and
popular disappointment with the results of the Reform
Bill of 1832— Its programme, the ' People's Charter,'
drawn up in 1838, with s.\x points : (i) Manhood Suf-
frage

; (2) Equal Electoral Districts ; (3) Vote by
Ballot ; (4) Annual Parliaments ; (5) Abolition of
Property Qualification ; and (6) Payment of Mem-
bers of the House of Commons.

—

n, Chart'lst, a sup-
porter of chartism.

Chartography. See Cartography.
Chartreuse, Ohartretix. See Charterhouse.
Chartulary. Same as Cartulary.
Chans Oman. See Chare.
Chary, thar'i, adj. sparing : cautious.

—

adv. Char'Uy.
—n. Char'iness. [A.S. cearig—ceam, care.]

Charybdis, kar-ib'dis, «. a dangerous whirlpool be-
tween Italy and Sicily, and opposite to Scylla, the
two together providing a proverbial alternative of
ruin hardly to be escaped.

Chase, chas, v.t. to pursue : to hunt : to drive away,
put to flight.

—

n. pursuit : a hunting : that which is

hunted: ground abounding in game. — «. Chase'-
port, the porthole at the bow or stern of a vessel,

through which the chase-gun is fired.—BeastS Of
chase, properly the buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe :

wild beasts that are hunted generally.—Wlld-gOOSe
chase, any foolish or profitless pursuit. [O. Fr.
chacier, chasser—L. capiare, freq. of caplre, to
take.]

Chase, chas, v.t. to decorate metal -work, whether
hammered or punched up, by engraving the ex-
terior. — }ts. Cnas'er, one who practises chasing

;

Chas'lng, the art of representing figures in bas-relief

by punching them out from behind, and then carving
them on the front : the art of cutting the threads of

screws. [Short for Enchase.]
Chase, chas, «, a case or frame for holding types : a
groove. [Fr. chasse, a shrine, a setting—L. capsa,
a chest. See Case.]

Chaserlculture, chas-er-i-kul'tur, n. the combined in-

dustries of tea-growing and of silk-production. [A
combination of Chinese cha, tea, chasze, the former
tea valuers of Canton, and L. sericuin, silk.]

Ohasni, kazm, «. a yawning or gaping hollow : a gap or

opening : a void space.

—

adjs. Chasmed ; Chasm'y.
[Gr. chasma, from cliain-eiti, to gape ; cf. ChaOS.]

Chasse, shas, «. a dram or liqueur taken after coffee, to

remove the taste.—Also Chasse-Caf6. \Yx. cliasse-

caj'e—chasser, to chase, remove.]
Chass^, shas'a, «. a kind of gliding step in dancing.
—v.t. to make such a step : [slang) to dismiss.

[Fr.]

Chassepot, shas'po, «. the kind of bolt -action

breechloading rifle adopted by the French army
in 1866. [From Antoine Alphonse Chassepot, the

inventor.]

Chasseur, sha-sar', n. a hunter or huntsman : one
of a select body of French light troops, either

infantry or cavalry ; a domestic dressed in military

garb in the houses of the great. [Fr. chasser, to

hunt.]

Chaste, chast, adj. modest : refined : virtuous : pure

in taste and %\.y\e.—adv. Chaste'^jT-- «•?• Chaste'-

ness, the quality of being chaste ; Chas'tity, sexual

purity : virginity : refinement of language : modera-

tion. [O. Fr. chaste—L. castus, pure.]

Chasten, chas'n, v.t. to free from faults by punishing
— hence to punish, to purify or refine : to restrain or

moderate.—/.rt(^'. Chas'tened, purified: modest.

—

«. Chas'tenment.
Chastise, chas-tlz', v.t. to inflict punishment upon for

the purpose of correction : to reduce to order or

to obedience, —adj. Chastis'able.—«. Chas'tise-

ment
ue



Chasuble fate, far ; mi, hit ; mine

;

Check

Chasuble.

Otaasuble, cha/u-bl, «. a sleeveless vestment worn
over the alb by the priest while celebrating mass.

lO. Fr. chtsibU—Low L. casu-

bula—L. casuiit, a mantle, dim.

o{ casa, a hut.]

Ohat, chat, vi. to talk idly or

familiarly '.—pr.p. chatting ; pa.p.

chat'ted.—«. familiar, idle talk.

—

n. Chat'tlness.—««>'. Chatty,
given to chat, talkative. [Short

for Chatter.]
Ohat, chat, «. a genus of small

birds in the thrush family, of

which the wheatear is a familiar

example. [From the sound of

their voice.]

Chateau, sha-tO', «. a castle, a great

country-seat, esp. in France (com-

mon in place-names, and ^con-

nected wjth wines, as ' Chateau
LaAtte,' 'Chateau Yqem,' &c.).

—m. Chatelaln (shat'e-lan), a
castellan ; Cbat'elaine, a female

castellan : an ornamental append-
age, suiuble to a lady chatelaine,

consisting of short chains bearing

keys, corkscrew, scissors, &c., attached to the

waist-belt : a similar thing in miniature attached to

the watch-chain.—Ch&teau ea Espagne, a castle

in the air. [O. F>. chastel (Vt. chAUau'y—'L,. cas-

ttllum, dim, of cas/rum, a fort.]

Ohaton, sha-tong*, «. the head of a ring. [Fr.]

Chatoyant, shat-oi'ant, adj. with a changing lustre,

like a cat's eye in the dark. [Fr.]

Chatta, chat'a, «. an umbrella. [Hind.]

Chattel, chat'l, «. any kind of property which is not

freehold, distinguished further into chattels-real and
chattels-personal, the latter being mere personal

movables—money, plate, cattle, and the like ; the

former including leasehold interests.—OOOdS and
chattels, all corporeal movables, [O. Fr. chatel—
Low L. cafitale—h. capitate, &c., property, goods.]

Chatter, chat'er, v.i. to talk idly or rapidly : to sound
as the teeth when one shivers.

—

ns. Chatt'erbOZ,
one who chatters or talks incessantly ; Chatt'erer,
one that chatters : an idle talker : a significant popu-
lar name applied to the birds of a small family of
iinch-like perching birds, as the Bohemian wax-wing
and the cedar bird of America ; Chatt'ering, noise

like that made by a magpie, or by the striking

together of the teeth : idle talk. [From the sound. J

Chatty, chat'i, ft. an earthen water-pot in India.
[Hind.]

Chaucerian, cha-sS'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Chaucer,
or like him.

—

n. a devoted student of Chaucer.—«.

Chau'cerism, anything characteristic of Chaucer.
Ohaud-mell^, shOd-mala, n. a fight arising in the

heat of passion : the killing of a man in such a fight.

—Also Chaud'-med'ley. [O. Fr. chaude-nullee, hot
fight. See Mdl^e.]

Chaufe, Chauff (,Spens.). Forms of Chafe.
Chauffer, chaw'fer, n. a metal bux for holding fire, a

portable furnace or stove. [See Chafer.]
Chausses, shOs, or shO'sez, n.pl. any closely fitting

covering for the legs, hose generally : the defence-
pieces for the legs in ancient armour. — n. Chaussure',
a Kcner.il name for boots and shoes. [O. Fr. chauces
—L. calcias, pi. of calcia, hose.]

Chautauquan, sha-taw'kwan, adj. pertaining to a
system of systematic instruction lor grown people by
home reading and study under advisory supervision,
evolved Irom the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific

Circle, organised in 1878.

Chauvinism, sho'vin-izm, «. an absurdly extravagant
pride in one's country, with a corresponding con-
tempt for foreign nations—the French equivalent of
the jingoism of London music-halls.

—

ns. Chau'Vln,
Ohau'vinlst.—<mJ/. Chauvinlst'la [Fr. chauvin-

100

isme, from Chauvin, a figure in La Cocarde tri-

colore.

\

Chavender, chav'en-der, «. the chub or cheven.

Chaw, chaw, «. (Spens.) the jaw—usually //.

—

v.t.

to chew, still used of tobacco.—«. OhaW'-ba'COn,
a country clown, a rustic fellow. — Chawed up,
destroyed. [See JaW.]

Chawdron, chaw'dron, «. (Shai.) part of the entrails

of an animal. [O. Fr. chaudun.]
Chay, a vulgar form of Chaise.
Chaya-root. Same as Shaya-root.
Cheap, chep, adj. low in price : of a place where

prices are low, as ' a cheap market :

' of a low price

in relation to the value : easily obtained : ot small
value, or reckoned at such.

—

v.t. Cheap'en, to ask
the price of a thing : to make cheap, to lower the
price of: to lower the reputation of: to beat down
the price of.—«. Cheap'ener.—a</r'. Cheaply.— «.

Cheapness.—Cheap Jack, or John, a travelling

hawker who pretends to give great bargains ; Cheap
labour, labour paid at a poor rate ; Cheap trip,

an excursion by rail or steamer at a reduced fare

;

Cheap-trlpper, one who goes on such a trip.—Dirt
cheap, ridiculously cheap.—On the Cheap, cheap
or cheaply.—To be Cheap Of anything {Scot.), to

get off with less than one deserved or expected, as
of punishment. [Orig. g-ood cheap, i.e. a good bar-

gain; A.S. ceap, price, a bargain; A.S. ceapian,

Ice. kaupa, Ger. kaufen, to buy ; Scot, coup—all

borrowed from L. caupo, a huckster.]

Cheat, chet, v.t. to deceive, defraud, impose upon.

—

v.i. to practise deceit.—«. a fraud : one who cheats.—ns. Cfheat'er, one who cheats : (Shak^ an officer

who collected the fines to be paid into the Exchequer ;

Cheat'ery (.coll.'), cheating.—Put a cheat upon, to

deceive. —Tame Cheater, a decoy. [M. E. cheten,

a form of escheten, to escheat.]

Check, chek, v.t. to bring to a stand: to restrain or

hinder: to rebuke: to control an account, &c., by
comparison with certified data, vouchers, &c. : to

place in check at chess : to mark with a pattern of
crossing lines.—«. a term in chess when one party
obliges the other either to move or guard his king :

anything that checks : a .sudden stop, repulse, or
rebuff: (.B., Shak.) a rebuke : a mark put against
items in a list : an order for money (usually written

Cheque) : any counter-register used as security, a
counterfoil : a token, of printed paper or metal,
given to a railroad passenger to make secure the
after-identification of his luggage, to a person leaving

his seat in a theatre with the intention of returning,

&c. : (U.S.) a counter used in games at cards

—

hence 'to pass in one's checks' = to die : a patte{n
of cross lines forming small squares, as in a chess-

board : any fabric woven with such a pattern.

—

adj.

(her.) divided into small squares by transverse, per-

pendicular, and horizontal lines.

—

}is. Check'-clerk,
a clerk who checks accounts, &c. ; Checker, one
who hinders or rebukes ; Check'er-board, a board
on which checkers or draughts is played ; Chock'-
key, a latch-key ; Cheok'mate, in chess, a check
given to the adversary's king when in a position in

which it can neither be protected nor moved out
of check, so that the game is finished : a complete
check : defeat : overthrow.

—

v.t. in chess, to make
a movement which ends the game: to defeat.— wj.
Oheck'-reln, a coupling rein, a strap hindering the
horse from lowering its head; Check'- string, a
string by which the occupant of a carriage may
attract the driver's notice ; Oheck'-tak'er, the col-
lector of admission tickets at a theatre, railway-train,
&c. ; Check'-welgh'er, one who on the part of the
men checks the weight of coal sent up to the pit-

mouth. [O. Fr. eschec, eschac (Low L. scaccus,
scdchus, It. scacco. Sp. jaque, Ger. scach), through
Ar. from Pers. shah, king—Checkmate being O.
Fr. eschec mat—Ar. shah mdt(a), ' the king is dead,'
i.e. can make no further move.J



Checker mftte ; mute ; mSCn ; //teti. Cherish

Checker. See Chequer.
Checker-berry, chek'er-beri, «. an American name

for the winter-green (q-v.).

Checkers, chek'erz, «.//. the game of draughts.

Checklaton, chek'Ia-ton, n. {Sp<rns.) a cloth of gold

or other rich material.—Also Cic'latOUn. [O. Kr.

ciclaion, from ."^r.
,
prob. from the same root ^^scarUt.^

Cheddar, ched'ar, «. an excellent kind of cheese first

made in Somersetshire. [From the village of Ched-

dar in Somersetshire.]

Cheek, chek, «. the side of the face below the eye, the

fleshy lateral wall of the mouth : effrontery, impu-
dence, as in 'to have the cheek' to do anything, ' to

give cheek :
' one of the side-posts of a door or

window : the cheek-strap of a horse's bridle, the

ring at the end of the bit : anything arranged in

lateral pairs.

—

v.t. to address insolently.

—

tis. Oheek'-
bone, the bone of the cheek ; Cheek'-pouoh, a dilata-

tion of the skin of the cheek, forming a bag outside

the teeth, as in monkeys, &c. ; Cheek'-tooth, a
molar tooth. — adj. Cheek'y, insolent, saucy.

—

Cheek by jowl, side by side.—To ones own cheek,
for one's own private use. [A.S. cece, cecue, the
cheek, jaw; cf. Dut. kaak.\

Cheep, chep, v.i. to chirp, as a young bird.— «. any
similar sound. [From the sound, like Chirp.]

Cheer, cher, «. disposition, frame of mind (with good,
&c.) : joy : a shout of approval or welcome : kind
treatment : entertainment : fare, food.

—

2>.t. to com-
fort : to encourage : to applaud : to inspirit

—
' to

cheer up.'— f./. in such phrases as ' How cheer'st

thou?'

—

reji. as in 'Cheer thee.'—«. Cheer"er, one
who, or that which, cheers.— (J(^'. Cheerful, of good
spirits : joyful : \\vc\y.—<idvs. Cheer'fully, Cheer"-
lly.—«j. Cheer'fulness ; Cheer iness; CheeMsh-
ness (Milton), cheerfulness. — euij. Cheerless,
without comfort: gloomy. — «. Cbeeriessness.

—

adj. Cheeriy, cheerful.

—

adv. in a cheery manner:
heartily.

—

adj. Cheer'y, cheerful : promoting cheer-

fulness. [O. Fr. chiere, the countenance—Low L.

cara, the face.]

Cheese, chez, «. a wholesome article of food, made
into a round form, from the curd of milk coagulated
by rennet, separated from the whey, and pressed
into a hard mass.

—

ns. Cheese'-cake, a cake made of
soft curds, sugar, and butter, or whipped egg and
sus-ir ; Cheese'-hop'per, the larva of a small fly, re-

markable for its leaping power, found in cheese ;

Cheese-mite, a very small insect which breeds in

cheese ; Cheese' - mong'er, a dealer in cheese ;

Cheese'-par'ing {S/mk.), paring, or rind, of cheese.

—<uij. mean and parsimonious.— >«. Cheeso'-presS,
a machine in which curds for cheese are pressed

;

Cheese'-renn'et, the plant Ladies' bed - straw, so
called because used as rennet in curdling milk

;

Cheese'-vat, a vat or wooden case in which curds
are pressed; Chees'iness.

—

adj. Chees'y, having
the nature of cheese.—Cheese It {slang), stop, have
done, run off.—Green cheese, cheese not yet dried.

—To make cheeses, to whirl round and then sink
down suddenly so as to make the petticoats stand
out like a cheese. [A.S. cese, cyse, curdled milk
(Ger. kasf)—L. casejts.'^

Cheese, chez, «. {slang) the correct thing, of excellent
quality. [Colonel Yule explains it as Pers. and Hind.
chiz, thing, the expression having formerly been
common among young Anglo-Indians e.g. 'These
cheroou are the real chtz,' i.e. the real thing.]

Cheetah, che'tah, «. an Eastern animal like the
leopard, used in hunting. [Hind, ckttd— Sans.
chitraka, chitrakdya. having a speckled body.]

Chef, shef, «. a master-cook : a reliquary in the shape
of a heail.

—

adj. chief, ns in Chef d'CBUVre, master-
piece. [Fr. See Chief.]

Cheiromancy, kl'ro-man-si, «. the art of telling for-

tunes by the lineaments of the hand—also Cheiros'-
vg^.—adj. Cheirosoph'ical.— n. Cheiros'ophist.
[Gr. chtir, the hand, tnanteia, prophecy.]

Cheiroptera, kl-rop'ter-a, «.//. the order of Bats.—
adj. Cheirop'terottS. [Gr. c/teir, the hand,//«w«,
a wmg.J

Cheirotherium, kl-ro-ther'i-um, «. the name origin-

ally given to the Labyrmthodont, from its peciiliar

hand-like impressions in the Triassic rocks. —
adj. Cheirothe'rian. [Gr. ckeir, hand, t/ierion,

beast.]

Chela, ke'la, «. the prehensile claw of a crab or scor-
pion.

—

ailj. Che'late.—«. Che'lifer, the book-scor-
pion.—a^j. Chelif'erous ; Chelifonn. [L.,—Gr.
c/iile.]

Chela, che'la, n. a novice in esoteric Buddhism.—«.

CheTashlp. [Hind, chela, servant.]
Chelicera, kel-is'er-a, «. a technical term, usually re-

stricted to the biting organs which form the first pair
of appendages in spiders, scorpions, and other Arach-
nida :—//. Chelic'eraB (-re). [Gr. dteU, a crab's claw,
keras, horn.]

Chelonia, ke-lO'ni-a, «. an order of vertebrate animals
including the tortoise and turtle.

—

adj. and «. Chelo'-
nian. [Gr. chelone, a tortoise.]

Chemise, she-mez', «. a woman's shirt or sark, a smock
or shift.—«. Chemisette', a kind of bodice worn by
women, the lace or muslin which fills up the open
front of a woman's dress. [Fr. chemise—Imyi L.
camisia, a nightgown, surplice.]

(Chemistry, kem'Is-tri, formerly Chym'istry, n. the

science which treats of the properties of substances

both elementary and compound, and of the laws of
their combination and action one upon another.

—

adjs. Chem'ic, -al (Chem'ico-, in many compound
words), Chemiat'riC (a Paracelsian term, Gr.
chemeia, chemistry, iatreia, medical treatment).

—

adv. Chemically. — «.//. Chemicals, substances
which form the subject of chemical effects.

—

ns.

Chem'ism, chemical action ; Chem'ist, one skilled

in chemistry, specially a druggist or apothecary.—
Chemical affinity, the name given to the tendency
to combine with one another which is exhibited by
many substances, or to the force by which the sub-

stances constituting a compound are held together ;

Chemical notation, a method of expressing the

composition of chemical substances and representing

chemical changes, by certain known symbols and
formulae ; Chemical works, manufactories where
chemical processes are cirried on for trade, as alkali

'.vcrks, &c. [From Alchemy (q.v.).]

Chemitype, kemi'-tlp, «. the chemical process for

obt.iining casts in relief from an engraving. — n.

Chem'itypy.
Chemosh, ke'mosh, n. the national god of Moab : any

false god.
Chenille, she-nel', «. a thick, velvety-looking cord of

silk or wool (and so resembling a caterpillar), used
in ornamental sewing and manufactured trimmings.

[Fr. chenille, a caterpillar— L. caiiicula, 3l hauy
little do.g, canis, a dog.]

Cheque, Check, chek, «. a money order on a banker

payable at demand. — ns. Cheque -book, a book
containing cheque forms given by a bank to its

customers ; Cheq'uer, Check' er, a chess - board :

alternation of colours, as on a chess-board: (//.)

draughts : chess-men.— i'./. to mark in squares of

different colours : to variegate : interrupt.—rtrf;i.

Chequered, Check ered, variegated, hke a chess-

board : varying in character.—«J. Cheq'uer-work,

any pattern having alternating squares of different

colours : Blank'-cheque, a cheque signed by the

owner, but without having the amount to be drawn

indicated ; CJross'-cheque, an ordinary cheque with

two transverse lines drawn across it, which have the

effect of making it payable only through a banker.

[See Check.]
Cherimoyer, cher-i-moi'er, n. a Peruvian fruit re-

I

sembling the custard-apple.—Also Chirlmoy'a.
Cherish, cher'ish, v.t. to protect and treat with affec-

' tion : to nurture, nurse : to entertain in the mind.—
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Cheroot fate, fSr ; m«, h6r ; mine

;

Chick

<ker.n. Cher'lBlunent. [Fr. ctUrir, ch^rissant-

dear— L. carus.]

CJheroot, she-rOOt', H. a cigar not pointed at either

end. [Fr. ckeroute, representing the Tamil name
shuruttn, a roll (Colonel Yule^J

Cheroot See Shaya-root.
Cherry, cher'i, n. a small bright-red stone-fruit : the

tree that bears it.— atfj. like a cherrj" in colour

:

ruddy. — tis. Cherr'y-brand'y, a pleasant liqueur

made by steeping Morello cherries in brandy

;

Oherr'y-lau'rel, the common English name for the

CerasHs Lauro-Cerasus of Asia Minor ; Cherr'y-
pepp'er, a West Indian species of Capsicutn

;

Oherr^-pl6, a pie made of cherries : the common
heliotrope ; Oherr'y-plt. a game which consists in

throwing cherry-stones into a small hole ; CheiT'y-
tone, the hard seed of the cherr>'. [A. S. ciris—L.

cerasus—Gr. kerasos, a cherry-tree, said to be so

named from Cerasus, a town in Pontus, from which
the cherry was brought.]

Cherry, cher'i, r./. (S^Hs.) to cheer.

Chersonese, ker'so-ngz, «. a peninsula. [Gr. cier-

S:"n-scs—clursos, land, dry land, neses, an island.]

Chert, chert, «. a kind of quartz or flint : homstone.
—a(/j. Chert'y, like or containing chert. [Prob.
Celt. ; Ir. ceart, a pebble.]

Ohemh, cher'ub, n. a winged creature with human
face, represented as associated with Jehovah, esp.

drawing his chariot-throne : a celestial spirit : a
beautiful child :—//. Cher^ubs. Cher'nhim, Cher'u-
Wsoi.—adjs. Chem'bic, -al, Cherubim'ic. .nngelic.

—adv. Cherubically.— «. Cher^ubln (jSliak.), a
chenib. [Heb. k'rUb, pi. k'ruhiin.\

Cherup, cher'up, v.t. to urge on by chirruping.
Chervil, chir'vil, n. an umbelliferous plant, cultivated

as a pot-herb, and used in soups and for a garnish,
&c., m the same manner as parsley. In Scotland
the plant is commonly called Myrrh. {A.S. cerfilU
(Ger. kerbtl)—L. care/olium—Gr. chairef>hyllon.\

Chess, chcs, H. a ^ame of skill for two persons or
parties, played with figures or 'pieces,' which are
moved on a chequered board. — n. Chess'-board,
the board on which the game of chess is played.

—

n.H. Chess'-men, pieces used in the game of chess.
[Fr. tehees; It. scaccki; Ger. schatk. Orig. from
Pers. shdh, a king.]

Chess, ches, «. one of the parallel planks of a pontoon-
bridj-^e—generally in //.

Chessel, cnes'el, «. a dieese mould or vat.
Chest, chest, n. a large strong box: the part of the
body between the neck and the abdomen, the
thorax.

—

tuij. Chest'ed, having a chest : pla<^d in
a chest.

—

n. Chest'-note, in singing or speaking, a
deep note, the lowest sound of the voice. [A.S.
cyst; Scot, kist— L. cUta—Gr. iiste.]

Chestnut, Chesnut, ches'nut, n. a nut or fruit en-
closed in a prickly case : the tree that bears it

:

(slang-) a well-worn story or stale joke.

—

adj. of a
chestnut colour, reddish-brown. [O. Fr. chastaigne
—L. castaiua—Gr. kastoHon, from Costana, in

Cheval-de-frisc.

n. a piece of timber armed with spikes, used to de-
fend a passage or to stop cavalry- :—//. ChevatUC-
de-fMse (she-v6'-).—«. Oheval'-glass, a large gl.iss
or mirror supported on a frame. [TT.,—cheval,
horse: ^>»'f^, Friesland.]

Ohe7aUer, shev-a-l«r', n. a cavalier: a knight: a
gallant. [ Kr. , -ckroai—l.. caballus, a horse.]
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Chevelure, shev'e-lQr, «. a head of hair : a periwig

:

the nebulous part of a comet. [Fr.,—L. capillatttra—capillus, hair.]

Cheven, chev'en, «. the chub.—Also OheT'ln.
Cheverel, chev'er-el, «. a kid : soft, flexible leather
made of kid-skin.

—

aiij. like kid leather, pliable.

[Fr. chcvreau, a kid

—

chevre ; L. capra, a goat.]

Chevesaile, chev'e-sal, «. an ornamental collar of a
coat. [O. Fr. chrvesaile—ehrz'ece, the neck.]

Cheviot, che'vi-ot, or chev'i-ot, n. a hardy breed of
short-wooled sheep reared on the Cheviot Hills : a
cloth made from their wool.

Chevlsance, shev'i-zans, «. {Sf^ns.) achievement,
performance. [Fr.,

—

chrvir, to accomplish ; chef,
the head, the end.]

Chevron, shev'ron, «. a rafter : (Jier.) the representa-
tion of two rafters of a house meeting at the top

:

the V-shaped band of worsted
braid or gold lace worn on the
sleeve of a non-commissioned
officer's coat.

—

adjs. CheVTOne',
Chev'roned. [Fr. chevron (Sp.
cabrio), a rafter—L. capreolus,
dim. oi caper, a goat.]

Chevy, chev'i, Chivy, chiv'i, n. a
cry, shout : a hunt.

—

v.t. to chase. Chevron (Her.).
(Perh. from 'Chevy Chase.' a
well-known ballad relating a Border battle.]

Chew, chO<5, v.t. to cut and bruise with the teeth : to

masticate : {Jig.) to meditate, reflect.

—

n. action of
chewing : a quid of tobacco.—ns. CheWet, a kind
of pie or pudding made of various ingredients mixed
together ; Chew'ing-guni, a preparation made from
a gum called chicle, produced by a Mexican tree

allied to the india-rubber tree, sweetened and
flavoured.—Chew the cud, to masticate a second
time food that has already been swallowed and
passed into the first stomach : to ruminate in

thought. (A.S. ctihvan : Ger. kauen ; cf. Jaw.]
Chewet, chOO'et, «. a chough : (Shah.) a chatterer.

[Fr. chouette, an owl.)
Chian, kfan, adj. pertaining to Chios in the iGgean

Sea.
Chlanti, ke-an'ti, «. a red wine of Tuscany.
Chiaroscuro, kyar'o-sku-ro, n. distribution or blend-

ing of light and shade, the art of representing light

in shadow and shadow in light.

Chiasm, kfazm, «. (anat.) a decussation or inter-

section, esp. that of the optic nerves—also CJhlas'ma.—n. Chlas'mus (rhet.), contrast by parallelism in

rex-erse order, as ' Do not live to eat, but eat to live."—adj. Chias'tic. [Gr. chiasma, two lines crossed
as in the letter X.]

Chiaus, chows, «. Same as Chouse.
Chibouk, Chibouque, chi-book', «. a long straight-
stemmed Turkish pipe for smoking. [Turk.]

ChiO, ,shek, «. style, fashion : adroitness.— a<^'. stylish,

'up to the mark." [Fr.]

Chica, che'ka, «. an orange-red dye-stuff, obtained
by boiling the leaves of the Bignor.ia, a climber of
the banks of the Cassiquiare and the Orinoco.
[Native n.ime.]

Chicane, shi-kSn', v.i. to use shifts and tricks.—r'./.

to deceive.-«. a trick or artifice.

—

ns. Chlca'ner,
one who chicanes : a quibbler ; Chlca'nery, trickery

or artifice, esp. in legal proceedings : quibbling

;

Chica'nlng, quibbling. [Fr. chicatte, sharp practice

at law, most prob. from Late Gr. tzykanion, a game
at mall, tzykaniz-ein, to play at mall— Pets.

tchnut;nn, a crooked mallet.]
Chlccory. See (Jhioory.
Chlch, chich, n. a dwarf pea. Same as Chlck-pea.
Chlcha, chech'a, h. a South American liquor fermented

from maize. [Haytian.]
Chick, chik, «. the young of fowls, esp. of the hen :

a child, as a term of endearment.—«J. Chlck'a-
hld'dy, Chick' - a - did'die, terms of endearment
addressed to children ; Ohlck'en, the young of



Chick-pea mote ; mflte ; mCOn ; Men. Chimera

birds, esp. of the hen : its flesh : a child : a faint-

hearted person ; Cta.ick'eil-haz'arcl, a game at dice
(see Hazard) ; Chick en-heart, a cowardly person.
— adj. Chick'en-heart'ed.— ns. Chlck'en-pox, a
cont.igious fehnle disease, chiefly of children, and
bearing some resemblance to a very mild form of
small-pox ; Chick'ling, a little chicken ; Chick'-
weed, a species of stitchwort, and one of the most
common weeds of gardens and cultivated fields—for

making poultices, and for feeding cage-birds, which
are very fond of its leaves and seeds.—Mother
Carey's chicken, a sailor's name for the Stormy
Petrel ; No Chicken, one no longer young. [A.S.
ciceit ; cl. Dut. kieken, Ger. kuchlein.\

Chick-pea, chik'-pe, «. a dwarf species of pea culti-

vated for food in the south of Europe and other
places. [Fr. chiche— L. cicer, and Pea.)

Chicory, Chiccory, chik'o-ri,!«. a plant whose long
carrot-like root is ground to adulterate coff'ee.—-Also
Succory. [Fr. chicor^e—L. cichorium, succory

—

Gr. kiclwrioH.\

Chide, chid, v.t. to scold, rebuke, reprove bywords:
to be noisy about, as the sea.

—

zi.i. to make a snarl-

ing, murmuring sound, as a dog or trumpet :

—

pr.p. chiding; /«./. chid, (pbs^ chode ;
pti.p. chid,

chidd'en.

—

ns. Chld'er {Sluik.\ a quarrelsome per-
son ; Chid'ing, scolding. [A.S. clda7i.\

Chief, chef, adj. head : principal, highest, first : {Scot!)
intimate.

—

iuh<. chiefly. — «. a head or principal
person : a leader : the principal part or top of any-
thing : (Jter.) an ordinary, consisting of the upper
part of the field cut ofl^ by a horizontal line, generally
made to occupy one-third of the area of the shield.

—

ns. Chief -bar'on, the President of the Court of
Exchequer; Chief 'dom. Chiefship, state of being
chief: sovereignty; CMef'ery, an Irish chieftaincy:
the dues paid to a chief: Chief 'ess, a female chief;
Chief '-jus'tice (see Justice).—rt^/;'. Chiefless, with-
out a chief or leader.

—

adv. Chiefly, in the first

place : principally : for the most part.

—

its. Chiefry,
a rent paid to the supreme lord : a chiet^s lands

;

Chieftain, the head of a clan : a leader or com-
m.uidor •.—/em. Chieftainess : Chieftaincy,Chief'-
tainship ; Chieftainry. — In chief (her.) means
that the charge is borne in the upper part of the
shield : applied to holding land directly from the

sovereign : at the head, as comniander-/«-t/i/^ [Fr.

chef—'L.. caput, the head.]
Ohleld, cheld, n. (Scot.) a lad, a young man.—Also

Chlel. [AformofOhUd.]
Ctaiff-Chaff, chif'-chaf, «. a small species of Warbler,

so called from the resemblance of its notes to the
syllables which form its name.

Chiffon, shif'ong, «. any merely ornamental part of
a woman's dress.—«. Chiffonier', an ornamental
cupboard: (Fr.) a. rag-picker. [Fr.

—

chiffe, rag.]
Chiffre, she'fr, «. (mus.) a figure used to denote the
harmony. [Fr.]

Chig, chig, v.t. (prov.) to chew.^«. a chew, quid.
Chignon, she'nyong, «. a general term for the long

back-hair of women, when gathered up and folded
into a roll on the back of the head and neck. [Fr.,

meaning first the nape of the neck, the joints of
which are like the links of a c\\a\t\—c/iattion, the link
of a chain

—

chaiiie, a chain.]
Oblgoe, chig'5, Chlgre, Chlgger, chig'er, «. a species

of flea of the West Indies, the female of which
buries itself beneath the toe-nails, and produces
troublesome sores. [Fr. chiguc.\

Ohikara, chi-ka'ra, n. a four-horned goat-like antelope
of Bengal.

Chikara, chik'a-ra, «. a Hindu musical instrument of
the violin class.

Chilblain, chil'blan, «. a localised inflammation of
the skin which occurs in cold weather on hands
and feet, more rarely on ears and nose. [Chill and
Blain.]

Child, child, n. an infant or very young person

IdS

(Shak.) a. female infant : one intimately related to
one older : expressing origin or relation, e.g. child
of the East, child of shame, child of God, &c. : a
disciple : a youth of gentle birth, esp. in ballads,

&c.— sometimes Childe and Chyldo : (/>/.) offspring

:

descendants : inhabitants : — //. Chil'dren. — ns.

Child'-bear'ing, the act of bringing forth children

;

Child'bed, the state of a woman brought to bed
with child; Child'blrth, the giving birth to a
child : parturition ; Child' - crow'ing, a nervous
afl!ection with spasm of the muscles closing the
glottis.

—

adj. Chlld'ed (SAai.), possessed of a child.
—«. Child'hood, state of being a child : the time of
one's being a child.

—

adj's. OhHA'ing (S/tak.), fruit-

ful, teeming ; Child'ish, of or Hke a child : silly

:

trifling. — adv. Child'ishly. — ns. Child'ishness,
Child'ness, what is natural to a child : puerility.

—

adjs. Childless, without children ; ChilCL-like, like

a child : becoming a child : docile: innocent. — «.
Child'-wife, a very young wife. — Child's play,
something very easy to do : something slight.—From
or Of a child, since the days of childhood.—Second
childhood, the childishness of old age.—With child,
pregnant, e.g. Get With chUd, Be or Go With
child. [A.S. ci/d, pi. ci/d, later cildru, -ra. The
Ger. equivalent word is kind.}

Chlldermas-day, chil'der-mas-da, n. an anniversary
in the Church of England, called also Innocents'
Day, held 28th December, to commemorate the

slaying of the children by Herod. [Child, Mass,
and Day.]

Chiliad, kil'i-ad, «. the number 1000 : 1000 of any-
thing.

—

IIS. Chil'iagon, a plane figure having 1000
angles ; Chil'iahedron, a solid figure having 1000
sides ; Chil'larch, a leader or commander of a
thousand men ; Chll'iarchy, the position of chili-

arch ; Chil'iasm, the doctrine that Christ will reign

bodily upon the earth for 1000 years ; Chll'last, one
who holds this opinion. [Gr.,

—

chilioi, 1000.]

Chill, chil, «. coldness : a cold that causes shivering

;

anything that damps or disheartens.

—

adj. shivering
with cold: slightly cold : opposite o( cordial.—v.t.

to grow cold. ^7'./. to make chill or cold : to blast

with cold : to discourage.

—

adj. Chilled, made cold :

hardened by chilling, as iron.— «. Chill'iness.

—

adj. Chill'ing, cooling, cold.—«. Chill'ness.—<t<^'.

Chilly, that chills : somewhat chill. — Take the
chill off, to give a slight heat : to make lukewarm.
[A.S. cete, ciele, cold. See Cold, Cool.]

Chilli, chil'li, «. the seed pod or fruit of the capsicum,
extremely pungent and stimulant, and employed in

sauces, mixed pickles, &c. ; when dried and ground,
forms the spice called Cayenne pepper. [The Mexi-
can name.]

Chillum, chil'um, n. the part of a hookah containing
the tobacco and charcoal balls : a hookah itself : the

act of smoking it. [Hind. cA/7<7w.]

Chiltern Hundreds. See Hundreds.
Chime, chim, «. the harmonious sound of bells or

other musical instruments : agreement of sound or

of relation: harmony: (//.) a set of bells.

—

v.i. to

sound in harmony : to jingle : to accord or agree : to

rime.

—

v.t. to strike, or cause to sound in harmony:
to say words over mechanically.—Chime In, to join

in, in agreement ; Chime In With, to agree, or fall

in with. [M. E. chiinbe, prob. O. Fr. cymbale—L.

cviiihalrim, a cymbal.]
Chime, Chimb, chIm, «. the rim formed by the ends

of the staves of a cask: («rt?/A) a hollowed or bevelled

channel in the waterway of a ship's deck. [Cog.
with Dut. kiiii, Ger. kimnte, edge.]

Chimer, shim'er, Chimere, shi-mer, n. the upper robe
worn by a bishop, to which lawn sleeves are at-

tached. [O. Fr. chamarre; Sp. zatitarra, cha-

inarra, sheepskin.]

Chunera, Chlmaera, ki-me'ra, «. a fabulous, fire-

spouting monster, with a lion's head, a serpent's

tail, and a goat's body : any idle or wild fancy : a



Chimney flte, far ; mS, hir ; mTne ; Chlmrgreon

picture of an animal having its parts made up of

various aniinals : a genus of canilaginous fishes,

often ranked along with ihe sharks and rays.

—

tn/j's.

Chlmer'iC, -al, of the nature of a chimera : wild

:

fanciful.

—

adv. Cbimer'ically. [L.,—Gr. chimaira,

a she-goat.]

Chimney, chim'ni, «. a passage for the escape of

smoke or heated air from a furnace : in houses, that

part of the passage which is built above the roof:

anything of a like shape.— «J. Chlm'ney-oan, or

-pot, a cylindrical pipe of earthenware or other

material placed at the top of a chimney to increase

the draught ; Chlm'ney-OOr'lier, in old chinmeys,

the space between the tire and the wall forming the

sides of the fireplace : fireside, commonly spoken of

as the place for the aged and infirm ; Chlm'nev-
piece, a shelf over the fireplace ; Chlm'ney-Shait,

the stalk of a chimney which rises above the build-

ing ; Chim'ney-stack, a group of chimneys carried

up tofietlKT ; Chim'ney-StaUc, a very tall chimney;
Chim'ney-S'Wall'oW, the Hirundo rustica, a very

common swallow : the chimney-swift ; Chlni'liey-

weep, Chim'ney-sweep'er, one who sweeps or

deans chimneys; Ohlm'aey - top, the top of a
chimney.—Chinmey-pot hat, a familiar name for

the ordinary cylindrical hat of gentlemen. [Fr.

clumitUe—L. camlnus ; Gr. kamitws, a furnace.]

Ohimpanzee, chim-pan'z€, «. an African ape, the

higliest of the anthropoid or more man-like apes, be-

longing to the same genus as the gorilla. [West
African.]

Ohln, chin, «. the jutting part of the face below the
mouth.—Up to the ohln, deeply immersed. [A.S.
cin; Ger. kinn, Gr. genys.\

China, chln'a, n. fine kind of earthenware, originally

made in China: porcelain.

—

ns. Chin'a-bark, a
common name of cinchona bark (derived not from
the empire of China, but from Kina or Qiiina, the
Peruvian name of cinchona—see Quinine); Chin'a-
Olay, a fine white clay used in making porcelain

;

Chin'a-grass {Bahmeria iiivea), a small shrubby-
like plant, allied to the nettle, native to China : the
fibre of this plant used for making ropes and cordage,
and also in China for the manufacture of grass-

cloth; China -ink (see Ink); Chinaman, a native
of China ; Chin'a-root, the root-stock of a Chinese
shrubby plant, formerly used in Europe medicin-
ally, but still in the East as a remedy in rheumatic
or syphilitic cases; Chin'a-roBO, a name applied to

several varieties of garden roses; Chin'a-Shop, a
shop in which china, crockery, &c. are sold ; Chin'a-
ware, porcelain-ware; Chinee', a Chinaman.

—

adj.
Chinese', of or belonging to China.—China aster
(see Aster).

Chinch, chinch, n. the bed-bug in America. [Sp.,—L.
cimic-em.]

Chinchilla, chin-chil'la, n. a small rodent quadruped
of South America, valued for its soft gray fur : the
fur itself. [Sp.]

Ohlnoongh, chm'kof, ». a disease, esp. of children,
attended with violent fits of coughing : whooping-
cough. [For chink-cough; Scot, kitik-host, DuL
kinkhoest. See Chink and Cough.]

Chine, chin, n. the spine or backbone : a piece of the
backbone of a beast and adjoining parts for cook-
ing : a ridge, cresl.

—

v.i. (S/trns.) to break the back.
(O. Fr. eschine, prob. from Old High Ger. scina, a
pin, thorn.]

Chine, she-na', adj. mottled or speckled in appearance,
the warp being dyed in different colours, or from
threads of dirterent colours being twisted together.
[Fr, lit. 'Chinese.']

Chink, chinglc, «. a cleft, a narrow opening.

—

v.i. to
crack-

—

v.t. to fill up cracks.

—

adj. Chlnk^, full of
chinks. [Apparently formed upon M. E. chine, a
crack—A..S. cinu, a cleft.].

Chink, chingk, n. the chink, as of coins.

—

v.i. to give
forth a sharp sound. [From the sound.] m

Chink, chingk, n. a gasp for breath.—p. /. to gasp—
the northern form Kink. [Cf. Dut. kinken, to cough;
Ger. keichen, to gasp.]

Chinkapin, ching'ka-pin, «. the dwarf chestnut, a
native of the United States. — Also Chln'capin.
[Ind.]

Chinook, chin-SOk', n. a trader's jargon, consisting of
words t'rom French and English, as well as Chinook
and other Indian tongues.

Chintz, chints, n. a highly glazed printed calico, with
a pattern generally in several colours on a white or

light-coloured ground. [Orig. pi. of Hind, chint,

spotted cotton-cloth.]

Chip, chip, Z'.t. to chop or cut into small pieces: to

hew : of chickens, to break the shell of the egg in

hatching : to pare away the crust of bread, &c. : to

bet:^/*r./. chipping; pa.p. chipped.— «. a small
piece of wood or other substance chopped off:

(slang) a sovereign.

—

n. Chip'-hat, a cheap kind of
hat, made of what is popularly called Brazilian

grass, but really consisting of strips of the leaves of
a palm {Chanicerops argentea) imported from Cuba.
—adj. Chlp'py, aboundmg in chips : dry as a chip

:

seedy from an overdose of liquor.—Chip in, to supply
one's part.—A Chip of the old block, one with the

characteristics of his father. [M. E. chippen, to cut
in pieces. Conn, with Chop.]

Chipmuck, Chipmunk, chip'muk, -mungk, n. a kind
of squirrel, common in North America.

Chippendale, chip'pen-dal, adj. applied to a light

style of drawing-room furniture, after the name of
a well-known cabinet-maker of the i8th century.

The name is also applied to a style of book plates.

Chiragra, kl-rag'ra, n. gout in the hand.

—

iuijs. Chl-
ragTlc, -al. [Gr.]

Chlrunoya. See Cherlmoyer.
Chirk, cherk, v.i. {Scot.) to grate: to chirp or squeak.

[."V.S. cearcian, to creak.]

Chlrl, chirl, v.i. to emit a low sound : to warble.

—

M.

a kind of musical warble. [Scot., from the sound.
See Chirr.]

Chirm, chenn, v.i. to cry out : to chirp.

—

n. noise,

din, hum of voices. [A.S. cirniau, to crj' out; cf.

Dut. kermen.]
Chirog^omy, kl-rog'nO-mi, n. the so-called art or

science of judging character from the lines of the
hand, palmistry.

—

adj. Chlrognom'ic. [Gr. cheir,
the hand, gnome, understanding.]

Chirograph, kl-rog-raf, «. any written or signed
document. — tts. Chlrog'rapher, ChirogTaphist,
one who professes the art of writing.

—

n,ij. Chlro-
graph'ic.—«. Chlrog'raphy, the art of writing, or
penmanship. [Gr. cheir, the hand, graph?, writing.]

Chirology, kl-rol'o-ji, «. the art of discoursing with
the hands or by signs, as the deaf and dumb do.

—

n.

Chlrol'Ogist, one who converses by signs with the

hands. [Gr. cheir, the hand, logia, a discourse.]

Chiromancy. Same as Cheiromancy.
Chiropodist, kT-rop'o-dist, «. a hand and foot doctor

:

one who removes corns, bunions, warts, &c. [Gr.

cheir, the hand, a.nA pons, potios, the foot.]

Chirp, cherp, «. the sharp, shrill sound of certain birds

and insects.

—

v.i. to make such a sound : to talk

in a happy and lively strain.

—

v.t. to cheer. — «.

Chirp'er, a little bird : a chirping-cup.

—

adj. Chlrp'-
Ing, merry : cheering. — n. Chlrp'ing-oap, a cup
that cheers.

—

adj. Chlrp'y, lively : merry. [From
the .sound.]

Chirr, cher, v.i, to chirp, as is done by the cricket or
grasshopper. [From the sound.]

Chirrup, chir'up, v.i. to chirp : to make a sound
with the mouth to urge on a horse : to cheer up.
(Lengthened form of Chirp, and then brought into

connection with cheer up.\

Chirt, chert, «, a squeeze.

—

v.i. to squeeze. [Conn.
with Chirr.]

Chlrur geon, Chirur'gery, Chirur'gioal. old formn of
Surgeon, Surgery, Surgical. —a</z/. Chlrur geonly



Chisel mOte ; mOte ; in05n ; /Aen. Cholsemla

{SAai.), in a manner becoming a surgeon. [Fr.

ckirurgien — Gr. cheirourgoj— cheir, the haiiii,

ergon, a work.

J

Cllisel, chiz'el, n. an iron or steel tool to cut or hollow
out wood, stone, &c : esp. the tool of the sculptor.
—v.i. to cut, carve, &.C. with a chisel : {siaitg) to

cheat:

—

pr.p. chis'elling ; />t-p- chiselled.

—

aiij.

Chiselled, cut with a chisel : (Jig-) having sharp

outlines, as cut by a chisel.— «. CiliS'ellillg.—/«<//.

ChlS'el-shaped.—«. Chls'el-tOOth, the scalprifonn

perennial incisor of a rodent. [O. Fr. cisel— L.

ctedere, to cut.]

Chisel, chiz'el, «. See ChesU.
Chisleu, chis'lu, «. the ninth month of the Jewish

year, including parts of November and December.

[Heb.]
Chit, chit, «. a note : an order or pass.—Also Chlt'ty.

(Hind. chitthL]
Chit, chit, ». a baby : a lively or pert young child :

contemptuously, a young woman or girl. [A.S. cith,

a young tender shoot.]

Chitchat, chit'chat, n. chatting or idle talk : prattle

:

gos>ip. [A reduplication of Chat.]
Chltin, kl'tin, «. the substance which forms most of

the hard parts of jointed footed animals.

—

adj. CW-
tinous. [Fr. chitine—-Gr. chiton, a tunic]

Chiton, ki'ton, ». the ancient Greek tunic : a genus of

marine molluscs. [Gr. chiton, a tunic]
Chltter, chit'er, v.L (Scot.) to shiver.—«. Chitt'ering.

[Cf. Chatter.]
Chitterling, chit'er-ling, «. the smaller intestines of
a pig or other edible animal : a frill—prov. forms.
Chidling, Chitling, Ckitter. [Ety. dub.]

Chivalry, shiv'al-ri, n. the usages and qualifications of
chevaliers or knights : bravery and courte.sy : the
system of knighthood in feudal times.

—

adjs. Chival'-
riO, Chivalrous, pertaining to chivalry : bold

:

gallant.

—

adv. ChlValTOUSly.

—

n. ChiValrousaess.
[Fr. chevaUrie—cheval—Low L. cabalius, a horse.]

Chive, chlv, «. an herb like the leek and onion, with
small, flat, clustered bulbs : a small bulb.— Also Cive.
[Fr. cive—L. ca/>a, an onion.]

Chivy, chiv'vy, or Chevy, chey'v-y, «. a hunting cry.— z'.t. to chase.

—

v.i. to scamper. [Prob. from the
Border battle of Chery Chase.]

Qllamys, kla'mis, «. an ancient Greek short cloak or
mantle for men : a purple cope : a genus of phyto-
phagous beetles. [Gr.]

Chloasma, klO-az'ma, «. a skin-disease marked by
yellowish-brown patches. [Gr. chloe, verdure.]

Chlorine, klO'rin, «. a yellowish-green gas with a
peculiar and suffocating odour.

—

ns. Chlo'ral, a
limpid, colourless, oily liquid, with a peculiar pene-
trating odour, formed when anhydrous alcohol is

acted on by dry chlorine gas ; Chlo'ral J SIT), the
habit of using chloral, a morbid state induced by
such : Chld'rate, a salt composed of chloric acid
and a base.

—

adj. Chld'rlc, of or from chlorine.—«.
Chloride, a compound of chlorine with some other
substance, as potash, soda, &c.^r'./. Chlo'ridise, to

convert into a chloride : (pilot.) to cover with chloride
of silver—also Chloridate.—h. Chlorination, the
process of getting gold, &c., out of ore by the use
of chlorine.

—

v.t. Chld'rinise, to combine or other-
wise^ treat with chlorine— also Chlo'rinate. — «i-.

Chld'rlte, a mineral consisting of silica, alumina,
&c., in variable proportions—it is of a green colour,
rather soft, and is easily scratched with a knife ;

Chlo'rodyne, a patent medicine containing opium,
chloroform, &c., used for allaying pain and inducing
sleep ; Chlo'rofonn, a limpid, mobile, colourless,

volatile liquid, with a characteristic odour and a
strong sweetish taste, used to induce insensibility.

—

<M?/'. Chlo'rold, like chlorine. —«j. Chlorom'eter,
an instrument for measuring the bleaching powers
of chloride of lime : Chlorom'etry, the process of
testing the decolouring power of any compound of
chlorine ; OhlO'rophyl, the ordinary colouring matter

of vegetation, consisting of minute soft granules
in the cells ; Chloro'SiS, properly greensickness, a
peculiar form of anaemia or bioodlessiiess, common
in young women, and connected with the disorders
incideu t to the critical period ot life.—a</;>. Chlorot'ic,
pertaining to chlorosis ; Chlorous, full of chlorine.
Chloric acid, a syrupy liquid, with faint chlorine
colour and acid reaction. [Gr. chioros, pale-green.]

Chobdar, cnob'dar, «. a frequent attendant of Indian
nobles, and formerly also of Anglo-Indian officials of
rank, carrying a staff overlaid with silver. [Pers.]

Chock, chok, v.t. to fasten as with a block or wedge.—
n. a wedge to keep a cask from rolling : a log.

—

adjs.
Chock-full, Choke-full, quite full ; Chock'-tight,
very tight. [.See Choke.]

Chocolate, chok'O-lat, «. a preparation of the seeds
of Theobroma cacao, made by grinding the seeds
mixed with water to a very fine paste : a beverage
made by dissolving this paste in boiling water.

—

adj.
chocolate-coloured, dark reddish-brown : made of or
flavoured with chocolate. [Sp. chocolate ; from Mex.
chocolatl, chocolate.]

Chode, chod, an obsolete /<i./. of Chide.
Choice, chois, «. act or power of choosing : the thing

chosen : alternative : preference : the preferable or
best part.

—

adj. worthy of being chosen: select:

appropriate.

—

adjs. Choice'-drawn (Shak.), selected
with care ; Choice'ful (S/ens. ), making many choices,
fickle.

—

atlv. Choice'ly, with discrimmation or care.— n. Choice'ness, particular value : excellence

:

nicety.—Hohson's Choice, the alternative of a thing
offered or nothing, from Hobson, a Cambridge carrier

and innkeeper, who insisted on lending out the horse
nearest the stable door, or none at all. — Make
choice of, to select ; Take one's choice, to take
what one wishes. [Fr. choix—clwisir; cf. ChOOSe.]

Choir, kwlr, «. a chorus or band of singers, esp.

those belonging to a church : the part of a church
appropriated to the singers : the part of a cathedral
separated from the nave by a rail or screen.

—

v.i.

(Shah.) to sing in chorus.

—

ns. Choir'-or'gan, one
of the departments of a cathedral organ, standing
behind the great-organ, having its tones less power-
ful, and more fitted to accompany the voice ; ChoiT'-
BCreen, a screen of lattice-work, separating the choir
from the nave, so as to prevent general access
thereto, though not to interrupt either sight or
sound. — adj. Choral, belonging to a chorus or
choir.

—

ns. Choral', Chorale', a simple harmonised
composition, with slow rhythm : a tune written for

a psalm or hymn : in R.C. usage, any part of the
service sung by the whole choir.

—

adv. Cho'rally,
in the manner of a chorus : so as to suit a choir.

[Fr. choenr—L. chortis—Gr. c}wros.\

Choke, chok, v.t. to throttle : to suffocate : to stop or
obstruct: to suppress.

—

v.i. to be choked or suffo-

cated.— «. the action of choking.

—

n. Choke'-bore,
the bore of a gun when narrowed at the muzzle so as

to concentrate the shot : a shot-gun so bored.

—

v.t.

to bore in such a way.—«. Choke'-cherr'y, a name
given to certain nearly allied species of cherry,

natives of North America, who.se fruit, though at

first rather agreeable, is afterwards astringent in

the mouth.

—

adj. Choked, suffocated, clogged.

—

n.

Choke'-damp, the carbonic acid gas given off by
coal which accumulates in coal-mines, and may
suffocate those exposed to it.

—

adj. ChokO'-full (see

Chock-full).—ni. Chok'er, one who chokes : a necker-

chief: Chok'ing, suffocation.— «<//. smothering.

—

adj. Chok'y, tending to choke : inclined to choke.

—

Choke off, to put an end to, as if by choking ; Choke
up, to obstruct completely, to suffocate.— White
choker, a white neckerchief worn by clergymen, &C.
[Prob. from .sound.]

Choky, chO'ki, «. a prison : a toll-station. [Hind.]
Cholsemia, Cholemia, ko-le'mi-a, «. a morbid accumu-

I

lation of the constituents of bile in the blood.

—

adj.
1 Cholaa'mic. [Gr. choU, bile, haima, blood.]



Cholagogue fate, far : m«, hir ; mTne :
Chrism

CholagOgue, kol'a-gog, «. a purgative causing evacua-

tions ot bile—adj. CholagOg'iO. [Gr. c/io/f, bile,

a^dgoi, leading.)

Oholor, kol'er, «. the bile : (Siai.) biliousness : anger,

irascibility.

—

/ti/j. Ohol'eriO, full of choler : passion-

ate. [Kr.,—L.,— Gr. cholera—choU, bile.]

Cholera, kot'6r-a, «. a highly infectious and deadly

disease characterised by bilious vomiting and purg-

\n'i.-cuij. Oholera'lc.—British cholera, an acute

catarrhal affection of the mucous membrane of the

stomach and small intestines. [Gr. cholera.]

Cholesterlne, ko-les'te-rin, «. a substance occurring

abundantly in bile and biliary calculi, probably a

monovalent alcohol.—«<(/' Oholester lO. [Gr. chole,

bile, stereoi, solid.]

OhoUamb, k6'li-amb, «. a variety of iambic trimeter,

having a trochee for an iambus as the sixth foot.

—

adj. Oholiam'blc. [L.,— Gr. chOliambos— chdlos,

lame, iamb's, iambus.]
Oholtry, chol'tri, «. a khan or caravansary for travel-

lers : a shed used as a place of assembly.—.\lso

Choviltry. [M.ilayalam.]

Chondrlfy, kon'dri-fl, v.l. to convert into cartilase.

—

v.i. to be converted into cartilage.—«. Chondrlflca'-
tion. [Gr. chondros, cartilage.

]

Chondroid, kon'droid, adj. cartilaginous.

—

iis. Chon'-
dnn, the proper substance of cartil.ige ; Chondritis,
inflammation of cartilage : Ohondrogen'esis, the

formation of cartilage.

—

aiij. Chondroeenet'iC.

—

tis.

Chondrog'raphy, a description of the cartilages

;

Chondrol'ogy, the knowledge of the cartilages.

Chondropteryglan, kon-drop-te-rij'i-an, adj. gristly-

finned, belonging to the Chondroplerygii, a group of
fishes variously defined in diflerent systems. (Gr.

chi'iidros, cartilage, pterygion, dim. of pteryx, a
wing.]

Cboosa, chOOz, v.t. to take one thing in preference to

another : to select.

—

v.i. to will or determine : to

think fit :—/<!./. chOse : ft-P- chOs'cn.—«j. Choos'er
(Shnk^. one who chooses ; ChOOS'lng, choice : selec-

tion.—Cannot choose, can have no alternative.

—

Not much to choose between, each about equally
b.id. —Pick and choose, to select with care. [A.S.
c^osati, Dut. /tieien.]

Chop, chop, v.t. to cut with a sudden blow: to cut
into sjnall pieces : {Miltott) to change : to exchange
or b.irter : (^Milton) to trade in : to bandy words.

—

v.i. to change about : to shift suddenly, as the wind.
—«. a blow : a piece cut oflf: a slice of mutton or
poik, containing a rib : a change: vicissitude.

—

ns.

Chop-house, a house where mutton-chops and beef-

steaks are serN'ed : an eating-house ; Ohop'per, one
who or that which chops : a cleaver ; Cfhop'ping-
knlfo, a knife for chopping or mincing meat.

—

adj.
Ohop'py, full of chops or cracks : running in irregular
waves—also Chop'plng.—Chop and change, to buy
and sell : to change about ; Chop at, to aim a blow
at : Chop In, to break in, interrupt ; Chop loglo, to
dispute in logical terms : to bandy words ; Chop Up,
to tut into small pieces.—A Chop-loglo (Shak.), a
contentious fellow. [A form of Chap. J

Chop, chop, «. tlie chap or jaw, generally used in//. :

a person with fat cheeks : the mouth of anything, as
a cannon.

—

adj. Chop'-fall'en, lit. having the chop
or lower jaw fallen down : cast-down : dejected.
[See Chap (3)]

Chop, chop, ti. in China and India, an official m;irk or
seal : a license or p|assport which has been sealed.
[Hind, chhap, seal, impression.]

Chopin, chop'in, H. an old French liquid measure
containing nearly an Knglish imperial pint : a Scotch
measure containing about an English quart. {O. Fr.
chopine. Old Dut tckop/e : Scot, chappin, Ger.
schopf>en, a pint.)

Chopine, chop-Cn', chop'in, «. a high clog or patten
introduced into England from Venice during the
reign of Elizabeth. [Sp. chapin.]

Chopping, chop'ing, a^. stout, strapping, plump.

IW

Chop-sticks, chop'-stiks, n.pl. two small sticks of

wood, ivory, &c., used by the Chinese instead of

knile and fork. [Chop, a corr. of -4-/A, quick.]

ChoragUS, ko-ra'gus, «. in Athens, the person ap-
pointed to organise the chorus : the leader of a
choir.— <»(//'. Chorag'lc, pertaining to a choragus.

—

Choragic monument, a small temple on which
were dedicated the tripods given in the Dionysian
contests to the victorious chorus. [Gr. chore^os—
choros, chorus, and ageiit, to lead.]

Choral, Chorale. See Choir.

Chord, kord, «. (7««i.) the simultaneous and harmo-
nious union of sounds of a different pitch.—The
Common chord is a note with its third and fifth

reckoned upwards. [Formed from Accord.]
Chord, kord, «. the string of a musical instrument

:

(_/f^.) of the emotions : (geom.') a straight line join-

ing the extremities of an arc: a straight line joining

any two points in the curve of a circle, ellipse, &c.
[T^. chorda—Gr. chorde, an intestine.]

Chorea, ko-re'a, n. St Vitus's dance, a nervous
disease causing irregular and involuntary move-
ments of the limbs or face. [L.,—Gr. choreia, a
dancing.]

Choree, kO're, «. a trochee.—Also Ohore'us. [L.,

—

Gr.]
Choreography. See Chorus.
Chorepiscopal, kO-re-pisko-pal, adj. pertaining to a

loc il or suffragan bishop. [Gr. chdra, place.]

Choriamb, kO'ri-amb, «. a metrical foot of four

syllables, the first and last long, the two others

short.

—

adj. and «. Choriam'blO. [Gr. choriambos—choreios, a trochee, iand'os, iambus.]

Chorion, kO'ri-on, «. the outer foetal envelope : the
external membrane of the seeds of plants:— pi.

ChoTia.—rt<//'. Cho'roid. [Gr.]

Chorography, kO-rog'ra-fi, «. the description of the
geographical features of a panicul.-\r region

—

ndjs.

Chorograph'io, -al; Chorolog'ical.—«j. Chorol-
OgiSt ; Chorology, the science of the geographical
distribution of plants and animals.

Chorus, ko'rus, K. a band of singers and dancers,
esp. in the Greek plays : a company of singers

:

that which is sung by a chorus : the combination
of several voices in one simultaneous utterance

:

the part of a song in which the company join the
singer.—nr^. Choreographic—«j. Choreog^raphy,
Chorography, the notation of dancing. — adj.
Cho'ric—«j. Cho'rlst, Chor'ister, a member of a
choir. [I^. ,—Gr. choros, dance.]

Chose, Chosen. See Choose.
Chough, chuf, n. a kind of jackdaw which frequents

rocky places on the seacoast. [A.S. do: from the
cry of the bird. See CaW.]

Choultry. See Choltry.
Chouse, chows, «. (nbs.) a cheat : one easily cheated :

a trick.

—

v.t. to cheat, swindle. [Prob. from Turk.
chaush, a messenger or envoy.]

Chout, chowt, «. one-fourth part of the revenue
extorted by the Mahrattas as blackmail : blackmail,
extortion. [Hind, chauth. the fourth part.]

Chow-chow, chow'-chow, «. a mixture of food such
as the Chinese use, e.g. preserved pickles.— adj.
miscellaneous, mixed. [Pidgin-English.]

Chowder, chow'der, «. a dish made of a mixture of
fish and biscuits. [Fr. cknudiire, a pot.]

Chowry, chow'ri, n. an instrument used for driving
away flies. [Hindi, chaunri.}

Chrematistlc, krC-ma-tis'tik, adj. pertaining to fin-

ance.— «. Chrematis'tics, the science of wealth.
[Gr,

—

chreiiia, a thing.]
Choy-root. .Sec Shaya-root.
Chrestomathy, krcs-tom'a-thi, «. a book of selections
from foreign languages, usually for beginners.

—

adjs. Ohrestomath'iC, -aL [Gr. chrestos, useful,
maihein, to know.]

Chrism, krizm, n. consecrated or holy oil : unction

:

confirmation : chrisom is\.v.').—adj. Chris'mal, per-



Christ mote ; mute : mCCn : Men. Chrysoprase

taining to chrism.

—

n. a case for containing chrism :

a pyx : a veil used in christening.

—

us. Chris'ma-
tory, a vessel for containing chrism ; Chris'om, a
white cloth laid by the priest on a child newly
anointed with chrism after its baptism : the child

itself.—Chrlsom cUld {Shak.\ a child still wearing

the chrisom cloth : an innocent child. [O. Fr.

chresme (Fr. chrlnie)—Gr. chrisma, from chriein,

chrisein, to anoint.]

ClUiSt, krist, «. the Anointed, the Messiah. — ns.

Clirist-oross-ro'W (Icris'-kros-rC), the alphabet, from
the use in horn-books of having a cross at the

beginning ; Christ'S-thom, a kind of prickly shrub
common in Palestine and south of Europe, so called

because supposed to have been the plant from which
the crown of thorns was made. — v. t. Clirlsten
(kris'n), to baptise in the name of Christ : to give a
name Xo.—ns. Chrls'tendom, that part of the world
in which Christianity is t!ie received religion : the

whole body of Christians; ChriS'tenlng, the cere-

mony of baptism ; CliriSt'llOOd, the condition of
being the Christ or Messiah ; Christ'lan, a follower

of Christ: {coU.) a human being.

—

aifj. relating to

Christ or His religion : what is in the spirit of Christ.—v.l. Cluist'lailiSO, to make Christian : to convert
to Christianity.—>Af. Christ'ianism, Christlan'ity,
the religion of Christ : the spirit of this religion.

—

a<ijs. Christ'ianllke, Chrlst'ianly.—«j. Chiist'ian-
ness, Christ llness.—«rf>>. Chrlst'less, Chrlst'ly.

—Christian era, the era counted from the birth

of Christ ; Christian name, the name given when
christened, as distinguished from the surname.
[A.S. o-jV/—Gr. Christos—and. chriein, chrisein, to

anoint.]

ChriStadelphian, kris-ta-del'fi-an, ft. a member of a
small religious body holding conditional immortality,
denying a personal devil, &c. — sometimes called

Thoinasites from Dr John Thomas of Brooklyn
(1805-71). [Lit. 'Brethren of Christ,' Gr. Christos,
Christ, and adclplios, brother.]

Christmas, kris'mas, ». an annual festival, originally

a mass, in memory of the birth of Christ, held on
the 25th of December.— ns. ChriSt'maS-box, a box
containing Christinas presents : a Christmas gift

;

Christ'maS-card, a card, more or less ornamented,
sent from friend to friend at this season ; Chrlst'mas-
6Ve, the evening before Christmas ; Christ'mas-
rose, or -flow'er, the Hcllcbonis uigcr. flowering in

winter ; Christ'mas-tree, a tree, usually fir, set up
in a room, and loaded with Christmas presents.

[Christ and Mass. I

Christology, kris-toro-ji, «. that branch of theology
which treats of the nature and person of Christ.
— <ii//. Christological. — «. Chrlatoroglst. [Gr.
Christos, and logia, a discourse.]

Christom, kris'um, «. (Shak.). Same as ChrlSOm,
under Chrism (q.v.).

Christophany, kris-tofa-ni, «. an appearance of Christ
to men. [Gr. Christos, a.n'X phainein, to appear.]

Chromatic, krO-mat'ik, adj. relating to colours

:

coloured : (iiiiis.) relating to notes in a melodic
progression, which are raised or lowered by acci-

dentals, without changing the key of the passage,
and also to chords in which such notes occur.

—

ns.

Chrom'ate, a salt of chromic acid ; Chromatics,
the science of colours.

—

v.t. Chro'matise, to im-
pregnate with a chroraate.—«.f. Chromatog'raphy,
a treatise on colours ; Chromatol'Ogy, the science
of colours, or a treatise thereon ; Chromat'ophore,
one of the pigment-cells in animals : one of the
granules in protoplasm : one of the brightly coloured
be.ad-like bodies in the oral disc of certain actjnias,

&c. ; Chromatop'sia, coloured vision ; Chro'ma-
trope, an arrangement in a magic-lantern by which
effects like those of the kaleidoscope are produced ;

Chro'matype, Chromotype, a photographic pro-
cess by which a coloured impression of a picture is

obtained.— adj. relating to the chromatype.— ns.

Chrome, Chro'mlum, a metal remarkable for the
beautiful colours of its compounds.

—

adj. Chrom'ic.—ns. Chro'mite, a mineral consisting of oxide of
chromium and iron ; Chro'mo-lith'Ograph, or merely
Chro'mo, a lithograph printed in colours ; Chro'mo-
llthog'raphy ; Chro'mosphere, a layer of incan-
descent red gas surrounding the sun through which
the light of the photosphere passes—also Chromat'O-
sphere; Chro'mo - typog'raphy, typography in

colours ; Chro'mo-xy lograph, a picture printed
in colours from wooden blocks ; Chro'mo-xylog'-
raphy.—Chromatic scale, a scale proceeding by
semitones ; Chromic acid, an acid of chromium,
of an orange-red colour, much used in dyeing and
bleaching. [Gr. chroviatikos—chroma, colour.]

Chronic, -al, kron'ik, -al, adj. lasting a long time : of
a disease, deep seated or long continued, as opposed
to acute. — «. Chron'lc, chronic invalid. [Gr.
chronikos—chronos, time.)

Chronicle, kron'i-kl, n. a bare record of events in

order of time: a history: (//.) name of two of the
Old Testament books : a story, account

—

v. t. to re-

cord.

—

n. Chron'icler, a historian. [O. Fr. chro-
niq7ie—L.—Gr. chronika, annals

—

chronos, time.]
Chronogram, kron'o-gram, H. an inscription in which

the time or date of an event is given by certain of
the letters printed larger than the rest. [Gr. chronos,
time, gramma, a letter

—

graphein, to write.]

Chronograph, kron'o-graf, «. a chronogram : an in-

strument for taking exact measurements of time, or
for recording graphically the moment or duration
of an event.

—

ns. Chronog'rapher, a chronicler;
Chronog'raphy, chronology. [Gr. chronos, time,

graf'licin, to write.]

Chronology, kron-ol'o-ji, n. the .science of time.

—

ns.

Chronol'oger, Chronol'oglst.—^rf/V. Ohronolog'ic,
-al.— (Trt'7/. Chronolog'ically. [Gr. chronos, time,
logia, a discourse.]

Chronometer, kron-om'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring time : a watch.

—

a<{js. Chronomet'ric,
-al.—«. Chronom'etryj the art of measuring time
by means of instruments: measurement of time.
[Gr. chronos, and metron, a measure.]

Chronoscope, kron'O-skop, n. an instrument for mea-
suring very short intervals of time, esp. with
projectiles.

Chrysalis, kris'a-lis, Chrysalid, kris'a-Iid, «. a term
originally applied to the golden-coloured resting
SI ages in the life-hislory of many butterflies, but
sometimes extended to all forms of piipas or nymphs:
the shell whence the insect comes :

—

pi. Chrysalides
(i-dez).—rt<^>. Chrys'alld, Chrysaline, Chrys'a-
lold. [Gr. chrysallis—chrysos, gold.]

Chrysanthemum, kris-an'the-mum, «. a genus of
composite plants to which belong the corn marigold
and ox-eye daisy. [Gr. chrysos, gold, anthemon,
flower.]

Chryselephantine, kris-el-e-fan'tin, adj. noting the
art of making statues jointly of gold and ivory.

[Gr. chrysos, gold, elepliantinos, made of ivory

—

elefihas, -antos, ivory.]

Chrysoberyl, kris'o-ber-il, «. a mineral of various
shades of greenish-yellow or gold colour. [Gr.

chrysos, gold, and Beryl.]
ChrySOCoUa, kris-O-kol'a, «. a silicate of protoxide of

copper, bluish-green. [Gr. chrysos, gold, kolla, glue.]

Chryssocraoy, kri-sok'ra-si, n. the rule of wealth. [Gr.

chrysos, gold, kratein, to rule.]

Chrysolite, kris'O-lIt, ». a yellow or green precious
stone, [Gr. chrysos, and lithos, a stone.]

Chrysophan, kris'O-fan, «. an orange-coloured bitter

substance found in rhubarb.

—

adj. ChrySOphan'iO.
[Gr. chrysos, gold, phanes, appearing.]

Chrysophilite, kri-sofi-llt, u. a lover of gold.

Chrysophyll, kris'5-fil, «. the yellow colouring matter
in the green chlorophyl pigment of plants.—Also
Xanthophyl. [Gr. chrj'sos, go\A, phyllon, a leaf.]

Chrysoprase, kris'o-praz, «. a variety of chalcedony

:
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Chrysotjrp© fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Cicatrix

(£.) a yellowish-green stone, nature unknown. [Gr.

ckryios, anJ prason, a leek.J

Cbrysotypfi, kris'o-tlp, ». a process of taking pictures

by photography, on paper impregnated with a

neutral solution of chloride of gold. [Gr. chrysos,

gold, typos, impression.]

Chthoniail, thO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to the under

world, subterranean.—Also Chthon'lc. [Gr. chthott,

the ground.]

Chub, chub, «. a small fat river-fish.—<i/j>V. Chubbed,
Cbublnr, short and thick, plump ;

Cbub-faced,

plump-faced. —«. ChubTllHesS.

Chubb, chub, H. a patent lock invented by Chubb, a

locksmith in London—much used for safes, &c.—
AUo Chubb -lock.

Chuck, chuk, «. the call of a hen : a chicken (dim.

Chuckle): a word of endearment.

—

v.i. to call, as a

hen. [A v.iriety of Cluck.]

Chuck, chuk, «. a gentle blow, as under the chin :

(coU.) a toss or throw : any game of pitch and toss.

—

v.t. to pat gently, as under the chin : to toss : to

pitch. —«. ChUCk'-far'thlng, a game in which a
farthing is chucked into a hole. [Fr. choguer, to

jolt : allied to Shock.]
Chuck, chuk, n. a pebble or small stone : a game with

such stones, often called ChUCk'ies : an instrument
for holding an object so th.it it can be rotated, as

upon the mandrel of a lathe. [Der. uncertain ; cf.

It. cioco, a block, stump.]
ChUCk-fulL Same as ChOCk-fOll (q.v. under Chook).
Chuckle, chuk'l, H. a kind of laugh : the cry of a hen.—v.t. to call, as a hen docs her chickens : to caress.—v.i. to laugh in a quiet, suppressed manner, in-

dicating derision or enjoyment. — «. Chuckling.
[Akin to Chuck, to call.]

Chuckle, chuk'l, oiij. clumsy.—«. Chuck'lehead, a
loutish fellow. [Prob. Chock, a log.]

Chuflf. chuf, «. a clown : a surly fellow.—«. Chuf'fi-

ness, boorishness.

—

adj. Chuf'ty, coarse and surly.

[M. E. chuffe, choffe, a boor (origin unknown), conn,
with Scotch ffw/, akin to Ice. kuei/.\

Chum, chum, n. a chamber-fellow : friend or associate,

chiefly among schoolboys and students.

—

v.i. and
v.t. to occupy, or to put one into, the same room
with another. —«. Chum'mage, the quartering of
two or more persons in one room : a fee demanded
from a new chum.

—

adj. Chum'my, sociable.—«. a
chimney-sweeper's boy : a chum. [Perh. a mutila-
tion of Chamber-fellow.]

Chump, chump, an end lump of wood : a blockhead :

the head.—Off his Chump = out of his mind.
Chunk, chungk, «. a thick piece of anything, as wood,

bread, &c. (Perh. related to ChuCK.]
Church, church, H. a house set apart for Christian
worship : the whole body of Christians : the clergy :

any particular sect or denomin.ition of Christians

:

any body professing a common creed, not necessarily
Christian.

—

v.t. to perform with any one the giving
of thanks in church, more esp. of a woman after
childbirth, or of a newly-married couple on first ap-
pearing at church after marriage.—hj. ChUTCh'-ale,
a strong ale brewed for a church festival : the festival

at which the ale was drunk : ChUTCh'-bench (Shak.),
a seat in the porch of a church ; Church -court, a
court for deciding ecclesiastical causes, a presby-
tery, synod, or general assembly; Church'-gO'ing,
the act of going to church, esp. habitually

;

Ohurch'ing, the first appearance of a woman in

church after childbirth ; Churoh'lsm, adherence to

the forms or principles of some church. — adj.
Churchless, not belonging to a church : (Tenny-
son) without church approval.

—

ns. Church'man, a
clergyman or ecclesiastic : a member or upholder of
the established church ; Churoh'-rate, an assess-
ment for the sustenlation of the fabric, &c., of the
parish church ; Church'-serVice, the form of religi-
ous service followed in a church, order of public
worship, a book conuining such ; Church'-text, a

thin and tall form of black-letter print ; Churoh-
War'deu, an officer who represents the interests of a
parish or church : a long clay-pipe ; Church'way,
the public way or road that leads to the church

;

Church'WOman, a female member of the Anglican
Church.

—

adj. Church'y, obtrusively devoted to the

church.—«. Church'yard, the burial-ground round
a church.—Church history, the description of the

course of development through which the church
as a whole, as well as its special departments and
various institutions, has passed, from the time of its

foundation down to our own day ; Church militant,
the church on earth in its struggle against evil ;

Church triumphant, the portion of the church
which has overcome and left this world.—Visible
and Invisible church (see Visible). [A.S. circe

(Scot, kirk: Ger. kirchej^Gr. kyriakon, belonging
to the Lord

—

Kyrios, the Lord.]
Churl, churl, «. a rustic, labourer : an ill-bred, surly

fellow. — adj. Churl Ish, rude : surly : ill-bred.

—

miv. Churlishly.—«. Churlishness. [A.S. f<-c>-/,

a

countryman ; Ice. karl, Ger. kcrl, a man ; Scot. ciirl.\

Chum, churn, «. a machine used for the production
of butter from cream or from whole milk.

—

7'.t. to

agitate cream so as to obtain butter.

—

v.i. to perform
the art of churning.

—

ns. Chum'-drlll, a drill worked
by hand, not struck with the hammer, a jumper

;

Churning, the act of m.iking butter : the quantity of
butter made at once ; Chum'-StaflF, the plunger used
in an upright churn : the sun-spurge. [A.S. cyrin;
Ice. kima, a churn; Dut. and Ger. kemen, to

churn.]
Churr, cher, n. a low sound made by certain birds.

—

v.i. to make this sound. [Prob. imit.]

Churrus, chur'us, «. the resinous exudation of Canna-
bis indica, which, in its milder preparations, known
as bhang, &c., is used as a narcotic and intoxicant.

[Hind. charas.\
ChTise, ch5Dz, v.t. a form of Ohoose.
Chut, chut, interj. an expression of impatience.
Chute, shSBt, «. a waterfall, rapid : a channel down
which to pass water, logs, rubbish, &c. [Fr. chute,
a fall.]

Chutnee, Chutny, chut'ne, «. an East Indian condi-
ment, a compound of mangoes, chillies, or capsicum,
and lime-juice, &c. [Hind. chatni.\

Chyle, kll, «. a white fluid drawn from the food while
in the intestines.

—

adjs. Chyla'ceous, OhyllflC,
Chyl'ous ; Chylifac'tive, having the power to make
chyle.—«. Chyllfica'tlon.—?'./. and v.i. Chylify, to

convert, or be converted, into chyle.—«. Chyluria,
a discharge of milky urine. [Fr.,—Gr. chylos, juice—cheein, to pour.]

Chyme, kim, «. the pulp to which the food is reduced in

the stomach.— «. Chymifica'tion, the act of being
formed into chyme,

—

v.t. Chym'ify, to form into

chyme.

—

adj. Chym'ous. [Gr. chymos, from cheein.]

Cbymical, Chymistry, obsolete forms of Chemical,
Chemistry,

Chynd, chind, p.adj. {Spens.) cut into chines.

Cibol, sib'ol, «, a variety of onion. [Fr. ciboule (Sp.

ceboUd)—Low L. ccpota, dim. of L. cepa, an onion.]

Ciborium, si-bo'ri-um, n. (R.C. Church) a vessel nearly
resembling a chalice, with an arched cover, in which
the Host IS deposited : a canopy supported on four

pillars over the high altar :^/»/. Clbd'ria. [L., a
drinkitig-cup—Gr. kibdrion, the seed-vessel of the
Egyptian bean.)

Cicada, si-ka'da, Cicala, si-kala, //. an insect remark-
able for its chirping sound. [L. cicada]

Cicatrix, sik-a'triks, or sik'a-triks, n. the scar over
a wound after it is healed— also ClC'atrloe : scar
ill the bark of a tree : (.SV//7^.) mark, impression.
—ns. CiOatriO'ula, the germinating point in the

yolk of an egg ; Clcatlisa'tion, the process of
healing over.

—

v.t. Clc'atrise, to help the formation
of a cicatrix on a wound or ulcer : to scar.—f.*. to

heal. [Fr.,—L. cicatrix, a scar.]



Cicely mSte ; mate ; m55n ; /Aen. Clrcensian

Cicely, sis'e-li, H. a genus of umbelliferous plants
nearly allied to chervil. [L. and Gr. seseii.\

Cicerone, chich-er-O'ni, or sis-e-ro'ne, «. one who shows
strangers the curiosities of a place : a guide.—1»./. to

act as cicerone.— (uijs. Cicero'nlan, Ciceron'lc —
Hi. Cicero'nianism, the character of Cicero's Latin
style ; Ciceronism, Ciceron'age, Cicerone ship, the

function of a guide. [It.,— L. Cicero, the Roman
orator.]

CiCiSbeo, che-ches-ba'o, «. a married woman's gallant

or cavaliere serzieule in Italy :

—

pi. CiCisbO'L—«.

Cicisbe'ism. [It.]

Ciclatonn. See Cheoklaton.
ClCUta, si-ku'ta, «. a genus of umbelliferous plants

with poisonous roots

—

witter-hemlock or cru/baiie.

[L., hemlock.]
Old, sid, n. a chief, captain, a hero, from the famous

iith-cent. Castilian warrior against the Moors, styled

ei Cid Canipeador, whose real name was Rodrigo,
or Ruy, Diaz (i.e. ' son of Diego '). The name Cui
is the Ar. seid, seiyid, lord.

Cider, sfder, «. a drink made from apples.

—

us. Clder-
and, a mixture of cider and other spirits ; CI'der-Cup,
a drink of sweetened cider, with other ingredients ;

Ci'derkin, an inferior cider. [Fr. cidre—L.,—Gr.
sikera, strong drink — Heb. ikakar, to be intoxi-

cated.]

Ci-devant, se-de-vong', adj. former. [Fr.]

Ciel. See Ceil.

Cierge. See Cerge.
Cigar, si-gar', tt. a roll of tobacco-leaves for smoking.
— n. Cigarette', a little cigar made of finely-cut

tobacco rolled in thin p.iper. [Sp. cigarro.^
Cilia, sil'i-a, K./A hair-like lashes borne by cells.

—

adjs. Ciliary, Cil'iate, Ciliated, Cilif'eroua, having
cilia ; Cil'iilbno, very thin and slender like cilia.

(L. cilium, pi. cilia, eyelids, eyelashes.]
Cilice, sil'is, ». hair-cloth : a penitential garment made

of hair-cloth.—«<//. Cillc'iOUS. [L.,—Gr. kilikion, a
cloth made of Cilician goat's hair.]

Clmar. Same as Simax.
CimbriC, sim'brik, adj. pertaining to the ancient

Cimhri, a people from central and northern
Europe, crushed by Marius, loi B.C.—Also Cim'-
brian. [Sometimes made Celtic by a desperate
analogy with the name Cjmry.\

Cimex, si-meks', «. a hw^.—adjs. CimiClo, Cimic'loiis.
—«. Cimicif'Uga, the genus of bugworts or bug-
banes, natural order Ranunculacea. [L. cintex.\

Cimier, se-mya', «. the crest of a helmet. [Fr.]
Cimmerian, sim-e'ri-an, adj. relating to the Cimmtrii,

a tribe fabled to have lived in perpetual darkness

:

extremely dark.

Clmolite, sim'o-llt, «. a species of clay, or hydrous
silicate of aluminium, u.sed as fuller's earth. [Gr.
kimciia, prob. from Kitnolos, an island of the
Cyt lades.]

Cinch, sincb, «. a saddle-girth.

—

v.i. to tighten the
cinch. [Sp. ciitcha—L. cingida.\

Cinchona, sm-ko'na, «. a genus of trees, yielding the
bark so much valued in medicine, from which the
most important alkaloids, quinine and its congeners,
are obtained— also called Peruvian bark.—adjs.
Clnchona'ceous, Cinchon'ic—«. Cin'chonine, an
alkaloid obtained from the bark of several species of
cinchona.—fz//;'. Cinchonin'lc—». Cinchonisa'tlon.—v.t. Cin'Chonise, to bring under the influence of
cinchona or quinine.

—

n. Cin'chonism, a morbid
state due to overdoses of cinchona or quinine. [Said
to be so named from the Countess of Chinchon, who
was cured of a fever by it in 1638.]

Cincture, singk'tur, «. a girdle or belt : a moulding
round a column.

—

v.t. to gird, encompass.

—

adjs.
Clnct, surrounded : Clnc'tured, havint; a cincture.
[L. cinctiira—cin^ere, cinctum, to gird.]

Cinder, sin'der, n. the refuse of burned coals : any-
thing charred by fire : (slang) some strong stimulant
put in tea, soda-water, &c. — ns. Clnderel'la, a

scullery-maid ; Clnderolla-dance, an early dancing-
party ending at midnight— from the nursery tale.

—

adj. Cin'dery. [.\. S. sitider, scorise, slag.]

Cinematograph. See Kinematograph.
Cinenchyma, si-neng'ki-ma, «. laticiferous tissue, con-

sisting of irregularly branching and anastomosing
vessels. — adj. Cinenchym'atOUS. [Gr. kinein, to
move, engckytna, infusion.]

Cineraria, sin-e-ra'ri-a, «. a genus of plants, with
flowers of various colours, chiefly belonging to South
Africa, but also grown in greenhou.ses in Britain and
elsewhere. [L. cinerarius—cinis, cineris, ashes.]

Cinerary, sin'e-ra-ri, adj. pertaining to ashes.

—

nt.

Cinera'tion ; Cinerat'or ; Cine rea, gray or cellular,

as distinguished from white or fibrous, nerve tissue.

—adjs. Cine^real ; Cinereous, ashy-gray

:

Cineres'-
cent, becoming ashy-gray ; Clneri'tiotlS, ashy-gray :

pertaining to gray nerve tissue. [L. cinereus, ashy—cinis, cineris, ashes.]

Cingalese, sing'ga-lez, «. a native of Ceylon.

—

tuij.

belonging to Ceylon.
Cingulum, sing'gu-lum, n. the girdle of an alb. [L.

—

cingere, to gird.]

Cinnabar, sin'a-bar, «. sulphuret of mercury, called

vermilion when used as a pigment.

—

atij. vermilion-

coloured—rt(^'f. Cinnabar'ic, Cinn'abarine. [L.,—
Gr. kinuahari, a dye, from Persian.]

Cinnamon, sin'a-mon, ». the spicy bark of a laurel in

Ceylon : the tree.

—

adj. cinnamon-coloured.

—

adjt.

Cinnam'iC, Cinnamon'iC, obtained from, or consist-

ing of, cinnamon.—». Cinn'amon-stone, a kind of
stone found in Ceylon, of a cinnamon or reddish-

brown colour, sometimes cut for jewellery. [L.

cinnamomum—Heb. kinnamon.\
Cinque, singk, «. the number five as on dice.

—

ns.

cinque'-Cen'to (It., ' five hundred '), a phrase some-
times applied, in treating of
architecture and art, to the

Renaissance period, which
began about 1500 ; Cinque'-
foil (her.), a common bear-

ing representing a flower
with five petals borne full-

faced and without a stalk

:

(hot.) species of plants of the
genus Potcntilla : the five-

bladed clover; Cinque'-pace
(Shak.), a kind of dance, the Cinque-foil (.Archit.).

pace or movement of which
IS characterised by five beats.

—

n.pl. Cinque'-pOItS,
the five ancient ports on the south of England lying
opposite to France—Sandwich, Dover, Hythe, Rom-
ney, and Hastings.

—

adj. Cinque'-spot'ted (Shak.),
having five spots. [Fr.]

Cipher, sT'fer, «. (arith.) the character : any of the
nine figures : anything of little value, whether per-

sons or things : a nonentity : an interweaving of the
initials of a name : a secret kind of writing.

—

v.i. to

work at arithmetic : to write in cipher ; of an organ-
pipe, to sound independent of the organ : (Sliak.) to

decipher.-«.r. Ciphering ; Cipher-key, a key to a
cipher or piece of secret writing. [O. Fr. cifre, Fr.

chiffre—Ar. sifr, empty.]
Cipolln, .sip'o-lin, n. a granular limestone contain-

ing mica. — Also Clpolllno (che-pol-le'nO). [It.,

—

cipoila, an onion.]

Cippus, sip'us, n. the stocks : a monumental pillar.

[L. cippus, a post.]

Circa, sirT^a, /rr/. and adv. about, around. [L.]

Circassian, ser-kash'yan, adj. belonging to Circauia,
a district of Russia, on the north of Mount Cau-
casus : a kind of light cashmere of silk and mohair

—

generally Clrcassienne' (Ft. /em.).

Circean, ser-se'an, adj. relating to the beautiful sor-

ceress Circe, who transformed the companions of

Ulysses into swine by a magic beverage : infatuat-

ing and degrading.—Also CirC39'an.

Clrcensian, sir-sen^hi-an, adj. relating to the Circus



circle fete, far ; m6, her ; mine ;
Circumstance

Maximus in Rome, where the games and contests

were held.—Also Olrcon'Slal (/>is.). [L. circensis—

circus.]

Circle, sir'kl, «. a plane figure bounded by one line

every point of which is equally distant from a certain

point called the centre : the line which bounds the

figure : a ring : a planet's orbit : a series ending

yrheic it began : a figure in magic ; a company sur-

rounding the principal person : those of a certain

class or society.

—

v.t. to move round : to encompass.

—7'./'. to move in a circle : to stand in a circle.

—

airjs.

Clrcinate ; Cir'cled, circular : encircled.—«j. Cir"-

Oler Circlet ; Circling, motion in a circle : a re-

volution.—Dress' circle (see Dress) ; FaiTy-circle,

-ring (sec Fairy).-Reasoning in a circle, assum-

ing what is to be proved as the basis of the argument.

[A.S. circui—L. circulus, dim. of circus ; allied to

A.S. hring, a ring.]

Circuit, sdrMcit, «. the act of moving round : area,

extent : a round made in the exercise of a calling,

esp. the round made by the judges for holding the

courts of law : the judges making the round : {JShak.)

diadem.—f./. to go rouivl.—« Circulteer, a judge :

one who goes on a circuit.

—

adj. Circii'itoUS, round

about.—a</t'. CircU'itOUSly.—/t Circuity, motion

in a circle : an indirect course.—Make a (drcuit, to

go round. [Fr.,— L. circuitus— circuire, circnin,

round, ire, to go.)

Circular, sir'ku-lar, adj. round : ending in itself: ad-

dressed to a circle of persons.-^//, a note sent round

to a circle or number of persons.

—

n. Clrcular'ity.

—adv. Circularly. — Circular notes, bank-notes

issued for the convenience of travellers, being a kind

of bill personal to the bearer, who is given also a

corresponding 'letter of indication' addressed to

foreign bankers.
Circulate, ser'ku-lat, v.t. to make to go round as in a

circle: to spread: to repeat (of decimals).— z'./. to

move round : to be spread about.

—

adj. Oir'CUlable,

capable of being circulated.

—

tts. ClT'CUlant ; Clrcu-

lation, the act of moving in a circle : the move-
ment of the blood : the sale of a periodical : the

publication of a report or of a book : the money in

use at any time in a country.— «<//'.». CITdilative,
CiTotilatory, circulating.—«. Circulator— Circu-
lating librairy, one where books are circulated

aniouj; subscribers. [L. circul&re, -diutn.]

Clrcumambages, s6r-kum-ani'baj-ez. «.//. roundabout
ways of speech.—<«(>. Circumamba'giOUS, round-

about in speech.—7/i. Circumam'blence, Circum-
am'biency. - - <»^'. Circiunam'bient, going round
about.

—

H, Circumbendibus, a roundabout method
or course : a circumlocution. [L. circunt, about,
antilre. to go round.]

Circumambulate, ser-kum-am'bu-lat, v.i. to walk
round about. — «. ClrcumambUla'tlOIL [L. atitbu-

larc, •dtutn, to walk.]
Circumcise, s^r'kum-slz, v.t. to cut off the foreskin
according to the Jewish law : i_fig.) to purify.

—

p.adj. Cir'CUmCiSeu, that h.is undergone circumci-
sion : purified, cha-stcned.

—

ns. Circumciser, one
who circumcises; Clrcumci'sion, the act of circum-
cising. [L. circumcidere, circumcisum—ctedHre, to

cut.]

Circumdenudation, ser-kum-de-nQd-5'shun, «. igeol.)
densid.ition or erosion round an elevated tract left

isolated.

Circumduct, sir'kum-dukt, v.t. to lead around or
about, to revolve round an imaginary axis so as to

describe a cone : (Scots law) to close a case to
further proof.—«. Clrcumduc'tlon.— «</;'. Clrcum-
dUCt'ory. [L. circum, about, duclre, ductuiii, to
lead.]

Circumference, s4r-kum'f4r-ens, «. the boundary-line
of any round body, esp. of a circle : the line sur-
roundine anything : area : compass : distance round.
—adj. OlrcumTeren'tiaL— «. Clrcumferent'or, an
instrument u.sed by surveyors and miners for measur-

ing horizontal angles, consisting of a graduated circle,

an index, and a magnetic needle suspended over the

centre of a circle— now superseded by the Theodo-

lite. fL. circum, TskiowX^ferre, to carry.]

Circumflect, ser'kum-flekt, v.t. to mark with a circum-

flex. — 7is. Circumflex, an accent (A) denoting a
rising and falling of the voice on a vowel or syllable ;

Circumflex'ion, a bending round. [L. jiectire,

flexutu, to bend.]

Circumfluence, ser-kum'floO-ens, «. a flowing round.

—adj. Circumfluent, flowing round. [L. fluire,

to flow.]

CircumforaneoUS, ser-kum-fO-ra'ne-us, adj. wandering
about as from market to market, vagrant. — Also
Circumfora'nean. [L., circum, about, forunt, the

forum, market-place.]

Circumfuse, ser-kum-fuz', zi.t. to pour ^xou^A.^p.adj.
Circumfused'. — ndj. Oircumfus ile, molten. — «.

Circumfii'sion. [L./undere./usum, to pour.]

Circumgyrate, ser-kum-ji'rat, v.i. to go round and
round.—?;. Circumgyration.—rti/;'. Circumgyra-
tory. [\^. gyrdre, -dtutn, to turn.)

Circumjacent, ser-kum-ja'sent, adj. lying round

:

bordering on every side.— «. Circumja'cency. [L.

jaccns, lying

—

jacere, to lie.)

Circumlittoral, ser-kum-lit'5-ral, adj. adjacent to the
shore-line. [L. circum, about, litus, litoris, the

shore.]

Circumlocution, ser-kum-lO-ku'shun, «. roundabout
speaking : a manner of expression in whicb many
unnecessary words are used.

—

v.i. Cir'oumlocute,
to use circumlocution.—«. Circumlooii'tlonlst, one
who practises circumlocution.

—

a^lj. Circumloc'u-
tory. — circumlocution office, a name given by
Dickens in Little Dorrit to the government offices,

owing to their dilatoriness in attending to business.

[L. loqtii, locutiis, to speak.]
Circummure, ser-kum-mQr', v.t. (S/iak.) to wall round.

[L. uiurus, a wall.]

Circumnavigate, ser-kum-nav'i-gat, v.t. to sail round.
—adj. Circumnav'igable, callable of being circum-
navigated. ~«i. Circumnaviga'tion ; Circumnavi-
gator, one who sails round. [See Navigate.]

Circuninutation, s6r-kum-nu-ta'shun, «. a nodding
or turning successively towards all points of the

compass, as in the tendrils of plants.— v.i. Circum-
nix'tate. — adj. Circumnu'tatory. [L. circum,
about, nutdre, -dtum, to nod.]

Circumpolar, ser-kum-pO'lar, adj. situated round the
pole. [See Polar.]

Circumpose, ser'kum-pSz, v.t. to place round. — «.

Circumposi'tion, the act of placing round. [See
Position. ]

Circiunscribe, ser-kum-skrlb', v.t. to draw a line

round : to enclose within certain limits, to curtail,

abridge.— adj. Circumscrib'able, able to be cir-

cumscribed.— kj. Circumscrlb'er, one who circum-
scribes ; Circumscrip'tion, limitation : the line that

limits : a circumscribed place.— adj. Clrcumsorip'-
tive, marking the external form or outline. [L.

scribire, to write.]

Circumspect, ser'kum-spckt, adj. looking round on all

sides watchfully : cautious : prudent.

—

k. Clrcum-
spec'tion, watchfulness : caution : examining.

—

adj.

Circumspec'tlve, looking around : wary

—

adv. Cir-
cumspectly.—/;. Circumspectness. [L. speclre,

spectuvi, to look.]

Circumstance, ser'kum-stans, «. the logical surround-
ings of an action : an accident or event : cere-

mony : detail : (//.) the state of one's affairs.

—

v.t. to place in particular circumstances:

—

pa.p.
cir'cumstanced.

—

atlj. Circumstan'tial, consisting

of details : minute.—/;. Clrcumstantlal'ity, the

quality of being circumstantial : minuteness in

details : a detail.— rt(/7'. Circumstan'tlaUy.— /;.//.

Circumstan'tlals, incidentals : details.—?.;'. Cir-

Cumstan'tiate, to prove by circumstances : to

describe exactly.—Circumstantial evidence, evi-
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Clrcumvallate mOle ; mClte ; mCJOn ; then. Civil

dence which is not positive nor direct, but which is

gathered inferentially from the circumstances in the

case.—In good or bad circumstaiices, prosperous

or unprosperous ; In, Under the Circumstances,

owing to certain conditions. [L. slans, siantis,

standing —i/«rc, to st.Tnd.]

Circumvallate, s6r-kiim'v.il-at. tJ. to surround with

a rampart.—«. Circumvalla'tion, a surrounding

with a wall : a wall or fortification surrounding a
town or fort. [L. vallum, rampart.]

Circumvent, ser-kum-vent , V. t. to come round or

outwit a person : to deceive or cheat.—«. Circum-
ven'tion.—rt(^'. Circumvent'ive, deceiving by arti-

fices. [L. venire, to come]
Clrcumvolve, s^r-kum-volv', 71. i. to roll round.

—

v.t.

to revolve:— ^r./i. circumvolv'ing
; /«./. circum-

volved'.

—

It. Circumvolution, a turning or rolling

round ; anything winding or sinuous. [L. volvere,

volutum, to roll]

Circus, ser'kus, n. a circular building for the exhibi-

tion of games : a place for the exhibition of feats of
horsemanship : a group of houses arranged in the form
of a circle : applied to nature, as, e.g., high hills sur-

rounding a plain.— «. Cirque (serk), a circus : a ring
of some sort. (L. circus; cog. with Gr. kirkos.\

Cirrhopod, Cirrhopoda, older forms of Clrriped,
Clrripeda.

Cirripeda, sir-rip'e-da, Clrrlpedla, sir-rip-6'di-a, «.

a degenerate sub-class of Crustacea, including the
numerous forms of Barnacles and Acorn-shells.—
«. Cir'riped, one of the Cirripeda. [L. cirrus, a
tuft of hair, and pes, a foot. ]

Cirrus, sir'us, k. the highest form of clouds consisting
of curling fibres : (hot.) a tendril : (zool.) any curled
filament:—//. Cirri {<:\r"\).—ndjs. Cirr'ate, Clrr'i-

form, like a cirrus ; Clrr'igrade, moving by cirri.

—

ti. Cirr'o - CU'mulUS, a fleecy cloud intermediate
between the cirrus and cumulus.

—

adj. Cirr'ose,

with tendrils.—?;. Cirr'O-stra'tUS, a mottled-looking
cloud intermediate between the cirrus and stratus.—adj. Cirr'ous, having a cirrus. [L.]

Cisalpine, sis-alp'in, adj. on this side—i.e. on the
Roman side—of the Alps.—So Cisatlan'tic ; CiS-

lelth'an, on this side tlie Leitha, which separates
the archduchy of Austria and Hungary ; Cismon'-
tane. on this side the mountains—opp. to Ultra-
montane : Cis'padane, on this side the Po ; Cispon'-
tine, on this side of the bridges, viz. in London,
north of the Thames. [L. cis, on this side.]

Ciselure, sez'lur, «. the art or operation of chasing,
the chasing upon a piece of metal-work.

—

ti. Cls'6-
leur, a ch.TSer. [Fr.]

CiSSOid, sis'soid, «. a plane curve consisting of two
infinite branches symmetrically placed with refer-

ence to the diameter of a circle, so that at one of
its extremities they form a Cusp (q.v.), while the
tangent to the circle at the other extremity is their

common asymptote. [Gr. kissoeides.]

Cist, sist, «. a tomb consisting of a stone chest covered
with stone slabs.

—

ndjs. Cist'ed, containing cists;

ClSt'iC, like a cist. [See Chest. ]

Cistella, sis-tel'a, «. the capsular shield of some
lichens. [L., dim. of cista, a box.]

Cistercian, sis-ter'shan, n. one of the order of monks
established in 1098 in the forest of Citeaux (Cister-
ciuin), in France—an offshoot of the Benedictines.

Cistern, sis'tern, «. any receptacle for holding water
or other liquid : a reservoir : in a steam-engine, the
vessel surrounding the condenser. [L. cisterna,
from cista, a chest.]

OlStUS, sis'tus, «. Rock-rose, a genus of exogenous
shrubby plants, cultivated for the beauty of their
iflowers :—//. Cls'tUSeS (-ez) and ClS'tl ('tl). [Low
L., from Gr. kisios, the rock-rose.]

Clstvaen. See Klstvaen.
Clt, .sit, n. shortened from citizen, and used as a

term of contempt :

—

fern. Cit'esS (firyden). [See
Citizen.]

Citadel, sit'a-del, «. a fortress in or near a city ;

the place where the guns are kept in an ironclad
man-of-war. [It. cittadella, dim. of cittd., a city.

See City.]
Cite, sit, z'.t. to call or summon : to summon to
answer in court : to quote : to name : to adduce
as proof.

—

adj. Cit'able, that can be cited.

—

ns.
Cit'al, summons to appear : (Skak.") accusation,
reproof ; Cita'tlon, an official summons to appear

:

the document containing the summons : the act of
quoting : the passage or name quoted ; Oita'tor,
one who cites.

—

adj. Clt'atory, having to do with
citation, addicted to citation. [L. citdre, -Stum,
to call, inten. of ciere, cire, to make to go.]

Clthara, sith'a-ra, «. an ancient nuisical instrument
closely resembling the guitar. — n. Clth'arist, a
player on it. — adj. Cltbarisfic. — ns. Cith'er,
Clth'em, Clt'tem, a metal-stringed musical instru-

ment, played with a plectrum. [L.,—Gr. kithara.
A doublet of Guitar.]

Citigrade, sit'i-grad, adj. moving quickly : applied
tl) a tribe of spiders of remarkably quick motions.
[L. citus, quick, gradus, a step.]

Citizen, sit'i-zen, «. an inhabitant ofa city: a member of
a state : a townsman : a freeman '.—/etn. Clt'izeness.—adj. (Shak.) like a citizen.

—

v.t. Cit'lzenlse, to

make a citizen of.

—

ns. Clt'lzenry, the general body
of citizens; Cit'izenshlp, the rights of a citizen.

[M. E. citesein—O. Fr. citeain. See City.]
Citole, sit'ul, «. a small dulcimer used in medieval

times. [O. Fr.,— L. cithara.}
Citron, sit'run, «. the fruit of the citron-tree, re-

sembling a lemon.

—

n. Clt'rate, a salt of citric acid.—adjs. Cit'reoUS, citrine ; Clfrlc, derived from the
citron ; Cit'rine, dark and greenish yellow, like a
citron or lemon.—«. citrine colour : a rock crystal

of this colour. —«.r. Clt'ron-wood, Citrus-wood,
the most costly furniture- wood of the ancient
Romans.—Citric acid, the acid to which lemon and
lime juice owe their sourness. [Fr.,— L. citrus—
Gr. kitron, a citron.]

Cittern. Same as Cither (q.v. under Clthara).
City, sit'i, «. a large town : a town with a corporation.
—n.pl. Oit'y-COmmlS'sloners, officials who attend to
the drainage, &c.— «. Clt'y-mls'sion, a mission for
evangelising the poor classes in the large cities.

—

adj.
Civic, pertaining to a city or citizen.—City of 6od,
Heavenly city, &c., the ideal of the Church of
Christ in glory ; City Of refuge, by the Jewish law
a city where the perpetrator of an accidental murder
might flee for refuge.-Eternal city, Rome ; Holy
city, Jerusalem.—The City, The City of London,
that part of London where business is principally

. carried on. [Fr. cite, a city—L. civitas, the state

—

civis, a citizen.]

Clve, sTv, «. See Chlve.
Civet, siv'et, K. a perfume obtained from the civet or

Clv'et-cat, a small carnivorous animal of Africa,

India, &c. [Fr. civette—Ar. zaiad.]
Civic. See City.
Civil, siv'il, adj. pertaining to the community: having

the refinement of city-bred people : polite : commer-
cial, not military : lay, secular, or temporal, not
ecclesiastical : pertaining to the individual citizen :

(law) relating to private relations amongst citizens,

and such suits as arise out of these, as opposed to

criminal: {tkeol.) naturally good, as opposed to

good through regeneration.

—

ns. Olvll'lan, a pro-

fessor or student of civil law (not canon law) : one
engaged in civil as distinguished from military and
other pursuits ; ClVillst, one versed in civil law

;

Civirity, good-breeding : politeness.—(jrfi'.Olv'llly.
—adj. ClVll-SUit'ed (Milton), sombrely clad.—«.

Civ'ism, good citizenship, state of being well-

affected to the government.—ClvU death, the loss

of all civil and legal but not natural privileges, as
by outlawry ; Civil engineer, one who plans rail-

ways, docks, &c., as opposed to a military engineer,
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civilise ftte, fir ; mi, h*r ; mine ; Olarenceuz

Clack-valve.

or to a mechanical engineer, who makes machines,

&c. ; OlVil law, as opposed to criminal law : the law

laid down by a state regarding the rights of the

inhabitants; Civil list, now the expenses of the

sovereign's household only; ClVll list pensions,

those granted by royal favour ; CivU service, the

paid service of the state, m so far as it is not mili-

tary or naval ; Civil war, a war between citizens of

the same state. [L. civtlts—civis.]

Civilise, siv'il-Iz, v.i. to reclaim from barbarism : to

instruct in arts and refinements.—rj/(r'. ClVllisable.

—«. Civilisation, state of being civilised.—/.<k(;.

CiriUsed.—«. CiVlllser.

Clabber, klab'er, n. {Scot.). [Gael, clabar, mud.]
Clachan, Icla'han, n. (Scoi.) a small village. [Gael.

clachan—clack, stone.]

Clack, klak, v.L to make a sudden sharp noise as by
unking : to chatter : to cackle.—«. a sharp, sudden
sound : sound of voices : an in-

strument making this kind of

noise : (coll.) the tongue.

—

fu.

Olack'-bOZ, the box containing

the clack-valve of an engine ;

dack'-dish (.Shak.\ a wooden
dish carried by beggars, having

a movable cover which they
clacked to attract attention

;

Olack'er ; Clack-valve, a valve

used in pumps, having a fl.-tp or

a hinge which lifts up to let the

fluid pass, but prevents the fluid

from returning by falling back over the aperture.

(From the sound.]
Clad, klad, /a./. and/<z./. of Clothe.
Claes, klaz, ».//. Scotch for Clothes.
Clag. klag, v.i. (prov.) to stick.

—

adj. Clag'g^, sticky.

(Prob. Scand. ; Dan. klag, mud.]
Claim, klam, v.t. to call for : to demand as a right.

—

«. a demand for something supposed due : right or
eround for demanding: the thing claimed.

—

adj.

Oltdm'able, that can be claimed.—n. Claimant,
one who makes a claim.—Lay Claim to, to assert a
right. [O. Fr. clainter—'L,. clamdre, to call out.]

Clairaudience, klar-awd'i-ens, n. the alleged power
of hearing things not present to the senses.

—

n.

Clalraud lent. [Fr. clai>^-h. clat^u, clear, and
Audience.]

Clalr-obscnre. Clare-obsoore, klSr-ob-skur'. Same
as Chiaroscuro (q.v.). [Fr. dair—L. cluTTts, clear,

and Fr. obscur—L. oiscurus, obscure.)

Clairschach, kl^shah, n. the old Celtic harp strung
with wire.

Clairvoyance, klar-voi'ans, n. the alleged power of
seeing things not present to the senses.

—

n. Clalr-
Oy'ant, one who IS said to have this power. [Fr.,

clair—L. clarui, clear, and Fr. volt— L. videre, to

see.)

Clam, klam, M. a species of bivalve shellfish : an in-

strument for holding. [A.S. clam, fetter; cf. Ger.
klamni ; Dan. ilamme.]

Clam, klam, v./. to clog : to smear : ^./. clam'ming;
/<j./. clammed.—«. dampness.

—

adv. Clam'mlly.

—

M. Clamminess.-<u//. Clam'my, sticky : moist and
adhesive. [A.S. chttnan, to anoint; cf. Dut., Dan.
klam, damp.]

Clam klam, ». noise produced in ringing a chime of
bells at once. —v.t. or v.i. to produce a clam. [Prob.
onomatopoeic]

Clamant, klain'ant, adj. calling aloud or earnestly.

—

M. Clam'ancy, urgency. [L. clamdre, to cry out.)
Clamber, kUm'bir, r.;'. to climb with difficulty, grasp-

ing with the hands and feet.—«. the act of clamber-
ing. [From root of Clump; cf. Ger. Jklammern—
klemmen, to saueeze or hold tightly.]

Clamjamphrie, klam-j«m'fri, «. {Scot.) rubbish : non-
sense : rabble. [Der. uncertain.)

Clamour, klam' or, n. a loud continuous outcry : up-
roar : any loud noise.

—

v.i. to cry aloud in demand :
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to make a loud continuous outcrj'.

—

adj. Clam'OrOUB,
noisy, boisterous.

—

adv. Clam'OroUSly.

—

ns. Clam'-
orousness ; Clam'ourer. iL. clamor.]

Clamp, klamp, «. a piece of timber, iron, &c., used to

fasten things together or to strengthen any frame-

work : any instrument lor holding.

—

v.t. to bind

with clamps. [From a root seen in .A.S. clam,

fetter ; Dut. klamp, a. clamp, and akin to Eng. Clip,

Climb.)
Clamp, klamp, «. a heavy tread. — v.i. to tread

heavily. [Prob. from the sound.)

Clamper, klam'per, T.t. to botch up. [Der. unknown;
prob. conn, with Clamp, a piece of timber, &c.]

Clan, klan, n. a tribe or collection of families subject

to a single chieftain, bearing the same surname, and
supposed to have a common ancestor : a clique,

sect : a collective name for a number of persons

or things,

—

adj. Clan'niSh, closely united, like the

members of a clan.

—

adz'. Clan'niShly.

—

lis. Clan'-

nishness ; Clan'ship, association of families under
a chieftain : feeling of loyalty to a clan ; Clans'man,
a memljer of a clan. [GaeL clann, offspring, tribe

—

L. planta, a shoot.)

Clandestine, klan-des'tin, adj. concealed or hidden

:

private : sly.

—

adv. Clandes'tlnely. [L. clandes-
tifius—clam, secretly.]

Clang, klang, z'.i. to produce a sharp, ringing sound.—Z'.t. to cause to clang.—«. a sharp, ringing sound,
like that made by metallic substances struck to-

gether : {jig.) sound, the cry of some birds.

—

H,

Clang'ing, the sound corresponding to the verb.
— adj. Clang'orous. — adv. Clang'orously. — «,

Clans'our, ^ clang : a sharp, shrill, harsh sound. -

v.i. to make a clangour. [L. clangere ; Ger. klang;
formed from the sound.)

Clank, klangk, «. a sharp sound, less prolonged than
a clang, such as is made by a chain.

—

v.t. or v.i. to

make or cause a clank.—». Clank'iug, the action of
the verb clank. — adj. Clank'less, without clank.

[Prob. formed under the influence of Clink and
Clang.)

Clap, klap, n. the noise made by the sudden striking

together of two things, as the hands : a burst of
sound : a slap.

—

v.t. to strike together so as to make
a noise : to thrust or drive together suddenly : to

fasten promptly : to pat with the hand in a friendly

manner : to applaud with the hands : to bang : to

imprison—e.g. ' to clap one in prison.'

—

v.i. to strike

the hands together : to strike together with noise :

to applaud :

—

pr.p. clap'ping ; pa.p. clapped.

—

ns.

Clap'-board, a thin board used in covering wooden
houses ; Clap'-bread, a kind of hard-baked oatmeal
cake ; Clap-dish (>ame as Clack-dish) ; Clap-net,
a kind of net which is made to clap together sud-
denly by pulling a string ; Clap'per, one who claps :

that which claps,* as the tongue of a bell: a glib

tongue.

—

z>-t. Glap'per-claw, to claw or scratch :

{Shak.) to scold.— «^. Clap'ping, noise of striking :

applause ; Clap'-Sill, the bottom part of the frame
on which lock-gates shut — called also Lock-sill:

Clap'trap {SImk.), a trick to gain applause : flashy

display : empty words ; Claptrap'pery.

—

adj. Clap-
trap'plsh. — Clap eyes on, to see ; Clap hands
(Sluik.), to make an agreement ; Clap hold Of, to

seize roughly ; Clap Up {Skak.), to conclude sud-
denly. [Ice. klappa, to pat; Dut. and Ger.
klappen.\

Clap, klap, «. gonorrhea. [Cf. Dut. klapoor.]
Claque, klak, >/. an institution for securing the success

of a public performance, by bestowing upon it pre-
concerted applause.—«. Claq'ueUT, a member of
the claque. [Fr. clagtter, to clap.)

Clarabelia, klar-a-bel'a, «. an organ-stop of a sweet
fluty tone.

Clarence, klar'ens, n. a four-wheeled carriage, seated
inside for two or more persons. [Named after
William IV. when Duke oi Clarence.}

Clarenoeux, Clarenoieuz, klar'cn-*a, n. {ker.) the
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second king-at-arms in England, so named from the
Duke of Ciaretue, son of Edward III.

Clarendon, klar'en-don, «. (print.) a form of type
having a heavy face.

Olare-obscnre. Same as Chiaroscuro.
Claret, klar'et, ft. originally applied to wines of a

light-red colour, but now used in England for the

dark-red wines of Bordeaux : (slang) blood.

—

v.i. to

drmk claret.

—

ns. Clar'et-Cup, a drink made up of

iced claret, brandy, sugar, &c. ; Clar'et-jug, a
fancy jug for holding claret. [Kr. cUiiret—cUiir—
L. darns, clear.]

Clarify, klar'i-fl, T.t. to make clear or pure.

—

zi.i. to

become clear :

—

fir./>. clar'ifying ; pa.p. clar'ified.

—

ns. Clarification ; Clar'ifler, that which clarifies

or purifies. [L. darns, clear, and /acere, to

make.]
Clarion, klaWi-on, «. a kind of trumpet whose note

is clear and shrill : the sound of a trumpet, or a
sound resembling that of a trumpet.

—

ns. Clar'inet,

Clar'ionat, a wind-instrument, usually of wood, in

which the sound is produced by a single thin reed.

—The Bass Clarinet is pitched an octave lower
than the ordinary clarinet. [Yx. clairon—clair—L.

darns, clear.]

Clarity, klar'i-ti, «. clearness. [M. E. darU—h.
daritas.]

Clarty, klar'ti, Oiij. (Scot.) sticky and dirty. [Der.
unknown.]

Clary, klar'i, «. a biennial with clammy stem, large,

he.irt-shaped, rough, doubly crenace leaves, and
whorls of pale-blue flowers in loose terminal spikes,

with large coloured bracts. [Low L. sdarea. Origin
unknown.]

Clash, klash, n. a loud noise, such as is caused by the
striking together of weapons : opposition : contradic-

tion : (Scot.) chatter, country talk. — v.i. to dash
noisily together : to meet in opposition : to act in a
contrary direction : to disagree : (Scot.) to gossip,

—

v.t. to strike noisily against.—». Clashing, a striking

against: opposition. [Formed from the sound, like

Ger. and Sw. klatsch.\

Clasp, klasp, n. a hook for fastening : an embrace.

—

v.t. to fasten with a clasp: to enclose and hold in

the hand or arms : to embrace.

—

ns. Clasp'er, that

which clasps : the tendril of a plant : Clasp'ing

;

Clasp'-knite, a knife the blade of which folds into

the handle. [M. E. elapse, from the root of A.S.
clyppan, to embrace. See Clip.]

Class, klas, «. a rank or order of persons or things :

high rank or social standing : a number of students
or scholars who are taught together : a scientific

division or arrangement : the position in order of
merit of students after examination.

—

v.t. to form
into a class or classes : to arrange methodically.

—

v.i. to take rank. — rtc^i. Class'able, Class'ible,
capnble of being classed.—«j. Class'-fell'DW, Class'-
mate, a pupil in the same class at school or college ;

Classic, any great writer or work : a student of the

ancient classics ; a standard work : (//.) Greek,
Roman, and modem writers of the first rank, or
their works.

—

adjs. Class'ic, -al, of the highest class

or rank, esp. in literature : originally and chiefly
used of the best Greek and Roman writers : (as

opposed to Romantic) like in sty'e to the authors
of Greece and Rome : chaste, refined, in keeping
with classical art : famous for literary or historical

reasons. — ns. Classical'ity, Class'icalness, the
quality of being classical.—o^i/. Classically.

—

ns.

Classicism, a classical idiom ; Classicist, one
versed in the classics, or devoted to their being
retained in education ; Class'-leader, the leader of
a class in a Methodist church ; Class'man, one who
has gained honours of a certain class at the Oxford
examinations—opp. to Passman. — Classic races,
the five chiefannual horse-races—the Two Thousand,
One Thousand, Derby, Oaks, and St Leger.—Take
ft OlaSS, to t^ke bonouri in an examination, as

opposed to the mere ' pass. ' [Fr. classe—L. dassis,
cog. with L. caldre, Gr. kalein.]

Classify, klas'i-fl, v.t. to m.-ike or form into classes:
to arrange :

—

pr.p. class'ifying ; pa.p. class'ified.

—

adjs. Classifi'able, capable of being classified

:

ClaSSlf'iC, denoting classes.

—

n. Classifica'tion, act
of forming into classes : distribution into classes.

—

adj. Class'ificatory.—7/. Classifier. [L. dassis,
ZtwA facere , to make.]

ClassiS, klas'is, «. a group : judicatory. [L.]

Clastic, klas'tik, adj. breaking into fragments, frag-

mental. [Gr. klastos—klan, to break.]
Clatch, klach, v.t. (Scot.) to daub.—«. mire, anything

for daubing.
Clatch, klach, v.t. (Scot.) to finish carelessly, to

botch.—«. a piece of work spoiled or botched.
Clatch, klach, n. (Scot.) a kind of gig.
Clathrate, klath'rat, adj. latticed—also Clath'rold.
— cuijs. Clath'rose, crossed by deep rectangular
furrows; Clath'rulate, finely clathrate. [L. dath-
rare, -dtum, to furnish with a lattice—Gr. klethra,
a lattice.]

Clatter, klat'er, «. a repeated rattling noise : a repeti-

tion of abrupt, sharp sounds : noisy talk : (Burtts)
gossip.

—

v.i. to make rattling sounds : to rattle with
the tongue : to talk fast and idly.

—

v.t. to strike so
as to produce a rattling.

—

aiiv. Clatt'eringly. (Ace.
to Skeat, clatter = ciacker, a freq. of ClaCk.]

Claude Lorraine glass, «. a convex mirror, usually
coloured, employed for viewing landscape. [Named
after the painter ClauJe Lorraine (1600-82).]

Claudian, klaw'di-an, adj. pertaining to the Roman
emperors of the Claudian gens (Tiberius, Caligula,
Claudius, Nero), or their period (14-68 a.d.).

Claudication, klaw-di-ka'shun, ». a halting, a limp.

[L.,

—

daudus, lame.]
Claught, kliiht, v.t. (Scot.) to snatch.—«. a hold,

catch. [Cf Cleek.]
Clause, klawz, «. a sentence or part of a sentence : an

article or part of a contract, will, &c.

—

adj. Claus'U-
lar, pertaining to, or consisting of, a clause or
clauses. [Fr. clause—L. dausus—daudere, to shut.]

Claustral, klaws'tral, adj. cloistral, secluded, pertain-

ing to a claustrum.

—

ns. Claustra'tion, the act of
shutting in a cloister ; Claustrophobia, a morbid
dread of confined places.

—

adj. Claustropbob'iC.
Claustrum, klaws'trum, ». a thin layer of gray matter

in the .substance of the hemispheres of the brain :

—

//. Claus'tra. [L.]

Claut, klat, n. a kind of rake : (Scot.) what is raked,

a rakeful.

—

v.t. to scratch, claw.

—

n.pl. ClatS, slops.

—adj. Clat'ty, dirty. [Perh. conn, with Claw.]
Clavate, -d, kla'vat, -ed, adj. (hot.) club-shaped :

gradually thickening to the top.— «. Clava'tion,
articulation in a socket.

—

adjs. Clav'ellate, having
club-shaped processes ; Clav'lform, in the form of a
club.—«. ClaViger, a club-bearer.

—

adj. Clavig'er-

OUS, club-bearing. [From L. clava, a club.]

Clave, kliv, pa.t. "of Cleave.
Clavecin, klav'e-sin, «. a harpsichord.

—

n. ClaVeciOlSt
(Browning), a player on the clavecin. [Fr. clavecin

— L. clavis, a key.]

Claver, kla'ver, «. idle talk, gossip. —p. /. to talk idly.

(Scotch ; der. uncertain ; cf. Gael, daiatre.]
Clavichord, klav'i-kord, n. an obsolete musical in-

strument, of the same form as the Harpsiclwrd and
Spinet.—n. Clav'iharp, a harp struck with keys

like a piano. [L. clavis, a key, chorda, a string.]

Clavicle, klav'i-kl, «. an important part of the pectoral

girdle of vertebrates, best known in the collar-bone

of man and in the merry-thought of birds— also

Clavic'ula.—rtd>'. Clavic'ular. [Fr. davicule—V..

davicula, dim. oi dai'is, a key.]

Clavicom, klav'i-korn, adj. having clavate antennae.

—«. a member of the Clavicomia, a group of

Coleoptera or beetles. [L. clava, a club, comu, a
horn.]

Clavier, kla-vir", n, the keyboard of a musical instru-
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ment : a stringed instrument, esp. the pianoforte.

(Fr.,— L. clavis, a key.]
Clavls, kla'vis, n. a key, hence a clue or aid for

solving problems, interpreting a cipher, &c. :

—

f>l.

Claves.—«. Olav'lger, one who keeps a key, a
custodian.—<»</;'. Clavlg^erous, keeping keys. [L.,

a key.]

Claw, klaw, n. the hooked nail of a beast or bird :

the whole foot of an animal with hooked nails

:

anything like a claw: an instrument shaped like a
cl:tw.

—

v.t. to scratch or tear as with the claws or

nails : to scrape : to seize : Ofr-) to flatter, fawn on.

— «. ClAWbabk, a toady, flatterer.—rt</r'. Clawed,
having claws.

—

ns. Claw'-hamm'er, a hammer with

one part of the head divided into two claws, with

which to extract nails ; Claw'-hanuner-coat, a

facetious name for a dress-cont.

—

adj. ClawleSS.—
Claw me and I'll olaw thee, favour me and I

shall do you good in return. (A.S. clawu; cog.

with Ger. khut ; akin to Cleave, to stick.]

Clay, klS, n. a tenacious ductile earth : earth in general

:

the hiunan body : short for clay-pipe, a tobacco-pipe

made of baked clay.

—

z'.t. to purify with clay, as

sugar.—/t/r>V. ClasT-brained {Skak.), stupid : Clay-
OOld, cold as clay, lifeless.

—

n. Clay'-eat'er, one
addicted to chewing a fatty clay—in Brazil and else-

where.

—

adjs. Clayed, clay-like : Clay'ey, made of
clay : covered with clay.—«. Clay-gTOUnd, ground
consisting mainly of clay.

—

ndj. Clay'ish, of the
nature of clay.

—

ns. Clay'-marl, a whitish chalky
cl.iy ; Clay-mill, a mill for preparing clay : Clay'-
Slate, an argillaceous rock, splitting readily into

thin sheets ; Claj'stone, one of the concretionary
nodules in alluvial deposits.—Wet one'8 day, to

drink. [A.S. clag; cf. Dan. klag, Ger. klei.\

Claymore, kla'mOr, «. a large sword formerly used
by the Scottish Highlanders, the old Celtic one-
handed, two-edged longsword, now applied inac-

curately to the basket-hilted sword of the officers

of Highland regiments. [Gael, claidheatnh-mor—
Gael, and Ir. claidheanth., sword, titor, great.]

Clean, klen, adj. free from dirt, stain, or whatever
defiles : pure : guiltless : neat : complete. — adv.
quite: entirely: cleverly.^r./. to make clean, or
free from dirt.

—

ns. Clean'er, that which cleans;
Cleaning, the act of making clean.

—

adj. CleaQ'-
Umbed, having well-proportioned limbs : smart.

—

n.

Cleanliness.— <Kj>'. Cleanly, dean in habits or
person: pure: neat

—

adv. in a cleanly manner.

—

n. Clean'ness. — (»«>. Clean'-timbered iShak.\
well-proportioned.—Clean bill of health (see Bill
of health).—Have clean hands, to be free from
the guilt of wrong-doing.—Make a clean breast of.

to own up frankly, to confess fully ; Show a clean
?air of heels, to escape by running.—The Clean
hing, the right thing to do. [A.S. eigne: W.,

Gael, glan, shine, polish : Ger. kUin, small.]
Cleanse, klenz, v.t. to make clean or pure.

—

adj.
Cleans'able.-«j. Cleans'er, one who, or that which,
cleanses ; Cleans'illg, purification.

Clear, kl«r, adj. pure, bright, undimmed : free from
obstruction or difficulty : plain, distinct : without
blemish, defect, drawliack, or diminution : con-
spicuous : transparent.

—

adv. in a clear manner

:

plainly: wholly: quite.

—

v.t. to make clear: to
empty : to free from obscurity, obstruction, or guilt

:

to free, acquit, or vindicate : to leap, or pa.ss by or
over: to make profit: to settle a bill.

—

v.i. to
become clear : to grow free, bright, or transparent.—ns. Clear'age, a piece of land cleared ; Clear'-
ance, act of clearing : removal of hinderances : a
certificate that a ship has been cleared at the custom-
house—that is, has satisfied all demands and pro-
cured permission to sail.

—

adjs. Clear'-eyed, clear-
sighted, discerning ; Clear'-head'ed, having a clear
understanding, sagacious.

—

hs. Clear'lng, the act of
making clear : a tract of land cleared ot wood, &c,
for cultivation : a U4..thod by which bankers «x-

Cleat.
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change cheques and drafts, and arrange the difTer-

ences ; Clear^ing-house, a place in London where
such clearing business is done ; Clear'ing-nut, the

seed oi Strycknos potatorum, used in the East Indies

for clearing muddy water. — adv. CleaMy, in a

clear manner: distinctly.

—

ns. Clear'neSS ; Olear'-

obscnre' (see Chiaroscuro).—rt^/. Clear-sighted,
having clearness of sight : discerning.

—

ns. Clear'-

sight'edness : Clear-starch'er, a laundress ; Clear"-

Starch'ing, the act of stitVening linen with clear

starch: Clear-Story (see Clerestory) —Clear out,
to be otT; Clear the way, to make the way open;
Clear up, to become clear. [Fr. ciair—L. clartts,

clear.]

Cleat, klet, «. a wedge : a piece of wood nailed across
anything to keep it in its place or give it an
additional strength : a piece
of wood fastened on parts

of a ship, and having holes
or recesses for fastening
ropes. — V. t. to strengthen
with a cleat. [From a
supposed A.S. cUat ; cf.

Dut. kloot ; Dan. k/ode ; Ger. iUss.]
Cleave, klev, 71. t. to divide, to split : to separate with

violence: to go through: to pierce.—v.i. to part
asunder: to crack:—/r./>. cleav'ing ; /a.t. clOve
or cleft; /<»./• clov'en or c\e(l.—adj. Cleav'ablO,
capable of being cleft.

—

ns. CJleaVage, a condition
of rocks in which they split easily into thin plates ;

Cleav'er, one who or that which cleaves : a butcher's
chopper; Cleav'ers, Clivers, goose-grass— (?«//«»«

aperine, diuretic and sudorific.— adj. CleaVing,
splitting. [A. .S. clefi/an : cog. with Ger. klieben.\

Cleave, kISv, v.i. to stick or adhere : to unite :

—

f>r.p.

cleav'ing; pa.i. cleaved or clave; fa.p. cleaved.

—

n. Cleav'ing, the act of adhering. [A.S. clifian;
cog. with Ger. kleben, Dut. kleveH.\

Clech^, ktesh'a, adj. (/«/"r.) voided or hollowed through-
out, as a cross showing only a narrow border. [Fr.]

Clock, klek, v.t. to hatch.—»*. Cleok'ing, a brood.
[Scot,— Ice. kiekja; cf. Dan. kliekke, to hatch.]

Cleddyo, kled'yO, «. an antique leaf-shaped bronze
Celtic sword. [W. cleddeu, cltddyf; L. gladius.]

CJleek, kick, n. a large hook for catching hold of some-
thing, used in fishing. &c. : an iron-headed golf-

club : a peg.

—

71. t. to seize, snatch. [M. E. kieken;
perh. related to Clutch.]

Clef, kief, «. a musical character placed on the staff

by which the absolute pitch of the notes is fixed.

[Fr., from L. clavis ; Gr. kleis, a key.]
Cleft, kleft,/rt.^ anApa.p. of Cleave.
Cleft, kleft, «. an opening made by cleaving or split-

ting : a crack, fissure, or chink.—Also 011ft (B.).

[Cf. Ger. kln/t, Dan. kly/t, a hole.]
Cleft-palate. See Palate.
Cleg, kleg, n. the gadfly, horse-fly. [Ice. kltggi.]
Clem, klem, v.i. and v.t. to starve. [Prov. Eng.
clam: Ger. kUmmen, to pinch.]

Clematis, klem'a-tis, «. a creeping plant, called also
Virgin's Bo-.ver and Traz'tlUr's Joy. [L.,—Gr.
klematis—klema, a twig.]

Clement, klem'ent, adj. mild : gentle : kind : merci-
ful —«j'. Clem'ence(.s><'«.r.), Clem'enoy, the quality
of being clement : mildness : readiness to forgive.

—

adv. Clem'ently. [Fr.,— L. f/</»«>«.]
Clench, klensh. Same as Clinch.
Clepe, kl*p, v.t. (arch.) to call : to name.—/a./.

Yclept. [A.S. clipian, to call.]

Clepsydra, klep'si-dra, n. an instrument used by the
Greeks and Romans for measuring time by the
trickling of water. [L.,—Gr. kUpsydra—kleptein,
klepsem, to steal, hvddr, water.]

Clerestory, Clear-story, clJr-sta'ri, «. an upper row
of windows rising above the adjoining parts of the
building, probably so named as admitting clearness
or light—esp. applied to the windows in the upper
part of the centrai nave of churches.
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Clergy, kler'ji, «. the ministers of the Christian
rehgion, as holders of an allotted office, in contra-
distinction to the laity

—

adjs. Clergyable, Cler'-
giable, entitled to or admitting of the benefit of
clergy. — its. Cler'gyman, one of the clergy, a
regularly ordained minister ; Cler'g^-Wom an, a
wumau belonging to a clergyman's family.

—

adjs.
ClertC, -al, belonging to the clergy : pertaining to

a clerk.—«J. ClefiC, a clergyman ; Clericalism,
undue influence of the clergy, sacerdotalism; Cler'i-

cate, clerical position ; Cleric'ity, state of being a
clergyman ; Cler'isy, the class of learned men,
scholars.—Clergyman's sore throat, chronic phar-
yngitis.—Benefit of clergy, originally an exemption
of clergymen, in certain cases, from criminal process
before a secular judge, but later covering the first

offence of all who could read.—Black clergy, in

Russia, the regular or monastic, as distinct from
the secular or parochial, clergy. (Fr. cierg^—L.,

—Gr. klerikos, from kleros, a lot, then the clergy.]

Clerk, klark, or klerk, n. a clergyman or priest : a
scholar : one who leads the responses in the English
Church ser\-ice : in common use, one employed as a
writer, assistant, copyist, account-keeper, or corre-

spondent in an office.

—

v.i. to act as clerk.

—

adj.

Cler'ical, pertaining to a clerk or copyist, as in
' clerical error."-«j. Clerfdom, Clerk'shlp ; Clerk'-
ery, Clerk'age, the work of a zXtxV.—adjs. Clerk'-
Ish, like a clerk ; Clerk'less, ignorant ; Clerk'-like,
scholarly. — «. Clerk'llng, a young clerk.

—

adj.
Clerkly, scholarly.

—

adv. in a scholar-like or learned
manner.—Clerk of the 'Weather, an imaginary
functionarj' facetiously supposed to direct the
weather.—Bible clerk, a scholar who reads the
lessons in some college chapels. [A.S. clerc, a
priest—Late L. cleriois. See Clergfy.]

Cleromancy, kler'o-man-si, «. divination by lots.

[Gr. kleros, lot, manteia, divination. ]

Cler-story, an obsolete form of Clerestory.
Cleuch, Cleugh, kluh, «. a ravine with steep and

precipitous sides. [Scotch form of CloUgh.]
Cleve, klev, n. cliff: hillside. [Now rare. M. E.

cUof, a variant of Cliff.)

Clever, klev'er, adj. able or dexterous : ingenious

:

skilful: {U.S.) good-natured. — «j. Cleveral'ity,
Clev'emess.

—

adj. Clev'erish, somewhat clever.

—

adv. Clererly. [Ety. dub.]
Clew, Clue, kloS, «. a ball of thread, or the thread

in it : a thread that guides through a labyrinth :

anything that solves a mystery : the corner of a sail.—z'.t. to coil up into a clew or ball : to truss or tie

up sails to the yards.

—

n. Olew'-gar'net (naitt.), a
tackle for clewing up the smaller square sails for

furling. — «.//. Olew'-lines, ropes on the smaller
square sails by which they are clewed up for furling.

[A.S. ciiwen; cf Dul kluiuen; Ger. knduel.^
Olichd, kl5-sha', «. the impression made by a die in

any soft metal : an electrotype or stereotype plate.

[Fr.,

—

clicker, to stereotype.]
Click, klik, n. a short, sharp clack or sound : anything

that makes such a sound, as a small piece of iron
falling into a notched wheel: a latch for a gate.

—

v.i. to make a light, sharp sound.

—

ns. Cllck'-claok,
a continuous clicking noise ; Click'er, the compositor
who distributes the copy among a companionship of

f)rinters, makes up pages, &c : one who cuts up
eather for the uppers and soles of boots and
shoes ; Cliok'lng, the action of the verb. [Dim. of
Clack.]

Client, kll'ent, n. one who employs a lawyer : a de-
pendent.

—

n. Cll'entage, the whole number of one's
clients : the client's relation to the patron.— <2^'.

Client'al. — ns. Clientele, a following : the whole
connection of a lawyer, shopkeeper, &c. ; Cll'ent-

Ship. [L. aliens, for cluens, one who hears or listens

(to advice), from cluire, to near. ]

Cliff, klif, n. (mus.). Same as Clef.
Cliff, klif, n. a high steep rock : the steep side of a

mountain. — adjs. Cliffed, Cliff'y, having cliffs

:

craggy. [A.S. clif; Dut. clif; Ice. kli/.'\

Clift. See Cleft (2).

Clift, klift, «. same as Cliff, the form arising under the
influence of Cleft.—«<<>>. CUft'ed, Cliffy, broken
into cliffs.

Climacteric, klim-ak-ter'ikj or klim-ak'ter-ik, «. a criti-

cal period in human life, m which some great bodily
change is supposed to take place ; a critical time.—adj. pertaining to such a period : critical.

—

adj.
Climacter'ical.—The grand climacteric, the sixty-

third year, supposed to be a critical period for men.
[Gr. klimakter—klimax, a ladder.]

Climate, kll'mat, n. the condition of a country or
place with regard to temperature, moisture, &c. :

(Jig.) character of something.

—

v.i. {S/utk.) to remain
inacertain place.

—

adjs. CU'matal, Climat'ic, -al, re-

lating to climate.—i/.A Cli'matise (see Acclimatise).—adj. Climatograph'ical. — «. ClimatogTaphy,
a description of climates. — adj. Climatolog'ical,
relating to climatology. —«j-. Cllmatoroglst, one
skilled in the science of climatology ; Cllmatol'-
Ogy, the science of climates, or an investigation of
the causes on which the climate of a place depends

;

Cli'matnre(.S"'4ajt.), climate. (Fr.,—L.,—Gr. klima,
kiiinatos, slope

—

klinein, to slope.]

Climaz, kll'msiks, «. (rket.) the arranging of the par-
ticulars of a portion of a discourse so as to rise in

strength to the last : the last term of the rhetorical
arrangement : a culmination.

—

v.i. to ascend in a
climax : to culminate.

—

adjs. Climacfic, -al, per-
taining to a climax. — adv. Climact'ically. [Gr.
kliiuax, a ladder—from klinein, to slope.]

Climb, klim, v.i. or v.t. to ascend or mount by
clutching with the hands and feet : to a.scend with
difficulty : to taoMvA.— adj. Climb'ahle, capable of
being climbed.—«.r. Climb'er, one who or that which
climbs: (//•) an old-fashioned popular title for

several orders of birds whose feet are mainly adapted
for climbing : {J^ot.) those plants which, having weak
stems, seek support from other objects, chiefly from
other plants, m order to ascend from the ground

;

Climbing. [A.S. climban ; cf. Ger. klimnien;
conn, with Clamber and Cleave, to stick.]

Clime, kllm, n. a country, region, tract. [A variety

of Climate.]
Clinamen, klin-a'men, n. inclination. [L. clindre, to

incline.]

Clinanthlnm, klin-an'thi-um, n. the receptacle in a
composite plant. [Gr. klini, a bed, anthos, a
flower.]

Clinch, klinsh, Clench, klensh, v.t. to fasten or rivet

a nail by bending the point and beating the bent
part flat against the object through which the nail

was driven : to grasp tightly : to set firmly, as the

teeth : to fasten on : (jig.) to drive home an argu-

ment : to settle or confirm.—«. something set firmly

:

the fastening of a nail by beating it back, as in the

verb: a pun.

—

n. Clinch'er, one that clinches: a
decisive argument.

—

adj. Clinch'er-btlllt (same as

Clinker-bnilt).—«. Clinch'er-work, the disposition

of the side planks of a vessel, when the lower edge
of one row overlaps the row next under it. [Causal

form of Mink, to strike smartly ; Dut. and Ger.

klinken, to rivet a bolt.]

Cling, kling, v.i. to adhere or stick close by winding
round : to adhere in interest or affection : to remain
by an opinion : of wood, to shrink.

—

v.t. to attach :

to shrivel :

—

pa.i. anA pa.p. clung.—«. adherence.

—

a4;s. OUng'Stone, having the pulp adhering firmly

to the stone (of peaches) — opp. to Freestone;
Cling'y, sticky. [A.S. clingan, to shrivel up, to

draw together.]

Clinic, -Si, klin'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to a bed:
(med.) applied to instruction piven in hospitals at

the bedside of the patient.

—

n. Clln'iO, one confined

to bed by sickness : the teaching of medicine or sur-

gery practically at the bedside of the patient—also
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A, clinlcer-built

;

B, carvel-built.

CUn'lque.—arff. CUn'loally.— Clinical baptism,
baptism administered to persons on their sick-bed

;

Clinical convert, one converted on his deatli-bed ;

Clinical medicine, or surgery, medicine or sur-

gerj- as taught by clinics, a Clinical lecture being

one delivered to students at the bedside of the sick.

[Gr. kiinikos—kline , a bed, homklhuht, to recjme.]

Clink, klin;;k, «. a ringing sound made by the striking

together of sounding iKKlies : jingle.— z/./. to cause

to make a ring-

ing sound.

—

i>.i.

to ring or jingle :

to go with a
clinking sound.
— «. Cllnk-er,

the name given
to the scales or
globules of black
oxide of iron,

obtained from
red-hot iron
under the blows
ofa hammer: the
slags of iron fur-

naces : the cin-

dery-like masses
which form the crust of some lava-flows.

—

adj.

Clink'er-built, made of planks which overlap each
other below (as distinguished from carvel-built) and
are fastened together with clinched nails.—«. Clink'-

Stone, a greenish-gray or brownish compact, or very
finely crystalline igneous rock, splitting into slabs,

which give a metallic clink when struck by a
hammer. [A form of Click and Clauk.]

Clink, klingic, v.t. to clinch: to rivet. [Scot, for

CUnch.)
Clinometer, kll-nom'e-ter, «. an instrument for measur-

ing the angle of inclination or dip of a stratum.

—

a<y. Clinomet'ric—«. Clinom'etry. [Gr. klmein,
to incline, metroii, a measure.]

Clinquant, klingk'ant, ojij. shining like tin.sel : glit-

tering.—«. tinsel: glitter. [Fr.,—Dut. klinken, to

clink.]

Clio, kll'o, ». the muse of history and epic poetry:
(a7o/.)a genus of shell-less molluscs in the class of
Pteropods, swarming in northern and southern sea.s,

and named by the whalers ' whales' food,' one species

of which constitutes a principal part of the food of
whales. [Gr. kUein, to call.]

Clip, klip, v.t. to cut by making the blades of shears
mi-et : to cut off: to debase the coin by cutting off

the edges : to diminish.

—

v.i. to go quickly :

—

pr.p-
clip'ping ; pcup. clipped.—«. the thing clipped off,

as the wool that has been shorn ofT sheep : a smart
\i\iyti.—adj. Clipped, cut short.

—

ns. Clip'per, one
that clips : a sharp-built, fast-sailing vessel : (slang)
a dashing person ; Clip'ping, the act of cutting,
esp. debasing coin by cutting ofiF the edges ; the
thing clipped off.

—

adj. superb: fast-going.^51ip
the Wings, to cut a bird's wings to prevent it from
flying : (Jtg-.) to restrain ambition : to deprive of the
means of rising. [Prob. from Ice. kiippa, to cut

;

Dan. klippe.\

Clip, klip, v.t. {Shak.) to embrace: to encircle: to
hold firmly.

—

n. an instrument for holding things
firm. [A.S. clyppan, to embrace; ice. klypa, to
pinch ; Ger. kluppe, pincers.)

Clique, kick, «. a group of persons in union for a pur-
pose : a party or faction : a gang—used generally in a
bad sense.— rt(^'. Cliqu'ish, relating to a clique.

—

ns.

CliqU'iBlinesB ; Cliqu'ism, tendency to form cliques.
[Fr. : prob. from root of click, and so = a noisy con-
clave. Ace. to Littr^, orig. in sense of Claque.]

Cllsh-clash, klish'-klash, Clishmaclaver, klish'ma-
klav'cr. «. gossip. [Scot.]

OllStOgamy, klis-tog'a-mi, «. a peculiar dimorphism
in the flowers of a plant when these do not expand
and are systematically close or self-fertilised.

—

adjs.
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Clistog'amous, Clistogam'lc. [Gr. kUistos, closed,

gamos, marriage.]
ClitelltUU, kli-leT'um, n. the saddle of an annelid, as

the earthworm :—//. Clitell'a. [L.]

enthral, klith'ral, m/j. with a roof that forms a com-
plete covering. [Or.]

Clitoris, kll'tO-ris, «. a homologue of the penis present,

as a rudimentary organ, in the female of many higher
vertebrates.—«j. Cli'torism ; Clitori'tis. [Gr.]

cutter, klit'er, v.i. and v.i. to make, or cause to make,
a shrill rattling noise.—«. Clitt'er-Clatt'er, idle talk,

chatter. [Related to Clatter.]

Olivers. Same as Cleavers (q.v. under Cleave).

Cloaca, klO-u'ka, «. a sewer : a privy : a cavity in

birds and reptiles, in which the intestinal and urinary

ducts terminate : a sink of moral filth :—//. CloacSB
(klo-a'se).—«^>. Cloa'cal, Cloa'cinaL [L. cloaca—
clitete, to purge]

Cloak, Cloke, klOk, «. a loose outer garment : a cover-

ing : that which conceals : a disguise, pretext.

—

v.t.

to clothe with a cloak : to cover : to conceal.

—

ns.

Qoak'-bag {obs.), a portmanteau; Cloak'-room, a
room set apart for keeping cloaks, coats, hats, &c.,

at a theatre, railway station, &c. [O. Fr. cloke,

cloque—Low L. cloca, a bell, also a horseman's cape,

liecause bell-shaped, from root of Clock.]

Cloam, klom, «. and adj. earthenware, clay, or made
of such. [,\.S. c/<jV«, mud. See Clay.]

Clobber, klob'er, n. a paste used by shoemakers to hide
the cracks in leather. [Ety. dub.]

Clock, klok, «. a machine for measuring time, marking
the time by the position of its 'hands' upon the dial-

plate, or by the striking of a hammer on a bell

:

{Sluik.') the striking of the hour.—«. Olock'work,
the works or machinery of a clock : machinery steady
and regular like that of a clock.

—

adj. automatic.

—

Go like clockwork, to go along smoothly and with-

out a hitch.—Know what o'clock it is, to be wide
awake, to know how things are. [M. E. clokke,

prob. through O. Fr. from Low L. cloca, cloccn, a
bell ; mod. Fr. cloche, Dut. klok ; Ger. glocke. a bell.]

Clock, klok, «. an ornament worked on the side of a
stocking.

—

adj. Clocked, ornamented with clocks.

Clock, klok, n. a beetle—common name in Scotland.

Clock, klok, v.i. (Scot.) to cluck: to hatch. —«.
Clock'er, a clocking hen. [A.S. clocciait ; Dut.
klokken. ]

Clod, klod, «. a thick round mass or lump, that sticks

together, esp. of earth or turf : a concreted mass :

the g;round : the body of man, as formed of clay : a
stupid fellow.— z'.^ to pelt.

—

v.i. to throw clods:

(Scot.) to throw:—/r./. clod'ding ; pa.p. clod'ded.

—adjs. Clod'dish ; Clod'dy, abounding ill clods :

earthy.— «. Clod'hopper, a countryman : a peasant :

a dolt.—(i/Zy. Clodhop'ping, boorish.

—

adv. Clod'ly.—tis. Clod'pate, Clod'poll, a stupid fellow. -a<^'.

Clodpat'ed, stupid. [A later form of ClOt.]
Cloff, klof, «. a cleft. [Cf. Ice. klo/.\

Cloflf, klof, «. an allowance, on buying goods whole-
sale, of 2 lb. in every 3 cwt., after tare and tret have
been deducted. [Der. unknown.]

Clog, klog, ». a piece of wood : anything hindering
motion : an obstruction : an impediment : a shoe
with a wooden sole.

—

v.i. to fasten a piece of wood
to : to accumulate in a mass and cause a stoppage :

to obstruct: to encumber: to put clogs on.

—

«j.

Clog^-al'manac, an early form of almanac having
the indicating characters notched on wood, horn,
&c. ; Clog'-dance, a dance performed with clog.s,

the clatter keeping time to the music—«</;'. Clogged,
encumbered.

—

ns. Clog'ger, one who makes clogs;
ClOg'giness.— rtf^'. OlOg'gy, lumpy, sticky. [Ety.
dub.

; prob. related to Clay ; cf. Scot, clag, to cover
with mud ; clag^y, muddy, sticky.]

Cloison, kloi'son, «. a partition, dividing fillet or band.—«. Cloi'sonnage, the process of executing cloisonni
yiorV. — adj. Cloisonnd, partitioned— of a surface
decoration in enamel, the outlines of the design
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formed by small fillets of metal, the interstices filled

with coloured enamel paste, vitrified.

—

n. work of

this kind. [Kr.]

Cloister, klois'ter, «. a covered arcade forming part

of a monastic or collegiate establishment : a place of

religious retirement, a monastery or nunnery : an
enclosed place.

—

v.i. to confine in a cloister : to

confine within walls.—a^V. Clois'teral, Cloistral,
Claus'tral, pertaining or confined to a cloister

:

secluded ; Clois'tered, dwelling in cloisters. — tis.

ClolS'terer, one belonging to a cloister ; Clois'ter-

garth, the court or yard enclosed by a cloister ;

Cloistress {S/iak.), a nun. — The cloister, the

monastic life. [O. Fr. chistre (A.S. clauster)—L.

claHStnmi—claudere, clausum, to shut.]

Cloke, klOk, n. Same as Cloak.
Clomb, kl6m, old /<j./. of Climb.
Clonic, klon'ik, n<ij. pertaining to clonus, with alter-

nate convulsive contractions and relaxations of the
muscles (of spasms)—opp. to Tonic.— «. C15'I1US, a
clonic spasm. [Gr.]

Cloop, kloop, n. the sound made when the cork is

drawn from a bottle. [From the sound.]
Cloot, kloot, «. a cloven hoof: (//.) the devil.—«.

Cloot'ie, the devil, because of his cloven hoof.

[.Scot. ; ety. dub.]
Close, klos, atij. shut up : with no opening : confined,

unventilated : stifling : narrow : stingy : near, in

time or place : intimate : compact, as opposed to

discurshe : crowded : hidden : reserved : private :

secret.

—

aJv. in a close manner: tightly: nearly:
densely.—«. an enclosed place : a small enclosed
field : a narrow passage of a street : the precinct of
a cathedral.

—

ai^js. Close'-band'ed, closely united ;

Close'-barred, firmly closed ; Close'-bod'led, fitting

close to the body.—«. Close'-tMrpora'tion, a cor-

poration which fills up its own vacancies, without
outside interference.

—

ad^/s. Close'-fisfed, Close'-

band'ed, penurious, covetous ; Close'-grained, with
the fibres, &c., close together, compact ; Close'-
bauled, noting the trim of a ship when sailing as
near .is possible to the wind.— rt<;'f. Close'ly.

—

>is.

Close'ness ; Close'-stool, a chamber utensil enclosed
in a box or stool : Close'-sea'son, Close'-time, a
time of the year when it is against the law to kill

certain animals, esp. game.

—

aJj. Close'-tongued
{SJutk.), cautious in speaking. [Fr. c/os, shut—L.
ciaiiiiere, clausum, to shut.]

Close, klOz, v.t. to make close : to draw together and
unite : to finish.

—

v.i. to come together : to grapple :

to come to an end (jc/M).—«. the manner or time of
closing : a pause or stop : the end : junction : (^S/uik.)

encounter.

—

tts. ClOS'er, one who concludes ; ClOS'-

Ing, enclosing : ending : agreement ; ClOS'ure, the
act of closing : the end : the stopping of a debate in

the House of Commons by the vote of the House.

—

Close a bargain, to make an agreement ; ClOSO
with, to accede to : to grapple with.—With Closed
doors, in private, the public being excluded, as in

special cases in court, &c.
Closet, klo/et, n. a small private room : a recess off a
room : a privy : the private chamber of a sovereign,
an apartment for private audience or council, or for

private or domestic devotions.

—

t>.t. to shut up in or
take into a closet : to conceal :—^r.f>. clos'eting ;

/rt./. clos'eted.—«. Bod'-Clos'et, a small recess for

a bed. [O. Fr. closet, dim. of clos. See Close.]
Clot, klot, «. a mass of soft or fluid matter concreted,

as blood.

—

v.i. to form into clots: to coagulate:—
/r./. clot'ting ; /«./. clot'ted.—«. Clot'poll {S/iai.),

a clodpoll, a blockhead.—r./. Clot'ter, to coagulate.— ns. Clot'tiness ; Clot'ting. coagulation. — arij.

Clotty.—Clotted (also Clouted) cream, a famous
Devonshire dainty, skimmed off milk that has been
'scalded ' or heated after standing 24 hours, with a
little sugar thrown on the top. [A.S. cloii, a clod of
earth; cf Dut. klos, block ; Dan. Hods; Ger. ilolz.]

Clotb, kloth, «. woven material from which garments

or coverings are made : clothing : the usual dress of
a trade or profession, esp. the clerical :—//. ClothS.—v.i. Clothe (klO///), to cover with a garment : to

provide with clothes : (^g.) to invest as with a
garment : to cover :

—

pr.p. cloth'ing
; pa.t. and pa.p.

clothed or clad.—?«.//. ClOthes (kloMz, coll. klOz),

garments or articles of dress : blankets for a bed.

—

ns. (Tlothes'-bas'ket, a large basket for holding and
carrj'ing clothes ; Clothes'-brush, a brush for clothes

;

Clothes'-horse, Clothes'-SCreen, a frame for hang-
ing clothes on to dry ; Clotbes'-Une, a rope or wire
for hanging clothes on to dry; Clothes'-moth, one
of various tineas whose larvse feed on furs, woollens,
&c. , spinning cases out of these; Clothes'-pin, u
forked piece of wood to secure clothes on a line ;

Clothes'-press, a place for holding clothes : Cloth'-
hall, a cloth-exchange building or market ; Cloth'ler,
one who makes or sells cloth ; Cloth'ing, clothes,
garments : covering ; Cloth' -yard, formerly the
yard by which cloth was measured.—Cloth of gold,
a tissue consisting of threads of gold and silk or
wool : Cloth of state, a canopy ; Cloth-yard shaft,
an arrow a cloth-yard long.—Clothe in WOrds, to

express ideas in words ; Clothe on, or npon, to

invest : to cover. — American cloth, a kind of
enamelled cloth, used for covering chairs, &c.—The
cloth, the clerical profession : the clergy. [A. S.

cldth, cloth : Ger. kleid, a garment.]
Cloture, klot'ur, n. Same as Closure. [Fr. cldture—

L. claudere, clausutn, to shut.)
Cloud, klowd, «. a mass of fog, consisting of minute

particles of water, often in a frozen state, floating in

the atmosphere : {Jt^.) anything unsubstantial : a
great number or multitude of anything, as the New
Test, 'cloud of witnesses

:
' anything that obscures,

a.s a cloud : a dark spot on a lighter material : a
great volume of dust or smoke : anything gloomy,
overhanging, or bodeful.

—

v.t. to overspread with
clouds : to darken : to defame : to stain with dark
spots or streaks.

—

z'.i. to become clouded or dark-
ened.—kj. Cloud'age; Cloud'-berr'y, a low plant

related to the bramble, found on elevate! moors in

Britain, with an orange - red berry of delightful

flavour.

—

adj. ClOttd'-built, made of clouds, unsub-
stantial.

—

n. Cloud'-burst, a sudden flood of rain

over a small area.

—

adjs. Cloud'-capt (Sliak.),

capped with or touching the clouds ; Cloud'-com-
pel'ling, driving or collecting the clouds, an epithet
of Jupiter ; Cloud'ed, hidden by clouds : (Jig^
darkened : indistinct : variegated with spots, as a
'clouded cane,' &c.—«. Cloud'ery.—rtrt'i'. Cloud'ily.—ns. ClOUd'lnesS ; ClOUd'ing, a cloudy appearance.
—«<?)'. growing dim.

—

adjs. (Jloud'-kiSS'ing (6"//rt^.),

touching the clouds ; (Tloud'less, unclouded, clear.

—oiiv. Cloud'lessly.—«. C!l0Ud'let, a little cloud.—
adjs. ClOUd'-topped, covered with or touching the

clouds ; Cloud'y, darkened with, or consisting of,

clouds : obscure : gloomy : stained with dark spots :

(coll.) ' shady.—Wait till the Clouds roll by, to
wait for more favourable circumstances.—Under a
cloud, in trouble or disfavour. [A.S. cliid, a hill,

then a cloud, the root idea being a mass or ball.

Clod and Clot are from the same root.]

Clough, kluf, or klow, «. a ravine : a valley. [Scot.

cltuch; ety. dub.]
Clour, klSOr, iu a knock : a swelling caused by a
knock.

—

v.t. to knock: to raise a bump. [Scot.;

cf. Ice. kl6r.\

Clout, klowt, n. a piece of cloth used for mending : a
rag : a piece of cloth used by archers to shoot at,

then the shot itself: a blow: a cuff'.

—

v.t. to mend
with a patch : to cover with a cloth : to cuff".

—

p.adj.

ClOUt'ed (Shak.\ heavy and patched, as shoes
having nails in the soles : covered with a clout.

—

adj. ClOUt'erly, clownish.

—

ns. Clout'-nail, a large-

headed nail used for the soles of boots ; ClOUt'-shoe, a
shoe having the sole protected by clout-nails. [A.S.
clut; cf. Ice. klatr, a kerchief; Dan. klud, rag.]
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Clouted, klowt'ed, /.adj. clotted, as cream. [See

Clot]
Clove klov, /a.i. of Cleava—«. Clove'-hltcii (see

Hitch).
Clove, kl(3v, n. the unexpanded flower-bud of the clove-

tree, a native of the Moluccas, used as a spice.—/«.

Clove'-glll'jrflower, a clove-scented species of pink ;

ClOTe'-pink, a variety of pink which has an odour

like that of cloves. [Fr. c/ait, in full c/ou de girofle,

nail of the girofle, so called from the shape of the

bud and its stalk—L. claviis, a nail.]

Cloven, klGv'n, /.rt'i/'- split: divided.—(j^>. Cloven-
foot'ed, ClOV'en-hoofed, having the hoof divided, as

the ox or sheep.—The cloven hOOf, applied to any
indication of devilish agency or temptation, from the

early representation of the devil with cloven hoofs

—

prob. from Pan, some of whose characteristics he

sh.ires. [Pa.p. of Cleave, to divide.]

Clover, klOv'er, H. a genus of plants containing a great

number of species, natives chiefly of temperate
climates, aflTording rich pasturage.—rt<^'. CloVered,
covered with clover.—«. ClOV^er-grass, clover.

—

tulj. OloVery, abounding in clover.—Live In clover,

to live luxuriously or in abundance. [A. S. clifre;

Dut. klaver : Dan. kldver ; Ger. klt€.'\

Clown, klown, «. a rustic or country-fellow : one with
the rough manners of a countryman : an ill-bred

fellow : a fool or buffoon.

—

its. Clown'ery, a clown's
performance ; Clown'lng, acting the clown.

—

adj.

down'ish, of or like a clown : coarse and awk-
ward : rustic.

—

adv. Clown'lshly.

—

ns. Clown'-
IshnesB ; Clown'shlp. [Prob. conn, with Clod and
Clot.]

Cloy, kloi, v.t. to fill to loathing : to satiate : {Spens.)

to gore : — /''./• cloy'ing ; J>aj^. cloyed. — adj's.

Cloyed, clagged : cumbered ; Cloy'ing, satiating ;

Cloy'less (Shak.), that cannot cloy.—«. Cloy'ment
(Shak.), satiety, surfeit.

—

adj. Cloj^some, satiating.

[Fr. clotur, to drive a nail into, to spike or stop, as
a gun, from L. ciavus, a nail.]

Cloy, kloi, v.t. (Shak.) to stroke with a claw. [Perh.
a corr. of Claw.]

Club, klub, «. a heavy tapering stick, knobby or
massy at one end, used to strike with : a cudgel : a
bat used in certain games : an instrument for playing
golf, variously with wooden heads, iron heads, and
wooden heads with brass soles : a bunch : one of the
four suits of cards : a combination : a clique, set : an
association of persons for the joint study of literature,

politics, &c., or for social ends: an association of
persons who possess a building as a common resort for

the members : a club-house, or the house occupied
by a dub.^-v./. to beat with a club : to gather into

a bunch : to combine : to throw soldiers into con-
iiision.

—

v.t. to join together for some common end :

to combine tOKether : to share in a common expense.
—adjs. Club bable, sociable ; Clubbed, like a club.—H. Clubbing, beating: combination: a disease in

some plants.

—

aiij. ClUD'bish. given to clubs.

—

us.

Club'bism, the club system : Club blst; Club'-foot,
a deformed foot.

—

adj'. Club'-footed.— «. Club'-
graSS, a species of grass having a club-shaped articu-

lation.

—

v.t. ClUb'-naul ^«a«0» to tack by dropping
the lee anchor and slippmg the cable.

—

a<ij. Olub'-
liead'ed, having a thick head.

—

ns. Club'-house, a
house for the accommodation of a club ; Club'-law,
government by violence ; Club'-man, one who carries

a club : a member of a club ; Club'-mas'ter, the
manager of, or purveyor for, a club ; Club'-moss,
one of the four genera of Lycopodiacece ; Club'-
room, the room in which a club meets ; Club'-rush,
a plant of many varieties of the genus Scripus or
rush.—«.//. Clubs (see Clumps). [Ice. and Sw.
klubba ; same root as Clump.]

Clutdc, kluk, «. the call of a hen to her chickens : any
similar sound.

—

v.t. to make the sound of a hen when
calling on her chickens.

—

n. ClUOk'ing, the noise
made by a hen when calling her chickens.

—

adj'. that

clucks. [From the sound, like Dut. klokken, Ger.
glucken, Dan. klukke.\

Clue, klOO (see G\&V).—adj. Clue'less, without trace.
Clumber, klumb'er, «. a kind of spaniel. \Clumber,

in Notts, a seat of the Duke of Newcastle.]
Clump, klump, H. a thick, short, shapeless piece of
anything : a cluster of trees or shrubs : a thick sole
put on in addition.

—

v.i. to walk heavily.— t'.A to

put in a clump.

—

n.pl. Clumps, a parlour game of
question and answer—also Clubs.— «((/'. Clump'y,
abounding in clumps : heavy'. [Prob. Scand. ; Dan.
klump, a lump. Cf. Ger. klump, and Club.]

Clumsy, klum'zi, adj'. shapeless : ill-made '. unwieldy

:

awkward : ungainly.

—

adj'. Clum'sily.—«. Clum'si-
ness. [M. E. clomsen, to be stiff or benumbed;
most prob. Scand. ; allied to Clamp.]

Clunch, klunsh, «. the miner's name for tough in-

durated clay, sometimes found in the coal-measures.
[Ely. dub. ; prob. related to Clump.)

Clung, klung,/^./. and/«./. of Cling.
Clunk, klungk, n. the sound of a liquid coming out of
a bottle when the cork has been quickly drawn.

—

v.i. to make such a sound. [Scot. ; from the sound.]
Clupeoid, kloo'pe-oid, n. a kind of herring. [L.

cluf>ea, a kind of fish.]

Cluster, klus'ter, n. a number of things of the same
kind growing or joined together : a bunch : a mass ;

a crowd.

—

v.i. to grow or gather into clusters.

—

v.t.

to collect into clusters : to cover with clusters.

—

oiijs. Clus'tered, grouped ; Clustering, Clus'tery.
—Clustered column, a pier which consists of
several columns or shafts clustered together. [A.S.

clyster; Low Ger. kluster; cf. Clot.]

Clutch, kluch, v.t. to close the hand : to carry off: to

hold firmly : to seize or grasp.

—

n. a grasp ; seizure.—7i.pl. Clutch'es, the hands or paws : cruelty

:

rapacity. [M. E. cloclte, cloke, claw
;

prob. allied

to M. E. clecken—A.S. gelaccan. Cf. Latch.]
Clutch, kluch, «. {prov.) a brood of chickens, a ' sit-

ting' of eggs.

—

z'.t. to hatch.
Clutter, klut'er, «. confusion: stir: noise.

—

zi.i. to

crowd together: to go about noisily.

—

v.t. to pack.
[A variant of Clatter.]

Cly, kll, v.t. {slang) to seize, steal.—>tr. Cly'-fak'er,
a pickpocket ; Cly'-fak'ing, pocket-picking. [Prob.
related to Claw ; referred by some to Dut. kleed, a
garment, 'to fake a cly' = to take a garment.]

ClypeuS, klip'e-us, «. the shield-like part of an insect's

head.—<ra>>. Clyp'eal, Clj^eate, Clyp'eiform, in

the shape or form of a shield. [L. clipeus, clypeui,
a shield.]

Clyster, klis'ter, w. a liquid injected into the intestines

to wash them out.—«. Cl3rs'ter-plpe {Shak.\ a pipe
or syringe for injecting a clyster. [Kr.,—L.,—-Gr.
klvzein, to wa.sh out.]

Cnida, kni'da, «. one of the thread-cells of the CotUn-
terata, whence is their power of stinging : — //.

Cni'dss. [Late L.,—Gr. knidi, a nettle.]

Co., kO, an abbreviation for Company.
Co-, ko, a common prefix, signifynig jointness, accom-

paniment, connection. [L. ctim, with.]
Coach, kuch, «. a large, close, four-wheeled carriage

:

a private tutor : a professional trainer in athletics.

—

v.t. to carry in a coach: to tutor, instruct, prepare
others for, as an examination or a rowing contest,

&c.

—

v.t. to study under a tutor.

—

hs. Coach'-box,
the seat on which thedriverof a coach sits ; Coach-
dog, a spotted dog, kept chiefly as an attendant on
coaches, called also Dalmatian Dog; Coach'ee,
Coach'y, a coachman; Coach'- fell'OW, a j'oke-
fellow, comrade ; Coach'-hire, money paid for the
use of a hired coach; Coach' -horse, a horse used
for drawing a coach ; Coach'-hOUSO, a house to
keep a coach in ; Coach'ing, travelling by coach

:

tutoring ; instruction : Coach'man, the driver of
a co.-ich ; Coaoh'-ofiTlce, a booking-office for pas-
sengers and parcels by stage-coach ; Coach'-staind,
a place where coaches stand for hire ; Coach'-
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Coact mOte ; mute ; mSDn ; iAen. Cob

wheel : Coach'-whip.

—

atij. Coach'y, pertaining: to

a coach. [Fr. cocAe—Hung, ^ai (pron. kot'shi),

from Kocs, a place south of Komorn.)
Coact, ko-akt', v.i. {S/ia/i.) to act together.—ik/;'.

Coactive {Shai.), acting together.—«. Coactiv'lty.
Coact, ko-akt', v.t. to compel.—«. Coac'tion, compul-

sion. — luij- Coact'ive, compulsory. [L. cogere,

coaciuin, to compel.]
Coadjacent, ko-ad-jas'ent, culj. contiguous. — «. Co-
adjao'ency. [Co- and Adjacent.]

Coadjutant, kO-ad-joo'tant, or ko-adjoo-tant, adj.

mutually helping or assisting.— «. one of several

who help another. — ns. Coadjutor, a helper or

assistant : an associate : ^/«k. Coadju'tress, Co-
adju trix ; Coadju'torship. [L. co, with, adjutor,

a helper

—

ad, xo.juv-arc, to help.]

Coadunate, kO-ad'u-nat, -j.t. to unite: to combine.

—

«. Coaduna'tion.— ady. Coawi'unative. [Co-, and
L. adundre, -dtum, to unite.]

Co-agency, kO-a'jen-si, u. agency with another.—?/.
Co-agent, one acting with another.

Coagulate, ko-ag'u-lat, v.t. to make to curdle or con-
geal.

—

v.i. to curdle or congeal.

—

adj. clotted : con-
gealed. —«. Coagulability. —rti/y. Coag'ulable.

—

us. Coagulant, a substance which causes coagu-
lation, as rennet ; Coagulation.—(!«>>. Coag'ula-
tive : Coag'ulatory. — «. Coag'ulum, what is

coagulated. [L. coaguldre, -dcuni, co-, together,

ag-ere, to drive.]

Coaita, ko-l'ta, «. a small South American monkey

—

the red-faced Spider Monkey.
Coal, kol, n. a solid, black, combustible substance used

for fuel, dugout of the earth: cinder.— z'./. to take
in coal.

—

v.t. to supply with coal.

—

n. Coal'-bed, a
stratum of coal.

—

adj. Coal'-black, black as coal,

very black.

—

ns. Coal'-bOX, a box for holding coal

;

Coal-brass, a name applied to the pyrites in the coal-
measures ; Coal'field, a field or district containing
coal strata ; Coal' -fish, a fish of the cod family, so
named from the black colour of its back ; Coal'-gas,
the mixture of gases produced by the destructive
distillation of coal, chiefly carburetted hydrogen

—

giving the gaslight in common use ; Coal'-heaVer,
one employed in carr^-ing coal; Coal'-house, a
covered-in place for keeping coal ; Coalman, one
who has to do with coals : Coal'-mas'ter, the owner
or lessee of a coalfield ; Coal'-meas ure, a measure
by which the quantity of coal is ascertained : (//.)
the group of carboniferous strata in which coal

is found {geoL); Coal'-mlne, Coal' -pit. a pit or

mine from which coal is dug : Coal'-own'er, one who
owns a colliery ; Coal'-plant, a fossil plant of the
carboniferous strata ; Goal -SCUttle, a vessel for

holding coal ; Coal'-tar, or Gas-tar, a thick, black,
opaque liquid which condenses in the pipes when
coal or petroleum is distilled ; Coal'-trlm'mer, one
who stores or shifts coal on board vessels: Coal'-
Whip'per, one employed in unloading coal from
vessels at anchor to barges which convey it to the
wharves.— rti^'. Coal'y, of or like coal.—Coaling
Station, a port at which steamships take in coal

;

Coal-scuttle bonnet, a woman's bonnet, shaped
like a coal-scuttle upside down.—Blind or Anthra-
cite coal, that which does not flame when kindled ;

Bituminous coal, that which does; Brown coal
(see Brown) ; Caking coal, a bituminous coal which
cakes or fuses into one mxss in the fire ; Gannel or
Parrot coal (see Cannel) ; Cherry or Soft coal,
coal breaking oflf easily into small, irregular cubes,
having a beautiful shining lustre ; Splint, Hard, or
Block coal, plentiful in Scotland, hard, breaking
into cuboidal blocks.—Blow the coals, to excite
passion : Carry coals to Newcastle, to take a
thing where it is least needed : Haul over the
coals, to reprimand—from the discipline applied to
heretics : Heap coals of fire on the head, to excite
remorse by returning good for evil (Rom. xiL ao).

[A.S. col; cog. with ice. koi, Ger. kohU-'^

Coalesce, kO-al-es', v.i. to grow together or unite into
one body : to associate.

—

adj. Coales'cent, unitmg.— «. Coalea'cence, union. [L. coaUscere, CO-, to-
gether, and aiiscere, to grow up.]

Coalition, ko-al-ish'un, «. act of coalescing, or uniting
into one body : a union of persons, states, &c., which
agree to sink their differences and act in common

:

alliance.

—

v.i. Co'alise, to make an alliance. — «.
Coali'tionist, one of a coalition.

Coamings, kOm'ingz, 7i.pl. {naut.) raised work about
the eages of the hatches of a ship to prevent the
water Irora running into the apartments below.
[Der. unknown.]

Coaptation, ko-ap-tu'shun, n. adaptation of parts to
each other. [L.]

Coarb. See Comarb.
Coarotate, ko-ark't.it, adj. compressed.—«. Coarcta'-

tion. [L. coartdre, -dtutii, to compress together.]
Coarse, kOrs, adj. rough : rude : uncivil : vulgar

:

harsh : gross.—rt<^'. Coarse-grained, coarse in the
grain, as wood: {Jig.) inelegant, gross. — anv.
Coarsely. — J/./. Coarsen, to make coarse. — «.
Coarseness. —rt<r>. Coars'ish, somewhat coarse.
[From phrase 'in course,' hence otdifiary.]

Coast, kost, «. side or border of land next the sea

:

the seashore : limit or border of a country.

—

v.i.

to sail along or near a coast : to travel downhill on a
bicycle with the feet on the foot-rests.

—

v.t. to sail

by or near to.

—

ns. Coast'er, a vessel that sails along
the coast ; Coast'-g^ard, a body of men organised
to act as a guard along the coast, originally intended
to prevent smuggling. —a^^'. Coast'lng, keeping
near the coast : trading between ports in the same
country.—«. the act of sailmg, or of trading, along
the coast ; advances towards acquaintance, court-

ship : riding downhill on a bicycle with the feet

up.

—

ns. Coast' -line, the line or boundary of a
coast : shore-line ; Coast' -Wait'er, a custom-house
officer who waits upon and superintends the cargoes
of vessels engaged in the coasting trade.^arffi.
Coastward, -S, toward the coast ; Coast'wise, along
the coast.

—

adj. carried on along the coast. [O. Fr.

coste (Fr. cdie)—^L. costa, a rib, side.]

Coat, k6t, «. a kind of outer garment : the hair or
wool of a beast ; vesture or habit : any covering :

a garment worn by women and children, and hang-
ing from the waist downwards : a membrane or

layer, such as paii:t, &c. : a coat of arms.

—

v.t. to

clothe : to cover with a coat or layer.

—

ns. Coat'-

arm'our, coat of arms : armorial devices ; Coat'-
card, a card bearing the representation of a coated
figure, the king, queen, or knave—now, less correctly,

called Court-card ; Coateo', a close-fitting coat with
short tails ; Coating, a covering : cloth for coats

—

Coat of arms, the family insignia embroidered on
the surcoat worn over the hauberk, or coat of mail:
the heraldic bearings of a gentleman ; Coat of mall,
a piece of armour for the upper part of the body,

made of metal scales or rings Hnked one with

another.—Turn ones coat, to change one's prin-

ciples, or to turn from one party to another. [O. Fr.

cote (Fr. cotte)—Low L. cottus, cotta, a timic ; the

further ety. is uncertaia]
Coati, ko-ati, or k5'a-ti, «. an American plantigrade

carnivorous mammal allied to the raccoons.—Also

Coa'ti-mun'dL [Tupi.]

Coax, koks, v.t. to persuade by fondling or flattery:

to humour or soothe: to pet.

—

ns. Coaz, Coaxer,
one who coaxes.—arft'. Coax'ingly. [M. E. cokes,

a simpleton ; of obscure origin.]

Oo-axial, ko-ak'si-al, adj. having the same axis.

—

axiv. Goax'ially.
Cob, kob, K. a head of maize : a short-legged strong

horse for heavy weights : a male swan—also Cob'-

swan. — ns. Cobloaf, a large loaf: (i"/4a/4.) an
expression of contempt; Cob'nUt, a large variety

of the ha7el-nut : a game played by children with

nuts. [Prob. conn, with Cop.]
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Cob fate, far ; me, h6r ; mine !
Cockatoo

Oob, kob, K. a kind of composition of clay and straw

for building.

—

n. Cob'-Wall, a wall built of this.

Cob, kob, 7i.t. to strike, to thump the buttocks.

Cobalt, kO'bawlt, «. a metal the ores of which are

sparingly diNtributed—in the metallic state found

in meteoric stones or aerolites, generally occurring

combmed with arsenic : a blue pigment, prepared

from the foregoing—also Co'balt-blue.— «<//. of this

deep-blue colour, —adjs. Cobalt'ic ; Cobaltif'erous.

n. CO'baltite, a sulpharsenide of cobalt. (Ger.

kobalt, from koboU, a demon, a nickname given

by the German miners, because they supposed it

to !« a mischievous and hurtful metal.]

Gobble, kohl, «. a stone worn smooth by water.—«.

Cobble-stone, a rounded stone used in paving.

—

v.t. to pave with such. [Ety. dub.]

Cobble, kobl, v.t. to patch up or mend coarsely, as

shoes.—>w. Cobbler, one who cobbles or mends
shoes: a drink made up of wine, sugar, &c., and
sucked through a straw ; Cobbler's punob, a warm
drink made of beer, with the addition of spirit,

sugar, and spice. [Der. unknown.]
Co-belligerent, k5-be-lij'e-rent, adj. and n. co-operat-

ing in warfare.

Coble, Cobble, kob'l, n. a small flat-bottomed fishing-

boat. (Cf. W. ceubai, a hollow trunk, a boat.]

Cobra, Cobra da capello, ko'bra da ka-pel'D, ». a
poisonous .snake, native of the East Indies, which
dilates the back and sides of the neck so as to

resemble a hood. [Port., lit. 'snake of the hood.']

Coburg, kO'burg, n. a thin fabric of worsted with
col ton or silk, twilled on one side. [Coiurg, a town
in Germany.]

Cobweb, kob'web, ». the spider's web or net : any
snare or device intended to entrap : anything flimsy

or e.->sily broken : anything that obscures.—«. Cob-
weVbery. — ij<^'. Cobwebby. [Prob. shortened
from M. E. atter-cop-web—A.S. Aior, poison, and
cofifia—Vf. cop, a head, tuft. See also Web.)

Coca, ko'ka, n. a shrub of six or eight feet high, of
which the leaves furnish an important narcotic and
stimulant.

—

tu. Cooaine(kO'ka-m), a local anaesthetic

made from coca-leaves, and much u.sed in dentistry
and surgical operations ; Cocainlsa'tion. — v. t.

Co'calnlse.—«. Co'cainism, a morbid condition
induced by over-use of cocaine. [Sp.,— Peruv.]

Cocagne, Cocalgne. Same as Cockaigne.
Cocciferons, kok-sifer-us, adj. berry-bearing. [L.
coccum (—Gr. kakkos), a berry, siaA/erre, to bear. ]

Coccollte, kok'0-lit, «. a variety of pyroxene : a sm.ill

rounded body found in deep-sea mud.—Also COCC'O-
11th. [Gr. kokkos, a berry, lithos, a stone. |

Coccus, kok'us, >/. one of the carpels or seed-vessels
of a dry fruit: {zool.) a genus of insects in the
order Jlemiptera, and type of a family including
many forms injurious to plants, and a few others
useful to maru—«. Cocc'lilus, a tropical genus of
climbing plants (Menispermacetr).—CoCCOlUS Indl-
CUa, a drug consisting of the dried fruit oi Anamirta.
cocculus, having narcotic and poisonous properties
—y\c\(X\n% picrotoxin. [L.,—Gr. kokkoi, a berry.]

Coccyx, kok'siks, «. (anai.) the lower bone of the ver-
tebral column :—//. Coc'oyges.

—

adjs. Coccyg'eal,
Coccyg-lan. [Gr. ieiiyj;, the cuckoo, from its

bill.)

Coch, koch, «. (Spens.). Same as Coach.
Cochin, kO'chin, «. a large-sized variety of the
domestic hen, with feathered legs, full breast, small
tail.—«. Co'Chin-chln'a, a laree-sized hen origin-
ally from Cockin-China.—adj. Co'chln-Chinese'.

Cochineal, koch'i-n«l, ». a scarlet dye-stuff consisting
of the dried bodies of ci-rtain insects gathered from
th.- cactus plant in Mexico, the West Indies, &c. :

the insect itself. [Sp. cochinilln, dim. of L. coccinus
—Gr. kokkos, a berry, as the cochineal was formerly
supposed to b« the berry or seed of the plant.)

Cochlea, kok'le-a, H. a spiral-shaped shell, esp. the
*nail-shell : (aitat.) the spiral cavity of the ear.

—adjs. Cochlear'iform ; Cochleary, Coch leate^

Cochleated, twisted. [L.,—Gr. koMias, a snail.)

Cock, kok, «. the male of birds, particularly of the

domestic fowl : the time of cock-crowing : a weather-

cock : a plucky chap, a term of familiarity, as ' Old
cock:' a struttmg chief or leader: anything set

erect : a tap for liquor : part of the lock of a gun,
held back by a spring, which, when released by the

trigger, produces the discharge.

—

v.t. to set erect or

upright : to set up, as the hat : to draw back the

cock of a gun : to turn up to one side : to tilt up
knowingly, inquiringly, or scornfully.

—

v.i. to strut

:

to swagger.

—

«j. Cockade', a knot of ribbons or
something similar worn on the hat as a badge

;

Cockalo'nun, a bumptious little person : a boy's

game ; Cock-broth, the broth made from a boiled

cock ; Cockchafer, the May-bug, an insect of a
pitchy-black colour, most destructive to vegetation ;

Coclc-crow, -ing, early morning, the time at which
cocks crow.— adj. Cocked, set erect: turned up
at one side.

—

tts. Cocker, one who follows cock-

fighting : a small dog of the spaniel kind employed
by sportsmen in pheasant and woodcock shooting ;

Cock'erel, a young cock: a young man— also

Cock le, whence Cock'le-brained, foolish ; Cock'-

eye, a squinting eye : the loop by which a trace is

attached to the whipple-tree.— rt<//'. Cock'-eyed.—nj.

CoclC-fight, -ing, a fight or contest between game-
cocks : a fight ; Cock'-horse, a child's rocking-horse
—adj. prancing, proud.

—

adz'. properly a-cock-horse
= on cock-horse, on horseback : exultingly.

—

tts. Cock'-

laird (Scot.), a yeoman : Cock'loft, the room in a.

house next the roof ; Cock'-match, a cock-fight

;

Cock'pit, a pit or enclosed sp.ice where game-cocks
fought : a room in a ship-of-war for the wounded
during an action ; Cock'roach, the common black

beetle ; Cocks'comb, the comb or crest on a cock's

head : a fop : the name of various plants ; Cock'shUt
{Shak.), twilight, probably referring to the time when
poultry are shut up ; Cock'-shy, a free throw at a
thing, as for amusement.

—

mij. Cock'-SUre. quite

sure, often without cause. — «. Cock'swain (see

Coxswain).—a/Z/j. Cocksy, Coxy, bumptious.—«.
Cock'tail, a racing horse that is not thoroughbred :

one who apes the gentleman: {U.S.) a drink of
spirits flavoured with various ingredients.— adjs.

Cock'tailed, having the tail cocked or tilted up

;

Cock'y, impudent.

—

ns. Cock'y-leek'y, soup made
of a fowl boiled with leeks : Cock'yolly, a nursery
or pet name for a bird.—Cock-a-doodle-doo, the cry
of the cock ; Cock-a-hoop, a phrase expressing reck-

less exultation ; Cock and pie, used as an exclama-
tion (see Pie, 2): Cocked hat, the old-fashioned

three-cornered hat, the triangular pointed hat worn as
part of some full-dress uniforms : a note folded into a
three-cornered shape ; Cock Of the walk, chief of
a set ; Cock'S-fOOt graSS, a genus of grasses very
abundant in Britain, and furnishing an important
part of both natural and artificial pastures : (Tock
the eye (coll., humorous), to wink.—A cock-and-
bnll story, an incredible talc.— Full-COCk, when the

cock of a gim is drawn full back : when a tap is full

open ; Half-cock, the position of the cock of a gtin

when drawn back half the whole distance.—Knock
into a cocked hat, ' to lick out of shape :

' to give a
profound beating. [A.S. coc ; Ice. kokkr.^

Cock, kok, n. a small ^ile of hay.

—

adj. CockOd,
heaped up in cocks, [bw. koka, a lump of earth ;

Dut. kogel ; Ger. kugtl, a ball.)

Cock, kok, H. (Shak.) a cock-boat. Now C!ock-boat.
Cock, perversion of the word Cor/.-Cook and pie

(see Pie, 2).

Ctwk-a-bon'dy, kok-a-bon'di, «. a fly for angling. f.\
rnrr. of Welsh i-rch <x bon ddu, red, with black stem.)

Cockaigne, Cockayne, kok-an', n. an imaginary- coun-
try of luxury and delight. [Ety. dub. ; Fr. cocagne,
ace. to some from L. coquire, to cook.)

Cockatoo, kok-a-tOO', H. a popular name for several
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Ck>ckatrico mflte ; mute ; ni56n ; Men. Co-exist

genera and species of parrots. [Malay, kakatua,
prob. from its cry.]

Cockatrice, kok'a-trls, «. a fabulous monster like a

serpent, often confounded with the Basilisk (q.v.),

and regarded as possessing similar deadly powers.

[O. Fr. cocairice.]

Cock-tioat, kok'-bot, ft. a small ship's boat : a small

frail boat. [See Cog, a small boat.]

Cocker, kok'er, v.i. to pamper: to fondle : to indulge.

[Ety. dub. ; of. Dut. kokelen, O. Fr. coqueliner, to

dandle.]
Cockemony, kok'er-non-i, «. (Scot.) the gathering of

a young woman's hair, when it is wrapped uj) in a band
or fillet, commonly called a 'snood' {Jainieson).

Cocket, kok'et, «. the custom-house official seal : a

document given by the officers of the custom-house

to merchants, as a warrant that their goods are duly

entered : the office where such goods are entered.

[Perh. .1 corr. of the v/orAs quo quietus.]

Cockle, kok'I, «. a troublesome weed among corn,

with a purple flower. [A.S. coccel.]

Cockle, kok'I, «. a large and typical genus of bivalve

molluscs, having a thick, ribbed, heart-shaped, equal-

valved shell.— «(//'. Cock'led, shelled like a cockle.

—

ns. Cock'le-hat, a h.it bearing a scallop-.shelI, the

badge of a pilgrim ; Cock'le-Shell, the shell of a

cockle : a frail boat.—The cockles of the heart,
the heart itself. [Fr. coquiile—Ox. kongchylum—
kongclii, a cockle.]

Cockle, kok'I, v.i. to pucker into wrinkles or ridges.

—

V. t. to cause to pucker.
Cockle, kok'I, «. the fire-chamber of an air-stove.

Cockney, kok'ne, «. (Shak.") an affected, effeminate
person, knowing the manners of the town, but a
stranger to what every child else knows : a townsman
as opposed to a countryman : one born in London,
but strictly in a particular part of London.

—

ns.

Cock'neydom, the domain of Cockneys ; Cockney-
fica'tion. — v.t. Cock'nesrfy, to make Cockney.—
adj. Cock'neylsh.—«. Cock'neyism, the dialect or
manners of a Cockney.—The Cockney school, a
school of writers belonging to London, who flourished

in the first h.ilf of the nineteenth century. [M. E.
coken-ey, prob. lit. ' cock's egg ;

' cf. Fr. coco, an egg,
a darling, a chap. Others would connect with Fr.

coquin, a rogue—L. coquus, a cook.]

Coco, Cocoa, k5'kS, H. a palm-tree growing in tropical

countries, and producing the coco-nut.—«.?. Co'CO-
nut, Co'coa-nut, the well-known fruit of the coco-

Ealm : (sianj^) a. man's head. [Port, and Sp. coco, a
ugbear ; applied to the nut from the three marks at

the end of it, which form a grotesque face.]

Cocoa, ko'ks, «. the seed of the cacao or chocolate
tree : a beverage made from the seeds crushed and
ground. [A corr. of CacaO.]

Cocoon, ko-koOn', «. the silken sheath spun by the
larvae of many insects in passing into the pupa or
resting stage.—«. Cocoon'ery, a place for keeping
silkworms when feeding and spinning cocoons. [Fr.
cocon, from coque, a shell—L. concha, a shell.]

Coction, kok'shun, «. the act of boHing or cooking.

—

adj. Coc'tile, baked : hardened by fire, as a brick.
[L. coquere, coctunt, to boil, to cook.]

Cod, kod. Codfish, kod'fish, n. a species of fish much
used as food, found in the northern seas.

—

ns. Ood'-
fisher; Cod'-flsh'ery ; Cod'-fish'ing ; Codling, a
small cod.—Cod-liver oil, a medicinal oil extracted
from the fresh liver of the common cod. [Ety- dub.]

Cod, kod, «. a husk or shell containing seeds: the
scrotum.

—

adjs. Cod'ded, enclosed in a cod; Cod'-
ding {Sltak.\ wanton. — n. Cod'-piece, a baggy
appendage worn in front of the tight hose of the
middle ages. [A.S. codd, a small bag.]

Cod, kod, n.(Sco/.) a pillow. [Old Dan. koddf, Ice.
koddi, a pillow.]

Cod, kod, n. {siang) applied to persons, with various
meanings : a joke.

—

v.i. to impose on. [Ety. dub. ;

conn, with Codger.]

Coddle, kod'l, v.t. to pamper : to fondle : to parboil.

—

H. an effeminate person. [Ety. dub.]
Code, kod, «. a collection or digest of laws : a system

of rules and regulations :_a system of signs used in
the army. — ns. Codifica'tlon ; Codi'fler, Cod'ist,
one who codifies.

—

v.i. Codify, to put into the form
of a code ; to digest : to systematise : —pr.p. cod'ify-

ing ; pa.p. cod'ified.—Code telegram, a telegram
whose text in itself has no meaning, but where the
words are merely arbitrary symbols for other words
known to the receiver.—The Code, esp. the rules
and regulations regarding government schools and
teachers. [Fr. code—L. codex.]

Codez, kO'deks, it. a code : a manuscript volume :—//.

Codices (kod'i-sez). [L. codex or catuiex, the trunk
of a tree, a set of tablets, a book.]

Codger, koj'er, n. a mean fellow : an old person : a
chap. [Prob. a variant of Cadger.]

Codicil, kod'i-sil, «. a short writing or note added as a
supplement to a will.—o^'. Codicill'ary. [L. codi-
ciliits, dim. o{ codex.]

Cedilla, ko-dil'a. It. the coarsest part of hemp or flax,

sorted out and separated from the rest. [Dim. of It.

coda—L. caiuia, a tail.]

Codille, k5-dil. It. a term at ombre when the player gets
fewer tricks than one of his opponents. [Fr.]

Codling, kod'ling, Codlin, kod'lin, «. a variety of
apple. — «. Cod'lin-moth, the moth whose larva:

cause the ' worm-eaten ' apples which fall prematurely
off. [Ety. dub.]

Coefficient, kO-ef-fish'ent, «. that which acts together
with another thing : {math.) the numerical or literal

factor prefixed to an unknown quantity in any
algebraic term. — «. Coeffi'ciency.— adv. Coeffi'-

ciently.
Coehorn, Cohom, kO'hom, «. a small mortar for

throwing grenades. [From Baron van Coehoorn
(1641-1704).]

Coelenterata, sc-len-ter-a'ta, «. the technical name
for the second lowest alliance of many-celled anim.tls

—radially symmetrical, without any body-cavity dis-

tinct from the alimentary tube.

—

adj. CCBlen'terate.
[Gr. koilos, hollow, and enteron, intestine.]

Coeliac, se'li-ak, adj. relating to the belly. [L. coeliacus

—Gr. koilia, the belly.]

Coemption, ko-emp'shun, K. the purchasing of the
whole of a commodity : in Roman law, a mode of
marriage under the fiction of a mutual sale. [CO-,

and L. einere, to buy.]
COBnesthesiS, se-nes-the'sis, n. the general bodily

consciousness. [Gr. koinos, common, aisthesis, per-

ception.]

Coenobite, Cenobite, sen'o-blt, «. a monk who lives

along with others of a like mind with himself, in

contradistinction to anchorites or hermits. — adjs.

Ccenobific, -al ; Cenobit'ic, sX.—ns. Coen'obitism,
Cen'obitism ; Coeno'bium, a religious community.
[Gr. koinobion—koinos, common, and bios, life.]

Coequal, ko-e'kwal, adj. equal with another person or

thing : of the same rank or dignity.

—

it. one of the

same rank.—«. Coequal'ity.—(w/z/. Coe'qually.

Coerce, kO-ers', v.t. to restrain by force : to compel.

—

adj. Coer'cible.—rtrfz/. Coer'cibly.—«.?. Coer'cion,

restraint : government by force ; Coer'Cionlst.

—

adj. Coer'cive, having power to coerce : compelling.

—adv. Coer'oively.—«. Coerciveness. [L. coercere
—CO-, together, arcere, to shut in.)

Co-essential, kO-es-sen'sh.il, adj. partaking of the

same essence.

—

11. Co-essentlal'ity.
Coetaneous, ko-e-tan'e-us, adj. of the same age : con-

temporary. [Co-, and L. ipias, triatis, age.]

Co-etemal, ko-e-ter'nal, adj. equally eternal with
another.-Wi'. Oo-eter'nally.—«. C6-et«r'nity.

Coeval, kO-e'val, adj. of the same age.

—

11. one of the
same age : a contemporary. [L. coavus, co-, to-

gether, and anntin, age.]

Co-exist, ko-egz-ist', v.i. to exist at the same time.

—

n. Co-ezist'ence.—a<^; Co-ezist'eiit.



C!o-extend (ate, far : ml, h6r ; mine ; Coin

Co-extend, kO-eks-tend', v.i. to extend equally with.

—

«. Co-exten'sion.—<t<2>. Co-extensive.
Coflf, kof, v.i. (Scat.) to buy.—/a./. Coft.

Coffee, kof'e, « a Urink made from the seeds of the

coflfee-tree, a native of Arabia : the powder made by
roa&ting and grinding the seeds.^«J. Coff ee-bean,

the seed of the cortee-plant; Coffee-berry, the

fruit of the coffee-tree ; Coff'ee-bUg, ilic Lecanium
coffea, destructive to the coflfee-plant ; Coff'ee-cup,

a cup for coffee ; Coff'ee-bouse, a house where
coffee and other refreshmentsare sold ; Coffee-mill,

a small mill or machine for grinding coffee-beans;

Coff'ee-pot, a pot or vessel in which coffee is pre-

pared and served ; Coff ee-room, a room in a hotel

where coffee and other refreshments are served.

[Turk. qahveh—Ax. qaJiivaJi, orig. meaning wine.]

Coffer, kof'er, «. a chest for holding money or

treasure : (//.) the whole wealth of a person : a deep
panel in a ceiling. —i'./. to hoard up.—«. Coff'er-

oam, a water-tight structure used in engineering for

excluding the water from the foundations.of bridges,

quay walls, &c, so as to allow of their being built

dry.—^^ Coff'ered. [O. Fr. co/re, a chest—L.
cofi/iinus, a basket—Gr. ka/>hiHos.\

Coffin, kof'in, H, the coffer or chest in which a dead
bo<ly is enclosed.

—

v.t. to place within a coffin.—«.

Coff 'in-Sblp, a ship that is unsound, and likely to

prove faul to those in it.—DrlTB a nail in one's
coffin, to do something tending to hasten death or
ruin. [O. Fr. co/tn—X^. cophinus—Gr. kophiiios.\

Coffle, kof'1, H. a gang, esp. of slaves. [Ar. qafilah, a
caravan.]

Cog, kog, v.t. to cheat or deceive : to wheedle : to cog
dice is to manipulate them so that they may fall in

a given way.—«. the act of che.->ling : deception.

—

p.attj. Cog'ging, cheating. (No doubt from the
succeeding word.]

Cog, kog, n. a catch or tooth on a wheel

—

v.t. to fix

teeth in the rim of a wheel : to stop a wheel by
putting a block before it :—pr.p. cog'ging ; pa.p.
cogged.-—«. Cog*-wheel, a toothed wheel, whose
teeth fit into and move another. [M. E. cogge : ety.

dub. : cf. Sw. kugge.^
Cog, kog, n. formerly a large ship of burden or for
war : a small boat : a cock-boat. [M. E. cogge,
perh. from O. Fr. cogue, a ship. Cf. Dan. kogge,
kog: Ice. kMggi.]

Ooj^ent, ko'jent, adj. powerful : convincing. — ns.
Cogence, Co'gency, convincing power.

—

oih'.

Cogently. [ L. cogere, CO-, together, agcrt, to drive. ]

Coggle, Cogle, kog'i, «. \Scot.) a small wooden bowl.
—Also Co^. (Dim. of Cogue (q.v.).]

Coggle, kog gl, v.i. to be unsteiaidy.—«. a cobble, a
round stone.—a^z*. Cog'gly (Scot.), shaky. (Cf.
Gcr. kiigei, and Dut. kogel.]

Cogitate, koj'i-tat, v.i. to turn a thing over in one's
mind: to meditate: to ponder.— /j^y. Cog'itable,
capable of being thought.— «. Coglta'tion, deep
thought: meditation. -;-<i^'. Cog'itative, having the
power of thinking : given to cogitating. [L» cogi-
tdne, -itum, to think deeply, co; together, and
agildrt, to put a thing in motion.]

C<^;naG, kO'nyak, n. an excellent quality of French
brandy, so called because much of it is made near
the town Cognac, in Charente.

Cognate, kog'nat, W/ of the same famihr, kind, or
nature : related or allied to : one related by blood, a
kinsman: a person related lo another through the
mother, as distinguished from an agnate, one re-
lated through the father.—«. Cog^'tion. (L. cog-
Matus—CO-, together, (g)nasci, (g)rutti4s, to be born.]

Cognition, kog-nish'un, n. certain knowledge : appre-
hension.

—

aaj. Cog'nisable, that may be kiwwn or
understood: that may be Judicially investigated.

—

adv. Cog'nisably

—

ns. Cog'nisance, Cog'nizance,
knowledge or notice, judicial or private : observa-
tion : jurisdiction : that by which one is known,
a badge.—a<^'. Cog'UiBant, having cognisance or
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knowledge of.

—

v.t. Cog'nlSO, to become conscious
of.

—

otij. Cog'nitive. cap-^ble of, or pertaining to,

cognition.—Have cognisance of, to have knowledge
of. [L., from cogfiesce>c, cognitum—co-, together,

and uoscete, gnoscere, to know.)
Cognomen, kog-nO'men, n. a surname : a nickname :

a name : the last of the three names of an individual
among the Romans, indicating the house or family
to which he belonged.

—

adj. Cognom'inal, like-

named : relating to a cognomen.

—

v.t. Cognom'inatd,
to name.—«. Cognomina'tion. (L.,

—

co-, together,
nomen, gHometi, a name— noscere, gnoscere, to
know.]

Cognosce, kog-nos', v.t. (Scats law) to examine : to
give judgment: to declare to be an idiot.

—

adj.
C!ognos cible. [L. cognoscere— co-, together, and
nosceyc, to know.]

Cognoscente, ko-nyo-shent'e, n. one professing a
critical knowledge of works of art, and of a some-
what more pretentious character than amateurs :

—

//. Cognoscenti (ko-nyo-shent'e). [It.,— L. cog-
nosce ri-. ]

Cognovit, kog-nO'vit, «. (.'««•) an acknowledgment by
the defendant in an action that the plaintiff's cause
is just. [L. cognovit actionem, he has confessed the
action.]

Cogue, Cog, kOg, H. (Scot.) a round wooden vessel for
holdmg milk. [Ely. dub.]

Cohabit, kO-hab'it, v.i. to dwell together as husband
and wife, often of persons not married.

—

us. Cohab'-
itant, one dwelling along with others : Cohabita'-
tion. [L. coliabitdre—co-, together, and iuibitdre,

to dwell.]

Co-hoir, ko-ar', «. a joint heir :—/em. Co-heir'ess.
Cohere, ko-her', v.i. to stick together: to remain

in contact : to follow in proper connection : to be
consistent.— tis. Coher'ence, a sticking together:
a consistent connection between several parts : con-
gruity ; Coher'ency.

—

a.ij. Coher'ent, sticking to-

gether : connected : consistent in tiiought or speech.
—adv. Coher'ently.—<j./y. Cohe'sible, capable ofco-
hesion.—«. Cohe'sion, the act of sticking together

:

a form of attraction by which particles of bodies of
the same nature stick together : logical connection.—adj. Cohe'Sive, having the power of cohering :

tending to unite into a mass.

—

adz<. Cohe'sively.

—

ns. CiMie'siveness, Cohesibil'ity. [L. coluetere,
cohasum, co-, together, and harere, to stick.]

Cohort, kO'hort, «. among the Romans, a body of
soldiers from 300 to 600 in number, forming a tenth
part of a legion : a band of armed men : any band
of men. (Fr.,—L. cohors, an enclosed place, a mul-
titude enclosed, a company of soldiers.]

Cohortative, kO-hor'ta-tiv, adj. encouraging.—«. in

Heb. grammar, a lengthened form of the imperfect
—also Paragogicfuture. [See ParagOge.]

Coif, koif, «. a covering for the head, esp. the close-

fitting cap of white lawn or silk originally worn by
serjeants-at-law : a covering for the head worn by
women.

—

v.t. to provide with a coif: to dres.s (the

hairX—"J. Coiff'eur, a hairdresser: Coiff'tire, a
head-dress. (Fr. coiffe—Low L. cojia, a cap, perh.

Old High Ger. chiipf'ha, a cap, Ger. kaf'/.\

Coign, koin, ». a corner or external angle : a comer-
stone : a wedge.— Coign of vantage, a position of
advantage, either for seeing or acting. [Coin.]

Coll, koil, v.t. to wind in rings as a rope, a serpent,
&c. : to twist : to entangle.

—

~..i. to twist one's self.
— n. a rope which has been gathered into rings : one
of the rings into which a rope is gathered : a wire
wound spirally to conduct electricity.—Coll up, of
a serpent, to get into a position for springing : to

gather into a ball. [O. Fr. coUiir(?r. cueitiii^—h.
coliigere—col, together, Ugere, to gather.]

Coll, koil, «. tumult : hubbub : noise : fuss.—Mortal
coll, the toil and trouble of human life. [Der. un-
known : prob. Celt. ; Gael, and Ir. goill, war.]

Coin, koin, H. (Skak.) a comer-stone : a piece of metal



Coincide mOte ; mQte ; mSOn ; iAea. Collate

legally stamped and current as money.

—

v.i. to con-
vert a piece of metal into money : to stamp : to

make, invent, fabricate: (flg.) to make into.

—

ns.

Coin'age, the act of coining money: the currency:
the pieces of metal coined : the invention, or fabrica-

tion, of something new : what is invented ; Coin'er,
one who coins money : a maker of counterfeit coins :

an inventor; Coining, minting: invention.—Coin
money, to make money rapidly.—Pay a man in
his own coin, to give tit for tat : to give as good as
one got. [Fr. com, a wedge, also the die to stamp
money— L. cuneiis, a wedge.]

Coincide, ka-in-sid', zi.i. to fall in with, or agree,
in opinion: to correspond: to be identical. — «i.

Coincidence, act or condition of coinciding: the
occurrence of an event at the same time as another
event, without any apparent connection ; Coin'ci-
dency.—<i^.f. Coin'claent, Coincident'al.—rjo'i/.
Coin'cidently. [L. co-, together, itutdere—in, in,

coiiere, to fall.]

Co-inhere, ko-in-her', v.i. to inhere together.—«. Co-
inher'ence.

Co-inheritor, kO-in-her'it-or, «. a joint heir.

—

n. Co-
inher'itance.

Co-Instantaneous, kO-in-stan-tin'e-us, tuij. exactly
simultaneous.

—

ns. Co-instantane'ity, Co-Instan-
tan'eoosness.—adv. Co-instantan'eously.

Coir, koir, «. the strong fibre of the husk of the coco-
nut, used for making door-mats. [Malay, kayar,
cord

—

kdyani, to be twisted.]

Coistril, kois'tril, n. a groom : {Shak.) a knave. [See
Cnstrel.]

Coition, kO-iih'un, «. sexual intercourse. [L. coitio—
CO-, together. Ire, J/um, to go.]

Coloin, kO-join', v.t. {Shak.). Same as Conjoin.
Coke, kok, «. a form of fuel obtained by the heating

of coal in confined spaces whereby its more volatile
constituents are driven off.

—

v.i. to make into coke.
[Ety. dub. ; not before 17th century.]

Col, kol, «. igeog.) a depression or pass in a mountain-
range. [Fr.,—L. collum, a neck.]

Colander, Cullender, kul'end-er, «. a vessel having
small holes in the bottom, used as a strainer in

cookery.—«x. Cola'tion, Col'ature, straining. [L.
colare, to strain

—

colum, a strainer. ]

Colbertine, kol'ber-tin, «. a kind of lace, so c.iUed
after Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619-83), Minister of
Finance to Louis XIV., a great patron of the arts.

Colcannon, kol-kan'on, «. an Irish dish, being a stew
of pounded cabbage and potatoes with butter.

[Cole, cabbage ; canHon unknown.]
ColChiCUm, kol'chi-kum, «. a genus of Liliaceie—the
meadow saffron, its corm or seed used for gout and
rheumatism. [L.,—Gr. colchicon, meadow saffron

—

Coichicui, relating to Colchis, the native country of
t'le sorceress Medea.]

Colcothar, kol'ko-thar, n. a dark-red iron peroxide
formed by calcining copperas.

Cold, kold, adj. the opposite of hot: shivering : without
passion or zeal : spiritless : unfriendly : indifferent

:

reserved.—«. a relative want of sensible heat : the
feeling or sensation caused by the ab.sence of heat

:

coldness : a spell of cold weather : a disease caused
by cold, a catarrhal inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the respiratory organs, usually accom-
panied by hoarseness and coughing : catarrh : chill-

ness.

—

adj. Cold'-blood'ed, having cold blood, as
fishes: without feeling : hard-hearted—of persons or
actions.—(i^/z>. Cold'-blood'edly.— «j. Cold'-hlood'-
edness ; Cold'-Chis'el, a strong and finely-tempered
chisel for cutting cold metal, as distinguished from
a blacksmith's chisel for cutting hot iron; Cold'-
cream, the name applied to a creamy ointment,
usually made of almond-oil, spermaceti, white wax,
and rose-water, used as a cooling dressing for the
skin.

—

adjs. Cold'-heart'ed, wanting feeling : indif-
ferent : Cold'iSh, somewhat cold.

—

adv. Cold'ly.^
ns. Cold'ness ; Cold'-pig (coll.), the application of

cold water to wake a person.

—

adj. Oold'-short,
brittle when cold : {Jig:') of the temper.

—

ns. Cold'-
Wat'er, water at its natural temperature ; Oold'-
Without', brandy with cold water and no sugar.

—

Cold as charity, a proverbial phrase expressing
ironically great coldness or indifference. — Catch
cold. Take cold, to acquire the malady—a cold.

—

Give the cold shoulder, to show indifference : to
give a rebuff.—In COld blood, with deliberate intent,

not under the influence of passion.—Leave OUt In
the cold, to neglect, ignore.—Thiow cold water
on, to discourage. [A.S. ceald ; Scot, cauld, Ger.
kali ; cog. also with Eng. cool. Ice. kala, to freeze,

L. gelidus—gelii, frost.]

Cole, kol, «. a general name for all sorts of cabbage.

—

ns. Cole'-garth, a cabbage garden ; Cole'-seed. the
seed of rape ; Cole'-wort, a species of cabbage. \\.'S,.

cihufl; Ger. kohl, Scot, kail; all from L. colis,

cnulis, a stem, esp. of cabbage ; cf. Gr. kaulos.\
Coleoptera, kol-e-op'ter-a, n.pl. an order of insects
havmg two pairs of wings, the outer pair being hard
or horny, serving as wing-cases for the true wings,
as the beetle.—rt(i>>. Coleop'teral, Coleop'terous.
— n. Coleop'terlst. [Gr. koUos, a sheath, and
fteron, pi. ptera, a wing.]

Coleorhiza, kol-e-O-rl'za, «. the root - sheath in

endogens. [Gr. koleos, sheath, rhiza, root.]

Colibrl, kol'ib-re, n. a kind of humming-bird. [Sp.
and Fr. colibri, said to be the Carib. name.]

Colic, kol'ik, n. a disease attended with severe pain
and flatulent distension of the abdomen, without
diarrhoea or looseness of the bowels.

—

adj. Col'icky,
suffering or causing colic. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. kolikos—
kolon, the large intestine.]

Colin, kol'in, the American quail or partridge. [Ety.
dub.]

Coliseum. See Colosseum.
Coll, kol, v.t. (Spens.) to embrace or fondle by taking
round the neck.

—

n. Ooll'ing, embracing. [Fr. col—
L. collum, the neck.]

Collaborator, kol-ab'o-ra-tor, Collaborateur, kol-

ab'O-ra-tur, «. an associate or assistant in labour,

particularly literary or scientific. — «. Collabora-
tion. [Coined from L. col, with, and labordre,
•atum, to labour.]

Collapse, kol-aps', n. a falling away or breaking down :

any sudden or complete breakdown or prostration.

—

v.i. to fall together, to contract : to fall or break
down : to go to ruin : to lose heart.

—

adj. CoUaps'-
ible, capable of collapsing. [L. collapsus — col,

together, and labi, lapsus, to slide or fall.]

Collar, kol'ar, n. something worn round the neck

:

the part of a garment at the neck: a band round a
dog's neck : that part of a horse's harness worn
round the neck, to which the traces are attached : a
ring: a band.

—

v.t. to seize by the collar: to put a
collar on : to capture.

—

ns. doll'ar-beam, a hori-

zontal piece of timber connecting or bracing two
opposite rafters, to prevent sagging ; Coll'ar-bone,
in man and most mammals the only bone directly

connecting the upper extremity with the skeleton of

the trunk.

—

p.adj. Coll'ared, having, or ornamented
with, a collar : rolled up and bound with a string, as
a piece of meat h.iving the bones removed : cap-

tured.—«J. Ooll'arette, a small collar; Coll'ar-

WOrk, hard work against the collar : drudgery. [O.

Fr. colic—L. colldre—collum, the neck.]

OoUard, kol'ard, «. cole-wort. [See Cole.]

Collate, kol-at', v.t. to bring together for comparison :

to examine and compare, as books, and esp. old

manuscripts : to place in or confer a benefice upon :

to place in order, as the sheets of a book for binding.

—adj. CoUa'table.—«x. Colla'tion, act of collating:

a bringing together for examination and compari-
son : presentation to a benefice : a repast between
meals, from the habit of reading the collationes or

lives of the Fathers during meals in monasteries,

—

adj. Colla'tive, having the power of confening:



Collateral fate, fSr ; mS, h6r ; mine

;

Cologrne-earth

of livings where the bishop and patron are one and
the same person.—«. Oolla'tor, one who collates or

compares : one who bestows or presents. [L. con-

ferre, collatum—con, together, /Jrrr*', to bring.]

Collateral, kol-at'er-al, euij. side by side : running

parallel or together : corresponding : descended from

the same ancestor, but nut directly, as the children

of brothers. — ». a collateral relation : a contem-

porary : a rival.—«</». Collat'erally. [L. col, and

latus, lateris, a side.]

Colleague, kol'fg, «. one associated with others m
some employment—not of partners in business.—«.

Coll'eagueshlp. (Fr. coUSgne— 1.. colUga— col,

together, and tegere, to choose.]

Colleague, kol'eg, v.i. to join or unite : to conspire :

—pr.p. coUeaguing (kol-eg'ing) : f>a,p. colleagued

(kol-egd'). From O. Fr. colliguer, to join in alliance

— L. colligdre, to bind together.]

Collect, kol-ekt', v.t. to assemble or bring together:

to infer : to put one's thoughts in order. —t;./. to run
together : to accumulate.

—

ns. Col'lect, a short form
of prayer, peculiar to the liturgies of the Western
Church, consisting of a single sentence, conveying
one main petition ; Collecta'nea, a selection of
passages from various authors : a miscellany.

—

eulj.

Collect'ed, gathered together : having one's senses

gathered together : cool : firm.

—

adv. Collect'edly.—Hs. CoUect'edneSS, self-possessiun : coolness ; Col-

lec'tlon, act of collecting: collecting of money at a
religious or public meeting : the money collected : a
number of anything : an assemblage : a book of
selections : composure : an examination at the end
of the terms m certain colleges.

—

adj. Collect'ive,

considered as forming one mass or sum : congre-
gated : common : (Milt.) inferential : (p-ani.) ex-

pressing a number or multitude.

—

adv. Colleot'ively.
—ns. Collect'lTlsni, the economic theory of social-

ism, that industry should be carried on with a col-

lective capital ; CoUect'lVlst, a socialist—also adj. ;

Collect'or, one who collects, as tickets, money, &c.

;

Collect'orate, Collect'orshlp. [L. colUgere, col-

tectum, from col, together, and le^ere, to gather.]

College, kol'ej, n, an incorporation, company, or
society of persons joined together generally for

literary or scientific purposes, and frequently pos-
sessing peculiar or exclusive privileges : a member
of the body known as the university: (U.S.) not
clearly distmguished from university, but often used
as its equivalent : a seminary of learning : a literary,

political, or religious institution : the edifice appro-
priated to a college. — «. Coll'eger, inmate of a
college : one of the seventy foundationers at Eton
College.

—

adj. CoUe'glal, pertaining to a college.

—

ns. Colle'gian, a member or inhabitant of a college :

(slang) inmate of a prison ; Colle'gianer, a member
of a college, a student.

—

adj. Colle^^te, pertaining
to or resembling a college : containing a college, as
a town: instituted like a college: corporate.—«.

inmate of a prison, &c.—College of Arms, Heralds'
College, a collegiate body incorporated in 1483, pre-
sided over by the Earl Marshal, and including
Garter, principal King-of-arms, Clarenceux, and
Norroy, besides six heralds and four pursuivants

:

College of Justice, in Scotland, a great forensic
.society, composed of judges, advocates, writers to
the signet, and solicitors. — Collegiate ChUTCh,
Collegial Chtirch, a church so called from having
a college or chapter, consisting of a dean or provost
and canons, attached to it (in Scotland, a church
occupied by two or more pastors of equal rank—also
Collegiate charge). [Fr. colUge—h. collegium,
from col, and legire, to gather.]

Collet, kol'et, n. a ring or collar : the part of a ring
which contains the stone. [Fr.,—L. collum:]

Collide, kol-Id', v.i. to dash together: to clash.

—

f.adjs. Collid'ed, Collld'ing.—«j. Colll'sion, state
of being struck together : conflict : opposition : clash-
ing ; CoUi'sioa-mat, a mat for covering a hole in a
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ship's side caused by a collision. [L. coltidiref

collisum— col, together, Icedere, to strike.]

Collie, Colly, kol'i, «. a shepherd's dog. [Ety. dub.]
Collier, kol'yer, «. one who works in a coal-mine : a

ship that carries coal: a sailor in such a ship.— «.
Coll'iery, a coal-mine.

ColUgate, kol'i-gat, v.t. to bind together. [L. colli'

gd'i^, -litum—col, together, ligdre, to bind.]
Collimation, kol-li-ma'shun, «. the adjustment of the

line ol'sight of a telescope.

—

v.t. Col'limate. — «.
Collima'tor, a subsidiary telescope used to detect
errors in collimation, when adjusting for transit

observations. [L. collitndre for collineare, to bring
into line with

—

col, together, linea, a line.]

Collinear, ko-lin'e-ar, adj. in the same straight line.

CoUieshangle, kol-i-shang'i, «. (Scot.)no\%^ wrangling
or figluing. [Ety. dub. ; but perh. from collie, a
dog, and shangie, something attached to his tail.]

Collingual, ko-ling'gwal, adj. speaking the same
tongue.

Colliquate, kol'i-kwat, v.t. to xn<^x.—a<ijs. CoUiq'-

uable, CoU'iquant, melting, wasting ; Colliq'uative,

profuse in flow. [L. covi-, together, liqudre, -dtum,
to make melt.]

Collocate, kol'O-kat, v.t. to place together: to set: to

arrange.—«. CollOCa'tiOU, act of collocating: dis-

position in place : arrangement. [L. coilocdre,

dtiitn, col, together, locdre, to place.]

Collocutor, Collocutory. See Colloquy.
Collodion, kol-O'di-on, n. a gluey solution of gim-

cotton in alcohol and ether, used in surgery and
photography. [Gr. kollodes— kolla, glue, eidos,

form, appearance.]
Collogue, ko-log', v.i. to simulate belief: to conspire:

to converse confidentially.

—

v.t. to coax: to flatter.

[Prob. from L. coiloqui, to speak together.]

Colloid, kol'oid, n. a name given by Graham, in con-

tradistinction to crystalloids, to any soluble sub-

stance, which, when exposed to dialysis, does not

pass through the porous membrane. — adj. Col-

loid'aL [Gr. kolla, glue, and eidos, form.]

CoUop, kol'op, n. a slice of meat, fried or otherwise:

(Shak.) a child.—Collop Monday, the day before

Shrove Tuesday, when coUops-and-eggs was eaten.

—Minced COllops (Scot.), minced meat.

Colloquy, kol'o-kwi, n. a speaking together : mutual
discourse: conversation.

—

v.i. (>are)\.o converse.

—

«. Colloc'iitor.—«(/;. Colloc'utory.—z/./. CoUoque',
to hold colloquy.—«<^'.Coll6'quial, pert.ijning to or

used in common conversation.

—

ns. Collo'qulalism,

a form of expression used in familiar talk ; C0II6'-

qulalist.—rtrf'z'. Collo'qulally.— r-./. Coll'oquise, to

converse.—«. Coll'oquist, a speaker in a colloquy.

[L. colloquium, col, together, loqui, to speak.]

Collotype, kol'o-tlp, n. a photographic process much
used for book illustrations and advertising purposes.

[Gr. kollii, glue, .ind Type.]
Colluctation, kol-uk-t.Vshun, n. strife: opposition.

(L. colluctdri—col-, luctdri, to wrestle.]

CoUude, kol-ud', v.i. to play into e.ich other's hand :

to act in concert, esp. in a fraud.

—

ns. Collud'er;

CoUu'sion, act of colluding : a secret agreement to

deceive : deceit

—

adj. CollU'Sive, fraudulently con-

certed : deceitful.—(Jrt'z'. Collu'slvely. [L. collu-

dcre, collusum, from col, and luderc. to play.]

Colluvles, ko-lu'vi-es, «. filth; a rabble. [L. 'wash-

ings'

—

collidcre, to wash thoroughly.]
Colly, kol'li, v.t, to begrime with coal-dust: (Shak.)

to darken.—/.rt(^'. Col'lied. [See Coai]
Collyrium, ko-lir'i-um, «. a term for various kinds of

eye-salve or eye-wash. [L.,—Gr. koltyrion, eye-

salve, dim. of kollyra, a roll of bre.id.]

Colocynth, koVo-sinth, «. the dried and powdered
pulp of a kind of cucumber, much used as a purga-
tive. [L.,—Gr. kolokynthis.\

Cologne-earth, ko-lOn'-erth, «. a brown earth pre-

pared from lignite, found originally near Cologne, a
German city on the Rhine.—Cologne water, or Ban



Colon mSte ; mute ; mOOn ; /Aen. Column

de Cologne, a perfumed spirit first made at Cologne
iu 1709 by Jean Farina.

Colon, kO'lon, ». the mark (:) used to indicate a dis-

tinct member or clause of a sentence. [Gr. kolon, a
limb, member.]

Colon, kO'lon, «. that portion of the large intestine

which extends from the caecum to the rectum, which
is the terminal portion of the intestinal canal.

—

n.

Coloni'tis, inflammation of the colon. [L.,—Gr.
kolon. the large intestine. ]

Colonel, kur'nel, n. an officer who has command of
a regiment. — ns. Col'onelcy, his office or rank ;

Col'onelllng, playing the colonel : Ooronelshlp,
colonelcy : quality of a colonel (Fr. and Sp. coro-

nei ; a corr. of It. colonello, the leader of a coioiina,

or column— L. columtta.]

Colonnade, kol-on-ad', «. a range of columns placed
at regular intervals : a similar row, as of trees. [Fr.,

^L. coluntna.]
Colony, kol'on-i, K. a name somewhat vaguely applied

to the foreign dependencies of a state (a Roman
colony was a military settlement planted in subject

territory ; a Greek colony consisted of a band of
emigrants impelled to seek a new home, and con-
nected with their mother-city by no stronger tie

than that of sentiment) : a body of persons who form
a fi.xed settlement in another country : the settlement
so formed : the place they inhabit.

—

adj. Colon'ial,
pertaining to a colony.—«. an inhabitant of a colony,

a colonisL

—

ns. Colon'ialism, a trait of colonial life

or speech : Colonisation, act or practice of colonis-

ing : state of being colonised.

—

v.t. Col'onlse, to

plant or establish a colony in : to form into a colony.—v.i. to settle.

—

n. Coronist, an inhabitant of a
colony.—Colonial animals, organisms which cannot
be fairly regarded as unities, but consist of numer-
ous individuals united in a common life : Colonial
system, the theory that the settlements abroad were
to be treated as proprietary domains exploited for

the benefit of the mother-country. [L. cohnia—
coionus, a husbandman

—

colere, to till.]

Colophon, kol'o-fon, ;/. in early printing, the inscrip-

tion at the end of a book with name, date, &c.
[L. coloplion—Gr. kolophon, the finish.]

Colophony, kol-ofo-ni, «. the dark-coloured resin got
from the distillation of turpentine with water. [Gr.,
from Colophon, in .\sia Minor.]

Coloquintida, kol-o-kwin'ti-da, «. the colocynth.
Colossus, kol-os'us, «. a gigantic statue, esp. that of

Apollo astride the entrance of the harbour of Rhodes.—adjs. CoIOSS'al, likea colossus : gigantic : ColOSS'al-
wlse, astride (^Shak.\—7is. Colosse'um, GoUse'um,
Vespa>iaii's amphitheatre at Rome, which was the
largest in the world. [L.,—Gr. kolosso5.\

Colostrum, ko-los'trum, n. the first milk of a mammal
after parturition. — «. Colostra'tion, a disease of
infants due to colostrum.

—

adjs. ColOS'tric, ColOS'-
troos. [L.]

Colour, kul'ur, «. a property of light which causes
bodies to have different appearances to the eye

:

the hue or appearance which bodies present to the
eye : appearance of blood in the face : appearance :

pretext : tint : paint : false show : kind : (/>/.) a flag,

ensign, or standard : paints.— z"./. to put colour on :

to stain : to paint : to set in a fair light : to ex-
aggerate : to misrepresent.

—

v.i. to show colour : to
blush.— adjs. Colorific, containing or producing
colours ; Col'OUrable, having a fair appearance : de-
signed to conceal.

—

adv. Col'OTlTahly.— «. ColOUra'-
tion.

—

adj. Col'OUr-blind, unable to distinguish
between colours. — «. Col'oor-blind'ness. — adjs.
Col'OUred, having colour : {Spens.) having a specious
appearance, deceitful : of the complexion, other than
white.

—

ns. Col'ourlng, any substance used to give
colour : manner ofapplying colours : specious appear-
ance ; Colonrist, one who colours or paints : one
who excels in colouring.

—

adj. CoI'OUrless, without
colour : transparent : neutral — ns. Coroorman,
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one who prepares and sells colours ; Col'OUr-
ser'geant, the sergeant who guards the colours of

a regiment.—a^'. ColOUry, having much colour.

—

Colour a pipe, to cause a tobacco-pipe, esp. a
meerschaum, to take on a brown or black colour,

by smoking.—A person Of COlour, a person of negro
blood.—Change colour, to turn pale : to blush

;

Come off with flying colours, to do something
with great e'clat : Come out in one's true colours,
to appear in one's real character : Desert one 8
colours, to abandon one's post or duty : Fast colour,
a colour which does not fade when washed ; Fight
under false colours, to put forward a false pre-
tence as a cover for one's actions ; Give colour, to

give plausibility: Hang out false colours, to put
up another's flag, to pretend to belong to another
party than one really does ; High colour, pro-
nounced redness of complexion : I.Ose COlOUr, to lose

one's good looks ; Nail one's Colours to the mast,
to commit one's self to some party or plan of action ;

Off colour, faded : past one's best ; Paint in bright
colours, to embellish : to exaggerate ; Primary
colours, the three colours, red, green, and violet,

from which the others, called Secondary colours,
can be obtained ; Show one's colours, to show
what are one's inclinations, opinions, or character

;

Stick to one's colours, to adhere to one's party or
opinions; Under colour of, under the pretext of;

Without colour, without disguise : colourless : with-
out individuality. [Fr.,—L. color ; akin to celdre,

to cover, to conceal]
Colporteur, kol'pOrt-ar, or kol'pOrt-er, n. a peddler,

esp. one selling tracts and religious books. — n.

Col'portage, the distribution of books by colporteurs,

[Fr. colporteur, from col—L. coilutn, the neck, and
parte'— L. portare, to carrj'.]

Colt, kOlt, «. a young horse : an awkward fellow

:

an inexperienced youth : (B.) a young camel or
ass: (naut.) a rope's cnA.—v.i. {Spens.) to frisk

like a colt.

—

v.i. (Skak.^lo cheat : to give the rope's

end, to beat

—

adj. Colt'ish, like a colt: frisky:

wanton.

—

ns. Coll'S'-fOOt, a composite pLint with
large soft leaves once used for asthma and coughing;
Colt's'-tooth, one of a horse's first set of teeth

:

{Shak.) love of youthful pleasures: wantonness.
[A.S. colt ; Sw. kult, a young boar, a stout boy.]

Colter, Coulter, kCl'ter, «. the fore-iron of a plough.
[A.S. culter—\^. culter, a knife.]

Coluber, kol'ub-er, n. a genus of non-venomous snakes,

of almost world-wide distribution.— «. Colub'riad
(Cowper\— adj. Col'ubrine. [L. coluber, a snake.]

Columbian, kO-IumTji-an, a</;'. pertaining to Columbia,
a name of America.

—

ns. Colum'bate, a salt or

compound of columbic acid with a base ; Colum'bite,
the native ore of columbium ; Colum'bium, a

metallic element now called niobium. [Columbia,
America, from Columbus (1447-1306), its discoverer.]

Columbine, kol'um-bln, adj. of or like a dove : dove-
coloured.—«. a genus of plants (.Aquilegid) having
five coloured sepals, which soon fall off, and five

petals, each terminating below in a horn-shaped
spur or nectary : in pantomimes, the sweetheart of
Harlequin (q.v.).—«j. Columba'rium, a dovecot or

pigeon-house : one of the niches or pigeon-holes in

a particular kind of sepulchral chamber in which the

urns containing the ashes of dead bodies burned
were deposited ; Col'umbary, a pigeon-house or
dovecot. [L. columba, a dove.]

Columel, Columella. See Column.
Column, kol'um, «. a long, round body, used to

support or adorn a building : any upright body or
mass like a column : a body of troops drawn up in

deep files : a perpendicular row of lines in a book.
—ns. Col'umel, a small column ; Columella, the
central axis of a spiral univalve ; the auditory ossicle

of the amphibian ear : the central axis of the spore-

case of mosses : in the opening of fruits, what
remains in the centre after the carpels have split



Coluro fate, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Comfort

away.

—

adj's. Colum'nal, Colum'nar, formed in

columns.— «. Columna rlty.— luijs. Columned,
Colum'niated, Colum'nated, having columns.—«.

Colum'niation. [L. coiumen, coluhma, akin to

celsiis, high ; Gr. koioni, a hill.]

Colure, ko-lur', «. (asttvn.) one of two great circles

supposed to intersect each other at right angles in

the poles of the equator. [Gr. kolourus—kolos,

docked, oura, tail.]

Oolza, kol'za, u. a kind of cabbage whose seeds yield

oil for lamps. [Dut. koolzaad, cabbage-seed.]

Coma, kO'ma, «. deep sleep : stupor. —rt<^'. Oom'atOSe,

affected with coma : drowsy. [Gr. Xw«<j.]

Coma, kO'ma, «. {hot.') a tult or bunch of hairy-like

appendages as on some seeds : the leafy branches

forming the head of a tree : {astroii.) the nebulous
envelope surrounding the nucleus of a comet. [L.

—Gr. kome, hair of the head.]
Comarb, kO'marb, «. the head of one of the families

composing an old Irish sept : the successor in an
ecclesiastical office, abbot, vicar, &C.—Better 06*arb.

[Ir. comharba, successor.]

Oomart, kO'mart, n. (S/uik.) an agreement
Com^te, ko'mat, «. {S/tak.) a mate or companion.
Comb, kom, n. a toothed instn\ment for separating
and cleaning hair, wool, flax, &c. : the crest of
a cock : the top or crest of a wave or of a hill

:

an aggregation of cells for honey.

—

v.i. to separate,

arrange, or clean by means of a comb : to dress

with a comb : (SAai.) to beat.

—

v.i. to break with
a white foam, as the top of a wave.

—

tui/. Combed.—n. Comb'er, one who or that which combs wool,
&c. — «./»/. Comb'ings, hairs combed off. — a;(/s.

Comb'lesB (S/uii.). without a comb ; Comb'wise

;

Comby.—Comb off, to remove. [A.S. cami.]
Comb, Combe. See Coomb.
Combat, kom'bat, or kumljat, v.i. to contend or

struggle.

—

v./. to beat against : to act in opposition
to ; to contest : to oppose : to debate.—«. a struggle

:

a battle or fight.—<*</;>. dom'batable, capable of
being combated ; Comljatant, disposed or inclined
to combat.—«. one who fights or combats ; Com'-
batlve, inclined to quarreler fight.—«. Com'bative-
ness.—Combatant officer, one who takes part in
the action, as oppo.sed to the medical officers, &c.,
who are Mon-COmbatant. [Fr. combattrr, to fight—com, with, and battre, to beat. See Beat.]

Comber, kom'b^r, «. a name applied to the gaper, a
sea-perch, and to a species of wrasse.

Combine, kom-bin', v.t. to join two together: to
unite intimately.

—

v.i. to come into close union :

to co-operate: (cAem.) to unite and form a new
compound.

—

a/ij. Com'binate, combined : promised,
betrothed.—*. Combination, the act of combining:
union of individual things : a number of persons
united for a purpose.—a^'. Combina'tional.—«.

Combina'tion-room, the college-parlour at Cam-
bridge, for the fellows of a college after dinner, a
common-room. — a^j's. Com'blnatlve : Combi'na-
tory; Combined': Combining. — Combination
garment, a women's and children's garment consist-
ing of chemise and drawers combined. [L. combin-
are, to \a\n~com, together, and bint, two and two.]

Oombrous {obs.) = CumTnous.
Comborgess, kom-bur'jes, n. a fellow-burgess.
Combuai, kom-bust', adj. burned by the sun: in

conjunction with the sun, or apparently very near
it, so as to be obscured by its light, said of a planet
when It is not more than 8

J" from the sun.—«. that
which is burned.— r.^ to bum up.— iuij. Com-
bust'lble, liable to take fire and burn : excitable.
—«. anything that will take fire and burn.—>«.
Combuat'ibleness, Combustibility, quality of being
combustible

; Combustion, a burning : the action
of fire on combustible substances : confusion, tur-
inoil ; the scientific term for all kinds of consumption
throufirh the influence of heat.

—

adji. Combust'ioUS
{SftaM.), combustible, inflammable : turbulent ; Com-
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bust'ive, disposed to take fire.—Spontaneous com-
bustion, burning caused by heat generated in the
substance itself. [L. combitrere, coiiibusiuin, to
consume

—

com, inten., urcre, to bum.]
Come, kum i^siiak.), a shortening of Become.
Come, kum, v.i. to move toward this place (the

opposite of go) : to draw near : to arrive at a certain
state or condition : to issue : to happen : (Sliak.) to
yield : to become : to turn out :—/>r.J>. com'ing ;

/la.t. came; pa.p. come.—«. Com'ing.

—

atij. Come'-
at-able, accessible ; Come about, to happen : Comd
across, to meet ; Come and go, to have freedom of
action («. passage to and fro) ; Come at, to reach :

Come by, to come near ; to pass : to obtain ; Come
down, to descend : to be reduced {it. a fall) ; Como
down upon, to be severe with ; CoHie down With,
to pay down ; Come Mgh, or lOW, to cost much, or
little; Come bome, to return to one's house: to
touch one's interest or feelings closely (with to)l
{fuiut.) to drag or slip through the ground—of an
anchor ; Come in, to enter : to give in, to yield

:

{/c-i:chtg) to get within the opponent's guard {Shak.);
Come in for, to have reason to expect or to have a
share ; Come it strong {coll.), to do or say too
much ; Come of, to descend from : become of;
Come off, to come away : to turn out : to escape
(«. a conclusion : an evasion of duty) ; COme OUt,
to result : to be published : to become evident

:

to enter society: Cotue Out With, to let be known :

to tell; Come over (5/M/t.)| .surpass: to befall:
(slaug) to overreach ; Come "Will, something that
comes of its own accord : an illegitimate child

;

Come round, to come by a circuitous path : to
happen in due course : to change : to recover from
a faint ; Come Short, to fail ; Come Short of, to
fail to accomplish ; Come to, to obtain : to amount
to : to recover consciousness or sanity ; Come tO
grief, to meet with disaster or ill-fortune ; Come to
pass, to happen ; Come true, to be found to have
been true; Come under, to be included under;
Come upon, to attack : to affect ; to hold answer-
able : to meet ; Come up With, to overtake : reach.
—All comers, any one that likes. [A.S. cnman;
Ger. kominen, to come.]

Co-meddle, ko-med1, v.t. to mix : (JShak.) to temper.
Comedo, kom'e-do, «. a small, black-tipped, worm-

like mass which is found on the face of some
persons. [L. comedere, to eat up.]

Comedy, kom'e-di, n. a dramatic piece of a pleasant
or humorous character, originally accomp.anicd with
dancing and singing.

—

ns. Come dlan, one who acts
or writes comedies: an actor :—yt7«. Comedienne';
Comediet'ta, a short comic piece. [L., — Gr.
komodia, komos, revel, ode, song.]

Comely, kum'li, adj. pleasing: graceful; handsome.
—aiW. in a comely manner.—«. Come'llness. [A.S.
cymUc—cyme, suitable, lie, like.]

Comestibles, kom-est'i-blz, «.//. eatables. [Fr.,—L.
comedere, to eat up.]

Comet, kom'et, «, a heavenly body with an eccentric

orbit, having a definite point or nucleus, a nebulous
light surrounding the nucleus, and a luminous tail

preceding or following the nucleus.

—

aJjs. Com'et-
ary, Comet'io.—«i. Com'et-flnd'er, a telescope of
low power used to search for comets ; CometOg'-
raphy; Cometol'Ogy. [Gr. komites, longhaired—
kome, the hair.]

Oomfit, kum'fit, n. a sweetmeat made of fruit and
sugar, &c. [A doublet of Confect : from Fr. confit,

confiture—L. conficert, to make up.]

Comfort, kum'furt, v.t. to relieve from pain or distress :

to soothe: to cheer, revive.

—

n. relief: encourage-
ment : ease : quiet enjoyment : freedom from annoy-
ance : whatever gives ease, enjoyment, &c. : a subject

of satisfaction.— adj. Comfortable, imparting or

enjoying c<3<aAort.— adv. Com'fortably.—«. Com'-
forter, one who administers comfort : (i>.) the Holy
Spirit: a long, narrow woollen tippet. —a.//. Com-



Comfrey note ; mute ; mSCn ; then. Cksmmissary

fortless, without comfort.

—

n. Com'fortlessness.

—

Jobs comforter, one who, while pretending to

comfort, only aggravates the distress. [O. Fr.

cjuforter—L. con, SLnAJbriis, strong.]

Corofrey, kum'fri, «. a geuus ol Boragitiacea, some-
what coarse perennial herbs. [O. Fr. coii^rie.^

Comic, kom'ik, adj. relating to comedy : raising mirth :

droll.—«. {coil.) an arau.sing person: {coii.)a. comic
paper.

—

naj. Comical, funny: queer: ludicrous.

—

Its. Comicality, Com'lcalness.—a^/i'. Comically.
—«. Comique (kO-mck), a comic actor or singer.

[See Comedy.]
Comitates, kom-i-ta'tus, K. a prince's escort : a county

or shirc. [L.]

Comltia, ko-mish'i-.i, K. the assemblies of the Ramans
for electing magistrates, passing laws, &c. [L.,

—

coin, together, Ire, Hum, to go.l

Comity, kom'i-li, «. courteousness : civility.—Comity
of nations {comitas geiitittiii), the international

courtesjr by which effect is given to the laws of one
slate within the territory of another state. [L.
comitas—coiiiis, courteous.]

Comma, kom'a, «. (Sliak.) a short part of a sentence :

in punctuation, the point(,) which marks the smallest
division of a sentence: 0^^.) a brief interval.—In-
verted commas, marks of quotation ("..", '..')

[L.,— Gr. koiniiia, a section of a sentence, from
koptein, to cut off.]

Command, kom-mand', v.t. to order : to bid : to exer-
cise supreme authority over : {Sluxk.') to demand : to

cause to act : (Shak.) to exact : to have within sight,

influence, or control.—z/./. to have chief authority :

to govern.—«. an order : authority : message : the
ability to overlook or influence : the thing commanded.
— IIS. Commandant', an oSicer who lias the command
ofa place or of a body of troops ; Commandant'ship.—v.t. Commandeer', to compel to military service.—
Hs. Commander, one who commands : an officer in

the navy next in rank under a captain ; Command'er-

in-chief, the highest staff appointment in the British

army : the officer in supreme command of an army,
or of the en tire forces of the state ; Command'ersMp

;

Command'ery, the district under a commander,
specially used in connection with the Templars,
the Hospitallers, and other religious orders.

—

cuij.

Commanding, fitted to impress or control.

—

adz'.

Command ingly.—w. Command'ment, a command:
a precepu—Commander of the Faithful, a title of
the caliphs.—At command, available for use ; On
command, under orders. —Ten Commandments,
the ten Mosaic laws : (slang) the ten finger-nails,

used by women in fighting. [Fr. coiniitaiider—L.

comntcfuiare—coin, and uiandare, to entrust. ]

Commeasure, kom-mezh'ur, 7'.t. to equal in nie.isure :

to coincide with. —«. Commeas'urahle (same as
Commen'surable).

Commemorate, kom-em'o-rat, v-t. to call to remem-
brance by a solemn or public act : to celebrate : to

preserve the memory of.

—

adj. Commem'orable.

—

«. Commemora'tlon, preserving the memory of
some person or thing by a solemn ceremony : the
specification of individual saints in the prayers for

the dead : the great festiv.'il of the Oxford academic
year, usually taking place on the third Wednesday
after Trinity Sunday. — adjs. Commem'oratlve,
Commem'oratory, tending or serving to commemo-
rate. — H. Commam'orator. [L. comiitcvtoratus,
pa.p. of coiMmetiiordrc, to remember

—

coin, inten.,

and ntemor, mindful.]
Commence, kom-ens', v.i. to begin : to originate : to

take rise.

—

v.i. to begin: to originate: to enter
upon: to take a university degree— e.g. 'to com-
mence M..\.'—«. Commence'ment, the beginning :

at certain imiversities the act of taking the degrees :

the ceremony when the.se are conferred. [O. Fr.

comeiicer—L. com, and initidre, to begin

—

in, into,

and ire, to go. ]

Commend, kom-end', v.t. to give into the charge of

:

to recommend as worthy : to praise : to adorn, set

off.— «. (^.ia^.) praise.

—

adj. Commend'ahle, worthy
of being commended or praised.—«. Commend'able-
ness.—aii'i'. Commendahly.—«j. Commend'am, a
manner of holding an ecclesiastical benefice till a
proper pastor was provided for it— it was provision-

ally commended to the care of a clerk, and was said

to be held in commeiidain : Commenda'tion, the

act of commending : praise : declaration of esteem :

esp. the act of commending the dying or^ dead to

the favour and mercy of God ; Com'mendator, one
who holds a benefice in comniendam.—adj. Com-
mend'atory, commending : containing praise or

commendation : presenting to favourable notice or
reception.—Commend me to, remember me kindly
to : give me by preference. [L. comiiiotdare—cotti,

and inanddre, to trust.]

Commensal, ko-men'sal, adj. eating at the same table.
—«. a messmate.

—

it. Common'salism, the intimate

but never parasitic association of two organisms, for

the benefit of one, or very often of both. [L. com,
together, inensa, a table.]

Commensurable, kom-en'su-ra-bl, adj. haviiig a
common measure.

—

ns. Commensurabil'ity, Com-
mon surableness.— adv. Commen surably.—adj.
Commen'surate, of the same measure with : equal
in measure or extent : in proportion with.

—

adv.
Commen'surately.— «.?. Commen'surateness, Com-
mensura'tion. [L. com, with, and mensura, a
measure— wt-Zfri, mcnsus, to measure.]

Comment, kom'ent, «. a note conveying an illustration

or explanation : a remark, observation, criticism.

—

v.i. (or kom-entO to make critical or explanatory
notes : to annotate : (5/»/j^.)to meditate.

—

ns. Comm'-
entary, a comment : a remark : a book consisting

of a regular series of comments or notes on another

book : Commenta'tion, annotation ; Comm'entator,
Comm'enter (or Comment'er), Comm'entor (or

Comment'or).

—

adj. Commentatd'rial, pertaining

to the making of commentaries. [Fr.,— L. com-
mentdri—com, and L. mens, the mind.]

Commerce, kom'ers, «. interchange of merchandise
on a large scale between nations or individuals

:

extended trade or traffic : intercourse : fellowship.

—

v.L Commerce', to trade: to have communication
with.

—

adj. Commer'clal, pertaining to commerce :

mercantile.—«. commercial traveller.

—

ns. Ciommer'-
cialism ; Commer'cialist ; Commer'ciality.—rtrfw.

Commercially.—Commercial room, a room in a
hotel setapart forcommercial travellers ; Commercial
traveller, a person who transacts business as the

accredited travelling representative of a trading

house to other trading houses. [Fr.,—L. com-
mcrcinm—cont, with, merjc, mercis, merchandise.]

Commerge, ko-merj', v.L to coincide, agree.

Comminate, kom'in-at, v.t. to threaten.—«. Commlna'-
tion, threatening, denimciation : a recital of God's

threatenings made on Ash-Wednesday and at other

times in the English Church.—aa>>. domm'inatlve,
Comm'inatory, threatening punishment. [L.,

—

coin, inten., and mindri, to threaten.]

Commingle, kom-ing'gl, v.t. to mingle or mix with.—
adj. Commin'gled. [L. com, together, and Mingle.]

ComiminUte, kom'in-ut, v.t. to reduce to minute

particles: to pulverise.— «. Comminu'tion.—Com-
minuted &aoture, the breaking of a bone in several

places : a compound fracture. [L. comminnere,
-atiim, to break into pieces—c^w, and miuuere, to

make small—root minus, less.]

Commiserate, kom-iz'er-at, v. t. to feel for the miseries

of another : to pity : to condole ixiih.—adj. Com-
mis'erable, requirmg commiseration : pitiable.

—

n.

Commisera'tlon, concern for the sufferings of others

:

pity.

—

adj. Commis'erative, feeling or expressing

sympathetic sorrow.—». CommiS'erator. [L. com,

with, iniserdri, to deplore

—

miser, wretched.]

Commissary, kom'is-ar-i, «. one to whom any charge

is commiueid : a deputy : (Scots law) the judge iu a



Commission fate, far ; mg, h4r ', mine : Communicate

commissary court : a higher offlcer of police : {eccks.)

an officer representing a bishop, and performing his

duties in distant parts of the diocese : an officer who
furnishes provisions, &c., to an army.

—

aiij. Com-
mlssa'rial, pertaining to a commissary.—;«. Com-
mlSSa'riat, the department charged with the furnish-

ing of provisions, as for an army : the supply of

provisions : the office ofa commissary ; Comm'lSSary-
gen'eral, the head of the department for supplying

provisions, &c., to an army; Oomin'lssaryship.—
Commissary Cburt, a supreme court established in

Edinburgh in 1563, with jurisdiction in questions of

marriage— its powers conjoined with those of the

Court of Session in 1836. [Low L. commissarius—
L. comiiiittere, comntissutn.^

Commission, kom-ish'un, K. act of committing : that

which is committed : a writing conferring certain

powers : authority : the percentage paid in a trans-

action to an active agent who usually incurs some
pecuniary and always some moral responsibility : a

body of persons appointed to perform certain duties

:

a warrant from the head of the state for holding

various military offices, whether combatant or non-
combatant.— z/. /. to give a commission to: to em-
power: to send: to appoint.

—

ns. Commis'sion-
ag'ent, Commls'sion-mer'chant, a person employed
to sell goods delivered to him by another (his prin-

cipal), for a certain percentage—his commission or
factorage ; Commissionaire', a messenger, or light

porter : one employed about public places and hotels

to undertake light commissions.

—

adj. CommiS'-
Bloned.

—

ns. Conunis'sioner, one who holds a com-
mission to perform some business: a member of a
commission : Commis'sionership.—Commissioned
officer, one appointed by commission—in the navy,
the officers from the lieutenant ; in the army, from
the ensii»n upwards. [From Commit.]

Commissure, kom'mis-sur, «. a joint : place where
two bodies meet and unite : {nnat.) a term applied
to nervous connections between adjacent parts of the
nervous system.— rtf(/'. Conunls'sural. [L,., commis-
sura, a joining, from root of Commit.]

Commit, kom-it', v.t. to give in charge or trust : to
consign : to do : to endanger : to involve : to pledge :—pr.p. commit'ting ; pa.p. commit'ted.— «j. Com-
mit'ment, act of committing: an order for sending
to prison : imprisonment ; Commit'tal, commit-
ment : a pledge, actual or implied ; Commit'tee, a
portion, generally consisting of not less than three
members, selected from a more numerous body, to
whom some special act to be performed, or investiga-
tion to be made, is committed ; Commit'teesllip.

—

Commit one's self, to compromise one's self: to
pledge one's .self wittingly or unwittingly to a certain
course ; Commit to memory, to learn by heart.
[L. committere—com, with, mittere, to send.]

Commix, koin-iks', v.t. to mix together.— z/./. to mix.
—ns. Commlx'tion, Oommix'ture, act of mixing
together : the state of being mixed : the compound
formed by mixing : the rite of putting a piece of the
host into the chalice, emblematic of the reunion of
body and soul at the Resurrection.

Commodious, kom-8'di-us, adj. suitable or conve-
nient : roomy, spacious : {Shak.') serviceable : com-
fortable.—«. Commode', a small sideboard : a large,
high head-dress formerly worn by ladies : a box for
holding a chamber utensil: a night-stool.

—

adv.
Commo'diously. — ns. Commo'diousness ; Com-
mod'lty, convenience: {Shak.) profit: (Shak.)
parcel: an article of traffic: (/»/.) goods, produce.
[L. commodus—com, with, modus, measure.]

Commodore, kom'o-dOr, «. in the royal navy, a rank
intermediate between an admiral and a captain :

the leading ship in a fleet of merchantmen : the
president of a yacht-club, al.so his ves.sel at a regatta.
[Perh. from Dut. kommandeur.\

Common, kom'un, adj. belonging equally to more than
one : public : general : usual : frequent : ordinary : easy
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to be had: of little value : vulgar: of lov/ degree.—«.

{Sluik.)x\iK commonalty : a tract of open land, used in

common by the inhabitants of a town, parish, &c

—

v.i. iShak.) to share.

—

adj. Common'able, held in

common. — «f. Conun'onage, right of pasturing on a
common : the right of using anything in common : a
common : Comm'onalty, the general body of the
people without any distinction of rank or authority

;

Comm'onor, one of the common people, as opposed
to the nobles : a member of the House of Commons :

at Oxford, a student who pays for his commons.

—

adv. Comm'only.—«j. Commonness ; Comm'on-
place, a common topic or subject : a platitude : a
memorandum : a note.

—

adj. common : hackneyed.—v.i. to make notes : to put in a commonplace-
book.—«. Comm'onplace-book, a note or memo-
randum book. — «.//. Conun'ons, the common
people : their representatives—i.e. the lower House
of Parliament or House Of Commons: common
land : food at a common table : at Oxford, rations
served at a fixed rate from the college buttery : food
in general, rations.— «. Comm'on-sensO, average iin-

derstanding : good sense or practical sagacity : the
opinion of a community: the universally admitted
impressions of mankind.—Common Bench, Common
Pleas, one of the divisions of the High Court of
Justice : Common forms, the ordinary clauses

which are of frequent occurrence in identical terms
in writs and deeds ; Common law, in England,
the ancient customary law of the land ; Common
Prayer (Boole of), the liturgy of the Church of
England : Common-riding, the Scotch equivalent
of Beating the Bounds (see Beat) : Common room,
in schools, colleges, &c., a room to which the mem-
bers have common access.—In common, together:
equally with others.—Make common Cause with,
to cast in one's lot with : to have the same interests

and aims with. — Philosophy of common-sense,
that school of philosophy which takes the universally
admitted impressions of mankind as corresponding
to the facts of things without any further scrutiny.

—

Short commons, scant fnre, insufficient supply of
rations.—The common, that which is common or
usual ; The common good, the interest of the com-
munity at large : the corporate property of a burgh
in Scotland : The common people, the people in

general. [Fr. comtnitn— L. communis, prob. from
co»t, together, and munis, serving, obliging.]

Commonweal, kom'un-wel. Commonwealth, kom'un-
weith, «. the common or public good : the govern-
ment in a free state : the public or whole body of the

people : a form of government in which the power
rests with the people, esp. that in England after the
overthrow of Charles I. (See Wealth.]

Commove, kom-mOOv', 71. t. to put in motion : to

agitate : to disturb, excite. — «. Commo'tion, a
violent motion or moving : excited or tumultuous
action, physical or mental : agitation : tumult. [L.

com, inten., and inovere, motum, to move.]
Commune, kom'un, «. a corporation : in France, a

territorial division governed by a mayor.— The
Commune at Paris in 1871 was a revolt against the

national government, the principle of the revolt

being that each city or district should be ruled

independently by its own commune or local

government.— rt(^'. Commu'nal (also Comm'unal).
—ns. Communalisa'tion ; Commu'nalism ; Com-
mu'nalist. (Fr. commune. See Common.]

Commune, kom-un', v.i. to converse or talk together

:

to have intercourse: to receive Holy Communion.

—

—ns. Commune, converse : talk ; Commun'ing,
conversing : communion. [O. Fr. comuner, to share—comun, common.]

Communicate, kom-u'ni-kat, v.t. to give a share of,

impart: to reveal: to bestow.

—

v.i. to have some-
thing in common with another : to have communi-
cation : to have intercourse : to partake of Holy
Communion.— >«. Communicability, Commu'nio-



Communion mfite ; mflte ; mocn : then. Compear

ableness, the state of being communicable.

—

adj.

Conunu'lilcable, that may be communicated :

affable. —ati7'. Communicably.— «i. Communi-
cant, one who partakes of Holy Communion

;

Communica'tlon, act of communicating : that

which is communicated : intercourse : correspond-

ence : a means of communicating, a connecting

passage or channel. — aii/. OommU'nlcative, m-
clined to communicate or give information : un-

reserved.—o.^'r. Oommunioatively.—«. Commu-
nicativeness, the quality of being communicative.
—ad/. Commu'nioatory, imparting knowledge.

[L. cotniitujiicare, -{Itum, from communis.]
Communion, kom-un'yun, «. act of communing

:

mutual intercourse : fellowship : common posses-

sion : interchange of transactions : union in religious

service : the body of people who so unite

—

n. Com-
mun'ionlst, a communicant. — Tho Communion,
Holy Communion, the celebration of the Lord's

Supper. [L. communion-em, from communis.']
Communism, kom'u-nizm, «. a theory or condition of

things according to which private property should

be abolished, and all things held m common.—«.

CommimlSt, one who holds such principles.

—

adj.

Communist Ic, pertaining to communism.
Community, kom-un'i-ti, «. common possession or

enjoyment: agreement: communion: {Shak.) com-
monness : people havmg common rights, &c. : the

public in general : a body of persons in the same
locality, eg. ' village community :' a monastic body.
—n. Communlta'rian, a member of a community.
[O. Fr.,— L. comiuunitas—communis.]

Commute, kom-ut', 7/./. to exchange: to exchange a
punishment for one less severe.

—

n. CommUtabU'lty.—adj. Commut'able, that may be commuted or

exchanged.—«. Commuta'tion, the act of commut-
ing : change or exchange of one thing for another :

the change of a penalty or rate from a greater to a
less.—rt<^'. Commu'tative (or CommO, relating to

exchange : interchangeable.—nt/z'. Commti'tatively.—n. Comm'utator, an apparatus attached to many
electric machines for reversing the currents.

—

adj.

Oommut'ual, mutual. [L. commutare—com, with
miitcire, to change.]

Comose, kO'mOs, aiij. hairy, comate. [L. comosus.]
Compact, kom-pakt', adj. fastened or packed to-

gether : firm: close: brief.

—

v.t. to press closely

together : to consolidate : {Sliak.) to confirm.

—

adj.

Compact'ed, firmly put together: compact.

—

adz'.

Compact'edly.—«. Oompact'edness.-a^/i/. Com-
pactly. — ns. Compact'ness, state of being com-
pact : closeness : solidity : terseness ; Compacture
(Spens.), close union or knitting together : Compage',
Compa'ges. a structure of many parts. [Kr. ,— L.

com, pactus, pa. p. of compingere—com, together,

pangere, to fix. Cf. Fang.)
Compact, kom'pakt, «. a mutual bargain or agree-
ment : a league, treaty, or union : (S/uti.) league, in

bad sense.

—

adj. united : leagued. [L. compactum
—compacisci, from com, with, and pacisci, to make
a bargain ; cf. pangere.]

Compaginate, kom-paj'i-n5t, v.t. to join, connect.

—

«. Compagina'tlon. [L. compagindre, -dtum—
com, together, unA pnngere, to fasten, fix.]

Companion, kom-pan'yim, «. one who keeps company
or frequently a'lsociates with another : an associate

or partner : a higher rank of servant, who, though
receiving pay, stands rather in the relation of a
friend: fellow, in a bad sense.

—

v.t. to accompany.—ad;, of the nature of a companion : accompanying.
—adjs. Compan'lable (ois.), sociable : Compan'ion-
al)Ie. fit to be a companion : agreeable.

—

n. Com-

San ionableness. — adv. Compau'lonably. — adj.

ompan'ioned. having a companion. — ns. Com-
pan'ionliood, Compan'lonary.—d^'. Compan'lon-
less, without a companion.

—

n. dompan'lonsMp.
[Fr. compagnoH, from Low L. companium, a mess
—L. com, with, zadpanis, bread.]

Companion, kom-pan'yun, n. (naut.) the skylight or
winduw-frame through which light passes to a lower
deck or cabin : companion-ladder.

—

ns. Companlon-
ladd'er, the ladder or stair leading from the deck
to the officers' cabin ; Gompan'ion-'way, a staircase

from the deck to a cabin. [Cf. Dut. kompanje

;

O. Fr. compagne : It. conifmgjte.]

Company, kum'pa-ni, «. any assembly of persons : a
number of persons associated together for trade, &c. :

a society : a subdivision of a regiment : the crew df
a ship : state of being a companion : fellowship

:

associates : society : a gathering of people for social

intercourse.

—

v.t. to accompany.

—

v.i. to associate.
—Be good, or bad, company, to have, or to lack,

companionable qualities ; Keep company, to asso-

ciate with : to court ; Know a man by bis com-
pany, to determine his character bv- the quality of
his Iriends. [Fr. coinpagnie. See Companion.]

Compare, kom-par', v.t. to set things together, to
ascertain how far they agree or disagree : to liken or
represent as similar : (gram.) to inflect an adjective.—v.i. to hold comparison.—«. (pbs.) comparison \

similitude.^

—

adj. Com'parablo, that may be com-
pared.—«. Com'parableness. —«</!'. Com'parably.—a<ij. Compar'ative, pertaining to comparison :

estimated by comparing with something else : not
positive or absolute : (gram.) expressing more.

—

adv. Compar'atlvely.—«. Compar'ison, the act of
comparing : capacity of being compared : compara-
tive estimate : a simile or figure by which two things

are compared : (gram.) the inflection of an adjec-

tive.—Beyond compare, without any rival. [Fr.,

—

L. coinpardre, to match, from com, together, pardre,
to make or esteem equal

—

par, equal.]

Compare, kom-par', v.t. (Spots.) to get or provide.

(L. compardre—com, inten., pardre, to prepare.]

Compartment, kom-part'ment, n. a separate part or

division of any enclosed space : a division of a rail-

way carriage: a division of anything.

—

v.t. Com-
part', to divide into parts. [Fr-, from compartit—
L. com, with, partire, to part.]

Compass, kum pas, «. a circuit or circle : space

:

limit : range, a limit of tones of a voice or instru-

ment : the circumference : girth : an instrument

consisting of a magnetised needle, used to steer

ships by, &c. , the needle indicating on a card

the absolute directions at any given time : (pi.)

an instrument consisting of two movable legs, for

describing circles, &c.

—

v.t. to pass or go round : to

surround or enclose : to besiege : to bring about or

obtain : to contrive or plot : to accomplish.

—

adj.

Com'passable, capable of being compassed.— hs.

Com'pasS-Card, the circular card of a compass

;

Com'passlng, contrivance : design ; Com'pass-plane,

a pl.jne, convex on the under side, for smoothing

curved timber ; Com[pasS-Sa'W, a saw that cuts in

a circular manner; dom'pass-slg'nal, a signal de-

noting a point in the compass ; Com'pass-tim'ber,

curved timber, used forshipbuilditig, &c. ; Com'pass-
Win'dOW, a semicircular bay-window. —BoX thO
compass (see Box) ; Fetch a compass, to go round

in a circuit. [Fr. compos, a circle, prob. from Low
L. compasstis—L,. com, together, /atrJ«J, a step.]

Compassion, kom-pash'im, «. fellow-feeling, or sorrow

for the sufferings of another: pity.— ?./. to pity.—

adjs. Compas'slonable, pitiable : Compassionate,
inclined to pity or mercy : merciful.— !»./. to h^^ve

compassion for : to have pity or mercy upon.

—

adv.

Compas'slonately.-«. Compas'sionateness. [Fr.,

— L. compassio—com, vix.\\, pati, passus, to suffer.]

Compatible, kom-pati-bl, adj. consistent : agreeable

:

that can be endured together.—«f. Compatibll'lty,

Compat'ibleneSS, the quality of being compatible.

—

rtrt'7'.Compat'ibly. [Fr.,—L.<r<»w,with,/rt/;,to suffer.]

Compatriot, kom-pa'tri-ot, adj. of the same country.

—

«. one ofthe same country.— (k(7'. Compatriot'io.

—

'u

Compa'triotism. [Fr.,—L. com, with, and Patriot.]

Compear, kom-per', v.i. (Scott law) to appear in court.



Ciompeer faie (ar ; me, her ; mtne

;

Compliment

—tu. Compear'aiice ; Compear'ant. [L. comparire
—£'»«, toyetlier, parere, to appear.)

Oompaar, kom-per', «. one who is eqiial to aaolher :

a companion ; an associate.

—

v.t. {Sluik.) to equal.

[L. compar -com, with, and/ar, equal.]

Compel, kom-pel', v.t. to drive or urge on forcibly : to

obfige : to force : to obtain by hard labour -.—pr.f).

compelling ; pa.p. compelljd'.—^<^'. Comperiable.

(L. com, XTMa., peiUre, puiium, to drive. J

CompeUation, kom-pel-a'shun. «. style of address:

an appellation.—o^^'. (Jompellative.—«. compella-

tion. (L. contpcUdrc, -atum, to address, fieq. of

compelUrt. ]

Oompend, kom'pead, Compendlom, kom-pen'di-um,

«. a shortening or abridgment : a book or treatise

containing the substance of a larger one : an epitome :

aa abstract. — luij. Compendious, short : concise :

comprehensive.— <!(/:. Compendiously.—/*. Oom-
pen'diousnass. [L. compeiiJium, wiiat is weighed
together, or saved (opp. to dispendium)—com, to-

getht;r, pendere, to weigh.]
Compensate, kom'pen-sat, or kom-pen'sat, v.t. to

reward suitably : to make amends fjr : to recom-
pense : to counterbalance.

—

n. Compensation, act

of compensating : reward for service : amends for

loss sustained : (/ylyj.) the neutralisation of oppos-

ing forces.—a<^r. Oompen'sative, Compensatory,
giving compensation.

—

n. Compensator, one who or

that which compensates.—Compensation balance,
pendulum, a balance-wheel ur pendulum so con-
structed as to counteract the effect of the expansion
and contraction of the metal under variation of
temperature. [L. com, inten., and pensdre, frcq. of
pentilre, to weigh.]

Compesce, kom-pes', v.U to restrain. [L. coMiJxscert—compts, a fetter

—

com, together, pes, a foot.]

Compete, kom-pet', v.i. to seek or strive with others
for something : to contend for a prize.

—

u. Competi-
tion, the act of competing : common strife for the
same object.

—

tuij. Compet'itiTe, pertaining to or
characterised by competition.—«. Compet'iwr, one
who competes : a rival or opponent. [L. compttirt—com, together, petere, to seek.]

Competent, kom'pe-tent, adj. suitable : sufficient :

fit: belonging: legally qualified: legitimate.— its.

Competence, Competency, fitness : capacity

:

sufficiency : comjHrtent circumstances : legal power
or ca.i'Acily.—aiiv. Competently. [Fr.,—L. com-
pttere—cjm, witli, petere, to seek, to strive after.]

Compile, kom-pir, v. t. to write or compose by collect-

ing the materials from other books : to draw up or
collect : to compose.—»«. Compilation, the act of
compiling : the thing compiled, a liter.iry work made
by gathering the material from various authors ; Com-
lule'ment, a compilation ; Compil'er, Com'pil^tor,
one who compiles. (Fr. compiler, prob. from L.
comfiUd't—com, together, pUdre, to plunder.]

Complacent, kom-pla'sent, adj. showing s-itisfaction :

plc-iscdj inclined to please.— «w. Compla'cence,
Uompla cency, pleasure : satisfaction : complaisance.— adv. Comjda'oently. [L. compiacire— com,
inten. , placire, to please. ]

Complain, kom-plOn', v.i. to express grief, pain,
censure : to murmur ot express a sense of injury

:

to accuse: to inake a mournful sound : to be ill—
fc.g. ' to complain of a sore throat.'—«. complaint.

—

ns. Complain'ant, one who complains : {^Uiiv) one
who raises a suit, a plaintiff: Complain'OT, a mur-
murcr : complainant ; Complain'ing, the action of
the verb complain : compl.-)int — adv. Complain'-
Ingly.

—

n. Complaint', a complaining : an expression
of grief : a representation of pains or injuries : a
iuKiing £ault : the thing complained of : a disease :

an ailment. [ Fr. complnindre—'Loi/ L. complangere—L. com, inten., plangire, bewail.]
Oomplalsant, kom'pli-zant, or kom-pl4-Mni', a<ij.

•desirous oi pl-ra^ing : obliging.—)*. Oom'plaisance
(or Complaisance'), care or desire to please : an
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obliging civility. —<u/z^. Complalsantly (or Com-
plaisantly). [Fr. ,

—

complaire—L. compUuere.\
Ccnnplect, kom-plekt', v.t. to embrace : to interweave.
^aJj. Complect'ed, interwoven. [L. complecti, to

embrace

—

com, a.nd plectere, to twine.]

Complement, kom'ple-ment, «. that which completes
or fills up: full number or quantity : {Shak.) polite-

ness v.t. Complement', to supplement : (arch.) to
compliment. — aJji. Complement al, completing :

(.'ihaJi.) complimental ; Complement'ary, complet-
ing : together m iking up a whole.—Complementary
angles, angles which tugcther make up a right angle.

[L. compUmentum—com, :iad /lere, to fill.]

Complete, kom-plet', adj. free from deficiency : per-
fect : finished : entire.

—

v.t. to finish : to make perfect

or entire : to accoiuplish. — ad/s. Complet'able ;

Complet'ed.—rtrfe'. Complete'ly. - /.j. Complete'-
ness, the state of being complete ; Comple'tion. the
actof completing : the stale of being^complete : fulfil-

ment.—a4?'r. Complet'ive ; Complet'ory, fuliilling

:

completing. [L. complere, -etum, to fill Mf—com,
inten., 3iad plere, to fill.]

Complex, kom'pleks, adj. composed of more than one,
or of many parts : not simple : intricate : difficult.—

«. .T complex whole.

—

v.t. to complicate.

—

liS. Com-
plex edueSS, Com'plexness, Complex ity, state of
beiii" complex : complication.

—

adv. Com'plexly.

—

ti. (^tnpleX'US, a complicated system : a large

muscle of the b-tck, passing from the spine to the
head. [L. complex— com, together, and root of
plicdre, to fold. See Com^^cate.]

Complexion, kom-plek'shun, «. disposition : colour

:

quality : colour or look of tlie t.kin, esp. of the face :

general appearance, temperament, or texture : {SJta/i.)

bodily constitution.

—

v.t. to give a colour to.

—

Oiijs. Complex'ional, pertaining to the complexion ;

Cdmplex'ioned, having a certain complexion, or
temperament ; Complex'ionleSS, colourless : pale.

[Fr.,— L. complijcio, a combination, physical struc-

ture of body

—

complecti, compUxtti, to embrace

—

plectere, to plait.]

Compliance, Icom-pli'ans, «. a yielding : agreement

:

complaisance : assent : submission (in bad seu.se).

—

adj. Compll'ablo, disposed to comply.— /*. Com-
pll'ancy, compliance.

—

a.ti. Compliant, yielding:
pliant: civil.—a<fc. Compliautlv.—In compliance
with, in agreenient with. [See Comply.]

Complicate, kom'pli-kiit, v.t. to twist or pluit to-

gether : to rencfer complex : to entangle. — adj.

comple.\ : involved.—/*. Complicacy, the quality
or state of being complicated.

—

a<ij. Com'plicatOO,
intricate, confiised.— /*. Complica'Uon, an intricate

blending or entanglement. — adj. Complicative,
teuding to complicate.—Complicated firactuie, a
fracture where there is some other injurj- (e.g. a
flesh wound not communicating with the fracture, a
dislocation, a rupture of a large blood-vessel) ; Com-
plication of diseases, a number oi diseases present

at the Siime time. [L- com, together, and plicdre,

atum, to fold.)

Complice, kom'plis, ». (Shak.) an associate : an
accomplice.

—

n, CompUc'ity, state or condition of
being an accomplice : complexity.

Compliment, kom'pli-ment, u. an expression of regard
or praise: delicate flattery : an e.\pression of formal
respect or civility: a present.

—

v.t. Compliment',
to pay a compliment to : to express respect for : to
pratse : to flatter : to congratulate : to make a pre-
sent. —7'./. to make compliments. — adjs. Compli-
mental, expressing or implying comphment ; Oom-
plimeat'ary. conveying, or expressive of, civility

or praise : ttsing complunents.—/;. Compllment'er,
one who pays coraplimenu.—Compliments of the
season, compliments appropriate to special times,
as Christmas and birthdays; Left-handed com-
pliment, a saying intended tu seem a compliment,
but ill le.lity the reverse: Pay, or Present, one '8

compliments, to give one's respects or greeting.



Compline mOte ; mflte ; mOOn ; Men. Comprise

[Fr. cotnpliment—L. complementum. See Com-
ply-]

Compline, Complin, kom'plin, «. the 7th and last

service of the day, at 9 P.M., completing the canoni-

cal hours. [O. Fr. conplie (mod. complies)— L.

co)iipUtii (Jtora). )

Complish, koin'plish, v.t. (Spe/ts.) to accomplish.

Complot, kom'plot, «• a conspiracy.— -./. Complot',
to plot together, to conspire'.

—

v.i. to plan.—/r./.
complot' ting ; /«.;#. complot'ted. [Fr.]

Compluvium, kom-pkio'vi-um, «. a quadrangular open
space in the middle of a Roman house, which carried

the rain-water from ttie roofs to a basin (Jmpluviuin)
placed below. (L.]

Comply, kom-pti', v.i. to yield to ihe wishes of

another : to agree or consent to {with) : — pf p-
comply'ing ; pn.t. and pa.p. complied'.— //. Com-
pli'er, one who complies. ^/.r><?7. Complying,
compliant. [It. co»ipli>e, to fulfil, to suit, to offer

courtesies— L. complire, to fulfil.]

Compo, kom'pG, «. a mixture of whiting, resin, and
glue for ornamenting walls and cornices : a bank-
rupt's composition. [Abbrev. of Composition.]

Component, kom-pO'nent, adj. making up : forming
one of the elements of a compound.—;/, one of the

elements of a compound.—«. Compo'nenoy. — rt<//'.

Component'aL [L. ccmponcre.\
Comport, kom-port', v.i. to agree, suit (mith).— v.t. to

bear one's self: to behave.

—

u. manner of acting.

—

ns. Comport'ance (Speus.); Comportment, be-

haviour. [L. comportare — com, together, and
portare., to carry.]

Compose, kom-pOz', v.t. to form by putting two or

more p:irls or things together : to place in proper
order, to put together, to arrange artistically the

elements of a landscape for paintuig : to settle or
set at rest : to soothe : to set up or place types in

order for printing : to originate or write as author,

to set to music.

—

p.adj. Composed', settled, quiet,

calm. — adv. Compos'edly. — us. Compos'edness :

Composer, a writer, an author, esp. of a piece of

music.

—

adj. Com'pOSite, made up of two or more
distinct parts : {archit.) a blending of the Ionic and
the Corinthian orders : (hot.) belonging to the natural

order Co»i/>ositee, having compound or composite
flowers—heads of flowers composed of a number of

florets on .1 common receptacle, surrounded by
bracts forming a leafy involucre, like single flowers.

—adv. Com'posltely.

—

us. Com'positeness ; Com-
pos'ing-Stick, an instrument with a sliding adjust-

ment, used for holding printing-types before they
are put on the galley ; Compos'ftion, the act of
putting together, or that which is put together: the

thing composed, as a work in literature, music, or
painting : mental constitution : artistic manner, style

in writing or painting : a coming together or agree-
ment, an arrangement or compromise : a certain

percentage which creditors agree to accept in lieu

of the full payment of a bankrupt's debts : (jncch )

the compounding of two velocities or forces into a
single velocity or force which shall \>f. their equi-
valent.—rt,/;'. Compos'ltlve.—>if. Compositor, one
who puts together, or sets up, types for printing

;

Compost, Compost'ure (Shak.\ a mixture for

manure : a kind of plaster ; Compo'sure, calm-
ness : self-possession: tranquillity. — Composite
candle, one made of a mixture of stearic acid and
the stearin of coco-nut oil : Composite carriage,
a railway-carriage with compartments of different

classes ; Composite portrait, a single portrait pro-

duced by comnining those of a number of persons ;

Composition of a felony, the act of abstaining from
prosecution for some consideration— itself punishable
by fine and imprisonment. [Fr. composer, from L.
cum, and pausare, to cease, to rest.]

Compos mentis, kom'pos ment'is, adj. phrase, in one's
right mind—sometimes merely CompoS. [L.]

Oompossible, kom-pos'i-bl, adf. possible in co-exist-

ence with something else.

—

u. Composslbll'lty. [L.
com-, and Possible.]

Compot, kom'pot, «. fruit preserved in syrup. [Fr.
compote.]

Compotation, kom-po-ta'shun, «. a carouse together.
— >is. Compota'tionship ; Com'potator, a bottle-
companion.— </<//'. Compot'atory. [L. compotation-
em—coiu, together, potitrc, to drink.]

Compound, kom-pownd', v./. to mix or combine: to
settle or adjust by agreement.

—

v.i. to agree, or
come to terms : to bargain in the lump.

—

adj. Com'-
poiind, mixed or composed of a number of parts :

not simple, dealing with numbers of various de-
nominations of quantity, &c., as in 'compound
addition,' &c. ; or with processes more complex than
the simple process, as in 'compound proportion,'
&c.—«. a mass made up of a number ol parts : the
usual name in India for the enclosure in which a
house stands, with its outhouses, yard, and garden :

a compounded drug.

—

>i. Compound'er. — Com-
pound engine, a condensing engine in which the
mechanical action of the steam is begun in one
cylinder, and ended in a larger cylinder ; Compound
fracture, a broken bone, communicating with a
coexisting skin wound; Compound householder,
one who pays his rates in his rent, the landlord
being immediately chargeable with them ; Com-
pound Interest, the charge made where—the in-

terest not being paid when due—it is added to the
principal, forming the amount upon which the sub-
sequent year's interest is computed ; Compound
quantity (a/^.), a quantity consisting of more than
one term, as a + />; Compound time {miis.), time
in which each bar is made up of two or more simi:le

bars. [O. Fr., from L. componere—com, together,
foncre, to place.]

Comprehend, kom-pre-hend', v.t. to seize or take up
with the mind, to underst.ind : to comprise or in-

clude.— «j. Comprehensibirity, Comprehen'slble-
ness. —«<//. Comprehensible, capable of being
understood. - adv. Comprehensibly.—«. Compre-
hen'slon, power of the mind to understand : {logic)

the intension of a term or the sum of the qualities

implied in the term : the inclusion of Nonconformists
within the Church of England.

—

adj. Comprehen'-
SlVe, having the quality or power of comprehending
much : extensive : full.— adv. Comprehen'Slvely.—n. Comprehensiveness. [L. comprekendere, to

seize.]

Compress, kom-pres', v.i. to press together : to force

into a narrower space : to condense or concentrate.
— II. Com'press, soft folds of linen, &c. , formed into

a pad, and used in surgery to apply any requisite

pressure to any part : a wet cloth, covered with
waterproof, applied to the skin.

—

adj. Compressed'.
— us. Compressibility, Compres'slbleness, the

property that bodies have of being reduced in volume
by pressure—the ratio of the amount of compression
per unit volume to the compressing force applied.

—

adj. Compres'slble, that may be compressed.— ?/.

Compression, act of compressing : state of being

compressed, condensation.—a<^V. CompreS'Sional

:

Compres'slve, able to compress.

—

ns. Compres'sor,
anything that compresses ; a muscle that compresses

certain parts; Compres'sure. — Compresseil-air
bath, a strong chamber of iron plates in which a

patient can sit, and into which air is driven by 3

steam-engine to any required pressure ; Compressed-
air motor, any mode of employing air as a motive-

power, as in automatic railway-brakes, &c. [L.

compressare, com, together, and pressdre, to press

—premere, pressnm, to press.]

Comprint, kom-print', v.t. to share in printing—of
the former privilege shared with the Stationers'

Company and the King's Printer by Oxford and
C.imbridge.

Comprise, kom-jrlz', v.t. to contain, include : to sUm
u^.—adj. Comprls'able.—n. Compris'al, the act of
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Compromifle fSte, far ; me, h6r ; mine

;

Concept

comprising.—/.<!<(;>. Oomprised', included; Com-
priS'ing, including. [Fr. compris, pa. p. of com-
prendre—h. catnprehendere. bee Comprehend.]

Compromise, kom'pro-mlz, «. a .-iettlement of dif-

ferences by mutual concession, adjustment of one's

theories or principles.

—

x>.t. to settle by mutual

agreement and concession : to pledge : to involve

or bring into question—to expose one's self to risk

of danger or misunderstanding. — p.adj. Com'-

promlsed, exposed to danger or discredit. [Fr.

compromis—L. coinpromittere, •missutn—com, lo-

%ci\\er, protnittere, to promise.]

Comprovincial, kom-pro-vin'shal, adj. {Spens.) be-

longing to the .same province.

Oompt Compter, Comptlble, obs. forms of Count,

&c.
Comptroll, Comptroller. See under Control.

Oompnlse, kom-puls', v.t. to compel.

—

adjs. Com-
pnl'satory, Compul'sative (Shnk.), compulsory-.—
p.adj. Compulsed', compelled.

—

ns. Compul'slon,
the act of compellmg : force : necessity : violence ;

Compulsitor (Scots la7v), that which compels.

—

adj. Compulsive, coercive : with power to compel.
—ad-i. Compul'sively ; Compul'sorlly.—««>. Com-
pul'sory, compelled : obligatory : compelling. [L.

coitipuhare, freq. oi compellert, to compel.]

Compunction, kom-pungkshnn, «. uneasiness of con-

science : remorse : regret : pity.

—

adj. Compunc'-
tiOUS, feeling or causing compunction : repentant :

remorseful. - oiiv. Compunc'tlously. — Without
compunction, with no feeling of sorrow or regret.

10. Fr.,— L. compunctio, -nis—com, inten., and
piingere, punctum, to prick.]

Oompurgatlon, kom-pur-gashun, n. the custom, in

.'\nglo-Saxon law, oi permitting the accused to call

in witnesses to prove his innocency, by joining their

oaths to his : evidence in favour of the accused :

vindication.—«. Com'purgator, one who testifies to

the innocency or veracity of another.

—

adjs. Com-
purgato'rlal, Compur'gatory. [L. compurgare,
to purify wholly. See Purge.]

Compursion, kom-pur'shun, n. a pursing together
(Sterne).

Compute, kom-put', v.t. to calculate: to number: to

estimate.

—

adj. Comput'able, calculable.

—

ns. Oom'-
putant, Computer, Com'putlst, a calculator ; Com-
puta'tion, act of computing : reckoning : estimate.—adj. Comput'ative, given to computation.— n.

Com'putator. [L. cnntputdre, from co>n, together,
pulare, to reckon.]

Comrade, kom'rad, ». a close companion : an intimate
associate.— «J. Com'radery ; Com'radeship. [Sp.
camarada, a roomful, a chamber-mate— L. camera,
a chamber.]

Comtism, komt'ism, n. the philosophical system of
August Comte, the founder of Positivism (1798-1857).
—adj. Com'tian.—;/. and adj. Comt'ist.

Comus, kO'mus, n. a god of mirth : a revel. [L.,—Gr.
kdmos, a revel.]

Con., kon, a contraction of L. contra, against, as in
Pro and con., for and against.

Con, kon, v.t. to study carefully : to commit to
memory :—/»-./. con'ning; /<7./. conned.—«. Con'-
nlng, learning by heart : poring over. [A.S.
cuttnian, to try to know

—

cunnan, to know.]
Con, Conn, kon, kun, v.t. to direct the steering of a

ship.—«. the act of conning.

—

ns. Con'nlng, direct-
ing the steering ; Con'nlng-tow'er, the pilot-house
of a war-ship. [Prob. conn, with preceding.]

Con, kon, «. a knock. [Fr. cogtter, to knock.]
Conacre, koi»'5-k«r, «. the custom of letting land

in Ireland in small portions for a single crop, the
rent paid in money or in labour—also Com'acre.

—

v.t to sublet in conacre.—«. Con'acrelsm.
Oonarium, kO-nS'ri-um, n. the pineal gland of the

hTa.\n.—adj. Cona'rial. [Gr. kdnarion.]
CooatUB, ko-na'tus, n. an eflfort : an impulse.—«.
Oona'tlon, the faculty of free agency, including
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desire and volition.

—

adj. Cona'tlve. [L. con&ri,

-dtus, to endeavour.]
Concatenate, kon-kat'e-nat, v.t. to chain or link

together : to connect in a series.

—

n. Concatena'-
tion, a series of links united ; a series of things

depending on each other. [L. con, together, and
catena, a chain.]

Concause, kon'kawz, n. a co-operating cause.
Concave, kon'kav, adj. curved, vaulted, or arched,

applied to the inner side of any curved line or
rounded body, and opposed to convex, which is

applied to the outside. — «. a hollow : an arch
or yn\i\t.—adv. Con'cavely. — «. Concavity, the
quality of being concave : the inner surface of a con-
cave or hollow body.

—

adjs. Conca'vo-con'cave, or
Doub'le-con'cave, concave on both sides of a lens

;

Conca'VO-COn'vex, concave on one side, and convex
on the other. [L. concavus, from con, inten., and
cazn/s, hollow. See Cave.]

Conceal, kon-sel', v.t. to liide completely or carefully :

to keep secret : to disguise : to keep from telling.

—

adjs. Conceal'able, that may be concealed ; Con-
cealed', hidden.—//. Conceal'ment, act of conceal-
ing : secrecy: disguise: hiding-place: (Shak.) a
mystery. [O. Fr. conceler—L. conceldre, from con,

inten., and celare, to hide.]

Concede, kon-sed', v.t. to cede or give up : to quit : to

surrender: to admit: to grant.—r'.i. to admit or
grant.

—

n. Conced'er. [L. concedere, -cessum—con,

wholly, and cedere, to yield.]

Conceit, kon-set', K. over-estimate of one's self: too
favourable opinion of one's own good qualities : a
pleasant, fantastical, or affected notion : wit : (Spens.)

idea: (Shak.) understanding: estimate. — v.t. to

conceive : to think.

—

adj. Conceit'ed, clever, witty,

fantastical (obs. uses) : having a high opinion of
one's .self : egotistical.

—

adv. Conceit'edly.— «. Con-
ceit'edness. — rtrf;'. Conceit'less (Shak.), without
conceit, stupid. — Out Of conceit with, no longer
fond of. [Through a Fr. form conceit, from L. con-
ceptus, pa. p. oi concipere.\

Conceive, kon-sev*, v.t. to receive into and form in

the womb : to form in the mind : to imagine or
think : to imderstand : to express.

—

v.i. to become
pregnant : to think.—«j. Conceivabll'ity, ConcelV-
ableness.—rt^'. Conceivable, that may be con-
ceived, imderstood, or believed.

—

adv. Conceivably.—adj. Conceived', imagined, thought. [O. Fr. con-
cevci L. concipere, conceptum, from con, and
capere, to take.]

Concent, kon-sent', «. a harmony or concord of sounds :

concert of voices.

—

v.i. (Spens.) to harmonise. [L.
concentus, pa. p. oi concinere—con, together, canire,
to sing.]

Concentrate, kon'sen-trat, or kon-sen'-, %Kt. to bring
towards a common centre : to bring into a closer

union : to condense, to render more intense the pro-

perties oi.—adj. doncen'trated (also Con'-).—«.

Concentra'tion, act of concentrating : condensa-
tion : the keeping of the mind fixed on something.

—

adj. Concen'tratlve, tending to concentrate.—».

Concen'trativeness. [A lengthened form of Con-
centre.]

Concentre, kon-sent'6r, v.i. to tend to or meet in a
common centre : to be concentric.

—

v.t. to bring or
direct to a common centre or point :

—

pr.p. concent'-

•'ng ; pa.p. concent'red or concent'ered. — adjs.

Concen'tric, -al, having a common centre.

—

adv.
Concen'trically. — «. Ooncentric'ity. [Fr. con-
centrer - h. con, with, centrum, the centre.]

Concept, kon'sept, «. a thing conceived, a general
notion.

—

ns. Concep'tacle, that in which anything
is contained, a receptacle : (hot.) a pericarp of one
valve, a follicle : a cavity enclosing the reproduc-
tive cells in certain plants and animals; Oonoep'-
tion, the act of conceiving : the thing conceived :

the formation in the mind of an image or idea : a
notion: (Skak.) a mere fancy: a plan: a concept;



Concern mote ; mute ; mSOn ; then. Concubine

Concep tionist.—a<^>. Ooncep'tloTis {Skak.), fruit-

ful ; Concept'iVO, capable of conceiving mentally

;

Conceptual, pertaining to conception.

—

ns. Con-
cep'tualism, the doctrine in philosophy that univer-

sal! have an existence in the mind apart from any
concrete embodiment ; Concsep'tuallst, one who
holds this doctrine.— <!<</•. Conceptualistic. [L.

coitcifere, -ceplum, to conceive.]

Concern, kon-sern', v.t. to relate or belong to : to

aifect or interest: to make uneasy: to trouble: to

have to do with : to be affected.

—

n. that which con-

cerns or belongs to one : interest : regard : anxiety :

a business, or those connected with it.

—

adj. Con-
cerned', having connection with : interested: anxious.

—oiiv. Concem'edly.—«. Concem'edness.—/r^/.
Concerning, regarding : pertaining to.—«. Con-
cem'ment, a thing in which one is concerned : an
affair: importance: interest: interference. [Fr.,

—

L. coneentere, con, together, cernere, to see.]

Concert, kon'sert, «. union or agreement in any un-

dertaking : harmony : musical harmony : a musical
entertainment.

—

v.t. Concert', to frame or devise

together : to arrange, adjust.

—

p.adj. Concert'ed,
mutually planned : arranged.—/w. Concertina (kon-

ser-te'na), a musical instrument consisting of a pair

of bellows, usually polygonal, the sounds produced
by free vibrating reeds of metal, as in the accordion ;

Conoer'to, a musical composition for a solo instru-

ment, with orchestral accompaniments. — Concert
pitch (;«7<j.), the pitch at which instruments for

concert use are tuned. [Fr. concerter—It. cancer-
tare, to smg in concert.]

Concession, kon-sesh'un, n. the act of conceding : the
thing conceded : a grant.

—

euij. ConcOS'slble.—«.

Concessionaire', one who has obtained a concession.

-iuij. Conces'sionary.— «. Conces'slonlst.—a<^'.
Conces'sive, implying concession. [Concede.]

Concetto, kon-chet'to, «. an ingenious turn of ex-

pression : a conceit:—//. Concet'tl.— «. Concet'-
tism, the use of concetti. [It.,—L. cojueptuin,
conceit]

Conch, kongk, ». a marine shell : a spiral shell used
by the Tritons as a trumpet, and still used by some
African peoples in war : a name for the native whites
of the Bahamas, owing to their use of conchs as
food : (iirchit.) the semidome of an apse ; the apse
itself.

—

n. Conchifera, a term applied by Lamarck
to bivalve molluscs and to very different Brachiopods.
—(uijs. Conchif'erons, having a shell ; Conch'lform,
conch-shaped. — «. Conch'old, a plane curve in-

vented to solve the problem of trisecting a plane
angle, doubling the cube, &c.

—

adjs. Conchold'al,
pertaining to a conchoid : shell-like, applied to the
fracture of a mineral : Concholog'lcal, pertaining to

conchology.—«j-. Conchol'oglst ; Conchology, th^it

branch of natural history which deals with the shells

of molluscs. [L. cortclui — Gr. kotigche ; Sans.
canklia, a shell ; conn, with Cockle.]

Concha, kong'ka, K. the central cavity of the outer
ear : the outer ear : {archit.) conch. [L. concha.]

Concierge, kong-si-erj', «. a warden : a janitor. [Fr.

;

der. unknown.]
Conclllar, kon-sil'i-ar, adj. pertaining to a council.

—

Also Concil'iary.
Conciliate, kon-sil'i-at, v.t. to gain, or win over : to
gain the love or good-will of such as have been in-

different or hostile : to pacify.

—

v.t. to make friends.

—adj. ConcU'lable {obs.).—n. Concilla'tion, act of
conciliating.— rt<^'. Concll'iative.—«. Conciriator.
-^adj. Conciliatory. [L. concilidre, -dtum—con-
ciliutn, council.]

Condnnlty, kon-sin'i-ti, n. harmony : congruity :

elegance.— oj//'. Conclnn'OUS, elegant: harmonious.
[L. coiicinnus, well adjusted.]

Condplent, kon-sip'i-ent, adj. that which conceives.

—

H. Conclp'iency.
Concise, kon-sis', adj. cut short : brief—p./. (Milt.)

to mutilate.

—

adv. Concisely.

—

us. Conclse'ness,

the quality of being concise : terseness. [Fr.,—L.
concidere, concisum, from co>t, and ccedere, to cut.]

Concision, kon-sizh'on, n. mutilation : (i>.) circum-
cision : conciseness.

Conclamation, kon-kla-ma'shun, n. a shout of many
together.

Conclave, kon'klav, «. the room in which cardinals
meet to elect a pope : the body of cardinals : any
close assembly.— «. Con'claTlst, an attendant on a
cardinal in conclave. [L. coticiave, from con, to-
gether, clavis, a key.]

Conclude, kon-klOod', v.t. to close : to end : to
oblige.—-'.J. to end; to infer: to form a final judg-
ment.—/.rt<^'. Conclud'ed, finished : settled.—rtrf;'.

Conclud'ing, final, closing.^«. Conclu'slon, act of
concluding : the end, close, or last part : inference

;

judgment : an experiment : i^Shak.) a riddle.

—

adjs.
Conclusive, ConclU'SOry, final : convincing.— rt^^i^.

Conclus'lvely.—«. Conclusiveness.- In conclu-
sion, finally.—To try conclusions, to experiment :

to engage in a contest. [L. concludere, conclusum—con, together, claudere, to shut.]

Concoct, kon-kokt', v. t. to digest : to prepare or

mature : to make up a mixture ; to plan, devise : to

fabricate. — ns. Concoct'er, Concoct or ; Concoc-
tion, act of concocting : ripening : preparation of a
medical prescription, &c. : a made-up story.

—

adj.

Concoctlve, pertaining to concoction. [L. con.

coqnere, concoctum—con, together, and coquere, to

cook, to boil.]

Concomitant, kon-kom'i-tant, adj. accompanying or
going along with : conjoined with.—«. he who or
that which accompanies.

—

ns. Concomitance, Con-
COmltancy, state of being concomitant.

—

adv. Con-
com'ltantly. [L. con, with, and coinitans, pr.p. of
comitari, to accompany

—

conies, a companion.]
Concord, konlcord, or kong'-, «. state of being of the

same heart or mind : union : harmony : agreement

:

a combination of notes which is pleasant to the ear.
—v.t. to agree : to harmonise.—«. Concord'ance,
agreement: an index or dictionary of the leading
words or passages of a book, esp. of the Bible.^o*^'.

Concord'ant, harmonious, united.—rta'j'. Concord'-
antly.—«. Concord'at, a term, though sometimes
used of secular treaties, generally employed to denote
an agreement made between the pope and a secular

government.

—

adj. Concor'dlal, harmonious. [Fr.

Concorde—L. concordia—concors, o{ \^\<: same heart,

from con, together, cor, cordis, the heart. ]

ConcorjKjrate, kon-kor'por-at, v.t. to unite in one
body.

—

adj. united in one body. [L. con, together,

and Corporate.]
Concourse, kon'kOrs, or kong'-, n. an assembly of

persons or things running or drawn together : (Scots

la'ju) concurrence of an officer, who has legal right

to grant it. [Fr.,— L. concursus— con, together,

currere, to run.]

Concreate, kon'kre-at, v.t. to create with or at the

same time.

Concrematlon, kon-kre-ma'shun, n. a burning up or

together, cremation.
Concrescence, kon-kres'ens, «. increment : a growing

together of cells or other organisms. [L. concres-

centia—con, together, erescere, to grow.]

Concrete, kon'kret, adj. formed into one mass : the

opposite of abstract, and denoting a particular thing

:

made of concrete.

—

n. a. mass formed by parts grow-
ing or sticking together : a mixture of lime, sand,

pebbles, &c., used in building.— r./. Concrete', to

form into a solid mass.

—

v.t. to harden.—rt^r'z'. Con-
cretely.—>Ar. Concrete'nesa ; Ooncre'tion, a mass
concreted : a growth forming in certain parts of the

body, as calculi, &c.—adjs. Concre'tlonary ; Con-
cret'ive, having power to concrete. [L. concretus
—con, together, erescere, cretunt, to grow.]

Concrew, kon-krOS', z'.i. (Spens.) to concrete.

Concubine, kong'ku-bin, n. a woman who cohabits or
lives with a man without being married.—n. ConCU'*
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Concupiscence fate, far ; me, hit ; mine ; Cone

binage, state of living together as man and wife

without being married. —«<<>. ConcU'blnary. [Fr.,

— L. concubina—con, together, cubdre, to lie down.]

Concupiscence, kon-ku'pis-ens, «. violent desire :

st^xual appetite: \\is,i.—adjs. Conou'piscent, Con-

CU'piscible. [ Fr. ,— L. concuptscentia—cotttupiscere

—con, inten., ctipere, to desire.J

Concupy, kong'ku-pi, «. {Shak.) concubine, or concu-

piscence, according to Schmidt.

Concur, kon-kur', v.i. to run together : to meet in one

point : to coincide : to act together : to agree : to

assent to '.—pr.f. concur'ring ; /«./*. concurred'.—«J.

Concur'rence, the meeting of lines : union : joint

action : absent ; ConouT'renoy.^-rt./;'. Concurrent,
of lines meeting in the same point : coming, acting,

or existing together : united : accompanying. —«. one

. that concurs : a competitor : one who accompanies a

slierifT's officer as witness.—(K^f. OonCUr'rently.—
adj. Concur'ring, agreeing. [L. concurrire, from

con, together, currert, cursuitt, to run.]

Concuss, kon-kus', v.t. to disturb: to overawe: to

coerce.

—

n. COUCUS'sion, state of being shaken : a
violent shock caused by the sudden contact of two
bodies : any undue pressure or force exerted upon
any one.

—

iidj. Concuss'ive, having the power or

quality of concussion. [L. coticussui—con, together,

quatcre, to shake.]
Concyciic, kon-sl'klik, adj. {j;eam.) lying on the

circumference of one circle.

Condemn, kon-dem', v.t. to pronounce guilty : to

censure or blame : to sentence to puni^^hment : to

give up to some fate : to pronounce unfit for use.

—

adj. Condem'nable, blainabk.—». Condemna'tion,
stale of being condemned : blame : cause of being
condemned.

—

adj. Condeut'uatory, expressing or
implying condemnation.

—

p.adj. Condemned', pro-

nounced to be wrong, guilty, or useless : belonging
or relating to one who is sentenced to punishment,
e.g. ' condemned cell :' declared dan;;erous and to be
removed, as a house, bridge, &c. [L. condemnare,
from con, inten., and damnare, to damage.]

Condense, kon-dens', v.i. to compress or reduce by
pressure into smaller compass ; to reduce to a denser
form, as vapour to liquid.—n. Condensabirity, the
quality of being condensable.

—

adj. Condens able,
capable of being compressed.

—

v.t. Condens'ate, to

condense : to compress into a closer form.

—

v.i. to

become dense : to harden :— pr.p. condens'ating ;

pa.p. condcns'ated.

—

ns. Condeusa'tion, act of con-
densing ; Condens'er, an apparatus for reducing
vapours to a liquid form : an appliance for collecting
or condensing electricity. [L. condeiuare— con,
inten., and dtnsits, dense.]

Condescend, kon-de-send', v.i, to descend willingly
from a superior position : to act kindly to inferiors :

to deign : to comply : to lower one's self. — «.

Condescendence, condescension : {Scots iavi) an
articulate statement annexed to a summons, setting
forth the allegations in fact upon which an action
is founded.

—

adj. Condescend'lng, yielding to in-

feriors : courteous: obliging: p.uroiiising. — ad^i.

Condescendingly.— ». Condescen'sion, affability

to inferiors : courtesy : graciousness.—Condescend
upon, to specify : to mention. [L. con, inten., and
desctndere, to descend.]

Condiddle, kon-did'l, v.t. (Scot.) to steal.

CondljgQ, kon-dln', aiij. well merited : adequate (of

punishment).—iK/K, Oondignly.—«. Condlgn'ness.
L. condigyiui—cou, wholly, digitus, worthy.]

Condiment, kon'di-ment, /(. a seasoning used at ttble
to give a flavour to tiie ordinary solid or liquid food.
—v.t. to pickle. (L. condimeHtum—condlre, to pre-
serve, to pickle.]

Condition, kon-dish'un, n. state in which things exist

:

a particular manner of being : quality : rank, as 'a
person of condition :

' pre-requisite : temper ; a term
of a contract : proposal : arrangement : (logic) that
which must precede the operation of a cause : (law)

a provision that upon the occurrence of an uncertain

event an obligation shall come into lorce, or shall

cease, or that the obligation shall not come into

force until a certain event.

—

v.i. to make terms.—
v.t. to agree U(X)n : to restrict, limit : to determine.
— adj. Condi'tional, depending on conditions.

—

«. Condltional'ity. — a</i'. Condi'tionally.— r-./.

Condi'tionate, to condition : to qualify.

—

adj. Con-
ditioned, having a certain condition, state, or
quality: circumstanced: depending: relative — the

opposite of absolute. — Conditioning House, an
establishment in which the true weight, length, and
condition of articles of trade and commerce are
determined scientifically—the first in England estab-

lished at Bradford in 1S91. [L. condicio, -nis, a
compact (later false spelling conditio)—coudicere—
con, together, dicere, to say.]

Condole, kon-dol', v.i. to grieve with another: to

sympathise in sorrow : (5"/j<i^'.) to grieve.— (?(^'. Con-
dol'atory, expressing condolence.

—

ns. Condole'-
ment, Condol ence, expression of grief for another's
sorrow.

—

adj. Condol'ent, sympathetic. (L.. con,

with, dolere, to grieve.]

Condone, kon-don , v.t. to forgive : to pass over.— «.

Condona'tlon, forgiveness : in the legal phraseology
of Britain and the United States, forgiveness granted
by the injured party, which may be urged by the

guilty party as a defence against an action of divorce
on the ground of adultery. [L. con, inten., dondre,
to give. See Donation.]

Condor, kon'dor, H. a large vulture found among the
Andes of South America. [Sp.,^— Peruv. cuutnr.^

Condottiere, kon-dot-ti-a're, n. a leader of a band of
military adventurers who sold their services to any
party in any contest :—//. Condottierl (-a're). [It.,
—condoito, way—L. con, and ducerc, to le.id.]

Conduce, kon-dOs', x\i. to tend to some end : to con-
tribute.— «.r. Conduce'ment (Milt.), Conduc'ible-
ness.Conduc'iveness.—rt^>. Conduc'lble, Conduc'-
ive, leading or tending : having power to promote :

advantageous.—Wr'i. Conduolbly, Conduc'lvely.
[L. coil, together, duci-re, ducturn, to lead.]

Conduct, kon-dukt', v.t. to lead or guide: to convey
(water): to direct: to m.iiiage : to behave: (elect.)

to carry or transmit.

—

ns. Con'dUCt, act or method of
leading or managing : guidance : escort : guide :

management: behaviour; CondUCtibll'ity.

—

cuijs.

CondUct'ible, capable of conducting heat, &c. :

capable of being conducted or transmitted. — «.

Conduc'tion, act or property of conducting or trans-

mitting : transmission by a conductor, as heat.

—

adj.

CondUCt'lve, having the quality or power of con-
ducting or transmitting. — ns. Conductivity, a
power that bodies have of transmitting heat and
electricity ; CondUOt'or, the person or thing that

conducts : a leader : a manager : a leader of an
orchestra : one in charge of a bus, &c. : that which
lias the property of transmitting electricity, heat,

&c. — n./ein. CondUCt'resS. [L. conductus— con-
diiccre. See Conduce.]

Conduit, kun'dit, or kon'-, n. a channel or pipe to lead
or convey water, &c. : a kind of fountain. [Fr.

conduit— L. conductus—conducert, to lead.]

Condyle, kon'dil, «. a protuberance at the end of a
bone serving for articulation with another bone, esp.

that by which the occipital bone of the skull is

articulated to the smne.—adj. Condyloid.—". Con-
dylo'ma, a growtli about the anus or generative
organs. [Fr.,— L.,—Gr. kondylos, knuckle.]

Cone, kOn, ». a solid pointed figure with a circular b.ise

:

fruit shaped like a cone, as that of the pine, fir, &c.

:

anything shaped like a cone.

—

ns. Cone'-Sbell, a
family of Gasteropod molluscs, with substantial

conical shells ; Cono'-Whoat, a variety of wheat,
with conical-shaped spike.— rti^V. Conic, -al, having
the form of or pertaining to a cone.

—

adv. Con'l-

cally.—«i. Con'icalness, Conic'ity.— a///'. Con'ioo-

Cyllll'drioal —«. Conies, tliat part of geometry
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Coney mate ; mute ; mC!3n ; then. Conflict

Gone—with Sections.

which deals with the cone and its sections.

—

adj.
Coniform, in the form of a cone.—Conic Section,
a figure made by the
section of a cone by a
plane. [Fr. cone—L.,—
Gr. konos, a peak, a peg. ]

Coney. See Cony.
Confab, kon-fab', V. and «.

coll. forms of ConfafU-
late, Confabulation.—
adj. Confab'ular. — n.

C n fa b'u 1 a t o r. —aiij.
Confab ulatory.

Confabulate,kon-fab'u-!at,
f /. to talk familiarly to-

gether : to chat.—«. Con-
fabula'tlon. [L. con,
logeOxer,yiziit/dri, to talk—/^f«/rt, a tale, fable.]

Confarreation, kon-far-re-a'shun, «. a Roman mode of
marriage, made in the presence of the high-priest
and ten witnesses, at which bread made of .spelt was
eaten together.—1^(>'. Confar'reate. [L. confar-
rcatio—confarreare, to unite by bread, to "marry

—

con, with,y<jr, a species of grain.]
Confect, kon'fekt, «. fruit, &c., prepared with sugar :

a sweetmeat : a comfit.

—

v. I. Collfect', to prepare :

to preserve.— «. Confec'tion, composition, com-
pound: a composition of drugs: a sweetmeat: the
French word for a ready-made article of dress for

women's wear.

—

v.t, to make a confection, in its

various uses.— ;«. Confec'tlonary (B.\ a confec-
tioner : a sweetmeat : a place where confections
are made : confectionery ; Confec'tioner, one who
makes confections ; Coilftc'tionery, a confectioner's
shop : the business of a confectioner : sweetme.its in
general. [L. conjicere, confectuni, to make up
together

—

con, together, ya<:/rr, to make.]
Confederate, kon-fed'er-at, adj. leagued together

:

allied.

—

n. one united in a league: an ally: an ac-
complice.

—

v.i. and v.i. to league together or join iii

a league.

—

ns. Confed'eracy, a league or mutual
^"o-'S^n^^"' per>ons or states united by a league :

a conspiracy ; Confeder^'tion, a league : alliance,

esp. of princes, states, SiC.—aJj. Confbd'eratiVS, of
or belonging to a confederation. [L. confa-derdre,
-atutn—con, \.ogexheT,Jiseiius,ybederis, a league.]

Confer, kon-fer', z'.t. to give or bestow : to conlpare
(notes), collate— abbrev. Cf.

—

Z'.i. to talk or consult
together :—pr.p. conferring ; j'a.p. conferred'.—ns.

Conferee'j one conferred with ; Con'ference, tlic act
of conferring : an appointed meeting for instruction

or discussion.—^<^-j. Confereft'tial ; Confer'rable.
—«. Confer'rer, one who confers. [Fr.i—L. confer) e—con, together, /IvMT, to bring.]

Conferva, kon-fer'va, «. a genus of lower fresh-water
Algae, forming slimy masses or tufts in ponds and
stagnant pools, easily recognised by their uiibranched
filaments.

—

aJj. GOOfefyoid. [L. conferva, a kind
of w.Tter-plant.]

Confess, kon-fes', v.t. to acknowledge fully, esp. some-
thing wrong : to own or admit : to make known, as
sins to a prieat : to hear a confession, as a priest.

—

v.i. to make confession.

—

ns. Confes'sloil, acknow-
ledgment of a crime or fault : avowal : a statement of
one's religious belief: acknowledgment of sin to a
priest ; Conffes'Slonal, the seat or enclosed recess
where a priest hears confessions.

—

adj. pertaining
to confession.— ns. ConfesslonallSffl. ; Confes'sion-
alist. — «<(;. Confes'sionary, of or belonging to
confession.—«. a confessional.

—

ns. Confess'or, one
who professes the Christian faith, or a priest who
hears confessions and grants absolution : one
who endures persecution but not death : —fetn.
Confess'oress ; Confess'orsblp.—.K^/r. Confessed',
Confesf, .-idinitted : avowed : evident. — adz-s.
Confessedly, Confesfly.—Confession of Faith, a
formulary embodying the religious beliefs of a church
or sect : a creed.--Confe8S to, to admit, acknow-
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ledge ; Stand Confessed, to be revealed. [Fr. con-
fesstr—L. confttiri, confessus—con, sig. complete-
ness, a.nAfaleri—fdri, to speak.]

Confide, kon-fld', Z'.i. to trust wholly or have faith
(with in): to rely.— v.t. to entrust, or commit to the
charge of.—ns. Confidant', one confided in or en-
trusted with secrets: a bosom-friend:

—

fern. Con-
fidante'; Con'fldence, firm trust or belief: faith:
self-reliance : firmness : boldness : presumption

;

Con'fldency. — adj. Con'fident, trusting firmly

:

having full belief: positive : bold.—«. a confidential
'

friend.— rt^(;'. Confiden'tlal, (given) in confidence :

admitted to confidence : private.

—

advs. Conflden'-
tlally ; Con'fidently. — «. Confid'er, one who
confides.

—

adj. Confid'Ing, trustful.

—

adv. Confid'-
Ingly. —«. Confid'ingness. — Confidence trick, a
swindler's trick, whereby a person is induced to hand
over money as a mark of confidence in the swindler ;

Confident person, in Scots law, a confidential per-
son, partner, agent, &c. [L. coitfidl*e—con, sig.

completeness, a.ndjidere, to trust.]

Configuration, kon-fig-a-ra'shun, ti. external figure or
shape : outlnie : relative position or aspect, as of
planets.—7'x. /. Config'urate, Conflg'ure, to shape.
[L. confguratio—con, together, and fi^irdn, to
form. See Figure.]

Confine, kon'fin, «. border, boundary, or limit—gener-
ally in //. : (kon-fJn') confinement : (Shak.) a
prison.

—

Z!.t. Confine', to border ; to be adjacent
to : to limit, enclose : to imprison.

—

adjs. Confin'-
able ; Confined', limited : imprisoned : narrow

;

Confine less {Shak.), without bound : unlimited.-^
tis. Confine'ment, state of being shut up : restraitvt

:

imprisonment : restraint from going abroad by sick-

ness, and esp. of women in childbirth ; Coimn'or.
one within the confines : {Shak.) an inhabitant.

—

adj.
Confln'ing, bordering : limiting.—Be confined, to

be limited : to be in child-bed. [Fr. coiifirur—'L.
cotifinis, bordering

—

coH, together, _/{««, the end.]
Confirm, koit-ferm', v.t. to strengthen : to fix or estab-

lish : to ratify : to verify : to assure : to admit to

full communion.

—

aiiJ. Confirm'able.

—

11. Confir-
Qta'tlon, a making firm or Sure : convincing proof

:

the rite by which persons are admitted to full com-
inunion in the R.(^., Greek, Lutheran, Anglican, and
other Churches.

—

adjs. Confirm'atlTB, tending to

confirm ; Confinn'atory, giN-ing additional strength
to : confirming ; Confirmed', settled : inveterate.

—

ns. Confirmee', one to whom anything is confirmed ;

Confirm'er; Confirming. [O. Fr. confer»ur—L.
coiifirnidf e — C071, inten. , anAfrmdre—firntus, firm.]

ConuSCate, kon'fis-kat, or kon-fis'-, v.t. to appropriate

to the state, as a penalty : to take possession of.

—

aiij. forfeited to the public treasury'.- <J<(/V. Confls'-

Cable, ConflS'catory, of the nature of confiscation.
—ns. Confiscation, the act of confiscating ; OoH'-

fiscator, one who confiscates. [L. conjiscdre, -dtUOi
—con, together,fsens, a basket.]

Confit, kon'fit, «. {o5s.). Same as COmfit.
Confiteor, kon-fit'e-or, «. a form of prayer of confession

used in the Latin Church. [L. coiifiieor, \ confess.]

Confiture, kon'fit-ur, n. {obs.). Same as ComfltUrO.
Confix, kon-fiks', v.t. {Shak.) to fix firmly. [L. con-

figere, -fijcntn—con, '\vAen.,figere, to fix.

|

Coi&agrate, kon'fla-grat, z*./. and v.i. to bum up.—
adj. Conflag'rant {Mih.), burning.—;/. CoDfldgra'-

tion, a great burning or fire. [L. conflAgrdre—con,

inten., andj!afrdre, to bum. See Flagrant.]

Conflate, kon-flit', v.t. to blow together : to produce:

to combine two variant readings of a text into one.

—«. Confia'tion. [L. conflatus—confJ&re, to blo«
together

—

con, xaAfldrc, to blow.]

Conflict, kon'flikt, «. violent collision : a struggle or

contest : a battle : a mental struggle.

—

v.i. Conflict',

to fight: contend: to be in opposition: to clash.

—

adj. Confiict'ing, clashing : contradictory.—«. Con-
fliC'tlon. — adj. Conflict'lve, tending to conflict

[L. confligere—con, together, and fligere, to strike.]
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Confluence, kon'floo-cn», n. a flowing together: the

place of meeting, as of rivers : a concourse : the act

of meeting together. —rt</>. Confluent, flowing to-

gether : uniting. — «. a stream uniting and flowing

with another.—a</f. Con'fluently.—«. Con'flux, a

flowing together. [L. conjiuirt, conflujcum, from

f<7«, together, >?«/«, to flow.]

Oonfonn, kon-form', v.t. to make like or of the same

form with : to adapt

—

v.i. to be of the same form ;

to comply : to obey.—«. Conformabil Ity, state of

being conformable. — adj. Conform able, corre-

sponding in form : suitable : compliant.—/j^/r. Con-

form'ably. — ns. Confonna'tlon, particular form,

shape, or structure : adaptation ; Conform er, Con-

form'Ist, one who conforms, esp. with the worship

of the Esublished Church: Conformity, likeness:

compliance : consistency.—In conformity With, in

accordance with. [L. con/ornidre—con, with, and
/orinare—forma, form.)

Confound, kon-fownd', v.i. to overthrow, defeat : to

mingle so as to make the parts indistinguishable : to

throw into disorder : to perplex : to astonish. ^^.a^'.

Confound'ed, confused : astonished : {coil.') con-

summate, egreeions (a term of disapprobation).

—

tuivs. Confound'edly (coll.), hatefully, shamefully :

cursedly ; Confound'ingly, astonishingly. — Con-
found you, an execration or curse. [O. Fr. con-

fondrt— L. con/undere, •fusutn — con, together,

fundire, to pour. ]

Oonfratemity, kon-fra-tir'ni-ti, H. a brotherhood

:

clan : brotherly friendship.

Confrere, kong-frar, «. a colleague : a fellow-member or

associate. [Fr.,—L. con, together,/raier, a brother.)

Confront, kon-frunt', v.i. to stand in front of: to face

:

to oppose : to bring face to face : to compare.—«.

Confironta'tion, the bringing of people face to face.

[Fr. cotifrontet—Low L. ,—L. con, together, and
froHs, the front. See Front.)

Confucian, kon-fu'shyan, adj. of or belonging to Con-
fucius, ihe Chinese philosopher (551-479 B.C.).

—

tis,

Confu'danism ; Confu'cianlst.
Confuse, kon-fOz", rut. to pour or mix together so that

things cannot be distinguished : to throw into dis-

order : to perplex.

—

v.i. to be confused.

—

adj. Con-
ftued', perplexed : disordered.

—

adv. ConfUS'edly,
in a confused manner : disorderly.

—

ns. ConfUS'ed-
ness, stale of being confused : disorder; Confu'sion,
the staie of being confused : disorder : shame: over-
throw: perplexity: embarrassment: turmoiL — adj.

Confd sive. (A doublet of Confound.

)

Confute, kon-fut', v.t. to prove to be lalse : to refute :

to put an end 10.— adj. Confut'able.

—

n. Confuta'-
tion.

—

adj. ConfUVative, tending to confute.—«.

Confute'ment. [L. confutdre— con, inten., and
fittis, a water-vessel, from fiindirt, to pour: to
overthrow. See Futile.)

Oong^. See Congee.
Congeal, kon-jSl', v.t. to freeze : to change from fluid

to solid by cold : to solidify, as by cold.

—

v. i. to pass
from fluid to solid, as by told : to stiffen : to coagu-
Ltte.—a/i>'. Congeai'able.—«.r. Congeal'ableness

;

Congeal'ment, Congela tlon, act or process of con-
gealing : anything congealed. (L. congeldre, from
con, a.nA gtlu, frost.)

Congee, kon'je, Conge, kong'jS, «. a bow : dismissal

:

leave to depart.

—

v.i. to take leave : to bow.—Oong^
d'^lire (Fr.), permission to elect : permission given
by the crown to a dean and chapter to elect a bishop.

[Fr. congi— L. conuneatus, leave of absence

—

com,
together, and mtare, to go.]

Congener, kon'je-n4r, or kon-j6'n4r, «. a person or
thing of the .same kind or nature.

—

adj. akin.

—

adjs.
Oongener'iC, -al, of the same genus, origin, or
nature ; Congen'erOTU, of the same nature or kind

;

Congenet'ic, alike in origin. [L. ,

—

coh, with, and
genus, generis, kind.)

Congenial, kon-j*'ni-al, adj. of the same genius, spirit,

or tastes: kindred, sympathetic: suitaole.—». Con-
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genlal'lty.—a^/r. Oong§'nlally. [L. con, with, and
genialis, genial. See GreniaL]

Congenital, kon-jen'i-tal, adj. begotten or born with,

said of diseases or deformities dating from birth.

—adv. Congen'itally. [L. congenittis, from con,

Xo^elher, gignere, genitum, to beget.]

Conger, kong'ger, «. a marine bony fish in the eel

family, 3 to 6 feet long—also Con'ger-eel : a
company of co-operating booksellers. [L.,— Gr.
gongros.]

Congeries, kon-je'ri-ez, «. a collection of particles or

small bodies in one mass. [L.,— con, together,

gerere, gestuni, to bring.)

Congest, kon-jest', v.t. to bring together, or heap up :

to accumulate.

—

adjs. Congest'ed, affected with
an unnatural accumulation of blood : overcrowded ;

Congest'ible.—n. Congest'ion, an accumulation of

blood in any part of the body : fullness : an over-

crowded condition.

—

adj. Congest'lve, indicating or

tending to congestion. [L. congerere, congestum—
con, together, and gerere, gestum, to bring.)

Congiary, kon'ji-ar-i, «. a gift to the Roman people
or soldierj-, originally in corn, oil, &c., each receiv-

ing a congius or gallon—afterwards given in money.
[L. congiariunt—congius, the Roman gallon.)

Conglobe, kon-gl5b', v.t. or v.i. to collect together
into a globe or round mass :

—

pr.p. conglob'ing

;

pa.p. conglObed'.

—

culj. Conglobate, formed into a

Slobe or ball.

—

v.t. to form into a globe or ball.

—

n.

ongloba'tion. —;'./. Conglob ulate, to gather into

a globule or small globe. [L. con, together, and
globdre, -dtum—globus, a ball, globe.)

Conglomerate, kon-glom'er-at, adj. gathered into a
clew or mass.

—

v.t. to gather into a ball.—«. a
rock composed of pebbles cemented together.

—

n.

Conglomera'tlon, state of being conglomerated : a
collection of things. [L. conglome>dre, -dtum—
con, together, and glomus, glomeris, a clew, akin to

globus. )

Conglutinate, kon-glCO'tin-at, v.t. to glue together

:

to heal by uniting.—t'.j. to unite or grow together.

—

p.adj. Conglu'tlnant.—«. Conglutination, a join-

ing b>' means of some sticky substance : healing.

—

adj. ConglU'tinative, having power to conglutinate.

—n. ConglU'tinator. [L. conglutinare, -Stum—
con, together, &\\d gluten, glue.)

Congou, kong'gSo, n. a kind of black tea. — Also
Congo. [Chinese kung-fu, labour, referring to the
labour expended in producing the tea.)

Congratulate, kon-grat'u-lat, v.t. to wish Joy to on
any fortunate event : to felicitate : to consider one's

self fortunate in some matter.

—

adj. Congrat'ulant,
expressing congratulation.—«. a congratulator.

—

ns.

Congratula'tion, act of congratulating : an expres-
sion of joy or sympathy; Congrat'ulator.

—

adj.
Congrat'ulatory. [L. congratuldri, -dtus— con,

inten., gratuldri—grains, pleasing.)

Congree, kon-gr€', v.i. (SAax.) to agree together : to
accord. [L. con, together, and Fr. gre', good-will

—

L. gratus, pleasing.)

Cong^et, kon-gret', v.t. (SAak.) to salute mutually.
[L. con, together, and Greet.)

Congregate, kong'gre-gat, V. i. to gather together : to
assemble.— r./. to flock together.—/./!^'. Congre-
gated, assembled : aggregated.—<t. Congrega'tion,
the act of congregating . an assemblage of persons
or things: (O.T.) a name given to the children of
Israel : a body of people united to worship in a
particular church : the name given to the body of
Protestant Reformers in Scotland in the time of
iAsiry.-—adj. CongTega'tlonal, pertaining to a con-
gregation. — ns. Congrega'tionalism, a form of
church government in which each congregation is

independent in the management of its own affairs
— also called Indepettdency; Congrega'tlonallSt,
adherent of Congregationalism. (L. congre'dre,
-dtum—con, together, and grex, gregis, a flock.)

Congress, kong'gres, H. a meeting together or assem-



C!onerreve mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Connote

bly, as of ambassadors, &c., for political purposes

:

,. the federal legislature of the United States.

—

I'.i. to
'' meet in congress.

—

adj. Congres'Sional.—«. Con'-

gressman, a member of congress. [L. con, together,

and f^riiUi, gressus, to step, to go.]

Oongreve, kong'grev, «. a rocket for use in war,

invented by Sir William Congreve (1772-1828).—«.

Con'grove-match, a kind of lucifer match invented

by Congreve.
Congrue, kong-grOO', v.i. (Shak.) to agree.

—

ns. Cong'-
ruence, Cong'ruoncy, agreement : suitableness.—
{uij. Cong'ruent, agreeing : suitable : congruous

:

used of two numbers which, when divided by the

same number, give the same remainder.—«. Con-
gru'ity, agreement between things : consistency

:

fitness.

—

adj. Cong^rUOUS, suitable : fit : consistent.

—adv. Cong'ruotisly. — «. Cong'ruousness. [L.

congruere, to rim together.]

Oonla. See Conium.
Conic, -al ; Conies. See Cone.
Ooniferaa, kon-if'er-e, «.//. an order of exogenous

plants, including pines, firs, &c., which bear cones,

m which the seed is contained.—«. Con'ifer, one of
the foregoing.—a^'. Coniferous, cone-bearing, as
the fir, &c. [Cone, and X^.ferre, to bear.]

Coniform. See Cone.
Conima, kon'i-ma, n. a fragrant resin for making pas-

tilles.

Conine, kO'nin, n. an alkaloid forming the poisonous
principle of hemlock.—Also Co'nia, Co'nlcino. [Gr.
koneion, hemlock.]

Conirostral, kOn-i-ros'tral, adj. having a strong conical

beak.

—

n.pl. ConirOS'tres, a group of insessorial

birds with such. [Cone, and L. rostralis—rostrum,
a beak.]

Conject, kon-jekt', v.i. (Shak.') to conjecture.

Conjecture, kon-jekt'ur, n. a forecast : an opinion
formed on .slight or defective evidence : an opinion
without proof: a guess: an idea.

—

Z'.t. to make
conjectures regarding : to infer on slight evidence :

to guess.

—

adjs. Conject'urablo, that may be con-
jectured ; Conject'ural, involving conjecture : given
to conjecture.

—

adv. Conject'urally. [L. conjtcere,

conjectum, to throw together—fi>«, together, and
j'acere, to throw. ]

Conjee, Congee, kon'je, «. water in which rice has
been boiled, much used for invalids. [Anglo-Indian
—Tamil kanji. Origin unknown.]

Conjoin, kon-join', v.t. to join together: to combine.
—v.i. to unite.— rti//>. Conjoined', united : in con-
junction ; Conjoint ,

joined together : united.

—

adv.
Conjoint'ly. [Fr. conjoindre—L. con, together, and
jungcre, junctunt, to join. See Join.]

Conjugal, kon'joo-gal, adj. pertaining to marriage.

—

«. Conjugal'ity.—iirfz/. Con'jugally. [L. conjugalis
—conjux, one united to another, a husband or wife

—

con, a.nAJ7tgum, a yoke.]
Conjugate, kon'joo-gat, v.t. (gram.) to give the various

inflections or parts of a verb.— adj. joined : con-
nected. — «. a word agreeing in derivation with
another word.—rt(^j. Conjugated, Conjuga'tional,
Con'jugatlve, conjugate.

—

ns. Con'jugateness ;

Con'jugating ; Conjuga'tion, the act of joining :

union : (gram.) a term applied to a connected view
or statement of the inflectional changes of form that

a verb undergoes in its various relations : a class of
verbs inflected in the same manner.—Conjugate
axes, two axes in a conic section, such that each is

Mrallel to the tangent at the extremity of the other ;

Conjugate foci (see Focus); Conjugate mirrors,
two mirrors set face to face so that the rays emitted
from the focus of one are first reflected from it to the
other and thence to its focus ; Conjugation of cells,

a mode of reproduction in which two apparently
similar cells unite, as in Amoeba, Diatoms, &c. [L.

conjugdre, -dtum— con, together, and jugdre—

•

jugum, a yoke.]
Oonjunot, kon-junkt', adj. conjoined : concurrent.

—

m

«. Conjuno'tion, connection, union : (grant.) a
word that connects sentences, clauses, and words :

one of the aspects of the planets, when two heavenly
bodies have the same longitude—i.e. when the same
perpendicular to the ecliptic passes through both.

—

adj. Conjunc'tional, relating to a conjunction.

—

aiiv. Conjunc'tlonally.—«(//'. Conjunctive, closely
united : serving to unite : connective : (gram.) intro-

duced by a conjunction.

—

adv. Conjunc'tively.— «.

Conjuno'tiveness.— rt<j'i'. Conjunctly, conjointly:
in union.—«. Conjunc'tuxe, combination of circum-
stances : importantoccasion, crisis.—Grand conjunc-
tions, those where several planets or stars are lound
together. [L.,

—

conjungere. See Conjoin.]
Conjure, kun'jer and kon-jOor' (conjure, generally of

the art of legerdemain, &c. ; conjure , of actions
treated as religious or solemn), v.i. to practise
magical arts : to make an invocation : (ois.) to con-
spire.

—

v.t. to call on or summon by a sacred name
or in a solemn manner : to implore earnestly : to

compel (a spirit) by incantations : to enchant : to

raise up or frame needlessly : to effect by jugelery :

—J>r.p. con'juring ; pa.p. con'jured.

—

tis. Conju-
ra'tion, act of summoning by a sacred name or
solemnly : enchantment ; Con'jurator, a conspira-

tor ; Conjure'ment, adjuration ; Con'jurer, -or, one
who practises magic : an enchanter : (kon-joD'ror)

one bound by oath with others ; Con'jUTing, magic-
working : the production of effects apparently mir-

aculous by natural means; Con'jury, magic. [Fr.

,

— L. cott, together, s.n& jurdre, to swear.]
Conk, kongk, n. the nose.— «. Conk'y (slang), a per-

son with a large nose. [Mr F. Hindes Groome
suggests that it may be back slang, conk being the
illiterate spelling of the Gipsy knoc, nose.]

Connascent, kon-nas'ent, adj. born or produced at

the same time.—«j. Connas'cence, Connas'cency.
[L. con, with nasci, to be born.]

Connate, kon'at, adj. bom with one's self: innate:
allied: congenial.

—

adj. Connat'ural, of the same
nature with another. — v.t. Connat'urallse. — «.

Connat'urality.—rt./z'. Connaturally.— >«. Con-
nat'uralness ; Conna'ture. [L. con, with, and
nasci, natus, to be born.]

Conne, kon, v.t. (Spens.) form of Con, to know.
Connect, kon-ekt', v.t. to tie or fasten together : to

establish a relation between : to associate.

—

p.adj.
Connected, joined : \xn\\.fA.—ndv. Connectedly,
in a connected manner.

—

ns. Connect'er, -or, one
who or that which connects.

—

adj. Connect'lblO,
capable of being connected.—«f. Connection, Con-
nex'lon, act of connecting : that which connects :

a body or society held together by a bond : coher-
ence : intercourse : context : relation : intimacy : a
relative.

—

adjs. Connect'ive, Connez'ive (obs.),

binding together.—«. a word that connects sentences
and words. — adv. Connect'ively. — Connective
tissue, one of the four sets of the commonest classi-

fication of animal ti.ssues, including a great variety

—e.g. bone, cartilage, ligaments, and enswathing
membranes. [L. con, together, and tiectere, to

tie.]

Connictation, kon-ik-ta'shun, n. the act of winking.
[L. con, and nictarc, -dtum, to wink.]

Connive, kon-Iv', v.i. to wink at a fault : to take no
notice : to have a private understanding.

—

ns. Con-
niVance, Conniv'ancy, Connivence, Connivency.
—adj. ConniVent.—«. ConniVer. [Fr.,— L. c<i«-

nivere, to wink.]
Connoisseur, kon-es-sehr', or kon-is-ilr', n. one who
knows a subject well ; a critical judge in art, music,
&c.—«. Connoisseur'sllip, the skill of a connoisseur.

[Fr. connoitre—L. cognoscere, to know.]
Connote, kon-ot', v.t. to signify secondarily : to imply

along with an object the inherent attributes : to in-

clude. —t/./. Con'notate, to connote.—«. Connota'-
tlon, implication of something more than th«
denotation of an object : the aggregation of atUV'



Connubial fate, far : me, hir ; mine : Conserve

butes connoted by a term.

—

adjs. Connofatlve,
Connotlve. [L. con, with, anJ Note.j

Oonnubial, kon-u'bi-al, <uij. pertaining to marriage or

to the marriaj^e state : nuptial.—«. CoimublaFlty.
—aiiv. Connubially. [L. con, and nublre, to

m.irry. Sec Nuptial.)

Connumerat©, kon-nume-rat, f'./. to couAt conjointly.

-n. Conntimera'tlon.
ConnuBance, kon'u-siins «- an obs. form ofCognlsance.

Conoid, kdn'oiJ, «. anything like a cone in form.—

adjs. Conoid ic, -al, Con'old, Conoid'aL [Gr.

konas, a cone, fiJos, form.]

Co-nominee, ku-nom-i-ne', w. a joint-nominee.

Conquadrate, kon-kwod'rat, v.f. to square with

another.

Conquassate, kon-kwas'at, v.f. to shake.

Conquer, kong'ker, v.i. to gain by force or with an
effort : to overcome or vanquish.

—

v.i. to be victor.

tidj. Con'querablO, that may be conquered.—«.
Con'querableness. —ndj. Con'querlng, victorious.

—miv. Con'querlngly.—«f . Con'queror, one who
conquers : a victor •.—/em. Con'queress ; Con'quest,
the act of conquering : that which is conquered or

acquired by physical or moral force : the act of gain-

ing the affectionsof another.—Make a conquest, to

conquer.—The Conoueror. William I. of England
(L. Conquos'tor) : The Conquest, the acquisition

of the throne of England by William, Duke of Nor-
mandy, in 1066. to. Fr. conqiurre—L. cenquirere,
—con, inten., qiutr?re, to seek.]

Conquistador, kong-kwis'ta-dSr, n. a conqueror, ap-

plied to the conquerors of Mexico and Peru. [Sp.,—
L. cenquirere. See Conquer.]

Consanguine, kon-sang'gwin, adj. related by blood:
of the same family or descent—also OonsangUln'-
eons.—«. ConsangUln'ity, relationship by blood :

opposed to affinity or relationship by marriage. (L.

consanguineus—COH, with, sanguis, blood.]

ConSClenoe, kon'shcns, n. the knowledge of our own
acts and feelings as right or wrong : sense of duty :

scrupulousness : (Shak.) understanding : the faculty

or principle by which we distinguish right from
wrong.

—

adjs. COn'SClence-proof, unvislted by any
compunctions of conscience ; Con'SCience-smlt'ten,
slung by conscience ; Consclen'tlOUS, regulated by
a regard to conscience : scrupulous. — adz: Con-
sclen'tiously.-«. Consolen'tlousnesB.-rt^j>'. Con'-
SClonable, governed or reijulated by conscience.—«.

Con scionableness. — oiiv. Con'sclonahly.— Con-
science clause, a clause in a law, affecting religious
matters, to relieve persons of conscientious scruples,

esp. one to prevent their children being compelled to

undergo particular religious instruction : Conscience
money, money given to relieve the conscience, by
discharging a claim previously evaded ; Case Of Con-
science, a question in casuistry.—Qood, or Bad,
conscience, an approving or reproving conscience.
—In all conscience, certainly : (<:£>//.) by all that
is right and fair.—Make a matter of conscience,
to act according to conscience : to have scruples
about.—My conscience I a vulgar exclamation of
astonishment, or an a.sseveration.—Speak OQC'S
conscience {.'ihak.\ to speak frankly : to give one's
opinion. (Fr., — L. ctnscientia, knowledge — con-
scire, to know well

—

con, and scire, to know.]
Conscious, kon'shus, adj. having the feeling or in-

ternal knowledge of something : aware : having the
faculty of consciousness.

—

ndz>. Con'Sciously.— «.

Oon'SCiOtlsneSS. the waking state of the mind : the
knowledge whicn the mind has of its own acts and
feelings; thought. [L. conscius—consclre, to know.]

Conscribe, kon-skrib', v.t. to enlist by conscription.—atij. Con'script, enrolled, registered.—«. one en-
rolled and liable to serve as a .soldier or sailor.—
v.i. to enlist.—«. Conscrlp'tlon, a compulsory
enrolment for naval or military service : the obtain-
ing recruits by compulsion.—<j<iy. Oonscrlp'tional.
—<)0n80rlpt fathers (/a/r<-^- conscnpti), the senators
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of ancient Rome. [L. conscribere, to enrol

—

con,

together, scribere, to write.]

Consecrate, kon'se-kr.^l, v.t. to set apart for a holy
use : to render holy or venerable ; to hallow ; to de-
vote.

—

adj. consecnited : devoted : sanctified.—«f.
Con'secratedness ; Consecra'tion, the act of devot-
ing to a sacred use ; Con'secrator. —«<//'. Con'secra-
tory, making sacred. {L. consecrate, -dtmn, to

make wholly sacred— <:£)«. and sacrdre, to set apart
as sacred

—

sacer, sacred.]

Consectaneous, kon-sek-i5'n5'US, adj. following as a
natur.il consequence.

Consectary, kon-sek'ta-ri, «. a deduction, corollary.

[1.. constctdri, freq. cX consequi. See ConsecUtlon.]
Consecution, kon-se-kQ'shun, n. a train of conse-
quences or deductions : a series of things that
follow one another : (/««f.) succession of similar
intervals in harmony.

—

adj. ConseC'UtiTe, following
in regular order : succeeding or resulting.

—

adv.
Consec utively —«. Oonsec'ullveness. [L. consequi
—con, and seqiii, secuttts, to follow.)

Consenescence, kon-se-nes'ens, «. the state of growing
old.— .\lso Consenes'cency.

Consensus, kon-sen'sus, «. agreement of various
parts: agreement in opinion: unanimity.—«. Con-
sen'slon, mutual consent.

—

adj. Consen'SUal, relat-

ing to consent.—^2(/i'. Consen'sually—Consensual
contract, a contract requiring merely the consent of
the parties. (L. consenitre. See Consent.)

Consent, kon-sent', v.i. to be of the s.ime mind : to

agree : to give assent : to yield : to comply.

—

v.t.

{Mill.) to allow.

—

n. agreement: accordance with

the actions or opinions of another : concurrence

:

advice, counsel.

—

adj. Consenta'neOUS, agreeable
or accordant: consistent witli.

—

ad-:: Consenta'-
neously—».r. Consenta'neousness, Consentane-
ity.— «. Consen'tlence, state of being C'nsenuent :

imperfect consciousness.

—

adj. Consen'tlent, agree-
ing in mind or in opinion.

—

adv. Consentlngly.

—

Ago of consent, the age at which a person is con-
sidered in the eyes of the law competent to give
consent to certaui acts ; Be Of Consent (Shak.), to

be accessory ; With One consent, unanimously.
[L. consentlre—con, with, sent!re. to feel, to think.)

Consequence, kon'se-kwens, «. that which follows or
comes after as a result : effect : influence : import-
ance : (//.) a round game describing the meeting of
a lady and gentleman and its consequences, each
player in turn writing a part of the story, not know-
ing what the others have written.

—

v.i. (Afili.) to

draw inferences.

—

adj. Con'Sequent, following as a
natural effect or deduction.^w. that which follows :

the natural effect of a cause.

—

adj. Consequen'tial,
following as a result: casual: pompous.

—

advs.
Consequen'tiallv : Con'sequently. [Fr.,—L. cv»«-

sequi—con, together, and sequi, to follow.)

Consertion, kon-ser'shnn, n. junction, adaptation.
Conserve, kon-serv', v.t. to keep entire : to retain : to

preserve : {obs.) to preserve in sugar.

—

k. something
preserved, as fruits in sugar.

—

cuij. Conse^Vable.
— «. OonSer'Tancy, a court having authority to

preserve the fisheries, &c., on a river: the act of
preserving, —p.adj. Consor'vant. — n. Oonserva'-
iion, the act of conserving : the keeping entire.

—

adj. Conservi'tional. — «. Conservatism, the
opinions and principles of a Conservative.— adj.
Conser'Vative, tending or having power to con-
serve.

—

H. (f^titics) one who desires to preserve the
institutions of his country against innovation and
change : one averse to change and progress. — «i.

Conser'vatlveneesj Conservatoire (kon-ser-va-
iwar"), Conservatd'rlum, a name given by the
Italians to schools instituted for the purpose of ad-
vancing the study of music and maintaining its

purity ; Con'Servator, one who preserves from in-

jury or violation : a eiiardian, custodian :—fetn.
Conservatrlx ; Conservatorship : Conservatory,
a storehouse : a greenhouse or place in which exotic
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plants are kept : a school of music

—

adj. preserva-

tive.—/*. Conser'ver.—Ctonservatlon of energy,
the law that the total amount of energy in a material

system cannot be varied, provided the s)-stem

neither parts with energy to other bodies nor re-

ceives it from them ; Conservation of matter, the

experimentally ascertained fact that no process at

the command of man can either destroy or create

even a single particle of matter.—Conservators Of

the peace, a title usually applied to knights elected

in each >hire, from the 12th century onwards, for

the conservation of the peace. [L. conscrvdre—con,

together, and ser-z'dre, to keep.]

Consider, kon-sid'er, v.t. to look at closely or care-

fully : to think or deliberate on : to take into

account : to attend to : to reward.

—

v.i. to think

seriously or carefully : to deliberate.

—

adj. Con-
Sld'erable, worthy of being considered : important :

more than a little.— «. Cousld'erableness.- ij^^'r-.

Considerably.—//. Consid'erance (s/tak-.). cun-

sider.iiion. — adjs. Considerate, Consid erative
(obs.), thoughtful : serious : prudent : thoughtful for

the feelings of others.

—

adv. Consld'erately.

—

us.

Consid'erateness, thoughtfulness for others ; Con-
Sidera'tion, deliberation : importance : motive or

reason : compensation, reward : the reason or basis

of a compact ; (/««•) the thing given or done or

abstained from by agreement with another, and in

view of that other giving, doing, or abstaining from
something.

—

/'rep. Consld'erlng, in view of: seeing

that. — ach'. Consid'eringly, with consideration.

[Fr., — L. coiisiderdre, supposed to have been
orig. a term of augury

—

con, and sidtts, siderU, a
star.]

Consign, kon-sln', z>.i. to give to another: to sign or
seal: to transfer: to entrust: to commit : to transmit

for sale or custody.— /?<(;'. Conslgn'able.

—

its. Con-
Signa'tion ; Consig'natory, one who signs a docu-
ment jointly.

—

adj. Consigned', given in trust.

—

>ts.

Conslg^nature, complete signature : joint signing

;

Consignee', one to whom anything is consigned
or enirusted ; Consigner, Consign'or ; Consign'-
ment, the act of consigning : the thing consigned :

the writing by which anything is made over : in

Mercantile Law, goods placed in the hands of an
agent or factor for s-ile, or for some other specified

purpose. [l'"r.,—L. consigttdre,_\o p\\.^'i\..\

Consignify, kon-sig'ni-fl, v.t. to signify or indicate in

connection with something else.—//. Conslgnlfica'-
tiQTi.—ndj. Consignif'icative.

Consilience, kon-sil'i-ens, /;. concurrence : coinci-

dence. — adj. Consilient, agreeing. [L. con, to-

gether, and satire, to leap.]

Consimilar, konsim'i-hr. adj. like each other.

—

tis.

Consimllitiide, Consimil'ity. [L. const milis.]

Consist, kon-sist', v.i. to e.xist, subsist: to co-exist: to

agree. —/«. Consistence, Consist'ency, a degree
of density : substance : agj-eement : the quality of
being self-consistent.

—

adj. Consistent, n.\ed : not
fluid: agreeing together: uniform in thought or
action.—(Ti/:'. Consist'ently.—rt//;>. Consisto'rial,
Consisto'rlan.—«, Consist'ory, properly a place of
assembly : the particular place where the privy-

council of the Roman emperor met, the council
itself: an assembly or council : a spiritual or ecclesi-

astical court in the R.C. Church, consisting of the
pope and cardinals, and determining all such matters
as the appointment of cardinals, bishops, &c. ; in

the Lutheran Church, exercising a supervision over
religion and education, over the clergy, school-
masters, and theological candidates ; in the Re-
formed Church, the kirk-session, or the presbytery.
—Consist in, to lie in : to depend upon : to be
composed of; Consist of, to be made up of. [L.
cnnsistcre—con, together, sistere, to stand.]

Consociate, kon-sO'shi-.lt. ;•./. and v.i. to associate
together.—/.(li^;'. Conso'ciated.—//. Consocia'tion,
companionship {with) : association : alliance. [L.

consoctdre, -dtum—con, with, socidre, to associate

—

socius, a companion.]
Console, kon-sOl', v.t. to give solace or comfort: to
cheer in distress.

—

^idj. Consol'able, that may be
comforted.—-'./. Con'SOlate {Shak.), to console.

—

lis. Consola'tion, solace : alleviation of misery

:

a comforting circumstance ; Consola'tion-match,
-race, &c., a race, &c., in which only those who
have been previously unsuccessful may compete.

—

adj Consolatory. — /;. Consoler : —^w. Con'-
solatriz. [L. con, inten., and soldri, to comfort.]

Console, kon'sol, n. {archit.) a projection resembling a
bracket, frequently in the form of the letter S, used
to support cornices, or for placing busts, vases, or
figures on : the key-desk of an organ.— //. Con'SOle-
ta'ble, a table having one of its sides supported
agamst a wall by consoles or brackets. [Fr. console ;
prob. conn, with Consolidate.]

Consolidate, kon-sol'i-dat, v.t. to make solid : to form
into a compact mass : to unite into one.— tm'. to grow
solid or firm : to unite.

—

adj. made firm or solid :

united.

—

p. adj. Consolidated n. Oonsolida'tion,
act of making or becoming solid : confirm;ition.

—

adj. Consolidative, tending to consolidate : having
the quality of healing.

—

n. Consol'idator. one who
or that which consolidates.—Consolidation Acts,
acts of parliament which combine into one general
statute several special enactments. [L. coiisoliddre,

-dtiim—con, inten., and solidus, solid.]

Consols, kon'solz, H.pl. (short for Consolidated
Annuities) that part of the British national debt
which consists of several stocks consolidated into
one fund.

Consonund, kon-so-ma', K. a kind of soup made from
meat by slow boiling. [Fr.,—L. consutntndre, to
consummate.]

Consonant, kon'son-ant, adj. consistent : suitable :

harmonious.—/*. an articulation which can be sounded
only with a vowel : a letter of the alphabet other
than a vowel.

—

ns. Con'sonance, a state of agree-
ment : agreement or unison of sounds : (jnus.) a
combination of notes which can sound together
without the harshness produced by beats : concord ;

Con'sonancy, harmony.

—

adj. Consonant'al.

—

adv.
Con'sonantly.— o^y. Con'sonous, harmonious. [L.
cansonans, -antis, pr.p. oi consondre, to harmonise

—

con, with, and sondre, to sound.]
Consort, kon'sort, //. a partner : a companion : a wife

or husband : an accompanying ship : (ads.) a number
of people : an orchestra : former spelling for concert.

v.t. Consort' (Shak.), to accompany : to associate
{with).—v.i. to associate or keep company : to agree.
—/./i(^'. Consort'ed, associated.

—

n. Con'sortship.

—

In consort, in company : in harmony. [L. consors,

from con, with, and sors, sortis, a lot.]

Conspecies, kon-spe'shez, //. {zool.) a subspecies or
variety.—rt/^'. Conspecif'ic.

Gonspectns, kon-spek'tus, n. a comprehensive survey

:

a synopsis.—/;. Conspectii'lty {Skak.), sight : the
eye. ( L. conspectus—conspiccre, to look at.]

Conspicuous, kon-spik'u-us, adj. clearly seen : visible

to eye or mind : prominent.

—

ns. Conspicii'ity,

ConspiCuotisness. — adv. Conspicuously. (L.

conspicnns—conspiccre—con, inten., sfiicere, to look.]

Conspire, kon-spli', v.i. to plot or scheme together :

to agree : to concur to one end.—-'.;. to plan, devise.
—//. Oonspir'acy, the act of conspiring : a banding
together for an evil purpose : a plot : concurrence.—

•

adj. Conspir'ant. conspiring.—«j. Conspira'tion,
conspiracy ; Conspir'ator, one who conspires •.—/on.

Consplr'atress — <k//'. Conspirato'riaL— «. Oon-
spir'er {Shak.), conspirator.—na'i'. Conspir'Ingly.
[L. conspirdre—con, together, spirdre, to breathe.]

Conspissate, kon-spis'at, v.t. to inspissate.—/;. Oon-
spissa'tion.

Conspurcation. kon-spur-ka'shun, /;. (pbs^ defilement.

[L. conspurcdre, -dtum, to defile.]

Constable, kun'sta-bl, n. formerly a state-officer of
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the highest rank : the warden of a castle : a peace-

officer : a policeman.

—

iis. Con'Stablery, the charge

of a constable ; Con'stableship ; Con stablewlck,

the district of a constable ; Con' Stabling, acting as

a constable or policeman ; Constabulary, the body

of constables of a district, town, &c. —adj. of or

pertaining to constables, or peace-officers. — Con-

stable Of France, chief of the household under the

old French kings, then commander-in-chief of the

army, judge in questions of chivalry, tournaments,

and martial displays.—High Constable, one of two

constables ordamed in every hundred or franchise, to

make the view of armour, and to see to the conserva-

tion of the peace : High Constable of Scotland, the

first subject in Scotland after the blood-royal ; Lord
High Constable of England, the seventh great

officer of the crown, and formerly a judge in the

court of chivalrj'.—Outran the constable, to go

too fast : to get into debt. —Special constable, a
person sworn in by the justices to preserve the peace,

or to execute warrants on special occasions. [O. Fr.

conestabU (Fr. contUtabU')—L. comes siaiuii, count

of the stabulum, stable.]

Constant, kon'stant, adj. fixed : unchangeable : firm :

continual : faithful.—«. {malh.) a term or quantity

which does not vary throughout a given investiga-

tion : that which remains unchanged.— «. Con'stancy,
fixedness : unchangeableness : faithfulness : (.S"^^.)

perseverance: (5A/iA.) certainty.

—

adv. Con'stantly.

(L. constans, -antis, from constdre, to stand firm

—

con, inten., stare, to stand.]

Constantia, kon-stan'shi-a, n. a wine produced around
Constantia in Cape Colony.

Constantinian, kon-stan-tin'yan, adj. pertaining to

the Roman emperor, Constantine the Great (a.u.

274-337)-
Constantlnopolitan, kon-stan'ti-no-pol it-an, adj. of

or pertaining to CoiistantitiofiU.

Constat, kon'stat, H. a certificate of what appears
(constat) on record touching a matter given by the
auditors of the Exchequer : an attested copy of the
enrolment of letters patent.

Constellate, kon'stel-at, or kon-stel'at, v.t. to cluster.—v.i. to be fated, according to the position of the
stars : to cluster together. — «. Constella'tlon, a
group of stars : an assemblage of persons distin-

guished in some way : (astral.) a particular disposi-

tion of the planets, supposed to influence the course
of human life or character.

—

adj. Constel'latory.
[L. coHstellattts, studded with stars

—

con, with,
stellare—stella, a star.]

Consternate, kon'ster-nat, v.t. to fill with dismay.

—

n.

Constern^'tlon, terror which throws into confusion :

astonishment : dismay. [L. constemdre, -dtunt,
from con, wholly, sternere, to strew.]

Constipate, kon'stip-at, v.t. to stop up : to make cos-
tive : {obs.) to press together.—«. Constipa'tlon,
costiveness, an irregular and insufficient action of the
bowels. [L. con, together, stipare, -dtum, tof>ack.]

Constitute, kon'stit-ut, v.t. to set up: to establish:
to form or compose : to appoint : to determine.

—

«. Constit'uency, the whole body of voters for
a member of parliament. — adj. Oonstlt'uent,
constituting or forming : essential : elemental : com-
ponent—«. .in essential or elemental part: one of
those who elect a representative, esp. in parliament.— «. ConstltU'tlon, the act of constituting : the
natural condition of body or mind : disposition : a
system of laws and customs established by the
sovereign power of a stale for its own guidance :

the established form of government : a particular
law or usage.—«<//'. ConstitU'tional, inherent in
the natural frame : natural : agreeable to the con-
stitution or frame of government : essential : legal :

of a sovereign who rules subject to fixed laws. —
n. awalk for the sake of one's health.

—

v.t. Con-
BtltU'tlonallie, to make constitutional.—>tr. Oon-
Ititfi'tlonallsai, adherence to the principles of the

Consvd

soo

constitution ; Constitu'tionallst, Constltutionlst,
one who favours the constitution ; Constitutionality,
the state or quality of being constitutional.

—

adv.
Constitu'tlonally.—<i^. Con'stitutlve, that con-
stitutes or establishes : having power to enact, &c.

:

essential. [L. conslituere, constitutum, from con,
together, and statuere, to make to stand, to place.]

Constrain, kon-stran', v.t. to urge with irresistible

power : to force, compel : to distress : to confine : to

limit : to cause constraint.

—

adj. Gonstrain'able.— p. adj. Constrained', forced, compelled : em-
barrassed.—a</i'. Constraln'edly—«. Constraint',
irresistible force : compulsion : confinement : re-

pression of one's feelings : embarrassment. [O. Fr.

constraindre — L. constringere — con, together,
stringere, to press. See Strain. ]

Constrict, kon-strikt', v.t. to pre^s together: to con-
tract: to cramp.

—

p.adj. Constricted, narrowed:
cramped : (bot.) contracted or tightened, so as to be
smaller in some parts than in others.—«. ConsttlO'-
tion, a pressing together: contraction: tightness.

—

adj. Constrictive.— «. Constrictor, that which
constricts or draws together ; a large serpent which
crushes its prey in its folds—the Boa-constrictor
(q.v.). [L. constringere, constrictuin.]

Constringe, kon-strinj', 7>.t. to draw together: to

cause to contract.

—

-i.i. to contract.—«. Constrln'-
gency. —«<(/. Constrln'gent, having the quality of
contracting. [L. constringere.}

Construct, Icon-strukt', v.t. to build up ; to compile :

to put together the p.irts of a thing: to make: to

compose.

—

otij. constructed.

—

adjs. ConstrUCt'ablO,
Construct'lble, able to be constructed

—

ns. COU-
struct'er, Constructor ; Construction, the act of
constructing : anything piled together, building

:

manner of forming : (gram.) the arrangement of
words in a sentence : interpretation : meaning.

—

adjs. ConstrUC'tional, pertaining to construction ;

Construct'ive, capable of constructing : not director
expressed, but inferred.—«</-. Construcfively.—

-

ns. Construct'iveness, the faculty of constructing

;

Construct'ure.—Construct state, in Hebrew and
other Semitic languages, the state of a noun de-

pending on another noun, which in Arj'an languages
would be in the genitive case—e.g. House of God

—

house being in the construct st.ite.—Bear a Con-
struction, to allow of a p.irticular interpretation.

[L. construcre, -structum—con, struere, to build.]

Construe, kon'strOO, or kon-stro&', v. t. to exhibit the
arrangement in another language : to translate : to

explain: to interpret: to infer.

—

v.i. to admit of
gramtnatical analysis.—Con'Ster, an old form. [L.

construere, constructum, to pile together.]

Constuprate, kon'stu-prat, v.t. (fibs.) to deflower.

—

h.

Constupra'tion.
Consubsist, kon-sub-sist', v.i. to subsist together.

Consubstantial, kon-sub-stan'shal, adj. of the sam<r
substance, nature, or essence, esp. of the Trinity.

—

ns. Consubstan'tJalism, the doctrine of consubstan-
tiation ; ConsubStan'tialist, one who believes in

consubstantiation ; Consubstantlal'ity.

—

adv. Oon-
SUbstan'tlally, with sameness of substance.

—

v.t.

Consubstan'tiate, to unite in one common substance
or nature.

—

v.i. to become so united. -«</;'. united
in one common substance.

—

ns. Consubstantia'tlon
(tJieoL), the Lutheran doctrine of the actual, sub-

stantial presence of the body and blood of Christ
co-existing in and with the bread and wine used at

the Lords Supper; Consubstantla'tlonlst. [L.
con, with, and Substantial]

Consuetude, kon'swe-tud, «. custom : familiarity.

—

adj. ConsuetU'dlnary, customary.—«. an unwritten
law established by usage, derived by immemorial
custom from antiquity : a ritual of customary
devotions. [L. tonsuetudo, custom.]

Consul, kon'sul, n. one of the two chief-magistrates
|n the Roman republic : one commissioned to reside
in a foreign country as an agent for, or representa-
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tive of, a government.

—

n. Oon'Slllage, duty paid to

a consul for protection of goods. —a^//'. Con'sular,
pertaining to a consul.

—

n. a man of consular rank.
—ns. Con'SUlate, the office, residence, or juris-

diction of a consul ; Con'sulsllip, the office, or term
of office, of a consul. [L.]

Consult, kon-sult', v.t. to ask advice of: to decide or
act in favour of: to look up to for information or
advice : to discuss ; to consider : to take measures
for the advantage of any one.

—

v.i. to consider in

company : to take counsel.—«. (kon-sult', or kon'sult)

the act of consulting : a meeting for consultation : a
council : a meeting for conspiracy or intrigue.

—

ns.

Consul'ta, a meeting of council ; Consulta'tlon,
deliberation, or a meeting for such, esp. of physicians
or lawyers.

—

adj. Consult'ative, of or pertaining to

cousultation, e.sp. of bodies taking part in a con-
sultation without voting on the decision.

—

ns. Con-
SUltee', the person consulted ; Consult'er, one who
consults. — aiij's. ConSUlt'lng, of a physician or
lawyer who gives advice : Consult'lve, pertaining
to consultation : Consult'cry, Consult'atory. [L.
consult-are, inten. oi consul-ere, to consult.]

Consume, kon-sum', v.t. to destroy by wasting, fire,

evaporation, &c. : to use up : to devour : to waste
or spend : to e.xhaust.— ?/.«'. to waste away.

—

atij.

Consum'able.—aa'z'. Consum'edly, exceedingly—
originally a fantastic variant of confoundedly, and
grob. iiitluenced in meaning by consitiiiinately.—ns.

Onsum'er, as opposed to producer, he who uses an
article produced ; Consum'ing, wasting or destroy-
ing. [L. consum-ere, to destroy

—

con, sig. com-
pleteness, suin-ere, sumptuin, to take.]

Consummate, kon'sum-at, or kon-sum'at, z).t. to raise

to the highest point : to perfect or finish : to make
marriage legally complete by sexual intercourse.
--adj. complete, supreme, perfect of its kind.

—

ndi'.

Consumm'ately, perfectly. — «. Consummation,
act of completing : perfection : conclusion of life or

of the universe : the subsequent intercourse which
makes a marriage legally valid.

—

adj. Consumm'a-
tive.—«. Con'summator.—«(/;'. Consumm'atory.
[L. consuinmare, to perfect

—

con, with, and suinmus,
highest, perfect.]

Consumption, kon-snm'shun, «. the act of using up
or consuming—the converse of production—also
Consumpt' : pulmonary consumption, a more or
less rapidly advancing process of lung destruction,
with progressive emaciation—phthisis, tuberculosis.—adj. Consump'tive, wasting away : inclined to

the disease consumption.

—

adv. Consump'tively.—ns. Consump'tiveness, a tendency to consump-
tion : ConsumptiVity. [See Consume.]

Consute, kon'sut, adj. {entom.) marked as if with
stitches, as the wing-covers of some beetles.

—

adj.
Consu'tile {obs,), stitched together. [L. consuere,
-sututit, to sew together.]

Contabescent, kon-tab-es'ent, adj. wasting away,
atrophied.—«. Contabes'cence. [L. contabescent-
ein—contabcscere, to waste away.]

Contabulate, kon-tab'u-lat, v.t. to floor with boards.

—

«. Contabulation. [h.,con, with, tabula, aboard.]
Contact, kon'takt, «. touching or close union : meet-

ing : (inat/i.) coincidence, as of two curves, in two
or more successive points.

—

adj. Contact'ual, per-

taining to contact.—Be in contact {with), to be
touching anything ; Make contact, to complete an
electrical current. [L. conting-ere, contactum, to

touch

—

con, wholly, tangere, to touch.]
Contadina, kon-ta-de'na, «. an Italian peasant woman

:

—//. Contadl'ne (ne), Contadl'nas. [It.]

Contagion, kon-ta'jun, «. transmission of a disease
from the sick to the healthy, either by direct contact
of a part affected with the disease, or through the
medium of the excretions or exhalations of the body.—«. Conta'gionist, one who believes that certain
diseases are contagious.— adj. Conta'glOUB, that
may be communicated by contact.

—

adii. Conta'-
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giously.—«j. Contagiousness ; Contaglum, the
supposed morbific matter by means of which
disease spreads.—Contagious Diseases Acts, a
series of laws passed in 1865 and succeeding years
for the better regulation of prostitutes in certain
seaport and military towns. [L. contagion-em—con,
together, tangere, to touch.]

Contain, kon-tan', v.t. to comprise, to include : {B.)
to restrain, e.sp. the sexual appetite —ajH. Coutain'-
able, tliat may be contained. — ns. Contain'ant,
Contain'er. [Through Fr. from L. continere—con,

together, tenere, to hold.]

Contaminate, kon-tam'i-nat, v.t. to defile by touching
or mixing with : to pollute : to corrupt : to infect.

—adj. Contam'inable. — ;:. Contamina'tion, pol-

lution. —o;^'. Contam'inative. [L. contammare,
dtum—containen (for contaginen), pollution. See
Contact.]

Contango, kon-tang'go, «. a percentage paid by the
buyer to the seller of stock for keeping back its

delivery to the next settling-day, continuation—opp.
to Backwardation. [From Continue.]

Conteck, kon'tek, «. (Spens.). Same as Contest.
[O. Fr. contek, prob. conn, with contekier, to touch.]

Contemn, kon-tem', v.t. to despise: to neglect, to disre-

gard.

—

n. Contem'ner. [Fr. ,—L. contemnere, -temp-
turn, to value little— fo;/, inten., teinnere, to slight.]

Contemper, kon-temp'er, v.t. to blend together, to

qualify by mixture : to adapt to anything. —«J.
Contempera'tion (obs.), Contem'perature. [L.
conteinperdre. ]

Contemplate, kon'tem-plat, or kon-tem'plat, v.t. to
consider or look at attentively : to meditate on or
study: to intend.

—

v.i. to think .seriously : to medi-
tate (with o>i, upon). — adj. Contemp'lable.

—

ns.

Contem'plant, Contemplatist ; Contemplation,
continued study of a particular subject : a medi-
tation written, or a subject for such.— ri((;'. and
«. Contemplative, given to contemplation. —
adv. Contemplatively.—?«. Contem'plativeness

;

Con'tomplator, one who contemplates : a student.
(L. contetnpldri, -atus, to mark out carefully a
teiiiplum or place for auguries

—

con, sig. complete-
ness, and templum. See Consider and Temple.]

Contemporaneous, kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us, aiij. living,

happening, or being at the same time.

—

n. Con-
temporane'ity {geol.), does not imply that two
systems were precisely synchronous, but merely that

each occupies the same relative position in the suc-

cession of systems.

—

adv. Contemporaneously.

—

ns. Contemporaneousness ; Contem'porariness.
r—adj. Contemporary, contemporaneous, occupy-
ing the same period {witlt).—«. one who lives at the
same time: a rival newspaper or magazine.

—

v.t.

Contem'porise, to make contemporary in mind. [L.

con, together, and temporaneus—tempus, time.]

Contempt, kon-tempt', «. scorn : disgrace : {law) dis-

regard of the rules or an offence against the dignity

of a court (with of, for).—ns. Contemptibil'ltjT,
Contempt'ibleness. — adj. Contempt'ible, despi-

cable.—arfz/. Contemptibly.—rt^;. Contemptuous,
haughty, scornful. —rt^/z'. Contemptuously. — «.

Contempt'uousness. [See Contemn.]
Contend, kon-tend', v.i. to strive : to struggle in

emulation or in opposition : to dispute or debate
(with against, for, with, about) : to urge one's

course. — ns. Contend'ent, Contend'er, one who
contends.

—

p.adj. Contend'ing, striving.—«. Con-
ten'tion, a violent straining after any object : strife :

debate.

—

aiij. Conten'tiOUS, quarrelsome.

—

adv.
Conten'tlously.— «. Conten'tiousness. [L. con-

tendere, -tentum—con, with, tendere, to stretch.]

Contenement, kon-ten'e-ment, ft. land connected with
a tenement.

Content, kon-tent', or kon'tent, n. that which is con-
tained : the capacity or extent of anything : the
substance : (//.) the things contained : the list of
subjects treated of in a book, [See Contain.]



Content fStc, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Contradict

Content, kon-tent', ndj. having the desires Hmited by
present enjoyment : satisfied.—«. satisfaction—often

' heart's content.'—j«/«r7'. = I am content, agreed ;—

the formula of a&sent in the Honse of Lords.

—

z:t.

to make content : to satisfy the mind : to m.ike

quiet: to please.— «. Contenta'tion (pbs.).—adj.

Content ed, content. — adv. Content'edly. — «<.

Content edness, Contentment. —«//;. Content'-

less. wiihont content: discontented. [Kr., — J^.

coiitentiis, contained, hence satisfied

—

(on, and
tenere, to hold.]

Conterminous, kon-ter'min-us, adj. havmg a common
boundarj- : coincident with : coextensive with in

lime, substance, &c.—Also Center minable, Con-

ter'mlnal, Oonter'minant, Conter minate. [L.

coitUrminus, neighbouring—few, together, and ter-

minus, a boundary.]
Contest, kon-test', v.t. to call in question or make
the subject of dispute : to strive for.

—

n. Con'test,

a stnisgle for superiority: strife: debate. — adj.

Contestable.— v.r. Contest'ant, one who contests

;

Contestation, the act of contesting : contest :

striie : emulation.—/.(»<(/. Contest'ed.

—

adv. Oon-
test'lngly, by contest. — Contested election, an
election for a member of parliament or the like,

where more than one competitor offer themselves.

(Fr.,—L. coniesidri, to call to wiuiess

—

con, and
testdri, to be a witness

—

testis, a witness.]

Context, kon'tekst, H. the parts of a discourse or

treatise which precede and follow a special passage
and fix its true meaning.

—

adj. Contezt'ual.

—

ad->.

Context'uaIIy.—«. Contexture, the interweaving
of parts into a whole : the structure or system of

anything: any interwoven fabric : the composition of
a writing.

—

v.t. (Carlyie) to weave. [L. contextus,

contexere—con, together, texfre, textum, to weave.]
Oonticent, kon'tis-ent, aiij. {^Thackeray) silent. [L.

coitticent-ein, con, and tacere, to be silent.]

Contig^nation, kon-tig-ni'shun, «. joining together :

any structure so joined : a framework or stage. [L.

contigttation.-rm—contignare—coH, tigtium, wood.]
Contiguous, kon-tig u-us, adj. touching, adjoining:

near. — «j. Contiguity, Contig'uouaness. — ^iA'.

Contig'UOUSly. (L. coutiguus — coutingcre, to

touch on all sides—com, wholly, tangere, to touch.]

Continent, kon'ti-nent, ». a large extent of land not
broken up by seas : the mainland of Europe : one of
the great divisions of the land surface of the globe.—adj. restraining the indulgence of pleasure, esp.

.sexual: temperate: virtuous.

—

ns. Continence,
Con'tlnency, the restramt imposed by a person tipon

his desires and passions : self-restraint in sexual
indulgence, often absolute : chastity.

—

adj. Oontl-
nent'al, characteristic of a continent, as of climate,

&c. : pertaining to the European continent, or to the
colonies of North America at the period of indepen-
dence. — «. Continent'alism, anything peculiar to

the usage of the Continent.

—

adv. Con'tlnently.

—

Continental system, the name given to Napoleon's
plan for shutting out Engl.tnd from all commercial
connection with Europe. (L. contiuentem—conti-
nere, to contain

—

con, together, tenere, to hold.]

Contingent, kon-tin'jent, adj. dependent on something
else : liable but not certain to happen : accidental.

—

». an event which is liable but not certain to occur :

a share or proportion, esp. of .soldiers.

—

ns. Oontin'-
gence, Contingency.—rtrfp. Oontin'gently. (L.

contingent-em—cv», iauglrt, to touch.]

Continue, kon-tin'u, v.t, to draw out or prolong : to

extend or increase in any way : to unite without
break : to persist in. —v.i. to remain in the same
place or state: to last or endure: to i)er»evere.

—

adjs. Oontin'uable, that may be continued ; Con-
tln'ual, without interruption ; unceasing. — adv.
Contin'ually. — M. Contin'uanoe, duration: unin-

terrupted succession: stay.

—

adjs. Oontin'Uant ;

OonUn'uate, dose united : (ShaM.) unbroken.—ns.

Continua'tlon, constant succession: extension:

Continuation-day, the same as Contango-day,
that on which contaiigoes are fixed^

—

adj. Con-
tinuaUve, continuing.

—

n. Contin'uator, one who
continues or keeps up a series or succession.

—

adj.

Continued, uninterrupted : unceasing: extended.—
adv. Contin uedly. — ns. Contin uedness ; Con-
tin'uer, one who continues, or has the power of
persevering ; Continuity, state of Ijeing continuous :

uninterrupted connection.

—

adj. Continuous, joined
together without interruption.

—

adzK ContiU UOUSly.
— ».;. Contin'uousness ; Contin'uum, a continuous
thing: —//. Contin'ua. (Kr. , — L. continuare^
continuHS, joined, connected, from continere.\

Contline, kont'lTn, ». in the stowage of casks the

space between them : the spiral intervals formed
between the strands of a rope, by their being
twisted together. [Prob. cant.\

Conto, koni'o, ». a Portuguese money of account, a
million reis =i|220.

Contornlate, kon-tor'ni-St, n. a coin or medal with a
deep groove round the disc.

—

a<ij. having this.

Contomo, kon-tor'no, «. contour or outline. [It.]

Contort, kon-tort', v.t. to twist or turn violently: to

writhe.

—

aiij. Contort'ed, twisted : folded or twisted

back upon itself, as some parts of plants.

—

$is.

Contortion, a violent twisting; Contortionist, a
gymnast who practises contorted postures: one who
twists words and phrases.

—

adj. Contorfive, ex-

pressing contortion. [L. con, inten., and torgiiire,

tortum, to twist.]

Contour, kon'toor, or kon-t65r', n. the outline : the line

which bounds the figure of any object.^

—

v.t. to mark
with contour lines.—ContOUT lines, lines drawn in a
map through points all at the same height above sea-

level—usually on the British Ordnance Survey maps
at intervals of 50 feet. [Fr. con, and tour, a turning

— L. tornus = Gr. tomos, a lathe.]

Contra, kon tra, ad7'. and f>rep. against, opposite : in

front of: to the contrary : a doublet of Counter-
(miis.), signifying an octave lower than the typical

form, as in contrabass, Sic See Appendix.
Contraband, kon'tra-band, a<ij. contrary to law : pro-

liibited.—«. illegal traffic: prohibition: prohibited

goods.—«j. Con'trabandism. trafficking in contra-

band goods ; Con'trabandist, a smuggler.—Con-
traband of war, a name applied to certain com-
modities, as military stores, and even coal in an age
of war steamers, not to be supplied by neutral to

belligerent powers. [Sp. contrabanda — It. con-

trabbando—\j. contra, against, L. L. iatidum, ban.]

Contrabass, kon'tra-bas, n. thedouble-bass viol, giving
the lower octave to the bass in the orchestra.— rt/^.

applied to other instruments taking a similar part.

—Also Contrabas'so and Count'erbase.
Contract, kon-trakt', 71. t. to draw together : to lessen

:

to shorten: to acquire: to incur: to bargain for: to

betroth.

—

7<.i. to shrink: to become less.—«. Con'-
tract, an agreement on fixed terms : a bond : a be-

trothment : the writing containing an agreement.

—

adj. Contract'ed, drawn together : narrow : mean.
— adv. Contraot'edly. — tis. Contract'edness

;

Contractibil'ity, Contract' ibleness. —(j(i>i. Con-
tract'ible. capable of being contracted ; Con-
tract lie, tending or having power to contract.

—

ns.

Contractility ; Contraction, act of contracting : a
word shortened by rejecting a part of it : a symbol
for shortening in palxography, &c. — adj. Con-
traot'ive, tending to contract.—«. Contractor, one
of the parties 10 a bargain or agreement : one who
engages to execute work or furnish supplies at a
fixed rate. — oj//'. Contractual. — Contract one's
self out of, to get rid of some general obligation by
making a special contract ; Contract work, work
done lor a fixed sum estimated beforehand and paid
down for the whole job. [L. contractus—con,
together, trahire, to dr.iw.]

Contra-Klance. See Country-dance.
Contradict, kon-lra-dikt', v.t. to oppose by words : to



Contradistinction miSte ; mute ; mBSn ; Men. Convene

assert the contrary: to deny: to be contrary to in

character.—a<//'. Contradicfablo.—«. CJontradlc-

tion, act of contradicting : a speaking against :

denial : inconsistency. — adj. OontradiC'tiOUS. —
advs. Contradlctiously {rare). Contradictorily.
—tidj's. Contradict Ive, Cbntradicfoiy, affirming

the contrary : inconsistent.—«. ContraOlCt'oriness,

the quality of being contradictorj-. [L. contradiccre,

-dutum.\
Contradistinction, kon-tra-dis-tingk'shun, «. distinc-

tion by contrast.

—

adj. ContraolStinCt'lve, distin-

guishing by opposite qualities.

—

z'.i. Contraidistin'-

gnisb, to mark the difference between two things by
contrasting their different qualities.

Oontraflssure, kontra-fish-ur, «. {.surg.) a fracture or
contusion of the skull at a place opposite that on
which the blow was received.

Oontrahent, kon'tra-hent, adj. entering into a con-

tract.

—

n. a contracting p.irty. (L. contrafient-em
—c("tirnherf.\

Contra-indicate, kon'tra-in'di-kat, v.i. of a disease,

to show symptoms adverse to a particular treatment.

—ns. Con tra-in'dlcant, Con'tra-indlca'tion.
Contraire, kon-trar, atij. an obsolete form ofContrary.
Contralateral, kon-tra-lat'e-ral, adj. occurring on the

opposite side.

Contralto, kon-tral'tO, «. the deepest or lowest species

of musical voice in boys, in eunuchs, and best of all

in women. [See AltO and Counter (i).]

Oontraplex, kon'tra-pleks, adj. {teleg^.) having ^vo
currents or messages passing in opposite directions

at the same time.
Contraposition, kon'tra-po-zish'un, «. opposition, con-

trast: {logic) an immediate inference, which consists

in denying the original subject of the contradictory
of the original predicate.

—

adj. Con'tra-pos'itlve.

Contraption, kon-trap'shun, «. (U.S.") a. contrivance.

Contrapuntal- See Counterpoint.
Contra-rotation, kon'tra-ro-til'shun, «. rotation in a

contr.iry direction.

Contrary, kon'ira-ri, adj. opposite : contradictory

—

Contra'rlant {rare). — «. a thing that is contrary
or of opposite qualities.—«.//. Con'trartes, things
opposite in quality ; {/ogii.) propositions which de-

stroy each other.—«. Contrari ety, opposition : in-

consistency.— .i^/r'. Con'trarily.—«. Con'trarinGss.—adj. ContrarioUS, showing contrariety ; repug-
nant : opposite.

—

adfs. Contra'riOUSly, contrarily ;

Con'trariWise, on the contrarj- way or side : on the
other hand. [L. contrariiis— contra, Against.]

Contrast, kon-trast', v.i. lo stand in opposition to.

—

Z'.i. to set in opposition, in order to show superiority
or give effect.—//. Con'traSt, opposition or unlikc-
ness in things compared : exhibition of differences.

—adj. Contrast'lve. (Fr. cantraster —lu. contra,
opposite to, stare, to stand.]

Contrate, kon'trat, adj. having cogs oi' teeth arranged
in a manner contrary to the usual one, or projecting
parallel to the axis.

Contra-tenor. Same as Cotinter-tenor (q.v. under
Counter, i).

Contravallatlon, kon-tra-val-a'shun, K. a fortification

built by besiegers about the pl.ice invested. [L.
contra, opposite, valldrc. atum, to fortify.]

Contravene, kon-tra-ven', 7'./. to oppose.

—

It. Contra-
Ven'tion, act of contravening : opposition : obstruc-
tion. [L. contra, against, Z'etitre, to come.]

Contrayerva, kon-lra-yer'va, n. a stimulating and
tonic aromatic root of tropical America. [Sp. con-
trayerba—L. coHtra, against, kcrba, a herb.]

Contretemps, kon-tr-tang*, «. something happening
inopportunely or at the wrong time, anything em-
barrassing, a hitch. [Fr. centre—L. contra, against,
and Fr. temps— L. ttmpus, time.]

Contribute, kon-trib'Ot, v.t. to give along with others:
to give for a common purpose : to furnish an article

to a newspaper, &c. : to pay a share.

—

v.i. to give
or bear a part.

—

adj. Contrlb'tltary, paying a share,

contributable, subject to contribution. — «. Con-
tribii'tion, a collection : a levy or charge imposed
upon a people : anything furnished to a common
stock ; a written composition supplied to a jointly
written book, newspaper, &c.

—

adjs. Contrib Utive,
ContriVUtory, giving a share : helping.

—

n. Con-
trib utor. [L. con, with, tribuere, -ututn, to give.]

ContriSt, kon-trist', v.t. {obs.) to sadden.—«. Con-
trista'tion. [Fr.,— L. contristdre—con, inten., and
tristis, sad.]

Contrite, kon'trlt, a^ij. broken-hearted for sin : peni-

tent.—a</-'. Contritely.—«J. Contriteness -, Con-
tri'tion, deep sorrow for sin : remorse, [h. contritm
—cotiier-ere—con, wholly, ter-ere, to bruise.)

Contriturate, kon-trit'u-rat, v.t. to pulverise together.

Contrive, kon-trlv*, v.t. to plan: to invent: to bring
about or effect: to plot.—n^'. ContrlVable, that
may be contrived.— «j. ContrlVance, Contrlve-
Ment, act of contriving : the thing contrived : inven-
tion : design : artifice ; Contriver, a schemer, a
manager. [O. Fr. controver—con-, trover, lo find

—

L. tiirbdre, to disturb.]

Contrive, kon-triv', v.t. {pis.) to spend, as time. [L,
conter-ere, contritnm, perf. conirivi, to wear out.]

Control, kon-trOl', «. restraint : authority : command.—v.t. to check : to restrain : to govern :

—

pr.p. con-
trol'ling ; f>a.p. controlled'.—Formerly Comptroll',
Countrol', Controtil'.-a(^'. Controllable, capable
of, or subject to, control.

—

us. Controller, Comp-
trol'ler, one who checks the accounts of others by
a counter-roll : Control lersbip ; Control'ment, act

or power of controlling: state of being controlled:

control. [Fr. contrdie^taxn cotttrt-rdle, a duplicate
register— L. contra, against, rotulus, a roll.]

Controvert, kon'tro-vert, %!.t. to oppose : to argue
against: to refute.— <J<^'. Controversial, relating to

controversy. — «. Controversialist, one given to

controversy.—rt(/i'. Controver sially.— «,r. Contro-
versy, a debate : contest : resistance.

—

adj. Con-
trovertible.— rt</r'. Controvert'ibly.—«. Contro-
vertist. [L. contra, against, and vcrt-erc, to turn.]

Contumacious, kon-tu-ma'shus, adj. opposing lawful
authority with contempt : obstinate : stubborn.

—

otiv.

Contumaciously.— ><j^. Contiuna ciousness ; Con-
tumaclty ; Con'tumacy, obstinate disobedience or

resistance. [L. , contumax—acts, insolent, from con,

and tiim-ere, to swell, or teinu-erc, to despise.]

Contumely, kon'tu-mel-i, n. rudeness : insolence : re-

proach.

—

adj. Contume liOUS, liaughtily reproachful

:

insolent. -«</;/. Contumeliously. — «• Contume'-
llousness. [L. contumcUa, which is prob. from the

same source as contutnacy.}

Contund, kon-tund', v.t. to bruise or pound.

—

z'.t. Con-
tTise', to beat or bniise : to crush.—«. Contfi'sion,

act of bruising : state of being bruised : a bruise.

—

adj. Contil'sive, apt to bruise. [L. conttiudere, con-

iusiim—con, and tniuierc, to bruise. ]

Conundrum, kon-un'drum, n. a sort of riddle contain-

ing some odd or fanciful resemblance between things

(luite unlike : any puzzling question. [Ety. dub.]

Convalesce, kon-val-es', v.i. to regain health.—>«.
Convales'cence, Convales'cency, gradual recovery

of health and strength.—rt<(/'. ConvalOS'cent, gradu-

ally recovering health.—«. one recovering health.

[L. con, and z<aUsc-lre—val-erv, to be strong.]

Convallaria, kon-va-la'ri-a, «. a genus of Litiacea, its

only species the Lily-of-the-vaUey. [L. convallis, a
sheltered valley.]

Convection, kon-vek'shun, «. the process of transmis-

sion of heat or electricity through liquids or gases by
means of currents.

—

adj. Conveo'tive, occasioned by
convection. [L.,

—

con, and vehire, to carry.]

Convenance, kong've-nangs, «. what is suitable or

proper : (//.) the conventional usages or social pro-

prieties. [Fr.]

Convene, kon-ven', vd. to come together : to assemble.

—v.t. to call together.-a<y;'. Cohve'nable.—«. Oon-
ven'er, one who convenes a meeting : the chairman



Convenient nite, nir ; tn£, hir ; mine

:

Convulse

of a committee. [Fr.,—L. conven-ire, from con, to-

gether, and zeHtre, to come.]
Cimvenient, kon-ven'yent, adj. suitable : handy : com-
modious.—rt*^. OonTen'al)le(c*j.), fitting.—>«. Con-
venience, Conven'lency, suitableness : an advan-

tage : any particular domestic accommodation, as a

closet, kc—aJv. Conveniently. [L. convenlre.]

Convent, Icon' vent, n. an association of persons

secluded from the world and devoted to a religious

life : the house in which they live, a monastery or

nunnery.—rti^'. Conventual, belonging to a con-

vent.—/*. a monk or nun : a member of one of the

two divisions of the Franciscans, following a mitigated

rule—the other being the Observants. [Through Fr.

from L. convent-um, convenJre, to come together.]

OonventiCde, kon-vent'i-kl, n. applied in contempt to

a meeting for worship of dissenters from the Estab-

lished Church, applied esp. to the field-preachings of

the Presbyterian ministers in the persecutions under

Charles II. and James II. : any private, clandestine,

or irregular meeting.

—

v.i. to hold such.—». Con-
ven'tlder. [L. convtnticulum, a secret meeting of

monks, dim. of conventus.\
Convention, kon-ven'shun, n. an assembly, esp. of re-

presentatives or delegates for some common object:

any extraordinary assembly called upon any special

occasion : any temporary treaty : an agreement :

established usage: fashion.

—

adj. Conven'tlonal,
formed by convention : growing out of tacit agree-

ment or custom: customary: not spontaneous.

—

v.t. Conventionalise.—nj. Conventionalism, that

which is established by tacit agreement, as a mode
of speech, &c. ; Conven'tionalist, one who adheres
to a convention, or is swayed by conventionalism ;

Conventionality, state of being conventional

:

that which is established b\' use or custom.

—

Oii-j.

Conventionally. — adj. Conven'tionary, acting
under contract. — ns. Conven'tioner, Conven-
tionist. [Fr.,—L. coHveniion-em. See Convene.]

Converge, kon-verj', v.i. to lend to one point

—

ns.

Conver'gence, Oonver'gency, act or quality of
tending to one point.

—

adjs. Conver'gent, Con-
ver'glng, tending to one point. [L. con, together,

and vergirt, to bend, to incline.]

Conversiuione, kon-ver-sat-se-O'ne, n. a meeting for

conversation, particularly on literary subjects '.—pi.

Conversazioni (ne). [It.]

Converse, kon-vers', v.i. to have intercourse : to talk

familiarly.—«. Oon'verse, familiar intercourse : con-
versation.

—

adj. Conversable, disposed to converse :

sociable.—tk/i/. Convers'ably.—«j. Con'versance,
Con'versancy, state of being conversant : famili-

arity. — aJj. Con'versant, acquainted by study

:

familiar : (B.) walking or associating with.

—

n. Con-
versa'tlon, intercourse : talk : familiar discourse ;

(^.) behaviour or deportment. — adj. Conversa'-
tlonaL—nj. Conversa'tionalist, Conversationist,
one who excels in conversation : Conversa'tionism,
a colloquialism.

—

adj. Conver'satlve, ready to talk.

[Fr.,—L. conversdri, to live with

—

^cn, inten., and
versdrt, to turn XK\i<A\.—vertere, to turn.]

Convert, kon-vert', v.t. to change or turn from one
thing, condition, or religion to another: to change
from an irreligious to a holy life : to alter one thing
into another : to apply to a particular purpose.—«.

Con'vert, one converted : one who has become re-

ligious, or who has changed his religion.

—

adj. Con'-
erse, reversed in order or relation.

—

h. that which
is the opposite of another : a proposition converted
or turned about— i.e. one in which the subject and
predicate have changed places.

—

adv. Con'versely.—ns. Conver'slon, change from one thing, state, or
religion to another: (tfuol.) the conscious change of
heart impelling the repentant sinner to a new life :

appropriation to a special purpose : (lope) act of
interchanging the terms of a proposition ; Con'-
ertend, the proposition to be converted ; Con-
Vert'er, one who converts ; a vessel in which
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materials are changed from one condition to an-
other ; ConvertibilIty, Convertlbleness. — adjs.

Convert ible, Gonver Sive (,obs.), that may be con-
verted; equivalent.

—

adv. Convert ibly.

—

n. Con'-
vertite, a convert, a reformed woman. [L. convert-
ire, conversum—con, and vertere, to turn.]

Convex, kon'veks, adj. rising into a round form on
the outside, the reverse of concave,—«. the vault
of heaven, &c. — adj. Convexed', made convex.

—

otiv. Convex'edly.—«j. Convexity, Con'vexness,
roundness of form on the outside.

—

adv. Con'vexly.—adjs. Convex'O - COn'Cave, convex on one side,

and concave on the other; Convex'O-COn'vex, convex
on both sides. [L. convexus—conveh-ere—con, to-

gether, and vehere, to carry.)

Convey, kon-va', v.t. to carry : to transmit : to impart

:

to steal : to communicate, as ideas : to make over in

law.—a<(^'. Convejrable.-/«. Conveyal ; Convey-
ance, the means of conveying : a vehicle of any
kind : (laiv) the act of transferring property : the
writing which transfers it; Conveyancer, one whose
business is the preparation of deeds for the trans-

ference of property ; Conveyancing, the business

of a conveyancer ; Conveyer. [O. F'r. conveier—
L. con, along with, and O. Fr. z>eie—L. via, a way.]

Convlcinity, kon-vi-sin'i-ti, «. neighbourhood.
Convict, kon-vikt', v.t. to prove guilty : to pronounce

guilty.

—

n. Con'vict, one convicted or found guilty

of crime, esp. one who has been condemned to

penal servitude.

—

ns. Conviction, act of convincing :

strong belief: a proving guilty : (theol.) the condition
of being consciously convicted of sin ; Con'vlctism,
the convict system.

—

adj. Convlct'ive, able to con-
vince or convict.—Carry conviction, to bear irresist-

ibly the stamp or proof of truth ; Under conviction,
in such a state of awakened consciousness. [From
root of Convince.]

Convince, kon-vins', v.t. to subdue the mind by
evidence : to satisfy as to truth or error : (B.") to

convict : to refute. — «. ConvincO'ment. — adjs.

Convinc'ible ; Convincing, producing conviction.—adz: Convlnc'ingly. [L. couvincere, con, sig.

completeness, and vincere, victum, to conquer.]
Convivial, kon-viv'i-al, adj. feasting in company : re-

lating to afeast: social : jovial.—z"./. Convive'(5"/t<jA.X

to feast together.

—

n. a companion at table.— ns.

ConviViallst, a convivial fellow ; Conviviality.—
adz'. ConviVially. [L.,

—

convivium, a living to-

gether, a feast

—

con, together, and vivere, to live.]

Convoke, kon-vOk', v.t. to call together : to assemble
—also Con'vocate.— «. Convocation, act of con-
voking : a provincial synod of clergy, the ancient
ecclesiastical cou:icil of the archbishop, esp. those of
the provinces of Canterbury and York in the Church
of England : the great legislative assembly of the
university at Oxford and elsewhere.

—

cuij. Convoca'-
tionaL

—

n. Convoca'tioniStu [L. convoc,i>e—con,
together, and vocdre, -dtunt, to call.]

Convolve, kon-volv', v.t. to roll together, or one part

on another.

—

adjs. Con'volute, -d, rolled together,

or one part on another.—«. ConvolU'tion, a twisting

:

a fold. [L. con, together, vohiere, -utum, to rolL]

OonvolVOlUS, kon-vol'vu-lus, n. a genus of twining

or trailing plants, called also Bindweed. [L.,

—

convo/vfre.]
Convoy, kon-voy', v.t. to accompany for protection.

—

«. Con'voy, the act of convoying : protection : that

which convoys or is convoyed, esp. a ship or ships

of war guarding a fleet of merchant-vessels, also the

ships so protected : an honourable escort : a supply
of stores, &c., under escort. [Fr. convoyer. See
Convey.]

Convulse, kon-vuls*, v.t. to agitate violently : to affect

by spasms.

—

adj. Convul'sible, subject to convul-
sion.

—

H. Convul'Sion, any involuntary contraction
of the voluntary muscles of the body, esp. such
seizures in which the body is thrown into violent

spasmodic contractions, the sensibihty and voluntary
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motion being for a time suspended : any violent dis-

turbance. — «/<;>. Convul aonal, CtonvtU'sionary,

pertaining to convulsions.—«.//. Convul'sionaries, a

fanatical sect of Jansenists who sprang up in France

about 1730.

—

<uij. Convulsive, attended with con-

vulsions : spasmodic. — uiJv. Convulsively. — «.

Convulslveness. IL. con, inten., and vellirc,

viihum, to pluck, to pull.]

Cony, Coney, kO'ni, or kun'i, «. a rabbit : {B.) trans-

lation of Heb. sliAphAn, the Hyrax syriacus, or

rock-badger: (abs.') an equivocal term of endearment
for a woman.—«. Co'ny-bUIT'O'W, a rabbit-warren.
—v.i. Cony-catch (Shak.), to cheat.

—

ns. Co'ny-
catch'er, a cheat ; Co'ny-WOOl, rabbits' fur. [Prob.

through O. Fr. connil, from L. cuniculus, a rabbit.]

Conyza, kO-nl'za, n. a genus of strong-smelling her-

baceous composite plants—applied formerly to the
fleabanes. [Gr.]

Coo, kOD, v.i. to make a sound as a dove : to caress

fondly, usually in phrase, ' to bill and coo : '

—

pr.fi.

cOS'ing ;
pt-p. cOoed. — «. the sound emitted by

doves.

—

ad^'. Coo ingly. [From the sound.]

Cooee, kiW'e, Cooey, koo'i, «. the signal-call of the
native Australians in the bush.

—

v.i. to make such.

Coof, kuf, «. {Scot.) a stupid fellow. [Prob. M. E.
cofe, the modern Cove, a fellow.]

Cook, kook, v.t. to prepare food : to manipulate for

any purpose, or falsify, as accounts, &c. : to concoct.

—

«. one whose business is to cook.

—

ns. CoolCery, the

art or practice of cooking ; Cook'ery-book, a book of
receipts for cooking dishes.

—

n.pl. Cooklng-apples,
&c., apples, &c., sold specially for cooking.

—

ns.

Cooking-range, a stove adapted for cooking several

things at once ; Cook'-room, a room in which food
is cooked ; Cook'-Shop, an eating-house.—To COOk
one's goose (slang), to finish off, to kill. [A.S. cdc,

a cook (Ger. koch), borrowed from L. coguus.\
Cook, kook, v.i. to make the sound of the cuckoo.
Cook, kook, v.i. (Scot.) to appear and disappear by

turns.

Cookie, kook'i, n. a kind of sweet cake used at tea.

—

«. Cookie-Shine, a tea-party. [Dut. koekje, a cake.]
Cool, kODl, adj. slightly cold : free from excitement

:

calm : not zealous, ardent, or cordial : indifferent :

impudent ; colloquially ofa large sum of money, as 'a

cool thousand.'

—

v.t. to make cool : to allay or moder-
ate, as heat, excitement, passion, &c.

—

v.i. to grow
cool.—«. that which is cool : coolness.

—

n. Oool'er,
anything that cools : a vessel in which something is

cooled—e.g. ' a butter-cooler."

—

adjs. Cool'-heactOd,
not easily excited : capable of acting with com-
posure ; Coollsh, somewhat cool ; Coolly (Spens.),

cool.

—

adv. in a cool manner : indifferently : impu-
dently.

—

us. Cool'ness, moderate cold : indifference:
want of zeal ; Cool'-tank'ard, a cooling drink of wine
and water, with lemon-juice, spices, and borage : a
local name of borage ; Coolth (dial.), coolness. [A.S.
cdl; Ger. kuhl. See Cold and ChllL]

Coolie, Cooly, koDl'i, «. an Indian or Chinese labourer
who has emigrated under contract to a foreign land :

a European's name for a hired native labourer in

India and China. (Prob Kuli, a tribe of Guzerat

;

or orig. Tamil, ci. kali, hire.]

Coom, koOm, n. matter that gathers at the naves of
wheels : soot that gathers at the mouth of an oven :

coal-dust. [Prob. conn, with Ger. kahm, mould
gathered on liquids.]

Coom, kODm, «. (Scot.) the wooden centering on which
a bridge is built : anything arched or vaulted.

—

adj.
Coom'-ceiled, said of a garret with the inside ceiling
sloping from the wall. [Origin obscure.]

Coomb. Comb, kiSOm, «. a deep little wooded valley :

a hollow on the flank of a hill. [A.S. cumb, a
hollow.]

Coomb, Comb, kOSm, «. a measure of capacity = 4
bushels. [A.S. cumb, a measure.]

Coon, keen, «. the raccoon : a sly fellow.—A gone
coon, one whose case is hopeless. [U.S.]

Coontie, Coonty, kt^n'ti, «. the arrowroot plant of
Florida.

Coop, k5Cp, «. a tub, cask, or barrel : a box or cage
for fowls or small animals.

—

7'.t. to confine in a coop

:

to shut up or confine.

—

n. Coop'er, one who makes
tubs, casks, &c. : a mixture of stout and porter.

—

v.t. to repair (tubs, &c.): to prepare, patch up.

—

ns. Coop'erage, the work or workshop of a cooper

:

the sum paid for a cooper's work ; Coop'eiing

;

Coop'ery, the business of a cooper. [A.S. cype, a
basket ; cf. Ger. kH/e.\

Cooper, kCOp'er, «. a floating grog-shop.

—

v.i. to supply
fishing-boats at sea with liquor. [See Coper]

Co-operate, kO-op'er-at, v.i. to work together. — //.

Co-opera' tion, joint operation : the association of a
number of persons for the cheaper purchasing of
goods, or for carrying on some branch of industry.

—

adjs. Co-op'eratlve, Co-op'erant, working together.—«. Co-operator. — Co-operating grace (theol.),

the R.C., Arminian, and Socinian doctrine that the
human will co-operates with the divine in the matter
of saving grace. [Co-, together, and Operate.]

Co-opt, kO-opt', v.t. to elect into any body by the
votes of its members.

—

ns. Co-opta'tion, Co-op'tlon.—adj. Co-op'tative. [L. cooptdre, -dtum — co-,

together, optdre, to choose.]
Co-ordinate, kO-or'di-nat, adj. holding the same order

or rank.

—

v.t. to make co-ordinate.—«. a co-ordinate
element : each of a system of two or more magnitudes
used to define the position of a point, line, or plane,

by reference to a fixed system of lines, points, &c.—«. Co-ordinance, a joint ordinance.

—

adi: Co-
or'dinately. — «j. Co-or'dinateness, the state of

being co-ordinate : equality of rank, &c. ; Co-ordina'-
tion, state of being co-ordinate.

—

adj. Co-or'dina-
tlve, indicating co-ordination.

Coost, kust, a Scotch form of Oast
Coot, kSOt, «. a short-tailed water-fowl, with a charac-

teristic white spot—an extension of the bill—on the
forehead ; hence called bald, as in phrase, ' bald as
a coot' [M. E. cote; cf. Dut. koet.'\

Coot, kut, «. (Scot.) the ankle.— a<(;'. Oootle, having
legs clad with feathers. [Scot. ; cf. Dut. koot

;

Flem. keute.'\

Cop, kop, n. a conical ball of thread on a spindle

—

also Cop'pin: (obs.) a top or head of anything.

—

adj. Copped, rising to a cop or head. [A.S.
cop, copp.]

Cop, kop, v.t. (slang) to capture.

—

ns. Cop, Copper
(slang), a policeman.

Copaiba, ko-pa'ba, ». a balsam obtained from an
American tree, much used in medicine. — AUo
Oopai'va. [Sp.,—Braz.]

Copal, kS'pal, «. a resinous substance used in var-

nishes. [Sp.,— Mex. copalli, resins generally.]

Copartner, ko-part'ner, «. a joint partner.

—

ns. Co-
partnership, Copart'nery, Copar'cener, Copar'-
cenary. [L. co-, together, and Partner.]

Copatain, kop'a-tan, adj. (Shak.) of a hat, high-
crowned like a sugar- loaf.

Copatriot. A form of Compatriot.
Cope, kop, «. a covering : a cap or hood : anything

spread overhead : a coping : an ecclesiastical vest-

ment worn over the alb or surplice in processions, at

solemn lauds and vespers, but not by the celebrant

at mass, semicircular, without sleeves and with a
hood, fastened across the breast with a clasp or

morse, the straight edge usually ornamented with a
broad orphrey.

—

Z'.t. to cover with a cope.

—

ns.

Cope'-Stone, Cop'ing-Stone, the stone which copes

or tops a wall ; Cop'ing, the covering course of

masonry of a wall. [ From root of Cap. ]

Cope, kop, v.t. to barter or exchange. [Cf. Dut.
koopen.]

Cope, kOp, v.i. to contend.

—

v.t. to vie with, esp. on
equal terms or successfully: to match.

—

n. Copes'-

mate (Skak.), a companion. [Fr. couper — L.
coiapktis, a blow with the fist.]
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Copeck, Kopeck, kO'pek, «. a Russian copper coin,

worth from J to J of a i^enny English. [Russ.]

Coper, kop'er, «. a ship employed in surreptitiously

supplying strong drink to deep-sea fishermen—often

spelt Cooper.

—

z:i. to supply liquor in such a way.

[Dut. kooper—kooften, to trade: cf. Ger. katt/en, to

buy: KS. ceti/>an.\

Oopemlcan, ko-per'ni-kan, atij. relating to Cd^rtiicus,

the famous Prussian astronomer (i473-'543)i or to

his system.

CophosiS, ko-fu'sis, «. total deafness. iGr-.—kophot,

deaf.]

CophOUSe, kop'hows, n. a tool-house.

Copier. See Copy.
OoplOlU, kO'pi-us, adj. plentiful : overflowing : not

conci.se.—Wi'. Coploualy.—«. Copiousness. [L.

cofiosus—copia, plenty

—

co-, inten., and ops, o^is,

wealth.]

Copland, kop'land, ». a piece of ground terminating
in a cop or acute angle.

Copopsia, ko-pop'si-a, u. fatigue of sight. [Ci. kophos,

dull, opsis, sight.]

Co-portion, ko-por^shun, n. (^/e>ts.) equal portion or

share.

Oopos, kop'os, «. a morbid lassitude. [Gr. ]

Copper, kop'er, «. a moderately hard metal of a fine

red colour, perhaps the first metal employed by
man: money made of copper—e.g. 'a copper' = a
penny or halfpenny : a vessel made of copper.

—

oifj.

made of copper : copper-coloured. — ?j.i. to cover
with copper. —(K^'. Uopp'er-bott'omed, having the

bottom covered with copper, as a ship.—«. Copp'er-
Cap'tain, one who styles himself captain without
grounds. — /wj/'i. Copp'er-faced, faced with copper,
as type : Copp'er-fas tened, fastened with copper
bolts.

—

us. Copp er-head, a United States snake :

{(/.S.) a northern synipaihiser with the South in the
Civil War ; Copp'ering, the act of sheathing with
copper : a covering of copper.

—

lui/s. Copp'erisb,
Coppery, Cupreous, cont.Tining or like copper.

—

ns. Copp'er - nickel, arsenical nickel, niccollte :

Copper-nose, a red nose caused by intemperance :

Copperplate, a plate of polished copper on which
something has been engraved : an impression taken
from the plate ; Copp'er-pyri'tes, a double sulphide
of copper and iron of yellow hue : Copp'er-smith, a
smith who works in copper ; Copp'er-WOrk, a place
where copper is wrought or manufactured ; Copp'er-
WOrm, the ship-worm. — Hot COppers, parched
tongue and throat after a bout of drinking. [Low
L. CHper—L. ciiptttm, a contr. of cypriuin aes,
'Cyprian brass,' because found in Cyprus.}

Coppieras, kop'er-as, «. sulphate of iron, used in dye-
ing black, or making ink. [Fr. conpervse (U. cop-
pnrosa)— L. cupri rosa^ rose of copper—soDiez.)

Coppice, kop'is. Copse, kops, «. a wood of small
growth for periodical cutting.—«. Copse'wood.

—

adj. Cop'sy. (O. Fr. coptiz, wood newly cut —Low
L. colpdre, to cut— L. coJapkus, a blow with ihe
fist.]

Coppin. SeeCop(i).
Copple, kop'l, K. (ols.) a crest on a bird's head.— «.
Copp'le-crown.—rt^^. Copp'le-crowned.

Copple-stone, an obsolete form of Cobble-stono.
Copra, kop'ra, ft. the dried kernel of the coco-nut,

yielding coco-nut oil. [Port., from Malay.]
Co-presence, ko-pret'ens, «. presence together.— <i^'.

Co-present.
Coprolite, kop'ro-llt, K. fossilised excrement of animals

in Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and Tertiary strata.

—

adj.
Coprolit'lc. (Gr. koproi, dung, titliosy a stone.]

Coprology, kop-rol'oj-i, «. the unclean in literature
and art. [Gr. kopros, dunp;, logia, discourse.)

Coprophagan, kop-rof'a-gan, «. a dung-beetle.

—

n,
Coproph'agist, a dung-cater.

—

adj. Coproph'agous,
dung-eating. [Gr. kopros, dung, phagein, to eat.]

Copsewood. See Coppioo.
Copt, kopt, «. a Christian descendant of the ancient^

Egyptians.

—

adj. Copt'lO.

—

n. the language of the
Copts. [A corr. of Gr. Aigyptios, Egyptian.]

Copula, kop'u-la, n. that which joins together : a bond
or tie : (logic) the word joining the subject and
predicate.—rt^'. Cop'ttlat.

—

v.i. and v.i. Cop'ulate,
to unite in sexual commerce.—«. Copula'tlon, act
of copulating. — adj. Cop'UlatiVe, uniting. — «.

(gram.) a conjunction that unites ideas as well
as words.

—

adj. Coplllatory. [L.,—(TO-, together,

ap-ere, to join.)

Copy, kop'i, n. an imitation from an original pattern,

a transcript : that which is imitated : a specimen of
penmanship to be imitated : the original work from
which an imitation or reproduction is made : manu-
script for printing.

—

v.i. to write, paint, &c. after an
original : to imitate : to tnanscribe :—pti.p. cop'ied.—ns. Cop'ier, Cop'yer, one who copies : an imitator;
Cop'y-book, a book in which copies are written or
printed for imitation ; Cop'yhold (Eng. laiv), a
species of estate or right of holding land, for which
the owner can only show the copy of the rolls

originally made by the steward of the lord's court;
Cop'yholder, one who has a tenure of land by copy-
hold : Cop'jrlng-preSS, a machine for copying manu-
script letters by pressure : Cop'ylSm, the practice of
the copyist : Copyist, one whose bu.siness is to copy
documents : Copy'tigllt, the exclusive right of an
author or his heirs to nmltiply copies of a written or
printed composition, or of a work of art (for books
in England the term is forty-two years, or the life of
the author and seven years, whichever is longer).

—

adj. protected by copyright. — ?'./. to secure the
copyright of.—A Copy of VerseS, a set of verses, esp.

a college exercise. [ Fr. copie, from L. copia, plenty ;

in Low L. a transcript.)

CoqueliCOt, kOk'Ii-ko, n. (Jane Austen) & brilliant

red, the colour of the red poppy. [Fr.]

Coquet, Coquette, ko-ket', v.i. to excite admiralloit

or love.

—

7:i. to trifle with in love : lo flirt with : to

dally with :

—

pr.p. coquet'ting : /<»./. coquet'ted.

—

us. Co'quetry, act of coquetting : attempt to attract

admiration, without serious affection : deceit in love :

any kind of prettiness : Coquette', a vain woman
who seeks admiration from mere vanity : a flirt.

—

adj. Coquet'tish, practising coquetry : befitting a
coquette. — Oi/v. Coquet'tlshly.— «. Coquet'tish-
ness. (Fr. coaneter—coquet, dim. oico<;, a cock.)

Coquilla, kok-il'ya, «. the nut of a Brazil palm, whose
mottlea, dark-brown endosperm is used by button-

makers and turners. (Sp. : dim. oi coca, shell.)

Ooqulmbite, ko-kim'blt, «. a yellowish hydrous sut-

pnate of iron—also luhite copperas.

Coqulmbo, kO-kim'bo, H. the burrowing owl of South
America.

Coqulto, ka-kS'tO, «. a beautiful Chilian palm. [Sp.,

dim. oicoco, coco-niit. ]

Cor, kor, ». a Hebrew measure, the same as the
homer, containing lo ephahs or baths (to btishels

and 3 gallons).

Coracle, kor'a-kl, «. a small oval rowboat used in

Wales, made of skins or oilcloth stretched on wicker-
work. [W. coni'gl^cor^vg, anything round ; Gael.
curach, a wicker-boat.)

Coracold, kor'a-koid, aiij. shaped like a crow's beak.
— «. (anat.) an important paired hone in the breast-

girdle, forming along with the scapula the articula-

tion for the fore-limb, and always lying ventrally,

[Gr. korax, korakos, a crow, and eidos, form.)
Co-radlcate, kO-rad'i-kat, adj, (philol.) of the same

root.

Corage. See Courage.
Coragg^O, kor-adj'o, interj. courage ! [It]
Coral, kor'al, n. a hard substance of various colours
growing on the bottom of the sea, composed of the
skeletons of zoophytes : a child's toy made of coral.
—adj. made of or like coral.— «. Cor'al-iS'land.

—

adjs. Coralla'ceouS, like, or having the qualities of,

coral: Corallif'erous, containing coral; Coral'll-
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form, having the form of coral ; Corallig'enous,
producing coral ; Cor'alline, ol, like, or containing

coral.—«. a limy seaweed of a delicate pinkish or

purplish colour, tonunon on British coasts : a coral-

like substance.—«. Cor'alllte, a petrified substance,

in the form of coral.

—

ad/s. Cor'alloid, -al, in the

form of coral : resembling coral.

—

ns. Cor'al-rag, a

limestone rock formed chiefly of petrified coral foun 1

in the oolite system ; Cor'al-reef, a reef or liank

formed by the growth and deposit of coral ; Cor'al-

sea, the part of the Pacific between Australia on
the west and tlie New Hebrides on the east ;

Oor'al-SOake, a small venomous snake, in the same
family as the cobra ; Cor'al-tree, a small tropical

tree or shrnb, producing long spikes of beautiful

red flowers resembling coral ; Cor'al-WOOd, a hard
South American cabmet-wood, first yellow^ then

red ; Cor'al-WOrt, a cruciferous plant in English
woods— called also 'J ooth-wort or Tooth-vwUt.
[O. Fr. ,

—

\i. coralimn—Gr. koraliion.]

Coranach. See Coronach.
Coranto, ko-rant'o, «. a rapid and lively kiqd of dance.

I Fr. coiirauie—h. currcre, to run.]

Corb, korb, ft. an iron basket used in raising coal.

[L. c.irbis, a basket.]

Corban, kor'ban, u. anything devoted to God in fulfil-

ment of a vow. [Heb. qorlian, an olTering, sacrifice.]

Corbe, kerb, «. {Spens.). Same as Corbel.
Corbeau, kor-bO', «. a dark-green colour, almost

black. [Fr., 'a raven.']

Corbell, kor'bel, «. (Jort/i a basket filled with earth,

and set up as a protection from the fire of the enemy.
[Fr. corbeille—L. corbicula, dim. o{ corbis, a basket.]

Corbel, kor'bel, «. (arckit.) a projection of stone or

wood from the face of a wall, supporting pillars or

other su()crincumbent weights.

—

adj. Corbelled.

—

ns. Cor'belling; Corbel-table, a row of corbels

and the parapet or cornice they support. [O. i'r.

corbel—Low L. corveliiis, dim. oi comns, a raven.]

Corbiculuiu, kor-bik'u-lum, u. the flattened hairy
outer surface of the hind-tibia of a bee, used for

carrying pollen :—//. Corblc'Tila. —«<//'. Corbic'ulata
[L. , dim. oi corbis, a basket.]

Corbie, kor'bi, n. a raven, crow.—Corbie messenger
(Scat.), one who returns loo late, or not at all ;

Corbie-steps, the stepped slopes of gables— also

Crow-steps. [O. Fr. corbin— L. con'us, a crow.]
Corcass, kor'kas, «. a salt-marsh in Ireland. [Ir.]

Corohorus, kor'ko-rus, ti. a genus of tropical plants
cultivated for their fibre, which is the jute of com-
merce. [Gr.]

Corcle, kork'l, n. the embryo in the seed of a plant.

—

Ako Cor'CUle. [L. corculum, dim. of cor, heart.]

Cord, kord, «. a small rope or thick kind of string :

something resembling a cord, as 'spinal cord,' 'um-
bilical cord,' &c. : (Ji^.) anything that binds or
restrains : a measure of firewood, originally deter-
mined by the use of a cord or string.

—

z'.t. to supply
with a cord : to bind with a cord.—«. Cordage, a
quantity of cords or ropes, as the rigging of a ship,

&c.

—

ndj. Cord'ed, fastened with cords; furrowed,
as with cords : (^ter.) wound about with cords

:

piled in ' cords.'

—

>is. Cord'-grass, a genus of grasses
of which one species found in muddy salt-marshes
is used for making ropes ; Cord'lng, the act of
binding : cordage ; Cordite, an approved smokeless
gimpowder, so called from its cord-like appearance

;

ord'-wood, wood put up in 'cords.' [Fr. corde—
L. chorda. See Chord.]

Cordelier, kor-de-ler', «. a Franciscan friar, so named
from the knotted cord worn by him as a girdle : (//)
name of a club in the French Revolution, from its

meeting-place being an old convent of the Cordeliers.
[O. Fr. cordel, dim. oi corde, a rope.]

Cordial, kor'di-al, adj. hearty : with warmth of heart

:

sincere : affectionate : reviving the heart or spirits.—«. anything which revives or comforts the heart

:

a medicine or drink for refreshing the spirits.

—

adjs.

Cor'date (,bot\ heart-shaped; Cor'dlal-heart'ed.

—

v.i. Cor'dlalise, to become cordial, to fraternise.

—us. Cordial'ity, Cor'dialness.—Wi/. Cor'dially.
—adj. Cor'diform, in the form of a heart. [Fr.,—
L. cor, cordis, the heart.]

Cordillera, kor-dil-ya'ra, «. a name applied in America
to a chain of mountains, as the Andes and Rocky
Mountains. [Sp.,—Old Sp. cordilla— L. c/iorda,

cord.]
Cordiner, kor'di-ner, n. Same as Cordwalner.
Cordon, kor'don, ft. a cord or ribbon bestowed as a
badge of honour : (Jort.) a row of stones along the

line of a rampart : in military operations, a line of

, sentries within sight of each other, guarding a place
to prevent the passage of unauthorised persons.

—

Cordon bleu, originally the blue ribbon which in

France supported the insignia of the order of the
Holy Ghost—transferred to other fir^t-class distinc-

tions, and playfully to a first-class cook ; Cordon
sanitalre, a line of sentries to guard a place infected
with contagious disease. [Fr.]

Cordovan, kor'do-van, Cordwain, kord'wSn, ft. goat-
skin leather, originally from Cordova in Spain.

—

ns.

Cord'walner, a worker in cordovan or cordwain : a
shoemaker ; Cord'wainery.

Corduroy, kor'du-roi. It. a ribbed kind of fustian, a
cotton stuff made after the fashion of velvet : (//.)
trousers made of corduroy.

—

adj. made of corduroy.
[Perh. Fr. corde dii roi, king's cord.]

Core, kor, ft. the heart : the inner part of anything,
esp. of fruit.

—

v.t. to take out the core of fruit.

—

adjs. Cored, having the core removed ; Coreless,
without core: pithless: hollow. — it. Cor'er, an
instrument for removing the core. [Ety. dub. ; perh.
conn, with L. cor, the heart.]

Core, kor, n. a number of people. [See Coips.]
Co-regent, kO-re'jent, ft. a joint-regent.

Coregonus, ko-reg'o-nus, It. a genus of fishes in the
.salmon family, found esp. near the coast.— adj.
Coreg'onine.

Co-relation, Co-relative. See Correlate.
Co-religionist, ko-re-hj'un-ist, «. one of the same

religion as another.
Co-respondent, kS-re-spond'ent, «. (law) a man
charged with adultery, and proceeded against along
with the wife, who is the respondtitl.

Corf, korf, ft. a variant of Corb (q.v.).

Coriaceous, kSr-i-a'shus, adj. leathery : of or like

leather. [L. coriufii—Gr. chorion, skin, leather.]

Coriander, kOr-i-an'der, ft. an annual plant, the seeds
of which when fresh have an offensive smell, used as
a medicine, spice, &c.—«. Oorlan'der-seed. [Fr.,

—L. coriattdrtim—Gr. koriaKiton.\
Corinthian, kor-inth'i-an, adj. pertaining to Coriitth,

a city of Greece : pertaining to an ornate order of
Greek architecture, (M. Arftold) to an over-brilliant

literary style : profligate.—«. a profligate : a man of
fashion, a 'swell.'— //. Corinth (.obs.), a brothel,

from the notorious licentiousness of Corinth.

—

v.i.

Corinth'ianlse, to be licentious.—Corinthian brass,
bronze, an alloy made in Corinth, much valued in

ancient times : assurance or eflfrontery.

Corium, ko'ri-um, ft. the innermost layer of the skin.

[L., a hide.]

Co-rival, Co-rivalry, Co-rivalship. See Corrival.
Cork, kork, ft. the outer bark of the cork-tree, an oak

found in the south of Europe, &c. : a stopper made
of cork : any stopper.

—

adj. made of cork.

—

v.t. to

stop with a cork : to stop up.

—

fis. Cork'age, corking

or uncorking of bottles : a charge made by hotel-

keepers for uncorking of bottles when the liquor has

not been supplied from the house ; Cork'-CUt'ter,

one employed in cutting corks for bottles, &c. : an
instrument used for this.

—

adj. Corked, stopped by
a cork : tainted by the cork, as wine : bl.ickened by
burnt cork.

—

ns. Cork'er, a finisher : {slaft^ some-
thing conclusive ; Cork'illg-pin, a large pin, prob-

ably from fastening the hair to a pad ot cork ; Cork'-
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jaok'et. a jacket made of or lined with cork, to aid

in swimming : CorlC-leg, aii artificial leg, partly of

cork ; Cork'-SCrew, a screw for drawing corks from
bottles.

—

adj. like a cork-screw in shape.

—

v.i. to

move in a spiral manner.

—

v.t. to pull out with

difficulty, as a cork : to obtain information from
by force or cunning.—«. Cork'-tree, a species of

oak from which cork is obtained.

—

adj. Oork'y, of

or resembling cork : (Shak.) withered. [Sp. corcho

—L. cortex, bark, rind.]

Corm, korm, Cormns, kor'mus, «. sometimes called a
solui ^k/3—-the short, bulb-like subterranean stem of

many plants—e.g. crocus. [Gr. kormos, the lopped

tnmk of a tree.]

Cormophyte, kor'mO-fit, «. a plant having a true axis

of growth -also Cor'mogen.—o-y, Connophyt'lc.
Cormorant, kor'mo-rant, «. a genus of web-footed

sea-birds, of great voracity : a glutton. [Fr. cor-

moraii, from L. corvus marinus, the sea-crow.]

Com, kom, «. a grain or kernel : seeds that grow in ears,

as wheat, rye, &c. : grain of all kinds.

—

v.t. to form
into grains ; to sprinkle with salt in grains : to salt.

—

HS. (S)ni'-ball (U.S.), a ball of popped corn, sweet-

ened, with white of egg; Com'-brand'y, spirits made
from grain: Com'-bee'tle, a small beetle, the larva

of which is very destructive to grain; Com'brasll, a
member of the Lower Oolites (see Oolite) ; Com'-
cake {U.S.), a cake made of Indian-corn meal;
Cora'-chandler, a dealer in corn ; Oom'-COb, the

elongated, woody receptacle constituting the ear of

maize ; Corn'-COCkle, a tall beautiful weed, with
large purple flowers, common in corn-fields ; Corn'-
OTue, one of the true rails, with characteristic cry,

frequenting corn-fields.

—

adj. Corned, granulated ;

salted.— /«. Corn'-ezcliange', a mart where grain
is sampled and sold ; Corn'-fac'tor, a wholesale
dealer in com ; Corn' -field, a field in which corn is

growing : Corn'-flag, the popular name of plants of
genus Gladiolus : Corn'-floor, the name applied to

the finely-ground flour of maize or Indian com

;

Corn'-flOW'er, a well-known composite weed of
corn-fields, having a beautiful deep azure flower

;

Corn'-fly, Corn'-moth, insects very destructive to

com ; Corn'ing-llOUSe, a plice where corn is granu-
lated ; Corn'-land, ground suitable for growing
com ; Corn'-Iaw, a law made for the restriction

and regulation of the trade in corn : esp. in fl.
(in England), laws that restricted the importation
of corn by imposing a duty, repealed in 1846 ; Corn-
loft, a granary ; Corn'-mar'igold, a chrysanthemum
common in corn-fields ; Corn'-me'ter, an ofScial
measurer of com ; Corn'-mill, a mill for grinding
corn ; Corn'-pars'iey, a European grain-field flower
{PetroseliHum segetutK); Corn'-pipo, a pipe made
by slitting the joint of a green stalk of corn ; Corn'-

POPP'y, the common red poppy, a troublesome weed
growing in corn-fields ; Corn'-rent, a fluctuating
rent paid in com, not money; Com'-llg (Scot.), a
ridge in a corn-field ; Corn'-sal'ad, a genus of
humble annual weeds, found in corn-fields, of which
some are used as spring salads ; Corn'stone, a kind
of mottled limestone, often concretionary, usually
occurring in those systems which are largely com-
posed of reddish sandstones ; (3orn'-Van, a machine
for winnowing com ; Corn'-weev'il, a small in.sect

very destructive to stored %n.\n.—adj. (Jorn'y, like
corn, produced from com : (slang) tipsy.—Corn-
cob pipe, a tobacco-pipe with the bowl made of
the cob of Indian corn.—(yorn in Eg;ypt, an expres-
sion signifying abundance, in reference to Gen.
xlii. 2. [A.S. com; Goth, kaum ; akin to L.
granum. ]

Corn, kom, «. a small hard growth chiefly on the toe
or foot, resulting from an increase of thickness of
the cuticle, caused by excessive pressure or friction

on the part.— orf;'. Cor'neons, homy.

—

n. (3orn'-

lAM'ter, a remedial plaster applied to a com.

—

adj.
Oom'y, of or pertaining to corns : homy.—Tread
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Fr.,—on one's corns, to injure one's feelings. [O.
L. comu, a horn.)

Cornage, korn'aj, ». an ancient tenure of land in the
north country, the tenant being bound to blow a
horn in case of a Scottish foray.

Cornea, kor'ne-a, '<. the transparent horny membrane
which forms the front covering of the eye.

—

adj.
Ckir'neaL

C!ornel, kor'nel, ft. the cornelian cherry or dogwood,
a small tree native to southern Europe.—Also
Cornel-tree, Cornelian-tree. [O. Fr. comilU—
Low L. corniola, comoliutn— L. comus, cornel.]

Coraelian, kor-ne'li-an, «. a precious stone, a variety
of chalcedony.—Also Carne'lian (q.v.). [Fr. cor-
nalitie— L. comu, a horn.]

Corner, kor'ner, «. the point where two lines meet

:

a secret or confined place : an embarrassing position,

difficulty : (obs.) a point in a rubber at whist : a free

kick given to the opposite side when a player in
football kicks the ball over his own gonl-line : an
operation by which the whole of a stock or com-
modity is bought up, so that speculative sellers are
compelled to buy, to meet their engagements, at
the corner-men's own price.

—

v.t. to supply with
corners : to put in a corner : to put in a fix or
difficulty. — adj. Cor'nered, having corners : put
in a difficult position.

—

n. Cor'ner-Stone, the stone
which unites the two walls of a building at a comer:
the principal stone, esp. the corner of the foundation
of a building^hence (Jig.) something of very great
importance.—«.//. Co?ner-teeth, the lateral incisors
of a horse, above and below.

—

adv. Cor'ner-WiS6,
with the corner in front : diagonally. — Cut Oflf a
corner, to take a short cut ; Done In a corner, done
secretly ; Drive into a corner, to put in a fix : to
bring to bay ; Keep a Corner, to reserve a place : The
Corner(j/rt«^), Tattersall's betting-rooms in London,
till 1867 at Hyde Park Comer; Turn the Corner,
to go round the corner : to get past a difficulty

;

Within the four corners of, contained in (of a
document, &c). [O. Fr. coruiere—L. corttu.]

Cornet, kor'net, n. a brass treble wind-instrument,
with a cup mouthpiece— also Cor'net-i-pis'ton,
-ons : formerly the lowest grade of commissioned
officer in the cavalry—the office was abolished in

1871, sub-lieutenant being substituted.— ns. Cor'-
netOT', the commission or rank of a cornet ; Cor'net-
ist, Cor'nist, a solo comet-player. [Fr. corttet, dim.
oi come, a horn, trumpet. See Corn, lit. horn.]

Cornice, kor'nis, n. (classical archit.) the uppermost
member of the entablature, surmounting the frieze :

plaster mouldings round the ceiling of rooms at its

junction with the walls.

—

v.t. to fumish with a
cornice. — p.adj. Cor'niced. — ns. Cor'nice - hook,
-pole, -rail, a hook, pole, rail, for hanging pictures,
curtains, &a

—

n. Cor'nice-ring, a ring or moulding
on a cannon next below the muzzle-ring. [Fr.,

—

It., perh. Gr. kordnis, a curved line ; cf. L. cnrona.\
CorniCUlate, kor-nik'u-lat, ndj. homed : shaped like
a horn.—«. Cor'nicle, a little hom or hom-like pro-
cess.

—

adj. Cornlf'ic, producing hom.

—

n. Cornlfl-
oa'tlon.

—

adjs. Cor'niiorm, in the form of a hom

;

Corni'gerous, bearing horns. [L. comu, hom,
forma, form, gerere, to bear.]

Cornish, korn'ish, adj. pertaining to Cornwall.

—

n. the
people or dialect of Cornwall.

—

n. Corn'lshman.
Corno, kor'no, «. the French hom.— (Jorno di bass-

etto, the basset-hom: an organ-stop. [It., — L.
comu, a horn.]

Cornopean, kor-no'pe-an, «. Same as Cornet-^pls-
ton. [See Cornet.]

Comu, kor'no, «. a horn (a hom-like part or process)

:

—//. Cor'nua.

—

adj. Cor'nual.—Comu ammonia,
the hippocampus major. [L.]

Comublanite, kor-nu'bi-an-It, n. a dark -blue lami-
nated rock found in Comwall with granite.

Cornucopia, kor-nu-ko^i-a, «. the hom of plenty:
according to the fable, the hom of the goat that
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suckled Jupiter, placed among the stars as an
emblem of plenty.

—

adj. Comuco'plan, plentiful.

!L. comu, and copia, plenty.]

Comulites, kor-nu-ll'tez, n.pl. a genus of tubicolous

annelids.

Cornute, kor-nut', v.t. (ois.) to make a cuckold.

—

oj/js.

Comute', -d, having horns.—«. CJomut'O (fiis.), a
cuckold. [L. cornulus, homed

—

comu, horn.]

Corocore, kor'O-kCr, «. a Malay form of boat.

Corody. See Corrody.
CoroUd, ko-rol'a, «. the inner circle or whorl of the

floral envelopes. —rt^^V.Corolla'oeous ; Corollate, -d.

—«. Cor'Ollet, a floret of an aggregate flower.

—

adjs. Corollif erous ; Corolli'florous, Oorolllfld'-

ral; Corolliform ; CoroU'ine. [L. corolla, dim.

ot corona, a crown.]
Corollary, kor-ol'a-ri, or kor'ol-a-ri, «. an inference or

deduction from recognised facts : a consequence or
result. [L. coroUarium, a garland

—

corolla.]

Corona, ko-rO'na, n. (archit.) the large, flat, projecting
member of a cornice which crowns the entablature :

{pot.) the crown-like appendage at the top of com-
pound flowers : {astron^ the luminous circle or halo

which surrounds the moon during a solar total eclipse :

{anat.) a term used to signify the upper surface of
certain parts of the body : a round pendent chan-
delier :—/»/. usually Coro'nSB.—«. Cor'onal, a crown
or garland : the frontal bone of the skull.

—

atl/s.

Coronal. Cor'onary, pertaining to a crown, or

to the top of the head ; Cor'onat6, -d, crowned,
applied to shells with a row of projections round
the apex.

—

iis. Corona'tlon, the act of crowning a
sovereign ; Coro'nis, a sign (') marking a crasis, as

K&v= Kal d.v ; Cor'ontlle (60/.), an appendage like

a small crown. [L. corona, a crown.]
Coronach, kor'o-nah, n. a funeral dirge or lamenta-

tion. [Ir. coranach, Gael, corranach.]

Coronor, kor'o-ner, n. an officer whose duty is to hold
inquest into the causes of accidental or suspicious

deaths. [Late L. coronalot—L. corona.]

Coronet, kor'o-net, «. a small crown inferior to the

sovereign's, worn by the nobility : an ornamental
head-dress : the part of a horse's pastern just above
the coffin—also Cor'net. — «^'. Cor'oneted. [O.

Fr., dim. o( corone, crown.]
Coronoid, kor'o-noid, or kor-O'noid, adj. (anal.) re-

sembling the beak of a crow, as the coronoid process

of the lower jaw. [Gr. korone, a crow, eidos, form.]

Oorozo, kor-O'zo, «. a South American tree from whose
seed is formed vegetable ivory.

Corporal, kor'po-ral, n. in the British army, the grade
of non-commissioned officer next in rank to a ser-

geant : in the navy, a petty officer under a master-
at-arms.—«. Cor'poralShip. [Fr. caporal—lt. capo-

rale—capo, the head—L. caput, the head.]

Corporal, kor'po-ral, ailj. belonging or relating to the

body: having a body: not spiritual.- «. the cloth used
in Catholic churches for covering the elements of
the Eucharist—also Co^porale, Cor'poras {obs.).—

n. Corporal'ity, state of being corporal—opp. to

Spirituality.—adv. Oor'porally .
—<M>'. Cor'porate,

legally united into a body so as to act as an indi-

vidual : belonging to a corporation: united.

—

adv.

Cor'porately.— «j. Cor'porateness ; Corpora'tion,
a body or society authorised by law to act as one
individu.il : rotundity of figure, a pot-belly.

—

adj.

Cor'poratlve.—«. Cor'porator, a member of a cor-

poration.

—

adj. Corpo'real, having a body or sub-

stance : material.— r'.». and v.t. Corpo'reallse.

—

m. Corpo'reallsm. materialism : Corporealist, a
materia'.ist : Corporeal'lty.—<t</7'. Corpo'really.

—

ns. Corpore'lty ; Corporinca'tion, act of coijorify-

ing.

—

V t. Corpor'lfy, to embody: solidify.—Oorpo-
rsil punishment, punishment inflicted on the body,
as flogging, &c.—Aggregate corporation, a corpora-
tion consisting of several persons ; Sole Corporation,
a corporation which consists of one person and his suc-

cessors. [L. corporalit—corpus, corpdris, the body.]

Corposant, kor'po-zant, «. St Elmo's fire, a ball of fire

sometimes seen about a ship during a storm. [Port.,
—L. corpus sanctum, holy body.]

Corps, kOr, «. a division of an army forming a tactical

unit— usually Corps d'aimde, or army corps:—pi.
Corps (kOrz).—Corps de hallet, the company of
ballet dancers at a theatre ; Coips de garde, the
body of soldiers stationed on guard, their station,

a guard-house ; Corps diplomatique, the whole
diplomatic stalT at a particular capital. [Fr., from
L. corpus.]

Corpse, korps, or kors, n. the dead body of a human
being. -«j. Corpse' -can'die, a light seen hovering
over a grave — an omen of death : Corpse'-gate,
the lichgate (see Lichgate). [M. E. corps, earlier
cors—O. Fr. cors, the body—L. corpus.]

Corpus, kor'pus, «. a body : any special structure or
function in the body ; the whole body of literature
on any subject. — us. Cor'pulence, Cor'pulency,
fleshiness of body ; excessive fatness.

—

adj. Cor'pU-
lent, fleshy or fat.

—

adv. Cor'pulently.—«. Cor"-
puscle, a minute particle ; a physical atom—also
Corpus'cule.—af//>.Corpus'cular,Corpuscula'rian,
pertaining to corpuscle.s.—«j. Corpuscularlan, one
who holds the corpuscular philosophy : Corpuscu-
lar'ity.—Corpus Christi, the festival in honour of
the Consecrated Host, held on the Thursday after
the festival of the Trinity ; Corpus delicti, a
criminal law term in Scotland to signify the body
or substance of the crime charged.—Corpuscular
theory of light, or Emission theory (see Emit).
[L. corpus, the body.]

Corradlate, kor-rad'I-at, v.i. to radiate together.

—

«. Corradia'tion.

Corral, kor-al', «. an enclosure for cattle, &c.

—

v.t. to
form such. [Sp.]

Correct, kor-ekt', V. t. to make right : to remove faults :

to punish : to counterbalance : to bring into a normal
state.

—

adj. made right or straight : free from faults :

true.—(zrf/i. Correctable, Correct'ible.—aa"?'. Cor-
rectly. — K. Correction, amendment : punishment

:

bodily chastisement. — adjs. Correc'tlOnal, Cor-
rect'ive, tending, or having the jxiwer, to correcL—ns. Correc'tioner (Sliak.\ one who administers
correction ; Corrective, that which corrects ; Cor-
rect'ness ; Correct'or, he who, or that which, cor-

rects : a director or governor. —a<^'. Correct'ory,
corrective.—Under correction, subject to correction
—often used as a formal expression of deference to a
superior authority. [L. corrigere, correctum— cor,

inten., regere, to rule.]

Correg^idor, ko-rej'i-dOr, «. the chief magistrate of a
Spanish town.

Correlate, kor'e-lat, v.i. to be mutually related, as
father and son.

—

n. Correla'tlon. — rt.^/;'. Correl'a-
tive, mutually or reciprocally related.—«. a person
or thing correspondingly related to another person
or thing.—rtrf<-. Correl'atively.-«i. Correlative-
ness, Correlatlv'ity. [Coined from L. cor, with,

and Relate.]
Correllgionlst. See Co-religionist.

Correption, kor-ep'shun, «. shortening in pronuncia-
tion : (obs.) reproof.

Correspond, kor-e-spond', v.i. to answer, suit, agree

(with to, with) : to hold intercourse, esp. by sending

and receiving letters.

—

ns. Correspond'ence, Oor-

respond'ency, suitableness, harmony, relation of

agreement : friendly intercourse : communication by
means of letters : letters which pass between corre-

spondents.— rt^/;'. Correspond'ent, agreeing with :

suitable.—«. one with whom intercourse is kept up
by letters : one who contributes letters to a journal.

—adv. Correspond'ently.— <j<^'. Corresponding,
correspondent : answering : suiting : carrying on
correspondence by letters.

—

adv. Correspond'ingly.
—adj. Correspon'Sive, corresponding : answering.
— Doctrine of correspondences, the theory of
Swedenborg that there is a spiritual antitype corre-
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Corridor ftte, fSr ; m5, her : mine ; Cosclnomancy

spending to every natural object, and that Scripture

contains the key to these correspondences. [Coined

from L. cor, with, and respondire.\

Corridor, kor'i-dur, «. a passage-way or open gallery

communicating with separate chambers.—«. Oorri-

dor-train, a train in which one can pass along from

one carriage to another without having to leave thu

train. [Fr.,— It. corrijore, a runner, a running— It.

correre, to run—L. currere.\

Oorrle, kor'i, «. a term appHed in Scotland and Ireland

to semicircular recesses or cirques in mountains,

generilly flanked by sleep and lofty hills. [Gael.

coire, a cauldron, or large pot.]

OorrigendUlU, kor-i-jen'uum, «. that which reqliires

correction :—;>/• Corrlgen'da, corrections to be made

in a book. [L., gerundive oi corrigere, to correct.]

Oorrigent, kor'i-jeut, rt<(>'. corrective.—«. a corrective.

Corrigible, kor'i-ji-bl, a<ij. that may be corrected :

open to correction.—«. CorriglbU'lty.

Oorrlval, kor-ri'val, «. a fellow-rival : a competitor :

an equal.—<«<(/'. contending : emulous.-z^/. aiid v.t.

to rival: to vie with.—«j. Corri'valry; Corrl'val-

fibip. [L. con, with, and Rival.]

Corroborate, kor-ob'o-rat, I'.t. to confirm : to make
more certain.—rt(^>. Corrob'orant, CJorrob'oratlve,

tending to confirm.—«. that which corroborates.

—

ns. Corrobora'tlon, confirmation ; Corrob'orator.

—

euij. Corroboratory, corroborative. [L. cor, inten.,

and lohordte, -ilttim, to make strong. See Robust.J
Corroboree, ko-rob'O-ri, «. Australian name for a

gathering of alxjrigines, held on moonlight nights,

when they engage in dancing and other exercises.

Corrode, kor-Od', v.t. to eat away by degrees : to rust.

—v.i. to be eaten away.

—

cuij. Oorrod'ent, having
the power of corroding.

—

n. that which corrodes.

—

ns. Corrodlbil'lty, Corrosibil'lty, Oorro'sibleness.

—adjs. Oorrod'ible, Gorros'ible, that may be cor-

roded.

—

n. Corrosion, act ofeating or wasting away.
—ntij. Oorros'lVO, having the quality ofeating away.
—«. that which has the power of corroding.

—

at/-,'.

Corrosively.—«. Oorroslvenoss.—Corrosive sub-
limate, the popular name of the highly poisonous

bichloride of mercury (mercuric chloride). [L. cor,

inten., rodSre. rosnvt, to gnaw.]
Corrody, Corody, kor'o-di, «. an allowance : pension :

originally the right of the lord to claim free lodging
from the vassal. [O. Fr. conroi.]

Corrugate, kor'oo-gat, v.t. to wrinkle or draw into

UMs.—fi.adjs. Oorrugant; Corr'ugated.—;«. Cor-
mga'tion, the act of wrinkling or being wrinkled : a
wrinkle ; CorTugatOr {anal.), one of the two muscles
that wrinkle the brow. —Corrugated metal, metal
pa.ssed between pairs of rollers with ridged surfaces,
the ridges of one fitting into the hollows of the other,
the plates operated on being bent and compressed
into the wavy outline of the rolls. [L. cor, inten.,
rugSre, -li/ttin, to wrinkle

—

rrtg-a, a wrinkle.]
Corrupt, kor-upt', v.t. to make putrid : to defile :

to mar : to debase : to bribe.

—

7>.t. to rot : to lose
purity —/Jrt>'. putrid : depraved : defiled : notgcnuine :

full of errors. — ns. Corrupt'er ; Corruptibility,
Corrupt'lbleness.—(?(^'. Corrupt'lble, liable to bo
corrupted.— r/rtfr'. Corruptibly.- «j. Comip'tion,
rottenness : putrid matter : impurity : bribery ; Cor-
rup'tlonlst, one who defends or who practises
corruption.—rt<(r. Corrupt'lve, having the quality of
corruptiiig.— (irfr». Corruptly. — .;. Corrupt'ness.
(L. cor, inten., and nimpere, rii/>tum, to bre.ik.]

Corsage, kor'saj, «. the bodice or waist of a woman's
dress. [O. Kr.,

—

cors—L. corpus, the body.]
Corsair, kor'sSr, «. a pirate : a pirate's vessel, f Fr.

corsaire, one who makes the course or ianges—L.
cvrsns, a running

—

ctirrire, to run.]
Corse, kors, «. a poetic form of Corpse.
Corselet. Same as Corslet.

Corset, kor'set, m. a clo.sely-fitting inner bodice,
stiffened with whalebone, &c., and laced up : stays.
[Dim. of O. Fr. cors—L,, corpus, the body.]
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Corslet, Corselet, kors'Iet, «. a cuirass, formerly the

usual body-covering of pikemen, chiefly of leather,

and pistol-proof. ^/>.fn//'. Cors'leted. [Kr. corselet,

dim. of O. Vr. cors—L. carpus, the body.)

Corsned, kors'ned, «. a kind of ordeal, wherein the

accused was required to swallow consecrated bread
and cheese ; if it stuck in his throat he Was pro-

nounced guilty. [.A.S. corsnxd— cor, trial, from
coren, pa. p. of ceosaii, to choose, and sitdd, a piece,

from siMan, to cut.]

Cortege, kor-tazh', «. a train of attendants : a pFocfis-

sion, a funeral procession. [Fr.,— It. corttggio—
cone, court.]

Cortes, kor'tes, w. the parliament of Spaih drid Portti-

gal. [Sp., pi. of f^r/t', a court.]

Cortex, kor'teks, ti. the bark or skin of a plant : a
covering.

—

tuijs. Cor'tlcal, pertaining to the cortex :

e-vtcrnal ; Cor'tlcate, -d, furnished with bark : Corti-
Cif'eroUS, producing bark ; CortlC'iform, resembling
bark ; Oortlcole, CortiC'olous, growing on bark ;

CortlCOSe, barky. [L. cortex, corticis, bark.]

Cortile, kor-te'le, n. an enclosed courtyard within a
building, generally roofless. [It.]

Corundum, ko-i-un'dum, «. a mineral consisting of
mere alumina, yet of great specific gravity—about
four limes that of water—and second in hardness
only to the diamond. [Hind, kiirund.]

Coruscate, kor'uskat, v.i. to .sparkle: to throw oflT

flashes of light. —rt;^'. OorUS'Cant, flashing. —«.
Corusca'tion, a glittering: sudden flash of light.

[L. cornscdrc, -atuiii, to vibrate, glitter.]

Corvde, kur-va', «. the obligations on the inhabitants
of districts to perform gratuitous labour (such as the
maintenance of roads) for the sovereign or feudal
lord. [Fr.,—Low L. corro^etta—L.. corrogdre—cor,

together, reg&re, to ask.]

Corvet. Same as CUTVet.
Corvette, kor-vet', n. a flush-decked vessel, ship, or

barque, rigged, having only one tier of guns, either
on the upper or main deck. [Fr.,—Sp. corbeta—L.
corbtta, a slow-sailing ship, from corbis, a basket.]

Corvine, kor'yin, adj. pertaining to the crow.—«.

Corvus, the typical genus of Cortdtue: a hooked
ram for destroying walls : a southern constellation :

a grappling-hook in ancient Roman naval warfare.

[L corviiitis—corvus, a crow.]
Corybant, kor'i-bant, «. a priest of Cybele, whose

rites were accompanied with noisy music and wild
dances :—Eng. pi. Corybants ; L. pi. Corybantes
(kor-i-ban'tez).

—

adj. Corvban'tiO, wildly e.xcited.—

». Corybantism. [Gr. koryhas, korybantos]
Corydaline, kor'id-a-lin, n. an alkaloid obtained from

the root of Corydalis itiberosa.

Corydon, kor'i-don, n. generic name for a rustic. [I*

and Gr. proper name applied to a sliephenl.]

Corylus, kor'i-lus, «. a genus of small trees, including
the common hazel. [L.]

Corymb, kor'imb, «. {hot.) a convex flower-cluster of
indefinite inflorescence. — adfs. Corym'blate, -d ;

Corymbif'erous : Corymbose, Corym'bous, Cor-
ym'bulOUS. [L. coryntbus—Gr. korytnbos, a cluster.]

CorymbUS, ko-rim'bus, «. the knot on the top of the

head into which girls gathered their hair. [Gr.

)

Corypha, kor'i-fa, II. a genus of tropical Asian palms
with fan-shaped leaves. [Gr. koryph?, the top.]

Cor3rpha9US, kor-i-fe'us, 71. the chief or leader, esp.

the leader of a chorus.— «. Corjrphtfe (kor-i-faO,

the principal dansetise in the ballet. [L., — Gr.
koryphaios~koryphc, the head.]

Coryphene, kor'i-fen, «. a fish of the genus Cory
plitrna, which includes the dolphins. [Gr.]

Corystes, ko-ris'tez, n.pl. a genus of long-armed crabs,
of family Corystiiiee. [Gr. korys, helmet.]

Coryza, ko-rl'za, «. a cold in the head. [L.,—Gr.]

Cosaque, kos-ak', «. a cracker bon-bon.

Cosclnomancy, kos'i-no-man-si, «. an ancient mode
of divination by a sieve and pair of shears. [Gr.
koskinoii, a sieve, tnanteia, divination.]



Cose mCte ; muie ; m55ii ; //ten. Cothvim

Close, kOz, ri.i. to make one's self cosy.

—

adj. C!osh

{Scot.\ cosy, snug. [See Ooay.]
Cosecant, ko-seTiant, «. {,irig.) the secant of the com-
plement of an angle.

Coseismal, ko-sls'mal, adj. experiencing an earth-

quake shock simultaneously M, all poinw-—Also
Coseis mlc.

Co-sentient, ko-sen'shi-ent, adj. pcfceiving together.

Cosh. .See Cose.
Cosher, kosh'er, v.t. to pamper, to coddle.

—

v.i. to

chat in a friendly way.
Coshery, kosh'er-i, «. the ancient right of au Irish

chief to quarter himself and his retainers ou his

tenantry—also Coshering.

—

v.i. Cosh'er, to liv« on
dependants. -//. Cosh erer. [Ir. coisir, a feast.]

Cosier. Same as Cozier.

Co-signatory, ko-si^'na-to-ri, adj. uniting with others

in signing : one who does so.

—

adj. CO-SigQlf'ica-
tive, having the same signification.

Cosinage, kus'nij, «. collateral relationship. — Also
Cos'enage.

Co-sine, ka'-sla, «. the sine of the complement of a
given a igle (whose co-sine it is).

Cosmetic, koz-met'ik, adj. improving beauty, esp.

that ot the complexion.

—

'u a preparation for beauti-

fying the skin and hair. -adj. Cosmet'iCal.— rti/i'.

Cosmetically.—7'./. Cosmet'icise.—«. Cosmet'l-
Cism. [Gr. kosmetikos—kosmein—kosmos^ order.]

Cosmic. See Cosmoa
Cosmogony, koz-mog'o-ni, >/. the theory of the origin

of the universe and its inhabitants—alsoOosmog'eny.
—adjs. Cosmogonet'ic ; Oosmog'onal, Oosmogoaic,
-al, relating to cosmogony.— ;/. Cosmog'onist, one
who speculates on the origin of the universe. [Gr.

kosinogonia—kostnos, and root of gigncsthai, to be
born.]

Cosmography, koz-mog'ra-fi, «. a description of the
world : the science of the constitution of the universe.
—«. Gosmog'rapher. — «<(/>. Cosmograph'lc, -aL
[Gr. ,

—

k'^^inas, awA grafiheiH, to write]
Cosmology, koz-mol'o-ji, u. the science of the universe

as a whole : a treatise on the structure and parts

of the system of creation.

—

adj. Oosmolog'ical.

—

«. Cosmol'Ogist, one versed in cosmology. — adj.

Cosmoplas'tiO, mouUiing the uujverse. [Gr. kosiiios,

an 1 lo^ia, discourse.]

Cosmopolitan, koz-mo-pol'i-tan, ». a citizen of the
world : one free from local or national prejudices

—

also Cosmop'ollte .

—

adj. belonging to all parts of
the world : imprejudiced.

—

ns. Cosmopolitanism,
Cosmop'olitism, Cosmopol'icy islieiley). — adjs.

Ooamopolitio, -polit'lcal. [Gr. kosmopoUtes —
kostnos, and poliies, a citizen

—

-^lis, a city.}

Cosmorama, koz-mo-rii'ma, K. a view, or a series of
views, of different parts of the world.

—

adj. Cosmo-
ram'ic. [Gr. kostnos., and horatiia, a spectacle.]

Cosmos, koz'mos, «. the world as an orderly or syste-

matic whole—opp. to Chaos: order.

—

adjs. Cos'mic,
relating to the cosmos : orderly ; Oos'mlcal, cosmic

:

(<M.'ro«.) happening at sunrise: rising with the sun.
—adv. Cos'micaliy.—»«. Cosmlsm, tie notion of
the cosmos as a self-existing whole ; Cos'mist, a
secvdarist ; Cos'mocrat, ruler of the world.

—

adj.
CosmOCrat'iC—«j. Cos'molabe. a kind of astrolabe
—also Patttocostn ; Cosmol'atry, worship p.iid to

the world ; Cosmom'etry, the art of measuring the
world ; Oos'mosphere, an apparatus for showing
the position of the earth at any given time with
reference to the fi.xed stars ; Oosmothe'ism. the
belief that identifies God with the cosmos : pan-
theism. — adjs. Cosmothet'ic, -al, assuming an
external world. [Gr.]

Oo-sphored, k6-sferd', adj. being in the same sphere.
Coss, kos. «. a measure of distance in India, averaging

about I J mile. [Hindi ids—Sans, ktvfa, a call.)

Oossaok, kos'ak, «. one of a people in south-eastern
Russia, forming splendid light cavalry. [Turk.]

Cossas, kos'az, ».//. plain mucins. [East Ind.j

Cosset, kos'set, «. a lamb reared in the house without
a dam : a pet.

—

7'.(. to fondle. [Ety. dub.)
Cost, kost, z'.t. to bring a certain price : to require to

be laid out or suffered:

—

/a.i. and /(i./. cost.—
«. what is laid out or suffered to obtain anything

:

(//.) expenses of a lawsuit.

—

adj. Cost' -free, free

of charge.—';. Costliness.—Wf. Cost'ly, of great
cost: high-priced: valuable.—Cost price, the price
which the merchant pays.—Prime cost, the price of
production, without regard to profit. [O. Fr. couster
(Fr. coH/er)—L. cottstare, to stand at.]

Costal, kos'tal, adj. relating to the ribs, or to the side
of the body.

—

adjs. Cos'tate, -d, ribbed : having the
appearance of ribs. [L. casta., a rib.]

Costard, kos'tard, it. a large kind of apple : the human
head (contemptuously).

—

tis. Gos'taromonger, Cos'-
ter, Cos'termonger, a seller of apples and other
fruit : an itinerant seller of fruit : a term of abuse.
[Perh. from L. cosia, a rib.]

Costean, kos-ten', v.i. to try to find a lode by sinking
pi:s down to bed-rock.

—

tis. Cost'-book, a book con-
t.iining the names and shares of the jiiint adventurers
in a mine; Costeaning; Costean' - pit. [Corn.
cot/ias, dropped, steati, tm.]

Costive, kostiv, adj. having the motion of the bowels
too slow: con.stipated.

—

oti^'. Cos'tively. —«. Cos'-
tiveness, slowness in the action of the bowels. [Fr.

cotistipe. See Constipate.]
Costmary, kost'mar-i, «. a herbaceous perennial com-

posite ot southern Europe, introduced from Italy in

1568, and cultivated in gardens for the fragr.ince of
the leaves. [L. costtiin — Gr. kostos, an Oriental
aromatic plant, and Maria, the Virgin Mary.J

Oostrel, kos'trel, >u a kind of bottle with ears, to be
hung at the waist. [O. Fr. costerel.}

Costume, kos-tiim', or kos' turn, x. the manner of dress-

ing prevalent at a particular period or place : dress,

esp. a woman's dre-s.

—

T.t. to dress.

—

p.adj. Cos-
tumed'. — «-. Costum'er, Oostum'ier, one who
makes or deals in costumes. [Fr.,—It.,—Low L.
costutna—L. consuetudo, custom.]

Co-supreme, kiVsu-prem', «. (pbs.) a sharer with
anotlier in supremacy.

Co-surety, kC-shoor'ti, «. one who is surety along
with others.

Cosy, Oozy, ko'zi, adj. (Scot. ) snug : comfortable.—«.

a covering used for a te.ipot, to keep the tea warm

—

also Tea -00 sy.—Wz/. Cosily. [Ety. dub.)
Cot, kot, «. a small dwelling, a cottage.

—

us. Cot'-

folk (Scot.\ cottars ; Cot'-taouse, a house occupied
by a cottar : Cot'-land, land belonging to a cottage :

Cot'-(luean (Skak.\ a man who busies himself with
women's affairs. —«<//'. Cot'ted, lined with cots.

—

n.

Cot'-town, a number of cot-houses. [A.S. eot ; cf.

Ice. kot, Dut. kot.}

Cot. kot. «. a small hed : a swinging bed of canvas,

suspended from the beams of a ship, for the officers :

a bed for a child, a crib. [Anglo-lnd. — Hind.
khdt.}

Cot, kot, M. a small boat. [Ir.]

Co-tangent, kd-tan'jent, «. the tangent of the comple-
ment of an angle.

Cote, kot, ». a cot : a place for aninud-s as dove-cote

ox dove-cot, sheep-cote. [A.S. cote. Cf. Got(i).]

Cote, kot, V. t. to pass by : to outstrip, leave behind.

[Der. o'oscure ; perh. conn, with Coast.)
Cotemporaneous, -temporal^. Same as Contem-
poraneous, -temporary.

Co-tenant, kO-ten'ant, II. one who is a tenant along

with another. ^-«. Co-ten'aBOy.
Coterie, ka'te-re, «. a number of persons in«eting

familiarly for social, literary, or other purposes. [Fr. ;

orig. a number of peasants obtaining a joint tenure

of land from a lord—Low L. cota, a hut. See Cot.]

Coterminous. Same as Conterminous.
Cothum, ko'thurn, CothumUS, k5-thur'nus, n. a

buskin or high boot laced in front, worn in tragic

performances. [L. cotkumts—Gr. kothorttat.]



Coticular fate, fSr ; mS, h6r ; mine

;

Counsel

Ooticular, ko-tik'O-lar, ad!/, pertaining to whetstones.

[L.)

Go-tidal, kO-tid'al, ad!/, noting an equality in the tides,

applied to lines on a chart or map passing through

places that have high tide at the same time.

CotUllon, ko-til'yun, Ck>tillon, ko-ti'yong, «. a brisk

dance by eight persons. [Fr.,

—

coiie, a coat—Low
L. co^/rt, a tunic. See Coat.]

Cotinea, kO-tmg'ga, «. a genus of passerine birds of

bright plumage, represented by si.K species in central

and in tropical South America. [Native name.]

Cotlse, Cotuse, kO'tis, u. (her.) one of the diminutives

of the bend (q.v.).

—

v.t. to border a bend, &c., with

cotises, barrulets, &c. [Fr. cotice ; origin obscure.]

Cotoneaster, kO-tO-ni-as'ter, «. a genus of shrubs

or sm.-ill trees, closely allied to the hawthorn and
medlar. [Formed from L. coioitea, quince.]

CotSWOld, kots'wold, n. a breed of sheep.—OotSWOld
lions, sheep.

Cotta, kot'a, n. a surplice. [Low L. coiia.}

OottabUS, kot'a-bus, n. an amusement in ancient

Greece among young men, consisting in throwing
wine into a vessel, success at which betokened
fortune in love. [L.,—Gr. kottabos.]

Cottage, kot'Sj, n. a small dwelling-house, esp. of

labourers, varying greatly in size, appearance, and
comfort : a country residence. — a<ij. Cott'aged,
covered with cottages. — «. Cott'ager, one who
dwells in a cottage, esp. of labourers. — Cottage
allotments, pieces of land allotted to cottagers to

be cultivated as gardens : Cottage piano, a small

upright piano. [See Oot.]

Cottar, Cotter, kot'er, «. {Seat.) a peasant occupying
a cot or cottage for which he has to give labour.

—

ns. Cott'ler, a cottar : an Irish tenant ; Cott'ierism,

the cottier system of land tenure.

Cotter, kot'er, n. a pin or wedge for fastening and
tightening. [Origin obscure.]

Cotton, kot'n, n. a soft substance like fine wool, got
from the pods of the cotton-plant : cloth made of
cotton.

—

adj. made of cotton.

—

v.t. to provide with
cotton.

—

v.i. to agree : to be attached to (the con-
nection of the intransitive meanings is unknown).

—

ns. Cottonade', a name given to an inferior kind of
cotton cloth ; Cott'on-gln, a machine for separating
the seeds from the fibre of cotton ; Cott'on-graSB, a
genus of Cyperacea in which the perigone or cover-
ing of united bracts, which in this order enclose the
ripening ovary, is developed into long, silky, or
cottony hairs ; Oottonoc'racy, the cotton planting
or the cotton manufacturing interest ; Cott'on-plant,
one of various plants of the genus Gossypiuin, natural
order Malvacea, yielding the textile substance cotton ;

Oott'on-press, a press for compressing cotton into
bales ; Cott'on-seed, the seed of the cotton-plant,
yielding a valuable oil ; Cott'on-spin'ner, one who
spins cotton, or employs those who do ; Cott'on-tail,
the ordinary United States rabbit : Cott'on-this'tle,
a strong thistle covered with a cottony down

;

Cott'on-tree, the American cotton-wood : the Indian
Bombax nialabaricum : Cott'on - weed, cudweed
or everlasting ; Cott'on-WOOd, any one of .several

American species of poplar ; Cott'on-WOOl, cotton in

its raw or woolly state.— (i<^'. Cott'ony, like cotton :

soft : downy. [Fr. coton—Ar. qutun^
Ootyle, kot'i-14, «. an ancient Greek drinking-cup

:

{zool.") a cup-like cavity -.—pi. Cot'ylSB, or Oot'yies.—
adj. Cotyritbrm. [Gr.]

Cotyledon, kot-ile'don, ». {hot!) the term applied to

the seed-leaves of the embryo : the seed-leaf.—(K^>.
Cotyle'donary ; Cotyle'donous, pertaining to or
havmg cotyledons or seed-lobes ; Cot'yloid, cup-
shaped. [L.,—Gr. kotyleddn—kotyli , 3l. c\i^.\

Ooucal, kOS'kal, n. a genus of common bush-birds in

Africa and India.
Oonoh, kowch, v.i. to lay down on a bed, &c. : to

lower : to level : to arrange in language, to express :

to depress or remove a cataract in the eye.

—

v.i. to

lie down for the purpose of sleep, concealment, &c. '.

to bend or stoop in reverence.—«. any place for rest

or sleep : a bed : the lair of a wild beast.

—

mij.

Couch'ant, couching or lying down : {her.') of a
beast lying down with his head up.— /tr. Oouch'-
fell'ow, Couch-mate, a bed-fellow. Couching.—
Couch a spear, to tix it in its rest at the side of
the armour. [Fr. coucher, to lie down— L. coilocdre,

to place

—

conif together, iocus, a place.]

Couch, kowch, Couch-grass, kowch'-gras, ». a grass
of the same genus with wheat, but a widespread and
troublesome weed. [A variant of QuitCh.]

Couohee, kOS'shS, «. an evening party or reception.

[Fr. couch^. See Couch.]
Cougar, k(55'gar, «. an American animal, same as the

puma. [Fr. cougtuir., from native name.]
Coughj kof, «. an effort of the limgs to throw off

injurious matter, accompanied by a harsh sound,
proceeding from the throat.

—

v.i. to make this effort.
—V. t. to expel from the throat or lungs by a cough.
— ns. Cough'-drop, -loz'enge, a sweetmeat taken
to cure coughing ; Oough'er ; Cough'ing.—Cough
down, to drown a speaker's voice by coughing,
so that he must stop. [M. E. coughen ; cf. Dut.
kitchen, Ger. kettchen, kticlien, to gasp.]

Could, kood, pa.t. of Can. [M. E. coude, couth—
A. S. f;?5* for citnlSe, was able : / is inserted from
the influence of toot//*/' and sliould.'\

Coulee, koo-la', or kOO'li, n. a ravine, esp. one worn
out by water. {Yr.,— cottier, to flow.]

Couleur, kool'ar, «. French word for ColoUT.— «.

Coul'eur-de-rose', rose colour.

—

adv. in a favourable

licht : fanciful.

CouliSSOj kOo-lis', «. a piece of grooved wood, as the

slides in which the side-scenes of a theatre run

—

hence, the side-scene of a theatre. [Fr.,

—

couUr, to

glide, to flow—L. colare, to flow.]

Couloir, kool-war, «. a gully filled with snow. [Fr.]

Coulomb, koo-lom', «. the unit of quantity in measuring
current electricity : the quantity furnished by a cur»

rent of one ampere in one second. [From the French
physicist, C. A. de C«?«/<7/«i5 (1736-1806).]

Coulter. See Colter.
Coumarine, koo'ma-rin, n. a. crystalline compound

obtained in Tonka beans. &c.—also Cu'marln.

—

adjs. Cou'mario, Coumaril io.

Council, kown'sil, «. an assembly called together for

deliberation or advice : the body of men constituting

such an assembly : the body of men directing the
affairs of the city : an assembly of ecclesiastics met
to regulate doctrine or discipline (diocesan, proviM-
cial, national, general, ox aecnmenical).—ns. COUQ'-
Cil-hoard, the board or fable round which a council
meets for deliberation : the council itself; Coua'cil-

cham'ber, the room where a council is held ;

Coun'cillor, a member of a council, esp. of a
common council ; Coun'Cil-man, a member of a
municipal council.—Council Of war, a conference of

military or naval officers called to meet and consult
with the commander.—General council, one called

by an invitation to the church at large, also

CEcumenical, if received by the Catholic Church in

general—as the first seven, 325-787. —In council, in

the council-chamber: in giving advice. — Prlvy-
COUncil (see Prlvy). [Fr. concile—'L. concilium.]

Counsel, kown'.sel, n. consultation : deliberation : ad-
vice : plan : purpose : one who gives counsel, a
b.irrister or advocate.

—

v.t. to give advice: to

warn:

—

pr.fi. coun'selling ; pa.p. coun'selled.— n.

(yOUn'sel-keep'er (.9A/t^.), one who can keep counsel
or a secret.—adjs. Coun'sel-keep'lng (Shak.), keep-
ing counsel or secrets : Coun'sellable, that may be
counselled.

—

ns. Counsellor, one who counsels : a
barrister; CJoun'sellorshlp. — Counsol of perfec-
tion, a declaration of our Lord's, not absolutely
imperative, but commended as the means of reaching
greater perfection ; Keep COUnsel, to keep a secret

:

Queen's counsel (Q.C.), a barrister-at-law appointed
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Count hiftte ; mflte ; mSOn ; then. Counter

by letters-patent—the office is honorary, but gives

the right of precedence in all the courts. [Fr.

coHseii—L. consilium, advice

—

consuUre, to consult]

Count, kownt, «. on the Continent, a title of nobility

equal m rank to an English earl :—/em. Count'ess,
the wife of a count or earl (fern, of earl).—tis.

Couut'ship, a count's dignity or domain (also used
as a title) ; Coun'ty, a portion of a country separated

for the administration of justice : a shire ; Coun'ty-
fam'lly, a family of the nobility or gentry (Coun'ty-
people), with estates and a seat in the county.

[O. Fr. conte—L. comes, comitis, 3l companion, con,

with. Ire, ittim, to go.]

Oonnt, kownt, ;'./. to number, sum up : to ascribe :

esteem: consider.— v.i. to add to or increase a

number by being counted to it : to depend.—«. act

of numbering : the number counted : a particular

charge in an indictment.

—

adj. Countable, capable
of being counted.

—

tis. Counter, he who or that

which counts : that which indicates a number : a
piece of metal, &c. , used in reckoning : a table on
which money is counted or goods laid ; Count'ing-
hOUSe, Count'ing-rooxn, the house or room in which
merchants keep their accounts and transact business.
—adj. (Tount'less, that cannot be counted: innumer-
able.—«. Count'-wheel, a wheel with notched edge
controlling ihe stroke of a clock in sounding the

hours. [O. Fr. cuiiteri^x. compter)—\,.computdre.\

Countenance, kown'ten-ans, «. the face : the ex-

pression of the face: appearance. — -./. to favour

or approve.—//. Coun'tenancer.— Change coun-
tenance, to change the expression of the face : His
countenance fell, he became dejected or angry

;

In countenance, unabashed—opp. to Out of coun-

tenance. [O. Fr. conUnaiice— L. continentia, re-

straint, demeanour—L. continert, to contain.]

Counter, kown'ter, adv. against : in opposition.

—

adj. contrary : opposite.—«. that which is counter
or opposite : (mus.) the voice-part set m immediate
contrast with the air : {fencing) a parry in which
one foil follows the other in a small circle : the part

of a horse's breast between the shoulders and under
the neck : (naut.) the part of a ship between the

water-line and the knuckle of the stem.

—

v.t. Cotmter-
act', to act counter or in opposition to : to hinder or
defeat.—«. Counterao'tion.— a<(/. Counteract'ive,
tending to counteract.

—

n. one who or that which
counteracts.—«(/;. Counteract'ively.—«i. Coun'-
ter-ag'ent, anything which counteracts; Coun'ter-
approach', a work thrown up outside a besieged

place to command or check the approaches of the

besieger ; Coun'ter-attrac'tion, attraction in an
opposite direction.

—

adj. Coun'ter-attract'lTO,
attracting in an opposite direction.

—

v.t. Counter-
balance, to balance by weight on the opposite

side : to act against with equal weight, power, or
influence.

—

ns. Coun'terhalance, an equal weight,
power, or agency working in opposition : Coun'ter-
Dase (see Contrabass) ; Coun'ter-batt'ery {mil.),

a battery erected to oppose another ; Coun'ter-blast,
something done in opposition lo another thing

;

Coun'ter-bond, a bond to protect from contingent
loss one who has given bond for another.— v.t.

Coun'ter-brace {naut), to brace or fasten (the
head-yards and after-yards) in opposite ways.—«.
the lee-brace of the fore-topsail-yard. —«. Coun'ter-
buff, a stroke that stops motion or causes a recoil.

—v.t. to drive back by such.—«j. (3oun'ter-ca&t
{Spots.), a contrary cast, counterplot, trick ; Coun'-
ter-cast'er {Shak.), one who casts accounts : a
book-keeper—used in contempt : (3oun'ter-Change,
{Shak.), exchange, reciprocation. ^;>.a^'. Coun'ter-
Changed', exchanged: (A^r.) intermixed or set one
against the other, as the colours of the field and
charge. — «. Coun'ter-charge, a charge brought
forward in opposition to another charge. — v.t.

Coun'tercharm, to destroy or dissolve the effects
of another charm. — n. that which destroys liie
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effects of another charm.-^./. Coun'ter-check, to
check or stop by some obstacle : to oppose : to
rebuke.

—

ns. Counter-Check', a check in opposition
to another : a rebuke ; Coun'ter-CUlT'ent, a current
flowing in an opposite direction ; Coun'ter-draln,
a drain alongside a canal, &c., to carry off the
water which may ooze out.

—

v.t. Coun'terdraw,
to trace on oiled paper or other transparent material.—ns. Coun'ter-ey'idence, evidence brought forward
in opposition to other evidence ; Counterfoil, the
corresponding part of a b.ink cheque, &c. , retained
by the giver ; Coun'ter-forCO, an opposing force

;

Counter-fort {/art.), a buttress, or arch behind
the revetments or retaining walls of the ditches
of permanent fortifications ; Coun'ter-gaUge, an
adjustable scribing gauge for marking the measure-
ments of a mortise on a piece to be tenoned ; Coun'-
ter-g^uard (fort.), an outwork consisting of two
lines of rampart running parallel to the faces of the
bastion, to guard the bastion from being breached :

Coun'ter-in'fluence, an opposing influence ; Ooun'-
ter-irr'ltant, an agent or substance applied to the
skin so as to redden, to vesicate, or to produce
pustules, &c. ; Coun'ter-lrrlta'tion, an artificial

irritation produced in one part of the body to act in

opposition to and remove already existing irritation ;

CJoun'terlight (/<»/«/.), a light opposite to any object,

disturbing the effect of its light.

—

v.i. Coun'tor-
march, to march back or in a direction contrary
to a former one.—«. a marching backward or in a
direction different from a former one : {mil.) an
evolution by which a body of men change front,

and still retain the same men in the front rank

:

change ofmeasures.—«. Coun'tormark, an additional'

mark put on a bale of goods belonging to several
merchants, so that it may not be opened except ins

the presence of all the owners : a mark put oft

standard metal by the London Goldsmiths' Company
in addition to the artificer's : an artificial cavity
made in the teeth of horses to disguise their age.

—

v.t. Coun'tennine, to make a mine in opposition
to : to oppose by means of a countermine : {^ftg.y
to frustrate by secret working :— P^-P- counter-
min'ing ; pa.p. countermined'.

—

ns. Coun'ter-mln9
{mil.), a mine or chamber excavated by the besieged
to counteract or destroy the mines made by the
besiegers : {Jig.) any means of counteraction

;

(Joun'ter-mo'tlon, an opposite motion ; Coun'tor-
move, -movement, a contrary move, movement.

—

v.t. Ck>un'termure, to fortify a wall with another
wall.

—

fis. Coun'ter-O'pening, an aperture or vent
on the opposite side, or in a different place ; Coun'-
ter-pace, a step in opposition to another, a contrary
measure. — a^'. Counter - paled {her.), divided
equally, as an escutcheon, first palewise, then by a
line fesswise, with two tinctures countercharged.

—

ns. Counter-parole', a word in addition to the
password ; Coun'terpart, the part that answers to

another part : that which fits into or completes an-

other, having the qualities which another lacks, and
so an opposite.— adj. Coun'ter-pass'ant {her.),

denoting two animafs m a coat of arms represented
as passing each other the contrary way.

—

n. Coun-
terplea. a replication to a plea or request.

—

v.t.

Counterplead', to plead the contrary of ; Coun'ter-
plot', to plot against in order to frustrate .inother

plot :

—

pf.p. counterplot'ting ; pa.p. counterplot'ted.
—«. a plot or stratagem opposed to another plot.

—v.t. CK>un'terpoise, to poise or weigh against or

on the opposite side : to act in opposition to with

equal effect.—«. an equally heav)' weight in the

other scale—(.S'/v«j.) Coun'terpoys.—/w. Coun'tar-
pois'on, a poison used as the antidote of another

;

Coun'ter-pres'sure. opposing pressure ; Coun'ter-
proof, an inverted impression obtained from a newly
printed proof of an engraving, by laying it, while
the ink is still wet, upon plain paper, and passing
it through the press ; Coun'ter-revolu'tlon, a sub-



CJovmter (Ste, far ; me, her ; mine ; Coupure

CouDtersink.

sequent revolution counteracting the effect of a
previous ; Ootin'ter-roll, a copy of the rolls relating

to appeals, inquests, &c., serving as a check on

another's roll ; Ooun'ter-round, a body of officers

which goes to inspect the rounds.

—

adj. Ooun'ter-

sa'lient (her.), salient in opposite directions.

—

n.

Counterscarp {/ort.), the side of the ditch nearest

to the l)esiegers and opposite to the scarp. -r'./.

Oonnterseal' {.'ihak.), to seal along with others.

—

tis. Ooun'ter-aeoUT'lty, security given to one who
has become surety for another; Coun'ter-gense,

an interpretation contrary to the real sense.

—

v.t.

Oounterslgn', to sign on the opposite side of a writ-

ing : to sign in addition to the signature ofa superior,

to attest the authenticity of a writing.

—

hs. Cotm'-
terslgn, a militarj- private sign or word, which must
be given in order to pass a sentry : a counter-signa-

ture : CoTin'ter-slg'nal, a
signal used as an answer
to another ; Ootm'ter-slg'-
nature, a name counter-
signed to a writing.

—

v.i.

Conn'tersink, to bevel the

edge of a hole, as for the
head of a screw-nail (a a
in fig.)— it is usually done
by a Oounteraink-blt (* in

fig.)in a brace.

—

>is. OoUH'-
terstand, nppositicm, re-

sistance; Coun'ter-State'ment, a statement in

opposition to another statement ; Ooiin'ter-stroke

{Sfiens.), a stroke given in return for another stroke ;

Ooun'tor-tal'ly, a tally serving as a check to an-

other; Coun'ter-ten'or,name applied to alto when
sung by a male voice (so called because a contrast

to tenor) ; Coun'ter-tlmo, the resistance of a horse

that interrupts his cadence and the n;easiire of his

manege : resistance, opposition ; Coun'tortum, a

turn m a play different from what was expected.

—

zi.t. Countervair, to be of avail against: to act

against with equal effect : to be of equal value to

:

to compensate [Counter and Avail].—«. Ooim'ter-
Vlew, an opposing view : a posture in which two
persons face each other: opposition: contrast.

—

v.t.

Counter-vote, to vote in opposition to ; Coun'-
ter-weigh, to weigh a^-ainst, counterbalance.

—

us.

Coun'ter-weight, a weight in an opposite scale.

—

7>.t. Coun'ter-wheel, to wheel in an opposite direc-

tion.—«. Ooun'ter-Work, a work raised ni opposition
to another.

—

T.t. to work in opposition to.

—

p.adj.
Counter-wrought. [Fr.,—L. contra, against.]

Counter, kown'ter, «. {Spens.) encounter.

—

v.t. to

encounter : to contradict.

Counterfeit, kown'ter-fit, -f6t, v.t. to imitate : to copy
without authority: to forge.— «. something false

or copied, or that pretends to be true and original.—adj. pretended: made in ioiitation of: forged:
false.

—

n. Coun'terfeiter, one who counterfeits.

—

adv. Coun'terfeltly, in a counterfeit manner

:

falsely.—«. Coun'ter-fes'ance (5/^«j-.), act of coun-
''terfeiting : forgery. [O. Fr. contre/ct, from contre-
'/aire, to imitate—L. contra, against, facire, to do.]
Countermand, kown-t*r-mand', 7\t. to give a com-
mand in opposition to one already given : to revoke.—«. a revocation of a former order.

—

adj. Counter-
mand'abla [O. Fr. contreinander—L. contra,
against, and tnandare, to order.]

Counterpane, kown'ter-pan, n. a coverlet for a bed,
stitched or woven in squares.—Older form Coun'ter-
polnt. [A corr. of O. Fr. contrepointe, which is a
corr. of coulttpointe—L. culcita frimcta, a stitched
pillow or cover. See Qnilt.]

Counter])oint, kown't*r-point, n. {mns.") the art of
combining melodies : the setting of a harmony of
one or more parts to a melody : the art of composi-
tion. -/k^'. Contrapunt'al. — », Oontrapunt'lst.
Wr..—contre, against, /£>/»/, a point]

Country, kun'tri, ». a rural region as distinct from
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a town : a tract of land : the land in which one
was born, or in which one resides.

—

adj. belonging
to the country: rustic: xwAc.—p.adj. Coun'trified.

—v.t. Coun'trify, to make rustic—«j. Coun'try-
bOX, a country-house ; Coun'try-dance, a dance
practised by country people : a dance in which an
indefinite number of couples can take part, the
gentlemen being arranged at the commencement on
one side, and the ladies on the other.—«.//. Coun'try-
folk, the inhabitants of the country.

—

ns. Coun'trj''-

house, -seat, the residence of a country gentleman;
Countryman, one who lives in the country : a
farmer: one born in the same country with another;
Country-side, a district or part of the countrj-

;

Coun'try-woman, a woman who dwells in the
country : a woman born in the same country.

—

Country OOUSin, a relative from the country, un-
accustomed to town sights or manners ; Country
gentleman, a landed proprietor who resides on his
estate in the country ; Country tOWn, a small
town in a rural district, depending on the agricul-

tural industry of the surrounding country.—J&O tO
the country, in parliamentary usage, to appeal to

the feeling of the community by a general election.

[O. Fr., coiitr^e—Low L. contrata, contrada, an
extension of L. contra, over against.]

County. See Count (i).

Coup, ko5, «. a blow, stroke, a successful hit : {bil-

liards) the act of putting a ball in a pocket without
having hit another ball.—Coup d'etat, a sudden or
violent stroke of state policy, as that by which Louis
Napoleon subverted the constitution (Dec. 2, 1851);
Coup de gr&ce, the finishing blow by which a tortured
man is put out of pain, any decisive stroke generally

;

Coup de main, a .sudden and overpowering attack;

Coup de maitre, a master-stroke ; Coup de th^&tre,
a sudden and sen.sational turn in a piece : Coup d'oeil,

a general view of a scene or subject taken in at a
glance. [Fr.,—L.,

—

colaphos, a blow.]
Coup, kowp, v.t. to exchange or barter.

—

n. Coup'er,
a dealer. [Scot., from Ice., kaupa, to buy.]

Coup, kowp, V. t. to overturn. [Scot. ; perh. origin-
ally the same word as Cope.]

Ooup^, kC5o-p3, K. the front part of a French stage-
coach : a four-wheeled carriage seated for two inside,

with a separate seat for the driver : the front com-
partment of a railway carriage.

—

adj. Couped {her.),

cut evenly off, as the head or limb of an animal.
[Fr. couper, to cut.]

Coupee, koo-pe', «. in dancing, a salute to a partner,
while resting on one foot and swinging the other
backward or forward. [Fr.,

—

couper, to cut.]

Couple, kup'l, n. that which joins two things together :

two of a kind joined together, or connected : two

:

one pair at a dance : a pair : esp. of married or be-
trothed persons : {statics) a pair of equal forces
acting on the same body in opposite and parallel

directions.

—

v.t. to join together.

—

v.i. to pair sexu-

ally.—/«. Coup'lement, union : a couple : Coupler,
one who or that which couples or unites ; Coup'let,
two lines of verse that rhyme with each other

;

Coupling, that which connects, an appliance for

transmitting motion in machinery ; Coup'llng-bOX,
the box or ring of metal connecting the contiguous
ends of two lengths of shafts ; Ooup'llng-pin, a pin

or bolt used in coupling machinery.

—

adj. Well-
COUpled, of a horse, well formed at the part where
the back joins the rump. [O. Fr. cople—L. copula.]

Coupon, kOD'pong, «. a billet, check, or other slip of
paper cut off from its counterpart : one of a series of
ticlcets which are vouchers that certain payments
will be made or services be performed, at various times
or places, in consideration of money paid : a dividend
or interest warrant presented for payment by holders
of debentures, [Fr.,

—

couper, to cut off.]

Ccdpure, koo-pur', «. an entrenchment made by the
l>esieged behind a breach : n passage cut to facilitate
sallies. [Fr.,

—

couper^ to cut.J



Courage mOte ; mute J mf5!5n : Men. Covenant

Courage, kur'aj, «. the quality that enables men to

meet dangers without fear ; bravery: spirit.

—

inierj.

take courage I

—

adj. CoUT^'gOOtlS, full of courage :

brave.—^K/r/. Cotira'geously.—«. Coura'geousness.
—Dutch courage, a fictitious courage uiduced by
driukiug ; Pluok up one S courage, to nerve one's

sell tc. souiethiiig daring; The Courage Of one's
convictions, courage to act up to or consistently

with one's opinions. [O. Fr. corage (Fr. courage),
from L. cor, the heart.]

Courant, koa-rant', aifj. (Jier.) in a running attitude.

—IIS. Courante', Courant', an old dance with a kind
of gliding step. [See Current.]

Courap, koo-rap', ;/. an itching skin disease, common
in India, witli eruptions on face, breast, groin, &c.

Courb, koorb, v.i. {Shak.) to bend, stoop to supplicate.—acij. {Shak.) bent. [Fr.,—L. cmiiare, to bend.]
Courbarll, koor'ba-ril, n. gum anime.
CoiU-bette. Same as Curvet. \^x.,—\\.. corvetta.^
Coure, obsolete form of Cower.
Courier, kOo'ri-er, «. a runner: a messenger: a state

messenger : a travelling attendant : a frequent title

of newspapers. [Fr.,—L. ciirrere, to run.]

Course, kOrs, II. the act of running : the road or tract

on wliich onernns: the direction pursued : a voyage :

a race : regular progress from point to point : habitual
method of procedure : a prescribed series, as of
lectures, &c. : each of the successive divisions of a
meal, as dinner : conduct : a range of bricks or
stones on the same level in building : {luiut.) one of
the sails bent to a ship's lower yards, as the main-
.sail, called the jiuiin-course, the fore-sail or fore-
course, and the cross-jack or mizzen-course: (//.)
the menses.

—

v.i. to run, chase, or hunt after.

—

v.i.

to move with speed, as in a race or luuit.

—

lis.

Cours'er, a nmner : a swift horse : one who courses
or hunts ; Cours'lflg, hunting with greyhounds

;

Cours'ing-joint, a joint between two courses of
masonry. — In COUrse, in regular order: (coll.) of
course ; Of course, by natural consequence, or by
settled rule. [Fr. coiirs^]^. ctirsiis, from cnrrcre,
cursiiiii, to run.]

Court, kort, «. a space enclosed : a space surrounded
by houses : the palace of a sovereign : the body of
pereons who form his suite or council : attention :

civility, as ' to pay court
:

' {Ittzu) the hall of justice :

the judges and officials who preside there : any body
of persons assembled to decide cause.s, whether civil,

military, or ecclesiastical.

—

7\f. top.ay attentions to:
to woo : to solicit : to seek.

—

its. Coiirt'-bar'on, the
assembly of freehold tenants of a manor under .1

lord ; Court-card (see Coat-carfl) ; Court'-cup

-

board {Shuk.), a movable cupboard or sideboard on
which plate was displayed ; Court'-day, a day on
which a judicial court sits; Coui't'-dress, the special
regulation costume worn on state or ceremonious
occasions ; Court'-dress'er, a flatterer.—rtn^'. Court-
eous (kurt'yus), of court-like manners : polite : re-

spectful : obliging, —ad-j. CoUrteOUSly (kurt'-).—
us. Courteousness, (kun'-); Court' -fool, a fool or
jester, formerly kept at court for amusement ; Court'-
gUide, a guide to, or directory of, the names and
residences of the nobility in a town : Court'-hand, a
modification of the Norman handwriting, as dis-

tinguished from the modern or Italian handwriting,
in use in the English law-courts from the i6th cen-
tury to the reign of George II. ; Court' -house, a
building where the law-courts are held ; CoUrt'ier,
one who frequents courts or palaces : one who courts
or flatters ; Court'ierism, the behaviour or practices
of a courtie.-,

—

adv. Coiirt'ierly.

—

ns. CoUTt'ing,
paying addresses to a woman, wooing; {Sfens.)
attendance at court ; Court'-Iefit, a court of record
held in a manor before the lord or his steward

;

Court'let, a petty court.

—

adj. CoUrt'-llke, courtly :

polite.

—

ns. Courtliness ; dourt'llng, a hanger-on
at court.

—

adj. Court'ly, having manners like those
of a court : elegant.

—

ns. Couft'-mar'tlal, a court
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held by officers of the army or navy for the trial of

ofl'ences against military or naval laws :

—

pi. Courts'-
mar'tial ; one improvised in time of war round an
upturned drum for summary judgment is a Drum-
head court-martial; Court' -plas'ter, sticking-

plaster made of silk, originally applied as patches on
the face by ladies at court ; COUrt'roU, the record
of a court of justice ; Oourt'ship, courtly behaviour:
the act of wooing with intention to marry ; Court'-
SWord, a light dress-sword worn as part of court-
dress : Court'yard, a court or enclosed ground
before a house.—CotlXt hOly Water, empty compli-
ments : {obs.) flattery. [O. Fr. cort (Fr. cour)—Low
L. cortis, a courtyard— L. cors, cohors, an enclosure ;

akin to Gr. chortos, an enclosed place, L. hortus, a
garden. See Yard.]

Courtesan, -zan, kOrt'e-zan, ot- knrt'e-zan, «. a court-
mistress : a woman of the town, a whore. [Fr.,— It.

cortigiaiia.\

Courtesy. kOrt'esi, or kun'e-si, n. courtliness : ele-

gance of manner: an act of civility or respect: a
curtsy: {la-w) the life interest which the surviving
husband has in the real or heritable estate of his

wife.— v.i. to make a curtsj'.

—

pr.p. court'esying ;

pa.p. court'esied.

—

n.pl. Court'esy-ti'tles, titles

really inv.ilid, but allowed by the usage of society—
as to children of peers. [O. Fr. courtoisie.\

Couscous, kus'kus, n. an African dish of granulated
flour steamed over broth. [Ar. kusk!is.\

Cousin, kuz'n, «. formerly a kinsman generally ; now,
the son or daughter of an uncle or aunt : a term used
by a sovereign in addressing another, or to one of
his own noblemen : something kindred or related
to another.—«J. CoUS'in-ger'man, a first cousin :

something closely related ; CoUS'inhood, Cous'in-
ship.

—

adj. CouS'inly, like, or having the relation

of, a cousin.

—

n. Cous'inry, cousins collectively.—
First cousins, cliildren of brothers and sisters—also
called Ccnsiiis-german, Full cousins ; First (X)USin
once removed, the son or daughter of a cousin-
gerr.ian—sometimes loosely called Second cousin ;

Second cousins, the children of first cousins. [Fr.,

—L. consobrinus—con, sig. connection, and sobrinus
for sororinus, applied to the children of sisters

—

soror, a sister.]

Couteau, koo-to', «. a large knife. — Couteau de
Chasse, a hunting-knife. [Fr.]

Couter, koo'ter, «. (slan^) a sovereign. [Said to be
from Gipsy cuta, a gold piece.]

Couth, kooth (Speiis.), obsolete pti.t. of Can. [See
Could.]

Couthie, kSSth'i, adj. friendly, kindly. [Scot.]

Couvade, koo-vad', ti. a custom among savages in

many parts of the world for the father to take to his

bed at the birth of a child, and submit to certain re-

strictions of food, &c. [Erroneously attributed to

the Basques ; the O. Fr. couvade, from coiiver, to

hatch, never having had this special meaning.]
Cove, kov, n. a small inlet of the sea : a bay : a cavern

or rocky recess : {archil.) a concave arch or vault.

—

zi.l. to overarch, and thus form a hollow.

—

adj.

Coved, formed with an arch.

—

11. Cove'let, a small

cove. [.\.S. cdft, a room; Ice. koji, Ger. kobeu.\

Cove, kOv, ;/. (slang) a fellow, a customer :—_/>«/.

CoV'eSS

—

dim. Cov'ey. [Prob. conn, with Chap.]
Coven, kov'en, «. a muster of witches. — «. Cov'en-

tree, a point of muster before a Scottish mansion.

Covenant, kuVe-nant, «. a nuitual agreement : the

writing containing the agreement : an engagement
entered into between God and a person or a people

—the Old Covcnanl, the Jewish dispensation ; the

N'etv Covenant, the new relation to (jod opened up
by Jesus Christ.

—

v.i. to enter into an agreement

:

to contract or bargain.

—

n. CoVenant-break'er,
one who violates a covenant.

—

adj. Cov'enanted,
holdins; a position under a covenant or contract.

—

ns.

Covenantee', the person to whom a covenant is

made ; Covenantor (usually in Scot. Covenanter),



Covent (Ste, ftr ; m8, her ; mine ; Coypu

one who signed or adhered to the Scottish National
Covenant of 1638—the Soiemn Leagvt a>ui Co^'ttuint
of 1643 was in effect an international treaty betw;eeii

Scotland and England for securing civil and religious

liberty ; Covenantor, that party to a covenant who
subjects himself to the penalty of its breach.—Cove-
nant of grace, redemption, that by which life is

freely offered to sinners on condition of faith in

Christ ; Covenant of works, that made with Adam
as federal representative of the human race on con-
dition of obedience. [O. Fr.,—L. con, together, and
ventre, to come.]

Covent, kov'ent, n. {Skai.) il convent.
Coventry, kuv'ent-ri, «.—in phrase, To send to Cov-
entry = to shut a man out of any special society.

Cover, kuv'er, v.t. to hide : to clothe : to extend over :

to brood or sit on : to be sufficient for : to protect

:

to table a coin of equal value in wagering : to copu-
late with—esp. of a stallion : to screen : to aim
directly at.

—

v.i. to spread over so as to conceal
something : to lay a table for a meal : to put one's
hat on.

—

tt. that which protects: undergrowth,
thicket, concealing game, &c. : the table requisites

for one person—plate, knife, fork, napkin, &c. : de-
ceitfulness : a swindler's confederate.

—

adj. CoV-
ered, intended or used for shelter or concealment

:

roofed over : with the hat on.

—

ni. Oover'ed-way,
OoVert-wayj^Ar/.), a path about thirty feet wide
outside the ditch of a fort, and so far sunk below
the crest of the glacis as to afford cover or shelter to
the soldiers ; Cover'ing, anything that covers.

—

adj.
OoVort, covered : concealed : secret.—«. a place
that covers or affords protection.

—

us. CoVert-COat,
a short light overcoat ; CoVert-COat'lng, cloth for

such.

—

adv. Covertly, in a covered or concealed
manner. ;^«. CoVerttire. covering, shelter: (/<»«•)

the condition of a married woman as legally under
the protection of her husband. —Cover into, to

transfer into ; Cover shorts, to buy in such stocks
as have been sold short, in order to meet one's
engagements, &c. : Cover the bUCkle, to execute a
difficult step in dancing. [Fr. couvrtr (It. coprire)
— L. co-operlre—con, and operire, to cover.]

Coverlet, kuv'6r-let, «. a bedcover.—Also CoVerlid.
[Fr. couvrelit, ctmvre, lit—L. ledum, a bed.)

Covet, kuv'et, v.t. to desire or wish for eagerly: to
wish for what is unlawful.

—

v.i. to desire (wither).
—a,iis. CoVetable; CoVetod.—(k/w. OoVetin^ly.—ns. CoVetlse (obs.\ covetousness : ardent desire;
CoVetiveness (obs.), acquisitiveness.

—

adj. OoV-
etOUS, inordinately desirous: avaricious. — adv.
Covetously.—«. Covetousness. [O. Fr. coveiter
(Fr. coHvoiter)—L. cupiditat-em—cupere, to desire.)

Covey, kuv'i, «. a brood or hatch of partridges : a
small flock of birds—said of game : a party, a set.
[O. Fr. covie—V.. cubdre, to lie down.]

Covin, kuv'in, «. a compact : a conspiracy.

—

adjs.
Cov'inous, CoVenoUS, deceitful. [CX Fr. covin—
Late L. com-enium—L. convena, a meeting

—

con,
together, ventre, to come.)

Coving, kO'ving, n. the projection of upper stories over
lower

: the vertical sides connecting the jambs with
the breast of a fireplace. [See Cove.]

Cow, kow, «. the female of the bovine animals : the
female of certain other animaU, as the elephant, &c.—older plurals, Kine and Kye, the latter now only
Scotch.—»j. CoW-bane, the water-hemlock, often
destructive to cattle ; CoW-berr'y, the red whortle-
berry : Cow' -bird, -bunt'ing, an American star-
ling which accompanies cattle, and drops its eggs
into other birds' nests ; CoW-boy, a boy who has the
care of cows : (U.S.) a man who has the charge of
cattle on a ranch; CoW-calf, a female calf; CoW-
OatCh'er (£7.5".), an apparatus on the front of rail-
way engines to throw off obstacles ; Cow'-oher'vil,
•parsley, -weed, an umbelliferous European plant
of the hedges and woods ; CoWfeeder, a dairyman,
cowherd ; CoW-grass, the zigzag clover : a variety

of red clover ; OoW-heel, an ox-foot stewed to a
jelly ; Cowherd, one who herds cows ; CoWhide,
the hide of a cow ; the hide of a cow made into

leather: a coarse whip made of twisted strips of
cowhide.

—

7\t. to whip with a cowhide.—«. CoW-
hOUSe, a place in which cows are stalled, a byre.

—

adj. Cow'lsh, like a cow : {S/uik.) cowardly.

—

ns.

Cow'-leech, a cow-doctor; CoWllck, a tuft of turned-
up hair on the forehead ; CoW-pars'nip, an umbel-
liferous plant, used as food for hogs and cattle

:

Cow'-plant, a perennial plant of Ceylon, with a
milky juice; Cow'-pox, a disease which appears in

pimples on the teats of the cow, the matter thereof
used for vaccination ; CoW-tree, a South American
tree that produces a nourishing fluid resembling
milk ; Cow'-Wheat, a genus of annual plants, with
yellow flowers and seeds somewhat like grains of
wheat. [A.S. cti,j)[.cy; Ger. kiih; Sa-n^ go.]

Cow, kow, v.t. to subdue : keep under : to dishearten.—adjs. Cowed, depressed; Cow'ish {Skak.), easily
cowed, timorous: mean. [Perh. from Ice. kiiga

;

Dan. kue, to subdue.)
Cowan, kow'an, «. (Scot.) a mason who never served
an apprenticeship : one who tries to enter a mason's
lodge, or the like, surreptitiously.

Coward, kow'ard, «. a faint-hearted person : one with-
out courage.

—

v.t. to intimidate.

—

adjs. Cow'ard,
Cow'ardly, afraid of danger : timid : mean.

—

ns.

Cowardice, want of courage ; timidity—Cow ardreo
{Spens.) ; CoWardliness. — oitv. Cowardly. — «.

CoWardship {Shak. ), the quality of being a coward.
[O. Fr. couard (ll. codardo)—L. cauda, a tail.]

Cowdie-gum, -pine ; Cowrie-pine. See Kauri.
Cower, kow'er, I'.i. to sink down through (ear, &c. :

to crouch, for protection or in fear.

—

adi'. CoWOT-
Ingly. [Cf. Ice. kura, Dan. kure, to lie quiet.]

Cowhage, kow'aj, ». the hairs of the pods ot a tropical

climbing plant of the bean family, administered as <i

mechanical vermifuge, the pods themselves or the
plant. [Hind, kawdnch, kodnch.]

Cowl, kowl, «. a cap or hood : a monk's hood : the
badge of monkhood : a monk : a cover for a chimney.—v.t. to make a monk of: to cover like a cowL

—

adj. Cowled, wearing a cowl. [A.S. cufle ; Ice.
cojl : akin to L. cucullus, hood.]

Cowl-staff, kowl'-staf, «. (Shak.) a staff or pole on
which a basket or vessel is supported between two
persons. [O. Fr. cttvele—L. cttpella, dim. of cupa, a
cask, and staff.]

Cowrie, Cowry, kow'ri, «. a large genus of Gastero-
pods, including over a hundred species, some of
which are familiar as decorative objects, and as
a medium of exchange with uncivilised peoples.
[Hindi kauri.]

Cowslip, kow'slip, n. a beautiful and fragrant species
of primrose, common in English ptastures. — adj.
CoWslip'd, covered with cowslips. [AS. «i, cow,
slyppe, perh. cow-dung.]

Coxcomb, koks'kOm, «. a strip of red cloth notched
like a cock's comb, which professional fools used to

wear: a fool: a fop.— akjs. Coxcom'bical, Oox-
com'ical, foppish: vain. — «. Coxcombical'ity.

—

adv. Coxcom'Dically.—n. Coxcombry, the manner
of a coxcomb. [Cockscomb.]

Coxiness, koks'i-nes, «. state of being cocksy, bump-
tiousness.

Coxswain, Cockswain, kok'swan, or kok'sn, «. a
seaman who steers a boat, and under the superior
officer takes charge of it. [Oook, a boat, and
Swain.]

Coy, koy, adj. modest: bashful: shy.

—

v.t. (Shak.)
to caress : (Shak.) to disdain. ^^i^'. Coy'lsh, some-
what coy.

—

adv. Coy'lshly.—». Ooy'ishness.—(k/i'.

Coyly.—«. Coyness. [Fr. coi^h. quietus, quiet.]
Coyote, ko-yOt'e, «. a prairie wolf, abundant in Mexico
and Texa.s. [Mex. coyotl.]

Ooypu, koi'pOO, n. a large rodent in the porcupine
section of the order, common in South America—

U6



Ooystrel mote ; mQte ; miSDn ; Men. Cranberry

living in burrows near water, feeding on aquatic
plants. [Native name.]

Ooystrel, Coystril. Same as CJolstrll.

Coz, ku2, u. a contraction of CousiB.
Coze, koz, «. (yane Austen) a cosy chat.

Cozen, kuz'n, v.t. to flatter: to cheat.—«j. Coz'enage,
the practice of cheating : deceit; Coz'ener. [Perh.

from Fr. cousincr, to claim kindred for one's own
advantage, play the parasite

—

cousin, a cousin.]

Cozier, Cosier, ko'zi-er, «. a cobbler. [O. Fr. cousere

—L. consttere, to sew together.]

Cozy. See Cosy.
Crab, krab, «. a popular name applied to any of the

short-tailed division of decapod crustaceans : a sign

in the zodiac : a portable winch : a sour-tempered
person : the lowest throw at hazard— two aces.

—

adj. Crabb'ed, ill-natured : harsh : rough : difficult,

perplexing.—flf/z/. Crabb'edly.—«. Crabb'edness.—
adj. Crab'-faced, having a sour, peevish counten-
ance.—«. Crab'ite, a fossil crab or crayfish.

—

adj.

Crab-like, moving like a crab.—«. Crab'-louse, a
crab-shaped louse infesting the hair of the pubis,

&c.

—

n.pl. Crab's'-eyes, the scarlet seeds of an East
Indian bead-tree : a concretion of carbonate of lime
in the stomach of the cray-fish.

—

v.i. Crab'-si'dle, to

go sideways like a crab.

—

n.pl. Crab'-yaws, a name
applied to the tumours of framboesia on the soles and
palms.—Catch a crab, in rowing, to sink the oar too

deeply in the water : to miss the water altogether in

making the stroke. \_k.%. crabba ; Q^r . krabbe.'\

Crab, krab, Crab-apple, krab'-ap-l, n. a wild bitter

apple. — tis. Crab -stick, a stick made out of the

crab-tree ; Crab'-tree, the tree that bears crab-

apples. — adj. like a crab-tree, crooked. [Perh.

conn, with Crabbed.]
Crab-oil, Crab-wood. See Carapa.
Crabro, kra'brC, «. the typical genus of Crabronida, a
family of fossorial hymenopters : a hornet. [L.]

Crack, krak, v.i. to utter a sharp sudden sound : to

split : to boast: to chat.

—

v.t. to produce a sudden
noise : to break into chinks : to split : to break
partially or wholly : to open (a bottle).

—

n. a sudden
sharp splitting sound : a chink : a flaw : a blow, a
smack : friendly chat : (slang) housebreaking : a
craze : one who has a craze : a pert boy.

—

adj. {foil.)

excellent.—«. Crack'-brain, a crazy person.

—

adjs.

Crack'-brained ; Cracked, rent : damaged : crazy.—ns. Crack'er, one who or that which cracks : a
boaster, a lie : the pin-tail duck : (U.S.) a thin crisp

biscuit : a bonbon, or a small firework, exploding
when pulled asunder : (JJ.S.) 2.. poor white ; Crack'-
halt'er. Crack-hemp (Shak.), Crack'-rope, one
likely to be hanged.

—

adj. Crack'-jaw, of a word,
hard to pronounce.

—

ns. Cracks'man, a burglar

;

Crack'-tryst, one who breaks an engagement.

—

Crack credit, to destroy one's credit ; Crack tryst,
to break an engagement ; Crack up, to praise. [A.S.
cracian, to crack ; cf. Dut. kraken, Gael. crac.\

Crack, krak, n. (Scot.) a moment, an instant.

Crackle, krak'l, v.i. to give out slight but frequent
cracks.

—

n, the giving out of slight cracks.

—

ns.

Crack'lin, a kind of china-ware, purposely cracked
in the kiln as an ornament ; Crack'ling, the rind of
roast pork : (//.) skinny parts of suet without tallow

:

three stripes of velvet worn on the sleeves of students
at St John's College, Cambridge.—a^'. Crackly,
brittle.—«. Cracknel, a light, brittle biscuit : (//.)
pieces of fat pork fried crisp.

Oracovian, kra-k5'vi-an, adj. pertaining to Cracow.—
ns. Cracovlenne', a graceful Polish dance, resem-
bling the mazourka : the music for such ; Crac'owe,
a long-toed boot fashionable under Richard II.

Cradle, kra'dl, «. a bed or crib in which children are
rocked : (Jig.) infancy : the place where one is born
and brought up : a frame in which anything is im-
bedded : a case for a broken limb : a frame under a
ship for laiuiching it : a box on rockers for washing
aonferotu dirt.— f./. to lay or rock in a cradle:
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to nurture.

—

adj. Cra'dled, laid in a cradle.

—

ns.
Cra'dle-SCythe, a broad scythe used in a cradle for
cutting grain ; Cra'dle-walk, an avenue arched over
with trees; Cra'dling. — From the cradle, from
birth, from the first. [A. S. cradol; ety. obscure ]

Craft, kraft, «. cunning : artifice : dexterity : art

:

trade: occupation: small ships.— v.i. to exercise
one's craft (.y/irt/i. , Cor., IV. vi. ii8).

—

adv. Craft'ily.
—n. Craftiness.—rt(^'. Craft'less, free from craft.—ns. Craftsman, one engaged in a craft ; Crafts'-
manship, Craft'manship ; Crafts'master, one
skilled in a cx?Sx..—adj. Craft'y, having skill : cun-
ning : deceitful. [A.S. craft; Ger. kraft, power.]

Crag, krag, «. a rough steep rock or point : (geol.) a
bed of gravel mixed with shells.

—

adjs. Crag'ged,
Crag'gy, full of crags or broken rocks : rough :

rugged.—«j. Crag'geoness, Crag'giness ; Crags'-
man, one skilled in climbing rocks. [W. craig, a
rock, car-eg, a stone ; Gael, creag, carraig.]

Crag, Cragge, krag, «. the neck.—Scotch forms, Craig,
Craig'ie. [Cf. Dut. kraag, Ger. kragen, the neck.]

Crake, krak, Z'.i. to utter a cry like a crow, &c.—«.

Crake'-berr'y, the crow-berry.
Crake, krak, «. a crow, raven, corncrake : (flbs.) a

boast. [See Corncrake.]
Cram, kram, v.t. to press close : to stuflf: to fill

to superfluity : (slang) to make believe false or

exaggerated tales : to teach for a special examina-
tion, only giving instruction useful for passing that

examination.— v.i. to eat greedily: to get up a
subject by cram :

—

pr.p. cram'ming ; pa.p. crammed.— n. a crush : (slang) a lie : information that has
been crammed : the system of cramming.

—

adjs.

Cram'-full ; Cram'mable ; Crammed.—«. Cram-
mer, one who prepares students for examination by
cramming them. [A.S. crammian ; Ice. kremja,
to .squeeze ; Dan. kramnie, to crumple.]

Crambo, kram'bo, «. a game in which one gives a
word to which another finds a rhyme : rime.

—

ns.

Cram'boclink, -jingle, riming. [Prob. from L.
crambe repeiita, cabbage served up again.]

CrambUS, kram'bus, n. a genus of pyralid moths,
the veneers or grass-moths—family CranibidcE, sub-
family Crambince. [Gr. krambos, dry.]

Crame, kram, «. (Scot.) a booth for selling goods.
Cramolsy, kram'oiz-i, Cramesy, kram'ez-i, adj. and

«. crimson. [See Crimson.]
Cramp, kramp, ». an involuntary and painful con-

traction of a voluntary muscle or group of muscles :

restraint : a piece of iron bent at the ends, for hold-

ing together wood, stone, &c. : a tool used by car-

penters and others, h.tving a movable part which can
be screwed tight so as to press things together.

—

adj.

hard to make out (used of handwriting) : cramped :

narrow.

—

v.t. to affect with spasms : to confine : to

hinder: to fasten with a cramp-iron.—«J. Cramp'-
bark, the popular American name of the medicinal
Viburnum Oxycoccus ; Cramp'-bone, the patella of
the sheep, an old charm for cramp ; Cramp'-fish, the

electric ray or torpedo ; Cramp'-i'ron, a piece of
metal bent at both ends for bindmg things together

;

Cramp'on, a grappling-iron : a pomted plate for the

foot in hill-climbmg ; Cramp'-ring, a ring formerly

blessed by the sovereign on Good- Friday against

cramp and the falling sickness.

—

adj. Cramp'y,
affected or diseased with cramp : producing cramp.
—Bather's cramp, the popular name for paralysis

attacking a person while bathing ; Writer's cramp,
or Scrivener's palsy, a common disease affecting

those in the habit of constant writing, the muscles
refusing to obey only on attempting to write. [O.

Fr. crantpe ; cf. Dut. kramp, Ger. krampf.]
Cran, kran, «. a measure of capacity in Scotland for

herrings when just taken out of the net. It amounts
to 37J imperial gallons, and comprises about 750
herrmgs on an average.—Coup the cran (Scot.), to

be upset. [Prob. from Gael, crann, a measure.]
Cranberry, kran'ber-i, n. a genus of small evergreen



Cranch rate, far ; m6, hir ; mine ; Cream

shrubs growing in peaty bogs and marsby grounds :

the berry much used for tarts. [For craiie-be> ry

;

a late word ; origin obscure ; cf. Ger. krcuibeere or

kranich-beere.'\

Cranch. Same as Oratmch. .

Crane, kran, n. a large wading bird, with long legs,

neck, and bill : a bent pipe for drawing liquor out of

a cask : a machine for raising heavy weights—both

named from their likeness to the bird.—ij.^ to raise

with a crane.

—

v.i. to stretch out the neck : to pull

up before a jump.— «.f. Cran'age, the use of a

crane : the price paid for the use of it ; Crane' -fly,

a genus of dipterous insects, nearly allied to the

gnats, with very long legs.—fl^'. Crane-necked.—
n. Crane'S'-bill, the Geranium, from a lengthened

appendage of the seed-vesseL [.\.S. cran; Ger.

kranich, W. garan.\
Crane. Same as Cranlonx.
Cranium, kra'ni-um, K. the skull : the bones enclosing

the brain.

—

aiij. Cra'nlal, pertaining to the cranium.
—n. CranlOg'nomy, crani.il physiognomy.

—

adj.

Cr^ilolog'ical.

—

ns. Craniorogist, one skilled in

craniology; Craniol'Dgy, the study of skulls: phren-

elogy; (Sranlom'eter. an instrument for measur-

ing the skull; Craniom'etry, the measurement of

skulls ; Craninos'copist, a phrenologist ; Cranlos'-

copy, phrenology; Cratniot'omy {obstetrics), the

act of breaking down the head of the fcetus. [Low
L. cranium—Gr. kranion, from kare, the head.]

Crank, krangk, n. a crook or bend : a conceit in

speech : a whim : {mach.) a lever or arm on a shaft,

driven by hand or by a connecting-rod, its object

being to convert reciprocating motion into rotary

motion.—».«'. to move in a zigzag manner.—f./. to

shape like a crank : to provide with a crank.

—

adj.

crooked : crabbed : loose or slack.

—

adv. Crank'ily.
—n. Crank'inesB.

—

adj. Crank'y, crooked: infirm:

full of whims : cros^. [M. E. kraiike—A.S. crincan,

to yield; cf. Ger. krank.\
Cnuxk, krangk, adj. brisk : merry. [Origin unknown. ]

Crank, krangk, Crank- sided, krangk -srded, adj.
{naut.) liable to be upset—«. Crank'ness, liability

to be upset [Ety. uncertain.]

Orankle, krangk'l. Crinkle, kringk'l, n. a turn, wind-
ing, or wrinkle, an angular protuberance.

—

v.t. to

bend : to twist.

Crannog, kran'og, ». the name given in Scotland and
Ireland to a fortified island (partly natural and partly
artificial) in a lake, once used as a dwelling-place
and place of refuge. [Gael, crann, a tree]

Cranny, kran'i, ». a rent : a chink : a secret place.

—

v.i. to enter crannies.

—

adj. Crann'ied, having
crannies, rents, or fissures. [Fr. cran, a notch.]

Cranrench, kran'ruh, «. {Scot.) hoar-frost [Gael.]
Grants, krantz, n. {Shak.) the garland carried before

the bier of a maiden and hung over her grave.
[From Ger. kram, a wreath, a garland.]

Oliape, krSp, H. a thin silk fabric, tightly twisted,

without removing the natural gum—usually dyed
black, used for mournings.

—

adj. made of crape.—r/./.

to clothe with crape : to frizzle (hair).

—

adj. Crap'y.
[O. Fr. crespt {Yx. crtpe)—L. crispus, crisp.]

Crappit-heaa, krap'it-hed, n. a haddock's head stuffed

with a compound of oatmeal, suet, onions, and pepper.
[Crafipit, from a Scotch word, crap, to cram.]

OrapiUence, krap'Si-lens, n. sickness caused by an over-
dose of iii\n\c—adjs. Orap'ulous, Crap'olent. [Fr.

crapuU—L. crapula, intoxication.)

Crare, Crayer, krar, «. a trading vessel. [O. Fr.

craier—Late L. craiera; origin dub.]
Crase. Obsolete form of Craze.
Crash, krash, n. a noise as of things breaking or being

crushed by falling ; the shock of two bodies meet-
ing : the failure of a commercial undertaking.

—

v.i.

to fall to pieces with a loud noise : to move with such
a noise.

—

v.t. to dash in pieces. [From the sound.]
Crash, krash, n. a coarse strong linen.

Crasls, kru'sis, n. the mixture of different elements in
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the constitution of the body_ : temperament : {gram.)
the mingling or contraction of two vowels into

one long vowel, or into a diphthong. [Gr. krasis—
kerannynai, to mix.]

Crass, kras, adj. gross : thick : dense : stupid.

—

tis.

Crassamenftun, the thick part of coagulated blood :

the clot ; Crass'itude, coarseness : density : stupi-

dity.—ii^/z'. Crassly.—«. Crass'ness. —«.//. Cras-
suia'cess, an order of herbaceous or shrubby,
succulent plants— including the Stone-crop and
Hoiise-leek. [O. Fr. eras—L. crassus.\

Crataegus, kra-te'gus, «. a genus of thorny shrubs, of
the rose family, in north temperate regions. [Gr.]

Cratch, krach, «. a crib to hold hay for cattle, a

manger.

—

n.pl. Cratches, a swelling on a horse's

pastern, under the fetlock. [Fr. creche, a manger;
from a Teut. root, whence also crib.]

Crate, krat, n. a wicker-work case for packing crockery
in, or for carrying fruit. [L. cratis, a hurdle. Sec
Cradle.]

Crater, knlt'er, «. the bowl-shaped mouth of a volcano.

—adjs. Crat'erlfonn, or Crater'iform, shaped like

a crater: Crat'erous. [L.,—Gr. krater, a large

bowl for mixing wine, from kerannynai, to mix.]
Craunch, kranch. A form of Crunch.
Cravat, kra-vat*, «. a kind of neckcloth worn chiefly

by men.

—

v.t. to dress in a cravat.

—

adj. Cravaf-
ted, wearing a cravat. [Fr. cravate—introduced

in 1636 from the Cravates or Croatians.]

Crave, krav, v.t. to beg earnestly: to beseech: to

demand or require: to long for.

—

ns. CraVer, one
who craves : a beggar ; CraVing, desire : longing.

[A.S. crafian, to crave ; Ice. krefja.\

Craven, krav'n, «. a coward : a spiritless fellow.

—

adj. cowardly: spiritless.— r'./. to render spiritless.

—adv. CraVenly. — «. CraVenness. — To cry
craven, to surrender. [M. E. crazuxnt—O. Fr. par-

ticiple cravantf, corresponding to L. crepant-em,
crepdre, to rattle, to break ; some explain M. E.
cravant as O. Fr. creant, as in recreant.\

Craw, kraw, «. the crop, throat, or first stomach of
fowls : the stomach of animals generally. [M. E.
cra'.ve; not found in A.S. ; cf. Dut. kraag, neck.]

Crawfish. See Crayfish.
Crawl, krawl, v.i. to move slowly along the ground,

as a worm : to creep : to move feebly, stealthily, or
sneakingly : to be covered with crawling things.

—

n.

the act of crawling.

—

ns. Crawl'er, one who or that

which crawls : a reptile ; Crawl'ing. —adv. Crawly
{coll.), with a creepy feeling. [Scand. ; Ice. krajla,

Dan. kravle; Ger. krabheln, to creep.]

Crawl, krawl, n. a pen for keeping fish : a kraal.

Craz, kraks, n. the typical genus of birds of family
Cracuia.

Crayfish, kra'fish. Crawfish, kraw'fish, n. a large

fresh-water crustacean in the long-tailed division of

the otAct Decapoda: the small spiny lobster. [M. E.
crevice—O. Fr. creznce (Fr. icrevisse, a crayfish)

—

Old High Ger. krehiz, a Crab.]
Crayon, kra'on, «. a pencil made of chalk or pipeclay,

variously coloured, used for drawing : a drawing
done with crayons.

—

v.t. to draw with a crayon.—In
crayons, ofa picture, made by crayons. [Fr. crayon—craie, chalk, from L. creta, chalk.]

Craze, kraz, v.t. to weaken: to derange (applied to

the intellect) : {obs.)\.o break.

—

v.i. to become mad.—n. a crack or flaw : insanity.

—

adj. Crazed, de-

ranged.—a^?;. Craz'ily.—«j. Ca-az'tness ; Craz'ing-
miU, a mill for crushing tin-ore.

—

cuij. Craz'y, frail

:

insane : demented. [Scand. ; Sw. krasa, Dan. krase,
to crackle; whence also Fr. /eraser, to crush.]

Creagh, Creach, kreh, «. a foray, raid : booty. [(Jael.]

Creak, krek, v.i. to make a sharp, grating sound, as
of a hinge, &c.—«. a grating noise, as of an unoiled
hinge.—adv. CrealCily.—<i<i>. Creak'y. [From the
sound, like crake and croak.]

Cream, krem, H. the oily substance which forms on
milk, yielding butter when churned : the best part
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of anything : any cream-like preparation, as cold

cream for the skin, &c., or any dish largely made of

cream, or like cream, as chocolate-cream, ice-cream,

•whipped-cream, &c.

—

v.t. to take off the cream.

—

v.i. to gather or form cream.

—

ns. Cream'-cake, a
kind of cake filled with custard made of cream,

&c. ; Cream'-Cheese, cheese made of cream,

—

adj.

Cream'-coroured, of the colour of cream, light

yellow.—«. Cream'ery, an establishment where
butter and cheese are made from the milk supplied

by a number of producers : a shop for milk, butter,

&c.

—

adj. Cream'-faced, pale-faced.

—

>is. Cream'-
fruit, the fruit of a creeping West African plant of

the dogbane family, yielding a cream-like juice

;

Cream'iness.

—

adj. Cream'-laid, of a cream-colour
and laid, or bearing linear water-lines as if laid.

—

ns. Cream'-nut, the Brazil nut; Cream'-sUce, a
wooden blade for skimming cream from milk.

—

adjs.

Cream'-wove, woven of a cream-colour ; Creamy,
full of or like cream: gathering like cream.—Cream
Of tartar, a white crystalline compound made by
purifying argol, bitartrate of potash. [O. Fr. cresme,
creme—L. chrisma.}

Creance, kre'ans, «. the cord which secures the hawk
while being trained. [Fr.]

Creant, kre'ant, adj. creating : formative.

Crease, kres, «. a mark made by folding or doubling
anything: (cricket) a. line indicating the boundaries
of a particular space, as the position of a batter and
bowler.

—

v.i. to make creases in anything.

—

v.i. to

become creased.

—

adj. Creas'y, full of creases.

[Prob. Celt., as Bret, kriz, &c.]
Crease. See Creese.
Creasote. See Creosote.
Create, krS-at', v.t. to bring into being or form out of
nothing : to beget : to form : to invest with a new
form, office, or character : to produce.

—

adj. Creat'-
able.—«. Crea'tion, the act of creating, esp. the

universe : that which is created, the world, the
universe.—a^^'. Crea'tional.—«x. Crea'tionism, the
theory of special creation, opp. to Evolutionism:
the theory that God immediately creates a soul for

every human being born—opp. to Tradiicianism

;

Crea'tionist. — adj. Crea'tive, having power to

create : that creates. — adv. Crea'tively. — ns.

Crea'tlveness ; Crea'tor, he who creates : a maker

:

—/em. Crea'trlx, Creatress ; Crea'torship.—a^V.
Crea'tTiral, Crea'turely, pertaining to a creature
or thing created.

—

ns. Creature (kre'tur), whatever
has been created, animate or inanimate, esp. every
animated being, an animal, a man : a term of con-
tempt or of endearment : a dependent, instrument,
or puppet; Crea'tureshlp. — The Creator, the

Supreme Being, God.—Creature COmfortS, material
comforts, food, &c. : liquor, esp. whisky. [L. credre,
-dtum : Gr. krain-ein, to fulfil.]

Creatine, kre'a-tin, «. a constant and characteristic
constituent of the striped muscle of vertebrates

—

also Kre'atine.—airf/'. Creat'ic, relating to flesh.—«.
Cre'atlnine, dehydrated form, a constant constituent
of urine, found also in fish muscles. [Gr. kreas,
kreatos, flesh.]

Cr&che, kresh, «. a sort of public nursery for children
while their mothers are at work. [Fr.]

Credence, kre'dens, «. belief : trust : the small table
beside the altar on which the bread and wine are
placed before being consecrated.—«. Creden'dum,
a thing to be believed, an act of faith :—//. Cre-
den'da.—«</?>. Cre'dent, easy of belief; Creden'-
tlal, giving a title to belief or credit.—«. that which
entitles to credit or confidence : (//.) esp. the letters
by which one claims confidence or authority among
strangers.—«j. Credibility, Cred'ibleness.—o^'.
Credible (kred'-), that may be believed. — adv.
Credibly.—«. Cred'lt, belief: esteem: reputation:
honour : good character : sale on trust : time allowed
for payment : the side of an account on which pay-
ments received are entered : a sum placed at a per-

son's disposal in a bank on which he may draw to
its amount.

—

v.t. to believe : to trust : to sell or lend
to on trust : to enter on the credit side of an ac-
count : to set to the credit of.

—

adj. Cred'itable,
trustworthy : bring credit or honour.—«. Cred'it-
ableness.—ai/z/. Cred'itably.—«j. Creditor, one
to whom a debt is due -.—/em. Cred'itrlx ; Cre'do,
the Creed, or a musical setting of it for church
services ; Credu'lity, credulousness : disposition to
believe on insufficient evidence.

—

adj. Cred'uloUS,
easy of belief: apt to believe without sufficient

evidence: unsuspecting.

—

adv. Cred'ulOUSly.

—

ns.

Cred'ulOUSnesS ; Creed, a summary of articles of
religious belief, esp. those called the Apostles',
Nicene, and Athanasian : any system of belief.

[Fr.,—Low L. credentia—L. credent-, believing,
pr.p. of credere.}

Creek, krek, «. a small inlet or bay of the sea, or the
tidal estuary of a river : any turn or winding : in
America and Australia, a small river.

—

adj. Creek'y,
full of creeks : winding. [Prob. Scand., Ice. kriki,

a nook ; cf. Dut kreek, a bay.]
Creel, krel, «. a basket, esp. an angler's basket.

[Prob. Celt ; cf. Old Ir. criol, a chest.]

Creep, krep, v.i. to move on the belly, like a snake

:

to move slowly : to grow along the ground or on
supports, as a vine : to fawn or cringe : to have the
physical sensation of something creeping over or
under the skin : to shudder at from fear or repug-
nance : to drag with a creeper, as a river-bottom :

—

pr.p. creep'ing; pa.t. aadpa.p. crept.

—

ns. Creep'er,
a creeping plant : a genus of small climbing birds

;

Creep'-hole, a hole mto which to creep : a subter-
fuge ; Creep'ie, a low stool, the old Scotch stool

of repentance.

—

adv. Creep'ingly.

—

adj. Creep'y.
[A. S. credpan; Dut. kruipen.\

Creese, Crease, kres, «. a Malay dagger with a wavy
blade—also Kris.

—

v.t. to stab with a creese.

Creesh, kresh, v.t. (Scot.) to grease.—«. grease.

—

adj. Creesh'y. [O. Fr. craisse—L. crassus, tat.]

Cremalllere, kre-mal-ySr', «. a line of fortification

built zigzag to give wider range in firing. [Fr.]

Cremation, krem-a'shun, n. act of burning, esp. of the
dead.—7'./. Cremate'.—«j. Crema'tionist, one who
advocates cremation ; Cremat'or, Cremator'itun,
Orem'atory, a place where cremation is done.

—

adj. Cremator'ial. [L.,

—

cremdre, to burn.]
Cremona, krem-o'na, n. a superior kind of violin made

at Cremona in Italy.

—

adj. Cremonese'.
Cremor, kre'mor, «. thick juice.

Cremosln, krem'O-zin, «. crimson (Spens.'^.

Crenate, -d, kre'nfa, -ed, adj. (bot.) having the ed|;e

notched.

—

ns. Cre'na, a furrow or notch; Crena'-
tlon; Cren'ature. — rtt^V. Cren'ulate, -d, finely

notched or crenate. [L. crena, a notch.]

Crenel, kren'el. Crenelle, kre^nel', «. (archit.) an
opening in a parapet for shooting through : a battle-

ment—dim. Cren'elet.—«. Crenaux(kre'no), crenel-

lations or loopholes in a fortress.

—

v.t. Cren'ellatO.—adjs. Crenellat'ed, furnished with battlements

:

indented.—«. Crenella'tion.—oa^V. Crenelle' (her.),

embattled; Crenelled', having embrastu-es. [Fr.,

—Low L. crena, a notch.]

Creole, kre'6l, «. and adj. strictly applied in the

former Spanish, French, and Portuguese colonies of

America, Africa, and the East Indies to natives of

pure European blood (sangye azul), in opposition to

immigrants themselves born in Europe, or to the

offspring of mixed blood, as mulattoes, quadroons,
Eurasians, &c. : (U.S.) applied only to the native

French stock in Louisiana : a negro bom in the West
Indies—earlier Creo'llan. [Fr. Creole—S^. criollo,

contr. of criadillo, ' a little nursling,' dim. of criado
—criar, lit. to create, also to bring up, to nurse

—

L. credre.

}

Creophagous, kre-ofa-gus, adj. flesh-eating. [Gr.
kreas, flesh, phagein, to eat.]

Creosote, kre'o-sot, Creasote, kre'a-s^t, n, an oily,
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colourless liquid obtained from the tar produced by
the destructive distillation of wood. [Gr. Areas,

flesh, idtir, saviour

—

sdz-ein, to save.]

Crepance, kre'pans, H. a wound on a horse's hind

ankle-joint, caused by striking with the shoe of the

other hind-foot.—Also Cre'pane. [L. crepare, to

break.]

Crdpe, krap, v.t. to friiz, as hair. [See Crape.]
Crepitate, krep'i-tat, v.i. to crackle, snap. — adj.

Crepitant, crackling.—«. Crepitation, the char-

acteristic sound detected in the lungs by auscultation.

—adj. Crep Itative.—«. CrepittlS. [L. crepitare,

dtum, freq. ol crepare, to crack, rattle.]

Crepon, krep'on, n. a woollen or silk crapy stuflf. [Fr.]

Crept, krcpt, /<»./'. and /«./>. of Creep.
Crepuscular, kre-pus'ku-lar, adj. of or pertaining to

twilight—also Crepus'culous. — ns. Crepus'cule,
Crepus'cle, twilight. [L. crepusculum — crtper,

dusky, obscure.]

Orescendo, kres-en'dO, adv. (ntus.) gradually increas-

ing in force or loudness.—«. a passage marked by
this.—Often cres., cresc, or <;.

Crescent, kres'ent, adj. increasing : shaped like the

new or old moon.—«. the moon as she increases

towards half-moon : a figure like the crescent moon,
as that on the Turkish standard : the standard itself:

the Turkish power : a range of buildings in curved
form.

—

H. Cres'centade, a religious war for Islam.
— adjs. Crescented, Orescent'ic, formed like .^

crescent ; Cres'cive {Shak.), increasing. [L. cres-

cens, crescent-is, pr.p. of crescere, to grow.]
OteSS, kres, ». the name of several species of plants

like the water-cress, which grow in moist places,

and have pungent leaves u<;ed as salads and medicin-
ally.

—

adj. CreSB'y, abounding in cresses. [A.S.
cresse, cerse ; cf. Dut. kers, Ger. kresse. ]

Cresset, kres'et, n. an iron basket, jar, or open lamp
filled with combustible material, placed on a beacon,
lighthouse, wharf, &c. : a torch generally. [O. Fr.

cresset, crasset (Fr. creuset)—0\d Dut. kruysel, a
hanging lamp.]

Crest, krest, n. the comb or tuft on the head of a cock
and other birds : the summit of anything, as a roof-
ridge, hill, wave : the mane of a horse, &c. : (auat.)
a ridge along the surface of a bone : a plume of
feathers or other ornament on the top of a helmet :

(ier.) an accessory figure originally surmounting
the helmet, placed on a wreath, &c., also used
separately as a personal cognisance on plate, &c.

—

v.t. to furnish with, or serve for, a crest, to sur-
mount.— p.adj. Crest'ed, having a crest: (iot.)
having an elevated appendage like a crest.

—

adjs.
Crest'fallen, dejected : heartless ; Crest'less, with-
out a crest : not of high birth.

—

ns. Crest'-marine',
rock samphire; Crestol'atry, toadyism. [O. Fr.
cres/e (mod. cr^te)—L. crista.]

Cretaceous, kre-ta'shus, rtf/;'. composed of or like chalk.
—adj. Cre'tated, rubbed with chalk.—«. Cretlfac'-
Won.

—

v.i. Cre'tify, to become impregnated with
salts of lime. [L. cretaceus, from creta, chalk.]

Cretlc, kre'tik, adj. and «. Cretan, belonging to
Crete: a metrical foot consisting of one short
syllable between two long.—«. Cre'tism, a lie.

Cretinism, kre'tin-izm, «. a state of defective mental
development, associated with bodily deformity or
arrested growth, occurring esp. in connection with
enlargement of the thyroid eland or goitre in the
lower Alpine valleys.—«. Cretin, one affected with
cretinism. -- <K^>. Cre'tinous, Cre'tinised. [Fr.
cretin—Swisi crestin—h. ckristian-us, prob. imply-
ing that, after all, they are human, or that they are
(from their fatuousness) incapable of sin—cf. the fre-
quent use o{ innocent.]

Cretonne, kret-on', or kret'on, n. a strong printed
cotton fabric used for curtains or for covering
furniture. [Fr. , prob. from Cretan in Normandy.!

Cretose, krc'tOs, adj. chalky.
Creutser. Same as Kreutier.
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Crenz, kr6, «. the reverse of relief in sculpture,

intaglio. [Fr.]

Crevasse, krev-as', «. a crack or split, esp. applied to

a cleft in a glacier: (^U.S.) a breach in a canal or

river bonk.

—

v.t. to fissure with crevasses. [Fr.]

Crevet, krev'et, ». a variant of Cruet, a goldsmith's

melting-pot.
Crevice, krev'is, n. a crack or rent : a narrow open-

ing. [O. Fr. crevace—L. L.,—L. crepare, to creak.]

(Jrow, kroC, n. a company, squad, or gang, often in a
bad or contemptuous sense : a snip's company.
[O. Fr. creue, increase— crojj^r^, to grow.]

Crew, kr5o, /(i./. of Crow.
Crewe, kmo, «. (Spens.) a cruse. [O. Fr. crue.\

Crewel, krOO'el, «. a fine worsted yarn used for em-
broidery and tapestry : work in crewels.

—

v.t. to

work in such.—«j. Crew'ellst ; Crew'ellery. [Orig.

a monosyllable, crule, creivle ; ety. dub.]

Crewels, kreSD'elz, n.pl. {Scot.) the king's evil, scrofula.

[Fr. /croiteiies.]

Crib, krib, «. the rack or manger of a stable : a stall

for oxen: a child's bed: a small cottage or hovel,

a confined place : {coil.') a translation of a classic

baldly literal, for lazy schoolboys.

—

v.t. to put away
in a crib, confine : to pilfer : to plagiarise :

—

pr.p.

crib'bing ; pa.p. cribbed.—«. Crib'-bit'iBg, a vicious

habit of horses, consisting in biting the manger.
[.A.S. crib : Ger. krippe.]

Cribbage, krib'aj, «. a game at cards played by two,
three, or four persons, so called from crib, the name
given to certain cards laid aside from his hand by
each player, and which belong to the dealer.—«.

Cribb'age-board, a board with holes for keeping
by means of pegs the score at cribbage.

Cribble, krib'l, «. a coarse screen or sieve used for

sand, gravel, or com : coarse (lour or meal.

—

v.t. to

sift or T\d.d\s.—adjs. Crib'rate, Crib'rose, perforated
like a sieve.—«. Cribra'tion, act of sifting.

—

adj.

Crib'riform, shaped like a sieve. [L. cribelluni,

dim. oi cribrinii, a sieve.]

Cribellum, kri-bei'um, «. an accessory spinning-organ
of certain spiders—also Cribrell'um :—//. Crlbella.

Cribld, kre-bla, «<(/. punctured like asieve, dotted. [Fr.]

CricetUS, kri-se'tus, «. the typical genus of Cricetina,
a sub-family of muroid rodents with cheek-pouches.

Crick, krik, ». a spasm or cramp of the muscles, esp.

of the neck. [Prob. onomatopceic]
Cricket, krik'et, «. a saltatory, orthopterous insect,

allied to grasshoppers and locusts. [O. Fr. criquet ;

cf. Dut. krekel, Ger. kreckel.]

Cricket, krik'et, ». an outdoor game played with bats,

a ball, and wickets, between two sides of eleven
each.

—

Z'.i. to play at cricket.

—

ns. Crick'eter, one
who plays at cricket ; Crick'et-match, a match at

cricket. [Fr. criquet; further ety. dub. Not the

A.S. crycc, a stick.]

Cricket, krik'et, «. {Scot.) a low stool.

Cricoid, kri'koid, adj. {anat.) ring-shaped. [Gr.

krikos, a ring, and eidos, form. ]

Cried, krid, pa.t. and pa.p. o( Cry.—«. Crier, one
who cries or proclaims, esp. an officer whose duty
is to make public proclamations.—Cried down, or

Decried, denounced, belittled ; Cried up, e-xtolled.

Crime, krim, n. a violation of law : an act punishable
by law : offence : sin.

—

adjs. Crime'ful, criminal ;

Crimeless, without crime, innocent ; Criminal
(krim'-), relating to crime : guilty of crime : violating

laws.

—

n. one guilty of crime.

—

ns. Crlm'inallst,

one versed in criminal law ; Crimlnarity, guiltiness.

—adv. Crim'lnaUy.-z-./. Crim'inate, to accuse.—
«. Crimination, act of criminating : accusation.

—

adjs. Criminative, Criminatory, involving crimi-

nation or accusation.

—

ns. Crlminorogist ; Crlml-
nol'Ogy, that branch of anthropology which treats of

crime and criminals.

—

adj. Crim'inous, criminal

—

now chiefly in the phrase 'a criminous clerk.'—«.

Crim'inousness. — Criminal conversation, often

Crim. con., adultery. [Fr.,—L. crimen.]
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Orlmlne, Crlmiol, krim'i-ne, interj. an ejaculation of

surprise or impatience.

Crimp, krimp, adj. made crisp or brittle.— v.i. to

wrinkle : to plait : to make cnsp : to seize or decoy
sailors or soldiers.—«. one who presses or decoys.
—ns. Crimp'age, act of crimping : Crimper, one

who or that which crimps or corrugates ; Crimp'ing-

i'ron, an iron instrument used for crimping hair ;

Crimp'ing-mdcMne', a machine for fornung crimps

or plaits on ruffles.—r/.^. Crimple, to contract or

draw together : to plait : to curl. [A dim. oi cramp;
Dut. krittipen, to shrink.]

Crimson, krim'zn, n. a deep red colour, tinged with

blue : red in general.

—

adj. deep red.

—

v.t. to dye
crimson.

—

v.i. to become crimson : to blush. [M. E.

crimosin—O. Fr. cramoisin ; from Ar. gertnazi, the

cochineal insect, from which it is made.]
Crinal, krt'nal, adj. of or belonging to the hair.

—

adjs.

Crin'ate, -d, having hair ; Crinicul'tural, relating

to the culture or growth of the hair ; Crinlg'eroos,
hairy ; Cri'nito, hairy : (hot.) resembling a tuft of
hair. [L. crinalis—crinis, the hair.]

Crine, krln, v.i. (Scot.) to shrink or shrivel. [Gael.
crlon, dry.]

Cringe, krinj, v.i. to bend or crouch with servility : to

submit : to fawn : to flatter with mean servility.

—

n.

a servile obeisance.

—

>is. Cringe'ling, Crin'ger, one
who cringes.

—

adz'. Crin'gingly, in an obsequious
manner. [Related to A.S. crincan, cringan, to

shrink. Cf. Crank, weak.]
Cringle, kring'gl, «. a small piece of rope worked into

the bolt-rope of a sail, and containing a metal ring
or thimble. [Teut. ; cf Ger. kringel.\

Cilnite. See Crinal, Crinoidea.
Crinlde, krink'l, v.t. to twist, wrinkle, crimp.

—

v.i.

to wrinkle up, curl.

—

n. a wrinkle.

—

adj. Crinkly,
wrinkly.—». and adj. Crink'um-crank'um, a word
applied familiarly to things intricate or crooked.

Crinoidea, kri-noid'e-a, n.pl. a class of Echinoder-
mata, sometimes called feather-stars or sea-lilies,

and well known in fossil forms as encrinites or

stone-lilies.

—

n. Cri'nite. a fossil crinoid.

—

adjs. and
Hs. Crinoid', Crinoid'ean.—rt^'. CrinoidaL [Gr.
krinon, a lily, and eidos, form.]

Crinoline, krin'o-lin, «. a name originally given by
the French modistes to a stiff fabric of horse-hair,

employed to distend women's attire : a hooped pet-

ticoat or skirt made to project all round by means of
steel-wire : a netting round ships as a guard against
torpedoes.

—

n. Crin'olette, a small crinoline causing
the dress to project behind only—akin to the bustie

and dress-improver.—adj. Crin'olined. [Fr., crin
—L. crinis, hair, and lin—L. linum, flax.]

Crinose, krl'nOs, adj. hairy. [L. crinis, hair.]

Crio-spllinx, krl'O-sfingks, «. a ram-headed sphinx.
[Gr. krios, a ram, sphingx, a sphinx.]

Cripple, krip'l, ». a lame person.

—

adj. lame.

—

v.t. to

make lame : to lame : disable, impair the efficiency

of.

—

ns. Cripp'ledom ; Cripp'ling, a prop set up as
a support against the side of a building. [A.S.
crypel; conn, with Creep.]

Crisis, krl'sis, n. point or time for deciding anything,
the decisive moment or turning-point :—•//. Crises
(krl'sez). [Gr. krisis, from krinein, to separate.]

Crisp, krisp, adj. curling closely : having a wavy
surface : so dry as to be crumbled easily : brittle, or
short, as ' crisp cakes,' &c. : fresh and bracing, as
' crisp air :

' firm, the opposite of limp or flabby, as a
'crisp style' in writing.— v.t. to curl or twist: to
make crisp or wavy.—adjs. Cris'pate, -d, having
a crisped or wavy appearance.

—

ns. Crispa'tion ;

Crisp'ature, a curling; Crisp er, one who or that
which crisps ; Crisp'ing-iron, -pin, a curling-iron.
—adv. Crisp'ly. — «. Crisp'ness. — 3^'. Crisp'y.
[A.S.,—L. crisfus.]

Crispin, kris'pin, n. a shoemaker, from Crispin of
Soissons, the patron saint of shoemakers, martyred
25th October 287.

Criss-cross, kris'-kros, tu a mark formed by two lines

in the form of a cross, as the signatiu-e of a person
unable to write his name : a child's game played on
a slate, the lines being drawn in the form of a cross.—v.i. to intersect frequently.

Cristate, kris'tat, adj. crested.

—

n. Cris'ta, a crest—
adjs. Cris'tiform ; Crlstim'anoos, having crested
claws.

Criterion, krT-te'ri-on, «. a means or standard of
judging : a test : a rule, standard, or canon '.—pi.

Criteria. [Gr., from krites, a judge.]
Crith, krith, n. a chemical unit of mass for gases, the
mass of one litre of hydrogen. [Gr. krithe, barley.)

Crithomanoy, krith'o-man-si, n. divination by the
meal strewed over the victims of sacrifice. [Gr.
krithe, barley, and manteia, divination.]

Critic, krit'ik, «. one skilled in estimating the quality
of literary or artistic work : a professional reviewer :

one skilled in textual or biblical criticism, literature,

the fine arts, &c : a fault-finder.

—

adj. Critical,
relating to criticism : discriminating : captious

:

decisive. — ad->. Critically. — ns. Crit'icalness,
Critical'ity ; Criticaster, Crit'ickin, a petty
critic.

—

atij. Criticis'able.-f./. Criticise, to pass
judgment on : to censure.

—

ns. Crit'icism, the art

of judging, esp. in literature or the fine arts : a
critical judgment or observation ; Critique (kri-tek'),

a critical examination of any production : a review.

—Critical angle, the least angle of incidence at
which a ray is totally reflected ; Critical philosophy,
that of Kant as based on a critical examination of
the faculty of knowledge ; Critical point, that
temperature below which a substance may, and
above which it cannot, be liquefied by pressure
alone.—Higher or Historical criticism, as dis-

tinguished from Textual or Verbal criticism, the
inquiry into the composition, date, and authenticity
of the books of Scripture, from historical and literary

considerations. [Gr. kritikos—krinein, to judge.]
Croak, krok, v.i. to utter a low hoarse sound, as a frog

or raven : to grumble : to forebode evil : to utter

croakingly : (slarig) to die.

—

n. the sound of a frog

or raven. — n. Croaker. — adv. CroalCily. — «.

Croaking.—oi^'. Creaky. [From the sound. Cf.

Crake, Crow.]
Croat, kro'at, «. a native of Croatia, esp. one serving

as a soldier in the Austrian army.
CroceOUS, krO'shi-us, adj. saflron-coloured.

Croche, krO'she, «. one of the buds or knobs at the
top of a deer's horn. [Fr.]

Crochet, krO'sha, n, a kind of handiwork in fancy
worsted, cotton, or silk — an extensive system of
looping, by means of a small hook.

—

v.i. to do such
work. [Fr. crochet—croche, croc, a hook.]

Crocidolite, kro-sid'o-llt, «. a mineral consisting

mainly of siUcate of iron, in asbestos-like fibres.

[From Gr. krokis, -idos, cloth, and lithos, stone.]

Crock, krok, «. a pot or jar.

—

n. Crock'ery, earthen-

ware : vessels formed of baked clay. [A.S. croc

;

Ger. krug : perh. of Celt, origin, as in W. crocha>i,

a pot, Gael, krogan, a pitcher.]

Crock, krok, n. dirt, smut.

—

v.i. to dirty.

Crock, krok, n. an old ewe : an old horse. [Cf. Norw.
and Sw. krake, a poor beast.]

Crocket, krok'et, «• (archit.) an ornament on the

angles of spires, canopies, &c., like curled leaves or

flowers.

Crocodile, krok'o-dll, «. a genus of large amphibious
saurian reptiles, including the crocodile of the Nile,

and also the alligators and gavials. — adj. and «.

Crocodilian. — «. Crocodiliiy, captious arguing.

—Crocodile tears, affected tears, hypocritical grief

—from the old story that crocodiles (which have lai^e

lachrymal glands) shed tears over the hard necessity

of killing animals for food. [O. Fr. cocodrille—L.

crocodilus—Gr. krokodeilos, a lizard.]

Crocus, krO'kus, ». a bulbous plant with brilliant

yellow or purple flowers : {slang) a quack doctor.



Croft fate, far ; m«, hir ; mine

;

Cross m
[L. crocus—Gr. krokos ; prob. of Eastern origin, as

Heb. karkont, and Ar. kurkum, saffron.]

Croft, kroft, n, a small piece of arable land adjoining

a dwelling : a kind of small farm.—«J. Croft'er ;

Crofting. [A.S. croft; perh. cog. with Dut. kroft,

or with Gael, croit.]

Orolssant. Same as Crescent.

Oroma, krO'ma, «. {mus.) an eighth note, or quaver.

—

Also Crome.
Crome, krOm, Oromb, krSOm, n. a hook or crook.—

v.t. to draw with such. [Cf. Dut. kram.]

Cromlecb, krom'Iek, «. a term applied in Brittany to

a group of standing stones, a stone circle : formerly

applied to a dolmen, with which it is still sometimes

confounded in England (see Dolmen). [W. cromlech
—cront, curved, circular, and llech, a stone.]

Cromorna, krO-mor'na, «. a clarinet-like reed-stop in

an organ. [Fr.,—Ger. krummhom.\
Crone, krOn, «. an old woman, usually in contempt

—sometimes an old man. [Perh. O. Fr. carogne,

in; or Celt, as in Ir. crion,a crabbed wom
withered.]

Cronet, krO'net, «.

a horse's hoof.

Crony, krOn'i, n.

the hair growing over the top of

an old and intimate companion.
[Ety, unknown.]

Orooole, krSOd'l, v.i. to cower down, or cling close to

anything. [Prob. related to Cuddle.]
Ch'OOdle, krOOd'l, v.i. {Scot.), to coo like a dove, to

coax.
Crook, krrok, «. a bend, anything bent : a curved

tube used to lower the pitch of a cornet, &c. : the

bending of the body in reverence : a staff bent at the

end, as a shepherd's or bishop's : an artifice or trick :

{Spens.) gibbet.

—

v.t. to bend or form into a hook

:

to turn from the straight line or from what is right.—v.i. to bend or be bent.—«. Crook'back (SAak.), a
hunchback. -rt^'. Crook'backed ; Crook'ed, bent
like a crook : not Ktraight : deviating from rectitude,

perverse.— adv. Crookedly.— «. Crookedness.—
adj's. Crook'-kneed ; Crook'-shoul'dered.—A crook
in tbe lot, any trial in one's experience. [Prob.

Scand. ; cf. Ice. krdkr, Dan. krog.\

Orool, krool, v.i. to mutter. [Imit.]

Croon, krODn, v.t. (Scot.) to utter a low, monotonous,
inarticulate sound like a baby : to sing or hum in an
undertone.—». Oroon'ing, a low murmuring sound.
[Cf. Dut. kreunen, to groan.]

Crop, krop, «. all the produce of a field of pcam : any-
thing gathered or cropped : an entire ox-hide : the
craw of a bird: (archit.) a finial : a whip-handle:
the cutting the hair short.

—

v.t. to cut off the top or

ends : to cut short or close : to mow, reap, or gather.—v.i. to yield •.—pr.^, crop'ping ; pa.p. cropped.—«.

Orop'-ear, one having cropped or cut ears.

—

adj.
Orop'fUl {Milt.), satiated.—«j. Crop'per, one who
or that which crops : a plant which furnishes a crop

:

one who raises a crop for a share of it : a kind offancy
pigeon remarkable for its large crop ; Crop'ping, act
of cutting off: the raising of crops : (geol^ an out-

crop ; Crop'py, one of the Irish rebels of 1798 who
cut their hair short in imitation of the French
Revolutionists.

—

adj. Crop'-Siok, sick of a surfeit.

—

Crop out, to appear above the surface ; Crop up, to

come up incidentally. [A.S. crop, the top snoot
of a plant, the crop of a bird ; Dut. crop, a bird's

crop.]

Cropper, krop'ir, «. a fall ; failure.—Come a cropper,
to have a fall, perhaps from phrase 'neck and crop.'

Croquet, kr0'k3, n. a game in which two or more
players try to drive wooden balls, by means of long-
nandled mallets, through a series of^arches set in the
ground. [North Fr. croquet, a dial, form oi crochet,
dim. cS croc, croche, a crook.]

Croquette, krok-et', «. a ball of minced meat or fish,

seasoned and fried. [Fr. croguer, to crunch.]
Crore, krOr, «. the sum of ten millions, or one hundred

lacs. [Hind.]

Crosier.

Crosier, Crorier, kriJ'zhir, «. a cross mounted on a
staff, borne before archbishops and patriarchs—often
confounded with the pastoral staff.

—

adj. Cro'siered. [O. P r. crocier—hale
L. crociarius—L. crux, a cross.]

Cross, kros, «. a gibbet on which male-
factors were hung, consisting of two
pieces of timber, one placed crosswise
on the other, either thus t or X : the
instrument on which Christ suffered,

and thus the symbol of the Christian
religion : the sufferings of Christ : the
atonement effected by these : a repre-
sentation of the cross, a staff surmounted
by a cross, a monument, model, or orna-
ment in the form of a cross, esp. that
in this form in the centre of a town at

which proclamations are made, &c. :

{Scot.) a signal or call to arms sent throughout a dis-

trict, being a cross of two sticks charred and dipped
in blood (Fiery cross) : the transverse part of an
anchor, or the like: a surveyor's cross-staff: any-
thing that crosses or thwarts : a crossing or cross-

way : adversity or afHiction in general.

—

v.t. to mark
with a cross, or to make the sign of the cross.

—

ns.

Cross'-aisle, a transept aisle of a cruciform church ;

Cross'-bear'er, one who carries a cross in a pro-

cession ; Cross'-bun, a bun marked with the form
of a cross, eaten on Good- Friday ; CrOSS'ing, the
making the sign of the cross ; Cross'-stitch, a double
stitch in the form of a cross ; Cross'let, a little cross.

—Crost, obsolete /«./. of Cross.-Cross-and-pile,
the obverse and reverse side of a coin, head and
tail ; Cross Of Calvary, tne Latin cross or cross
of crucifixion elevated on three steps ; CroSS Of
Jerusalem, one having each arm capped by a cross-

bar ; Cross Of Lorraine, a cross with two horizontal

arms, combining the Greek and Latin crosses

;

Cross of St James, a Latin cross figured as a sword ;

Cross of St Patrick, the saltier cross of Ireland (red

on a white ground).—Cross One's mind, to flash

across the mind ; Cross tbe patb of any one, to

thwart him.—Ansate cr0SS(c>-;<jrrt«jrt^(7), acommon
symbolof immortality in ancient Egypt ; Archiepis-
copal cross, the pastoral staff surmounted by a
cross ; Buddbist cross, the gammadion or fylfot, with
returned arms, a symbol found in prehistoric remains
in Italy and elsewhere ; Capital cross, a Greek cross
having each extremity terminated in an ornament
like a
Tuscan

cross, a ' "-I V 2v
crosshav-
ing each
arm ter-

minated
by a ball;

Celtic
cross, a
type of
cross
found in

Ireland
and in
the north
and west
of Scot-
land; va-

r y I n g
f r om a
cross in-

cised on
a flat
slate to an elaborate cruciform monument—some
crosses of this type show Scandinavian workmanship.

Oc^A

Cross—Various Forms :

, St George's cross ; z, St Andrew's
cross ; 3, The Cross Calvary ; 4, Tau
cross, or Cross of St Anthony ; 5, Latin
cross ; 6, Papal cross ; 7, Cross pat^e ; 8,

Maltese cross ; 9, Cross patonce ; 10,

Patriarchal cross ; 11, Cross potent

;

12, Cross crosslet ; 13, Cross fleury.
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Cross mOte ; mflte ; mOOn ; tAen. Crottles

and hence are often called RonlO crosses ; Greek
cross, an upright cross with limbs of equal length

—

the well-known CroSS of St George (red on a white

ground) ; Latin croSS (crujc imrnissa), an upright

cross having the lower limb longer than the others ;

Maltese cross, the badge of the knights of Malta,

converging to a point in the centre, with two points

to each limb : Norman cross, an elaborate memorial
cross like a Gothic turret set on the ground, or on

the base of a {cv,- steps, with niches for figures and
pinnacles ; Patriarchal cross, a cross with two
horizontal bars ; Rouen crosS, a cross in fretwork,

as a brooch or pendant ; St Andrew's croSS (crux
decussata), or Cross saltier, a cross of two shafts of

equal length crossed diagonally at the middle—the

saltier cross of Scotland (white on a blue ground)

;

St Anthonjr's cross {crux contmissa), shaped like

a T ; Southern cross, a constellation in the Ant-
arctic region where the stars are in the form of a
cross. [O. Fr. crois (Fr. croix)—L. cruc-em, orig.

an upright post to which latterly a cross-piece was
added.]

Cross, kros, adj. lying across : transverse : oblique :

opposite : adverse : ill-tempered : interchanged : dis-

honest : balancing, neutralising.

—

adz'. across.— «.

a crossing or mixing of breeds, esp. of cattle : some-
thing intermediate in character between two other

things : dishonest practices, esp. in a sporting con-

test when one of the parties corruptly allows himself

to be beaten.

—

v.t. to lay one body or draw one line

across another : to cancel by drawing cross lines : to

pass from side to side : to write across a bank-
cheque the name of a banking company, or simply
' & Co.' between the lines, to be filled up with
the name of a banking company, through whom
alone it may be paid : to obstruct : to thwart : to

interfere with.

—

v.i. to lie or be athwart : to move
or pass from place to place.

—

n. CrOSS'-ac'tion (law),

an action brought by the defender against the

pursuer in the same cause.

—

ad/s. CroSS'-aimed,
having the arms crossed : (ioi.) brachiate ; Cross -

hand'ed, ha\'ing the grain of the veneer run across

that of the rail—of a band-rail.

—

n. CrOSS'-bar, a
transverse bar : a kind of lever.

—

adj. CrOSS'-barred.
—«j. CrOSS'-beam, a large beam stretching across

a building and serving to hold its sides together ;

Cross'-bench, in the House of Lords, certain benches
so placed, on which independent members some-
times sit ; CrOSS'-bill, a bill brought by the defend-
ant in a Chancery suit against the plaintiff ; CrOSS'-

bill, a genus of birds resembling bullfinches, linnets,

&c., with the mandibles of the bill crossing each
other near the points ; CroSS'-birth, a birth in

which the child lies transversely in the uterus.

—

v.t.

Cross bite, to bite the biter.—«.//. CJross'-bones, a
figure of two thigh-bones laid across each other

—

together with the skull, a conventional emblem
of death.

—

ns. CrosstOW, a weapon for shooting
arrows, formed of a bow placed crosswise on a stock ;

CrOSSbOWer, -bowman, one who uses a crossbow.—adj. Cross' -bred. —«j. Cross'-breed, a breed pro-
duced by the crossing or intenni.\ing of different
races ; Cross -breed ing ; Cross -butt'ock, a particu-
lar throw over the hip in wrestling ; Cross'-Cheque
(see Cheque). — a<^'. Cross-country, across the
fields r.ither than by the road.—«. CrosS'-CUt. a short
road across from one point to another.

—

z:t. to cut
across.

—

ns. CroSS'CUt-SaW, a large saw worked by
two men, one at each end, for cutting beams cross-
wise; Cross'-diTi'sion, the division of any group
into divisions that cut across each other and pro-
duce confusion. — adj. Crossed, marked by a line

drawn crosswise, often denoting cancellation : folded :

cruciate.— n. Cross'-examina tion.— r./. Cross'-
ezam'ine, to test the evidence of a witness by
subjecting him to an examination by the opposite
party.

—

adf. Cross'-eyod, having a squint.

—

ns.

Cross' -fertilisa'tlon, the fecundauon of a plant by

pollen from another : 0r08S'-flre(wf/V.), the crossing of
lines of fire from two or more points ; Cross' -gar'net,
a T-shaped hinge.—adjs. Cross -gar tered (5A<i-i ),

wearing the garters crossed on the leg ; Cross-
l^alned, havmg the grain or fibres crossed or
intertwined : perverse : contrary : intractable.

—

ns.

Cross' - grain edness ; Cross' - guard, the bar, at
right angles to the blade, forming the hilt-guard of
a sword ; Cross'-hatch'ing, the art of shading by
parallel intersecting lines ; CrOSS' - head, a beam
across the head of something, esp. the bar at the end
of the piston-rod ofa steam-engine ; Crossing, act of
going across : the place where a roadway, &c. may be
crossed: intersection: act of thwarting: cross-breed-
ing.

—

adf. Cross' -legged, having the legs crossed.
—adv. Crossly.—«j. Cross'ness ; Cross -patch, an
ill-natured person ; Cross'-piece, a piece of material
of any kind crossing another : (naut.) a timber over
the windlass, with pins for belaying the running
rigging ; Cross'-pur'pose, a contrary purpose : con-
tradictorj' conduct or system : an enigmatical game ;

Cross'-quarters, an ornament of tracery like the
four petals of a cruciform flower : a quatrefoil.

—

z'.i. Cross'-ques'tion, to question minutely, to cross-

examine.

—

ns. Cross'-reference, a reference in a
book to another title or passage ; Cross'-road, a
road crossing the principal road, a bypath ; CrOSS'-
row (same as Christ-cross-row) ; Cross-sea, a sea
that sets at an angle to the direction of the wind ;

Cross'-Sill, a railroad sleeper lying under the raik
transversely as a support to the stringer ; CrosS'-
Spring'er, a cross-rib in a groined vault ; Cross'-
Staff, a surveying instrument consisting of a staff

surmounted with a brass circle divided into four

equal parts by two intersecting lines ; Cross'-StonO,
chiastolite : staurolite : harmotome ; Cross'-tle, in

a railroad, a timber placed under opposite rails as a
support ; Cross'-tin'ing, a mode of harrowing cross-

wise.—«./*/. CrOSS'trees, pieces oftimber placed across
the upper end of the lower-masts and top-masts of
a ship.

—

ns. Cross'-vaOlt'ing, vaulting formed by the
intersection of two or more simple vaults ; Cross'-

way, a way that crosses another ; Cross'-Wlnd, an
unfavourable wind, a side-wind.

—

adv. Cross'Wlse,
in the form of across : across.—Crossas two sticks,

particularly perverse and disagreeable.—CroSS the
path of any one, to thwart him ; CrOSS one's mind,
to Hash across the mind.

Crosse, kros, «. the implement used in lacrosse.

Crossette, kro-set', n. a small projecting part of an
impost-stone at the extremity of an arch : a shoulder
in an arch-stone fitting into the stone next to it. [Fr.]

Crotalaria, kro-ta-la'ri-a, «. a genus of Legvminosce,
the rattlewort. [Gr. krotaion, a rattle.]

Crotalidffi, krO-tal'i-de, n./>l. a family of venomous
serpents, including rattlesnakes, copper-heads, &.C.

Crotalo, krO'ta-IO, n. a Turkish musical instrument,
like the ancient cymbalum.

Crotch, kroch, M. a fork, as of a tree : the bifurcation

of the human body.

—

adj'. Crotched. [Ety. obscure. ]

Crotchet, kroch'et, H. a hook : a note in music, equal

to half a minim, I : a crooked or perverse fancy : a

whim, or conceit.

—

adj's. Crotch'eted, Crotch'ety,

having crotchets or peculiarities : whimsical. — n.

Crotcneteer, a crotchety person. [Fr. crochtt,

dim. of crocks, a hook. See Crochet.]

C^ton, krO'ton, n. a genus of tropical plants, pro-

ducing a brownish-yellow oil, having a hot, biting

taste.

—

ns. Crotonate, a salt formed by the union

of crotonic acid with a base ; Cro'ton-Oil, a powerful

purgative oil, expressed from the seeds of the CrotoH

tiglium, also used externally.—Croton'io acid^ an

acid obtained from croton-oil. [Gr. krotdn, a tick or

mite, which the seed of the plant resembles.]

Crottles, krot'ls, n.pL lichens used for dyeing. [GaeL
crotcU.^
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OrooOh flUe, (Slt : mC, hit ; mine ; Cruet

Oronoh, krowch, T'.i". to squat or lie close to the

ground : to cringe : to fawn. [Possibly crooi.]

Croucbed-frlars = Cnitched-&lar8. See Cmtoh.
OlOQCll-Ware, krowch'-war, n. a finely finished pottery

made with an admixture of pipe-clay in Shropshire :

the famous salt-glazed stoneware made at Bursiem.

Croup, krOOp, «. a severe disease in the throat of

children, accompanied by a hoarse cough.—r.«. to

cry or speak hoarsely. — «. Croup iness.— a^//>.

Croup'0U8, Croup'y. [A.S. kro/an, to cry; Scot.

roup, croup, hoarseness ; from the sound.]

Croup, krCOp, n. the rump of a horse : the place

behind the saddle.— «. Croup'on {fibs.\ the croup:

the human buttocks. [Vx. croupt, a protuberance;

allied to Crop.

}

Croupade, kroo-pad', «. in the manige, a leap in

which the horse draws up his hind-legs toward the

belly. [Fr.)

Croupor. krCOp'er, n. obsolete form of Crupper.
Croupier, krOO'pi-er, n. one who sits at the lower end

of the table as assistant-chairman at a public dinner

:

a vice-president : he who watches the cards and
collects the money at the gaming-table. [Fr., 'one
who rides on the croup.']

Crouse, krOOs, adj. (Scot.) lively, pert.

—

adv. boldly,

pen\y.—adv. Crouse'ly. [M. E. crus; cf. Ger.
krauj, Dut. knots, crisp, cross.]

Crout, krowt, n. See Sauor-kraut.
Crow, krO, n. a large bird, generally black, of the

genus Corvus, which includes magpies, nut-crackers,

jays, choughs, &c. : the cry of a cock : a crow-bar.

—

v.i. to croak : to cry as a cock, in joy or defiance :

to boast, swagger (with over) :

—

pa.t. crew (krOD) or
crowed : pa.p. crowed.— >w. Crow'-bar, a large iron

bar mostly bent at the end, to be used as a lever

;

Crow'-berr'y, a small creeping shrub, producing
small black berries; CroW-flow'er {Shak.), perhaps
the same as CroWfoot, a common weed, the flower
of which is like a crow's foot, the buttercup : crow's-

foot : a number of lines rove through a long wooden
block, supporting the backbone of an awning horizon-
tally ; CroW-keep'er (Shak.), a scarecrow ; Crow •

quill, a pen made of the quill of a crow, &c., for fine

writing or etching; CrOW's'-bUl, Crow'-bill (jwr^. ),

a kind of forceps for extracting bullets, &c., from
wounds ; Crow's'-foot, one of the wrinkles produced
by age, spreading out from the comers of the eyes

:

(»r«V.) a caltrop ; Crow'8'-nest(«rttt/.), a shelter at the
top-gallant mast-head of whalers for the man on the
lookout.— «.//. CroW-steps (see Corbie).—«. Crow"-
toe {.Milt.), probably the same as CrOWfOOt.—As the
crow flies, in a straight line ; Eat crow, or boiled
crow, to be forced to do something very disagree-
able ; Have a crow to pluck with, to have some-
thing to settle with some one. [A.S. crawe, a crow,
craivan, to cry like a cock ; irnit.]

Crowd, krowd, K. a number of persons or things
closely pressed together, without order : the rabble :

multitude.

—

v.t. to gather into a lump or crowd:
to fill by pressing or driving together : to compress.—v.i. to press on : to press together in numbers : to
swarm.—V.aj/;'. Crowded. —Crowd SlUl, to carry
a press of tail for speed. [A.S. criuian, to press.]

Crowd, krowd, «. (o^.)an ancient musical instrument
of the nature of the violin.—«. Crowd'er (pbs.), a
fiddler. [W. crwik, a hollow protuberance, a fiddle ;

Gael., If. crwj/.)

Crowdie, krowd'i, n. a mixture of meal and water

:

{Scot.) brose. [Der. unknown.]
Grown, krown, n. the diadem or state-cap of royalty :

regal power: the sovereign: honour: reward, as
the 'martyr's crown:' the top of anything, esp. of
the head :

_
completion : accomplishment ; a coin

stamped with a crown, esp. the silver 5s. piece

—

tiscd also as the translation of the old French Au,
worth from six francs (or livres) to three francs : a
sue of paper, because originally water-marked with
• crown : {ftrckit.) a species of spire or lantern.

formed by converging flying-buttresses.

—

v.t. to
cover or invest with a crown : to invest with royal
dignity : to adorn : to digniiy : to complete happily.—Hs. Crown' -ag'ent, a solicitor in Scotland who
prepares criminal prosecutions ; CroWU'-antler, the
uppermost antler of the horn of a stag ; Crown'-
COl'ony, a colony whose administration is directly

under the home government ; CrOwn Derby porce-
lain (see Porcelain).—/.«<?>. Crowned, having or
wearing a crown : rewarded : consummated.

—

us.

Crown &[{Shak.), a corruption ofcoroner ; Crown'et,
a coronet : {Shai.) that which crowns or accom-
plishes ; Crown'-glass, a kind of window-glass
formed in circular plates or discs ; Crown'-impe'rlal,
a plant, a species of fritillary ; Crowning.

—

n.pl.

Crown'-jew'els, jewels pertaining to the crown
or sovereign.

—

ns. Crown'-land, land belonging
to the crown or sovereign ; Crown'-law'yer, the
lawyer who acts for the crown in criminal cases.

—

adj. Crownless.

—

ns. Crown'let, a small crown

;

Crown'-liv'ing, a church living in the gift of the
crown ; Crown-office, the office for the business of
the crown side of the King's Bench : the office in

which the great seal is affixed ; Crown'-pa'per,
in England, a printing-paper of the size 15X20 in. :

in America, a writing-paper 15 x 19 in. : Crown'-
post, the same as Klng-post (q.v.) ; Crown -prlnoe,
the prince who succeeds to the crown : Crown'-Saw,
a circular saw made by cutting teeth round a t:ylin-

der ; Crown'-Wheel, a wheel resembling a crown,
with teeth or cogs set at right angles to its plane

;

Crown'-Wlfness, a witness for the crown in a
criminal prosecution instituted by it ; Crown'-
work (fort.), an outwork composed of a bastion
between two curtains, with demi-bastions at the
extremes.—Crown of the catiseway, the middle of
the street. [O. Fr. corone{¥i. couroniu)—L. corona;
cf. Or. kordnos, curved. ]

Croze, krdz, n. the groove in the staves of a cask in
which the edge of the head is seL

Crozier. See CJrosier.

Crucial, kro5'shi-al, adj. testing, searchitig, from
the practice of marking a testing instance with a
cross to draw attention to it.

—

adj. Cruciate (iat.),

arranged in the form of a cross, as leaves or petals.

( Fr. crucial, from L. cntx, crucis, a cross. ]

Crucian, Crusian, kroo'shi-an, n. the German carp,
having no barbels.

Crucible, krCO'si-bl, «. an earthen pot for melting
ores, metals, &c [Low L. crucibuium, most prob.
from L. rrwjr.]

Cruciferss, kroo-sifer-e, «. a natural order of exo-
genous plants (many edible), having a corolla of four
petals arranged in the form of a cross.—«. Cruc'ifer,
a cross-bearer in a procession.

—

adj. Crucif'erous
{dot.), bearing four petals in the form of a cross. [L.
crux, crucis, a cross, yierre, to bear.]

Crucify, krSS'si-fl, v.t, to put to death by fixing the
hands and feet to a cross : to subdue completely

:

to mortify : to torment :

—

pa.p. cru'citied.

—

ns. Cru-
dfl'er, one who crucifies ; Cru'cifix, a figure or
picture of Christ fixed to the cross ; Cruo^z'lon,
death on the cross, esp. that of Christ. — adjs.

Cru'ciform, in the form of a cross ; Crucig'erous,
bearing a cross. [O. Fr. crucifier—L. crucijigere,

crucijtjcum—crux, anAJigere, to fix.]

Crude, krSCd, adj. raw, unprepared : not reduced to

order or form : unfinished : undis;ested : immature.
—adv. Crudely.—«x. Crude'ness ; Crudity, raw-
ness : unripeness : that which is crude.

—

adj. Crud'y
{SkaM.), crude, raw. [L. crudus, raw.)

Cruel, krCO'el, adj. disposed to inflict pain, or pleased
at suffering : void of pity, merciless, savage : severe.—adj. Cru'el-heart'ed, delighting in cruelty : hard-
hearted : unrelenting.— <K^p. Cru'elly.—«J. CJru'el-

ness {ois.) ; Cruelty. [Fr. cruel—U crudelis.]
Cruet, krOO'et, «. a small jar or phial for sauces and
condiments.—«. Cru'et-stand, a stand or frame for



Cruise mote ; mOte ; mOOn : tAcn. Cryptoeramla

holding cruets. [Ace. to Skeat, prob. formed from
Dut. kruik, a jar = Eng. crock; and ace. to E.
Miiller, dim. of O. Fr. cruye (mod. Fr. cruche,

crticliette, a jar), from root of crock. ]

Cruise, kr05z, v.i. to sail to and fro : to rove on the

sea.— «. a sailing to and fro : a voyage in various

directions in search of an enemy, or for the protec-

tion of vessels.

—

n. CrOiS'er. [Dut kmisen, to

cross

—

kruis, a cross.]

Cruisie. See Cruaie.
Crulsken, kroos'ken, «. (/r.) a small bottle.—Also
Cruiskeen.

Cruive, Crave, krOSv, «. {Scot.) a sty, hovel : a
wattled hedge built on tidal flats for catching fish.

Cruller, krul'er, n. a cake cut from rolled dough made
of eggs, butter, sugar, flour, &c., fried crisp in

boiling lard. [Cf. Dut. krulUn, to curl.]

Crumb, krum, n. a small bit or morsel of bread

:

a small particle of anything : the soft part of bread.—v.t. to break into crumbs : to fill with crumbs.

—

«j. Crumb'-brUSh, a brush for sweeping crumbs
off the table; Cnimb'-cloth, a cloth laid under a
table to keep falling crumbs from the carpet.

—

adjs. Crumb'y, Crummy, in crumbs: soft [A.S.
crunta; Dut. kruint; Ger. krume ; allied to crimp.'\

Crumble, krum'bl, v.t. to break into crumbs: to

scatter in crumbs.

—

v.t. to fall into small pieces: to

decay.—«. a crumb: that which crumbles easily.—
adj. Crumb'ly, apt to crumble, brittle. [Orig. dim.
of Crumb; Dut. kruitneUn; Ger. krumeln.\

Crumenal, krOO'me-nal, «. {SJ>ens.) a purse. [From
L. cruDiena, a purse.]

Crump, krump, adj. crooked : wrinkled.

—

ns. Crum'-
my, a cow with a crumpled horn ; Cnunp'et, a kind
of crumby or soft cake or muffin.

—

adj. Crumpy,
crump: easily broken. [A.S. crump — crumb,
crooked; Ger. krumm. Cf. Cramp, Crimp.]

Crumple, knmip'l, v.t. to contort : to mark with or
draw into folds or wrinkles : to crease.—-'. i. to become
wrinkled : to contract or shrink.

—

adj. Crump'led.

—

n. Crump'ling. [Formed from Cruimp.]
Crunch, krunsh, v.t. to crush with the teeth : to chew
anything hard, and so make a noise.

—

n. the act of
crunching. [From the sound : cf. Yx. grincer.\

Crunkle, krunk'l, v.L to crumple.
Crunt, krunt, n. (Jicot^ a blow on the head.
Cruor, krSo'or, n. coagulated blood. — «. Cru'orlne,

the red colouring matter of blood corpuscles.
Crup, knip, adj. {prov.) brittle.

Crupper, krup'er, «. a strap of leather fastened to the
saddle and passing under the horse's tail to keep the
saddle in its place : the hind part of a horse. [Fr.

cropiere—crope, the croup.]
Crural, krCSO'ral, adj. belonging to or shaped like a

leg. [L. cruralis, from crus, cruris, the leg.]

Cruiade, kroo-sad', «. a military expedition under the
banner of the cross to recover the Holy Land from
the Turks : any daring or romantic undertaking.

—

v.i. to go on a crusade.—«. CrUSad'er, one engaged
in a crusade. (Fr. croisade—Prov. crozada—croz,

a cross— L. cntx, a cross.]

Crusade, kroo-sa'do, n. a Portuguese coin, so called
because marked with a cross. [Port. crvzado.'\

Cruse, krSoz, n. an earthen pot : a small cup or bottle.

[Cf. Ice. krus; Dan. krttus ; Ger. krause.\
Cruset, kr(55'set, «. a goldsmith's crucible. [Fr.

creuset.\

Crush, krush, V. t. to break or bruise : to squeeze to-

gether : to beat down or overwhelm : to subdue : to
ruin.

—

v.i. to become broken under pressure.

—

n. a
violent squeezing : a vast crowd of persons or things,—adj. Crushed, broken by pressure : subdued : op-
pressed. — ns. Crush'er, he who, or that which,
crushes or subdues : (slang) a policeman ; Crush'

-

hat, a hat so constructed as to collapse and become
flat : an opera-hat.

—

adj. Crush'lug, bruising : over-
whelming.

—

adv. Crush'ingly.—«. Crush'-room, a
room in a theatre, &c., where the audience may

promenade during the intervals of the entertainment
—Crush a cup, to empty a cup : to quaff.—Crushed
strawberry, of the colour of strawberries that have
been crushed. [O. Fr. croissir; i>er. cog. with Mid.
High Ger. krosen, to crunch.]

Crusie, Crusy, krooz'i, «. {Scot.) a lamp which bums
oil. [From Cruset]

Crust, krust, n. the hard rind or outside coating of
anything : the outer part of bread : covering of a
pie, &c. : (,^eol.) the solid exterior of the earth.

—

v.t.

to cover with a crust or hard case.

—

v.i. to gather
into a hard crust.— <z<f;'. Crustat'ed, covered with a
crust. — «. Crusta'tion, an adherent crust.

—

adv.
Crustily.—«. Crustiness.—a^'. Crusty, of the
nature of or having a crust, as port or other wine

:

having a hard or harsh exterior : hard : snappy

:

surly. [O. Fr.,—L. crusta, rind.)

Crusta, krus'ta, n. something, as a gem, prepared for

inlaying : a hard coating : a cocktail served in a
glass, its rim encrusted in sugar :—//. Crustffl (e).

Crustacea, krus-ta'shi-a, n.pl. a large class of Arthro-
pod animals, almost all aquatic, including crabs,

lobsters, shrimps, sand-hoppers, wood-lice, water-
fleas, barnacles, acorn-shells, &c.—«. Crusta'cean,
one of the Crustacea.

—

adj. Crustaceolog'ical.

—

ns. CrUStaceoroglst ; CrUStaceolOgy, the science

which treats of the Crustacea.

—

adjs. Crusta'ceous,
Crusta'cean. pertaining to the Crustacea, or shellfish.

Crut, krut, «. {prov.) a dwarf.
Crutch, kruch, n. a staff with a cross-piece at the head

to place under the arm of a lame person : any sup-
port like a crutch.

—

v.i. to support: to prop.

—

v.i.

to go on crutches.

—

adj. Crutched, marked by the

sign of or wearing a cross.

—

n.pi. Crutched'-frl'ars,

an order of friars so called from the sign of the cross

which they wore — Crouched- or Crossed-friars.
[From root of Crook ; perh. modified by L. crux.]

Cruz, kruks, u. a cross : (ji^.) something that occa-
sions difficulty. [L. crux, a cross.]

Crwth, kroth, n. an old Welsh stringed instrument,
four of its six strings played with a bow, two twitched
by the thumb. fSV.]

Cry, kri, z'.i. to utter a shrill loud sound, esp. one
expressive of pain or grief : to lament : to weep : to

bawl.

—

z'.i. to utter loudly : to proclaim or make
public :

—

pa.t. and ^a.p. cried.—«. any loud sound,
esp. of grief or pain : a fit of weeping : a pack of

hounds, hence of people : particular sound uttered

by an animal : bawling : lamentation : prayer

:

clamour:—//. Cries.—nj. Crier; Cry'Ing, act of

calling loudly : weeping.

—

adj. calling loudly: claim-

ing notice : notorious. — Cry against, to protest

against ; Cry down, to condemn : to decry ; Cry
off, to withdraw from a bargain ; Cry on, to call

upon : to invoke ; Cry up, to praise : extol.—A far
cry, a great distance ; Great cry and little wool,
appearance without reality : much ado about
nothing ; Hue and cry (see Hue) ; In full cry, in

full pursuit, used of dogs in hunt ; Within cry of,

within hearing distance. [Fr. crier—L. guiritare,

to scream— freq. of L. queri, to lament.]

Cryolite, krfo-lTt, «. a mineral found on the coast

of Greenland, consisting mainly of a fluoride of

aluminium in combination with fluoride of sodium.

[Gr. kryos, frost, and lithos, a stone.]

Ciyophorus, krl-of'o-rus, «. an instrument for showing
the decrease of temperature in water by evaporation.

[Gr. kryos, frost, a.nA pherein, to bear.]

Ciypt, kript, «. an underground cell or chapel, esp.

one used for hnr\a.\.—adjs. Cryp'tic, -al, hidden:

secret : unseen. [L. crypta—Gx. krypie—kryptein,

to conceal. Doublet of Grot.]
Cryptogamla, krip-to-ga'mi-a, n. the class of flower-

less plants, or those which have their fructification

concealed.—«. Cryp'togam.—rt^/^'j. Cryptoga'mlan,
Cryptogam'io, C^^'tog'amous. — «j. Cryptog'a-
misi; Oryptog'amy. [Gr. kryptos, concealed, and
gatnos, marriage.]
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Cryptogram, krip'ta-gram, «. a crj-ptograph. — »s.

C^jrptad'ia, things to be kept secret ; CSyptOl'Ogy,
secret language ; Cryp'tonjTlll, a secret name.

Glyptography, krip-tog ra-fi, «. the art of secret writ-

ing : the character or cipher so used.

—

ns. Crypt'O-

graph: Cryptographer.—«/(;>. Cryptograph ic,

-al. [Gr. kryptos, secret, 7i.r\A graphein, to write.]

Crystal, kris'tal, n. a .'luperior kind of quartz, clear

like ice : (chem.) a piece of matter which has

assumed a definite geometrical form, with plane

faces.—rt<^>. Crys'tal, Crys'talline, consisting of

or like crystal in clearness, &c ; Crys'talform

;

CryS'talUsable, capable of being cr>-stallised or

formed into crystals. — «. Crystallisa'tion, the act

of crystallising.—I'./. Crystallise, to reduce to the

form of a crystal.

—

v.i. to assume a crystalline form.

—ns. Crys'talllte : Crystallogenesis.—(i<^'. Crys-
tallogen'lo. — «. CrystaUog'rapher, one skilled in

crystallography.—rz^//'. Crystallograph la—«. Orys-
tallog'raphy, the science of crystallisation.

—

adj.

Crys'tallold, having the form of a crystal.

—

n. a
name given by Graham to a class of substances

which when in solution pass easily through mem-
branes.—». Crys'tallomancy, a mode of divination

by means of transparent bodies. [O. Fr. crUtol—L.

crystallum—Gr. krystallos, ice

—

kryos, frost.]

Ctenoid, te'noid, adj. comb-shaped, applied by Agassiz

to the scales and fins of certain fishes, as the perch,

&o

—

adj. and «. Ctenoid'ean. [Gr. kteis, ktenos,

a comb, eidos, form.]

Ctenophora, ten-of'o-ra, n.pl. a sub-class of Coelen-

terates—be.tutifully delicate, free-swimming marine
organisms, generally globular, moving by means of
comb-like plates. [Gr. kteis, ktenos, a comb, pherein,
to carry.]

Cab, kuo, tu the young of certain animals, as foxes,

&c. : a whelp : a young boy or girl (in contempt).

—

v.i. to bring forth young :

—

pr.p. cub'bing ; pa.p.
cubbed.

—

adj's. Cub'blsh, like a cub: awkward;
Cub'-drawn {Shak.), drawn or sucked by cubs.

—

«. CubTlOOd.-oi^;'. Cub'less, without cubs. [Prob.
Celt., as Ir. cuib, a whelp, from cu, a dog.]

Cub, kub, n. a cattle-pen : chest.

Cuban, kulian, n. a native of the island of Cuba in

the West Indies.

—

adj. pertaining to Cuba.
Cube, kub, n. a solid body having six equal square

faces, a solid square : the third power of a number,
as—2 X 2 X 2 = Z.—v.t. to raise to the third power.

—

ns. Cu'bage, Cuba'tion, Cu'bature, the act offinding
the solid or cubic content of a body : the result thus
found.

—

adjs. Cu'blC, -al, pertaining to a cube : of
the third power or degree : solid.

—

adv. Cu'bically.
—«. Cu'blcalneSB, state or quality of being cubical.

—adh. Cubiform ; Cuboid, Cubold'al, resembling
a cube in shape.—Cube root, the number or quantity
that produces a given cube by being raised to the
third power—thus a is the cube root of 8. [Fr.,

—

L. cubus—Gr. kybos, a die.]

Cubeb, kQ'beb, n. the dried berry of Piper cubeba, a
climbing shrub, native to Sumatra—useful as a
stomachic and carminative in indigestion, for piles

and for sore throats.

—

n. Cubeb'ln, a ciystallising

substance in cubebs. [Fr. cubebe—Ar. kabdbah.]
Cublca, ku'bi-ka, n. a fine worsted for linings.

Cubicle, ku'bi-kl, n. a bedroom.
Cubit, k&'bit, H. a measure employed by the ancients,

equal to the length of the arm from the elbow to the
tig of the middle-finger, from i8 to 22 inches—also

Cu'bltUB. —<»</;. Cu'bltal, of the length of a cubit.

[L. cubitutn, the elbow ; cf. L. cubdre, to lie down.]
Oaoklng-stool, kuk'ing-stSOl, n. a stool in which

scolds and other culprits were placed, usually before
their own door, to be pelted by the mob. [Men-
tioned in Domesday Book as in use in Chester, and
called cathedra stercoris. From an obs. word CMck,

to ease one's self; cf. Ice. kti/tca.]

Cuckold, kuk'old, H. a man whose wife has proved
unfaithful.

—

v.t. to wrong (a husband) by unchastity.
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—v.t. Cuck'oldlse, to make a cuckold.—<ii^7'. Cuct-
old.\Y (SAai.).—ns. Cuck'old-mak'er ; Cuck'oldom,
state of a cuckold : act of adultery ; Cuck'oldry,
adultery. [O. Fr. cucuauit—cucu, cuckoo.]

Cuckoo, kook'kCO, «. a bird which cries cuckoo, re-

markable for laying its eggs in the nests of other
birds.— «j. Cuck'OO-bud {Shak."), name of a plant

;

CUCk'OO-ClOCk, a clock in which the hours are told

by a cuckoo-call ; Cuck'oo-flow'er, a species of Car-
damine— called 3.\so Lady's Sinock ; Cuck'OO-plnt,
the Wake-robin, Arum maculatum; Cuck'OO-Splt,
-splt'tle, a frothy spittle, made by many insects

parasitic on plants, surrounding the larvae and pups.
Cucullate, -d, ku'kul-lat, -ed, adj. hooded : shaped

like a hood. [L. cucullatus—cucuUus, a hood.]
Cucumber, ku'kum-ber, n. a creeping plant, with

heart-shaped leaves, rough with bristly hairs, and
large oblong fruit used as a salad and pickle—

a

native of southern Asia.

—

adj. Cucum'lfono. [L.

cucumis, cucunteris. ]

Cucurbit, ku'kur-bit, «. a chemical vessel used in

distillation, originally shaped like a gourd.

—

adjs.

Cucur'bital, Cucurblta'oeous, pertaming to the
Cucurbitacect, mostly herbaceous climbers, as the

gourd, melon, &c. ; Oucur'bltive, like a gourd-seed.
[Fr. cucurbite—L. cucurbita, a gourd.]

Cud, kud, n. the food brought from the first stomach
of a ruminating animal back into the mouth and
chewed again.—«. Cud'weed, the popular name for

many species of plants covered with a cottony down.
—Chew the cud, to meditate. [A.S. cividu.]

Cudbear, kud'b.lr, «. a purple or violet coloured
powder prepared from a lichen, used in dyeing. [A
corr. of Cuthbert—from Dr Cutlibert Gordon, who
first made it an article of commerce.]

Cuddle, kud'l, v.t. to hug : to embrace : to fondle.—z'.i. to lie close and snug together.

—

n. a close

embrace. [Perh. a freq. of M. E. couth, cosy.]

Cuddy, kud'i, «. a small cabin or cookroom, in the
fore-part of a boat or lighter : in large vessels, the
officers' cabin under the poopdeck. [Origin uncer-
tain ; cf. Fr. cahute ; Dut. kajuit; Ger. kajiite.]

Cuddy, kud'i, n. the right of a lord to entertainment
from his tenant : rent : (Spent.) CuddeehiA. [Corr.

of Ir. cuid oidhclie—cuid, a share, oidhche, night]
Cuddy, Cuddle, kud'i, «. a donkey: (Scot.) a stupid

person. [Perh. formed from Cut/ibert.]

Cudgel, kud'jel, n. a heavy staff: a club.

—

v.t. to beat
with a cudgel '.—pr.p. cud'gelling; pa.p. cud'gelled.
—ns. Cud'geller ; Cudgelling.—arf;'. Cud'gel-proof,
not to be hurt by beatmg.—Take up the cudgels,
to engage in a contest. [A.S. cycgel.\

Cue, ku, n. the last words of an actor's speech serving
as a hint to the next speaker : any hint : the part
one has to play. [Ace. to some from Fr. queue,
tail, as the ending words of the last speech ; in 17th
cent, written Q, and derived from L. quatido,
' when,' i.e. when the actor was to begin.]

Cue, kQ, n. a twist of hair at the back of the head

:

a rod used in playing billiards.

—

v.t. of the hair, to

form in a cue. [Fr. queue—L. cauda, a tail.]

Cuff, kuf, «. a stroke with the open hand.

—

v.t. to strike
with the open hand : to beat. [Origin obscure ; cf.

Sw. kuffa, to knock.]
Cuff, kuf, «. the end of the sleeve near the wrist : a

covering for the wrist : a handcuff (q.v.). [Prob.
cog. with Coif.]

Cuff, kuf, n. Scotch form of Scruff.—Cuff Of the
neck. See Scruff.

Cuffin, kuf'in, «. a man : a justice of the peace.
[Thieves' slang.]

Cnflo, kuf'ik, adj. of or pertaining to Cufa, esp.
applied to the kind of writing of the scholars of
Cufa in Asiatic Turkey, seat of the most expert
copyists of the Koran.

Cuirass, kwi-ras', or kQ-, n. a defensive covering for

the breast and back, of leather or iron fastened with
straps and buckles, &c.

—

v.t. to furnish with such.

—



Ouir-bouUll mOte ; mGte ; mfiOn ; then. Cumulus

n. Cuirasisier', a horse-soldier armed with such.

[Fr. cuirasse—cuir, leather—L. corium, skin leather.]

Cuir-bouilli, kwer-bCO'lyi, «. leather softened by
boiling, then dried, retaining the impressions made
on it.—Also CTiir-boullly.

Cuisine, kwe-zen', n. a kitchen or cooking depart-

ment : cookery.—«. Cuisin'ier, a cook. [Fr. (It.

cucina)—L. coquina—coquere, to cook.]

Ooisse, icwis, Cuish, kwish, ». armour for the thighs,

consisting of iron plates laid horizontally over each
other and riveted together. [Fr. cuisse (It. coscia,

the thigh)—L. coxa, the hip.]

Cuiter, kiit'er, v,i. {Scot.) to fondle, pamper.
Cuittle, kuti, v.t. to curry : {Scot.) to cajole.

CulCb, kulch, n. {prov.) rubbish.

Culdee, kul'de, «. one of a fraternity of monks living

in Scotland in the 8th century in groups of cells.

[Ace. to Reeves and Skene, the old Ir. cele rt'/,

' servants of God,' or ' companions of God '—Latin-

ised by Boece into Citldei, as ii cultores Dei.]

Cul-dO-fOUr, koo-de-foor, «. {archit.) a sort of low
spherical vault, oven-like.—«j. Cul-de-lampo, an
ornamental design used in filling up blank spaces
in a book; Cul-de-sac, a street, &c., closed at

one end : a blind alley. [Fr. cul, bottom—L. cuius

:

Yx.four. furnace, iampe, lamp, sac, sack.]

Culet, ku'iet, n. the small flat surface at the back or

bottom of a brilliant : the part of armour protecting

the body behind, from the waist downwards—also

Culette. [O. Fr., cul—V,. cuius, the rump.]
Culez, ku'leks, n. the typical genus of Culicida or

gnats —rti/;'. Culic'ifonn, gnat-like. [L.]

Culinary, ku'lin-ar-i, adj. pertaining to the kitchen or
to cookery: used in the kitchen. [L. culinarius—
culina, a kitchen.]

Cull, kul, v.t. to select, pick out.—«J. OTlU'er ; Cull'-

Ing. [Fr. cueillir, to gather—L. collizere—col, to-

gether, legere, to gather. Doublet of Coll6Ct. ]

Cullender. See Colander.
Cullet, kul'et, n. refuse glass.

Cullion, kul'yun, ». a wretch: a cowardly fellow.
—adj. Cull'ionly {Shak.), mean, base. [Fr. couillon,

a poltroon (It. coglione)-Aj. coleus, a leather bag.]
Cullis, kul'isj n. a gutter in a roof : a groove, as for a

side-scene in a theatre. [Fr. coulisse.]

Cully, kul'i, «. a mean dupe.

—

v.t. to deceive meanly :

—pa.f. cull'ied.

—

ns. Cull, a dupe ; Cull'yism, state

of bemg a cully. [Prob. a contr. of Culllon.]

Culm, kulm, n. the stalk or stem of corn or of grasses.—v.i. to form a culm.

—

adj. Culmif'erous, having a
culm. [L. cultnus, a stalk.]

Culm, kulm, n. coal-dust : name given in some parts

of England to anthracite or stone-coal.

—

adj. Cul-
mif erous, producing culm. [See Coom.]

Oulmen, kul'men, n. highest point : the median length-
wise ridge of a bird's upper mandible. [L.]

Culminate, kul'min-at, v.i. {astron.) to be vertical or
at the highest point of altitude : to reach the highest
point (with in).—adj. Cul'mlnant, at its highest
point.

—

n. Culiuina'tion, act of culminating : the
top : (astron.) transit of a body across the meridian
or highest point for the day. [Low L. culmindre,
from L. cuhnen, properly columen, a summit.]

CulottiC, kul-ot'ic, akj. wearing trousers : {Carlyle)
respectable. [Fr. culotte, breeches.]

Culpable, kul'pa-bl, adj. faulty : criminal.—kj. Culpa-
bil'ity, Cul'pableness, liability to blame.— «</r'.

Culpably.

—

adj. Culpatory, expressive of blame.
[O. Fr. cotipable—L. culpabilis—culpa, a fault.]

Culprit, kul'prit, n. one in fault : a criminal : {Eng.
law) a prisoner accused but not yet tried. [From
the fusion in legal phraseology of cul. {culpable,
culpabilis), and prit, prist (O. Fr. prest), ready.
Not culpate—law L. culpatus, a person accused.]

Cult, kult, n. a system of religious belief, worship.

—

Also Cult'tlS. [L. cultus—colere, to worship.]
Culter, kul'ter, «. obsolete form of Coulter.

—

adjs.
Oultlros'tral, (Tulturos'tral ; Cul trate, -d, shaped

like a prunlng-knife ; Cul'trlform, in the form of a
pruning-knife : sharp-edged.

ClUtism, kult'ism, «. a style of writing after the
manner of Luis de Gdngora y Argote (1561-1627),
a Spanish lyric poet

—

estilo culto, being florid,

pedantic, often obscure.

—

ns. Cult'iSt, Cut'orist.
[Sp. culte, elegant—L. cultus.]

Cultivate, kul'ti-vat, v.i. to till or produce by tillage :

to prepare for crops : to devote attention to : to
civilise or refine.

—

adjs, Cul'tivable, Cultivat'able,
capable of being cultivated.

—

ns. Cultivation, the
art or practice of cultivating : civilisation : refine-

ment ; Cultivator.—Cultivate a person's friend-
Sbip, to endeavour to get his good-will. [Low L.
cultivdre, -dtum—'L. colere, to till, to worship.]

Culture, kul'tur, «. cultivation : the state of being cul-

tivated : refinement the result of cultivation.

—

v.t.

to cultivate : to improve.

—

a/i/s. Cul'turable ; Cul'-
tva&l.—p.adj. Cultured, cultivated: well educated

:

refined.—<jrf;'. Cul'tureless. [L. cultHra—colere]
Cultus. See Cult.
Culver, kul'ver, «. a dove : a pigeon.—«. Cul'ver-key,
an herb, probably the columbine, having key-shaped
flowerets.—ai(?'. Cul'vertailed, dovetailed. [A.S.

culfre, prob. from L. columba.]
Culverin, kul'ver-in, n. one of the earlier forms of
cannon of great length, generally an i8-pounder,
weighing 50 cwt.— ns. Cul'verineer ; Dem'i-cul'-
verin, a 9-pounder, weighing 30 cwt. [Fr. coule-

vrine, from couleuvre, a serpent.]

Culver's physic, root, ». iKipular name of a kind of

speedwell, the rhizome of Veronica virginica, used
medicinally. [Prob. from one Dr Cuh'er.]

Culvert, kul'vert, «. an arched channel of masonry
for carrying water beneath a road, railway, &c.
[Perh. from Fr. couler, to flow—L. coldre.]

Culvertage, kul'ver-taj, n. degradation of a vassal to

the position of a serf. [O. Fr. culvert, a serf.]

Cumbent, kum'bent, adj. lying down ; reclining. [L.

cumbens, -entis, pr.p. oi cutnbere, to lie down.]
Cumber, kum'ber, v.t. to trouble or hinder with
something useless : to retard, trouble.

—

n. encum-
brance : cumbering.

—

adj. Cumbered, hampered :

obstructed.— «f. Cum'berer; Cum'ber-ground, a
useless thing, from Luke, xiii. 7.

—

adj. Cum'ber-
less, unencumbered. — ns. Cum'berment, Cum'-
brance, encumbrance. — adjs. Cum'bersome, un-
wieldy : heavy ; Cum'brous, hindering : obstructing :

heavy.— a</f. Cum'brously. — «. Cum'brousness.
[O. Fr. cotnbrer, to hinder—Low L. cutnbrus, a
heap ; corr. of L. cumulus, a heap.]

Cumbrian, kum'bri-an, adj. {geol.) of or pertaining

to a system of slaty rocks best developed in Cumber-
land and Westmorland, now merged in the Cambrian
or Silurian system.

Cumin, Cummin, kum'in, n. an umbelliferous plant,

common in Egypt, and cultivated in southern Europe
and India—its seeds, resembling the caraway, valu-

able as carminatives. [L. cuminum—Gr. kyminon,
cog. with Heb. katnmin.]

Cummer, kum'er, Kimmer, kim'ir, n. a gossip: a

woman : {Scot.) a girl. [Fr. commere—L. cott, with,

mater, mother.]
Cummerbund, kum'er-bimd, «. a waist-belt, a sash.

[Anglo-Ind.—Pers. kamarband, a loin-band.]

Cumshaw, kum'shaw, n. a gift, a tip. [Pidgin-

English.]

Cumulate, kum'u-lat, v.t. to heap together: to accu-

mulate.—<w^i. Cum'ulate, -d, heaped up.—«. Cumu-
la'tion {= Accumulation). — adj. Cum'ulative,
increasing by successive additions.

—

adv. Cum'ula-
tively. [L. cumuldre, -dtum—cumulus, a heap.]

Cumulus, ku'mu-lus, n. a heap ; a kind of cloud com-
mon in summer, consisting of rounded heaps with
a darker horizontal base. — adjs. Cu'mullfonn

;

Cu'mulose.—n. Cii'mulo-stra'tus, a cloud looking

like a combination of the cumulus and stratus.

[L. cumulus, a heap, and stratus,]
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Ousk Cue, far ; m£, hit ; mine

;

Cutty

woman's hair : the elastic lining of the inner side of

a billiard-table : a body of steam remaining in the

cylinder of a steam-engine, acting as a buffer to the

piston.

—

v.t. to seat on or furnish with a cushion.
—p.adj. Cushioned, furnished with a cushion,

padded : having cushion-tires.— «j. Cosll'ionet, a

little cushion ; Ousllion-tire, a bicycle tire made of

india-rubber tubing, with india-rubbier stuffing.

—

adj.

Ousb'iony, like a cushion, soft. [O. Fr. coissin—

L. ccxinum, coxa, hip.]

Cusk, kusk, «. the torsk : the burbot.

Cusp, kusp, «. a point : the point or horn of the moon,
&c. : (archit.) a small projecting ornament common
in Gothic tracery. — a^^V. Cuspidate, -d (bot.),

having a sharp end, as the canine teeth. [L. cuspis,

cuspid-is, a point.]

Cuspidor, kus'pi-dor, «. a spittoon.—Also Cus'pidore.
[Port.,—L. conspuire, to spit upon.]

Cuss, kus, n. (slattg) a fellow : an expletive.

—

adj.

Cuss'ed, cursed. — ». Cuss'edness, contrariness.

[Obviously Curse ; prob. in the personal sense with
a supposed reference to Customer.]

Custard, kus'tard, «. a composition of milk, eggs, &c.,
sweetened and flavoured.

—

«j. Cus'tard-app'le, the
fruit of a West Indian tree, having an eatable pulp,

like a custard; Cus'tardcofif'in {Skak.), the paste
or crust which covers a custard. [Earlier custade, a
corr. o( crustade, a pie with crust See CrOSt.]

Custody, kus'to-di, H. a watching or i^arding : care :

security : imprisonment.

—

adj. Custodial.

—

ns. Cus-
to'dian, Cus'tode, Custodier, Cus'tos, one who
has care, esp. of some public building. [L. custodia,
from custos, custodis, a keeper.]

Custom, kus'tum, ft. what one is wont to do : usage

:

frequent repetition of the same act : regular trade or
busmess: a tax on goods: {pi.) duties imposed on
imports and exports.

—

adj. Cus'tomable, customarj- :

common.—<i;/f. Customarily.—«. Cus'tomariness.—adjs. Customary, according to use and wont

:

holding or held by custom ; Customed, accustomed :

usual.

—

ns. Cus'tomer, one accustomed to frequent
a certain place of business : a buyer : (jslang) a
person ; Cus'tom-house, the place where customs or
duties on exports and imports are collected.

—

adj.
Cus'tom-shrunk (Shak.), having fewer customers
than formerly. [O. Fr. custume, costume—L. con-
suetud-inem, consuescere, to accustom.]

Custrel, kus'trel, «. attendant on a knight : a villain.

[O. Fr. coustillier, coustilU, a dagger.]
Out, kut, v.t. to make an incision in : to cleave or
pass through : to divide : to carve, hew, or fashion
by cutting : to wound or hurt : to affect deeply : to
shorten : to break off acquaintance with, to pass
intentionally without saluting : to renounce, give
up : to castrate : to pterform or execute, as * to cut
a caper.'

—

v.i. to make an incision : to pass, go
quickly : (slang) to run away, to be off : to twiddle
the feet rapidly in dancing '.—pr.p. cut'ting ; pa.t.
and pa.p. cut.

—

n. a cleaving or dividing : a stroke
or blow : an act
of unkindness:
the card ob-
tained by cut-

ting or dividing
the pack : an
incision or
wound : a piece
cut off

graved
or the
from it

:

an en-
block,

picture

manner
of cutting, or
fashion: (pl.)x
lot. — n. Cut'-
away, a coat
with the skirt

Cutter.

cut away in a curve in front—also adj.—ns. Out'-off,
that which cuts off or shortens, a straighter road, a
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shorter channel cut by a river across a bend : a con-
trivance for saving steam by regulating its admission
to the cylinder ; (Sxt'purse (Shak.), one who stole by
cutting offand carrying away purses (the purses being
worn at the girdle) : a pickpocket ; Cutter, the per-
son or thing that cuts : in a tailor's shop, the one who
measures and cuts out the cloth : a small vessel with
one mast, a mainsail, a forestaysail, and a jib set to
bowsprit-end, any sloop of narrow beam and deep
draught ; Cut'-throat, an assassin : ruffian ; Cut'ting,
a dividing or lopping off: an incision : a piece cut
off: a paragraph from a newspaper : a piece of road
or railway excavated : a twig ; Cuf-wa'ter, the
fore-part of a ship's prow.—Cut a dash, or figure,
to make a conspicuous appearance ; Cut-and-come-
again, abundant supply, from the notion of cutting
a slice, and returning at will for another ; Cut-and-
COVer, a method of forming a tunnel by cutting out,
arching it over, and then covering in ; Cut-and-diy,
or Cut-and-dried, ready made, without the merit of
freshness—from the state of herbs in the shop instead
of the field ; Cut and run, to be off quickly ; Out
down, to take down the body of one hanged by
cutting the rope : to reduce, curtail ; Cut in, to strike

into, as to a conversation^ a game at whist ; Cut
it too fat, to overdo a thing ; Cut off, to destroy,

put to an untimely death : intercept : stop ; Cut off
with a shilling, to disinherit, bequeathing only a
shilling ; Cut one's stick, to take one's departure

;

Cut out, to shape : contrive : debar : supplant : to

take a ship out of a harbour, &c. , by getting between
her and the shore ; Cut short, to abridge : check

;

Cut the coat according to the cloth, to adapt
one's self to circumstances ; Cut the teeth, to have
the teeth grow through the gums—of an infant;

Cut the throat of (Jis-), to destroy utterly ; Out
up, to carve : eradicate : criticise severely : turn out
(well or ill) when divided into parts ; Cut up rOUgh,
to become quarrelsome.—A CUt above (coll.), a
degree or stage above ; Short CUt, or Near CUt, a
short way. [Prob. W. cwtau, shorten.]

Cutaneous. See Cutis.
Cutch, kuch, n. the commercial name for catechu,
from the Indian name kut,

Cutcherry, kuch'er-i, «. an office for public business,
a court-house.—Also Cutch'ery. [Hind.]

Cute, kut, adj. an aphetic form of Acute.
Cuthbert, kuth'bert, «. the apostle of Northumbria

(633-687), whose name lives in (St) Cuthbert'S
Beads, a popular name for the perforated joints of
encriniles found on Holy Island ; (St) Cuthbert'S
duck, the eider-duck.

Cutikins, koo'ti-kinz, n.pL (Scot.) spatterdashes—also
Cultikins.

Cutis, ku'tis, «. the skin : the true skin, as distinguished
from the cuUcXc— adj. Cutan'eous, belonging to the
skin.—«. Cii'ticle, the outermost or thin %V.in.^-adj.
Cutltfular, belonging to the cuticle. [L.]

Cutlass, kut'las, «. a short, broad sword, with one
cutting edge, used in the navy. [Fr. coitttlas, aug-
mentative of couteau, knife, from L. cultellus, dim.
o{ culter, a ploughshare, a knife.]

Cutler, kut'ler, n. one who makes or sells knives.—».

Cut'lery, the business ofa cutler : edged or cutting in-

struments in general. [Fr. coutelier, coutel, knife.]
Outlet, kut'let, n. a slice of meat cut off for cooking,

esp. of mutton or veal—generally the rib and the

meat belonging to it. [Fr. ctteUtte, dim. of cite,

from L. casta, a rib.]

Cuttle, kut'l, n. a kind of mollusc, remarkable for its

power of Meeting a black inky liquid—also Outt'le-
fish.

—

n. duttle-bone, the internal shell or bone of
the cuttle-fish, used for making tooth-powder and
for polishing the softer metals. [AS. cudeU.]

CuttO, Cuttoe, kut'o, «. a large knife.
Cutty, kut'i, adj. (Scot.) short, curtailed.

—

n. a short
clay pipe : a short, dumpy girl : applied to a woman,
a term of reprobation, serious or playful.

—

n. Outt'y-



Cuvette mOte ; mOte : mOOn ; iAen.

stool, the stool of repentance In old Scotch church
discipline. [Cut.]

CuvettO, kuv-et', n. a trench sunk along the middle
of a dry ditch or moat.—Also Cunotte'. [Fr.J

Cyanogen, sl-an'o-jen, «. a compound of carbon,

obtained by decomposing the cyanide of mercury
by heat, so called from being an essential ingredient

in the formation of Prussian blue.—«. Cy'anate, a
salt of cyanic acid.

—

(u(/. Cyan'ic, of or belonging

to cyanogen.

—

ns. Cy'anldo, a direct compound of
cyanogen with a metal ; Cy'anlne, the blue colour-

ing matter of violets, &c. ; Cy'anlte, a mineral
composed of alumina and silica, generally sky-blue ;

Cyanom'eter, au instrument for measuring the

degrees of blueness of the sky or ocean ; Cyand'SlS,
morbid lividness of the skin, blue jaundice.

—

aJj.

Oyanot'lc — «f. Cyan'otype, a photograph on paper
sensitised by a cyanide ; Cyan'uret, a cyanide.

—

Cyanic acid, an acid composed of cyanogen and
oxygen. [Gr. kyanos, blue.]

Cyar, sfar, «. the internal auditorj- meatus.
Cyathiform, sl'a-thi-form, adj. like a cup a little

widened at top.

Cycad, slTtad, «. an order allied to Coni/tra, but in

appearance rather resembling ferns and palms.

—

adj. Cycada'ceons. [Formed from Gr. kykas,
an erroneous form of koikas, koiks, the doom-
palm. ]

Cyclamen, sik'la-men, «. a genus of Primulacece,
native to southern Europe. [Formed from Gr.
kykiantisy -inos.]

Cycle, slTcl, «. a period of time in which events
happen in a certain order, and which constantly
repeats itself: an imaginary circle or orbit in the
heavens : a series of poems, prose romances, &c.,
centring round a figure or event—also Cy'ClUS

:

an abbreviation for bicycle and tricycle.

—

z:i. to
move in cycles : to ride or take exercise on a bicycle
or tricycle.

—

adjs. Cy'CliC, -al, pertaining to or
containing a cycle.

—

ns. Cyclist, for bicyclist or
tricjxlist ; Cy'dograph, an instrument for describ-

ing the arcs of circles that have too large a curvature
for compasses ; Cy'ClOid, a figure like a circle : a
curs'e made by a point in a circle, when the circle is

rolled along a straight line.

—

aiij. Cycloid'al.

—

ns.

Cycloid'ian, one of the fourth order of fishes, accord-
ing to the classification of Agassiz, having cycloid
scales with smooth edges, as the salmon ; Cyolom'-
6ter, an instrument for measuring circular arcs

:

an apparatus attached to the wheel of a cycle for

registering the distance traversed ; Cy'Olom, a cycle-
horn. [Gr. kyklos, a circle.]

Cyclone, sl'klOn, n. a circular or rotatory storm.

—

a<ij. Cyclon'lC. [Coined from Gr. kyklSn, pr.p.

of kykloein, to whirl •co\xn&—kyklos.'\

Cyclopaedia, Cyclopedia, sT-kl5-pe'di-a, «. the circle

or compass of human knowledge : a work containing
information on every department, or on a particular

department, of knowledge, usually arranged alpha-
betically.—«^V. Cyclopa'dic, Cyclopedic. [Gr.
kyklos, a circle, smA paideia, learning.]

Cyclops, sT'klops, n. one of a fabled race of giants
who lived chiefly in Sicily, with one eye in the
middle of the forehead : a genus of minute fresh-

water copepods with an eye in front :

—

/>!. CyclO'pes.
—adjs. Cyclope'an, Cyclop'iC, relating to or like

the Cyclops : giant-like : vast : pertaining to a pre-
historic style of masonry with immense stones of
irregular form. [Gr. kykldps—kyklos, a circle, and
dt>s, an eye.]

Cyclorama, sl-klo-ra'ma, n. a circular panorama
painted on the inside of a cylindrical surface appear-
ing in natural perspective. [Formed from Gr. kyklos,
circle, horama, view.]

Cyclosls, sl-klo'sis, «. circulation, as of blood.
Cyclostomous, sT-klos'tO-mus, adj. round-mouthed,

as a lamprey.
Oyolostyle, sfklo-stll, «. an apparatus for multiplying

Cyrenaic

[Formed from Gr. kyklos, circle,copies of a writing,
and Style.)

Cyder. Same as cider.
Cygnet, sig'net, «. a young swan. [Ace. to Diez, a

dim. of Fr. cygne, whose old form cisne (Sp. cistte,
a swan) is from Low L. cecinus, not conn, with L.
cygnus, Gr. kyknos, a swan. ]

Cylinder, sil'in-der, n. a solid circular or roller-like
body, whose ends are equal parallel circles : {mech.)
applied to many cylindrical parts of machines, as
any rotating cylindrical portion of a printing-press.— adjs. Cyllndra'ceous, somewhat cylindrical

;

Cylln'driC, -al, having the form or properties of a
cylinder.—». Cyllndrlc'ity.— (ia>'. Cylindriform,
in the form of a cylinder.

—

n. Cyl'indroid, a body
like a cylinder, but having its base elliptical. [Gr.
kylindros, kylindcin, to roll.]

Cyma, sl'ma, «. a moulding of the cornice, an ogee.—ns. Cym'agrapll, an instrument for tracing the
outline of mouldings ; Cymatlom, a cyma. [Gr.
kyma, a billow.]

Cymar, si-mar', n. a loose light dress worn by ladies.
[SeeCMmer.]

C5rmbal, sim'bal, «. a hollow brass, basin-like, musical
instrument, beaten together in pairs.

—

its. CymTjal-
Ist, a cymbal-player ; Cym'balo, the dulcimer.

—

adj. C3rm'blform, boat-shaped. [L. cymbalum—Gr.
kymbanon—kymbe, the hollow of a vessel.]

Cjrine, sTm, n. a young shoot : {bot.) term applied to

all forms of inflorescence which are definite or
centrifugal.

—

adjs. Cym'old, Cym'ose, Cym'oos.
[L. cyma—Gr. kyma, a sprout.]

Cjnnophane, sl'mS-fan, «. chrysobcryl. — adj. Cy-
moph'anOUS, opalescent. [Formed from Gr. kyma,
wave, phainein, to show.]

C3nnric, kim'rik, adj. Welsh.

—

n. OjVilTJ, the Welsh.
[W. C>wr«, Wales.)

Csmanche, si-nang'ke, n. a name of various diseases
of the throat or windpipe, esp. quinsy. [Gr., kydn,
a dog, anchein, to throttle.)

Cynic, -al, sin'ik, -at, adj. dog-like : surly : snarling :

austere: misanthropic— >«. Cjraan'thropy, lycan-
thropy ; Oyn'lC, one of a sect of philosophers
founded by Antisthenes of Athens (bom c. 444 B.C.),

characterised by an ostentatious contempt for riches,

arts, science, and amusements—so called from their

morose manners : a morose man : a snarler ; Cyn'l-
Cism, surliness : contempt for human nature : heart-

lessness, misanthropy.

—

adv. Cyn'loally.

—

n. Cyn'lo-
alneSS. [Gr. kynikos, dog-like

—

kydn, kynos, a dog;
cf. L. can-is.'\

Cynocephalus, sl-no-sefal-us, n. the dog-faced baboon

:

a race of men with dogs' heads. [Gr. kydn, kynos,
dog, kephale, head.)

Cynosure, sin'o-shiSSr, or sf, «. the dog's tail, a con-
stellation ( Ursa minor) containing the north-star

;

hence anything that strongly attracts attention or ad-
miration. [Gr. kydn, kynos, a dog, oura, a tail.)

Cyperus, sip-e'rus, «. a tropical genus of Cyperacea.—adj. Cjrpsra'ceous, belonging to, or like, sedge
plants. [From Gr. kypeiros, sedge.)

Cypher. Same as Cipher.
Cy pres, se pra, in the law of charitable trusts in

England, the principle of applying the money to

some object as near as possible to the one specified,

when this has become impracticable. [O. Fr.)

Cypress, sfpres, «. an evergreen tree whose branches

used to be carried at funerals ; hence a symbol of

death.—«<//. Cyp'rine. [O. Fr. cipres (Fr. cypres)

—L. cupressus—Gx. kyparissos.]

Cyprian, sip'ri-an, adj. belonging to the island of
Cyprus : lewd, licentious—Cyprus being the place

where Venus was worshipped. — «. a native of

Cyprus—also Cyp'rlot : a lewd woman.
Cyprus, sfprus, n. a thin, transparent, black stuff, a

kind of crape.—«. Cy'pniS-lawn {Milt.). [Prob.
named from the island of Cyprus. ]

Cyrenaic, sl-rin-a'ik, adj. pertaining to Cyrtne, or to



Oyrinio fitc, fSr ; mS, h6r ; mine ; Daeroba

the hedonism of its philosopher Aristippus, a pupil

of Socrates.

CyrilllO, sir-il'ik, adj. pertaining to the alphabet attri-

buted to St Cyril (gth cent.), distinguished from the

other Slavonic alphabet, the Glagolitic.

Cyst, sist, «. a bag m animal bodies containing morbid
matter.—rt^V. Cyst'io, Cyst'lform, Cystoitt', having

the form of, or contained in, a cyst or bag.

—

ns.

Cys'tlde, a small cyst ; Cysti'tlS, inflammation of

the bladder; Cys'tocele, a hernia formed by the

protrusion of the bladder ; Cysto'ma, a tumour con-

taining cysts ; Cystot'omy, the operation of cutting

into the bladder to remove extraneous matter. [Low
L. cystis— Gt. kystis, a bladder.]

Oytherean, sith-e-re'an, adj. pertaining to Venus. [L.

Cythereus—Cythera, an island in the ^Egean Sea(now
Cerigo), celebrated for the worship of Venus.]

CytiSUS, sit'i-sus, n. a group of hardy leguminous
shrubby plants, with-j-ellow, white, or purple flowers,

chiefly in the warmer temperate parts of the Old
World. [Gr. kytisos.^

Cytottlast, sT'to-blast, «. the nucleus or g;erminal spot
of a cellule, from which the organic cell is developed.—n. Cytogen'esis, cell-formation. [Gr. kytos, a
vessel, blastanein, to bud.]

Czar, Tsar, tsar, or zar, n. the emperor of Russia :

—

/em. Czarina, Tsarina.—«j. Ozar'eTltch, Tsar-,
a son of a czar.— Cesar"evltch is the title of the
eldest son, and CesareVna, of his wife.

—

ns. Czar-
eVna, Tsarerna, a daughter of a czar. [Russ.
isari, a king ; conn, with Ger. kaiser, ult. from L.
casar, a king or emperor. ]

Czardas, zar'das (Hung. pron. chSr'dosh), n. a Hunga-
rian national dance, consisting of two sections—

a

slow movement called a lassu or lassan, and a quick
step, the_/r/M oxfriska.

Czech, tshek, «. a member of the most westerly
branch of the Slavic family of races, the term
including the Bohemians, or Czechs proper, the
Moravians, and the Slovaks : the language of the
Czechs, Bohemian, closely allied to Polish.

—

adj.,

also Czecb'lc.

the fourth letter in our alphabet, as well as in

the Phoenician, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

from which last it was immediately derived
—its sound the soft dental mute : (rnus.) the
second note in the natural scale.

Dab, dab, z'.t. to strike gently with some-
thing soft or moist, to smear :

—

/>r.p. dab'bing ;

/a./, dabbed.—«. a gentle blow : a small lump of
anything soft or moist : a species of flounder of
light-brown colour, with small dark spots and rough,
close-set scales.— ns. Dab'ber, a sort of pad for

dabbing ink on engraved wood blocks or plates

;

Dab'chlCk, a smalt water-fowl, a kind of grebe.
[First about 1300; cf. Old Dut. dabben, to pinch;
Ger. tappe, a pat. Confused with Daub and Tap.]

Dab, dab, n, an expert person.

—

n. Dab'ster (coll.).

(Prob. a corr. of Adept.]
Dabble, dab'l, v.t. to spatter with moisture.

—

v.i. to

play in water with hands or feet : to do anything in

a trifling way.—«. Dabb'ler, one who does things
superficially.—<i<^f. Dabbllngly. [Freq. of Dab.)

Da capo, da ka'pO, a term in music, frequently placed
at the end of a movement, indicating that the per-

former must return to the beginning of the music

—

usually written D.C. [It., 'from the beginning'

—

L. de, from, caput, head.]
Dace, das, Dare, dar. Dart, dart, n. a small river fish

of the carp family, and of the same genus as the
roach, chub, minnow, &c. [M. E. darce—O. Fr.
dars—Low L. dardtis, a dart or javelin—of Teut.
origin. So called from its quickness.]

DaoluhlUXd, daksOioond, ». a badger-dog. [Ger.
dachs, a badger, hund, dog.]

Daoker, dak'er, Daker, da'kfer, v.i. (Scot.) to lounge,
saunter.—Also Dalk'er.

Dacoit, da-koit', «. one of a gang of robbers in India
and Burma—also Dakolt'.—»j. Dacoit'y, Dacolt'-
age, robbery by gang-robbers, brigandage. [Hind.
d&kait, a robber.]

Daoryoma, dak-ri-o'ma, «. stoppage of the tear duct.
[Formed from Gr. dakry, a tear.]

Dactyl, dak'til, n. in Latin and Greek poetry, a foot

of three syllables, one long followed by two short, so
called from its likeness to the joints of a finger ;

in English, a foot of three syllables, with the first

accented, as mer'riXy, via\3X^.—adjs. Dac'tylar,
Dactyl'lC, relating to or consisting chiefly of dactyls.—ns. Dactyl'iomancy, divination by means of a
finger-ring ; Dac'tyllst ; Dactylog'raphy, the science
of finger-rings ; Dactylol'OgV, the art of talking with
the fingers, like the deaf and dumb. [L. dactylus—
Gr. daktylos, a finger.]

Dad, dad. Daddy, dad'i, n. father, a word used by
children.—/!. Dadd'y-long-legB, the crane-fly, a
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familiar insect with long body, legs, and antennae.

[Prob. Celt., W. t<ui, Bret, tad, tat : d. Gr. lata.]

Dad, dad, v.t. to throw against something : to dash.

—

«. a lump: a piece: a blow. [Der. unknown.]
Daddle, dadi, v.i. to walk in an unsteady manner, as
a child or very old person : to totter :

—

pr.p. dadd'-
ling ; pa.p. dadd'led. [Perh. conn, with Dawdle.]

Daddle, dad'l, «. (slang) the hand.
Daddock, dad'ok, «. (prozK) the heart of a rotten tree.

Dado, da'do, n. in classical architecture, the cubic
block forming the body of a pedestal : a skirting of
wood along the lower part of the walls of a room,
often represented merely by wall-paper, painting, &c.
[It,— L. datiis (talus, a die, being understood),
given or thrown forth

—

dare, to give.]

Daedal, de'dal, Daedalian, de-da'li-an, adj. formed
with art : displaying artistic skill : intricate. [From
L. Dcedalus, Gr. Daidalos, the mythical artist who
constructed the Cretan labyrinth.]

Daemon, de'mon, n. a spirit holding a middle place
between gods and men, like the daemon or good
genius of Socrates.

—

adj. Das'monlc, supernatural

:

of power or intelligence more than human. [L.

dtrmon—Gr. daimdn, a spirit, a genius, and later a
devil. See Demon.]

Daff, daf, v.i. to play, to play the fool.—«. Daff'lng
(Scot.), foolery, gaiety. [M. E. da/, deaf, prob. Ice.

da'w/r(Syr. dS/, Dan. ddv), deaf.]

Daff, daf, v.t. (Shak.) to put off. [A variant of Doff.

]

Daffodil, daf'o-dil, Daffodilly, daf'o-dil-i, Daffodown-
dilly, daf'o-down-dil'i, n. a yellow flower of the lily

tribe—also called King's spear. [M. E. affodille—
O. Fr. asp}iodile—Gr. asplwdelus ; the d\% prefixed

accidentally.]

Daft, daft, adj. (Scot.) silly, weak-minded, insane,

unreasonably merry.— a</z'. Daft'ly.

—

n. Daft'ness.
[See Daff.]

Dag, dag, «. a dagger : a hand-gun or heavy pistol,

used in the 15th and i6th centuries.—Also Dagge.
[Fr. dague; Celt. ; cf. Bret, dag.]

Dagger, dag'er, «. a short sword for stabbing at close

quarters : (print.) a mark of reference (t), the double
dagger (t) being another.—At daggers drawn, in a
state of hostility ; Look daggers, to look in a hostile

manner. [M. E. dagget—W. dagr (Ir. daigear) ;

cf. Fr. dague.]
Daggle,_ dag'l, v.t. and v.i, to wet or grow wet by
dragging on the wet ground.—«. Dagg'le-tall, a
slattern.

—

adj. slatternly. [Freq. of prov. Eng, dag,
to sprinkle, from a Scand. root seen in Sw. dagg.]

Dago, da'go, «. (U.S.) a name applied loosely to
Spanish- and Italian-bom men. [Prob. a corr. of
Sp. Diego—h. Jacobus.]

Dagoba, dag'o-ba, n. in Ceylon, a dome-like structure



Dagon mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Damp
of solid masonry, containing relics of a Buddhist
saint. [Singh. ddgaha.'\

Dagon, dagon, n. the national god of the Philistines,

half-man, half-fish. [Heb. ddgon—dag, fish.]

Daguerreotype, da-ger'o-tip, «. a method of taking
pictures on metal plates by the light of the sun : a
photograph fixed on a plate of copper by a certain

process.—(ia>'. Daguer'rean.—». Daguerre'otypy,
the art of daguerreotyping. [Fr., from Louis
Daguerre (1789-1851).]

Dagwood. See Dogwood.
DaHabeeab, da-ha-be'a, ». a Nile-boat with oars, one
or two masts, and lateen sails.—Also Dahabi'eb,
Dahabi'yell' [Ar. dahahiya.}

DaUla, dal'i-a, H. a genus of garden plants with large
flowers. [From Dahl, a Swedish botanist.]

Daldle, da'dl, v.i. a Scotch form o( doddle: also to
draggle.

—

adj. Daidling, feeble : dawdling.
Daiker, daker, v.u {prov.) to deck out.
Daily, da'li, adj. and adv. every day.

—

n. a daily
paper.

Daimio, dfmyo, «. a Japanese territorial noble under
the old feudal system. [Jap.]

Dalnl^, dan'ti, adj. pleasant to the palate : delicate :

fastidious : (S/>ens.) elegant. — «. that which is

dainty, a dehcacy. — adj. Daint (Spens.). — adv.
Daintily.—«. Daintiness. [M. E. deintee, any-
thing worthy or costly. O. Fr. daintU, worthiness
—L, dignitat-em—dignus, worthy.]

Dairy, da'ri, «. the place where milk is kept, and
butter and cheese made : an establishment for the
supply of milk. — ns. Dairy-farm ; Dairying

;

Dal'rymaid ; Dairyman. [M. E. deye. — Ice.

deigja, a dairymaid ; orig. a kneader of dough.]
Dais, da'is, ft. a raised floor at the upper end of the

dining-hall where the high table stood : a raised
floor with a seat and canopy : the canopy over an
altar, &c [O. Fr. dais—Low L. discus, a table

—

L. discus, a quoit—Gr. diskos, a disc.]

Daisy, da'zi, «. a common wild-flower, growing in

pastures and meadows— the name given also toother
plants, as the Ox-eye daisy, which is a chrysan-
themum.

—

adj. Daisied, covered with daisies.

—

n.

Dai'sy-out'ter, a fast-going horse that does not lift

its feet high : a cricket-ball skimmed along the
ground. [A. S. dipges edge, day's eye, the sun.]

Dak, dak, Dawk, dawk, n. in India, the mail-post

:

travelling in palanquins carried by relays of bearers.

[Hind, ddk, a relay of men.]
Dakoit. See Dacoit.
Dalai-lama. See Lama.
Dale, dal, Dell, del, n. the low ground between hills

:

the valley through which a river flows.— «. Dales'-
Tnan, specifically, an inhabitant of the dales of
the Lake District. [Ice. dalr, Sw. dal; Ger.
thai.]

Dali, da'li, n. a timber-tree of Guiana, its wood used
for staves, &c.

Dalila. See Delilab.
Dall, dal, n. a tile with incised surface : (//.) rapids.
Dallop, dal'op, n. {prov.), a tuft of grass.

DaUly, dal'i, v.i. to lose time by idleness or trifling : to

play: to exchange caresses:

—

pa.p. dall'ied.—«j.
Dall'iance, dallying, toying, or trifling : interchange
of embraces : delay ; DaQ'ier, a trifler. [M. E.
dtilien, to play; prob. from A. S. dweligan, to err;

cf. Ice. dz'aUi, to delay, Dut. dwaien, to err ; prob.
conn, with dwell.]

Dalmahoy, dal'ma-hoi, ft. a bushy bob-wig, worn in
the iSth cent, by chemists, &c.

Dalmatian, dal-ma'shun, adj. belonging to Dalfnatia,
a strip of Austrian territory along the Adriatic—
Dalmatian dog, the spotted coach-dog, resembling
the pointer in shape.

Dalmatio, dal-mat ik, «. a loose-fitting, wide-sleeved
ecclesiastical vestment, worn specially by deacons in

the R.C. Church, also sometimes by bishops. [Low
L. daimatica, a robe worn by persons of rank in the

early Christian centuries, on the pattern of a dress
worn in Dalmatia.]

Dalt, dalt, ft. {Scot.) a foster-child. [Gael, dalta.]
Daltonism, dal'ton-izm, «. colour-blindness : inability

to distinguish certain colours. — adj. Dalto'nian.
[So called from the chemist John Dalian (1766-1844),
who had this infirmity.]

Dam, dam, «. an embankment to restrain water : the
water thus confined.

—

v.t. to keep back water by a
bank:

—

pr.p- dam'ming ; /«./. dammed. [Teut. ;

Dut. dam, Ger. datnm, &c.]
Dam, dam, ft. a mother, applied to quadrupeds. [A

form o( dattte.]

Damage, dam'aj, «. hurt, injury, loss: the value of
what is lost: {coll.) cost : (//.) the pecuniary repara-
tion due for loss or injury sustained by one person
through the fault or negligence of another.

—

v.t.

to harm.

—

v.i. to take injury.

—

adj. Dam'ageablO.
[O. Fr. dafttage (Fr. donifttage)—L. darnnutn, loss.]

Daman, dam'an, ft. the Syrian hyrax, the cony of the
Bible. [Syrian.]

Damar. Same as Dammar.
Damascene, da'mas-en, adj. o( Darftascus.—v.i. same

as Damaskeen.
Damask, dam'ask, ft. figured stufl", originally of silk,

now of linen, cotton, or wool, the figure being woven,
not printed.

—

2r./. to flower or variegate, as cloth.

—

adj. of a red colour, like that of a damask rose.

—

Z'.t. Damaskeen', to decorate metal (esp. steel) by
inlaying or encrusting on it patterns like damask in

other metals : to ornament with flowery patterns, to

damask.—nj. Damaskeen'ing, Damasceen'ing, the
watered or striated structure seen in certain sword-
blades and other weapons : the ornamental incrusta-

tion with gold and silver of steel and iron surfaces

;

Damaskin', a Damascus blade : a damaskeened
blade ; Dam'ask-plum, the damson ; Dam'ask-
rose, a species of pink-rose ; Dam'ask-Steel, Dam-
ascus steel ; Dam'assin, damask with flowered
patterns in gold or silver thread.—Damascus blade,
a Damascus sword, the surface marked by wavy
and variegating lines. [From Damasctts, in Syria,

where damask was orig. made.]
Damboard, dam'bord, Dambrod, dam'brod, «. (Scoi.)

a draughtboard, the pieces being dams. [Yr.jeu de
daffies, copied by the Germans as dametispiel, by
the Swedes as daftispel, &c., perhaps from the move-
ment of the pieces being like those of the queen
{reifte or dame) in chess.]

Dame, dam, «. the mistress of a house : a matron : a
noble lady.

—

fts. Dame'-scbool, a school for children
kept by a woman ; Dame's'-vi'olet, a genus of
cruciferous plants, formerly cultivated by ladies in

pots for its sweet scent at night. [Fr. dame—L.

doffiifta, a mistress, fem. oi domifius, a master.]

Dammar, dam'mar, ft. a resin, used for making varnish,

obtained from a genus of East Indian conifers.

Damn, dam, v.t. to censure or condemn : to sentence
to eternal punishment : to doom.

—

tt. an oath : a
curse.

—

adj. Dam'nable, deserving or tending to

damnation : hateful : pernicious. — ft. Dam'nable-
•aa%&.— adv. Damnably. — «. Damnation, con-

demnation : {theoL) the punishment of the impenitent

in the future state : eternal punishment.

—

adj. Dam'-
natory, consigning to damnation.

—

p.adj. Damned,
sentenced to everlasting punishment : hateful : a
profane intensive, meaning merely thorough (often

written d d, and softened into darned, dashed,

&C.).

—

adz: very, exceedingly.

—

adj. Damnific.

—

«. Damnification.— r./. Damnify, to cause loss to.

—adj. Damning, exposing to condemnation. [Fr.

datttfter—L. damndre, to condemn

—

datnttum, loss.]

Damoclean, dam-6-cle'an, adj. like Damocles, ^aX-
tererofDionysius of Syracuse, taught the insecurity of
happiness by being made to sit through the feast with
a sword suspended by a single hair over his head.

Damosel, dam'o-sel, n. Same as Damsel.
Damp, damp, ft. vapour, mist : moist air : lowness of
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Damsel f^te, f<ir ; mS, hir ; mine : Dark

spirits : (^/.) dangerous vapours in mines, &c.

—

v.t.

to wet slightly : to chill ; to discourage : to check :

to make dull.

—

adj. moist, foggy : sometimes in the

form Damp'y.—!»./. and v.i. Damp'en, to make or

become damp or moist.

—

n. Damp'er, that which
checks or moderates : a mechanical appliance for re-

ducing currents, musical vibration, &c. : {Australia)

a kindof unfermented bread.—<k(^". Damp'ish, some-

what damp.— «. Damp'islmess.— rt</i/. Damply.
—«. Damp'ness.—Damping oflf (Jun-t.'), the death

of plants from excess of moisture. [M. E. dampen ;

akm to Dut. damp, Ger. damp/, vapour.]

Damsel, dam'zel, w. a young unmarried woman : a
girl. [O. Fr. damoiseU (Fr. demoiselle), a page

—

Low L. domicellus, dim. of L. dominus, a lord.]

Damson, dam'zn, n. a rather small oval fruited variety

of the common plum, esteemed for preserving.

[Shortened from Datnascene—Damascits.]
Dan, dan, «. a title of honour equivalent to Master or

Sir. [O. Fr. dan, (Sp. don ; Port, dom)—L. domi-
nus, lord. See Dame.]

Dan, dan, n. {prov.) a box for carrying coal : a tub.

Danakil, dan'a-kil, n. the name given to the numerous
nomad and fisher tribes on the coast of North-east
Africa. [Ar.]

Danes, dans, v.i. to move with measured steps to

music : to spring.

—

v.t. to make to dance or jump.
—«. the movement of one or more persons with
measured steps to music : the tune to which dancing
is performed.

—

ns. Danco'-mu'slc, music specially

arranged for accompanying dancing ; Danc'er, one
who practises dancing ; Dancing, the act or art of
moving in the dance ; Danc'ing-girl, a professional

dancer ; Danc'ing-mas'ter, a teacher of dancing.—
Dance a bear {obs.), to exhibit a performing bear

;

Dance attendance, to wait obsequiously ; Dance
of death, a series of allegorical paintings symbolis-
ing the universal power of death, represented as a
skeleton ; Dance upon nothing, to be hanged.—
Lead a person a dance, to set him on an undert.-ik-

ing under false hopes : to delude.—Merry dancers,
the aurora. [O. Fr. danser, from Teut. ; Old High
Ger. danson, to draw along.]

Dancette, dan-set', n. (her.) a zigzag or indented line

or figure : the chevron or zigzag moulding common
in Romanesque architecture—also adj. [O. Fr.
dent, dant, tooth, notch—L. dens.\

Dandelion, dan-de-ll'un, n. a connnon plant with a
yellow flower, its leaves with jagged tooth-like edges.
[Fr. dent de lion, tooth of the lion.]

Dander, dan'der, Daunder, d.iwn'der, v.i. (Scot.) to

walk leisiu-ely or idly. [Akin to dandle.]
Dander, «. a form ofDandruff (fu/[^.), anger : passion.
—Raise a person's dander, to put him in a temper.

Dander, «. (Scot.) furnace cinders. [Ety. dub.]
Dandle, dan'dl, v.t. to play with : to fondle or toss in

the arms, as a baby. [Prob. Teut. ; cf. Ger. tdndeln—tand, a toy.]

Dandriff, dand'rif. Dandruff, dand'mf, H. a scaly
scurf which forms on the surface of the skin under
the hair and beard. [Perh. from VV. ion, surface,
skin, and drwg, bad (Skeat).]

Dandy, dan'di, n. a foppish, silly fellow : one who pays
much attention to dress.

—

v.t. Dan'dify, to dress

up as a dandv.— aiiv. Dan'dily, like a dandy.—ns. Dan'dy-brush, a hard brush of whalebone
bristles ; Dan'dy cock, a bantam ; Dan'dy-fe'ver
(see Dengue); Dandy-horse, a velocipede.—«<</.
Dan'dylsH. — n. Dan'dylsm. [Perh. from Fr.

dandin, a ninny ; and prob. from root oi dandle.']

Dandy, dan'di, «. a sloop-like vessel having a jigger-

mast abaft.—«. Dandy-rigged cutter.

Dandyprat, dan'di-prat, n. a dwarf: an urchin.

[Ety. dub.]
Dane, dan, «. a native of Denmark.—adj. Dan'lsta,

belonging to Denmark.—«. the language of the

Danes—{i"/***.) Danlsk.
Duiegeld, dan'geld, n. a tax impoMd in the loth cent.,

to buy off the Danes or to defend the country against
them. [A.S. Dene, Danes, ^,f/</, a payment.]

Dang, dang, v.t. a minced form oi damn.
Danger, dan'jer, n. peril, hazard, or risk : insecurity

:

(ois.) power.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to endanger.

—

adj. Dan'-
gerous, full ofdanger: unsafe : insecure.

—

adv. Dan'-
gerously.—»^. Dan'gerousness ; Dan'gersig'nal.
[O. Fr. dangler, absolute power (of a feudal lord),

hence power to hurt.—Low L. dominiutn, feudal
authority—L. dominus, a lord. See Dungeon.]

Dangle, dang'gl, z<.i. to hang loosely or with a swinging
motion : to follow any one about.

—

v.t. to make to

dangle.

—

n. Dan'gler, one who dangles about others,

esp. about women. [Scand., Dan. dangle, to dangle

;

cf. Ice. dingla, to swing ; Sw. danka, to saunter.]
Daniel, dan'yel, ». in phrase A second Daniel, a wise
judge, with reference to the interposition of the wise
young Daniel to save Susannah, in one of the Apoc-
ryphal additions to the book of Daniel.

Danite, dan'It, «. one of a secret society amongst the
early Mormons. [In allusion to Gen. xlix. i6, 17.]

Dank, dangk, adj. moist, wet.

—

n. (Milt.) water.

—

adj. Dank'ish, somewhat dank or damp. [Perh.
conn, with de^v. See also Daggle.]

Dannebrog, dSn'e-brog, «. the second of the Danish
orders instituted by ICing Waldemar in 1219. [Dan.,
'the Danish banner.']

Danseuse, dong-suz', ». a female dancer : a ballet

dancer. [Fr.]

Dansker, dan'sker, n. (Shak.) a Dane.
Dantean, dan'te-an, Dantesque, dan'tesk, adj. like

the poet X'rtw/^; sublime: austere.

—

ns. Dan'tist,
a Dante scholar ; Dantoph'ilist, a lover of Dante.

Danton, dan'ton, v.t. (Scot.) to subdue, to daunt. [A
form o( daunt.]

Danubian, dan-u'bi-an, adj. pertaining to or bordering
on the DanuSe.—pajnibiaji Principalities, a name
applied to Moldavia and Wallachia.

Dap, dap, z'.i. to drop the bait gently into the water.
Daphne, dafne, n. a genus of shrubs or small trees.

IGr.]
Dapper, dap'cr, adj. quick : little and active : neat

:

spruce.— «. Dapp'erllng, a dapper little fellow.

[Dut. dapper, brave ; cf. Ger. tap/cr, quick, brave.]

Dapple, dap'l, adj. marked with spots.

—

v.i. to varie-

gate with spots.

—

adjs. Dapp'erly (6V0A), variegated

;

Dapp'le-bay, of bay colour, variegated with dapples

;

Dappled ; Dapple-gray. [See Dimple.

]

Darbies, diir'biz, «.//. (slang) handcuffs. [App. from
the personal name Darby.]

Darbyites, dar'bi-Tts, ti.pl. a name given to the
Plymouth Brethren. [From their principal founder,

J. N. Z>rt«5>' (1800-82).]

Dare, dar, v.i. to be bold enough : to venture :

—

pa.t. durst.

—

v.t. to challenge : to defy.—«. (Shak.)
boldness, a challenge. — «. Dare'-deVil, a rash,

venturesome fellow.

—

adj. unreasonably rash aud
reckless.

—

adjs. Dare'flU (Shak), full of daring,
adventurous ; Dar'ing, bold : courageous : fearless.

—«. boldness.—«. Da^ing-do (see Derring-doe).
—adj. Dar'ing-hard'y (Shak.), foolhardy. —ai/f.
Dar'ingly.—I dare say, 1 suppose. [A.S. durran,
pres. dearr : Goth, daursan; akin to Gr. tharsein.]

Dare, dar, v.i. to frighten, terrify. [M. E. daren, to

be in fear ; cf. Dan. dirre, to tremble.]

Dare, dar. Same as Dace.
Darg, darg, n. a day's work : (Scot.) a task. [Contr.

from dawerk, day-wark, day-work.]
Dario, dai^ik, n. an old gold coin larger than an

English sovereign, named after Darius i. of Persia.

Dark, dark, adj. without light : black, or somewhat
black : gloomy : difficult to understand : unenlight-

ened : secret : sinister.—;/, absence of light : obscurity

:

a state of ignorance.

—

adv. (Shak.) in a state of dark.—v.i. Dark'en, to make dark : to render ignorant : to

sully.

—

v.i. to grow dark or darker.

—

n. Dark'-house
(Shak.), a mad-house.

—

adj. Dark'ish, somewhat
dark : dusky.

—

v.i. Darkle, to grow dark.

—

adv. and
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adj. Darkling, dark: in the da.rk.—advs. Dark'-
llngs ifiot-i.), in the dark : Dark'ly.—«. Darkness.
— adj. Dark'some, dark: {poet.) gloomy. — «j.

Darky, Dartey, a negro : (s/a»f) a policeman's
lantern.—Dark ages, the period of intellectual dark-
ness in Europe, from the 5th to the 15th century.—
Darken the door, to enter in at the door.—A dark
borse, in racing, a horse whose capabilities are not
known : a candidate about whom it is not known till

the last moment that he is a candidate.—Keep dark,
to be silent or secret : Keep it dark, to conceal.

—

The prince of darkness, Satan. [A-S-deorc]
Darling, dar'ling, n. a little dear : one dearly beloved :

a favourite. [Dear, and dim. suff. •ling^= /-tng:]

Dam, darn, v.t. to mend a hole by imitating the
texture of the stuff. — «. the place darned.

—

n.

Dam'ing-need'le. [W. dam, a piece, a patch.]
Darn, diim, v.i. a minced form of damn.
Darnel, dar'nel, n. an annual of the rye-grass genus,

the tares of Scripture. [Prob. conn, with O. Fr.

dar/ie, stupid, from its supposed narcotic properties.]

Darraign, Darrain. See Derain.
Dart, dart, n. a pointed weapon for throwing with the
hand : anything that pierces.— i'./. to hurl suddenly :

to send or shoot forth.

—

v.t. to start or shoot forth

rapidly—freq. D&r'tle.—adv. Dart'lngly. [O. Fr.

dart ; from a Low Ger. root.]

Dart. See Dace.
Darter, diirt'er, «. a genus of birds nearly allied to

cormorants, heron-like in gait and gesture.
Dartre, dar'tr, «. herpes.—nrf;'. Dar'trous. [Fr.]

Darwinism, dar'win-ism, n. the theory of the origin of
species propounded by C. Darwin (1809-S2).

—

adjs.

Darwinian, Darwin'icaL
Dash, dash, v.t. to throw violently : to break by throw-

ing together : to throw water suddenly : to bespatter :

to destroy or frustrate : to mix or adulterate.

—

v.i. to

strike against : to break against, as water : to rush
with violence.

—

n. a violent striking : a rushing or
violent onset : a blow : a mark (—) at a break in

a sentence : ostentation : a slight admixture.

—

ns.

Dash'-board, a board or leathern frame in front of a
carriage, to keep off splashes of mud ; Dash'er, one
who dashes : {coil.) one who makes a great show.

—

adj'. Dash'ing, rushing : reckless : hasty and rash :

gallant.—(i/Zf. Dashingly.—«j. Dash'-pot, a device
for preventing too sudden motion in some part of an
apparatus ; Dash'-Wheel, a wheel-shaped box with
compartments, in which cotton cloth is washed by
the revolution of the wheel in liquid.—Dash off, to

sketch hastily ; Dash out, to knock out by striking

against something. [M. E. daschen, dassen, to rush,

or strike with violence—Scand. ; cf. Dan. daske,
to slap].

Dastard, das'tard, «. a cowardly fellow.

—

adj. shrinking
from danger : cowardly.— arf/. and adv. Das'tardly.
— fis. Das'tardness, Das'uirdliness, Das'tardy.
[From a Scand. stem dost = Eng. dazed, and Fr.

suffix -ard. See Daze.]
Dasymeter, da-sim'e-ter, n. an instrument for testing

the density of gases. [Gr. dasys, thick, metron,
measure.]

Dasypus, das'i-pus, «. a genus of armadillos.
Dasyure, das'i-yOor, n. a small carnivorous quadruped

of .'Australia and Tasmania. [Formed from Gr.
dasys, hairy, oura, tail.]

Data, da'ta, n.pl. facts given or admitted from which
other facts may be deduced :

—

ting. Da'tnm. [L.
datutn, data, given

—

dare, to give.]
Datary, da'ta-ri, n. an officer in the papal chancer^',
who dates and despatches documents, grants, &c.

—

n. Data'ria, the office of such. [Low L. datarius—
L. datum^-dare, to give.]

Date, dat, «. the time of any event : a stipulated
time : age, period of time.

—

v.t. to affix the date to.

—

v.i. to reckon : to begin.

—

adj. Dateless, without
date : without fixed limit : undatable.—Ont of date,
antiquated ; Up to date, adapted or corrected to the

present time : modem. [O. Fr. date—L. datum, as
in datum Roma = given or written at Rome.]

Date, dat, «. the fruit of the date-palm.—kj. Date'-
palm. Date'-tree, the tree on which it grows, a
native of the northern half of Africa and the south-
west of Asia ; Date-plum ; Date'-sug'ar. [Fr.
datie—'L.. dactylus — Gr. daktylos, a finger.]

Dative, dat'iv, adj. that is given or appointed.

—

n. the
dative case, the oblique case of nouns, &c.—generally
indicated in English by to or/or. [L. dativus.)

Datolite, dat'O-llt, n. a vitreous calcium borosilicate.

Datum, datum (see Data). — ». Datum-line, the
horizontal base-line from which heights and depths
are measured.

Datura, da-tu'ra, «. a genus of plants, of which one,
D. stramonium, or thorn-apple, has strongly narcotic
properties.—«. Dat'urlne, a poisonous alkaloid in

the foregoing. [Hind. dhaturd.\
Daub, dawb, z'.t. to smear : to paint coarsely.—«.

a coarse painting.

—

ns. Daub'er, one who daubs:
a coarse painter ; Daub'ery, Daub'ry {Shak), a
daubing, or crudely artful device ; Daub'ing. —adj.
Danb'y, sticky. [O. Fr. dauber, to plaster—L. deal-
bare, to whitewash

—

de, down, and albus, white.]
Daud, daud, v.t. {Scot.) to knock, thump.

—

n. a. lump :

large piece.—Also Dawd.
Daughter, daw'ter, «. a female child : a female descend-

ant : woman (generally).

—

us. Daugb'ter-in-law, a
son's wife ; Daugh'terliness ; Daugh'terllng, a
little daughter.—at^'. Daughterly, like or becom-
ing a daughter. [A.S. dohtor; Scot, dcchter, Ger.
tochter, Gr. thygater.]

Daunder, Dauner. Same as Dander.
Daunt, dant, ordawnt, 7>.t. to frighten : to discourage :

to subdue.—a<^'. Daunt'less, not to be daunted.— adv. Daunt'lessly.— «. Daunt'lessness.

—

v.t.

Daun'ton, to subdue : to dare. [O. Fr. danter{FT.
dompter)—L. domitdre—domdre, to tame.]

Dauphin, daw'fin, n. the name given to the eldest son
of the king of France, from 1349 down to 1830:—^»».
Dau'phiness. [O. Fr. daulphin (Fr. dauphin}—I.,

delphinus, a dolphin. From the dolphins in the
crest of Viennois.]

Daur, dawr, a Scotch form of dart.
Dautie. See Dawtie.
Dauw, daw, n. the South African name of Burchell's

zebra.

Davenport, da'ven-port, «. a small ornamental writing-

desk. [From the maker.]
Davenport-trick, da'ven-port-trik, «. the artifice by
which a man can free himself from ropes wound
round him and tied.

Davit, dav'it, n. one
of a pair of pieces of
timber or iron, pro-

jecting over a ship's

side or stern, having
tackle to raise a boat
by. [Cf. Fr. davier,
a forceps. ]

Davy, davi, Davy-
lamp, da'vi-lamp, n.

the safety-lamp for

coal -miners of Sir

Humphry Davy
(1778-1829).

Davy Jones, da'vi jOnz, «. a sailor's familiar name for

the (malignant) spirit of the sea, the devil ; hence
Davy Jones's locker, of the sea, as the grave of men
drowned at sea. [Said by some to be a compound of

Duffy, a West Indian spirit name, and Jonah.}
Daw, daw, v.i. an old English form of da-um.

Daw, daw, n. a bird of the crow kind : a jackdaw.—
o^'. Daw'ish. [From its cry.]

Dawdle, daw'dl, v.i. to waste time by trifling : to act

or move slowly.—». Daw'dler. [Allied to dandU
and dandy.

}

Dawk. See Dak.

Davits.
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;

Deal

Dawn, dawn, v.i. to become day : to begin to grow
light : to begin to appear.—«. daybreak : begin-

ning.—Also Dawning. [A.S. dagian, to dawn,
da^, day.]

Dawnerlng = dandering. [See Dander (i).]

Dawtle, daw'ti, «. {Scot.) a. darling : a beloved child

—also D&uVie.—v.t. Daut, to fondle.
_

Day, da, «. the time of light, from sunrise to sunset

:

the time from morning till night : twenty-four hours,

the time the earth takes to make a revolution on her

axis—this being the so/ar or fiatural day as distin-

guished from the sidereal day, between two transits

of the same star : a man's period of existence or in-

fluence : a time or period.—«j. Day'-bed {Shak.), a

couch or sofa ; Day'-blind'ness, a defect of vision,

in which objects are best seen by a dim light ; Day'-
book, a book in which merchants, &c., enter the

transactions of every day ; Daytreak ; Day'-coal,

the upper stratum of coal ; Dajp-dream, a dreaming
or musing while awake ; Day' -fly, a fly which lives

in its perfect form only for a day, one of the

ephemera; Dajr'-la'bour ; Day'-la'bourer ; Day-
light ; Day'-lil'y, a flower whose blossoms last only
for a day, the hemerocallis.— /k/;. Day'long, during
the whole day.— «J. Day-peep {Milt.), the dawn;
Day-SCboVar, a boy who attends a boarding-school
during the school-hours, but boards at home ; Day-
BChool, a school held during the day, as opposed
both to a night-school and to a boarding-school

;

Day-sight = night-blindness ; Days'man, one who
appoints a day to hear a cause : an umpire ; Day-
spring, dawn ; Daystar, the morning star ; Day'-
tune.

—

adj. Day-wea'ried {Shak.), wearied with
the work of the day—«. Day-work.—Day by day,
daily; Day of doom, the judgment day; Days of
grace, three days allowed for payment of bills, &c.,

beyond the day named.—Name the day, to fix the

day of marriage.—One of these days, an indefinite

reference to the near future.—The day, the time
spoken of: (Scot.) to-day ; The Other day, not long
ago ; The time of day, a greeting, as, ' to give a
person the time of day,' to greet him. [A.S. dag;
Ger. tag; not conn, with L. dies.}

Dayak. See Dyak.
Day-woman, da'-woom'an, n. {Shak.) a dairymaid.
Daze, daz, v.t, to stun, to stupefy. [Ice. dasa, to be

breathless ; cf. A. S. divas, foolish. ]

Dazzle, daz'i, v.t. to daze or overpower with any
strong light : to confound by brilliancy, beauty, or

cleverness.

—

ns. Dazz'lement, the act of dazzling :

that which dazzles; Dazz'ler ; Dazzling. — aiifc'.

Dazz'llngly. [ Freq. of daze. ]

Deacon, de'kn, «. in Episcopal churches, a member of
the order of clergy under priests: in some Presby-
terian churches, an officer, distinct from the elders,
who attends to the secular affairs of the church : in

Congregational and some other churches, an officer

who advises the pastor, distributes the elements at
the Communion, and dispenses charity : in Scotland,
the master of an incorporated company •.—/em. Doa'-
COness, a female servant of the Christian society in
the time of the apostles : in a convent, a nun who
has the care of the altar : one of an order of women
in some Protestant churches who nurse the sick and
tend the poor.

—

ns. Dea'conhood, Dea'coniy, Dea'-
OOnShip. [L. diaconus—Gr. diakotws, a servant.]

Dead, ded, adj. without life : death-like : at rest, of a
ball: cold and cheerless : without vegetation : utter:
unerring.

—

v.t. to deaden, dull.

—

adv. in a dead
manner.

—

n. the time of greatest stillness, as 'the
dead of night.' — adjs. Dead'-alive', Dead-and-
alive', dull, uneventful ; Dead'-beat, quite over-
come ; Dead'-bom, still-bom.—«.//. Dead-clothes,
clothes in which to bury the dead. — «._ Dead'-
OOl'ourlng, the first broad outlines of a picture.

—

adjs. Dead'-doing (Spens.), putting to death, de-
structive ; Dead'-drunk, completely drunk.

—

v.t.

Dead'en, to make dead : to deprive partly of vigour

Dead-eye.

or sensation : to blunt : to lessen.

—

ns. Dead'-eye,
(naut.), a round, flattish wooden block with a rope
or iron band passing round it, and
pierced with three holes for a lan-

yard ; Dead' -fall, a trap operated by
a weight that, when its support is

removed, falls upon and kills or
holds an animal; Dead' - freight,

money paid for the empty space in

a ship by a person who engages to

freight her, but fails to make out a
full cargo; Dead-head (U.S.), one
who is allowed, without payment, to

ride in a public carriage, sit in a
theatre, or hold a privilege having a
money value ; Dead'-heat, a heat or
race in which no one gains the advan-
tage ; Dead'-house, the house or
room where (in hospitals^ police-offices, &c.) dead
bodies are kept till buried : a mortuary ; Dead'-
lett'er, a letter undelivered and unclaimed at the

post-office : a law or ordinance which has been
made but never enforced ; Dead'-leVel, a stretch of
land without any rising ground : sameness ; Dead'-
11ft, a lift made without help, leverage, &c. ; hence
an effort under discouraging conditions. — n.pL
Dead'-llghts, storm-shutters for a cabin window.

—

ns.

Dead'llness ; Dead'-lOOk, the case when matters
have become so complicated that all is at a complete
standstill.— rt(^'. Dead'ly, causing death ; fatal : im-
placable.

—

adv. in a manner resembling death.

—

ns.

Deadly-night'shade, the plant Belladonna (q.v.);

Dead-march, a piece of solemn music played at

funeral processions, esp. of soldiers ; Dead'-meat,
the flesh of animals ready for the market.

—

n.pl.

Dead'-men, empty bottles after a carouse. — ns.

Dead'ness ; Dead'-nett'le, a genus of plants of the
natural order Labiata, so called because they re-

semble nettles but do not sting ; Dead'-pay, con-
tinued pay dishonestly drawn for men actually dead

;

Dead' -reck'oning, an estimation of a ship's place
simply by the log-book; Dead' -rope, a rope not
running in any block ; Dead'-set, a determined and
prolonged attempt ; Dead'-Shot, an unerring marks-
man.—rtrf/'. Dead'-stroke, without recoil.

—

ns. Dead'-
wall, a wall unbroken by windows or other openings

;

Dead'-wa'ter, the eddy water closing in behind a
ship's stern as she sails ; Dead'-weight, a heavy
or oppressive burden ; Dead'-Wind, a wind coming
directly ahead or opposed to a ship's course ; Dead'-
WOOd, pieces of timber laid on the upper side of the
keel at either end, useless material ; Dead'-work,
work, itself unprofitable, which is necessary as a
preliminary, as the opening of a mine.—Dead aS a
door-nail, absolutely dead ; Dead language, one
no longer spoken ; Dead-men's bells, the foxglove ;

Dead-men's fingers, a very common coelenterate
belonging to the Actinozoa—also C<nv-paps and Mer-
maidCs glove : Dead-men's shoes, a situation for-

merly held by some one now dead ; Dead's part
(Scots law), the part of a man's movable property
which he may becjueath by will, and which is not
due to wife and children.—Be dead set against, to
be utterly opposed to.—Put the dead wood on
(U.S. slang), to gain a great advantage over. [A.S.
dehd; Goth, dauths, Ger. todt, from root oi die.]

Deaf, def, adj. dull of hearing : unable to hear at all

:

not willing to hear: inattentive.

—

v.t. Eleaf'en, to
make deaf, partly or altogether : to stun : to render
impervious to sound.—«. Deafening, stuffing put
into floors, partition-walls, &c. to prevent sounds
from passing through.

—

adv. Deafly.— «j. Deaf-
mute, one who is both deaf and dumb ; Deafness.
[A.S. ded/; Dut. doo/, Ger. taub.\

Deal, del, n. a portion ; an indefinite quantity : a large
quantity; the act of dividing cards: (f.i".)a bar-
gain : a fir or pine board : timber.

—

v.t. to divide, to
distribute : to throw about : to deliver.

—

v.i, to trans-
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act business : to act : to distribute cards. —pa.t.

and pa.p. dealt (delt).

—

ns. Deal'or, one who deals

:

a trader; Deal'-fisb, agenusof ribbon-tishes ; Deal-
log, manner of acting towards others: intercourse

of trade. [A.S. dielan—dxl, apart; Ger. theilen—
theil, a part or division. A doublet of dole. By
some, however, deal, a plank, is taken as a doublet
of thill, from A.S. tliel, a plank.]

Deambulatory, de-am'bu-la-to-ri, n. a passage or aisle

round the choir and apse of a church. [L. deambu-
hire, -atiDtt, to walk about.]

Dean, den, «. a small valley.—Also Dene. [A.S.
denu, a valley. Cf. Den.]

Dean, den, n. a dignitary in cathedral and collegiate

churches who presides over the other clergy : the
president of faculty in a college : the chief cliaplatu

of the Chapel Royal : the chief judge of the Court of
Arches : the president of a trade-guild.

—

ns. Dean'-
ery, the office of a dean : a dean's house ; Dean'-
Sllip, the office or dignity of a dean. — Dean Of
Arches, dean of the Court of Arches (see Arch)

;

Dean of Faculty, president of the Faculty of Advo-
cates in Scotland : Dean of Guild, a municipal
functionary in Scotland, wlio has authority over
building and altering of houses.—Rural dean, one
who, under the bishop, has the special care and
inspection of the clergy in certain parishes. [O.
Fr. deien (Fr. doyen}—hovr L. decanus, a chief of

ten—L. decent, ten.]

Dear, der, adj. high in price : costly : scarce : highly
valued : beloved : (Shak.) earnest, inmost.

—

n. one
who is dear or beloved.

—

adv. at a high price.

—

adj.

Dear'-bought.—«. Dear'Ung (Spens.), a darling.—
adj. Dear'-loved.—a</z/. Dear'ly.—>/j. Dear'ness

;

Dear'y, one who is dear. [.-V.S. dedre, dyre ; cog.

with Ger. t/teuer.]

Dear, der, interj. indicating surprise, pity, or other
emotion, as in 'Oh dear !

'
' Dear me !

'
' Dear, dear

!

'

—prob. elliptical in ' Dear help us !' &c. [Some-
times doubtfully referred to Dio ntio (It. ' My God'),
or to some compound of Fr. Dieu.\

Deam, Deamful, Demly. See Dem, &c.
Dearth, derth, «. deamess, high price : scarcity

:

want : famine : barrenness.

—

adj. Dearth'fol (Scot.),

expensive.
Deasil, de'shel, «. {Scot.) motion according to the
apparent course of the sun—opp. to Witliershins.—
Also Dea'soil, Dei'sheal, Dea'slul. [GaeL]

Dearticulate, de-ar-tik'u-lat, v.t. to disjoint.

Deasplrate, de-as'pir-at, v.t. to remove the aspirate.
Death, deth, n. state of being dead : extinction or

cessation of life : manner of dying : mortality : a
deadly plague : cause of death : spiritual lifeless-

ness : the killing of the animal in hunting.

—

ns.

Death' - adder, a poisonous Australian snake

;

Death' -ag'ony, the struggle often preceding death ;

Death'-bed, the bed on which one dies, the last ill-

ness ; Death'-bell, the passing bell ; Death'-blow, a
blow that causesdeath ; Death'-damp, a cold, clammy
sweat preceding death.

—

n.pl. Death' - du'tles,
duties paid to government on the inheritance of pro-
perty, real or personal, after the death of the former
owner.

—

n. Death' -fire, a kind of light supposed to

presage Acax\\.—adjs. Death'ful, Deathly, deadly,
destructive : Deathless, never dying : everlasting.—«. Death'lessness.—ai//'. Death'-like (Shak.), like

a dead person, deadly.— «. Death'llness.

—

adj.
Death'-marked, marked for or by death, destined to

die.

—

n. Death'-mask, a plaster-cast taken from the
face after death.—(J//;'. Death'-practised {Shak,\
threatened with death by malicious arts. — ns.

Death' -rate, the proportion of deaths to the popula-
tion ; Death'-ratt'lej a rattling in the throat which
sometimes accompanies the last uneasy breathings of
a dying person ; Death's'-dOOr, the point of death ;

Death'S'-head, the skull of a human skeleton, or a
figure of it ; Death'S'-man {Shak.), the public exe-
cutioner; Death-Stroke, a death-blow; Death'-

throe, the dying agony; Death'-to'ken {Shak.\ a
sign or token of impending death, a plague-spot

;

Death'-trap, an unsafe building, vessel, or place
that shuts up its occupants to almost certain death ;

Death'-warr'ant, an order from the authorities for
the execution of a criminal ; Death'-watch, a watch
by a dying person : a popular name for several
insects which produce a ticking noise, specially
audible in the stillness of a death-chamber ; Death'-
WOUnd, a wound which caused death.—Death'S'-
head moth, a species of hawk-moth, having pale
markings on the back of the thorax somewhat like
a skulL—Be death on, to be fond of, to be good at

;

Be in at the death, in hunting, to be up on the
animal before the dogs have killed it.—Do, or Put,
to death, to kill : to cause to be killed.—Gates,
or Jaws, of death, death's door, the point of
death. — To death, expressive of intensity, very
much. {P>^^.dedth:G^T.tod. See Dead and Die.]

Deave, dev, v.t. (Scot.) to render deaf. [See Deaf.]
Deaw, du, v.t. (Spens.) to bedew.
Debacle, de-bak'l, «. a breaking up of ice on a river

:

(geol.) a sudden flood of water leaving its path
strewed with debris. [Fr. debacle ; de, and bdcler,
to bar—L. baculus, a stick.]

Debar, de-bar*, v.t. to bar out from : to exclude : to

hinder '.^pr.p. debar'ring ; pa.p. debarred'.—«. De-
barkment. [L. de, from, and bar.\

Debark, de-bark', v.t. or v.i. to land from a ship or
boat : to disembark.

—

ns. Debarka'tion, Debarca'-
tion. [Fr. debarguer— des = L. dis, away, and
barque, a ship.]

Debarrass, de-bar'as, v. t. to disembarrass, disentangle,
free. [Fr. debarrasser ; de, and barre, a bar.]

Debase, de-bas', v.t. to lower : to make mean or of
less value : to adulterate.

—

adj. Debased', degraded :

(her.) reversed.

—

n. Debase'ment, degradation.

—

adj. Debas'ing, tending to lower or degrade.

—

adv.
Debas'ingly. [L. de, down, and base, low.]

Debate, de-bat', «. a contention in words or argument

:

(obs.) strife.

—

v.t. to contend for in argument : (arch.)

to fight for.

—

v.i. to deliberate : to join in debate.

—

adjs. Debat'able, liable to be disputed ; Debate'fol
(Spens.), quarrelsome.—?«. Debate'ment (Spens.,
Shak.), controversy; 'DQhaX'QT.—adv. Debat'ingly.
—Debatable land, a tract ofborder land between Esk
and Sark claimed both by England and Scotland.
[O. Fr. debatre—L. de, and baiuere, to beat.]

Debauch, de-bawch', v.t. to lead away from duty or
allegiance : to corrupt with lewdness : to pervert.

—

v.i. to indulge in revelry.—«. a fit of intemperance
or debauchery. ^;>.a«f;'. Debauched', corrupt : profli-

gate.—a</z'. Debauch'edly.—«j. Debauch edness

;

Debauchee, a libertine ; Debauch'er ; Debauch'ery,
excessive intemperance : habitual lewdness ; De-
bauch'ment. [O. Fr. desbaucher (Fr. dibaticher),

to corrupt

—

des = L. dis, and baucher, to hew

—

baucfte or bauc, a beam, a course of stones.]

Debel, de-bel', v.t. (Milt.) to conquer in war. [Fr.

debeller—L. debellare—de, from, and belidre, to

carry on war, from bellum, war.]

Debenture, de-bent'ur, n. a written acknowledgment
of a debt : a deed of mortgage given by a railway or

other company for borrowed money : a certificate

entitling an exporter of imported goods to a repay-

ment of the duty paid on their importation.

—

p.adj.

Debent'Ured, entitled to drawback or debenture, as

goods. [L. debentur, there are due, 3d pers. pi.

pass, oi debere, to owe—the first word of the receipt.]

Debilitate, de-bil'i-tat, v.t. to make weak: to impair
the strength ot—adj. DeVile (arch.), weak, feeble.

—ns. Debilita'tion ; Debll'ity, weakness^ and lan-

guor : a weak action of the animal functions. [L.

debilitdre, atum—debilis, weak

—

dc, not, habilis,

able. See Ability.]
Debit, deb'it, n. a debt or something due : an entry on

the debtor side of an account.

—

v.t. to charge with
debt : to enter on the debtor side of an account.

—
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Dawn (Site, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Deal

Dawn, dawn, v.i. to become day : to begin to grow-
light : to begin to appear.—«. daybreak : begin-
ning.—Also Dawn'ing. [A.S. da£^an, to dawn,
di^g, day.]

Dawnering = dandering. [See Dander (i).]

Dawtie, daw'ti, «. {Scot.) a darling : a beloved child

—also Daut'16.—f./. Daut, to fondle.

Day, da, «. the time of light, from sunrise to sunset

:

the time from morning till night : twenty-four hours,

the time the earth takes to make a revolution on her

axis—this being the soiar or natural day as distin-

guished from the sidereal day, between two transits

of the same star: a man's period of existence or in-

fluence : a time or period.

—

ns. Day'-bed {Shak.), a
couch or sofa ; Day'-blind'noss, a defect of vision,

in which objects are best seen by a dim light ; Day'-
book, a book in which merchants, &c., enter the

transactions of every day; Day'break; Day'-ooal,

the uppter stratum of coal ; Day'-dream, a dreaming
or musing while awake ; DajT-fly, a fly which lives

in its perfect form only for a day, one of the

ephemera; Day'-la'bour ; Day'-la'bourer ; Day'-
light ; DasT-lily, a flower whose blossoms last only
for a day, the hemerocallis.— rt^'. Day'long, during
the whole day.— «J. Day'-peep {Milt.), the dawn;
Day'-SChol'ar, a boy who attends a boarding-school
during the school-hours, but boards at home ; Day*-
SChool, a school held during the day, as opposed
both to a night-school and to a boarding-school

;

Day'-Sight = night-blindness ; Days'man, one who
appoints a day to hear a cause : an umpire ; Day'-
spring. dawn : Day'Star, the morning star ; Day"-
XimB.—adj. Dajr'-Wea'rled {Shak.), wearied with
the work of the day.—«. Day-work.—Day by day,
daily; Day of doom, the judgment day; Days Of
grace, three days allowed for payment of bills, &c.,

beyond the day named.—Name the day, to fix the

day of marriage.—One of these days, an indefinite

reference to the near future.—The day, the time
spoken of: {Scot.) to-day ; The other day, not long

ago; The time of day, a greeting, as, 'to give a
person the time of day,' to greet him. [A.S. dcrg

;

Ger. tag; not conn, with L. dies.]

Dajrak. See Dyak.
Day-woman, da'-woom'an, ft. {Shak.) a dairymaid.
Daze, daz, v.t. to stun, to stupefy. [Ice. dasa, to be

breathless; cf. A.S. divtes, foolish.]

Dazzle, daz'i, v.t. to daze or overpower with any
strong light : to confound by brilliancy, beauty, or

cleverness,

—

ns. Dazz'lement, the act of dazzling :

that which dazzles; Dazz'ler; Dazz'llng. — a<^z'.

Dazz'Ilngly. [Freq. of daze.]

Deacon, de'kn, ». in Episcopal churches, a member of
the order of clergy under priests : in some Presby-
terian churches, an officer, distinct from the elders,

who attends to the secular affairs of the church : in

Congregational and some other churches, an officer

who advises the pastor, distributes the elements at
the Communion, and dispenses charity : in Scotland,
the master of an incorporated company •.—/em. Dea'-
ooness, a female servant of the Christian society in

the time of the apostles : in a convent, a nun who
has the care of the altar : one of an order of women
in some Protestant churches who nurse the sick and
tend the poor.

—

ns. Dea'conhood, Dea'conry, Dea'-
COnshlp. [L. diaconus—Gr. diakonos, a servant.]

Dead, ded, adj. without life : death-like : at rest, of a
ball: cold and cheerless : without vegetation : utter:
unerring.

—

v.t. to deaden, dull.—Wt/. in a dead
manner.

—

n. the time of greatest stillness, as 'the
dead of night.' — adj's. Dead-alive', Dead-and-
alive', dull, uneventful ; Dead'-beat, quite over-
come ; Dead'-bom, still-bom.—«.//. Dead-clothes,
clothes in which to bury the dead. — «. Dead'-
corouring, the first broad outlines of a picture.

—

adjs. Dead'-doing {Spens.), putting to death, de-
structive ; Dead'-drunk, completely drunk.

—

v.t.

Dead'en, to make dead : to deprive partly of vigour

Dead-eye.

or sensation : to blunt : to lessen.

—

ns. Dead'-eye,
{naut.), a round, fiattish wooden block with a rope
or iron band passing round it, and
pierced with three holes for a lan-

yard ; Dead'-fall, a trap operated by
a weight that, when its support is

removed, falls upon and kills or
holds an animal ; Dead' - freight,

money paid for the empty space in

a ship by a person who engages to

freight her, but fails to make out a
full cargo ; Dead-head {U.S.). one
who is allowed, without payment, to

ride in a public carriage, sit in a
theatre, or hold a privilege having a
money value ; Desul'-heat, a heat or
race in which no one gains the advan-
tage ; Dead'-house, the house or
room where (in hospitals, police-offices, &c.) dead
bodies are kept till buried : a mortuary ; Dead'-
lett'er, a letter undelivered and unclaimed at the

post-office : a law or ordinance which has been
made but never enforced ; Dead'-lev'el, a stretch of
land without any rising ground : sameness ; Dead'-
lift, a lift made without help, leverage, &c. ; hence
an effort under discouraging conditions. — n.pL
Dead'-lights, storm-shutters for a cabin window.

—

ns.

Dead'liness ; Dead'-lock, the case when matters
have become so compUcated that all is at a complete
standstill.

—

adj. Dead'ly, causing death : fatal ; im-
placable.

—

adv. in a manner resembling death.

—

ns.

Dead'ly-night'Shade, the plant Belladonna (q.v.);

Dead-march, a piece of solemn music played at

funeral processions, esp. of soldiers ; Dead'-moat,
the flesh of animals ready for the market.

—

n.pl.

Dead'-men, empty bottles after a carouse. — ns.

Dead'ness ; Dead'-nett'le, a genus of plants of the
natural order Labiata, so called because they re-

semble nettles but do not sting; Dead'-pay, con-
tinued pay dishonestly drawn for men actually dead

;

Dead'-reck'oning, an estimation of a ship's place
simply by the log-book; Dead'-ropo, a rope not
running in any block ; Dead'-set, a determined and
prolonged attempt ; Dead'-shot, an unerring marks-
man.—<k^'. Dead'-stroke, without recoil.

—

ns. Dead'-
wall, a wall unbroken by windows or other openings

;

Dead'-wa'ter, the eddy water closing in behind a
ship's stern as she sails ; Dead'-weight, a heavy
or oppressive burden ; Dead'-Wind, a wind coming
directly ahead or opposed to a ship's course ; Dead'-
WOOd, pieces of timber laid on the upper side of the
keel at either end, useless material ; Dead'-work,
work, itself unprofitable, which is necessary as a
preliminary, as the opening of a mine.—Dead aS a
door-nail, absolutely dead ; Dead language, one
no longer spoken ; Dead-men's bells, the foxglove ;

Dead-men's fingers, a very common ccelenterate

belonging to the Actinozoa—also Co'M-paps and Mer-
tnaitts glove: Dead-men's shoes, a situation for-

merly held by some one now dead ; Dead's part
{Scots law), the part of a man's movable property
which he may bequeath by will, and which is not
due to wife and children.—Be dead set against, to

be utterly opposed to.—Put the dead wood on
{U.S. slang), to gain a great advantage over. [A.S.
deid; Goth, dauths, Ger. todt, from root of <//>.]

Deaf, def, adj. dull of hearing : unable to hear at all

:

not willing to hear: inattentive.

—

v.t. Deaf'en, to
make dea^ partly or altogether : to stun : to render
impervious to sound.

—

n. Deafening, stuffing put
into floors, partition-walls, &c. to prevent sounds
from passing through.

—

adv. Deafly.— «J. Deaf-
mute, one who is both deaf and dumb ; Deafness.
[A.S. ded/; Dut. doo/, Ger. taub.]

Deal, del, n. a portion ; an indefinite quantity : a large
quantity; the act of dividing cards: {U.S.) n bar-

gain : a fir or pine board : timber.

—

v.t. to divide, to

distribute : to throw about : to deliver.

—

v.i, to trans-
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Deambulatory mate ; mQte ; mCOn ; tAta. Debit

act business : to act : to distribute cards. —pa.t.

and /a./, dealt (delt).

—

ns. Deal'Or, one who deals:

a trader; Deal'-fish, a genus of ribbon-tishes; Deal-
ing, manner of acting towards others: intercourse

of trade. [A. S. dxian—dsl, a part ; Ger. theilen—
tkeil, a part or division. A doublet of doie. By
some, however, deal, a plank, is taken as a doublet
of thill, from A.S. thel, a plank.]

Deambulatory, de-am' bu-la-to-ri, n. a passage or aisle

round the choir and apse of a church. [L. deambu-
liire, -atlint, to walk about.]

Dean, den, «. a small valley.—Also Dene. [A.S.

denu, a valley. Cf. Den.]
Dean, den, n. a dignitary in cathedral and collegiate

churches who presides over the other clergy : the
president of faculty in a college : the chief chaplain
of the Chapel Royal : the chief judge of the Court of
Arches : the president of a trade-guild.

—

ks. Dean'-
ery, the office of a dean : a dean's house ; Dean'-
staip, the office or dignity of a dean. — Dean of
Arches, dean of the Court of Arches (see Arch)

;

Dean of Faculty, president of the Faculty of Advo-
cates in Scotland : Dean Of Guild, a municipal
functionary in Scotland, who has authority over
building and altering of houses.—Bural dean, one
who, under the bishop, has the special care and
inspection of the clergy in certain parishes. [O.

Fr. dtien (Fr. doyeny-Low L. decanus, a chief of

ten—L. decent, ten.]

Dear, der, adj. high in price : costly : scarce : highly
valued : beloved : (Shak.) earnest, inmost.

—

n. one
who is dear or beloved.

—

adv. at a high price.

—

adj.

Dear'-bought.—«. Dear'llng (Spens.), a darling.—
adj. Dear'-loved.—iw/z'. Dear'ly.—/tr. Dear'ness

;

Dear'y, one who is dear. [.\.S. dedre, dyre ; cog.

with Ger. tJuner.]
Dear, der, interj. indicating surprise, pity, or other

emotion, as in ' Oh dear !
'

' Dear me !
'

' Dear, dear 1

'

—prob. elliptical in ' Dear help us !' &c [Some-
times doubtfully referred to Dio tnio (It. ' My (Jod'),

or to some compound of Fr. Diett.]

Deam, Deamful, Demly. See Dem, &c.
Dearth, derth, n. dearness, high price : scarcity :

want : famine : barrenness.

—

adj. Dearth'ful (Scat.),

expensive.
Deasil, de'shel, n. (Scot.) motion according to the
apparent course of the sun—opp. to IVit/iershins.—
.^Iso Dea'soil, Dei'sheal, Dea'siul. [Gael]

Dearticulate, de-ar-tik'u-lat, v.t. to disjoint.

Deaspirate, de-as'pir-at, v.t. to remove the aspirate.

Death, deth, «. state of being dead : extinction or
cessation of life : manner of dying : mortality : a
deadly plague : cause of death : spiritual lifeless-

ness : the killing of the animal in hunting.

—

ns.

Death' - adder, a poisonous Australian snake

;

Death' -ag'ony, the struggle often preceding death ;

Death'-hed, the bed on which one dies, the last ill-

ness ; Death'-beU, the passing bell ; Death'-blOW, a
blow that causes death ; Death'-damp, acold, clammy
sweat preceding death. — «.//. Death' - du'ties,

duties paid to government on the inheritance of pro-
perty, real or personal, after the death of the former
owner.

—

n. Death'-fire, a kind of light supposed to

presage dca.\.\\.—adjs. Deathful, Deathly, deadly,
destructive : Deathless, never dying : everlasting.
—«. Death'lessness.—a<^'. Death'-like {Skak.), like

a dead person, deadly.— «. Death'liness.

—

adj.
Death'-marked, marked for or by death, destined to

die.

—

n. Death'-mask, a plaster-cast taken from the
face after death.

—

adj. Death'-practised {Shak.),
threatened with death by malicious arts. — ns.

Death'-rate, the proportion of deaths to the popula-
tion ; Death'-ratl'le, a rattling in the throat which
sometimes accompanies the last uneasy breathings of
a dying person ; Death's'-door, the point of death ;

Death's'-head, the skull of a human skeleton, or a
figiire of it ; Death's'-man (Shak.), the public exe-
cutioner; Death-Stroke, a death-blow; Death'-

throe, the dying agony ; Death'-to'ken (Shak.), a
sign or token of impending death, a plague-spot ;

Death'-trap, an unsafe building, vessel, or place
that shuts up its occupants to almost certain death ;

Death'-warr'ant, an order from the authorities for

the execution of a criminal ; Death'-watch, a watch
by a dying person : a popular name for several
insects which produce a ticking noise, specially
audible in the stillness of a death-chamber ; Death'-
wound, a wound which caused death.—Death's'-
head moth, a species of hawk-moth, having pale
markings on the back of the thorax somewhat like

a skull.—Be death on, to be fond of, to be good at

;

Be in at the death, in hunting, to be up on the
animal before the dogs have killed it.—Do, or Put,
to death, to kill : to cause to be killed.—Gates,
or Jaws, of death, death's door, the point of
death. — To death, expressive of intensity, very
much. [A.S. death: GcT. tod. See Dead and Die.]

Deave, dev, v.t. (Scot.) to render deaf. [See Dea£]
Deaw, du, v.t. (Spens.) to bedew.
Debacle, de-bak'l, «. a breaking up of ice on a river

:

(geol.) a sudden flood of water leaving its path
strewed with debris. [Fr. dib&cle : de, and b&cler,
to bar—L. bacult*s, a stick.]

Debar, de-bar', v.t. to bar out from : to exclude : to

hinder :

—

pr.p. debar'ring ; pa.p. debarred'.—«. De-
bar'ment. [L. de, from, and bar.\

Debark, de-bark', v.t. or v.i. to land from a ship or
boat : to disembark.—»j. Debarka'tion, Debarca'-
tiOIL [Fr. debarquet— des = L. dis, away, and
hargue, a ship.]

Debarrass, de-bar'as, v. t. to disembarrass, disentangle,
free. [Fr. debarrasser ; de, and barre, a bar.]

Debase, de-bas', v.t. to lower : to make mean or of
less value : to adulterate.

—

adj. Debased', degraded :

(her.) reversed.

—

n. Debase'ment, degradation.

—

adj. Debas'ing, tending to lower or degrade.

—

adv.
Debas'ingly. [L. de, down, and base, low.]

Debate, de-bat', «. a contention in words or argument

:

(obs.) strife.

—

v.t. to contend for in argument : (arch.)

to fight for.

—

v.i. to deliberate : to join in debate.

—

adjs. Debat'able, liable to be disputed ; Debate'ful
(Spens.), quarrelsome.

—

ns. Debate'ment (Spens.,

Shak.), controversy; Debater.—oa'i'. Debat'ingly.
—Debatable land, a tract ofborder land between Esk
and Sark claimed both by England and Scotland.

[O. Fr. debatre—L. de, and battiere, to beat.]

Debauch, de-bawch', v.t. to lead away from duty or
allegiance : to corrupt with lewdness : to pervert.

—

v.i. to indulge in revelry.—«. a fit of intemperance
or debauchery. —/.a'^. Debauched', corrupt : profli-

gate.

—

adv. Debauch'edly.—Kj. Debauch' ediiess

;

Debauchee, a libertine ; Debauch'er ; Debauch ery,

excessive intemperance : habitual lewdness ; De-
bauch'ment. [O. Fr. desbaucher (Fr. debaucher),

to corrupt

—

des = L. dis, and baucher, to hew

—

bauclie or battc, a beam, a course of stones.]

Debel, de-bel', v.t. (Milt.) to conquer in war. [Fr.

debelUr—L. debelldre—de, from, and belldre, to

carry on war, from bellum, war.]

Debenture, de-bent'ur, n. a written acknowledgment
of a debt : a deed of mortgage given by a railway or

other company for borrowed money : a certificate

entitling an exporter of imported goods to a repay-

ment of the duty paid on their importation.—/.<k/;'.
Debent'ured, enutled to drawback or debenture, as

goods. [L. debentur, there are due, 3d pers. pi.

pass. o( debere, to owe—the first word of the receipt.]

Debilitate, de-bil'i-tat, v.t. to make weak: to impair

the strength of.

—

adj. DeVile (arch.), weak, feeble.

—ns. Debilita'tion ; Debility, weakness and lan-

guor : a weak action of the animal functions. [L.

debilitdre, dtum—debilis, weak

—

dt, not, habilis,

able. See Ability.]
Debit, deb'it, n, a debt or something due : an entry on

the debtor side of an account.

—

v.t. to charge with
debt : to enter on the debtor side of an account.—
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Debitiamlnlae f^te, far ; mS, hir ; mine ; Decempedal

ft. Debitor (SAai.), a debtor. [L. debitutn, what is

due, from debere, to owe.]
Debltuminise, de-bi-tu'mi-nlz, v.t. to deprive of bitu-

men.
D^blai, da-bia', n. the earth excavated from a ditch to

form a parapet. [Fr.]

Debonair, deb-o-nar', adj. of good appearance and
manners : elegant : courteous : gay.

—

adv. Debo-
nair'ly.—«. Debonair'ness. [Fr. de, of, ton, good,
air, appearance, manner.]

Debosb, de-bosh', an old form of debauch.

Debouch, de-boosh', v.t. to march out from a narrow
pass or confined place.

—

ns. DebOUCh'ment, the act

of debouching; DeboUChtiro', the mouth of a river

or strait. [Fr. diboucher—de, from, bouche, the
mouth—L. bucca, the cheek.]

D^bOUCh^, de-boo-sha', n. an opening, a passage : a
market. [Fr.]

Debris, de-bre', n.sing. and //. rubbish : ruins : a
mass of rocky fragments. [Fr., from briser, akin to

bruise.

^

Debrulsed, de-brSOzd', p.adj. (Jter.) surmounted or
partly covered by one of the ordinaries. [O. Fr.

debrusier—de, apart, brusier, to break.]
Debt, det, K. what one owes to another : what one
becomes liable to do or suffer : a state of obligation
or indebtedness : a duty : (5.) a %\x\.—p.adj. Debt'ed.
(Shak^, indebted, obliged ta

—

ns. Debt'ee, a creditor

;

Debt'or, one who owes a debt : the side of an account
on which debts are charged.—^Debt of honour, a
debt not recognised by law, but binding in honour

—

esp. gambling and betting debts ; Debt of nature,
death.—Active debt, a debt due to one, as opposed to

Passive debt, a debt one owes ; Floating debt, mis-
cellaneous public debt, like exchequer and treasury
bills, as opposed to Funded debt, that which has
been converted into perpetual annuities like consols
in Britain.—In one's debt, under a pecuniary obli-

gation to one. [O. Fr. dette—L. debitutn, del^re,
to owe.]

DAut, de-bu' (k sounded as in Scot, gude), n. a
beg^ning or first attempt : a first appearance before
the public, as of an actor, &c.—«. Debutant', one
who makes his first appearance before the public :

—

fern. Debutante'. [Fr. debut, a first n.xo\.t.-dibuter—de, from, but, aim, mark.]
Decachord, dek'a-kord, «. an ancient musical instru-
ment with ten strings : anything having ten parts.
[Gr. dekachordos—deka, ten, and chorde, a string.]

Decacumioated, de-ka-ku'mi-na-ted, adj. having the
top cut off.

Decade, dek'ad, Decad, dek'ad, n. a group of ten, esp.
a scries of ten years.—rtrf/. Deo'aoal. [Fr. decade— Gr. dekas—deka, ten.]

Decadence, dek'a-dens, or de-ka'-, Dec'adency (or
de-ka'-), n. state of decay : a term for a school in
modern French literature not distinguished for vigour
or originality.

—

adj. Dec'adent (or de-ka'-), decaying.—n. something decaying or decayed. [Fr.,—Low L.
decadentia, from L. de, down

—

cadere, to fall.]

Decagon, dek'a-gon, «. a plane figure of ten angles
and sides.—a<^'. Decag'onal. [Gr. deka, and gonia,
an angle.]

Decagramme, Decagram, dek'a-gram, n. a weight of
ten grammes, equal to 0-353 o^- [Fr.,—Gr. deka,
ten, and gramma, a weight ; L. granum, a grain.]

Decagjmla, dek-a-jin'i-a, n. a class of plantsin the Lin-
naean system havmg ten pistils.—rt///j. Decagyn'ian,
Decag'ynous. [Gr. deka, ten, gyne, a woman.]

Decahedron, dek-a-he'dron, n. a solid figure having
ten faces.— a<^'. Decahe'dral. [Gr. deka, and
hedra, a seat.]

Decalcify, de-kal'si-fl, v.i. to deprive of lime : to take
the calcareous matter out of bones, teeth, &c.—«.
Decaldflca'tion. [L. de, away from, cat.x, calcis,
\mK,/aeire, to make.]

Decalcomania, de-kal-kO-ma'ni-a, n. the process of
transferring pictures to marble, glass, wood. &c. [Fr.]

2S8

Decalitre, dek'a-l6t-er, «. a French measure, ten
litres: equal to 2i imperial gallons. [Fr., — Gr.
deka, ten, and litra, a pound.]

Decalogue, dek'a-log, «. the ten commandments.—«.

DecaJ'Oglst. [Gr. deka, ten, logos, a discourse.]
Decameron, de-kam'e-ron, n. Boccaccio's hundred

tales, supposed to be told in ten days.

—

adj. De-
cameron'ic. [From Gr. deka, ten, himera, a day.]

Decametre, dek'a-met-er, ». a French measure of ten
metres, or 32-8 feet. [Fr. decametre—Gr. deka, ten,

meiron, a measure. See Metre.]
Decamp, de-kamp', v.i. to go away, esp. secretly.—«.
Decampment. [Fr. dccamf>er.]

Decanal, dek'an-al, adj. pertaining to a dean or
deanery.

Decandria, de-kan'dri-a, n. a class of plants in the
Linnaean system having ten stamens.

—

adjs. Decan'-
drlan. Decandrous. [Gr. deka, ten, and aner,
andros, a man.]

Decangular, dek-ang'gu-lar, adj. having ten angles.
[Gr. dfka, ten, and L. angulus, an angle.]

Decant, de-kanl', v.t. to pour off, leaving sediment

:

to pour from one vessel into another.

—

tis. Decanta'-
tlon ; Decant'er, an ornamental bottle for holding
decanted liquor. [Fr. decanter (It. decantare)—de,
from, and Low L. cantus, a side or comer.]

Decaphyllous, dek-a-fil'us, adj. having ten leaves.
[Gr. deka, icn, pkyllon, a leaf.]

Decapitate, de-kap'i-tat, v.t. to take the head from:
to behead.—«. Decapitation. [Low L. decapitare
—L. de, from, and caput, capitis, the head.]

Decapod, dek'a-pod, n. one of the shellfish which
have ten feet or claws, as the crab.

—

adjs. Deoa'-
podal, Deca'podOUS. [Gr. deka, ten, and pous,
podos, a foot.]

Decarbonate, de-kar'bon-at, v.t. to deprive of carbon
—also Decarbonise, Decarburise.—«i. Decarbon-
Isa'tion, Decarburisa'tion. \Dc, from, carbon.^

DecastiCh, dek'a-stik, «. a poem of ten lines. [Gr.
deka, ten, and stichos, a row, a verse.]

Decastyle, dek'a-stll, «. a portico with ten columns in

front. [Gr. deka, ten, stylos, a column.J
Decasyllabic, dek-a-sil-ab'ik, adj. having ten syllables.

[Gr. deka, ten, syllabi, a syllable.]

Decaudate, de-kaw'dat, v.t. to cut off the uil of.

[L. de, and cauda, tail.]

Decay, de-ka', v.i. to fall away from a state of health
or excellence : to waste away.

—

v.t. to cause to

waste away : to impair.

—

n. a falling into a worse
or less perfect state : a passing away : loss of
fortune : (obs.) misfortune.

—

p.adj. Decayed', re-

duced in circumstances.

—

n. Decayed'ness. [O.
Fr. decair—L. de, from cadere, to fall.]

Decease, de-ses', «. death.

—

v.i. to A\e.—p.adj. De-
ceased', dead. [O. Fr. deces (Fr. dMs)—L. decessus—de, away, cedere, cessum, to go.]

Deceit, de-set', «. act of deceiving : anything intended
to mislead another : fraud : falseness.

—

adj. Deceit'-
ftll, full of deceit : disposed or tending to deceive :

insincere.—<i^z'. Deceitfully.—«. Deceit'fulness.
[O. Fr., from L. decipSre, deceptutn, to deceive.]

Deceive, de-sev', v.t. to mislead or cause to err: to

cheat : to disappoint.

—

adj. DeceiVable, that may
be deceived : exposed to imposture.—«. DeceiV-
ableness.—rti/;'. DeceiVably.—«. Deceiver. [Fr.

d^crzioir—L. decipSre, deceptum—de, from capere,
to take, catch.]

December, de-sem'b6r, n. the tenth month among
the Romans, who began their year with March

:

with us, the twelfth month of the year. — adj.
Decem'berly, wintry, cold.—«. Decem'brist, one
of those who took part in the Russian conspiracy of
December 1825. [L. decern, ten.]

Decemdentate, de-sem-den'tat, adj. having ten points
or teeth.

Decemfid, de-sem'fid, adj. divided into ten parts.
Decemlocular, de-sem-lok'fl-lar, adj. ten-celled.

Decempedal, da-sem'ped-al, adj. having ten feet.



Decemvir mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Decline

Decemvir, de-sem'vir, «. one of ten magistrates who
at one time had absolute power in ancient Rome :

—

//. Decem'vlrs, or (L.) Decemviri (de-sem'vi-rT).—

adj. Decern'viral.— «. Decem'vlrate, a body often
men in office : the term of office of decemvirs. [L.

decent, ten, and vir, a man.]
Decennary, de-sen'ar-i, «. a period of ten years—also

Decenn'lum. — rtf//'. Decenn'lal, consisting of or
happening every ten years. [L. decent, ten, and
annus, a year.]

Decennoval, de-sen'O-val, adj. pertaining to the
number 13.

Decent, de'sent, adj. becoming : seemly : proper

:

modest: moderate : tolerable.—w. De'cency, becom-
ingness : modesty.

—

adv. De'cently. [L. deceits,

deceniis, pr.p. oi decere, to be becoming.]
Decentralise, de-sen'tral-Iz, v.t. to withdraw from the

centre : to transfer functions from the central govern-
ment to local centres.—«. Decentrallsa'tlon. [L.
de, neg., and centralise.]

Deception, de-sep'shun, n. act of deceiving : the
means by which it is sought to deceive.

—

n. Decep-
tlbirity.—a^>. Decept'lble, capable of being de-
ceived ; Decep'tious (S^iak.), deceitful ; Deceptive,
tending to deceive : misleading.

—

adv. Decep'tlvely.—«. Decep'tlveness.—a<3>'. Decep'tory, tending to

deceive. [O. Fr.,

—

how L,. dece/iio, -nis—decipere,

to deceive.]

Decern, de-sern', v.t. and v.t. (Scots law) to judge :

to decree : to pass judgment. [O. Fr. decemer—L.

decernere—de, and cemere, to distinguish.]

Decession, de-sesh'un, «. departure. [See Decease.]
Decharm, de-charm', v.t. to disenchant.
Dechristlanise, de-krist'yan-Iz, v.t. to turn from

Christianity : to destroy Christian elements.
Declare, de'si-ar, «. the tenth part of an are. [Fr.,

—L. deci- (in decintus), and are.]

Decide, de-sId', v.t. to determine : to end : to settle :

to resolve.— adjs. Decld'ablO, capable of being
decided ; Decld'ed, determined : clear, unmistak-
able : resolute.—i?;/!'. Decld'edly. [O. Fr. decider
—L. decidere—de, away, ceedere, to cut.]

Deciduous, de-sid'u-us, adj. that fall in autumn, as
leaves: not permanent.

—

n. Dedd'ua, a membrane
of the uterus discharged after parturition.

—

adj. De-
cld'uate.—«. Declduousness.—Deciduous trees,
those which annually lose and renew their le.ives.

[L. decidiius—decidere, de, from, cadere, to fall.]

Decigramme, de'si-gram, «. the tenth part of a
gramme. [See Gramme (3).]

Decilitre, des'i-le-ter, «. a measure of capacity equal
to -j^j litre.

Declllion, de-sil'yun, n. a million raised to the tenth
power : in the French and American notation, a
thousand raised to the eleventh power.

Decimal, des'i-mal, adj. numbered or proceeding by
tens.— «. a fraction having ten or some power often
for its denominator.

—

v.t. Dec'lmallSO, to reduce to
the decimal system. —>/j. Dec'lmallsm : Dec'lmallst.
—<i</5r;.Dec'lmally.—Decimal notation, a system
of writing numbers based on ten and powers of ten,

like our ordinary system ; Decimal system, a system
whose units are tens and powers of tens, esp. m ihe
French metric system of weights and measures.
[Fr.,—Low L. decimalis—decent, ten.)

Decimate, des'i-mat, v.t. to take the tenth part of:
to put to death every tenth man.

—

ns. Decima'tlon,
a military punishment, by which every tenth man
was selected by lot and put to death or otherwise
punished ; Dec'lmator. [L. decimetre, -dtum—
decintus, tenth.]

Declme, de-sem', «. a French coin equal to -{^ franc.
Decimetre, des'i-me-ter, n. a measure of length equal

to j\, metre.
Decipher, de-sl'f^r, v.t. to uncipher or read secret

writing: to make out what is unintelligible or
obscure : to reveal.

—

adj. Decl'pheraMe.

—

n. De-
Ol'pherment. [L. de, neg. and cipher.]

Decision, de-sizh'un, n. the act of deciding : settle-
ment : judgment : the quality of being decided in
character.

—

adj. DeCi'Sive, having the power of
deciding : showing decision : final : positive.

—

adv.
Deci'slvely.— «. Decisiveness.— a«^'. Deci'sory,
decisive. [See Decide.]

Decist^re, des-i-star, n. a cubic measure equal to
^ stere.

Decitizenlse, de-sit'i-zen-Iz, v.t. to deprive of citizen-
ship.

Decivlllse, de-siv'i-lTz, v.t. to reduce from a civilised
to a more savage state.

Deck, dek, i;./. to cover: to clothe: to adorn: to
furnish with a deck, as a vessel.—«. a covering :

a horizontal platform extending from one side of
a vessel to the other, thereby joining them together,
and forming both a floor and a covering : the part
of a pack of cards that remains after the deal, or the
part of a pack necessary for playing such games as
bezique, &.c—ns. Deck'-oar'go, cargo stowed on
the deck of a vessel ; Deck'-cSair, a light chair of
spars and canvas, to be used on board ship ; Deck'er,
the person or thing that decks : a vessel which has
a deck or decks, used only in composition, as a
three-decker, a ship with three decks ; Deck'-hand,
a person employed on deck ; Deck'-house, a house
or box on deck ; Deck'ing, adornment ; Deck'-load,
a deck-cargo ; Deck' -pass'age, a passage securing
only the right of being on deck, without cabin
accommodation ; Deck'-pass'enger ; Flush'-deck, a
deck continuous from stem to stern at the same
level (see Quarter-deck) ; Gun'-deck, a deck on
which guns are carried ; Hur'rlcane-deck, a light

partial deck over the saloon of some steamers

;

iVIaln'-deck, the deck below the spar-deck; Spar'-
deck, the upper deck of a ship. [Dut. dekken,
to cover ; Ger. decken ; akin to L. tegere.]

Deckle, dek'I, «. the gauge on a paper-making machine.—«. Deckle-edge, the raw or ragged edge of hand-
made paper.

—

adj. Deck'le-edged, having a rough
uncut edge. [Ger.]

Declaim, de-klam', v.i. to make a set or rhetorical

speech : to harangue : to recite in public. — ns.

Declaim'ant, Declaim'er.—/.rt<^'. Declaiming.—
tis. Declama'tion, act of declaiming : a set speech
in public : display in speaking.

—

adj. Declam'atoiy,
of the nature of declamation : appealing to the

passions : noisy and rhetorical merely. [L. declant-

dre—de, inten., clantare, to cry out.]

Declare, de-klar', v.t. to make known : to announce :

to assert : to make a full statement of, as of goods at

a custom-house.

—

v.i. to make a statement : to show
cards in order to score.— arfy. Declar'able, capable
of being declared, exhibited, or proved.

—

ns. De-
Clar'ant, one who makes a declaration ; Declara'-
tion, act of declaring : that which is declared : a
written affirmation : in the criminal law of Scotland,

the statement made by the prisoner before the

magistrate : in common law, the pleading in which
the plaintiff in an action at law sets forth his case

against the defendant. — adjs. Declar'ative, De-
clar'atory, explanatory. — advs. Declar'atlvely,
Declar'atorily.—«. Declar'ator, a form of action in

the Court of Session in Scotland, with the view of

having a fact judicially ascertained and declared.
— adj. Declared', avowed.

—

adv. Declaredly,
avowedly. — Declaratory Act, an act intended to

explain an old law which had become obscure or

a subject of controversy. [Fr. declarer, from L.
declardre, -dtum—de, wholly, clarus, clear.]

Declension, de-klen'shun, «. a falling off: decay : de-

scent : (^r^OT.) change of termination for the oblique
cases. [See Decline.]

Decline, de-klln', v.i. to bend or turn away from (a

straight line) : to deviate : to refuse : to bend down :

to fail or decay : to stoop or condescend : to draw to

an end.

—

v.t. to bend down : to turn away from : to

refuse : to avoid : {.grant.) to give the changes of a.



Declivity fSte, fir ; mi, hti : mine

;

Decumbent

word in the oblique cases. — «. a falling off: de-
viation : decay : a gradual sinking of the bodily
faculties, consumption.

—

ai/js. Declin'aWe, having
inflection for the oblique cases ; DocU'lial, bending
downward ; Dec'linant (.Aer.), having the tail hang-
ing down—also Dec'livant.

—

ns. Decltna'tion, act

of declining : a sloping or bending downward : devia-

tion : decay : (astron.) the distance from the celestial

equator ; DocTInator, an instrument used in deter-

mining declination.

—

oi/j. Declinatory, containing

a declination or refusal.

—

hs. Declln'ature, the act

of declining or refusing : (/aw) a plea declining the

jurisdiction of a judge ; D6Cli'ner, one who declines

;

DecUnom'eter, an instrument for measuring the

declination of the compass.—Declination Of the
compass, the deviation of the magnetic needle from
the true north. [Fr. dicliner—L. de, down, away
from, clindre, to bend. See Lean.]

Declivity, de-kliv'i-ti, n. a place that declines, or
slopes downward, opposite of acclivity : inclination

downward : a gradual descent.

—

adjs. Declivitous,
Decli'VOTlS. [Fr.,—L. decUvitas—de, downward,
clivus, sloping, akin to ciindre.}

Decoct, de-kokt', v.t. to prepare by boiling : to extract
the substance of by boiling : to boil : to devise.

—

adj's. Decoc'tible, Decoc tive.—or. Decoction, an
extract of anything got by boiling ; Decoc'tlire, a
substance prepared by decoction. [L. decoquere,
deeoctunt—de, down, coquere, to cook.]

Decollate, de-kol'at, v.t. to behead.—/.a^^'. Decoll-
ated, rounded off, as the apex of a shell.—«. De-
colla'tion, the act of beheading : a picture of a
decapitation, esp. of the head of St John the
Baptist on a charger: the festival of the Baptist,

Aug. 29. [L. decollare—de, from, collunt, the neck.]
Decollete, da-kol-e-ta', adj. with neck uncovered : of

dress, low cut. (Fr. decolUter, to bare the neck and
shoulders. Cf. Decollate.]

Decolour, de-kul'ur, v.t. to deprive of colour—also
Decorourise. — «. Decolorant, a substance that
bleaches or removes colour.

—

v.t. Decol'orate, to

deprive of colour.

—

ns. Decolora'tlon, removal or
absence of colour; Decolorlsa'tion. [Fr. dicotorer
—L. decolorare—de, from, color, colour.]

Decomplex, de'kom-pleks, adj. repeatedly compound.
Decompose, de-kom-poz', v.t. to separate the parts
compoting anything: to resolve into original ele-

ments.

—

v.t. to decay, rot.

—

adj. Decompos'able.

—

«. Decomposi'tion, act of decomposing: decay or
dissolution : also the compounding of things already
compound. [L. de, neg., and compose.}

Decomposite, de-kom-poz'it, or de-kom'-, adj. com-
pound a second time or more than once. [L. de, and
composite.

'\

Decompound, de-kom-pownd', v.t. to compound
again : to compound things already compounded

;

also, to divide a thing into its constituent parts.

—

adj. compounded a second time. — adj. Docom-
pound'able. [L. de, and compound.}

Deconcentrate, de-kon-sen'trat, or de-kon'sen-trat,
v.t. to scatter.—«, Deconcentra'tlou. [De, and
concentrate.]

Deconsecrate, de-kon'se-krat, v.t. to deprive of the
character given by consecration : to secularise.

—

n.

Deconsecration.
Decorate, dek'o-rat, v.t. to ornament, to beautify : to
honour wuh a badge or medal.—a//;' Dec'orated.

—

«. Decora'tlon, ornament: badge of an order.

—

otij.

Dec'orative, ornamental. — «j. Dec'orativeness

;

Decorator.—Decorated style (archit.), a style of
Gothic architecture, elaborated and richly decorated,
which prevailed till near the end of the 14th century.
—Decoration Day, May 30th, when the memory of
the soldiers who fell in the American Civil War of
1861-65 is honoured by the decoration of their graves,
speeches, processions, &c [L. decordre, •dium—
aecits, what is becoming

—

dech-e, to be becoming.]
Decorooa, de-kO'rus, or dek'o>rus, adj. becoming :

suitable : proper : decent.

—

adv. Deco'rously.

—

ns.

Deco'rousness ; Deco rum, that which is becom-
ing in outward appearance : propriety of conduct

:

decency. [L. decorus, becoming.]
Decorticate, de-kor'ti-kat, v. t. to deprive of the bark,

husk, or peel.

—

n. Decortica'tion. [L. decorticdre,

•dtum—de, from, and cortex, bark.]

Decoy, de-ko/, v.t. to allure : to entrap : to lure into

a trap.

—

n. anything intended to allure into a snare :

an apparatus of hoops and network for trapping wild-

ducks — sometimes duck-coy. — «. Decoy'-duck, a
wild-duck tamed and trained to entice others into a
trap : (Jig.) one employed to allure others into a
snare. [L. de, down, and O. Fr. coi, quiet ; the
earlier verb to coy was confused with the Dut. kooi
— L. cavea, a cage. See Coy.]

Decrassify, de-kras'i-fl, v.t. to make less crass.

Decrease, de-kres', v.i. to become less : to be dimin-
ished by degrees in size or power.

—

v.t. to make
less : to lessen gradually.—«. a growing less : loss.

—adv. Decreaa Ingly. [O. Fr. decrois, a decrease
—L. descrescere—de, from, crescere, to grow.]

Decree, de-kre', n. an order by one in authority : an
edict or law : a judicial decision : a predetermined
purpose.

—

v.t. to decide or determine by sentence in

law : to appoint.

—

v.i. to make a decree :

—

pr.p. de-
cree'ing ; pa.p. decreed'.

—

adjs. Decree'able, capable
of being decreed ; Decretive, having the force of a
decree ; Dec'retory, Decreto'rial, established by a
decree: determining: judicial. — Decree nlSl (L.

nisi, unless), a decree that becomes absolute unless
cause be shown to the contrary—granted esp. in

divorce cases. [O. Fr. decret—L. decretunt—decer-
nere, to decide.]

Decreet, de-kret', n. (Scots law) a court judgment.
Decrement, dek're-ment, «. the act or state of decreas-

ing : the quantity lost by decrease. [L. decremen-
tum. ]

Decrepit, de-krep'it, adj. worn out by the infirmities

of old age ; in the last stage of decay.— >t5. Decrep'-
itness ; Decrepitude, state of being decrepit or
worn out with age. [L. decrepitus, noiseless, very
old

—

de, not, crepitus, a noise.]
Decrepitate, de-krep'i-tat, v.i. to crackle, as salts

when heated.

—

v.t. to roast so as to cause a continual
crackling, to calcine.—«. Decrepitation. [L. de,
inten., crepitdre, to rattle much, freq. oi crepdre.\

Decrescent, de-kres'ent, adj. becoming gradually less.—n. (w»«.) Decrescen'do = Diminuendo (q. v.). [L.]
Decretal, de-kre'tal, adj. pertaining to a decree.

—

n.

a decree, esp. of the pope : a book containing de-
crees : spec, in //. the second part of the canon law,
the decrees of various popes determining points of
ecclesiastical law.

—

n. Decre'tiSt, in medieval univer-
sities, a student of the decretals, a student of law.

—

adjs. Decre'tive ; Decre'tory, pertaining to a decree,
judicial. [L. decretalis—decretum.]

Decrew, de-kr03', v.i. (Spens.) to decrease. [For de-
crue—O. Fr. decru, pa. p. of decroistre. See De-
crease.}

Decrown, de-krown', :;./. to discrown. [Fr. dicouran-
ner, to discrown.]

Deorustation, de-krus-ta'shun, «. the act of removing
a crust.

Decry, de-krl', v.t. to cry down: to condemn: to
censure as worthless : to blame '.—pa.p. decried'.

—

ns. Decrial; Decri'er. [Fr. de(s) = l,. dis, and
crier, to cry. See Cry.)

Decuman, dek'u-man, adj. principal, large—of waves,
&c. : connected with the principal gate of a Roman
camp (near which the loth cohort of the legion was
stationed).—«. a great wave, as every- tenth wave
was supposed to be. [L. decumanus—decern, ten.]

Decumbent, de-kum'bent, adj. lying down : reclining
on the ground.

—

ns. Decuba'tion, Decum'bence,
Decum'bency, the act or posture of lying down.

—

adj. Decu'bitaL—«. Decubitus, a recumbent posi-
tion, as of one sick in bed : a bed-sore.

—

adv. De-
840



Decuple mOte : mOte ; mOOn ; (Atn. Defect

oum'bently.—«. Decum'blturo, the time when a

sick person takes to bed. [L. decumbent—de, down,
and cuntbere, for cubdre, to lie.]

Decuple, dek'u-pl, adj. tenfold.—«. a number ten

times repeated.

—

v.t. to make tenfold. [Fr. decuple
—L. decern, ten, sxiA plicdre, to fold.]

Decurion, de-ku'ri-on, n. an officer in a Roman army
over ten soldiers—a Deo'Ury or Decu'ria : any over-

seer of ten.—«. Decu'rlonate. [L.]

Decurrent, de-kur'ent, adj. running or extending down-
ward.—«. Decurr'ency.—ik/z/. Decurr'ently.—«.

Decur'siOIl, a running down : a military manoeuvre
or parade.—rt^'. DecuT'sive.—<ji/z/. Decur'slvely.
[L. decurrens—de, down, currere, cursum, to run.]

Decurtate, de-kur'tat, adj. cut short, abridged.

—

v.t.

to cut short. [L. decurtdre, -dtuin, to cut short.]

Decussate, de-kus'at, v.t. to cross in the form of an
X : to cross, as lines, &c.

—

adjs. Decuss'ate, -d,

crossed : arranged in pairs which cross each other,

like some leaves.—dd'z/. Decuss'ately.—«. Decussa'-
tion. [L. decjissdre, -dtjtni—decussis, a coin of ten
asses {decent asses) marked with X, symbol of ten. ]

Dedal, Dedalian. See Daedal.
Dedicate, ded'i-kat, v.t. to set apart and consecrate to

some sacred purpose : to devote wholly or chiefly

:

to inscribe to any one.

—

adj. devoted : \Shak.) dedi-
cated. — ns. Ded'icant, one who dedicates ; Dedi-
catee (ded'i-ka-tee'), one to whom a thing is

dedicated ; Dedica'tion, the act of dedicating : an
address to a patron, prefixed to a book ; Dedicator,
one who dedicates.—a^>. Dedicatd'rlal, Dedica-
tory, of or pertaining to a dedication. [L. dedicdre,
dtuin—de, down, diclre, to declare.]

Dedimus, ded'i-mus, n. a writ commissioning one not
a judge to act as a judge—from its first word. [L.,
dedimus, we have given, dare, to give.]

Deduce, de-dus', v.t. to draw from : to infer a truth or
opinion from what precedes or from premises.

—

tis.

Deduce'ment, what is deduced ; Deducibility, the
quality of being deducible.

—

adj. Deduc'ible, that
may be deduced or inferred.

—

v.t. Deduct', to take
from : to separate : to subtract.

—

adj. Deductible.—«. DedUC'tion, (i) the act of deducing : that which
is deduced : the drawing of a particular truth from a
general, antecedently known, as distinguished from
Induction, rising from particular truths to a general

;

(2) the act of deducting : that which is deducted :

abatement.

—

adj. Deductive, that is, or that may
be, deduced from premises or accepted principles.

—

adv. Deductively. [L. deducere, deductum—de,

from diicere, ducttint, to lead.]

Dee, de, v.i. Scotch for die.

Deed, ded, «. something done : an act : an exploit : a
legal transaction : the written evidence of it.

—

adj.

Deed'ful (Tenn.), marked by deeds or exploits.—
adv. Deed'Uy.—rta>>. Deedless {Shak.), not having
performed deeds ; Deed y, industrious, active. —
Deed of sashing (Shak.), performance of what has
been said or promised.—In deed, in reality. [A.S.
dtrd—ddn, to do ; Ger. that—thun, to do.]

Deed, ded, a Scotch form of indeed.
Deem, dem, v.t. or v.i, to judge ; to think : to believe.
—n. (Shak.) opinion. — ns. Deem'ster, Demp'-
Ster, one who pronounces judgment, a judge^
esp. one of the two in the Isle of Man. [A.S.
detnan, to form a judgment— (/(J;«, doom.]

Deep, dep, adj. extending far down or far from the
outside : difficult to understand : secret : wise and
penetrating : cunning : very still : profound : pro-
foundly learned in a language : intense, heart-felt :

sunk low : low or grave ; (of a road) encumbered
with mud, sand, or ruts.

—

adv. in a deep manner.

—

». that which is deep : the sea : anything profound
or incomprehensible—«(/;>. Deep'-browed, of high
intellectual powers ; Deep'-drawing (of ships), re-

quiring considerable depth to float in ; Deep'-
drawn ; Deep'-dyed, thorough-going, extreme

—

in a bad sense.—v./. Deeifen, to make deeper in

any sense : to increase.

—

v.i. to become deeper.

—

adjs. Deep'-fet (Shak.), fetched or drawn from a
depth; Deep'-laid. —rt<2ft;. Deeply.—a<^>. Deep'-
most, deepest ; Deep'-mouthet^ with deep voice.

—

«. Deep'ness.

—

adjs. Deep'-read, profoundly versed ;

Deep'-sea, pertaining to the deeper parts of the sea ;

Deep'-seat'ed, firmly seated ; Deep'-toned, having
a deep tone. [A.S. dedp; Ger. tie/. C(. Dip,
Dive.]

Deer, der, «. a quadruped of several species, as the
sta^ reindeer, &c. ; in M. E., any kind of animal.

—

«j. Deer'-hair, heath club-rush ; Deer'-herd ; Deer-
hound ; Deer-lick, a spot of salt ground whither
deer come to lick the earth ; Deer-mouse, a com-
mon name for several species of American mice—so
calledfromtheiragility; Deer'-necic, a thin, ill-shaped

neck— of horses; Deer-skin, the skin of the deer,
or leather made therefrom ; Deer-Stalk'er ; Deer-
Stalk'ing, the hunting of deer by stalking, or steal-

ing upon them unawares. [A.S. deifr; (jer. thier,

Dut. dier: Ice. dyr. There is no connection with
Or. ther, L,./era, a wild beast.]

Deface, de-fas', v.t. to destroy or mar the face or ex-
ternal appearance of, to disfigure ; to obliterate.—«.

Deface'ment, act of defacing : injury to form or
appearance : that which defaces.

—

adv. Defa'cingly.
[O. Fr. des/acer—des = L. dis, SiV/ay, /acies, face.]

Defalcate, de-fal'kat, v.t. to deduct a part of, of
money, &c. : to embezzle money held on trust.

—

ns.

Defalcation, a diminution : a m^isappropriation of
funds entrusted to one ; Defalcator, a defaulter.

[Low L. di/alcdre, •dtiim, to cut away—L. dis-, off,

falcdre, to c\iX.—/alx,falcis, a sickle.]

Defame, de-fam', v.t. to take away or destroy the

good fame or reputation of: to speak evil of: to

charge falsely.—«. (Spens.) infamy.

—

n. Defama'-
tion, the act of defaming : calumny: slander.

—

adv.
Defam'atorily.—aa>'. Defam'atoiy, containing de-
famation : injurious to reputation: calumnious.

—

p.adj. Defa'ming. [O. Fr. de/amet—L. diffamdre—dis, a.via.y, jama, report.]

Default, de-fawlt', n. a fault, failing, or failure : de-
fect : neglect to do what duty or law requires

:

failure to account for money entrusted to one's

charge : offence.

—

v.i. to fail through neglect of
duty : to fail to appear in court when called upon.

—

«. Default'er, one who fails to appear in court, or
to account for money entrusted to his care, or to

settle a debt of honour.—Judgment by default,
judgment given against a person because he fails

to plead or make an appearance in court. [O. Fr.

de/aute and default—de = L. dis, apart, and jitute.]

Defeasance, de-fcz'ans, «. undoing : defeat.

—

adjs.

Defeas'anced, liable to be forfeited ; Defeas'ible,
that may be defeated or annulled.—«. Defeaslble-
ness.—Deed of defeas'ance (En^. law), an instru-

ment which defeats the operation of some other deed
or estate; and that which in the same deed is called

a condition, in a separate deed is a defeasance. [O.

Fr. de/aisance—de/aire, to undo.]
Defeat, de-fet', v.t. to frustrate: to ruin.— «. a

frustration of plans : ruin : overthrow, as of an army
in battle.—«. Defeat'ure (Spens.), defeat : disfigure-

ment, disguise. [O. Fr. defait, de/aire, to undo

—

L. dis, \\i%,,/acere, to do.]

Defecate, def'e-kat, v.t. to clear from dregs or im-
purities: to purify from extraneous matter.

—

v.i. to

void excrement. — «. Defeca'tion. {\^. de/acdre,
dtuin, to cleanse

—

de, iiom, /itx, /cecis, dregs.]

Defect, de-fekt', «. a deficiency : a want : imperfec-

tion : blemish : fault. — «. Defectibil'ity. — adj.

Defect'ible, liable to imperfection : deficient.

—

fis.

Defec'tion, a failure, a falling away from duty

:

revolt ; Defec'tionist. — adj. Defect'lve, having
defect : wanting in some necessary quality : im-
perfect : faulty: insufficient.

—

adv. Deiecflvely.

—

n. Defectiveness.—The defects of one's qualities,
virtues carried to excess, the faults apt to ac««mpaa]r
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Defence fiUe, til ; mS, hir ; mine ; Oofy

or flow from good qualities. (L. deficfre, defectum,
to fail

—

de, down, xaA/acere, to do.]
Defence, de-fens', «. a defending : protection : vindica-

tion : (/a-f) a defendant's plea. —/*«/• Defenc ed
(i>.), fortified.

—

adj. Defencd'less.

—

adv. Defence-
lessly.—«. Defencelessness. (See Defend]

Defend, de-fend', -.t. to keep off anything hurtful:

to guard or protect : to maintain against attack

:

{pbs.) to prohibit, forbid : (Jaiv) to resist, as a claim :

to contest.

—

adj. Defend'able, that may be defended.—ns. Defend'ant, a defender : (/<iw) a person
accused or sued ; Defendee', one who is defended

;

Defend'er ; Defen sative, a protection ; Defensi-
bll'ity.

—

adjs. Defensible, that may be defended ;

Defens'ive, Defensory, ser\'ing to defend: in a
state or posture of defence.—«. that which defends :

posture of defence.

—

adv. Defensively.—Defender
of the Faitb, a title borne by the sovereigns of
Engl.ind since Henry VI 11., on whom it was con-
ferred in 1521 for his book against Luther.—Be on
the defensive, to be in the position to defend one's
self. [L. de/endere, de/ensum, to ward off

—

de, off,

and ohi. /endere, to strike.]

Defer, de-fer", v.t. to put off to another time : to

d lay :

—

pr.jl>. defer'ring ; f>a.p. deferred'.

—

tts. De-
fer'ment; Defer rer, a procrastinator.—Deferred
annuity (see Annuity) ,- Deferred pay, an allow-
ance paid to soldiers on their discharge, or to their

relations on their death; Deferred ^arOS, shares
issued by a trading company, but not entitling the
holder to a full share of the profits of the company,
and sometimes to none at all, until the expiration of
a specified time or the occurrence of some event.

[1.. differre—dis, T^wnAcr, ferre, to bear, carry.]
Defer, de-fer*, v.L to yield to the wishes or opinions

of another, or to authority.

—

v.t. to submit to or
lay before '.^pr.p. defer'ring ; pa.p. deferred'.

—

n.

Deference, a deferring or yielding in judgment
or opinion : regard : submission.

—

adj. lief'erent,

bearing away, carrying off. — «. a deferent duct
(as opposed to an afferent one) in the human body.
—adj. Deferen'tial, expressing deference or respect.
— adv. Deferentially. [L. de/erre—de, down, and
ferre, to bear.]

Defervescence, de-fer-ves'ens, «. abatement of heat

:

coolness : decrease of feverish symptoms.—Also
Defnrves'cency. [L. de/ervescere, to cease boiling—de, down, And/ervescere, ixoaifervire, to boil.]

Defeudalise, da-fu'dal-12, v.t. to deprive of feudal
character.

Deffly (Spetu.\ For Deftly.
Defiance, de-ffans, «. the act of defying : a challenge

to combat : aggressiveness : contempt of opposition.—adj. Defiant, full of defiance, insolently bold.

—

adv. Defiantly.— «. Defi'antness.— a<(;'. Defi'-
atory, bidding defiance.—Bid defiance to, to defy.

Defibrinate, de-fl'bri-nat, v.t. to deprive of fibrine

—

also Defi'brlnlse.—«. Defibrination.
Deficient, de-fish'ent, adj. wanting.

—

n. DefiC'iency
(sometimes Defic'ience), defect.—<j</i'. Defio iently.
—Hs. DefiC'ientness ; Deficit, deficiency, esp. of
revenue, as compared with expenditure. [ L. , deficere. ]

Defile, de-fir, or de'fll, v.i. to march off in file or
line, or file by file.—«. a long narrow pass or way,
in which troops can march only in file, or with
a narrow front.

—

v.t. Defilade", to plan a fortification

so as to protect it from enfilading fire.

—

n. Defile'-

ment. (Fr. difiUr—L. dU, a.\\d Jilunt, a thread.]

Defile, de-fll', v.t. to pollute or corrupt : to violate.

—

ns. Defilement, act of defiling : foulness ; Defil'Or.

[L. de, and A.S.jfylnn,/ul, foul.]

Defiliation, de-fil-i-a'shun, n. depriving a parent of
his child. (L. de, neg., aadfiiius, a son.]

Define, de-fin', v.t. to fix the bounds or limits of: to

determine with precision : to describe accurately

:

to fix the meaning of.

—

adj. Defin'able, that may
be defined.

—

n. D^fine'ment (Shak.), description.—<uij. Definite, defined : having distinct lunits

:

fixed: exact: clear.—(n/r. Definitely.—«j. Def'l-

niteness ; Definition, a defining : a description
of a thing by its properties : an explanation of the
exact meaning of a word, term, or phrase.

—

adj.
Defin'itive, defining or limiting: positive: final.

—

«. (.frrt>«.)an adjective used to limit the signification

of a aoan.— ad-j. Definitively. —«j. Definitive-
ness; DefinitUde, defimtiveness. [Fr.,—L. deji-

ntre, -itum, to set bounds to

—

de, finis, a limit.]

Deflagrate, defla-grat, z\i. or v.t. to burn down : to
bum rapidly.

—

ns. Deflagrabil'ity, combustibility:
Deflagration ; Deflagrator, a galvanic instrument
for producing rapid combustion. [L, deflagrart—
d€, ikQ'K'a, jingrdre, to burn.]

Deflect, de-ftekt', v.i. or v.t. to turn aside : to swerve
or deviate from a right line or proper course.

—

p.adj. Deflect'ed (botX bent abruptly downward.

—

ns. Deflec'tion, Deflexion, deviation.

—

adj. Deflec'-
tive, causing deflection.—«. Deflec'tor, a diaphragm
in a lamp, stove, &c., by which the flame and gases
are brought together and the combustion improved.—v.t. Deflez' {tool., hot.), to bend down.—^i^'. De-
flexed'.—«. Deflex'ure, deviation. [L. de, from,
AnAfiectere,fiexum, to bend, turn.]

Deflorate, de-flO'rat, adj. past the flowering state, as
an anther after it has shed its pollen.—n. Deflora'-
tion, the act of deflowering.

Deflower, Deflour, de-flowr', v.t. to deprive of flowers:

to deprive of grace and beauty : to ravish.—«. De-
flow'erer. [O. Fr. defiorer—Low L. defiordre, to
strip flowers off—L. de, neg.,fios,fioris, a flower.]

Defluent, defloS-ent, adj. running down, decurrent.—«. Deflux'ion, a discharge of fluid in the body.
[L. defluire—de, AoviYi,fiuere,fiuxum, to flow.]

Defoliate, de-fO'li-at, v.t. to deprive of leaves.

—

adjs.

Defoliate, •t.—ns. Defoliation, the falling off of
leaves : the time of shedding leaves ; Defd'liator.
[Low L. defi>liare, -dtum—de, oS,fijiium, a leaf.]

Deforce, de-fOrs', v.t. {law) to keep out of possession
by force : {Scots law) to resist an officer of the law
in the execution of his duty.

—

ns. Deforoe'ment

;

Deforc'iant, one who deforces ; Deforcia'tion, a
legal distress. [Fr. de = L. dis, andyi>rc^.]

Deforest, de-for'est, v.t. to disforest: to deprive of
forests.—;/. Deforesta'tion.

Defonn, de-form', v.t. to alter or injure the form of:

to disfigure.

—

adj. (/1////.)hideous, unshapely.

—

n. De-
foima'tion.

—

p.adj. Deformed', missliapen.

—

adi'.

Deform'edly. — ns. Defonned'ness ; Deform'er

;

Deform'ity, state of being deformed : want of
proper form : ugliness : disfigurement : anything that

destroys beauty : an ugly feature or characteristic.

[L. deformis, ugly

—

de, {rom,yorma, beauty.]
DefOUl, de-fowl', v.t. to defile. [A.S. /til, foul, whence
by vowel change of « toy,/ylan.]

De&aud, de-frawd', v.t. to deprive of by fraud : to

withhold wrongfully : to cheat or deceive.

—

ns. De-
fraud'ment, Defrauda'tion. [L. de/rauddre—de,
from, a.ndfiraus,firaudis, fraud.]

Defray, de-fra', v.t. to discharge the expenses of
anything: to pay: {Spens.) to appease:

—

pr./'.

defraying: pa.p. defrayed'.— >tf. Defniy'ment, De-
frajr'aL [O. Fr. defrayer—de, 2t.x\iS.frais, e.\pense

—

Low Ij.fractum, breakage, damage, expense.]
Deft, deft, adj. handy, clever.—a<^t/. Deftly.—«.
Deftness. [M. E. defte, dafte, simple, meek

;

A.S. ge-daftt, meek

—

dee/tan, gedtrftan, prepare,
make fit ; the stem appears in ge-daf-en, to fit.]

Defunct, de-funkt', adj. having finished the course
of life, dead.—«. a dead person.—«. Defunc'tion
{Shak.), death.—Oi/;'. Defunctive {SJtak^t, pertain-

ing to the dead. (L. defungi, de/unctus, to finish

—

de, indfungi, to perform.]
Defy, de-fr, v.t. to challenge: to brave: {obs.) to

discard, dislike:

—

pr.p. dcfy'ing ; pa.p. defied'.—«.

{Dryden) a defiance.—*. Defi'er. [6. Fr. defier—
Low L. diffiddre, to renounce faith or allegiance

—

L. dit, asunder, aadfJdire, to tnisx—fides, faith.]



I)6eeLg6 mote : mute ; mCOn ; Men. Deliberate

Degag^, da-ga-zha', adj. unembarrassed, unconstrained,

easy. [Pa.p. of Fr. cUgager, to disentangle.]

Degar'nlsh = Disgamisn (q.v.).

Degenerate, de-jen'er-at, adj. having departed from
the high qualities of race or kind : become base

—

also Degen'eroUS ipbs.).—v.i. to fail from a nobler

state: to be or to grow worse.—-'.?'. Degen'der
{Spens.), to degenerate.—«j. Degen'eracy, Degen-
era'tion, the act or process of becoming degenerate :

the state of beine degenerate.

—

adv. Degenerately.
—«. Degeneraleness.— (!</;'. Degenerating. —«.
Degenera'tionist, one who believes that the tendency
of man is not to improve, but to degenerate.

—

adj.

Degenerative, tending or causing to degenerate.
[L. degenerdre, -dtufn, to depart from its kind—^^,
from, down, genus, generis, kind.]

Degermlnator, de-jer'mi-na-tor, n. an apparatus for

splitting grains and removing the germs. [L. de,

neg., and germen, a germ.]
Deglutlnate, de-gliJO'tin-at, v.t. to separate things

that are glued together by softening the glue :

—

pr./>.

deglu'tinating ; pa.p. deglu'tinated. [L. deglutinare,
dtuin—de, neg. , and glutindre—gluten, glue. ]

Deglutition, deg-loD-tish'un, «. the act or power of
swallowing.—rt<^>.Deglu'titive, Deglu'titory. [Fr.,

—L. de, down, a.nd gluiire, to swallow. See Glut.]
Degrade, de-grad', v.i. to lower in grade or rank : to

deprive of office or dignity : to lower in character,
value, or position : to disg^ce.

—

n. Degrada'tion,
disgrace : degeneration : abortive structural develop-
ment : a lowering in dignity.—/.«</?>. Degrad'Od,
reduced in rank : base : low : (^er.) placed on steps ;

Degrad'ing, debasing : disgraceful. [Fr. d^grader
—L. de, down, a.nd gradus, a step. See Graide.]

Degree, de-gre', «. a grade or step : one of a series of
advances : relative position : rank : extent : a mark of
distinction conferred by universities, whether earned
by examination or granted as a mark of honour : the

360th part of a circle : 60 geographical miles : near-

ness of relationship : comparative amount of guilt

:

one of the three stages (post'iive, comparative,
superlative) in the comparison of an adjective or an
adverb.—By degrees, by little and little, gradually

;

Forbidden degrees, the degrees of consanguinity
and affinity within which it is not permitted to

marry ; SongS Of degrees, or Songs of ascents,

Psalms cxx.-cxxxiv., either because sung by the Jews
returning from captivity, or by the Jews coming up
annually to attend the feasts at Jerusalem ; To a
degree, to a great degree, to an extreme. [Fr.

degre—L. de, gradus, a step.]

Degust, de-gust', v.t. to taste, to relish.

—

v.i. to have
a relishing taste.

—

v.t. DegUSt'atO (same as DogUSt).
—«. Degusta'tion, the act of tasting. [L. de, down,
and gustdrCj to taste.]

Dehisce, de-his', v.i. to gape, to open as the capsules
of a plant.—«. Dehiscence.—(j^\ Dehiscent. [L.

dehiscens, pr.p. of dehiscere—de, inten., and hiscere,

to gape.]
Dehort, de-hort*, v.t. to exhort from, to dissuade.

—

«. Dehorta'tion, dissuasion.—<i(^.r. Dehor'tative,
Dehor'tatory, dissuasive.—«. Dehort'er. [L. de-

Iwrtdri—de, neg., and hortdri, to exhort.)

Dehumanise, de-hu'ma-nlz, v.t. to deprive of specifi-

cally human qualities. [L. de, neg., and humanise.]
Dehydrate, de-hl'drat, v.t. to deprive of water,

chemically.

—

v.i. to lose water.

—

n. Dehydra'tion.
[L. de, neg., Gr. kydor.]

Deicide, de'i-std, «. the killing of a god : the putting
to death of Jesus Christ. [From a supposed Low L.

form deicidium—deus, a god, and cadere, to kill.]

Deictic, dik'tik, adj. proving directly.

—

adv. Delc"-

tically. [Gr. deiktikos—deiknynai, to show.]
Deld-thraw, ded'-thraw, «. (^Scot) death-throe.
Deii^, de'i-f I, v.t. to exalt to the rank of a god : to wor-

ship as a deity : to make god-like '.—pr.p. de'ifying ;

pa.p. de'ified. —«(/;>. DeifiC, -al, making god-like
or divine.— «. Deification, the act of deifying: a

deified embodiment, —adj. De'ifonn, god-like in form
or character. [Fr. detfier—L. deificdre—deus, a
god, znA/acere, to make.]

Deig^, dan, v.i. to condescend.

—

v.t. to give : to
allow: {obs.) to favour. [Fr. daigner—L. dign&ri,
to think worthy

—

dignus, worthy.]
Dell, del, Scotch form oi devil.

Deinotherium, di-no-the'ri-um, «. = Dlnotherium.
Deiparous, de-ip'a-rus, adj. bearing a god—of the

Virgin. [L. deus, a god, parere, to bring forth.]
Deipnosophist, dlp-nos'e-fist, «. one who converses

learnedly at dinner, a table-philosopher—from the
title of a work by Athenaeus. [Gr. deipnon, dinner,
sophistes—sophos, wise.]

Deist, de'ist, «. one who believes in the existence of
God, but not in revealed religion.—«. De'ism, the
creed of a Ati\^\..~adjs. Delst'lC, -OX.—adv. Deist'l-
Cally. [Fr. d^iste, diisme—L. deus, a god.]

Deity, de'i-ti, n. the divinity : godhead : a god or
goddess : the Supreme Being. [Fr., — Low L.
deltas—L. deus, god; Sans, deva—div, to shine.]

Deject, de-jekt", v.t. to cast down the countenance or
spirits of.

—

adj. (Shak.) cast down.

—

adj. Deject'ed,
cast down : dispirited.— adv. Deject'edly. — ns.

Deject'edness ; Dejec'tion, lowness of spirits

:

{J>1.)
faecal discharge (also dejecta).—adj. Dejec'-

tory, promoting evacuations. [L. dejicere, jectum—de, down, jacere, to cast.]

Delaine, de-lan', «. an untwilled light dress material,

originally of wool—also Muslin-de-laine.
Delapse, de-laps', v.i. (obs.) to sink down.—«. Delap'-

sion.

Delate, de-lat', v.t. to carry on : to publish : to charge
with a cnme.—fis. Dela'tlon ; Delat'or. [L. deferre,
deldtum, to bring a report against, to inform

—

de,

m\.e.n.,/erre, to bear.]

Delay, de-la', v.t. to put off to another time : to defer

:

to hinder or retard.—7'./. to pause, linger, or put off

time.

—

n, a putting off or deferring : a lingering

:

hinderance -.—pr.p. dela/ing ; pa.p. delayed'.—«.

Delayer.—a<^z^ Delayingly. [O. Fr. delaier—\^
differre, dildtum— dis, ap^irt, jerre, to carrj".]

Delay, de-la', v.t. {Spens.) to temper, dilute, weaken.
[Fr. delayer, dilute—L. deliqudre, clarify.]

Dele, dele, z<.t. delete, efface, a direction in proof-
reading to remove a superfluous letter or word,
usually marked thus l.—adjs. Del'eble, Del'iWe, that
can be deleted. [L., imper. o( delere, to delete.)

Delectable, de-lekt'a-bl, adj. delightful : pleasing.—
«. Delect'ableness. — af/j/. Delect'ably. — «. Do
leota'tion, delight. [Fr.,—L. delectabilis—delect
are, to delight.)

Delegate, del'e-gat, v.t. to send as a legate or repre
sentative : to entrust or commit to.—«. one who is

delegated: a deputy or representative: {U.S.) a
person elected to represent a territory in congress,
as distinguished from the representatives of the
States.

—

adj. delegated, deputed.

—

ns. Delega'tion,
Delegacy, a delegating : the persons delegated.
[L. de, away, and legare, -dtum, to send as
ambassador.)

Delete, de-let', v.t. to blot out : to erase : to destroy.—n.pl. Delen'da, things to be deleted or erased.
—«. JiQ\h'\Aa\s..—adjs. Dele'tlve, Dele'tory. [L.

delere, deletum, to blot out.]

Deleterious, del-e-te'ri-us, adj. tending to destroy
life: hurtful or destructive: poisonous.

—

adv. Dele-
te'riously.-«. Delete'riousness. [Gr. deleterios,

hurtful

—

deleisthai, to hurt.)

Delf, delf, «. a contraction for Delft'waro, a kind of

earthenware originally made at Delft, Holland.
Delf, delf, n. a drain, ditch : {her.) a charge represent-

ing a square sod. [A.S. dcelf—delfan, to dig.)

Delian, de'li-an, adj. pertaining to Delos in the Agean
Sea, birthplace of Apollo and Artemis.

Delibate, dell-bat, v.t. {obs.) to sip.—«. Dellba'tion.
Deliberate, de-lib'er-at, v.t. to weigh well in one's

mind.

—

v.i. to consider the reasons for and against



Delicate fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Delve

anything : to reflect : to consider.

—

aAj. well con-

sidered : considering carefully : slow in determining :

cautious.— oi^p. Dolib'erately.— »j. Delib'erate-

ness ; DeUbera'tion, the act of deliberating

:

mature reflection : calmness : coolness. — adj. De-
llb'eratlve, proceeding or acting by deliberation.

—

adv. Delib'eratively. [L. deUberare, -atum—de,

inten., and liirrare, to weigh

—

libra, a balance.]

Delicate, del'i-kat, adj. pleasing to the senses, esp.

the taste : dainty : nicely discriminating or percep-

tive : of a fine, slight texture or constitution : tender :

frail, not robust : requiring nice handling : refined in

manners : gentle, polite, considerate : luxurious.

—

n.

Del'icacy, state or quality of being delicate : refine-

ment : nicety : tenderness, weakness : luxurious-

ness : anything delicate or dainty. — adv. Deli-
cately, in a delicate manner: (^.) luxuriously.

—

«. Del'lcateness, state of being delicate: (5.)
delicacy, luxury.—«./i Del'icates (5.), delicacies.

[L. delicdtus—delicia, allurements, luxury

—

delicere

-de, inten., lacere, to entice.]

Delice, del'is, «. {_Spens.) flower delice, the iris. [See
Fleur-de-lis.]

Delicloos, de-lish'us, adj. full of delicacies : highly
pleasing to the senses : affording exquisite pleasure.—n. Del'lce, {^Spens."), delight : a delight or
delightful thing.

—

adv. Dell'Cioasly, in a delicious

manner : (B.) luxuriously.

—

n. DeU'ciousness. [L.

deliciosus—delicia. ]

Delict, de-likt', «. a transgression, a misdemeanour.
(L. delictum, an offence — de, and linquere, to
leave.]

DeligatiOH, del-i-ga'shun, n. a binding up, ligature.

Delight, de-llt', v.t. to please highly.

—

v.i. to have or
take great pleasure: to be greatly pleased.

—

n. a
high degree of pleasure : extreme satisfaction : that
which gives great pleasure. — p.adj. Dellght'ed,
greatly pleased : (Shak.) delightful.

—

adjs. Delight-
rol, Delighfsome, full of delight.—(k/z/. Delight-
fully. — «. Dellglit'fuliies3. — adj. Delightless,
affording no delight. [O. Fr. deliter—L. deUctdre,
inten. ol delicere.

^

Delilah, de-ll'la, n. the Philistine woman who befooled
Samson : a courtesan who seduces a man to betray
secrets : a light woman, strumpet.—Also Dallla.

Delimit, de-lim'it, v.t. to fix or mark the limit of.—«.

Delimita'tion.
Delineate, de-lin'e-at, v.t. to mark out with lines : to

represent by a sketch or picture : to portray : to

describe accurately in words.

—

adj. DeUn'eaole.

—

tts. Delinea'tion, the act of delineating : a sketch,
representation, or description (sometimes Deliu'ea-
ment); Delin'eator. [L. delimdre, -dtum—de,
down, and linea, a line.]

Delinquent, dc-ling'kwent, adj. failing in duty.

—

n.

one who fails in or leaves his duty : a transgressor

:

a criminaL

—

n. Delin'quency, failure in or omission
of du^ : a fault : a crime.

—

adv. Delin'quently.
[L. delinquens, -entis, pr.p. oidelinquere—dt, inten.,

and linquere, to leave.]

Deliquesce, del-i-kwes', v.i. to melt and become liquid
by absorbing moisture, as certain salts, &c.

—

v.i. and
v.t. Del'iquate, Deliquiate, to melt.—>«. Deli-
quescence, Deliquia'tion. — adj. Deliquescent,
liquefying in the air. [L. deliquescere—de, inten.,

liqiuzclre, to become fluid

—

lijulre, to be fluid.]

Deliqulum, de-lik'wi-um, n. liquefaction by absorp-
tion of moisture. [Fr.,—Low L.. deliquiunt—L. de,

down, and liquire, to melt]
Delirious, de-hr'i-us, adj. wandering in mind : light-

headed : insane.

—

n. Delira'tion, madness, an aber-
ration.

—

adj. Deliri&'cient, producing delirium.

—

H. any substance with this quality.—ia//r'. Dellr'i-

ously. — nf. Dellr'iousness ; Delir'lum, state of
being delirious : strong excitement : wild enthusiasm.
—Delirium tremens, a delirious disorder of the
brain produced by excessive drinking, and often
marked by convulsive or trembling symptoms. [L.
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delirtts, crazy

—

de, from, and lira, a furrow ; tremens,
the pr.p. of tremere, to tremble.]

Delitescent, del-i-tes'ent, adj. lying hid or concealed

—

e.g. the germs of an infectious disease.—«. Delites-
cence. [L. delitescetis, pr.p. oidelitescere—de, from,

and latescere—latere, to lie hid.]

Deliver, de-liv'er, v.t. to liberate or set free from
restraint or danger : to rescue from evil or fear : to

give up or part with : to communicate : to pro-

nounce : to give forth, as a blow, a ball, &c. : to

disburden a woman of a child in childbirth.

—

adj.

Deliverable. —»«. Deliv'erance, act of delivering

or freeing : act of transferring from one to another :

parturition : the utterance of a judgment or authori-

tative opinion ; Deliverer ; Delivery, the act of
delivering : a giving up : the act or manner of speak-
ing in public, of discharging a shot, of throwing a
cricket-ball, of pouring water, &c. : the act of giving

birth.—General delivery, the delivery of letters

from a post-office window to the persons to whom
they are addressed— opp. to house to house delivery

;

Gaol, or Jail, delivery (see Gaol). (Fr. dilivrer—
L. de, from, liberdre, to set free

—

liber, free.]

Deliverly, de-liv'er-li, adv. {Shak.) nimble manner.
[O. Fr. deiivre, free— L. de, and liber, free.]

DeU. See Dale.
Della-CrUSCan, del-la-krus'kan, adj. belonging to, or
resembhng, the old Florentine Accademia della

Crtisca (1582), esp. of a group of sentimental English
poetasters resident in Florence about 1784—crushed
by Gifford's Baviad in 1794.

Della-Bobbia, del-la-rob'ya, ». a term applied to

enamelled terra-cotta, said to have been mvented
by Luca della Robbia.

Delph. an erroneous spelling of Delf.
Delphian, del'fi-an, adj. relating to Delphi, a town of

ancient Greece, or to the famous oracle which was
there.—Also Del'phia

Delphin, del'fin, adj. pertaining to the dauphin of

France, or to an edition of the Latin classics pre-

pared for his use, 64 vols., 1674-1730.
DelphinidSB, del-fin'i-de, n. a family of cetaceans,

including dolphins, grampuses, &c [L. delphinus,
a dolphin.]

Delphinium, del-fin'i-um, «. a genus of Ranuncida-
ceie comprising the larkspurs and stavesacre. [ Formed
from Gr. dclphinion, larkspur.]

Delta, del'ta, n. the fourth letter of the Greek alpha-

bet, the capital form of which is A : a tract of land

of like shape formed at the mouth of a river.—«.

Deltafica'tion, the process of forming a delta.

—

adj.

Del'toid, of the form of the Greek A : triangular.

—

Delta metal, a hard alloy of copper, zinc, and iron

—the three metals symbolised by the triangular shape

;

Deltoid muscle, the large triangular muscle of the
shoulder. [Gr.,—Heb. daleth, a tent-door.]

Delubrum, de-lQ'brum, n. a temple, shrine, sanctuary

:

a church having a font, a fort [L.]

Deluce. See Fleur-de-Us.
Delude, de-lud', v. t. to play or impose upon r to de-

ceive.—o/^'. Delud'able.—n. Delud'er. [L. delu-
dere, to play

—

de, down, ludere, lusum, to play.]
Deluge, del'uj, «. a great overthrow of water : a flood:

esp. that in the days of Noah.

—

v.t. to inundate ; to
overwhelm as with water. [Fr.,—L. diluvium—
diluire—dis, away, lucre, to wash. ]

Delundung, de-lun'dung, n. the weasel-cat of Java
and Malacca, a small carnivore akin to the civet

Delusion, de-lu'zhun, n. the act of deluding : the state
of being deluded : a false belief: i.TC<yc.-—adj. DOlU'-
Bional, pertaining to delusions, afflicted with such.—«. Delu'sionist.—<i<^>. Delusive, Delusory, apt
or tending to delude : deceptive.—o^z/. DelU'sively.—». Delu'siveness, [See Delude.]

Delve, delv, v.t. and v.i. to dig with a spade.—«.

(5/<^Hj.)a place dug out, a ditch, a cave.— »;. DelVer.
[A.S. del/an, to dig ; conn, with dale, delL\



Demagnetise mote ; mute ; mOTSn ; ik«a. Demolish

Demagnetise, de-mag'net-Iz, v.i. to deprive of mag-
netic power.—«. Demagnetlaa'tlon.

Demagogue, dem'a-gog, ». a leader of the people : a
popular and factious orator.

—

culjs. Demagogic, -al

(-goj )•—'"• Demagogism, Demagoguism (dema-
gog-ism); Dem'agoguery, Demagogy (-gojO. [Fr.,

—Gr. demogdgos—demos, the people, agogos, lead-

ing

—

agein, to lead.]

Domain. See Demesne.
Demand, de-mand', v.t. to claim : to ask earnestly or

authoritatively : to call for : to question.—». the
asking for what is due : an asking for with authority :

a claim : earnest inquiry.

—

adj. Demand'able, that
may be demanded.—«. Demand'ant, one who de-

mands : a plaintiff :—/em. Demand'ross.—In great
demand, much sought after. [Fr.,—Low L. deman-
ddre, to demand—L. de, from, and ma/tddre, to put
into one's charge.]

Demarcation, Demarkation, de-mark-a shun, «. the
act of marking off or setting bounds to : division :

a fixed limit.

—

v.t. Demar'cate, to mark off or

limit. [Fr.,

—

d^, off, and marguer, to mark. See
Mark]

Dematerialise, de-ma-te'ri-al-Iz, v.t. to deprive of
material qualities.

Deme, dem, «. a subdivision of ancient Attica and of
modern Greece, a township : ((5/<7/.) any differentiated
aggregate of cells. [Gr. demos. ]

Demean, de-men', v.t, to conduct (with self): to

behave. —«. Demeanour, conduct— (5>f«j.) De-
mayne, Demeasnure. [O. Fr. demener—de, inten.

,

and tnefter, to lead—Low L. minare, to drive cattle,

L. minari, to threaten. ]

Demean, de-men', v.t. to make mean: to lower.
[More prob. on the analogy of debase, from de, and
mean, low, than the same word as the preceding
with specialised sense.]

Dement, de-ment', v.t. to drive crazy, render insane.—adj. insane, demented.

—

n. a demented person.^
v.t. Dement'ate, to dement.—/.«<(/'. Demented,
out of one's mind : insane : suffering from dementia.
[L. demens, dementis, out of one's mind—^iV, from,
and mens, the mind.]

Dementi, da-mong-te, «. a contradiction. [Fr. flV-

nientir, to give the lie to.]

Dementia, de-men'shi-a, «. general mental enfeeble-
ment, with loss of memory, reason, feeling, and will

:

often the consequence of acute mania. [L^ de, neg.,
and mens, mentis, mind.]

Demerit, de-mer'it, «. ill-desert : fault : crime. [O.
Fr. demerite, desert, also a fault—Low L. demeri-
tum, a fault, demerere, to deserve—L. de, fully,

mercre, to deserve.]

Demersed, de-merst', adj. (i5o/.) growing underwater.
—«. Demer'slon.

Demesmerise, de-mes'mer-Iz, v.t. to relieve from mes-
meric influence. —«. Demesmerisa'tion.

Demesne, de-men'. Domain, de-man', n. a manor-
house, with lands adjacent to it not let out to

tenants : any estate in land. [Forms oi domain,^
Demi-bastion, dem'i-bast'yun, n. a kind ofhalf-bastion,

consisting of one face and one flank. [Fr. demi—h.
dimidius, half, and bastion.]

Demi-cadence, dem'i-ka'dens, n. {mus.) a half-cadence.
Demi-cannon, dem'i-kan'un, «. (Shak.) an old gun
which threw a ball of from 30 to 36 lbs.

Demi-culverin, dem'i-cul've-rin, «. an old kind of
cannon which threw a shot of 9 or 10 lbs.

Demi-deify, dem'i-de'i-fl, v.t. to treat as a demi-god.
Demi-devU, dem'i-deVil, «. a half-devil.
Demi-distance, dem'i-dis'tans, «. (Jbrt.) the distance
between the outward polygons and the flank.

Demi-ditone, dem'i-dl-tSn, n. {mus.) a minor third.

Demigod, dem'i-god, «. half a god : one whose nature
is partly divine, esp. a hero fabled to be the offspring
of a god and a mortal •.—/em. Dem'i-godd'ess. [Fr.
demi, half, and^i7</.]

Deml-gorg^e, dem'i-gorj, «. (Jbrt.) the part uf the

polygon remaining after the flank is raised, going
from the curtain to the angle of the polygon.

Deml-Jolin, dem'i-jon, n. a glass bottle with a full body
and narrow neck, enclosed in wicker-work. [Fr.

damejeanne. Dame Jane, analogous to Bellarmitu,
gray-beard. Not from the town Damaghan.\

Demi-lance, dem'i-lans, n. a short, light spear of the
i6th century ; a soldier armed with such a weapon.

Demi-lune, dem'i-lesn, «. {fort.) a half-moon : an old
name for Ravelin. [L. demi, half, and Fr. lutu—
L. luna, the moon.]

Demi-monde, dem'i-mond, «. women in an equivocal
position, kept women : the prostitute class generally.

Demirep, dem'i-rep, «. a woman of dubious reputa-
tion.—«. Dem'irepdom, shady women collectively.
[Said to be a contraction oi detni-reputation.]

Demise, de-miz',«. a transferring: death, esp. of a
sovereign or a distinguished person : a transfer of the
crown or of an estate to a successor.

—

v.t. to send
down to a successor : to bequeath by will.

—

adj.

Deml'sable. [O. Fr. demise, pa.p. of desmettre, to

lay down—L. dimittere, to send away— L. dis,

aside, and tiiittete, missum, to send.] _
Demi-semiquaver, dem'i-sem'i-kwa-ver, n. (»f«j.) a p

note equal in time to the half of a semiquaver. 1^

[Fr. demi, half, and semiquaver.] "
Demiss, de-mis', adj. {Spens.) humble. [L. demissus,

psi.p. of demittere. See Demise.]
Demission, de-mish'un, n. a lowering : degradation

:

depression : relinquishment : resignation. — adj.

Demissive {obs.), \umh\e..—adv. Domissly. [L.

demission-em. See Demise.]
Demit, de-mit', v.t. to dismiss : to relinquish : to re-

sign. [See Demise.]
Demiurge, dem'i-urj, n. the maker of the world

:

among the Gnostics, the creator of the world and
of man, subordinate to God the supreme — also

Demivir'gus.—rt<^'. Demiur'glc. [Gr. demiourgos
—demos, the people, and ergon, a work.]

Demi-volt, dem'i-volt, n. a half-turn of a horse, the
forelegs being raised in the air. [Fr. demi-volte—
demi, half, and volte, a leap. See Vault.]

Demi-wolf, dem'i-woolf, «. {Shak.) a half-wolf, the

offspring of a dog and a wolf.

Demobilise, de-mob'il-Iz, v.t. to take out of mobilisa-

tion : to disband.—«. Demobilisa'tion. [Fr.]

Democracy, de-mok'ra-si, «. a form of government
in which the supreme power is vested in the people
collectively, and is administered by them or by
officers appointed by them : the people, esp. the

common people in the United States, the democratic
party—also Democ'raty {Milt.).— n. Dem'ocrat,
one who adheres to or promotes democracy as a
principle : a member of the democratic party in

the United States, who preserve carefully the local

liberties of states and of individuals, opposing
national centralisation, and supporting a wide fran-

chise, low tariff duties for the interests of the revenue
rather than protection, and a limited public expendi-

ture.—<i^>. Democratic, -al, relating to democ-
racy : insisting on equal rights and privileges for

all— adv. Democratically.— a<^'. Democratifi'-
able, capable of being made democratic— w./. Do-
mocratise', to render democratic.—«. Democ'ratist,

a democrat. [O. Fr. ,—Gr. demokratia—demos, the

people, and kratein, to rule

—

kratos, strength.]

Demogorgon, de-mo-gor'gon, n. a mysterious deity

or diabolical magician first mentioned about 450

A.D., and regarded as an object of terror. [Gr.

daimSn, A^Wy, gorgos,X.^xrCAf:.\

Demography, de-mog'ra-fi, n. vital and social statis-

tics, as applied to the study of nations and races.

—«. Demog'rapher.— a(^'. Demograpli'lc. [Gr.

demos, the people, grapAein, to write.]

Demoiselle, dem-wa-zel', «. {S/iak.) a young lady : a

crane-like bird of peculiarly graceful form. [Fr.

See DamseL]
Demolish, de-mol'bh, v.i. to destroy, lay in ruins, to
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ruin.

—

ft. Demoli'tion, act of pulling down : ruin.

(Fr. dimolir— L. demolfri, to throw down— de,

down, and mollri, to build

—

molts, a heap.]

Demology, de-moro-ji, «. same as Demography : the

theory of the origin and development of nations.

[Gr. dimos, the people, login, a discourse.]

Demon, de'mon, «. an evil spirit, a devil : sometimes

like Dffimon, a friendly spirit or good genius :

—

/em. Demoness.—<i^>. Demoniac, Demoniacal,
pertaining to or like demons or evil spirits : influ-

enced by demons.—«J. Demo'niao, a human being

possessed by a demon or evil spirit.

—

adv. Demonl'a-
oally.—«. Demon!'acism, state of bemg a demoniac.

—adj. Demonian (.tft7t.).—ns. Demo nlanism, De-
mo'niasm, possession by a demon.

—

v./. De'monise,
to convert into a demon : to control or possess bya
demon.—«r. De'monism, a belief in demons ; De'-

monist, a believer in demons : Demonoc'racy, the

power of demons ; Demonol'atry, the worship of
demons ; Demonol'ater, one who worships such

;

Demonology, an account of, or the study of,

demons and their agency. — adj's. Demonolog'ic,
-al.

—

ns. Demonol'O^St, a writer on demonology

;

Demonoma'nia, a form of mania in which the sub-

ject believes himself possessed by devils ; Demon'-
omy_, the dominion of demons; De'monry, de-

moniacal influence. [L. dcemon— Gr. daimon, a
spirit, genius : in N. T. and Late Greek, a devil.]

Demonetise, de-mon'o-tlz, «. to divest of value as
money.

—

n. Demonetisa'tion.
Demonstrate, de-mon'strat, z'.t. to show or point out

clearly: to prove with certainty.— adj. Demon'-
Strable, that may be demonstrated.

—

>ts. Demon'-
strableness, DemonstrabU'ity. — adv. Demon-
strably. — ns. Demonstra'tion, a pointing out

:

proof beyond doubt : expression of the feelings by
outward signs : expression of sympathy with political

or social opinions, with a man or body of men, by a
ma.ss-meetmg, a procession, &c. : show : a move-
ment of troops or ships to exhibit military intention,

or in war to deceive the enemy.

—

adj. Demon'stra-
tive, making evident : proving with certainty : of
the nature of proof: given to the manifestation of
one's feelings.— fli^r'. Demonstratively.—»«. De-
mon'strativeness ; Demonstrator, one who proves
beyond doubt : one who teaches : {anat.) one who
teaches anatomy from the dissected parts.

—

adj.
Demon'stratory, demonstrative. (L. demonstr&re,
-aturn—de, inten., and monstrare, to show.]

Demoralise, de-mor'al-Iz, v.t. to corrupt in morals:
to lower the morale—that is, to deprive of spirit

and confidence : to throw into confusion.—«. De-
morallsa'tlon, act of demoralising: corruption or
subversion of morals.—/.«i^. DemorallS'ing.

Demos, de'mos, n. the people, esp. the lower classes.
—adj. Demot'lo, pertaining to the people : popular :

in Egypt, ant., ofa kind of writing distinguished from
the hieratic, or priestly, and from hieroglyphics.
[Gr.]

DemostbeniC, de-mos-then'ik, adj. of or like Demos-
thenes, the Athenian orator : eloquent.

Dempster. Same as Deemster (q.v. under Deem).
Dempt, demt (6/f««.). Pa.p. of Deem.
Demulcent, de-mul'sent, adj. soothing. [L. demul-
cent-tm—de, and mulcire, to stroke, to soothe.]

Demtir, de-mur*, v.i. to hesitate from uncertainty or
before difficulty: to object:

—

pr.p. demur'nng;
Aj./>. demurred'.

—

n. a stop : pause, hesitation.

—

adj.

Demtir'rable.—nj. Demur'rage, an allowance made
for undue delay or detention of a vessel in port

:

compensation p.iid by the freighter to the owner of
the same : allowance for undue detention of railway-
wagons, &c. ; Demur'rer, one who demurs : (la^v)

a plea in law that, even if the opponent's facts are
as he says, they yet do not support his case._ [Fr.

demeurer—'L.demordri, to loiter, linger

—

de, inten.,

and mordri, to delay

—

mora, delay.]

Demure, de-mOr', adj. sober : staid : modest : aflfect-
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ediy modest : making a show of gravity. — adv.
Demurely.-«. Demure'ness. [O. Fr. dt {bons)
Murs, of good manners—L. de, of, mores, manners.]

Demy, de-mi', «. a size of paper 32J by 17J in. ; in

the United States 21 by 16 in. [ir. demi—h.
dimidium, half

—

di, apart, tnedius, the middle.]
Demy, de-mi', n. a holder of certain scholarships in

Magdalen College, Oxford.—*. Demyship. [Ety.
same as above.]

Den, den, n. the hollow lair of a wild beast : a kind
of pit, a cave : a haunt of vice or misery : (coll.) a
private retreat for work : (proz>.) a narrow valley.

—

v.i. to retire to a den. [A.S. denn, a cave, and
denu, a valley.]

Den, den, «. (pbs.) for good-e'en, good-even.
Denary, den'ar-i, adj. containing ten.—«. the number

ten.—«. Denarius, the chief Roman silver coin
under the Republic, divided into ten asses, and
worth 9fd. (ll denarius—deni—decern, ten.)

Denationalise, de-n.ish'un-al-Tz, v.t. to deprive of
national rights.—«. Denationalisation

Denaturalise, de-nat'u-ral-Iz, v.t. to make unnatural:
to deprive of naturalisation.

Denay, de-na', obs. form of Deny, DeniaL
Dendrachate, den'dra-kSt, «. arborescent ag^te.

—

MOSS'-ag'ate. [Gr. dendron, tree, achates, agate.]
Dendriform, den'dri-form, adj. having the appearance

of a tree. [Formed from Gr. dendron, a tree, and
"L,. Jornta, form.]

Dendrite, den'drlt, «. a mineral in which are figures

resembling plants.

—

adjs. Dendrit'ic, -al, tree-like,

arborescent : marked with branching figures like

plants. [Gr. dendrites, of a tree

—

dendron, a tree.]

Dendrodont, den'drO-dont, n. a fish of extinct fossil

genus Dendrodtis, having teeth of dendritic struc-

ture.

—

adj. having such teeth.—«. Deudroden'tine,
the form of branched dentine seen in compound
teeth, produced by the interblending of the dentine,

enamel, and cement. [Gr. dendron, a tree, and
odous, odontos, tooth.]

Dendroid, den'droid, adj. having the form of a tree.

[Gr. dendron, a tree, and eidos, form.]

Dendrolite, den'dro-llt, «. a petrified or fossil plant.

[Gr. dendron, a tree, and lithos, a stone.]

Dendrology, den-drol'o-ji, «. a treatise on trees : the

natural history of trees. — adj. Deudrolog^lcal.

—

n. Dendrol'Ogist. [Gr. dendron, a tree, and logia,

a discourse.]

Dendrometer, den-drom'e-ter, «. an instrument for

ascertaining the height of a tree. [Gr. dendron,
tree, metron, measure.]

Dene, den, «. a small valley. — «. Dene'-hole, an
ancient artificial excavation m the chalk formations
of Kent and Essex. [A form of dean. Cf Den.]

Denegation, de-ne-ga'shun, n. denial. [L. denegdre,

dtum, to Acny—de, inten., and negdre, to deny.]

Dengue, deng'ga, n. an acute tropical epidemic fever,

seldom fatal— also breakbone-fever, dandy-fever.
[The Spanish dengue, refusing, prudery, from L.
denegdre, to deny, seems to have been confused
with dandy-fever.\

Denial, de-nl'al, «. act of denying or saying no : con-

tradiction ; refusal : rejection.

—

adj. Deni'able, that

may be denied.

—

n. Denl'er, one who denies.

Denier, de-nSr*, «. (Shak.) an old small French silver

coin : also later, a copper coin of the value of ^ sou
—hence a very trifling sura. [Fr.,—L. deftarius.']

Denigration, de-ni-gra'shun, n. a making .or becoming
black—esp. the blackening of a man's character.

—

v.t. Den'lgjate {obs.). [L. de, inten., nigrdre, to

blacken, niger, black.]

Denim, den'im, n. coloured twilled cotton goods for

overalls, &c.
Denitrate, dS-nftrat, v.t. to free from nitric acid.

—

ns. Denitra'tion ; Deni'trificator.
Denixen, den'i-zn, n. an inhabitant ^uman or animal):
one admitted to the rights of a citizen.

—

v.t. to make
a denizen of: to provide with occupants.

—

v.i. to



Dennet mOte ; mQte ; mSOn ; then. Depart

inhabit

—

tis. Denlz&'tlon, act of making one a
citizen : Den'izenship. [O. Fr. deinzein— deinz,

dens (Fr. dans), within—L. de intus, from within.]

Dennet, den'et, «. a light gig.

Denominate, de-nom'in-at, v.t. to give a name to : to

call.—arf>'. Denom'inablo.—w. Denomination, the

act of naming : a name or title : a collection of in-

dividuals called by the same name : a sect.

—

adj.

Denominational, belonging to a denomination
or sect. — «. Denomina'tionalism, a denomi-
national or class spirit or policy : devotion to the

interests of a sect.

—

adj. Denom'lnative, giving
or having a title. — adti. Denominatively. — n.

Denominator, he who, or that which, gives a name

:

(arii/t.) the lower number in a vulgar fraction, which
names the parts into which the integer is divided.

[L. de, and twmindre, -atunt, to name

—

nomcn, a
name.]

Denote, de-nCt', v.t. to note or mark off: to indicate
by a sign: to signify or mean : (Jog.") to indicate the

objects comjirehended in a class.— <i<^'. Dond'table.
— «. Denotation, that which a word names or indi-

cates, in contradistinction to that which it coiiMotes

or signifies. — adj. Denotative. — adv. Deno'ta-
tively.

—

n. Denote'ment (Shak.), a sign or indica-

tion. [Fr.,—L. denotdre, -atuin—de, inten., and
notare, to mark

—

nota, a mark or sign.]

Denouement, da-niSo'mong, «. the unravelling of a
plot or story : the issue, event, or outcome. [Fr.

denouement or denoAntent ; dhwuer, to untie^iV,
neg., and nouer, to tie—L. nodus, a knot.]

Denounce, de-nowns', v. t. to inform against or accuse
publicly: (^l/.S.) to claim the right of working a
mine, as being abandoned or insufficiently worked.
— ns. Denouncement (same as Denunciation);
Denouncer. [Fr. denoncer— L. denuntidre— de,

inten., and nuntidre, to announce.]
Dense, dens, adj'. thick, close, compact : impenetrably

stupid.—«. a thicket.

—

adv. Densely.

—

7ts. Dense'-
ness ; Density, the quality of being dense : the
proportion of mass to bulk or volume : the quantity
of matter per unit of bulk. [L. densus, thick.]

Densimeter, den-sim'et-er, n. an instrument for ascer-
taining the comparative density or specific gravity of
a substance. [L. densus, dense, and 7>ietrunt (Gr.
metron), measure.]

Dent, dent, «. a small hollow made by the pressure or
blow of a harder body on a softer.

—

v.t. to make a
mark by means of a blow.—/.«<//. Dent'ed, marked
with dents : indented. [A variant of dint.]

Dent, dent, n. a notch.— v.t. to notch. [Confused
with the preceding, but from Fr. dent, tooth—L.
dens, den Iis.]

Dentagra, den-tag' ra, n, a tooth-drawing forceps

:

toothache.
Dental, den'tal, adj'. belonging to the teeth : produced
by the aid of the teeth.—«. an articulation or letter
pronounced chiefly with the teeth.

—

adj. Den'tary,
belonging to dentition, bearing teeth.

—

n. the distal

element of the jaw of vertebrates below mammals.

—

Dental engine, a mechanical appliance giving a
rotary motion to a dentist's boring instruments. [L.

dens, dentis, a tooth. See Tootfi.]
Dentate, -d, den'tat, -ed, adj. toothed : notched : set

as with teeth. [L. dentatus, toothed, dens, a
tooth.]

Dentel. See DentiL
Dentex, den'teks, «. a voracious sparoid fish.

Denticle, den'ti-kl, n. a small tooth.

—

adj's.^ Den-
tic'ulate, -d, having notches,—«. Denticula'tion.

(L. denticulus, dim. oi dens, a tooth.]

Dentiform, den'ti-form, adj. having the form of a

tooth or of teeth. [L. detis, dentis, tooth, and
forma, form.]

Dentifrice, den'ti-fris, n. a substance used in rubbing

or cleaning the teeth. [Fr. ,—L. dtnti/ricium, from

dens, anA/ricdre, to rub.]

Dentigerous, den-tij'e-rus, adj'. bearing teeth.

a, DentiL

Dentil, den'til, n. a denticle: (//.) small square blocks
or projections in the bed-mouldings of the cornices
of columns— also

,

Dentel.—rtir>'. Den'-
tilated. [See Den-
ticle]

Dentilingual, den-ti-

ling" -gwal, adj'.
formed between the
teeth and the tongue,
as th in thin, this.—
n. a consonant so

formed.—Also Dentoling'ual. [L. dent-, dens, a
tooth, iins^ua, the tongue.]

Dentine, Dentin, den'tin, «. the substance of which
the tooth is formed, under the enamel. [L. dens,
dentis, a tooth.]

DentirOStral, den-ti-ros'tral, adj. having the mandibles
of the beak toothed or notched, as certain birds.

(L. dens, dentis, a tooth, and rostrum, a beak.]
Dentist, den'tist, «. one who remedies diseases of the

teeth, or inserts artificial teeth.

—

v.i. Den'tise, to cut
one's teeth.

—

ns. Den'tlStry, the business ofa dentist

;

Denti'tion, the cutting or growing of teeth : the con-
formation, number, and arrangement of the teeth.

Dentoid, den'to'd, cidj. formed or shaped like a tooth.

[L. dens, dentis, a tooth, and Gr. eidos, form.]
Dentolingual. See Dentilingual.
Denude, de-nud', v.t. to make nude or naked : to lay

bare.—«. Denuda'tion, a making nude or bare

:

{geo!.) the wearing away of rocks by water and
atmospheric action, whereby the underlying rocks
are laid bare. [L. denudare— de, inten., and
nnddre, -dtum, to make naked

—

nudus, naked.]
Denunciate, de-mm'shi-at, v.t. same as Denounce.—

ns. Denunciation (-shi-a'-, or -si-a'-), any formal
declaration : act of denouncing : a threat ; Denun'-
ciator, one who denounces.

—

adj. Denun'ciatory,
containing a denunciation : threatening.

Deny, de-nl', z>.t. to gainsay or declare not to be
true : to reject : to refuse admission to : to dis-

own \^pr.p. deny'ing ; fa.p. denied'.

—

adv. Deny*-
ingly.—Deny one's self, to deny one's self the in-

dulgence of bodily appetites and carnal inclinations :

to exercise self-denial. [Fr. denier—L. denegdre—
de, inten., and negdre, to say no. See Negation.]

Deobstruent, de-ob'str50-ent, adj. (,med.) removing
obstructions.

Deodand, de'o-dand, n. in old English law, a personal
chattel which had been the immediate, accidental

cause of the death of a human being, forfeited to the

crown for pious uses. [L. deo, to God, dandum,
that must be given

—

dare, to give.]

Deodar, de-o-dar", «. a cedar much praised by Indian
poets : the Cedrus Deodara of the Himalayas.
[Sans. Deva-ddru, divine tree—a name given to

various coniferous trees growing in sacred places.]

Deodate, de'6-dat, «. a gift from God. [L. deo, to

God, datum, given part, pa.p. of dare, to give.]

Deodorise, de-O'dor-Iz, v^t. to take the odour or smell

from. — «j. Deodorisa'tion ; Deo'doriser, a sub-

stance that destroys or conceals unpleasant smells.

Deontology, de-on-tol'o-ji, «. the science of duty,

ethics.—rt(/;'. Deontolog'lcal.—?». Deontologist.
Deoppilate, de-op'i-lat, v.t. to free from obstruction.

—71. Deoppila'tion.—<M>". Deop'pilative.
Deoxidate, de-oks'i-dat, v.t. to take oxygen from, or

reduce from the state of an oxidate—also Deox'idlse.
—tis. Deoxlda'tion ; Deoxidi'ser, a substance that

deoxidises.

Deoxygenate, de-oks-ij'en-at, v.t. to deprive of oxy-

gen.—-Also Deoxy'genise.
Deozonise, de-O-zon'Iz, v.t. to deprive of ozone.

Depaint, de-pant', v.t. (Spens.) to paint : depict

Depart, de-part', v.i. to go away : to quit or leave :

to die : {pbs.') to separate from one another.

—

v.t.

\obsS to separate, divide.

—

ns. Dopart'er ; Depart'-
IZLg ; Departure, act of departing : a going away
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Department fate, fiir ; ml, hir : mine ; Depress

from a place ; deviation : the distance in nautical

miles made good by a ship due east or west : death.

—Anew departure, a change ofpurpose or method,

a new course of procedure.—The departed, the

deceased. [Fr. d^partir—h. de, from, and /aritri,

to part, to divide.]

Department, de-part'ment, «. a part or portion

:

a separate part of business or duty : a section of

the administration : a division of a country, esp.

of France.— a<^'. Departmental— a<^z'. Depart-
ment'ally.

Depasture, de-pas'tur, v.i. to eat bare.—z/./. to graze.

Depauperise, de-paw'per-Iz, v.t. to remove from the

state of paujjers.

—

v.t. Depau'perate, to impoverish.

Depeinct, de-pant', v.i. (S/ens.) to paint.

Depend, dc-pend', v.i. to hang down : to be sustained

by or connected with anything : to be pending

:

to rely: to rest.—adj. Depend'able, that may be
depended on.

—

adj. Depend'ent, depiending, rely-

ing on, contingent, relative.—«. a subordinate : a
hanger-on—also Depend'ant. — ns. Depend'ence,
state of being dependent, reliance, trust : that on
which one depends—also Depend'ance ; Depend'-
ency, same as Dependence, in the additional sense
of a foreign territory dependent on the mother-
country, a kind of subordinate colony without self-

government.— rt/^'. Depend'ing, still undetermined.
—adv. Depend'lngly. [Fr. d<'/e»dre—L. depen-
dere—de, from, a.nd />e»dere, to hang.]

Depersonalise, de-per'son-al-Iz, v.t. to take away the

char.icteristics that constitute the personality of.

DepMogisticate, de-flo-jis'ti-kat, v.t. to deprive of
phlogiston, once supposed to be the principle of
heat.—DephlOgiSticated air, the name given by
Priestley to oxygen when discovered by him in 1774.

Depict, de-pikt', v.i. to paint carefully: to make a
likeness of: to describe minutely. [L. depingere,
depictum—de, \atea., pingere, to paint.]

Depicture, de-pikt'ur, v.i. to picture: to paint: to

represent :

—

prp. depict'uring ; pa.p. depict'ured.

Depilate, dep'i-lat, v.t. to remove the hair from.

—

ns.

Depila'tion ; Depil'atory, an application for remov-
ing superfluous hairs.

—

adj'. possessing this quality.

Deplantation, de-plan-ta'shun, n. the act of clearmg
from plants or of transplanting.

Delete, de-plet*, v.t. to empty, reduce, exhaust.

—

n.

Deple'tion, the act of emptying or exhausting

:

(med.) the act of relieving congestion or plethora,

by purging, blood-letting, or the reduction of the

system by abstinence.— rt^V. Deple'tlve, Deple'tory.
[L. deplere, depietum, to empty, de, neg., plere, to

fill.]

Deplication, dep-li-ka'shun, n. an unfolding or un-
plaiting.

Deplore, de-pl5r', v.t. to feel or express deep grief
{ax.—adj. Deplorable, lamentable: sad.—;;. De-
plorableness. — o^/f. Deplorably.— «. Deplora'-
\iatx.{flbs.), lamentation.—orft'. Deploringly. [Fr.,

—L. deplordre—de, inten. , pUrare, to weep.]
Deploy, de-plo/, z'.t. to unfold : to open out or

extend.

—

v.t. to open: to extend from column into
line, as a body of troops.

—

ui. Deploy', Deploy'-
ment. [Fr. difployer—L. dis, apart, a.ad piicdre, to
foil. Doublet of rf«>/rt^.]

Deplume, de-plOOm', v.t. to take the plumes or
feathers from.—«. Depluma'tion.

Depolarise, de-pO'lar-Iz, v.t. to deprive of polarity.
— «. Depolarisa'tion.

Depone, de-pOn', v.t. to testify upon oath. [L. de-
ponere—de, down, and ponere, to place.]

Deponent, de-pO'nent, adj'. {gram.) applied to verbs
with a passive form but an active signific<ttion.

—

n.

one who makes a deposition, esp. under oath, or
whose written testimony is used as evidence in a
court ofJustice. [L., ^r.p. o{ deponlre.]

Depopulate, de-pop'O-lat, v.t. to deprive of population,
to dispeople. — "'./'. to become dispeopled.

—

adj'.

depopulated.—Mf. Depopulation, act of depopulat-

ing : havoc : destruction : Depop'ulator. [ L. de-
populdri, depopuldtus—de, inten., and populdri, to
spread over a country, said of a hostile people (L.
Popu/us}—hence to ravage, to destroy. Some make
it a freq. oi spolidre, to plunder.]

Deport, de-pOrt'_, v.t. to transport, to exile : to behave.—ns. Deporta'tion, transportation, exile; Deport'-
ment, carriage, behaviour. [Fr.,—L. deporidre—
de, away, a.nd partdre, -dium, to carry.]

Depose, de-pSz*, v.t. to remove from a high station : to
degrade : to strip : to attest : {Sftak. ) to examine on
oath.—a<^'. Depos'able.—«. Depos'aL [Fr.,—L.
de, from, pausdre, to pause. Gate) to place.]

Deposit, de-poz'it, v.t. to put or set down : to place :

to lay up or past : to entrust.

—

n. that which is

deposited or put down : (geol.) rocks produced by
precipitation from a fluid medium, by settling from
a solution in water : something entrusted to another's
care, esp. money put in a bank : a pledge : a bail-

ment where one entrusts goods to another to be kept
without recompense—in Scots law, Deposita'tion.—ns. Depos'itary, a person with whom anything
is left for safe keeping: a guardian— sometimes
Depos'itory. — orf/'. Depositive.— «^. Depositor;
DepOS'itory, a place where anything is deposited
— sometimes Dopos'itary. [Fr., — L. depositutn,
placed

—

depotiere, from de, and ponere, to put down.]
Deposition, dep-o-zish'un, «. act of deposing : act of
deponing : declaration, testimony taken authorita-
tively, to be used as a substitute for the production
of the witness in open court : removal : act of de-
positing : what is deposited, sediment.

DejJOt, dep'5, de'pO, or de'pO, «. a place of deposit : a
storehouse : a military station where stores are kept
and recruits trained : the headquarters of a regi-

ment : the portion of a regiment that remains at
home when the rest go on foreign service : {U.S.) a
railway station. [Fr. depSt—L. defonere, -positum.]

Deprave, de-prav*, v.t. to make bad or worse: to

corrupt.

—

n. Deprava'tion, act of depraving : state

of being depraved: depravity.

—

adj. Depraved',
corrupt.— rtrft/. DepraVedly—«j. Depraredness ;

Deprave'ment, vitiation.—a<j'i'. Deprav'ingly.—«.
Depravity, a vitiated or corrupt state of moral
character : extreme wickedness : corruption : (Jheol.)

the hereditary tendency of man toward sin : original
sin. [Fr.,—L. depravdre—de, inten., pravus, bad.]

Deprecate, depVe-kat, v.t. to try to ward off by
prayer : to desire earnestly the prevention or removal
of: to regret deeply : to argue against.

—

adj'. Dep'-
recable, that is to be deprecated.—«. Depreca'tion,
act of deprecating, earnest prayer, esp. a special
petition against some evil, in litanies.

—

adv. Dep'-
recatingly.— adjs. Deprecative, Dep'recatoiy,
tending to avert evil by prayer : having the form
of prayer.

—

n. Dep'recator. [L. deprecdri, depre-
cdtus—de, away, 3.nd precdri, to pray.]

Depreciate, de-pre'shi-St, v.t. to lower the_worth of:
to undervalue : to disparage.

—

v.i. to fall in value.

—

n. Deprecia'tion, the falling of value : disparage-
ment—rt((;>. Depre'ciative, Depreciatory, tending
to depreciate or lower.

—

n. Depre'ciator. [L. de-
pretidre, -dtunt—de, down, zxid pretium, price.]

Depredate, dep're-dat, v.t. to plunder or preyupon :

to rob : to lay waste : to devour.

—

ns. Depreda'tion,
act of plundering : state of being depredated ; Dep're-
iA\m.—adj. Dep'redatory. [L. depraddri, -dtus—de, inten., a.nd praddri—prttda, plunder.]

Deprehend, dep're-hend, v.t. to catch, seize: to

apprehend. [Through Fr. from L. deprthtndlre—
de, z.nd prehendere, to take.]

Depress, de-pres', v.t. to press down: to let down:
to lower : to humble : to make subject : to dispirit

or cast a gloom over.

—

n. Depres'sant {ti!ed\ a
sedative.—/.fl^'. Depressed', pressed down : lowered:

humbled : dejected : dispirited.—<k/;'. Depres'sing,
able or tending to depress.—(X^/p. Depres'singly.

—

ns. Depression, a falling in or sinking : a k)wer-
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Deprive mote ; mQte ; mSOn ; /Acn. Descend

ing : a fall of the barometer : a hollow : abasement

:

dejection ; Depres'SOr, an oppressor : a muscle that

draws down : a surgical instrument for squeezing

down a soft part. [L. deprimere, -pressum—de,

down, and primere, to press.]

Deprive, de-prlv', v.i. to take away from one his own :

to take from: to dispossess: to degrade (a clergy-

man) from office : to bereave.—«. Deprivation, act

of depriving: state of being deprived : degradation

from office : loss : bereavement : suffering from

hardship. —a(^'. Depriv'atlve. — «. Deprive ment.
[Low L. deprivdre, to degrade—L. de, from, and
prh'dre, to deprive

—

privus, one's own.]
De profimdls, de pr5-fun'dis, ' Out of the depths,' the

first words of the 130th Psalm—also used as a name
for this penitential psalm. [I*]

Depth, depth, «. deepness : the measure of deepness
down or inwards : a deep place : the sea : the

middle, as depth of winter : abstruseness : extent of

sagacity and penetration.

—

adj. Depth'Iess, having
no depth.—Out of one's depth, in water where one
cannot touch bottom : in water too deep for one's

safety : beyond one's faculties.—The depths, the
lowest pitch of humiliation and misery. [Not in

A. S. : Skeat makes it Ice. dypiS, from djupr, deep.]

Depurate, dep'u-rat, v.i. to purify: sometimes to

render impure.— «.r. Depura'tlon; Dep'urator.—
adj. Dep'uratory. [Low L. defnirare, -dttim, to

purify—L. de, and purdre, to purify

—

puKiis, pure.]

Depute, de-put', v.t. to appointor send, as a substitute

or agent : to send with a special commission : to

make over one's powers to another.

—

adj. in Scot-
land, appointed deputy (as in sheriff-depute—often

called simply the depute).— n. Deputa'tion, act of
deputing : the person or persons deputed or appointed
to transact business for another : persons sent to

state a case before agovernment official.

—

71. i. Dep'u-
tlse, to appoint as deputy.— z'./. to act as such.

—

«. Dep'uty, one deputed or appointed to act for

another : a delegate or representative, or substitute.

[Fr.,—L. deputdre, to cut off, (late) to select.]

Deracinate, de-ras'i-nat, v.t. to pluck up by the roots.

[Fr. deraciner—L. de, and radix, radicis, a root.]

Derail, de-ral', v.t. to cause to leave the rails.—«.

Derail'ment.
Derain, de-ran', v.t. to prove : to justify : to win by

fighting : to prepare for battle : to arrange in order
of battle.—Also Deraign', Darrain', Darrasme'.
[O. Fr. derainier, desraisnier—L.ate L. derationdre,
to vindicate—L. de or dis, and ratio7tdre, to dis-

course ; ratio, reason. ]

Derange, de-ranj', v.t. to put out of place or order

:

to disorder.^^.rta^'. Deranged', disordered : insane.
—n. Derange'ment, disorder: insanity. [Fr. de-
rangef—de' (h. dis), asunder, and rangier, to rank.]

Deray, de-ra', v.t. to derange.

—

v.i. to go wild.—«.

tumult, disorder. [O. Fr. desreer—des, neg., and
rei, roi, order. See Array.]

Derhend, der'bend, «. a wayside Turkish guard-
house.

Derby, dar'bi, «. a great horse-race held annually on
the Derby Day, on the Wednesday before Whitsun-
tide, on Epsom Downs, near London, so called from
the Derby stakes, instituted by the Karl oi Derby in

1780 : a rounded felt hat with narrow brim.

—

ns.
Der'byshire-neck, a form of the disease goitre,
occurring in Derbyshire ; Der'byshire-Spar, a fluor-
spar found in Derbyshire.

Der-doing, der-dOS'ing, adj. {Spens.) doing daring
deeds. [See Derring-doe.]

Derelict, der'e-likt, adj. forsaken : abandoned.—«.
anything forsaken or abandoned.—;/. Derelic'tion,
act of forsaking, unfaithfulness or remissness : state
of being abandoned : land gained from the water by
a change of vrater-line. [L. derelinquere, -lictum,—de, inten., and linquere, to leave.]

Dereligionise, de-re-Hj'on-Iz, v.t. to make irreligious.
Deride, de-nd', v.t. to laugh at: to mock.—«. De-
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A^m.—adj. Derid'ingly. [L. deridere—de, inten.,
and ridere, to laugh.]

Derision, de-rizh'un, «. act of deriding : mockery : a
laughing-stock.—««>>. Derisive, Deris'ory, mock-
ing.

—

adv. Deri'sively.—«. Deri'siveness.
Derive, de-rlv', v.t. to draw from, as water from a

river : to lake or receive from a source or origin : to
infer : (ety.) to trace a word to its xooX..—adj. Deriv-
able.—«(^z;. DeriVably.—rt(^'. Der'ivate, derived.—n. a derivative.—«. Deriva'tion, act of deriving : a
drawing off or from : the tracing of a word to its

oriijinal root : that which is derived : descent or
evolution of man or animals.

—

adj. Deriva'tional.—«. Deriva'tionist.—rt^^'. Derivative, derived or
taken from something else : not radical or original.—«. that which is derived : a word formed from
another word.—Oi/w. Derivatively. [O. Yv.deriver
— L. derivare —de, down from, rivus, a river.]

Derm, derm, «. the skin— also Der'ma, Der'mls.
—adjs. Der'mal, Der'mic, Dermat'ic, pertaining
to the skin: consisting of skin. — «. Dermatog'-
raphy, anatomical description of the skin— also
Dermog'raphy.—«<//>. Der'matoid, of the form of
skin : skin-like ; Dermatolog'ioal.—wj. Dermatol'-
OglSt ; Dermatology, the branch of physiology
which treats of the skin ; Der'matophyte, a para-
sitic fungus on the skin ; Der'matoskel'eton, the
bony integument of many reptiles, insects, and
crustaceans— also Dermoskel'eton.

—

adj. Dermo-
gas'tric, connecting the skin and the stomach. [Gr.
dertna, dertnatos, the skin

—

derein, to flay.]

Dem, dern, adj. secret: hidden: {Slmk.) dreadful

—

also Dearn. — adjs. Dem'ful, Deam'ful, solitary

:

mournful.

—

advs. Demly, Deam'ly, secretly : sor-

rowfully : grievously. [M. E. dern, deerne—A.S.
dyrne, derne, secret.]

Derogate, der'o-gat, v.i. to lessen by taking away:
to detract.

—

adj. (Shak.) degenerate.

—

adv. Der'o-
gately (S}utk.), in a derogatory manner.— «. Dero-
gation, a taking from : detraction : depreciation.
—adv. Derog'atorily.—«. Derog'atoriness.— rt^'.

DerOg'atory, detracting : injurious. [L. derogare,
atutu, to repeal part of a law

—

de, down from,
and rogdre, to propose a law.]

Derrick, der'ik, «. an apparatus for lifting weights,
closely resembling a crane.—Floating derrick, a
derrick mounted on a special boat : a beam sup-
ported at an angle between the perpendicular and
horizontal, with tackle for raising heavy weights.
[From Derrick, the name of a hangman in the early
part of the 17th century.]

Derring-doe, der'ring-doo, «. daring action. [M. E.
dorryitg-don, durytig-do, &c-, as in Chaucer; taken
over by Spenser in the spellings derring-doe and
der-doing, with the noun derring-doer. Daring-do
should be the modern English form.]

Derringer, der'in-jer, «. a short-rifled pistol, with
one barrel^—from the inventor, an American.

Derth, derth, «. (Spens.). Same as Dearth.
Dervish, der'vish, «. among Mohammedans, a member

of one of the numerous orders of monks who profess

poverty and lead an austere life. [Pers. darvish, a
dervish— lit., a poor man.]

Desart, des'art, «. an old form of Desert.
Descant, des'kant, «. the air in a four-part song : a

discourse or disquisition under several heads.

—

v.i.

Descant', to discourse at length : to comment. [O.

Fr. descant—L. dis, apart, and cantus, a song

—

cantdre, to sing.]

Descend, de-send', v.i. to climb down : to pass from a
higher to a lower place or condition : to pass from
general to particulars : to fall upon or invade : to be
derived.

—

z'.t. to go down upon : to go to the bottom
of.—«. Descend'ant, one who descends, as offspring

from an ancestor.

—

adjs. Descend'ent, descending
or going down : proceeding from an ancestor

;

Descend'ible, that may descend or be descended

;

capable of transmission by inheritance, heritable.

—



Describe fate, far ; m€, h6r ; mine

;

Desperado

p.adj. Desoend'ing. — M. Deacen'slon. — «</;'. De-
SCen'Slonal.—«. Descent', act of descending : trans-

mission by succession : motion or progress down-
ward : slope : a falling upon or invasion : derivation

from an ancestor : a generation, a degree in geneal-

ogy : descendants collectively.—Descent from the
crosi, a picture representing Christ being taken

down from the cross. [Fr. deicendre—L. descendere
—de, down, scandere, to climb.]

Desorlbe, d*-skrlb', v.t. to trace out or delineate : to

give an account of.

—

(uij. Desoiib'aUe.

—

n. De-
scrib'er. [L. describlre—de, down, and tcrthere,

scrifi/uMi, to write.]

Description, de-skrip'shun, n. act of describing: an
account of anything in words : definition : sort, class,

or kind.—«<//'. Descrlp'tive, containing description.

—adv. Descriptively.—H. Descrip'tlveness.
Descrive, de-skrtv'. z/./. an obsolete form oi describe.

Descry, de-skrf ,t/./. to discover by the eye : to espy :—pr.p. descry'ing : pap. descried'.—«. discovery:
{Shak^ a thmg discovered. [O. Fr. descrire for

descrivre— L. descrihere : a doublet of descrihe.

Others derive the word from O. Fr. deserter, decryer,

proclaim, announce

—

des-, de-, and crier, to cry, in

which case it would be a doublet oi decry.

^

Desecrate, de.s'e-kr5t, v.t. to divert from a sacred
purpose: to profane.

—

its. Deseorat'er, -or, Dese-
ora'tion, act of desecrating: profanation. [L.

desecrate, -atiim—df, away from, and sacrare, to

make sacred—ja«>-, sacred.]

Desert, de-zert', «. the reward or punishment de-

served : claim to reward : merit.

—

adj. Desertless,
without merit. [See Deserve.]

Desert, de-zert', ».^. to leave: to forsake.

—

v.t. to run
away : to quit a service, as the army, without per-

mission.

—

ns. Desert'er, one who deserts or quits

a service without permission ; Deser'tion, act of
deserting : state of being deserted : wilful abandon-
ment of a legal or moral duty or obligation. [L.

deserere, desertutfi—de, neg., and serere, to bind.]

Desert, dez'^rt, atij. deserted : desolate : uninhabited :

uncultivated : a desolate or barren place : a wilder-

ness : a solitude. [O. Fr. desert— L. desertuiii,

deserere, to desert, unbind. ]

Deserve, de-zerv', v.t. to earn by service : to merit.

—

I'.i. to be worthy of reward. — adj. Desorv'ing,
worthy. — n. desert. — advs. Deserv'Ingly, De-
servedly, according to desert : justly. [Fr.,—L.
deset-vire—de, inten., servire, to serve.]

besbabllle, des-a-bil', n, an undress : a careless
toilet. [Fr. dishabille, tmdressed

—

des = h. dis =
un, not, and habiller, to dress.]

Desiccate, de-sik'at. or des'i-kat, v.t. to dry up.—!»./.

to grow dry. a<ljs. Deslc'cant, Deslc'Cative, dry-
ing : having the power of drying.—«. an application
that tends to dry up sores.— «. Desicca'tlon, the act
of desiccating : state of being desiccated. \\^. desic-
care, -atum, to dry up

—

de, and siccus, dry. ]

Desiderate, de-sid'er-at, v.t. to long for or earnestly
desire a thing : to want or miss.

—

n. Desidera'tion,
the act of desiderating : the thing desiderated.— «<//'.

Desld'erative, iinplying desire, as in dcsiderative
verb.—«. Desidera'tum, something desired or much
wanted:

—

pi. Desiderata, [h. desiderdre, 'atum,
to loii^ for. A doublet oi desire.]

Deslgbtment, de-slt'ment, «. disfigurement.
Design, de-zln', or de-sIn', v.t. to draw : to form a plan

of: to contrive : to intend.—«. a drawing or sketch :

a plan in outline : a plan or scheme formed in the
mind: plot: intention. —o^^'. Design'able.

—

v.t.

Des'ignate, to mark out so as to make known : to
show : to n.ime.

—

ns. Designa'tion. a .showing or
pointinc out; name: title; Des'ignator. — a</7'.

Designedly, by design: intentionally. — «. De-
Sign'er, one who furnishes designs or patterns : a
jilottcr. rt</>i. Desl^'ful, full of design; Deslgn'-
U>8.. i'rlful ; schcmmg: deceitful. — «. the art of
nwKing desigus or patterns.

—

adj. Designless.—';.
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Desig^'ment, the design or sketch of a work :

(Shaii.) intention, purpose, enterprise.—The argu-
ment from design, the argument for the existence
of God derived from the evidences of design in

creation. [Fr. ,
— L. desigiidre, •dtunt— de, and

sig^iuHi, a mark.]
Desilver, de-sil'ver, v.t. to deprive of silver : to extract

the silver from—also Desil'verise.

—

n. DesUverisa'-
tion.

Desine, de-sTn', v.t. (Spens.) to denote.
Desipience, de-sip'i-ens, ft. {rare) silliness, nonsense.—adj. Desip'ient, foolish. [L. desipiens, desipere,

to be foolish, de-, neg., sapere, to be wise.]

Desire, de-zir", v.t. to long for the possession of: to

wish for: to request, ask; (B.) to regret.

—

v.i. to

be in a state of desire.—«. an earnest longing for :

eagerness to obtain : a prayer or request : the object
desired : lust.

—

adj. Desirable, worthy of desire :

plea.sing: agreeable.—?ij. Desirableness. Desira-
xMlW,'^ — adv. Desir'ably.— W/'. Desire'less.— «.

Desir'er.—ai^y. Desir'OUS, full of desire : anxious to

obtain : eager.—Ww. Desir'ously.-«. Deslr'ous-
ness. [Fr.desirer—'L.desiderdre. See Desiderate ]

Desist, de-sisl', v.i. to stop: to forbear.

—

ns. DesiSt-
ance, -ence, a desisting. [Fr.,— L. desistert—dc,

away, and sistere, to cause to stand.]

Desk, desk, n. a sloping table for the use of writers or
readers, often fitted with drawers, &c. : a shut-up
writing-box : a pulpit or lectern.

—

h. Desk'-WOrK,
work done at a desk, professional labours of a clerk
or author. [M. E. deske—L. discus. It is a variant
oi dish and disc]

Desman, des'man, n, a kind of musk-rat, found in

Russia and the Pyrenees. [Sw. desman, musk;
Ice. des, musk.]

Desmid, des'mid, «. one of a group of microscopic
aigiE. [Formed as a dim. of Gr. desinos, a chain.]

Desmine, des'min, «. a zeolitic mineral occurring in

clusters. [Gr. desinos, a band.]
Desmodium, des-mO'di-um, ». a genus of leguminous

plants to which the D. gyraits, or telegraph plant,

belongs. [Gr. dcsmos, cliain, eidos, form.]
Desmoid, des'moid, adj. arranged in bundles. [Gr.

desnios, a chain, a bundle, and eidos, form.]
Desmology, des-mol'o-ji, «. the anatomy of the

ligaments.

—

ns. Desmog'raphy, the description of

the.se ; Desmot'omy, their dissection. [Gr. desinos,

a ligament, and logia, a discourse.]

Desolate, dcs'o-lat, v.t. to make solitary : to deprive
of inhabitants : to lay waste.

—

adj. solitary : destitute

of inhabitants : laid waste.

—

adz'. Des'olately.— «.f.

Des'olateness ; Desolat'er, -or : Desola'tion, waste

:

destruction; a place desolated. ^rt<(;'. Des'olatory.
[L. desoldre, -dtunt—de, inten., and solart, to make
aXanc—solus, alone.]

Despair, de-spar', v.i. to be without hope : to despond.— It. want of hope : utter hopelessness ; that which
causes despair.

—

adj. Despair'fUl (Spens.'y^Pi.adj.
Despalr'ing, apt to despair : full of despair.

—

adv.
Despalr'ingly. [O. Kr. desperer—'L. desPcrdre,
-alum—de, neg., and sperarc, to hope.]

Despatch,, de-spach'. Dispatch, dis-pach', v.t. to send
away hastily ; to send out of the world : to put to

death: to dispose of; to perform speedily.

—

v.i.

(,Shai.) to make haste.—«. a sending away in haste :

dismissal : rapid performance ; haste : the sending
off of the mails ; that which is despatched, as a
message, esp. telegraphic.

—

ns. Despatch'-boat, a
government vessel for carrying despatches ; De-
spatch'-box, a box for containing official despatches ;

Despatch'er.—(jr/f. Despatch'ful {Milt.), swift.—
Happy despatch, a j)layful name given to the
Jaiianese hara-kiri or judicial suicide ; Pneumatic
despatch (see Pneumatic). [O. Fr. despeecher
(mod. Yr. diplcher) ; ace. to Littre, from an assumed
Low L. despedicdre, to remove obstacles {pedna, a
fetter), the opp. o( impedicdre. See Impeach.]

Desperado, des-p6r-a'dO, n, a desperate fellow; ouc



Desperate mSte : mute ; mODn ; thea. Det^rere

reckless of danger : a madman :—pL Despera'doB.

(Sp. desesperado—L. desperdtus.]

Desperate, des'per-at, adj. in a state of despair : liope-

less : beyond hope : fearless ofdanger : rash : furious.

— adv. Das perately. — «-r. Des'perateness, Des-
peration, state of despair : disregard of danger

:

fury. [See Despair.]
Despicable, des'pi-ka-bl, adj. deserving to be de-

spised : contemptible : worthless.

—

ns. Des'picable-

ness, DespicaDil ity. — oa't/. Despicably. [L.

despicere, to despise.]

Despigbt, de-spIt', an old form of despite.

Despise, de-splz', v.t. to look down upon with con-
tempt: to scorn.

—

adj. Despis'able.

—

ns. Despi'sal,
contempt ; Despls'edness (.Ui/i.) ; Despis'er. (O.
Fr. despiz, despire—L. d^spicere—de, dov/n, spectre,

to look.]

Despite, de-spIt', m. a looking down upon with con-
tempt : violent malice or ha.ired.^f'rep. in .spite

of: iiotwithstandinc;.

—

adj. DeBpite'ful.

—

Oiiv. De-
spite fully. — n. Despitefulness. — adj. Despif-
eous {SptKs.). [O. Fr. despit (mod. dipit)—\..
despectus—despicere. J

Despoil, despoil', v.t. to spoil completely: tostrip:
to bercive : to rob.

—

ns. Despoil'er ; Despolia'tion,
Despoilment. [O. Fr. despoilkr (mod. depouilUr)
—L. deapolidre—de, inten. , and spoliuin, spoil.]

Despond, de-spond', v.i. to lose hope or courage :

toitespair.—«j. Despond'ence, Despond'ency, st.ite

of being without hope : dejection.

—

adj.- Despond'-
ent, desro;idin5 : without cour.ige or hope: s.id.

—ad-js. Despondently; Despondingly. [L. df-

sfionden; to promise, to give up or devote to, to

give up or resign, to lose courage, to despond—</<<,

away, and spoiuiere, to promise.)
Despot, des'pot, «. one invested with absolute power

:

a tyrant.

—

n. Des'potat, a territory governed by a
despot.

—

adjs. Despotic, -al, pertaining to or like a
despot: h.iving absolute power: tvrannical.

—

ad-.\

Despotically.—.«j. Despot'icalness, Des'potism,
absolute power : tyranny ; DespotOC'racy, govern-
ment by a despot. [O. Fr. despot—Low L. despotus
— Gr. despotes, a master.)

Despvunate, de-spu'mat, or des'pu-mat, v.i. to throw
off in foam or scum.—«. Despuma'tion. [L. despii-

ntdre, -dtuin—de, off, and spnina, toam.

]

Desquamate, deskwa-mat, v.i. to scale off.— K.

Desquamation, a scaling off : the separation of the
cuticle or skin in scales.

—

adjs. Desquam'ative,
Desquam'atory. [L. desquamdre, -dtum—de, off,

and squama, a scale.]

Desse, des, «. (Spens.) a dais.

Dessert, dez-ert', «. fruits, confections, &c., ser\'ed at
the close of an < nteriainraent after the rest has been
taken away.

—

ns. Dessert'-serv'ice, the dishes used
for dessert : Dessert'-spoon, a spoon smaller than a
table-spoon and larger tlian a tea-spoon, used not so
much for dessert as for pudding. [O. Fr. liessert,

desservir, to clear the table

—

dcs, away, and seivir,
to serve—L. serz'ire.]

Dessiatine, Dessyatine, des'y^-tin, u. a RussLm
measure of land, 27 English acres. [Russ. desya-
tina, a measure of land, a tenth; desyaii, ten.)

Deatemper. See Distemper (i).

Destine, des'tin, v.t. to ordain or appoint to a certain
use or state : to fix : to doom—also Des'tinate {j^bs.').—tts. Destina'tion, the purpose or end to which
anything is destined or appointed : end : purpose :

design : fate : place to which one is going ; Des'tiny,
the purpose or end to which any person or thing is

destmed or appointed : unavoidable fate : necessity.
[Fr.,—L. destinare—dt, inten., and root sta-, in

start, to sund.)
Destitute, des'ti-tut, adj. left alone : forsaken : in

want, needy.

—

v.t. to forsake : to deprive.— «. Des-
titu'tlon, the state of being destitute : deprivation
of office : poverty. [L. destituere, -utum—de, away,
and statulre, to place )

Destroy, de-stro>^, v.i. to unbuild or pull down : to
overturn : to ruin : to put an end to -.—pr.p. destroy-
ing :—/<j./». destroyed'.—«. Destroyer. [O. Fr.
destruire (Fr. detruire)—!^. destritere, destructtuK—de, down, and stniire, to build.]

Destruction, de-struk'shun, «. act of destroying :

overthrow : physical or moral ruin : death : a de-
structive plague.—o/^; Destruc'tible, liable to be
destroyed. — ns Destructibil'ity, Destruc'tible-
ness.

—

u. Destruc'tionist, one engaged in destruc-
tion : one who believes in the final annihilation o*'

the damned.

—

adj. Destruc'tive, causing destruc-
tion : mischievous : ruinous : deadly. — oiiv. De-
struc'yvely. — «j. Destruc'tiveness ; Destruc'-
tivist, .1 representative of destructive principles, as
in Bibiio.1 criticism ; Destruc'tor, a destroyer : a
furnace for burning up refuse.

Desudation, des-u-di'shun, tt. a violent sweating : an
eruption of.small pimples on children, [h. detmidre,
-dtunt, de, inten., and suddre, to sweat.)

Desuetude, des'we-tud, «. disuse : discontinuance of
custom, habit, or practice. [L. desuettido— de-
siieiuii:, desuescere— de, neg., and suesiire, to
becom- used.]

Desulpbur, de-sul'fur, v.t. to free of sulphur : to take
sulphar out of the ore—also Desulpburate, Desul'-
phurise.—«. Desulpbura'tion.

Desultory, des'ul-tor-i, oiij. jumping from one thing
to another : without rational or logical connection :

rambling: hasty: loo.se.

—

adv. Des'OltOlily.—».
Des'ultoriness. (L. desuUorius, of or pertaining
to a vaulter, inconstant, desultor, a vaulter, desilire,
•siiltum, to leap

—

de, from, and sailre, to jump.]
Detach, de-tach , v. t. to unfasten : to take from or

separate : to withdraw: to send off on special ser-

vice.

—

v.i. to separate one's self

—

adj. Detachable.—p. adj. Detached', unconnected : separate : free

from care, passion, ambition, and worldly bonds.

—

Oiiv. Detach'edly.

—

ns. Detach'edness ; Detach'-
ment, state of being separated : that which is

detached, as a body of troops. [Fr. detaclier—de,

neg., and root of /i//<k:A.]

Detail, de-tal', v.t. to relate minutely : to enumerate :

to set apart for a particular service.

—

v.i. to give
details about anything. —«. (de-tal', or de'tal) a small
part : art item : a particular account.

—

adj. Detailed',
giving full particulars : exhaustive.—In detail, cir-

cumstantiailj-, point by point. [O. Fr. detaiiier—de,

inten., and tailier, to cut. See Tailor.)
Detain, de-tan', v.t. to hold from or back : to stop : to

keep : to keep in custody.

—

ns. Detaln'er, one who
detains : (Jaw) the holding ofwhat belongs to another :

a warrant to a sheriff to keep in custody a person
already in confinement : Detain ment (same as
Detention). [O. Fr. detenir—L. detinere— de,

from, and texire, to hold.)

Detect de-teki', v.t. (lit.) to imcovcr—hence to dis-

cover : to find out.

—

ixiijs. Detect'able, Detect'ible.—ns. Detect'er, -or, one who detects : an apparatus
for detecting something, as a detector-lock, which
shows if it has been tampered with ; DetOO'tion,
discovery of something hidden : state of being found
ouL

—

adj. Detective, employed in detecting.

—

n. a.

policeman employed in the investigation of special

cases of crime, or in watching special classes of

wrong -doers, usually not in uniform. — Private
detective, one employed by a private person to gain

information, or to watch his interests. [L- detectuiiz,

deteeere—dt, neg., and tegere, tectum, to cover.)

Deterftlon, de-ten'shun, «. act of detaining : state of

being detained: confinement: delay.—». Detoaf

,

something to check motion : a catch, esp. in a clock

or watch. [See Detain.)
Deter, de-ter', V t. to frighten from : to hinder or pre-

vent :

—

pr.p. deter'ring ; pa.p. deterred'.

—

n. Oster'-
ment. [L. deterrere—de, from, terrere, to frighten.]

Deterge, de-terj', v.t. to wipe off: to cleanse (as a
wound). - «f. Deterg'enca, Deterg'eacy. — «<(^

2»1



Deteriorate file, far ; mfi, her ; mine ; Device

Deterg'ent, cleansing : purging. — n. that which

cleanses. [L. detergire, detersum—de, off, and
tergere, to wipe.]

Deteriorate, de-te'ri-o-rat, v.t. to make worse.

—

v.i.

to grow worse.—/.a</;'. Dete'riorated, spoilt: of

inferior quality. —«. Deteriora'tion, the act of

making worse: the state of growing worse—o^'.
Dete'noratlve.—«. Deterlor'lty (o*j.), worse state.

[L. dettriorare, -dtum, to make worse

—

deterior,

worse— obs. deter, Xaviex—de, down ; cf. inter-ior.\

Determine, de-ter'min, v.t. to put terms or bounds to :

to limit : to fix or settle the form or character of: to

influence : to put an end to : to define.

—

v.i. to come
to a decision: to resolve.

—

adj. Deter'mlnable,
capable of beinR determined, decided, or finished.

— w. Deter'minableness, DeterminabU'ity. —
adj. Determinant, serving to determine.

—

n. that

which serves to determine : in mathematical analysis,

a symbolical method used for different processes, as

for the solution of equations by inspection.

—

adj.

Deter'minate, determined or limited : fixed : deci-

sive.

—

v.t. (Shak^ to determine. — adv. Deter'-
minately.

—

n. Determina'tion, that which is de-

termined or resolved on : end : direction to a certain

end : resolution : fixedness of purpose : decision of

character.

—

adjs. Deter'mlnatlve, that determines,
limits, or defines ; Deter'mined. firm in purpose :

fixed : resolute.—<irt'w. Determinedly.—«. Deter'-
Tnlnlnrti the doctrine that nil things, including the

will, are determined by causes— the converse of free-

will : necessitarianism. — «. Deter'minist. — adj.

Determlnls'tio. [Fr.,—L. detemtindre, -dtum—
de, neg., and terminus, a boundary.]

Deterrent, de-ter'ent, adj. serving to deter.—«. any-
thing that deters or prevents. [See Deter.]

Detersion, de-t6r'shun, «. act of cleansing. [See
Deterge.]

Detersive, de-tir'siv, n. Same as Detergent.
Detest, de-test', v.t. to hate intensely.

—

adj. Detest'-
able, worthy of being detested : extremely hateful :

abominable. —«. Detest'aWeness. — rtr/t/. Detest'-
ably.—«. Detesta'tion, extreme hatred. [Fr.,—L.
detestnri—de, inten., and testdri, to call to witness,
execrate

—

testis, a witness.]

Dethrone, de-thrOn', v.t. to remove from a throne.

—

us. Dethronement ; Dethronisa'tion.
Detonate, det'o-nat, v.i. to explode.

—

v-t. to cause to
explode.

—

ns. Detona'tion, an explosion with report

;

Det'onator, a detonating substance : an apparatus
for the explosion of a detonating substance, as a per-
cussion - cap.—Detonating powder, powder, such
as the fulminates, which explodes easily by impact
or heating, and which may be u.sed to cause other
substances to explode. [L. dttondre, -dtum—de,
down, and tondre, to thunder.]

Detort, de-tort', v.t. to distort.

—

ns. Detor'slon, De-
tor'tion. [L. detorguere, detortum ; de, away, and
torqiiere, twist.]

Detour, de-tOOr', «. a winding : a circuitous way.
[Fr. di, for L. dis, asunder, and tour, a turning.]

Detract, de-trakt', v.t. to take away, abate: to de-
fame.

—

v.i. to take away reputation (with _/>-«>;«)

:

credit : to reduce in degree : diminish. — ns. De-
tract'er, -or:—/em. Detract'ress.— (k/z;. Detract'-
ingly. — «. Detrao'tlon, depreciation: slander.—
a^'s. Detractive, Detrac'tious, Detraot'ory, tend-
ing to detract : derogatory. [L. de, from, and
trahere, to draw.]

Detrain, de-tran', v.t. to set down out of a railway
train, as troops.

—

v.i. to come out of a train.
Detriment, det'ri-ment, «. diminution : damage : loss.

—adj. Detriment'al. [L. detrimentum—de, off,

and terere, tritujn, to rub.]
Detritus, de-trftus, n. a mass of substance gradually
rubbed or worn off solid bodies : an aggregate of
broken or loosened fragments, esp. of rock.—«. De-
trl'tlon, a wearing away. lL.,—de, off, and ttrire,
tritum, to rub.]

Detrude, de-tri5t5d', v.t. to thrust down.—w. Detru'-
Sion. [L. de, down, and trtidere, to thrust.]

Detruncate, de-trung'kat, v.t. to cut off from the

trunk: to lop off: to shorten.—«. Detrunca'tion.
[L. detruHCdre, -dtum—de, off, truncdre, lop.]

Detumescence, de-tu-mes'ens, «. diminution of swell-

ing—opp. to hitumescence.
Deuce, dus, «. a card or die with two spots : {lawn

tennis) a term denoting that each side has gained

three points (' forty all ').

—

n. Deuce'-aC6, a throw of

two dice, one of which turns up deuce and the other

ace. [Fr. deux, two—L. duos, accus. of duo, two.]

Deuce, dus, n. the devil—in exclamatory phrases.

—

adj. Deuced (du'sed, or dust), devilish : excessive.
—adv. confoundedly.

Deuterocanonical, du'ter-o-ka-non'ik-al, adj. pertain-

ing to a second canon of inferior authority—the O. T.
Apocrypha and the N. T. Antilegomena. [Gr. deu-

teros, second, kanon, rule.]

Deuterogamy, du-ter-og'a-mi, «. second marriage,

esp. of the clergy, after the death of the first wife.

— «. Deuterog'amist, one who allows such. [Gr.

deuteros, second, ^/»w<?J, marriage.]

Deuteronomy, du-ter-on'o-mi, ordu'ter-on-o-mi, n. the
fifth book of the Pentateuch, containing a repetition

of the decalogue and laws given in Exodus.

—

adj».

Deuteronom'lc,-al.—«j. Deuteron'omist, Deu'tero-
Isa'iah, the assumed author of the later prophecies
of Is.-iiah. [Gr. deuteros, second, nomas, law.]

Deuteroscopy, du-ter-oslco-pi, n. second-sight. [Gr.
deuteros, second, sknpia—skopeiti , to look.]

Deutoplasm, du'tO-plasm, n. secondary, nutritive

plasm, or food-yolk.—a</7>. Deutoplas'mic, Deuto-
plas'tlc.

Deutoxide, dut-oks'Td, «. an old name for a com-
pound of two parts of oxygen with one of a base.

[Gr. deuteros, second, and oxide.\

Deutzia, dewt'si-a, or doit'si-a, «. a genus of saxi-

fragaceous plants with panicles of white flowers,

introduced from China and Japan. [Named after

Deutz, a Dutch naturalist.]

Devall, de-val', v.i. (Scot.) to cease.

—

n. a stop.

Devanagari, dfi-va-na'ga-ri, ft. the character in which
Sanskrit is usually written and printed. [Sans,
'town-script of the gods,' a term app. coined by an
Indian scholar.]

Devaporation, de-vap-O-ra'shun, «. the change of
vapour into water.

Devastate, dev'as-tat, v.t. to lay waste : to plunder.

—

ns. Devasta'tion, act of devastating : state of being
devastated : havoc ; Devasta'Vit, a waste of the

estate of a deceased jierson by the executor. [L. de-

vnstdre, dtum—de, mten., vastdre, to lay waste.]

Develop, dS-vel'op, v.t. to unroll: to unfold: to lay

open by degrees: to promote the growtli of: {phot.)

to make the latent picture visible by chemical appli-

cations.

—

v.i. to grow into : to open out : to evolve

:

—
fir.p. devel'oping ; pa.p. devel'oped.—«. Devel'op-

ment, a gradual imfolding : a gradual growth

:

evolution: {math.) the expression of a function in

the form of a series.

—

adj. Development'al, per-

taining to development.

—

adv. Development'ally.
—Doctrine of development, the theory of the

evolution of new species from lower forms. [Fr.

divelopper, opposite of envetopper ; both pcrh. from
a Teut. root found in Eng. lap, to wrap.]

Devest, de-vest', v.t. {law) to alienate : to deprive of:

to strip. [A form of ^2V«^]
Deviate, de'vi-at, v.i. to go from the way: to turn

aside from a certain course : to err.— v.i. to cause to

diverge.

—

ns. Devia'tiOUj a going out of the way : a
turning aside : error : De'viator, one wlio deviates.

—Deviation of the compass, departure of the
mariner's compass from the magnetic needle, due
to the ship's magnetism—either from the iron of
which it is built or the iron which it carries. [L.
deriidre, -dtum—de, from, via, a w.tv ]

Device, de-vIs', n. that which is devised or designed

:



Devil mOte ; mOte ; mCSn ; ihen. Dey

contrivance : power of devising : genius : (Aer.) the
emblem borne upon a shield : a picture of some kind,

with a motto illustrative of a man's life or character,

borne by an individual rather than by a family.

—

ai/j. Devlceful (S/>e7is.), full of devices. [O. Fr.

devise. See Devise.]
Devil, dev'l, v.i. (cook.) to season highly and broil.

—

v.i. to perform another man's drudgery (esp. to devil

for a barrister).

D6Vil, dev'l, «. the supreme spirit of evil, Satan :

any evil spirit : a false god : a very wicked per-
."ion : a fellow, as in 'Poor devil :' an expletive, in

'What the devil,' &c.—?«. Dev'ildom ; DeVlless;
DeVilet; Dev'il-fish, a name for the fishing-

frog or angler, for the giant -ray of the United
States, and for other large and ugly fishes ; Dev'il-
in-the-bUSll, a garden flower, also called L(nie-i7i-a-

mist.— aiij. Devilish, fiendish, malignant.

—

adv.
(coll.) very : exceedingly.

—

adv. Dev'ilishly.

—

ns.

DeVillsm; DeVllkin. — rt^'. DeVil -may - care,
reckless, audacious.

—

ns. Dev'ilment ; DeVil-on-
the-neck, an old instrument of torture ; Dev'ilry

;

Devilship ; Deviltry; Devil worslilp, the wor-
ship of the devil, or of devils ; Dev'il-wor'shipper.
—Devil a bit, not at all ; Devil of a mess, a very
tad me.ss.—Devil's advocate, a name given to the
Promoter of the Faith, an advocate at the papal
court, whose duty it is to propose all reasonable
objections against a person's claims to canonisation ;

Devil's bit, a popular name for scabious ; Devll'S
books, playing-cards ; Devil's coacll-liorse, a large
dark-coloured beetle : Devil's dozen, thirteen (like

baker's dozen) ; Devil's dung, a popular name for
asafoetida : Devil's dust, shoddy made by a machine
called the devil; DevU'S OWn, a name given to the
88th Regiment in the Peninsular war, as also to the
Inns of Court volunteers ; Devil's snuff-bOX, the
puff-ball, a kind of fungus ; Devil's tattoo (see
Tattoo) : Devil to pay, serious trouble ahead—said
to be from the difficulty of /u^-Zw^, or caulking, an
awkward and inaccessible seam in a ship.—Car-
tesian devil (see Cartesian) ; Printer's devU, the
youngest apprentice in a printing-office : a printer's
errand-boy ; Tasmanlan devil, the ursine dasyure,
a Tasmanian carnivore.— Play the devil with, to
bring to utter ruin. [A.S. ded/iil, defi/ol—\^. dia-
bolus — Gr. diabolos, from diaballein, to throw
across, to slander, from dia, across, and ballein,
to throw ; cf. Ger. teufd, Fr. diable. It. diavolo,
Sp. diablo.\

Devious, de'vi-us, adj. from or out of the way : round-
about: erring.

—

adv. De'viously.—«. De'vlousness.
[L devius. See Deviate.]

Devise, de-vlz', I'.t. to imagine: to scheme: to con-
trive : to give by will : to bequeath.

—

v.i. to consider,
scheme.—«. act of bequeathing: a will: property
beque.nthedby will.

—

mij. Devisable.

—

ns. Devis'al;
DevlseS', one to whom real estate is bequeathed

;

Devls'er, one who contrives ; Devisor, one who
bequeaths. [O. Fr. deviser, devise—Low L. divisa,
a division of goods, a mark, a device—L. dividere,
divisunt, to divide.]

Devitalise, de-vl'ta-llz, v.t. to deprive of vitality or
life-giving qualities.—«. DevltaUsa'tlon.

Devltrliy, de-vit'ri-fl, v.t. to take away or greatly
diminish the vitreous quality of.—«. Devltrlfica'-
tlon, loss or diminution of the vitreous nature.

Devocalise, de-vSTca-lIz, v.t. to make voiceless: to
reduce the vowel element in a sound or syllable.

Devoid, de-void', adj. destitute : free from. [O. Fr.
desvoidier, des—L. dis; away, voidier—L. vidudre,
viduus, deprived.]

Devoir, dev-wawr", «. what is due, duty : service : an
act of civility. [Fr..—L. debere, to owe.]

Devolution, dev-ol-u'shun, «. a passing from one
person to another. [See Devolve.]

Devolve, de-volv", T'.r. to roll down : to hand down:
to deliver over.

—

v.i. to roll down : to fall or pass

over.—«. DeVOlve'ment. [L. devolvere, -volutum—de, down, volvere, -utum, to roll.]

Devonian, de-vo'ni-an, adj. belonging to Devonshire

:

belonging to a system of geological strata which
abound in Devonshire, closely corresponding to Old
Red Sandstone.

Devonport, dev'on-pSrt, «. a small ornamental writing-
table, fitted with drawers, &c.

Devonshire cream = Clotted cream. See Clot.
Devote, de-v5t', v.t. to vow : to set apart or dedicate
by solemn act : to doom : to give up wholly.

—

adj'.

Devot'ed, given up, as by a vow : doomed : strongly
attached : zealous.

—

adv. Devot'edly.

—

ns. Devot'-
edness ; DevotSS", one wholly or superstitiously
devoted, esp. to religion : a fanatic ; Devote'ment
{S/uik.) ; Devo'tlon, consecration : giving up of the
mind to the worship of God : piety : prayer : strong
affection or attachment : ardour.

—

adj. Devo'tlonal.—ns. Devo'tionallst, Devo'tionist.

—

adv. Devo'-
tionally. [L. devovere, devotum—de, away, and
voz'ere, to vow.]

Devour, de-vowr^, v.t. to swallow greedily : to eat
up : to consume or waste with violence or wanton-
ness : to destroy : to gaze intently on.—«. Devour'er.
—adj. Devour'Ing.—rti/z'. Devour'lngly.— ;«. De-
VOUr'ment. [O. Fr. devore> L. devordre—de,

inten., and vordre, to swallow. See VoracloUS.]
Devout, de-vowt', adj. given up to religious thoughts
and exercises : pious : solemn : earnest.

—

adv. D6-
vout'ly.—«. Devout'ness. [O. Fr. devot—V.. de-
votus. See Devote.]

Dew, du, «. moisture deposited from the air on cool-

ing, esp. at night, in minute specks upon the surface
of objects : early freshness (esp. in Dew of his
youth).

—

v.t. to wet with dew : to moisten.

—

ns.

Dew'-berr'y, a kind of bramble or blackberry having
a bluish dew-like bloom on the fruit : Dew'-Claw, a
rudimentary inner toe of a dog's hind-foot; Dew'-
drop ; Dev^fall, the falling of dew, the time it falls ;

Dew'polnt, the temperature at which dew begins to

form ; Dow'-rett'lng, the process of rotting away
the gummy part of hemp or flax by exposure on the
grass to dew and rain ; Dew'stone, a Nottingham-
shire limestone ; Dew'-worm, the common earth-

worm. — adj. Dew'y.—Mountain dew {slanq),

whisky, originally illicitly distilled or smuggled
spirits. [A.S. dcdzu; cf. Xcx.dogg, Ger. tliati, dew.]

Dew, du, «. an obsolete spelling of due.
Dewan, de-wan', «. in India, a financial minister, the

native steward of a business-house.

—

tis. Dewan'i,
Dewan'ny, the office of dewan. [Hind.]

Dewltt, de-wit', v.t. to lynch—from the fate of Jan
and Cornelius De Witt in Holland in 1672.

Dewlap, du'lap, n. the pendulous skin under the
throat of oxen, dogs, &c. : the fleshy wattle of
the turkey.—a^>. Dew'lapped, Dew'lapt. [Prob.
de-M and A.S. lappa, a loose hanging piece.]

Dexter, deks'ter, adj. on the right-hand side : right :

(Iter.) of that side of the shield on the right-hand
side of the wearer, to the spectator's le/t. — n.

Dexter'lty, right-handedness : cleverness : readiness

and skill : adroitnes;;.—a</;i. Dex'torous, Dextrous,
right-handed : adroit : subtle.—«(/?'. Dex'terously.—n. Dex'terousness. — adj. Dex'tral, right, as

opposed to left.—«. Dextral'ity, rigjit-handedness.

—adv. Dex'trally.—a<^i. Dex'tro-gy'rate, causing

to turn to the right hand ; Dex'trorse, Dextror'sal,
rising from right to left. [L. dexter; Gr. dexios.

Sans, dakshina, on the right, on the south.]

Dextrine, deks'trin, «. starch altered by the action of

acids, diastase, or heat till it loses its gelatinous

character, so called because when viewed through
polarised light it turns the plane of polarisation to

the right.

—

n. Dex'trose, a glucose sugar, found in

grapes, &c., and manufactured from starch by means
of sulphuric acid. [Fr.,

—

\^. dexter.\

Dey, da, jt. a dair>'-maid. [See Dairy.]
Dey, da, n. a name given to the paslia or governor of



Dtaarma nue, far ; me, her ; mine ; Dlallaffe

Arab Dhow.

Algiers before the French conquest. [Turk, dai,

orig. a maternal uncle, a familiar title of the chief

of the Janizaries.]

Dbanna, dar'ma, n. the righteousness that underlies

the law : the law. [Sans.J

Dhobie, dO'bi, «. an Indian washerman. [Hind.]

Dhole, dOl, ». the Indian wild dog. [Ind. word.)

Dhooly, doO'li, ». a covered Utter.—Also DoO'Ue.

[Hind. (ioli.\

Dhow, dow, n. a
native vessel on
the eastern Afri-

cnn and western
Indian coasts,
with lateen sails

:

an Arab slaver.

Dhurra. Same as
Durra.

Diabase, dl'a-bSs,

n. a compact
igneous rock, an
altered form of
bas.-ilt — included
under the popular names greensione and trap.—
ndj. Diaba'sla

Diabaterial, dl-.^-ba-te'ri-al, adj. crossing the boun-
d.iries. [Gr. diabatos—din, across, bainein, to go.]

Diabetes, dl-a-be't6z, n. a disease marked by a morbid
and excessive discharge of urine.

—

adjs. Diabet'iC,

-al. [Gr., from diabaineiH, dia, through, and
bainein, to go.)

Diablerie, Diablery, di-ab-le-re', «. mapic : the black
art: sorcery. (Fr.,

—

diable. See DeviL]
Diabolic, -al, di-a-bol'ik, -al, adj. devilish. — adv.
Diabol'lcally.— 7'./. Dlab'oUse, to render devilish.—>u. Diab'oUsm, devilish conduct : sorcery or black
magic; Diabol'Ogy, the doctrine of devils. [L.,

—

Gr. diabolikos, dtabolos, the devil. Sec Devil.]
DiacathoUcon, dl-a-ka-thol'i-kon, «. a purgative

eleirtuary.

Diacaustic, dl-a-kaws'tik, adj. pertaining to curves
formed by the intersections of rays of refracted ligiiL—n. a curve so formed. [Formed from Gr. dia,
through, and caiaiic.\

DiachastiO, dl-a-kas'tik, tulj. cleaving apart. [Gr.]

Diachylon, dr-ak'i-lon. Diachylum, di-ak'i-lum, «.

common sticking-plaster. [Gr. diackylos—dia, and
chylos, juice.]

Diaohyma, dl-ak'i-ma, «. the parenchyma of leaves.
[Gr. dia, through, chytna, juice.)

Diacodium, dl-a-ko'di-um, ». a syrup of poppies.
[L.,—Gr. dia, through, kddeia, a poppy-head.]

Diaconate, dl-ak'o-nat, h. the office of a deacon.

—

oiij. Diac'onal, pertaining to a deacon.
Dlaconicon, dl-a-kon'i-kon, H. a sacristy for sacred

vessels, in a Greek church, on the south side ot the
bema or sanctuary.

DiacoUStiC, dl-a-kows'tik, adj. pertaining to the re-

fraction of sound through various mediums.— «.

Diacous'ticS, the branch of physics which deals
with refracted sounds. [Formed from Gr. dia,
through, and aeotutics.}

Diacritic, -al, dl-a-krit'ik, -al, adj. distinguishing
between—used of marks or points attached to the
letters of various languages. [Gr. diakritikos, dia-

>; krinein—dia, between, and krintin, to distinguish.

SeeOrttiC]
Dlactine, dl-ak'tin, adj. having two rays.— Also

Diac'tinal.
Diactlnic, dl-ak-tin'ik, adj. capable of transmitting

the actinic rays of the sun.
Dladelphous, dl-a-del'fus, adj. grouped together in

two sets—of the stamens of plants.

—

n. Di'adelph.
[Formed from Gr. di-, double, and adeiphos,
brother.)

Diadem, dl'a-dem, ». a band or fillet worn round the
head as ;t liadge of royalty : a crown : royalty.

—

mdj. Diademed, wearing a diadem. — Diadem

spider, the common garden spider—from its mark-
ings. [O. Fr. diadciiie—'L. diadetna—Gr. diadema—dia, round, and <iiein, to bind.]

Diadezis, dl-a-dek'sis, «. {path.) the transformation
of one disease into another, differing both in location

and character. [Gr.]

Diadochi, dl-ad'o-kl, n. the generals who became
monarchs of the various kingdoms (Syria, Egypt,
&c.) into which the empire of .Mexander the Great
split after his death (323 B.C.). [Gr. diadocJwt,

succeeding, a successor ; diadechesthai^ to succeed.)

Diadrom dl'a-drom, n. a course or passing : a vibra-

tion. [Gr.]

Diaeresis, DieresiS, dl-er'e-si«, «. a mark (') placed
over one of two vowels to show that each is to be
pronounced separately, as aerial:—pi. Dlasr'eses,

Dier'eses. \GT.,—dut, apart, liairein, to take.]

Diaglyph, dl'a-glif, tu an intaglio. [Gr.]

Diagnosis, dl-ag-nO'sis, ». the distinguishing a disease

by means of its symptoms : a brief description :—//.

Diagno'ses. — v.t. Di'agnose, to ascertain from
symptoms, as a disease.

—

adj. Diagnos'tiC, dis-

tinguishing : characteristic.—«. that by which any-
thing is known : a symptom.

—

H.pl. Diagnostics,
the branch of medicine to which the skill in noting
and interpreting symptoms belongs. [Gr., dia, be-

tween, gnosis—S'ldnai, to know.)
Diagometer, dl-a-gom'e-ter, «. a form of electroscope

for ascertaining conducting power. [Gr. diagein, to

conduct, metron, a measure.)
Diagonal, dl-ag'o-nal, adj. through the corners, or
from an angle to an opposite angle of a four or many
sided figure.

—

n. a straight line so drawn.

—

ad^|.

Diag'onally.—Diagonal scale, a scale for laying
down small fractions of the unit of measurement, the
parallel lines drawn lengthwise on its surface being
divided into sections by lines drawn crosswise, and in

one end section being intersected by a series of other
parallel lines drawn obliquely at equal distances
across them. [Fr.,— L. diagonalis, from Gr. diago-
nios—dia, through, a.nd gonia, a corner.]

Diagram, dl'a-gram, H. a figture or plan drawn in out-
line to illustrate any statement : a record traced by
an automatic indicator. — adj. Diagrammat'ic.

—

adv. Diagrammat'ioally.—«. Diagraph, an in-

strument for enabling unskilled persons to draw
objects in outline.

—

adj. Diagrapn'iC. [L.,—Gr.
diagrantiua—dia, Tound, grap/iein, to write.)

DiaheUotropiC, dl-a-he-li-o-trop'ik, adj. (bot.) turn-

ing transversely to the light.

—

n. Diaheliot'ropism.
[Gr. dia, across, and helit)tropic.\

Dial, di'al, K. an instrument for showing the time of
day by the sun's shadow : a timepiece : the face of a
watch or clock : a circular plate on which a movable
index shows the degree of pressure, &c.

—

v.t. to

measure, as with a dial.

—

ns. Dl'alist, a maker of

dials: one skilled in dialling: DI'ailing, the art of
constructing dials: the science which explains the

measuring of time by the sun-dial : surveying by
help of a compass with sights, such as is called a
' miner's dial

;

' Dl'al-plate. [M. E. <//«/—Low L.
dialis, daily—L. dies, a day.)

Dialect, dl'a-lekt, «. a variety or form of a language
peculiar to a district : a non-literary vernacular : a
peculiar manner of speaking.

—

adj. Dialect'aL

—

ndv. Dialect ally.—v«. Dialect icism ; Dialectol'-
Ogist ; Dialectology. [Through Fr. and L. from
Gr. diaUktos, speech, manner of speech, peculiarity

of speech

—

dia, between, legein, to speak.]
Dialectic, -al, dl-a-lek'tik, -al, adj. pertaining to

dialect or to discourse: pertaining to dialectics:

logical. — ns. Dialec'tlc, Dialec'tlCS, art of dis-

cussing : that branch of logic which teachas the
rules and modes of reasoning.

—

adv. Dialec'tically.
—M. Dialecti'clan, one skilled in dialectics, a
logician. [Gr. diaUfctikos.]

DiaUage, dl-al'a-jfi, n. (r/tet.) a figure of speech by
which arguments, after hat-ing been considered fronx



Diallage mOte ; mQte ; mODn ; Men. Diaplaals

various points of view, are all brought to bear upon
one point. [Gr.]

Diallage, dl'al-aj, «. a mineral nearly allied to augite,

brown, gray, or green in colour, laminated in struc-

ture, with a metallic lustre when broken across.

—

adjs. Diallag'ic, Dial'lagoid. [Gr. diallagi, change
—iiia, between, aliassein, to change

—

alios, other.]

Dialogite, di-aro-jlt, «. a rose-red carbonate of man-
ganese—also Rtuidochrosiie.

Dialogue, dl'a-log, «. conversation between two or
more persons, esp. of a formal or imaginary nature.
—v.i. and %i.t. {Shak.) to put into dialogue form.

—

atij's. Dialogic, DialOgist'lC, -al (-loj-), in the form
of a dialof;ue.

—

v.i. Dial'Ogise ('oj-), to discourse in

dialogue. — «. Dial'Ogist ('oj-), a speaker in, or

writer of, a dialogue. [Fr.,— L. dialogus— Gr.

diiilogos, a conversation

—

dialegesthai, to discourse.]

Dialuric, dl-a-lu'rik, adj. pertaining to alloxan and
uric acid.— «. Dialu'ratO, a salt of dialuric acid.

Dialysis, dl-al'i-sis, «. (cluiH.) the separation of sub-
stances by diffusion through a membranou.s septum
or partition : diseresis : dissolution :—//. Dial'yses.

—adj. Dialys'able.

—

v.t. Dialyse, to separate by
dialysis.— «. Di'alyser. — a<<;. Dialyt'lo. [Gr.

dialysis—dia, asunder, lyeiii, to loose.)

Diamagnetio, dl-a-mag-net'ik, adj. cross-magnetic

—

applied to any substance, such as a rod of bismuth or

glass, wluch, when suspended between the poles of

a magnet, arranges itself across the line joining the

poles (a rod of iron or of sealing-wax so held arranges
itself parallel to the line joming the poles, and is said

to be FaraDtagtietic).—adv. Diamagnotlcally.

—

n.

Diamag'IietlSIIX, the form of magnetic action pos-

sessed by diamagnetic bodies : the branch of magnet-
ism which deals with diamagnetic phenomena. [Gr.

dia, through, tnagnetes, viagtiis, a magnet.]
DiamantiferoUS, di-a-man-tif'er-us, adj. yielding dia-

monds. [Fr. dia>nanti/ire.\

Diamesogamous, dl-a-mc-sog'a-mus, adj. (bot.) fertil-

ised by nitermediary means.
Diameter, dl-am'e-ter, «. the measure through or

across : a straight line passing through the centre of
a circle or other figure, terminated at both ends by
the circumference.—rt^V. Diam'etral. Dlamet'ric,
-al, in the direction of a diameter ; pertaining to the

diameter : like the opposite ends of the diameter (as

in diametrical oppositioii). — advs. Diam'etrally,
in a diametral manner ; Diamet'riCally, exactly.—
Tactical diameter, the space covered by a steamer
in turning i8o°out of her original course. [Through
Fr. and L. from Gr. diametros—dia, through, tnet-

rein, to measure.]
Diamond, di'a-mond, n. the most valuable of all gems,
and the hardest of all substances : a four-sided figure

with two obtuse and two acute angles : one of the four
suits of cards : one of the smallest kinds of English
printing type.

—

adj. resembling diamonds : made of
diamonds : marked with diamonds : lozenge-.shaped,
rhombic.

—

ns. Dl'amond-bee'tle, a beautiful spark-
ling South American weevil ; Di'amond-OUt'ting,
diamond-setting ; Di'amond-drill, an annular borer
whose bit is set with borts ; Dl'amond-dust, Di'a-

mond-pow'der, the powder made by the friction of
diamonds on one another in the course of polish-
ing.

—

adjs. Diamonded, furnished with diamonds;
Diamondlf erous, yielding diamonds. — «. Di'a-
mond-Wheel, a wheel covered with diamond-dust
and oil for polishing diamonds and other precious
stones.—Diamond cut diamond, the case of an
encounter between two very sharp persons.—Rough
diamond, an uncut diamond : a person of great
worth, though of rude exterior and unpolished man-
ners. [M. E. adamaunt—O. Fr. adamant—L.
adanianta, accus. of adamas— Gr. adamas, ada-
mantos, adamant

—

a, not, damaein, to tame.]
Diana, di-a'na, or di-an'a, «. an ancient Italian god-

dess of light, the moon-goddess, representative of
chastity and hunting, afterwards identified with t^'<

Greek Artemis.—Diana of the Epheslans, a god-
dess of fertility worshipped at Ephcitu.

Diandria, dl-an'dri-a, H. a class of plants in the Lin-
n£ean system having two stamens.—«. Dian'der, a
plant with two stamens.

—

adjs. Dlan'drlan, Dian'-
droUS. [Gr. dis, twice, double, aner, andros, a man.]

Dianodal, dl-a-nO'dal, adj. (math.) passing through a
node.

DianoetiC, dl-a-nO-et'ik, adj. capable of thought,
thinking : belonging to the ratiocinative faculties of
the mind. [Gr. dianoetikos—dia, through, noein,
to think.]

Dianthus, dl-an'thus, n. the genus of herbaceous
llowers to which carnations and pinks belong. [Gr.
dianthes—dis, di-, two, anthos, a fiower.]

Diapason, dl-a-pa'zon, n. a whole octave : a harmony:
a full volume of various sounds in concord : correct
pitch: the two foundation -stops of an organ (open
and stopped diapason)— (Spens.) Dl'apase. [Gr.
dia, through, and pasSn, gen. pi. of pas, all—part
of the Gr. phrase, dia pasdn chorddn symphdnia,
concord through all the notes.]

Diapedesis, dl-a-pe-de'sis, n. (physiol.) the migration
ot white blood-corpuscles through the walls of the
blood-vessels without apparent rupture.

—

otij. Dla-
pedet'ic. [Gr., dia, through, pgdan, to leap.]

Dlapente, di-a-pen'te, «. (inus.) the interval of a fifth :

a composition in pharmacy of five ingredients. [Gr.]
Diaper, dl'a-per, «. unbleached linen cloth woven in

slightly defined figures, used for towels, &c. : a
pattern for ornamenta-
tion, woven, not coloured,
in textiles : a floral or
geometric pattern in low
reliefin architecture, often
repeated over a consider-
able surface.

—

v.t. to va-
riegate with figures, as
diaper. — «. Di'apering.
[O. Fr. diaspre, diapre—
Low L. diaspnis—'^yz-
antine Gr. diaspros, dia,

through, aspros, white.]

Diaphanous, dl-af'a-nus,

adj. shining or appearing through, transparent,
clear—also Dlaphan'lc.

—

lis. Di'aphane, a diaph-
anous figured silk fabric ; Diaphanom'eter, an
instrument for testing the transparency of the air

;

Diaphanoscope, a darkened box for viewing trans-

parent positive photographs ; Diaphan'otjrpe, a
picture produced by colouring on the back a posi-

tive lightly printed on translucent paper, and
placing this exactly over a strong duplicate print.

—adv. Diaph'anously.— «x. Diaph'anousness,
Diaphaneity. [Gr. diaphaiies—dia, through, and
phainein, to show, shine.]

DiaphonlOS, dl-a-fon'iks, n. Same as DiaOOUBtiCS.
[Gr. dia, through, phoiie, sound.]

Diaphoretic, dl-a-fo-ret'ik, aiij. promoting perspira-

tion. — «. a sudorific or medicine that increases

perspiration. — n. Diaphore'siS, perspiration arti-

ficially induced. [Gr.,

—

diaphorein, to carry off

—

dia, through, pherein, to bear.]

Diaphragm, dl'a-fram, «. a thin partition or dividing

membrane : the muscle which separates the chest

from the abdomen, called also the Midriff: a plate

of metal with a hole in the centre, used for cutting

off the side-rays of light in a photographic camera or

other optical instrument.

—

adjs. Diaphragmatic,
Dlaphrag'mal.— «. Dlaphragmati'tis, inflamma-

tion of the diaphragm. [Gr. diaphragma — dia,

across, phragnynai, to fence.]

DlaphyslS, dl-af'i-sis, «. (bot.) an abnormal elongation

of the axis of a flower or of an inflorescence : (atuit.)

the continuity of a bone between its two ends. [Gr.

dia, through, phyesthai, to grow.]

Dlaplasia, dl-ap'la-sis, n. (sur^.) reduction, of a dis-

Incation, &c.—adj. Dlaplas'tiO. [Gr.]

Diaper Work.
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Dlapnoic, dt-ap-nfl'ik, adj. producing slight perspira-

tion—also Diapnot'lO.—». a mild diaphoretic.

DiapyetiC, dl-a-pl-et'ik, adj. producing suppuration.

—«. a medicine with this property.—w. Diapye'SiS,

suppuration. [Gr.J

Diarchy, dl'ar-ki, «. a form of government in which

two persons are jointly vested with supreme power

—

less correctly Dinarchy. [Formed from Gr. di-,

two, archein, to rule.]

Diarrhoea, Diarrhea, dl-a-re'a, «. a persistent purg-

ing or looseness of the bowels.—o^^i.DlarrhCB'al,

DlarrhCB'ic, DlarrhoBt'lc (also -rhe'al, -rhe'ic,

-rhet'lC). [Or. diarroia—dia, through, and rkein,

to flow.]

Dlarthrosis, dl-ar-thrO'sis, n. the general name for all

forms ol articulation which admit of the motion of

one bone upon another, free arthrosis — including

Enarthrosis, Ghiglyntus, and Cyclarthrosis. [Gr.J

Diary, dl'a-ri, n. a daily record : a journal.

—

adjs.

Dia rial, Dla'rian. — v.t. or v.i. Di'arise. — «.

Di'arlst, one who keeps a diary. [L. diariutn.]

Dlascordium, dl-a-skor'di-um, «. an electuary pre-

pared with scordium or water-germander. [Gr. dia,

through, and skordiott.]

Dlaskeuast, dl-as-kew'ast, n. a reviser : an interpo-

lator.—«. Diaskeu'aslS, reviewing. [Gr. diaskeu-

azehi, to make ready

—

dia, through, skeuos, a tool.]

Diaspora, dl-as'por-a, «. dispersion, used collectively

for the dispersed Jews after the Babylonian cap-

tivity, and also in the apostolic age for the Jews
living outside of Palestine. [Gr. dia, through,
speirein, to scatter.]

Dlaspore, dl'a-spOr, n. a grayish, infusible hydrate of
aluminium.

Dlastaltlc, di-a-stal'tik, adj. {Greek mus.) dilated,

extended : bold. [Gr., diastellein, to expand.]
Diastase, dl'as-tas, «. a peculiar ferment developed

during the germination of all seeds, which has the

power of converting starch into dextrine and then
mto sugar.—<!<(;. Dlastat'lc—a^^r'. Dlastat'lcally.

[Gr. diastasis, division — dia, through, histanai,

stenai, to stand.]

Diastasis, dl-as'ta-sis, «. {sttrg.) separation of bones
without fracture. [Gr.]

Diastema, dl-a-ste'ma, ». a natural space between
two consecutive teeth, or series of teeth. — adj.
Dlastemat'lc. [Gr.]

Diastole, dl-as'to-le, n. dilation of the heart, auricles,

and arteries—opp. to Systole, or contraction of the
same : the protracting of a short syllable, as before
a pause. — adj. Diastorio. [Gr. diastole— dia,
asunder, and stellein, to place.]

Dlastyle, dl'a-stll, adj. (archit.) marked by wide
intercolumniation. [Gr.]

Dlatessaron, dl-a-tes'a-ron, «. a harmony of the four
gospels, esp. the earliest, that of Tatian (prob. i lo-
180A.D.): (w7«.) the interval of a fourth: an elec-

tuary of four ingredients. [Gr., for dia tessaron,
through, or composed of four.]

Dlathermal, dl-a-ther'mal, adj. letting heat through,
Eerineable by radiating heat—also Dlather'manoUS,
lather'mous, Diather'mlc—>tj. Dlather'mance,

-cy. [Gr. dia, through, thermos, heat.]
Diathesis, dl-ath'e-sis, «. a particular condition or

habit of body,_ esp. one predisposing to certain
diseases: a habit of mind.

—

adj. Diathet'ic. [Gr.,—dia, asunder, titlienai, to place.]
Diatom, dl'a-tom, «. one of an order of microscopic

unicellular algae, of the Diatomacetr.—adj. Dla-
toma'ceous.—«. Diat'omite, diatomaceous earth.
[Gr. diatomos—dia, through, temnein, to cut.]

Diatomic, dl-a-tom'ik, adj. consisting of two atoms.
[Gr. di-, dis, two, and atom.]

Dlatomous, dl-at'5-mus, adj. having crystals with
one distinct diagonal cleavage.

Diatonic, di-a-ton'ik, adj. proceeding by the tones
and intervals of the natmal scale in music.

—

adv.
Diaton'ioally. [Gr.,—dia, through, tonos, tone.]

Diatribe, dt'a-trTb, n. a continued discourse or dis-

putation : an invective harangue.

—

n. Di'atribist, a
writer or utterer of such. [Gr. diatribe— dia,
through, tribein, to rub, wear away.]

Dib, dib, v.i. to dip, as in angling:

—

pr.p. dib'bing;
pa.p. dibbed. [A form of dab.]

Dib, dib, «. one of the small bones of a sheep's leg :

(//.) a children's game, played by throwing up such
small bones or stones (Dlb'-stones) from the palm
and catching them on the back of the hand

—

(Scot.)
Chuckie-stanes, or Chucks : (slang) money.

Dibasic, dl-ba'^ik, adj. having two bases : of acids,
with two atoms of hydrogen replaceable by a base
or bases. [Gr. di-, two, and basic]

Dibble, dib'l, n. a pointed tool used for making holes to
put seed or plants in—alsoDlbb'er.

—

v.t. Dibble, to

plant with a dibble.

—

v.i. to make holes : to dip, as in

angling.—«. Dibb'lor. [Freq. of dib, a form of dab.]
Dibranchlata, dl-brang-ki-a'ta, «. one of the two

orders of cephalopoda, having two g,i\\s.—adj. Dl-
bran'Clliate. [Gr. di-, two, branchia, gills.]

Dlcacity, dik-as'i-ti, «. raillery, pert speech.

—

adj.
Dica'clous. [L. dicax, sarcastic]

Dlcast, Dikast, dl'kast, «. one of the 6000 Athenians
annually chosen to act as judges.—«. Dicastery,
their court. [Gr. dikastes, dike, justice.]

Dicatalectlc, dl-kat-a-lek'tik, adj. doubly catalectic,

both at the middle and end of the verse. [Gr. di;
double. See CataleCtic]

Dice,//, of Die, 2 (q.v.).

—

z'.i. to play with dice.

Dice-coal, dis'-kol, «. a kind of coal which readily
splits into cubical pieces.

Dlcentra, dl-sen'tra, «. a genus of plants including
the flower Bleeding-heart (D. spectabilis).— Also
Diel'ytra. [Gr. di-, double, kentron, a point.]

DicephalOUS, dl-sefa-lus, adj. two-headed. [Gr. di-

kephalos—di-, double, kepliale, a head.]
Dichastasls, dl-kas'ta-sis, n. spontaneous subdivision.—adj. Dichas'tic. [Gr.]

Dichlamydeous, dl-kla-mid'e-us, adj. having both a
calyx and a corolla.

Dichogamy, dl-kog'a-mi, «. an arrangement for pre-
venting the self-fertilisation ofhermaphrodite flowers,

the stamens and stigmas ripening at different times.—adj. Dichog'amous. [Gr. dicha, in two, gamos,
marriage.]

Dichord, dl'kord, «. an ancient two-stringed lute.

Dichotomy, dl-kot'o-mi, «. a division into two parts.

—v.t. and v.i. Dichot'omlse.— a;/?'. Dichot'omous.—adv. DiChot'omously. [Gr., from dicha, in two,
and temnein, to cut.]

Dichroism, dlTcrO-izm, «. the property of showing
different colours when viewed in different directions

exhibited by doubly refracting crystals. — adjs.

Dichrd'ic, Dichrois'tlc—«. Dichroscope, an in-

strument for testing the dichroism of crystals.

—

adj.
Dichroscop'ic.

Dichromatism, dl-krC'ma-tizm, «. (2001.) the quality of

presenting, in indifferent individuals, two different

colours or systems of colouration.

—

adj. Dichro-
mat'ic.

Dlchromlsm, dl-krS'mizm, n. an inability to distin-

guish more than two of the primary colours.

—

adj.
Dlchro'mlc.

Dicht, diht, v.t. (Scot.) to wipe.
Dick, dik, n. (slang) fine words, for Dictionary : for

Declaration, as 'to take one's dick,' and prob. 'up
to dick ' = excellent, also properly.

Dickens, dik'enz, 7t. the deuce, the devil, as in

'What the dickens.'—Play the dickens with, to

play the deuce with. [For devil, confused with
Dickon = Richard.]

Dicker, dik'er, n. (Amer.) petty trade by barter, &a—v.i. to haggle. [Prob. the obs. dicker, the number
ten, esp. of hides or skins.]

Dickey, Dicky, dik'i, «. a leathern apron for a gig,

&c. : the driver's seat in a carriage : a seat for

servants at the back of a carriage : a false shirt-
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front. [Perh. from dick, a prov. Eng. word for a
leathern apron ; Prob. Dut dek, a cover.]

Diclcy, dickey, dik'i, n, (East Anglian) an ass.—«.

Dlck'y-bird, a small bird. [From Dick, familiar of

Richard—like Jack, in jackass.]

DiClinlC, dt-klin'ik, adj. (crystal.) having two of the

intersections of the axes oblique.—.'Mso Di'cUnate,
Diclinous.

Diclinous, di'kli-nus, adj. having the stamens and
pistils in separate flowers.

—

n. Di'cllnism. [Gr. di-,

asunder, and kline, a bed.]

DiCOCCOUS, di-kok'us, adj. (hot.) formed of two
cocci.

DiC<BlOUS, dl-se'lus, adj. cupped or hollowed at both

ends.

Dicotyledon, dl-kot-i-le'don, «. a plant having two
seed-lobes.—rti^'. Dicotyledonous. [Gr. di-, two,

and cotyledon.]

Dicrotic, dl-krot'ik, adj. double-beating—also Di'CTOt-

OUS.—«. Di'crotlsm. [Gr., di-, two, krotos, beat.]

Dictate, dik'tat, v.t. to tell another what to say or

write : to communicate with authority : to point out

:

to command

—

(arch. Diet).—«._ an order, rule, or
direction: impulse.

—

ns. Dicta'tion, act, art, or

practice of dictating : overbearing command ; Dicta'-

tor, one invested for a time with absolute authority

—

originally an extraordinary Roman magistrate :

—

fern. Dictatress, Dicta trix.—rtrf;'. Dictatorial,
like a dictator : absolute : authoritative.

—

adv. Dic-
tate rially.—«j. Dicta'torsliip, Dic'tature.—(k^'.

Dictatory. [L. dictdre, -dtum—dicere, to say.]

Diction, dik'shun, «. a saying or speaking : manner
of speaking or expressing : choice of words : style.

[L., from dicere, dictum, to say.]

Dictionary, dik'shun-a-ri, «. a book containing the
words of a language alphabetically arranged, with
their meanings, etymology, &c. : a lexicon : a work
containing information on any department of know-
ledge, alphabetically arranged. [Low L. dictiona-
rium. See Diction.]

Dictum, dik'tum, n. something said : a saying : an
authoritative saying :—j>l. Dicta. [L.]

Dictyogen, dik'ti-o-jen, >i. a plant with net-veined
leaves. [Gr. diktyon, a net; -genes, producing.]

Dicynodont, di-sin'o-dont, «. an extinct reptile, allied

to tortoises on one hand and mammals on the other.
[Formed from Gr. di-, two, cyan, dog, and odous,
odontos, tooth.]

Did, did, Didst, didst, /a.^ of Do.
Didache, did'a-ke, «. the Teaching of the Twelve

Apostles (see under Apostle). [Gr., ' teaching.']
Didactic, -al, di-dak'tik, -al, adj. fitted or intended

to teach : instructive : perceptive.

—

adv. Didac'ti-
oally.—«. Didac ticism.—«./>i Didactics, the art

or science of teaching. [Gr. didaktikos—didaskein,
to teach ; akin to L. doc-ere, disc-ere. ]

Didactyl, dl-dak'til, adj. having only two digits—also
Didac'tylous.—«. Didac'tyl, an animal with two
toes only on each foot.

Didapper, did'ap-er, n. a water-bird that is constantly
dipping or diving under water—also called the
Dabchick. [A compound of dive and dapper (which
is a variant oi dipper). See Dip and Dive.]

DidascaliC, did-as-kal'ik, adj. didactic.
Didder, dider, v.i. (prov.) to shake.
Diddle, did'l, v.t. to cajole, swindle.—«. Didd'ler.
Didecaiiedral, dl-dek-a-ha'dral, adj. (crystaL) having

five planes on each extremity.
Didelphia, di-del'fi-a, n.pl. the marsupialia, or mar-

supial implacental mammals, one of the three sub-
classes of Mammalia.—«<![;>. Didel'pllian, Didel'-
plliC. [Gr. di; double, delphys, womb.]

Dido, dfdo, «. (slang)3ca. antic caper.—Cut up didoes,
to behave in an extravagant way.

Didodecahedral, dl-do-dek-a-he'dral. adj. of a six-

sided-prism, truncated on the lateral edges, and
acuminated on the extremities with six planes.

Dldraoluna, di-drak'ma, n. a double drachma.

DldUCtion, dl-duk'shun, «. separation by withdrawing
one part from the other.

Didunculus, di-dung'ku-lus, «. a remarkable genus
of pigeons—the tooth-billed pigeon of Samoa.

Didjrmium, dl-dim'i-um, «. a supposed element dis-
covered in 1841, so named from being, as it were,
tivin brother of lanthamum.

Didymous, did'i-mus, adj. twin.
Didynamia, did-i-nami-a, n. a class of plants in the

Linnsean system having in the flower four stamens
in pairs of unequal length.—a^>. Dldyna'mian,
Did3rn'am0US. [Gr. di-, double, dynamis, strength.]

Die, dT,_ v.i. to lose life : to perish : to wither : to
languish : to become insensible : — pr.p. d/ing ;

pa.t. and pa.p. died (did).

—

adj. Die'-away', lan-
guishing.—Die away, to disappear by degrees,
become gradually inaudible ; Die game, to keep up
ones spirit to the last ; Die bard, to struggle hard
against death, to be long in dying ; Die Off, to die
quickly or in large numbers ; Die OUt, to become
extinct, to disappear. [From a Scand. root seen in

Ice. deyja, Dan. doe, Scot, dee ; akin to Mid. High
Ger. touiven, whence Ger. tod, todt. The A.S.
word is steor/an, whence our starve.

\

Die, dT, n. a small cube used in gaming by being
thrown from a box : any small cubical body

:

hazard :—//. Dice (dis).—«. Dice'-box. —«<(;. Diced,
ornamented with square or diamond-shaped figures.

—ns. Dice'-play ; Dice-play'er. Dicer ; Di'cing-
house.—The die is cast, the question is decided.
[O. Fr. det, pi. dez (Prov. dat. It. dado), from Low
L. dadus = L. ddtus, given or cast (talus, a piece of
bone used in play, being understood^ Doublets,
dado, date.}

Die, dl, «. a stamp for impressing coin, &c. : the
cubical part of a pedestal :—//. Dies (diz).

—

ns.

Die'-sink'er ; Dle'-sink'ing, the engraving of dies

;

Die'-stock, a contrivance for holding the dies used in

screw-cutting ; Die'-WOrk, ornamentation of a metal
surface by impressions with a die. [See above.]

Dieb, deb, «. a jackal of northern Africa.
Diegesis, dl-e-je'sis, «. (rhet.) in an oration, the

narration of the facts. [Gr. ]

Dielectric, dl-e-lek'trik, adj. non-conducting : trans-

mitting electric effects without conducting.—«. a
substance through which electric force acts. [Gr.
dia, through, and electric]

Dielytra, dl-el'i-tra, «. an erroneous name for di-

centra.

Diesis, dfe-sis, «. (tnus.) the difference in tone between
a major and a minor semitone : (print.) the double
dagger ().

Dies Irae, dl'ez I're, «. the name given (from the open-
ing words) to a famous hymn on the last judgment
(c. 1250 A. D.). [L., 'day of wrath.']

Dies non, dl'ez non, a day on which law courts may
not be held. [From L. dies non juridicus, same as
dies nefastus, an unlawful day.]

Diet, dl'et, «. mode of living, with especial reference

to food : food prescribed by a physician : allowance
of provisions.

—

v.t. to furnish with food.

—

v.i. to eat

:

to take food according to rule.

—

n. Dleta'rlan, one
who observes prescribed rules for diet.

—

adj. Di'et-

ary, pertaining to diet or the rules of diet.—«.

course of diet: allowance of food, esp. in large

institutions.— fis. Di'et-drlnk, medicated liquor

;

Di'eter (Skak.), one who diets or prepares food by
rule.

—

adjs. Dletet'lC, -al, pertaining to diet.

—

adv.
Dietet'ically.

—

ns. Dietet'iCS, rules for regulating

diet ; Dietet'ist, one who lays stress on diet ; Di'et-

ist, an authority on diet. [Fr. diete—Low L. diata
—Gr. diaita, mode of living, diet.]

Diet, dl'et, «. an assembly of princes and delegates,

the chief national council in several countries in

Europe : (Scots law) the proceedings under a
criminal libel : a clerical or ecclesiastical function
in Scotland, a d'ei ofworship.—n. Dl'etino, a minor
or local diet.—Desert the diet, to abandon criminal
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Dlfforreation f&te, far ; mi, h6r ; mine ; Di§rnlfy

proceedings under a particular libel—in Scotch

usage. [0. Fr. dieie—Low L. diista—Gr. liiaiia;

or ace to Littrd, from L. aies, a (set) day, with

which usage cf. Ger. tag, a day, reiclutag,]

Diffarreation, di-far-e-ashun, «. the parting of a cake

of spelt—a ceremony at a Roman divorce. [L.]

Differ, difer, v.i. to be unlike, distinct, or various

(used by itself, or followed by with. Jrom, to) : to

disagree (with frotn^ with) : to fall out, dispute

(with) :—/'••/. difTering : M.p. differed.—fw. Diff'-

erence, Din'erenGy (Shai.), dissimilarity: the

quality distinguishing one thing from another ; a

contention or qiwrrel : the point in dispute : the

excess of one quantity or number over another

:

(A^r.) the modification of an achievement of arms to

indicate the wenrer's relation to the head of the

house, as by marks of cadency.

—

v.t. to make a

difference between things.

—

tidj. Diff'erent, dis-

tinct: separate: unlike: not the same (with yVow,
not to).— «. Differen'tia {logic), the characteristic

quality or attribute of a species.

—

tuij. Differen'tial,

creating a difference : special : (math.) pertaining

to a quantity or difference infinitely small (see Cal-
culus).—rt^z/. Differentially.—7'./. Differentiate,
to make different : to create a difference between :

to classify as different.

—

v.i. to become different by
specialisation : {math.) to obtain the differential

or differential coefficient of.—«. Differentia'tion,

the act of distinguishing or describing a thing by
giving its differentia : exact definition : a change by
which organs or structures become specialised or

modified : {math.) the act or process ot differentiat-

ing.—Wz/. Differently.-Differential gear, gear
for communicating differential motion ; Differen-
tial motion, an apparatus by which the difference

of two velocities is communicated, as in the Differ-

ential screw, a combination of male and female
screws ; Differential thermometer, a thermometer
for marking minute differences of temperature. [L.

differrt—<ii/{= dis), apart, yirr*, to bear.]

Difficult, dif^-kult, adj. not easy : hard to be done

:

requiring labour and pains : hard to please : not
easily persuaded. — adv. Diff iCUltly. — «. Diff i-

CUlty, laboriousness : obstacle : objection : that
which cannot be easily understood or believed

:

embarrassment of affairs : a quarrel. [The adj. was
formed from difficulty, in place of the old form
difficile. Fr. difficult^—L. difficultas = difficilitat—difficilis—di/X= dis), neg. , andyacilis, easy.]

Diffident, dif'i-dent, adj. wanting faith in : distrust-

ful of one's self: modest: b-ishful.

—

n. Diffidence,
want of confidence : want of .self-reliance : modesty :

bashfulness.—art'z'. Diffidently. [L., pr.p. ot dtffi-
dire, to distrust

—

dij {= dis),n^%., fld(re, to trust

-fides, faith.]

Diffluent, dif'loo-ent, adj'. tending to flow away
readily.

Diffonn, dif'orni, adj'. not uniform, irregular in form.—«. Diffor'mity.
Diffract, dif-frakt , v.t. to break or separate into parts,

as rays of lighL

—

n. Diffraction, a name for certain
phenomena connected with light passing through a
narrow opening or by the edge of an opaque body

:

the spreading of the rays, with interference pheno-
mena, coloured and other.

—

adj. Diffrac'tive.—«.

Diffrangibillty.— a<</. Diffrangible. [L. diffrin-
gt're, diffractiim-dis, asunder,yra«f/nf, to break.)

Diffuse, dif-iiz', v.t. to pour out all round : to send out
in all directions : to scatter : to circulate : to publish.

—v.i. to spread, as a liquid does—/a./, and adj.
Diffused', spread widely : loose —<m'?a Difius'edly.
—ns. Diffus'ednesB ; Diffus'er; Diffusibil'ity.—
adj. Diffusible, that may be diffu-sed.—«f. Dlffu'-
Bion, a spreading or scattering abroad : extension :

distribution : in the case of gases or liquids in con-
tact, mixture through each other ; DiflU'sion-tUbe,
an instrument for determining the rate of diffusion

for different gases. — adj. DiflUB'ive. extending :

spreading widely.—arfr/. Diffusively.—«. DiffOB'-

iveness. [L. diffunaere, dijfusum—d\/ {- dis),

asunder,y«/fet/r^, to pour ouL]
Diffuse, dif-us', adj. dilUised : widely spread : wordy :

not concise.

—

adj. Difftisely.—«. Dinuse'ness.
Dig, dig, v.t. to excavate : to turn up the earth : to

cultivate with a spade : to poke or thrust, as one's
elbow into another's side, or spurs into a horse.

—

v.i. to till the ground : to occupy one's self in dig-
ging : {U.S. slang) to study hard :

—

pr.p. dig'ging

;

pa.t. and pa./>. dug, {B.) digged.

—

n. a thrust, a
poke : {U.S. i/rt«^)a hard student.—<?<(/". Dig'gable,
that may be dug.—«. Dig'ger, a person or animal
that digs ; a machine for digging, as a steam-digger.—n.pl. Dig'gingS, places where mining is carried

on, esp. for gold ; {slang, orig. American) lodgings,
rooms.—Dig in, to cover over by digging : to work
hard; Dig out {U.S. slang), to decamp.—Digger
Indians, degraded Indian tribes of Calilornia and
Nevada, who live by digging roots. [Prob. O. Fr.

digiier, to dig ; of Teut. origin.]

Digamma, dl-gam'ma, n. an obsolete letter of the
Greek alphabet, having the force of our W. [So
called from its form (F), like one capital T (gamma)
placed over another.]

Digamy, dig'a-mi, 71. a second marriage.

—

n. Dig'a-
mist.

—

adj. Dig'amous {bot.), androgynous. [Gr.
dis, twice, a.\\A gaittos, marriage.]

Digastric, dl-gas'trik, adj. double-bellied, or fleshy at
each end, as is one of the muscles of the lower jaw.
[Gr. di-, AowhX^, gaster, the belly.]

Digenesis, dl-jen'e-sis, >*. reproduction by two methods,
a sexual followed by an assexual.

—

adj. DigenetlC.
Digest, di-jest', v.t. to dissolve food in the stomach :

to soften by heat and moisture : to distribute and
arrange : to prepare or classify in the mind : to
think over.—?/./. to be dissolved in the stomach : to

be softened by heat and moisture.

—

adzK Digest'-
edly.

—

n. Digest er, one who digests : a close vessel
in which by heat and pressure strong extracts
are made from animal and vegetable substances.

—

n. Digestibility.—rt^. Digestible, that may be
digested.—«. Diges'tion, the dissolving of the food
in the stomach : orderly arrangement : exposing to
slow heat, &c.

—

adj. Digestive, pertaining to diges-
tion : promoting digestion. — adv. Digestlvely.
[L. digerlre, digestum, to carrj- asunder or dissolve—di {= dis), asunder, and gerere, to bear.]

Digest, dfjest, n. a body of laws collected and
arranged, esp. the Justinian code of civil laws. [L.
digesta, neut. pi. of digestut, pa.p. of digerere, to
carry apart, to arrange.]

Digbt, dit, adj. disposed, adorned.

—

adv. finely.—Also
Dightly. [A.S. dihtan, to arrange, prescribe, from
L. dictdre, to dictate, whence Ger. dichten, to write
poetry, and the Scotch verb dight, to dress, used of
stones, flour, &c.]

Digit, dij'it, «. a finger's breadth or } inch : from the
habit of counting on the fingers, any one of the nine
numbers : the twelfth part of the diameter of the sun
or moon.

—

a^ij. Digital, pertaining to the fingers.—«. finger : a key of a piano, &c.

—

iis. Digitalia,
Digltaline, Dig'italin, the active principles of digi-

talis ; Digita'Us, a ^enus of plants, including the
foxglove ; Digita'rla, a genus of grasses with digi-

tate spikes.

—

adjs. Digitate, -d, consisting of several
finger-like sections.— rt<r?'. Digr'itately.—w. Diglta'-
tion, finger-like arrangement : a finger-like process.
—<idj. Digit'iform, formed like fingers : Dlg'itl-
grade, walking on the toes. — n. an animal that
walks on its toes, as the lion—opp. to Plantigrade,
—ns. Dig'itlgradism ; Digito'rium, a small portable
instrument used for making the fingers flexible for

piano-playing. [L. digitus, a finger or toe, akin to

Gr. daitylos.]

Diglyph, dl'glif, H. {archil.) an ornament consisting of
a double groove.

Dignify, dig'ni-fl, v.i. to invest with honour : to exalt

:
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Difirnlty mOte ; mflte ; mOOn ; Men. Dimethylanillne

—/r./». dig'nifying ; pa.p. dig'nified.—«. Dlgnlflca'-

tipn.—a^/y. Dig'nified, marked with dignity : ex-

aljed : noble : grave. {Low L. dignificare—diguus,
worthy, /dcere, to make.]

Dignity, dig'ni-ti, «. the state of being dignified :

elevation of mind or character : grandeur of mien :

elevation in rank, place, &c. : degree of excellence :

preferment : high office : a dignitary.

—

-n. Dlg'nltary,
one in a dignified position or rank, esp. in the church.
[Fr. digttM—L. aignitas—dignus, worthy.]

Digraph, dtgraf, n. two letters expressing but one
sound, as J>K in digraplu [Gr. di-, iMfice, graphf, a
ra.irk, a character

—

graptuin, to write.]

Digress, di-gres', f./. to step aside or go from the
main subject : to introduce irrelevant matter.

—

n.

Digpres'sion, a going from the main point : a part
of a discourse not upon the main subject.

—

adjs.

Digres sional. Digressive, of the nature of a di-

gression : departing from the main subject.

—

adv.
Digresslvely. [L. digredi, dtgressus—di, aside,

gradi, to step. See Grade.]
Digynia, dl-jin'i-a, ». an order of plants having in

the flower two styles or a deeply clelt style.

—

adj's.

Digyn'lan, Dig'smous. [Gr. dis, twice, and gyie,
a woman.]

Dihedral, di-he'dral, adj. having two sides, or two
plane (aces—also Die'draL—«. Dihe'dron. [Gr. di;
two, /ledra, a seat.]

Dlhezagonal, dl-heks-ag'O-nal, a^i/. twelve-sided.
Dihexanedral, dl-heks-a-he'dral, adj. pertaining to a

six-sided prism having three planes on the extremities.—«. Dihexahe dron.
Dijudlcate, dl-joS'di-kat, v.t. and v.i. to judge be-
tween two : to decide.—//. Dijudication. [L. di,

asunder, and judicdre, judge.]
Dike, dik, n. a trench, or the earth dug out and

thrown up : a ditch : a mound raised to prevent
inundation : in Scotland, a wall {Dry-statu dike, a
wail without mortar ; Fail-dike, a wall of turf),

sometimes even a thorn-hedge : (geol.) a wall-like

mass of igneous rock in the fissures of stratified

rocks.—z;./. to surround with a dike or bank. [A.S.
die ; Dut. dijk, Ger. teich, a pond ; perh. conn, with
Gr. teichos, a wall or rampart. See Dig, Ditob.]

DUacerate, di-las'er-at, v.i. to rend or tear asunder.

—

H. Dilacera'tion. [L. di, asunder, and iacera/e.]

Dilapidate, di-lap'i-dat, v.i. to pull stone from stone :

to lay waste : to suffer to go to ruin.

—

adj. Dilapi-
dated, in ruins.—«j. Dilapidation, the state of
ruin : impairing of church property during an
incumbency : (pi.) money paid at the end of an
incumbency by the incumbent or his heirs for the
purpose of putting the parsonage, &c. in good
repair for the succeeding incumbent ; Dilap'idator.
[L. dilapiddre—di, asunder, lapis, lapidis, a stone.]

Dilate, di-lat', v.i. to spread out in all directions : to

enlarge : the opposite of contract.— ;'./. to widen :

to swell out : to speak at length.

—

ns. Dilatabil'ity,

Dllatancy. Dilatation, Dilation, expansion.—
adjs. Dilatable, that may be dilated or expanded ;

Dlla tant—w. Dilatator, Dilat'or, Dilat'er.—a</;.
Dilat ive. [L. dilatus (used as pa.p. of differre),
from di (= dis), apart, and lattti, borne.]

Dilatory, dil'a-tor-i, adj. slow : given to procrastina-
tion : loitering : tending to delay.

—

adv. Dil'atorily.— «. DiratorinesS. [L dHatorius, extending or
putting off (timeX See Dilate.]

Dilemma, di-lem'a, «. a form of argument in which
the maintainer of a certain proposition is committed
to accept one of two alternative propositions each of
which contradicts his original contention : a position
where each of two alternative courses (or of all the
feasible courses) is eminently undesirable : a trying
practical difficulty. The argument was called a
homed syllogism,' and the victim compared to a
man certain to be impaled on one or other of the
horns of an infuriated bull, hence the Horns of a
dilemma: the usual phrase Landed in a di-

lemma is, or suggests, a mixed metaphor.

—

adj.
Dilemmat'ic. [L., — Gr. dilemma— di-, twice.
double, lemma, an assumption

—

lambaTtein, to take.)
Dilettante, dil-et-an'te, M, one who loves the fine arts,

but in a superficial way and without serious purpose
(the amateur usually practises them) : a dabbler in

art, science, or literature:

—

pi. Dilettan'ti ((eV

—

,tdj. Dilettantish.—»;. Dilettan'tism, Dilettan'-
teism. [It, pr.p. oi dileztare, to take delight in

—

L. delectare, to delight.]

Diligent, dil'i-jent, adj. steady and earnest in applica-
tion : industrious,

—

n. Dil igence, steady application :

industry : {JScots lavi^-A. warrant to produce witnesses,
books, &c. , or a process by which persons or goods
are attached : a French or continental stage-coach
(also pronounced de-le-zhongs)—also Dill'y.

—

aii».

Diligently. {Yx.,—diligens, -entis, pr.p. of L.
dtiigire, to choose.]

Dill, dil, n. an umbelliferous annual, the seeds used in

medicine.—«. Dill'-wa'ter, a stomachic and car-
minative. [A.S. dile; Ger. and Sw. dill.\

DiUing, dil'ing, n. a darling : the youngest child,

the weakling of a litter.

Dilly-bag, dil'i-bag, H. an Australian native-made
rush or bark-bag.—Also Dill'i, Dill'y.

DUly-dally, dil'i-dal'i, v.i. to loiter, trifle. [A kind of
reduplication of r/rtZ/y. Cf. Shilly-shally.]

Dilogy, dil'O-ji, n, repetition : intentional ambiguity.

—

adj. Dilog^ical.
Dilucidate, di-lQ'si-dat, v.t. (fibs.') to elucidate.

—

adj.
Dilu'cid.—«. Diludda'tion.

Dilute, dil-ut', v.t. to make thinner or more liquid : to

diminish the strength, flavour, &c. of, by mixing, esp.

with water.

—

v.i. to become mixed.

—

adj. diminished
in strength by mixing with water.

—

adj. Diluent,
diluting.—«. that which dilutes.

—

>is. Dilute'ness ;

Dilu'tion. [L. dUuire, dilntum—di, away from,
lucre, to wash.]

Diluvium, dil-u'vi-um, n. an inundation or flood

:

{geol.) a deposit of sand, gravel, &c. made by extra-

ordinary currents of water—also DilU'vion.

—

adjs.

Diluvial, Diluvian, pertaining to a flood, esp. that

in the time of Noah : caused by a deluge : composed
of diluvium.— «. Dilil'VialiSt, one who explains
geological phenomena by the Flood. [L. diluvium—diluere.]

Dim, dim, adj. not bright or distinct : obscure :

mysterious : not seeing clearly.

—

v.t. to make dark :

to obscure.

—

z:i. to become dim:

—

pr.p. dira'ming;
pa.p. dimmed.

—

adv. Dim'ly.

—

adj. Dim'miHa,
somewhat dim.— «. Dim'ness. [A.S. dint; akin
to Ice. dimmr, dark, and Ger. damMeruM^, twi-

light.]

Dime, dim, «. the tenth part of an American dollar,

lo cents, nearly equal to sd.—Dime museum, a
che.ip show ; Dime novel, a cheap novel, usually

sensational. [Fr., orig. disme, from L. dtcima
(pars, a part, being understood), a tenth part.]

Dimension, di-men'shun, «. usually in pi., measure
in length, breadth, and thickness (the three dimen-
sions of space) : extent : size.

—

adjs. Dimensional,
concerning dimension (one-dimensional, two-dimen-

sional, three-dimensional space = space of one, two,

three dimensions); Dimensioned, having dimen-

sion ; Dimen'sionless.—Dimension work, masonry
in stones of specified size.—Fourth dimension, an
additional dimension attributed to space by a hypo>-

thetical speculation. [Fr.,—L. dimetisio—dimetlri,

dimentns—di(=dis\ apart, meitri, to measure.]

Dimerous, dim'e-rus, adj. consisting of two parts

:

(bot.) with two members in each whorl : (entcm.)

having two-jointed tarsi.

—

n. Dim'erism. [Gr., di-,

double, nteros, a part.}

Dimeter, dim'e-ter, adj. containing two metres or

measures.

—

n. a verse of two measures, [L.,—Gr.
dimetros—di-, twice, metron, a measure.]

Dimethylanillne, di-meth-il-an'i-lin, n. an oily liquid :

aniline heated with matbyl aloobol and hydroeUlsric



Dlmetrtc fite, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Dioptase

acid—from whigh dyes are obtained. [L. di-, twice,

tnetkyl, and antline.]

DimetfiC, dl-met'rik. adj. (crystal.) tetragonal.

Dimldlata, di-mid'i-at, aiij. divided into halves

:

having a shapK; that appears as if halved. — »./.

{Ker.) to represent the half of.—«. Dlmidia'tion.

[L. dimididre, -atum, to taXv^—dimidius, half^
dis, twice, medius, the middle.]

DlmlOlslL, di-min'ish, v.i. to make less : to take a part

from: to degrade.

—

v.i. to grow or appear less: to

subside.—<ii^. Dlmln'isliabla-/.a<^'. Diminished,
made smaller, humbled : (mus.) lessened by a half-

step, as an interval-a//f. Dimin'isMngly. [Coined

by adding di to the word minish, an imitation of L.

dintinuere—di = dis, apart, minuere, to make less.]

DiminiieildO, di-min-u-en'dO, adv. (mus.) a direction

to let the sound die away, marked thus _[]^2Ilp=~-

[It.,—L. diminuendus, fut part. pass, ol dintinuere,

dimtniktum, to lessen.]

Dtminutlon, dim-in-u'shun, n. a lessening: degrada-

tion.

—

otij. Dimln'ative, of a diminished size : small:

contracted.

—

n. (jr-am.) a word formed from another

to express a little one of the kind.

—

adv. Dimln'U-
tively.—n. Dimln'utiyeness.

Dimissory, dim'is-or-i, adj. sending away or giving

leave to depart to another jurisdiction. [L. diniis-

ttn-ius—dimittere, dimissum.]
Dimity, dim'i-ti, n. a kind of stout white cotton cloth,

striped or figured in the loom by weaving with two
threads. [Through the L., from Gr. dimitos—di-,

twice, milos, a thread.]

Dimorphism, dl-mor'fizm, n. {bot.) a state in which two
forms of flower, leaf, &a are produced by the same
species of plant : the property of crystallising in two
iorm^—adjs. Dlmor'phic, Dimor'phous. [Gr. di-,

twice, morplii, form.]
Dimple, dim'pl, n. a small hollow : a small itatural

depression on the face.

—

v.i. to form dimples.

—

v.t.

to mark with dimples.

—

f>.adj. Dlm'pled. — «.

Dlm'plement.—<M>. Dlm'ply. [Dim. of dip, with
inserted /«. Another dim. is dapple.\

Dlmyarian, dim-i-a'ri-an, adj. double-muscled (of bi-

valve shells like the clam)—also Dim'yary.—«.//.
Dimya'ria. [Gr. di-, two, mys, a muscle.]

Din, din, n. a loud continued noise.

—

v.i. to assail (the
cars) with noise : to annoy with clamour : to obtrude
noisily (as to din one's complaints into their ears) :

—

pr.p. din'ning: f>a.p. dinned.

—

adj. Din'fol. [.\.S.

dyn, dyne; cf. Ice. dynr, Dan. don, noise.]

Dinanderie, de-nong'de-re, n. domestic utensils of
copper, esp. such as are quaint and artistic—applied
also to Indian and Levantine brass-ware. [Fr.,

from Dinant in Belgium.]
Dinar, de-nar", «. an ancient Arab gold coin of 65

grain? weight. [L. denarius.\
Dinarchy. See Diarchy.
Dlndle. See Dinnle.
Dine, din, v.i. to take dinner.

—

v.t. to give a dinner
10.—«. ipbs.) dinner-time.

—

ns. Din'er-OUt, one who
goes much to dinner-parties : Dinette', a preliminary'
dinner, luncheon: Din'ing-hall ; Din'ing - room

;

Dlnlng-taTjle.—Dine out, to dine elsewhere than
at home : Dine with Duke Humphrey, to go with-
out a meal, like those who, unable to procure a
dinner, loitered about Duke Humphrey's Walk in

Old St Paul's. [O. Fr. disfier^Vz. diner)—U>vf L.
disjundre, for disjejundre, to break one's fast—L.
dis-, and jtjunus, fasting (cf. D^jennor). Others
explain disnare as from decendrc—L. de, inten.,
and cenart, to dine.]

Ding, ding, V. t. to throw, dash, or hurl : to beat

:

(arch.) to urge or enforce: (Scot.) to defeat, non-
plas—also.as v.i.,\.Ci be defeated: to descend, fall,

as of continued heavy rain or snow falling.—Ding
donn (Scot.), to knock or throw down. [M. E.
diiigcti ; cf. Ice. dtngja, Sw. ddnga, to hang.]

Ding, ding, v.i. to ring, keep sounding.

—

7\t. to re-

iterate to a wearisome degree.—n. Dtng'-dong, the

sound of bells ringing: monotony: sameness. [Imit.

Cf. Ring.]
Dingle, ding'gl, «. a little hollow or narrow valley.

[Prob. conn, with dimple and dip.}

Dingle-dangle, diiig'gl-dang'gl, adv. hanging loose:

swinging backwards and forwards. [A duplication
of Dangle.]

Dingo, ding'gO, K. the native dog of Australia.

Dingy, Dingey, ding'gi, n. the snuUest ship's boat

:

in India, a canoe. [Beng. dingi, a boat.]

Dingy, din'ji. adj. of a dim or dark colour : dull

:

soiled.—«. Din'g^ess. [Ace. to Skeat = dungy.}
Dinic, din'ik, adj. relating to vertigo or dizziness.

—

n.

a remedy for dizziness. [Gr. dinos, whirling.]

Dink, dingk, adj. (Scot.) braw, trim.

—

v.t. to dress
neatly.

DInmont, din'mont, «. a Border name for a wether
between the first and second shearing.

Dinner, din'er, «. the chief meal of the day : a feast.

—rts. Dinnerette', a little dinner: Dinner-hour.

—

adj. Dinn erless. — /tr. Dinner-table : Dinner-
time ; Dinn er-wag'on, a set of light movable
shelves for a dining-room. [O. Fr. disner, prop,
breakfast. See Dine.]

Dinnle, din'l, v.i. (Scot.) to tingle.—». a thrill.—Abo
Dlndle.

Dinoceras, dl-nos'er-as, n. an extinct genus of
mammals found in Wyommg, approaching the
elephant in size, and named from three pairs of
osseous protuberances on the skull. [Formed from
Gr. deinos, terrible, keras, horn.]

DlnomiS, dl-nor'nis, «. a genus of large extinct birds,

the bones of which are found in New Zealand.
[Formed from Gr. deinos, terrible, and ornis, a bird.]

Dinosaur, dfuo-sawr, «. a gigantic extinct reptile,

which attained a length ol eighty feet. [Formed
from Gr. deinos, terrible, and sauros, lizard.]

Dinotherlum, dl-no-the'ri-um, n. an extinct animal
of huge size, with elephant-like tusks and trunk.
[Gr. deinos, terrible, ilierion, a beast.]

Dint, dint, «. a blow or stroke : the mark of a blow
(often Dent): force: power (as in 'by dint of")-—7>.t. to make a dint in. [.\.S. dynt, a blow ; Scot.

dunt, a blow with a dull sound, Ice. dyntr.]
Diocese, dl'«3-ses, n. the circuit or extent of a bishop's

jurisdiction.

—

adj. Diocesan (dl-os'es-an, or dT'o-se-

san), pertaining to a diocese.—«. a bishop as regards
his diocese : one of the clergy' in the diocese.
[Through Fr. and L. from Gr. dioikesis, dioikein, to
keep house

—

di, for dia, sig. completeness, oikein, to
manage a household

—

oikos, a house ]

Diodon, dfo-don, n. a genus of globe-fishes which
have all their teeth consolidated on the jaws, so as
to make them like the beak of a bird. (Gr. dis,

twice, double, odous, odontos, a tooth.]

DiOBCla, dl-e'shi-a, n. a class of plants having the
stamens on one plant and the pistils on another.

—

atijs. DlcB'dous.DlaB'cian.—<i^t>. DioB'ciousIy.—«.
DiOB'CiOUSneSS. [Gr. di-, twice, oikos, a house.]

DlOgeniC, dl-o-jenlk, adj. resembling the Cynic plulos-

opher Diogenes (412-323 B.C.), cynicaL
Dionsea, dl-O-ne'a, «. Venus's fly-trap : an American

insectivorous plant. [L., from Gr., a name of
Aphrodite or Venus, from her mother Didne.]

Dlonysla, dl-o-niz'i-a, H,pl. dramatic and orgiastic
festivals in honour of Dionysus (Bacchus), god of
vi\ne.—adjs. Dlonys'lac, Dionjs'lan.

Dlophantlne, dl-o-fan'tln, adj. pertaining to the
Alexandrian mathematician Diophantus(c. 275 A.D.).

—Dlophantlne analysis, the part of algebra which
treats of finding particular rational values for general
expressions under a surd form.

DlOIKdde, dl-op'sid, n. a grayish and readily cleavable

variety of pyroxene. [Gr., dia, through, opsis, a
view.]

Dlopsis, dTop'sis, M. a gentis of Apterous insects, of
the fly family.

Dloptaaa, dT-op'tils, ». emerald copper ore.
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Transverse section of Dioptric
System, showing rays of light

passing through the dioptric

lenses, a, b, c, in parallel lines,

assisted by reflection from the

dioptric spherical minor, a, d, c.

Dloptrate, dl-op'trSt, adj. (enitmi.) divided trans-

versely.

Dioptric, -al, dl-op'trik, -al, adj. pertaining to diop-

trics. —«J. Dlop'ter, an ancient form of theodolite:

the index -arm
of a graduated
circle ; Dlop'-
triCS, the part

of optics which
treats of the
transmission of
light from one
medium to an-

other. —Diop-
tric system, in

lighthouses (as

opposed to re-

Jiectingsystem),
il lu mination
from a central

lamp whose rays
are transmitted
through a com-
bination of
lenses. [G r.

dia, through,
opt-, as in opses-

thai, to see, &c.]
Diorama, di-o-

ra'ina, «. an e.\hibition of pictures, illuminated, and
viewed through an opening in the wall of a darkened
chamber.

—

adj. Dioram'ic. [Gr. dia, through,
horanta, a sight.]

DIorism, dl'o-rizm, «. distinction, definition.

—

adjs.

Dioris'tic, sX.—adv. Dloris'tically. [Gr. diori-

zcin, to divide, dia, through, horos, a boundary.]
Diorite, dl'o-rit, «. a crystalline granular igneous rock
composed of feldspar and hornblende. [Gr. diorizein,

to distinguish -rfz'a, through, horos, a boundary.]
Diortbosis, dl-or-thO'sis, «. (surg.) the reduction of a

dislocation, the correction of a deformity : a critical

revision of a text.

—

adj. Diorthrot'iC. [Gr., dia,

through, orthos, straight.]

DiOSCOrea, di-os-kOr'e-a, «. a genus of twining plants,

containing the yams.—«. DiOSCOra'ceSB, the order
to which Dioscorea belongs. — adj. DlOSCOra'ceoUS.
[From the ist-cent. Greek physician Dioscorides.\

Dioscuri, di-os-ku'ri, «.//. Castor and Pollux, as sons
of Jupiter. [Gr. Dios, gen. of Zeus (Jupiter), and
kotos (Ion. kouros), a son, a lad.]

Diosmosis, dl-oz-mC'zis, «. the transfusion of a liquid
through a membrane.—-Also Dios'mose. [Gr. dia,
through, Bsnios, a pushing

—

othein, to thrust.]

Diota, dl-O'ta, n. a two-handled Roman vase.
Diothelism, dl-oth'e-lizm, «. the doctrine that Christ
during His life on earth possessed two wills, a
human and a divine—npp. to Monothelism—also
Dyoth'ellsm.—«. Dioth'ellte, one who holds this.

Dioxide, di-oks'Id, «. an oxide containing one equiva-
lent of oxygen to two of a metal. [Gr. di-, twice,
and oxide.

^

Dip, dip, v.t. to dive or plunge into any liquid for

a moment : to lower and raise again (as a flag)

:

to baptise by immersion. — v.i. to sink : to enter
slightly: to look cursorily: to incline downwards:—/'•/. dip'ping ; pa.p. dipped. — «. inclination
downwards: a sloping: {geol.) the angle a stratum
of rock makes with a horizontal plane : a bath : a
candle made by dipping a wick in tallow.—Dip of
the horizon, the angle of the horizon below the level

of the eye ; Dip of the needle, the angle a balanced
magnetic needle makes with the plane of the hori-
zon, measured by the Dipping needle, or Compass.
[A.S. dyppan, causal of dfpan, to plunge in

—

de(p,
deep; cC Dan. dyppe ; Ger. taiifen, to immerse.]

Dipchiok, dip'chik, n. Same as Dabchick.
Dipetalons, dl-pct'a-lus, adj. having two petals. [Gr.

di-, twice, asidpttai.

Diphtheria, dif-thS'ri-a, «. a throat disease in which
the air-passages become covered and impeded with
a leathery membrane, and a dangerous fever is

present.

—

adj. Diphtherit'iC. [A coinage of 1859
from Gr. diphthera, leather.]

Diphthong, dif'thong, or dip'thong, «. two vowel-sounds
fjronounced as one syllable.

—

adj. Diphthong^ al, re-

ating to a diphthong.

—

adv. Diphthong'ally.—«.

Diphthongation.—z/./. Diph'thongise. [Through
Fr. from Gr. diphthongos, with two sounds

—

di-,

Vti\cc, phtliongos, sound.]
Diphycercal, aif-i-ser'kal, adj. having the tail sym-

metrical (of fishes).— Also Diph'ycerc. [Formed
from Gr. diphyes, of double nature, kerkos, a tail.]

DiphylloUS, dl-fil'us, adj. having two leaves. [Gr.
(//-, twice, and phyUon, a leaf J

Diphyodont, difi-O-dont, adj. having two sets of teeth.—«. a mammal possessing such.
Diphysite, difi-slt, «. one who holds the doctrine of
Diph'ysitism, or the belief of the existence of two
natures in Christ, a divine and a human—opp. to

Monophysite: less correctly Dioph'ysite, Diophys'-
itism. [Gr. di-, tv,-o, phyi is, nature.]

Dipleidoscope, di-plfdO-skOp, «. an instrument for

ascertaining the moment of passage of the sun or a
star over the meridian. [Formed from Gr. diploos,

double, eidos, appearance, skopein, to view.]
Diplez, di'pleks, adj. pertaining to the transmission of
two simultaneous messages over one wire in the same
direction.

Diploe, dip'lo-e, «. (anat.) the spongy tissue between
the hard inner and outer tables of the skull.

Diplogenic, dip-lo-jen'ik, adj. producing two bodies.—n. Diplogen'esis, the production in duplicate of
parts normally single, [(jr. diploos, double, genesis,
generation.]

Diploma, di-plO'ma, «. a writing conferring some
honour or privilege, as a university degree, &c.

—

v.t.

to furnish with a diploma. [L.,—Gr. diploma, a
letter folded Aoy>\Ae:—diploos, double.]

Diplomacy, di-plO'ma-si, «. the art of negotiation, esp.

of treaties between states : political skill.

—

n. Diplo-
matic, a minister at a foreign court : (//.) the
science of deciphering ancient writings, as charters,

decrees, &c.—paleography.

—

adjs. Diplomatic, -al,

pertaining to diplomacy : skilful in negotiation.

—

adv. Diplomatically.— z/.z. and v.t. Diplomatise,
to practise, or effect by, diplomacy.

—

ns. Diplo'-

matist, Diplomat, one skilled in diplomacy;
Diplomatol Ogy, the study or science of diplomatics,

charters, decrees, &c.—Diplomatic COrpS, or Corps
diplomatique, the whole body of foreign diplomatists

resident at any court.

Diplopia, dip-lo'pi-a, «. double vision.

Diplozoon, dip-lo-zo'on, «. a remarkable flat worm or

Trematode, consisting of two organisms fused to-

gether, [(jr. diploos, double, zoon, an animal.]

Dipnoi, dip'noi, n.pl. the lung fishes.—-««(/'. Dip'noOUS,
having both lungs and gills.

Dipody, dip'o-di, «. (pros.) a double foot.

Dipolar, dl-po'lar, adj. having two poles.

Dipper, dip'er, «. a genus of birds in the Thrush
family that find their food by diving into streams or

lakes : a kind of Baptist or Dunker.
DiprismatiO, dl-priz-mat'ik, adj. doubly prismatic.

DipsacilS, dip'sa-kus, «. the teasel. [Gr. dipsa, thirst,

because the leaf-axils hold water.]

Dipsas, dip'sas, «. a snake whose bite was believed

to cause intense thirst: a genus of non- venomous
snakes. [Gr. dipsas—dipsa, thirst.]

Dipsector, dip'sekt-or, «. an instrument for observing

the dip of the horizon. [Vip and sector.]

Dipsomania, dip-sO-ma'ni-a, «. a morbid craving for

alcoholic stimulants.

—

ns. Dipsoma'nlac, one who
suffers from the foregoing ; Dipsop'athy, treatment
by restricting a patient's drink ; Dlpso'sis, morbid
thirst. [Gr. dipsa, thirst, and mania, madness.]

Dlptera, dip'ter-a, n.pl. two-winged insects or flies.



Diptych fSte, far : mS, >i4r : mine

;

Disappropriate

—ns. Dlp'teraii, a dipterous insect ; Dlp'taros, a
building with double peristyle or colonnade.

—

ajjs.

Dlp'terons, Dip'terat [Gr. difteros, two-winged,
eli-, twice, f>ieron, a wing. J

Diptych, diptik, «. a double-folding writing-tablet : a

register of bishops, saints, &c. read aloud dtiring

the eucharist : a pair of pictures as folding-tablets.

[Gr. di/iychos—di-, axiA ptyssein, to fold.]

Dfrdtun, dir'dum, n. (Scot.) uproar: a scolding.

Dire, dir, luij. dreadful : calamitous in a high degree

—ifioet.) hir^toL—adv. Dire'fully.—«. Dtro'ful-

ness. [L. dims; cf. Gr. dehtos, frightful.]

Direct, di-rekt', adj. quite straight : straightfor-

ward : in the line of descent : outspofcen : sincere :

unambiguous: unsophisticated in manner.— y./. to

keep or lay quite straight : to point or aim straightly

or correctly : to point out the proper course to : to

guide : to order : to mark with the name and resi-

lience ofa person.

—

v.i. to act as director.

—

n. Dlroc'-
tlon, aim at a certain point : the line of course in

which anything moves : guidance : command : the

body of persons who guide or manage a matter : the
written name and residence of a person. — adjs.

Direc'tlonal ; Direct'ive, ha\-ing power or tendency
to direct.

—

adv. Direct ly, in a direct manner : with-
out intermediary : immediately (in time and other-
wise).—».r. Direct ness ; Direct'or, one who directs:

a man.nger or governor : a coimsellor : a father con-
fessor or spiritual guide : part of a machine or instru-

ment which guides its motion :—/tin. Direct'ress,
Directrix.— >M. Diretjt'orate, Direct'orsliip, the
office, or a body of, directors. — adjs. Directorial

;

Direct'ory, containing directions : guiding.

—

n. a
body of directions : a guide : a book with the names
and residences of the inhabitants of a place : a body
of directors : the Directoire, or French Republican
government of 1795-99.

—

ti. Direct'riX, a Kne serv-
ing to describe a circle. [L. dtrigfre, directttm—di,

apart, and regere, to rule, to make straight.]

Dirge, derj, «. a funeral song or hymn. [Contracted
from dirigt, the iirst word of an antiphon sung in

the office lor the dead—the words from the Vulgate,
Psalm V. 8. L. dirigire, to direct.)

Dirhem, diKhem, «. an oriental weight and silver coin,
originally two-thirds of an Attic drachma.— Also
DirTiam, Der'liam. [.\r. , Pers., ami Turk, modifica-
tions of the Greek drachnie, a drachma or dram.]

Dirigible, dir'i-ji-bl, adj. that can be directed.

—

adj.
Dir igeat, directing. (See Dlreet.]

Diriment, dir'i-ment, adj. nullifying. [L. dirim/>-e.\
Dirk. Jerk, n. a Highland dagger or poniard : a side-
arm worn by midshipmen and cadets of the royal
navy.—I/./, to stab with a dirk. (Scot, dttrk; from
the Celt., as in Ir. duirc]

Dirk, dirk, adj. {Sfetu.) dark.—».<. (S/tfts.) to darken.
(See Dark.]

Dirl, dirl, v.i. {Scot.) to thrill, vibrate.—«. a vibration,
a sensation of tingling as after a blow.

Dirt, dirt, «. any filthy substance, such as dung, mud,
&c. : loose earth.

—

T.t. to make dirty.

—

n. Dirt'-bed,
a quarrj-man's term for several layers in the Purbcck
group.— rt</>'. Dlrt'-Cheap, cheap as dirt, very cheap.—«. Dirt-eating, a practice of using some kinds
of clay for food, as among the Ottomacs of South
America : a morbid impulse to cat dirt, amongst
nesroes {Cachexia Africand) and pregnant women.
—adv. Dirtily.—«j. Dirtiness; Dirt-pie, clay
moulded by children's hands in the form of a pie.—
adjs. pirt'-rott'en {Skak.\ wholly decayed ; Dirt'y,
foul, filthy : unclean in thought or conversation:
despicable : mean.

—

v.t. to soil with dirt : to sully

:

—/»•/ dirt'ying
; f>a.f>. dirt'ied.—Eat dUt, sub-

missively to acquiesce in a humiliation ; ThrOW
4lrt at, to abuse scurrilously or slanderously. [M.
E. rfr//—Scand., Ice. drit. excrement.]

DiS, dis, n. a name for Pluto, sometimes the infernal
world. (L., cog. with dens, divus.]

Disable, dii-S'bl, »./. to deprive of power : to weaken :

20s

to disqualify.

—

ns. Disa'blement, Dtoabil'ity, wantof
power : want of legal qualification : disqualification.

Disabuse, dis-ab-uz', z'.t. to andeceire : to set

right.

Disaccommodate, dis-a-kom'es-dat, tr.f. to put to in-

convenience.

—

It. Disaccommoda'titHt.
Disaccord, dis-ak-kord', f.i. {Spens.) to refuse to

accord, to dissent.

—

adj. Dlsaccord'aQt.
Disaccustom, dis-a-kus'tom, v.t. to make a habit to

be loNt through disuse.

Disacknowledge, dii-ak-nol'ej, v.t. to refttse to ac-
knowledge, disown.

Disadom, dis-a-dorn', z'.t. to deprive of ornaments.
Disadvance, dis-ad-vans', v.t. to cause to retreat:

{Sfielis.) to draw back.
Disadvantage, dis-ad-vant'aj, H. want of advantage :

what is unfavourable to one's interest : loss : injury.— adjs. Dlsadvan'tageirtle {obs.); Diaadranta'-
geous, attended with disadvantage : unfavourable.

—

adz'. Disadvantageonsly.—«. Disadvanta geous-
ness.

Disadventurous, dis-ad-ven'tur-us, adj. unfortunate.
—ns. DisadVMJ'ture. Disaven'ture {Spots.), a mis-
hap.

—

adj. Dlsaven'troua {Spem.), unfortunate.
DisatTect, dis-af-fekt', v.t. to take away the affection

of: to make discontented or unfriendly.—/.i./. and
adj. Disaffect'ed, ill-disposed, disloyal.

—

adv. DiS-
affectedly.— «j^. Disaflect'edness, Disaffection,
state of beinj disaffected : want of atTection or
friendliness: disloyalty: hostility: ill-will.

—

adj.
DisafiTec' tiosate.

Disaffirm, dis-af-ferm', v.t to deny ("'hat has been
affirmed) ; to contradict.

—

ns. Dlsamrm'ance, Dis-
affinna'tlon.

Dlsaflforest, dis-af-for'est, v.t. to deprive of the privi-

lege of forest laws : to bring into the condition of
common land.—«j. Disafforesta'tion, Disalfor'est-
ment (see Disforest). (L. dis, neg., and Low L.
afforestdre, to make into a forest. See ForeSt.]

Disaggregate, dis-ag'greg-at, z\t._ to separate into

component parts.

—

n. Disa^J^a'tlon.
Disagree, dis-a-grS*, v.i. to differ or be at variance:

to dissent : to quarrel : to prove unsuitable or a
source of annoyance, as of food disagreeing with
the stomach.

—

adj. Disagree'able, not agreeable :

unpleasant : offensive.—«j. Disagree'ableiiess, DiS-
;^eeabil'ity. —«.»>/. Disagreeables, annoyances.
—adv. Disagreeably.—«. Disagree'ment, want of
agreement: difference: unsuitableness : dispute.

Disallow, dis-al-low', Z'.t. not to allow : to refuse per-
mission to : to deny the authority of: to reject.

—

adj. DisalloWable.—«. Disallowance.
Dlsally, dis-al-li', v.t. to break the alliance of: {Milt.)

to separate, sunder.
Disanchor, dis-angk'ur, v.t. to free from the anchor.

—

v.i. to weigh anchor.
Disanimate, dis-an'i-mat, v.t. to deprive of spirit or

animation : {Shak. ) to deject.
Dlsannex, dis-a-neks', v.t. to disjoin.
Disannul, dis-an-nul', v.t. to annul completely.

—

ns.
Disannul ler ; Disannul'ment, Disannul'ling.

Disanoint, dis-a-noint', Z'.t. to undo the anointing or
consecration of.

Disapparel, dis-ap-par'el, v.t. to disrobe.
Disappear, dis-ap-par*, v.i. to vanish from sight.—«.

Disappear'ance, a ceasing to appear : removal from
siiht, flight, secret withdrawal.

Disappoint, dis-ap-point', v.t. to frustrate of what is

apptjinted : to deprive one of what he expected.

—

p.adjs. Disappointed, balked : frustrated : {Shak.)
unprepared or ill-prepared ; Di<;appotnt'ing, causing
dis.-ippointment.—«. Disappointment, the defe.it of
one's hopes : frustration : the vexation accompanying
failure. [O. Fr. desafiointer—des - L. dis, away,
and apointer, to appoint. See Appoint. ]

Disapprobation, dis-ap-prob-a'shun, n. censure: dis-
like.—mZ/j. Disapprobative, Disap'probitory.

Disappropriate, dis-ap-pro'pn-at, v.t. to take away



Disapprove mote : mute ; mOOn : then. DieclEiim

from that to which anything has been appropriated.—aJj. deprived ot appropriation.

Disapprove, dis-a-prouv', v.t. to give an unfavourable
opinion of, to regard as bad or olanicworthy (usually
loilowed with of): to reject.—«. Disapproral.—
oitv. Disapprovingly.

Disarm, diz-arm', v.t. to deprive of arms : to render
deienceless : to quell : to deprive of the power to

hurt : to reduce to a peace looting.

—

v.i. to disband
troops, reduce national arinameius to a peace foot-

ing.

—

H. Disarmament. [O. it. cusamur, des—
L. dis-, neg., anner, to arm.)

Disarrange, dis-ar-ranj', v.t. to undo the arrangement
ot ; to disorder : to derange.

—

n. Dlsarrange'ment.
Disarrajr, dis-ar-ra', v.t. to break the array of: to

tlu'ow into disorder: to strip of array or dress.

—

n.

want ol array or order : undress. [O. Fr. desarroi,

des— L. dis, away, arroi. See Array.]
Disarticulate, dis-ar-tik'ul-at, v.t. to separate the

joints of.—». Disarticula'tion.
Disassociate, dis-as-sO'shi-at, v.t. to disconnect things

as>.ociated : to dissociate.

—

n. Disassocia'tion.
Disaster, diz-a.s'ter, h. an adverse or unfortunate
event : a great and sudden misfortune : calamity.

—

adj. Disas'troUS, calamitous, ruinous : gloomy,
foreboding disaster.

—

<idv. Disastrously. [O. Fr.

desastre, des— L. dis, with evil sense, mtre—L.
nstriim, a star, destiny.]

Disattach, dis-a-tach', v.t. to undo what is attached.
—It. Disattach'ment.

Disattire, dis-at-tTr', v.t. to divest of attire or dress :

(6"/f«.r.) to undress.
Disattune, dis-at-tun', v.t. to put out of harmony.
Disauthorise, dis-aw'ihor-Iz, v.t. to deprive of auth-

ority.

Disaventure {S/>ens.) - disadventure.
Disavoucll, dis-a-vowch', v.t. to disavow.
Disavow, dis-a-vow', v.t. to disclaim knowledge of,

sanction ol, or connection with ; to disown : to deny.—H. Disavowal. [O. Fr. desaveuer, des—L. dis,

away, avoiu-r^ to avow.]
Disband, dis-band', ;'./. to break up a band : to disperse,

esp. of troops.

—

v.i. to break up,—«. Disband'ment.
[O. Fr. desbatuier, des— L. dis. neg., tattder.}

Disbar, dis-bar', 71. t. to expel a barrister from the bar.

Disbark, dis-bark', v.t. to land from a ship : to

disembark. [O. Fr. desbarguer, des—L. dis, neg.,
b.irgne, bark.]

Disbark, dis-bark', v.t. to strip of bark, to bark.
Disbelieve, dis-be-lev', v.t. to refuse belief or credit

to : to deny the truth of, c-p. of religious dogmas.
—ns. Disbelief ; Disbeliever.

Disbencll, dis-bensu', v.t. (SJuik.) to drive from a
bench or seal : to deprive of the privilege of a
bencher (e.g. in the Inns of Court).

Disband, dis-bend', v.t. to unbend.
Disbloom, dis-bldom', v.t. to deprive of bloom or

blossoms.
Disbodied, dis-bod'id, adj. disembodied.
Disbosom, dis-booz'um, -./. to make known, reveal.

Disbowel, dis-bow'el, v.t. {Jig.) to disembowel :

—

-pr.p.

disbowelling ; pa.p. disbow'elled.

Disbranch, dis-bransh', v.t. to break oflf, as a branch
from a tree ; to sever.

Disbud, dis-bud', v.t. to deprive of buds or shoots.

Disburden, dis-bur'dn, DiSburtben, dis-bur'Mn, v.t.

to unburden or rid of a burden : to free.

Disburse, dis-burs', v.t. to pay out.—«. DisbuTse'-
ment, a paying out : that which is paid out.

[O. Fr. desbourser, des—L. dis, apart, and bourse,
a purse.]

DigO, Disk, disk, X. the face of a round plate, any flat,

round object ; the face of a celestial body : (bat.) the
flat surface of an organ, as a leal, any flat, round
Krowih.—adjs. Dlso'al ; Discif erous ; Discifio ral

;

Dis'ciform. JL. discus—Gr. dis/ios, a round plate,

a quoit

—

dtkein, to cast. See Desk, Disb.)
Discage, dis-kaj', xi.t. to take out of a cage.

Discaloed, dis-kalsd', adj. without shoes, barefooted,
a term for a branch of the Carmelite order. {L.
discakedtus— dis, neg., and caUedre, -dtum, to
shoe, calceus, a shoe

—

ca^x, the heel. J

Discandy, dis-kan d^ v.i. {.^JiaU.) to dissolve or melt
Irom a state ol being candied.

Discant, dis kaiu. Same as Descant
DUcapaCitate, dis-ka-pas'i-tat, v.t. to incapacitate.
Discard, dis-kard

, v.t. and v.i. to throw away, as not
neeaed or not allowed by the game, said of cards :

in whist, to throw down a (useless) card of another
suit when one cannot follow suit and cannot or will
not trump : to cast off: to discharge : to reject.—/;.

the act of discarding : the card or cards thrown out
of the hand.

—

n. Dlscard'ment.
Disease, dis-kas', v.i. (Shak.) to remove a case or
covering from, to undress.

Discept, dis-ept', v.i. (Browning) to dispute, debate.
—n. Disoepta'tion.—rt(2>'. Discepta'tious.—«. Dis-
cepta'tor.—^j<//. Disceptato rial. [L. disapiare,
-dtum, to contend.]

Discern, diz-em', v.t. to distinguish clearly by the
eye or understanding : to judge (sometimes with
Utween). — «. Discem'er. — adj. Discem'ible.

—

adv. Discern ibly.—/.a(j>. Discerning, discriminat-
ing, acute.—«. piscern'ment, power or faculty of
discriminating : judgment : acuteness. [L. discern-
ere—dis, thoroughly, and ccmere, to sift, perceive ]

Discerp, di-serp', v.t. to separate.—«. Disoerpibility,
capability of being disunited.—rt(^'j. Discerp'ible,
Discerp'tiblo.—«. Discerp tion.—a<^'. Discerp'tive.
[ L. disccrpcrc, to tear in pieces.]

Discharge, dis-charj', v.t. to free from a load or
charge : to unload or remove the cargo : to set

free : to acquit : to dismiss : to fire, as a gun : to
let out or emit : to perform, as duties : to pay, as
an account.

—

n. act of discharging : unloading

:

acquittance : dismissal : a flowing out : payment :

performance : that which is discharged.—«. Difl-

Cbarg'er. {O. Fr, descharger—des, apart, and
c/larger, to load.]

DiSCharity, dis-char'i-ti, «. want of cljarity.

DiSCbann, dis-charm', v.t. to remove the charm, or
power of a charm, from.

Dischurch, dis-church', v.i. to deprive of church rank
or privileges.

Discide, dis-sld', v.t. (Spens.) to cut asunder, to divide.

[L. dis, asunder, and cocdere, to cut.]

Discinct, dis-singkt', adj. ungirded. [L. discittgere,

-cinctiitn, to ungird.]
Disciple, dis-i'pl, ». one who professes to receive

instruction from another : one who follows or be-
lieves in the doctrine of another : a follower, esp.

one of the twelve disciples of Christ.

—

v.t. {Speiis.)

to teach.—«. Disci'pleship.—Disciples of Christ,
a denomination of American Baptists, also known
as Campbcllites. [Fr.,^L. discipidus, from discere,

to learn ; akin to docere, to teach.]

Discipline, dis'i-plin, ri. instruction : training, or mode
of life in accordance with rules : subjection to con-
trol : order : severe training : mortification : punish-
ment : an instrument of penance or punishment.

—

v.t. to subject to discipline: to train: to educate:
to bring under control : to chastise.

—

adjs. Dis'ciplln-
able; Dis'ciplinaL— 7ij. Dis'clplinant, one who
subjects himself to a certain discipline, esp. one of
an order of Spanish flagellants ; Disciplinarian,
one who enforces strict discipline ; Disciplina rium, a
scourge for penitential flogging. —«<//'. Dis ciplinary,
of the nature of discipline.—«. Dis'cipliner, one who
disciplines.—First, and Second, Book of Discipline,
two documents (1560 and 1578) embodying the con-
stitution and order of procedure of the Church of
Scotland from the period of the Reformation. [L.
discipliiia, from discipulut.'\

Discission, di-sish'un, ». an incision into a tumour or
cataract. [See Discide.]

Disclaim, dis-klam', v. t. to renoimce ail claim to

:



Disclose (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ;
Discreet

to refuse to acknowledge or be responsible for

:

to reject.

—

v.i. to give up all claim (with in).—ns.

DiSClaim'er, a denial, disavowal, or renunciation

;

Disclama'tion, a disavowal. [O. Fr. ditclaimer—
L. dis, apart, clamare, to cry out.]

Disclose, dis-klSz', v.t. to unclose: to open:_to lay

open : to bring to light : to reveal -«. Disclosure,

acT of disclosing : a brmgmg to light or revealmg :

that which is disclosed or revealed. [O. * r. desclos-

L. dischuiere-dU, apart, claudere \.o shut, close.J

Discobolus, dis-kob'o-lus, «. the disc-thrower, the

name of several famous statues of athletes. \.^.-

Gr. diskos, a quoit, balUin, to throw.]

Discoid, -al, dis'koid, -al, adj. having the form of a

disc. [Gr. diskos, and eidos, form.]

Discolour, dis-kul'ur, v.t. to take away colour from

:

to change or to spoil the natural colour of: to alter

the appearance of: to mark with other colours, to

stain: to dirty, disfigure.—«. Discolora'tion, act of

discolouring : state of being discoloured : stain.

—

p.adj. Discoloured, stained, &c. : (Speiis.) many-
coloured. [O. Fr descolorer—L. dis, apart, and
colorare—color, colour.]

Discomfit, dis-kum'fit, v.t. to disconcert, to balk : to

defeat or rout : —pr.p. discom'fiting ; pa.p. discom'-

fited.—«. (Milt.) defeat.—«. Discomfiture. [O.

Fr. desconfit, pa.p. of desconfire—L. dis, neg., con-

ficere, to prepare

—

con, inlen., yatere, to make.]
Discomfort, dis-kum'furt, n. want of comfort : un-

easiness : pain.

—

v.t. to deprive of comfort : to make
uneasy: to pain: to grieve.—^i//. Discom'fortable,
causing discomfort : uncomfortable. [O. Fr. descon-

forter—des, apart, conforter, to comfort.]
Discommend, dis-kom-end', v.t. to blame.— o^i!;'. DlS-
commend'able.—».r. Discdmmend'ableness, Dis-
commenda'tion.

DisoommJsslon, dis-kom-ish'un, v.t. {Milt.) to deprive
of a commission.

Discommode, dis-kom-Od', v.t. to incommode.

—

adj.

Discomjno'dlous. — adv. Discommo'diously. — «.

Discommodity, inconvenience.
Discommon, dis-kom'un, v.t. to deprive of the right

of common, or, at Oxford and Cambridge, of dealing
with undergraduates.

Discommunity, dis-kom-un'i-ti, n. want of com-
munity.

Discompose, dis-kom-pOz', v.t. to deprive of com-
posure : to disarrange, to disorder : to disturb : to
agitate.—«. Discomposure.

Disconcert, dis-kon-sert', v.t. to deprive of harmony
or agreement : to disturb : to frustrate : to defeat

:

to put out of countenance.—«. Discon'cert, dis-

union ; Disconcer'tion, confusion ; Disconcert'-
ment. [O. Fr. disconcerter—des = L. dis, apart,
and conccrter, to concert.]

Disconformable, dis-kon-form'a-bl, adj. not conform-
able.—«- DlSCOnform'ity, want of conformity : in-

consistency.

Discongrulty, dis-kon-gro5'i-ti, it. incongruity.
Disconnect, dis-kon-ekt', v.t. to separate or disjoin

(with front). — p.adj. DiSCOnnect'ed, separated:
loosely united, as of a discourse.

—

adv. DlSCOnnect'-
edly.

—

n. Disconnec'tion.
Disconsent, dis-kon-sent', v.i. to differ, dissent.

Disconsolate, dis-kon'sO-lat, adj. without consolation
or comfort : hopeless : sad.

—

adv. Discon'SOlately.—tis. Discon'solateness, Disconsola'tion. [L. dis,

neg., and consoldri, consoldtus, to console.]

Discontent, dis-kon-tent', adj. not content : dis-

satisfied : ill-humoured.—«. want of content : dis-

satisfaction : ill-humour.

—

v.t. to deprive of content

:

to stir up to ill-will : not to be contented : peevish.
—adj. Discontented, dissatisfied.— Wz/. Dlscon-
tent'edly.—«. DIscontent'edness. —<!<//'. Dlscon-
tent'ful.—/.rt(^. Discontenting, not contentinj; or

satisfying : (Shak.) discontented.—«. DiSCOntent'-
ment, the opposite of contentment : ill-humour.

Discontinue, dis-kon-tin'a, v.t. to cease to con-

tinue: to put an end to: to leave off: to stop.

—

v.i. to cease : to be separated from.

—

ns. DiSCOn-
tin'uance. Discontinuation, a breaking off or

ceasing ; Discontinuity. — adj. Discontinuous,
not continuous : broken off: separated: interrupted

by intervening spaces. — adv. DiSCOntin'UOUSly.

[O. Fr. discontinuer—L. dis, neg., and continudre,

to continue.]
DiSCOphora, dis-kof'O-ra, n.pl. the discoidal hydro-
zoans—jelly-fishes, &c.—«. DiSCOpll'Oran, one of

the foregoing

—

adj. DiSCOph'orouS, having a gela-

tinous bell or disc. [Or.]

Discord, dis'kord, n. opposite of concord: disagree-
ment, strife : difference or contrariety of qualities : a
combination of inharmonious sounds : uproarious
noise.

—

v.i. Discord', to disagree.

—

ns. Discordance,
Discordancy.-—rt<^. Discordant, without concord
or agreement : inconsistent : contradictory : harsh :

jarring. — adv. Discord'antly. — adj. Discord'fiil
(.S>f«.f.).—Apple of discord (see Apple). [O. Fr.

descord—L. discordia—dis, neg., and cor, cordis,

the heart.]

Discorporate, dis-kor'pO-rat, adj. disembodied.
Discounsel, dis-kown'sel, v.t. (Spens.) to dissuade.

[O. Fr. desconseillitr—des, apart, and conseillier, to

counsel.]
Discount, dis'kownt, n. a sum taken from the reckon-

ing : a sum returned to the payer of an account : a
deduction made for interest in advancing money on
a bill.

—

v.t. Discount', to allow discount : to advance
money on, deducting discount: to put a reduced
value on, as in an extravagant statement or fabulous
story.

—

-I'.i. to practise discountincr.

—

adj. Dls-
count'able.—«.f. Dis'count-brok'er, one who cashes
notes or bills of excliange at a discount ; Dis-

count'er.—At a discount, below par: not sought
after : superfluous : depreciated in value. [O. Fr.

descompter, des—L. dis, away, compter, to count.]

Discountenance, dis-kown'ten-ans, %i.t. {pbs.) to put
out of countenance : to abash : to refuse counten-
ance or support to : to discourage.—«. cold treat-

ment : disapprobation. [O. Fr. descontenancer,
des-, neg., contenance, countenance.]

Discourage, dis-kur'aj, v.t. to take away the courage
of: to dishearten: to seek to check by showing
disfavour to.—«. DiSCOUr'agement, act of dis-

couraging : that which discourages : dejection.

—

p.adj. DiSCOUr'aging, disheartening, depressing.
—adv. Discour'agingly. [O. Fr. descourager.
See Courage.]

Discourse, dis-kOrs', «. speech or language generally :

conversation : the reasoning faculty : a treatise

:

a sermon.

—

v.i. to talk or converse: to reason: to

treat formally.

—

v.t. to utter or give forth.—•«. DiS-
COUrS'er (Shak.).—adj. DiSCOUrS'ive. [Fr. discours
—L. discursiis—dis, away, currere, to run.)

Discourteous, dis-kurt'yus, adj. wanting in good
manners : uncivil : rude.

—

adv. DiSCOUrt'eously.—
us. Discoua-t'eousness, Discourtesy. [O. Fr. des-

coiirtois, des—L. dis, neg., cortois, courteous.]

DiSCOUS, disk'us, adj. disc-like : broad : flat.

Discover, dis-kuv'er, v.t. to uncover: to lay open or
expose: to exhibit : to make known: to find out:
to espy. -«((/. Discoverable.— «.f. Discoverer;
Discovery, the act of finding out : the thing dis-

covered. [(). Fr. descouvrir, des— L. dis, away,
coHvrir, to cover.]

Discovert, dis-kuv'ert, adj. (law) not under the bonds
of matrimony, either of a spinster or widow.—«.

DiSOOVerture. [Lit. uncovered, unprotected; O.
Fr. descovert. See Discover.]

Discredit, dis-kred'it, «. want of credit : bad credit

:

ill-rcpme: disgrace.

—

v.t. to refuse credit to, or
belief in : to deprive of credibility : to deprive of
credit : to disgrace.

—

adj. Discreditable, not credit-

able : disgraceful.

—

adv. Discred'itably.
Discreet, dis-kret', adj. having discernment : wary

:

circumspect : prudent.

—

adv. Discreetly.—«. DiS-



Discrepancy mSte ; mute ; mSOn ; then. Dlsesteem

creet'ness. [O. Fr. discret—L. discritut—discern-

ere, to separate, to perceive.]

Discrepancy, dis-krep'an-si, or dis'krep-an-si, n.

disagreement, variance of facts or sentiments—
{ohs.) Disorep'ance.— a</;'. Discrop'ant, contrary,

disagreeing. [Through Fr. from L. discrepan(t)s,

different—t/w, asunder, and crejians, pr.p. of crepdre,

to sound.]
Discrete, dis-lcret', (urj. separate : consisting of dis-

tinct parts : referring to distinct objects—opposite of

concrete.— (uiv. Discretely.— «. Discreteness.—
adj. Discret'ive, separating : disjunctive. — adv.
Discret ively. [A doublet of ^wcr^^'^.]

Discretion, dis-kresh'un, n. quality of being discreet

:

prudence : liberty to act at pleasure, —adjs. DiS-

cre'tionai, Dlscre'tionary, left to discretion : unre-

%x.x\c\<i6..—advs. Discre'tionally, Discre'tionarily.

—Age, Years, of discretion, mature years ; At dis-

cretion, according to one's own judgment; Be at
one's discretion, to be completely under another

person's power or control ; Surrender at discretion,

to surrender unconditionally, that is, to another's

discretion. [Through Fr. from L. discretion-em,

discerjicre, -cretum.]
Discriminate, dis-krim'i-nat, v.t. to note the differ-

ence : to distinguish : to select from others.

—

v.t. to

make a difference or distinction : to distinguish.

—

adv. Discrim'inately. —p. adj. Discriminating,
noting distinctions : gifted with judgment and pene-
tration.—rt^f. Dlscrlm'lnatingly.— «. Discrimina'-
tion, act or quality of distinguishing : acuteness

:

discernment, judgment.

—

adj. DlSCrlm'inatiTe, that

marks a difference : characteristic : observing dis-

tinctions. -«</-'. Dlscrim'lnatlvely.—«. Discrim'I-

nator. [L. discrimindre, -dtum—discriinen, dis-

criininis, that which separates, discemere, discern.]

Discrown, dis-krown'. v.t. to deprive of a crown.
DiSCUlpate, dis-kul'pat, v.t. to free from blame.
Discumber, dis-kum'ber, v.t. to disencumber.
DiSCUre, dis-kur', v.t. {Spens.) to discover.

Discursive, dis-kur'siv, adj. running from one thing

to another : roving, desultory : proceeding regularly

from premises to conclusion : intellectual, rational.

—

7is. DiSCUr'Sion, desultory talk : act of reasoning ;

Dlscur'sist, a disputer.— rt^'r'. Dlscur'slvely.-«.
Discursiveness.

—

adj. Discur'sory, discursive.—«.

Discursus, argument. [.See Discourse.]
Discus, dis'kus, n. a quoit, disc. [L.,—Gr. diskos.'\

Discuss, dis-kus', v.t. to examine in detail, or by dis-

putation : to debate : to .sift : {coll.) to consume, as

a bottle of wine.—rt;^'. Discuss'able.—?/. DlSCUS'-

Sion, debate : {surs^.) dispersion of a tumour.

—

adjs.

DiSCUSS'ive, DiSCU'tieni, able or tending to discuss

or disperse tumours.—«. DlsCU'tlent, a medicine
v/ith this property. [L. discutere, discussum—dis,

asunder, qtiatere, to shake.]

Disdain, dis-dan', v.t. to think unworthy: to reject

as unsuitable : to scorn.

—

n, a feeling of scorn or
aversion : haughtiness.

—

adjs. Disdained' {Shak.'),

disd.iinful: Disdaln'ful.—rtrfi;. Disdain'fully.—«.
Disdain fulness. [O. Kr. desdaigtur—V,. dedigndri,
de, dis, neg., and dignus, worthy.]

Disease, diz-ez', «. a disorder or want of health in

mind or body: ailment: cause of p.iin.

—

v.t.{Spens.)
to make uneasy.

—

p.adj. Diseased', affected with
disease.—«. Dlsoas'edness. —««[;. Disease'ful. [O.
Fr. desaise,des—\^ dis, neg., aise, ease.]

Disedge, dis-ej', v.t. {Shak.) to deprive of the edge :

to blunt : to dull.

Dlsedify, dis-ed'i-fl, v.t. to do the reverse of edifying :

to scandalise.

—

n. Disedlfica'tlon.
Disembark, dis-em-bark', v.t. to land persons, troops,

&c. : to take out of a ship.

—

7<.i. to quit .t ship: to
land. — lis. Disembarka'tion, Disembark'ment.
|0. Fr. desembarquer, des—L. dis, neg., embarqiter.
See Embark.]

Disembarrass, dis-em-b5r'as, v.t. to free from embar-
rassment or perplexity.—». Dlsembarr'aument.

[O. Fr. distmbarrasser, des—L. dis, neg., embar-
rasser. See Embarrass.]

Disembellisb, dis-em-bel'ish, v.t. to deprive of embel-
lishment.

Disembltter, dis-em-bit'er, v.t. to free from bitterness.
Disembody, dis-em-bod'i, v.t. to take away from or

out of the body (esp. of disembodied spirits) : to
discharge from military service or array.

—

n Dis-
embodiment.

Disembogue, dis-em-bOg', v.t. and v.i. to discharge
at the mouth, as a stream.

—

n. Dlsembogue'ment.
[Sp. desembocar, des—L. dis, asunder, embocar, to
enter the mouth, em—L. im, in, into, boca—t,.
bucca, a cheek, the mouth. ]

Disembosom, dis-em-booz'um, v.t. to separate from
the bosom : to disburden one's self of a secret.

Disembowel, dis-em-bow'el, v.t. to take out the
bowels of: to tear out the inside of a thing.—«.
DlsemboWelment.

Disembrangle, dis-em-brang'gl, v.t. to free from dis-

pute.

Disembroil, dis-em-broil', v.t. to free from broil or
confusion.

Disemburden, dis-em-bur'dn, v.t. to disburden.
Disemploy, dis-em-ploi', v.t. to relieve of employment.
—adj. Dlsemployed'.

Disenable, dis-en-a'bl, v.t. to make unable : to disable :

(pbs.) to deprive of power.
Disenchain, dis-en-chan', v.t. to free from restraint.

Disenchant, dis-en-chant', v.t. to free from enchant-
ment, to disillusionise.—«.r. Disenchant'er :

—

Jem.
Dlsenchant'ress ; Disenchantment. [O. Fr. des-
cncha?iter, des—L. dis, neg., enchanter, to enchant.)

Dlsenclose, dis-en-klCz', v.t. to free from the condition
of being enclosed : to dispark.—Also Disinclose.

Disencumber, dis-en-kum'ber, z'.t. to free from en-
cumbrance : to disburden.—«. Dlsencum'brance.

Disendow, dis-en-dow', v.t. to take away the en-
dowments (esp. of an established church).— adj.
Disendowed'.—//. Disendow'ment.

Disenfranchise, dis-en-fran'chiz, v.t. {rare) to dis-

franchise : to deprive of suffrage.

—

n. Dlsen&an'-
chisement.

Disengage, dis-en-gaj', v.t. to separate or free from
being engaged : to separate : to set free : to release.

—>is. Dlsengag'edness ; Disengagement. [O. Fr.
desengager, des—L. dis, neg., engager, to engage.]

Dlsennoble, dis-en-nO'bl, v.t. to deprive of title, or of
what ennobles : to degrade.

Disenrol, dis-en-rSl', Z'.t. to remove from a roll.

Dlsenshroud, dis-en-shrowd', v.t. to divest of a shroud,
to unveil.

Disenslave, dis-en-slav*, v.t. to free from bondage.
Disentail, dis-en-tal', v.t. to break the entail of (an

estate) : to divest.

—

n. the act of disentailing.

Disentangle, dis-en-tang'gl, v.t. to free from en-
tanglement or disorder : to unravel .' to disengage or
set free.—;;. Dlsentang'lement.

Disenthral, Disenthrall, dis-en-thrawl', v.t. to free

from enthralment.— ;;. Disenthral'ment.
Disenthrone, dis-en-thrOn', v.t. {Milt.) to dethrone.
Disentitle, dis-en-tl'tl, v.t. to deprive of title.

Disentomb, dis-en-tOom', v.t. to take out from a tomb.
Disentrail, dis-en'tral, v.i. {Spens.) to disembowel.
Disentrance, dis-en-trans', v.t. to awaken from a

trance or deep sleep : to arouse from a reverie.

—

n. Disentrance'ment.
DisentWine, dis-en-twln', v.i. to untwine.
Dlsenvelop, dis-en-vel'op, v.t. to free from that in

which a thing is enveloped, to unfold.

Dlsenvlron, dis-en-vfron, v.t. to deprive of its en-
vironment.

Dlsespouse, dis-es-powz', v.t. {Milt.) to separate after

espousal or betrothment.
Disestablish, dis-es-tab'lish, v.t. to take away what

has been established or settled, esp. of the standing of

church as established bylaw.—w.Dlsestab'lishmont.
Dlsesteem, dis-es-tSm', n. want of esteem : disregard.



Olsfame fite, far ; m6, her ; mine

;

Disinfect

—v.f- to disapprove: to dislike.—«. Disestima'-

tlon.

Disfame, dis-fam', «. evil reputation.

Disfavour, dis-fa'vur, «. want of favour : displeasure :

dislike.

—

v.t. to withhold favour from: to disapprove :

to oppose.—«. DlsS'vouror.

Disfeature, dis-fe'tur, v.t. to deprive of a feature : to

def.ice.

Disfellowship, dis-fel'O-ship, «. want of, or exclusion

from, fellowship.

—

v.t. to excommunicate.
Disfigure, dis-fig'ur, v.t. to spoil the figure of; to

change to a worse form : to spoil the beauty of

:

to deform.— «j. Dlsfig^urement, Disfiguration.

[O. Fr. desfi^irer—L. dis, neg.,_^,i:u>dre, to figure.]

Diaflesh, dis-flesh', v.t. to deprive of flesh, to dis-

embody.
Disforest, dis-for'est, v.i. to strip of trees : to disaf-

forest.

Disform, dis-form', v.t. to alter the form of.

Disfranchise, dis-fran'chiz, v.t. to deprive of a fran-

chise, or of rights and privileges, esp. that of voting
for a M.P.—«. Disfranchisement.

Disfrock, dis-frok', v.t. to unfrock, deprive of clerical

garb.

Disfumlsh, dis-fur'nish, v.t. (Siai.) to strip, render
destitute.—«. Disfur'nishment.

Disgamish, dis-gar'nish, v.t. to despoil.

Disgarrison, dis-gar'i-sn, v.t. to deprive of a garrison.

Oisgavel, dis-gav'el, v.t. to relieve from the tenure of
gavelkind.

Dlsglorify, dis-gla'ri-fi, v.t. {Milt.) to deprive of glory.

Disgodded, dis-god'ed, adj. deprived of divinity.

Disgorge, dis-gorj', v.t. to discharge from the throat :

to vomit : to throw out with violence : to give up
what has been seized.—«. Disgorge'ment. [O. Fr.

desgorger, des, away, gorge, throat. See Gorge.]
Disgospel, dis-gos'pel, v.i. to act in a manner not
becoming the gospel.

Dlsgown, dis-gown', v.t. or v.i. to deprive of his

gown : to divest one's self of a clerical gown, to

renounce orders.

Disgrace, dis-^rus', n. state of being out of grace or
favour, or ol being dishonoured : cause of shame :

dishonour.

—

v.t. to put out of favour: to bring dis-

grace or shame upon.

—

adj. Dlsgrace'ful, bringing
disgrace: causing shame: dishonourable.

—

nd~'.

Disgrace'fully.— ?;x. Disgrace'fulness ; Disgra'cer.—<idj. DiSgra'ciOUS t^Shak.'), ungracious, unpleasing.

[O. Fr,—L. dis, neg., VinA gratia, favour, grace.)
Disgrade, dis-grad', v.t. to deprive of any rank or
status.—«. Dfsgrada'tion.

Dlsgregation, dis-gre-ga'shun, n. separation, esp. of
molecules.

Disgruntle, dis-gmn'tl, v.t. {^prov^ to disappoint,
disgust.—-<K^'. Dlsgrun'tled, rendered sulky. \I)is-

tlwA gruntle, to grunt, to be sulky.]

Disguise, dis-gTz', XI. t. to change the guise or appear-
ance of: to conceal by a dress intended to deceive,
or by a counterfeit manner and appearance : to

intoxicate (usually ' disguised in liquor ').

—

ti. a dress
intended to conceal the wearer : a false appearance :

change of behaviour in intoxication. — adv. Dig-
guis'edly.—«j. Dlsguls'edness ; Dlsgulse'ment

;

DlSguls'er ; Dlsguis Ing. [O. Fr. desguiser—des,
ncg., guise, manner, gui^e. ]

Disgust, dis-gust', «. loathing : strong dislike.

—

v.t.

to excite di.sgust in: to offend the taste of: to dis-

please. —Wz>. Disgustedly. — «</;>. Disgusting,
Disgustful. - ar/'j'. Disgustingly.—KJ. Disgust-
ingneSS, DiSgUSt'fUlnesS. [O. Fr. desgouster—
des { = L. dis), and gonster—L. gustare, to taste. ]

Dish, dish, «. a plate : a vessel in which food is

served : the food in a dish : a particular kind of
food : the condition of having a dish shape, concavity
of form.

—

v.t. to put in a dish, for table : {coll.)

to outwit, to defeat.—«f. Dlsh -olout, Dlsh'-cloth

;

Dlsh'-OOT'er, a cover for a dish to keep it hot.

—

otij.

Dish'-faced, having a round, flat face.—>u. Dishful

;

Dish'lng, putting in a dish.

—

adj. hollow like a dish.—>t. Dish'-wa'ter, water in which dishes have been
washed.—Dish up, to serve up, esp. figuratively of
old materials cooked up anew. [A. S. disc, a phite, a
dish, a table—L. discus. Doublets, diie and desk

;

cf. Ger. tisch, a table.)

Dishabiiltate, dis-ha-bil'i-tat, v.t. to disqualify: to

attaint.—«. Dlshahilita'tion.

DishabUle, dis-a-bil'. Same as Deshabille.
Dlshablt, dis-hab'it, v.t. {Shak.) to drive Irom a habi-

tation. [O. Fr. deshabiter—L. dis, neg., habitdre,

to inhabit.)

Dishallow, dis-hal'es, v.t. to desecrate.

Disharmony, dis-har'mo-ni, n. lack of harmony : dis-

cord : incongruity. —«(/;. DlsharmO'nlOUS.

—

adv.
Disharmoniously.—7'./. and v.i. Dishar'monise,
to put out of, or be out of, harmony.

Dishearten, dls-hart'n, v.t. to deprive of heart,

courage, or spirits : to discourage : to depress.

—

adjs. Disheartened ; Disheartening.
Dishelm, dis-helm', v.t. to divest of a helmet.
Disherit, dis-her'it, v.t. {Spens.) to disinherit.—ttf.

Disherison; Disher'itor. [O. Fr. deslieriter—\..
dis, neg., Late L. hcreditare, to inherit.]

Dishevel, di-shev'el, z>.t. to disorder the hair : to cause
the hair to hang loose.

—

v.i. to spread in dis-

order :—pr.p. dishev'elling ; pa.p. dishev'elled.—«.

DlsheVelment. [O. Fr. dtsc/in'cler—'Lovt L.
discapilldre, to tear out or disorder the hair—L.

dis, in difTerent directions, capillus, the hair.)

Dlshome, dis-hom', v.t. to deprive of a home.
Dishonest, diz-on'est, adj. not honest : wanting in-

tegrity ; disposed to cheat : insincere : {Shak.) wx\-

chaste.—a</-'. Dishon'estly.—«. Dlshon'esty. [O.

Fr. deslioniieste, des—L. dis, neg., konneste—L.
Jionesius, honest.]

Dishonour, diz-on'ur, n. want of honour : disgrace

:

shame : reproach.

—

z'.t. to deprive of honour : to

disgrace : to cause shame to : to .seduce : to

degrade : to refuse the payment of, as a cheque.—adjs. Dlshon'orary, causing dishonour ; Dlshon'-
curable, having no .sen.se of honour: disgraceful.

—

n. Dishon'ourableness.—<k/i'. Dlshon'ourably.—
n. Dishon'ourer. [O. Fr. deslumneur, des— h.
dis, neg., kvnneur—L. honor, honour.)

Dishorn, dis-hom', v.t, to deprive of horns.
Dishorse, dis-hors', v.t. to unhorse.
Dishumour, dis-hiVmur, ». ill-humour.
Disillude, dis-il-lud', v.t. to free from illusion.—«.
Disillusion, a freeing from illusion : state of being
disillusionised.^

—

v.t. to free from ilhision, disenchant.
—ad/. Disillii'sionary. — 7/.^. Dislllii'slonlse.—«.
Disillii'sionment. —adj. Dlslllu'sive.

Disilluminate, dis-il-lu'mi-nat, v.t. to destroy the
light of, to darken.

Disim^gine, dis-i-maj'in, v.t. to banish from the
imagin uion.

Dlslmmure, dis-im-mur', v.t. to release from im-
prisonment.

Disimpassloned, dis-im-pash'und, adj. free from the
influence of passion, tranquil.

Disimprison, dis-im-priz'n, z'.t. to free from prison or

restraint.—«. Disimprls onment.
Disimprove, dis-im-proov', v.t. and v.i. to render

worse, to grow worse.

Disincarcerate, dis-in-kar'ser-at, v.t. to free from
prison.—«. Disinoarcera'tlon.

Disinclination, dis-in-kli-na'shun, «. want of inclina-

tion : unwillingness.

—

v.t. Disincline', to mm away
inclination from : to excite the dislike or aversion of.—adf. Disinclined', not inclined : averse.

Dislnclose. .Sec Disenclose.
Disincorporate, di.s-in-kor'po-rat, v.t. to deprive of

corporate rights.— «. Disincorpora'tiou.
Dlsindlylduallse, dis-in-di-vid'u-al-Iz, v.t. to deprive

of individuality.

Disinfect, dis-in-fekt', v.t. to free from infection : to

purify from infectious germs.

—

ns. Dlslnfeot'ant,



Dlaingenuous mOte ; mute ; miSOn ; then. Disomatoua

anything- that destroys the causes of infection ; DiS-

Infec'tlon; Disinfect'or.

Disingenuous, dis-in-jenu-ns, adj. not insieniious

:

i!ot Irank or open : crafty.—«<*;. WSlngOB'UOUSly.
—«. Dl9ing»n uousiwBS.

Stoinberlt, dis-in-her'it, v.t. to cut off from hereditary

rights : to deprive of an inheritance.

—

hs. Dlsin-

ber Ison, act of disinheriting ; Disinhei^ltciBoe.

Dislnbume, dis-in-hum', v.t. to take out of the earth,

ti> disinter.

Disintegrate, dis-in'te-grat, or diz-, v.t. to separate

into itite^r.iMt parts: to break up.—<«rf>>. Dlsln'-

tegrable^ Disln'tegrative.—a«. Dlsintegra'tlon;

Disintegrator, a machttie for crushing or pulveris-

ing oil-cake, mineral ores, &c.
Disinter, dis-in-ter', v.t. to take out of a grave: to

bring from obscurity into view.—«. Disinterment.
Disinterested, dis-in'ter-est-ed, adj. not interested or

influenced by private feelings or considerations : im-
partial : unselfi-.h, generous.

—

adv. Disin'terestedly.

—n. Disln terestedness. — W/. Dlsln' teresting
(obs.), not interesting. [Corr. of disintfrest — dis-

interessd, O. Fr. lUs— L. dis, "eg., itleresse,

iiitere-led in. See Interest.]
Dlslnthral. Same as Disenthral.
DiSintrlcate, dis-rn'tri-kat, v.t. to free from intricacy.

Disinure, dis-in-Qr', v.t. (Mi/t.) to render unfamiliar.
Disinvest, dis-invest', v.t. to divest.—«. DlslnveBt'l-

ture, the action of disinvesting.

Disinvigorate, dis-in-vig'or-3t, v.t. to weaken.
Disinvolve, dis-in-volv', v.t. to unfold, to disentangle.
Dislppus, di-.sip'iK, «. an American papilionid butterfly.

Dlsjaskit, dis-jas'kit, adj. (Scfft.) jaded, worn out.

[Prob. drj.rtfd.]

Disjoin, dis-join', or diz-, v.t. to separate what has
been joined.

—

v.t. DlBJcdBt', to ptit out of joint: to

separate united parts: to break the natural order or
relati.ins of things: to make incoherent.

—

ft.adj.

Disjoint'ed. incoherent, esp. of discoiir-e : badly
assorted. — adv. Dlsjolnt'edly. — n. Disjoint'ed-
ness. [O. Kr. desjeindre— L. disjun^ere— dis,

ar>art, fun^fre, to join.]

Disjunct, dis-jungkt', adj. disjoined.—*. DlSjUBC'-
tlon, the act of disjoining: disnnion : separation.—adj. Disjunct'lve, disjoining : tending; to sepa-
rate : (gTam.) uniting .sentences but disjoining the

Sense, or rather marking an adverse sense.—«. a
word which disjoins.

—

ad:: DlSJUnct'lTely.

—

Ms.

Dlsjxmct'or : Disjunot'ure. [O. Fr. dnjomct, des-

Joindre. See above.]
Disjune, a Scotch form of dtjeme, dejeuner (q.v.).

Disk. Same as Disc.
Dlsleaf, dis-lei', v.t. to deprive of leaves.—Also Dls-

leave'.

Dlsleal. dis-lfl', adj. (S/ens.) disloyal, dishonouraUe.
[See Disloyal.]

Dislike, dis-llk', v.t. to be displeased with : to dis-

approve of; to have an aversion to.

—

n. disinclina-

tion : aversion : distaste : disapproval.

—

adjs. Dis-
llke'able, Dlslik'able; Dislike'ful {St'ens:).—v.t.
Dislik'en {Shak.\ to make unlike—«. Dlsllke'ness
(obs.), unlikeness. [L. dis, neg., and like; the
genuine Eng. word is tnislike.']

Dlsllmb, dis-lim', v.t. to tear the limbs from.
Dlslimn, dis-lim', v.t. (Shnk.) to strike out what has

been limned or painted, to efface.
DlsUnk. div-lingk', v.t. to unlink, to separate.
DlSload, dis-lOd', v.t. to unload, to disburden.
Dislocate, dis'lO-kat, T'./. to displace: to put out of
joint.— rt,/r'. Disloca'tedly.—«. Dislocation, a dis-

located joint: displacement: {geol.^ a 'fault,' or
displacement of stratified rocks. [Low L. disloc&re,
tltum— h. dis, apart, locSre, to place.]

Dislodge, dis-loj', v.t. to drive from a lodgroent or
place of rest : to drive from a place of hiding or of
defence.—7'.«. to go away.

—

n. Dislodg'ment. [O.
Fr. deslozer, des—L. dis, apart, ioger, to lodge.]

Dlslolgn, dis-loin', v.t. (Sptns.) lo put far apart or at

a distance, to remove. [O. Fr. deslngnier, des—L.
dis, apart, ioigjtier, to remove.]

Disloytil, dis-loi'al, adj. not loyal : fake to one's
sovereign : faithless : treacherous.

—

adv. IMslOjr'-
ally.—«. DiSloy'alty. [O. Fr. desloyat, des—L.
dis, neg., loyal, leial—L. legalis, legal.)

DisltUtre, dis-lus'lir, v.t. to deprive of lustre.

Dismal, diz'mal, adj. gloomy : dreary : sorrowful

:

depressing.

—

adv. Dismally.

—

ms. Dis'malness,
Dlsmal'lty.—«.//. Dis'mals, mournings —The dis-
mals, the dumps. [O. Fr. dismal = \. dies mali,
evil, unlucky days Skeat makes O. Fr. dismal
correspond to Low L. decimalis, of a tenth, pertain-
ing to tithes—L. decimus, tenth

—

decern, ten.]
Dlsman, dis-man', v.t. to deprive of men (of a country,

or ship) : to unman : to deprive of human character
(of the body by death).

Dismantle, dis-man'tl, v.t. to strip: to deprive of
furniture, fittings, &c. , so as to render useless : of a
fortified town, to raze the fortifications. [O. Fr.
desmaHteller—des—L. dis, away, manieUr, ntantel,
a mantle.]

Dismask, dis-mask', v. t. to strip a mask from : to
remove a disguise from : to uncover. [O. Fr.

desmasquer, des—L. dis, neg., trtasgner, to mask.]
Dismast, dis-masi', V. t. to deprive of :i mast or masts.
—». Dlsmast'ment.

Dismay, dis-mS', v.t. to terrify: to discourage.

—

fi.

loss of strength and courage through fear.—w. DlS-
mayedness.— rtr^'. Dlsmay'fni(5/<'>M.). [A hybrid
word, from an O. Kr. desniayer—des (= L. dis), and
Old Hijli Ger. jnagan (Ger. md^t-H) = A.S. rnagan,
to have might or power. See May.]

Dlsmayd, dis-mad', adj. {S^hs!} misshapen, de-
formed.

Dismay], dis-mal*, v.t. to deprive of mail : (Sffns.) to

break open one's coat of mail. [O. Fr. dtsmailler,
des—L. dis, neg., tttaille, mail.]

Dlsme, dem. «. a tenth : {S/iak.) the number ten. [O.
Fr. See Dime.]

Dlsmemher, dis-mem'ber, v.t. to divide member from
member : to separate a limb from the body : to dis-

joint : to tear to pieces. — hs. Dlsmem'berment

;

Dlsmem'brator. [O. Fr. desmembrer, des—L. dis,

neg., membre, a member.)
Dismiss, dis-mis', v.t. to send away: to despatch: to

discard : to remove from office or employment : {laiv)

to reject, to put out of court, to discharge.

—

»s. Dls-

mlss'al, Dlsmis'slon.—«a^>. Dismissive, Dlsmiss'-
Ory. [L. dis, away, tnittfre, missunt, to send.]

Dismortgage, dis-mor'gaj. v.t. to redeem from mort-
gage.

Dismount, dis-mownt*, v.t. to come down : to come
off a horse.

—

v.t. to throw or bring down from any
elevated place : to throw off their carriages, as

cannon : to unhorse. [O. Fr. destnonter, des—L.

dis, neg., monter, to mount.]
Dlsnatnred, dis-na'turd, adj. unnatural, devoid of

natural affection. — v.t. Disnat'UraUse, to make
alien or unnatural.

Dlsnest, dis-nest*, z'.t. to dislodge from a nest.

Disobedient, dis-o-be'di-ent, adj. neglecting or refus-

ing to obey.

—

n. Disobedience, neglect or refusal to

ol^y: violation of orders.— a./r. Disobediently.
Disobey, dis-o-ba', v.t. to neglect or refuse lo obey or

do what is commanded. [O. Fr. desobeir—des (= L.

dis\ and obcir, to obey.)
Disoblige, dis-o-bl!j', v. t. to offend \>y an act of un-

kindness or incivility : to do something aeainst the

wshes of another : to injure slightly.

—

n. DlBObliga'-

tlon, freedom from obligation : act of disobliging.

—

adj. DlSOb'llgatory, releasing from obligation.

—

n.

Disoblige ment. -«(/;'. Dlsobllg'ing, not obliging:

not careful to attend to the wishes of others : iinac

commodating : unkind. —Wt'. Dlsobllg'lngly.—«.

Disobligingness. [O. Fr. desobliger, des (=L.
dis\ neg.. obliger, to oblige.)

Disomatoua, dl-sO'ma-tus, adj. having two bodies.



Dlsorbed fSte, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Disport

Dlsorbed, dis-orbd', adj. (Shai.) thrown from its

orbit, as a star.

Disorder, dis-or'der, «. want of order : confusion

:

disturbance: breach of the peace : disease.— Z'.<. to

throw out of order : to disarrange : to disturb : to

produce disease.—«(^'. Dlsor'dered, confused, de-

ranged.—«. Dlsor'derllness.—(K^. Disor'derly, out

of order : in confusion : irregular : lawless : defying

the restraints of decency.

—

ati7'. confusedly: in a
lawless manner.—Disorderly hOUSe, a brothel [O.

Fr. desordre, des (=L. dis), neg., ordre, order.]

Disordlnate, dis-or'din-at, adj. (rare) not in order

:

irregular.—rt^/z'. Disor'dinately.
Disorganise, dis-or'gan-Tz, v.i. to destroy the organic

structure of: to break up a union of parts: to dis-

order.—<?<//. Disorgan'ic—«. Dlsorganisa'tion.
Disorient, (tis-O'ri-ent, v.t. to turn from the east : to

confuse as to direction in general—also Disorien'-

tate.—«. Disorienta'tlon.
Disown, diz-on', v.t. to refuse to own or acknowledge

as belonging to one's self : to deny : to repudiate,

cast oflF.—«. Disown'ment.
Disoxydate, dis-ok'si-dat, 7'.(. to deoxidate or deprive

of oxygen.—Also Disox'ygenato.
Dispace, dis-pas', v.i. (S/iefis.) to pace to and fro, to

range about.
Disparage, dis-par'aj, v.t. to dishonour by comparison

with what is inferior : to lower in rank or estimation:

to talk slightingly of.

—

ns. Dlspar'agement ; Dis-
par'ager.—(«/7/. Dispar'agingly. [0. Fr. despar-
ager—des (= L. dis), neg., and Low L. paragium,
equality of birth— L. j>ar, equal.]

Disparate, dis'par-at, adj. unequal : incapable of being
compared.—«. Disparateness.-«.//. Disparates,
things or characters of different species. [L. dis-

pardtus—dis, neg., a.nA pardre, make equal.]

Disparity, dis-par'i-ti, «. inequality : unlikeness so

great as to render comparison difficult and union
unsuitable.

Dispark, dis-park', v.t. to throw open enclosed ground.
Dispart, dis-part', v.t. to part asunder: to divide, to

separate.

—

v.i. to separate.—«. the difference be-

tween the thickness of metal at the breech and the
mouth of a gun.

Dispassion, dis-pash'un, n. freedom from passion : a
calm state of mind.

—

adj. Dispas'sionate, free from
passion : unmoved by feelings : cool : impartial.

—

adv. Dispassionately.
Dispatch. Same as Despatch.
Dispathy, dis'pa-thi, «. diflTerence of feeling, the oppo-

site oi sympathy.
Dispauperise, dis-paw-per-Iz', 7'.t. to free from pauper-

ism or from paupers.

—

v.t. Dispau'per, to declare no
longer a pauper.

Dispeace, dis-pes', n. lack of peace : dissension. [A
recent coinage from dis, neg., and peace .}

Dispel, dis-pel', v.t. to drive away : to make dis-

appear: to banish:

—

pr.p. dispel'ling ;/«./. dis-

pelled'. [L. dispellere—dis, av/aytpellere, to drive.]

Dispenoe, dis-pens' (Spens.). Same as Dispense.
Dispend, dis-pend', v.t. {arch.) to expend, pay out.

[O. Kr.,— L. dis, out of, An(XpeKdere, to weigh.]
Dispensable, dis-pens'a-bl, adj. that may be dis-

g;nsed, or dispensed with : {arch.) pardonable.

—

ns.

Ispensabillty, Dispens'ableness.
Dispensary, dis-pens'ar-i, ». a place where medicines

are dispensed, esp. to the poor, gratis.

Dispensation, dis-pen-sa'shun, n. the act of dispensing
or dealing out : various methods or stages of God's
dealing with His creatures

—

Patriarchal, Mosaic,
Christian : the distribution of good and evil in the
divine government : license or permission to neglect
a ru]e.—adjs. Dlspens'ative, Dlspens'atory, grant-

ing dispcnsation.-d^i'i'j-. Dispens'atlvely, Dispans'-
atorily. — «. Dispens'atOlT, a book containing
medical prescriptions.

—

adj. Dispens'ing.
Dispense, dis-pens', v.t. to deal out in portions : to

distribute : to administer : {Spent.) to pay for.—n.

expense : profession : abundance.

—

adj. Dispensed'.—«. Dispenser.—Dispense with, to permit the
want of: to do without. [Fr. dispenser—L. dis,
asunder, pensare, inten. oi peiidere, to weigh.]

Dispeople, dis-pe'pl, v.t. to empty of inhabitants.
Dispermous, dT-sperm'us, adj. having only two seeds.

[Gr. di-, twofold, sperina, a seed.]
Disperse, dis-pers', v.t. to scatter in all directions : to

spread : to dilVuse : to drive asunder : to cause to
vanish.

—

v.i. to separate: to spread abroad: to
vanish.— «. Dispers'al.

—

adv. Dispers'edly.

—

ns.
Dlspers'edness ; Dispers'er. — adj. Dispersive,
tending to disperse. [L. dispergere, dispersutii—

•

di, asunder, apart, spargere, to scatter.]

Dispersion, dis-per'shun, «. a scattering, or state of
being scattered : {nied.) the removal of inflammation :

{opt.) the separation of light into its different rays :

the Diaspora (q.v.).

Dispersonate, dis-per'son-at, v.t. to divest of per-
sonality.

Dispirit, dis-plr'it, v.t. to dishearten : to discourage.

—

p.adj. Dispir'ited, dejected : feeble, spiritless.

—

adz>.

Displr'itedly. — «. Displr'itedness.— /.rt^'. Dis-
piriting, disheartening.—«. Displr'itment.

Dispiteous, dis-pit'e-us, adj. pitiless.- d^;'?/. Dispit'O-
ously.-«. Dispit'eousness. [See Despite.]

Displace, dis-plas', v.t. to put out of place : to dis-

arrange : to remove from a state, office, or dignity.

—

adj. Displace'able.

—

n. Displace'ment, a putting
out of place : the difference between the position of
a body at a given time and that occupied at first :

the quantity of water displaced by a ship afloat.

[O. Fr. desjilacer—L. dis, neg., s.xiA place.\
Displant, dis-plant', v.t. to remove anything from
where it has been planted or placed : to drive from
an abode.

—

n. Dlsplanta'tion. [Through Fr. from
L. dis, neg., a.Tidpinn/dre, to plant.]

Display, dis-pla', v.t. to unfold or spread out ; to
exhibit : to set out ostentatiously : {print.) to make
prominent by large type, wide spacing, &c.—«. a dis-

playing or unfolding : exhibition : ostentatious show.—p.adj. Displayed', unfolded : spread : printed in

prominent letters : {her.) erect, with wings expanded,
as a bird.

—

n. Display'er. [O. Fr. despleier—des
(= L. dis), neg., and plier, ploier—L. plicare, to
fold ; doublet, deploy. See Ply.]

Disple, dis'pl, v.t. {Spens.) to discipline, chastise. [A
contraction oi disciple.}

Displease, dis-plez', v.t. to offend : to make angry in
a slight degree : to be disagreeable to.

—

v.i. to raise
aversion.—«. Displeas'ance {Spens.), displeasure.

—

adj. DisTplea.a'a.nt(o/fs.).—p.adj. Displeased', vexed,
annoyed.

—

adv. Displeas'edly. — k. Displeas'ed-
ness. — p.adj. Dlspleas'ing, causing displeasure :

giving offence.

—

adv. Displeas'ingly.—«. Displeas'-
ingness. [O. Fr. desplaisir, des—L. dis, neg.,
plaisir, to please.]

Displeasure, dis-plezh'Qr, «. the feeling of one who is

offended : anger: cause of irritation.—z/./. {arch.) to

displease, offend.

Displenlsh, dis-plen'ish, 7).t. to deprive of plenishing
or furniture, implements, &c. : to sell the plenishing
of.—». Displen'isbment.

Dlsplode, dis-plod', v.t. {Milt.) to discharge, to

explode.— Z'.i. to explode. — «. Displo'slon. [L.
displodere—dis, asunder, plattdere, to beat.]

Displume, dis-plOOm', v.t. to deprive of plumes or
feathers.

Dlspondee, dl-spon'de, «. a double spondee.

—

adj.
Dlsponda'ic.

Dispone, dis-pOn', v.t. {arch.) to set in order, dispose :

{Scots law) to make over to another : to convey
legally.—«. DisponSS', the person to whom anything
is disponed. [I'r.,— L. disponere, to arrange.]

Disponge, Dlspunge, dis-punj', v.t. {ShaJit.) to sprinkle,

as with water from a sponge.
Disport, dis-pOrt', 7f.t. and v.t. usually reflexive, to

divert, amuse, enjoy one's self: to move in gaiety.
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Dispose inOte ; mflte ; mCOn ; iAen, Disseize

—«. Dlsport'ment. [O. Fr. desporter (with se), to

carry one's sell away from one's work, to amuse one's

self, from des ( = L. dis), and porter—L. partare, to

carry. See Sport.]

Dispose, dis-poz', v.t. to arrange : to distribute : to

apply to a particular purpose : to make over by
sale, gift, &c. : to bestow : to incline.—«. disposal,

management : behaviour, disposition.

—

adj. Dispos'-

able.—«. Dispos'al, the act of disposing : order :

arrangement : management : right of bestowing.

—

p.adj. Disposed', inclined, of a certain disposition

(with well, ill, &c.).—a<iv. DispOS'edly, in good
order: with measured steps.—«. Dispos er.—/.rt</;'.
Dispos'ing, that disposes.

—

adv. Dlspos'ingly.—
Dispose of, to place in any condition : to apply to

any purpose : to part with : to get rid of : to sell.

[Fr. disposer, dis—L. dis, lisunder, poser, to place.]

Disposition, dis-po-zish'un, «. arrangement : plan for

disposing one's property, &c. : natural tendency :

temper: {N.T.) ministration: (.^cots law) a giving

over to another = conveyance or assignment in Eng.
phraseology—often 'disposition and settlement,' a
deed for the disposal of a man's property at his

death.—a^V. Dispositional; Disposi'tioned ; Dis-

pos'itive.—adv. Dispos'itively.—«.f. Dispos'itor, a
planet that disposes or controls another ; Dispo'sure
(pis.), disposal, arrangement : disposition. [Fr.,

—

L., from dis, apart, /'onere, to place.]

Dispossess, dis-poz-zes', v.t. to put out of possession.
—«. Dispossess'or.

Dispost, dis-pOst', v.t. to displace.

Dispraise, dis-praz", «. blame : reproach : dishonour.—v.t. to blame : to censure.—«. DispraiS'er.

—

adv.
DispraiS'ingly. [O. Fr. despreisier, des—L. dis,

neg., preisier, to praise.]

Dispread, dis-pred', v.t. to spread in different ways.

—

v.t. to .spread out: to expand.— Spenser has the

forms dispred, dispredden, disprad.
Disprinced, dis-prinst', p.adj. (Tenn.) deprived of the
appearance of a prince.

Disprison, dis-priz'n, v.t. to set free.

Dlsprivacied, dis-priv'a-sid, adj. deprived of privacy.
Disprivilege, dis-priVi-lej, v.t. to deprive of a privilege.

Disprize, dis-prl/, v.t. to set a low price upon : to

undervalue.
Disprofess, dis-prO-fes', v.t. (Spens.) to cease to pro-

fess.

Disprofit, dis-prof'it, «. loss, damage.
Disproof, dis-proof, «. a disproving : refutation.

Disproperty, dis-prop'er-ti, v.t. (S/tak.) to deprive of
any property.

Disproportion, dis-pro-pOr'shun, «. want of propor-
tion, symmetry, or suitableness of parts : inequality.—v.t. to make unsuitable in form or size, &c.

—

«. Dlspropor'tionableness.—rt</7'. Disproportion-
aXiij.—adjs. Dispropor tlonal, Dispropor'tionable
{arch.).—ad'i's. Dispropor'tionally, Dispropor'tion-
ably (arch..).—adj. Dispropor'tionate, not propor-
tioned : unsymmetrical : unsuitable to something
else in some respect.

—

adv. Dispropor'tionately.

—

n. Dispropor'tionateness.
Dispropriate, dis-prO'pri-at, v.t. to disappropriate.
Disprove, dis-proSv , v.t. to prove to be false or not
genuine : to refute : (arch.) to disapprove. — «.

Disprov'aL [O. Fr. disprover. See Prove.]
Dispurse, dis-purs', v.t. (Shak.) to take out of the

purse, to pay.
Dispurvey, dis-pur-va', v.t. (arch.) to deprive of

provisions.—«. Dispurvey'ance (Spens.).
Dispute, dis-put', v.t. to make a subject of argument

:

to contend for : to oppose by argument : to call in
question.^w.z'. to argue : to debate.—«. a contest
with words: an argument: a debate: a quarrel.

—

aiij. Dls'putable, that may be disputed : of doubtful
certainty.— «. Dis'putableness.—a^^p.Dis'putably.
—»j. Disputant, Disput'er; Disputation, a con-
test in argument : an exercise in debate. — adjs.
Dlaputa'tloua, Dlsput'ative, inclined to dispute,

cavil, or controvert.

—

adv. Disputa'tiously. — «.

Disputa'tiousness.—Beyond, or Without, dispute,
indubitably, certainly. [O. Fr. disputer—L. dis-
putare—dis, apart, 3s\Aputdre, to think.]

Disqualify, dis-kwol'i-fI, v.t. to deprive of the qualities
necessary for any purpose : to make unfit : to disable.
— «. Disqualification, state of being disqualified:
anything that disqualifies or incapacitates.

Disquiet, dis-kwl'et, adj. (obs.) unquiet, uneasy, rest-
less.

—

n. want of quiet : uneasiness, restlessness :

anxiety.

—

v.t. to render unquiet : to make uneasy

:

to disturb.

—

adjs. Disqui'etful ; Disqui'etive, Dls-
qui'eting.—arfi'. Disqui'etly (Shak.).—ns. Disqui'-
etness, Disquietude.—<«/;. Disqui'etous.

Disquisition, dis-kwi-zish'un, «. a careful inquiry into

any matter by arguments, &c. : an essay.

—

adjs.
Disquisitional, Disquisi'tionary, Disquls'itory,
DisquiS'itive, pertaining to or of the nature of a

disquisition. [L. disguisitio—disguirere, disguisi-

turn—dis, inten., gueerere, to seek.]

Disrank, dis-rangk', v.t. to reduce to a lower rank : to

throw into confusion.

Disrate, dis-rat', v.t. (naut.) to reduce to a lower
rating or rank, as a petty officer.

Disregard, dis-re-gard', v.t. to pay no attention to.

—

«. want of attention : neglect : slight.-

—

adj. Dis-

regard'ful.— aii?w. Disregard'fully.
Disrelish, dis-rel'ish, v.t. not to relish : to dislike the

taste of: to dislike.—«. distaste: dislike: disgust.

—p.adj. Disrel'ishing, offensive.

Disremember, dis-re-mem'ber, v.t. (vul.) not to re-

member, to forget.

Disrepair, dis-re-par', n. state of being out of repair.

Disrepute, dis-re-put', n. ill-character : discredit

—

also Disreputation.—a^'. Disreputable, in bad
repute: disgraceful.— ns. Disrep'utableness, Dis-
reputabil'ity (rare).—adv. Disreputably.

Disrespect, dis-re-spekt', «. want of respect : dis-

courtesy : incivility.

—

v.t. (arch.) not to respect.

—

atijs. Disrespect'able (rare), not respectable ; Dlfl-

respect'ful, showing disrespect : irreverent : uncivil.

—adv. Disrespectfully.—«. Disrespect'fulness.
Disrobe, dis-rOb', v.t. to undress : to uncover.
Disroot, dis-root', v.t. to tear up by the roots.

Disrupt, dis-rupt', v.t. to burst asunder, to break
up.—«. Disrup'tion, the act of breaking asunder :

the act of bursting and rending : breach : in Scottish

ecclesiastical history, the separation of the party
who became the Free Church from the Established

Church for the sake of spiritual independence (1S43).—adj. Disrup'tive, causing, or accompanied by,

disruption. [L. disruptus, diniptiis, dirumpere—
dis, asunder, nimpere, to break.]

Diss, dis, «. an Algerian reedy grass used for cordage.
Dissatisfactory, dis-sat-is-fak'tor-i, adj. causing dis-

satisfaction : unable to give content.— «j. Dissatis-

fac'tion, state of being dissatisfied : discontent

:

uneasiness ; Dissatisfao'toriness.
Dissatisfy, dis-sat'is-fl, v.t. not to satisfy : to make

discontented : to displease.

—

adj. Dissatisfied, dis-

contented : not pleased.

Disseat, dis-set*, v.t. (Shak.) to deprive of, or remove
from, a seat.

Dissect, dis-sekt*, v.t. to cut asunder : to cut into

parts for the purpose of minute examination : to

divide and examine : to analyse and criticise (often

hostilelv, as a man's character or motives).

—

adj.

Dlssect'ible.—«j. Dissecting; Dissection, the act

or the art of cutting in pieces a plant or animal in

order to ascertain the structure of its parts : anatomy.

—adj. Dissect'lve, tending to dissect.—«. DiSSeOt'Or.

—Dissected map, picture, a map or picture on a

board cut into pieces, so that the putting of them
together forms a puzzle. [L. dissecdre, dissectunt

—dis, asunder, secdre, to cut,]

Disseize, dis-sez', v.t. to deprive of seizin or pos-

session of an estate of freehold : to dispossess wrong-

fully.—nJ. Dlsseiz'in ; Dissels'or.



Dissemble fate, ftr ; me, h6r ; mine ; Dlstanoe

Dissembls, dis-semTjl, v.t. to represent a thing as

unlike what it actually is : to put an untrue sem-
blance upon : to disguise : to conceal : (Shak.) to

make unlike,

—

v.i. to assume a false appearance:
to play the hypocrite : to dissmiulate.

—

ns. DiSSOm'-

blanCO {rare), want of resemblance : the act of

dissembling; Dissembler; Dissembling.— /.«<//.

deceiving, hypocritical. — adv. Dissem bllngly.

[O. Fr. dessembUr, to be unlike, from L. dtssiinulare
—dissimilis, unlike

—

dts, neg., and similis, like]

Disseminate, dis-.scm'i-nat, v.t. to sow or scatter

abroad: to propagate: to diffuse.—«. Dlssemlna'-

XS.aa..—adj. Dissem'inatlve.— «. Disseminator.
[L. disseminare, -atuin—dis, asunder, seiiiinare, to

sow

—

semen, seminis, seed.]

Dissent, dis-sent', v.i. to think differently : to dis-

agree in opinion: to differ (with yn>w).—«. the act

of dissenting : difference of opinion : a protest by a
minority : a differing or .separation from an estab-

lished church.

—

ns. Dissension, disagreement in

opinion : discord : strife ; Dissent er, one who
separates on conscientious grounds from the service

and worship of an established church : a noncon-
formist ; Dissent'erage, condition of dissenters

;

Dissent'erism {rare).—adj. Dissen'tient, declaring

dissent: disagreeing.—«. one who disagrees: one
who declares his dissent.

—

p.adj. Dlssent'ing.

—

adv.
Dlssent'lngly. — rt.a?;'. Dissen'tlous {S/iaA.), dis-

p.3ssd to discord, contentious. [Fr.,—L. dissentire,

dissensiim—dis, apart from, stntlre, to think.]

Dissepiment, dis-sep'i-ment, ». {bot.) a partition in

compound ovaries formed by the union of the sides

of their carpels.

—

adj. Dissepiment'al. [Low L.
dissefiimentuiH, a partition^L. dissieplre— dii,

apart, sepirt, to hedge in.]

Dissertate, dis'er-tat, v.i. to di.scourse

—

(arch.) Dis-
sert'. — «. DiSSerta'tion, a formal discourse : a
treatise. —(i(i^/f. Disserta'tlonal, Disserta'tive.

—

n. Dis'sertator. [Kr., — L. dissertdre, inten. of

disserere, to discuss

—

dis, serere, to put in a row.)

Disserve, dis-serv', 7A /. to do the opposite of serving :

{rare) to injure. -<». Disserv'ioe, injury: mischief:

an ill turn.

—

adj. DlSServ'iceable. [O. ir. desservir

—L. dis, neg., servire, to serve.]

Dissettie, dis-set'l, 7>./. to unsettle. —a<^'. Dissett'led.

—n. Dissett'lement.
Dissever, dis-sev'er, v.i. to sever: to part in two:

to separate: to disunite.— us, DlSSeV'eranoe, DlS-
severa'tion, Dlssev'erment, a dissevering or pan-
ing.—p.adj. DlSSev'ered, disunited. [O. Fr. des-

sevrer—L. dis, apart, sefierdre, to separate.]

Dissheathe, dis-sheM', v.t. to unsheathe.
Dissident, dis'i-dent, adj. dissenting.

—

n. a dissenter.
— n. DiSS'ldenoe, disagreement. [L. dissideus,
-entis, pr.p. ol dissidire—dis, apart, stdirt, to sit.]

Dissight, dis-sli', n.. an unsightly object.

DiSSlllent, dis-sii'yent, adj. {bot.) bursting open with
elastic farce.—«. DiSSil'ienoe. (L. dissilieus, -entis—dis, asunder, satire, to leap.]

Dissimilar, dis-sim'i-lar, adj. not similar : unlike in

any respect : of different sorts.

—

ns. Dissimilar'ity,
DiSSlmiritude, unlikeness: want of resemblance.

—

adv. Dissimilarly. —«r. Dlssimila'tlon, the act of
rendering dissimilar ; Dlsslm'lle, the opposite of a
simile, a comparison by contrast.

Dissimulate, dis-sim'u-Ut, v.t. to pretend the contrary
of: to pretend falsely : to conceal.

—

v.i. to practise dis-

simulation, play the hypocrite.

—

ns. DlsSlmula'tion,
the act of dissembling : a hiding under a false ap-

pearance : false pretension : hypocrisy ; DiSSimu-
la'tor. \\j. dissimulare, -dtum, to dissimulate

—

dis,

neg., similis, like.)

Dissipate, dis'i-pat, v.i. to scatter : to squander : to

w.iste.

—

v.i. to separate and disappear: to waste
aw.-\y : (cnll.) to be dissolute in conduct. — adj.

DiSS'ipable, that may be dissipated.—/.o^;^'. DlSS'l-

pated. dissolute, esp. addicted to drinking.— n.

Dlssipa'tion, dispenion : state of being dispersed

:

scattered attention : a dissolute course of life, esp.
hard drinking.

—

adj. DiSS'lpatlve, tending to dis-

sipate or disperse : connected with the dissipation of
energy. [L. dissipure, -dtiiDt—dis, asunder, and obs.
supare, which appears in insipere, to throw into.}

Dissociate, dis-so'shi-at, v.t. to separate from a
society or company : to disunite : lo separate.

—

n.

Dissoclabll'ity. —<«/;>. Dissociable, not sociable:
ill associated : incongruous : capable of being dis-

sociated ; Dlssd'cial, not social.

—

v.t. Disso cialise,
to make unsocial.

—

n. Dissociation.

—

adj. Disso'-
Ciatlve {diem.), tending to dissociate. [L. dissocidre,
•Ilium—dis, asunder, sociare, to unite.]

Dissoluble, dis'ol-u-bl, or dis-zol'u-bl, oiij. dissolvable.
—Hs. Dissolubility, Dissol'ubleness, capacity of
being dissolved.

Dissolve, di-2olv', v.t. to loose asunder : to separate
or break up : to put an end to (as a p.irliament) : to

melt : to destroy, as by fire : {arch.) to resolve, as
doubts. — v.i. to break up: to waste away: to
crumble: to ms\l.—adj. DiSS'olUte, loose, esp. in

morals : lewd : licentious.

—

adv. Dlss'oliitely.

—

ns.
Dlsabliiteness ; Dissolution, the breaking up of
an assembly : change from a solid to a liquid state :

a melting : separation of a body into its original
elements : decomposition : destruction : death ; Dis-
solu'tionlsm ; Dissolu'tionlst.—«i. Dissolvabil Ity,
Dissolv'ableness.

—

adjs. Dissolv'able, Dissolvible,
capable of being dissolved or melted.

—

n. and atij.

DlssolV'ent, a solvent having the power to melt.
[L. dissoivere, -solutum — dis, asunder, solvere,
solatum, to loose.]

Dissonant, di.s'o-nant, adj. not agreeing or harmonis-
ing in sound : without concord or harmony : dis-

agreeing.—«. Diss'onanoe, disagreement of sound :

want of harmony : discord : disagreement : {spec.)

a combination of musical sounds which produces
beats—also DlSS'onancy. [Fr., — L. dissonans,
•antis—dis, apart, soudre, to sound.]

Dissuade, dis-swad', v.t. to advise against : to try to

divert from anything by advice or persuasion : to

succeed in persuading not to. — ns. DlSSUa'der

;

DlSSUa'Slon.—/z<^'. Dissua'Sive, tending to dis.suade.—n. that which tends to di.ssuade.

—

adv. Dissua-
Slvely.—«. and adj. Dissua'sory (rar^). (Fr.,— L.

dissuadere—dis, apart, siuuHre, suasunt, to adx-ise.]

DlSSUnder, dis-sun'der, v.t. to sunder.
Dissyllable, dis-sil'a-bl, «. a word of only two syl-

lables.—aj//'. Dissyllabic.—«. Dissyllabiflca'tion.
— v.t. Dissyllab'ify, to make into two syllables.

—

n.

DlSSyll'abism, the character of having only two
syllables. [Through Fr. and L. from Gr. di-, twice,

syllabi, a syllable.]

Dissymmetry, dis-sim'e-tri, n. want of symmetry.

—

adjs. DiSSymmet'rlO, -al, of similar shape, but not
cap>able ot being superposed, as right and left hand
gloves, crystals with different optical properties, &c.

Distaff, dis'taf, M. the stick which holds tht.- bunch
of flax, tow, or wool in spinning. — Distaff side,

the female part of a family. [A.S. distaf, from
disc = Low Ger. diesse, the bunch of flax on the

staff; and J/<?/"=Eng. staft". See Dlzen.]
Distain, dis-tan', v.t. to stain: to sully. [O. Fr. des-

teindre, to take away the colour of—L. dis, neg.,

and tin^/re, to stain. See Stain.]
Distal, dis'tai, adj. {anat.) at the end.

—

adv. DlS'-

tally. [Formed on the analogy of central, from
Distance.]

Distance, dis'tans, n. a space or interval between

:

remoteness : opposition : reserve of manner : in

horse-racing, the space measured back from the
winning-post which a horse, in heat-races, must
reach when the winner has covered the whole course,
in order to run in the final heat.

—

v.t. to place at a
distance : to leave at a distance behind.

—

adj. Dls'-

tanceless, not allowing a distant view—said of hazy
weather : having no indications of distance—said of
certain pictures.—Keep one at a dlstanoe, to trem
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Distant mOte ; mute ; mODn ; then. Distrust

with reierve : Keep ono'8 distance, to abstain
from lamiliarity witti, to keep aloof from. [See
Distant.]

Distant, dts'tant, adj. at a certain distance : remote,
in time, place, or connection : not obvious : indis-

tinct : reserved in aoMnct.—aJv. Distantly. [Fr.,

—L~ distatu, -tantU—<^, apart, tlatu, staniis,

pr.p. of stare, to stand.]

Distaste, dis-tast', n. oppositeness or aversion of
taste: dislike of food : dislike: disgust.

—

v. t. (arch.)

to dislike : {obs.) to offend : {Shak.) to spoil the taste

oi.—v.i. (.Skak.) to be distasteful.—a^!>'. Distaste'-
ful, nauseous to the taste: unpleasant: (SJuik.)

indicating distaste. — ttdv. Distastefully. — n.

Distaste fttlness.

Distemper, dis-tem'per, M. a coarse mode of painting,
in which the colours are mixed in a watery glue,
white of egg, &c., chiefly used in scene-painting and
in staining paper for walls. — Also Destem'per.
[Same ety. as succeeding word.]

Distemper, dis-tem'per, «. a morbid or disorderly
state of body or mind : disease, esp. of animals,
specifically a typhoid inflammation of the mucous
membranes of young -dogs : ill-humour. — p. t. to

derange the temper: to disorder or disease.

—

ad^,
Distem perate, not temperate, immoderate : dis-

eased.— «. Distem'perature (arch.), want of proper
temperature : intemperatene&s, disturbance : uneasi-

ness of mind : indisposition.—/.n^^'. Distem'pered,
disordered : intemperate, ill-humoured, put out of
sorts. [O. Fr. datemprer, to derange— L. dis,

apart, teiiiperare, to govern.]

Distend, dis-tend', 7'./. to stretch in all directions: to

swell.

—

v.i. to swell.— «. DiStensibU'ity, capacity
for distension. — adjs. Disten Sible, that may be
stretched ; DiSten sive, capable of stretching or of

being stretched : Distent' (Spetts.), distended.

—

ns.

Disten'tion, Disten Sion, act ofdistending or stretch-

ing: st,-ite of being stretched : (rar*) breadth. [Fr.,

—L. distendire—dii, asunder, tendirt, tensutn or

tentitm, to stretch.]

Distbene, dis'then, «. cvanite — so called from its

positive and negative electric properties, [Gr, di-,

two, sl/miios, strength.)

Distlirone, dis-thrOn', v.t. (ohs.) to dethrone—(.S>»r«J.)
Disthroniso.

Disticll, dis tik, n. a couple of lines or verses, making
complete sense : a couplet.

—

adj. having two rows.
— adj. DiS'ticbOUS {bot.), arranged in two rows.

[L..—Gr. diitu/ws—dis, twice, stichos, a line.]

Distil, dis-tir, t'.i. to fall in drops : to flow gently: to

use a stilL

—

v.t. to let or cause to fall in drops : to

convert a liquid into vapour by heat, and then to

condense it again : to extract the spirit or essential

oil from anything by evaporation and condensation :

^pr.p. distil'lin^ ; /at./, distilled'. — adj. Distil'-

laole.—nx. Distll'Iate, the product of distillation ;

Distillation, the act of distilling.— rt/!>. Distilla-
tory, of or for di.stiliing.—«f. Distil'ler ; Distillery,
a place where distilling is carried on ; Distilling,
the action of the verb distil, distillation ; Distll'-

ment (SImk.), that which is distilled.—Destructive
distillation, the collection of the volatile matters
released when a substance is destroyed by heat in a
close vessel (as coal in making gas) ; Fractional
distillation, the separation by distilling liquids

having different boiling-points, the heat being
gradually increased and the receiver changed. [O.
Fr. distiliet— L. distillare, -atum — de, down,
stiildre, to drop

—

stilla, a drop.]
Distinct, dis-tingkt', adj. separate : different : well-

defined : clear: (Sptns., Milt.) adorned.

—

adj. Dis-
tinctive, marking or expressing ditTerence.

—

adv.
Distinct ively. — «. Distinctiveness. —^k/f. Dis-
tinct ly.—».v. Distinctness; Distinctnre, distinct-

ness. [See DistinKuisIi.]

Distinction, dis-tingk'shun, n. separation or division :

that which distinguishes or gives distinction : differ-

ence : eminence : characteristic dignity and elegance
of style : honourable treatment.

Distinguish, dis-ting'gwish, v.t. to mark off, set apart
(often with /ww;: to recognise by characteristic
qualities: to discern critically: to separate by a
mark of honour : to make eminent or known.

—

v.i. to make or show distinctions or differences, to
recognise the difference (yihh/rom, between).—adj.
Distinguishable, that may be capable of being
distinguished. — adv. Distlng Ulshably. — p.adj.
Disting'uished. illustrious.—/*. Disting'uisher.—
p.aaj. Distinguishing, peculiar.—/*. Disting'uish-
ment (Sliak.), distinction. [Through Fr. from L.
dtstinguire, distinctuin—dis, asunder, stingi<ire, to
prick, conn, with Gr. stizcin, to mark. See Sting.]

Distoma, dis'tO-ma, H. the genus of trematode worms
to which the liver-fluke belongs. [Gr. distomos,
two-mouthed

—

dis, and stoma, the mouth.]
Distort, dis-tort', v.t. to turn a different way : to force

out of the natural or regular shape or direction

:

to turn aside from the true meaning : to pervert

:

to misrepresent.^/>.rtdy. Distorted.— /». Distortion,
a twisting out of regular shape : crookedness : per-
version.

—

adj. Distort'ive, causing distortion. [L.
dis, asunder, iorguere, tortum, to twist.]

Distract, dis-trakt , v.t. to draw in different directions
—applied to the mind or attention : to confuse : to
harass: to render crazy : todivert.— «<//'. Distract'ed.
—adv. Distractedly.—/*. Distract edness.—<»<//>.

Distract'ible ; Distract'ile {bot.), carried widely
apart.

—

h. Distrac'tion, state of being distracted :

perplexity : agitation : madness : a diversion.

—

adj.
Distract'ive, causing perplexity.

Distrain, dis-tran', v.t. to seize, esp. goods for debt,
esp. for non-payment of rent or rates.— z/.i. to seize

the goods of a debtor.

—

adj. Distrain able. —/2X.
Distrainment ; Distrain or. Distrainer ; Dis-
traint', seizure of goods. [O. Fr. destraindre—L.
dts, asunder, stringere, to draw tight.]

Distrait, dis'tra, adj. absent-minded. [Fr.]

Distraught, dis-trawt', adj. distracted : perplexed.
[See Distract.]

Distress, dis-tres', n. extrenie pain : that whidi causes
suffering : calamity : misfortune : (arch.) compul-
sion : act of distraining goods,

—

v.t. to afflict with
pain or suffering : to harass : to grieve : to distrain.

—p.adj. Distressed'. — «<^'. Distress'fuL— rtaV.

Distressfully.—/;. Distress'fulness.—/.rt<^'. Dis-
tressing.—<m'i/. Distress'ingly. [O. Fr. dtstresst
—L. distriitgCre, districium, to pull asunder.]

Distribute, dis-trib'ut, v.t. to divide amongst several

:

to deal out or allot : to classify : to give a logical
term its fullest extension.

—

h. Distrib'uend, that
which is to be distributed.^^(^>. Distributable,
that may be divided ; Distributary, distributing.

—

ns. Distributer, -or ; Distribii tion, allotment

:

classification : the application of a general term to

all the objects denoted by it.

—

adjs. Dlstribil'tional

;

DiStrib'utive, that distributes, separates, or divides :

giving to each his own.—«. a word, like ench or
every, that indicates the several individuals of a
number. — adv. Distrib'utively. — Geographical
distribution, the department of science that treats

of the diiitribution of animals and plants over certain

are.is of the globe. [L. distribuere—dis, asunder,
tribiiere, tribHtum, to allot. ]

District, dis'trikt, «. a portion of territory defined for

political, judicial, edufational, or other purposes (as

a registration district, a militia district, the District

of Columbia) : a region.

—

v.t. to divide into districts.

[Fr.,— L. districtus—distringlre, to draw tight.]

Distringas, dis-tring'gas, ». an old writ directing

a sheriff or other officer to distrain. [Second pers.

sing. pres. subj. of Late L. distringere, to distrain.]

Distrouble, dis-trub'l, v.t. (Spens.) to trouble greatly,

to perplex. [L. dis, inten., and trouble.^

Distrust, dis-trust'i n. want of trust : want of faith or
confidence : doubt.

—

v.t. to have no trust in : to
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Dlstiine f5te, far ; m5, h6r ; mine ;
Divert

disbelieve : to doubt—Oi^r- DlstrUBt'ful, full of dis-

trust : apt to distrust : suspicious.

—

adv. Distrust-
fully.—«. Distrust fulness. —<w(/'. Distrusfless.

Distune, dis-tun', v.t. to put out of tune.

Disturb, dis-turb', v.t. to throw into confusion: to

agitate : to disquiet : to interrupt.—«. DlStUTb'ance,

agitation : tumult : interruption : perplexity.—a<2^'.

and n. Disturb'ant, disturbing.—rt^>. Disturb'a-

tive ; Disturbed'.— «. Disturber. [O. Fr. dis-

iourier^—L. disturbdre, dis, asunder, turbare, to

agitate

—

turba, a crowd.]
Dlstyle, dis'til, «. a portico with two columns. [Gr.

distylos—<//-, two, and stylos, column.]
Disulphate, dl-sul'fat, «. a sulphate containing one
atom of hydrogen replaceable by a base.—». DiSUV-
phide, a sulphide containing two atoms of sulphur

to the molecule—also DiSUl'phuret.—rt(^'. DiSUl-

phu'riC, containing two sulphuric-acid radicals.

Disunlform, dia-u'ni-form, adj. not uniform.—«. DlS-

unifonn'ity.
Disunion, dis-un'yun, «. want of union : breaking up

of union or concord : separation.

—

n. DiSUn'ioniSt,
promoter of disunion.

Disunite, dis-u-nlt', v.t. to separate what is united : to

sever or sunder.

—

v.i. to fjill asunder: to part.

—

ti.

DiSU'nity, state of disunion.
Disuse, dis-us', or dis'us, «. cessation or giving up of

use or custom.

—

v.t. (dis-u/) to cease to use or

practise.

—

n. DiSUSage (dis-uz'-), gradual cessation
of use or custom.

Disvalue, dis-val'u, v.t. (Shak.) to diminish in value,

disparage.
Dlsvouch, dis-vowch', v.t. {Shak.) to discredit, con-

tradict.

Diswarren, dis-wor'en, v.t. to deprive of the character
of a warren.

Dlsweapon, dis-wep'un, v.t. to disarm.
Disyllable. See Dissyllable.
Disyoke, dis-yOk', v.t. {Tenn.) to free from the yoke.
Dit, dit, «. (Spens.) a ditty. [See Ditty.]
Dital, dit'al, n. a digital key for raising the pitch of

a guitar a semitone. [It.,—L. digitus, a finger.]

Ditch, dich, n. a. trench dug in the ground : any long
narrow receptacle for water.

—

v.i. to make a ditch or
ditches.

—

v.t. to dig a ditch in or around : to drain
by ditches.

—

>is. Ditch'-dog {S/tak.), a dead dog
rotting in a ditch ; Ditch'er, a ditch-maker. [A
corr. ol dike.]

Dite, dit, v.t. (Spens.). Same as Dight.
Ditetragonal, dl-tet-rag'o-nal, adj. twice tetragonal.
Ditetrahedral, dl-tet-ra-he'dral, adj. twice tetrahedral.

Ditheism, dl'the-izm, «. the doctrine of the existence
of two supreme gods.

—

n. Dl'theist.

—

adjs. Dlthe-
iSt'iC, -al. [Gr. di-, two, and theos, a god.]

Dithyramb, dith'i-ram, «. an ancient Greek hymn
sung in honour of Bacchus : a short poem of a like

character.

—

adj. Dithyram'bic, of or like a dithy-
ramb : enthusiastic : wild and boisterous. [L.,—Gr.
dithyrantbos, a hymn in honour of Bacchus.]

Dltokous, dit'0-kus, adj. producing two at a birth.

[Gr. di-, two, tiktein, to bring forth.]

Ditone, dttOn, n. an interval containing two tones, a
major third.

Dltrichotomous, dl-tri-kot'a-mus, adj. divided into
twos and threes.

Ditriglyph, dl-trl'glif, «. a space for two triglj-phs

in the entablature between columns.

—

adj. Diiri-
glyph'ia

Diirochee, dl-trO'ke, n, a trochaic dipody.

—

adj.
Ditro'chean.

Dittander, di-tan'ddr, n. pepperwort : dittany.
Dittany, dit'a-ni, ». a genus of aromatic perennial

plants, formerly much used medicinally as a tonic.

[O. Fr. dictame—L. dictantnus—Gr. diktamnos :

prob. from Mt. Dikte in Crete.]
Dittay, dit^a, », (Scots law) an indictment, charge.

[O. Fr. dittf—\j. dUt&tum. Cf. Ditty, Dictate.]
Dlttied, dit'id, adj. (Milt.) sung, as a ditty.

Ditto, dit'O, contracted Do., «. that which has been
said : the same thing.

—

adv. as before, or aforesaid :

in like manner.

—

n.pl. Ditt'OS, a suit of clothes of
the same colour throughout. [It. ditto—L. dictum,
said, pa .p. oi dice re, to say.]

DittOgraphy, di-tog'ra-fi, «. mechanical repetition of

letters or words in copying a manuscript. [Gr.

dittos, double, grapluin, to write.]

DittolOgy, di-tol'o-ji, «. a double reading. [Gr.

dittologia—dittos, double, graphein, to write.]

Ditty, dit'i, «. a song : a little poem to be sung. [O.

Fr. ditie—L. dictalum, neut. of dictdtus, perf. part.

of dictdre, to dictate.]

Ditty-bag, dit'i-bag, n. a sailor's bag for needles,

thread, &c.—Also Ditfy-bOX.
Diuretic, dl-u-ret'ik, adj. promoting the discharge

of urine.—«. a medicine causing this discharge.—«.

Diure'sis, the excessive discharge of urine. [Fr.,

—

Gr. diouretikos—dia, through, ouron, urine.]

Diurnal, dl-ur'nal, adj. daily : relating to or per-

formed in a day.

—

n. a service-book containing the

day hours, except matins (a night-office) : a diary,

journal.—«. DlUT'naliSt, a journalist.

—

adi>. DiUT'-

nally. [L. diurndUs—dies, a day. See JoumaLl
DiUtumal, dl-u-tur'nal, a<ij. lasting long.

—

ii. DiU-
tur'nity.

DiV, dlv, ft. an evil spirit of Persian mythology.
Diva, di'va, «. a popular female singer : a prima-

donna. [It.,—L. diva, fern, oi divus, divine.]

Divagation, dl-va-ga'shun, «. a digression, devia-
tion. — v.i. Di'vagate, to wander about. — adv.
Divague'ly. [L. divagdri, to wander.]

Divan, di-van', n. the Turkish council of state : a court
ofjustice : used poetically ofany council or assembly

:

a council-chamber with cushioned seats : a sofa : a
smoking-room : a collection of poems. [Ar. and
Pers. dfwdn, a long seat.]

Divaricate, dl-var'i-kat, v.i. to part into two branches,
to fork ; to diverge.

—

v.t. to divide into two branches.— adj. widely divergent, spreading apart. — n.

Divarica'tion. [L. divaricdre, -dtum—dis, asunder,
-.laricdre, to spread the legs

—

varus, bent apart.]

Dive, div, v.i. to dip or plunge into water : to go head-
long into a recess, forest, &c : to plunge or go deeply
into any matter.—«. a plunge into water : a swoop.—ft. DiV'er, one who dives : a pearl-diver : one who
works from a diving-bell or in a diving-dress beneath
water : a bird expert at diving—specifically, the
genus diver or loon of northern seas—loosely, auks,
grebes, penguins, &c. : (slang) a pickpocket. [A.S.
dyfan, dufan ; Ice. dyfa. See Dip.]

Divellent, dl-vel'ent, adj. drawing asunder.
Divellicate, dl-vel'i-kat, v.t. to pull in pieces.

Diverge, di-verj', v.i. to incline or turn apart : to

tend from a common point in different directions

:

to vary from the standard. —«j. Dlverge'meut

;

Diverg'ence, Diverg'ency, a tendency to recede
from one point. — adj. Dlverg'ent. — ad^i. Di-
verg'ingly. [L. dis, asunder, vergcre, to incline.]

Divers, dl'verz, adj. sundry : several : more than one

:

(B.) same as Diverse. [See Divert.

]

Diverse, di'ver.s, or div-ers', adj. different : unlike

:

multiform : various.—adv. Di'versely, or Diversely.
Diversify, di-v4r'si-fl, v.t. to make diverse or different

:

to give variety to :

—

pr.p. diver'sifying
;
p<i.^. diver'-

%\ii^A.—adj. Dlversifi'able.—H. Diversification.

—

adj. Diver'Siform, of diverse or various forms.

[Fr., — Low L. divcrsijicdre— diversus, diverse,

facere, to make.]
Diversion, di-ver'shun, n. act of diverting or turning

aside : that which diverts : amusement, recreation :

something done to turn the attention of an enemy
from the principal point of attack.

Diversity, di-v6r si-ti, «. state of being diverse : differ-

ence : unlikeness : variety.
Divert, di-vert', v.t. to turn aside : to change the

direction of: to turn the mind from business or
study : to amuse.—m. Divert'imento (obs.), diver-
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Divertlcle mSte ; mQte ; mODn ; tAea. Do

sion : (inus.^ a ballet-interlude.

—

adj. Diverting.
—adv. Blvert'ingly. — «. Divert'lsement, diver-

sion : a short ballet between the acts of a play.

—

aiij. Divert'lve, tending to divert. [Fr.,— L. divert-

ere, diversnjii—dis, aside, veriere, to turn.]

DiverticlG, ui-vcr'ti-kl, «. (a?iat.) a diverticulum,

cascuni, or blind tubular process.

—

adj's. Divertic'U-

lar, Divertic'ulated.
Dives, di'ves (L. ' the rich man '), n. a name used as if

a proper name for the rich man at whose gate Laza-

rus lay (Luke, xvi. 19) : a rich and luxurious person.

— «. DlVitlsm, condition of being rich.

Divest, di-vest', Z'.t. to strip or deprive of anything.

—adj. Divest'ifele.—Hj. Divestiture, Divestment
(rare). [L. devestlre—dis, neg., vestire, to clothe
—vestis, a garment.]

Divide, di-vid', v.t. to part asunder : to part among,
to allot, &c. : to set at variance : to separate into

two parts (as in voting).

—

v.i. to part or open: to

break friendship: to vote by separating into two
bodies.

—

n. {coil.) the act of dividing : (esp. in U.S.)
a watershed.

—

adj. Divld'able (rare), divisible:

{S/tak.) divided. — rto'z'. Divid'edly. — «. Divid'er,

that which divides : a kind of compasses for divid-

ing lines, &c.

—

adj. Dividing, separating.^—«. sepa-

ration. — «. Dividlng-en'gine, an instrument for

graduating the scales of scientific apparatus.

—

adjs. Divid'nal (Milt.), shared in common with
others ; Divld'UOUS, special, accidental. [L. dividere,

divisum—dis, asunder, root vid, to separate.]

Dividend, div'i-dend, n. that which is to be divided :

the share of a sum divided that falls to each indi-

vidual, by way of interest or otherwise.—Declare a
dividend, to announce the sum per cent, a trading

concern is prepared to pay its shareholders. [L.
divideitdum—dividete. ]

Dividivi, div'i-div-i, «. the curved pods of the legumi-
nous tree, Ccesalpinia coriaria, imported for tanning
and dyeing. [Native name.]

Divine, di-vln', adj. belonging to or proceeding from
God : devoted to God's service : holy : sacred : ex-

cellent in the highest degree. — n. one skilled in

divine things : a minister of the gospel : a theologian.
— v.t. to foresee or foretell as if divinely inspired :

to guess or make out.

—

v.i. to profess or practise

divination: to have forebodings.—«j. Divina'tion,
the act or practice of divining : instinctive prevision

;

prediction : conjecture ; Divlnator, Divin'er, one
who divines or professes divination : a conjecturer :

—/em. Divin'eress.—rt^V. Divinato'rial, Divin'a-
tory, relating to divination, conjectural. — adv.
Divinely.—«f. Divine'ness ; Divining-rod, a rod,

usually of hazel, used by those professing to discover
water or metals under ground. —»J. ^. Div'inise,
DlVin'lfy, to treat as divine. [Fr., — L. divinns,
from divus, dens, a god.]

Diving, dlv'ing, n. the action of the verb to dive.—
adj. that dives.

Diving-bell, dlv'ing-bel, «. a hollow vessel or chamber,
origmally bell-shaped, open at the bottom and sup-
plied with air by a tube from above, in which one
may descend into and work under water.—«. Div'-
Ing-dress, the water-tight costume of a diver, with
special provision for receiving air, &c. [See Dive.]

Divinity, di-vin'i-ti, n. godhead : the nature or essence
of God : God : a celestial being : any god : the
science of divine things : theology.—Divinity Hall
(.SV^^.), a theological college, or the theological de-
partment in a university. [See Divine.]

Division, di-vizh'un, n. act of dividing : state of
being divided : that which divides : a partition : a
barrier : the portion divided or separated : part of an
army or military force : separation : difference in
opinion, &c. : disunion : (aritli.) the rule or process
of finding how many times one number is contained
in another.—«. Divisibility.—o^^. DivlsIble, cap-
able of being divided or separated.

—

adv. Dlvlslbly.
—adjs. DlvFsional, DiVi'slonary, pertaining to or

marking a division or separation ; Divisive, form-

ing division or separation : creating discord.

—

ns.

Divislveness ; Divis'or (arith.), the number which
divides the dividend.

. Jiving-dress.

Divorce, di-vOrs', «. the legal separation of husband
and wife : the sentence by which a marriage is dis-

solved.

—

v.t. to separate : to sunder: to dissolve the

marriage-contract of: to put away.

—

adj. Dlvorce'-

able.

—

7is. Divorcee', a divorced person ; Divorce'-

ment (B.), divorce; Divor'cer.—<!</;'. Divor'cive,

having power to divorce. [Fr.,—L. divortiiiiii—
divortere, another form of divertere. See Divert. ]

Divot, div'ot, K. (Scot.) a piece of turf.—Feal and
divot (Scots la~,v), a right of cutting sods and turfs

for certain purposes. [Origin unknown.]
Divoto, de-vo'tO, adj. (mus.) devout, solemn. [It.]

Divulge, di-vulj', v.t. to spread abroad among the

vulgar or the people : to make public :_ to reveal.

—

v.t. Divul'gate, to publish.—«. Divulga'tion. [Fr.,

—L. divulgare—dis, among, vulgare, valgus, the

common people. See Folk.]

Divulsion, di-vul'shun, «. act of pulling or rending

asunder or away.

—

adj. DiVUl'Sive, tending to pull

asunder. [L. divulsion-evi, divellere, divulsum—
dis, asunder, vellere, vulsutii, to pulL]

Dizain, di-zan', «. a poem in ten stanzas. [Fr.,

—

dix,

ten—L. decent, ten. Cf. Dozen.]
Dizen, dl'zn, or diz'n, v.t. to dress gaudily : (obs.) to

dress : to deck. [From an Eng. form found also in

Low Ger. diesse, the bunch of flax on the distaff.]

Dizzard, diz'ard, w. a blockhead.

Dizzy, diz'i, adj. giddy : confused : causing giddiness.

—v.t. to make dizzy : to confuse.

—

adv. Dizz'ily.

—

n. Dizziness, giddiness.—/.a^'. DiZZ'ying, making
dizzy. [A.S. dysig, foolish, allied to divaes, stupid ;

cf. Dan. dosis, drowsy ; also Daze, Doze.]

Djereed. See Jereed.
Do, duo, v.t. to perform any action : to bnng about

or effect : to accomplish or finish : to prepare : to

put or bring into any form or state : to cheat,

swindle.—I/./, to act or behave -.—pr.p. do'ing : pa.t.

d\d;pa.p. done (dun).— In 'Do come," ' I do love

him," Z>o is intensive ; £>o serves as substitute for

other verbs to save repeating them (as in ' I didn't

mean to speak, but if I do,' &c.).—«. endeavour, duty :

a trick, hoax.—«. Do'-all, a factotum.—/>.«</;. Doing,
active (as in ' Up and doing ').—Do away with, to
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Do fSte, far ; tai, her ; mine ; Dodecahedron

abolish, destroy; Do brown, to cook or roast to

brownness : (^s}ang) to make a fool of; Do for, to

suit : to provide for : to ruin : {vulg.) to kill ; Do into,

to translate ; Do Macbetll, &c. , to represent that

part in a play; Do ono proud {coll.), to make one

feel flattered ; Do over, to do again : to cover over,

as with paint ; Do the city, to vi.sit the sights of the

city ; Do to death, to murder ; Do Up, put up, make
tidy, arrange, lie up, dress (linen) : to utterly fatigue;

Do well (to be angry), to be jubliiied in being angry,

&c. : to prosper ; Do With, to make use of : to

meddle virith : to get on wilh ; Do Without, not to

be dependent on, to dispense wilh.—Be done for,

to be defeated or ruined.—Have done, desist ; Have
done with, to cease interest in ; Have to do
With, to have a connection with.—What '8 to do ?

wliat is the matter? [X.S. ddii, dyde,geddH; Dut.
doen, Ger. ihwi; conn, with Gr. tithenai, to put,

place.]

Do, doD, v.i. to fare or get on, as to health : to suc-

ceed : to suffice : to suit or avail (cf. 'This will do,'

'I'his will never do,' 'This will do for me well

enough'). [Prov. Eng. dow, to avail, to be worth ;

from A. S. dugati, to be wonh ; Ger. taugen, to be
strong, to be worth. See Doughty.]

Do, do, «. the syllable or name for the first tone or
keynote of the musical scale—the others being re.

tiii,^n, sol, ill, ti, initial syllables of lines in an old

Latm hymn in honour of John the Baptist.

Do, dGO, ». same as AdO : {slang) a swindle.
Doab, do'Sb, «. in India, land between two rivers.

IHind. dodb, dudi.^
Doable, doD'a-bl, ailj. (rare) that can be done.
Doat, dot, v.t. same as Dote.—«. Doat'ing-plece,

darling.

Dobbin, dob'bin, «. a workhorse. [Fr. Dobbin, a form
like Robin for Robert. Cf. Dicky, JackaSS. ]

Dobby, Debbie, dob'i, «. a dotard : a brownie : an
attachment to a loom for weaving small figures.

Dobohick, dob'chik, «. Same as Dabchick.
Dobhash, do'bash, ». an interpreter. [Hind, dob-

Aas/ii.]

Docent. See Prlvat decent.
Dooetism, do-se'iizm, «. a 2d-centnry heresy, which

denied the human nature of Christ, affirming that

His body was only a semblance.—«.//. Doca'tso.
— ndjs. Doce'tio, Docetls'tic. — ms. Doce'tism

;

Dooe'tlSt. (Gr. doketai, those of this belief

—

dokein, to seem.]
DOCh-an-dorlS, doch'an-dO'ris, n. a stirrup-cup, a part-

ing-cup.—Also Dochan-doraoh, Deuoh-an-doris.
[G.iel., deadly drink, an, the, doriiis, gen. of dorus,
door.]

Docile, dO'sTl, or dos'il, adj. te.ichable : ready to le.Trn :

easily managed—((7i5i.)Doc'lble.

—

us. Doc'ibleneSS,
Docil'ity, teachableness.

—

adj. Do'clOUS ( 6^..S'.) n.

Doc'ity. [Fr.,—L. docilis—docere, to teach.]

Doclmasy, dos'i-ma-si, n. the art by which the nature
- »nd proportions of an ore are determined : assaying :

'^examination of poisons.—«. Docimas'tes, a genus
of humming-birds with enormously long beak.

—

adj.
Doclmas'tiC—«. Doolmol'Ogy, a treatise on the
art of assaying. [Gr. dokimasia, examination

—

doki-
tnazein, to test

—

dechesthai, to take, approve.]
Dock, dok, n. a troublesome weed with large leaves
and a long root.

—

n. Dock'-cress, the nipplewort.
[A.S. docce ; perh. from Gael, dogha, a burdock.]

Dock, dok, v.t. to cut short : to curtail : to cut off: to
clip.—«. the part of a tail left after clipping. [Prob.
W. tocio, to cut short ; or Old Ice. dockr, a stumpy
tail.]

Dock, dok, «. an enclosure or artificial basin near a
harbour or river, for the reception of vessels : the
box in court where the accused stands: in a railway
station, the place of arrival and departure of a train.— v.t. to place in a dock.

—

fis. Dook'age, accommo-
dation in docks for ships : dock-dues : Dock'er, one
who works in the docks ; Dook'-mas'ter, the person

superintending a dock ; Dock'-warr'ant, a ware-
house receipt ; Dook'yard, a naval establishment
wilh docks, building-shps, stores, &c. ; Dry'-dock,
a dock which can be laid dry by dock-gates, pump-
ing, &c.—also called Grav'ing-dock, because suit-

able for cleaning or graving the sides and bottoms
of ships ; Floating-dock, a dock which floats in the
water, but can by pumping out its hollow sides be
raised high in the water with any ship that has been
floated into it, and then emptied of water by further
pumping ; Wet'-dock, a dock maintaining a level

nearly uniform with that of high water. [Old Dut.
dokke ; perh. from Low L. doga, a canal—Gr. dockf,
a receptacle

—

dechesthai, to receive.]

Docket, dok'et, n. a summary of a larger writing: a
bill or ticket affixed to anything : a label : a list or
register of cases in court.

—

v.i. to make a summary
of the heads of a writing : to enter in a book : to

mark the contents of papers on the back :—/>./.
dock'eting ; /«./. dock'eied. [Dim. of dock, to

curtail ; sometimes docquet, as if French.]
Doctor, dok'tur, «. one who has received from a

university the highest degree in a faculty : a physi-

cian : a medical practitioner : a cleric especially skilled

in theology or ecclesiastical law.

—

v.t. to treat as a
doctor does : to adulterate : to make alterations

on : to falsify : to address as doctor : to create a
doctor.—I*.?, to take physic : to practise medicine.

—

adj. Doctoral.—«j. Doctorate, Doc'torship ; Doc'-
toress, Doc'tress, a female physician. —Doctors'
Commons, before the establishment of the Divorce
Court and Probate Court in 1857, the college of the
doctors of civil law rn London, incorporated by royal
charter in 1768; Doctor's stuff, medicine. [L., 'a
teacher'

—

docere, to teach.]

Doctrinaire, doc'tri-nar, «. an unpractical theorist,

disposed to carry principles to logical but unwork-
able extremes: in France, in 1815-30, one of a
school who desired a constitution like that of Britain.—adj. theorist.-—7/j. Doctrinarian, one given to

theory ; Doctrlna'rianlsm, blind adhesion to one-
sided principles. [Fr.,—Late L. docirinariits.]

Doctrine, dok'trin, «. a thing taught : a principle of
belief: what the Scriptures teach on any subject :

(.fl.) act or manner of teaching.

—

adj. DoO'trinal,
relating to or containing doctrine : relating to the

act of teaching.— rtrfr/. DoCtrinally. [Fr.,—L.
doctrlna, doct-re, to teach.]

Document, dok'u-ment, n. a paper containing informa-

tion or the proof of anything.

—

v.t. to furnish with
documents : to support or prove by documents.

—

adjs. Document'al, Dooument'ary. relating to or

found in documents.—«. Dooumenta'tion, prepara-
tion or use of documentary evidence and authorities

—used in realistic fiction by the school of Zola of
faithful reproduction of the records, real or .supposed,

of actual lives (the so-called docutnent /lutnaiti).—
Documentary hypothesis, the hypothesis that the
Pentateuch consists of two or more originally dis-

tinct documents. [Fr.,—L. documentum—docere,

to teach.]

Dod, dod, v.i. (/roi'.) to clip, poll, !op.

—

f.adj.
Dod'ded, polled, hornless.

—

ns. Dod'Ole, a pollard

;

Dod'dy, a cow without horns.

Doddart, dod'art, n. (pbs.) hockey.
Dodder, dod'er, «. a leafless, twining, pale-coloured

parasitic plant.

—

p.adj. Dodd'ered, overgrown with
dodder. [A.S. dodder ; Ger. dotter.]

Dodder, dod'Ar, v.i. or v.i. to shake, tTcmh\c.—^.adj,
Dodd'erlng, trembling: pottering. [Cf Toddle.]

Doddy, dod'i, adj. (Scot.) crabbed.
Dodecagon, dO-dek'a-gon, «. a plane figure having

twelve equal angles and sides. [Gr. dodeka, twelve,

gUnia, an angle.]

Dodeoagynia, do-dek-a-jin'i-a, «. a Linnaian order of

S\ints having twelve styles.

—

adjs. Dodeoftgyn'lan,
odecag'ynous.

Dodecahedron, do-dek-a-ha'dron, n. a solid figure,
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Dodecahedron.

having twelve equal pentagonal bases or faces.

—

adj.

Dodecatie'dral. [Gr. dddtka, twelve, kedra, a base,

a side.]

Dodecandiia, duKle-kan'dri-a,

«. a Linnaean class of plants

having twelve stamens. —
adj. Dodecan'drotts. (Gr.

dddtka, twelve, anir, an-
dros, a man.]

Dodecapetalous, do - dek • a-

pet'a-lus, adj. having twelve
petals. [Gr. dodeka, twelve,

petalon, a petal.]

Dodecastyle, dodek-a-strt,
adj. (archit.) having twelve
columns in front.

—

n. a portico with such.

Dodecasyllable, de-dek-a-sil'a-bl, «. a word of twelve
syllables.—rt<^'. Dodecasyllab'ic.

Dodge, doj, v.i. to start aside or shift about : to evade
or use mean tricks : to shuffle or quibble.

—

v.t. to

evade by a sudden shift of place : to trick.— n.

an evasion: a trick: a quibble.

—

ns. Dodg'er

;

Dodg'ery, trickery. —a^. Dodg'y. [Cf. dodder,
toddic, diddle : Scot. daddU, doddle.]

Dodipoll, DoddypoU, dod'i-pol, n. a blockhead.
Dodkin. dod'kin, «. a doit—Also Doit'km.
Dodman, dod'man, «. {/>ro7'.) a snail.

Dodo, dodo, «. a large clumsy bird, about the size of
a turkey, and without the power of flight—it was
once found in Mauritius and Madagascar, but be-

came extinct about the end of the 17th century.

[Port, doudo, silly.]

Dodonaean, do-dO-ne'an, adj. pertaining to Dod/)na in

Epirus, or its oracle sacred to Zeus, situated in a
grove of oaks.—Also Dodo'nlan.

Doe, do, n. John Doe and Richard Roe, names of an
imaginary plaintiff and opponent in the old legal

action for ejectment, and proverbial temi for a legal

fiction.

Doe, do, «. the female of the fallow-deer or buck.

—

«. Doe'skin, the skin of a doe : a smooth, close-

woven woollen cloth. [A.S. dd : Dan. daa, a deer.]

Doer, doo'er, n. one who does anything: one who
habitually performs : an agent.

Does, duz, 3d pers. sing. pres. indie, of Do.
DoflF, dof, T'.t. to do or take off: to rid one's self of.

\\ contr. oi do off.]

Doffer, dof'er, n. the part of a carding-machine which
strips the colton from the cylinder when carded.

Dog, dog, n. a domestic quadruped of the same genus
as the wolf, and akin to the fox, varying in size from
small terriers to huge Newfoundlands, mastiffs, and
St Bernards : a mean scoundrel : a term of contempt

:

a fellow (as a jolly dog) : one of two constellations of

stars : an andiron : an iron hook for holding logs of
wood : a dogfish : a cock, as of a gun.

—

adj. male
(opposed to bitch), as in dog-fox, dog-ape.

—

v.t. to

follow as a dog : to follow and watch constantly

:

to worry with importunity :

—

pr.p, dog'ging ; pa.p.
dogged.

—

US. Dog'-bane, a plant with an intensely

bitter root, valued for its medicinal properties, said

to be poisonous to dogs ; Dog'-bee, a drone ; Dog'-
belt, a broad leather belt round the waist for drawing
dans or .sledges in the low workings of coal-mines;
Dog'-bls'CUit, biscuit made for dogs, sometimes
containing scraps of meat ; Dog'-bolt (obs.'), a con-
temptible fellow ; Dog'-bOX, the part of a railway
wagon in which dogs are carried ; Dog'-bri'er, the
brier dogrose ; Dog'cart, a two-wheeled carriage
with seats back to back, so called from sporting-

dogs being originally carried inside the box.

—

adj.
Dog'-Cheap, very cheap.—*. Dog'-COll'ar, a collar

for dogs : a kind of stiff collar on a woman's dress :

a close-fitting clerical collar.

—

adj. Dog'-faoed.—«j.

Dog'-£an'cier, one who has a fancy for, or who deals

in, dogs ; Dog'fisb, a popular name for various small
qaecies of shark, common on British and American
coasts ; Dog'fox, a male fox ; Dog'ger.—a<(?'. Dog"-

gisll, like a dog: churlish : brutal.

—

adv. Dog'gishly.
— «. Dog'giiimess. — /t.aay. Dog'goned (i/»/^.),

confounded. — u. Dog'-graSS, a coarse perennial
grass common in uncultivated grounds, akin to
couch-grass, dog-wheat, &c.

—

adjs. Dog'-head ed
;

Dog'-hearfed.—«x. Dog"-hole, a hole fit only for

dogs : a mean dwelling ; Dog* -house, -kennel
;

Dog* -leech, one who treats the diseases of dogs ;

Dog-letter, the letter or sound r—also Canine letter;
Dog-louse; Dog^parsley, fool's parsley ; DogTose,
a wild-rose, a brier ; Dog's'-ear, the corner of the
leaf of a book turned down like a dog's ear.

—

v.t.

to turn down the comers of leaves.—/.rt(^>. Dog's'-
eared, Dog'-eared.

—

>ts. Dog's'-fenn'el, May-weed

;

Dog'shlp, the mialitv or personality of a dog.

—

adj.
Dt^-Sick.-«. Dog'skin, leather made from the skm
of a dog, or from sheepskin in imitatiim of it.

—

adj.
made of such.

—

ns. Dog'-Sleep, a light sleep broken
by the slightest noise ; Dog'S'-meat, coarse meat,
scraps and refuse sold as food for dogs ; Dog'S-
mer'CUry, the mercurialis perennis ; Dog'S'-nose, a
kind of mixed drink ; Dog s'-tail-grass, a common
British pasture grass.—«./*/. Dog-stones, a name for

various British species o( orchis.

—

us. Dog's'-tongae,
the hound's-tongue plant, Cyioglossmti offtcinale

;

Dog'-tick.—<Tfl>>. Dog-tired, Dog'-weary (S/uii.),

tired as a dog. completely worn out.

—

«j. Dog'-trick,
an ill-natured trick ; Dog'-trot, a gentle trot like

that of a dog ; Dog'-vane, a small vane of thread,
cork, and feathers placed on the weather gunwale to

show the direction of the wind ; Dog'-Vl'olet, the
common name of Viola cauiua and other scentless

species of wild violet ; Dog'-Wheat, a name of Dog-
g^ass ; Dog'-whelk, the popular name for univalve
molluscs of the genus Nassa ; Dog'wood, a tree or
shrub of the cornel genus, valuable on account of
the hardness of the wood.

—

inierj. Dog on it ! a
minced oat.T (for God damn it !).—Go to the d0g8, to

be ruined ; Kot to lead the life Of a dog, to lead a
life so wretched that even a dog would not be content
with it ; Throw, Give, or Send to tte dogs, to throw
away or abandon. [M. E. dogge ; not in A.S. ; Dut.
do^, a mastiff; Ger. dogge, docke.\

Dogberry, dog'ber-ri, «. the fruit of a species of dog-
wood : a stupid, obstinate fellow, from the old watch-
man in Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing.

Dogdays, dog'daz, n.pl. the period when the dogstar
rises and sets with the sun (generally reckoned July
3d to August 1 1 th)—erroneously supposed to be the

time when dogs are specially liable to hydrophobia.
Doge, doj, «. formerly the chief-magistrate in Venice
and Genoa.

—

ns. Dogaress'a, the wife of a doge

;

Dogate, Dogeate. Doge ship. [It., prov. for duce
= Eng. duke—L. dux, a leader

—

ducere, to lead.]

Dogged, dog'ed, adj. surly like an angry dog : sullen :

obstinate.

—

adz', {slang) very.

—

adv. Dogg'edly.

—

«. Dogg^edness.
Dogger, dog'er, «. a two-masted Dutch fishing-vessel.

—n. Doggerman. [Dut.]
Dogger, dog'er, «. a sandy and oolitic ironstone.

Doggerel, dog'er-el, «. irregidar measures iu burlesque
poetry, so named in conienipt ; worthless verses.

—

adj. irregular ia rhythm, mean. — Also Dog'gieL
[Usually assumed to be from dog, but uo good
ground for this.]

Doggy, dog'i, adj. fond of dogs.

Dog-head, dog'-hed, «. the hammer of a gun-lock.

Dog-Latin, dog'-lat'in, «. barbarous or bad Latin.

[See Doggerel.]
Dogma, dog'ma, n. a settled opinion : a piinciple or

tenet : a doctrine laid down with authorkjr.

—

adjs.

Dogmat'iC, -al, pertaining to a dogma : asserting a
thing as if it were a dogma : asserting positively

:

overbearing.

—

adv. Dogmatically.—«. DogmAt'ios
{theol.\ the statement of Christian doctrines, sys-

tematic theology.

—

v.i. Dog'matise, to state one's

opinion dogmatically or arrogantly.

—

ns. Dog'ma-
tiser ; Dogma tiam, dogmatic or positive assertion
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of opinion ; Dog'matlst, one who makes positive

assertions; DogmatOl'Ogy, the science of dogma.

—

adj. Dog'matory. [Gr., 'an opinion,' from dokein,

to tliink, allied to L. decei.]

Dog-shores, dog'-shOrz, n.pl. the pieces of timber
used to shore up a vessel, to keep it from falling or

from starting during the preparations for launching,

knocked aside when the ship is ready to be launched.

DogStar, dog'star, «. Sirius, a star of the first magni-
tude, whose rising and setting with the sun gave
name to the dogdays.

Dog-tooth, dog'-tc)0th, «. a moulding for doors and
windows in later Norman architecture, consisting

of a series of oma-
mented conical
projections : a ca-

nine tooth.

Dog-watches, doc;'-

woch'ez, «.//. on
shipboard, the two
watches 4-6 p.m.

?1SS^?^

Dog-tooth Ornament.

and 6-8 P.M., consisting each of two hours only, in-

stead of four.

Doilt, doilt, adj. (Scot.) crazy, foolish.— Also Dolled.
Doily, doi'li, n. (ois.) an old kind of woollen stuff: a

small napkin used at dessert. [From Doily or

Doyiey, a famous haberdasher.]
Doings, dOO'ingz, n.pi. things done, events: proceed-

ings : behaviour.
Dolt, doit, «. a small Dutch coin worth about half a

farthing : a thing of little or no value. [Dut. duit.]

Doited, (ioit'ed, p.adj. a Scotch form of Doted.
Doke, (iuk, n. {prozi.) a dimple, dint.

Dolabella, dd-la-bd'a, n. a genus of tectibranchiate

gasteropods.
Dolabra, dS-la'bra, «. an ancient Roman cutting or

digging implement, of various shapes.

—

adj. Dolab-
rlronn, like a hatchet or cleaver, used of leaves,

also of shells straight and thick atone side, and thin

at the other. [L. dolabra, a cleaver.]

Dolce, dOl'che, adj'. (mjts.) sweet. — «. a soft-toned

organ-stop.— adv. Dolcemen'te {tntis.), softly and
sweetly. [It.]

Doldrums, dol'drumz, «.//. (ftaul.) those parts of the

ocean about the equator where calms and baffling

winds prevail : low spirits. [Prob. conn, with dold,

stupid, or dol= dull.)

Dole, dol, v./. to deal out in small portions.

—

n. a share
distributed : something given in charity : a small
portion. [A doublet of deal, to divide.]

Dole, dol, «. pain: grief: (arch. And poel.) heaviness
at heart.

—

adj. Dole'ful, full of dole or grief: melan-
choly.

—

adv. Dole'fully.—«. Dole'fuBiess.—arf>'.f.

Do'lent (nl's.), Dole'SOme, dismal. — ad7i. Dole'-
SOmely. [O. Fr. doel (Fr. deuil), grief—L. dolere,

to feel pain. ]

Doleiite, dol'er-It, «. basaltic greenstone. [Fr.,—Gr.
doleros, deceptive, it being hard to distinguish from
real greenstone.]

Dolichocephalic, dol-i-ko-sef-al'ik, adj'. long-headed,
a term used to denote a head whose diameter from
front to back is longer than from side to side—also

Dollchoceph'alous. — ns. Dolicboceph'aly, Doli-
choceph'alism. [Formed from Gr. dolichos, long,

kephate, the head.]
Dolichos, dol'i-kosj «. a genus of leguminous plants

allied to the Haricot. [Gr., long.]

Dollchosaurus, dol-i-ko-saw'rus, «. the typical genus
of DollCOSau'ria, a group of fossil Lacertilia of the
Cretaceous formation.

DoUchotiS, dol-i-ko'tis, n. a genus of long-eared South
American rodents. [Gr. dolichos, long, otis, Stos,

the ear.)

Dollchttros, dol-i-kfl'rus, «. a dactylic hexameter with
a redundant syllable at the end, the sixth foot being
a dactyl. [Gr., long-tailed.]

DollTUn, d6'li-um, «. a Romnn earthenware jar for

wine, uil, grain, &c. :—pL Do'lia. [L.]

Doll, dol, «. a puppet or toy-baby for a child : a pretty
but silly woman : the smallest or pet pig in a litter.

—

ns. DoU'dom ; DoU'hood ; Doll'ship ; DoU's'-house.
[Prob. from Dolly, familiar dim. oi Dorotky.\

Dollar, dol'ar, «. a silver coin of the United States,
worth 100 cents, or about 4s. 2d. sterling.

—

adjs.
Doll'ared ; Doll'arless.—«j. Dollaroc'racy ; Doll'-

arship. [Ger, short for yoachintsthaler, because
first coined at the silver-mines in Joachimsthal
(Joachim's dale) in Bohemia—Low Ger. daler, Sw.,
Dan. daler.]

Dollop, dol'op, n. a lump.—Also Dall'op. [Prob. cog.
with Norw. dial, dolp, a lump.]

Dolly, dol'i, n. a complimentary offering of flowers,

sweetmeats, &c. on a tray. [Anglo-Ind.,—Hindi,
ddl!.]

Dolly, dol'i, n. dim. of Doll.—o^'. babyish.—«. DoU'l-
ness.

Dolly, dol'i, «. a wooden shaft attached to a disc with
projecting arms, used for stirring clothes in a wash-
ing-tub ; somewhat similar pieces of apparatus in

mming, pile-driving, &c.

—

v.t. to wash (clothes) in a
tub : to beat (red-hot metal) with a hammer : to

crush ore with a dolly, to obtain or yield by this

method.—«((>. DoUied.—«. DoU'ler. [Prob. from
Dolly, the familiar form of Dorothy.]

Dolly-shop, dol'i-shop, n. a marine store, a low pawn-
shop—often having a black doll as signboard.

Dolly Varden, dol'i var'den, «. a flowered muslin
dress for women, with pointed bodice and tucked-up
skirt : a large hat, one side bent downwards, abun-
dantly trimmed with flowers. [Named from Dolly
Varden, a character in Dickens's Barnaby Rudge.]

Dolman, dol'man, «. a Turkish robe with slight

sleeves and open in front : a hussar's jacket, worn
like a cloak, with one or both sleeves hanging loose.

[Fr.,—Turk, doldmdn.]
Dolmen, dol'men, «. a stone table : the French name

for a cromlech, a prehistoric structure of two or more

Dolmen: "The Giant's Grave,' Kilteman, Dublin.

erect imhewn stones, supporting a large flattish

stone. [Fr. dolmen ; u.sually explained as Bret.
dolmen—dol, taol, table, 7nen, a stone. But tohnen
in Cornish meant 'hole of stone.']

Dolomite, dol'o-mTt, «. a magnesian limestone, so
called from the French geologist D. Guy de Dolo-
mieu (1750-1801).

—

adj'. Dolomit'la
Dolour, d6'lor, n. pain: grief: anguish.

—

adj's. DolOf-
iferous, Dolorl'fiC, causing or expressing dolour,
pain, or grief.

—

adv. Doloro'SO (mus.), noting a soft

and pathetic manner.

—

adj'. Dol'orous, full of dolour,
pain, or grief: doleful.

—

adv. Dol'orously. — «.

Dol'orousness. — Dolours of the Virgin, the pro-
phecy of Simeon, the flight into Egypt, the three
days loss of Jesus, the meeting of Him on the way
to Calvary, the crucifixion, the descent from the
cross, the entombment. [Fr.,—L. dolere, to grieve.)

Dolphin, dol'fin, >/. an animal of the whale kind,
closely resembling the porpoise, about 8 or 10 feet
long : the coryphana, a fish about 5 feet in length,
noted for the brilliancy of its colours when dying.

—

—us. Dol'phinet (Spem.), a female dolplun ; TMl-
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Dolt mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; iAea. Do-nothlngr

phln-fly, a black aphis or plant-louse, destructive to

bean-plants, [O. Fr. daulphin—L. delphinus—Gr.

delphis, -phitios.}

Dolt, dolt, «. a dull or stupid fellow.—<k(/'. Dolt'ish,

dull : stupid.—^J</^'. Doltlshly.—«. Dolt'ishness.
{Dolt = diUUd or blunted. See Dull.

)

Dom, dom, «. the Portuguese form of Don : also a title

given to certain Catholic dignitaries and members
of some monastic orders, esp. the Benedictine. [L.

doininus, lord.]

Domain, do-man', «. what one is master of or has
dominion over : an estate : territory : ownership of
land : the scope or range of any subject or sphere of
knowledge.—oi^i. Domain'al, Domanial. [Fr.,—
L. dominium, dominus, a master.]

Domal, dom'al, cuij. relating to a house. [L. domus,
a house.]

Domboc, dSmTiOk, n. a collection of laws made by
authority of King Alfred, but now lost. [A.S. ddin,
judt;ment, law, and bdc, book.]

Domdaniel, dom-dan'yel, n. a hall under the sea in-

habited by a sorcerer and his disciples : {Carlyle) nn
infernal cave, den of iniquity generally. [Fr. ,—Gr.
ddma Daniel, house of Daniel.]

Dome, dom, n. a structure raised above the roof
of large buildings, usually hemispherical : a large
cupola: a cathedral: (poet.') a building. — "./. to

furnish with a dome. — adjs. Domed, Dom'ical,
having a dome. [L. domus, a house ; F'r. dome. It.

duomo, Ger. domi]
Dome, dOm, «. {Spens?). Same as Doom.
Domesday-, Doomsday-book, doomzda-book, «. a
book compiled by order of William the Conqueror,
containmg a survey of all the lands in England, their
value, owners, &c.—so called from its authority in

judgment (A.S. diSm) on the matters contained in it.

Domestic, do-mes'tik, adj. belonging to the house :

remaining much at home : private : tame : not
foreign.—«. a servant in the house : (//.) articles of
home manufacture, esp. home-made cotton cloths.

—

adv. Domestically.—t'.^. Domesticate, to make
domestic or familiar : to tame.

—

ns. Domestica'tion

;

Domestica'tor ; Domesticity. — Domestic archi-
tecture, the architecture of mansions, dwelling-
houses, cottages, &c. ; Domestic economy, the
principles of thrifty housekeeping. [Fr.,—L. domes-
ticus—domus, a house.]

Domet, dom'et, «. a kind of plain cloth, in which the
warp is cotton and the weft woollen.

Domicile, dom'i-sil, «. a house : an abode : a man's
legal place of residence.

—

v.i. to establish a fixed
residence.— rtrf;j. Domiciled; Domicil'iary, per-
taining to the domicile.—;'./. Domiciliate, to estab-
lish in a permanent residence.—«. Domicilia'tion.
—Domiciliary visit, a visit, under authority, to a
private house for the purpose of searching it. [Fr.,

—L. domiciliunt—domus, a house.]
Dominant, domln-ant, Oiij. prevailing : predominant.—n. {mits.) the fifth note of the scale in its relation

to the first and third.—wr. Dom'inance, Dom'in-
ancy, ascendency.

—

adv. Dom'inantly. [L. domin-
nils, -antis, pr.p. oi domindri, to be master.]

Dominate, dom'in-at, v.t. to be lord over : to govern :

to prevail over, to be the chief feature of. —
«. Domina'tion, government : absolute authority

:

tyranny. — adj. Dom'inative, governing : (rare)
arbitrary. — «. Dom'inator {Shak.\ a ruler or
governor : a ruling influence. [L. domindri, -dtus,
to be master— dominus, master— domare — ^ng.
tame.}

Domineer, dom-in-€r', v.i. to rule arbitrarily: to
command haughtily: to be overbearing.

—

adj.
Domineer'ing, overbearing. [Prob. through Dut.
from O. Fr. dominer—L. domindri.]

Dominical, do-min'ik-al, adj. belonging to our Lord,
as the Lord's Prayer, the Lord's Day.—Dominical
letter, one of the first seven letters of the alphabet,
used in calendars to uuirk Uxn aauiij^yk throughout

the year. [Low L. dominicalis—L. dominicus—
dominus, lord, master.]

Dominican, do-min'i-kan, adj. belonging to St Do-
minic or to the Dominicans.—«. a fnar or monk
of the order of St Dominic

—

Fratres Predicatores,
founded in 1215—the Black Friars, from their black
mantle.

Dominie, dom'i-ni, «. (Scot.) a schoolmaster, a tutor

:

in parts of the United States, a clergyman. [L.
domine, voc. case oi dominus, lord, master, sir.]

Dominion, do-min'yun, n. lordship: highest power
and authority : control : the country or persons
governed, esp. the Dominion of Canada: (//., B.)
a class of angelic spirits (Col. i. 16).

—

n. Dominium,
the ownership of a thing.—Dominion Day, a Cana-
dian festival on the anniversary of the union of the
provinces, 1st July 1867.

Domino, dom'i-no, «. a cape with a hood worn by a
master or by a priest : a long cloak of black silk with
a hood, used at masked balls, a person wearing
such : one of the oblong pieces with which the game
of Dom'inoes (-noz) is played, usually twenty-eight
in number, divided into two compartments, each of
which is blank or marked with from one to six
spots. [Sp. domino—L. dominus.}

Dominus. See Dominie.
Don, don, «. a Spanish title, corresponding to English

Sir, formerly applied only to noblemen, now to all

classes: a fellow of a college, a college authority:
(coll.) a swell, .-idept :

—/em. Doila, in English,
usually with the Italian spelling, Don'na.

—

adj.
Don'nish, pertaining to a don : with the airs of a
don. — tis. Don'nism, self-importance ; Don'SMp,
rank or dignity of a don. [Sp.,—L. dominus.]

Don, don, z'.t. to do or put on: to assume :— />-./.

don'ning ; pa.p. donned. [A contr. oi do on.]

Donat, do'nat, «. a grammar, a primer.—Also Don'ot.
[O. Fr. donat, from ./Elius Donatus, author about
358 A.D. of a long famous Latin grammar.]

Donation, do-na'shun, «. act of giving : that which is

given, a gift of money or goods : (lazv) the act by
which a person freely transfers his title to anything
to another.—K^Do'nary, a thing given to a sacred
use.

—

v.t. Donate', to present a gilt.—«. Don'ative,
a gift : a gratuity : a benefice presented by the
founder or patron without reference to the bishop.

—

adj. vested or vesting by donation.

—

ns. Dona'tor,
one who makes a gilt, a donor; Don'atory (Scots
la'iv), one to whom lands escheated to the crown are
made over ; Donee', the person to whom a gift is

made ; Do'nor, a giver : a benefactor.—Dona nobis,
the last section of the mass, beginning 'Dona nobis
pacem.' [Fr. ,—L. dondre, •dtum—donum, a gift

—

dure, to give.]

DonatistS, don'a-tists, n.pl. the members ofan African
sect in the Christian Church of the 4th and 5th cen-
turies, who protested against any diminution of the
extreme reverence paid to the martyrs, were severe
in their treatment of the lapsed, and rebaptised con-
verts from the Catholic Church.— «. Don'atism.

—

Oiijs. Donatis'tic, -aL [From Donatus, one of
their leaders.]

Done, dun, pa.p. of Do, often with sense of utterly

exhausted : so Done up, Done out.
Donjon, dun'jun, «. a strong central tower in ancient

castles, to which the garrison retreated when hard
pressed. [A doublet oi dungeon.]

Donkey, dong'ke, «. the ass.—>w. Don'key-en'glne,
a small engine used in steam-vessels for loading and
unloading the cargo, pumping water into the boilers,

&c. ; Don'key-ptimp, an extra steam-pump. [Still

regarded as slang in 1823. Perh. = dun-ik-ie, a
double dim. oidun, from its colour ; or from Duncan,
of. Dicky. 1

Donna. See Don.
Donnered, don'erd, adf. (Scot.) stupefied, stunned.

—

Also Donn'erd. Donri'ert.

Do-nottxing, doo'-nuth-ing, n. one who does uothiog :



Oonsla fate, far ; mS, hir ; mine ; Dose

a lazy or idle person : a fain^anL

—

ns. Do-QOth'lng-
ism. Do-nothingness.

Donsie, don'si, ai^j. {^cot.) unlucky, perverse : neat,

trim : sickly.

Bon't, dont. For do not.

Donzel, doa'zel, «. a page or squire :—fem. Donzel'la.

Doob, doSb, «. Indian name for the dog's-tooth grass.

Dood, dood, n. a riding camel or dromedary. [Beng.j

Doodle, dOod 1, v.t. (Scoi.) to dandle.

Doodle, doOd'l, v.i. {Scot.) to drone, as a bagpipe.

Dook, dook, «. {Scot.) a plug of wood driven into a
wall to hold a nail, &c.

Doolefull, doorfool, adj. (.$•/««.) = Doleful. —/«.
Door-tree, Dule'-tree {Scot.), a tree that marks a
place of mourning.

Doolie. See Dhooly.
Doom, doom, «. judgment: condemnation: destiny:

ruin: final judgment: a picture of the Last Judg-
ment.

—

v.t. to pronounce judgment on : to sentence :

to coniemn :

—

pr.fi. doijm'ing; pa.p. dobme.d.-- adj's.

Doomed, under sentence ; Doom'ful {S/eris.), full

of doom, ruin, or destructive power.

—

adz'. Dooms
{Scot.), very, exceedingly.

—

us. Dooms'day, the day
of doom, the day when the world will be judged ;

Doom3'day-booJt(see Domesday) ; Dooms'man, one
who pronounces doom or sentence, a judge.—Orack
of doom, the .signal for the final dissolution of all

things, the la.st trump. [A.S. d<f/u, judgment.]
Doom-palm, doOm'-pam, «. a kind of African palm,
with a branched stem, tufts of fan-sbaped leaves,

and a fruit as big as an apple.

Door, d6r, n. the usual entrance into a bouse, room, or
p.i.ssage : the wooden frame o»i hinges closing up the

entrance: a means of approach or access.

—

ns.

Door'-bell ; Door'-case, the frame which encloses a
door; Door'-Clieek(6V(!/'.), oueof the side-posts of a
door ; Door'-keep'er ; Door'-knock'er ; Door'-mat

;

Door'-nail ; Door-plate, a plate on or at a door with
tile householder's name on it ; Door'-post, the j.amb

or side-piece of a door ; Door'-fiill, tlie threshoid of
a doorw.-iy ; Door*-Stead, a doorway : Door'-step,
Door'-Stone, the step-stOJie ; Doorway, the en-

trance or passage closed by the door : Door'-vard, a
yard about the door of a house ; Fold'ing-door, a
door in two halves, each of which may be folded
back against the wall.—Darken one's door, to cross

one's threshold ; Death's door, on the point of
death, in great danger of death ; Next door to, in

the house next to : near to. bordering upon, very
nearly; Out Of dOOrS, in the open air: ShOW to
UXS door, to dismiss with ignominy. (A.S. durii;
Ger. t/tor, t/tur; Gr. t/iyra,h.yores (pi.), a door.]

Dop, dop, «. a copper cup with a wooden handle, in

which a gem is soldered to be held while being cut
or polislied. [Dut.]

Dop, dop, v.i. to dip or duck.

—

n. a diving bird.

Dope, dOp, n. any thick liquid used as a lubricant,
axle-grea.se : any ab.sorbcnt material holding a thick
liquid, as cotton-waste, or a substance used to hold
niiro-glycerine. [Prob. Dut. doop, a dipping.]

Dopper, dop'er, n. a member of a rigid religious sect
in South Africa.

Dopplerite, dop'ler-It, m. a substance derived from
the maceration of peat. [From Doppltr, a German
physicist.]

Doquet, dok'et, a form of docket.
Dor, (lor, «. {obs.) a scoff, mockery, as 'to give (any

one) the dor.' [Prob. Ice. ddr, scoff.]

Dor, Dorr, dor, n. a kind of dung-beetle, also called
Ditr- beetle and Dor-Jly; a cockchafer (in U.S.
called Dor-bug): {obs.) a, drone. [A.S. dora, a
humble-bee.]

Dorado, do-ra'do, «. the dolphin, so called from its

beautiful colour when dying. [Sp., from dorar, to

gild— L. deaurare, dtntn. See Dory, El Dorado.]
Doroag, dor'kas, n. given in Acts, ix. 36, as tiie Greek

translation of Tiwitha (Aramaic, ' female gazelle '),

the name of the Christian woman of Joppa, famous
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for her good works, esp. the making of clothes for

the poor—hence Dorcas Societies, ladies' societies

for making and providing clothes lor the poor.
Doree. See Dory.
Dor-hawk, dor'-hawk, n. the common goatsucker,

night-jar, or fern-owl.

Dorian, dO'ri-an, adj. and «. belonging to Doris ia

Greece, Doric : a native of Doris.
Doric, dor'ik, adj. belonging to Doris in Greece,

denoting one of the Greek orders of architecture,
distinguished by its simplicity and solidity.—«. one of
the modes of Greek mu.sic : a dialect of the Greek
language distinguished by the use of broad vowel
sounds : any dialect having this character, as Scotch.—IIS. Dor'iclsm, Dor'ism, a peculiarity of the Doric
dialect. [Fr. dorigue— L. Doricus^Gr. Doris.]

Dorking, dork'ing, }i. a square-bodied breed of poultrj',

variously coloured, and with five claws on each foot

—so named from Dorki'ig in Surrey.
Dorlach, dor'lah, «. a bundle, a knapsack.— Also
Dorloch. [Gael.]

Dormant, dor'mant, adj. sleeping : at rest : not used,
in abeyance (as a title) : in a sleeping posture :

{archit.) leaning. — «. a crossbeam: a joist.— it.

Dor'mancy, quiescence.—«j. Dor'mar-Window, a
vertical window, esp. of a sleeping-roora (formerly
c.illed dormer), on the sloping roof of a house ; Dor-
mi'tion, sleeping.

—

adj. Dor'mitive, causing sleep

(of medicine), as opium.

—

iis. Dor'mitory, a l.irge

sleeping-chamber with many beds ; Dor'mouse, a
small rodent intermedi.ite between the squirrel and
the mouse, so called because torpid in winter :—//.

Dor'mice ; Dortour {Spcns.), a dormitory. [Fr.

doriidr— L. doriuire, to sleep.]

Dormy, Dormie, dor'mi, adj. a term applied to one
plaj-er at golf, when he is as many holes ahead as
there remain holes to be played.

Dornick, doi'nik, n. a kind of stout figured linen,

originally made at Dooriuk, or Tournay, in Belgium.
Dorp, dorp, «. a rare form of thorp, village.

Dorsal, dor'sal, adj. pertaining or belonging to tlie

back.— rt</z/. Dor'sally.—7i. TioXSQ {ol'S.). the back of
a writing : a dossal : the back.

—

atij. Dorsibraochl-
ate, having gills on the back.—«. one of the Dorsi-
branchiata, including free marine worms.— luij.-;.

Dorsiferous, dorsigerous : dorsiparous ; Dorsig'er-
OUS, carrying on the back ; Dor'sigrado, walking on
the back of the toes ; Dorslp'arOUS, bearing fruit on
the back : hatching young upon the back ; Dor'si-
Spin'al, pertaining to both the b.ick and the spine

;

Dorsiven'tral, Dorsabdom'inal, pertaining to the
back and the belly ; Dorsocau'dal, superior and
posterior in direction or position ; Dorsocer'vical,
pertaining to the back of the neck.

—

n. Dorsofiex'ion,

a bending of the back, a bow.

—

adjs. Dorsolat'eral,
pertaining to the back and the side ; DorsolUm'bar,
pertaininfc to the whole di^rsal region of the trunk—

•

also Dorsilum'bar ; Dorsome'dian, situated in the
middle of the back ; Dorsomes'al, lying along the
middle line of the back— also Dorsimes'al ; Dorso-

Eleu'ral, pertaining to the back and the side.

—

n.

lors'um.—Send to dorse, to tlu-ow on the back.
[Fr.,—L. dorsum, the back.]

Dorse, dors, «. a young cod. [Low Ger. dersck.]

Dorty, dor'ti, adj. {.Scot.) pettish : delicate.

Dory, iio'ri, «. a fish of a golden • yellow colour.

—

Also John Dory and Doree. [Fr. dorie, from dorer,

to gild—L. deauraic, to gild

—

de, of, with, and
auruiH, gold. yo/iK is .simply the ordinary name.]

Dose, dos. It. the quantity of medicine given to be
taken at one time : a portion : anything disagreeable
that must be taken.

—

v.t. to order or give in doses :

to give anything nauseous to.

—

its. DoB'age, a prac-

tice or method of dosing ; Dosim'eter, an apparatus
for measuring minute quantities of liquid.

—

adj.
Dosimet'rio.—«. Dosol'Ogy, the science of doses

—

also Doslol'Ogy. [O. Fr. dose—Gr. dosis, a jivfeg
didimi, I give.]



Doseh mote ; mate ; mOCn ; /Acn. Douche

Doseb, dO'se, n. a religious ceremony at Cairo during
the festival of the Moolid, in which the sheik rides

on horseback over the prostrate bodies of dervishes.

Dossal, dossal, n. a cloth hanging, of various colours

at various festivals, for the back of an altar and the

sides of the chancel of a church.—Also Dos'SeL
[Late L. dossaU^ dorsalt—L. dorsum, the back.

J

Dosser, dos'er, «. a rich hanging of tapestry for the

walls of a hall or of a chancel ; .t pannier.

DosS-hOttSe, dos'-hows, H. a very cheap lodging-house.
— «. Doss'er, one who lodges in a doss-house.

[Perh. from doss, a prov. Eng. name for a has.sock.]

Dossil, dos'il, «. a plug, spigot : a cloth roll for wiping
ink from an engraved plate in printing: (ntrg.) a
pledget of lint for cleaning out a wound. [O. Fr.

dosil—Late L. ducitius, a spigot.]

Dost, dust, ad pers. sing. pre». indie, of Do.
Dot, dot, «. any small mark m.idc with a pen or sharp

point.

—

v.i. to mark with dots : to diversify with
objects. — z/. I. to form dots :—/r./. dotting ; pa.p.
dot'ted.—Dot and carry, in addition, to set down
the units .ind carry over the tens to the next column.
fProb. related to the Dut. dot, a little lump.]

Dotation, dO-ta'shun, n. the act of bestowing a dowry
on a woman : an endowment.—«. Dot, a marriage
portion.

—

adj. Dotal, pertaining to dowry or to

dower. [Low L. dctation-eni—-L. do/are, to endow.]
Dote, dot, v.i. {arck.) to be stupid or foolish: lo be
weakly affectionate: to show excessive love— for-

merly also spelt Doat. — us. Dot'age, a doting:
childisliness of old age : e.tcessive fondness

;

Dot'ant (Shak), a dotard ; DOt ard, one who
dotes : one showing the weakness of old age, or
excessive fondness.

—

adj. Dot'sd (S/>eHs.), stupid.

—

«. Doter, one who dotes.

—

A.adj. and «. Dot'ing.

—

adjs. Dot'isll, silly; Doftie (Scot.), stupid.—«. a
dotard. — adj. Dot'ty, feeble in mind : tottering.

[Old Dut. tU/en, to be silly, Scot, doitet, stupid

;

Fr. rado/er, to rave, is from the same root]
Doth, dnth, 3d pers. sing. pres. indie of Do.
Dotterel, dot'er-el, n. a kind of plover, named from

its upparent stupidity in allowing itself to be ap-
proached and caught : a stupid fellow, a dupe. [Also
spelt d'Htrel, from dote.\

Dottle, dot'l, «. (Scot.) a plug, esp. the tobacco at the
bottom of a pipe after smoking, sometimes put on
the top of fresh tobacco after refilling.

Douane, dco-an', «. a custom-house.

—

H. Douan'ier,
a custom-house officer. [Fr.)

Douar, Dowar, dow'ar, «. a cluster of Arab tents in a
circle.

Douay Bible. See Rhemlsh (version).

Double, dub'l, adj. twofold : twice as much : of extra
weight, size, or quality: two of a sort together : in

pairs: acting two parts, insincere.

—

adv. Doub'ly.
[O. Fr. dobU—\^ duplus—duo, two, and plus, akin
to pleniis, full.]

Double, dub'l, v.i. to multiply by two, to be the double
of: to fold : to repeat : to clench : to pass round or
by.

—

v.i. to increase to twice the quantity : to turn
sharply back on one's course in running.

—

n. twice
as much : a duplicate : an actor's substitute : a quick
pace (short for double-quick) : one's wr.iith or appari-
tion : one's exact counterpart : a trick : {eccles.) a
feast on which the antiphon is said both before and
after the psalms.

—

adjs. Doub'le-act'ing, applj-ing
power in two directions : producing a double result

;

Double-banked, having two men at each oar, or

having two tiers of onrs one above the other, as
in ancient galleys : Double-barr'elled, having two
barrels.

—

n. Doub'le-baSS. the lowest-toned instru-

ment of violin form. — adjs. Doub'le-blt'ing, cut-

ting on either side : DoUb'le-breast'ed, of a coat
having two breasts, one to be folded over the other.

—ns. DouVle-charge, to charge with a double
measure ; Doub'le - deal'er, a deceitful iDerson ;

DouVle-rteal'lng, duplicity.—<»r//^ Doub'le-decked,
having two decks above water-line. — n. DotiMs-

deck'er, a double-decked frigate.

—

adj. Double-
dyed, twice dyed : deeply imbued (as a double-
dyed villain).— «. Double - eagle (^'..S".), a gold
coin worth ^o, or C^, 2s. 2d. : the heraldic repre-
sentation of an eagle wiih two heads, as in the arms
of Russia and Austria.

—

adj. Double-edged, having
two edges : cutting or working both ways. — ns.
Doub'le-end'er, anything having two ends alike : a
cross-cut sawing machine, with two adjustable cir-

cular saws, for sawing both ends of timber ; DOUb'le-
en'try U>ook-k.), a method by which two entries
are made of each transaction. — adjs. Double-
eyed^ having a deceitful countenance : Doub'le-
faced, hypocritical, false. — ns. Doub'le-fa'oed-
ness ; Doub'le - first, at Oxford, a degree with
first-class honours in mathematics and classics : one
who takes such a degree.

—

adj. Doub'le-flow'ered,
having double flowers, as a plant.

—

v.t. Doub'le-
gild, to gild with double coatings of gold : to gloze
over.—«. Doub'le-GlOS'ter. Gloucestershire cheese
of extra richness.

—

adjs. Double-handed, having
two hand^, two-handled ; Doub'le-head'ed. having
two heads ; Doub le-heart'ed, treacherous ; Doub'le-
hung, suspended, as a window-sash, so as to move
either upward or downward ; Doub'le-lOCked, locked
with two locks or bolts : locked by two turns of the
key, as in very few locks but many novels ; Double-
nianned,furnished with twice thecomplement ofmen;
Doub'le-mean'ing, deceitful ; Doub'le-mind'ed, un-
determined, wavering.

—

n. Doub'le-mind'edness.

—

adj. Double-natured, having a twofold nature.
—«. DOUbleneSS, the state of being double :

duplicity.

—

adj. and adv. Doub'le-qulck, the pace
next a run.—«. the double-quick pace.^r/./. Double-
Shade {.^filt.\ to double the natural darkness.— rt^//'.

Double-shot'ted, of cannon, with two shots in them.
—ns. Doub lo-shuff'le (see Shuffle) ; Double-Stop-
ping, playing on two slopped strings nf a violin at

once ; Doub le-StOUt, extra strong stout or porter.

—

adj. Doub le-tongued, deceitful.—«. Doub'llng, the

act of making double : a turning back in running : a
trick : a plait or fold.

—

adj. shifting, manoeuvring.
Double entendre, doobl' ong-tongdr, «. an equi-

voque, a word or phrase with two meanings, one
usually more or less indecent. [Fr. of 17th century,
superseded now by (mot) a double entente.]

Doublet, dub'Iet, «. a pair : an inner garment : name
given towords that are really the same, but varysome-
what in spelling and signification, as desk, disc, and
dish, describe and descry. [O. Fr., dim. ui doMbie.\

Doubloon, dub-loon', «. an obsolete Spanish gold coin

double the value of a pistole—varying from 33s. in

1772 to 20s. 8d. in 1848. [Sp. doblon.]

Doubt, dowt, v.i. to waver in opinion : to be un-

certain : to hesitate : to suspect : to believe with fear

or hesitation : {Scot.) to think, even without the

sense of hesitation.

—

v.t. to hold in doubt: to dis-

trust.

—

p. adj. Doubt'ed (3"/««.), questioned : feared,

redoubted. [O. Fr. douter—L. dubilare, akin to

dubius, doubtful, moving in two (duo) directions.]

Doubt, dowt, X. uncertainty of mind : suspicion: fear:

a thing doubted or questioned.—rt/^'. Doubt'able.

—

«. Doubt'er.

—

adj. Doubt'ful, full of doubt : un-

determined : not clear : not secure : suspicious

:

not confident.—Wf. Doubt'fully.—«. Doubt'ful-

'OlM&.^p.adj. Doubt'ing, that doubts, undecided.

—

advs. Doubt'ingly : Doubt'less, without doubt

:

certainly; DoubtleSSly.
Doug, dook, «. a species of monkey in Cochin-China.

Douce, doos, adj. (obs.) sweet: (Scot.) sober, peace-

able, sedate.—rtrt'i'. Doucely. — «. Douoo'nefls.—
«.//. DoUC'etS, the stones of a deer.—«. DOUOeur
(dOO-ser'), sweetness of manner (obs.): something
intended to pleasie, a present or a bribe, f Fr. dottjc,

douce, mild—L. duicis, sweet.]

Douohe, dOOsh, «. a jet of water directed upon the
body from a pit>e : an apparatus for throwing such.

[Fr.,—It. doccia, a water-pipe— L. ducert, to lead.]
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Doucine fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Down

Doucine, doo-s&i', n. {archil.) a cyma recta. [Fr.]

Dough, do, H. a mass of flour or meal nioi-^tened

and kneaded, but not baked.—rt<^>. Dough -baked,

half-baked, defective in intelligence; DoUgh faced

(U.S.), pliable, truckling.—». Doughiness. — «</>'.

Dough'-knead ed. (Mat.), soft. — «. Dough-nut,
sweetened dough fried in fat.—o^'. Dough'y, like

dough: soft. [A.S. ddh; Ger. teig. Ice. deig,

dough ; prov. d(nu and duff. ]

Dough^, dow'ti, adj. able, strong: hny/c.—adv.
Dough'tily. — n. Dough'tlness. [.\.S. dyhtig,

valiant—a'»^<J«, to be strong ; Ger. tuchtig, solid.]

Doum-palm. Same as Doom-palm.
Doup, dowp, n. (Scot.) bottom, buttocks.

—

n. Can'dle-

doup, a candle-end. [Cf. Ice. daup.\

Dour, door, adj. (Scot.) obstinate: bold. [Fr.,—L.
dur-iis, hard.]

Doura. See Durra.
Douse, Dowse, dows, v.t. to plunge into water.

—

v.i.

to fall suddenly into water. [Cf. Sw. dunsa, fall

heavily. Prob. from sound ; cf. souse.]

Douse, Dowse, dows, v.t. to strike : to strike or lower
a sail.—«. a heavy blow. [Prob. related to Old Dut.
dossen. to beat.]

Douse, Dowse, dows, v.t. to put out, extinguish (esp.

in the slang Douse the glim, put out the light).

[Prob. a corr. of the obs. verb dout below ; more
likely a particular use of douse, to strike.]

Dout, dowt, v.t. to put out, extinguish.—n. Dout'or.
\Do out.]

Dove, duv, n. a pigeon (esp. in comp,, as ringdove,
turtle-dove, &c.) : a word of endearment : an emblem
of innocence, gentleness, also of the Holy Spirit

—

the 'Holy Dove' (Matt. iii. i6).

—

v.t. to treat as a
dove.

—

ns. Dove'-COl'OUT, a grayish, bluish, pinkish
colour ; Dove'cot, -cote, a small cot or box in which
pigeons breed. —rt<^'j. Dove'-drawn (5'Aa^'.), drawn
by doves ; Dove'- eyed, meek-eyed. — ns. Dove'-
house, a dovecot ; Dove'let, a small dove.

—

adj.

Dove'-like, innocent.

—

ns. Dove's'-foot, the common
name for Geranium molle; Dove'shlp, the character

or quality of a dove.—Flutter the dOVeCOtS, to dis-

turb commonplace, conventional people, as the eagle
would a dovecot (see Shak., Cor. V. vi. iisX [A.S.

du/e in d^fe-doppa : Ger. tauie.]

Dovekie, duv'ki, ». the little auk, a diving bird of the

North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans.
Dover, dO'ver, v.i. (Scot.) to slumber lightly, doze oflf.

—v.t. to send oflf into a light sleep.—«. a slight un-

settled sleep.

Dover's powder, dO'verz pow'der, «. a valuable sudo-

rific medicine, compounded of ipecacuanha root,

powdered opium, and sulphate of potash. [From
Dr Thomas Dover, 1660-1742.]

Dovetail, duv'tal, n. a mode of fastening boards to-

gether by fitting pieces shaped like a wedge or a
dove's tail spread out (tenons)

into corresponding cavities (mor-
tises).—v.t. to fit one thing into

another.

Dow, dow, v.L (ois.) to be good
for a purpose: (Scot.) to be
a.h\c.—p.adjs. Doobt, Dought.
[A.S. dugan.]

Dowager, dow'a-jir, M. a widow
with a dower or jointure : a
title given to a widow to distin-

guish her from the wife of her
husband's heir. [O. Fr. doua-
grre—Low L. dotarium — L.
dotare, to endow.]

Dowdy, dow'di, adj. untidy, carelessly dressed, soft

and slack in habit.—«. an untidy woman.—<»</?'.

DoWdily. — >«. Dow'diness, DoWdylsm. — <«^'.

Dowdyish. [Ety. unknown.)
Dowel, dow'el, «. a pin of wood or iron inserted in the

edges of two adjacent boards for the purpose of
fastening them together.— f./. to fasten by means of

Dovetailing.

dowels.—«j. DoWel-jOlnt ; Dow'el-pin. [Prob. re-

lated to Ger. dohel, a plug.]
Dower, dow'er, n. a jointure, that part of the hus-

band's property which his widow enjoys during her
life—sometimes used for DoWry.

—

adjs. Dow'ablo,
that may be endowed ; Dowered, furnished with
dower.

—

n. Dow'er-house, the house set apart for

the widow.—<j,y. Dow'erless. [O. Fr. douaire—
Low L. dotarium—L. dotdre, to endow.]

Dowf, dowf, adj. (Scot.) dull, heavy, spiritless.

—

n,

Dowf'ness. [Prob. Ice. dau/r, deaf.]

Dowie, dow'i, adj. (Scot.) dull, low-spirited, sad.

[Prob. A.S. dol, dull.]

Dowlas, dow'las, n. a coarse linen cloth. [From
Daoulas or Doulas, near Brest, in Brittany.]

Dowle, dowl, «. (S/tak.) a portion of down in a feather.

Down, down, «. the soft hair under the feathers of
fowls : the hairy covering of the seeds of certaiit

plants : anything which soothes or invites to repose.
—«. Down'-bed.

—

p. adj. Downed, filled or covered
with down.

—

ns. Down'iness ; Down'-quilt.

—

adj.

Down'y, covered with or made of dosvn : like down :

soft : soothing : (slang) knowing. — The dOWny
(slang), bed. [Ice. diinn ; Ger. daune, dune.]

Down, down, n. a bank of sand thrown up by the

sea (same as Dune) : a treeless land : (//.) a tract of
hilly land, used for pasturing sheep, as the North
Downs (Kent) and South Downs (Sussex)—also

given to the famous roadstead off the east coast of
Kent, inside the Goodwin Sands. [A.S. diin, a hill;

prob. from Celt, dun, as in Z'Kwkeld, &c.]

Down, down, adz'. from a higher to a lower position :

on the ground : from earlier to later times : from
thick to thin, from large to small (to boil down, to

cut down) : from more to less (to beat down a price).
—prep, along a descent : from a higher to a lower
positioner state.

—

v.t. to knock down : to dispirit

—

also used as a kind of interjection, with get, go,

come, kneel, &c. understood.—«. a tendency to be
down upon, a grudge against : a descent, reverse of
fortune.

—

v.i. Down'-bear, to bear or press down.

—

adj. Down'cast, dejected.

—

ns. Down'come, a fall,

ruin, a heavy pour of rain ; Down'-draUght, a
current of air downwards ; Down'-east'er, one living

'down east' from the speaker, a New Englander,
and esp. an inhabitant of Maine ; Down'fall, fall,

failure, humiliation, ruin : a falling down, as of rain.

—adjs. Down'fallen, mined : Down'-gyved(5AaA.X
hanging down like fetters.— «. Down'-haul, a rope
by which a jib, &c., is hauled down when set.

—

adjs,

Down'-heart'ed, dejected : Down'hUl, descending,
sloping.

—

n. Down'-Une, the lineof a railway leading
from the capital, or other important centre, to the

provinces.

—

adj. Down'looked (Dryden), downcast,
gloomy.

—

ns. Down'-lying, time of retiring to rest

:

a woman's lying-in : Down'poUT, a heavy fall of
rain, &c

—

adv. Down'rlght (ofis.X perpendicular:
in plain terms : utterly.

—

otlj. plain spoken : brusque

:

utter (as in downright madness).— ns. Down'right-
ness ; Down'rush, a rushing down (as of gas, hot
air, &c.) ; Down'-set'ting, a setting down, a snub;
Down'-slt'ting, sitting down, time of rest (Ps.

cxxxix. 2). — advs. Down'Stairs, in, or to, a lower
story ; Down'-Stream, with the current.

—

ns. DOWO'-
throw, act of throwing down, state of being thrown
down : a sinking of strat.-» below the level of the
surrounding beds ; Down'-train, a railway train

proceeding from the chief terminus.

—

adj. Down'-
trodden, trampled on, tyrannised over. — advs.
Down'ward, Down'wsurds, from higher to lower

:

from source to outlet : from more ancient to modem :

in the lower part.

—

adj. Down'ward.—Down east
(U.S.), in or into Maine and adjoining parts of New
England ; Down in the mouth, in low spirits

;

Down on one s luck, in ill-UicU ; Down south, in

the southern states ; Down to the Country, away
into the country, from London (hence ' 'iown to the

Derby,' 'down to Scotland'); Down With your
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money, lay it down, pay it.—A down-train, a train

away from London.—Lay down the law, to expound
authoritatively. (A corr. of M. E. a-cimun, adun—
A.S. p/diine, 'from the hill'—A.S. dun, a hill.]

Dowry, dow'ri, n. the property which a woman brings

to her husband at marriage—sometimes used for

dtnuer. [See Dower]
Dowse, dows, v.t. and v.i. See DoUSe.
Dowse, dows, v.i. to use the divining-rod.—-«. DoWS'er,

a water diviner.

DozolOgy, doks-ol'o-ji, «. a hymn expressing praise

and honour to the Trinity. — adj. Dozolog'lcal.

[Gr. doxologia—doxa, praise, and Ugein, to speak.]

Doxy, dok'si, «. iShak.) a mistress : a woman of loose

character. [Prob. conn, with East Fries, dok, a
bundle. Low Ger. dokke.\

Voxy, dok'si, «. opinion—' Orthodoxy,' said War-
burton, 'is my doxy—heterodoxy is another man's
doxy.' [Gr. do.ra, opinion.]

Doyen, dwaw'yong, «. dean, senior member (of an aca-
demy, diplomatic corps, &c.). [Fr.,—Lat. decanus.]

Doyley. See Doily.
Doze, doz, v.i. to sleep lightly, or to be half-asleep : to

be in a dull or stupefied state.

—

v.t. to spend in

drowsiness (with away).—tt. a short light sleep.

—

adj. Dozed, drowsy.

—

v.t. Do'zen {Scot.), tostupefy.
—v.i. to become stupefied.

—

ns. Do'zer ; Do'ZineSS ;

Do'zlng.

—

adj. Do'zy, drowsy. [From a Scand. root,

seen in Ice. diisa, Dan. dose, to dose.]

Dozen, duz'n, adj. two and ten, or twelve.— «. a
collection of twelve articles. — <i</;". DoZ'enth.

—

Baker's dozen. Devil's dozen, thirteen. [O. Fr.

dozeine—L. duodecint—duo, two, and decern, ten.]

Drab, drab, «. a low, sluttish woman: a whore.

—

v.i.

to associate with bad women.

—

ns. Drab'ber, one
who herds with drabs ; Drab'biness. —«</;>. Drab'-
bish, Drab'by sluttish. [Celt ; Gael, drabag; Ir.

drabog, slut.]

Drab, drab, n. thick, strong, gray cloth : a gray or

dull-brown colour, perh. from the muddy colour of
undyed wool. [Fr. drap, cloth—Low L. drappits,

prob. Teut.]
Drabbet, drab'et, «. a coarse linen fabric made at

Bamsley.
Drabble, drab'l, v.t. to besmear with mud and water.
—n. Drabbling, a manner of fishing for barbels

with a rod and long line passed through a piece of

lead. [Cf drivel, dribble; prob. conn, with drab,

a low woman.]
Drabbler, drab'Ier, n. an additional piece of canvas,

laced to the bottom of the bonnet of a sail, to give it

grater depth.
Dracanth, drak'anth, n. gum tragacanth.
Dracaena, dra-se'na, «. the tree which produces the

resin called Dragon's-blood.

—

n. Draci'na, the red
resin of dragon's-blood used to colour varnishes

—

also Draoine', Draco'nin. [Low L. draccena, a
she-dragon — Gr. drakaina, fem. o( drakon, dragon.]

Drachm, dram, n. See Drachma, Dram.
Drachma, drak'ma, «. an ancient Greek weight, and
a silver coin of different values : a modem Greek
coin = above gjd. sterling. [Gr. drachme—drosses-
thai, to grasp with the hand.]

Draco, dra'kO, n. a northern constellation : a dragon-
lizard.

Draconian, dra-kO'nyan, adj. severe, as was the
legislation oi Draco, the Athenian archon (621 B.C.).—.\lso Draconic.

Dracontium, dnikon'shi-um, «. a genus of American
araceous plants : the root of the skunk-cabbage.
[Gr., —drakon, a dragon.]

Dracnnculus, dra-kun'ku-lus, n. a herbaceous genus
of A racc'ce : a dragonet or goby of genus Calliony-
mus : a genus of worms, the guinea-worm. [L.,
dim. of draco, a dragon.]

Drad, drad. p.adj. or «. form used by Spenser for
dread and dreaded.

Draff, draf, n. dregs: the refuse of malt that has been
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brewed from.—adjs. Draff'ish. Draff'y, worthless.
[Prob. related to Dut. dray, Ger. trdber.]

Draft, draft, «. anything drawn : a selection of men
from an army, &c. : an order for the payment of
money : lines drawn for a plan : a rough sketch : the
depth to which a vessel sinks in water.

—

v.i. to draw
an outline of: to compose and write: to draw
off: to detach.

—

ns. Draft'-bar, a swingle-tree, the
bar to which the coupling of a railway-carriage is

attached ; Draft'-horse, a horse used for drawing
the plough, heavy loads, &c., in distinction to a
carriage or saddle horse ; Draft'-OX, an ox used for

drawing loads ; Draftsman, one who draws plans
or designs; Draftsmanship. [A corr. of Draught. ]

Drafts, drafts, n.pl. a game. (See Draughts.]
Drag, drag, v.t. to draw by force : to draw slowly : to

pull roughly and violently : to explore with a drag-
net or hook.

—

v.i. to hang so as to trail on the
ground : to be forcibly drawn along : to move slowly
and heavily:

—

pr.p. drag'ging ; /«./». dragged.—«.

a net or hook for dragging along to catch things
under water : a hea\'y harrow : a device for guiding
wood to the saw : a mail-coach : a long open carriage,

with transverse or side seats : a contrivance for re-

tarding carriage-wheels in going down slopes : any
obstacle to progress : an artificial scent (anise-seed,

&c.) dragged on the ground for foxhounds trained
to the pursuit (Drag'-hounds) to follow : (billiards)

a push somewhat under the centre of the cue-ball,

causing it to follow the object-ball a short way.

—

ns.

Drag"-bar, a strong iron bar for connecting railway-
carnages together—also Draw'-bar ; Drag'-bolt, a
strong bolt passing through the drag-bar of railway-
carriages, and serving to fasten the coupling ; Drag"-
chain, the chain that connects engine and tender,
or carriages and wagons, with one another ; Drag'-
man, a fisherman who uses a drag-net ; Drag'-net,
a net to be dragged or drawn along the bottom of
water to catch fish ; DragS'man, the driver of a
drag or coach. [A.S. dragan ; Ger. tragen. Ace.
to Curlius, nowise conn, with L. trahere.]

Dragantin, dra-gan'tin, n. a mucilage obtained from
gum tragacanth.

Draggle, drag'l, v.t. or v.i. to make or become
wet and dirty by dragging along the ground.

—

«. Draggle-tail, a slut. — adj. Dragg'le-tailed.
[Freq. oi drag, and a doublet o( dra7vl.]

Dragoman, drag'o-man, n. an interpreter or guide in

Eastern countries:— //. Drag'omans. [Fr., from
Ar. tarjumdn—tarjama, to interpret. See Tar-
gum,]

Dragon, drag'un, n. a fabulous winged serpent : the
constellation Draco : a fierce person : the flying

lizard of the East Indies.

—

ns. Drag^onet, a little

dragon : a genus of fishes of the goby family

;

Drag'on-fly, an insect with a long body and brilliant

colours.

—

zi.t. Drag'onlse, to turn into a dragon : to

watch like a dragon.

—

adjs. Drag'onish, Drag^on-
like.—«. Drag'onism, watchful guardianship.

—

adj.

Dragonn^ {her^, like a dragon in the hinder part,

and a lion or the like in the fore part.

—

ns. Drag'on'S-
blood, the red resinous exudation of several kinds
of trees in the W. and E. Indies, used for colouring

;

Drag'on'S-head, a plant of genus Drcuocephalum,
of the mint family (Labiatce): (her.) tenn^ or tawny
when blazoning is done by the heavenly bodies

;

Drag'on-Shell, a cowry ; Drag'on'S-wort, tarragon

or snake-weed ; Drag'on-tree (same as Dracaena).
[Fr.,— L. draco, draconis—Gr. drakon, from aorist

of derk-estliai, to look.]

Dragonnade, drag-on-ad', «. the persecution of French
Protestants under Louis XIV. by raids of dragoons :

abandonment of a place to the violence of soldiers.

[Fr., from dragon, dragoon.]
Dragoon, dra-gOOn', «. formerly a soldier trained to

fight either on horseback or on foot, now applied
only to heavy cavalry as opposed to hussars and
lancers.

—

v.t. to give up to the rage of soldiers: to



Dra^sman fate, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Draw

compel by violent measures. — «. Dragoon'-blrd,
the umbrella-bird. [Fr. See Dragon.]

Draesman. See Drag.
DraU, dral, n. the iron bow of a plough from which

the traces draw : a piece of lead round the shank of

the hook in fishing.

—

v.i. to draggle.

Drain, dran, v.t. to draw off by degrees : to filter : to

clear of water by drains : to make dry : to drink

dry : to exhaust.

—

v.i. to flow off gradually.—«. a

watercourse : a ditch : a sewer : (siaug) a drink :

exhausting expenditure. — tuij. Drain'able. — ns.

Drain'age, the drawing offof water by rivers or other

channels: the system of drains in a town ; Drain'-

age-bas'in, the area of land which drains into one
river; Drain'age • tube, a tube of silver, india-

rubber, glass, &c., introduced by a surgeon into a
wound or abscess to draw off pus, &c. ; Drain'er,

a utensil on which articles are placed to drain
;

Draining- en'gine, a pumping - engine for mines,

&c. ; Drain'ing-plongh, a form of plough used in

making drains; Drain-pipe; Drain'-tlle ; Drain-
trap, a contrivance for preventing the escape of

foul air from drains, but admitting the water into

them. [A-S. dreaknigan—dragan, to draw.]
Drake, drak, n. the male of the duck.—». Drake'-
Stone, a flat stone thrown along the surface of water
so as to graze it and then rebound. [Ety. dub. ;

cf. prov. Ger. draak; O. High Ger. anirahho, Ger.
tnterick, the first element usually explained as eend,

end, anut, 'duck.']
Drake, drak, «. a dragon : a fiery meteor : a beaked gal-

ley, orVikmg ship ofwar ; an angler's name for species

of Ephemera. [A.S. draca, dragon—L, draco.]
Dram, dram, n. a contraction of Drachm : i^^th of an

oz. avoirdupois : formerly, with apothecaries, ^th of
an oz. : as much raw spirits as is drunk at once.—
v.i. to drink a dram.

—

v.t. to give a dram to.

—

ns.

Dram'-drink'er ; Dram'-sbop. [Through Fr. and
L., from Gr. drachme. See Drachma.]

Drama, dram'a, n. a story of human life and action
represented by actors imitating the language, dress,

&c of the original characters : a composition in-

tended to be represented on the stage : dramatic
literature : theatrical entertainment : a series of
deeply interesting events.— adjs. Dramat'iC, -al,

belonging to the drama : appropriate to or in the
form of a drama : with the force and vividness of the
drama.—rt<r-'. Dramatically.—-«. Dramat'icism
adj. Dram'atisable.—«. Dramatisation, the act

of dramatising : the dramatised version of a novel or
story. —I*./. Dram'atise, to compose in, or turn into,

the form of a drama or play.

—

n. Dram'atlst, a
writer of plays. — Dramatis perso'nsB (-a), the
characters of a drama or play. [L.,—Gr. drama,
dratnatos—draein, to do.]

Dramaturgy, dram'a-tur-ji, «, the principles of dram-
atic composition : theatrical art.—/«. Dram'aturge,
Dram'aturgist, a playwright.—oaj;". Dramaturgic.
[Through Fr. from Gr. dratnatourgia, draiiiatour-
gps, pl.iywright

—

drama, and ergon, a work.]
Drammook, dram'ok, «. meal and water mixed raw.
Drank, drangk, /a./, of Drink.
Drant, drant, v.i. and v.t, iprov.) to drawl, to drone.—«. a droning tone.
Draper, drap'er, «. one who deals in drapery or cloth :

—/em. Drap'eress.—». Drap-de-Beri^^, a woollen
cloth, coming trom Berry in France.

—

v.t. Drape,
to cover with cloth.—/.a;//. Drap'erled, draped.

—

n. Drap'ery, cloth goods : hangings of any kind

:

the dra}>er's business : (<7r/) the representation of the
dress of human figures.

—

v.t. to drape.

—

n. Drap'Ot
iSpens.), cloth, coverlet. [Fr. drapiet—drap, from
a Teut. root. See Drab.]

Drapple^ Drappy, drap'i, «. (Scot^ a liulc drop, esp.
of spirits.

Drastic, dras'tik, adj. active, powerful.

—

n. a medicine
ih.it purges quickly or thoroughly. — ado. Dras'-
tioally. [Cr. <irattHk»» dratin, to act, to do. ]

mi.

Drat, drat, v.i. a minced oath used to express vexation,

as ' Drat the boy 1
' [Aphetic from God rot !]

DratchelL drach'el, «. (prov.) a slut.—Also Drotoh'-
ell

Draught, draft, n. act of drawing : force needed to
draw : the act of drinking : the quantity drunk at a
time : outhne of a picture : that which is taken in a
net by drawing : a chosen detachment of men : a
current of air : the depth to which a ship sinks in

the water.

—

v.t. (morecommonly Draft), to draw out.—n. Draught'-en'glne, the engine over the shaft of
a coal-pit.—«.//. Draught'-hooks, large iron hooks
fixed on the cheeks of a cannon-carriage. — ns.

Draught'-house (B.), a sink, privy; Draught i-

ness ; Draught-net, a drag-net.—«.//. Draughts,
a game in which two persons make alternate moves
(draughts) on a checkered board, called the

Draught'board, with pieces called Draughtsmen
—U.S. clieckcrs, Scot, dambrod. — n. Draughtsman
(see Draftsman).—a^'. Draughty, full of draughts
or currents of air. [M. E. drahi— A.S. dragan,
to draw. See Drag, z'., and Draw.]

Drave, drav, oId/<i./. of Drive.
Dravidian, dra-vid'i-an, «. of the non-Aryan stock to
which the Tamil, TeUigu, Canarese, and Malayalam
speaking peoples of Southern India belong : of the
languages of these races. [Sans. Drdvida, an ancient
province of Southern India.]

Draw, draw, v.t. to pull along : to bring forcibly to-

wards one : to entice, attract : to coax into giving
information : to make one express himself (also to

Draw out a man) : to inhale : to take out : to evoke
or bring out by some artifice : to extract by pulling :

to cast lots : to extract the essence of: to eviscerate
(hang, draw, and quarter) : to manufacture (wire)

by drawing through a small hole : to deduce : to

lengthen : to extend to the full length (as in draw-
ing a bow) : to force to appear (as a badger from its

hole) : to receive (as revenues) : to demand money
by a draft : to make a picture of, by lines drawn : to

describe : to require a depth of water for floating.

—

v.i. to pull : to practise drawing : to move : to ap-
proach : to have a free current (of a chimney) :—pa.t.
drew (droO) ; pa.p. drawn.—«. the act of drawing:
anything drawn : a drawn or undecided game.

—

adj.
Draw'able.—«j. Drawback, a disadvantage : a re-

ceiving back some part of the duty on floods on
their exportation : Draw'-bar (same as Drag-bar)

;

Draw'-boy, the boy who pulls the cords of the
harness in figure-weaving, a mechanical device for

this purpose ; Draw'bridge, a bridge that c.in be
drawn up or let down at pleasure ; Draw55', the
gerson on whom a bill of exchange is drawn

;

iraw'er, he or that which draws : one who draws
beer or fetches liquor in a tavern : a thing drawn
out, like the sliding box in a case : (//.) a close
iinder-garnient for the lower limbs ; Draw'-gear,
the apparatus by which railway-cars are coupled

;

Draw'ing, the art of representing objects by lines

drawn, shading, &c. : a picture : the distribution of
prizes, as at a lottery; Draw'ing-board ; Draw'ing-
flcUne, a machine in which carded wool, cotton,
or the like is drawn out fine ; Draw'ing-knife, a
knife with a handle at each end, used by coo^iers

for shaving hoops by drawing _ it towards one

;

Draw'ing-mas'ter ; Draw'ing-paper ; Drawing-
pen ; Drawing-pencil ; DraWing-room, in en-
gineering, a room where plans and patterns are
drawn ; Draw'ing-ta'ble, a table which can be
extended in length by drawing out sliding leaves ;

DraW-net (same as Dragnet) ; Draw'-plate, a
plate of steel or ruby with a hole drilled in

It through which wire, tubing, or the like is

drawn to make it more slender ; Draw'-well, a well

from which water is drawn up by a bucket and
apparatus.—Draw a bead on (see Bead); Draw a
blank (see Blank); Draw a cover, to send the
hounds into a cover to frighten out a fox ; Draw
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blank, to do so, but find no fox ; Draw back, to re-

tire : to withdraw from an engagement ; Draw cuts,

to cast lots ; Draw in, to reduce, contract : to become
shorter ; Draw it tine, to be too precise ; Draw It

mild, to state a thing without exaggeration ; Draw
near, to approach ; Draw off, to take wine, ale, &c.
out of a barrel : to retire ; Draw on, to approach (of

a fixed date) ; Draw on one's imagination, to make
imaginative or lying statements : Draw on one's

memory, to try to remember ; Draw out, to leave

the place (of an army), &c. ; Draw over, to per-

suade to desert to the other side ; Draw rein, to

slacken speed, to stop ; Draw the line, to fix a
limit ; Draw up, to form in regular order : to

arrange or to be arranged (as troops) : to compose
(as a protest, &c.) : to stop (as in driving a carriage).

—In drawing, correctly drawn ; Out Of drawing,
inaccurately drawn, or drawn in violation of the

principles of drawing. [A later form of Drag.]
Drawcansir, draw'kan-ser, n. a blustering fellow, a

braggart. [The name of a character in Bucking-
ham's Re/tearsai (i6-}x).]

Drawing-room, draw'ing-room, «. a room to which
the company withdraws after dinner : a reception of
company at court.—Drawing-room car, a railway-
carriage fitted up as a drawing-room. [Orig. IVith-
drcnving-room.^

Drawl, drawl, v.i. (pbs.) to dawdle : to speak in a slow,

lengthened lonc.—^.t. to utter (words) in a slow and
sleepy manner. — «. a slow, lengthened utterance.
—«. Drawl'er.—<jr/t'. Drawl'ingly.—«. Drawl'ing-
ness. [Freq. of draw, as tiraggie of iir,tg:]

Drawn, drawn, >ar/. and adj. from Draw, esp. in '
.t

drawn game or battle,' undecided.—Drawn and
quartered, disembowelled and cut into quarters.—

•

At daggers drawn, openly hostile.

Dray, drfi, «. a low strong cart for heavy goods : that
which is dragged or drawn.

—

ns. Dray'age ; Dray'-
horse; Drajpman; Dray'-plough. [A.S. drage,
from dragan. See Drag, w.]

Drazel, draz'el, n. (frov.) a slut.

Dread, dred, «. fear : awe : the objects that excite
fear.

—

adj. dreaded : inspiring great fear or awe.

—

v.t. to regard with terror: to regard with rever-

ence.—<7^>. Dread'able; Dread'ful, (orig.) full of
dread : producing great fear or awe : terrible.

—

adv.
Dread'fiilly.— H. Dread'fulness.

—

adj. Dread'Iess,
free from dread : intrepid.

—

adr: Dread'lessly.—«.

Dread'lessness.— <rfl^'. JiTeiiA'lj (S/>e>is.), dreadfid.

~ns. Dreadnaught, Dreadnought, one who dreads
nothing—hence, a garment of thick cloth defending
against the weather: the cloth of which it is made.
—Penny dreadful, a cheap sensational serial or
tale, usually bloody in subject and vulgar in tone.
[M. E. dreden — A.S. on-dnedan, to fear; Ice.

omMda, Old High Ger. in-tratan, to be afraid.]

Dream, drem, «. a train of thoughts and fancies during
sleep, a vision : something only imaginary.

—

v.i. to

fancy things during sleep: to think idly.—t'./. to
see in, or as in, a dream:

—

pa.t. and pa.p. dreamed
or dreamt (dremt).

—

tts. Dream'er; Dream'ery, a
Elace favourable to dreams : dream-work. — adj.
Iream'fUl (Tenn.), dreamy.—«. Dream'hole, one

of the holes in the w.-ills of steeples, towers, &c.,
for admitting light.— rti/i/. Dream'ily.—«. Dreami-
ness. —nrfz/. Dream'ingly. — «. Dreamland, the
land of dreams, reverie, or imagination.

—

adj.
Dreamless, free from dreams.—«j. Dream'whUe,
the duration of a dream ; Dream'world, a world of
illusions.

—

adj. Dream'y, full of dreams: appropriate
to dreams : dream-like. [M. E. dream, drem, not
recorded in A.S., but pointing to an assumed A. S.
drfam, cog. with O. High Ger. troum, O. Norse
draum, &c. This is distinct from the A.S. drMm,
mirth, minstrelsy, being ultimately related to dreug-,
draug-, drug; to deceive, the radical sense there-
fore 'illusion.']

Drear, drer, Dreary, dr&r'i, adj. gloomy : cheerless.

—adv. Drear'lly. — ns. Drear'iment, Drear'ing,
Drear'ihead, Drear'ihood (Spens.), dreariness,
cheerlessness ; Drear'inoss. — adj. Drear'isome,
desolate, forlorn. [A.S. dreirig, mournful, bloody—dredr, gore.]

Dredge, drej, ». an instrument for dragging : a drag-
net for catching oysters, &c. : a machine for taking
up mud or zoological specimens from the bottom of
the sea : a floating machine for deepening a harbour
or river by gathering up mud from the bottom by
means of buckets on an endless chain—also Dredg'er,
Dredging-machine'.— z/./. Dredge, togatherwitha
dredge : to deepen with a dredge. [Conn, with drag.^

Dredge, drej, X'.t. to sprinkle flour on meat while roast-

ing.—«j. Dredg'er, Dredge'-box, Dredg'ingbox,

a

utensil for dredging. [O. Fr. dragie, sugar-plum,
mixed grain for horses—Gr. tragemata, spices.]

Dree, dre, v.i. to endure, bear, esp. in Dree one'S
weird, to abide one's destiny. [Scot. ; A.S. dreo-
gaii, suffer, perform ; Prov. Eng. dree, Scot, dreich,
dreigh, all meaning wearisome.]

Dregs, dregz, n.pi. impurities in liquor that fall to
the bottom, the grounds : dross : the vilest part of
anything.

—

ns. Dreg'giness, Dreg'gishness. —adj.
Dreg'gy, containing dregs : muddy : foul. [Prob.
Scand. ; Ice. dreggjar.}

Dreich, dreh, adj. (Scot.) long, tiresome. [See Dree.]
Drench, drensh, v.i. to fill with drink or liquid : to

wet thoroughly : to soak : to physic by force : (obs.)

to drown.—«. a draught : a dose of physic forced
down the throat.—«. Drench'er. [A.S. drencan, to

give to drink, from driftcan, to drink ; Ger. trdnken,
to soak. See Drink.]

Drent, drent (Spens.), obsolete /«. A of Drench.
Dress, dres, v.i. to put straight or in order, as troops :

to put clothes upon : to prepare : to cook : to trim ;

to deck: to cleanse a sore: to manure. — z^. «'. to
come into line : to put on clothes :—pa.i. and pa.p.
dressed or drest. — «. the covering or ornament
of the body : a lady's gown : style of dress. — ns.

Dress'-Cir'cle, part of a theatre (usually the first

gallery) set apart for people in evening dress ; Dress'-
coat, a fine black coat with narrow or cut-away skirts,

worn when in full dress ; Dress'er, one who dre.sses :

a medical student who dresses wounds : a table on
which meat is dressed or prepared for use : a kind
of kitchen sideboard with rows of shelves for plates,
dishes, &c.

—

n.pl. Dress'-goods, cloths for making
women'sandchildren'sgowns,frocks, &c.—/u. Dress'-
ing. dress or clothes : manure given to land : matter
used to give stiffness and gloss to cloth : the sauce,
&c., used in preparing a dish for the table, stuffing,

&c. : the bandage, &c., applied to a sore : an orna-
mental moulding : a thrashing ; Dress'ing-caso, a
case of toilet requisites used in dressing one's self;

Dress'ing-gown, a loose garment used in dressing, or
in deshabille ; Dress'ing-jack'et, Dress'ing-sack,
a jacket worn by women in dressing : Dress'ing-
room ; Dress'tng-ta ble ; Dress maker, a person
who makes gowns or dresses lor women. — adj.
Dressy, fond of dress.—Evening dress, Full dress,
the costume prescribed by fashion for evening re-

ceptions, dinners, balls, &c. [O. Fr. dresser, to

prepare—L. dirigere, directum, to direct]
Drest, drest, /«./. and /a./, of Dress.
Drevill, an old form of Drivel, a slave.

Drew, drOo— did draw—/«./. of Draw.
Drib, drib, v.i. to cut off in small portions : to filch

or steal : to lead on by degrees. [Akin to Drub.)
Dribble, drib'l, v.i. to fall in small drops: to drop

quickly:' to slaver, as a child or an idiot.

—

v.t.

to let fall in drops : to give out in small por-

tions : at football, &c., to keep the ball moving
forward little by little.

—

v.i. Drib, to dribble, drivel.
—«. a driblet.—>tr. Dribbler ; Driblet, Drib'blet,
a small drop : a small quantity. [Dim. of Drip.]

Drioksie. See Droxy
Drier, dri'er, n. tnat which dries : a machine for ex-
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tracting moisture from wet cloths, grain, &c. : a

substance causing paint to dry more rapidly.

Drift, drift, n. a driving : a heap of matter driven to-

gether, as snow : the direction in which a thing is

driven : a slow current in the sea caused by the

wind : leeway : the object aimed at : the meaning of

words used : {geoi.) detritus, such as broken rock,

sand, gravel : {mining) a horizontal excavation or

passage.

—

v.t. to drive into heaps, as snow.

—

v.t. to

be floated along: to be driven into heaps.

—

ns.

Driit'age, that which is drifted : the amount of de-

viation from a ship's course due to leeway ; Drift'-

an'chor, an anchor for keeping the ship's head to

the wind ; Dllft'-bolt, a steel bolt used to drive out

other bolts ; Drlft'-ice, floating masses of ice drift-

ing before the wind ; Drlft'land, an old tribute paid

for the privilege of driving cattle through a manor.
—atij. Drift'leSB, without drift or aim.

—

ns. Drift'-

mln'ing, gold-mining by means of drifts in the

gravel and detritus of old river-beds ; Drift'-net,

a net kept upright in the water by floats above
and weights below; Drift'-sail, a sail immersed in

the water, used for lessening the drift of a vessel

during a storm ; Drlft'-'way, a road over which cattle

were driven : (>«/«.) drift ; Drift'-weed, gulf- weed:
tangle ; Drift'-WOOd, wood drifted by water.

—

adj.

Dmt'y, full of or forming drifts. [See Drive.]

Drill, dril, v.t. to bore, pierce : to make with a drill

:

to exercise soldiers, pupils, &c. : to sow seeds, &c.

,

in rows.—«. an instrument for boring stone, metal,

teeth, or hard substances (not wood), actuated by
a kind of bow, by a brace, or otherwise : a large

boring instrument used in mining : a ridge with
seed or growing plants on it (turnips, potatoes, &c.):
the plants in such a row : the machine for sowing
the seed in drill-husbandry.

—

ns. Drill'-bar'row, a
grain-drill driven by hand ; Drill'-harrow, a harrow
lor working between drills ; Drill-hus bandry, the

method of sowing seed in drills cr rows ; DriU'ing-
mactaine'. Drilling-lathe, Drill-press, machines
for boring with a drill or drills; DriU'-mas'ter, one
who teaches drill, one who tr.iins in anything, esp.

in a mechanical manner ; Drill' -plough, a plough
for sowing grain in drills ; Drill'-ser'geant, a ser-

geant who drills soldiers. [Prob. borrowed from
Dut. driiUn, to bore ; dril, drille, a borer.]

Drill, dril, «. a species of baboon found in Western
Africa, resembling the mandrill, but smaller. [A
contr. of >iiandriU.\

Drilling, dril'ing, «. stout twilled linen or cotton cloth.

—Also Drill [Ger. drillich, ticking— L. trilix,

three-threaded ; tres, three, licimn, thread.]

Drily, same as Dryly. See under Dry, adj.

DrillJc, dringk, v.t. to swallow, as a liquid : to empty,
as a glass, bowl, &c. : to take in through the senses.—v.i, to swallow a liquid : to take intoxicating

liquors to excess :—;»r./. drink'ing ; pa.t. drank;
pa.p. drunk.—«. something to be drunk : intoxicat-

ing X\(\wix.—adj. Drink'aMe.—»j. Drink'ahleness

;

Drink'er, a tippler ; Drink'-hail, the customary old

English reply to a pledge in drinking (was hail,

'health or good luck to you,' was answered with
drinc hail, 'drink good health or good luck');

Drinking-bout ; Drink'ing-fount'ain ; Drink'lng-
bom ; Drink'-mon'ey, a gratuity, ostensibly given
to buy liqiior for drinking to the health of the giver

;

Drink'-OlT'ering, an offering of wine, oil, blood, &c.
to God or the gods.—Drink himself drunk, to drink
until he is drunk ; Drink in, to absorb rain, &c., as

dry land does ; Drink Off, to quaff wholly and at a
gulp : Drink the others under the table, to con-
tinue drinking and remain (comparatively) sober
after the others have completely collapsed ; Drink
to. Drink to the health of, to drink wine, &c., with
good wishes for one's health ; Drink Up, to exhaust
by drinking.—In drink, intoxicated.—Strong drink,
alcoholic liquor. [A.S. drittcan ; G*--r. trinXeft,]

Drip, drip, v.t. to fall in dropsi . to let tall drops.-

a, 6, Drip-stone.

^4

v.t. to let fall in drops :
—pr./. drip'ping ; /a.^.

dripped.—«. a falling in drops : that which falls in
drops : the edge of a
roof.—>«. Dripping,
that which falls in

drops, as fat from
meat in roasting ;

Dripping-pan, a pan
for receiving the drip-

ping from roasting
meat ; Drip'-Stone, a
projecting moulding
over doorways, &c.,
to throw off the rain.

—Right of drip, a
right in law to let

the drip from one's

roof fall on another's
land. [K.S. dryppan—driopan.]

Drive, driv, v.t. to
force along: to hurry
one on : to guide, as
horses drawing a carriage : to convey or carry
in a carriage : to force in, as nails with a hammer

:

to push briskly : to urge, as a point of argument,
a bargain, &c. : to compel : to send away with
force, as a ball in cricket, golf, tennis : to chase
game towards sportsmen.

—

v.i. to press forward with
violence : to be forced along, as a ship before the

wind : to go in .1 carriage : to tend towards a point :

to strike at with a sword, the fist, &c. : — /''./.

driv'ing ; pa.t. drOve ; pa.p. driv'en.

—

n. an excur-

sion in a carriage : a ro.id for driving on : the pro-

pelling of a ball in cricket, &c. : the chasing of game
towards the shooters, or the sport so obtained, or

the ground over which the game is driven : urgent
pressure : pushing the sale of a special article by re-

duction of prices.

—

ns. Driv'er, one who or that which
drives, in all senses : a club used in golf to propel
the ball from the teeing-ground ; Driving - band,
the band or strap which communicates motion from
one machine, or part of a machine, to another

;

Driv'ing-shaft, a shaft from a driving-wheel com-
municating motion to machinery ; DriVing-Wheol.
a main wneel that communicates motion to other
wheels : one of the main wheels in a locomotive.

—

Drive feathers, down, to separate the lighter from
the heavier by exposing them to a current of air.

—Drive to one's wits' end, to perplex utterly.—Let
drive, to aim a blow. [A.S. dri/an, to drive; Ger.
treiben, to push.]

Drivel, driv'l, v.i. to slaver like a child : to be foolish

:

to speak like an idiot:— pr.p. driv'elling : pa.p.
driv'elled.—«. slaver: nonsense.—;/. DriV'eller, a
fool. [M. E. dreveUn, draveien; related to

Dribble.]
Drivel, driv'l, n. (Spens.) a drudge. [Cf. Old Dut.

drevel, a scullion. ]

Drizzle, driz'l, v.i. to rain in small drops.

—

v.t. {Shak.)
to shed in small drops.

—

n. a small, hght rain.

—

adj.

DriZZ'ly. [Freq. of M. E. dresen—A.S. dredsan, to

fall ; Norw. drjosa, Goth, driusan. ]

Droger, Drogher, drO'ger, «. a West Indian coasting
vessel, with long masts and lateen sails.

Drogue, drOg, n. the drag of boards, attached to the
end of a harpoon-line, checking the progress of a
running whale.

Drog^et, dr0-g5', n. a ribbed woollen dress fabric, a
. variety of rep. (Fr.]
Drolch, drOh, «. a dwarf.—a//;'. Droioh'y, dwarfish.

[Gael.]

Droil, droil, v.i. to drudge. [Dut. druilen, to loiter.]

Droit, drwa, «. right: duty. [Fr.]
Droll, drOJ, adj. odd : amusing : laughable.—«. one
who excites mirth : a jester.

—

v.i. to practise drol-

lery : to jest. — «j. Droll'ery; DroU'ing. — a<(7>.

Droll'ish, rather droll; Droll'^. [Fr., prob. from
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Dut. droUig, odd

—

trold, a hobgoblin ; cf. Ger. droll,

a short thick person. ]

Dromedary, drum'e-dar-i, «. a thoroughbred one-

humped Arabian camel. — us. Dromeda'rlan,
Drom'edarist. [Fr.,—Low L. dromedarius—Q>t

.

dramas, dromados, running

—

dramein, 2 aor. infin.

of trecluin, to run.]

Dromond, drom'ond, «. a swift medieval ship of war.
—Also Dromon. [O. Fr.,—Late L. dromo—Gr.
dromon—dramas, a running, dramein, to run.]

DromoS, drom'os, «. a Greek race-course : an entrance-
passage or avenue, as to a subterranean treasury, &c.—adj's. Drom'ic, -al, pertaining to a race-course

:

basihcan. [Gr.,

—

dramein, to run.]

Drone, dron, «. the male of the honey-bee : one who
lives on the labour of others, like the drone-bee : a
lazy, idle fellow.

—

adj. Dron'ish, like a drone : lazy,

\d\s.—adv. Dron'ishly. — «. Dron'ishness.— o^z/.

Dron'y. [A.S. drdn, the bee ; Dan. drone.]
Drone, dron, v.i. to make a low humming sound.—«.

the bass-pipe of a bagpipe, —n. Drone'-pipe, a pipe
producing a droning sound. [M. F. drounen, to

roar ; not found in A.S. Cf. Dut. dreunen, Ger.
drohnen.]

Drool, drool, v.i. to slaver—a form of DriveL
Droop, droop, v.i. to sink or hang down : to grow
weak or faint: to decline.

—

v.i. to let sink.—«. a
drooping position.

—

luiv. Droop'ingly, in a droop-
ing manner. [Ice. ^^r/i/a, to droop. See Drop.)

Drop, drop, «. a small particle of liquid which falls at

one time : a very small quantity of liquid : anything
hanging like a drop : a fall : a trap in the gallows
scaffold, the fall of which allows the criminal to

drop : a device for lowering goods into a ship's hold.—v.i. to fall in small particles : to let drops fall : to

fall suddenly : to come to an end : to fall or sink
lower.

—

v.i. to let fall in drops : to let fall : to let

go, dismiss, break off, as an acquaintance : to utter

casually : to write and send (a note) in an off-hand
manner : to set down from a carriage :

—

/>r.p. drop'-

ping ; pa.fi. dropped.

—

ns. Drop'-drill, an appara-
tus for dropping seed and manure into the soil

simukaneously ; Drop'-hamm'er, Drop' -press, a
swaging, stamping, or forging machine having either

a regular or intermittent motion ; Droplet, a little

drop; Drop'-lett'er {U.S.), a. letter posted in any
place merely for local delivery ; Drop'-net, a net
suspended from a boom, to be suddenly dropped on
a passing shoal of fish ; Drop'plng, that which is

dropped : (/»/.) dung, esp. of (o-wh.—adj. Drop'-
rlpe, so ripe as to be ready to drop from the tree.

—

fis. Drop'-SCene, a painted curtain suspended by
pulleys, which drops in front of the stage in a theatre

;

Drop'-Stone, a stalactic variety of ca\cM.—adv.
Drop'-wise (Tenn.), by drops.— «. Drop'-WOrt, the
Spiriea Filipendiila.—TitO^ astem (naui.), to pass
or move towards the stern ; Drop away, ofiE, to

depart, disappear ; Drop down, to sail, move, or
row down a coast, or down a river to the sea ;

Drop in, to come in casually ; Drop OUt, to disap-
pear from one's place ; Drop serene, an old medi-
cal name for amaurosis, literally translated from
L. gutta Serena.—A dropping fire, a continuous
irregular discharge of small-arms.—Prince Rupert's
drops, drops of glass which have fallen in a melted
state into cold water, and have assumed a tadpole-lilce

shape, the whole falling to dust with a loud report if

the point of the tail be nipped off. [A.S. dropa, a
Axo^—dredpan, to drop ; Dut. drop, Ger. trop/e.\

Dropsy, drop' si, «. an unnatural collection of water in

any part of the body.

—

adjs. Drop'Sical, Drop'Sled
(Shak.), affected with dropsy.—«. Drop'SicalnesS.
[Through Fr. from L. hydropisis—Gr. hydrops—
hydor, water.]

Drosera, dros'er-a, «. a genus of small herbaceous
plants of the order Droseracea, generally inhabit-
ing marshy places. [Formed from Gr. droseroi—
drotoi, dew.]

Droshky, drosh'ki, Drosky, dros'ki, «. a low four-
wheeled open carriage much used in Russia. [Russ.
drozhki. ]

Drosometer, drO-som'e-ter, «. an instrument for
measuring the quantity of dew condensed on the
surface of a body left in the open air. [Gr. diosos,
dew, metron, measure.]

Dross, dros, «. the scum which metals throw off when
melting: wa^te matter: refuse: rust. — «. Dross i-

ness.^n^'. Dross'y, like dross: impure: worthies^.
[A.S. dr<is, from dredsan, to fall ; cf. Dut. droesem

;

Ger. druse.]

Drought, drowt. Drouth, drowth, «. dryness : want
of rain or of water : thirst. — ns. DroUgbt'ineSS,
Drouth'iness.—«^>. Droughty, Drouth'y, full of
drought: very dry: wanting rain, thirsty. [A. S.

driigatlie, dryness

—

driigian, to dry.]
Drouk, Drook, drOok, v.t. to drench : (Scot.) to duck.

—p.adjs. Drouk'it, Drook'it. [Ice. drukna, to be
drowned ; cf. Dan. dnikne.]

Drove, drov, pa.t. of Drive.—«. a number of cattle,

or other animals, driven.—«. DroVer, one whose
occupation is to drive cattle : (Spens.) a boat.

[A.S. drdf—drifan, to drive.]

Drew, drow, «. a kind of elves supposed to belong to

Shetland, inhabiting caves—also Trow, a variant of
trail.

Drew, drow, n. {Scat.) a drizzling mist.

Drown, drown, v.t. to drench or sink in water : to kill

by placing under water : to overpower : to extinguish.—v.t. to be suffocated in water. [A. S. druncnian,
to drown

—

druncen, pa. p. of drincan, to drink. See
Drench]

Drowse, drowz, V. i. to be heavy with sleep : to look

heavy and dull.

—

v.t. to make heavy with sleep : to

stupefy.

—

n. a half-sleeping state.

—

ns. Drows'ibead,
Drows'ihed (Spens.), drowsiness, sleepiness.

—

adv.
Drowsily.—«. Drows'lness.—o^^'. Drows'y, sleepy

:

heavy : dull : inducing sleep. [A.S. drusian, to be
sluggish ; Dut. dredsen, to fall asleep.)

Drub, drub, v.t. to beat or thrash:

—

pr.p. drub'-

bing ; pa.p. drubbed.—?/. Drub'bing, a cudgelling.

[Murray suggests Ar. daraba, to beat, bastinado,
darb, a beatmg.)

Drudge, druj, v.i. to work hard : to do very mean
work.—«. one who works hard : a slave : a menial
.servant.— «j. Drudg'er ; Drudg'ery, Drudg'ism,
the work of a drudge : uninteresting toil : hard or

humble labour.— a^f.Drudg'ingly. [Ety. unknown.
Some suggest Celt., as in Ir. drugaire, a drudge.)

Drug, drug, n. any substance used in the composition

of medicine : an article that cannot be sold, gener-

ally owing to overproduction.

—

v.t. to mix or season

with drugs : to dose to excess,

—

v.i. to prescribe

drugs or medicines :

—

pr.p. drug'ging ;
pa.p. drugged.

—«. Drug'g^t, one who deals in drugs. [O. Fr.

drogue, prob. from Dut. droog, dry ; as if applied

orig. to dried herbs.]

Drug, drug, n. {Shak.) a drudge.
Drugget, drug'et, «. a woven and felted coarse woollen

fabric, chiefly used for covering carpets—hence called

in some parts of Britain cruinbcleth. [O. Fr. dra-

gnet, dim. oi drogue, a drug, trash. See above.)

Druid, drOO'id, «. a priest among the ancient Celts of

Britain, Gaul, and Germany, who worshipped under

oak-trees : a member of a benefit society (founded

1781), its lodges called groves :—/em. Dru'ideSS.
—adjs. Druid'ic, -al, Dru'ldish.

—

n. Dru'idism, the

doctrines which the Druids taught : the ceremo-

nies they practised. [L. pi. dniidce— Celt, druid—
whence Old Ir. drai, Ir. and Gael, draoi, magician.

Littrd accepts the ety. from Celt, derw, an oak,

which is from the same root as Gr. drys, an oak.)

Drum, drum, n. an instrument of percussion, in which

a skin of parchment, stretched on a frame of wood or

metal, is beaten with an instrument called a drum-
stick : anything shaped like a drum : the tympanum
or middle portion of the ear : (arcM.) the upright
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part of a cupola : (mecA.) a revolvinj; cylinder : for-

merly a large and tumultuous evening party (said

to be so called because rival hostesses vied with

each other in beating up crowds of guests).

—

v.i. to

beat a drum : to beat with the fingers. —?/./. to drum
out, to expel : to summon :—/»./. drum'ming ; /*«./.

drummed.—'W. Drumliead, the head of a drum (see

Court-martial) : the top part of a capstan ; Dnun'-

ma'jor, the chief drummer of a regiment (now called

sergeaHt-drumtner) ; Drummer, one who drums :

(U.S.) a commercial traveller ; Drum'stick, the

stick with which the drum is beat : the leg of a

cooked fowl. [From a Teut. root found in Dut.

trom, Ger. trommel, a drum ; prob. imit.]

Drum, drum, H. a small hill or ridge of hills, used in

many place-names, as Dntm^Xses, X>rj<»jsheugh,

S:c. [Ir. drtiim, the back.)

Drumble, drum'bl, v.i. (Shnk.) to be sluggish.

Driunly, drum'li, Oiij. (Scot.) muddy : gloomy.

Drummock, drum'oic. Same as Drammook (q.v.).

Drummond-llgllt, drum'ond-lU, «. the lime-light or

o.xy-hydrogen light invented by Captain T. Drum-
;«<jW (1797-1840). [See liime-iight.]

Drunk, drungk, Pa.p. of 'DTiSi3i..—J>.adj. intoxicated :

saturated.—«. a drunken bout : a drunk person.—a.

Drunk'ard, one who frequently drinks to excess : a
habitual drinker.—/.rt<//'. Drunk'en, given to exces-

sive drinking : worthless, besotted : resulting from
intoxication.—arfi'. Drunk'enly.—«. Drunk'enness,
excessive drinking : habitual intemperance.

Drupe, drOOp, «. a fleshy fniitcontaining a stone, as

the plum, &c. — adj. Drupa'ceouS, producing or
pertaining to drupes or stone-fruits.

—

tt. Drup'el, a
little drupe. [L. drupa—Gr. dryppa, an over-ripe

olive

—

drypepes, ripened on the tree, from drys, a
tree, and peptein, to cook ; cf. dru/>etis—drys, and
piptein, to fall.]

Druse, driSOs, «. {tHining) a rock cavity lined with
crystals, a geode or vug. [Ger.]

Druse, drOOs, n. one of a remarkable people inhabiting

a mountainous district in the north of Syria, with a
peculiar religion interwoven from the Bible and the

Koran.—<j<^'. Druslan.
Druxy, druk'sl, adj. of timber, having decayed spots

concealed by healthy wood.—Also Drlck'sfo.

Dry, drl, adj. free from, deficient in, moisture, sap

:

not green : not giving milk : thirsty : uninteresting :

(pbs.) hard : frigid, precise : free from sweetness and
fhiity flavour (of wines, &c).

—

v.i. to free from water
or moisture : to exhaust.

—

v.i. to become dry, to

evaporate entirely—both used also with prep, up:—
pr.p. dry'iiig ; pa.p. dried.

—

n. and adj. Dry'aSuUSt,
the pretended editor or introducer of .some of Scott's

novels—a synonym for a dull and pedantic though
learned person, —v.t. Drs^'-beat {Shak.), to beat
severely, or so as to be dry.

—

ns. Dry' -bob, a slang
name used at Eton for boys who play cricket, foot-

ball, &c—opp. to the Wet-bob, who makes rowing
his recreation ; Dry'-dock (see Dock).

—

adj. Dry"-
eyed, tearless.—«. Dry'-foot (Shak.), like a dog
which pursues game by the scent of its foot.

—

n.pl.

Dr3r'-goods, drapery, &c., as distinguished from
groceries, hardware, &c.—«. Dry'-light, a clear,

unobstructed light: an unprejudiced view.

—

advs.
Dryly, Dri'ly.—«i. Dry-meas ure (see Measure)

;

Dry'ness; Dry-nurse, a nurse who feeds a child

without milk from the breast ; Dry-plate, a sensi-

tised photographic plate, with which a picture may
be made without the preliminary use of a bath

;

Dry-point, a sharp needle by which fine lines are
drawn in copperplate engraving ; Dry-rot, a decay
of timber caused by fungi which reduce it to a dry,
biiiile mass: (fig.) a concealed decay or degenera-
tion.

—

v.t. Diy-salt, to cure meat by salting and
drying.

—

ns. Dry'salter,. a dealer in gums, dyes,
drugs, &c. : (pbs.) or in salted or dry meats, pickles,

&c. ; Drysalteiy.—a<^'. Dry-shod, without wet-
ting the (hoes or feeu

—

h. Dry -steam, steam con-

taining no unevaporated water.

—

adj. Dry-Stone,
built of stone without mortar, as some walls.

—

n.

Dry-stove, a kind of hot-house for preserving the
plants of dry, warm climates.—Out and dried (see

Cut).—High and dry (see High). [A.S. dryge; cf.

Dut. droog, Ger. trocke'i.]

Dryad, dri'ad, «. (Greek myth.) a nymph of the
woods : a forest-tree. [Gr. dryas, from drys, a tree.]

Dual, du'al, Oiij. consisting of two.

—

>ts. Du'ad, a pair

of objects looked at as one ; Du'al-COntrol', any joint

control or jurisdiction, as of England and France in

Egypt ; DU'alism (philos.), that view which seeks
to explain the world by the assumption of two radi-

cally independent and absolute elements—e.g. (i) the

doctrine of the entire separation of spirit and matter,
thus being opposed both to idealism and to mate-
rialism : (2) the doctrine of two distinct principles

of good and of evil, or of two distinct divine beings
of these characters ; Dil'alist, a believer in dualism.—adj. Dualls'tic, consisting of two : relating to

dualism.

—

ns. Duality, doubleness : state of being
double ; Du'al-SChool, a school for both boys and
girls; Du'archy, government by two. [L,.,—duo,
two.]

Dualin, da-arin, «. an explosive compound of sawdust,
saltpetre, and nitro-glycerine.

Duan, du'an, ». a division of a poem, canto. [Gael.]

Dub, dub, v.t. to confer knighthood, from the cere-
mony of striking the shoulder with the flat of a
sword : to confer any name or dignity : to smooth
with an adze : to rub a softening and waterproof
mixture into, as leather : to dress a fly for fishing :

—
Jir./i. dub'bing ; pa.p. dubbed.—». Dubbing, the
accolade : a preparation of grease for softening
leather—also Dub bin. [Conn, with O. Fr. a-douber,
to equip with arms ; but O. Fr. dobcr may be Teut.]

Dub, dub, «. (Scot.) a pool of foul water : a puddle.
Dubious, du'bi-us, oiij. doubtful : undetermined :

causing doubt : of uncertain event or issue.

—

adv.
Dubiously. —«J. Dubiousness, Dubiety, Dubl-
OS'ity, doubtfulness. [L. diibiits.\

Dubitate, du'bi-tat, v.i. to doubt, hesitate.

—

adj.

Dubitable.— «j. Du'bltancy, Dubita'tion. — r^^'.

Du'bitatlve.—o^z;. Du'bitatively. [L. dubitdre,
dtum.]

Ducal, du'kal
Diically.

Ducat, duk'at.

adj. pertaining to a duke. — adv.
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a gold coin, formerly much used
on the Continent, its commonest value being about
9s. 4d., though there were silver ducats in Italy

worth 3s. 4d.—«. Ducatoon', an old silver coin in

Venice and elsewhere, worth 5 to 6 shillings. [O.

Fr. ducat—It. ducato—ducatus, a duchy. The name
was applied to an Apulian silver coin of 1140. The
first gold ducat struck at Venice in 1284 bore the
legend— ' Sit tibi Christe datus quern tn regis iste

Ducatus' ('Be this duchy, which thou rulest, dedi-
cated to thee, O Christ'), which may have helped to
spread the name, though it did not originate it.]

Duchy, duch'i, «. the territory of a duke, a dukedom.—ns. Duchess, the consort or widow of a duke

;

Duch'y-COUrt, the court of a duchy, esp. that of the
duchy of Lancaster.

Duck, duk, «. a kind of coarse cloth for small sails,

sacking, &c. [Dut. doeck, linen cloth ; Ger. tuch.],

Duck, duk, v.t. to dip for a moment in water.

—

v.i. to
dip or dive : to lower the head suddenly : to cringe,
yield.—«. a quick plunge, dip: a quick lowering of
the head or body, a jerky bow.

—

ns. Duck'er, one
who ducks: a diving-bird; Ducking; Duck'ing-
pond; Duck'lng-StOOl, a stool or chair in which
scolds were formerly tied and ducked in the water
as a punishment. [A.S. ducan, to duck, dive; Ger.
tauchen, Dut. duiken.]

Duck, duk, «. name given to any member of the family
Anatidit, the prominent marks of which are short
webbed feet, with a small hind-toe not reaching the
ground, the netted scales in front of the lower l«g,



Duct mote ; mQte ; mCRJn ; tAea. DuU

and the long bill : the female duck as distinguished
from the male tJroMe: in cricket (originally duck's
egg), the 2ero (0), which records in a scoring-sheet
that a player has made no runs : (cell.) a darling,
sweetheart : a financial defaulter—esp. Lame Duck

:

also of things.

—

ns. Duck'-ant, a Jamaican termite
nesting ia trees ; DuclC-bill, an aquatic burrowing and
egg-laymg Australian mammal, about i8 inches long,

with soft fur, broadly webbed feet, and depressed
duck-like bill—also called Duck-mole, Plaiypui, and
Orttitkcrhynchits.—adj. DuClC-biUed, having a bill

like a duck.

—

n. Duclc'-hAWk, the moor-buzzard or
marsh-harrier : the peregrine falcon of the United
States.— adj. Duck' - legged^ short - legged. — ns.

Duckling, a young duck ; Duck'S-fOOt, the lady's

mantle; Duck'-we6d, a name for several sjjecies

ot Leni'ia and IVol^a growing in ditches; Bombay
duck, buramalo; WUd-dUCk, the mallard. —Break
one S duck (crickel), to make one's first run (see
above); Make, Play, ducks and drakes, to use
recklessly: squander, waste (with v/itk, of)—from
the skipping of a flat stone across the surface of
water. [A.S. duce, a duck, from ducax, to duck,
dive.]

Duct, dukt, n. a tube conveying fluids in animal bodies

or plants. [L. ductus—ducere, to lead.]

Ductile, duktil, cuij. easily led : yielding : capable of
being drawn out into threads.

—

>is. Ductilim eter,
an instrument for measuring the ductility of metals ;

Ductility, capacity of being drawn out without
breaking. [Fr.,—L. ductilis—ducere, to lead.]

Dud, dud, «. {coll.) in pi. poor or ragged clothes,

tatters.

—

n. Dud'dery, a shop where old clothes are
sold, rags collectively.

—

adj. Dud'dy, ragged. [There
is a M.£. dudd, birrus, a cloak, which may be Olt.]

Dudder, dud'er, n. {proz'.) confusion.
Dude, dud, n. (slang) a fop or dandy, esp. remarkable

for the exquisite make and quality of his clothes.

—

,utj. Du'dish—«. Dil'dism. [Hardly from dud,]
Dudeen, du-den', «. a short clay tobacco-pipe.
Dudgeon, duj'un, «, resentment : grudge. [There is

an Anglo- Fr. digeon, wood hafts of knives, &c.,
but a connection cannot be stated. Skeat suggests
dubiously W. dygen, malice, dychan, a jeer.]

Dudgeon, duj'un, n. the baft of a dagger : a small
<^gger. [See above.]

Due, du, adj. owed : that ought to be paid or done to

another : proper : appointed, under engagement to

be ready, arrive, &c.

—

adv. exactly: directly.

—

n.

that which is owed : what one has a right to : per-
quisite : fee or tribute. — adj. Due'fol (Spens.),
proper, fit.—Give tie devil Ms due, to give a fair

hearing or fair-play to one of notorious character.
[O. Fr. deu, pa. p. of devoit—L. debere, to owe.]

Due, du, v.t. (Shak.) to endue.
Duel, duel, n. a combat between two persons, pre-

arranged, and fought under fixed conditions, gener-
ally on an affair of honour— happily harmless in
France : any fight or struggle between two parties

:

single combat to decide a quarrel—:'./. to fight
in a duel:

—

pr.fi. duelling; pa.p. du'elled. — rts.

Dueller, Du'ellist ; Duelling, fighting in a duel

:

the practice of fighting in single combat ; DuellJD, a
duel : the laws which regulate duelling.

—

adj. Duel-
SOme, given to duelling. [It. duello—L. duellum,
the original form of bellunt—-duo, two.]

Duenna, du-en'a, n. an old lady who acts the part of
governess in Spain : an old lady who acts as guar-
oian to a younger. [Sp. duena, a form of dcma,
mistress—L. domina, fem. of dominus, lord.]

Duet, du-ct'. Duetto, du-et'o, n. a composition in
music for two voices or instruments.

—

ns. Duetti'no,
a simple duet ; Duet'tist. [It. duetto, due, two—L.
du0, two.]

DulT, duf, «. dough : a stiff flour pudding boiled in a
bag : decaying vegeuble matter, fallen leaves : coal-
dust. [From dough.]

Duft^ duf, v.t, to mampulate an article so as to make

x.^^A,,

it look like new : to alter the brands on stoleo

cattle.

Duffel, duf'l, K. a thick, coarse woollen cloth, with a
thick nap—also Duff'ie : (£/..?.) change of flannels.

[Dut., from Duffel, a town near Antwerp.]
Dufier, duf'er, «. a dull plodding person : a fogy, useless

old fellow : a counterfeit coin : a claim or mine which
proves unproductive.

—

us. Duff'erdom, Duff'erism.
Duffer, dufer, n. a peddler of dubious goods, sham
jewellery, &c : one who fakes up sham articles, or
duffs cattle.

Dug, dug, n. the nipple of the pap, esp. applied to that
of a cow or other beast. [Ct. Sw. dergga, Dan.
ditgge, to suckle a child. See Dairy.]

Dug, dug./n.tand pa.p. of Dig.—«. Dug'out, a boat
made by hollowing out the trunk of a .ree.

Dugong, du-gong', n. a kind of herb-eaiing whale,
from 8 to 20 teet long, found in Indian seas— the sup-
posed original of the mermaid. [Malayan diiyong.]

Duiker, Duyker, di'ker, «. a small South African
antelope. [Dut.]

Duke, duk, «. the highest order of nobility next below
tliat of prince : (.5.) a chieftoin : on the Continent, a
sovereign prince.

—

ns. Duke'-
dom, the title, rank, or ter-

ritories of a duke ; Duke'-
ling, a petty duke ; Duk'ery,
a duke's territory or seat

;

Duke ship.— The Dukeries,
a group of ducal seats in

Nottinghamshire. [O. Fr.
due—L. dujc, duels, a leader Duke's Coronet.—ducere, to lead. ]

Dulcamara, dul-ka-ma'ra, M. a name for the Bitter-
sweet (q.v.). [Formed from L. dulcis, sweet,
amara, bitter.]

Dulcet, duls'et, adj. sweet to the taste, or to the ear

:

melodious, harmonious. — «. Dulcifica'tion.

—

adj.
Dulcif'lUOUS, flowing sweetly.

—

v.t. Dulcify, to
make sweet.

—

ns. Dulcil'oquy, a soft manner of
speaki:^ ; Dul cite, Dul'cltol, Dul'COSe, a saccha-
rine substance derived from various plants—in its

crude form, Madagascar manna : Dul'citudO,
sweetness.—Dulcified spirit, a compound of alcohol
with mineral acid. [O. Fr. doucet, dim. of dols (Fr.
doux)—L. duicis, sweet.]

Dulcimer, dul'si-mer, ». a musical instrument re-

sembling a flat box, with sounding-board and bridges,

across which run wires tuned by pegs at the sides,

and played on by striking the wires with a small
piece of wood in each hand, or more usually with
two cork-headed hammers : a Jewish musical instru-

ment, according to Gesenius, a double pipe with a
bag. [Sp. dulcemele—L. dulce meios, a sweet song—dulcis, sweet ; melos = Gr. tnelos, a song.]

Dulcinea, dul-sin'e-a, or dul-sin-e'a, «. sweetheart.

[From Dulcinea del Toboso, the name given by Don
(Duixote to the mistress of hLs imagination.]

Dule, dool, n. (Scot.)vioc.—H. Dule'-tToe, the gallows.

[See Dole.]
Dulia, du-lfa, «. (H.C. Church) that inferior venera-

tion due to saints and angels.—«. Duloc'racy, govern-
ment by slaves, [Gr. douleia—doulos, a slave.]

Dull, dul, adj. slow of hearing, of learning, or of under-

standing : insensible : without liic or spirit : slow of

motion: drowsy: sleepy; sad: downcast: cheerless:

not bright or clear : cloudy : dim, obscure : obtuse :

blunt.

—

v.t. to make dull or stupid: to blunt: to

damp : to cloud.

—

v.i. to become dull.—«. Dull'ard,

a dull and stupid person : a dunce.

—

adjs. Dull'-

brained (Skak.), of dull brain or intellect : stupid :

Dull'-browed, of gloomy brow or look ; Doll'-oyed
(Shak.), having eyes dull or wanting expression

;

Dull'ish, somewhat dull : wearisome.

—

ns. Dull'-

neSS. Dul'nesS, the state or quality of being dull.

—

adjs. D\lll -sight ed : Dull'-Wit'ted ; Dxill'y, some-
what dull.

—

adv. Dull'y. [A.S. dol--dii>tUui, to eir

;

Dut. dol, Ger. toil, mad.]
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Dulse fate, far ; mS, her ; mine : Duologue

Dnlse, duls, «. an edible seaweed, with red, deeply-

divided fronds, eaten in Ireland and elsewhere.

[Gael. duiUasg—duilU, a. leaf, uisge, water.]

Duly, du'li, adv. properly : fitly : at the proper time.

[See Due.]
Dumb, dum, adj. without the power of speech : silent

:

soundless.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to render dumb. ^ «.//.

Dumb'-bellS, double-headed weights swung in the

hands for the purpose ot developing the arms,

muscles of the chest, &c.—«. Dumb -oane, a plant

of the order Aracen, aberrant in its almost arbor-

escent character, but agreeing with them in its

acridity, which is in none of them more highly de-

veloped.

—

adv. Dumbly, in silence: mutely.— «j.

Dumb'ness ; Dumb'-ShOW, gesture without words :

pantomime ; Dumb'-wait'or, a movable platform

used for conveying food, dishes, &c. from one
stor>- of a house to another : a stand with revolv-

ing top for holding dessert, &c.

—

vs.t. Dumfound',
-6r, to strike dumb : to confuse greatly ; to astonish.

—«j. Dum'merer, a dumb person, esp. a rogue who
feigns dumbness ; Dum'miness ; Dum'my, one who
is dumb : a mere tool of another, man of straw : a

sham package in a shop : the fourth or exposed hand
when three persons play at whist.—Strike dumb,
to silence with astonishmenL [A.S. dumb; Ger.
ttu»t»i, stupid, Dut. dtmt.}

Dumbledore, dum'bl-dOr, «. (J>rm>.) the bumble-bee :

the brown cockchafer.
Dumose, du'mOs, adj. thorny— also Du'moUS.-«.

Dumos'ity. [L. dumus, a thorn-bush.]

Dump, dump, v.t. to throw down : to unload : {print.)

to remove t>'pe from the stick into the galley.—«. a
thud : a place for the discharge of loads, or for rub-

bish : (//.) money {siang). [C£ Dan. duntpe, Norw.
dumpa, to fall plump.]

Dump, dump, n. dullness or gloominess of mind, ill-

humour, low spirits—now only used in the //. ;

(Shak.') a melancholy strain, any tune.

—

adj. Dump'-
ish, depressed in spirits. — adz\ Dump'ishly. — «.

Duiap'lSlineSS. [Prob. related to Old Dut. damp,
mist; or Ger. dump/, gloomy]

Dump, dump, n. a deep hole in a river-bed, a pool.

(Prob. Norse dump, a pit.]

Dumpling, dump'ling, n, a kind of thick pudding or

mass of paste. [Dim. o( dump, in dumpy.]
Dumpy, dump'i, adj. short and thick.

—

n. a dumpy
person or animal, esp. one of a breed of very short-

legged fowls.—«. Dumpiness.

—

v.t. Dum'ple, to

make or cook, as a dumpling : to bend into a dumpy
shape.—«. Dumpy-leVel, a spirit-level used in sur-

veying, having a short telescope with a large aperture.

[From a provincial form dump, a clumsy piece.]

Dun, dun, adj'. of a dark colour, partly brown and
black : dark.

—

v.t. (U.S.) to cure and brown, as cod.—v.i. to become dun-coloured.

—

ns. Dun'-blrd, the
pochard ; Duu'-OOW, the shagreen ray ; Dun'-diVer,
the merganser ; Dun'-fisb, codfish cured by dunning.—adj'. Dun'nlsll, somewhat dun. [A.S. dun, most
prob. Celt. ; W. dtun, dusky, Gael, donn, brown.]

Dun, dun, v.t. to demand a debt with din or noise : to

urge for payment :

—

pr.p. dun'ning ; pa.p. dunned.
—n. one who duns : a demand for payment. [Allied

to Din.]
Dun, dun, n. a hill: a fortified mound. [A.S. dun—

Celt. ; in many place-names, as Duuhar, DtmcustcT.]
Dunce, duns, n. one slow at learning : a stupid per-

son.

—

MS. Dunce'dom, the class of dunces ; Dun'-
oery, stupidity; Dun'oiad, the epic of dunces,
the world of dunces— name of a famous poem by
Fope.—adjs. Dun'clsh, Dunce -like. [Duns Scotus
(died t3oS), the Subtle Doctor, leader of the school-

men, from him called Dunses, who opposed classical

studies on the revival of learning—hence any opposer
of learning, a blockhead.]

Duncll, dunsh, v.t. (Scot.) to push with the elbow : to

Sore with the horns, as a bull. [Hardly related to

w. dunka, to beat ; Dan. dunke, a thump.]

Dunder, dun'der, «. lees, dregs.

Dunderfunk, dun'der-fungk, II. ship-biscuit, soaked in

water, mixed with fat and molasses, and baked in a
pan.—Also Dandjrfunk.

Dunderhead, dun'der-hed, «. a stupid person—also

Dun'derpate.-d^//. Diin'derlieaded.—». Dun'der-
headlsm.

Dundreary, dun-drer'i, adj'. like Lord Dundreary—in

Sothern's creation of the part, a lisping and brain-

less dandy, wearing long side-whiskers.

Dune, dun, «. a low hill of sand on the seashore. [An
earlier form of dtnvn, a hill.]

Dung, dung, «. the excrement of animals : refuse litter

mixed with excrement.

—

v.t. to manure wuh dung.—v.i. to void excrement.

—

ns. Dung'-bee'tlo. the
dor-beetle : (//.) the sc.irabceoid beetles generally ;

Dung'-fork, a fork used for moving stable manure ;

Dung'hlll, a heap of dung : any mean situation

;

Dung'mere, a manure-pit. —«///. Dung'y. [A.S.
dung: cf. Dan. dynge, a heap; Ger. dung.\

Dungaree, dung'ga-ri, k. a coarse Indian calico : (pi.)

trousers of such.—Also Dung^eree. [Hindi.]

Dungeon, dun'jun, «. (orig.) the principal tower of a
castle: a close, dark prison : a cell under ground.

—

v.t. to confine in a dungeon. — «. Dun'geoner, a
gaoler. [O. Fr. donjon—Low L. domnion-nn—L.

doininus, a lord.]

Dunker, dungk'er, n. a member of a sect of German-
American Baptists who practise triple immersion. --

Also Tunker. [Ger.]

Dunlin, dun'lin, ». the red-backed sandpiper. [A dim.
of dun. ]

Dunlop, dun-lop', «. a rich cheese made of unskimmed
milk—from Duniop in Ayrshire.

Dunnage, dun'aj, «. on shipboard, a name applied to

loose wood ot any kind laid in the bottom of the
hold to keep the cargo out of the bilge-water, or
wedged between parts of the cargo to keep them
steady. [Ety. unknown.]

Dunnlewassal, Duniwassal, dun-i-was'al, ». (Scot.")

a gentleman of inferior rank. [Gael, duin' uasal—
duine, a man, uasal, gentle.]

Dunning, dun'ing, H. the process of browning and
curing cod-fish.

Dunnock, dun'ok, ». the hedge-sparrow.
Dunny, dun'i, adj. (prov) deaf.

Dunstable, dun'sta-bl, «. a hat, bonnet, &c. of plaited
straw, first made at Dunstable in Bedfordshire.

—

Dunstable road, highway, anything plain and
direct.

Dunt, dunt, «. (Scot.) a blow or stroke, the wound
made by such.

—

v.t. to strike, beat. [See Dint.]
Dunt, dunt, «. (prov.) the gid or sturdy in sheep, &c.
Duo, du'o, «. a song in two parts. [L. duo, two.]
Duodecabedron, du-o-dek-a-he'dron, n. Same as
Dodecahedron.

Duodecennlal, du-o-de-sen'i-al, adj. occurring every
twelve years. [L. duodecim, twelve, annus, year.]

Duodecimal, du-o-des'i-mal, adj. computed by twelves

:

twelfth : (//.) a method of calculating the area of a
rectangle when the length and breadth are stated in

feet and inches.

—

a^ljs. Duodeclm'fid, divided into

twelve parts ; Duodec'imo, formed of sheets folded
so as to make twelve leaves.—«. a book of such
sheets— usually written ismo.—Duodecimal scale,
the name given to the division of unity into twelve
equal parts. [L. duodecim, twelve

—

duo, two, and
decern, ten.]

Duodecuple, du-o-dek'O-pl, adj. twelvefold : consist-

ing of twelve. [L. duodecim, plicdre, to fold.]

Duodenary, du-O-den'a-ri, adj. relating to twelve,
twelvefold.

Duodenum, dQ-o-de'num, n, the first portion of the
small intestines, so called because about twelve
fingers' -breadth in length:—//. Duode'na. — adj.

Duode'nal. [ Formed from L. duodeni, twelve each.]

Duollteral, du-O-lit'er-al, adj. consisting of two letters.

Duologue, du'O-log, n. a piece spoken between two.

2bi>



Duomo mSte ; mute ; mO(5n ; then. Dwale

Duomo, du-O'mo, «. a cathedral. [It. See Dome.]
Dup, dup, v.t. (Shak.) to undo a door. [From do and

«/. Cf. don and doj^.]

Dupe, dup, «. one easily cheated : one who is deceived
or misled.

—

v.t. to deceive : to trick.

—

n. DupaWlty.
—adj. Du'pable.—«. Du'pery, the art of deceiving
others. [Fr. dupe; of uncertain origin.]

Dupion, du'pi-on, «. a cocoon spim by two silkworms
together, also the silk of such.—AlsoDou'pion. [Fr.]

Duplex, du'pleks, adj. twofold : double.— rt^>. Du'ple,
double: twofold: Duplicate, double: twofold.—«.

another thing of the same kind : a copy or transcript.

—v.t. to double : to fold.—«. Duplication.—rtd>'.

Duplicative.-;«. Du'plicature, a doubling : any-
thing doubled : the fold of a membrane ; Duplic'ity,
doubleness : insincerity of heart or speech : deceit

;

Du'ply, a second reply in Scots law. —The duplica-
tion of the cube was a problem eagerly discussed
by the early Greek geometers. [L. duplicdre, -atunt
—duplex—duo, x.'MO, plicdre , to fold.]

Dura. See Durra.
Durable, dur'a-bl, adj. able to last or endure : hardy

:

r)ennanent.

—

ns. DuT'ablenesS, Durability, quality
of being durable : power of resisting decay.

—

miv.
Dur'ably.— ns. Dur'ance, continuance: imprison-
ment : duress ; Dur'ant, a strong cloth in imitation

of buflT-leather : Duration, continuance in time :

time indefinitely: power of continuance. [Fr.,—L.
dural'ilis—durdre, to last.]

Dura mater, du'ra mater, «. the exterior membrane
of the brain and spinal column distinguished from the
other two, the arachnoid and the pia mater.

Duramen, du-ra'men, n. the inner and fully ripened
wood of dicotyledonous trees. [L.,

—

durus, hard.]

Durbar, dur'bar, «. an audience-chamber : a reception
or levee, esp. a reception of native princes held by
the Viceroy of India : the body of officials at a native
court. [Pers. dar-bdr, a prince's court, liL a 'door
of admittance.'}

Durdum. Same as Dirdum.
Dure, dur, v.t. (ois.) to endure, last, or continue.

—

adj. Dure'ful (Speus.), enduring, lasting. [Fr.

durer—L. durdre—durus, hard.]
Duress, dur'es, or dur-es', «. constraint : imprison-

ment : constraint illegally exercised to force a person
to perform some act. [O. Fr. duresse— L.. duritia—
durus, hard. ]

Durga, door'ga, the wife of Siva (q.v.).

Durgan, dar'gan, «. a dwarf, any undersized creature.

—a<ij. Dur'g^. [Related to dwar/.]
Durham, dur'am, «. one of a particular breed of

shorthorned cattle—from the English county.
Durlan, du'n-an, «. a lotty Indian and Malayan fruit-

tree (genus Durio), with leaves resembling those of
the cherry, and large bunches of pale-yellow flowers.

-.Also Du'rion. [Malay duryon. ]

During, du'ring, prep, for the time a thing lasts : in

the course of. [Orig. pr.p. of obs. dure, to last.]

Durmast, dur'mast, «. a sub-species or variety of oak.
Dum, durn, «. (prov.) a door-post.—Also Dem.
Duroy, du-roi', n. an obsolete form of corduroy.
Durra, dur'ra, «. a genus of grasses closely allied to

sugar-cane and beard-grass — also called Durra
millet and Indian millet or Sorglio grass. Much
cultivated in Asia, Africa, and the south of Europe.
—Also Dour'a, Dhur'ra, and Dura. [Ar.)

Durst, durst, pa.t. of Dare, to venture. [A.S. dorste,

pa.t. oi dear, to dare.]
Duah, dush, -'./. {Scot.) to throw down.
Dusk, dusk, adj. darkish : of a dark colour.

—

n. twi-

light : partial darkness : darknessof the colour.

—

v.t.

to occasion a dusky appearance.—7'./. Dusk'en, to

grow dark.—rtrfi-. DuSk'Uy.—«. Dusk'ineSS.—rt«^'.

Dusk'ish, r.ither dusky: slightly dark or black.

—

adv. Dusk'ishly.— K. DuslCishness adv. Dusk'ly.
—n. Duskness.—rt;/;. Dusk'y, partially dark or
obscure; dark-coloured: sad: gloomy. [A.S. dox,
dose, dark—further history of word obscure.]

Dust, dust, «. fine particles of matter : a cloud of
powdery matter present m the atmosphere : powder

:

earth : the grave, where the body becomes dust : a
mean condition : gold-dust—hence money.

—

v.t. to
free from dust: to sprinkle with dust.—«j. Dust'-
ball, a disease of horses, in which grain-dust forms
a ball in the intestine ; Dust'-bin, a bucket, box, &c.
for holding dust and rubbish ; Dust'-brand, smut
(q.v.) ; Dust'-brush, a light brush for removing dust
from walls, &c. ; Dust'-cart, a cart for conveying
dust and rubbish from the streets : Dust'-con-
tract'Or, one who has made a contract to remove
dust, &c., as from yards ; Dust'er, one who dusts

:

a cloth or brush used for removing dust ; Dust'-holO,
a dusl-bin ; Dustiness ; Dustman, a scavenger ;

Dust'-pan, a pan or shovel for removing dust swept
from the floor.

—

adj. Dust'y, covered or sprinkled
with dust : like dust.—«j. Dusfy-foot (sec Pie-
powder) ; Dusty-miller, the auricula, from the
white dust upon its leaves.—Dust a person's jacket,
to give him a drubbing.—Bite the Clust (see Bite);
Down with the dust, pay down the money, origin-

ally with reference to goXd-dust ; Kick up a dust,
to make a stir or uproar ; Raise a dUSt, to create a
disturbance ; Throw dust in a person's eyes, to

delude or deceive a person. [A.S. diist ; d. Ger.
dunst, vapour, Dut. duist, meal-dust.]

Dutch, duch, adj. belonging to Holland or its people
—in old writers rather applied to the Germans

:

heavy, clumsy, as in Dutcli-built, -huttocked. &c.

—

tu Dutch'man, a native of Holland —Dutch auc-
tion, courage, tiles (see Auction. Courage, Tile)

;

Dutch carpet, a mixed material of cotton and wool
for floor coverings : DutCh Cheese, a small round
cheese made on the Continent from skim-milk

;

Dutch clinkers, a hard brick for paving stables,

&c. : Dutch clover, white clover ; Dutch concert,
a concert in which singers sing their various songs
simultaneously, or each one sings a verse of any
song he likes between bursts of some familiar

chorus ; Dutch drops, a balsam, or popular nostrum,
of oil of turpentine, tincture of guaiacum, &c. ;

Dutch liquid, an oily substance obtained by mixing
chlorine and olefiant gases—not miscible with water,
readily dissolving in ether and alcohol, producing
anaesthesia ; Dutch metal, sometimes called Dutch
gold or Dutch leaf, is an alloy of copper and zinc ;

Dutch oven (see Oven); Dutch pink (see Pink);
Dutch rush, the scouring-rush ; DutCh Wife, an
open irame of rattan or cane used in the Dutch
Indies, to rest the limbs upon in bed.—Talk like
a Dutch uncle, to rebuke with kindness. [Ger.

deutsch, (lit.) belonging to the people—Old High
Ger. diutisk, of which -isk = the Eng. suffix -ish,

and diut =i A.S. tlieod, Goth, tkiuda, a nation.

See Teutonic]
Duty, du'ti, «. that which is due : what one is bound
by any obligation to do: obedience: military ser-

vice : respect or regard : one's proper business : tax on
goods.

—

adj. DU'teoUS, devoted to duty : obedient.

—adv. Duteously.—«. Du'teousness —mZ/V. Du'-
tiable, subject to custom duty ; Dii'tied, subjected

to duties and customs ; Du'tiful, attentive to duty :

respectful : expressive of a sense of duty.

—

adv.
Dii'tifully. — «. Du'tifulness. — adj. Du'ty-free,
free from tax or duty. [Formed from Anglo- Fr.

dfu or due (mod. Fr. dH) and suffix -ty. See
Due (i).]

Duumvirate, du-um'vi-rat, n. the union of two men
in the same office : a form of government in ancient
Rome. — «. Duum'vir, one of two associated in the

same office.

—

adj. Diium'vlraL [L. duo, two, and
vir, a man.]

Duvet, dii-va', «. a quilt stuffed with eider-down or
swan's-down. [Fr.

)

Dux, duks, n. a leader : the head boy in a school or
class. [L., a leader.]

Dwale, dwal, n. (tot.) deadly nightshade : a stupefying



Dwale file, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Dyspathy

drink : (,Aer.) a black colour. [Ice. tivol, dvali,

delay, sleep.]

Dwale, dwal, «. (oij.) error : a heretic

—

adj. perverse.

[.\.S. dwala, error.]

Dwalm, Dwaum, dwam, «. (Scot.') a swoon, a sudden
sickness.

—

v.i. to fail in health. [A.S. dwolnta,

confusion.]

Dwarf, dwawn, n. an animal or plant that does not

reach the ordinary height : a diminutive man.—z/./.

to hinder from growing : to make to appear small.

—

adjs. Dwarfish, Dwarf, like a dwarf : very small

:

despicable.—a^t'. Dwarf'ishly.—«. Dwarf'isliness.

—Dwarfed trees, small trees growing in flower-pots,

a characteristic ornament in Chinese and Japanese
houses and gardens. [A.S. diueorg; Dut. dwerg,
Ice, diergr, Ger. Z7verg.}

Dwell, dwel, v.i. to abide in a place : to remain : to

rest the attention : to continue long.

—

v.i. (Mi'li.) to

inhabit, to place:

—

pr.p. dwell'ing
;
/a.;", and /rt./.

dwelled or dwelt.—Mi. Dweller; Dwell'ing, the

S'ace where one dwells : habitation : continuance ;

well'ing-house, a house used as a dwelling, in

distinction from a place of business or other build-

ing; Dwell'ing-place, a place of residence. [A.S.

dwelian, to cause to wander, to delay, from diual or
dot, the original of Eng. dutl.\

Dwindle, dwin'dl, v.i. to grow less : to waste away :

to grow feeble: to become degenerate. — »./. to

lessen.

—

n. decline.— «. Dwin'dlement. [Dim. of

Dwine.]
Dwlne, dwTn, v.i. to pine : (Scot.) to waste away.

[A.S. dwtnan, to fade; of. Ice. dvOia, Dan. tvine,

to pine away.]
Dyad, di'ad, «. a pair of units treated as one : (ckent.)

an atom, radical, or element having a combining
power of two units: (Hot.) a secondary unit of

organisation consisting of an aggregate of monads.
—adj. Dyad'ic.

Dyak, dl'ak, «. the Malay name for the race who
constitute the bulk of the aboriginal population of

Borneo, divided into innumerable tribes, differing

pretty widely in language, customs, and degrees of
savageness.—Also Dayak.

Dye, dl, ft. (Spens.). Same as Die (2).

Dye, dl, v.t. to stain : to give a new colour to •.—pr.p.

dye'ing ; pap. dyed. — n. colour : tinge : stain : a
colouiing liquid.

—

ns. Dye'-hOUse, a building in

which dyeing is done ; Dye'ing, the art of imparting
colours to textile and other materials, such as

cotton, silk, wool, and leather ; Dy'er, one whose
trade is to dye cloth, &c. ; Dyer's-broom, a Euro-
pean shrubby plant, thoroughly naturalised in some
parts of North America—a well-known .source of
yellow colouring matter ; Dyer'S-weed, the woad,
weld, or yellow weed, yielding a yellow dye : Dye'-
Stuff, material used in dyeing ; Dye'-WOOd, any
wood from which material is obtained for dyeing

;

Dye'-WOrk, an establishment for dyeing. [A.S.

deilgan, to dye, from dedg or dedh, colour.)

Dying, di'ing, pr.p. of Die.—«<//. destined for death :

mortal : declining : occurring immediately before

death, as dying words: supporting a dying peison,

as a dying-bed : pertaining to death.

—

n. death.—
adv. Djr'ingly.—«. Dyingness.—Dying declara-
tion (law), the declaration made by a person con-

vinced of his impending death, and who does not ex-

pect to survive the trial of the accused. [See Dle(i).]

Dyke. Same as Dike.
Dynactlnometer, din-ak-tin-om'e-tir, n. an instni-

nient for measuring the actinic force of light. [Gr.

dynamis, force, aitis, aktinos, a ray, nuiron, a
measure.]

Djrnam, dl'nam, n. a unit of work, a foot-pound: the

resultant of all the forces acting on a body.
Dynameter, dl-nam'e-ter, «. an mstrument for measur-

ing the magnifying power of a telescope. — adj.

D3rnamet'rical, pertaining to a dynameter. [Gr.

dynamis, power, and metron, a measure.]

Dynamic, -al, di-nam'ik, -al, adj. relating to force

:

relating to the effects of forces in nature : causal.—n.

Dynam'lc, a moving force.

—

adv. Djmam'ically.

—

MX. Dynanx'iCS, the science which treats of matter
and motion, where the nature of the moving body
and the cause of its motion are both considered

;

Dynamism, a theory which explains the phenomena
of the universe by some immanent energy : operation
offeree; Dy'namist.—rt(i>'. DTnamis'tio. [Gr. dy-
namikcs—dynamis, power

—

dynastliai, to be able. ]

Dynamite, din'a-mit, «. a powerful explosive agent,
consisting of absorbent matter, as porous silica,

saturated with nitro-glycerine.

—

v.t. to blow up with
dynamite.

—

ns. Dyn'amitard, Dyn'amiter, a ruffian

who would use dynamite to destroy bridges, gaols,

&c. [Gr. dynamis.^
Dynamo, dl'na-mo, n. a contraction of D3mamo-

electric machine, a machine for generating electric

currents by means of the relative movement of con-
ductors and magnets.

—

adjs. Dy'namo-electric, -al.—ns. Dynamog'eny, production of increased ner-

vous activity ; Djrnam'Ograph, a recording dyna-
mometer: an instrument for marking the degree of
compression of an elliptic spring.

Dynamometer, din-am-om'e-ter, «. originally an in-

strument for measuring force, such as the pull

exerted by a horse in drawing a cart : the name now
usually given to instruments for measuring power.

—

adjs. Dynamomet'rlC, -aL [Gr. dynamis, power,
and metron, a measure.]

Dynasty, din'as-ti, or dl'nas-ti, n. a succession of
kings of the same family.—«. Dy'nast, a ruler.

—

adj.

Dynas'tic, belonging to a dynasty. (Gr. dynasteia—dynastes, a lord, dynasthai, to be able.]

Dyne, din, «. the unit of force in the centimetre-
gramine-second (C.G.S.) system.

Dyophysite. dl-of'i-zit, «. a holder of the doctrine
of the coexistence of two natures, the divine and
the human, in Christ — also Diph'ysite. — adjs.
Dyophysit'ic, -al.—«. Dyoph'ysitism.

Dyothelete, dT-oth'e-let, adj. holding the doctrine
that Christ had two wills, a divine and a human

—

also Dyoth'elite.—«. one who holds the foregoing.

—

7ts. Dyothelitism, Dyoth'elism
Dysaesthesia, dis-es-the'si-a, «. Impaired sensation,

partial insensibility. — adj. DyS8BSthet'iC. [Gr.,

dys, hard, aisthetos—aisthanesthai, to feel. ]

Dyschroa, dis'kr5-a, «. discoloration of the skin from
disease.—Also Dys'chroia.

Dyscrasia, dis-kra'si-a, «. (path.) an altered condition
of the blood and fluids of the system, leading to

constitutional diseases, as dropsy, cancer, delirium
tremens, lead-poisoning, &c. [From Gr. dys, bad,
krasis, a mixture.]

Dysentery, dis'en-ter-i, «. a form of disease accom-
panied by discharges from the bowels, and differing
from diarrhoea chiefly in being attended by marked
fever and pain, as also by the presence of blood and
inflammatory products in the discharges. It is a
disease of the mucous membrane of the colon or
great intestine, —adj. Dysenter'iC. [Gr. dysenteria,
dys, ill, entera, entrails.]

Dyslogistic, dis-l5-jis'tik, adj. conveying censure,
opprobrious.—ai^p. Djrslogls'tically.—«. Dys'logy,
disprai.sc.

Dysmenorrhoea, dis-men-O-re'a, «. difficult or painful
menstruation.

—

adjs. DysmenorrhoB'al, -io.

Dysnomy, dis'nO-mi, «. bad legislation.

Dysodyle, -ile, dis'O-dll, «. a yellow or grayish lami-
nated bituminous mineral, often found with lignite,

burning vividly, with an odour of asafcetida. [Gr.
dysfd?s—dys, ill, ozein, to smell.]

Dysopsia, dis-op'si-a, n. dimness or diflttculty of vision.
—Also Dyso'pia, Dysop'sy.

Dysorexia, dis-O-rek'si-a, «. an impaired or depraved
appetite.—Also Dys'orexy.

Dyspathy, dis'pa-thi, «. antipathy, dislike—opposite
of Sympathy.—adj. Dyspathet'ia



Dyspepsia mote ; mflte ; mODn ; Men. Early

Dyspepsia, dis-pep'si-a, ft. a. scientific term for in-

digestion—alsoDyspep'sy.— «. Dyspep'tic, a person
alriicted with dyspepsia.

—

atZ/s. Dyspep't'O, -al,

afflicted with, pertaining to, or arising from indiges-
tion.—rt^/z/. Dyspeptically. [Gr. dyspepsia—dys,
hard, pessein, pepsein, to digest.]

Dysphagia, dis-fa'ji-a, «. difficulty in swallowing

—

also Dys'phagy.—«^'. Disphag^ic.
Dsrsptionia, dis-fO'ni-a, «. difficulty in producing sounds.

[Gr. liys, '\\\, pJwne, sound.]
Dysphoria, dis-fO'ri-a, «. impatience under affliction,

morbid restlessness.

DysphuiStiC, dis-fu-is'tlk, adj. ill-sounding, inelegant.
Dyspnoea, disp-ne'a, >i. difficulty of breathing.

—

adjs.
DyspnOB'al, Dyspnoeic. [Gr. dys, ill, pnoe, breath-
ing.]

Dysteleology, dis-tel-e-ol'o-ji, «. the doctrine of pur-
poselessness, or denial of ' final causes :

' the study of
apparently functionless rudimentaryorgans in animals
and plants.—a^'. Dysteleolog'lcaL—«. Dysteleol'o-
gist.

Dysthesia, dis-the'si-a, «. a morbid habit of body,

resulting in general discomfort and impatience.

—

ad/.
Dysthet'ic.

Dysthymic, dis-thim'ik, adj. depressed in spirits, de-
jected.

DystomiC, dis-tom'ik, adj. having an imperfect fracture
or cleavage.—Also Dys'tomOUS.

Dysuria, dis-u'ri-a, «. a difficulty of passing urine

—

also Hji'MIJ.—adj. DysU'riC. [Gr. dys, ill, ouron,
urine.)

DytiSCUS, dl-tis'kus, «. a genus of water-beetles, includ-
ing a common large British species, D. margmalis.
—ndj. Dytis'Cid. [Formed from Gr. dytes, a diver.]

Djrvour, di'vOor, «. (Scot.) a bankrupt.—«. DyVoury,
bankruptcy. [Generally conn, with Fr. devoir, to
owe. The old phrase ' drowned in debt ' suggests a
connection with diver.]

Dzeren, dze'ren, «. the Mongolian antelope.—Also
Dze'ron—called also Goitered antelope, Yello^ugoat.

Dziggetai, dzig'ge-tl, «. a species of wild ass, more
horse-like than the others, inhabiting the elevated
steppes of Tartary—prob. the hemionus (half-ass) of
Herodotus and Pliny. [Mongol.]

the fifth letter in our own and the cognate
alphabets, with four sounds—e.g. e in <rvil,

i in £'ngland, u in the last syllable of eleven,
Italian e in pr<ry. A subscript e is com-
monly u.sed to lengthen the previous vowel,
as in not, not^; bit, bit^: (intis.) the third

note or sound of the natural diatonic scale, and the
third above the tonic C.

Each, ech, adj. every one in any number separately
considered.

—

adv. Each'where, everywhere. [A.S.
seic, supposed to be for &-ge-l(c, from a ( = aye), pfx.

ge-, and l(c, like—i.e. aye-like.]

Eadish, obsolete form of Eddish.
Eager, e'ger, adj. excited by desire: ardent to do

or obtain : (obs.) earnest : keen, ."-evere, sour, acid,

bitter.—Wz/. Ea'gerly.—n. Eagerness. [O. Fr.
aigre— L. acer, acris, sharp.]

Eager. Same as Eagre.
Eagle, e'gl, «. a name given to many birds of prey in

the family Falconida : a military standard carrying
the figure of an eagle : a gold coin of the United
Slates, worth ten dollars.

—

a4ijs. Ea'gle-eyed, Ea'gle-
Sight'ed, having a piercing eye : discerning ; Ea'gle-
flight'ed, mounting high.

—

us. Ea'gle-hawk, a name
applied to several eagles of comparatively small size ;

ila'gle-owl, a genus of large owls, the largest in

Europe ; Ea'gle-Stone, a variety of argillaceous oxide
of iron occurring in egg-shaped masses ; Ea'glet, a
young or small eagle.

—

adj. Ea'gle-Winged, hav-
ing an eagle's wings.

—

hs. Ea'gle-WOOd, another
name for agalloch or calambac ; Spread'-ea'gle (see

Spread). [O. Fr. aigle—h. aguila.]
Eagre, e'ger, «. rise of the tide in a river (same as

Bore). [Ety. dub. ; hardly from A.S. egor, flood,]

Ealdorman. See Alderman.
Ban, en, v.t. or v.i. {Shak.) to bring forth young.—

I!. Ean'ling, a young lamb. [A. 5- eanian.\
Ear, er, n. a spike, as of corn.

—

v.i. to put forth ears.—«. Ear'-OOCk'le, a disease of wheat.

—

adj. Eared,
of corn, having ears. [A.S. ear; Ger. dhre.]

Ear, gr, v.t. (obs.) to plough or till.— «. Ear'lng (pbs.),

ploughing. [A.S. erian ; cf. L. ardre, Gr. aroein.]
Ear, er, «. the organ of hearing, or the external part
merely : the sense or power of hearing : the faculty
of distinguishing sounds : attention : anything like

an ear.— »j. Ear'ache, an ache or pain in the ear;
Ear'bob, an earring ; Ear'-cap, a covering to protect
the ear from cold ; Ear'drop. an ornamental pendant
hanging from the e.ir ; Ear'drum, the drum or middle
cavity of the ear, tympanum (q.v.).

—

adj. Eared,
having ears.—«. Ear'-holo, the aperture of the ear.

-^j. Ear'-kiss'ing, whispered.—«. EaMap, the
tip of the ear : an ear-cap.

—

adj. Earless, wanting

ears.

—

ns. Eai'lock, a curl near the ear worn by
Elizabethan dandies ; Ear'mark, a mark set on the
ears of sheep whereby their owners may distinguish
them: a distinctive mark.

—

v.t. to put an earmark
on.— «. Ear'-pick, an instrument for clearing the ear.

—adj. Ear'-pierc'ing, shrill, screaming.—«j. Ear"-
ring, an ornamental ring worn in the ear ; Ear'-shell,
any shell of the (a\ni\y Na/iotidce : Ear'shot. the dis-

tance at which a sound can be heard ; Ear -trum'pet,
a tube to aid in hearing ; Ear'wax, a waxy substance
secreted by the glands of the ear ; Ear'Wlg, an
insect which was .supposed to creep into the brain
through the ear : a flatterer.

—

v t. to gain the ear of:

to bias: to torment by private importunities (A.S.
ianuicgn, iare, ear, wicga, earwig).

—

n. Ear'Wlt-
ness, a witness that can testify from his own hearing.

—About one's ears, said of a house falling, &c. ;

Be all ears, to give every attention ; Give ear, to

attend : 6o in at one ear and out at the other,
used of words which make no permanent impression ;

Have a person's ear, to be secure of his favourable

attention ; Have itching ears, to be desirou.« of

hearing novelties (2 Tim. iv. 3); Lend an eai to

listen ; Over head and ears, overwhelmed : deeply
engrossed or involved ; Set by the ears, to set at

strife ; Speak in the ear, to whisper : Tickle the
ear, to flatter ; Tum a deaf ear, to refuse to listen ;

Wails have ears, a proverbial phrase implying that

there may be listeners behind the wall. [A.S. iare

;

cf. I,, auris, Ger. ohr.'\

Earl, eri, II. an English nobleman ranking between

a marquis and a viscount •.—Jem. Count'ess.

—

ns.

Earl'dom, the dominion or

dignity of an earl ; Earl'-

mar'shal, an English officer

of state, president of the

Heralds' College—the Scotch
form Earl-iitarischal. [A.S.

earl, a warrior, liero ; cf. Ice.

Earles-penny. See Aries.
Early, er'li, adj. in good sea-

son : at or near the beginning of the day: relating to

the beginning : happening in the near future.

—

adzi.

near the beginnini; : soon.—«. Ear'liness. - Early
and late, at all times ; Early bird, an early riser ;

Early English (archit), generally applied to the

form of Gothic in which the pointed arch was first

employed in Britain. The Early English .succeeded

the Norman towards the end of the 12th century,

and merged into the Decorated at the end of the
13th.—Keep early hours, to rise and go to bed
betimes; Small and ^^x\y (colL), applied to even-

Earl's Coronet.
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Earn fate, far ; me, her ; mTne ; Eau

ing parties : The early bird catches the -worm, a

proverb in favour of early rising. [A.S. driice—
rr, before.]

Earn, em, v.i. to gain by labour: to acquire: to

deserve.

—

n.pL Es^'illSS, what one has earned

:

money saved. [A.S. eamian, to earn ; cog. with

Old High Ger. aran, to reap ; Ger. erriU, harvest.]

Earn, em, v.i. to yearn. [.\ variant oiyearn.]

Earnest, er'nest, aJj. showing strong desire : deter-

mined : eager to obtain : intent: sincere: serious.

—

«, seriousness : reality.^a^i'. Ear'nestly.—»i. Ear'-

neStneSS. [.\.S. ^'.^rrwj/, senousness ; Ger. erTtst.]

Earnest, er'nest. «. money given in token of a bargain

made—also Ear'nest-mon ey. Earnest-penny: a

pledge : first-fruits. [Ety. obscure ; possibly conn,

with atles.\

Earst, obsolete form of Erst.
Earth, enh, n, the name applied to the third planet in

order from the sun : the matter on the surface of the

globe : soil : dry land, as opposed to sea : the world :

the inhabitants of the world : dirt : dead matter : the

human body: a fox's hole: (//.) the name applied

by the alchemists and earlier chemists to certain

substances now known to be oxides of metal, which
were distinguished by being infusible, and by in-

solubility m water.

—

v.i. to hide or cause to hide in

the eanh: to bury.

—

v.i. to burrow: to hide.

—

ns.

Earth-bag, a sack of earth used in fortifications

;

Earth'-bath, a bath of earth or mud ; Barth'-
board, the board of a plough, or other implement,
that turns over the earth.

—

adjs. Earth'-bom, bom
from or on the earth ; Earth'-bound, bound or held

by the earth, as a tree ; Earth'-bred, mean, grovel-

ling.

—

n. Earth'-ClOS'et, a system consisting of the
application of earth to the deodorisation of fscal
matters. — a.y;>. Earth'-Created, made of earth;
Earthen, made of earth or clay: earthly.— tis.

Earthenware, crt>ckery; Earth'-fall, a landslide.—aaj. Earth-fed, contented with earthly things.^
«u. Earth flax, asbestos; Earth'-hog (see Aard-
ark) ; Earth'-honse, the name given to the ancient
underground dwellings in Ireland and Scotland,
also called Pints' houses; Earth'-hnng'er, the
passion for acquiring land ; Earth'iness ; Earthll-
ness ; Earth'llng, a dweller on the earth.

—

adjs.

Earthly, lelon^ing to the earth: vile: worldly:
Earthly-mind'ed. having the mind intent on earthly
thing'; hs. Earth ly-mind edness ; Earth-nut,
the popular name 'if certain tuberous roots growing
underground : Earth'-pea, the hog-peanut ; Earth -

plate, a buried plate of metal forming the earth-

connection of a telegraph-wire, lightning-conductor,
&c : Earth'qnake, a quaking or shaking of the
earth : a hesving of the g^round ; Earth'-shine, the

faint light visible on the part of the moon not illumi-

nated by the sun : Earth'-trem'or, a slight earth-
qiiake.

—

nHi'. Earth'Ward, toward the earth.

—

ns.

Earth'work, a fortification of earth ; Eart^'-worm,
the common worm : a mean person, a poor creature.—adj. Earth'y, consisting of, relating to, or re-

sembling earth : inhabiting the earth : gross : unre-
fined. [A.S. eorthe; cf. Dut. aarde, Ger. erefe.]

Ease, ez, M, freedom from pain or disturbance : rest

from work : quiet : freedom from difficulty : natural-
ness.

—

v.t. to free from pain, trouble, or anxiety

:

to relieve : to calm.

—

adj. EaM'fnl, ease-giving:
quiet, fit for rest.

—

n. Ease'ment. relief: assistance:

support: gratificatioiL

—

adv. Eas'ily.

—

n. Eas'l-

ness.

—

adj. Eas'y, at ease : free from pain : tran-

quil : unconstrained : giving ease : not difficult

:

yielding : not straitened (in circumstances) : not
tight : not strict, as in ' easy virtue.'

—

interj. Easy I

a command to lower, or to go gently, to stop rowing,
&c— «. Easy-chair, an arm-chair for ease or rest.

—adj. Easy-going, good-natured : indolent—Ease
ones self, to relieve nature.—(Thapel Of ease (see

Chapel): Free and easy (see Free). —Honours
Oasy, when the honours are evenly divided at whist

;

ni at ease, uncomfortable ; Stand at ease, used
of soldiers, when freed from * attention ;

' Take it

easy, to be quite unconcerned : to be in no hurry

;

Take one's ease, to make one's self comfortable.

[U. Kr. aise : cog. with It. agio; Prov. ais. Port. asc.\

Easel, ez'l, «. the frame on which painters support

their pictures while painting. [Dut. exei, or G«r.

escK an a.ss.]

Easle, es'l, «. (Bums) hot ashes. (A.S. ysU : cf. Ice.

ush.\
Eassel, a Scotch form for eastvMrd, easterly.

East, est, K. that part of the heavens where the sun
first shines or rises : one of the four cardinal points
of the compass.

—

adj. toward the rising of the sun.

—

HS. East'-end, the eastern part of London, the habi-
tation of the poorer classes; East -end er-

—

adjs.
Easter, East'em, toward the east : connected with
the east : dwelling in the east.—«. East erling, a
native of the £ast: a trader from the shores of the
Baltic

—

adj. Easterly, coming from the eastward :

looking toward the east.

—

atii'. on the ca'^t : toward
the east.

—

adjs. East emmost, East'most, situated
farthest cast.

—

ns. East'-In diaman, a vessel used
in the East India trade : East'ing, the course
gained to the eastward : distance eastward from a
given meridian ; East'land, the land in the East.
— aJz: East'irard, toward the east. — East-
by-S01lth (north), nj degrees from due east;

East-south (north>east, 22^ degrees Irom due
east.—East'Ward position, the position of the cele-

brant at the Eucharist, when he stands in front of

the altar and facing it, instead of the usual practice

of standing at the north end of the altar, facing

southward.—Aboat east (siang), in proper manner

;

The East, the countries to the east of Europe

;

Turning to the east, a practice for both clergy and
lait}' during service, esp. while singing the creeds,

the Giori-a Patri, and the Gloria in Excelsis. [A.S.
ea%i ; (Jer. est ; akin to Gr. eds, the dawn.]

Easter, est'er, M. a Christian festival commemorating
the resurrection of Christ, held on the Sunday after

CJood- Friday.

—

n. East'er-day, Easter Sunday.

—

ns.fl. East'er-dues, -oflf'erings, ' customary sums

'

which from time immemorial have been paid to the

parson by his people at Easter.

—

ns. East'er-egg,
egcjs stained of various colours, given as present- on
Easter ; East'ertide, Eastertime, either Easter week
or the fifty daj-s between Blaster and Whitsuntide.

[.A.S. fastre; Ger. ostem. Bede derives ihe word
from Eastre, a goddess whose festival was held at

the spring equinox.]
Eat, et, v.t. to chew and swallow : to consume : to

corrode.

—

v.i. to take food :—•/*»'/. eat'ing ; pa.t. ate

(at or et) ; pa.f. eaten (etn) or \ohs.) eat (et).

—

adj.
Eat'able, fit to be eaten.

—

n. anything used as food
(chiefly //.).

—

ns. Eat'age. grass or fodder for horses,

&c. : the right to eat : Eat er, one who, or that

which, eats or corrodes : Eat'ing, the act of taking
food.

—

p.adj. that eats: corroding. —«j. Eat'ing-
house, a place where provisions are sold ready
dressed : a restaurant ; Good'-eat'ing, something
good for food.—Eat a'way, to destroy gradually: to

gnaw : Eat in, used of the action of acid : Eat ItS

head ofT, used of an animal which co«s as much for

food as it is worth : Eat one's heart, to pine away,
brooding over misfortune : Eat One'S terms, to

study for the bar, with allusion to the number of
times in a term that a student must dine in the hall

of an Inn of Court : Eat one's WOrdS, to retract : to

recant; Eat out, to finish eatables: to encroach
upon: Eat the air (Shak.\ to be deluded with
hopes : Eat up, to devour : to consume, absorb

;

Eat well, to have a good appetite. [A. S. etan ; cf.

Ger. essen. Ice. eta, L. edire, Gr. edein.]
Eath. €th, adj. (ais.) disy.—adv. Eathly. [A.S.

(athe, easily ; cf. Old High Ger. odi, eassy.]

Eau, 1, n. the French word for water, used in Enelish
in various combinations,—Eau C^^Ole, a fine Mar-
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Eaves mote ; mute ; mOSn ; then. Echo

tinique liqueur, made by distilling the flowers of the

mammee-appte with spirit of wine : Eau de Cologne
(see under Cologne-earth) ; Eau de vie, brandy.

Eaves, evz, «.//. the edge of the roof projecting over

the wall: anything projecting.

—

ns. Eaves'drip,

Eaves'drop, the water which falls from the eaves of

a house : the place where the drops fall.

—

v.t. to

stand under the eaves or near the windows of a
house to listen : to listen for secrets.

—

ns. Eaves-
dropper, one who thus listens : one who tries to

overhear private conversation ; Eavesdropping.
[A.S. e/es, the clipped edge of thatch; cf Ice. ufis.]

Ebb, eb, H. the going back or retiring of the tide : a
decline or decay.

—

z\i. to flow back: to sink: to

decay.—«. Ebb'-tide, the ebbing or retiring tide.

[A.S. ebba; Ger. ebbe ; cog. with even.}

Ebenezer, eb-en-ez'er, n. a memorial stone set up by
Samuel after the victory of Mizpeh (i Sam. vii. 12) :

a name sometimes applied to a chapel or meeting-
house. [Heb., 'stone of help.']

Bbionite, e'bi-on-It, n. a name applied to Jewish
Christians who remained outside the Catholic Church
down to the time of Jerome. They held the Mosaic
laws binding on Christians, and denied the aposto-
late of Paul and the miraculous birth of Jesus.

—

v.t. Eblonlse. —«(/;. Ebioniflc—«j. Eblonit'lsm,
E'bionism. [Heb. ebyon, poor.]

EbliS, eb'lis, «. the chief of the fallen angels or wicked
jinns in Mohammedan mythology-.—Also Iblees.

Ebon, eb'on, Ebony, eb'on-i, n. a kind of wood almost
as heavy and hard as stone, usually black, admitting
of a fine polish.

—

adj. made of ebony: black as

ebony.

—

f.t. Eb'onise, to make furniture look like

ebony.

—

?ts. Eb'onlst, a worker in ebony ; Eb'onite,
vulcanite (see under Vulcan). [L.,—Gr. ebenos; cf.

Heb. hodnim, pi. of hobni, obni—eben, a stone.]

EbOUlement, a-tK)ormong, ». the falling in of the wall
of a fortification : a landslide or landslip. [Fr.]

Ebracteate, -d, e-brak'te-at, -ed, adj. (bat.) without
bracts.

Ebriated, fbri-at-ed, a<^'._ intoxicated.—«. EbrTety,
drunkenness.

—

adj. E'briOSO, drunk.—«. EbriOS'ity.
[L. fbridre, -dium, to make drunk.]

Ebrillade, a-bre-lyad', n. the sudden jerking of a
horse's rein when he refuses to turn. [Fr.]

Ebullient, e-bul'yent, adj. boiling up or over : agi-

tated : enthusiastia—«j. Ebullience, Ebulliency,
a boiling over ; Ebulli'tion, act of boiling : agita-

tion : an outbreak. [L. ebuUitnt-em, ebulllre—
e, out, and bulltre, to boil.]

Ebumine, eb-ur'nin, adj. of or like ivory — also

Ebur'nean.

—

ns. Ebuma'tion, a morbid change of

bone by which it becomes very hard and dense

;

Ebumifica'tion, art of making like ivory. [L. ebur. ]

£cart^, a-kar'ta, n. a game for two, played with the
thirty-two highest cards, one feature being the right

to discard or throw out certain cards lor others.

(Fr.,

—

e, out, carte, a card.]

Ecaudate, e-kaVdat, adj. tailless.

EcbasiS, ek'ba-sis, n. (rhei.) a figure in which the
speaker treats of things according to their conse-
quences adj. Ecbat'iC, denoting a mere result,

not an intention. [Gr.]

Eoblastesis, ek-blas-te'sis, «. (bot.) the production of
buds within flowers.

Ecbole, ek'bo-le, n. (riet.) a digression : (mus.) the
raising or sharping of a tone.—<i<j^'. Ecbol'ic, promot-
ing parturition.—«. a drug with this quality. [Gr.]

Eccaleobion, ek-kal-e-O'bi-on, «. a machine for the
artificial hatching of eggs. [Gr., ' I call out life.']

Ecce, ek'si, Latin word for 'behold.'—Eoce homO,
ijehold the man (John, xix. 5)—in art, a Christ
crowned with thorns.

Eccentric, -al, ek-sen'trik, -al, adj. departing from
the centre : not having the same centre as another,
said of circles : out of the usual course : not conform-
ing to common rules : odd.

—

h. Eccen'tric, a circle

not having the same centre as another : (mecA.) a

29S

contrivance for taking an alternating rectilinear
motion from a revolving shaft : an eccentric fellow.
—adv. Eccen'trically.—«. Eccentrlc'ity, the dis-

tance of the centre of a planet's orbit from the centre
of the sun: singularity of conduct : oddness. [Fr.,

—

Low L. eccentricus—Gr. ek, out of, kentron, centre.]
Ecchymosis, ek-ki-mO'sis, «. a discoloration of the

surface produced by blood effused below or in the
texture of the skin.

—

adjs. Ec'chjrmosed, Eccby-
mot'ic. [Gr.,

—

ek, out of, and chymos, juice.]

Ecclesia, e-kle'zi-a, n. a popular assembly, esp. of
Athens, where the people exercised full sovereignty,
and all above twenty years could vote : applied by
the Septuagint commentators to the Jewish com-
monwealth, and from them to the Christian Church.
—adj. Eccle'Sial.—«J. Eccle'SiartJh, a ruler of the
church ; Eccle'siast, the preacher—Solomon for-

merly considered as the author of Ecclesiastes : an
ecclesiastic ; Eccle'siastes, one of the books of the
Old Testament, traditionally ascribed to Solomon

;

Ecclesias'tic, one consecrated to the church, a
priest, a clergyman.

—

adjs. Eccle'siastic, -al, be-
longing to the church.

—

adv. Ecclesias'tically, in

an ecclesiastical manner. — ns. Eccleslas'ticisni,
attachment to ecclesiastical obsen'ances. &c. : the
churchman's temper or spirit ; Ecclesias'tiCUS, name
of a book of the Apocrj^jha ; Ecclesiol'atry, exces-
sive reverence for church forms and traditions.

—

adj. EcclesiOlOg'lcaL—«J. Ecclesiol'Ogist, a student
of church forms and traditions ; Ecclesiol'f^y, the
science of building and decorating churches : the
science relating to the church. [Low L., — Gr.
ekklesia, an assembly called out of the world, the
church

—

ek, out, and kalein, to call.]

Eccoprotic, ek-o-prot'ik, adj. laxative, mildly cathar-
tic.—•'/. a laxative.

Eccrinology, ek-ri-nol'6-ji, n. the branch of physiology
relating to the secretions.

Ecciisis, ek'ri-sis, n. expulsion of waste or morbid
matter.

—

n. EccritlC, a medicine having this pro-
perty. [Gr.]

Ecdysis, ek'di-sis, «. the act of casting ofl" an integu-
ment, as in serpents. [Gr.]

Eche. ek, v.t. {iihak.) to eke out : to augment. [A.S.
ecan : akin to L. augere, to increase. See Eke.]

Echelon, esh'e-long, «. an arrangement of troops in

battalions or divisions placed parallel to one another,
but no two on the same alignment, each having its

front clear of that in advance. [Fr., from echelU, a
ladder or stair. See Scale.]

Echidna, ek-id'na, n. a genus of Australian toothless
burrowing monotremate mammals, armed with por-
cupine-like spines, laying eggs instead of bringing
forth the young.— «. Echid'nine, serpent-poison.
[Formed from Gr. echidna, a viper.]

Echinate, -d, ek'in-at, -ed, adj. prickly like a hedge-
hog : set with prickles or bristles.

—

ns. Echi'nite, a
fossil sea-urchin ; Echi'noderm, one of the Echi-
noder'mata, a class of animals having the skin
strengthened by calcareous plates, or covered with
spikes.—rt^>. Echinoder matOUS, relating to the
Echinodermata ; Ech'inoid, like a sea-urchin.—«.

one of the Echinoi'dea.—». Echl'nus, a sea-urchin:
{archit.') the convex projecting moulding of eccentric
curve in Greek examples, supporting the abacus of
the Doric capitaL [Gr. echinas, a hedgehog, and
derma, skin.]

Echo, ek'O, «. the repetition of sound caused by a
sound-wave coming against some opposing surface,

and being reflected : a device in verse in which a
line ends with a word which recalls the sound of the
last word of the preceding line : imitation : an imita-

tor :—//. Echoes (ek'oz).

—

v.i. to reflect sound : to

be sounded back: to resound.

—

v.t. to send back
the sound of: to repeat a thing said : to imitate : to
flatter slavishly :—/*>./. ech'Sing ; f>a.p. ech'Ced.

—

ns. Ech'Oism, the formation of imitative words

;

Ecb'OiSt, one who repeats like an echo.

—

adj. Eob'O-



j^lalrcissement fSte, fir ; m£, h^r ; mine

:

Edelweiss

less, giving no echo, unresponsive.

—

ns. Ecbom'eter,
an instrument for measuring the length of sounds

;

Echom'etry, the art of measunog such.—Cheer to
the echo, to applaud most heartily, so that the room
resounds. [L.,—Gr. icAS, a sound.]

Eclaircissement, ek-lar-sis'mong, «. the act of clear-

ing up anything : explanation.—Come to an ^Clair-

CiSSement, to come to an understanding : to explain

conduct that seemed equivocal. [Kr. eclaircir, pr.p.

•cissapit, f—L. ex, out, clair—L. clarus, clear.]

Eclampsia, ek-lamp'si-a, «. a term often erroneously

applied as synonymous with epilepsy, while it is

really the equivalent of convulsions, but usually

restricted to such as are due to such local or

general causes as teething, child-bearing, &c.—also

Eclamp'sy.—rta^;'. Eclamp'tic. [Formed from Gr.

ekianipein, to shine forth.]

Eclat, a-kla , «. a striking eflfect : applause : splendour :

social distinction, notoriety. [Fr. eclat, from O. Fr.

«<://i/^r, to break, to shine.]

Eclectic, ek-lek'tik, adj. selecting or borrowing

:

choosing the best out of everything : broad, the

opposite of exclusive.—«. one who selects opinions

from different systems, esp. in philosophy.— «</?'.

Eclec'tically.—«. Eclecticism, the practice of an
eclectic : the doctrine of the EclOC'tiCS, a name
applied to certain Greek thinkers in the 2d and ist

centuries B.C., later to Leibnitz and Cousin. [Gr.

ekiektikos—ek, out, legein, to choose.]

Eclipse, e-klips', n. an obscuration of one of the
heavenly bodies by the interposition of another,

either between it and the spectator, or between it

and the sun : loss of brilliancy : darkness.

—

v.i.

to hide a luminous body wholly or in part : to

darken : to throw into the shade, to cut out, surpass.

—p.ndjs. Eclipsed', darkened, obscured ; Eclipsing,
darkening, obscuring.

—

n. Eclip'tiC, the name given
to the great circle of the heavens round which the

sun seems to travel, from west to east, in the course
of a year: a great circle on the globe corresponding
to the celestial ecliptic.

—

adj. pertaining to an eclipse

or the ecliptic [Through O. Fr. and L. from Gr.
ekUifisis—ek, out, Uipein, to leave]

Eclog^te, ek'loj-Tt, n. a crystalline rock, composed of
smaragdite and red garnet. [Gr. ekloge, selection

—

ek, out, legetH, to choose.]
Eclogue, ek'log, ft. a short pastoral poem like Virgil's

Biuolics. [L. ecloga—Gr. ekloge, a selection, esp.

of poems

—

ek, out of, Ugein to choose.]
Economy, ek-on'o-mi, n, the management of a house-

hold or of money matters : a frugal and judicious
expenditure of money : a system of rules or cere-

monies : a dispensation, as ' the Christian economy :

'

regular operations, as of nature.

—

otljs. Econom'ic,
-al, pert.-iining to economy: frugal: careful.

—

adv.
Econom ically. — tis. Econom'ics, the science of
household management: political economy ; Econo-
misa'tion, act of economising.

—

v.i. Econ'omise, to

manage with economy : to spend money carefully :

to save.

—

v.t. to use prudently : to spend with
frugality.—>». Economi'ser, Econ'omist, one who
is economical : one who studies political economy.

—

Political economy (see under Polltio). [L. acono-
mia—Gr. oikonotHta— oikos, a house, notnos, a
law.]

Ecorcha, a-kor'sha, «. a figure in which the muscles
are represented stripped of the skin, for purposes of
artistic study. [Fr. icorcher, to flay.)

£COSSaisa, a-ko-saz', n. a kind of country-dance of

Scotch origin, or music appropriate to such.—
Douche Ecossaise, the alternation of hot and cold

douches. [Fr., fern, ol Ecossais, Scotch.]
Ecostate, e-kos'tAt, adj. (hot.) not costate : ribless.

Eophlysls, ek'fli-sis, n. {path.) vesicular eruption.

EcphoneslS, ek-(0-ne'sis, «. {rJut.) a figure of speech
which uses questions, interjections, &c., for variety :

in Greek use, the part of the service spoken in an
audible tone.
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Ecpbractlc, ek-frak'tik, adj. Otud.) serving to remove
obstructions.

—

n. a drug with such properties.

Ecraseur, a-kra-zer, n. {svrg.) an instrument for re-

moving tumours. [Fr.]

Ecstasy, ek'sta-si, n. a word applied to states of mind
marked by temporary mental alienation and altered
or diminished consciousness : excessive joy : entbu*
siasm, or any exalted feeling.

—

zi.t. to fill with joy.—adjs. Ec'stasled, enraptured ; Ecstatic, causing
ecstasy : amounting to ecstasy : rapturous.—«. one
given to ecstasy : something spoken in a state of
ecstasy.—Oi/f. Ecstatically. [Through O. Fr. and
Low L. from Gr. ekstasis—ek, aside, histanai, to
make to stand.]

Ectal, ek'tal, adj. (anat.) outer, external— opp. to
Eiital.—adv. Ec'tad. [Gr. ektos, without.]

Ectasis, ek'ta-sis, n. the pronunciation of a vowel as
long.

Ecthllpsis, ek-thlip'sis, «. omission or suppression of a
letter. [Gr.]

Ecthjrma, ek-tht'ma, n. a pustular disease of the skin,

in which the pustules often reach the size of a pea,
and have a red, slightly elevated, hardish base.

[Gr. , ek, thyein, to boil.]

Ectoblast, ekto-blast, h. the outer wall of a cell.

—

adj. Ectoblas'tic.
Ectoderm, ek'to-derm, «. the external germinal layer

of the embryo. [Gr. ektos, outside, derma, skin.]

Ectoparasite, ek-tO-par'a-sIt, «. an external parasite.

Ectopia, ek-to'pi-a, «. (path.) morbid displacement
of parts.—<z^'. Ectop'ia

Ectoplasm, ek'to-plasm, «. the exterior protoplasm or
sarcode of a cell.

—

adjs. Ectoplas'miC, Ectoplas'tio.
Ectozoa, ek-tO-zO'a, n.pl. external parasites generally
—opp. to Entozoa. — ». Ectozo'an, one of the
Ectozoa.

Ectropion, -nm, ek-trOp'i-on, -um, H. eversion of the
margin of the eyelid, so that the red inner surface is

exposed.

—

adj. Ectrop'iC. [Gr. ek, out, and trepein,

to turn.]

Ectype, ek'tip, H. a reproduction or copy. — adj.
Ec'typal.—«. EctypogTaphy. [Gr. ek, out, and
typos, a figure.]

Ecu, a'ku, or a-kQ', «. a French silver coin, usually
considered as equivalent to the English crown

—

there were also gold icus weighing about 60 grains :

a common name for the five-franc piece. [Fr.,—L.
scutum, a shield.

Ecumenic, -al, ek-a-men'ik, -al, adj. general, uni-

versal, belonging to the entire Christian Church.

—

Also Olcumen'ic, -aL
Eczema, ek'ze-ma, n. a common skin disease, in which

the affected portion of the skin is red, and is covered
with numerous siiiall papules, which speedily turn
into vesicles.

—

adj. Eczem'atOUS. [Gr,, {to\n ekzetrt—ek. out, zeein, to boil.]

Edacious, e-da'shus, adj. given to eating : gluttonous.
—adv. Eda'ciously. —ns. Eda'oiousness ; Edac'ity.
[L. edax, cddcis—edire, to eat.]

Edda, ed'a, n. the name of two Scandinavian books
—the 'Elder' Edda, a collection of ancient mytho-
logical and heroic songs (qth-iith century) ; and
the ' Younger ' or prose Edda, by Snorri Sturluson
{c. 1330), mythological stories, poetics, and prosody.
[Ice., 'great-grandmother.']

Eddish, ed'dish, n. pasturage, or the eatable growth
of grass after mowing. [Dubiously referred to

A.S. edisc, a park.]
Eddy, ed'i, n. a current of water or air running back,

contrary to the main stream, thus causing a circular
motion: a whirlpool: a whirlwind.

—

v.i, to move
round and round -.—pr-p. edd'ying ; pa.p. edd'ied.

—

«. Edd'ying, the action of the verb eddy. [Prob.
from A.S. ed. back ; cf. Ice. ida—id, back.]

Edelweiss, a del-vis, «. a small white composite, with
pretty white flower, foimd growing in damp places
at considerable altitudes (5000-7000 feet) throughout
the Alps. [Ger. edtl, noble, vueus, whitcj



Edematose m6te ; mQte ; mOon ; ihtn. Efficient

Edematose, -ous. Same as (Edematose, -ous (q.v.

under (Edema).
Eden, eden, «. the garden where Adam and Eve

lived : a paradise.— adj\ Eden'iC. [Heb. eden,
delight, pleasure.]

Edentate, -d, e-den'tat, -ed, adj. without teeth : want-
ing front teeth—also Eden'taL—«f. Edenta'ta, a
Cuvierian order of mammals, having no teeth or

very imperfect ones; Edenta'tion, toothlessness.

—

adj. Eden'tulOUS, edentate. [L. edentatus, tooth-

less

—

e, out of, dens, dentis, a tooth.]

Edge, ej, «. the border of anything : the brink : the
cutting side ofan instrument: something that wounds
or cuts : sharpness of mind or appetite ; keenness.

—

v.t. to put an edge on : to place a border on : to

exasperate : to urge on : to move by little and little.

—v.i. to move sideways—«. Edge'-bono, the haunch-
bone.

—

adjs. Edged ; Edge'less, without an edge :

blunt.— «i^. Edge-rail, a rail of such form that the
carriage-wheels roll on its edges, being held there by
flanges ; Edge'-tool, Edged tool, a tool with a sharp
edge.—rt</i'J. Edge'ways, Edge'wise, in the direc-

tion of the edge : sidew.iys.

—

fts. Edg'iness, angu-
larity, over-sharpness of outline ; Edg'ing, any border
or fringe round a garment: a border of box, &c.,
round a flower-bed.

—

adj'. Edgy, with edges, sharp,
hard in outline.—Edge in a word, to get a word in

with difficulty; Edge Of the SWOrd, a rhetorical

phrase for the sword as the symbol of slaughter.

—

Outside edge, figure in skating, made on the outer
edge of the skate.—Play Witll edge-tools, to deal
carelessly with dangerous matters.—Set on edge, to

e.xcite ; Set the teeth on edge, to cause a strange
grating feeling in the teeth ; to rouse an instinctive

dislike. [A.S. ecg: cf. Ger. ecke, L. acies.]

Edible, ed'i-bl, adj. fit to be eaten.—«. something
for food.— «j. Edibility, Ed'lhleness, fitness for

being eaten. [L. edibilis—edlre, to eat.]

Edict, e'dikt, «. something proclaimed by authority :

an order issued by a king or lawgiver.— adj.
EdiCt'aL—a<^z/. Edict'ally. [L. edictum—t, out,
dicere, dictum, to .say. ]

Edify, ed'i-fi, v.t. to build: to build up the faith of:
to strengthen spiritually towards faith and holiness :

to comfort : to improve the mind:

—

pr.p. ed'ifying;
pa.p. ed'ified.

—

n. Edifica'tion, nistruction : progress
in knowledge or in goodness.

—

adj. Ed'ificatory,
tending to edification.

—

n. Ed'ifice, a large building
or house.

—

adj. Edific'ial, structural.—«. Ed'ifier,

one who edihes adj. Ed'ifying, instructive: im-
proving.

—

adv. Ed'ifyingly. [Fr. idifier—X^.adiji-
ciire—cedes, a house, yiwr/rf, to make.]

Edile. See .Sdile.
Edit, ed'it, v.t. to prepare the work of an author for

publication : to supermtend the publication of (a

newspaper, &c.): to compile, garble, or cook up
materials into literary shape.

—

ns. Edi'tion, the pub-
lication of a book : the number of copies of a book
printed at a time ; Editor, one who edits a book :

one who conducts a newspaper or journal •.—/cm.
Ed itress.

—

adj. Editorial, of or belonging to an
editor.—«. an article in a newspaper written by the
editor, a leading article.

—

adv. Edito'riaUy.

—

u. Edi-
torship. [L. edere, edltuiii -e, oiitj dare, to give.]

Educate, ed'u-kat, v.t. to bring up children : to train :

to teach : to cultivate any power.

—

adj. Ed'UCable.—«. Education, the bringing up or training, as of a
child : instruction : strengthening of the powers of
body or mind.— o.;^'. Educa'tional.

—

adv. Educa'-
tionally.—K. Educa'tionist, one skilled in methods
of educating or teaching : one who promotes edu-
cation.—a<(/'. Ed'ucative, of or pertaining to edu-
cation : calculated to teach.—«. Educator. [L.
educdre, -dtum—edtuere—e, out, ducere, to lead.]

Educe, e-dus', v.t to draw out: to extract : to cause
to appear.—«. inference.

—

adj. Educlble, that mav
be educed or brought out and shown.

—

ns. E'duct,
what is educed ; EdUC'tion, the act of educing ;

EdUC'tion-plpe, the pipe by which the exhaust
steam is led from the cylinder of a steam-engine
into the condenser or the atmosphere ; Educ'tor, he
who, or that which, educes. [L. educere, eductum
—c, out, and ducere, to lead.]

Edulcorate, e-dul'kO-rat, v.t. to sweeten : to free from
acids, &.c.—adj. Edul'oorant.-«. Edulcora'tlon.
—a^ij. Edul'corative.—«. Edul'corator.

Ee, e, Scotch form of eye

:

—pi. Een.
Eel, «. a name widely applied in popular usage, but

justifiably extended to all the members of the family
Jiiurienidce—the body is much elongated, cylindrical
or ribbon-shaped.

—

ns. Eel'-baslcet, a basket for

catching eels ; Eel'-pout, in England, a Burbot
(q.v.) ; m parts of Scotland, a Blenny (q.v.) : a well-

known fish, with a slimy body, living chiefly in mud ;

Eel'-spear, an instrument with broad prongs for

catching eels. [A.S. xl ; Ger., Dut. aal.}
E'en, en, a contraction oi even.
E'er, ar, a contraction of ever.

Eerie, Eery, e'ri, adj. exciting fear : weird : affected
with fear : timorous.

—

adv. Ee'rily.

—

n. Ee'itness
{Scot.). [M. E. arh, eri—A.S. earg, timid.]

Effable, ef'a-bl, adj. capable of being expressed. [Fr.,
— L. effdfi—ex, out, ydrt, to .speak.]

E£face, ef-fis', v.t. to destroy the surface of a thing :

to rub out : to obliterate, wear away.

—

ad/, Efface'-
able, that can be rubbed out.—». Efiace'ment.
[Fr. effacer—L. ex, owl, fades, face.]

Effect, ef-fekt', n. the result of an action : impres-sion

produced : reality : the consequence intended : (//.)
goods : property.—-'. t. to produce : to accomplish.
—ns. Effeoter, Effec'tor.—«<:>>. Effec'tible, that

may be effected ; Effec'tive, having power to effect

:

causing something : powerful : serviceable. — cuir<.

Effec'tively.—«. Effec'tiveness.—^^'j. Effectless,
without effect, useless ; Effec'tual, successful in

producing the desired effect: (Sliak.) decisive.

—

>A Effectuality.— rti/z;. Effeo'tually.—i/. /. Effec'-

tuate, to accomplish.

—

n. Effectua'tion.—Effectual
calling (theol.'), the invitation to come to Christ
which the elect receive.—For effect, so as to make a
telling impression; General effect, the effect pro-

duced by a picture, &c., as a whole ; Give effect to,

to accomplish, perform ; In effect, in truth, really :

substantially.—Leave no effects, to die without pro-
perty to bequeath.—Take effect, to begin to operate

:

to come into force. [Fr.,—L. efficere, effectuiii, to

accomplish

—

ex, omX., facere, to make.)
Effeir, Effere, e-fer', «. Scotch form of affair.
Effeminate, ef-fem'in-at, adj. womanish : unmanly

:

weak : cowardly : voluptuous. — «. an effeminate
person.

—

^'.t. to make womanish: to unman: to

weaken.

—

v.i. to become effeminate.— «. Effem'-
inacy, womanish softness or weakness : indulgence
in unmanly pleasures.— culv. Effem'inately.— n.

Effem'inateness. [L. effemindre, -dtum, to make
womanish—i'j:, out, anAJetnina, a woman.]

Effendi, ef-fen'di, n. a Turkish title for civil officials

and educated persons generally. [Turk. ; from Gr.
auihentes, an absolute master.]

Efferent, efe-rent, adj. conveying outward or away.
Effervesce, ef-fer-ves', v.i. to boil up : to bubble and

hiss : to froth up.—«j. Efferves'cence ; Efferves-
cency.— adjs. Efferves'cent, boiling or bubbling
from the disengagement of gas ; Efferves'cible. [L.

^ervescere—ex, inten., ^cadi/ervere, to boil.]

EfEite, ef-fet', adj. exhausted : worn out with age.

[L. effetus, weakened by having brought forth young—ex, OMX., fetus, a bringing forth young.]
Efficacious, ef-fi-ka'shus, adj. able to produce the

result intended.—a</;'. Efficaciously.—«.r. Effica'-

ciousness ; Efflcac'ity ; Efficacy, virtue : energy.
[Fr.,—L. effcax, efficacis~efficere.\

Efficient, ef-fish'ent, adj. capable of producing the de-
sired result : effective.—«. the person or thing that
effects.

—

ns. Effi'cience, Effi'ciency, power to pro-
duce the result intended, adequate fitness.

—

adv.
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Efflerce filte, far ; me, hfer ; mtne ; Eiffel-tower

Bffi'ciently. [Fr., — L. efficient, -entis, pr.p. of

efficere—ex, owx, facere, to make.]
Emerce, ef-fers', v.t. (Spots.) to make fierce.

Effigy, ef fi-ji, «. a likeness or figure of a person : the

head or impression on a coin : resemblance

—

(arch.)

Effigies.—Burn in effigy, to burn a figure of a

person, expressing dislike or contempt. [Fr.,—L.

effigies—effingere—ex, 'm\.exi.,Jingere, to form.]

Effloresce, ef-Ho-res', v.i. to blossom forth : (chent.) to

become covered with a white dust : to form minute

crystals.

—

ns. Efflores'cenoe, Efflores'cency, pro-

duction of flowers : the time of flowering : a redness

of the skin : the formation of a white powder on the

surface of bodies, or of minute crystals.

—

adj. Efflo-

res'cent, forming a white dust on the surface : shoot-

ing into white threads. [L. efflorescere—ex, out,

florescere, to \>\o'i?,om.—flos,Jloris, a flower.]

Effluent, ef'floo-ent, adj. flowing out.—«. a stream

that flows out of another stream or lake.

—

n. Efflu-

ence, a flowing out: that which flows from any
body : issue. [L. effluens, -entis, pr.p. of effluere—
ex, ont.jluere, to flow.]

Effluvium, ef-flOD'vl-um, >t minute particles that flow

out from bodies : disagreeable vapours rising from
decaying matter :

—

/>l. Efflu'via.

—

adj. EfflU'TiaL

[Low L.,—L. effluere.]

Efflux, ef'fluks, «. act of flowing out : that which flows

out.—Also Effluxion. [L. effluere, effluxum.}^
Effodient, e-fO'di-ent, adj. (zool.) habitually digging.

Effoilation, e-fO-li-a'shun, «. the removal or fall of the

leaves of a plant.

Efforce, ef-fOrs', v.t. (Spens.) to compel. [Fr. efforcer

—Late L. ejfortidre—ex, out, fortis, strong.]

Effort, effort, «. a putting forth of strength : attempt

:

struggle.

—

adj. Effortless, making no eflfort : pas-

sive. (Fr.,—L. ex, out, fortis, strong.]

Effray, an obsolete form of affray.
Effrontery, ef-frunt'er-i, «. shamelessness : impu-
dence : insolence. [O. Fr.,—L. effrons, effrontis—
ex, ont, fro>ts,frontis, the forehead.]

Effulge, ef-fulj', v.i. to shine forth : to beam :

—

pr.f.
effulg'ing ; ^.p. efTulged'.—«. Effill'gence, great
lustre or brightness : a flood of light, —aiij. Efful'-

gent, shining forth: extremely bright : splendid.

—

adv. Effol'gently. [L. efftilgere, to shine out, pr.p.

effulgens, -entis—ex, out, fulgere, to shine. ]

EffUse, ef-fuz', v.t. to pour out : to pour forth : as
words: to shed. — «. eflfusion, loss.

—

adj. loosely

spreading, not compact, expanded.—«. EffU'sion,

act of pouring out : that which is poured out or
forth: quality of being efi"usive.

—

adj. ESii'Sive,

pouring forth abundantly : gushing : expressing
emotion in a pronounced manner.— /k/k. Effu'sively.
—«. EffU'sivenesS. [L. effundere, effusum.—ex,
QUI,fundere, to pour.]

Eft, eft, 71. a kind of lizard: a newt. [A.S. efeta.
Origin obscure. See Newt.]

Eft, eft, adj. ready (S/tak., Muck Ado, IV. ii. 38).

Eft, eft, adv. (Spens.) afterwards, again, forthwith,

moreover.

—

adv. EftSOOns' (obs.), soon afterwards,
forthwith. [A.S. aft, eft, after, again. Sec Aft.]

Egad, e-gad', interj. a minced oath. \By God.]
Egal, e'gai, adj. (S/ta^.) equal.—«. Egal'ity, equality.

[Fr. egalite—fgal— L. eequus, equal.]
Eger, e'ger, «. Same as Eagre.
Egence, e'jens, «. exigence.
Egestion, ej-est'yun, «. the passing off of excreta
from within the body.

—

v.t. Egest', to discharge.

—

«.//. Egest'a, things thrown out, excrements.

—

adj. Egest'iTB. [L. egerere—e, out, gerlre, to

carry.]

Egg, eg, n. an oval body laid by birds and certain

other animals, from which their young are produced :

atiything shaped like an egg.

—

ns. Egg'-app'Ie, or
plant, the brinjal or aubergine, an East Indian
annual with egg-shaped fruit ; Egg'-bird, a sooty
tern; figs'-CO'sy, a covering put over boiled eggs
to keep m the heat after being taken from the pot

:

Egg'-cup, a cup for holding an egg at table ; Egg'er,
Egg'ler, one who collects eegs ; Egg'ery, a place
where eggs are laid ; Egg'-llp, a hot drink made
of ale, with eggs, sugar, spice, &c. ; Egg' -glass, a
small sand-glass for regulating the boiling of eggs ;

Egg'-nog, a drink compounded of eggs and hot beer,
spirits, &c. ; Egg'-shell, the shell or calcareous sub-
stance which covers the eggs of birds ; Egg'-slice, a
kitchen utensil for lilting fried eggs out of a pan;
Egg"-spoon, a small spoon used in eating eggs from
the shell.—A bad egg (coll.), a worthless person

;

Put all one s eggs into one basket, to risk all on
one enterprise ; Take eggs for money, to be put off"

with mere promises ot payment ; Teach your grand-
mother to suck eggs, .spoken contemptuously to one
who would teach those older and wiser than him-
self; Tread upon eggs, to walk warily, to steer
one's way carefully in a delicate situation. [A.S.
(eg : cf. ice. egg, Ger. ei, perh. L. ovum, Gr. don.]

Egg, eg, r'.A to instigate. |Ice. eggja—egg, an edge

;

cog. with A.S. ecg. See Edge.]
Egis. See .ffigiS.

Eglandular, e-glan'da-lar, adj. having no glands.
Eglantine, eg'lan-tln, «. a name given to the sweet-

brier, and some other species of rose, whose
branches are covered with sharp prickles. [Fr.,

—

O. Fr. aiglent, as if from a L. ac7ilentus, prickly

—

acus, a needle, and suff. lentus.]

Eglatere, eg-la-ter', «. (7V««.) eglantine.
Egma, eg'ma, «. (Sluik.) a corruption o{ enigma.
Ego, e'gO, «. the ' I,' that which is conscious and

thinks.

—

ns. E'goism (pitil.), the doctrine that we
have proof of nothing but our own existence

:

(ethics) the theory of self-interest as the principle

of morality : selfishness ; E'gOist, one who holds the
doctrine of egoism: one who thinks and speaks too
much of him,self.

—

adjs. Egoist'iC, -al, pertaining to

or manifesting egoism.— «j. Ego'ity, the essential

element of the ego ; E'gotheism, the deification of
self

—

v.i. E'gotise, to talk much of one's self.

—

ns.

E'gotism, a frequent use of the pronoun I : sj^ak-
ing much of one's self : .self-exaltation ; E'gOtiSt,
one full of egotism.

—

adjs. EgOtiSt'iC, -al, showing
egotism: self-important: conceited.— rtrfz;. Egotist'-
ically. [L. ego, I.]

Egophony, e-gofo-ni, «. a tremulous resonance heard
m auscultation in cases of pleurisy.—Also iEgoph'-
any. [Gr. aix, a goat, phone, voice.]

Egregious, e-gre'ji-us, adj. prominent : distinguished :

outrageous : enormous (in bad sense).

—

adv. Egre'-
giously.—«. Egregiousness. [L. <^r<?j»«, chosen
out of the Hock—^, out, grex, gregis, a flock.]

Egress, e'gres, «. act of going out : departure : the
way out : the power or right to depart.—//. Egres'-
Slon, the act of going out. [L. egredi, egressus—
e, out, forth, and gradi, to go. ]

Egrot, e'gret, «. a form o( aigrette.

Egyptian, e-jip'shi-an, adj. belonging to Egypt.—«.

a native of Egypt: a gipsy.

—

adj. Eg^yptolog'ioal.

—ns. Egyptologist; EgjrptOl'Ogy, tlie science of
Egyptian antiquities.—Egyptian darkness, dark-
ness like that of Exod. x. 22.

Eh, a, interj. expressing inquiry or slight surprise.

—

7>.i. to say ' Eh."

Eldent, i'dent, adj. busy : (Scot.) diligent. [M. E.

itlien—Ice. iSinn, diligent.]

Eider, I'der, n. the eider-duck, a northern sea-duck,

sought after for its fine down.—«. Ei'der-down, the

soft down of the eider-duck, used for stuffing quilts.

[Prob. through Sw. from Ice. teiSar, gen. of afSr, an

eider-duck.]

Eidog^aph, i'do-graf, «. an instrument for copying
drawings. [Gr. eidos, form, grapluin, to write.)

Eidolon, I-dO'lon, n. an image : a phantom or appari-

tion : a confusing reflection or reflected image :

—

pi.

Eidola. [Gr. See IdoL}
Eiffel-tower, if'el-tow'ir, n. a colossal building—from
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Eight mote ; tnOte ; miSDn ; /Aen. Blect

the iron structure, 985 feet high, erected (1887-89) in

the Champ-de-Mars at Paris by Gustave Eiffel.

Eigbt, at, n, the cardinal number one above seven :

ine figure (8 or viii.) denoting eight.

—

adj. noting
the number eight.—ad/s. and tis. Elght'oen, eiglit

and ten, twice nine ; Eight'eezuno, same as Octo-
decimo (q.v.); Eighteenth, the ordinal number
corresponding to eighteen.—«. Eight'foil (Aer.), an
eight-leaved grass.

—

ai/j's. Elght'fold, eight times
any quantity ; Eighth, the ordinal number corre-

sponding to eight.

—

n. an eighth part.

—

adv.
Eighthly, in the eighth place.

—

adjs. and ns.

Eightieth, the ordinal number corresponding to
eignty; Eight'y, eight times ten, fourscore.— A"
eight, a crew ot a rowing-boat, consisting of eight
oarsmen ; An eight-oar, or simply Eight, the boat
itself; An eight days, a week; Figure of eight,

a figure shaped like an 8 made in skating ; Piece of
eight, a Spanish coin ; The eights, annual bumping
boat-races which take place in the summer term in

Oxford and Cambridge between the various colleges.

[.^. S. eahta ; Ger. acht, L. octo, Gr. oktd.'\

Eigne, an, adj. first-bom. [Corrupt spelling of ayne
— Fr. aiiie.]

Eikon, I'kon, ». Same as ICOQ.
Eild, eld, adj. (Scot.) not yielding milk. [See Yeld.]
Eild. Same as Eld (q.v.).

Eina, en, «./>/. (ais.) eyes. [See Een, under Ee.]
Eirack, e'rak, «. (Scat.) a young hen.
Eirenicon, I-re'ni-kon, «. a proposal calculated to pro-

mote pe.ace.— adj. Elre'nla [Gr. ,—eirene, peace.]
Eirie, e'ri, n. Same as Eerie.
Eisteddfod, es-teth'vod, «. a congress of Welsh bards
and musicians held in various towns for the preserva-
tion and cultivation of national poetry and music.
[W. ; lit. ' session,' eisitdd, to sit]

Either, eVAer, or tthir, adj. or pron, the one or the
other: one of two: each of two.— conj. correla-

tive to or: (B.) or. [A.S. i^er, a contr. oi xghth-

wceiSer = d, aye, the pfx. ge-, and hwaiher, the

mod. whether. See also Each.]

Ejaculate, e-jak'u-lat, v.t. to eject : to utter with sud-

denness.

—

Z'.i. to utter ejaculations.—«. Ejacula'tlon,
a sudden utterance in prayer or otherwise : wh;it

is so uttered.—«<</>. Ejac'ulatlve ; Ejac'ulatory,
uttered in short, earnest sentences. [L. e, out, and
jaciildri, -atus—jacere, to throw.]

Eject, e-jekt', v.t. to cast out : to dismiss : to dispos-

.sess of: to expel.

—

ns. E'ject, a coinage of Prof.

CHfford for an inferred existence, a thing thrown out
of one's own consciousness, as distinguished from
object, a thing presented in one's consciousness

;

Ejection, discharge : expulsion : state of being
ejected: vomiting: that which is ejected.

—

adj.

Ejec'tive.

—

ns. Eject'ment, expulsion : disposses-

sion : (/aw) an action for the recovery of the posses-

sion of land ; Eject'or, one who ejects or dispossesses

another of his land : any mechanical apparatus for

ejecting. [L. ejectdre, freq. of ejicere, ejectunt—e,

o\il,jacere, to throw.]
Eke, ek, v.t. to add to or increase: to lengthen.—«.

E king, act of adding : what is added.—Eke OUt, to

supplement: to prolong. [A.S. ecan, akin to L.
augere, to i;i.:rease.]

Eke, ek, adv. in addition to: likewise. [A.S. ^ac

;

Ger. aitch; from root o( eke, v.t.]

Elaborate, e-lab'or-at, v.t. to labour on : to produce
with labour: to take pains with : to improve by suc-

cessive operations.

—

adj. wrought with labour : done
with fullness and exactness : highly finished.

—

adv.
Elaborately.-ru. Elaborateness ; Elabora'tlon,
act of elaborating : refinement : the process by which
substances are formed in the organs of animals or
plants. —<M^'. Elab'oratlve. — »i. Elab'orator, one
who elaborates ; Elab'oratory = Laboratory. [L.

elabordre, -dtum—t, out, labordre—labor, labour.]

£lail, a-long', n. impetuosity, dash. [Fr.]
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Elance, e-lans', v.t. to throw out, as a lance. [Fr.
elancer.\

Eland, e'land, «. the South African antelope, resem-
bling the elk in having a protuberance on the larynx.
[Dut. ; Ger. eUnd, the elk—Lith. eltiis, the elk.]

Elapse, e-laps', v.i. to slip or glide away : to pass
silently, as time.—«. Elap'Sion. [L. elafisus, elabi—
e, out, away, lahi, lapsus, to slide.)

Elatsmobranchiate, e-lasmo-brang'ki-at, adj. per-
taining to a class, subclass, or order of fishes in-

cluding sharks and skates, having lamellar branchiae
or plate-like gills.

Elastic, e-las'tik, adj. having a tendency to recover
the original form: springy: able to recover quickly
a former state or condition after a shock : flexible :

yielding. — «. a piece of string, cord, &c. made
elastic by having india-rubber woven in it.

—

adv.
Elas'tically. — «j. Elasticity, springiness: power
to recover Irom depression ; Elas'ticness. [Coined
from Gr. elastikos, elaunein, fut. elasein, to drive.]

Elate, e-lat', adj. lifted up : puffed up with success :

exalted.

—

v.t. to raise or exalt : to elevate : to make
proud.—(k/z'. Elat'edly.—kj. Elatedness; El'ater,

an elastic filament in certain liverworts and scale-

mosses : a skip-jack beetle ; Elate'rlum, a substance
contained in the juice of the fruit of the squirting

cucumber, yielding the purgative Elat'erin ; Ela'-

tion, pride resulting from success. [L. eldtus, pa.p.

oi effcrre—e, out, /erre, to carry.]

Elbow, el'bS, «. the joint where the arm bows or
bends: any sharp turn or bend.

—

v.t. to push with
the elbow : to jostle. — ns. El'bOW-chair, an arm-
chair ; ElTww-grease, humorously applied to vigor-

ous rubbing ; El'bOW-room, room to extend the
elbows : space enough for moving or acting : free-

dom.—At one's elbow, close at hand ; Be out at
elbow, to wear a coat ragged at the elbows ; Up to
the elbows, completely engrossed. [A.S. elnboga—
el-, allied to L. ulna, the arm, boga, a bend

—

bugan,
to bend. See Ell ; Bow, n. and v.t.]

Elchee, elt'shi, «. an ambassador.— Also El'chl,
Elt'chi. [Turk.]

Eld, eld, «. old age, senility : former times, antiquity.

Elder, eld'er, «. a genus of plants consisting chiefly of
shrubs and trees, with pinnate leaves, small flowers

(of which the corolla is wheel-shaped and five-cleft),

and three-seeded berries—the Common Elder is the
Scotch Bourtree.—ns. Eld'er-berr'y, the acidulous
purple-black drupaceous fruit of the elder ; Eld'er-
gun, a popgun made of elder-wood by extracting
the pith ; Eld'er-Wine, a pleasant wine made from
elder-berries.—Elder-flower water, distilled water,
with an agreeable odour, made from the flowers.

[A.S. ellam, ellen.]

Elder, eld'er, adj. older : having lived a longer time :

prior in origin.

—

n. one who is older : an ancestor

:

one advanced to office on account of age : one of a
class of office-bearers in the Presbyterian Church

—

equivalent to the presbyters of the New Testament.
—«. Eld'erliness.—a;/;'. Elderly, somewhat old

:

bordering on old age.

—

n. Eld'ersnip, state of being
older : the office of an elder.

—

adj. Eld'est, oldest.

[A.S. eldra, yldra, comp. oi eald, old.]

Elding, el'ding, «. (prov.) fuel. \\cc.,—eldr, fire.]

El Dorado, eldO-ra'dO, the golden land of imagination
of the Spanish conquerors of America : any place
where wealth is easily to be made. [Sp. el, the,

dorado, pa. p. oi dorar, to gild.]

Eldritch, el'drich, adj. (Scot.) weird, hideous. [Der.
obscure : perh. conn, with elf.]

Eleatic, el-e-at'ik, adj. noting a school of philosophers,

specially connected with Elea, a Greek city of Lower
Italy, and including Zenophanes, Parmenides, and
Zeno.—«. one belonging to this school.

Elecampane, el'e-kam-pan', «. a composite plant allied

to Aster, formerly much cultivated for its mediciiud
root. [Formed from Low L. enu.'a campana.]

Elect, e-Iekt', v.i. to choose out: to select for any



Electric fate, ftr ; me, h6r ; mine ; Element

office or purpose : to select by vote.

—

adj. chosen

:

taken by preference from among others : chosen for

an office bat not yet in it (almost always after the

noun, as ' consul elect '). — «. one chosen or set

apart.

—

n. EleO'tion, the act of electing or choosing

:

the public choice of a person for office, usually by

the votes of a constituent body : freewill : (theol.)

the exercise of God's sovereign will in the predeter-

mination of certain persons to salvation : (,B.) those

who are elected.—z/./. Electioneer', to labour to

secure the election of a candidate.—/!. Election-

eer'er.—«. and adj. Electioneer'ing, the soliciting

of votes and other business of an election.—«<(;'.

Eleot'ive, pertaining to, dependent on, or exerting

the power of choice. —a^/i-. Elect'ively.—«j. Elec-

tlVity ; Elector, one who elects : one who has a

vote at an election : the title formerly belonging to

those princes and archbishops ot the German Empire

who had the right to elect the Emperor :—/er;«.

Elect'ress, Elect'oress. —adjs. Eleot'oral, Elec-

tO'rial, peruining to elections or to electors: con-

sisting of electors.—«J. Elect'Orate, the dignity or

the territory of an elector : the body of electors

;

Elect'orsllip.—The elect {tkeol.), those chosen by

God for salvation. [L. eligere, electunt—e, out,

legerc, to choose.]
Electric, e-lek'trik, adj. pertaining to or produced by

electricity.—«. any electric substance : a non-con-
ductor of electricity, as amber, glass, &c.

—

adj.

Elec'trlcaL-rtfl'i'. Elec'trically.—«j. Electric-eel
(see Gymnotus) : Electrician, one who studies, or

is versed in, the science of electricity : Electrlc'ity,

name of the cause of certain phenomena of attrac-

tion and repulsion : the phenomena themselves: the
science which investigates the nature and laws of
these phenomena.

—

adj. EleC'trifiable.—«. ElSC-
trifica'tion.

—

v.t. Electrify, to communicate elec-

tricity to : to excite suddenly : to astonish :

—

pa.p.

elec'trified.—«. Electrisation.—z/./. EleCtrise, to

electrify.

—

ns. Electrode, either of the poles of a
galvanic battery; Elec'trolier, a device for sus-

pending a group of incandescent lamps ; Elec'tnim,
amber : an alloy of gold and silver.—Electric rail-

way, a railway on which electricity is the motive-
power ; Electric spark, one of the forms in which
accumulated electricity discharges itself; Electric
storm, a violent disturbance in the electrical con-
dition of the earth. [L. eUctruin—Gr. elektron,

amber, in which electricity was first observed.]
Electro-biology, e-lek'tro-bl-ol'o-ji, n. the science
which treats of the electricity developed in living

organisms : that view of animal maenetism accord-
ing to which the actions, feelings, &c. of a person
are controlled by the will of the operator. —rti(;'.

Elec'tro-balliS'tiC, of an apparatus for determining
by electricity the velocity of a projectile.

—

ns. Elec-
tro-blol'oglst ; Elec'tro-cbem'istry, that branch of
chemical science which treats of the agency of elec-

tricity in effecting chemical changes.

—

I'.t. Eleo'tro-

CUte, to inflict a death penalty by me.-)iis of elec-

tricity. — ns. Electrocil'tion, capital punishment
by electricity ; Elec' tro-dynam'ics, the branch of
physics which treats of the action of electricity

;

Elec'tro-dynamom'eter, an instrument for measur-
ing the strength of electro-dynamic action ; ElOC'trO-

engra'T'ing, an etching process in which the etched
plate is placed in an electro-bath to deepen the
' bite ;

' Elec'tro-glld'ing, electroplating with gold
;

Elec'tro-kinet'lcS, that branch of science which
treats of electricity in motion ; Electrol'Ogy, the
science of applied electricity.

—

v.t. Elec'trolyse,
to subject to electrolysis.

—

ns. Electrol'ysiS, tlie

process of chemical decomposition by electricity

;

Elec'trolyte, a body which admits of electrolysis.

—

4Mdj. Electrolyt'ic—«. Elec'tro-mag'net, a piece
of Soft iron rendered magnetic by a current of elec-
tricity passing through a coil of wire wound round it.

—adj. Eleo'tro-magnet'Ic—«j. Elec'tro-mag'net-

iHW

Ism, a branch of science which treats of the relation

of electricity to magnetism; EleC tro-met'allUXgy,
a name given to certain processes by which electricily

is applied to the working of metals, as in electro-

plating and electrotyping ; Electrometer, an instru-

ment for measuring the quantity of electricily.

—

adjs.

Electromet ric, -al, pertaining to the measurement
of electricity.

—

ns. Electrom'etry, the science of elec-

trical measurements ; Elec'tro-mo'tion, the passage

of an electric current in a voltaic circuit : motion
produced by electricity employed as power.

—

adjs.

Eleo'tro-mo'tive, pertaining to the motion of elec-

tricily or the laws governing it.

—

n. Elec tro-mo'tor,

an apparatus for applying electricity as a motive-
power.—a^'. Elec'tro-neg'ative, appearing, as an
element in electrolysis, at the positive electrode

:

having the property of becoming negatively electrified

by contact with a dissimilar substance.

—

ns. EleC'-

trophone, an instrument for producing sounds re-

sembling trumpet-tones by electric currents of liigli

tension ; Electropil'orus, an instrument for obtain-

ing statical electricity by means of induction ; Elec'-

tro-physiology, the study of the electric plieuomena
of living organisms.

—

v.t. Elec'troplate to plate or

cover with silver by electrolysis.—«. Elec'troplating.—atijs. Elec'tro-polar, having, as an electrical con-
ductor, one end or surface positive and the other
negative ; Elec'tro-pos'itive, attracted by bodies
negatively electrified, or by the negative pole of a
voltaic battery : assuming positive potential when in

contact with another substance.

—

ns. Elec'troscope,
an instrument lor detecting the presence of electricity

in a body and the nature of it ; EleC tro-stat'ics,

that branch of science which treats of electricity at

rest ; Elec'tro-tint, a style of etching by means of

galvanism ; Electrotype, the art of copying an en-

graving or type on a metal deposited by electricity.

—adj. Electrotjrp'ic—«j. Elec'trotypist : Elec tro-

typy, the art of copying. — adj. Electro-vi'tal,
electrical and dependent upon vital processes;.

Electtiary, e-lek'tu-ar-i, n. a composition of medicinal
powders with honey or sugar. [Low L. e/ectiiariimi,

a medicine that dissolves in the mouth—Gr. ekUikton
—eklcichciu, to lick up.)

Eleemosynary, el-e-mos'i-nar-i, adj. relating to charity
or almsgiving : dependent on charity : given in

charity. [Gr. eleemosyne, compassionateness, alms—eteos, pity. See Alms.]
Elegant, el'e-gant, adj. pleasing to good taste : grace-

ful : neat : refined : nice : richly ornamental.

—

ns.

El'egance, Elegancy, the state or quality of being
elegant : the beauty of propriety : refinement : that

which is elegant ; Elegante (el-e-gangt'), a lady of
fashiotu — adv. El'ogantly. [Fr.,— L. elegans,
-antts—e, out, and root of Ugere, to choose.]

Elegy, el'e-ji, «. a .song of mourning : a funeral-song :

a poem written in eleginc metre.

—

adj. Elegl'ac,
belonging to elegy ; mournful : used in elegies, esp.
noting the kind of metre, alternate hexameter and
pentameter lines.—«. elegiac verse.

—

oiij. Elegl'acaj.—wj-. Ele'giast, El'egist, a writer of elegies.— r/.<.

Elegise, to write an elegy.

—

v.t. to write an elegy
on. [Kr.,— L.,—Gr. elegos, a lament.]

Element, el'e-ment, «. a first principt-
: one of the

essential p.irts of anything : an ingredient : the
proper state or sphere of any thing or being : (//.)
the rudiments of learning : the bread and wine used
in the Eucharist : fire, air, earth, and water, .supposed
by the ancients to l;e the foundation of everything

:

(client.) the simplest known constituents of all com-
pound substances: (astron.) those numerical quan-
tities, and those principles deduced from astro-
nomical observations and calculations, which are
employed in the construction of tables exhibiting the
planetary motxom.—adj. Elemental, pertaining to
elements or first principles : fundamental: belonging
to or produced by elements.

—

n. ElemenValiBm, the
theory which resolves the divinities of antiquity into



Elemi mote ; mute ; niODn ; t/icn. Elm

the elemental powers.

—

Oiiv. Element'ally.

—

adj.

Biement'ary, of a single element : primary ; iin-

compounded : pertaining to the elements : treating

of first principles.—Elemental spirits, beings in

medieval belief who presided over the four 'ele-

ments,' living in and ruling them. [Fr.,—L. elemen-
turn, pi. eUmenta, first principles.]

Elemi, el'em-i, «. a fragrant resinous substance,

obtained from the Manila pitch-tree, Arbol de la

Brea.—«. Elemin, the crystallisable portion of
elemi. [Cf. Kr. eUini, Sp. elemi; perh. An]

Elench, e-lengk', Elenchus, e-lengk'ns, ». refutation :

a sophism.—a^j. Elench'ic, -al, Eleno'tic. [L.,—
Gr. eieugchos—eUfigchiin, to refute.]

Elephant, el'e-fant, «. the largest quadruped, having
a very thick skin, a trunk, and two ivory tusks : a
special size of paper.

—

ns. Elephan'tiac, one affected

with elephantiasis ; Elephantiasis, a disease chiefly

of tropical climates, consisting of an overgrowth of
the skin and connective tissue of the parts affected,

with occasional attacks of inflammation resembling
erysipelas.

—

adjs. Elephant'ine, pertaining to an
elephant : like an elephant : very large or ungainly ;

Elephant'old, elephant-like.—«j. El'ephant-seal,
the largest of the seals, the male measuring about
20 feet in length ; El'ephant'S-fOOt, a plant of which
the root-stock forms a large fleshy mass resembling
an elephant's foot, used as food by the Hottentots

;

El'ephant-Sbrew, name applied to a number of long-

nosed, long-legged Insectivora, natives of Africa,

and notable for their agile jumping over loose sand.
—A white elephant, a gift which occasions the
recipient more trouble than it is worth—a white
elephant being a common gift of the kings of Siam
to a courtier they wished to ruin. [M. E. olifaunt—
O. Fr. oii/ant—L. eiephantum, eUfihas, -antis—Gr.
eiep/ias, ace to some from Heb. elepk, aleph, an ox.]

Eleusinian, el-u-sin'i-an, adj. relating to Eieusis in

Attica.—Eleusinian mysteries, the mysteries of
Demeter celebrated at Eleusis.

Eleutherian, el-u-the'ri-an, adj. bountiful.

Eleutheromania, el-uth-er-o-ma'ni-a, n. mad zeal for

freedom. — «. Eleutheroma'niac {Carfyle), one
possessed with such. [Formed from Gr. eUuthtros,
free, and manta.\

Elevate, el'e-vat, v.t. to raise to a higher position :

to raise in mind and feelings : to improve : to cheer :

to exhilarate : to intoxicate.

—

fi.adjs. El'evate, -d,

raised : dignified : exhilarated.

—

ns. Eleva'tion, the
act of elevating or raising, or the state of being
raised : exaltation : an elevated place or station : a
rising ground : height : (archil.) a representation of
the flat side of a building, drawn with mathemati-
cal accuracy, but without any attention to effect

:

(astron., g'eog:) the height above the horizon of an
object on the sphere, measured by the arc of a
vertical circle through it and the zenith ; (gTin.) the
angle made by the line of direction of a gun with the
plane of the horizon ; El'evator, the person or thing
that lifts up : a lift or machine for raising grain, &c.,
to a higher floor : a muscle raising a part of the
hotiy.^adj. El'evatory, able or tending to raise.

[L. e/e7'dre, -dtitm—e, out, up, ievdre, to raise

—

Uvis, light. See Light (2).]

Elftve, S-lcv', n. a pupil. [Fr.]
Eleven, e-lev'n, n. the cardinal number next above

ten: the figure (11 or xi.) denoting eleven: a team
of eleven cricketers.

—

adj. noting the number eleven.—adj. and «. EleVentb, the ordinal number corre-
sponding to eleven.—Eleventh hour, the very last
moment, referring to Matt. xx. 6, 9. [A.S. endU-
o/on ; cf. Goth. ainlif.\

Elf, elt, n. in European folklore, a supernatural being,
generally of human form but diminutive size, more
malignant than a fairy: a dwarf: a tricky being :

—

(pi.) Elves.

—

v.t. (Shak.) of the hair, to entangle.

—

«. Elf'-child, a changeling, or a child supposed to
have been left by elves in place of one stolen by
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them.— a<^'. Elf'in, of or relating to elves.—«. a
little elf: a z\i\\d..—adjs. Elfish, Elyan, Elrish,
elf-like, mischievous: tricky: disguised.^«. Elf'-

land, the land ot the elves or fairies.

—

n.pl. Elf'-

locks (Shak.), locks of hair clotted together,

supposed to have been done by elves.

—

ns. Elf'-

Shot, Elf'-bolt, Elf'-ai^row, an arrow-head of flint

or stone. [A.S. <el/; cf. Ice. dljr, Sw. el/.\

Elgin marbles. See Marble.
Elicit, e-lis'it, v.t. to entice; to bring to light: to
deduce.—». Elicita tion. [L. elicere, eluituni.

]

Elide, e-lid', v.t. to rebut : to cut off, as a syllable.

—

n.
Eli'Sion, the suppression of a vowel or syllable. [L.
eiidere, eiisum—e, out, Icedere, to strike.]

Eligible, el'i-ji-bl, adj. fit or worthy to be chosen

;

legally qualified: desirable.— «. (coll.) a person or
thing eligible.—«j. El'iglbleness, Ellgibll'ity, fit-

ness to be elected or chosen : the state of being
preferable to something else : desirableness.

—

adv.
El'igibly. \Yx.,—\.. etigere. See Elect, Z'./.J

Eliminate, e-lim'in-at, v.t. to thrust out : to remove,
cancel : to leave out of consideration.

—

adj. Elim'in-
able.—«. Elimination. [L. elimindre, -dtum—e,
out, liinen, Itminis, a threshold.]

Eliquation, same as Liquation. See Liquate.
Elision. See EUde.
Elite, a-let, «. a chosen or select part : the best of

anything. [Fr. elite— L. electa (pars, a part, under-
stood). See Elect, v.t.]

Elixir, e-liks'er, «. more fully. Elixir VitSB, or Elixir
of life, a liquor once supposed to have the power of
indefinitely prolonging life or of transmuting metals:
the quintessence of anything : a substance which in-

vigorates : (f/ied.) a compound tincture. [Low L.,

—Ar. al-iksir, the philosopher's stone, from al-, the,

ikslr, prob. from L.ite Gr. xerion, a desiccative
powder for wounds—Gr. xeros, dry.]

Elizabethan, e-liz-a-beth'an, adj. pertaining to Queen
Elizabeth (i 533-1603) or her time—of dress, manners,
literature, &c.—n. a poet or dramatist of that age.

—

Elizabethan architecture, a name applied to the
mixed style which sprang up on the decline of Gothic,
marked by Tudor bow-windows and turrets deco-
rated with classic cornices and pilasters, long gal-

leries, enormous square windows, large apartments,
plaster ceilings wrought into compartments, &c.

Elk, elk, «. the largest species of deer, found in the
north of Europe and in North America.—Irish elk, a
giant deer now extinct, known from the remains
found in the Pleistocene diluvium, esp. of Ireland.
[Perh. from the Scand., Ice. elgr, Sw. elg.]

Ell, el, n. a measure of length originally taken from
the arm : a cloth measure equal to ij yd.—«. Ell'-

wand, a measuring rod.—Give him an inch and
he'll take an ell, a proverb, signifying that to

yield one point entails the yielding of all. (A.S.

elit ; Dut. el, Ger. elie, L. ulna, Gr. dlene.\

Ellagic, e-laj'ik, adj. pertaining to gall-nuts.

Elleborin, el'e-bO-rin, «. a very acrid resin found in

winter hellebore.

Ellipse, el-lips', «. an oval : (geovt.) a figure produced
by the section of a cone by a plane passing obliquely

through the opposite sides.

—

ns. Ellipsis (grant.), a
figure of syntax by which a word or words are left

out and implied:—//. Ellip'ses ; Ellipsograph,
an instrument for describing ellipses ; Ellip'SOid

(»iath.), a surface every plane section of which is an
ellipse.—a</;>. BllipSOi'dal ; Ellip tic, -al, pertain-

ing to an ellipse : oval : pertaining to ellipsis : having
a part understood.—<J</f. Ellip'tically.—«. Ellip-

tic'ity, deviation from the form of a circle or sphere

:

of the earth, the difference between the equatorial

and polar diameters. [L.,—Gr. elleipsis—elUipein,

to fall short

—

en, in, leipein, to leave.]

Ellops, el'ops, n. a kind of serpent or fish. [Gr.)

Elm, elm, n. a genus of trees of the natural order £//•

mace<r, with serrated leaves unequal at the base,

and small flowers growing in clusters appearinff



Elmo's fire (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ;
EmbaJm

before the leaves. — ndjs. Elm'en, made of elm :

Elm'y, abounding with elms. [A.S. tint; Ger.

uime, L. uimus.]

Elmo's fire, el'mOz (tr, «. the popular name of an

electric appearance sometimes seen like a brush or

star of light at the tops of masts, spars, &c.—Also

known as the Fire of St Elias, of St Clara, of St

Nicholas, and of Helena, as well as composite or

comfiosant {corpus satutum) on the Suftblk sea-

board. [Explained as a corr. of Helena, name of

the sister of Castor and Pollux, or of St Erasmus, a

3d-cent. bishop, Italianised as Krmo, Elmo.]

Elocution, el-o-ku'shun, «. the art of eftective speak-

ing, more esp. of public speaking, regarding solely

the utterance or delivery : eloquence.—a</;. ElOCU

-

tlonJiry.—«. Elocutionist, one versed in elocution

:

a teacher of elocution. [Fr., — L. elocution-em,

eloqui, ehcittts—e, out, loqui, to speak.]

&0ge, a-l5zh', ElOgium, e-lO'ji-um, ElOCT, el'o-ji, «.

a funeral oration: a panegyric. —«. El'OgiSt, one

who delivers an eloge. [Fr. eloge—'L. elogium, a

short sUtement, an inscription on a tomb, perh.

confused with eulogy.

\

Elohim, e-l6'him, ». the Hebrew name for God.—«.

ElO'hiSt, the writer or writers of the Elohistic

passages of the Old Testament.

—

adj. ElohiSt'iC,

relating to Elohim—said of those passages in the

Old Testament in which Elohim is used as the

name for the Supreme Being instead of Jehovah.

[Heb., pi. of Eloah—explained by Delitzsch as a
plural of intensity.]

Eloin, Eloi^, e-loin', v.t. to convey to a distance, to

separate and remove. — ns. Eloin'ment, Eloign'-

ment. [O. Fr. esloignier (Fr. eloigner)—hovi L.

elongdre. See Elongate.]
Elongate, e-long'gat, v.t. to make longer: to extend.

—p.adjs. Elong'ate, -d.—«. Elongation, act of

lengthening out : distance. [Low L. elongdre, -dtum
—e, out, longus, long.]

Elope, e-lOp', v.i. to escape privately, said esp. of a
woman, either married or unmarried, who runs away
with a lover : to run away, bolL—». Elope'Znent, a

secret departure, esp. of a woman with a man. [Cf.

Old Dut. ontlopen, Ger. eutlau/en, to run away.]
Eloquent, el'o-kwent, luij. having the power of speak-

ing with fluency, elegance, and force : containing

eloqjeuce : persuasive.—«. El'oquenoe, the utter-

ance of strong emotion in correct, appropriate, ex-

pressive, and fluent language : the art which produces
finespeakiiig : persuasive speech.

—

<m'i'. Bl'oquently.
(L. eloguens, -entis, pr.p. of elogui.\

Else, els, pron. other, —adv. otherwise : besides : ex-

cept that mentioned. — (uivs. Else'where, in or to

another place ; Else'Wise, in a different manner :

otherwise. [A.S. elits, otherwise—orig. gen. of el,

other ; cf. Old High Ger. alles or elles.]

Elsin, el'sin, n. (Scot.) an awl. [From Old Dut.
elssene (mod. els), from same root as awl.]

Eltohi Same as Elohee.
Elucidate, e-lu'si-dat, v.t. to make lucid or clear : to

throw light upon : to illustrate.—«. Elucida'tion.

—

adjs. Elucidative, Elucidatory, making clear:

explanatory.

—

n. ElU'Cidator. [Low L. eluciddre,

-dtum—e, inten. , lucidus, clear.]

Elude, e-lfid', v.t. to escape by stratagem : to baffle.

—

oiij. Elu'dible.— H. ElU'Sion, act of eluding : evasion.—adj. Elusive, practising elusion : deceptive.

—

adv. Eluslvely.—«. Blu'soriness.—ii^. Elusory,
tending to elude or cheat : evasive : deceitful. [L.

eludere, elusum—e, out, ludire, to play.]

Elul, e'lul, «. the i2th month of the Jewish civil year,

and 6th of the ecclesiastical. [Heb.,

—

dial, to reap.]

Elutriate, e-lu'tri-at, v.t. to separate by means of

water the finer particles of earth and pigments from
the heavier portions.

—

ns. ElU'tion, washing from
impurity ; ElUtria'tion. [L. elutridre, -dtum, to

wash out, eluere—e, out, luere, to wash.]
Blvan, Blve*. Sec under Elt

Elvan, elv'an, «. the miner's name in the south-west

of England for a granular crystalline rock, composed
of quartz and orthoclase, which lorms veins associ-

ated with granite.—Also ElVanite. [Prob. Com.
elven, spark.]

Elvish, elv'ish. See Elf.

Elysium, e-Uzh'i-um, «. {myth.) among the Greeks,
the atxxie of the blessed after death : any delightful

place.

—

adj. Elys ian, pertaining to Elysium : de-
lightful: glorious. [L.,—Gr. iiysion {pedion), the
Elysian (plain).]

Elytrum, el'it-rum, n. the fore-wing of beetles, modi-
tied 10 form more or less hard coverings for the hind
pair— also El 3rtron :—//. 'EXWXdL.— adjs. El'yt-
ral; Elyt'rlform; Eljrtrig'erous. [Gr. elytron, a
sheath.]

Elzevir, el'ze-vir, adj. published by the Elzevirs, a
celebrated family of printers at Amsterdam, Leyden,
and other places in Holland, whose small neat
editions were chiefly published between 1592 and
16S1 : pertaining to the type used in their izmo and.
i6mo editions of the Latin classics.

—

n. a special

form of printing tj-pes.

Em, em, «. the name of the letter M : {print.) the

unit of measurement in estimating how much is

printed on a page.

'Em, em, pron. him : {coll.) them. [Orig. the un-
stressed form of lum, dat. and accus. pi. of he ; but
now used coll. as an abbreviation of them.]

Emaciate, e-ma'shi-at, v.t. to make meagre or lean:
to deprive of flesh : to waste.

—

v.i. to become lean ;

to waste away, —p.adjs. Ema'ciate, -d.—«. Emacia'-
tlon, the condition of becoming emaciated or lean

:

leanness. [L. emaciare, -dtum—e, intca„>nacidre,
to make lean

—

macifs, leanness.]

Emanate, em'a-nat, z'.i. to flow out or from : to oro-

ceed from some source : to arise.

—

adj. Em'anant,
flowing from.—«j. Emana'tion, a flowing out from
a source, as the universe considered as issuing from
the essence of God : the generation of the Son and
the procession of the Spirit, as distinct from the
origination of created beings : that which issues or
proceeds from some source ; Em'anatist.

—

adjs.

Em'anative, Em'anatory, EmanationaL [L.
eniandre, -dtuvi—e, out from, mandre, to flow.]

Emancipate, e-man'si-pat, zt.t. to set free from servi-

tude : to free from restraint or bondage of any kind.
— tis. Emancipa'tion, the act of setting free from
bondage or disability of any kind : the state of being
set free ; Emancipa'tionlst, an advocate of the

emancipation of slaves; Emancipator; Eman'Ci-
pist, a convict who has served his time of punish-
ment in a penal colony. [L. emancipdre, -dtum—
*, away from, tttancipdre, to transfer property

—

mancjps, -cipis, one who gets property, from manus,
the hand, capere, to take.]

Emarglnate, e-mar'jin-at, ;'./. to take away the margin
of.

—

p.adj. {bot.) depressed and notched instead of
pointed at the summit, as a leaf: (min.) having all

the edges of the primitive form crossed by a face :

(zool.) having the margin broken by a notch or seg-
ment of a circle.

—

n. Emargina'tion. [L emargi-
ndre, -atunt—e, out, inargindre, to provide with
a margin

—

margo, a margin.]
Emasctuate, e-mas'ku-lat, v.t. to deprive of the pro-

perties of a male : to castrate : to deprive of mascu-
line vigour: to render efl°emiiiate.

—

tis. Emascula-
tion ; Emas'colator. —W;. Emas'culatory. [Low
L. emasculdre, -dtum—e, neg., masculus, dim. of
mas, a male.]

Embace, em-bas', v.t. {Speus.). Same as Embase.
Embale, em-bal', v.t. to make up, as into a bale : to

bind up: to enclose. [Fr. embalUr—em—L. in,

bnlle, a bale.]

EmbaU, em-bawl', v.t. to encircle: ensphere.

—

n.

Emball'ing.
Embalm, em-bam', v.t. to preserve from decay by

aromatic drugs, as a dead body : to perfume : to
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Embank mOte ; mute ; mCOn ; then. Emboss

preserve with care and affection.

—

ns. Embalm'er

;

Embalming: Embalmment. [Fr. embaumer,
from em, in, and bautiie. See Balm.]

Embank, em-bangk', v.t. to enclose or defend with a
bank or dike.

—

n. Embank'ment, the act of embank-
ing : a bank or mound made to keep water withm
certain limits : a mound constructed so as to carry a
level road or railway over a low-iying place. [Coined
from em, in, and bank.\

Embar, em-bar', v.t. to shut in ; to hinder or stop :

—

pr.p. embar'ring ; pa.p. enibarred'.—«. Embar'ling.
Embarcation. .Same as Embarkation.
Embargo, em-bar'gO, «. a temporary order from the

Admiralty to prevent the arrival or departure of
ships : a stoppage of trade for a short time by
authority:—//. Embar'goes.

—

v.t. to lay an em-
bargo on : to seize. —pr.p. embar'g5ing : pa.p.
embar'goed. [Sp.,

—

embargar, to impede, to re-

strain—Sp. em, m, barra, a bar. See Barricade
and Embarrass.]

Embark, em-bark', v.t. to put on board ship : to

engage in any affair.^!'./, to go on board ship: to

engage in a business : to enlist.

—

n. Embarka'tion,
a putting or going on board : that which is em-
barked : (obs.) a vessel. —p.adjs. Embarked'

:

Embarking.—«. EmbarlCment. [Fr. embarquer,
from on, in, barque, a bark.]

Embarrass, em-bar'as, v.t. to encumber: to involve
in difficulty, e.sp. in money matters : to perplex.

—

pMiij. Embarrassed, perplexed : constrained.—•«.

jBmbarr'aSSment, perplexity or confusion : difficul-

ties in money matters.—Embarras (ies rlchosses,
a superabundance of materials, an abundance so

great that choice is difficult. [Fr. embarrasser—em,
in, barre, bar.]

Embase, em-baz', v.t. (obs.) to bring down : to

degrade.—p.adj. Embased'.—». Embase'ment.
[E>ii and base.]

Embassy, em'bas-i, n. the charge or function of an
ambassador : theper.son or persons sent on an under-
takinLj.

—

>ts. Em'bassade, Em'bassage (same as
Ambassage); Embass'ador (same as Ambassador).

Embathe, em-baM', v.t. to bathe.
Embattle, em-bat'l, 7r.t. to furnish with battlements.—p.attj. Embattled, furnished with battlements:

(Air.) havine the outline like a battlement.—«. Em-
batt'lement (same as Battlement). [Em, and O.
Fr. bastilter, from the same root as battlement,
iastille, and baste, to sew. The form of this word
is due to a confusion with Eng. battie.]

Embattle, em-bat'l, v.t. to range in order of battle:
to arm.

—

p.adj. Embattled, arranged for battle.

fO. Fr. embataillier—en, in, bataille, battle.]

Embay, em-bii', v.t. to enclose in a bay: to land-lock.—H. Embay'ment, a bay. [£;«, in, into, and bay.\
Embay, cm-ba', v.t. (Spens.) to bathe. \Efn, in, and

Fr. baigner. See BagniO.]
Embed, em-bed'. Imbed, im-, v.t. to place in a mass

of matter : to lay, as in a bed.—«. Embed'ment, tiie

act of embedding : state of being embedded.
Embellish, em-bel'ish, v.t. to make beautiful with
ornaments : to decorate : to make graceful : to illus-

trate pictorially, as a book.—«. Embellisher.—aa'e'.

Bmbellishingly.—«. Embellishment, act of em-
bellishing or adorning : decoration : ornament. [Fr.
embellir, embellissant—em, in, bel, bean, beautiful. ]

Ember, em'ber, «. a live piece of coal or wood : chiefly
in//, red-hot ashes : smouldering remains of a fire.

[A.S. xmerge; Ice. eimyrja. The b is simply
euphonic]

Ember-days, em'ber-daz, «.//. the three Fast-days in
each quarter (Wednesday, Friday, Saturday)— fol-

lowing the first Sunday m Lent, Whitsunday, Holy
Cross Day (Sept. 14th), and St Lucia's Day (Dec.
13th).—«. Em'bar-week, the week in which the
ember-days occur. [A.S. ymbryne, a cac\i\t—ymb,
round (Gcr. »/;«, L. ambi-), and ryne, a running,
from rinnan, to ruu.]

Ember-goose, em'ber-g{50s, n. a kind of sea-fowl, the

Great Northern Diver. [Norw. etnnier ; Ger. imber.]
Embezzle, em-bez'l, v.t. to appropriate fraudulently

what has been entrusted. — ns. Embezz'lement,
fraudulent appropriation of another's properly by
the person to whom it was entrusted ; Embezz'ler.
[Perh. from root of imbecile, the primary sense being

to weaken : (pbs.) Bezz'le, to squander, from O. Fr.

besiler, to destroy, is the same word.]
Embitter, em-bit'er, Imbitter, im-, V t. to make

bitter : to increase (ill-feeling).—/.rtrtj;'. Embitt'ered,
soured.—«. Embltt'orer.

—

p.adj. Embittering.—«.
Embltt'erment.

Emblazon, em-bla'zn, v.t. to deck in blazing colours

:

{iier.) to blazon or adorn with figures : to depict
heraldically. — i^./. Emblaze', to illuminate. —«j.
Embla'zoner ; Embla'zonment, an emblazoning ;

Embla'zonry, the art of emblazoning or adorning :

devices on shields. {Em, and blaze, blazon.]
Emblem, em'blem, n. a picture representing to the
mind something different from itself : a type or
symbol : {A/iltou) an inlaid ornament.—r'./. to sym-
bolise.

—

ft. Emble'ma, an inlaid ornament:— //.

Emble'mata.—«</;>. Emblemat'ic, -al, pertaining
to or containing emblems : symbolical : represent-
ing.—rt^/z'. Emblemat'icaUy.— z'.i'. Emblem'atise,
Em'blemise, to represent by an emblem :— pr.p.

emblem'atlsing ; pa.p. einblem'atised.

—

n. Emblem'-
atist, a writer or inventor of emblems. [L. em-
blema—Gr. etn (= eii), in, bailein, to cast.]

Emblements, em'bl-ments, «.//. crops raised by the
labour of the cultivator, but not fruits nor grass.

[O. Fr. emblaer, to sow with com—Low L. «>«
bladare— in, in, bladum, wheat.]

Embloom, em-bloDm', v.t. to cover with bloom.
EmblOSSom, em-blos'om, v.t. to cover with blossom.
Embody, em-bod'i, Imbody, im-, v.t. to form into a
body : to make corporeal : to make tangible : to

express (an idea in words): to organise.

—

v.i. to

unite in a body or mass.—/.rtrt^'. Embod'ied.

—

n.

Embod'iment, act of embodying : state of being
embodied : that in which something is embodied.
\Etii, in, and body.]

Embogue, em-bOg', v.i. to discharge Itself.

Emboli, em-boil', v.i. (Spetis.) to burn with anger.

—

V. t. to cause to bum with anger : to irritate.

Embolden, em-bsld'n, Imbolden, im-, v.t. to make
bold or courageous. \.Em, to make, and bold.]

Embolism, em'bo-lizm, «. the insertion of days in an
account of time to produce regularity : an inter-

calated prayer for deliverance from evil coming after

the Lord's Prayer : (tned.) the presence of obstruct-

ing clots in the blood-vessels.

—

adjs. EmboUs'mal,
EmboliS'mlc—«. Em'bolus, the dot of fibrin ob-

structing a blood-vessel, causing embolism. [Fr.,

—

Gr. embolismos—emhaliein, to cast in. ]

Embonpoint, ang-bong-pwang', adj. stout, plump,
full in figure, mostly of women : well-fed.—«. stout-

ness, plumpness, well-fed condition. [Fr.,

—

en ban
point, in good form.]

Emborder, em-bord'er, v.t. {Milton') to border.

EmbOSCata, em-bos-ka'ta, «. an erroneous form of It.

imboscdta, an ambuscade.
Embosom, em-booz'um, Imbosom, im-, v.t, to take

into the bosom : to receive into the affections : to

enclose or surround. [Em, in, into, and bosom.]

Emboss, em-bos', v. t. to produce (a raised pattern) by
pressure upon sheet-metal, leather, cloth, &c. : to

ornament with raised-work : (Spens.) to cover with

armour: to be wrapped in.

—

p.adj. EmbOSSed',
formed or covered with bosses : raised, standing out

in relief: (bot.) having a protuberance in the centre.
—ns. Emboss'er ; Emboss'ment, a prominence like

a boss : raised-work. [Em, in, into, and boss.]

Emboss, em-bos', v.i. (Milton) to plunge into the
depths of a wood.

—

v.t. to make to foam at the

mouth. [O. Fr. embosguer, em—L. in, in, bosc, a
wood. See AmbuslL]
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Embouchure {5te, far ; in6, her ; mine ; Emiction

Embouchure, ang-boo-shur', n. the mouth of a river :

the mouth-hole of a wind musical instrument. (Fr.,

—em-boucher, to put to the mouth

—

eti, in, bouclte, a
mouth.]

Bmbound, em-bownd', v.t. {,Shak.')X.o bound, enclose.

Embow, em-bo', v.t. and v.i. to bow or arch.

—

p.aiij.

Embowed', arched, vaulted : bent like a bow : the

heraldic terra noting anything bent like a bow—as,

e.g., the arm of a man. \_Etn n'a&.bow.}

Embowel, 'm-bow'el, v.t. properly, to enclose in

something else ; but also used for disembowel, to

remove the entrails from -.—pr.p. embow'elling ; pa.p.

cmbow'elled.—«. Embow'elment. iEm, in, into,

and b<nueL\

Embower, em-bow'er, Imbower, im-, v.t, to place in

a bower : to slielter, as with trees, ^p.adjs. Em-
boWered ; Embow'ering. — «. Embow'erment.
[Em, in, and bmuer.]

Embox, em-boks', v.t. to set in a box. [Em, in, box.]

Embrace, em-bras', v.t. to take in the arms : to press

to the bosom with affection : to take eagerly or will-

ingly : to comprise : to admit, adopt, or receive.

—

v.i. to join in an embrace.—«. an embracing : fond
pressure in the arms. — ns. Embrace'ment ; Em-
brac'er. — adjs. Embracing, Embrac'ive. — adv.
Embrac'lngly.—«. Bmbrac'ingness. [O. Fr. em-
bracer (Fr. embrasser)—L. in, in, into, bracchiunt,

an arm. See Brace.]
Embrace, em-bras', v.t. (Spens.) to brace, to fasten, or

bind :—pr.p. embrac'ing ; pa.p. embraced'. \Eni,
in, and brace.]

Embracer, em-bra'ser, «. (laiti) one who influences

jurors by corrupt means to deliver a partial verdict

—

also Embra'ceor, Embra'sor.—«. Embrac'ery, the

offence of an embracer. [O. Fr. embraceor, from
embraser, to set on fire.]

Embraid, em-brad', v.t. {Spens.) to braid.

Embranchment, em-bransh'ment, n. a branching off,

as an arm of a river, a spur of a mountain, &c.
IFr.]

Embrangle, em-brang'gl, Imbrangle, im-, v.t. to

confuse, perplex.—«. Embran'glement. [Em, in,

and hrangle.]
Embrasure (Shak>) = Embracement.
Embrasure, em-bra' zhOr, n. a door or window with

the sides slanted on the inside : an opening in a
wall for cannon. (Fr.,—O. Fr. embraser, to slope

the sides of a window, em—L. in, braser, to skew.]
Embrave, em-brav', v.t. (Spefis.) to make brave or
showy, to decorate : to inspire with bravery.

Embread, v.t. (Spens.) embraid.
Embreathe, em-brctA', v.t. to breathe into, to inspire

with. [En and breathe.]
Embrocate, em'brO-kat, v.t. to moisten and rub, as a

sore with a lotion.

—

n. Embroca'tlon, act of em-
brocating : the lotion used. [Low L. embrocare,
-dtutn, from Gr. embroc/ie, a lotion

—

embrechein, to
soak in

—

em ( = en), in, into, brechein, to wet]
Embrogllo = Imbroglio.
Embroider, em-broid'er, v.t. to ornament with designs

in needlework, originally on the border.

—

ns. Em-
brold'erer; Embroidery, the art of producing
ornamental patterns by means of needlework on
textile fabrics, &c. : ornamental needlework : varie-

gation or diversity : artificial ornaments. [M. E.
embrouderie—O. Fr. embroder, em, and broder,

prob. Celt., ace. to Skeat. Bret, broitda, to pierce;

confused with Fr. border, to border.]

Embroil, em-broil', v.t. to involve in a broil, or in

perplexity (7uitk) : to entangle : to distract : to

throw into confusion.—n. Embroil'ment, a state of

fcrplexity or confusion : disturbance. [P'r. etn-

rouiller—em., in, brouiller, to break out.]

Embronze, em-bronz', v.t. to form in bronze.

Embrown, em-brown', Imbrown, im-, v.t. to make
brown : to darken, obscure.

—

p.adj. Embrown'ing.
Embrue, em-brOD', v.t. .Same as Imbrue.
Embryo, em'bri-O, Embryon, eiu'bri-on, n. the young

of an animal in its earliest stages of development J

the part of a seed which forms the future plant : the
beginnitis; of anything :—//. Em'bryos, Em'bryons.—ns. Embryoc'tomy, destruction of the fetus in the
uterus

; Embryog'eny, the formation and develop-
ment of the embryo ; Embryog'raphy, description
of the embryo.

—

adjs. Embryolog'ic, -al, of or
gertaining to embryology. — ns. Embryol'Ogist

;

mbryol'Ogy, science of the embryo or fetus of
animals.

—

adj's. Em'bryonate, -d, in the state of
an embryo ; Embryon'iC, Embryot'iO, of or relating
to anything in an imperfect state : rudimentary.—
ns. Embryot'omy, the division of a fetus to effect

delivery ; Embryurcia, forcible extraction of a
fetus. [Low L.,—Gr. embryon—etn ( = eii), in,

bryein, to swell.]

Eme, em, «. (pbs.) an uncle. [A.S. (am ; Dut. oom.]
Emend, e-mend', v.t. to remove faults or l;lemishes
from : to correct or improve.

—

adj. Emend'able,
that may be emended.—«.//. Emend'alS, funds set

apart for repairs in the accounts of the Inner
Temple.

—

v.t. Em'ondate, to correct errors.

—

ns,

Emenda'tion, removal of an error or fault : correc-

tion ; Em'endator, a corrector of errors in writings :

one who corrects or improves.

—

adj. Emen'datory,
mending or contributing to correction. [L. einen-
ddre, -dtiim—e, out, menda, a fault.]

Emerald, em'er-ald, «. a very highly esteemed mineral
of the same species with the beryl, from which it

differs in scarcely anything but its colour, a beauti-
ful velvety green.

—

n. Em'erald-copp'er (see Diop-
tase).—Emerald Isle, a name for Ireland, owing
to its greenness; Emerald type (fyrint.), a small
size of type. [O. Fr. esmeralde—L. smaragdus—
Gr. smaragdos.]

Emerge, e-merj', v.i. to rise out of: to issue or come
forth : to reappear after being concealed : to come
into view : to result.

—

ns. Emer'gence, Emer'gency,
act ofemerging : sudden appearance : an unexpected
occurrence : pressing necessity ; Emer'genCV-man,
a man provided for any special service, esp. ui Irish

evictions, and in saving the crops and other property
of men boycotted. — adj'. Emer'gent, emerging

:

suddenly appearing : arising unexpectedly : urgent.
—a^iv. Emer'gently.—«. Emer'sion, act of emerg-
ing : {astron.) the reappearance of a heavenly body
after being eclipsed by another or by the sun's
brightness. [L. emergere, emersiim—*, out of,

mergcre, to plunge. ]

Emeritus, e-mer'i-tus, adj. honourably discharged
from the performance of public duty, esp. noting a
retired professor.

—

n. one who has been honour.ibly
discharged from public duties '.^pl. Emer'itl. [L.
emeritus, having served one's time

—

emereri, to
deserve, do one's duty

—

e, sig. completeness, and
fitcrere, to deserve.]

Emorods, em'e-rodz, tupl. (£.) now Hemorrhoids.
Emery, em'er-i, «. a very hard mineral, a variety

of corundum, used as powder for polishing, &c.

—

v.t. to rub or coat with emery.

—

ns. Em'ery-pa'per,
paper covered with emery-powder for polishing

;

Em'ery-pow'der, ground emery ; Emery-wheel,
a wheel coated with emery for polishing. [O. Fr.

esmcril, emeril—Low L. smericulum—Gr. smiris—
siiiaein, to rub.

)

Emetic, e-met'ik, adj. causing vomiting.

—

n. a medi-
cine that causes vomiting.

—

n. Em'esiS, vomiting.

—

adj. Emet'ical.—i^i^/z'. Emet'ioally.—«. Em'etin,
the alkaloid forming the active principle of ipeca-
cuanha-root, violently emetic.

—

adj. £m'etO-Cath-
art'ic, producing both vomiting and purging.—?/.
Emetology, the study of emesis and emetics.
[Through L., from Gr. emetikos—emeein, to vomit.]

Emeu. See Emu.
Emeute, em-Ot', «. a popular rising or uproar. [Fr.]
Emicant, em'i-kant, adj. beaming forth.—«. Emioa-

tion.

Emiction, e-mik'shun, ». the discharging of lu-inc

;



Emierrate mSte : mQte ; mOOo ; /Aen. Employ

urine.

—

adj. Emlc'tory, promoting the flow of urine.

[L. emingere, emictum—e, out, mingere, to make
water.]

Emigrate, em'i-grat, v.u and v.i. to remove from one
country to another as a place of abode.

—

adj. Emi-
grant, emigrating or having emigrated.—«. one
who emigrates.—«. Emigration.

—

adj. Emigra-
Uonal.

—

n. Einigra'tionist, an advocate or pro-

moter ofemigration. —<ii//'. Emigratory.—«. Emigr^
(a-me-gra), a royalist who quitted France during the

Revolution. [L. emigrdre, -atuni—e, from, mig-

rate, to remove]
Eminent, em'i-nent, adj. rising above others : con-

spicuous : distinguished : exalted in rank or office.

—ns. Em'inence, Em'inency, a part eminent or

rising above the rest : a rising ground : height

:

distinction : a title of honour : homage : a title

fiven in 1631 to cardinals, till then styled Most
Uustrious.—rtf^'. Eminen'tial.—rt(/z/. Eminently.
—Eminent domain (dominium eminens), the right

by which the supreme authority in a state may
compel a proprietor to part with what is his own for

the public use. [L. eminens, -eniis, pr.p. of etninere

—f, out, minere, to project.]

Emir, em-er', or e'mir, «. a title given in the East
and in the north of Africa to all independent chief-

tains, and also to all the supposed descendants
of Mohammed through his daughter Fatima.

—

n. Em'irate, the office of an emir. [Ar. amir,
ruler.]

Emit, e-mit', v.t. to send out : to throw or give out :

to issue : to utter (a declaration) :—/?-./. emit'ling;
pa.p. emit'ted.

—

n. Em'lssary, one sent out on a
secret mission : a spy : an underground channel by
which the water of a lake escapes. —ui//'. that is sent

forth.

—

n. Emls'Sion, the act of emitting : that which
is issued at one time.

—

adjs. Emissive, Emis'sory,
emitting, sending out.—Emission theory, the theory
that all luminous bodies emit with equal velocities a
number of elastic corpuscles, which travel in straight

lines, are reflected, and are refracted. [L. etnittere,

evtissiim—e, out of, tnittere, to send. ]

Emmanuel, em-an'u-el, Immanuel, im-, n. the symbo-
lical name of the child announced by Isaiah (Isa. vii.

14), and applied to the Messiah (Matt. i. 23). [Heb.

,

—im, with, anu, us, ei, God.]
Emmarble, em-mar'bl, v.t. to turn to marble, to

petrify. [Em and mariie.]
EmmenagOgues, em-en'a-gogz, «.//. medicines in-

tended to restore, or to bring on for the first time,

the menses.

—

adj. EmmenagOg'iC (-goj'ik). — «.

Emmenol'Ogy, knowledge about menstruation. [Gr.

dtninina, menses, agogos, drawing forth.]

Emmet, em'et, «. (prov.) the ant. [A.S. dmete.']

Emmetropia, em-e-tro'pi-a, «. the normal condition of
the refractive media of the eye.

—

adj. Emmetropic.
[Gr. , en, in, meiron, measure, dps, the eye.]

Enunew, e-mu', v.i. to confine.—Also Immew'.
Emmove, em-moov', v.i. (Spefis.) to move, to excite.

Emollient, e-mol'yent, adj. softening : making supple.—«. {med.) a substance used to soften the te-vtures

to which they are applied, as poultices, fomenta-
tions, &c.

—

n. EmoUes'cence, incipient fusion.—

•

v.i. Emoiriate, to soften : to render effeminate.

—

«. Emolli'tlon, the act of softening or relaxing. [L.

emolllre, emoUitum—e, inten., violllre, to soften—mollis, soft.]

Emolument, e-mol'ii-ment, «. advantage : profit aris-

ing from employment, as salary or fees.

—

adj.
Emolumen'taL [L. emoUmtntum— emoliri, to
work out

—

e, sig. completeness, tnolire, to toil.]

Emon^, e-mung', prep, (obs.) among.—Also Emongst'.
Emotion, e-mO'shun, n. a moving of the feelings

:

agitation of mind : {pkil.) one of the three groups of
the phenomena of the mind.

—

adj. Emo'tlonal.—«.

Emo'tionallsm, tendency to emotional excitement,
the habit of working on the emotions, the indul-
gence of superficial emotion.

—

adv. Emo'tionally.

—

adjs. Emd'tionleSS ; Emo'tlve, pertaining to the
emotions. [L. etnoiion-ent—emovere, emotum, to
stir up—^, forth, movere, to move. ]

Emp-. For words not found under this, see Imp-.
Empaestlc, em-pe'stik, adj. pertaining to the art of

embossing, stamped. [Gr. empaieiti, to emboss.]
Empacket, em-pak'et, v.t. (Scot.) to pack up.

Empair, em-par", v.t. (Spens.) to impair.
Empanel, em-pan'el, Impanel, im-, v.t. to enter the
names of a jury on a panel.—«. Empan'elment.

Empanoply, em-pan'O-ph, v.t. to invest in full armour.
Empatron, em-pa'trun, v.t. (Shak.) to patronise.
Empeople, em-pe'pl, v.t. (obs.) to fill with people : to

form mto a people or community.
EmperiStl, em-per'ish, v.t. (obs.) to impair.
Emperor, em'per-or, «. the head of the Roman Empire

:

the highest title of sovereignty '.—/em. Em'preSS.

—

«.f. Em'peror-moth, except the Death's-head, the
largest British moth, its expanse of wings being
about three inches ; Em'perorship ; Em'pery,
empire, power. [O. Fr. emperere— L. itnperator
(fem. imperatrix)—imperdre, to command. ]

Emphasis, em'fa-sis, n. stress of the voice on parti-

cular words or syllables to make the meaning clear :

impressiveness of expression or weight of thought

:

intensity :—//. Em'phases (-%tz).—v.t. Emphasise,
to make emphatic.

—

adjs. Emphatic, -al, uttered
with or requiring emphasis : forcible : impressive.

—

adv. Emphatically.—«. Emphatlcalness. [L.,—
Gr.,

—

ein (= en), in, into, and phasis—phaein,
phainein, to show.]

Emphlysis, em'fli-sis, «. a vesicular tumour. [Gr.,

en, in, phlysis—phlyein, to break out.]

Emphractic, em-frak'tik, adj. stopping the pores of
the skin.

—

it. a substance with this property. [Gr.,

ett, m, phrassein, to stop.]

Emphysema, em-fis-e'ma, n. (med.) an unnatural dis-

tention of a part with air.

—

adj. Emphysem'atOUS.
[Gr.,

—

emphysaein, to inflate.]

Emph3rteUSiS, em-fit-u'sis, «. in Roman law, a per-

petual right in a piece of land, for which a yearly
sum was paid to the proprietor.

—

adj. Emphyteu'tiC.
[L.,—Gr.,

—

einpkyteueiti, to implant.]

Empierce, em-pers', v.t. (Spens.) to pierce.

Empight, em-pIt', p.adj. (Spens.) fixed. [Em and
Pitc/i.]

Empire, em'pTr, «. supreme control or dominion : the
territory under the dominion of an emperor. [Fr.,
— L. imperiutn—imperdre, to command.]

Empiric, -al, em-pir'ik, -al, adj. resting on trial or ex-
periment : known only by experience.—«. Empir'lc,
one who makes trials or experiments : one whose
knowledge is got from experience only : a quack.

—

adv. Empir'ically

—

ns. Empir'kjism (pkii.), the
system which, rejecting all a priori knowledge,
rests solely on experience and induction : depend-
ence of a physician on his experience alone without
a regular medical education : the practice of medi-
cine without a regular education : quackery ; Em-
pir'icist,_ one who practises empiricism.— adj.

EmpiriCUtlc(.S'/ia/t.), empirical. [Fr.,—L. etnpiri-

cus—Gr. empeirikos—em, in, peira, a trial.]

Emplacement, em-plas'ment, «. the act of placing

:

(mil.) a platform placed for guns.
Emplaster, em-plas'ter, w. and v. same as Plaster.—

adj. EmplaS'tiC, glutinous: adhesive.—//, a medi-

cine causing constipation.

Emplecton, em-plek'ton, n. masonry in which the

outsides of the walls are ashlar and the insides filled

up with rubbish.—Also Emplec'tum. [Gr.]

Employ, em-plo/, v.t. to occupy the time or attention

of : to use as a means or agent : to give work to.—«.

a poetical form of employment.—adj. Employ'able,
that may be employed.

—

ns. Emplojr'6, one who is

employed -.—fern. Employ'^e ; EmployBB', a person

employed ; Employer ; Employment, act of em-
ploying : that which engages or occupies : occupa-
tion. [Fr. employer—L. ifnplicdre, to infold

—

in.

8oa



Emplume (ate, far ; me, h6r ; mine

;

Encaustic

in, and pHcdre, to fold. Imply and implicate are

parallel forms.]

Emplume, em-plOOm', v.t. to furnish with a plume.
Empoison, em-poi'zn, v.t. to put poison in : to poison.

—p.adj. Empoi'soned.—«. Empoi'sonment.
Emporium, em-pd'ri-um, «. a place to which goods are

brought from various parts for sale : a shop : a great

mart :—pl Empo'lla. [L. ,—Gr. emporion—entporos,

a trader, em (= en), in, poros, a way.]

Empoverlsh, em-pov'er-ish, v.t. See Impoverish.

Empower, em-poVer, v.t. to authorise.

Empress. See Emperor.
Empressement, ang-pres'mang, K. cordiality. [Fr.]

Emprise, em-prlz', «. (Spens.) an enterprise : a hazard-

ous undertaking. [O. Fr. emprise—L. in, in, pre-

hendere, to take.]

Emption, emp'shun, «. act of buying, purchase. —orf;'.

Emp'tional. [L. emere, to buy.]

Empty, emp'ti, adj. having nothing in it : unfurnished :

without effect : unsatisfactory : wanting substance :

foolish.

—

v.t. to make empty : to deprive of contents.
—v.i. to become empty : to discharge its con-

tents:

—

pa.p. emp'tied.

—

n. an empty vessel, box,

sack, &c.:—pl. Emp'ties.—«j. Emp'tler: Emp'tl-
ness, state of being empty : want of substance : un-
satisfactoriness : inanity.

—

adj. Emp'ty - hand'ed,
carrying nothing, esp. of a gift.—«. Emp'tylng.—

•

Come away empty, to come away witliout having
received anything. [A. S. xmetig—zmetta, leisure,

rest. The/ is excrescent.]

EmptyslS, emp'ti-sis, «. hemorrhage from the lungs.

Empurple, em-pur'pl, v.t. to dye or tinge purple.

Empusa, em-pu'za, «. a goblin or spectre sent by
Hecate.—Also Empuse'. [Gr. empousa.}

Empyema, em-pi-e'ma, n. a collection of pus in the
pleura. [Gr.,

—

em (=*«), in, a.nd pyon, pus.]

Empyesis, em-pi-e'sis, «. pustulous eruption. [Gr.]

Empyreal, em-pir'e-al, or em-pir-e'al, adj. formed of
pure fire or light : pertaining to the highest and
purest region of heaven : sublime.—adj. Empyrean
(em-pi-re^n, or em-pir'e-an), empyreal. —• n. the

highest heaven, where the pure element of fire

was supposed by the ancients to subsist : the heavens.
[Coined from Gr. empyros, fiery

—

em (= en, in, and
pyr, fire.]

Empyreuma, em-pir-u'ma, n. the burned smell and
acrid taste which result when vegetable or animal
substances are burned '.—pi. Empyreu'mata.

—

adjs.

Empyreumat'lc, -aL —v. t. Empyreu'matise. [Gr.
,—empyreuein, to kindle.]

EmrodB (obs.), for Emerodi.
Emu, Emeu, e'mu, ». a genus of running birds or

Ratitcg in the cassowary family, belonging to Aus-
tralia. — «. E'mu-wren, a small Australian bird of
genus Stipiturtts. [I'ort. ema, an ostrich.]

Emulate, em'u-lat, v.t. to strive to equal or excel : to

imitate, with a view to equal or excel: to rival.

—

adj. (Shak.) ambitious. — «. Emula'tion, act of
emulating or attempting to equal or excel : rivalry :

competition : contest : (pbs.') jealous rivalry.

—

adj.

Em'ulative, inclined to emulatinn, rivalrj', or com-
petition.

—

n. Em'ulator :-v^w. Em'ulatress.— (kt/'.

iim'Ulatory, arising from or expressing emulation.

—

v.t, Em'ule(o(Jj.), to emulate. —rt<^'. Em'UlotlB, eager
to emulate : desirous of like excellence with another

:

engaged in competition or rivalry. — adv. Em'U-
lously—n. Em'ulousnesS. [L.amuldri,trmuldtus
—temulus, striving with.]

Emulgent, e-mul'jent, adj. milking or draining out,

chiefly referring to the action of the kidneys. [L.

emulgens, -entis, pr.p. of emulgere, to milk.)

Emulsion, e-mul'shun, n. a milky liquid prepared by
mixing oil and water by means of another substance
that combines with both.

—

adj. Emul'slc, pertain-

ing to emulsion.

—

v.t. Emul'slfy.—k. Emul'sln, a
peculiar ferment present in the bitter and sweet
almond, which forms a constituent of all almond
emulsions

—

adj. Emul'sive. [Fr.,—L. emulgere.

KM

emulsum, to milk out

—

e, out, and mulgire, to
milk.]

Emunctory, e-mungk'tor-i, «. an organ of the body
that carries otf waste: an excretory duct.

—

v.t.

Emunge', to clean. [L. emungere, emunctum, to
blow the nose, to cleanse.]

Emure, a variant of immure.
Emys, em'is, «. a genus of marsh tortoises, found in
South and Middle Europe, North Africa, and South-
west Asia. [Gr. emys.]

Enable, en-a'bl, 71. t. to make able: to give power,
strength, or authority to.

Enact, en-akt', v.t. to perform : to act the part of: to
establish by law.—«. {.S/uik.) that which is enacted.— adjs. Enacting, Enact'ive, that enacts. — «j.
Enactment, the passing of a bill into law: that
which is enacted : a law ; Enaot'or, one who prac-
tises or performs anything : one who forms decrees
or establishes laws ; Enact'ure {Shak.), action.

Enallage, en-al'a-je, «. (gram.) the exchange of one
case, mood, or tense for another. [Gr.,

—

en, and
allassein, to change.)

Enamel, en-am'el, n. the name given to vitrified sub-
stances applied chiefly to the surface of metals : any
smooth hard coating, esp. that of the teeth : any-
thing enamelled. — v.t. to coat with or paint in

enamel : to form a glossy surface upon, like enamel

:

—pr.p. enam'elling : pa.p. enam'elled.

—

adj. En-
am'ellar.—«j. Enam'eller, Enam'elUst ; Enam'el-
ling. [O. Fr. enatneler—en, in, esmail, enamel.
Cf. Eng. Svtelt, Melt.]

Enamour, en-am'ur, z'.t. to inflame with love: to
chnrm.—p.adjs. Enam'oured ; Enamouring.—Be
enamoured (with p/, ivith), to be in love. [O. Fr.
e>ia)iwurer—en, to make, amou?—L. amor, love.)

Enanthesis, en-an-the'sis, M. an eruption on the skin
from internal disease. [Gr.]

Enantiopatby, en-an-ti-op'a-thi, «. a synonym of allo-

pathy. [Gr. enantios, o'pposne, pathos, suflFering.]

EnantiosiS, e-nan-ti-O'sis, «. {rhet.) the expression of
an idea by negation of its contrary, as ' he is no fool'
= ' he is wise.' [Gr.]

Enarched, en-archt', adj. (her.) arched, like an arch.
Enarching, a variant of inarching.
Enarmed, en-armed', adj. (her.) having horns, hoofs,

&c. of a different colour from the body.
Enarration, e-na-ra'shun, «. narration.

Enarthrosis, en-ar-thrO'sis, n. (anat.) a joint of ' ball-

and-socket' form, allowing motion in all directions.—adj. Enartbro'dlal. [Gr.,

—

en, in, and arthroein,
arthrosein, to fasten by a joint

—

arthron, a joint.]

Enate, e'nat, adj. growing out.

Enaunter, en-an'ter, conj. (obs.) lest by chance.
[Contr. from in adventure.]

Encaenia, en-se'ni-a, «. the annual commemoration of
founders and benefactors at Oxford, held in June.

—

Also Ence'nia. [L.,—Gr. egkainia, a feast of dedi-
cation

—

en, in, kainos, new.)
Encage, en-krg', v.t. to shut up in a cage.
Encamp, en-kamp', v.t. to form into a camp.

—

v.i. to
pitch tents : to halt on a march.—». Encamp'ment,
the act of encamping : the place where an army or
company is encamped : a camp.

EncanthlS, en-kan'this, ». a small tumour of the inner
angle of the eye. [Gr.]

Encarnalise, en-kar'nal-Iz, v.t. to embody : to make
carnal.

Encarpus, en-kar'pus, n. a festoon ornamenting a
frieze. [Gr.)

Encase, en-kas', Incase, in-, v.t. to enclose in a case :

to surround, cover.—«. Encase'ment, the enclosing

substance : a covering.

Encashment, eu-kash'ment, ffi. payment in cash of a
note, draft, &c.

Encaustic, en-kaws'tik, adj. having the colours

burned in.—«. an ancient method of painting in

melted wax.—Encaustic tlle^ a decorative glazed

and fired tile, having patterns of different coloured



Bncave mote ; mute ; mOOn ; /Aen. EncyclopsBdia

clays inlaid in it and burnt with it. [Fr.,—Gr.,

—

tgkaiein, egkausein—e>i, in, kaiein, to burii.j

Encave, en-kav', v.t. to hide in a cave.

Enceinte, ang-sangt', «. (fort.) an enclosure, gener-

ally the whole area of a fortified place, [t'r.,

—

en-

ceiiidre, to sunound—L. in, in, cingere, cinctum, to

gird.]

Enceinte, ang-sangt', adj. pregnant, with child. [Fr.

,

— L. inciiicta, girt about.]

Encephalon, en-sefal-on, tu the brain. — adj. En-
cepbal'ic, belonging to the head or brain. — ns.

Encephali'tis, inflammation of the brain ; Enceph'-
alocele, a protrusion of portion of the brain through

the skull, where the bones are incomplete in infancy.

—adj. Enceph'aloid, resembling the matter of the

brain.—«. Encephalot'omy, dissection of the brain.

—adj. Enceph alOUS, cephalous. [Gr., — en, in,

kephali, the head.]

Enctiafe, en-chif , v.t. (pbs.) to make warm.
Enchain, en-chan', v.t. to put in chains : to hold fast

:

to link together.

—

n. EBChain'ment. [Fr. enchaifier
—en, and chaine, a chain—L. catena.'\

Enchant, en-chant', v.t. to act on by songs or rhymed
formulas of sorcery : to charm : to delight in a high
degree.

—

p.adj. Enchant'ed, under the power of

enchantment : delighted : possessed by witches or
spirits.—«. Enchanter, one who enchants : a sor-

cerer or magician : one who charms or delights

:

—fern. Enchant ress.—ai/z'. Enchant'ingly, with
the force of enchantment : in a manner to charm or

delight.—«. Enchantment, act of enchanting : use

of magic arts: that which enchants. \)ix. enchanter
—L. incantdre, to sing a magic formula over

—

in,

on, cantdre, to sing.]

Enoharge, en-charj', v.t. to enjoin : to entrust. [O.
Fr. e)icharger. See Charge.]

Enchase, en-chas', v.t. to fix in a border : to set with
jewels : to engrave : to adorn with raised or em-
bossed -fioxV.—p.adj. Enchased'. [Fr. ench&sser—
en, in, ch&ssis, caisse, a case—L. capsa, a case. See
Chase, ». Chase, v.t., is a contraction.]

Encheason, en-che'zn, «. {Spens.) reason, cause,

occasion. [O. Fr. encheson, encheoir, to fall in

;

influenced by L. occasio, occasion.]
Encheer, en-cher', T'./. to cheer, comfort.
Enchiridion, en-ki-rid'i-on, ». a book to be carried in

the hand for reference : a manual. [Gr. encheindion—eti, in, and cheir, the hand.]
Enchondroma, en-kon-dr5'ma, n. (path.) an abnormal

cartilaginous growth. [Formed from Gr. en, in,

clwmiros, cartilage.)

Enchorial, en-kO'ri-al, adj. belonging to or used in a
country : used by the people, noting esp. the written
characters used by the common people in Egypt
as opposed to the hieroglyphics.—Also Enchor'iC.
[Gr. enchorios—en, in, and chdra, a place, country.]

EnchymatoUS, en-kim'a-tus, adj. infused, distended
by infusion.

Encincture, en-singk'tur, v.t. to surround with a
girdle.

—

n. an enclosure.
Encircle, en-serk'l, v. t. to enclose in a circle : to

embrace : to pass round.—«. Encirc'ling.
Enclasp, en-klasp', v.t. to clasp.

Enclave, en-klav^, or ang-klav', «. a territory entirely
enclosed within the territories of another power. -
v.t. to surround in this way. [Fr.,—Late L. in-

clazulre—L. in, and clavis, a key.]
Enclitic, en-klit'ik, adj. that inclines or leans upon.—«. (gram.) a word or particle which always follows

another word, so united with it as to seem a part of
it.—«. En'cllsis.—rtrfr'. Enclit'ically. [Gr. engkU-
tikps—en, in, klinein, to bend.]

Encloister, en-klois'ter, v.t. to immure.
Enclose, en-kIOz', Inclose, in-, v.t. to close or shut

in : to confine : to surround : to put in a case, as
a letter in an envelope, &c : to fence, esp. used of
waste land.— «j. Enclos'er ; Enclos'ure, the act of
enclosing : state of being enclosed : that which is

enclosed : a space fenced off : that which encloses

:

a barrier, [tr.,—L. ituludere, tnclmum— in, in,

claudere, to shut.]

EnclOthe, en-klo/A', v.t. to clothe.

Endoud, en-klowd', v.t. to cover with clouds.
Encolour, en-kul'ur, v.t. to colour, tinge.

Encolpion, en-kol'pi-on, «. an amulet : a Greek
pectoral cross.—Also Encol'pitun. [Gr.]

Encoiure, engk-ol-ur', «. {Brmvning) a horse's mane.
Encomium, en-kOmi-um, «. high commendation : a
eulogy :—//. Encomiums.— «. Encomiast, one
who utters or writes encomiums: a praiser. —«<//>.
Encomiastic, -al, bestowing praise.

—

adv. Encoml-
as tically. [L.,—Gr. egkomion, a song of praise—en, in, kotnos, festivity.]

Encompass, en-kum'pas, v. t. to surround or enclose ',

(pbs.) to go round.—«. Encom'passment.
Encore, ang-kOr', adv. again : once more.

—

n. a call
for the repetition of a song, &c. : the repetition of a
song, &c.

—

v.t. to call for a repetition of. [Fr. (It.

ancora)—perh. from L. (in) hanc lioram, till this

hour, hence = still.]

Encounter, en-kown'ter, v.t. to meet face to face,

esp. unexpectedly : to meet in contest : to oppose.
—«. a meeting unexpectedly : an interview : a fight

:

(Shak.) behaviour. [O. Fr. encontrer—L. in, in,

contra, against.]

Encourage, en-kur'aj, v.t. to put courage in : to in-

spire with spirit or hope : to incite : to patronise

:

to cherish.

—

ns. Encour'agement, act of encourag-
ing : that which encourages ; Encour'ager.

—

p.adj.

Encour'aging, giving ground to hope for success.

—-adv. EncOUr'agingly. [O. Fr. encoragier (Fr.

encourager)—en, to make, corage, courage.]

Encradle, en-kru'dl, v.t. (Spens.) to lay in a cradle.

Encratite, en'kra-tlt, «. one of a heretical sect in the

early church, who abstained from marriage, and
from flesh and wine.—«. En'oratism. [Formed from

Gr. egkrates, continent—^«, in, kratos, strength.]

Encrease, obsolete form of increase.

EnOrimson, en-krim'zn. v.t. to tinge with a crimson

co\a\\r.—p.adj. Encrim'soned.
Bncrinite, enicri-nlt, «. a common fo.ssil crinoid,

found thick in limestone and marble—called also

Stone-lily.—adjs. Encri'nal, Encrinic, Encrini'tal,

Encrinit'iC, relating to or containing encrinites.

[Formed from Gr. en, 'm.,krinon, a lily.]

Encroach, en-kroch', v.i. to seize on the rights of

others : to intrude : to trespass.

—

n. Encroach'er.

—

adv. Encroach'ingly.—«. Encroach'ment, act of

encroaching : that which is taken by encroaching.

[O. Fr. eftcrochier, to seize

—

en-, and croc, a hook.]

Encrust, en-krust', Incrust, in-, !'.<. to cover with a

crust or hard coating : to form a crust on the surface

of.

—

v.i. to form a crust.—«. Encrusta tion, act of

encrusting : a crust or layer of anything : an inlaying

of marble, mosaic, &c. [Fr.,—L. incrustdre, -dtum
—in, on, crusta, crust.]

Encumber, en-kum'ber, v.t. to impede the motion

of: to hamper: to embarrass: to burden: to load

with debts.—«J. Encum'berment, the act of en-

cumbering : the state of being encumbered ; En-

cum'brance, that which encumbers or hinders : a

legal claim on an estate : one dependent on another

—e.g. 'a widow without encumbrances' = a widow
without children ; Encum'brancer. [O. Fr. en-

combrer, from en-, and combrer.]
Encurtain, en-kur'tin, v.t. to curtain, to veil.

Encyclical, en-sik'lik-al, adj. sent round to many
persons or places.—«. a letter addressed by the pope

to all his bishops condemning current errors or

advising the Christian people how to act in regard

to great public questions.—Also Encyc'llc. [Gr.

engkyklios—en, in, kyklos. a circle.]

Encyclopaedia, Encyclopedia, en-si-klo-pe'di-a, «.

the circle of human knowledge: a work containing

information on every department, or on a particular

department, of knowledge, generally in alphabetical
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Encyst fate, far : mS, her ; mine ; Endosmosis

a. Endless Screw.

order : a name specially given to the work of the

French writers Diderot, D'AIembert, and others in

the third quarter of the i8th century.

—

ad/s. Encyclo-

nse'dian, embracing the whole circle of learning

;

EncycIopaa'diC, -al, pertaining to an encyclopaedia :

full of information.—>«. EncyclopaB'dism, knowledge

of everything ; Encyclopae dist, the compiler, or one

who assists in the compilation, of an encyclopaedia :

esp. a writer for the French Encyclope'die (1751-65)-

[Formed from Gr. engkyklopaideia— engkyklios,

circular, paideia, instruction.]

Encyst, en-sist', v.t. or v.i. to enclose or become
enclosed in a cyst or vesicle.

—

ns. Encysta'tion,

Enoyst'ment —«/(;. Encysted.
End, end, «. the last point or portion : termination

or close : death : consequence : object aimed at : a

fragment.

—

v.t. to bring to an end : to destroy.

—

v.i.

to come to an end : to cease.—«. End'-all, that

which ends all.

—

(uij. End'ed, brought to an end :

having ends.

—

n. End'ing, termination : conclusion :

that which is at the end : {gram.) the terminating

syllable or letter of a word.

—

adj. Endless, without
end: everlasting: objectless.

—

adv. Endlessly.—«.

Endlessness.

—

adv. Endlong, lengthwise : continu-
ously : on end.

—

adj. End'most, farthest..— «. End'-
Blilp(<'iij.), a village.—a^Kj. End'ways, Endwise,
on the end : with the
end forward.—End for
end, with the position

of the ends reversed;
Endless screw, an
arrangement for pro-

ducing slow motion
in machinery, consist-

ing of a screw whose
thread gears into a
wheel with skew teeth ;

End on, having the end pointing directly to an
object

—

(_>taui.) opp. to Broadside on: {»itn.) opp.
to /^ace ox. —A Siioemaker's end, a waxed thread
ending in a bristle.—At lOOSd ends, in disorder

;

At one's wits' end, at the end of one's ability

to decide or act.—Begin at the wrong end, to

manage badly ; Be the end of, to cause the death of.

—Come to the end of one's tether, to go as far as
one's powers permit.^Have at one's finger-ends,
to be thoroughly acquainted, to have in perfect

readiness.—In the end, after all : at last.—Latter
end, the end of life.—Make both ends meet, to

live within one's income (both ends meaning both
ends of the year).—No end (cc//.), very much, a
great deal.—On end, erect.—Rope's end (see Eope).
[A.S. ende ; cf. Ger. and Dan. emie, Goth, andeis

;

Sans, aiiia.^

Endamage, en-dam'aj, v.t. same as Damage.

—

n.
Endam'ajgement, damage, injury, loss.

Endanger, en-dan'jer, v.t. to place in danger : to ex-
pose to loss or injury.—nj. Endan'gerer ; Endan'-
germent, hazard, peril.

Endear, en-der'. v.t. to make dear or more dear.

—

(uijs. Endeared', beloved ; Endear'ing. — adv.
Endearingly.— «. Endear'ment, act of endear-
ing : state of being endeared : that which excites or
increises affection : a caress.

Endeavour, en-dev'ur, v.i. to strive to accomplish an
object: to attempt or try.

—

v.t. to attempt.

—

n. an
exertion ofpower towards some object : attempt or
tri.^1.—«. Endeav'onrment (Sfirns.), endeavour.—
Do one's endeavour, to do one's utmost. [Fr. en
det'oir—en, in (with force of ' to do ' or ' make,' as
in en-amour, encourage), and devoir, duty.)

Endecagon, en-dek'a-gon, «. a plane figure of eleven
sides—also Hendec'agon —rt<y;>. Endecag'yuous,
having eleven pistils ; Endecaphylloas, having
eleven leaflets ; Endecasyllab'U:, having eleven
syllables.

Endelctic, en-dlk'tik, adj. .showing, exhibiting.—«.

Endeix is, an iadicaiion. [Gr.J

Endemic, -al, en-dem'ik, -al, Endemial, en-de'mi-al,

adj. peculiar to a people or a district, as a disease.

—

H. Endem'ic, a disease affecting a number of persons
simultaneously, in such manner as to show a distinct

connection with certain localities.

—

adv. Endemic-
ally. — us. Endemi'city, state of being endemic

;

Endemiol'Ogy, knowledge of endemic diseases. [Gr.

endemics—en, in, and demos, a people, a district]

Endenizen, en-den'i-zn, v.t. to naturalise, to make a
denizen.

Endermic, -al, en-derm'ik, -al, adj. through or applied
directly to the skin—also Endermat'iC. — «. Bn'-
deron, the corium, derma, or true skin. [Gr. en, in,

and derma, the skin.]

Endew, en-du', v.t. (obs.) to endow.—Also Endue'.
Endiron. See Andiron.
Endite, ob.solete form of indite.

Endive, en'div, «. an annual or biennial plant of the
same genus as chicory, used as a salad. [Fr.,—L.
tntiibus.}

Endocardium, en-do-kar'di-um, «. the lining mem-
brane of the heart.—rt^//>. Eudocar diac, Endocar-
dlaL — «. Endocarditis, disease of the internal

surface of the heart, resulting in the deposit of fibrin

on the valves. [Gr. endon, within, kardia, heart.]

Endocarp, en'do-karp, «. the inner coat or shell of a
fruit. [Gr. endon, within, and karpos, fruit.]

EndOChrome, en'dO-krSm, n. the colouring matter,

other than green, of vegetable cells, esp. of alga

:

(zool.) the coloured endoplasm of a cell. [Gr. endtm,
within, chroma, colour.]

Endoderm, en'do-derm, «. the inner layer of the
Blastoderm (q.v.). [Gr. endon, within, derma, skin.]

Endogamy, en-dog'am-i, n. the custom forbidding a
man to marry any woman who is not of his kindred.—adj. Endog'amous. [Gr. endon, within, games,
marriage.]

Endogen, en'do-jen, «. a plant that grows from
within, or by additions to the inside of the stem,
as the palm, grasses, &c.

—

adj. EndOg'enoUS, in-

creasing by internal growth. [Gr. endon, within,

Awd genes, born.]

Endol3nnph, en'dO-limf, «. the fluid within the mem-
branous labyrinth of the ear.

Endomorph, en'do-morf, «. a mineral enclosed within
another mineral, the latter being termed a perimorph.
(Gr. endon, within, morphe, form.]

Endophagy, en-dO'faj-i, n. in cannibalism, the prac-
tice of eating one of the same stock. [Gr. endon,
within, phagos, an eater.]

Endoparasite, en-do-par'a-sit, «. an internal parasite.

EndophlCBUm, en-do-fle'um, «. {hot.) the inner bark.

Endophyllous, en-dO-fil'us, adj. (.hot.) being or formed
within a sheath, as the young leaves of mono-
cotyledons.

Endoplasm, en'do-plazm, n. {hot.) the granular and
fluid part of the protoplasm of a cell—opp. to Ecto-
plasm : {zoo/.) the interior protoplasm of a protozoan.
—-'Mso En'dosarc.

Endopleura, en-dO-pli3B'ra, «. {hot.) the innermost
coat of a seed.

Endorhizal, en-do-rl'zal, a^ij. (6at.) having the radicle
of the embryo enclosed within a sheath, as in endo-
genous plants.—Also Endorhl ZOUS.

Endorse, en-dors', Indorse, in-, v.t. to write one's
name on the back of: to assign by writing on the
back of: to give one's sanction to: to lay on the
back, to \oad.—adj. Endors'able.—«j. Endorsee',
the person to whom a bill, &c., is assigned by en-
dorsement ; Endorse'ment, act of endorsing : that
which is written on a bill : sanction ; Endors'er.
[Changed from M. E. entiosse under the influence
of Low Ij. indorsdre—in, on, dorsum, the back.)

Endoskeleton, en-dO-skele-ton, «. the internal skele-
ton or framework of the body.

—

adj. Endoskel'etal.
Endosmosis, en-dos-mO'sis, «. the passage of a fluid

inwards through an organic membrane, to mix with
another fluid inside—also En'dosmose.

—

n. EndOS-
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mom'eter, an instrument for measuring endosmotic
aciion.—aaljs. Endosmomet'rlo ; Endosmotic, per-

taining to or of the nature of endosmosis.

—

at/v.

Endosmot'lcally. [Gr. endon, within, and osmos.]
Endosomd, en'do-sOm, «. the innermost part of the
body of a sponge.

—

adj. En'dOsdniaL
Endosperm, en'dO-sperm, «. {boi.) the albumen of a
seed.—at/;'. Endosper'mic.

BndoSS, en-dos', -v.t. {obs.) to endorse : {Spens.) to

write. [M. E. endosse—O. Fr. endasser.]

EndOSteum, en-dos'te-um, «. (anai.) the internal

periosteum.

—

adj. Endos'teaL

—

n. Endosti'tiS, in-

fjamm.ition of the endosteum.
Endostome, en'dO-stSm, «. (J>ai.) the foramen of the

inner integument of an ovule : the inner peristome of
mosses.

Endow, en-dow', v.t. to give a dowry or marriage-
portion to : to settle a permanent provision on : to

enrich with any gift or faculty: to present.

—

ns.

Endow'er; Endow'ment, act of endowing: that

which is settled on any person or institution : a
quality or faculty bestowed on any one. [Fr. en
(= L. t/t), douer, to endow—L. dotare—dos, doits,

a dowry.]
Endue, en-du', Indue, in-, v.t. to put on, as clothes

:

to invest or clothe with : to supply with.—«. Endue'-
ment, adornment [O. Fr. enduire—L. inducere—
in, into, ducere, to lead. In certain senses the word
is closely related to induere, to put on.]

Endure, en-diir', v.t. to remain firm under : to bear
without sinking : to tolerate.

—

v.i. toremain firm : to

last. — adj. Endur'able, that can be endured or
borne.—«. Endur'ableness. -«</». Endur'ably.—
ns. Endur'anoe, state of enduring or bearing : con-
tinuance : a suffering patiently without sinking

:

patience ; EndUT'er.—a</r'. EndUT'ingly. [O. Fr.

endurer—L. ifidurdre—in, in, durtis, hard.]

Endymlon, en-dim'i-on, «. a beautiful youth whom
Selene (the moon) wrapped in perpetual sleep that

she niiglit kiss him without his knowledge.
Ene, en, adv. {Spens.) once. [.A.S. xne—dn, one.]

Eneid, e-ne'id, K. Same as .ffineid.

Enema, en'e-ma, or e-ne'ma, //. a liquid medicine
thrown into the rectum : an injection. [Gr.,

—

enienai, to send in

—

eti, in, and hienai, to send. ]

Enemy, en'e-mi, «. one who hates or dislikes : a foe :

a hostile army.

—

adj'. {pbs.) hostile.—How goes the
enemy? (sian^) what o'clock is it?—The Enemy,
The old Enemy, the Devil; The last enemy,
death. [O. Fr. emmUmod. Fr. entumi)—L. inimicus—in, neg., amicus, a friend.]

Enemy, a prov. form of anemone.
Energumen, en-er-gu'men, «. one possessed : a de-

moniac. [Low L.,—Gr. energoumenos—energein—
en, in, ergon, work.]

Energy, en'er-ji, n. power of doing work: power
exerted: vigorous operation : strength : (//yjicj) the
term, as applied to a material system, used to denote
the power of doing work possessed by that system.—adjs. Energetic, -al, having or showing energy :

active : forcible : effective.

—

adv. Energet'ically.

—

H.pl. Bnerget'lcs, the science of the general laws of
energy.

—

adj. Ener'gic, exhibiting energy.

—

v.t.

En'ergise, to give strength or active force to.

—

v.u
to act with force :

—

pr.p. en'erglsing ; pa.p. en'er-

gised. —Conservation of energy (see Conserva-
tion). [Gr. energeia—en, in, ergon, work.]

Enervate, en-er'vat, v.t. to deprive of nerve, strength,
or coumge : to weaken.

—

adj. weakened : spiritless.

—«. Enerva tion.—a/<7'. Ener'vative. —v.t. Enerve'
{obs.y, to enervate. [L. eiurvdre, -atum—e, out of,

nervtis, a nerve.]

Enew, e-nu', v.t. in falconry, to drive back to the
water: to pursue. [O. Fr. eneTvet— en, in, eau,
water.]

Enfeeble, en-fe'bl, v.t. to make feeble: to weaken.

—

n. Enfee'blement, weakening : weakness.
Enfelon, cn-fel'on, v.i. (Spens.) to make fierce.

Enfeoff, en-fef, v.t. to give a fief to : to invest with a
possession in fee : to surrender.

—

n. Enfeoff'ment,
act of enfeoffing : the deed which invests with the

fee of an estate. [O. Fr. en/ejfer—en-, and fief.
See Fief, Feoff.]

Enfest, en-fest', v.t. {Spens.). Same as Infest.

Enfetter, en-fet'er, v.t. (Shak.) to bind in fetters.

Enfierce, en-fers', v.t. {Spens.) to make fierce.

Enfilade, en-fi-lad', «. a number of rooms with the
doors opening into a common passage : a fire that
rakes a line of troops, &a , from end to end : a situa-

tion or a body open from end to end.

—

v.t. to rake
with shot through the whole length of a line. [Fr.,—enjilcr—en{= L. in), axtAfil, a thread. See File,

a line or wire.]

Enfiled, en-flld', p.adj. {Aer.) thrust through with a
sword. [See Enfilade.]

Enfire, en-fIr', v.t. (Spens.) to set on fire, inflame.
Enflesh, en-flesh', v.t. to turn into flesh.

Enflower, en-flow'er, v.i. to cover with flowers.

Enfold, en-fuld'. Infold, in-, v.t. to wrap up.—«. BH-
fold'ment, act of enfolding : that which enfolds.

Enforce, en-fors', v.t. to gain by force : to give force

to : to put in force : to give effect to : to urge

:

(Spens.) to attempt. —a<^'. Enforce'able.

—

adz'.

Enforcedly, by violence, not by choice.—«. En-
force'ment, act of enforcing : compulsion : a giving
effect to : that which enforces. [O. Fr. enforcer—
en (= L. in), andforce.]

Enforest, en-for'est, v.t. to turn into forest.

Enform, en-form', v.t. (Spens.) to fashion.

Enfouldered, en-fowl'derd, p.adj. (Spens.) mixed with
lightning or fire. [£», in, and O. Fr. fouldre (Fr.

foudre)— \.. /ulgiir, lightning,_/a^/r*, to flash.]

Enframe, en-fram', v.t. to put in a frame.
Enfranchise, en-fran'chiz, v.t. to set free : to give a

franchise or political privileges to.—«. Enfran'Chise-
ment, act of enfranchising ; liberation : admission to

civil or political privileges. [O. Fr. e/i/ranchi?—en,

and/ranc, free. See Franchise.]
Enfree, en-fre', Enfreedom, en fre'dum, v.t. (Shak.)

to set free, to give freedom to.

Enfreeze, en-frez', v.t. (Spens.) to freeze : turn to ice!
—/''•/*• enfreez'ing : pa.p. enfroz'en, enfrOz'ened.

Engage, en-gaj', ?'./. to bind by a gage or pledge : to

render liable : to gain for service ; to enlist : to gain
over : to betroth ; (archit.) to fasten : to win : to

occupy : to enter into contest with : (obs.) to en-

tangle.— v.i. to pledge one's word: to become
bound : to take a part : to enter into coaKict.^p.adj.
Engaged', pledged : promised, esp. in marriage

:

greatly interested: occupied: (archit.) partly built

or sunk into, or so appearing : geared together,

interlocked.—«. Engage'ment, act of engaging :

state of being engaged : that which engages : be-

trothal : promise : employment : a fight or battle.

—

p.adj. Engag'ing, winning : attractive.

—

adv. En-
gag'ingly. — Engage for, to answer for. [Fr.

engager—en gage, in pledge. See Gage.]
Engaol, en-jal', v.t. (Shak.) to put in gaol.

Engarland, en-gar'land, v.t. to put a garland round.

Engarrlson, en-gar'i-sn, v.t. to establish as a garrisoa

Engender, en-jen'der, v.t. to beget : to bear : to breed

:

to sow the seeds of: to produce.

—

v.i. to be caused

or produced.—«j. Engen'drure, Engen'dure, act of

engendering : generation. [Fr. engendref L. t»-

generdre—in, and generdre, to generate.]

Engild, en-gild', v.t. (Shak.) to gild.

Engine, en'jin, «. a complex and powerful machine,

esp. a prime mover : a military machine : anything

used to efl^ect a purpose : a device : contrivance :

(obs.) ability, genius.

—

v.t. to contrive : to put into

action.

—

ns. En'gine-driV'er, one who manages an
engine, esp. who drives a locomotive ; Engineer',

an engine maker or manager : one who directs

works and engines : a soldier belonging to the divi-

sion of the army called Engineers, consisting oi' men
trained to engineering work. — v.i. to act as an
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;

Enlarge

engineer.

—

v.i. to arrange, contrive.

—

ns. Englnoer'-
Ing, the art or profession of an engineer ; En'glne-
man, one who drives an engine ; En'gine-room, the

room in a vessel in which the engines are placed

;

En'glnery, the art or business of managing engines :

engmes collectively : machinery ; En'glne-tum'ing,
a kind of ornament made by a rose-engine, as on the

backs of watches, &c.—Civil engineer (see Civil).

[O. Fr.ensin—'L. ingenium, skill. See Ingenious.]

Engird, en-gerd', z'.i. to gird round.

Engirdle, en-gerd'l, Engirt, en-gert', v.i. to surround,

as with a girdle : to encircle.

English, ing'glish, adj. belonging to England or its

inhabitants.—«. the language of the people of Eng-
land.

—

v.t. to translate a book into English : to make
English.—>«. Eng'lander, an Englishman ; Eng'-

llsher, Englishman, a native or naturalised ni-

habitant of England ; Eng'llshry, the fact of being

an Englishman : in Ireland, the population of

English descent.—Old English, or Anglo-Saxon,
the language spoken in England from 450 till about

1 150; Middle English till 1500; Modem English
from 1500 onwards (Early English often means
Earlv Middle English; {archil.), see Early).—Pre-
sentment Of Engllshry, the ortering of proof that a
jierson murderea belonged to the English race, to

escape the fine levied on the hundred or township for

the murder of a Norman. [A. S. Eitglisc, from Engle,
Angle, from the Angles who settled in Britain.]

Englobe, en-gl5b', v.t. to enclose as in a globe.

Engloom, en-glo5m', v.t. to make gloomy.
Engltlt, en-glut', v.t. to glut, to fill : to swallow.
Engore, en-gOr', v.t. (Spens.) to gore : to wound.
Engorge, en-gorj', v.t. (Spens.) to devour, to glut.—

•

v.i. {Milton) to feed voraciously.

—

adj. Engorged',
filled to excess with blood.—«. Engorge'ment, the

act of swallowing greedily : {med.) an obstruction of

the vessels in some part of the system.
Engouement, ang-gOS'mang, n. excessive fondness.

[Fr.]

Engouled, en-g55ld', adj. {her.) of bends, crosses, &c.,
the extremities of which enter the mouths of animals.

—Also Engoul'oe.
Engrace, en-gras', v.t. to put grace into.

Engrafif, obsolete form of engraft.
Engraft, en-graft', Ingraft, in-, v.i. to graft (a shoot

of one tree) into another : to introduce something :

to fix deeply.

—

ns. Engrafta'tion, act of engraft-

ing ; Engraft'ment, engrafting : the thing en-

grafted : a scion.

Engrail, en-gral', v.i. {Mer.) to make a border com-
posed of a series of little semicircular indents : to

make rough.

—

v.i. to form an edging or border : to

run in indented lines.

—

n. Engrail'ment, the ring of
dots round the edge of a medal : {/ter.) indentation
in curved lines. [O. Fr. engresler {Ft. ettgrSler)—
gresle, hail. See Orall.]

Engrain, en-gran'. Ingrain, in-, v.t. to dye of a fast or
lasting colour: to dye in the raw state: to infix

deeply.

—

n. Engrain'er. [Orig. 'to dye in grain'
(meaning with grain)—i.e. cochineal.]

Engrasp, en-grasp', v.t. {Spens.) to grasp.
Engrave, en-grav', v.t. to cut out with a graver a re-

presentation of anything on wood, steel, &c. : to

imprint: to impress deeply.

—

ns. Engrav'er ; En-
graVery, the art of the engraver; Engraving, act
or art of cutting or incising designs on metal, wood,
&c., for the purpose of printing impressions from
them in ink on paper, or other similar substance—in

metal, the lines to be printed are sunk or incised ; in

wood, the lines to be printed appear in relief, the

wood between them being cut away : an impres-

sion taken from an engraved plate : a print. [Fr.

en (=L. in), and grave, v.]

Engrave, en-graV, v.t. to deposit in the grave.
Engrieve, en-grev', v.t. {Spens.) to grieve.

£ngroove, en-grisev', Ingroove, in-, v.t. to cut a
groove or furrow in : to make into a groove.

Engross, en-grOs', v.t. to occupy wholly, monopolise :

to absorb : to copy a writing in a large hand or in

distinct characters : to write in legal form ; to make
gross.

—

ns. Engross'er ; Engross'ing, the conduct
of those who buy merchandise in large quantities to»

obtain command of the market ; Engross'ment, act

of engrossing ; that which has been engrossed ; a
fair copy. —Engrossing a deed, the writing it out in

full and regular form on parchment or paper for

signature. [From Fr. en gros, in large— L. in, in,

grossus, large. See GrOSS.]
Engaard, en-gard', zi.t. {Shak.) to guard or defend.
Enguiohd, ang-ge-sha', adj. {her.) having a different

tincture inside the mouth, of trumpets, &c. [Fr.]

Engulf, en-gulf, Ingulf, in-, v.t. to swallow up wholly,
as in a gull : to cast into a gulf: to overwhelm.

—

n.

Engulfment.
Engyscope, en'ji-skop, «. a kind of reflecting micro-
scope.—Also En'glSCOpe. [Gr. enggys, near, skopein,
to view.]

EnhalO, en-ha'lO, v.t. to surround with a halo.
Enhance, en-hans', v.t. to heighten : to add to,

increase. — «. Enhancement, act of enhancing :

state of being enhanced : aggravation. [Prob. from
O. Fr. enhancer—L. in, and alius, high.]

Enharmonic, -al, en-har-mon'ik, -al, culj. pertaining
to music constructed on a scale containing inter-

vals less than a semitone : pertaining to that scale

of music current among the Greeks, in which an
interval of 2^ tones was divided into two quarter
tones and a major third.

—

ad~: Enhaimon'ically.
[L.,—Gr.,— <f«, in, harinonia, harmony.]

Enhearse, en-hers', Inhearse, in-, v.t. to put in a
hearse.

Enhearten, en-hart'n, v.t. to encourage: to cheer.

Enhunger, en-hung'ger, v.t. to make hungry.
Enhydrous, en-hl'drus, adj. containing water or other

fluid.—«. Enhy'drlte, a mineral containing water.
[Gr. en, in, and hydor, water.]

Enh3rpostatiC, en-hl-pO-stat'ik, adj. possessing sub-
stantial or personal existence, possessing personality

not independently but by union with a person.—«.

Enhyposta'sla.—z;./. Enhjrpos'tatise.
Enigma, en-ig'ma, «. a statement with a hidden
meaning to be guessed : anything very obscure : a
riddle.

—

adjs. Enigmatic, -al, relating to, contain-

ing, or resembling an enigma : obscure : puzzling.

—

adv. Enlgmat'ically.—7'./. Enig'matlse, to utter

or deal in riddles. — «j. Enig^atlst, one who
enigmatises ; Enigmatog'raphy, science of enigmas
and their solution. [L. ceuigma—Gr. ainignta—
ainissesthai, to speak darkly

—

ainos, a fable.]

Enisle, en-Il', Inisle, in-, v.t. to isolate.

Enjamhment, en-jamb'ment, «. in verse, the con-
tinuation of a sentence beyond the end of the
line. [Fr.,

—

enjamber—en, \n, jnnibe, leg.]

Enjoin, en-join', v.t. to lay upon, as an order: to

order or direct with authority or urgency.

—

n. Bn-
join'ment. [Fr. enjoindre—L. injungere—in, and
jungere, to join.)

Enjoy, en-joi', v.t. to joy or delight in : to feel or
perceive with pleasure : to possess or use with
satisfaction or delight : to have the use of: to have
sexual intercourse with.

—

adj. Enjoy^ahle, capable
of being enjoyed or of giving joy.—«. Enj03r'ment,
state or condition of enjoying : satisfactory posses-

sion or use of anything : pleasure : happiness. [O.

Fr. enjoier, to give joy to—^« (= L. in), and joie,

joy ; or O. Fr. enjoir, to enjoy

—

en, and joir—L.
gaudere, to rejoice.]

Enkernel, en-ker'nel, v.t. to enclose in a kernel.

Enkindle, en-kin'dl, v.t. to kindle or set on fire : to

inflame : to rouse.

—

p.adj. Enkln'dled.
Enlace, en-las', v.t. to encircle, surround : to embrace.
—«. Enlace'ment.

Enlard, en-lard', v.t. {Shak.) to grease, to baste.

Enlarge, en-larj', v.t. to make larger : to increase in

size or quantity : to expand: to amplify discourse:
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Enlevement mOte ; m&te ; mCDn ; tAen. Enslave

to set free.— f./. to grow large or larger: to be
diffuse in speaking or writing : to expatiate.

—

ai(/.

Enlarged'.— <uii/. Enlargedly.— «j. Enlarged-
ness ; Enlargement, act of enlarging : state of

being enlarged : increase : extension : difTuseness

of speech or writing : a setting at large : release.

(O. Fr. (tUarg^er—en (= L. in), large, large.]

Enlevement, en-lev'ment, «. (Scots lii-ui) abduction
of a woman or child.

Enlighten, en-llt'n, v.t. to lighten or shed light on:
to make clear to the mind: to impart knowledge to :

toelevate by knowledge or religion

—

(obs.) Enllght

.

—M. Enlight'enment, act of enlightening : state of

being enlightened : the spirit of the French philos-

ophers of the i8th century.
Enlink, en-lingk', v.t. to connect closely.

Enlist, en-list', v.t. to enrol : to engage as a soldier,

&c. : to employ in advancing an object.

—

v.i. to

engage in public service, esp. as a soldier: to enter
heartily mto a cause.

—

tu Enlistment, act of enlist-

ing : state of being enlisted.

Enliven, en-llv'n, v.t. to put life into: to excite or
make active : to make sprightly or cheerful : to

animate.—;«. EnliVener ; Enllvenment.
Enlock, en-lok', v.t. to lock up, enclose.

Enlumine, en-loo'min, v.t. (Spens.). See Tllnininn
Enmarble, en-mar'bl, v.t. (Spens.) to turn to marble,

to harden.
Enmesh, en-mesh', Emmesh, em-, Immesh, im-, v.t.

to catch in a mesh or net, to entangle.
Enmew, en-mu', v.t. (Shak.) to coop up, as in a

cage.

Enmity, en'mi-ti, n. the quality of being an enemy :

unfriendliness : ill-will : hostility. [O. Fr. enemistie— h. Diimiciis. See Enemy.]
Enmossed, en-most', p.adj. covered with moss.
Enmove, en-mOov', v.t. Same as Emmove.
Enmure. Same as Immure.
Ennea, en'e-a, a prefix in words of Greek origin,

signifyin,;^ nine.—«. En'nead, the number nine, a
system of nine objects.

—

adj. Ennead'ic.—«. En'ne-
agon, a polygon with nine angles.

—

adjs. Enneag'-
onal ; Enneag ynons, having nine pistiU or styles

;

Enneahe dral, having nine faces.—«. Ennean'dria,
the ninth Linnaean class of plants, with nine stamens.
— adjs. Ennean'drian : Enneaphyllous, nine-

leaved : Enneasper'mous, having nine seeds.

Ennoble, en-no'bl, v.t. to make noble : to elevate,

distinguish : to raise to nobility.—«. Enno'blement,
the act of making noble: that which ennobles. [Fr.

ennoblir—Fr. ^« (= L. /«), and noble. )

Ennui, ang-nwe', «. a feeling of weariness or disgust

from satiety, &c. : the occasion of ennui.

—

v.t. to

weary : to bore.

—

adj. Ennuyd (ang-nwe-ya'), bored.

[Fr.,—O. Fr. anoi—L. in odio, as in odio hnbeo, lit.

' I hold in hatred,' i.e. I am tired of. See Annoy.]
Enodal, e-nO'dal, adj. without nodes.
Enomoty, e-nom'o-ti, «. a band of sworn soldiers, esp.

the smallest Sp.irtan subdivision. [Gr.]

Enormous, e-nor'mus, adj. excessive : immense

:

atrocious

—

{obs.") Enorm'.—«. Enor'mity, state or
quality of being enormous : that which is enormous :

a great crime : great wickedness. — adv. Enor'-
mously—«. Enor'mousness. [L. enormis—e, out
of, norma, rule.]

Enorthotrope, en-orth5-trOp, «. a toy consisting of a
cird on which confused objects are transformed into

various pictures, by causing it to revolve rapidly.

[Gr ett, in, orthos, upright, tropos, turning.]

Enough, e-nuf , adj. sufficient : giving content : satisfy-

ing want.— adv. sufficiently.— n. sufficiency: as

much as satisfies desire or want. \\. S. ge-ndk, ge-
ntSg; Goth. ga-Tufhs ; Ger.ge-nug; Ice. g-n^g-r.]

Enounce, e-nowns'. zi. t. to enunciate : to proclaim : to

mter or articulate. [Fr. enoncer— L. enrintidre.]

Enow = Enough, but often used as its plural.

Enow, e-now', adv. just now : {Scot.} soon. [Contr.

from 'even now.']
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En passant, ang pas'ang, adv. in passing : by the
way. [Fr.]

Enquire. See Inquire.
Enrace, en-ras, v.t. (S/ens.) to give race or origin to.

Enrage, en-raj', v.t. to make angry.^p.adj. Enraged',
angered : furious.— «. Enrage'ment, act of enraging,
state of being enraged, excitement [O. Fr. enrager—en (= L. in), and rage, rage.]

Enrange, en-ranj', v.t. (Spens.) to arrange : to rove
over.

Enrank, en-rangk', v.t. (Shak.) to place in order.
Enrapture, en-rap'tur, v.t. to put in rapture : to

transport with pleasure or delight.—/.<n^>. Enrap'-
tured, Enrapt', delighted : transported.

Enravish, en-rav'ish, v.t. {Spens.) to enrapture.
Enregiment, en-rej'i-ment, v.t. to form in a regiment.
Enregister, en-rej'is-ter, v.t. to register : to enrol.
Enrich, en-rich', v.t. to make rich: to fertilise: to
adorn : to enhance.— n. Enrioh'ment, act of enrich-
ing : that which enriches.

Enridge, en-rij', v.t. (Shak.) to form into ridges.
Enring, en-ring', v.t. to encircle : to put a ring on.
Enrobe, en-rOb', v.t. to dress, clothe, or invest.
Enrol, Enroll, en-rol'. v.t. to insert in a roll or

register : to enlist : to record : to leave in writing

:

—pr.p. enrSl'ling ; pa.p. enrolled'.—«j. Enroller

;

Enrol'ment, act of enrolling : that in which any-
thing is enrolled : a register. [O. Fr. enroller (Fr.
enrdler)—en, and rolle, roll.]

Enroot, en-roOt', v.t. to fix by the root : to implant
firmly : (Shak.) to join firmly, as root by root.

Enrough, en-ruf, v.t. to make rough.
Enround, en-rownd', v.t. (Sliak.) to surround.
Ens, enz, «. an entity, as opposed to an attribute. [A

late pr.p. form, from L. esse, to be.]

Ensample, en-sam'pl, n. example.

—

v.t. to give an
example of. [O. Fr. essample. See Example.]

Ensang^uine, en-sang'gwin, v.t. to stain or cover with
blood.—/.rt(?>'. Ensan'guined, bloody.

Ensate, en'sat, adj. ensiform.
Enschedule, en-shed'ul, v.t. (Shak.) to insert in a

schedule.
Ensconce, en-skons', v.i. to cover or protect as with a

sconce or earth-work : to hide safely.

Enseal, en-sel', v.t. to put one's seal to : to seal up.
Enseam, en-sem', v.t. to mark as with a seam.
Enseam, en-sem', v.t. to cover with grease. [Seant,

grease.]

Enseam, en-s€m', v.t. (Spens.) to contain. [Der.
obscure ; cf. Ice. semja, to put together.]

Ensear, en-ser', Z'.t. (Shak.) to dry up.
Ensemble, ang-sangb'l, n. all the parts of a thing

taken together.—Tout ensemble, general appear-
ance or effect. [Fr. ensemble, together—L. in, in,

simul, at the same time.]

Ensepulchre, en-sep'ul-ker, v. t. to put in a sepulchre.
EnsewC^y/ifJu.). Same as Ensue.
RTI shield, en-sheld', v.t. to shield or protect.

—

adj.
(Shak.) shielded or protected.

Enshrine, en-shrln', 7'./. to enclose in or as in a
shrine : to preserve with affection.

Enshroud, en-shrowd', v.i. to cover with a shroud :

to cover up.
Ensiform, en'si-form, e^j. having the shape of a

sword. [L. ensis, a sword, Andjorma, form.]

Ensign, en'sln, «. a sign or mark : the sign or flag dis-

tinguishing a nation or a regiment : one who carries

the colours: until 1871, the title given to officers of

the lowest commissioned rank in the British infantry.

—ns. En'sign-bear'er ; En'slgncy, En'signship,
the rank or commission of an ensign in the army.
(O. Fr. enseigne — L. insignia, pi. of itisigne, a
distinctive mark

—

in, and signum, a mark.]
Ensilage, en'sil-aj, «. the storing of green fodder, &c.,

in pits.

—

v.t. En'Sile, to store by ensilage. [Fr.,

—

Sp. en, and silo—L.,—Gr. siros, pit for corn.]
Ensky, en-skr, v.t. (Shak.) to place in the sky.
Enslave, en-slav', v.t. to make a slave of: to subject



Ensnare fiite, (ar ; mS, hir ; m1n« ;
Eintomoloery

to the influence oi.—p.adj. Buslaved'.—»^. En-
Slave'ment, act of enslaving : Mate of being en-
slaved : slavery: bondage; EnalaTer.

Ensnare, eu-snar', Tnsnare, in-, z.t. to catch in a
snare : to entrap : to entangle.

Ensnarl, en-snarl', v.t. (Spefts.) to entangle.
Ensorcell, en-sOr'sel, v.i. to bewitch. [O. Fr. ensor-
ceUr—tn, and sorcier, a sorcerer.)

Ensoul, en-sOl', Insoul, in-, v.t. to join with the soul

:

to animate as a soul.

Ensphere, en-sfer', Inspbere, in-, v.t. to enclose in
a sphere : to give a spherical form.

Enstamp, en-stamp', v.t. to mark as with a stamp.
Ensteep, en-stgp', v.t. to steep : to lay under water.
Enstyle, en-siIl', v.t. to style, call.

Ensue, en-su', v.i. to follow, to come after : to result
ly/w'h from).—v.t. {£., arc/i.) to follow after -.—pr.p.
ensu'ing; pa.f>. ensued'. [O. Fr. ensuir (Fr. en-
suwre)— L. i«, after, sequi, to follow.]

Ensure, en-sheor', v.t. to make sure. [See Insure.]
Enswaihe, en-swaih', Inswathe, in-, v.t. to wrap in

a swathe.—». Enswathe'ment.
Ensweep, en-swep", v.t. to sweep over.
Entablature, en-tab'lat-Or, «. that part of a design in

classic architecture which surmounts the columns
and rests upon the capitals. [Prob. through Fr.

from It. intavolatura—j«, in, tavoia,a. table.]

Entail, en-tal', V. t. {Spetts.) to carve. (O. Fr. entailier
—Low L. en, into, taleare, to cut.]

Entail, en-tal', v.t. to settle an estate on a series of
heirs, so that the immediate possessor may not dis-

pose of it : to bring on as an inevitable consequence :—pr.p. entail'ing ; pa.p. entailed'.—«. an estate en-

tailed : the rjle of descent of an estate.

—

tis. En-
tall'er ; Entailment, act of entaihng : state of
being entailed. [O. Fr. entailier, to cut into

—

en,

in, into, tailUr, to cut—L. ialea, a twig.

)

Ental, en'tal, adj. internal. [Gr. entos, within.]
Entame, en-tam', v.t. (Jihak.)\a tame.
Entangle, en-tang'gl, v.t. to twi^t into a tangle, or

so as not to be easily separated ; to involve in com-
plications : to perplex : to ensnare.

—

u. Entang'le-
ment, a confused state : perplexity.

Entasis, en'ta-sis, n. {archit.) the swelling outline of
the shaft of a column—al5;o Enta'Sia : constrictive

or tonic spasm.— adj. Entas'tiC. [Gr.,— en, in,

teinein, to stretch.]

Entelechy, en-tel'ek-i, n. iphil.) actuality : distinct-

ness of realised existence. [Gr. enteieckeia— en, in,

telos, perfection, echein, to have.]
EntellUS, en-tel'us, «. the hanunian of India.
Entender, en-tend'er, v.t. to make tender : to weaken.
Enter, en'ter, v.i. to go or come in : to penetrate : to

engage in : to form a part of.

—

v.t. to come or go
into : to join or eng.ige in : to begin : to put into

:

to enrol or record : to cause to be inscribed, as a
boy's name at school, a horse for a race, &c.—«.

(Shak.) ingoing.— a<^'. En'terable. — «j. En'ter-
Close, a passage Itetween two rooms ; En'teror

;

Entering.—Enter a protest, to write it in the
books: thence simply, to protest; Enter into, to

become a party to : to be interested in : to l)e part
of; Enter on, to begin : to engage in. \Yt.etitrer—
L. intrare, to go into, related to inter, between.]

Enterdeal, obsolete form of interdeoL
Enteric, en-ier'ik, Oiij. of or pertaining to the intes-

tines.—h*. Enteradenog'raphy, description of the
intestinal glands; Enteradenol'Ogy, the branch of
anatomy relating to the intestinal glands ; Enter-
al'gia, intestinal neuralgia ; Enteri'tiB, inflammation
of the intestines; En'terocele, a herni.^1 tumour
containing part of the intestines ; Enterogastri'tiS,
inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; En'tero-
llte, En'terolith, an intestinal concretion or cal-

I

cuius : Enterol'ogy, a treatise on the internal parts
of the body ; En'teron, the entire intestine or
alimentary canal :—pl. En'tera ; Enterop'athy,
disease of the intestmes ; Enteropneust'a, a class

UU

of worm-like animals, having the paired respiratory

pouches opening from the front part of the ahmentary
canal ; Enterot'omy, dissection or incision of the

intestines. [Gr. enterikos—enteron, intestine.]

Enterprise, en'ter-prlz, n. that which is attempted:
a bold or dangerous undertaking : an adventure

:

daring.

—

v.t. to undertake.

—

n. Enterpriser, an
adventurer.^;>.ai^'. En'terprising, forward in un-

dertaking : adventurous.

—

iidj. Enterprisingly.
[O. Fr. entreprtse, pa.p. of entreprendre— entre,

m, prendre—L. prekendere, to seize.]

Entertain, en-ter-tan', v.t. to receive and treat

hospitably : to hold the attention of and amuse by
conversation : to amuse : to receive and take into

consideration : to keep or hold in the mind : to

harbour.—«. Entertainer.—/.rt<^'. Entertaining,
affording entertainment: amusing.

—

adv. Enter-
tain ingly.—«. Entertainment, act of entertain-

ing : hospitality at table : th.it which entertains : the

provisions of the table : a banquet : amusement : a
performance which delights. [Fr. eniretenir—L.

inter, among, teiiere, to hold.]

Entertake, en-ter-tak', v.t. {S/>ens.) to entertain.

Entertissue. See Intertissue.
Entheasm, en'the-azm, «. divine inspiration, ecstasy.

—adj. Entheas'tic.—«</;. Entheas'tically.
Entheirointha, en-thel-min'tha, H./>1. a general name

of intestinal worms.
Enthral, en-thrawl', Inthral, in-, v.t. to bring into

thraldom or bondage : to enslave : to shackle.

—

ns.

Enthral'dom, condition of being entliralled ; EIIp

thral ment, act of enthralling : slavery.

Enthrone, en-thrdn', v.t. to piace on a throne : to

exalt to the seat of royalty : to install as a bishop

:

to exalt. — >u. Enthronement, Enthronisa'tlon,
the act of enthroning or of being enthroned.

—

v.i.

Enthro'nise, to enthrone, as a bishop : to exalt.

Enthusiasm, en-thu'zi-azm, «. intense interest : inten-

sity of feeling : passionate zeal.—«. Enthusiast^
one inspired by enthusiasm : one who admires or

loves intensely. — aiij's. Enthusiastic, -al, filled

with entliusiasm ; zealous : ardent.

—

adv. EnthUSi-
asticaUy. [Through L., from Gr. enthusiasinos,

a god-inspired zeal

—

enthousiazein, to be inspired by
a god

—

en, in, theos, a god.]
Enthymeme, en'thi-mem, n. {rket.) an argument con-

sisting of only two propositions, an antecedent and a
consequent : a syllogism in which the major proposi-
tion is suppressed.

—

adj. Enthjrmemat'ical. [From
L. from Gr. enthymetna, a consideration

—

enthy-
meesthai, to consider

—

en, in, tkymos, the mind.]
Entice, en-tls', v.t. to induce by exciting hope or

desire : to tempt : to lead astray.

—

adj. Entice'ablO.—ns. Enticement, act of enticing : that which
entices or tempts: allurement; EntiC'er.

—

p.adj.
Entic'lng.— (T^iJ. Entic'ingly. [O. Fr. enticier,

provoke ; prob. related to L. titio, a firebrand.]

Entire, en-tlr', adj. whole : complete : unmingled

:

not castrated, specially of a horse.

—

n. the whole

:

completeness: a stallion : porter or stout as delivered
from the brewery.—rt./i/. Entirely. - «j. Entire'-
ness, Entlre'ty, completeness : the whole.—In iti

entirety, in its completeness. [O. Fr. entier—L.
integer, whole, from in, not, tans;ere, to touch.]

Entitle, en-ti'tl, v.t. to give a title to: to style: to
give a claim to. [O. Fr. entiteler—Low L. tmtittit-

are—in, in, titulus, title.]

Entity, en'ti-ti, n. being : existence : a real sub-
stance. [Low L. entitat-ent—^«j(q.v.),]

Entoblast, en tiVblast, n. the nucleolus of a cell.

Entocele, en'tO-sel, n. morbid displacement of parts.

Entoll, en-toil', v.t. to entangle or ensnare.
Entomb, en-tOOm', v.t. to place in a tomb : to bury.

—

H. Entombment, burial. [O. Fr. entoumber—en^
in, tombe, a tomb.]

Entomology, en-to-mol'o-ji, n. the «:ience which
treats of insects. — adjs. Entom'io, -al. relating

to insects. — «. Entomog'raphy, descriptive eutw



EntorDOStomata mOte ; mute ; mO!3n ; Men. Envermell

mology.— rt'^". En'tomold, insect-like.—«. Entom'-
Ollte, a fossil insect.

—

adj. EntomolOg'ical.— rt^/z/.

Bntomolog'ically. —?/./. Entomol'ogise.—«j. En-
tomol'OgiSt, one learned in entomology. — n.pl.

Entomoptl'aga, a sub-section of Hymenoptera tere-

brantia, or boring hymenopterous insects.

—

adjs.

Eutomoph'agan, Entomoph'agous, insectivorous

;

Entomoph'ilOUS, insect-lovmg—of such flowers as

are specially adapted for fertilisation by the agency

of insects.

—

ns. En'tomotaxy, preparation of insects

for preservation; Entomot'omist ; Entomot'omy,
dissection of insects. [Gr. entoma, insects, Iogia,a.

discourse, phagein, to eat, philein, to love, taxis,

arrangement, temnein, to cut.]

Entomostomata, en-to-mo-stom'a-ta, n.pl. a family

of mollusca. [Gr. entomos, cut into

—

en, in, tem-
nein, to cut, stoma, a mouth.]

Entomostraca, en-to-mos'tra-ka, ft.pl. a general name
for the lower orders of Crustacea — Phyllopods,
Ostriicods, Copepods, and Cirripedes :—sing. Ento-
mos'tracan. —adj. Entomos'tracous. [Gr. entomos,
cut in

—

en, in, tejnnein, to cut, ostrakon, a shell.]

Entonlc, en-ton'ik, adj. showing high tension.

Entoperlpberal, en-tO-pe-rife-ral, adj. situated or
originated within the periphery or external surface
of the body.

Entophyte, en'to-fit, «. a parasitic plant which grows
in a living animal.

—

adj. Entophyt'ic.—adz'. Ento-
phytlcally. — adj. En'tophytotlS. [Gr. enton,
within, ^ndphyton, a plant.]

Entotic, en-tot'ik, adj. of the interior of the ear.

Entourage, ang-tOo-razh', ft. surroundings : followers.

[Fr.,

—

cfitourer, to surround

—

en, in, tour, a circuit.]

Entozoa, en-to-20'a, «.//. animals that live inside of
other animals : internal parasites such as Tapeworms
(q.v.):—x/«j-. Entozo'on.— rti/;',c Entozo'al, Ento-
zo'lc. — «i-. Entozooroglst ; Entozool'ogy.

—

adj.
Entozoot'ic. [Gr. cntos, within, zom, an animal.]

Entr'acte, ang-trakt', ft. the time between two acts in

a play : (iiiiis.) an instrumental piece performed be-
tween acts. [Fr., ettire, between, acte, an act.]

Entrail, en-tral', v.t. {Spens.) to interlace, entwine.

—

ft. (Spetis.) twisting, entanglement. [O. Fr. efitreil-

Her—en, and treille, trellis-work.]

Entrails, en'tralz, fi.pl. the internal parts of an
animal's body, the bowels : the inside of anything

:

{I'bs.') the seat of the emotions. [O. Fr. etttraille—
Low L. itttralia—inter, within.]

Entrain, en-tran', v.t. to put into a railway train, esp.
used of troops.

Entrain, en-tran', v.t. to draw after. [Fr. entratner.\
Entrammel, en-tram'el, v.t. to trammel, fetter.

Entrance, en'trans, «. act of entering : power or right
to enter: the place for entering, the door: the be-
ginning.— ft. En'trant, one who, or that which,
enters. [Fr. entrer—L. itttrare, to enter.]

Entrance, en-trans', v.t. to put into a trance : to fill

with rapturous delight.—«. Entrance'ment, state of
trance or of excessive joy. —p.adj. Entrancing,
charming, transporting.

Entrap, en-trap', z'.t. to catch, as in a trap : to
ensnare : to entangle. — fts. Entrap'ment, act of
entrapping : the state of being entrapped : Entrap'-
per. (O. Fr. eniraper—en, in, trappe, a trap.]

Entreasure, en-trezh'ur, v.t. to lay up, as in a treasury.
Entreat, en-trgt', v.t. to ask earnestly : to beseech :

to pray for : (orig.) to treat, to deal with—so in B.
—v.i. to pray.—<iflf/>. Entreat'able ; Entreat'ful
(Spens.); Entreating, that entreats. —iia?z/. En-
treat'ingly, in an entreating manner : with solicita-
tion.—W/ Entreat'ive, pleading.— «j. Entreat'-
ment, act of entreating : (S/tak.) discourse : En-
treat'y, act of entreating ; earnest prayer. [O. Fr.
entraiter—eft, and traiter, to treat.]

Entree, ang-tra', «. entry, freedom of access, admit-
tance : a made dish served at dinner between the
chief courses : {tmts.) an introduction or prelude :

the act of entering, a formal entrance. [Fr.]

Entremets, ang-tr'ma', «. any dainty served at table

between the chief courses—formerly Entremes, En-
tremesse. [O. Fr. efitretttes—etitre, between, fnes

(mod. mets), a dish.]

Entrench, en-trensh', Intrench, in-, v.t. to dig a
trench around : to fortify with a ditch and parapet.—v.i. to encroach.

—

fi. Entrench'ment, an earthen
parapet thrown up to give cover against an enemy's
lire and the ditch or trench from which the earth is

obtained : any protection : an encroachment.—En-
trench upon, to encroach upon.

Entrepas, ang'tr'pii, «. a gait between a walk and a
trot, an amble. [Fr.]

Entrepot, ang'tr'pO, «. a stctrehouse ; a bonded ware-
house : a seaport through which exports and imports
pass. [Fr.]

Entresol, en'ter-sol, or ang'tr'sol, «. a low story be-
tween two main stories of a building, generally
above the first story ; in London, usually between
the ground-floor and the first story. [Fr.,

—

etttre,

between, sol, the ground.]
Entrochite, en'trO-kIt, ft. a wheel-like joint of an

encrinite or fossil crinoid—also En'trochUS.—rtrf/.

En'trochal. [Gr. eft, in, trochos, a wheel.]

Entropion, -um, en-tro'pi-on, -um, «. inversion of the

edge of the eyelid. [Gr. efttrope.\

Entropy, en'trop-i, ft. a term in physics signifying
' the available energy.'

Entrust, en-trust'. Intrust, in-, v.t. to give in trust:

to commission : to commit to another, trusting his

fidelity.

—

ft. Entrust'ment.
Entry, en'tri, ft. act of entering : a passage into a

short lane leading into a court : act of committing
to writing : the thing written : {law) the taking pos-

session of.—«. En'try-mon'ey, the money paid on
entering a society, club, &c.

—

Poi^ Of entry (see

Port).
Entwine, en-twTn', v.t. to interlace: to weave.
Entwist, en-twist', v.t. to twist roimd.
Enubllate, e-nu'bi-lat, v.t. to clear from clouds.

—

adj.
Enu'bilous.

Enucleate, en-u'kle-at, v.t. to lay bare, explain : to

extract.

—

ft. Enuclea'tion. [L. ettttcle&re—e, out,
ftiiclens, a kernel.]

Eniunerate, e-nu'mer-at, v.t.Xo count the number of:
to name over.^w. Enumera'tion, act of numbering:
a detailed account : a summing up.

—

adj. Enli'mera-
tive.

—

ft. Enii'merator, one who enumerates. [L.

e, out, fiuffterare, -atutn, to number.]
Enunciate, e-nun'shi-ilt, v.t. to state formally : to

pronounce distinctly.

—

adj. Enun'ClablO, capable of
being enunciated.—«. Enuncia'tion, act of enunciat-
ing : manner of uttering or pronouncing : a distinct

statement or declaration : the words in which a pro-
position is expressed.

—

adjs. Enun'ciative, Enun'-
Clatory, containing enunciation or utterance : de-

clarative. — ft. Enun'ciator, one who enunciates.

[L. enutttiare, -dtuttt—e, out, nuntidre, to tell—
nuntius, a messenger.]

Enure, e-niir', v.t. {Spefts.) to practise.

—

v.i. to belong.
\.Efi-, and ure—O. Fr. aettvre~~\iox)ii.\

Enuresis, en-u-re'sis, n. incontinence of urine.

Envassal, en-vas'al, v.t. to reduce to vassalage.

Envault, en-vawlt', v.t. to enclose in a vault
Enveigle. See Inveigle.
Envelop, en-vel'up, v.t. to cover by wrapping : to sur-

round entirely : to hide.—«. Envelope (en'vel-op,

sometimes, but quite unnecessarily, ang'vel-5p), that

which envelops, wraps, or covers, esp. the cover of a
letter.

—

adj. Envel'oped (ker.), entwined, as with
serpents, laurels, &c.— «. Envel'opment, a wrap-
ping or covering on all sides. [O. Fr. enveloper

;

origin obscure. Skeat refers it to the assumed "Tent.

root of M. E. wlappeti, Eng. lap.^

Envenom, en-ven'um, v.t. to put venom into: to

poison : to taint with bitterness or malice. [O. Fr.

envenimer—en, and venim, venom.]
Envermeil, en-ver'mil, v.t. (JUilt.) to dye red, to
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give a red colour to. [O. Fr. envermeilUr—en, in,

vermeil, red, vermilion.]

Environ, en-vl'mn, v.t. to surround : to encircle : to

invest:

—

pr.p. euvfroning ; pa.p. envl'roned.— «.

EnTi'ronment, a surrounding : conditions influenc-

ing development or growth. — ?<./»/. Environs (en-vl'-

runz, or en'vi-), the places that environ : the out-

skirts of a city : neighbourhood. [Fr. environner—
environ, around—wV^r, to turn round; cf. veer.\

Envisage, en-viz'aj, v.t. to face: to consider.— «.

Envis'agement. [Fr. envisager—en, and visage,

the visage.]

Envoy, en'voi, n. a messenger, esp. one sent to transact

busmess with a foreign government : a diplomatic
minister of the second order.—«. En'VOysUp. [For
Fr. envoy^—envoyer, to send.]

Envoy, Envoi, en'voi, «. the concluding part of a
poem or a book : the author's final words, esp. now
the short stanza concluding a poem written in certain

archaic metrical forms. [O. Fr. envoye—envoiier, to

send

—

en voie, on the way—L. in, on, via, a way.]
Envy, en'vi, v.t. to look upon with a grudging eye :

to hate on account of prosperity :

—

pr.p. en'vying ;

pa.p. en' vied. — «. grief at the sight of another's
success : a wicked desire to supplant one : a desire
for the advantages enjoyed by another : (B.) ill-will.—adj. En'Viable, that is to be envied.—«. En'vl-
ableness, the state or qu.ility of being enviable.

—

adv. En'viably.—«. En'Vier, one who envies.

—

adj.
En'Vious, feeling envy : directed by envy : {Spens.)
enviable. —adv. En'viously. — ns. En'viousness

;

En'yying {B.), jealousy, ill-will. [Fr. envie—l..
invidia—in, on, videre, to look.]

Enwall, en-wawl', Inwall, in-, v.t. to enclose within
a wall.

EnwallOW, en-wol'O, v.t. (Spens.) to roll about, to
wallow.

Enwlieel, en-hwel', v.t. (Shak.) to encircle.
Enwind, en-wInd', Invrind, in-, v.t. to wind itself

round.
Enwomb, en-wOSm', V. t. {Spens.) to make pregnant

:

{Shak.) to conceive in the womb : to contani.
Enwrap, en-rap', Inwrap, in-, v.t. to cover by wrap-

ping : to perplex: to engross.—«. Enwrap'ment.

—

p. adj. Enwrap'ping.
Enwreathe, en-re/A', inwreatho, in-, v.t. to wreathe:

to encircle as with a wreath.
Enzone, en-z3n', v.t. to enclose as with a zone.
Enzootic, en-zO-ot'ik, adj. endemic among animals in

a particular district.—«. a disease of this character.
Enz3rm, Enzyme, en'zim, «. any of the unorganised

ferments: leavened bread—opp. to Azym (q.v.).

—

adj. Enzjrniot'ic. [Gr. en, in, zytne, leaven.]

Eoan, e-O'an, adj. of or pertaining to dawn. [L.,—Gr.
eos, dawn.]

Eocene, e'O-sen, adj. {geol.) firfX in time of the three
subdivisions of the Tertiary formation. [Gr. ids,

daybreak, kainos, new.]
Eollan, Eoiic, Eolipile. Same as JBollan, jEoiic,

.Solipile.

Eon. See JSon.
Eothen, e-O'then, adv. from the east—the name given
by Kinglake to his book of travel in the East (1844).
[Gr., lit 'from morn,' 'at earliest dawn.']

Eozoon, e-0-zC'on, «. an assumed organism whose
remains constitute reefs of rocks in the Archaean
system in Canada.

—

adj. Eozo'ic. [Gr. ids, dawn,
zdon, an animal.]

Epacrld, ep'a-krid, «. a plant of order Epacridaceee,
a small order of heath-like shrubs or .small trees.

[Gr. epi, upon, akris, a summit.)
Epact, e'pakt, n. the moon's age at the beginning of

the year : the excess of the solar month or year
above the lunar : (/A) a set of nineteen numbers
used for fixing the date of Easter and other church
festivals, by indicating the age of the moon at the
beginning of each civil year in the lunar cycle. [Fr.,

—Or. epaktoSf brought on

—

epi, on, agein, to bring.]
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EpagOge, ep-a-gO'jS, «. induction, proof by example.
Epalpate, e-pal'pat, adj. having no palps or feeders.

EpauadiplOSis, ep-a-na-di-plO'sis, «. (rhet.) a figure by
which a sentence begins and ends with the same
word, as in Phil. iv. 4. [Gr.]

EpanalepsiS, ep-a-na-lep'sis, «. (rhet.) repetition or
resumption, as in i Cor. xi. 18 and 20. [Gr.]

Epanodos, e-pan'O-dos, n, recapitulation of the chief
points in a discourse. [Gr.]

EpanorthOSiS, ep-an-or-tho'sis, «. (rhet.) the retract-
mg of a statement in order to correct or intensify it,

as ' For Britain's guid ! for her destruction !' [Gr.)
Epanthous, ep-an'thus, adj. growing upon flowers.

[Gr. epi, upon, ant/ios, a flower.]

Eparcb, ep'iirk, n. the governor of a Greek province.—n. Ep'archy, the province or territory ruled over
by an eparch. [Gr. eparchos—epi, upon, arclii,

dominion]
Epaulement, e-pawl'ment, «. a side-work of a battery

or earthwork to protect it from a flanking fire.

—

«. Epaule', the shoulder of a bastion. [Fr.,

—

ipanier, to protect

—

epaule, shoulder.]
Epaulet, Epaulette, ep'ol-et, «. a shoulder-piece : a
badge of a military or naval officer (now disused in

the British army) : an ornament on the shoulder
of a lady's dress. [Fr. epaulette — epaule, the
shoulder.]

Epeira, ep-Ir'a, «. a genus of spiders, the type of the
Epeiridee, including the common garden spider.

[Gr. epi, on, eiros, wool.]
Epenceptaalon, ep-en-sefa-lon, «. the hindmost of the

divisions of the brain.

—

adj. EpencephariC.
EpenthesiS, e-pen'the-sis, 71. the insertion of a letter

or syllable within a word.

—

adj. Epenthet'ic. [Gr.]

Epeolatry, ep-e-ol'a-tri, «. worship of words. [Gr.

epos, word, latreia, worship.]
Epergne, e-pem', n. an ornamental stand for a large

dish for the centre of a table. [Perh. from Fr.
/pargne, saving

—

ipargncr, to save.]

EpexegesiS, ep-eks-e-je'sis, «. the addition of words
to make the sentence more clear.

—

adjs. EpezO-
get'ic, -aX.—adv. Epexeget'ically. [Gr. epi, in

addition, exigeisthai, 10 explain.]

Epha, Ephah, e'fa, «. a Hebrew measure for dry
goods. [Heb. ; prob. of Egyptian origin.]

Ephebe, ef-eb', «. (Greek antiquities') a young citizen

from 18 to 20 years of age. [L. ep/iiius—Gr. ephi-
bos—efii, upon, hebi, early manhood.]

Ephemera, ef-em'er-a, «. the Mayfly, a genus of
short-lived insects : that which lasts a short time.

—

adj. Ephem'eral, existing only for a day : daily

:

short-lived.— «. anything lasting a short time.

—

ns,

Ephemeral'ity ; Ephem'erid, an insect belonging
to the group Epkemeridte.—adj. Ephemerid'ian.—ns. Ephem'eris, an account of daily transactions :

a journal : an astronomical almanac :—//. Ephe-
merides (ef-e-mer'i-dez) ; Ephem'erist, one who
studies the daily motions ofthe planets ; Ephem'eron,
an insect that lives but a day.— «(//'. Ephem'erouS.
[Through L.,—Gr. ephinieros, living a day

—

epi, for,

hetnera, a day.]
Ephesian, ef-e'zi-an, adj. of or pertaining to Ephesus.
—n. an inhabitant of Ephesus: (Shak.) 'a jolly

companion.'
Ephod, ef'od, «. a kind of linen surplice worn by the
Jewish priests : a surplice, generally. [Heb. aphad,
to put on.]

Ephor, ef'or, «. a class of magistrates whose ofl^ice

apparently originated at Sparta, being peculiar to

the Doric states.

—

n. Eph'oralty. [Gr. epi, upon,
and root oi Iwraein, to see.]

Epiblast, ep'i-blast, «. Same as Ectoderm.
Epic, ep'ik, adj. applied to a poem which recounts a

great event in an elevated style : lofty : grand. -«.
an epic or heroic poem : a story comparable to those
in epic poems. — >«. Ep'icism ; Ep'lclst.—EpiO
dialect, the Greek in which the books of Homer are
written. [L. epicus—Gr. epikos—epos, a word.]
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Eplcalyz, ep-i-ka'liks, ft. an external or accessory
calyx outside of the true calyx, as in Potentilia.

Epicarp, ep'i-karp, n. (6ot.) the outermost layer of the
pericarp or fruit. [Gr. epl, upon, karpos, fruit.]

Epicedium, ep-i-se'di-um, «. a funeral ode.

—

adjs.
Epioe'dial, Eplce'dian, elegiac. [L.,—Gr. epike-
lieion—epi, upon, kedos, care.]

Epicene, ep'i-sen, adj. and «. common to both sexes :

{gram.) of either gender. [Through L.,—Gr. epi-

koinos—epi, upon, koinos, common.]
EpiCheirema, ep-i-kl-re'ma, K. a syllogism confirmed

in its major or minor premise, or in both, by an
incidental proposition. [Gr. epicheirema, attempt

—

efi, upon, cheir, the hand.]
EpiCllnal, ep-i-kli'nal, adj. {hot.) placed on the torus

or receptacle of a flower.

Epicure, ep'i-kur, «. a follower of Epicurus (341-270
B.c), a Greek philosopher, who taught that pleasure
was the chief good : one given to sensual enjoyment

:

one devoted to the luxuries of the table.

—

adj. Epi-
CUre'an, pertaining to Epicurus : given to luxury.

—

«. a follower of Epicurus : one given to the luxuries
of the table.—«. Epicure'anism, the doctrine of
Epicurus: attachment to these doctrines.

—

v.i. Bp'i-
CUrise, to play the epicure, to feast, riot : to profess
the philosophy of Epicurus.—«. Ep'icurisni, the
doctrines of Epicurus ; luxury : sensual enjoyment.

Epicycle, cp'i-sl-kl, «. a circle having its centre on
the circumference of a grciter circle on which it

moves.— rt<y/'. Epicy'clia—«. EpiC3r'cloid, a curve
described by every point in the plane of a circle

moving on the convex circumference of another
circle.

—

adj. Epicycloi'dal. [Gr. epi, upon, kyklos,

a circle.]

Epideictlc, -al, ep-i-dik'tik, -al, adj. done for show or
display. [Gr. epi, upon, deiknynai, to show.]

Epidemic, -al, ep-i-dem'ik, -al, adj. affecting a com-
munity at a certain time : general.—«. Epidemic,
a disease falling on great numbers in one place,
simultaneously or in succession.— ai/z*. Epidem'i-
cally.—«. Epidemiol'Dgy, the science of epidemics.
[Gr. epidemos, general

—

epi, among, demos, the
people.]

Epidermis, ep-i-der'mis, n. scarf-skin or cuticle, form-
ing an external covering of a protective nature for

the true skin or cerium. — adjs. Epider'matoid

;

Epider'mic, Epider'mal, Epider'midaL [Gr. epi-

dermis—epi, upon, derma, the skin.]

Epidote, ep'i-dot, n. a silicate of aluminium, iron, and
calcium.

Epigastrium, ep-i-gas'tri-um, «. the part of the
abdomen which chiefly corresponds to the situation

of the stomach, extending from the sternum towards
the navel.— o/^'. Epigas't^C. [Gr. epi, upon, faster,
the stomach.]

Epigene, ep'i-jen, adj. applied to the geological agents
of change which affect chiefly the superficial position
of the earth's crust, as the atmosphere, water, &c.

—

adjs. Epig'enous, growing on the surface of a part

;

Epige'ous, growing on the earth—also Epige'al.
[Gr. epi, upon, geunaein, to produce. ]

Epigenesis, ep-i-jen'e-sis, «. the development of the
organism by the growth and differentiation of a
single germ—i.e. by the division or segmentation of
a fertilised egg-cell.—«. Epigen'esist.—a<(^'. Epi-
genet'ic. [Gr. epi, upon, getusis, genesis.]

Epiglottis, ep-i-glot'is, «. the cartilage at the root of
the tongue that partly closes the aperture of the
larynx.—o^'. Epfglotfia [Gr. epi, upon, £^iStta

{glossa), the tongue.]

Epigram, ep'i-gram, ». any concise and pointed or
sarcastic saymg : a short poem on one subject
ending with an ingenious thought.

—

adjs. Epigram-
mat'ic, -al, relating to or dealing in epigrams : like

an epigram : concise and pointed.

—

adv. Epigram-
mat'ically.—r.^. Epigram'matise, to make an
epigram on.—«. Eplgram'matist, one who writes
epigrams. [Through Fr. and L., from Gr. epi-

IX m

gramma—epi, upon, gramma, a writing

—

graphein,
to write.]

Epigraph, ep'i-graf, «. an inscription, esp. on a
building : a citation or motto at the commencement
of a book or its parts.

—

z:t. to provide with an epi-

graph.—7zj. Epig'raplier, Epig'rapMst.-d^y. Epi-
graph'lC—«. Eplg'raphy. [Gr. epi-graphi—epi,
upon, graphein, to write.]

EpigynoUS, e-pij'i-nus, adj. (iot.) growing upon the
top of the ovary.

Epilepsy, ep'i-lep-si, «. a chronic functional disease

of the nervous system, manifested by recurring
attacks of sudden insensibility or impairment of
consciousness, commonly accompanied by peculiar
convulsive seizures. — «. Epilep'tic, an epileptic

patient.— atijs. EpUep'tic, -al ; Epilep'toid. [Gr.
epilepsia—epi, upon, lamianein, lepscsthai, to seize.]

Epilogue, ep'i-log, «. the conclusion of a book: a
speech or short poem at the end of a play.

—

adjs.

Epilog'ic (-loj'ik), Epilogis'tia — v.i. Epil'ogise
('o-jlz), to write an epilogue. [Fr.—L.—Gr. epilogos,

conclusion

—

epi, upon, legein, to speak.]
Epinasty, ep'i-nas-ti, «. (J>ot.) curvature of an organ,

caused by a more active growth on its upper side.

—

adj. Epinas'tic-art':'. Epinas'tioally.
Epiperipheral, ep-i-pe-rife-ral, adj. situated on the

periphery or outer surface of the body.
Epipetalous, ep-i-pet'a-lus, adj. (iot.) inserted or
growing on a petal.

Epiphany, e-pif'an-i, «. a church festival celebrated
on Jan. 6, in commemoration of the manifestation of
Christ to the wise men of the East : the manifestation
of a god. [Gr. epipkaneia, appearance

—

epi, to,

p/iainein, to show.]
EpiphlCBum, ep-i-fle'um, «. (fiot.) the corky envelope

of the bark next the epidermis.
Epiphragm, ep'i-fram, ii. (dot.) the dilated apex of the

columella in urn-mosses : the disc with which certain
molluscs close the aperture of their shell.

Epiphyllospermous, ep-i-fil-o-sper'mus, adj. (fioi.)

bearing fruit on the back of the fronds, as ferns.

EpiphyllOUS, ep)-i-firus, adj. (iot.) growing upon a
leaf, esp. on its upper surface.

Epiphysis, ep-if'i-sis, «. any portion of a bone having
its own centre of ossification : the pineal gland : a
small upper piece of each half of an alveolus of a
sea-urchin :—//. Epiph'yses. [Gr.]

Epiph3rte, ep'i-flt, «. one of a species of plants
attached to trees, and deriving their nourishment
from the decaying portions of the bark, and perhaps
also from the air.

—

adjs. Epiphjr'tal, Epiphyt'iC.
[Gr. epi, upon, and pliyton, a plant.]

Epiplastron, ep-i-plas'tron, H. the anterior lateral one
of the nine pieces of which the plastron of a turtle

may consist.

Epiploon, e-pip'l5-on, ft. the great omentum.

—

adj.
Epiploic. [Gr.]

Epipolism, e-pip'o-lizm, ». fluorescence.

—

adj. Epi-
pol'ic. [Gr.]

EpirhiZOUS, ep-i-rl'zus, adj. growing on a root.

Episcopacy, e-pis'ko-pas-i, «. the government of the

church by bishops : the ofBce of a bishop : the period
of office : the bishops, as a class.

—

adj. EpiS'COpal,
governed by bishops : belonging to or vested in

bishops.

—

adj. EpiSCOpa'llan, belonging to bishops,

or government by bishops.—«. one who belongs to

the Episcopal Church.—». Episcopa'lianlsm, epis-

copalian government and doctrine.

—

adz'. Epis'co-

pally.—«j. Epis'copant (Milt.); Epis'copate, a
bishopric : the ofiice of a bishop : the order of

bishops.

—

Z'.i. (Milt.) to act as a bishop.—P./. Epis'-

COpise.

—

n. EpiS'COpy (Milt.), survey, superintend-

ence. [L. episcopatus—Gx. episkopos, an overseer.]

Episemon, ep-i-se'mon, ft. the characteristic device of

a city, &c. : one of three obsolete Greek letters used

as numerals — S", vau ; 9> koppa ; and '^, san,

sampi.
Episode, ep't-sOd, n. a story introduced into a narra-
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tive or poem to pive variety : an interesting inci-

dent.—o^^i. Ep'lsodal, Episo'dial, Episod'lc, Epi-
BOd'iCal, pertaining to or contained in an episode:
brought in as a digression.

—

aiiv. EpiSOd'ically, by
way of episode : incidentally. \Gx. epeisodion—epi,

upon, eisodos, a coming in

—

eis, into, hodos, a way.]
EpispastiC, ep-i-spas'tik, adj. producing a blister on

the skin.—«. a blister.

Episperm, ep'i-sperm, «. the outer integument of a
seed. [Gr. epi, upon, and sperma, seed.]

Epistaxis, ep-is-tak'sis, «. bleeding from the nose.

EpiStemOlOgy, ep-is-te-mol'oj-i, «. the theory of know-
ledge. — adj. EpistemolOg'lcal. [Gr. ej>isteme,

knowledge, logia, discourse.]

Episternum, ep-i-ster'num, «. the interclavicle : the
epinl.istron : the presternum of mammals. — adj.
Epister'nal.

Epistilbite, ep-i-stil'bit, n. a whitish hydrous silicate

of aluminium, calcium, and sodium.
Epistle, e-pis'l, n. a writing sent to one, a letter : esp.

a letter to an individual or church from an apostle,

as the Epistles of Paul : the extract from one of the
apostolical epistles read as part of the communion
service.

—

v.i. {Milt.) to preface.

—

ns. Epls'tler,

Epis'toler, a letter-writer ; EplS'tler, one who reads
the liturgical epistle in the communion service.

—

adjs. Epls'tolary, Epis'tolatory, Epistol'lc, -al,

pertaining to or consisting of epistles or letters

:

suitable to an epistle : contained in letters. — «.

Epis'tolet, a short letter.—z/.z. Epls'tolise, to write
a letter.—«J. EplS'toUst, a writer of letters ; EpiS-
tOlog'raphy, letter-writing. [O. Fr.,—L. epistola—
Gr. efiistole—epi, stellein, to send.]

EpiStrophe, e-pis'tr5-fe, «. {rket.) a form of repetition

in which successive clauses end with the same word,
as in 2 Cor. xi. 22 : a refrain in music.

Epistyle, ep'i-stil, n. Same as Architrave. [Gr.

epi, upon, stylos, a pillar.]

Epitaph, ep'i-taf, «. a commemorative inscription on
a tombstone or monument.

—

v.t. to write an epitaph
M^on.— adjs. Epitaph'ian, Epitaph'io. — «. Ep'i-

taphist, a writer of epitaphs. [Gr. epitaphioti—
epi, upon, taphos, a tomb.]

EpitasiS, e-pit'a-sis, «. the main action of a Greek
drama, leading to the catastrophe—opp. to Protasis.

Epithalamium, ep-i-tha-la'mi-um, «. a song or poem
in celebration of a marriage.—rtrf;'. EpithalamlC.
[Gr. epithalamion — epi, upon, thalatnos, a bed-
chamber, marriage.]

Epithelium, ep-i-the'li-um, «. the cell-tissue which
invests the outer surface of the body and the mucous
membranes connected with it, and also the closed
cavities of the haAy.—adj. Epithe'lial.—«. Epithe-
lio'ma, carcinoma of the skin.—rt^'. Epitheliom'a-
tOUS. [Gr. ,—<•/«, upon, thele, nipple.]

Epithem, ep'i-them, n. (tiled.) a soft external ap-
plication. [Gr. epithema—epi, upon, titlienai, to

place. ]

Epithet, ep'i-thet, «. an adjective expressing some
real quality of the thing to which it is applied, or
an attribute expressing some quality ascribed to

it: (SAak.) term, expression.

—

v.t, to term.

—

adj.
Epithet'ic, pertaining to an epithet : abounding
with epithets.—«. Epith'eton (S/tai), epithet. [Gr.

epitlieios, added

—

epi, on, titlienai, to place.]

Epithymetio, ep-i-thim-et'ik, adj. pertaining to desire.

[Gr., —<•/;, upon, thymos, the soul.]

Epitome, e-pit'o-me, «. an abridgment or short sum-
mary of anything, as of a haaV.—adj. Epitom'lcal,
like an epitome. — v.t. Epit'omlse, to make an
epitome of; to shorten: to condense.

—

ns. Epit'O-
miser, Epit'omiat, one who abridges.—In epitome,
on a small scale. \Gt.,—epi, temnein, to cut.]

Epitonic, ep-i-ton'ik, adj. overstrained. [Gr.,—<•//,

upon, teincin, to stretch.]
Epltrite, ep'i-trit, n. (pros.) a foot made up of three

long syllables and one short. [L.,—Gr.,

—

epi, in
addition, tritos, the third.]
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Epizeuxis, ep-i-zOk'sis, n. (rhei.) the immediate repe-
tition of a word for emphasis. [Gr.]

Epizoon, ep-i-zO'on, «. a parasitic animal that lives on
the bodies of other animals and derives its nourish-
ment from the skin—also Epiz5'an :—//. Epizo'a.

—

adj. Epizootic, pertaining to epizoa : (geol.) con-
taining fossil remains : epidemic, as applied to

animals. [Gr. epi, upon, zooii, an animal.]
Epoch, ep'ok, or e'-, n. a point of time fixed or made

remarkable by some great event from which dates
are reckoned : a period remarkable for important
events : (astron.) the mean heliocentric longitude
of a planet in its orbit at any given time.

—

adjs.

Ep'ochal ; Epoch-making. — Make, Mark, an
epoch, to begin an important era. [Gr. epoch?—
epechein, to stop

—

efii, upon, echein, to hold.]

Epode, ep'Od, n. a kind of lyric poem invented by
Archilochus, in which a longer verse is followed by a
shorter one : the last part of a lyric ode, sung after

the strophe and antistrophe.

—

adj. Epod'ia [Gr.

epodos—epi, on, ode, an ode.]

Eponym, ep'o-nim, n. a mythical personage created
to account for the name of a tribe or people : a
special title.

—

adj. Epon'ymous. [Gr. epi, upon,
to, ouoifta, a name.]

Epopee, ep'o-pe, Epoposia, ep-o-pe'ya, k. epic poetry

:

an epic poem. [Formed from Gr. epopoiia—epos, a
word, an epic poem, poiein, to make.]

Epopt, ep'opt, n. one initiated into the Eleusinian
mysteries. [Gr. epi, upon, and root op-, to see.]

Epos, ep'os, «. the elementary stage of epic poetry : an
epic poem : a series of events such as are treated in

epic poetry. [L.,—Gr. epos, a word.]
Eprouvette, ep-roov-et', «. a machine for testing the

strength of gunpowder. [Fr.,

—

eprouver, to try.]

Epsom, ep'suni, «. a useful purgative medicine, acting
as a refrigerant, and sometiines as a diuretic.—Also
Ep'som-Salt. [From Epsom, a town in Surrey.]

Epiilotic, ep-u-lot'ik, adj. cicatrising.—«. a cicatrising

medicament.
Equable, e'kwa-bl, orek'wa-bl, adj. equal and uniform

:

smooth : not variable : of even temper.—;;j. Equa-
bility, E'quableness, the state or condition of

being equable.

—

adv. E'quably. [L. (eguabilis—
square—o'quus, equal.]

Equal, e'kwal, adj. identical : of the same value

:

adequate : in just proportion : fit : equable : uniform

:

equitable: evenly balanced: just.— «. one of the
same age, rank, &c.

—

v.t. to be, or to make, equal to

:

—/>'./. e'qualling ; pu.p. e'qualled.

—

n. Equalisa'-
tion, the act of making equal : state of being
equalised.— v.t. E'qualise, to make equal.

—

adj.
• and «. Equalitar'ian, of or pertaining to the equality

of mankind.

—

n. Equality, the condition of being
equal: sameness: evenness.

—

adv. E'qually.— «.

E'qualneSS, the state of being equal : evenness

:

uniformity.

—

v.t. Equate', to reduce to an average
or to a common standard of comparison : to regard

as egual :— pr.p- equat'ing ; pa.p. equat'ed. — fts.

Equa'tion, the act of making equal: (alg.) a state-

ment of the equality of two quantities : reduction to

a mean proportion ; Equator (geog.), a great circle

passing round the middle of the globe and dividing
It into two equal parts : (astron.) the equinoctial.

—

adj. Equato'rial, of or pertaining to the equator.

—

«. an instrument for observing and following a
celestial body in any part of its diurnal course.

—

adv. Equato'rially, so as to have motion or direc-
tion parallel to the equator.—Equal to the occasion,
fit or able for an emergency.—Equation of time,
the reduction from mean solar time to apparent solar
time.—An equal (Spens.), a state of equality.—
Personal equation, any error common to all the
observations of some one person, any tendency to

error or prejudice due to the personal characteristics

of some person for which allowance must be made.
[L. eequntis—ctqndre, to make equal

—

eequus, equal.]

Equanimity, £-kwa-nim'i-ti, n. equality or evenness



Equerry mOte ; mflte ; mSCn ; //ten. Eremite

of mind or temper. — tu/j. Equan'imoos. — adv.
Equan'imously. [L. eequtituimiiu—aquus, equal,

attiiitiis, the mind*]
Equerry, ek'we-ri, «. in the royal household, an official

under the Master of the Horse, whose main duty is

to accompany the sovereign when riding in state.

(Fr. /curie—Low L. scuria, a stable—Old High
Ger. scUr (Ger. scheutr), a shed.]

Equestrian, e-kwes'tri-an, adj. pertaining to horses

or horsemanship: on horseback.

—

n. one who rides

on horseback •.—/em. Equestrienne'.—«. Eques-
trianism, horsemanship. [L. eguester, eguestris—
tqtus, a horseman

—

eguus, a horse. ]

Equi-, e'kwi, a prefix meaning equal, from L.

etquus.—adj. Equlan'g^ular, consisting of or having
equal angles.—«. Equibal'ance, equal weight.

—

adjs. Equidiff'erent, having equal differences

;

Equidis tant, equally distant. — adv. Equidis-
tantly.—*Z(/;'. Equilat'eral, having all sides equal.—v.t. Equilibrate, to balance : to counterpoise.

—ns. Equilibration; Equilib'rity, Equilibrium,
equal balancing : equality of weight or force : level

position : Equimul'tiple, a number nuiltiplied by
the same number as another. — adj. Equipe'dal,
equal-footed.

—

ns. Equipeu'dency, act of hanging in

equipoise ; E'quipoise, equality of weight or force :

the state of a balance when the two weights are
equal.

—

z'.t. to counterbalance.—«. Equlso'nanco,
the consonance which exists between octaves.

—

adj.
E'quivalve, having valves equal in size or form.

Equine, e'kwtn, Equinal, e-kwin'al, adj. pertaining
to a horse or horses.—«. Equin'ia, horse-pox, glan-

ders, farcy. [L. equinus—eqiiiis, a horse.]

Equinox, e'kwi-noks, «. the time when the sun crosses

the equator, making the night equal in length to the

day, about 21st March and 23d Sept.

—

aiij. Equl-
nOC'tial, pertaining to the equinoxes, the time of
the equinoxes, or to the regions about the equator.
—«. a great circle in the heavens corresponding to

the equator of the earth.—a;/!'. Equinoctially, in

the direction of the equinox.—Equinoctial gales,
high gales popularly supposed to prevail about the

times of the equinoxes—the belief is unsupported by
observation. [L. crquus, equal, nox, ncctis, night.]

Equip, e-kwip', v.t. to fit out : to furnish with every-

thing needed for any service or work :

—

pr.p. equip'-

ping ; pa.p. equipped'.—«. E'quipage, that with
which one is equipped : furniture required for any
service, as that of a soldier, &c. : a carriage and
attendants, retinue.

—

z>.t. (pbs.) to furnish with an
equipage.

—

n. Equip'ment, the act of equipping

:

the state of being equipped : things used in equip-

ping or furnishing : outfit. [Fr. eqtdper, prob.

Ice. skipa, to set in order, skip, a ship.]

Equipollent, e-kwi-pol'ent, adj. having equal power
or force : equivalent.—«. an equivalent.

—

iis. Equl-
poll'ence, Equipoll'ency. [ L. aqmis, equal, pollens,

politntis, pr.p. oipollere, to be able.]

Equiponderate, e-kwi-pon'der-at, v.i. to be equal
in weight : to balance. — aiij. equal in weight.—

•

H. Equipon'derance.—aizy. Equiponderant. [L.

a-gmis, equal, pondus, poiideris, weight.]

Equisetum, ek-wi-se'tum, «. a genus of herbaceous
plants having leafless articulated and whorled stems
and branches — also Horse-tail.—adjs. Equlseta'-
ceous; Equiset'ic; Equiset'iform. [l..,—equus, a
horse, seta, a bristle.]

Equitation, ek-wi-ta'shun, «. the art of riding on
horseback.

—

adjs. Eq'uitant, riding: straddling,

overlapping; EqXliv'orous, eating horse-flesh. [L.,
—equitare—equus, a horse.]

Equity, ek'wi-ti, k. right as founded on the laws of
nature : moral justice, of which laws are the im-
perfect expression : the spirit of justice which enables
us to interpret laws rightly : fairness.

—

adj. Eq'ult-
able, possessing or showing equity : held or exercised
in equity.—«. Eq'uitableness.—(jrfz;. Eq'uitably.
(Fr. eguiU—'L.. ceguiias—cequus, equal.]

Equivalent, e-kwiv'a-lent, adj. equal in value, power,
meaning, &c.—«. a thing equivalent.— «. Equiva-
lence. — orfi'. EquiValently. [Fr., — L. aquus,
equal, valeiis, valentis, pr.p. oi valere, to be worth.)

Equivocal, e-kwiv'O-kal, otij. capable of meaning two
or more things : of doubtful meaning : capable of a
double explanation : suspicious : questionable.

—

adv.
Ec[uiVocally.—«. EquiVocalness.— z'./. Equivo-
cate, to use equivocal or doubtful words in order to
mislead.

—

ns. EquiVOCa'tion, act of equivocating or
using ambiguous words to mislead ; EquiVOCator.—atij. EquiVocatory, containing or characterised
by equivocation.—«j. E'quivoke, E'quivoque, an
equivocal expression : equivocation : a quibble. [L.
eequus, equal, vox, vocis, the voice, a word.]

Era, e'ra, «. a series of years reckoned from a par-
ticular point, or that point itself: an important date.
[Late L. isra, a number, orig. 'counters,' pieces of
copper used in counting, being the neut.pl. of les,

t^ris, copper.]
Eradiate, e-ra'di-at, Z'.i. to shoot out like a ray

of light :
— pr.p. era'diating ; ^a.p. era'diated.

—

n. Eradia'tion, the act of eradiating : emission of
radiance. [L. e, out, radius, a ray.]

Eradicate, e-rad'i-kat, r. t. to pull up by the roots : to

destroy.

—

adj. Erad'icable, that may be eradicated.
—p.adj. Eradicated, rooted up : (./ler.) said of a
tree, or part of a tree, torn up by the roots.

—

ft. Eradica'tion, the act of eradicating : state of

being eradicated.

—

adj. Erad'icative, serving to

eradicate or drive thoroughly away.—«. Erad'i-

cator. [L. eradicdre, to root out—^, out, radix,
radicis, a root.]

Erase, e-ras', v.t. to rub or scrape out : to efface : to

destroy.

—

adj. 'EXdkSa.MiQ.—p.adj. Erased', rubbed
out : effaced : {/te'.) torn off, so as to leave jagged
edges.

—

ns. Eraser, one who, or that which, erases,

as ink-eraser ; Era'sion, Erase'ment, Era'sure, the

act of erasing : a rubbing out : the place where some-
thing written has been rubbed out. [L. eradere—
e, out, radere, rasuin, to scrape.]

Erastian, e-rast'yan, n. a follower of Thomas Erastus
(1524-83), a Swiss physician, who denied the church
the right to inflict excommunication and disciplinary

penalties : one who minimises the spiritual independ-
ence of the church, subordinating her jurisdiction to

the state—a position not held by Erastus at all.

—

adj. relating to the Erastians or their doctrines.

—

n. Erast'ianlsm, control of church by state.

Erato, er'a-to, «. the Muse of lyric poetry.

Erbium, er'bi-um, «. a rare metal, the compounds of

which are present in the mineral gadolinite, found
at Ytterby in Sweden. [From Ytierby.]

Ere, ar, adv. before, sooner. —prefi. before.

—

conj.

sooner than.

—

ativs. Erelong', before long : soon

;

Erenow', before this time ; ErewMle', formerly

:

some time before. [.^.S. ser; cf. Dut. eer.]

Erebus, er'e-bus, «. {myth.) the dark and gloomy
cavern between earth and Hades : the lower world,

hell. [L.,—Gr. Erebos.]

Erect, e-rekt', v.t. to set upright : to raise : to build

:

to exalt : to establish.

—

adj. upright : directed up-

ward.—rt<(;'. Erected.—«j. Erect'er, Erector, one

who, or that which, erects or raises : a muscle which

assists in erecting a part or an organ : an attachment

to a compound microscope for making tlie image
erect instead of inverted. — adj. Erect'ile, that

may be erected.—/«. Erectil'ity, quality of being

erectile ; Eretftlon, act of erecting : state of being

erected : exaltation : anything erected : a building

of any kind.—Oi^'. Erect'ive, tending to erect.—

adv. Erectly.-«. Erect'ness. [L. erectus, erigere,

to set upright

—

e, out, regere, to direct.]

EremacausdS, er-e-ma-kaw'sis, «. {chem.) slow com-

bustion or oxidation. [Gr. eretna, slowly, kausis—
kaiein, to burn.]

Eremite, er'e-mit, «. a recluse who lives apart, from

religious motives : a Yiermxt.—adjs. Eremitic, -aL
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Brethism fate, far ; m€, hir ; mine

;

Escape

—H. Er'emitlsm, stale of being an eremite. [Late

L.,—Gr. eremos, des'irt.]

Erethism, er'e-thi2m, «. excitement or stimulation of

any organ. —<»<^.r. EretWs'mlo, Erethis'tio, Ero-

thit'Ia [Gr.)

Erf, erf, n. a garden-plot m South Africa. [Dut ]

Erg, erg, «. the unit ofwork in the centimetre-gramme-

second system—that is, the quantity of work done by

a force which, acting for one second upon a mass of

one gramme, produces a velocity of one centimetre

per second. [Gr. erg-on, work.]

Ergo, er'eo, adv. {logic) therefore, used to mark the

conclusion of asyllogism.— z/./. Er'gotlse, to wrangle.

[L. ergo, therefore.]

El^Ot, er'got, n. a disease, consisting of a parasitical

fungus, found on the seed of certain plants, esp. rye

and some other grasses.

—

ns. Er'gotlne, the active

principle of ergot of rye ; Er'gotism, poisoning

caused by eating bread made of rye diseased with

ergot: Brgotlsa'tlon.—T'./. Ergotlse. [Fr.]

EriO, er'ik, n. the blood-fine paid by a murderer to

his victim's family in old Irish law.—Also Er'iach,

Br-Iok.
Erica, e-rtka, «. the scientific name for heath.— <ii(/'.

Erica'ceous, belonging to plants of the genus Erica.
[L.,—Gr. ereiki, heath.]

Eringo. Same as Eryngo.
Erinlto, er'i-nTt, «. native arseniate of copper found in

Cornwall and Ireland- [Erin, old name of Ireland.]

Erlnys, e-rl'nis, n. one of the Furies:—//. Erinyes
(e-rin'i-ez).

Eriometer, er-i-om'e-ter, «. an optical instrument for

measuring small diameters of fibres, &c [Gr. erioii,

wool, metron, a measure.]
Eristic, -al, er^'tik, -al, ctdj. of or pertaining to con-

troversy. [Gr. erizein, to strive

—

eris, strife.]

Erl-king, erl'-king, «. for German erl-kSnig, a mis-
translation (meaning 'alder-king') of the Danish
elUrkonge (i.e. elverkoitge, king of the elves).

Ermelin, tr'me-lin, n. {arch.) ermine.
Ermine, tr'min, n. a well-known carnivore belonging

to the genus which includes polecat, weasel, ferret,

&c.—its white fur often used as an emblem of purity :

ermine fur used for the robes of judges and magis-
trates.

—

adj. Er'mlned, adorned with ermine. [O.
Fr. ermine (Fr. kermine), perh. from L. {mus)
Armenius, lit mouse of Armenia, whence it was
brought to Rome; but ace to Skeat from Old High
Ger. harmin (Ger. hermelin), ermine-fur.]

Erne, em, n. the eagle. [A.S. earn; cf. Ice. orn,
Dut. arend.}

Erne, ern, v.u obsolete form oK earn, to yearn.
Erode, e-rOd', v.i. to eat away : to wear away.—«.

Ero'dent, a caustic drug.

—

a<ij. Erose', gnawed.

—

n. Ero'sion, act or state of eating or being eaten
away.

—

adj. Ero'sive, having the property of eating
away. [L. e, out, rodlre, rosum, to gnaw.)

Erostrate, e-ros'trat, a<ij. {bot.) having no beak.
ErotesiS, er-0-t€'si.s, n. (rhet.) a figure consisting of an

oratorical question.—a<//. Erotet'io. [Gr.]
Erotic, er-ot^k, adj. pertaining to love : amatory.—«.
an amatory poem.

—

ns. Erotoma'nla, morbid sexual
p.is.sion ; Erotoma'nlac, one affected with this.

IGr. erdtikos—erds, erStos, love.]
Err, er, v.i. to wander from the right way : to go

astray: to mistake : to s\n.—adj. Err'able, capable
of erring. — «. Errat'iC, a wanderer : an erratic
boulder.

—

adj's. Errat'iO, -al, wandering : having no
certain course: not stationary: irregular.

—

adv.
Erratically.—». Erratum, an error in writing or
printing, esp. one noted in a list at the end of a book :—//. Errata.— oi^'. Erro'neoiis, erring: full of
error: wrong: mistaken: {obs.) wandering. —W?/.
Erro'neonsly.—«j. Erro'neonsness ; Err'or, a devi-
ation from truth, right, &c. : a blunder or mistake :

a fault: sin; Err'oriat. [Fr. errer—h. errdre, to
stray ; cog. with Ger. irren, and irre, astray.]

Errand, erand, H. a message : a commission to say

or do something.—A fool's errand, a useless under-

taking ; Go an errand, to go with messages

;

Make an errand, to invent a reason for going.

[A.S. irende ; Ice. tyrindi : prob. conn, with Goth.
dims. Ice. drr, a messenger.]

Errant, er'ant, adj. wandering : roving : wild : {obs.)

thorough (cf. Arrant).

—

n. a knight-errant.

—

-adv.

Err'antly.—«. Err'antry, an errant or wandering
state : a rambling about like a knight-errant. [Fr.,

— L. errans, errands, pr.p. oi errdre.}

Brrhlne, er'in, adj. affecting the nose.—«. a sternuta-

tory. [Gr., en, in, rhis, rhinos, the nose.]

Erse, ers, «. the name given by the Lowland Scotch
to the language of the people of the West Highlands,
as being of Irish origin—now sometimes used for

Irish, as opposed to Scotch, Gaelic. [Irish.]

Erst, erst, adv. at first: formerly. —a</z'. Erstwhile,
formerly. [.\.S. drest, sn^icrX. o( xr. See Ere.]

Erubescent, er-0(5-bes'ent, ad;, growing red : blush-
ing.—»J. Erubes'cence, Erubes'cency. [L. ernbes-

cens, -entis, pr.p. of erubescere, to grow red

—

e, out,

and rubescere —rubere, to be red. See Ruby.]
Eructate, e-mk'tat, v.t. to belch out, as wind from

the stomach.

—

n. Eructa'tion, the act of belching:
a violent ejection of wind or other matter from the

earth, as a volcano, &c. [L. eructdre, -dtum—e, out,

ructdre, to belch forth.]

Erudite, er'OS-dlt, adj. learned.—«. a learned person.

—adv. Er'uditely.—«. Erudition, state of being
erudite or learned: knowledge gained by study:
learning, esp. in literature. [L. ertuiire, erudUum,
to free from rudeness

—

e, from, rudis, rude.]

Erupt, e-rupt', v.i. to break out or through, as a
volcano. — n. Erup'tion, a breaking or bursting
forth : that which bursts forth : a breaking out of
spots on the skin.—rt^>. Eruptional; Eruptive,
breaking forth : attended by or producing eruption :

produced by eruption.— «. Erupt'iveness. [L.

erwmpere, eruptuvi—e, out, rumpere, to break.]

Eryngo, e-ring'go, ». a genus of evergreen plants

resembling thistles, the young leaves of E. tnari-

timum (sea-holly) being sometimes eaten as a salad.

[L eryitgion—Gr. eryngos.\
Erysimum, er-is'i-mum, «. a genus of Cruci/era,

allied to Hedge-mustard and Dame's VioleL
[Formed through L. from Gr. erysimon.]

Erysipelas, er-i-sip'e-Ias, II. an inflammatory disease,

generally in the face, marked by a bright redness of
the skin.

—

adj. Erysipel'atous. [Gr. ; prob. from
the root ol erythros, red, peiia, skin.]

Erythema, er-i-the'ma, H. a name applied to certain

sicin diseases, but scarcely used by any two writers

in exactly the same sense.

—

adjs. Erythemat'ic,
Erjrthem'atOUS. [Gr.,

—

erytliainein, to redden

—

erythros, red.]

Erythrite, e-rith'rit, «. a reddish hydrous arseniate of
cobalt.—rt<^'. Erythrit'ic.

Escalade, es-ka-lad', n. the scaling of the walls of
a fortress by means of ladders. — v. i. to scale

:

to mount and enter
by means of ladders
— sometimes written
Escala'do. [Fr.,

—

Sp. escalada—escala,

a ladder— L. scala.\

Escallop, es-kal'up, n.

a variant of scallop.

— adj. Escall'oped
{her.), covered with
scallop-shells.

Escape, es-kap', v.t. to

free from : to pass un-

obser>-ed : to evade :

to issue.

—

v.i. to flee
, , n

and become safe from ". escape-wheel ; *, c, pallets.

danger : to be passed
without harm. — n. i-ct of escaping : flight from
danger or from prison.— adf. Escap'able. — «u.

.\nchor, or Recoil, Escape-

ment :
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Escapade', an escape : a. mischievous freak ; Es-
cape meat, act of escaping : means of escape

:

part of a timepiece connecting the wheelwork with
the pendulum or balance, and allowing a tooth to

escape at each vibration; Escape'-valve, a valve
on a boiler so as to let the steam escape when
wanted. [O. Fr. escaper (Fr. ichapper)— L. ix
cappa, (lit.) ' out of one s cape or cloak.']

EscarmOUChe, e-skar'moosh, n.ifibs.) a skirmish. [Fr.]

Escarp, es-karp', v.t. to make into a scarp or sudden
slope.

—

n. a scarp or steep slope : {J'ort.) the side of
the ditch next the rampart.— «. Escarp'ment, the
precipitous side of any hill or rock: escarp. [Fr.

escarper, to cut down steep, from root of scarp. ]

Eschalot, esh-a-lot'. See Shallot.
Eschar, es'kar, n. a slough or portion of dead or dis-

organised tissue, gen. of artificial sloughs produced
by the application of caustics.

—

adj. Escharot'iC,
tending to form an eschar : caustic.—«. a caustic
substance. [L.,—Gr. eschara, a hearth.]

EschatOlOgy, es-ka-tol'o-ji, «. (Jhcol!) the doctrine of
the last or final things, as death, judgment, the state

after death.—a^>. Eschatolog'lc, -al.—«. ESCha-
toroglst. [Gr. eschatos, last, logia, a discourse.]

Escheat, es-chet', n. property which falls to the state

for want of an heir, or by forfeiture : (6'/f«j.) plunder.
—v.t. to confiscate.

—

v.i. to fall to the lord of the
manor or the state.

—

adj. Escheat'able.

—

ns. Es-
Cheat'age; Escheat'or. [O. Fr. eschete—escheoir
(Kr. echoir)—Low t^.,—L. ex, out, cadere, to fall.]

Eschew, es-choa', v.t. to shun : to flee from : to

abstain from. [O. Fr. eschever ; cog. with Ger.
scheuot, to shun.]

Esclandre, e-sklang'dr, «. notoriety : any unpleasant-
ness. [Fr.,—L. scandalunt.\

Escort, es'kort, «. a body of men, or a single man,
accompanying any one on a journey, for protection,
guidance, or merely courtesy: attendance.

—

v.t.

Escort', to attend as guide or guard. [Fr. escortt—
It. scoria—scorgere, to guide—L. ex, out, corrigere,
to set right.]

Escot, es-kot', v.t. {Shak.) to pay a reckoning for, to

maintain. [O. Fr. escoter, escot = scot, a tax.]

Escritoire, es-kri-twor', «. a writing-desk. — adj.

Escrito'rial. [Fr. escritoire—Low L. scriptoriunt
—L. scribere, scriptunt, to write.]

Escroll, es-kr5l', «. (Jier.). Same as SorolL
Escuage, es'ku-aj, «. scutage.
Esculapian, es-ku-la'pi-an, adj. pertaining to Escu-

lapius, and hence to the art of healing. — Also
^SCUla'pian. [^^sculapius, god of medicine.]

Esculent, es'ku-lent, adj. eatable : fit to be used for
food by man.—«. something that is eatable. [L.

esculentus, eatable

—

esca, food

—

edere, to eat.]

Escutcheon, es-kuch'un, ». a shield on which a coat
of arms is represented : a family shield : the part of
a vessel's stem bearing her name.

—

adj. Escutch'-
eoned. ('und), having an escutcheon.—Escutcheon
of pretence, an escutcheon placed with the arms of
an heiress in the centre of her husband's coat.—

A

blot on the escutcheon, a stain on one's good name.
[O. Vr. escuchon—L. scutum, a shield.]

Esemplastic, es-em-plas'tik, adj. shaping into one.
Eskar, Esker. Sameas Asar(q.v.).
Eskimo, es'ki-mO, «. and adj. one of a nation con-

stituting the aboriginal inhabitants of the whole
northern coast of America, and spread over the
Arctic islands, Greenland, and the nearest Asiatic
coast.—«. Eskimo dog, a half-tamed variety, widely
distributed in the Arctic regions, and indispensable
for drawing the sledges. [Said by Dr Rink to be
from an Indian word = eaters of raw flesh.]

Esloin, es-loin'. See Eloin.
Esnecy, es'ne-si, n. the right of first choice belonging

to the eldest.

Esophagus. See (Esophagus.
Esoteric, es-o-ter'ik, adj. inner : secret : mysterious :

(phil.) taught to a select few—opp. to Exoteric.—

adv. Esoter'lcally.—«j. Esoter'lcism, Esot'erism,
the holding of esoteric opinions.—Esoteric Bud-
dhism (see Theosophy). [Gr. esitenk»s—csiter»,
inner, a comp. form from isd, within.]

Espalier, es-pal'yer, n. a lattice-work of wood on
which to train fruit-trees : a fruit-tree trained on
stakes: ipbs.) a row of trees so trained.

—

v.t. to

train as an espalier. [Fr.,—It. spalliera, a sup-
port for the shoulders— spalla, a shoulder. Cf.

Epaulet.]
Esparto, es-par'ta, n. a strong kind of grass found in

the south of Europe, esp. in Spain, used for making
baskets, cordage, paper, &c. [Sp.,—L. sparluin—
Gr. spartan, a kind of rope.]

Especial, es-pesh'al, adj. special : particular : princi-

pal: distinguished.—«</!'. Espec'lally.—In especial,
in particular. [O. Fr.,— L. specialis—species.]

Esperance, es'per-ans, «. {Skak.) hope. [Fr.,—L.
sperans, pr.p. o( sperdre, to hope.]

Espi&gle, es-pi-a'gl, adj. roguish, frolicsome. — «.

Espiftg'lerie, raillery : frolicsomeness. [Fr.]

Espionage, es'pi-on-aj, n. practice or employment of
spies. [Fr.,

—

espionner—espion, a spy.]

Esplanade, es-pla-nad', ft. a level space between a
citadel and the first houses of the town : any level

space for walking or driving in. [Fr.,—Sp. espia-

nada—L. explandre—ex, out, planus, flat]

Espouse, es-powz*, v.t. to give in marriage : to take as
spouse ; to wed : to take with a view to maintain

:

to embrace, as a cause.

—

ns. EspOUS'al, the act of

espousing or betrothing : the taking upon one's self,

as a cause : (//.) a contract or mutual promise of
marriage ; Espous'er. [O. Fr. espouser (Fr. ipouscr)

—L. sponsdre—spondere, sponsum, to promise.]
Esprit, es-pre', n. spirit : liveliness.—Esprit de corps

(es-pre' d' kor), regard for the character of that body
to which one belongs ; Esprit fort (es-pre' for), a
Eerson of strong character. [Fr. esprit, spirit, corps,

ody, Jbrt, strong.]

Espy, es-pi', v.t. to watch : to see at a distance : to

catch sight of : to observe: to discover unexpectedly.—n. Espi'al, the act of espying : observation. [O.
Fr. espier, from root of spy.]

Esquimau, es'ki-mo (//. Esquimaux, es'ki-mOz).

Same as Eskimo.
Esquire, es-kwlr', «. ipri^^ a squire or shield-bearer

:

an attendant on a knight : a landed proprietor : a
title of dignity next below a knight : a title given to

younger sons of noblemen, &c. : a general title of

respect in addressing letters. [O. Fr. esquier (Fr.

fcuyer)—L. scutarius—scutum, a shield.]

Ess, the name of the letter S (q.v.).

Essay, es'a, «. a trial : an experiment : a written com-
position less elaborate than a treatise.— z*.^. Essay',
to try : to attempt: to make experiment oi:^pr.p.
essay'ing ; /a./, essayed'.

—

ns. Essay'er, Es'saj^lst,

one who essays : a writer of essays ; Essayette',
Es'saykin, a little essay.—o^'j. Es sayish ; Essay-
is'tic. [0. Fr. essai— L. exagium, weighing—
exagere, to try, examine.]

Esse, es'i, ». used in phrase In esse, in existence, op-

posed to In posse, in potentiality. [L. esse, to be.]

Essence, es'ens, n. the inner distinctive nature of any-
thing : the qualities which make any object what it

is : a being : the extracted virtues of any drug : the

solution in spirits of wine of a volatile or essential

oil: a perfume.

—

adj. Essen'tlal, relating to or

containing the essence : necessary to the existence

of a thing : indispensable or important in the highest
degree: highly rectified : pure.—«. something neces-

sary : a leading principle.— n. Essentlal'lty, the
quality of being essential: an essential part.

—

adv.
Essen'tially.—«. Essen'tlalness. [Fr.,—L. essen-

tia—essens, -entis, assumed pr.p. of esse, to be.]

Essene, es-sen', «. one of a small religious fraternity
among the ancient Jews leading retired ascetic lives

and holding property in common.—«. Essen'ism.
[Bishop Lightfoot prefers the der. from Heb. chdshd,
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Essoin filte, f^r ; m{, hir ; mine ; Ethio

to be silent, whence cAasksAHtm, 'the silent ones'

who meditate on mysteries.]

Essoin, es-soin', «. (uiw) excuse for not appearing in

court : (S^ns.) excuse. — «. Bssoin'er. [O. Fr.

essoine (Fr. exoine), es—L. ex, out, soin, care.]

Essorant, es'O-rant, adj. (Jur.) about to soar.

Establlsb, es-tab'lish, v.t. to settle or fix : to confirm :

to prove a point : to ordain : to found : to set up in

business : to institute by law as the recognised state

church, and to support officially and financially.

—

p.adj. Estab'Usbea, fixed : ratified : instituted by

law and supported by the state.—>«. Estab'lisher

;

Establishment, act of establishing : fixed state

:

that which is established : a permanent civil or mili-

tary force : one's residence and style of living : the

church established by law.—-a^'. Establisbment-

arlan, maintaining the principle of the established

church.—«. one who maintains this principle. [O.

Fr. estailir,pr.^.eslablissant—l^ stabilire—stabilU,

firm

—

stare, to stand.]

Estacade, es-ta-kad', «. a dike of piles in a morass,

river, &c., against an enemy. [Fr.,— Sp.]
Estafette, es-ta-fet^, «. a military courier or express.

[Fr.,— It. siajfeiia—Old High Ger. stapho, a step.]

Bstaminet, es-tam-in-a', a restaurant where smoking
is allowed. [Fr.)

Estate, es-tat", «. condition or rank : position : pro-
perty, esp. landed property : fortune : an order or
class of men in the body-politic : (//.) dominions :

possessions.

—

v.t. to give an estate to : {arch.) to

bestow upon.

—

n. Estates'man, statesman.—Man's
estate, the state of manhood ; The estates of the
realm are three—Lords Spiritual, Lords Temporal,
and Gjmmons ; but often misused for the legislature

—king, lords, and commons.—The ancient parlia-

ment of Scotland consisted of the king and the
Three Estates— viz. : (i) archbishops, bishops,
abbots, and mitred priors ; (2) the barons and the
commissioners of shires and stewartries ; (3) the
commissioners from the royal burghs ;—in France,
the nobles, clergy, and Third Estate {tiers Hat) re-

mained separate down to 1789 ; The fourth estate,
often used humorously for the press. [O. Fr. estat
(Fr. (tat)—\.. status, a state.]

Esteem, es-t€m', v.t. to set a high estimate or value
on : to regard with respect or friendship : to consider
or think.—«. high estimation or value : favourable
regard.—/.<!(/; Esteemed', respected.—a</;'. Es'tlm-
able, that can be estimated or valued : worthy of
esteem: deserving our good opinion.

—

adv. Es'tlm-
ably.—f./. Es'timate, to judge of the worth of a
thing : to calculate.

—

n. reputation : a valuing in
the mind : judgment or opinion of the worth or size
of anything : a rough calculation : estimation.

—

n.

Estima'tlon, act of estimating : a reckoning of
value : esteem, honour : importance : conjecture.

—

adj. Estimative.—«. Es'timator.—Hold in esti-
mation, to esteem highly.— The estimates, accounts
giveri before parliament showing the probable ex-
penditure for the year. [Fr. estimer—L. lestiiiidre.]

Esthetio, Esthetics. See .Ssthetic, .Ssthetics.
Esthonian, es-thO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Esthonia,

the most northerly of the Baltic provinces of Russia,
or its population, language, or customs.

—

tis. Esth,
an Esthonian of the original Finnish stock : Esth'-
lander, an Esthonian of the mixed race, in which
the German element preponderates.

Estival, Estivation. See .Sstival, .SstivatlozL
Estop, es-top', v.t. to stop or bar : {law) to hinder,

preclude :

—

pr.p. estop'pin^ ; pa.p. estopped'.

—

ns.

Estop'page, the state of being estopped ; Estop'pel,
a conclusive admission, which cannot be denied by
the party whom it affects. [O. Fr. esiopei—estoupe
—L. stuppa, tow. See Stop.]

Estovers, es-tO'v4rz, n.pl. (/aw) necessaries allowed
by law, as wood to a tenant for necessary repairs,

&c.—Common of estovers, the right of taking neces-

sary wood from another's estate for household use

and the making of implements of industry. [O. Fr.
estovoir, necessaries.]

Estrade, es-trad', «. a low platform. [Fr.,— Sp.
estrado.]

Estrange, es-tranj', v.t. to treat as an alien : to alien-
ate : to divert from its original use or possessor.—p.adj. Estranged', alienated : disafl^ected. — ns.
Estrang'edness ; Estrangement ; Estrang'er.
[O. Fr. estranger (Fr. itranger)—\^ extranedrt^
extraneus. See Strange.]

Estray, e-stra', «. a beast found within a manor or lord-
ship, and not owned.

—

v.i. to stray. [See Astray.]
Estreat, e-stret', «. {law) a true extract, copy, or note

of some original writing or record, esp. of fines and
amercements to be levied by bailiffs or other officers.—v.t. to extract from the records of a court, as a
forfeited recognisance : to levy fines under an estreat.
[O. Fr. estraite—L. extrahere—ex, out, and trahere,
to draw. See Extract.]

Estrich, es'trich, Estrldge, es'trij, «. {obs^ the ostrich.
Estuary, es'tu-ar-i, n. the wide lower part of a river
where it becomes tidal.

—

adjs. Estua'rian, Es'tU-
arine. [L. testuarium—eestus, tide.]

Esurient, es-u'ri-ent, adj. hungry : penurious. — «.

ESU'rience, hunger : neediness. [L. esuricns, -entis,

pr.p. oi esurire, to be hungry

—

edere, to eat.]

Et cetera, et set'er-a, usually written etc. or &C. , a
phrase meaning 'and so on.'— ?/. something in

addition, which can easily be understood, [ll e:,

and, cetera, the rest.]

Etch, ech, v.i. or v.t. to make designs on metal, glass,

&c. by eating out the lines with an acid. — ns.

Etch'er, one who etches ; Etching, the act or art

of etching or engraving : the impression from an
etched plate ; Etch'ing-ground, the coating of wax
or varnish on a plate prepared for etching ; Etch'-
ing-needle, a fine-pointed steel instrument used in

etching. [From Ger. dtzen, to corrode by acid;
from same root as Ger. essen. See Eat.]

Eternal, e-ter'nal, adj. without beginning or end of

existence : everlasting : ceaseless : inichangeable —
{arch.) Eteme'. — v. t. Eter'nalise, Eternise, to

make eternal : to immortalise.—». Eter'nalist, one
who thinks that matter has existed from eternity.

—

adv. Eter'nally.—«. Eter'nity, eternal duration:
the state or time after death.

—
"The Eternal, an ap-

pellation of God ; The eternities, the eternal reality

or truth. [Fr. Hernel—L. aternus, cnjitemus—
ctvum—Gr. aion, a period of time, an age.]

Etesian, e-te'zhan, adj. {leriodical : blowing at stated

seasons, as certain winds. [L. etesius—Gr. etisios,

annual

—

etos, a year]
Ethe, eth, adj. {Spe>is.) cusy. [.\.S. eatk.]

Ether, e'ther, n. the clear, upper air : the subtile

medium supposed to fill all space : a colourless,

transparent, volatile liquid of great mobility and
high refractive power, and possessing a fragrant

odour and a fiery, passing to a cooling, taste.

—

adj.

Ethe'real, consisting of ether : heavenlj' : airy

:

spirit-like.—«. Ethereallsa'tion.—I'./. Ethe'realise,

to convert into ether, or the fluid ether : to render
spirit-like.—«. Ethereality.—rtYw. Ethereally.—
adj. Ethe'reous {.Milt.), ethereal.—'/. Etherinoa'-
tion.— adj. E theriform.—«. Etherisa'tion — w./.

E'therise, to convert into ether: to stupefy with

ether.—«. E'therism, the condition induced by using
ether. [L.,—Gr. aither, aithein, to light up.]

Ethio, eth'ik, adj. relating to morals : treating of
morality or duty.

—

n. (more commonly in //. Eth'lcs)

the science of morals, that branch of philosophy
which is concerned with human character and con-

duct : a treatise on morals.

—

adj. Eth'ical, relating

to the science of ethics. — adv. Eth'lcally. — n.

Eth'lolst, one versed in ethics.—Ethical dative, the
dative of a first or second personal pronoun implying
an indirect interest in the fact stated, used col-

loquially to give a livelier tone to the sentence. [Gr.

Ithikos—it/u>s, custom.]
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Ethiopian, 6-thi-O'pi-an, adj. pertaining to Ethiopia,
a name given to the countries south of Egypt in-

habited by the negro races.

—

n. a native of Ethiopia :

a blackamoor — Xnrch.) EtUop. — adj. Ethlop'lc.—n.pl. E'tMops, a term applied by the ancient
chemists to certain oxides and sulphides of the
metals which possessed a dull, dingy, or black ap-
pearance. [Gr. Aithiops, sun-burnt, Ethiopian

—

aithein, to burn, dps, the face.]

Ethmoid, -al, eth'moid, -al, adj. resembling a sieve.

—

Ethmoid bone, one of the eight somewhat cubical
bones which collectively form the cranial box. [Gr.
ethmos, a sieve, and eidos, form.]

Ethnic, -al, eth'nik, -al, adj. concerning nations or
races : pertaining to the heathen.

—

us. Eth'nlC, a
heathen ; Eth'nlclsm, heathenism ; Ethnog'rapher.
—adj. Ethnograph'lc. — «. Ethnography, the
scientific description of the races of the earth.

—

adj.

Ethnological.—rtrt'z'. Ethnolog'ically.— «j. Eth-
nologist ; Ethnol'Ogy, the science that treats of the
varieties of the human race. [L.,—Gr. ethnos, a
nation; Gr. graphs, writing, logia, discourse.]

Ethology, e-thol'o-ji, «. a discourse on ethics : the
science of character.—a^V. EtholOg'iC, -al, relating

to ethology : treating of morality.

—

ns. EthOl'Ogist,
one versed in ethology or ethics; S'thOS, habitual
character and disposition : the quality of a work of
art which produces a high moral impression. [Gr.
Ithos, custom, logia, a discourse.]

Ethyl, e'thil, «. a colourless, inflammable gas, insoluble
in water, soluble in alcohol—supposed base of ether.

[Gr. aither, ether, hyle, base.]
Etiolate, €-ti-o-lat', v.t. {tned., bot.) to cause to grow

pale from want of light and fresh air.

—

v.i. to be-
come pale from disease or absence of light.—«.

EtiOla'tion. [Fr. ctioler, to become pale, to grow
into stubble, Hfule, stubble—L. stipula, a stalk.]

Etiology, e-ti-ol'o-ji, «. Same as .ffitiology.

Etiquette, et-i-ket*, «. forms of ceremony or de-
corum : ceremony : the unwritten laws of courtesy
observed between members of the same profession,

as ' medical etiquette.' [Fr. See Ticket.]
Etna, et'na, «. a vessel for heating water, &c., at

table or in the sick-room, in a cup placed in a saucer
in which alcohol is burned.

—

adj. .Stne'an. [From
the volcano. Mount yEtna.]

Etonian, et-On'i-an, «. and adj. one educated at E/on
College.—Eton jacket, a boy's dress-coat, untailed.

Etrurian, et-ru'ri-an, adj. and n. of or belonging to

Etruria. — adj. and n. Etrus'can, of or belonging
to ancient Etruria or its people, language, art, &c.

—

sometimes jocularly put for Tuscan.
Ettle, et'l, v.t. {Scot.) to purpose, intend.

—

v.i. to

guess.

—

n. purpose, intent. [Ice., <rtla, to think,
from root of Goth, a/ia, understanding.]

Etude, a-tud', «. (mus.) a composition intended either

to train or to test the player's technical .skill. [Fr.]

Etlll, Etwee, et-we', «. a small case for holding valu-
ables. [Fr.]

Etymology, et-i-mol'o-ji, «. the investigation of the
derivation and original signification of words : the
science that treats of the origin and history of words

:

the part of grammar relating to inflection.

—

adjs.

Etjrm'io; Etymolog'ical.—(K/e'. Etsrmolog'ically.
—ns. Etymolog'icon, -cum, an etymological dic-

tionary.

—

zt.t. EtyTnol'Ogise, to give, or search into,

the etymology of a word.

—

ns. Etymol'Ogist, one
skilled in or who writes on etymology ; Et'3nnon,
the true origin of a word : an original root : the
genuine or literal sense of a word. [O. Fr.,—L.,—
Gr. etymos, true, log-ia, an account.]

Etypic, -al, e-tip'ik, -al, adj. unconformable to type.
Eucalyptus, u-kal-ip'tus, «. the 'gum-tree,' a large

Australian evergreen, beneficial in destroying the
miasma of malarious districts. — ns. Eu'calypt, a
eucalj-ptus ; Eucalyp'tol, a volatile, colourless, limpid
oil. [Coined from Gr. «<, well, kalyptos, covered

—

kalyptein, to cover.

)

Eucharist, O'ka-rist, «. the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper : the elements of the sacrament, as ' to re-

ceive the Eucharist.'—rt^V. Eucharist'ic, -al. [Gr.
eucharistia, thanksgiving

—

eu, well, and charizes-
thai, to show favour

—

charts, grace, thanks.]
Euchlorine, u-klO'rin, «. a very explosive green-

coloured gas, prepared by the action of strong hydro-
chloric acid on chlorate of potash.— (i<^'. Euchlo'ric.
[Gr. eu, well, chloros, green.]

Eucholog^on, u-ko-lO'ji-on, «. a formulary of prayers,
primarily that of the Greek Church.—.A.lso Euchol'-
Ogy. [Gr. etichologion—euche, a prayer, logia—
legein, to speak.]

Euchre, u'ker, n. an American game at cards for two,
three, or four persons, with the 32, 28, or 24 highest
cards of the pack—if a player fails to make three
tricks he is euchred, and his adversary scores against
him.

—

v.t. to outwit. [Ety. uncertain ; prob. Ger.,
like the term bower {i:^.\.), used in the game ; some
have suggested a Sp. yuca.\

Euclase, u'klas, n. a silicate of aluminium and gluci-

num occurring in pale-green transparent crj-stals.

[Fr.,—Gr. eu, well, klasis, breaking.]
Euclidean, u-klid'e-an, or u-kli-de'an, adj. pertaining

to Euclid, a mathematician of Alexandria about
300 B. c.

Eudemonism, Eudssmonism, u-de'mon-izm, n. the
system of ethics that makes happiness the test of
rectitude—whether Egoistic, as Hobbes, or Altru-
istic, as Mill. — «,?. Eude'monist, Eudae'monist.
[Gr. eudaimonia, happiness—ftt,well, daimdn,^%oA.\

Eudiometer, u-di-om'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the purity of, or the quantity of oxygen
contained in, the air.

—

adjs. Eudiomet'lic, -al.— «.
Eudlom'etry. [Gr. fwaf/oj, clear, >«^/>*i>«, measure.]

Euge, u'je, interj. well 1 well done ! [L.]

Eugenic, u-jen'ik, adj. pertaining to race culture.

—

«.//. Eugen'iCS, the science of such. —n. Eu'genism.
Eugenin, u'je-nin, «. a substance procured from the

distilled water of cloves.

Eugh, Eughen, obsolete forms ofye-zv, yewen.
Eugubine, u'gu-bin, adj. pertaining to the ancient
town of Eugubium or Iguviuni (mod. Gubbid), or to

its famous seven tablets of bronze, the chief monu-
ment of the ancient Umbrian tongue.

Euharmonic, u-har-mon'ik, adj. producing perfectly

concordant sounds.
Euhemerism, u-he'me-rizm, n. the system which ex-

plains mythology as growing out ot real history, its

deities as merely magnified men.—w.^. and v.i.

Euhe'merise. — «. and adj. Euhe merist. — adj.

Euhemeris'tic. — rt(/z'. Euhemeris'tically. [From
Euhemerus, a 4th-cent. (B.C.) Sicilian philosopher.]

Eulogium, u-lo'ji-uni. Eulogy, u'lo-ji, «. a speaking
well of: a speech or writing in praise of.

—

adjs.

EulOg'iC, -al, containing eulogy or praise.

—

adv.
Eulog'ically. -?'./. Eulogise, to speak well of: to

praise.—«. Eu'lOgist, one who praises or extols

another.

—

adj. Eulogist'iC, full of praise.

—

adv.
Eulogist'icaliy. [Late L. eulogium—Gr. eitlogion

(classical eulogid)—eu, well, logia, a speaking.]
Eumenides, u-men'i-dez, n.pl. the Erinyes or Furies

—the euphemistic name for these. [Gr. eu, well,

fnenos, mind.]
Eunomy, u'n5-mi, «. equal, righteous law. [Gr.]

Eunuch, u'nuk, «. a castrated man—often employed as

chamberlain in the East.

—

v.t. Eu'nuchate.—«.

Eunuchism, the state of being a eunuch. [Gr.

eunouchos—eune, a couch, echein, to have charge of.]

Euon3rm, u'6-nim, «. a fitting name for anything. [Gr.]

Eupatrid, u-pat'rid, n. a member of the Athenian
aristocracy. [Gr. eupatridis— eu, well

—

pater,

father.]

Eupepsy, C-pep'si, «. good digestion—opp. to Dys-
pepsia.—adj. Eupep'tiO, having good digestion.—n.

Eupeptitfity. [Gr. eupepsia — eu, well, pepsis,

digestion—peptein, to digest.]

Euphemism, O'fem-izm, n. a figure of rhetoric by



Buphony titc, {^ : tat, htr ; mine : Even

which an unpleasant •r •ffeniiv* thing is desig-

nated by an indirect and milder term.—r./. or v.i.

Eu'phemise, to express by a euphemism : to use

euphemistic terms.

—

(uij. EuphemlSt'lC—^^p. Eu-
phemist'ically. [Gr. euphemismos—tuphemos—eu,
well, phimi—phanai, to speak.]

Euphony, O'fo-ni, «. an agreeable sound : a pleas-

ing, easy pronunciation— also Eupho'nia. — <J<^>.

Eaphon'iC, -al, Eupho'nlOtlS, pertaining to eu-

phony : agreeable in sound.—Of/i/. EuphOlUOUflly.—

v.t. Eu'pnoilise, to make euphonious.

—

n. Eupbo'-

nlum, the bass instrument of the saxhorn family: a

variauon of the harmonica, invented by Chladni in

lyoa [Gr. euphdnia—eu, well, phone, sound.]

Eupnorbla, u-for'bi-a, «. the Spurge genus. — «.

Euphor'biain, a gum resin. [L.,— Euphorbiu, a
physician to Juba, king of Mauritania.]

Euphrasy, u'fra-zi, n. {hot.) the plant eyebright, for-

merly regarded as beneficial in disorders of the eyes.

[Gr. euphrasia, delight

—

eupkrahuin, to cheer

—

eu,

well, /Ar^«, the heart.]

Euphrosyne, u-fros'i-ne, n. one of the three Charities

or Graces : merriment. [Gr. euphron, cheerful.]

Euphuism, u'fu-izm, n. an affected and bombastic
style of language: a high-flown expression.

—

x'.i.

Eu phulse. — n. Eu'phulst. — adj. Euphulst'ic.
[From Eupkues, a popular book by John Lyly
(1579-80).—Gr. «<f//:>'^.f, graceful— eu, y/eiX, phyi,
growth

—

phyesthai, to grow.]
Eurasian, a-razi-an, adj. descended from a Euroi>ean
on the one side and an Asiatic on the other : of or
pertaining to Europe and Asia taken as one conti-

nent. [From the combination oi Europe and Asia.^
Eureka, u-re'ka, n. a brilliant discovery. [Gr. perf.

indie of euriskein, to find ; the cry of Archimedes
as he ran home naked from the bath, where a method
of detecting the adulteration of Hiero's crown had
suddenly occurred to him.]

Euripus, u-ri'pus, «. an arm of the sea with strong
currents : the water-channel between the arena and
cavea of a Roman hippodrome. [Gr.]

EuroclydOU, a-rok'li-don, n. the tempestuous wind by
which St Paul's ship was wrecked (Acts, xxviL 14).

[Gr., from euros, the cast wind, klydon, a wave

—

klyzein, to dash over.]

Europeail, O-ro-pe'an, adj. belonging \o Europe.—n,

a native or inhabitant of Europe.
Eurus, u'rus, ». the east wind. [L.,—Gr. euros, the

east wind.]
Eusebian, u-se'bi-an, adj. pertaining to Euseiins of
Cxsarea, father of ecclesiastical history (died 340),
or to the Arian Euscbiut of Nicomedia (died 342).

Euskariail, us-kaVi-an, adj. Basque. [Basque Eus-
kara, the Basque language.]

Eustachian, u-stu ki-an, adj. pertaining to the tube
leading from the middle ear to the pharynx, or to the
rudimentary valve at the entrance of the inferior

vena cava in the heart. [Named from the Italian

physician Bartolommeo Eustackio (died 1574).]
Eutaxy, Q'tak-si, ». good order.—a<^'. Eutazlt'la

(Gr.]

Euterpean, u-ter'pe-an, adj. relatmg to Euter'pe, the
muse who presided over music—hence relating to

music. [Gr. Euterpe~eu, well, terpein, to delight.]

Euthanasia, u-than-a'zi-a, n. an easy mode of death.
—Also Eutban'asy. [Gr. euthanasia—eu, welt,

thanatos, death.]
Eutrophy, u'trO-fi, «. healthy nutrition. _[Gr.)

Eutycnlan, Q-tik'i-an, adj. of or pertaining to the
doctrine of Eutyches, a 5th-cent. archimandrite of
Constantinople, who held that after the incarnation
of Christ all that was human in Him became merged
in the divine, and that Christ had but one nature.

—

n. a follower of Eutyches.
Evacuate, e-vak'u-at, v.t. to throw out the contents

of : to discharge : to withdraw from.

—

adj. Bvac'-
uant, purgative.

—

h. Evacua'tlon, act of emptying
out : a withdrawing from : that which is discharged.

820

~-adj. Evac'uatlve.—«. Evao'u&tor, one who evac-
uates : (laiv) one wh» nullifies or makes void. [L.

*, out, vacudre, -dtum, to empty

—

vacuus, empty.]
Evade, e-vad', v.t. to escape or avoid artfully: to

baffle. [L. evadere—e, out, vadere, to go.)
Evagatlon, e-vag-a'shun, n. wandering : a digression.

[Fr.,—L. evagari—e, out, vagdri, to wander.]
Evaglnate, e-vaj'i-imt, v.t. to draw from a sheath.

—

n.
Evaglna'tlon.

Evaluate, e-val'u-at, v.t. to determine the value o£—«. Evalua tion.

Evanescent, ev-an-es'ent, adj. fleeting ; impercep-
tible.

—

v.i. Evanesce', to fadeaway.

—

k. Evan-
escence. — oi/z'. Evanes'cently. [L. evanescens,
•etitis—e, vanescere, to vanish

—

"'anus, empty.]
Evangel, e-van'jel, n. {poet.) good news, esp. the

gospel : a salutary principle, esp. relating to morals,
politics, &c.

—

adjs. Evangel'iC, -al, of or pertaining
to the gospel : relating to the four gospels : accord-
ing to the doctrine of the gospel : maintaining the
truth taught in the gospel : Protestant : applied to

the school which insists especially on the total de-

pravity of unregenerate human nature, the justi-

fication of the sinner by faith alone, the free offer

of the gospel to all, and the plenary inspiration and
exclusive authority of the Bible.—«. Evangelical,
one who belongs to the evangelical school.— oj/i'.

Evangelically. — «x. Evangelicalness ; Evan-
gellcism, Evangel'icalism, evangelical principles

;

Evangelisa'tion, act of proclaiming the gospel.

—

v.t. Evan'gelise, to make known the good news :

to make acqu.iinted with the gospel.

—

z'.i. to preach
the gospel from place to place.

—

ns. Evan'gelism

;

Evan'gellst, one who evangelises : one of the four

writers of the gospels : an assistant of the apostles :

one authorised to preach, but without a fixed

charge ; Evangelis'tary, a book containing pas-

sages from the gospels to be read at divine service

—

also Evangelista'rion, Evan'gellary.—a<^'. Evan-
gelistic, tending or intended to evangelise.

—

h.

Evan'gely {obs.), the gospel. [L. n^angelicus—Gr.
euangelikos—eu, well, angellein, to bring news.]

Evanish, e-van'ish, v.i. to vanish : to die away.— «j.

Evan'ishment, Evani'tion. [See Evanesce.]
Evaporate, e-vap'or-at, v.i. to fly off in vapour : to

pass into an invisible state : to depart, vanish.

—

v.t.

to convert into steam or gas.

—

adj. Evap'orable,
able to be evaporated or converted into vapour.—«.

Evapora'tion, act of evaporating or passing off in

steam or gas : the process by which a substance
changes into the state of vapour.

—

adj. Evap'ora-
tive. — >/j. Evaporator; Evaporom'eter. [L. e,

off, vapordrt, •dtum—vapor, vapour.]
Evasion, e-va'zhun, «. act of evading or eluding : an

attempt to escape the force of an argument or accusa-
tion : an excuse.

—

adjs. Eva'Sible, capable of being
evaded ; Eva'sive, that evades or seeks to evade

:

not straightforward : shuffling.

—

adv. Eva'sively.

—

H. Eva'siveness.
Eve, ev. Even, ev'n, «. {poet.) evening : the night

before a day of note : the time just preceding a great
event. [A.S. ^/i«; HxA.avond; Get. aiend.]

Evection, e-vek'shun, ft. {astron.) a lunar inequality
resulting from the combined effect of the irregularity

of the motion of the perigee, and alternate mcreasc
and decrease of the eccentricity of the moon's orbit.

[L. evection-ent—e, out, vehere, vectum, to carry.]
Even, ev'n, adj. flat : level : uniform : {Skak.)

straightforward : parallel : equal on both sides : not
odd, able to be divided by 2 without a remainder.

—

v.t. to make even or smooth : to put on an equality :

{Shak.)\.oaLC\. up to.—adv. exactly so: indeed: so
much as: still.—«. Ev'en-Chris'tian {ois.), fellow-
Christian. — adj. EVen-down, straight-down (of
rain) : downright, honest.

—

adv. thoroughly.

—

aaj.
EVen-hand'ed, with an equal, fair, or impartial
hand : jnst.—adv. EYenXY.—adj. Even-mind'ed,
having an even or calm mind : equable.—». Ev'en.
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neSS.—Be even with, to be revenged on : to be
quits with. [A. S. f/en ; Dut. ri'en, Ger. eben.]

Evening, ev'ning, «. the close of the daytime : the de-

cline or end of life : an evening party or gathering.

—tis. Ev'enfall, early evening, twilight ; Eve'ning-
dreSS, the dress worn by ladies and gentlemen at

evening parties ; Eve'nlng-prlm'rose, a species of

CEnotliera, native of Virginia, but now naturalised

in many parts of Europe on river-banks, in thickets,

&.C.—eaten after dinner it incites to wine-drinking
;

Eve'nlng star, applied to Venus, when seen in the

west setting soon after the sun ; Ev'ensong, evening
prayer, the Anglican form appointed to be said or

sung at evening : the time proper for such ; EVen-
tlde, the time of evening, evening. [A.S. s/nung,
from le/en, even.]

Event, e-vent', «. that which happens : the result

:

any incident or occurrence : an item in a programme
or series of sports.

—

adjs. Bvent'ful, full of events ;

momentous ; Event'ual, happening as a conse-

quence : final.— «. Eventuality, a contingency.
(phren.) the propensity to take notice of events,

changes, or facts.

—

adv. Event'ually, finally : at

length. [L. eventm—evenire—e, out, venire, to

come. ]

Eventration, e-ven-tra'shun, n. act of opening the

belly : protrusion of an organ from the abdomen.
Ever, ev'er, adv. always : eternally : at any time : at

all limes : continually : in any degree.

—

n. Ev'er-
glade, a large shallow lake or marsh : chiefly in//,

such a marsh in southern Florida, enclosing thou-

sands of islets covered with dense thickets.

—

adj.

Evergreen, always green.—n. a plant that remains
green all the year.

—

adv. Evermore', unceasingly

:

eternally.—Ever and anon, now and then.—Ever-
glade state, Florida.—Ever so, to any extent ; For
ever, to all eternity ; Seldom or ever, used for

seldom if ever, or seldom or never. [A.S. ifre,
always; der. uncertain; perh. cog. with Goth. avws.\

Everlasting, ev-cr-last'ing, adj. endless : eternal.

—

«. eternity.—rtf^c/. Everlastingly.—«. Everlast'-
ingness.—Everlasting flower, the popular name
of certain plants, whose flowers may be kept for

years without much diminution of beauty ; From, or

To, everlasting, from, or to, all eternity ; The Ever-
lasting, God.

Evert, e-vert', v.t. to turn inside out.—«. Ever'Sion.

[L. evertere—e, out, vertere, versutn, to turn.)

Every, ev'er-i, adj. each one of a number : all taken
separately.—/»n>«. Everybody, every person.

—

adj.

Ev'eryday, of or belonging to every day, daily

:

common, usual : pertaining to week-days, in opposi-

tion to Sunday.

—

pron. Ev'erythlng, all things :

all.

—

advs. Ev'eryway. in every way or respect;

EVerywhen, at all times ; EVeiwhere, in every
place.—Every bit, the whole; Every now and
then, or again, at intervals ; Every other, every
second—e.g. every other day, every alternate day.
[A.S. ifre, ever, and xk, each.]

Evict, e-vikt', v.t. to dispossess by law: to expel
from.

—

ns. Eviction, the act of evicting from house
or lands : the dispossession of one person by another
having a better title of property in land ; Evlc'tor.
[L. evictus, pa.p. ol evincere, to overcome.]

Evident, eVi-dent, adj. that is visible or can be seen :

clear to the mind : obvious.—«. Evidence, that

which makes evident : means of proving an unknown
or disputed fact : information in a law case, as ' to

give evidence:' a witness.

—

v.t. to render evident:
{pbs.') to attest, prove.

—

adjs. Evlden'tial, Evlden'-
tlary, furnishing evidence : tending to prove.

—

advs.
Eviden'tially; Evidently (,N.T.), visibly. —In
evidence, received by the court as competent evi-

dence : plainly visible, conspicuous — a penny-a-
liner's phr.ise adopted from the Fr. en evidence;
Turn King's (Queen's) evidence (of an accomplice
in a crime), to give evidence against his partners.

[L. rvidttu, -tnti*—t, out, vidlre, to see.]

Evil, e'vl, adj. wicked : mischievous : disagreeable :

unfortunate.

—

adv. in an evil manner: badly.

—

7«. that which produces unhappiness or calamity

:

harm: wickedness: depravity: sin.

—

«j. E'Vil-do'er,
one who does evil ; E'Vll-eye, a supposed power to
cause evil or harm by the look of the eye.

—

adj.
E'vil-fa'VOUred, having a repulsive appearance

:

ugly.—«. E'vil-fa'vouredness (£.), ugliness : de-
formity.

—

adv. Evilly, in an evil manner : not well.—adj. E'vU-mind'ed, inclined to evil : malicious :

wicked.

—

>is. E'vilness, state of being evil : wicked-
ness ; E'vll-speak'ing, the speaking of evil : slander.—adj. E'Vll-Starred (Tenn.), bom under the influ-

ence of an unpropitious star, unfortunate.—«. E'Vil-

WOrk'er, one who works or does evil.—The Evil One,
the devil.— Speak evil of, to slander. [\.S. j/el;

Dut. euvel: Ger. iibel. Ill is a doublet.]
Evince, e-vins', v.t. to prove beyond doubt: to show

clearly: to make evident.

—

n. Evlnce'ment.

—

adj.
Evinc'ible, that may be evinced or made evident.

—

adv. Evinc'ibly.

—

adj. Evlnc'lve, tending to evince,

prove, or demonstrate. [L. evincere— e, inten.,

vincere, to overcome.]
Evirate, e'vir-at, v.t. to castrate: to render weak or
unmanly. [L. evirare—e, out, vir, a man.]

Eviscerate, e-vis'er-at, v.t. to tear out the viscera

or bowels : to gut.

—

n. Evlscera'tlon. [L. e, out,

viscera, the bowels.]
Evlte, e-vit', v.t. to avoid.—p.^ Ev'itate {Shak\ to

avoid.—». Evita'tion, the act of shunning. [L.

evitdre, -dtum—e, out, vitdre, to shun.]

Eviternal, ev-i-ter'nal, adj. eternal.

—

adv. Evlter'-
nally.—«. Eviter'nity.

Evoke, e-v6k', v.t. to call out : to draw out or bring
forth.

—

v.t. Ev'OCate, to call up (spirits) from the
dead.

—

n. Evoca'tion. [L. evocdre—e, out, and
vocare, to call.]

Evolution, ev-ol-u'shun, n. the act of unrolling or un-
folding : gradual working out or development : a
series of things unfolded: the doctrine according to

which higher forms of life have gradually arisen out
of lower : (arith., alg.) the extraction of roots : (//

)

the orderly movements of a body of troops or of
ships of -wzct.—adjs. Evolu'tlonal, Evolu'tionary,
of or pertaining to evolution.

—

ns. EvolU'tionism,
the theory of evolution ; EvolU'tionist, one skilled

in evolutions or military movements : one who be-

lieves in evolution as a principle in science.

—

adj.

Evolutive. [L. evolutione>n^evohiere.\
Evolve, e-volv', v.t. to unroll : to disclose : to develop :

to unravel.

—

v.i. to disclose itself: to result.

—

n.

EVolute (math.), an original curve from which
another curve (the involute) is described by the end
of a thread gradually unwound from the former.

—

adj. EvolVable, that can be drawn out.—«. Evolve'-
ment.

—

adj. Evolvent. [L. evolvere—e, out, vol-

vcre, voiatum, to roll.]

Evulgate, e-vul'gat, v.t. to divulge : to publish.

[L. evulgdre,-aiu>n—e, out, vulgits, the people.]

Evulsion, e-vul'shun, n. a plucking out by force. [L.

e, out, vellere, vulsum, to pluck.]

Ewe, u, n. a female sheep.

—

ns. Ewe'-Chees©, cheese

made from the milk of ewes ; Ewe'-lamb, a female
lamb : a poor man's one possession—used in refer-

ence to 2 Sam. xii. ; Ewe'-neck, of horses, a thin

hollow a&ck.—adj. Ewe'-necked. [A.S. eowu: cf.

L. ovis, Gr. ois. Sans, avi, a sheep. ]

Ewer, u'er, n. a large jug with a wide spout, placed

on a washstand to hold water. [Through Fr. from
L. aquarium—aqua, water, whence also Fr. eau.\

Ewest, u'est, adj. (Scot.) near.

Ewft, eft, n. (Spens.). Same as Eft (i)i

Ewhow, aTiwow, interj. (Scot.) an exclamation of

sorrow.
Ewigkeit, a'vih-kit, n. eternity. [Ger.]

Ex, eks, used adjectively in words like ^jr-«mp«ror, to

signify late. See Prefixes in Appendix.
Exacerbate, egz-as'ir-bat, or eks-, v.t. to embitter:



Exact ftte, (ar ; m6, hir ; mine ; Exchequer

to provoke ; to render more violent or severe, as
a disease.—;ij. Ezacerba'tion, Ezacerbes cence,
increase of irritation or violence, esp. the increase

of a fever or disease : embitterment. [L. exacer-
bare, •dtutn — ex, and acerbdre, from acerbus,
bitter.]

Exact, egz-akt', v.t. to force from : to compel full

payment of: to make great demands, or to demand
lurgently : to extort : to inflict.

—

v.i. to practise ex-
tortion. — adj. precise : careful : punctual : true :

certain or demonstrable.—/>.a<^'. Ezact'ing, com-
pelling full payment of: unreasonable in making
demands.

—

ns. Exac'tiOIX, the act of exacting or
demanding strictly : an oppressive demand : that

which is exacted, as excessive work or tribute ; Ex-
act'itade, exactness : correctness.

—

adr: Exactly.
—ns. Exact'ment ; Exact'ness, the quality of being
exact: accuracy

J
Exact'or, Exact'er, one who

exacts : an extortioner : one who cUiims rights, often

too strictly •.—/eni. Exact'ress.—Exact sciences,
the mathematical sciences, of which the results are

demonstrable. [L. exigere, exactum— ex, out,

(igere, to drive.]

Exaggerate, egz-aj'er-at, v.t. to magnify unduly: to
represent too strongly : to intensify.— «. Exaggeia'-
tion, extravagant representation : a statement in
excess of the truth.

—

adjs. Exagg'erative, Exagg'-
eratory, containing exaggeration or tending to
exaggerate. — «. Ezagg'erator. [L. exaggerdre,
-alum—ex, nggerdre, to heap \x^— agger, a heap.]

Exalbumlnous, eks-al-bu'min-us, adj. {bot.) without
albumen.—Also Exalbu'minoso.

Exalt, egz-awlt', v.t. to elevate to a higher position

:

to elate or fill with the joy of success : to extol

:

{chem.)t.o refine or subtilise.—«. Exaltation, eleva-
tion in rank or dignity : high estate: elation: {astral.)
the position of a planet in the zodiac where it was
supposed to wield the greatest influence.

—

p.adj.
Exalt'ed, elevated : lofty : dignified.—«. Exalt'ed-
ness. [L. exaltd>e~ex, altus, high.]

Examine, egz-am'in, v.t. to test : to inquire into : to
question.

—

n. Exa'men, examination.

—

adj. Exam'-
inable.—«j. Exam'inant, an examiner; Exam'-
inate, one who is examined ; Examina'tion, careful
search or inquiry : trial : testing of capacity of
pupils, also contracted to Exam. ; Examinee', one
under examination ; Examiner, Exam'lnator, one
who examines.—^.a<3>. Examining, that examines,
or is appointed to examine. [Fr.,—L. examindre—
examen {=exagmen), the tongue of a balance.]

Example, egz-am'pl, h. that which is taken as a speci-
men of the rest, or as an illustration of the rule, &c.

:

the person or thing to be imitated or avoided : a
pattern: a warning: a former instance.

—

v.t. to
exemplify : to instance.— «. Exam'plar, a pattern,
model.

—

adj. Exam'plary, serving for an example.
[O. Fr.,—L. exemplum—eximere, to take out

—

ex,
out of, emere, emptuvi, to take.]

Exanimate, egz-an'i-mat, adj. lifeless : spiritless : de-
pressed.— «. Exanima'tion.— adj. Exan'imous.
[L. exaninidtus—ex, neg., animus, spirit, life.]

Exanthema, eks-an-the'ma, «. one of a class of febrile
diseases with distinctive eruptions on the skin, ap-
pearing at a definite period and running a recognisable
course :—•//. Exanthe'mata.—/></;>. Exanthemat'ic,
Exanthem'atous.-«j. Exanthematol'ogy ; Exan-
thesis, the appearing of an exanthema. [Gr.,

—

ex,
out, atttlieein, to blossom.]

Exarch, eks'ark, «. name formerly given to the vice-
gerent of the Byzantine empire in Italy : a bishop :

(Gr. Church) an ecclesiastical inspector.—«. Ex-
arch'ate, the office of an exarch. [Gr. exarchos—
ex, and archein, to lead.]

Exasperate, egz-as'per-at, v.t. to make very angr>-

:

to irritate in a hiph degree.

—

p.adj. irritated.—a<^>.
Exas'perating, Exasperatlve, provoking. — ns.
Exasperation, act of irritating : state of being ex-
asperated: provocation: rage: aggravation; Exas'-

perator. [L. tx, inten., asperdre, to make rough
—asper, rough.]

Excalibur, eks-kal'ib-cr, «. the name of King Arthur's
sword. [O. Fr. escaiibor—caUbum; of. Ir. calad-
bolg, a famous sword.]

Excambion, eks-kam'bi-on, n. legal term for the ex-
change of lands—also Excam'bium.—z/.i. Excamb',
to exchange. [Low L. excambidre.]

Excavate, eks'ka-vat, v.t. to hollow or scoop out: to
dig out.

—

ns. Excava'tion, act of excavating : a
hollow or cavity made by excavating ; Ex'cavator,
one who excavates : a machine used for excavating.
[L. excavdre—ex, out, cavus, hollow.]

Exceed, ek-sed', v.t. to go beyond the limit or measure
of: to surpass or excel.

—

zi.i. to go beyond a given
or proper limit.—/.<i^'. Exceed'fig, surpassing, ex-

cessive.

—

adv. Exceed'ingly, very much: greatly.

[L. ex, beyond, cedere, cessuni, to go.]

Excel, ek-sel', v.i. to be superior to: to exceed: to

surpass.— v.i. to have good qualities in a high
degree : to perform very meritorious actions : to be
superior :

—pr.p. excel'ling ; pa.p. excelled'. — or.

Ex'cellence, EX'cellency, great merit ; any excel-

lent quality: worth: greatness: a title of honour
given to persons high in rank or office.

—

adj. Ex'cel-

lent, surpassing others in some good quality : of

great virtue, worth, &a : superior : valuable.

—

adv.

Excellently.-a<^'. Excel'sior (L. camp.), higher

stilL [L. excellere—ex, out, up, and a word from
the root oi celsiis, high.]

Except, ek-sept', v.t. to take or leave out : to exclude.

—z.'./. to object.—/?-£•/. leaving out : e.xcluding : but.

—oiij. and «. Exceptant.—/re/. Excepting, with

the exception of, except.

—

n. Excep'tlon, the_ act

of excepting : th.it which is excepted : exclusion

:

objection : offence.

—

adj. Excep'tionable, objec-

tionable. — adv. Excep'tionably. — adj. Excep'-
tlonal, peculiar.—o^fo. Exceptionally.—rtrf/V. Ex-
cep'tiOUS, disposed to take exception ; Except'ive,
including, making, or being an exception ; Except'-
leSS (Shak.), making an exception, usual.

—

n. Ex-
cept'or. [L. excipere, exceptum—ex, out, capere,

to take.]

Excerpt, ek'serpt, or ek-serpt', n. a passage selected

from a book, an extract.

—

v.t. Excerpt', to select

:

to extract.— >M. Excerpting, Excerption; Ex-
cerp'tor. [L. excerptum, pa.p. of excerpire—ex,

out, carpere, to pick.]

Excess, ek-ses', «. a going beyond what is usual or

proper : intemperance : that which exceeds : the

degree by which one thing exceeds another.

—

adj.

Exces'Sive, beyond what is right and proper : im-

moderate : violent.

—

adv. Exces'sively.— «. Bx-
ces'siveness.— Carry to excess, to do too mucli.

[L. excessus—excedere, excessum, to go beyond.]
Exchange, eks-chanj', v.t. to give or leave one place

or thing for another : to give and take mutually : to

barter.— /*. the giving and taking one thing for

another : barter : the thing exchanged : process by
which accounts between distant parties are settled

by bills instead of money : the difference between
the value of money in different places : the build-

ing where merchants, &c., meet for business.— «.

Exchangeability.— fz^//'. Exchangeable, that may
be exchanged.—«. Excban'ger, one who exchanges
or practises exchange : (B.) a money-changer, a
banker. [O. Fr. eschangier (Fr. ^changer}—hovt
L. excatnbidre—L. ex, out, camblre, to barter.]

Excheat, eks-chet', «. {Spens.). Same as Escheat.
Exchequer, eks-chek'er, n. a superior court which had

formerly to do only with the revenue, but now also

with common law, so named from the chequered
cloth which formerly covered the table, and on
which the accounts were reckoned.

—

v.t. to proceed
against a person in the Court of Exchequer.—Ex-
chequer Dill, bill issued at the Exchequer, under
the authority of acts of parliament, as security for

money advanced to the government,—Ohanoellor Of
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the Exchequer (see Chancellor) ; Court of Ex-
chequer, originally a revenue court, became a divi-

sion of the High Court of Justice in 1875, and is

now merged in the Queen's Bench Division. [From
root oi check, checker.]

Excide, ek-sid', v.t. to cut off [L. excidire—ex, out,

aedcre, to cut.]

Excipient, ek-sip'i-ent, «. a substance mixed with a

medicine to give it consistence, or used as a vehicle

for its administration.

Excise, ek-siz', «. a tax on certain home commo-
dities and on licenses for certain trades : the

department in the civil administration which is con-

cerned with this tax.

—

v.t. to subject to excise duty.

—adj. Excis'able, liable to excise duty.— «. Excise'-

man, an officer charged with collecting the excise.

[Old Dut. excijs—O. Fr. acceis, tax—Low L. accen-
sare, to tax

—

ad, to, census, tax.]

Excise, ek-sTz', v.t. to cut off or out.—«. Exci'Sion, a
cutting out or off of any kind : extirpation. [L.

excidere, to cut out

—

ex, out, cadere, to cut.]

Excite, ek-sit', v.t. to call into activity : to stir np: to

rouse: to irritate.—«x. Excitabil'ity, Excit'able-
ness.

—

adj. Excit'able, capable of being excited,

easily excited.

—

us. Excitaut (ek'sit-ant, or ek-sTt'-

ant), that which excites or rouses the vital activity of
the body : a stimulant ; Excita'tlon, act of exciting :

means of excitement : state of excitement.

—

adjs.

Excit'ative, Excit'atory, tending to excite.^^. adj.
Excit'ed, agitated. —«j-. Excite'ment, agitation:

that which excites; Exciter.—/.art^'. Excit'ing,
tending to excite.

—

adj. Exci'tO-mo'tor, exhibiting

muscular contraction. [Fr.,—L. excitdre, -dtutn—
exciere—ex, out, ciere, to set in motion.]

Exclaim, eks-klam', v.t. to cry out : to utter or speak
vehemently.—«. an exclamation, outcry.

—

n. Ex-
Clama'tion, vehement utterance : outcry : an uttered

expression of surprise, and the like : the mark ex-

pressing this (!): an interjection.

—

adjs. Exclam'a-
llve, Exclam'atory, containing or expressing

exclamation. [Fr. exc/amer—L. exclamdre, -dtum
—ex, out, clamdre, to shout. ]

Exclave, eks'klav, «. a part of a country, province,

&c. disjoined from the main part—opp. to Enclave.
Exclude, eks-kl5Dd', v.t. to close or shut out : to

thrust out : to hinder from entrance : to hinder

from participation : to except. — us. ExclU'sion,
a shutting or putting out: ejection: exception;
ExclU'Sionism ; Exclu'sionlst, one who excludes,

or would exclude, another from a privilege.

—

adj. Exclu'sive, able or tending to exclude : de-

barring from participation : sole : not taking into

account.—«. one of a number who exclude others

from their society.—rtrfw. ExclU'Sively.

—

ns. Ex-
clu'siveness ; Exclu'slvism. — adj. Exclu'sory,
exclusive.—Exclusive dealing, the act of abstain-

ing deliberately from any business or other transac-

tions with persons of opposite political or other
convictions to one's own—a euphemism ior boycotting
(q.v.). [L. excludere—ex, out, claudere, to shut.]

Excogitate, eks-koj'i-tat, v.t. to discover by think-

ing : to think earnestly or laboriously.—«. ExCOgl-
ta'tion, laborious thinking : invention : contrivance.
[L. excogitdre, -dtutn—ex, out, cogiidre, to think.]

Excommunicate, eks-kom-un'i-kat, v.t. to put out of
or expel from the communion of the church : to

deprive of church privileges.

—

adj. Excommun'i-
cable.

—

tts. Excommunica'tion, act of expelling
from the communion of a church— (i?////.) Excom-
mun'lon.—a</;'. Excommun'icatory, of or pertain-

ing to excommunication. [From Late L. excom-
municdre—L. ex, out, communis, common.]

Excoriate, eks-kO'ri-at, v.t. to strip the skin from.

—

«. Excoria'tion, the act of excoriating : the state of
being excoriated. [L. excoridre, -dtum—ex, from,
corium, the skin.)

Excorticate, eks-kor'ti-kat, v.t. to strip the bark off
—11. Excortioa'tion.

Excrement, eks'kre-ment, n. useless matter dis-

charged from the animal system : dung.

—

adjs. Bx-
crement'al, Excrementi'tlal, Excrementi'tlous,
pertaining to or containing excrement. [L. excre-
ntentum—excerncre—ex, out, cernere, to sift.]

Excrescence, eks-kres'ens, «. that which grows out
unnaturally from anything else : an outbreak : a
wart or tumour: a superfluous part.

—

ns. Ex'CrO-
ment, an outgrowth ; Exores'cency, state of being
excrescent : excrescence.

—

adjs. Excres'cent, grow-
ing out : superfluous; Excrescen'tlal. [Fr.,— L.,—excrescere—ex, out, crescere, to grow.]

Excrete, eks-kret', v.t. to separate from: to eject.

—

ns.pl. Excre'ta, Excretes', matters discharged from
the animal body.—«. Excre'tion, act of excreting
matter from the animal system : that which is ex-
creted.—<!(/;>. Excre'tive, able to excrete ; Excre'-
tory, having the quality of excreting.—«. a duct
that helps to receive and excrete matter. [L. ex,
from, cernere, cretum, to separate.]

Excruciate, eks-kroo'shi-at, v.t. to torture: to rack:
to pain, gneve.^p.adj. Excru'ciating, extremely
painful : racking : torturing : agonising.

—

adv. Ex-
cru'ciatingly.—?». Excrucia'tlon, torture: vexa-
tion. [L. ex, out, crucidre, -dtum, to crucify

—

crux, crucis, a cross.]

Exculpate, eks-kul'pat, v.t. to clear from the charge
of a fault or crime: to absolve: to vindicate.— «.

ExCUlpa'tion.—«^'. ExCUl'patOry, tending to free

from the charge of fault or crime. [L. ex, from,
culpa, a fault.]

Excursion, eks-kur'shun, n. a going forth : an expedi-
tion : a trip for pleasure or health : a wandering
from the main subject : a digression.

—

adj. Excur'-
rent (tot.), projecting beyond the edge or point.

—

vsd. Excurse', to digress ; Excur'sionlse, to go on
an excursion.

—

n. Excur'Sionist, one who goes on a
pleasure-trip.

—

adj. Excur'Sive, rambling : deviat-
ing. — adv. Excur'sively. — ns. Excur'siveness ;

ExCUr'SUS, a dissertation on some particular point
appended to a book or chapter.—Excursion train,
a special train, usually with reduced fares, for persons
making an excursion. [L. excursio—ex, out, cur-
rcre, cursum, to run.]

Excuse, eks-kuz', v.t. to free from blame or guilt: to
forgive : to free from an obligation : to release, dis-

pense with : to make an apology or ask pardon for.—n. (eks-kus') a plea offered in extenuation of a
fault : indulgence.

—

adj. Excus'able, admitting of
justification.— «. Excus'ableness.

—

adv. Excus'-
ably.

—

adj. ExCUS'atory, making or containing
excuse : apologetic. — Excuse me, an expression
used as an apology for any slight impropriety, or for
controverting a statement that has been made. [L.
e.xcusdre—ex, from, causa, a cause, accusation.]

Exeat, eks'e-at, «. formal leave, as for a student to be
out of college for more than one night. [L., ' let

him go out.']

Execrate, eks'e-krat, v.t. to curse : to denounce evil

against : to detest utterly.

—

adj. Ex'ecrable, deserv-
ing execration : detestable : accursed.

—

adv. Ex'e-
crably. — «. Execra'tion, act of execrating : a
curse pronounced : that which is execrated.

—

adj.
Ex'ecrative, of or belonging^ to execration.

—

adv.
Ex'ecratively.—a<^'. Ex'ecratory. [L. exsecrdri,
dtus, to curse

—

ex, from, sacer, sacred.]

Execute, eks'e-kut, v.t. to perform : to give effect to :

to carry into effect the sentence of the law : to put
to death by law.

—

adj. Exec'utable, that can be
executed.

—

ns. Exec'utant, one who executes or
performs ; Ex'ecuter ; Execii'tlon, act of executing
or performing : accomplishment : completion : carry-
ing into effect the sentence of a court of law : the
warrant for so doing : the infliction of capital punish-
ment; Execii'tloner, one who executes, esp. one
who inflicts capital punishment.

—

adj. Exec'utive,
designed or fitted to execute : active : qualifying for
or pertaining to the execution of the law.—«. the
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law
ower or authority in government that carries the

laws into effect : the persons who administer the

government.—<n/». Executively.—«. Executor,
one who executes or performs : the person appointed

to see a will carried into effect .—/em. Exec'utress,
Executrix.— rt<^'. Executorial.— «. Executor-
ship.—a^'. Exetfutory, executing official duties:

designed to be carried into effect. [Fr. ex^cuter—h.
exsequi, exsfcuius—ex, out, segui, to follow.]

Exedra, eks'e-dra, n. a raised platform with steps, in

the open air : an apse, recess, niche—also Ex'bedra

:

—//. Ex'edrss. IL.]
Exegesis, eks-c-je'sis, «. the science of interpretation,

esp. of the Scriptures.—«j. EXegete, Exeget'ist,
one who interprets the Scriptures.

—

(uijs. Exeget'io,
•al, pertaining to exegesis : explanatory. — adv.
Exeget'ically.— «.//. Exeget'ics, the science of

exegesis. [Gr. exe^sis—exegeesthai, to explain

—

ex, out, liegeesthai, to guide.]
Exeme, eks-em', v.t. {Scot.) to release, exempt. [L.

eximere—ex, out, emere, to take.]

Exemplar, egz-em'plar, ». a person or thing to be
imitated : the ideal model of an artist : a type : an
example. —«</-. EXemplarily.— w. Exem'plari-
ness, the state or quality of being exemplary

;

Exemplar'ity, exemplariness : exemplary conduct.—atij. Exemplary (egz-em'plar-i, or egrem-plar-i),
worthy of imitation or notice. [O. Fr. exemplaire—
Low L. exctuplariutn—exemplum, example.]

Exemplify, egz-em'pli-fl, v.t. to illustrate by example :

to make an attested copy of: to prove by an attested

copy :—/'./. exem'plifying ; pa.p. exem'plified.

—

adj.

Exem plifiable.—n. Exemplifica'tion, act of ex-

emplifying : that which exemplifies : a copy or tran-

script. [L. exemplum, example,y^fr^, to make.]
Exempt, egz-emt', v.t. to free, or grant immunity

(withy><7w).

—

adj. taken out : not liable to : released :

unaffected by.

—

n. Exemp'tiOU, act of exempting :

state of being exempt : freedom from any service,

duty, &c. : immunity. [Fr.,—1« eximere, exemptum—ex, out, emere, to buy.]
Exenterate, eks-en't6r-at, v.t. to disembowel.

—

p.adj.

disembowelled.—«. Exentera'tion. [L. exenterdre
— Gr. ex, out, enteron, intestine.]

Exequatur, eks-e-kwa'tur, n. an official recognition of
a Consul or commercial agent given by the govern-
ment of the country in which he is to be. [I^

exequatur = 'let him execute'—the opening word.]
Exequy, eks'e-kwi (only in //. Exequies, eks'e-kwiz),

«. a funeral procession : funeral rites.

—

adj. Exe'-
qnial. [L. exequia—ex, out, sequi, to follow.]

Exercise, eks'er-slz, n. a. putting in practice : exertion

of the body for health or amusement : discipline : a
lesson, task, academical disputation, &c. : (SAai.)
skill : (//.) military drill : an act of worship or devo-
tion : a discourse, the discussion of a passage of
Scripture, giving the coherence of text and con-
text, &c—the addition, giving the doctrinal pro-

positions, &c : the Presbytery itself.

—

v.t. to train

by use : to improve by practice : to afflict : to put in

practice : to use : to wield. — adj. Ex'eroisable.
[O. Fr. exercice—L. exercitium—L. exercire, -citum—ex, out, arcere, to shut up.]

Exercitation, egz-er-sit-a'shun, H. the putting into

practice : employment : exercise : a discoiuse. [L.

exercitdre—exercire, to exercise.]

Exergue, eks'erg, or egz-erg', n. the part on the

reverse of a coin, below the m.iin device, often filled

up by the date, &.c.—adj. Exer'guaL [Fr.,—Gr.
ex, out, ergon, work.)

Exert, egz-crt', v.t. to bring into active operation : to

do or perform.

—

n. Exer'tion, a bringing into active

operation : effort : attempt.

—

adj. Exertlve, having
the power or tendency to exert: using exertion.

[L. exserire, exsertum — ex, out, terirt, t* put
together.]

Exetint, eks'e-unt. See Exit.
Exfoliate, eks-f&'li-at, v.i. and v.t. to come off, or send
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off, in scales.—*. Exfolii'tion.—a<^'. Exfo'liative.
[L. ex/oliare, -dtum—ex, o({,jblium, a leaf.]

Exhale, egz-hal', v.t. to emit or send out as vapour

:

to evaporate.

—

v.i. to rise or be given off as vapour.

—

adjs. Exhal'able, that can be exhaled ; Exhal ant,
having the quality of exhaling.—«. Exhala'tion, act
or process of exhaling : evaporation : that which is

exhaled: vapour: steam. [Fr. exlialer— L, ex-
haldre—ex, out, haidre, -dtum, to breathe.]

Exhale, egz-hal', v.t. to draw out : {SkaM.) to cause
to flow. [Pfx. ex-, and halt, to draw.]

Exhaust, egz-awst', v.t. to draw out the whole of: to
use the whole strength of : to wear or tire out : to

treat of or develop completely.

—

n. the exit of steam
from the cylinder when it has done its work in pro-
pelling the piston—escaping by the exhaust-pifre
and regulated by the exiuiust-valve.—p.adj. Ex-
haust'ed, drawn out : emptied : consumed : tired

out.

—

n. Exhaust'er, he who or that which exhausts.
—adj. Exhaustible, that may be exhausted.—«.

Exhaust'ion, act of exhausting or consuming : state

of being exhausted: extreme fatigue.

—

adjs. Ex-
haustive, tending to exhaust ; Euaustless, that

cannot be exhausted. [L. exhaurire, exkaustum—
ex, out, haurire, to draw.]

Exheredate, eks-her'i-dat, v.t. (rare) to disinherit

—

«. Exhereda'tion. [L. exiteredare—ex, out, litres,

-edis, heir.]

Exhibit, egz-ib'it, v.t. to hold forth or present to
view : to present formally or publicly.—«. (law) a
document produced in court to be used as evidence

:

something exhibited : an article at an exhibition.

—

ns. Exiilb'iter, Exhibitor ; Exhibition, presenta-
tion to view: display : a public show, esp. of works
of art, manufactures, &c. : that which is exhibited :

an allowance or bounty to scholars in a university ;

Exhibi'tioner, one who enjoys an exhibition at
a university ; Exhibi'tionist.—a<^>. Exhib'iUve,
serving for exhibition: representative; Exhib'itOiy,
exhibiting.—Make an exliibition of one's self, to
behave foolishly, exciting ridicule. [L. exhiiere,
-itum—ex, out, habere, -itum, to have.]

Exhilarate, egz-il'a-rat, v.t. to make hilarious or
merry : to enliven : to cheer.

—

adj. Exhil'arant,
exhilarating: exciting joy, mirth, or pleasure.

—

n.
an exhilarating medicine.

—

p.adj. Exhilarating,
cheeringj gladdening.

—

adv. Exhllaratingly.—«.

Exhilara'tion, state of being exhilarated : joyous-
ness.

—

adjs. Exhil'arative, Exhil'aratory. [L.
exhilardre, -dtum—ex, inten., hiiaris, cheerful.]

Exhort, egz-hort', or egz-Ort*, v.t. to urge strongly to
good deeds, esp. by words or advice : to animate : to
advise or warn.

—

n. Exhorta'tion, act of exhorting

:

language intended to exhort : counsel : a religious
discourse.

—

adjs. Exhort'ative, Exhort'atory, tend-
ing to exhort or advise. [L. exlwrtdri, -dtus—ex,
inten., hortdri, to urge.]

Exhume, eks-hum', v.t. to take out of the ground or
place of burial : to disinter : to bring to light—also
Ex'humate.

—

us. Exhumation, act of exhuming

:

disinterment ; Exhumer, one who exhimies. [L.
ex, out of, humus, the ground.]

Exies, ek'siz, H.pl. (Scot?) ecstasy : hysterics. [Perh.
from access, an attack, a fit.]

Exigent, eks'i-jent, adj. pressing : demanding im-
mediate attention or action.—«. end, extremity :

(Browning a needed amount. — adj. Exigeant',
exacting.

—

n.fem. Exigeante'.

—

ns. Exigence, Ex'i-
gency, pressing necessity: emergency: distress.

—

adj. Ex'igible, cap.Tble of being exacted.

—

ns. Exi-
guity, Exig'uousness.— adj. Exig'uous, small

:

slender. [L~ exigens, -entis—exigert— ex, out,

agire, to drive.]

Exile, eks'il, or egz'Il, n. state of being sent out of
one's native country : expulsion from home : banish-
ment : one away from his native country.— f./.

to expel from one's native country, to banish.

—

n.

Exilement, banishment.—a<(/'. Ezil'lo, pertaining
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to exile, esp. that of the Jews in Babylon. [O. Fr.

exil—L. exsiliutn, banishment

—

ex., out of, and root

o{ satire, to leap.]

Exility, eks-il'i-ti, 7U slendemess, smallness : refine-

ment. [L. exilis, slender, contraction for exigilis.\

EximiOUS, eg-zim'i-us, adj. excellent, distinguished.

[L. exiniius—eximere—ex, out, emere, to take.]

Exist, egz-ist', v.i. to have an actual being : to live :

to continue to be.

—

n. Exist'enco, state of existing

or being : continued being : life : anything that

exists : a being.

—

adjs. Exist'ent, having being :

at present existing ; Existen'tial. [L. exisiere,

exsistlre—ex, out, sistere, to make to stand.]

Exit, ekslt, n. a direction in playbooks to an actor
to go off the stage : the departure of a player from
the stage : any departure : a way of departure

:

a passage out : a quitting of the world's stage, or
life : death :—//. Ex'eunt.

—

v.i. to make an exit.

[L. exit, he goes out, exeunt, they go out

—

exlre, to

go out

—

ex, out, and ire, itutii, to go.]

Ex libris, eks ll'bris, n. a book-plate—lit. ' from the
books of.' [L.]

Exode, ek'sOd, n. the concluding part of a Greek
drama : a farce or afterpiece. [Gr.]

Exodus, eks'o-dus, n. a going out or departure, esp.

that of the Israelites from Egypt (1491 B.C., Usher)

:

the second book of the Old "Testament. — adj.
Exod'lc. — «. Ex'odlst, one who goes out : an
emigrant. [L., — Gr. exodos—ex, out, kodos, a
w.iy.]

Exogamy, eks-og'a-mi, n. the practice of marrying
only outside of one's own tribe.

—

adj. Exog'aiaO'llS.
[Gr. exo, out, ganios, marriage.]

Exogen, eks'o-jen, n. a plant belonging to the great
class that increases by layers growing on the outside
of the wood.

—

adj. Exog'enous (-oj'), growing by
successive additions to the outside. [L. exd, outside,
and^f«, root oigig^iesthai, to be produced.]

Exomls, eks-5'mis, «. a sleeveless vest, worn by work-
men and slaves

—

(Broi^vniiig) Exo'IlUoiL [Gr. exomis
—ex, out, o/nos, shoulder.]

Exon, eks'on, «. one of the four officers of the yeomen
of the Royal Guard. [App. intended to express the
pronunciation of Fr. exempt (Dr Murray).]

Exonerate, egz-on'er-at, v.t. to free from the burden
of blame or obligation : to acquit.—«. Exonera'tion,
act of exonerating or freeing from a charge or blame.—adj. Exon'erative, freemg from a burden or

obligation. [L. exonerdre, -diunt—ex, from, onits,

oneris, burden.]
Exophagy, eks-of'a-ji, «. the custom among cannibals

of eating only the flesh of persons not of their own
tribe.—oi^'. Exoph'agOUS. [Formed from Gr. exd,
outside, phagein, to eat.]

Exorable, ek'sO-ra-bl^ adj. capable of being moved by
entreaty.

—

n. Exora'tion, entreaty.
Exorbitant, egz-or'bi-tant, adj. going beyond the

usual limits : excessive.—«j. Exor'bitance, Exor"-
bitancy, extravagance : enormity.

—

adv. Exor'bi-
tantly.

—

v.i. Exor'bitate, to stray. [L. exorbitans,
•antis, pr.p. al exorbitdre—ex, out of, orbita, a track—orbis, a circle.]

Exorcise, eks'or-slz, or eks-or'-, v.t. to adjure by some
holy name : to call forth or drive away, as a spirit :

to deliver from the influence of an evil spirit.

—

ns.

Ex'orcism, act of exorcising or expelling evil spirits

by certain ceremonies : a formula for exorcising

;

Ex'orcist, one who exorcises or pretends to expel
evil spirits by adjurations : {Jl.C. Church) the third
of the minor orders. [Through Late L., from Gr.
exorkizein—ex, out, horkos, an oath.]

Exordium, egz-or'di-um, «. the introductory part of a
discourse or composition.:—tj^'. Exor'dial, pertain-
ing to the exordium : introductory. [L. exordiri—
ex, out, ordiri, to begin.]

Exoskeleton, ek-sO-skel'e-tun, n. any structure pro-
duced by the hardening of the integument, as the
scales of fish, but esp. when bony, as the carapace

of the turtle, Sic.—adj. Exoskel'etal. [Gr. exd,
outside, skeleton.}

Exosmose, eks'os-mOz, n. the passage outward of
fluids, gases, &c. through porous media, esp. living
animal membranes—also Exosmo'sis.

—

adj. EXOS-
mot'lc. [L.,—Gr. ex, out, osmos, pushing.]

Exostome, eks'os-tOm, n. the small opening in the
outer coating of the ovule of a plant. [Gr. exd,
without, stoma, a mouth.]

Exostosis, eks-os-ts'sis, «. {anat.) morbid enlargement
of a bone. [Gr. ex, out, osteofi, a bone.]

Exoteric, -al, eks-o-ter'ik, -al, adj. external : fit to be
communicated to the public or multitude—opp. to
Esoteric—n. Exoter'lcism. [Gr. exdterikos—comp.
formed from exo, outside.]

Exotic, egz-ot'ik, adj. introduced from a foreign
country-—the opposite of indigeiwus.—«. anything
of foreign origin : something not native to a country,
as a plant, a word, a custom. — ns. Exot'iCism,
Ex'otism. [L.,—Gr. exotikos—exo, outside.]

Expand, eks-pand', v.t. to spread out : to lay open

:

to enlarge in bulk or surface : to develop, or bring
out in fuller detail.

—

v.i. to become opened: to
enlarge.

—

>is. Expanse', a wide extent of space :

the firmament; Expansibility. —rtijT. Expansible,
capable of being expanded.

—

adv. Expans'ibly.

—

adj. Expansile, capable of expansion.—«. Expan'-
Sion, act of expanding : state of being expanded

:

enlargement : that which is expanded : immensity

:

extension.

—

adj. Expansive, widely extended : dii-

U\s,\ve.—adv. Expansively.

—

us. Expanslveness

;

Expansivity. [L. expandsre—ex, out, pandere,
pansian, to spread.]

Ex parte, eks par'ti, adj. on one side only : partial

:

prejudiced. [L. ex, owK, pars, partis, part.]

Expatiate, eks-pa'shi-St, v.i. to range at large ; to en-
large in discourse, argument, or writing.—«. Expa-
tia'tion, act of expatiating or enlarging in discourse.
—adjs. Expa'tiative, Expa'tiatory, expansive.—
«. Expa'tiator. [1^ exspatidri, -dtus—ex, out of,

spatidri, to roam

—

spatiuiii, space.]

Expatriate, eks-pa'tn-at, v.t. to send out of one's
native country : to banish or exile.—«. Expatria'-
tion, act of expatriating : exile, voluntary or com-
pulsory. [Low L. expatridre, -dtum—ex, out of,

patria, fatherland.]

Expect, eks-pekt', v. t. to wait for : to look forward to

as something about to happen : to anticipate : to

hope.—«. (Sluik.) expectation.

—

ns. Expect'ance,
Expect'ancy, act or state of expecting : that which
is expected : hope.

—

adj. Expect'ant, looking or
waiting for.—«. one who expects : one who is look-
ing or waiting for some benefit or office.

—

ad-j. Ex-
pectantly. — ns. Expectation, act or state of
expecting : prospect of future good : that which is

expected : the ground or qualities for anticipating
future benefits or excellence : promise : the value of

something expected : (//.) prospect of fortune or
profit by a will; Expecta'tion-week, the period
between Ascension Day and Whitsunday—during
this time the Apostles continued praying in expecta-
tion of the Comforter.

—

adj. Expect'atiVO, giving
rise to expectation : reversionary.—«. an expectancy.—«. Expect'er (Shak.\ one who waits for a person
or thing.

—

aiiv. Expect'ingly, in a state of expecta-
tion. [L. exspecidre, -dtum—ex, out, spectdre, to

look, freq. oi specere, to see.]

Exi)ectorate, eks-pek'to-rat, v.t. to expel from the
breast or lungs by coughing, &c. : to spit forth.

—

v.i. to discharge or eject phlegm from the throat.

—

adj. Expec'torant, tending to promote expectora-
tion.—«. a medicine which promotes expectoration.
—«. Expectora'tion, act of expectorating : that

which is expectorated : spittle.

—

adj. Expec'tora-
tive, having the quality of promoting expectoration.
[L. expectordre, -dtum—ex, out of, from, pectus,
pectoris, the breast.]

Expedient, eks-pe'di-eut, adj. suitable: advisable:
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{Siax.) hasty.—«. that which serves to promote :

means suitable to aji end ; contriN-ance.

—

hs. Ex-
pe'dienoe (SMai.), haste, despatch : expediency

;

Expe'diency, fitness : desirableness : self-interest.

—

aJj. BxpedientiaL—arfV'. Expe'diently. [L. ejr-

ffdifKS, -entis, pr.p. oi exfedire.}

Expedite, eks'pe-dit, v.t. to free from impediments

:

to hasten : to send forth : to despatch.

—

adj. free

from impediment : unencumbered : quick : prompt.

adr. Expeditely. — n. Expedi tion. speed :

promptness : any undertaking by a number of f>er-

sons : a hostile march or voxag^e : those who form an

expedition.-^«/;>. Expoli'tionary ; Expedi tious,

characterised bj- expeaition or rapidity : speedy :

prompt.—ai/r. Expeditiously.—«. Expedi tious-

ness, quickness.-W/'. Expedltiva [L. expedire,

-Hum—ex, out, pes, pedis, a foot.]

Expel, eks-pel', v. I. to drive out : eject : to discharge

:

to banish : (Skak.) to keep off:

—

pr.p. expelling

;

pa.p. expelled'. [L. expellere, expuhum—ex, out,

pellcre, to drive.]

Expend, eks-pend', v.i. to lay out : to employ or con-

sume in any way : to spend.

—

ns. Expend iture,

act of exjjending or laying out : that which is ex-

pended : the process of using up : money spent

;

Expense' {Skak.), expenditnre : outlay : cost : (//.)
the cost of a lawstiit {Scots laTv).—adj. ExpenS'iTO,
causing or requiring much expense : extravag.-int. —
adn. Expensively.— «. Expens'iveness.—Be at
the expense of, to pay the cost of. [L. expendere—ex. out, pendere, pensunt, to weigh.]

Experience, eks-pe'ri-cns, n. thorough trial of : prac-
tical acquaintance with any matter gained by trial

:

repeated trial : long and varied observ-ation, personal
or general : wisdom derived from the changes and
trials of life.

—

T.t. to make trial of, or practical ac-

quaintance with : to prove or know by use : to suffer,

undergo.

—

p.adj. Expe'zlenced^ taught by experi-

ence : skilful : vrisc—ad/s. Expe'rienceless, having
no experience; Experlen'tial, pertaining to or de-

rived from experience.

—

tis. Exjjerien'tialisni ; Ex-
perientialist.—Experiencse meeting, a religious

meeting, where those present relate their religious

experiences. [Fr.,—L. experientia, from experiri—
ex. inten., and old \cr\> periri, to try.]

Experiment, eks-per'i-ment, n. a trial : something
done to prove some theorj', or to discover something
unknown.—r'.z'. to make an experiment or trial : to

search by triaL

—

adj. Eperiment'al, founded' or
known by experiment : taught by experience : tenta-

tive.— f./. Experimentalise.

—

ns. Experiment-
alist, Exper'lmentlst, one who makes experiments.
—ndv. Experiment ally.—«. Experimentation.—adj. Experiment'atiTB. [L. experimentum, from
experlri, to try thoroughly.]

Expert, eks-pert', adj. taught by practice : having a
familiar knowledge : ha\nng a facility of perform-
ance ; skilful, adroit.—«. Ex'pert, one who is expert
or skilled in any art or sacnce : a specialist : a
scientific or professional witness.

—

adv. Expert'ly.—n. Expert'ness. [Fr.,— L. expertus— experiri,

to trj' thorough] J'.]

Expiate, eks'pi-St, v.t. to make complete atonement
for : to make satisfaction or reparation for.

—

p.adj.
{Shak.) expired.

—

adj. Ex'piaUe, capable of being
expiated, atoned for, or done away.

—

ns. Expia'-
tion, act of expiating or atoning for : the means by
which atonement is made : atonement ; Ex'jliator,

one who expiates.

—

adj. Ex'piatory, having the
power to make expiation or atonement. [L. expiare
-atum—ex, 'wxxn., pidre, to appease, atone for.]

Expire, eks-pTr", v.t. to breathe out : to emit or throw
out from the lungs : to emit in minute particles.

—

r./'. to breathe out the breath of life : to die out (of

fire) : to die : to come to an end.

—

adj. Expi'rable,
that may expire or come to an end.

—

us. Expl'rant,
one expiring ; Expira'tion, the act of breathing
out: {pbt.) death: end: that which is expired.—
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adj. Expi'ratOiy, pertaining to expiration, or the
emission of the breath.—/.^/;'. Expi'ring, dying

:

pertaining to or uttered at the time of dying.—».

Bq)rry, the end or termination : expiration. [Fr.
expirer—L. ex, out, spirare, -atum, to breathe.]

EX|dscate, eks-pisTcat,' v.t. to find out by skilful

means or by strict examination.

—

n. Explsca'tion.—adj. Expis'catory. [L. expiscdri, expiscdtus—
ex. out, piscdri. to fish—;/irrir, a fish. ]

Explain, eks-plan', Z'.i. to make plain or intelligible :

to unfold and illustrate the meaning of: to expound :

to account for.

—

adj. Explain'able, that may be
explained or cleared up.

—

ns. Explain'er, one who
explains ; Explana'tion, act of explaining or clear-

ing from obscuritj- : that which explains or clears up :

the meaning or sense given to anjthing: a mutual
clearing up of matters,— adv. Explanatorily.

—

adj. Explanatory, serving to explain or clear up;
containing explanations.—Explain away, to modify
the force of by explanation, generally in a bad sense.
[O. Fr. explav.er—L. explandrc—tx, O'aX, plandre—
planus, plain.]

Expletive, eks'ple-tiv, adj. filling out : added for orna-
ment or merely to fill up.

—

n. a word or sj'Uable
inserted for ornament or to fill up a vacancy: an
oath.

—

adj. Ex'pletory, serving to fill up: exple-
tive. [L. expleif:-us—ex, out, piere, to fill.]

Explicate, eks'pli-kat, v.t. to unfold, develop : to lay
open or explain the meaning of.

—

adj. Ex'pUcaUe,
capable of being explicated or explained.

—

n. Ex-
plica'tion, act of explicating or explaining : explana-
tion.—/j^>. Explicative, Explicatory, serxing to
explicate or explain. [L. explicdre, explicdtum or
rxplicitum—ex, out, piicdre, to fold.]

Explicit, eks-plis'it, adj. not implied merely, but dis-

tinctly stated : plain in language : outspoken : clear :

unreser\-ed.— iZi/r. Explicitly.— «. ExpUc'ltnOBS.
[L. exf>liciius, from explicdre. ]

Explicit, eks'plis-it, n. a term formerly put at the end
of a book, indicating that it is finished. [Contr.
from L. cxplicitus est liber, the book is unrolled.]

Explode, eks-plod', v.t. to cry down, as an actor: to
bring into disrepute, and reject : to cause to blow
up.

—

v.i. to burst with a loud report : to burst into
laughter^—/.ai^;'. Exploded, rejected, discarded.

—

n. Expld'Sion, act of exploding : a sudden violent
burst with a loud report : a breaking out of feelings,

&c

—

adj. ExplO'Elve, liable to or causing explosion

:

bursting out with violence and noi.se.— «. something
that will explode.— adv. Explo Blvely. — n. El-
plo'siveness. [L. explndfre, explosum—ex, out,
plaudere, to clap the hands.]

Exploit, eks-ploit', «. a deed or achievement, esp. an
heroic one: a feat.—?'./. to work tip: to utilise for
one's own ends.

—

adj. Exploit'able.

—

ns. Exploif
age, Exploita'tion, the act of successfully applying
industry to any object, as the working of mines, &c :

the act of using for selfish purposes. [O. Fr. exploit
— L. explicitum, ended.]

Explore, eks-plOr', v.t. to search for the purpose of
discovery : to examine thoroughly.

—

n. E^lora'tion,
act of searching thoroughly.

—

adjs. Explor'ative,
Explor'atory, sen-ing to explore : searching out.

—

n. Explor'er, one who explores.—/.a/7>'. Explor'ing,
employed in or intended for exploration. [Fr.,—L.
txphrare, -dtum, to search out—prob. from ex, out,
plorare, to make to flow.]

Exponent, eks-p5'nent, «. he who, or that which, points
out, or represents : (alg.) a figure which shows how
often a quantity is to be multiplied by itself, as a3 ; an
index : an example, illustration.

—

adj. Exponen'tlal
(alg."), pertaining to or involving exponents.

—

n. an
expKraential function.—Exponential CUTVe, a curve
expressed by an exponential equation ; Exponential
equation, one in which the x or y occurs in the
exponent of one or more terms, as s* = 800 ; Ex-
ponential function, a quantity with a variable
exponent ; Exponential series, a series in which
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exponential quantities are developed ; Exponential
theorem gives a value of any number in terms of

its natural logarithm, and from it can at once be de-

rived a series determining the logarithm. [L. rjr/o-

rwis—fx, out, ponere, to place. ]

E^qponlble, eks-pO'ni-bi, adj. aole to be, or requiring

to be, explained.

Export, elcs-pOrt', vt. to carry or send out of a
country, as goods in commerce.— «. Ex'port, act of

exporting : that which is exported : a commodity
which is or may be sent from one country to another,

in traffic—o^r'. Export'able, that tnay be exported.
—ns. Exporfa'tion, act of exporting, or of convey-

ing goods from one country to another ; Export'er,
the person who exports, or who ships goods to a
foreign or distant country for sale—opp. to Importer.
[L. exportdre, -dtuTtt—€X, out of, portdre, to carry.]

Expose, eks-pOr', v.t. to lay forth to view : to deprive
of cover, protection, or shelter : to make bare : to

abandon (an infant) : to explain : to make liable to :

to disclose : to show up.

—

ns. Expos^ (elcs-pO-za'), an
exposing : a shameful showing up : a fortnal recital

or exposition ; Expos'edness, the act of exposing

:

the state of being exposed ; Expos'er ; Exposl'tlon,
act of exposing : a setting out to public view : the

abandonment of a child : a public exhibition : act of
expounding, or laying open of the meaning of an
author: explanation: commentary.— adj. Expos'i-
tiTe, serving to expose or explain : explanatory :

exegetical.

—

n. Expos'itor, one who, or that which,
e.xpounds : an interpreter:

—

/ryn. Expos'itress.

—

adj. ExpOS'itory, serving to explain : explanatory.
— «. Exposure {^Shak., Expos'tnre), act of lay-

ing open or bare : act of showing up an evil : state

of being laid bare : openness to danger : position

with regard to the sun, influence of climate, &c.
[Fr. exposer—L. exponert, to expose.]

Expostulate, eks-post'u-lat, z\i. to reason earnestly

with a person on some impropriety of his con-
duct : to remonstrate: [Sliak.') to discuss: (yiilt.)

to claim.

—

n. Expostulation, act of expostulat-

ing, or reasoning earnestly with a person against

his conduct : remonstrance.

—

aeijs. Expost'ulative,
Expost'ulatory, containing expostulation.

—

n. Ex-
post'ulator. [L. expostuldre, -dtum—ex, inten.,

post'.tLire, to demand.]
Expound, eks-pownd', v.t. to expose, or lay open the

meaning of : to explain : to interpret : to e.xplain in

a certain way.

—

n. Expounder, one who expounds :

an interpreter. [O. Fr. espondre—L. cxponere—ex,
out, ponere, to place.]

Express, eks-pres', v.t. to press or force out : to emit

:

to represent or make known by a likeness or by
words : to declare, reveal ; to put into words : to

state plainly : to designate.

—

adj. pressed or dearly
brought out : exactly representing : directly stated :

explicit : clear : intended or sent for a particular

purpose.

—

adv. with haste : specially : with an ex-
press train.

—

n. a messenger or conveyance sent on
a special errand : a regular and quick conveyance :

iJJ. 5.^)3. system organised for the speedy and safe

transmission of parcels or merchandise. — n. Ex-
press'ag^, the system of carrying by express.

—

adj.

£xprees'ii)Ie.

—

ns. Expres'Slon, act of expressing
or tbrcing out by pressure : act of representing or
giving utierance to : faithful and vivid representation
by language, art, the features, &c. : that which is

expressed : look : feature : the manner in which
anything is expressed : tone of voice or sound in

music.

—

'^Jj-
MCpres'slonal, of or pertaining to ex-

pression : Expressionless.—n. Expres'sion-stop,

a

stop in a harmonium, by which the performer can
regulate the air to produce expression.

—

adj. Ex-
pres'Siye, serving to express or indicate : full of
expression: vividly representing: emphatic: signifi-

cant.

—

adz-. Expres'sivoly. — K. Expres'stveness.
—adv. Expressly. —«j. Express' -ri'fle, a modem
qxMrdng rine for large game at short range, with

heavy charge of powder and light bullet ; Express'-
train, a railway-train at high speed and with few
itops ; Expres'sure, the act of expressing : {S/iaA.)
expression. [O. t r. expresser—L. ex, out, pressdrt,
freq. ofpretnere, pressum, to press.]

Expromission, eks-prO-mish'un, n. the intervention of
a new debtor, substituted for the former one, who is

consequently discharged by the creditor.—«, Ejcpro-
mis'sor.

Expropriate, eks-prO'pri-St, v.t. to dispossess.

—

n.

Expropria'tion. [L. expropridre, -dtum—ex, out,
proprium, property.]

Expugnable, eks-pug'na-bl, or eks-pu'-, adj. (ran)
capable of being stormed.

—

v.t. Expugn', to over-
come.—«. Expugna'tion. [Fr.,—L. expugndre.\

Expulsion, eks-pul'shun, n. the act of expelhng

:

banishment.—p./. Expulse' {obs.), to expel forcibly,

eject.—a^. Expul'siVe, able or serving to expcL
[L. expuhio. See ExpeL]

Expunge, eks-punj', v.t. to wipe out : to efface.—«.

Exptinc'tion. [L. expungere, to prick out, erase

—

ex, out, pu7izere, to prick.]

Expurgate, eks'pur-gat, or eks-pur'-, r . /. to purge out
or render pure : to purify from anything noxious or
erroneous.

—

ns. Expurga'tion, act of expureating or
purifying : the removal of anything hurtful or evil

:

exculpation ; Expurgator (ekspur-ga-tor, or eks-
pur'ga-tor)^ one who e.xpureates or purifies.

—

adjs.

BxpurgatO'rial, ExpuTgalory, tending to expur-
gate or purify.

—

z:t. Expurge', to purify, expurgate.
[L. expitrgdre, -dtum—ex, out, purgdre, to purge.]

Exquisite, eks'kwi-zit, adj. of superior quality : excel-

lent : of delicate perception or close discrimination :

not easily satisfied : fastidious : exceeding, extreme,
as pain or pleasure.

—

n. one exquisitely nice or re-

fined in dress : a fop.

—

adv. Ex'quisitely.—«. Bx'-
qulSiteneSS. [L. exqvisitus— ex, out, quterire,
quasiium, to seek.]

Exsanguinous, eks-sang'gwin-us, adj. without blood

:

ansemic-also Exsang'uine, -d, Bxsanguin'eous.—
n. ExsangUin'ity. [L. ex, neg., sanguis, blood.]

Exscind, ek-slnd', v.t. to cut oS. [L. ex, off, scindere,

to cut.]

Exsect, ek-sekt', v.t. to cut out.—«. Exsec'tton. [L.
ex, out, secdre, to cut.]

Exsert, eks-sert', v.t. to •pTotmdc—p.adj. Exsert'ed,
projecting.

—

adj. Exser tile.

—

n. Exser'tion.
Exsiccate, ek'si-kat, or ek-sik'-, v.t. to dry up.

—

adj.

ExsicCant.-«. Exsiccation.—a<^'. ExsicCative.—n. Ex'SiCcator. [L. exsiccdre—ex-, siccus, dry.]

Exsputory, ek-spu'tS-ri, adj. that is spit oat or re-

jected. [L. expuere, exspuiicm, to spit out.]

Exstipulate, ek-stip'Q-lat, atij. (fiot.) without stipules.

EXSUCCOUS, eks-suk'us, adj. destitute of sap.

Exsufflicate, eks-suffli-kat, adj. {Shak.) puffed out,

contemptible, abominable.

—

v.t. Exsuf'flate, to

e-xorcise. [Prob. from L. ex, out, and svffldre, to

blow out

—

S7ib, \yciAex, flare, to blow.]

Extant, eks'tant, adj. standing out, or above the rest

:

still standing or existing. [L. extant, antis—ex,

out, stare, to stand.]

Extasy, Extatic. Same as Ecstasy, Ecstatta
Extempore, eks-tem'po-re, adv. ou the spur of the

moment : without preparation : suddenly. — adj.

sudden : rising at the moment : of a speech de-

livered without hejp of manuscript.—adjs. Extem'-
poKd, Extempora'neous, Extem'porary, done on
the sptur of the moment : hastily prepared : speaking
extempore : done without preparation : off-hand.^
advs. Extempora'neously : Extem'porarHy.

—

ns.

Extem'poriness ; Extemporisation, the act of

speaking extempore.

—

v.t. Extem'porise, to speak
extempore or without previous preparation : to dis-

course without notes : to speak off-hand. [L. ex,

out of, tempus, temporis, time.]

Extend, eks-tend', v.t. to stretch ont t to prolong in

any direction : to enlarge, expand : to widen : to

hold out : to bestow or impart : iftfw) to seize : to
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fitc^ 6x: m^ biir; nine; Extrados

—BUS. to siittui.1 to be oootMBed n lenetn or
beadth.—«^; grtiwrt'liU Orr.X (tnpUyed.—«^b<.
Ezta^radly.-«^^K|tad1MB: Bstan*' («fa.X

exieasne.—«. Bat—iMTMy. *iiyir. BxtaBBfUl^
rrllMrn*. tkc aar be cflCHied.—SztaBVoB, a
sneickatB o"*i |«uiui<«n<Wt or caUittmct : that

pnipcrtf of a body by wUck k o>.i;iiuiiis a pottioQ of

szMoe: (&|v) * *c^ anKn^ !<> /»/^»«<i, icftr-

m^ ID &e cxtCBK of tbeapnjEcaaoBcfa terator die

Lnurfm of objects mi^"**^ ander k (Uatveot^
axtanlaa, tibe cafauigeaait of tbe »ai of a aai-

Tcnky, m nrovifiar nsxtocdaa Ibr diose unable

to tecoM ic«dbr^^^—«&: BstaHUOBaL—

ofesdeaskw isdenved.—«i^'. BzteMftf*,
mdri. Bztainvaljf.

_ taaf partof ibe bodj; Eztaati',

dhe ipace or'decree K> wUdh a tlnag s rrtmdrd :

bdk: oam^aanz aoope: the whiirif of ptapenr:
(ihi^ a «i« dkeuiiig the dattiS to aebe die pro-

pei^ ofa dcteor, farBw reoovecy of ddiis of lecoid

doe to dae(>o»ii:(S4«i.)aeiaBve^ attack :(Sii«^)
lili aiTi {Si^} bdiawoor. —^j. aoetdhed

tm. (I. ejUtmtBn^ r.tIn/mm, or «zft»nraB—ex,
oat. teW&K. to gretcb.1
Eztanata^ cb-ten'O^ »J. to lessen : to iiWiaHt

:

to weakea the faroe of: to palHitr —^lmJ/. Bz-

icff M ai inift anytnniff as leas

M k iftZ pnJSstioB i Bitication.
mdjs. K«l—'mMw^ BjUwi'iafcKy, tending to

cxtennaie r p^nSaiiMw

—

k,Bzt6HfVfttei* [L. €xt€MM-
SfWf ^-JUtuti—€JCf Hten^ IVaaif, oiiilJ

Estaiar, cks-tCii-arj a^F- ooter : ootvaid, extemal

:

on or 6nK ^be oot^idr : wtc^u*

—

m. ootwaid pazt or
SK^ce: oniwaid Ioim or dcportnwti appeaiaaoe.
—u. BgtMJflrtiy. nAii Bn7lllB]y, ootwaidly.

[L. exttwitr^ ooaqk. diexter, ootanid

—

*x, oat.]

EzMoriaato, ck»«&i'Mi-«at. »^ to destmjr ntteriy:

to ptt an ead to : torootont.—«^^. BltafWaalllil,
tbat cna be ejugfinaffd s nscd n tbe m nwf of
'iinntable* hj SbsOer.—a. KUMla&tlM, oom-
phttdescnKDon or_ eziinntian.

—

mdjt. BztM'U-
Ult% »-i^-'^*—a*—y Mi iliig or '""^"'g to
I iliiwiatu —a. K l ^t*'T****TT—9J.
(Shmk\ to extenunate. [L.
er, oat o^ i^ranna.)

Bl Mil ml, dcs-t£r'nal, «4£r. ezterior: Ijnng ontade:
omwdi belonpng to tbe weld of ontvaid t"i*j^f *

diat woEf be leen: not wwiit^ or iiiiiiMvir * aoo-
denial: fardgn.—n. eattnor: (/£) tbe ootnnid
pom: ootmidor non-esential fanns and ocre-
nnaies.— BaWMPf. an eatetiui thing, tlieoatsade.—«^'. BlIiM

[.
ri lniul, ontwjid.—<i.aday-acholar.—«. B 1 Uw BM.'tlaD.^;^^!. ITilta'nllw, to ghe

form tok—OS. Bltat'MBo^ ondne regard to aere
eaiesnus or non-esental oacwanl ioKW&^ ^9^ ^
refigian: BltWiHIj, external diameter: anper-
fiiialkf : nndut icgaid to eatemals.

—

mim. "^timt-
aDjr.—«. Bstamik a day-«cbooL (L. *jrUrumt

_ _ to or
goaiing woa nlauttu^ lunign.'
BlIlBWHUi'llal, -—f* frwa '•cmtorial jnriidic-

Don. (I> ê tfnmmtmm «j ; oat o^ terrm^ tbe cazth.]

FlUnllM, 1 1 1 II I'llnin. a. dhe net of rabfaoig oat.

FrtlWltt efa-iintlt*. mfe. not ont: eatkigaabed: no
logger emt^: dead.— «^: BstlMtad. eatin-

imitltmA K(, KTtiaiit>M (flri tiMT'tfir. ek»tin^c'-
ar-«ee Blil^Biat); BgttartJM. a qoendaig
or duiiuying: dcstmctson: snpareanoiL

—

^taj, Bx-
UlltlM, tcn&w to ejuingnaL—» BuUact'f
C£tekX eniinctian.

BstlH^ tU'tia, m. (fa/.) tbe onter coat of die poDen-
grain or ofa spore.

BzttB8«iih,ci»<in^gwidk,rU:to<iacncb: todestioy.

annihilate : to obscure by smieiior spleodour.

—

v.L to
dieont.—«<^'. Bxttog'tUshaUa.—«. Extiog'uisber,
one who, or that wtuch, extinguishes : a small hollow
coniral iastmmeat for patting oat a cuxlle—also in
Fi; fana l^cttBCtoar; BztiiigtildUBeBt, the act of
extingpisiung : {jUm) putting an end to a right by
oonsmdation or aniaa. [L. extingvirt, ejcttnctmmi
--«^ oat, stimgmett, to qaeoch.]

Bzttnata, da'ter-pat, v.t, to root out: to destroy
totally: to exterminate

—

(tAt.) Eztirp'.

—

adj. Ex-
tbp'alda.

—

mt. Bzttimtioil, extermmation : total

destinctioa ; Eztiip aior.—W/. Bztlzp'atory. [L.
*xttir*ir9, -dtMrn—ex, out, and ttxrfs, a root.]

Bztol, eks-toT, p.^ to znagnify : to ptalse :—/r./. ex-
toQiBc : /»>. extolled'.—*. Extol mant, the act of
fltwilmig : tbe state of being extolled. [L. extoUirt—€X^ op, t»lSr*, to lift or raise.]

Bxtort, ocsrtart', v.t. to gain or draw from b^ com-
pnkinn or TJolfnor >, mdj. wrongfully obtained.

—

tuij. EliUtBlrs, tei ¥ii^ or tmding to extort.

—

adv.
BXtOnTtnly.—«. BxtafttoB, ill^al or oppressive
naction : tut which is extorted.

—

adjt.^ Extor'tion-
«iy._ nettaining to or inqJyi^ extortion ; Extor'-
ffl^TT, oppresave.— <u. Exiot'tlonar, one who
lanctise* eztoniaa: Extor'ttonist.— <u(r'. Extor'-
BOBOM. [L. ext*rftiirt, extortum—ex, out, tor-

_ftirt, to twisL]
Bxtn^ dc^ixa, ^df. beyond or more than the usual or

tbe necessary : ntranrdinaiy : additional

—

adv. un-
nsaaOy.—«. wbax is extra or additional, as an item
above and beyond tbe ordinary sdiool curriculum

:

sanetbing over and abore the osoal coarse or charge
iaa bilL &c. : a spedal edition of a newqnper con-
taining later news, &c.

—

€uijt. Ex'tf>-ooTiii«nBBd'

f/rnULX extremely narrow in proportion to the
b^it : Bxjn^cntfjrtnDaiy, oatskle of the cod-
adutians: Bxtzadd'tal, not forming part of the
doany: JtktUrbi^Cieata U»t\ atuated outside of
or awayCram the leaves: Ex'tra-fbra^eoiu, oat-

door: Bxftza-]lldfcial, out of the proper court, or
beyond tbe nsoal coarse of legal proceeding.

—

mdm. Bs'te-jadleUlly. — adjs. Ex tra-limltaL
not foond within a given fannalarea : lying outsiiie

a prescribed area—also ExtraUinltary : Extra-
mfdaae, beyond the material world; Ex'tra-
fzaJ. witbooc or beyond the walls; Ex'tra-offi'

dal, not being witbin official rigbte, &c. ; Ex'
Xa^^mnftSUMHi, beyond tbe limits of a pari^
BZ'Ba-pkyS'ical, not subject to physical laws
Bs^ttA-prataTAilial, outside the usual Umiu of pro-

fr iiiiiwiililiiij . BCtn-pitrrln'eial, outside the Uouts
ofa panicnbr province : Bx'Ua-rag'nlar, unlimited
byrnles : B^BS^Olar, beyond the solar s}'stem

:

Sftoft-tnipiMl, sitnatrd outside the tropics;

Bx^nt-fcTarl—,_ aanatcd outside the uterus ; Ex-
lar, sitnatcd oatside of the vasculu
[Fetb. a contractioD for extraordmaTj.\

_ dcs-trakt', v.t. to draw out by force or other-

to dioose oat or aelect : to find out : to distiL—M. Bsftne^ anything drawn from a sobsianoe by
beat, draiHation, &c., as an estenoe: a passage
tadcen from a book or writing.

—

ad/s. EztracfabU,
Bstaenble: BxtracTttoim—«. Eztnc'tian, act
of extxaciing : derivatioo from a stock or family

:

hiitb: lineage: that wfaidi is extracted.

—

adj. Ex-
tnotlTS, tmding or serving to extract.— m. an
ertract.

—

m. Bxtiacfor, he who, or that which,
extracts.—Bxtnot the root of a quantity, to find

its root by a mathematical process ; ExtracUre
WMtttt, the soinble portions of any drug. [L. ex-
trmAfre, <x/rnc/Kaf—«x, oat, traJkire, to draw.]

PjIiiJIIIiWI, ds^ra-^sli'im, n. a delivering up by
one government to another of fiigitives from justice.

-mdj. BztndftabiaL-v./. Ex'tradlto, to hand
over to justioe. [L. ex, from, traditio—tradirt,
traMtmm, to deliver up.]

Bztrados, cks-tii'dos, n. the convex surface of an
aixJi or vault. [Fr.)

sa



Extraneous ni9te f wttbt I nOOu ; /Actt. Eye

Eztraaaoos, eks-tnn'yus, aJj. external : foreign : not
belonging to or dependent on a thing : not rvsmtial.

—H. Exttane'ity.—<b^. Bxtzaa'eoiuly. [L. ejr-

tratuus, external, ex, from, *jctra, outside.]

Extraordinary, eks-tror'dx-nar-i, or eks-tia-oc'-. adj.

beyiMid ocxiii^ry : not usual or r^u^ : woodeifiil

:

^Kcial or supemumeiaiT. as 'physician extraordi-

nary ' in a royal houMbold, and ' extraordinary pro-

fessor' in a German umrersity, both being iiiferiar

to the wdinary official.— n./L Bxtnxa^dtTiariM,
things that exceed the usual order, kind, or method.
—izJ?. Extraordlnaxlly.—*. SxtraordinartneaB.
{L. extra, oittade, imia—iMit, order.]

Bxtranght, ek»-trawt' (jSkaA.\^/. of Eztoact
Bxtraragant, eks-tiav'a-gant, atij. wandering beyood
bounds : irregular : unrestrained : ezcessire : pro-
ftise in expenses: wastefuL

—

ns. Bzttar'agailOe,
excess : lavish expenditure : (iliit.') digressioQ

;

Eztrav'agancy {SkaMJ), vagrancy : extravagance.
—adv. Brtravagantly. — r.t. SxtoaVagiia, to
wander : to exceed proper boundb [L. extra, be-

_yond, vagaits, -antis, pc.p. of vagdri, to wander.]
EztraTaganxa, eks-trav-a-gan'za, «. an extravagant
or eccentric piece of music or literary prodnctioa

:

extravagant coodoct or speech. (lu]
Extravasata, eks-traVa-sat, v.t. to let oat of the
proper vessels.—<^. let out of its proper Teasel

:

extravasated.—». aEtravasa'tlon, act ofeztravasat-
ing : the escape of any of the fluids of the hvii^
body from their proper vessels through a rupture ia
their walls. [L. extra, out of, vas, a vesseL]

Extreat, elcs-trei', H. (S*f»t.) extraction.
Extreme, eks-trem', aa/. outermost: most remote:

last : highest in degree : greatest : excessive : mo6t
violent: most urgent: stringent.— «. the utmost
point or verge : end : utmost or highest limit or
degree : great necessity. — adv. Ex&emely.—xr.
Extremism; Extremist.—^'. BxttemltaL—

»

Extremity, the utmost limit : the highest degree

:

greatest necessity or distress: iPt) the hands and
feec—Extreme nnctian (see unctioa).—Go to
extremes, to go too far : to use extreme measures.
—In extremis (L.), at the point of death; In tte
extreme, in the last, highest degree: extremely:
The last extremity, the utmost pitch of misfortune

:

death. [O. Fr. extreme—L. extreatut, superL of
exter, on the outside.]

Extricate, eks'tri-klt, v.i, to free from hindeiances
or perplexities : to disentangle : to set free.—*<^
Ex'tricable. — h. 'Sxtrlca'tion, disentanglement

:

act of setting free. [L. extrUdre, .dium—rx, out,
trictr, hincerances.]

Extrinsic, -al, eks-trin'sik, -al, adj. external : not
contained in or belonging to a body: foreign: not
essential—opp. to IntriKsic.—n. ExiZilUlCUl^.

—

adv. Extrtn'Sically. [Fr.,— L. extrhueau—exUr,
outside, seciu, beside.]

Extrorse, e'a^s-trors', adj. ttimed ootvard.—Also Bz-
tror'saL [L. extra, outside, tv7»r, turned.]

Extrude, elcs-trOOd', v.t. to force or urge out : to
expel : to drive off.

—

n. Extm'siail, act of extrud-
ing, thrusting, or throwing out : expulsion.

—

adjs.
Extm'siye, Extru'SOry. (L. extrudirt, extrusmm—ex, out, trudere, to thrusL]

Exnbuant, eks-uTjcr-ant, adj'. plenteous : overflowing

:

happy : lavish.— iw. ExulMrance, Bxat)erancy,
quality of being exuberant : an overflowing quantity

:

supernuousness : outburst.

—

adv. Eza'Mrsuitly.

—

v.i. Exuberate, to be exuberant. [L. extittraju,
pr.p. o{e.ruberare—ex, inten., uier, rich.]

Exude, eks-ud', v.t. to discharge by sweating : to
discharge through pores or incisions, as sweat,
moisture, &c.

—

v.i. to flow out of a body through
the pores

—

n. Exuda'ttOB, act of exuding or dis-

charging through pores : that which is «xaa«d. [L.
exuddre—ex, out, mddrr, to sweat.]

Bxul, eks'ul, H. {S/ens.) an exile.

Ezuloerato, egz-ul'ser-2t, v.t. to exaspetate, afBkt.—

IK. Emloera'tiaD, nlcesatian : »''~r«^**^><' [I^
exmlctrmre, -o/anw

—

ex, out, ulcerttrr.^

Exult, ^p-ult', v.L to rejoice ezceedin^y : to '"iiw| i|i—MX. &oIt aace, Bnlfaocy, esnltatiaa: trinnqih.—adj'. Exnlfant^ exulting : tiinn^liant.

—

n. BzBl-
ta'ttan, rapturous detight : transport.

—

mdv. Bxutt^-
inS^. [L. extidiarr, -atuat^ from exsibre—tjc,
out or np^ taJire, to leap.]

ExUTJa, ^ksrviyi-i, n.f>L cast-cS daat, Adk, or
other ooreiings of aninwU : (^»£) Cosol sheOs and
other remains cf anin^u —ad/. Exu'fJaL

—

v.i.
EZBTlato, to lay aade an old cohering or coodiiioa
for a new one.—«. BXBW&tkm, the act of exnviat-
ing. [L., from exuire, to draw ofiL.]

Eyauiet^ fa^t, n. a divtaoa of the Tnikidi Empiic

—

vilayet. (Tmk.,

—

At. nalahdl, to gorcni.]
Eyas, ras, n. an nnfle«^ecd \am\.—mdj. (JT/eu.)
unfledged.—«t By'as^BUurkstk an nnflei^ed male
hawk : (.f^ut) a diiUL \Eyas, a con. at njm»—
Fr. niait—L. uidut, nest.]

Bye, i, «.(«&!:.) a brood. [For «fr, no*; « ju7» = an
eye;. See Eyas.)

Eye, T, n. the organ of sight cr visioa, more correctly
tbegiobeor morablepaitof it: tfaepower of teeing:
sight : regard : aim : keenness of percquion : any-
thing resembling an eye^asthelmleof annedle, k>^
or rmg far a book, &c. : the seed-bnd of a potato:
(>£.) the fcremnst part of a shq> s bows, the nawse-'
holes.

—

v.t. to look oo: to observe narrow ly.—i^^
(S***.) to appear :—fr.*. eyeing or eyV'ing ; >«./.
eyed (id).—«u. EyeT-baU. the hall, gfebe^ or apple
of the eye: SjTB'-Imun, a gbaioe of the eye;
EySlOi^tk a beantifiil fittle plant of the genus
Et^krasiek, fonaeiiy nsed as a remedy for ^'"^"^
of the eye (see Bqiliavy): Eyuliruv, the havy
aich abov« the ^ve^—tvC. to provide with aitifictal

eyebrows.

—

eidj. Sye^teOWlasi. wi^oot eyebrows.

—

p.adi. Eyed, Uiving eyes : spotted as if with eyes.

—

iu. Sye^-dzep (•S'iU^.X a tear: Sye'-A^^ a faltDder

on a horse's bridle: Eys'-e^ABOa. a ^udt look;
Eye'^laB, a ^ass to assist the sight, e^ snch as
sudc on the nose by means of a spring: the eye-
piece of a telescope and like instnunent : {^hak.)
the lens of the eye : l^fBlash, the Une of hairs that
edges the eyeSd.—^u^. ByeTleM, withoot eyes ors^ : dqnved of eyes: blind.—sc EyeTlet. Eys-
wi-llOle^ a small eye or hole to ie>jei>e a lace or
cord, as ia garment^ sails, ftc : a small hole far
seeii^ throogh : a little eye.

—

v.L to make eyelets.

—us. EFB^Uad, obsolete fivm of etOUde; ^yerUO.
the fid or cover of the eye: the portion of movable
skin by means of wlncfa the eye is opened or dosed
at ple^ore ; Eyv'-^'paiiar, something that opens the
eyes literally or figmatTvely, a startling stmy: a
drink, esp. in the morning : Eyo'-fieoa^ the lots or
comhmatmn of loises at the eye-end ofa telescope

;

Ey«^-FM, the sodcct of the eye: ByaC-salVS, sahrc
or ointment_fcr the eyes: Byw-MrVaat, a servant
who does hk duty only when under the eye of his
master ; Eya'-Mrfloa^ service petfoniedo^ under
the eye or inspection of an-miplujei : formal wor-
ship : EyaT-lhott the reach or lange of sigjht of (die

eye : a glance: "Bstflif^A, power of seein : view

:

otBervation ; Eyo^son, anyuiing that is «iffi 'mj «^ to
them or otherwise ; EyeT-qiUoe^ a kind of eye or
loop formed by splicing the end of a rope into itself

:

^er-cpot, a sfot like an cjc—ad/. Ey«'-90ttad
(S/eMS.\ marked with ^nts Eke eyes.—«r. E^-
SUna, a small cakareoos body used for removing
substances &am nnder die ^fefid : Sys'-CtziBK, the
masde which raises the eyebd ; SjfV-iootk, one of
the two canine teeth of the opper jaw, between the
indson and ptemobn : BraT-va'tsr, water flowiiK
from the eye : a Iocioq ior die eyes ; EyV-'wink
{SkaJt.), a rapid lowerii^ and niang of the eyelid

:

a ^ance : this time of a wink : ^yaT-'Wtt'MB, one
who sees a thingdoae.—EyS ftr Vf, lex tmiimmis
(Ex. XXL 2^: Gf^ Of day, the soa.—All ay «y*



Eye fate, far ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Facile

(_slaiig) unreal ; Be all eyes, to give all attention ;

Be a sheet in the wind's eye, to be intoxicated

:

Clap, Lay, Set, eyes on (coii.), to see ; Cry one's
eyes out, to weep bitterly ; Cut one's eye-tooth, to

cease to be a child : to be shrewd ; Give an eye to,

to attend to ; Green eye, jealousy ; Have an eye
to, to contemplate : to have regard to ; In eye, in

sight ; In one's mind's eye, in contemplation ; In
the eyes of, in the estimation, opinion, of ; In the
Wind's eye, against the wind ; Keep one's eye on,
to observe closely : to watch ; Make a person open
his eyes, to cause him astonishment ; Make eyes
at, to look at in an amorous way : to ogle ; Mind
your eye {slang), take care ; My eye ! a mild
asseveration ; Naked eye (see Naked) ; Open a

person's eyes, to make him see : to show him some-

thing of wnich he is ignorant ; Pipe, or Put tbs
finger in, the eye, to weep ; See eye to eye, from
Is. lii. 8, but used in the sense of ' to think alike

;

'

See with half an eye, to see without difficulty;

Under the eye of, under the observation of ; Up 10
the eyes, deeply engaged. [A.S. Sage; cf. Goth.

augo, Ger. auge, Dut. oog. Ice. auga.]
Eyne, in, «.//. (arch.) eyes.

Eyot, I'ot, n. a little island. [A variant oi ait.]

Eyre, ar, «. a journey or circuit : a court of itinerant

justices.—Justices in eyre, itinerant judges who
went on circuit. [O. Fr. eire, journey, from L. iter,

a way, a journey

—

ire. Hum, to go.]

Eyry, Eyrie, old spellings of aerie.

the sixth letter in the English and Latin
alphabets—its sound called a labio-dental

fricative, and formed by bringing the lower
lip into contact with the upper teeth : {mus.)
the fourth note of the natural diatonic scale

_ of C : as a mediev.il Roman numeral = 40

;

V = 40,000.—The three F'S, fair rent, fixity of tenure,
and free sale.

Fa', fa, V. and «. a Scotch form of/all.
Fa'ard, fard, adj. a Scotch form oifavoured.
Fabaceous, fa-ba'shi-us, adj. bean-like. [L. faba,
a bean.]

Fabian, fa'bi-an, adj. delaying, avoiding battle, cau-

tious, practising the policy of delay.

—

n. a member of
a small group of Socialists in England, called by
this name. [From Q. Fabius Maximus, surnamed
Cunctator ('delayer '), from the masterly tactics with
which he wore out the strength of Hannibal, whom
he dared not meet in battle.]

Fable, fa'bl, n. a narrative in which things irrational,

and sometimes inanimate, are, for thepurpose ofmoral
instruction, feigned to act and speak with human
interests and passions : any tale in literary form, not
necessarily probable in its incidents, intended to

instruct or amuse : the plot or series of events in an
epic or dramatic poem : a fiction or myth : a ridicu-

lous story, as in 'old wives' fables,' a falsehood :

subject of common talk.

—

z<.i. to tell fictitious tales:

(fibs.) to tell falsehoods.

—

v.t. to feign : to invent.

—

p.adj. Fa'bled, mythical.

—

n. Fa'bler, a writer or
narrator of fictions.^^K^'. Fab'Ular.

—

v.i. Fab'ullse,
to write fables, or to speak in fables.

—

ns. Fab'ulist,
one who invents fables ; Fabulosity, Fabulous-
ness. — adj. Fab'ulOUS, feigned, false : related in

fable: immense, amazing.—rtrfz*. Fab'ulOUSly. [Fr.

fable— v.. fabula,/ari, to speak.]
Fabliau, fab-li-O', n. one of a group of over a hundred

metrical tales, usually satirical in quality, produced
in France from about the middle of the 12th to the
end of the 13th century :—//. Fab'Ilauz. [Fr.]

Fabric, fab'rik, or fa'brik, n. workmanship : texture

:

anything framed by art and labour : building, esp.

the construction and maintenance of a church, &c.

:

manufactured cloth : any system of connected parts.—v.t. (Milt.) to construct.

—

n. Fab'ricant, a manu-
facturer. [Fr. fabrique— L. /abrica —faber, a
worker in hard materials.]

Fabricate, fab'ri-kat, v.t. to put together by art and
labour : to manufacture : to produce : to devise
falsely.

—

n. Fabrlca'tion, construction : manufac-
ture : that which is fabricated or invented ; a story :

a falsehood.—aa^'. Fab'rlcatlve.—n. Fab'rloator.
[h. /abricdri, -atus—fabrica, fabric]

Fa9aae, fa-sad', «. the exterior front or face of a build-
ing. lVr.,—jace, after It. /acciata, the front of a
building—_/&r«Vi, the face.]

Face, fas, «. the front part of the head, including fore-

head, eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks, and chin : the
outside make or appearance : front or surface of
anything : the edge of a cutting-tool, &c. : the part of
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a coal-seam actually being mined : cast of features,

any special appearance or expression of the counte-
nance : look, configuration : boldness, effrontery

;

presence : (B.) anger or favour.

—

v.t. to meet in the

face or in front : to stand opposite to : to resist : to

put an additional face or surface on : to cover in

front.

—

vi. to turn the face, as in military tactics

—

'right face,' &c.

—

ns. Faoe'-ache, neuralgia in the
nerves of the face ; Face'-card, a playing-card bear-
ing a face (king, queen, or knave); Face'-cloth, a
cloth laid over the face of a corpse.

—

adj. Faced,
having the outer surface dressed, with the front, as
of a dress, covered ornamentally with another mate-
rial.—«. Face'-guard, a kind of mask to guard or
protect the face.

—

adj. Face'less, without a face.

—

ns. Fac'er, one who puts on a false show : a bold-

faced person : (slang) a severe blow on the face, any-
thing that staggers one ; Fac'ing, a covering in front

for ornament or protection.—Face down, to abash
by stern looks ; Face OUt, to carry off by bold looks;
Face the music (£/.6". slang), to accept the situa-

tion at its worst ; Face-to-face, in front of, in actual

presence of.—Accept one's face, to show him favour
or grant his request ; Fly in the face of, to set one's

self directly against ; Have two faces, or Be two-
faced, to be disingenuous ; On the face of it, on its

own showing : palpably plain ; Pull a long face, to

look dismal and unhappy ; Put a 0OOd face on, to

assume a bold or contented bearing as regards

;

Right face ! Left face ! Right about face ! words
of command, on which the soldiers individually turn
to the side specified ; Run one's face (U.S. slar^),

to obtain things on credit by sheer impudence ; Set
one's face against, to oppose strenuously ; Show
one's face, to appear, to come in view ; Shut the
door in his face, to shut the door before him, re-

fusing him admittance ; To his face, in his presence,
openly. [Fr./ace—L. facies, form, face ; perh. from
/acere, to make.]

Facet, fas'et, «. a small surface, as of a crystal.

—

v.t. to cut a facet upon, or cover with facets.

—

adj. Fac'eted, having or formed into facets. [Fr.

/acette, dim. o{/ace.\
Facetious, fa-se'shus, adj. witty, humorous, jocose :

bawdy— (<7iJj. or arch.) Facete'.—«.//. Facetls
(fa-s6 shi-eX witty or humorous sayings or writings :

a bookseller's term for improper books—of all degrees
of indecency.—rt</i'. Face'tlously.—«. Face'tious-
ness. [Fr., from h./acetia—/acetus, merry, witty.]

Facial, fa'shal, adj. of or relating to the face.

—

adv.
Fa'cially.—Facial angle, in craniometry, the angle
formed by lines drawn to show to what extent the
jaws are protruding and the forehead receding.

Facies, fa'shi-gz, «. general aspect of anything : the
face, features. [L.]

Facile, fas'il, adj. easily, persuaded : affable : yield-

ing : easy of access or accomplishment : courteous :

easy.— «. Patflleness.-j/./. Pacll'itate, to make
easy : to lessen difficulty.—n,;. FaoUlta'tlon ; FacU'-
Uy, quality of being facile : dexterity : easiness to b«



Facinorous mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; then. Pain

persuaded : pliancy : easiness of access : affability :

(Scots law) a condition of mental weakness short of

idiocy, but such as makes a person easily persuaded
to do deeds to his own prejudice :—/>^- Facilities,
means that render anything easily done. [Fr.,—L.
facilis, ea&y—yacere, to do.]

Facinorous, fa-sin'o-rus, adj. atrociously wicked.

—

n. Facin'orousness. [L. Jacinorosus—/acinus, a
crime—/acere, to do.]

Fac-Bimlle, fak-sim'i-le, «. an exact copy, as of hand-
writing, a coin, &c.

—

adj. exactly corresponding.

—

v.t. to make a fac-simile of, to reproduce.

—

n. Fac-
Sim'llist. [h./ac, imper. oifacere, to make, simile,

neut. o{ similis, like.]

Fact, fakt, «. a deed or anything done : anything
that comes to pass : reality, or a real state of things,
as distinguished from a mere statement or belief, a
datum of experience : truth : the assertion of a thing
done : an evil deed, a sense now surviving only in

'to confess the fact,' 'after' or 'before the fact.'

—

adj. Fact'ual, pertaining to facts : actual. — ns.

Factual'ity; Factum, a thing done, a deed.—As
a matter of fact, in reality.—The fact of the
matter, the plain truth about the subject in ques-
tion. [L.yaciu»i—/acere, to make.]

Faction, fak'shun, «. a company of persons associated
or acting together, mostly used in a bad sense : a
contentious party in a state or society : dissension.

—adj. Factional.—«j. Factionary, a member of
a faction ; Fao'tionist.—n^'. Fac'tlOUS, turbulent :

disloyal. — aiiv. Fac'tlously. — «. Factiousness.
Wj. factionetn-facere, to do.]

Factitious, fak-tish'us, adj. made by art, in opposi-
tion to what is natural or spontaneous : conventional.
—adv. Facti'tiously.—«. Factl'tiousness.—rt//;>.

Factitive, causative; Fac'tive (pbs.), making.
\\-,. factitius—facere, to make.]

Factor, fak'tor, «. a doer or transactor of business for

another : one who buys and sells goods for others,

on commission : (Scot.) an agent managing heritable

estates for another: (inath.) one of two or more
parts, which, when multiplied together, result in a
given number—e.g. 6 and 4 are factors of 24 : an
element in the composition of anything, or in bring-

ing about a certain result.

—

ns. Fac'torage, the fees

or commission of a factor.

—

adj. Facto'rial, of or

pertaining to a factor.

—

v.t. Fac'torise (U.S.), to

warn not to pay or give up goods : to attach the

effects of a debtor in the hands of a third person.— ns, Fac'torship ; Fac'tory, a manufactory: a
trading settlement in a distant country. — Judi-
cial factor, a person appointed by the Court to

manage the estate of a person under some incapacity.

VL.^-^acere.]
Factotum, fak-tO'tum, n. a person employed to do all

kinds of work for another. [Low L.,

—

'L.jfac, imper.
aifacere, to do, totum, all.]

Facture, fak'tur, «. the act or the result of making,
workmanship.

Facula, fak'a-la, «. a spot brighter than the rest of
the surface, sometimes seen on the sun's disc :

—

//. Fac'ula9. [L., 'a torch,' dim. oi/ax, torch.]
Faculty, fak'ul-ti, «. facility or power to act : any

particular ability or aptitude : an original power of
the mind : any physical capability or function :

personal quality or endowment : right, authority,

or privilege to act : license : a department of learn-

ing at a university, or the professors constituting it

:

the members of a profession : executive ability.

—

adj. Fac'ultative, optional : of or pertainine to a
faculty.—Court Of Faculties, a court established
by Henry VIII., whereby authority is given to the
i^chbishop of Canterbuor to grant dispensations
and faculties. [Fr.,—L. fdcultatem—facilis, easy.]

Paoundity, fa-kun'di-ti, «. (obs.) eloquence.
Fad, fad, «. a weak or transient hobby, crotchet, or

craze : any unimportant belief or practice intemper-
ately urged.

—

adjs. Fad'dlsta, given to fads—also
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Faddy.—«j. Fad'dlshness ; Fad'dism ; Fad'dlst
one who is a slave to some fad. [Ety. dub.]

Fadaise, fa-daz', «. a trifling thought or expression.
[Fr.]

Faddle, fad'l, v.i. (prov.) to trifle.

—

n. nonsense,
trifling—usually \x\ fiddle-faddle.

Fade, fad, v.i. to lose strength, freshness, or colour
gradually : to vanish.

—

adj. insipid : weak.

—

adv.
Fa'dedly.—a(^'. Fadeless.-oa'z/. Fadelessly «.
Fa'ding (Sliak.), the burden of a song.

—

adj. Fa'dy,
wearing away. [O. Fr. fader—fade—\.. vapidum,
ace. to Gaston Paris.]

Fadge, faj, v.i. to agree : to succeed, turn out well.
[Ety. dub. ; not conn, with A.S.fegan, to join.]

Faeces, Feces, fe'sez, «.//. sediment after infusion or
distillation : dregs : the solid excrements. — adj.
FSB'cal, of or pertaining to faeces. [L., pi. oifax,
feeds, grounds.]

Faerie, Faery, fa'er-i, «. (arch.) the world of fairies,

fairyland : (obs.) a fairy. [A variant oifairy.

^

Fag, fag, v.i. to become weary or tired out: to work
hard : to be a fag.

—

v.t. to weary : to use as a fag :

—pr.p. fag'ging
;
/a./, fagged.—«. at Eton, Win-

chester, &c., a schoolboy forced to do menial offices

for one older, who in turn protects him : a tiresome
piece of work : drudgery.

—

ns. Fag'gery, drudgery :

fagging ; Fag'glng, laborious drudgery : a usage in

virtue of which senior boys are authorised to exact
a variety of services from the junior boys. —To fag
out, to field, as a fag, in cricket. [Ety. dub. ;

perh. a corr. oifiag, to droop, which see.]

Fag-end, fag'-end, «. the end of a web of cloth that

hangs loose : the untwisted end of a rope : the
refuse or meaner part of a thing.

Faggot, Fagot, fag'ut, «. a bundle of sticks for fuel,

fascines, &c. : a stick : anything like a faggot : a
bundle of pieces of iron or steel cut off into suitable

lengths for welding : a soldier numbered on the

muster-roll, but not really existing : a voter who
has obtained his vote expressly for party purposes,
on a spurious or sham qualification.

—

adj. got up for

a purpose, as in ' Faggot vote.'

—

v.t. to tie together.

—ns. Fagg'oting, Fag'oting, a kind of embroidery
in which some of the cross-threads are drawn
together in the middle. [Fr. fagot, a bundle of

sticks, perh. from X^.fax, a torch.]

Fagotto, fag-ot'o, «. a bassoon. -=-«. Fagott'ist, one
who plays on the bassoon. [It.]

Fahlerz, lal'erts, n. gray copper, or gray copper ore.

[Ger.]

Fahrenheit, fa'ren-hlt, or far'en-Tt, «. the name ap-
plied to a thermometer, the freezing-point of which
is marked at 32, and the boiling-point at 212 de-

grees (see Thermometer for the relations between
the two scales). [Named from the inventor, Gabriel

D. FaArenkeii (i6S6-iy36).]

Faience, fa'yans, «. a fine kind of pottery, glazed and
painted. [Fr. ;

prob. from J^aenza in Italy.]

Faik, fak, v.i. and v.t. (Scot.) to abate : to excuse.

Fail, fal, «. a turf, sod.—«. Fail-dike (Scot.), a turf-

wall. [Perh. from Gael._/2/, a sod.]

Fail, fal, v.i. to fall short or be wanting (with in): to

fall away : to decay : to die : to prove deficient

under trial, examination, pressure, &c. : to miss

:

to be disappointed or baffled : to be unable to pay
one's debts. — v.t. to be wanting to : not to be
sufiicient for : to leave undone, omit : to disappoint

or desert any one :

—

fir.p. fail'ing ; pa.p. failed.—«.

(SAai.) (giilure.—p. adj. Failed, decayed, worn out

:

bankrupt.—«. Fail'ing, a fault, weakness : a foible.

—prep, in default of.—«. Fail'ure, a falling short, or

cessation : omission : decay : bankruptcy.—Fall Of,

to come short of accomplishing any purpose ; With-
out fall, infallibly. [O. Fr. faillir—h. fallere, to

deceive; cf. "DnX.feilen, Gar.fehlen. Ice. feila.]
Fain, fan, adj. glad or joyful ; inclined (with to) : con-

tent to accept, for want of better: compelled:
(Spens.) wont. —v.i, (Spens.) to deVight. — adv



Fain f&te, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Faldetta

gladly.—atfv. Faln'ly, gladly.—«. Paln'ness, eager-
ness. [A. S.^^irw, joyful : cf. Ice. /;.^/««, glad.J

Fain, fan, v.i. (S/eru.y Same as Feign.
Faineant, fa-nyang', aJj. and «. do-nothing, applied

esp. to the later Merovingian kings of France, mere
puppets, under whom the mayors of the Palace
really governed the country. — ns. Fai'neancd
{KingsUy), Fal'neancy, Faineant'ise. [Yr.,/aire,
to do, fUant, nothing.]

Faint, fant, adj. wanting in strength : fading : lack-

ing distinctness : not bright or forcible : weak in

spirit : lacking courage : depressed : done in a
feeble way.

—

v.i. to become feeble or weak : to lose

strength, colour, &c : to swoon : to fade or decay

:

to vanish : to lose courage or spirit : to become de-
pressed.

—

v.f. (rare) to render faint.— «. a swoon.

—

p.,tiij. Fainted (.Milt.), exhausted.—<i^>. Faint'-
neart, Faint'- heart'ed, cowardly: timorous.

—

adv. Faint' heart'edly.—«J. Faint'-heart'edness

;

Fainting. — tuij. Faint'ish, slightly faint — «.

Faint'ishness. — «</!/. Faintly. —«. Faint'ness,
want of strength : feebleness of colour, light, &c. :

dejection.—oi//". Faint'y, faintish. [O. Fr. feint
(Fr.yeinire), feigned

—

Y.. Jingere, to feign.]

Fair, far, adj. bright : clear : free from blemish

:

pure : pleasKig to the eye : beautiful : free from
a dark hue : of a light shade : free from clouds or
rain : favourable : unobstructed : open : prosperous :

frank : impirtial : just : pleasing : plausible : hope-
ful : moderate : pretty good.—». that which is fair

:

{arch.) a woman.

—

v.t. to make fair.— z/.«. to clear
up, as the weather from rain.

—

adv. kindly, honestly,
clearly: straight: (Shak.) favourably.

—

otijs. FaiT"-
and-square, honest—also used adverbially ; Fair"-
l)od'ing(5'/t<j*.), auspicious.—«. Fair'-cop'y, the state
of a document copied after final correction.

—

adjs.
Fair'-faced, with a light complexion : beautiful

:

specious ; Fair'-haired, having fair or light-coloured
hair ; Fair'-hand, having a fair appearance ; Fair'-
Ish, somewhat fair : pretty well, pretty drunk.

—

adv.
Fair'ly.—a^//. Fair-minded, judging fairly.—/tr.

Fairness ; Fair-play, honest dealing : justice.—
adjs. Fair'-seem'ing, appearing fair ; FaiT-spok'en,
bland and civil in language and address.

—

ns. Fair-
trade, free-trade : a euphemism for smuggling : a
mild form of the protective system, in which the
basis of economic policy is supposed to be re-
ciprocity or free-trade only with such nations as

frant similar privileges— also used adverbially

;

air'-way, the part of a river, roadstead, &c. by
which vessels enter or leave.

—

adj. Fair'-Weath'er,
suitable only for fair weather or favourable circum-
stances.—Be in a fair way to, to be likely to succeed
in ; Keep fair with, to keep on amiable terms with ;

Stand fair with, to be in the good graces of—The
fair, The fair sex, the female sex. 1^.%. fager.\

Fair, far, ». a great periodical market for one kind of
merchandise, or for the general sales and purchases
of a district : a collection of miscellaneous goods for
sale on behoof of charity at a bazaar, &c.— «. Fair'-
ln«, a present given at a fair, any complimentary
gift.—A day after the fair, too late ; Oet one's
lairing (Scot.), to get one's deserts. [O. Yx./eire—\^./eria, holiday.]

Fairy, far'i, «. an imaginary being, generally of
diminutive and graceful human form, capable of
kindly or unkindly acU towards man: fairy-folk
collectively : an enchantress, or creature of over-
pKjwering charm.

—

adj. like a fairy, fanciful, whim-
sical, delicate.—<i//i/. Fair'Uy.—».//. Fair'y-beads,
the separate joints of the stems of fossil crinoids
found in carboniferous limestone. — ns. Fair'y-
butt'er, a name applied in northern England to
certain gelatinous funp ; Fair'ydom ; FaiT'yhood,
Falryism ; Fair'yiand, the country of the fairies.—ad]. Fairy-like, like or acting like fairies.—«.
Falry-mon'ey, money given by fairies, which
quickly changes int* withered leaves, &c. : money

found. — ns.pl. Faify- rings, -cir'cles, spots or

circles in pastures, either barer than the rest of the

field, or greener—due to the outwardly spreading

growth of various fungi.

—

ns. Fair'y-Stone, a fossil

echinite found abundantly in chalk-pits ; Falr'y-tale,

a story about fairies : an incredible tale. (O. Fr.

faerie, enchantment—i^/^ (mod. y?^). See Fay.]
Faith, fath, «. trust or confidence in any person:

belief in the statement of another : belief in the truth

of revealed religion: confidence and trust in God:
the living reception by the heart of the truth as it is

in Christ : that which is believed : any system of

religious belief, esp. the religion one considers true—
' the faith :

' fidelity to promises : honesty : word or

honour pledged.

—

adjs. Faithed (Shak.), credited;

Faith'flll, full of faith, believing : firm in adher-

ence to promises, duty, allegiance, &c. : loyal

:

conformable to truth : worthy of behef : true.

—

adv. Faith'folly, sincerely, truthfully, exactly.

—

ns.

Faithfulness ; Faith'-heal'ing, a system of belief

based on James, v. 14, that sickness may be treated

without any medical advice or appliances, if the

prayer of Christians be accompanied in the sufferer

by true faith.—a<^'. Faithless, without faith or

belief: not believing, esp. in God or Christianity:

not adhering to promises, allegiance, or duty : delu-

sive. — adv. Faithlessly. — ns. Faithlessness

;

Faith'worthiness, trustworthiness. -^a^'. Faith'-

Worthy, worthy of faith or belief — 6ad faith,

treachery.—Father of the faithful, Abraham : the

caliph.—In good faith, with sincerity.—The Faith-
ftd, believers. [.M. ^.feith,feyth—0. Fr.feid—L.
fdcs—fdere, to trust.]

Faitor, fa tor, «. an impostor : an evil-doer, a. scoun-
drel.—Often Fai'tour. [O. Yt.faitor-'L. factor.]

Fake, fak, v.t. to fold, coil.

—

n. a coil of rope, &c.
Fake, fak, v.t. to steal : to make up an article so as

to hide its defects.— ;;. Fake'ment, any swindling
device. [Prof Skeat thinks it merely the Mid. Dut.
facken, to catch ; Mr Bradley suggests the earlier

feak,feague, G^x.fegen, to furbish up.]

Fakir, fa-ker', or fa'ker, «. a member of a religious

order of mendicants or penitents in India, &c.

—

n.

Fakir'ism, religious mendicancy. [Ar. faqir, a
poor ma.\\,fakr,faqr, poverty.]

Fa-la, fa-la, «. an old kind of madrigal.
Falbala, fal'ba-la, «. a trimming for women's petti-

coats : a furbelow. [Ety. dub. ; ci. furbelow.]
FalOlde, fal'kad', «. die motion of a horse when he

throws himself on his haunches in a very quick
curvet. [Fr.,

—

'L.fulcatus, bent.]

Falcate, -d, falTcat, -ed, adj. (astron., &7<.) bent like

a sickle, as the crescent moon, and certain leaves.

—ns. Falca'tion; Fal'CUla, a falcate or falciform

clavi.—adj. FalCUlate. [L./a/x, a sickle.]

FaJcdlion, fawl'shun, «. a short, broad sword, bent

somewhat like a sickle. — adj. Farciform, sickle-

shaped. [O. Fi.fauchon, through Low L., from L.

falx, a sickle.]

Falcon, foi'kon, or faw'kn, n. a bird of prey formerly

trained to the pursuit of game : akind of cannon.

—

ns. Fal'coner, one who sports with, or who breeds

and trains, falcons or hawks for taking wild-fowl;

Fal'conet, a small field-gun in use till the i6th

cenlwry.—adj. Fal'COneyed, keen-eyed.—>w. Fal'-

COn-gen'til, -gen'tle, the female and young of the

goshawk.—arf;. Fal'conine.—«. Farconry, the art

of training or hunting with falcons. [O. Vr.faucoH
—Low V..falcdn-em— V.. falx, a hook or sickle.]

Faldage, fal'daj, «. the right, often reserved by the

lord of a manor, of folding his tenant's sheep in his

own fields for the sake of the manure : a fee paid for

exemption from the foregoing.

Falderal, fal'der-al, n. a meaningless refrain in songs :

any kind of flimsy trifle—also Fol'derol and Fal dO
roL—Falderal it, to sing unmeaning sounds.

Faldetta, fal-det'a, ». a Maltese woman's combined
hood and cape. [It.]
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Faldstool miSte ; mOte : mSOn ; Men. Famble

Faldstool, fawld'stCSOl, «. a folding or camp stool : a
kind of stool for the king at his coronation : a bishop's

armless seat : a small desk in churches in England,

at which the litany should be sung or said.

—

n.

Fald'istory, a bishop's seat within the chancel.

[Low h. /aldistolium—0\di High Ger./aUan (Ger.

fnlteii), to fold, sijiol {Get. stuhi), stool.]

Falemlan, fa-ler'ni-an, adj. pertaining to a district

{Faiemtis ager) in Campania, famous of old for its

wine.

—

n. Paler'ne, a modem sweet white wine,

produced near Naples.
Fall, fawl, v.i. to drop down : to descend by the force

of gravity : to become prostrate : (of a river) to dis-

charge itself: to slope down : to sink as if dead : to

vanish : to die away : to lose strength, subside : to

decline in power, wealth, value, or reputation : to be
overthrown : to be compelled to yield : to become
downcast : to sink into sin, to yield to temptation

:

to depart from the faith : to become dejected : to

pass gently into any state, as 'to fall in love,' 'to

fall asleep :
' to befall : to issue, occur : to enter

upon with haste or vehemence : to rush : to be
dropped in birth : to be required or necessary : to

fall away '.—pr.p. fall'ing ; fa.t. fell ; pa.p. fallen

(faw'ln).

—

n. the act of falling, in any of its senses :

descent by gravity, a dropping down : that which
falls—a trap-door, &c. : as much as comes down at

one time, as ' a fall of sno«-,' &c. : overthrow : death

:

descent from a better to a worse position : slope or

declivity : descent of water : a cascade : length of a
fall : outlet of a river : decrease in value : a sinking

of the voice : the time when the leaves fall, autumn :

a bout at wrestling : the yielding of a city or strong-

hold to the enemy : that which falls : a lapse into

sin, esp. that of Adam and Eve, called 'the Fall:'
a kind of collar worn in the 17th century.

—

adj.
Fallen, in a degraded state, ruined.

—

its. Fall'ing,

that which falls ; Fall'lng-band (see Band) ; Fall'-

Ing-Sick'ness, epilepsy; Fall'ing-star, a meteor;
FaU'ing-Stone, a portion of an exploded meteor

;

Fall'trank, a medicine compounded of certain aro-

matic and astringent Swiss plants, of repute for acci-

dents ; Fall'-trap, a trap which operates by falling.

—Fall-a, to begin ; Fall across, to meet by chance

;

Fall among, to come into the midst of; Fall away,
to decline gradually, to languish : to grow lean : to

revolt or apostatise ; Fall liack, to retreat, give
way ; Fall back, fall edge, no matter what may
happen ; Fall back upon, to have recourse to some
expedient or resource in reserve ; Fall beUnd, to

slacken, to be outstripped ; Fall flat, to fail com-
pletely, as a shopman in attracting attention or pur-
chasers, a new book, &c. ; Fall foul, to come in

collision : to quarrel (with of) ; Fall in {witJiy, to

concur or agree : to comply : to place themselves in

order, as soldiers ; Fall off, to separate or be
broken : to die away, to perish : to revolt or apos-
tatise ; Fall on, to begin eagerly : to make an
attack : to meet ; Fall on one's feet, to come well
out of a difficulty, to gain any unexpected good
fortune ; Fall out, to quarrel : to happen or befall

;

Fall over {Shak.), to go over to the enemy; Fall
short, to be deficient (with of); Fall through, to
fail, come to nothing ; Fall to, to begin hastily and
eagerly : to apply one's self to ; Fall upon, to

attack : to attempt : to rush against.—Try a fall, to

take a bout at wrestling. [A.S.jiaUan; Ger.jaUen;
prob. conn, with h./a/Ure, to deceive.]

Fall, fawl, ft. the cry given when a whale is sighted,
or harpooned : the chase of a whale.—Loose fall,

the losing of a whale. [Prob. from the north-
eastern Scotch pronunciation of ivhale. ]

Fallacy, fal'a-si, «. something fallacious : deceptive
appearance : an apparently genuine but really

illogical argument : {obs,') deception.

—

adj. Falla'-
Cious, calculated to deceive or mislead : not well
founded : causing disappointment : delusive.

—

adv.
Fallaciously.—n. Falla'oiouaness. [O. Fr. fal-

lace., deceit—L. Jallacia, from Jiallax, deceptive—
faliere, to deceive.]

Fallal, fal'lal', or fal-lal', «. a piece of ribbon worn as
a streamer, any trifling ornament.

—

adj. foppish,
trifling.— «. Fallal'ery.—(m'i'. Fallarishly.

Fallible, fal'i-bl, adj. liable to error or mistake.

—

«. Fallibil'ity, liability to err.—adv. Fall'ibly. [Fr.,
—Low h./aiUbiiis, Irom/allere, to deceive.]

Fallopian, fal-lo'pi-an, adj. denoting two tubes or
ducts through which the ova pass from the ovary to
the uterus in the human subject. [So called because
supposed to have been discovered by the Italian
anatomist Fallopius (1523-62).]

Fallow, fal'O, adj. left untilled or unsowed for a time.—n. land that has lain a year or more untilled or
unsown after having been ploughed.

—

v.t. to plough
land without seeding it.

—

ns. Fall'owness, state of
being fallow or untilled ; Green faH'OW, fallow
where land is cleaned by a green crop, as turnips.
[Ety. dub.; prob. an assumed A.S. /ealgian, that
may be confounded with the following word, from
the reddish colour of unsown land.]

Fallow, fal'S, adj. of a brownish-yellow colour.

—

ns. Fall'OW-Chat, Fall'OW-finch, the wheatear or
stonechat; Fall'OW-deer, a yellowish -brown deer
smaller than the red-deer, with broad flat antlers.

[\.5./alu; cf. GcT./ahl, Icc./olr.]
False, fawls, adj. deceptive or deceiving : untruthful

:

unfaithful to obligations : untrue : not genuine or
real, counterfeit : hypocritical : not well founded,
or not according to rule : artificial, as opposed
to natural, of teeth, &c.

—

adv. incorrectly : faith-

lessly. — «. (S/uik.) falsehood : untruth. — v.t.

(jShak.) to betray.

—

ns. False concep'tlon, a
uterine growth consisting of some degenerate mass
instead of a foetus; False'face, a mask.

—

adjs.
False'-faced(6"/iaA.), hypocritical ; False' -heart'ed,
treacherous, deceitful.— «. False'hood, state or
quality of being false : want of truth : want of
honesty : deceitfulness : false appearance : an
untrue statement : a lie. — adv. False'ly. — ns.

False'ness ; Fals'er (Spens.), a deceiver, a liar.—
adjs. Falsid'lcal, deceptive; Fals'ish, somewhat
false.—?/^. Falsism, a self-evident falsity ; FalS'ity,
quality of being false : a false assertion. — Play
one false, to act falsely or treacherously to a
person ; Put in a false position, to bring any one
into a position in which he must be misunderstood.
[O. 7r./als{jaod./aux)—1.,/aUus, pa.p. oi/allere,
to deceive.]

Falsetto, fawl-set'o, «. a forced voice of a range or
register above the natural, the head voice. [It.

falsetto, dim. oifalso, false.]

Falsify, fawls'i-fr, v.t. to forge or counterfeit : to
prove untrustworthy : to break by falsehood :

—

pr.p. fals'ifying ; pa.p. fals'ified.

—

adj. Fals'ifiable,
capable of being falsified.

—

ns. Falsifica'tion, the
act of making false : the giving to a thing the
appearance of something which it is not ; Fals'ifier,

one who falsifies. [Fr.,—Low L. /dlsificare— L.
falsus, false, _/?Jc/r^, to make.]

Falstafflan, fal'staf-i-an, adj. like Shakespeare's Fal-
j/<i^^—corpulent, jovial, humorous, and dissolute.

Falter, fawl'ter, v.i. to stumble: to fail or stammer
in speech : to tremble or totter : to be feeble or
irresolute.— «. any unsteadiness. — «. Fal'tering,
feebleness, deficiency.— adv. Fal'teringly, in a
faltering or hesitating manner. [Prob. a freq. of
falden, fold. The conn, with fault, in which the /
is late, is untenable.]

Fabc, falks, «. a sickle-shaped part or process, as of
the dura mater of the skull : a chelicera : a poison-
fang ofa snake : a rotula ofa sea-urt:bin :

—

pi. ralces
(fal'sez). [L., a sickle.]

Famble, fam'bl, «. (slang) the hand—also Fam.

—

v.t.

to feel or handle. [Der. obscure ; perh. from the
obs. verb famble, in its probable original sense, ' to
grope, fumble.']
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Fame fSte, far ; me, her ; mTne ; Fangle

Fame, fam, «. public report or rumour : renown or
celebrity, chiefly in good sense.

—

v.t. to report : to

make famous.—«. Fa'ma, report, rumour, fame.

—

acijs. Famed, renowned ; Fame'lSSS, without renown.
—Fama clamosa(6"tc/'.), any notorious rumour as-

cribing immoral conduct to a minister or office-bearer

in a church.—House Of 111 fame, a brothel. [Fr.,—
\j./ama, Uom/dri, to speak ; cog. with Gr. plieme,
ixoia phanai, to say.]

Familiar, fa-mil'yar, adj. well acquainted or intimate :

showing the manner of an intimate : free : uncere-
monious : having a thorough knowledge of: well

known or understood : private, domestic : common,
plain. —«. one well or long ac(^uainted : a spirit or
demon supposed to attend an individual at call : a
member of a pope's or bishop's household : the officer

of the Inquisition who arrested the suspected.

—

v.t.

FamU'iarise, to make thoroughly acquainted : to

accustom : to make easy by practice or study.

—

n.

FamlUar'lty, intimate acquaintanceship : freedom
from constraint : any unusual or unwarr.intable free-

dom in act or speech toward another, acts of license

—usually in pi.—adv. Familiarly. [O. Yx./atnilUr
—h./amiliaris, {xom fatnilia, a family.]

Family, fam'i-li, «. the household, or all those who
live m one house under one head, including parents,

children, servants : the children of a person : the de-
.scendants of one common progenitor : race: honour-
able or noble descent: a group of animals, plants,

languages, &c. more comprehensive than a genus.

—

Hs. Fam'ilism, the family feeling ; Fam'lllSb, one of
the i6th-cent. mystical sect known as the Family of
Love, which based religion upon love independently
of faith.—Family Bible, a large Bible for family
worship, with a page for recording family events;
Family coacll, a lar^e carriage able to carry a whole
family ; Family man, a man with a family : a
domesticated man.—Be in the family way, to be
pregnant ; In a family way, in a domestic manner.
\V.. familia—famulus, a servant.]

Famine, fam'in, «. general .scarcity of food : extreme
scarcity of anything, as in ' famine prices,' &c.

:

hunger: starvation. [Fr., through an unrecorded
Low v..famitta, from \^. fames, hunger.]

Famisll, fam'ish, v.t. to starve.

—

v.i. to die or suffer
extreme hunger or thirst—«. Fam'isfament, starva-
tion, [fyoft.fame, to starve

—

'L.fames, hunger.]
Famous, fa'mus, adf. renowned : noted.

—

v.t. to make
famous.—rtrfz/. Pa'mously.—«. Fa'mousness. [O.
Fr. ,

—

h. famosus—fima.]
Famulus, fam'u-lus, «. a private secretary or factotum

:

an attendant, esp. on a magician or scholar.—«.

Fam'ulist, a collegian of inferior position (Dr
Murray doubts the word), [h. famulus, a servant.]

Fan, fan, «. an instrument for winnowing grain : a
broad, flat instrument
used by ladies to cool
themselves : a wing : a
small sail to keep a wind-
mill to the wind: the agi-

tation of the air caused
by a fan.

—

v.l. to cool
with a fan : to winnow :

to ventilate : to remove
by waving a fan '.—pr.p.

fan'ning
;
pa.p. fanned.—ns. Fan'-blast, in iron-

works the blast produced
by a fan, as distinguished
from that produced by a
blowing- engine ; Fan'-
orlok^et, the mole-
cricket, fen-cricket, or
churr-worm.

—

adj. Fan'-
neryed, in entomology,
haying a fan-like arrangement of the nervures or
veins of the wings.

—

ns. Fan'light, a window resem-
bling in form an open fan ; Fan'ner, a machine

Fan-tracery

:

Gloucester Cathedral

with revolving fans, used for winnowing grain, &c.

;

Fan'-palm, a species of palm 60 or 70 feet high,
with fan-shaped leaves, used for umbrellas, tents,

&c. ; Fan' -tail, an artificial fan- tailed variety of the
domestic pigeon ; Fan'-trac'ery {arckit.), tracery
rising from a capital or a corbel, and diverging like

the folds of a fan over the surface of a vault ; Fan'-
Wheel, a wheel with fans on its rim for producing a
current of air. [A.S. faun, from L. vannus, a fan ;

cf. Fr. van.'\

Fanal, fa'nal, «. {arch.') a lighthouse, a beacon. [Fr.,—Q>x. phanos, a lantern, pliainein, to show.]
Fanatic, fa-nal'ik, adj. extravagantly or unreasonably

zealous, esp. in religion : excessively enthusiastic.

—

«. a person frantically or excessively enthusiastic,

esp. on religious subjects.

—

adj. Fanatical, fanatic,

(S/iak.) extravagant.

—

adv. Fanat'ically. — v.t.

Fanat'icise, to make fanatical.

—

v.i. to act as a
fanatic.— «. Fanat'icism, wild and excessive re-

ligious enthusiasm. [Fr.,

—

"L,. fanaiicus, belonging
to a temple, inspired by a. god,fanum, a temple.]

Fancy, fan'si, «. that faculty of the mind by which
it recalls, represents, or makes to appear past images
or impressions : an image or representation thus
formed in the mind ; an unreasonable or capricious

opinion : a whim : capricious inclination or liking

:

taste ; (S/uii:) love.

—

adj. pleasing to, or guided by,
fancy or caprice : elegant or ornamental.

—

v.t. to

portray in the mind : to imagine : to have a fancy
or liking for : to be pleased with : to breed animals :

—pr.p. fan'cying ; pa.p. {3xic\e.A.^p.adj. Fan'cied,
formed or conceived by the fancy: imagined.—«.

Fan'cier, one who has a special liking for anything,
or who keeps a special article for sale : one who is

governed by fancy. — adj. Fan'ciful, guided or
created by fancy: imaginative: whimsical: wild.

—

adv. Fan'cifully.—M. Fan'cifulness.—^^y. Fanci-
less, destitute of fancy.—«J. Fan'cy-ball, a ball at

which fancy-dresses in various characters are worn ;

Fancy - dress, dress arranged according to the
wearer's fancy, to represent some character in his-

tory or fiction ; Fan'cy-fair, a special sale of fancy
articles for some charitable purpose.

—

adj. Fan'cy-
firee (Sliak.), free from the power of love.

—

ti.pl.

Fan'cy-goods, fabrics of variegated rather than
simple pattern, applied generally to articles of show
and ornament.— «. Fan'cy-mong'er (Skak.), one
who deals in tricks of imagination.

—

adj. Fan'cy-
Slck (S/iak.), of distenipereci mind, love-sick.

—

ns.

Fan'cy-StitCh, a more intricate and decorative stitch

than plain-stitch; Fan'cy-stroke (billiards), an
unusual stroke, or one made to show off one's skill

;

Fan'cy-work, ornamental needlework.—Tbe fancy,
sporting characters generally, esp. pugilists : pugi-
lism. [Contracted ixoiafantasv.\

Fand, fand (.?/<•«!.), /«./. of Find.
Fand, fand. Fond, fond, vd. {Speus.) to try, attempt.

[A.ii.faHdiaH.]
Fandango, fan-dan'go, n. an old Spanish dance for

two, in f time, with castanets, proceeding gradually
from a slow and uniform to the liveliest motion : a
gathering for dancing, a ball. [Sp.]

Fane, fan, «. (obs.) a flag : weathercock, [yane.]
Fane, fan, «. a temple. [L,.fanum.]
Fanfare, fan-far', «. a flourish of trumpets or bugles

—

also Fanfarade'.— ns. Fan'faron, one who uses

bravado : a blusterer, braggart ; Fan'faronade,
vain boasting ; bluster : ostentation.

—

v.i. to bluster.

[Vr.fanfare, perh. from the sound.]
Fang, fang, n. tne tooth of a ravenous beast : a claw

or talon : the venom-tooth of a serpent : (Shah.) a

frip, catch.

—

v.t. (obs.) to seize upon, catch.

—

adjs.

anged, having fangs, clutches, or anything re-

sembling them ; Fang'less, having no fangs or

tusks : toothless.—Lose the fang (of a pump), to be
dry, to have no water (Scot.). [A.S.fan^; homftfn,
to seize ; Ger.fangen, to catch, Dut. vangeu.]

Fangle, fang'gl, «. (Milt.) fancy. —adj. Fang'led
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Fanlon mOte ; mate ; mOOn ; /Aea. Part

(c6s. save in ncvu/angU-d, q.v.). newly made, new-
fashioned : showy, gaudy.

—

n. Fang'leness.
Fanlon, fan'yun, «. a small marking-Hag uaed at a

station in surveying. [O. Fr.,—Low \../ano.\

Fannel, fan'el, n. a vexillum or banner.

Fanon, fan'on, n. a cloth for handling the holy vessels

or the offertory bread : a maniple or napkin used by
the celebrant at mass : an orale ; a fannel : one of

the lappets of a mitre : i^surg.) a fold of linen laid

under a splint. [O. Fr.]

Fantasia, fan-ta'zi-a, «. a musical composition, not
governed by the ordinary musical rules. [It., from
Gr. pha'ttasia. See Fancy.]

Fantasy, Phantasy, fan'ta-si, «. fancy : imagination :

mental image : love : whim, caprice.

—

v.t. to fancy,
conceive mentally. — adj. Fan'tasied, filled with
fancies.— n. Fan'tasm (same as Fbantasm).

—

adj.
Fan'tasque, fantastic.

—

ns. Fan'tast, a person offan-
tastic ideas ; Fantas'tiC, one who is fantastical.

—

adjs. Fantas'tiC -al, fanciful : not real : capricious :

whimsical: wild.— <k/i'. Fantas'tically. — «. Fan-
tas'ticalness. — T'./. and v.i. Fantas'ticate. — /«.

Fantastlcism ; Fantas'tlco (Shak.), a fantastic

[O. Fr.,—Low L. phantasticus—Gr. phantastikos,
pluiniazein, to make visible. Fancy is a doublet-]

Fantoccini, fan-to-che'ne, «.//. puppets worked by
machinery : dramatic performances by puppets.
[It., pi. q{fantoccino^ dim. o(/anioccio, a puppet

—

fante, a boy.]

Fantom, fan' torn, n. Same as Phantom.
Fap, fap, adj. {Siiak.') fuddled, drunk.
Faquir, faker", «. Same as Fakir.
Far, far, adj. remote : more distant of two : remote
from or contrary to purpose or design.

—

adv. to a
great distance in time, space, or proportion : re-

motely : considerably or in great part : very much :

to a great height : to a certain point, degree, or dis-

tance.

—

v.i. (proz'.) to remove to a distance.

—

adjs.

Far'-away', distant : abstracted, absent-minded

;

Far'-fetched, fetched or brought from a remote
place: forced, unnatural— {obs.) FarTet.

—

Oiivs.

Par'-forth {Spens.), very far ; Far'most, most dis-

tant or remote.

—

n. Far'neSS, the state of being far:

remoteness, distance.

—

adj. and adz'. Far'-On, dis-

tant.

—

adjs. Far'-reach'ing, exerting influence to a
great distance and for a long time ; Far'-sight'ed,

seeing to a great distance : having defective eye-
sight for near objects ; Far'-SOUght, sought for at

a distance; Far'-spent, far advanced.—Far and
away, by a great deal ; By far, in a very great

degree ; 1 11 see you far (or farther) first, I will

not do it by any means ; In 80 far as, to the extent
that. [A.S. feor : Dut. zer; Ice. Jiarre; Ger.
/em.]

Far, far, n. {prov.) a litter of pigs.

Farad, far'ad, «. the name of the practical unit of
electrical capacity — the capacity of a conductor
which when raised to a potential of one volt

has a charge of one coulomb.

—

adj. Parad'lC.—«.

Faradisation. — v.t. Far'adlse.— ns. Par'adlsm

;

Microfarad, the millionth part of a farad. [From
Michael Faraday (1791-1867).]

Farand, Farrand, far'and, adj. {Scot.) having a cer-

tain favour or appearance, esp. in such compound
fonns as auld-farand, old-fashioned ; ill-faured, ill-

favoured, &c. [M. E. farand, comely. Origin
obscure ; most prob. the verb_/<ir^(q.v.).]

Farce, fars, «. a style of comedy marked by low
humour and extravagant wit : ridiculous or empty
show. — «. Farceur, a joker. — «<//. Far'cicaL—
«. Farcicality, farcical quality.—a^i^. Far'cically.—v.t. Farclty, to turn into a farce. [Fr. farce,
stuffing, from L. farcire, to stuff, applied, ace. to

H. Bradley, to words put between Kyrie and
Eleison in religious services, then to the inter-

polated gag in a religious play, next a buffoon
performance.]

Farce, fars, v.t. to cram : to stuff, fill with stuffing :

(Shak.) to swell out.—«. Far'Oing, stuffing. [O. Fr.
farsir—1^. farcire, to cram.]

Farcy, far'si, «. a disease of horses like glanders

—

(obs.) TAtan.—adj. Farcied.—«. Far'cjr-bud, a
swollen lymphatic gland, as in farcy, [fr. farcin
—Low h. farciminnin.]

Fard, fard, «. white paint for the face.

—

v.t. to paint
with such, to embellish. [Fr., of Teut. origin, Old
High GeT.fat-Tvjan, to colour.]

Fardage, faPdaj, k. {naut.) loose wood or other mate-
rial stowed aniong the cargo to keep it from shifting,

or put under it to keep it above the bilge. [Fr.]

Fardel, fiir'del, «. a pack : anything cumbersome or
irksome.

—

a<ij. Far'del-bound, constipated, esp. of
cattle and sheep, by the retention of food in the third

stomach. [O. Fr. fardel (Fr. fardeau), dim. of
firde, a burden

—

Ax. fardah, a package (Devic).]

Fardlng-bag, far'ding-bag, «. the fir.st stomach of a
cow or other ruminant.

Fare, far, v.i. to get on or succeed : to happen well or
ill to : to be in any particular state, to be, to go on :

to feed.—«. the price of passage

—

(prig.) a course or

passage : those conveyed in a carriage : food or pro-

visions for the table.

—

interj. Farewell', may you
fare w^ell ! a wish for safety or success.—«. well-

wishing at parting : the act of departure. — adj.

parting: final. \_K.'Si. faran ; Ger. fa/iren.]
Farina, fa-rl'na, or fa-re'na, «. ground corn J

meal:
starch : pollen of plants. — adjs. Farina'ceoUS,
mealy ; Farlnose', yielding farina. ['L.,—far.]

Pari, &1, «. (Scot.) the quarter of a round cake of

flour or oatmeal. [Fardel, a fourth part.]

Farm, farm, «. land let or rented for cultivation or

pasturage, with the necessary buildings : (S^ens.)

h.-ibitation : (Shak.) a lease.

—

v.t. to let out as lands

to a tenant : to take on lease : to grant certain

rights in return for a portion of what they yield, as

to farm the taxes : to cultivate, as land. — adj.

Farm'able.—«j. Pann'-bal'liff ; Farm er, one who
farms or cultivates land : the tenant of a farm

:

one who collects taxes, &c., for a certain rate per
cent -.—fem. Farm'eress ; Farm'ering, the busi-

ness of a farmer. — 71.pl. Farm'ers-gen'oral, the

name given before the French Revolution to the

members of a privileged association in France, who
leased the public revenues of the nation. — ns.

Parm'ery, the buildings of a farm ; Fann'-bouse, a
liouse attached to a farm in which the farmer lives ;

Farm'ing, the business of cultivating land : Farm'-
la'bourer.-«.//. Farm'-ofif'ices, the offices or out-

buildings on a farm.

—

ns. Farm'Stead, a farm with

the buildings belonging to it ; Fann'-yard, ihe yard
or enclosure surrounded by the farm buildings. [A.S.

feorm, goods, entertainment, from Low L. firma—
\j. firtnus, firm. The Low L. firma meant a fixed

payment, also a signature (whence our 'firm' in

business); from ' rent'_/iir>« passed to 'lease,' then

to ' a tract of land held on lease.' Farm is therefore

a doublet of^r»«.]
Faro, far'o, «. a game of chance played by betting on

the order in which certain cards will appear when
taken singly from the top of the pack. [Perh. from
King Pharaoh on one of the cards.]

Farrago, far-ra'gS, «. a confused mass.

—

adj. Farra'-

glnous, miscellaneous, jumbled. [h.,far, grain.)

Farrier, far'i-er, «. one who shoes horses : one who
cures the diseases of horses.—«. Farr'lery, the art

of curing the diseases of cattle. [O. Fr. ferrier,

through Low \.. ferrarius, from 'L.ferrum, iron.]

Farrow, far'o, «. a litter of pigs.

—

v.i. or v.t. to bring
forth pigs. [A.S. fearh, a pig ; Gex.ferkel.\

TaLTTOVr, far'rO, adj. not producing young in a par-

ticular season, said of cows. [Ety. duK ; with
farroTV coTv cf. Flem. verwekoe, tarwekoe.]

Parse, fars, ». an explanation of the Latin epistle in

the vernacular.

—

v.t. to extend by interpolation.
Fart, fart, v.i. to break wind.—«. a noisy expulsion of

wind. [A.S. feortan; Ger. farsen.]
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Farther, farVAer, adj. {com/>. of Far) more far or

distant : tending to a greater distance : longer

:

additional.

—

adT'. at or to a greater distance : more
remotely : beyond : moreover. — adjs. and adi'S.

Far'thermore, furthermore ; Far'thermost, further-

most.—a<^'. Farthest (superl. of Far), most far,

distant, or remote.

—

adv. at or to the greatest dis-

tance. [A rather recent form, comp. of far, the

euphonic th being inserted from the analogy of

/urther. ]

Farthing, far'/Aing, n. the fourth of a penny : any-

thing very small : (B.) the rendering for two names
of coins, one the fourth part of the other

—

assarion,

used as the Gr. equivalent of the L. as, and kodrantes
(L. guadrnns), a coin equivalent to two lepia.—n.

Far'tUngflll. [A.S. fiorthmg, a fourth part

—

feortha, fourth, and dim. -ing, or -//«?-.]

Farthingale, far'/Aing-gal, n. a kind of crinoline of
whalebone for distending women's dress. [O. Fr.

verdugaU—Sp. verdugado, hooped, verdugo, rod.]

Fasces, fas'Sz, «.//. a bundle of rods with an axe in

the middle, borne before the ancient Roman prin-

cipal magistrates. SX-.fascis, a bundle.]
Fascia, fash'i-a, n. (<trfAjV.)a flat space or band between
mouldings : {anat.) a layer of condensed connective
tissue between some muscle and any other tissue.

—

adjs. Fas'dal; Fas'clated.—«. Fasoia'tlon (hot.),

B form of monstrosity by the flattening of a single

stem, or the lateral union of several stems. [L.]

Fascicle, fas'i-kl, «. a little bundle : (i5oA)a close cluster,

the flowers crowded together, as in the sweet-william
—also Fascicule.—a<^>. Fas'cicled, Fascic'ular,
Fasciculate, -d, united as in a bundle.— «. Fasolo'u-
lus, a fascicle : a part of a book issued in parts.

[h./asciculiis, dim. ofjascis, a bundle.]
Fascinate, fas'i-nat, v.t. to control by the glance : to

charm : to captivate : to enchant, esp. by the evil eye.

—adj. Fas'cmatlng, charming, delightful.—«. Fas-
Oina'tion, the act of charming : power to harm by
looks or spells : mysterious attractive i)Ower exerted
by a man's words or manner : irresistible power of
alluring : state of being fascinated. [L. fascindre,
•diutn; perh. allied to Gr. baskainein, to bewitch.]

Fascine, fas-sen', «. (fort.) a brushwood faggot bound
together with wire, yam, or withes, used to fill

ditches, &c. [Fr.,

—

'L./ascina—fascis, a bundle.]
Fash, fash, v.t. (Scot.) to trouble, annoy.— z/.?'. to be
vexed at, to take trouble or pains.

—

n. pains, trouble.
— adj. Fash'lOUS, troublesome, vexatious. — ns.

Fash'iousness, Fash'ery. [O. Fr. /ascher (Fr.

facker)—\,. fastidium,fastidwsus, fastidious.]

Fashion, fash'un, «. the make or cut of a thing : form
or pattern : prevailing mode or shape of dress : a
prevailing custom : manner : genteel society : appear-
ance.

—

v.t. to make : to mould according to a pattern :

to suit or adapt.

—

adj. Fash'ionable, made accord-
ing to prevailing fashion : prevailing or in use at any
period : observant of the fashion in dress or living :

moving in high society : patronised by people of
fashion.

—

n. a person of fashion.—«. Fash'ion-
ableness.—rt</z/. Fash'lonably.— «j. Fash'ioner;
Fash'ionlst. —«//;>. Fash'lonmongering, Fash'ion-
monging (Sluik.), behaving like a fop.—After, or

In, a fashion, in a way : to a certam extent ; In
the fashion, in accordance with the prevailing style

of dress, &c.—opp. to Out of fashion. [O. Fr.

fachon—Ij. faction-em—facere, to make.]
Fast, fast, adj. firm : fixed : steadfast : fortified : (of

sleep) soimd (Shak.).—adv. firmly, unflinchingly:

soundly or sound (asleep) : quickly : close, near.

—

n. Fast-and-loose, the name of a cheating game
practised at fairs—called also Prick-the-garter.—
adj. Fast'-hand'ed, close-fisted. — adv. Fast'ly
(Shak.), firmly.

—

n. Fast'neSS, fixedness : a strong-

hold, fortress, castle.—Fast by, close to.—Play fast
and loose (from the foregoing), to be unreliable, to

say one thing and do another ; Hard-and-fast (set

Hard). [A.S./M/; G*t.fut.]

Fast, fast, adj. quick : rapid : rash : dissipated.—(Kfr.

swiftly : in rapid succession : extravagantly.

—

adj.

Fast'ish, somewhat fast. [A special use of fast,
firm, derived from the Scand., in the sense of urgent.]

Fast, fast, v.i. to keep from food: to go hungry: to

abstain from food in whole or part, as a religious

duty.—«. abstinence from food : special abstinence
enjoined by the church : the day or time of fasting.
—ns. Fast'-day, a day of religious fasting : (Scot.)

a day for humiliation and prayer, esp. before cele-

brations of the Lord's Supper ; Fast'ens, short for

Fastens-nie (Scot. Fasten-e'en and Fasiern's-e'en),

Fastens Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday ; Fast'er, one
who fasts : Fasting, religious abstinence. [A. S.

fcestan, to fast ; Ger. fasten, to keep : perh. allied

withyiw^, firm, in the sense of making strict.]

Fasten, fas'n, v.t. to make fast or tight : to fix securely :

to attach firmly one thing to another : to confirm.

—

v.i. to fix itself.—«. Fas'tening, that which fastens.

Fasti, fas'tt, n.pl. those days among the ancient
Romans on which it was lawful to transact legal

or public business—opp. to Nefasti : an enumeration
of the days of the year, a calendar. [L.]

Fastidious, fas-tid'i-ns, adj. affecting superior taste :

over-nice : difficult to please.

—

adv. Fastid'iOUSly.—«. Fastid'iOUSnesS. [L. fastidiosus—fastidium,
loathing—;/?«/;«, pride, tcedium, loathing.]

Fastigiate, fas-tij'i-at, adj. pointed, sloping to a point
or edge— also Fastig'lated. — n. Fastig'lum, the
apex of a building : the pediment of a portico. [L.

fastigdre, -dtuin—fnstigiuin, a gable-end, roof.]

Fat, fat, adj. plump, fleshy : fruitful, esp. profitable t

gross : thick, full-bodied, esp. of printmg-types.—«.

an oily substance under the skin : solid animal oil

:

the richest part of anything.

—

v.t. to make fat.

—

v.i.

to grow fat :

—

fir./", fai'ting ; fa.p. fat'led.

—

adj.

Fat'brained (Shak.), dull of apprehension. — ns.

Fat'-hen(/>r^?/.), any one of various plants of thick

.succulent foli.ige, esp. pigweed, orach, and ground-
ivy; Fatling, a young animal fattened for slaughter.—adj. small and fat.

—

n. Fat'-lute, a mixture of
pipe-clay and linseed-oil, for filling joints, &c.

—

adv.
Fatly, grossly: in a lumbering manner.— «. Fat'-

ness, quality or state of being fat : fullness of flesh :

richness: fertility: that which makes fertile.— p.^.

Fat'ten, to make fat or fleshy : to make fertile.

—

v.i.

to grow fat. — «.r. Fat'tener, he who, or that which,
fattens ; Fat'tening, the process of making fat :

state of growing fat ; Fat'tlness.—rt(^'.r. Fat'tisfi,

somewhat fat ; Fat'-Wit'ted, dull, stupid ; Fat'ty,
containing fat or having the qualities of fat.—Fat
images, those in relief.—The fat Is in the fire,

things have gone to confusion. [A.S.yfe/' ; Q^x.fett.\
Fat, fat, «. a ve.ssel for holding liquids : a vat: a dry
measure of nine bushels. [See Vat.]

Fata Morgana, fa'tS mor-ga'na, a striking kind of
mirage seen most often in the Strait of Messina.
[Supposed to be caused by the fairy (fata) Morgana
of Arthurian romance.]

Fate, fat, «. inevitable destiny or necessity : appointed
lot: ill-fortune: doom: final i.ssiie : (//.) the three
goddesses of fate, Clotho, I-achesis, and Atropos,
who determined the birth, life, and death of men

—

the Fatal Sisters.—aiJ>'. Fat'al, belonging to or
appointed by fate : causing ruin or death : mortal

:

calamitous.

—

ns. Fat'alism, the doctrine that all

events are subject to fate, and happen by unavoid-
able necessity ; Fat'aliSt, one who believes in fatal-

ism.

—

adj. Fat'alistiC, belonging to or partaking of
fatalism.—«. Fatality, the state of being fatal or
unavoidable : the decree of fate : fixed tendency to

dis.ister or death : mortality : a fatal occurrence.

—

adv. Fat'ally.

—

adjs. Fat'ed, doomed : destined :

(.S'//<tA.) invested with the power of destiny: (Dry-
den) enchanted ; Fate'ful, charged with fate.

—

adv.
Fate'fully.—«. Fate'fulness. [h.fUum, a predic-
tion—^/wj, spoken—^rj, to speak.]

Father, {a!thtT, ». a male parent: an ancestor or
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forefather : a fatherly protector : a contriver or

originator : a title of respect applied to a venerable

man, to confessors, monks, priests, &c. : a member of

certain fraternities, as ' Fathers of the Oratory," &c.

:

the oldest member of any profession or other body :

one of a group of ecclesiastical writers of the early

centuries, usually ending with Ambrose, Jerome, and
Augustine : the first person of the Trinity.—1»./. to

adopt : to ascribe to one as his offspring or produc-
tion.

—

»s. Fa'therhood, state of being a father :

fatherly authority ; Fa'ther-in-law, the father of

one's husband or wife; Fa'therland, the land of

one's fathers—from the Ger. Vaterland ; Fa'ther-
lash'er, a name applied to two bull-heads found on
the British coasts, belonging to the Gurnard family.

—adj. Fa'therless, destitute of a living father:

without a known author.

—

ns. Fa'therlessness

;

Fa'therllness.—rt<^. Fatherly, like a father in

affection and care: paternal.

—

n. Fa'thership.

—

Holy Father, the Pope.—Be gathered to one's
fathers (B.), to die and be buried. [A.S. fader;
Ger. vater, \^. pater, Gx.patir.\

Fathom, fa/A'um, n. a nautical measure = 6 feet

:

depth: {Shak^ penetration.

—

v.t. to try the depth
of: to comprehend or get to the bottom of.

—

adjs.

Fathomable; Fathomless.—». Fathom-line, a
sailor's line and lead for taking soundings. [A.S.

faethni : Dut. vadem, Ger./aden.]
Fatidical, fa-tid'ik-al, adj. having power to foretell

future events : prophetical.

—

adv. Fatid'ically. [L.

fatidicus^atum, fate, dicere, to tell.]

Fatigue, fa-teg', n. weariness from labour of body or
of mind : toil : military work, distinct from the use
ol arms.

—

v.t. to reduce to weariness : to exhaust
one's strength : to harass :

—

pr.p. fatigu'ing
; pa.p.

fatigued'.— a<^'. Fat'igate {S>iak.), fatigued.— ?/.

Fatigue'-dii'ty, the part of a soldier's work dis-

tinct from the use of arms—also in fatigue-dress,
&c.—adv. FatlgU'ingly. [Fr.,—L. fatigdre, to

weary.]
Fatiscent. fa-tis'ent, adj. gaping.—;/. Fatis'cence.
Fattrels, fat'relz, «.//. (^Scot.) ends of ribbon. [O. Fr.

fatrailU, trumpery.]
Fatuous, fat'u-us, adj'. silly : imbecile : without
reality—also Fatli'itOUS.—«. Fatu ity, unconscious
stupidity: imbecility. [L.fatuus.]

Faubourg, fo'boOrg, «. a suburb just beyond the walls,

or a district recently included within a city. [O. Fr.

forbourg, lit. * out-town '^brj (Fr. horsy—'L.. foris,
out of doors, and O. Fr. bourg, town.]

Fauces, faw'sez, n.pl. the upper part of the throat,

from the root of the tongue to the entrance of the
gullet.

—

adj'. Fau'cal, produced in the fauces, as
certain Semitic guttural sounds. [L.]

Faucet, (aw'set, n. a pipe inserted in a barrel to draw
liquid. [YT.fai<sset.^

Faugh, faw, inter;, an exclamation of contempt or dis-

gust. [Prob. from the sound.]
Faulcbion, an obsolete form o(falchion.
Fault, fawlt, n, a failing : error : blemish : imperfec-

tion : a slight offence: {geol., miii.) a displacement
of strata or veins : (ten>tis) a stroke in which the
player fails to serve the ball into the proper place.

—

adj. Fault'ful (Shak.), full of faults or crimes.

—

adv.
Fault'ily.— «. Fault'iness.—«</;'. Faultless, with-
out fault or defect.— orfz'. Faultlessly.—«. Fault'-
lessness.

—

adj. Faulty, impertect, defective:
guilty of a fault : blamable.—At fault, open to

blame : (of dogs) unable to find the scent ; Find
fault (with), to censure for some defect. [O. Fr.

faute,falte—l^fallere, to deceive.]

Fauna, fawn'a, n. animals collectively, or those of a
particular country, or of a particular geological
period :—//. Faun'aa, Faun'as.—«. Faun, a Roman
rural deity, protector of shepherds.— rt<^'. Faun'al.

—

M. Faun'ist, one who studies a fauna. \h.fauniis,
ttoxafavere,fautum, to favour.]

FautOOil, fO-te/, tt, an arm-chair, esp. a president's

chair, the seat of on* sf the forty members of the
French Academy. [Fr.]

Fautor, faw'tor, n. a favourer or supporter. [O. Fr.
fauicur—\u.fautor—favere, to favour.]

Faveolate, fa-ve'o-lat, adj. honeycombed. — Also
Favose'.

Fauvette, fO-vet', n. a name applied to warblers in

general. [Fr.]

Favonian, fav-O'ni-an, adj. pertaining to the west
wind, favourable. [L. Favonius, the west wind.]

Favour, favur, «. countenance: good-will: a kind
deed : an act of grace or lenity : indulgence : par-

tiality : advantage : a knot of ribbons worn at a
wedding, or anything worn publicly as a pledge of a
woman's favour : {arch.) countenance, appearance :

a letter or written communication : {Shak.) an attrac-

tion or grace.

—

v.t. to regard with good-will : to be
on the side of: to treat indulgently : to afford advan-
tage to: {coll.) to resemble.

—

adj. Fa'TOUrable,
friendly: propitious: conducive to : advantageous.— «. FaVourableness. — adv. Fa'vourably.—
p.adj. Fa'VOUred, having a certain appearance,
featured— as in ill-favoured, ivell-favoured. — ns.

Fa'vouredness ; Fa'vourer; Fa'vourite, a person
or thing regarded with favour or preference : one
unduly loved : a kind of curl of the hair, affected
by ladies of the i8th century.

—

adj. esteemed, pre-

ferred.—«. Fa'vouritism, the practice ofshowing par-
tiality.

—

adj. Fa'vourless, without favour : {Spens.)
not favouring. — Favours to come, favours still

expected ; Curry favour (see Curry). [O. Fr.,—
Lu favor—favere, to favour, befriend.]

FaVUS, fav'us, n. a disease of the skin, chiefly of the
hairy scalp. [L. 'a honeycomb.']

Faw, faw, «. a gipsy. [From the surname Faa.]
Fawn, fawn, «. a young deer.

—

adj. resembling a fawn
in colour.

—

v.i. to bring forth a fawn. [O. Fr.faon,
through Low L. from L,.fetus, offspring.]

Fawn, fawn, v.i. to cringe, to flatter in a servile way
(with upon).—n. {rare) a servile cringe or bow :

mean flattery.

—

ns. Fawn'er, one who flatters to gain
favour : Fawn'ing, mean flattery : sycophancy. —
adv. Fawn'ingly.—«. Fawn'ingness. [A variant
offain, to rejoice

—

A.S. fagen, glad. J

Fay, fa, «. a fairy. [O. Fr. fee—h.fata, a fairy—L.
fatuin, fate.]

Fay, fa, «. {SItak.) faith.

Fay, fa, v.i. to fit, unite closely.

—

v.t. to fit together
closely. [K.'i>. fegan ; Ger.fugen.]

Fay, Fey, fa, v.t. {prov.) to clean out, as a ditch.

Foague, feg, z'.t. {obs.) to whip : to perplex. [Cog.
with Dut. vcgen, Gf:'c.fegen.\

Feal, feal, adj. {cbs.) loyal, faithful

Feal, fel, v.t. {pro7'.) to conceal.
Fealty, fe'al-ti, or fel'ti, «. the vassal's oath of fidelity

to his feudal lord : loyalty. [O. Fr.fealte—L. fideli-

tat-em—fdelis, (ailhiuX—fdere, to trust.]

Fear, fer, «. a painful emotion excited by danger

:

apprehension of danger or pain : alarm : the object

of fear : aptness to cause fear : {B.) deep reverence :

piety towards God.

—

v.t. to regard with fear: to

expect with alarm: {B.) to stand in awe of: to

venerate: {oc>s.)io terrify: to make afraid.— ii./'. to

be afraid : to be in doubt.

—

adj. Fear'ful, timorous :

exciting intense fear: terrible.

—

adv. Fear'fully.

—

«. Fear'fuiness.— a<^'. Fearless, without fear:

daring: brave.—o^z/. Fearlessly.-«J. Fearless-
ness; Fearnought (same as Dreadnaught).- ««>'.

Fear'some, causing fear, frightful.

—

adv. Fear'-

SOmely. [A.S.^r, ft3s,fitran, to terrify ; cf Ger.

gefahr, \ce.fdr, harm, mischief]
Fear, far, «. {Spens.) a companion. [See Fere.]

Feasible, fe/i-bl, adj. practicable.—«j. Feas'ibleness,

Feasibility.—o^/f. Feasibly. [Fr. fiisabU, that

can be done—faire,faisant—'L.facere, to do.]

Feast, f&t, «. a day of unusual solemnity or joy : a
festival in commemoration of some event

—

movable,

such as occurs on a specific day of the week succecd-
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ing a certain day of the month, as Easier; immov-
abU, at a fixed date, as Christmas : a rich and
abundant repast : rich enjoyment for the mind or

heart.

—

v.i. to hold a feast : to eat sumptuously : to

receive intense delight.

—

v.t. to entertain sumptu-
ously.—/«. Feast'-dajT; Feasfer.—a^^'. Feasfful,
festive, joyful, luxurious. —>«. Feast'ing ; Feast'-

rite, a rite or custom observed at feasts. -pdt^'.

Feast'-WOn (Shak.), won or bribed by feasting.

—

Feast of fools, Feast of asses, medieval festivals,

held between Christmas and Epiphany, in which a
burlesque bishop was enthroned in church, and a
burlesque mass said by his orders, and an ass driven

round in triumph.—Double feast {eccUs,), one on
which the antiphon is doubled. [O. Fr. feste (Fr.

fiie)—'L./estum, a hoWday, /estus, solemn, festal.]

Feat, fet, «. a deed manifesting extraordinary strength,

skill, or courage.

—

z'.i. {S/iak.) to fashion.

—

adj.
neat, deft.

—

adj. Feat'eous, dexterous, neat.—adv.
Feat'ly, neatly, dexterously—(i>^«j.) Feat'eously.
[Fr.yii//

—

'L. /actum—'L./acere, to do.]

Feather, ferA'er, «. one of the growths which form
the covering of a bird: a feather-like ornament : the

feathered end of an arrow : nature, kind, as in ' birds

of a feather
:

' birds collectively : anything light or
trifling.

—

v.t. to furnish or adorn with feathers.

—

ru. Feath'er-bed, a mattress filled with feathers

;

Feather-boarding (same as Weather-boarding,
q.v.).

—

p.adj. Feath'ered, covered or fitted with
feathers, or anything feather-like : like the flight of
a feathered animal, swift : smoothed as with feathers.—ns. Feath'er-edge, an edge of a board or plank
thinner than the other edge ; Feath'er-grass, a
perennial grass, so called from the feathery appear-
ance of its awns ; Feath'er-head, Feather-brain,
a frivolous person; Feath'eriness ; Feath'ering.
plumage : the fitting of feathers to arrows : (archil.)

an arrangement of small arcs or foils separated by
projecting cusps, frequently forming the feather-

like ornament on the inner mouldings of arches ;

Feath'er-star, a crinoid of feathery appearance and
radiate structure; Feath'er-weight, the lightest

weight that may be carried by a racing-horse : a
boxer, wrestler, &c., ofa class below the light-weights
—hence one of small importance or ability.

—

adj.
Feath'ery, pertaining to, resembling, or covered
with feathers.—Feather an oar, to turn the blade
of the oar horizontally as it comes out of the water,
thus lessening the resistance of the air ; Feather
one's nest, to accumulate wealth for one's self while
serving others in a position of trust.—A feather in
one's cap, some striking mark of distinction ; Be in
high feather, to be greatly elated or in high spirits;

Make the feathers fly, to throw into confusion by
a sudden attack ; Show the white feather, to show
signs of cowardice—a white feather in a gamecock's
tail being considered as a sign of degeneracy. [A.S.

/eiSer; Qtx.feder; \^ penua,Q>T. pteron.'\

Feature, fet'ur, ». the marks by which anything is

recognised : the prominent traits of anything : the
cast of the face: (pi.) the countenance.

—

v.t. (coll.)

to have features resembling.

—

adjs. Feat'ured, with
features well marked ; Feat'ureless, destitute of
distinct features ; Feat'urely, handsome. [O. Fr.

faiture, from fut. part, of h./acere, to make.]
FebrlCUle, feb'ri-kui, «. a slight itva.—adj. Febrl'-
culose.—«. Febriculos'ity. [L, /ebricula, dlta. of
febris, fever.]

Febrific, fe-brif'ik, adj. producing fever, feverish.

—

Also Febrifa'cient. [L. febris, fever, /acire, to

make.]
Febrifuge, feb'ri-fiij, «, a medicine for removing fever.

—adj. Febrifugal (or feb'-). [L. febris, fever,

fiigare, to put to flight.]

Febrile, fe'bril, or feb'ril, adj. pertaining to fever :

feverish.—«. Febril'ity. [Fr.,

—

'L. febris, fever.]

Febronianl8m, feb-rO'ni-an-izm , n. a system of doctrine
auui^uniitic to the cUims of the Pope and asserting

8S8

the independence of national churches, propounded
in 1763 by Johann Nikolaus von Hontheim under
the pseudonym ' Justinus /V^ro«»«j.'

February, feb'roO-ar-i, n. the second month of the
year. [L. Februarius (tnensis), the month of ex-
piation,y^^r/^r, the feast of expiation.]

Feces, Fecal. See Fseces, Fsecal.
FeciaL See FetiaL
Feck, fek, «. (Scot.) strength, value, quantity, number :

the bulk of anything.

—

adj. Feck'less, spiritless.

—

rtrft/. Feckly, mostly. [Corr. of <^<r/.]

Fecula, fek'u-la, «. starch obtained as a sediment by
breaking down certain plants or seeds in water. [L.
ftrcula, dim. oifcrx, dregs.]

Feculent, fek'u-lent, adj. containing faeces or sedi-

ment : muddy : foul.—«j. Fec'ulence, Fec'ulency.
Fecund, fek'und, adj. fruitful: fertile: prolific.

—

z\t.

Fec'undate, Fecundate, to make fruitful: to im-
pregnate.

—

ns. Fecundation, the act of impregnat-
jng : the state of being impregnated ; Fecund'lty,
fruitfulness : prolificness in female animals. [Fr.,

—

\^.fecutidtts, fruitful.]

Fed,/a.^ anA.pa.p. of Feed.
Fedary, fed'ar-i(.S'^z/t.). Same as Federary.
Federal, fed'er-al, adj. pert.-iining to or consisting of
a treaty or covenant : confederated, founded upon
mutual agreement : of a union or government in

which several states, while independent in home
affairs, combine for national or general purposes, as
in the United States (in the American Civil War,
Federal was the name applied to the states of the

North which defended the Union against the Con-
federate separatists of the South).—«. a supporter
of federation : a Unionist soldier in the .American
Civil War.—«. Fed'eracy.

—

p. /. Fed'erali8e.---«j.

Fed'eralism, the principles or cause maintained
by federalists ; Federalist, a supporter of a federal

constitution or union ;_ Federary (Shak.), a con-
federate.

—

adj. Fed'erate, united by league : con-
federated.

—

n. Federa'tion, the act_ of uniting in

league : a federal union.

—

adj. Fed'eratlve, united in

league.—Federal (or Covenant) theology, that first

worked out by Cocceius (1603-69), based on the idea

of two covenants between God and man—of Works
and of Grace (see (Jovenant). [Fr. federal—h.
fasdus,foederis, a treaty, akin xofidere, to trust.]

Fee, f^ n. price paid for services, as to a lawyer or
physician : recompense, wages : the sum exacted
for any special privilege : a grant of land for feudal

service : an unconditional inheritance—Fee'-Sim'ple,

possession : ownership.

—

v.t. to pay a fee to : to hire :

—pr.p. fee'ing; pa.p. feed.—«J. Fee-grief (Shak.\
a private grief; Fee'ing-mar ket (Scot.), a fair or
market at which farm-servants are hired for the year
or half-year following ; Fee' -tail, an entailed estate,

which on failure of heirs reverts to the donor.—Base
fee, a quahfied fee. a freehold estate of inherit.mce

to which a qualification is annexed ; Conditional
fee, a fee granted on condition, or limited to par-

ticular heirs : the estate of a mortg-igee of land,
possession of which is conditional on payment ; Great
fee, the holding of a tenant of the Crown. [A. S.

feoh, cattle, property : a special kind of property,
property in land ; Ger. vieh. Ice.ff ; allied to L.
pecus, catt\e, pecunia, money.]

Feeble, fe'bl, adj. weak : wanting in strength of
body, energy, or efficiency: showing weakness or
incapacity: faint: duW.— ad/. Feeble- mind'ed,
weak-minded : irresolute.

—

m. Fee'bleness

—

(Spens.)
Fe'Ueaae.—adv. Fee'bly. [O. Fr. foible, (orfloibU—\-flebilis, lamentable, Uaxafiere, to weep.]

Feed, fiSd, v.t. to give food to : to nourish : to furnish
with necessary material : to foster.

—

v.i. to take
food : to nourish one's self by eating :—-/r./. feed'-

ing ; pa.t. and pa.p. fed.—«. an allowance of pro-
vender, esp. to cattle : the motion forward of any-
thing being fed to a machine : (Milt.) a meal

:

(Shak.) pasture land.—/«. Feed'er, he who feeds,



Fee-faw-fum mate ; mute ; mODn ; Men. Femerell

or that which supplies : an eater : one who abets
another: one who iattens cattle ; (obs.) a parasite ;

Feed'-head, the cistern that supplies water to the

boiler of a steam-engine ; Feed'-iieat'er, an appara-
tus for heating the water supplied to a steam-boiler ;

Feed'ing, act of eating : that which is eaten : pas-

ture : the placing of the sheets of paper in position

for a printing or ruling machine ; Feed'ing-bott'le,

a bottle for supplying liquid food to an infant ; Feed-
pipe, a pipe for supplying a boiler or cistern with

water ; Feed'-pump, a force-pump for supplying a

steam-engine boiler with water. [X.S./edan, to feed.]

Fee-faw-fum, fe'-faw'-fum', n. a nursery word for any-

thing frightful.

Feel, fel, vj. to perceive by the touch : to handle or

try by touch: to be conscious of: to be keenly
sensible of: to have an inward persuasion of.

—

v.i.

to know by the touch : to have the emotions excited :

to produce a certain sensation when touched, as to

feel hard or hot :^pr.p. feel'ing ; pti.t. andpa.p. felt.

—«. the sensation of touch.

—

ns. Feel'er, a remark
cautiously dropped, or any indirect stratagem, to

sound the opinions of others : (//.) jointed fibres in

the heads of insects, &c., possessed of a delicate

sense of touch, termed aittennn; Feel'ing, the sense
of touch : perception of objects by touch : conscious-

ness of pleasure or pain : tenderness : emotion :

sensibility, susceptibility, sentimentality : opinion
as resulting from emotion : (pi.) the affections or

passions.—«<//'. expressive of great sensibility or

tenderness : easily affected.

—

adv. Feel'ingly.—Feel
after (B.), to search for. [A.S.y?/<n«, to feel ; Ger.
/iilileu ; prob. akin to L. palpdre, to quiver.]

Feer, fer, «. {Spens.) a companion, a spouse. [A.S.

ge-/era, a companion

—

ge-ferati, to travel.]

Fee-simple, Fee-tail. See under Fee.
Feet, fet, //. of Foot.—rt(/;". Feet'Iess, without feet.

Feign, fan, v.t. to invent: to imagine: to make a
show or pretence of, to counterfeit, simulate.

—

adj.

Feigned, pretended : simulating.

—

adv. Feign'edly.
— ns. Feign'edness ; Feign'ing. [Vr./eindre, pr.p.

fei^nant, to feign.

—

V,. Jlngircfictmn, to form.]
Feint, fant, «. a false appearance : a pretence : a mock-

assault : a deceptive movement in fencing, boxing,
&c.

—

v.i. to make a feint. [Fr., see above.]
Feldspar, feld'spar, n. (fnin.) a general term for the •

most important rock-forming group of minerals—all

anhydrous silicates of alumina—divided into those
in which the minerals crystallise in vtonocUnic and
in trielink forms— also Felspar, Feld'spath.—
adjs. Feldspathio, Feld'spathose. {Gtx. feldspatk
—ft-ld, a field, spath, spar.]

Felicity, fe-lis'i-ti, «. happiness : delight : a blessing :

a happy event.

—

v.t. Felic'itate, to express joy or
pleasure to : to congratulate.

—

n. Felicita'tion, the
act of congratulating.

—

adj. Felicitous, happy : pros-

perous : delightful : appropriate.

—

adv. Felicitously.
[Fr.,

—

\^. felicitat-em, iiom/ciix, -icis, happy.]
Feline, fe'lln, adj. pertaining to the cat or the cat
kind : like a cat.—«.r. Felin'ity ; Felis, the cats as
a genus, the tj^jical genus of family Fe'lidsa and sub-
family Feli'nae. [L. feiinus—felis, a cat.]

Fell, fel, «. a barren hill. [Ice. /jail; Dan.Jjeld.]
Fell, fel, pa.t. of Fall.
Fell, fel, v.t. to cause to fall : to bring to the ground :

to cut down.

—

adj. Fell'able «. FeU'er, a cutter of
wood. [A.S.jellan, causal form oi/eallan, to fall.]

Fell, fel, n. a skin.

—

n. Fell'monger, a dealer in skins.

[\.S./el; cf. l^.pellis, Gr. pdla, Ger. /ell.}

Fell, fel, «. {Spens.) anger, melancholy. ['L./el, bile.]

Fell, fel, adj. cruel : fierce : bloody : deadly : keen,
eager, spirited : (Scot.) very great, huge.—adj. Fell'-

lurk'ing (S/ta^.), lurking with treacherous purpose.
—«. Fell'ness.—rt^^z;. Fell'y. [O. Ft. /el, cruel—L.
/ello. See Felon.]

Fellah, fel'a, «. an Arabic name applied contemptu-
ously by the Turks to the labouring or agricultural

population of Egypt—descendants of the ancient

Egyptian, intermingled with Syrians, Arabs, &c.

:

—/>/. Fell'alis, Fell'allin. [Ar., 'tiller of the soil.']

FeUiC, fel'ik, adj. obtained from bile—also Fellin'ic.

—adj. Fellif luous, tlowmg with gall. [L./el, gall.]

Felloe. See Felly.
Fellonous, fel'lon-us, adj. (Spens.) fell.

—

adj. Fel'-

lonest, most fell.

Fellow, fel 0, n. an associate : a companion and equal

:

one of a pair, a mate ; a member of a university who
enjoys a fellowship: a member of a scientific or other
society: an individual, a person generally : a worth-
less person.

—

ns. Fell'OW-cit'izen, one belongins to
the same city; Fell'OW-Comm'oner, at Cambridge
and elsewhere, a privileged class of undergraciuates,
dining at the Fellows' table ; Fell'ow-crea'ture, one
of the same race; Fellow-feeling, feeling between
fellows or equals : sympathy ; FeU'ow-heir, a joint-

heir.

—

adv. Fell'OWly (SAai.), companionable.—
ns. Fell'OW-man, a man of the same common nature
with one's self; Fell'OW-serV'ant, one who has the
same master ; Fell'OWShip, the state of being a
fellow or partner : friendly intercourse : communion ;

an association : an endowment in a college for the

support of graduates called Fellows ; the position

and income of a fellow : (arith.) the proportional
division of profit and loss among partners—Good
fellowship, companionableness : Kight hand of
fellowship, the right hand given by one minister or

elder to another at an ordination in some churches
[M. F../elaive—\ce./ilagi, a partner in goods, from
/e (Ger. vieK), cattle, property, and lag, a laying

togetherj a law. Cf. Eng. Fee, and Law.]
Felly, fel'i, Felloe, fel'S, «. one of the curved pieces

in the circumference of a wheel : the circular rim of
the wheel. [K.S. /elg: Ger. /elge.\

Felon, fel'on, «. one guilty of felony : a convict : a
wicked person.

—

adj. wicked or cruel.

—

adj. Felo'ni-

OUS, wicked : depraved : done with the deliberate

intention to commit crime.

—

adv. Felo'niously.

—

«. Felo'niousness, the quality of being felonious.^

adj. Fel'onous (Spens.), felonious.—«i-. Fel'onry, a
body of felons ; Fel'ony, (orig.) a crime punished by
toul forfeiture of lands, &c. : a grave crime, beyond
a misdemeanour, as that punishable by penal servi-

tude or death. [O. Fr. ,—Low L. /ellonem, /ello, a
traitor, prob. 'L./el, gall.]

Felsite, fel'slt, «. a fine-grained, compact rock, a
variety of quartz-porphyry—also Fel'StOSO.

—

adj.

Felsit'iC. [\:t.,—Ger. /els, rock.]

Felspar. Same as Feldspar.
Felt, felt, /rt. A and /a./, of Feel.

Felt, felt, «. a fabric formed without weaving, by
means of the natural tendency of the fibres of wool
and certain kinds of hair to interlace with and cling

to each other.

—

v.t. to make into felt : to cover with

felt. — f.^ Felt'er, to mat together like felt.— «.

Felt'ing, the art or process of making felt : the

felt itself. [\.^./elt; cf. Dut. viit, Ger. jilz.]

Felucca, fe-luk'a, «. a class of small merchant-vessels,

used in the Mediterranean, with two masts, lateen

sails, and often a rudder at each end. [It/eluca,

which, like Yx./elouqne, is from Kx./ulk, a ship.]

Female, fe'mal, adj. of the sex that produces young :

pertaining to females : (bot.) having a pistil or fruit-

bearing organ.—«. one of the female sex, a woman.
—ns. Femality, Feminal'ity, the female nature.—
adj. Fem'inal.— ;.-. Femine'ity, the quality of being

female. — adj. Feminine, pertaining to women

:

tender: womanly: (^ram.) the gender denoting

females.—rt<^i/. Femininely.—>«. Fem'inineness

;

Feminin'lty, the nature of the female sex.—Female
screw, a screw cut upon the inward surface of a

cylindrical hole in wood or metal ; Feminine rhyme,
a rhyme between words that terminate each m an

unaccented syllable. [Yr./emelle—L./emella, dim.

oi/emina, a woman.]
Femerell, fem'er-el, n. a louvre or covering on the

roof of a kitchen, &C., to allow the smoke to escape.
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Femur file, far ; me, her ; mine ; Ferret

Femur, fe'mir, «. the thigh-bone. — adj. Fein'oral,

belonging to the thigh.—Femoral artery, the main
artery of the thigh, [h./tmoraiii—Jtmur, thigh.]

Fen, fen, n. a kind of low marshy land often, or par-

tially, covered with water : a morass or bog.

—

ns.

Fen'-berTy, the cranberry; Fen'-fire, the Will-o'-

the-wisp. — adjs. Fenny, Fen nish ; Fen -sucked

(^Aavfe-X drawn out of bogs. [\.S./enn; Ice. /en.]

Fen fen, v.i. an exclamatory phrase in boys' games,

mining ' Check !
'

' Bar !
' [Cf. Fend.]

Fence, fens, «. a wall or hedge for enclosing animals

or for protecting land : the art of fencing : defence :

a receiver of stolen goods, also a receiving-house.

—v.t. to enclose with a fence: to fortify.—r.i. to

practise fencing : to conceal the truth by equivocal

answers. — adjs. Fenced, enclosed with a fence ;

Fenceless, without fence or enclosure, open.—«.
Fencer, one who practises fencing with a sword.

—ttdj. Fenc ible, capable of being fenced or de-

fended.—«.//. Fenc'ibles, volunteer regiments raised

for local defence during a special crisis : militia en-

listed for home service.—>.<i<^'. Fenc'lng, defending

or guarding.—«. the act of erecting a fence : the art

of attack and defence with a sword or other weapon.
—n. Fentfing-mas'ter, one who teaches fencing.—
Fence tlie tables, in the ancient usage of Scotland,

to debar from partaking in communion those guilty

of any known sin. — Sit on the fence, to be still

hesitating as between two opinions : Sunk fence, a
ditch or water-course. [Abbrev. oi defence.]

Fend, fend, v.t. to ward off: to shut out:_to defend.—v.i. to offer resistance : to make provision for.

—

n. self-support, the shift one makes for one's self.

—

a^'. Fend'y, shifty. [Abbrev. of ^/c^^W.]
Fender, fend er, «. a metal guard before a fire to con-

fine the ashes : a protection for a ship's side against

fiers, &c, consisting of a bundle of rope, &c.

—

tis.

end'er-beam, a fender of wood, protecting a ship's

side in dock : a permanent buffer at the end of a
railway siding ; Fend'er-board, a board protecting

the steps of a carriage from the dust thrown up by
the wheels. [Fend.]

Fenestella, fen-es-tel'a, H. a niche on the south side

of an altar, containing the piscina, and sometimes
the credence : a genus of Polyzoa, like the recent
'lace coral," very common in Palxozoic rocks. [L.,

dim. (ji/enestra, a window.]
Fenestra!, fe-nes'tral, adj. belonging to or like a
window : with transparent spots—also Fenes'trate.
—«. Fenestra'tion, the arrangement of windows in

a building. \V,. feiustralis—fenestra, window.]
Fengite, fen'jlt, n. a transparent alabaster for window

panes.
Fenian, fe'ne-an, «. a member of an association of

Irishmen founded in New York in 1857 for the over-
throw of the English government in Ireland.

—

adj.
belonging to the legendary Fenians, or to the
modem conspirators. — n. Fe'nlanism. [Old Ir.

Fern, one of the names of the ancient population
of Ireland, confused in modem times withy?Vi««,
the militia of Finn and other ancient Irish kings.]

Fenks, fengks, n. the refuse of whale-blubber.—Also
Finks.

Fennec, fen'ek, n. a little African fox with large ears.

[Moorish.]
Fennel, fen'el, n. a genus of umbelliferous plants,

allied to Dill, but distinguished by the cylindrical,

strongly-ribbed fruit, the flower yellow.

—

n. Fenn'el-
flow'er, the Nigella Damascena, or ragged lady.

[A. S. _/?««/

—

\../otniculum, fennel—^«tt;«, hay.]
Fent, fent, n. (prov.) a slit, crack : a remnant or odd

piece. [O. Vx./ente— X^findere, to cleave.]

Fenugreek, fen'a-grek, n. a genus of leguminous
plants, allied to clover and melilot. [L. fenum-
grtrciim, ' Greek hay.']

Feod, Feodal, Feodary. Same as Feud, Feudal,
Feudary.

Feoff, fcf, n. a fied—v./. to grant possession of a fief
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or property in land.

—

ns. Feoffee', the person in-

vested with the fief; Feoffor, Feoffor, he who
grants the fiet ; Feoff 'ment, the gift of a fief or
feoff. 10. Fr. /eojer or Jie/er—O. Fr. Jie/. See
Fee.]

Feracious, fe-ra'shus, adj. fruitful. — «. Ferac'lty
{rare), [l^/erax, -a/:is—/erre , to bear.]

Fer-de-lance, far'de-langs', «. the lance-headed or
yellow viper of tropical America.

Fere, fer, «. (Spens.) a mate, companion, equaL [A.S.
ge/era, a companion, ge-feran, to travel.]

Feretory, fer'e-tor-i, n. a shrine for relics carried in
processions. W,. fereirum—ferre, to bear.]

Ferial, fe'ri-al, adj. pertaining to holidays (jeriee), be-
longing to any day of the week which is neither a
fast nor a festival. [Fr.,

—

'L./eria, a holiday.]
Ferine, fa'rin, o^'. pertaining to, or like, a wild beast

:

sav.-ige.— «.//. FerSB (fere), wild animals. — rt<^'.

Feral, wild, run wild.—«. Fer'ity, wildness.—Fera
naturse, those animals that are wild or not domesti
cated, including game animals—deer, hares, pheas
ants, &c. \X" Jeritiiis—fera, a wild beast—y>r»«,
akin to Gr. ther, Ger. thier, a beast.]

Feringhee, fer-ing'ge, «. a Hindu name for an Eng-
lishman.—Also Farin'gee. [A corr. of Frank.]

Ferly, fer'li, adj. fearful : sudden : singular.

—

>u a
wonder.

—

v.i. to wonder. [A.S.jieriic, sudden; cf.

Ger. ge-fdhrlich, dangerous.]
Ferm, Term, «. a farm : (S/ens.) abode, lodging.
Fermata, fer-ma'ta, n. (mus.) a pause or break. [It.]

Ferment, fer'ment, ». what excites fermentation, as
yeast, leaven : internal motion amongst the parts of
a fluid : agitation : tumult.

—

v.i. Ferment', to ex-

cite fermentation : to inflame.

—

v.i. to rise and swell

by the action of fermentation : to work, used of
wine, &c. : to be in excited action : to be stirred

with anger.—«. Fermentabil'ity.—art>". Ferment'-
able, capable of fermentation.—«. Fermenta'tion,
the act or process of fermenting : the change which
takes place in liquids exposed to air : the kind of
spontaneous decomposition which produces alcohol

:

restless action of the mind or feelings.— a<^". Fer-
ment'ative, causing or consisting in fermentation.
—«. Fennent'ativeness.—art/. Fermentes'cible,
capable of being fermented. [Fr. ,

—

h. Jer>»e»/um,
(oT/ervimeniu?ii—yervere, to boil.]

Fermeture, fer'me-tur, «. a mechanism for closing the
chamber ofa breech-loading gun. [Fr.,

—

h.jirrndre,
to make fast.]

Fern, fern, n. one of the beautiful class of higher or
vascular crj'ptogamous plants— the natural order
Filices.—its. Fem'ery, a place for rearing ferns ;

Fern'-owl, the European goatsucker or night-jar;

Fem'-seed, the spores of ferns, which, properly
gathered, render the bearers invisible ; Fem'siaw,
a thicket of ferns: Fem'tiCle, a freckle.

—

adjs.

Fem'ticled; Ferny. [K.^./cam; Ger. /am.]
Ferocious, fe-rO'shus, adj. savage, fierce : cruel.

—

adv. Ferociously.-«j. Fero'ciousness; Ferocity,
s.ivage cruelty of disposition : untamed fierceness.

[L. /erox,/erocis, v/xXd^ertis, wild.]

Ferrandlne, fer'an-din, ». a silk and wool or silk and
hair cloth.—Also FarTandine. [Fr.]

Ferrara, fer-a'ra, «. a m.ike of sword-blade highly
esteemed in Scotland from about the close of the
16th century—often Andrea Ferrara—said to have
been made at Belluno in Venetia by Cosmo, Andrea,
and Gianantonio Ferrara. [Perh. a native of Fer-
rara, or prob. merely the It. /errajo, a cutler

—

'L. /errariiis, a smith.]
Ferreous, fer'e-us, adj. pertaining to, or made of, iron.

[h. /erreus—/errum, iron.]

Ferret, fer'et, «. ribbon woven from spun silk. [Corr.
from llnjioretto—\../los,floris, a flower.]

Ferret, fer'et, «. a half-tamed albino variety of the
polecat, employed in unearthing rabbits,

—

v.t. to

drive out of a hiding-place : to search out cunningly :

—pr.p. ferr'eting ; pa.p. fcn'eted.-». FerTetOT, one



Ferriagre mOte : mute ; mOOn ; Men. F«ud

who uses a ferret to catch rabbits, &c. : one who
searches minutely. [O. Vx. /uret, a f«rrtt-L«w L.
furon-em, robber

—

h./ur, a thief.]

Ferriage, fer'ri-aj, «. See Ferry.
Ferric, fer'ik, adj. pertaining to or obtained from

iron : noting an acid compounded of iron and
oxygen.

—

ns. Ferr'ate, a salt formed by the union
of ferric acid with a base ; Ferrocyanogen (fer-o-sl-

an'O-jen), a compound radical supposed by chemists
to exist in ferrocyanic acid and the ferrocyanides,

the chief of which is potassium ferrocyanide, yielding
Prussian blue ; Ferr'otjrpe, a photographic process

in which the negative was developed by a saturated
solution of protosulphate of iron. [h._/errum, iron.]

Ferriferous, fer-rifer-us, adj. bearing or yielding iron.

[Ij./errum, iron, Jerre, to bear.]

Ferruginous, fer-riSS'jin-us, adj. of the colour of iron-

rust impregnated with iron.—«. FerrU'gO, a disease
of plants, commonly called rust. [L. /errugineits—
femigo, -inem, iron-r\\st—/emt)», iron.]

Ferrule, fer'il, or fer'oSl, «. a metal ring or cap on a
' "Staff, &c., to keep it from splitting.—Also Ferr'el.

[O. Fr. viro/e—h. virioia, a bracelet.]

Ferry, fer*!, v.t. to carry or convey over a water in

a boat :—/r./. ferr'ying ; ^a.p. ferr'ied.—«. a place
where one is carried by boat across a water : the
right of conveying passengers: the ferry-boat.

—

ns.

Ferr'lage, provision for ferrying : the fare paid for

such; Ferr'y-boat; Ferry-man. [\.S. /erian, to

convey, yhraH, to go; Ger.yd/tre, a {eny—/a/tre>t,
to go, to carry. ]

Fertile, fer'til, adj'. able to bear or produce abund-
antly : rich in resources : inventive : fertilising.

—

adv. Fer'tllely.—«. Fertilisation, the act or pro-
cess of fertilising.

—

v./. Fer'tilise, to make fertile or
fruitful : to enrich.

—

ns. Fer'tiliser, one who, or that

which, fertilises ; Fertility, fruitfulness : richness :

abundance. [Fr.,

—

\,. feriilis—ferre, to bear.]
Ferule, fer'CSSi, «. a cane or rod used for striking

children in punishment.—«. Fer'ula, a staff of com-
mand.

—

adj. Ferula'ceous, pertaining to canes or
reeds. \V,. fertila, a c^ne—jerire, to strike.]

Fervent, fer'vent, adj'. ardent : zealous : warm in feel-

ing.

—

ft. Fer'vency, eagerness : warmth of devotion.

—adv. Fetvently.—adjs. Ferves'cent, growing
hot ; Fer'vid, very hot : having burning desire or
emotion : zealous.—«. Fervld'ity.^rtrfi'. Fer'vidly.
—us. Fer'vidness ; Fer'vour, heat : heat of mind,
zeal. [Fr.,

—

'L./emere, to boil.]

Fescennine, fes'e-nin, adj'. scurrilous.—Fescennlne
verses consisted of dialogues in rude extempore
verses, generally in Saturnian measure, in which
the parties rallied and ridiculed one another. The
style, afterwards popular at Rome, originated in

the Etruscan town Fescennium.
Fescue, fes'ku, «. a genus of grasses, very nearly

allied to Brome-grass, and including many valuable
pasture and fodder grasses : a small straw or wire
used to point out letters to children when learning
to read. [O. Yx.festu—L.^^xZ/Jfrt, a straw.]

Fesse, FeSS, fes, «. {her.) one of the ordinaries—

a

band over the middle of an escutcheon, one-third its

breadth. [Vr. /asce—lj. /ascia, a band.]
Festal, fes'tal, adj'. pertaining to a feast or holiday :

joyoiis: gay.

—

adv. Fes't£lly. — «. Festil'ogy, a
treatise on ecclesiastical festivals.

Fester, fes'ter, v.i. to become corrupt or malignant : to

suppurate.

—

v.i. to cause to fester or rankle.

—

tt. a
wound discharging corrupt matter. [O. ^x./esire—
L. fistula, an ulcer. ]

Festinate, fes'ti-nat, v.t. to accelerate.

—

adj'. {Skak.')
hurried, hasty.—nrfz/. Fes'tlnately (Shak.\ hastily.—«. Festina'tion. [h.fiesintdre, -diiivi, to hurry.]

Festive, fes'tiv, adj'. festal : mirthful.—«. Fes'tival,
a joyful celebration : a feast.

—

ad7'. Fes'tively.

—

«. Festiv'ity, social mirth : joyfulness : gaiety.

—

adj. Fes'tiVOUS, festive, [h. /esiivus—festus.]
Festoon, fes-tOOn', «. a garland suspended between
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two points : {archii.) an ornament like a wreath of
flowers, &c.

—

v.t. to adorn with festoons,—«. Fes-
toon'-bllnd, a window-blind of cloth gathered int*
rows of festoons in its width. [Fx.fiisian—Low L.
fies/o(n-), a garland

—

h./estum.]
Fet, Fett, fet, v.t. obsolete form of/eick.
Fetal. See FCBtUS.
Fetch, fech, v.t. to bring: to go and get: to obtain

as its price : to accomplish in any way : to bring
down, to cause to yield : to reach or attain.

—

v.i. to
turn : (ttaut.) to arrive at.—«. the act of bringing

:

space carried over: a stratagem.

—

adj. Fetch'ing,
fascinating.—Fetch and carry, to perform humble
services for another ; Fetch a pump, to pour water
in so as to make it draw; Fetch out, to draw
forth, develop ; Fetch to, to revive, as from a
swoon ; Fetch up, to recover : to come to a sudden
stop. [A.S. feccan, an altered form ot fietian, to
fetch ; cf. Ger. fiissen, to seize.

)

Fetch, fech, n. the apparition, double, or wraith of a
living person.

—

n. Fetch'-can'dle, a nocturnal light,

supposed to portend a death. [Ety. unknown.]
F§te, fat, V. a festival: a holiday.

—

v.t. to entertain
at a feast.

—

n. FSte'-day, a birthday.—Fdte Cham-
pdtre, an outdoor entertainment. [Fr.]

Fetial, fe'shal, adj, pertaining to the Roman feiiales,
heraldic, ambassadorial.—Also Fe'Clal.

Fetich, Fetish, fe'tish, «. an object, either natural or
artificial, capable of being appropriated by an in-

dividual whose possession of it procures the ser-

vices of a spirit lodged within it.

—

ns. Fe'tichism,
Fe'tlshism, the worship of a fetich : a belief

in charms.—rt^r>>. Fetichlst'iC, Fetishlst'io. [Fr.

fetiche—Port, fieitifo, magic : a name given by the
Portuguese to the gods of West Africa—Port. ^i'//f(7,

artificial

—

1^. finctitius—fiacere, to make.]
Feticide. See Foetus.
Fetid, fe'tid, or fet'id, adj. stinking : having a strong

offensive odour.

—

n. Fe'tldneSS. [L. /oetidjts—
fcetere, to stink.]

Fetlock, fet'lok, «. a tuft of hair that grows behind on
horses' feet : the part where this hair grows.

—

adj.
Fet'locked, tied by the fetlock. [History obscure ;

often explained as compounded oifoot and lock (of
hair); cf. Gcx.fiszloch.^

Fetter, fet'er, «. a chain or shackle for the feet : any-
thing that restrains—used chiefly in/*/.

—

v.t. to put
fetters on : to restrain.

—

adjs. Fett'ered, bound by
fetters : (zool.') of feet bent backward and apparently
unfit for walking ; Fett'erless, without fetters, un-
restrained.—«. Fetterlock (her.), a shackle or lock.

[A.^.feter—fet, feet, pi. of/dt, foot.]

Fettle, fet'l, v.t. (prov.) to arrange, mend.

—

v.i. to

potter fussily about.—«. preparedness, ready condi-
tion. [Prob. A.S./etel, a belt.]

Fetus. See Foetus.
Feu, fa, «. (Scot.) a tenure where the vassal, in place

of military services, makes a return in grain or in

money: a right to the use of land, houses, &c., in

perpetuity, for a stipulated annual payment (Feu'-
du'ty).

—

v.t. to vest in one who undertakes to pay
the feu-duty.—«. Feu'ar, one who holds real estate

in consideration of a payment called feu-duty. [O.

Yx.feu. See the variant Fee.]
Feud, fud, «. a war waged by private individuals,

families, or clans against one another on their own
account : a bloody strife.—Bight of feud, the right

to protect one's self and one's kinsmen, and punish
injuries. [O. Vx. /aide, /eide—Low V,. /aida—0\A.
High Oftx./ehida. See Foe.]

Feud, fud, «. a fief or land held on condition of
service.

—

adj. Feud'al, pertaining to feuds or fiefs :

belonging to feudalism.—«. Feudallsa'tlon.

—

v.t.

Feud'aUse.— «.r. Feud'alism, the system, during the
Middle Ages, by which vassals held lands from lords-

superior on condition of military service ; Feud'-
allst ; Feudal'ity, the state of being feudal : the
feudal system.—oi/t/. Feud'ally.—orf/j. Feud'ary,



Feuilleton fate, fSr ; mS, hir ; mine ; Fiducial

Feud'atory, holding lands or power by a feudal

tenure—also ns.—ns. Feud'ist, a writer on feuds :

one versed in the laws of feudal tenure. [Low L.

feudittH, from root o(/ee.]

Feuilleton, fe'lye-tong, n. the portion of a newspaper
set apart for intelligence of a non-political character

—criticisms on art or letters, or a serial story—usually

marked off by a line.—«. FeuU'letonlsm, superficial

qualities in literature, &c. [Fr. dim. o(/euiliei, a

leaf

—

Ij./olium, a leaf.]

Fever, fe'v6r, «. disease marked by great bodily heat

and quickening of pulse : extreme excitement of the

passions, agitation : a painful degree of anxiety.—
v.t. to put mto a fever.

—

v.i. to become fevered.

—

adf. Fe'vered, affected with fever, excited.

—

ns.

Fe'ver-few, a composite perennial closely allied to

camomile, so called from its supposed power as a

febrifuge ; Fe'ver-heat, the heat of fever : an
excessive degree of excitement.

—

ndj. Fe'verisll,

slightly fevered : indicating fever : fidgety : fickle :

morbidly eager.—^(/r/. Fe'verlshly.—«. Fe'verish-
n&sa.—adj. Fe'verous, feverish : marked by sudden
changes. [K.S./e/or—'L./isbris.^

Few, fu, adj. small in number: not many.—«. Few'-
ness.—A few, used colloquially for 'a good bit;'

A good few, a considerable number ; In few = in

a few (words), briefly ; Some few, an inconsiderable
number ; The few, the minority. [A.S. /ea, pi.

/eawe; Vr.peu; L. /»rt»«r;«, small.]

Fewter, fu'ter, v.i. {Spens.) to set close, to fix in rest,

as a spear. [O. Yr. Jeittre^eutre, felt.]

Fewtlils, fu'trilz, «.//. (Jrov.) little things, trifles.

[See Fattrels.]
Fey, Fay, fa, adj. doomed, fated soon to die, under

the shadow of a sudden or violent death—often
marked by extravagantly high spirits. [M, ^./ay,
fey—A,S./xge, doomed ; cf. Dut. veeg, about to die.]

Fez, fez, ». a red brimless cap of wool or felt, fitting

closely to the head, with a tassel of black or blue,
worn m Turkey, Egypt, &c.—in Africa usually called
tartrdsh, [From Fez in Morocco.]

Flaore, f6-a'kr, «. a hackney-coach. [Fr., from the
Hotel de St Fiacre in Paris, where first used.]

Fiancde, fe-ong-sa', n. a woman betrothed :

—

masc.
Fiance. [¥t.,_fiancer, to betroth

—

h. Jidentia, con-
fidence, yfiifr*, to trust.]

Flars, fl'arz, «.//. {Scot.) the prices of grain legally
struck or fixed for the year at the Fiars Court, so
as to regulate the payment of stipend, rent, and
prices not expressly agreed upon. [Conn. with_/?ar,
the holder of z.fee (q.v.).]

Fiasco, fi-as'ko, n. a failure in a musical performance :

a failure of any kind. [It. fiasco, bottle, perh. from
L. vascuium, a little vessel, vas, a vessel.]

Flat, ffat, n. a formal or solemn command : a short
order or warrant of a judge for making out or allow-
ing processes, letters-patent, &c.

—

{S/>ens.) Fi'aun.

—

v.t. to sanction. [L. Met it be done,' 3d pers. sing,

pres. subj. offiUri, passive offiacere, to do.]

Fib, fib, n. something said falsely : a mild expression
for a lie.

—

v.i. to tell a fib or lie : to speak falsely

:

—pr.p. fib'bing ; pa.i. fibbed.

—

ns. Flb'ber, one who
fibs : Flb'bery (rare), the habit of fibbing ; Flb'stor,

a fibber. [An abbrev. oifiihle.^

Fibre, ffbir, «. a conglomeration of thread-like tissue

such as exists in animals or vegetables : any fine

thread, or thread-like substance: material, sub-

stance.—rt«^>. Fibred, having fibres ; Fi'breless,

having no fibres ; Fi'brlform, fibrous in form or

structure.— «J. R'brll, a small fibre : one of the ex-

tremely minute threads composing an animal fibre ;

Fibrllla, a fibril, filament.— «.//. Flbril'to.— «.

Fibrllla'tion, the process of becoming fibrillated.

—

adj. R'briUoUS, formed of small fibres.—»j. FiT)rIn,

a proteld substance which appears in the blood after

it IS shed, and by its appearance gives rise to the

process of coagulation or clotting ; Flbrina'tlon,

the process of adding fibrin to the blood. — adj.
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Fi'brinons, of or like fibrin.—«.Flbrocar'tllage, a
firm clastic material like fibrous tissue and cartilage.—adj. Fi'broid, of a fibrous character.

—

ns. Fi'brom.
the chief chemical constituent of silk, cobwebs, and
the homy skeleton of sponges ; Fibro'ma, a tumour
or growth consisting largely of fibrous matter

;

Fibro'sis, a morbid growth of fibrous matter.

—

adj.

Fi'brons, composed of fibres. —«. Fi'brousness.
[Fr.,— L._/?/5m, a thread.]

Fibroline, fib'ro-len, «. a yam manufactured from the
waste in hemp, flax, and jute spinning works, for

backs of carpets, &c.
Fibula, fib'u-la, H. a clasp or buckle : the outer of the
two bones from the knee to the ankle. —<i<^i.
Fibular, Fibulate, Flb'ulous. [L.]

Fichu, fe-shii', «. a tliree-cornered cipe worn over the
shoulders, the ends crossed upon the bosom : a tri-

angular piece of muslin, &c., for the neck. [Fr.

)

Fickle, fik'l, adj. inconstant : changeable.—«. Fickle-
ness. i\.?,.ficol; gefic, fraud.]

Flco, fe'ko, «. (Shak.) a motion of contempt by
placing the thumb between two fingers. [It.,—L.l

Fictile, fik'til, adj. used or fashioned by the potter,

plastic. W.. fictilis^ingere, to form or fashion.]
Fiction, fik'shun, «. a feigned or false story : a false-

hood : romance : the novel, story-telling as a branch
of literature : a supposition of law that a thing is

true, which is either certainly not true, or at least

is as probably false as true. — adj. FiC'tional.

—

n. Fic'tionlst, a writer of fiction. -rt</;'. Ficti tious,
imaginary : not real : forged.

—

adv. FlCti'tiOUSly.

—

adj. Fic'tlve, fictitious, imaginative.— «. Flc'tor, one
who makes images of clay, &c. [Fr.,

—

L.. fictton-em
—fictus, pa. p. offingere.]

Fid, fid, n. a conical pin of hard wood, used by sailors

to open the strands of a rope in splicing : a square
bar of wood or iron, with a shoulder at one end, used
to support the weight of the topmast or top-gallant-
mast when swayed up into place.

Fiddle, fid'l, «. a stringed instrument of music, called

also a Violin.—v.t. or v.i. to play on a fiddle : to be
busy over trifles, to trifle '.^pr.p. fidd'ling ; Pa.p.
fiddled.

—

ns. Flddle-block, a long block having
two sheaves of different diameters in the same plane ;

Fldd'le-bow, a bow strung with horse-hair, with
which the strings of the fiddle are set vibrating.

—interjs. Flddle-de-dee, Fiddlestick (often //.),

nonsense \—v,i. Fiddle-faddle, to trifle, to dally.—
«. trifling talk.

—

adj. fussy, trifling.

—

interj. non-
sense !—w. Fiddle-faddler. —«</;. Fidd le-fadd'llng.—ns. Fiddle-head, an ornament at a ship's bow, over
the cut-water, consisting of a scroll turning aft or

inward ; Fiddler, one who fiddles : a small crab of

genus Gelasimus ; Flddle-Strlng, a string for a
fiddle ; Fldd'le-WOOd, a tropical American tree yield-

ing valuable hard wood.

—

adj. Fidd'ling, trifling,

busy about trifles.—Fiddler's CTeen, a sailor's name
for a place of frolic on shore.—^Play first, or secoud,
fiddle, to take the part of the first, or second, violin-

player in an orchestra : to take a leading, or a
subordinate, part in anything ; Scotch fiddle, the

itch. \K.^.fi^ele: Qtir.fiedel. See Violin.]

Fidelity, fi-del'i-ti, n. faithful performance of duty :

faithfulness to a husband or wife : honesty : firm

adherence. [L. fidelitat-em—/Idelis, faithful

—

fidere, to trust.]

Fidget, fij'et, v.i. to be unable to rest : to move
uneasily:

—

p^-p. fidg'eting ; pa.p. fidg'eted. — n.

irregular motion : restlessness : (/?.) general nervous
restlessness, with a desire of changing the position.
—v.i. Fldge, to move about restlessly: to be eager.

—«. Fldg'etiness.—rtrf/'. Fidg'ety, restless: un-

easy. [Perh. related toy?A* (q.v.).]

Fiducial, fi-du'shi-al, adj. showing confidence or

reliance : oj the nature of a trust.—a^f. FidU'Clally.

—adj. Fldu'Clary, confident : unwavering : held va

trust—«. one who holds anything in trust: (theol.)

one who depends for salvation on faith without



Fie mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Flerure

works, an Antinomian. [L. Jiducia, confidence,

bom Jidere, to trust.]

Fie, ft, inter}, denoting disapprobation or disgust.

[Scand., lcc./y,/ei, fie ! cf. Ger. ^«;".]

Fief, fef, n. land held of a superior in fee or on con-

dition of military service: a feud. [Fr.,—Low L.

^iudu)n.\
Field, feld, «. country or open country in general:

a piece of ground enclosed for tillage or pasture : the

range of any series of actions or energies : the

locality of a battle : the battle itself : room for action

of any kind : a wide expanse : (Jter.) the surface of

a shield : the background on which figures are

drawn : the part of a coin left unoccupied by the

main device : those taking part in a hunt : all the

entries collectively against which a single contestant

has to compete : all the parties not individually

excepted, as ' to bet on the field ' in a horse-race.

—

v.t. at cricket and base-ball, to catch or stop and
return to the fixed place.

—

v.i. to stand in positions

so as to catch the ball easily in cricket.

—

ns. Field'-

allow'ance, a small extra payment to officers on
active service ; Field'- artill'ery, light ordnance
suited for active operations in the field ; Field'-bed,

a camp or trestle bedstead ; Field'-book, a book
used in surveying fields.—«.//. Field'-COlOUTS, small

flajs used for marking the position for companies
and regiments, also any regimental headquarters'
flags.—«. Field'-day, a day when troops are drawn
out for instruction in field exercises : any day of un-
usual bustle.

—

adj. Fielded {Shiik.), encamped.

—

ns. Field'er, one who fields ; Field'fare, a species
of thrush, having a reddish-yellow throat and breast

spotted with black; Field'-glass, a binocular tele-

scope slung over the shoulder in a case ; Field'-gun,
a light cannon mounted on a carriage ; Field'-hand,
an outdoor farm labourer; Fleld'-hOS'pital, a tem-
porary hospital near the scene of battle ; Field'-ice,

ice formed in the polar seas in large surfaces, dis-

tinguished from icebergs; Field'ing, the acting in

the field at cricket as distinguished from batting;
Field'-mar'Slial, an officer of the highest rank in the
army; Field -meeting, a conventicle; Field'-mouse,
a species of mouse that lives in the fields ; Field'-
night, a night marked by some important gather-
ing, discussion, &c. ; Field' -Off'ioer, a military officer

above the rank of captain, and below that of general

;

Field'piece, a cannon or piece of artillery used
in the field of battle ; Field'-preacher, one who
preaches in the open air ; Field' -preach'ing ; Fields'-
man, a fielder.—«.//. Field'-sports, sports of the
field, as hunting, racing, &c.

—

n. Field-train, a
department of the Royal Artillery responsible for
the safety and supply of ammunition during war.

—

advs. Field'ward, -•wards, toward the fields.—«.//.
Field'WOrks, temporary works thrown up by troops
in the field, either for protection or to cover an
attack upon a stronghold.—Field Of Vision, the
compass of visual power.—Keep the field, to keep
the campaign open : to maintain one's ground. [A.S.
/eld ; cf. Dut. veld, the open country, Ger.^A/.J

Fiend, fend, «. the devil : one actuated by the most
intense wickedness or hate.

—

adj. Fiend'ish, like a
fiend; malicious.—k. Fiend'ishness.—(j^'. Fiend'-
Uke, like a fiend : fiendish. [A.S. feind, pr.p. of
/'fn, to hate ; GcT./eind, Dut. vijaitd.]

Fierce, fers, adj. ferocious : violent : angrj'.

—

adv.
Fiercely.—«. Fierceness. [O. Fr. /ers (Fr. Jier)— h.jerus, wild, savage.)

Fiery, fir'i, or fT'er-i, adj. ardent : impetuous : irrit-

able.—rti/r/. Fier'ily.—«j. Fier'iness ; Fler'y-oross
(see Cross).

—

adjs. Fier'y-foot'ed. swift in motion ;

Fieryhot, impetuous ; Fier'y-new, hot from new-
ness : Fier'y-short, short and passionate.

Fife, fif, «. a smaller variety of the flute, usually with
on]y one key.

—

v.i. to play on the fife.

—

ns. Plfe'-

ma'Jor (.ois.), the chief fifer in a regiment ; Fif'er,
cne who plays on a fife ; Fife-rail, the rail round
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the mainmast for belaying-pins. [Fr. ji/re, Ger.
pfeife, both, ace. to Littre, from \^. pifdre, to chirp.]

Finsh, fi'fish, adj. (Seal.) whimsical, cranky. [Fi/e.]
Fifteen, fiften, adj. and «. five and ten.

—

adj. Hf-
teeuth, the fifth after the tenth : being one of
fifteen equal parts.—«. a fifteenth part — The
Fifteen, the Jacobite rising of 1715. [A.S. jl/ijffu

—/if, five, tyn, ten]
Fifth, fifth, adj. next after the fourth.—«. one of five

equal parts : (mus.) a tone five diatonic degrees
above or below any given tone.

—

adv. Flfth'ly, in
the fifth place.

—

ns. Fifth'-mon'archism ; FlXth'-
mon'archist.—Fifth-monarchy men, an extreme
sect of the time of the Puritan revolution, who looked
for the establishment of a new reign of Christ on
earth, in succession to Daniel's four great monarchies
of Antichrist. [A.S.///ifn.]

Fifty, fif'ti, adj. and «. five tens or five times ten.

—

—adj. Fiftieth, the ordinal of fifty.—«. a fiftieth

part. [\.S,./{/iig—/{/, five, tig, ten.]

Fig, fig, «. the fig-tree {Ficus), or its fruit, growing in
warm climates : a thing of little consequence.

—

7'.t.

(SAak.) to insult by a contemptuous motion of the
fingers.—>«. Fig^-leaf, the leaf of the fig-tree: an
imitation of such a leaf for veiling the private parts
of a statue or picture : any scanty clothing (irom
Gen. iii. 7) : a makeshift ; Iigf'-tree, the tree which
produces figs. [Fr. ^^k^—'L./cus, a fig.]

Fig, fig, «. (coll.) figure : dress.

—

v.t. to dress, get up.—«. Fig'gery, dressy ornament.
Figaro, fig'ar-o, «. a type of cunning and dexterity
from the dramatic character, first barber and then
valet-de-chambre, in the Barbier de Seville and the
Mariage de Figaro, by Beaumarchais : the name
adopted by a famous Paris newspaper founded 185^

Fight, fit, v.i. to strive with : to contend in war or in

single combat.

—

v.i. to engage in conflict with: to

gain by fight : to cause to fight '.^pr.p. fight'ing

;

pa.t. and pa.p. fought (fawt).—«. a struggle : a

combat : a battle or engagement.

—

n. Fight'er.

—

adj. Fight'ing, engaged in or fit for war.—«. the

act of fighting or contending.

—

ns. Fight'ing-COCk,
a gamecock, a pugnacious fellow ; Fight'ing-fish
{Bella pugnax), a small Siamese fresh-water fish,

kept for its extraordinary readiness for fighting, bets

being laid on the issue.—Fight it OUt, to struggle on
until the end : Fight Shy Of, to avoid from mistrust.

—Live like fighting-cocks, to get the best of meat
and drink. [.\.S./eo/ilan ; Gcr./echten.]

Figment, fig'ment, ». a fabrication or invention. [L.

jigmentu)n—/inglre, to form.]
Flguline, fig'u-lin, adj. such as is made by the potter,

fictile.—«. an earthen vessel :—//. potterj'. [L.
—/igulinus—/igulus, potter.]

Figure, fig'ur, «. the form of anything in outline : the
representation of anything in drawing, &c. : a draw-
ing : a design : a statue : appearance : a character

denoting a number : value or price : (rhet.) a devia-

tion from the ordinary mode of expression, in which
words are changed from their literal signification or

usage : (.logic) the form of a syllogism with respect

to the position of the middle term : steps in a dance :

a type or emblem.

—

v.t. to form or shape : to make
an image of : to mark with figures or designs : to

imagine : to symbolise : to foreshow : to note by
figures.

—

v.i. to make figures : to appear as a dis-

tinguished person.-«. Figurabil'ity, the quality of

being figurable.—a^^f. Fig'urable ; Fig'ural, repre-

sented by figure.—». Fig'urante, a ballet dancer,

one of those dancers who dance in troops, and
form a background for the solo dancers :

—

tnasc.

Fig'urant. — adj. Fig'nrate, of a certain deter-

minate form : (mus.) florid.

—

n. Flgura'tion, act of

giving figure or form : (mus.) mixture of chords and
discords.

—

adj. Fig'urative (rhet.), representing by,
containing, or aboundmg in figures : metaphorical :

•

flowery : typical.—o^i'z;. Fig'tiratiVely.—«.r. Flg'UT-
ativeness, state of being figurative ; Fig'ur©-



Flke fate, fkr : me, hit ; mine ; Fimbriate

caster, an astrologer ; Fig'ore-cast'ing, the art

of preparing casts of animal or other forms.

—

adj.

Flg'ured., marked or adorned with figures. — us.

Fig'uro - dance, a dance consisting of elaborate

figures ; Fig'Urehead, the figure or bust under the

bowsprit of a ship ; Fig'tU'O-weaVtng, the weaving
of figured fancy fabrics ; Flg'tirine, a small carved

or sculptured figure, often specially such as are

adorned with painting and gilding ; Flg'urlst, one

who uses or interprets figures.—Figurate numbers,
any series of numbers beginning with unity, and so

formed that if each be subtracted from the following,

and the series so formed be treated in the same way,

by a continuation of the process, equal differences

will be obtained. {Yr.,—\..figura,_fingere, to form.]

Fike, flk, v.i. (Scot.) to fidget restlessly.—«. restless-

ness : any vexatious requirement or detail in work.

—

«. Flk'ery, fuss.—rt^". Fik'y. [Prob. lct./{kja.\

Filaceous, fil-a'shus, adj. composed of threads. [L.

/iitnn, a thread.]

Filacer, fil'a-ser, ft. an officer in the Court of Common
Pleas who formerly filed original writs and made out
processes on them.—Also Fil'azer. [O. Fr.Jilacier

—filace, a file for papers

—

\^.filum.\
Filament, fil'a-ment, n. a slender or thread-like ob-

ject : a fibre : {bot.) the stalk of the stamen which
.supports the pollen-containing anther.

—

adjs. Fila-
ment'ary, Filament'ose ; Filament'oid, like a
filament; Filamentous, thread-like. [Fr., — L.
filum, a thread.]

Fuanders, fil-an'derz, ».//. a disease in hawks caused
by a small intestinal worm, the Jtlander. [Fr.

filandres—L. filum. ]

Filar, fflar, adj. pertaining to a thread.
Filature, fil'a-tur, «. the reeling of silk, or the place
where it is done.—«. Fil'atory, a machine for form-
ing or spinning threads. [Fr.,

—

Ij. filum, a thread.]

Filbert, nl'bert, n. the nut of the cultivated hazel—
{obs.) Fil'berd. [Prob. from St Philibert, whose
day fell in the nutting season, Aug. 22 (O. S.).]

PllCll, filch, v.t. to steal: to pilfer.—«. Filch'er, a
thief.—d^w. Filch'ingly. [Ety. unknown.]

File, fll, «. a line or wire on which papers are placed
in order : the papers so placed : a roll or list : a line

of soldiers ranged behind one another : the number
of men forming the depth of a battalion.

—

v.t. to

put upon a file : to arrange in an orderly manner :

to puc among the records of a court : to bring before
a court.

—

v.i. to march in a file.—«. File'-lead'er.

—

File Oflf, to wheel off at right angles to the first

direction ; File With, to rank with, to be equal to.

—

Single file, Indian file, of men marching one behind
another. [Pr.file—h. filum, a thread.]

File, fll, n. a steel instrument with sharp- edged
furrows for smoothing or rasping metals, &c. : any
means adopted to polish a thmg, as a literary style :

a shrewd, cunning person, a deep fellow : a pick-
pocket.

—

v.t. to cut or smooth with, or as with, a
file : to polish, improve.—«. File'-CUt'ter, a maker of
files,

—

adj. Filed, polished, smooth, —us. FUe'-fish, a
fish of genus Batistes, the skin granulated like a
file ; Fil'er, one who files ; Fil'ing, a particle nibbed
off with a file. [K.S./e<fl; Gei./eile : Dut. vijl.]

File, fll, v.t. (3'Art*.) to defile, pollute.

Filemot, fil'e-mot, adj. of a dead-leaf colour—also n.

the colour itself, [vr. /euillemorte, a dead leaf]
Filial, fil'yal, adj. pertaining to or becoming a son or
daughter : bearing the relation of a child.

—

adv.
Filially. [Fr.,—Low L.-filialh-h. filius, a son.]

Filiate, FUlation. Same as AfUlate, AfiUiation.
Filibuster, FilllbUSter, fil'i-bus-tfer, «. a lawless mili-

tary or piratical adventurer, as in the West Indies : a
buccaneer.

—

v.i. to obstruct legislation wantonly by
endless speeches, motions, &c.— «. Firibusterism,
the character or actions of a filibuster. [Sp. fili-

bustero, through Fr.fiibus/iir;/nbustier, from Dut.
vrijbueter, vrijbuiter (fS. 'E,ng./reebo0ter,Ga./rei-
btuter), from vrij, free, buit, booty.)
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Fllices, fil'i-sez, «.//. the {tms.—adjs. Fil'ioal;
Filic'iform ; Fil'icoid.

Filiform, fil'i-form, adj. having the form of a fila-

ment : long and slender. [L. filum, thread, y&rw»«,
form.]

Filigree, fil'i-gre, u. a kind of ornamental metallic
lacework of gold and silver, twisted into convoluted
forms, united and partly consolidated by soldering
—earlier forms, FU'igrain, Fil'igrane adj. FllT-
greed, ornamented with filigree. [Vt. filigrane—
Vx.. filigrana—h.filum, thread, granum, a grain.]

Filioque, fil-i-O'kwe, «. the clause inserted into the
Nicene Creed at Toledo in 589, which asserts that
the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son, as well as
from the Father— not accepted by the Eastern
Church. [L., 'and from the son.']

Fill, iA, v.t. to make full: to put into until all the
space is occupied : to supply abundantly : to satisfy

:

to glut : to perform the duties of : to supply a vacant
office.

—

v.i. to become full : to become satiated.—«.

as much as fills or satisfies : a full supply : a single
charge of anything.

—

ns. Fill'er, he who, or that
which, fills : a vessel for conveying a liquid into a
bottle ; Fill'ing, anything used to fill up, stop a
hole, to complete, &c. , as the woof, in weaving :

supply. ^k.'is.fyllan.y/uHian—fiil, full.]

Fill, fil, «. (Shak>) the thill or shaft of a cart or
carriage. [See Thill.]

Fillet, fil'et, «. a little string or band, esp. to tic round
the head : meat or fish boned and rolled, roasted or
baked : a piece of meat composed of muscle, esp. the
fleshy part of the thigh : (archit.') a small space or
band used along with mouldings.

—

v.t. to bind or
adorn with a fillet :

—

py.p. fiU'eting ; pap. fiU'eted.

[Fr. filet, dim. olfil, from 'L. filum, a thread.]

Fillibeg, Philibeg, fil'i-beg, «. the kilt, the dress or
petticoat reaching nearly to the knees, worn by
the Highlanders of Scotland. [GucX.fieileailMeag—
feileadli, plait, fold, beag, little.]

Fillip, fil'ip, v.t. to strike with the nail of the
finger, forced from the ball of the thumb with a
sudden jerk : to incite, drive :

—

pr.p. fill'iping ; pap.
fill iped.

—

n. a jerk of the finger from the thumb :

anything which excites. [A form oifiip.]
Fillister, fil'is-ter, «. a rabbeting plane used in making

window-sashes.
Filly, fil'i, «. a young mare : a lively, wanton girl.

[Dim. oi/oal.^

Film, film, «. a thin skin or membrane : a very slender
thread : the coating on a plate prepared to act as a
medium for taking a picture.

—

v.t. to cover with
a film, or thin skin.—«. Film'iness.—d^'. Film'y,
composed of film or membranes. [A.S. filmen, ex-

tended iromfiell, a skin.]

Filoplume, fl'lo-plSOm, «. a long slender feather.

[Formed from V,. filum, thread, //k;«<i, a feather.]

FilOSe, fl'los, adj. ending in a thread-like process.

—

n.

Filoselle', ferret or floss silk. \V,. filum, thread.]

Filter, fil'ter, «. a contrivance arranged for purifying

a liquid of solid insoluble matter by passing it through
some porous substance which does not allow the solid

particles to pass through.

—

v.t. to purify liquor by a
filter.

—

7i.i. to pass through a filter: to percolate.

—

ns. Fil'ter-pa'per, porous paper for use in filtering

;

Fil'ter-pump, a contrivance devised by the chemist
Bunsen for accelerating the filtering process. [O.

Fr.^//^—Low \,.filtrum, felt.]

Filth, filth, «. foul matter: anything that defiles,

physically or morally.— a</z'. Filth'ily.—«. Fllth'i-

ness.-a<^'. Filth'y, foul: unclean: impure. [A.S.
fyldh—/al, foul.]

Pfitrate, fil'trSt, v.t. to filter or percolate.—«. Flltra'-

tion, act or process of filtering.

Fimble, fim'bl, «. the male plant of hemp, yielding a
weaker and shorter fibre than the Cart hemp or
female plant. \\i\\x. femel.\

Fimbriate, -d, fim'bri-at, -ed, adj. fringed.— «. Fim'-
brla, a fringing filament.—t/.^. Flm'briate, to fringe:



Plmetarioxis mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; iAen. Finish

to hem.—(ic(/. Fim'brlcate, fimbriate. [L. Jimbri-
atus—fimbria^ fibres.]

FlmetariOUS, fim-e-ta'ri-us. adj. growing on dung.
Fin, fill, «. the organ by which a fish balances itself

and swims.—«. Fln'-back, a finner or fin-whale.

—

d, d, dorsal : /, pectoral ; v, ventral ; a, anal ; c, caudal.

adjs. Fin'-foofed, having feet with toes connected
by a membrane ; Finned, having fins ; Fin'ny,
furnished with fins.

—

n. Fin'-ray, one of the rotis

or rays supporting a fi.sh's fin. — adj. Fin'-tood.
having feet with membranes connecting the toes, as
nqiiatic birds. {k.'Si.Jinn; L. //««<i, a fin.]

Finable, fin'a-bl, adj. liable lo a fine.

Final, fi'nal, adj. last : decisive, conclusive : respect-
ing the end or motive: of a judgment ready for

execution. — >«. Finalism ; Finalist; Finality,
state of being final : completeness or conclusiveness.
—<uiv. Finally.—Final cause (see Cause). [Fr.,— \^yiHaas—jiitis, an end.]

Finale, fi-na'la, ». the end: the last passage in a piece
of music : the concluding piece in a concert. [It.

Jiiiaie, final— L. jinis. ]

Finance, fi-nans', «. money affairs or revenue, esp. of
a ruler or state : public money : the art of managing
or administering the public money.

—

Z'.t. lo manage
financially, to furnish with sums of money.

—

adj.
Finan'cial, pertaining to finance.—«. Finan'cialist,
a financier.

—

adv. Finan'cially.—«. Financier', one
skilled in finance : an officer who administers the
public revenue.

—

v.i. and v.t. to finance. [Fr.,

—

Low L. Jinancia—Low L. JiJtdrt, to pay a fine

—

finis. See Fine (2).]

Finch, finsh, ». a name applied to many Passerine
birds, esp. to those of the genus Fringilla or family
Friitgiliida —bullfinch, cliaffinch, goldfinch. &c.—
oiijs. Finch'-backed. Finclied, striped or spotted
on the baclc. \,X.^.finc ; Ger._/f«/4.J

Find, find, v.t. to come upon or meet with : to dis-

cover or arrive at : to perceive : to experience : to

supply: to determine after judicial inquirj':

—

P^'P-
find'ing ; pa.t. 2.ndpa.p. found.

—

ns. Flnd'er ; Find'-
fault (_Shak.\ one who finds {ault with another;
Find'ing, act of one who finds : that which is found :

a judicial verdict: (//.) the appliances which some
workmen have to supply, esp. of shoemakers—every-
thing save leather.—ilnd One in (something), to

supply one with something ; Find one's account
(in anything), to find satisfactory profit or advantage
in it : Find one's legs, to rise, or to recover the use
of one's legs, as after being drunk, &c. : Find one's
self, to feel, as regards health, happiness, &c. :

Find out, to discover. {K.'S).findan : Gct.finden.]
Findon-haddock. See Finnan-haddock.
Fine, fin, adj. excellent : beautiful : not coarse or
heavy : subtle : thin : slender : exquisite : nice :

delicate : overdone : showy : splendid : striking or
remarkable (often ironically) : pure, refined : con-
sisting of small particles : sh.nrp, keen.— z'./. to make
fine : to refine : to purify : to change by impercept-
ible degrees.

—

adv. {Scot.) for finely, well.— r'.t.

Fine -draw, to draw or sew up a rent so finely that

it is not seen, t'.ndj. Fine'-drawn, drawn out too

finely.

—

adj. Fineish, somewhat Xinft.—adv. Flne'ly.

—ns. Fine'ness ; Finer (same as Refiner) ; Fin'ery,
n>lendour, fine or showy things : a place where any-
thing is fined or refined : a furnace for making iron

IBalleable.—«4^r. Flne'-spok'en, using fine phrases

:
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Fine'-spun, finely spun out : artfully contrived.

—

Fine arts, as painting, sculpture, music, those chiefly
concerned with the beautiful—opp. to the Usr/ul or
Industrial arts. [Fr.,—L. finitus, finished, from
finlre, to ii\\\s\i, finis, an end.]

Fine, (In, «. a composition : a sum of money imposed
as a punishment.

—

v.t. to impose a fine on: to
punish by fine : (Shak.) to pledge or pawn.

—

adj.
Fine'less (Shak.), endless.—In toe, in conclusion.
[Low \^ finis, a fine—L.^«»>, an end.]

Fineer, fi-ner', v i. to get goods on credit by fraudulent
artifice. [Prob. Dut. ; cog. with Finance.]

Finesse, fi-nes', n. subtlety of contrivance : artifice :

an endeavour by a player holding (say) queen and
ace to take the trick with the lower card.

—

v.i. to
use artifice.

—

ns. Fines'ser ; Fines'Sing. [Fr.]

Finger, fing'ger, «. one of the five terminal parts of
the hand : a finger-breadth : skill in the use of the
hand or fingers : execution in music.

—

v.t. lo handle
or perform with the fingers : to pilfer : to toy or
meddle with.

—

v.i. to use lightly with the fingers,

as a musical instrument.

—

ns. Fing'er-al'phabit, a
deaf and dumb alphabet ; Flng'er-board, the board,
or part of a musical instrument, on which the keys
for the fingers are placed ; Fing'er-bowl, -glass, a
bowl (or holding the water used to cleanse the fingers

after a meal ; Flng'er-breadth, the breadth of a
finger, the fourth part of a palm, forming ^ of a
foot.

—

adj. Fing'ered, having fingers, or anything
like fingers. — ns. Fing'er-grass, grass of genu-.
Digitaria ; Fing'er-hole, a hole in the side of the
tube of a flute, &c., capable of being closed by the
player's finger to modify the pitch of tone ; Flng'ei-
ing, act or manner of touching with the fingers, esp.

a musical instrument : a thick woollen yarn fur

stockings ; Fing^erllng, a very diminutive being :

the parr ; Finger-mark, a mark, esp. a soil made
by the finger ; Fing^er-plate, a thin plate of metal
or porcelain laid ulung the edge of a door at \hi
handle, to prevent soiling by the
hand ; Fing^er-post, a post with a
finger pointing, for directing pas-

sengers to the road ; Fing^er-stall,
a covering of leather for protecting
the finger. — Finger-and-toe (see

Anbury).—A toger in the pie, a
share m the doing of anything,
often of vexatious meddling ; Have
at one's toger-ends, to be perfect

master of a subject ; Have one'8
togers all thumbs, to have awk-
ward fingers. [A.S. finger; Get.

finger.]
Finlal. fin'i-al, «. the bunch of foli-

age, &c., at the termination of
the pinnacles, gables, spires, &c.,
in Gothic architecture. [From L.
finire—finis.]

Finical, fin'i-kal, <»^'. affectedly fine

or precise in trifles : nice : foppish. Finial : Bishop
— «. Finicality, state of being Br id port s

finical : something finical. — adv.
Fin'ically.—7IJ. Fin'icalness, the

quality of being finical : foppery

;

Fin'icking, fussiness and fastidi-

ousness. — adjs. Fin'icking, Fln'ltein, particular

about trifles.

Fining, fln'ing, n. process of refining or purifying.

—

«. nn'ing-pot, a pot or vessel used in refining.

Finis, fi'nis, «. the end : conclusion. [L,]

Finish, fin'ish, v.t. to end or complete the making of
anything : to perfect : to give the last touches to

:

to put an end to, to destroy.—«. that which finishes

or completes : the end of a race, hunt, &c. : last

touch, careful elaboration, polish : the last coat of
plaster to a wall. —padj. Fln'lshod, brought to

an end or to completion : complete : perfect.

—

n.

Fln'iSber, one who finishes, completes, or pertects:

Tomb, Salis-

bury Cathe-
dral, c. 1246.



Finite fSte, fSr ; mi, her ; mine ; First

in bookbinding, the one who puts the last touches

to the book in the way of gilding and decoration.

[FT.jiHifi^finissaui—h.Jlnire—_^nis, an end.)

Finite, fi'nlt, aJJ. having an end or limit : subject to

limitations or condition'^, as time, space—opp. to /«-

Jinite (qjr.).

—

euij. Fi'nitOleSS, without end or limit.

—.k/i. Fi'mtely.—«j. Finiteness, Fln'itiide. [L.

JihUiis, pa.p. ot_/f«/>r.)

Finn, fin, «. a native of Finland in the north-west of

Russia.

—

adjs. Finnic, Fin'nish, pertaining to the

Finns in the widest sense.

Finnan-haddock, fin'an-had'uk, «. a kind of smoked
haddock, esp. that prepared at Findou, near Aber-
deen.—Also Fin'don-hadd'OCk.

Fiord, Fjord, fyord, n. name given in Scandinavia to

a long, narrow, rock-bound inlet. [Norw.)
Florin, fl'o-rin, «. a species of creeping bent-grass.

Fiorlte, fl-O'rlt, «. a kind of siliceous incrustation

found in the vicinity of volcanoes and hot springs.

(Krom Santa Fiore in Tuscany.]
Fir, iix, «. the name of several species of cone-bear-

ing, resinous trees, valuable for their timber.

—

adj.

FlPry. abounding in firs. [A.S. /urh {tvudu) ; cf.

Ger./b/tre.]

Fire, Ur, «. the heat and light caused by burning

:

fl.ime : anything burning, as fuel in a grate, &c. : a
conflagration : torture or death by burning : severe

trial : anything inflaming or provoking : ardour of

passion : vigour : brightness of fancy : enthusiasm :

sexual passion.

—

v./. to set on fire : to inflame : to

irritate: to animate: to cause the explosion of : to dis-

charge.

—

v.i. to take fire : to be or become irritated or
inflamed : to discharge firearms.

—

n. Fire'-alarm', an
alarm of fire, an apparatus for giving such.—«.//.

Fire'arms, arms or weapons which are discharged
by fire exploding gunpowder.

—

hs. Flre'-ar'roW, a
small iron dart or arrow furnished with a com-
bustible for setting fire to ships ; Fire'ball, a ball

filled with combustibles to be thrown among
enemies : a meteor ; Fire'-balloon', a balloon carry-

ing a fire placed in the lower part for rarefying the

air to make itself buoyant : a balloon sent up ar-

ranged to ignite at a certain height ; Fire'-bas'ket,

a portable grate for a bedroom ; Flre'-blast, a hlast

or blight aflfecting plants, in which they appear as if

scorched by the sun ; Fire'-boat, a steamboat fitted

up to extinguish fires in docks ; Fire'bOX, the box
or chamber (usually copper) of a steam-engine, in

which the fire is placed ; Fire'brand, a brand or
piece of wood on fire : one who inflames the passions

oi others ; Fire'brick, a brick so made as to resist

the action of fire, used for lining furnaces, &c. ;

Fire'-brigade', a brigade or company of men for

extinguishing fires or conflagrations ; Flre'-buck'Ot,
a bucket for carrying water to extinguish a fire",

Fire'day, a kind of clay, capable of resisting fire.

Used in making firebricks : Fire'OOCk, a cock or
spout to let out water for extinguishing fires ; Fire'-

damp, a gas, carburetted hydrogen, in coal-mines,
apt to take fire and explode when mixed with
atmospheric air; Flre'-dOg (same as Andiron);
Fire-drake, a fiery meteor, a kind of firework

;

Fire'-eat'er, a juggler who pretends to eat fire : one
given to needless quarrelling, a professed duellist

;

Fire-engine, an engine or forcing-pump used to

extinguish fires with water : Fire'-escape', a machine
used to enable j)eople to escape from fires. — adj.
Tirer-ejeiiSAaJt.). having fiery eyes.—«j. Flre'-flJlg

(CoUridge). Fire'flaught (Swinburne), a flash of
lijihti'.ing; Fire' -fly, a name applied to many phos-
phorescent insects, all included with the Coleoptera
or beetles, some giving forth a steady light, others
flashing light intermittently (glow-worms, &c.);
Fire'-gnard, a framework of wire placed in front of
a fireplace. — n.pl. Flre'-rrons, the irons—poker,
tongs, and shovel—used for a fire. — ns. Fire'-

llght'er, a composition of pitch and sawdust, or the
liice, for kindling fires ; Ffre'look, a gun in which

the fire is caused by a lock with steel and flint

;

Fire'man, a man whose business it is to assist in
extinguishing fires : a man who tends the fires, as of
a steam-engnie ; Firs'-maS'ter, the chief of a fire-

brigade.— «</;'. Fire'-new, new from the fire: brand
new : bright.— «.f. Fire-pan, a pan or metal vessel
for holding fire ; Fire'pla(<e, the place in a house
appropriated to the fire : a hearth ; Fire'plug, a
plug placed in a pipe which supplies water in case
of fire ; Fire'-pol'icy, a written instrument of insur-
ance against hre up to a certain amount ; Fire'-pot,
an earthen pot filled with combustibles, used in

military operations.

—

adj. Fireproof, proof against
fire.—«J. Flre'-proof 'ing, the act of rendering any-
thing fireproof: the m.iterials used; Fir'er, an in-

cendiary ; Fire'-rais'ing, the crime of arson.

—

adj.
Fire'-robed(.S'/;^.i.). robed in fire.— «.r. Fire'-screen,
a screen for intercepting the heat of the fire ; Flre'-

shlp, a ship filled with combustibles, to set an
enemy's vessels on fire ; Fire'Bide, the side of the
fireplace: the hearth: home.

—

adj. homely, inti-

mate.

—

ns. Fire'-Stlck, the impleinent used by many
primitive peoples for obtaining fire by friction

;

Flre'stone, a kind of sandstone that be.irs a high
degree of heat ; Fire'-Wa'ter, ardent spirits ; Flre'-
WOOd, wood for burning.— «.//. Flre'works, artifi-

ci.il works or preparations of gunpowder, sulphur,
&c., to be fired chiefly for display or amusement.

—

ns. Fire'-WOr'shlp, the worship of fire, chiefly by
the Parseesin Persia and India ; Fire'-wor'shipper ;

Fir'ing, a putting fire to : discharge of guns : fire-

wood : fuel : cauterisation ; Flrlng-par'ty, a de-
tachment told off to fire over the grave of one buried
with military honours, or to shoot one sentenced to

death ; Fir'lng-point, the temperature at which an
inflammable oil will lake fire spontaneously.—Fire
off, to discharge a shot ; Fire out (Shuk.), to expel

;

Fire up, to start a fire : to fly into a passion.—-Set
the Thames on fire, to do something striking

;

Take fire, to begin to bum : to become aroused
about something. \K.'S>./yr; Gcx. /tutr ; Gr. pyr.\

Firk, ferk, v.t. (Shak.) to whip or beat : to rouse.

Firkin, fer'kin, «. a measure equal to the fourth part
of a barrel : 9 gallons : 56 lb. of butter. [With dim.
sulT. -km, from Old Diit. vierde, fourth]

Firlot, fer'lot, n. an old Scotch dry measure, the fourth
part of a boll.

Firm, ferm, adj. fixed : compact : strong : not easily
moved or disturbed : unshaken : resolute : decided.—v.t. (pbs.) to fix, establish, confirm.

—

adj. Flrm'-
less, wavering.

—

adv. Flrm'ly.

—

n. Firm'ness. [O.
Fr.ftrme—L. firmus. ]

Firm, ferm, «. the title under which a company trans-

acts business : a business house or partnership. [It.

firtua, from L. jirjnus. See Farm.

)

Firmament, fir'ma-ment, n. the solid sphere in which
the stars were thought to be fixed : the sky.

—

adj.

Firmament'al, pertaining to the firmament : celes-

tial. [Fr.,

—

v.. Jirmatnmtum—Jirtnus, firm.]

Firman, fer'man, or fer-man', «. any decree emanating
from the Turkish government. [Pers. fermdn:
Sans, pramdna, command.]

Pirn, fim, or fern, n. snow on high glaciers while still

granular—the French ufp^. [Ger. Jim, of last year

;

cf. obs. Eng.yirrw, former.) '

First, first, adj. foremost : preceding all others in

pKice, time, or degree : most eminent : chief.

—

adv.
before anything else, in time, space, rank, &c.

—

adjs.

First'-begot'ten, begotten or bom first : eldest

;

First'-bom, bom first.

—

n. the first in the order ol

birth: the eldest child.—a//;'. FiTSt'-ClaSS, of the
first class, rank, or quality.—«j. First'-day, Sunday ;

First'-floor (see Floor); First'-foot {Scot.), the first

person to enter a house after the beginning of the
new year; First'-ffnit, First' -ftniits, the fruits first

gathered in a season : the first profits or effects of
anything, bishoprics, benefices, &c.

—

adj. Pirst'-
haild, obtained without the intervention of a second



Plrth mote ; mute ; mOOn ; then. t\t

party.

—

n. Flrst'llng, the first prtxluce or offspring,

esp. of animals.

—

adv. Firsfly, in the first place.

—

adjs. First'-rate, of the first or highest rate or
excellence : pre-eminent in quality, size, or estima-
tion ; First'-wa'tor, the first or highest quality,

purest lustre—of diamonds and pearls. [A.S.Jyr^^i
the superl. of/ore by adding -St.]

Firth, lerth. Same as Frith.
Fisc, fisk, n. the state treasury : the public revenue

:

one's purse.

—

adj. Flsc'al, pertaining to the public
treasury or rrvcnue.

—

n. a treasurer : a public pro-
secutor, the chief law officer of the crown under
the Holy Roman Empire: {Scot.) an officer who
prosecutes in petty crimmal cases— fully, Pracurator-
yiscal. [O. Kr.,— L. /f.icirr, a purse. ]

FiSglg. See Fllglg.

Fish, fish, n. a vertebrate that lives in water, and
breathes through gills : the flesh of fish : a piece of
wood fixed alongside another for strengthening :—
pi. Fish, or Flsh'OS.— I-./, to search for fish : to

search by sweeping : to draw out or up : (jtaut.) to

strengthen, as a weak spar : to hoist the flukes of

:

to seek to obtain by artifice.

—

ns. Fish'-hall, -cake,
a ball of chopped fish and mashed potatoes, fried.

—

adj.. FiSh'-bell'ied, swelled out downward like the

belly of a fish.—«j. Fish'-carVer, a large flat im-
plement for carving fish at table—also FisK-knife,
Fis/i'-siice, and Fisk'-tr<rzt/el ; Fish'-COOp, a square
box with a hole in its bottom, used in fishing through
a hole in the ice ; Fish'-creel, an angler's basket, a
wicker-basket used for carrying fish ; Fish'-dajr, a
day on which fish is eaten instead of meat ; Fish'er,

one who fishes, or whose occupation is to catch fish :

a North American carnivore—a kind of marten or

sable, the pekan or wood-shock ; Flsh'ernian, a
fisher ; Fish'ory, the business of catching fish : a
place for catching fish ; Fish'-fag, a woman who
sells fish ; Flsh'-garth, an enclosure on a river for

the preserving or taking of fish—also Fish'-WBir

;

FiSh'-gOd, a deity in form wholly or partly like a
fish, like the Philistine Dagon ; Flsh'-hook, a barbed
hook for catching fish.

—

v.i. Fish'ify {SIiak\ to

turn to fish.—«. Flsh'iness. —«<//'. Fisn'ing, used in

fishery.

—

n. the art or practice of catching fish.

—

ns.

FlSh'mg-frog, the angler-fish ; Flsh'ing-rod, a long
slender rod to which a line is fastened for angling ;

FlSh'ing-taokle, tackle -nets, lines, &c.—used in

fishing ; Flsb '-joint, a joint or splice made with
fish-plates ; Flsh'-kett'le, a long oval dish for boiling

fish ; Fish'-ladd'er, Fish'-way, an arr.^ngement for

enabling a fish to ascend a fall, &c. ; Flsh'-lOTlse, a
name widely applied to any of the Copepod crusta-

ceans which occur as external parasites, both on
fresh-water and marine fishes ; Fllsh'-IIieal (_Shak.),

a meal of fish :

abstemious diet

;

Flsh'monger, a
dealer in fish ;

Fish'- pack'Ing,
the process of
packing or can-
ning fish for the Fish-plate,
market ; Flsh'-
plate, an iron plate fitted to the web of a rail, used in

pairs, one on each side of the junction of two rails ;

Flsh'-pond, a pond in which fish are kept ; Fish'-
sales man, one who receives consignments offish for

sale by auction to retail dealers ; Fish'-saUCO, sauce
proper to be eaten with fish, as anchovy, &c ; FiSh'-
SCrap, fish or fish-skins fmm which oil or glue has
been extracted ; Fish'-spear, a spear or dart for strik-

ing fish ; Fish'-strain'er, a metal colander for taking
fish from a boiler.

—

adj. Fish'-tail, shaped like the
tail of a fish. — «j. Fish'-torpe'do, a self-propelling

torpedo: Fish'-Wife, Fish'-wom'an. a woman who
sells fish about the streets.

—

adj. Flsh'y, consisting
offish : like a fish : abounding in fish : dubious, as a
Story : equivocal, unsafe.

—

ns. Bait'-flsh, such fish

as are used for bait, fish that may be caught with
bait ; Bett'om-fish, those that feed on the bottom,
as haii'out, &c.—Fish for, to seek to gain by cunn.ug
or indirect means ; Fisherman's luck, getting wet
and catching no fish ; Fisherman's ring, a signct-
ring with the device of St Peier fishing, used in
signing papal briefs.—A queer fish, a person of ( dd
habits ; Be neither fish nor flesh, or Neither fish,
flesh, nor fowl, to be neither one thing nor another,
in principle, &c. ; Have other fish to fry, to have
something else to do, or to take up one's mind ;

Make fish of one and flesh (or fowl) of another, to
make invidious distinctions, show undue partialiiy.
[A. S. Jisc ; Ger. /isck; Ice. /iskr; L. fiscis ; Gr.
ichtkys ; Gael, tasg:]

Fiskery, fisk'er-i, n. iCarfy/e) friskiness.—f./'. Plsk
(el's.), to jump about. [Prob. a freq. of A.S. /ysan,
to hurry, or of /Man, to feeze ; Sw. /jaska, to
fidget.]

Fissile, fis'il, adj. that may be cleft or split in the
direction of the ^•ca\v\.—adjs. FiSSlCOS'tate, having
the ribs divided ; FiSSillng^ual, having the tongue
cleft.—«j. FlSSil'lty, cleavableness ; Fls'Sion, ac.eav-
ing or breaking up into two parts.

—

adj. FisS'iTO.
[L. /issi/is, hom/i>tdere,/issum, to cleave.]

FlSSiparOUS, fis-sip'a-rus, adj. propagated by spon-
taneous fission or self-division.

—

ns. Fissip'arlsm,
Fisslpa'rlty. — rti/r/. Fissip'aronsly. [L. J^sms,
pa. p. oi/iftdere, to cleave, /ar<?r<, to bring forth.]

FiSSiped, fis'i-ped, adj. cloven-footed—also «.

FiSSirostral, fis-i-ros'tral, adj. having a deeply cleft

or gaping beak, as swallows, &c. [L. fissus, cleft,

rostrum, a beak.]
FlSSle, fis'i, v.i. (Scot.) to rustle : to whistle.

Fissure, fish'ur, «. a narrow opening or chasm : a
cleft, slit, or furrow : any groove or sulcus, esp. one
of the furrows on the surface of the brain, as the
longitudinal fissure separating the hemispheres.

—

adj. FiSS'Ured, cleft, divided. [Fr.,—L. fissSra,
from/indere,_fissuin, to cleave.]

Fist, fist, «. the closed or clenched hand.

—

v.i. to

strike or grip with the fist.—«. Fistia'na, anecdo:es
about boxing and boxers.

—

adj. Fist'iC (Dickeiit),

pugilistic.

—

ns. Fist'iCUflF, a blow with the fist

:

(//.) boxing, blows; Flst'-laW, the law of brute
force.— a<//'. FlSt'y. [X.^./yst; Ger./aust.]

Fistula, fist'u-la, ». a narrow passage or duct : the

tube through which the wine of the eucharist was
once sucked from the chalice — also Calamus.—
adjs. Flst'Ular, hollow like a pipe : Flst'ulate, -d,

hollowed like a fistula.— i'./. Flst'Ulate, to asume
such a (oxm..—adjs. FlsVullform ; Fist'ulose, Fist'u-

lOUS, of the form of a fistula. \'L._fistula, a pipe.]

Fit, fit, adj. adapted to any particular end or standard,

prepared for : qualified : convenient : proper : pro-

perly trained and ready, as for a race.

—

v.t. to make
fit or suitable : to suit one thing to another : to

be adapted to : to qualify.

—

v.i. to be suitable or

becoininii :

—

fr.p. fit'ting ; pa.p. fit'ted.

—

advs. Fit'-

llest {Milt.), most fitly; Fitly. —«j. Fit'ment
(Shak.), something fitted to an end ; Flt'ness

;

Fit'ter, he who, or that which, makes fit.

—

adj. lif-
ting, fit : appropriate.—«. anything used in fining

up, esp. in pi.—adz: Flt'tlngly.—/«. Fit'tlng-CUt, a
supply of things, fit and necessary ; Flt'tlng-Shop,

a shop in which pieces of machinery are fitted to-

gether.—Fit out, to furnish, supply with stores, as
a ship ; Fit up, to provide with things suitable. —
Not fit to hold a candle to (see Candle). [First

recorded about 1440 ; app. cog. with Fit, «.]

Fit, fit, 91. a sudden attack by convulsions, as apo-
plexy, epilepsy, &c. : convulsion or paroxysm : a
temporary attack of anything, as laughter, &c. : a-

sudden effort or motion: a passing humour.

—

7:t.

{Shak.) to wrench, as by a fit.

—

adj. Fit'fOl, marked
by sudden impulses : spasmodic.

—

adv. Flt'ftally.

—

». Fit'fulness.—Fit of the Cace, a grimace: Fits
and starts, spasmodic and irregular bursts of
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Sit fSte, far ; me, hfer ; mtne ; Flagon

activity; By fits, irregularly. [A.S._fiet, a struggle

—prob. orig. 'juncture,' 'meeting;' cf. \cc. Jitja,

to knit, Dut. vitten, to accommodate.]
Pit, fit, «. a song, or part of a song or ballad.—Also

Fitt, Fitte, Fjrtte. tA.S.y?/^, a song.]

Fitcll, fich, «. now vetch: (B.) Isa. xxviii. 25, black

cummin {A'ige/ia sattva): in Ezelc. iv. 9, a kind of

bearded w'neat, spelt. [See Vetch.]
Fitch^, Fitchde, fich'a, adj. (Jier.) cut to a point. [Fr.

yiclier, to fix.]

Fitchew, fich'CSO, «. a polecat.—Also Fitoh'et. [O. Fr.

fiisel, from root of Uut. visse, nasty.]

FitZ, fits, «. (a prefix) son of: used in Engl.ind, esp. of

the illegiiimate sons of kings and princes, as Fitz-

clarence, &c. [N orinan Fr. yfz ( Fr. Jils}— L. fiUus. J

Five, fiv, adj. and n. four and one.—«. Five'-finger,

a name for various plants (cinque-foil, oxlip, &c.) : a

species of starfish. —/i/(;'. Five'fold, five times folded,

or repeated in fives. — ns. FiT'er (coil.), a five-

pound note ; Five'-square (B.), having five corners

or angles.—Five Articles, Five Points, statements

of the distinctive doctrines of the Arminians and
Calviiiists respectively—the former promulgated in

i6io, the latter sustained by the Synod of Dort in

1619 (.see Calvinism). — Bunch of fives, the fist.

[k.S./if: Ger. /««/.• Goih.fimf: V^.pump; L.

quin^ut ; Gx. pente, pentpe ; i)3M^. pancka.^
Fives, fivr, «. (Skak!) vivos, a disease of horses.

Fives, fivz, n.pl. a game of handball played in a
roomy court against a wall, chiefly at the great
public schools of England.

Fix, fiks, v.t. to make firm or fast : to establish : to

drive into : to settle : 10 put into permanent form :

to establish as a fact : to direct steadily : to regulate :

to deprive cf volatility.

—

v.i. to settle or remain per-

manently : to become firm: to congeal.—«. {coll.)

a difficulty: a dilemma.

—

adj. Fix'able, capable of
being fixed.

—

ns. Flza'tion, act of fixing, or state of
being fixed : steadine.ss, firmness : state in which a
body does not evaporate ; Fiz'atlve, that which
fixes or .sets colours ; Fix'ature, a gummy prepar.i-

tion for fixing the hair.

—

adj. Fixed, settled : not
apt to evapor.'ite : steadily directed towards : fast,

lasting, permanent : substantively for fixed stars

{Par. Lost, III. 4fii).—adv. Fixedly. —«j. Flx'ed-
ness; Fixer; Flxld'lty, Fixity, fixedness.—«.//.
Fixings, thinf;s needed for putting in order, ar.-«nge-

ment.—a<^'. Flx'lve.—w. Flx'ture, a movable that
has become fastened to anything, as to land or to a
house : a fixed article of furniture : a fixed or ap-
pointed time or event, as a horse-race ; FiX'ure
{Shak.), stability, position, firmness.—Fixed air,

the name given by Dr Joseph Black in 1756 to what
in 1784 was named by Lavoisier carbonic acid

;

Fixed bodies {cheni.), a term applied to those sub-
stances which remain fixed, and are not volatilised

at moderately high temperatures ; Fixed Oils, those
which, on the application of heat, do not volatilise
without decomposition ; Fixed Stars, stars which
appear always to occupy the same position in the
heavens—opp. to Planets, [L.,_fijirus,Ji^ere, to fix,

prob. tlirough O. Yt.fix, or Low l^.fixare.^
Fizgig, fiz'gig, «. a giddy girl : a firework of damp
powder : a gimcrack : a crotchet.—Also FlS'g^g.

Fizz, fiz, v.i. to make a hissing or sputtering sound.

—

«. any frothy drink, as soda-water, or esp. cham-
pagne. — adj. Flz'zenless (Scot.), pithless — also
FU'SionleSS.

—

v.i. Flz'Zle, to hiss or sputter: to

come to a sudden stop, to fail disgracefully.— ». a
state of agitation or worry : an abortive effort.

—

adj.
Flz'zy, given to fizz. [Formed from the sound.]

Flabbergast, flab'irgast, 7'.t. (coll.) to stun, confound.
[Prob. conn. wiih_^aMy. und g-ast, to astonish.]

Flabby, fiab'i, adj. easily moved : soft, yieldihg

:

hanging loose.

—

n. Flabb'lness. [FromyfaA]
Flabellate, fla-bel'at, adj. fan-shaped—.^Iso Flabell'l-
form.—XT. Flabella'tion, the action of fanning ;

Flab'elltun {eccUs.), a fan, anciently used to drive

away flies from the chalice during the celebration of
the eucharist. [L., a tan.]

Flaccid, tlak'sid, adj. flabby : lax : easily yielding to

pressure: solt and weak.

—

adv. Fiac'cidly. — nt.

Flac'CidnesS, Flaccld'ity, want of firmness. [Fr.,—h. Jlaccidits—Jlaccus, flabby.]

Flack, flak, v.i. {pro-,'.), to flap, flutter.—f.^. to flap

or flick with something.
Flacker, flak'er, V.I. (prov.) to flap, flutter.

Flacket, flak'et, «. a flask, bottle.

Flacon, flak-ong', «. a scent-bottle, &c. [Fr.]

Flaff, flaf, v.i. {Scot.) to flap : to pant.— «. a flutter of
the wings ; a puff.

—

v.i. Flaf'fer, to flutter. [Imit.]
Flag, flag, v.i, to grow languid or spiritless.

—

pr.p.
flag'ging ; pa.p. flagged. — «. Flag'g^ness.

—

adj.
Flag-gy, hmp, flabby. [Perh. O. fr. Jlac— h.
Jlaccus ; prob. influenced by imit. forms as_//rt/.]

Flag, fl.ig, «. a popular name for many plants with
sword-shaped leaves, mostly growing in moist situa-

tions, sometimes specially the species of iris or
flower-de-luce—esp. the yellow flag : the acorus or
sweet flag : {B.) reed-grass.

—

ns. Flag'-bas'ket, a
basket made of reeds lor carrying tools ; Flag'gl-
neSS.

—

adj. Flag'gy, abounding in flags.

—

k. Flag'-
WOrm, a worm or grub bred among flags or reeds.

[Ety. obscure; cf. Hxiujlag.]
Flag, flag, «. the ensign of a ship or of troops: a

banner. -I'./, to decorate with fl.-igs : to inform by
flag-signals.— «j. Flag'-cap'taln, in the navy, the
captain of the ship which bears the admiral's fl.ig

;

Flag'-lieuten'ant, an officer in a flag-ship, corre-

sponding to an aide-de-camp in the army ; Flag'-
off'icer, a naval officer privileged to carry a flai;

denoting his rank—admir.il, vice-admiral, rear-ad-

miral, or commodore ; Flag'-Shlp, the ship in which
an admiral sails, and which carries his flag ; Flag'-
Sta£f, a staff or pole on which a flag is displayed.

—

Flag of distress, a flag displayed as a signal of
distress—usually upside down or at half-mast; Flag
of truce, a white fla>{ displayed during war when
some pacific communication is intended between the
hostile parties ; Black flag, a pirate's flag, pirates

generally ; Dip the flag, to lower the flag and then
hoist it^—a token of respect ; Hang out the rOd
fiag, to give a challenge to battle ; Strike, or

Lower, the fiag, to pull it down as a token of

respect, submission, or surrender ; White flag, an
emblem of peace ; YellOW flag, hoisted to show
pestilence on board, also over ships, &c., in quaran-
tine, and hospitals, &c., in time of war. [Prob.

Scand. ; Dan.yfrt^,- Dut. z'lag, Qnx. Jlagge.\
Flag, flag, «. a stone that separates in flakes or layers:

a flat stone used for paving—also Flag'Stone.

—

v.t.

to pave with flagstones.

—

n. Flag'ging, flagstones

:

a pavement of flagstones. [A form oi Jlake ; Ice.

Jlaga, a flag or slab.]

Plag - -Flagellate, flaj'el-at, v.t. to whip or scourge.

—

tis. Flagel'lantism ; Flagellation; Flag'ellator,
Flagel'lant (also flaj'-), one who scourges himself in

religious discipline.-rt^ij/j. Flag'ellatory ; Flagel-
llferous ; FlagelTlfomi.—«. Flagel'lum, a scourge

:

{bot.) a runner : {biol.) a large cilium or appendage
to certain infusorians, &c. (L. Jlagelldre, -dtutn—
flagellum, dim. oi/lagrtim, a whip.]

Flageolet, flaj'o-let, «. the modem form of the old
flute-k-bec, or straight flute, the simplest kind of
which is the tin whistle with six holes. [Fr., dim. of
O. Fr. yiageol, flajol, a pipe ; not through a sup-
pKjsed Low 'L,. flautlolus—homjiauta, a flute.]

Flagltate, fl.ij'i-tat, v.t. {Cartyle) to entreat, impor-
tune.—«. Flaglta'tlon.

Flagitious, fla-jish'us, adj. grossly wicked : guilty of
enormous crimes.

—

adv. Flagl'tlously.—«. Fla^'-
tiousness. \L,.Jlagitiosus—Jiagitium, a disgraceful
3ct—^agrdre, to bum.]

Flagon, flagfuii, «. a vessel with a narrow neck for
holding liquids. [Fr. Jlacon for Jlascoft—ljov/ L.
Jiasco. See Flask.]
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Flagrant mOte : mQie : mCSn ; tktn. Plat

Flagrant, fla'grant, adj. glaring : notorious : enor-

mous.

—

ns. Fla'grance, Fla'grancy.

—

adv. Fla'-

grantly. {\-,._/lag!a>ts, pr.p. o\Jin^dre, to bum.l
Flail, rial, It. an implement for threshmg com, consist-

ing ot a wooden bar (the swingie) hinged or tied to

a handle : a medieval weapon with spiked iron

swingle.

—

v.t. to strike with, or as if with, a flail.

IA.S. jiigir/, prob. from V.. flagellum, a scourge.]

Flair, flar. n. perceptiveness, discernment. (Fr.

J

Flake, flak, ». a small flat layer or film of anything

:

a very small loose mass, as of snow or wool.

—

X'.t.

to form into flakes.—>«. Flake-whlte, the purest

white-lead for painting, in the form of scales or

plates: Flak'iness.—«<J>'. Flak'y. [Prob. Scand. ;

Ic^fldki, flock of wool ; Old High CfiT.floccho.]

Flake, flak, «. (Scot.) a movable hurdle for fencing :

(naut.) a stage hung over a ship's side for caulking,

&c [Scand. : cf. Ic^.Jlake; L)ut. vlaak."^

Flam, flam, n. a whim : an idle fancy : a falsehood.

—

v.t. to impose upon with such. [Prob. from flint-

flitm orflam/nv, a trifle, a corr. of Fr./an/eliie.]

Flambeau, flam'bO, «. a flaming torch :—//. Flam'-
beanx (Mz). [¥T.,flanti>e—'L.flamma.]

Flamboyant, flam-boi'ant, adj. of the latest style of

Gothic architecture which prevailed in France in

the isth and T6th centuries, corresponding to the

Perpendicular in England—from the flame-like forms
of the tracery of the windows, &c. : of wavy form :

gorgeously coloured. [¥t. flajnboyer, to blaze.]

Flame, flam, «. gaseous matter undergoing combus-
tion : the gleam or blaze of a fire : rage : ardour of
temper : vigour of thought : warmth of affection

:

love : (colL) the object of love.

—

v.t. to burn as

flame : to break out in passion. — adjs. Flame'-
COrotired {S/iak.). of the colour of flame, bright

yellow : Flame less.—«. Flame'let. a small flame.—adj. Flaming, red : gaudy : violent.

—

adv. Flam'-
Ingly.—«. Flammabllity.

—

adJs. Flammif'erous,
producing flame ; FlammiV'omous, voiiiitinj; flame.-.

— «. Flam'mule, the flames in pictures of Japanese
deities.

—

iidj. Flam'y, pertaining to, or like, flame.

[O. Yx.flantbe— L.. flamma^flagrdre, to burn.]
Flamen, flamen, «. a priest in ancient Rome devoted

to one particular god.

—

adj. Flamin'icaL [L., from
same root a.%fla-grdre, to bum.]

Flamingo, fla-ming'go, >i. a tropical bird of a flaming
or bright-red colour, with long legs and neck. [Sp.

flamenco—h.flamrna, a flame.]

Flancll, flansh, «. a flange : (Aer.) an ordinary formed
on each side of a shield by the segment of a circle.

—

adj. Flanched, charged with a pair of fianches.

[Prob. related toflaii/t.)

Flanconade, flang-ko-nad', «. (fencing) a thrust in

the flank or side. [Fr., (Tomflanc, the side.]

Flaneur, fla-nur', «. one who saunters about with
gossip.— «. F14n'erle. \YT.fldner, to lounge.]

Flange, flanj, «. a projecting or raised edge or flank,

as of a wheel or of a rail.— adj. Flanged.— «.

Flange'-rail, a rail having a flange on one side to

prevent wheels running off. [Corr. oiflartk.]

Flank, flangk, «. the side of an animal from the ribs

to the thigh : the side or wing of anything, esp. of
an army or fleet : a body of soldiers on the right and
left extremities.

—

v.t. to attack or pass round the
side of: to protect the flanks of one's own army
by detached bodies of troops, or field-works, or to
threaten those of the enemy by directing troops
against them.

—

v.i. to be posted on the side : to
touch.—«. Flank'er, a fortification which commands
the flank of an assailing force.

—

v.t. (o6s.) to defend
by flankers : to attack sideways.—Flank company,
the company on the right or left when a battalion
is in line : Flank files, the soldiers marching on
the extreme right and left of a company, &c. [Fr.

flattc, perh. h.flacci/s, flabby.]

Flannel, flan'el. «. a soft woollen cloth of loose texture
for undergarments. &c.

—

v.t. to wrap in or rub with
flanneL—». Flannelette', a cotton fabric, made in

imitation offlannel.

—

adj's. Flann'eUed ; Flann'eliy.
[Orig. flaiitun, ace. to Skeat, from W. gwianen—

•

g-zvtan, wool ; ace. to Diez, the equivalent Fr.

flanelle is from the O. Fr. flaine, a pillow-case. ]

Flap, flap, «. the blow or motion of a broad loose
object : anything broad and flexiole hanging loose,
as the tail of a coat : a portion of skin or flesh

detached from the underlying part for covering and
growing over the end of an amputated limb.

—

v.t.

to beat or move with a flap.—r./. to move, as wings :

to hang like a flap :—^/r./. flap'ping ; pa.fi. flapped.—ns. Flapdoodle, the food of fools : transparent
nonsense, gross flatter>-, &c. : Flap'-drag'on, a play
in which small edibles, as raisins, are snatched from
burning brandy, and swallowed.— v.t. {Sh/tk.) to
swallow or devour, as in flap-dragon.

—

adj. Flap'-
eared {S/tak.), having ears hanging like a flap.

—

«. Flap'-jack {S/iak.), a kind of broad, flat pancake.
—atij. Flap-mouthed.—«. Flapper. [Prob. imit.

Cf. Slap. Flabby, &c.)
Flare, flar, v.i. to burn with a glaring, unsteady light

:

to glitter or flash : to display glaringly.—«. an
unsteady Wght.—p.adj. Fla'rlng, giving out an un-
steady light: gaudy.—Wt/. Fla'rlngly.

—

aiij. Fla'ry.
[Prob. Scand.; cf. 'Hoxvi.flara, to blaze.]

Flasb, flash, n. a momentary' gleam of light : a sudden
burst, as of merriment : a short transient state.

—

v.i.

to break forth, as a sudden light : to break out into
intellectual brilliancy : to burst out into violence.

—

v.t. to cause to flash : to expand, as blown glass,

into a disc : to send by some startling or sudden
means.— «. Flash'-hOUSe, a brothel. —orfi'. Flash'Uy.
—ns. Flash'ineSS; Flasb'ing, the act of blazing : a
sudden burst, as of water; Flasb'-point, the tempen-
ture at which an inflammable liquid takes fire—in

the case of petroleum, &c., ascertained by placing
oil in a vessel called a tester (used open and closed),

and heating it up to a point at which sutBcient
vapour is generated as to give off a small flash

when a light is applied to it.

—

adj. Flash'y, dazzling
for a moment : showy but empty : (Miii.) vapid :

gay—also Flash, vulgarly showy, gay but tawdry :

pertaining to thieves, vagabonds, &c., as the 'flash
language ' = thieves' cant or slang : 'flash notes ' =
counterfeit notes Flash in the pan (see PanX
[Prob. imit. ; cf. Sw. -prow, flasa, to blaze.]

Flask, flask, n. a narrow-necked vessel for holding
liquids : a bottle : a pocket-bottle : a horn or metal
vessel for carrying powder.

—

n. Flasltet, a vessel
m which viands are served : (S/ens.) a basket.

—

Florence flask, a narrow-necked globular glass
bottle of thin glass, as those in which olive-oil is

brought from Italy. [A.S. flasce ; Ger. flasclie

;

prob. not Teut. ace. to Diez, but from Low V.. fiasco
— L. vasctilum, a flask.]

Flat, flat, adj. smooth : level : wanting points of pro-
minence and interest: monotonous: vapid, insipid:
dejected : unqualified, positive ; (mus.) opposite of
sharp.—«. a level plain : a tract covered by shallow
water : something broad : a story or floor of a house,
esp. when fitted up as a separate residence for, a
family: a simpleton, a gull: (mt».)a character (P)

which lowers a note a semitone.

—

ns. Flat'boat,
a large flat-bottomed boat for floating goods down
the Mississippi, &c. ; Flat'-fish, a name applied to

marine bony fishes that have a flat body, such as
the flounder, turbot, &c.

—

adj Flat'-foot'ed, having
flat feet : resolute.

—

adj. and «. Flat-head, having
an artificially flattened head, as some American
Indians of the Chinooks—the name is officially but
incorrectly applied to the Selish Indians in particu-

lar.

—

n. Flat'-i'ron, an iron for smoothing cloth.

—

advs. Flat'Ung, Flat'long (Spens., Shak.\ with the
flat side down : not edgewise ; Flat'ly.

—

ns. Flat'-
ness ; Flat'-race, a race over open or clear ground.—v.t. Flat'ten, to make flat.

—

v.i. to become flat.

—

«. Flat'ting, a mode of house-painting in which the
paint is left without gloss.

—

adj. Flat'tish, somewhat
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Flatter fSte, fSr : me, hir : mTne

:

Flesh

flat.

—

ttifj. or at/-'. Flat'wise, flatways, or with the
flat side downward

—

h. Flat'-worm, a tapeworm.
fFrom a Teut. root found in lcc._fiair, flat, Sw. jiai,

Dan.yZarf, Old High Gci.jUz]
Flatter, flat'er, v.t. to soothe with praise and servile

attentions: to please with false hopes or undue
praise.

—

n. Flatterer. —a^'. Flattering, uttenng
false praise : pleasing to pride or \'anity.— aav.
Flatteringly.—K. Flatt'eiy, false praise. [O. Fr.

flaieri^T. yiatter): Teut.; cf let., fladhra.^
Flatulent, flat'u-lent, adj. anected with air in the

stomach : apt to generate such : empty : vain.

—

nt. Flat'nlence, Flatulency, distension of the

stomach or bowels by gases formed during diges-

tion : windiness, emptiness.

—

adv. Flat'ulently.

—

». Fla'tUS, a puff of wind : air generated in the

stomach or intestines, f Fr.,—Low L. JiatuUfUus—
V,./ldre,J2atum,to\>\o\>.'\

Flaught, flaht, «. {Scot.) a flight, a flapping.—«.

Flaugh'ter, a fluttering modon.— v.i. to flutter,

flicker. (See Flight]
Flaunt, flawnt, z>.i. to fly or wave in the wind

:

to move or display ostentatiously : to carry a
gaudy or saucy appearance.

—

h. (Shak.) anything
displayed for show—ft. Flaunt'er.—<fc^'. Flaunt-
ing.

—

adz: Flaunt'ingly, in a flaunting or showy
manner. — adj. Flaunt'y, showy. [Prob. imil. ;

Skeat sugcests Sw. -prow Jlatika., to waver.]
Flautist. Same as FlutiSt
Flavescent, fla-ves'ent, adj. yellowish or taming

yellow. \\^. Jlaz>eicetis, -entii, pr.p. oiJlaveicirt , to

become yellow—;/?«r/»«-, yellow.]

Flavian, flav'i-an, adj. of or pertaining to the Flanan
emperor.s of Rome

—

flatnus Vespasian and his sons
Titus and Domitian (69-96 a.d.).

Flavine, fla'vin, «, a concentrated preparation of
quercitron bark, till recently an important yellow
dye. {L-^flavut, yellow.]

Flavour, fla'vur, «. that quality of anything which
affects the smell or the palate : a smack or relish.

—

Z'.i. to impart flavour to.

—

adj. Fla'vorous.— ji.

Fla'VOUring, any substance used to give a flavour.

—adj. Fla'TOUrleSB. [O. Yz.Jlaur; prob. related

to X^fragrdrt or Ko _fldre.\

Flaw, flaw, n. a gust of wind : a sadden rush, uproar.
[Cf. Dut. vlaag, Sw.yfa^a.]

naw, flaw, K. a break, a crack: a defect. —r.^. to

crack or break.—«i<(7>. Flaw'less ; Haw'y. [Ice.

flaga, a -,lab.]

Flawn, flawn, n. a custard, pancake. [O. Fr. ftaon—
Low \^fladon-em—Old High Ger. .;6i^V>.]

Flax, flax, n. the fibres of the plant Linum, which are
woven into linen cloth : the flax-plant.—«j. Flaz'-
OOmh, a toothed instrument or hedde for cleaning
the fibres of flax ; Flaz'-dresS'er, one who prepares
flax for the spinner by the successive processes of
rippling, retting, grassing, breaking, and scutching.—adj. Flax'en, made of or resembling flax : fair,

long, and flowing.

—

ns. Flax'-mill, a mill for work-
ing flax into linen ; Flax'-seed, linseed : Flax"-
Wench, a female who spins flax

—

ndj. Flax'y, like

flax : of a light colour.—New Zealand flax, a valu-

able fibre, quite different from common flax, obtained
from the leaf of Phcrmiutn tenax, the flax lily or
flax bush. [,K.^.JUax; QKT.Jlacltt.\

Flay, fla, v.t. to strip off" the skin :—>r./. flay'ing

;

pa.p. flayed.—WJ. Flay'er; Flay-flint, a skinflint.

[A.S.yZfa«; Ice.yfd, to skin.]

Flea, 62, n. a well-known wingless insect of great
agility, ectoparasitic on warm-blooded animals.

—

ns.

Elea'-bane, a genus of plants which emit a strong
smell said to have the power of driving away fleas ;

Flea'-bite, the bite of a flea : a small mark caused
by the bite : (_fig.) a trifle. — adj. Flea'-bit'ten,

bitten by fleas : Cfif-) mean : having small reddish
spots on a lighter ground, of horses.—A flea in One's
ear, a caution, rebuff, anything specially irritating.

IA.S. _fi^aJk; cL Gtx.Jich, Dut. vloo.\
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Fleam, fiem, n. an instrument for bleeding cattle. [Fr.

Jlanttne—Gr. phUbotottwii, a lancet

—

pkUps, phiebos,
a vein, and teni-fu-i>i, to cut.]

Fl^he, flash, X. a spire generally : the slender spire
rising from the intersection of the nave and tran-
septs in some large churches : {jori.) a parap>et with
two faces forming a salient angle at the foot of a
glacis. [Fr., 'an arrow.']

Fleck, flek, H. a spot or speckle : a little bit of a
thing.—7'j.;'. Fleck, Flecker, to spot: to streak.—
attjs. Flecked, spotted, dappled ; Fleck'less, without
spot. [Ice.jickkr, a spot ; Cex.^ci, DuU viek.]

Flection. Same as Flexion.
Fled, fled, /a./, and /a./, of Flee.
Fledge, flej, v.t. to furnish with feathers or wings.

—

v.i. to acquire feathers for flying.—«. Fledgling,
a little bird just fledged.—atf/. Fledg'y {Keats),
feather)'. [M. 'S.. Jiigge

, JUgge—K.^. flycge , fledged
(cf. Gk.x. Jluggey-Jicogan, to fly (Gcr. y?/>,ey«) ]

Flee, fle, v.L to run away, as from danger : to dis-
appear.— p./. to keep at a distance from i—pr-p.
flee'ing: /a.^. and pa.p. fled.—«. Fleer. [A.S.
Jieon, akin to JUogan, to fly ; Ger. fliehen, akin \<3

Jliegrn, to fly.]

Fleece, fles, «. the coat of wool shorn from a sheep at
one time: anything like a fleece.—i'./. to clip wool
from : to plunder : to cover, as with wool.

—

adjs.
Fleeced, having a fleece : Fleece'lesB —«j. Fleecer,
one who strips or plunders ; Fleece'-WOOl, that
shorn from the living animal.

—

tidj. Fleec'y, woolly.
[\. S.yUos; Dut. zlies. Get. J?iess.]

Fleech, flech, r.^ (Scot.) to flatter, coax, beg.—Kf.
Fleech ing, Fleech'ment.

Fleer, fler, Z'.t. or v.i. to make wr>' faces in conlcmpt,
to mock.—«. mockery.—n. Flee'r'ing.—a</i'. Fleer-
ingly. [Cf. Norw.^ira, Sw.Jlissa, to titter.]

Fleet, flet, K. a number of ships in company, esp. ships
of war : a division of the navy, commanded by an
admiral. [A.S. Jlfot, a ship—,/ZfV/a«, to float ; conn.
with Dut. v/oot, Ger. Jiatte.]

Fleet, flet, adj. swift: nimble: transient: {praz:)
shallow.—Oi^i. Fleet'-foot {S/uzi.), fleet or swift of
foot ; Fleet'ing, passing quickly: temporary.

—

advs.
Fleet ingly ; Fleetly.—«. Fleet'ness. [Prob. Ice.

JliStr, swift ; but ult. cog. with succeeding word.]
Fleet, flet, v.i. to flit, pass swiftly.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to
make to pass quickly -.—pr.p. fleet'ing ; pa^p. fleet'ed.
{K.?>.Jleotan, to float.]

Fleet, flet, n. a shallow creek or bay, as in North-
jUei, FUet-^\\.Qh, &c.—The Fleet, or Fleet Prison,
a London gaol down to 1842, Jong a place of con-
finement for debtors—clandestine marriages were
solemnised here down to 1754 by broken-down
clergv-men confined for debt. [.\.S.jfeot, an inlet.]

Flemlsn, flem'ish, adj. of or belonging to the Flentingt
or people of Flanders, or their language.— «. Flem'-
ing, a native of Flanders.—Flemish S^ool, a school
of painting formed by the brothers Van Eyck, reach-
ing its height in Rubens, Vandyck, and Teniers:
Flemish StilCll, a stitch used in making certain
kinds of point-lace. [Dut. Viaamsch.^

Flench, flensh, Z'.t. tu cut up the blubber of, as a
whale. —Also Flense, Flin<^ [Dan.^f«i^.]

Flesh, flesh, n. the soft substance which covers the
bones of animals : animal food : the bodies of beasts
and birds, not fish : the body, not the soul : animals,
or animal nature : mankind : kindred : bodily appe-
tites : the present life : the soft substance of fruit

:

the part of a fruit fit to be eaten : (B.) man's visible

nature (as opposed to Parutnn or Spirit), his human
or bodily nature, the seat of sin, but not originally

or necessarily eviL

—

v.t. to train to an appetite for

flesh, as dr>gs for hunting : to accustom : to glut : to

use upon flesh, as a sword, esp. for the first time.—ns. Flesh'-broth, broth made by boiling flesh

;

Flesh-brush, a bmsh used for rubbing the skin to
excite circulation ; Flesh'-COl'OUr, pale red, like the
normal colour of the cheek of a child.

—

adj. Flesbed



Fletch mote ; mute ; mS!in : tkta. Fllttem

(fleshtX having flesh : faX.—ns. Fleah'er {Scot.), a
butcher; Flesh'-liy, a fly that deposits its eggs in

and feeds on flesh ; FleshllOOd (Mrs Brownzng),
the state of being in the flesh ; Flesb'-hook, a boolc

for drawing flesh from a pot ; Flesh'iness.

—

n.fl.

Flesh'tngS, thin flesh-coloured dress worn by dancers,
actors, &c.—adj. Flesb'less, without fiesii : lean.

—

tu. Pleali'Uness ; Flesh'llng (S^ens.), one wholly
devoted to sensuality.

—

aJj. Flesll'ly, corporeal

:

carnal : not spiritual—also adz'. Flesb'Iy-mind'ed,
given to sensual pleasures : carnally-minded.

—

ns.

Pleall'-meat, flesh of animals used for food ; Flesh-
BlBIlt (SAai.), act of fleshing or initiating, ejtcite-

jnent arising from success ; FlOSll'monger, one
who deals in flesh : (Siai.) a procurer, a pimp

;

Flesb'-pot, a pot or vessel in which flesh is cooked :

(yi^.) abundance of flesh, high living : Flesh'-

pottery, sumptuous living ; Flesb'-tint, the tint or

colour that best represents the human body ; Flesh'-

WOrm, a worm that feeds on flesh ; Flesh'-WOUnd,
a wound not reac-hing beyond the flesh.

—

aaj.

Plesh'y, fat: pulpy: plump.

—

An am of flesh,

human strength or help ; In the flesh, in life, alive :

{B.) under control of the lowernature. [A.S. Jfsrsc:

cog. forms in all Teut. languages ; Gct. Jleisch, &c.]

Fletch, flech, v.i. to feather.

—

n. Fletcher, one who
makes arrows. \^T.Jleclie, an arrow.]

Fleur-de-lis, floor' -de-le', «. the flower of the lily: {her.')

a bearing explained as representing three flowers of

the white lily joined together, or the

white iris—commonly called Fhr.ver-

de-htce : —pi. Flours' - de - US'— the

arms of the Bourbons and of France.
—ns. Pleur'et, an ornament like a

small flower: a fencing-foil ; Fleui'y
{hrr^, decorated with a fleur-de-lis,

or with the upper part only. [Fr.,

lis being for L. lilium, a lily.]

Flew. flo3,/a./. of Fly.
Flowed, flood, iuij. {Skak.) having large

chops (of dogs). [Ety. unknown.]
Flexible, fleks'i-bl. Flexile, fleks'il, adf. easily bent

:

pliant : docile.

—

T.t. Flex, to bender make a flexure

of.

—

ad/s. Flexan'imouS, influencing the mind:
Flexed, bent. — 7u. Flex'ihleness, Flexlbil'lty.
pliancy : easiness to be persuaded.

—

adv. Flex'Ibly.
—Hs. Rex'ion, Flection, a bend : a fold : the action
of a flexor muscle ; Flex'or, a muscle which bends
a joint, as opposed to E.xtetisar.—adjs. Flex''fiOTIS,

Flex'UOSe, full of windings and turnings : variable.—H. Flex'nre, a bend or turning : (math. ) the
curving of a line or surface : the bending of loatied

beams : (Shak.) obsequious bowing. [L. Jlejciiilis,

JUxilis—Jlectere, fltxum, to bend.]
Fley, Flay, fla, v.t. to cause to fly: to frightetL—

v.i. to be frightened. [M. E. flayen—K.%. Jlfgan,
Jleo^an, to fly: \zt:.JUyja, Goth. yftu^^Vux.

]

Flibbertigibbet, flib'er-ti-jib'et, «. a flighty person :

nn i.Tip. [Most prob. jargon.]
Flick, tlik, :•./. to strike lightly.—*, a flip.

Flicker, flik'er, v.i. to flutter and move the wings, as
a bird : to bum imsteadily, as a flame.

—

n. an act
of flickering, a flickering movement.— ?•./. Fllcht'er,
(Scot.\ to flutter, qmver. — adv. Fllck'erlngly.
\,K.'?>. Jlicarian ; imit.]

Flier, Flyer, flrer, «. one who flies or flees : a part of
a machine with rapid motion.

Flight, flit, n. a passing through the air : a soaring

:

excursion: a sally : a series of steps : a flock of birds
flying together : the birds produced in the same
season : a volley or shower : act of fleeing : hasty
removal. — a^/^'. Flight'ed {Milt.), flj-ing. — a</f.

Flight'ily—«. Flighflness.-a<yy. Flighty, fanci-
ful : changeable: giddy. [A.S. TfyA/—;/?<"'i?fa«.]

Fltm-flam, flim'-flam, n. a trick. [Formed like skimble-
skumbU, whim-wham, &c.]

Flimp, flimp, z:t. (slang) to snatch a watch while a
confederate prods the victim in the back.

Fleur-de-lis.

Flimsy, flim'zi, adj. thin : without solidity, strength,
or reason: weak.—«. transfer-paper : (j^n^) a bank-
note : reporters' copy written on thin paper.

—

adv.
Flim'Sily, in a flimsy manner.

—

n. Flmi'slness.
(First in i8th century. Prob. an onomatopccic for-

mation suggested hyjilm.]
Flinch, flinsh, r.i. to shrink back: to fail- »tr.

Flinch'er ; Flinching, the act of flinching or shrink-
ing.—.w'l'. Flinch'ingly. (M. E. jfecchm—Q. Ft.
Jieckir, prob. from L.. fiectere, to bend.)

FUnder, flin'der, h. a splinter or small fragment

—

Uiualiy in pi. ['Sorw.Jlindra, a splinter.]
Flindersia, flin-der'si-a, n. a genus of Australian and

African trees, yielding African and Madeira maho-
gany, or Calcedra wood. [From the Australian
explorer. Captain Matthew Flinders, 1774-X814.)

FUng, fling, v.t. to strike or throw from the hand : to
dart : to send forth : to scatter : to throw (of a
horse).

—

v.i. to act in a violent and irregular manner

:

to kick out with the legs : to upbraid : to sneer :

—

pr.p. flinging ; pa. i. and pa.p. flung.—n. a cast or
throw : a tatmt : complete freedom, full enjoyment
of pleasure : a hvely Scotch country-dance.—Fling
ont, to speak or act recklessly. —Full fling, at the
utmost speed, recklessly. [\cc._^mgj'a ; Sw.Jfdnra.]

Flint, flint, n. a hard mineral, a variety of quartz, from
which fire is readily struck with steel: anything
proverbially hard.

—

adj. made of flint, hard.—s.

Flint'-glass. a very fine and pure kind of glass, so
called because originally made of calcined flints.

—

adjs. Flint-heart, -ed (Shak.), having a hard heart.
—7'..-. Fllnt'Ify, to turn to flint.—Kj. FUstinesS

;

Flint'-lOCk, a gun-lock having a flint fixed in the
hammer for striking fire and igniting the priming.

—

adj. Flint'y, consisting of or like flint : hard : cruel.

—Flint impleinentS, arrow, axe, and spear heads,

&c. made by man before the use of metals, commonly
found in prehistoric graves, &c. [\.S.jiint: Dan.

^f/«/; Cr. plintfuis, a brick.]

FUp, flip, n. a hot dnnk of beer and spirits sweetened.
Flip, flip, z'.t. to fillip, to touch lightly-, to toss up with
a motion of the thumb.

—

v.i. to flap.

—

n. a fillip, a
snap.

—

adz: Flip' -flap, with a repeated flapping

movement.—«. a coster's dance : a form of -somer-

sault : a cracker.— ns. Flip" -flop, the sound of a
regular footfall : Flip'per, a fin : (slang) hand.

—

adj. Fllp'perty-flop'perty, that goes flip-flap, loose,

dangling. [Attenuated from^a/.]
Flipe, flip, v.t. to fold back, as a sleeve. [Prob.

Scand. : cf. T>2Xi.Jlip, a flap.]

Flippant, flip'ant, adj. quick and pert of speech:
thoughtless.—«j. Fl^p'ancy, Flipp'antness, pert

fluency of speech : pertness.

—

adz: Flipp'anlly.

[Skeat explains as farjiipp -and (Old Northumbrian
)r.p. endmg)

—

\cc. _fieipa, to prattle.]

rt, flert, z:t. to move about quickly like a &n,
to flick, rap.

—

v.i. to trifle with love : to play at

courtship: to move briskly about.

—

n. a pert, giddy
girl : one who coquets for amusement, usually of a

woman.— «. Flirta'tion the act of flirting.

—

adj.

Flirta'tiOUS (coll.), giving to flirting.

—

ns. FllTt'-

gill (Skak), a pert or wanton woman; Flirting.
— adz: nirt'lngly, in a flirring manner. — adj.

Flirt'ish, betokening a flirt. [Onomatopoeic, like

_fi:ck,Jfip,Jlirk (a jerk), sfitrt, squirt.]

FUsk, flisk, v.i. (Scat.) to skip or caper about : to ftet

at the yoke.

—

n. a whim: a large-tooth comb.

—

adj. FUsfy. [Onomatopojic]
Flit, flit, :./. to flutter on the wing: to fly quidtly:

to be unsteady or easily moved : (Scat.) to remove

from place to place:—/r^. flit'ting; pa.p. flifted.

—n. nlfting, a removal from one house to another

:

a wandering. [Icit. yJytja; Sv.jfytta.]

Flitch, flich, n. the side of a hog salted and cured.

[AS.^icce ; Ice. ^ikki.)

Flitter, flit'er, r.i. to flutter.

—

n. Flltt'er-moQSe, a
bat.

FUttem, flit'em, «. {frov.) a yoimg oak.

nSir
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Flitters &te, far ; me, her ; iiiine ; Flounder

Flitters, flit'ers, n.pl. fragments, tatters.

FliZ, fliks, «. fur, beaver-down.
Float, flot, v.i. to swim on a liquid : to be buoyed up

:

to move lightly and irregularly : to circulate, as a
rumour: to drift about aimlessly. —i/./. to cause to

swim : to cover with water: to set agoing.—«. any-

thing swimming on water: a rait : tlie cork or quill

on a fishing-line : a plasterer's trowel.

—

adj. Float'-

able. «J. Float'age, FlOt'age, the Hoating capacity

of a thing : anything that floats ; Float'-board, a

board on the rim of an undershot water-wheel on

which the water acts and moves the wheel ; Float'er.
—adj. Float'ing, swimming : not fixed : circulating.

—«. action of the verhjloat: the spreading of plaster

on the surface of walls.—«i. Float'ing-batt'ery, a

vessel or hulk heavily armed, used in the defence of

harbours or in attacks on marine fortresses ; Float'-

ing-bridge, a bridge of rafts or beams of timber

lying on the surface of the water ; Float'lng-dock
(see Dock) ; Float'lng-iS'land, an aggregation of

driftwood, roots, &c., capable of bearing soil, floated

out from a river delta or the like ; Float'ing-ligbt,

a ship, bearing a light, moored on sunken rocks, to

warn seamen of danger.— adv. Float'lngly.— «.

Float'-Stone, a porous, sponge-like variety of quartz,

so light as to float for a while on water. — adj.

Float'y. [A-SJiotian, to Roat: Ice. jiota.]

Flock, flok, «. a company of animals, as sheep, birds,

&c. : a company generally : a Christian congregation.—v.i. to gather in flocks or in crowds.—«. Flock'-

mas'ter, an owner or overseer of a flock. [A.S.

Jli'cc, a flock, a company; Ice. Jlokkr.]

Flock, flok, «. a lock of wool.—«. Floccllla'tion, a
delirious picking of the bed-clothes by a patient.

—

adjs. Floe cose, woolly; Floc'cular ; Floc'ctUate.
— H. Floc'culence. —«(//. Floe'ciilent, woolly, flaky.—ns. FlOC'eulus, a small flock or tuft : a small lobe

of the inferior surface of the cerebellum ; FlOC'CUS,

a flock or tuft of wool or wool-like hairs : the downy
plumage of unfledged birds:—//. FlOCCl (flok'si);

FlOCk'-bed, a bed stuffed with flock or refuse wool

;

Flock' -pa'per, wall-paper covered with a rough sur-

face formed of flock.—rt^'. Flock'y. [O. Fr. Jloc—
L. jloccits, a lock of wool.]

Floe, flO, «. a field of floating ice. [Prob. Norse Jlo,

layer. The usual Danish word KJl.tge.]
FlO^, flog, v.t. to beat or strike : to lash: to chastise

with blows:— />*./. flog'ging ; /a./, flogged.— «.

Flog'glng. [Late; prob. an abbrev. of^a^fy/Za/^.]
Flood, flud, «. a great flow of water : {B.) a river

:

an inundation : a deluge : the rise or flow of the
tide: any great quantity. — v.t. to overflow: to

inundate : to bleed profusely, as after parturition :

—

j>r./>. flood'ing ; /«./• flood'ed.

—

ns. Flood'-gatO, a
gate for letting water flow through, or to prevent
It : an opening or passage : an obstruction ; Flood'-
Ing, an extriordinary flow of blood from the
uterus : Flood'mark, the mark or line to which
the tide rises ; FlOOd'-tide, the rising or inflowing
tide.—The Flood, the deluge in the days of Noah.
[A.S. fiifd; Dut. vUed, Gcx.Jluth. Cog. \i\i\iflow.'\

Floor, n6r, n. the part of a room on which we stand :

a platform : the rooms in a house on the same level,

a story: any levelled area.

—

v.i. to furnish with a
floor: (coll.) to vanquish, stump.

—

tis. Floor'cloth,
a covering for floors made of canvas oil-painted on
both sides ; Floor'er, a knock-down blow ; a decisive
retort, &c. : an examination question one cannot
answer ; Floor'lng, material for floors : a platform.—n.pl. Floor'-tlm'bers, the timbers placed immedi-
ately across a ship's keel, on which her bottom is

framed.

—

ns. First'-floor, the floor in a house above
the ground-floor—in United States mostly identical
with Oround-floor, the floor of a house on a level

with the ground. [.\.S. Jldr; Dut. vloer, a flat

surface, Ger.y?«>-, flat land ; W. llaiur.\

Flop, flop, v.t. to cause to hang down.

—

v.i. to plump
down suddenly : to break down.

—

tt. a fall plump on
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the ground.—<j</z/. Flop'plly.—». Flop'piness.—/i^'.
Flop'py. [A form Qiflap.\

Flora, flO'ra, «. the collective plants or vegetable
species of a region, country, or district : a work con-
taining a descriptive enumeration of these.

—

adj.
Floral, pertaining to Flora or to flowers : {hot.)

containing the flower.

—

aUv. Flo'rally.—«. Flor^al
(flO-ra-al'), the 8th month of the French revolutionary
calendar, April 20 - May 20. — adj. FlO'reated,
decorated with floral ornament.—«. FloreSCeucO, a
bursting into flower : (hot.) the time when plants
flower.

—

Oiij. Flores'Cent, bursting into flowers.

—

«. Flo'ret (io/.), the flowers of any small and closely
crowded inflorescence which resembles at first sight

a single flower—e.g. composites, teasels, grasses,
&c.—ailj. Floricul'tural.— «x. Flq'ricultui-e, the
culture of flowers or plants ; Floricul'turist, a
florist.

—

adj. Flor'ld, bright in colour : flushed with
red : containing flowers of rhetoric or lively figures :

richly ornamental.—Oi/z;. Floridly, n. Flor'ldneSS.
—adjs. Florif'erous, bearing or producing flowers;
Flo'riform, flower-shaped. — ns, Florile'gium, an
anthology or collection of choice extracts ; Flor'lst,

a cultivator of flowers : one who writes an account
of plants. [L. Flora, the goddess of flowers.]

Florentine, flor'en-tin, adj. pertaining to Florence in

Tuscany.

—

n. a native or inhabitant thereof: a
durable silk textile fabric—also Flor'ence : a pie
with no crust beneath the meat.

Florin, flor'in, «. an English silver coin worth 2s., first

minted in 1849 : in Austria the unit of account,
otherwise called gulden, with a value about 2s. : in
Holland sometimes called guilder, and worth about
IS. 8d. : (orig.) a Florentine gold coin with a lily

stamped on one side, first struck in the nth century.
[Fr., from \l. Jiorino—Jiore, a lily

—

V,. flos.\
Floruit, flO'ru-it, «. the period during which a person

flourished. [L., 3d pers. sing, perf oi florere, to
flourish.]

FlOSCUle, flos'kul, n. a floret.— a<^>. Flos'CUlar,
FlOS'CUlOUS, composed of many floscules or tubu-
lar florets, [h. jlosculus, dim. ofjlos, a flower.]

Floss, flos, «. the loose downy or silky substance in

the husks of certain plants, as the bean—also FlOSh.—«. Floss'-silk, very fine silk fibre extremely soft

and downy and with a high lustre, used chiefly for

embroidery.

—

adj. FlOSS'y. [Prob. O. Fr. Jlosche,

down : or from some Teut. word cog. with fleece—
cf. \ce.flos, nap.]

FlOta, flo'ta, «. a commercial fleet : formerly the fleet

which anmially conveyed the produce of America to

Spain. [Sp., a fleet.']

Flotage. See Floatage.
Flotant, flOt'ant, adj. (Jti-r.) floating in air or in water.
Flotation, flo-ta'shun, «. the act of floating : the

science of floating bodies : act of floating a conipany
or commercial enterprise.—Plane, or Line, of flota-

tion, the plane or line in which the horizontal surface

of a fluid cuts a body floating in it.

Flotilla, flo-til'a, n. a fleet of small ships. [Sp., dim.

offlota, a fleet.]

Flotsam, flot'sam, n. goods lost by shipwreck, and
found floating on the sea (see Jetsam). [.\nglo-Fr.

floteson (Fr.flotlaison)—O. Vt. floter, to float.]

Flounce, flowns, i'./. to move abruptly or impatiently.
—«. an impatient gesture. [Prof), cog. with Norw.
flunsa, to hurry, Sw. ^Tov.flunsa, to souse.]

Flounce, flowns, «. a plaited strip sewed to the skirt of a
dress.

—

v.t. to furnish with flounces.—«. Floun'cing,
material for flounces. [Earlier (orm/rounce—O. Fr.

fronce, fronche, prob. from L. frons, forehead ; or
Old High Ger. ruma, a wrinkle, Ger. runze.]

Flounder, flown'der, v.i. to struggle with violent and
awkw.Trd motion : to stumble helplessly in thinking
or speaking. [Prob. an onomatopoeic blending of
the sound and sense of earlier words like founder,
blunder. Skeat compares YiwK.flodderen, to splash.)

Flounder, flown'der, n. a small flat-fisb, generally
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found in the sea near the mouth of rivers. [Anglo-
Fr. Jloundre, O. Fr. Jloitdre, most prob. of Scand.

origin: cf. \ce.J2yfSra, Svi
.
Jlundra.]

Flour, flowr, «. the finely-ground meal of wheat or
otiier grain : the fine soft powder of any substance.
—v.t. to reduce into or sprinkle with flour.

—

z'.i. to

break up into fine globules of mercury in tiie amalga-
mation process.

—

ns. Flour'-bolt, a machine for bolt-

ing flour ; Flour'-niill, a mill for making flour.—
adj. FlOUr'y, covered with flour. [Fr. Jleur (de

farine, of meal), fine flour

—

\,.flos,floris, a flower.]

Flourish, flur'ish, v.i. to thrive luxuriantly: to be
prosperous : to use copious and flowery language :

to move in fantastic figures : to display ostenta-

tiously : (mt/s.) to play ostentatious passages, or
ostentatiously : to play a trumpet-call : to make
ornamental strokes with the pen : to boast or brag.
—v.(. to adorn with flourishes or ornaments : to

swing about by way of show or triumph : (SAai.)
to gloss over.—«. decoration : showy splendour : a
figure made by a bold stroke of the pen : the waving
of a weapon or other thing : a parade of words : a
musical prelude : a trumpet-call.

—

rtt/j's. FlOUr'lShOd,

decorated with flourishes : Flour'ishing, thriving :

prosperous: making a show.

—

aih'. FloUT'lsllingly.
— aifj. FlOUr'ishy, abounding in flourishes.—
Flounsh of trumpets, a trumpet-call sounded on
the approach of great persons : any ostentatious

introduction. [O. Vr.florir, L,._flos, flower.]

Flouse, flows, v.t. and r./. (/rtf.) to splash.—Also
Floush.

Flout, flowt, v.t. and v.i. to jeer, mock, or insult : to

treat with contempt.

—

n. a mock : an insult.

—

adv.
Floutingly, with flouting : insultingly.—//. Flout'-
ing-stock {Shak.), an object for flouting. [Prob. a
specialised use oifloute, M. E. form oijlute, to play
on the flute. So with Dut. _/?K«V<r«.]

Flow, flO, v.i. to run, as water: to rise, as the tide:

to move in a stream, as air : to glide smoothly : to

circulate, as the blood : to abound : to hang loose

and waving : (.5.) to melt.

—

v.i. to cover with water.—«. a stream or current : the setting in of the tide :

abundance : copiousness : free expression.—«. Flow"-
age, act of flowing : state of being flooded. —
adj. Flowing, moving, as a fluid : fluent or smooth :

falling in folds or in waves.

—

adv. FloWingly.

—

>i. FlOW'ingness. [A.S.Jldwan: Ger./liessen.]
Plow, flow, «. a morass: (Scot.) a flat, moist tract of

land. [Ice. _floi, a marsh—^ifa, to flood.]

Flower, flow'er, «. a growth comprising the repro-
ductive organs of plants : the blossom of a plant

:

the best of anything : the prime of life : the person or
thing most distinguished : a figure of speech : orna-
ment of style : (//.) menstrual discharge {B.).—v.t.

to adorn with figures of flowers.

—

v.i. to blossom : to

flourish.

—

us. Flow'erage, a gathering of flowers

;

FlOW'er-bell, a blossom shaped like a bell : FlOW'er-
bud, a bud with the unopened flower ; FlOW'er-clOCk,
a collection of flowers so arranged that the time of
day is indic.ited by their times of opening and clos-

ing ; Flow'er-dO-luce, the old name for the common
species of iris (q.v.), or for the heraldic emblem
conventionalised therefrom (see Fleur-de-lls);
Floweret, a little flower : a floret ; FloWer-head,
a compound flower in which all the florets are ses-

sile on the receptacle; FloWeriness ; FloWerlng-
rush, a monocotyledonous pl.int usually reckoned
imder the order Alismacece, with large linear three-
edged leaves and an umbel of rose-coloured flowers.
—adjs. FloWer-klr'tled, FloWery-klr'tled {Milt.\
dres,sed in robes or garlands of flowers ; Flow'erleSS
((5<7/.), having no flowers.

—

ns. FloWer-pot, a utensil

of culture whereby plants are rendered portable ;

FloWer-serVlce, a church service where offerings

of flowers are made, to be afterwards sent to hos-

pitals : FloW'er-ShOW, an exhibition of flowers

;

FloWer-Stalk, the stem that supports the flower.—
adj. FloWery, full of, or adorned with, flowers :

highly embellished, florid. — Flower Of JoTe, a
carj'ophyllaceous plant, with heads of purple or
scarlet flowers, and leaves silky-white with hairs.

[O. Yr. flour (jcx. Jleur)—"L. flos,floris, a flower.]
Flown, Hon, fia.p. oifly.
Flown, flon, adj. inflated, flushed : (Milt.) overflown.
Fluate, flos'at, «. Same as Fluoride.
Fluctuate, fluk'tu-at, v.i. to float backward and for-
ward : to roll hither and thither : to be irresolute.—
?'./. to cause to move hither and thither.

—

adjs.
Fluctuant; Fluctuating. —>xj. nuctuation, a
rising and falling like a wave : motion hither and
thither: agitation: unsteadiness; FlUCtUOS'lty.

—

adj. FlUCtUOUS. [L. fluctuare, -dtum—fltictui, a
•Mii\^—fluere, to flow.]

Flue, flfJD, n. a smoke-pipe or small chimney. [Prob.
related ioflue, to expand, splay out.]

Flue, floO, K. light down : soft down or fur.

—

adj.
Flu'ey. [Ety. unknown; conn, y/ahflufl^.]

Flue, fl5(5, adj. iprov.) shallow, flat.—Also Flew.
Fluent, floS'ent, adj. ready in the use of words

:

voluble : marked by copiousness.—«. the variable
miantity in fluxions.—«j. FlU'ence (Milt.), FlU'ency,
FlU'entneSS, readiness or rapidity of utterance

:

volubility.—rtrt'r. Flu'ently. [L. flutns, fluentis,
prj). oifluere, to flow.]

Fluflt, fluf, «. a soft down from cotton, &c. : anything
downy. —n. Fluff 'iness. — a</y. Fluff 'y. [Perh.
conn, withyf;/^, light down.]

Flugelman, floo'gl-man', n. Same as Fugleman.—«.
Flii'gel-hom, a hunting-horn, a kind of keyed bugle.

Fluid, floo'id, adj. that flows, as water : liquid or
gaseous.—«. a substance in which the particles can
move about with greater or less freedom from one

fart of the body to another. — adjs. FlU'idal

;

luid'ic; Flnld'lform.— r^j./. Fluld'lfy, Flu'idiso,
to make fluid.— /«. Flu'idism ; Fluidity, Flu'id-
neSS, a liquid or gaseous state.

—

adv. FlU'idly.
[Fr.,

—

'L.fluidus, {\\iid—flitere, to flow.]

Fluke, flSok, n. a flounder : a parasitic trematoid
worm which causes the liver-rot in sheep, so called
because like a miniature flounder : a variety of
kidney potato. [A. S. ^(fc, a plaice ; cf. Ice.fl^ie.]

Fluke, flOok, «. the part of an anchor which fastens in
the ground.

—

adj. Fluk'y. [Prob. a transferred use
of the foregoing.]

Fluke, flook, «. a successful shot made by chance, as
at billiards : any unexpected advantage.

Flume, floOm, «. an artificial channel for water to be
applied to some industrial purpose : {U.S.) a narrow
defile with upright wails, the bottom occupied by a
torrent.—Be, or Go, up the flume, to come to grief,

to be done for. [O. Fr. flum—L. flumen, a river

—

fluere, to flow.]

Flummery, flum'er-i, «. an acid jelly made from the
husks of oats : the Scotch sowens : anything insipid :

empty compliment. [W. llytnru—llymrig, harsh,
raw

—

llym, sharp, severe.]

Flummox, flum'oks, v.t. (slang) to perplex : defeat.

Flump, flump, v.t. (coll.) to throw down violently.

—

v.i. to throw one's self down heavily.—«. the dull

sound so produced. [Imit.]

Flting, flung, /rt./. and /a./, oifling.
Flunkey, flung'ki, «. a livery servant : a footman :

a mean, cringing fellow. — n. Flun'keydom. —
adj. Flun'ke3rlsh.— «. Flun'kejrism. [Perh. orig.

flanker, one who runs along by the side of.]

Fluor, fl53'or, n. a mineral often described as chemi-
cally fluate of lime, but really calcium fluoride,

found aljundantly in Derbyshire—also Flu'or-spar,
Flu'orite. — «j. Fluores'oein, a coal-tar product,

little used in dyeing, the colour not being fast

;

Fluores'cence, a peculiar blue appearance exhibited

by certain substances exposed to sunlight, and espe-
cially observable in a dilute solution of sulphate of
quinine.

—

adjs. FlUOres'Cent, having the property of
fluorescence ; FlUOr'lC.

—

ns. FlU'oride, a binary com-
pound of flnorine with another element ; Flu'0Tln6,
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;

nsr

an elementary substance allied to chlorine, ob-
tained chiefly from fluor ; Flu'orotype, a photo-
graphic process in which salts of fluoric acid were
employed for the purpose of producing images in the

camera : FluOSU'icate, a compound of fluosilicic

acid with some base.—«»<^'. FlUOSiUc'iC, composed
of silicon and fluorine. (A name given by the

alchemists to all mineral acids because of their

fluidity, from L. fluere, to flow.]

Plurry, flur'i, «. a sudden blast or gust : agitation :

bustle : the death-agony of the whale : a fluttering

assemblage of things, as snowflakes.

—

v.i. to agitate,

to confuse '.—pr-p. flurr'ying ; pa.p. flurr'ied.

—

v.t.

FlmT, to scatter.

—

v.i. to fly up. [Prob. onoma-
topceic, suggested hyflaw, hurry, &c. ]

FlUSll, flush, n. a flow of blood to the face causing
redness : sudden impulse : bloom, freshness, vigour :

abundance.

—

v.i. to become red in the face : to flow

swiftly.

—

v.i. to make red in the face : to cleanse

by a copious flow of water : to elate, excite the

spirits of : mostly in the pa.p. flushed (with victory).
—iuij. (of weather) hot and heavy : abounding : well

supplied, as with money : (Shak.) in full bloom.—
n. Flush'-box, a rectangular tank supplied with
water for flushing the bowls of water-closets.

—

<uij.

Flushed, suffused with ruddy colour : excited.

—

ns.

Flush'er, one who flushes sewers ; Flush'ing, action

of the verb flush : sudden reddening ; Flush'ness,
quality of being flush. — adj. Flush'y, reddish.

[Prob. orig. identical with succeeding word, but

meaning influenced by phonetic association with
flask, the senses relating to colour by blush,\

Flush, flush, v.i. to start up like an alarmed bird.

—

:'./. to rouse and cause to start off".

—

n, the act of

starting : {Speris.) a bird, or a flock of birds so

started. [Prob. onomatopoeic ; suggested by fly,
flutter, and rr«A.]

Flush, flush, v.t. to make even : to fill up to the level

of a surface (often with up).—adj. having the sur-

face level with the adjacent surface. [Prob. related

\.aflush above.]
Flush, flush, ». in card-playing, a hand in which all

the cards or a specified number are of the same suit.

—adj. in poker, consisting of cards all of the same
suit.—Straight, or Royal, flush, in poker, a sequence
of five cards of the same suit. [Prob. Yx. flux— L.

fluxus, flow.]

Fluster, Aus'ter, H. hurrying : confusion : heat.^
v.t. to make hot and confused: to fuddle. ^z/.i. to

bustle : to be agitated or fuddled.—z/.^ FlUS'terate,
to fluster. — n. Flustera'tiou. — oiii. Flustered,
fuddled: flurried.— «. Flus'tennent.—<ii//'. Flus-
tery, confused. [Ice. flaustr, hurry.]

Flustra, flus'tra, «. one of the commonest genera of
marine Polyzoa.

Flute, floOt, n. a musical pipe with finger-holes and
keys sounded by blowing : m organ-building, a stop
with stopped wooden pipes, having a flute-like tone :

one of a series of curved furrows, as on a pillar,

called also Fluting: a tall and narrow wine-glass

:

a shuttle in tapestry-weaving, &c.

—

v.L to play the
flute.

—

z:t. to play or sing in soft flute-like tones : to

form flutes or grooves in.

—

adj. Flut'ed, ornamented
with flutes, channels^ or grooves.— ns. Flut'er

;

Fluti'na (te-), a kind of accordion ; Flut'ing-
machiue', a machine for corrugating sheet-met.il,

also a wood-turning machine for forming twisted,

spiral, and fluted balusters ; Flutist.—<k^'. Flufy,
in tone like a flute. [O. Vr.jUiite; ety. dub.]

Flutter, flut'er, v.i. to move about with bustle : to

vibrate : to be in agitation or in uncertainty : (obs.)

to be frivolous.—!/./, to throw into disorder : to move
in quick motions.—». quick, irregular motion : agita-

tion : confusion : a hasty game at cards, &c. [A.S.

flotorian, to float about, from flat, the sea, stem of
iUotan, to^ float.]

Fluvial, floo'vi-al, adj. of or belonging to rivers.—«.

FiuviaUst.—iK</^. FluTlatic, Flu'viatUe, belong-

ing to or formed by rivers. [L. fluviaiis—fltivius, a
river, fluere, to flow. ]

Flux, fluks, n. act of flowing : a flow of matter : quick
succession : a discharge generally from a mucous
membrane : matter discharged : excrement : the term
given to the substances employed in the arts to assist

the reduction of a metallic ore and the fusion of a
metal.

—

v.t. to melt.—f.i. to flow.

—

ns. Fluza'tion,
the act of flowing or passing away ; Fluxibil'ity,
Fluxibleness.—d^>. Flux'ible, Flux ide, that may
be melted.— «J-. Fluxillty ; Fluxion, a flowing or
di-scharge : a ditierence or variation ; (math.) the
rate of change of a continuously varying quantity :

(//.) the name given after Newton to that branch of
mathematics which with a different notation is known
after Leibnitz as the differential and integral cal-

culus. — adjs. Fluxional, Flux'ionary, variable

:

inconstanL—«. Flux'ionist, one skilled in fluxions.

—

adj. FlUX'Ive (Shak.), flowmg with tears. [O. Fr.,
— \^.fluxus—fluire, to flow.]

Fly, fli, v.i. to move through the air on wings : to
move swiftly : to pass away : to flee : to burst
quickly or suddenly: to flutter.

—

v.t. to avoid, flee

from : to cause to fly, as a kite :

—

pr.p. fly'ing ; pa.t.
flew (floO) ; pa.p. flown (flOn).—«. a popular name
best restricted in its simplicity to the insects forming
the order Diptera, but often so widely used with a
prefix— e.g. butterfly, dragonfly, May-fly—as to be
virtually equivalent to insect : a fish-hook dressed
with silk, &c., in imitation of a fly : a light double-
seated carriage, a hackney-coach : (meck^ a fly-

wheel : (//.) the large space above the proscenium
in a theatre, from which the scenes, &c., are con-
trolled.

—

adj. wide-awake : (slang) knowing.—<w^i.
Flyaway, flighty: Fly-bitten, marked by the
bite of flies.— «. Fly'blOW, the egg of a fly.

—

adj.
Flyblown, tainted with the eggs which produce
maggots.

—

ns. FljTlJOat, a long, narrow, swift boat
used on canals : Fly'book, a case like a book for

holding fishing-flies ; Fiy-catch er, a small bird, so
called from its catching flies while on the wing

;

Fly'-fish'er, one who fishes with artificial flies as
bait: Fly-fishing, the art of so fishing; Fiy-
flap'per, one who drives away flies with a fly-flap

;

Flying-bridge, a kind of ferry-boat which is moved
across a river by the action of the combined forces of
the stream and the resistance of a long rope or chain
made fast to a fixed buoy in the middle o! the river

;

Fly'ing-butt'ress, an arch-formed prop which con-
nects the walls of the upper and central portions of
an aisled structure with the vertical buttresses of the
outer walls ; Fly'ing-camp, a body of troops for

rapid motion from one place to another; Flying-
Dutob'man, a Dutch black spectral ship, whose
captain is condemned for his impieties to sweep the
seas around the Cape of Storms unceasingly, without
ever being able to reach a haven ; Flying-fish, a
fish which can leap from the water and sustain itself

ill the air for a short time, by its long pectoral fins,

as if flying ; Fiying-fox, a large frugivorous bat

;

Fiying-le mur, a galeopithecoid insectivore whose
fore and hind limbs are connected by a fold of skin,

en.^bling it to make flying leaps from tree to tree

;

Fiying-par'ty, a small body of soldiers, equipped
for rapid movements, used to harass an enemy ;

Fiying-phalan'ger, a general popular name for the
petaurists ; Flying- shot, a shot fired at something
in motion ; Fiying-squid, a squid having broad
lateral fins by means of which it can spring nigh out
of the water; Fly'ing-squlrr'el, a name given to
two genera of squirrels, which have a fold of skin
between the fore and hind legs, by means ofwhich they
can take great leaps in the air ; Flyleaf, a blank
leaf at the beginning and end of a book ; Fly-line,

a line for angling with an artificial fly ; Fiy-mak'er,
one who ties artificial flies for angling ; Flyman^ne
who works the ropes in the flies of a theatre ; Flv'-
pa'per, a porou» paper impregnated with puisuu ;jr
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destroying flies : Fly'-pow'der, a poisonous powder
used lar Icilling flies ; Fly -rail, that part of a table
which turns out to support the leaf.

—

ad/. {Shai.)
moving slow as a fly on its feet.

—

hi. Fly'-rod, a
light flexible rod used in fly-fishing, usually in three
pieces — butt, second-joint, and tip ; Fly'-trap, a trap
to catch flies : {bot.) the spreading dog-bane, also the

Venus's fly-trap ; Fly'wheel, a large wheel with a
heavy rim applied to machinery to equalise the effect

of the driving effort.—Fly at, to attack suddenly

;

Fly in the face of, to insult : to oppose ; Fly open,
to open suddenly or violently ; Fly out, to break out
in a rage ; Fly the kite, to obtain money as by
accommodation bills, the endorser himself having no
money ; Fly Upon, to seize : to attack.—A fly in the
ointment, some slight flaw which corrupts a thing
of value (Eccles. x. i.): Break a fly on the wheel,
to subject to a punishment out of all proportion to

the gravity of the offence ; Let fly, to attack : to

throw or send off; Make the feathers fly (see

Feathers). [X.S.^^ogatt, pa.tjiedA ; Gt:r.fliegen.\

Flyte, Flite, flit, v.i. (Scot.) to scold, to brawl.—«.
Fl3rte, Flyt'ing, a scolding, or heated dispute.

[.\.S.y///ii«, to strive ; Ger. be-Jleissen.\

Foal, fol, «. the young of a mare or of a she-ass.

—

v.i.

and v.i. to bring forth a foal.

—

ns. Foal'fOOt, colts-

foot ; Foal'ing, bringing forth of a foal or young.
{\.?>.fola; Get. /ohitrn, Gv. polos : L.. puHus.]

Foam, 15m, «. froth : the bubbles which rise on the
.surface of liquors : fury.

—

v.i. to gather foam : to be
in a rage.

—

v.i. (B.) to throw out with rage or
violence (with out). — ntiv. Foam'lngly, — oi/j's.

Foamless, without foam; Foamy, frothy. [A.S.

Jam ; Gcr.Jeim, prob. akin to L. s/>74>na.]

Fob, fob, tt. a trick.

—

v.i. to cheat. [Prob. a corr. of
O. Yr./orbe, a rogue ; or Gcx.fopptn, to jeer.]

Fob, fob, tt. a small pocket in the waistband of
trousers for a watch : a chain with seals, &c., hang-
ing from the fob. [If orig. a secret pocket, perh.
connected with the above.]

Focus, fO'kus, H. (opi.) a point in which several rays
meet and are collected after being reflected or re-

fmcted, while a viriual focus is a point from which
rays tend after reflection or refraction

—

ih&priiicipal
focus is the focus of parallel rays after reflection or
refraction : any central point ;

—

pi. Fo'CUSeS, Foci
(fo'sl).

—

v.i. to bring to a focus ; to concentrate :—
jfra.p. fO'cussed.

—

adj. F5'cal, of or belonging to a
focus.

—

v.i. Fo'calise, to bring to a focus: to con-
centrate.— «. Focimeter (fO-sim'e-ter), an instru-

ment for assisting in focussing an object in or before
a photographic camera—usually a lens of small
magnifying power.—Focussing Cloth, a cloth thrown
over a photographic camera and the operator's head
and shoulders to exclude all light save that coming
through the lens.—Conjugate foci, two points so
situated that if a light be placed at one, its rays will

be reflected to the other ; In fOCUS, placed or ad-
justed so as to secure distinct vision, or a sharp,
definite image. {X-Jocus, a hearth.]

Fodder, fod'er, «. food for cattle, as hay and straw.
— z'.t. to supply with fodder.

—

>ts. Fodd'erer

;

Foddering. [A..S. /Jdor ; GcT./uiier.]
Fodlent, fo'di-ent, adj. and «. digging.
Foe, fO, «. an enemy : one who, or that which, injures

or hinders anything : an ill-wisher_.

—

>is. Foe'man, an
enemy in war :—//. FoO'men ; Fo'en (Speus.), pi. of
/oc. [M. E. /oo—A.S. /.Ut, fa (adj.), allied to the
compound n. gefd; cU/iogan, to hate.]

Foetus, Fetus, fa'tus, ». the young of animals in the
egg or in the womb, after its parts are distinctly
formed, until its birth.

—

adjs. F(B tal, Fe'tal, per-
taining to a fcetus; FoB'ticidaL— tis. Foeticide,
Fe'ticide, destruction of the foetus. [L., from obs.
/eitere, to bring forth, vhexxce/emiuat/ecundits, &c.]

P05, fog. n. a thick mist : watery vapour rising from
either land or water.

—

7'.i. to shroud in fog.— r.i'. to
become coated with a uniform coating.

—

ns. Fog'-

bank, a dense mass of fog .sometimes seen at sea
appearing like a bank of land ; Fog'-bell, a bell rung
by the motion of the waves or wind to warn sailors

from rocks, shoals, &c. in foggy weather.— adj.

Fog'-bound, impeded by fog. — ns. Fog'-bOW, a
whitish arch like a rainbow, seen in fogs.—adv.
Fog'gily. — «. Fog'giness. — adj. Fog'gy, mistj :

damp: clouded in mind: stupid.

—

h. FOg'-hom, a
horn used as a warning signal by ships in foggy
weather : a sounding instrument for warning ships

off the shore during a fog : a siren.

—

adj. Fogless,
without fog, clear.

—

ns. Fog'-ring, a bank of fog in

the form of a ring ; Fog'-sig'nal, an audible signal
used on board ship, &c., during a fog, when visible

signals cease to be of use ; Fog^-smoke, fog. [The
origin of the word is hopelessly misty ; Mr Bradley
connects with succeeding word ; Prof. Skeat connects
with Dan.y^^, as in snee-fog, thick falling snow ; cf.

Ice. y2>.4, a snowdrift.]

Fog, fog, Foggage, fog[aj, ». grass which grows in

autumn after the hay is cut : (Scot.) moss.

—

v.i. to

become covered with fog. [Origin unknown ; W.
ffvig, dry grass, is borrowed.]

Fogy, Fogey, fo'pi, «. a dull old fellow : a person with
antiquated notions. — «</;>. Fo'gram, antiquated.

—

n. a fogy.—>«. Fo'gramlte ; Fogram'ity ; Fo'gy-
dom.—W;'. F6'gyish.-;n. Fo'gyism. [Prob. a sub-
stantive use of foggy in sense of ' fat," ' bloated,'
' moss-grown.']

Foh, fO, inierj. an exclamation of abhorrence or con-
tempt.

Foible, foi'bl, n. a weak point in one's character : a
failing. [O. Yx. foible, weak.]

Foil, foil, v.t. to defeat : to puzzle : to disappoint

:

(Spens.) to beat down or trample with the feet :

—

pr.p. foinng ; pa.p. foiled.

—

n, failure after success
seemed certain : defeat : a blunt sword used in fenc-

ing, having a button on the point.—Put to the foil,

to blemish. [O. Fr. fuler, to stamp or crush—Low
'L.fullare—fullo, a fuller of cloth.]

Foil, foil, tt. a leaf or thin plate of metal, as tin-foil : a
thin leaf of metal put under precious stones to in-

crease their lustre or change their colour : anything
that serves to set off something else : a small arc in

the tracery of a window, &c. (trefoiUd, cinquefoiled,

multifoiled, &c.).—adj. Foiled.—«. Foiling. [O.
FT.foil(Fr.feuille)—1^folium, a leaf.]

Foin, foin, v.i. to thrust with a sword or spear.—«.

a thrust with a sword or spear.

—

adv. Foln'ingly.
[O. Fi.fbine—L,.fuscina, a trident.]

Foison, foi'zn, n. plenty : autumn.

—

adj. Foi'SOnlOSS,
weak, {eeh\e—(Scot.) Fizz'enless. [O. Fr., — L.

fitsion-em—fundere,fusunt, to pour forth.]

Foist, foist, v. t. to bring in by stealth : to insert

wrongfully : to pass off as genuine (with in or into
before the thing affected, and upon before the
person).—«. Foist'er. [Prob. Dut. prov. vuisUn,
to take in the hand ; vuist, fist.]

Fold, fold, ti. the doubling of any flexible substance :

a part laid over on another : (//.) complex arrange-
ments, intricacy.

—

v.t. to lay one part over another :

to enclose in a fold or folds, to wrap up : to embrace.
—Fold, in composition with numerals = times, as in

Ten'fold. — «. Folder, the person or thing that
folds : a flat knife-like instrument used in folding

paper.

—

adj. Fold'ing, that folds, or that can bw
folded, as folding-bed, -chair, -Joint, -net, -table,

&c.—ns. Fold'ing, a fold or plait ; Fold'ing-door, a

door consisting of two parts hung on opposite jambs,

so that their edges come into contact when the door
is closed ; Folding-machine', a mechanism that

automatically folds printed sheets. IA.S. fealdan,
to fold; pa.t. fci)ld ; Ger. fallen.]

Fold, fold, «. an enclosure for protecting domestic
animals, esp. sheep : a flock of sheep : (Jig.) a
church: the Christian Church.

—

v.t. to confine in

a fold.—«. Folding. IA.S. fold, a fold, stall.]

Folderol, fol'de-rol, n. mere nooseose : silly trifle

:
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FoliaceouB f&te, far ; mS, h6r ; mine ; Fool

(//.) trivial ornaments. [Formed from meaningless
syllables, the refrain of old songs.]

FoliaceoUS, fO-li-a'shus, adj. pertaining to or consisting

of leaves or laminx. \V.. Joliaceus—Jolium, a leaf.]

Foliage, fo'li-aj, «. leaves : a cluster of leaves

:

(arckit.) a representation of leaves, flowers, and
branches used for ornamentation.— aa^V. Fo'llaged,

worked like foliage ; Fo'liar. pertaining to leaves :

resembling leaves.

—

v.t. Fo'liate {prig.), to beat into

a leaf: to cover with leaf-metal.—ii<^'. Fo'liated,

beaten into a thin leaf: decorated with leaf orna-

ments : (>««J.) having notes added above or below,

as in a plain-song melody.

—

ns. Fo'llation, the leaf-

ing, esp. of plants : the act of beating a metal into a
thin plate, or of spreading foil over a piece of glas.s

to form a mirror: (geol.) the alternatmg and more
or less parallel layers or folia of different minera-

logical nature, of which the crystalline schists are

composed : {arc/tit.) decoration with cusps, lobes,

or foliated tracery; Fd'llature, foliation. [O. Fr.

fyeillagi— \,. foliutn, a leaf]

Folio, fS'li-0, n. a sheet of paper once folded : a book
of such sheets : the size of such a book : one of

several sizes of paper adapted for folding once into

well-proportioned leaves : (book-k.) a page in an
account-book, or two opposite pages numbered as
one : (law) a certain number of words taken as a
basis for computing the length of a document : a
wrapper for loose papers.

—

adj. pertaining to or

contaming paper only once folded.

—

v.t. to number
the pages of : to mark off the end of every folio in

law copying.—111 follo, in sheets folded but once : in

the form of a folio, fAbl. of L. folium, the leaf of a
tree, a leaf or sheet of paper.]

FoUole, fO'li-Ol, «. (bot.) a single leaflet of a compound
leaf.— (J^'. Fd'liolato, of or pertaining to leaflets.

[Fr., dim. of "L./oiium, a leaf]

Folk, fok, It. people, collectively or distributively : a
nation or race (rarely in //.) : (arch.) the people,
commons : (//.) those of one's own family, relations

(fo//.):—generally used in //. Folk or Folks (f6ks).—
ns. Folke'thlng, the lower house of the Danish par-

liament or Rigsdag ; Folk'land, among the Anglo-
Saxons, public land as distinguished from boc-lami
(bookland)—i.e. land granted to private persons by
a written charter ; Folk'lore, a department of the
study of antiquities or archseology, embracing everj*-

thing relating to ancient observances and customs,
to the notions, beliefs, traditions, superstitions, and
prejudices of the common people—the science which
treats of the survivals of archaic beliefs and customs
in modern ages (the name Folklore was first

suggested by W. J. Thoms
—

' Ambrose Merton '—in
the Atherueum, August 22, 1846); Folk'lorlBt, one
who studies folklore ; Folk'mote, an assembly of
the people among the Anglo-Saxons ; Folk'-right,
the common law or right of the people : Folk'-song,
any song or ballad originating among the people
and traditionally handed down by them : a song
written in imitation of such : Folk'-speech, the
dialect of the common people of a country, in which
ancient idioms are embedded ; Folk'-tale, a popular
story handed down bjr oral tradition from a more
or less remote antiquity. [A.S. folc ; Ice. /6lk;
Ger. volk.^

Folllole, fol'i-kl, n. (anat.) a glaiid : (bot.) a seed-
vessel, —adjs. Folllc'ular, pert.iining to or consisting
of follicles; Folllculated; Follic'xaous. [Fr.,— L.
/ollicuius, dim. oifollis, a wind-bag.]

Follow, fol'O, v.t. to go after or behind : to come
after, succeed : to pursue : to attend : to imitate : to

obey : to adopt, as an opinion ; to keep the eye or
mind fixed on : to pursue, as an object of desire : to

result from, as an effect from a cause : (B^ to strive

to obtain.

—

v.i. to come after another : to result

—

n.

(Jbilliards) a stroke which causes the ball to follow
the one which it has struck.—ns. PolVow-board, in

moulding, the board oa which the pattern i* laid :

Foll'ower, one who comes after ; a copier : a dis-

ciple : a servant-girl's sweetheart ; FoU'OWlng, the
whole body of supporters.

—

adj. coming next alter.

—

Follow home, to follow closely : to follow to the end ;

Follow on (B.), to continue endeavours ; Follow
suit, in card-playing, to play a card of the same suit

as the one which was led : to do anything on the
same lines as another ; Follow Up, to pursue an
advantage closely. [A.S. folgian, jylgian, app. a
compound, but obscure ; GcT./olgen.'\

Folly, fol'i, «. silliness or weakness of mind : a foolish

act : criminal weakness : (B.) sin : a monument of
folly, as a great structure left unfinished, having
been begun without a reckoning of the cost.

—

v.i. to

act with folly. [O. Yr./oUe—/ol, foolish.]

Foment, fo-ment', v.t. to bathe with warm water:
to encourage : to instigate (usually to evil).

—

ns.

Fomenta'tion, a bathing or lotion with warm water :

encouragement ; Foment'er. [Fr.,—L. fomentare
—/omentum lor/bvimentum^in'ere, to warm.]

Femes, fO'miz, «. any porous substance capable of
absorbing and retaming contagious effluvia :—

•//.

Fomi'tes. [L., touchwood.]
Fon, fon, «. (Spens.) a fool, an idiot.

—

v.i. to be
loolish, play the fool.^rt^^z'. Fon'ly, foolishly.

Fond, fond, adj. foolishly tender and loving : weakly
indulgent : prizing highly (with oj^ : very affec-

tionate : kindly disposed: (ohs.) foolish. —I'.i. to
dote.

—

v.t. Fond'le, to treat with fondness: to

caress. — ns. Fond'ler ; Fond'ling, the person or
thing fondled.

—

adv. Fondly, in a fond manner,
foolishly.

—

n. Fond'neSS. [Vor/onned, pa.p. of M.
'E.JbnneK, to act foolishly, _/^«, a fool ; fondly conn,
by some with Sw. fane, fool, Icc/dui, swaggerer.]

Fond. See Fand (2).

Fone, f6n, «. (Spens.) pi. olfoe.
Font, tont, «. the vessels used in churches as the

repository of the baptismal water, usually a basin or
cup hollowed out of a solid block of marble, &c.

—

adj. Font'al, pertaining to a font or origin.

—

ns.

Font'let, a little font ; Font'-Stone, a baptismal
font of stone. \\-,./ont-em,/ons, a fountain.]

Font, font, Fount, fownt, «. a complete assortment
of types of one sort, with all that is necessary for

printing in that kind of letter. \¥x. fontt^/ondre—
\,./undere, to cast.]

Fontanelle, fon-la-nel', «. a gap between the bones of

the skull of a young animal : an opening for the

discharge of pus.—Also Fontanel'. [Fr.]

Fontange, fong-tanzh', «. a tall head-dress worn in

the 17th and i8th centuries. [Fr., from Fontanges,
the territorial title of one of Louis XIV.'s drabs.]

Fontarabian, fon-ta-ra'bi-an, adj. pertaining to Fan-
tarahia or Fuenterrabia on the Pyrenees, where
Roland was overpowered and slain by the Saracens.

FontiCulUS, fon-tik'u-lus, n. a small ulcer produced by
caustics, &c. : the depression just over the top of the

breast-bone. [L., dim. o{/ons.\

Fontinalis, fon-tin-a'lis, «. a genus of aquatic mosses
allied to Hypnum, almost without stalk. [Formed
from 'L.Jbns.]

Food, fCiSd, n. what one feeds on : that which, being
digested, nourishes the body : whatever sustains or
promotes growth.

—

adJs. Food'ful, able to supply
food abundantly ; Food'less, without food. [A.S.

/Ma; Got\\. yddeins , Sv/._/o<ia.]

Food, food, «. (Spens.). Same as Feud.
Fool, fiJOl, «. one who acts stupidly : a person of weak
mind : a jester : a tool or victim, as of untoward
circumstances : (.5.) a wicked person.

—

v.t. to de-

ceive : to treat with contempt.

—

v.i. to play the

fool : to trifle.—adJs. Fool'-begged (.^liai.), taken
for a fool, idiotical, absurd ; Fool'-bom (SAai.),
foolish from one's birth, arising from folly. — n.

Fool'ery, an act of folly: habitual folly.

—

adj.

Fool'-happ'y, happy or lucky without contrivance
or judcment.— «. TooV-ha.Td'in6M—(S/'eiis.) FOOl'-

hard'lse.

—

adjt. Fool'-bard'y, foolishly bold : rash



Pool mCte ; mute ; moOii ; Men. Forbid

or incautious ; Foolish, weak in intellect : wanting
discretion: ridiculous: marked with folly : deserving
ridicule : {£.) sinlul, disregarding God's laws.

—

atiz/.

Foorishly. — >«. Foolislmess, Fooling, foolery.—
aJj. Fool'isll-Wit'ty (iVuj^.), wise in folly and foolish

in wisdom.

—

>is. FoolS'-err'and, a silly or fruitless

enterprise : search for what cannot be found ; Fool'S'-

pars'ley, an umbelliferous plant in Britam, not to be
mistaken for parsley, being poisonous.—Fool away,
to spend to no purpose or profit ; Fool'S cap, a kind
of head-drciS worn by professional fools or jesters,

usually having a cockscomb hood with bells : Fool'S
paradise, a state of happiness based on fictitious

hopes or expectations ; Fool with, to meddle with
officiously ; Make a fool of, to bring a person into

ridicule : to disappoint ; Play the fOol, to behave
as a fool : to sport. [O. Fr. /oli^^t./ou), \\../olU—
\,./ollis, a wind-bag.]

Fool, f<30l, lu crushed fruit scalded or stewed, mixed
with cream and sugar, as ' gooseberry fool.' [Prob.
a use of preceding suggested by triflc.'\

Foolscap, fOOlz'kap, ». a long folio writing or print-

ing paper, varying in size (17X 13! in.. i6}xi3jin.,
&c.), so called from having originally borne the
water-mark of a fool's cap and bells.

Foot, foot, «. that part of its body on which an animal
stands or walks (having in man 26 bones) : the lower
part or base : a measure = 12 in., (prig.') the length
of a man's foot : foot-soldiers : a division of a line of
poetry:

—

pi. Feet.

—

v.i. to dance: to walk :^^r./.
foot'ing ; pa.p. foot'ed.

—

ns. Foot'hall, a large ball

for kicking about in sport '. play with this ball

;

Foot'-bath. act of bathing the feet : a vessel for this

purpose ; Foot'-board, a support for the foot in a
carriage or elsewhere : the foot-plate of a locomotive
engine ; Foofboy, an attendant in livery ; Foot'-
breadtb, the breadth of a foot, an area of this size ;

Foot'brldge, a narrow bridge for foot-passengers

;

Foot'cloth {.Shak.\ a sumpter-cloth which reached
to the feet of the horse.

—

p.cuij. Footed, provided
with a foot or feet : (Shak.) having gained a foot-

hold, established.—«J. Football, a setting the foot
on the ground : a footstep ; Foot'g^ear, shoes and
stockings.

—

n.fl. Foot'goards, guards that serve on
foot, the <lite of the British infantry.

—

ns. Foot'-
hill, a minor elevation distinct from the higher p.irt

of a mountain and <ieparating it from the valley
(usually in//.); Foot'hold, space on which to plant
the feet : that which sustains the feet ; Footing,
{dace for the foot to rest on : firm foundation : posi-

tion : settlement : tread : dance ; plain cotton l.ice.

—adj. Footless, having no feet.—«r. Foot'-llck'er
(Shak.\ a fawning, slavish flatterer ; Foot'llght,
one of a row of lights in front of and on a level with
the stage in a theatre, &c. ; Foot'man, a servant or
attendant in livery: (5.) a soldier who serves on
foot : a runner :—//. Foot'men ; Foot'mark, Foot'-
prlnt, the mark or print of a foot : a track ; Foot'-
note, a note of reference at the foot of a page

;

Footpad, a highwayman or robber on foot, wiio
frequents public paths or roads ; Foot'-pass'enger,
one who travels on foot ; Footpath, a narrow way
which will not admit carriages ; Foot'-plate, the
platform on which the driver and stoker of a loco-
motive engine stand ; Foot'-post, a post or messenger
that travels on foot ; Foot'-jwund, the force needed
to raise one pound weight the height of one foot

—

the usual unit in measuring mechanical force ; Foot'-
race, a race on foot ; Foof-rope, a rope stretching
along under a ship's yard for the men standing on
when furling the sails : the rope to which the lower
edge of a sail is att.iched : Foot'rot, a name applied
to certain inflammatory affections about the feet
of sheep ; Foot'rule, a rule or measure a foot in

length ; Foot'-SOl'dler, a soldier that serves on foot.—adj. Foot'-sore, having sore or tender feet, as by
much walking.

—

ns. Foot'-Stalk (.hot.), the stalk or
pciioie of a leaf; Foot' -Stall, a woman's stirrup;
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FOOt'step, the step or impression of the foot : a
track : trace of a course pursued.

—

n.pt. Foot'StepS,

course, example.

—

ns. Foot'stool, a stool for placing
one's feet on when sitting : anything trodden upon.
—p.adj. Foot'-warm'er, a contnvance for keeping
the feet warm : Foot'way, a path for passengers oa
(ool.—p.Oiij. Footworn, worn by many feet, as a
stone : foot-sore. — Foot-and-mouth disease (see

Murrain).-Foot it, to walk: to dance.—Cover the
feet (B.), a euphemism for, to ease nature.—Put
one's best foot foremost, to appear at greatest

advantage ; Put one's fOOt in It, to spoil anything
by some indiscretion ; Set on foot, to originate.

[k.S./it, pl.y?/,- Gct./uss, h. pes, pedis, Gr. paus,
pod/>s, S3ins. pad.]

Footy, foot'i, adj. (prov.) mean.—Also Fought'y.
[Prob. an K.'Si. /I'thtig; cog. with Dut. vochtig.\

Foozle, fi3oz1, «. (coll.) a tedious fellow : a bungled
stroke at coif, &c.

—

v.i. to fool awav one's time.

—

«. Foozler. —p.adj. Foozltng. [Cf. Ger. prov.

fitseln, to work slowly.]

Fop, fop, n. an affected dandy.

—

ns. Fopllng, a vain
affected person ; Fop'pery, vanity in dress or
manners : affectation : folly. — adj. Fop'plsh, vain
and showy in dress : affectedly refined in manners.
—adv. Fop'plshly. — «. Foppishness. [Cf. Ger.
/op 'en, to hoax.]

For, for, prep, in the place of: for the sake of: oa
account of: in the direction of : with respect to, by
reason of: appropriate or adapted to, or in reference

to: beneficial to: in quest of: notwithstanding, in

spite of: in recompense of : during.—For all (-V. 7".),

notwithstanding : For It, to be done for the case,

usually preceded by a negative ; For to (B.), in

order to.—As for, as far as concerns. [K.S.jbri
Ger. fur, vor, akin to L. and Gr. pro, Saus. pra,
before in place or time.]

For, for, conj. the word by which a reason is intro-

duced : because: on the account that. — For be-
cause and For that = because : For why = why.

Forage, for'aj, «. fodder, or food for horses and cattle:

provisions: the act of foraging.

—

v.i. to go about
and forcibly carry off food for horses and cattle, as
soldiers.

—

v.t. to plunder.

—

ns. For'age-Cap, the un-
dress cap worn by infantry soldiers ; For'ager. [Fr.

/ourrage, O. fr. yicitrre, fodder, of Teut. origin.]

Foramen, fo-rs'men, «. a small opening :—//. Foram-
ina.— adjs. Foram'inated, Foram'inous, pierced
with small holes : porous.

—

n.pl. Foramlnif'era, an
order of Rhizopoda, furnished with a shell or test,

usually perforated by pores (foramina).—n. Fora-
min'lfer, one of such.—^.^V. Foramlnif'oral, Fora-
mlnif'erous.—Foramen magntun, the great hole in

the occipital bone for the passage of the medulla ob-
longata and its membranes. \\^.,—/or-are, to pierce.]

Forasmuch, for'az-much, conj. because that.

Foray, for'a, «. a sudden incursion into an enemy's
country. — v.t. to ravage. — n. For'ayer. [Ety.
obscure, but ult. identical -ww^forage (qv.).]

Forbade, for-bad', pa.t. oiforbid.
Forbear, for-bar', v.i. to keep one's self in check : to

abstain.

—

v.t. to abstain from : to avoid voluntarily:

to spare, to withhold.—«. ForbeaT'ance, exercise of
patience : command of temper : clemency.

—

adjs.

Forbear'ant, Forbear'ing, long-suffering: pitient.—adv. Forbear'ingly. [A. S.forberan, ^.X..forb<tr,

\s3..^. forboren. See p(x.for- and bear.]

Forbid, for-bid', v.t. to prohibit : to command not to

do : (SAaJi.) to restrain.—«. Forbid'danC8, prohibi-

tion : command or edict against a thins;.

—

adj. For-
bid'den, prohibited : unlawful.

—

adz'. Forbid'denly
(SAak), in a forbidden or unlawful manner.

—

adj.

Forbid'ding, repulsive : raising dislike : unpleasant.
—ad:: Forbiddingly —k. Forbid'dingness.—For-
bidden, or Prohibited, degrees, degrees of con-
sanguinity within which marriage is not allowed

;

Fon)idden fruit, or Adam's apple, a name fanci-
fully given to the fruit of various species of Citrus,



Forbore fate, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Foreign

esp. to one having tooth-marks on its rind, XA.S.
/orUodan, pa.t. Jorbiad, pa.p. forboden. See pfx.

Jor-y and bid ; cf. Ger. verbieten.\

Forbore, for-bor', /«./. olforbear.—pa.p. Forborne'.
Forty, ior-hV , f>rej>. (Spots.) near, past : (Scot. ) besides.

Forcat, lor-sa', «. ill France, a. convict condemned to

hard labour. [Fr.]

Force, fOrs, «. strength, power, energy : efficacy

:

validity : influence : vehemence : violence : coer-

cion or compulsion : military or naval strength (often

in //.) : an armament : (ntech.) any cause which
changes the direction or speed of the motion of a

portion of matter.—t/./. to draw or push by main
strength : to compel : to constrain : to compel by
strength of evidence : to take by violence : to ravish :

(Itort.) to cause to grow or ripen rapidly : to compel
one's partner at whist to trump a trick by leading a
card of a suit of which he has none : to make a
player play so as to reveal the

strength of his hand.— t/.i. to

strive: to hesitate. — /. and
adj. Forced, accomplished by
great effort, as a forced march :

strained, excessive, unnatural.
—«. Forc'ed.ness, the state of

being forced : distortion.

—

adj.

Foroe'ful, full of force or might

:

driven or acting with power

:

impetuous.— We'. Force'fuUy.
— adj. Force'lesS, weak.-;/.f.

Force-pump, Forc'Ing-pump,
a pump which delivers the water
under pressure through a side-

pipe ; Forc'er, the person or

thing that forces, esp. the piston

of a force-pump.

—

adj. Porc'-
Ible, active ; impetuous : done
by force : efficacious : impres-
sive.— d^^'. and n. Forc'lble-
fee'ble, striving to look strong
while re.ally weak.—«. Forc'ibleness—rt^?/. Forc'-
Ibly.— «i. Forc'ing (Ai'r/.), the art of hastening the
growth of plants ; Forc'lng-house, a hothouse f)r

forcing plants ; Forc'lng-plt, a frame sunk in the
ground over a hotbed for forcing plants.—Force
and fear {Scot.), that amount of constraint or com-
pulsion uhich is enough to annul an engagement
or obligation entered into under its influence

;

Force the pace, to keep the speed up to a high
pitch by emulation with one not competing for a

flace : to hasten unduly, or by any expedient

;

oroible detainer, and entry, detaining property
or forcing an entry into it by violence or intimidation.
[Fr.,—Low V,.,/ortia—1^/briis, strong.)

Force, fOrs, FOSS, fos, «. a waterfall. [\ce.ybss,/<>rs.]

Force, fors, v.i. (cook.) to stuff, as a fowl.—«. Foroe'-
meat, meat chopped flne and highly seasoned, used
as a stuffing or alone. [A corr. oi/iarce.]

Forceps, for'seps, n. a pair of tongs, pincers, or pliers

for holding anything difficult to be held with the
\\AnA.—adj. For'dpated, formed and opening like a
forceps.—«. Forcipa'tlon, torture by pinching with
forceps. [L., (rom/ortttus, hot, and capere, to hold.]

Ford, ford, «. a place where water may be crossed on
foot : a stream where it may lie crossed.

—

v.i. to

cross water on foot.

—

adj. Ford'able. lA.S.jbrd—
Jarnn, to go; Gtx. furt—fahren, to go on foot;

akin to Gt. poros, and to T-ng. /are, jerry, andjar.]
Fordo, for-dOS', t'./. (arc/i.) to ruin ; to overcome, to

exhaust:

—

pr.p. fordo'ing; ^a. /. fordid' ; pa.p. for-

done'. [A.S.jord(fH ; Ger. 7ierthun, to consume.]
Pore, fOr, adj. in front of; advanced in position:
coming first.

—

adv. at the front : in the first part :

previously : (golf) a warning cry to any person in

the way of the ball to l)e played.—Fore and aft,

lengthwise of a ship.—At the lore, displayed on the
foremast (of a flag) ; To the fore, forthcoming

:

(Scot.) in being, alive. [A.S. Jore, radically the

same as jor, prep.—to be distinguished from pfx.

/or- (Ger. ver- in vergesseu, L. per).]

Fore-admonish, for-ad-mon'ish, v.t. to admonish
beforehand.

Fore-advise, for-ad-viz', v.i. to advise beforehand.
Foreanent, lOr-a-nent', prep. (Scot.) opposite to.

Forearm, fur'arm, «. the part of the arm between the
elbow and the wrist.

Forearm, fOr-arm', v.t. to arm or prepare beforehand.
Forebear, fOr-bar', «. (Scot.) an ancestor, esp. in//.
Forebode, fOr-bOd', v.t. to feel a secret sense of some-

thing future, esp. of evil.—«j-. Forebode'ment, feel-

ing of coming evil ; Forebod'er ; Foreboding, a
boding or perception beforehand ; apprehension of

coming evil.

—

adv. Forebod'lngly.
Fore-body, fOr'-bod'i, n. the part of a ship in front of

the mainmast.
Fore-brace, fOr'-brS.s, «. a rope attached to the fore

yard-arm, for changing the position of the foresail.

Fore-by, fOr-bl' (Spens.). Same as Forby.
.

Forecabin, fOr-kab'in, «. a cabin in the forepart of the
vessel.

Forecast, fOr-kast', 7'.i. to contrive or reckon before-

hand ; to foresee : to predict.—7/./. to form schemes
beforehand.

—

>is. Fore'cast, a previous contrivance:
foresight : a prediction ; Forecast'er.

Forecastle, fOr'kas-1, Fo'C'Sle, fOk'sl, «. a short raised

deck at the fore-end of a vessel : the forepart of the

ship under the maindeck, the quarters of the crew.

Forechosen, fOr-chOz'n, p. adj. chosen beforehand.
Fore-cited, fOr-sIt'ed, /.a/^'. quoted before or above.
Foreclose, fOr-kIOz', v.t. to preclude : to prevent : to

stop.

—

n. Foreolos'ure, a foreclosing: (law) the

process by which a mortgager, failing to repay the

money lent on the .security of an estate, is compelled
to forfeit his right to redeem the estate. [O. Fr.

/orclos, pa.p. of /orclore, to exclude—L. /oris, out-

.side, and claudere, ciausum, to shut.]

Foredamned, f6r-damd', p.adj. (Spens.) utterly

damned.
Foredate, fOr-dSt', v /. to date before the true time.

Foreday, for'dn, «. (.Sto/.) forenoon.
Foredeck, fOr'dek, «. the forepart of a deck or ship.

Foredoom, fOr-dOCm', v.t. to doom beforehand.
Fore-end, fOr'-end, «. the early or fore part of anything.
Forefather, fOr'f;i-///er, «. an ancestor.
Forefeel, fur-fel', z/.^. to feel beforehand.—.irfz'. Fore-
feelingly.—rt(^'. Forefelt'.

Forefinger, forfing-ger, «. the finger next the thumb.
Forefoot, fOr'foot, «. one of the anterior feet of a
quadruped.

Forefront, fOrTrunt, «. the front or foremost part.

Foregleam, fOr'glem, «. a glimpse into the future.

Forego, fOr-gO', v./. to go before, precede : chiefly

Used in its pr.p. foregO'ing and pa.p. foregone'.

—

«>. Forego'er ; Foregoing. —/.«///'. Foregone'.—
«. Foregone'ness.—Foregone conclusion, a con-

clusion come to before examination of the evidence.

Forego, fOr-gO', v.t. to give up : to forbear the use of.

—Better ForgO'.
Foreground, fCr'grownd, n. the part of a picture

nearest the observer's eye, as opposed to the back-
ground or distance.

Forehammer, f0r'ham-6r, n. a sledge-hammer.
Forehand, fOr'hand, «. the part of a horse which is

in front of its rider.

—

adj. done beforehand.

—

adj.

Fore'handed, forehand, as of payment for goods
before delivery, or for services before rendered :

seasonable : (£/..S".) well off: formed in the foreparts.

Forehead, fOr'hed, «. the forepart of the head above
the eyes, the brow : confidence, audacity.

Fore-horse, fOr'-hors, «. the foremost horse of a team.

Foreign, for'in, adj. l«longing to another country :

from abroad : alien : not belonging to, unconnected :

not appropriate. — adj. For'elgn-bullt, built in a
foreign country.

—

iis. For'elg^er, a native of another
country ; For'elgnness, the quality of being foreign :

want of relation to something : remoteness. [O.



Poretjudge mote ; mute ; mOSa ; then. Foretell

Fr. forain— Low L. /oranens— L. foras, out of
doors. J

Forejudge, fOr-juj', v.t. to judge before hearing the

facts and proof.— n. Forejud^ment.
Foreking, forking, «. (TettH.) a preceding king.

Foreknow, fOr-nO', v.i. to know beforehand : to fore-

see.—«<</. Foreknowing.—a<j'z/. Foreknow ingly.
—II. Foreknowledge, knowledge of a thing before

it happens.

—

<u(/. Foreknown'.
Forel, for'el, «. a kind of parchment for covering

books. [O. VT./orrel, a sheath, yi;rr^,/«^r>r.]

Foreland, fOr'land, n. a point of land running forward
into the sea, a headland.

Forelay, for-Ia, v.t, to contrive antecedently : to lay

wait for in ambush.
Foreleg, for leg, ». one of the front legs ofa quadruped,

chair, &c.
Forelie, for-ll', v.t. (S/eru.) to lie before.

Forelift, fOr-lift', v.t. (Spens.) to raise any anterior

part.

Forelock, for'Iok, «. the lock of hair on the forehead.

—Take time by the forelock, to seize the occasion
promptly, so as to anticipate opposition.

Foreman, for'man, «. the first or cliief man, one
appointed to preside over, or act as spokesman fur,

otiiers : an overseer :—/>/. Foremen.
Foremast, for'mast, h. the mast that is forward, or

next the bow of a ship.—«. Fore'mastman, any
sailor below the rank of petty officer.

Foremean, fOr-men', v.t. to intend beforehand.

—

pti.p.

Fore meant.
Fore-mentioned, for-men'shund, aiij. mentioned before

in a writing or discourse.

Foremost, fOr'mOst, adj. first in place : most advanced :

first in rank or dignity. [\.S. /oryna, first, superl.

oi/ore, and superl. suffix -st. It is therefore a double
superL ; the old and correct form v/a.s/ormett, which
was wrongly divided /or-mest instead of Jorm-est,
and the final -mest was mistaken for -wast.]

Forename, fOr'nam, «. the first or Christian name.
Fore-named, far'-nimd, euJj. mentioned before.

Forenenst, for-nensi', />«/. (Scot.) opposite.
Forenlght, fOr'nIt, «. (Scot.) the early part of the

night before bedtime, the evening.
Forenoon, fOr'nSon, «. the part of the day before noon

or midday.

—

otij. pertaining to this part of the day.
Forenotice, fOr-nO'tis, ». notice of anything before it

happens.
Forensic, fo-ren'sik, ttdj. belonging to courts of law,

held by the Romans in the forum : used in law
pleading : appropriate to, or adapted to, argument.
— Forensic mediolne, medical jurisprudence, the
application of medical knowledge to the elucidation
of doubtful questions in a court of justice. [L.

foreitiis—forum, market-place, akin V3/ores.\
Fore-ordain, for-or-dan', v.t. to arrange beforehand :

to predestinate.

—

n. Fore-ordina'tiOO.
Forepart, fOr'part, n. the part before the rest : the

front : the beginning : (B.) the bow of a ship.
Forepast, forpasl, p.atij. (Skak.) former.
Forepayment, fOr'pa-ment, n. payment beforehand.
Foreyeak, forpek, n. the contracted part of a ship's

hold, close to the bow.
Foreplan, for'plan, v.t. to plan beforehand.
Forepoint, fOr'point. v.t. to foreshadow.
Fore-quoted, f6r-kwQt'ed,/».a^'. quoted or cited before

in the same writing.
Foreran, {^xz.xi, pa.t. o^forerun.
Fore-rank, fSr'-rangk, «. the rank which is before all

the others : the front.

Forereach, fOr'rech, v.i. (naut.) to glide ahead, esp.
when going in stays (with o«).—r./. to sail beyond.

Fore-read, fOr'-red, v.t. (Spent.) to signify by tokens :

to foretell :—pa.p. fore-read'.—«. Pore'-read'ing.
Fore-reclted, fOr'-re-sit'ed, p.adj. (Shak.) recited or
named before.

Fore-rent, fCr'-rent, n. (Scot.)xKxA, dtic before the first

crop is reaped.

Forerun, fOr-nm', v.t. to run or come before : to pre-
cede.

—

n. Forerun'ner, a runner or messenger sent
before : a sign that something is to follow.

Foresaid, fOr'sed, ndj. described or spoken of before.

Foresail, fSr'sal, «. a sail attached to the foreyard on
the foremast. See Sbip.

Fore-say, for-sa', v.t. to predict or foretell : (Shak.) to

prognosticate.

Foresee, fOr-se', r'.t. or i-.f. to see or know beforehand.
—p.adj. Foresee'ing.—<i<^t/. Foresee'ingly.

ForeshaidOW, fOr-shad'O, v.t. to shadow or typify
beforehand.

—

n, Foresbad owing.
Foreship, for'ship, «. (/>'.) the forepart of a ship.

Foreshore, fOr'shOr, «. the part immediately before the
shore : the sloping part of a shore included between
the high and low water marks.

Foreshortening, for-short'n-ing, «. a term in draw-
ing signifying that a figure or portion of a figure

projecting towards the spectator is so represented
as to truly give the idea of such projection.—z'.^
Foreshorfen.

Foreshow, for-shO', v.t. to show or represent before-
hand : to predict.—Also Foreshew'.

Foreside, for'sid, «. the front side.

Foresight, fOr'sIt, n. act of foreseeing : wise fore-

thought, prudence : the sight on the muzzle of a
gun : a forward reading of a levelling staff.

—

atijs.

Fore'slgbted, Fore sightful ; Fore sightless.
Foresig^nify, for-s»g'ni-fI, v.t. to betoken beforehand:

to foreshow : to typify.

Foreskin, for'skin, «. the skin that covers the glans
penis : the prepuce.

Foreskirt, for'skert, «. (Sliak.) the loose part of a
coat before.

Foreslack. See Forslack.
Foreslow. for-slo', v.i. (Shak.) to delay.— &./. (Speiis.)

to hinder.—Better ForslOW'.
Forespeak, for-spek', v.t. to predict : (Shak.) to gain-

say : (Scot.) to engage beforehand.
Forespend. Same as Forspend.
Forespurrer, for-spur'er, «. (Shak.) one who rides

before.

Forest, for'est, ». a large uncultivated tract of land
covered with trees and underwood : woody ground
and rude pasture : a preserve for large game, as a
deer forest : a royal preserve for huntins, governed
by a special code called the Forest Law.^a^//'.
pertaining to a forest : silvan : rustic.

—

v.t. to cover
with trees.

—

n. For'estage, an ancient service paid
by foresters to the king : the right of foresters.

—

adjs. For'estal; For'est-bom (Shak), bom in a
wild.— «J. For'ester, one who has charge of a forest

:

an inhabitant of a forest ; For'est-fly, a dipterous

insect sometimes called Horse-fly, from the annoy-
ance it causes horses.— arf/'. For'estina

—

ns. For'est-

mar'ble, a fissile limestone belonging to the middle
division of the Jurassic System, so called because
the typical beds are found in Wychwood Forest,

Oxfordshire ; For'est-oak. the timber of the Austn-
lian beefwood trees; Forestry, the art of cultivating

forests ; For'est-tree, a timber-tree. [O. Fr. forest
(Fr. forit)—Low L. forestis (siiva), the outside

wood, as opposed to the parats (park) or walled-in

wood

—

h. fort's, out of doors.]

Forestall, fer-stawl', v.t. to buy up the whole stock
of goods before they are brought to market, so as to

sell again at higher prices : to anticipate.

—

its. Fore-
stall'er, one who forestalls ; Forestall'ing, the act of
buying provisions before they come to the market, in

order to raise the price : anticipation : prevention.
Forestay, fOr'sta, «. a rope reaching from the fore-

mast-head to the bowsprit end to support the mast.
Foretaste, fOr-tast', v.t. to taste before possession : to

anticipate : to taste before another.—«. Fore'taStO,
a taste beforehand : anticipation.

Foreteach, fOr-tech', v.t. to teach beforehand.
Foretell, fer-tel', v.t. to tell before : to prophesy,—v. ».

to utter prophecy.—«. ForstoU'Sr.



Porethink fete, far ; m«, hit ; mine

;

Form

Forethinlc, fOr-thingk'. v./. to anticipate in the mind :

to have prescience of.—«. Fore'thOUght, thought or

care for the future : provident care.

Foretoken, fOr'tO-kn, «. a token or sign beforehand.

—

7'. ;. ForetO'ken, to signify beforehand.

Foretooth, fOr'tSCth, «. a tooth in the forepart of the

mouth :—/»/. Foreteeth.
Foretop, flSr'top, «. («««/.) the platform at the head

of the foremast : a lock of natural hair or in a wig,

lying on the forehead, or brushed up straight.

—

n.

Foretop'mast, in a ship, the mast erected at the

head of the foremast, at the top of which is the

Fore top-gallant-mast.
Forever, lor-ev'er, ath: for ever, for all time to come :

to eternity.

—

aJv. Forev'ermore, for ever hereafter.

Forevouched, fOr-vowchi', p.tuij. (Shak.) affirmed or

told before.

Foroward, fOr'wawrd, «. advance-guard : {Shak.) the

front.

Forewarn. fSr-wawm', v.t. to warn beforehand ; to

give previous notice.

—

n. Forewam'ing, warning
beforehand.

Foreweigh, fOr-wa', v.t. to estimate beforehand.

Forewlnd, fiSr'wind, n. {Shak.) a favourable wind.

Forewoman, fOr'woom-an, «. a woman who oversees
the employees in any shop or factory, a head-woman :

—//. Forewomen.
Foreword. fOr'wurd, «. a preface.

Forfaim, fOr-fam', adj. (Jicot.) worn out : exhausted.
Forfeit, for'fit, v.t. to lose the right to by some fault

or crime:

—

pr.p. for'feiting ; pa.p. for'feited.— «.

that which is forfeited : a penalty for a crime, or

breach of some condition : a fine : something de-

posited and redeemable by a sportive fine or penalty,

esp. in //., a game of this VvrnS. -adj. forleited.

—

adj. For'feitable.—«j. For'feiter (Sluik.'), one who
incurs punishment by forfeiting his bond ; For'-

feiture, act of forfeitmg : state of being forfeited :

the thing forfeited. [O. Fr. for/ait— \jyM \^

/oris/cutunt—\^./orisfacere, to transgress.]

Forfend, for-fend', v.t. (arch.) to w.ird off, avert.

Forfex, fOr'feks, n. a pair of scissors.

Forfoughten, for'(ah-ten, adj. {Scot.) exhausted, as

by flighting.

Forgat, for-gat*, old pa.t. oiforget.

Forgather, for-gaM'er, v.i. (Scot.) to meet, to take
up comoany with.

Forgave, for-gav', /n./. olforgiz'e.

Forge, iOrj, n. the workshop of a workman in iron,

&c. : a iuiuace, esp. one in which iron is heated : a
smithy : a place where anything is shaped or made.—v.t. to form by heating and hammering : to form :

to make falsely : to fabricate : to counterfeit or
imitate for purposes offraud.

—

v.i, to commit forgery.—ns. Forge'man -. Forg'er, one who forges or makes
one guilty of forgery ; Forg'ery, fraudulently making
or altenng any writing : that which is forged or
counterfeited.

—

adj. Forg'etive (Shak.), that may
forge or produce.—«. Forging, a piece of metal
shaped hy hammering : act of one who forges : a
form of overreaching in which the horse strikes

the fore shoe with the toe of the hind one, clicking.

[O. Vr.ybrge—\^ fabrtca—faber, a workman.]
Forge, fOrj, v.t. to move steadily on (with ahead).
Forget, for-get', v.t. to lose or put away from the
memory: to neglect :—/»•./. forget'ting; f>a.t. for-

got' ; pa.p. forgot', forgot'ten.

—

adjs. Forget'able,
Forget'table ; Foi^efful, apt to forget : inattentive.

~aih: Forget fully.—/n. Forget fiQness ; Forget-
me-not, a small herb {Myoiotis palustris) with
beautiful blue flowers, regarded as the emblem of
friendship : a keepsake [a word adapted by Cole-
ridge from the German VergissnteinnUht\ ; For-
get'ter, one who fails to bear in mind : a heedless

person.—rtrff. Forget'tingly.—Forget one's self,

to lose one's self-control or dignity, to descend to

words and deeds unworthy of one's self. (A.S.

Jbrgietan—^^n./or-, away, gitan, to get.]

Forgive, for-giv', v.t. to pardon: to overlook an
ot^ence or debt : (Spots.) to give up.

—

v.i. to be
merciful or forgiving.

—

itdj. Forgivable, capable
of being forgiven.—«. Forgive ness, pardon : re-

mission : disposition to pardon.

—

adj. Forgiving,
ready to pardon : merciful : compassionate. [A. tj.

/orgie/aH—pfx._/<'r-, a.va.y, gie/itn, to give; cf. Ger.
ver-geben. ]

Forgo. See Forego.
Forgot, Forgotten. See Forget.
Forhall, for-hSI', v.t. (Spens.) to overtake.

Forhent, for-hent', v.t. (.Speiis.) to overtake.
ForhOW, for-how', z'.t. (Scot.) to desert or abandon.

[\.S. /orhogian, ^ix,/or-, away, hogian, to care.]

Forisfamiliate, fS-ris-fa-miri-at, v.t. to put a son in

possession of land which he accepts as his whole
portion of his father's property, said of a father. —
v.i. to renounce one's title to a further share of the
paternal estate, said of a son '.—pr.p. forisfamil'iating;

pti.p. forisfamiliated.-«. ForiSfamiUa'tion. [Low
L. foris/nmiliire, -dtum—L. /oris, out of doors,
fiiinilia, a family.]

Forjeskit, for-jes'kit, adj. (Scot.) tired out.

Fork, fork, >u an instrument with two or more prongs
at the end : one of the points or divisions of any-
thing fork-like : the bottom of a sump into which
the water of a mine drains—also Forcquo : (//) the
branches into which a road or river divides, also the

point of separation.

—

v.i. to divide into two branches :

to shoot into blades, as corn.

—

v.t. to form as a fork :

to pitch with a fork : to bale a shaft dry.

—

n. Fork'-
ChUCk, a forked lathe-centre used in wood-turning.
—adjs. Forked, Forky, shaped like a iox\i..—adv.

Fork'edly.—«j. Fork'edness, Fork'iness ; Fork'er

;

Fork'head, the forked end of a rod in a knuckle-
joint or the like ; Fork'-tail, a fish with forked
tail : the kiie —Fork OUt, over (slang), to hand or
pay over. [.\.S./orca—\^./urca.]

Forlorn, for-lom', a^ij. quite lost ; forsaken : wretched.
—v.t. TovlOTQ' (Spetts.).—adv. Forlornly.— «. For-
lorn'neSS. [k.i./orloren, pa. p. oi/orUdsan, to lose

—pfx. for-, away, and iedsan, to lose ; Ger. verioren,
pa. p. of verlieren, to lose.]

Forlorn-hope, for-lorn'-hOp, «. a body of soldiers
selected for some service of uncommon danger.
[From the Dut. verloren hoof>, the lost troop.]

Form, form, n. shape of a body : the boundary-line
of an object : a model : a mould : mode of being

:

mode of arrangement : order : regularity : system,
as of government : beauty or elegance : established
practice : ceremony : fitness or efficiency for any
undertaking : a blank schedule to be filled in with
details : a specimen document to be copied or imi-

tated : (pfiii.) the inherent nature of an object, that
which the mind itself contributes as the condition of

knowing, that in which the essence of a thing con-
sists : (print.) the type from which an impression is

to be taken arranged and secured in a chase—often
Forme :

—

(in tfu/ol. senses proyt. form), a long seat,

a bench : the pupils on a form, a class : the bed of a
hare, which takes its shape from the animal's body.

—

v.t. to give form or shape to : to make : to contrive

:

to settle, as an opinion : to combine : to go to make tip

:

to establish : (gram.) to make by derivation.

—

v.i. to

assume a form.

—

adj. Form'al, according to form or
established mode : ceremonious, punctilious, meth-
odical : having the form only: (Shak.) embodied in

a form : having the power of making a thing what it

is: essential: proper.

—

v.t. and v.i. Form'aliSO.

—

ns. Form'alism, excessive observance of form or
conventional usage, esp. in religion : stiffness of
manner ; Form'alist, one having exaggerated re-

gard to rules or established usages ; Formality, the
precise observance of lonns or ceremonies : estab-
lished order : sacrifice of substance to form.

—

adv.
Form'ally.— «. Forma'tion, a making or producing

:

structure : (geol.) a group of strata of one period.

—

cuij. Form'ative, giving form, determining, mould-
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jng : (^arn.) inflectional, serving to form, not radi-

cal. — n. a derivative.

—

p.cuij. Formed, trained,

mature.

—

n. Form'er.

—

cuijs. Form'fUl, imaginative :

Formless, shapeless.—Formal logic, the science of

the formal laws or necessary conditions of thought,

as thought.—Good, or Bad, form, according to good
social usage, or the opposite ; Take form, to assume
a definite appearance or order. [O. Fr. forme—
\,. fonna, shape.]

Format, for'ma, n. of books, &c., the size, form,

shape in which they are issued. [Fr.]

Formate, form'at, n. a salt composed of formic acid

and a base.—Also For'miate.
Former, form'er, adj. (comp. ol fore) before in time

or order: past: first mentioned.

—

adv. Form'erly,
in former times : heretofore. [Formed late on
analogy of M. E. formest by adding comp. suff. -er

to base of A..S./or»ta, first, itself a superlative form.]

Formic, for'mik, itdj. pertaining to ants, as formic

acid, originally obtained from ants.

—

adj. For'miC-
ant, crawling like an ant : very small and unequal,
of a pulse.—«. Formicary, an ant-hill.

—

adj. Tot-
mlcate, resembling an ant. — n. Formica'tion, a
sensation like that of ants creeping on the skin. [L.

foriiucdre, -atuin, to creep like an a.n\.—formica. ^

Formidable, for'mi-da-bl, adj. causing fear : adapted
to e.xcite fear.—«j. Formidabil'ity ; For'midable-
na%%.—adv. For'midably. \Yt.,—V..formidabiiis—
foriniJo, fear.]

Formula, form'u-la, n. a prescribed form : a formal
statement of doctrines : {inatft.) a general expression
for solving problems : (chdit.) a set of symbols ex-

pressing the components of a body :

—

pi. Formulee
(form'u-le), Form ulas. — <?(/;>. Form'ular, Formu-
laris'tlc.— n.r. Formulansa'tion, Formulation;
Form'ulary, a formula : a book of formulae or pre-

cedents. — adj. prescribed: ritual.

—

7is.t. Formu-
late, Fonu'ulise, to reduce to or express in a
formula : to state or express in a clear or definite

form. [L. , dim. oiforma.}
Foment, for-nent', adv. and prtp. (Scot.) right

opposite to.

Foixiicate, for'ni-kat, adj. arched : {l>oi.) arching over.
— «. Fomica'tlon. [h.fomicaius—fornix:, an arch.]

Fornicate, for'ni-kat, v.i. to commit lewdness: to

have unlawful sexual intercourse.

—

ns. Fomica'tlon,
sexual intercourse between two unmarried persons,
or an unmarried and married person : (B.) adultery,
and applied frequently by a figure to idolatry ; For'-
nlcator, an unmarried person guilty of lewdness :—
/cm. For'nlcatress. [L..forni\r, an arch, brothel.]

Fornix, for'nik.s, «. something resembling an arch : an
arched formation of the brain. [L.]

Forpine, for-pTn', v.i. {Spots.) to waste away.
Forpit, for pit, «. (Scot.) the fourth part of some other
measure, now of a peck.—Also For'pet.

Forrlt, foi^it, adv. (Scot.) forward.
Forsake, for-sak', z'.t. to desert: to abandon :—/f.^

forsak'ing; pa.t. forsook'; pa.p. forsak'en.

—

adj.
Forsak'en. — <7i/w. Forsak'enly. — «j. Forsaken-
ness ; Forsak'ing, abandonment. [A.S. forsacan
—for-, away, sacan, to strive.]

Forsay, for-sa', v.t. (Spcns.) to forbid, to renounce.
[K.'6. forsec^an^/or, against, secgaii, to say.]

Forslack, for-slak', v.t. (Spens.) to relax, delay.
Forslow, for-slo', v.t. See Foreslow.
Forsooth, for-sOOih', adv. in truth : certainly.
Forspeak, for-spek', v.t. (ShaJi.) to forbid, to prohibit

:

(Scot.) to bewitch.
Forspend, for-spend', v.i. to spend completely :—/a./,
and fia.p. forspent'.

Forstall, for-stawl', v.t. Same as ForestalL
Forswat. for-swat*, adj. (Spens.) exhausted with heat

[V^x. for-, inten.. and swat, o\i\ pa.t. of sweat.]
Forswear, for-swar', v.t. to deny upon oath ;

—

pa.t.
forswore' ; pa.p. forsworn'.—«. ForS'WOm'neSS.

—

Forswear one's self, to swear falsely.

Forswlnk, for-swingV, v.t. m exhaust by labour.

—

[Pfx.p. adj. Forswonk' (Spens.), over-laboured.

fur-, inten., and obs. swiiik, labour.]

Fort, fort, «. a small fortress : an outlying trading-

station, as in British North America.

—

adj. Fort'ed
(Sluik.), guarded by forts. \yx.,—-\j.fcrtis, strong.]

Fortalice, fort'al-is, «. a small outwork of a fortifica-

tion. [Low X^.fortalitia—h.jort:s.]

Forte, fOrt, «. that in which one excels.

Forte, fOr'te, adj. (mus.) strongly, loud: — super!.

FortiS'simo.—«. a loud passage in music. [It.]

Forth, forth, adv. before or forward in place or order

:

in advance : onward in time : (Skai.) completely,
outright: abroad: (B.) out.

—

prep. (Skak.) out of,

forth from.

—

v.i. Forth'come, to come forth.

—

adj.
Forth'coming, just coming forth : about to appear.—ns. Forth'golng, a going forth : a proceeding
out ; Forth'-iss'uing, coming forth ; Forth-put'ting,
action of putting forth: (U.S.) forwardness.

—

adj.
forward.

—

adv. Forth'right, straightforward.— «.

(Shak.) a straight path. — adj. straightforward

:

honest.

—

adv. Forthwith', immediately.—And SO
forth, and so on, and more besides. [A..S. forth—
fore, before; Dut. voort, Ger.fort.]

Forthlnk, for-thingk', v.t. (Spens.) to be sorry for.

Forthy, for'thi, ad?: (Spots.) therefore. [A.S.forthf
—for. and thy, instrumental case of thaet, that.]

Fortieth. See Forty.
Fortify, for'ti-fi, v.t. to strengthen against attack with

forts, &c. : to invigorate : to confirm :

—

pa.p. for'ti-

fied.

—

adj. Fortifl'ahle.

—

ns. Fortification, the art

of strengthening a military position by means of

defensive works : the work so constructed : that

which fortifies: For'tifier. [Yr. fortifer—'Lovi h.

fortificdre—fortis, strong, fitcere, to make.]
Fortilage, fOKti-laj, «. (Spens.) a fort. [Fortalice.]

Fortissimo. See Forte.
Fortition, for-tish'un, n. principle of trusting to

chance. ['L.fors, chance.]
Fortitude, for ti-tOd, «. mental power of endurance :

firmness in meeting danger : (obs.) strength, power
of resistance or attack.

—

adj. FortitU'dinous. [L.

/ortitudo—fortis. ]

Fortlet, fort'let, «. a little fort.

Fortnight, fort'nit, «. two weeks or fourteen days.
—adj. and adv. Fortnightly, once a fortnight.

[Contr. of A.S. feo7verty>ie niht, fourteen nights.]

Fortress, for'tres, «. a fortified place : a defence.

—

— v.t. (Sliak.) to guard. [O. Vr.fortercsse, another
form offorteiesce(q.v. under Fortalice).

]

Fortuitous, for-tu'i-tus, adj. happening by chance.

—

ns. Fortu'itlsm; Fortuitlst.—a^if. Fortuitously.
—ns. Fortuitousness, Fortu'lty. [L. fortuitus.]

Fortune, for'tun, «. whatever comes by lot or chance :

luck : the arbitrary ordering of events : the lot that

falls to one in life : success : wealth.

—

v.i. to befall.—v.t. to determine.

—

ot/j. For'tunate, happening
by good fortune : lucky : auspicious : felicitous.

—

adv. For'tunately. — «j. For"tunateness ; For'-

tune-book, a book helpful in telling fortune.^.

—

aiij. For'tuned, supplied by fortune «. Fortune-
bunt'er, a man who hunts for marriage with a

woman of fortune. —a*^'. For'tuneless, without a
fortune: luckless. — v.i. For'tune-tell, to reveal

futurity : to tell one his fortune.

—

ns. Fortune-
tell'er, one who pretends to foretell one's fortune

;

For'tune-tell'ing. — 7'./. For'tunise (Spens.), to

make fortunate or happy. [Fr.,

—

L,. fortitna.]

Forty, for'ti, adj. and «. four times ten.

—

adj.

Fortieth.—«. a fortieth part.—Forty Winks, a
short nap, esp. after dinner.—The Forty, the French
Academy. XK.'i. feowertig—Jiower, four, tig, ten.]

Forum, fo'rum, «. a market-place, esp. the market-
place in Rome, where public business was transacted

and justice dispensed : the courts of law as opposed
to the Parliament. [L., akin toforas, out of doors.]

Forwander, for-won'der, v.i. and v.t. (Spens.) to
wander till wearied, to weary with wandering.

Forward, for'ward, ad(. near or at the forepart : ia
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advance of something else : ready : too ready : pre-

sumptuous : officious: earnest: early ripe.

—

v.t. to

help on, to quicken : to send on.

—

advs. Fofward,
For'wardS, towards what is before or in front :

onward: progressively.

—

ns. For'warder ; For'-

warding, the act of sending forward merchandise,
&c., for others.—luizi. For'wardly.—«. For'ward-
ness. [A.S. foretveard—fore, and -ivenrd, sig.

direction. Fortvards—M. E. /onuardes—was orig.

the gen. form (cf Ger. vorv)drts).'\

Forwaste, for-wast', z'.t. {Spens.) to lay waste utterly.

Forweary, for-we'ri, v.t. XSpens.) to weary out.

Forwent, for-went' (S/>ens.), fa.t o{forego.

Forworn, for-wOrn', adj. (Spens.) much worn.
Forzando. Same as Sforzando (q.v.).

FOSS, Fosse, fos, «. {fort.) a ditch or moat, either with
or without water, the excavation of which has con-
tributed material for the walls of the fort it protects :

an abyss.

—

adj. Fossed.—«. Foss'way, an ancient
Roman road having a ditch on either side. [Vx.Jbsse
—l^./ossa—/bdere,/ossum, to dig.]

Fossa, fos'a, n. {anat.) a pit or depression in a body,
esp. that in an animal integument forming a point of
attachment for an organ.—«. Fossette', a dimple or
small depression. (L., a ditch.]

Fosset-seller, fos'et-sel'er, «. (Shak.) one who sells

faucets. [Fosset, obs. form of/aucet.]
Fossick, fos'ik, v.i. to be troublesome : to undermine

another's diggings, or work over waste-heaps for

gold : to search about for any kind of profit.

—

ns.

Foss'lcker, a mining gleaner who works over old
diggings, and scratches about in the beds of creeks ;

Fossicking. [Ety. dub.]
Fossil, fos'il, H. the petrified remains of an animal or

vegetable found embedded in the strata of the earth's

crust : anything antiquated.

—

adj. dug out of the
earth: in the condition of a fossil: antiquated.

—

adj. Fossillferous, bearing or containing fossils.

— «. FoSSilifica'tion, the act of becoming fossil.

— vs.t. Fossll'ity, Foss'ilise, to convert into a
fossil.

—

v.i. to be changed into a stony or fossil

state.

—

ns. Fossilisa'tion, a changing into a fossil ;

FOSS'ilism, the science of fossils ; Foss'lliSt, one
skilled in fossils ; FossilOl'Ogy, Fossll'Ogy, paleon-
tology. [Vr./ossile—V,.fossilis~/odere, to dig.]

Fossorial, fo-sO'ri-al, adj. digging, burrowing.—«.
Foss'or, a grave-digger. [V../ossor—/odere, to dig. ]

Fossolate, fos'Q-lat, adj. {anat.) having one or more
long narrow grooves or depressions.

Foster, fos'ter, 'v.t. to bring up or nurse : to en-
courage.

—

ns. Fosterage, the act of fostering or
nursing ; Fos'ter-broth'er, a male child, fostered
or brought up with another of different parents

;

Fos'ter-child, a child nursed or brought up by one
who is not its parent ; Fos'ter-daiigh'ter ; Fos'terer

;

Fos'ter-fa'ther, one who brings up a child in place
of its father; Fos'terling, a foster-child; Foster-
mother, one who suckles a child not her own

;

Fos'ter-ntirse (5/w-fe.), a nurse; Fos'ter-par'ent,
one who rears a child in the place of its parent

;

Fos'ter-sls'ter, one brought up as a sister by the
same parents, but not a sister by birth ; Fos'ter-SOn,
one brought up as a son, though not a son by birth.

[Pk..?>./ostrian, to noun^h, /Ustor, food.]

Foster, fos'ter, «. (.y/r/«.)a forester.

Fotber, fo//t'er, v.t. to stop or lessen a leak in a ship's

bottom whilst afloat by means of a heavy sail closely

thrummed with yarn and oakum. [Perh. from Dut.
voederen (mod. voeren) or Low GcT./odem, to line.]

Fother, foM'er, «. a load, quantity : a definite weight

—of lead, 19J cwt. [\.S./^er; Ger. /uder.]

Fou, fS5, adj. (Scot.) full : drunk.
Fou, nro, n. (Scot.) a bushel.
Foud, fowd, n. a bailifT" or magistrate in Orkney and
Shetland.—«. Foud'rle, his jurisdiction. [Ice. /ifg-eii ;

Ger. vogt : from L. vocatus—vocdre, to call.]

Foudro^ant, f^-droi'ant, adj. quick like lightning.

{¥r. Joudroyer—/oudte, lightning.]

Fouet, fbo'et, «. (^Ci?/.) the house-leek.—Also Fou'at.
Fougaide, foo-gad', «. {mil.) a small mine from six to

twelve feet under ground, charged either with
powder or loaded shells, and sometimes loaded with
stones.— Also Fougasse'. [Br.)

Fought, fawt, /a./. and>i./.—Foughten(fawt'n), old

fia.p. aifight.
Foul, fowl, adj. filthy : loathsome : obscene : impure

:

stormy : unfair : running against : distressing, per-
nicious: choked up, entangled: {Shak.) homely,
ugly.

—

v.t. to make foul: to soil: to effect a
collision.

—

v.i. to come into collision x—pr.p. foul'ing ;

pa.p. fouled.—«. act of fouling : any breach of the
rules in games or contests. — adj. Foul'-faced
{Shak.\ having a hatefully ugly face.—«. Foul'-fish,

fish during the spawning season.— adv. Foul'ly.
—adjs. Fool'-mouthed, Foul'-spok'en, addicted to

the use of foul or profane language.— tis. Foul'-
mouthed'ness ; Foul'ness ; Foul'-play, unfair action
in any game or contest, dishonest dealing generally.

—Claim a foul, to r.ssert that the recognised rules

have been broken, and that a victory is therefore

invalid ; Fall foul of, to come against : to assault
;

Make foul water, used of a ship, to come into

such shallow water that the keel raises the mud.
(A.S. fUl; Ger./aul, Goth.yjJ^.]

Foulard, f&Sl'ard, n. a soft untwilled silk fabric : a silk

handkerchief. [Fr]
Poulder, fowl'der, v.i. {Spens) to flame, to gleam.

[O. Vt. fiouldre— h./nlgiir, lightning.]

Foul^, fO(5-la', «. a light woollen dress material with a
glossy surface. [Fr.

]

Foumart, fSo'mart, «. an old name for the polecat, from
its offen.sive smell. [M. ]£.. /ulinard—A.S.yii/, foul,

fnearS, a marten.

Found, pa.t. and ia.p. of find.—n. Found'ling, a
little child found deserted. —Foundling hospital,
an institution where such are brought up.

Found, fownd, v.t. to lay the bottom or foundation
of: to establish on a basis : to originate: to endow.
—7f.i. to rely.

—

ns. Founda'tion, the act of found-
ing : the base of a building: the groundwork or
basis : a permanent fund for a benevolent purpose
or for some special object ; Founda'tioner, one
supported from the funds or foundation of an institu-

tion ; Founda'tion-mus'lin, -net, gummed fabrics

used for stiffening dresses and bonnets ; Founda'-
tion-stone, one of the stones forming the foundation
of a building, esp. a stone laid with public ceremony

;

Found'er, one who founds, establishes, or originates:

an endower:—fie>n. Found'ress. [Fr. fiondtr— L.

funddre, -dtiint, to hvmA^/niidiis, the bottom.]
Found, fownd, v.t. to form by melting and pouring

into a mould : to cast.

—

ns. Found'er, one who melts
and casts metal, as a brassfounder ; Found'ing,
metal-casting; Pound'ry, Found'ery, the art of
founding or casting : the house where founding is car-

ried on. [Fr.fiondre— \.. fuudere,/usuin, to pour.)

Founder, fownd'er, v.i. to go to the bottom : to fill

with water and sink.

—

v.t. to cause to sink : to

disable by injuring the feet (of a horse).

—

adj.
Found'erous, causing to founder. [O. ¥r./o>tdrer,
to fall \r\,fiond, bottom

—

\j.fiundus, bottom.]
Fount. See Font (2).

Fountain, fownt'un, n. a spring of water, natural or
artificial : the structure for a jet of water : the source
of anything: a reservoir for holding oil, &c., in a
lamp.

—

ns. FoUnt, a spring of water: a source;
Fount'ain-head, the head or source of a fountain

:

the beginning.

—

adj. Fount'ainleSB, wanting foun-

tains or springs of water.— «. Fount'ain-pen, a pea
having a reservoir for holding ink.

—

adj. Fount'iul,
full of springs. [Fr. fontaine—Low L. /ontdna—
h.fions,fiontis, a %}^r\t\g—fiundire, to pour.]

Four, for, adf. and «. two and two, a cardinal number.
— adjs. Four'fold, folded four times: multiplied

four times ; FoUT'-fOOt'ed, having four feet ; Four'-
hand'ed, having four hands : of a game, played by
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four people: Four' • inched (S/ta^:.), four inches
broad.

—

>is. Four'-in-hand, a vehicle drawn by four
horses, driven by one person : a team of four horses
drawing a carriage—also adj. ; Four'penny, a small
silver coin worth fourpence formerly coined in Eng-
land.

—

(uij. worth fourpence.—«. Four'-post'erj a
large bed with four posts on which to hang curtains.—atijs. Fourscore, four times a score—So; Four'-
some, by fours ; anything in which four act together
—also «. ; Four'square, having four equal sides and
angles : square.—rtt^'j. and ns. FOUT'teeH, four and
ten : Fourteenth, four or the fourth after the tenth.

—adj. Fourth, next after the third.—«. one of four

equal parts.—Wt'. Fourthly.—a^'. Fourth'-rate,
oi the fourth class or order.—«. FoiU"'-wheerer, a
carriage or cab with four wheels.—Go on all fours,

to go on hands and knees. [X.S./eower; Ger. vier,

L. guatitor, Gr. tessare$.\

Fourchette, fOOr-shet', h. a small forked instrument
used for supporting the tongue in the operation of
cutting the frenuni : a forked piece between glove
fingers, uniting the front and back parts. [Fr.J

Fourcroya, foor-krO'ya, n. a neotropical genus of
Ainaryllidaceie, nearly allied to Agave (q.v.), and
yielding a similar fibre. [Named from A. F. de
Foiircroy, a French chemist (1755-1809).]

Fourgon, fOOr-gong', «. a baggage-wagon. [Fr. ]

Fourierism, fob'ri-er-izm, «. the socialistic system
of F. M. Charles Fourier (1772-1837), based on
the harmony educed by the free-play of his twelve
radical passions.

Foutre, foo'ter, «. {Shak. ) a gross term of contempt,
used interjectionally.—Also Fou'ter. [O. Yt. /outre— Vi./iitiieie, to lecher.]

Fouth, footh, «. (.Sr^/.) abundance.—Also Fowth.
Fovea, fO've-a, «. (ttHai.) a depression or pit.

—

adjs.
F6 veal ; Fo'veate, pitted.—«. Fove'ola, a small
depres'^ion—also Fove'Ole. [L.]

Fovllla, fo-vil'a, n. (j/ot.) the contents of a pollen-
grain.

Fowl, fowl, «. a bird : a bird of the barn-door or
poultry kind, a cock or hen: the flesh of fowl :—
//. Fowls, Fowl.

—

v.i. to kill fowls by shooting or
snaring.

—

us. Fowl'er, a sportsman who takes wild-
fowl ; Fowl ing ; Fowl'lng-net, a net for catching
birds; Fowling-plece, a light gun for small-shot,
used in fowling. \_A.S. _fugol ; Ger. vo^ci.]

Fox, foks, «. an animal of the family Canida, genus
Viilpes, of proverbial cunning :—fem. Vlx'en : any
one notorious for cimning.

—

tis. Foz'-bat, a flying-
fox, a fruit-hat ; Fox'-brush, the tail of a fox ; Fox'-
earth, a fox's burrow.

—

adj. Foxed, discoloured,
spotted. — «j. FOX'-e'vll, alopecia: FOX'glOVe, a
plant with glove-likc flowers, whose leaves are used
as a soothing medicine ; Fox'hound, a hound used
for chasing foxes : Fox'-hunt ; Fox'-hunt'er ; Fox-
hunt ing ; Fox'iness, decay : having a harsh, sour
taste : state of being spotted, as books : Fox'-Shark,
a large shark of over 12 feet, occasionally seen off
British coasts: Fox'ship (Shak.), the character of a
fox, craftiness; Fox'-tail, a genus of grasses, gener-
ally characterised by a bushy head ; Fox'-terrier,
a kind of terrier trained to unearth foxes ; Fox'-trap,
a trap for catching foxes ; Fox'-trot, a pace with
short steps, as in changing from trotting to walking.—adj. Fox'y, of foxes : cunning, suspicious, causing
suspicion : (paint.) having too much of the reddish-
brown or fox-colour.—Pox and geese, a game played
with pieces on a board, where the object is for certain
pieces called the geese to surround or corner one
called the fox. [A..S. fcx; Ger. f!tcks.\

Foy, foi, n. (.y/faj.) allegiance. {Yt./oi, faith.]

Foy, foi, «. (frov.) a parting entertainment.
Foyer, fwo-ya', n. in theatres, a public room opening

on the lobby. [Fr.,

—

V,./ocus, hearth.)
Foiy, faz'i, adj. (Scot.) spongy.—«. Foz'ineSS, soft-

ness, want of spirit. [Cf. Dut. Z'oos, spongy.)
FraO, frab, v.t. to worry.

—

adj. Frab'bit, peevish.

Fracas, fra-ka', n. uproar: a noisy quarrel. [Fr.,—
\\../racasso^-/racassart\ to make an uproar.)

Fraction, frak'shun, «. a fragment or very small piece :

(urith.) any part of a unit : a technical term tu indi-
cate the breaking of the bread in the sacrifice of the
Eucharist.

—

v.t. Fract (Shak.), to break, to violate.

—adjs. Fraot'ed (her.), having a part displaced, as
if broken ; Frac'tlonal, belonging to or containing
a fraction or fractions ; Frac'tionary, fractional ;

unimportant. — v.i. Frac'tionate, to separate the
elements of a mixture by distillation or otherwise.

—

«. Fractiona'tion.—j'.A Frac'tionise, to break up
into fractions.—«. Frac'tionlet, a small fraction.—
adj. Fractious, ready to quarrel: cross. — (KI'i'.

Frac'tiously. —us. Frac'tiousness ; Fracture, the
breaking of any hard body : the breach or part
broken; the breaking of a bone. — v.t. to break
through.—Compound, Comminnted, Complicated
fracture (see the respective adjectives) ; Greenstlck
fracture, a fracture where the bone is partly broken,
p.irlly bent, occurring in the limbs of children

;

Simple fracture, a fracture when the bone only is

divided. (O. ¥r. /raccioH — l^. /ractioH-efH—Jran-
gere,_/raclum, 10 break.]

Fragaria, fra-ga'ri-a, n. a genus of perennial plants
with creeping stolons, the fruit the strawberry. [L.
/ragutii, the strawberry.)

Fragile, fraj'il, a<ij. easily broken : frail : delicate.

—

«. Fragil'ity, the state of being fragile. (Fr.,—L.
fragilis, /rangere, to break.]

Fragment, frag'ment, n. a piece broken off: an
unfinished portion.

—

adj. Frag'mental (also -ment').

—adv. Frag'mentarily.— «. Frag'mentariness.

—

adjs. Frag'mentary, Frag^mented, consisting of
fragments or pieces: broken. (Fr.,—L. /ragmen-
tutii,/rangere, to break.]

Fragor, fra'gor, «. a crash. (L.)
Fragrant, fra'grant, adj. sweet-scented.— nt. Fra'-
grance, Fra'grancy. pleasantness of smell or
perfume : sweet or grateful influence.

—

adv. Fra'-
grantly.—«. Fra'grantness. [Fr.,—L. /ragrans,
-aniis, pr.p. of/ragrare, to smell.]

Frail, iral, adj. wanting in strength or firmness :

weak : unchaste.

—

adj. Frail'lsh, somewhat frail.

—

adv. Frailly.—wj. Frailness, Frail ty, weakness

:

infirmity. [O. Yt./raiie— I... /ragilis, fragile.)

Frail, fraj, «. a rush : a basket made of rushes. [O.
¥r./rayel: of dubious origin.]

Fraise, friz, «. (^ort.) a palisade of pointed stakes
planted in the rampart horizontally or in an inclined

position : a tool used for enlarging a drill-hole : a
i6th-cent. ruff".

—

v.t. to fence with a fraise. [Fr.]

Fraise, fraz, «. (prov.) commotion.
Framboesia, fram-be'zi-a, «. the yaws (q.v.). [Fr.

/ramboise, a raspberry.)

Frame, fram, zkI, to form : to shape : to construct by
fitting the parts to each other : to plan, adjust, or

adapt to an end : to contrive or devise : to con-
stitute : to put a frame or border round, as a picture :

to put into a frame : (Speus.) to support.

—

v.t. (dial.)

to move : (B.) to contrive.—«. the form : a putting

together of parts : a case made to enclose or support

anything: the skeleton of anything: state of mind :

in gardening, a movable structure used for the culti-

vation or the sheltering of plants, as a ' forcing-

frame,' 'cucumber-frame,' iic. : (Shak.) the act of

devising.—«i. Frame' -bridge, a bridge constructed

of pieces of timber framed together ; Frame-hOUSe,
a house consisting of a skeleton of timber, with

boards or shingles laid on ; Frame' -maker, a m.aker

of frames for pictures ; Fram'er, he who forms or

constructs : one who makes frames f jr pictures, &c.

;

Frame'-saW, a thin saw stretched in a frame for

greater rigidity; Frame'WOrk, the work that forms
the frame : the skeleton or outline of anything

;

Fram'ing, the act of constructing : .i frame or set-

ting. [A.S./ratnian, to lie helpful, yVrtw, forward.]
Frampold, fram'pSid, adj. (Shak.) peevish, cross-



Franc fSUe, far : mi, \\ii ; mine ; Free

graiaed: quarrelsome.—Also Fram'peL IPiob./ram,
from, /o//, head. ]

Franc, frant;k, «. a French silver coin, forming since

1795 the unit of the French monetary system, and
no* also used in Belgium, Switzerland, equal to

fully 9jd. sterling, the equivalent of the Italian /»>«,

the Greek dracAma. [O. Vr.franc, from the legend

Francorutn rex on the first coins.]

Franchise, fran'chiz, or -chiz, «. liberty : a privilege

or exemption belonging to a subject by prescription

or conferred by grant : the right of voting for a

member of Parliament.

—

v.t. to enfranchise: to give

one the franchise.

—

tis. Fran'chisement {Spens.),

freedom, release; Fran'ohiser, one who has the

franchise. [O. Fr., {xQva/raTic, free.]

Franciscan, fran-sis'kan, adj. belonging to the order

of mendicant friars in the R.C. Church founded by
St Francis of Assisi (i 182-1226).

—

n. a monk of

this order. [L. Franciscus, Francis.]

Franco-, frangk'O, French, in combinations as Frattco-

German, Franco-Russian, &c.
Francolin, frangTcO-lin, «. a genus of birds of the

grouse family, closely allied to partridges. [Fr.]

FranC-tireur, frang-te-rer', «. a French sharp-shooter,

one of an armed band of French peasants and others

prominent in the later stages of the Franco- Prussian
war. {YT./ranc, free, tireur, a shooter.]

Frangible, fran'ji-bl, adj. easily broken.— «. Fran-
gibility. [See Fraction.]

Frangipane, fran'ji-pan, «. a kind of pastry-cake,
filled with cream, almonds, and sugar : a perfume
from the flower of the red jasmine, or in imitation of
it.—Also Fran'g^panL [Fr., from a personal name.]

Franion, fran'yun, «. (Sfiens.) a paramour : a boon-
companion. [Origin uncertain.]

Frank, frangk, adj. free, open : (obs.) liberal : open or
candid in expression: (S^iis.) unrestrained.

—

z'.t.

to send free of expense, as a letter.—«. the sigpnature

of a person who had the right to frank a letter.—;/.

Frank'-fee, a species of tenure in fee-simple, the

opposite of copyhold.

—

ad-:'. Frank'ly, candidly:
(o3j.)gratuitously.—>/j. Frankness ; Frank' -pledge,
a system of mutual suretyship by which the members
of a tithing were made responsible for one another ;

Frank'-ten'ement, freehold. [O. ^x.franc- Low L.

franciis—Old High Ger. Franko, one of the tribe

called Franks, a free man.]
Frank, frangk, «. one of the German tribes from Fran-

conia who conquered Gaul in the 5th century, and
founded France : the name given in the East to a
native of Western Europe.—rt<^'. Prankish.

Frank, frangk, «. (Shak.) a pig-sty.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to

shut up in a sty, to cram, to fatten. [O. Fr. franc. ]

Frankalmoign, frangk'al-moin, «. (Eng. latv) a form of
land-tenure in which no obligations were enforced
except religious ones, as praying, &c. [O. Fr.

franc, free, aimoigne, alms.]
Frankenstein, frangk'en-stln, ». any creation which

brings anxiety or disaster to its author—from the
Frankenstein in Mr.s Shelley's romance so named,
who by his skill forms an animate creature like a
man, only to his own torment.

Frankincense, frangk'in-sens, M. a sweet •smelling
vegetable resin from Arabia, used in sacrifices. [O.
Vr. franc encens, pure incense.]

Franklin, frangk'lin, ». an old English freeholder,
free from feudal servitude to a subject-superior.
[L.OW X^.francns, frank.]

Frantic, fran'tik, <»<^' mad, furious: wild.

—

advs.
Frantically, Pran'ticly (.SArt/t.).—a<^'. Frantic-
mad, raving mad.

—

n. Fran'tlcness, the state of
being frantic. (O. Yx.freiutique— \.. phreneticus—
Gr. phrenetikos, mad, phrenitis, inflammation of the
brain

—

phrin, the mind ; sec Frenzy.]
Franiy, fran'ri, adj. (prov.) cross : particular.
Frap, frap, v.t. to strike: (naut.) to secure by many

turns iif a lashine. {Vr. frapt-er, to strike.]

Frapp^, fra-pi, adj. iced, cooled. [Fr.j

Fratch, frach, n. (prov.) a quarrel or brawl.

—

adjs.

Fratch'ety, Fratch y ; Fratch'ing. [Imit.]

Prater, fra'ter, n. the refectory of a monastery. [O.

Fr. yraiiur for refreitor.—Low L. refectdrium.]
Fraternal, fra-ter'nal, adj. belonging to a brother or

brethren : becoming brothers.

—

ns. Prate (frS'te), a
friar:—//. FrS'ti; Prater, a friar: comrade;
Prater'CUla, a genus of marine diving-birds, the

puffins or masked auks.— adv. Frater'nally.— «.

Fratemlsa'tion, the associating as brethren.

—

v.i.

Fraternise, to associate as brothers : to seek
brotherly fellowship.—/«. Prat'emiser ; Frater-
nity, the state of being brethren : a society formed
on a principle of brotherhood ; Frat'ry, the common-
room of a monastic establishment, the chapter-house
—also Prat'ery : a fraternity : a convent of friars.

[Fr.,—Low L. fratemalis—frater, a brother, Eng.
hroilier, Gr. phraier, a clansman. Sans. bhrdta.\

Fratricide, frat'ri-sld, «. one who kills his brother:
the murder of a brother.

—

adj. Frat'riCidaL [Fr.,

—L. prater, fratris, ctrdire, to kill.)

Frau, frow, «. a married woman, a wife.

—

n. PrSuloln,
a young lady, miss—often in England for a German
governess. [Ger.]

Fraud, frawd, «. deceit : imposture : {Milt.) a snare :

a deceptive trick : (coll.) a cheat : a fraudulent pro-

duction.

—

adj. Frand'ful, deceptive —adz: Pratld'-

fully. — Hs. Fraud'nlenoe, Praud'nleiicy. — adj.

Fraudulent, using fraud : dishonest—o^i-.Fraud'u-
lently. — Fraudulent bankruptcy, a bankruptcy
in which the insolvent is accessory, by concealment
or otherwise, to the diminution of the funds divisible

among his creditors. — PiOUS fraud, a deception
practised with a good end in view : (coll.) a religious

humbug. [O. Fr.,— V.. fraus, frandis, fraud.]

Fraught, frawt, «. a load, cargo : the freight of a
ship.—z'./. to fill, store.

—

v.i. (JShak.) to form the
freight of a vessel.

—

p. adj. freighted, laden : filled.

—«. Fraught'age (Shak:), loading, cargo. [Prob.
Old Dut. vrackt. Cf. Freight.]

Praxinella, frak-si-nel'a, «. a common name for culti-

vated species of dittany.— ». Prax'inus, the genus of
Oleacea conlsxmnz the common ash.

Fray, fra, «. an affray, a brawl.

—

v.t. (B.) to frighten.

[Abbrev. q{ affray.

\

Fray, fra, v.t. to wear off by rubbing : to ravel out the
edge of a stuff.

—

v.i. to become frayed.—«. Pray-
ing, the action of the verb fray : ravellings. [Fr.

frayer—l^.fricdre, to rub.]
Frazil, fraz'il, n. anchor-ice. [Canadian Fr. ; prob.

Vr. fraisil, cinders.]
Frazzle, fraz'l, v.t. (U.S.) to fray, wear out.

—

n. state

of being worn out.

Freak, frek, n. a sudden caprice or fancy : sport

:

an abnormal production of nature, a monstrosity.

—

ns. Freak Iness, Preak'lshness.—a^>. Freak'ish,
Preak'ful, apt to change the mind suddeidy : cap-
ricious. —/w'r'. Freakishly. [A late word ; cf. A.b.

frtcian, to dance.]
Freak, frek, v.t. to spot or streak : to variegate.—«. a

streak of colour.

Freck, frek, adj. (Scot.) prompt, eager.—Also Praok.
Freckle, frek'l, v.t. to spot : to colour with spots.

—

n. a yellowish or brownish-yellow spot on the skin,

esp. of fair-haired persons: any small spot.

—

n.

FreolCling, a little s^oi.—adjs. Freckly, Freckled,
full of freckles. [Ice. yr^>t««r (pi.), Xi3J\.fregne.]

Free, fr€, adj. not bound : at liberty : not under
arbitrary government : unimpeded : set at liberty

:

guiltless : frank : lavish : not attached : exempt (with

from) : having a franchise (with of) : gratuitous :

bold, indecent : idiomatic, as a translation.

—

v.t. to

set at liberty : to deliver from what confines : to rid

(with front, of) :

—

pr.p. free'ing ; pa.p. freed.

—

ns.

Free'-ag'ency, state or power of acting freely, or
without necessity or constraint upon the will ; ftee'-
ag'ent : Pree'-and-eas'y, a kind of pnhlic-house
club where good fellows gather to smoke and sing ;



Free mBte ; rndte : mnnn ; Men. Frequent

Free'-bench, a widow's right to dower out of her
husband's lands, so long as unmarried and chaste

;

Free'-board, the space between a vessel's line of

flotation and the upper side of the deck ; Free'-

booter (Dut. vrijbuiter), one who roves about freely

in search of booty : a plunderer ; Free'bootery.—
adj. Free'bOOting, acting the part of a freebooter

:

robbing.—«. the practice of a freebooter: robbery,

pillage.—«. Free'booty.—rtr/;'. Free'bom, born of

free parents. — ns. Free'-Cit'y, a city having in-

dependent government ; Free'-OOSt, freedom from
charges ; Freed'man, a man who has been a slave,

and has been freed or set free : Free'dom, liberty :

frankness : separation : privileges connected with a
city : improper familiarity : license ; Free'-fish'er,

one who has a right to take fish in certain waters.

—

adjs. Free-foot'ed (Shak.\ not restrained in move-
ment ; Free'-hand, applied to drawing by the un-
guided hand : Free'-hand'ed, open-handed : liberal;

Free'-heart'ed, open-hearted: liberal —hj-. Freo'-

hearfedness, liberality : frankness ; Free'hold, a

Eroperty held free of duty except to the king ; Freo'-
Older, one who possesses a freehold ; Free'-la'bOUT,

voluntary, not slave, labour ; Free'-lance, one of
certain roving companies of knights and men-at-arms,
who after the Crusades wandered about Europe, sell-

ing their services to any one ; Free'-liVer, one who
freely indulges his appetite for eating and drinking :

a glutton ; Fre0'-l0V6, the claim to freedom in sexual
relations, unshackled by marriage or obligation to

aliment.

—

adv. Freo'ly.

—

ns. Freo'man, a man who
is free or enjoys liberty : one who holds a particular

franchise or privilege :—//. Free'men ; Free'mason,
one ofa secret society of so-called speculative masons,
united in lodges for social enjoyment and mutual
assistance, and laying dubious claim to a connection
with the medieval organisations of free operative
masons. —<jrt>'. Froemason'Ic. — «. Freema'sonry,
the institutions, practices, &c. of Freemasons.

—

adj.

Free'-mJnd'ed, with a mind free or unperplexed :

without a load of care.^>w. Free'ness ; Free'-port,
a port where no duties are levied on articles of com-
merce ; Froe'-SCfaOOl, a school where no tuition fees

are exacted ; Free'-shot (Ger. Freischutz), the name
given to a legendary hunter and marksman who gets

a number of bullets (^Freikngehi) from the devil, six

of which always hit the mark, while the seventh is

at the disposal of the devil himself

—

adjs. Free'-
SOll, in favour of free territory, opposed to slavery

;

Free'-spoken, accustomed to speak without reserve.
— «j. Free'-spok enness ; Free'stone, an easily

quarried stone composed of sand or grit. — adj.

having a stone from which the pulp easily sepa-

rates, as a peach—opp. to Clingstone.—adj. Free-
SWlin'ming. swimming freely, as an aquatic animal.—ns. Free'thlnker, one who professes to be free

from conventional authority in religion : a rationalist

;

Free'thinking, Free'-thonght, the habit of mind
of a freethinker.

—

adj. Free'-tongued, free-spoken.
—ns. Free'-trade, free or unrestricted trade : free

interchange ofcommodities without protective duties

;

Free'-trad'er, one who practises or advocates this ;

Free-will, freedom of the will from restraint : liberty

of choice : power of self-determination.

—

adj. spon-
taneous.—Free-cell formation, the formation of
several cells from and in the protoplasm of the
mother-cell : Free Church, that branch of the
Presbyterians in Scotland which left the Established
Church in the Disruption of 1843, finding spiritual

independence impossible within it : a church whose
sittings are open to all : (^/.) a term often applied
to the Nonconformist churches generally ; Free
list, the list of persons admitted without payment to

a theatre, &c. , or of those to whom a book, &c., is

sent; Free on board (F.O. B.), a phrase meaning
that goods are to be delivered on the vessel or other
conveyance without charge. — Free States, in

Aioerica, before the Civil War of 1861-65, chose of

806

the United States in which slavery did not exist,
as opposed to Slave States.—Make free With,
to take undue liberties with. \,K.'S).freo ; Gci.yrei,
Ice./rl.]

Freemartin, fre'mar-tin, «. a cow-calf born as a twin
with a bull-calf, usually barren.

Freeze, frez, v.i. to become ice or like a solid body.

—

v.t. to harden into ice : to cause to shiver, as with
terror :

—

pr.p. freez'ing ; /<j./. froze ; A'-A froz'en.

—

adj. Freez'able.

—

ns. Freez'ing-mix'tnre, a mix-
ture, as of pounded ice and salt, producing cold
sufficient to freeze a liquid by the rapid absorption
of heat ; Freez'ing-point, the temperature at which
water freezes, marked 32" on the Fahrenheit ther-
mometer, and 0° on the centigrade. [A.S. /riosan,
pa. p. /roren; Dut. vreizen, Gcr./rieren, to freeze.]

Freight, frat, «. the lading or cargo, esp. of a ship

:

the charge for transporting goods by water.

—

v.t.

to load a ship.

—

ns. Freightage, money paid for

freight ; Freight'er, one who freights a vessel.

[Prob. Old Dut. vrecht, a form of vracht.\
Freischiitz. See Free-shot.
Freit, fret, u. {Scot.) any superstitious belief in things

as good or bad omens—also Freet.

—

adj. Freit'y,
Freet'y, superstitious. [Scand. ; Ice. yV/^^, news.]

Fremd, fremd, adj. and «. (Scot.) strange, a stranger
—Spenser has Frenne, a stranger.—The fremd, the
world of strangers. [M. E. Jrentd, /renied—A.S.
frcmde ; cf. Dut. vreemd, Gcr./remd.]

Fremesoent, frem-es'ent, adj. raging, riotous.— n.

Fremes'cence. [h./remere, to roar.]

Fremitus, frem'i-tus, «. a palpable vibration, as of the
walls of the chest. [L.]

French, frensh, adj. belonging to France or its people.— u. the people or language of France.

—

ns. French'-
bean, the common kidney bean, eaten, pods and all,

as a table vegetable ; French'-berr'y, a small berry,
the fruit of certain species of buckthorn, used in

dyeing yellow ; French'-Cbalk, an indurated clay,
extremely dense, and of a smooth glossy siu^ace and
white colour ; French'ory, French fashions collec-

tively ; French'-hom, a musical wind-instrument
somewhat resembling a bugle ; Frenchifica'tion.—7i.t. French'ify, to make French or French-
like : to infect witii the manner of the French.

—

ns. French'iness ; French'man, a native or natural-
ised inhabitant of France :

—

/em. French'WOman ;

French'-pol'ish, a varnish for furniture, consisting
chiefly of shell.ic dissolved in some spirit ; French

-

polisher ; French'-pol'lshing, the method of coat-
mg furniture with French-polish.

—

adj. French'y,
with an exaggerated French manner. — French
merino, a fine twilled cloth of merino wool ; French
pox {obs.), syphilis ; French roof, a modified man-
sard-roof—really American ; French White, finely

pulverised talc ; French Window, a long window
opening like a folding-door, and serving for exit and
entrance.—Take French leave, to depart without
notice or permission, to disappear suspiciously.

Frenetic, -al, fre-net'ik, -al, adj. frenzied : mad : dis-

tracted. [See Frantic]
Frenum, fre'num, «. a ligament restraining the motion

of a part.—Also FrSB'num. [L., a bridle.]

Frenzy, fren'zi, n. a violent excitement : mania.

—

v.t.

to render frenzied. —rt(^>. Fren'zled, Fren'zical,
partaking of frenzy. [Through O. Fr. and L..— from
Late Gr. phretiesis = Gr. phrenitis, inflammation of
the brain

—

phren, the mind.]
Frequent, fre'kwent, adj. coming or occurring often.—ns. Fre'quence {.Milt.\ a crowd, an assembly ;

Fre'ciuency, repeated occurrence of anything.

—

v.t. Frequent', to visit often.

—

ns. Fre'quentage,
habit of frequenting ; Frequenta'tion, the act of
visiting often.

—

adj. Frequent'ative {gram ), de-
noting the frequent repetition of an action.—«.

{gram.) a verb expressing this repetition.—«. Fre-
quent'er.

—

adv. Pre'quently.—«, Fre'quentness.
ll^/rrfiuHSi/rtfuentis; cog. withyijnrJrr, to stuff.]



Frescade fate, far ; m5, her ; mine

;

FrlU

Frescade, fres-kitd', «. a cool walk. [Fr.,— It.

/rescata.]
Fresco, fres'kO, ». a painting executed with colours,

consisting chiefly of natural earths, upon walls

covered with damp freshly-laid plaster. — 7'. /. to

paint in fresco :—/>-./. frescoing; A'/- fres'cOed.

—

a'ij. Fres coed.—«j. Fres coer ; Frescoing ; Fres-
COiSt. [U.Jresco, fresh.)

Fresh, fresh, adj. in a state of activity and health :

new and strong, not stale or faded ; recently pro-

duced or obtained : untried : having renewed vigour :

healthy, refreshing, invigorating : brisk ; {siang)

tipsy : not salt.—». {Shak.) a small stream of fresh

water : (Scot.) a thaw, open weather.

—

otij. Fresh-
blown, newly blown, as a flower.—f./. Freshen,
to make fresh: to take the saltness from.— :'./'. to

grow fresh : to grow brisk or strong.

—

ns. Fresh'Onor ;

Freshet, a pool or stream of fresh water : the

sudden overflow of a river from rain or melted
%novt.—adj. Fresh'ish.—Wz'. Freshly.—>w. Fresh-
man, one in the rudiments of knowledge, esp. .1 uni-

versity student in his first year— also Fresh'er ;

Fresh'manshlp, Fresh'erdom.—<»<//>. Fresh -new
{SJiak.), unpractised, wholly unacquainted ; Fresh-
wa ter, of or pertaining to water not salt : accus-

tomed to sail only on fresh water—hence unskilled,

raw. [K.S./ersc ; cf. Dut. versch, GcT./risck.\

Fret, fret, v.t. to wear away by rubbing, to rub, chafe,

ripple, disturb : to eat into : to ve.x, to irritate. —
v.i. to wear away : to vex one's self: to be peevish :

—pr.ti. fret'ting; pa.p. fret' ted, (B.) fret.

—

n. agita-

tion of the surface of a liquid : irritation : the worn
side of the banks of a river.

—

adj. Fret'fol, peevish.

—adv. Fret'fully.-». Fret'fulness.—>.a^. Fret'-

ting, vexing.

—

n. peevishness. [A.S. _/»r/a«, to gnaw
— pix.yOr-, inten., and etan, to eat ; Gcr. /ressen.]

Fret, fret, I'./, to ornament with raised work : to varie-

gate -.^pr.p. fret'ting ; pa.p. fret'ted. [O. Vr./reUr.]
Fret, fret, n. a piece of interlaced ornamental work :

{archit.) an ornament consisting of small fillets inter-

secting each other at right angles : (her.) bars crossed

and interlaced.

—

ns. Fret'-Saw, a saw with a narrow-

blade and fine teeth, used for fret-work, scroll-work,

&c. ; Frette, a hoop for strengthening a cannon
shrunk on its breach. —orf/'j. Fretted, Fret'ty, or-

namented with frets.

—

n. Fret'-WOrk, ornamental
work consisting of a combination of frets, perforated

work. [O. ¥i./rete, trellis-work.]

Fret, fret, n. a. short wire on the finger-board of a
guitar or other instrument.— v.i. to furnish with

frets. (Prob. same as the above.]
Friable, frl'a-bl, adf. apt to crumble : easily reduced

to powder.—«j. Fri'ableness, Friabil'ity. [Fr.,—
\^./riabiiU—_/riare,/ridtu»i, to crumble.]

Friar, Max, n. a member of one of the mendicant
monastic orders in the R.C. Church—the Franciscans
(Friars Minor or Gray Friars), Dominicans (Friars
Major, Friars Preachers, or Black Friars), Car-
melites (White Friars), and Au^ustinians (Austin
Friars\—adj. Fri'arly, like a fnar.—«. Fri'ary, a
monastery.—Friars' balsam (see Benzoln) ; Friar's
cap, the wolfs-bane ; Friar's OOWl, the wake-robin ;

Friar's lantern, the ignis-fatuus or Will-o'-the-wisp.

(O. Vr./rere— \j. /rater, a brother]
Fribble, frib'l, v.i. to trifle.—«. atrifler.—«i. Fribb'le-

dom; Fribblelsm; Fribb-ler. —wy. FribbUsh,
trilling. (Onoinatopceic ; prob. influenced hy/rijo/.]

Frlcandeau, frik-an-d6', n. a thick slice of veal, &c.

,

larded. (Fr., perh. from /riand, dainty, nice, and
perh. ult. conn, with/ricassee.]

Fricassee, frik-as-se', n. a dish made of fowl, rabbit,

&c. cut into pieces and cooked in sauce.

—

zf.t. to

dress as a fricassee:— pr.p. fricassee'ing ; pa.p.
fricasseed'. [FT./ricass/e ; origin unknown.]

Friction, frik'shun, n. the act of nibbing : (statics) a
force acting in the tangent plane of two bodies, when
one slides or rolls upon another, and always in a

diiection opposite to that in which the moving body

tends : difliculty, unpleasantness.

—

adjs. Fric'ative,
produced by friction, used of those consonants which
are produced by the breath being forced through a
narrow opening ; Fric'tlonal, relating to, moved by,
or produced by friction.—». FriC^Uon-gear'lng, a
method of imparting the motion of one wheel or

Sulley to another by mere contact.

—

adj. FriC'tlOQ-
iSS, having no friction.—«.//. Fric'tlon-Wheels,

wheels that les.sen friction. IFr,

—

h. /rictionem—
fricdre,/ricttim, to rub.]

Friday, frlda, «. the sixth day of the week.—Black
Friday, Good Friday, from the black vestments of
the clergy and altar in the Western Church : any
Friday marked by a great calamity ; Good Friday,
the Friday before Easter, kept in commemoration of
the Crucifixion ; Holy Friday, Friday in an ember-
week— also Golden Friday, sometimes put for

Good Friday itself. [A.S. Frigedag, day of (the
goddess) Tv^^g-— Latinised Frigga—wife of Odin.]

Fridge, frij, v.t. (Sterne) to rub or fray.

Fried, frid,/a./'. and/Va./. oi/ry.
Friend, frend, n. one loving or attached to another

:

an intimate acqaintance : a favourer : one of a
society so called: (Scot.) a relative.

—

v.t. (obs.) to
befriend.

—

adj. Friend'ed, supplied with friends.^
n. Friend'lng (Skak.), friendliness.—<i<^'. Friend-
less, without friends : destitute.—«. Friend iess-

ness.— rti/z/. Friendlily.—«. Friendliness.— <i<(;.

Friend'ly, like a friend : having the disposition of
a friend : favourable : pertaining to the Friends or
Quakers.

—

n. Friend'ship, attachment from mutual
esteem : friendly assistance. — Friendly societies,
or Benefit societies, associations, chiefly among
mechanics, &c., for relief during sickuess, old age,
widowhood, by provident insurance.—Be friends
with, to be oil intimate or friendly relations with ;

Have a friend at court, to have a friend in a
position where his influence is likely to prove useful

;

Society of Friends, the designation proper of a
sect of Christians better known as Quakers. [A.S.
freond, pr.p. oi/rion, to love; Q^r./rtuHd.\

Frier, fri'er, n. (Milt.) a friar.

Frieze, frez, n. a coarse woollen cloth with a nap on
one side.

—

adj. Frlezed, napped. \fr./rise.\
Frieze, frez, ». (archit.) the part of the entablature
between the architrave and cornice, often orna-
mented with figures.

—

v.t. to put a frieze on. [O.
Vr./rize; lt./regio; perh. h. Fhrygium, Phrygian.]

Frigate, frig'at, n. in the Royal N.ivy, formerly a
vessel in the class next to ships of the line, carrying
28 to 60 guns on the maindeck and a raised quarter-
deck and forecastle—not now denoting a distinct
class of vessels.—«J. Frigt^ate-blrd, a large tropical
sea-bird, with very long wings ; Frigatoon', a small
Venetian vessel with square stem and two ma-sts.

[O. Vt./regale— \t. /regata ; ety. dub.)
Fright, frit, «. sudden fear : terror : anything inspiring

terror or alarm, a figure of grotesque or ridiculous
appearance.

—

z's.t. Fright, Frighten, to make afraid :

to a.\ATm.—adjs. Fright able. Fright enable, timid

;

Fright'fol, terrible: shocking.—rti/r. Frightfully.—«. Fright'fulness.—«<//. Frlght'some, frightftil

:

feeling fright [A.S. /yrhto ; cf. Oci./urcht, fear.)

Frigid, frij'id, adj. frozen or stiffened with cold : cold :

without spirit or feeling: unanirnated.—«. Frlgid'lty,
coldness : coldness of affection : want of animation.
—iidy. Frig'ldly.— «. Frig^ldness.—<T<//'. Frigorific,

causing cold.—Frigid zones, the parts of the earth's
surface within the circle drawn with the poles as
centre, and a radius of 23J degrees. [h./rtgidus—
/rigere, to be cct\^-/rirus, cold.)

Frlgot, frig'at, «. (SprnsT). .Same as Frigate.
Frijole, fre-hol', ». the common Mexican bean. [Sp.]
Frill, fril, T'.f. to ruffle, as a hawk its feathers, when

shivering.

—

v.t. to furnish with a frill.—«. a ruflile :

a riiflled or crimped edging of linen.

—

ns. Frllled'-
liZ'ard, a lizard with an extraordinary frilled mem-
brane attached to the hinder part of the head, neck.
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and chest, and covering its shoulders ; FrUl'lng,
frilled edging. [Usually conn, with O. Fr. JriiUr,
to shiver ; but prob. related Xo/nrl.^

Frimaire, fre-mar', «. the third month of the French
revolutionary calendar, Nov. 21 -Dec. 20. [Fr.

frimas, frosL]

Fringe, frinj, «. loose threads forming an ornamental
border : anything like a fringe, even a girl's hair cut

in front and falling over the brow: the extremity.

—

v.t. to adorn with fringe : to border.

—

"'U'- Fringed ;

Fringe less ; Fring'ent, fringing.—«. Fringe -tree,

in the United States, a large shrub with very numer-
ous snow-white flowers in panicled racemes.

—

adj.

Fring'y, ornamented with fringes. [O. ^r./renge—
\^ fimbria, threads, fibres, akin lofihra, a fibre.)

Frtngillaceous, frin-ji-la'shi-us, aeij. pertaining to the

finches or Frin^llidir.—AUo Fringll'llfomi, Frin-

gil'line. [U/rin^lla.]
Tnp'pBTy, frip'er-i, «. worn-out clothes : the place
where old clothes are sold : useless trifles.—of/;'.

useless : trifling.

—

n. Frlpp'er, one who deals in old

clothes. [O. '?x.fr,perie,frepe,3.rz%.'\
Frisette. See Frizzle.

Frlseur, fris-er', «. a hair-dresser.—«. Fris'ure, mode
of curling the hair. \Vt. /riser, to curl.]

Frisian, friz'i-an, adj. and «. pertaining to the people
of Frieslattd, or to their language.—Also Fries'ian,
Fries'lc, Fries'lsh.

Frisk, frisk, v.i. to gambol : to leap playfully.—«. a
frolic.

—

H. FriSk'er.— <?rt>'. Frisk'ftll, brisk, lively.—
adv. Friskily.—«. Frisk'iness— rt^^'. Frisk'ing —
adv. Frisk'ingly.—rt/^'. Frisky, lively: jumping
with gaiety: frolicsome. [O. Yr. /risque : ace. to

Skeat, from Ice. /rfskr, Sw. and G^n. /risk.'\

Frisket, frisk'et, «. {print.) the light frame between
the tympan and the form, to hold in place the sheet
to be printed. [Vr. /risguette.'\

Frit, frit, n. the nii.ted materials of which glass is

made, after being heated until they fuse partially

without melting.

—

v.t. to fuse partially without melt-
ing -.—pr.p. frit'ting ; pa.f>. frit'ted. [Fr. /ritte— It.

fritta—\../rigere,/rictum, to roast.]

Frit, frit, «. a small fly destructive to wheat.
Frith, frith, Firth, ferth, «. a narrow inlet of the sea,

esp. at a river-mouth. Wa.fioT^r; 'Horyn. fiord.]

Frith, frith, «. peace.—«J. Frithlwrg (^..S". iaw),
one of the tithings or groups of ten men into which
the hundred was divided, the members of each being
accountable for a fellow-member's misdeeds ; Frith'-

gild, a union of neighbours pledged to one another
for the preservation of peace ; Frilh'SOken, the juris-

diction to punish for breaches of the peace ; Frlth'-
Stool, a chair of sanctuary, placed near the altar in

a church—as at Hexham and Beverley. {\.S./rith,
peace; Gcx./riede.\

Frith, frith, «. forest. [A.S. (geVy^^'-'i
Fritillary, frit'il-lar-i, «. a genus of plants of the order

Liliacea, with drooping purple flowers : a species of
butterfly, [h./ritillus, a dice-box.]

Fritter, mt'er, «. a piece of meat fried : a kind of
pancake, a slice of some fruit sweetened, fried, and
served hot: a fragment.

—

v.t. to break into frag-
ments.

—

n. Fritt'erer, one who wastes time. [O. Fr.
/riture—V.. /rigire, /rictum, to fry.]

Frivolous, friv'ol-us, adj. trifling : silly.—«. Frivol'lty,
act or habit of trifling : \es\Ky.—adv. Friv'olOUSly.—«. FrtVOlOUSness. \Jx. /rivole—'L. /rivohts.\

Frizz, Friz, friz, v.t. to curl : to render rough and
tangled.—«. a curl, a wig.—«</;>. Frizzed, having
the hair curled or crisped into frizzes : Frizx'y.
[O. Fr. /riser, to curl ; perh. conn, with /rieze,
cloth.]

Frizzle, fri/l, v.t. to form in small short curls.—r./.

to go into curis.—«. a z\xx\.—ns. Frizette", Frisette',
a cluster of small curls worn over the forehead.

—

adj. Frixi'ly. [Related to/rizz aiA/rieae.]

Fro, frS, adv. from : back or backward.—^rr/. {obs.)

from. [A shortened form o(/rom : but perh. directly
derived from Ice.yV^f, from.]

Frock, frok, n. a wide-sleeved garment worn by
monks : a loose upper garment worn by men : a
sailor's jersey : a gown worn by females : an undress
regimental coat.

—

r<.t. to furnish with a frock : to

invest with priestly office.—;/. Frock'-ooat, a double-
breasted full-skirted coat for men.

—

adj. Frocked,
clothed in a frock.—«. Frock'ing, cloth suitable

for frocks, coarse jean.— rt^^'. Frock'less, wanting a
frock. [O. Yt. /roc, a monk's frock— Low l^./rocus
—L. fioccus, a flock of wool ; or more prob. (ace, to

Brachet and Litlre) from Low L. krocus—Old High
Ger. hroch (Ger. rock), a coat.]

Frog, frog, n. a genus of tailless amphibians, with
webbed feet, remarkable for its rapid swimming
and leaping : a .soft, horny substance in the middle
of the sole of a horse's foot, forking towards the
heel : a section of a rail or rails at a point where
two lines cross, or of a switch from one line to

another.

—

ns. Frog' -bit, a small aquatic plant, allied

to the water-soldier, but with floating leaves ; Frog'-
eat'er, one who eats frogs, a Frenchman ; Frog'-flsh,

a name for various fishes, esp. the angler ; Frog'gery,
frogs collectively : a place where frogs abound.

—

adj. Frog'gy, having or abounding in frogs.— «j.

Frog'-hop'per, Frog'-spIt(see Froth-fly) ; Frog'ling,
a little frog.—Frog march, a method of carrying a
refractory or drunken prisoner face downwards be-

tween four men, each holding a limb. [K.'t>. /rogga,
/rox ; cog. with \ce. /roskr ; Gtr. /rosck.]

Frog, frog, «. an ornamental fastening or tas-selled

button for a frock or cloak.

—

adj. Frogged, in uni-

forms, of ornamental stripes or workings of braid or
lace, mostly on the breast of a coat.

Frolse, froiz, «. a kind of pancake or omelette, often

with slices of bacon.—Also Fraise. [Fr.]

Frolic, frol'ik, adj. merry : pranky.—w. gaiety : a wild
prank : a merry-making.

—

v.i. to play wild pranks or
merry tricks: to gambol :—/r./. frol'icking; fa.p.
frol'icked.

—

adj. Frol'iCSOine, gay : sportive.

—

adv.
Frolicsomely.—«. Frol'icsomeness. \\ivx.vrolijk,

merry ; cf. Ger. /rSkiich, joyful, gay.]
From, from, prep, forth : out of, as from a source

:

away : at a distance : springing out of : by reason of.

[.\.S./ram,/rom ; akin to Goth. _/»-«>«, Ice. /rd.]
Frond, frond, «. (bot.) a leaf-like expansion in many
cryptogamous plants, organs in which the functions

of stem and leaf are combined.

—

adjs. Frond'ed,
having fronds ; Frond' ent, leafy—". Frondes'cence,
act of putting forth leaves : the season for putting
forth leaves.

—

adjs. Frondes'cent, springing into

leaf; Frondif'oroUS, bearing or producing frond^^;

Frondose', covered with fronds. [L../rons,/rondis,

a leaf.]

Fronde, frond, n. the name given to certain factions

in France during the minority of Louis XIV., hostile

to the court and the minister Mazarin.—«. Frond'ew,
a member of the Fronde : an irreconcilable. [Fr., a
sling

—

\^. /unda.]
Front, frunt, «. the forehead : the whole face : the

forepart of anything : a kind of wig worn by ladies

:

the most conspicuous part : boldness : impudence.-^
adj. of, relating to, or in the front.

—

v.t. to stand in

front of or opposite : to oppose face to face.—f.J.

to stand in front or foremost : to turn the front

or face in any direction.—n. Frontage, the front

prt of a building.—rt(^'. Frontal, of or belong-

ing to the front or forehead.—«. a front-piece : some-

thing worn on the forehead or face : (arckit.) a

pediment over a door or window : a hanging of silk,

satin, &c., embroidered for an altar—now usually

covering only the top, the super/rontal—formerly

covering the whole of the front, corresponding to

the antependium.—adjs. Front'ate, -d (bot.), grow-
ing broader and broader : (zool.) having a prominent
frons or forehead : Front'ed, formed with a front

;

Front'lesB, void of shame or modesty.

—

adv. FronV-
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lessly.—«. Frontlet, a band worn oa i.ie I'orehcad.

—ad2>s. Frontward, -S, towards the front.—Come
to the front, to become conspicuous : to attain an
important position ; lu front of, before. [O. Fr.,

—

h. /rons,/roniis, the lorehead.]

Frontier, front'er, n. the boundary of a territory

:

(HhaM.) an outwork.

—

adj. lying on the frontier

:

bordering.

—

v.t. {Spens.) to place on the frontier.

—

«. Front'lersman, one settled on the borders of a

country. [O. Yr. frontier—V..fro>is.\

Frontispiece, front'i-spes, «. (archit.) the principal

face of a building : a figure or engraving in front of

a book.—i*./. to put as a frontispiece, to furnish with
such. [Fr.,—Low L. frontispicium—frons, fore-

head, sfiecere, to see ; not conn, with piece. ]

Fronton, fron'ton, «. (archit.) a pediment. — Also
Fron'toon. [Fr.]

Frore, frOr, Froren, frO'ren, adj. frozen, frosty.

—

adj.

Fro'ry (Speiu.), frozen. [A.S. froren, pa.p. of
freosan^ to freeze.]

Frost, frost, «. the state of the atmosphere in which
water freezes : state of being frozen : frozen dew,
also called hoarfrost: (slang) a disappointment, a
cheat.—f>./. to cover with hoar-frost or with anything
resembling hoar-frost : to sharpen (the points of a
horse's shoe) that it may not slip on ice.—«. Frost'-
blte, the freezing or depression of vitality in a part
of the body by exposure to cold.

—

v.t. to affect with
frost.

—

adjs. Frost' -bit'ten, bitten or affected by
frost ; Frost'-bound, bound or confined by frost

;

Frost'ed, covered by frost or any fine powder

:

injured by frost.—a-i'f. Frost'lly.—«j. Frost'iness

;

Frost'ing, the composition, resembling hoar-frost,

used to cover cake, &c. —adj. Frostless, free from
frost.

—

n. Frost'-nall, a projecting nail in a horse-
shoe serving as an ice-calk.

—

v.t. to put in such
nails. — ns. Frost'-smoke, vapour frozen in tlie

atmosphere, and having a smoke-like appearance

;

Frost'-WOrk, work resembling hoar-frost on shrubs,
&c.

—

adj. Frost'y, producing or containing frost

:

chill in affection : frost-like. [A.S. frost, forst—
freosan; cf. Q^x. frost.

\

Froth, froth, n. the foam on liquids caused by boiling,

or any agitation : (Jig.) an empty show in speech

:

any light matter.

—

v.t. to cause froth on.

—

v.i. to

throw up froth.

—

ns. Froth'ery, mere froth ; Froth'-
fly, aI.o Froth'-hop'per, Frog'-hop'per, Frog'-spit,
common names for numerous insects parasitic on
plants, on which the larvje and pupae are found
surrounded by a frothy spittle.

—

adv. Froth'ily.—«.

Froth'ineSS. — adjs. Froth'leSS, free from froth ;

Froth'y, full of froth or foam : empty : unsubstan-

tial. [Scand., as in Ice._/>7?tJ«, Dan. _/rrt<irfie.

]

Frounce, frowns, v.t. to plait : to curl : to wrinkle up :

to frown.—«. a plait or curl.

—

v.i. (obs.) to frown or
wrinkle the brow. [O. Tr.froncier. See Flounce (z),

of which it is an older form.]
Frow. frow, «. a Dutchwoman. [Dut. vrouw.'\
Froward, frO'w.ird, adj. (Spens.) turned from : .self-

willed : ^jcrverse : unreasonable—opp. to Toiuard.—
adv. Fro'wardly.—«. Fro'wardness. [A.S. fra,
aw.-»y, with affix •iuard.'\

Frown, frown, v.i. to wrinkle the brow as in anger :

to look angry.— v.t. to repel by a frown.— «. a
wrinkling or contraction of the brow in displeasure,

&c. : a stern look.

—

adj. Frown'lng, gloomy.

—

adv.
Frown'lngly. [From O. Fr. froignier (mod. re-

frogner), to knit the brow ; origm unknown.]
Trowy, frow*!, adj. (Spens.) musty, rancid.

Frowzy, froVzi, adj. rough and tangled. — Also
Frow'sy. [Perh. conn, v/hh frounce.]

Frozen, frOz'n, pa.p. o{freeze.
Fructldor, fruk-ti-dOr', «. the twelfth month in the

French revolutionary calendar, Aug. i8-Sept i6.

[Fr.,

—

L..fru<:tus, fruit ; Gr. ddron, a gift.]

Pruotlfy, fruk'ti-fT, v.t. to make fruitful: to fertilise.— TJ.i. to bear fruit.

—

adj. Fruct'ed (her.), bearing
fruit.

—

n. Fructes'cenoe, the time for the ripening of
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{ru\t.--adj. Fniotif erous, bearing fruit.—«j. FruC-
tifica'tlon, act of Iructifying, or producing fruit

:

(iot.) a term denoting sometunes the whole repro-
ductive system, sometimes the 'fruit' itself; FrUC'-
tose, fruit sugar or leviilose ; Fruc'tuary, one en-
joying the fruits of anythnig.

—

iidj. FrUC'tUOUS, fllll

of fruit. [Fr.,

—

'L.,—Jmetus, fruit.]

Frugal, frCSS'gal, adj. economical in the use of means

:

thrifty.—«j. Fru'galist, one who is frugal ; Frugjil'-
ity, economy : thni\..—adv. Fru'gally. [h.frugalis
—frugi, fit for iooA—frux,friigis, fruit.]

Frugiferous, froo-jif'er-us, adj. fruit-bearing.

—

adj.
Frugiv'orous, feeding on fruits or seeds. [L.frux,
frugis—ferre, to carry, vordre, to eat.]

Fruit, froOt, «. the produce of the earth, which supplies
the wants of men and animals : the part of a plant
which contains the seed : the offspring of animals

:

product, consequence, effect, advantage

—

(Spens.)
FraiCt.—v.i. to produce fruit.—«j. Frult'agO, fruit

collectively : fruits; Frult'-bud, a bud that produces
fruit ; Fnilt'-cake, a cake containing raisins, &c. ;

Fruiterer, one who deals in fruit :-^w. Fnilt'er-
eSS ; Frult'ery, a place for storing fruit : fruitage.^
adj. Fruitful, producing fruit abundantly : produc-
tive.—rtrfr^ Fruit'fully.— «.f. Fruit'fulness ; Frult'-

Ing, process of bearing fruit ; Frult'-knlfe, a knife

with a blade of silver, &c., for cutting fruit.

—

adj.

Fruit'less, barren : without profit : useless.

—

,tdv.

Fruitlessly.- >«. Frult'lessness ; Fruit-tree, a
tree yielding edible fruit.

—

adj. Frult'y, like, or
tasting like, fruit. — Small frults, strawberries,

currants, &c. [O. Fr. Jruit, frutct—L. fructus—
frui,fructus, to enjoy.]

Fruition, friJD-ish'un, n. enjoyment : use or possession
of anything, esp. accompanied with pleasure.

—

adj.

Fru'ltive, of or pertaining to fruition. [O. Fr.

fniition-\^. frui, to enjoy.]
Frumentatlon, frOD-men-ta shun, K. a largess of grain
bestowed on the starving or turbulent people in

ancient Rome.

—

adjs. Frumenta'ceous, made of or
resembling wheat or other grain ; Frumenta'riOUS,
pertaining to corn. [L. /ruinentation-em^/ruinen-
tdri, to provide with com—friiinentuin , corn.]

Frumenty, froo'men-ti, «. food made of hulled wheat
boiled in milk. — Also Fur'mety. [O. Fr.frutnentee,
wheat boiled^/VK/z/f/;/ —\^. frutnentum.\

Frump, frump, n. a dowdy and cross-grained woman :

(obs.) a flout or snub.

—

v.t. (obs.) to snub.

—

adjs.

Frump'ish, Frump'y, sour-tempered : ill-dressed.

Frumple, frum'pl, v.t. (prov.) to wrinkle.
Frush, frush, v.t. (Sliak.) to break, bruise, or crush.

—

adj. broken or crushed : brittle.—«. an onset, attack.

[O. Vr.froissier, to bruise

—

'L,.frustum, fragment.)
Frush, frush, «. (prov.) the frog of a horse's foot : a

disease in that part of a horse's foot.

Frustrate, frus'trat, v.t. to make vain or of no eflfect

:

to bring to nothing : to defeat.

—

p.adj. vain, in-

effectual, defeated.—«(/;. Frus'trable, capable of

being frustrated.— «. Frustration, disappointment:
defeat.—m^/j-. Frus'tratlve, tending to frustrate ;

FrUS'tratory, disappointing. [L. frustrdri, frus-
irdtiis—frustra, in vain.]

Frustule, frus'tul, «. the siliceous two-valved shell of
a diatom, with its contents.

Frustum, frus'tum, «. a slice of a solid body : the

part of a cone which remains when the top is cut off

by a plane parallel to the base. [L. frustum, a bit.]

Frutescent, frOO-tes'ent, adj. becoming shrubby

;

Fru'tex, a shrub, —adjs. Fru'ticose, Fru'ticous,
shrub-like : shrubby ; Frutlc'ulose, like a small

shrub. \V..frutescere—fnitex,fruticis, a shrub.]

Frutlfy, friJO'ti-f^, v.t. and v.i. (Shak.) = Fruotliy.

Fry, fri, v.t. to dress food with oil or fat in a pan over
the fire : to vex.

—

v.i. to undergo the action of heat
in a frying-pan: to simmer: (Spens.) to boil:

—

pr.fi. fry'ing
; pa.p. fried.—k. a dish of anything

fried.—«. Frying-pan, a flat iron vessel or pan for

frying with.—Out Of the frying-pan into the flr?,
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out of one evil or danger merely to fall into a
greater. [Yr./rire—h.J'ri^ere; cl. Gr. phrygtin.]

Fiy, fri, «. a swarm of fishes just spawned: a number
of small things.—Small fry, small things collectively,

persons or things of little importance. [M. E. _/r;

—

Ics./rid; Dan. and Sw./rd.^

Frxar. Same as Feuar.
Fub, fub, v.t. {S/iak.) to put off, to cheat: to steal.—

«. Fub'bery ((?i5.r.), deception.—Fub off, to put off or
evade by a trick or a lie. [See Fob.]

Fubby, fub'i. Fubsy, fub'zl, MiJ. chubby. [Ety. dub.]
Fuchsia, fu'shi-a, a plant with long pendulous flowers,

native to South America. [Named after Leonard
FucJis, a German botanist, 1501-66.]

FUCUS, fu'kus, n. a genus of seaweed containing the
wrack and other species : a dye : a disguise.

—

adj.

FuclVorouS, eating seaweed.—//. Fu'COld, fossil

seaweed.

—

adj. containing fucoids.

—

adj. Fu'CUSOd,
painted. [L. fucus, seaweed.]

Pud, fud, «. (Scot.) a hare's tail : the buttocks.
Fuddle, fud'l, v.t. to stupefy with drink.

—

v.i. to drink
to excess or habitually : — pr.p- fudd'ling ; pa.p.
fudd'led.

—

n. intoxicating drink. —kj. Fodd'le-cap,
a hard drinker ; Fudd'ler, a drunkard. — adj.
Fudd'ling, tippling. [Cf. Dut. vod, soft, Ger.
prov./uddein, to swindle. ]

Fudge, fuj, H. stuff: nonsense: an exclamation of
contempt.

—

z'.i. And v.t. to botch or bungle anything.—adj. Fud'gy, irritable : awkward.
Fuel, fu'el, «. anything that feeds a fire, supplies

energy, &c.

—

v.t. {arcJi.) to furnish with fuel.

—

adj.
Pu'elled, furnished with fuel. — «. Fu'eller, one
who, or that which, supplies fuel for fires. [O. Fr.

fowaitU—'L./ocaU—h.jhcus, a fireplace.]

Fuero, fwa'rO, «. the constitution of certain practically

autonomous states and communities in northern
Spain and south-western France—^the Ba.sque pro-

vinces, Navarre, Beam, &c. : modes and tenures
of property, &c., nearly equivalent to the French
customary law. [Sp.,

—

h. Jifntm.]
Fnff, fuf, n. (Scot.) a puff: the spitting of a cat: a

burst of anger.

—

v.t. and v.i. to puff.

—

adj. Fuff'y,
light and soft.

Fugacious, fu-ga'shus, adj. apt to flee away : fleet-

ing.—;u. Fuga'ciousness, Pugac'ity. [L. /ugax,
fugacis, {Tomyitgere, to flee.]

Fugitive, fiSj'i-tiv, adj. apt to flee away : uncertain :

volatile : perishable : temporary : occasional, written
for some pas.sing occasion.— «. one who flees or has
fled from his station or country : one hard to be
caught.

—

ns. Fu'gie (^Scot.), a cock that will not
fight, a runaway ; Fu'gle-warr'ailt, a warrant to

apprehend a debtor about to abscond, prob. from the
phrase in meditatione fugx; Fuglta'tion (Scots
taw), absconding from justice: outlawry'.

—

ad-;:

Fug'itlvely. — «. Fug'itiveness. [Kr.,— L. /«^/-
tiviis,fugere, to flee.]

Fugleman, fu'gl-man, «. a soldier who stands before
a company at drill as an example : a ringleader,

mouthpiece of others. —Z'. /. Fu'gle (Car/y/^'), to act
like a fugleman. [Ger. Jliigeltnantt, the leader of a
iXK—flUgel, a wing, tnann, man.]

Fugue, fQg, n. (iniis.) a form of composition in which
the subject is given out by one part and immediately
taken up by a second, its answer, during which the
first part supplies an accompaniment or counter-
subject, and so on.—«. Fug'Uist, one who writes or
plays fugues. [Fr.,

—

U. /u^a—'L. /uga , flight.]

Fulcrum, ful'krum, «. (mech?) the prop or fixed point
on which a lever moves : a prop :

—

/>l. Ful'CTUms,
Fulcra.—rt<^'. Ful'crate, supported with fulcrums.
[L. fulcrum, a -fTo^^fuldre, to prop.]

Fulfil, fool-fir, v.t. to complete: to accomplish: to
carry into effect •.~-j>r.p. fulfil'ling : Ai./. fulfilled'.— ns. Fulfil'ler; Fiilfll'Ung, Fnlfil'ment, full

performance : completion : accomplishment. [A.S.
funfyllan—full, ^wW./yllan, to fill.]

Fulgent, ful'jent, adj. shining : bright.—«. Ful'gency.

—adv. Ful'gently.— <*^. Ful'gid, flashing.— «j.
Ful'gor, Ful'gour. splendour. — adj. Ful'goroua,
flashing. [L./ulgeut, pr.p. oi/ulgere, to shine.]

Fulg^ate, ful'gu-rat, v.i. to flash as lightning.

—

adjs.
Ful'gural, pertaining to lightning ; Ful'gurant,
flashing like lightning.—«j-. Fulgura'tlon, in assay-
ing, the sudden and final brightening of the fused
globule ; Ful'gurite, a tube of vitrified sand frequent
in loo>e sandhills—prob. due to lightning.— adj.
FlU'gUrOUS, resembling lightning.

Fulham, ful'am, «. a die loaded at the comer.—Also
Full'am, Full'an. [Prob. the place-name Fulhain.]

Fuliginous, fu-lij'i-nus, adj. sooty : smoky.—«. Fuh-
ginosity.—rt^/,-. Fulig'inously. [L.,/uligo, soot.]

Full, tool, adj. having all it can contain : having no
empty space : abundantly supplied or furnished

:

abounding : containing the whole matter : com-
plete : perfect : strong : clear : (coll.) dmnlc : at
poker, consisting of three of a kind and a pair.

—

u.

completest extent, as of the moon : highest degree :

the whole : time of full-moon.

—

v.t. to draw up or
pucker the cloth on one side more than on the other.—tidv. quite : to the same degree : with the whole
effect : completely.—a^>. Full'-a'comed (Shak.),
full-fed with acorns ; Full'-aged, having reached
one's majority. — «. Full'-blood, an individual of
pure hXooA.—adjs. Full'-blood'ed ; Full'-bloomed,
in perfect bloom; Full'-blown, blown or fully ex-

panded, as a flower; FuU'-bott'omed, having a full

or large bottom, as a wig.—«. I^l'-dress, the dress
worn on occasions of state or ceremony. — adjs.

Full'-eyed, with large prominent eyes ; Full'-faoed,
h.iving a full or broad face; Full'-fed, fed to plump-
ness : Full'-fraught (Shak.), full-stored ; Full'-
grown, grown to maturity ; FuU'-hand'ed, bearing
something valuable, as a gift ; Full'-heart ed, full

of heart or courage : elated ; Full'-hot (SJtak.),

heated to the utmost ; Full'-leng^h, extending the
whole length («. a portrait showing such) ; FulT-
manned (Shak.), having a full crew. — ns. Full'-

moon, the moon with its whole disc illuminated,
when opposite the sun ; Full'ness, Ful'ness, the
state of being filled so as to have no part vacant

:

the state of abounding in anything : complete-
ness : satiety : largeness : force and volume, as
of sound : (S/tak.) plenty, wealth. — adjs. Full'-

orbed, having the orb or disc fully illuminated, as
the full-moon : round ; Full'-sailed, unbounded,
absolute : moving onwards under full sail ; Full -

split (slang), with all one's might or speed ; Full'-

Bununed, complete in all its parts.

—

n. Full'-swlng,
the full extent or utmost limit.

—

adj. Full'-Winged
(Sluik.), having perfect or strong wings. — adv.
Fully, completely : entirely.—Full back (footbalt),

see Back.—At the full, at the height, as of one's

good fortune, &c. : In full, without reduction ; In
the fullness of time, at the proper or destined time.

—To the full, in full measure, completely. [A.S.
full; Goih./ulls, Ice./«//r, Ger. voll.]

Full, fool, v.t. to press or pound cloth in a mill : to
scour and thicken in a mill. — ns. Full'age, the
charge for fulling cloth ; Full'er, a bleacher or
cleanser of cloth ; Fuller'S-earth, a soft earth or
clay, capable of absorbing grease, used in fulling or
bleaching cloth; Puller' S-thistle, -weed, the teasel

;

Pull'ery, the place or works where fulling of
cloth is carried on : Full'ing-mlll, a mill in which
woollen cloth is fulled. [O. Fr. /uler—'Low L.

fullare—l^./ulla, a cloth-fuller.]

Fuller, fool'er, «. a half-round set-hammer.
Fulmar, ful'mar, «. a species of petrel inhabiting the

Shetland Isles, &c., valuable for its down, feathers,

and oil. [Perh. Norse /ii//, foul.]

Fulminate, ful'min-at, v.i. to thunder or make a loud
noise : to issue decrees with violence, or with
menaces of grave censure.

—

v.t. to cause to explode :

to send forth, as a denunciation

—

(Milt.) Pulmine.
—n. a compound of fulmioic acid with mercury, &c.
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Fulsome fate, far ; m5, her ; mine

;

Pur

—-adj. Ful'minant, fulminating: (path.) develop-

ing suddenly.—/;, a thunderbolt, explosive.— a^;-
Ful'mlnating, crackling, exploding, detonating.

—

«. Fulmina'tlon, act of fulminating, thundering, or

issuing forth : a chemical explosion : a denunciation.

—Oiijs. Ftxl'mlnatory ; Fulmln'eous, Fiil'mlnous,

pertaining to thunder and lightning ; Fulmtn'iC, per-

taining to an acid used in prepanng explosive com-

pounds. [1.. /tilinindre, -diiim—Julmen (fax futgi-

men), lightning^/«4'^r<?, to shine.]

Fulsome, fool'sum, adj. cloying or causing surfeit

:

nauseous : offensive : gross : disgustingly fawning.

—a^'. Ftil'somely.—«. Ful'someness. [A.S. /«//,

full, and affix -some.]

Fulvous, fiil'vus, adj. deep or dull yellow : tawny.

—

Also Ful'Vld. [L.y7</z'/«, tawny.]
Fum, fum, ». a fabulous Chinese bird, one of the

symbols of imperial dignity.—Also FUBg.
FumaolOUS, fu-mil'shi-us, adj. smoky : fond of smoking.
Fumado, fu-ma'do, «. a smoked fish, esp. a pilchard.

[Sp.,— L,. yiiftidri; to smoke.]
Fumage, fum'aj, «. hearth-money.
Fumarole, fum'a-rOl, «. a smoke-hole in a volcano or

sulpliur-mine. \^x. /unierole—\^/jitnus, smoke.]
Fumble, fum'bl, v.i. to grope about awkwardly: to

handle awkwardly : to stammer in speech : to find by
groping.

—

v.t. to manage awkwardly.

—

n. Fum'bler.

\
—Oihi. Fum'bllngly. [Dut. fommeUn, to fumble ;

cf. Dan. famle. Ice Jiilma, to grope about.]

Pume, fum, «. smoke or vapour : any volatile matter :

heat of mind, rage, a passionate person : anything
unsubstantial, vain conceit.

—

v.i. to smoke : to throw
off vapour : to be in a rage : to offer incense to.

—

u. Fum'atory, a place for smoking or fumigation.—ndjs. Fu'mid, smoky ; Fumlf'erous, producing
fumes.

—

n. FunXOS'ity, quality of being fumous : {pi.)

the fumes arising from over citing or drinking.

—

ndjs. Fum'ous, Fumose', Fum'y, producing fumes.

lO. Yx.fum— \^. /limits, smoke.]
Fumet, fu'met, n. the dung of deer, hares, &c. [O.

¥r./umeis,/umer— \.. fimdre, to dung.]
Fumette, fu-met', «. the scent of game when high.—

Also Fumet'. [Fr.]

Fumigate, fum'i-gat, v.i. to expose to smoke or gas,

to expose to fumes, as of sulphur, for purposes of

disinfecting: to perfume.

—

ns. Fumlga'tlOn, act of
fumigating or of applying purifying smoke, &c., to

;

Fum'lgator, a brazier for burning disinfectants, &c.—adj. Fum'lgatory. [L./umigdre, -dium.]
Fumitory, fum'i-to-ri, «. a plant of a disagreeable
smell.—«. Fum'lter (S/utk!). [O. Fr. fumeterre,
e.irth-smoke

—

1^. /umits, smoke, terra, earth.]

FummeL Same as Funnel.
Fun, fun, «. merriment : sport.—Be great fun, to be

very amusing ; In fun, in joke, not seriously ; Like
fun {coll.), in a rapid manner ; Not to see the fun
of, not to take as a joke. [Prob. a form of obs. /on,
to befool. Skeat refers to Ir./onn, delight.]

Funambulate, fu-nam'bu-lat, 7'.«. to walk on a rope.

—>is. Funambula tlon ; Funamtulator, Funam-
bulus, Funam'bullst, a rope-walker.—«<//'. Funam'-
bulatory. [h./um's, a rope, ambuldre, to walk.]

Function, fungk'shun, «. the doing of a thing

:

duty peculiar to any office : faculty, exercise of

faculty : the peculiar office of any part of the body
or mind : power ; a solemn service : {math.) a
<iuantity so connected with another that any change
in the one produces a corresponding change in the

other : the technical term in physiology for the vital

activity of organ, tissue, or cell.

—

adj. Func'tlonal,
pertaining to or performed by functions— opp. to

Organic or Structural.—vs. t. Func'tlonallse, Func -

tlonate.—a^r/. Funo'tlonally.— «. Funtftlonary,
one who discharges any duty : one who holds an
office.

—

adj. Func'tlonless, having no function. [O.

Fr.,

—

\^ Ainction-em—/ungi,/unctus, to perform.)

fnud, fund, n. a sum of money on which some enter-

^ jirise is founded or expense supported : a supply or

source of money : a store laid up : supply : {pi.)

permanent debts due by a government and paying
interest.

—

v.t. to form a debt into a stock charged
with interest : to place money in a fund. — adj.
Fund'able, capable of being converted into a fund
or into bonds.

—

p.adj. Fund'ed, invested in public
funds: existing in the form, of bonds.—«. FUnd'-
hold'er, one who has money in the public funds.

—

adj. Fiuid'less, destitute of supplies or money.
[¥r./oiid—L,./u>iiius, the bottom.]

Fundamental, fun-da-ment'al, adj. essential, basal,

primary : important. — «. that which serves as a
groundwork: an essential.

—

»s. Fund'ament, the
lower part or seat of the body ; Fundamental'ity.
—adv. Fundament'ally. [Vt-.-h./undautentum,
/iinddre, to found.]

Fundus, fun'dus, «. the bottom of anything : {anat.)
the rounded base of a hollow organ. [L.]

Funeral, fu'ner-al, n. burial : the ceremony, &c.,
connected with burial.

—

adj. pertaining to or used
at a hnr\a.\.—adjs. Funeb'rlal, Funeb'ral, Funeb'rl-
ous ; Fu'nerary, Funer'eal, pertaining to or suiting

a funeral: dismal: mournful. [O. Fr.,—Low L.

/iineralis—V.. /iinus,/meris, a funeral procession.]
Funest, fO-nest', adj. causing or portending death,

lamentable. [Fr.,

—

'L./u7testus, destructive.]
Fun^bles, fun'ji-blz, «.//. {la~w) movable effects

which perish by being used, and which are esti-

mated by weight, number, and measure. [Low L.
/jtngibilis—h./ungi, to perform. See Function.

)

Fungus, fung'gus, «. one of the lowest of the great
groups of cellular cryptogams, including mush-
rooms, toadstools, mould, &c. : proud-flesh formed
on wounds :—//. Fungl (fun'ji), or Fun^ses (fung'-

gus-ez).-rti//>. Fung^al, Funga'ceous, like a fungus

;

Fun'glC (Jik), Fun'glform, having the form of a
fungus ; Punglv'orous, feeding on mushrooms ;

Fung'Old, resembling a mushroom.

—

ns. Fungol'o-
glst, a student of fungi ; FungOl'Dgy, the science of
fiingi ; FungOS'lty, quality of being fungous.

—

adj.
Fung'OUS, of or like fungus : soft : spongy : growing
suddenly : ephemeral. [L. /ungits, a mushroom—
Gr. sp/w'iggos, sponggos, a sponge.]

FuniCle, fu'ni-kl, «. a small cord or ligature : a fibre.

—

ad;. Punic ular.—«. Funiculus, the umbilic^d cord.
—Funicular railway, a cable-railway, esp. one
ascending a hill. [\^./uniculus, dim. o^/itnis, a cord.l

Funk, fungk, «. {coll.) abject terror or fnght.

—

v.i. and
v.t. to shrink through fear : to shirk.

—

ailj. Funk'y.
Funk, fungk, n. touchwood : a spark. [Cf Dut. iiouk.]

Funk, fungk, v.t. to stifle with smoke. [Ety. dub.]
Funkla, funk'i-a, n, a genus of Liliacetr allied to

the day lilies, native to China. [From the German
botanist, H. C Funck, 1771-1839.]

Funnel, fun'el, «. a tube or passage for the escape of
smoke, &c. : an instrument for pouring fluids into
close vessels, as bottles, &c.

—

adj. Funn'elled, pro-

vided with a funnel.

—

n. Funn'el-net, a net shaped
like a funnel, [Prob. through Fr. from L. in/un-
dibulum^/undere , to pour.]

- el,«.(/
''

a -she-ass. — .Mso Fumm'eL
Funnel, fun'el, «. {pro

o pour.J
z'.) the offspring of a stallion and

Funny, fun'i, adj. full of fun : droll : perplexing, odd.
—luiv. Funnily.— «j. Funn'iness, Funn'iment.—
Funny bone, a popular name given to what is really

the comparatively unprotected ulnar nerve, which,
when struck by a blow, shoots a singular tingling

sensation down the forearm to the fingers ; Funny
man, the clown in a circus.

Funny, fun'i, ». a light clinker-built pleasure-boat,
with a pair of sculls.

For, fur, n. the short, fine hair of certain animals :

their skins with the fur prepared for garments

;

rabbits, hares, as opposed to partridges, pheasants
(feathers) : {Milt.) kmd or class, from the idea of
particular furs being worn by way_ of distinction : a
fur-like coating on the tongue, the interior of boilers,

&c.

—

v.t. to hne with fur: to cover with morbid
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Ptiracious mote ; mute ; mSSn ; Men. Fustian

fur-like matter .—pr-p. fur'ring ; pa.p. furred.—a^'.

Furred, made of fur, provided with fur.

—

ns. PuiTler,

a dealer in furs and fur goods ; FUT'riery, furs in

general : trade in furs ; Fur'ring, fur trimmings : a

coating on the tongue : strips of wood fastened on

joists, &c., to make a level surface or provide an

air-space : strips of wood nailed on a wall to carry

lath.— «(//. Pur'ry, consisting of, covered with, or

dressed in fur. (O. Fr.y&rr?,/«errf, sheathJ
FuraciOUS, fCi-ra'shus, adj. thievish.

—

hs. Fura'CiOUS-

ness, Furac'ity.
Furbelow, fur'be-lo, «. the plaited border of a gown or

petticoat, a flounce. [Fr., It., and Sp. yhiiaia ; o£

unknown origin. The word simulates an English
{orm—yitr-de/aw.]

FurWsll, furbish, v.t. to purify or polish : to rub up
imtil bright : to renovate. [O. Yx.fourbiss-^fourbir,

from Old High Gftr-furban, to purify.]

Furcate, fur'kat, adj. forked : branching like the

prongs of a fork—also Fur'cated.—«.r. Furca'tion,

a forking or branching out ; Fur'Oifer, a genus of

South American deer with furcate antlers.

—

ndjs.

Furciferous, of insects bearing a forked appendage ;

Fur'Clform, fork-shaped.—«. Pur'Cllla, the united

pair of clavicles of a bird, forming a single forked

bone— the merry-thought.

—

adj. Fuycular, furcate :

shaped like a fork. [L., ixomfiirca, a fork.]

Furfur, fur'fur, «. dandruff, scurf—also FuTfalr.—
adj. Furfuraoeous, branny: scaly—also FurTu-
rous.—«. Furfura'tion, the falling of scurf. [L.]

Furfurol, fur'fur-ol, «. a volatile oil obtained when
wheat-bran, sugar, or starch is acted on by dilute

sulphuric acid. SX'.furfur, bran.]

Furious, fu'ri-us, adj. full of fury : violent. — adj.

Fu'ribund, raging. — HS. Furloa'ity, madness ;

Furlo'SO, a furious person.—rtt/z/. Fu'rloUSly.— «.

Fu'riousneSS. [O. Yr. furieus—l^.furidsus—furia,
rage.]

Furl, furl, v.t. to draw or roll up, as a sail. [Contr. of
ohs.furdle, homfarde/.]

Furlong, fur'long, ft. 40 poles : one-eighth of a mile.

[Pi..S.furianff—furh, furrow, lang, long.]

Furlough, fur'io, «. leave of absence.

—

v.t. to grant
leave of absence. [Dut. verlof; cf. Ger. verlaub.]

Furmenty. See Fnunenty.
Furnace, fur'nas, «. an oven or enclosed fireplace for

melting ores and other purposes : a time or place of
grievous affliction or torment.

—

z'.t. to exhale like a
furnace: to subject to the heat of a furnace. [O. Fr.

fornais—\-.. fornax—fornus, an oven.]
Fiimiment, fur'ni-ment, «. (Spetis.). Same as Fur-

niture.
Furnish, fur'nish, v.t. to fit up or supply completely,

or with what is necessary : to equip (with).—adj.
Fur'nlshed, stocked with furniture.—«. Fur'nlsher.
~-n.pl. Fur'nishingS, fittings of any kind, esp.

articles of furniture, &c., within a house : (Shak.)
any incidental part.— n. Fur'nishmeut. [O. Fr.

fumiss-
,
furnir—Old High Gcv.frummjan, to do.]

Furniture, fur'ni-tur, «. movables, either for use or
ornament, with which a house is equipped : equi-
page, the trappings of a horse, &c. : decorations : the
necessary appendages in some arts, &c. : {print.) the
pieces of wood or metal put round pages of type to
make proper margins and fill the spaces between the
pages and the chase. \¥t. foi4rtiiture.]

Furor, fu'ror, 71. fury : excitement, enthusiasm.—Also
Furo're. [L.]

Furrow, fur's, «. the trench made by a plough : any
groove : a wrinkle on the face.— w.^. to form furrows
in : to groove : to wrinkle. —«. Furr'0W-weed(5"/ja/i.),
a weed on ploughed land.

—

adj. Furr'owy. [A.S.
furk; cf. Ger. furcAe, 1j. porca.]

Flirther, fur'Mer, adv. to a greater distance or de-
gree : in addition.—aof;'. more distant : additional.

—

adv. Fur'thermore, in addition to what has been
said, moreover, besides.

—

adjs. FUT'themiOSt, most
remote ; Fur'thersome, tending to further or pro-

mote.—adv. Fur'thest, at the greatest distance.

—

adj. most distant.—Wish one further, to wish one
somewhere else than here and now. [A.S.fur^r,
a comp. offare, with comp. suff.]

Further, furV/^er, v.t. to help forward, promote.— «.r.

Fur'therance, a helping forward ; Fur'therer, a
promoter, advancer.

—

adj. Fur'tliersome, helpful.

[A.S. fyrfSran.]

Furtive, fur'tiv, adj. stealthy : secret.—adv. Fur'-
tively. lFr.,—h.furtivus—fur, a thief.]

Furuncle, fu'rung-kl, «. an inflammatory tumour.

—

adjs. FuTun'cular, Furun'culoua. IL.furuncHti/s.]
Fury, fu'ri, «. rage : violent passion : madness : {myt/i.)

one of the three goddesses of fate and vengeance, the
Erinyes, or euphemistically Eumenides—Tisiphone,
Alecto, and Megaera—hence a passionate, violent

woman. [Fr. furie— L,.furia^furere, to be angry.]
Furze, furz, «. the whin or gorse, a prickly evergreen
bush with beautiful yellow flowers.

—

adjs. Furz'y,
Furz'en, overgrown with furze. [A.S. jyrs.]

Fusarole, fu'sa-rol, «. {archit.) an astragal.—Also
Fu'sarol. [Fr.,

—

L,.fusus, spindle.]

Fuscous, fus'kus, adj. brown : dingy

—

{Charles Lamb)
Fuse, [h.fuscus, akin tofurvus.\

Fuse, fuz, v.t. to melt : to liquefy by heat.

—

v.i. to be
melted : to be reduced to a liquid.—«. Fusibirity.

—

adjs. Fu'sible, that may be fused or melted—(^///i'.)

FU'Sile, Fli'Sll.

—

us. FU'sing-point, the temperature
at which any solid substance becomes liquid ; Fu'sion,

act of melting : the state of fluidity from heat : a close

union of things, as if melted together.—Aqueous
fusion, the melting of certain crystals by heat in

their own water of crystallisation ; Dry fusion, the

liquefaction produced in salts by heat after the

water of crystallisation has been expelled ; Igneous
fusion, the melting of anhydrous salts by heat with-

out decomposition. [\^ fundere ,
fusitiii , to melt.]

Fuse, fuz, «. a tube filled with combustible matter for

firing mines, discharging shells, &c. [It. fuso—L.

fusiis, a spindle.]

Fusee, Fuzee, fu-ze', «. the spindle in a watch or clock

on which the chain is wound : a match used for

lighting a pipe or cigar in the open air : a fuse : a
fusil.

—

adj. Fii'Siform, spindle-shaped : tapering at

each end. [O. Fr.^ii?^, aspindleful—Low L.yi^ja/a—\..fusus, a spindle.]

Fusel-oil, fu'zel-oil, «. a nauseous oil in spirits dis-

tilled from potatoes, barley, &c. [Ger. fusel, bad
spirits.]

Fusil, fu'zil, «. a flint-lock musket. [O. Fr. fuisil, a
flint-rausket, same as \t. fociU—Low 1-,. facile, steel

(to strike fire with), dim. of L,. focus, a fireplace.]

Fusil, fu'zil, )i. {her.) a.n elongated rhomboidal figure.

[O. Fx.ftisel—\^.fusus, a spindle.]

Fusilier, Fusileer, fu-zil-er', «. formerly a soldier

armed with a fusil, now simply a historical title

borne by a few regiments of the British army
(Northumberland, Royal Scots, &c.).

Fusillade, fuz'il-ud, «. a sinmltaneous or continuous

discharge of firearms.

—

v.i. to shoot down bya
simultaneous discharge of firearms.— «. Fusilla'-

tion, death by shooting. [Fr.,—fusil, a nmsket.]

Fuss, fus, K. a bustle or tumult : haste, flurry.

—

v.i. to

be in a bustle.—<k/z/. FUSS'ily.—«. FusS'ineSS, a

needless state of hu<.t\e.—adj. FuSS'y. [Imit.]

Fust, fust, «. the shaft of a column. [O. Fr.fust (Fr.

/at)—'L.fustis, a stick.]

Fust, v.i. See Fusty.
Fustanelle, fus-ta-nel', n. a white kilt worn by Greek
men. [Mod. Gr. phoustani, Albanian /ustaii— It-

fustagna, fustian.]

Fustet, fus'tet, n. the smoke-tree or Venetian sumach,
or its wood. [Fr.,

—

'L.fustis, a stick.]

Fustian, fust'yan, n. a kind of coarse, twilled cotton
fabric, including moleskin, velveteen, corduroy, &c.

:

a pompous and unnatural style of writing or speak-
ing : bombast : a liquor miuie of white wine with
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Fustic fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Gadoid

yoik of eggs, iemoti, spices, Sic—iuij. inadt of
fustian : bombastic.

—

v.i. Fust'ianise (Holmes), to

write bombastically.

—

n. Fust'ianist, one who writes

bombast. [O. Vr. /"ustaigyte {Vr./utaine)—lt../ust-

a£^>u>—how L. /usianeum, from Ar. Fostat (a suburb
of Cairo) in Egypt, where first made.]

Fustic, fus'tik, «. the wood of a West Indian tree,

formerly much used as a dye.—Also Fus'tOC. [Fr.

/iistoc, ycWavt — Sp. /ustoc—h. /ustis.]

Fustlgation, fus-ti-ga'shun, «. a beatmg with a stick.

—zi.t. Fus'tigate, to thrash with a stick. [L. fusti-

s^are, -a turn, to beat with a stick—//«/«, a stick.]

Fustilarlan, fus-ti-la'ri-.m, «. {Skak.) a low fellow, a
scoundrel.—«. Fus'tilUgS {prov.), a frowzy woman.

Fusty, fust'i, adj. smelling of the wood ot the cask, as

wine: ill-smelling.—jy./. Fust (Shak.) to grow or

smell mouldy.—'ir/;'. Fust'ed, mouldy.—«. Fust'l-

ness. [O. Yr./ust, wood of a cask—L. /;«/«.]

FUSUS, fu'sus, n. a genus of Gasteropods, usually

referred to the Murex family. [L.]

Futchel, fuch'el, n. a piece of timber lengthwise of a
carriage, supporting the splinter-bar and the pole.

Futhorc, fu'thork, ft. the Runic alphabet. [From the

first six letters,/; u, }>, o or a, r, k.\

Futile, fu'til, adj. useless: unavailing : trifling.

—

adv.
FU'tllely.—«j. Futilita'rian, one who gives himself
to profitless pursuits ; Futil'lty, uselessness. [Fr.,—h.fHtilis—/nndere , to pour.]

Futtock, fut'uk, «. one of the separate pieces of tim-
ber composing the frame of a ship.

—

us.fil. Futt'OCll-
plates, iron plates with dead-eyes, crossing the
sides of the top-rim perpendicularly ; Futt'OClf-
Bhrouds, short pieces of rope or chain which secure

the lower dead-eyes and futtock-plates of topmast
rigging to a band round a lower mast. [Perh. cor-
rupted {xom.foot-hooks.\

Future, fut'ur, adj. about to be : that is to come

:

{gram.) expressing what will Ije.—«. time to come.—«. Fut'ure-per'fect {gram.), a tense expressing
action viewed as past in reference to an assumed
future time (L. amavero = 1 shall have loved).

—

v.i.

Futurise, to form the future tense.

—

ns. Fut'UrlSt,
one whose chief interests are in what is to come

;

Futurition (-ish'un), future existence : accomplish-
ment ; Futur'ity, time to come : an event or state
of being yet to come. [Fr.,— L. futurus, fut.p. of
esse, to be.]

Fuze, fuz, «. Same as Fuse.
Fuzz, fuz, v.i. to fiy ofi" in minute particles with a

fizzing sound like water from hot iron.—«. fine light

particles, as dust, down, &c.— «. Fuzz'ball, a kind of

fungus, whose head is full of a fine dust. [Ety. dub.]
Fuzzle, fuz'l, v.t. (prov.) to intoxicate.

Fuzzy, fuz'i, adj. covered with fuzz, fluffy.—adv.
Fuzzily.—«. Fuzz'iness.

Fy, fl, interj. Same as Fie.

Fylce, flk, «. a bag-net for catching fish. \V>\iX. /uik.\
Fylfot, Filfot, fil'fot, «. an ancient symbol in the form

of a Greek cross, with each arm continued at right

angles, called also Gammadion, Gaminaiioii, and
Svasiika. (Prob. fill-foot, meaning a device for

filling the foot of a painted window.]

Fyrd, fird, n. the military force of the whole nation,

all males capable of bearing arms, in Anglo-Saxon
times. [A. S.^n^, army.

]

Fytte. See Fit (3).

the seventh letter of our alphabet, and in

the Roman not originally differentiated from
C, but substituted there for the disused 2 :

(mus.) the fifth note of the diatonic scale of

C minor—also soi, the scale or key having
that note for its tonic : (nai. fhil.) a symbol for

acceleration of gravity, which is about 32 feet per
second : in the medieval system of Roman numerals
= 400, or Q = 400,000.

Oab, gab, v.i. {coll.) to chatter, prate.—«. idle talk,

prattling: a jest, a witticism: {Scot.) the mouth.

—

ft. Q&b'oer, jabber.

—

adj. Gab'by, garrulous.—Gift
Of the gab, a talent for talking.

Gab, gab, v.i. to brag. [O. Fr. gabber, to mock.]
Gabbart, gab'art, «. a flat river vessel with a long

hatchway.— Also Gabb'ard. [Fr. gaiare— Prov.
and It. gabarra.]

Gabbatha, gab'a-tha, «. the place where Pilate sat at
the trial of Jesus, a tesselated pavement outside the
praetorium. [Heb., ' platform. ]

Gabble, gab'l, v.i. to talk inarticulately: to chatter:
to cackle like geese. — «*. Gabble ; Gabbler

;

Gabb'ling, Oabb'lement. [Freq. oigab.]
Gabbro, gab'ro, «. a rock composed of feldspar and

diallage-—also Ettfihotide.—n. GabbTonite, a com-
pact variety of scapolite, resembling gabbro. [It.]

Gabelle, gab-el', «. a tax, impost dutv-, formerly in

France, esp. the tax on salt.—«. Ga'beler. [Fr.
gabelle—Low L. gabella, gablum—Teut.]

Gaberdine, gab-er-den', «. a loose upper garment,
formerly worn by Jews. [O. Fr. gauvarditte ; per.

Mid. High Ger. wallevart, pilgrimage, whence also
Sp. gahardina, &c.]

Gabeflunzie, gab-er-hm'zi, -yi, n. {Scot.) a pouch
carried by Scottish beggars : a strolling beggar.

Gabion, ga'bi-nn, «. {fort.) a bottomless basket of

wicker-work filled with earth, used for shelter from
the enemy's fire while digging trenches, or in form-

ing the foundation ofa jetty.

—

ns. Ga'bionade, a work
formed ofgabions ; Ga'bionage, gabions collectively.

—adj. Ga'bioned, furnished with gabions. [Fr.,—

ll.gabbione, a large caL%e—gabbia—-L. cavea, a cage.]
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Gable, ga'bl, «. {archit.) the triangular part of an
exterior wall of a building between the top of the

side-walls and the slopes on the roof— (.SV(>/.) Ga'VeL
—adj. GaTjled.—KJ. Ga'ble-end. the end-wall of a
building on the side where there is a gable ; Ga'blet
{dim.), a small gable, as an ornament on buttresses,

&c. ; Ga'ble-Win'dOW, a window in the gable-end of

a building, or a window with its upper part shaped
like a gable. [The northern form gavel is prob. Ice.

gafl; ii-vi.gafvel, Dan. gavl. The southern lormgaile
IS prob. through O. ¥t. gable, jable from Ice. gafl.\

Gabriel's hounds. See Hound.
Gaby, ga'bi, «. a simpleton. (Hardly related \o gape.^

Gad, gad, «. a pointed bar of steel : a tool used in

mining : a graver : a rod or stick, a goad : the bar

across a Scotch condemned cell, on whicii the iron

ring ran which fastened the shackles—also GadO,
Gaid.—«. Gad'ling, one of the spikes on the knuckles

of a gauntlet.—Upon the gad {Shak.), upon the

spur of the moment. [Ice. gadd-r, a .spike.]

Gad, gad, interj. a minced form of God.—interjs.

Gad'SO, an exclamation of surprise ; Gad'ZOOkS, an

obsolete minced oath.

Gad, gad, v.i. to rove about restlessly : to wander or

ramble in speech, &c., to straggle in growth:

—

—Z^./*. gad'ding; pa.fi. gad'ded.

—

ns. Gad, Gad'-

about, one who walks idly about ; Gad'der. -

adv. Gaddlngly—«. Gad'dlshness. [Prob. conn,

with gad in gadfly ; or obsolete gadling, vagabond.]

Gadfly, gad'fil, «. a fly which pierces the skin of

cattle in order to deposit its eggs : a mischievous
gadabout. [Vrom gad, n., and fly.]

Gadge, g.ij, u. an instrument of torture {Bro7vnittg).

GadheliO, gad-el'ik, adj. of or belonging to that

branch of the Celtic race which comprises the Erse
of Ireland, the Gaels of Scotland, and the Manx of
the Isle of Man, as distinguished from the Cymric.
(Ir. Gaed/ieal {p\. Gaedhil), a Gael.]

Gadoid, gfi'doid, adj. pertaining to the Gadidtr, or
cod-fishes.

—

n. a fish of this family.—«. Ga'dean, a
fish of this ism\\y.—adj. Ga'dine.—«. Ga'dus, tht
typical genus of the same. [Gr. gados.]



Gadolinite mCte ; mate ; mOOn ; then. Galilee

Gadolinite, gatlO-lin-U, «. a silicate of the yttrium and
cerium metals, containing also beryllium and iron.

[From the Finnish chemist GaJolin (1760-1852).]
Gadroon, gad-roSn', «. one of a set of convex curves or

arcs joined at their extremities to form a decorative
pattern—in plate, &c.

—

adj. Gadrooned'.—». Gad-
rooning. [Fr. godron.]

Gadsman, gadz'man, «. {Scot.) one who drives horses
at tile plough. [Gad »t\<i tnan.]

Gadwall, gad'wawl, «. a northern fresh-water duck.
Gas, ga, a Scotch form o( go.
Gael, gal, H. a Scotch Highlander.

—

adj. Gaelic
(gal'ik), pertaining to the Gaels.

—

n. the Scottish-

Highland dialect.—f.^ Gaelioise.—«. Gaelicism.
[Gael. Gaidheal.\

Gaff, gaf, n. a hook used esp. for landing large fish

after they have been hooked on the line and spent
by the skill of the angler: («<»«/.) the spar to which
the head 01 a fore-and-aft sail is bent.

—

v.t. to hook
or bind by means of a gaff. ~ «. Gaff '-top-sail, a
small sail, the head of which is extended on a small
gall' which hoists on the top-mast, and the foot on
the lower gaff. \\'x. gaffe.^

Gaff, gaf, II. (slang) a low theatre : a fair.

Gaff, gaf, v.i. (slang) to gamble.

—

ns. Gaff'er ; Gaff'ing.
Gaffer, gafer, «. originally a word of respect applied

to an old man, now familiar : the foreman of a squad
of workmen. [Corr. 01 godfather, as gammer of
godmother.

)

Gag, ga.z, v.t. to forcibly stop the mouth : to silence :

to choke up : to introduce gag into a piece :

—

pr.p.
gag'ging ; /«./. gagged.—«. something thrust into
the mouth or put over it to enforce silence, or distend
the jaws during an operation : the clo.sure applied in

a debate : a mouthful which produces nausea, the
fat of fresh beef boiled : {slang) an actor's interpola-

tion : a joke or hoax.— n. Gag'ger, one who gags.
[Prob. imitative of sound made in choking.]

Gag, gag, v.t. (slang) to deceive.

—

v.i. to practise impos-
ture.—«. a made-up story, lie : (i/.^.)a laughing-stock.

Gage, gaj, «. a pledge : something thrown down as a
challenge, as a glove.

—

v.t. to bind by pledge or

>ecurity : offer as a guarantee : to stake, wager.

(O. Fr. g-uage, from Teut. See Wed.]
Gage. See Gauge.
Gage, gaj, «. name applied to several varieties of

plum. [.See Greengajge.]
Gaggle, gag'l, «. a flock of geese, or of women.

—

v.t.

to cackle.—«. Gaggling, cackling.

—

adj. garrulous.
Gag-tooth, gag'-tooth, «. a projecting tooth.

—

adj.
Gag'-toothed.

Gaiety, Gaily. See Gay.
Gaikwar. glk'war, «. name of the ruler of Baroda in

India. [Marathi^rt^—Sans, go, a cow, bull.]

Gain, gSn, z'.t. to obtain by eflTort : to earn : to be
successful in : to draw to one's own party, bribe :

to reach: to make advance: (A'./'.) to escape.

—

n. that which is gained : profit.

—

ad/. Gain'able.—
n. GAiu'er.—adj. GaAn'tal.—adv. Gainfully.—;;.
Gain'folness.—«.//. Oaia'ings—adj. Gain'less.—
«. Gain'lessness. — Gain ground (see Ground);-
Gain upon, to overtake by degrees. [O. Fr.

gain, gnain, gaig7ier, ganignier, from Teut., as in

rveidenen, to graze, to seek forage, iveida, pasture.]
Gain, gfm, adj. (prov.) near, straight. (Ice. ^fif^.]
Gainglving, gan'giv-ing, «. (Shak.) misgiving.
Galnly, gan'li, adj. agile, handsome. See Ungainly.
Gainsay, gan'sa, 7'.t. to contradict: to deny: to

dispute.—/:.?, (Jain'sayer (B.), an opposer; Galn'-
saylng.—;'.;. Gain'strtve (Sf>e>is.\ to strive against.
[A.S. gegn. against, and say!\

Gainst, a poetic abbreviation of against.
Gair, gar, «. (.?rc/.) gore.

Galrfowl. See Oarefowl.
Gairish. See Garish.
Gait, gat. n. way or manner of walking, step, pace. -

adj. Gait'ed, having a particular gait. [A special

ttse ofgate.]

Gait, gat, «. {prov.) a sheaf of corn : charge for
pasturage-

Gaiter, gat'er, «. a covering of cloth, &c., for the ankle,
fitting down upon the shoe. [Fr. gtiitre, guietre.]

Gal, gal, «. (pro7i.) a girl.

Gala, ga'la, «. festivity.—«. Gala-dresS, gay costume
lor a gala-day. [Fr. gala, show- It. gala, finery.]

Galactic, ga-lak'tik, adj. pertaining to or obtained
from milk : (astron.) pertaining to the Milky-Way.
—ns. Galac'tagogue, a medicine which promotes
the secretion of milk ; Galac'tia, a morbid flow or
deficiency of milk ; Galac'tin, lactose ; Galac-
tom'eter, an instrument for finding the quality of
milk by indicating its specific gravity ; Galac-
toph'agist, one who lives on milk.—a^^V. Galao-
toph'agOUS, living on milk ; Galactoph'orOUS, milk-
carrying ; Galactopoiet'ic, milk - producing. — «.
GalactorrhCB'a, a too abundant flow of milk. [Or.
gala, galaktos, milk.]

Galage, an obs. form o{galosh.
GalagO, ga-la'go, n. a genus of large-eared, long-tailed

African lemurs, arboreal and nocturnal in habit,
living on fruit and insects.

Galangal. See GaUngale.
Galantine, gai'an-tln, «. a dish of poultry or veal,

boned, tied up tight, cooked, and served cold.
[Fr. ,— Low L. galatina for gelatina, jelly. See
Gelatine.]

Galanty show, gal-an'ti shO, «. a shadow pantomime
produced by throwing shadows of miniature figures
on a wall or screen. [Prob. It. galanti, pi. of
galante. See Gallant.]

Galatian, ga-la'shi-an, tuij. pertaining to Galatia in
Asia Minor—colonised by Gauls in the 3d century
B.C.

—

n. a native of Galatia.
Galaxy, gal'ak-si, «. the Milky-Way, or the luminous
band ot stars stretching across the heavens : any
splendid assemblage. [Through Fr. and L., from
Gr. galaxias—gala, milk.]

Galhanum, gal'ban-um, «. a resinous juice obtained
from an Eastern plant, used in medicine and in the
arts, and by the Jews in the preparation of the
sacred incense.—Also Gal'han. [L.,—Gr. chalbane,
prob. an Eastern word.]

Gale, gal, «. a strong wind between a stiff breeze and
a hurricane : (coil.) a state of noisy excitement.

[ Prob. elliptical for gale (or gall) wind. M r Bradley
disfavours the Scand. ety., which connects with Dan.
gal, mad, Norw. galen, raging.]

Gale, gal, «. a shrub growing in marshy spots, usually
called Siveet-gale. [Prob. A.S. gageI ; cf. Ger.
gagel, a myrtle-bush.]

Gale, gal, «. a periodic payment of rent. \Gavel.\
Galeate, -d, ga'le-at, -ed, adj. (bot., orniih., and anat.)

helmeted. [L. gnledtus—galea, a helmet.]
Galena, ga-le'na, «. a mineral which is e.ssentially a

siilphideof lead—also Gale'nite.—<i<^>. Gale'nlc,

-al, Gale'nold. [L. galena, lead-ore.J

Galenic, -al, ga-len'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to Galen,

the 2d-cent. Greek physician^ or to his methods and
theories.— «j. Ga'lenism ; Galenist.

Galeopithecus. ga-li-o-pi-the'kus, u. a flying lemur.—
adjs. Galeopithe'cine, Galeoplthe'coid.

Galilean, gal-i-le'an, adj. of or pertaining to Galileo, a

great Italian mathematician (1564-1642).—Galilean
law, the law of the uniform acceleration of falling

bodies : Galilean telescope, a telescope with a
concave lens for its eye-piece.

Galilean, gal-i-le'an, adj. of or pertaining to Galilee,

one of the Roman divisions of Palestine.—«. a native

of Galilee : a Christian.
Galilee, gal'i-le, «. (archit.) a porch or chapel at the

west end of some abbey churches, in which penitents
were placed, and where ecclesiastics met women who
had business with them.—Galilee porCh, a galilee

which has direct communication with the exterior.

[Prob. suggested from Mark, xvi. 7, 'He goeth
before you into GaliUe.'\
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G^alimatias fSte, far ; mi, her ; mine : Qallow

Oalimatlas, gal-i-mS'shi-as, H. nonsense, gibberish

:

any confused mixture of unlike things. [Fr.)

Gailngale, gal'in-gal, «. the aromatic root of certain E.
Indian plants of genera A/pinia and Kirmp/eria,
formerly much used in medicine and cookery : the
tuber of Cyperns loHgits, of ancient medicinal repute :

also the whole plant.—Also Oalan'gaL [O. Yx.gnlin-

gal~Kx. khalanjdH— Chin, ko-liang-kiang—Ko, a
Chinese province, liang, mild, and kiang, ginger.]

Oaliongee, g^l-yon-je', «. a Turkish sailor. [Turk.
qtiiyiinji, deriv. oi qdlyuH— \t. gitleo)ie, galleon.]

Galipot, gal'i-pot, m. the white resin which exudes
from pine, yielding, when refined, white, yellow, or

Burgundy pitch. [Fr.J

Qall, gawl, «. the greenish-yellow fluid secreted from
the liver, called bile : bitterness : malignity.

—

ns.

Gall'-bladd'er, a pear-shapted bag lying on the under
side of the liver, a reservoir for the bile : Gall'-Stone, a

hard concretion in the gall-bladder or biliary ducts.

—

Gall and wormwood, anything extremely disagree-

able and annoying.—In tile gall Of bittemass, in

a state of extreme hostility to God (Acts, viii. 23).

[A.S. geaila, gall ; cf. Ger. galU, Gr. chole, "L-fel.]

Gall, gawl, «. a light nut-like ball which certain insects

produce on the oak-tree, used in dyeing—also Gall'-

nut.

—

v.t to fret or hurt the skin by nibbing : to

annoy: to enrage.

—

z'.i. (Shak.) to act in a galling

manner.

—

ns. Gall'ate, a salt of gallic acid ; Gall-
fly, an in'>ect which occasions gall on plants by
puncturing.

—

adj. Gall'lng, irritating. — rt'^z'. Gall'-

ingly.—Gallic acid, a crystalline substance obtained
from gall-nuts, and used in making ink. [Fr. gaJie
— L. galla, oak-apple.]

Gallant, gal'ant, adj. brave : noble : {mre) gay,
splendid, magnificent : courteous or attentive to

ladies : amorous, erotic (sometimes gal-ant'). — n.

a gay, dashing person : a man of fashion : suitor,

seducer.—^k/i'. Gall'antly.—»j. Gall'antness ; Gall-
antry, bravery : intrepidity : attention or devotion
to ladies, often in a bad sense, amorous intrigue

:

{.Sfuzk.) gallants collectively. [Fr. galant—O. Fr.

gale, a merrymaking: prob. Teut.]
Galleass, gal'e-as, n. (Sliak ) a vessel of the same

construction as a galley, but larger and heavier.

—

Also Gall'iaSS. [O. Fr. gnUace—It. gaUaza, aug-
mented from gaUa, galley.]

Galleon, gal'i-un, «. a large Spanish vessel with lofty
stem and stem, mostly used formerly for carrying
treasure. [Sp. gaUon. Cf. Galley.]

Gallery, gal'er-i, ». a balcony surrounded by rails : a
long passage : the upper floor of seats in a church
or theatre : the persons occupying the gallery at a
theatre : a room for the exhibition of works of art

:

(Jort.) a covered passage cut through the earth
or masonry : a level or drive in a mine.

—

adj.
Gall'eried, furnished with, or arranged like, a gal-
lery.—Play to the gallery, to play so as to
win the applause of the lea.st intelligent amongst
the spectators. [O. Fr. galerie (It. galleria).^

(Jalley, gal'i, n. a long, low-built ship with one deck,
propelled by oars : a state barge : the captain's IxMt
on a war-ship : the place where the cooking is done
on board ship : a kmd of boat attached to a ship-
of-war : {print.) a flat oblong tray in which the
compositor places the type he has set up. — /<j.

Gali'ey-proof, an impression taken from type on a
galley ; Gall'ey-slave, one condemned for crime to
work like a slave at the oar of a galley. [O. Fr.
gnlie~V.oiH L. ^a/ea.]

Galliambic, gal-i-amljik, adf. constituting a gaUi-
anihis, a verse consisting of four Ionics a minore
(i, u- -), with variations and substitutions. [Used by
the Gala, priests of the Phrygian gotldess Cybele.]

Galliard, gal'yard, adj. (arch.) brisk, lively.— «, a
spirited dance for two, common in the 16th and 17th
centuries : a gay fellow.—«. Gall'iardise, gaiety- : a
merry trick- [O. Vt. gaillard ; cf. Sp. gallardo.],

Gallic, gal'tk, adj. pertaining to Gaul or France.

—
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adj. Gall'lcan, of or pertaining to France : espu

pertaining to the Roman Catholic Church in France.—n. one holding Galilean doctrines.—«. Gall'ican-
ism, the spirit of nationalism within the French
Church— as opposed to Ultramontnnism, or the
absolute subjection of e\-er>'thing to the personal
authority of the pope.

—

adv. Gallice (gal'i-se), in

French.—«. Gall'lclsm, the use in English or any
other language of a word or idiom peculiar to the
French.—OT./. Galllciie, (rall'icise, to make French
in opinions, habits, S:c. [L. Galiicus—Gallia, Gaul.]

Galligaskins, gal-i-gasTcinz, n.pl. large open hose or
trousers : leggings worn by sportsmen. [A corr. of
O. Fr. garguexjve— It. Grechesco, Grcckish— L.
Greenis, Greek.]

Gallimaufry, gal-i-maw'fri, n. {Shak.) any incon-
sisient or absurd medley : a medley of persons.
[O. Fr. galima/rie, a ragout, hash.]

Gallinaceous, gal-in-a'shus, adj. pertaining to the
order of birds to which the domestic fowl, pheasant,
&c. belong. [L. galtina, a hexx—ga/lus, a cock.]

Gallinule, gal'i-nul, «. a genus of aquatic birds closely
allied to the coot.s, of which the common water-hen
is a species. [L. gnllinula, dim. of galli'na, a hen.]

GalliO, gal'i-o, «. a careless, easy-going man who keeps
himself free from trouble and responsibility. [From
the proconsul of Achaia in 53 a.d., Junius Annxui
Gallio, who refused to listen to the Jewish clamour
against Paul (.^cts, xviii. 12-17).]

Galliot, OaliOt, gal'i-ot, n. a small galley: an old
Dutch cargo-boat, also a bomb-ketch. [Fr. galiott
—Low L. galea, galley.]

Gallipot, gal'i-pot, «. a small glazed pot for containing
medicine. [Prob. pottery such as was brought in
galleys; not likely to be the Old Due. gleipot, a
glazed pot.]

GaJIium, gal'i-um, n. a rare malleable metal, grayish-
white, lirilliant in lustre.

Gallivant, gal-i-vant', v.i, to spend time frivolously,
esp. in flirting. [Perh. a variation o(gallant.]

Galllvat, gal'i-v.Tt, K. a large two-masted Malay boat.
Galllwasp, gal'i-wasp, «. a West Indian lizard.
Gallize, gal Tz, v.t. to treat unfermented grape-juice

with water and sugar, so as to increase the quantity
of wine produced. [From Dr L. Gall of Treves.]

(tallOglaSS, gal'lo-glas, «. a soldier or armed retainer
of a chief in ancient Ireland and other Celtic coun-
tries.—AUo (Jal'lowglass. [Ir. galUgl&ch—\x. gall,
foreign, ds:ldch, youth.]

Gallomania, gal-o-ma'ni-a, «. a mania for French
w.iys.

Gallon, gal'un, «. the standard measure of capacity
= 4 quarts. [O. Fr. galun, galon, jalon ; app. cog.
with Vr.jale, a bowl.]

Galloon, ga-lSSn', «. a kind of lace : a narrow ribbon
made of silk or worsted, or of both.—a^^'. Qal-
looned', adorned with galloon. [Fr. galon,galoHHerl
prob. cog. with^a//<i«/l.l

&*llop, garup,_ v.i. to move by leaps, as a horse : to
ride a galloping horse: to move very fast.

—

v.t. to
cause to gallop.— k. the pace at which a horse runs
when the forefeet are lifted together and the hindfeet
together : a ride at a gallop.—«. Gall'oper, one who,
or that which, g.Tllops.—/^r/. and adj. Gall'oplnig,
proceeding at a gallop : (jig^ advancing rapidly, as
in the phmse, 'a g.ilioping consumption.'—53anter-
bnry gallop, a moderate gallop of a horse (see
Canter). [O. Fr. galop, ga/oper; prob. Teut.,
related to leap. There is a Flemish and a Middle
High Ger. n<alop {n.). The root is seen in Old
Fries, tvalla, to boil ; cf. Well (i).]

Gallopade, gal-up-ad', «. a quick kind of dance

—

then, the music appropriate to it : a sidewise gallop.—
v.i. to move briskly : to perform a gallopade. [Fr.J,

Gallovidian, gal-o-vid'yan, adj. belonging to Gallo-
way.— «. a native thereof.

Gallow, gal'lo, v.t. {Shak.) to frighten or terrify.
[A.& a-gselwian, to astonish.]



Qftlloway mote : mute ; mODn ; Men. Game
Galloway, gal'o-wa, «. a small strong horse, 13-15
hands high, originally from Galloway in Scotland

:

a breed of large black hornless cattle.

Gallows, gal'us, «. a wooden frame on which criminals
are executed by hanging

—

3. pi. used as a stng., and
having (6"AaA.) the double pL 'gallowses' (used also

coll. originally for a pair of braces for supporting the
trousers) : (Skak.) a wretch who deserves the gallows :

any contrivance with posts and cross-beam for sus-

pending objects : a rest for the tympan of a hand
printing-press : the main frame of a beam-engine.

—

ns. Gall'OWS-bird, a person who deserves hanging

;

Gall'OWS-bittS, a frame fixed in a ship's deck to

support spare spars.

—

adj. Gall'OWS-free, free from
danger of hanging.—». GaU'OWSnesS (slang), reck-

lessness.

—

adj. Gall'OWS-rlpe, ready for the gallows.
—«. Gall'OWS-tree, a tree used as a gallows.—

•

Cheat tbe gallows, to escape hanging though
deserving it. [M. E. galwes {pl.>—A.S. galga;
Ger. galgen.^

Gaily, gal'i, v.i. i^roz'.) to scare, daze.

—

tis. Gall'y-

beg'gar, GaU'lorow, Gall'ycrow, a scarecrow.
Galoot, ga-lool', n. (U.S.) a recruit, a clumsy fellow.

Galop, "gal'op, ». a lively round dance of German
origin : music for such a dance. [Fr. ; cf. Gallop.]

Galopln, gal'o-pin, «. (Scot.) a kitchen boy. [O. Fr.,
—galoper, to gallop.]

Galore, ga-lOr', adv. in abundance, plentifully.

—

n.

abundance. [Ir. go ledr, sufficiently

—

go, an ad-
verbialising particle, ledr, sufficient.]

Galosh, ga-losh', «. a shoe or slipper worn over
another in wet weather— also GalOChe', Golosh'.

(Fr. galoclie—Gr. kahpodion, dim. of kaiopous, a
shoemaker's last

—

kdlon, wood, pous, the foot]
Galravage. See Gilravago.
Gait. See Gault.
Galumph, gal-umf, v.i. to march along boundingly
and exultingly. [A coinage of Lewis Carroll.]

Galvanism, galVan-izm, «. a branch of the science of
electricity which treats of electric currents produced
by chemical agents.

—

adj. Galvan'iC, belonging to

or exhibiting galvanism.—«. Galvanisa'tlon.

—

v.i.

Oal'vanise, to subject to the action of a galvanic
current : to confer a false vitality upon.

—

ns. Gal'-

vanlst, Gal'Taniser ; Galvan'ograph, a priming-
surface resembling an engraved copper-plate, pro-

duced by an electrotype process from a drawing
made with viscid ink on a silvered plate : an impres-
sion taken from such a plate ; Galvanog'raphy

;

Galvanol'oglst, a student of galvanology ; Galvan-
Ol'Ogy, the science of galvanic phenomena ; Galvan-
om'eter, an instrument for measuring the strength
of galvanic currents ; Galvanom'Otry.

—

adj. Gal-
vanoplas'tlC. — ns. Galvanoplas'ty, electrotypy ;

Galvan'oscope, an instrument for detecting the exist-

ence and direction of an electric current.—Galvanic
battery, a series of zinc or copper plates susceptible

of galvanic action : Galvanised iron, the name civen
to iron coated with zinc to prevent rusting. [From
Luigi Gahiani, of Bologna, the discoverer (1737-98).]

Galwegian, gal-we'ji-an, adj. belonging to Galloway.—n. a native thereof.—Also Gallowe'glan.
Gam, gam, v.i. and v.i. to make a call on, to exchange

courtesies with : to gather in a flock, as whales.

—

n.

a school or herd of whales. [Prob. a corr. ofjam.}
Gam, gam, n. (Scot.) the mouth :—//. tusks.

Gam, gam, «. (slang) a leg.

Gama-grass, ga'ma-gras, «. a grass with very large
culms, 4 to 7 feet high, grown in Mexico.

Gamash, gam-ash', «. a kind of leggings or gaiters.

Gamb, g.imb, u. a leg or shank : (her.) a beast's whole
foreleg = Gamb'a (anal.), the metacarpus or meta-
tarsus of ruminants, &c. : short for viol da gamba.
[Low L. gamba, a leg. See Gambol.]

Gambado, gam-ba'do, ». a leather covering for the legs
to defend them from mud in riding : boots affixed to

the saddle in place of stirrups. [It. gamba, the leg.]

Gambado, gam-ba'do, ». a bound or spring of a horse

:
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a fantastic movement, a caper. [Sp. gambada ; cf.

Gambol.]
Gambeson, gam'be-son, «. an ancient coat for defence,
worn under the habergeon, of leather, or of cloth
stuffed and quilted.—AUo Gam'blson. [O. Fr.—
Low L. gambesoH-em ; prob. Teut., as in wainbd,
the belly.]

Gambet, gam'bet, «. the redshank.
Gambler, gam'ber, «. an astringent substance pre-

pared from the leaves of a shrub of the East Indies,
and largely used in tanning and dyeing. — Also
Gam'bir. [Malayan.]

Gambist, gam'bist, «. a player on the gamba or viol
da gamba.

Gambit, gam'bit, n. a mode of opening a game of
chess by sacrificing a pawn early in the game for
the purpose of making a powerful attack. [It.

gambetto, a tripping up

—

gamba, leg.]
Gamble, gam'bl, v.i. to play for money in games of
chance or skill ; to engage in wild financial specula-
tions.

—

v.t. to squander away.

—

n. a gambling trans-

action.

—

ns. Gam'bler, one who gambles, esp. who
makes it his business ; Gam'bllng-house, a house
kept for the accommodation of people who play at
games of hazard for money. [For gamm-le or
gain-le, a freq. which has ousted M. E. gamenen
—A.S. gamenian, to play at games

—

gamen, a
game.]

Gamboge, gam-bOj'^ or gam-booj', «. a yellow gum-
resin used as a pigment and in medicine. — adjs.

Gambog'lan, Gambog'ic. [From Cambodia, in

Asia, whence brought about 1600.]

Gambol, gam'bol, v.i. to leap, skip : to frisk in sport:

^pr.p. gam'bolling ; pa.p. gam'bolled.

—

n. a skip-

ping : playfulness. \^oxmGx\y ga)nhold—O. Fi. gam-
bade— It. gambata, a kick—Low L. gamba, leg.]

Gambrel, gam'brel, «. the hock of a horse : a crooked
slick used by butchers for suspending a carcass
while dressing it. — Gambrel roof, a curved or
hipped roof. [O. Fr. gamberel : cf. Fr. gaiubier, a
hooked stick; prob. Celt. ca?H, crooked.]

Gambroon, gam-brOon', «. a twilled cloth of worsted
and cotton, or linen. [Prob. Gambroon in Persia.]

Game, gam, «. sport of any kind : an exercise or con-
test for recreation or amusement, esp. athletic con-
tests : the stake in a game : the manner of playing a
game : the requisite number of points to be gained
to win a game : jest, sport, trick, artifice : any object
of pursuit or desire : (S/iai.) gallantry : the spoil of

the chase : wild animals protected by law and hunted
by sportsmen, the flesh of such—hares, pheasants,
partridges, grouse, blackcock.

—

adj. of or belonging
to such animals as are hunted as game : plucky,

courageous : (slang) having the spirit to do some-
thing.

—

z'.i. to gamble.

—

ns. Game-bag, a bag for

holding a sportsman's game, also the whole amount
of game taken at one time ; Game'COCk, a cock
trained to fight ; Game'keeper, one who has the

care of game.

—

n.pl. Game'-laws, laws relating to

the protection of certain animals called game.

—

a^v.
Gamely.— «j. Game'ness; Game'-preserVer, one
who preserves game on his property for his own
sport or profit. — aJj. Game'SOme, playful. — ns.

Game'SOmenesS, sportiveness : merriment ; Game'-
Ster, one viciously addicted to gambling : a gambler

:

Game'-ten'ant, one who rents the privilege of shoot-

ing or fishing over a particular estate or district

;

Gaming, gambling: (lam'ing-honse, a gamblmg-
house, a hell ; Gam'ing-ta'ble, a table used for gam-
bling.^

—

adj. Gamy, having the flavour of dead game
kept till tainted : (ccj//.) spirited, plucky.—Big game,
the larger animals hunted ; Die game, to keep
up courage to the last ; Make a game of, to play
with real energy or skill ; Make game Of. to make
sport of, to ridicule ; Red game, the Scotch ptarmi-
gan : Bound game, a game, as at cards, in which
the number of players is not fixed ; The game is not
worth the candle (see Candle) ; The game is up,



Game fate, fSr ; mS, h*r : mine

;

Garble

the game is started : the scheme has failed. [A.S.

jfa>««*, play ; Ice. g'aman. Dun. ganimfa.]

Game, gam, adj. (siang) crooked, lame. [Most prob.

not the Celt, catn, crooked.]

OtUnlO, gam'ik, aaj. having a sexual character, of an

ovum—opp. to Agamic.—tu. Gamete (gam-et'), a

sexual protoplasmic body ; Gamogen'eslS, sexual

reproduction.— «((/>. Gamopet'alous {/lot.), having

the petals united at the base ; Gamophyl'lOUS,

having cohering perianth leaves ; GazUOSep'alOUS,

having the sepals united. [Gr. gamos, marriage.]

O^min, gam'in, «. a street Arab, a precocious and
mischievous imp of the pavement, [r r.]

Gamma, gam'a, «. the third letter of the Greek alpha-

bet.—«j. Gammad'lon, Oamma'tlon (see Fylfot).

Gammer, gam'er, «. an old woman—the correlative of

gaffer {(UV.).

Qammerstang, gam'er-stang, «. {/>rov.) a tall, awk-
ward person, esp. a woman : a wanton girl.

Gammock, gam'ok, «. {prav.) a frolic, fun.

—

v.i. to

frolic, to lark.

Gammon, gam'un, «. (mostly coll.) a hoax : non-

sense, humbug.

—

v.i. to hoax, impose upon.—»«.

Gamm'oner ; Oamm'onlng. [A. S. gamen, a game.]

Gammon, gam'un, «. the preserved thigh of a hog.

[O. Kr. gambon —ganibe, a leg. ]

Gammon, gam'un, n. (tiaut.) the lashing of the bow-
sprit.

—

v.t. to lash the bowsprit with ropes.

Gamp, gamp, ». (slang) a large, clumsy, or untidily

tied up umbrella.

—

adj. Gamp'ish, bulging. [So

called from Mrs Sarah Gamp, a tippling monthly
nurse in Dickens's Martin Cliuzzlnvit.\

Gamut, gam'ut, «. the musical scale : the whole extent

of a thnig. [So called from the Gr. gamma, which
marked the last of the series of notes in the musical

notation of Guido Aretinus, and L. -ut, the beginning
of an old hymn to St John (' Ut queant laxis') u.sed

in singing the scale.]

Ganch, ganch, v.t. to impale.—Also Gaunch. [O. Fr.

ganchei—It. gancio, a hook.]
Gander, gan'der, «. the male of the goose : a simpleton :

(U.S.) a man living apart from his wife.

—

ns. Gan'-
dercleugh, the place of abode of the hypothetical

Jedediah Cleishbotham, editor of the Tales of my
Landlord; Gan'derlsm ; Gan'der-par'ty, a social

gathering of men only. [A.S. gandra, from ganra,
with inserted d ; Dut. and Low Ger. gunder.]

Ganesa, ga-ne'sa, n. the elephant-headed Hindu god
of foresight and prudence.

Gang, gang, n. a number of persons or animals asso-

ciated for a certain purpose, usually in a bad sense :

a number of labourers working together during the
same hours : the range of pasture allowed to cattle :

a set of tools, &c., used together for any kind of
work.

—

ns. Gang'er, GangS'man, the foreman of a
vjuad, as of plate-layers. [A.S. ^<i«^(Dan. gang,
Ger. gang, a going), gangan, to go.]

Gang, gang, v.i. {Scot.) to go.—«.//. Gang'-days,
the three days preceding Ascension Day or Holy
Thursday. — «. Gang'er, a walker : a fast-going
horse. [A.S. FV««^<T«, to go.]

Ganglion, gang^li-on, ». a tumour in the sheath of a
ten. Ion : an enlargement in the course of a nerve :

any special centre of nervous action :—//. Gang'lia,
Ganglions. — adjs. Gang'liao, Gang^lial, Gang-
lion'Tc, pertaining to a ganglion ; Gang'llate, -Q,

provided with a ganglion or ganglia ; Gang'liform,
Ganglioform, having the form of a ganglion

;

Gang'lionary, composed of ganglia.—«. G^g'lion-
cell (aunt.), a nerve-cell with nucleus and nucleones.
—Basal ganglia, ganglia situated at the bottom of
the cerebrum. [Gr.]

Oangrel, gang'rel, >/. and adj. a vag^nt. (From
gang—A.S. gangan, to go, walk.]

Gangrene, gang'grSn, «. loss of vitality in some part
of the boily : the first stage in mortification.—v. /.

to mortify. — 7'.i. to become putrid. — 7'./'. Gang*-
reoate, to become mortified.

—

adjs. Gangrenes'-
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cent, becoming mortified : Oang'renous, mortified.

[L. gangmna—Gr. gangraina, grainem, to gnaw.]
Gang-saw, gang-saw, «. an arrangement of saws set

in one frame.
Gangue, Gang, gang, n. in mining, the stony matrix ia

which metallic ores occur. [Kr.,—Ger. gang, a vein.]

Gangway, gang'wa, «. a passage or way by which to

go into or out of any place, esp. a ship : a way
between rows of seats, esp. the cross-passage in the

House of Commons, about half-way down the House,
giving access to the rear-benches. The members
above the gangway' are the ministers and ex-

ministers, with their more immediate supporters.

I A.S. gang^veg ; cf. gang and way.]
GaniSter, Gannlster, gan'is-ter, ». a hard, close-

grained siliceous stone, which often forms the stratum
that underlies a coal-seam.

Ganja, gan'ja, n. an intoxicating preparation of Indian
hemp.

Gannet, gan'et, «. a web-footed fowl found in the
northern seas, the best-known of which is the solan
goose. [A.S. ^(i»y/, a sea-fowl ; Dut. ^^«/.]

Ganoid, gan'oid, adj. belonging to an order of fishes

once very large, out now decadent, including only
seven genera (sturgeons, &c.).

—

adj. Ganol'dian.
[Gr. gtinos, brightness, eidos, appearance.]

Gant, gant, v.i. (Scot.) to yawn—also Gaunt.—«. a
vawn.

Gantlet, gantlet, n. a glove. [Same as Gauntlet.]
Gantlet, gant'let. Gantlope, gant'lOp, «. a punish-

ment consisting in driving a criminal throu'.;h a lane

formed by two files of men, who each strike him as
he passes.—Eun the gantlet, to undergo the punish-

ment of the gantlet : to be exposed to unpleasant
remarks or treatment. [Confused with gauntlet,

but from Sw. gatlopp—gtita (Eng. gate), a street,

line of soldiers, Z^// (Eng. leap), course.]

Gantry, ean'tri, «. a stand for barrels : a platform for

a travelling-crane, &c.—.41so Gaun'try.
Ganymede, gan'i-med, «. a cup-bearer, pot-boy, from

the beautiful youth who succeeded Hebe as cup-
bearer to Zeus, being carried off to Olympus by the

eagle of Zeus : a catamite.
Gaol, Gaoler, old spellings of Jail, Jailer.
Gap, gap, «. an opening made by rupture or parting

:

a cleft : a passiige : a deep ravine in a mountain-
ridge : any breach of continuity.

—

7'.t. to notch : to

make a gap in.

—

adjs. Gap'py, full of gaps; Gap'-
tOOthed, lacking some of the teeth.—Stand in the
gap. to stand forward in active defence of something ;

Stop a gap, to repair a defect, close a breach. [M. £.
gappe—\cG. gap, an opening.]

Gape, gap, v.i. to open the mouth wide : to yawn : to
stare with open mouth : to be open, like a gap.

—

«. act of gaping : width of the mouth when opened.
—ns. Gap er ; Gapes, a disease of birds, owing to the
presence of trematode worms in the windpipe, shown
by their uneasy gaping.

—

adj. Gap'ing, with mouth
open in admiration.

—

ndv. Gap'ingly. [Ice. gapa,
to open the mouth ; Ger. gaffen, to stare. ]

Gar, gar, Garfish, gar'fish, «. a long slender fish of the
pike family, with a pointed head. [A.S. gdr, a dart.)

Gar, g;ir, v.t. (Scot.) to cause, to compel. [Norse
ger(v)a, to make (A.S. gierwan, giarwian), Sw.
gdra. Dun. gjore ; cf. Tare.]

Garanoine, gar'an-sin, «. a manufactured product of
madder, used as a dye. [Fr,

—

garaitce, madder.]
Garb, garb, n. fashion of dress: external appearance.— v.t. to clothe, array. [O. Fr. garl>e—\t. garbo,

grace; of Teut. oriqin.]

Garb, garb, «. a sheaf of grain, frequently used in

heraldry. [O. Fr. garbe—'XcwX., as in Old High
Ger. garba, a handful (Ger. garbe, Dut. gat/).]

Garbage, gar'baj, «. refuse, as the bowels of an
animal : any worthless matter. [Of doubtful origin ;

prob. O. Fr. garbe, a sheaf; not conn, with garble.]

Garble, gar'bl, 7).t. to select what may serve our
own purpose, in a bad sense: to mutilate, corrupt,



Gfurboard-strake mOte ; milte ; mOOn ; /Aen. Gas

[Mostor falsify.

—

n. GarTjler, one who selects,

prob. It. garbetlare—Ar. ghirbdl, a sieve.]

Oarboaxd-Strake, gar'bOrd-strak, «. the first range of
planks laid on a ship's bottom next the keel. [Dut.
gaarboord.]

Garboil, gar'boil, K. (Shak.) disorder, uproar. [O. Fr.

garbouil—\t.garbuglio, conn, with L. bulllre, to boil.]

(rarcon, gar-song', n. a boy : a waiter. [Fr.]

Garaant, gard'ant, adj. (fur.') said of an animal repre-

sented as full-faced and looking forward. [Fr., pr.p.

oigarder, to look.]

Garden, gar'dn, «. a piece of ground on which flowers,

&c., are cultivated : a pleasant spot.

—

ns. Gar'dener

;

Garden-glass, a bell-glass for covering plants

;

Gardening, the act of laying out and cultivating

gardens : Gar'den-par'ty, a party held on the lawn
or in the g.jrden of a private house.—Garden of
Eden (see Eden); Hanging garden, a garden
formed in terraces rising one above another—e.g.

those of Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon ; Market
gardener, a g:irdener who raises vegetables, fruits,

&c. for sale ; Philosophers of the garden, followers

of Epicurus who taught in a garden. [O. Fr. gardin
{^r. jardin) ; from Teut.J

Gardenia, gar-de'ni-a, «. a genus of Cinchonacea,
tropical and subtropical trees and shrubs, with
beautiful and fragrant flowers. [Named from the
American botanist, Dr .\lex. Garden (died 1791).]

GardylOO, gar'di-lOO, «. the old warning cry of house-
wives in Edinburgh before throwing their slops out
of the window into the street. [Pseudo-Fr. gare de
I'eau—should he gare I'eau, 'beware of the water.']

Gare, gar, tu/J. (Scof.) greedy, miserly.

GarefOWl, gar'fowl, «. the great auk, razor-billed auk.
[Ice. geir-/ugl.]

Garfish. See Gar (i).

Gargantuan, gar-gantu-an, adj. like Gargantua—i.e.

enormous, prodigious.

—

ns. Gargan'tolsm ; Ckirgan'-
tuist. [From Gargantua, the hero of Rabelais,
described as a giant of va>t appetite.]

Gargarlsm, gar'ga-rizm, «. a gargle.

—

z<.t. Gar'garise.
Garget, gar'get, «. a swelling in the throat of cattle

xnA pigs : inflammation of a cow's udder.—Also
Gar'giL

Gargle, gar'gl, v.i. to wash the throat, preventing the

liquid from going down by expelling air against it.

—

n. a preparation for washing the throat. [O. Fr.

gargouilUr—gargouille, the throat.]

Gargoyle, gar'goil, «. a projecting spout, conveying
the water from the roof-gutters of buildings, often

representing human

Gargoyle.

other figures.

[O. Fr. gargouille—
L. gitr^ilio, throat. J

Garibaldi, gar-i-bal'di,

n. a woman's loose
blouse, an imitation

of the red shirts worn
by the followers of
the Italian patriot

Garibaldi (1807-
1882).

Garish, (rairlsh, gar'-

ish, adj. showy

:

gaudy.—«</?'. Garishly.—«. Garishness. [Earlier
gaurisk, gatorish—gaure, to stare, perh. a freq. of
ga'.i>, to stare, cf. Ice. gd, to heed.)

Garland, gar'land, n. a wreath of flowers or leaves : a
name for a book of extracts in prose or poetry

:

(Shnk.) the thing most prized.

—

v.t. to deck with a
garland.

—

n. GaPlandage, a decoration of garlands.
—adj. GarTandless.- >;. Gar'landry, garlands col-

lectively.—Civic garland, a crown of oak-leaves
bestowed on a Roman soldier who .saved a fellow-
citizen's life in battle. [O. Fr. garlande : prob. Old
High Ger. -wiara, fine ornament.]

Garlick, gar'lik, n. a bulbous-rooted plant of genus
Allium, having a pungent taste and very strong
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smelL—a<^'. Garlicky, like garlick. [A.S. gdrUac—gar, a spear, Uac, a leek.]

(Garment, gar'ment, n. any article of clothing, as a
coat or gown.

—

v.t. to clothe with a garment.

—

adjs.

Garmented ; GaTmentless. — n. Garmenture,
clothing. [O. Fr. garniment—gamir, to fumi.sh.]

Gamer, gar'ner, «. a granary or place where grain is

stored up : a store of anything—e.g. experience.

—

z'.i. to store as in a gamer.

—

v.i. (rare) to accumu-
late.—«. Garnerage, a storehouse. [O. Fr. gemier
(Fr. grenier)— L. granarium, -ia, a granarj'.]

Garnet, gar'net, ». a precious stone belonging to a
group of minerals crj-stallising in the cubical system.
[O. Fr. grenat—Low L. granatum, pomegranate ;

or Low L. granum, grain, cochineal, red dye.]
Garnish, gaPnish, v.i. to adorn : to furnish : to sur-

round with ornaments, as a dish. — n. entrance-
money : something placed round a principal dish at
table, whether for embellishment or relish : a gift of
money, esp. that formerly paid by a prisoner to his

fellow-prisoners on his first admission. — ns. Gar-
nishee, a person warned not to pay money owed to

another, because the latter is indebted to the gar-
nishor who gives the warning {v.t. to attach a debtor's

money in this way) ; Garnishee ment ; Garnlsher,
one who garnishes : Garnishing, Garnishment,
Garniture, that which garnishes or embellishes

:

ornament : apparel : trimming ; Garnlshry, adorn-
ment. [O. Fr. garftiss-, stem of garfiir, to furnish,

old form tvarnir, from a Teut. root seen in A.S.
ivar7iian, Ger. tvamen, Eng. ivarrt.'\

Garret, gar'et, «. {ShaJc.) a watch-tower : a room next
the roof of a house.

—

p.adj. GarTeted, provided
with garrets : lodged in a garret.

—

ns. Garreteer,
one who lives in a garret : a poor author ; Garret-
mas'ter, a cabinet-maker, locksmith, &c., working
on his own account for the dealers. [O. Fr. garite,

a place of safety, guarir, tvarir, to preserve (Fr.

guerir)—Teut., Old High Ger. tuarjan, to defend.]

Garrison, gar'i-sn, «. a supply of soldiers for guarding
a fortress : a fortified place.

—

v.t. to furnish a fortress

with troops : to defend by fortresses manned with
troops.—Garrison town, a town in which a garrison

is stationed. [O. Fr. garison—garir, guerir, to

furnish—Teut., Old High Ger. tvarjan, to defend.]
Garron, gar'on, «. a small horse.—.'MsoGarTan. [Ir.]

Garrot, gar'et, «. a name applied to various ducks. [Fr.]

Garrot, gar'ot, «. (surg.) a tourniquet. [Fr.]

Garrotte, (rarotte, gar-rot', n. a Spanish mode of
strangling crimin.ils.

—

v.t. to strangle by a brass

collar tightened by a screw, whose point enters

the spinal marrow : to suddenly render insensible by
serai-strangulation, and then to rob :—f>r.p. garrott -

ing, carott'ing ; pa.p. garrott'ed, garott'ed.— «j. Gar-
rott'er, Garott'er, one who garrottes ; Garrott'lng,
Garotflng. [Sp. garrote : cf. Fr. garrot, a stick.]

Garrulous, gar'u-lus, adj. talkative.—>«. Garrulity,
Garr'ulousness, talkativeness : loquacity. — adxi.

Garrulously. [L. garrulus—garrire, to chatter.]

Garter, garter, «. a band used to tie the stocking to

the leg : the badge of the highest order of knight-

hood in Great Britain, called the Order 0/ tlu

Garter.—v.t. to bind with a garter.—Garter klng-
at-arms, the chief herald of the Order of the Garter.

[O. Fr. gartier (Fr. jarretiere)—0. Fr. guret (Fr.

jarret), the ham of the leg, prob. Celt, as Bret, gar,
the shank of the leg.]

Garth, garth, «. an enclosure or yard : a garden : a

weir in a river for catching fish. [Ice. gar^r, a

court; cf A.S. geard; Ger. garten, yard.]

Gaa^da, gar'OD-da, «. a Hindu demigod, with the

body and legs of a man, the head and wings of a
bird, emblem of strength and speed. [Sans.]

Garvle, gar'vi, «. (Scot.) a sprat.—Also GaTVOOk.
[Ga.e\. garbltag.]

Gas, gas, ». a vaporous substance not condensed into

a liquid at ordinary terrestrial temperatures and
pressiures—esp. that obtained from coal, used in
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lighting houses : (coil) frothy Ulk :—//. Gas'es.—
v.i. to supply with gas: (L/.S.) to impose on by
talking gas. — z:i. to vapour, talk boastfully.

—

ns. Gasper', Gaselier', a hanging frame with

branches for gas-jets, formed on false analogy from
chandelier; Gas'-bag, a bag for holding gas: a

boastful, talkative person ; Gas'-brack'et, a pipe,

mostly curved, projecting from the wail of a room,
used for illuminating purposes ; Gas'-bum'er, a piece

of metal fitted to the end of a gas-pipe, with one or

more small holes so arranged as to spread out the

flame : Ga«'-COal, any coal suitable for making illu-

minating g.is ; Gaa'-oondenser, an apparatus for

freeing coal-gas from tar ; Gaseity, GaseoTlSneSB.
—adj. Gaseous (ga.se-us).— «j. Gas'-en'g^a, an
engine in which motion is communicated to the piston

by the alternate admission and condensation of gas in

a closed cylinder ; Gas'-fit'ter, one who fits up the

pipes and brackets for gas-hghting ; Gas'-fix'lure,

a bracket or chandelier for gas ; Gas'-fur'nace, a
furnace of which the fuel is gas ;_Gasholder, a

large vessel for storing gas ; Gasification, the pro-

cess of converting into gas.—-/./. Gas iff, to convert

into gas.

—

ns. Gas'-jet, a gas-burner ; Gas'-lamp, a
lamp lighted by gas ; Gas'-maill, one of the principal

undergroimd pipes conveying gas from the works to

the places where it is consumed ; Gas'-man, a man
employed in the manufacture of gas : the man who
controls the lights of the stage ; Gas'-me'ter, an in-

strument for measuring the quantity of gas consumed
at a particular place in a given time ; Gas'Ogone
(same as Gazogene) ; Gas'Olene, rectified petroleum ;

Gasom'eter, an instrument for measuring gas : a
place for holding gas,

—

adjs. Gasomet'riC. -al.

—

ns.

Gas'-pipe, a pipe for conveying gas ; Gas'Sing, idle

talking ; Gas'-Stove, an apparatus in which coal-gas

is used for heating and cooking purposes.

—

adj.

Gas'sy, full of gas, gaseous : {slang) given to vain

and boastful talk.

—

ns. Gas'-tank, a reservoir for coal-

gas ; Gas'-tar, coal-tar.

—

adj Gas'-tight, sufficiently

close to prevent the escape of gas.

—

ns. Gas'-wa'ter,
water through which coal-gas has been passed ;

Gas'-works, an establishment where illuminating

gas is manufactured. [A word invented by the

Dutch chemist J. B. Van Helmont (1577-1644)—
the form suggested by Gr. chaos.\

Gasconade, gas-ko-nad', «. boasting talk.

—

ns. GaS'-
con, a native of Gascony ; GaS'COnism. [Fr.,

—

Giiscon, from their proverbial boastfulness.]

Gash, gash, v.i. to make a deep cut into anything,
esp. into flesh.—«. a deep, open wound. [Formerly
garse—O. Fr. garser, pierce with a lancet—Low L.
garsa. Perh. corrupted from Gr. charassein, to cut.]

Gash, gash, adj. (Scot.) shrewd : talkative : trim.—
v.i. to tattle. [Prob. a corr. o( sagacious.]

Gash, gash, adj. (Scot.) ghastly, hideous—also Gash'-
ful, Gashly.— n. Gash'linesi — o^/r'. Gashly.
[Yrom gltasl/ui, through association with^aj/;.]

Gasket, gasHcet, «. (naut.) a canvas band used to bind
the sails to the yards when furled : a strip of tow,
&c., for packing a piston, &c.—Also Gas'Kin. [Cf.

Ft. garce/ie, \t, gaschetta ; ety. dub.]
Gaskins, gas'kinz, «. (ShaJt.). bee Galligaskins.
Gasp, gasp, v.i. to gape in order to catch breath : to

desire eagerly.

—

n. the act of opening the mouth
to catch the breath.—/»•./». and adj. Gasp'ing, con-
vulsive, spasmodic.

—

adv. Oasp'ingly. — The last

fasp, the utmost ejctremity. [Ice. ^cispa, to yawu,
y metathesis from gei/sa, cf. geif, idle talk.)

Oast, gast, v.i. (Skak.) to make aghast, to frighten or
terrify. [A.S. gsstan ; cf. Aghast.]

Oasteropod, gas ter-o-pod, «. one of a class of molluscs,
embracing whelks, limpets, snails, &c., having in

general a muscular disc under the belly, which serves
them as feet—also Oas'tropod :—/»/. Gasterop'oda.
—adj. Gasterop'odOUS. [Formed from Gr. gasier,
the stomach, pous, podos, a foot.]

Oastrsea, gas-tri'a, «. (bioi.) a hypothetic animal form

assumed by Hieckel as the ancestor of all metazoic
animals :—pl. Gastraa'ae.

—

n. Gas'trola, that em-
br>-onic form of metazoic animals which consists of a
two-layered sac enclosing a central cavity and having
an opening at one end :—//. Gas'trulse.

—

adj. Gas'-
trular.

Gastralgia, gas-tral'ji-a, ». pain in the stomach or
bowels. [Gr. gaster, the stomach, algos, pain.]

Gastric, gas'trik, luij. belonging to the stomach

—

also Gas'tral.

—

ns. Gastritis, inflammation of the
stomach ; Gastrologer.—<k//'. Gastrolog'icaL—«.
Gastrol'ogy, cookery, good eating.—Gastric fever,
a bilious remittent fever ; Gastric jolce, the digestive
liquid secreted by the glands of the stomach. [Gr.
gasur, the belly.)

Gastrocnemius, gas-trok-ne'mi-us, ». a. superficial

muscle of the posterior tibial region helping to extend
the foot. [Gr. gaster, stomach, knime, the leg.)

Gastromancy, gas'iro-man-si, «. a means of divina-
tion by ventriloquism : divination by large-bellied
glasses. [Gr. gaster, belly, manteia, soothsaying.]

Gastronome, gas'tro-nOm, «. one who pays great
attention to his diet, an epicure—also Gastron'omer,
Gastron'omist.—a</;>. Gastronom ic, -al, pertain-

ing to gastronomy.

—

iis. Gastronomy, the art or
science ofgood eating : GaS trophile. Gas trophillst,

Gas'trophilite ; Gas trophillsm, love of good eat-

ing ; Gas trosoph, one skilled in matters of eating ;

Gastros opher ; Gastros'ophy. [Gr. gaster, belly,

nonws, law- nciitein, to distribute.]

Gastrostomy, gas-tros'to-mi, ». an operation per-
formed in a case of stricture of the gullet, to intro-

duce food into the stomach through an external
opening. [Gr. gaster, belly, stoma, mouth.)

Gastrotomy, gas-trot'o-mi, «. the operation of cutting
open the belly. [Gr. gaster, belly, tome, a cutting

—

teinnein, to cut.]

Gastro-vascular, ^as-tr6-vas'ku-1ar, adj. common to
the functions of digestion and circulation.

Gat, gat (B.), pa.t. al get.
Gat, gat,».an opening between sandbanks,a strait. [Ice.]

Gate, gat, «. a passage into a city, enclosure, or any
large building : a narrow opening or defile : a frame
in the entrance into any enclosure : an entrance.

—

v.t. to supply with a gate : at Oxford and Cambridge,
to punish by requiring the offender to be within
the college gates by a certain hour.—*//'. Ga'ted,
punished with such restriction.

—

ns. Gate'-fine, the
fine imposed for disobedience to such orders ; Gate-
house (archil.), a building over or near the gate
giving entrance to a city, abbey, college, &c. ; Gate'-
keep'er, Gate'man, one who watches over the
opening and shutting of a gate.

—

adj. Gate'less,
not having a gate.

—

hs. GatO'-mon'ey, the money
taken for entrance to an athletic or other exhibition,

sometimes simply ' gate
;

' Gate'-tow'er, a tower
built beside or over a gate ; Gate'-vein, the great
abdominal vein ; Gate'Way, the way through a gate:
the gate itself : any entrance.—Gate Of justice, a
gate as of a city, temple, &c., where a sovereign or
judge sat to dispense justice : Gates Of death, a
phrase expressing the near approach of death.

—

Break gates, at Oxford and Cambridge, to enter
college after the prescribed hour ; IVOry gate, in

poetical imagery, the semi-transparent gate of the

house of sleep, through which dreams a^>ear dis-

torted into pleasant and delusive shapes ; Stand In
the gate (B.), to occupy a position of defence.

[\. S. geat, a way ; Dut. gat. Ice. gai ; not in Goth,
and High Ger. ; prob. related to get or gate.]

Gate, gat, n. (Scot.) a way, path : manner of doing,
esp. in adverbial phrases like ' this gate,' ' any gate,'
' some gate.' [\ce.gata; Dz, gade, Ger. gasse.]

Gate, gSt, n. (SpeMS.) a goat. [A.S. gat.]

G&teau, gat^S , j». cake.—Veal gateau, minced veal

made up like a pudding, and boiled in a shape or
mould. [Fr.]

Gather, gaJh'er, z'.t. to collect : to acquire : in sewing,
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to plait : to learn by inference.

—

v.i. to assemble or
muster : to increase : to suppurate.

—

n. a plait or
fbW in cloth, made by drawing the thread through
(//. that part of the dress which is gathered or drawn
in).

—

ns. Gath'erer, one who collects : a gleaner: in

glass manufacturing, a workman who collects molten
glass on the end ot a rod preparatory to blowing

;

OaUl'ering, a crowd or assembly : a tumour or
collection ot matter ; Qatll'erin.g-COal, -peat, a coal,

peat, put into a fire at night, with the hot embers
gathered about it, to keep the fire alive till morning

;

Gath'ering-ory, a summons to assemble for war.

—Gathar breath, to recover wind : Gather ground,
to gain ground; Gather one's self together, to

collect all one's powers, like one about to leap ;

Gather to a head, to ripen : to come into a state

of preparation for action or effect ; Gather way, to

get headway by sail or steam so as to answer tlie

helm. [A.S. gaderian, gcederian, (tf^redere, to-

gether ; cf. grador, together, ^«<^, company.]
Gatling-gun. See Gun.
Gauche, gosh, adj. left-handed : clumsy.

—

n. Gauche'-
rle (-re), clumsiness : awkwardness. [Fr.)

GauchO, gow'cho, «. a native of the La Plata pampas
of Spanish descent, noted for marvellous horseman-
ship.—Less correctly Gua'cho.

Gaucie, Gaucy, Gawcy, Gawsy, ga'si, adj. {Scot.)
[wrtly, jolly.

Gaud, gawd, H. an ornament : a piece of finerj- :—//.
showy ceremonies, gaieties. — v.i. (Shak.) make
merry.

—

v.t. {S/iaJi.) to adorn with gauds: to paint,

as the cheeks. — ns. Gaudea'mus, a rejoicing,

students' merrj-making ; Gaud'ery, finery.

—

adv.
Gaud'ily. —ns. Gaud'iness, showiness ; Gaud'y, an
English universirj- feast or festival.

—

adj. showj-

:

gay. — «. Gaud'y-day. [L. gandiian, delight —
gaudere, to rejoice.]

Gauge, Gage, gaj, «. a measaring-rod : a standard of
measure : estimate.

—

v.t. to measure tlie contents of
any vessel : to estimate ability.

—

adj. Gauge'ahle,
capable of being gauged.

—

ns. Gather, an excise
officer whose business is to gauge or measure the
contents of casks ; Gaug'ing, the art of measuring
casks containing excisable liquors ; Gaug'ing-rod,
an instrument for measuring the contents of casks ;

Broad'-, Narr'OW-gauge, in railroad construction, a

distance between the rails greater or less than 56J
inches, called standard gauge. [O. Fr. gauge (Vr.

ja7ige), ganger ; prob. related \.ojale, bowl, \x> galon,

gallon, or tojalem, measuring stake.)

Gaul, gawl, n. a name of ancient France : an inhabitant

of Gaul. -rt<//. Gaulish. [Fr.,—L. Gallus ; perh.

conn, with A.S. wealh, foreign.]

Gault, gawk, «. a series of beds of clay and marl,
between the Upper and the Lower Greensand

:

brick earth— also Gait. — «. Gault'er, one who
digs gault.

Oaultheria, gal-te'ri-a, «. a genns of evergreen aro-

matic plants—one species, the U.S. ivinter-green,

yielding a valued volatile oil. [From the Canadian
botanist M. GaHltier.\

Gaum, gawm, v.t. to smear : (pbs^ to handle clumsily.—adj. Gaum'y, dauby.
Gaun, gan, Scotch for going.
Gaunt, gant, adj. thin : of a pinched appearance

:

caiising emaciation.

—

adv. Gauntly.—«. Gaunt-
ness. [Skeat compares Norw. gand, pointed stick,

and Sw. prov. gank, a lean horse.]
Gauntlet, g.int'let, n. the iron glove of armour, for-

merly thrown down in challenge : a long glove
covering the \ix\%x..^p.adj. Gaunt'leted, wearing a
gauntlet or gauntlets.

—

n. Gaunt'let-guard, a guard
of a sword or dagger, protecting the band very
thoroughly.—Throw down. Take up, the gauntlet,
to give, to accept a challenge. (Fr. ganieiet, double
dim. ofgant, a glove, of Scand. origin ; cf. Old Sw.
•uanie, a glove. Ice. vSttr, a glove, Dan. vante.]

Gauntry. See Gantry.
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Gaup, Gawp, gawp, 7>.i. {prov.) to gape in astonish-
ment.—-«j. CktUp'US, Gawp'UB, a silly person.

Qaur, gowr, «. a species of ox inhabiting some of the
mountain jungles of India. [Hindustani.]

Gauze, gawz, «. a thin, transparent fabric, originally
of silk, now of any fine hard-spun fibre : material
slight and open like gauze.

—

adj. Gauie'-Winged,
having gauzy wings.—«. Gauz'iness.

—

adj. Gauz'y.—«. Wire'-gauze, wire-cloth with wire very fine and
nieshes very small. [Fr. gaae, dubiously referred to
Gaza in Palestine.]

Gavage, ga-vazh', «. a process of fattening poultry by
lorcmg them to swallow food at fixed intervals

:

{iiied.) a similar method of forced feeding. [Fr.
ga-vr—gave, the crop of a bird.]

Gave, gav, /(»./. ofgive.
Gavel, ga'vel, a prov. form ofgabie.
Gavel, gav'el, n. an oW Saxon and Welsh form of

tenure by which an estate passed, on the holder's
death, to all the sons equally.

—

v.t. to divide or dis-
tribute in this way.—>«. Gav'elklnd, a tenure now
peculiar to Kent by which the tenant at fifteen
c.in sell the estate or devise it by will, the estate
cannot escheat, and on an intestacy the lands
descend from the father to all sons in equal por-
tions ; Gavelman, a tenant holding land in
gavelkind. (A.S. ga/ol, tribute; cog. with gie/an,
to give.]

Gavlal, ga'vi-al, K. the East Indian species of croco-
dile, with very long slender muzzle. [Adapted from
Hindustani ^Artr73'(f/, a crocodile.]

Gavotte, ga-vot', n. a lively kind of dance, somewhat
like a country-dance, originally a dance of the
Ga2'otes, the people of Gap, in the Upper Alps : the
music for such a dance.

Gawd, gawd, n. (Skak.). Same as GaUd.
Gawk, gawk, adj. left, as in s:a(vk-handed. — ns.

Gawk'ihOOd, Gawk'ineSS, quality of being gawky.—adj. Gawk'y, awkward, stupid, ungainly.—«. a
lout. [Prob. a contr. of gaulick-, galloc; gallisli-

{handed); most prob. not related to Fr. gauche.}
Gay, ga, adj. lively : bright : sportive, merry : wanton,

dissipated, of loose life: showy: {prov.) spotted.^
adv. {Scot.) fairly, considerably. — ns. Gal'ety,
Gayety, Gay'ness.—a</rj. Gaily, Gayiy; Gay'-
SOme, gladsome.—Gay science, a rendering of gat
saber, the Proven9al name for the art of poetry.
[O. Fr. gai—Old High Ger. ivahi, pretty, not g&hi,
svrift(Diez).)

Gayal, Gyal, gl'al, «. a kind of East Indian ox, long
domesticated, dark brown in colour, with short
curved horns. [Hindi.]

Gay-you, gl'-u, «. a narrow, flat-bottomed fishing-

boat, of two or three masts, used in Annam.
Gaze, gaz, v.i. to look fixedly.—«. a fixed look: the

object gazed at

—

{Spens.) Gaze'ment.

—

adj. Gaze-
ful {Spens.), looking intently.

—

ns. Gaze'-hound, a
hound that pursues by sight rather than scent

;

Gaz'er, one who gazes ; Gaz'lng-Stock, a person
exposed to public view, generally in a bad sense.

—

At gaze, in the attitude of gazing. [Prob. cog. with
obs. gaiv, to stare. Ice. gd, to heed. Some compare
the Sw. gasa. to stare.]

Gazebo, ga-ze'ba, «. a summer-house with a wide
prospect. [Humorously formed from gaze.]

Gazel, gaz'el, n. a form of Ghazal (q.v.).

Gazelle, Gazel, ga-zel', n. a small species of antelope
with beautiful dark eyes, found in Arabia and North
Africa. [Fr.,—Ar. ghazdl, a wild-goat.]

Gazette, ga-zet', «. a newspaper : one of the tliree

official newspapers of the United Kingdom, published
in Edinburgh, London, and Dublm, with record
of every appointment in the public service.

—

v.t.

to publish in a gazette '.—pr.p. gazett'ing ; pa.p.
gazett'ed.— ff. Gazetteer', a geographical dictionary:
{orig.) a writer for a gazette, official journalist.

—

v.t.

to describe in gazetteers.

—

adj. Gazettee'rish. like
a gazetteer in style.

—

Appear, Have one's naniQ,
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:

Oenappe

In Uie Gaxette, to be mentioned in one of the
three official newspapers, esp. of bankrupts. [Fr.,

— It. gazzetta, a small coin; or from \l. gazzetta,
in the sense of a magpie = a chatterer.]

GclZOgene, gaz'o-jen, n. an instrument for manufac-
turing aerated waters, usually for domestic use, by
the action of an acid on an alkali carbonate. [Fr.,

gaz, gas, Gr. genes—gignesthai, to become.]

Gazon, ga-zon', «. a sod or piece of turf, used in forti-

fication.

—

n. Gaxoon', used erroneously by Hogg for

a compact body of men. [Fr., grass.]

Gazy, ga'zi, cuij- affordujg a wide prospect : given to

gazing.

Geach, gech, n. (.sian^) a thief.—r./. to steal.

Geal, je'al, (uij. pertaming to the earth regarded as a

planet. [Gr. ge, earth.]

Geal, jel, v.i. to congeal.
Gean, gen, «. the European wild cherry. [O. Fr.

gJiigne.]

Gear, ger, «. a state of preparation : dress : harness

:

tackle : {ntechJ) connection by means of toothed
wheels; (pis.) a. matter, affair.

—

z'.t. to put in gear,

as machinery.

—

(>.adj. Geared, connected with the
motor by gearing.

—

>is. Gear'ing, harness ; working
implements : (»iech.) a train of toothed wheels and
pinions : Gear'-Wheel, a wheel with teeth or cogs
which impart or transmit motion by acting on those
of another wheel ; Driv'illg-gear, those parts in a
machine most nearly concerned in imparting motion.—^Multiplying gearing, a combination of cog-
wheels for imparting motion from wheels of larger

to wheels of smaller diameter, by which the rate of
revolution is increased ; Out of gear, out of running
order, unprepared ; Straight gearing, the name
given when the planes of motion are parallel—opposed
to Be-jelUd gearing, when the direction is changed
(see Bevel). [M. E. gere, prob. Ice. gervi ; cf. A.S.
geanve. Old High Ger. ^araw/, Eng.j/ar^and^ar, v.]

Geason, ge'zn, adj. {Spens.) rare : wonderful. [A.S.
ggsiie, gesne, wanting, barren.]

Geat, jet, «. the hole m a mould through which the
metal is poured in casting.

Gebble, geb'i, «. (Scot.) the stomach.
Gebor, ge-bOSr', n. a tenant-farmer in the early English
community.

Geek, gek, «. a dupe: scorn, object of scorn.

—

v.t. to

mock.

—

v.i. to scoff at. [Prob. Low Ger. geek; Dut.
gek, Ger. geek. ]

Gecko, gek^, «. one of a family of small dull-coloured
lizards called Geckotidir. \}A.3\&y gikoq.^

Ged, ged, n. (proiu) the pike or luce. [Ice. gedda.^
Gee, ge, n. (prov.) a fit of ill-temper, usually in phrase

' to take the gee.'

Gee, je, v.i. of horses, to move to the offside—the right,
the driver standing on the left.

—

v.i. to cause so to
move.

—

v.i. to go, to suit, get on well.—«. Gee-gee,
a horse.—Gee up, to proceed faster.

Geese, //. oi goose.
Gees, ge-ez", Giz, gez, «. the ancient language of

Ethiopia, a Semitic tongue closely related to Arabic.
Cf«gg. geg, «. (Scot.) a hoax, trick.

—

v.t. to hoax.—
«. Geg^gery, trickery.

Gehenna, ge-hen'a, «. the valley of Hinnom, near
Jerusalem, in which the Israelites sacrificed their
children to Moloch, and to which, at a later time,
the refuse of the city was conveyed to be slowly
burned-hence (N. T.) hell. [L.,—Heb. Ge, valley
of, and Hinnom.]

Geisha, ga'sha, n. a Japanese dancing-g^rl.
Geist, gist, n. spirit, any inspiring or dominating

principle. [Ger.]
Qelastic, jel-as'tik, adj. risible.

Gelatine, Gelatin, jel'a-tin, n. an animal substance
which dissolves in hot water and forms a jelly when
cold.— adj. Gelatig'enous. producing gelatine.

—

vs.t. Gelat'inate, Gelatinise, to make into gelatine

or jelly.

—

vs.i. to be converted into gelatine or jelly.

—Hs. Gelatln&'tion, Gelatlnlsa'tlon.—a^>. Oela-
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tiniform, having the form of gelatine ; Gela tlnold,
like gelatine ; Gelatinous, resembling or formed
into jelly.—«. Gelation, solidification by cold.

—

Explosive gelatine, a powerful explosive made
by gently heating nitro-glycerine in a water-bath,
then dissolving gun-cotton in it. [Fr.,— It. geiatina,
gelata, jelly.]

Geld, geld, «. a historical term meaning money : tri-

bute. [A. S. geld, gyid, payment ; Ice. giald, money.]
Geld, geld, v.t. to emasculate, castrate : to spay : to

deprive of anything essential, to enfeeble ; to deprive
of anything objectionable.

—

ns. Geld'er ; Geld'ing,
act of castrating ; a castrated animal, esp. a horse.
[ 1 ce. gelda ; Dan. gilde. ]

Gelder(8)-rose. See Guelder-rose.
Gelid, jelid, adj. icy cold ; co\A..—ad-j. Gel'idly.—«ir.

Gelidness, Gelid'ity. [L. geiidus-gelu, frost.]

Gelotometer, jel-ot-om'e-ter, «. (Lcutdor) a gauge for
measuring laughter.

Gelsemium, jel-se'mi-um, «. the yellow or Cardina
jasmine, a climbing plant of the Atlantic Southern
United States, having large fragrant blossoms and
perennial dark-green leaves. [It. gelsotnino, jas-

mine.]
Gelt, gelt, /«./. and/rt./. o^geld.
Gelt, gelt, «. (Speiis.). Same as Gilt.
Gem, jem, «. any precious stone, e.sp. when cut : any-

tiling extremely valuable or attractive, a treasure.—v.t. (obs.) to bud: to adorn with gems; to be-
spangle;—/'-./, gem'ming; pa.p. gemmed.

—

hs.
Gem'-CUt'ting, the art of cutting and polishing pre-
cious stones ; Gem'-engraVing, the art of engrav-
ing figures on gems.—rt^". Gem'meous, pertaining
to gems. — «. Gem'mery, gems generally. — /k//.

Gem'my, full of gems, brilliant. [.A.S. gim ; Old
High Ger. giiiiina—L. gouiita, a bud.]

Gemara, ge-mar'a, «. the second part of the Talmud,
consisting of commentary and complement to the
first part, the Mishna. [.\ramaic, ' completion.']

Gematria, ge-ma'tri-a, «. a cabbalistic method of in-

terpreting the Hebrew Scriptures by interchanging
words whose letters have the same numerical value
when added. [Rabbinical Heb.,—Gr. geottutria,
geometry.]

Gemel-ring, jem'el-ring, «. a ring with two or more
links.—«. Oem'el, a twin.—rt<^. Gemellip'arous,
producing twins. [O. Fr. gemel (Fr. juiiieau)—L.
gemellus, dim. ofgeiitiuus, twin, and ring. ]

Geminate, jem'in-at, otij. (hat.) in pairs.

—

v.t. (rare)
to double.—«. Gemina'tion, a doubling ; repetition
of a word to add emphasis : (philol.) the doubling
of a consonant originally single. [L. geniindre,
atuin—!;etiiinus, twin.]

Gemini, jem'i-nl, n.pl. the twins, a constellation con-
taining the two bright stars Castor and Pollux.

—

adj. Gem'inous (bot\ double, in pairs.—«. (Sem'lny
(Shak.), twins, a pair; used as a mild oath or inter-

jection, from the common Latin oath O Gemini, or
simply Gemini—spelt also geminy, geutony, jintiny.
[L, pi. o{geminus, twin-born.]

Gemman, jem'an, fi. gentleman.—Also Gem'man.
(jemmation, jem-ma'shun, «. (hot.) act or time of
budding; arrangement of buds on the stalk.— n.

Gem'ma, a bud :—;>/. Gem'sue.

—

adjs. (}emnia'-
ceOUS, pertaining to leaf-buds ; Gem'mate, having
buds ; Gem'mative ; (}emmif'erous, producing
buds. — «. Gemmipar'ity. — adj. (Jemmip'arous
(zool.). reproducing by buds growing on the body.—«. Gem'miile, a little gem or leaf-bud.

—

adj.
Gemmulif erous, bearing gemmules. [Fr., — L
gemiiidre, -dtum.\

Gemot, (demote, ge-mOt', «. a meeting or assembly.
[\.%. eemdt. Cf. Moot.]

Gemsbok, jemz'bok, «. a species of antelope, found in
South Africa, about the size of a stag, with long
straight horns. [Dut.)

Genai>pe, je-nap', «. a smooth worsted yam used with
silk in fringes, braid, &c. \,G*nappt in Belgium.]
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Qendarme, jang-darm', ffi. originally a mounted lancer,

Liut since the Revolution one of a corps of military

police, divided into legions and companies :—//.

Gendarmes', Grensdarmes'.—». Gendarmerie, the

armed police oi France. [Fr. geiuiarine, sing, from
pi. gens darmes, men-at-arms

—

gens, people, de, of,

armes, arms.]

Gender, jen'der, 7'.t. to beget.—i/.J. {B.) to copulate.

[An abbrev. o{ engender.]
Gender, jen'der, «. kind, esp. with regard to sex :

(gram.) the distinction of nouns according to sex.

[Fr. genre—L. genus, generis, a kind, kin.)

Genealogy, jen-e-al'o-ji, «. history of the descent of

families : the pedigree of a particular person or

family. — o^'. Genealog'ioal. — rtrfz/. Genealog'I-

Caily.— ».!. Geneal'OglSe, to investigate or treat of

genealogy.—«. Genealogist, one who studies or

traces genealogies or descents.—Genealogical tree,

the lineage of a family or person under tne form of

a tree with roots, branches, &c. [Fr.,^L.,—Gr.

genealogia—genea, birth, legein, to speak of.]

Genera. See Genus.
General, jen'er-al, adj. relating to a genus or whole

cl.iss : including many species: not special: not

restricted : common : prevalent : public : loose :

va?ue.

—

n, a class embracing many species : an
officer who is head over a whole department : a
military officer who commands a body of men not

less than a brigade (often general officer) : the chief

commander of an array in service : {R.C. Chiirc/i)

the head of a religious order, responsible only to

the Pope : (Shak.) the public, the vulgar.—«.

General'e, esp. in//. Generalla. general principles.

—adj. Generali'sable.— ». Generalisa'tion.

—

v.i.

Generalise', to include under a general term : to

infer (the nature of a class) from one or a few in-

stances.—"/./. to reason inductively.

—

n. Generality.
—ativs. Gen'erally, General (o*j.), in a general

or collective manner or sense : in most cases : upon
the whole. — «. Generalship, the position of a
military commander: military tactics. — General
Assembly (see Assembly) ; General Epistle, one
addressed to the whole Church (same as Catholic
Epistle); General practitioner, a physician who
devotes himself to general practice rather than to

special diseases ; General principle, a principle to

which there are no e.xceptions within its range of
application ; General servant, a servant whose
duties are not special, but embrace domestic work
of every kind.—In general, mostly, as a general
rule. (O. Fr.,—L. generalis—gentis.\

Generalissimo, jen-er-al-is'i-mo, «. the chief general

or commander of an army of two or more divisions,

or of separate armies. [It.]

Generate, jen'er-at, v.t. to produce : to bring into

life: to originate.

—

adj. Gen'erable, that may be
generated or produced.

—

ns. Gen'erant (niatli.), a
line, point, or figure that produces another figure by
its motion ; Genera'tion, a producing or originating :

a single stage in natural descent : the people of the

same age or period : oflfspring, progeny, race : (//.)
genealogy, history (j?.) ; Genera'tionlsm, tradu-

danism.

—

adj. Gen'erative, having the power of
generating or producing.

—

ns. Gen'erator, begetter
or producer : the principal sound in music ; G^n'ora-
trlx {geom.), the point, line, or surface which, by
its motion, generates another magnitude.

—

adjs.
Genet'lC, -al, pertaining to genesis or production.

—

adv. Genetically, —ns. Gen'etrix, Gen'ltrlx, a
female parent ; Ghan'ltor, a progenitor ; Gen'iture,
birth.—Alternation of generations, a complication
in the life-histor>' of plants, when the organism pro-
duces offspring unlike itself, but giving rise in turn to

forms like the original parents ; Spontaneous genera-
tion, the origination of living from non-living matter :

abiogencsis. [I., generdre, -dium—^enus, a kind.]
Generic, -al, Generloally. See Genus.
Generous, jen'4r-us, adj. of a noble nature : courage-

ous : liberal : bountiful : invigorating in its nature,
as wine : (ois.) nobly born.

—

a^iv. Gen'erously.—
ns. Gen erousness, Generos ity, nobleness or liber-
ality of nature : {arch.) nobility of birth. [Fr. gine-
reux—"L. geiurosus, of noble birth

—

genus, birtn.]
Genesis, jen'e-sis, «. generation, creation, or pro<luc-

lion : the first book of the Bible, so called from its

containing an account of the Creation :—//. Gen'eses.—adjs. Genes'iac, -al, Genesit'ic, pertaining to
Genesis. [L.,—Gr.,

—

gignesthai, to beget.]
Genet, Gennet. Same as Jennet.
Genet, jen'et, «. a carnivorous animal, allied to the

civet, of a gray colour, marked with black or brown,
a native of Africa, Asia, and Southern Europe : its

fur, made into muffs and tippets.—Also Gen'ette.
[Fr. ge/te/ie—Sp. gineia—Ar. jarnai/, a genet.]

Genetnliac, -al, je-neth'li-ak, -al, adj. pertaining to a
birthday or nativity.— «. a birthday poem. — «.
Genethli'acon, a birthday ode.

—

adjs. Genethlla-
lOgiC, -al.— «. Genethlial'ogy, the art of casting
nativities.

Geneva, je-ne'va, n. a spirit distilled from grain and
flavoured with juniper-berries, also called Hollands.
—«. Genevette', a wine made from wild fruits

flavoured with juniper-berries. [Dut. genever, jene-
rer, O. Fr. gene-ore (Fr. genievre)— L. jiiniperus,

the juniper ; corrupted to Geneva by confusion with
the town of that name. See Gin.]

Genevan, je-ne'van, adj. pertaining to Geneva.—n.

an inhabitant of Geneva : an adherent of Genevan
or Calvinistic theology.

—

adjs. and ns. Gene'van.
Genevese'.—«. Gene'vanism, Calvinism.—Geneva
Bible, a version of the Bible with racy noies pro-

duced by English exiles at Geneva in 1560 ; Geneva
Convention, an international agreement of 1865
providing for the neutrality of hospitals, and the

security of sanitary officers, naval and military
chaplains ; Geneva Cross, a red cross on a white
ground displayed for protection in war of jjersons

serving in hospitals, &c. ; Geneva gOWn, the dark,
loose preaching gown affected by the early Geneva
reformers, and still the common form of pulpit-gown
among Presbyterians ; Genevan theology, so called

from Calvin's residence in Geneva and the establish-

ment of his doctrines there.

Genial, je'ni-al, adj. pertaining to generation, produc-
ing : cheering : kindly : sympathetic : healthful.

—

v.t.

Ge'nialise, to impart geniality to.

—

ns. Genial'lty,
Ge'nlalness.—(i^/f. Ge'nially. [Fr.—L. geniaiis,

horn genius, the spirit of social enjoyment.]
Genial, jen'i-al, adj. of or pertaining to the chin.

[Gr. geneion—genys, the jaw.]
Geniculate, -d, je-nik'u-lat, -ed, adj. (iot.) bent

abruptly like the knee : jointed : knotted. — r./.

GeniCiilate, to form joints in.—». Genicula'tion.
[L. geniculdre, -dtum—geniculum, a little knee

—

genu, the knee.]
Genie, je'ni, «. a jinnee. [Fr. gfnie—L. genius.]
Genipap, jen'i-pap, ». a large West Indian tree with

excellent fruit. [Native.]

Genista, je-nis'ta, «. a large genus of shrubby, legu-

minous plants, with simple leaves and yellow flowers.

[L. genista, broom.]
Genitel, jenl-tal, adj. belonging to generation or the

act of producing.—«.//. Gen'itals (also Genitalia),

the exterior organs of generation. [L. genitalis—
gignere, genitntn, to beget.]

Genitive, jen'i-tiv, adj. (gram.) applied to a case

properly denoting the class or kind to which a thing

belongs, represented in modem English by the

possessive case. — adj. Genitl'val. [L. genitivus

(gignere, genitum, to beget), as if indicating origin,

a mistranslation of Gr. genikos—genos, a class.]

Genius, jen'yus, or je'ni-us, «. the special inborn
faculty of any individual : special taste or dis-

position gualifying for a particular employment : a
man havmg such power of mind : a good or evil

spirit, supposed by the ancients to preside over
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every person, place, and thing, and esp. to preside

over a man's destiny from his birth : prevailing spirit

or tendency : type or generic exemplification—{^j.)

Q^n'io :— //. Geniuses (jen'yus-ez).—Genius loci

(L.), the presiding divinity of a place :^/>/. Genii

(je'ni-T). (L. gentHs-gigtie'e, geHttum, to beget.)

Genoese, je-nO-ez', adj. relating to Genoa — also

Genovese'.

—

h. an inhabitant of Genoa.

Genouillire, zhe-nOO-y5r, «. the knee-piece in armour.

Genre, zhangr, «. kind, style : a style of painting

scenes from familiar or rustic life. [Fr. gvnn, kind

— L. gentts.]

Gens, jenz, ft. in ancient Rome, a clan including

several families descended from a common ancestor

:

a tribe :—//. Gen'tes. [L.]

Gent, jent, aJj. (S^tis.) noWe. [O. Fr.,—L. geHtiiis,

gentle.]

Gent, jent, n. familiar abbrev. of geHtUm»H : one
who apes the gentleman.

Genteel, jen-tel', adj. well-bred : graceful in manners
or in form : fashionable.

—

adj. Genteel'lsh. some-
what genteel.—rtrt'p. Genteelly. —«. Genteel'nesB
(same as Gentility).—The genteel, the mannersand
usages of genteel or well-bred society. [Fr. gentil

—L. gentilis, belonging to the same gem, or clan

—

later, well-bred.]

Gentian, jen'shan, n. a plant the root of which is used
in medicine, said by Pliny to have been brought into

use by Genttia, king of lllyria, conquered by the

Romans in 167 B.C.

—

ns. Geutianel'la, a name for

several species of gentian, esp. Gentianaacaulis, with
deep-bhie flowers ; Gen'tlanine, a yellow crystalline

bitter compound obtained from the j-ellow gentian.

Gentile, jen'tll, n. (5.) any one not a Jew: any one
not a Christian.

—

tuij. of or belonging to a gens or

clan: belonging to any nation Init the Jews: {gram.)
denoting a race or country.

—

aiij's. Gentil'iO, tribal
;

Oen'tillSh, heathenish. — «. Gen'tilism, pagan-
ism.—«<(>>. Gentill'tial, Oentili'tian, Gentili'tlous,
pertaining to a gens. [L. gentilis—gens, a nation.]

Gentle, jen'tl, aiij. well-born : mild and refined in

' manners: mild in disposition: amiable: soothing:
'J moderate: gradual.

—

v.t. (^Shak.'yxo make gentle.

—

'' n. (pis.) a person of good family : (Sfz/tk.) a trained
falcon : the larva of the flesh-fly, used as a bait in

angling.

—

n. GentilesSO', the quality of being gentle,

courtesy.

—

v.t. Gen'tilise, to raise to the class of
gentleman.

—

n. Gentll'ity, good birth or extraction :

good breeding : politeness ofman tiers : genteel people :

marks of gentility. —»«./»/. Gen'tlefolk, people ofgood
family.

—

adj. Gen'tle-heart'ed, having a gentle or

kind disposition. ~«. Gen'tlehood, position or char-
acter attaching to gentle birth.—«. Gen'tlenOSB.

—

adv. Gently.—«. Gen'trioe, gentle birtli, courtesy.
—Gentle reader, courteous reader, an old-fashioned
phrase common in the prefaces of books. — The
gentle craft, a i)hra.se used to specify shoe-making,
also angling ; The gentle (or gentler) sex, women
in general as opposed to the stem or sterner sex.
[Kr.,—L. gentilis. See (JentaoL]

Gentleman, jen'tl-man, n, a man of good birth : one
who without a title wears a coat of arms : more
generally every man above the rank of yeoman, in-

cluding the nobility : one above the trading cla.sses :

a man of refined manners : a polite term used for

man in general: {Sha/c.) a body-servant: — //.

(Jen tlemen—also a word of adiiress -.—/em. Cten'tle-

woman.

—

ns. Gen'tleman-at-aims, a member of
the royal bodyguard, instituted in 1509, and now
composed of military officers of service and distinc-

tion only : Gen'tleman-comm'oner, a member of

the higher class of commoners at Oxford University ;

Gen'tlemanhood, Gen'tlemanship, the condition
or character of a gentleman.

—

adjs. Gen'tleznanllke,
Gen'tlemanly, well-bred, refined

,
generous ; Gen'tle-

manliness.—(t<^'. Gen'tlewomanly, like a refined
and well-bred woman.

—

n. Gen'tlewomanliness.—
Gentleman farmer, a landowner who resides on his
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estate and superintends the cultivation of his own
soil ; (Gentleman of the Chapel-royal, a lay-singer
who assists the priests in the chor.il service of the
royal chapel ; Gtentleman'B gentleman, a valet, or
gentleman's body-servant ; Gentleman USher, a
gentleman who serves as an usher at court, or as an
attendant on a person of rank.

GentOO, jen-toO', «. a Hindu. [Port, gentia, a Gentile.]
Gentry, jen'tri, n. the class of people below the rank of

nobility: (coll.) people of a particular, esp. an in-

ferior, stamp : (Shak.) noble birth. [Apparently an
altered form of gentrice, from O. Fr. gtnterise,
gentelise, formed from adj. gtntil, gentle.]

Genty, jen'ti, ndj. (Scot.) neat, pretty, graceful
Gentlfleot, jen-Q-flekt', v.i. to bend the knee in worship

or respect.—»j. Genuflection, Genuflexion. [L.
genu, the Vxit.c,flectire, to bend.]

Genuine, jen'Q-in, adj. natural, not spurious or adul-
terated : real : pure : (zool.) conformable to t>'pe.

—

adv. Gen'uinely.—«. Genuineness. [L. genuimu
—giguere, to beget.]

GenxiS, je'nus, «. (scW.)agroup consisting of a number
of species closely connected by common characters
or natural affinity : (log.) a class of objects compre-
hending several subordinate species :

—

f>l. Genera
(jen'era).

—

adjs. Gener'ic, -al, pertaining to a genus :

relating to gender : of a general nature, not special

:

distinctly characteristic— rtrt'?/. Gener'ically. [L.
genus, generis, birtli ; cog. with Gr. genos—gig-
tiest/iai.]

Geo, Glo, gyO, n. (prov.) a gully, creek. [Ice. gjd.'\

Geocentric, -al, je-o-sen'trik, -al, adj. having the
earth for its centre : (astron.) as seen or measured
from the earth.

—

adv. (Jeocen'trically.—«. (Jeo-

Cen'triCism. [Gr. ge, the earth, kentron, a centre.]

Geocyclio, je-O-sik'lik, adj. pertaining to the revolu-
tions of the earth.

Geode, je'Od, «. (min.) a rounded nodule of stone
with a hollow interior.

—

adj. (}eodif'eroUS, bearing
or producing geodes. [Fr.,— Gr. geodis, earth-like,

earthen

—

ge, earth, eidos, form.]
Geodesy, je-od'e-si, «. a science whose object is to
measure the earth and its parts on a large scale.

—

ns. Geode'Sian, Geod'esist, one skilled in geodesy.—adjs. Geodes'ic, -al, Geodet'ic, -al, pertaining to

or determined by geodesy. [ Fr. g^od^sie — Gr.
geddaisia—gl, the earth, daicin, to divide.]

Geognosy, je-og^no-si, n, the study of the materials of
the earth's substance, now frequently called Petrog-
ra/yhy— aXf^ GeognO'SiS. — «. Gih'OgaoSt.— adjs.

Geognost'ic, -al. — adv. (Jeognost'loally. [Fr.
g^ognosie^Gr. ge, the earth, gndsis, knowledge.)

Oeogony, je-og'o-ni, n. the doctrine of the production
or formation of the earth— also Geog'eny . — rT(^'.

(Jeogon'iC. [Gr., ge, the earth, gon^, generation.)
Geography, je-og'ra-fi, n. the science which describes

the surface of the earth and its inhabitants : a book
containing a description of the earth.

—

n. Geog'-
rapher.—/K^j. Geograph'iC, -al, relating to geog-
raphy. — adv. Geographically. — Geographical
distribution (see Distribution). — Descriptive
geography, that part of geography which consists
in a statement of facts ; Historical geography, that
jiart of geography which investigates the changes
which have occurred in the governmental control
of territory; Physical geography (see Physical);
Political geography, geography that Rives an ac-
count of the different communities of mankind.
[Fr.,—L.,—Gr. geographia^gi, the earth, graphe,
a description

—

graphein, to write.]

Cteolatry, ja-ol'a-tri, «. earth-worship. [Gr. gi, the
earth, latreia, worship.)

Geology, je-ol'o-ji, n. the science relating to the his-

tory and development of the earth's crust, together
with the several floras and faunas which have succes-
sively clothed and peopled its surface.

—

ns. GeolO'-
glan, (Jeol'oglst.-rt<i>.f. Oeolog'ic, -al, pertaining
to geology.—-(Kfo. Geologically.—r.». Georoglse.
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—HyaakWXiiaX geology, the study of natural opera-
tions based OH the belief that the effects of Nature's
agents in the present will further interpret the records

of such actions in the past ; Structural geology,
that geology which treats of the mode in which
rocks are built up in the earth's crust. iFr. geoiogu
—Gr. ge, the earth, logia, a discourse.]

Geomancy, jeo-man-si, n. divination by figures or
lines drawn on the earth.

—

n. Go'omancer adj.

Ge'omantiC, pertaining to geomancy. [Fr. gio-

niancu-—Gr. ge, the earth, ntauteia, divination.]

Geometry, je-om'e-tri, «. that branch of mathematics
which treats of magnitude and its relations : a text-

book of geometry.—>tr. Geom'eter, Geometrician,
one skilled in geometry.

—

aiijs. Geomet'rlc, -al.

—

adv. Geomet'rically.— 7'./. Geom'etrise, to study
geometry.

—

n. Geom'etrist. [Fr. giontelrie—V,.,
Gr. geometria—ge, the earth, nutron, a measure.)

Geomys, jS'S-mis, «. the typical genus oi Geomytda,
the pouched rats or pocket-gophers. [Gr. ge, the

earth, niys, mouse.]
Geonomy, je-on'o-mi, «. the science of the physical

laws relating to the earth.

—

adj. G«onom'ic. [Gr.

ge, earth, nomas, law. ]

Geophagy, je-ofa-ji, «. the act or practice of eating
earth—also Geoph'aglsm. -«. Geoph'aglst adj.
Geoph'agOUa. |Gr. gi, the earth, pkageiti, to eat.]

GeoponlC, -al, je-o-pon'ik,-al, a<ij. pertaining to till-

ing the earth or to agriculture.

—

n.pl. Geopon'lcs,
the science of agriculture. [Fr. geopouitjuc—Gr.
geopouikos—ge, the earth, ponos, labour.]

Georama, je-o-ra'ma, «. an apparatus for exhibiting
the seas, lakes, rivers, and mountains on the earth's
surface. [Gr. ge, the earth, horaina, a view

—

horaein, to see.]

Geordie, jCr'di, n. a guinea, from the figure of St
George upon the back : a safety-lamp for miners
invented by George Siephenson : a coal-pitman, a
collier-boat.

George, jorj, ». a jewelled figure of St George slaying
the dragon, worn by Knights of the Garter.

Georgian, jorj'i-an, adj. relating to the reigns of the
four Georges, kings of Great Britain : belonging to

Georgia in the Caucasus, its people, language, &c. :

pertaining to the American State of Georgia.—Also «.

GeorglC, jorj'ik, adj. relating to agriculture or rustic

affairs.—«. a poem on husbandry. [L. georgicus—
Gr. gedrgikos—geSrgia, agriculture

—

ge, the earth,

ergon, a work.]
Geoscopy, je-os'kO-pi, «. knowledge of the earth or its

soil gained from observation. [Gr. ge, the earth,

skopein, to view.]
Geoselenlc, j5-o-se-Ien'ik, adj. relating to the earth

and the moon in their mutual relations. [Gr. gl, the
earth, seleite, the moon.)

Geostatic, je-o-stat'ik, adj. capable of sustaining the
pressure of earth from all sides.—«.^/. Geostat'iOS,
the statics of rigid bodies. [Gr. ge, the earth,

statikos, causing to stand.)

Geotectonlc, je-o-tek-ton'ik, adj. relating to the struo
ture of the earth. [Gr. ^, the earth, tekton, a
builder.)

GeothermiC, je-o-ther'mik, adj. pertaining to the in-

ternal heat of the earth.—«. Geothermom'eter, an
instrument for measuring subterranean temperatures.
[Gr. ge, the earth, thermos, heat.)

Geotropism, je-ot'ro-pizm, n. {pot.) tendency to growth
downward.

—

adj. Geotrop'lc. [Gr. ge, the earth,
tropos, a turning.)

Qerail, gS'ra, «. (B.) the smallest Hebrew weight and
coin, Vsth of a shekel, worth about i^d. [Heb.
gerdh.}

Geranium, je-ra'ni-um, K. a. genus of plants with
seed-vessels like a crane's bill. [L.,—Gr. gerattioH—geranos, a crane.)

QeratOlOgy, jer-at-olo-ji, n. the science of the pheno-
mena of decadence. [Gr. giraa, old age, logia,

discourse. ]

Gerbe, jerb, «. something resembling a sheaf of wheat

:

a kind of firework. [F"r.]

Gerent, je'rent, H. one who holds an office, a manager,
ruler.

—

adj.
Gerfalcon, Gyrfalcon, jer-fawl-kon, -fawk'n, «. a

large falcon, found in the northern regions of both
the Old and New Worlds. [O. Fr. ger/aucon-'
Low L. gyro/alco, most prob. Old High Ger.^r, a
vulture (Ger. geier). See Falooo.)

G«rm, jerm, «. a rudimentary form of a living thing,
whether a plant or animal ; (Jwt.) the seed-bud oi a
plant : a shoot : that from which anything springs,
the origin : a first principle.

—

z:i. to put forth buds,
sprout.— «. Germicide, that which destroys germs.
[Fr. gerine—L. germen, a bud.)

German, jer'man, adj. of the first degree, as cousins
germoH : closely allied. — «. one from the same
stock or closely allied.

—

adj. Germane', nearly re-

lated : relevant, appropriate. [O. Fr. germaiu—'
L. germanus, prob. for germinaHus—germen, -inis,

origin.)

German, jer'man, «. a native of Germany : the German
language :—pi. Ger'mans.

—

adj. of or from Germany.
—i£<^V. Germanesque', marked by German char-
acteristics ; Germanic, pertaining to Germany.

—

a^iv. German'ically. — z/./. Ger'manlse, to show
German qualities. — adj. Ger'manish, somewhat
German in qualities.^

—

us. Ger'manism, an idiom
of the German language ; Ger'maniat.—arf/. Ger-
manis'tic, pertaining to the study of German.—«.

Ger'man-sil'ver, an alloy of copper, nickel, and
zinc, white like silver, and first made in Germany.
—High German, the variety of Teutonic speech,
originally confined to ' High' or Southern Germany,
but now accepted as the literary language through-
out the whole of Germany ; Low German, properly
Piattdeutsch, the general name for the dialects of
Germany which are not High German, but also
applied by philologists to all the West Germanic
dialects except High German (including English,
Dutch, Frisian), and formerly in a still wider sense
including also Gothic and Scandinavian. [L. Ger-
viaui, ' shooters,' from Celt, gaimt, a loud cry

;

or 'neighbours'—i.e. to the Gauls, from Celt. (Old
U.)gair, a neighbour.)

Germander, jer'man-der, n. a. large genus of labiate-

herbs with aromatic, bitter, and stomachic properties.

[Low L. germandra—Gr. chamandrya, chamaidryt'—chamai, on the ground, drys, oak.)
Germanium, jer-ma'ni-um, ». an element discovered

in 1885 in argyrodite.
Germen, jerm'en, «. a disused botanical synonym for'

Ovary (q.v.)—(.SAa/J.) Cterm'ln.— «<(/. Germ'inal,'
pertaining to a germ. [See Germ.)

Germinal, zhar-me-nal', w. the seventh month of th«'

French revolutionary calendar, March ai-April ig.

Gtermlnata, jerm'in-at, v.i. to spring from a germ : to

begin to grow.

—

v.t. to produce.

—

adj. Oerm'inant,
sprouting : sending forth germs or buds.—-«. Gter-

mina'tion.— a^'. Germ'inative. [L. germiuare,'
-dium—germen, a bud.)

Gem, jern, z>.i. (Speris.) to grind or yawn.
Gerontocracy, jer-on-tok'ra-si, n. government by old

men. [Gr. geron, an old man, kratos, power.)
_

(}eropigia, jer-o-pij'i-a, «. a mixture of grape-juice,

brandy, &c., used to sophisticate port-wine. [Port.]

(gerrymander, jer-i-man'der, v. t. (A mer. ) to rearrange

the voting districts in the interests of a particular

party or candidate : to manipulate facts, arguments'

&c. so as to reach undue conclusions.

—

n. an arrange-

ment of the above nature. [Formed from the name
of Governor Elbridge Gerry (1744-1814) and Sala-

mander, from the likeness to that animal of the

gerrj-mandered map of Massachusetts in 1811.]

Gerund, jer'und, «. a part of the Latin verb which has
the value of a verbal noun—e.g. amandum, loving.

—tis. Ger'und-grlnd'er, a teacher, tutor : Gerund-
grinding.—«<</. Qerund'lal.—«. Gerundive, th«



Oervao fate, far ; mg, her ; inTne ; Gift

future passive participle of a Latin verb. [L. gerun-

liiuin—gerere, to bear.]

Oervao, ger-v5'o, «. a small medicinal verbenaceous

shrub of the West Indies, &c. [Braz.]

OeSSO, jes'O, «. a plaster surface, prepared as a ground

for painting. [It.]

Gest, jest, n. (Sh,ik.). Same as G-lSt.

Gest, jest, «. an exploit : demeanour, bearmg : a

tale of adventure, a romance.—Gesta Romanorum
(' deeds of the Romans '), the title of a collection of

short stories and legends in Latin, with moralisatioiis

appended, which probably took its present form in

England about the beginning of the 14th century.

[L. gfsta, things Aox\<t—gerere, gestum, to bear.)

Gestation, jes-ta'shun, «. the act of carrying the young
in the womb, pregnancy.—rt(^>. Ges^tant, laden ;

Ges'tatory, pertaining to gestation. [Fr.,

—

V.. gesta-

tion-em^geslare, -dtHnt, to cnxvy^gerere, to bear. ]

OestiCUlate, jes-tik'O-lat, v.i. to make gestures when
speaking : to play antic tricks.

—

adj. Ges'tlc, pertain-

ing to motion, esp. dancing.

—

ns. Gestioula'tion, act

of making gestures in speaking : a gesture ; Gestlc'U-

lator, one who makes gestures.— rt(^'. Gestic'ulatory,

representing or abounding in gesticulations. [L. ges-

iiculdri, -dius—gesticulus, dim. oi gestus, gesture—
gerere, to carry.]

Ctosture, jes'tur, «. a posture, or movement of the

body : an action expressive of sentiment or passion :

{Shak.) behaviour.

—

adj. Ges'tural. [Low L. ges-

tura—L. gestus, from L. gerere, to carry. ]

Get, get, v.i. to obtain : to seize : to procure or cause
to be : to beget offspring : to learn : to persuade :

(B.) to betake, to carry.

—

v.i. to arrive or put one's

sell in any place, state, or condition : to become :—

•

pr./>. get'tiiig; />a.t. got; />a./>. got, (ois.) got'ten.

—

rts. Get'tor, one who gets or obtains : one who
begets ; Get'ting, a gaining : anything gained : pro-

creation ; Get'-Up, equipment : general appearance.
—Get ahead, along, to make progress, advance

;

Get at, to reach, attain ; Get off, to e.scape ; Get
on, to proceed, advance ; Get OUt, to produce : to

go away ; Get over, to surmount ; Choi round, to

circumvent : to persuade, talk over ; Get through,
to finish ; Get up, to arise, to ascend : to arrange,
prepare. [A.S. gitan, to get.]

Geum, je'um, «. a genus of perennial herbs, of order
Rosacea, contains the avens or herb-bennet, &c. [L.J

Gewgaw, gu'gaw, «. a toy : a bauble.

—

adj. showy
without value. [Ace. to Skeat, a reduplicated form
of A. S. gi/an, to give ; preserved also in Northern
Eng., ^^ giff-gaff, interchange of intercourse. ]

Gey (Scot.). See Gay.
Geyser, gtsir, «. a hot spring, as in Iceland, which

spouts water into the air. [Ice., geysa, to gush.]
Ghast, gast, v.t. (Shak.) to strike aghast : to affright.—adj. Ghast'ful (Spens.), dreary, dismal. — adv.
Ohast'fully, frightfully.—/«. Ghast'linesB, Ghast'-
ness (ShaJt.).—adJ. Ghast'ly, death-like : hideous.
[A.S. gxstiic, terrible. See AghaSt.]

Ghat, Ghaut, gawt, n. in India, a mountain-pass : a
chain of mountains : landing-stairs for bathers on the
sides of A river or tank. [Hind, ghdt.]

Ghazal, gaz'al, n. a form of Persian verse in which the
first two lines rhyme, and for this rhyme a new one
must be found in the second line of each succeeding
couplet : a piece of music in which a simple theme is

constantly recurring —Also Gaz'el, Ghaz'el. [Pers.
arghazel, a love-poem.]

Ghazel. Same as Gazelle.
Qhazl, ga'z6, «. a veteran Mohammedan soldier, one
who has fought for the faith. [Ar., ' a warrior.']

Oheber, Ghebre, ge'ber, «. Same as Guebre.
Ghee, ge, «. an Indian clarified butter, generally

prepared from buffaloes' milk. [Hind. ghl.\
Gherkin, ger'kin, ft. a small cucumber used for

pickling. [Dut. agurkje, a gherkin ; a word of
Eastern origin, as in Pers. khiydr, a cucumber,
Byzsmtine angourion, a water-melon.)
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Ghetto, get'O, «. the Jews' quarter in Italian cities, to

which they used to be strictly confined. [It.]

GhibelUne, gib'e-lin, 11. one of a party in Italy in the

Middle Ages which supported the imperial authority,

as oppo^ed to the Guells. [See Guelf.]

Ghost, gOst, n. the soul of man : a spirit appearing
after death : (Shaft.) a dead body : (s/a/ig) one who
writes a statesman's speeches for him, &c.

—

v.i. to

appear to.

—

adj. Ghost'-Mke.—«. Ghost'llness.

—

adj. Ghost'ly, spiritual, religious : pertaining to
apparitions.

—

ns. Ghost'-moth, a species of moth
very common in Britain, its caterpillar destructive
to hop-gardens ; Ghosf-Sto'ry, a story in which
ghosts figure ; Ghost'-word, a fictitious word that
has originated in the blunder of a scribe or printer

—

common in dictionaries.—Give Up the ghost (£.),
to die.—Holy Ghost, the Holy Spirit, the third

person in the Trinity. [A.S. gdsi ; Ger. geisi.]

Ghoul, gOSl, «. an Eastern demon which devours the
iiead.—adj. GhOUl'ish. [Pers.]

Ghyll, an unnecessary variant o( gill, a ravine.
GiambeaUX, zham'bO, «.//. (Spens.) armour for the

legs. [VT.,—jainl>e, leg.]

Giant, jl'ant, «. an individual whose stature and bulk
exceed those of his species or race generally : a
person of extraordinary powers :

—

/em. Gi'antesS.
—adj. gigantic. — ns. Gi'antism, Gi'antshlp, the
quality or character of a giant.

—

adj. Gl'antly, giant-

like.—«. Gi'ant-pOW'der, a kind of dynamite.

—

adj.

Gi'ant-rude (Shak.), enormously rude or uncivil.

—

n. Gi'antry, giants collectively. [O. Fr. geant
(Fr. g^atit)— \j.^—Or. gigas, giganios.]

Giaour, jowr, «. infidel, a term applied by the Turks
to all who are not of their own religion. [Turk.
jaivr—Ar. kdfir, an infidel.]

Gib, jib, «. the projecting arm of a crane : a wedge-
shaped piece of metal holding another in place, &c.—v.t. to fasten with such.

Gib, jib, «. a cat.—Also Gib' -Cat (Shak.). [A corr. of

Gilbert, as ' Totn-cM,' hardly ior glib = lib.\

Gibbe, jib, «. (Shak.) an old worn-out animal.
Gibberish, gib'er-ish, «. rapid, gabbling talk : un-
meaning words.-

—

adj. unmeaning.

—

v.i. Oibb'er, to

speak senselessly or inarticulately.

—

h. Gibb'lO-
gabb'Ie, gabble. [See Gabble.]

Gibbet, jib'et, «. a gallows on which criminals were
suspended after execution : the projecting beam of
a crane.

—

v.t. to expose on a gibbet. [O. Fr. gibet,

a stick ; origin unknown.]
Gibbon, gib'un, «. a genus of tailless anthropoid apes,

with very long arms, natives of the East Indies.

Gibbous, gib'us, adj. hump-backed : swelling, convex,
as the moon when nearly full—also Gibb'ose.

—

ns.

Gibbos'ity, Glbb'ousness—arft'. Gibb'ously. [L.

cibbostis = gibberosus—gibber, a hump.]
Gibe, Jibe, jib, v.t. to sneer at : to taunt.

—

n. a
taunt : contempt.

—

n. Gib'er, one who gilies.

—

adv.
Glb'ingly. [Ice. geipa, to talk nonsense.]

Glbel, gil)'el, n. the Prussian carp, without barbules.

Gibeonlte, gib'e-on-Tt, n. a slave's slave—from Josh. ix.

Giblets, jib'lets, n.//. the internal eatable parts of a
fowl, taken out before cooking 'n.-—adj. Gib'let,

made of giblets. [O. Fr. gibelet ; origin unknown ;

not a dim. oi gibier, game.)
Gibus, zhc'bus, «. a crush-hat, opera-hat. [Fr.)

Gld, gid, «. staggers in sheep.— Also Stur'dy (q.v.).

Giddy, gid'i, adj. unsteady, dizzy : that causes giddi-

ness : whirling : inconstant : thoughtless. — adv.
Giddily.—«. Giddiness.— rt^'.r. Gidd'y-head'ed,
thoughtless, wanting reflection ; Gidd'y - paced
(Shak.), moving irregularly. [From A.S. giddiau,
10 sing, be merry, gid, a song.)

Ole, ge, v. a Scotch form of give.
Gler-eagle, jSr'-S'gl, «. (B.) a species of eagle. [See
Gyrfsucon.)

Gif
,
gif. couj. an obsolete form of i/.

Gift, gift, K. a thing given : a bribe : a quality be-

stowed by nature : the act of giving.

—

v.t. to endow



Gig tnCte ; mQte ; mOOn ; then. Gipsy

with any power or faculty.

—

adj. Gifted, endowed
by nature: intelleclual. — /w. Crift'-liorse, a horse
given as a gift ; Glft'ling, a httle gilt.—Look a gift
iiorse in the moutb, to criiici:>e a gift. IGivt.]

Gl8> B'g. "• ^ 'ig'". two-wheeied carnage ; a long,

light boat: (i/..i.) sport, fun.

—

v.t. and v.i. Gig'glt

(U.S.), to convey or move rapidly.

—

ks. Gig'man,
one who drives or keeps a gig—a lavourite term ot

Carlyle's lor a narrow philistinism based on the

possession ol a little more money than otiiers, whence
Gig^maness, Gigman ity, Gig^mania. [M. E. giggc,

a whirling thing (cf. Whirligig): prob. related to

Ice. geiga, to turn in a wrong direction. Cf. Jig.]

Gigantic, ji-gan'tik, adj. suitable to a giant : enor-

mous—also Gigante an.—a<ry. Gigantesque', befit-

ting agiant.— a<iV. Gigan tically.—/A>. Gigan'ticide,

the act of kiiliag a giant ; Gigantol Ogy, descrip-

tion of giants ; Gigantom'achy, a war of giants.

[L. g'S'^i S'S'^"^"> ^ giant, c<eJere, to kill.]

Giggle, gig'l, v.L to laugh with short catches of the
breath, or in a silly manner.—«. a laugh of this

kind.—>M. Gigg'ler; Giggling. [M. £. gageUn,
to cackle ; cf. ice. gagl, a goose.]

Giglet, gig'let, «. agiday girl : a wanton—also Giglot.—aaj. (ShaJi.) inconstant. [Prob. Ice. gtkkr, a pert

person; perh. related 10 gig. bee Jig.J

Gigot, jig'ut, «. a leg of mutton. [Fr.,—O. Fr. gigue,
a leg : a fiddle ; a word of unknown origin.]

Gila monster. See Monster.
Giid, gild, v.t. to cover or overlay with gold : to cover

with any gold-like substance : to gloss over : to
adorn with lustre :^pr.p. gild'ing ; pa.t. and pa.fi.
gild'ed or gilt.

—

iis. Gild'er, one who coats articles

with gold ; Gild'ing, act or trade of a gilder : gold
laid on any surtace for ornament.—Gilded Chamber,
the House of Lords ; Gild the pill, to do something
to make a disagreeable thing seem less so. [A.S.

gyidan—gold. See Gold.]

Gill, gil, n. one of the breathing organs in fishes and
cert.iin other aquatic animals : the flap below the
bill of a fowl. [Cf. Dan. gialle, a gill ; Ice. gjolnar
(pi.), gills; Sw. gal.\

Gill, jil, «. a measure = \ pint.—«. GiU'-llOUee, a
dram-shop. [O. Fr. gelle \ cf. Low L. gillo, a flask ;

allied to Vr.jaie, a large bowl, Eng. gallon.]

Gill, jil, «. a girl, because of the commonness of the

name Giliian, cf. ' Jack and Jill
:

' ground-ivy : beer

flavoured with ground-ivj-.

—

n. Gill' -flirt, a wanton
girl. [From Gillian or Juliana (from Julius), a

female name, contracted Gill, Jiil.\

Gill, gil, «. a small ravine, a wooded glen.—Also
Ghyll. (Ice.)

Gillie, Gllly, gil'i, «. a youth, a man-servant, esp. to

one hunting. [G.iel. gille, a lad, Ir. gioUa.\
Gilljrflower, iil'i-flow-er, «. popular English name for

stock, wallflower, &c., from its clove-like smell.

[O. Fr. giro/lee—Gt. karyophyllon, the clove-tree

—

karyon. .i nut, phyllon, a le.if.]

Gllpy, Gilpey, gil'pi, «. (Scot.)^ boisterous boy or girl.

Gilravage, gil-rav'aj, «. (^Scot.)vi noisy frolic, disorder.
—v.i. to plunder, spoil.

Gilt, gilt, fa.t. and pa.p. of gild.—«. that which is

used for gilding,

—

ndjs. Gild'ed ; Gllt'-edged, having
the edges gilt : of the highest quality, as 'gilt-edged

securities' = those stocks whose interest is considered
perfectly safe,— «. Gilt'-head, a popular name for

several fishes, esp. a sparoid fish with a half-moon-
"^haped gold spot between the eyes.

Gilt, gilt, «. {Shak.) money.
Gimbal, gim'bal, n. a contrivance for suspending the

mariner's compass, so as to keep it always horizontal.

[Through Fr. from L. gemeili, twins.]
Glmhlet. Same as Gimlet.
Gimcrack, jim'krak, «. a toy: a gewgaw: a trivial

mechanism— also Jlm'oraok.— «. Gim'oraokery,
[Prov. gim orjim, neat, and crack, a lively boy.]

Gimlet, gim'let, n. a small tool for boring holes by
turning it with the hand.

—

v.t. to pierce with a

gimlet : (naut.) to turn round (an anchor) as if turn-
ing a gimlet.

—

adj. Gim'iet-eyed, very sharp-sighted.
10. f r. giinbelet, from leut. ; cf. Eng. wimbU:.\

Gimmal, gim'al, «. a gimbal : {,^liak.) anything con-
sisting of parts moving within each other or inter-
locked—a quaint piece of mechanism—alsoGimm'er.
—adj. (Shak.) made or consisting of double rings,

Gimmer, gim'er, «. a two-year-old ewe. [Ice. gymbr;
cf. ^w. gimmer, Tidjn. gimmer.]

Gimp, gimp, «. a kind of trimming, &c., of silk, woollen,
or cotton twist.

—

v.t. to make or lurnish with gimp.
[Vt. gutmpe, from Old High Ger. ivimpal, a Ught
robe ; Eng. wimple.]

Gin, Jill, «. Same as Geneva, of which it is a con-
traction.—>«. Gin'-fizz, a drink of gin, lemon-juice,
effervescing water, &c. ; Gin -pal'ace, Gin'-shop, a
shoj) where gin is sold ; Gin'-sUng, a cold beverage
of gin and water, sweetened and flavoured.

Gin, jin, «. the name of a variety of machines, esp.
one with pulleys for raising weights, &c. : a pump
worked by rotary sails: (A'.) a trap or snare.

—

v.t.

to trap or snare : to clear cotton of its seeds by
a machine:

—

fir.p. gin'ning ; fia.fi. ginned.

—

ns.

Gin'-horse, a mill-horse ; Gin' -house, a place where
cotton is ginned. [Contr. from engine.]

Gin, jin, «. an Australian native woman.
Gin, gin, v.i. to begin. — ». Ginning, beginning.
Gin, gin, a prov. form oi against.
Gin, gin, a Scotch lorm oigi/= if.

Ginete, che-na'ta, n. a trooper, horse-soldier. [Sp.]
Ging, ging, H. a gang or company. [A.S. genge, a

troop, gangan, to go. See Gang.]
Gingelly-oil, jin-jeli-oil, «. the oil of Indian sesame.
Ginger, jm'jer, «. the root of a plant in the East and
West Indies, with a hot and .spicy taste, usetul as a

condiment or stomachic.

—

ns. Gingerade', an aerated
drink flavoured with ginger ; Gin gerbeer, an eflTer-

vescent drink flavoured with ginger ; Gin'gerbread,
sweet bread flavoured with ginger ; Gin'ger-COr'dial,

a cordial made of ginger, lemon-peel, raisins, water,

and sometimes spirits; Gin'gernut, a sm^ill cake
flavoured with ginger and .sweetened with molasses.

—adj. Gin'gerous, like ginger,—«j. Gin'gerpop,
weak gingerbeer ; Gin'gersnap, a thin brittle cake
spiced with ginger ; Gin'ger-Wine, a liquor made by

the fermentation of sugar and water, and flavoured

with various spices, chiefly ginger.—Gingerbread
ware, or work, cheap and tawdry ornamental work.

—Take the gilt off the gingerbread, to destroy

the illusion. [M. E. gingivere—O. Fr. geugtbre—
L. zingiber— Gr. zingiberis— Sans, frmga-vera—
friilga, horn, vera, shape.]

Gingerly, jin'jer-li, adv. with soft steps : cautiously.

[From a Scand. root, seen in Sw. giitgla, to totter.]

Gingham, ging'ham, «. a kind of cotton cloth, woven
from coloured yams into stripes or checks, manu-
factured chiefly for dresses. [¥t. guiiigan, ace to

Littr6, a corr. of Guingamp, in Brittany.]

Glnging, gin'jing, «. (prov.) the lining of a shaft.

Gingival, jin-ji'val, adj. pertaining to the gums.—«.

Gingivitis, inflammation of the gums. [L. gingiva. ]

GingkO, ging'ke, n. a Chinese tree, allied to the yew,

with edible fniit—the Maiden-hair-tree. [Jap. gmgkd
— Chin. yin-Aing—yin, silver, hing, apricot.]

Gingle, iing'l. Same as Jingle.
.

Ginglyinns, jing'gli-mus (or ging'-), n. a joint that

permits flexion and extension in a single plane, as at

the elbow and ankle :—//. Ging'lymL [Gr.J

Glnnet, jin'net, n. obsolete form of jennet.

Ginning. See Gin (2).

Ginny-carriage, jin i-kar'aj, «, a small strong carnage

used for conveying materials on a railway.

Ginseng, jin'seng, «. a plant of genus Aralia, and its

root, a Chinese panacea for exhaustion of body or

mind. [Chin. y/«-/J<t«.]

Gip, jip, «. Same as Gyp.
Gipsy, Gypsey, Gjrpsy, jip'si, n. one of a wandering

race, originally from India, now scattered over
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Giraffe f!tp. far ; m?, h*r ; mTne ;
Glaikit

Europe : one with a dark complexion : a sly, roguish

woman.

—

adj. unconventional, outdoor.

—

ns. Glp'sy-

dom; Qip'sylsm.—Gipsy hat, a hat for women,

with large flaps at the sides ; Gipsy table, a form

of light fancy table; Gipsy wagon, a wagon or

van hke a dwelling on wheels, used by gipsies and

travelling photographers, [hgy^ttan, because once

supposed to come irom ligypt-l

Giraffe, ji-raf, «. the camelopard, an Afncan quad-

ruped with remarkably long neck and legs, [tr.,—

Sp. gim/tt—Ai. sard/.]

Girandole, jir'an-dOl, «. a branched chandelier, geiier-

.TJly projecting from a wall, and used as a stand for

candles or lamps, or for flowers : a rotating firework.

[Fr.,— It giraHdala—girart—Xa. gyrAre, to turn

round—rr>^«J—Gr. gyrvs, a circle.]

Girasol, jir'a-sol, «. a bluish-white translucent opal

with reddish reflections, llv,—girare, and scle—
L. to/, the sun.]

Gird, gerd, v.t. to gibe, jeer (with at).—v./ {ois.) to

taunt— «. (ois.) a sneer. (A.S. gfd, gierii, rod.]

Gird, gird, v.t. to bind round : to make fast by bind-

ing: to surround: to clothe, furnish :

—

fa.t. and /it./,

gird'ed or girt.—«. Gtrd'er^ one of the principal

piecesof timber in a floor binding the others together :

in engineering, any simple or compound beam of

wood, iron, or steel used to support joisting, walls,

arches, &c., in various kinds of bridges.—Gird one'8

self, to tuck up loose garments under the girdle : to

brace the mind for any trial or efiFort. [A.S. gyrdan;
cf. Ger. gUrten, garden, Eng. yard.\

Girding, gerd'ing, H. {B.) a covering.

Girdle, gerd'l, n. that which encircles, esp. a band or
belt for the waist : an enclosure, compass, limit : in

jewellen,', a horizontal line surrounding a stone.

—

v.t. to bind, as with a girdle : to enclose : to make a
circular incision, as through the bark of a tree to kill

it.—«. GIrd'le-belt, a belt for girding the waist.

—

fi.aij. Girdled {Shak.\ surrounded with, or as with,

a girdle.

—

n. Gird'ler, one who girdles : a maker of
girdles. [A.S. gyrdel—gyrdan, to gird.]

Girdle, gerd'l, h. a Scotch form oigriddle.
Girkln, g^rlcin, n. Same as Glierkln.
(Hrl, gerl, n. a female child : a young unmarried
woman : a maid-servant

—

n. Girl'hOOd, the state or

time of being a girl.

—

adj. Girl'iSh, of or like a girl.

—oiiv. Glrtishfy.—«. Girluhness. [Prob. from
Old Low Ger. gdr, a child, with dim. suffix -/.]

Girlond, obsolete form oigarland.
Gim, girn, v.t. (Scot.) to grin, snarl. {Grin.]
Gimel, g*r'nel, n. {Scot.) a granary, meal-chest.

[Variant o{gamer.]
Girondist, ji-rond'ist, n. a member of the moderate

republican party during the French Revolution, so
called because its earliest leaders, Vergniaud, Guadet,
&C., were sent up to the Legislative Assembly (Oct.
1791) by the Gironde department.—Also Giron'dln.

Glrr, gir, H. {Scot.) a hoop.
Girt, g4rt, v.t. to gird.—/(»./. of a ship moored so taut
by her cables to two oppositely placed anchors as to
be prevented from swinging to the wind or tide.

Girth, girth, n. belly-band 01 a saddle : measure round
the waist.—Also Girt.

Gist, jist, n. the main point or pith of a matter. [From
an old French proverb, ' I know where the hare lies

'

—i.e. I know the main point—O. Fr. gist (Fr. gtt)—
O. Ft. gesir {fr. g/tir), to Vie—l^ jaeire.)

Olttem, git'ernj «. a kind of guitar, a cithern.

—

v.i. to

play on the gittem. (Most prob. Old Dut. ghitertu
— \^ cithara—Gr. kithara. See Guitar.]

OiUSt, jOOst, H. {S^ns.). Same as Joust.
Glusto, jus'tO, adj. (mux.) suitable, regular, fit.,—L.

Justus, just.]

<MT6, giv, v.t. to bestow : to impart : to yield : to

grant : to permit : to afford : to furnish : to pay or

render, as thanks : to pronounce, as a decision : to

show, as a result : to apply, as one's self: to allow nr
admit.—P.t to yield to pressiure : to begin to melt :
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to grow soft : to open, or give an opening or view,

to lead (with i»/e»«, oil, into) :—/»/• giving ; /a./,

gave ; /«./. given (jgiv'n).

—

p.adj. GiVen, bestowed :

specified : addicted, disposed to : admitted, supposed.
—ns. GiTer, one who gives or bestows ; Giv'ing, the

act of bestowing : {Skak.) an alleging of what is not

real.—Give and take, to give and get fairly, fair

measure on botn sides ; Give birth to, to bring

forth : to originate ; Give Chase, to pursue ; Give
ear, to listen ; Give forth, to emit, to publish ; Give
ground, place, to give way, to yield : Give in to,

to yield a.sseiu or obedience to ; Give it to one
{coll.), to scold or beat anybody severely ; Give line,

head, rein, &c., to give more liberty or scope—the

metaphor from anglirig and driving ; Give one's self

away, to betray one's secret by a slip of the tongue,

&c. ; Give out, to report, to emit ; Give over, to

cease ; Give the lie to, to charge openly with false-

hood ; Give tongue, to bark ; Give up, to abandon ;

Give way, to fall back, to yield, to withdraw : to

begin rowing—usually as a command to a crew.

(A.S. gte/an ; Goth, giban, Ger. geben.]

Gives, jivz, K. Same as Gyves.
Gisz, giz, H. {Scot.) the face.

Giszard, giz'ard, H. the muscular stomach of a bird.
[M. E. giser—O. Fr. getier~L. gigerium, only in
pi. gigeria, cooked entrails of poultrj-.]

Gizzen, gii'n, v.i. {Scot.) to shrink from dryness so as
to leak : to wither.

—

adj. leaky.

Glabrous, glabms, adj. sniooth : having no hairs or
any unevenness.

—

adj. Gla'brate, smooth, glabrous.
[i^ elahcr, smooth.]

Glao^ gla-sa', adj. iced: glossy, lustrous, esp. of a
thin silk material. [Fr.]

Glacial, gla'shi-al, adj. icy : frozen : pert.iining to ice
or its action, esp. to glaciers.—«x. Gla'Cialist, one
who attributes the phenomena of the drift in geology
to the action of glaciers ; Glacia'tiOQ, the act of
freezing : ice : the process of becoming covered with
glaciers. (Fr.,

—

V,. glacialis—glncics, ice.)

Glacier, gla'shgr, or glas'i-er, «. a field or, more pro-

perly, a slowly moving river of ice, such as is found
in the hollows and on the slopes of lofty mountains.
[Fr.,

—

glace, ice—L. glacies, ice.]

Glacis, gla'sis, or gla-sg', «. a gentle slope : {fort.) a
smooth sloping bank. (Fr. ,—O. Fr. glacer, to freeze

^glace, ice.]

Glad, glad, adj. pleased : cheerful : bright : giving
pleasure. —t'./. to make glad:—/'./, gladding;
/«./. glad'ded.—T'./. Glad'den, to make glad : to
cheer: to animate, ^^rf;. Glad'ful {Spens.X — n.

Glad'fulness.—rt*/;'. Gladly.—«. Glad'ness.—n^'.
Gladsome, glad : joyous : gay.

—

adv. Glad'somely.
—«. Glad'someness. (A.S. glced . Ger. glatt,

smooth, Ice. glafir, bright, Dan. glad.]

Glade, glad, «. an open space in a wood.— <r^'. Gla'dy,

having glades. [Scand. ; Ice. gldSr, bright, Xorw.
glette, a cle.ir spot among clouds.]

Gladiator, glad'i-S-tor, «. in ancient Rome, a profes-
si0n.1l combatnnt with men or tieasts in the arena.
—adjs. Glad'iate. sword -shaped ; Gladiatorial,
Gladlatory, Gladiatorian.—»«. Glad iatorship ;

Gla'diUS, the cuttle-bone or pen of a cuttle-fish. (L.
a swordsman

—

glatiius, a sword. ]

Gladlole, glad'i-Ol, GlawHolUS, gla-dro-lus, n. the
plant sword-lily :—//. Gladi oil. (L. gladiolus, dim.
oi gladius.]

Gladstone, glad'ston, n. a four-wheeled two-seated
carriage with driver's seat and dickey: a kind of
light travelling-bag, opening wide. (From the great
statesman, W. E. Gloiistone (i%oi)-o'S).]

GlagOlitiC, gla^-olit'ik, .idj. of or pertaining to Glagol.
an ancient Slavonic alphabet, apparently derived
from the cursive Greek of the 9th century-, only used
in the liturgical books of the Dalmatian Slavs. [Old
Bulearian glagolu, a word.]

Glaikit, glak'it, adj. {Scot.) giddy, foolish.—»«. Glaik,



Olalr mote ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Glean

a deception, a quick glance ; GlaUc'itnesS, levity.

—

Fling the glaiks in folk's een (.Scoi.), to throw
dust in people's eyes. [See GleelCj

Glair, glnr, «. the clear part of an egg used as var-
nish : any viscous, transparent substance : mud.

—

v.i. to varnish with white of eggs.—a<^j. Glair*/,
Glar'eous. IFr. glaire—Low L. ciara ovi, white of
egg—L. clarus, clear.]

Glaive, glav, ». a weapon like a halberd, fixed on a
long i-haft, its edge on the outer curve.—Also Glave.
(O. Fr. glaive— \^. giiuUta, a sword.]

Glamour, glam'er, «. the supposed influence of a
charm on the eyei, making them see things as fairer

than they are: fascination: enchantment. [Merely
a corruption of gratuarye or gruinHuir, meaning
grammar, then magic]

Glance, glans, ». a sudden shoot of light : a darting
of the eye : a momentary view : a term applied to

minerals exhibiting a pseudo-metallic lustre.

—

v.i. to

dart a ray of light or splendour : to snatch a momen-
tary view : to fly off obliquely : to make a passing
allusion.

—

v.t. to dart suddenly or obliquely : to hint.
—«. Glanoe'-coal, any hard coal, like anthracite, so

called from its metallic lustre.

—

adv. Glanc'ingly.
[From a Teut. root seen in Sw, glnns, Dut. gians,
Ger. glanz, lustre, and allied to Eng. glint.

\

Gland, gland, «. a secreting structure, which in

various ways alters the material brought to it by
the blood, extracting and excreting waste products
as in the kidneys, or manufacturing valuable by-

products, such as the glycogen and bile of the
liver: (bot.)3. small cellular spot which secretes oil

or aroma.

—

adjs. Glandiferous, bearing acorns or
nuts; Glandiform, resembling a gland : nut-shaped;
Glandular, Gland'UlOUS, containing, consisting of,

or pertaining to glands. — », Gland'Ule, a small
gland. — «((;. Glandiillt'erous. [F. gla>uie—L.
glans, glandis, an acorn.]

Glanders, gkind erz, n. a malignant, contagious, and
fatal disease of the horse or ass, showing itself esp.

ou the mucous membrane of the nose, upon the
lungs, and on the lymphatic system.

—

adj. Gland-
ered, affected with glanders.

Glare, glar, «. a clear, dazzling light : overpowering
lustre : a piercing look.

—

v.i. to shine with a clear,

dazzling light : to be ostentatiously splendid : to look
with piercing eyes.

—

adj. Glaring, bright and
dazzling : barefaced : notorious.

—

adv. Glar'ingly.— It. Glar'ingness. [Perh. from A.S. glter, a
pellucid substance, amber.]

Glareous. See Glair.
Glass, glas, H, a combination of silica with some

alkali or alkaline earth, such as lime, &c., used for

window panes, mirrors, lenses, &c. : anything made
of glass, esp. a drinking-vessel, a mirror, &c. : the
quantity of liquid a glass holds : any fused substance
like glass, with a vitreous fracture : {pi.) spectacles.—adj. made of glass.

—

v.t. to case in glass.—wj.
Glass'-blOW'er, one who blows and fashions glass;
Glass'-blOWing, the process of making glass, by
taking a mass of glass reduced by heat to a viscid
state, and inflating it ; Glass'-coach, a coach for
hire having glazed windows ; GlasS'-Crab, the larval
form of rock lobsters, &c., but formerly regarded as
adults, and made into a genus or even family

;

Glass-cutter; Glaas'-cut'ting, the act or process
ot cutting, shaping, and ornamenting the surface
of glass.— «</;. Glass'-faced {.Shak.), reflecting the
sentiments of another, as in a mirror.—«. Glass'ful,
the contents of a glass.

—

adj. Gla8S'-gas'ing(.S'^air.),
addicted to viewing one's self in a mirror.

—

hs.
Glass'-grind'ing, the ornamenting of glass by rub-
bing with sand, emery, &c. ; Glass'-bouse, a glass
manufactory : a house made of glass. — adv.
Glass'ily. — «. Glass'iness. — adj. Glass -like. —
IIS. Glass'-paint'ing, the art of producing pictures
on gl.-iss by means of staining it chemically ; Olass'-
pa'per, paper coated with finely pounded glass, and

used like sand-paper; Glass'-SOap, an oxide of
manganese and other substances used by glass-
blowers to remove colouring from glass ; GlaSS'*
ware, articles made of glass ; Glass' -Work, articles

made of glass ; GlasS'WOrt, a plant so called from
its yielduig soda, u.sed in making glass. — adjs.
Glassy, made of or like glass ; Glass'y-head'ed
(Tetiu.), having a bald, shining head.

—

hs. Cut'-
glaSS, flint-glass shaped or ornamented by cutting
or grinding on a wheel ; Ground'-glass, any glass
that has been depolished by a sand-blast, grinding,
or etching with acids, so as to destroy its trans-
parency ; Plate'-glass, glass cast in large thick
plates. — Live in a glass house = to be open to
attack or retort.—Musical glasses (see Harmonica).
—Water, or Soluble, glass, the soluble silicate of
soda or of potash formed when silica is fused with
an excess of alkali, used for hardening artificial

stone, as a cement, and for rendering calico, &c.,
uninflammable. [A.S. glees; Dut., Ger., and Sw.
glas; cog. viithg^o-U), gleam, glance, glare.]

Glassite, glas'lt, «. one of a religious sect founded by
John Cias (16Q5-1773), a minister of the Church of
Scotland, who was deposed in 1730 for maintaining
that a congregation with its eldership is, in its dis-

cipline, sul ject to no jurisdiction but that of Jesus
Christ. The sect is now better known as the Sande-
manians, from the name of Glas's son-in-law.

Glaswegian, glas-wej'i-an, «. and atlj. a native or
citizen of Glasgow,

Glauberite, glaw'ber-It, n. a grayish-white mineral, a
compound of the sulphates of sodium and calcium,
found chiefly in rock-salt. [From the German Johann
Rudolf Glauber, 1604-68.]

Glauber-salt See Salt.
Glaucoma, glawk-O^ia, K. an insidious disease of the

eye, marked by increased tension within the eyeball,
growing dimness of vision, and an excavation of the

papilla of the optic nerve—also GlaUCO'SiS.

—

adj.
Glaucom'atous. [See Glaucouii.]

Glauconite, glaw'ko-nlt, «. the mineral, a silicate of
iron, which gives a green colour to some of the beds
of the greensand strata, whence their name.

—

adj.

Glauconit'ic. [Fr.,

—

Gr. glaukos, bluish-green.]

Glaucous, glaw'kus, adj. sea-green : grayish-blue

:

{I'ot.) covered with a fine green bloom.— «. Glau-
ces'cence.

—

adj. Glauces'cent, somewhat glaucous.
[L. glaucus, bluish—Gr. glatikos, blue or gray.]

Glaucus, glaw'kus, H. a genus of Gasteropods, in the

warmer parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
[Gr. glaukos, a fish

—

glaukos, bluish-green.]

Glaum, glam, v.i. and v.t. (Scfii.'i to grasp eagerly
(with at).

Glaur, glar, a Scotch form o[glair.
GlaUZ, glaks, H. a genus of Frimulaceez, called also

Sea milkwort and Biach saltwort, common along
sea-coasts of northern Europe—formerly used ia

soda-making. [L.,—Gr. glaux, milk-vetch.J
Glave. See Glaive.
Glaze, glaz, v.t. to furnish or set with glass: to cover

with a thin surface of glass or something glassy : to

give a glassy surface to.

—

k. the glassy coatine put

upon pottery ; any shining exterior.

—

ns. Glaz er, a
workman who glazes pottery, p;»per, &c. ; Gla'Zier,

one who sets glass in window-frames, &c. (for glaz-

er; like law-y-er for law-er); Glaz'ing, the act or

art of setting glass : the art of covering with avitreous

substance : (paint.) semi-transparent colours put

thinly over others to modify the eflect. [M. E.
glasen^glas, glass.]

Gleam, glem, v.i. to glow or shine : to flash.—«. a
small stream of light: a beam: brightness. — «.

Gleam'ing, a sudden shoot of light.—aay. Gleam'y,
casting beams or rays of light. [A.S. glim, gleam,
brightness (see Glimmer) ; akin \.a glass, glow.\

Glean, glen, v.t. to gather in handfuls alter the reapers :

to collect (what is thinly scattered).

—

v.i, to gather
the corn left by a reaper.

—

m. that which is gleaned

:
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Glebe fate, far ; in€, hir ; mine ;
Glory

the act of gleaning, —ns. Olean'er ; Glean'ing. [O.

Fr. gtener (Fr. planer), through Low L. glefidre,

glena, from I'euL]

Olebe, gleb, «. the land belonging to a parish church
or ecclesiaitical benefice : (mining) a piece of eartli

containing ore ; (nrch.)\.\iTi.—iuijs. Oleb'OUS, Gleb'y,

cloddy, turfy. [Fr.,—L. gUba, a clod.]

Glede, gled, «. (B.) the common kite, a rapacious bird.

[.\.S. glida, (lom glidan, to glide.]

Gledge, glej, v.i. to squint : to look cunningly.—«. a

knowing look. [See Gley.]

Glee, gle, «. joy : mirth and gaiety : (ntus.) a song or

catch in parts.

—

luij. Glee'fal, merrj-.

—

'is. Glee'-

maid'en, a female minstrel ; Glee'man, a minstrel.—

arij. Glee'some, merry. [.A.. S. gied, mirth ; Ice. gly.]

Gleed, gled, «. a hot coal or burning ember. [A.S.

g/fd ; cf. Dut. gloed, Ger. glut, Sw. gl6d.\

Ofoek, glek, «. (i'AaA.) a jest or scoff, a trick : an old

game at cards for three, each having twelve, and
eight being left for the stock.

—

v.i. (ahak.) to gibe

or sneer, to spend time in sport or fun. [Prob. cog.

with A.S. geldc, play, Ice. leik.]

Gleet, gist, «. a glairy discharge from a mucous sur-

face.—a<^'. Oleefy. [O. Fr. gUte, glede, a flux]
Gleg, gleg, adj. clever : apt : (Scot.) sharp. [Ice.

glSggr, clever: cf. A.S. gledw, wise, Ger.glau, clear.]

Qlea, glen, «. a narrow valley worn by a river ; a
depression between hills. [Celt., as in Gael, and Ir.

flennn, W. glyn.}
ene, gle'nS, «. the pupil, eyeball : a socket.

—

adj's.

gleann, W. glyn.'\

Glene, gle'nS, «. the p' . . .

Gle noid, -al, slightly cupped. [Gr.)

Glengatry, glen-gar'i, n. a cap of thick-milled woollen,
generally rising to a point in front, with ribbons
hanging down behind—worn by the Highlanders of
Scotland. [Glengarry, a glen in West Inverness-
shire.]

Glenllvet, glen-lSv'et, «. a ^ood Scotch whisky.
[Glenlivet, a valley in Banffshire.]

Gley, gll, gle, v.i. to squint.—/.rti/;'. Gleyed (Scot.),

squint-eyed. [Ice. ^//rf, to glitter ; "Dan. glo.]

GUadln. See Glutin.
Glib, glib, adj. moving easily: voluble.

—

v.i. to move
freely.—a//7'. Glibly.—». Glib'nOBS. [A contr. of
Dut. ^libberig, slippery.]

Glib, glib, n. (S/e>ts.) a bush of hair hanging over the
eyes. [Gael., a lock of hair.]

Glib, glib, v.t. (.Shak.) to emasculate, to castrate.

[Perh. an error for lib, to castrate.]

OUde, glTd, v.i. to slide smoothly and easily : to flow

gently : to pass rapidly.—«. act of gliding : the join-

mg of two sounds without a break : a smooth and
sliding kind of waltz-step.

—

adj. Olld'dery, slippery.—n. Glid'er, one who, or that which, glides.

—

adv.
Glid'lngly. [A.S. glUian, to slip : Ger. gleiteti.]

Gliff, glif, «. a fright, a scare : (Scot.) a moment.

—

Also Glirt. [M. E gli^en. to be terrified.]

Glim, glim, «. (coll.) a light: (slaug) ilti eye. [A.S.
gleotHu: cf. Ger. glimnt. a spark.]

Glimmer, glim'er, v.i. to bum or appear faintly.—«. a
faint light: feeble rays of light : (tnin.) mica.— «jr.

Gllmm'er-gowk (7>««.), an owl: Glimm'ering, a

glimmer : an inkling.—na^r. Glimm'eringly. [M. E.

glimeren ; most prob. directly Scand. ; Lian. glimre,
to glimmer, Sw. piov. glim, a glance.]

Glimpse, glimps, ft. a short gleam : a weak light :

transient lustre: a hurried view: fleeting enjoyment

:

the exhibition of a faint resemblance.

—

v.i. to appear
by glimpses.

—

v.t. to get a glimpse of. [M. E.
glimteu, to glimpse, a variant of glimmer.]

Glint, glint, v.i. to shine, gleam: (Bums) to move
quickly.

—

v.t. to reflect. — «. a gleam. [From
Scand. : Old Hin. glitite, to shine.]

Ollsk, glisk, «. (Scot.) a glimpse. [M. E. glisten—
A.S. elisian, to glance.]

GllBSade, glis-ad', v.i. to slide or glide down. —». act

of sliding down a slope.

Ollst, glist, ». a dark ferruginous mineral found in

lodes, micaceous iron ore.

Glisten, glis'n, v.i. to glitter or sparkle with light : to

shine.—«. glitter. [M. E. glis-ien, to shine—A.S.
gtiittian, to shine ; cf. Dut. gliustere'i.\

Glister, glister, v.i. to sparkle, glitter.

—

adj. Glls'tar-

iXX%(S/tak.), glittering. [M. E. gtistren ; see above.]
Glit, a Scotch form o\ gleet.

Glitter, glit'er, v.i. to glisten, to sparkle with light

:

to be splendid : to be showy.

—

n. lustre : brilliancy.—adjs. Glitterand (Speus.), sparkling, gUttering;
Glitt'Bring, sinning: splendid: brilliant.

—

adx>.

Glitteringly. [.M. E. gliteren; cl. Ice. glitra.
Mid. High (jer. glitzerri.]

Gloaming, glOm'ing, «. twilight, dusk — (Scot.)
Gloamin. [A.S. glSmung ; akin 10 gloom.]

Gloat, glut, v.i. to look eagerly, in a bad sense: to
view with a wicked joy. [Ice. glotta, to grin.]

Globate, -d, glOb'At, -ed, ailj. like a globe : circular.
[L. globare, -dtum, to form into a ball

—

globus.]
Globe, glob, «. a b.Tll : a round body, a sphere : the

earth: a sphere representing the earth (terrestrial

globe) or the he.ivens (celestial globe): (<'i^j.)a group.—v.t. to form in a circle.

—

ns. Globe'-fish, one of a
genus of fishes found in warm seas, remarkable for
Its power of swelling out its body to a globular
form ; Globe' -floWer, a small palxarctic genus of
plants of the order Ranunculacece, with a globe of
large showy sepals enclosing the small inconspicu-
ous linear petals : GlobO'-trot'ter, one who travels

for pleasure around the world: Globe' - trot'ting

;

Glo'bin, a proteid constituent of red blood corpuscles.—adjs. Globose', Glob'OUS, resembling a globe.

—

«. (il////'.)a globe—«. Globosity.—rt^^'x. Glob'ular,
Glob'iilOUS. Glob'UlOSe. like a globe: spherical.—
«. GlobulaMty.—rtf/r/. Glob'ularly.—«j. Glob'iile,

a little globe or round particle—also Glob'iUet

;

Glob Ulin, GlOb'Uline, a substance clo.sely allied to

albumen, which forms the main ingredient of the
blood globules, and also occurs in the crystalline

lens of the eye ; Glob'iilite, the name given by
Vogelsang to minute crystallites of spherical, drop-
like {orm.—adj. Glob'y (Milt.), round. [O. Fr,—
L. globus ; gleba, a clod.]

Globikerina, glob-i-je-rl'na, «. a genus typical of
Globigerinida, a pelagic family of foraminifers.

Glode, glod (Spens\ pa.t. of glide.
Glome, glOm, «. (bot.) a globular head of flowers.

—

adj. Glom'eroUS. ( L. glomus r= globus. ]

Glomerate, glom'er-at, i:t. to gather into a ball: to

collect into a spherical mass. — adj. growing in

rounded or massive forms : conglomerate. — «.

Glomera'tion, act of gathering into a ball : a body
formed into a ball. (L. glomerdre, -dtum—glomus,
glomcris, a clew of yarn.]

Gloom, glODm, n. partial darkness : cloudiness : heavi-
ness of mind, sadness: hopelessness: sullenness.

—

v.i. to be sullen or dejected : to be cloudy or obscure.— v.t. to fill with gloom. —adv. Gloomily. — «.

Oloom'iness. —/»./!</;. Glooming (Shak.\ shining
obscurely.

—

n. twilight: gloaming.

—

adj. Gloom'y,
dim or obscure : dimly lighted : .sad, melancholy.
[A.S. gltfm, gloom; prov. (jci. glumiii, gloomy.]

Gloria, glu'ri-a, n. a doxology.—Gloria in exoelsis,
the Greater Doxology ' — ' Glory be to God on
high:' Gloria Patri, the 'Lesser Doxology'—
' Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to

the Holy Ghost, as it was,' &c. (L. gloria, glory.]

Glorify, glO'ri-fl, v.t. to make glorious : to honour : to

exalt to glory or happiness : to ascribe honour to, to
worship :-/«./. glorified.—«. Glorifica'tion. [L.

gloria, %\ary,/acere, to make.]
Glory, glo'ri, n. renown : honour : the occasion of

praise : an object of pride : excellency : splendour :

brightness : in religious symbolism, a combination of
the nimbus and the aureola, but often erroneously
used for the nimbus : a burst of sunlight : a luminous
glow of reflected light upon clouds : vain-glory

:

(B.) the presence of God : the manifestation ol God
to the blessed in heaven : heaven.

—

v.i. to boast : to
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be proud of anything : to exult :

—

pa./. glO'ried.

—

at(/. Gloried {Miit.), illustrious, honourable.

—

ks.

GlO'riole, a halo or glory ; Glorio'sa, a genus of

LiUactie, of which the best-known species, a native

of India, is a herbaceous perennial, with beautiful

red and yellow flowers. — adj. Glo'riOUS, noble,

splendid: conferring renown: (tro//.) elated, tipsy.

—

adv. Gloriously.—«J. G16 riousness ; Glory-hole,

an opening through which to see the inside of a
furnace : a place for concealing articles of value ;

GlO'rylng, boasting ; Glo'ry-pea, a leguminous
Australian plant with red flowers, [O. Fr. glorie—
L. gloria (for cloria), akin to clarus, from root of L.

cliiert, Gr. klit-ein, to be famed; Eng. loud.'\

Gloss, glos, H. brightness or lustre, as trom a polished

surface: external show.

—

v.t. to give a superficial

lustre to: to render plausible: to palliate. [Ice.

glossi, brightness, glia, to glow. Sec GlaSS.]
Gloss, glos, «. a remark to explain a subject : a
comment.—t'./. to comment or make explanatory
remarks.

—

adj. Glossa'rtal, relating to a glossary

:

containing explanation. — ns. Gloss'arist, a writer
of a glossary ; GlOSS'ary, a vocabulary of words re-

quiring special explanation : a dictionary ; GlOSSa'-
tor, Gloss'er, a writer of glosses or comments, a
commentator ; GlOSS'iC, a phonetic alphabet devised
by Mr A. J. Ellis (1814-90) for the scientific ex-
pression of speech-sounds—to be used concurrently
with the Nomic or existing English orthography

;

Glossitis, inflammation of the tongue; GlOSS'OCele,
swelled tongue; GlOSSOg'raphor.

—

aiij. GI08SO-
graph'ical. — «. Glossog'raphy, the writing of
glossaries or comments.

—

adj. GlOSSOlog'icaL

—

ns.

GlOSSOl'Ogist ; Glossol'Ogy, the science of lan-

guage, comparative philology: the knowledge of the
definition of technical terms — also GlOttol'Og^ ;

GlOSSOt'omy, dissection of the tongue. [L. glossa, a
word requiring explanation

—

Gr. glossa, the tongue.]
Glossy, glosl, adj. smooth and shining : highly
polished.—oi/i;. Gloss'ily.—«. Gloss'iness.

Glottis, glot'is, n. the opening of the larynx or entrance
to the windpipe.

—

a^ij. Glott'al ; Glott'iC, pertaining

to the tongue or to glottology. [Gr. glottis—glotta,

the tongue.]
Glottology. See Glossology.
GlOUt, glowt, T.t. to be sulky.

—

n. a sulky look, the
sulks. [See Gloat.]

Glove, gluv, «. a covering for the hand, with a sheath
for each finger : a boxing-glove.

—

v.t. to cover with,

or as with, a glove.

—

adj. Gloved, covered with a
glove.

—

ns. Glove'-fight, a boxing-match in which
the hands are gloved ; GlOVe'-mon'ey, a gratuity
given to servants, officers of a court, &c. ; Glov'er,
one who makes or sells gloves ; Glove'-Shield, a
shield worn by a knight on the left-hand gauntlet
to parry blows ; Glove'-Stretch'er, a scissors-shaped
instrument for inserting into the fingers of gloves to

stretch them. — Handle Without gloves, to treat

with vigour or with scant ceremony ; Throw down,
Take up, the glove, to offer, or to accept, a chal-
lenge. l.K.i:. glo/; cf. Scot, loo/. Ice. Iq/l, palm.]

Glow, glO, z'.i. to shine with an intense heat : to feel

great heat of body : to be flushed : to feel the heat
of passion : to be ardent.

—

n. shining or white heat

:

unusual warmth : brightness of colour : vehemence
ol passion. ^^.a<//'. GloWing, shining with intense
light, white with heat : ardent, fervent, fiery.

—

adv.
Glowingly.

—

ns. Glow'-lamp, an incandescent lamp,
usually electrical ; Glow'-worm, a name applied to
numerous phosphorescent beetles in the sub-family
Lam/>yridfs, the phosphorescent structures situated
on the abdomen. [.\.S. gl&watt, to glow; Ger.
gliihen. Ice. gUa, to glow.)

Gloxinia, glok-sin'i-a, n. a genus of plants of the
order Gtsneracea, almost stemless, with nearly bell-

shaped, richly-coloured flowers. [Named from the
18th-century botani-if, Gloxin of Colmar.)

OlOM, ^lOz, v.u to give a laise meajiing to : to flatter :

to wheedle : (pbs.) to comment.

—

v.t, to palliate by
specious explanation.

—

n. (fibs.) an explanation.—».
Glo'Zing, flattery, deceit. [See GI0S8 (2).]

GlUCinum, gloO-sI'num, «. a white metal prepared
from berj'l— its oxide, Gluci'na, white, tasteless,
insoluble in water. — adj. Glli'cic, pertaining to
sugar.

—

>is. GlUCide' = Saccharin (q.v.); Gluctmse'-
mia, the presence of an excessive quantity ofglucose
in the blood ; Glucose', the peculiar kind ol sugar
in the juice of fruits : the sugar-syrup obtained by
the conversion of starch into sugar by sulphuric acid
—grape-sugar, &c. ; Glu'COSlde, any of those vege-
table products which, on treatment with acids or
alkalies, yield a sugar or some closely allied carbo-
hydrate ; GlUCOSiir'ia, the presence of glucose in
the urine. [Gr. glykys, sweet.]

Glue, gloO, «. an adhesive substance obtained by
boiling the skins, hoofs, &c. of animals.

—

v.t, to

join with glue :

—

pr.fr. glu'ing ; pa.p. glued.

—

ns.

Glue'-pot, a vessel for melting glue ; Glu'er, one
who cements with glue.

—

adj. Glu'ey, containing
glue : sticky : viscous. — n. GlU'ejrneSS. — adj.

(jlU'ish, having the nature of glue.— «. Marine'-
glue, not a glue, but a cementing composition, used
in shipbuilding, for paying seams in ships' decks
alter being caulked. [Fr. gltt—Low 1^. glus, glutU
—gliiert, to draw together.]

Glum, glum, adj. frowning : sullen : gloomy.

—

adi>.

Glumly.—;/. Glum'ness.—rtrf>. Glump'ish, glum.
—n.pl. Glumps, the sulks.—rt^'. Glump'y, sulky.

[M. E. glomben, glommen, to frown : prob. related
to Svf. glomma. Low Ger. glinnimn.\

Glume, gloOm, «. a term applied to certain bracts in

§rasses and sedges.—<i<;^>. Gluma'ceous. Glu'mal,
lumif'erous, Glu'mose, Glu'mous. [L. giuvta,

husk

—

glubere, to peel off" bark.]
Glut, glut, v.t. to swallow greedily : to feast to satiety :

to supply in excess :

—

pr./>. glut'ting ; pa.fi. glut'ted.
—«. an over-supply: anything that obstructs the
passage. [L. ^/«/«rf, to swallow.)

Glutaaus, Gluteus, glao-te'us, «. one of the natal or
buttock muscles.

—

adjs. Glute'al, Glute'an. [Gr.
gloutos, the rump.)

Gluten, gloo'ten, «. the nitrogenous part of the flour

of wheat and other grains, insoluble in water.

—

ns,

Glu'tin, GU'adln, the separable viscid constituent

of wheat-gluten, soluble in alcohol. [L. gluten, the
same nsglus. See Glue.]

Olutinate, glo5'tin-at, v.t. to unite, as with glue.

—

«. Glutina'tion.— a^'. Glu'tinative, having the
quality of cementing : tenacious.

—

ns. Glutlnos'ity,
Glu'tinousness.-rt<^'. GlU'tinouS, gluey : tenacious:
(tot.) covered, as a leaf, with slimy moisture. [L.
gliitinare, dtu»t.'\

Glutton, glut'n, «. one who eats to excess : a popular
name ot the wolverine, a carnivorous quadruped of
the weasel family.

—

v.i. Glutt'onise, to eat to excess,

like a glutton.— a<^>. Gluttonous, Glutt'onish,
given to, or consisting in, gluttony.— ai/z/. Glutt'on-
OUSly.

—

n. Glutt'ony, excess in eating. [Fr. glou-
ton—L. gluton-em—gluttire, to devour.)

Glycerine, glis'er-in, «. a colourless, viscid, neutral,

inodorous fluid, of a sweet taste, soluble in water and
alcohol. [Fr.,

—

Gr, glykeros—glykys, sweet.)

Glycocoll, gli'kO-kol, «. amido-acetic acid, a crystal-

line solid of sweetish taste, very soluble in water, a
product of various processes of decomposition of
animal matters.—Also Giyotn. [Formed from Gr.
glykys, sweet, kolla, glue.)

Glycogen, glfkO-jen, n. animal starch, a substance
first discovered by Claude Bernard in the human
liver—when pure, a white, amorphous, tasteless

powder, insoluble in alcohol. [Formed from Gr.
glykys, sweet, genes, producing.]

Glycol, glT'kol, «. the type of a class of artificial

compounds forming chemically a link between
alcohol and glycerine. [Formed firom glydfix'isxf^

and (alcohV^.)

Md



Glyccmic fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Goal

GlyCOnlC, gll-kon'ik, adj. and «. of or pertaining to

the ancient Greek poet Glycon, or the verse attri-

buted to him, consisting of four feet—one a dactyl,

the others trochees.

Glyph, glif, «. (arckit.) an ornamental channel or

fluting, usually vertical.—rt<^>. Glypll'lc ; Glypho-
graph'ic.

—

ns. Glyph.Og'raphy, a process of taking

a raised copy of a drawing by electrotype ; Glyph'O-
graph, a plate formed by this process. — adj.

Glyp'tic, pertaining to carving on stone, &c. :

O'lin.) figured.

—

h./>7. Glyp'tlCS, the art of engrav-

ing, esp. on precious stones.

—

adj. Glyptograph'ic.
— tts. Glyptog'raphy, the art ot engraving on
precious stones ; Glyptothe'oa, a place for keeping
sculpture. [Gr. glypJte—glyphgm, to carve.]

Glyptodon, glip'to-don, «. a gigantic fossil armadillo

of South America with fluted teeth. [Gr. glyptost

carved, odous, odontos, tooth.)

Gmelina, mel'i-na, tu a genus of verbenaceous trees.

[From Samuel Gottlieb Gnulin (1744-74).]
Gnaplxalium, na-fa'li-um. ». a genus of composite

herbs of the aster family, the cudweed or everlasting.

[L.,—Gr. gnaplialion, a downy plant.]

Gnar, nar, v.L to snarl or growl.—Also GnaiT, ELUar,
Gnarl. [From a Teut. root found in Ger. knurreii,

Dan. knu>-re, to ^owl ; formed from the sound.]
Gnarl, narl, «. a twisted knot in vfooi.—adj. Gnarled,

knotty, twisted. [From a Teut. root, as in Ger.
knurren, Dan. knort, a knot, gnarl, and prob. akin
lo guard iu the sense of pressing close together.]

Gnash, nash, v.i. to strike the teeth together in rage
or pain.

—

v.i. to grind the teeth.—«. a sudden snap.—adv. Gnasb'ingly. [M. E. gnastcn—Sw. knasira,
to crash ; cf. Ger. ktuisierM, L)an. ktuiske.\

Gnat, nat, M. a genus of dipterous insects of numer-
ous species, esp. abundant in marshy districts—the

female lives on the blood of animals.—». Gnat'Ung.
[A.S. gnat ; Ice. gnata, to dash.]

Gnathic, nath'ik, adj. of the jaws—also Gna'thal.
— ns. Gnath'ism, the classification of mankind
based on measurements of the jaw ; Gnathl'tiS,
inflammation of the cheek or upper jaw ; GnathO-
plast'y, the formation of a clieek by plastic surgery ;

unathop'oda, the xiphosura : the arlhropoda. [Gr.

gnathos, the jaw,]
Gnathonic, -al, na-thon'ik, -al, adj. flattering. [From

Cnatlw, a character in Terence's Jiunuchus—Gr.
gttatlios, the jaw.]

Gnaw, naw, v.t. to bite so as to make a noise with
the teeth : to bite oflf by degrees : to corrode or

wear away : to bite in agony or rage : (jig.) to

torment. — v.i. to use the teeth in biting. — «.

Gnaw'er, a rodent. [A.S. gnagan; cf. DuL
knagen. Ice. naga, prov. Eng. nag, to tease]

Gneias, nls, m. (geol.) a species of stratified rock
composed of quartz, feldspar, and mica. — adjs.
Gneiss'old, having some of the characters of gneiss ;

Gneiss'ose, having the structure of gneiss. [Ger.

gneiss, a miners' word of unknown origin.]

Gnome, nOm, ». a pithy and sententious sayin*;, gener-
ally in verse, embodying some moral sentiment or

precept.—Gnomlo poets, a cKiss of writers of this

form in Greek literature. [Gr. gndmi, an opinion
—gndnai, gignSskein^ to know.]

Gnome, nOm, n, a sprite guarding the inner parts of
the earth and its treasures : a dwarf or goblin. [Fr.,

—a word traced by Littr^ to Paracelsus, and perh.

formed from Gr. gttduil, intelligence.]

Gnomon, nO'mon, «. the pin of a dial, whose shadow
points to the hour : the index of the hour-circle of a
globe : (geotn.) the name given to the sum of any
three of the parts of a rectangle when divided into

four parts by cross-lines parallel to its sides : inter-

preter, as in Bengel's Gnomon Ncvi Testamtnti.—
adjs. Gnomon'iC, -al, pertaining to the art of dial-

ling.—a</z'. Gnomon'lcally.

—

ns. Gnomon'ios, the
art of dialling ; Gnomonol'Ogy, a treatise on dialling.

(Gr. gndtnOn, an interpreter

—

gnonai, to know.]

Gnostic, Dos'tik, s. {theol.) one of a sect in the begin-
ning of the Christian era which maintained that
knowledge (gnosis) and not faith {/istis) was the
way of salvation, allegorised away the groat facts of
Christ's person and work, and represented individual
life as the result of a process of emanation from the
original essence.

—

atij. having knowledge : knowing,
cunning: pertaining to the Gnostics.

—

ns. Gnd'SlS,
knowledge : mystical knowledge ; Gnos'tloism, the
eclectic doctrines of the Gnostics. [Gr. gnostikas,

good at knowing

—

gignosktiu, to know, ]

Gnu, nu, n, a genus of antelopes native to South
Africa, of which the best-known species has cluirac-

ters of the ox, buffalo, and horse. [Hottentot.]
Go, giS, V. i. to pass from one place to another: tobe

in motion ; to proceed : to walk : to depart from : to

lead in any direction : to extend : to tend : to be
about to do : to pass in report : to pass, as in pay-
ment : to be accounted in value : to happen in a
particular way : to turn out : to fare : to give way :

—

/r./. gO'ing ; f'a.i. went ; /n./. gone (gon).—«. atfair,

matter, as in 'a pretty go:' fashion, as in 'all

the go:' energy, activity,

—

adj. Go'-ahead', dash-
ing, energetic.

—

ns. Go'-between', Go'er-between'
{Sk4ik.), one who is agent between two parties ; Go"-
hy, escape by artifice : evasion : any intentional dis-

regard : in coursing, the act of passing by or ahead in

motion.

—

adj. Go-tO-meet'lng(t-('//.X used of clothes,

good and fit for public use.—Go about (B. ), to set one's

self about : to seek : to endeavour ; Qo about one's
business, to attend to one's duties: to be off; Go
abroad, to go to a foreign country : to leave one's

house ; Go against, to invade : to be repugnant to

;

Go aside, to err : to withdraw, retire ; Go at, to

attack ; Go beyond (B.), to overreach ; Go down,
to sink, decline : to be believed or accepted ; Go far,

to last iun^ ; Go for, to pass for : to attack : to take
up a line of policy ; Go for nothing, to have no
value ; Go hard with, to be in real difficulty or
danger ; (jO in and out, to come and go freely ; Go
in for, to be in favour of : to aim after : Go in untO,
to have sexual intercourse with ; Go It, to act in a
striking or dashing manner—often in impiratiz'e by
way of encouragement ; Go Off, to leave : to die :

to explode : to fade ; Go on, to proceed ; Qo ono
better, to take a bet and add another more to it :

to excel another in fitness for some purpose ; Go
one's way, to depart ; Go out, to become extinct or
expire ; Go over, to study, to examine ; Go the
whole hog, to go to the fullest extent ; GO through,
to perform thoroughly, to accomplish ; Go through
fire and water, to undertake any trouble or risks

for one's end (from the usage in ancient ordeals)

;

Go to, come now (a kind of interjection, like the L.

agedum, the Gr. <S-ye vvv") ; Go to pieces, to break

up entirely, to be dismembered ; Go to the wall, to

be pushed aside, passed by ; Go under, to be called

by some title or character ; to be overwhelmed or
ruined, to die ; Go Well, to prosper ; Go With, to

accompany : to agree : accord ; Go without saying,
to be plainly self-evident (Fr. Cela va sans dire).—
Great go, a degree examination, comjiared with
Little go, a preliminary examination in the univer-
sity of Cambridge ; Let go, to release, to quit hold
of ; No go, not possible : of no use. [A.S. gdn,
contr. for gangan, to go ; cf. Ger. geken, Dut.
gaan. ]

Goad, g(3d, n, a. sharp-pointed stick, often shod with
iron, for driving oxen : a stimulus.

—

v.t. to drive
with a goad : to urge forward. (A.S. giid, a goad ;

cf. Ice. gaddr, a goad.]
Goaf, gOf, K. a rick : the coal-waste left in old workings.
Goal, gOl, «. a mark set up to bound a race : the

winning-post—also the starting-post : the end aimed
at : the two upright posts between which the ball is

kicked in the game of football : the act of sending
the ball between or over the goal-posts : an end or
aim. [Kr. gauie, a pole ; prob. of Teut. origin, as
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Old Fris. waiu, a staff, Goth, waius; but ace. to

Littre from L. vaiius, a stake.]

Goat, got, n. the well-known quadruped, allied to the

sheep.— «i. Goat'chafer, the dor or dung-beetle :

QoatSB', a beard left on the chin, while the rest of

the face is shaven ; Goat'-herd, one who tends goats.

—aJj. Goat'isll, resembling a goat, csp. in smell :

lustful : wanton.—«.f. Goat isliness ; Goat'-moth, a

large moth common throughout Europe and Asia,

having a thick heavy body, and measuriiig three

inches or n»ore across the wings ; GoafS' -beard,

Goat's'-rue. Goafs'-thorn, names of plants ; Goat-
skin, the skin of the goat, leather made from it

;

Goat'sucker, a kind of swallow erroneously thought

to suck goats. [A.S. gat ; Ger. geiss, Dut. gfit.]

Gob, gob, «. the mouth : a mouthful, lump : refuse

coal.

—

v.u to pack away such as a support to the

walls.—>M. Gob bing, Gob'bin, coal refuse.

Go-bang, go-bang', «. a game pLiyed on a checker-

board of 256 squares, with fifty coloured counters, the

object bemg to get five counters in a row. [Jap.
gobtzii.]

Gobbet, gob'et, «. a mouthful : {oh.) a little lump.

—

Gobe mouche, a silly credulous fellow. [O. Fr.

gobct, from Celt. ; Gael, gob, the mouth.]
Gobble, gob'l, v.t, to swallow in lumps : to swallow

hastily.

—

v.i. to make a noise in the throat, as a
turkey.

—

n. (^olf) a rapid straight putt so strongly
played that if the ball had not gone into the hole, it

would have gone a long way past.—«. Gobbler, a
turkey-cock. [O. Yx. gobtr,\.o Acvqwx ; Celt.]

Gobelin, gob'e-Un, «. a rich French tapestry. [From
the Gobeiifts, a famous family of French dyers settled

in Paris as early as the isth century.]
Goblet, gob'let, n. a large drinking-cup without a

handle. [O. Fr. gobelet, dim. of gobel—Low L.
cufellm, a dim. of L. cupa. a cask. See Cup.]

Oobiin, gob'liu, n. a frightful phantom : a fairy : a
mischievous sprite. [O. Fr. gobelin—Low L. gobc-
linus—Gr. iobalos, a mischievous spirit.]

Goby, go'bi, ». a genus of small carnivorous sea-

fishes, with nests ofseaweed. [L,.gobi»s—Gr. iabios.]

Go-cart, gO'-kart, «. a wheeled apparatus for teacliing

children to walk.
God, god, ft. the Supreme Being : the Creator and

Preserver of the world : an object of worship, an
idol: (&)a ruler r-^^irw. God'dess : (//.) the occu-
pants of the gallery of a theatre.

—

7'.t. (S/'uxi.) to

deify.— »«/.r;'. God'-a-mer Cy {SkaA.), probably a
corruption of 'God have mercy 1'

—

/ts. God'Cllild;
God'daughter ; God'dess-ship {Byron), state or

quality of a goddess ; God'father, Godmother, the
persons who, at baptism, guarantee a child's religious

education.

—

mt/s. God'-forsak'en, miserable, as if for-

saken by God ; God'-fear'ing, reverencing God.

—

«. God'head, st.ite of being a god : deity : divine
nature—also rarely God'hood—<7<?y. God'less, living

without God : impious : atheistical.

—

<uiv. God'leSSly.—«. God'lessness.—rt<jy. Godlike, like God : divine.

—ru. Godliness ; God'ling {Dryden), a little god.—
tuij. Godly, like God in character : pious : accord-
ing to God's law.

—

advs. Godly, Godlily.

—

ns.

Godly-head (Spe>ts.), goodness ; God'send, an un-
expected piece of good fortune ; God'ship, the rank
or character of a god : a divinity; God'-Binith {Dry-
den), a maker of idols ; Godson ; God speed, a wish
for good speed or success.

—

adv. God'ward, toward
God.—God's aore, a burial-ground (imitated from
Ger. Gottesacker) ; Qod'S truth, an absolute truth—
an emphatic asseveration.—Household gods, among
the Romans, the special gods presiding over the
family : anything bound up with home interests. (A.S.
god; Ger. gott, Goth, gutk, Dut. god; all from a
"Teuu root gutha, God, and quite distinct from good.]

God-den, a variant oi good-den.
Godroon, go-drcajn', u. {archit.) an inverted fluting or

beading. [Fr. godroH, a plait.]

Qodwlt, god'wit, «. a genus of birds of the snipe

family, with long bill and long slender legs, with a.

great part of the tibia bare. [Perh. from A.S. gdd,
good, viikt, creature.]

Goel, g3'al, K. the avenger of blood among the
Hebrews, the nearest relative whose duty it was to
hunt down the murderer. [Heb.]

Goer, gO'er, «. one who, or that which, goes : a horse,
considered in reference to his gait.

Goety, gO'e-ti, «. black magic.

—

adj. Goeflc. [Gr.,
goes, a sorcerer.]

Goff, a variant algolf.
GoflFer, gofer, v.t. to plait or crimp.—«. Goffering,

plaits or rufHes, or the process of making them ;

indented tooling on the edge of a book. [O. Vr.

gauffrer—goffre, a wafer.]

Goggle, gog'l, v.i. to strain or roll the eyes.

—

adj.
rolling : staring ; prominent.—«. a stare or aflfected

rolling of the eye : (//.) spectacles with projecting
eye-tubes : blinds for shying hordes.

—

adj. Gogg^le-
eyed, having prominent, distorted, or rolling eyes,

[rrob. related to Ir. and Gael. ^^, to nod.]

Goblet, gog'let, «. a water-cooler.

Going, go'ing, ». the act of moving: departure : (.5.)

course of life.—Going forth {B.), an outlet ; Goings,
or Goings out (i>'.), utmost extremity : departures
or journeys; Goings on, behaviour.

Goitre, Goiter, goi'ter, «. a tumour on the forepart

of the throat, oeing an enlargement of one of the

glands (see Cretinism). —rt/^'i. Goi'tred, Gol'tered,
aflfected with goitre ; Gtol'trous, pertaining to goitre.

y^t. gottre—L. gutiur, the throat]
Gold, gold, n. one of the precious met.-ils much used

for coin : money : riches : anything very precious

:

yellow, gold colour..

—

tidj. made of or like gold.

—

ns. CiOld'-beafer, one whose trade is to beat gold
into goid-leaf ; Gold'-beafers'-skin, the outer coat
of the cascum of the ox ; (}old'-beafing. — adj.

Gold'-bound {Shak.), encompassed with gold.— »tr.

Gold'-Cloth, cloth woven with threads of gold

;

Gold'-Crest, a golden-crested bird of genus Regni/ts ;

Gold'-dig'ger, one who digs for or mines gold, esp.

a placer-miner ; Gold'-dust, gold in dust or very
fine particles, as it is sometimes found in rivers.

—

tutj. Gold'en, made of gold : of the colour of gold :

bright : most valuable : happy : highly favourable.
— v.t, to become golden. ^«i. Gold'en-age, an early

period in historj-, a time of innocence and happiness;
Gold'en-eye, a species of oceanic ducks which breed
in the Arctic regions, and are winter visitants of

Britain.

—

adj. Ch>ld'en-hilfod {Tenn.), having a hilt

made of, or mounted with, gold.

—

adi'. Gold'enly
{Tenn.), splendidly, delightfully.—«j. Gold'On-rod,
any herb of the genus Soluiago, of the aster

family : Gold'-fe'ver, a mania tor seeking gold

;

Gold-field, a region where gold is found ; Gold'-

finch, the most beautiful of English finches, with
very handsome plumage, in which black, crimson-
red, yellow, and white are, in the adult male, ex-

?|uisitely mingled ; (iold'fish, a Chinese and Japanese
resh-water fish, nearly allied to the carp— in its

native waters it is brownish, but when domesticated
becomes golden-yellow ; Gold'-foil, gold beaten into

thin sheets, used by dentists ; Gold'ilocks, Gold'V-
locks, a common name for Ranunculus (q.v.);

Gold-lace, lace made of gold-thread ; Gold-leaf,
gold beaten extremely thin, or into leaves; Gold'-
lll'y, the yellow lily ; Gold-mine, a mine from which
gold is dug ; Gold' -plate, vessels and utensils of
gold collectively ; Goldsmith, a worker in gold

and silver : Gold'spink {Scot.), the goldfinch ; Gold'-

Btick, the colonel of a regiment of life-guards who
attends the sovereign on .«tate occasions—he re-

ceives a gold rod with his commission ; Gold'-
thread, <t ranunculaceous plant found from Denmark
to Siberia, with evergreen leaves, resembling those
of the strawberry : a thread formed of a strip of
gold-leaf laid over a thread of silk ; Gold'-WXWh'OT,
one who obtains gold by washing it from sand and



fiolf fate, far ; me, hftr ; mine ; Good

gravel : a cradle or other implement for washing
gold from auriterous dirt : Gold. -Wire, wire made ol"

or covered with gold. — Golden beetle, the name
popularly given to many members of the Chrysomela

genus of coleopterous insects, marked by their

metallic splendour of colour ; Golden bull (L. bulla

aurea), an edict issued by the Emperor Charles IV.

in 1356, mainly for the purpose of settling the

law of imperial elections : Golden fleece, in Greek
mythology, the fleece of the ram Chrysomallus, the

recovery of which was the object of the famous
expedition of the Argonauts—it gave its name to a
celebrated order of knighthood in Austria and Spain,

founded in 1429 : Golden horde, the Kipchaks, a
Turkic people, whose empire was founded in central

and southern Russia by Batu in the 13th century :

Golden legend (L. aurea Ugendii), a celebrated

medieval collection of lives of the greater saint-:, the

work of Jacobus de Voragine (1230-98) ; Golden
number for any year, the number of that year in

the Metonic Cycle, and as this cycle embraces nine-

teen years, the golden numbers range from one to

nineteen ; Golden rOSe, a rose formed of wrought
gold, and blessed by the Pope in person on the

fourth Sunday in Lent, usually presented to some
Catholic prince. ^Pl.I). gold ; Ice. gull, G^t. gold,

Goth, gulth, Kuss. zlaio, Gr. chrysos.\

Ck>lf, golf, «. a game played with a club and ball, in

which he who drives the ball into a series of small

holes in the ground with fewest strokes is the

winner.—>«. Golf'er ; Golf'Ing. [Dut. kol/, a club

;

cf. Ger. kolbe. Ice. kdlfr.\

CtolgOtha, gol'go-tha, «. the scene of our Lord's
crucifixion, near Jerusalem : a charnel-house. [Heb.]

Ooliard, gol'yard, n. a medieval monk who amused his

superiors at table by merryjests.— /a Gol'iardery.

—

adj. Goliar'diC- /«. Gol'ias, the title assumed by
the authors of several medieval satirical poems

—

Walter Map makes 'Bishop Golias ' the type of the

ribald priest. [O. Fr]
Goli&th, gO-lT'ath, «. a giant.

—

r<.i. to exaggerate
extravagantly.

—

n. Goli'ath - bee'tle, a genus of
tropical beetles of very large size, the male some-
timc> measuring about four inches. [From Goliath,
the Philistine giant in i Sam. xvii.]

Gollar, gol'ar, v.i. {/>ro7>.) to scold or speak loudly.

Goloe-sboes. See Galocbe.
Golomynka., gO-lO-ming'ka, «. a fish found only in

Lake Baikal, resembling the gobies.

Golosh, go-losh', ». Same as Galoche.
Gomaiist, gS'mar-ist, «. a follower of Francis Gomarus

(i 563-1641), a vehement opponent of the Arminians,
who mainly through his influence were expelled from
the Reformed Church at the Synod of Dort in 1618.

Gombeenism, gom-ben'izm, «. the practice ofdepend-
ing on money-lenders.—«. Gomboen'man, a grasp-
ing and usurious money-lender in Ireland.

Gomerll, gom'er-il, n. (Scot.) a stupid fellow.

Oomphiasis, gom-ffa-sis, «. looseness of the teeth,

esp. the molars.—«. Gompho'SlS, a kind of synar-

throsis or immovable articulation, as of the teeth in

the jaw. [Gr.,^»'//»/V>r, a tooth.]

Gomuti, g5-m03'ti, «. the sago-palm : the black fibre

it yields.—Also Gomuto. [Malay.]

Gonad, gon'ad, ». (iiol.) a mass of undifferentiated

generative tissue.

Gonagra, gon'a-gra, w. gout in the knee.—w. Oon-
al'gia, any painful affection of the knee ; Gonar-
thri'tlS, inflammation of the knee-joint. [Gr. gonj',

knee, agra, a taking, algos, pain.]

Gondola, gon'do-la, «. a long, narrow boat (averaging

30 feet bv 4) used chiefly on the canals of Venice

—

(5'/«ij.)Gon'delay.—«. Gondolier (gon'dol-€r), one
who rows a gondola. [It., a dim. of gonda—Gr.

kondy—a drinking-vessel, said to be a Pers. word.]
Gone, gon, pa.f>. of go, lost, passed beyond help

:

weak, faint, feeling a sinking sensation : wide of the

mark, of an arrow : (tUmg) entirely given up to

(with on).—ns. Oono'noSS, a sinking sensation;
Gon er (slang), one rumed beyond recover}-.

Gonfalon, gon'fa-lon, «. an ensign or standard with
streamers—also (ron'fanon.

—

n. (Jonfalonier', one
who bears a gonfalon : the chief magistrate in many
Italian cities because of his bearing this flag. [O. Fr.
gonfanon—Mid. Y{\^Ge.x.guHd/ano—gund, battle,
/ano {GcT.yahne), a flag.]

Gong, gong, «. a Chinese instrument of percussion,
made of a mixture of metals, and shaped into a
basin-like form, flat and large, with a rim a few
inches deep. [Malay.]

Gongorism, gong'gor-izm, «. a florid, inverted, and
pedantic style of writing, introduced by the Spanish
poet Luis de Gdngora y Argote (1561-1627), some of
who.se distinctive features reappeared in Euphuism.

GongylUB, gon'ji-lus, «. a round deciduous body
connected with the reproduction of certain sea-

weeds. [Gr., 'round.']
Goniatltes, gO-ni-a-tl'tez, «. a genus of fossil cepha-

lopodous mollusca, kindred to the Ammonites. [Gr.
gotiia, an angle, lithos, a stone.]

Ck)nidia, g5-nid'i-a, n.pl. an old term in lichenology
for the green cells (algal constituents) of the thallus :—sing. Gonld'iom, a naked or membranous-coated
propagative cell produced asexually. [Formed from
Gr. gone, generation, seed.]

Goniometer, gO-ni-om'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring solid angles, indispensable to the crystal-

lographer. \_G6nia, an angle, metron, measure.]
(jonophore, gon'o-fbr, «. the ultimate generative zooid

of a hydrozoan, originating directly the generative
elements. [Gr. gonos, seed, pherein, to bear.]

Gonorrhea, gon-or-re'a, «. a specific contagious in-

flammatory discharge of mucus from the membrane
of the urethra or vagina. \Sjx. gonorrtwia—gotws,
seed, rlieeiit, to flow.]

Good, good, adj. having qualities, whether physical or

moral, desirable or suitable to the end proposed :

promoting success, welfare, or happiness : virtuous :

pious : kind : benevolent : proper : fit : competent

:

satisfactory : sufficient : valid : sound : serviceable :

beneficial : real : serious, as in ' good earnest
:

' not
small, considerable, as in ' good deal

:

' full, com-
plete, as in ' good measure :

' unblemished, honour-
able, as in ' good name : '

—

comp. bett'er ; superL
best.— «. that which promotes happiness, success,

&c.—opp. to Evil: prosperity : welfare : advantage,
temporal or spiritual : moral qualities : virtue : {,B.)

possessions : (//.) household furniture : movable
property : merchandise (in composition, the equiva-
lent of \}.'Si. freizhf).—i}tterj. well! right I

—

adv.
well.— «J. (jOOd'-breed'ing, polite manners formed
by a good breeding or education ; Good'-broth'er
(Scot^, a brother-in-law.—«. or interj. Oood'-byo,
contracted from ' God be with you :

' farewell, a
form ofaddress at parting.

—

adj. Good'-condl'tioned,
being in a good state.

—

ns. or interjs. Good'-day, a
common salutation, a contraction of ' I wish )X)u a
good day;' Good'-den, a corruption of good-e'en;

Good -e en, Good'-ev^en, Good'-eve'ning, a saluta-

tion on meeting or parting in the evening.

—

adj.

Good-faced {Sihak.), having a handsome face.

—

fis. Good -feU'ow. a jolly or boon companion : a
reveller ; Good'-fell'OWShip, merry or pleasant com-
pany : conviviality.

—

n.fil. GK>Od'-iolk, a euphemism
for the fairies, of whom it is best to speak respectfully.—adj. Good'-for-noth'lng, worthless, useless.—«. an
idle person.

—

ns. Good'-Fri'day, a fast in memory of

our Lord's crucifixion, held on the Friday of Passion-
week ; GhMd'-hn'mour, a cheerful temper, from the

old idea that temi>er depended on the humours of

the body.

—

Oilj. Good'-hu'moured.— rt/f'r'. Good'-
hu'motiredly.—«. Good'iness, weak, priggish, or

canting goodness.

—

adj. Good'ish, pretiy good, of

fair quality or quantity. — interj. Good'-lack, an
expression of surprise or pity—a variation of ' Good
Lord,' under the influence of nlatk.—n. Good'llneSS.
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(Soorkha rtiOte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Oorilla

—adv. Goodly (Spetts.), excellently, kindly.

—

euij.

good-like: good-looking: fine: excellent:— contfi.

Goodlier ; superi. Goodliest.—«j. Goodlyhead
(Speiis.), goodness ; Goodlyhood, grace ; Goodman'
Ib.), the man or master of the house—the correlative

to It is Goodwife'.

—

ns. and interjs. Good'-mom'-
Ing, Good'-morr'OW, a salutation at meeting in the

morning.—«. Good'-Ha'ture, natural goodness and
mildness of disposition.

—

adj. Good'-na'tured.

—

adv. Good'-na'turedly. — «. Good'ness, virtue :

excellence : benevolence : a term of emphasis, as in
' For goodness' sake ;

'
' Oh, goodness

!
'

—

n. and
interj. Good'-night, a common salutation, a con-
traction of ' I wish you a good night.'

—

interj.

Good'-now, an exclamation of wonder, surprise, or

entreaty.— «j-. GoodS'-en'gine, an engine used for

drawing goods-trains ; Good'-sense, sound judg-
ment ; Good-speed, a contraction of ' I wish you
good speed

;

' Goods'-train, a train of goods
wagons.

—

adj. Good'-tem'pered, possessing a good
temper.

—

iis. Good'-Wlfe, the mistress of a family ;

Good'-Will, benevolence : well-wishing: the estab-

lished custom or popularity of any business or trade

—often appearing as one of its assets, with a
marketable money value ; GOOd'y, good-wife : good-
woman : probably formed from good-ivi/e. — adj.

Goody, mawkishly good: weakly bene\olent or

pious—also Good'y-good'y.—«. a sweetmeat.—Good
for anjfthing, ready for any kind of work ; Good-
man's croft, a strip of ground, or comer of a field,

once left untilled in Scotland, to avert the malice of

the ilevil from the crop.—Good Templar, a member
of a temperance society founded in the United
States in 1852, and introduced into England in 1868,

its organisation modelled on that of the Freemasons,
with lodges, passwords and grips, and insignia.—As
good as, the same as, no less than ; Be as good
as one's word, to be depended on ; For good.
For good and all, finally, in conclusion, to end the

whole matter ; Make good, to fulfil, perform ; Stand
good, to be lastingly good : to remain ; Think good,
to be disposed, to be willing. [A.S. gdd; closely

akin to Dut. goed, Ger. gut. Ice. gwSr, Goth, gods.]

Ooorkha, gOSr'ka, «. one of the dominant race in

Nepal, descended from Hindu immigrants, and
claiming a Rajput origin, short, thick-set men,
making excellent soldiers.

Gooroo. See Guru.
Goosander, goDs-an'der, «. a web-footed bird in the
duck family, in the same genus as the Mergansers, a
native of the Arctic regions. [Formed from goose
3ind ga/ider.]

Goose, goDs, «. (//. Geese) a web-footed animal like a
duck, but larger and stronger : a tailor's smoothing-
iron, from the likeness of the handle to the neck of a
goose : a stupid, silly person : a game of chance once
common in England, in which the players moved
counters forward from one compartment on a board
to another, tlie right to a double move being secured
when the card bearing the picture of a goose was
reached. — ~'.t. {slang) to hiss off the stage.

—

>is.

CkK)Se'-Cap, a silly person : GoOSe'-COm, a coarse
rush : Goose'-egg, a zero, denoting a miss or failure

to score at an athletic or other contest ; GOOSe'-fish,

a common name in America for the angler-fish (see

Angler) ; Goose'-flesh, a puckered condition of the
skin, like that of a plucked goose, through cold,

fear, &c. : Goose'-foot, pigweed ; Goose'-grass, a
species of Bedstraw (q.v.), a common weed in hedges
and bushy places in Britain, Europe, and America ;

GoOSe'-neck, an iron swivel forming the fastening
between a boom and a mast : a bent pipe or tube
with a swivel-joint ; Goose'-quill, one of the quills

or large wing-feathers of a goose, used as pens ;

Goosery, a place for keeping geese : stupidity

;

Goose'-Skln. a kind of thin soft leather ; Goose'-Step
(wf»V.), the marking of time by raising the feet alter-

nately without making progress ; Ooose'-Wlng, one

of the clews or lower comers of a ship's mainsail or
foresail when the middle part is furled or tied up
to the yard.

—

adj. Goose'-Winged, having only one
clew set : in fore-and-aft rigged vessels, having the
mainsail on one side and the foresail on the other, so
as to sail wing-and-wing.—«. Goos'ey, a goose : a
blockhead. [.\.S. gds ; Ice. gds, Ger. gans, L. artser,

Gr. cAen, Sans, /lanisa.]

Gooseberry, gOOz'ber-i, «. the berry or fruit of a shrub
of the same name.—Play gooseberry, to accompany
lovers, &c., for propriety. [Prof. Skeat says goose-
is for grase- or groise-, which appears in O. Fr.

groiseU,grosele, gooseberry, Scot, grossart, from the
Mid. High Ger. krus (Ger. kratis), crisp, curled.]

Gooseberry-fool, «. See Fool (2).

Gopher, go'fer, «. a name in America applied to the
prairie dog, the pouched rat, and to the land tortoise

of the southern states.

—

z'.i. to burrow, to mine in a
small way. [Fr. gaufre.\

Gopher, gO'fer, «. {B.) a kind of wood, generally
supposed identical with cypress. [Heb.]

Gopura, gO'poO-ra, «. in Southern India, a p^iamidal
tower over the gateway of a temple.

Goral, gO'ral, n. a Himalayan goat-antelope.

Goramy, gO'ra-mi, «. a fish found in the Eastern
Archipelago, highly esteemed for the table, and used
in Mauritius, the West Indies, &c.—Also Gou'rami.

Gor-bellied, gor'-bel-id, a^ij. (Sluik.) big-bellied, glut-

tonous. [Obs. ^<?r<

—

K.?>. gor, filth, and belly.

\

GorCOCk, gor'kok, «. the moorcock or red grouse :

—

/cut. Gor'hen. IGor-, trom gerse, furze ; or imit.]

Gorcrow, gor'krO, n. the carrion-crow. [A.S. gor,
filth, carrion, and crow.]

Gordian, gord'yan, adj. intricate : difficult. — v.i.

{Keats) to tie up, knot.-;-Cut the Gordlan knot, to

overcome a difficulty by violent measures—Alexander,
unable to untie the fateful knot tied by Gordius, king
of Phrygia, having cut it through with his sword.

Gordius, gor'di-us, ft. a genus typical of Gordiidar, a
family of nematode worms with a hair-like body.

Gore, g5r, n. clotted blood: blood.— adv. Gor'Uy
{Tenn.), in a gory or bloody manner or state.

—

adj.

Gor'y, covered with gore : bloody.—Gory dew, a
dark-red slimy film sometimes seen on damp walls
and in shady places. [A.S. gor, blood, dung ; Sw.
gorr. Ice. gor, gore.]

Gore, gor, «. a triangular piece let into a garment to

widen it: a triangular piece of land.

—

v.t. to shape
like or furnish with gores : to pierce with anything
pointed, as a spear or horns.^H. Gor'ing, a piece of
cloth cut diagonally to increase its apparent width.

—

adj. cut gradually sloping, so as to be broader at the
clew than at the earing—of a sail. [A.S. gdra, a
pointed triangular piece of land

—

gdr, a spear with
triangular blade.]

Gorge, gorj, «. the throat : a narrow pass among hills:

{Jort.) the entrance to an outwork.

—

v.t. to swallow
greedily: to glut.

—

v.i. to feed.

—

adj. Gorged, having
a gorge or throat : glutted : {her.) having a crown
or coronet about the neck.

—

n. Goi^et, a piece of
armour for the throat : a military ornament round the

neck (see ArmouT).-Have one's gorge rise, to be
disgusted or irritated ; Heave the gorge, to retch.

[O. Fr.,—L. ^roy^j, a whirlpool ]

Gorgeous, gor'jus, adj. showy : splendid : magnificent.

—adv. Gor'geously. — «. Gor'geousness. [O. Fr.

gorgias, gaudy

—

gorgias, a TM^^gorge, the throat.]

Gorgon, gor'gun, tu one of three mbled female mon-
sters (Stheno, Euryale, and Medusa), of horrible

aspect, winged, with hissing serpents for hair—every

one who looked on Medusa was turned to_ stone:

anything very ugly,

—

adjs. Gor'gon, GorgO'neaO,
Gorgonesque', Oorgo'nlan, like a gorgon : very
ugly or terrific.—«. Gorgonel'on, a mask of the

gorgon.

—

r>.t. Gor'gonlse {Term.), to turn to stone.

(L. gorgon—Gr. gorgS—gorgos, grim.]
Gorgonzola, gor-gon-zS'la, n. a highly esteemed cheese.
Gorilla, gor-il'a, «. a great African ape, the largest



Qormand ffite. far ; m€, her ; mine : Gowk
known anthropoid, generally referred to the same
genus with the chimpanzee. [African.]

Gonuand, older form of^cKrw/aia/.

—

v.i. Gor'iaajidise,

to eat hastily or voraciously.

—

ns. Gor mandiser ;

Gor mandlsing, the act or habit ofeating voraciously ;

Gor^mandism, gluttony.

Gorse, gors, «. a prickly shrub growing on waste

places, the furze or whin.

—

adj. Qors'y. [A.S. gorst.]

Goshawk, gos'hawk, «. a short-winged hawk, once

used for hunting wild-geese and other fowl, not

having a toothed bill, like the falcons proper. [A.S.

t^iU/u^oc^giSs, goose, lia/oc, hawk.]

GosUng, goz'ling, «. a young goose. £A,S. gd*^ goose,

double dim. -i-ing.^

Gospel, gos'pel, «. the Christian res-elation ; the nar-

rative of the life of Christ, as related by Matthew,
Mark, Luke, or John : the stated portion of these

re.id at service : the teaching of Christ : a system
of religious truth : absolute truth.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to

instruct in the gospel.—«. Gos'peller, a preacher:

an evangelist.

—

v.t. Gos'pelllse, to square with the

gospel. (A.S. godspell; commonly derived from
A.S. gdd, good, and spells story, and so a translation

of Gr. eu-anggelion, good news ; but more prob.

fTomgod, God, and spell, a narrative, God-story ; so

also the Ice. is gufSipjnll, God-story, and not ^5-
sfjall, good-story ; and the Old High Ger. was
gotspell, got (God) -spel, not giiot (good) -spel.]

GOSS, gos, n. {Shak.). See QorSO.
Gossamer, gos'a-mer, «. very fine spider-threads which

float in the air or form webs on bushes in fine

weather: any thin material.

—

adj. light, flimsy.

—

adj'. Goss'amery, like gossamer: flimsy. (M. E.
gossoTfter; Prof Skeat thinks it is a corr. of 'goose-
summer ' or ' summer-goose,' from the downy appear-
ance of the film. Ger. somtner-faden, summer-
threads, also tnadchen-sotntuer, maiden-summer.]

Gossan, gos'an, n. (prov.) decomposed rock, usually
ferruginous, forming the upper part of a metaUic
vein.—.Mso GoZX'an.

Gossip, gos'ip, n. one who runs about telling and
hearing news : idle talk : a familiar acquaintance : a
boon-companion.

—

v.i. to run about telling idle tales :

to talk much : to chat : {_Skak.) to stand godfather
to.

—

H, Qoss'iping, the act or practice of one who
gossips or tattles.

—

p.adj. having the character of
one -vho gossips: tattling.— n. GosS'ipry.— adj.
Goss'ipy. [Orig. a sponsor in baptism, or one
related in the service of God : M. E. gossib (earlier

form, godiiby-Gcd, and sib, related ; of. Ger. sippe.

Ice. si/, affinity, Scot, sib, related.]

Gossoon, go-sSOn', n. a boy-servant in Ireland. [From
Fr. gar^on, a boy. 1

G0883rpiuni, go-sip'i-um, ». a malvaceous genus of
herbs and shrubs, native to the tropics, yielding
the cotton of commerce. [L. gossypion.\

Got, Gotten. Sec under Get.
Goth, goth, «. one of an ancient Teutonic nation,

originally settled on the southern coasts of the
Baltic, which migrated to Dacia in the 3d century,
and laterfounded kingdoms in Italy, southern France,
and Spain : a rude or uncivilised person, a barbarian.—adj. Ooth'io, belonging to the Goths or their
language : barbarous : romantic : denoting a style
of architecture with high-pointed arches, clustered
columns, &c. (applied in reproach at the time of the
Renaissance).—!/./. Goth'ioise, to make Gothic: to
bring back to barbarism.—»». Qoth'lOlBm, a Gothic
idiom or style of building : rudeness of manners.
(The native names Gutans (sing. Guta) and Gh16s
(sing. Guts), Gutthiuda, 'people of the Goths;'
Latinised as Cothi, Gottki.]

Gothamite, goth'a-mit, Oothamlst, goth'a-mjst, n. a
simpleton : a wiseacre. [From Gotham, a village of
Nottinghamshire, with which name are connected
many of the simpleton stories of immemorial anti-

quity. So of Gordon in Scotland, Kampan in

Holland, th« Schildburgers in Germany, &c.]

Gouache, gwash, n. a method of water-colour painting
with opaque colours, mi.\ed with water, lioiiey, and
gum, presenting a dead surface : work pamted accord-
ing to this method. [Fr.J

Gouda, gow'da, w. a kind of cheese from Goiid/i.

Gouge, gowj, or goDJ, «. a chisel, with a hollow blade,
for cutting grooves or holes.

—

v.i. to scoop out,

as with a gouge : to force out, as the eye with
the thumb. [O. Fr.,—Low L. guvia, a kind of

chisel.]

Goujeers, goo'jerz, «. {SJuik.') venereal disease.

—

Goujere, often Good year, u;>ed as a slight impreca-
tion, as pojc; cf. 2 llenry IV., II. iv. 64. [Perh.
Fr. gouge, a prostitute, goujat, a blackguard.]

Goura, gow'ra, n. a genus of beautifully crested,

ground-loving pigeons, native to New Guinea.
Gourami. See Goramy.
(rOUrd, gord, or goorJ, «. a large fleshy fruit : rind of
a gourd used as a drinking-cup : the gourd plant :

(pi.) hollow dice used by cheating gamblers.

—

us.
Gourd'iness; (iOUrd'-WOrm, a fluke or treraatode
worm, esp. the liver-fluke.

—

adj. Gourd'y, having
the legs swollen—of a horse. [O. Fr. gourde, contr.

from cou^ourde—L. cwurbiia, a gourd.]
Gourmand, goOr'mand, «. one who eats greedily : a

glutton.

—

adj. voracious: gluttonous—also Gor"-
mand.— «. Gourmet (goor-ma', or -met'), an epicure,
originally one with a delicate taste in wines. [Fr.

gourmand, a glutton; origin unknown.]

Gousty, gows'ti, adj. dreary. — adj. GoOS'troUS,
stormy : {Scot.) rude. [Same as Gusty.]

Gout, gowt, n. an acute inflammation of the smaller
joints, and esp. of the great toe, in persons of
luxurious habits and past middle life : {obs.) a drop.
— aiiv. Gout'lly. — «j. Goutiness; Gout'wort,
Gout'weed, an umbelliferous European plant, long
supposed to be good for gouL

—

adj. Gout'y, relating

to gout : diseased with or subject to gout. [O. Fr.

gmitt:—L. gutta. a drop, the disease supposed to

be caused by a defluxion of humours.]
Gout, gO<>, «. taste : relish. [Fr.,

—

h.gusttis, taste.]

(Jovem, guv'trn, v.t. to direct : to control : to rule
with authority : {gram.) to determine the mood,
tense, or case of.

—

v.i. to exercise authority : to ad-
minister the law.s.

—

adj. Governable.

—

ns. GoVer-
nall {S^HS.), government ; Governance, govern-
ment : control : direction : behaviour ; Govemante
(guv-er-nant', or guv'-), a governess {ois.); Gover-
ness, a lady who has charge of the instruction of
young ladies : a tutoress {Daily-governess, one who
goes every day to her pupils' house ; Nursery-,
having charge of young children only, tending as
well as teaching them ; Resident-, living in the
family of her pupils), —p.*. to act as governess.

—

n. GoVemesS-oart, a light two-wheeled vehicle
with two face-to-face seats at the sides only.

—

adj. Governing, having control.

—

n. Government,
a ruling or managing : control : .system ofgoverning :

the body of persons authorised to administer the
laws, or to govern a state : the territory over which
sovereign power extends : {gram.) the power of one
word in determining the form of another: {Skak.^
conduct.

—

adj. of or pursued by government.— rt<^'.

Oovemmeni'al, pertaining to or sanctioned by
government

—

ns. GoT'emor, a ruler : one invested
•with supreme authority : a tutor : {slang) a father or
nwster : {mach.) a regulator, or contrivance for main-
taining uniform velocity with a varying resistance :

(£.)a pilot ; GoVemor-gen'er^ the supreme gover-
nor in a country : a viceroy ; Governorship.

—

Governmental theory (see Grotian). {O. Fr.
governor—v.. guber»are-—Gt. iybcman.]

Gowan, gow'an, H. {Scot.) the wild daisy. [If. and
Gael, gugan, bud, daisy.]

Gowd, Scotch (or gold.
Gowl, gowf, v.t. (Scot.) to strike, cuflT. [A modifica-

tion o(gol/.]
Gowk, Gouk, gowk, n. a stupid fellow, a fool.



Oowl mOte ; mQte ; mODn ; iAen. GraU

Oowl, gowl, v.i. (Scot.) to cry or howl. [M.E. goule7i

—Scaiid., \ca. gaula, to bellow.]

Gown, gown, «. a woman's upper garment : a long
loose robe worn ot'liciaUy by clergymen, lawyers,

college lecturers, &c.

—

v.t. to invest with the gown.
—adj. Gowned, dressed in a gown.—«j. Qown'man,
Gownsman, one whose professional habit is a gown,
as a divine or lawyer, and esp. a member of an
English university. [M. E. goune—W. gum, akin

to gwnio, to stitch ; Ir. gunn, Gael, gun.}

Gowpen, gowp'en, n. (Scot.) the hollow of the hand or

uf the two hands held together : a handful [Scand.

;

Ice. gaupH, Sw. gopen, Dan. g&vii : Low Ger.

gopse, gopich, Ger. dial, gau/, gau/el.]

Graafian, gra fi-an, adj. pertaining to the follicle or

little sac m the ovary in which an ovum matures—in

mammals. [Named from the discoverer of these,

Regnier de Grcui/, 1641-73.]

Graal. Same as Grail, a dish.

Grab, grab, n. a vessel on the Malabar coast, having
two or three masts.

Grab, grab, v.i. (coil.) to seize or grasp suddenly : to

lay hands on -.—pr.p. grab'bing ; pa.p. grabbed.

—

«. a sudden grasp or catch, acquisition by violent or

.^ unjust means : that which is seized : a simple card
game.

—

ns. Grab'-bag, a bag containing a variety of
articles to be obtained by putting in the hand and
seizing one, as at charity bazaars, &c. : any dis-

honest means of seizing such profit or spoil as

comes handiest ; Grab'ber. [Scand. ; Sw. graMa,
to grasp; Ger. grei/en, to seize.]

Grabble, grab'l, v.i. to grope. [Freq. of^m^.]
Grace, gras, «. easy elegance in form or manner

:

what adorns and commends to favour : embellish-
ment : favour : pardon : the undeserved mercy of
God : divine influence : eternal life or salvation : a
short prayer at meat: an act or decree of the
governing body of an English university : a cere-

monious title in addressing a duke or an archbishop :

(pi.) favour, friendship (with gooif): (tnyih.) the
three sister goddesses in whom beauty was deified

(the Greek Charites), Euphrosyne, Aglaia, Thalia.

—

v.i. to mark with favour : to adorn.

—

u. Grace'-CUp,
a cup or health drunk at the last of the feast.

—

aiijs.

Graced (i"A<t>i.), virtuous, chaste ; Graceful, elegant
and easy : marked by propriety or fitness, becom-
ing.—«//?'. Gracefully.—«. Gracefulness.—rt(^>.

Graoe'less, wantinc: grace or excellence : depraved :

wicked—aa'?'. Gracelessly.— «. Grace'lessness.—
Hs. Grace'-note (mus.), a note introduced as an
embellishment, not being essential to the harmony or

melody ; Grace'-Btroke, a finishing stroke, coi4p de
gr&ce ; Gracio'80, a clown in Spanish comedy, a
favourite.

—

adj. Gra'ciOUS, abounding in grace or
kindness : benevolent : proceeding from divine favour

:

acceptable.—(j^A/. Graciously.— «j. Gra'clousness,
state or quality of being gracious, affability ; Ora-
tdOS'ity, the same, but usually in a bad sense, as
implying duplicity.—Days Of grace, three days
allowed for the payment of a note or bill of e.xchange,
after being due according to its date; Fall Arom
grace, to backslide, to lapse from the state of grace
and salvation—an impossibility according to Cal-
vinists.—Good gracious, an exclamation of surprise.

—In the good graces of, in the friendship of; Saving
grace, divine grace so bestowed as to lead to salva-

tion ; Take heart of grace, to take courage from
favour shown. [Fr.,—L. graiia, Kayowr—grains,
agreeable ; Gr. charts, grace.]

Gracile, gras'il, adj. slender, gracefully slight inform.
—«. Gracil'ity. [L. gracilis, slender.]

Grackle, grak'l, «. the common name of many birds of
the starling family, all tropical or subtropical.—Also
Grak'le. [L. ,?-rrt<-«/«i-, a jackdaw.]

Grade, grad, «. a degree or step in rank or dignity :

the degree of slope on a road as compared with the
horizontal ; a class of animals produced by crossing
a common breed with one purer—also adj. : a group

of animals branching off from a common stem.

—

v.t. Gra'date, to cause to blend gradually from one
tint of colour to another.

—

v.i. to effect gradation.
—adv. Grada'tim, gradually.—«. Grada'tion, a
rising step by step : progress from one degree or
state to another : position attained : state of lieing
arranged in ranks : (mus.) a diatonic succession of
chords : (paint.) the gradual blending of tints. •

adjs. Grada'tional ; Grada'tloned, formed by
gradations or stages ; Grad'atory, proceeding step
by step, adapted lor walking or forward movement

;

Gradient, gradually rising : rising with a regular
slope.—«. the degree of slope on a road or railway :

the difference in the height of the barometer between
one place and another place at some distance: an
incline.

—

hs. Grad'lenter, a surveyor's instrument
for determining grades ; Grad'in, 6radine', one of
a series of rising seats, as in an amphitheatre: a
raised step or ledge behind an altar ; Gradin'O, a
decoration for the %Tad\n.—adj. Grad'ual, advancing
by grades or degrees : regular and slow.

—

n. in the
Roman Church, the portion of the mass between the
epistle and the gospel, formerly always sung from
the steps of the altar : the book containing such
anthems — also GraiL— «j. Grad'uallsm, Gradu-
al'lty.— adv. Grad'ually. — v. t. Grad'uate, to

divide into regular intervals : to mark with degrees

:

to proportion.

—

v.i. to pass by grades or degrees :

to pass through a university course and receive a
degree.

—

n. one admitted to a degree in a college,

university, or %oc\^\.y.—p.adj. Grad'U&ted, marked
with degrees, as a thermometer.

—

ns. Grad'Uate-
shlp ; Gradua'tlon ; Grad'uator, a mathematical
instrument for graduating or dividing lines into

regular intervals ; GraduCtlon(<tj^r<7«.), the division

of circular arcs into degrees, minutes, &c. ; Ora'dUS,
a dictionary of Greek or Latin prosody—contraction
of gradus ad Parttasstim, a step or stair to Par-
nassus, the abode of the Muses.—Down, and Dp,
grade, a descending or ascending part, as of a road.
[Fr.,—L. grndus, a step

—

gradi, to step.]

Gradely, grad'li, adv. (prov.) readily, speedily.—Also
Gralth'ly.

Gradgrlnd, grSd'grind, «. one who regulates all

human things by rule and compass and the mechani-
cal application of statistics, allowing nothing for sen-

timent, emotion, and individuality. [From Thomas
Gradgrind v\ Dickens's Hard Tirnes.}

Graf, graf, ft. a German title of dignity equivalent to

Count :—;/>7«. Grafin.
Graff, graf, n. (Scot.) a grave. A variant ofgrave.
Graff, n. and v. (B.). Same as Graft.
Graffito, graf-fe'to, «. the name given to certain classes

of mural inscriptions, such as the scribblings of
schoolboys and idlers, found at Pompeii, Rome, and
other ancient cities :—//. Graffiti (-fe'te). [It.

—

graffiare, to scratch—Low L. ^aphium, a style.]

Graft, graft, %).t. to make an incision in .1 tree or plant,

and insert in it a small branch of another, so as to

make a union of the two : to insert in something any-
thing not belonging to it : to incorporate one thing
with another : to transplant, as a piece of tissue,

from one part to another.

—

v.i. to iiisert cuttings

into a tree.—«. a small branch used in grafting.

—

ns. Oraft'er ; Graft'lng. [O. Fr. grafff (Yr.gre^e)
—L. grapkium—a style or pencil (which the inserted

slip resembled)—Gr. graphein, to write.]

Grail, gral, «. (Spens.) small particles of any kind,

as sand. [O. Fr. graile (Fr. grfle), hail— L.

gracilis, slender.]

Grail. See Gradual.
Grail, gral, «. in medieval legend, the Holy Cup used
by Christ at the Last Supper. [Orig. the San Greal,

'Holy Dish' (not Sang Real, 'Holy Blood'), in

which it is said Joseph of Arimathea collected our
Lord's blood ; from O. Fr. graal or greal, a flat

dish—Low L. gradate, a flat dish, app. a corr. of
Low L. cratella, a dim. of crater, a bowl. Diez



Qrain fate, ftr ; m€, her ; mine ; Qraniferoiis

suggests as the origin a lost crataiis, from cratus,

Low L. form ol crater.]

Qrain, gran, «. a single small hard seed : ifoil.) the

seeds of certam plants which form the chief food

of man : corn, in general : a minute particle : a very

small quantity : the smallest British weight, supposed

to be the average weiyht of a seed or well-ripened

ear of corn : the arrangement of the particles or fibres

of anything, as stone or wood : texture, as of leather

:

the crimson dye made from cochineal insects, which,

in the prepared state, resemble grains of seed—hence
to (lye in grain is to dye deeply, also to dye in the

wool : innate quality or character of anything.—z/./.

to form into grains, cause to granulate : to paint in

imitation of wood, marble, &c. : in tanning, to take

the hair off. —«. Grain'age, duties on gram.— a^^'.

Grained, rough : furrowed.—«^. Grain'er, one who
paints in imitation of the grain of wood ; Grain'ing,

painting so as to imitate the grain of wood : a process

jn tanning in which the grain of the leather is raised.

—adj. Grain'y, having grains or kernels.—Grains
Of Paradise, an aromatic and pungent seed imported
from Guinea.—Against the grain, against the fibre

of the wood—hence against the natural temper or

iticlination ; With a grain of salt, with reservation,

as of a story that cannot be admitted (L. cunt grano
sails). [Kr. ,

—

\j. gramtm, seed, akin to corn.]

Grain, gran, «. a prong, fork : a kind of harpoon.
Graining, gran'ing, «. a kind of dace found in the

Mersey and in Swiss lakes : a small fish of the same
genus, resembling the dace.

Oraip, grSp, «. (Scot.) a three or four pronged fork

used for lifting dung or digging potatoes. [A form
oigrope. Cf. Sw. grepe, Dan. greb.\

Oralth, grath, «. apparatus for work, travelling, &c.,

equipment.

—

v.t. (Scot.) to make ready, to dress.

—adjs. Gralth, Grade, ready, free.— Lift One's
gralth, to collect one's tools and leave the mine.

[Ice. greidhr, ready; cf. A.S. genkde, ready.]

Grakle. See Grackle.
Grallffi, gral'e, Grallatores, gral-a-tO'rez, n.pl. an old

order of wading and running birds, including rails,

snipes and curlews, cranes, herons and bitterns,

storks, and numerous other families.

—

adjs. Gral-
lato'rial, Grall'atory, Grall'lc, Grall'lne. [L.

grallato)—grallce, stilts, contr. of graduld, dim. of
gradus, a f,\.ep^gradi, to step.]

Gralloch, Grallock, gr-ilok, v.t. to disembowel.
Gram, gram, «. (Rossetti) misery. — Also Grame.

[X.'Si. grama, anger.]
Gram, gram, «. a word used in commerce for chick

peas exported from British India. [Anglo-Ind.,
perh. from Port, grao—L. granum, a grain.]

Gram, Gramme, gram, n. the unit of mass in the
metric system, equal to I5-432 Toy grains. [Fr.,—
L.,—Gr. graintna, a letter, a small weight.]

Gramary, gram'a-ri, n. magic: enchantment.—Also
Gram'arye. [M. E. gramery, skill in grammar,
hence magic—O. Tt. gramaire, grammar.]

Grameroy, gra-mer'si, interj. great thanks—an obso-
lete expression of obligation, with surprise. [O. Fr.
graniinerci, granlinerci, great thanks.]

GraminesB, gra-min'e-e, n.fil. the order of grasses.—
adjs. Graminaceous, Gramln'eal, Gramineous,
like or pertaining to grass : grassy ; Gramlnifd'lious,
bearing leaves ; Graminlv'orous, feeding or subsist-

ing on grass and herbs. [I,, granien, graininis,
%ras%, folium, a leaf, vordre, to eat greedily.]

Grammar, gram'ar, «. the .science of the right use
of language : a book which teaches grammar : any
elementary work.— ns. Gramma'rlan, one versed
in, or who teaches, grammar ; Gramm'ar-SOhool, a

school in which grammar, esp. Latin grammar, is

taught : a higher .school, in which Latin and Greek
are taught. — adjs. Grammat'lC, -al, belonging
to, or according to, the rules of grammar.

—

adv.
Orammat'lcally. —« Grammat'icaster, a piddling
i;raiiiinarian,

—

v.t, Qrammat'lOiBe, to make gram-

SM

matical.

—

v.t. to act the grammarian.—M.f. Gram-
mat'lcism, a point of grammar ; Gramm'atlst, a
grammarian. [O. Fr. gramaire; from Low L.
gramma, a letter, with the termination -arius—
Gr. gramma, a letter

—

grapheln, to write.]

Gramme. See Gram.
Gramophone, gram'o-fOn, n. an instrument of the

phonograph type lor recording and reproducing
articulate speech—invented by E. Berliner. [Gr.

gramnta, a letter, //z^«^, sound.]

Grampus, gram'pus, «. a large voracious fish of the
dolphin family, common in almost all seas. [A
sailor's corr. of It. ^an pesce, or Sp. gran fiez,

great fish—L. grandis piscis, great fish.]

Granadllla, gran-a-dil'a, «. the edible fruit of a species
of passion-rtower. [Sp.]

Granary, gran'ar-i, «. a storehouse for grain or threshed
corn. [L. granaria^granum.]

Grand, grand, adj. of great size, extent, power, or
dignity : splendid : illustrious : noble : sublime :

chief: covering the whole field, or including all

details ; (mus.) containing all the parts proper to a
given form of composition : of the second degree of
parentage or descent, as Grand'/ather, a father or
mother's father ; Grand'child, a son or daughter's
child ; so Grand'motlter, Grand'son, Crand'daugti-
ter, &c.—ns. Gran'dam, an old dame or woman : a
grandmother ; Grand'-duke, a title of sovereignty
over a grand-duchy, first created by the Pope in

1569 for the rulers of Florence and Tuscany, assumed
by certain German reigning princes and by the
princes of the imperial family of Russia : Grandee',
since the 13th century the most highly privileged

class of nobility in the kingdom of Castile, in which
the members of the royal family were included

:

a man of high rank or station ; Grandee'ship

;

Grandeur (grand'ur), vastness : splendour of appear-
ance: lottiness of thought or deportment ; GrandH'O-
quence.

—

adj. Grandiloquent, speaking grandly or
bombastically : pompous—(rur^) Grandll'oquous.

—

adv. Grandiloquently.— <i(//'. Grandiose, grand
or imposing : bombastic.

—

adv. Gran'diosely. —ns.
Grandlos'ity ; Grand'-ju'ror, member of a Grand'-
ju'ry, a special jury which decides whether there is

sufficient evidence to put an accused person 011 trial.

—

adz'. Grand'ly.—«j. Grand'mamma, Grandma, a
grandmother ; Grand'-mas'ter, title of the head of
the religious orders ofknighthood (Hospitallers, Tem-
plars, and Teutonic Knights) : the head, for the time
being, ofthe Freemasons, &c.

—

adj. Grand'motherly,
like a grandmother, over-anxious to direct the whole
life of another.^«j. Grand'-neph'ew, the grandson
of a brother or sister ; Grand'ness ; Grand'-nlece,
the granddaughter of a brother or sister ; Grand'-
papa, Grand'pa, a grandfather : Grand'-par'ent,
a grandfather or grandmother; Grand'-pia'no, a
large kind of piano, of great compass and power;
Grand'sire, a grandfather : any ancestor ; Grand'-
stand, an elevated erection on a race-course, &c.,
affording a good view ; Grand' -un'cle, the brother

of a grandfather or grandmother— also Great'-un'cle.
—Grand Seignior (see Seignior) ; Grand vlzlr (see

Vizir). [Vr. grand— h. grandis, great.]

Grandisonian, gran-di-so'ni-an, adj. like the novelist

Richardson's hero, Sir Charles Grandison, polite

and chivalrous to an extreme and tedious degree.
Grange, granj, n. a farm-house with its stables and

other buildings : (A/ilt.) a granary : (U.S.) a lodge of
the order of ' Patrons of Husbandry.'—«. Gran'ger,
a member of a farmer's grange.

—

adj. pertaining to

such. [O. Fr. grange, barn—Low L. granea—L.
granum, grain.]

Grangerlsm, gran'jer-izm, K. the practice of cutting
plates and title-pages out of many books to illustrate

one book.

—

v.t. Gran'gerlse, to practise grangerism.
[From James Granger (1716-76), whose Biographical
History 0/England (\'j(x)) gave an impetus to this.]

OranlferoUS, gran-if'er-us, adj. bearing seeds like



Granite mnte : mfite : mWln ; then. Grass

grain.

—

adjs. Gran'lform, formed or shaped like a
grain or seed ; GraniTOrous, eating grain : feeding

on seeds. [L. granum, %raM\,/rrre, lo carr>',_/&r>«a,

form, vordrt, to devour.]

Granite, gran'it, «. an igneous crystalline rock, com-
posed of grains of quartz, feldspar, and mica, and of

A whitish, grayish, or reddish colour.

—

adj. Granitic,
pertaining to, consisting of, or like granite. — n.

Granltifica tion.—a^V. Granlt Iform. Granitoid,
of the form of or resembling granite ; Granolithic,
composed of cement formed of pounded granite. [It.

granito, granite, lit. grained— L. ^>-rt»«w, grain.]

Granny, gran'i, «. a grandmother : an old woman

—

also Grand'am.—H. Grann'y-knot, a knot like a

reef-knot, but having the second tie across, difficult

lo untie when jammed.
Grant, grant, v.t. to bestow or give over : to give pos-

session of: to admit as true what is not yet proved :

to concede.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to consent.

—

n. a bestow-

ing : something bestowed, an allowance : a gift

:

CE'ig. law) conveyance of property by deed.

—

adj.

want'able. — ns.' GrantSS' (law), the person to

whom a grant, gift, or conveyance is made ; Grant'er,
Grant'or (Jaw), the person by whom a grant or

conveyance is made.—Take for granted, to pre-

suppose as certainly true. [O. Fr. graanter, craan-
ter, creanter, to promise, as if from a Low L.
credeMtdre—L. credere, to believe.]

Grannie, gran'ul, «. a little grain : a fine particle,—

adjs. Granular, Gran'ulary, Gran'ulose. Gran'n-
lOUS. consistmg oi or like grains or granules.

—

Oiii'.

Oran'iilarly.—;,/. Gran^ate, to form or break
into grains or small masses : to make rough on the
surface. — i\i. to be formed into grains. — adj.

granular : having the surface covered with small
elevations. — ». Granulation, act of forming into

grains, esp. of metals by pouring them through a
sieve into water while hot : (/»/.) the materials of
new texture as first formed in a wound or on an
ulcerated surface.—a<//>. Granolif erous ; Gran ull-

fonn.—n. Gran'UlIte, a schistose but sometimes
massive aggregate of quartz and orthoclase with
garnets. \L,. granulum, dim. ofgrauum, grain.]

Grape, grap, v.i. a Scotch form oigrofre.

Grape, grap, «, the fruit of the grape-vine, or of any
of the many species of the genus I'itis: a mangy
tumour on the legs of horses : grapeshot.—«. Grape'

-

hy'acintll, a genus of bulbous-rooted plants, nearly
allied to the hyacinths.

—

adj. Grape'less, without
the flavour of the grape, said of wine. —ns. Grapery,
a pl.-ice where grapes are grown ; Grape'shot, shot

or small iron balls clustered or piled on circular

plates round an iron pin, which scatter on being
fired : Grape'-Stone, the stone or seed of the grape :

Grape -su'gar, aextro.se; Grape-vine, the vine
that bears grapes.

—

adj. Grap'y, made of or like

grapes.—SOUT grapes, things despised because they
cannot be attained (from iflsop's fable of the fox and
the grapes). (O. Fr. grapt'e, a cluster of grapes ;

from Old High Ger. chrapho, a hook. It properly
meant a hook, then clustered fruit, hooked on,

attached to, a stem (Brachet).]
Graph, graf, n. a representation by means of lines,

exhibiting the nature of the law according to which
some phenomena var>' : -graph is used as a terminal
in many Greek compounds to denote an agent which
writes, &c., as telegraph, seismograph, or the thing
written, as in autograph, &c.

—

aJjs. Graphic, -al,

pertaining to writing, describing, or delineating :

picturesquely described : vivid.

—

adv. Graph'ically.
-«r. Graph'lcness; Graphiol'ogy, the science or
an o'' writing or delineating, or a treatise thereon :

Graph'iS, a genus of lichens, remarkable for the
resemblance which the fructification assumes to the
forms of the letters of Oriental alphabets ; Graphite,
a mineral, commonly called blacklead or plumbago
(though containine no lead), largely used in making
p<?ncils.—orf;. Graphlt ia—«. Graph'iom, a stylus

;

Graphol'Ogy, the science of estimating character,
&c,, from handwriting. —Graphic arts, painting,
drawing, engraving, as opposed to music, sculpture,
&c. : Graphic granite, a variety of granite with
markings like Hebrew characters. [Gr. graphi, a
writing

—

grapluin, to write.]
Grapholite, grafo-Ut, «. a kind of slate for writing on.—«. Graphom'eter, an instrument used by surveyors

for measuring angles.

—

adjs. Graphomet'ric, -al,

pertaining to or determined by a graphometer.

—

ns.

Graph'ophone, an instrument for recording sounds,
based on the principle of the phonograph ; Graph'O-
typo, a process intended to supersede wood-engrav-
ing, but superseded by zincotype. [Gr. graphein. to
write, lithos, a stone, titetron, a measure, photie, a
sound, typos, an impression.]

Grapnel, grap'nel, «. a small anchor with several
claws or arms: a grappling-iron. [Fr. grappin—
grat'pe, a hook, with dim. suff. -el.]

Grapple, grapH, v.t, to seize : to lay fast hold of.—
z'.t. to contend in close fight. — vs. Grapplement
(Spens.), a grappling, close fight : GrappliJQg-iron,
a large grapnel for seizing hostile ships in naval en-
gagements. [O. Ft. grappil—grappe, a hooV.]

Graptolite, grap'to-llt, «. one of a gproup of fossil

hydrozoa, having simple or branched polyparies,
usually strengthened by a horny-like rod—the ' solid

axis.' [Gr. graptos—graphein, to write, lithcs, a
stone.]

Grasp, grasp, ;'. /. to seize and hold by clasping with
the fingers or arms : to catch at : to comprehend.

—

v.i. to endeavour to seize : to catch (with at).—
«. grip* of the hand : reach of the arms : power
of seizing : mental power of apprehension.

—

adj.
Grasp'able.—«. Grasper.-.«.wy. Grasp'ing, seiz-

ing : avaricious : encroaching.

—

adv. Grasp'ingly.
—It. Grasp'ingness.—a^'. Grasp'less, feeble, re-

laxed. [M. E. graspen = grapseti, as clasp = M. E.
claspen; allied \.o grope, grapple.]

Grass, gras, «. common herbage : an order of plants
(Gramitiea), the most important in the whole vege-
table kingdom, with long, narrow leaves and tubular
stem, including wheat, r>-e, oats, rice, millet, and all

those which supply food for nearly all graminivorous
animals : short for asparagus = sparrow-grass : time
of grass, spring or summer: the surface of a. mine.

—

z'.t. to cover with grass: to feed with grass: to

bring to the grass or ground, as a bird or a fish

—

(various perennial fodder grasses are timothy, Jox-
tail, cocks-foot, and the Jesciie grasses, Italian rye-
grass, &c.).

—

Hs. Grass'-cloth, a name applied to

difl^erent kinds of coarse cloih, the fibre of which is

rarely that of a grass, esp. to the Chinese summer-
cloth made from Baehmeria nivea, which is really a
nettle ; Grass'-cat'ter, one of the attendants on an
Indian army, whose work is to provide provender
for the baggage-cattle : Grass'er, an extra or tem-
porary worker in a printing-office.

—

adjs. Grass'-

green, green with grass : green as grass ; GraSS'-

grown, grown over with grass.

—

ns. Grasshopper,
a saltatorial, orthopterous insect, nearly allied to

locusts and crickets, keeping quiet during the day
amons vegetation, but noisy at night : Grass'ineSS ;

Grass'ing, the exposing of linen in fields to air and
light (or bleaching purposes : Grass' -land, perma-

nent pasture ; GraSS'-Oil, a name under which several

volatile oils derived from widely difiercnt plants

are grouped : Grass'-plot, a plot of gra.ssy ground ;

Grass-tree, a genus of .Australian plants, with

shrubby stems, tufts of long wiry foliage at the

summit, and a tall flower-stalk, with a dense c>-lin-

drical spike of small flowers : Grass'-wid'OW, a wife

temporarily separated from her husband, often also

a divorced woman, or one deserted by her husband :

Grass'-'wrack, the eel-grass grrowing abundantly on
the sea-coast.^<J^', GraSS'y, covered with or re-

sembling grass, green.—Go tO grass, to be turned

out to pasture, esp. of a horse too old to work : to go



Grassum nUe, far ; me. her ; mine ; Grease

into retirement, to rusticate : to fall violently (of a

pugilist) ; Let the grass grow under ones feet, to

k>iter, linger.—Spsmish grass (>ee Esparto). [A.S.

g<rrs, gras ; Ice., Ger., Dut., and Goth, gras;

prob. allied \o greeu 3X\A grirw.\

Grassum, gras'um, «. {Scots ia^i') a lump sum paid

by persons who take a lease of landed property—in

England, 'premium' and ' hne.'

Orate, g^t, n. a framework composed of bars with

interstices, esp. one of iron bars for holding coals

while burning^— a<^'. Grated, having a grating.—

fu. GratiCU^'tion, the division of a design into

squares for convenience in making an enlarged or

diminished copy ; Grating, the bars of a grate : a
partition or frame of bars. [Low L. grata, a grate

—L. crates, a hurdle. See Crate. J

Grate, grJU. v.t. to rub hard or wear away with any-
thing rough : to make a harsh sound : to irritate or

offend.

—

n. Grater, an instrument with a rough
surface for grating down a body.— <u^'. G-raVing,
robbing hard on the feelings: harsh: irritating.

—

adz: (ffilt'ingly. [O. Fr. g' liter, through Low L.,

from Old High Qrer. chrazin (Ger. kratxen), to

scratch, akin to Sw. krstta.}
Grateful, grat'fo5l, ndj. causing pleasure : acceptable :

delightful : thankful : having a due sense of benetits.

—adv. Grate ftilly.—«tr. Grate fulness ; Gratifica-
tion, a plea->inii or indulging: that which gratifies:

delight; Gratifier.— f..'. Gratify, to do what is

agreeable to: to please: to soothe: to indulge:

—

/a./, grat'ified.—^.a<^. Gratifying. (O. Fr. grat
— I- tcratus, pleasing, thankful, and sufil •/ui.\

Gratilllty, gra-til i-ti, «. (Skak.) gratuity.

Gratis, gratis, adv. for nothing : without payment
or recompense. {L., contr. of gratiis, abL pi. of
gratia, favour

—

gra!HS.\
Gratitude, grat'i-tud, n. warm and friendly feeling

towards a benefactor : thankfulness. [Fr.,—Low L.
gratitudo— L. gratus.]

Gratuity, gra-tu'i-ti, ». a present : an acknowledg-
ment of service, generally pecuniary.

—

ad/. GratU'-
itous, done or given for nothing : voluntary : with-

out reason, ground, or proof.

—

adr: GratU'ltOUSly.
(Fr..—Low L. grattiiiatem—L grattis.]

Gratulatory, gratu-la-tor-i, adj. cougratulatoo'.—
<k;>. GratulMit, congratulator>'.

—

v.t. Gratulate,
to congratulate.

—

m. (}ratUla'tion, congratulation.

Gravamen, grav-a'men, M. grievance : the substantial

or chief ground of complaint or accusation : the
name for the statement of abuses, grievances, &c.
sent by the Lower to the Upper House of Convoca-
tion. [L.,—^rjwij, heavy.)

(hUTe, grav, e>./. to carve or cut on a hard substance : to

engrave.

—

v.i. to engrave :—>a./. graved or grav'en.—«. a ^t graved or dug out, esp. one in which to

bury the dead : any place of burial : the abode of
the dead : (jig.) death : destruction.—«.//. Grave'-
(dothes, the clothes in which the dead are buried.—«. Grave'-dlg'ger, one who digs graves.

—

adj.
Grave less (SAai.X without a grave, unburied.— wr.

Grave maker (SJkojk.X a grave-digger; Grave-
stone, a stone laid over, or placed at the head of, a
grave as a memorial ; (Jraveyard, a yard or en-
closure used as a burial-ground.—With one foot in
the grave, on the very borders of death. [A.S.
gra/an: Dut. graven, Ge.t. graben; Gr. gra^hein,
to scratch, L. scribire, to write.)

Grave, griv, v.t. to smear with graves or greaves, a
mixture of tallow, rosin, &c. boiled together.—»w.^/.
Graves, Greaves, tallow-drippings. [See Greaves.

)

Grave, grav, adj. of importance : serious : not gay or
showy : sober : solemn : weighty : {mus.') not acute :

low.— K. the grave accent, or its sign f)-— rt*^-
Gravely.—w. (}rave'nes8. \Vx.,~\^ grm'U.\

Grave, grav, n. a count, prefect, a person holding
office, as in landgrave, margrave, bttrgraz-e, &c
( Dut. graa/, GtT.gra/.]

Gravel, grav'el, H. small stones often intermixed with

sand : small collections of gravelly matter in the
kidneys or bladder.

—

v.t. to cover with gravel : to
puzzle, perplex :—/r./. grav ellmg ; /lUt. gravelled.
—.uij. Gravelly —«.f. Gravel-pit, a pit from which
gravel is dug; Gravel-walk, a footpath covered
with gravel. [O. Fr. graveie ( Fr. gravier)

; prob.
Celt., as in Bret. ;-n7«<>K, sand, W.gri?, pebbles.]

Graven, grav'n, /W./>. o(grave, to carve, engrave.
(rraveolent, grav'f-o-lent, adj. giving forth an offen-

sive smell.—H. Graveolence.
Graver, grav'ir, «. an engraver : a tool for engraving

on hard substances, a burin.

Gravid, gravid, adj. heavy, esp. as being with child ;

pregnant. [L. grttvidus—gratiis, heavy.]
(rravigrade, grav'i-grad, adj. walking heavily.—w. an

animal like the megatherium, &c.
Graving, grav'ing, «i. an act of graving or cutting

out on hard substances : that which is graved or cut
out : car\-cd-work : act of cleaning a ship's bottom.—n. GraVing-dock, a dock into which ships are
taken to have their bottoms cleaned.

Gravity, grav'i-ti, «. weightiness : that attraction

between bodies, or acceleration of one toward an-
other, of which the fall of a body to the ground is

an example : state of being grave or sober : rela-

tive importance : {mus.) lowness of a note. — ».

Gravlm'eter, an instrument for deterniiumg speci-

fic gravities.

—

z'.i. Grav'itate, to be acted on by
gravity : to tend towards the earth : to be strongly
attracted towards anything.— «r. Gravitation, act

of gravitating : the tendency of all bodie> to attract

each other.

—

adj. QraVitattve.—Specific gravity
(see SpecificX [Fr. gravile— L. graviint-em—
gravis, heavy.]

Gravy, gra\''i, ». the juices from meat while cooking.—n. GraVy-boat, a vessel for gravy or sauce.
[Holier greavy i prob. origiitally an adj. formed
grtazies, the dregs of tallow.]

Gray, Grey, gra, adj. of a white colour mixed with
black: ash-coloured: {Jig.) aged, gray -haired,
mature.

—

n. a gray colour : an animal of a grayish
colour, as a horse, &c.

—

z'.t. to cause to become
gray : to give a soft eflfect to a photograph by cover-
ing the negative while printing with a ground-glass
plate : to depolisb.— 1'.». to grow or become gray.

—

n. GrajTbeard, one with a gray beard—hence an
old man : a coarse earthenw.ire vessel for holding
liquors, a bellarmine.

—

adjs. Gray'-Coat ed {Shak.),
having a gray coat ; Gray"-eyed (Shak.), having
gray eyes.—«. Gray -fly (Miit.), the trumpet or gad
&y.—adjs. Gray -haired. Gray-headed, having
gray hair.—«. Grayhound (same as Greyhound).
—adj. Grasfish, somewhat gray.— >u. Gray^-lag,
the common gray or wild goose ; Gray'Ung, a silvery

gray fish of the salmon family, but with a smaller

mouth and teeth, and larger scale.s.

—

adv. Gray'ly.
—/«. Grayness ; Gra3^-0Wl, the common tawny
owl ; Graystone, a grayish or greenish volcanic rock
allied to basalt ; Grayweth'er (see Greywether).—
Gray mare (see MareX [A.S. grxg; alUed to G<t.
grnu, and L. ravus, lawny.j

Graywacke, Greywacke, grS'wak-e, «. a kind of
sandstone, consisting of rounded pebbles and sand
firmly united together. [Ger. grauioacke—grau,
gray, vMicke, a flint.]

Grase, graz, v.t. to eat or feed on grass: to feed or
supply with grass : {obs.) to tend while grazing.

—

v.i. to eat grass : to supply grass.

—

ns. Gras'er, an
animal which grazes ; Graider (gra'zher), one who
grazes or pastures cattle and rears them for the

market ; Grac'ing, the act of feeding on grass : the

feeding or raising of cattle. [From grass.\
Graze, griz, x:t. to pass lightly along the surface.

[Ety. dub. : perh. only a special use ofgraze above ;

pern, coined from rase (Fr. raser), the initial g due
to the analogy o{ grate.]

Grease, grCs, n. soft thick animal fat : oily matter of
any kind : an inflammation in the heels of a horse,



Great mote : mute ; mOBn ; /Aen. Green

marked by swelling, &c. — V.t. (sometimes pron.

frez) to smear with grease, to lubricate—also used
guratively, to cause to go easily : (fiis. ) to bribe

—

as in to 'grease the palm.'—Wr'. Greasily.—«.

G-reas'ineSS.

—

aa/. Orsas'y, of or like grease or oil :

smeared with grease : smooth : fat. [O. Fr. gresse,

fatness, gras, fat— L. crassus, gross.]

Great, grat, adj. large: long continued: superior: dis-

tinguished : highly gifted : noble : mighty : sublime :

of high rank: chief: proud, arrogant: weighty:
difficult : important : pregnant, teeming : indicating

one degree more remote in the direct line of descent,

ns Great-grandfather, Great'-grand'son.— <k/;.

Great' -l)eriied(.S".4rt>t.), pregnant.

—

II. Greatcoat, an
overcoat.—p./. Great'en(^r(7«»«/;;^), to make great.—v.i. to become great.

—

ns. Great -grand child,

the child of a grandchild ; Great'-grand mother,
the mother of a grand-parent.

—

adj. Great'-heart'ed,
having a great or noble heart : high-spirited : noble.

—adv. Great'ly.— »j. Greatness; Great-primer
(see Primer) ; Greats, the final examination in

the Honours .Schools at Oxford, &c. ; Great'-tm'cle,
usually^'»J«i/-Kn<r(>, a grandfather's or grandmother's
brother.—Great Dane, one of a breed of large close-

haired dogs from Denmark, a boar-hound ; Great
Powers, the chief countries of Europe— France,
Germany, Russia, Great Britain, Austro-Hungary ;

Great schism, the division between the Latin and
Greek Churches, beeun in the 9th centurj-, and cul-

minating in 1054 : Great Sea, the Mediterranean :

Great XUlwasbed, an absurd term sometimes applied
to the working classes generally.—Greater Britain,
the whole colonial empire of Great Britain.—The
great, people of rank. [A.S. gredt ; Dut. gtvot,
( ier. gross : perh. allied to grand, gross, grmo.]

Greave, grev, ». (.S/Vnj.) a groove, a grove.
Greave. See Greeve.
Greaves, grevz, «.//. the sediment of melted tallow

pressed mto cakes for dogs' food.— Al-^o Graves.
[Prov. Sw. grevar, tallow-leavings ; cf. C>tx. griebc.\

Greaves, grSvz, n.f>l. ancient armour for the legs, of
leather, &c. [O. Fr. grcz'es—great, shin-bone.)

Grebe, greb, «. an aquatic bird, having a long conical
beak, short wings, and no tail. (Fr. grebe ; from
Celt., as in Bret, krib, a comb, W. crib, crest.]

Grecian, gre'shan, adj. pertaining to Greece.

—

n, a
native of Greece : one well versed in the Greek
langurige and literature : (B.) a Hellenising Jew, or
Jew who spoke Greek : one of the senior boys of
Christ's Hospital : (slang) an Irish labourer newly
over.

—

v.t. Gre'CiSe, to make Grecian : to translate
into Greek.

—

v.i. to speak Greek.—«. Gre'Cism, an
idiom of the Greek language.

—

adj. Ore'(X)-Ro'man,
of or pertaining to both Greece and Rome, esp. to

the art cultivated by Greeks under Roman domina-
tion (see also Wrestling).—Grecian bend, a foolish

mode of walking with a slight bend forward, at one
time affected by a few women who fondly thought
to imitate the pose of a figure like the Venus of Milo.
[Fr. Gret—L. Greecns—Gr. Graikos.^

Grecque, grek, n. a vessel with a perforated bottom for
making coffee without grounds : a Greek fret.

Oree, gre, «. (S^ens.) good-will, favour : the priie of
the day.

—

v.i. (Sfuik.) to agree. {O. Fr. grt—h.
graiits, pleasing. See Agree. ]

gre^ «. degree, rank : a step : — //. GreeB,Gree,
Orece, Grese, steps—in turn used as a sing, and
spelt Greece, Greese, Griece, Grlie, a flight of
steps, a staircase, a degree (Grees'lng, Grossing,
and even Gre'cian are obs. forms).

—

adj. Grieced,
having steps. [O. Ft. grr—L. gradKs. See Grade. J

Greedy, gred'i, adj. having a Toracio<is appetite :

covetous : eagerly desirous.—«. Greed, an eager
desire or longing : covetousness.

—

rtdv. Greed'ily.-
«. Greed iness." [A.S. grsedig; T>ut. grrtig.]

Greek, grek, a.^'. Grecian.

—

ft. a Grecian : thelanguage
of Greece : {3.) a Greek by race, or more fregiientTy
a Gentile as opposed to a Jew, a Hellenising Jew,

a Jew naturalised in foreign countries : a cunning
rogue, a merry fellow : any language of which one
is ignorant, jargon, anything unintelligible.

—

adj.
Greek'ish.—Greek architecture, the orders de-
veloped in ancient Greece (Cormthian, Doric, Ionic)

;

Greek Church, the church of those Christians who
follow the ancient rite of the F.ast and accept the
first seven councils, rejecting all later innovations
and papal supremacy— it is called Orthodox by
reason of its vindications of dogma, and Eastern
from its geographical distribution : Greek croSS
(see Cross) ; Greek fire, a composition, burning
either in or under water, supposed to have been
made of asphalt, nitre, and sulphur, long kept secret

by the Greeks of the Byzantine empire for their

exclusive nse in war : Greek gift, a treacherous
gift (from Virgil's j^tuid, ii. 49).—At the Greek
calends, never, the Greeks having no calends.

Green gr6n, adj. of the colour of growing plants

:

growing : vigorous : new : unripe : inexperienced,
simple, raw, easily imposed on : young. — «. the
colour of growing plants : a small green or grassy
plat, esp. that common to a village or town for

public or merely ornamental purposes: the plot of
grass belonging to a house or group of houses,

usually at the back : (golf) the whole links on which
the game is played, the putting-ground round the

individual holes, generally counted as 20 yards from
the hole all round : (//.) fresh leaves : wreaths : the

leaves and stems of green vegetables for food, esp.

plants of the cabbage kind, spinach, &c : a political

party at Constantinople, under Justinian, opposed to

the Blues.—><j. Greenltack, popular name for the
paper money first issued by the United States in

1862 ; Green'-Cloth, a gaming-table : a department
of the royal household, chiefly concerned with the
commissariat—from the green cloth on the table

round which its officials sat ; Green'-crop, a crop of
green vegetables, as grasses, turnips, &c ; Green'-
earth, a mineral of a green colour and earthy
character, used as a pigment by painters in water-
colours ; Greenery, green plants : verdure.

—

adj.
Green'-eyed, having green eyes: (Jig.) jealous

—

Green-eyed monster, jealousy.

—

ns. Green'finch,
Green linnet, a native bird of the finch family,

of a green colour, slightly mixed with gray and
brown ; Green'gTOOer, a grocer or dealer who retails

greens, or fresh vegetables and fruits; Green'-hand,
an inferior sailor ; Green -heart, or Beheeru, a very
hard variety of wood lound in the West Indies and
South America ; Green'hom, a raw, inexperienced

youth ; GreenTlOUSe, a building, chiefly covered
with glass and artificially heated, for the protection

of exotic plants, or to quicken the cultivation of
other plants or fruit ; Green'ing (Keats), a becoming
green : a kind of apple green when ripe.

—

adj. Green'-
ish. somewhat green. — n. Green'ishneSS. — adzf.

Greenly, immaturely, unskilfully.—»i. Green'ness

;

Greenroom, the retiring-room of actors in a theatre,

which originally had the walls coloured green :

Green'sand, a sandstone in which green specks of

iron occur ; Green'shank, a bird of the snipe family,

in the same genus as the redshank and some of the

sandpipers ; Green' -Sick'ness, chlorosis (see under
Chlorine) ; Green'-snake, a harmless colubrine

snake common in the southern United States

;

Green'Stone, a rock term, now disused, for any
dark-green basic crystalline (trap-rock) : Green'-
SWard, sward or turf green with grass ; Green'-tea
(see Tea); Greenth, greenness, verdure; Green'-
tixTtle (see Turtle) ; Gree -'-vlt'riol (sec ^IVriol)

;

Green-weed, a name given to certain half-shrubby
species of genista : Greea'WOOd, a wood or collection

of trees covered wirh leaves : wood newly cut—also

used as an adj., as in ' the greenwood shade.'

—

adj.
Green'y.—Green In my eye, in a colloquial question
= Do I look credulous or easily imposed nn ?—Green,
or Emerald, Isle, Ireland. —GreenBtlck fracture



Greengage rate, far ; m5, hftr ; mine ; Grind

(see Fracture). [A.S. grhu; Ger. grin, Dut.
groen, green, \i:.c grann, allied lo gr(nv.'\

Greengage, grea'gaj, «. a green and very sweet
variety of plum. [Said to be named from Sir W.
Gn^e of Hengrave Hall, near Bury, before 1725.]

Greese, Oreesing. See G-ree (2).

Greet, gret, v.t. to salute or address with kind wishes :

to send kind wishes to : to congratulate.

—

v.i. to

meet and salute :^/»r./. greet'ing ; pa.p. greet'ed.

—

«. Q-reet'ing, expression of kindness or joy : saluta-

tion. [.A-S. gretan, to go to meet; Dut. groeten,

Ger. griissen, to salute.]

Greet, gret, v.i. {Sfiens.) to cry, weep.

—

adj. Oreet'-

Ing, mournful.—«. weeping. [A.S. gritan; Goth.
gretan. )

Oreeve, grev, n. (Scot.) a reeve, a steward.—.\lso

Greave, Grieve. [ Not like reeve from A. S. geri/a ;

but from Ice. greiji ; c(. Ger. gra/.]
Greffier, gref'ier, «. a registrar, a prothonotary. [Fr.]

Gregarious, gre-ga'ri-us, adj. associating or living

in flocks and herd*;.—rt<(;'. Grega'rian.—«. Grega'-
rianism. — adv. Gregariously.— «. Grega'rious-
ness. [L. gregaritis—grex, gregis, a flock. J

Gregorian, gre-gO'ri-an, adj. belonging to or estab-

lished by Pope Gregory ; as the Gregorian chant or
tones, introduced by Gregory I. (6th century), and
the calendar, reformed by Gregory XIII. (1582) : one
of an 18th-century English brotherhood.

Greit, qret. Same as Greet (2).

Gremial, gre'mi-al, n. a piece of cloth laid on a
bishop's knees to keep his vestments clean from oil

at ordin.itions. [Fr.,— L. grentiutn, the lap.]

Grenade, gre-nad', ». a small shell of iron or annealed
gla.ss, filled with powder and bits of iron, and
thrown from the hand, or with a shovel over a
parapet. [Fr.,

—

Sp. granada—\^ granatus, full of
seeds

—

granum, a grain, seed.]

Grenadier, gren-a-der', «. (orig.) a soldier who threw
grenades : then, a member of the first company of
every b.ittalion of foot : now only used as the title

of the first three battalions of the foot-guards.

Grenadine, gren-a-den', n. a thin kind of silk used for

ladies' dres.ses, shawls, &c. [Fr.]

Gressorial, grcs-O'ri-al, adj. adapted for walking,
belonging to the Gressoria, a sub-order of orthop-
terous insects with slender bodies and long legs.

[h. gressus, pa.p. of gradi, to walk.]

Gretna, gret'na.—Gretna-green marriage, a run-
away marriage across the Border to Gretna in

Dumfriesshire.
Gr6ve, grav, «. the Tybum of ancient Paris.

Greves, grevz, it.pl. {Milt.) armour for the legs—

a

form oi greaves.
Grew, grOO, /rt./. ofgrow.
Grey, gra. Same as Gray.—Grey Friars (see Friar)

;

Grey hen, a stone bottle for holding liquor ; Greys
= Scots Greys (see Scot).

Greyhound, gra'hownd, ». a tall and slender dog,
kept for the chase, with great powers of speed and
great keenness of sight. [M. E. grethund ; Ice.

greyhundr—Ice. grey, a dog, huudr, a hound.]
Orej^ether, gra-weM'er, H. a large block of hard sand-

stone found sporadically over south and south-eiist

England.—Also Grajrweth'er, but not Grayweather.
[Gray and ivetfur—i.e. 'gray ram.']

Grlce, gris, «. a little pig.—Also Grlse. [Ice.]

Griddle, grid'l, «. a flat iron plate for baking cakes.

[(J. Fr. gredil, greil—\jo^ L. cratieulum, dim. of

cratis, a hurdle.]
Gride, grid, v.t. to cut with a grating sound, to pierce

harshly : to grate, jar upon :—/r./. grid'ing ; /«./.
crTd'ed.—«. a harsh grating sound. [Gird. ]

Gndelin, grid'e-lin, «. a kmd of violet-gray colour.

[Fr. gris de lin, gray of flax.]

Gridiron, grid'I-um, «. a frame of iron bars for

broiling flesh or fish over the fire : a frame of wood
or iron cross-beams to support a ship during repairs.

—v.t, to cover with parallel bars or lines.

—

n. Grid,

a grating of parallel bars : a gridiron : (elect.) a
battery-plate somewhat like a grating, esp. a zinc
plate in a primary battery, or a lead plate in a
secondary or storage battery. [M. E. gredire, a
griddle. From the same source »% griddle ; but the
term, -ire became confused with M. E. ire, iron.]

Griece. See Gree (2).

Grief, gref, «. heaviness of heart : sorrow : regret

:

mourning : cause of sorrow : affliction : (B.) bodily
as well as mental pain.

—

adjs. Grief fill (Spens.), full

of gnef; Griefless, sorrowless; GriefShot (5°>i^.),

pierced with grief. [Fr.,

—

\^. gravis, heavy.]
Grieve. See Greeve.
Grieve, grev, v.t. to cause grief or pain of mind to : to
make sorrowful : to vex : (B.) also to inflict bodily
pain.

—

v.i. to feel grief: to mourn.—«. Griev'ance,
cause of grief : burden: hardship: injury: grief.

—

adv. Grlev'ingly (Shak.), in sorrow, sorrowfully.

—

rt<^'. Grievous, causing grief : burdensome: painful:
atrocious ; hurtful.

—

adv. Griev'OUSly, in a grievous
manner : (B.) severely.—«. GrleVousneSS. [O. Fr.
grever—L. gravdre, gravis, heavy.]

Grlflto, grif'm, Grlfifon, grif'un. «. an imaginary
animal, with the body and legs of a lion, and the
crooked beak and wings of an eagle : a new-comer
in India, a novice : a watchful guardian, esp. over
a young woman; a duenna. —«rf/'. Griff'inish.

—

«. Griff'inism. [Fr. griffon— L. gryphus— Gr.
gryps—grypos, hook-nosed. ]

Grig, grig, n. a cricket, grasshopper: a small lively eel,

the sand-eel. [Prob. a form of crick, in cricket.^

Grill, gril, v.t. to broil on a gridiron : to torment.

—

v.i. to undergo torment, to be in a broil.—«. a grated
appliance for broiling meat, &c.. a gridiron.

—

ns.

Grill'ade, anything grilled or broiled on a gridiron ;

Grill'age, a construction of cross-beams supporting
an erection on marshy grounds.

—

adj. Grilled, em-
bossed with small rectangular indentations. — n.

Grill'-room, a restaurant, where beefsteaks, &c.

,

are grilled to one's order. [Fr. griiler—gril, a grid-
iron—L. craticula, dim. of cratis, a grate.]

Grille, gril, «. a lattice, or grating, or screen, or open-
work of metal, generally used to enclose or protect a
window, shrine, &c. : a grating in a convent or jail

door. [Fr. See Grill.]

Grilse, grils, «. a young salmon on its first return
from salt water. [Skeat suggests a corr. of Dan.
graaloje, Sw. grAlnx, 'gray salmon,' from Dan.
graa, Sw. gra, gray ; and Dan., Sw., Ice. lax, Ger.
lacks, a salmon. Others suggest Ir. great sac/i.'\

Grim, grim, adj. of forbidding aspect : ferocious

:

ghastly : sullen : stern, unyielding.— W7'. Grlm'ly.
—«. Grim'ness. [.^S. grim; Ger. griniinig—
grtmm, fury, Dut. grimmtg. Ice. grimmr.]

Grimace, gn-mas', «. a distortion of the face, in

jest, &c. : a smirk. — I'.j. to make grimaces.

—

adj.

Grimaced', with a grimace : distorted. [Fr. : of
uncertain origin, perh. from Ice. grlma, a mask.]

Grimalkin, gn-mal'kin, «. an old cat, a cat generally.

[Gray, and malkin, a dim. of Moll = Mary.]
Grime, grim, «. ingrained dirt.

—

z:t. to soil deeply.

—

adv. Grimily.—«. Grim'lness.—ru^j. Grim -looked
(Shak.), having a grim or dismal aspect ; Grlm'y,
foul, dirty. [From a Teut. root seen in Dan. grim,
soot. Fris. grime, a dark spot on the face.]

Grimm's law. See Law.
Grin, grin, v.i. to set the teeth together and withdraw

the lips : to smile with some accompanying distortion

of the features, expressive of derision, stupid admira-
tion, &c.

—

v.t. to express by grinning :

—

pr.p. grin'-

ning: pa.p. grinned.

—

n. act of grinning: a forced

or sardonic smile.—/.<»(/;'. Grtn'nmg, making grins,

[A.S. grennian; \cc. grenja, Ger. greinen, Dut.
grijtun, to grumble, Scot, girn; allied to Eng.
groan, Fr. grogner.]

Grin, grin, «. a .snare or trap. [A.S. grtn.]

Grind, grind, v.t. to reduce to jKiwder by friction : to

wear down or sharpen by rubbing : to rub together i

4C0



Gringo rnOte ; mCkle ; mODn; Men. Groove

to oppress or harass : to set in motion by a crank.

—

v.i. to be moved or rubbed together : to drudge at

any tedious task: to read hard:—/>"•/. grinding;

J>a.t. and /<»./. ground.

—

n. hard or uistastelul

work : laborious study for a special examination,

&c.

—

HS. Grind'er, he who, or that which, grinds : a

double or jaw tooth that grinds food : a coach or

crammer of students for examination : a hard student

;

Grind'ery, a place where knives, &c., are ground, or

where they are sold ; shoemakers' materials ; Grind'-

ing, act or process of reducing to powder.

—

p.iuij.

harassing. — «. Grlnd'Stone, a circular revolving

stone for grinding or sharpening tools.—Keep one's

nose to the grindstone, to subject one to severe

continuous toil or punishment.—Take a grinder
(Dickens), to put the left thumb to the nose, and to

work a visionary coffee-mill round it with the right

—

a gesture of contempt. [A.S. grindan.]

Gringo, gring'ga,«. an Englishman or American among
Spanish-speaking Americans. [Sp. ' gibberish," prob.

Griego, Greek.]
Grip, grip, n. a small ditch or trench, a drain.—Also
Gripe. [M. E. grip, grippe : cf. Low Ger. gruppe.\

Grip, grip, «. grasp or firm hold with the hand, &c. :

the handle or part by which anything is grasped : a
mode of grasping, a particular mode ot grasping

hands for mutual recognition, as by Freemasons : a
clutching device connecting a car with a moving
traction-cable: oppression: pinching distress.

—

v.t.

to take fast hold o(, to grasp or gripe :

—

pr.p. grip'-

ping ; pa.p. gripped, gript.— v.t. Gripe, to grasp
with the hand : to seize and hold fast : to squeeze :

to give pain to the bowels.

—

n. fast hold, grasp

:

forcible retention: a griffin: a usurer: (//.) severe

spasmodic pain in the intestines.

—

n. Grip'er.

—

p.tuij. Grip'ing, avaricious : of a pain that catches
or seizes acutely.

—

adv. Grip'ingly, in a griping or

oppressive manner, ns. Grippe, influenza or epi-

demic catarrh ; Grip'per, one who, or that which,
grips.

—

adj. Grip'ple {S/>eHs.), griping, grasping:
greedy.—«. a gripe.

—

h. Grip'-Sack, a hand-satchel.

—Lose one's grip, to lose hold or control. [A.S.

grfpati, grap, griptn ; Ice. gripa, Ger. grei/en, Dut.
grijptn ; allied to^rt^.]

Griqua, grek'wa. «. one of a mixed race in South
Africa, descended from Boer fathers and Hottentot
or Bush women.

Grisaille, gre-zal', n. a style of decorative painting in

grayish tints in imitation of bas-reliefs : a stained-
glass window in this style. [Fr.,

—

gris, gray.]
Gris-amber, gris'-am'ber, «. (Milt.) = ambergris.
Grise, Grize. See Gree (2).

Griselda, gris-el'da, «. a woman of exemplary gentle-

ness and patience, from the name of the heroine of
a tale retold by Boccaccio, Petrarch, and Chaucer
(Clerkes Tale).

Griseous. gris'e-us, adj. bluish-gray.
Grisette, gri-zet', «. a gay young Frenchwoman of

the lower class. [Fr. grisette, a gray gown, which
used to be worn by that class

—

gris, gray.]
Griskin, gris'kin, «. (prtm.) the spine of a hog. [Obs.

gris, grice, a pig— Ice. griss, a young pig.]

Grisled, gri/ld. Same as Grizzled.
Grisly, griz'li, ndj. frightful : hideous.—«. GriS'UnesS.

(A.S. grysUc, dgrisan, to dread ; Ger. grasslich.]
Grist, grist, «. corn for grinding .it one time : supply:

profit.

—

n. Grist'-mill, a mill for grinding grain.

^

Bring grist to the mill, to be a source ot profit.

[A.S. grist, gerst, a grinding ; from root o(grind.]
Gristle, gris'l, ft. a soft elastic substance in animal

bodies—also called Cartilage.— «. Grist'liness.

—

adj. Gristly. [A.S. gristle—grist, grinding.]
Grit, grit, «. the coarse part of meal : gravel : a kind

of hard sandstone : firmness of character, spirit

:

(pi.) oats coarsely ground, groats.

—

ns. Grit'stone ;

vrit'tiness.

—

adj. Grit'ty, having hard particles :

sandy: determined, plucky. [.AS. greit; Dut.
grut, groats, Ger. gries, gravel.]

Grit, grit, a Scotch form olgreat.

Grize. See Gree (2).

Grizzle, griz'l, It. a gray colour.

—

adjs. Grizz'led, gray
or mixed with gray ; GriZZ ly, of a gray colour.— «.
the grizzly bear \Ursns horribilis) of the Hocky
Mountains. [M. E. grisel—Yx. gris, gray—Mid.
High Ger. grts, gray, Ger. greis.]

Groan, gr5n, r./. to utter a moaning sound in distress :

(^g.) to be afflicted : to express disapprobation of a
speaker by means of audible groans or similar sounds.—«. a deep moaning sound as of distress : a sound
of disapprobation, —adj. Groan'ful (Spens.), sad,
agonising.—«. Groan'ing, a deep moan as of pain :

any low rumbling sound. [A.S. grdttian.]
Groat, grawt, or grOt, n. an English silver coin, worth

fourpence—only coined after 1662 as Maundy money
—the silver fourpenny-piece, coined from 1836-56, was
not called a groat: a very small sum, proverbially.

[Old Low Ger. grote, a coin of Bremen—orig. grote
sivare, ' great pennies," as compared with the smaller
copper coins, five to the groat.]

Groats, grots, n.pl. the grain of oats deprived of the

husks. [M. E. grates, prob. Ice. grautr, barley

;

cog. with A.S. gnit, coarse meal.]

Grobian, grO'bi-an, «. a boorish rude fellow. [Ger.

gral>, coarse ; cf. gritff'—Diit. groj.]

Grocer, grOs'er, «. a dealer in tea, sugar, &c.

—

n.

GrOC'ery (generally used in //.), articles sold by
grocers. [Earlier grosser or engrosser, a wholesale
dealer ; O. Fr. grossiei—gros, great. ]

Grog, grog, n. a mixture of spirits and cold water,

without sugar.

—

ns. GrOg'-blOSS'om, a redness of

the nose due to drinking ; Grog^gery (.VS.), a low
public-house ; Grog'giness, state of being groggy ;

Grog'ging, extracting the spirit from the wood
of empty spirit-casks with water.

—

adj. Grog'gy,
affected by grog, partially intoxicated : (boxing)
weak and staggering from blows : applied to a horse
that bears wholly on his heels in trotting.—«. Grog'-
shop. a dram-shop. [From 'Old Grog.' the nick-
name of Admiral Vernon, who introduced it about
1745—from h\s grogiaw breeches.]

Grogram, gjog'ram, «. a kind of coarse cloth of silk

and mohair. [O. Fr. grosgrain.]

Groin, groin, «. the part of the body on either side of
the belly where the thigh joins the trunk : (arc/tit.)

the angular curve formed by the crossing of two
arches.

—

v.t. to form into groin.s, to build in groins.

—

«. Groln'-cen'trIng, the centring of timber during
construction.

—

adj. Groined, having angular curves
made by the intersection of two arches.—«. Groin'-
ing.—Dnderpitch groining, a kind of vaulting used
when the main vault of a groined roof is higher than
the transverse intersecting vault, as in St George's
Chapel, Windsor—sometimes called W^elsh groining.
[Ice. grein, division, branch

—

greina, to divide ; Sw.
gren, branch, space between the legs ; Scot, graine,
grane, the branch of a tree or river.]

Groin, groin, v.i. (obs.) to grunt, to growl. [O. Fr.
grogner—L. grunnlre, to grunt.]

Grolier, grO'lye, «. a book or a binding from the
library of the French bibliophile, Jean Grolier {1479-
1565).—«(/;. Grolieresque', after the style of Grolier's
bindings, with geometrical or arabesque figures and
leaf-sprays in gold lines.

Grommet, grom'et, «. a ring formed of a single strand
of rope, laid in three times round, fastening the upper
edge of a sail to its stay : a ship-boy. [O. Fr.]

Gromwell, grom'wel, «. a herb of the borage family.

[O. Fr. gruniel—L. grnmulus, a hillock.]

Groom, groDm, n. one who has the charge of horses

:

a title of several oflScers of the royal household : a
bridegroom.

—

v.t. to tend, as a horse.—«. Grooms'-
man, the attendant on a bridegroom at his marriage.
[Prob. from. A.S. giima (in bride^-rc^jw), a man,
Goth, guina. Ice. giiini, L. hfltno.]

Groove, grOSv, «. a furrow, or long hollow, such as is

cut witn a tool.

—

v.t. to grave or cut a groove or



Grope (Ste, far ; me, her ; mine Grow

furrow in. [Prob. Dut. grot/, gron't, a furrow;

cog. with Ger. grube, a pit, Ice. grif, Eng. grtii>e.\

Grope, grOp, v.i. to search for something, as it bliad

or in the dark.—f./. lo search by feehng.—rtU'i/.

Grop'ingly, in a groping manner. [A.i). grUpian,

to seize ; alhed to grab, grife.\

Grosbeak, grOs'bfik, «. a name apphed to not a few

highly speciahsed finches {Friiigtilnitt), with thick,

heavy, seed-crushing bills—also to many other birds,

as the cardinal grosbeaks and the rose-breasted gros-

beak. [Gross and beak.]

Groschen, grO'shen, «. a small silver coin till 1873-76

current in the north of Germany, in value j^th of a

thaler. [GcT.,—h.grossits, thick.]

Groser, grO'ser, «. (/>rev.) a gooseberry— (^co/.)

Gros'sart.—«.^'. Grossula'ceous, pertaining to the

gooseberry. [See Gooseberry.]
Gross, grOs, adj. coarse : rough : dense : palpable,

glaring, shameful : whole : coarse in mind : stupid :

sensual : obscene.— «. the main bulk ; the whole
taken together : a great hundred—i.e. twelve dozen.

—adv. Grossly.—«. Gross ness. —In. gross, in bulk,

wholesale. [Vr. gros~l^. grossus, thick.]

Grotesque, grS-tesk', aJJ. extravagantly formed :

ludicrous.—«. {art) extravagant ornament, contain-

ing animals, plants, &c. not really existing.—(W-'.
Grotesque'Iy.—»«. Grotesque'ness ; Grotesquery.
I
Kr. grotesque—It. grotesca—grotta, a grotto.]

Orotian, grO'shi-an, Oiij. of or peruining to Hugo
^>('//«.s (15S3-1645), the Latinised form of Huig van
Groot, founder of the science of international law.

—

Grotian theory, the theory that man is essentially a

soci;il being, and that the principles of justice are of

perpetual oblig.ition anii in harmony with his nature:

Grotian, or Governmental, Uieo]^ of the Atone-
ment, a divine acquittal for Christ's sake, rather

than a real satisfaction on the part of Christ.

Grotto, grot'6, «. a cave : a place of shade, for

pleasure— also Grot:—//. Grotfos.— «. Grotto-
work, a grotto-like structure. [It. grotta (Fr.

grotte)—L. crypta—Gx. krypte, a crypt.J

Ground, grownd, pa.t. and f'a.p. oigrind.
Ground, grownd, ti. the surface of the earth : a portion

of the earth's surface : land, fieldj soil : the floor,

&c : position : field or place_ of action : (Jit. or jfig.)

that on which something is raised : foundation :

sufficient reason : {art) the surface on which the

figures are represented.

—

v.t. to fix on a foimdation
or principle : to instruct in first principles : to cover
with a layer of plaster, &c., as a basis for painting :

to coat with a composition, as a surface to be etched.
— v.i. to strike the bottom and remain fixed.

—

us.

Ground'age, the tax paid by a ship for the space
occupied while in port ; Ground' -angeling, fishin;;

without a float, with a weight placed a few inches
Irom the hook—called also Bottom-fishing : Ground'-
ash, a sapling of ash ; Ground'-oait, bait dropped
to the bottom of the water.—iji/i'. Ground'edly
{Browning), on good grounds.

—

ns. GrOUnd'er, at

baseball, &c. , a ball thrown low rather than rising

into the air ; Ground'-floor, the floor of a house on a
level with the street or exterior ground ; Ground'-
g;ame, hares, rabbits, as distinguished from winged
game ; Ground'-hog, the American marmot, or
woodchuck : the aardvark of Africa ; Ground'-hold
{Spens.), ground-tackle ; Ground-lce, the ice formed
at the bottom of a water first—also An'chor-lce ;

Oround'lng, the background of embroidery, &c. ;

Gronnd'-i'vy, a common British creeping-plant whose
leaves were once used for flavouring ale {giU-aie or
gell-aie).—adj. GrOUnd'leSS, without ground, founda-
tion, or reason.-rtrfr'. Ground'lessly.—«j.Ground'-
lessneSS ; Groundling, a fish which keeps near the

bottom of the water, esp. the spinous loach : a
spectator in the pit of a theatre—hence one of the
common herd : (J*/.) the vulgar.

—

adj. {Lamb) b.-tse.—ns. Ground'-nut, ground-bean, or pea-nut, the
fruit of the annual leguminous \AaaX. Arackis hypo-

m

geea ; Ground'-oak, a sapling of oak ; Ground'-plan,
plan of the horizontal secuon of the lowest or ground
story of a building : Ground'-plot, the plot of

ground on which a building stands ; Ground'-rent,
rent paid to a landlord for the use of the ground for

a specified term, usually iii England ninety-nine

years.

—

u.pi. Grounds, dregs of drink : sediment at

the bottom of liquors (explained by Skeat as Celtic

—

Gael, gruitiidus, lees, grunnd, bottom, Ir. gruutas,
gruimt, bottom).—^ij. Groundsell, Ground'aill, tlie

timber of a building which lies next to the ground ;

Ground'-squirr' el, the chipmuck or hackee

;

Ground-swell, a broad, deep undulation of the

ocean, proceeding from a distant storm ; Ground-
tack'le, the tackle necessary for securing a vessel

at anchor; Ground'WOrk, that which forms the

ground or foundation of anything : the basis : the
essential part : the first principle.—Ground anniiftl

in the law of Scotland, an annual payment, some-
times called a rent-charge, made for land—a sub-

stitute for feu-duty.—Be on one's own ^ound, to

be dealing with a matter in which one is specially

versed ; Break ground, to take the first step in any
project ; Fall to the ground, to come to nothing;
Gain ground, to advance, to obtain an advantage

;

Give grotmd, to yield advantage ; Lose ground,
to retire, to lose advantage ; Slippery ground, an
insecure footing ; Stand, or Hold, one's ground, to

stand firm. [A. S. grund ; most prob. grund-en,
pa.p. ox grindan, and orig. meaning ' earth ground
small ;' cog. with Ger. grund. Ice. griiunr.']

Groundsel, grownd'.sel, M. an annual plant, about a
foot high, with small yellow flowers. [.\.S. grunde-
sivelge—grund, ground, s^velgan, to swallow.]

Group, grOSp, «. a number of persons or things

together : a number of individual things related, in

some definite way differentiating them from others :

{art) a combination of figures forming a harmonious
whole.— t;./. to form into a ^roup or groups.— t/./.

to fall into harmonious combination.

—

n. Grouping
{art), the act of disposing and arranging figures or

objects in agroup. \^x.groupe— Xi.groppo, a bunch,
knot—^Teut. ; cC Ger. kropf, protuberance.]

Grouse, grows, «. the heathcock or moorfowl, a plump
bird with a short curved bill, short legs, and feathered

feet, which frequents Scotch moors and hills—the

Scotch ptarmigan, red -grouse: any bird of the

family Tetraonida. and sub-family Tttraonina.
[Prob. from the older grice (on the analogy of

mouse, mice)—O. Fr. grtcsche, gray.]

Grout, growt, «. coarse meal : the sediment of liquor:

lees : a thin coarse mortar : a fine plaster for finish-

ing ceilings.

—

n. Grout'ing, the filhn" up or finisliing

with grout : the stuff so used.—oiry. Grout'y, thick,

muddy: sulky. {S..^. grut, coarse meal; cog. with
Diit. gr7tt. Ice. grautr, porridge, Ger. ^rvJ/s^", groats.]

Grove, grOv, «. a wood of small size, generally of a
pleasant or ornamental character : an avenue of

trees: {B.) an erroneous translation of As/tera/t, the

wooden upright image of the lewdly worshipped
goddess Ashtoreth ; also of Heb. es/tei in Gen. xxi.

33.—Groves of Academe, the shady walks of the
Academy at Athens, any place of learned pursuits.

[A.S. ^4^^ a grove

—

gra/an, pa.t. grdf, to dig.)

Grovel, grov'el, v.i. to crawl on the earth, esp. in

abject fear, &c. : to be base or mean :

—

pr.p.

grov'elling : pa.p. grov'elled. — w. Grov'eller.

—

adj. Grov'elling, mean. [Explained .by Skeat as
due to M. £. groveling, flat on the ground, pro-

perly an adv., ^a grofling—Xcc. grUja.]
Grow, grO, vd. to become enlarged by a natural pro-

cess : to advance towards maturity ; to increase
in size : to develop : to become greater in .iny way :

to extend : to improve : to pass from one state to

another: to become.

—

v.t. to cause to grow: to

cultivate:

—

pa.t. grew (gr5D); Pa.p. grown.

—

ns.

Grower ; Growing ; Growth, a growing : gradual
increase : progress : development : that which has
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grown : product.—Qrow OH, to gain in the estima-

tion of: Grow out of, to issue from, result from : to

pass beyond in development, to gi%'e up ; (Jrow to,

to advance to ; Grow together, to become united

by growth ; Grow up, to advance in growth, become
full-grown : to take root, spring up. [A.S. gr&wan;
Ice. gyda ; conn. with^nr««.}

Growl, growl, v.i. to utter a deep, murmuring sound
like a dog : to grumble surlily.

—

v.i. to express by
growling.

—

n. a murmuring, snarling sound, as of an

angry dog.—«J. Growl'er, one who growls: a fish

of the Perch family, abundant in North American
rivers, so named from the sound it emits : {siang) a

four-wheeled cab : {Amer.)a.lng or pitcher used for

carrying beer ; Growling, grumbling, snarling : a
rumbling sound.—Wi'. Growringly. [Dux.. grolleit,

to grumble ; allied to Gr. gryllizetn, to grunt.]

Grub, grub, v.i. to dig in the dirt : to be occupied
meanly: {slang) to eat.

—

v.t. to dig or root out
of the ground (generally followed by «/) : (slang)

to supply with victuals :^pr.p. grub'bing ; pa~f.
grubbed..

—

n. the larva of the beetle, moth, &c. :

{slang) something to eat.—«. Grubber, he who,
or that which, grubs: an agricultural implement for

grubbing out weeds, &c., or for clearing and stirring

up the soil, with obliquely placed tines or teeth, set

in a frame and moved forward on wheels.—I'.r. and
v.i. Grub'ble, to grope.—«. Grub'-Street, a street in

lyondon inhabited by booksellers' hacks and shabby
writers generally, as authors of small histories, dic-

tionaries, &c.

—

adj. applied to any mean literary

production. [Prob. A.S. grdpiait, to grope.]
Grudge, gmj, X'.i. to murmur at : to look upon with

en\-y : to give or take unwillingly.

—

v.i. to show dis-

content.—«. secret enmity or envy : an old cause of
quarrel.

—

otljs. GrudgO'fUl {Spens.), full of grudge,
envious ; Grudg'lng, given to grudge.— rtrft'.Grudg'-

ingly, imwillingly. (M. E. grpcken, grucchen—
O. Fr. grocer, grrmcer, from an imitative root seen
in Gr. gry, the grunt of a pig : also in grmvl, grunt.)

Gruel, grOO'el, h. a thin food made by bulling oatmeal
in water. [O. Fr. grttel (Fr. gruaii), groats^Low
L. grutelltiiu, dim. o{grututn, meal—Old Low Ger.
glut, groats, A.S. grut.]

Gruesome, grSO'sum. atij. horrible: fearful: dismal,
depressing.

—

7's.i. Grue, Grew, to shudder : to feel

horror or repulsiveness. [Scand. ; Dan. gru, horror,
with suff. -sotn ; cf. DuL grtezuzaam, Gct. gmusam.}

Groflf, grnf, atij. rough, stem, or abrupt in manner

:

churlish.—a<j[t'. Gruffly.—«. Gruffness. [Dut.
grof: cog. with Sw. grof, Ger. grab, coarse.]

Gmm, gruin, adj. morose : surly : deep in the throat,

as a sound.

—

adv. Grum'ly.—««. Grum'ness. [A.S.
grom ; cf. Dan. gruin.]

Grumble, grum'bl, v.i. to murmur with discontent

:

to growl : to rumble.

—

ri. the act of grumbling.

—

ns.

Grumbler; Grumbleto nlon, one of the country
party as opposed to the court party, after 1689.

—

adv. Grumblingly. [Old Dut. grommelen, freq.

oigrommen to mutter.]
Grume, grOOm, «. a thick consistence of fluid : a clot,

as of h\ooA.—ndjs. Grum ous, Grum'ose, thick

:

clotted. [O. Fr. grttme, a bunch (Fr. gruMeau, a
clot)—L. gmmics, a little heap.)

Grumph, grumf, «. {Scot.) a grunt.—-t/.j. to grunt.—
». Grumph'ie, a sow.

Grumpy, grum'pi, adj. surly: dissatisfied: melan-
cholic— Oi/r-. Grumpily. [GrwnMe.]

Gnmdy, grundi, Mrs, the invisible censor tnontin
who is frequently appealed to in the phrase, ' But
what will Mrs Grundy say?' in Thomas Mortons
play. Speed the Plough (1800),

Grant, grunt, v.i. to make a sound like a pig : to utter
guttural sounds.

—

n. a short, gtittural sound, as of a
hog. — ns. Grunt er ; Grunt ing.— adv. (Jrunt-
ingly. (M. E. grunten—A-S. grunian; cf. Ger.
grunzen, \^. grunnlre ; all imit]

Orutcil, gruch, z\t. or v.i. (Sperts.) to grudge.

Gmyire, grfiO-ySr', w. a famous whole-milk cheese,
made at Gniyere and many other places in the
canton of Freiburg, Switzerland.

Gryde, grid, v.i. {^pens.) to gride.

Gryfon, Gryphon, grifon, «. obsolete forms oigriffin—.^Iso Grype.
GryposiS, gn-pa'sis, «. a curvature, esp. of the nails.
Grysie, griz'i, adj. {Spens.) grisly : squalid : moist.
Guacharo, gwa'cha-rO, «. the oil-bird, a South
American nocturnal frugivorous goatsucker. [Sp.]

GuaohO, gwa'kO, n. a tropical American climbing
composite : the medicinal substance in the leaves.

Guaiacum, gwa'ya-kum, n. a genus of trees in the
West Indies, that yield a greenish resin used in
medicine. {Sp. gnayaco, from a Haytian word.]

Guan, gwan, «. the yacou, a South American genus
of large arboreal game-birds, giving loud cries.

Gaanaco, gwa-na'ko, n. a cameloid ruminant widely
spread in South America.

Guano, gwa'nO, n. the long-accumulated excrement
of certain sea-fowl, found on certain coasts and
islands, esp. about South America, much used for

manure.—a^/;'. Guanif'erous.—«. GuS'nin, a yellow-
ish-white, amorphous substance, a constituent of
guano, also of the liver and pancreas of mammals.
[Sp. guano, or ktiano, from Peruv. kuaMu, dung.]

Guarana, gwa-ra'na, «. a paste prepared from the

pounded seeds of Paullinia sorlilis, a climbing
Brazilian shrub, made in round or oblong cakes —
Cuarajta Bread.

Guarantee, gar-an-te", Guaranty, gar'an-ti, «. a war-
rant or surety : a contract to see performed what
another has undertaken : the person who makes such
a contract, one responsible for the performance of

some action, the truth of some statement, &c.

—

v.t.

to undertake that another shall perform certain

engagements : to make sure :

—

pr.p. guarantee'ing

;

pa.p. guaranteed'.

—

>i. Guar'antor, one who makes
a guaranty.—Guarantee associations, joint-stock

companies on the insurance principle, which become
security for the integrity of cashiers, &c. [O. Fr.

garantie, pa.p. of garantir, to warrant

—

garant,
warrant. See Warrant.]

Guard, gard, v.t. to ward, watch, or take care of: to

protect from danger or attack : to protect the edge
of, as by an ornamental border.

—

v.i. to watch: to

be wary.^

—

n. that which guards from danger : a man
or body of men stationed to protect : one who has
charge of a coach or railway-train : state of caution :

posture of defence : part of the hilt of a sword : a
watch-chain : (//.) troops attached to the person of

a sovereign : {cricket) the pads which protect the

legs from swift balls.—rt<^'. Guard'able.—«. Guard -

age {Shak.\ wardship.— rti^f. Gtiardant {her.),

having the face turned towards the beholder

;

Guard'ed, wary: cautious: uttered with caution.—
adv. Guard edly. — tis. Guard'edness ; Gizard'-

house, Guardroom, a house or room for the accom-
modation of a guard of soldiers, where defaulters are

confined : Guardian, one who guards or lakes care

of : {law) one who has the care of an orphan minor.

—adj. protecting.—«. Guard ianahip.—a<^. Guard'-
less, without a guard : defenceless.

—

ns. Guard'-
Ship, a ship of war that superintends marine affairs

in a harbour and protects it : {Siuift) guardianship ;

Guardsman, a soldier of the guards.—Guardian
angel, an angel supposed to watch over a particular

person : a person specially devoted to the interests

of another.—Mount guard, to go on guard-duty ;

On, or Off, ones guard, on the watch, or the

opposite ; Run the g^ard, to get past a guard or

sentinel without detection. [O. Fr. garder—Old
High Ger. ivarten; A.S. weardian, Eng. ward.']

Guarish, garish, v.t. (S^hs.) to heal. [O. Fr. guarir
(Fr. guirir), to heal.]

Guava, gwa'va, n. a genus of trees and shrubs of
tropical America, with yellow, pear-shaped fruit

made into jelly. [Sp. guayaba—Btaz.]
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Gubbins, gub'ins, n.pL a half-savage race in Devon-
shire, described by the pastoral poet William Browne
and by Fuller in his Worthies.

Gubernation, gii-ber-na'shun, «. government, rule.

—

adj. Gubernatorial. [L. gubemdre, to govern.]

Guddle, gud'l, v.t. {Scot.) to catch fish with the hands

by groping under the stones or banks of a stream.

Gudgeon, guj'un, «. a genus of small, carp-like fishes

common in the fre^-h waters of Europe—easily caught

:

a person easily cheated.—a<^'. foolish.—p./. to im-

pose on, cheat. [O. Fr. goujon—'L. gobioiiem—Gx.

kobios. See Goby.]
Gudgeon, guj'un, «. the bearing of a shaft, esp. when
made of a separate piece : a metallic journal-piece

let into the end of a wooden shaft : a pin. [O. Fr.

gOHJoH, the pin of a pulley.]

Gue, gu, «. a rude kind of violin used in Shetland.

Guebre, Guober, ge'ber, «. a follower of the ancient

Persian religion as reformed by Zoroaster. [Pers.

g'xbr : see Giaour ; cf. Ar. kiifir, unbeliever.]

Guelder-rose, gel'der-rOz, «. a species of Viburnum
with large white ball-shaped flowers—also called

Sncnubali-tree. [From Gueldres in Holland.]
Guelf, Guelph, gwelf, n. one of a papal and popular

party in Italy in the Middle Ages which was opposed
to the emperors.

—

adj. GuOlf'iC, belonging to the
Giielfs, in modern times the royal family of Hanover
and England. [The party names Guelf and Ghibel-
line are from Welf and Waiblingen, two families

which in the 12th century were at the head of two
rival parties in the German Empire.]

Guerdon, ger'dun, n. a reward or recompense.

—

v.t. to
reward. [O. Yx. guerdon, gHerredon{\\.. guidardone)
—Low L. ividerdonutn, corr. from Old High Ger.
widarUn (A.S. luiQeriedu)—wider (A.S. ivHSer),

against, and itfu (A.S. /edn), reward; or more prob.

the latter part of the word is from L. donum, a gift]

Guereza, ger'e-za, «. a large, long-haired, black-and-
white African monkey, with a bushy tail.

Guerilla, Guerrilla, ger-ril'a, «. a mode of harassing
an army by small bands adopted by the Spaniards
against the French in the Peninsular war : a member
of such a band. adj. conducted by or conducting
petty warfare. [ Sp. guerrii/a, dim. of guerra ( Fr.

guerre)—Old High Ger. werra.\
Guernsey, gem'zi, «. a sailor's closely-fitting knitted
woollen shirt : one of a breed of dairy cattle from the

island: the red-legged partridge. [From Guernsey
in the Channel Islands.]

Guess, ges, v.t. to form an opinion on uncertain know-
ledge : to conjecture, to think.

—

v.i. to judge on
uncertain knowledge : to conjecture rightly. — k.

judgment or opinion without sufficient evidence or

grounds.

—

adj. Guess'able, that may be guessed.

—

H. Guess er, one who guesses or conjectures.

—

adv.
Ouess'ingly, by way of conjecture.— «. OuesS'-
WOrk, work done by guess : random action. [M. E.
gesten ; cog. with Dut. gissen ; Dan. gisse. Ice.

giska, for gitska—geta, to get, think, A.S. gitan,
whence Eng. get. See Forget.]

Guest, gest, «. a visitor received and entertained.

—

«. Guest'-Cham'ber (B.), a chamber or room for

the accommodation of guests.— »«. GuOSt'en (.Scot.),

to stay as a guest.

—

adv. Guest'Wlse, in the manner
or capacity of a guest. [A.S. gest,gast; allied to
Dut. and Ger. grtst, L. hostis, stranger, enemy.]

GueUX, gu, «./»/. the name assumed by the confedera-
tion (1565) of nobles and others to resist the introduc-
tion of the Inquisition into the Low Countries by
Philip II. of Spain. [Fr., ' beggars.']

Guffaw, guf-faw', t'.». to laugh loudly.

—

n. a loud
laugh. [From the sound.)

Guggle, giig'l, v.i. to make a noise with the mouth or
tliroat, to gurgle. [Formed Uom gurgle.\

Gulcowar. Same as Gaikwar.
Guide, gid, v.t. to lead or direct : to regulate : to in-

fluence.—«. he who, or that which, guides : one who
directs another in hU course of life : a soldier or

other person employed to obtain information for

an army : a guide-book : anything calculated to
maintain in a certain direction or position. — a<^l
Guid'able.—/«. Guid age, guidance ; Guid anca,
direction : government ; Guide'-book, a book of
information lor tourists.

—

adj. Guideless, having
no guide.

—

ns. Guide'post, a post erected at a road-
side to guide the traveller ; Guid'er, one who
guides, a director ; Guid'on, a forked guide-flag
carried by a cavalry company or mounted battery,
also the officer bearing it. [O. Fr. guider; prob.
from a Teut. root, as in AS. witon, to know, wts,
wise, Ger. weisen, to show, conn, with luit, wise.]

Guild, Gild, gild, «. an as.sociation of men for mutual
aid : a corporation : (orig.) an association in a town
where payment was made for mutual support and
protection.

—

ns. Gulld'-broth'or, a fellow-member
of a guild : Guild'hall, the hall of a guild, esp. in
London ; GuHd'ry (Scot.), a guild, the members of
such. [A.S. ^/^, money

—

gildaii, to pay.]
Guilder, Gilder, gild'er, «. an old Dutch and Ger-
man gold coin : now a silver coin = is. 8d. : (Shak^
money generally. \X>\x\. . gulden— Ger. gulden, gold.)

Guile, gil, «. wile, jugglery: cunning: deceit.

—

v.t.

(Spens.) to beguile. — p. adj. Guiled, armed with
deceit: treacherous.—rti^'. Gulle'ful, crafty: deceit-
ful.- «(/?'. Guilefully. — ?i. Guile'fulness. -rt^'.
Guileless, without deceit : artless.—(k/j'. GuUe'-
lessly. — ns. Guile'lessness ; Guil er (Spens.), a
deceiver. [O. Fr. gniie, deceit ; from a Teut. root,

as in A.S. "wil. Ice. vel, a trick.)

Guillemot, gil'e-mot, «. a genus of diving birds of the
Auk tamily, with long, straight, feathered bill and
very short tail. [Fr., prob. Celt. ; Bret, gwelan,
gull, and O. Fr. moette, a sea-mew, from Teut.]

Guilloche, gil-losh', n. an ornament formed of two or
more bands intertwining m a continued series.

—

v.t.

to decorate with intersecting curved lines. [ Fr. ; said
to be from the name of its inventor, Guillot.]

Guillotine, gil'O-ten, «. an instrument for beheading

—

consisting of an upright frame down which a sharp
heavy axe descends on the neck of the victim

—

adopted during the French Revolution, and named
after Joseph IgnaceCrt/Z/o/zwCi 738-1814), a physician,
who first proposed its adoption : a machine for cutting
paper, straw, &c. : a surgical instrument for cutting
the tonsils.— z'.^. to behead with the guillotine.

—

«. Guill'otinement, death by the guillotine.

Guilt, gilt, n. punishable conduct : the state of having
broken a law : crime : wickedness.

—

aiiv. Guilt'ily.—n. Guiltiness. —rt<^'. Guiltless, free from crime:
innocent.— <7rt'f. Guiltlessly.-«. Guiltlessness.—
ailj. Guilt'y, justly chargeable with a crime

:

wicked : pertaining to guilL — adv. Guilt'y-likO
(Shak.), guiltily.—Guilty Of (sometimes in £.), de-
serving. [Orig. a payment or fine for an ofi'ence

;

A.S. gylt, guilt

—

giidan, to pay, to atone.)

Guilt, gilt. p.adj. (Spens.) gilded.

Guinea, gin'i, ». an English gold coin, no longer used
= 21S., so called because first made of gold brought
from Guinea, in Africa.

—

ns. Guin'ea-Com, a cereal

extensively cultivated in Central Africa and India

—

also Indian millet ; Guin'ea-fowl, a genus of African
birds in the pheasant family, having dark-gray plum-
age with round spots of white, generally larger on the

back and under surface ; Guin'ea-grass, a grass of
the same genus with millet, a native of Guinea
and Senegal ; Guin'ea-hen (Shak. ), a courtesan

;

Guinea-pepper (see Pepper); Guinea-pig, a small
South American rodent, somewhat resembling a
small pig, the cavy : (slang) a professional company
director, without time or real qualifications for the
duties ; Ouin'ea-WOnn, a very slender thread-like

nematode worm common in tropical Africa.

Guipure, ge-pCOr', «. a kind of lace having no ground
or mesh, the pattern fixed by interlacing threads : a
species of gimp. [Fr. guipure—O. Fr. guiper. prob.

leut. ; cf. Goth, veipan, to weave]

4(M
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Guise, giz, n. manner, behaviour : external appear-
ance : dress.

—

T.t. {arch.) to dress.

—

v.i. to act as
a guiser.—«.f. Gms'er (Scat.), Guis'ard. a person
in disguise : a Christmas mummer. [O. Fr. guise

;

from Old High Ger. 7v{sa (Ger. weise), a way, guise,
which is cog. with A.S. zvfse, way, w/s, wise.]

Guitar, gi-tar", «. a six-stringed musical instrument,
somewhat like the lute, well adapted for accom-
panying the voice. [Fr. guitare— L. ciihara—Gr.
kithara, a lyre or lute. See Cithem.]

Gula, gu'la, «. a piece in some insects, esp. in the
beetles, &c. , forming the lower surface of the head,
behind the mentum, bounded laterally by the genae
or cheeks : the upper part of a bird's throat, between
mentum and jugulum.

—

adj. Gil'lar. [L., 'throat.']

Gulch, gulch, «. (U.S.) a ravine or narrow rocky
valley, a guUy.—-'./. (prov.) to swallow greedily.

[Prob. the n. and v. are connected.]
Gulden, gOCl'den, «. .1 certain gold or silver coin in

Germany in the Middle Ages: the unit of account in

Austria, having the value of about as. [Ger.]
Gules, gulz, «. (her.) a red colour, marked in engraved

figures by perpendicular lines.

—

adj. Gii'ly. [O. Fr.

guetiles; ace. to Brachet, from Pers. ghui, a rose;
ace. to others, from L. gida, the throat.]

Gulf, gulf, n. a hollow or indentation in the sea-coast

:

a deep place in the earth : an abyss : a whirlpool

:

anything insatiable : in Oxford and Cambridge ex-
aminations, the place of those next to the pass, but
not bad enough to fail.

—

v.t. to engulf.—«. Gulf'-
weed, a large olive-brown sea-weed with stalked
air-bladders.

—

aiij. Gulf y, full of gulfs or whirlpools.
—Gulf Stream, a great current of warm water flow-

ing out of the Gult of Mexico through the Strait of
Florida, along the eastern coast of the United States
of America, then deflected near the banks of New-
foundland diagonally across the Atlantic- [O. Fr.

golfe—Late Gr. kolphos—Gr. kolpos, the bosom.]
Gull, gul, «. a web-footed sea-fowl belonging to the

family Larida. [Celt. ; Corn. guUan, W. gwylan,
Bret, gtwian—gwela, to weep, to cry.]

Gull, gul, v.t. to beguile: to deceive.—«. a trick:

one easily cheated : (.Shak.) a nestling. — ns.

Gull'-catch'er(J)7mX-.), a cheat : Guller; Gull'ery,
imposture ; Gullibil'ity. — adj. Gullible, easily
deceived.— ;/. GuUos'ity. [Same word as gult, a
seafowl, the bird being thought stupid.]

Gullet, gul'et, «. the throat : the passage in the neck
by which food is taken into the stomach.—«. Gulos-
Ity, gluttony. [O. Fr. goulet, dim. of O. Fr. goule
(Fr. giiettley—'L. gula, the throat.]

GuUy, gul'i, «. (Scot^ a big knife.—Also Oull'ey.
Gully, gul'i, n. a channel worn by running water : a

ditch : a ravine.

—

v.t. to wear a gully or channel in.—p.aiij. Gull'ied.

—

lis. Gully-hole, a manhole into

a drain, &c. ; GuU'y-hunt'er, one who picks up
things from gutters. [Prob. gullet.\

Gulp, gulp, x'.i. to swallow eagerly or in large
draughts.—«. a swallow : as much as is swallowed
at once. [Dut. gulpen—gidp, a great draught. ]

iGum, gum, «. the firm fleshy tissue which surrounds
the teeth : (slang) insolence.—«. Gum'boil, a boil

or small abscess on the gum. [A.S. gdma, jaws;
Ice. gdmr, Ger. gaiunen, palate.]

Gum, gum, «. a substance which exudes from certain

trees and plants, and hardens on the surface, includ-

ing those containing arabin, bassorin, and gum-
resins.

—

v.t. to smear or unite with gum :

—

pr.p.

gum'ming ; Pap. gummed.— «.r. GUUl'-ar'abic, a

turn obtained from various species of acacia; Gum'-
rag'on, tragacanth ; Gum'-elaS'tiC, india-rubber

or caoutchouc: Gum'-ju'nlper, sandarac. — aiij.

Gummif'erous, producing gum.— «i. Gum'miness ;

Gum'ming, act of fastening with gum, esp. the
application of gum-water to a lithographic stone :

a disease marked by a discliarge of gum, aflfectincj

stone-fruit.

—

adjs. Gummos'ity, gumminess: Gum'-
mons, Gum'my, consisting of or resembling gum :

producing or covered with gum.— «j. Gum'-rash,
red-gum ; Gum'-res'in, a vegetable secretion formed
of resin mixed with more or less gum or mucilage

;

Gum'-tree, a name applied to various American
and Australian trees; CheWing-gum (see Chew).
[O. Fr. gomme—L. gummi— Gr. komtni; prob.
Coptic koine, gum.)

Gumbo, gum'bo, «. the okra or its mucilaginous pods :

a soup of which okra is an ingredient, also a dish of
okra-pods seasoned : Creole patois in Louisiana.

Gumption, gump'shun, «. sense : shrewdness : common-
sense.

—

adj. Gump'tioUS. [Doubtless conn, with
A.S. gytnan, to observe ; cf. Goth. ^(i««//Vi«.]

Gun, gun, «. a firearm or weapon, from which balls

or other projectiles are discharged, usually by means
of gunpowder—-now generally applied to cannon :

one who carries a gun, a member of a shooting-
party.

—

v.i. (Atner.) to shoot with a gun.

—

ns. Gun'-
barr'el, the barrel or tube of a gun ; GunlJOat, a
boat or small vessel of light draught, fitted to carry
one or more guns ; Gun'-Carr'iage, a carriage on
which a gun or cannon is supported ; Gun'-COtt'on,
an explosive prepared by saturating cotton with
nitric acid ; Gun'-fire (mil.), the hour at which the
morning or evening gun is fired ; Gun'-flint, a piece
of flint fitted to the hammer of a flint-lock musket

;

Gun'-met'al, an alloy of copper and tin in the pro-
portion of 9 to I, used in making guns ; Gun'nagO,
the number of guns carried by a ship of war

;

Gun'ner, one who works a gun or cannon : (naut.)
a petty officer who has charge of the ordnance on
board ship ; Gun'nery, the art of managing guns,
or the science of artillery ; Gunning, shooting
game ; Gun'-port, a port-hole ; Gunpowder, an ex-
plosive powder used for guns and firearms ; Gun'-
room, the apartment on board ship occupied by the
gunner, or by the lieutenants as a mess-room ; dun'-
shot, the distance to which shot can be thrown from
a gun.

—

adj. caused by the shot of a %Vin.—adJ.
Gun'-shy, frightened by guns (of a sporting dog).

—

ns. Gunsmith, a smith or workman who makes or
repairs guns or small-arms ; Gun'stick, a ramrod ;

Gun'stOOk, the stock or piece of wood on which the
barrel of a gun is fixed ; Gun'Stone (Shak.), a stone,

formerly used as shot for a gun ; Gun'-tack'lO
(naut.), the tackle used on board ship by which the
guns are run to and from the port-holes ; Gun'-Wad,
a wad for a gun ; Gat'ling-gun, a revolving battery-
gun, invented by R. J. Galling about 1861, usually
having ten parallel barrels, capable of firing 1200
shots a minute ; Machine'-gun (see Machine).

—

As sure as a gun, quite sure, certainly ; BlOW
great guns, to blow tempestuously—of wind ; Great
gun, a cannon : (coll.) a person of great importance ;

Son of a gun, a rogue, rascal. [M. E. gonne,
Irom W. gwn, a bowl, a gun, ace. to Skeat.]

Gunnel, gun'l, «. Same as Gunwale.
Gunny, gun'i, n. a strong coarse cloth manufactured

in India from jute, and used as .sacking. [Hind.
gon, gon{, sacking ~ Sans. gon{, a sack.]

Gunter's scale. See Scale.
Gunwale, Gunnel, gun'el, «. the wale or upper edge of
a ship's side next to the bulwarks, so called because
the upper guns are pointed from it.

Gurge, gurj, «. (Milt.) a whirlpool, [h. gurges.]
Gurgle, gur'gl, v.i. to flow in an irregular noi*y

current : to make a bubbling sound. [Through an
It. gorgogliare, horn gorgo—L. gurges.]

Gurgoyle. Same as Gargoyle.
Gurly, gur*!!, adj. (obs.) fierce, stormy.
Gurnard, gur'nard; «. a genus of fishes having the
body rounded, tapering, and covered with small
scales, an angular head, the eyes near the summit,
and the teeth small and very numerous ^(^Ji^j.)

Gurnet. [From O. Fr. grongtiard—grogner, to
grunt—L. grimnire, to grunt.]

Gurrah, gur'a, ». a coarse Indian niiwlin.

Gurry, gur"!, ». fish-oflal.
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Ouru, gOO'rOO, «. a spiritual teacher, any venerable
person.—Also Ooo'roo. [Hind.—Sans.]

Gusli, gush, vJ. to flow out with violence or copiously

:

to be effusive, or highly sentimental.

—

n. that which
flows out : a violent issue of a fluid.—». Oush'or, an
oil-well not needing to be pumped.

—

adj. (rUSh'lllg,

rushing forth with violence, as a liquid : flowing copi-

ously : effusive.—aa'T'. Oushlngly.—<k^. Qiuhy,
effusively sentimental.. (Scand. ; Ice. £vs», gjdsa;

V)KA. gvdsen. SeeOeyser.)
Oosset, gus'et, n. the piece of cloth in a shirt which

covers the armpit : an angular piece of doth inserted

in a garment to strengthen some part of it.—t'./. to

make with a gusset : to insert a gusset into. [O. Fr.

gousset^gOMtse— It. guscio, a pod, husk.]

OOBt, gust, n. a sudden blast of wind : a violent

burst of passion, —adis. Oost'ful, Gust'y, stormy :

irritable.—»«. Gust iness. [Ice. .^T«/r, blast.]

Gust, gust, n. sense of pleasure of tasting : relish :

gratification.

—

n. Gustation, the act of t.isting : the

sense of taste.—«</;>. Gust'atlve. Gus'tatory, of or

pertaining to gustation.—«. Oust'O, taste : zest. [L.

gustus, taste ; cf. Gr. gfuein, to make to taste.]

Out, gut, n. the alimentary canal : a preparation of

the intestines of an animal, used for violin-strings,

fishing-lines, &c. : (//.) the bowels.

—

zr.t. to take out

the bowels of: to plunder :—/>r./. gul'ting; /Vi./.

•
'
gut'led.—». Gut'-SCrap'er, a fiddler.—p.^ and r.i.

'. Out'tle, to eat greedily. [A.S. gut, gefitan, to pour ;

prov. Eng. gut, Ger. gosse, a drain.]

Gntta. gut'a, n. a drop : one of the small drop-like

ornaments on the under side of the mutules and
regula: of the Doric entablature : a small round
colour-spot :—>/. Gutt'aa.

—

adjs. Gtltt'ate, -d, con-
taining drops : spotted. [L. ]

Gutta-percha, gut'a-p*rch'a, n. the solidified juice of
various trees in the Klalayan Islands. \}A.7^s.fgatah,
giittah, gum. fercha, the tree producing it.]

Gutter, gnt'er, n. a channel at the eaves of a roof for

conveymg away water : a channel for water : {firini.)

one of a number of pieces of wood or metal, grooved
in the centre, used to separate the pages of type in

a form : (/»/.) mud, dirt {Scot.).—v.t. to cot or form
into small hollows.

—

v.i. to become hollowed : to run
- down in drops, as a candle.

—

>tt. Gutt'er-blood, a
» low-bon» person ; Gutt'er-snlpe. a neglected child,
•*' a street Arab.

—

adj. Guttif'eroBS, exuding gum or
resin. [O. Fr. gouticre—gvHte~-\j. gutta, a drop.]

Guttural, gut'iir-al, adj. pertaining to the throat

:

formed in the throat : harsh or rasping in sound.

—

n, (gram.') a letter pronoimced in the throat or

the back part of the mouth (k, c hard, q, g, ng).—
v.t. Gntt'urallse, Gutturise. to form (a sound) in

the throat.—<K^r. Gutt'urally.

—

n. Gutforalness.
[Fr.,—L..gT»«>rr, the throat.]

Guy, gl, n. {naui.) a. rope to steady any suspended
weight.

—

v.t. to keep in position by a guy. [Sp.

gtiia, a guide.]

Ouy, gl, n, an effigy of Guy Fawkes, dressed tip

grotesquely on the anniversary of the Gtmpowder
Plot (5th Nov.) : an odd figure.

Guizle, gfuz'l, v.i. to eat and drink with haste and
greediness.— r./. to swallow with exceeding relish.

—

«. Guzx'ler. [O. Fr. {det-) gouzilUr, to swallow
down ; gosier, the throat.]

Owlnlad, cwin'i-ad, n. a fresh-water fish of about 10

or 12 inches in length, found in some of the lakes of

Wales and CumbCTland—the Fresk-Wtxter Herring.
[W.,

—

givyn, white.)

Gygls, ji'jis, H. a ^enus of small terns, white, with"

black bill, long-pointed wings, and a slightly forked

tail. [Gr. gygfs, a water-bird.]

Gymkhana, jim-ka'na, n. a place of public resort for

athletic games, &c., also a meeting for such sport*.

[A factitious word, according to Yule-Bumell, prob.

ba.sed on gend-khana (' ball-house *), the usual Hind,
name for an English racket-court.]

Gymnasium, jioi-na'zi-um, h. a school for gymnastics :

a school for the higher branches of literature and
science : (prig.) a public place or building where the

Greek youths exercised themselves, with running
and wrestling grounds, baths, and halls for conver-
sation -.—pi. Gymnasia. — adj. GjrmnasiaL — «.

Gymna'siast.— <j<//. Gynma sic. — «. Gymnast,
one who teaches or practises gymnastics.

—

adjt.

GynmastiC, -al, pertaining to athletic exercises

:

athletic, vigorous, — adv. Gymnas'ticaUy.— «.//.
used as sitig. GymnaS'tiCS, athletic exercises, de-
vised to strengthen the muscles and bones, esp. those
of the upper half of the body : the art of performing
athletic e.xercises.—a<(r'. Gym'nlo (Milt.). (L.,—
Gr. gyynnnsion—gynmazein, gymrws, naked.]

Gymnocarpous, jim-no-kat'pus, adj. (bat.) having the
fruit naked, or not invested with a receptacle. (Gr.
gymnos, naked, karpos, fruit.]

Gymnocitta, jim-no-sit'a, ». a genus of crow-like
American jays with naked nostrils. (Gr. gytKHOs,
naked, kitta, kissa, a jay.]

Gymnocladus, jim-nok'lad-us, n. a genus of North
American trees, the pods slightly aperienu [Gr.
gymnos, naked, klados, a branch.)

Gymnogynous, jim-noj'i-nus, adj. (hot.) having a
naked ovary, [Gr. gy*nnos, naked, ^p^^, female.]

Gymnorhinal, jim-nC-rrnal, adj. having the nostrils

bare or unfeathered, as certain jays and auks, [Gr.
gyfttnos, n.iked, kris, hrin-os, the nose.

)

Gymnosophlst, jim-nos'of-ist, n. the name given by
the Greeks to those ancient Hindu philosophers who
wore little or no clothing, and lived solitarily in

mystical contemplation. — n. Gymnos'ophy. (Gr.
gymnos, n.-iked, sophca, wise.]

Gymnosperm, jim'nO-spcrm, n. one of the lower or
more primitive group of .seed pl.^nts—also Gym'-
nogen.—«<^'. Gymnospermous (bpt.), having the

seeds unenclosed in a capsule.

—

n. G3nai'nospore, a
naked spore. [Gr. gymnos, naked, spemia, seed.]

GymnotUS, jim-sO'tus, «. the most powerful of the

electric fishes, occurring in the fresh waters of Brazil

and Guiana.

—

Wsa EUctrie eel, [Formed from Gr.
gyinncs. naked, notos, the back.]

GyiiSBCeum, G3^ecium, jin-€-se'um, ». an apartment
in a large house exclusively appropriated to women.
(Gr. gytif, a woman, oikos, a house.)

Gynandria, ji-nan'dri-a, n. a Linnsan class of plants,

in which the stamens are united with the pistil.—

K. Gynan'der, a plant of the gynandri.-» : a masculine
woman.—fl<^>. Gsrnaa'drian, Gynan'drous. (Gr.
gyif, a female, aner, andros, a man.)

Gynarchy, jin'ar-ki, «. government by a female. (Gr.
gyfie, a woman, arche, rule.)

Gynecian, Gynaecian, ji ne'shi-an. adj. relating to
women.

—

adjs. Gyne'cic, GjrnSB'Clc, pertaining to

women's diseases.—«, GynCBClum, the collective

pistils of a flower.

Gj^Tiecocracy, jin-€-kok'ra-si, n. government by
women—also Gynoc'racy.-<ii//. Gyneorat'ic. (Gr.
gyne, a woman, kratein, to rule.]

G3rnecology, Gynseoology, jin-e-kol'-o-ji, n. that
branch of medicine which treats of the diseases
and affections peculiar to woman and her physical
organism.— adj. Gynecolog'ical.— n. Osmecoro-
glst. [Gr. gyn?, a woman, legein, to speak.)

Gyneolatry, ji-n€-ol'at-ri, «. excessive worship of
woman. (Gr. gyne, a woman, iatreia, worship.

)

O3mophore, jin'o-f6r, «. (bet.) an elongation or inter-

node of the receptacle of a flower.

Gyp, jip, H. a male servant who attends to college
rooms at Cambridge. (Perh. a contr. horn gypsy

;

hardly from Gr. gyps, a vulture.)

Gypsum, jip'sum, «. a valuable mineral of a com-
paratively soft kind, burned in kilns, and afterwards
ground to a fine powder, called plaster of Paris.—adjs. Gyp'seous, of or resembling gypsum ; Gyp-
Stf'erous, producing or containing gypsum. (L,,

—

Gr. gypsos, chalk.)

Gypsy, Gjrpsylsm. See Gipsy.
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Gyrate, jl'rat, v.i. to whirl round a central point : to

move round.—a<^". {bot.) windmg round.—«. Gyra'-

tion, act of whirling round a central point : a spiral

motion.—«^//j. Gyratory, Gyra tiouial, moving in

a circle. [L. gyrdre, -alum, to move in a circle.]

Gyre, jlr, «. a circular motion.—«. Gy^ra, the richly

embroidered border of a robe :—//. Gy'rffi.-<j<</V.

Qyral, whirling, rotating; Gyroidal, spiral in

arrangement or movement. [L. gyrus—i^x. gyros,

a ring, round.] • rr
Gyre-oarlin, gir-kar'lin, >/. (i^cot.) a witch. [Ice.

>;ygr, a witch, karlitma, a carline.J

Gyrfaloon. See Gerfalcon.

Gyromancy, jIro-man-si, «. divination by walking in a
circle till dizziness caused a fall towards one direction

or another. \.Ox- gyros, a circle, fuanteia, divination.]

Gsrron, Giron, jfron. ». (her.') a bearing consisting of

two straight lines drawn from any given part ot the

field and meeting in an acute angle in the fessc-

point.—a<C/i. Gyronnet'ty, Gjrron'ny, Giron'ny.

(Fr., ace. to Skeat, from the Old High Ger. gfrun,'.

accus. o(gero, a spear, gh"; of. A.S. gdr, a spear.]
Gyroscope, jiro-skOp, «. an instrument for the exhifai*

tion ol various properties of rotation, and the com-
position of rotations, —cuij. Gj^TOSCOp'io. [Gr. gyroi,
a circle, tkopein, to see.]

Gsrrose, ji'rOs, adj. (hot.) turned round like a crook.
Gyrostat, jfrO-stat, «. an instrument contrived for

illustrating the dyn;iraics of rotating rigid bodies.

—

adj. Gyrostat'io. [Gr. gyros, round, statikos, sutic.)
Gjrrus, ji'rus, «. one of the rounded edges into which

the surface of the cerebral hemisphere is divided by
the fissures or sulci. [Gr. gyros, a circle.]

Gyte, git, adj. iScot.) crazy, mad.
Gyte, git, «. (Scot.) a child : a first year's boy at Edin-

burgh High School. [Prob. a corr. oiget, offspring.]
Gytrash, gltrash, «. (proi:) a ghost.
Gyve, jiv, v.t. to fetter.— «.//. GyvOB, shackles,

fetters. [M. E. gives, gyvtt. Of Celt, origin; cf.

W. gefyn, Ir. gtimheai.\

the eighth letter in our alphabet, its sound
that of a strongly marked continuous
guttural, produced at the back of the

palate, not existing in English, but heard
in the Scotch ioch and the German lachen.

In Old English k was a guttural, or throat sound,

but it gradually softened down to a spirant, and has

now become almost a vowel : (c!um.)3. symbol denot-

ing hydrogen : in medieval Roman notation = 200,

H = 200,000.

Ha, ha, interj. denoting surprise, joy, or grief ; and,
when repeated, laughter : in continued speech, often

an involuntary sound expressive of hesitation. [Imit. ]

Ha', haw, H. (Scot.) hall.

Haaf, haf, n. a deep-sea fishing-ground off the coast of

Shetland.

—

n. Haaf'-fishlllg, deep-sea fishing, as for

cod. [Ice. haf, sea.]

Haar, h.lr, «. (Scot.) a fog.

Habble, liiib'l, v.t. (Scot.) to perplex.

—

v.i. to stutter

or stammer.—«. a perplexity, a squabble. [Hobble.]

Habeas-OOrpUS (ad subjicuJidHm), ha be-as-kor'pus,

«. a writ to a jailer to produce the body of one
detained in prison, and to state the reasons of such
detention.—«. Habendum, the clause in a deed
beginning 'habendum et tenendum' ('to have and
to hold), which determines the interest or estate

granted by the deed. [L., lit. 'have the body,'

fronj L. habere, to have, and corpus, the body.]
Habenarla, hab-e-na'ri-a, >/. a genus of tuberous orchi-

daceous plants. [L. habena, a thong.]
Haberdasner, hab'er-dash-er, ». a seller of small-

wares, as ribbons, tape, &c.—«. Hab'ardashsry,
goods sold by a haberdasher. [O. Fr. h^tpertas

;

ely. dub. ; not Ice. J

Haberdine, hab-er-din', n. (obs.) dried salt cod. [Old
Dut, abberdiian, also iabberdaen : prob. from Le
Lal'ourd, or Lajfrurdutn (Bayonne).]

HabergeoiX, ha-ber'je-un, n. a piece of armour to

defend the neck and breast. [Fr. kaubergeon, dim.
of O. Fr. kaubert.

]

Habile, hab'il, adj. (obs.) able, capable. [Fr.,—L.
habtiis. See Able.)

Habiliment, ha-bil'i-ment, n. a garment : (//.) cloth-

ing, dress.

—

atijs. Hab'ilable (CarlyU), capable of
being clothed ; Habil atory, having reference to

dressing. [Fr. habillentent—habiller, to dress—L.

habilis, fit, ready

—

habirt.\

Habllitatlon, ha-bil-i-ta'shun, «. {Bacou) qualifica-

tion : (i/.S.) the act of supplying money to work
a mine.—«. HabiUtator, one who does so.

—

v.i.

Habilitate, to acquire certain necessary qualifica-

tions, esp. for the office of teacher in a German
university (Ger. kabilitiren). (Low L. habilitatiou
rm—h. habilis, able.]

Hability, ha-bil'i-ti, «. an obsolete form of ability.

Habit, hab'it, n. ordinary course of conduct : tendency
to perform certain actions : general condition or
tendency, as of the body : practice : custom : out-
ward appearance : dress, esp. any official or cus-
tomary costume : a garment, esp. a tight-fitting

dress, with a skirt, worn by ladies on horseback.-

—

v.t. to dress :

—

pr.p. habiting ; pa.p. hab'ited.

—

adj.
Hab'ited, clothed, dressed.

—

us. Hab'itmak'er, one
who makes women's riding-habits ; Hab'it-Sbirt, a
thin muslin or lace under-garment worn by women
on the neck and shoulders, under the dress.

—

ajj.
Hablt'ual, formed or acquired by frequent use

:

customary.

—

adv. Habit'uially.

—

v.t. Habit'uate,
to cause to acquire a habit : to accustom.

—

ns.

Habitua'tlon ; Habitude, tendency from acquiring
a habit : usual manner ; Habitu6 (hab-it'u-5), a
habitual frequenter of any place of entertainment,
&c.—Habit and repute, a phrase in Scotch law
to denote something so notorious that it affords
strong and generally conclusive evidence of the
facts to which it refers ; Habit of body, the general
condition of the body as outwardly apparent : any
constitutional tendency or weakness. [Fr.,— L.
habitus, state, dress

—

habere, to have. ]

Habitable, hab'it-a-bl, ad/, that may be dwelt in.

—

us. Habitabillty, Habitableness.—rt^/i-. Hab'lt-
ably.—Au-. Hab'itant, an inhabitant ; Hab'itat, the
natural abode or locality of an animal or plant:
place of abode generally ; Habitation, act of inhabit-
ing : a dwelling or residence : a group, lodge, com-
pany, as of the so-called "Primrose League." [Fr.,

—L. habitabilis—habitare, -dtum, to inhabit, freq.

oi habere, to have.)
Hable, ha'bl, adj. (Spens.). Same as Habile.
Hacbel, hach'el, «. (Scot.) a sloven.

Hachure, hash'ur. ». Same as Hatching.
Hacienda, as-i-en'da, H. an estate or establishment.

[Sp., — L. jacienda, things to be done, jacere,
to do.)

Hack, hak, v.t. to cut : to chop or mangle : to notch :

to kick (another) at football.

—

n. a cut made by
hacking : a kick on the shin.—«. Hack'ing, the opera-
tion of picking a worn grindstone, &c., with a hack-
hammer.

—

adj. short and interrupted, as a broken,
troublesome cough. — m. Hack'-log, a chopping-
block. [A.S. haccian, in composition td-Maccian;
cf. Dut. kakken, Ger. hacken.^

Baok, hak, K. a horse kept for hire, esp. a poor one :

any person overworked on hire : a literary drudge.

—

adj. hired, mercenary: used up.

—

v.t. to offer for

hire: to use roughly.— «. Hack'-work, literary
drudgery for which a person is hired by a publisher,
as making dictionaries, &c [Contr. oi hackney.

\

Hack, hak, K. a grated frame, as a rack for feeding
cattle, a place for drj'ing bricks, &c. [Hatch, ] -^
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Hackberry, hak'Ser-i, «. an American tree, allied to
the elm. [See Hagbeny.]

Hackbut, hak'but, n. an arquebuse—also HagT)tlt.

—

n. Hackbuteer'. (O. Fr. haqutbute, from Dut.
haakbus. See Arquebuse.}

Ha^ee, hake, n. the United States chipmuck or
ground-squirrel. [Imit.J

Hackery, haker-i, n. a native buUock-can. [Hind.
ckitiikrd, a cart.]

Hackle, hiak'l, «. an instrument with iron teeth for

soriinjj hemp or flax : any flimsy substance unspun :

a feather in a cock's neck : a hook and fly for angling,

dressed with this feather.

—

v.t. to dress with a

hackle, as flax : to tear rudely asunder.—«. Hack'ler,

a flax-dresser, heckler.—<J<^'. Hackly, ruugh and
broken, as if hacked or chopped: (>«»«.) covered
with sharp points. [Cf. Dut. hekel, Ger. Juc/ui.]

Hacklet, hak'let, «. a kind of sea-bird, prob. the

shear-water— also Hag'let.—The Hagden is the

Greater Shear-water {PitJ^iius major).
Hackney, hak'ni, «. a horse for general use, esp. for

hire : (obs.) a person hired for any mean work.

—

v.t. to carry in a hackney-coach: to use much : to

make commonplace.

—

adjs. Hack'ney, Hack'neyed,
let out for hire : devoted to common use : much
used.

—

ns. Hack'ney-COach, a coach let out for

hire; Hack'ney-coach'man ; Hack'neyman, one
who keeps hackney horses, [C). Fr. haquenee, an
ambling nag; further history unknown.]

Hacqueton (S/>fns.). A form of acton.

Had, p<t.t. and/.«.A ofhave: (5.)held.—«j. Had'dlng,
Had'din {Scot.), a holding, residence.

Haddock, had'uk, n. a sea-fish of the cod family

—

(.S'c^/.) Hadd'ie. [M.E. haddoke; ety. unknown.]
Hade, had, ». (min.) the dip or underlie of a lode or

lault.

—

v.i. to underlay or incline from the vertical.

Hades, ha'dez, «. the imseen world : the abode of the
dead indeflnitely, hell. [Gr. Aaides, hades, dubiously
derived from a, neg., and idein, to .see.]

Hadith, had'ilh, n. the body of traditions about
Mohammed, supplementary to the Koran. [Ar.]

Hadj, HajJ, h.ij, ». a Mohammedan pilgrimage to

Mecca or Medina.

—

ns. Hadji, Hajjl (haj i), one who
has performed a Hadj. [Ar., 'a pilgrimage.']

HadrosaUTUS, had-rO-sa'rtis, n. a very large Dinosau-
rian of the Cretaceous epoch—abundant in New
Jersey. [Gr. hadros, thick, sauros, a lizard.]

Hae, Iiu, a Scotch form of haz>e.

Hascceity, hek-se'i-ti, hek-, «. Duns Scotus's word for

that element of existence on which individuaUty
depends, hereness-and-nowness. [Lit. ' thisness,'

L. /urc]
Hasmacyte, Hem-, he'ma-slt, n. a blood-corpuscle.—«.

Hsemacytometer, an instrument for determining the

number of such in a given quantity of blood.

Haamadynaniics, Hem-, he-ma-di-nam'iks, n. the

dynamics or theory of the circulation of the blood.

Hssmal, Hemal, he'mal, atij- relating to the blood or

blood-vessels : ventral, the opposite of Neural.—
n, Hs'machrome, the colouring matter of the blood.

—adj. Hsa'matold, resembling blood.—Haemal arch,
the position of a vertebra enclosing and protecting

the heart and other viscera : Hasinal cavlty, the

Ihoracic-abdoniinal cavity, containing the heart, &c.
[Gr. haima, blood.]

Haamanthus, he-man'thus, n. a genus of bulbous

plants native to Africa, including the Cape tulip.

(Gr. kainia, blood, anthos, a. flower.]

HaemastatlC, Hem-, -al, hS-ma-stat'ik, -al, adj'. serving

to stop the flow of blood.—«.//. Hasmastat'lcs, the

statics of the blood and blood-vessels. [Gr. haima,
blood, statikos, static.]

HaBmateill, Hem-, he-ma-te'in, n. an organic principle

derived from the colouring matter of logwood.
HaematemesiS, he-ma-tem'e-sis, ». a vomiting of blood

from the stomach. [Gr. haima, haimat'OS, blood,

tttteiii. lo vomit.]

BSBmaUn, Hem-, h£'ma-tin, hem'a-tin, n. a brown

substance associated with hemoglobin in the blood.

—adjs. Haematic, Haemlc. —«./>/. Haematics, that

branch of medical science concerned with the blood.

Haematite, Hem-, hem'a-tlt, he'ma-tit, ». (min.) a
valuable ore of iron, consisting chiefly of peroxide of
iron—its two chief varieties. Red Haematite and
Brown HxmsiUte.—.adj. Haematit'ic.

Haematoblast, he'ma-to-blast, hem'-, ». one of the
minute colourless discs, smaller than either the red
or white corpuscles, found in the blood. [Gr. kaima,
haimat-os, blood, blastos, a germ.]

Hasmatocele, Hem-, he'ma-to-sel, «. a tumour con-
taining blood. [Gr. haima, blood, kei?, a tumour. ]

Haematology, he-ma-tol'o-ji, H. the branch of biology
which relates to the blood.

HasmatOSlS, he-ma-tO'sis, ». the formation of blood,
the conversion of venous into arterial blood.

—

n.

Haemato'Sin, ha:matin.
Haematoxylin, Hem-, he-ma-tok'si-lin, «. a dye ob-

tained from the logwood-tree. [Gr. haima, blood,
xylon, wood.]

Haematosoa, he-ma-to-zO'a, «. parasites occurring in
the blood. [Gr. haima, haimat-os, blood, zoon, an
animal.]

Haematuria, he-ma-tu'ri-a, «. the discharge of blood
with the urine, usually from disease of the kidneys
or bladder. [Gr. haima, blood, ouron, urine.J

Haemcglobill, Hem-, he-mo-glO'bin, «. the red sub-
stance in the red blood-corpuscles. [Gr. haima,
blood, L. globus, a ball.]

Haemony, he'mo-ni, «. a plant with sovereign pro-
perties against m.agic, &c., in Milton's Comus.
[Prob. formed from Gr. haimonios, blood-red.]

HaBmophllia, he-mo-firi-a, hem-o-, ». a constitutional
tendency to excessive bleeding when any blood-vessel
is even slightly injured.

Hsemophthalmia, he-mof-thal'mi-a, n. effusion of
blood into the eye. [Gr. haima, blood, ophthalmos,
the eye.]

Haemoptysis, he-raop'ti-sis, «. expectoration of blood.
[Gr. haima, blood, //>«>, a spitting.]

Haemorrhage, Hem-, hem'or-aj, n. a discharge of
blood from the blood-vessels.

—

adj. Hsmorrhag^ic.
((jr. haimorrhagia—haima, blood, rhegnynat, to

burst.]

HaBmorrhoidS, Hem-, hem'or-oidz, n.pl. dilated veins
liable to discharge blood, esp. piles.

—

adj. Hssmor-
rhoid'al. [Gr. haimorrkoides—haima, blood, rhein,
to flow.]

Haemostaisia, he-mo-sta'si-a, ». stagnation of blood in

any part : any operation for arresting the flow of
blood, as the ligation of an artery.

—

adj. Haemo-
Stat'ic, stopping or preventing haemorrhage, styptic.

[Gr. haima, blood, stasis, a standing.]
Haet, Halt, hat, «. (Scot.) a whit.

Haffet, hafet, «. {Scot.) the side of the head, the
temples. [Prob. half-head—\.S. heal/-Ma/od.\

Hafflin, haf'lin, adj. {Scot.) half-grown.—«. a fool.

Haft, haft, n. a handle.

—

v.t. to set in a haft : to estab-
lish firmly. (A.S. har/i ; Ger. he/t.)

Hag, hag, n. an ugly old woman, originally a witch;
one of the Round Mouths, allied to the lamprey.

—

a,lj. Hag'gish, hag-like.—.i^/r. Hag'gishly.—<!<^'.

Hag'-rid'den, ridden by witches, as a horse : troubled
by nightmare.

—

ns. Hag'-seed, a witch's offspring;
Hag'sUp, the personality of a hag ; Hag'weed, the
common broom, a broomstick being u.sually bestridden
by a witch in her flight through the air. [A.S. htrg-

/esse, a witch : Ger. hejre.]

Hag, hag, «. {Scot.) any broken ground in a moss or
bog : brushwood to be cut down.

Hagberry, hag'ber-i, «. the bird-cherry—sometimes
Hackberry. (Prob. Scand. ; Ice. heggr.]

Hagbut. See Hackbut.
Hagden See Hacklet.
Haggada, ha-ga'da, «. a free Rabbinical homiletical
commentary on the whole CMd Testament, forming,
together with the HtUacha, the Midrash, but from
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Haggrard tn5te ; mute ; m53n ; Men. Halberd

its especial popularity often itself styled the Midrash
— also Hagga'dah, Aga'dalL — <i/(/>. Haggad'ic,
HaggadiSt'iC, pertaining to the Haggada, said of
free interpretation, opposed to Halachic or legal.

—

«. Hagg-adist. [Heb.]
Haggard, hag'ard, adj. lean : hollow-eyed : wild,

applied to an untrained hawk

—

{arch.') Hagg'ed.

—

«. Hagg'ard, a hawk.—a^v. Ha^gg'ardly. [O. Fr.

kagard, prob. related to haie, hedge.]
Haggard, hag'ard, «. a stackyard. [Hay-yard.^
Haggis, hag'is, «. a Scotch dish made of the heart,

lungs, and liver of a sheep, calf, &c., chopp>ed up
with suet, onions, oatmeal, &c., seasoned and boiled

in a sheep's stomach-bag. [Ety. unknown ; not
Fr. hnckis, hash, assimilated with hag, hack.\

Haggle, hag"!, v.t. to cut unskilfully : to mangle.

—

I'.;', to be slow and hard in making a bargain: to

stick at trifles, to cavil.—«. Hagg'lor. [A variant

oi hackle, itself a freq. of hack, to cut.]

Hagiarchy, ha'ji-ar-ki, «. government by priests.

—

.Also HagiOC'racy. [Gr. hagios, sacred, arche, rule.]

HaglOgrapha, hag-i-og'ra-fa, «.//. the last of the
three Jewish divisions of the Old Testament, compre-
hending the books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel,
Ezra, Nehemiah, Ruth, Esther, Chronicles, Canticles,

Lamentations, Ecclesiastes.

—

adj. Hagiog'raphal.
—«. Hagiog'rapher, one ofthe writers of the Hagiog-
rapha : a sacred writer.

—

adjs. HaglOgraph'iC, -al,

pertaining to the Hagiographa. [Gr. hagiografha
(biHia)—liagios, \\o\y ,

graphein, to write.]

Haglology, hag-i-ol'o-ji, «. history of saints. — n.

HagiOg^rapher, a writer of saints' lives.

—

adjs.

HagiOgraph'iC, -al, pertaining to the writing of
saints' lives.

—

ns. Hagiog'raphy, the lives of saints

as a branch of literature ; Hagiol ater, one who
worships saints ; Hagiol'atry, the worship of saints.

—adjs. Haglolog'lc, -al.— «. Haglol'ogist, one
versed in the legends of saints. [Gr. hagios, holy,

Icgia, discourse.)

Hagioscope, hag'-, or ha'ji-o-skSp, «. an oblique open-
ing in the screen or chancel wall of a church to

afford a view of the chief altar to those in a side

chapel or aisle, a squint

—

adj. HaglOSCOp'la [Gr.

hagios, holy, skopein, to look.]

Hah. ha, interj. Same as Ha.
Ha-ha, imitation of the sound of laughter.
Ha-ha, Hawhaw, haw-haw", ». a sunk fence, or a

ditch not seen till close upon it.

Hahnemannian, ha-ne-man'i-an, adj. cii or relating

to C. F. S. Hahnemann (1755-1843), founder of the
homeopathic method of treatment.

Haiduk, hi'duk, H. one of those, from the forests of
eastern Hungary, who in the 16th century maintained
a guerilla warfare against the Turks. [Hung, haj-

duk, pi. olhajdu, a cowherd.]
Haik, haik, n. an oblong piece of cloth which Arabs
wrap round the head and body.— Also Haiok,
Haique, Hyke.

Haikh, haih, «. a branch of the Iranic group of Aryan
languages, including Armenian and Ossetian : the

native name of Armenia.

—

adj. Armenian.
Hall, hal, v.t. to greet: to call to, at a distance: to

address one passing.—«. a call : greeting.

—

interj.

or imper. (lit.) may you be in health.—«. Hail'-
fellCw, a familiar friend. — adj. on hearty and
intimate terms— ' Hail, fellow 1 well met,' often used
as a kind of descriptive adjective.—Hail tmm, to
come from. [Ice. heill, health.]

Hail, hal, «. frozen rain or particles of ice falling from
the clouds.

—

v.i. to rain hail.

—

v.t. to pour down in

rapid succession.

—

ns. Hail'shot, small shot which
scatters like hail ; Hail'Stone, a single stone or ball

of hail : Hall'-Stonn, a storm accompanied with
\\3.\\.—adj. Hail'y. [A.S. hagol : Ger. hagel.]

ECain, han, 7:t. (Scot.) to save, preserve: to spare.

—

adj. Hained, saved, kept carefully.—«. Haln'ing,
an enclosure. [Ice. hegna, to protect ; cf. Sw.
hdgna; Dan. hegn*.\

Hain't, Halnt = have not, has not.

Hair, har, «. a filament growing from the skin of an
animal : the whole mass of hairs which forms a
covering for the head or the whole body : (hot.)

minute hair-like processes on the cuticle of plants

:

anything very small and fine : particular course,
quality, or character : (mech.) a locking spring or
other safety contrivance in the lock of a rifle, &c.,
capable of being released by a slight pressure on a
hair-trigger. — tis. Hairbreadth, Hair's'-breadth,
the breadth of a hair (Hairbreadth 'SCape, a very
narrow escape) : a very small distance ; Hair" -brush,
a brush for the hair ; Hair cloth, cloth made partly
or entirely of hair ; Hair dresser, one who dresses
or cuts hair: a barber.— a<ry. Haired, having hair
—as black-haired, /air-haired, &c. — ns. Hair'-
grass, a kind of grass found generally on poor soil,

the bracts of whose florets are generally awned near
the base ; Hairiness.—a<^'. Halr'less, without hair.—ns. Hair'-line, a line made of hair, used in fishing :

a slender line made in writing or drawing : (print.)
a very thin line on a type ; Halr'-oil, perfumed oil

used in dressing the hair ; Hair'-pencil, an artist's

brush made of a few fine hairs ; Hair-pin, a pin
U'^ed in hairdressing ; Hair'-pow'der, a white powder
for dusting the hair ; Hair'-shlrt, a penitent's shirt

of haircloth; Hair'-space, the thinnest metal space
used by compositors ; HaiT'-Split'ter, one who makes
too nice distinctions ; Hair'-split'ting, the art of
making minute and over-nice distinctions ; HalT'-
sprlng, a verj- fine hair-like spring coiled up within
the balance-wheel of a watch; Hair'-stroke, in
writing, a fine stroke with the pen : a hair-line

;

Hair'-trlgg'er, a trigger which discharges a gun or
pistol by a hair-like spring ; Halr'-work, work done
or something made with hair, esp. human ; HalT'-
WOnn, a worm, like a horse-hair, which lives in the
bodies of certain insects.

—

adj. Halr'y, of or re-

sembling hair : covered with hair.—Against tilO

hair, against the grain : contrary to what is natural

;

A hair of the dog that bit him, a smaller dose of
that which caused the trouble, esp. used of the morn-
ing glass after a night's debauch—a homeopathic
dose ; Comb a person's hair the wrong way, to
irritate or provoke him ; Keep one's hair On
(slang), to keep cool ; Make the hair stand on end,
to give the greatest astonishment or fright to an-
other ; Not to turn a hair, not to be ruffled or dis-

turbed ; Put up the hair, to dress the hair up on
the head instead of wearing it hanging ; Split halrs,
to make superfine distinctions ; To a h^. To the
ttim of a hair, exactly, with perfect nicety. [A.S.
her, Ger., Dut., and Dan. haar, &c.]

Hairst, harst, a Scotch form of harvest.
Haith, hath, interj. (Scot.) by my faith !

Hajj. See Had].
Hake, hak, «. a gadoid fish resembling the cod

—

varieties are the Silver Hake, the Merluccio, the

Squirrel-hake, &c—ns. Ha'ked, HaCot (prov.), the

pike (.A.S. hacod ; (5er. hechi). [Prob. Scand. ; cf.

Norw. hake-jisk, lit. 'hook-fish.']

Hake, hak, «. (prov.) a hook, esp. a pot-hook : a
pike. [Prob. Ice. hciMi ; cf. Dut. haak.]

Hake, hak, v.i. to idle or loiter about. [Cf. Dut
haken, to hanker.]

Hakeem, Hakim, ha-kem', n. a physician. [Ar.]

Hakim, hakim, «. a judge or governor in Moham-
medan India.

Halachah, Halakah, Halacha, ha-lak'a, ». an am-
plification of points not explicitly set forth in the

Mosaic law, deduced from it by analogy, and
arranged in the collection of legal precepts desig-

nated Halachcth.—adj. Haladl'lO, pertaining to

halachoth, legal as opposed to homiletic or hag-
gadic. [Heb.,

—

hdlak, to walk.)

Halberd, hal'bird, n. a weapon consisting of a strong
wooden shaft about six feet in length, surmounted
by an instrument resembling an axe, balanced on
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Halcyon f^te, far ; mS, h£r ; mine ; HallelvOah

the opposite side by a hook or pick.—». Halber-
dier', one armed with a halberd. [O. Fr. halebard
—Mid. High Ger. helmbarde (Ger. helUbardi)—
halm, handle, or helm, helmet ; Old High Ger.
barta (Ger. barte), an axe.]

Halcyon, hal'si-un, n. the kingfisher, once believed to

make a floating nest on the sea, which remained
calm while it was hatching.

—

adj. calm : peaceful :

happy—hence Halcyon-days, a time of peace and
happiness. [L.,—Gr., aIkyon ; as if hali, the sea,

kytin, to conceive.]

Hald, a Scotch form of hold.

Hale, hal, adj. healthy : robust : sound of body.

—

«. (Spens.) welfare.—«. Hale'ness. [The northern

form of A. S. h&L, the southern forms hdl, liool, pro-

ducing tvlwle. There is a parallel northern form
from Norse heill.}

Hale, hal, v.t. to drag. [A variant o( haul.]

Half, haf, n. one of two equal parts : a contraction of
half-year, as in a school session :—//. Halves (havz).—adj. having or consisting of one of two equal
parts : being in part : incomplete, as measures.

—

adzi. in an equal part or degree : in part : im-
perfectly. — •.:{. to divide into two equal parts.

—

Hs. Half'-and-half, a mixture of beer or porter

and ale ; Half-back, in football, a position on the

right or left side of the field, between the quarter-

back and full-back, or directly behind the forwards :

a player occupying this position. — adj. Half '-

baked, underdone: incomplete: half-witted.

—

z>.t.

Half'baptise', to baptise privately and hastily.

—

ns. Half -bind'ing, a style of bookbinding in which
the backs .ind corners are of leather, and the sides

of paper or cloth ; Half'-blood, relation between
those who are of the same father or mother, but not

of hoxh.— adj. Half'-bloodel>— kj. Half'board
{naul.), a manoeuvre by which a sailing-ship gains
distance to windward by luffing up into the wind;
Half'-boot, a boot reaching half-way to the knee.

—

adj. Half'-bound, bound only partly in leather, as a
book.—«. Half-breed, one that is half-blooded.

—

adj. Half-bred, half or not well bred or trained :

wanting in refinement.— «j. Half'-broth'er, Half-
SiS'ter, a brother or sister by one parent only

;

Half'-cap {Shak.), a cap only partly taken off: a
slight salute; Half'-caste, a person one of whose
firents belongs to a Hindu caste, and the other is a
uropean : any half-breed ; Half-Oheek {Shak.), a

face in profile ; Half-COCk, the position of the cock
of a gun when retained by the first notch (see Oock);
Half-crown, a silver com in England, of the value
of two shillings and sixpence. — «<//. Half-dead,
almost dead, nearly exhausted.

—

n. Half'-doll'ar, a
silver coin of the United States, worth 50 cents.

—

adj. Half-done, not fully cooked, roasted, &c.

—

K. Half-dolen, six.

—

adjs. Half -ed'UCated, imper-
fectly educated ; Halfen(5>><'«j.), ha\(.—adv. Half-
endeal {S/>e>is.\ half.—a^>. Half-faced (_Shak.\
showing only part of the face : wretched-looking

;

Half-heart'ed, cold, ungenerous : lukewarm : in-

dirterent. — rt^i'. Half ' - heartedly. — wj. Half-
heart'edness ; Half-holiday, half of a working
diy for recreation ; Half'-klTtle, a kind of jacket
worn by women in the i6th and 17th centuries:
Half -length, a portrait or photograph showing the
upper part of the hoAy.—adj. of half-length.—«J.
Halfling, a half-grown person, between a boy and
a mm; Half'-mast, the position of a flag lowered
half-way down, in respect for the dead or in signal
of distress: Half'-meas'ure, any means inadequate
for the end proposed ; Half-moOD, the moon at the
quarters when but half of it is illuminated : anything
semicircular ; Half-moum'ing, a mourning costume
less than deep or full mournings.

—

adj. Half^-na'ked,
as nearly naked as clothed.

—

ns. Half-note (mits.\
a minim, being one-half of a semibreve or whole
note ; Half-one (^0//
every secon('

f'-one (golf), a handic.-ip of one stroke
id hole ; Hailf'-pay, reduced pay, as of

naval or military officers when not in active service.—adj. receiving half-pay.

—

ns. Halfpenny (ha pen-i),

a copper coin worth half a penny : the value of half
a penny : (Shak.) anything very small :—//. Half-
pence (ha'pens) ; Half pennyworth, the worth or
value of a halfpenny ; Half -pike, a pike with a shaft

only half the length of tlie ordinary ; Half-price, a
reduced charge of admission, &c.

—

adj. at half the
usual prices. — adj. Half'-round {Mill.), semicir-

cular.

—

ns. Half -roy'al, a special kind of millboard
or pasteboard ; Half-Shell, one-half of a bivalve, as
in oysters 'on the half-shell.'—a<//'. Half-sighted,
short-sighted. — «. Half-sovereign, an English
gold coin, worth ten shillings.

—

adj. Half'-starved,
having insufficient food.

—

ns. Half -suit, the body
armour of the 17th centurj- ; Half-SWOrd {^Shak.\
fight within half a sword's length: close fight;

Half -tide, the tide half-way between flood and ebb.
—adj. left dry at half-tide.—>«. Half-tim'er, one
who works only half the usual time, esp. a pupil in

an elementary school allowed to be absent half the
school-day at some employment ; Half-tint, an in-

termediate tint ; Half -ti'tle, a short title of a book
at the head of the first page of the text, or a title of
any subdivision of a book when printed in a full

page ; Half-truth, a statement conveying only part
of the truth.

—

adz>. Half-Way, at half the way or
distance: imperfectly.

—

adj. equally distant from
two points.

—

adjs. Half-wlt'ted, weak in intellect

;

Half-year'ly, occurring at everj* half-year or twice

in a year.

—

adv. twice in a year.—«. Better-half,
a wife. — Half-seas-over, half-drunk. — Not half,

to a very slight extent : (slang) not at all.—Cry
halves, to claim a half-share ; Oo halves, to share
equally with a person. [A. S. heal/ (fi&x. lialb, Dan.
halv) ; original meaning ' side.']

Halibut, hal'i-but, w. the largest kind of flat-fishes, in

form more elongated than the flounder or the turbot.

—Also Hol'ibut. [M. E. halt, holy, and butte, a
flounder, plaice, the fish being much eaten on fast

or holy days ; cf. Dut. htilboi, Ger. heilbutt.]

Hallcore, hal-ik'o-ri, «. a dugong.
Halidom, hal'i-dom, «. (i/Si-wj.) holiness—used chiefly

as an oath. [A.S. hdlig, holy, and affix -dom.\
HalleutiCS, hal-i-u'tiks, «. a treatise on fishes or

fishing. [L.,—Gr.,

—

hals, the sea.]
Haliotis, hal-i-O'tis, «. a genus of univalve shells, the

ear-shells, supplying mother-of-pearl.

—

adj. Hal'iO-
toid. [Gr. hals, sea, ous, oils, ear.]

HalitUS, hal'i-tus, «. a vapour.—a^'. Halit'UOUS. [L.]
Hall, hawl, n. a large room or passage at the entrance
of a house : a large chamber for public business—for
meetings, or for the sale of particular goods : an
edifice in which courts of justice are held : a manor-
house : the main building of a college, and in some
cases, as at Oxford and Cambridge, the specific

name of a college itself: an unendowed college: a
licensed residence for students : the great room in

which the students dine together—hence also the
dinner itself: a place for special professional educa-
tion, or for conferring professional degrees or licenses,

as a Divinity Hall, Apothecaries' Hall.

—

iis. Hall'-

age, toll paid for goods sold in a hall ; Hall'-door,
the front door of a house.—A hall I a hall I aery at

a mask or the like for room for the dance, &c. ;

Bachelor's hall, a place free from the restraining
presence of a wife ; Liberty hall, a place where
every one can do as he pleases. [A.S. heall ; Dut.
hal. Ice. holl, &c.]

Hallan , hal'an, n. (.'icot.) a partition to keep out the
cold between the door of a cottage and the fireplace.—n. Hallanshak'er, a sturdy beggar.

Hidlelujah, Halleluiah, hnl-e-lOD'ya, n. the exclama-
tion ' Praise (ye) the Lord' (Jah or Jehovah), which
occurs in many songs and anthems: a song of praise

to God, a musical composition based on the word,
as the Hallelujah (chorus) in Handel's Messiah.—
n. Hallel (hal-el'i hal'el), the hymn of praise chanted
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Halliard mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Hammer
during the Passover supper, consisting of Psalms
cxiii.-cxviii. inclusive. [Heb., ' I'raise ye Jehovah,'
haUlu, praise ye, and Jah, Jehovah.J

Halliard. See Halyard.
Hallion, hal'yon, ». a lazy rascal.—Also Hall'lan,
Hallyon.

Hall-mark, hawl'-mark, n. the authorised impression
of certain symbols made on articles of gold and
silver at the various assay offices in the United
Kingdom to indicate their true value and the fine-

ness of the metal : any mark of genuineness or good
quality.

—

v.t. to assay and mark authoritatively.

Halloo, hal-lOQ', n. a hunting cry : a cry to draw
attention.

—

v.i. to cry after dogs : to raise an out-

cry.

—

v.t. to encourage or chase with shouts.—interjs.
Hallo' ! Halloa' ! used to call attention. — HallOO
before one is out of the wood, to count on safety

before one is out of danger. [Imit., A.S. /aAi.]

Hallow, hal'O, v.t. to make holy : to set apart for

religious use : to reverence. — n. a saint. — ns.

Hall'owe'en, the evening before All-Hallows or All-

Saints' Day ; Hall'OWmas, the Feast of All-Saints,
ist November. [A.S. hdlgian—lidlig, holy.]

EaUucination, hal-lu-sin-a'shun, n. error: delusion:
the perception of things that do not externally exist.—v.i. HallU cinate, to suffer illusion.—<j<^//>. Hallu'-
cinative, Hallucinatory, partaking of or tending
to produce hallucination. [L. hallttcinationem—
alucinari, -dtus, to wander in mind.]

Hallux, hal'uks, n. the first or innermost digit of the
foot, the great toe. [L. aUex.\

Halm, HanlTTl, hawm, ». the stalk of any kind of
grain. [A.S. heaim ; Ger. Iuihn.\

Halm a, hal'ma, «. a game played on a checkered
board of 256 squares, by two or four persons, with
thirteen to nineteen men each

—

aXso Hoppity : in the
Greek pentathlon the long jump with weights in the
hands. [Gr.,

—

hallesthai, to leap.]

Halmaturus, hal-ma-tu'rus, n. a genus of kangaroos.
Halo, ha'l5, n. a luminous circle round the sun or
moon, due to the presence of ice-crystals in the air :

i^paint.) the bright ring round the heads of saints,

hence any ideal or sentimental glory attaching to a
thing :—//. Halos (ha'lOz).

—

v.t. to surround with
B halo.—«. Hal'OSCOpe, an instrument exhibiting
the phenomena connected with halos, parhelia, &c.
[L. halos—Gr. halos, threshing-floor.]

Halogen, hal'o-jen, «. a substance which by combina-
tion with a metal forms a saline compound.-

—

adjs.

Halog'enous ; Haloid, like sea-salt. — ns. Halo-
mancy, divination by means of sale : Hal'opbyte,
the salt-wort, found in salt-marshes, &c [Gr. hats,

isXx, genes, producing.]
Halse, hawls, z'.t. (Spens.) to clasp round the neck, to

embrace.

—

n. ((Ji5j.)the neck, throat—(.S'r^'/.) Hawse.
[A.S. heals, neck; Ger. hah.\

Halser, hawz'er, n. See Hawser.
Halt, hawlt, z:i. to stop from going on : {mil.) to stop

in a march.

—

v.t. to stop.

—

n. (mil.)a. stop in march-
ing. [Orig. a Ger. military term, halt, stoppage.]

Halt, hawlt, «. a halting or limping.

—

adj. lame,
crippled, limping. — v.i. to be lame, to limp: to

walk unsteadily : to vacillate : to proceed lamely or
imperfectly, to be at fault, as in logic, rhythm, &c.
~ns. Halting ; Halt'ing-place. [A. S. halt, htalt

;

Dan. and Sw. lialt. ]

Halter, hawlt'er, «. a head-rope for holding and lead-
ing a horse : a rope for hanging criminals : a strong
strap or cord.

—

v.t. to catch or bind with a rope.
[A.S. htelftre; Ger. hal/ter.]

Halve, hav, v.t. to divide into halves or two equal
parts : to join two pieces of timber by notching or
lapping.— (If/;. Halved, divided into hals-es : ^ot.)
appearing as if one side were cut away. — n.pl.
Halves (see Half).

Halyard, Halliard, hal'yard, n. (naut.) a rope or
P'lrchase for hoisting or lowering a sail, yard, or
flag, named from their use or position, as 'peak-

halyards,' 'signal-halyards,' &c. [Skeat explains it

as httle and yanl ; more prob. merely hale-ier.]

Ham, ham, «. the back of the thigh : the thigh of
an animal, esp. of a hog salted and dried. [A.S.
hantni ; cf. dial. Ger. hamme. )

Hamadryad, ham'a-drl-ad, n. (myth.) a wood-nymph
who lived and died with the tree in which she

dwelt :—//. Hamadryads, Hamadrjr'ades (-ez).

[Gr. hantndryas—hama, together, drys, a tree.]

Hamarthritis, ham-ar-thrl'tis, «. gout in all the joints.

[Gr. hama, together, arthritis, gout.]

HamartialOgy, ham-ar-ti-al'o-ji, «. that section of
theology which treats of the nature and effects of
sin. [Gr. hamartia, sin, logia, discourse.]

Hamate, ha'mat, adj. hooked, uncinate.

—

adj. Ham'l-
form, hamate.

Hamble, h.im'bl, v.t. to mutilate, to cut out the balls

of a dog's feet, making him useless for hunting.

—

V i. to walk lame, to limp. [A.S. hanielian.}

Hamburg, ham'bure, «. a black variety of grape

—

often Black Hamburg : a small-sized variety ot the
domestic fowl, with blue legs, including the Black,
Gold- and Silver.pencilled, and Gold- and Silver-

spangled Hamburgs.
HaJne, h.lm, «. one of the two curved bars to which

the traces are attached in the harness of a draught-
horse. [Cf. Dut. haam. Low Ger. ham.]

HameSUCken, ham'suk-n, ». (Scots law) the assault-

ing of a man in his own house. [A.S. hdm-sdcn,
lit. ' home seeking," an attack upon a house, also the

fine exacted for such ; cf. Ger. heimsuchmig.]
Hamiltonlan, ham-il-tO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to

James Hamilton (176^1831), or his method of teach-
ing langua(;es without grammar, by a literal inter-

linear word-for-word translation : pertaining to the
philosophy of Sir W. Hamilton (1788-1856).

Hamitic, ham-it'ik, adj. pertaining to Ham, a son of
Noah, or the races that used to be called his de-

scendants, or their languages.— n.pl. Ham'ites, a
physical and linguistic group, stretching across the

north of Africa—the African branch of the Caucasic
family—comprising Berbers, the Fellahin, &c.

Hamlet, ham'let, ». a cluster of houses in the country

:

a small village.— a^^'. Ham'leted, located in a ham-
let. [O. Fr. hamel (Fr. hameau), and dim. affix -et

—from Teut., Old Fris. ham, a home, Ger. heim,
A.S. hdnt, a dwelling.]

WamTnal ham'al, n. a Turkish porter.

Hammam, ham'am, n. an Oriental bathing establish-

ment, a Turkish bath.—Also Hum'maum, Hum'-
mum. [.Ar.]

Hammer, ham'er, n. a tool for beating metal or driv-

ing nails : a striking-piece in the mechanism of a

clock or piano : that part of the lock of a firearm

which falls with a
sharp blow and causes
the discharge of the
piece : the baton ofan
auctioneer, a knock
from which signifies

that an article is sold :

a small bone of the

ear, the malleus.

—

v.t. to drive, shape, or

fashion with a ham-
mer : to contrive by
intellectual labour, to

excogitate (with out)

:

to declare (a person)

a defaulter on the Section of Hammer-
Stock Exchange : to beam Roof

:

beat down the price aa, hammer-beam ; bb, ham-

of (a stock), to de- mer-brace ; cc, collar-

press (a market).—«j. brace ; dd, rafters.

Bamm'er - beam, a
horizontal piece of timber in place of a tie-beam at or

near the feet of a pair of rafters : Hamm'erhead,
Watnm'or.figh, a rapacious fisli of the sliark £aouly

4U
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—from the shape of its head.—a*/;'. Hammer-
beaded, with a head shaped like a hammer : dull

in intellect, stupid. —«. Hamm'erlng, a dented

appearance on silverware effected by successive

blows of a hammer.—a<^'. Hamm'erless, without a

hammer—of a gun.—«. Hammerman, a man who
hammers, as a blacksmith, goldsmith, &c.—Hammer-
and-tongS, with great noise and vigour, violently.

—

Bring to the hammer, to sell, or cause to sell, by

auction ; Up to the hammer, first-rate. [A.S.

htivior; Ger. liammer. Ice. Aamarr.]

Hammercloth, hani'er-kloth, «. the cloth which

covers a coach-box. [Skeat thinks it an adaptation

of Dut. hemal, heaven, a covering, with the addition

oi cloth, by way of giving a sort of sense.]

HammochrySOS, ham-o-kri'sos, «. a sparkling stone of

the ancients, perhaps yellow micaceous schist. [Gr.,

haminos, sand, chrysos, gold.]

Hammock, ham'uk, «. a piece of strong cloth or

netting suspended by the corners, and used as a bed

by sailors. [Sp. hamaca, of Carib origin.]

Hamose, ha'mos, adj. hooked—also Ha'moUS.

—

adjs.

Ham'Ular, like a small hook ; Ham'ulate, having a

small hook at the tip.—«. Ham'ulUS, a small hook
or hook-like process. [L. hamtis, hook.]

Hamper, ham'per, v.t. to impede or perple.x : to

shackle.

—

n. a chain or icWftx.^p.adj. Ham'pered,
fettered, impeded.

—

adv. Ham'peredly.—«. Ham'-
peredness. [First about 1350, in Northern writers,

prob. rel. to Ice. hemja (pt.t. haindi), to restrain;

Ger. hemmen.]
Hamper, ham'per, n. a large basket for conveying

goods.

—

v.t. to put in a hamper.

—

ns. Hau'ap, a
large drinking-cup ; Han'aper, an old name for a
receptacle for treasure, paper, &c., long the name of

an office in the Court of Chancery. [For hanaper—
O. Fr. hanapier—hancip, a drinking-cup—Old High
Ger. hnapf; A.S. hncep, a bowl.]

Hamshackle, ham'shak-1, v.t. to shackle a cow or
horse by a rope joined to the head and fore-leg : to

fetter, restrain. [Hamper sxni shackle.]
Hamster, ham'ster, «. a genus of rodent mammals of

the family Murida, having cheek-pouches reaching
back almost to the shoulders. [Ger.]

Hamstring, ham'string, ». the great tendon at the

back of the knee or hock of the hind-leg of a quad-
ruped.

—

v.t. to lame by cutting the hamstring.
Han, han {Spens.), pi. of have.
Hanaper. See Hamper, «.

Hanaster, Hanster. See under Hanse.
Haace, hans, n. (naut.) a curved rise from a lower to

a higher part—sometimes Hanch, Haunch : {archit.)

the arc of smaller radius at the springing of an
elliptical or many-centred arch—also Haunch. [O.
Vr. hauce, haulce, rise.]

Hanch, hansh, v.i. and v.t. to snap at with the jaws.
Hand, hand, «. the extremity of the arm below the

wrist : that which does the duty of a hand by point-
ing, as the hand of a clock : the fore-foot of a horse :

a measure of four inches : an agent or workman :

(//.) work-people in a factory : performance, agency,
co-operation : power or manner of performing : skill

:

possession : style of handwriting, sign-manual : side :

direction : the set of cards held by a single player at
whist, &c. : a single round at a game.

—

v.t. to give
with the hand: to lead or conduct: {naut.) to furl,

as sails.

—

ns. Hand'-bag, a bag for small articles,

carried in the hand ; Hand' -ball, the sport of throw-
ing and catching a ball ; Hand'-barr'O'W, a barrow
without a wheel, carried by men ; Hand'-baslcet, a
small portable basket ; Hand'-bell, a small bell held
by the hand when rung, a table-bell ; Hand'bill, a
pruning-hook used in the hand : a bill or loose sheet
with some announcement ; Hand'book, a manual
or book of reference : a guide-book for travellers

;

Hand'breadth, the breadth of a hand : a palm

;

Hand'-cart, a small cart drawn by hand.

—

adj.
Hand'ed (Milt.), wiih hands joined : {S/iak.) liaving

412

a hand of a certain sort.

—

ns. Hand'er ; Hand'fast,
a firm grip, handle : a contract, esp. a betrothal.—
adj. bound, espoused : tight-fisted. — adj. Hand'-
fasted, betroihcd. — «. Hand'fasting, betrothal:
a private or even probationary form ot marriage.

—

adj. Hand'-fOOt'ed, having feet like hands, chiro-

pod.

—

ns. Hand'ful, as much as fills the hand : a
small number or quantity :—//. Hand'fuls ; Hand'-
gall'op, an easy gallop, in which the speed of the

horse is restrained by the bridle-hand ; Hand'-glass,
a glass or small glazed frame used to protect plants

:

a small mirror ; Hand'-grenade', a grenade to be

thrown by tlie hand ; Handgrip, grasp, grip, close

struggle; Hand'ioufifs, Hand'ycuift, fighting hand
to hand.

—

adj. Hand'leSS, awkward.— «j. Hand'-
line, a fishing-line worked by hand without a rod

;

Hand' -list, a list for easy reference ; Hand'-loom,
a weaver's loom worked by hand, as distinguished

from a power-loom.

—

adj. Hand'-made, manufac-
tured by hand, not by a machine.

—

ns. Hand'maid,
Hand'maiden, a female servant ; Hand'-mill, a mill

worked by hand for coffee, pepper, &c., a quern;
Hand'-or'gan, a portable organ, played by means
of a crank turned by the hand ; Hand'-pa'per, a
particular make of paper, early in use at the Record
Office, with the water-mark of a hand pointing

;

Hand'-post, a finger-post, guide ; Hand'-prom'ise, a
form of betrothal amongst the Irish [peasantry ; Hand'-
rail, a rail supported by balusters, as in staircases, to

hold by.

—

adv. phrase, Hand'-run'ning, straight on,

continuously.

—

ns. Hand'-Saw, a saw manageable by
the hand— also the same as Hem'shaw, in the pro-

verb, ' not to know a hawk from a handsaw
;

' Hand'-
screen, a small screen used to protect the face

from the heat of the fire or sun ; Hand'-SCrew, an
appliance for raising heavy weights, a jack ; Hand'-
spike, a bar used with the hand as a lever.

—

n.pl.

Hand'staves (Z>.), probably javelins.—«j. Hands'-
tum, a helping hand, aid ; Hand'work, work
done by hand, as distinguished from machinery

;

Hand'writing, the style of writing peculiar to each
person : writing.

—

adj. Hand'-wrought, made with
the hands, not by machinery.—Hana and [in] glove
{with), on very intimate terms ; Hand down, to

transmit in succession ; Eland in hand, in union,

conjointly ; Hand of God, a term used for unforeseen
unpreventable accidents, as lightning, tempest, &c.

;

Hand over hand, by passing the hands alternately

one before or above the other ; Hand over head,
rashly ; Hands down, wiih ease ; Hands off ! keep
off! refrain from blows ! Hands up, a bushranger's

call to surrender ; Hand to hand, at close quarters ;

Hand to mouth, without thought for the future,

precariously.—A bird in the hand, any advantage
at present held ; A COOl band, a person not easily

abashed ; At any hand. In any hand {Shak.), at

any rate, in any case ; At first hand, from the

groducer or seller, or from the first source direct ; At
and, near in place or time ; At second hand, from

an intermediate purchaser or source ; Bear a hand,
make haste to help ; Bear in band {Shak.), to keep
in expectation ; Be band and glove, to be very
intimate and familiar ; Believed on all bands,
generally believed ; Bloody, or Red, band, granted
to baronets of Great Britain and Ireland in 1611 ;

By the strong hand, by force ; Cap in band,
humbly ; Change hands, to pass from one owner to

another ; Come to one's band, to be easy to do

;

Dead man's band, Hand-of-glory, a charm to dis-

cover hidden treasure, &c., made from a mandrake
root, or the hand of a man who has been executed,
holding a candle ; For one's own band, on one's

own account ; From good bands, from a reliable

source: Gain the upper band, to obtain the

mastery ; Get One's band In, to become familiar

with.—Handwriting on the wall, any sign fore-

shadowing disaster (from Dan. v. 5).—Have a hand
in, to be concerned in ; Have clean bands, to be
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honest and incorruptible ; Have fall hands, to be
fully occupied ; Hold band (SAai.), to compete
successfully ; Hold in hand, to restrain ; In hand,
as present payment : in preparation : under control

;

Kiss the hand, in token of submission ; Lay hands
on, to seize ; Laying on of hands, the laying on of

the hands of a bishop or presbyters in ordination
:

Lend a hand, to give assistance ; Off-hand, Out
of hand, at once, immediately, without premedi-

tation ; Off one's hands, no longer under one's

responsible charge ; Old hand, one experienced, as

opposed to Vouii^ hand; On all hands, on all

sides ; On hand, ready, available : in one's pos-

session ; On one's hands, under one's care or

responsibility ; Poor hand, an unskilful one ; Second-
hand, inferior, not new ; Set the hand to, to engage
in, undertake ; Show one's hand, to expose one's

purpose to any one : Stand one's hand {slang), to

pay for a drink to another ; Strike hands, to make
a contract ; Take in hand, to undertake : Take off

one's hands, to relieve of something troublesome ;

To one's hand, in readiness ; Under one's hand,
with one's proper signature attached ; Wash one's
lianrta {q/^, to disclaim the responsibility for any-
thing (Matt, xxvii. 24) : 'With a heavy hand,
oppressively ; With a high hand, without taking
other people into consideration, audaciously. [A.S.

hami ; in all Teut. tongues, perh. rel. to Goth.
hinthan, to seize.]

Handcuff, hand'kuf, «. esp. in//. Hand'OUffs, shackles
for the hand locked upon the wrists of a prisoner.

—

v.t. to put handcuffs on -.—pr-p. hand'cuffing ; pa.p.
hand'cuffed (-kuft). [Hand and cuff.]

Handicap, hand'i-kap, f./. to impose special disadvan-
tages or impediments upon in order to effect advan-
tages, and make a better contest—in a horse-race the
superior horse carries a heavier weight, while foot-

runners are placed at different distances, or start at
different times: {_fig.) to place at a disadvantage
by some burden or disability.— «. any contest so
adjusted, or the condition imposed.

—

n. Hand'i-
capper, one who handicaps. [Hand in the cap,
from the usage in an ancient kind of sport and
method of settling a bargain by arbitration.]

Handicraft, handi-kraft, «. a manual craft or trade.

—

':. Handicraftsman, a man skilled in a manual art

:

—/em. Hand icraftswoman.
Handiwork, Handywork, hand'i-wurk, «. work done
by the hands, performance generally : work of skill

or wisdom : creation.

Handlar, Hanjar, hand'jar, n. a Persian dagger.
Handkerchief, hang'ker-chif, n. a piece of linen, silk,

or cotton cloth for wiping the nose, &c. : a necker-
chief. —ThrOW the handkerchief, to call upon
next—from the usage in a common game.

Handle, handl, v.t. to touch, hold, or use with the
hand : to make familiar by frequent touching : to

manage : to discuss : to practise : to trade or do
business in.

—

v.i. to use the hands.

—

n. that pirt of
anything held in the hand : ijig.) that of which use
is made : a tool : occasion, opportunity, pretext.

—

ns. Handler, a person skilful m any special kind of
manipulation ; Hand'llng, the touching or manag-
ing with the hand : action : manner of touch.—

A

handle to the name, an adjunct of honour, as ' Dr,'
' Col.,' &c. ; Give a handle, to furnish an occasion
to. [.\.S. handlian—hand, a hand.)

Handsel, Hansel, hand'sel, han'sel, «. the first sale
or using of anything : earnest-money or part-payment
by way of binding a bargain : {Scot.) a gift made on
the first Monday of the year to a child or servant : a
New-year's gift.—i/./. to give a handsel: to use or
do anything the first time. [A. S. handseUn, a giving
into the hands of another ; or Ice. handsal.\

Huidsome, han'sum, adj. |;ood-looking, well-propor-
tioned, graceful : with dignity : liberal or noble : gener-
ous : ample.

—

adv. Hand'somely.—«. Hand'some-
neSS. [Hand and -so7ne ; cf Hm. katidzaam.]

Handy, han'd!, adj. dexterous : ready to the hand :

convenient : near.

—

adv. Hand'ily.

—

ns. Handl'noss;
Hand'y-man, a man for doing odd jobs.

Handy-dandy, hand'i-dand'i, «. {Shak.) an old game
among children, in which something is rapidly
changed from one hand into the other, while another
guesses in which hand it is. [A jingle on hand.\

Hang, hang, v.t. to hook or fix to some high point : to
suspend : to decorate with pictures, &c., as a wall

:

to put to death by suspending and choking.

—

v.i.

to be hanging, so as to allow of free motion : to lean,
or rest for support : to drag : to hover or impend : to
be in suspense: to linger :—/r./. hang'ing ; pa.t.
and fa.p. hanged or hung.

—

n, action of hanging,
Ijending down, &c. : a declivity : mode in whidi
anything hangs : a slackening of motion : a hanging
mass (Not a hang, not a bit, not in the least).

—

». HangabU Ity. — a<//. Hang able, liable to be
hanged : punishable by hanging.—«. Hang'-dog, a
low fellow.

—

adj. like such a fellow, esp. in his

sneaking look.

—

ns. Hang'er, that on which any-
thing is hung : a short sword, curved near the
point ; Hang'er-on, one who hangs on or sticks to

a person or place : an importunate acquaintance :

a dependent.

—

adj. Hang'ing, deserving death by
hanging.

—

n. death by the halter: that which ts

hung, as drapery, &c. :—used chiefly in //.

—

ns.

Hang'ing-butt'ress, a buttress not standing solid

on a foundation, but hanging or supported on a
corbel ; Hang'man, a public executioner ; Hang'-
nail (see Agnail).—«//. Hang'-nests, a family of
finch-like perching birds peculiar to America—often

called American orioles, many weaving curious

purse-like nests.—Hang back, to hesitate ; Hang
by a thread, to be in a very precarious position—
from the sword of Damocles ; Hang, draw, and
quarter, to execute by hanging, cutting down while
still alive, disembowelling, and cutting the body in

pieces for exposure at different places ; Hang fire,

to be long in exploding or discharging, as a gun : to

hesitate ; Hang in dOUbt, to remain in a state of
uncertainty ; Hang in the balance, to be in doubt
or suspense ; Hang Off, to let go, to hold off ; Hang
on, to cling to, to regard with admiration : to depend
upon : to weigh down or oppress : to be importunate ;

Hang out {slang), to lodge or reside ; Hang over,
to project over ; Hang together, to keep united

;

Hang up one's hat, to make one's self completely
at home in a house. [A.S. hangian, causal form of
h6n,'^a..\.. heng, pa. p. hangen ; Dut. and Ger. kangen,
Goth. haJian.\

Hangar, hang'ar, n. a covered shed for carriages.

Hank, hangk, «. two or more skeins of thread tied

together : a string, clasp, or other means of fasten-

ing. [Ice. hanii, a hasp.]
Hai&er, hangk'er, v.i. to long for with eagerness : to

linger about (with after, for).—n. Hank'erlng, a
lingering craving for something. [A freq. of hang,
in sense to hang on; cf Dut. kunkeren.]

HiUOky-panky, hangk'i-pangk'i, n. jugglery, trickery.

[A meaningless jingle, like hocus-pocus, &c.]
Hanoverian, han-o-ve'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Hano-

ver, as of the brown rat, and the dynasty that came
to the throne of England in 1714.—«. a supporter of

the house of Hanover, as opposed to a Jacobite.

Hansard, han'sard, n. a name applied to the printed

reports of the debates in parliament, from Luke
Hansard {\-j^i-\%-2S), whose descendants continued

to print these down to the beginning of 1889.

—

v.t.

Han'Sardlse, to confront a member with his former

opinions as recorded in his speeches in Hansard.
Hanse, hans, n. a league.— Oi/^V. Hanse, Hanseat'lo,

applied to certain commercial cities in Germany
whose famous league for mutual defence and com-
mercial association began in a compact between
Hamburg and Lubeck in 1241.

—

tis. Han'aster,
Han'Bter, the ancient Oxford name for persons
paying the entrance-fee of the guild-merchant, and
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Hardy

admitted as freemen of the city. [O. Fr. hanse—Old
High Ger. hausa, a band of men (Ger. hanse).]

Hansom-cab, han'sum-kab, ». a light two-wheeled cab
or hackney-carriage with the driver's seat raised

behind. [From the name of the inventor, Joseph
Aloysius Hansom, 1803-82.]

Ha'n't, hilnt, a coll. contr. for have not or has not.

Hantle, han'tl, «. (Scot.) a considerable number. [Cf.

Dan. aittal, Dut. aantal, Ger. anzahi. Some ex-
plain as hand and iaie, number.]

Hap, hap, «. chance: fortune: accident.— v.i. to

ijefall.

—

n. Hai)-haz'ard, that which hap{)ens by
hazard : chance, accident.

—

adj. chance, accidental.—otiv. at random.

—

oih'. Hap-haz'ardly.—n. Hap-
haz'ardness.

—

adj. Hap'less, unlucky : unhappy.
—adv. Haplessly.—«. Hap'lessness.—aa'z'. Haply,
by hap, chance, or accident : perhaps : it may be.

—

v.i. Happ'en, to fall out : to take place : to chance
to be. [Ice. Iiapp, good-luck.]

Hap, hap, v.t. (Scot.) to wrap up from the cold or rain.—n. a cloak or other covering.
Haplodon, hap'lo-don, «. a. peculiar terrestrial rodent

regarded as a connecting-link between beavers and
squirrels, its single species (//. rrt/us) popularly
known as the SewelUl, Boomer, and Mountain
Beaver. [Gr. haploos, single, odous, odontos, tooth.]

Haplography, hap-log'raf-i, n. the inadvertent writing
of a letter or word, or series of letters or words,
once, when it should be written twice. [Gr. haploos,
single, graphia, grapluin, to write.]

Hap'orth, ha'perth, for hatypeniiywortk,
Happy, hap'i, adj. lucky, successful : possessing or en-
joying pleasure or good : secure of good : furnishing
enjoyment : dexterous, apt, felicitous.

—

v.t. (ShaJc.)

to make happy.

—

v.t. Happ'ify, to make happy.

—

adv. Happily.—«. Happiness.—a<^'. Happ'y-go-
lUCk'y, easy-going : taking things as they come.

—

adz'. in any way one pleases—Happy despatch,
a euphemism for the Hara-kiri (q.v.). [Hap.]

Haqueton, hak'ton, n. a stuffed jacket worn under the
mail—same as Acton (q.v.).

Hara-kiri, har'a-kir'e, n, involuntary suicide by dis-

embowelment, formerly practised m Japan by dai-

mios and members of the military class, unable to

outlive disgrace, or in order to anticipate execution.
[Japanese hara, belly, kiri, cut.]

Harangue, ha-rang', n. a loud speech addressed to

a multitude : a popular, pompous address.

—

v.i. to

delive/ a harangue.

—

v.t. to address by a harangue :

—pr.p. haranguing (-rang'ing); pa.p. harangued
(-rangd').—«. Harang'uer. [O. Fr. arenge, ha-
rangue, from Old High Ger. hring (Ger. ring), a
ring of auditors.]

Harass, liar*as, v.t. to fatigue : to annoy or torment.

—

p.adj. Har'assed.— nrfr;. Har'assedly.— «. Har'-
3LS&QT.—p.adj. Har'assing.—d^/z-. Har assingly.—
«. Har'assment. [O. Fr. karasser; prob. from
harer, to incite a dog.]

Harbinger, har'bin-jer, «. a forerunner, pioneer, origi-

nally one who goes forward to provide lodging.—v.t. to precede, as a harbinger. [M. E. herier-
geour. See Harbour.]

Harbour, haybur, «. any refuge or shelter : a port for

ships—obs. form Har'borough.—v.t. to lodge or
entertain : to protect : to possess or indulge, as
thoughts.

—

v.i. to take shelter.—«. Har'bourage,
place of shelter : entertainment.

—

n.pL Har'bour-
dues, charges for the use of a harbour.—«. Har*-
bourer, one who harbours or entertains.

—

ad/.

Har'bourless.— ». HaTbour-mas'ter, the public
officer who has charge of a harbour.—Harbour of
refuge, a harbour constructed to give shelter to

ships on some exposed coast : any protection for one
in distress. [M. E. kerbertve—an assumed A. S.

herebeorg—here, army, beorg, protection ; cf. Ger.
herberge. Ice. herbergi.]

Hard, hard, adj'. not easily penetrated, firm, solid :

difficult to understand or accomplish : violent, vehe-

ment : rigorous : close, earnest, industrious : coarse,
scanty : stingy, niggardly ; difficult to bear, painful

:

unjust : difficult to please : unfeeling : severe : stiff:

constrained : intractable^ resistant m some use, as
water, &c. : strong, spirituous : (of silk) without
having the natural gum boiled off : surd or
breathed, as opposed to sonant or voiced.

—

k. a
firm beach or foreshore : hard labour.

—

adv. with
urgency, vigour, &c. : earnestly, forcibly : with
difficulty : close, near, as in Hard by.— adv.
Hard-a-lee, close to the lee-side, &c.—adj. Hard'-
and-fast', rigidly laid down and adhered to.

—

adv.
Hard aportl a command instructing the helmsman
to turn the tiller to the left or port side of the ship,

thus causing the ship to swerve to the right or star-

board.

—

US. Hard'-bake, a s«eetme.-it made of boiled
sugar and almonds ; Hard'beam, the hornbeam.

—

adj's. Hard'-bllled, having a hard bill or beak
—of birds ; Hard'-bltt en, given to hard biting,

tough in fight ; Hard-cured, cured thoroughly, as
fish, by drying in the sun.— «. Hard'-drink'er, a
constant drunkard.— adj. Hard'-eamed, earned
with toil or difficulty.

—

v.t. Hard'en, to make hard
or harder : to make firm : to strengthen : to confirm
in wickedness: to make insensible.—-'.«'. to become
hard or harder, either lit. or fig.

—

adj. Hard'ened,
made hard, unfeeling.— «. Hard'ener.

—

adj. Hard'-
faVcured, having coarse features. — n. Hard'-
faVouredness. — ««>. Hard'-featured, of hard,

coarse, or forbidding features.—«. Hard'-feat'ured-
neSS.

—

adj's. Hard'-fist'ed, having hard or strong
fists or hands : close-fisted : niggardly ; Hard'-
fought, sorely contested ; Hard'-gott'en, obtained
with difficulty ; Hard'-grained, having a close firm

grain: uninviting.— «. Hard'-hack, the steeple-

bush, an erect shrub of the rose family, with rose-

coloured or white flowers.

—

aiij's. Hard'-band'ed,
having hard hands : rough : severe ; Hard'-head'ed,
shrewd, intelligent; Hard'-heart'ed, h.Tviiig a hard
or unfeeling heart : cruel.

—

adz: Hard-heart'edly.
—». Hard'-heart'edness.— rt<r>'. Hardish, some-
what hard.—«. Hard'-la'bour, labour imposed on
certain classes of criminals during their imprison-

ment.

—

adz'. Hard'ly, with difficulty : scarcely, not
quite: severely, harshly.— ad/. Hard'-mouthed,
having a mouth hard or insensible to the bit : not
easily managed.—«. Hard'-pan, the hard detritus

often underlying the superficial soil : the lowest level.

—aiij's. Hard'-ruled (Sliak.), ruled with difficulty

;

Hard'-run, greatly pressed; Hard'-set, beset by
difficulty : rigid ; Hard'-Shell, having a hard shell

:

rigidly orthodox.

—

ns. Hardship, a hard state, or
that which is hard to bear, as toil, injury, &c.

;

Hard'-tack, ship-biscuit.—a-^i/'.
Hard'-vis'aged, of a

hard, coarse, or forbidding visage.

—

ns. Eard'ware,
trade name for all sorts of articles made of the baser

metals, such as iron or copper ; Hard'wareman.

—

adj'. Hard'-won, won with toil and difficulty.

—

71.pl.

Hardwood-trees, forest trees of comparatively slow
growth, producing compact hard timber, as oak, ash,

elm, walnut, beech, birch, &c.—Hard hit, seriously

hurt, as by a loss of money : deeply smitten with
love ; Hard lines, a hard lot ; Hard metal, an alloy

of two parts of copper with one of tin for gun metal

;

Hard money, money emphatically, prop, coin

;

Hard of hearing, pretty deaf; Hard swearing,
swearing (as a witness) persistently to what is faKe,

perjury ; Hard up, short of money.—Be hard put
to it, to be in great straits or difficulty ; Die hard,
to die only after a desperate struggle for life. [A.S.

heard: Dut. hard, Gci. hart, Goth, hardus; allied

to Gr. kraiys, strong.]
Hardook. See Harlock.
Hards, hardz, «.//. also Hurds, coarse or refuse flax or

hemp from which is made the coarse fabric Hard'en,
Herd'en, Hurd'en.

Hardy, hard'i, adj'. daring, brave, resolute : confident

:

impudent : able to bear cold, exposure, or fatigue.

—



Hare mOte : mAte ; mOBn ; /Aen, Barmoet

ns. Hardihood, Hardiness, Hard'lment(/ir<:A.).—
aJv. Hardily. [O. Fr. Aa>di—0\d High Ger.
hartjaii, to make hard.]

Hare, bar, «. a common and very timid animal, with
a divided upper lip and long hmd-legs, which runs
swiftly by leaps.

—

)ii. Hare-and-hounds, a boys'

game in which some set off on a long run across

country, dropping pieces of paper (the scent) as they

So,
and others try to overtake, following their trail

;

[are'bell, a plant with blue bell-shaped flowers.

—

adjs. Hare' -brained, giddy : heedless ; Hare'-foot,

swift of foot like a hare ; Har'iSll, somewhat like a
hare.—«. Hare'-llp, a fissure in the upper human lip

like that of a hare.—rt^'. Hare-lipped.—«, Hare's-
ear, a genus of umbelliferous plants having yellow
flowers.—First catob your hare, make sure you
have a thing first before you think what to do with
it—from a direction in Mrs Glasse's cookery-book,
where catch, however, was a misprint for 'case' =
skin ; Hold With the hare and run with the
hounds, to play a double and deceitful game, to be
with both sides at once ; Jugged hare, hare cut

into pieces and stewed with wine and other season-

ing ; Mad as a March hare, from the gambols of

the hare during the breeding season. (A.S. hara ;

Dut. haas, Dan. hare, Ger. hase.}

Hareld, har'eld, n. a genus of northern sea-ducks.
[Norw. havella—hav, sea.]

Harem, ha'rem, ». the portion of a Mohammedan
house allotted to females: the collection of wives
and concubines belonging to one Mussulman. [Ar.

har.xm, anything forbidden

—

haratna, to forbid.]

Haricot, har'i-ko, -kot, n. a kind of ragout or stew of
mutton and beans or other vegetables : the kidney-
bean or French bean. [Fr. haricot.

\

Hari-kari, an incorrect form oi hara-kiri.

Hark, hark, interj. or imper. listen.

—

n. a whisper.

—

«. Hark -back, a backward move.—Hark back, to

revert to the original point. [Hearken.]
Harl, harl,«. the skin of flax: anyfilamentoussubstance.
Harl, harl, v.t. {Scot.) to drag along the ground : to

rough-cast a wall with lime.— 7'.i. to drag one's

self : to troll for fish.

—

n. act of dragging : a small
quantity, a scraping of anything.

Barleian, har-Ie'an, har'li-an, ndj. pertaining to Robert
Hurley, Earl of Oxford (1661-1724), and his son,

Edward Harlcy, esp. in reference to the library of
books and MSS. collected by them—the latter in the

British Museum since 1753.
Harlequin, har'le-kwin, or -kin, «. the leading char-

acter in a pantomime, the lover of Columbine, in a
tight spangled dress, with a wand, by means of
which he is supposed to be invisible and to play
tricks: a buffoon.

—

v.i. to play the harlequin.—«.

Harlequinade', the portion of a pantomime in which
the harlequin plays a chief part.—Harlequin dUck,
a species of northern sea-duck, so called from its

variegated markings. [Fr. harlequin, arleguin (It.

arlecchino), prob. the same as O. Fr. Helleqiiin, a
devil in medieval legend, perh. of Teut. origin.]

"Harlock, har'lok, n. \Shak.) a flower not identified,

not charlock = wild mustard, or hardock = burdock.
Harlot, har'lot, n. a woman who prostitutes her
body for hire, a whore.

—

adj. wanton : lewd.—».

Har'lOtry, prostitution, unchastity : {pbs^ a woman
given to such : meretriciousness. [O. Fr. herlot,
arlot, a base fellow ; origin dub.

,
perh. from Old

High Ger. >fcar/ (A.S. i-<r^r/).]

Harm, harm, n. injury : moral wrong.

—

v.t. to in-

'^\.ur.—adj. Harm'iul, hurtful.— (ja'i'. Harm'fully.—
«. Harm'fulness.—a<^'. Harm'less, not injurious,
innocent : unharmed.

—

adv. Harmlessly.—«. Harm'-
lessneSS. [A.S. A?(ir>«; Ger. /mr/«.]

Harmala, bar"ma-la, «. wild rue—also Har'mel.

—

ns.
Har maline, a white crystalline alkaloid obtained
from the seeds of wild rue ; Har'malol, Har'mine,
other alkaloids from the same source. IGr., from
Semitic ; cf. Ar. harmU.\

Harman, bSr'man, «. {slang") a policeman— also
Har'man-beck : (j>l.) the stocks.

Harmattan, har-mat'an, ». a hot, Axy, noxious wind
which blows periodically from the interior of Africa
to the Atlantic along the Guinea coast during
December, January, and February. [Fanti.]

Harmonic, -al, har-mon'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to har-
mony : musical : concordant : recurring periodically.—«. a secondary tone, overtone : a note on a stringed
instrument produced by lightly stopping a string

:

(math.) one of a class of functions that enter into to

the development of the potential of a nearly spherical
mass due to its attraction.

—

adi'. Harmon'lcally.

—

«.//. Harmon'iCS, used as sing, the science of har-
mony or of musical sounds—as //. consonances, the
component sounds included in what appears to the
ear to be a single sound.

—

adj. Harm5'nlOU8, having
harmony : symmetrical, congruous : concordant.

—

adv. Harmd'nlously.

—

ns. Harmd'nlousness ; Har-
monisa'tion.

—

v.i. Bar'monise, to be in harmony:
to agree.

—

v.t. to make in harmony : to cause to

agree: (mus.) to provide parts to.

—

ns. Hax-
monis'er ; Har'monist, one skilled in harmony : a
musical composer.—Harmonic engine, an invention
of Edison's, in which the energy of an electric current
is used, by means of two small electro-magnets,
to keep up the vibrations of a large and heavily-
weighted tuning-fork whose arms are connected with
two pistons working a miniature pump ; Harmonic
progression, a series of numbers the reciprocals of
which are in arithmetical progression ; Harmonic
proportion, the relation of three quantities in har-

monic progression—the 2d a harmonic mean between
the 1st and ^d, as in the three numbers 2, 3, and 6;
Harmonic triad, the common chord.

Hannonium, har-mC'ni-um, n. a reed-organ, esp. one
in which the air is compressed in the bellows and
driven thence through the reeds.

—

ns. Harmon'ica,
the musical glasses— an instrument invented by
Franklin, the sounds of which were produced from
bell-shaped glasses placed on a framework that

revolved on its centre, while the rims were touched
by the moistened finger : a musical instrument
consisting of a series of glass or metal plates played
by striking with a small mallet : a mouth-org^n
or harmonicon ; Harmon'icon, a mouth-organ : an
acoustic apparatus by which a musical note is

evolved when a long dry tube, open at both ends, is

held over a jet of burning oxygen ; Harmon'iphone,
a musical instrument played with a keyboard, in

which the sounds are produced by reeds set in a
tube, and vibrating under pressure from the breath ;

Harmo'nlumist, one who plays the harmonium

;

Hannon'Ograph, an instrument for tracing curves
representing sonorous vibrations ; Harmonom'eter,
one for measuring the harmonic relations of sounds.

Harmony, har'mo-ni, n. a fitting together of parts so
as to form a connected whole, agreement in relation :

in art, a normal state of completeness and order
in the relations of things to each other: {mus.) a
simultaneous combination of accordant sounds : the
whole chordal structure of a piece, as distinguished
from its melody or its rhythm : concord, music in

general : a collation of parallel passages regarding
the same event arranged to demonstrate the sub-

stantial unity—as of the Gospels.—Harmony, or
Music, of the spheres, a harmony formed by the

regular movements of the heavenly bodies throughout
space, determined by the relation to each other of

the intervals of separation ; Pre-establlshed har-
mony, the designation of Leibnitz for his theory of
the divinely established relation between body and
mind—the movements of monads and the succession

of ideas, as it were a constant agreement between
two clocks. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. hamtonia—harmos, a
fitting

—

arein, to fit.]

Harmost, bar'most, n. a Spartan governor of a subject

city or province.

—

n, Bar'BXOSty, the office of suicb.
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Harmotome file, fer ; mC, h6r ; mine ; Haste

Harmotome, har'mO-tOm, «. a hydrous silicate of

aluminium and barium.—Also Cross-stone.

Harness, har'nes, n. the equipments of a horse

:

formerly, the armour of a man or horse : equipment
for any kind of labour.

—

v.i. to equip with armour :

to put the harness on a horse.—«. Har'ness-cask, a

tub, a cask with rimmed cover on a ship's deck
holding the salt meat for daily use.—Die In harness,

to die at one's work. [O. Fr. harneis, armour ;

dubiously referred to Celt,, as in Bret, harntz, old

iron, also armour.]
Hams, harnz, n.pl. (Scot.") the brains. [A.S. hames,
most prob. Norse hjarne ; cf. Ger. him.]

Haro, ha'ro, n. an old term for a form of appeal in the

Channel Islands, a demand for protection against

harm, or for assistance to arrest an adversary.

—

A1.SO Ha'row, Har'row (Sfiens.), a mere exclamation
of distress. [O. Fr. haro, harou, of unknown origin

;

not ha Rou I an appeal to Rolf, RoUo, or Rou, the

first Duke of Normandy.]
Harp, harp, n. a musical stringed instrument much
esteemed by the ancients.

—

v.i. to play on the harp

:

to dwell tediously upon anything.

—

v.t. to give voice

to.

—

ns. Harp'er, Harp'ist, a player on the harp.

—

n.pl. Harp'ingS (naut.), the fore-parts of the wales
surrounding the bow extensions of the rib-bands.

—

n. Harp'-sheli, a genus of gasteropodous molluscs
with intlated shell.—Harp on one string, to dwell
constantly on one topic. [A.S. hearpe ; Ger. har/e.]

Harpoon, har-po?3n', n. a dart for striking and killing

whales.

—

v.t. to strike with the harpoon.

—

ns, Har-
poon'er, Harpooneer', one who uses a harpoon ;

Harpoon'-glin, a gun from which a harpoon or

toggle-iron may be dischai^ed. [Fr. harpon—harpe,

a clamp—L. harpa, Gr. harpe, sickle.]

Harpsionord, harp'si-kord, n. an old-fashioned keyed
musical instrument, where the sound is produced by
the twitching of the strings by a piece of crow-quill

or hard leather. [O. Fr. harpechorde.}
Harpy, har'pi, n. {myth.) a rapacious and filthy

monster, with the body of a woman and the wings,
feet, and claws of a bird of prey, considered as a
minister of the vengeance of the gods : {her.) a vul-

ture with the head and breast of a woman : a South
American eagle, larger than the golden eagle, and of
great strength and rapacity: a rapacious person.

[L. Jutrpyia—Gr.,pl. harpyiai, 'snatchers,' symbols
of ti.e storm-wind

—

harpazein, to seize.]

Harquebus, Harquebuse, Harquebuss, har'kwi-bus,

n. Same as Arquebuse.
Harridan, har'i-dan, n. a vixenish old woman. [Prob.

O. Fr. harideUe, a lean horse, a jade.]
Harrier, har'i-er, ». a small kind of dog with a keen

smell, for hunting hares : (//.) a name taken by
some clubs of cross-country runners (see Hare-and-
hounds). [Formed from hare, \\\x graz-i-er.\

Harrovian, har-O'vi-an, adj. pertaining to Harrow.—
n. one educated at the public school there.

Harrow, har'O, n. a frame of wood or iron toothed
with spikes for smoothing and pulverising ploughed
land, and for covering seeds sown.

—

v.t. to draw a
harrow over : to harass : to tear.

—

adj. Harr'owing,
acutely distressing to the mind.— adv. Harr'ow-
Ingly.

—

n. Chain -harr'OW, a harrow composed of
rings for breaking clods of earth.—Under the har-
row, in distress or aiuciety. [A.S. hearge; cf. Ice.

her^, Dan. harv.}
Harrow. See Haro.
Harry, har'i, v.t. to plunder : to ravage : to destroy :

to harass :—pr.p. harr'ying ; pa.p. harr'ied. — n.

Harr'ier, one who, or that which, harries : a kind of
hawk so named from its harrying or destroying small
animals.—Harrjring, or Harrowing, of hell, the
spoiling of hell, the delivery by Christ, upon His
descent into hell after the crucifixion, of the souls of
patriarchs and prophets there held in bondage by
Satan (i Pet. iii. 19)—a favourite subject of Chris-

tian art, and of our own medieval writers of Mys-

teries. [A.S. hergian, ftom A.S. here, gen. herg-es,
an army ; Ger. heer.]

Harsh, harsh, adj. rough: bitter: jarring: abusive:
severe: unkind.

—

v.t. Harsh'en, to render harsh.

—

adv. Harshly.—«. Harshness. [M.E. harsk, a
northern word ; cf. Sw. harsh and Dan. harsk,
rancid, Ger. harsch, hard.]

Hart, hart, n. the stag or male deer from the age of
six years, when the crown or sur-royal antler begins
to appear •.—/em. Hind.

—

ns. Hart'ebeest, Hart'-
beest, a South African antelope ; Harts'horn, the
antlers of the red deer : a solution of ammonia,
orig. a decoction of the shavings of a hart's horn

;

Harts'tongue, a genus of widely distributed ferns,

one species native to Britain, common in moist
woods.—Hart of grease, a hart of the season when
fat [.\.S. Iieort : Dut. hert, Ger. hirsch.\

Harum-scarum, ha'rum-ska'rum, adj. flighty : rash.
«. a giddy, rash person. [Prob. compounded of
hare, from the sense of haste and fright, and scare.]

Haruspez, ha-rus'peks, ». (//. Harus'pices) a sooth-
sayer or diviner among the Etruscans, and from
them adopted by the Romans, who foretold future
events from the inspection of the entrails of animals
offered in sacrifice—also Harus'pice.

—

ns. Haruspi-
ca'tion, Harus'picy, divination as by a haruspex.
[L., from an assumed haru, cog. with Sans. hirA,
entrails, and L. specere, to view.]

Harvest, har'vest, n. the time of gathering in the
ripened crops : the crops gathered in : fruits : the
product of any labour: consequences.

—

v.t. to reap
and gather in.— ns. Har'vest-bug, -lOUSe, -tick,

a mite or tick of minute size, abundant late in

summer, and very troublesome to people with deli-

cate skins ; Har'vester, a reaper in harvests ; Har"-
vest-feast, the fe.-»st made at the ingathering of
harvest ; Har'vest-field, a field where a harvest is

or has been; Har'vest-fly, in U.S. the popular
name for a species of cicada ; Har'vesthome, the
bringing home of the harvest : the feast held at the
bringing home of the harvest ; Har'vest-lord, the
head-reaper at the harvest ; Har'vest-man (B.), a
labourer in harvest ; Har'vest-moon, the full moon
nearest the autumnal equinox, rising nearly at the
same hour for several days ; Har'vest-mouse, a
very small species of mouse, building its nest in the
stalks of growing corn ; Har'vest-queen, an image
of Ceres, the queen or goddess of fruits, in ancient
times carried about on the last day of harvest. [A.S.
h^rr/est: Ger. herbst, Dut. her/st.]

Has, haz, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. oi have.
Hash, hash, v.t. to hack : to mince : to chop small.

—

n. that which is hashed : a mixed dish of meat and
vegetables in small pieces : a mixture and prepara-
tion of old matter : (Scot.) a stupid fellow.

—

adj.

Hash'y.—Make a bash of, to spoil or ruin com-
pletely ; Settle a person's hash \siang), to silence

him : to make an end of him. [O. Fr.,—Fr. hachtr—hachi, hatchet.]

Hashish, hash'ish, -Ssh, n. name given to the leaves

of the Indian hemp, from which .in intoxicating pre-

paration is made. See Bhang and AssaSSin. [Ar.]

Hask, hask, n. (Spens.) a fish-basket made of rushes.

[Prob. from root oi hassock.]

Haslet, has'let, ». the edible entrails of an animal,

esp. the hog.—Also Harslet. [O. Fr.hasteiet, hattt,

a spit—L. hasta, a spear.]

Hasp, hasp, n. a clasp : the clasp of a padlock : a
spmdle : a skein of yam.

—

z'.t. to fasten with a hasp.
[A.S. hapse; Dan. and Ger. haspe.]

Hassock, has'uk, n. a thick cushion used as a foot-

itool or for kneeling on in church : Kentish rag-

stone. [A.S. hassuc; prob. W. hesg, sedge.)
Hast, hast, 2d pers. sing. pres. ind. of have.
Hastate, -d, hast'at, -ed, adj. {bot.) spear-shaped,—

Also Hast'iform. [L. hastatus—hasta, spear]
Haste, hast, n. speed, quickness, a hurry : rashness

:

vehemence.— t'.r./. Haste, Hasten (h2s'n), to put to



Hat mote ; mate ; mOOn ; Men. Have

speed: to hurry on: to drive forward.— vs.i. to

move with speed : to be in a hurry '.—pr.p. hast'injr,

hastening (has'ning)
; pa.p. hast'ed, hastened (has'nd).—n. Hast'ener.—adv. Hast'Uy. — n. Hast'iness,

hurry : rashness : irritability.

—

adj. Hasty, speedy :

quick : rash : eager : passionate. — «. Hast'y-
pudd'lng, flour, milk, or oatmeal and water por-

ridge.

—

adj. Hast'y-wit'ted, rash.—Make haste,
to hasten. [O. Fr. haste (Fr. hate), from Teut. ; cf.

A. S. Iiist, Dut. haast, Ger. hast.}

Qat, hat, «. a covering for the head, generally with
crown and brim : the dignity of a cardinal, so named
from his red hat.

—

v.t. to provide with, or cover
with, a hat.

—

tts. Hatband, the ribbon round a
hat, often a mourning-band ; Hat'-box, a box in

which a hat is carried; Hat-peg, -rack, -rail,

-stand, &c., a contrivance on which hats are hung.—aiij. Hatted, covered with a hat.

—

ns. Hat'ter,
one who makes or sells hats : a miner who works by
himself ; Hat'ting, giving a hat ; Hat'-trlck, any
conjurer's trick with a hat : a House of Commons
mode of securing a seat by placing one's hat on it

:

in cricket, the feat of a bowler who takes three

wickets by three successive balls—deserving a new
hat.—Cbimney-pot, Cocked, and Cnislied bat (see

Chimney, Cock, Crush).—Hang up one's hat (see

Hang) ; Mad as a hatter, completely insane : very
angry ; Pass round the hat, to beg for contribu-

tions, to take up a collection. [A.S. hat ; Dan. hat.]

Hatch, hach, ». a door with an opening over it, a
wicket or door made of cross-bars : the covering
of a hatchway.

—

v.i. to close as with a hatch.

—

ns.

Hatch'-boat, a kind of half-decked fishing-boat

;

Hatch'way, the opening in a ship's deck into the
hold, or from one deck to another.

—

Under hatches,
below deck, off duty, under arrest. [A.S. hac, a
gate ; Dut. hek, a gate.]

Hatch, hach, v.t. to produce, especially from eggs, by
incubation: to originate: to plot.

—

v.t. to produce
young: to be advancing towards maturity.—«. act
of hatching : brood hatched. — ns. Hatch'er, one
who, or that which, hatches ; Hatch'ery, a place for

hatching eggs, esp. those offish, by artificial means.
—Count the chickens before they are hatched,
to depend too securely on some future and uncertain
event. [Early M. E. hacchen, from an assumed A.S.
hcBccean; cf. Mid. High Ger. hecken, Sw. kdcka.]

Hatch, hach, v.t. to shade by minute lines crossing
each other in drawing and engraving.—«. Hatching,
the mode of so shading. [O. Fr. hacker, to chop.]

Hatchel, hach'el, n. and v. Same as Hackle.
Hatchet, hach'et, «. a small axe used by one hand.

—

adjs. Hatch'et-faced, having a thin, sharp-featured
face ; Hatch'ety, like a hatchet.—Bury the hatchet,
to put an end to war, from
the habit of the North
American Indians. [Fr.

hackette, hachtr, to chop.]
Hatchment, hach'ment, n.

the arms of a deceased per-
son within a black lozenge-
shaped frame, meant to be
placed on the front of his
house. [Corrupted from
achievement.]

Hate, hat, v.t. to dislike in-
tensely : to dislike : to de-
spise relativelyto something
else.—«. extreme dislike:
hatred.—rt^V. Hate'able, deserving to be hated;
Hateful, exciting hate: odious: detestable: feeling or
manifesting hate.—o^t'. HateTUlly.—nj. Hate'ful-
ness; Hat'er; Hat'red, extreme dislike: enmity: ma-
lignity. [A.S. hete, hate, hatian, to hate ; Ger. hasz.\

Hate, Haet, hat, «. {Scot.') a whit.
Hathor, hath'or, n. name of an Eg\-ptian goddess,
ranked among the second class of deities, who was
the daughter of Ra, the sun.

Hatchment.

il7

Hatter, hat'er, v. t. to trouble, annoy : to batter.

Hattl, hat'i, ». a Turkish decree of the highest
authority, differing from a firman in being signed by
the Sultan himself—in full, Hatti-Sherif (sher-gf).

Hauberk, haw'berk, n. a tunic, worn by the Norman
soldiers, covered with rings or mascles, reaching to

the knees, sht at the sides or in the front and back
for convenience in riding, though sometimes ending
in short trousers, originally a piece of armour for the
neck. [O. Fr. hauberc—Old High Ger. haUberg—
hals, neck, bergan, to protect.]

Haugh, hah, n. (Scot.) a level plain, generally near a
river. [A.S. heath, halh, a corner.]

Haughty, haw'ti, adj. proud : arrogant : contemp-
tuous : (arch.) bold : \Spens.) high—Shakespeare
has 'E.xoigD.V—adv. Haughtily.—». Haughtiness.
[O. Fr. halt, haut, high—L. altus, high.]

Haul, hawl, v.t. to drag : to pull with violence.

—

v.t.

to tug, to try to draw something : to alter a ship's

course, to sail generally.—«. a pulling : a draught,
as of fishes: a source of interest or profit.— ns.

Haul'age, act of hauling : charge for hauling or
pulling a ship or boat; Hauler. Haulier.—Haul
over the coals (see Coal) ; Haul off, or round, to

turn a ship's course away from an object ; Haul up,
to come or bring to rest after hauling. [Hale.]

Hauld, hald, a Scotch, form of hold, as in the prov.

phrase, 'out of house and hauld '= homeless and
completely destitute.

Haulm. See Halm.
Hault, hawk, adj. (Spens.). Haughty.
Haunch, hawnsh, //. the fleshy part of the hip and

buttock: (Sh<th.) the hip, the hind-part, the rear:
(archil.) the middle part between the vertex or crown
and the springing of an arch.— a^'j. Haunch'less ;

Hatmch'y. [O. Fr. hauche; prob. Ger., Old High
Ger. anckd, leg.]

Haunch, hawnsh, v.t. (prov.) to throw with an under-

hand movement.

—

n. a jerked underhand throw.

Haunt, hawnt, v.t. to frequent : to follow importu-
nately : to intrude upon continually : to inhabit or

visit as a ghost.

—

v.i. to be much about : to appear
or visit frequently.—«. a place much resorted to

;

(Sltak.) habit of frequenting.—/.a(//'. Haunt'ed, fre-

quented, infested, esp. by ghosts or apparitions.

—

«. Haunt'er.—Wir. Haunt'ingly. [O. Fr. hanter;
ace. to Littre, a corr. of L. habitare.]

Haustellum, haws-tel'um, n. the sucking organ or

proboscis of an insect or a crustacean :^pl. Haus-
tella.—adj. Haus'tellate, provided with such.

Haussmannize, hows'man-Iz, v.t. to open out, widen,
and straighten streets, and generally rebuild, as
Baron Haussmann did to Paris when prefect of the

Seine (1853-70).—«. Haussmannixa'tion.
Haustorium, haws-t5'ri-um, n. a small sucker of a

parasitic plant, penetrating the tissues of the host :

—

//. Hausto'ria.
Hautboy, ho'boi, «. an older form of Oboe (q.v.) : a

large kind of strawberry. [Fr. hautbois—haut, high,

bois, wood.]
Hauteur, hiS-tar', «. haughtiness : arrogance.—<K(^
Haut (Milt.), haughty.—«i. Haut-gOlit, flavour,

spice, a taint : a highly seasoned dish ; Haut-paS, a

dais; Haut'-relief, high relief.—Haut ton, high

fashion, people of high fashion. [Fr.)

Haujme, ha'win, «. a rock-forming mineral, a silicate

of alumina and soda or lime, with sodium and cal-

cium sulphate. [Named from Rene Just Haily, a
French mineralogist (1743-1822).]

Havana, ha-van'a, n. a fine quality of cigar, named
from Hava?ta, the capital of Cuba, fondly supposed
to be made there.—Also Havann'a(h).

Have, hav, v.t. to own or possess : to hold, contain:
to hold control of: to grasp the meaning of: to allow

to be done, to cause : to regard, hold in opinion,
esteem : to obtain : to enjoy : to bear or beget : to

effect : to be affected by : to get the better of, outwit,
to have hold upon :—/r./. hav'ing ; pa,t. and pa.p.



Havelock fate, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Hazel

had.

—

ns. HaVer, one who has or possesses, a
holder : {Scots law) a term to denote the person
in whose custody a document is ; Hav'lllg, act of
possessing : possession, estate : behaviour : {Scot.

esp. in pi.) good manners.

—

adj. greedy.—Have
as good, Uef, to be as willing : Have at, attack,

thrust ; Have done {with), to come to the end of

one's deahngs ; Have It out, to have something
finally settled ; Have OH. to wear : Have rather, to

prefer ; Have up, to call to account before a court

of justice, &c. [A.S. luibban, pa.t. fur/de, pa.p.

gehce/d: Ger. Iiaben, Dan. have.]

Havelock, hav'lok, «. a white cover for a military cap,

with a long rear flap as a protection from the sun.

[Krom Gen. Henry Havelock, 1795-1857.]
Haven, ha'vn, an inlet of the sea, or mouth of a river,

where ships can get good and safe anchorage : any
g'ace of safety : an asylum.— 57. /. to shelter.

—

p.adj.
a'vened, sheltered, as in a haven. [A.S. ha/en;

Dut. Juiven, Ger. ha/en.]
Haver, hav'er, v.i. {Scot.) to talk nonsense, or

foolishly. — «. Hav'erel, a foolish person. — «.//.

HaVers, foolish talk.

Haversack, hav'er-sak, ft. a bag of strong linen for a
soldier carrying his rations in.— «. 'Rs.V&I {prov.),

oats. [Fr. havresac—Ger. habersack, oat-sack

—

haber, hafer, oats.]

Haversian, hav-ei'si-an, adj. pertaining to or named
after Clopton Havers, a I7th-cent. English anato-
mist who investigated the blood-vascular system
of bone.

Havildar, hav'il-dar, «. the highest rank of non-
commissioned officer among native troops in India
and Ceylon. [Pers.]

Havlour, hav'ur, n. {obs.) behaviour.
Havoc, hav'ok, n. general waste or destruction

:

devastation.

—

v.t, to lay waste.

—

interj. an ancient
hunting or war cry. [O. Fr. havot, plunder, of
Teut. origin.]

Haw, haw, n. a hedge or enclosure : a field : the berry
of the hawthorn.

—

ns. Haw'-buck, a clown ; Haw'-
finch, the common grosbeak ; Haw'thom, a shrub
or small tree, much planted both for hedges and for

ornament: the white flower of the hawthorn. [A.S.
haga, a yard or enclosure ; Dut. haag, a hedge,
Ger. hag, a hedge. Ice. hagi, a field.]

Haw, haw, v.i. to speak with hesitation or a drawling
manner, real or affected—hence adj. Haw-baw, in

an affected tone of voice.

—

n. a hesitation in speech :

loud vulgar laughter. — v.i. to guffaw, to laugh
boisterously. [Imit.]

Haw, haw, n. the nictitating membrane or third eye-
lid, as of a horse ; also a disease of this membrane.

Hawk, hawk, «. the name of several birds of prey
allied to the falcons : a rapacious person.—i'./'. to

hunt birds with hawks trained for the purpose : to

attack on the wing.

—

ns. Hawk'-bell, a small bell

att.iched to a hawk's leg ; Hawk'blt, a genus of plants
of order Composite, closely related to the dandelion ;

Hawk'er. — adj. Hawk-eyed. — «. Hawk'lng.—
adj. Hawk'lsh.—«. Hawk'-moth, a very large kind
of moth, so called from its hovering motion.

—

adj.
Hawk'-nosed, having a nose like a hawk's be.ik.

—

ns. Hawks'beard, a genus of annual and biennial
plants of order Composite, closely related to hawk-
weed ; Hawk'weed, a genus of perennial plants of
order Compositce.—'Sj^aTt a hawk from a hand-
saw (prob. for hemshaw), to be able to judge
between things pretty well. [A.S. hafoc; Dut.
havik, Ger. habicht. Ice. haukr.]

Hawk, hawk, v.i. to force up matter from the throat.
— «. the effort to do this. [Imit.]

Hawk, hawk, ». a plasterer's tool.

Hawked, hawkt, adj. {Scot.) spotted, streaked.

—

ns.

Haw'key, Haw'kie, a dark cow with white-striped
face.

Hawker, hawk'er, n. one who carries about goods for

sale on bis back, a pedlar.

—

v.t. Hawk, to carry
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about for sale : to cry for sale. [Cf. Low Ger. and
Ger. hoker, Dut. heuker.^

Hawm, hawm, v.i. {prov.) to lounge about.
Hawse, hawz, n. the part of a vessel's bow in which

the hawse-holes are cut.

—

n.pl. Hawse'-holos, the
holes in a ship's bow through which the cables pass.—ns. Hawse'-pipe, an iron pipe fitted into a hawse-
hole, to save the wood ; Hawse'-tim'ber, one of the
upright timbers in the bow in which the hawse-
holes are cut. [Ice. hdls, the neck.]

Hawser, haz'er, «. a small cable, a large rope used
in warping. — atlj. Haws'er-laid, made of three
small ropes laid up into one. [O. h'r. haucier,
haulser, to raise—Low L. altiare—L. altits, high.]

Hawthorn. See Haw.
Hay, ha, «. grass cut down and dried for fodder.

—

ns.

Hay'COCk, a conical pile of hay in the field ; Hay'-
fe'ver, an ailment mostly met with in early summer,
marked by excessive irritation of the nose, throat,

&c., and accompanied with violent sneezing and
intense headache—also called HaST'-asth'ma ; Hay"-
field, a field where hay is made ; Hay'-fork, a long-

handled fork used in turning over hay to dry, or in

lifting it ; Hay'-knife, a broad knife, with a handle
set cross-wise at one end, used for cutting hay from
a stack ; Hay'-loft, a loft in which hay is kept

;

Hay'-mak'er, one employed in cutting and drying
grass for hay : (//.) a kind of country-dance ; Hay"-
mak'lng ; Hay'-mow, a rick of hay : a mass of hay
stored in a barn ; Hay'-rick, a pile of hay ; Hay-
Stack, a stack of hay ; Hay'-tedder, a machine for

scattering hay and exposing it to the sun and air.

—

Look for a needle in a hay-stack, to look for

something where it is barely possible to be found

;

Make hay, to throw things into confusion ; Mak6
hay while the sun shines, to seize a favourable
opportunity. [A.S. h(eg, hfg, lUg; Ger. heu, Dut.
hoo'i. Ice. hey.]

Hay, ha, n. a hedge, fence.

—

n. Hay'-ward, one who
herded the common cattle of a town. [A.S. liege—
haga, a hedge.]

Hay, ha, n. {Shak.) a home-thrust in fencing. [It.

hai, avere—L. habere, to have.]
Hay, ha, n. a country-dance with winding movement.
Hazard, haz'ard, «. a game played with a dice-box
and two dice by any number of players : chance

:

accident : risk : {billiards) the pocketing of the
object ball {winning hazard), of the player's own
ball after contact {losing hazard) : {tennis) the side

of the court into which the ball is served : {golf) a
general term for all difficulties on a golf-links

—

bunkers, long grass, roads, water, whins, &c.

—

v.t.

to expose to chance: to risk: to venture.

—

7'.i. to

run a risk. — adj. Haz'ardable. — n. Haz'ardise
{Spens.), hazard. — adj. Haz'ardous, dangerous:
gerilous : uncertain. — adv. Haz'ardously. — us.

[az'ardousness ; Haz'ardry {Spens.), playing at

games of hazard or chance : rashness ; Ohlck'en-
haz'ard, a game of chance with very small stakes.

[O. Fr. hasard ; prob. through the Sp. from Arab.
al zdr, the die ; but Littr6 favours William of Tyre's
derivation from Hasart, a castle in Syria, where the

game was discovered during the Crusades.]
Haze, haz, «. vapour which renders the air thick

:

obscurity.

—

v.i. to form a ha.ze.—adv. Haz'ily.

—

K. Haz'iness. — adj. Haz'y, thick with haze

:

obscure : confused (of the mind). [App. not the
A.S. hasu, hasTue, gray; prob. Ice. hffss, gray.]

Haze, haz, T'.t. to vex with needless tasks: to play
tricks upon, to bully. — ns. Haz'er, a player of
boorish pranks and practical jokes; Haz'ing, brutal
horse-play. [O. Fr. Iiaser, to annoy.]

Hazel, liu'zl, n. a bush or small tree of genus Corylus,
of the oak family {Cupuli/erce), yielding an ovoid
bony nut enclosed in a leafy involucre.

—

adj. per-
taining to the hazel : of a light-brown colour, like a
hazel-nut.—«. Ha'zeline, an alcoholic distillate from
the Witch Hazel.—rt<^'. Hazelly, light brown like



He mOte ; mute ; ra5tin ; Men. Heap

the hajtel-nut.—«. Ha'Zel-nut, the nut of the hazel-
tree. [A.S. lursel; Ger. kasel. Ice. hasl, L. corultis.}

Ho, he, proii. of the third person : the male person
named belore : a male person or animal.

—

adj. male.
[AS. hi ; Dut. hij. Ice. hann.^

Head, hed, «. the uppermost or foremost part of
an animal's body : the brain : the understanding

:

a chief or leader: the place of honour or command :

the front or top of anything : an individual animal
or person : a topic or chief point of a discourse : a
title, heading : the source or spring : height of the
source of water : highest point ofanything : culmina-
tion : a cape : strength : a froth on beer, porter, &c.,
when poured into a glass.

—

v.t. to act as a head to,

to lead or govern : to go in front of: to commence :

to checlc : (naut.) to be contrary : {pis.) to behead.—v.t. to grow to a head: to originate: to go head
foremost.

—

n. Head'ache, an internal pain in the
head.—d*// Headachy, afflicted with headaches.—Hs. Heaia'band, a band or fillet for the head : the

band at each end of a book : a thin slip of iron on
the tympan of a printing-press ; Head'-block, in a
sawmill carriage, a cross-block on which the head of
the log rests : a piece ofwood in a carriage, connected
with the spring and the perches, and joining the
fore-gear and the hind-gear ; Head'-board, a board

tlaced at the head of anything, esp. a bedstead

;

[ead'-boom, a jib-boom or a flying jib-boom ; Head'-
bor'OUgh, an old term for the head oi a borough,
the chief of a frank pledge, tithing, or decennary

;

Head'-boy, the senior boy in a public school ; Head'-
Chair, a high-backed chair with a rest for the head ;

Head'-cheese, pork-cheese, brawn ; Head'-chute, a
canvas tube used to convey refuse matter from a
ship's bows down to the water ; Head'-ClOth, a piece
of cloth covering the head, wound round a turban,

&c. ; Head'-dreSS, an ornamental dress or covering
for the head, worn by women.

—

p.adj. Head'ed,
having a head: (Shak.) come to a head.

—

ns.

Head'er, one who puts a head on something : a dive,

head foremost, into water : a brick laid lengthwise
along the thickness of a wall, serving as a bond : a
heavy stone e.xtending through the thickness of a
wall ; Head'-fast, a rope at the bows of a ship used
to fasten it to a wharf, &c. ; Head'-frame, the

structure over a mine-shaft supporting the head-gear
or winding machinery ; Head'-gear, gear, covering,

or ornament of the head ; Head'-hunt'tUg, the

practice among the Dyaks of Borneo, &c., of making
raids to procure human heads for trophies, S:c.

—

adv. Head'ily.—/«. Head'iness ; Head ing, the act

of furnishing with a head ; that which stands at the
head : material forming a head ; Head'land, a point

of land running out into the sea : a cape.

—

adj.

Headless, without a head. — ns. Head -light, a
light carried in front of a vessel, locomotive, or
vehicle, as a signal, or for light ; Head'-line, the
line at the head or top of a page containing the folio

or number of the page: (//.) the sails and ropes
next the yards (naut.).—adv. Head'long, with the
head foremost or first : without thought, rashly

:

grecipitately.

—

adj. rash : precipitous, steep.

—

adj.
[ead'-lugged {Shak.), lugged or dragged along by

the head.—«x. Head'-man, a chief, a leader ; Head'-
mark, a characteristic peculiar to a certain class

;

Head' mas ter, the principal master of a school

;

Head'-mold, the skuU proper: (arckit.) a moulding
round or over the head of a door, &c. ; Head'-
mon'ey, a tax counted per head : a reward by the
head for persons captured at sea, &c. : a reward for

a proscribed outlaw s head.

—

adj. Head'mOSt, most
advanced, or forward.

—

as. Head'-note, a note
placed at the head of a chapter or page, esp. a con-
densed statement of points of faw involved intro-

ductory to the report of a legal decision ; Head'-
pieoe, a helmet: a hat: head, intelligence : (print.)
a decorative engraving placed at the top of the first

page of a volume, and at the beginning of books.

chapters, &c. ; Head'-pomp, a small pump at a
ship's bows to pump up sea-water for washing decks.
—«.//. Head'quarters, the quarters or residence of
a commander-in-chief or general.

—

ns. Head'-raC6,
the race which brings the water to a water-wheel

;

Head'-reach, the distance to windward made by a
vessel while tacking.

—

Z'.i. to shoot ahead, in tacking.—ns. Head'-rest, a support for the head, esp. the
adjustable apparatus of the barber's chair, and that
used by the photographer to steady the sitter's head ;

Head'-ring, a palm-leaf ornament worn by Kaffir

inen in their hair after marriage ; Head'-Shake, a
significant shake or motion of the head ; Head -ship,

the office of a head or chief authority : dignity

;

Heads'man, a man who cuts off heads : an execu-
tioner ; Head'Stall, the part of a bridle round the
head ; Head'-Sta'tion, the dwelling-house, &c., on
an Australian sheep or cattle station ; Head'-Stick
(print.), a straight piece of furniture placed at the
head of a form, between the chase and the type

;

Head'stone, the principal stone of a building : the
corner-stone : the stone at the head of a grave

;

Head-stream, the highest of the streams which
combine to form a river.

—

adj. Eead'Strong, self-

willed : obstinate.

—

ns. Head'-tire, a head-dress

;

Head'-wa'ter, the highest part of a stream, before
receiving affluents ; Head'way, motion ahead, esp.

of a ship ; Head'-wind, a wind blowing right against
a ship's head ; Head'-WOrd, a title word or heading
usually in distinctive t)'pe ; Head'-Work, intellec-

tual labour.

—

adj. Head'y, affecting the head or
the brain : intoxicating : inflamed : rash : violent.

—

Head and ears, with the whole person : completely

;

Head and shoulders, very much, as if taller by a
head and shoulders : violently : Head foremost,
with the head first, esp. of falling from a height

;

Head or tail, the side of a coin with the sovereign's
head, or the reverse : a phrase used in tossing up a
coin to decide a point (' to make neither head nor
tail of anything ' = to be unable to understand it):

Head over heels, in a somersault.—Come to a
bead, to reach a climax; Eat one's head off, to

be consumed with mortification ; Go by 'the head,
to sink head foremost; Have a head on one's
shoulders, to have brains or ability ; Head off, to

prevent by some counteraction ; IjOSO one's head,
to become verj- much excited : to lose presence of

mind ; Make head against, to resist successfully :

to advance ; Off one's head, demented, crazy ; Out
of one's o'wn head, spontaneously ; Over head and
ears, deeply engrossed; Tum a persons head
(see Turn). [A.S. hea/od, Dut. hoo/d, Ger. Itaupt.\

Heal, hel, v.t. to make whole and healthy : to cure

:

to remove or subdue what is evil : to restore to

soundness, to remedy, repair.

—

v.i. to grow sound

:

-/>%/. healing ; pa.p. healed.

—

adj. Heal'aWe.—
ns. Healer ; Healing, the act or process by which
anything is healed or cured : the power to heal.—
adj. tending to cure, mild.

—

adv. Heal'lngly.

—

adj.

Heal'some (Scot.), wholesome. [A.S. kaelan, iidi,

whole ; cf. Ger. heil, Dut. heel, Ic^. keiil; also Eng.
hail, kale, whole.]

Heald, held, ». the same as Heddle (q.v.).

Health, helth, n. wholeness or soundness of body

:

general state of the body, as in 'ill health," 'good
health,' soundness and vigour of mind : a toast, as

'to drink one's heaUh'= to drink to the health of:

(B.) salvation, or divine favour.—a^'. Health'ful,

full of or enjoying health : indicating health : whole-

some : sa.\\na.ry.—adv. Healthfully.—//. Health'ful-
nass.—adv. Health'ily. — «. Healthiness.— a/^.

Healthless, sickly, ailing.—^u. Health'lessness

;

Health'-resort', a place to which people go for the

good of their health.—a^;>. Health'some (Shak.),

healthy, wholesome : HeaJth'y, in a state of good
health : conducive to health : sound in body or

mind : vigorous. [A.S. haltk—hdl, whole.]
Heap, hep, M. a pile or mass heaved or thrown



Hear fSte, &- ; mS, her ; mine

;

Heat

together : a great number of things, a great deal,

a collection : (B.) a. ruin.— t'.^. to throw in a heap
or pile : to amass : to pile above the top :

—

pr,/.

heaping ; pa.p. heaped.

—

adj. Heap'y, full of heaps.
—A heap, a good many ; Knock all Of a heap,
to confound utterly. (A.S. hiap ; Ice. hdpr, Ger.

hau/e, Dut. hoop.}

Hear, her, v.t. to perceive by the ear : to comprehend :

to listen to : to grant or ohcy : to answer favourably

:

to attend to : to try judicially : to be a hearer of:

(Milt.) to be called.

—

v.i. to have the sense of hear-

ing : to listen : to be told -.—pr.p. hear'ing ; pa.t. and
pa.p. heard (herd).—wj. Hear er ; Hearing, act of
perceiving by the ear : the sense of perceiving; sound :

opportunity to be heard : audience : judicial in-

vestigation and hearing of arguments, esp. of trial

without a jury : reach of the ear : (coll.) a scolding

;

Hear'say, common talk : rumour : report.

—

adj. of
or pertaining to a report given by others.

—

v.i. to

repeat rumours.—Hear, hear ! an exclamation of
approval, uttered by the hearers of a speech ; Hear-
say evidence, evidence at second hand : Hear tell

of, to hear some one speak of ; I Will not hear Of, 1

will not listen to the notion or proposal. [A.S. hyran;
Dut. fwaren. Ice. heyra, Ger. koren, Goth, kausjan.]

Hearken, hark'n, v.i. to hear attentively : to listen.

[.V. S. hyrcnian, from hyran, to hear ; Ger. horchen.]
Hearsal, her'sal, ». (Spens.). Same as KehearsaL
Hearse, hers, «. a carriage in which the dead are
conveyed to the grave : (orig.) a triangular frame-
work for holding candles at a church service, and
esp. at a funeral service.

—

v.t. to put on or in a
hearse.—«. Hearse'-cloth, a pall for a corpse laid !

on a bier.

—

adj. Hearse'-like, suitable to a funeral,

mournful. [O. Fr. herse (It. erpice)—L. hirpicem,
accus. of hirpex, a harrow.]

Heart, hart, n. the organ in animal systems that
circulates the blood : the vital, inner, or chief part of
anything : the seat of the affections, &c., esp. love :

the affections : courage : vigour : secret meaning or
design : that which resembles a heart : a person,
esp. as implying courage or affectionateness—a term
of endearment or encouragement : anything heart-
shaped, esp. that one of the four suits in a pack of
cards bearing a heart in red.

—

v.t. to encourage,
hearten.

—

v.i. to form a compact head, as a plant.

—

ns. Heartache, sorrow : anguish ; Heart'-beat, a
pulsation of the heart : a throb of emotion, a
thought ; Heart'-hlOOd, blood of the heart : life,

essence ; Heart'-bond, in masonry, a bond in which
one header overlaps two others ; Heart'-break, a
sorrow or grief.—t'.A to break the heart of.—«.
Heart -breaker, a flirt : a curl, love-lock.—<k^>.
Heart-breaking, crushing with grief or sorrow

;

Heart'-brok'en, intensely afflicted or grieved.

—

ns.
Heartburn, a burning, acrid feeling, said to be
due to the irritation of the upper end of the stomach
bv the fumes of its acrid contents : cardialgia

;

Heart'bumlng, discontent: secret enmity.

—

adj.
Heart'-dear (Shak.), dear to the heart, sincerely
beloved.—//. Heart'-dlsease', any morbid condition
of the heart, whether of the various tissues com-
posing it, or of the nervous arrangements governing
It.

—

ad^s. Heart'-eas'lng, giving peace to the mind ;

Heart ed, having a heart of a specified kind (hard-
htarttd, &c.): seated or fixed in the heart, laid
up in the heart. —r./. Heart'en, to encourage,
stimulate: to add strength lo.—adjs. Heart-felt,
felt deeply : sincere ; Heart'-free, having the affec-
tions free or disengaged.—«i. Heart'-grlef, grief or
afHiction of the heart ; Heart'-heaviness, depression
of spirits.—a</r. Heartily, in a hearty manner:
cordially: eagerly.—«. Heartiness, the state or
quality of being hearty.

—

adj. Heartless, without
heart, courage, or feeling.

—

adv. Heartlessly.—»J.
Eeart'lessness ; Heartlet, a little heart.—im/c^.
Heart'ling (Shah.), little heart, used in a minced
oath. —». Heart-quake, trembling, fear. — a^>.

«W

Heart'-rend'ing, deeply afflictive : agonising ; Heart-
rob bing (Spens.), stealing the affections : blissful.

—

ns. Heart-rot, a disease producing decay in the
hearts of trees, caused by the mycelia of various
fungi ; Heart's' -ease, a common name for the pansy,
a species of violet, an infusion of which was once
thought to ease the love-sick heart ; Heart'-seed, a
general name of plants of genus Cardiospermum,
esp. the U.S. balloon-vine; Heart'-service. sincere

devotion, as opposed to Eye-serxnce.—oiijs. Heart'-
Shaped, shaped like the human heart ; Heart -siok,

pained in mind: depressed.—«. Heart'-Sick ness.

—

adjs. Heart'some, exhilarating : merry ; Heart -SOre,

caused by pain at the heart.

—

n. (Spens.) grief.

—

«. Heart'-Spoon, the depression in the breastbone :

the breastbone.

—

adj. Heart' -Stirring, arousing the
heart, exhilarating.— «. Heart'-String, a nerve or
tendon supposed to brace and sustain the heart:

(//.) affections. —<t<^>. Heart'-Struck (.yA<iA.), driven
to the heart, deeply fixed in the mind : (Milt.)
shocked, dismayed; Heart' - swell'ing (Spens.),

rankling in the heart or mind.

—

ns. Heart-Wheel,
Heart'-cam, a form of cam-wheel used for converting
uniform rotary motion into uniform reciprocating
motion.

—

adj. Heart'-WhOlO, whole at heart : un-
moved in the affections or spirits.—«. Heart'-wood,
the hard inner wood of a tree—also called Duramen.—adjs. Heart'y, full of, or proceeding from, the
heart : warm : genuine : strong : healthy ; Heart'y-
hale (Spens.), wholesome or good for the heart.

—

Heart-and-hand, Heart-and-soul, with complete
heartiness, with complete devotion to a cause

;

Heart of hearts, the inmost heart : deepest affec-

tions : Heart of oak, a brave, resolute heart.—After
my own heart, to my own liking ; At heart, in real

character : substantially ; Break the heart, to die

of grief or disappointment : to cause deep grief to

any one ; By heart, by rote : in the memory ; Eat
one's heart (see Eat) ; Find in one's heart, to be
willing or ready to do something ; For one's heart,
for one's life ; Get, Have, by heart, to commit to

memory, or to hold in one's memory ; Have at
heart, to wish earnestly for : to hold in dear esteem

;

Have one's heart in one's boots, mouth, to be in

a state of terror ; Lay, Take, to heart, to set one's

mind strongly upon : to be deeply moved by some-
thing ; Out of heart, in low spirits ; Set the heart
at rest, to become easy in mind : Set the heart
upon, to desire earnestly ; Speak to the heart
(B.), to comfort, encourage ; Take heart, to be
encouraged ; Take heart of grace (see Grace)

;

Take to heart, to be deeply pained at anything

;

Wear the heart upon the sleeve, to show the

feelings, &c., openly ; With all my heart, most
willingly. (A.S. heorte : Dut. hart, Ger. Iierz;

cog. with L. cor, cordis, Gr. kardia.]
Hearth, harth, «. the part of the floor on which the

fire is made: the fireside: the house itself: the
home-circle : the lowest part of a blast-furnace : a
brazier, chafing-dish, or fire-box.— ns. Hearth'-
money, Heanh'-penn'y, Hearth-tax, a tax in

England, formerly laid upon hearths ; Hearth'-rug,
a rug used for covering the hearth-stone ; Hearth'-
Btone, a stone forming a hearth, the fireside : a soft

stone used for whitening hearths, doorsteps, &c.

[A.S. heariS; Dut. hoard, Ger. h^rd,']

Heast, hfst, n. (Spens. ) command—same as Hest (q. v.).

Heat, het, «. that which excites the sensation of
warmth : sensation of warmth : a heating : exposure
to intense heat : a warm temperature : the warmest
period, as the heat of the day : indication of warmth,
flush, redness : vehemence, passion : sexual excite-
ment, or its period, esp. of the female, corresponding
to rut in the male ; a single course in a race

:

animation.—r./. to make hot: to agitate.

—

v.i. to

become hot :— /r./. heat'ing ; pa.p. heat'ed.— n.

Heat'ap'oplexy, sunstroke.—̂ .a</r'. Heat'ed.-«J.
Heat'-eng^e, an engine which trani.forms heat



Heath mote ; mute ; mOOn : Men. Hebrew
into mechanical work ; Heat'er, one who, or that
which, heals : a piece of cast-iron heated and then
placed in a hollow flat-iron, &c.

—

adjs. Heat'er-
Sliaped, triangular, like the common heater ; Heat'-
ing, causing or imparting heat.—«^. Heat'-Spot, a
spot on the surface of the body where a sensation of
heat is felt ; Heai'-U'Hit, amount of heat required
to raise a pound of water one degree.—Latent neat,
the quantity of heat absorbed when bodies pass from
the solid into the liquid, or from the liquid into the

gaseous, state; Mechanical equlTalent of heat,
the relation between heat and work—viz. the amount
of molecular energy required to produce one heat-

unit ; Specific heat, the number of heat-units neces-

sary to raise the unit of mass of a given substance
one degree in temperature. [A.S. hito, heat, hdt,
hot ; Ger. hitze.\

Heath, h5th, «. a barren open country : any shrub of
genus Erica, or its congener Calluna, of the heath
family {Ericaceie), a hardy evergreen under-shrub.—
ns. Heath' -bell, same as Heather-hell ; Heath'-
OOCk, a large bird which frequents heaths : the
black grouse -.—/em. Heath'-hen ; Heath'-poult, the
heath-bird, esp. the female or young.

—

adj. Heath'y,
abounding with heath. [A.S. hsirS; Ger. heide,

Goth, haithi, a waste.]
Heathen, he'Mn, «. an inhabitant of an unchristian

country, one neither Christian, Jewish, nor Moham-
medan : (B.) the Gentiles : a pagan : an irreligious

person.

—

adj. pagan, irreligious.

—

n. Hea'thendom,
the condition of a heathen : those regions of the
world where heathenism prevails.

—

v.i. Hea'thenlse,
to make heathen or heathenish.

—

adj. Hea'thenish,
relating to the heathen : rude : uncivilised : cruel.

—

tulv. Hea'thenishly.—«j. Hea'thenlshness ; Hea'-
thenlsm, the religious system of the heathens :

paganism : barbarism ; Hea'thenry, heathenism

:

heathendom. [A.S. /tafSen, a heathen ; Dut. heiden.'\

Heather, heM'er, «. the Scotch name for the native
species of the Linnsean genus Erica, called in the
north of England Ling, esp. Erica (now Calluna)
vulgaris, Common Heather, and Erica ciiierea. Fine-
leaved Heath or Lesser Bell-heather.

—

adj. of the
colour of heather. — us. Heath'er-ale, a famous
liquor traditionally brewed in Scotland from the
bells of heather; Heath'er-bell, a name given to
Erica tetralix (or specially to its blossom), and some-
times also to Erica cinerea.—adj. Heath'ery, of or
pertaining to heather.—Set the heather on fire,

to create a disturbance ; Take to the heather, to

become an outlaw. [Usually derived from heaih.}

Heaume, hOm, «. {jarck.) a massive helmet.

Heave, hev, i>.t. to lift up : to throw upward : to draw
in any direction, as by a windlass : to cause to
swell : to force from the breast : {geol.) to move
away or displace (a vein or stratum).

—

z\i. to be
raised : to rise and fall : to try to vomit :

—

/>r.p.

heading; fia.t. and /«./. heaved or (naui.) hSve.—«. an effort upward : a throw : a swelling : an
effort to vomit : broken wind in horses.

—

fis. Heave'-
Off'ering, a voluntary Jewish offering lifted up
before the Lord by thepriest ; Heav'er, one who, or
that which, heaves : Heaves, a disease in horses ;

Heave'-shoul'der, the shoulder of an animal elevated
in sacrifice : HeaVing, a rising : swell : (S/uik.)
panting.—Heave ho ! an e.xclamation used by sailors
in putting forth exertion, as in heaving the anchor

;

Heave In sight, to come into view ; Heave to, to
bring a ve.ssel to a stand-still, to make her lie to.

[AS. hebban, pa.t. hi/, pa. p. ha/en; Ger. heben.}
Heaven, hev'n, «. the arch of sky overhanging the

earth : the air : a zone or region : a very great and
indefinite height : the dwelling-place of the Deity
and the blessed : the Deitv as inhabiting heaven :

supreme happiness.—adjs. Heav'en-bom, descended
from heaven ; Heav'en-bred (Shak.), bred or pro-
duced in heaven ; HeaVen-direct'ed, pointing to

the sky : divinely guided ; Heaven-fallen {Milt.),
fallen from heaven, having rebelled against God

;

HeaVen- gifted, granted by heaven; Heav'en-
klss'ing {S/iak.), kissing or touching, as it were,
the sky.—«. Heav'enliness.—a<^'. Heavenly, of
or inhabiting heaven : celestial : pure : supremely
blessed : very excellent. — adv. in a manner like

that of heaven : by the influence of heaven.

—

adj.
Heav'enly-mind'ed, having the mind placed upon
heavenly things : pure.

—

n. HeaVenly-mind'edness.
—advs. Heavenward, Heav'envrards, toward or in

the direction of heaven.—Heaven Of heavens {B.),

the highest of the heavens, the abode and seat of
God ; In the seventh heaven, in a state of the
most exalted happiness—from the system of the
Cabbalists, who divided the heavens into seven in

an ascending scale of happiness up to the abode of
God. [.\.S. heo/on: not to be conn, with Aeave.]

Heavy, hev*!, adj. weighty : not easy to bear

:

oppressive : afflicted : inactive : dull, lacking bright-
ness and interest : inclined to slumber : violent

:

loud : not easily digested, as food : miry, as soil

:

having strength, as liquor : dark with clouds

:

gloomy : expensive : (,B.) sad : {theat.) pertaining
to the representation of grave or serious parts.

—

adv.
HeaVily.— «. Heaviness.—^^Z/i. Heav'y-anned,
bearing heavy armour or arms ; HeaVy-hand'ed,
clumsy, awkward : oppressive ; Heavy-headed,
having a heavy or large head : dull, stupid, drowsy ;

HeaVy-heart'ed, weighed down with grief; Heavy-
lad'en, laden with a heavy burden.—«. HeaVy-
spar, native sulphate of barium, barytes.—Heavy
marching order, the condition of troops fully

equipped for field service ; Heavy metal, guns or
shot of large size : great influence or power ; Heavy-
weight, one beyond the average weight, esp. in

sporting phrase, one placed highest in the ascending
%csX^, /eather-weizht , light-weight, ntiddle-7ueight,

heavy-tveighi : Heavy wet, a drink of strong ale or
ale and porter mixed.—The heavies {mil.), the
heavy cavalry : those who play heavy parts. [A.S.
lic/g—hebban, to heave ; Old High Ger. hfbig.]

Hebdomadal, heb-dom'a-dal, adj. occurring every
seven days : weekly— also Hebdom'adary. —
«. Heb'domad, the number seven, a group of
seven things, a week : in some Gnostic systems, a
group of superhuman beings, angels, or divine
emanations, the sphere of the Demiurge lower than
the ogdoad—from the idea of the seven planets.

—

ad-:'. Hebdom'adally, from week to week. — «.

Hebdom'adary, a member of a chapter or convent
who officiates in the choir, &c., on a certain week.

—

Hebdomadal CJouncil, a board which practically

manages the business of the university of Oxford,
usually meeting weekly. [L. hebdomadalis—Gr.

hebdomas, a period of seven days

—

hepta, seven.]

Hebe, he'be, «. a personification of youth and spring,

from the name of the daughter of Zeus and Hera,
who was cup-bearer of Olympui

Heben, heb'n, n. and adj. {Spens?) ebony.
Hebenon, heb'e-non, n. (Shak.) a poisonotis juice.

[Perh. ebony, or a corr. oi henbant.^
Hebetate, heb'e-tat, v.t. to make dull or blunt.

—adj. Heb'etant, making dull.—«j. Hebeta'tlon,
Heb'etude ; Hebetudinos'ity. — adj. Hebetu'dl-
notlS. [L. hcbetdre, -iitum—hebes, blunt.]

Hebrew, hebrOO, «. one of the descendants of
Abraham, who emigrated from beyond the

Euphrates into Palestine : an Israelite, a Jew

:

the language of the Hebrews {Jem. He'breWOSS,
B.): {coll.) unintelligible speech.

—

adj. relating to

the Hebrews.—rtrf;>. Hebra'IO, -al, relating to the

Hebrews or to their language.

—

adv. Hebra'ically,

after the manner of the Hebrew language : from
right to left.—«. HebrJl'icism.

—

v.t. HS'braise, to

express as in Hebrew : to conform or incline to

Hebrew ideals. — ns. He'braiser ; He'braiBm, a
Hebrew idiom ; He'braiSt, one skilled in Hebrew.
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Hebridean (Ste, far ; m€, her ; mine
; Hed

—adjs. Hebraistic, -al, of or like Hebrew.—(i^».
Hobralst'ioally.— «. Hebrewism. [O. Fr. Ebreu—
L. HebriBM— Gr. Hebraios— Heb. 'ii>ri, lit. 'one

from the other side (of the river).']

Hebridean, he-brid'e-an, -i-an, adj. pertaining to the

Hebrides—also Hebrid'Ian.—«. a native thereof.

Hecate, hek'a-te, «. a mysterious goddess, in Hesiod

having power over earth, heaven, and sea—after-

wards identified with many other goddesses, her

power above all displayed in the matter of ghosts

and bogies. [L.,—Gr. Hekate—hekas, far.]

Hecatomb, hek'a-tom, n, among the Greeks and
Romans, a sacrifice of a hundred oxen : a great

public sacrifice : any large number of victims. [Gr.

fukatombe—hekaton, a hundred, boiis, an ox.]

Hecatontome, hek'a-ton-tOm, «. {Milt.) a very large

number of books. [Gr. hekaton, a hundred, tomos,

a volume.]
Hech, heh, interj. (Scot.) an exclamation of sur-

prise.

Hecht, heht, Scotch form of hight, v.

Heck, hek, «. (Scot.) a rack in a stable for hay, &c. :

a grated contrivance for catching fish : a contrivance

in a spinning-wheel, and also in a warping-mill, by
which the yarn or thread is guided to the reels.

—

Live at heck and manger, to be in very comfort-
able quarters. [A. S. hec, Itac ; Dut. hek^

Heckle, hek'l, v.i. to comb : to put a parliamentary
candidate, or the like, through a series of embarrass-
ing qiiestions.—«. the same as Hack'le, HatCh'eL

—

ns. Heck'le, the long shining feathers on a cock's

neck, a feather ornament in the full-dress bonnets of
Highland regiments ; Heckler, one who torments a
candidate with catching questions.

Hectare, hek' tar, «. a superficial measure = ioo ares,

10,000 sq. metres, or nearly 2J acres (2-471). [Fr.,

—

Gr. hekaton, 100, L. area, area.]

Hectic, -al, hek'tik, -al, adj. pertaining to the con-

stitution or habit of body : affected with hectic

fever.—«. Hec'tlO, a habitual or remittent fever,

usually associated with consumption.—nt^'. Hec'toid,
of a hectic appearance.—Hectic fever, the n.ime
given to the fever which occurs in connection with
certain wasting diseases of long duration. [Fr.,

—

Gr. hektikos, habitual

—

hexis, habit.]

Hectogramme, hek'to-gram, «. a weight of 100
gramme?., or nearly J lb. (3-527 ounces). [Fr.,—Gr.
hekaton, too, and gramme.]

Hectog^ph, hek'to-graf, ». a gelatine pad for receiv-
ing a copy and therefrom multiplying a writing or
drawing.

—

v.t. to reproduce by means of this.

—

adj.
Hectograph'iC. [Gr. hekaton, a. hundred, gy-a/h—
graphein, to write.]

Hectolitre, hek'to-lit'r, n. a unit of capacity of 100
litres, 220I imperial gallons.

Hectometre, hek'to-met-er, «. a unit of length equal
to 100 metres, or about i^jth (-0621) of a mile.

Hector, hek' tor, n. a bully, a street brawler : one who
annoys.

—

z'.t. to treat insolently: to annoy.

—

v.i. to
glay the bully.—«j. Heo'torer ; Hetftorism.—aa'r'.

[ec'torly.—». Hec'torship. [.Hector, the Trojan.)
Hectostere, hek'to-ster, n. a measure of solidity of

100 cubic metres, 3531-56 Eng. cubic feet.

Heddle, hedl, n. a series of vertical cords or wires,

each having in the middle a loop (Hedd'le-eye) to

receive a warp-thread, and passing round and be-
tween parallel bars.

—

v.t. to draw warp-threads
through heddle-eyes. [An assumed A.S. he/edl,
earlier form of he/eld.]

Hedeoma, he-de-O'ma, ». a genus of herbaceous aro-
matic plants, the best-known species being the
American Pennyroyal. [Gr. hidys, sweet.]

Hedera, hed'er-a, n. a genus of climbing plants, best
represented by the common ivy.— adjs. Hedera-
ceous ; Hed'eral ; Hed'erated ; Heder'ic ; Heder-
If'erous. [L.]

Hedge, hej, ». a thicket of bushes : a fence roiuid a
field, &c. : any mean» of protection.

—

v.t, to enclose
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with a hedge : to obstruct : to surround : to guard

:

to protect one's self from loss by betting on both
sides. — v.i. to shuffle: to be shifty: to skulk.
—ns. Hedge'blll, Hedg'ing-bill, a bill or hatchet
for dressing hedges. — (uij. Hedge'-bom, of low
birth, as if born under a hedge or in the woods

:

low : obscure.—«J. Hedge'bote, an old word for

the right of a tenant to cut wood on the farm
or land for repairing the hedges or fences ; Hedge'-
creep'er, a sneaking rogue; Hedgehog, a small
prickly-backed quadruped, so called from living in

hedges and bushes, and its resemblance to a hog
or pig ; Hedgehog-plant, a species of medick,
having the pods spirally twisted and rolled up
into a ball beset with spines ; Hedge'hog-thls'tle,
hedgehog-cactus; Hedge' -hyss'op, a European per-

ennial plant of the figwort taniily, with emetic and
purgative qualities ; Hedge-knife, an instrument
for trimming hedges ; Hedge'-mar'riage, a clandes-
tine marriage ; Hedge'-mustard, a genus of plants

of order Cruci/era, annual or rarely perennial,

with small yellow or white flowers ; Hedge'-note,
a valueless literary attempt ; Hedge'-par'SOn, a
mean parson, generally illiterate ; Hedge'pig (5'A<ii.),

a young hedgehog ; Hedge'-priest, an ignorant
itinerant priest ; Hedg'er, one who dresses hedges ;

Hedgerow, a row of trees or shrubs for hedging
fields ; Hedge'-SChOOl, an open-air school kept by
the side of a hedge in Ireland ; Hedge'-Shrew, the
field-mouse ; Hedge'-sparr'oW, Hedge -war bier, a
little singing bird, like a sparrow, which frequents
hedges; Hedge'-Writ'er, a Grub-street author;
Hedg'ing, the work of a hedger.— rt((/'. He<lg'y.
[.A.S. hecg, /ugg ; Dut. hegge, Ger. hecke.\

Hedonism, he'dO-nizm, «. in ethics, the doctrine that
happiness is the highest good. — adjs. Hedon'iO,
Hedonist'ic. —n.pl. Hedon'los, the doctrine of
pleasure.^«. He'donist, one who advocates hedon-
ism. [Gr. hedone, pleasure.]

Hedyphane, hed'i-fan, «. a colourless mimetite, con-
taining calcium : a variety of green lead ore. [Gr.
ludys, sweet, -phaties, appearing.]

Heed, hed, v.t. to observe: to look after: to attend
to.—«. notice: caution: attention.— adj. Heed'fnl,
attentive, cautious.

—

adzi. Heed'fully.

—

ns. Heed'-
fulness ; Heediness (SpensX — cuij. Heed less,

inattentive : careless.

—

n. Heedlesshood (Spens.).— adv. Heed lessly. — «. Heed lessness. — adj.
Heed'y (Spens.), heedful, careful. [A.S. h^dau

:

Dut. hoeden, Ger. hiiten.\

Heehaw, he'ha, i'.». to bray, like an ass. [Imit.]
Heel, hel, «. the part of the foot projecting behind

:

the whole foot (esp. of beasts) : the covering of the
heel, as on a boot : a spur : the hinder part of any-
thing.

—

zi.t. to use the heel: to furnish with heels:
to arm with a steel spur, as a fighting cock : to seize

by the heels : (U.S.) to supply with money.

—

v.i. to

follow well (of a dog).— n, Heel'-ball, a black waxy
composition for blacking the heels and soles of boots,
for taking impressions of coins, &c., by rubbing : a
shoemaker's last.

—

p.adj. Heeled, provided with a
heel, shod : (i/..?.) comfortably supplied with money.—n. Heel'er (U.S.), an unscrupulous hanger-on of a
political party ; Heel'piecO, a piece or cover for the
heel ; Heel'-tap, a small quantity of beer or spirits

left in the glass after drinking.—Heel and toe, with
proper walking, as opposed to running ; Heels o'er

gOWdy (Scot.), heels over head ; Heels over head,
upside down.—At, On, Upon, a persons heels,
close behind ; Down at heel, having the heels of
one's shoes trodden down : slovenly : in poor circum-
stances ; Elick one's heels, to be kept waiting for

some time ; Lay, Set, Clap, by the heels, to fetter

:

to put in confinement ; Out at hoels, having the
stockings or shoes worn out at the heels ; Show a
dean pair of heels, Take to one's heels, to run
off with haste : to flee ; Trip up (one's) heels, to

trip up or overthrow him ; Turn on (upon) one'S



Heel mote ; mute ; m(TDn ; then. Helix

heel, to turn sharply round, to turn back or away.
[A.S. ft^la ; put. ktei.]

Heel, hel, v.i. to incline : to lean on one side, as a
ship.—z/./. to tilt. [Earlier hteU, A.S. kieidan, to
slope ; cf. Dut. hellen.]

Heeze, hez, v.t. (Scot.) a form oi hoise.—«. a lift.

Heft, heft, «. heaving: (Shak.) retching: \u.S.)
weight : the bulk oi.—v.t. to try the weight of.

—

adj. Heft'y, rather heavy : easy to lift. \,Heave.\
Heft (Spens.), obsolete form of Iteaved.

Heft, heft, v.t. to accustom to a thing or place : (Scot.)
to attach. [Cf. Ice. he/dlia, Sw. ha/da, Dan. h<zvde.\

Heft, heft, ». a notebook, a number of sheets sewed
together. [Ger.]

Hegelianlsm, he-ge'li-an-izm, «. the philosophical
principles of Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831),
—adj. Hegelian, of or pertaining to Hegel.—». a
follower of Hegel.

Hegemony, he'jem-o-ni, «. leadership : control, esp. of
one state over others.

—

adjs. Hegemon'lc, -al.

—

ns.

HegU'men, HegU'menoS, the head of a monastery :

—/em. Hegu'mene, Hegu'meness. [Gr. hegemonia—Jtegemon, leader

—

Ite^eisthai, to go before.]
Heglra, Hejira, hej'i-ra, «. the flight of Mohammed

(rom Mecca, 15th July 622 A.D., from which is dated
the Mohammedan era : any flight. [Ar. hijrah,
flight, httjiira, to leave.]

Heifer, hef'er, n. a young cow. [A.S. hMh/ore, heah-
/''", -/re; prob. ' high-goer,'yarrt«, logo.]

Heigh, hi, interj. a cry of encouragement or exulta-
tion—also Hey, 'Ba^.—interj. Heigh'-ho, an exclama-
tion expressive of weariness. [Imit.]

Height, hit, n. the condition of being high : distance
upwards : that which is elevated : a hill : elevation
inrankorexcellence : utmostdegree.

—

v.t. Helght'en,
to make higher, to advance or improve : to make
brighter or more prominent. [Corr. oi highih—A.S.
htehtho, heahthu—heah, high.]

Heinous, ha'nus, adj. wicked in a high degree, enor-
mous : atrocious.

—

adv. Heinously.—«. Hei'nous-
neSS. [O. Fr. haitios (Fr. Iiainetix)—hair, to hate.]

Heir, ar, «. one who inherits anything after the death
of the owner : one entitled to anything after the
present possessor : a child, oflispring :—/em. Heiress
(ar'es).

—

v.t. Heir, to inherit.—«i. Hefr'-appa'rent,
the one by law acknowledged to be heir ; Heir'-at-
law, an heir by legal right ; Heir'dom, Heir'ship.
—adj. Heirless, without an heir.—«j. Heir'loom,
any piece of furniture or personal property which
descends to the heir-at-law by special custom ; Heir'-
prestunp'tive, one who will be heir if no nearer
relative should be bom.—Heir by custom, one whose
right as heir is determined by customary modes of

descent, as gavelkind, &c. [O. Fr. lieir—L. hires,

an heir.]

Hejira. See Hegira.
Hel, hel, ft. in Northern mythology, the goddess of the

dead, the sister of the wolf Fenrir, and daughter of
the evil-hearted Loki.

Helcoid, hel'koid, adj. ulcerous.—«j. HelCOl'Ogy, the
branch of pathology concerned with ulcers ; Hel'CO-
plasty, the operation of grafting on an ulcer a
giece of healthy skin ; Helco'sis, ulceration.

—

aiij.

[elcot'iC. [Gr. heikos, an ulcer.]
Held, />a.t. and pa.p. oi hold.
Hele, hel, v.t. (Spens.) to hide, conceal. [A.S. helian,

helan, to hide ; Ger. hehlen.\
Heliac, he'li-ak. Heliacal, he-ll'ak-al, adj. (astron.)
emerging from the light of the sun or passing into it.

—adr^. Beli'acally. [Gr. heliakos—helios, the sun.]
Helianthus, he-li-an'thus, n. a genus of order Com-

positce, including the common sunflower. [Gr. helios,

the sun, anthos, a flower.]

Helical, Helicidae, Helicograph, Helicoid. See
Helix.

Heliconian, hel-i-kO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Helicon,
a mountain-range in Boeotia, in ancient Greece, the

favouriu seat of the Muses.

Heliocentric, -al, hs-li-o-sen'trik, -al, adj. (astron.)
referred to the sun as centre.

—

adv. HeliOCen'triO*
ally. [Gr. heiios, the sun, kentron, the centre.]

Heliochromy, he'li-ok-rO-mi, «. the art of producing
photographs in the natural colours.

—

ns. He'lio-
chrome, Heliochro'motype, a photograph in the
natural colours.

—

adj. HellOChro'miC.
Heliograph, he'li-o-graf, «. an apparatus for signalling
by means of the sun's rays : an engraving obtained
by a process in which a specially prepared plate is

acted on chemically by exposure to light : an appa-
ratus for taking photographs of the sun.

—

v.t. to
signal to by means of the sun's rays.

—

n. Heliog'-
rapher.— ««[/>. Heliograph'ic, tCi.-adv. Hello-
graphically.—>AS. HellOg'raphy, a method of com-
municating swiftly between distant points by means of
the sun's rays reflected from mirrors : photography

;

Hellogra'VUre (or ha-li-O-gra-vur'), photo-engraving,
or a print obtained by this process. [Gr. helios, the
swn, graphs, z painting—-grapheiu, to write.]

Heliolatry, he-li-ol'a-tri, «. worship of the sun.—«.
Eeliol'ater, a worshipper of the sun.

—

adj. Heli-
Ol'atrous. [Gr. helios, the sun, latreia, worship.]

Heliology, he-li-ol'S-ji, n. the science of the sun.
Heliometer, he-li-om'e-ter, «. an instrument by which

the diameters of the heavenly bodies can be meas-
ured with great accuracy.

—

adjs. Heliomet'rlc, -aL
[Gr. helios, sun, tnetron, a measure.]

Heliophilous^ he-li-of'i-lus, adj. fond of the sun—opp.
to HeliopbO'biC, fearing or shunning sunlight.

Helioscope, heli-o-skOp, «. a telescope for viewing
the sun without injury to the eyes, by means of
blackened glass or mirrors that reflect only a part
of the light.—a<^'. Helioscoplc. [Fr. helioscope—
Gr. helios, the sun, skopein, to look, to spy.]

HeliOStat, he'li-o-stat, n. an instrument by means of
which a beam of .sunlight is reflected in an invariable
direction. [Gr. helios, sun, statos, fixed

—

histanai,
to stand.]

Heliotrope, heli-o-trOp, «. a genus of plants of the
natural order Boraginacece, many species with
fragrant flowers, esp. the Peruvian heliotrope, with
small lilac-blue flowers and a fragrance resembling
vanilla or cherry-pie : (min.) a bloodstone, a variety
of chalcedony of a dark-green colour variegated with
red : a mirror placed at a distant station and adjusted
by clockwork, so that at a particular hour of the day
(arranged beforehand) the light of the sun shall be
reflected from the mirror directly to the surveyor's
station. — adjs. Heliotrop ic, -al. — adv. Helio-
tropically.—«j. Heliot'ropism, Heliot'ropy, the
tendency that the stem and leaves of a seedling
plant have to bend towards, and the roots from, the
light when placed in a transparent vessel of water
within reach of the light of a window. [Fr.,—L.,

—

Gr. hiliotropion—helios, the sun, tropos, a turn.]

Heliotjrpy, he'li-O-tl-pi, «. a photo-mechanical process

in which the gelatine relief is itself used to print

from in some form of printing-press, instead of being
covered with tinfoil as in the stannotype process.—n. He'liOtype, a photograph.

—

v.t. to produce a
heliotype picture of

—

v.i. to practise heliotypy.

—

adj.

HeliOtyp'iC. [Gr. helios, sun, typos, impression.]

Heliozoa, heli-0-z5'a, n. a class of Protozoa of the
Rhizopod type, with protruding processes of living

matter. [Gr. helios, the sun, zoon, an animal.]

Helium, he'li-um, n. a substance discovered by Lock-
yer in the sun's atmosphere, found by Ramsay in the
rare Norwegian mineral cleveite.

Helix, he'liks, n. a spiral, as of wire in a coil : {zool.)

a. genus of molluscs including the land-snails : the

external part of the ear : a small volute or twist in

the capital of a Corinthian column :—pl. Helices
(hel'i-sez).—a<^'. Hel'ical, spiral.—arfz/. Herically.
—n.pl. Helic'idSB, a large family of terrestrial, air-

breathing gasteropods, of which snails are familiar

examples.

—

n. HellCOgraph, a drawing instrument
for describing a spiral line.

—

adjs. Hel'iCOid, -al.
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HeU Gte, far ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Hemlhedrlsm

like a helix, screw-shaped ; Hellspher'lO, -al, spiraL

[L.,—Gr. Aeit-r, helUsein, to turn round.]

Hell, hel, >/. the place or state of punishment of the

wicked after death : the place of the dead indefinitely :

the abode of evil spirits : the powers of hell : any

glace of vice or misery : a garabling-house.—a^j.

[ell -black \Shak.\ black as hell ; Hell'-bom, bom
in hell : of hellish origin ; Hell -bred.—«j. Hell'-

broth {Shak), a composition boiled up for malignant

purposes ; HeU'-cat, a malignant hag ;
HeU'-fire,

the fire of hell : punishment in hell : Hell'-gate, the

entrance into hell.—<t<^'. Hell'-hafed (,Shak.\ hated

or abhorred as hell.—«. Hellhound, a hound of

hell : an agent of hell.—orf/ HeUish, pertaining to

or like hell: very wicked.— rto'i'. HeU'isMy.—«j.
Hell'lshness ; Hell -kite {Sluik.\ a kite of infernal

breed.—rt^i'. Hell'ward, towards helL [A.S. htl;

Ice. hel, Ger. h6lU.\
Hell, hel, v.t. {Spens.) to hide.

He'll, contraction for he will.

Hellebore, hel'e-bOr, «. a plant of the genus Helle-

borus (Ranunculace<E\ whose root possesses drastic

purgative properties, anciently used as a cure for

insanity—varieties are the Black Hellebore or Christ-

mas Rose, the Stinking; and the Green Hellebore

;

similar plants of other genera are the Winter Helle-
bore and the American False or White Hellebore,

known also as Indian Poke or Itch Weed. [Fr.

helUbore—L. helleborus—Gr. helleboros.'\

Hellenic, hel-len'ik, or hel-le'nik, Hellenlan, hel-le'-

ni-an, adj. pertaining to the Hellenes or Greeks

:

Grecian, in art, esp. of the period from the primitive
epoch to the Roman supremacy in Greece (beginning
146 B.C.), sometimes only from the time of Alexander
the Great (f. 330 b.c.)—the x^xm. Hellenistic applying
to later times.

—

n. Hell'eno, an ancient Greek : a
subject of the modern kingdom of Greece or Hellas :—•//. Helle'nes, the name of the modem Greeks for

themselves.

—

v.i. Hell'enlse, to conform, or show a
tendency to conform, to Greek usages.

—

ns. Hell'en-
Ism, a Greek idiom : the spirit of the Greek race

;

Heli'enist, one skilled in the Greek language : a Jew
who used the Greek language and adopted Greek
usages, in opposition to the Hebrews properly so
called, whether of Palestine or of the Dispersion, and
to the Hellenes or Greeks proper—they are called
Grecians in the Authorised, Grecian Jews in the
Revised Version.

—

adjs. Hellenlst'iC, -aJ, pertaining
to the Hellenists : pertaining to Greek with foreign,
esp. Aramaic and Hebrew, idioms—a popular dialect
which grew up at Alexandria and perpetuated itself

in the Septuagint, and to a less marked degree in
the New Testament.—<K^f. Hellenist'ically. [Gr.
Hellenics, Helenikos—Hellenes, a name ultimately
given to all the Greeks

—

Hellen, the son of Deucalion,
the Greek Noah. ]

Helllcat, hel'i-kat, adj. giddy-headed : flighty.—«.
{Scot.) a wicked creature.

Helm, helm, n. the instrument by which a ship is
steered : the station of management or government.— v.t. to direct. —«. Helm'age, guidance. —<j(^'.
Helm'leSB, of a ship, without a helm.

—

n. Helms'-
man, the one who steers. [A.S. helma; Ice. hj&lm,
a rudder, Gr. lulm, a handle.]

Helm, helm, Helmet, hei'met, «. a covering of armour
for the head : {hot.') the hooded upper lip of certain
flowers.—a<^'j. Helmed, Helmeted, furnished with
a helmeL—«. Hel'met-shell, a genus of gastero-
pods having thick heavy shells with bold ridges

:

a cameo-shell. [A.S. helm—helan, to cover; Ger.
helrn.^

Helminth, hel'minth, «. a worm.—«. Helmlnth'a-
gog^e, a remedy against worms.

—

adj. Helmln'thic,
pertaining to worms : (med.) expelling worms.— «. a
medicine for expelling worms.—«. Helmin'thite, a
long sinuous mark common on the surfaces of sand-
stone, and supposed to be the tracks of worms.

—

adfs.
Helmin'thold, worm-shaped ; Helmintholog'ic, -al.
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—ns. Helmlnthologist ; Helminthology, that
branch of natural history which treats of worms,
or more particularly of the parasitic forms.

—

adj.
Helminth'OUS. [Gr. helmins, -iuthos, a worm.]

Helot, he'lot, or hel'ot, «. one of a class of slaves
among the ancient Spartans.

—

ns. He'lotage, the
state of a Helot ; He'lOtism, the condition of the
Helots in ancient Sparta : slavery ; He'lotry, the
whole body of the Helots : any class of slaves. [Gr.

;

said to be derived from Helos, a town in Greece,
reduced to slavery by the Spartans.]

Help, help, v.t. to support: to assist: to mitigate: to

give means for doing anything : to provide or supply
with : to remedy : to prevent, to keep from.

—

v.i.

to give assistance: to contribute:

—

pa.p, helped,
(B.) hOlp'en.—«. means or strength given to another
for a purpose : assistance : relief: one who assists

:

{AMer.)i hired servant, esp. a domestic.—«. Help'er,
one who helps : an assistant.

—

adj. Helpful, giving
help: useful.—//. Helpfulness.—«</;. Help less,with-

out help or power in one's self : wanting a.ssistance.

—

adv. Helplessly.—/«. Helplessness ; Help mate,
an assistant : a partner : a wife—also written Help'-
meet, from Gen. ii. 18.—Help forward, to assist in

making progress ; Help Off, to aid in disposing or
getting rid of ; Help on, to forward, to lift up

;

Help out, to aiJ in finishing a task, eking out a
supply. &c. ; Help 0'7er, to enable to surmount

;

Help to, to aid in obtaining for some one ; Help Up,
to raise.—God help him, a phrase implying extreme
pity or commiseration.—So help me Ood, a very
strong asseveration, implying the willingness of the
speaker to let his chance of salvation depend upon
his truthfulness. [.\.S. helpan, pa.t. healp, pa.p.

holpen; Ice. hjdlpa, Ger. hel/en, to aid.]

Helter-skelter, hel'ter-skel'ter, adv. in a confused
hurry: tumultuously.—«. a confused medley: dis-

orderly motion.

—

adj. confused. — «. Hel'ter-Skel'-

teriness. [Imit.)

Hel've, helv, «. the handle of an axe or hatchet : the
handle of a forehammer.

—

v.i. to furnish with a
handle, as an axe. — «. Helve'-hamm'er, a trip-

hammer. [A. S. hielfe, helfe, a handle.]
HeI'VetiC, hel-vet'ik, adj. pertaining to Switzerland

—

also Helve'tian. —Helvetic Confessions, two con-
fessions of faith drawn up by the Swiss theologians in

1536 and 1566, in substance Protestant, Evangelical,

moderately Calvinistic, and Zwinglian. [L.,

—

Hel-
vetia, Latin name of Switzerland.]

Hem, hem, n. the border of a garment doubled down
and .sewed.

—

v.t. to form a hem on : to edge :

—

pr.p.

hem'ming : pa.p. hemmed.

—

n. Hem'-stltch, the

ornamental finishing of the inner side of a hem,
made by pulling out several threads adjoining it and
drawing together in groups the cross-threads by
successive stitches.

—

v.t. to embroider with such.

—

Hem In, to surround. [A.S. hemm, a border; Ger.
hamm, a fence.]

Hem, hem, «. and interj. a sort of half-cough to

draw attention. — v.i. to utter the sound hem\—
pr.p. hem'ming; pa.p. hemmed. [Imit.]

Hem, hem, (Spens^ them.
Hemeralopla, hem'e-ra-l6'pi-a, n. day-blindness, a

defect of vision except in artificial or dim light

;

also applied to night-blindness. [Gr. hemera, a
day, alaos, blind, dps, the eye.]

Hemianopsia, hem'i-an-op'si-a, «. complete or partial
blindness as to half the field of vision—also Beml-
anop'la, Hemlo pla, Hemiop'sia, Hem'opsy.—rirf^x.

Hemlanop'tic, Hemiop'ic. [Gr. himi-, half, an-,
neg. , opsis, sight.]

Hemlcrania, hem-i-kra'ni-a, «. headache confined to
one side of the head.

—

adj. Hemioran'io.
Hemlcyole, hem'i-sl-kl, «. a semicircle, a room with

seats so arranged. [Fr.,—Gr.]
Hemlhedrlsm, hem-i-he'drizm, n. a poperty of crjrs-

lals of being Hemlhe'dral, or having half the
number of symmetrically arranged planes occurring



Hemlolic mote ; mate ; mOOn ; iAea. Heptahedron

on a holohedron.

—

u. Hemllie'droil. [Gr. Aimi;
half, liedra, a seat.]

HemloliO, bem-i-orik, adj. constituting the proportion
of li to I, or of3 to 2. [Gr. himi-, half, holos, whole.]

Hemionua, he-mi o-nus, Homione, hem'i-On, «. the
half-ass, or dziggetai. [Gr. himi-, half, onos, an ass.]

Hemiplegia, hem-i-ple'ji-a, «. paralysis of one side of
the face or body—also Hem'iplegy.—a^'. Hemi-
pleg'ic. [Gr. himi; haSi, plige, a blow.]

Hemlptera, hem-ip'ter-a, «. an order of Insecia, in
the classification of Linnaeus : in later systems, the
same as Rhyncota, including aphides, coccus insects,

cicadas, bugs, water-scorpions, lice {Atnetabola).—
«. Hemip'ter.— a</;>. Hemlp'teral, Hemipteran,
Hemip'teroUB. [Gr. hemi-, half, pteron, a wing.]

Hemispnere, hem'i-sfer, «. a half-sphere : half of the
globe or a map of it.

—

adjs. Hsmispher'ic, -al.

—

«. Hemisphe'roid, the half of a spheroid. — adj.
Hemispheroi'dal. — Eastern and western hemi-
spheres, the eastern and western halves of the ter-

restrial globe, the former including Europe, Asia,

and Africa ; the latter, the Americas. [Gr. himi-
sphairion—hemi-, half, sphaira, a sphere.]

Hemistich, hem'i-stik, «. one of the two parts of a line

of poetry as divided by the cesura : half a line, an
incomplete or unfinished line : an epodic line or re-

frain.

—

adj. Hem'istichaL [L. htmisiichium—Gr.
hemistichion—hemi-, half, siichos, a line.]

Hemitrope, hem'i-trop, «. a form in which one part
of a crystal is in reverse position with reference to

the other part, a twin-crystal.

—

adjs. Hem'itrope,
Hemit'ropal, Hemitrop'ic, Hemit'ropoos.

Hemlock, hem'lok, «. a genus of umbelliferous plants,

the most common sp>ecies being the poisonous spotted
hemlock, used in medicine. [A.S. hemlic, the second
sj'llable a weakened form of Udc, a plant. Cf.
Charlock, Garlic]

Hemp, hemp, «. a plant with a fibrous bark used for

cordage, coarse cloth, &c. : the fibrous rind pre-
pared for spinning.

—

adj. Hemp'en, made of hemp.—tu. Hemp'-nettle, a coarse bristly annual weed of
the labiate family ; Hemp'-palm, a palm of China
and Japan, the fibre of the leaves of which is much
employed for making cordage— hats, cloaks, and
other garments are also made from it ; Hemp'-seed,
Mrs Quickly 's word for homicide (Shak., 2 Henry
IV., II. i. 64).

—

adj. Hemp'y, like hemp: roguish :

romping.—«. (Scot.) a rogue.—Hempen collar, and
caudle {S/iak.), the hangman's noose ; Hempen
widow, the widow of a man who has been hanged.
[A.S. hettep, h<enep—L. cannabis—Gr. kannahis.]

Hen, hen, «. the female of any bird, esp. of the
domestic fowl.

—

ns. Hen'bane, a coarse annual or
biennial herb of the nightshade family, poisonous,
esp. to domestic fowls ; Hen'COOp, a coop or large
cage for domestic fowls ; Hen'-drlVer, Hen'-harr ier,

a species of falcon, the common harrier.

—

adj. Hen'-
heart'ed, timid as a hen : cowardly.

—

ns. Hen'-
house, a house, coop, or shelter for fowls

;

Hen'-hUSS'y, a man who meddles with women's
affairs ; Hen'-mould, a black, spongy soil ; Hen'-
nery, a place where fowls are kept.

—

adj. Hen'ny,
like a hen, feathered.

—

v.t. Hen'peck, of a wife, to

domineer over her husband.

—

n. the subjection of
a husband to his wife.

—

adj. Hen'pecked, weakly
subject to his wife.

—

ns. Henpeckery, the state of
being henpecked ; Hen'-roost, a place where poultry
roost at night ; Hen'wlfe, Hen'-wom'an, a woman
who has the charge of poultry. [AS. henn—hana,
a cock; Ger. hahn, fem. henne.^

Hence, hens, adv. from this place or time : in the
future : from this cause or reason : from this origin.— interj. away ! begone ! — advs. Hence'forth,
Hencefor'ward, from this time forth or forward.
[M. E. hennes, henne—A.S. heonan, from the base
of he ; Ger. hinnen, hin, hence ; so L. hinc, hence
—hie, this.]

Henchman, hensh'man, n. a servant : a page. [Not

from haunch-man, but from A.S. hengest, a horse
(Ger. hengst), and man.\

Hend, hend, v.t. (Spens.) to seize, to grasp. [Hand]
Hendecagon, hen-dek'a-gon, «. a plane figure of

eleven angles and eleven sides. — adj. Hende-
Cag'onaL [Gr. fiendeka, eleven, gdnia, an angle.]

Hendecasyllahle, hen'dek-a-sil-a-bl, «. a metrical line
of eleven syllables.

—

adj. Hendecasyllab'ic. [Gr.
heiideka, eleven, syllabe, a syllable.]

Hendiadys, hen-dl'a-dis, «. a rhetorical figure in
which one and the same notion is presented in two
expressions, as ' with might and main ' = by main
strength. [Gr. hen dia dyoin, lit. 'one by two.']

Henequen, hcn'e-ken, «. a fibre known as sisal-hemp,
used for ships' cables, obtained chiefly from Agave
Ixtli of Yucatan, also the plant itself.—Also Ben'O-
quin, Hen'iquin. [Sp. jeuiguen. ]

Henna, hen'a, «. a small Oriental shrub of the loose-
strife family, with fragrant white flowers : a pigment
made from the shrub for dyeing the nails and hair.
[Ar. henna.]

Henotheism, hen'6-the-izm, n. the ascribing ofsupreme
power to some one of several gods in turn : the
belief in a special supreme god over a particular
geople—a national or relative monotheism.

—

adj.
[enothelst'ic. [Gr. heis (hen-), one, theos, god,

and suff. -ism.]

Henotic, hen-ot'ik, adj. tending to unify or reconcile.
[Gr. henotikos—heis, one.]

Henry, hen'ri, «. (electr.) the practical unit of self-

induction—from Joseph Henry, American physicist

(1797-1878).
Hent, \\e.TiX.(Spens.), pa.t. oi hend.—«. hold.

Hent, hent, v.t. to clear, go beyond. [A.S. hentan,
to seize.]

Hep, hep, «. See Hip, the fruit of the dog-rose.
Hep, hep, interj. a cry said to come down from the

Crusaders' time, often the cry of the mob in an out-
rage on the Jews—more probably an abbreviation of
Hebrew than formed from the initials of Hierosolyma
est perdita = Jerusalem is destroyed.

Hepar, he'par, «. the name given by the older
chemists to various compounds of sulphur, from
their brown, liver-like colour.—a*/;'. Hepat'lc, be-

longing to the liver.

—

ns.pl. Hepat'ica, medicines
which affect the liver and its appendages ; Hepat'iCSS,
the liver-worts, a sub-classof bryophytic or moss-
like plants. — «. Eepatisa'tion, consolidation of
tissue, as of the lungs in pneumonia, resulting in a
liver-like solidification.

—

v.t. Hep'atise, to convert
into a substance resembling liver.

—

ns. Hop'atlte, a
variety of barium sulphate or barite, with a char-

acteristic stink ; Hepati'tlS, inflammation of the
liver; Hep'atocele, hernia of the liver; Hepatol'-
OgiSt, a specialist in diseases of the liver ; Hepa-
tol'Ogy, the science of, or a treatise on, the liver

:

Hepatorrhoe'a, a morbid flow of bile; Eepatos'-
Copy, divination by inspection of the livers of

animals. [Gr. hepar, hepatos, the liver.]

Heptachord, hep'ta-kord, ». in Greek music, a dia-

tonic series of seven tones, containing five whole
steps and one half-step : an instrument with seven
strings.

Heptade, hep'tad, n. the sum or number of seven:
(chem.) an atom, radical, or element having a com-
bining power of seven. [Fr.,— Gr. heptas, heptados
—hepta, seven.]

Hepta^lot, hep'ta-glot, adj. in seven languages.—«.

a book in seven languages. [Gr. heptagidttos—
hepta, seven, g/oita, gidssa, tongue.]

Heptagon, hep'ta-gon, H. a plane figure with seven

angles and seven sides.

—

adj. Heptag'onal. [Gr.

heptagonos, seven-cornered

—

hepta, seven, gSnia, an
angle.)

Heptagynia, hept-a-jin'i-a, «. an order of plants

having seven styles.— adj. Heptag'ynOUS. [Gr.

hepta. seven, gyni, a woman.]
Heptahedron, hep-ta-hS'dron, «. a solid figiure with
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Heptameride fate, far ; mS, hit ; mine
; Heredity

seven faces or sides.— adjs. Heptahe'cLral, Hepta-
hed'rical ; Heptahexahe'dral, liaving seven ranges

of faces one above another, each range containing six

faces. [Gr. hepta, seven, hedrd, a seat, a base.J

Heptameride, hep-tam'e-rid, «. anything consisting of

seven parts.—a^. Heptam'erOUS (bot.\ consisting

of seven members or parts.

Heptameron, hep'tam-e-ron, «. a book containing the

transactions of seven days, esp. the 72 stories sup-

posed to be told in seven days, bearmg the name

of Queen Margaret of Navarre (1492-1549). [Gr.

hepta, seven, hemera, a day.]

Heplameter, hep'tam-e-ter, H. a verse of seven

measures. [Gr. hepta, seven, tnetron, measure.]

Heptandrla, hept-an'dri-a, M. a class of plants havmg
seven stamens.—a^/ Heptan'drous. [Gr. hepta,

seven, aner, andros, a man.)

Heptangular, hept-ang'gu-Iar, adj. having seven

angles. [Gr. hepta, seven, and angular.\

Heptaphyllous, hep-ta-fil'us, adj. having seven leaves.

Heptapody, hep-tap'o-di, n. a verse of seven feet.

—

adj. Heptapod'lc.
Heptarchy, hep'tar-ki, «. a government by seven

persons : the country governed by seven : a period

in the Saxon history of England—a misleading term

in any other meaning than merely this, that the

chief kingdoms at various periods from the 5th to

the gth century were seven—Wessex, Sussex, Kent,
Essex, East Anglia, Mercia, and Northumbria.

—

ns.

Hep'tarch, Hep'tarcMst.-^^'. Heptar'ohic. [Gr.

hepta, seven, arche, sovereignty.]

Heptaspermous, hep-ta-sper'mus, adj. having seven
seeds.

Heptasyllablc, hep-ta-si-lab'ik, adj. seven-syllabled,
like the second half of the elegiac pentameter.

Heptateuob, hep'ta-tak, «. a word sometimes used for

the first seven books of the Old Testament—formed
on the analogy of Pentateuch and Hexateuch. [Gr.

hepta, seven, teuchos, an instrument, a volume.]
Her, her, pron. objective and possessive case of she.—adj. belonging to a female. [M. E. here—A.S.

hire, gen. and dat. sing. o( hed, she.]

Heraclean, Heracleian, her-a-kle'an, adj. pertaining
to Hercules.—adj. Heracli'dan, Heraclei'dan, per-
taining to the Hcracleidze or descendants of Heracles
(Hercules), the aristocracy of Sparta.—«. Heraclid',
one claiming such descent.

Herald, her'ald, n. in ancient times, an officer who
made public proclamations and arranged ceremonies

:

in medieval times, an officer who had charge of all

the etiquette of chivalry, keeping a register of the
genealogies and armorial bearings of the nobles : an
officer whose duty is to read proclamations, to blazon
the arms of the nobility, &c. : a proclaimer : a fore-

runner : the red-breasted merganser, usually Her'ald-
duck.

—

v.t. to introduce, as by a herald : to pro-
claim.

—

adj. Heral'dlc, of or relating to heralds or

heraldry.—a</7'. Heral'dlcally.—«,t. Her'aldry, the
art or office of a herald : the science of recording
genealogies and blazoning coats of arms ; Her'ald-
shlp.-Heralds' College (see College). [O. Fr.

herault ; of Teut. origin, Old High Ger. Aar/(A.S.
here, (jer. heer), an army, and wald-=walt,
strength, sway.]

Herb, herb, «. a plant the stem of which dies
every year, as distinguished from a tree or shrub
which has a permanent stem.

—

adj. Herba'ceous,
pertaining to, or of the nature of, herbs: (i5o^.) having
a soft stem that dies to the root annually.

—

n. Herb-
age (herb'aj, or 6rb'aj), green food for cattle : pas-

ture : herbs collectively. —af/;>. Herb'aged, covered
with grass; Herb'al, pertnining to herbs.

—

n. a
book containing descriptions of plants with medi-
cinal properties, orig. of all plants.

—

ns. Herb'alist,
one who makes collections of herbs or plants

:

one skilled in plants ; Herb'ar (Spens.), an herb
;

Herba'rian, a herbalist ; Herba'rium, a classified

collection of preserved herbs or plants :—/A Herba'-

riums, Herba'rla ; Herb'ary, a garden of herbs

;

Herb'-benn'et (see Avens). — adjs. Herbes'cent,
growing into herbs, becoming herbaceous ; Horbif'-
erous, bearing herbs.—«. Herb'ist, a herbalist.—
n.pt. Herbiv'ora, a name loosely applied to hoofed
quadrupeds.

—

n.sing. Herb'iVOre.

—

adjs. Herblv'-
orous, eating or living on herbaceous plants

;

Herbless.— «.?. Herb'let (Skak.), a small herb;
Herb'-of-grace', or -repentance, the common rue,

the vervain ; Herborisa'tion, the seeking for plants

;

(fnin.) the figure of plants.— z/.t. Herb'orise, to

search for plants: to botanise.

—

v.t. to form plant-
like figures in^s in minerals.

—

n. Herb'orlst, a herb-
alist.

—

adjs. Herb'ous, Herb'ose, aboundmg with
herbs.

—

tts. Herb'-Par'iS^ Paris quadrifolia, related
to wake-robin ; Herb'-Pe'ter, the cowslip or prim-
rose ; Herb'-Bob'ert, a common kind of geranium;
Herb'-trin'lty, the pansy.

—

oiij. Herb'y, of or per-

taining to herbs. [Fr. herbe—L. herba, akin to

Gr. phorbe, pasture

—

pherbein, to feed.]

Herculanean, her-ku-la'ne-an, adj. of or pertaining to
Hercuianeittn, the ancient Roman city buried with
Pompeii by the eruption of Vesuvius in 70 a.d.

Herculean, her-ku'le-an, adj. of or pertainmg to Her-
cules: extremely difficult or dangerous, as the twelve
labours of the Greek hero Hercules : ofextraordinary
strength and size. — Hercules beetle, a gigantic
Brazilian lamellicorn beetle, 6 in. long, with a long
horn on the head of the male and a smaller one on
the thorax ; Hercules' choice, toil and duty chosen
in preference to ease and pleasure—from a famous
story in Xenophon's Memorabilia ; Hercules Club,
a stick of great size and weight ; Pillars Of Her-
CUleS, the name given by the ancients to two rocks
flanking the entrance to the Mediterranean at the
Strait of Gibraltar.

Hercynian, her-sin'i-an, adj. of Or pertaining to the
forest-covered mountain region of northern Ger-
many—apart the Harz Mountains.

Herd, herd, «. a number of beasts feeding together,

and watched or tended : any collection of beasts, as
distinguished from a flock : a company of people,
the rabble.

—

v.i. to run in herds.

—

v.t. to tend, as
a herdsman.

—

ns. Herd, one who tends a herd

;

Herd'groom(6><'«j.), a shepherd-lad; Herds'-grass,
timothy-grass ; Herds'man, a man employed to

herd or tend cattle—(5.) Herd'man. [A.S. Airde,
hierde; Ger. heerde, Sw. hjord.]

HerdlC, her'dik, «. a low-hung two or four wheeled
carriage with back entrance and side seats. [From
the inventor, Peter Herdic of Pennsylvania.]

Here, her, adv. in this place ; in the present life or
siwte.-advs. Here'about, also -abouts, about this

place ; Hereafter, after this, in some future time
or state.—«. a future state.

—

advs. Here'at, at or
by reason of this; Here'away (coll.). hereabout;
Hereby', not far off: by this; Herein', in this:

in regard to this ; Hereinafter, afterward in this

(document, &c.):—opp. to Hereinbefore' ; Hereof,
of this : as a result of this ; Hereon', on or upon this

;

Hereto', till this time : for this object ; Heretofore',

before this time : formerly ; Hereunto' (also -un'-), to

this point or time; Hereupon', on this: in conse-
quence of this; Herewith, with this.—Here and
there, in this place, and then in that : thinly: irregu-

larly ; Here goes ! an exclamation indicating that

the speaker is about to do something ; Here yOU ars
(coll.'), this is what you want ; Neither here nor
there, of no special importance. [A.S. hir, from
base of/;/, he ; Dut. and Ger. hier, Sw. hdr.^

Heredity, he-red'i-ti, «. the organic relation between
generations, esp. between parents and offspring : the
transmission of qualities from the parents or ances-
tors to their offspring.

—

adj. Hered'itablO, that may
be inherited.

—

>ts. Heredit'ament, all property of
whatever kind that may pass to an heir. — adv.
Hereditarily. —«. Hered'itariness, the quality of
being hereditary.

—

oiij. Hered'itary, descending by
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inheritance : transmitted from parents to their off-

spring. [L. hereditai, the state of an heir

—

heres,

keredis, an heir.]

Heresy, her'e-si, n. the adoption and maintaining
opinions contrary to the authorised teachmg of the

religious community to which one naturally belongs :

an opinion adopted for one's self in opposition to

the usual belief : heterodoxy. — ns. Heresiarch
(her'e-si-ark, or he-re'zi-ark), a leader in heresy, a
chief among heretics ; Heresiog'rapher, one who
writes about heresies ; HeresiO^raphy, a treatise

on heresies ; HeresiolOgist, a student of, or writer

on, heresies ; HeresiolOgy, the study or the history

of heresies ; Her'etiC, the upholder of a heresy.

—

adj. Heret'icaL—o^i/. Heret'ically.—f./. Heret'l-

cate, to denounce as heretical. [O. Fr. heresie—
L. kceresis—Gr. hairesis—hairein, to take.]

Heriot, her'i-ot, n. (Eng. iaw) a kind of fine due to

the lord of a manor on the death of a person holding
land of the manor, and consisting of the best beast,

jewel, or chattel that belonged to the deceased.

—

adj. Her'iotable. [A.S. heregeatu, a military pre-

paration

—

here, an army, geatwe, apparatus.]

HeriSSOn, her'i-son, n. a beam turning on a pivot and
supplied with sharp spikes, for the defence of a gate,

&c. : (fur.) a hedgehog.—«<//'. H^riSS^, bristled.

[A doublet of «>rA/«.]
Heritable, her'i-ta-bl, adj. that may be inherited.

—

n. Heritabil'ity.—arfz/. Herttably.—«. Herttor,
in Scotland, a landholder in a parish.—Heritable
property (Scots iaw), real property, as opposed
to movable property or chattels ; Heritable secu-
rity, same as English mortgage. [O. Fr. heritable,

hereditable—l^ow L. hereditabilis—L. hereditns.]
Heritage, her'it-aj, ft. that which is inherited : inherited

lot, condition of one's birth : (B.) the children (of

God). [O. Fr. heritage, heriter— Late L. keredi-
tdre, to inherit.]

Herling, her'ling, n. the young of the sea-trout.

HennaB. See Hermes.
Hermandad, er-man-dad', n. a confederation of the

entire burgher class of Spain for police and judicial
purposes, formed in 1282, and formally legalised in

1485. [Sp., ' brotherhood,' herinano—h. germanus,
kindred.]

Hermaphrodite, her-mafrod-it, n. an animal or a
plant in which the two sexual characteristics are
united : an abnormal individual in whom are united
the properties of both sexes.

—

a^j. uniting the dis-

tinctions of both sexes. —«j. Hermaph'rodism,
Hermapb'roditlsm, the union of the two sexes in

one body.

—

adj's. Hermaphroditic, -al, pertaining
to a hermaphrodite : partaking of both sexes.—Her-
maphrodite brig, a brig square-rigged forward and
schooner-rigged aft. [L. ,—Gr. Hermaphrodites, the
son of Hermes and Aphrodite, who, when bathing,
grew together with the nymph Saimacis into one
person.]

Hermeneutic, -al, her-me-nu'tik, -al, adj. interpreting

:

explanatorj' : exegetical.— n^^z/. Henneneu'tically.—
n.sing. Hermeneu'tiCS, the science of interpretation
or exegesis, esp. of the Scriptures.—«. Hermeneu'-
tist, one versed in hermeneutics. [Gr. hermeneu-
tikos—hermeneus, an interpreter, from Hermes,
Mercury, the god of art and eloquence.]

Hermes, her'mez, n. the herald and messenger of the
gods of Greek mythology, patron of herdsmen, arts,

and thieves : a head or bust on a square base, often
double-faced :—//. Hemus (her'me) : the Egyptian
Thoth, identified with the Greek Hermes.

Hermetic, -al, her-met'ik, -al, adj. belonging in any
way to the beliefs current in the Middle Ages under
the name of Hermes, the Thrice Great : belonging to
magic or alchemy, magic.1l : perfectly close.

—

adv.
Hermetically.—«.//. Hermet'lcs, the philosophy
wrapped up in the Hermetic books, esoteric science :

alchemy.—Hermetically sealed, closed completely,
said of a glass vessel, the opening of which is closed

by melting the glass. [From Hermes Trismegistos,
Hermes ' the thrice-greatest," the Greek name for the
Egyptian god Thoth, who was god of science, esp.
alchemy.]

Hermit, hermit, «. one who retires from society and
lives in solitude or in the desert for purposes of
devotion ; one of certain animals of solitary habit.

—ns. Her'mitage, Her'mltary, the dwelling of a
hermit : a retired abode : a wine produced near
Valence, in Drome ; Her'mlt-crab, the name of a
family of crustaceans notable for their liabit of
sheltering themselves in gasteropod shells.

—

adj.
Hermit'ical, relating to a hermit. [M. E. eremite,
through Fr. and L. from Gr. eremites— eremos,
solitary.]

Hem. Same as Heron.
Hem, a provincial form for hers.
Hernia, her'ni-a, n. a protrusion, through an abnormal

or accidental opening, of the abdominal viscera,
the condition popularly called rupture.—adjs. Her'-
nlal ; Her'nlated ; HeMiiold. — ns. Hemlol'ogy,
the branch of surgery which treats of ruptures ; Her-
nlot'omy, the operation of cutting for hernia. [L. ]

Hemshaw, hern'shaw, n. (Spetts.). Same as Heron-
shaw.

Hero, hc'rS, «. a man of distinguished bravery : any
illustrious person : the principal figure in any his-

tory or work of fiction : (orig.) a demigod :

—

fern.
Heroine (her'O-in).—a<^'. Hero'iC, becoming a hero :

courageous : illustrious : daring, rash.

—

n. a heroic
verse: (//.) extravagant phrases, bombast.

—

adj.

Hero'ical. — rt^i'. Heroically— (i)///^.) Hero'icly.
— ns. Hero'icalness, Heroicness. — a^>. Hero'l-

Com'iC, -al, consisting of a mixture of heroic and
comic : designating the high burlesque.

—

ns. Her'O-
ism, the qualities of a hero : courage : boldness

;

He'roshlp, the state of being a hero ; He'ro-wor"-
Ship, the worship of heroes : excessive admiration of
great men.—HerolC age, the semi-mythical period
of Greek history, when the heroes or demigods were
represented to have lived among men ; Heroic
medicines, such as either kill or cure ; Heroic size,

in sculpture, l.irger than life, but less than colossal

;

Heroic verse, the style of verse in which the exploits

of heroes are celebrated (in classical poetry, the

hexameter ; in English and German, the iambic of
ten syllables ; in French, the alexandrine). [Through
O. Fr. and L. from Gr. herds ; akin to L. vir, A.S.
tver, a man. Sans. v(ra, a hero.]

Herodians, he-rO'di-ans, ti.pl. a political rather than
religious party among the Jews of the apostolic

age, adherents of the family of Herod. Herod was
represented as a swaggering tyrant in the old

dramatic performances—hence 'to out-herod Herod'
(Shak.) = to exceed in bombast and passionate

grandiloquence.
Heron, her'un, «. a large screaming water-fowl, with long

legs and neck.—«. Her'onry, a place where herons
breed. [O. Fr. hairon—Old High Ger. heigir.]

Heronshaw, her'un-shaw, n. a young heron. [Properly
heronsewe (O. Fr. heroun^et), which was confounded
with the old form hemshaw, a heronry, from heron,

and shaiv, a wood.)
Herpes, her'pez, «. the name of a group of diseases of

the skin, characterised by the presence of clusters of

vesicles on an inflamed base

—

Catarrhal herpes and
Herpes zoster ot Shingles.—adj. Herpet'lO, relating

to or resembling herpes : creeping. [Gr. herpes—
herpein, to creep.)

Herpestes, her-pes'tez, n. the typical genus of ich-

neumons or mongooses of the sub-family Herpestimt,
viverroid carnivores, having straight toes, claws not
retractile. [Gr.)

Herpetology, her-pet-ol'oj-i, «. the branch of natural
history which treats of reptiles.

—

adjs. Her'petoid,
serpent-like ; HerpetolOg'lC. -al, pertaining to her-
petology.—orfz/. Herpetolog'lcally.—«. Herp«tol'o-
gist, one versed in herpetology.
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Herr, her, «. lord, master, the German term of address
equivalent to Mr. [Ger.]

Herring, her'ing, «. a common small sea-fish of great

commercial value, found moving in great shoals or

multitudes.

—

adj. Herr'lng-bone, like the spine of a

herring, applied to a kind of masonry in which the

stones slope in different directions in alternate rows.
—fis. HerPinger, one whose employment is to catch

herring; HerMng - fish'ery ; Herring-pond, the

ocean, esp. the Atlantic or the English Cliannel.—

Herring-bone stitch, a kind of cross-stitch used

in embroidery, in mending sails, &c.—Bllppered
herring, herring smoked and preserved ; Red
herring, herring cured and dried, and having as

the result a red appearance. [A.S. hiring, hiring;

cf. Ger. haring, heer.\

Hermhuter, hern'hut-er, «. one of the Moravians or

United Brethren, so called from their settlement in

1722 at Hermhut in Saxony.
Herry, a Scotch form of harry. — n. Herr'yment,
harassment.

Hers, herz, pron. possessive of she.

Hersal, h^r'sal, «. (Spens.) rehearsal.

Herse, hers, n. (_/^r/.) a portcullis : a species of cheval-

de-frise.

—

<uij. Hersod, arranged in harrow form.
[Hearse.}

Herself, her-self
,
pron. the emphatic form oi she in the

nominative or objective case : in her real character

:

having the command of her faculties, sane.

Hership, her'ship, «. the carrying off of cattle : (Scot.)

foray. [Here, army, or stem of A.S. herjan, to

harry ; cf. Ice. herskapr, warfare

—

herr, army, and
-skapr, -ship.]

Hery, he'ri, v.t. {Spens.) to praise, to regard as holy.

[A.S. herian, to praise.]

Hesitate, hez'i-tat, v.i. to stop in making a decision :

to be in doubt : to stammer.

—

v.i. {rare) to express
with hesitation.—«j. Hesitancy, Hesita'tion, waver-
ing : doubt : stammering.

—

adj. fies'itant, hesitating.

—ativ. Hesitatingly.—«(/;. Hesitative, showing
hesitation.

—

n. Hesltator, one who hesitates.

—

adj.

Hesltatory, hesitating. [L. hasiiare, -dtuin, freq.

of hierere, hiesutn, to stick.]

Hesper, hes'per, Hesperus, hes'per-us, n. the Greek
name for Venus as the evening-star.

—

adj. Hespe'-
rlan, of Hesperus or the west. [L.,—Gr. hesperos,
evening.]

Hesperides, hes-per'I-dez, n.pL the name of the three
sisters who guarded in their delightful gardens the
golden apples which Hera, on her marriage with
Zeus, had received from Gsa.

Hesperomis, hes-per-Or'nis, «. an extinct form of
bird, the remains of which have been met with in

the American cretaceous deposits. [Gr. hesperos,
western, amis, a bird.]

Hessian, hesh'i-an, adj. of or pertaining to Hesse.

—

n. a native of Hesse : (//.) short for Hessian boots,
a kind of long boots first worn by Hessian troops.

—

Hessian fly, a dipterous insect, in its larval state

attacking stems of barley, wheat, and rye. [From
Hesse, a grand-duchy of the German Empire.]

Hest, best, «. (Shah.) behest, command. [A.S. hds,
a command

—

hdtan, to command.]
Hestemal, hes-ter'nal, adj. of yesterday.
Hesvan, hes'van, «. the second month of the Jewish

civil year.—Also Hesh'van. [Heb.]
Hesyohast, hes'i-kast, n. one of a mystic and con-

templative sect of the Greek Church in the 14th
century, whose members may be described as the

Quietists of the East. — «. Hes'ychasm, their

doctrines and practice. [Gr. hesychastes—hesychos,

quiet.]

Hetfflra, he-te'ra, Hetalra, he-tt'ra, n. in Greece, a
woman employed in public or private entertainment,
as flute-playing, dancing, &c. : a paramour or cour-

tesan.

—

ns. Hetas'rlsm, Hetalrism (-ti'), concubin-
age, open commerce between the sexes ; Hetaeroo'-

raoy, the rule of courtesans.—n. Hetai'rlat, one
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who practises hetserism.

—

adj. Hetairistlc. [Gr.

hetaira, fem. o( hetairos, a companion.]
Heterarchy, het'e-rar-ki, «. foreign rule.

Heterauxesis, het-e-rawk-se'sis, n. (boi.) irregular or
unsymmetrical growth.

Heteroblastic, het-er-o-blas'tik, adj. derived from dif-

ferent cells:—opposed X.0 Homoblastic. [Gr.heteros,
other, blastos, bud, germ.]

Heterocarpous, het-e-ro-kar'pus, adj. (boi.) bearing
fruit of two sorts.

Heterocercal, het-er-o-ser'kal, adj. having the upper
fork of the tail different from or longer than the
lower, as the shark :— opposed to Honiocercal.—
n. Het'erocercy. [Gr. heteros, different from,
kerkos, the tail.]

Heterochromous, het-e-ro-krO'mus, adj. {bot.) having
different members unlike in colour.

Heterochrony, het-e-rok'ro-ni, n. (bioi.) a divergence
in octogenetic sequence affecting the time of for-

mation of parts or organs—also Heteroohro'nla.

—

adj. Heterochronlc—«. Heteroch'ronism.

—

adjs.

Heterochronist ic ; Heterooh'ronous.
Heteroclite, het'er-o-kllt, adj. irregularly inflected

:

irregular—also HeteroclitIc, -al.—«. Het'eroclite,
a word irregularly inflected: anything irregular.

—

adj. Heteroc'litous. [Gr. heteroklitos— heteros,

other, klitos, inflected

—

klinein, to inflect.]

Hetarodactyl, het-e-ro-dak'til, adj. having the digits

irregular or peculiar in size, form, or position.—Also
Heterodac' tylous.

Heterodont, het'er-o-dont, adj. having different kinds
of teeth:— opposed to Homodont. — n.pl. Hotero-
dont'a, an order of bivalves with hinge-teeth (car-

dinal and lateral) fitting into corresponding cavities

in the opposite valve. [Gr. lieteros, other, odous,
odont-, a tooth.]

Heterodox, _het'er-o-doks, adj. holding an opinion
other or different from the one generally received,
esp. in theology : heretical.

—

n. Het'erodoxy, heresy.
[Gr. heterodoxos—heteros, other, doxa, an opinion—dokein, to think.]

HeterCBCism, het-e-re'sizm, n. the development, as of
some parasitic fungi, of different stages of existence
on different host-plants.—a^i. HeterOB'ciOUS, Hete-
rOBCis'mal. [Gr. heteros, other, oikos, a house.]

Heterogamous, het-e-rog'a-mus, adj. (bot.) bearing
two kinds of flowers which differ sexually, as in most
Compositx, &c.—«. Heterog'amy. [Gr. heteros,

other, gainos, marriage.]
Heterogeneous, het-er-o-je'ne-us, adj. of another race

or kind : dissimilar : composed of different kinds
or parts—also Heterogen'eal (rare):—opposed to

Homogeneous.—ns. Heterogeneity, Heterogen'e-
OMsaesa.— adv. Heterogen'eously. [Gr. lutero-

genes—heteros, other, genos, a kind.]

HeterogenesiS, het-er-5-gen'e-sis, «. (biol.) spontane-
ous generation, abiogenesis : generation in which
the offspring differs in structure and habit from the

parent animal or plant, the ancestral characteristics,

however, ultimately reappearing

—

Xenogenesis and
Alternate generation are other names—also Heter-
og'eny.—oK^'. Heterogenetlc. [Gr. heteros, other,

genesis, generation.]
Heterogenous, het-e-rog'O-nus, adj. (bot.) having

flowers dimorphous or trimorphous as to the relative
length of stamens and styles, an adaptation for cross-
fertilisation. [Gr. heteros, other, gonos, generation.]

Heterograplw, het-e-rog'ra-fi, n. heterogeneous spell-

ing

—

adj. Heterographlc.
Heterology, het-er-ol'oj-i, n. abnormality, want of

true morphological affinity.

—

adj. Heterol'OgOUS.
[Gr. heteros, other, logia, relation.]

Heteromerous, het-e-rom'e-rus, adj. diversiform. [Gr.
heteros, other, tneros, a part.]

Heteromorphlo, het-e-ro-mor'fik, adj. deviating in

form from a given type — also Heteromor'phOUS.
—ns. Heteromor'phlsm ; Heteromor'phy. [Gr.
heteros, other, morphi, form.]
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Heteronomous, het-er-on'o-mus, adj. diflferentiated

from a common type : subject to the rule of another.
—«. Heteron'omy, subordination to law imposed
by another :—opposed to Autonomy. [Gr. heteros,

other, ttontos, law.]

Heteronym, het'er-o-nim, n. a word spelled like

another, but with a different sound and meaning, as

iead, to guide ; lead, the metal.

—

adj. Heteron'y-
mous. — K. Heteron'ymy. [Gr. keteros, other,

onoma, a n ime.]

Heteroousian. See Heterousian.
Heteropathy, het-e-rop'a-thi, n. allopathy. — adj.

Heteropath'ic.
Heterophemy, het-e-ro-fe'mi, «. the saying of one

thing when another is meant.

—

v.i. Heterophe'mise.
—ns. Heterophe'mism ; Heterophe'mlst. — adj.

Heterophemls'tio. [Gr. heUros, other, phemi, a
saying.]

Heterophyllous, het'er-o-fil'us, adj. (bot.) having two
different kinds of leaves on the same stem. [Gr.

keieros, other, phyllon, a leaf.]

Heteroplasia, het-e-ro-pla'si-a, «. the development of

abnormal tissue by diseased action.

—

adj. Hetero-
plas'tlc—«. Heteroplas'ty. [Gr. keteros, other,

plash, a forming.]

Heteropoda, het-er-op'o-da, n.pl. pelagic gasteropods
in which the ' foot ' has become a swimming organ.

—

«. Het'eropod, one of the Heteropoda. [Gr. heteros,

other, pous, podos, a foot.]

Heteroptera, het-e-rop'te-ra, n.pl. a sub-order of
Hemiptera.—adj. Heterop'teroUS. [Gr. heteros,

olher, pUron, a wing.]
HeteroptlCS, het-e-rop'tiks, ft. perverted vision. [Gr.

heteros, other, optikos, optic]
Heteroscian, het-e-rosh'i-an, adj. and n. pertaining to

a person living on one side of the equator, as con-
trasted with one living on the other side. [Gr.

heteros, other, skia, a shadow.]
Heterosomata, het-e-ro-sO'ma-ta, n.pl. the flat-fishes.

—adj. HeterosomatoUS. [Gr. heteros, different,

soma, pi. somata, a body.]
Heterosporous, het-e-ro-spo'rus, adj. having more than
one kind of ase.\ually produced spores. [Gr. heteros,

other, sporos, seed.]

HeterostrophiC, het-e-ro-strof'ik, adj. reversed in

direction.—«. Heteros'tropliy. [Gr. heteros, other,

stroplie, a turning.]

Heterostyled, het'e-ro-stild, adj. same as Heteroge-
nous (q. V.).—«. Heterostyrism. [Gr. heteros, other,
stylos, a pillar. ]

HeterotaxiS, het-er-o-tak'sis, «. anomalous arrange-
ment of organs.

—

adj. Heterotax'iC. [Gr. Iteteros,

other, taxis, arrangement.]
Heterotomous, het-er-ot'o-mus, adj. (min.) having a
cleavage different from the common variety. [Gr.
heteros, other, tome, a cutting.]

Heterotopy, het-e-rot'o-pi, «. misplacement. — adj.
Heterot'opous. [Gr. heteros, other, topos, place.]

Heterotropny, het-e-rot'rof-i, «. (hot.) an abnormal
mode of obtaining nutrition. [Gr. heteros, other,
trophi, food.]

Heterousian, het'e-rSO-zi-an, n. and adj. one who
believes the Father and Son to be unlike in sub-
stance or essence:— opposed to Homoousian: an
Arian.—Also Heteroou'Sian. [Gr. heteros, other,
ousia, substance, einai, to be.]

Hetman, het'man, w. the title of the head or general
of the Cossacks. [Russ.]

Heugh, Heuch, huh, «. {^Scot.) a crag, a glen with
steep sides. [See HOW, a hill.]

Heulandite, hu'lan-dlt, «. a mineral ofthe zeolite group
—from H. Heuland, an English mineralogist.

Heuristic, hO-ris'tik, adj. serving to find out.

—

n. the
art of discovery in logic : the method in education
by which the pupil is set to find out things for him-
self. [From the root of Gr. henriskein, to find ; also
spelt euriskeiH. See Eureka.]

Hew, hii, v.t. to cut with any sharp instrument : to

cut in pieces: to shape.

—

v.i. to deal blows with
a cutting instrument :

—

pa.p. hewed, or hewn.

—

«. (Spens.) hacking.—«. Hew'er, one who hews.
[A.S. heavjan : Ger. hauen.]

Hezachord, hek'sa-kord, «. a diatonic series of six
notes, having a semitone between the third and
fourth. [Gr. hex, six, chorde, a string.]

Hezad, hek'sad, «. a series of six numbers : {phent.)
an element or radical with the combining power of
six units— i.e. of six atoms of hydrogen.

Hexadactylous, hek-sa-dak'ti-lus, adj. having six
fingers or toes.—«. Hezadac'tyllsni.

Hexaemeron, hek-sa-e'me-ron, «. a period of six days,
esp. that of the creation, according to Genesis : a
history of the six days of creation. [Late Gr.
hexaemeros—hex, six, hemera, a day.]

Hexagon, heks'a-gon, «. a figure with six sides and
six angles.—««//. Hexag'onal.—at/r. Hexag'onally.— v.t. Hex'agonise. [Gr. hexagonon—hex, six,
gonia, an angle.]

Hexagynla, hek-sa-jin'i-a, n. in the Linnaean system
an order of plants having six styles.

—

adjs. Hexa-
gyn'lan, Hexag'ynous.

Hexahedron, heks-a-he'dron, «. a cube, a regular solid
with six sides or faces, each of these being a square.—adj. Hexahe'dral. [Gr. hex, six, hedra, a base.]

Hexameter, hek-sam'et-er, «. a verse of six measures
or feet, the first four dactyls or spondees, the fifth

a dactyl (sometimes a spondee), the sixth a spondee
or trochee.

—

adj. having six metrical feet.

—

adjs.
Hexamet'ric, -al.—«. Hexam'etrist, a writer of
hexameters. [L.,—Gr. hex, six, tnetron, a measure.]

Hexandria, heks-an'dri-a, «. a Linnaean class of
plants having six stamens.— adj. Hexan'drlan.
[Gr. he.v, six, auer, andros, 2l man, male.]

Hexangular, hek-sang'gu-lar, adj. having six angles.
HexapetalOUS, hek-sa-pet'a-lus, adj. having six petals.

Hexaphyllous, hek-sa-fil'us, adj. having six leaves or
leaflets. [Gr. hex, %ix, phyllon, a leaf.]

Hexapla, heks'a-pla, n. an edition of the Bible in six

versions, as that made by Origen of the Old Testa-
ment,

—

adj. Hex'aplar. [Gr. hexapla, pi. neut. of
hexaplous, sixfold.]

Hexapod, heks'a-pod, «. an animal with six feet.— n.

Hexap'ody, a line or verse of six feet. [Gr. hexa-
pous, -podos—hex, six, pous, a foot.]

Hexastich, heks'a-stik, ». a poem or stanza of six

lines. [Gr. hexasiichos—hex, six, stichos, a line.]

Hexastyle, heks'a-stil, adj. having six columns, of a
portico or temple having six columns in front. [Gr.

hexastylos— hex, six, stylos, a pillar.]

Hexateuch, heks'a-tak, n. the first six books of the
Old Testament.—a<^'. HexateuchaL [From Gr.
hex, six, and teuchos, a book.]

Hey, ha, interj. expressive of joy or interrogation.

—

interj. Hey'day, expressive of frolic, exultation, or

wonder. —«. exaltation of the spirits : the wild gaiety

of youth : period of fullest vigour.—«. Hoy'deguy
{Spens.), a country dance or round.

—

interjs. Hey*-

gO-mad, expressing a high degree of excitement;

Hey'-pass (Milt.), an expression used by jugglers

during their performance. [Imit.]

Heyduck. See Haldtik.

Hi I hi, interj. expressing wonder or derision, or call-

ing attention.

Hiatus, hl-a'tus, n. a gap : an opening : a chasm : a

break in continuity, a defect : (^<»/«.)a concurrence

of vowel sounds in two successive syllables. [L.,

—

hidre, hidturn, to gape.]
Hibernate, htber-nat, jm'. to winter: to pass the

winter in torpor : to live in seclusion.

—

ns. Hlber'-

nacle, a winter covering ; Hibemac'ulum, any part

of a plant protecting an embryonic organ during
the winter.

—

adj. Hiber'nal, belonging to winter

:

wintry.—n. Hibema'tion, the state of torpor in

which manv animals pass the winter. [L. hiiemdre,
•dtum—hiSemus, wintry

—

hietns, winter.]
Hibernian, hl-ber'ni-an, adj. relating to Hibemia or



Hibiscus fate, (ar ; m6, h6r ; mine

;

Hlgrh

Ireland. — «. an Irishman.— ris. Hlber'nlaiUSm,
Hiber'nicism, an Irish idiom or peculiarity.

—

a<iv.

Hiber'nically.— 7'./. Hiber'niciBO, to render Irish.

—«. Hlbemisa'tion, a making Irish. [L. Hibemia,
Ireland.]

Hibiscus, hl-bis'kus, n. a genus of malvaceous plants,

mostly tropical. [L.,—Gr. hibiscos, mallow.]

Hlo, hik, interj. a syllable expressing the sound made
by one affected with a drunken hiccup.

Eiccatee, Hicatee, hik-a-te', «. a fresh-water tortoise

of Central America.
Hiccup, hik'up, n. the involuntary contraction of the

diaphragm, while the glottis is spasmodically closed :

the sound caused by this—also, but erroneously, HiC*-

COUgh.

—

v.i. to be affected with hiccup.

—

v.t. to say
with a hiccup -.—pr-p. hicc'upping ; pa.p. hicc'upped.—adj. HlCC'upy, marked by hiccups. [Imit. ; cf
Dut. hik, Dan. hikke, Bret. hik. The spelling

hiccough is due to a confusion with cough.\
Hickory, hik'or-i, «. a genus (Can/a) of North
American nut-bearing trees, with heavy strong
tenacious wood, used for shafts of carriages, handles
of axes, &c. [Pohickery ; of Indian origin.]

HlCkwall, hik'-wal, «. (prov.) the green wood-

Hid, Hidden. See Hide.
Hidalgo, hi-dal'gO, n. a Spanish nobleman of the

lowest class.—rji(^'. Hidalgolsli. — «. Hidalgolsm.
[Sp., hijo de algo, ' the son of something.']

Hide, hid, v.t. to conceal : to keep in safety.

—

v.i. to

lie concealed :

—

pa.t. hid ; pa.p. hid'den, hid.

—

adj.
Hld'den, concealed : unknown.

—

adv. Hid'denlv,
in a hidden or secret manner : pAvWy^^Scot.) Hia'-
Hiaa.—adj. Hld'denmost, most hidden.—«. Hid'den-
ness.

—

ns. Hlde'-and-seek', a children's game, where
one seeks the others who have hid themselves ; Hlde'-
away, a fugitive.

—

adj. that hides away.—«. Hld'-
Ing, a place of concealment. [A. S. hydan, to hide

;

cf Low Ger. kOden, Gr. keuthein.]
Hide, hid, ft. the skin of an animal, esp. the larger

animals, sometimes used derogatorijy for human
skin.

—

v.t. to flog or whip.

—

adj. Hlde'-bOUnd, having
the hide closely bound to the body, as in aminals

:

in trees, having the bark so close that it impedes the
growth : stubborn, bigoted, obstinate.—«. Hld'ing,
a thrashing. [A.S. h^d; Ger. haut, L. cutis.^

Hide, hid, H. in old English law, a certain area of
land, from 60 to 100 acres.

—

n. Hid'age, a ta.x once
assessed on every hide of land. [A. S. hid, contracted
from htgid—hiiv-, h{g-, household.]

Hideous, hid'e-us, adj. frightful : horrible : ghastly.
—ns. EUdeos'ity, Hld'eousness.—arff . Hid'eoosly.
[O. Fr. hideus, hisdos—hide, hisde, dread, prob.— L.
hispidus, rough, rude.]

HidrotiC, hid-rot'ik, adj. sudorific.

—

n. a sudorific.
Hie, hi, v.i. to hasten.

—

v.t. to urge on : pass quickly
over .—pr.p. hie'ing ; pa.p. hied. [A.S. higian.]

Hie, High, hi, «. {prov.) the call to a horse to turn to
the left :—opposite of Hup.

Hielaman, hl'la-man, «. the native Australian narrow
shield of bark or wood.

Hiems, hl'emr, n. (67m^.) winter.

—

adj. Hi'emal.

—

v.t.

Hi emate.—«. Hiemation, hibernation. [L.]
Hieraoosphinx, hi-er-a'ko-sfingks, n. See Sphinx.
Hiera-picra, hl'e-ra-pik'ra, ft. a purgative drug from

aloes and canella bark. — Also Hickery-pickery,
Nigry-pigry. [Gr. hiera, fern, of kieros, sacred,
f>ikra, fern, ofpikros, bitter.]

Hlerarch, hi'er-ark, «. a ruler in sacred matters.—
adjs. Hi'erarchal, Hieraroh'lcal.—rtrfw. Hlerarch'l-
cailj.—ns. Hi'erarchism ; Hierarchy, rule in sacred
matters : persons that so rule : the body of the
clergy : a government by priests : a series of suc-
cessive terms of different rank ; Hleroc'racy, govern-
ment by priests.—Celestial hierarchy, the collective
body of angels, grouped in three divisions and nine
orders of different power and glorj-: (i) seraphim,
cherubim, thrones ; (3) dominations or dominions,

virtues, powers ; (3) principalities, archangels, angels.
[Gr. hierarches—hieros, sacred, archein, to rule.]

Hieratic, hl-er-at'ik, adj. sacred : relating to priests,

applying to a certain kind of ancient Egyptian
writing, which consisted of abridged forms of hiero-

glyphics; also to certain styles in art. [L. hieratictt*

—Gr. hieratikos—hieros, sacred.]

Hieroglyphic, hi-er-o-glif ik, also Hieroglyph, «.
the sacred characters of the ancient Egyptian
language : picture-

writing, or writing in

which figures of ob-
jects are employed
instead of conven-
tional signs, like the
alphabet— hiero-
glyphics are either
phonetic or ideogra-
phic, the former com-
prising signs which
represent sounds, the

latter those which
represent ideas: any
symbolical or enig-
matical figure.

—

v.t.

Hi'eroglyph, to re-

present by hiero-
glyphs,—adjs.Hiero-
glyph'ic, -2.\.—adv.
Hierogl3rph'lcally.-

an eagle, A.

a reed, A.

a calf, Ua.

a heron, Ba.

a cerastes, F.

/vwwv a water-line, N.

a garden, Sha.

480

Specimens of Hieroglyphic
Writing.

n. Hierog'lyphisl, one skilled in hieroglyphics. [Gr.
hieroglyphikon—hieros, sacred, glyphein, to carve.]

Hlerogram, hfer-o-gram, «. a hieroglyphic symbol.
—adjs. Hierogrammat'ic, -aX.—ns. Hierogram-
matist, Hierogram'mate, a writer of sacred records

;

Hi'erograph, a sacred symbol ; Hierog'rapher, a
sacred scribe.

—

adjs. Hierograph'ic, -al, pertaining
to sacred writing.—«. Hierog'raphy, a description
of sacred things. [Gr. hieros, sacred, gramma, a
writing.]

Hierolatry, hl-er-ol'a-tri, «. the worship of saints or
sacred things.

Hlerology, hT-er-ol'o-ji, «. the science ofsacred matters,
esp. ancient writing and Egyptian inscriptions.

—

adj. HierolOg'iC.—«. Hierologist. (Gr. hierologia— hieros, sacred, legein, to speak.]
Hleromancy, hl-er-o-man'si, ft. divination by observing

the objects offered in sacrifice.

Hieron3rmiC, hl-e-r5-nim'ik, adj. of or pertaining to
St Jerome—also Hieron3rm'ian.— «. Hieron'jnuite,
one of the many hermit orders established in the
course of the 13th and 14th centuries. [L. Hierony-
mus, Jerome.]

Hieropathio, hl-er-o-path'ik, adj. consisting in love of
the clergy.

Hlerophant, hi'er-o-fant, «. one who shows or re-

veals sacred things : a priest.

—

adj. Hierophant'ic,
belonging to or relating to hierophants. [Gr. hiero-
phantes—hieros, %acTcd, phaiftein, to show.]

HieroSCopy, hl-er-os'ko-pi, «. the same a.s hieromancy.
Hierosoljrmitan, hl-e-rO-sol'i-ml-tan, adj. of or pertain-

ing to Jerusalem. [L. Hierosolyma, Jerusalem.]
Hierurgy, hl'er-ur'ji, ft. a sacred performance.

—

adj.

Hieror'gloal.
Higgle, hig'l, v.i. to make difficulty in bargaining : to

chaffer.

—

v.i. Higg'le-hagg'le, a reduplicated variant
of kiggle.—fis. Higg'Ier ; Higg'llng. (Prob. a form
of haggle.}

Higgledy-piggledy, hig'l-di-pig'l-di, adv. and adj.
topsy-turvy : {coll.) upside down. (A word coined
to express a meaningless jumble.]

Hl^b, hi, adj. elevated : lofty : tall : elevated rela-

tively to something, as upward from a base, in

position from the mouth of a river, &c. : eminent in

anything : exalted in rank : dignified : chief : noble :

ostentatious : arrogant : proud : strong, intensified :

extreme in opinion : powerful : angry : loud : violent

:

tempestuous : shrill : excellent : far advanced : diffi'



High

cult : dear : remote in time : slightly tainted (of

game, &c.).

—

adv. aloft : eminently : powerfully :

profoundly : of flesh, on the point of beginning to

decay.

—

ns. Hlgll'-ad'inlral, a high or chief admiral

of a fleet ; Hlgh'-al'tar, the principal altar in a
church ; High'-bail'iflf, an officer who serves writs,

&c., in certain franchises, exempt from the ordinary

supervision of the sheriff; Hlgh'-bind'er (^U.S.),

a rowdy, ruffian, blackmailer.

—

adjs. High'-West
{Milt.), supremely blest or happy ; High'-blood'ed,

of noble lineage ; High'-blown, swelled with wind :

{Shak.) inflated, as with pride ; Eigh'-bom, of high
or noble birth ; Hlgh'-bred, of high or noble breed,

training, or family.

—

ns. Hlgh'-Churcb, applied to a
party within the Church of England, which exalts

the authority of the Episcopate and the priest-

hood, the saving grace of sacraments, &c. (also

adj.): Hlgb'-church'ism ; High-churchman.—n^^'.

High'-COl'OUred, having a strong or glaring colour.—ns. High'-court, a supreme court; High'-cross,
a market cross ; High'-day, a holiday or festival

:

{B.) broad daylight.

—

adj. befitting a festival.

—

v.t.

High'er, to raise higher : to lift

—

v.i. to ascend.—
n. High'-falu'tln, bombastic discourse.

—

adj'. bom-
bastic : pompous.— ndj'. High'-fed, fed highly or
luxuriously : pampered.

—

ns. High'-foeding ; High'-
fiier, a bird that flies high : one who runs into

extravagance of opinion or action.

—

adj's. High'-
flown, extravagant : elevated : turgid ; High'-fljr'lng,

extravagant in conduct or opinion : High'-grown
{Shak.), covered with a high growth ; High'-hand'ed,
overbearing : violent : arbitrary.—«. High'-hand'Cd-
ness.—a^.j. High-heart'ed, with the heart full of
courage ; High'-heeled, wearing high heels—ofshoes.—«. High' -jinks, boisterous play or jollity : an old
Scotch pastime in which persons played various
parts under penalty of a forfeit.

—

adj'. High'-kilt'ed,
wearing the kilt or petticoat high : indecorous.

—

n.

and adj. High'land, a mountainous district, esp. in

//. that portion of Scotland lying north and west of
a line drawn diagonally from Nairn to Dumbarton.
—ns. High'lander, High'Iandman, an inhabitant
of a mountainous region ; High'-low, a high shoe
fastened with a leather thong in front.

—

adv. High'ly.
—«. High-mass (see Mass).—<i^>. High'-mettled,
high-spirited, courageous ; High'-mind'ed, having a
high, proud, or arrogant mind : having honourable
gride : magnanimous.—«. Hlgh'-mind'edness.

—

adjs.
Ugh'most, highest ; Hlgh'-necked, of a dress, cut so

as to cover the shoulders and neck.—«. High'ness,
the state of being high : dignity of rank : a title of
honour given to princes.

—

adj. High'-pitched, higli-

strung : haughty.—«. High'-place (B.), an eminence
on wnich idolatrous rites were performed by the
Jews—hence the idols, &c., themselves.—a^^'j. Hlgh'-
press'ure, applied to a steam-engine in which the
steam is raised to a high temperature, so that
the pressure may exceed that of the atmosphere

;

High'-priced, costly.—«j. High'-priest (see Priest)

;

High'-priest'ess ; High'-priest'hood.— «((/>. High'-
prin'Oipled, of high, noble, or strict principle ; High'-
proof, proved to contain much alcohol : highly
rectified ; High'-raised, raised aloft : elevated ;

®i^.'''"^*°^'^8. reaching upwards: ambitious.—
n. High-road, one of the public or chief roads : a
road for general traffic.

—

a<ijs. Hlgh'-sea'SOned,
made rich or piquant with spices or other seasoning ;

High'-Slghfed {.Shak.), always looking upwards;
High'-souled, having a high or lofty soul or spirit

;

Hlgh'-sound'ing, pompous : ostentatious ; High'-
spir'ited, having a high spirit or natural fire : bold :

daring: irascible.—«. High'-Step'per, a horse that
lifts its feet high from the ground.

—

adjs. Hlgh'-
atep'ping. having a proud or conceited carriage or
walk ; High'stom'ached {Shak.), proud-spirited,
lofty, obstinate ; High'-strung, high-spirited : sensi-
tive.—«. Hight {Milt.), obsolete form of height.—
adj. High'-tast'ed, having a strong, piquant taste

mote ; mQte ; mCDn ; /"Aen. mit

or relish.

—

n. High'-tido {rare), a great festival.

—

adj. High'-toned, high in pitch: dignified.

—

ns.
High'-top {Shak!), a mast-head; High'-trea'son,
treason against the sovereign or state.

—

adj. High'-
Viced {Shak.), enormously wicked. — ns. High'-
Wa'ter, the time at which the tide is highest : the
greatest elevation of the tide ; Hlgh'-wa'ter-mark,
the highest line so reached ; High'way, a public
road on which all have right to go : the main or
usual way or course ; High'wayman, a robber who
attacks people on the public way. — adj. High'-
wrought, wrought with exquisite skill : highly
finished : agitated.—High and dry, of a ship, up
out of the water : disabled ; High and low, rich and
poor, people of every condition ; High and mighty,
exalted : arrogant ; High celebration (see Celebra-
tion) ; High life, the life of fashionable society : the
people of this society ; High living, over-indulgence
in the pleasures of the table ; High seas, the open
sea, including the whole extent of sea so far as it is

not the exclusive property of any particular country:
High table, the table in the dining-hall of a college

where the dons sit ; High tea, a tea with hot meat,
&c., as opposed to a plain tea.—A high hand, or
arm, might : power : audacity ; A high time, A
high old time {coll.), a time of special jollity or

enthusiasm ; Be high time, to be fully time some-
thing was done that should have been done well

before ; Be on one's high horse, to assume an
attitude of fancied superiority : to be arrogant.

—

Highland costume, the fillibeg or kilt, shoulder-

plaid, sporran, &c. ; Highland regiments, a number
of regiments in the British army, wearing the High-
land dress and feather-bonnet, or tartan trews and
shakos.—In high feather, in high spirits : happy

;

On high, in or to a height ; On the high ropes
{coll.), in an elated or highly excited mood ; With a
high hand, arrogantly. [A.S. heah ; Goth, hauhs.
Ice. hdr, Ger. hoch.^

Hight, hit, v.t. to command : {Spens.) to call, name.—v.i. (orig. pass.) to be called or named, to have
as a name ; therefore third pers. sing., Hight = he
was or is called. (M. E. highte—A.S. hdtte, I was
called, pa.t. of hdtan, to call, to be called. Cf. (Jer.

ich heisse, I am named, from heissen, to call.]

Highty-tighty, hl'ti-tl'ti, adj. the same as Hoity-
toity (q.v.).

Hijra, Hijrah. Same as Hegira.
Hilar, hi'lar, adj. pertaining to a hilum.

Hilarious, hi-la'ri-us, adj. gay : very merry, —adv.
Hila'rioUSly.—«. HUar'ity, gaiety : pleasurable ex-

citement. [L. hilaris—Gr. hilaros, cheerful.)

Hilary, hil'ar-i, adj. a term or session of the High
Court of Justice in England ; also one of the

university terms at Oxford and Dublin— from St

Hilary of Poitiers (died 367), festival, Jan. 13.

Hilch, hilch, v.t. {Scot.) to hobble.—«. a limp.

Hildebrandism, hil'de-brand-izm, n. the spirit and
policy o( Hildeirand {Pope Gregory VII., 1073-85),

unbending assertion of the power of the Church, &c.

—adj. Hudebrand'ic.
Eliding, hild'ing, «. a mean, cowardly person, a

dastard.—rt<(7'. cowardly, spiritless. [Prob. Aield, to

bend down.]
Hill, hil, «. a high mass of land, less than a mountain.

—«. Hill'-dlg'ger, one who digs into barrows, &c.,

for buried treasure, —ndj. Hilled, having hills.—

ns.pl. Hill'-folk, Hill'men, people living or hiding

among the hills : the Scotch sect of Cameronians,

the Covenanters generally.— «J. Hill'-fort, a pre-

historic stronghold ; Hill'iness ; Hill'OCk, a small

hill.—rt^'. Hiil'OCky.—«J. Hill'-slde, the slope of a

hill; HiU'-top, the summit of a hill—adj. Hill'V,

full of hills.—Up hill and down dale, vigorously

and persistently. [A.S. hyll; cf. L. collis, a hill,

celsus, high.]

HillO, hil'O, infer;'. Same as HallO.

Hilt, hilt, n. the handle, esp. of a sword.

—

adj.



Hilnm fete, far ; m6, h4r ; mTne

;

Hippophile

Hllt'ed, having a hilt.—Up to the hilt, completely,

thoroughly, to the full. [A.S. A/7/; Dut. hiltt. Old
High Ger. helza: not conn, with hold.]

Hilum, hi'lum, n. the scar on a seed at the point of

union with the placenta : {anat.) the depression at

the place where ducts, vessels, and nerves enter an
organ.

—

adj- Hl'lar. [L.]

Hitn^ him, pron. the objective case of he. —pron.

Hiin'self, the emphatic and reflective form of he and
hitn : the proper character of a person. [A.S. him,
dat. sing. masc. and neut. of A/r, jV.]

Himation, hi-mat'i-on, ft. the ancient Greek outer gar-

ment, oblong, thrown over the left shoulder, and
fastened either over or under the right [Gr.]

Hlmyarltic, him-ya-rit'ik, eu/j. a name formerly ap-

plied to the language of the ancient Sabsan inscrip-

tions in the south-west of Arabia. [Himyar, a
traditional king of Yemen.]

Hin, hin, n. a Hebrew liquid measure containing
about six English quarts. [Heb.J

Hind, hind, «. the female of the stag or red-deer.

—

«. Hlnd'herry, the raspberry. [A.S. hind; Dut.
and Ger. hinde.\

Hind, hind, «. a farm-servant, esp. one having charge
of a pair of horses, with cottage on the farm, for-

merly bound to supply a female field-worker (bond-
ag^er). [A.S. h(na=-h{wna, gen. pi. of hiiuan,
domestics.]

Hind, hTnd, adj. placed in the rear : pertaining to

the part behind : backward :—opp. to Fore.—adj.

Hind'er, the older form of hind, but used in the
same significations. — «. Hlnd'er-end, the latter

end: {Scot^ buttocks. — «.//. Hind'erllns (Scot.\
the buttocks. — adjs. Hind'ermost, Hindmost,
superlative of hiftd, farthest behind ; Hind'-fore'-
most, the back part in the front place. [A. S.

hindan (adv.), back, hinder, backwards; Goth.
hindar, Ger. hinter, behind.]

Hinder, hin'der, v.t. to put or keep behind : to stop,

or prevent progress: to embarrass.

—

v.i. to be an
obstacle. — tis. Hln'derance, Hindrance, act of
hindering : that which hinders : obstacle. [A.S.
hindrian ; Ger. hindern.]

Hindi, hin'de, n. and adj. one of the languages of
Aryan stock now spoken in Northern India.—Also
Hln'dee. [Urdu, Hind, ' India.']

Hindu, Hindoo, hm'dOC, n. a native of Hindustan :

now more properly applied to native Indian be-
lievers in Brahmanisro, as opposed to Mohammedans,
&.c.—ns. Hinduism, Hin'doolsm, the religion and
customs of the Hindus. [Sindhn, Sans, for Indus.]

Hindustani, Hlndoostanee, hin-dSO-stan'e, n. a dia-

lect of Hindi, also called Urdii, the chief official and
commercial language of India.—Also adj.

Hinge, hinj, «. the hook or joint on which a door or
lid hangs : that on which anything depends or turns.—v.t. to furnish with hinges: to bend.— v.i. to

hang or turn as on a hinge : to depend on :

—

pr.p.
hiiig'ing ; pa.p. hinged.—«. Hlngeyolnt {anat.), a
joint in which the bones move.—Off the hinges, in

a state of confusion. [Related to han^.]
Hlnny, hin'i, ». the offspring of a stallion and she-ass.

[L. hinnus—Gr. ginnos, later hinnos, a mule.]
Hlnny, hin'i, «. a Scotch variant of honey.
Hlnny, hin'i, v.i. to neigh, whinny.
Hint, hint, «. a. distant or indirect allusion : slight
mention: insinuation.— f./. to bring to mind by a
slight mention or remote allusion : to allude to.

—

v.i. to make an indirect or remote allusion : to
allude.—o^/f. Hlnt'lngly.—Hint at, to allude to
obscurely. [A.S. hentan, to seize.]

Hinterland, hint'er-land, «. the district behind that
lying along the coast, or along a river. [Ger.]

Hip, hip, n. the haunch or fleshy part of the thigh :

(archit.) the external angle formed by the sides of a
roof when the end slopes backward instead of ter-
minating in a gable.

—

v.t. to sprain the hip :—/r./.
hip'ping ; pa.p. hipped, hipt.—/w. Hip'-bath, a bath
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to sit in—also Sitz-bath; Hlp'-glr'dle, -belt, the
14th-century sword-belt, passmg diagonally from
waist to hip ; Hlp'-gout, sciatica ; Hlp'-jolnt, the
articulation of the head of the thigh-bone with the
ilium ; Hlp'-knob, an ornament placed on the apex
of the hips of a roof or on a gable ; Hip' -lock, a
trick in wrestling by which one throws a leg and hip
before the other to throw him ; Hip'ping, a napkin
wrapped about an infant's hips,

—

adj. Hlp'-Shot,
having the hip out of joint. — Hlp-and-thlgh, in

phrase, 'smitten hip-and-thigh'= smitten both before
and behind, completely overpowered.—Have, OatCb,
on the hip, to get an advantage over some one

—

a metaphor from the wrestling-ring. [A.S. hype;
Goth, hups, Ger. hu/te.\

Hip, hip. Hep, hep, «. the fruit of the wild brier or
dog-rose. [A.S. hiope, a hip.]

Hip, Hyp, hip, «. hypochondria.

—

%'.i. to render
melancholy.

—

adjs. Hipped, rendered melancholy;
Hip'plsh, somewhat hypochondriac. [A corr. of
hypochondria. ]

Hip, hip, interj. an exclamation to invoke a united
cheer

—

Hip'-hip'hnrr'ah.
Hipparlon, hi-pa'ri-on, H. a fossil genus of Equida.

[Gr. kip/'arion, dim. oi hippos, a horse.]

Hlppety-hoppety, hip'e-ti-hop'e-ti, adv. hopping and
skippmg.—«. Hipp'ety-hop.

HlpplatrlC, hip-i-at'rik, adj. relating to the treatment
of the diseases of horses.—«.//. Hlppiat'rics.— «j.

Hlpplat'rlst ; Hlpplat'ry.—a^/;'. Hippie, relating to

horses.

Hippocampus, hip'o-kam-pus, ». a genus of small
fishes with head and neck somewhat like those of a
horse, the sea-ho7-se : (anat.) a raised curved trace
on the floor of the lateral ventricle of the brain.

[Gr. hippokampos—hippos, a horse, kampos, a sea-

monster.]
Hlppocentaur, hip-o-sent'awr, ». Same as Centaur.

[Gr. hippos, a. horse, and centaur,]
Hlppocras, hip'o-kras, «. an aromatic medicated wine,

formerly much used as a cordial.

—

adj. Hlppocrat'lC,
pertainmg to the Greek physician Hippocrates (born
460B.C.).— z/./. Hlppoc'ratlse.—«. HIppoc'ratlsm.

Hlppocrene, hip'o-kren, «. a fountain on the northern
slopes of Mount Helicon, in Greece, sacred to the

Muses and Apollo. [L.,—Gr. hippokreni—hippos, a
horse, krene, a fountain.]

Hlppocreplan, hip-o-kre'pi-an, adj. horse-shoe shaped.
[Gr. hippos, a horse, krepis, a shoe.]

Hlppodame, hip'o-dam, «. (Spens.) the sea-horse. — «.

Hippod'amist, a horse-tamer.

—

adj. Hlppod'amous,
horse-taming.

Hippodrome, hip'o-drOm, n. the Greek name for a
racecourse for horses and chariots : an equestrian
circus : {U.S.) a fraudulent athletic game or contest
in which the result is prearranged.

—

7:t. to conduct
races in such a way.

—

adj. Hlppodrom'ic.—«. Hip-
pod'romlst, a circus trainer or rider. [Fr.,—Gr.
hippodrotnos—hippos, a horse, dromos, a course.]

Hlppogriff, Hlppogryph, hip'o-grif, «. a fabulous

animal represented as a winged horse with the head
of a griffin. [Fr. hippogriffe—G'c. hippos, a horse,

gryps, a griffin.]

H^pology, hip-ol'o-ji, «. the study of horses.—a^'.

Hlppolog'lcal.-«. Hlppol OglSt.

Hlppomanes, hip-om'an-ez, «. an ancient love-philtre

obtained from a mare or foal.—«. Hipp'omane, a
genus of plants of the natural order Euphorbiacete,
the manchineel-tree. [Gr.]

Hlppopathology, hip-o-pa-thol'o-ji, «. the pathology
of the horse : the science of veterinary medicine.
[Gr. hippos, a horse, and pathology.]

Hlppophagy, hip-pof'a-ji, n. the act or practice of
feeding on horse-flesh.—«.//. Hlppoph'agl, eaters of
horse-flesh

—

n. Hlppoph'agist, an eater of horse-
flesh.— rt<(;'. Hlppoph'agous, horse-eating. [Gr.
hippos, a horse, phagein, to eat.]

Hippophile, hip'o-fII, «. a lover of horses.
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Hippopotamus, hip-o-pot'a-mus, «. the river-horse—
an African quadruped, of aquatic habits, having a
very thick skin, short legs, and a large head and
muzzle.— «(/;. Hippopotam'IO (also -pot'-), like a
hippopotamus, clumsy. [L.,—Gr. hippopoiamos—
hippos, a horse, potamos, a river.]

Hippotomy, hip-ot'o-mi, «. the dissection of the horse.

—adj. Hippotom'ical. -«. Hippot'omist.
HlppurlO, hip-u'nk, adj. denoting an acid first ob-

tamed from the urine of horses. [Gr. hippos, a
horse, otiron, urine.]

Hippurld, hi-pu'rid, «. a plant of natural order Hip-
piiridea or Haloragacece, the typical genus the

common mare's tail.

Hippurite, hip'u-rit, «. a fossil bivalve mollusc pecu-

liar to the cretaceous strata. — adj. HippUTlt'iO.

[Gr. hippos, a horse, oura, a tail.]

Hippus, hip'us, «. clonic spasm of the iris.

Hircine, her'sin, adj. goat-like : having a strong goatish
smell.—«r. HlrCOCer'TUS, a fabulous creature, half-

goat, half-stag; Hircos'lty, goatishness. [Fr.,—
L. hircinus—hircus, a he-goat.]

Hirdy-girdy, her'di-ger'di, adv. {Scot.){n confusion.
Hire, hir, «. wages for service : the price paid for the
use of anything.

—

v.i. to procure the use or service

of, at a price : to engage for wages : to grant
temporary use of for compensation : to bribe.

—

adj. Hire'able.—«j. Hire'llng, a hired servant: a
mercenary: a prostitute (.ilso adj.); Hir'er ; Hire'-

sys'tem, a system by which a hired article becomes
the property of the hirer after a stipulated number of
payments ; Hir'illg, the contract of hiring

—

bailment
for hire (in Scotland, location) : a fair or market
where servants are engaged.—On hire, for hiring.

[A.S. hyr, wages, hyrian, to hire; Ger. hcuer,
Dut. huur.\

Hirmos, hir'mos, n. in the usage of the Greek Church,
a standard troparion, forming the first stanza of a'

canon of odes, and serving as a model for the
other stanzas -.—pi. Hir'moi.—h. Hlrmolo'glon, an
office-book containing the hirmoi. [Gr. eirntos,

a series.)

Hirple, her'pl, v.i. (Scot.) to walk or run as if lame.

—

«. a limping gait.

Hlrrient, hir'i-ent, «. a trilled sound.
Hlrsel, hir'sel, «. (Scot.) a multitude, a throng, a flock

of sheep.

—

v.t, to put in different groups.
Hirsle, hir'sl, v.i. (Scot.) to slide or move, resting
on the hams : to move forward with a rustling
sound.

Hirsute, hir-sut', adj. hairy : rough : shaggj' : (iot.)

having long, stiffish hairs. [L. hirsutus—hirsus,
hirtus, shaggy.)

Hirundlne, hi-run'din, adj. of or pertaining to the
swallow. [L. hinindo, a swallow.)

His, hiz, pron. possessive form oi he: (B.) used for its.

—Hisn, a contracted form of his own, [A.S. his,

possessive oi he, and originally of iV.)

HiSh, hish, v.i. to hiss. [A by-form of hiss.]

Hispanic, his-pan'ik, adj. Spanish.

—

adz'. Hispan'i-
(oiWj.—vs.t. Hispan'icise, Hispan'iollse, to render
Spanish.—«. Hlspan'iCism, a Spanish phrase. [L.
Hispania, Spain.)

Hispid, his'pid, adj. (bot.) rough with or having
strong hairs or bristles.

—

n. Hispid'ity. [L. his-
pidus,\

Hiss, his, v.i. to make a sibilant sound like that of the
letter s, as the goose, serpent, &c. : to express con-
tempt, &c., by hissing.—t/./'. to condemn by hissing.—«. the sound of the letter s, an expression of dis-
approbation, contempt,^ &c.

—

n. Hlss'ing, the noise
of a hiss : object of hissing : object or occasion of
contempt. [Imit.)

Hist, hist, interj. demanding silence and attention:
hush ! silence \—v.t. to urge (a dog, &c.) by making
the sound of this word. [Imit.]

Histie. his'ti, adj. (Scot.) dry : barren.
Histiold, his'ti-oid, adj. resembling tissue. — adj.
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Histogenet'io.—a</r'. Hlstogenet'lcally.—kj. Hia-
tog'eny, the formation and development of tissues
—also HlstOgen'eslS ; HiStOg'raphy. a description
of the tissues.

—

adjs. HistolOg^iC, -al, pertaining to
histology.

—

ns. Histol'Ogist, one skilled in histology
;

Histol'og^, the science which classifies and describes
the structural or morphological elements which exist
in the solids and fluids of organised bodies ; Histol'y-
Sis, degeneration and decay of organic tissue.

—

adj.
Histolyt'iC. [Gr. histos, web.)

History, his'to-ri, n. an account of an event : a
systematic account of the origin and progress of a
nation : the knowledge of facts, events, &c. : an
eventful life, a past of more than common interest,
as a ' woman with a history :

' a drama representing
historical events.

—

v.i. (rare) to record.—«. Hls'-
torian, a writer of history. — adjs. Histo'riated,
adorned with figures, esp. of men or animals, as the
medieval illuminated manuscripts, capital letters,

initials &c. ; Hlstor'ic, -al, pertaining to history

:

containing history : derived from history : famous in

history : authentic.

—

adi>. Histor'lcally.

—

v.t. and
v.i. Histor'iCise, to make, or represent as, historic.

— ns. Historicity, historical character ; Historiette',
a short history or story.

—

v.t. Histor'ify, to record
in history.—«. HistoriOg'rapher, a writer of history :

a professed or official historian.— adjs. Historio-
graph'ic, -al, pertaining to the writing of history.-

—

adv. Hlstoriograph'ically.—«j. Historiog'raphy,
the art or employment of writing history ; HiStorl-
ol'Ogy, the knowledge or study of history.—Histori-
cal method, the study of a subject in its historical

development ; Historical painting, the painting of

historic scenes, or scenes in which historic figures

are introduced ; Historical present, the present
ten.se used for the past, to add life and reality to the
narrative, as in ' cometh ' in Mark, v. 22.—Ancient
history, the history of the world down to the fall of
Rome, 476 A.D. ; Medieval history, the history of

the period between the fall of Rome and the be-

ginning of the i6th century ; Modem history,
history since the beginning of the 16th century

;

Natural history, originally an expression including
all the concrete sciences, now the science of living

things : (in frequent use) zoology, esp. in so far as

that is concerned with the life and habits of animals ;

Profane, Secular, history, the history of secular

affairs as opposed to Sacred history, which deals
with the events in the Bible narrative. [L.,—Gr
historia—histor, knowing ; cf. eidenai, to know,
L. videre, Sans, viii, Eng. wit.]

Histrionic, -al, his-tri-on'ik, -al, adj. relating to the
stage or stage-players : befitting a theatre : feigned.
—US. HlS'trlO, HiS'trlon, a stage-player.— «(/?'. HiS-
trlon'ically.—«j. Histrlon'icism, His'trionlsm, the
acts or practice of stage-playing or of pantomime.
—n.pl. Histrionics, play-acting.—r.«'. Hls'trlonise,
to act, play a part. [L. histrionicus—histrio, an
actor, primary form hister, a player.)

Hit, hit, v.t. to touch or strike : to reach : to suit : fit

:

conform to.

—

v.i. to come in contact : to chance
luckily : to succeed :^pr.p. hit' ting ; ^a.t. andpa.p.
hit.—«. a lucky chance, a surprising success: a
stroke : a happy turn of thought or expression : at

backgammon, a move that throws one of the

opponent's men back to the entering point, a game
won after one or two men are removed from the

board.—«. Bit'ter.—adj. Hit'tymiSS'y, random,
hap-hazard.—Hit below the belt, to deal a blow
disallowable in the rules of the ring : to do an injury

to another unfairly ; Hit It off (with), to agree with

some one ; Hit Ou, to imitate, to describe ; Hlt-Or-

miss, reckless, hap-hazard ; Hit out, to strike out
with the fist ; Hit the nail on the head (see Nail)

;

Hit upon, to come upon, discover.—Hard hit, one
gravely affected by some trouble, or by love. [A.S.
hyttan, app. Ice. Aitta, to light on, to find; Sw.
hitta, to find, Dan. kit/e, to hit upon.)
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Hitch, hich, v.i. to move by jerks, as if caught by a
hook : to be caught by a hook : to be caught or

fall into. — v.t. to hook : to catch : to fasten,

tether, esp. to make
fast a rope.—«. a
jerk : a catch or any-
thing that holds : an
obstacle : a sudden
halt : {naut.) a
species of knot by
which one rope is

connected with an-

other, or to some
object— various
knots are the Clove-

hitch, Timber-
hitch, Blackball-
hitch, & c. — «.

Hitoh'er. — adv.
Hitoh'Uy. — fl^-.

Hitch'y.—Hitch
up, to harness a
horse to a vehicle.

itch.\

Hlthe, hi//{, n. a small haven.

a. Clove-hitch ; b. Timber-
hitch ; c, Blackw.ill-hitch.

[Ety. dub. ; prob. the same as

[A.S. Aj>S.]

Hither, Wtkkx, adv. to this place.—rt<^'. toward the
speaker : nearer.

—

v.i. to come thither—chiefly in

phrase, 'to hither and thither' = to go to and fro.

—

adj. Hlth'ermost, nearest on this side.—«. and adj.

Hith'erside, the nearer %\A^.—advs. Hitherto, to

this place or time : as yet : Hith'erward, towards
this place.—Hither and thither, back and forward :

to and from. [A.S. hider ; Goih. hidri, Ice. h/Sra.]

Hitopadesa, hit-O-pa-de'sa, «. a famous collection of

fables and stories in Sanskrit literature, a popular
summary in four books of the Panchatantra.

Hittite, hit'It, adj. pertaining to the Hittites, a
powerful and civilised people, probably not Semitic,

of northern Syria. [Heb. Khittitit.']

Hive, hiv, H. a place where bees live and store up
honey, whether artificial or natural : a swarm of bees
in a box or basket: any busy company.

—

v.t. to

collect into a hive : to lay up in store.

—

v.i. to take
shelter together : to reside in a body.

—

ns. Hive'-bee,
the common honey-bee ; HiVer ; Hive'-nest, a large

nest built and occupied by several pairs of birds in

common. [A.S. hy/.]

Hives, hivz, «. a popular term for nettle-rash and other
similar skin diseases : laryngitis.

Hizz, hiz, v.i. to hiss.

Ho, Hoa, ho, inter/, a call to excite attention : hold !

stop !—repeated it expresses derision.

Hoar, hOr, adj. white or grayish-white, esp. with age
or frost: mouldy.—«. hoarmess : age.

—

v.i. {Shak.)
to become mouldy.—«. Hoar'-frost, white frost

:

the white particles formed by the freezing of dew.
—adjs. Hoar'-head'ed, Hoar'y, white or gray with
age : (J>ot.) covered with short, dense, whitish hairs.

—adv. Hoar'ily.—>M. Hoar'lness ; Hoar'-stone, an
ancient boundary stone. [A.S. hdr, hoary, gray ;

Ice. hdrr.'\

Hoard, hOrd, n. a store : a hidden stock : a treasure :

a place for hiding anything.

—

v.t. to store : to amass
and deposit in secret.

—

v.i. to store up : to collect

and form a hoard.

—

n. Hoard'er. [A.S. hard ; Ice.

h«dd, Ger. hort.'X

Hoard, hOrd, Hoarding, hOrd'ing, «. a hurdle or

fence enclosing a house and materials \yhile builders

are at work : any boarding on which bills are

posted. [From O. Fr. hitrdis—hurt, fioiirt, hcurd,

a palisade.]

Hoarhound, Horehound, hOr'hownd, «. a plant of a
whitish or downy appearance, used as a tonic. [M. E.

horehunt—A.S. hdrhiine, from hdr, hoar or white,

and hiine ^acc. to Skeat, meaning 'strong-scented');

cf. I-. cumin, Gr. konile, wild m-irjoramj
BOHTM, hors, adj, having a harsh, grating voice, as
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from a cold : harsh : discordant.

—

adv. Hoarsely.

—

n. Hoarse'ness. [A.S. hds; Ice. hdss, this prob.

for hdrs, throwing light on the M. E. hdrs, hoors,

Scot, hairsh, &c.]
Hoast, host, «. {prov.) a cough.

—

v.i. to cough. [Ice.

hdste; Dut. hoest.\

Hoastinan, hOst'man, n. a member of an old mer-
chant guild in Newcastle, with charge of coal-ship-

ping, &c. [Host, stranger, guest.]

Hoatzin, ho-at'sin, «. a remarkable South American
bird, the same as the Touraco (q.v.).—Also Hoact-
zin, Hoa'zln. [S. Amer.]

Hoax, hoks, «. a deceptive trick : a practical joke.

—

v.t. to deceive : to play a trick upon for sport, or
without malice.

—

ns. Hoaxee' ; Hoax'er ; Hoax'ing.
[Corr. of hocus. See HoCUS-pOCUS.]

Hob, hob, «. the projecting nave of a wheel : a projec-
tion on the side of a fireplace, on which anything
may be laid to keep hot : a game in which coins are
placed on the end of a short stick at which stones
are thrown, those that fall head up going to the
thrower—also the round stick used in this game : a
hardened threaded steel mandrel used in forming
the cutting ends of screw-chasing tools, Sc-

—

n. Hob'-
nail, a nail with a thick, strong head, used in horse-
shoes, &c. : a clownish fellow.

—

z>.t. to furnish with
hobnails : to trample upon with hobnailed shoes.

—

adj. Hob'nailed. [Cf. Hub.]
Hob, hob, «. a clownish fellow : a rustic : a fairy.

—

n. Hob'binoll, a ruMc—adj. Hob'bish, clownish.

—

». Hobgob'lin, a mischievous fairy: a frightful appa-
rition.—Play hob, to make confusion. [A corr. of
Rob for Rol'in, Robert.]

Eob-a-nob, Hob-and-nob. Same as Hobnob.
Hobbism, hob'izm, «. the doctrine of Thomas Hobbes

(1588-1679), that morality is an institution of society.—n. Hobb'iSt, a follower of Hobbes.
Hobble, hob'l, v.i. to walk with a limp : to walk awk-
wardly : to move irregularly.

—

v.t. to fasten loosely

the legs of; to hamper : to perplex.—«. an awkward
limping gait : a difhculty, a scrape : anything used
to hamper the feet of an animal, a clog or fetter.

—

ns. Hobbler, one who hobbles : an unlicensed pilot,

casual labourer in docks, &c. : a man who tows a
canal-boat with a rope ; Hobb'ling.

—

adv. Hobb'-
lingly. [Cf. Dut. hobbelen, hobben, to toss.]

Hobbledehoy, hob'1-de-hoi', «. an awkward youth, a
stripling, neither man nor boy.— adj. Hobblede-
hoy'ish.—«. Hobbledehoy'ism. [Prob. conn, with
hobble, referring to awkward gait.]

Hobbler, hob'ler, n. a horseman employed for light

work, as reconnoitring, &c. : a horse. [O. Fr. hobeler—hobin, a small horse.]

Hobby, hob'i, n. a strong, active horse : a pacing horse

:

a subject on which one is constantly setting oh", as in
' to ride ' or ' to mount a hobby :

' a favourite pursuit.—n. Hobb'y-horse, a stick or figure of a horse on
which boys ride : one of the chief parts played in

the ancient morris-dance : (Shak.) a term of con-
tempt for a loose and frivolous person, male or
female.

—

adj. Hobb'V-hor'sical, having a hobby :

eccentric.— tis. Hobb'yisiu ; Hobb'yist, one who
rides a hobby.

—

adj. Hobb'yless. [M. E. hohyu,
licby, prob. Hob, a by-form of Rob. Hence also

O. Fr. hobin, hobiiVr. anbin).]

Hobby, hob'i, ft. a small species of falcon. [O. Fr. hob/,
hobet—Low L. hobeltis ; prob. O. Fr. hober, to move.]

Hobgoblin. See Hob (2).—«j. Hobgoblinism ; Hob-
goD'linry.

Hobjob, hob'job, «. (/ri77/.) an odd job.

—

v.i. to work
at such.—«j. Hob'jobber ; Hob'jobbing.

HobnaiL See Hob (i).

Hobnob, hob'nob, adv. have or not have, a familiar

invitation to drink.

—

v.i. to associate or drink to-

gether familiarly.—/r.>. Hobnobbing.-«<<>. Hob-
nobby. \Hab, fiab.]

HobSOn-jobSOn, hob'son-job'son, ft. a native festal ex-

citeiueni, esp. the Moharram ceremonies. [A Con«



Hook mOte ; mute ; mODn ; /Aen. Hold

of the wailing ' Y3. Hasan I Y5 Hosain I ' a typical

phrase of Anglo-Indian argot, hence adopted as a
concise alternative title for Yule and Burnell's admir-
able Glossary of Anglo-Indian CoUoguial IVords
ami PArases {honii. 1886).]

Hock, hok, «. and v. See Hoogh.
Hock, hok, «. properly, the wine made at Hochheim,
Germany ; now applied to all white Rhine wines.

Hock-day, hok'-da, «. an old English festival held on
the second Monday and Tuesday after Easter Sun-
•day, one of the chief customs being the seizing and
binding of passengers until they gave money for

their liberty, Monday the men by the women, Tues-
day the women by the men.—Also Hock'-tide.

Hockey, hok'i, «. a game at ball played with a club or

stick curved at one end, shinty. — Also Hook'ey.
[Prob. O. Fr. hoquet, a crook.]

Hockey, hok'i, «. (prov.) harvest-home, the harvest-

supper.—Also Hawkey, Hork'ey.
Heckle, hok'i, v.i. to hamstring. [See Hougb.]
Hocus-pocus, he'kus-pO'kus, n. a juggler : a juggler's

trick.

—

v.i. H5'CUS, to cheat : to stupefy with drink :

to drug :

—

pr.^. hO'cussing ; pa.p. ho'cussed. [The
meaningless gibberish of a juggler—no reference to
^ hoc est corpus. '\

Hod, hod, n. a kind of trough borne on the shoulder,
for carrying bricks and mortar : a coal-scuttle : a
pewterer's blowpipe.

—

n. Hod'man, a man who car-

ries a hod : a mason's labourer. [A variant of
prov. hot ; of. Fr. Ao/ie, a basket.]

Eoddengray, hod'n-gra, «. coarse cloth made of un-
dyed wool.—adj. Hodd'en, wearing hoddengray :

rustic.—«. hoddengray. [Prob. a form of Aolden,
kept, reserved, aviAgray.^

Hoddle, hod'l, v.i. (Scot.) to waddle.
Hodge, hoj, n. a countryman, rustic. [Hodge, corr.

from Roger.

\

Hodgepodge, hoj'poj, n. (see Hotchpotch). — «.

Hodge'-pudd'lng (Shak.), a pudding made of a
mass of mgredients mixed togetner.

Hodiernal, hO-di-em'al, adj. of or pertaining to the
present day. [L. Aodierttus—Aodie, to-day

—

hoc die,

on this day.]

Hodmandod, hod'man-dod, «. a snail, dodman.
Hcdog^aph, hod'o-graf, «. a curve the radius vector of
which represents in direction and magnitude the
velocity of a moving particle—a term suggested by
Sir \V. R. Hamilton. [Gr. Iiodos, a way, grapfiein,

to write.]

Hodometer, ho-dom'e-ter, n. an instrument attached
to the a.xle of a vehicle to register the revolutions of
the wheels. [Gr. hodos, a way, metron, a measure.]

Hoe, ho, n. an instrument for hewing or digging up
weeds and loosening the earth.

—

v.t. to cut or clean
with a hoe: to weed.

—

I'.i. to use a hoe:

—

pr.p.

hoe'ing; fia.p. hoed.

—

ns. Hoe'-cake (U.S.), a thin

cake of Indian meal ; Ho'er.—A hard, or long, row
to hoe, a hard or wearisome task to perform. [O. Fr.

houe—Old High Ger. houwa (Ger. haue), a hoe.]

Hog, hog, n. a general name for swine : a castrated
boar : a pig : formerly slang for a shilling : a low
filthy fellow.

—

v.t. to cut short the hair of:

—

pr.p.
hog'ging ; pa.p. hogged.—«j. Hog'-back, Hog's'-
back, a back rising in the middle : a ridge of a hill

of such shape—also Horseback ; Hog'gery, hoggish-
ness of character : coarseness ; Hogget, a boar of
the second year: a sheep or colt after it has passed
its first yKzx.—adj. Hog'gish, resembling a hog:
brutish: filthy: selfish.

—

adv. Hog'glshly. — ns.
Hog glshness

; Hog'hood, the nature of a hog

;

Hog'-mane, a horse's mane dipped short ; Hog'-pon,
a pig-sty

; Hog'-plum, a West Indian tree of the
cashew family, the fruit given to hogs ; Hog"-reeve,
-COn'stable, an officer charged with the care of
stray swine ; Hog'-ring'er, one who puts rings into

ihe snouts of hogs ; Hog's'-hean, the henbane.

—

v.t. Hog'-ShOUther {Scot.), to jostle with the
shoulder.—ns. Hog'-skin, leather made of the skin

of swine ; Hog'S'-lard, the melted fat of the hog ;

Hog'-Wash, the refuse of a kitchen, brewery, &c.

—

Bring one s hogs to a fine market, to make a
complete mess of something ; Go the whole hOg,
to do a thing thoroughly or completely, to commit
one's self to anything unreservedly. [M.E. hog^e,

a gelded hog, prob. from hack, to cut ; others derive

from W. AivcA, a sow, Bret. houcA, AocA.]

Hog, hog, 7'.i. to droop at both ends.—«. Hog'-frame,
a fore-and-aft frame serving to resist vertical flexure

in a ship.

—

adj. Hogged, of a ship, having a droop
at the ends.

Hog, hog, n. in curling, a stone which does not pass
the hog-score.

—

v.t. to play such a shot with a
curling-stone.

—

n. Hog'-SCOre, a line drawn across
the rink at a certain distance from the tees—to be
cleared, else the shot does not count. [Prob. conn,

with hog, a swine.]

Hog, Hogg, hog, «. a young sheep of the second year.

—Also Hog'gerel.
Hogan, hog'an, «. a kind of strong liquor. [Corr. of
hofen-niogen—Dut. Aoog en mogend, high and
mighty.]

. , , ,

Hogger, hog'er, n. {prcrv.) a coal-miners footless

stocking.—«. Hogg'er-pipe, the terminal section of

the discharge-pipe of a mining-pump.
Hogmanay, hog-ma-nS', «. {Scot.) the old name for

the last day of the year. [Prob. a corn, through
Norman French forms, of O. Fr. aguilanneiif

=

au-gui-[n7i-tieu/, ' to the mistletoe ! the New Year !'

Fr. giti, mistletoe, is from L. viscum.]
Hogshead, hogz'hed, «. {SAaA.) a large cask : a

measure of capacity = 52J imperial gallons, or 63 old

wine gallons; ^ ^^^r = 54 gallons ; of c/aret = 46
gallons; of tobacco {U.S.), varying from 750 to

1200 lb. [Corr. of Old Dut. oksAoofd, ox-head ;

from the brand on the cask.]

Hoiden. See Hoyden.
Hoise, hoiz, V. t. to hoist.

Hoist, hoist, v.t. to. lift: to raise, with tackle: to

heave.

—

n. act of lifting : the height of a sail : an
apparatus for lifting heavy bodies to the upper
stories of a building.

—

Hoist With one's OWn
petard, beaten with one's own weapons, caught in

one's own trap. [Formerly Aoise, or Aoyse—Old Dut.
Ayssen, Dut. Aijsschen, to hoist.]

Hoity-toity, hoi'ti-toi'ti, interj. an exclamation of

surprise or disapprobation.

—

adj. giddy, gay, noisy.

Hoky-poky, ho'ki-pO'ki, «. a kind of ice-cream sold on
the streets. [From Aocus-pocus.']

HolarctiC. hol-ark'tik, adj. entirely arctic.

Hold, hold, v.t. to keep possession of or authority

over : to sustain : to defend : to maintain, support

:

to occupy : to derive title to : to bind : to confine

:

to restrain : to stop, as in ' to cry hold
:

' to con-

tinue : to persist in;: to contain : to celebrate : to

esteem : {Shak.) to endure : {arcA.) to bet.

—

v.i. to

remain fixed: to be true or unfailing: tocontinue

unbroken or unsubdued : to adhere : to derive right

:

—pr.p. hold'ing ;
pa.t. held ; pa.p. held {obs. hold'en).

—«. act or manner of holding : seizure : power of

seizing : something for support : a place of confine-

ment : custody: a fortified place: (mus.) a mark
orer a rest or note, indicating that it is to be pro-

longed.—«J. Hold'-all, a general receptacle, esp. a

big carpet-bag ; Hold'-back, a check : a strapjoin-

ing the breeching to the shaft of a vehicle ; Hold'-

beam, one of the beams crossing a ship's hold and

strengthening the framework. —Hold'en (B.), old

pa.p. of hold.—ns. Hold'er ; Hold -fast, that which

holds fast : a long nail : a catch ; Hold'ing, anything

held : a farm held of a superior : hold : influence

:

{Scots lau') tenure.-Hold forth, to put forward:

show : to speak in public, to declaim ; Hold bard !

stop ' Hold in, to restrain, check : to restrain one's

self; Hold of {Pr. Bk.), to regard; Hold Ofi, to

keep at a distance ; Hold on, to persist in some-
thing : to continue : to cling ; Hold one in hand.



Hold Rite, ftr ; m5, her ; mine ; Holy

to amuse in order to gain some advantage ; Hold
one's own, to maintain one's position ; Hold one's

peace, Hold one's tongue, to keep silence; Hold
out, to endure, last ; Hold over, to postpone, to

keep possession of land or a house beyond the term

of agreement; Hold the market (see Market);
Hold together, to remain united : to cohere ; Hold

up, to raise ; to continue to go at the same rate ;

Hold water, to be sound and firm, to endure trial

;

Hold with, to take sides with. [A.S. healdan; Old

High Ger. kaltan, Goth. haldan.\

Hold, hold, n. the interior cavity of a ship between the

floor and the lower deck, used for the cargo. [Dut.

Iwl, a cavity or hole, with excrescent rf.]

Hole, hOl, «. a hollow place : a cavity : an opening
in a solid body : a pit : a subterfuge : a means of

escape : a difficult situation : a scrape : a place of
hiding, a mean lodging, a secret room for some dis-

reputable business : i^golf) one of the holes, 4 in. in

diameter, into which the ball is played, also the dis-

tance between any two holes.—v. t. to form holes in :

to drive into a hole.

—

v.i. to go into a hole.

—

adj.

Hole'-and-COr'ner, secret: underhand.—«j. Ho'ltng-

aze, a narrow axe for cutting holes in posts ; Ho'llng-
glck, a pick used in under-cutting coal.—A hole

1 one's coat, a stain on a person's reputation

;

Put a person in a hole, to put him in a position

from which he cannot easily extricate himself; Toad
in the hole, meat baked in batter, &c. [A.S. hoi, .a

hole, cavern ; Dut. hoi, Dan. hul, Ger. hohl, hollow

;

conn, with Gr. koilos, hollow.]

Hole, adj. (Spefts.) whole.
Holibut. See Halibut.
Holiday, hol'i-da, «. a consecrated day : a religi-

ous festival : a day for the commemoration of some
event : a day of idleness and amusement.

—

adj. be-
fitting a holiday : cheerful.—Holiday speeches, fine

but empty phrases. [Formerly Ao/jr day.]
Holla, hol'a. Hollo, Holloa, hol'O, or hol-lo', tttierj. ho,

ther«! attend! («a7<^) the usual response to 'Ahoy!'—«. a loud shout.

—

v.i. to cry loudly to one at a
distance. [Fr. Aa^—Aa and /a—L. t//ac, there;
the other forms are due to confusion with halloo.\

Holland, hol'and, n. a coarse linen fabric, unbleached
or dyed brown, which is used for covering furniture,

&c. : (qrig.) a fine kind of linen first made in Holland.
Hollander, hol'and-er, «. a native of Holland.-—adj.
HoU'andlsh.—«. Holl'ands, gin made in Holland.

Hollow, hol'O, adj. vacant : not solid : containing an
empty space: sunken: unsound: insincere.

—

n. a
hole : a cavity : any depression in a body : any
vacuity: agroove: achannel.—i/./. to make a hole in:
to make hollow by digging : to excavate.

—

adv. com-
pletely : clean.—rtr//V. Holl'OW-eyed, having sunken
eyes ; Holl'OW-heart'ed, having a hollow or un-
true he.irt : faithless: treacherous.—aa'r'. Holl'OWly
(Shak.'), in a hollow or insincere manner. — ns.

BoU'OWness, the state of being hollow : cavity

:

insincerity : treachery ; Holl'OW-Ware, trade name
for hollow articles of iron, as pots and kettles.—Beat
hollow, to beat wholly. [A.S. AolA, a hollow place
—hoi. See Hole. J

Holly, hol'i, «. an evergreen shrub having leathery,
shining, and spinous leaves and scarlet or yellow
berries, much used for Christmas decorations. [A.S.
Aolegn: cf. W. celyn, Ir. cuileann.]

Hollyhock, hol'i-hok, «. a kind of mallow, brought
into Europe from the Holy Land

—

{Bacon) Holl'y-
oak. [M. E. Aolihoc—Aoli, holy, and A.S. hoc,
mallows—Celtic, cf. W. hocys.]

Holm, holm, or hOm, n. a river-islet : rich flat land
beside a river. IA.S. holm, orig. a mound; Ger.
holm, &c.]

Holm, holm, or hOm, n. (S^ens.) holly.—«. Holm'-oak,
the ilex or evergreen oak, so called from some re-

semblance to the holly. [Holm- is a corr. of holin,

the M. E. form ol holljf, which see.]

HoloblastlC, hol-o-blas'tik, adj. undergoing segmenta-
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tion throughout the entire mass, as the ova of
mammals.

Holocaust, hol'o-kawst, «. a burnt sacrifice, in which
the whole of the victim was consumed. [L.,—Gr.
holokauston—holos, whole, kausios, burnt.]

Holooryptic, hol-o-krip'tik, adj. concealing completely,
undecipherable.

Holograph, hol'o-graf, «. a document wholly written
by the person from whom it proceeds (also used
as adj.).—adj. Holographic. [Gr. holos, whole,
graphein, to write.]

Holohedrism, hol-o-ha'drizm, «. {math.) the property
of having the full numberofsymmetricallyarranged
planes crystallographically possible. — ddj. HolO<
ne'dral.—«. Holohe'dron, a form possessing this

property. [Gr. holos, whole, hedra, base.]
Holometabolic, hol-o-met-a-bol'ik, adj. undergoing
complete metamorphosis, as an insect— opp. of
A metabolic.

Holometer, hol-om'et-er, «. an instrument for taking
all kinds of measures. [Gr. holos, whole, metron,
measure.]

Holomorphic, hol-o-mor'fik, adj. {math.) having the
properties of an entire function, being finite, continu-

ous, and one-valued for all finite values of the vari-

able : showing holohedral symmetry. [Gr. holos,

whole, morphe, form.]
Holophote, hol'o-fOt, n. an improved optical apparatus
now used in lighthouses, by which all the light from
the lamp is thrown in the required direction, in the
catoptric holophote by reflectors, in the dioptric by
refracting lenses, in the catadioptric by both com-
bined.

—

adj. Holophot'al. [Gr. holos, whole, phos,
photos, light.]

HolophrastiC, hol-o-fras'tik, adj. bearing the force of

a whole phrase, expressive of a sentence or an idea.
—n. Holophra'sis. [Gr. liolos, whole, phrastikos,
phrazein, to indicate.]

Holorhinal, hol-o-n'nal, adj. having the nasal bones
slightly cleft or not at all. [Gr. holos, whole, hris,

hrifios, the nose.]

Holothurian, hol-o-thOO'ri-an, «. a sea-cucumber or

similar echinoderm. [L.,—Gr. holothourion, from
holos, whole, and perh. thouros, impetuous.]

Holp, holp, Holpen, holp'n, old pa.t. and pa.p. of

help.

Holster, hol'ster, n. the leathern case carried by a
horseman at the forepart of the saddle for covering

a pistol.

—

adj. Hol'Stered. [Ace. to Skeat, from
Dut Jiolster, a pistol-case

—

hullen, to cover, which
is cog. with A.S. helan, to cover.]

Holt, holt, n. a wood or woody hill : an orchard.

[A.S. holt, a wood ; Ice. holt, a copse, Ger. holz.\

Holus-bolus, hol'us-borus, adv. all at a gulp : alto-

gether.—«. the whole. [A vulgarism, formed from
whole, most likely on the analogy of hocus-pocus;
hardly conn, with bolus, a pill.]

Holy, ho'li, adj. perfect in a moral sense : pure in

heart : religious : set apart to a sacred u.se.

—

adv.

Ho'llly, in a holy manner: piously.

—

n. Ho'liness,

state of being holy : religious goodness : sanctity : a
title of the pope.—«(/;'. Ho'ly-cru'el (Shak.\ cruel

through excess of holiness.

—

ns. Holy-day, a formal

spelling of holiday (q. v.) ; Ho'ly-oflf'lce, the Inquisi-

tion ; Holy-rood, the holy cross in R.C. churches

over the entrance to the chancel ; Holystone, a

sandstone used by seamen for cleansing the decks,

said to be named from cleaning the decks/or Sunday.

—v.t. to scrub with a holystone.—«j. Holy-Thlirs-
day, the day on which the ascension of our Saviour

is commemorated, ten days before 'Whitsuntide

;

Holy-wa'ter, water blessed by the priest or bishop

for certain religious uses; Holy-week, the week
before Easter, kept holy to commemorate our Lord's

passion ; Ho'ly-WTlt, the holy writings : the Scrip-

tures.—Holy Alliance, a league formed after the

fall of Napoleon (1815) by the sovereigns of Austria,

Russia, and Prussia, professedly to regulate all



Holsrwell inOte ; mate ; mSOn ; i/ten. Homodromous

national and international relations in accordance
with the principles of Christian charity ; Holy City,

Jerusalem ; also specially applied to Rome, Alecca,

Benares, Allahabad, &c. ; Holy COat, the seamless

coat of Jesus, claimed to be kept at Treves ; Holy
oommunion (see Communion) ; Holy Family, the

infant Saviour with Joseph, Mary, &c. ; Holy GbOSt,

Spirit, the third person of the Trinity, proceeding

from the Father and the Son; Holy grail (see

Orall); Holy grass, a sweet-smelling grass about

a foot high, with a brownish glossy Lax panicle

— sometimes strewed on the floors of churches

on festival days, whence its name : Holy land,

Palestine ; Holy of holies. The most holy place,

the inner chamber of the Jewish tabernacle, which
the high-priest alone might enter, and but once a
year ; Holy One, God : Christ : the one who is

holy, by way of emphasis : one separated to the

service of (jod ; Holy Orders, ordination to the rank
of minister in holy things: the Christian ministrj';

Holy places, scenes of the Saviour's life, the

sepulchre, &c ; Holy quest, the search for the

Holy giail ; Holy Roman Empire, the official de-

nomination of the German Empire from 962 down to

j8o6, when Francis II. of Hapsburg resigned the

imperial title ; Holy war, a name impiously given

to a war for the extirpation of heresy, as that against

the Albigenscs, &c. : one of the Crusades. [A.S.

/uUig, lit. whole, perfect, healthy

—

hdl, sound, whole ;

conn, with hail, heal, w/wle.]

Holywell, hol'i-wel, in phrase, ' Holywell Street litera-

ture,' i.e. such books as used to be much sold in

Holytuell Street, Loudon— viz. filthy books.

Homage, hom'aj, n. the ser\-ice due from a knight or

vassal to his lord in feudal times, the vassal prefer-

ring to become his lord's man : the act of fealty :

respect paid by external action : reverence directed

to the Supreme Being : devout affection.—«. Hom'-
ager, one who does homage. [O. Fr. homage—
Low L. homaticutn—L. hotno, a man.]

Home, h5m, ». one's house or country : place of con-
stant residence : the residence of a family : the seal,

as of war : a charitable institution where domestic
comforts are given to the destitute.

—

adj. pertain-

ing to one's dwelling or country : domestic : close

:

severe.— adv. pertaining to one's habitation or
country : close : closely : to the point : effectively.—adjs. Home'-born, native, not foreign ; Home'-
bonnd, homeward-bound: Home' -bred, bred at

home : native : domestic : plain : unpolished ; Home'-
brewed, brewed at home or for home use. — n.

Home'-farm, the farm near the home or mansion
of a gentleman.

—

adjs. HomeTelt, felt in one's oivn
breast : inward : private ; Home'-grown, produced
in one's o.vn countrj-, not imported ; Home'-keep'ing,
staying at home ; Home less, without a home.

—

«. Home'lessness.—<!</;'. Home'lily.—». Homeli-
ness.

—

adjs. Home'ly, pertaining to home : familiar :

plain : Home'-made, made at home : made in one's

own country : plain.

—

n. Homer, a pigeon trained
to fly home from a distance.

—

adj. Homesick, sick

or grieved at separation from home.—«. Home'slck-
ness.

—

adj. Homespun, spun or wrought at home :

not made in foreign countries: plain: inelegant—
n. cloth made at home.—n^. Home'stall, Home'-
Stead, the place of a mansion-house : the enclosures
immediately connected with it : original station.

—

advs. Home'ward, Homewards, towards home

:

towards one's habitation or country.

—

adj. in the
direction of home.

—

adj. Homeward-bound, bound
homeward or to one's native land.

—

adjs. Homing,
having a tendency to return home ; Homy, home-
hke.—Home circuit, the south-eastern circuit of
Assize, including the home counties (except Middle-
sex), also Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk

;

Home counties, the counties over and into which
London has extended—Middlesex, Hertfordshire,

Essex, Kent, Surrey ; Home Department, that part

of government which is concerned with the main<
tenance of the internal peace of the United Kingdom
—its headquarters the Home Office, its official head
the Home Secretary ; Home rule, a form of self-

government claimed by Ireland, with a separate
parliament for the management of internal affairs.

—

At home, in one's own house : at ease : familiar

:

a phrase signifying that a family will be at home at a
fixed date, and ready to receive visitors—as a ». = a
reception ; Bring home to, to prove to, in such a
way that there is no way of escaping the conclusion :

to impress upon ; Eat out of house and home, to
live at the expense of another so a<i to ruin him ;

Long home, the grave : Make one's self at home,
to be as free and unrestrained as when in one's own
house ; Pay home, to strike to the quick : to re-

taliate. [A.S. hdm; Dut. and Ger. heim, Goth.
haims. ]

Homelyn, hom'el-in, n. a species of ray, found on the
south coast of England.

Homeopathy, hO-me-op'a-thi, «. the system of curing
diseases by small quantities of those drugs which ex-
cite symptoms similar to those of the disease.

—

ns.

Homeopath, Homeop'athist, one who believes in or
practises homeopathy. — adj. Homeopathic, of or
pertaining to homeopathy, —adv. Eomeopath'lcally.
[Gr. hotnoiopatheia—homoios, like, pathos, feeling.]

Homeoplasy, hO-me-a-plas'i, «. the taking on by one
tissue of the form of another under plastic condi-
tions, as in skin-grafting.

—

adj. Homeoplast'iC. [Gr.
homoios, like, plastos—plassein, to form.]

Homer, hS'mer, «. a Hebrew measiu-e of capacity,

amounting to about 10 bushels and 3 gallons. [Heb.
khoiner, a heap

—

khdviar, to swell up.]

Homeric, ho-mer'ik, adj. pertaining to Homer, the
great poet of Greece (c. 850 B.C.): pertaining to or
resembling the poetry of Homer.—Homeric verse,
hexameter verse, the metre of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Homicide, hom'i-sld, n. manslaughter : one who kills

another.

—

adj. Hom'iCidal, pertaining to homicide :

murderous : bloody. [Fr.,—L. komicidium—homo,
a man, cirdere, to kill.]

Homily, hom'i-li, «. a plain expository sermon, inter-

preting a passage of Scripture rather than working
out a doctrine in detail : a hortatory discourse,
essentially simple, practical, and scriptural.

—

adjs.

Homilet'iC, -aL—n. HomUet'iCS, the science which
treats of homilies, and the best mode of preparing
and delivering them.— «. Hom'ilist, one who exhorts

a congregation, or who composes homilies. (Gr.

homiiia, an assembly, a sermon

—

homos, the same,
He, a crowd.]

Hominy, hom'i-ni, n. maize hulled, or hulled and
crushed, bailed with water : a kind of Indian-corn
porridge, [.'\merican Indian auhuminea.]

Hommock, hom'uk, ». a hillock or small conical

eminence.—.\lso Humm'ock. [A dim. of hump,
like hillock from hill.\

Homo, hO'mO, «. generic man. [L.]

Homobaric, hs-mo-bar'ik, adj. of uitifonn weight
[Gr. homos, the same, baros, weight.]

Homoblastic, hiS-mO-blas'tik, adj. of the same ger-

minal origin :—opp. of HeUroblastic. [Gr. homos,
the same, biastos, a germ.]

HomocentriC, hO-mO-sen'trik, adj. having the same
centre. [Fr. homocentrique— Gr. homokeniros—
homos, the same, kentron, centre.]

Homocercal, h5-m5-ser'kal, adj. having the upper
fork of the tail similar to the lower one, as the

herring :— opposed to Heierocercal. [Gr. homos,
the same, kerkos, tail.]

HomodermiO, hO-mO-derm'ik, adj. homological in re-

spect of derivation from one of the three primary
blastoderms {jcttdcderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm).
[Gr. homos, the same, derma, skin.]

Homodont, ho-mo-dont, adj. having teeth all alike :

—

opp. of Heterodont.
Homodromoos, hO-mod'rO-mus, etdj. {bot.) following
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the same direction, as the leaf-spirals on certain
branches: (pit.) having the power and the weight on
the same side of the fulcrum, of a lever. [Gr. /tamos,

the same, dromos, a course.]

EomCBomorphous, hO-me-O-mor'fus, adj. having a like

crystalline form, but not necessarily analogous com-
position.

—

n. Homosomor'pllisia. [Gr. homoios, like,

morf-hi, form.]

Homoeopathy, &c. See Homeopathy.
Homoeozoio, hO-me-O-zO'ik, adj. containing similar

forms of lite. [Gr. homos, the same, zoe, life.]

Homogamous, ho-mog'a-mus, adj. {bot.) having all

the florets hermaphrodite.—«. Homogamy. [Gr.

Iwmos, the same, gamos, marriage. ]

Homogeneal, ho-mo-je'ni-al, Homogeneous, ho-mo-
je'ni-us, adj. of the same kind or nature : having the

constituent elements all similar

—

ns. Homoge'ne-
oosness. Homogeneity, Homo'geny, sameness of

n-iture or kind. [Gr. hotnogeties—homos, one, same,
genos, kind.]

Homogenesls, ha-ma-jen'e-sis, «. (biol.) a mode of re-

production in which the offspring is like the parent,

and passes through the same cycle of existence.

—

adj. Homogenetic. [Gr. homos, the same, genesis,

birth.]

Homograph, hom'3-graf, «. a word of the same form
as another, but different meaning and origin.—.Mso
Homonym.

HomoiOOSlan, hO-moi-SO'si-an, adj. similar in essence

(as distinct from the Nicene homo-ousion and the

strictly Arian hetero-ousion), the semi-Arian position

in the great Christological controversy of the 4th
century (see Arian). [Gr. homoios, like, ousia,

being

—

einai, to be.]

Homologate, ho-mol'o-gat, v.t. to say the satne : to

agree : to approve : to allow.

—

n. Homologa'tion.
(Low L. homologare, -atum— Gr. homologein—
homos, the same, legein, to say.]

Homologous, hS-mol'D-gus, adj. agreeing : corre-

-sponding in relative position, proportion, value,

or structure.

—

adj. HomolOg'icaL — i'./. and v.i.

Homoroglse. — ns. Hom'ologue, that which is

homologous to something else, as the same organ
in different animals under its various forms and
functions ; Homol'Ogy, the quality of being homolo-
gous : affinity of structure, and not of form or use.

[Gr. hotnologos—homos, the same, legein, to say.]

Homologomena, hO-mo-lS-gSO'me-na, n.pl. the books
of the New Testament, whose authenticity w.is

universally acknowledged in the early Church—opp.
ui Antilegumena. [Gr.,

—

homologein, to agree.]

Homomorphoos, hO-mO-mor'fus, adj. analogous, nut

iiomologous, superficially alike— also Homomor'-
phic.

—

n. Homomor'phlsm. [Gr. homos, the same,
morphe, form.]

Homonym, hom'o-nim, «. a word having the same
sound as another, but a different meaning.

—

adj.

Homon'ymons, having the same name : having
different significations : ambiguous : equivocal.

—

eidv. Homon'ymously.—«. Homon'ymy, sameness
of name, with difference of meaning : ambiguity

:

equivocation. [Fr. hotnonytne—Gr. homdnymos—
homos, the same, onoma, name.]

Homoouslan, hO-mO-00'si-an, adj. of or belonging to
identity or sameness of substance—the co-equality
of the Son with the Father—the orthodox position

which triumphed in the great Christological con-
troversy of the ^th century (see Arian). [Gr. Itomos,

same, ousia, being

—

einai, to be.]

Homophone, hom'o-fOn, «. a letter or character having
the same sound as another.

—

adj. Homopb'onous,
having the same sound. — n. Homoph'OBy. [Gr.

homos, the same, /A^«/, sound.]

Homoplastic, hO-mS-plas'tik, adj. analogical or

adaptive, and not homological in structure.— ns.

Hom'oplasmy, Hom'dplasy. [Gr. homos, the same,
fliistos, plassein, to form.]

Homoptera, hom-op'tir-a, n. an order ofinsects having

two pair of wings uniform throughout.

—

adj. Homop'>
terous. [Gr. homos, the same, pteron, a. wing.]

HomotaxiS, hom'o-tak'sis, «. {geol.) similarity of order
in organic succession, a term suggested by Huxley
as a substitute for contemporaneity (q.v.).

—

ad/s.

Homotax'ial, Homotax'ic—ru/zr. Homotax'icaUy.
[Gr. homos, the same, ta.xis, arrangement.]

Homotonous, hO-mot'O-nus, adj. of the same tenor
or tone.

—

n. Homot'ony.
Homotropous, hO-mot'rO-pus, adj. turned or directed

in the same way as something else : {hot.) curved or
turned in one direction.—Also Homot'ropaJ. [Gr,
homos, the same, irojros, a turn.]

Homotype, hom'o-tip, n. that which has the same
fundamental type of structure with something else.
— «. Hom'Otjrpy. [Gr. homos, the same, typos,

type.]

Homunculus, ho-mung'ku-lus, n. a tiny man capable of
being produced artificially, according to Paracelsus,
endowed with magical insight and power : a dwarf,
mannikin. [L., dim. o( homo.]

Hone, hOn, «. a stone of a fine grit for sharpening
instruments.

—

T.t. to sharpen as on a hone. [A.S.
hdn ; Ice. hein ; allied to Gr. konos, a cone.]

Hone, h5n, v.i. to pine, moan, grieve. [Perh. Fr.

hogner, to grumble.]
Honest, on'est, adj. full of honour : just : the opposite
of thievish, free from fraud : frank, fair-seeming,
openly shown : chaste : (B.) honourable. — adv.
Hon'estly.—«. Honesty, the state of being honest

:

integrity : candour : a small flowering plant, so

called from its transparent seed-pouch: (B.) be-

coming deportment : (.S"^^.) chastity.—Make an
honest woman of, to marry, where the woman has
been dishonoured first. [Fr.,—L. honestus—horior.\

Honey, hun'i, «. a sweet, thick fluid collected by bees
from the flowers of plants : anything sweet like

honey.

—

z'.t. to sweeten: to make agreeable :

—

Pr.p.
hon'eying ; pa.p. hon'eyed (-'id). — adj. {Shak.)
sweet. — ns. Hon'ey-bag, an enlargement of the

alimentary canal of the bee in which it carries its

load of honey ; Hon'eybear, a South American
carnivorous mammal about the size of a cat, with a
long protrusive tongue, which it uses to rob the
nests of wild bees ; HOn'ey-bee, the hive-bee

;

Hon'ey-buzz'ard, a genus of buzzards or falcons,

so called from their feeding on bees, wasps, &c.

;

Honeycomb, a comb or mass of waxy cells formed
by bees, in which they store their honey : anything
like a honeycomb.— 7'. i'. to fill with cells : to per-

forate.—<«/;'. Hon'eycombed (-kSmd), formed like a
honeycomb, —ns. Hon'ey-crock (Spens.), a crock or
pot of honey ; Hon eydew, a sugary secretion from
the leaves of plants in hot weather : a fine sort of
tobacco moistened with molasses.

—

adjs. Hon'oyed,
Hon'ied, covered with honey : sweet : flattering :

Hon'eyless, destitute of honey.—«j. Hon'ey-guide,
-in'dicator, a genus of African birds supposed to

guide men to honey by hopping from tree to tree

with a peculiar cry ; Hon'ey-lO'CUSt, an ornamental
North American tree ; Hon'eymoon, Hone3rmonth,
the first month after marriage, commonly spent in

travelling, before settling down to the business of

life.

—

v.i. to keep one's honeymoon.—W;'. Hon'ey-
mouthed, having a honeyed mouth or speech : soft

or smooth in speech.— «.r. Hon'ey-stalk, prob. the

flower of the clover ; Hon'ey-SUCk er, a large family

of Australian birds : Hon'eySUCkle, a climbing shrub

with beautiful cream-coloured flowers, so named be-

cause honey is readily sucked from the flower.

—

adjs.

Honey-sweet, sweet as honey; Honey-tongued,
having a honeyed tongue or speech : soft or pleasing

in speech.—Virgin honey, honey that flows of itself

from the comb ; Wild honey, honey made by wild

bees. [A.S. hunig ; CJer. honig. Ice. hunaug.\
Hong, hong, n. a Chinese warehouse : a foreign mer-

cantile establishnieut in China. [Chin.]

Honiton laoe. See Laoe.
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Honk, hongk, «. the cry of the wild goose.

—

v.i. to

give the cry of the wild goose. [Imit.]

Honorarium, hon'or-ari-um, «. a voluiitar>' fee paid,

esp. to a professional man for his services. [L.

honorarium (donum), honorary (gift).]

Honorary, on'or-ar-i, adj. conferring honour : holding

a title or office without performing services or receiv-

ing a reward.— ». a fee. [L. honorarius—honor.^
Honour, on'or, «. the esteem due or paid to worth :

respect : high estimation : veneration, said of God :

that which rightfully attracts esteem : exalted rank :

distinction : excellence of character : nobleness of

mind : any special virtue much esteemed : any mark
of esteem : a title of respect : (//.) privileges of rank

or birth : civilities paid : at whist, one of the four

highest trump cards (if one pair of partners hold four

honours they score four points ; if three, two points ;

if only two, none— ' Honours easy ') : (goi/) the

right to play first from the tee : academic prizes or

distinctions.

—

v.t. to hold in high esteem : to respect

:

to adore : to exalt : to accept and pay when due.

—

atij. Hon'curable, worthy of honour : illustrious

:

actuated by principles of honour : conferring honour

:

becoming men of exalted station : a title of distinc-

tion.—«. Hon'OUrablenesS, eminence : conformity to

the principles of honour : fairness.

—

adv. Hon'OUr-
a.b\y.—adjs. Honoured ; Hon'ourless.—«. Hon our-

point (Jier.), the point just above the fesse-point.

—

Honour bright ! a kind of interjectional minor oath

or appeal to honour ; Honours Of war, the privileges

granted to a capitulating force to march out with

their arms, flags, &c.—Affair of honour, a duel

;

Debt of honour (see Debt) ; Last honours, funeral

rites : obsequies ; Laws of honour, the conventional

rules of honourable conduct, esp. in the causes and
conduct of duels ; Maid Of honour, a lady in the

service of a queen or princess ; Point of honour, any
scruple caused by a sense of duty : the obligation to

demand and to receive satisfaction for an insult, esp.

in the duel ; Upon my honour, an appeal to one's

honour or reputation in support of a certain state-

ment ; 'Word Of honour, a verbal promise which
cannot be broken without disgrace. [Fr.,—L.

MoHpr.]
Hood, hood, «. a covering for the head : anything

resembling such : a folding roof for a carriage : an
ornamental fold at the back of an academic gown,
and worn over it.

—

v.t. to cover with a hood : to

blind.

—

adj. Hood'ed.—n. Hood'ie-CrO'W, the hooded
crow (Co'Tus comix).—adj. Hood'less, having no
hood.

—

US. Hood'man, the person blindfolded in

blindman's bufi"; Hood'man-blind (Shak.), blind-

man's buff. [A.S. hdd; Dut. hoed, Ger. hut.\
Hoodlum, heod'lum, «. iU.S.) a rowdy, street bully.

Hoodock, hood'ok, adj. (Scot.) miserly.
Hoodwink, hoodwingk, v.t. to blindfold: (S/utJk.) to

cover: to deceive, impose on. [Hood, winic.'\

Hoof, h55f, «. the horny substance on the feet of
certain animals, as horses, &c. : a hoofed animal :

—

//. Hoofs, Hooves.

—

v.i. (of a hoofed animal) to

walk.

—

adjs. Hoof'-bound, having a contraction of
the hoof causing lameness ; Hoofed ; Hoof lesS,
without hoofs. — «. Hoof'-mark, the mark of an
animal's hoof on the ground, &c. — adj. Hoof-
shaped.—caoven hoof (see Cloven). [A.S. h4f;
Ger. hu/. Ice. h4/'r.]

Book, hook, «. a piece of metal bent into a curve,
so as to catch or hold anything : a snare : an advan-
tageous hold : a curved instrument for cutting grain :

a spit of land projecting into the sea, ending in a
hook-shaped hxm.—v.t. to catch or hold with a
hook : to draw as with a hook : to ensn.ire : (golf)
to drive a ball widely to the left—also Draw.—v.i. to
bend : to be curved.

—

adj. Hooked.

—

ns. Hooked-
neSS, the state of being bent like a hook ; Hooker,
he who, or that which, hooks.

—

adj. Hook'-nosed,
having a hooked or curved nose.—«. Hook'-pin, an
iron pin with hooked head used for pinning the

frame of a floor or roof together.— rt^'/. Hooky, full

of, or pertaining to, hooks.—Hook and eye, a con-

trivance for fastening dresses by means of a hook
made to fasten on a ring or eye on another part of

the dress ; HOOk it (slang), to decamp, niake off.—

By hook or by crook, one way or the other ; Off

the hooks, out of gear : superseded : dead ; On
one's own hook, on one's own responsibility. [A.S.

hdc; Dut. haak, Ger. haken.]

Hookah, Hooka, hooka, «. the water tobacco-pipe of

Arabs, Turks, &c. [Ar. hugga.]
Hooker, hook'er, «. a two-masted Dutch vessel, a

small fishing-smack. [Dut. hoeker.]

Hooligan, hoo'li-gan, 71. one of a gang of street

roughs, addicted to crimes of violence—Hoo'Iigan-
ism. [From the name of a leader of .such a gang.]

Hooly, hosri, adv. (Scot) softly, carefully—also adj.
Hoop, heop, «. a pliant strip of wood or metal formed

into a ring or band, for holding together the staves
of casks, &c. : something resembling such : a large

ring of wood or metal for a child to trundle : a ring :

(//.) elastic materials used to expand the skirt of a
lady's dress.

—

v.i. to bind with hoops: to encircle.

—

ns. Hoop'-ash, a kind of ash much used for making
hoops (same as Nettle-tree) ; Hooped'-pot, a drink-
ing-pot with hoops to mark the amount each man
should drink ; Hoop'er, one who hoops casks: a
cooper. [.A.S. fidp ; Dut. hoep.'\ -

Hoop, hoop, v.i. to call out.^«. Hoop'er, the wild
sw.in. [IVlioop.}

Hooping-cough. See under 'WhOOp.
Hoopoe, hoDp'o, Hoopoo, hOop'oS, «. a genus of crested

birds allied to the hornbills. [L. uj>uj>a ; Gr. epoj>s.\

Hoot, hOot, v.i. to shout in contempt : to cr>' like an
owL

—

v.t. to drive with cries of contempt.—«. a
scornful cry : the owl's cry. [Imit. ; cf. Sw. hut,
begone : W. hwt.'\

Hoove, h55v, «. a disease of cattle and sheep, marked
by distention of the abdomen by gas—also Wind-
drofsy. Drum-belly.—adjs. HoO'Ven, Ho''7en.

Hop, hop, v.i. to leap on one leg : to spring : to walk
lame: to limp :^>r./. hop'ping : pa.t. and pa.p.
hopped.

—

n. a leap on one leg : a jump : a spring : a
dance, dancing-party.

—

ns. Hop'-o'-my-thumb, the
diminutive hero of one of Madame D'Aulnoy's
famous nursery tales

—
' le petit pouce,' not to be

confounded with the English Tom Thumb ; Hop'per,
one who hops : a shaking or conveying receiver,

funnel, or trough in which something is placed to be
passed or fed, as to a mill : a boat having a movable
part in its bottom for emptying a dredging-machine :

a vessel in which seed-corn is cirried for sowing

;

Hop'ping, the act of one who hops or leaps on one
leg ; Hop'-8(X)tch, a game in which children hop
over lines scotched or traced on the ground.—Hop,
skip, and jump, a leap on one leg, a skip, and a
jump with both legs ; Hop the twig (slang), to

escape one's creditors : to die. [A.S hoppian, to

dance; Ger. huf>fen.\

Hop, hop, n. a plant with a long twining stalk, the

bitter cones of which are much used in brewing and
in medicine.

—

v.t. to mix with hops.

—

v.i. to gather
hops :—/r./. hop'ping; pa.t. and pa.p. hopped.

—

ns. Hop'bind (corrupted into Hopbine), the stalk of

the hop ; Hop'-flea, a small coleopterous insect, very

destructive to hop plantations in sj)ring ; Hop'-fly,

a species of Aphis, or plant-louse, injurious to hop
plantations: Hop'-oast, a kiln for drying hops.—
adj. Hopped, impregnated with hops.— «f. Hop'per,

Hop'-piCk'er, one who picks hops : a mechanical

contrivance for stripping hops from the vines;

Hop'ping, the act of gathering hops : the time of

the hop harvest ; Hop'-pock'et, a coarse sack for

hops—as a measure, about \\ cwt. of hops ; Hop'-
g)le, a slender pole supporting a hop-vine.

—

adj.

op'py, tasting of hops.— «j. Hop'-tree, an Ameri-
can shrub, with bitter fruit, a poor substitute for

I
hops ; Hop'-vlne, the stock or stem of the hop

;
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Hop'-yard, a field where hops are grown. [Dut.
hep; Ger. hopfen.\

Hope, hSp, v.i. to cherish a desire of good with
expectation of obtaining it : to have confidence.

—

v.t. to desire with expectation or with belief in the

prospect of obtaining.—«. a desire of some goofl,

with expectation of obtaining it : confidence : antici-

pation : he who, or that which, furnishes ground of

expectation : that which is hoped for.

—

adj. Hope'ful,

full of hope : having qualities which excite hope :

promising good or success. — /Kj'r. Hopeflllly.

—

n. Hope fimiess.

—

adj. Hopeless, without hope :

giving no ground to expect good or success : des-

perate. — nrfi'. Hopelessly.— «. Hopelessness.—
adv. Hop'lngly.—Hope against hope, to continue

to hope when there is no sufficient reason. [A.S.

kapian—hoj'a, hope ; Dut. hopen, Ger. hoffen.\

Hope, hop, n. a hollow, a mound : the upper end of a
narrow mountain-valley : a comb—common in north

country place-names.
Hoplite, hop'llt, «. a heavy-armed Greek foot-soldier.

[Gr. liopUtes.\

Hopple, hopl, v.t. to tie the feet close together to

prevent hopping or running.—«. (chiefly in //.) a
fetter for horses, &c., when left to graze. [A
parallel form to hobble, a freq. oi hop.\

Horal, hOr'al, adj. relating to an hour.

—

ailj. Hor'ary,
pertaining to an hour : noting the hours : hourly :

continuing an hour. [L. hora, an hour.]

Horatian, hO-ra'shan, adj. pertaining to Horace, the
L.itin poet (65-8 B.C.), or to his style.

Horde, hOrd, «. a migratory or wandering tribe or

clan.— v.i. to live together as a horde. — Golden
horde (see Golden). [Fr.,—Turk, ordu, camp

—

Pers. ordu, court, camp, horde of Tatars.]
Hordeum, hor'de-um, «. a genus of plants of order

GraniinetB, with twelve species.

—

adj. Hordea'CeouS,
barley-like.—«. Horde'olum, a sty on the edge of
the eyelid. (L., barley.]

Horehound. See Hoarhound.
Horizon, ho-rl'zun, n. the circular line formed by the
apparent meeting of the earth and sky—in astro-

nomical phrase, the sensible, apparent, or visible

horizon, as opposed to the astronomical, imie, or
rational horizon, the circle formed by a plane pass-

ing through the centre of the earth, parallel to the
sensible horizon, and produced to meet the heavens :

(^eol.) a stratum marked by the presence of a par-

ticular fossil not found in the overlying or underlying
beds : any level line or surface : the limit of one's

experience or apprehension.

—

adj. Horlzon'tal, per-

taining to the horizon : parallel to the horizon

:

level : near the horizon : measured in a plane of the
horizon.—«. Horizontal'lty.—rtrfr/. florlzon'tally.

—Artificial horizon, a small trough containing
quicksilver, the surface of which afibrds a reflec-

tion of the celestial bodies. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. hori-
tSn (kyklos), bounding (circle), horizein, to bound—horos, a limit.]

Horn, horn, «. the hard substance projecting from the
heads of certain animals, as oxen, &c. : something
made of or like a horn, as a powder-horn, a drinking-
horn : a symbol of strength : (mus.) a hunting-horn

:

an orchestral wind-instrument of the trumpet class,

with a slender twisted brass tube and bell moulh

—

also distinctively French horn.— v.t. to furnish with
horns.—«(/;. Homed.—7U. Homlraak, the garfish ;

Hom'beanx, a tree of Europe and America, the hard
white wood of which is used by joiners, &c. ; Hom'-
bill, a bird about the size of the turkey, having a
homy excrescence on its bill ; Hom1)OOk, a first

book for children, which formerly consisted of a
single leaf set in a frame, with a thm plate of trans-

parent horn in front to preserve it ; Hom'-bug, a
common North American beetle; Homed'-horse, the

gnu ; Homed'-owl, Hom'OWl, a species of owl. so

called from two tufts of feathers on iis head, like

horns ; Hom'er, one who works or deals iu horns

;

a trumpeter.

—

adj. Horn -foot'ed, having a hoof or
horn on the foot.—K.f. Hom'-gate, one of the two
gates of Dreams, through which pass those visions

that come true, while out of the ivory-gate pass the
unreal ; Hom'ie, the devil, usually represented with
horns ; Hom'ing, appearance of the moon when in

its crescent form : {U.S.) a mock serenade with tin

horns and any discordant instruments by way of
showing public disapproval. — «//;>. Homlsh, like

horn: hard; Hornless, without horns.—«. Hom'-
let, a little horn.

—

adj. Hom'-mad, mad with rage,

as the cuckold at the moment of discovery.

—

ns.

Hornniadne8s(.5ri7w«;«i'^) ; Hom'-mak'er (.S'A^i/fr.),

a cuckold - maker ; Horn' - mer'cury, mercurous
chloride or calomel ; Hom'-sU'ver, silver chloride

;

Hom'stone, a stone much like flint, but more
brittle [horn and stone] ; Hom'WOrk (/ori.), an out-
work having angular points or horns, and composed
of two demi-bastions joined by a curtain ; Hom'-
Wrack, the sea-mat or lemon-weed.

—

adjs. Hom'y,
like horn : hard : callous ; Hom'y-hand'ed, with
hands hardened by toil.—Horn Of plenty, the sym-
bol of plenty, carried by Ceres m her left arm,
filled to overflowing with fruits and flowers (see
Cornucopia) ; Horns of a dilemma (see Dilemma)

;

Horns of the altar, the projections at the four
corners of the Hebrew altar, to which the victim
was bound when about to be sacrificed.—Letters Of
homing (Scots law), letters running in the sove-
reign's name, and passing the signet, instructing
niessengers-at-arms to charge the debtor to pay, on
his failure a caption or warrant for his apprehension
being granted ; Pull, or Draw, tn one's horns, to
restrain one's ardour or one's pretensions ; Put to
the horn (old Scots law), to outlaw by three blasts
of the horn at the Cross of Edinburgh ; Wear
horns, to be a cuckold. [A.S. horn; Scand. and
Ger. hor>i, Gael, and W. com, L. cornu, Gr. keras.\

Hornblende, hom'blend, «. a mineral of various
colours, found in granite and other igneous rocks
that contain quartz. [Ger. horn, horn, and -blende—blenden, to dazzle.]

Hornet, horn'et, «. a species of wasp, so called from
its antenna or horns : a person who pesters with
petty but ceaseless attacks.—Bring a homot's nest
about one's ears, to stir up enemies and enmities
against one's self. [A.S. hymet, dim. oi horn.\

Hornito, hor-ne'tO, «. a low oven-shaped fumarole,
common in South American volcanic regions. [Sp.,
dim. oi liomo, an oven.]

Hornpipe, horn'pip, «. an old Welsh musical instru-

ment resembling the clarinet : a lively air : a lively

English dance, usually by one person, popular
amongst sailors.

Horography, hor-og'ra-fi, «. the art of constructing
dials or instruments for indicating the hours.—
«. Horog'rapher. [Gr. hdra, an hour, graphein, to
describe.)

Horologe, hor'o-lOj, «. any instrument for telling the
hours.—«.f. Horol'oger, Horologiog'rapher, Horol'-
OgiSt, a maker of clocks, Sic.—adjs. HorolOgiC, -aL—ns. HorolOglOg'rapby, the art of constructing
timepieces ; Horol'Ogy, the science which treats of
the construction of machines for telling the hours

:

the office-book of the Greek Church for the canon-
ical hours. [O. Fr. horologe (Fr. horloge)—L. fioro-

logiutn—Gr. horologion—hdra, an hour, legein, to
tell.]

Horometry, hor-om'et-ri, «. the art or practice of
measuring time.

—

adj. Horomet'rical. [Gr. hdra,
an hour, metron, a measure.]

Horoscope, hor'o-skOp, ». an observation of the
heavens at the hour of a person's birth, by which the
astrologer predicted the events of his life : a repre-
sentation of the heavens for this purpose. — adj.
Horoscop'ia — ns. Horos'oopist, an astrologer

;

Horos'COpy, the art of predicting the events of a
person's hie from his horoscope : aspect of the stars
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Horrent mote ; mute ; mSOn ; Men. Horticulture

at the time of birth. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. hdroskopos—
flora, an hour, skopein, to observe.]

Horrent, hor'ent, adj. standing on end, as bristles.

[L. horrfiis, -entis, pr.p. ol Itorrere, to bristle.]

Horrible, hor'i-bl, adj. causing or tending to cause

horror : dreadful : awful : terrifia — «. Horr iblo-

'SM^'&.—adv. Honr'ibly. [L. korribilis—korrert.\

Horrid, hor'id, adj. fitted to produce horror: -shock-

ing: offensive.—a<^i'. Horridly.—«. HorTldness.

[L. /wrridus —harrere, to bristle.]

Horrify, hor'i-fl, v.t. to strike with horror:—•/«./».

horr'ified.

—

adj. HoiTlf'lC, exciting horror : frightful.

[L. horrifiots—horror, horror,yiicere, to make.]
Horripilation, hor-i-pi-la'shun, «. a contraction of the

cutaneous muscles causing the erection of the hairs

and the condition known as goose-flesh.

—

f.t. Hor-
rip'Uate.

Horrlsonous, hor-is'O-nus, adj. sounding dreadfully.

—

Also Horris'onant.
Horror, hor'ur, «. a shuddering : excessive fear : that
which excites horror.

—

adjs. Horr'or- stricken,
-Struck, struck with horror. — The horrors, ex-

treme depression : delirium tremens. [L.

—

hortert,
to bristle.]

Hors-d'OBUvre, or-duvr', a preliminary snack that does
not form part of the regular menu.

Horse, hors, «. a well-known quadruped : {collectively)

cavalry : that by which something is supported, as
'clothes-horse,' &c. : a wooden frame on which sol-

diers were formerly made to ride as a punishment—
also Timber-mare: a boy's crib, a translation.

—

v.t. to mount on a horse : to provide with a horse :

to sit astride : to carry on the back : to urge at

work tyrannically : to construe by means of a crib.—v.i. to get on horseback : to charge for work
before it is done.

—

ns. Horso'-artlU'ery, field artillery

with comparatively light guns and the gunners
mounted ; Borse'back, the back of a horse ; Horse'-

Horse—with names of parts: i, crest; a, withers;
3, croup ; 4, hamstring ; 5, hock ; 6, cannon ; 7, fet-

lock ; 8, pastern; 9, hoof; 10, coronet; 11, arm;
12, gullet; 13, muzzle.

l>ean, a large bean given to horses ; Horse'-block,
a block or stage by which to mount or dismount from
a horse ; Horse'-boat, a boat for carrying horses, or
one towed by a horse ; Horse'-bOX, a railway car
for transporting horses in, or a stall on shipboard ;

Horse'-boy, a stable-boy : Horse'-brealCer, Horse-
tam'er, one whose business is to break or tame
horses, or to teach them to draw or carry (Pretty
horse-breaker, a woman with little virtue to lose)

;

Horse-car, a car drawn by horses : Horse'-chest'-
nut, a large variety of chestnut, prob. so called
from its coarseness contrasted with the edible chest-
nut : the tree that produces it (see Chestnut)

;
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Horse'-Cloth, a doth for covering a hoise ; Horse'-
COUper Kiicot.), a hor-e-dealer ; Horse -dealer, one
who deals in horses ; Horse' -doc'tor, a veterinary
surgeon ; Horse'-drench, a dose of physic for a
horse.

—

adj. Horse' -faced, having a long face.

—

ns.
Horse-flesh, the flesh of a horse : horses collectively

:

a Bahama niai.ogany.

—

adj.oi reddish-bronze colour.
—ns. Horse-fly, a large fly that stings horses;
Horse'-foot, the colt's loot ; Horse' -god'mother, a fat

clumsy woman.

—

n./>l. Horse'-guards, horse-soldiers
employed as guards : the 3d htavy cavalry regi-
ment of the British army, forming part of the house-
hold troops : the War Office, or public office in
Whitehall, London, appropriated to the departments
of the commander-in-chief of the British army.

—

ns.

Horse'-hair, the hair of horses : haircloth ; Horse'-
hoe, a hoe drawn by horses ; Horse'-knack'er, one
who buys worn-out horses for slaughtei ing ; Horse'-
lat'itudes, a part of the North Atlantic Ocean
noted for long calms, so called from the frequent
necessity of throwing part of a cargo of horses over-
board from want of water when becalmed ; Horso'-
laugh, a harsh, boisterous laugh : Horse'-leech, a
large species of leech, so named from its fastening on
horses when wading in the water : a bloodsucker
(Prov. XXX. 15) ; Horse'-lltt'er, a litter cr bed borne
between two horses ; Horse'-mack'erol, one of
various fishes— the scad (q.v.), &c. ; Eorse'man, a
rider on horseback : a mounted soldier ; Horse'man-
Shlp, the art of riding, and of training and manag-
ing horses : Horse'-marine', a person quite out of
his element : an imaginary being for whom wild
flights of imagination had best be reserved (' Tell it

to the horse-marines'); Horss' -mill, a mill turned
by horses ; Horse'-mill'iner, one who provides the
trappings for horses ; Horse'-mint, a common Euro-
pean wild-mint : the American Monarda /lunctata-—
Sweet horse-mint, the common dittany ; Horse'-
nail, a nail for fastening a horse-.shoe to the hoof;
Horse' -pis'tol, a large pistol carried in a holster

;

Horse-play, rough, boisterous play ; Horse'-pond,
a pond for watering horses at ; Horse'-pow'er, the
power a horse can exert, or its equivalent = that
required to raise 33,000 lb. avoirdupois one foot
per minute : a standard (or estimating the power
of steam-engines ; Horse'-race, a race by horses

;

Horse'-rac'ing, the practice of racing or running
horses in matches ; Horse'-rad'ish, a plant with a
Sungent root, used in medicine and as a condiment

;

[orse'-rake, a nike drawn by horses; Horse'-
rid'ing, a circus ; Horse'-senso, plain robust sense ;

Horse'-shoe, a shoe for horses, consisting of a
curved piece of iron.

—

adj. shaped like a horse-shoe.
—ns. Horse'-sol'dier, a cavalry soldier ; Horse'-tail,
a genus of leafless plants with hollow rush-like
stems, so called from their likeness to a horse's tail

;

Horse'-traln'er, one who trains horses for racing,
&c. ; Horse'-way, a road by which a horse may
pass ; Horse'-whip, a whip for driving horses.

—

v.t.

to strike with a horse-whip : to lash.

—

ns. Horse'-
woman, a woman who rides on horseback ; Hors'i-
ness ; Hors'ing, birching a schoolboy mounted on
another's back.

—

adj. Hors'y, of or pertaining to
horses : devoted to horse racing or breeding.—

A

dark horse (see Dark) ; Flog a dead horse, to
try to work up e.xcitement about a threadbare sub-
ject; Get on. Mount, the high horse, to assume
consequential airs; Put the cart before the
horse (see Cart) ; Ride the wooden horse (see
above) ; Take horse, to mount on horseback. fA.S.
Aors : Ice. hrss. Old High Ger. Aros (Ger. ross).]

Hortative, hort'a-tiv, adj. inciting : encouraging :

giving advice—also Hort'atory.—«. Horta'tlon.
[L. /loridri, -atus, to incite.]

Horticulture, horti-kul-tur. n. the art of cultivating
gardens.

—

adj. Horticul'tural. ptrtaining to the
culture of gardens.—«. Horticul'turist, one versed
in the art of cultivating gardens.—HortUB Siccus, a



Hoscuina filte, far ; me, her ; mine
; HoTind

collection of dried plants arranged in a book. [L.

fiortus, a garden, cultura—coierg, to cultivate.)

Hosanna, hO-zan'a, n. an exclamation of praise to

God, or a prayer for ble^ings. [Gr. hosanna—
Heb. kishtdh nnd, hosSUa , save, nd, I pray.]

BOSe, hOz, n. a covering for the legs or feet : stockings :

socks : a flexible pipe for conveying water, so called

from its shape -.—pi- Hoso ; (jS.)Hosen.—/as. Hose'-

man, one who directs the stream of water from the

hose of a fire-engine ; Hosepipe ; Hose'-reel, a
large revolving dnini or reel lor c.irrying hose for

fire-engines, i&c. ; Hd'sier, one who deals in hose,

or stockings and socks, &c. ; Hosiery, hose in

general. [.VS. /wfa, pi. Aoj<j«,- 'D\i\..lioos,Cii.'c.lwse.'\

Hospice, hos'pes, «. a house of entertainment for

strangers, esp. such kept by monks on some Alpine
passes for travellers.—Also Hosplt'iUIIL [Fr.,—L.
hospitium—Iwspes, a stranger treated as a guest.]

Ebspitable, hos'pit-a-bl, adj. entertaining strangers

and guests kindly and without reward : showing
kindness : generous : bountiful.—n. Hos'pitableness.
—adv. HoS'pitably.—«. Hospital'ity, the practice

of one who is hospitable; friendly welcome and
entertainment of guests

—

(Spens.) Hos'pitage.
Hospital, hos'pit-al, n. a building for the reception
and treatment of the old, the sick, and hurt, &c.,
or for the support and education of the young.—«.

fios'pitaller, one of a charitable brotherhood for
the care of the sick in hospitals : one of an order of
knights, commonly called ICnights of St John (other-
wise called Knights of Rhodes, and afterwards of
Malta), who about 1048 built a hospital for the care
and cureof pilgrims at Jerusalem.—Hospital Satur-
day, or Sunday, days set apart for the collection
of funds on behalf of hospitals.—Ck)nyalescent
hospital, one intermediate between the ordinary-
hospital and the patient's own home ; CJottage
hospital, a small establishment where hospital
treatment is carried on at little expense and with
simple arrangements ; Lock hospital, one for the
treatment of venereal diseases ; Magdalen hospital,
an institution for the reclamation of fallen women ;

Marine, or Naval, hospital, a special hospital for

sick sriilors, or for men in the naval service; Mater-
nity hospital, one for women in labour. [O. Fr.
hosf-ital—Low L. hospitaU—Jtospes, a guest.]

Hospodar, hos'po-dar, n. formerly the title of the
princes of Moldavia and Wallachia. [Slav.]

Hoss, a vulgarism for fiorse.

Host, host, n. one who entertains a stranger or guest
at his house without reward : an innkeeper : an
orginism on which another lives as a parasite :

—

/em. Host'eSS.—n. Hostess-ship (Sluik.\ the char-
acter or office of a hostess.

—

oiij. Host'less (Spens.),
destitute of a host, inhospitable.—Reckon, orConnt,
Without one's host, to misjudge, the origin.il idea
being that of totting up one's bul without reference
to the landlord. [O. Fr. hosie—L. Iiospes, ?wspitis.'\

Host, host, «. an army, a large multitude.—«. Host'-
ing, {Milt.) an encounter of hosts, a battle : (.^pens.)
an assemblage of hosts, a muster.—A host in him-
self, one of great strenq;fh, skill, or resources, within
himself : Heavenly host, the angels and archangels ;

Lord of hosts, a favourite Hebrew term for Jehovah,
considered as head of the hosts of angels, the hosts
of stars, &c. [O. Fr. Aast—L. kostis, an enemy.]

Host, host, n. in the R.C. Church, the consecrated
bread of the Eucharist—a thin circular wafer of
unleavened bread. [L. hoslia^ a victim.]

Hostage, hos'tai, «. one remaining with the enemy as
a pledge for the fulfilment of the conditions of a
treaty.—Host^es tO fortune, a man's wife, chil-

dren, &c. [O. Fr. kostn^e (Fr. 6tage)—\jotr L.
obsidaticits—L. ohses, obsidis, a hostagfe.)

Hostel, hos'tel. Hostelry, hos'tel-ri, «. an inn: in

some universities an extra-collegiate hall for students.—nj. Hos'teler, Hosteller, one living in a hostel.

[O. Fr. IwUL, hosUlUru.\

Hostile, hos'til, adj. belonging to an enemy : show>
ing enmity: warlike: adverse.

—

adv. Hos'tilely.—
«. Hostility, enmity : —//. Hostil iUes, acts of
warfare. [L. /wsiiiis—iwstis.]

Hostler, Ostler, hosier, or os'-, «. he who has the
care of horses at an inn. [Hostier = hosteleer.\

Hot, hot, adj. having heat : very warm : fiery : pun-
gent : .'Jiimated : ardent in temper : fervent : vehe-
ment : violent : passionate : lustful. — aiij. Hot'-
and-hjf, of food cooked and served up at onoe
in hot dishes.—«j. Hotbed, a glass-covered bed
heated for bringing forward plants rapidly : any
place favourable to rapid growth or development, as
'a hotbed of vice,' &c ; Hot blast, a blast of heated
air blown into a furnace to raise the heat.

—

adjs.
Hot'-blood'ed, having hot blood : high - spirited

:

irritable : Hot'-brained, hot-headed, rash and violent— «. Hot'-COCk'les, an old game in which a person
is blindfolded, and being struck, guesses who strikes
him; Hot-flue, a drying-room.—rt^. Hot'-head'ed,
hot in the head : having warm passions : violent

:

impetuous.

—

n. Hot'-house, a house kept hot for the
rearing of tender plants : any heated chamber or dry-
ing-room, esp. that where pottery is placed before going
into the kiln : {Skai.)3. brothel.—Wp. B-oi"^.~adj.
Hot'-mouthed, headstrong.—«. Hot'ness ; Hot-pot,
a dish of chopped mutton seasoned and stewed with
sliced potatoes.

—

v.t. Hot'press, to press paper, &c.,
between hot plates to produce a glossy surface.

—

adJs. Hot'-Short, brittle when heated ; Hot'-spir'ited,
having a fiery spirit.—».?. HotspUT, one pressing his
steed with spurs as in hot h,iste : a violent, rash
man.

—

oxtj. Hot'-tem'pered, having a quick temper.—«.r. Hot'-trod, the hot pursuit in old Border forays ;

Hot'-wall, a wall enclosing passages for hot air,

affording warmth to fruit-trees trained against it,

when needed ; Hot'-Well, in a condensing engine, a
reservoir for the warm water drawn olf from the
condenser.—Hot Coppers (see Copper) ; Hot cross-
buns (see Cross) ; Hot foot, with speed, fast ; In
hot water, in a state of trouble or anxiety ; MakO
a place too hot to hold a person, to make it im-
possible for him to stay there. [A.S. hdt ; Ger.
/leiss, Sw. A^i.]

Hot, hot, Hote, hot (S/ens.) named, called. [Pa.f.
and /«./». of Ai^/tt.]

Hotchpotch, hoch'poch. Hotchpot, hoch'pot. Hodge-
podge, hoj'poj, «. a confused mass of ingredients
shaken or mixed together in the same pot : a kind of
mutton-broth in which green peas take the place of
b.Trley or rice.—HotChpot, a commixture of property
in order to secure an equable division amongst
children. [Fr. hoch^pot—hocher, to shake, 3.ni. pot,
a pot—Old Dut. hutsen, to shake, Dut. pot, a pot.]

Hotel, hO-tel', «. a superior house for the accommodation
of strangers : an inn : in France, also a public office,

a private town-house, a palace.

—

hs. Hdtel'-de-Tille
(Fr.), a town-hall ; Hotel'-dieu, a hospital. (.\1. E.
hostel— O. Fr. hostel (Fr. hdtel)—L. hospitalia,

guest-chambers

—

Itcspes.]

Hottentot, hot'n-tot, ». a native of the Cape of Good
Hope : a brutish individual. [Dut., because the
language of the South Africans seemed to the first

Dutch settlers to sound like a repetition of the

syllables hot and tot ; Dut. en = and.]

Hottering, hot'er-ing, adj. (^prm>.) raging.

Houdah. See Howdah.
Houdan, hCu'dang, «. a valued breed of domestic

fowls, orig. from Houdan in Seine-et-Oise.

Hough, hok. Hock, hok, n. the joint on the hind-leg of

a quadruped, between the knee and fetlock, corre-

sponfiing to the ankle-joint in man : in man, the

back part of the knee-joint : the ham.

—

Tr.t. to ham-
string :— pr.p. hough'ing; /a./, houghed (hokt).

[A.S. hdh, the heel.]

Hound, hownd, «. a dog used in hunting : a cur : a
caitiff.

—

v.t. to set on m chase: to hunt : to urge,
piursue, harass (with on).—ns. Hound'flsb, same as
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Bour mote ; mute ; moDn ; /Aen. &OW
Dogfish; HOTUlda'-berr'y, the common dogwood;
Hound's'-tongue, a plant, so called from the shape
of its leaves.—Gabriel hounds, a popular name lor

the noise made by distant curlews, ascribed to

damned souls whipped on by the angel Gabriel

;

Master of hounds, the master ol a pacl< of hounds.
[A.ii. Jiufui; Gr. kyon, kyttos, L. caiiU, Sans. fvan.\

Hour, owr, ». 60 nun., or the 24th part of a day : the
time indicated by a clock, iic. : an hour's journey,
or three miles : a time or occasion : (//., myth.) the
goddesses ut the seasons and the hours : set times of
prayer, the canonical hours, tae oltices or services

Sre»cribed for these, or a book containing them.

—

>is.

[our •Cir'Cle, a circle passing through the celestial

poles and fixed relatively to tiic eartli : the circle of an
equatorial which shows the hour-angle of the point

to which the telescope is directed ; Uour'-glass, an
instrument for measuring tiie hours by the running
of hand from one glass vessel into another ; HOUT-
hand, the hand which shows the hour on a clock,

&c. — adj. Hour'ly, happening or done every
hour: frequent.— aiiv. every hour: frequently.

—

n. Hour plate, the plate of a timepiece on which
the hours are marked : the dial.—At the eleventh
hour, at the last moment possible (Matt. xx. 6, 9)

;

In a good, or evil, hour, acting under a fortunate, or

an unfortunate, impulse—from the old belief in astro-

logical influences ; Keep good hoUTS, to go to bed
and to rise early : to lead a quiet and regular life

;

The hour Is come, the destined day of fate has
come (John, xiii. i) ; The small hours, the early
hours of the morning ; Three hours service, a
service held continuously on Good Friday, from
noon to 3 P.M., in commemoration of the time of
Christ's agony on the cross. [O. Fr. hore (Fr.

hettre^—Xj. liora—Gr. hdra.\
Houri, hox/ri, hoO'ri, «. a nymph of the Mohammedan

paradise. [Pers. huri—Ar. hiiriya, a black-eyed girl.]

House, hows, «. a building for dwelling in : a dwell-
ing-place : an inn: household affairs: a family:
kindred : a trading establishment : one of the twelve
divisions of the heavens in astrology : one of the
estates of the legislature (House of Lords or Upper
House, House of Commons or Lower House ; also
Upper and Lower Houses of Convocation, House
of Represent itives, &c.) : at Oxford, 'The House,'
Christ Church College : the audience at a place of
entertainment, a theatre, &c. (a full house, a thin
house) : {coll.) the workhouse :

—

/>l. Houses (howz'ez).—v.t. House (howz), to protect by covering : to
.shelter : to store : to provide houses for.

—

v.i. to

take shelter: to reside.— ns. House'-a'gent, one
who has the letting of houses ; House'-boat, a barge
with a <leck-cabin that may serve as a dwelling-
place ; House'-bote, wood that a tenant may take
to repair his house, or for fuel ; House'-break'er,
one who breaks open and enters a house by day for

the purpose of stealing ; House'-break'ing ; House'-
Carl, a member of a king or noble's bodyguard, in

Danish and early English history ; House'-dU'ty,
-tax, a tax laid on inhabited houses : House'-fac'tor
{Scot.), a house-agent ; House'-fa'ther, the male
head of a household or community; House'-flag,
the distinguishing fl.ig of a shipowner or company
of such ; House'-fly, the common fly universally
distribiited ; House'hold, those who are held to-

gether in the same house, and compose a family.

—

adj. pertaining to the house and family.

—

ns. Eouse'-
holder, the holder or tenant of a house ; House'-
keeper, a female servant who keeps or has the chief
cire of the house : one who stays much at home

;

House'keeping, the keeping or management of a
house or of domestic affairs : hospitality. — adj.
domestic.—«. House'-leek, a plant with red star-like
flowers and succulent leaves that grows on the roofs
of houses. — adj'. Houso'less, without a house or
home : having no shelter, —ns. House'-line {naut.),

a small line of three strands, for seizings, &c. :

House'mald, a maid employed to keep a house
clean, &c. ; Eouse'-mate, one sharing a house with
another ; House'-moth'er, the motiier of a family,
the lemale head of a lamiiy ; House'-room, room or
place in a house ; House'-Stew'ard, a steward who
manages the houseiiold alfairs ol a great family

;

HoUSe'-SUr'geon, the surgeon or medical officer in a
hospital who resides in tlie house—so also HOUSO'-
physician; House-warming, an entertainment
given when a iainily enters a new house, as if to
warm it; Housewife (hows'wif, huz'wif, or huz'iO,
the mistress of a house : a female domestic manager:
a small case tor articles of female work. — a^".
House Wifely.—«. House'wifery—(.S"ro/.) Housa'-
Wifeskep.—House of call, a house where the jour-
neymen of a particular trade call when out of work

;

House of correction, a jail ; House of Grod, prayer,
or worship, a place of worship ; House Of ill fame,
a bawdy-house.—A household word, a familiar say-
ing; Bring down the house, to evoke very loud
applause in a place of entertainment ; Cry from thO
house-top, to announce in the most public manner
possible ; Household gods, one's favourite domestic
things—a playful use of the Roman /^«rt/« (q.v.)

;

Household suffrage, or franchise, the right of
householders to vote for members of parliament

;

Household troops, six regiments whose peculiar
duty is to attend the sovereign and defend the
metropolis : Housemaid's knee, an inflammation of
the sac between the knee-pan and the skin, to which
housemaids are specially liable through kneeling on
damp floors. —Inner House, the higher branch of
the Scotch Court of Session, its jurisdiction chiefly

appellate; Outer House, the lower branch of the
Court of Session.—Keep a good house, to keep up a
plentifully supplied table : Keep house, to maintain
or manage an establishment; Keep open house, to

give entertainments to all comers ; Keep the house,
to be confined to the house ; Like a house afire,

with astonishing rapidity ; The Household, the

royal domestic establishment. [A.S. htis ; Goth.
hns, Ger. haiis.]

Housel, howz'el, n. the Eucharist : the act of taking
the same.—«. Hous'eling-Cloth, a linen cloth held
or stretched beneath the communicants. — adj'.

Eous'ling {SJ>ens.), sacramental. [A.S. ktisel,

sacrifice.)

Housing, how/ing, n, an ornamental covering for a
horse: a s.iddle-cloth : (//.) the trappings of ahorse.
[O. Fr. hojtsse, a mantle, of Teut. origin.]

HoUSty, hows'ti, n. {prozi.)a. sore throat.

HbUt-tOUt, hoot-toot, intcrj. Same as Hoot.
Houyhnhnm, whin'im, «. one of the noble rational

horse race in Gullhier's Travels. [From whinny.

^

Hova, ho'va, ». one of the dominant race in Madagas-
car :—//. Ho vas.

Hove, hov, v.t. {Scot.) to heave, to raise.

Hove, hov, v.i. {S/ens.) to hover, to loiter.

Hove, /«./. and/«./. oi heave.

Hovel, hov'el, «. a small or mean dwelling : a shed.—
I'./, to put in a hovel: to shelter: to construct a
chimney so as to prevent smoking, by making two
of the more exposed walls higher than the others, or

making an opening on one side near the top :

—

pr.p.

hov'elling ; pa.p. hov'elled.

—

n. Hov'eller, a boat-

man acting as a non-certificated pilot or doing any
kind of occasional work on the coast : a small coast-

ing-vessel. [Dim. of A.S. /w/^ a dwelling.]

Hover, hov'er, v.t. to remain aloft flapping the wings:
to wait in suspense : to move about near.—adv.
Hov'erlngly, in a hovering manner. [Formed from
A.S. ho/, house.]

How, how, adv. in what manner : to what extent : for

what reason : by what means : from what cause : in

what condition : {N. T.) sometimes = that. — The
how and the why, the manner and the cause.

[A.S. ka is prob. a form of Aiof, in what way, why,
the instrumental case oi kwd, who.]
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How
,
fir; wi, Mr: mine;

Bam. Baw% hov. m. (Stat.) a Iwllav. ^km, 4dl, or
navpiaiB. fPtab. idMcrf »> «Mk.}

Bam^bom,m.iJimm.)*kmaL t^^ki. i» i«*. A.&
iedk.]

HowtaMk h»i»-b^ xni^. be it horn k nay : aoKwufa-

;: jet: huwcwj (.S>c«».) HaWta.

1MB »'H<i^d'yer'tfae«awife'^fet T»rhi» l

HM^. ko-Vfi. «-«7 . «Ita|-rf fan.
g
fg^ og-

a irodfaieaaaBe stace «fCK>&
HovVPK, Iw^ e^CT, «*!. JMii <*^ » haa.»u

lr£r -- arveiAelaB: at al
HO«C Hl4 kovC «. (5<»<.) a liit. ir

wtamt to a afaoe. (A^ Ag^ a haww ]

HU»ni. hovl»«r. M. a sboR, Bste
far tln>mi|r dhdk. VGet. kmmfifwr, cog, iia^ifw
WJliM iiajliii. I il»j.l

Hawk, hovk, V.1L aad tU. (S;»e.) ta die, bvKNK.

Bawl, hovl, aiX ID yd! ar ay, as a wolf or do; : to

>ta#. bowled.—ML a kadi, pnliMeed czyafifitfics:
a laiairfiil ory.—«. HowfCf; a SoMk ftiwriria
Boahey. wkk yrot^ioas puau of »aioe _^<wfa^^ a
^iag ar very st^M trwat.—mdj. TkimTXo^ fitted

«ak kaaEii|;i, as of tke wiad, or of wild beasts:
(Ai^ rrafaduai a bowl. [O. Fr. kaiier^
L a/srtii, M Atick or hu>l //, aa owl; c£
Ger. Aeafai, E^. «•£]

Has, holEs, W.& (5ib«t) to
Hogr, boi, aL a farB^ oac'de
as a xloop. rDot. jfeat. Flea, itaf-jj

Hoy; boi, imUrj. bo! atop ! w./. ta

nijil.HrttM.baf4ea,«.aliiyiuj,aicip. [Old
&L Acpid., a heaibea. a gipay. il9i4r, haalb.)

HH^ hal^ «. tbe tauyxtiag aa^eol'a wbeel:aa—jec-
tiaaoaawbed far(he»(niaa«raim: tbehataT
aaeafMa: a amk at wbidk ^aoits, Ac, are cast.

—

Brib (Le. oeaoe) tf O* -momom, Bastoai, U.S.
[AfaraeTiiiAI

TTrtMi. \M\, M. iSofCy aa aaaar: a bcap^ as it
wmtk : (&US:)a loa^L—«^. Ubrfely.

.aaRtlagaaHrhiuii-

nalkf.

[Redi9fie^ ftoaiadMs.)
, h^^aik s. a oa^aaed aooad ofaaoy voKxi

fPtab. a iiiiLikiia afA«^, s*m^.]
,aL(6aa)aiKii1a A l ofbaibaail

. A'a^Mfc. «. a rr— II variety af fiat^
far tnwirb, Ac-, bawiay raiaej fipaea oa « (Skeat
aao^als as die iwiuad aaeaaaa- '—"*—' '

Law Ger. JbAigimi; dL kmmitr.
Bmiaam, hafc% a. a baKb: d

k—e,*riMWf laai (Dia. afifaw^aFcwr. ftjntor
Aaak.)

HacfektaBj, btdcT^e/ri, . a Honb Aaeiicaa abrab
(Car^'aanaria) aridi Uae henieaL (Fkob. a cotr. of

tmaaitmt, bdk'jatir. M. a retailer «f
br: a aeaa, tikUA ^ _
rX io4eal in aaaO artidea, to kiBie

ffiib'faB. ai^ .«ftr,€ta« Dw. >ieBife^. a iiufci,
, DM.«BEfaw,toalaoparfao«: c£ Ice. A<iM,to
1 «B «M^a baas, avl Ea^ iaMfer.]

Hum
liad% 9U. to pat vp tfaiags confusedly : to

sorder : to li uwd.—v-/. to tnrow or crovd
iCoaAKiaa: to put oo faastSy.—a. acnywd:
wfiwioa [M. £. koirat ; prob. a &«q. of

M. E. ibd;r«, to hide.]

^Mtd^, bnd^ip', imterj. get cp ! (to a borse).

BbiftnattO^ bo-di-faras'tU:, a^. wmilar ni style to
i/aafjirsx, a metrical faarfesque oo tbe Puritaas by
Saaaael Batk3'(i6i»-8Gi>: doegeveL

Hm, ba, m. appeanaoe: oolaar: tint: dye.

—

mdjt.
Biad. baviag a bae; JbmOmm [A.& Aor. Amv;
Sar. ifcy, caH^leKiaa.J

Bat, bS^ m. a <faoariBg.—Bne and cry, a loud rlaawMir
atoat sooKtbiag: oaEoe of a pohoc gazette, eslab-

_KTJird ia 17KX [Fr. Aafr, uait. j

itafl^inif, u. ladikii aiger or airogance: a fit of dis-

HHi natni il ar a^er : a baaster.^v.& to sweU : to
yiikj'. to iiBiinf a 'aaa' ton tbe board far not
< apiaiwg paeoes open to him, as in draughts.—vJL
10 swcB: to MBstcr. mdjs. Huff isli, Enff y, givea
to bnff: issalexit: azragaat.

—

adv. HnfflsUy.

—

mx,

HaffirtMi. ^ifflBaB. [liiut., like >i^; c£
Ger. hmvchm, to breathe.]

Big; bi^ vJ. to rmlTacr doaely and foaiAy: to
cberisb : to oragnitiihte (ooe's self) : (aaa/.) to keep
close tou

—

wj. to crowd togctber -.—fr.^. hqg'giBg

;

fm^. b^gged—a. a dose aad food eiafataoe: a
pMlii.alir gtip ia wrestKag.—Hoc (MM'l Mi( to
i»ai|,i Malm ooe's selL (ScaiKL, Ice. UUca, to ait

oa om's baas. See Wlfcltwr.]
1ffag», big, ai^. tinriag great diineasions, csp>eciafiy

beigfat* cxMnaoDS : aioostrons : (^.) large id Duiaber.
—ad9. 'Ba^pn^.—m. TTlH^W'lMl [M. £. kMge

:

fafSKd by droppb^ a from O. Fc mMmge, of Tent.
ODgia, cog. vim Ger. iuici.]

Bf, bag^cnmger, a. seoccy : GOans*
a liiyiaiag cctmsioa of ifai^.]

l<ft> aut, ar Hse, a. tbe aaaae fonaexfy
nvea ia Fiaaoe to aa adbereu of tbe Refanaatio^
^tab. a dia. of tbe prrtnwal aaae ^Kg» f/itgmm,

Uwgmet^ Hagh, aaae «f aoaM Freacb Cahrmt,
later a geneead aiokaaae. Not the Swiss cM^paeatd^
Ger. tii^ei—

l

a'a , ooofedetates.]

^da4MC kwrs-faerd, n. a New Zealaad atarb^.
Bdk, lade, M. Ae kody of a skip: aa old ship «ait

far aemoe : a ng aboetiy fattoar: aayiba^ an
wMJdy—'^oca oaaaaaded a ^aasng artth aan,
tbe body of a abip^-/tfL Hm klAl, aid ihinB
farasly aaed as praoas.-^^ BaBttaC, BriKy,
daasy. [Low L. Irarta Gi. Mlrmt-htlhem, to
draw.)

HaU, boi, M. Ae bade or outer co^^eriDg of iijllaa;
—p./L to stiip off' tbe baO : to bask. [A.S. kMbi,

a bode, as a cxaa

—

hthn., to oorer ; ija. kulU, a
to»tfii». keklcm, to oorer.]

Ban, ba^ a. tbe fi ibh or body of a ship.

—

v.t. to
pieaoe ibe faaB (as vkb a caoaoa-faall).-

or drive «a tbe water, as a aens bdL
as akeae, veib. aadified ia aeaoag 1

widi Dat. kal, a skip's hoU. or witb Ia/i£.]

fflF^*-*—. brila4»4oar, «. aa tqiroar.

kid-V, w., ac, aad tmUTJ. Same as HaQoa
baTi, adj. baitraa btaks or pods.

BalMBB, baTafran, mdj. «f or pertainisg to Jaba
HmUt (1708-89), faaadcr of dte Hokeaa divisity

7./. to sake a baxriogsaaad Eke bees : to

a kar, dreaiag aoaid : to aopi^y as interval ia

by aa lawfiWr loaad -w.j. to sing ia a
to appaad aflydaig by baaiaung :

—

•pr.p.

mm^-.^p. Iiiiaaiiil a tbe aaise ofbees aad
odaer iaaects: aay low, dall aoise.

—

imtny. a
a pense iaqMag doobt.—«. BlUi'Bai'.
that liiiai Vmm aad bsw, to hesitate

a direct aaswer: **—'it als, ale that
fin&stmwefl, or diatadces tbe be^ boa
tMafifaat, to set tbingc agoing brialdy. [I

dL Qict. kMwimen, Jaamtem.]



2n * THTK*^tWy

Hum
hum, T.t. to impose od.

[Contr. of kMntivg:]
H-n-maTt human, o^V. belonging or pertaining to man

or mankind; having the quahdes cf a man.

—

n.

(coil. ) 2. human bein^.—*. HU^UUlkiBd, the human
species, — iKi'r. H'D manly. [Fr.,—L. /kaoKOJcau

—

lunnB, a human being.]
HTnna.n« hu-maji', aaj. having the feefin^ piopei to

man : kind : tender : mercitoL

—

itdp. BBBflBSly.

—

1. Hunails'BeSB, Idndaess : tendemess.
Humanise, ba'man-iz, V. t. to render htRnan or humme :

to soften.—r.i^ to become inuBaiK or afilised.

—

k.

HnmaBisa tioiL

HmnailiSt, bu'man-ist, *. a student of pcdite Etera-

ture : ac the Reoaissaoce, a stndeot <^ Greek and
Roman literature : a student of tmntarn nature—«.
Humanism, polite feanang, Ktetary cnittire: any
s)-stem wlndi puts bomaD interests paraBOOBt.

—

adj. HouaiMla
Wirmawr^f^a^ ho-nan'i-ta'ri-an. n. one wbo denies

Christ's di»iiiity , and holds Him to be a mere man :

a ptiilanriarapist.

—

adj. of or belon^ng to hniujHKjr,

benevolent.—<c Hvmanita'riarism.
Humanity, hu-man'i:-. : :re pecaHar to a
human being : the k:- .an : U iii, latrnci :

tenderness : mankina c

:

—1>/. RwiMl'ittM,
in Scotland, giamznar, rbetanc, I^tin, Greek, aad
poetry, so caifed frcaa Aax fannBousa^ efiects.

—

PiafaWia tt Hsaaatty, m Scotch oniveisiijcs, the

professor «f Latin. [Fr.,—L. ktrmanitas—kumanut

HumUa, htua'bl, or uml)!, mdj. low : mecjt : aodest.—T'. t. to bring down to the ground : to k)««r : to
abase: to morrity : to degrade.

—

adj. HUK'Me-
montbed, humble m speech.

—

n. Bum'U^

—

(SptTis.) Humlilass. — mdj. Haai'UiK^makiKg
hnmble.— ai. a hamifiadoa.

—

advs. bmVblgSy, ia
a humiliating manner : Baally. [Fr.,—I. k aali/i j,

low kMtKui, the gFoand.]
Humble, huml)!, adj. having B»
Humble-bae, hum'h^be, ». the

'

of social bees which ooostrcct tfacir laves iiwdf !

ground. [HtamMt is a freq. of Aamc]
Humlde-pie, bnmtd-pl, a. a pie made of the nmbfesor
niuafaM(Uvcr, heart, &c.) of a deer.—Eat
pio, to humiliate one's self, eat one's own

HlTBlllllg, hnmnDog, n. an impositicM under fur pw>
tences : helkywness, |aetenoe : one who so Bipases:
a kiad of caady.

—

vU. to deceive : to baax t—^.p.
faanf'fa«sging : pm.^ huatlH^ged.—«^. TT»BiWg'-
aUai capableoTbeinghrafcvgged.—«: WBrniim^gat,
one who hnmbvtfs: BBBlkiggHy, the practioe of
homboggin^. rOrie. 'a false a',arm.' 'a bugbear,'
fVoTi *!vrn and b't^. .i

"

HumbUZZ. the same a> V

Humdrum, humLirum. _ - s- moooto-
Doos : coouBoaplace.—«. a szuptd ii^ovi : ™"pfrtiwj

,

tedioos talk. [Hum and dnam. ]

HwdnrtgW, faom'duj-on, a. (Sci>t.) an ""' rf nmj
ontcry.

Humeotaat, hu-mek'tant, adj. pertaining to iLHxJes
supposed to increase th- fiuiditv of d»e Wood.

—

r.r..-. Htimect. Humectate. •.''moi<!ten.—«. Hn-
mecta'taoiL

—

adj. HumectlTo. having the power
to moisten. — p.r. SimeTj. :? make moist. [L.

Bnnana. ha-mer-aL */-. beio-'-^^ne to the *«iHer-— n. an oblong «4r--"" — -- -j -•-
- __-j^'5

shi-vuMers at certain - ~-ne-
diction.—«. Hu'meri.; _'.der

to the elN?w; the Ln.iir —

^

HumiMi {-r-.X—adit. Hft"E: mero-
ftteital: Hu'marb- dorsal .cai'-
pal; Hu mero-ra dlaL Ur— the
shonMer 1

Humet. Bomette. hu-met". «. dr- _r cut
(iff short at e.»ch end.

—

adj Bomawb
Huagnfll^ hmatgnif^ n. a tenibie penoa.

HunlaiL, hmn'i-aa, adf. tt or pertaining to Dartd
Hmne (171 1-76), or Ins -phikssophy.

Humlmm, hum"hum, «. a kind of plain, coarse cotton
cloth u««d in the East Indies.

HumiC. hu mik, adj. denotii^ an acid fbnned by »^^
action of alkalies on hnmiB or rooold.

HutITW, bfi'nzid, etdj. moist : damp : rather wet

—

adr.
Ht'Ktdly
a moder:-"-

Humiliate,
press: to 1

hnmifiaxxBC

Hu'midJMSBB. Bmnid ity, moisttne

:

'J. wetness. [L. kwmiifta—
T.t. to make humble: to de-

er in mt irnrmn —mdjx. Saaifi'bai,
^ . tnafffittlg, honABiQ, Baauryia^

—

«. WlUlfflatill, riie act ofhmniHalina : abasemeBt:
_mcrti£cation. [L. immHgrt, -aimm^
HTCTlfflty, fafi-miH-ti, ac tbe state or quality of being
bsmbie: kmSncss of nand: modesty. [O. Fr.

_kxmi2iie—l^ kumxHftttm <l»mi7i'i. few.]
HimillW^ bfiralB, s. Sa!ne as Bbbm.
Bnnal, fanaVL, adf. faondess.—a. RlBLa'aDcr, a
_ ii»rhiac fcr septaaqg awns orhariejr freai seed.

dM«»»deWbees.-*»- " -'^-~—*• -

DROy Of wKmm^BK. VMBHI

viuch vnes ^ba ^i^es i

(ef ioe>; {Sc0t.y a fe^-
profticiT'i MILe-— ^tm^^ BHI
Il^a. of itai>.]

HTTTmm , the saae as TTiii (q.T.>.

Bmaaa; kB'nNr, or 9mmr, ml Ae ^

of 111 1 bofies: - -
-

state : atue afMsad^ecmBe «aee (baiqiht tadoend
oa Ae hiiitiiii «f the hadyX «• *etoi' mai *m
faasaaar:' <l'^iaftiiifi ; csfrioe: a acaaal ^aifigr

pizyfel fancy.—«./. io ga ai wtA she hMtaaar cf: to
gratifr by KidiiiaLi m/j. WStttmai, |iii l tMi1iig
to or prtxsedoig bum tbe iNaaaais.—as. Bs'aar-

the stale afhetagtiaai III lit: AeJoctrmeAat

, ^awuiicd >y fcaawar :

ter.-

caaRCMos,
i—OaX at liiBiii. out of

^eased : llw B0V kSHMCT, a stxafcd
literary product in which ^a« is

than DOTctty. [O. Fr. fcr—wr (Fr.

r, tofaeawot,!
a. a Imnp cr aaaca a^aa flie bacs.'^'

r.tto bend ia a fanaip : ({7-S'. siam^ to pLjauL ior

a great exerboa : {slma^n> wc* or ainmy- a. i" .

to pi« fcrdi effort.—«. MMy^artt, a taAwiA a
bunip or nnncn z M. ^josflii ^itto & wwBWptMCK.'^^^M^f*-

BsBir'teCtod, havTrg

a

hwnphaek ; mmftt^trnv
il^ a htimp cm tfie bark : HSMf^, MB ef muupii cr

pwHabeiaBces.
'^^ ^Ssrf fcwa «fA«^.)

hom'ti-ditm'ti, «. a «3)ort, s(I<i**>

ef innsay iidUere: a gipsy dtisk,

taandy.—«^ fliart ar>d broad.
i, n. aaardy-gmtiT.

kSmla, a. a hrcwc or l^aot
powder in rich seib, famed %y fte action «f air ca
aaiaial or vegtuhle aacter.

—

atff. Btt^AMK. fL.,
* the grosnd,' akin 10 Gr. dtmmai, on t]>e grrond-]

BUL fano, «. ooe of a pcia ufut <qiaK. . .aaidn, wd
uva^ af art xace «f itaia, |i»halilj cTl ' "



Hunch {Site, far ; me, her ; mine ; Hurry

or Tartar stock, who began to move westwards in

Europe about 372 a.d., pushing the Goths before
them across the Danube, and under Attila (433-453)
overrunning Europe : a shortened form of Hungarian.—oifjs. Hun'nic, Hun'nish.

HuncH, hunsh, ». a hump, esp. on the back : a lump.
—». Hunch'back, one with a hunch or lump on his

back.

—

iit/j. Himch'baoked, having a humpback.
[The nas^ised form of Aooi; cog. with Ger. kitcke,

the bent back ; cf. Scot, to hunker down, to sit on
one's heels with the knees bent up towards the chin.]

Hundred, hun'dred, «. the number of ten times ten

:

a division of a county in England, orig. supposed to

contain a hundred families.

—

cuijs. Hun'oredfold,
folded a hundred times, multiplied by a hundred ;

Hun'dredtll, coming last or forming one of a hun-
dred.

—

H. one of a hundred.—«. Hun'dredweight,
a weight the twentieth part of a ton, or iia lb.

avoirdupois; orig. a hundred lb., abbreviated civt. (c
standing for L. centum, wt. for weight).—Hundred
days, the period between Napoleon's return from
Elba and hu final downfall after Waterloo (the reign
lasted exactly 95 days, March 20-June 22, 1815)

:

Hundred years' war, the struggle between England
and France, from 1337 down to 1453 ; Chiltem
Hundreds, a district of Bucks, whose stewardship

. is a nominal office under the Crown, the temporary
acceptance of which by a member of parliament
enables him technically to vacate his seat ; (Jreat,

or Long, hundred, six score ; Not a hundred miles
off, an indirect phrase for ' here,' ' in this very
place

;

' Old Hundred, or Hundredth, a well-known
long-metre setting of the hundredth psalm, 'AH
people that on earth do dwell.' [A.S. hundred—
old form hund, a hundred, with the supertluous
addition of r/^or raf(/(Eng. rate), a reckoning.]

Hung, /a./, and fia.p. of kang.—n. Hung'-beef, beef
cured and dried.

Hungarian, hung-ga'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Hun-
gary or its inhabitants.

—

n. a native of Hungary

:

the Magyar or Hungarian language.
Hunger, hung'ger, H. desire for food : strong desire

for anything.

—

v.i. to crave food: to long for.

—

adjs. Hung'er-bit'ten, bitten, pained, or weakened
by hunger : Hung erftll, hungry ; Hung'erlv (5/trt^),

, hungry.

—

adv. {Shak.) hungrily.— rt«^r'. fiung'rlly.
',7— adj. Hung'ry, having eager desire: greedy:
J. lean: poor. [A.S. huiigor (n.), hyngran (v.); cf

CJer. hunger, Dut. hanger, &c.]
Hunk, the same as Huncb.
Hunk, hunek, n. (U.S.) goal or base in boys' games.

—

n. Hunker, a conservative.

—

adj. Hun^y, in good
position. [Dut. honk.\

Hunker, hungk'er, v.L {Scat.) to squat down.

—

».//. Hunkers, the hams. [See Hunch.]
Hunks, hungks, n.sing. a covetous man : a miser.
Hunt, hunt, -'./. to chase wild animals for prey or

sport : to chase such over a country : to search for

:

to pursue.

—

v.i. to go out in pursuit of game : to

search.

—

n. a chase of wild animals : search : a pack
of hunting hounds : an association of huntsmen.

—

ns. Hunt'-count'er, a dog that runs back or counter
on the scent, a worthless dog—hence {ShaM.), a
blunderer, and v.t. to retrace one's steps; Hunt'er
{yem. Hunt'ress), one who himts : a horse used in

the chase : a watch whose face is protected, like the
reverse, with a metal case ; Half'-hunt'er, such a
watch where that metal case has a small circle of
glass let in, so that one can see the time without
opening it : Hunt'lng, the pursuit of wild game, the
chase ; Hunt'lng-boz, Hunt'ing-lodge, Hunt'ing-
Seat, a temporary residence for hunting : Hunt'lng-
Cap, a form of cap much worn in the hunting-field ;

Hunt'ing-COg, an extra cog in one o( two geared
wheels, by means of which the order of contact of
co!;s is changed at every revolution ; Hunt'ing-Orop,
-whip, a short whip with a crooked handle and a
loop of leather at the end, used in the hunting-field ;

Hunting-ground, a place or region for hunting

;

Hunt'ing-horn. a horn used in hunting, a bugle ;

Hunt'ing-kni fe, -sword, a knife or short sword used
to despatch the game when caught, or to skin and
cut it up : Hunting-song, a song about hunting

;

Hunting-tide, the season of hunting ; Huntsman,
one who hunts : a servant who manages the hounds
during the chase ; Hunts manship, the qualifications

of a huntsman ; Hunt's-up (S/uik.\ a tune or song
intended to arouse huntsmen in the morning—hence,
anything calculated to arouse. — Hunt down, to

destroy by persecution or violence : Hunt out, up,
after, to search for, seek ; Hunt-the-gowk, to

make an April fool (see April) ; Hunt-the-slipper,
an old-fashioned game in which one in the middle of
a ring tries to catch a shoe which those forming the
ring upon the ground shove about under their hams
from one to another.—Happy hunting-groundS, the
paradi>e of the Red Indian; Mrs Leo Hunter, of
'The Den, Eatanswill,' a social lion-hunter in the

PickwUk Papers whose husband hunts up all the

newest celebrities to grace her breakfast parties.

[.•\.S. kun:ian; A.S. hentofi, to seize.]

Hunterian, hun-te'ri-an, adj. of or pertaining to the
great surgeon John //'j<«/^r (172S-93), to his collec-

tion of anatomical specimens and preparations, the

nucleus of the great Hunterian Museum in London,
or to the Hunterian Oration delivered at the Royal
College of Surgeons on the anniversary of his birth,

14th February : of or pertaining to his elder brother,

William Hun/er^ijiZ-Z-^), or his'museum at Glasgow.
Huntingdonian, hun-tin^-dO'ni-an, ». a member of

the Countess of Huntingdon's Connection, a de-
nomination of Clalvinistic Methodists founded by
Whitefield in conjunction with Selina, Countess of
Huntingdon (1707-91).

Huon-pine, hu'on-pln', n. a Tasmanian yew, with
light-yellow wood, used in boat-building.

Hurdles, hur'diz, n.pl. (Scot.) the buttocfc.

Hurdle, hur'dl, «. a frame of twigs or sticks interlaced :

(agrL) a movable frame of timber or iron for gates,

&c. : a rude sledge on which criminals were drawn
to the gallows.

—

V-t. to enclose with hurdles.—«.

Hur'dle-race, a race where the runners, whether
men or horses, have to clear a succession of hurdles.

(.\.S. hyrdel; Ger. hiirde.\

Hurds. Same as Hards.
Hurdy-gurdy, hur'di-gur'di, M. a musical stringed

instrument, like a rude violin, whose strings are

sounded by the turning of a wheel : a hand-organ

:

an impact-wheeL [Iinit.]

Hurl, hurl, v.i. to make a noise by throwing : to move
rapidly : to dash with force : to whirl : (Scot.) to

convey in a wheeled vehicle.

—

v.t. to throw with
violence : to utter with vehemence.

—

n. act of hurl-

ing, tumult, confusion ; (Scot.) conveyance in a
wheeled vehicle.—«j. Hurler; Hurley, the game
of hockey, or the stick used in playing it ; Eurl'lOg,

a game in which a ball is forced through the oppo-
nent's goal, hockey ; Hurl'y (Scot.), a wheelbarrow ;

Hurl'y-hack'et, an ill-hung carriage. \Hurtle.\

Hurly-burly, hur'li-bur'li, «. tumult : confusion.

—

H.

Hur'ly (SJiah.). [Huriy is from O. Fr. kurler, to

yell, orig. huller, whence Eng. howL Burly is

simply a rhyming addition.]

Hurrah, Hurra, hoor-ra', interj. an exclamation of

excitement or joy.— Also «. and v.i. [Ger. hurra;
Dan. and Sw. hurra.\

Hurricane, hur'ri-kan, It. a storm with extreme
violence and sudden changes of the wind : a social

party, a TOM—(Shak.) Hur'rlcano.— Hurricane
deck, a cross-deck about amidships, a bridge-deck
or bridge ; the upper light deck of a passenger-
steamer. [Sp. kuracan, from Caribbean.]

Hurry, hur"!, v.t. to urge forward : to hasten.

—

v.i. to

move or act with haste:—/a./, hurr'ied. — «. a
driving forward : haste : tumult : a tremolando
passage for violins, &c, in connection with mh ex»



Hurst mOte ; mQte ; mOCn ; /Aen. Hydra
citing situation.

—

adj. HniT'led.

—

adv. HUTT'ledly.—«. Hurriodnesa.— oaTi/. Hurr'yiiigly.—«. Hurry-
Skorr'y, confusion and bustle.

—

adv. confuiediy.
[Imit. Cf. Old Sw. hurra, to whirl round.]

Hurst, hurst, n. a wood, a grove. [A.S. hyrst.^
Hart, hurt, v.t. to cause bodily pain to : to damage :

to wound, as the feelmgs.

—

v.i. to give pain, &c. :

—

pa.t. and pa,p. hurL—«. a wound: injury.

—

n.

Hurt'or, that which hurts : a beam at the lower end
of a gun-platform to save the parapet : a piece of

iron or w(X)d fixed to the top-rails of a gun-carriage

to check its motion : the shoulder of an axle against

whidi the hub strikes.—a^^'- HuTt'ful, causing hurt

or loss: mischievous.—a^r. Hlirt'fully.—«. Htirf-

folness.

—

adj. Hurtless, without hurt or injury,

harmless.— rtf/T'. Hurt'lossly. — «. HuTtlossness.

[O. Fr. hurtcr (Fr. Iieurter), to knock, to run
against ; prob. from the Celtic, as in W. hiurdd, tl

thrust, the butt of a ram, Corn, liordh, a ram.]

Eortle, hurt'l, v.t. to dash against : to move violently:

to clash: to rattle.— «'./. to move rapidly with a

whirring sound. [Freq. oK hurt in its original sense-j

Hurtlebeiry, a form of whortleberry.
Husband, huz'band, n. a married man : {B.) a man to

whom a woman is betrothed : one who manages
affairs with prudence : {naut.) the owner of a ship
who manages its concerns in person.

—

v.t. to supply
with a husband : to manage with economy.—«.

Hus'bandage, allowance or commission of a ship's

husband.

—

adjs. Hus'bandless {Sh,tk.), without a
husband : Husbandly, frugal, thrifty.—«j. Hus'-
bandman, a working farmer : one who labours in

tillage ; Hus'bandry, the business of a farmer : till-

age : economical management : thrift. [M.E. has-
bonde—A.S. hiisiontia. Ice. hiisbtSiidi—Jtiis, a house,
biiandi, inhabiting, pr.p. of Ice. bHa, to dwelL Cf.

Ger. bnuen, to till.]

Hush, hush, inter;, or imper. silence ! be still !

—

adj.
silent : quiet.

—

v.t. to make quiet : (r>iin.) to clear

off soil, itc., overlying the bed-rock.

—

fis. Husb'aby,
a lullaby used to soothe babies to sleep ; HusU'-
mon'ey, money given as a bribe to hush or make
one keep silent.—Hush up, to stifle, suppress: to

be silent. [Imit. Cf hist and whist.]

Husk, husk, n. the dry, thin covering of certain fruits

and seeds : (//.) refuse, waste.

—

v.t. to remove the
husk or outer integument from. — ady. Husked,
covered with a husk : stripped ofhusks.

—

hs. Husk'er,
one who husks Indian com, esp. at a husking-bee ;

Husk'lnp;, the stripping of husks : a festive gathering
to assist m husking Indian corn (maize)—also Husk-
Ing-bea. [M. E. huske, orlg. with /, as in cog. Ger.
kiiise, Dut. huise, &c.]

Husky, husk'i, adj. hoarse, as the voice : rough in

sound.—(Zi/z/. Huskily.—«. Husk'lness. [A corr.

of husty, from M. E. hast (Scot, haast, hast, a.

cough)—A.S. hwSsta, a cough ; cf. Ger. Austen.]
Bnso, hu'so, «. the great sturgeon.
Hussar, hooz-zar', n. a light-armed cavalry soldier :

('"'^•) a soldier of the national cavalry of Hungary.
(Not Hung- huszar—husz, twenty, because at one
time in Hungary one cavalry soldier used to be
levied from every twenty families ; but Slav, hussar,
gooseherd, the sobriquet of the raiding horse of
Matthias Corvinus (1443-90).]

Husslf. See Housewife. [Contr. of A<7»r«i/y^.]
Hussite, hus'sit, «. a follower of the Bohemian re-

former, John Hits, martyred in 1415.
Hussy, huz'i, «. a pert girl : a worthless wench.
Hustings, hus'tingz, n.sing. the principal court of the

city of London: formerly the booths where the
votes were taken at an election of an M.P., or the
platform from which the candidates gave their

addresses. [.l.S. hiisting, a council, but a Scand.
word, and used in speaking of the Danes—Ice.

h/tsihing—has, a house, thing, an assembly.]
Hustle, husi, v.t. to shake or push together : to crowd

with violeoce.—». Hus^er, aa eoergeUc fellow.
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[Old Dut. hutsen, kutseien, to shake to and fro;
cf hotchpotch.]

Huswife, bee Housewife.
Hut, hut, n. a small or mean house : {miL) a small
temporary dwelling.

—

v.t. (mit.) to place in huts
as quarters :—^r./. hut' ting; pa.p. hut'ted. [Fr!
hutte—Old High Ger. hutta (Ger. hutte).]

Hutcb, huch, «. a box, a chest : a coop for rabbits

:

a baker's kneading-trough : a trough used with
some ore-dressing machines : a low wagon in which
coal is drawn up out of the piL

—

v.i. {Milt.) to
hoard up. [Fr. huche, a chest—Low L. hutica, a
box

; prob. Teut.]
Hutcbinsonian, huch-in-sOn'i-an, n. a follower ofJohn
Hutchinson (1674-1737), who held that the Hebrew
Scriptures contain typically the elements of all
rational i:hilosophy, natural history, and true religion.

Huttoniau, hut-S'ni-an, adj. relatmg to the views of
James Hutton (1726-97), who emphasised nattu-al

agencies in the formation of the earth's crust.

Huzza, hooz-ra', interj'. and n. hurrah I a shout of joy
or approbation.

—

z-.t. to attend with shouts of joy.

—

v.i. to utter shouts of joy or acclamation :—pr.p.
huzza'ing ; pa.p. huzzaed (-zad'). [Ger. hussa ; the
same as hurrah.]

Hyacine, hfa-sin, «. (Spens.) the hyacinth.
Hyacinth, hl'a-sinth, «. a bulbous-rooted flower of a

great variety of colours : {myth.) a flower which
sprang from the blood of Hyacinthus, a youth killed

by Apollo with a quoit : a precious stone, the jacinth.
—adj. Hyacin'tbine, consisting of or resembling
hyacinth : very beautiful, like Hyacinthus : ctirling

like the hyacinth. [Doublet ofjacinth.]
HyadeSj hra-dez, Hyads, hi'adz, «. a cluster of five

stars m the constellation of the Bull, supposed by
the ancients to bring rain when they rose with the
sun. [Gr. hyades, explained by the ancients as
from hyein, to rain ; more prob. = little pigs, hys,

a pig.]

Hyasna, Hyena, hT-Fna, «. a bnstly-maned quad-
ruped of the dog kind, so named from its likeness

to the sow.—Laughing hyaena, the tiger-wolf or
spotted hyaena of South Africa, emitting at times a
sound somewhat like hysterical laughter. [L.,—Gr.
hyaina—hys, a sow.]

Hyaline, hi'a-lin, adj. glassy : consisting of or like

glass.—«. a glassy transparent surface.—«. Hyaleg*-
cence, the process of becoming glassy. — adj.
Hyales'cent—«j. Hyalite, a variety of opal like

colourless gum ; Hyallt'is, inflammation of the
vitreous humour ; Hyalog'raphy, the art of engrav-
ing on glass.

—

adj. Hyaloicf, hyaline, transparent.
[Gr. hyalinos—hyalos, glass, prob. Egyptian.]

Hybernate, &c. See Hloemate, &c.
Hyblaean, hi-ble'an, etdj. pertaining to ancient Hybla

in Sicily, noted for its honey.
Hybrid, hl'brid, or hib'-, «. an animal or plant pro-

duced from two different species : a mongrel : a
mule: a word formed of elements from different

languages.

—

adjs. Hybrid, Hyb'ridOUS, produced
from difiFerent species : mongrel.

—

adj. Hybridls-
able.—«. Hybridisa'tion.—I'./, and v.i. Hybridise,
to cause to interbreed, and to interbreed — tis.

Hybridis'er ; Hybridism, Hybrid'ity, state of
being hybrid. [Fr.,—L. hibrida, a mongrel.]

Hydatid, hl'da-tid, «. a watery cyst or vesicle some-
times found in animal bodies.—«. Hy'datism, the

sound caused by the fluctuation of pus in an abscess.

—adj. Hyd'atOid, watery, aqueous. [Gr. hydatis,

a watery vesicle

—

hydSr, hydates, water.]

Qydra, hl'dra, «. {myth.) a water-serpent with many
heads, which when cut off were succeeded by others

:

any manifold evil : a genus of fresh-water polyps
remarkable for their power of multiplication by being
cut or divided.

—

adjs. Hy'dra-head'ed, difficult to

root out, springing up vigorously again and again

;

Hy'droid, like the hydra. [L.,—Gr. hydra—hyddr,
water, akin to Sans, udrtu, an otter.]



Hydragogue fSte, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Hydropliobla

HydragOgue, hi'dra-gOg, «. a very active purgative,

such as jalap. [Gr. hydor, water, ago^Oi, leading,

agem, to lead.]

Hydrangea, lu-dran je-a, n. a genus of shrubby plants

with large heads of ^howy flowers, natives of China

and Japan. [Gr. hyddr, water, a»^j^^/o«, vessel.]

Hydrant, hi'drant, «. a machine lor discharging

water : a water-plug. [Gr. hydor, water.]

Hydrate, hi'drat, «. a compound formed by the imion

of water with an oxide. — «. Hydration. [Gr.

hydor, water.]

Hydraulic, -al, hl-drawl'ik, -al, adj. relating to

"hydraulics : conveying water : worked by water.

—

adv. Hydraul'lcally. —«./>/. Hydraul'ics, used as

Z.[*ing., the science of hydrodynamics in its practical

]^ application to water-pipes, &c.—HydraiUlC belt,

,
an arrangement for lifting water, consisting of an

-T endless telt fitted with buckets which discharge as

they turn over an upper wheel ; Hydraulic cement,
lime, a cement that sets or hardens under water

;

Hydraulic Jack, a jack or lifting apparatus, by
means of oil, &c., pressed by a force-pump against a

, piston or plunger; Hydraulic mining, a method of
' ^ mining by which the auriferous detritus is washed
down Dy a powerful jet of water into a sluice where
the gold is easily separated ; Hydraulic preSS, a
press operated by the differential pressure of water
on pistons of different dimensions ; Hydraulic ram,
an automatic pump worked by the pressure of a
column of water in a pipe, and the force acquired
by intermittent motion of the column. [From Gr.
hydor, water, aulas, a pipe.]

Hydria, hl'dri-a, «. a large Greek water-vase.—«.

Hy'driad, a water-nymph.
Hydrld, hl'drid, «. {fhem.) a substance consisting of
hydrogen combined with an element or some com-
pound radical.

—

n. Hy'driodate, a salt of hydriodic
acid.— rt(^/. Hydrlod'lo, produced by the combination
of hydrogen and iodine.

Hydrobarometer, hl-dro-ba-rom'e-ter, «. an instru-

ment for determining the depth of the sea by the
pressure of the superincumbent water.

Hydrobromlc, hl-dro-brS'mik, adj. compounded of
bromine and hydrogen.—». Hydrobrd'mate, a salt

of hydrobromlc acid—same as bromide ; also Brom-
hydrate.

Hydrocarbon, hl-dro-kar'bon, n. a compound of hydro-
gen and carLion.—Hydrocarbon furnace, a furnace
in which liquid fuel, as petroleum, is used.

Hydrocele, hl'dro-sel, n. \med.) a swelling consisting
of a collection of serous fluid in the scrotum or in

some of the coverings of the testicle or spermatic
cord. [Gr. hydor, water, kele, a swelling.]

Hydrocephalus, hl-dro-sef'a-lus, «. an accumulation
of serous fluid within the cranial cavity, either in

the sub-dural space or the ventricles : water in the
head : dropsy of the brain.

—

adjs. Hydrocephal'lc,
Hydrocepb'alold, Hydrooepb'alous. [Gr. hyddr,
water, ke/>lui!e, the head.]

Hydrochloric, hl-dro-klo'rik, adj. compounded of
hydrogen and chlorine.—«. Hydrochld'rate, a salt

of hydrochloric acid.

Hydrocyanic, hl-dro-sl-an'ik, adj. noting an acid
formed by ihe combination of hydrogen and cyanogen
—also Prussia acid.—ns. Hydrocyanide, Hydro-
cyanlte.

Hydrod3rnamlCS, hi-dro-di-nam'iks, «.//. used as sing-.,

the science that treats of the motions and equilibrium
of a material system partly or wholly fluid, called
Hydrostatics when the system is in eqiiilibrium,

^^ydrokineticsvi\\cx\ it is not.

—

adjs. Hydrodynam'io,
. -M.

—

n. Hydrodynamom'eter, an instrument for

measuring the velocity of a fluid in motion by its

pressure.

—

adj. Hydroelec'trlC, pertaining to elec-

tricity generated by the escape of steam underhigh
pressure.—«. Hy'dTOextraCt'or, an appnratus for

removing moisture from yarns, cloths, &c., in process
of manufacture. [Gr. hyddr, water, and dynamics. ]
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Hydrofluoric, hl-dro-flSD-or'ik, adj. consisting of
tluoriuc and hydrogen.

Hydrogen, lil'dro-jen, «. a gas which in combinatioh
with oxygen produces water, an elementary gaseous
substance, the lightest of all known subsunces,
and very inflammable.

—

adjs. Hy'drlO, containing
hydrogen ; Hydrog'enous, containing hydrogen

;

produced by the action of water, as applied to rocks
in opposition to those that are pyrogenous, formed by
the action of fire. [A word coined by C.ivendish
(1766) from Gr. hydor, water, anA genes, producing.]

Hydrography, hl-drog'ra-fi, «. the art of measuring
and describing the size and position of waters or seas :

the art of making sea-charts.

—

n. Hydrog'rapher,
a maker of sea-charts.

—

adjs. Hydrograph'lO, -al.

— adv. Hydrograph'ioally. [Gr. hydor, water,
gra;hein, to write.]

HydroklnetiCS, hl-dro-ki-net'iks, n.pl. used as sing.,

a branch o( Hydrodynamics (q.v.).

Hydrology, hl-drol'oji, «. the science which treats of
water.—«<//>. Hydrolog'lc, -al.-«. Hydrol'oglst.
[Gr. hydor, water, iogia, a discourse.]

Hydrolysis, hl-drol'i-sis, «. a kind of chemical de-
composition by which a compound is resolved into

other compounds by taking up the elements of water.— Ofij. Hydrolsrt'iC. [Gr. hydor, water, lysis—
lyein, to loose.]

Hydromancy, hl'dro-man-si, n. divination by water.—adj. Hydromant'lc. [Gr. hydor, water, tnatiteia,

divination.]

Hydromanla, hT-dro-ma'ni-a, n. an insatiable craving
for water, as in diabetes : a morbid propensity to

suicide by drowning.
Hydromechanics, hl-dro-me-kan'iks, «. the mechanics

of fluids.

Hydromel, hl'dro-mel, «. a beverage made of honey
and w.iter. [Gr. hydor, water, ineti, honey.)

Hydrometamorphism, hi-dro-met-a-mor'fizm, «. a
kind of metamorphisra of igneous rocks brought
about by water, in opposition to Pyrometatnorphism,
that brought about by means of heat.

HydrometeorolOgy, hT-drome-te-or-oro-ji, «. the
branch of meteorology which treats of water in the
atmosphere, as rain, clouds, snow, &c.—«. Hydro-
me'teor, any one of the aqueous phenomena of the
atmosphere. [Gr. hydor, water, meteoron, a meteor.]

Hydrometer, hl-drom'et-er, n. an instrument for

measuring the density or specific gravity of solids

and liquids by flotation, consisting of a weighted
glass bulb or hollow metal cylinder with a long
stem : a current-gauge.

—

adjs. Hydromet'riC, -aL—n. Hydrom'etry. [Gr. hyddr, water, metroH, a
measure.]

Hydromotor, hT-dro-m5'tor, n. a form of motor for

propelling vessels by means of jets of water ejected
from the sides or stern.

Hydromys, hl'dro-mis, «. an Australasian genus of
rodents, known as water-rats and beaver-rats. [Gr.
hydor, water, ntys, mouse.)

Hydronette, hl'dro-net, «. a syringe : a garden force-

pump.
Hydropathy, ht-drop'a-thi, «. the treatment of disease
by cold water.

—

aiijs. Hydropathic, -aL — adv.
Hydropath'ically. — «. Hydropathist, one who
practises hydropathy. — Hydropathic establish-
ment, or {coil.) simply Hydropathic, a temperance
hotel where the guests can have hydropathic treat-

ment if desired. [Gr. hydor, water, pathos, sufler-

ing, pathein, to suffer.]

Hydrophane, ht'dro-fan, «. a partly translucent variety
of opal wliich becomes transparent when wetted.

—

a<ij. Hydroph'anoUS. [Gr. hydor, water, phainein,
to shiTie.J

Hydrophldaa, ht-drofi-de, n.pl. a family of venomous
sea-snakes. [Gr. hyddr, water, ophii, snake.]

Hydrophobia, hl-dro-fo'bi-a, «. an unnatural dread of
water, a symptom of a disease known as Rabies,
usually resulting from the bite of a mad dog—hence



Hydrophone mOte ; mute ; mCR5n ; l/iai. Hypalgesia

the disease ix.stii.—adj. Hydrophobic. [Gr. hydor,
water, phobos, fear.]

Eydropbone, hT'dro-f6n, n. a marine electric apparatus
for detecting the approach of a torpedo-boat, &c.

Hydrophore, hl'dro-fOr, «. an apparatus fur obtaining

specimens of water from any required depth.

Hydrophthalmia, hl-drof-tharmi-a, «. an increase in

quantity of the aqueous or the vitreous humour.
Hydrophyte, hi'dro-flt, «. a plant living in water.
—«. HydrophytOg'raphy, the branch of botany
which describes such—also Hydroptytol'Ogy. [Gr.

hyaor, water, phyion, a plant, logui, discourse.]

Hydropsy, hi'drop-si, «. dropsy.—a<^V. Hydrop'ic,

Hydrop'tiC, dropsical : thirsty.

HydroptUt, hi'dro-pult, «. a hand force-pump.

HydrosaurUS, hl-dro-saw'rus, «. a genus of monitor-

lizards, of aquatic habit, found in the Malay Penin-

sula, &c. [Gr. /lyiidr, water, sauros, a lizard.]

Hydroscope, hl'dro-skOp, «. a kind of water-clock,

consisting of a cylindrical graduated tube, from
which the water escaped through a hole in the

bottom. [Gr. hydor ^ water, skopein,tQ view.]

Hydrosoma, hl-dro-so'ma, n. the entire organism of

any hvarozoon :—//. Hydroso'mata.—<ii^>. Hydro-
s6 mal, Hydroso'matous.

Hydrostatics, hi-dro-stat'iks, ti.fil. used as sing-., a
branch of I/ydrodyfujinics (which see).—«. HST'dTO-
Btat, an electrical contrivance for detecting a leak-

age or overflow of water : an apparatus devised to

guard against the explosion of steam boilers.

—

otij's Hydrostatic, -al.—adz'. Hydrostat'ically.—
Hydrostatic balance, a balance for weighingbodie-i
in water to determine their specific gravity ; Hydro-
Static bellows, a device for illustrating the law thnt
fluid pressure is proportional to area ; Hydrostatic
paradox, the principle that (disregarding molecular
forces) any quantity of fluid, however small, may
balance any weight, however great, as in the hydro-
static bellows ; Hydrostatic press, the same as
Hydr.iulic Press.

HydrosulphtiriC, hi-dro-sul-fu'rik, adj. formed by a
combination of hydrogen and sulphur.

Hydrotelluric, hl-dro-tel-lu'rik, adj. pertaining to

hydrogen and tellurium.

Hydro-therapeutics, hl-dro-ther-a-pu'tiks, n./>l reme-
dial treatment of disease by water in various modes
and forms— also Hydrother'apy. — adj. Hydro-
therapeutic.

Hydrothennal, hl-dro-ther'mal, Oiij'. pertaining to, or
produced by, action of heated or super-heated water,
esp. in dissolving, transporting, and redepositing
mineral matter.

HydrothoraZ, hl-dro-thO'raks, n. a term applied to

dropsical collections in the pleura. [Gr. hydir,
water, t!i5rnx, chest.]

Hydrotropism, hl-dro-trop'izm, n. the habit induced
m a growing organ by the influence of moisture,
of turning rowird, or away from, the moisture.

—

adj'. Hy^OtroplC. [Gr. hydor, water, tropos, a
turn.]

Hydrous, hrdrus, adj. watery, containing hydrogen.
Hydroxide, ht-droks'Td, «. a metallic or basic radical
combined with one or more hydroxyl groups.—«.

Hydrox'yl, a compound radical not yet isolated,
but found in many chemical compounds.

Hydrozoa, hi-dro-zo'a, «.//. (sing. Hydrozo'on) one
of the main divisions of the sub-kingdom Ccelente-
rata, the other two being Ctenophora and Antlwzoa
or Actiiwzoa ; they are chiefly marine organisms,
soft and gelatinous, free or fixed, existing every-
where, endlessly varied in form and complexity of
structure, including such great groups as hydroids,
acalt-phs, meditsans, jelly-fish, sea-blubbers, &c.

—

luiji. Hydrozoan, Hydrozo'ia [Gr. hyddr, water,
zdon, .Tn animal.]

Hydruret. Same as ^drld.
Hyena, hl-e'n:i, Hyen, hren, «. (Skak.) a hvsena.
Hyetal, hrc-ial, aaj. rainy.—«. Hyetograph. a chart

showing the average rainfall of the earth or
any of its divisions.

—

adj's. Hyetograph'ic, -aL

—

Hs. Hyetog'raphy ; Hyetol'ogy; Hyetom'eter

;

Hyetomet'rograph. [Gr. hyetos, rain.]

Hygeian, hl-je'an, adj. relating to health and its pre-

servation.

—

tis. Hygeia (hi-je'a), goddess of hesJth,

daughter of .-Esculapius ; Hy'giene, Hygienics,
Hy'gienism, the science which tre.its of the pre-

servation of health. —rt^ij/'. Hygien'ic.

—

adv. Hyglen-
ically.—«. Hy'gleniSt, one skilled in hygiene ;

Hygid'Ogy, art of the preservation of health. [Gr.
hygieta—hygies, healthy.]

Hygrodeik, hl'gro-dlk, «. a form of hygrometer in
which the atmospheric humidity is indicated by an
index controlled by the heights of a wet-bulb and a
dry-bulb thermometer, supported on each side of a
frame on which is descrilid a scale. [Gr. hygros,
wet, deik-tiynai, to show. ]

Hygrometer, hl-grom'et-er, «. an instrument for
measuring the moisture in the atmosphere, or its

relative humidity. — «. Hygrom'etry, the art of
measuring the moisture in the atmosphere, and of
bodies generally.—«a^i. Hygromet'riC, -aL [Gr.
kygros, wet, meiron, a measure.]

Hygroscope, hl'gro-skOp, «. an instrument for indicat-

ing the humidity of the atmosphere.

—

adjs. HygTO-
scop'lo, -aL—/«. Hygroscopic'ity ; Hygrostat'lcs,
the art of measuring degrees of moisture. [Gr.
hygros, wet, skopein, to view.]

HykSOS, hik'sos, «. the shepherd kings, apparently
a Tartar race who overthrew the reigning dynnsty
of Lower Egypt about 2000 B.C., and reigned until

overturned by the Egyptian rulers of Upper Egypt
about 1700 B.C.

Hyleg, hl'leg, n. the planet which rules at the hour
of one's birth, in that sign of the zodiac immediately
above the eastern horizon, [.^r.]

Hylism, hl'iizm, «. materialism—also Hy'llclsm.

—

ns. Hy'licist ; HylOgen'esiS, the origin of matter ;

Hy'lOtheism, the doctrine that there is no God but
matter and the universe.

—

adjs. HylOZO'ical, HylO-
ZOlS'tiC. — fis. HylOZd'ism, the doctrine that all

matter is endowed with life ; HylOZO'ist.

Hylopatblsm, ht-lop'a-thizm, n. the doctrine that

matter is sentient.—«. Hylop'athlst, one who main-
tains this. [Gr. kyle, mm ter, pa t/ujs, suffering.]

Hymen, hfrnen, n. (myth.) the god of marriage

:

marriage : a thin membrane partially closing the

virginal vagina.

—

adjs. Hymene'al, Hymene'an.

—

«. Hyme'nlum, the fructifying surface in fungi.

[L.,—Gr. hymen; c(. Gr. hymnos, a festive song.]

Hymenopteral, hl-men-op'ter-al, adj. pertaining to

the Hymenop'tera, an order of insects hav ng four
membranous wings.—Also Hymenop'teroUS. [Gr.
hymen, a membrane, pteron, a wing.]

Hyinenotomy, ht-men-ot'o-mi, «. the cutting or dis-

section of membranes.
H3nnn, him, n. a song of praise, a metrical formula of

public worship.

—

v.t. to celebrate in song: to wor-
ship by hymns.

—

v.i. to sing in praise or adora-
tion.

—

US. Hjrm'nal, a hymn-book ; Hym'nary, a
hymn-book.

—

adj. Hym'nic, relating to hymns.

—

ns.

Hym'nody, hymns collectively, hymnology ; Hyin-
nograpUer ; Hjrmnog'raphy, the art of writing

hymns ; Hymnol'ogist, one skilled in hymnology :

a writer of hymns ; Hymnol'Ogy, the science which
treats ofhymns : a collection ofhymns. [Gt. hymnos.]

Hyoid, hroid, adj. h.iving the form of the Greek
letter upsilon (u), applied to a bone at the base of the
tongue. [Gr. hvoeides—the letter u, and eidot, form.]

Hyp. See Hip (3).

Hypaethral, hip-e'thral, adj. roofless, open to the sky.
— «. HypaB'thron, an open court. [Gr. hypo, beneath,
aither, air.]

Hypalgesia, hip-al-jS'si-a, «. (fiath.) diminished .sus-

ceptibility to painful impressions—also Hyperal'gla.
—adj. Hyperalge'Sia [Gr. hy/a, ua-cr, algisu—
aigos, pain.]



Hypallage fate, far ", mS, h6r ; mine ; Hypocyclold

Hypallage, hi-paia-je, n. (rket.) a figure in which the
relations of things in a sentence are mutually inter-

changed, but without obscuring the sense. [Fr.,

—

L.,—Gr. hypailassein, to interchange—Ay/«7, under,

alassein, to change.]

Hyperacute, hl-per-a-kut', adj. excessively acute.

—

n. Hyperacute'ness.
Hyperaasthesia, hi-per-es-tha'si-a, «. {/>aih.') excessive

sensibility.—oaj/'. Hyperaestliet'io.

Hjrperbaton, hl-per'ba-ton, «. (r)iet.) a figure by which
words are transposed from their natural order.

—

adj. Hyperbat'ic—o^/z/. Hyperbat'icaUy. [Gr.,—
hyperbahiein—hyfier, beyond, bainein, to go.]

Hyperbola, hl-per'bo-la, «. (geom.) one of the conic

sections or curves formed when the intersecting plane

makes a g'-eater angle with the base than the side

of the cone makes.—at^V. Hyperbol'ic, -3,1.—adv.

Hyperbol'ically.—a^>. Hyperbol'iform ; Hyper",
boloid. [L.,—Gr. hyperbole, from hyperbaUein—
hyper, beyond, bnlleiti, to throw.]

Hyperbole, hl-per'bo-le, «. a rhetorical figure which
produces a vivid impression by representing things
as much greater or less than they really are—not
expecting to be taken literally : an obvious exaggera-
tion.— at^V. Hyperbolic, -dX.—adv. Hyperbol'lc-
ally.—z/./. Hyper'bolise, to represent hyperbolically.—v.i. to speak hyperbolically or with exaggeration.
—«. Hyper'boUsm. [A doublet of the above.]

Hyperborean, hl-per-bS're-an, adj. belonging to the

extreme north.—«. an inhabitant of the extreme
north. [Gr. hyperboreos—hyper, beyond, Boreas,
the north wind.]

Hypercatalectlc, hl-per-kat-a-lek'tik, adj. {pros.)

having an additional syllable or half-foot after the
last complete dipody.

—

n. HjTpercatalex'lS.
HjrpercrltlO, hl-per-krit'ik, n. one who is over-critical.

—ndjs. Hypercrit'lc, -al, over-critical.—ao^z'. Hjrper-
critically.—z/./. Hypercrit'icise, to criticise with
too much nicety.

—

n. Hypercrit'icism.
Hyperdulia, hl-per-du-ll'a, «. the special kind of
worship paid by Roman Catholics to the Virgin
Mary, being higher than that paid to other saints
{dulia), and distinct from that paid to God alone
ijatria). [Gr. hyper, beyond, douleia, service.]

Eyperemesis, hl-per-em'e-sis, w. excessive vomiting.—adj. Hyperemet'lc. [Gr. hyper, over, emesis,
vomiting.]

Hyperemia, Hyperaemla, hi-per-e'mi-a, «. an exces-
sive accumulation of blood in any part of the body.

—

adjs. Hsrperem'lc, Hyperaa'mlc. [Gr. hyper, over,
hainta, blood.]

Hyperesthetlc, ht-per-es-thet'ik, adj. morbidly sensi-
tive.—Also Hjrperestlie'slc.

Hypericum, hl-per'i-kum, «. a large genus of plants,

of which St John's wort is a typical species. [Gr.
hypo, under, ereike, heath.]

HyperlnosiS, hl-per-i-nO'sis, «. excess of fibrin in the
blood :—opp. to Hypinosis. —adj. Hyperlnot'lc.

Hyperion, hl-per'i-on, «. a Titan, son of Uranus and
Ge, and father of Helios, Selene, and Eos : Helios
himself, the incarnation of light and beauty.

Hypermetrical, hl-per-met'rik-al, adj. beyond or ex-
ceeding the ordinary metre of a line : having a
syllable too much.—«. Hyper'meter.

Hypermetropia, hl-per-me-trO'pi-a, n. long-sighted-
ness, the opposite of Myopia—also Hyperopia.

—

adj. Hypermetropic. [Gr. hyper, beyond, ntetron,

measure, dps, eye.]
Hyperorthodox, hl-per-or'tho-doks, adj. extremely

orthodox, —tt. Hjrperor'tliodoxy.
Hyperphasia, hr-per-fa'zi-a, «. (palh.) lack of control

of the organs of speech.

—

adj. H3?perpha'8iC.
Hyperphyslcal, hl-per-fiz'ik-al, adj. beyond physical

laws : supernatural.
Hyperplasia, hl-per-pla'si-a, «. {path.") overgrowth of

a part due to excessive multiplication of its cells.

—adjs. Hyperplaslc, Hyperplas'tic. [Gr. hyper,
over, plasis, a ioiiviiag—plassein, to form.]

HypersarcoslS, hl-per-sar-kO'sis, «. {path.) proud or
fungous flesh.-Also Hypersarco'ma.

Hypersensitive, hl-per-sen'si-tiv, adj. excessively sen-

sitive.—«. Hypersen'sitiveness.
Hypersthene, hl-per-sthen', «. a rock-forming mineral
which crystallises in orthorhombic forms, an anhy-
drous magnesian silicate, generally dark green or
raven-black in colour.

—

adj. Hypersthe'nic. — «.

Hypersthe'nite, a more or less coarsely crystalline

igneous rock, allied to gabbro—an aggregate of lab-

radorite (feldspar) and hypersthene, of plutonic origin.

[Gr. hyper, above, sthenos, strength.]

Hypersthenia, hT-per-sthe'ni-a, ti. {path.) a morbid
condition marked by excessive excitement of all the
vital phenomena.

—

adj. Hypersthe'nic. [Gr. hyper,
above, sthenos, strength.]

Hyperthesis, hl-per'the-sis, n. a transfer of a letter

from its own to the syllable immediately before or
after.

—

adj. HyperthetlC. [Gr. hyper, over, thesis—titlienai, to put.]

Hypertrophy, hl-per'tro-fi, n. over-nourishment : the
state of an organ or part of the body when it grows
too large from over-nourishment.

—

adjs. Hyper-
trophic, -al, Hyper'trophied, Hyper'tropnous.
[Gr. hyper, above, irophe, nourishment.]

Hyphen, hi'fen, n. a short stroke ( -
) joining two syl-

lables or words.

—

adj. HyphenlC. [Gr. hypo, under,
hen, one.]

Hypnotism, hip'no-tizm, «. a sleep-like condition in-

duced by artificial means : a nervous sleep like the
condition under mesmerism.—«. Hypnogen'esis,
groduction of hypnotism—also Hypnog'eny.

—

adj.
[ypnogenetlc.—adv. Hjrpnogenetlcally.—ndjs.

HypnogenlC, Hypnotic, havmg the property of
producing sleep ; Hypnog'enous.

—

ns. Hypnology,
the sum of knowledge about sleep ; H3rpn6'SiS, the
production of sleep: the hypnotic state ; Hypnotic,
a medicine that induces sleep ; Hypnotisabillty.
—adj. Hyp'notlsable.— «. Hypnotisa'tion.— »./.

Hyp'notise, to subject to hypnotism, to produce
hypnotic sleep in any one.

—

n. Hyp'notiser.

—

adjs.
HypnotlS'tic; Hjrp'notoid, like hypnotism. [Coined
in 1843 from Gr. hypnos, sleep.]

Hypnum, hip'num, «. the largest genus of mosses,
order Bryineie, having archegonia and capsules
borne on special lateral branches.

Hypobole, hip-pob'o-le, «. {rhei.) the mention in argu-
ment of things apparently damaging to one's side,

with the successive refutation of each. [Gr.]

Hypocaust, hip'o-kawst, n. among the ancients, a
vaulted chamber from which the heat of stoves was
distributed to baths or rooms above : now applied
to the fireplace of a stove or hothouse. [Gr. kypo'
kauston—hypo, under, kaiein, to burn.]

Hypochondria, hip-o-kon'dri-a, «. a nervous malady,
often arising from indigestion, and tormenting the
patient with imaginary fears—more correctly. Hypo-
chondri'asis—also Hypochondri'acism, Hypochon-
dri'asls, Hypochon'oriasm.— «. Hypochon'driac,
one sufTering from hypochondria—also Hypochon'-
drlast.—rt^'j. Hypochon'driac, -al, relating to or
affected with hypochondria : melancholy.

—

n. H3rpO-
Chon'drlum {anat.). that region of the abdomen
situated on either side, under the co.stal cartilages

and short ribs. [L.,— Gr., from hypo, under,
chrondos, a cartilage.]

Hypociat, hi'po-sist, «. an inspissated juice from a
parasitic plant of the cytinus family.

Hypocrisy, hi-pok'ri-si, «. a feigning to be what one
is not : concealment of true character. [Gr. hypo-
krisis—hypokrinesthai, to play on the stage, jrom
hypo, under, kriticin, to decide.]

Hjrpocrite, hip'o-krit, «. one who practises hypocrisy.—adj. Hypocritical, practising hypocrisy.

—

adv.
Hypocritically. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. hypckritis.]

Hypocycloid, hl-po-sl'kloid, «. a curve generated by
a point on the circumference of a circle which rolls

on the inside ofanother circle.

—

a4j, Hypocydoid'aL
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Hypodermic mOte ; miite ; mf5Cn : Wen. latrlo

Hypodermic, hl-po-der'mik, adj. relating to the parts

under the skin, subcutaneous, esp. of a method of

injecting a drug in solution under the skin by means
of a fine hollow needle to which a small syringe is

attached— also Hypodor'maL — n. Hypoder'ma,
the layer of colourless celb immediately beneath the

epidermis of a leaf. [Gr. hypo, under, derina, the

skin.]

Hypogastric, hip-o-gas'trik, adj. belonging to the

lower part of the abdomen.—«J. Hypogas'trium,
the lower part of the belly; Hypogas'trocele, a

hernia through the walls of the lower belly. [Gr.

kypo, under, ^(li/rr, the belly.)

Hypogene, hrpo-jen, otij. (^eol.) of or pertaining to

rocks which have assumed their present structure

under the surface, pUitonic :—opp. to Epigene.—adj.

H3rpOg'eilOUS {hot.), produced below the surface, of

fungi growing on the under side of leaves:—opp.

to Epigenoiis and Epiphyllous. [Gr. hypto, under,

genes, produced.]
Hypogoum, hl-po-je'um, n. the part of a building

below the ground, any underground chamber.

—

adjs.

Hypoge'al, Hypogas an, Hypog^'an, subterranean.

[Or. hypo, under, ge, the ground.]
Hypoglossal, hl-po-glosal, luij. situated under the

tongue. [Gr. hypo, under, glossa, the tongue.]

HypOgnatbOUS, hlpogna-thus, otij. (or-nitk.) having
the under mandible longer than the upper, as the

black sikimmer.—«. Hypog'nathlsm.
HypogynoUS, hl-poj'i-nus, adj. (J'ot.) growing from

bene.^th the ovary, said of certain parts of plants.

[Gr. hypo, under, gyie, a woman. J

HyponaSty, htpo-nas-ti, «. (Jrot.) increased growth
along the lower surface of an organ or part of a plant,

causing the part to bend upward :—opp. to Epinasty.
Hypophosphlte, hl-po-fos'fTt, «. (chem.) a salt ob-

tained by the union of hypophosphorous acid with a
.salifiable base—also HypophoS'phate.

—

adJs. TS-Y^
phOSphoMc, Hypophosphorous, containing less

oxygen than phosphorous acid contains.

Hjrpophysls, hl-pof'i-sis, >i. the pituitary body of the
brain : {bot.) an inflated part of the pedicel under the
capsule, in mosses ; in flowering plants, a cell of the
embrj'o producing the primary root and root-cap.

[Gr. hypo, under, phyein, to grow.]
Hjrpostasis, hl-pos'ta-sis, n. a substance : the essence

or real personal subsistence or substance of each of
the three divisions of the Godhead.

—

adjs. Hypo-
static, -al.—<M?f. Hypostat'ically.—r/./. Hypos-
tatise. (L.,—Gr. hypostasis—hyphUtemi—hypo,
under, hisiemi, I make to stand.]

Hypostrophe, hl-pos'tro-fe, n. return of a disease, re-

l.ipse : (r/iet.) use of insertion or parenthesis.
Hypostyle, htpo-stll, adj. (<ircA/V.)havingthe roof sup-

ported by pillars. [Gr. hypo, under, stylos, a pillar.]

H3rpOSUlphurotl8, hi-po-sul'fer-us, adj. next in a series

below sulphurous.—Also Hyposulphu'ric.
HypotazlS, hl-po-tak'sis, «. {grant.) dependent con-

struction—opp. to Parataxis.—adj. Hypotac'tlC.
Hypotenuse, hi-pot'en-us, or hip-, Hypothenuse, hi-

poth'en-us, n. the side of a right-angled triangle

opposite to the right angle, fFr.,—Gr. kypoteineusa
{gramme), lit. (a line) ' which stretches under'

—

ftypo, under, ieinein, to stretch.]

Hypiothec, hl-pyoth'ek, n. in Scotch law, a lien or
security over goods in respect of a debt due by the
owner of the goods.

—

adj. Hypoth'ecary, pertaining
to hypothecation or mortgage.

—

v.t. H3rpoth'ecate,
to place or assign anything as security under an
arrangement: to mortgage.

—

ns. Hypotheca'tlon

;

Hypoth'ecator. [Fr.,— L. hypotheca— Gr. hypo,
theki, a pledge.]

H3rpotheslS, hi-i>oth'e-sis, n. a supposition : a proposi-
tion assumed for the sake of argument : a theory to
be proved or disproved by reference to facts : a pro-
visional explanation of anything.

—

7<.i. Hypothesize,
to form hypotheses.

—

adjs. Hypothetic, -al, belong-
ing to a hypothesis : conditional.

—

adv. Hypothet'lO-
ally. [Gr., hypo, under, tithtnai, to place.]

Hypotyposls, hl-po-ti-pO'sis, n. {rhet.) vivid descrip-
tion of a scene.

HypOZOiC, hT-po-z5'ik, adj. (geol.) below the limit of
life : belonging to the B^pozo'a. — adj. and «.
H3rpoi6'an.

Hypsometry, hip-som'e-tri, «. the art of measuring
the heights of places on the earth's surface by means
of the Hypsom'eter.— a<r>'. Hypsomet'rlc. [Gr.
hypsi, on high, nietron, a measure.]

Hypural. hl-pu'ral, adj. situated beneath the tail.

H3rrax, hl'raks, n. a genus of mammals of obscure
affinities, like rabbits in size and marmots in appear-
ance, living among rocks in Africa and Syria—the
Cape Damatt, Klippdass, or Rock-badger ; the
Shaphan {Hyrax syriacus), mistranslated ' cony ' of
Scripture ; and the Abyssinian Ashtoh.

Hyson, hT'son, «. a very fine sort of green tea.—«.
Hy"son-skin, the refuse of hyson tea. [Chinese.]

Hyssop, his'up, «. an aromatic plant. [Fr.,^L.
hyssopum—Gr. hyssopos—Heb. fzdph.]

Hysteranthons, his-ter-an'thus, adj. {iot.) having the
leaves appearing after the flowers.

HjrsteresiS, his-te-r§'sis, n. magnetic friction in dyna-
mos, by which every reversal of magnetism in the
iron causes dissipation of energy. [Gr. hysterisii,
a deficiency

—

hysteros, later.]

Hysteric, -al, his-ter'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to, of the
nature of, or afTected with hysterics or hysteria

:

like hysterics, fitfully and violently emotional.

—

adv.
HysteMcally.-«x. Hyster'lcs, Hyster'ia, a nerv-
ous affection occurring typically in paroxysms of
laughing and crying alternately, with a choking
sensation in the throat, but often as a counterfeit of
some organic disease.

—

adjs. Hys'teroid, -al, like
hysteria. — ns. Hysteroman'ia, hysterical mania,
often marked by erotic delusions and an excessive
desire to attract attention ; Hysterot'omy, the
operation of cutting into the uterus. [L. hystericus
—Gr. hysterikos— hystera, the womb.]

Hysteron-proteron, his'ter-on-prot'er-on, «. a fieure
of speech in which what should follow comes SxttX
an inversion. [Gr., lit. 'the last first.*]

Hythe, hith, «. Same as Hlthe.

the ninth letter in the alphabet of western
Europe, called iota by the Greeks, from its

Semitic name yod, in most European languages
the sound that of the Latin long /, which we
have in the words machine and marine. The
normal sound of i in English is that heard in

bit, dip, sit, which is the short Latin /.

I, I, pron. the nominative case singular of the first

personal pronoun : the word used by a speaker or
writer in mentioning himself: the object of self-

consciousness, the ego. [M. E. ick—A.S. ic : Ger.
ich. Ice. ek, L. ego, Gr. ego. Sans. ahatH.\

I, I, adv. same as Ay.

—

V, a form of <n.

larnhns, I-am'bus, n. a metrical foot of two syllables,
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the first short and the second long, as in "L./ldis;

or the first unaccented and the second accented, as
in dedtice—also Iamb'.

—

adj. lam'bic, consisting of
iambics.

—

n. iambus.

—

adv. lam'bically, in the

manner of an iambic— r./. lam'bise, to satirise in

iambic verse. — «. lambog'rapher, a writer of
iambics. [L.,—Gr. iambos, from iaptein,t.o assail,

this metre being first used by writers of satire.]

lanthina, T-an-thl'na, «. a genus of gregarious, pelagic
gasteropods, having a snail-like shell, but delicate,

translucent, and blue in colour. [Gr. iaiithinos—
ion, a violet, anthos, a flower.]

latrlo, -al, I-at'rik-, al, adj. relating to medicine or
physicians. — adj. latroohem'ic^, pertaining to
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latrochem'iStry, a system of applying chemistry to

medicine introduced by Francis de la Boe of Leyden
(1614-72).

—

n. latrol'Ogy, a treatise on medicine.
Iberian, I-be'n-an, atij. bpanish.—«. one of the primi-

tive inhabitants of Spain, of whom some think the

Basques a remnanL [L. Iberia, Spain.]

n>6Z, i'beks, n. a genus of goats, inhabiting the Alps
and other mountainous regions. [L.)

Ibidem, ib-I'dem, adv. in the same place. [L.]

Ibis, T'bis, «. a genus of wading birds related to the

stork, one species of which was worshipped by the

ancient Egyptians. [L.,—Gr. ; an Egyptian word. J

Icarian, I-ka'ri-an, adj. belonging to, or like, Icarus.

(L. Icarius—Gr. Ikarios—Ikaros, who fell into the

, sea on his flight from Crete, his waxen wings being
.' melted by the sun.]

IO6, Is, n. water congealed by freezing : concreted
sugar, a frozen confection of sweetened cream or the

juice of various fruits.

—

v.t. to cover with ice: to

freeze : to cover with concreted sugar :

—

pr.p. ic'ing ;

fa-.p. iced.

—

ns. Ice'-age {g^eoL), the glacial epoch,
its records included in the Pleistocene system, the
chief relics morainic materials, boulder-clay or till,

believed to have been formed under glacial ice

;

^ Ice'-an'chor, an anchor with one arm for securing a
vessel to an ice-floe ; Ice -bird, the little auk or sea-

dove ; Ice'bUnk, the peculiar appearance in the air

reflected from distant masses of ice ; Ice'boat, a boat

^ used for forcing a passage through or being dragged

^, over ice.

—

adj. Ice'-bound, bound, surrounded, or
fixed in with icc.^ns. loe'-brook, a frozen brook ;

_| Ice'- cream, Iced'- cream, cream sweetened or

Y flavoured, and artificially frozen.—oi^'. Iced, covered
with ice : encrusted with sugar. — n. Ice'-fall, a
glacier. — n.pi. Ice'-feath'ers, peculiar feather-like

forms assumed by ice at the summits of mountains.—tts. Ice'-fern, the fern-like encrustation which is

found on windows during frost ; Ice'field, a large

field or sheet of ice ; Ice'float, Ice'floe, a large
mass of floating ice ; Ice'foot, a belt of ice forming

_ round the shores in Arctic regions—also Ice'-belt,

^ Ice'-ledge, Ice-wall ; Ice'house, a house for preserv-

\ ing ice; Ice'-island, an island of floating ice ; Ice'-

man, a man skilled in travelling upon ice : a dealer
in ice : a man in attendance at any frozen pond
where skating, &c., are going on ; Ice'pack, drift-

, ing ice packed together ; Ice'-pail, a pail filled with

J^ ice for cooling bottles of wine ; Ice'-plant, a plant

\. whose leaves glisten in the sun as if covered with
ice ; Ice'-plOUgh, an instrument for cutting grooves

i in ice to facilitate its removal ; ICO'-saw, a large saw
,^.for cutting through ice to free ships, &c. ; Ice'-

'spar, a variety of feldspar remarkable for its trans-

^ parent ice-like crystals; Ice'-wa'ter, water from
" melted ice: iced water.

—

adv. Itflly. —«j. Ic'iness ;

Icing, a covering of ice or concreted sugar.

—

adjs.

ICy, composed of, abounding in, or like ice : frosty

:

cold : chilling : without warmth of affection ; ICy-
pearled (Mi/i.), studded with pearls or spangles of
ice.—Break the ice (see Break). [A.S. is; Ger.
eis. Ice., Dan. is.]

Iceberg, Is'berg, «. a mountain or huge mass of float-

ing ice. [From Scand., Norw., and Sw. isberg. See
ice and berg = mountain.]

Icelander, Is'land-er, «. a native of Iceland.—«. Ice'-

land-dog, a shaggy white dog, sharp-eared, im-
ported from Iceland.

—

adj. Iceland'lC, relating to

^ Iceland.— ;<. the language of the Icelanders.

—

ns. Ice'-

land-moss, a lichen found in Iceland, Norw.iv, &c.,
-, valuable as a medicine and for food ; Ice'lana-Spar,

a transparent variety of calcite or calcium carbonate.
Ichneumon, ik-nu'mun, «. a small carnivorous animal

in Egypt, destroying crocodiles' eggs : an insect

which lays its eggs on the larvae of other insects.

{L.,— Gr., ichneuein, to hunt after

—

ichnos, a track.)

Ichnite, ik'nit, n. a fossil footprint, [Gr. ichnos.]

Ichnography, ik-nog'raf-i, n. a tracing out : (archit.)

a ground-plan of a work or building.

—

adjs. loh

W2

nograph'lc, -al. — adv. Ichnograph ically. [O.
ichiiografihia—ichnos, a track, i;>vz/^///, to grave]

Ichnolite, ik' no-lit, «. a stone retaining the impres-
sion of an extinct animal's footprint. [Gr. ichnos, a
footpint, lithos, a stone.]

Ichnology, ik-nol'o-ji, «. footprint lore : the science of
fossil footprints.—Also Ichnolithorogy. [Gr. ichnos,
a track, a footprint, logia, discourse.]

Ichor, I'kor, n. (tnyth.) the ethereal juice in the veins
of the gods : a watery humour : colourless matter
from an ulcer.

—

adj. Ichorous. [Gr. ichor.]

Ichthlne, ik'thin, «. an albuminous substance found in
fishes' eggs. [Gr. ichthys, a fish.]

Ichthyodorullte, ik'thi-O-dor'SO-lIt, «. the name given
to fossil fish-spines in stratified rocks. [Gr. ickthys,
a fish, doru, a spear, littws, a stone.]

Ichthyography, ik-lhi-og'ra-fi, «. a description of
fishes. [Gr. ichthys. a fish, graphein, to wnte.]

Ichthyoid, -al, ik'thi-oid, -al, adj. having the form or
characteristics of a fish— also Ich'thyia

—

n. Ich-
thyocol'la, fish-glue, isinglass. [Gr. ichthys, a fish,

eidos, form.]
Ichthyolatry, ik-thi-ol'a-tri, «. fish-worship. — adj.

Ichthyol'atrous.
Ichthyolite, ik'thi-O-lIt, «. a fossil fish. [Gr. ichthys,

a fish, iitfios, a stone.]

Ichthyology, ik-thi-ol'o-ji, n. the branch of natural
history that treats of (ishes.

—

adj. IchthyolOg'lCal
—K. Ichthyol'ogiSt, one skilled in ichthyology.
[Gr. ichthys, a fish, login, discourse.]

Ichthyophagy, ik-thi-of'a-ji, «. the practice of eating
fish.—«. Ichthyoph'agist.—<i<^'. Ichthyoph'agons.
[Gr. ichthys, a fish, phagein, to eat.]

Ichthyopsida, ik-thi-op'si-da, n.pl. one of three
primary groups of vertebrates in Huxlej-'s classifica-

tion (the other two, Sauropsida and Mammaiia),
comprising the amphibians or batrachians and the
fish and fish-like vertebrates. [Gr. ichthys, fish,

opsis, appearance.]
IchthyorniS, ik-thi-or'nis, n. a fossil bird with verte-

brae like those of fishes, and with teeth set in

sockets. [Gr. ichthys, a fish, ornis, a bird.]

Ichthyosauria, ik-thi-o-sawr'i-a, n. an order of
gigantic extinct marine reptiles, uniting some ot

the characteristics of the Saurians with those of
fishes.—/!^. Ichthyosaur'ian.—«. Ich'thyosaurus.
[Gr. ichthys, a fish, saiiros, a lizard.]

Ichthyosis, ik-thi-O'sis, ». a disease in which the skin

becomes hardened, thickened, rough, and almost
horny in severe cases. — adj. IChthyot'lC. [Gr.
ichthys, a fish.]

Ichthyotomy, ik-thi-ot'o-mi, n. the anatomy of fishes.
—«. Ichthyofomlst.

Ichthys, ik'this, «. an emblem or motto (IXSTS),
supposed to have a mystical connection with Jesus
Christ, being the first letters of the Greek words
meaning ' Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour."

Icicle, is'i-kl, n. a hanging point of ice formed by the
freezing of dropping water. [A.S. isgicel, for ises-

^cel ; ises being the gen. of (s, ice, and gicel, an
icicle ; cf. Ice. joktill.]

Icon. I'kon, n. a figure, esp. in the Greek Church, re-

presenting Christ, or a saint, in painting, mosaic,
&.c.—adj. Iconic. —«. loonog'raphy, the art of

illustration.

—

adj. Iconomat'ic, expressing ideas by
means of pictured objects. — ns. Iconomat'icism ;

Iconoph'illsm, a taste for pictures, &c. ; Iconoph -

lUst, a connoisseur of pictures, &c. ; ICOnOS'taslB, a
wooden wall which in Byzantine churches .separates

the choir from the nave—the icons are placed on it.

[L.,—Gr. eikon, an image.)
Iconoclasm, I-kon'o-klazm, n. act of breaking images.
—«. Icon'oclast, a breaker of images, one opposed
to idol-worship, esp. those at the commencement in

the Eastern Church, who from the 8th century down-
wards opposed the use of sacred images, or at least

the paying of religious honour to such : any hot
antagonist of the oeliefs of others.

—

adj. ICOOQ-
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clastic, pertaining to iconoclasm. [Gr. eikdn, an
image, klastes, a breaker

—

klan, to break.]

^OOnolOg^, I-kon-ol'o-ji,' «. tlie doctrine of images,
especially with reference to worship. —>is. Icon-
Ol'ater, an image-worshipper ; Iconol'atry, tlie

worship of images ; Iconol'OglSt ; Iconom'aclllst,

one opposed to the cultus of icons ; Iconom'actiy,
opposition to the same. [Gr. eikdn, an image, iogia,

discourse.]

Icosahedron, I-kos-a-he'dron, K. {geom.)a. solid having
twenty equal sides or faces.

—

adj. ICOSahe'dral.
[Gr. eikosi, twenty, hedra, base.]

Icosandria, I-ko-san'dri-a, «. a class of plants having
not less than twenty stamens in the calyx.—a^>.
Icosau'drian, Icosan'drous. [Gr. eikosi, twenty,

aner, andros, a male.]

Icterus, ik'te-rus, n. the jaundice : a yellowish ap-

pearance in plants.

—

adjs. Icter'iC, -al, affected with
jaundice ; IC'terine, yellow, or marked with yellow, as

a bird ; Icterit'iOUS, yellow. [Gr. ikieros, jaundice.]

Ictus, ik'tus, «. a stroke : rhythmical or metrical stress.
—adj. IC'tiC, abrupt. [L., 'a blow.']

I 'd, Id, cc^mtracted from / wouU, or / fuid.

Idallan, I-da'li-an, adj. pertaining to Idalia, in

Cyprus, or to Venus, to whom it was sacred.

Idea, I-de'a, «. an image of an external object formed
by the mind : a notion, thought, any product of
intellectual action—of memory and imagination : an
archetype of the manifold varieties of existence in

the universe, belonging to the supersensible world,
where reality is found and where God is {Piaionic)

;

one of the three products of the reason (the Soul, the

Universe, and God) transcending the conceptions of

the understanding— transcendental ideas, in the

functions of mind concerned with the unification of
existence (Kantian) ; the ideal realised, the absolute
truth of which everything that exists ^s the ex-

pression {Hegelian).—adjs. Ide'aed, Ide'a'd, pro-

vided with an idea or ideas ; Ide'al, existing in idea :

mental : existing in imagination only : the highest

and best conceivable, the perfect, as opposed to the

real, the imperfect.—«. the highest conception of
anything.—<ffl^'. Ide'aless.—». Idealisa'tion, act of
forming an idea, or of raising to the highest concep-
tion.

—

Z'.t. Idealise, to form an idea: to raise to

the highest conception.—-z/./. to form ideas.

—

ns.

Ide'aliser ; Ido'alism, the doctrine that in external
perceptions the objects immediately known are ideas,

that all reality is in its nature psychical : any system
that considers thought or the idea as the ground
either of knowledge or existence : tendency towards
the highest conceivable perfection, love for or search
after the best and highest : the imaginative treat-

ment of subjects ; Ide'allst, one who holds the

doctrine of idealism, one who strives after the ideal

:

an unpractical person.

—

adj. Idealist'iC, pertaining
to idealists or to idealism.

—

n. Ideal'ity, ideal state :

ability and disposition to form ideals of beauty and
perfection. — otiv. Ide'ally, in an ideal manner

;

mentally.

—

n. Ide'alOgue, one given to ideas : a
theorist.

—

v.i. Ide'ate, to form ideas.

—

adj. produced
by an idea.—«. the correlative or object of an idea.—«. Idea'tlon, the power of the mind for forming
ideas : the exercise of such power.

—

adjs. Idea'-
tlonal, Ide'atlve. [L.,—Gr. idea—idein, to see.]

Identify, I-denti-f I, v.t. to make to be the same : to

ascertain or prove to be the same :

—

pa.fi. iden'tified.

—adj. Identifiable.—«. Identification.— Identify
one's self with, to take an active part in the pro-
motion of. (Fr. identifier—L., as if identicns—
idetn, the same, facere, to make.]

Identity, I-den'ti-ti, «. state of being the same : same-
ness. —at/;'. Identical, the very same : not different.

—adv. Iden'tically.—«. Iden'tlcalness, identity.

[Fr. ,—Low L. identitat-etn— L. idem, the same.]
Ideography, I-de-og'ra-fi, «. the representation of

things by pictures, and not by sound-symbols or
letters.

—

ns. I'doograph, such a character or symbol

as represents an idea without expressing its name

—

also i'deogram.

—

adjs. Ideograpil'iC, -al, represent-
ing ideas by pictures, or directly instead of words.^
adv. Ideograph'lcally, in an ideographic manner.
[Gr. idea, idea, grapttein, to write.]

Ideology, I-de-ol'o-ji, «. the science of ideas, meta-
physics.—rt^j. Ideologic, -al.—«. Ideol'oglst, one
occupied with ideas having no significance : a mere
theorist—also Ide'ologue. [Gr. idea, idea, logia,

discourse.]

Ideopraxlst, T-de-O-prak'sist, «. one who is impelled to
carry out an idea. [Gr. idea, idea, praxis, doing. ]

Ides, Idz, n.sing. in ancient Rome, the 15th day of
March, May, July, October, and the 13th of the other
months. [Fr.,—L. idus, prob. Etruscan.]

Idiocrasy, id-i-ok'ra-si, «. same as Idiosyncrasy.

—

oiij. Idiocratlo.
Idiocy. See Idiot.

IdioelectrlC, id-i-o-e-lek'trik, adj. electric by virtue
of its own peculiar properties.

IdlOgrapll, id'i-o-graf, «. a private mark or trade-
mark.— «^'. Idiograph'ic.

Idiom, id'i-um, n. a mode of expression peculiar to a
language, a peculiar variation of any language, a
dialect. — «. Id'iasm, a peculiarity. — adjs. IdiO-
mat'lc, -al, conformed or pertaining to the idioms of
a language.—rtf/r/. Idiomatically.

—

n. Idiotlcon,
a vocabulary of a particular dialect or district. [Fr.,

—L.,— Gr. idioma, peculiarity

—

idios, one's own.]
Idiomorphic, iu-i-o-mor'fik, adj. having a peculiar or

distinctive form.
Idiopathy, id-i-op'a-thi, «, a peculiar affection or

state : (ined.) a primary disease, one not occasioned
by another.

—

adj. Idiopathic \tned.\ primary, not
depending on or preceded by another disease.

—

adv.
Idiopathlcally. [Gr. iiiios, peculiar, pathos, suffer-

ing -/<?///«'/« to suffer.]

Idiosyncrasy, id-i-o-sin'kra-si, «. peculiarity of tem-
perament or constitution ; crotchet or peculiar view,

any characteristic of a person.

—

adj. IdiOS3nicratlC.

[Gr. idios, one's own, syncrasis, a mixing together

—

syn, together, krasis, a mixing.]

Idiot, id'i-ut, n. one deficient in intellect : a foolish or

unwise per.son.—«^'. afflicted with idiocy : idiotic.

—

v.t. to make idiotic—«i. Idlocy, IdlOtcy, state of

being an idiot : imbecility : ioWy.—adjs. IdiOtlC, -al,

pertaining to or like an idiot : foolish, —adv. Idiotl-

cally.

—

adj. Idiotlsh, idiotic. — «. Idlotism, the

state of being an idiot. [Fr.,—L. idiota—idiotes,

orig. a 'private man,' then a rude person— idios,

one's own.]
Idle, I'dl, adj. vain : trifling : unemployed : averse to

labour : not occupied : useless : unimportant : un-

edifying.— r/./. to spend in idleness. r'.J. to be

idle or unoccupied.—«(//'. I'dle-head'ed, foolish.

—

ns. I'dlehood, I'dleness ; I'dler ; Id'lesse, idleness

;

I'dlewheel, a wheel placed between two others

.simply for transferring the motion from one to

the other without changing the direction.

—

n.pl.

I'dle-worms, once jocularly supposed to be bred in

the fingers of lazy maid-servants.

—

adv. I'dly. [A.S.

idel; Dut. ijdel, Ger. eitel.\

Idocrase, id'o-kraz, n. the mineral vestivianite. [Gr.

eidos, form, krasis, mixture,]
Idol, I'dul, «. a figure : an image of some object of

worship : a person or thing too much loved or

honoured : any phantom of the brain, or any false

appearance by which men are led into error or pre-

judice which prevents impartial observation, a fal-

lacy—also Idolon, Idolum:— //. IdO'la—Bacon
i^Novutn Organum, i. § 38) makes these four in

number

—

Idols of tlte nation or tribe; Idols of the

den or cave (fallacies due to persona! causes) ; Idols

of theforum (those due to the influence of words or

phrases) ; Idols of the theatre (those due to miscon-
ceptions of philosophic .system or demonstration).—
v.t. I'dolise, to make an idol of, for worship: to love

to excess.—«j. Idolis'er ; rdollsm(,/l/j/^.), idolatrous
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worship : I'doMst (AfiVf.), an idolater ; Idol'oclast,
a breaker of images.—a*^'. Idolograph'lcal, treating
of idols. [O. Kr. id{>U—L. idotiim—Gx. eiddlon—
eidos, what is seen

—

idein, to see.]

Idolater, I-dol'a-t6r, «. a worshipper of idols : a great
admirer:—̂ ;«. Idol'atress.—f./. Idol'atrise, to

worship as an idol : to adore.

—

adj. Idol'atrOUS,
pertaining to idolatry. — adv. Idol'atrously. — n.

Idoratry, the worship of an image held to be the

abode of a superhuman personality : excessive love.

[Fr. idol&tre, corr. of L.,—Gr. eiddloiatres—eiddlon,

idol, latreiuin, to worship.]

Idolon, T-dC'lon, «. same as Idol, an image : a mis-

taken notion. [Gr. eiddlon, an image.]
IdrlS, T'dris, n. a mythical figure in Welsh tradition,

giant, prince, and astronomer.

Idyl, Idyll, I'dil, ». a short pictorial poem, chiefly on
pastoral subjects: a n.irrative poem.—«. Idyl'lst, a
writer of idyls.

—

adj. Idyll'lC, of or belonging to

idyls : pastoral. [L. idyllium—Gr. idyllion, dim.
of eidos, image.]

If, if, conj. an expression of doubt ; whether : in case

that: supposing that.—As If, as it would be if.

[X.S. gi/; Dut. pf, Ice, e/, if, e/a, to doubt.]

Igliaro, ig-na'rO, «. {Sp:iis.) an ignorant person. [It,

—L. ignarus. See Ignore.]
Ignatlan, ig-n5'shan, adj. of or pertaining to St
Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, martyred at Rome
under Trajan about no a.d.—The famous Igna-
tlan Epistles exist in 3 different forms or recensions

—the Sliort (3 only, in Syriac) ; the Middle (7, the

Greek text first published in 1646—considered by
Zahn and Lightfoot to be the original form) ; the

Long (these 7, together with 6 others).

Igneous, ig'ne-us, adj. pertaining to, consisting of, or

like fire : {geol.) produced by the action of fire.

—

adjs. Ignesc'ent, emitting sparks of fire ; Ignlf'er-

OUS, bearing fire ; Ignlg'enoUS, engendered in fire.

—Igneous rocks, those which have been erupted
from the heated interior of the earth—hence also

termed Eruptive rocks. [L. igneiis—ignis, fire.]

Ignlpotent, ig-nip'o-tent, adj. (Pope) presiding over
fire. [L. ignis, f\Te, fiotens, -entis, powerful.)

IgnlS-fatUUS, ig'nis-fat'Q-us, «. a light which misleads
travellers, often seen over marshy places, also called
' Will-o'-the-Wisp : '—//. Ignes-fattll (ig'nez-fat'u-l).

[L. ignis, fire,/aiuus, foolish.]

Ij^te, ig-nit', v.i. to set on fire, to kindle : to render
luminous with heat.

—

v.i. to take fire : to burn.

—

«. Ignltlbll'lty. — adj. Ignit'ible, that may be
ignited.—«. Igni'tlon, act of setting on fire : state

of being kindled, and esp. of being made red hot.

[L. igntre, ignltuin, to set on fire

—

igftis, fire.]

Ignoble, ig-n3'bl, adj. of low birth : mean or worth-
less : dishonourable.

—

7>.i. to degrade.

—

ns. Igno-
bil'lty, Igno'bleness.—az/j/. Igno'bly. [Fr.,—L.
igfwbilis—in, wot, gnobilis, nobilis, noble.]

Ignominy, is'nS-min-i, «. the loss of one's good name :

public disgrace : infamy—formerly also Ig'nomy.—adj. Ignominious, dishonourable : marked with
ignominy : contemptible : mean.

—

adv. Ignomln'i-
OUSly.—«. Ignomln'iOUSneSS. [Fr.,—L. ignominia—in, not, gno/nen, nomen, name.]

Ignoramus, ig-nO-ra'mus, «. the word formerly
written by a grand-jury on the back of an indict-

ment, meaning that they rejected it : an ignorant
person, esp. one making a pretence to knowledge :

—

//. Ignora'muses. [L., 'VVeare ignorant,' ist pers.

pi. pres. indie, of ignordre.]
Ignorant, ig'nO-rant, adj. without knowledge : unin-

structed I unacquainted with: resulting from want
of knowledge: (Shnk.) unconscious: (Shak.) undi.s-

covered.—«. Ig'norance, state of being ignorant :

want of knowledge—in R.C. theol. 7'incible or wilful
ignorance U such as one might be fairly expected to

overcome, hence it can never be an excuse for sin,

whether of omission or of commission ; while invin-
eiile ignorance, which a man could not help or abate.
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altogether excuses from guilt : (//.) in Litany, sins

committed through ignorance.

—

adv. Ig'norantly.—n. Ignora'tion. [Fr.,—L. ignorans, -antis, pr.pt

of ignordre. See Ignore.]
Ignorantines, ig-nO-ran'tlnz, «.//. (y?.C)name of a

religious congregation of men devoted to the instruc-

tion of poor children — now better known as the
Brothers ofChristian Schools.

Ignore, ig-nSr', v.t. wilfully to disregard : to set aside.

[Fr.,—L. ignordre, not to know

—

in, not, and gno-,
root of (g)noscere, to know.]

Iguana, i-gwa'na, «. a genus of thick-tongued arboreal
lizards in tropical America. [Sp., prob. Haytian.]

Iguanodon, i-gwa'no-don, n. a large extinct herbi-

vorous reptile, with teeth like those of the iguana.
[lgua?ia, and Gr. odous, odontos, a tooth.]

neac, il'e-ak, adj.. Ileum, il'e-um, «. See Iliac.

nex, I'leks, n. the scientific name for Holly (which
see) : tlie evergreen or holm oak. [L.]

Iliac, il'i-ak, adj. pertaining to the lower intestines.

—

ns. n'eum, the lower part of the smaller intestine in

man ; Il'ium, the upper part of the hip-bone : —j>l.

n'ia.—Ileus, Ileac, or Iliac passion, a severe colic

with vomiting, &c. [Fr., through a Low L. iliacus
— ilia, the flanks, the groin.]

niad, il'i-ad, «. an epic poem by Homer, giving an
account of the destruction of Ilium or ancient '1 roy.

[L. Ilias, Iliadis—Gr. Ilins, lliados, a poem relating

to Iliutn, the city of Ilos, its founder.]
Ilk, ilk, adj. the same.—Of that ilk, of that same,

used in connection with a man whose name is the
same as that of his ancestral estate— often used
erroneously for 'of that kind.' [A.S. ilc, ylc, from
y- or i- (base of he), and Ifc = like.]

nka, il'ka, adj. (Scot.) each. [A.S. die, each.]
ni, il, adj. (comp. worse ; superl. worst) evil, bad :

contrary to good : wicked : producing evil : unfor-
tunate : unfavourable : sick : di.seased : improper :

incorrect: cross, as temper.

—

adv. not well: not
rightly: with difficulty — (r(T>-<-) lU'y. — «. evil:

wickedness : misfortune. — 111, when compounded
with other words, expresses badness of quality
or condition, as 'ill-advised,' 'ill-affected,' 'ill-dis-

posed,' &c.

—

adj. Ill'-be8eem'ing(.S"/»a/fr.). unbecom-
ing. — «. ni'-blood, ill-feeling: resentment.

—

adjs.
ni'-bod'lng, inauspicious ; Ill'-bred, badly bred or
educated: uncivil. — «. Ill'-breed'lng.

—

adjs. Hl'-
COndit'ioned, in bad condition : churlish ; Ill'-fat'ed,

bringing ill-fortune ; VIX-ta.VlA.(Scot.), IH'-fa'VOUred,
ill-looking: deformed: ugly.— >/. IH'-fa'VOuredness,
state of being ill-favoured : deformity.

—

adjs. 111'-

got, -ten, procured by bad means ;
111'-haired

(Scot.), cross-grained; 111'-judged, not well judged;
ni'-lOOk'lng, having a b.id look; ni'-manned, in-

sufficiently provided with men ; Ill'-na'tured, of an
ill nature or temper: cross: peevish.

—

ati7>. 111'-

na'turedly.—>«. H 'na'turedness, the quality of
being ill-natured ; IH'ness, sickness : disease.

—

adjs.
Ill'-OfiT, in bad circumstances ; Ill'-O'mened, having
bad omens : unfortunate ; Ill'-starred, born under
the influence of an unlucky star : unlucky ;

111'-

tem'pered, having a bad temper : morose : fretful

:

(Shall.) disordered ; Ill'-tlmea, said or done at an
unsuitable time. -;'./. Ill'-treat, to treat ill: to
abuse.

—

n. lU'-tum, an act of iinkindness or enmity.—adj. ni'-USed, badly used or treated.

—

ns. 111'-

Wlll, unkind feeling : enmity ; lU'-wIsh'er, one who
wishes harm to another.

—

adj. IH'-vrrest'ing, misin-
terpreting to disadvantage.—Go ill With, to result
in danger or misfortune ; Take it ill, to be offended.
[From Ice. illr, a contraction of the word which
appears in A.S. y/el, evil.]

niapse, il-laps', «. a sliding in : the entrance of one
thing into another.

—

v.i. to glide. [L. illapsus—
illabi—in, into, labi, to slip, to slide.]

niaqueate, i-lak'«e-at, v.t. to ensnare.

—

adj. Illaq'ue-
able.—«. niaquea'tlon.

Illation, il-la'shun, «. act of inferring from premises or



^laudable m6te ; mute ; mOon ; //ten. Imbrute

reasons : inference : conclusion.

—

adj. Il'lative, de-

noting an inference : that may be inferred.

—

adv.
n'latively. [Fr.,—L. illation-em—in/erre, illdtum
—in, in, into, y^rr^, to bear.]

niaudable, il-lav/da-bl. adj. not laudable or praise-

worthy.—ai/z'. niau'dably.
Illegal, il-Ie'gal, adj. contrary to law.—t/./. Ille'galise,

to render unlawful.—«. Illegarity', the quality or

condition of being illegal.

—

adv. Ille'gally.

nieglble, il-lej'i-bl, adj. that cannot be read : in-

distinct. — ns. nieg'lDleness, Illeglbil'ity. — adv.
lUeg-ibly.

niegitlmate, il-le-jit'i-mat, adj. not according to law :

not born in wedlock : not properly inferred or

reasoned: not genuine. —«. Illeglt'imacy.— adv.
Illegitimately. — «. megitima'tion, the act of
remlering, or state of being, illegitimate.

Illiberal, il-lib'er-al, adj. niggardly : mean, narrow
in opinion.— 7/./. Illib'erallse.—«. niiberal'ity.-
adv. Ulib'erally.

Illicit, il-lis'it, adj. not allowable : unlawful : un-
licensed. — adv. niic'itly. — «. Illlc'itness. [L.
illicitus — in, not, licitus, pa. p. of licere, to be
allowable.]

Illimitable, il-lim'lt-a-bl, adj. that cannot be bounded :

infinite.—//. Illim'itableness.—«</w. Illim'itably.
—n. niimita'tlon.—rt^'. lUim'ited.

niiquation, il-li-kwa'shun, «. the melting of one thing
into another. [L. in, into, ligiidre, -atum, to melt.J

nilsion, il-lizh'un, n. the act of striking against. [L.

illision-em—illidere—in, in, Icedere, to strike.]

miteral, il-lit'er-al, adj. not literal.

Illiterate, il-lit'er-at, adj. not learned : uninstructed :

ignorant. — n.pl. a term used to designate those
persons who are unable to read or write or both.—

•

adv. niit'erately.—«j. niit'erateness, Dlit'eracy,
state of being illiterate : want of learning.

Illogical, il-loj'i-kal, adj. contrary to the rules of logic.

—adv. niog'ically.—«. niog'icalness.
nitlde. il-lud', v.t. to play upon by artifice : to deceive.

[O. Fr.,—L. illudere—in, upon, ludere, to play.]
Illume. .See niumlne.
Illuminate, il-lu'min-at, v.t. to light up : to enlighten :

to illustrate : to adorn with ornamental lettering or
illustrations.

—

adj. enlightened.

—

adj. Illii'mlnable,
that may be illuminated.

—

adj. and «. niu'minant.—n.pl. niumina'tl, the enlightened, a name given
to various sects, and especially to a society of
German Freethinkers at the end of the i8th century.
—«. Dlumina'tion, act of giving light : that which
gives light : splendour : brightness : a display of
ughts : adorning of books with colmired lettering or
illustrations : (5.) enlightening influence, inspiration.—adj. niu'iuinativs, tending to give light : illus-

trative or explanatory.—«. Illii'mlnator, one who
illuminates, esp. one who is employed in adorning
books with coloured letters and illustrations.

—

vs.t,

niU'mine, niu'me, to make luminous or bright : to

enlighten : to adorn.

—

iis. Illa'milier, an illuminator ;

niii'miiiism.— a(^'. nium'inous, bright. [L. illu-

mindre, -dtutn—in, in, upon, lumindre, to cast
light

—

lumen (= lucimeti)—lucere, to shine, light.]

Illusion, il-lu'zhun, «. a playing upon : a mocking

:

deceptive appearance: false show: error.

—

n. IllU'-

SioniSt, one who is subject to illusions : one who
produces illusions, as sleight-of-hand tricks, for

entertainment.

—

adjs. IllU'slve, Illli'SOry, deceiving
by false appearances : false.

—

adv. IllU'Sively.—«.
niu'siveness. [Seelllude.]

Illustrate, il-lus'trat, or il'us-trat, v.t. to make dis-

tinguished : to make clear to the mind : to explain :

to explain and adorn by pictures.— adj. {Shak.)
renowned.—«. niUStra'tiOU, act of making lustrous

or clear : act of explaining : that which illustrates :

a picture or diagram.—«</;>. IllUS'trative, lUus'tra-
tory, having the quality of making clear or explain-
ing.—rtrt'r'. nius'tratively.—«. fllus'trator.-,7(//.

DlUS'triOUS, morajly bright, distinguished : noble :

conspicuous : conferring honour. — adv. lUus'trl-
OUSly.—«. niUS'triOUSnesS. [L. illnstrare, -dtunt,

to light up

—

illustris, prob. in, in, lux, lucis, light.]

I 'm, Im, a contraction of / ant.

Image, im'aj, n. likeness : a statue : an idol : a repre-
sentation in the mind, an idea : a picture in the
imagination : (optics) the figure of any object formed
by rays of light.

—

v.t. to form an image of: to form
a likeness of in the mind.

—

adj. Im'ageless, having
no image.

—

ns. Imagery (im'aj-ri, or im'aj-er-i), the

work of the imagination : mental pictures : figures

of speech : {orig.) images in general ; Im'age-wor'-
Sllip, honour paid in worship to graven or painted
representations of sacred persons or things. [O. Fr.,

^L. imago, image: cf. imitari, to imitate.]

Imagine, im-aj'in, v.t. to form an image of in the
mind: to conceive: to think: {B.) to contrive or
devise.

—

v.i. to form mental images: to conceive.
— adj. Imag'inable, that may be imagined.— «.

Imag'inableness.— rtrt'i'. Imaginably.—««>. Imag"-
inary, existing only in the imagination : not real

:

(alg?) impo.ssible.— «. Imagina'tion, act of im.igin-

ing : the faculty of forming images in the mind

:

that which is imagined : contrivance.

—

adj. Imag"-
inative, full of imagination : proceeding from the
imagination.— «j. Imag'inativeness ; Imag'iner;
Imag'ining, that which is imagined. fO. Fr. ivi-

agitier—L. imagindri—imago, an image.]
Imago, i-ma'go, n. the last or perfect state of insect

life: an image or optical counterpart of a thing. [L.]

Im&m, i-mam', Imaum, i-mawm', «. the officer who
in Mohammedan mosques recites the prayers and
leads the devotions of the faithful—in Turkey also
superintending circumcisions, marriages, and fune-
rals. [Ar. imam, chief.]

Imbank, im-bangk'. Same as Embank.
Imbar, im-bar', v.t. to exclude.
Imbark, im-bark', v.i. Same as Embark.
Imbathe, im-ba/A', v.t. {Milt.) to bathe.
Imbecile, im'be-sel, adj. without strength either of
body or mind : feeble : fatuous.

—

n. one destitute of
strength, either of mind or body.—«. ImbOCll'lty,
state of being imbecile : weakness of body or mind.
[O. Fr. imbecile—L. imbecillis ; origin unknown.]

Imbed, im-bed', v.t. See Embed.
Imbellishing, n. {Milt.). Same as Embellishment.
Imbibe, im-btb', v.t. to drink in : to absorb : to receive

into the mind.^

—

v.i. to drink, absorb.

—

ns. Imbib'er ;

Imblbi'tion. [L. imbibere—in, in, into, bibere, to

drink.]

Imbitter, im-bit'6r, v.t. See Embitter.
Imblaze, im-blaz', v.t. obsolete form of emblaze.
Imbody, im-bod'i. See Embody.
Imboil, im-boir, v.i. Same as Emboli.
Imborder, im-bor'der, v.t. Same as Emborder.
Imbosom, im-bsoz'um. See Embosom.
Imbound, im-bownd', v.t. Same as Embound.
Imbow, im-b6', v.t. Same as EmbOW.
Imbrangle. See Embrangle.
Imbricate, im'bri-kat, v.t. to lay one over another, as

tiles on a roof.—adj. bent like a gutter-tile : {hot.)

overlapping each other.— n. Imbrica'tion, a con-
cave indenture, as of a tile : an overlapping of the
edges : ornamental masonry. [L. imbricdre, -dtunt—imbrex, a gutter-tile

—

imber, a shower.]
Imbrocata, im-bro-ka'ta, n. in fencing, a thrust in

tierce. [It.]

Imbroglio, im-brOl'yO, «. an intricate plot in a
romance or drama : a perplexing state of matters

:

a complicated misunderstanding. [It., 'confusion'
—imhrogliare, to confuse, embroil.]

Imbrown. See Embrown.
Imbrue, im-brOcJ', -,'.t. to wet or moisten: to soak:

to drench.—«. Imbrue'ment. [O. Fr. embruer-~
be7'rf (Fr. boire)—L. bibere, to drink.]

Imbrute, im-brSCt', v.t. and v.i. to reduce, or sink,

to the state of a brute :

—

pr.p. imbrut'ing : p<i.p,

imbrut'ed.



Imbue fate, far ; me, lier ; mine ; Imp

Imbue, im-bu', v.t. to moisten: to tinge deeply : to

cause to imbibe, as the mind. [O. Fr. imbucr—L.

inibitere— in, and root of iiiere, to drink.]

Imitate, im'i-tat, v.t. to copy, to strive to be the same
as : to produce a likeness of.— «. Imltabil'lty.

—

adj. Im'itable, that may be imitated or copied :

worthy of imitation.—«. Im'itancy, the tendency

to imitate.

—

(uij. Im'itant.—«. Imita'tion, act of

imitating : that which is produced as a copy, a like-

ness : (iHUS.) the repeating of the same passage, or

the following of a passage with a similar one in one
or more of the other parts or voices.

—

adj. Imita-
tive, inclined to imitate : forjned after a model.

—

aiiv. Im'itatively. - ns. Im'ltativeness, the quality

of being imitative ; Im'itator, one who imitates or

copies. [L. imitdri. imitdtus, ety. unknown.]
Immaculate, ini-mak'u-lat, adj'. spotless: unstained:
pure.—(ii/z/. Immao'ulately.—«. Immatfulateness.
—Immaculate Conception, the R.C. dogma that

the Virgin Mary was conceived without original sin

—first proclaimed in 1854. [L. unmaculdtus—»«,

not, ntaciildre, to stain

—

macula, a spot.]

Immalleable, im-mal'le-a-bl, adj. not malleable.

Immanacle, im-man'a-kl, v.t. {Milt.) to put in

manacles, to fetter or confine.

Immanation, im-a-na'shun, «. an easy flow.— v.t.

Imm'anate, to flow or issue in. [L. in, in, tnandre,
dtunt, to flow.]

Immane, i-man', adj. huge: cniel, savage.

—

adv.
Immane'ly.—H. Imman'ity {S}uik.\ inhumanity,
cnielty. [L. imtuanis, huge.]

Immanent, im'a-nent, adj. remaining within : in-

herent.— wj-. Imm'anence, Imm'anency, the notion
that the intelligent and creative principle of the
universe pervades the universe itself, a fundamental
conception of Pantheism. [L. immanens, -entis,

pr.p. oi immauere—in, in, ntanere, to remain.]
Immantle, im-man'tl, v.t. to envelop in a mantle.
Immanuel, Emmanuel, i-man'u-el, e-, ». a name

given to Jesus (Matt. i. 23) as the son of a virgin
(I'i. vii. 14). [Heb., lit. ' God-with-us.']

Immarg^nate, im-ar-jin'at, adj, having no margin.
Immask, im-mask', v.t. {Shak.) to mask, disguise.

Immaterial, im-a-te'ri-al, adj. not consisting of
matter: incorporeal: unimportant.

—

v.t. Immate'-
rialise, to separate from matter.

—

ns. Immate'rial-
ism, the doctrine that there is no m.iterial sub-
stance ; Immate'rialist, one who believes in this ;

Immaterial'Ity, the quality of being immaterial or
of not consisting of matter.

—

adv. Immate'rially.
Immature, im-a-tur', Immatured, im-a-turd', adj.

not ripe : not perfect : come before the natural
time. — rtrt'r'. Immaturely. — ?«. Immature'ness,
Immatur'ity.

Immeasurable, im-mezh'ur-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
measured : very great.

—

n. Immeas'urableness.

—

adv. Immeas'UTjibly.—a<^'. Immeas'ured (i'/^w.),
beyond the common measure, immeasurable.

Immediate, im-me'di-at, adj. with nothing between
two objects : not acting by second causes : direct

:

present : without delay. — n. Imme'diacy {.Shak.),

immediate or independent power.— adv. Imme'-
diately.—nj. Imme'diateness ; Imme'diatism.

Immedicable, im-med'i-ka-bl, adj. incurable.

Immemorial, im me-mor'i-al, adj. beyond the reach
of memory.

—

adj. Immem'orable.

—

adv. Inmiemo'-
rlally.

Immense, im-mens', adj. that cannot be measured :

vast in extent : very large.

—

adzi. Immenso'ly.

—

«.!. Immense'ness ; Immens'ity, an extent not to be
measured: infinity: greatness. [Fr.,—L. immensus—in, not, tnensHs, pa. p. of metiri, to measure.]

Immensurable, im-mens'ur-a-bl, atfj. that cannot be
measured. — «. Immensurabil'lty.

Immerge im-m6rj', v.t. to plunge into. [L. in, into,
nier^ere, ntersum, to plunge.]

ImmerltOUS. im-mer'it-us, adj. {Milt.) undeserving.
[L. immtritui—in, not, intritus, deserving.]

Immerse, im-mers', z'.t. to plunge into : to dip : to

baptise by dipping the whole body : to engage
deeply : to overwhelm. — adjs. Immers'able, Im-
mers'ible. — ns. Immer'Sion, act of immersing or

plunging into : state of being dipped into : state

of being deeply engaged ; Immer'sionlst. [See
Immerge.]

Immesh. See Enmesh.
Immethodical , im-me-thod'ik-al, adj. without method

or order : irregular.

—

adv. Immetbod'ioally.
Immigrate, im'i-grat, v.i. to migrate or remove into a

country. — ns. Immigrant, one who immigrates ;

Immlgra'tlon, act of immigrating. [L. immigrdre
— in, into, migrare, -dtmn, to remove.]

Imminent, im'i-nent, adj. near at hand : threatening :

impending.— «. Imminence.

—

adx). Imminently.
[L. itnminens, -entis—in, upon, minere, to project.]

Immingle, im-ming'gl, v.t. to mingle together, to
mix.

Inuniscible, im-is'i-bl, adj. not capable of being
mixed.

Immit, im-mit*, v.t. to send into: to inject:

—

pr.p.
immit'ting ; pa.p. immit'ted.

—

n. Immisslon, act
of immitting : injection. [L. immitere—in, into,

mitiere, viissunt, to send.]
Immitigable, im-it'i-ga-bl, adj. incapable of being

mitigated.—rtf/z/. Immltlgably.
ImmiX, im-miks', v.t. {.Milt.) to mix.—adj. ImmlZ'-

able, incapable of being mixed.
Immobility, im-mo-biri-ti, «. the character of being
immovable.

—

adj. Immobile.
Immoderate, im-mod'er-at, adj. exceeding proper

lx)unds : extravagant.

—

ns. Immod'eracy, Immod'er-
ateness, the quality of being iminoderatt.- : extrava-
gance.—rtd'z/. Immoderately.—«. Immodera'tion,
want of moderation : excess.

Immodest, im-mod'est, adj. wanting restraint : im-
pudent : forward: wanting shame or delicacy. —rtrfz/.

Immodestly.—//. Immod'esty, want of modesty.
Immolate, im'O-lat, v.t. to offer in sacrifice.

—

ns.

Immola'tion, act of immolating : a sacrifice

;

Imm'olator, one who immolates or offers sacrifice.

[L. imiiioldre, -dtnin, to sprinkle meal on a vic-

tim, hence to .sacrifice

—

in, upon, mola, meal.]
Immoment, im-mS'ment, adj. {Sliak.) of no value.

Immoral, im-mor'al, adj. inconsistent with what is

right : wicked : licentious.— «. Immorality, quality

of being immoral : an immoral act or practice.

—

adv. Immor'ally.
Immortal, im-mor'tal, adj. exempt from death : im-

perishable : never to be forgotten (as a name, poem,
&c.).—«. one who will never cease to exist : one
of the forty members of the French Academy. —
«. Immortalisation.- 7'.^. Immor^talise, to make
immortal.—«. Immortality, condition or quality of
being immortal : exemption from death or oblivion.

—adv. Immor'tally.
Immortelle, im-mor-tel', «. any one of the flowers

commonly called everlasting. [Fr. (Jletir) imtnor-
telle, immortal (flower).]

Immovable, im-mCov'a-bl, adj. steadfast: unalterable:
that cannot be impressed or made to fall : (//.)
fixtures, &c., not movable by a tenant.

—

ns. ImmOV*-
ableness, Immovability.—oafz/. Immovably.

Immune, im-mun', aiij. free from obligation : not
liable to infection.— k. Immunity, state of being
immune : exemption : privilege. [Fr.,—L. in, not,
munis, serving, obliging.]

Immure, im-mur', v.t. to wall in; to shut up: to
imprison. -«. {Shak.) a wall.—«. Immure'ment,
imprisonment. [Fr.,—L. in, in, murus, a wall.]

Immutable, im-mut'a-bl, ndj. unchangeable.— ns.

Immutability, Immut'ableness, unchangeable-
ness.—rtrt'r. Immut'ably.

Imp, imp, «. a little devil or wicked spirit : a son,
oflTspring, a pert child.

—

v.t. {falconry) to mend a
broken or defective wing by inserting a feather

:

to qualify for flight.

—

adj. imp'ish, hke an imp:



Impeicable mfile : mute ; mo&n : then. Imperfect

fiendish. [A.S. im/e—Low L. impotus, a graft

—

Gr. einphytos, engrafted.)

Impacable, im-pak'a-bl, adj. {Spem.) not to be quieted

or appeased. [L. in, noi, pacdre, to quiet.]

Impact, im-pakt', f./. to press firmly together : to

drive close.—«. Im'pact, a striking against : collision :

the blow of a body in motion impinging on another

body : the impulse resulting from collision.—Im-
pacted fracture (surg.), when one part of the

bone is forcibly driven into the other. [O. Fr.

impacter—L. impactus, pa. p. of impingere. See

Impinge.]
Impact, im-f)ant', v.t. (Shak.) to paint.

Impair, im-par', v.t. to diminish in quantity, value,

or strength: to injure: to weaken.

—

v.i. (fiis.) to

become worse.—». Impair'ment. [O. Fr. cmpeirer
(Fr. etnpirer\ from L. im{= in), inten., and L. pejor-

d>e, to make worse— L. pejor, worse.]

Impair, im-par*, adj. (Shak.) unsuitable. [Fr.,—L.

impar—in, not, par, equal.]

Impale, im-pal', v.t. to fence in with stakes : to shut

in: to put to death by spitting on a stake. —«.
Impalement, an enclosed space : (her.) the marshal-

ling side by side of two escutcheons combined in one.

[Fr. einpaUr—L. in, in, paius, a stake.]

Impalpable, im-pal'pa-bl, adj. not perceivable by
touch : not coarse : not easily understood. — «.

Impalpability.—(mV. Impal'pably.
Impanation, im-pa-na'shun, «. a term used to express

the local union of the body of Christ with the con-

secrated bread in the Eucharist ; but later specially

used of Luther's doctrine of Consubstantiation (q.v.).—adj. Impa'nate, embodied in bread. [From Low
L. impaiidre, -dtum—in, in, panis, bread. ]

Impanel. See EmpaneL
Imparadise, im-para-dls, v.t. (Milt.) to put in a

p.iradise or state of extreme felicity, to make perfectly

happy :—^r./. impar'adlsing ; pa.p. impar'adTsed.

Imparity, im-par'i-ti, «. want of parity or equality

:

indivisibility into equal parts.

—

adjs. Imparidig'i-

tate, having an uneven number of digits ; Imparl-
pin'nate, unequally pinnate : Imparisyllab'ic, not
consisting of an equal number of syllables. [L.

impar—in, not, par, equal.]

Impark, im-park', v.t. to enclose in a park.

Imparlance, im-parl'ans, «. (Spens.) parley. — v.i.

Imparl', to hold a consultation. [O. Fr. emparl-
ance—emparltr, to talk.]

Impart, im-part', v.t. to bestow a p-trt of: to give : to

communicate : to make known.

—

v.i. to give a part.

^m. Imparta'tion, the act of imp.irting ; Impart'-
ment (Ukak.'), the act of imparting : that which is

imparted, disclosure. [O. Fr. eitipartir—L. im-
Partirf^in, on, pars, partis, a part.]

Impartial, im-par'shal, adj. not favouring one more
than another: just: (.'uiak.) partial.

—

ns. Impar-
tiality, Impar'tialness, quality of b^ing impartial

:

freedom from bias.— adv. bnpar'tially.
Impartible, im-part'i-bl. adj. capable of being im-

parted. —«. Impartibll'ity.
Impartible, im-part'i-bl, adj. not partible : indivis-

ible.—«. Impartibil'lty.
Impassable, im-pas'.i-bl, adj. not capable of being

pas'ied. — ns. Impassabil'Ity, Impass'ableness.—
adv. Impass'ably.

Impassible, im-pas'i-bl, adj. incapible of passion
or feeling.— «j. Impassibll'ity, Impasslbleness,
quality of being impassible. [Fr.,—L. impassibilis,
—in, not, pati. passus, to suffer.]

Impassion, im-pash'un, v.t. to move with passion.
—adjs. Impass'ionable. Impass'ionate. Impass'-
ioned, moved by stront; passion or feeling : ani-

mated : excited: Impass'lve. not suscepiible of pain
or feeling.

—

adv. Impassively.— «j. Impassive-
ness. Impassivity. [Through Low L.—L. in, in,

pass: ^n-em, passion.]

Impaste, im-past', v.t. (.'^hak.) to knead into a paste :

to lay colours on thick.

—

ns. Impasta'tion, act of

impasting: that which is made into paste; Im-
paste, in painting, the thick laying on of pigments.
[Low L. impastdre—in, into, pasta, paste.]

Impatient, im-pa'shent, adj. not able to endure or to
wait : fretful : restless. — h. Impa'tlence, want of
patience. ^a<^f. Impa'tiently.

Impave, im-pav', v.t. (IVordstvorih) to pave.
Impavld, im-pav'id, adj. fearless.

—

adv. ImpaVldly,
fearlessly : dauntlessly. [L. impavidus—in, not,
pavidus, fearing.]

Impawn, im-pawn', v.t. to pawn or deposit as security.
Impeach, im-pech', 7i.t. to charge with a crime: to

cite before a court for official misconduct : to call in

question : (Spens.) to impede.

—

adj. Impeach'able,
liable to impeachment : chargeable with a crime.

—

ns. Impeacb'er, one who impeaches ; Impeacli'-
ment, an exceptional form of process whereby the
House of Commons may obtain redress for any high
crimes and misdemeanours committed by peers and
ministers of the Crown : (6"A<j^.)hinderance, obstruc-
tion. [O. Fr. tinpescher, to hinder (Fr. empScker,
It. impacciare) ; either from L. impingere, to strike

against, ox impedicdre, to fetter—thus cognate either
with impinge or impede.^

Impearl, im-perl', v.t. to adorn with or as with pearls

:

to make like pearls.

Impeccable, im-pek'a-bl, adj. not liable to error or to

sin.—«j. Impeccabil'ity, Impecc'ancy.—a^/;'. Im-
pecc'ant. doing no sin.

Impecunious, im-pe-kij'ni-us, aiij. having no money :

p or.—«. Impecunios'ity.
Impede, im-ped', v.t. to hinder or obstruct.

—

n. Im-
pe'dance, hinderance, esp. in electricity an apparent
increase of resistance due to induction in a circuit.

—

adj. Imped'ible, capable of being impeded.—«. Im-
ped'iment, that which impedes: hinderance: a de-

fect preventing fluent speech.

—

n.pl. Impediment'a,
military baegage, baggage generally. — adjs. Im-
pedimen'tal, Imped'it^e, causing hinderance. [L.

impedire—in, in, pes, pedis, a foot.]

Impel, im-pel', v.t. to urge forward : to excite to

action: to instigate:

—

pr.p. impening ; pa.p. im-
pelled'.

—

adj. Impellent, impelling or driving on.

—

n. a power that impels.—«. Impeller. [L. impel-
lere, impulsutn— in, on, pellere, to drive.]

Impend, im-pend', v.i. to threaten : to be about to

happen.—«j. Impend'ence, Impend'ency, the state

of impending : near approach. — adj. Impend'ent,
imminent: ready to act or happen. [L. impendere
—in, on, pendere, to hang.]

Impenetrable, im-pen'e-tra-bl, adj. incapable of lieing

pierced : preventing another body from occupying
the same space at the same time : not to be impressed
in mind or heart.—«. ImpenetrabU'lty, one of the

essential properties of matter, implying that no two
bodies can at the same time occupy the same space.

—adv. Impenetrably.
Impenitent, im-pen'i-tent, adj. not repenting of sin.

— «. one who does not repent : a hardened sinner.

—

«. Impenitence.— rt</i'. Impenltently.
Impennate, im-pen'at, Impennous, im-pen'us, adj.

wingless : having very short wings useless for flight.

[L. in, not, penna. a wing.]

Imperative, im-per'a-tiv, adj. expressive of command :

authoritative: peremptory: obligatory.

—

adv. Im-
peratively.—Imperative mood, the form of a verb

expressing command or advice ; Categorical im-

perative (see under Category). [L. imperativus—

imperdre, to command

—

in, in, pardre, to prepare.]

Imperator, im'pe-ra-tor, «. a commander : a ruler :
an

emperor. —<K^'. Imperato'rial. W^,—imperdre, to

command.]
Imperceptible, im-per-sep'ti-bl, adj. not discernible

:

insensible: minute. —«.f. Impercep'tlbleness, Im-
perceptlbirity.-rta'i'. Imperceptibly.— n</;>. Im-
percep'tlve, not perceiving ; Imperclp'ient. having
no power to perceive.

Imperfect, im-p^rTekt, adj. incomplete : defective

!



Imperforate fete, fSr ; mi, hir ; mine ; Impone

not fulfilling its design : liable to err.

—

a^v. Impor'-
fectly.

—

US. Imjwr'rectness, Imperfec'tion.
Imperforate, -d, im-per'fo-rat, -ed, lu/j. not pierced

through : having no opening.

—

tu^j. ImperTorable,
that cannot be perforated or bored through.—«. Iin-

perfora'tlon.
Imperial, im-pe'ri-al, adj. pertaining to an empire or

to an emperor : sovereign, supreme : commanding,
of superior size or excellence.—«. a tuft of hair on
the lower lip (from its use by Napoleon III.) : a kind

of dome, as in Moorish buildings : an outside seat on
a diligence : a size of writing-paper, 22 Xjoin. ; also

of prmting-paper, 22 X 32 \n.—v.t. Impe'riallse, to

make imperial. — >is. Impe'riallsm, the power or

authority of an emperor : the spirit of empire ; Im-
pe'rialist, one who belongs to an emperor : a

soldier or partisan of an emperor ; Imperlal'ity,

imperial power, right, or privilege.

—

a//v. Impe'-
rlally.— «. Impe'lium, a military chief command :

empire.^Imperial city, Rome : one of those cities

in the German Empire which owed allegiance
' to none but the emperor, which exercised suzerain

•rights within their own territories, and had the
right of sitting and voting in the imperial diet;

Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom, the
Colonies, and India, an institution designed to com-
memorate the Jubilee of Queen VictoriaCiSSy). [Fr.,
— L. imperialis—imperium, sovereignty.]

Imperil, im-per'il, v.t. to put in peril : to endanger.

—

». Imperilment.
Imperious, im-pe'ri-us, adj. assuming command

:

haughty : tyrannical : authoritative : (pis.) imperial.
— adv. Impe'rionsly. — «. Impe'riousness. [L.

itnf>eriosus\

Imperishable, im-per'ish-a-bl, adj. indestmctible

:

evcrl.isting. — tts. Imperishabloness, Imperisha-
birity. —adv. Imper'lshably.

Impermanence, im-per'man-ens, n. want of perman-
ence.—<z,i>. Imper'manent.

Impermeable, im-per'me-a-bl, adj. not permitting
p.TSsage : impenetrable.—«x. ImpermeabU'ity, Im-
per;^meableness.—aa'i'. Imper'meably.—«. Imper*-
meator, a device in a steam-engine for forcing
lubricating oil uniformly into the cylinder.

Imperseverant, im-per-sev'er-ant, adj'. {Shak.)
strongly persevering.

Impersonal, im-per'sun-al, adj'. not having person-
ality : (g^a/n.) not varied according to the persons.
— «. Impersonality.—(»^p. Imper'sonally.—r'./.

Impersonate, to invest with personality or the bodily
substance of a person: to ascribe the qualities of a
person to : to personify : to assume the person or

f character of, esp. on the stage.

—

ad/, personified.

—

MS. Impersona'tion ; Imper'sonator.
Impertinent, im-per'ti-nent, adj'. not pertaining to the

matter in hand : trifling : intrusive : saucy : impu-
dent.— «. Imper'tinenoe, that which is imperti-
nent : intrusion : impudence, over-forwardness : (/a7u)

matter introduced into an affidavit. &c., not perti-
nent to the matter.

—

adv. Imper'tlnently.
Imperturbable, im-p*r-tur'ba-bl, adj'. that cannot be

di*turl;ed or agitated : permanentiv quiet.—n. Im-
perturbability. — a^/f. Impertur'baDly. — «. Im-
perturba'tion. [L. itHpfrturbabUU— iV», not,
perturhare, to disturb.]

Impervlable, im-per'vi-a-b1, ImpervloTUr, im-pfr'vi-ns,
adj'. not to be penetrated.

—

ns. Imper'viableness,
Impervlabll'lty, Impefvlousness. — adv. Imper"-
viously.

ImpetioOB, im-pet'i-kos, (Shak.) a word coined by the
f>ol in rwel/ih Ni^hi, perhaps meaning imppcket.

Impetigo, im-jje-tfgo, «. a skin disease characterised
by thickly-set clusters of pustules.— a<^'. Impetig'-
InoUS. {\^.,—impftire, to rush upon, attack.]

Impetrate, im'pe-trat, v.t. to obtain by entreaty or
petition.

—

n. Impetra'tlon.

—

adjs. Im'petratlve,
Im'petr&tory.

Impetuous, im-pct'ii-us, adj, rushing upon with im-
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pctus or violence : vehement in feeling : passionate.
— adv. Impet'uously.— «j. Impet'uousness, Im-
petuosity.

Impetus, im'pe-tus, «. an attack : force or quantity of
motion : violent tendency to any point. [L.,

—

in,

'in, peUre, to fall upon.]

Impi, im'pi, K. a body of Kaffir warriors. [S. Afr.]

Impictured, im-pik'turd, adj. {Spens.) painted.
Impierceable, im-pers'a-bl, adj. (JSpens.) incapable of

being pierced.

Impignorate, im-pig'nO-rSt, v.t. to pledge or pawn.

—

». Impignora'tion.
Impinge, im-pinj', v.i. (with on, upon, against) to

strike or fall against : to touch upon.

—

n. Impinge'-
ment.

—

adj. Imping'ent, striking against. iL. im-
pingere—in, against, //^/f/r?, to strike.]

Impious, im'pi-us, adj. irreverent : wanting in venera-
tion for God : profane.

—

adv. Im'piOUSly.— nj. Im'-
piousness. Impiety.

Implacable, im-plak'a-bl, adj. not to be appeased

:

inexorable: irreconcilable. — ns. ImplaC'ablenOSS,
Implacability.—(Jd't-. Implac'ably.

Implacental, im-pla-sen'tal. adj. having no placenta,
as certain marsupial animals.

Implant, im-plant', v.t. to fix into : to insert : to infuse.
—«. Implanta'tion, the act of infi.\ing.

Implate, im-plat', v.t. to put a plate or covering upon :

to sheathe.
Implausible, im-plawz'i-bl, adj. not plausible, in-

credible.—n. Implausibil'lty.
Impleach, im-plech', v.t. (Sluik.) to intertwine.

Implead, im-pled', v.t. to prosecute a suit at law.

—

n.

Implead'er.
Impledge, im-plej', v.t. to pledge.

Implement, im'ple-ment, «. a tool or instrument of
labour.

—

v.t. to give effect to : to fulfil or perform.

—

adj. Implemen'tal, acting as an implement.

—

n.

Imple'tion, a filling : the state of being full. [Low
L. iinpleiue>ttu)7t—^L. im-ptere, to fill.]

Implex, ira'pleks, adj. not simple : complicated.

—

n.

Implex'ion.—rt^'. Implez'uous. [L. impUxtts—in,
'mlo, plfctere, to twine.]

Implicate, im'pli-kat, v.t. (with by, in, with) to en-
fold : to involve : to entangle. — ns. Im'plicate,
the thing implied ; Implica'tion, the act of impli-

cating : entanglement : that which is implied.

—

adj.

Im'plicative, tending to implicate.

—

adv. Im'pilioa-

tlvely.

—

adj. ImpliC'it, implied : relying entirely,

tmquestioning : (rare) entangled, involved.

—

adv.
Implicitly. — n. Implicitness. (L. implicdre,

-dtutn—in, in, plicdre, to fold.]

Implore, im-plOr", v.t. to ask earnestly: to beg.

—

tts. Implora'tion ; Implor'ator (.S"*^*.), one who
implores or entreats. — adj. Implor'atory. ^ «.

Implor'er (Spens.), one who implores.

—

adv. fiU-

plor'ingly, in an imploring manner. [Fr.,—L.
implordre—in, in, plorare, to weep aloud.]

ImplUVium, im-ploS'vi-um, n. in ancient Roman
houses, the square basin in the atrium or hall into

which the rain-water was received. [L.,

—

impluire
—in, in, pluere, to rain.)

Imply, im-plf, rr.t. (.^pens.) to enfold: to include in

reality, to express indirectly : to mean : to signify :

—/r./. implying : fia.p. implied'.—a^i'. ImplTedly.
[O. Fr. empuirr—L. implicdre.'\

Impocket, im-pok'et, v.t. to put in the pocket.
Impolite, im-po-iTt', adj. of unpolished manners '.

\mc\\'\\.—adv. Impobte'ly.—«. Impolite'ness.
Impolitic, im-pori-tik, ndj. imprudent t unwise : in-

e.vpedient.-«. Impol'lcy.—(T^r/. Impol'ltlCly.
Imponderable, im-pon'd6r-a-bl, adj. not able to be
weiphed : without sensible weight.

—

ns. Impon'der-
ableness, Imponderabll'ity. — «.//. Impon'der-
ables, fluids without sensible weight, as heat, light,

electricity, and magnetism, considered as material
—still used of ether.

Impone, im-pOn', v.t. (Shak.) to place or put on, to
stake, as a wager.

—

adj. Impon'ent, competent to



Import mOte ; mute ; mODn ; Men. Impropriate

[L.impose an obligation.

—

n. one who imposes.
iviponfre—in, on, fvnere, to place.]

Import, im-pOiV, V. t. to carry into : to bring from
abroad : to convey, as a word : to signify : to be of

consequence to : to interest.— «. Im'port, that which
is brought from abroad : meaning : importance :

tendency.

—

adj. Import'able, that may be imported
or brought into a country.

—

ns. Import'ance ; Im-
port'ancy (Shak.).—adj. Import'ant, of great im-

port or consequence : momentous : pompous.

—

adzi.

Import'antly.

—

ns. Importation, the act of import-

ing : the commodities imported ; Import'er, one
who brings in goods from abroad.

—

adj. Importless
(JSIiak.), without consequence. [Fr.,—L. importare,
-dtuirt—ill, in, fortdre, to carry.]

ImportUIie, im-pCr-tun', v.t. to urge with troublesome
application: to press urgently: {Spens.) to import,

signify (a false use) : to molest, as a beggar, pros-

titute, h.c.—ns. Importunacy, Import'unatenesa.—adj. Importunate, troublesomely urgent.

—

adv.
Import'unately.

—

adj. Importune, untimely : im-
portunate.—ri(/?7. Importune'ly.

—

ns. Importun'er;
Importunity. [Fr., — L. importunus— in, not,

partus, a harbour.]

Impose, im-pOz', v.t. to place upon : to lay on : to

enjoin or command : to put over by authority or
force: to obtrude unfairly: to pass oflT: {print.) to

arrange or place in a chase, as pages of type.

—

I'.i.

(with upon) to mislead or deceive : act with con-
straining effect.

—

n. (Shav.) commanj, injunction.

—

adjs. ImpoS'ablS, capable of being imposed or laid

on ; Imposing, commanding : adapted to impress
forcibly.— <i(/r'. Imposingly.—«i. Impos'ingness

;

Imposi'tion, a laying on : laying on of hands in

ordination : a tax, a burden : a deception. [Fr.

iniposer—L. in, on, ponire, to place.]

Impossible, im-pos'i-bl, rt<//. that which cannot be
done : that cannot e.\ist : absurd, or excessively odd.
—«. Impossibility.

Impost, im'post, «. a tax, esp. on imports : {arckit.)

that part of a pillar in vaults and arches on which
the weight of the building is laid.

[O. Fr. impost (Fr. itup6t)—\j.

impollere, to lay on.]

Imposthume, impos'tum, n. an
abscess. — t'.z. Impos'thumate,
to form an imposthume or ab-
scess. — 7'.t. to affect with an
imposthume.

—

adj. affected with
such.^«. one swelled or bloated.
—». Imposthuma'tion, the act
of forming an abscess : an ab-
scess. [A corr. of appstume,
itself a corr. of aposteme—Gr.
aposienia, a separation of cor-

rupt matter

—

afo, away, and the root of histemi, I

set up.]

Impostor, im-pos'tur, «. one who practises imposition
or fraud.—«. Impos'ture.

—

adj. Impos'tiirous.
Impotent, im'po-tent, adj. powerless : without se.xual

power : wanting the power of self-restraint.

—

ns. Im'-
potence, Im'potency.—<!</?'. Im'potently.

Impound, im-pownd', 7'.t. to confine, as in a pound :

to restr.iin within limits: to take possession of.

—

«. Impound'age, the act of impounding cattle.

Impoverish, im-pov'er-ish, v.t. to make poor: to
exhaust the resources (as of a nation), or fertility (as
of the soil).—«. Impoverishment. [From O. Fr.
e>npo7'rir (Yr. appauvrir)—L. in, m, pauper, poor.]

Impracticable, im-prak'tik-a-bl, adj. not able to be
done : iinmanaseable : stubborn.

—

ns. Imprac'tica-
bility, Imprac'ticableness.—rtyw. Impracticably.

Imprecate, im'pre-kat, 7'./". to pray for good or evil

upon : to curse.— «. Impreca'tion, the act of impre-
cating : a curse.

—

adj. Im'precatory. [L. impreedri—in, upon, precdri, -dfus, to pray.]

Impregn, im-pren', v.t. (Milt.) to impregnate.
Impregnable, im-preg'na-bl, adj. that cannot be

Impost.

seized : that cannot be moved.

—

n. Impregnabll'lty.—adv. Impreg'nably. [Fr. impmiable—L. in, not,
prendere. jrrehendere, to take.]

Impregnate, im-preg^nat, v.t. to make pregnant: to
impart the particles or qualities of one thing to

another: saturate. — «. Impregna'tion, the act of
impregnating : that with which anything is impreg-
nated. [Low L. imprceg7idre, -dtutn — z», in,

pmgttans, pregnant.]
Impresario, im-pre-sa'ri-O, n. a manager or conductor

of a troupe of concert or operatic singers. [It.,

—

intpresa, enterprise.]

Imprescriptible, im-pre-skrip'ti-bl, adj. not founded
on external authority.

—

n. finprescriptibil'ity.
Imprese, im-pres', Impress, im-pres', «. (Milt.) a

device worn by a noble or his retainers. [O. Fr.]
Impress, im-pres', v.t. to press upon: to mark by

pressure : to produce by pressure : to stamp

:

to fix deeply m the mind. — ns. Im'preSS, that
which is made by pressure: stamp: likeness; Im-
pressibil'ity. —«</;. Impress'ible, susceptible.—
«. Impress'ibleness. — adv. Impress'ibly. — ns.

Impression, the act or result ol impressing : a
single edition of a book : the effect of any object
on the mind : idea : slight remembrance ; Im-
presslonabll'ity. — a<ij. Impress'ionable. able to

receive an impression. — ns. Impressionism, a
modern movement in art and literature, originating
in France, its aim being to cast off the trammels of
artistic tradition, and to look at nattire in a fresh and
original manner—it employs general effects, vigorous
touches, and deals in masses of form and colour

;

Impressionist.—«(/?'. Impresslonis'tlc—^j^'. Im-
pressive, capable of making an impression on the
mind : solemn.—««'?'. Impress lvely—«j. Impress'-
iveness ; Impress'ure {shak.), impression.

Impress, im-pres', 7'.t. to force into service, esp. the
public service.—«. Im'presS. (An altered spelling

of imprest. ]

Impressment, im-pres'ment, «. the act of impressing
or seizing for service, esp. in the navy. [A word
coined irom p>ress, in pressg-ang'.]

Imprest, im'prest, «. earnest-money: money advanced.—7'.t. Imprest', to advance on loan.

Imprimatur, im-pri-ma'tur, n. a license to print a book,
&.C. [Lit. 'let it be printed;' from L. imprimere—
in, on, prremere, to press.]

Imprimis, imprl'mis, adv. in the first place. [L., in,

in, pritnus, first.]

Imprint, im-print', v.t. to print : to stamp : to impress

:

to fix in the mind.

—

n. im'print, that which is im-

printed : the name of the publisher, time and place

of publication of a book, etc., printed on the title-

page : also the printer's name on the back of the

title-page and at the end of the book.
Imprison, im-priz'n, v.t. to put in prison : to shut up '.

to confine or restrain.

—

n. ImprlS'onment, the act of

imprisoning or state of being imprisoned ; confine-

ment or restraint.

Improbable, im-prob'a-bl, adj. unlikely.

—

n. Improba-
bil'ity.—rtr/?'. Improb'ably.

Improbation, im-pro-ba'shun, n. in Scots law, an
action for the purpose of declaring some instrument

false or forged.

—

adj. ImprOb'atlve, disapproving

—

also Improb'atory.
Improbity, im-prob'i-ti, n. want of probity.

Impromptu, im-promp'tfl, adj. prompt, ready : off-

hand. — adv. readily. — «. a short witty saying
expressed at the moment : any composition pro-

duced at the moment. [L., 'in readiness'

—

in, in,

promptus, readiness.]

Improper, im-prop'er, adj. not suitable : unfit : unbe-
coming : incorrect : wrong.

—

adv. Improp'erly.

—

n. Impropri'ety.
Impropriate, im-prO'pri-at, v.t. to appropriate to

private use : to place ecclesiastical property in the
hands of a layman.

—

adj. Impro'pnate, devolved
into the hands of a layman.

—

ns. Impropria'tlon,
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Improve f^te, f^ : mi, hit ; mine

;

Inarchlnff

act of appropriaring : property impropriated ; Inxpro'-

priator, a layman who holds possession of the lands
of the Church or an ecclesiastical living. [Low L.
itnpropridtui—L. in, in, proprius, one's own.]

Improve, im-prSSv', v.t. to make better : to advance
in value or excellence : to correct : to employ to

good purpose.

—

v.i. to grow better: to make pro-

gress : to increase : to rise (as prices). — ns. Im-
provabU'lty, ImproVableness.—<j<^. Improvable,
able to be improved.

—

adv. ImproVably.

—

ns. Im-
prove'ment, the act of improving : advancement or

progress : increase, addition ; Improv'er, one who
improves : a pad worn by women to make the dress

hang properly. —;;>>-./. and cuij. Improving, tend-

ing to cause improvement.

—

txd-j. ImprOV" ingly.

—

Improve on, or upon, to bring to a better state by
addition or amendment ; Improve the occasion, to

point out a moral from some event that has just

occurred. [A variant oi apprtn'e.]

Improvident, im-prov'i-dent, cuij. not provident or

prudent : wanting foresight : thoughtless.

—

adj. Im-
provide' (Sptns.), not provided against.— «. Im-
providence. —rt,ff. ImproVidently.

Improvisate, im-prov'i-sat. Improvise, im-pro-viz',

v.t. to compose and recite, esp. in verse, without
preparation : to bring about on a sudden : to do any-
thing off-hand.

—

ns. Improvisa'tlon, act of impro-
vising : that which is improvised ; ImproVisa'tor,
Improvisato're (-ra), sometimes Jem. Improvlsa'-
triz, Improvisatrl'ce, one who improvises : one who
composes and recites verses without preparation :

—

//. tmprovisatori {-ri).—a<ijs. Improvisato'rial,
Improvisatory. — «. Improm'er. — adj. Impro-
•vi'SO, not studied beforehand. [Fr. tmproviser—L.
in, not, provisus, foreseen.]

Imprudent, im-pr(53'dent, adj. wanting foresight or
discretion : incautious : inconsiderate. — «. Impru'-
dence.—(i^z/. Impru'dently.

Impudent, im'pu-dent, adj. wanting shame or modesty

:

brazen-faced : bold : rude : insolent.—«. Im'pudence.
—adv. Impudently.—«. Impudio'ity. [L. in, not,

pudens, -enlis—pudere, to be ashamed.]
Iinpugn, im-pun', v.i. to oppose : to attack by words

or arguments : to call in question.

—

adj. ImpugU'-
able.— nj. Impugn'er; impugnment. [L. im-
Pnigndre —in, a.ga.ins,t, pu^idre, to fight.]

Impulssant, im-pu'i-sant, adj. powerless.—«. Impu'-
issance.

Impulse, im'puls, n. the act of impelling : effect of an
. impelling force : force suddenly communicated : in-

fluence on the mind. — n. Impul'sion, impelling
force: instigation.

—

adj. Impulsive, having the
power of impelling : actuated by mental impulse :

hnech.) acting by impulse: not continuous.— adv.
impulsively.—«. Impuls'iveness. [L. impuisus,
pressure

—

impellere. ]

Impunity, im-pun'i-ti, H. freedom or safety from pun-
ishment ; exemption from injury or loss. [Fr.,— L.
itnpuniiat-em—in, not, ptma, punishment.]

Impure, im-pQr', adj. mixed with other substances :

defiled by sin: unholy: unchaste: unclean.— (K/r'.

Impurely.—«j. Impur'ity, Impure'ness, quality
of being impure.

Impurple, im-pur'pl. Same as Empurple.
Impute. im-pOt', v./. to reckon as belon.;ing to (in a

bad sense) : to charge : {theol.) to attribute vicari-

ously : (rare) to take account of.

—

adj. Imput'able,
capable of Ijeing imputed or ch.\rced : attributable.— ns. Impufableness.Imputabil'ity. — rt/Zr'. Im-
put'ably. — n. Imputation, act of imputing or
charging : censure : reproach : the reckoning as
belonging to. — adjs. Imput'ative, imputed ; Im-
put'atlvely. — «. Imputer. [Fr. imputer—l..
impuiare, -dtum—in, in, putare, to reckon.]

In, in, P>rep. denotes presence or situation in place,

time, or circumstances—within, during : consisting
of: because of: by or through.

—

adv. within: not
out: in addition to, thrown in.

—

m. in politics, a

4<X)

member of the party in office : a corner.

—

adj. In'-

and-in', from animals of the same parentage : with
constant and close interaction.^;/, a game with four
dice.—In as far as, to the extent that ; In as much
as. Inasmuch as, considering that : In itself, in-

trinsically, apart from relations ; In that, for the
reason that.—Ins and OUtS, nooks and corners : the
whole details of any matter.—Be in for a thing, to

be destined to receive a thing ; Be in it (stattg), to

be getting on successfully, esp. in a game ; Be in
with, to have intimacy or familiarity with. [A.S.
in; I)ut., Ger. in. Ice. {; \V. yn, L. in, Ger. eft.

A.S. also had innan, within ; cf. Old High Ger.
innana, Sw. innan. In A.S. the prep, in was often
interchangeable with the related o>t.\

Inability, in-a-bil'i-ti, n. want of sufficient power:
incapacity.

Inabstinence, in-ab'sti-nens, n. want of abstinence.
Inaccessible, in-ak-ses'i-bl, adj. not to be reached,

obt.iined, or approached.

—

ns. Inaccessibility, In-
access ibleness.—^/^^-. Inaccessibly.

Inaccurate, in-.ik'kur-at, adj. not exact or correct

:

erroneous. — «. Inaccuracy, want of exactness

:

mistake.

—

adv. Inaccurately.
Inactive, in-akt'iv, adj. having no power to move

:

idle: lazy: {c/um.) not showing any action.

—

n. Inac'tion, idleness : rest.—adv. Inaot'lv^y.

—

«. Inactivity, idleness.

Inadaptable, in-a-dap'ta-bl, adj. that cannot be
adapted.—«. Inadapta'tlon.

—

adj. Inadap tive.
Inadequate, in-ad'e-kwut, adj. insufficient.

—

ns. In-
adequacy, Inad equateness, insufficiency. —<k^i/.
Inadequately.

Inadmissible, m-ad-mis'i-bl, adj. not allowable.

—

n.

Inadmissibility.—^z;. Inadmlsslbly.
Inadvertent, in-ad-vert'ent, adj. inattentive.

—

ns. In-
advert'ence, Inadvert'ency, negligence : oversight.
—adv. Inadvertently.

Inaidable, in-;1d'a-bl, adj. (5'An^.)that cannot be aided.
Inalienable, in-al'yen-a-bl. adj. not capable of being

transferred.—«f. InallenabilIty, Inallenableness.
—adv. Inalienably.

Inalterable, in-awl'ter-a-bl, adj. unalterable.

—

n. In-
alterability.

Inamorata, in-am-o-ra'ta, n.fent. a woman with whom
one is in love :

—

ntasc. Inamora'to. [It. innamorata
—Low L. inamordre, to cause to love—L. in, in,

amor, love.]

Inane, in-an', adj. empty, void : void of intelligence :

useless. — ns. Inanl'tion, exhaustion from want of
food ; Inanity, senselessness : worthlessness : any
kind of vain frivolity. [L. inanis.]

Inanimate, -d, in-an'im-at, -ed, adj. without anima-
tion or life : dead : spiritless : dull.

—

ns. Inan'lmatO-
ness, Inanlma'tlon.

Inappeasable, in-ap-pSz'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
appeased.

Inapplicable, in-ap'plik-a-bl. adj. not applicable or
suitable.—Mj-. Inapplicability, Inap'plicableness.

Inapposite, in-ap'poz-it, ndj. not apposite, suitable,

or pertinent.

—

adv. Inap'positely.
Inappreciable, in-ap-pre'shi-a-bl, adj. not .Tppreciable

or able to be valued.

—

adj. Inappre'ciatlve, not
valuing justly or at all.

Inapprehensible, in-ap-pre-hen'si-bl, adj. not appre-
hensible or ir.telligible.

—

n. Inapprehen'slon.

—

adj.
Inapprehen sive.

Inapproachable. in-ap-prOch'a-bl, adj. inaccessible.

—

ad7: Inapproach'ably.
Inappropriate. in-ap-pr0'pri-5t, adj. not suitable.

—

ad7'. Inappropriately.—//. Inappro'prlateness.
Inapt, in-apt', adj. not apt : unfit, or unqualified.

—

ns. Inaptitude, Inapt'ness, unfitness, awkward-
ness.— /ki'?'. Inaptly.

Inarable, in-ar'a-bl, adj. not arable.
Inarching, in-arch'ing, n. a method of grafting by

uniting, without separating from the original stent.

—Also Enaroh'ing.



Inetrm m5te ; mute : miWn ; /Aen. budi

Inarm, in-arm', v.t. to encircle.

Inarticulate, in-ar-tik'ul-at, adj. not distinct, incap-
able of speaking distinctly : (zool.) not jointed.

—

adv. Inarticulately.—?w. Inartic'ulateness, In-

artlcula'tion, indistinctness of sounds \n speaking.
Inartificial, in-art-i-tish'yal, adj. not done by art

:

simple.—adv. Inartific'ially.

Inartistic, -al, ni-ar-uVtik, -al, adj. not artistic

:

deficient in appreciation of works of art. — adv.
Inartis'tically.

Inasmuch, in-az-much'. See In.

Inattentive, in-at-tent'iv, adj. careless, not fixing the

mind to attention.— «i-. Inattention, Inattent'ive-
ness. —a<iv. Inattent'ively.

Inaudible, in-awd'i-bl, adj. not able to be heard.

—

ns.

Inaudibility, Inaud'ibleness. rti/z/. Inaud'ibly.
Inaugurate, in-aw'gur-at, v.t. to induct formally into

an office : to cause to begin : to make a public

exhibition of for the first iimc.—adjs. Inau'g^al,
InaU.'guratory, pertaining to, or done at, an inau-

euration.

—

ns. Inauguration, act of inaugurating ;

Inau'gurator, one « ho inaugurates.—ai^'. InaU'gU-
ratory. [L. inaugy^rdre, -dtum.]

Inaurate, in-aw'rat, adj. having a golden lustre

:

covered with gold.

Inauspicious, in-aw-spish'us, adj. not auspicious

:

ill-omened: unlucky.

—

adv. Inausplclously. — tu

Inauspic'iousness.
Inbeing, in'be-ing, H. inherent existence.

Inboard, in'bCrd, ad^t. within the hull or interior of a
ship : toward or nearer to the centre.

Inbond, in' bond, adj. laid with its length across the
thickness of a wall :—opp. to Outbond, where the

brick or stone is laid with its length parallel to the
face of the walL

Inborn, in'bawm, adj. born in or with : implanted by
nature.

Inbreak, in'brak, «. a violent rush in : irruption :

—

opp. to Outbreak.
Inbreathe, in'bre/A, v.t. to breathe into.

Inbreed, in-bred', v.t. to breed or generate within: to

breed in-and-in.

—

/>a.p. In'brod, bred within, in-

herent, intrinsic.

Inhuming, in'burn-ing, adj. (Spent.) burning within.

Inburst, m'burst, ». an irruption :—opp. to Outburst.
Inby, Inbye, in-bl', adv. {Scot.) toward the interior,

as of a house from the door, or a mine from the

shaft. [In and iy.]

Inca, ing'ka, ». the name of the ancient kings and
princes of Peru : —//. Incas (ing'kaz). [Sp. inca—
Peruvian inca.\

Incage, in-kaj'. Same as Encago.
Incalculable, in-kal'ku-la-bl, aiij. not calculable or

able to be reckoned. — ns. Incalculabil'ity, In-

cal culableness.—ai/z'. Incalculably.
Incalescent, in-kal-es'ent, adj. growing warm.—«.

Incalesc ence. [L. incalescens, -entis, pr.p. of
incalescere—/'«, in, calescere, inceptive of calere, to

be warm.]
Incameration, in-kam-er-a'shun, «. the act of making

over to a government a fund as a source of revenue,

esp. an annexation to the papal exchequer. [L. in,

in. camera, a chamber.]
Incandescent, in-kan-des'ent, adj. white or glowing

with heat : rendered luminous by heat.

—

v.i. and
v.t. to glow with heat, to cause to glow.—«. In-

candescence, a white heat.—Incandescent light,

a brilliant white light produced by a resisting con-
ductor under an electric current, or by coal-gas burnt
under a mantle or hood of the oxide of didyraiuin
and others of the alkaline earths. [L.,

—

in, in,

candescere—candere, to glow.]
Incantation, in-kan-ta'shun, «. a formula of words

said or sung in connection with certain ceremonies
for purposes of enchantment.

—

n. In'CantatOr.

—

adj. Incan'tatory. [L. ituantation-em — incan-
t&re, to sing a magical formula over.]

Incapable, in-kap'a-bl, adj. not capable : insufficient,

unable: lacking mental capacity: unconscious of:
helplessly drunk : disqualified.

—

n. one lacking capa-
city.—«. Incapability.— rtrf'i'. Incapably.

Incapacious, in-kap-a'shus, a^//'. not large, narrow.

—

H. Incapa'ciousness.
Incapacitate, in-kap-as'i-tat, v.t. to deprive of capa-

city : to make incapable: to disqualify.

—

ns. In-
capacita'tion, the act of disqualifying ; Incapacity,
want of capacity or po«er of mind : inability : legal
disqualification.

Incarcerate, in-kar'ser-at, v.t. to ImprLson : to con-
fine.— ». Incarcera'tion, imprisonment: {sttrg.)

obstinate constriction or strangulation. (L. in, in,

career, a prison.]

Incardinate, in-kar'di-nat, v.t. to attach as a cardinal
part, as a priest to his church.

—

adj. a perversion of
i7icarnate.

Incarnadine, in-kar'na-din, v.i. to dye of a red colour.
— adj. carnation-coloured.

Incarnate, in-kar'nat, v.t. to embody in flesh.

—

v.i.

to form_ flesh, heal. —adj. invested with flesh.

—

n.

Incarna'tion, act of embodying in flesh : (theol.)

the union of the divine nature with the human in

the divine person of Christ : an incarnate form

:

manifestation, visible embodiment : {surg.) the pro-
cess of healing, or forming new flesh. [Low. L.
incamare, -atum—L. in, in, caro, carnis, flesh.]

Incase, Incasement See Encase, Encasement.
Incast, in'kiist, «. something thrown in in addition by
way of giving good measure.

Incatenation, in-ka-te-na'shun, n. the act of chaining
and linking together.

Incautious, in-kaw'sbus, adj. not cautious or careful.

—ns. Incau tion, Incau'tiousness, want of caution.—adv. Incau'tiously.
IncaVO, in-ka'vo, n. the incised part in an intaglio.

[It.,—L. in, in, caz'us, hollow.]
Incedlngly, in-sed'ing-li, adv. (rare) triumphantly.

[L. incedere, to march along.]

Incelebrity, in-sel-eb'ri-ti, «. lack of celebrity.

Incendiary, in-sen'di-ar-i, K. one that sets fire to

a building, &c. , maliciously: one who promotes
quarrels :

—

pi. Incen'dlaries.

—

adj. wilfully setting

fire to : relating to incendiarism : tending to excite

quarrels «. Incendiarism. -ai/^'. Incend'Ious
(obs.), promoting faction. [L. incendiartus— incen-

dium—incendere, iftcensttm, to kindle.]

Incense, in-sens', v.t. to inflame with anger : to incite,

urge : to perfume with incense.

—

n. In'cense, odour
of spices burned in religious rites : the materials so

burned : pleasing perfume : (t?^.) homage, adulation.
— adj. In'cense-breath'ing, exhaling incense or

fragrance.

—

ns. Incense'ment (.S/irtA), state of being
inflamed with anger ; Incens'or (obs.), a censer.

Incentive, in-sent'iv, adj. inciting, encouraging : (Milt.)

igniting.—«. that which incites to action or moves
the mind : motive. [L. incentivus, striking up a
tune

—

incinere—in, in, catiere, to sing.]

Inception, in-sep'shun, «. a beginning.

—

v.i. Intsept',

to conunence, esp. the period of candidature for the

degree of master of arts, or a period of licen.sed

teaching;.

—

adj. Incep'tive, beginning or marking
the beginning.

—

adv. Inccp'tively, in a manner de-

noting beginning.—«. Incep'tor. [L. iiutptionem—
incipere, inceptunt, to begin

—

in, on, capere, to take.]

Incertain, in-sei'tan, cuij, uncertain. — 7is. Incer'-

tainty, Incer'tltude, want of certainty.

Incessant, in-ses'ant, adj. uninterrupted : continual.

—

adv. IncesS'antly, unceasingly : (obs.) immediately.
[L. incessans, -antis—in, not, cessdre, to cease.]

Incest, in'sest, n. sexual intercourse within the pro-

hibited degrees of kindred.

—

adj. InceSt'UOUS, guilty

of incest.

—

adv. Incest'uously.— «. Incest'uous-
ness. [Fr.,—L. incestits—in, not, castus, chaste.)

Inch, insh, «. the twelfth part of a foot : proverbially,

a small distance or degree : (6'A/i/fe. ) a critical moment.—v.i. to move by slow degrees.— <j<^'. Inched, con-
taining inches : nuirked with inches.

—

adv. UUSb'-
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rncli fSte, far ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Incommutable

meal, by inches or small degrees : gradually.—Inch
by inch, By inches, by small degrees ; Every inch,
entirely, thoroughly. l.\. S. ynce, an inch—L. itncia,

the twelfth part of anything, an inch, also an ounce
(twelfth of a pound).]

Inch, insh, «. an island. [Gael, innis, an island.]

Inchase, in-chas'. See Enchase.
Inchoate, in'ka-at, adf. only begun : unfinished, rudi-

mentary : not established.

—

''.t. {Broiiming') to begin.
— a(/z>. In'ohoately.— «. Inchoa'tion, beginning:
rudimentary state. — aJj. Incho'atlye, incipient.

(L. inckodre, -dium, to begin.)

Incident, in'si-dent, adj. falling upon : liable to occur :

natur.illy belonging to anything, or following there-

from. — n. that which happens : an event : a sub-

ordinate action: an episode. — «. In'Cidence, the

manner of falling : bearing or onus, as of a tax that

falls unequally : the falling of a ray of heat, light,

&C. on a body : {geom.) the falling of a point on a
line, or a line on a plane.

—

adj. Incident'al, occur-

ring as a result, concomitant : occasional, casual.

—

adv. Incidentally.—«. Incident'alness.— Angle
of incidence, the angle at which a ray of light or

radiant heat falls upon a surface. [Fr.,—L. inci-

dens—in, on, cadirt, to falL]

Incineration, in-sin-er-a'shun, «. the act of reducing

to ashes by combustion.

—

v.t. Incin'erate, to burn
to ashes.—«. Indn'erator, a furnace for consuming
anything. [L. incinerdrt, -dtum— in, in, cinis,

cineris, ashes.]

Incipient, in-sip'i-ent, adj. beginning.— ns. Incipi-
ence, Incip'iency.—<k/i'. Incip'iently. [Pr.p. of
L. incip€re.'\

Incise, in-sT/, v.t. to cut into : to cut or gash : to

engrave.— ai^'. Inols'lfomi, shaped like an incisor-

tooth.

—

n. IndS'lon, the act of cutting into a sub-
stance : a cut : a gash.

—

adj. Incisive, having the

quality of cutting into : trenchant: acute: sarcastic.
—adv. Inci'sively. —ns. Inci'siveness ; Incisor, a
cutting or fore tooth.

—

adjs. Inciso'rial, Inci'sory.—n. filCis'nre, a cut, incision. [Fr. inciser—L.

incldere, incisum—in, into, cadere, to cut.]

Incite, in-stt', v.t. to rouse : to move the mind to

action: to encourage : to goad.

—

ns. Incit'ant, that

which incites : a stimulant ; Incita'tion, the act of
inciting or rousing : an incentive.

—

adj. and «. In-

cit'ative.—>«. Inclte'ment ; Inclt'er.—«(/!'. Incit-
ingly. [Fr,,-L. incitdre—in, in, citdre, to rouse—ciere, to put in motion.)

Incivil, in-siv'il, adj. {Shak.) uncivil—«. toolvll'ity,

want of civility or courtesy : impoliteness : an act of
discourtesy (in this sense has a//., IncivH'ities).

Indvism, in'si-vizm, n. neglect of one's duty as a
citizen, conduct unbecoming a good citizen. [Fr.]

Inclasp, in-klasp', v.t. to clasp to : to enclasp.
Inclave, in-klav', adj. (her.) shaped, or cut at the

edge, like a senes of dovetails, as the border of an
ordinary.

—

adj. Inolavat'ed, made fast, nailed. [L.
in, in, clavus, a nail.)

Indeartng, in'klSr-ing, n. the total amount in cheques
and bills of exchange chargeable to a bank by the
Clearing-house :—opp. to OutcUaring.

Inclement, in-klem'ent, adj. unmerciful : stormy

:

very cold : harsh : unpropitious.

—

n. Inclem'ency.
—adv. Inclem'ently.

Incline, in-klln', v.i. to lean towards : to deviate from
a line towards an object : to be disposed : to have
some desire.

—

v.t. to cause to bend towards : to give

a leaning to : to dispose : to bend.—«. an inclined

f)lane : a regular ascent or descent.

—

adj. Inclin'able,

eaning : tending : somewhat disposed.

—

ns. Inolin'-

ahleneSB ; Incllna'tion, the act of bending towards :

tendency, disposition of mind : natural aptness

:

favourable disposition, preference, affection : act of
bowing : angle between two lines or planes : the
ansle a line or plane makes with the horiron.

—

^.ndj.
Inclined', bent.—^r./. and «. Inclln'lng, inclina-

tion : {Skak.) side, party.—«. moilnom'eter, An in-
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strument for measuring the vertical element of th«

magnetic force. — Inclined plane, one of the so-

called mechanical powers, a slope or plane up which
may be rolled a weight one could not lift. [Fr.,—L.
inclindre—in, towards, clittdre, to lean.)

Inclip, in-klip', v.t. (Ska.':.') to embrace, surround.
Inclose, Inclosure. See Enclose.
Incloud. See Enclond.
Include, in-klOod', v.t. to close or shut in : to embrace

within limits : to contain : to comprise : {ShaM.') to

conclude.— rtt/;. Inolud'ible.—«. Inclusion, act of
including : that which is included : restriction, limi-

tation. — adj. InclU'Sive, shutting in : enclosing

:

(with of) comprehending the stated limit or e.xtremes.—adv. Inclusively. [L. inciudJre, inclusvm—in,

in, claudert, to shut.)

Incoercible, in-ko-ers'i-bl, adj. that cannot be liquefied

by pressure, said of certain gases.

Incog, in-kog', adv. an abbreviation of incognito.
Incogitable, in-koj'i-ta-bl, adj. unthinkable.

—

ns. In-
cogltabil'ity. Incog itanoy. —/((^>. Incog'itant,
InCOg'itative. (L. in, not, cogitdre, to think.)

Incognisable, Incognisable, in-kog'niz-a-bl, or in-

kon'iz-a-bl, adj. that cannot be known or distin-

guished. —a(//>. Incog'nisant, Inoog'nlzant, not
cognisant.—«. Incog'nliance, failure to recognise.
—n. Incognoscibil'ity.—a^. Incognos'cible.

Incognito, in-kog'ni-t<5, adj. unknown : disguised

:

under an assumed title.

—

n. a man unknown {Jem,
Incog'nita): concealment. [It.,—L. incognitta—
in, not, cognitus, known

—

co^oscere, to know.]
Incoherent, in-kO-her'ent, adj. not connected : loose :

incongruous.—«. Inooher'ence, want of coherence
or connection : incongruity.

—

adv. Incoher'ently.

—

n. Incohe'sion.
Incombustible, in-kom-bust'i-bl, adj. incapable of

being consumed by fire. — ns. Incombustibility,
Incombust ibleness.- (Zi/:'. Incombust'lbly.

Income, in'kum, «. the gain, profit, or interest resulting

from anything: revenue: (_Shak.) arrival: (Scot.) A
disease coming without known cause.—«.//. In'COme-
bonds, a term applied to a bastard kind of security
which has no mortgage rights, and is really only a
sort of preference share. — ns. In'comer, one who
comes in : one who takes possession of a farm, house,
&c., or who comes to live in a place, not having been
bom there ; In'oomo-taz, a tax directly levied on
all persons having incomes above a certain amount.
—adj. In'comlng, coming in, as an occupant : accru-

ing : (.^cot.) ensuing, next to follow.—«. the act of
coming in : revenue. [Eng. in and come.]

Incommensurable, in-kom-en'su-ra-bl, adj. having no
common measure.

—

ns. Incommensurability. In-

commen'siirableness. —adv. Incommen'surably.—adj. Incommen'SUrate, not admitting of a com-
mon measure : not adequate : unequal. — adv. In-

commen'surately —». Incommen'snrateness, the

state of being incommensurate.
IncommiSCible, in-kom-is'i-bl, adj. that cannot be
mixed together. [L. in, not, commiscere, to mix.]

Incommode, in-kom-Od', v.t. to cause trouble or
inconvenience to : to annoy : to molest. — adj.
InCOmmo'diOUS, inconvenient : annoying. — adv.
Incommo'diously. — ns. Inoomm5 diousness, the
quality of being incommodious ; Incommod'ity, any-
thing which causes inconvenience. [Fr.,— L. in-
cotnmoddre— incotnmodus, inconvenient

—

in, not,

commodus, commodious.)
Incommunicable, iu-kom-un'i-ka-bl, adj. that cannot

be communicated or imparted to others.

—

ns. In-
communlcabllity, Incommun Icableness. — adv.
Incommunicably.— rtrtf/. Incommunicative, not
disposed to hold communion with, or to give in-

formation : unsocial.

—

adv. Incommunloatively.

—

n. Inoommun'icativeness.
Incommutable, in-kom-Ot'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
commuted or exchanged.

—

ns. Ihoommutabil'ity,
Inoommut'ablenesa.—<z</v. Incommat'ably.



Incomparable m6te ; mute ; mCDn ; //ten. Increase

Incomparable, in-kom'par-a-bl, a(ij. matchless.

—

ns.

Incomparabirity, Incom'parableness.— ai/i'. In-

comparably.—a<//'. lucompared' (Spens.'), peerless.

Incompatible, in-kora-pat'i-bl, adj. not consistent

:

contradictory : incapable of existing together in

harmony : (/A) things which cannot coexist.

—

ns.

Incompatibility, Incompat'ibleness. — adv. In-

compat'ibly.
Incompetent, in-kom'pe-tent, adj. wanting adequate
powers : wanting the proper legal qualifications : in-

sufficient.—/;^. Incompetence, Incompetency.—
aiiv. Incompetently.

Incomplete, m-kom-plet', aiij. imperfect.

—

adv. In-

completely. —/u. Incompleteness, Inoomple'tion.
Incompliance, in-kom-pll'aus, «. refu.sal to comply : an
un.iccommodating disposition.

—

adj. Incompli'ant.
Incomposed, in-kom-pOzd', adj. (^Miii.) discomposed.

Incomposite, in-kom'poz-it, oiij. simple.—Incomposite
numbers, same as prime numbers (see Prime;.

Incompossible, in-kom-pos'i-bl, adj. incapable of co-

existing.—«. Incompossibil'ity.
Incomprehensible, m-kom-prc-hen'si-bl, adj. not

capable of being understood : not to be contained
wiihin limits.—7«. Incomprebensibil'lty, Incom-
preben'sibleness, Incomprehension. — ^(/r'. In-

comprehen'sibly.—<M^'. Incomprehen'sive, limited.
—«. Incomprehen'siveness.

Incompressible, in-kom-pres'i-bl, adj. not to be com-
pressed into smaller bulk.

—

ns. Incompressibll'lty,
Incompress'ibleness.

Incomputable, in-kom-put'a-bl, adj. that caruiot be
computed or reckoned.

Inconceivable, in-kon-sev'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
conceived by the mind ; incomprehensible : involving
a contradiction in terms: physically impossible.

—

ns. Inconceivability, Inconcelv'ableness.—a<zV.
Inconceivably.

Inconcinnity, in-kon-sin'i-ti, «. want of congruous-
ness or proportion.

—

adj. Incondnn'oUS. [L.]

Inconclusive, in-kon-kloOs'iv, adj. not settling a point
in debate, indeterminate, indecisive.

—

adv. Incon-
clusively.—«j. Inconclus'iveness, Inconclu'sion.

Incondensable, in-kon-den'sa-bl, adj. not condens-
able.

Incondite, in-kon'dit, adj. not well put together,
irregular, unfinished. [L. incondittis—in, not, con-
dere, conditum, to build.)

Incongruous, in-kong'grOo-us, adj. inconsistent : not
filling well together, disjointed : unsuitable—also

Incon gruent. — >ij. Incongruity, Incon'gruous-
ness. —adz: Incongruously.

Inconscient, in-kon'shi-ent, adj. unconscious.

—

adj.
Incon'SCiOUS, unconscious.

Inconsecutive, in-kon-sek'ii-tiv, adj. not succeeding
in regular order.

—

n. Inconsec'utiveneSS.
Inconsequent, in-kon'se-kwent, adj. not following

from the premises : illogical : irrelevant : unreason-
able, inconsistent.—«. Incon'sequence.

—

adj. In-
consequen'tial, not following from the premises

:

of no consequence or value.

—

advs. Inconsequen'-
tially, Incon'sequently.

Inconsiderable, in-kon-sid'er-a-bl, adj. not worthy of
notice : unimportant. — «. Inconsld'erableness.

—

adv. Inoonsid'erably.
Inconsiderate, in-kon-sid'er-at, adj. not considerate :

thoughtless: inattentive.— rr^r'. Inconsid'erately.—ns. Inconsid'erateness, Inconsidera'tion.
Inconsistent, in-kon-sist'ent, adj. not consistent : not

suitable or agreeing with : intrinsically incompatible :

self-contradictory : changeable, fickle.

—

ns. Incon-
sist enoe, Inconsist'ency.—a^/y. Inconsistently.

Inconsolable, in-kon-sol'a-bl, adj. not to be comforted.—«. Inconsol'ableneBs.—rzt/z;. Inconsol'ably.
Inconsonant. in-kon'sO-nant, adj. not consonant.

—

n.

Incon'sonance.—ai^f. Incon'sonantly.
Inconspicuous, in-kon-spik'u-us, adj. not conspicuous :

scarcely discernible.

—

adv. Tnoongplc'noilgly.

—

n.

InoonaplCuousneu.

Inconstant, in-kon'stant, adj. subject to change

:

fickle.—«. Inconstancy.-oi/z'. Incon'stantly.
Inconsumable, in-kon-sum'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
consumed or wasted.

—

adv. Inconsum'ably.
Incontestable, in-kon-test'a-bl, adj. too clear to be

called in question : undeniable.—«. Incontestabll'-
\X-^.—adv. Incontest'ably.

IncontigUOUS, in-kon-tig'u-us, adj. not adjoining or
touching.

—

adv. Incontig'uously.—». Inoontig'u-
ousness.

Incontinent, in-kon'ti-nent, adj. not restraining the
passions or appetites : unchaste : (tned.) unable to
restrain natural discharges or evacuations : \coU.)
immediate, off-hand.

—

adv. without delay : at once.—ns. Incon'tinence, Incon'tlnenoy.

—

adv. Incon'-
tlnently, without restraint : forthwith, immediately.

IncontroUable, in-kon-trC'la-bl, adj. uncontrollable.

—

adv. Incontrol'lably.
Incontrovertible, in-kon-tro-vert'i-bl, adj. too clear

to be called in question.—«. Incontrovertlbillty.

—

adv. Incontrovert'ibly.
Inconvenient, in-kon-ven'yent, adj. unsuitable : caus-

ing trouble or uneasiness : increasing difficulty

:

incommodious.— I'. C. Inconven'ience, to trouble or
incommode.->«. Inconvenience, Inconven'iency.
—adv. Inconveniently.

Inconversable, in-kon-vers'a-bl, adj. indisposed to

conversation, unsocial.

Inconversant, in-kon'ver-sant, adj. not versed in.

Inconvertible, in-kon-vert'i-bl, adj. that cannot be
changed or exchanged. •— «. Inconvertibility.—
adv. Inconvertlbly.

Inconvincible, in-kon-vin'si-bl, adj. not capable of
being convinced.

Incony, in'kon-i, adj. {Shak.) fine, delicate, pretty.

[Prob. from Fr. inconnu, unknown—L. incoguitus
(see Incog). Cf. unco, in the sense of strange, rare,

fine, abbreviated from tmcouth.]
Inco-ordinate, in-ko-or'di-nat, adj. not in co-ordinate

relation.—«. Incoordination.
Incoronate, -d, in-kor'o-nat, -ed, adj. crowned.
Incorporate, in-kor'po-rat, v.t. to form into a body:

to combine into one mass, or embody : to unite : to

form into a corporation.

—

v.i. to unite into one mass:
to become part of another body.

—

adj. united in one
body : (rare) not having a material body.— «. Incor-

pora'tion, act of incorporating : state of being in-

corporated : formation of a legal or political body

:

an association: (gram.) polysynthesis.

—

adjs. In-

COr'porativO, characterised by grammatical in-

corporation — also Polysyntlutic ; Incorpo'real,
InCOr'poral iSluik.), not having a body : spiritual :

intangible. — ns. Incorporealism, Incorpore ity,

Incorporeallty.— rt(/i/. Incorpo'really.
Incorpse, in-korps', v.t. (Shak.) to incorporate.

Incorrect, in-kor-ekt, adj. containing faults : not accu-
rate : not correct in manner or character : (Shak.) not

regulated.—fld'r'. Incorrectly.—«. Incorrectness.
Incorrigible, in-kor'i-ji-bl, adj. and n. bad beyond

correction or reform.

—

ns. Incorr'lgibleness, Incor-
rigibility.-a^/r'. Incorr'lgibly.

Incorrodible, in-ko-rO'di-bl, adj. incapable of being
corroded.

Incorrupt, in-kor-upt', adj. soimd : pure : not de-

praved : not to be tempted by bribes.

—

adj. Incor-

ruptible, not capable of decay : that cannot be
bribed: inflexibly just.—/zj. Incorruptlbleness, In-

corruptibility.— rtf/i/. Incorruptlbiy.—»«. Incor-

ruption, Incomipt'ness. — a;^'. Incorrupt ive.—
adv. Incorrupt ly.

Incrassate, in-kras'at, v.t. to make thick.

—

v.i. (med.)

to become thicker.

—

adj. made thick or fat: (bot.)

becoming thick by degrees. — «. Incrassa'tion.

—

adj. Incrass'ative. [Low L. incrassare, -dtum—
L. in, in, crassdre, to make thick.]

Increase, in-kres', v.i. to grow in size : to become
greater: to advance.

—

v.t, to make greater: to ad-
vance : to extend : to aggravate.

—

adj. Increas'ablO.
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Increate file, far ; m6, her ; mine

;

Indemnify

—ns. Increas'ableness ; In'crease, growth : addi-

tion to the original slock : profit : produce : progeny.
—a4/. Inorease'ful (SAak), abundant of produce.
— ativ. Increas'ingly, in the way of increase.

[M. E. increseii—en (L. in), and O. Fr. creisser,

croistre—L. crescere, to grow.]

Increate, in'kre-at, adj. (arch.) uncreated.

Incredible, in-kred'i-bl, adj. surpassing belief.

—

ns.

Incredibility, quality of being incredible, an in-

credible thing; Incred'ibleneSS, incredibility.

—

adv. Incredibly.
Incredulous, in-kred'u-lus, adj. hard of belief.

—

ns.

Incredulity, Incred'ulousness. — a^». Inored'u-

lously.
Incremation, in-kre-ma'shun, «. the act of burning a
dead body.—z'.;*. Incre'mate, to burn. [L. in, in,

cremdre, -dtitm, to bum.]
Increment, in'kre-ment, n. act of increasing or becom-

ing greater : growth : that by which anything is

increased : {math.) the finite increase of a variable

quantity : {rhet.) an adding of particulars without
climax (see 2 Peter, i. 5-7) : {gram.) a syllable in

excess of the number of the nominative singular or

the second pers. sing, present indicative.

—

adj. In-

crement'al. — Unearned increment, any excep-

tional increase in the value of land, houses, &c., not

due to the owner's labour or outlay. [L. incre-

mentum—ittcrescere, to increase.]

Increscent, in-kres'ent, adj. increasing, growing (of

the moon).
Incriminate, in-krim'in-at, v.t. to charge with a crime

or fault, to criminate : to characterise as criminal or

as accessory to crime.

—

adj. Incriminatory.
Incrust. See Encrust.
Incubate, in'ka-bat, v.L to sit on eggs to hatch them.—v.t. to produce by hatching : {Ji^.) to turn over in

the mind, ponder over.—«. Incuba'tion, the act of
sitting on eggs to hatch them : {_fig.) meditation on
schemes : {med.) the period between the implanting
of a disease and its development.

—

ndjs. In'CUbative,
Incuba'tory.—«. In'CUbator, a machine for hatch-
ing eggs by artificial heat. [L. incubdre, atutn—in,

upon, cubdre, to lie.]

Incubus, in'ku-bus, «. the nightmare : a male demon
formerly supposed to consort with women in their

sleep : any oppressive or stupefying influence :—j>l.

In'cubl^es, mcubi (in'ku-bl). [L. incubdre—in,
upon, cubdre, to lie.]

Inculcate, in-kul'kat, v.t. to enforce by frequent ad-
monitions or repetitions.

—

ns. Inculca'tion ', InCUl'-

Cator. [L. inculcdre, -dtHtn—in, into, calcdre, to

tread

—

calx, the heel.]

Inculpable, in-kul'pa-bl, adj. blameless.—adv. In-

culpably.—z'.^ Incul'gate, to bring into blame :

to censure.— «. InctUpa'tlon.—a^'. Incul'patory.
(Low L. inculpdre, -dtum— L. in, in, culpa, a
fault.]

Incult, in-kult", adj. {rare) uncultivated.
Incumbent, in-kum'bent, adj. lying or resting on

:

lying on as a duty.—«. one who holds an ecclesias-
tical benefice.—«. Incum'bency, a lying or resting
on : the holding of .in office : an ecclesiastical bene-
fice. — adv. Incum'bently. [L. incumbens, -entis,

pr.p. o{ iiicuDibere, to lie upon.]
Incunabula, in-ku-nab'u-la, n.pl. books printed in the

early period of the art, before the year 1500: the
cradle, birthplace, origin of a thing. [L. in, in,

cunabula, a cradle, dim. ci^ cunm, a cradle.]

Incur, in-kur", v.t. to become liable to : to bring on :

—pr.p. incui^ring ; pa.p. incurred'. [L. tncurrere,

incnrsum—in, into, currere, to run.]
Incurable, in-kur'a-bl, adj. not admitting of cure or

correction.

—

n. one beyond cure.

—

ns. Incur'able-
ness, Incurabil'lty.—rtrfz'. Incur'ably.

Incurious, in-ku'ri-us, adj. not curious or inquisitive :

inattentive : deficient in interest.

—

adv. Incu'riOUSly.
~ns. Incu'riousness, Incurlos'ity.

Incursion, in-kur'shun, n. a hostile inroad.

—

adj. In-

[Fr. —L.
I

CUr'Siye, making an incursion or inroad.

incursion-em—iticurrere.\

Incurve, in-kurv', v.t. to cause to curve inward.

—

v.i.

to curve inward.

—

v.t. Incur'vate, to turn from a
straight course.

—

adj. curved inward or upward.

—

ns. Cacurva'tion, act of bending, bowing, kneeling,

&c. : the growing inward of the nails ; IncUT'Vature,
any curving.

—

adj. IncUTVed' {hot.), curving toward
the axis of growth.

—

n. Incur'Vity, the slate of being
bent inward.

Incus, in'kus, «. one of the bones in the tympanum or
middle ear, so called from its fancied resemblance to

an anvil :—//. In'CUdes. [L., an anvil.]

Incuse, in-kuz', v.t. to impress by stamping, as a coin.—adj. hammered.—«. an impression, a stamp. [L.
incusus, pa. p. oi incudere—in, on, cudere, to strike.]

Incut, in'kut, adj. set in by, or as if by, cutting, esp.

in printing, inserted in spaces left in the text.

Indagate, in'da-gat, v.t. to search out.—«. Indaga'-
UaM..—adj. In'dagative.—«. In'dagator.—rtrt>'. In'-

dagatory. [L. indagdre, -dtum, to trace.]

Indart, in-dart', v.t. {Shak.) to dart or strike in.

Indebted, in-<let'ed, adj. being in debt : obliged by
something received.

—

ns. Indebt'edness, Indebt'-

ment.
Indecent, in-de'sent, adj. offensive to common mod-

esty : unbecoming : gross, obscene.—«. Inde'cency,
quality of being indecent : anything violating mod-
esty or seemliness.

—

adv. Inde'cently.
IndecidUOUS, in-de-sid'O-us, adj. not deciduous, as

leaves.—Also Indecid'uate.
Indecipherable, in-de-sl'fer-a-bl, adj. incapable of

being deciphered.
Indecision, in-de-sizh'un, n. want of decision or re-

solution : hesitation.

—

adr. IndeCl'Sive, tmsettled :

inconclusive.—at^z'. Indeci'sively.—«. Indeci'sive-

ness.
Indeclinable, in-de-klTn'a-bl, adj. {gram.) not varied

by inflection.

—

ndv. Indeolln'ably.
Indecomposable, in-de-kom-poz'a-bl, adj. that cannot

be decomposed.
Indecorous, in-de-kO'rus (sometimes in-dek'6-nis), adj.

not becoming : violating good manners.—rt^T'. Inde-
co'rously.—«.r. Indecorousness, Indecorum, want
of propriety of conduct : a breach of decorum.

Indeed, in-ded', adv. in fact : in truth : in reality.

It emphasises an affirmation, marks a qualifying

word or clause, a concession or admission, or, used

as an interj., it expresses surprise or interrogation.

Indefatigable, in-de-fat'i-ga-bl, adj. that cannot be

fatigued or wearied out : unremitting in effort.—«.

Indefat'igableness.—rt(/7'. Indefat'igably. [Fr.,

—L. indefatigabilis—in, not, de,/aiigdre, to tire.)

Indefeasible, in-de-fez'l-bl, adj. not to be defeated or

made void.—«. Indefeasibil'ity.—a^iv. Indefeas'-

ibly.

Indefectible, in-de-fekt'i-bl, adj. incapable of defect

:

unfailing.

Indefensible, in-de-fens'i-bl, adj. untenable, that can-

not be maintained or justified.—rt(/7'. Indefens'ibly.

Indefinable, in-de-fin'a-bl, adj. that cannot be Ac-

fined.—adv. Indefin'ably.
Indefinite, in-defi-nit, adj. not limited: not precise

or certain : {logic) indeterminate in I0gic.1l quantity.

~~adv. Indefinitely.—;/. Indef'lniteness.

Indelible, in-del'i-bl, adj. that cannot be blotted out

or effaced.— Kj. Indelibil'ity, Indelibleness.—a^t;.
Indel'ibly. [Fr.,—L. in, not, delebilis—delere, to

destroy.]

Indelicate, in-del'i-kat, adj. offensive to good manners
or purity of mind : coarse.—«. Indel'Ioacy.

—

adv.

Indel'icately.
Indemnify, in-dem'ni-fl, v.t. (with against) to secure

against loss : to make good for damage done : to

§ive security against :

—

pa.p. indem'nified.

—

ns. In-

emnlflca'tion, act of indemnifying: that which
indemnifies ; Indem'nitor, one who indemnifies ;

Indem'nlty, &ecuriiy from damage, loss, or punish-
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Indemonstrable mSte ; mute ; itiCOn : then. IndifiTerent

ment : compensation for loss or injury.—Act of
Indemnity, an act or decree for tlie protection uf

public officers from any technical or legal penalties

or liabilities they may have been compelled to incur.

[Fr.,—L. indfitiHis, unharmed

—

in, not, damnum,
loss, yTjfI'rt', to make.]

Indemonstrable, in-Je-mon'stra-bl, adj. that cannot
be demonstrated or proved.

—

n. iKdemonstrabil'ity.
Indent, ia-dent', v.t. to cut into points like teeth : to

notcii: to indenture, apprentice: imprint.) to begin
farther in from the margin than the rest of a para-

graph.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to move in a zigzag course : to

bargain : to make a compact.—«.acut or notch in the

margin: a recess like a notch.—«. Indenta'tlon, a

hollow or depression : act of indenting or notching :

notch : recess.

—

fa.p. and adj. Indent'ed, having
indentations : serrated : zigzag. — ns. Inden'tion
(_priHt.\ any space left before the beginning of lines,

as in poetry ; Indenture, the act of indenting, in-

dentation : (Li-m) a deed under seal, with mutual
covenants, where the edge is indented for future

identification : a written agreement between two or

more parties : a contract.

—

v.t. to bind by indentures :

to indent. [Low L. indentdre—L. in, in, dens,

dfulis, a tootli.]

Independent, in-de-pend'ent, adj. (with of) not de-

pendent or relying on others : not subordinate : not
subject to bias : affording a comfortable livelihood :

belonging to the Independents : (gram.) of some
parts of speech (noun, pronoun, verb), capable of
forming sentences without the others.

—

n. one who
in ecclesiastical affairs holds that every congregation
should be independent of every other and subject to

no superior authority—a Congregationalist : (math.)
not depending on another for its value, said of a
quantity or function. — «.f. Independence, Inde-
pendency. — adv. Independ'ently.—Declaration
of Independence, the document embodying the
reasons for the secession of the thirteen colonies of
America from England, reported to the Continental
Congress, July 4, 1776—observed in the United States
as a legal holiday—Independence Day.

Indescribable, in-de-sknb'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
described : (//.) applied facetiously to trousers.

—

adv. Indescribably.
Indeslgnate, in-des'ig-nat, adj. {logic) without any

indication of quantity.
Indestructible, in-de-struk'ti-bl, adj. that cannot be
de%iroyed.—«j. Indestructibility, Indestruc tible-

ness. ~ rt^i'z'. Indestructibly.
Indeterminable, in-de-ter'min-a-bl, adj. not to be

ascertained or fixed : (nat. hist.) not to be classified

or fixed.—«. Indeter'minableness.—Wz;. Indeter'-
minably.

—

adj. Indeter'minate, not determinate
or fixed : uncertain : having no defined or fixed

ya.\\xe.—adv. Indeterminately.—>«. Indeter'min-
ateness, Indetermina'tion, want of detcrmmaiion :

want of tixed direction.

—

atij. Indeter'mlned, not
determined : unsettled.

Index, in'deks, «. anything that indicates or points
out : a hand that directs to anything, as the hour
of the day, &c. : the forefinger : alphabetical list of
subjects treated of in a book : (math.) the exponent
of a power :

—

pi. Indexes (in'deks-ez), and in math..
Indices (in'di-sez).

—

v.t. to provide with or place
in an index.—«j. In'dex-dlg'it, In'dex-fing'er, the
forefinger, or in other animals that digit representing
the human index.— o^Z/i. Index'ical ; In'dexless,
without an index—Index ExpurgatoriUS, in the
R.C. Church, an authoritative list of books only to
be read in expurgated editions; Index Librorum
Expurgandorum, or Index Libronun Prohibi-
tonim, an official list of books which the faithful
are absolutely forbidden to read at all under pain of
instant excommunication ; Index rerum, an index
of subjects ; Index verborum, an index of words.
[L. index, indicis—indicdrt, to show.]

Indexterlty, in-deks-ter'i-ti, n. want of dexterity.

Indian, in'dt-an, adj. belonging to the Indies, East or
West, or to the aborigines of America.— «. a native

of the Indies : a European who lives or has lived in

India: an aboriginal of America.

—

tiz. In'diaman, a
large ship employed in trade with India ; In'dia-

rub'ber, an elastic gummy substance, the inspissated

juice of various tropical plants, extensively u.sed in

the arts: caoutchouc.

—

adj. In'dic, originating or
existing in India, a term comprehensively applied to

all the Aryan languages of India.—Indian berry, a
climbing Indian shrub, its fruit Cocculus Jndicus;
Tnrtlan clUb, a bottle-shaped block of wood, swung
in various motions by the arms with the view of de-

veloping the muscles of these and of the chest, &c ;

Indian com, maize, so called bec.iuse brought from
the West Indies ; Indian CresS, an ornamental
garden shrub from Peru, with orange flowers

;

Indian file (see File) ; Indian fire, a pyrotechnic
composition, used as a signal-light, consisting of
sulphur, realgar, and nitre ; Indian red (see Bed)

;

Indian summer, in America, a period of warm,
dry, calm weather in late autumn, with hazy atmo-
sphere.—India Docks, extensive docks in London
for the accommodation of vessels engaged in the
West and East India trade; India ink (see Ink);
India Office, a government office in London, where
are managed the afiairs of the Indian government

;

India paper, a thin yellowish printing-paper made
in China and Japan from vegetable fibre, and used
in taking the finest proofs from engraved plates

—

hence called India proofs ; India shawl, a Cashmere
shawl.—East India Company, a great chartered
company formed for trading with India and the East
Indies, more especially applied to the English Com-
pany, incorporated in 1600 and abolished in 1858 ;

East Indian, an inhabitant or a native of the £iast

Indies ; Eed Indian, one of the aborigines of

America, so called from the colour of the skin

—

(coll.) in U.S. Injen, Injun; West Indian, a native

or an inhabitant of the West Indies. [L. India—
Indus (Gr. Indos), the Indus (Pers. Hind. Hind;
Zend I/i>tdu)—Sa.ns. sindhu, a river.]

Indicate, in'di-kat, v.e. to point out : to show : to give
as a ground for inferring.

—

adj. In'dicant, indicat-

ing.—«. that which indicates.—«. Indica'tion, act

of indicating: mark: token: symptom.

—

adj. In-

diC'ative, pointing out: giving int imation of :(^r<i>«.)

applied to the mood of the verb which affirms or

denies.

—

adv. Indic'atively. — «. In'dicator, one
who indicates : an instrument on a steam-engine
to show the pressure.

—

adj. In'dlcatOiy, showing.
[L. ifidicdre, -dtum—in, in, dicdre, to proclaim.)

Indict, in-dlt', v.t. to charge with a crime formally or
in writing, esp. by a grand-jury.

—

adj. Indict'able.—ns. Indictee', one who is indicted ; Indict'ment,
formal accusation : the written accusation against
one who is to be tried by jury : (Scots iaw) the form
under which a criminal is put to trial at the instance
of the Lord Advocate.

—

sioA an indictment, said

of the grand-jury when they are satisfied of the

truth of the accusation, and endorse the bill, A true
bill. [L. indietare, freq. of indicere, indicium, to

declare

—

in, in, dicere, to say.]
Indiction, in-dik'shun, «. a proclamation : a cycle of

fifteen years, instituted by Constantine the Great for

fiscal purposes, and adopted by the popes as part

of their chronological system : a year bearing a
number showing its place in a fifteen years' cycle,

dating from 313 a.d.
Indifferent, in-dif'er-ent, adj. without importance:

uninteresting : of a middle quality : neutral : un-

concerned.—«. one who is indifferent or apathetic :

that which is indifferent. —hx. Indiff'erence, In-

dlff'erency, Indiff'erentlsm, indifference: (theol.)

the doctrine that religious differences are of no

moment : (metaph.) the doctrine of absolute identity

—Le. that to be in thought and to exist are one
and the same thing ; Il^ff erentist. — adv. In-
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Indlgenovis fSte, far ; mC, hir ; mine ; bidrawn

differently, in an indifferent manner: tolerably:
passably : without distinction, impartially.

Indigenous, in-dij'en-us, at(/. native born or originat-
ing in : produced naturally in a country.

—

tui^j. and
n. Indigene.—o^/z'. Indig'enously. [L. indigena,
A native

—

I'ftdu, or in, ssiS. g^en-, root oi gignlre, to
produce.]

mdlgent, in'di-jent, adj. in need of anything : desti-
tute of means of subsistence : poor.—«. In'SlgencO.
—adv. In'dlgently. [Fr., — L. indigens, -entis,

pr.p. oi indigere—indu, or in, in, eg?re, to need.]
Indlgest, in-di-jest*, adj. not digested, shapeless.—«. a 'crude mass, disordered state of affairs.

—

adj. Indlgest'ed, not digested : unarranged : not
methodised. — ns. Indlgestlbil'lty, Indlgest'ion,
want of digestion : painful digestion. — atij. In-
dlgest'lble, not digestible : not easily digested : not
to be received or patiently endured.

—

adv. Indlgest'-
fbly.— «(^'. Indlgest'ive, dyspeptic. [L- indigestus,
unarranged

—

in, not, digerere, to arrange, digest.)
Indlgn. in-dln', adj. not worthy : disgraceful. [L. in,
not, digyius, worthy.

)

Indignant, in-dig'nant, adj. affected with anger and
disdain. —«. Indlgnance {S^ns.).—ad-j. Indlg^-
nantly. — «. Indignation, the feeling caused by
what IS unworthy or base : anger mixed with con-
tempt : effect of indignant feelmg.

—

v.t. Ihdlg'nify
{S/erts.), to treat indignantly or disdainfully. —
n. Indlg'nity, unmerited contemptuous treatment

:

incivility with contempt or insult: (_S/ens.) un-
worthiness, base conduct. [L. indigytans, -antis,

pr.p. of indigndri, to consider as imworthy— in,

not, digniis, worthy.]
Indigo, in'di-go, n. a blue dye obtained from the

stalks of the indigo plant.—Indigo blue, the blue
colouring matter of indigo, a crystalline solid, colour-
less and tasteless ; Indigo plant, a plant of the genus
Indigo/cra, from which indigo is obtained. [Sp.
indico—L. indicutn, from Indictts, Indian.]

Indirect, in-di-rekt', adj. not direct or straight : not
lineal or in direct succession : not related in the
natural way, oblique : not straightforward or honest.
—adv. Indirecfly.— nj. Indirectness, Indiretf-
tlon (JShak.), indirect course or means, dishonest
practice.—Indirect evidence, or testimony, circum-
stantial or inferential evidence ; Indirect Object
(gram.), a substantive word dependent on a verb
less immediately than an accusative governed by it

;

Indirect syllog^lsm (logic), a syllogism which can
be made more cogent and useful by the process
called reduction.

Indiscernible, in-diz-em'i-bl, adj. not discernible.

—

adv. Indiscem'lbly.
Indiscipline, in-dis'i-plin, «. want of discipline, dis-

order.

—

adj. Indis'clpllnable.
IndiSCOVerable, in-dis-kuv'er-a-bl, adj. not discover-

able.

Indiscreet, in-dis-kret', adj. tiot discreet : imprudent

:

injudicious.— «</?'. Indiscreetly.—«j. Indlscreet'-
ness. Indiscretion (-kresh'-), want of discretion

:

rashness : an indiscreet act.

Indiscriminate, in-dis-krim'i-nut, adj. not distinguish-
ing : promiscuous.— /ir/j'. Indiscriminately.—arf/'j.

Indlscrim'lnating, Indiscrim'inatlve, not dis-

criminative.—«. Indiscrlmina'tlon.
IndiSJiensable, in-dis-pcns'a-bl, a^ij. that cannot be

dispensed with : absolutely necessary.

—

ns. IndlS-
pensablllty, Indispens'ableness. — adv. Indis-
pensably.

Indispose, m-dis-pCz', v.t. to render indispoi^l, averse,
or unfit.—?»<»./. anda<^^ Indisposed', averse: sligluly
disordered in health.—nj. IndlSpoS'edneSS, Indis-
posl'tlon, state of being indisposed : disinclination :

slight illness.

Indisputable, in-dis'pO-ta-bl, adj. certainly tnie : cer-
uin.—». Indis'putableness.—arfr-. Indis'putably.

Indlssodable, in-dis-O'shi-a-bl, adj. incapable of being
separated.

Indissoluble, in-dis'ol-fl-bl, adj. that cannot be broken
or violated : inseparable : binding for ever. — ns.

Indiss olubleness, Indissolubil'ity.—lu/z'. Indiss'-
olubly.

Indissolvable, in-dis-ol'va-bl, adj. that cannot be
dissolved.

Indistinct, in-dis-tingkt', adj. not plainly marked

:

confused : not clear to the mind : dim, imperfect, as
of the senses.

—

adj. Indlstinct'ive, not capable of
making distinctions.—«. Indistlnct'lveness.

—

adz'.

Indistinct'ly.—Kj. Indistinctness, Indistinc'tion,
confusion : absence of distinction, sameness.

Indistinguishable, in-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl, adj. that
cannot be distinguished.— «. Indistin'g^Uisbable-
ness.—<sm'z'. Indistin'guishably.

Indite, in-dit', v.t. to compose or write : (B.) to

arrange for utterance or writing : (ShaM.) to invite.

— v.i. to compose. — ns. Indite'ment ; Indit'er.

(O. Fr. tnditer, a doublet of indict.]

Indium, in'di-um, n. a soft malleable silver-white

metallic element.
Indivertible, in-di-vert'i-bl, adj. not capable of being

turned aside out of a course.

IndlVldable, in-di-vld'a-bl, adj. (Skak.) that cannot
be divided.

Individual, in-di-vid'u-al, adj. not divisible without
loss of identity : subsisting as one : pertaining to one
only, of a group where each constituent is diflerent

from the others: (Milt.) inseparable.

—

n. a single
person, animal, plant, or thing.—«. IndlVidualisa'-
tion.

—

v.t. IndlVld'ualise, to stamp with individual
character : to particularise.— ns. Individ'Ualism,
individual character : independent action as opposed
to co-operation : that theory which opposes interfer-

ence of the State in the affairs of individuals, opposed
to Socialism or Collectivism : (logic) the doctrine
that individual things alone are real : the doctrine
that nothing exists but the individual self: Indivld'-
ualist.—rt^y. Individualist'lc—«. Individuality,
separate and distinct existence : oneness : distinctive

character. -adv. Indivld'ually.-r/./. Individuate,
to individualise: to make single.—«. IndividU&'-
tion, the ciuestion as to what it is that distinguishes

one organised or living being, or one thinking being,

from all other.s. [L. individuus—in, not, dividuus,
divisible

—

dividere, to divide.]

Indivisible, in-di-vi/i-bl, adj. not divisible. — n.

(tnatk.) an indefinitely small quantity. — >is. In-

divislbll'lty, Indlvis'lbleness.—arfc. Indivis'lbly.

Indo-Chinese, in'da-chl-ngz', adj. of or pertaining to

Indo-China, the south-eastern peninsula of Asia.

Indocile, in-do'stl, or in-dos'il, adj. not docile : not
disposed to be instructed—also Indd'Clble.—«, In-
docil'ity.

Indoctrinate, in-dok'trin-at, v.t. to instruct in any
doctrine : to imbue with any opinion.

—

ns. Indoc-
trination ; Indoc'trinator.

Indo-European, in'do-Q-rO-pe'an, adj. a term applied
to the family of languages variously called Aryan,
Japhetic, Sanscritic, Indo-Germanic, generally classi-

fied into seven great branches— viz. Indie, Iranian or
Persic, Celtic, Greek, Italic, Slavo-Lettic, Teutonic.

Indolent, in'dO-lcnt, adj. indisposed to activity.

—

ns.

Indolence, In'dolenoy.— aa'r'. In'dolently. [L.
m, not, doletis, -entis, pr.p. oi delere, to suffer pain.]

Indomitable, in-dom'it-a-bl, Oiij. that cannot be tamed

:

not to be subdued:—<u/t/. Indomitably.
Indoor, in'dOr, adj. performed indoors. — adv. In'-

doors, within doors bldoor relief, support given
to paupers in public buildings, as opposed to Outdoor
relic/, or help given them at their own homes.

Indorse. See Endorse.
Indra, in'dra, n. the god of the firmament and of rain.

[Sans.]

Indraught, in'draft, «. a drawing of something, as
air, into a place.

Indrawn, in'drawn, adj. drawn in : manifesting men-
tat abstraction.
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Indrench mate ; mute ; mOOn ; iAcn. Inerrable

Indrench, in-drensh', v.t. {SAai.) to overwhelm with
water.

Indubious, in-du'bi-us, tuij. not dubious : certain.

Indubitable, in-du'bit-a-bl, iuij. that cannot be
doubted : certain.—«. ladu'bitabloness.— Wz'. In-

du'bitably.
Induce, in-dus', v.t. to prevail on : to cause or produce

in any way : (ois.) to place upon : (^physics) to cause,

as an electric state, by mere proximity of surfaces.

—

lis. Inducement, that which induces or causes : in-

centive, motive : (,Uvw) a statement of facts intro-

ducing other important facts ; Induc'er.

—

adj. In-

ducible.—Induced current \eUct.\ a current set

in action by the influence of the surrounding mag-
netic field, or by the variation of an adjacent cur-

rent. [L. indutere, itiductum—in, into, ducere, to

lead.]

Induct, in-dukt', v.t. to introduce: to put in posses-

sion, as of a benefice.

—

adj. Induc'tile, that cannot
be drawn out into wire or threads.^/«. Inductil'ity ;

Induction, introduction to an office, especially of a
clergyman : an introduction, a prelude independent
of the main work, but giving some notion of its aim
and meaning : the act or process of reasoning from
particular cases to general conclusions ; (physics)

the production by one body of an opposite electric

state in another by proximity.

—

ojijs. Induc'tional,
Inductive. — «. Induction-coil, an electrical

machine consisting of two coils of wire, in which
every variation of the primary or inner current in-

duces a current in the outer or secondary circuit.

—

adv. Inductively.—«. Inductor.—Induction by
simple enumeration, logical induction by enumera-
tion of all the cases singly ; Inductive pbilosophy.
Bacon's name for science founded on uiduction or

observation ; Inductive reasoning, opp. to Deduc-
tive reasoning (see. Deductive) ; Inductive science,

any special branch of science founded on positive

and observable fact. [See Induce.]
Indue. See Endue.
Indulge, in-dulj', v.t. to yield to the wishes of: not

to restrain, as the will, &c.

—

v.i. (with in) to gratify
one's appetites freely.

—

ns. Indul'gence, gratifica-

tion : forbearance of present p.iyment : in the R.C.
Church, a remission, to a repentant sinner, of the
temporal punishment which remains due after the
sin and its eternal punishment have been remitted
{,Pienaty indulgences, such as remit all : Partial, a
portion of the temporal punishment due to sin

;

Tetnporal, those granted only for a time ; Perpetual
or huiejinite, those which last till revoked ; Per-
sonal, those granted to a particular person or con-
fraternity : Local, those gained only in a particular
place) : exemption of an indi\-idual from an ecclesi-

astical law. — adjs. Indul'gent, yielding to the
wishes of others : compliant : not severe : Indul-

fen'tial.—<wfo. Indulgently.—»«. Indul'ger; In-

Ult', a license granted by the Pope, authorising some-
thing to be done which the common law of the Church
does not sanction.—Declaration of Indulgence, a
proclamation of James II. in 1687. by which he
promised to suspend all laws tending to force the

conscience of his subjects. [L. indulglre, to be
kind to—/'«, in, ar.d prob. L. dulcis, sweet.)

Induline, in'du-lin, K. a name of various coal-tar

colours used in dyeing cotton wool and silk dark-
blue colours resembling indigo. .

Indumentum, in-du-men'tum, «. (bot.) any hairy
covering: plumage, of birds. [L.]

Indupllcate, in-du'pli-kat, adj. having the margins
doubled inwards, said of the calyx or corolla in

aestivation.

—

n. Indupllca'tion.
Indurate, in'dCi-rat, v.t. to harden, as the feelings.

—

z>.i. to grow hard : to harden.— «. Indura'tion.

—

adj. In'durative. [L. indurdre, -dtum—in, in,

durare, to harden.)
IndusiXUn, in-du'ri-um. «- (bot.) a sort of hairy cup

enclosing the stigma of a flower °. the scale covering

the fruit-spot of ferns.

—

adj. Indu'sial (geoL), com-
posed of IndU'sia, or the petrified larva-cases of
insects. [L.,

—

induere, to put on.)

Industry, in'dus-tri, «. quality of being diligent

:

assiduity: steady application to labour: habitual
diligence : manufacture : trade.

—

adj. Indus'trlal,
relating to or consisting in industry.—«. Indus'lri-
alism, devotion to labour or industrial pursuits : that
system or condition of society in which industrial
labour is the chief and most characteristic feature,
opposed to feudalism and the military spirit.

—

adv.
Indtis'trially.—<ii7>'. Indus'trious, diligent or active
in one's labour : laborious : diligent in a particular
pursuit.

—

adv. Indus'triously.—Industrial exhibi-
tion, museum, an exhibition, museum, of industrial
products or manufactures ; Industrial SChool, a
school in which agricultural or some other industrial
art is taught : a school where neglected children are
taught mechanical arts. [Fr.,—L. ; perh. from indc,
old form of in, within, and struire, to build up.]

Induyiae, in-du'vi-e, «.//. (bot.) the withered leaves
which remain persistent on the stems of some plants.
—adjs. Indu Vial ; InduMate. [L.)

Indwell, in'dwel, v.i. to dwell or abide in.—«. In'-
dweller, an inhabitant.—u^'. Indwelling, dwelling
within, abiding pnermanently in the mind or souL

—

«. residence within, or in the heart or soul.
Inearth, in-erth', v.t. to inter.

Inebriate, in-e'bri-at, v.t. to make drunk, to intoxi-
cate : to exhilarate greatly. ^rt<![;'. drunk : intoxi-

cated.—«. a habitual drjnkard.

—

adj. Ine'briant,
intoxicating—also n.—ns. Inebria'tion, Inebriety,
drunkenness : intoxication.

—

adj. Ine'brious, drunk :

causing intoxication. [L. inebriare, -dtum—in,
inten., ebridre, to make drunk

—

ebrina, drunk.)
Inedible, in-ed'i-bl, adj. unfit to be eaten.
Inedited, in-ed'it-ed, adj. not edited : unpublished.
Ineffable, in-efa-bl, adj. that cannot be described,

inexpressible.

—

n. Ineffableness.

—

adv. Ineff'ably.
[Fr.,—L. ineffabilis—in, not, effabilis, effable.]

Ineffaceable, in-ef-fas'a-bl. aaj. that cannot be rubbed
out.

—

adv. Inefface'ably.
Ineffective, in-ef-fek'tiv, adj. not effective : useless.—adv. Ineffectively.—rti/y. Ineffectual, fruitless.

—ns. Ineffectuality, Ineffec'tualness.—arfz/. In-

effec'tually. — adj. bieffica'ciOUS, not having power
to produce an efiect.— adv. Ineffica'cloUSly.— «.

Inefffcacy, want of efficacy.

—

n. Inefficiency.

—

adj. Inefficient, effecting, or capable of effecting,

nothing.

—

adv. Inefficiently.
Inelastic, in-e-Ias'tik, adj. not elastic : incompressible.
—«. Inelasticity.

Inelegance, in-el'e-gans, n. want of elegance : want of
beauty or polish—also Inel'egancy.

—

adj. Inel'e-

gant, wanting in beauty, refinement, or ornament.
—adv. Inelegantly.

Ineligible, in-el'i-ji-bl, adj. not capable, or worthy,

of being chosen : unsuitable.—«. Ineligibility.

—

adv. Inel'igibly.

Ineloquent, in-el'o-kwent, adj. not fluent or persua-

sive.— k. Inel'oquence.
Ineluctable, in-e-luk'ta-bl, adj. not to be overcome or

escaped from.

Inenarrable, in-e-nar'a-bl, adj. incapable of being

narrated or told.

Inept, in-ept', adj. not apt or fit : unsuitable : foolish :

inexpert.—Kj. Ineptitude. Inept'ness.—/7(/z». In-

eptly. [Fr.,—L. ineptns—in, not, apttts, apt.)

Inequable, in-e'kwa-bl. adj. not equable, changeable.
Inequality, in-e-kwol'i-ti, «. want of equality : differ-

ence : inadequacy : incompetency : uneveimess : dis-

similarity.

Inequitable, in-ek'wi-ta-bl, adj. imfair, unjust.

—

adz'.

Inequitably.—«. Ineq'ulty, lack of equity: an
unjust action.

Ineradicable, in-e-rad'i-ka-bl, adj. not able to be
er.idicated or rooted ouL

—

adzK meradlcably.
Inerrable, in-er'a-bl, euif. incapable of erring.

—

adv.
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Ti'jlJj^ ftte, (ar ; me, her ; mine ; Infer

Inerr'ably.— «. Inerrancy, ireedom from error.

—

adj. Inerr'ant, unerring.

Inert, in-ert', adj. dull : senseless : inactive : slow :

without the power of moving itself, or of active re-

sistance to motion : powerless.—«. Iner'tia, inert-

ness : the inherent property of matter by which it

tends to remain for ever at rest when still, and in

motion when moving.

—

txdv. Inertly.—«. Inert-
ness. [Fr.,—L. itiers—/>/, not, ars, art.]

Inerudlte, in-er'u-dit, adj. not erudite : unlearned.

Inescapable, in-es-ka'pa-bl, adj. not to be escaped:
inevitable.

Inescutcheon, in-es-kuch'un, n. (Aer.) a single shield

borne as a charge.
Inessential, in-es-sen'shal, adj. not essential or

necessary : immaterial.

Inestimable, in-es'tim-a-bl, adj. not able to be esti-

m.ited or valued : priceless.

—

adv. Ines'timably.
Ineunt, in'e-unt, «. {math.) a point of a curve.

[Iniens, ineuni-is, pr.p. of i»fre, to go in.]

Inevitable, in-ev'it-a-bl, adj. not able to be evaded or
avoided: that cannot be escaped: irresistible.—«.

IneVitableness.—ri^T'. Inev'itably.—The inevit-

able, that which is sure to happen. [Fr.,— L. in-

evitabilis—in, not, ci'itabilis, avoidable

—

evitare, to

avoid—<, out of, viidre, to avoid.]

Inexact, in-egz-akt*, adj. not precisely correct or true.

—ns. Inexactitude, Inexactness.
Inexcusable, in-eks-kuz'a-bl, adj. not justifiable : un-

pardonable.— ns. Inexcusabll'lty, Inexcus'able-
ness.—adv. Inexcus'ably.

Inexecrable, in-ek'se-kra-bl, adj. prob. for inexorable
in Shak., Merchant of Venice, IV. i. 128.

Inexecutable, in-ek-se-kui'a-bl, adj. incapable of
being executed. —«. InexecU'tion.

Inexbausted, in-egr-hawst'ed, adj. not exhausted or
spent. —«. Inexhaustlbil'ity. — <i^'. Inexhaust'-
Ible, not able to be exhausted or spent : unfailing.

—

otiv. Inexliaust'ibly|.

—

adj. Inexhaust'ive, not to

be exhausted : unfailing : not exhaustive.
Inexlstence, in-eg-zist'ens, n. non-existence.

—

adj.
Inexist'ent.

Inexorable, in-egz'or-a-bl, adj. not to be moved by
entre.ity : unrelenting: unalterable.

—

ns. Inex'or-
ableness, Inexorability. — adv. Inexorably. —
Inexorable logic of facts, Mazzini's phrase for the
inexorable force of circumstances, whose conclusions
are beyond the reach of argument. [L.,

—

in, not,
exorabitis—exorare—ex, out of, ordre, to entreat.]

Inexpansible, in-eks-pan'si-bl, adj. incapable of being
expanded.

Inexpectant, in-eks-pek'tant, adj. not expecting.
Inexpedient, in-eks-pe'di-ent, adj. not tending to
promote any end : unfit : inconvenient.

—

ns. Inex-
pe'dlence, Inexpe'dienoy.—rt</7^ Inexpe'diently.

Inexpensive, in-eks-pens'iv, adj. of slight exf)ense.
Inexperience, in-eks-pe'ri-ens, «. want of experience.

—adj. Inexpe'rienced, not having experience : un-
skilled or unpractised.

Inexpert, in-eks-pert', adj. unskilled.

—

n. Inexpert'-
ness.

Inexpiable, in-eks'pi-a-bl, adj. not able to be expiated
or atoned for, implacable.—«. Inex'plableness.

—

adv. Inex'piably.
Inexplicable, in-eks'pli-ka-bl, adj. that cannot be

explained : unintelligible. — ns. Inexplicabil'lty,
Inex'pllcableness adv. Inex'plicably.

Inexplicit, in-eks-plis'it, adj. not clear.
Inexplorable, in-eks-plOr'a-bl, adj. that cannot be

explored or discovered.
Inexplosive, in-eks-plo'siv, adj. not explosive.
Inexpressible, in-eks-pres'i-bf, adj. that cannot be

expressed : unutterable : indescribable.—«.//. (coll.

and supposed to be humorous) trousers.

—

adv. In-
expressibly.—ai^'. Inexpressive, not expressive
or significant.

—

n. Inexpress'iveness.
Inexpugnable, in-eks-pugna-bl (or -pu'-), adj. not to

be overcome by force,

—

adv. Inexpugnably.
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Inextended, in-eks-tend'ed, adj. not extended, with-
out extension.— //. Inextensibil'ity.

—

adj. Inex-
ten'sible.—;/. Inexten'sion.

InextingXlishable, in-eks-ting'gwish-a-bl, adj. that
cannot be extinguished, quenched, or destroyed.

—

luiv. Inextin'guishably.
Inextricable, in-eks'tri-ka-bl, adj. not able to be

extricated or disentangled.—di/j'. Inex'tricably.
Infall, in'fal, «. (Carlyle) an inroad.

Infallible, in-fal'i-bl, adj. incipable of error : trust-

worthy : certain.—«j. Infall'ibilism ; Infall'ibilist;

Infallibility.—W:'. Infallibly.—The doctrine of
infallibility in the R.C. Church, since 1S70, is that
the Pope, when speaking ex cathedrd, is kept from
error in all that regards faith and morals.

Infamous, in'fa-mus, adj. having a reputation of the
worst kind : publicly branded with guilt : notoriously
vile: disgraceful.

—

vs.t. Infame', to defame; In-
famise, Infam'onise (S/uxk.), to defame, to brand
with infamy.— rt</z'. In famously.—«. Infamy, ill

fame or repute : public disgrace : extreme vileness

:

{law) a stigma attaching to the character of a person
so as to disqualify him from being a witness. [Fr.,

— L. in, not,yama, fame.]
Infant, in'fant, «. a babe : {Sng. larv) a person under

twenty-one years of age.

—

adj. belonging to infants
or to infancy: tender: intended for infants.

—

v.t.

{obs.) to have as an infant : to give rise to.

—

n. In'-

fancy, the state or time of being an infant : child-

hood : the beginning of anything : (.Milt.) want of
distinct utterance.

—

adjs. Infantile (in'fant-Tl, or -il),

Infantine (in'fant-In, or -in), pertaining to infancy
or to an infant. [L. in/ans, -antis—in, not, fans,
pr.p. offari, to speak ; Gr. pliemi.\

Infanta, in-fan'ta, n. a title given to any one of the
legitimate daughters of the kings of Spain and Por-
tugal, except the heiress-apparent, or to any one
married to an Infante. — «. Infante (in-fan'ta), a
title given to any one of the legitimate sons of the
kings of Spain and Portugal, except the heir-

apparent. [Sp. from root of iVjA'w/.]

Infanticide, in-fant'i-sld, «. child murder: the mur-
derer of an infant.

—

adj. Infant'lcidal. [Fr. ,— L.
infanticidiutn—in/atts, an infant, ccedere, to kill.]

Infantry, in'fant-ri, «. foot-soldiers. [Fr. in/anterie
—It. iii/aHleria—in/ante, /ante, a child, a servant,
a foot-soldier—L. in/antem, in/ans.]

Infatuate, in-fat'u-at, v.t. to make foolish : to affect

with folly : to deprive of judgment : to inspire with
foolish passion : to stupefy. — adj. infatuated or
foolish.—«. Infatuation. [L. in/atudre, -dtunt—
in, in,/atuus, foolish.]

Infaust, in-fawst', adj. unlucky : unfortunate. [L.
in/austus—in, nol./austus, propitious.]

Infeasible, in-fez'i-bl, adj. not feasible : that cannot
be done or accomplished. — «. InfeasibU'ity, the
state of being infeasible or impracticable.

Infect, in-fekt', v.t. to taint, especially with disease:
to cornipt : to poison. — adj. (S/uik.) tainted. —
«. Infec'tlon, act of infecting : that which infects or
taints.

—

adjs. Infec'tlOUS, Infect'lve, having the
quality of infecting: corrupting: apt to spread.—
adv. mfec'tiously.—«. Infectiousness. [Fr.,—L.
in/cere, infectum—in, into, /acere, to make.]

Infecundlty, in-fe-kun'di-ti, n. want of fecundity or
fertility : unfruitfulness.

—

adj. InfeCund.
Infeftment, in-feft'ment, «. a Scotch law term, used

to denote the symbolical giving possession of land,
which was the completion of the title.—Infeff' =
Enfeoff.

Infelicitous, in-fe-lis'i-tus, adj. not felicitous or happy

:

inappropriate, inapt.—«. InfeliO'ity, want of felicity

or happiness, misery, misfortune : unsuitableness

:

anything unsuitable or improper.
InfeloniOUS, in-fe-lO'ni-us, adj. not felonious.
Infelt, in'felt, adj. felt deeply, heart-felt.

Infer, in-fer", v.t. to deduce, to derive, as a conse-
quence : to prove or imply.

—

v.t. to cocidude :—/r./.



InferiSB ni5te : mute : inOOn ; //(en. Infraction

infer'ring; pa.p. inferred'.

—

adjs. Infer'able, In-
fer'rible, that may be inferred or deduced.—«. In'-

ference, that which is inferred or deduced : the act
of drawing a conclusion from premLses, conclusion,
consequence.

—

adj. Inferen'tial, deducible or de-
duced by inference.

—

adv. Inferen'Ually. [Fr.,—L.
inferre—in, inlo, /erre, to bring.]

InferiS, in-fe'ri-e, ».//. offerings to the manes of the
dead. [L.]

Inferior, in-fe'ri-ur, adj. lower in any respect : sub-

ordinate : secondary.— n. one lower in rank or
station : one younger than another.—«. Inferior'ity,

the state of being inferior : a lower position in any
respect.

—

adv. Infe'riorly, in an inferior manner.
[L. in/trior, comp. oi iu/erus, low.]

Infernal, in-fer'nal, adj. belonging to the lower regions :

resembling or suitable to hell, devilish : outrageous.
—n. Infemal'ity.—<m'i'. Infernally.—«. Infer'no

(//.), hell, the title and the subject of one of the
divisions of Dante's great poem. La Divina Corn-
media.—Infernal maclline, a contrivance made to

resemble some ordinary harmless object, but charged
with a dangerous explosive. [Fr.,—L. in/erttui—
in/erus. ]

Infertile, in-fer'til, adj. not productive : barren.

—

n.

Infertil'ity.

Infest, in-fest*, v.t. to disturb : to harass.

—

adj. (JSpens.)
hostile: troublesome.— «. Infesta'tion {Milt.),

molestation. (Fr.,— L. infestdre, from infestus,
hostile, from «'» and an old \crh /endere, to strike,

found in qf-fcndere, de-/endere.\
Infeudatlon, in-fu-da'shun, «. the putting of an

estate in fee : the granting of litlies to laymen.
Infibulate, in-fib'u-lat, v.t. to clasp with a padlock.—

«. Infibula'tlon, act of confining, esp. the sexual
organs.

Infidel, in'fi-del, adj. unbelieving : sceptical : dis-

believing Christianity.— «. one who rejects Christi-

anity as a divine revelation, but the word is not used
of heathens.—«. Infldel'lty, want of faith or belief:

disbelief in Christianity : unfaithfulness, esp. to the
marriage contract : treachery. [Fr.,—L. infidelis—
in, not., jideiis, faithful—y?</«, faith.]

Infield, in'feld, ». in base-ball, the space enclosed
within the base-lines : {Scot.) land under tillage :

—

opp. to Outfield.—z'.t. to enclose.
Infighting, in'frt-ing, «. boxing at close quarters when

blows from the shoulder cannot be given.
Infiltrate, in-fil'trat, w./. to enter a substance by

filtration, or through its pores.

—

-j.t. Infil'ter, to

filter or sift in.

—

n. Infiltra'tion, the process of
infiltrating, or the subst.ince infiltrated.

Infinite, in'fin-it. adj. without end or limit : without
bounds : (math.) either greater or smaller than any
quantity that can be assigned.

—

n. that which is not
only without determinate bounds, but which cannot
possibly admit of bound or limit : the Absolute, the
Infinite Being or God.

—

adjs. Infin'itant, denoting
merely negative attribution ; Infin'itary, pertaining
to infinity.

—

xKt. Infin'ltate, to make infinite.

—

adv.
In'finitely.—«. In'finiteness, the state of being
infinite : immensity.

—

adj. Infinltes'imal, infinitely

small.—«. an infinitely small quantity.

—

aiiv. In-
finiteslmally.—rt<//'. Infinl'to (>«;«.), perpetual.—
HS. Infin'ltiXde, Infin'ity, boundlessness : immensity

:

countless or indefinite number.
Infinitive, in-fin'it-iv, adj. (lit.) unlimited , unrestricted

:

(fram.) the mood of the verb which expresses the
idea without person or number.

—

adj. Infiniti'VaL

—

adv. Infin'ltlvely. [Fr.,—L. infitiit!vrts.]

Infirm, in-ferm', adj. feeble : sickly : weak : not solid :

irrcsolnte : imbecile.

—

ns. Infirma'rian, an officer in

a monaster^' having charge of the quarters for the
sick ; Infirm'ary, a ho-pital or place for the treat-

ment of the sick ; Infirmity, disease : failing

:

defect : imbecility.—arfj'. Infirmly. [O. Fr.,—L.
infirtnus—in, not, firmus, strong.]

Infix, in-fiks', v.t. to nx in : to drive or fasten iu : to
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set in by piercing. [O. Fr.,—L. itifixus—iu, in,

figere, fixum, to fix.]

Inflame, in-flam', v.t. to cause to flame : to cause to

burn: to excite: to increase: to exasperate.

—

v.i.

to become hot, painful, or angry.

—

ns. TTiflaTnTtisy.

M'ity, Inflam'mableness, the quality of being
inflammable.— adj. Tnflam'mable, that may be
burned : combustible ; easily kindled or excited.

—

adv. Inflam'mably.—». Inflammation, state of
being in flame : heat of a part of the body, with
pain, redness, and swelling: violent excitement:
heat.

—

adj. Inflam'matory, tending to inflame :

inflaming: exciting. [O. Fr.,

—

\^. infiammdre—in,

into, fiamma, a flame.]

Inflate, in-flat', v.t. to swell with air : to puff up,
elale.—adj. Inflated, swollenor blown out : turgid.
—adv. Inflat ingly.- >/j. Infla'tion, state of being
puffed up ; Infla'tUS, a breathing into : inspiration.
[L. iitfidre, -dtuin—in, into, fidre, to blow.]

Inflect, in-flekt', v.t. to bend in : to turn from a direct
line or course : to modulate, as the voice : (gram.)
to vary in the terminations.

—

ns. Inflection, In-
flez'ion, a bending or deviation : modulation of the
voice : (gram.) the varying in termination to express
the relations of case, number, gender, person, tense,

Sic—aajs. Inflec'tional, Inflexional; Inflec'tion-
less, Inflex ionless ; Inflective, subject to inflec-

tion: Inflexed', bent inward: bent: turned.— ns.

Inflexibility, Inflex ibleness.-n^'. Inflex'ible,
that cannot be bent : unyielding : unbending.

—

adv.
Inflex'ibly.— >/. Inflex'ure, a bend or fold. [L.

inflectere—in, in, flectere,flexum, to bend.]
Inflict, in-flikt', v.t. to lay on : to impose, as punish-

ment.—«. Infliction, act of inflicting or imposing :

punishment applied.

—

adj. InfliCt'iVd, tending or

able to inflict. [L. infiictus, infligere—in, against,

fligere, to strike.]

Inflorescence, in-flor-es'ens, «. character or mode of
flowering of a plant. [Fr.,— L. inflorescetis— iti-

fiorescere, to liegin to blossom.]

Inflow, in'flo, «. the act of flowing in or into, influx.

Influence, in'fli5o-ens, «. power exerted on men or

things: power in operation: authority.

—

7'.t. to

affect : to move : to direct.

—

adj. Inflnen'tial, having
or exerting influence or power over.

—

adv. Influen'-

tially. [Orig. a term in astrology, the power or

virtue supposed to flow from planets upon men and
things; O. Fr.,—Low L. infiuentia—L. in, into,

fine re, to flow.]

Il^uent, in'flSo-ent, adj. flowing in.

Influenza, in-flOS-en'za, «. a severe epidemic catarrh.

accompanied with weakening fever. [It.,—L., a
by-form of infliunce.'\

Influx, in'fluks, «. a flowing in : infusion : abundant
accession.—«. InflUX'ion, infusion. [L. infiuxus—
i>ifiHere.'\

Infold. See Enfold.
Inform, in-form', T<.t. to give form to : to animate or

give life to : to impart knowledge to : to tell : (Milt.)
to direct.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to take shape or form : to

give information (with against or on).—adj. In-
form'al, not in proper form : irregular.—«. Infor-
mal'ity.

—

a<iv. Diform'ally.

—

ns. Inform^ant, one
who informs or gives intelligence ; Informa'tion, in-

telligence given : knowledge : an accusation given to

a magistrate or court.

—

adjs. Inform'atlve, having
power to form : instructive ; Inform'atory, in-

structive ; Informed' (Spens.), unformed : (astron.)

of stars not included within the figures of any
of the ancient constellations.— «. Inform'er, one
who informs against another. [O. Fr.,—L. in/or-

mdre—in, into, fortndre, to form.]
Informidable, in-for'mi-da-bl, adj. (Milt.) not for-

mid-al'le.

Infortune. in-for'tun, n. misfortune.
Infi'acostal, in-fra-kos'tal, adj. situated beneath the

rib-.

Infraction, in-frak'ikhun, h. violation, esp. of law

;



lufra^rraut fate, far ; me, her ; miae ; Inhale

breach.

—

v.t. Infract', to break off.—«. Infractor,
one who infracts. [L.,

—

in, in, frangere, fractum,
to break.]

Infragrant, in-fra'grant, adj. not fragrant.

Infrahuman, in-fra-hu'man, adj. having qualities

lower than human.
Tnfra1apga.ria.nisin in-fra-lap-sa'ri-an-izm, «. (tfuol.)

the common Augustinian and Calvinist doctrine,

that God for His own glory determined to create

the world, to permit the fall of men, to elect from
the mass of fallen men an innumerable multitude

as ' vessels of mercy,' to send His Son for their

redemption, to leave the residue of mankind to

suffer the just punishment of their sins—distinct both
from the Supralapsarianism of the strictest Cal-

vinists and the Sublapsariamsm held by moderate
Calvinists.—«. Infralapsa'rlan, one who holds the

foregoing. [L. infra, below, after, lapsus, the

fall.)

Inframaxillary, in-fra-mak'si-la-ri, adj. situated

under the jaw : belonging to the lower Jaw.
Inframundane, in-fra-mun'dan, adj. lymg or being
beneath the world. [L. infra, beneath, mundus,
the world.

Infrangible, in-fran'ji-bl, adj. that cannot be broken :

not to be violated.

—

ns. Infrangibil'ity, Infran-
gibleness.

Infraorbital, in-fra-or'bi-tal, adj. situated below the

orbit of the eye.
Infrascapular, in-fra-skap'u-lar, adj. situated below

the scapula.

Infrequent, in-freTcwent, adj. seldom occurring : rare :

uncommon.—«j. Infre'quence, Infre'quency.—a^z/.
Infrequently.

Infringe, in-frinj', v.t. to violate, esp. law : to neglect

to obey.

—

n. Infringe'ment, breach : violation : non-
fulfilment. [L. itfritigere—in, in, frangere.]

InfructuoUS, in-fruk'tu-us, adj. not fruitful.

—

adv.
Infruc'tuously.

Infula, in'fu-la, n. a white-and-red fillet or band of
woollen stuff, worn upon the forehead, as a sign of
religious consecration and of inviolability : a lappet

in a mitre -.—pi. In'fulSB (e). [L.]

Infumation, in-fum-a'shun, «. the act of drying in

smoke.

—

zi.i. In'fumate. [L. infumare, -atuni—in,

'm,fu»idre, to &mo\ic—ft4tmis, smoke.]
Infundibular, in-fun-dib'u-lar, adj. having the form of

a funnel.—Also Infundlb'ulate, Infundib'uliform.
[L. in, in,fundere, to pour.]

Infuriate, in-fu'ri-at, v.t. to enrage: to madden.

—

adj. enraged : mad. [L. in, in, fitridre, -dtutn, to

ma.AA&n—furere, to rave.]

Infuscate, in-fus'kat, adj. clouded with brown.
Infuse, in-fuz', v.t. to pour into: to inspire with: to

introduce: to steep in liquor without boiling : (Shak.)
to shed, pour.—«. (^Spens.) infusion.

—

adj. Infus'ible.—n. Inru'sion, the pouring of water over any sub-
stance, in order to extract its active qualities : a
solution in water of an organic, esp. a vegetable,
substance : the liquor so obtained : inspiration : in-

stilling.

—

adj. Infus'ive, having the power of infu-

sion, or of being infused. [L. infundere, infusum—
i/i, mx.o, fundere, fusum, to pour.]

Infusible, in-fu/i-bl, adj. that cannot be dissolved or
melted.

Infusoria, in-fu-sO'ri-a, n.fil. a name given to several

classes of active Protozoa, some of which appear in

great numbers in stagnant infusions of animal or
vegetable material. —^i. InfUSO'rial, Infu'SOry,
composed of or containmg infusoria.

—

n. and adj.

Infuso'rian.—Infusorial earth, a siliceous deposit

formed chiefly of the frustates of Diatoms—used as
Tripoli pnvder for polishing purposes. [L.]

Ingate, in'gat, «. {Spens.) a way in, entrance.
Ingathering, in'ga^/i-er-ing, «. the collecting and

securing of the fruits of the earth : harvest.—FeaSt
Of Ingathering (see Tabernacles, Feast of).

Ingeminate, in-jem'in-at, v.t. to repeat. — n. In-

gemina'tion. [L. iugemindre, -atum— in, in,

geminus, twin.]

Ingener, in-ja'ner, «. {.Shak.) an ingenious person: a
contriver : a designer.

Ingenerate, in-jen'er-at, v.t. to generate or produce
within.—a</?'. inborn: innate.

Ingenious, in-je'ni-us, adj. of good natural abilities

:

skilful in inventing: •*i'v.Vj.-^-adv. Ingeniously.

—

ns. Inge'niousness, Ingenuity, power of ready
invention : facility in combining ideas : curioiisness

in design ; Inge'nium, bent of mind. [L. ingeniosus
—ingeniuin, mother-wit, from in, and gen, root of

gignere, to beget.]

Ingenuous, in-jen'u-us, adj. frank : honourable : free

from deception.

—

adv. Ingen'uously.—«. Ingen'u-
OUSneSS. IL. ingenuus.]

Ingest, in-jest', v.t. to throw into the stomach.

—

n.pl.

Ingest'a, substances introduced into an organic
body.—«. Ingestion :—opp. to Egestion.

Ingle, ing'gl, H. (Scot.) a fire : fireplace.

—

ns. Ing'le-

cheek, £lgleside (Scot.), a fireside. [Gael, ain-

geal: but prob. L.

—

igniculus, dim. q{ ignis, fire.]

Ingle, ing'gl, n. a familiar Iriend. [Origin obscure. J

Inglobe, in-glob', v.t. (Milt.) to encircle : involve.

—

adj. InglOb'ate, in the form of a globe or sphere.

Inglorious, in-glO'ri-us, adj. not glorious : without

honour: shameful. —oc^z-. InglO'riOUSly.— «. In-

glo'riousness.
InglUVies, in-glOO'vi-ez, «. the crop or craw of birds.

—adj. Inglu'vial. [L.]

Ingoing, in'-gu-ing, n. a going in : entrance.

—

adj.

going in : entering as an occupant.
Ingot, iii'got, n. a mass of unwrought metal, esp. gold

or silver, cast in a mould. [A.S. in, in, ax\d. goten,

pa.p. o{ gedtan, to pour ; Ger. giessen, Goth, giutan.
The Ger. einguss is an exact parallel to ingot.]

Ingraft. See Engraft
Ingrain, in-gran', v.t. the same as Engrain.

—

adj.

dyed in the yarn or thread before manufacture.
Ingrate, in'grat, «. (Milt.) one who is ungrateful.

—

adj. Ingrate'ful, unthankful.
Ingratiate, in-grashi-ai, v.t. to commend to grace or

favour (used reflejcively, and followed by -.uitk) : to

secure the good-will of another. [L. in, \n\.o, gratia,
favour.]

Ingratitude, in-grat'i-tud, «. unthankfulness : the
return of evil for good. [Low L. ingratitudo—L.
ingrains, unthankful.]

Ingredient, in-gre'di-ent, n. that which enters into a
compound: a component part of anything. [Fr. ,

—

L. ingrediens, -entis, pr.p. of ingredi—in, into,

gradi, to enter.]

Ingress, in'gres, n. entrance : power, right, or means of
entrance.—«. Ingresslon. [L. ingressus—ingredi.]

Ingroove. See Engroove.
Ingress, in-gros', v.t. (Sliak.). Same as Engross.
Ingrowing, in'grC-ing, adj. growing inward.

—

n. In'-

groTTth.
IngUilty, in-gilt'i, adj. (S/iak.) not guilty.

Inguinal, ing'gwin-al, adj. relating to tlie groin. [L.

ine^uinalis—ins^uen, inguinis, the groin.]

Ingulf. See Engulf
Ingurgitate, in-gur'ji-tat, v.t. to swallow up greedily,

as in a gulf

—

n. Ingurglta'tion. [L. ingiirgit&re,

-atum—/«, Into, gurges, a whirlpool.]
Inhabit, in-hab'it, v.t. to dwell in : to occupj'.

—

v.i.

(Shak.) to dwell.—«(/;'. Inhabitable, that may be
inhabited. — 7(j. Inbabltanoe, Inhabitancy, the

act of inhabiting : actu.il residence ; Inhabitant,
one who inhabits: a resident.

—

adj. resident.

—

ns.

Inhabitation, the act of inhabiting : dwelling-

place : (Milt.) population: Inhablter (B.), an in-

habitant ; Inhabltiveness, love of locality and
home; Inhabltress, a female inhabitant. (Fr.,—L.,

from in, in, habitdre, to dwell.]

Inhale, inhal', 7Kt. to draw in the breath, to draw
into the lungs, as air.

—

adjs. Inhalant, Inhalent.—ns, Inhala'tion, the drawing into the lungs, a»

tfa



Inharmonious mOte ; mCte ; mSOn ; Men. Inlay

air, or fumes ; Inhal'er. [L. inhaldre, to breathe
upon—/«, upon, haldre, to breathe.]

Inharmonious, in-har-mO'ni-us, adj. discordant, un-
musical.

—

adjs. Inhannon'lC, -al, wanting harmony :

inharmonious.

—

adv. Inharmo'nlously.

—

us. Inbar-
mo'nlousness ; Inbafmony, want of harmony.

InbatlSt, in'hast, v.t. {humorous) to drink in. [L. in,

in, haurire, hanstuni, to draw.]
Inhearse, in-hSrs', v.t. iJShak.) to enclose in a hearse,

to bury.
Inhere, in-her", v.i. to stick fast : to remain firm in.

—

tis. Inher'ence, Tnlier'enoy, a sticking fast : exist-

ence in something else : a fixed state of being in

another body or substance.

—

adj. Inher'ent, stick-

ing fast : existing in and inseparable from something
else : innate : natural.

—

adv. Inher'ently. [L. in-

harcre—in, in, harere, to stick.]

Inherit, in-her'it, v.t. to take as heir or by descent
from an ancestor : to possess.

—

v.i. to enjoy, as
property.

—

adj. Inher'itahle, same as Heritable.—

•

ns. Inheritance, that which is or may be inherited :

an estate derived from an ancestor : hereditary
descent : natural gift : possession ; Inher'itor, one
who inherits or may inherit : an heir :—/ein. Inher'-
Itress, Inher'itriX. [O. Fr. enlUriter—'Lovi L.
hereditdre, to inherit—L. in, in, heres, an heir.]

Inhesion, in-hs'zhun. Same as Inherence.
Inhibit, in-hib'it, v.t. to hold in or back : to keep
back : to check.

—

n. Inhibi'tion, the act of inhibiting
or restraining : the state of being inhibited : prohibi-

tion : a writ from a higher court to an inferior judge
to stay proceedings.

—

adj. Inhib'itory, prohibitory.

[L. inhibere, -hibitum—in, in, habere, to have.]
Inholder, in-hSld'er «. (Sfens.) an inhabitant.

Inhoop, in-hoop', v.i. {S/iai.) to confine, as in a hoop
or enclosure.

Inhospitable, in-hos'pit-a-bl, adj. affording no kind-
ness to strangers.

—

ns. Inhos'pltableness, Inhospi-
tal'lty, want of hospitality or courtesy to strangers.

—tidv. Inhospitably.
Inhuman, in-hu'man, adj. barbarous : cruel : unfeel-

ing.

—

n. Inhumanity, the state of being inhuman :

barbarity : cruelty.

—

adv. InhU'manly.
Inhume, in-hum', v.t. to inter.

—

n. Inhuma'tion, the
act of depositing in the ground : burial. [L. in-

hnindre—In, in, huiniis, the ground.]
Inimical, in-im'i-kal, Oiij. like an enemy, not friendly :

contrary : repugnant.

—

adv. Inlm'ically. [L. inimi-
calis— iniinicns—z'«, not, amicus, friendly.]

Inimitable, in-im'it-a-bl, adj. that cannot be imitated :

surpassingly excellent.—«^. Inimitabil'ity, Inlm'it-
ableness, the quality of being inimitable. — adv.
Inlm itably.

Inion, in'i-on, «. the external occipital protuberance

:

—//. In'Ia. [Gr.]
Iniquity, in-ik'wi-ti, «. want of equity or fairness:

injustice : wickedness : a crime : one of the names
of the Vice, the established buffoon of the old

Moralities.

—

adj. Iniq'uitoUS, unjust : unreasonable :

wicked.

—

adv. filiq'ultoUSly. [Fr.,—L. iniquitateni
—iniquiis, unequal

—

in, not, cequus, equal. ]

Initial, in-ish'al, adj. commencing : placed at the
beginning.

—

n. the letter beginning a word, esp.

a name.

—

v.t. to put the initials of one's name to.

—

v.t. Initiate, to make a beginning: to instruct in

principles : to acquaint with : to introduce into

a new state or society.

—

v.i. to perform the first

act or rite.—«. one who is initiated.

—

adj. fresh :

unpractised.—«. Initia'tlon, act or process of initiat-

ing or acquainting one with principles before un-
known : act of admitting to any society, by instruct-

ing in its rules and ceremonies.

—

adj. Initiative,
serving to initiate : introductoiy.—n. an introductory
step : the power or right of commencing. — adj.
Initiatory, tending to initiate : introductory.—«.

introductory rite. tL- initialis—initium, a begin-
ning, inlre, imtutn—in, into, Ire, Itum, to go.]

Inject, in-jeict', v.i, to throw into: to cast oa : to
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make to pass in.

—

ns. Injec'tlon, act of injecting or
throwing in or into : the act of filling the vessels of
an animal body with any liquid : a liquid to be
injected into any part of the body ; Injec'tor, an
apparatus by which a stream of water is forced into

a steam-boiler, or by which a vacuum is obtained in

continuous railroad brakes. [L. injicere, injectutn—in, into, jacere, to throw.]
In^elly, in-jel'i, v.t. (Tenn.) to place, as if in jelly.

Inioint, in-joint', v.i. (Shak.) to join.

InjudiciotlS, in-jOS-dish'us, adj. void of or wanting in

judgment: imprudent: inconsiderate.

—

adj. Inju-
dicial, not according to law-forms. — adv. Inju-
diciously.—«. InjudiCiousness.

Injunction, in-jungk'shun, «. act of enjoining or com-
manding : an order : a precept : exhortation : an
introductory writ by which a superior court stops or
prevents some inequitable or illegal act being done

—

called in Scotland an interdict: (/I/j//.) conjunction.
[Low L. injutiction-em—in, in, jungere, junctutn,
to join.

)

Injure, in'joDr, v.t. to wrong, harm : to damage : to
annoy.—«. In'juxer, one who injures.

—

adj. Inju'rl-

OUS, tending to injure : unjust : wrongful : mischiev-
ous : damaging reputation.

—

adv. Inju'riously.

—

ns. Inju'riotisness ; In'jury, that which injures

;

wrong: mischief: annoyance: (/'r. Bk.) msult,
offence. [Fr. injnrier—L. injuridri—injuria, in-

jury

—

in, not, jus, juris, law.]

Injustice, iu-jus'tis, «. violation or withholding of
another's rights or dues : wrong : iniquity.

Ink, ingk, «. a coloured fluid used in writing, printing,

&c.

—

v.t, to daub with ink.

—

ns. Ink'-bag, -saC, a
sac in some cuttle-fishes, containing a black viscid

fluid ; Ink'-bOttle, an inkstand : a bottle for holding
ink placed in an inkstand ; Ink'holder, Ink'stand,
a vessel for holding ink; Ink'hom {obs.), an ink-

holder, formerly of horn : a portable case for ink,

&c. ; Ink'horn-mate(.SV;rt/i.), a bookish man ; Ink"!-

ness ; Ink'-pot, an inkholder.

—

adj. pedantic.

—

ns.

Inking-ta'ble, a table or flat surface used for supply-

ing the inking-roller with ink during the process of
printing ; Ink'ing-roU'er, a roller covered with a
composition for inking printing types ; Ink'-Stone, a
kind ofstone containing sulphate of iron, used in mak-
ing ink.

—

adj. Inky, consisting of or resembling ink :

blackened with ink.

—

n. Print'lng-tnk (see Print).

—China Ink, Indian ink, a mechanical mixture of
the purest and densest lampblack, with a solution of
gum or gelatine ; Invisible or Sympathetic ink, a
kind of ink which remains invisible on the paper
until it is heated.—Sling ink {slang), to write : to

earn one's bread by writing. [O. Fr. enque (Fr.

encre)—Low L. eticaustum, the purple-red ink used
by the later Roman emperors—Gr. engkauston—
engkaiein, to burn in. See Encaustic]

Inkle, ingkl, 7t. {Shak.) a kind of broad linen tape.

[M. E. liniolf, inniolf, allied to O. Fr. lignel, shoe-
makers' thread, iigne, thread — L. linea, iinum,
flax.]

Inkling, ingkling, «. a hint or whisper : intimation.

—

v.i. Inkle, to have a hint of. [M. E. inclen, to hint

at, which Skeat suspects to be corrupted from Dan.
ymte, to mutter ; cf. Ice. ym-ta, to mutter ; ulti-

mately imitative.]

In-kneed, in'-ned, adj. knock-kneed.
Inlace, in-las', v.t. to embellish, as with lace : to lace.

Inland, inland, «. the interior part of a country.

—

adj. remote from the sea : carried on or produced
within a country : confined to a country : {Shnk.)
refined, polished. — n. Inlander, one who lives

inland.—Inland navigation, passage of boats or
vessels on rivers, lakes, or canals within a country

:

Inland revenue, internal revenue, derived from
excise, stamps, income-tax, &c. [A.S. inland, a
domain

—

in aijd land.^

Inlay, in-la', v.t. to ornament by laying in or inserting
pieces of metal, ivory, &c.—/a./. In&id'.—n. pieces



Inlet fSte, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Inquire

of metal, ivory, SiC for inlaying. — ns. Inlay'er ;

Inlaying.
Inlet, m'let, «. a passage by which one is let in : place

of ingress : a small bay.
InlOCk, in-lok', v. t. Same as EnlOCk.
Inly, in'li, adj. inward : secret.

—

adv. inwardly : in

the heart.

Inmate, in'mat, n. one who lodges in the same house
with another : a lodger : one received into a hospital,

&c.

—

adj. dwelling m the same place.

Inmeats, in'mets, «.//. the entrails.

Inmost. See Innermost.
Inn, in, n. a public house for the lodging and enter-

tainment of travellers : a hotel, tavern : {obs.) a
lodging, a place of abode.

—

ns. Inn'-llOld'er(^(i<r<7«),

one who keeps an inn ; Inn'koeper, one who keeps
an inn.—Inns Of Oourt, the name given to the four

voluntary societies which have the exclusive right of
calling persons to the English bar (Inner Temple,
Middle Temple, Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn).

[A. S. in, inn, an inn, house

—

in, inn, within {adv.),

from the prep, in, in.)

Innate, in'at, or in-nat', adj. inborn : natural to the
mind, instinctive, inherent.

—

adv. Inn'atelv. — «.

Inn'ateness. — adj. Inna'tive, native. — innate
ideas, a priori principles of knowledge and of
action, the word 'innate' implying that the power
of recognising such principles is provided for in the
constitution of the mind. [L. inndius—innasci—
in, in, nasci, to be born.]

Innavigable, in-nav'i-ga-bl, adj. impassable by ships.

—adz: InnaVlgably.
Inner, in'er, adj. (comp. of in) farther in : interior.

—

adjs. Inn'ermost, Inmost (superl. of in), farthest

in : most remote from the outward part.

—

adv. Inn'er-
mostly. [.\.S. in, comp. innera, superl. innemest
= i>ine-m-esi—thus a double superlative.]

Innervate, in-ArVat, v.t. to supply with force or
nervous energy—also Innerve'.—«. Innerva'tion,
special mode of activity inherent in the nervous
structure : nervous activity.

Inning, in'ing, n. the ingathering of grain : turn for

using the bat in cricket (in this sense used only in the
plural) : the time during which a person or party is in

possession of anything : (//.) lands recovered from
the sea.—Good innings, or Long innings, good
luck, or a long run of such. [A verbal noun from old
verb to inn—i.e. to house corn, from noun inn.]

Innocent, in'o-sent, adj. not hurtful : inoffensive :

blameless : pure : lawful : simple, imbecile.—«. one
free from fault : an idiot.

—

nt. Inn'OCence, harmless-
ness : blamelessness ; purity : artlessness : integrity :

imbecility : absence of legal guilt ; Inn'ocency, the
qu.ility of being innocent.

—

adv. Innocently.—
innocents' Day (see Childermas). [O. Fr.,—L.
inn>cens, -entis—in, not, nocere, to hurt]

Innocuous, in-nok'u-us, adj. not hurtful : harmless in
eiTects._

—

adv. Innoc'uousl^.—«j. Innotfuousness,
Innocu'ity, the state of being innocuous. (L. in-
nociirfs—in, not, nocuus, hurtful

—

nocere, to hurt.]
Innominate, i-nom'i-nat, adj. having no name.

—

adj.
Innom'inable,unnamable.—«.//. trousers.—Innomi-
nate artery, the first large branch given off from
the arch of the Aorta (q. v.); Innominate bone (ps
innominatum), the haunch-bone, hip-bone. [L. in,

not, notninare, -atunt, to name.}
Innovate, ip'o-vat, v.t. to introduce something new.— %>.i. to introduce novelties: to make changes.

—

Hs. Innova'tlon; Innova'tionlst; Inn'ovator. (L.
innoz'dre, -dtiim—in, in, nozms, new.]

Innoxious, in-nok'shus, adj. same as InnoCUOUS.—
aiiv. Innox'iOUSly.—«. InnOX'iOUSnesS, the quality
of being innocuous.

Innuendo, in-u-en'dO, «. a side-hint : an indirect refer-

ence or intimation : a part of a pleading in cases of
libel and slander, pointing out what and who was
meant by the libellous matter or description, [L., the
ablative gerund of innuire—»«, in, nitere, to nod.]

Innumerable, in-nu'mer-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
numbered : countless.

—

ns. Innumerabil ity, the
state or quality of being innumerable ;

Tnmi'Tnar.
ableness.—rt</i'. Innu'merably.— a*/;'. Innu'mer-
OUS, without number : innumerable.

Innutrition, in-nu-trish'un, n. want of nutrition

:

failure of nourishment.

—

adj. InnUtrit'iOUS, not
nutritious : without nourishment.

Inobservant, in-ob-zer'vant,a^'. not observant: heed-
less.

—

adj. Inobser'vable, incapable of being ob-
served.—«j. Inobser'vance, lack of observance;
Inobserva'tion.

Inobtrusive, in-ob-trCO'siv, adf. unobtrusive.

—

adv.
Inobtru'sively.—«. Inobtru'siveness.

Inoculate, in-ok'fl-lat, v.t. to insert a bud for propaga-
tion : to engraft : to communicate disease by insert-

ing matter in the skin.— z/.fc to propagate by budding:
to practise inoculation, —adj. Inoc'Ulable.

—

n. InoCU-
la'tion, act or practice of inoculating : insertion of
the buds of one plant into another : the communica-
tion of disease to a healthy subject by the intro-

duction of a specific germ or animal poison into

his system by puncture or otherwise.

—

adjs. Inocu-
la'tive, Inocula'tory.—«. Inoc'ulator. [L. inoa*-
Idre. -attint—in, into, oculus, an eye.]

Inodorous, in-O'dur-us, adj. without smell.
Inoffensive, in-of-fen'siv, adj. giving no offence;

harmless : not unpleasing.—-a</-'. Inoffen'Slvely.

—

«. Inoffen'siveness.
Inofficial, in-ol-fish'al, adj. not proceeding from the

proper officer : without the usual forms of authority.
—adv. InoffiC'ially. —adj. InoffiO'iOU3(rar^), regard-
less of duty.

Inoperative, in-op'er-a-tiv, adj. not in action : pro-
ducing no effect.

Inopportune, in-op-por-tun', adj. unseasonable in

umft.—adv. Inopportunely.—«. Inopportun'ity.
Inorb, in-orb', v.t. to form as an orb.

Inordinate, in-or'di-nat, adj. beyond usual bounds :

irregular: immoderate.

—

ns. Inor'dinacy, Inor'-

dinateness —rt^T/. Inor'dinately.—«. fiiordlna'-
tion, deviation from rule: irregularity. [L. inor-

dinattis—in, not, ordinare, -dtum, to arrange.]
Inorganic, in-or-gan'ik, adj. without life or organisa-

tion, as minerals, &c. : of accidental origin, not
normally developed.

—

adv. Inorgan'ically.—«. In-
Organlsa'tion, want of organisation.

—

adj. Inor"-

ganised, same as Inorganic. -Inorganic cbem-
&try, a subdivision of chemistry made originally to

designate the chemistry of purely mineral substances,

and retained still mainly as a matter of convenience.
Inosculate, in-os'ku-lat, v.t. and v.i. to unite by
mouths or ducts, as two vessels in an animal body '.

to blend.

—

n. Inoscula'tion. [L. in, and osculdri,

dtus, to kiss.]

In-I>atient, in'pa-shent, n. a patient lodged and fed as
well as treated in a hospital :—opp. to Out-patient.

Inpourlng, in'pOr-ing, «. a pouring in : addition.

Input, in'pSDt, «. (Scot.) contribution.

Int^uest, in'kwest, k. act of inquiring : search : judi-

cial inquiry before a jury into any matter, esp. any
case of violent or sudden death. (O. Fr. enqueste—
L. inquisita (res)—inquirere, to inquire.]

Inquietude, in-kwl'et-ud, «. disturbance or uneasi-

ness of body or mind.

—

adj. Inqul'et, unquiet.

—

v.t.

to disturb.

Inquiline, in'kwi-lin, adj. living in the abode of
another, as a pea-crab in an oyster-shell.—«. an
animal so Jiving.

—

adj. In^UiU'nous. [L. injuilinus—incola, inhabitant—;«, m, collre, to inhabit.)
Inquire, in-kwlr', v.i. to ask a question : to make an

investigation.

—

v.t. to ask about : to make an ex-
amination regarding : (Spms.) to call.— «. (Shak.) a
seeking for information.

—

ns. Inqulra'tion (/);V^^«.s),

inquiry ; Inquiren'do (lam), an authority to in-

quire ; Inquir'er.

—

atij. Inqiiir'ing, given to inquiry.—adv. Inquir'ingly.—«. Inqulr'y, act of inquiring

:

search for knowledge : investigation : a question.—
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Inqtilsition mote ; mOte : mOOn ; then. Inslernla

wnt appointing an inquest.

n, in, qiuerere, quccsitunt., to

Writ Of Inquiry,
[Fr. ,—L. luquirere
seek.]

Inquisition, in-kwi-zish'un, n. an inquiring or search-
ing for : investigation : judicial inquiry : a tribunal

in the R.C. Church, called also 'the Holy Office,'

for the discovery, repression and punishment of
heresy, unbelief, and other offences against religion.

—v.t. {Miit.). to investigate.—«<(;>. Inquisitional,
making inquiry : relating to the Inquisition : In-
quisitive, searching into : apt to ask questions

:

curious. — adv. Inquis'ltively.— ns. Inquis'itive-

neSS ; Inquisitor, one who inquires : an official

inquirer : a member of the Court of Inquisition.

—

adj. Inqulsito'rial. — adv. Inquislto'nally. — «.

Inquisltress, an inquisitive woman.

—

adj. InquiS-
itu'rient {Milt.), inquisitorial.—Grand Inquisitor,

the chief in a Court of Inquisition. [L. inquisitioti-

em. See Inquire.]
Inroad, in'rod, ». an incursion into an enemy's country :

a sudden invasion ; attack : encroachment.
Inrush, in'rush, n. an invasion : an irruption.

Insalivation, in-sal-i-va'shun, ». the process of mixing
the food with the saliva.

Insalubrious, in-sa-lu'bri-us, adj. not healthful : un-
wholesome.— «. Insalu'brlty.

Insalutary, in-sal'u-tar-i, adj. not salutary or favour-

able to health : unwholesome.
Insanable, in-san'a-bl, adj. incurable.—«. Insan'able-
ness.—a</z'. Insan'ably.

Insane, in-san', adj. not sane or ofsound mind : crazy :

mad : utterly unwise ; senseless : causing insanity^
(Shak.) ' insane root,' prob. hemlock or henbane.—

-

adv. Insanely.

—

ns. Insane'ness, insanity : mad-
ness ; Insa'nie (Shak.), insanity ; Insan'ity, want
of sanity : an alteration in all or any of the functions

of the brain, unfitting a man for affairs, and render-
ing him dangerous to himself and others : madness.

Insanitary, in-san'i-ta-ri, adj. not sanitary.—«. In-

sanlta'uon, want of proper sanitary arrangements.
Insatiable, in-sa'shi-a-bl. Insatiate, in-sa'shi-at, adj.

that cannot be satiated or satisfied.

—

ns. Insa'tiable-
ness, Insatiability, Insati'ety.—<z</z/. Insatiably.

Insdent, in'shi-ent, adj. not knowing, ignorant

:

knowing. (Fr.,—L. in, not, sciens, scire, to know;
in the sense of knowing, prefix in- is intens.]

Inscribe, in-skrlb', v.t. to write upon : to engrave,
as on a monument : to put (a person's name) in a
book, by way of compliment : to imprint deeply

:

{geoni.) to draw one figure within another.

—

adj.

mscrib'able. — ns. Inscnb'er ; Inscrlp'tion, a
writing upon : that which is inscribed : title : dedica-
tion of a book to a person : the name given to records
inscribed on stone, metal, clay, &c.

—

adjs. Inscrip'-
tlonal, Inscrlp'tive, bearing an inscription : of the
character of an inscription. [Fr., — L. inscriblre,

inscriptum—in, upon, scribere, to write.]

Inscroll, in-skrol', v.t. {Shak.) to write on a scroll.

Inscrutable, in-skrOOt'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
scrutinised or searched into and understood ; in-

explicable.—«j. Inscrutability, Inscrut'ableness.—adv. Inscrut'ably. [L. inscmtabiUs—in, not,
scrutari, to search into.]

InSCUlp, in-skulp', v.t. (JShak.) to engrave, to cut or
carve upon.

—

n. Insculp'ture (Shak.), anything en-
graved. [L. insculpere—in, in, sculpere, to carve.]

Insect, in'sekt, «. a word loosely used for a small
creature, as a wasp or fly, with a body as if cut in

the middle, or divided into sections: (zool.) an
arthropod, usually winged in adult life, breathing
air by means of trachese, and having frequently
a metamorphosis in the life-history.

—

adj. like an
insect : small : mean.

—

ns. Insectar'iuni, a place
where a collection of living insects is kept : Insec'-
ticide, act of killing insects.

—

adjs. Insec'tiform,
Insec'tile, having the nature of an insect.

—

ns.

Insec'tifUge, a substance which protects against
insects ; Inseo'tion, an incision ; In seot-net, a light

i6

hand-net for catching insects ; In'sect-poWder, a
dry powder used for stupefying and killing fleas and
other insects, an insecticide or insectifuge. [Fr.,—L.
insectum, pa. p. of insecdre—in, into, secdte, to cut.]

Insectivora, in-sek-tiv'or-a, «. an order of mammals,
mostly terrestrial, nocturnal in habit, and small in

size—shrews, moles, hedgehogs, &c.

—

adj. Insec-
tiv'orous, living on insects. [L. insectum, an insect,

vordre, to devour.]
Insecure, in-se-kur", adj. apprehensive of danger or

loss: exposed to danger or loss: uncertain.

—

adv.
Insecurely.—«. Insecur'ity.

Insensate, m-sen'sat, adj. void of sense : wanting
sensibility: stupid.—«. InSOn'SateneSS, the state of
being insensate or destitute of sen.se : insensibility.
[L. iusensdtus—in, not, sensatus—sensus, feeling.]

Insensible, in-sen'si-bl, adj. not having feeling : not
susceptible of emotion : callous: dull: unconscious:
imperceptible by the senses.—kj. Insensibility,
Insen'sibleness ; Insen'siblist, an unfeeling person.
—adv. Insen'sibly.

—

adj. Insen'suous, not sensu-
ous : without the power of perception.

Insensitive, in-sen'si-tiv, adj. not sensitive.

Insensuous, in-sen'su-us, adj. not sensuous.
Insentient, in-sen'shi-ent, adj. not having perception.
Inseparable, in-sep'ar-a-bl, adj. that cannot be .separ-

ated.— fis. Insep'arableness, Inseparability. —
adv. Insep'arably.—a^'. Insep'arate (Shak.), not
separate, united.

Insert, in-sert', v.t. to introduce into: to put in or
among.— «. (in'sert) something additional inserted
into a proof, &c. : a circular, or the like, placed for

posting within the folds of a paper or leaves of a
book.

—

adj. Insert'ed (hot.), attached to or growing
out of some part.—«. Inser'tion, act of inserting :

condition of being inserted : that which is inserted.

[L. in, in, serere, sertutn, to join.]

Insessores, in-se-s5'rez, n.fl. an order of birds called

by Cuvier Passerine (sparrow-like)— the title is

now replaced by that of Passeres (q.v.).

—

adj. In-
Sesso'rial, having feet (as birds) formed for perching
or climbing on trees. [L. insessor, from insidere,

insessum—in, on, sedere, to sit.]

Inset, in'set, n. something set in, an insertion, esp. a
leaf or leaves inserted in other leaves already folded.—v.t. to set in, to infix or implant.

Inseverable, in-sev'er-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
severed or separated.

Insheathe, in-she/A', v.t. to put in a sheath.
Inshell, in-shel', v-t. (Shak.) to hide, as in a shell.

Inshelter, in-shel'ter, v.t. to place in shelter.

Inship, in-ship', v.t. (S/uik.) to ship, to embark.
Inshore, in-shOr', adv. on or near the shore.

—

adj.
situated near the shore, as fishings.

In shrine, in-shrin'. Same as Ensnrlne.
Insiccation, in-sik-ka'shun, n. act of drying in. [L.

in, in, siccdre, -dtum, to dry.]

Inside, in'sTd, ». the side or part within : things
within, as the entrails, personal feelings, &c : a
passenger in the interior part of a bus or carriage.

—

adj. being within : interior.

—

adv. and prep, within
the sides of: in the interior of: (/iw?>-.) within the
limit of time or space (with of).—«. Insi'der, one
who is inside : one within a certain organisation,

&c. : one possessing some particular advantage.

—

Inside edge, a stroke in skating made on the inner

edge of the skate, the right foot making a curve to

the left, the left foot one to the right.—Have the
inside track, to have the inner side in a race-

course : to have the advantage in position.

Insidious, in-sid'i-us, adj. watching an opportunity to

ensnare : intended to entrap : deceptive : advancing
imperceptibly: treacherous.

—

adv. Insidiously.

—

«. InsldlousneSS. [L. insidiosus — insidia, an
ambush

—

insidere—in, sedere, to sit.]

Insight, in'sit, n. sight into : thorough knowledge or
skill : power of acute observation.

Insignia, in-sig'ni-a, n.pl. signs or badges of office or



Insignificant fate, far ; me, h6r ; mTne ; Instdl

honour : marks by which anything is known. [L.

,

pi. ai insigM—in, in^ signum, a mark.]
Insignificant, in-sig-mf'i-kant, adj. destitute of mean-

ing : without efit'ect : unimportant: petty.

—

ns. In-

significance, Insignificancy. —aa'z/. Insignifi-

cantly.

—

adj. Insignif'Icative, not significative or

expressing by external signs.

Instacere, in-sin-ser', adj'. deceitful : dissembling

:

not to be trusted : unsound.

—

adv. Insincerely.

—

ft. Insincer'ity.
Insinew, in-sin'u, v.t. {Skak.) to impart vigour to.

Insinuate, in-sin'O-at, v.t. to introduce gently or art-

fully : to hint, esp. a fault: to work into favour.

—

v.t. to creep or flow in : to enter gently : to obtain

access by flattery or stealth. — (k/;. Insln'uating,

tending to insinuate or enter gently : insensibly

winning confidence.

—

adv. Insin'uatingly.— «. In-

Sinua'fion, act of insinuating : power of insiniiating

:

that which is insinuated: a hint, esp. conveying an
indirect imputation.—<i^'. Insin'uative, insinuating

or stealing on the confidence: using insinuation.^

«. Insin'uator.

—

adj. Insin'uatory. [L, utsinudre,

-dtum— in, in, sintts, a curve.]

Insipid, in-sip'id, adj'. tasteless : wanting spirit or
animation: dull.

—

adv. Insip'ldly.

—

ns. Insip'id-

ness, Inslpid'ity, want of taste. [Fr.,—Low L.,—
L. in, not, sapidi4s, well-tasted

—

sapere, to taste.]

Inslpience, in-sip'i-ens, adj'. lack of wisdom.

—

adj'. In-

Sip'ient. [Fr.,—L.,

—

in, not, sapiens, wise.]

Insist, in-sist", v.i. to dwell on emphatically in dis-

course : to persist in pressing : {Milt.) to persevere.
—«. Insistence, perseverance in pressing any cl.-iim,

grievance, &c. : pertinacity.

—

adj'. Insistent, urgent

:

prominent: upright on end.

—

adv. Insistently.

—

«. InsiSt'Ure, persistence: (.S'AirA.) constancy. [Fr.,

—L. insistere. in, upon, sistere, to stand.]

Insnare. See Ensnare.
Insobriety, in-so-brre-ti, «. want of sobriety.

InsOCiable, in-sS'sha-bl, adj'. not sociable : that cannot
be associated or joined.

Insolate, in'so-lat, v.t. to expose to the sun's rays.

—

n. Insola'tion, exposure to the sun's rays: an injury
to plants caused by too much of the sun. [L.

insoldre. -dtum—in, in, sol, the sun.]

Insole, in s5l, «. the inner sole of a boot or shoe :

—

opp. to Outsold a sole of some material placed
inside a shoe for warmth or dryness.

Insolent, in'so-lent, adj. overbearing : insulting : rude.
—«. Insolence.—(7a'7/. Insolently. [O. Fr.,~L.
insolens^in, not, salens, pa. p. of solere, to be wont.

J

Insolidity, in-so-lid'i-ti, «. want of solidity.

Insoluble, in-sol'u-bl, adj. not capable of being di?;-

solved ; not to be solved or explained.

—

ns. InSOlU-
bil'ity, Insol'ubleness.

Insolvable, in-solv'a-bl, adj. not solvable.

Insolvent, in-solv'ent, adj. not able to pay one's debts

:

bankrupt : pertaining to insolvent persons.

—

n. one un-
able to pay his debts.—«. Insolv'ency, bankruptcy.

Insomnia, in-som'ni-a^ «. sleeplessness.

—

adj. InSOm'-
niOUS.

—

n. Insom'nolence. [L. insomnis, sleepless.]

Insomuch, in-so-much', ad7i. to such a degree : so.

Insooth, in-sSOth', adv. (S/ia/e.) in truth, mdeed.
Insouciant, in-sOO'si-ant, adj. indifferent : careless.

—

«. Insou'ciance. [Fr. in, not, souciant— sojici,

care.]

Inspan, in'span, v.t. to yoke (draught-oxen or horses)
to a vehicle. [Dut inspannen, to yoke

—

in, in,

spannen, to tie.]

Inspect, in-spekt', v.i. to look into: to examine: to

look at narrowly : to superintend.

—

adv. Inspect-
ingly. — n. Inspec'tion, the act of inspecting or
looking into : careful or offici.il examination.

—

adjs.

Inspec'tional ; Inspetftive. — «j. Inspec'tor, one
who looks into or oversees : an examining officer

:

a superintendent ; Inspeo'torate, a district under
charge of an inspector : a body of inspectors col-

lectively.

—

adj. Inspecto'rlal.—«!. Inspeo'torship,
the office of an inspector ; Inspec'treSS, a female
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inspector. [L. inspectare, freq. of i"sp'cirf, in-

spectum—in, into, sfeclre, to look.]
Insphere. See Ensphere.
Inspire, in-spir', v.t. to breathe into : to draw or inhale

into the lungs : to infuse by breathing, or as if by
breathing : to infuse into the mind : to instruct by
divine influence : to instruct or affect with a superior
influence.

—

v.i. to draw in the breath.

—

adj. Insplr"-

able, able to be inhaled.—«. Inspira'tion, the act
of inspiring or breathing into : a breath : the divine
influence by which the sacred writers of the Bible
were instructed: superior elevating or exciting in-

fluence. — adjs. Inspira'tlonal, fiispiratory (in-

spir'a-tor-i, or in'spir-.i-tor-i), belonging to or aiding
inspiration or inhalation.— «. Inspira'tlonist, one
who maintains the direct inspiration of the Scrip-

tures. — adj. Inspired', actuated or directed by
divine influence : influenced by elevat-ed feeling

:

prompted by superior, but not openly declared,

knowledge or authority : actually authoritative.^
«. Insplr'er.—«(/?'. Inspir'lngly. [Fr.,—L. inspirdre
— in, into, spirdre, to breathe.]

Inspirit, in-spir'it, v.t. to infuse spirit into.

Inspissate, in-spis'at, v.t. to thicken by the evapora-
tion of moisture, as the juices of plants.

—

n. In-
spissa'tlon. [L. in, 'm, spissdre—spissus, thick.]

Instability, in-sta-bil'i-ti, «. want of steadiness or
firmness : inconstancy, fickleness : mutability.

—

adj.
Insta'ble, not stable : inconstant.

Install, Instal, in-stawl', v.t. to place in a seat : to

place in an office or order : to invest with any chargp
or office with the customary ceremonies.

—

fis. "St-

stalla'tion, the act of installing or placing in an
office with ceremonies : a placing in position for use,

also a general term for the complete mechanical
apparatus for electric lighting, &c. ; Instal'ment,
the act of installing : one of the parts of a sum paid
at various times : that which is produced at stated
periods. [Fr.,—Low L. installare—in, in, stalhtm,
a stall— Old High Ger. stal (Ger. stall, En^.
stall).]

Instance, in'stans, n. quality of being urgent : solici-

tation : occurrence: occasion : example: (.V/frt^-.) evi-

dence, proof.

—

v.t. to mention as an example.

—

n.

In'Stancy, insistency.

—

adj. Instan'tial (rrt;v).—At
the Instance of, at the motion or solicitation of;
For instance, to take as an example. [O. Fr.,-L.
iiistantia—instans.^

Instant, in'stant, adj. pressing, urgent : immediate

:

quick : without delay : present, current, as the pass-

ing month.—«. the present moment of time : any
moment or point of time.—«. Instantane'ity.

—

adj.
^

Instantan'eous, done in an instant : momentary

:

occurriiit; or acting ,it once: very quickly.

—

adv.
Instantan'eously.—>r.Instantan'eousness.—rti/z/j.

Instan'ter, immediately ; In'stantly, on the instant

or moment : immediately : (.^hnk.) at the same time

:

(/?.) importunately, 2ealously. [L. instans, -antis,

pr.p. of instdre— in, upon, stare, to stand,]

Instar, in-star', 7>.t. to adorn with stars.

Instate, in-stat', v.t. to put in possession : to lastall.

Instauration, in-stawr-a'shun, «. restoration : re-

new.ll. [L. instaurdre, -dtum, to restore.]

Instead, in-sted', adv. in the stead, place, or room of.

[M. E. in stede—A.S. on stede, in the place.]

Instellation, in-stel-a'shun, «. {rare) a placing among
the stars.

Instep, in'step, n. t^:e prominent upper part of the
human foot near its junction with the leg : in horses,

the hind-leg from the ham to the pastern joint.

Instigate, in'sti-gat, 71. t. to urge on: to set on: to

foment.

—

ns. Instiga'tion, the act of inciting: im-
pulse, esp. to evil ; In'stigator, an inciter, generally
in a bad sense. [L. instiedre, -dtum.}

Instil, in-stir, r'.t. to drop into : to infuse slowly into

the mind:

—

pr.p. instil'ling ; pa.p. instilled'.

—

ns.

Instilla'tion, Instll'ment, the act of instilling or
pouring in by drops : the act of infusing slowly Into



Instinct mOie ; mute ; m55n ; Men. Intact

the mind : that which is instilled or infused. [Fr.,^
L. instilldre—in, in, stiUdre, to drop.]

Instinct, in'stingkt, ». impulse : an involuntary prompt-
ing to action : intuition : the mental aspect of those
actions which take rank between tmcoiiscious reflex

activities and intelligent conduct : the natural im-
pulse by which animals are guided apparentljr inde-

pendent of reason or experience.

—

adj. (in-stingkt')

instigated or incited: moved: animated.

—

aaj. In-

Stinc'tive, prompted by instinct : involuntary : acting
according to or determined by natural impulse.

—

ad-j. Instinctively.—«. InstinctiVity (rare). [L.

institictui—insiinguere, to instigate.]

Instipulate, in-stip'u-lat, adj. (bot.) having no stipules.

Institorial, in-sti-to'ri-aJ, adj. (jaw) pertaining to

an agent or factor. [L. itistitoriui— i/isiitor, an
agent, broker.]

Institute, in'sti-tut, v.t. to set up in : to erect : to

originate : to establish : to appoint : to commence :

to educate. — «. anything mstituted or formally
established : established law ; precept or principle :

(pi.) a book of precepts, principles, or rules, esp. in

jurisprudence : an institution : a literary and philo-

sophical society or association, as the ' Institute of
France ' (embracing L'Academie Fran^atsty UAca-
detnie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, L'Acadi-
ntie des Sciences, L'Academie des Beaux Arts,
and L'Acadimie des Sciences Morales et Politiques).

—M. Institil'tion, the act of instituting or establish-

ing : that which is instituted or established : foun-

dation : established order : enactment : a society

established for some object : that which institutes

or instructs : a system of principles or rules : the
ori^nation of the Eucharist and the formula of
institution : the act by which a bishop commits a
cureof souls to a priest. —rt(^!r. InstitU'tlonal, In-

StitU'tlonary, belonging to an institution : instituted

by authority : elementary.—«. In'stitUtist, a writer

of institutes or elementary rules.

—

adj. In'StitUtive,
able or tending to establish : depending on an insti-

tution.—«. In'StitUtOr, one who institutes : an in-

structor. [L. instituere, -iiiutH—in, in, staiuere, to

cause to stand

—

stare, to stand.]

Instreaming, in-strem'ing, «. an influx.

Instruct, in-strukt', v.t. to prepare : to inform : to

teach : to order or command.

—

adj. {Milt.)mstnKied.—adj. Instruct'ibis, able to be instructed.

—

n. In-
struction, the act of instructing or teaching

:

information : command : (//.) special directions,

commands— in parliamentary sense, 'Instructions to

the Committee are supplementary and auxiliary to

the Bill under consideration, but falling broadly
within its general scope. — adjs. Instruc'tional,
relating to instruction : educational ; InstlTUCtive,
containing instruction or information : conveying
knowledge.—rtrt'i/. Instruc'tlvely.-«j. Instruc'-
tiveness ; Instrutftor :—y^7«. Instruo'tress. [L.
instruere, instntctiitn—in, in, struere, to pile up.]

Instrument, in'strOS-ment, «. a tool or utensil : a
machine producing musical sounds : a writing con-
taining a contract : one who, or that which, is made
a means.

—

adj. Inatrument'al, acting as an instru-
ment or means : serving to promote an object

:

helpful : belonging to or produced by musical instru-
ments : {gram.) serving to indicate the instrument
or means—of a case in Sanskrit, involving the notion
of^ or with.—ns. Instroment'alist. one who plays
on a musical instrument ; Instrtunentarity, agency.—adv. Instrument'ally. — «. Instrumenta'tion
(}nus.), the arrangement of a composition for per-
formance by different instruments : the playing upon
musical instniments. (O. Fr.,—L. instrumentum—
instntere, to instruct.]

Insubjection, in-sub-jek'shun, n. want of subjection.
Insubordinate, in-sub-or'din-at, adj. not subordinate

or submissive: disobedient.

—

n. Insubordlna'tion.
Insubstantial, in-sub-sun',ha!, aii. {Slink.) not sub-

stantial : not real.—». Insubstantlal'ity.
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Insucken, in'suk-n, etdj. in Scots law, pertaiuing to a
district astricted to a certain mill.

Insufferable, in-sufer-a-bl, adj. that cannot be eii>

dured : detestable.

—

adv. Insufferably.
Insufficient, in-suf-fish'ent, adj. not sufficient : de-

ficient : unfit : incapable.

—

ns. Insuffic'iency, to-
suffiCience (rare).—adv. Insuffic'iently.

Insufflate, in-suflat, v.t. to breathe on.

—

ns. Insuffla'-
tion, the art of breathing on anything, or of blowing
air to induce respiration, as into the mouth of a new-
bom child, esp. as a symbol of the outpouring of the
Holy Ghost ; In'suflator, a form of injector for
forcing air into a furnace. [Through Low L., from
L. in, in, suffldre, to blow.]

Insular, in'su-lar, adj. belonging to an island

:

surrounded by water : standing or situated alone

:

narrow, prejudiced.

—

ns. In'sularism, lasular'lty,
the state of being insular.— oa'i'. In'sularly.— z/. /.

In'SUlate, to place in a detached situation : to prevent
connection or communication: (electricity)lo sepa-
rate, esp. from the earth, by a non-conductor.

—

ns.
InstUa'tion ; In'SUlator, one who, or that which,
insulates : a non-conductor of electricity. [Fr.,—L.
insularis—insula, an island.]

Insulse, in-suls', adj. stupid.—«. Insul'sity (Milt.),
stupidity. [L. insulsus—in, not, salire, to salt.]

Insult, in-sult', v.t. to treat with indignity or contempt

:

to abuse : to affront.—«. (in'sult) abuse : aflront

:

contumely.

—

adjs. Insult'able. capable of being in-

sulted ; Insult'ant (rare), insulting.—«. InsiQt'er
(obs.), one who makes an attack.

—

adj. Insult'ing,
conveying insult : insolent : contemptuous.

—

adv.
Insultingly, in an insulting or insolent manner.

—

«, Insult'ment (Shak.), insult. [Fr.,—L. insultdre—insilire, to spring at

—

in, upon, salire, to leap.]

Insuperable, in-su'per-a-bl, adj. that cannot be passed
over: unconquerable.

—

n. UlSUperabil'ity. — adv.
Insuperably. [O. Fr.,—L.,—/«, not, superabilis—superAre, to pass over

—

super, above.]
Insupportable, m-sup-pSrt'a-bl, adj. not supportable

or able to be endiu-ed : unbearable : insufferable :

(Spens. ) irresistible.—«. Insupport'ableneSS.—tw^p.
Insupport'ably.

InSUppressible, in-sup-pres'i-bl, adj. not to be sup-
pressed or concealed.

—

adj. InsupprSSS'lve (Shak^,
that cannot be suppressed or concealed.

Insure, in-shoor', v.t. to make sure or secure : to

contract for a premium to make good a loss, as from
fire, &C., or to pay a certain sum on a certain event,

as death.

—

v.t, to practise making insurance.

—

adj.

Insur'able, that may be insured.—«j. Insux'anca,
the act of insuring, or a contract by which one party
undertakes for a payment or premium to guarantee
another against risk or loss—the written contract

called the Insur'ance-poricy : the premium so paid ;

Insur'ancer (obs.) ; Insur'er, one who agrees to

pay money to another party on the happening bf a
certain event. [O. Fr. enseurer—en, and seur, sure.]

Insurgent, in-sur'jent, adj. rising up or against:

rising in opposition to authority : rebellious.

—

>i. one
who rises in opposition to established authority : a
rebel.

—

n. Insur'gency, a rising up or against : in-

surrection : rebellion—also Insur'gence. [L. in-

surgens, -entis—in, upon, surgere, to rise.]

Insurmountable, in-sur-mownt'a-bl, adj. not sur-

mountable : that cannot be overcome.—«. InSUT-

mountabirity.— «</z'. Insurmountably.
Insurrection, in-sur-rek'shun, «. a rising up or

asainst : open and active opposition to the execution

of the law : a rebellion.—rt^/^j. Insurreo^onal,
Insurrec'tionary.-«. Insurrec'tionlst, one who
favours or takes part in an insurrection. [L. in-

snrreciion-em—insurgere. See Insurgent.]
Insusceptible, in-sus-sep'ti-bl, adj. not susceptible :

not capable of feeling nr of being affected—^also

Insuscep'tive.—n. Insusceptibil'lty.
Inswathe, in--ws^y, v.t. 5?ee Enswathe.
Intact, in-takt', adj. luUouched, tminjured.—<m^'. !&•



Intaglio fSte, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Interchange

tact'al le, not perceptible to touch.

—

n. Intact'ness.

[L. iniacius—in, not, tangere, tncium, to touch.]

Intaglio, in-tal'yO. "• a- figure cut into any substance :

a stone or gem in which the design is hollowed out,

the opposite of a cameo.

—

adj. Intagl'lated, formed

in intaglio : engraved. {li.,—intagliare—in, into,

taHiare, to cut (twigs)—L. taUa, a twig.]

Intake, in'tak, «. that which is taken in : a tract of

land enclosed : the point at which contraction begins

:

iprov.) any kind of cheat or imposition.

Intangible, in-tan'ji-bl, adj. not tangible or percep-

tible to touch.—«j. Intan gibleness, Intanglbil ity.

—adv. Intangibly. (See Intact.)

Integer, in'te-jer, n. that which is left untouched or

undiminished, a whole : {ariih.') a whole number, as
opposed to a fraction.^-<K^'. Integral, entire or
whole : not fractional : unimpaired : intrinsic, be-

longing as a part to the whole.—«. a whole : the

whole as made up of its parts.

—

adv. In'tegrally.

—

adj. In'tegrant, making part of a whole : necessary
to form an integer or an entire thing.

—

v.t. In'-

tegrate, to make up as a whole : to make entire

:

to renew.—«. Integra tlon.—Integral function
(algebra'), a function which does not include the

operation of division in any of its terms (see

Function). [L.,

—

in, not, root of iangere, to touch.]

Integrity, in-tegVi-ti, «. entireness, wholeness : the

unimpaired state of anything : uprightness : honesty:
purity. [See Integer.]

Integtunent, in-teg'u-ment, n. the external protective

covering of a plant or animal.—/r^'. Integument'-
ary. [L.,

—

integen—in, upon, iegere, to cover. ]

Intellect, in'tel-lekt, «. the mind, in reference to its

rational powers : the thinking principle : (/»/., coll.)

senses. —<i(^'. Intellected {/Omvper), endowed with
, intellect.

—

n. Intellec'tion, the act of understand-
ing : (/>hilos.) apprehension or perception.

—

adjs.

; Intellective, able to understand : produced or per-

'Ceived by the understanding; Intellect'ual, of or

_ relating to the intellect: perceived or performed by
; the intellect: having the power of understanding.

—

n. mental power.

—

Z'.t. Intellect'ualise, to reason
intellectually: to endow with intellect: to give an
intellectual character to.

—

ns. Intellect'ualism, the
', doctrine which derives all knowledge from pure
" reason : the culture of the intellect ; Intellect'-

nalist ; Intellectuality, intellectual po-wcT.—adv.
Intellectually. lFr.,—L.,—intelligere, to under-
stand

—

inter, between, legert, to choose.]
Intelligent, in-tel'-i-jent, adj. having intellect : en-

dowed with the faculiy of reason : well informed :

• bringing intelligence : \Shak.) communicative.

—

ns.
' IntaU'lgence, intellectual skill or knowledge : in-
* formation communicated : news : a spiritual being

;

; InteU'igencer, one going between parties : a spy.

—

• euijs. Intelligen'tial, pertaining to the intelligence :

consisting of spiritual being.—/kA/. Intell'igenUy.

^ —adj. Intell'lgible, that may be understood : clear :

\ (philos.) capable of being apprehended by the under-
st.inding only.—«j. Intell'igibleness, Intelliglbil'-

Ity. — rtrfy. intelligibly. [L. intelUgens, -entis,

pr.p. of intelligere.\

Intemperance, in-tem'per-ans, n. want of due re-

straint : excess of any kind : habitual indulgence in
intoxicating liquor.

—

n. Intem'perant, one who is

intemperate.

—

adj. Intem'perate, indul^ng to ex-
cess any appetite or passion : given to an immoderate
use of intoxicating liquors : passionate : exceeding
the usual degree: immoderate.

—

adv. Intem'por-
ately.—«. Intern porateness.

Intenable, in-ten'a-bl, adj. not tenable.
Intend, in-tend'. v.t. to fix the mind upon : to design :

to purpose: {Milt.) to extend: (Slutk.) to direct.—
v.i. to have a design : to purpose.

—

ns. Intend'ant,
an officer who superintends some public business, a
title of many public ofhcers in France and other

countries ; Intend'ancy, his office.

—

adj. Intend'ed,
purposed: betrothed.

—

n. an affianced lover.

—

adv.

Intend'edly, with intention or design.—«i-. Intend'l-
ment (Sfens.), attention, knowledge, mtention

;

Intend'ment {Skak.), intention, design. [O. Fr.
entendre—h. intendere, intentutn and intenSHtn—
in, towards, tendere, to stretch.]

Intenerate, in-ten'e-rat, v.t. to make tender.—«. In-
tenera'tlon.

Intense, in-tens', adj. closely strained : extreme in

degree : very severe : emotional.

—

v.t. Inten'sate
(CarlyU), to intensify.

—

adv. Intensely. —kj. In-
tense'ness. Inten sity ; Intenslfica tion, the act of
intensifying.

—

v.t. Inten'sify, to make more intense.—v.i. to become intense '.^pa.p. intens'ified.

—

n. In-
ten'Sion, a straining or bending : increase of inten-
sity : {logic) the sum of the qualities implied by a
general name.

—

adj. Inten'sive, stretched : admit-
ting of increase of degree : unremitted : serving to
intensify: (gram.) giving force or emphasis.

—

adv.
Intensively.— «. Inten'siveness. [See Intend.]

Intent, in-tent', adj. having the mind bent on : fixed
with close attention: diligently applied.

—

n. the
thin? aimed at or intended : a design : meaning.

—

n. Inten'tion, a fixing of the mind on any object

:

fixed direction of mind : the object aimed at : design

:

purpose.

—

adjs. Inten'tional, Inten'tioned, with
intention: intended: designed.

—

advs. Intention^
ally, with intention ; Intent ly, in an intent manner.—adj. Inten'tive (Bacon), attentive.—«. Intent'-
ness. — To all intents and ptirposes, in every
respect.—Well- (or EU) intentioned, having good
(or ill) designs. [Sec Intend.]

Inter, in-ter', v.t. to bury :—/r./>. inter'ring ; pa.p.
interred'.

—

n. Inter'ment. [Fr. enterrer—Low L.
interrdre—L. in, into, terra, the earth.]

Interact, in-ter-akt', «. a short piece in a play acted
between the principal pieces : the interval between
the acts of a drama.

—

v.i. to act on one another.
—«. Interac'tion, action between bodies, mutual
action.—rt/i>. Interactive.

Interaulic, in-ter-aw'lik, adj. existing between royal
courts.

Interbreed, in-ter-bred, v.t. and v.i. to breed by cross-

ing one species of animals or plants with another.

—

«. InterbreedIng.
Intercalate, in-ter'kal-at, v.t. to insert between, as a
day in a calendar.—a<^>. Intercalary. Inter'calar,
inserted between others.—«. Intercala'tion.—a<^'.

Inter'calative. [L. intercalSre, -dtuni — inter,

between, caldre, to call. See Calends.]
Intercede, in-ter-sed', v.t. to act as peacemaker be-
tween two : to plead for one.

—

adj. Interced'ent.
—«. Interced'er. [Fr. ,—L. intercedere, -cessttm—
inter, between, cedere, to go.]

Intercellular, in-ter-.seru-lar, adj. lying between cells.

Intercept, in-ter-sept', v.t. to stop and seize on its

passage : to obstruct, check : to interrupt communi-
cation with : to cut off: (tnatA.) to take or compre-
hend between. — ns. Interceptor, Interceptor

;

Interception.-a^'. Intercep tlve. [Fr.,—L. ««-

tercipere, -ceptum—inter, between, capere, to seize.)

Intercerebral, in-tir-scr'e-bral, adj. connecting two
parts of the brain.

Intercession, in-ter-sesh'un, «. act of interceding or
pleading for another.

—

adj. Intercess'ional, con-
taining intercession or pleading for others.—«. In-
tercess'or, one who goes between : one who reconciles
two enemies : one who pleads for another : a bishop
who acts during a vacancy in a see.

—

adjs. Inter-
cesso'rlal, Intercessory, interceding. —Interces-
sion of saints, prayer offered in behalf of Christians
on earth by saints. [See Intercede.]

Interchain, in-ter-chan', v.t. to chain together.
Interchange, in-ter-chanj', v.t. to give and take
mutually : to exchange.

—

v.i. to succeed alternately.— n. mutual exchange : alternate succes-sion.

—

adj.
Interchange'able, that may be interchanged : fol-

lowing each other in alternate succession.

—

ns. In-
terchange ableness, Interchangeabil'ity. — adv.



Intercilium mote ; mute ; mOOn ; then. InterlSice

Interchangeably.—«j.Interchaiigeinent(67(a,4.),
exchange, mutual transfer ; Interchang'er.

Intercilium, in-ter-sil'i-um, «. the space between the
eyebrows.

Intercipient, in-ter-sip'i-ent, adj. intercepting.

—

n, the
person or thing that intercepts. [L. inlercipiens,

eiitis, pr.p. of interci/ere.]

Interclavlcalar, in-ter-kla-vik'u-lar, adj. situated be-

tween clavicles.

Interclude, in-ter-klrod', v.i. to shut out from any-
thing by something coming between : to intercept

:

to cut oflf.— «. InterClU'Blon. [L. intercludire—
inter, between, claudere, to shut.]

Intercollegiate, in-ter-ko-le'ji-at, adj. between col-

leges.

IntercoUine, in-ter-kol'in, adj. lying between hills.

Intercolonial, in-ter-kol-C'ni-al, adj\ pertaining to the

rel.ition existing between colonies. — adv. Inter-

colo'nially.

Intercoluninlation,in-ter-ko-lum-ni-a'shun,«.(rtr(rA/V.)

the distance between columns, measured from the

lower part of their .shafts.

—

adj'. Intercolom'nar,
placed between columns.

Intercommune, in-ter-kom-un', v.i. to commune
between or toeether : to hold intercourse. — adj'.

Intercommun'icable, that may be communicated
between or mutually.

—

v.t. Intercommun'lcate, to

communicate between or mutually.

—

ns. Intercom-
munlca'tlon; Interconunun'ion, communion be-

tween, or mutual communion ; Interconuniin'ity,
mutual communication : reciprocal intercourse.

—

Letters of intercommuning, an ancient writ issued
by the Scotch Privy Council warning persons not to

harbour or have any communication with persons
therein denounced, under pain of being held acces-
sory to their crimes—a special form oi boycott.

Intercomparlson, in-ter-kom-par'i-son, n. mutual
comparison.

Interconnect, in-ter-ko-nekt', v.t. to connect or enjoin
mutually and intimately. —«. Interconnec'tion.

Intercontinental, in-ter-kon-ti-nen'tal, adj. subsisting
between different continents.

Intercostal, in-ter-kost'al, adj'. (artat.) lying between
the ribs.

Intercourse, in'ter-kOrs, «. connection by dealings

:

communication : commerce : communion : coition.

[O. Fr. eritrecours—L. intercursus, a running be-
tween

—

inter, between, currere, cursum, to run.]
Intercross, in-ter-kros', v.t. and v.i. to cross mutually :

interbreed.

Intercurrent, in-ter-kur'ent, adj'. running between :

intervening.—«. Intorourr'ence. [O. Fr.,—L. inter,

between, currere, to run.]

Interdash, in-ter-dash', v.t. to intersperse.

Interdeal, in'ter-del, n. {Spens.) intercourse, traffic.

Interdependence, in-t6r-de-pend'ens, «. mutual de-
pendence : dependence of parts one on another.

—

adj. Interdepend'ent.
Interdict, in-ter-dikt', v.t. to prohibit: to forbid:

to forbid communion.

—

n. (in'ter-dikt) prohibition :

a prohibitory decree : a prohibition of the Pope
restraining the clergy from performing divine service.
—«. Interdiction. --rt<^>. Interdlo'tive, Inter-
dictory, containing interdiction : prohibitory. [L.
interdicere, -dictunt—inter, between, dicere, to say.]

Interdlgltal, in-ter-dij'i-tal, adj. situated between
digits.—tJ./. Interdlg'itate, to insert between the
fingers.

—

v.i. to be interwoven, to interlock by finger-
like processes,—«. Interdlgit^'tlon.

Interest, in'ter-est, «. advantage : premium paid for
the use of money (in CompouncL interest, the interest
of each period is added to its principal, and the
amount forms a new principal for the next period) :

any increase : concern : special attention : influence
over others : share : participation.

—

». (Spens.) In'-

teress, interest, concern.

—

v.t. to concern deeply.

—

Equitable interest, such interest as is protectee! by
courts of equity, although it might not be at common

law ; Landed Interest (see Landed) ; Vested inter
est, an interest thoroughly secure and inalienable,

except for public use and upon compensation.—
Make Interest for, to secure mterest on behalt of.

[U. Fr. interest (Fr. inierlt)—L. interest, it is pro-
fitable, it concerns

—

inter, between, esse, to be.]
Interest, in'ier-est, v.t. to engage the attention : to
awaken concern in : to excite (m behalf of another).
—adj. In'terested, having an interest or concern :

aflected or biassed by personal considerations, self-
interest, Sic.—adv. In'terestedly.—«. In'terested-
ness.—«<;. In'teresting, engaging the attention or
regard : excitins; emotion or passion.

—

adv. In'terest-
Ingly.—«. In'terestiiigness.—In an interesting
condition, in the family way. [From obs. interest
—O. Fr. inieresser, to concern—L. interesse.}

Interfacial, in-ter-fa'shal, adj. (geom.) included be-
tween two plane faces or surfaces «. Interface', a
plane surface regarded as the common boundary of
two bodies.

Interfemoral, in-t6r-fem'o-ral, adj. situated between
the thighs, connecting the hind limbs.

Interfere, in-ter-fer', v.i. to come in collision : to

intermeddle : to interpose : to act reciprocally—said
of waves, rays of light, &c.

—

ns. Interfer'ence ; In-
terfer'er.— rto'T/. Interfer'ingly. [Through O. Fr.,

from L. inter, between, yerire, to strike.]

Interfluent, in-ter'flOO-ent, adj. flowing between or
together—also Inter'flUOUS. [L. interjluens—inter,

between, jit/ere, to flow.]

Interfold, in-ter-fold', z'.t. to fold one into the other.

InterfoUaceous, in-ter-fO-li-a'shus, adj. placed be-
tween leaves.

—

v.t. Interfo'liate, to interleave.

Interfretted, in-ter-fret'ed, adj. fretted between, or
interlaced.

Interftontal, in-ter-fron'tal, /tdj. situated between th«
right and left frontal bones.

Interfused, in-ter-fuzd', adj. poured between : fused
together : associated.—«. Int«rfii'sion.

Interglacial, in-t^r-gla'shi-al^ adj. {£;eol.) occurring"
between two periods of glacial action.

Interglandular, in-ter-glan'du-lar, adj. situated be-
tween glands.

Interglobular, in-ter-glob'u-lar, adj. situated between
globules.

Intergrade, in-ter-grad', v.i. to become alike gradu-
ally.

—

n. In'tergrade, an intermediate grade.
Intergrowth, in'ler-grOth, «. a growing together.

Interhemal, in-ter-he'mal, adj. between the hcmal
processes or spines.

Interim, in'ter-im, n. time between or intervening

:

the meantime : in the history of the Reformation,
the name given to certain edicts of the German
emperor for the regulation of religious and ecclesi-

astical matters, till they could be decided by a
general council—as the Augsburg Interim (1548),
&c. [L.,

—

inter, between.]
Interior, in-te'ri-ur, adj. inner : remote from the fron-

tier or coast : inland.—«. the inside of anything : the
inland part of a country. — «. Interlor'lty.

—

adv.
Inte'riorly. [L.,

—

comp. of intertis, inward.]
Interjacent, in-ter-ja'sent, adj. lying between : in-

tervening.—«. Interja'oency, a lying between : a
space or region between others. [L. inter, between,
jacere, to lie.]

Interjaculate, in-ter-jak'u-lat, v.i. to interrupt con-
versation with an ejaculation.

Interject, in-ter-jekt', v.t. to throw between: to

insert.

—

v.i. to throw one's self between.

—

n. Inter-
jection, a throwing between : (strain.) a word
thrown in to express emotion.

—

adjs. Inter]OC'tional,
InterjeCtionary, InterjeCtural.—(j^^z;. InterjeC-
tionally. [L. inter, between, jacere, to throw.]

Interjoln, in-ter-join', v.t. (Shak.) to join mutually,
to intermarry.

Interknit, in-ter-nit', v.t. to unite closely.

Interlace, in-tcr-las', v.t. to lace together: to unite:
to insert one thing within another.

—

v.i. to intermix.
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Interlard fate, far ; me, her ; mine ;
Interplead

—».Interlace'ment.—Interlacing arcbos {archii.),

an arcature lu which the arches intersect.

Interlard, m-ter-lard', v.i. to mix in, as fat with lean :

to diversify by mixture.

Interleave, m-ter-lev^, v.t. to put a leaf between : to

in-ert blank leaves in a book.

Interline, in-ier-lin', »./. to write in alternate lines:

to write between Xisxc^.—aiij. Interlinear, written

between lines.—«j. Interlineation, Interlin'ing,

act of interlining : that which is interlined : correc-

tion or alteration made by writing between lines.

Interlink, in-ter-lingk', v.i. to connect by uniting

links.

Interlobular, in-ter-Iob'u-lar, «<(/. benig between lob^s.

Interlocation, in-ter-lo-ka'shim, «. a placing between.

Interlock, in-ier-lok', v.t. to lock or clasp together.—
7'./. to be locked together.

Interlocution, in-ter-lo-ku'shun, tt, conference : an
intermediate decree before final decision.—a. Inter-

lOC'Utor, one who speaks between or in dialogue

(feiit. Interloc'utress, Interloc'utrice) : {Scots Uw)
an intermediate decree before final decision.

—

aJJ.

InterloO'utory. [Fr.,

—

"L. inUrlocutio, horn inter-

Icqui—inter, between, loqui, loculus, to speak.]

Interloper, in-ter-lOp'er, n. one who trades without
license : an intruder.

—

v.t. Interlope', to intrude

into any matter in which one has no fair concern.
[Dut. enterlooper, a smuggling vessel, as running in

and out along the coast—L. inter, between, Dut.
lot>/>en, to run. See Leap.]

Interlude, in'ter-IoOd, K. a short dramatic performance
or play between the play and afterpiece, or between
the acts of a play : a short piece of music played
between the parts of a drama, opera, hymn, &.c.

—

aiij. Interlud'ed, inserted as an interlude : having
interludes. [From L. inter, between, Ittiius, play.]

Interlunar, in-ter-l50'nar, adj. belonging to the moon's
monthly period of invisibility.—Also Ulterlu'nary.

Intermarry, in-ter-mar'i, v.i. to marry between or
among : to marry reciprocally, or take one and give
anuther in marriage.—//. Intormarr'iage.

Intennaxillary, in-ter-maks'il-ar-i, adj. situated be-
tween the jawbones.

Intermeddle, in-ter-medT, v.i. to meddle with : to inter-

fere improperly.—«. Intermedd'ler.
Intermediate, in-ter-me'di-at, adj. in the middle
between : intervening—also Interme'diary, Inter-
me'dlal.—«J. Interme'diacy, state of being inter-

mediate ; Interme'diary, an intermediate agent.

—

a<iv. IntiBrme'diately.— «. Intermedia'tion, act of
intermediating ; Intermo'dium, a medium between :

an intervening agent or instrument.
Interment, in-ter'ment, «. burial.

Intermezzo, in-ter-med'zo, «. a light dramatic enter-
tainment between the acts of i tragedy, gi^and opera,
&c. : a short musical burlesque, &c. (It. j

Intermigration, iu-ter-ml-gra'shun, n. reciprocal mi-
gration.

Interminable, in-iir'mln-a-bl, Interminate, in-ter'-

min-iil, adj'. without termination or limit : boundless :

endless.—». Inter'minableness.—ii^^i'r'. Inter'min-
ably.—Interminate decimal, a decimal conceived
as carried to an infinity of places.

Intermingle, in-ter-ming'gl, v.t. and v.i. to mingle or
mix together.

Intermit, in-tir-mit', v.t. to cause to cease for a time :

to interrupt.

—

n. IntermlSS'ion, act of intermitting :

interval: pau.se.— atij. Intermiss'ive, coming at

intervals. — «j. Intermit' tence, Intermit, tenoy,
state of being intermittent.— adj'. Intermittent,
Intermitting or ceasing at intervals, as a fever.

—

adv. Intermit'tingly. — Intermittent, or Inter-
mitting, spring, a sprii^ flowing for a time and then
ceasing, beginning again, &c. [L. intermittere,
-i/tissum—inter, between, mittfre, to cause to go.)

Intermix, in-tir-miks', v.t. and v.L to tnix among or
together.—//. Intermix litre, a mass formed by
mixture ; something interniixecL m

Intermobillty, in-ter-mo-bill-ti, h. capacity of thines

to move among themselves.
Intermundane, in-ter-mun'dan, adj'. between worlds.
Intermural, in-ier-mu'ral, adj. lying between walls.

Intermuscular, in-ter-mus'ku-lar, aiiJ. between the
muscles.

Intermutation, in-ter-mu-ta'shun, «. mutual change.
Intern, in-tern', adj. internal.—«. an inmate of a

school, an assistant surgeon or physiciaa in a
hospital.—Also Interne'.

Intern, in-tem', v.t. to send into the interior of a
country: to immure in an interior locality without
permission to leave the district.—//. Internment,
state of being confined in the interior of a countrj'.

[Vt. tNterner. See IntemaL]
Internal, in-ter'nal, adj'. being in the interior:

domestic, as opposed to foreign : intrinsic : pertain-
ing to the heart :—opp. to External.—n. Intar-
ns^'lty. — art'f. Inter'nally.—Internal evidence,
evidence with regard to a thin^, subject, book, &c.
aiTorJed by its intrinsic qualities. [L. intcrnuS'—
inter, within.]

International, in-ter-nash'un-al, adj. pertaining to
the relations between nations. — /j. a short-lived
assi>ciation formed in London in 1864 to uitite the
working classes of all countries in efforts for their

economic emancipation.

—

adv. Intemat'ionally.
Internecine, in-ter-iie'.sin, adj. mutually destructive :

deadly.^—Also Inteme'clve. [L. interiucare—inter,

between, necare, to kill.]

Intemeural, in-ter-nu'ral, adj. {anat.) situated be-

tween the neural spines or spinous processes of
successive vertebrae.

Intemode, in'ter-nod, «. (^ot.) the space between two
nodes or points of the stem from which the leaves

arise.

—

adj. Intemo'dlaL [L. inter/iodium—inter,

between, nodus, a knot.]
Internuncio, in-ter-mm'shi-O, n. a messenger between
two parties : the Pope's representritive at minor
courts.

—

adj. Intemun'cial. [Sp. ,—L. intemuuiiua—inter, between, nuntius, a messenger.]
InteroceaniC, in-ter-6-she-an'ik, adj. between oceans.
Interocular, in-ter-ok'u-lar, adj. between the eyes.

Interorbital, in-ter-or'bi-tal, adj. situated between the
orbits ot' the eyea.

Interosculation, in-ter-osTcu-la-shun, «. intercon-

nection by, or as if by, osculation.

—

adj. InterOB'-
culant.— &•./. Interos'culate.

Interosseous, in-ter-os'e-us, adj. situated between
bones.—Also Inteross'eaL

Interpage, in-ter-paj', v-t. to insert on intermediate
pages.

Interparietal, in-ter-pa-rl'e-tal, adj. situated between
the right and left parietal bones of the skull.

Interpellation, in-ter-pel-a'shun, /:. a question raised
during the course of a debate : interruption : inter-

cession : a summons: an earnest address. — v.t.

Inter'pellate, toquestion. [Fr.,—L.,

—

ittte-rpelldre,

-dium, to disturb by speaking

—

inter, between, pel-
lire, to drive.]

Interpenetrate, in-tdr-pen'e-trat. v.t. to penetrate
between or within.— //. Interpenetra'Uon.

Interpetiolar, in-ler-pet'i-O-lar, adj. (bot.) between the
petioles.

Interphalangeal, in-ter-fa-lan'je-al, adj. situated be*
tween any successive phalanges of a finger or toe

:

. nodal, pf a digit.

Interpilaster,' in-ter-pi-las'ter, n. (arcAii.) space be-

tween two pilasters.

Interplanetary, in-t6r-plan'et-ar-i, adj. between the
planets.

Interplay, in'ter-pls, «. muUv^ actio • latercbaoge
of action and reaction.

Interplead, in-ter-pl£d', v.i. (/aw) to discuss adverse
cLiims to property by bill of interpleader.— /». Intsr-
plead'er, one who interpleads : a form of process in

the Hiiglish courts, by a bill in equity, intended to

protect a defendant who claims no interest in the



Interpledg'e mOte ; mute ; mSQn ; iAen. Intertwine

subject-matter of a suit, while at the same time he
has reason to know that the plaintiAT's title is disputed
by some other claimant.

Interpledge, in-ter-plej', v.i. to pledge mutually : to

five and take a pledge,
erpleural, in-ter-ploO'ral, Oiij. situated between

the right and left pleural cavities.

laterpolar, in-ter-pO'lar, at/j. situated between or
connecting the poles, as of a galvanic battery.

Interpolate, in-ter'po-lat, v.e. to insert unfairly, as a
spurious word or passage in a book or manuscript, to

foist in : to corrupt : (maikA to fill up the interme-

diate terms of a series.- -adj. Inter'polable.

—

ns.

Interpolation; Interpolator. [L. interpoldre,

•dtutn—inter, between, polire, to polish.]

Interpollty, in-ter-pol'i-ti, ti. (rare) interchange be-

tween countries.

Interpose, in-ter-pOz*, v.t. to place between : to thrust

in : to offer, as aid or services.

—

v.i. to come be-

tween : to mediate : to put in by way of interruption :

to interfere.

—

ns. Interpos'al, same as Interposi-
tion; Interpos'er ; Interpos'it, a place of deposit

between two cities or countries ; Interposition, .ict

of interposing : intervention : anything interposed.

[Fr.,— L. inter, between, Vr. poser, to place.]

Interpret, in-ter'pret, v.t. to explain the meaning of,

to elucidate, unfold, show the purport of." to trans-

late into intelligible or familiar terms.

—

v.i. to prac-

tise interpretation.

—

adj. Inter'pretable. capable of

,, being explained.—«. Interpreta'tion, act of inter-

im preting : the sense given by an interpreter : the
: power of explaining ; the representation of a dra-

matic part according to one's conception of it.

—

adj. Interpreta'tive, collected by or containing
.interpretation.—a^z-. Inter'pretatively.—«. Inter"-

. i.preter, one who expbins between two parties : an
I*; expounder : a translator. [Fr.,—L. interpretdri

,

•dtus—internes, inter, between, -pres, prob. conn,
with Gt. phrasis, speech.]

Interprovincial, in-ter-pro-vin'shal, adj. existing be-

tween provinces.

Interpubic, in-ter-pu'bik, oiij. situated between the
right and left pubic bones.

Interpunction, in-ter-pungk'shun, «. the places of
points or stops in writing, intermediate punctuation.
—Also Interpiinctuation.

Interracial, in-ter-ra'si-al, adj. existing or taking place
between races.

Interradial, in-ter-ra'di-al, adf. situated between the
radii or rays. — aiiz: Interra'dially. — «. Inter-
ra'diUS, au interradial part, esp ot a hydrozoan.

Interramal, in-ter-ra'mal, oiij. situated between the
rami or forks of the lower jaw.

Interregal, in-ter-re'gal, adj. existing between kings.

Interregnum, in-ter-reg'num, «. the time Ijetween two
reigns : the time between the cessation of one and
the establishment ofanother government : any breach
of continuity in order, &c.—«. In'terroign {Bacon).
[L. inter, between, re^num, rule.]

Interrelation, in-ter-re-la'shun, «. reciprocal relation,
interconnection.—«. Intorrsla'tionship.

Interrez, in'ter-reks, n. one who rules during an
interregnum : a regent. [Ls inter, between, rex, a
king.]

Interrogate, in-ter'o-gat, v.t. to question : to examine
jr.,by_ asking questions.—I'.f. to ask questions: to in-

j..quire.—«. mterroga'tion, act of interrogating: a
question put : the mark placed after a question (?).

—adj. Interrog'ative, denoting a question : ex-
pressed as a question.— «. a word used in asking a
question. —rtf/?'. Interrog'atively.

—

ns. Interr'o-
gator ; Interrog'atory, a question or inquirj-.

—

adj.
expressing a question. (L. interrogdre, •dium —
inter, between, rogdre, to a.sk.]

Interrupt, in-ter-rupt', v.t. to break in between : to

stop or hinder by breaking in upon : to divide : to

break continuity.

—

adj. (Milt.) gaping apart.

—

ad-:'.

mterraptedly, with interruptions,

—

ns. Inter-

«9

rup'ter, Interrupter ; Interrup'tion, act of inter-

rupting : hinderance : cessation.

—

adj. Interrup'-
tive, tending to interrupt.—a^y. laterrup'tively.
[L. interruHtpere—inter, between, rumpere, rufi-

turn, to break.]

Interscapular, in-ter-ska'pQ-l^r, adj. (a/uzi.) between
the shoulder-blades.

Intersoribe, in-ter-skrrb', v.(. to write between. [L.

iuterscribere—inter, between, scribere, to write.]

Intersecant, in-ter-se'kant, adj. dividing into parts

:

crossing.

Intersect, in-ttr-sekt', v.t. to cut between or asunder:
to cut or cross mutually : to divide into parts.

—

v.u
to cross each other.—«. Intersec'tion, intersecting :

(geotii.) the point or line in which two lines or two
planes cut each other.

—

adj. Intersec'tionaL [L.
imer, between, secdre, sectum, to cut.]

Intersegmental, in-ter-seg'men-tal, adj. pertaining to
two or more segments, situated between segments.

Interseptal, in-ter-sep'tal, adj. situated between septa.
Intersidereal, in-ter-sl-de're-al, adj. situated between

or among the stars.

Intersocial, in-ter-sO'shal, adj. having mutual social
relations.

Intersonant, in-ter'.sO-nant, adj. sounding between.
Interspace, in'ter-spas, «. a space between objects,

an interval.—f./. to occupy the space between.

—

adj. Interspa'tial adv. Interspa'tially.
Interspecific, in-ter-spe-sifik, adj. existing between

species.

Intersperse, in-ter-spers', v.t. to scatter or set here
and there.

—

>i. Intersper'Sion. [L. interspergere,
spersiitn—inter, among, spargere, to scatter.]

InterspinoUS, in-ter-spl'nus, adj. situated between
spines.— .Also Interspi'naL

Interstate, in'ter-stat, adj. existing between differemt

states or persons therein.

Interstellar, in-ter-stel'ar, adj. situated beyond the
solar system or among the stars : in the interv^
between the stars.—.\lso IntersteU'ary. [L. inttr,

between, ttella, a star.]

Interstice, in'ter-stis, or in-ter'stis, «. a small space
between things closely set, or between the parts

which compose a body.

—

adj. Interstit'lal, [Fr.,

—

L.,

—

inter, between, sistere, stitum, to stand.]

Interstratification, in-ter-strat-i-fi-ka'shun, n. the
state of lying between other strata.

—

adj. Inter-
Strat'ified, stratified between other bodies.— z'./.

Interstrat ify.

Interstrial, in-ter-strl'al, adj. situated between striae.

Intertangle, in-ter-tang'gl, v.t. to intertwist.

Intertarsal, in-ter-tar'sal, adj. between tarsal bones.

Intertentacular, in-ter-ten-tak'O-lar, adj. situated

between tentacles.

I^tertergal, in-ter-t^r'gal, adj. situated between the
terga or tergites of an arthropod.

Interterritorial, in-ter-ter-ri-tS'ri-al, adj. betw^fp
territories or their inhabitants,

_ ^
Intertexture, in-ter-teks'tOr, ». a being interwoven, r

Intertidal, in-ter-ti'dal, adj. living between low-water
and high-water mark.

Intertie, in'ter-tl, ». (archit.) in roofing, &c., a short

timber binding together upright posts.

Intertissue, in-ter-tish'u, v.t. (^Sliak.) to interweave.

Intertraffic, in-ter-traf ik, «. traffic between two or
more persons or places.

Intertransverse, in-ter-trans'vers, adj. between the
transverse processes of successive vertebrae.

Intertribal, in-ter-trl'bal, adj. existing or taking place
between tribes.

Intertrigo, in-ter-trl'gO, «. an inflammation of the skin
from chafing or rubbing. [L. inter, between, terere,

tritum, to rub.]
Intertropical, in-ter-trop'ik-al, adj. between the

tropics.

Intertwine, in-tfcr-twln', v.t. to twine or twist to-
gether.

—

v.i. to be twisted together: to become
mutiially involved.—a^z>. Intertwln'lngly.

;£
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Intricate »; aMDn; /fan. tnvalkl

aadaanted : trare.—«. Jatnfi^ttf, firm, oathaicen

eoarafe. — adv~ bttntftdlj. [L. intrefndus—m,
not, trepidtit, alarmrtj-j

Intricate, la'tri-itix, adj. inroired : entaogled ; per-

pitxc-i.—«*. Intricacy, In'trteatenMi .
—g</p. iC-

tricately. fL. mtricdtu*—^cn, ia, tricdre, to male
flff.'.-.ltjcv— /»-«:<?, imndenacet.]

Intn^«, m-tr^, «. a ecM^iez plot: a private or

party tchcme : ib« plot of a play or romaoce : utexex

lUaat love.

—

v. i. to tbrm a plot or tcfaeae : to carry
on iilicit love :—pr.fi. intngu'utg ; /a./, latzigaoi'.
—fu. iD'trlgaiU, Intrlg'liar, one who iatn%ae*, or
pur'.u<;» a.T rj'tjjtct by lecrct artifices. [Fr. intriguer
—mtricdre. Src Ultrtcata.]

Intrlnse, in-triias', a<^'. (oA<z*.> intricate.

Intrinsic, -al, m-trix/Mlc, -al,^.a<^'. inward: genuiiie :

inheretu : ewential, bcloti^uiz to the point at iiaae :

^Mu/.) appUed to tho«e motctc* <^ the limlH entirely

coataineil within the aaatOHiicaJ limits of the limb.
—«. Intrfiiilcall^.—oi/tr. iBtzln'glcal^.—«. In-
tetB'lfcalaflM, the qoaEty of beii>2 latriasicai :

{enuioeaesA. [Fr,—L. intrituecut—tn.tra, within,

t€cut, foDow'mg.]
IntrintlratO, in^rinsS-kiU, a<^'. (54z<i.) intricate.

IntroceMiOIl, io-tro-sesh'ua, ». (>ned.) a xtnkii^ of
any part inwards : depreakion. IL. intre, ixnmidly,
cea/re, cei.um, to go.]

Introduce, in-iro-dus', 9./. to lead or brii^ ia : to

coiuiuct into a place : formaily to make known
or acqnatnted : to bring into notice or practice : to

COOHDence: to preface.—». iBtrodnCnOB, act of
coodnctiag into : act of making persoos known to

each other : act of bringing into notice or nracfirr

:

preliminary matter to the masa thou^tts of a hook

:

(mut.) a lund of prdace or prdade to a icJIowiBg
Bcnremeat: a treabse introdoctory to a tficnce or
ooone of study. —<k^>. Intisduc^tory, IntnMbi^-
ttTA, serving to introdtice : pre&minary : pre&tory.
—Wzr. IntrodOC'torily. [L. inirod»cire, -dmtum
—intra, within, ducere, to \taii.\

Introit, in-tr^lt, n. an anthem susg at die icffxauBg
of the mass, immediately after the Cimfiteor, and
when the priest has a.scended to the altar. [L-

introitut—introlre—intra, within, ire, ittmt, to go.]

Inb'ODllt, in-tro-mit', v.t. to send within: to adaatl
to permit to enter.

—

v. i. to interfere with the cftcTS
of another :—fir.fi. intromit'ting ; fia-.fi. iotrMKt'ted.
— 7u. IntroiIlte'lOIl, smding within or into : {JScott

laws the assamption of aathority to deal with an-
other's jito^KXVi—U^al, whexK the party is ezprcMlr
or impliedly authorised, either by jadgmeat or deed,
to interfere, as by drawing the rests or g<

'

debts

—

vicunit, where an hor or next of kta,
any authority, interferes with a deceased person's

estate ; Intromlt'ter, one w:.o intromits. [L. intrv,

within, mittere, mistum, to send.]
Introrsa, in-trors', adj. tamed or faaa% iawjtid.

—

iuiv.

Intronely. [L. intrortia, toward tbe nnddle.]
Introspect, m-tro-spekt', v.<l. to look into aajHaag.—

v.i. to practise introspection.—hj. luXlUtJftCftllM, a
sight of the inside or interior : tbe act of Erectly
observing the processes of one's own onnd, •elf-

examination; uitrospec'tionlst.

—

adj. luttusinc'-
tlTO. [L. intra, within, tfiecere, to see.]

Introstuception, in-tro-sn-sep'shon, «. the act of
taking in, as noarnhment. [L. intra, within, tutcep-
tioH-em, tujcifiere.]

IntrOTeit, jn-tro-vcrt', v.t. to tnm inward.—«. any-
thing introverted.

—

n. IntfUTU'Slon.

—

adj. IStTO-
TOr'Stre. [L. intra, withm, vertere, to turn.)

Intmde, m-trrod', v.i. to thmst one's self in : to enter
uninvited or unwelcome.

—

v.t. to force in.

—

nt. In-
trod'er ; Intra'Sian, act of iatmding or of entering

into a place without welcome or invitation : encroach-
ment : a pushing in, an aDocnaal irmption, eqt. in

geology, of such rocks as have come up from beiow
wto another rock or series of beds; Inira'liflBM,

OOe wbo iatiudcs, e^ one of those who, beiere the

Scotdi Diw uptica gf «84j. wftw i d a panik the figitt

ofotr^ectiagtotfccwfttraiirtofaaobooaoowinitrri'
by a patron >—0(^. to ffon^intrtai^tutt.—^j. t^
iTH'tlM, tfadrng or apt to JBtraic : enterioc ipdMot

welcome cr rig^—«i^. Jatrittntf.—«. btnf-
llrim—t (L. in, ia, trudire, trutum, to tknwt.]

latnMtt. SeeSatnwt.
Twtytttna, ia-Cfe-Mb'tM, «. the po>wer of fbe aHad bjr
wUdt it tataknfiatdy perceive* the tiack of rh'm.i
withront reaaoaiag or aaalyoa: a fead> aoyoecMKd,
in»tnrdiafe TaxnA^^ ia rwatrMT wilk wfiitf —
v./. aod v.i. JXtKtt, to lowar wtwtrvdr^—«^^ b-
tott^kmaL—«u. XBtatriOBaXta, tlie &>etnae dttt
the perc^itionof tnith t« by inruiu«a ; lirtldtlCBal-
tet.—«!^. Intft'tttre, peroeived or fctoaanm^ iy
intuition : reo^ved or kaowa W tiwaU' iiiincfiwfi
—o^f. hOAnireij. — «. Tiifinilif n> «^
into or apoa, /x^ri, tttUm, to look.]

lo t llW im M l U, ia-t6-a>««'ea«, n. the aclioa of lairffiag :

a sweffiag - a taisid «tate.—r.r. fBtOHH^,!* aawl
up. [Fr ' - tumlre, to awefl.]

IntoztHd^' ^^!, t/./. to reader tartid. {L.

»», in, /- ;^«, to t(oaUe.J
IntOM, lavji., n. <.ifiemt.} a krowe. [L- ca, ia,

timdire, tiutnm, to htmacj
InteanwapClaa, la na w ifffAaa, m. the fardal
disfiacweat of tbe bowel ia arUdk oae ^ertioa of is

paoKsiatotke portioa iwedfatdy a^arrmt ta it

—

abe calfed IwttafimaiWH.—vMVlt^lltt/t&BMtk, %m
take iato the interior.

—

ttd^t. iMtUtnuetftttLi 1ft-

tBsnoc^ttre. [L. m/ki, wkiim. msâ tdmttm
nucifiire, to take BPu]

latwl—, ia-twlg'. Saaic as EMtwl—.
laivMi, ia-twi*if. SaaK as Ihllllli
Tirrttl^ iti'&laB, «. a ftardt-fike la'oJatt aied ia

aMdidae, oKaiacd pviadpaiSf froa tke toot* of ^e
plaat JnmU or EUcMmfi^. [Prob. Gr. AofeaMa.]

IlUUBkiat*, iarmm'briL, v.t. to caat a diadow apaa :

to shatle. [L. iMnmbrMre, .dtmm—m, ia, aoaiAriCr-/,

to shade

—

umbrn, a ifeadtfw.]

Inanctlan, io-na^k'^aa, «. tbe act of jaiaarii^ tl'?

prooeio of rafahag m«o Aedaa, as aa eiata^ or

iiiiiM< ar

—

n. Txnt^BttU^Vbft j^iLeBoe o^ofiacoL
Isaatfata, io-na'^tt, or i^-, f./. to torn apoa or awer

ia waves (Mwd of water): to tood-.U> OL wiaik am
)wi linaJM ilsaaltiwf aijr- bBftfatt, u i tjfca-
lag.—«. naatt'tfOB, act of tnaatfartag : a load

:

aa oirifeaiag [I>,

—

inundire,
laidirte, to rise ia waves— unda, a wave.]

bntaas, ia-ar-bSa", a<^'. not tubaae,
adB. Immsekamnf^—n. iMifcufUy.

iBSza, ia-fir', fUL to aae or practwe baHnwHy; ta
accaaoM : ta haideB.

—

vJ. (firm^ to came iato aae
or efliBct: to serve to ^ bk or beaefit oL—m.
.Tlllll<l1Wl, act of iaoTii^: ptacricr. (Tvaaa ca
and a0r—O. Fr. enre (Fr. mtare, arork)—L. »ftm,
work : die sasM word arr k foaad ia wimMttre (^v.).j

fimzB, in-«n^. v./. M place ia aa an

:

Tmrntatf—, ta-«4i-4rdb8a, a. (<^}<i
I—

U

1U|. ia-ft-tin-li, a. vast of adBiy

:

plwi^araMat, ia-nt'er-a-U. a^. aot to be aoered.
Israde, ia-vad'. v.t. to eater a I iialij as aa fmemf :

to attack: to eacroadk i^oa^to violate: ta soae
or fan npoa.—*r. In^XJ^', iBVaTllQB, ibc aa of
izrraduig : aa xixadcz aaiacasioa : aa attadt oa t&e
rigfats^_aaotber : aa f ari riiriian nl : a violatiaa.

—

adj. iBTa'ttra, "-''^^-c iarasioa:
£nnging another's ri^Ks. [Fr.,—L.
z><ux»r—ui, in, vadere, to bd.]

brraginatioa, in-raj-i.o7smBn,
[L. zVk, not, vagina, a sbeaih.]

btralld, io-vaTid, adj. witfaotit vabie, aOgbt, or co-
gency: havs^aoeSeo: void: bbIL—odJ.'btTalilA,
<ie£cieat ia health, sick, weak.—a. oae wbo U weak :

a sickly persoB : ooe disabled for active service, esp.
a soldier or tailor.

—

r.z. to aiake ierafid or ana
with disease : to enrol oq tbe Bit of i



Bivalusble (5te, far ; m5, hftr : mine ; Invocate

Inval'ldite, to render invalid : to weaken or destroy
the force of.—fis. Invallda'tlon ; In'validhood, In'-

Talldlsm; In'validlng, the return home, or to a
more healthy climate, of soldiers or sailors who have
been rendered incapable of active duty by wounds
or the severity of foreign service ; InTalld'Ity, Ih-
yal'idness, want of cogency : want of force.

Invaluable, in-varu-a-bl, atfj. that cannot be valued:
priceless.

—

adv. Inval'iiably.
Invariable, in-v5'ri-a-bl, luYj. not variable : without

variation or change r unalterable : constantly in the

. same stale.— «j. Inva'rlableness, Invariability,
-the quality of being invariable or unchangeable.—
arff. inva'riably.

Invasion. See Invade.
Invecked, in-vekt', {iiij. invected.
Invectod, in-vek'ted, aiij. (/ler.) having a border-line

of small convex or outer curves :—opp. to Engrailed,
of a line, or the edge of a bearing. [L. invectus,

invehere, to enter.]

Invective, in-vek'tiv, n. a severe or reproachful accusa-
tion brought against any one : an attack with words :

a violent utterance of censure : .sarcasm or satire.

—

adj. railing : abusive : satirical.

—

adz: Invec'tively,
by invective : satirically : sarcastically. [See In-

veigh. J

Inveigb, in-va', v.i. to attack with words : to rail

against : to revile. [L. invehert, invectutH—in, in,

vehlre, to carry.]
Inveigle, in-vfel, v.t. to entice : to seduce : to

wheedle.

—

ns. Invel'glenient, an enticing : an en-
ticement—older forms Invea'gle, Envei'gle; In-
Vel'gler. [Ety. dub. ; prob. a corr. of O. Fr.
enveogier (Fr. aveugU, blind)— L. ab, without,
ochIus, the eye.]

Invendlble, in-ven'di-bl, adj. not vendible.—«. In-
vendlbll'lty.

Invent, in-vent', v.t. to devise or contrive : to make

:

to frame : to fabricate : to forge.

—

adj. Inven'tlble.
—«. Inven'tion, that which is invented : contriv-

ance : a deceit : power or faculty of inventing

:

ability displayed by any invention or effort of the
imagination. -—«</;'. Inven'tlve, able to invent : ready
in contrivance.—rt^/z/. Inven'tlvely.

—

ns. Inven'tive-
ness ; Inventor, Inven'ter, one who invents or
finds out something n^vi •.—/em. Inventress.—In-
vention of tbe Cross, a festival observed on May 3,

in commemoration of the alleged discovery of the
true cross at Jerusalem in 326 by Helena, mother of
Constantine the Great. [Fr.,

—

1L invetiire, invert-

turn— in, upon, venire, to come.J
Inventory, i_n'ven-tor-i, «. a list or schedule ofarticles
comprised in an estate, describing each article sepa-
rately and precisely so as to show of what the estate
consists.— z/./. to make an inventory of.

—

adj. In-
vento'riaL—o^/i;. Invento'rially. [Fr. inventaire
— L. inventariuin, a list of things found.]

Inverness-cape, in-ver-nes'-kSp, «. a forin of overcoat
with cape or tippet—n.imed from Inverness.

Inverse, in-v6rs , adj. inverted : in the reverse or
contrary order: opposite, inverted—opp. to Direct

:

{math.) opposite in effect, of one operation th-it

annuls the effect of another, as subtraction to addi-
tion, &c

—

H. an inverted state, a direct opposite.

—

adv. Inversely.—«. Inver'slon, the act of invert-
ing : the state of bein:; inverted : a change of order
or position.

—

adj. Inver'slve.
Livert, in-virt', v.t. to turn in or about ; to turn up-

side down : to reverse : to change the customary
order or position.

—

n. {archit.) an inverted arch or
vault, as the floor of a sewer, &c.

—

adj. Invei'ted,
turned upside down: reversed: {g-eot.) denoting
strata that appear to have been reversed or folded
back by upheaval—adv Inver'tedly, in an inverted
or contrary manner.—Inverted arcb, an arch with
its curve turned downward^, as in a sewer. [L.
in-'t-rtfre, inversum—in, in, vertfre. to turn.]

mvertebral, in-virt'e-bral, Invertebrate, b-virt'e-

48S

br5t, adj. without a vertebral column or backboite:
weak, irresolute.

—

n.pl. Invertebrata, a collective

name for those animals which agree in not exhibiting
the characteristics of vertebrates.—«. Inver'tebrate,
an animal destitute of a skull and vertebral column.

Invest, in-vest', v. t. to put vesture on, to dress : to
confer or give : to place in office or authority : to

adorn : to surround : to block up : to lay siege to

:

to place : as property in business : to lay out money
on.—adj. Investitive.—>«. Inves'tlture. in feudal
and ecclesiastical history, the act of giving cor-

poral posse.ssion of a manor, office, or benefice,

accompanied by a certain ceremonial, such as the
delivery of a branch, a banner, &c., to signify the
authority which it is supposed to convey ; In-
vest'ment, the act of investing : a blockacfe : the
act of surrounding or besieging : laying out money
on : any placing of money to secure income or
profit : that in which anything is invested : (Shak.)
clothing; Inves'tor, one who invests. [L. inrvestire,

•Itittn—in, on, vestlre, to clothe.]

Investigate, in-vest'i-gat, v.t. to search into: to in-

quire into with care and accuracy.

—

adj. Investl-
gable, able to be investigated.—«, Investlga'tion,
act of examining into: research: study. - ty.ijs. In-
vestigative, Investigatory, promoting or given to
investigation. —«. Investigator, one who investi-

gates. [L. investigdrc, -dtunt—in, in, vestigdre,
to track.]

Inveterate, in-vet'er-at, adj. firmly established by
long continuance : deep-rooted, confirmed in any
habit: violent.—rtf/f. Invet'erately.—«y. Invet'er-
ateness, Invet'eracy, firmness produced by long
use or continuance. [L. inveterdre, -dtunt, to grow
old

—

in, in, vetus, veteris, old.]

Invexed, in-vekst', adj. (her.) shaped in a curve.
Invidious, in-vid'i-us, adj. likely to incur or provoke

ill-will : likely to excite envy, enviable : offensively
discriminating.

—

adv. Invidiously.—«. Invldlous-
ness. [L. im>idiosns—invidia, envy.]

Invigorate, in-vig'or-at, -'. t. to give vigour to : to

strengthen : to animate.

—

ns. Invigora'tlon, the act
or state of being invigorated ; Invig'orator, some-
thing that invigorates.

Invincible, in-vin'si-bl, adj. that Mnnot be overcome

:

insuperable.—>«. Invlncibleness, Invincibirity.

—

— adv. Invln'cibly. — Invincible ignorance (see

Ignorance).—The Invincible Doctor, WilUam of
Occam (c. 1280-1349).

Inviolable, in-vrol-a-bl, adj. th.Tt cannot be profaned :

that cannot be injured.

—

ns. Inviolability, Invi'ol-

ableness, the quality of being inviolable.

—

oi-iv.

InvTolably.

—

adjs. Invf'olate, -d, not violated : un-
profaned : uninjured.

—

adv. Invi'olately, without
violation.—«. Invl'olateness, the quality of being
inviolate.

Invlous, in'vi-us, <i(/?. (rare) impassable. [L.]
Invisible, in-viz'i-bl, adj. ni>t visible or capable of

being seen—<.S"/M-(-.)Invlsed'.—«x. Invisibility, In-
vIs'lDleness.-<i</r'. Invisibly—Invisible Church
(see Visible) ; Invisible green, a shade nf green so
dark as to be almost black ; Invisible ink (see Ink).

Invite, in-vlt', v.t. to a-sk : to summon : to allnre : to
attract.— »./. to ask in invitation.—//. Invita'tlon,
the act of inviting : an asking or solicitation, the
written or verbal form with which a person is

invited : the brief exhortation introducing the con-
fe.ssion in the Anglican communion-office.

—

a^.
Invlt'&tory, using or containing invitation.—«. a
form of invitation in worship, esp. the antiphon to
the Venite or 95th Psalm.—«i. Invite'nient(/;rjw/i<),
allurement, temptation ; Juvit'eT.—^.adj. Inviting,
alluring : attractive.—«. (ShaJt.) invitation.—(i^/r/.

Invlt'lngly, in an inviting manner.— «. Invlfing-
ness, attractiveness. [Fr.,—L. invitdre, -dtuni.]

Invltriflable, in-vit'ri-fl-a-bl, adj. not vitrifiable.

Invocate, in'vo-k.it, v.t. to invoke or call on solemnly
or with prayer : to implore.—»». InVOCa'tlon, the act



Invoice mote ; mOte ; mOCn ; /Aen. IridiiuQ

or the form of invocating or addressing in prayer or

supt<lication : a call or summons, especially a judicial

order : any formal invoking of ihe blessing of God,
esp. an opening prayer in a public religious service,

and the petitions in the Litany addressed to God in

each person and in the Trinity.

—

adj. Invoc'atory,
that invokes : making invocation. [See Invoke.]

Invoice, in'vois, «. a letter of advice of the despatch of

goods, with particulars of their price and quantity.

—

v.t. to make an invoice of. [Prob. a corr. oi envois,

pi. of Fr. envoi.]

Invoke, in-v5k', v.t. to call upon earnestly or solemnly :

to implore assistance : to address in prayer. [Fr.,

—

L. invocare, -atum—in, o\\,vocdre, to call.]

Involucre, in-vol-uTcer, «. (bot.) a group of bracts in

the form of a whorl around an expanded flower or

umbel—also Involu'CTum.—«j. Invorucel, Involu-

cel'lum, a secondary involucre.

—

adjs. In'VOlUCral,

Involu'crate, having an involucre.

—

n, InVOlU'cret.

[L. involncrum—involvere, to involve.]

Involuntary, in-vol'un-tar-i, adj. not voluntary : not

having the power of will or choice : not done will-

ingly : not chosen.—la^/z'. Invol'untarily.—«. In-

vol'untariness.
Involute, in'vo-lut, «. that which is involved or rolled in-

ward : a curve traced by the end of a string unwind-
ing itself from another curve.

—

Oiijs. In'VOlUte, -d.

{bot.), rolled spirally inward : turned inward, of

shells.

—

H. Involii'tlon, the action of involving

:

state of being involved or entangled : complicated
grammatical construction : {arit/i.) act or process of

raising a quantity to any given power. [See Involve. ]

Involve, in-volv', v.t. to wrap up: to envelop: to

implicate : to include : to complicate : to over-

whelm : to catch : {arith.) to multiply a quantity

into itself any given number of times.—«. Involve'-

ment, act of involving : state of being involved or

entangled. [Fr.,—L. involvere—in, upon, volvere,

z>oiiitum, to roll.]

Invulnerable, in-vul'ner-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
wounded.— ns. Invulnerability, Invul'nerabla-
ness.—rti/i/. Invulnerably.

Invultuation, in-vul-tu-a'shun, «. the act of piercing

a wax or cla}' image of a person that he may suffer

torture and die—one of the commonest methods of

witchcraft. [Low L. invuituation-etn—in-jultare,

to stab the face ot"—L. in, in, I'ultus, the face.]

Inwall. See Enwall.
Invard, in'ward, adj. placed or being within : _ in-

ternal : seated in the mind or soul, not perceptible

to the senses, as the ' inward part' of a sacrament

:

(B.) intimate.

—

n.pl. (B.) the intestines.

—

adv.

toward the inside : toward the interior : into the

mind or thoughts.

—

adv. In'wardly, in the parts

within : in the heart : privately : toward the centre.

—«. lu'wardness, internal state : inner meaning or

significance: {SAai.) intimacy, familiarity.

—

adv.
In'wardS, same as luward. [A. S. inne'veard (adv. ). ]

Inveave, in-wev', v.t. to weave into : to complicate.

Inwick, in'wik, «. in curling, a stroke in which the

stone rebounds from the inside edge of another
stone, and then slides close to the tee.

Inwlt, in'wit, «. inward knowledge, conscience.

Inwork, in-wurk', v.t. and v.i. to work in or inta—
«. In'worklng, energy exerted inwardly.

—

p-adj.

In'WTOUght, wrought in or among other things :

adorned with figures.

Inwom, in-wBrn', adj. worn or worked into, inwrought.
Inwrap = Enwrap.
Inwreatho = Enwreathe.
lo, T'3, n. an exclamation ofJoy or triumph. [L.]

lodal, T'5-dal, adj. n. an oily liquid compound with

properties like chloral, obtained by treating iodine

with alcohol and nitric acid.

Iodine, T'o-din, «. one of the four non-metallic

elements, so named from the violet colour of its

vapour.

—

n. I'odate, a combination of iodic acid with
a salifiable base.

—

adj. lod'ic, containing iodine.

—

n. I'odlde, a binary compound of iodine.

—

adj.
lodlf'erous, yielding iodine.

—

n. I'odism, a morbid
condition due to iodine.

—

v.t. I'odlze, to treat witk
iodine : to impregnate with iodine, as collodion-—
«. lod'ofonn, a lemon-yellow crystalline substance
having a saffron-like odour and an unpleasant
iodine-like taste.—ai//'.Iodoniet'rlc(c^>«.),measured
by iodine.

—

>is. I'odure, lod'uret, a compound of
iodine with a simple base ; lod'yrita, a yellowish
mineral composed of iodine and silver. [Gr. ioeidis,
violet-coloured

—

ion, a violet, eidos, form.]
lOllte, I'o-lTt, n. a transparent gem which presents a

violet-blue colour when looked at in a certain
direction. [Gr. ion, violet, lithos, stone.]

Ion, I'on, H.
_
one of the components into which an

electrolyte is broken up on electrolysis—the Anion,
the electro-negative component, chemically attacking
the anode, and the Cation, the electro-positive com-
ponent, the cathode. [Gr. tin, pr.pw oi ienai, to go.]

loillc, I-on'ik, adj. relating to Ionia in Greece : de-
noting an order in architecture distinguished by
the ram's-horn volute of its capital—also Ionian.—
vs.t. lon'lcize, I'onlze.

—

ns. I'onism ; lonlst.—Ionic
dialect, the most important of the three main
branches of the ancient Greek language (Ionic, Doric,
jEolic), marked by greater softness and smoothness,
the effect of its rich vowel system. Homer's Iliad
is written in Old, the history of Herodotus in New
Ionic : the Attic of Thucydides and Sophocles is its

later form ; lonlc mode (see Mode) ; lonic school,
a name given to the representative philosophers of
the Ionian Greeks, such as Thales, Anaximander,
Anaximenes, Heraclitus, Anaxagoras, who debated
the question what was the primordial constitutive
principle of the cosmical universe.

Iota, I-o'ta, n. a jot : a very small quantity or degree.—ns. lot'acism, It'acism, the conversion of other
vowel sounds into that of iota (Eng. e), as in modem
Gr. of >i, u, II, », <M, w ; It'acist. [Gr., the smallest
letter in the alphabet, corresponding to the English /.]

I O U, i'5'u', «. a memorandum of debt given by a
borrower to a lender, requiring no stamp, but to be
holograph, dated, and addressed to some person.

Ipecacuanha, ip-e-kak-u-an'a, 11. the name both of a
very valuable medicine and of the plant whose root
produces it—used as an emetic [Brazilian, ' smaller
roadside sick-making plant.']

Ipomaea, ip-O-mea, «. a genus of nat. ord. Convolvu-
iaceie. [Gr. if>s, a worm, homoies, like.]

Iracund, I'ra-kund, adj. (CarlyU) angry. [L.]
Irade, i-ra'de, «. a written decree of the Sultan of

Turkey.
Iranian, T-ranl-an, adj. and n. of or pertaining to

Iran, Persia : a branch of the Indo-European or
Aryan tongues, including Persian, Zend, Pehlevi,

and Par^i : an inhabitant of Iran.—Also Iran'lc.

Irascible, I-ras'i-bl, adj. susceptible of ire or anger:
easily provoked : irritable.—». Irascibil'ity.

—

adv.
IraS'CiDly. [Fr., — L. irascibilis— irasci, to be
angr>-

—

ira, anger.]

Ire, Ir, «. anger : rage : keen resentment.

—

adjs. Irate
(l-rat' or i-rat'), enraged : angry ; Ire'ful, full of ire

or wrath : resentful.-rt^/i'. Ire'fuUy

—

n. Ire'ful-

ness. [L. ira, anger, trasci, irdtus, to be angry.]
IreniC, I-ren'ik, adj. tending to create peace : pacific

—

also Iren'icaL

—

ii. Iren'icon, a proposition or scheme
for peace : the deacon's litany at the beginning of
the Greek liturgy — from its opening petitions for

peace.

—

n.pl. Iren'ICS, irenical theology:—opp. to

Polemics. [See Eirenicon.]
Iridsm. See Irish.

IridesB, I-rid'e-e, n.pl. a natural order of endogenous
plants, with fleshy root-stocks and shoiry flowers.
—Also Irida'cesa. [Gr. iris, a rainbow.]

Iridium, T-rid'i-um, «. the most infusible, and one of
the heaviest, of the metals, found associated with
the ore oi platinum, .so called from the iridescence
of some of its solutions.

—

u. IlJdOS'mlum, a native
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lids fate, far ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Irreducible

compound of iridium and osmium, used for pointing

gold pens. [Gr. iris, iridos, the rainbow.]

Iris, I'ris, «. the rainbow : an appearance resembling

the rainbow : the contractile curtain perforated by
the pupil, and forming the coloured part of the

eye (also I'lld) : the fleur-de-lis, or flagflower :—
//. I'rlses.— rti^V. I'ridal, Irld'lan, exhibiting the

colours of the iris or rainbow : prismatic.

—

ns. Irides'-

canoa, Iridisa'tion. — adjs. Irldes'oent, coloured

like the iris or rainbow; I'rldlne, iridescent.

—

v.t.

Ir'ldlse.—a^>. I'rlsated, rainbow-coloured ; Ir'ised,

showing colours like the rainbow. — us. Iri'tlS,

Iridi'tiS, inflammation of the iris of the eye. [L.

iris, iridis—Gr. iris, iridos, the rainbow.)

IriSOOpe, fri-skOp, «. an instrument for exhibiting the

prismatic colours. [Gr. iris, the rainbow, skopein,

to see.]

Irish, I'rish,*!^'. relating to or produced in Ireland.—
n. language of the Irish, a form of Celtic : (//.) the

natives or inhabitants of Ireland.—/", rrlcism,
rrlshlim, a phrase or idiom peculiar to the Irish.

—

«.//. I'rishry, the people of Ireland.— Irish moss,
carrageen ; Irish stew, a palatable dish of mutton,
onions, and potatoes, seasoned, and stewed in water
mixed with flour.

Irk, irk, v.t. to weary : to trouble : to distress (now
used only impersonally).

—

adj. Irk'SOmo, causing
uneasiness : tedious : unpleasant.

—

adv. Irk'somoly.
—«. Irk'someness. [M. E. «V-4<'«—Scand., Sw.
yrka, to urge ; prob. cog. with L. urgere.'\

Iron, I'urn, n. the most common and useful of the

metals : an instrument or utensil made of iron, as a
hand-harpoon, &c. : a golf-club with an iron head,
more set back than the cleek : strength: (;»/.) fetters:

chains.

—

adj. formed of iron : resembling iron : rude :

stern : fast-binding : n«t to be broken : robust : dull

of understanding.

—

v.t. to smooth with a smoothing-
iron : to arm with iron: to fetter.

—

adjs. I'ron-

bound, bound with iron : rugged, as a coast ; rron-
Cased ; I'ronclad, clad in iron : covered or protected
with iron.—«. a vessel defended by iron plates.

—

ns. Iron-clay, a yellowish clay containing a large

quantity of iron ore ; I'roner, one who irons; I'ron-

flint, ferruginous quartz ; rron-foiud'er, one who
founds or makes castings in iron : I'ron-found'ry, a
place where iron is founded or cast.

—

adj. I'ron-

g^ay, of a gray colour, like that of iron freshly cut
or broken.

—

n. this colour.

—

adjs. Tron-hand'ed,
having hands hard as iron ; I'ron - hoart'ed,
havins; a heart hard as iron: cruel.

—

ns. Iron-
heat'er, the piece of metal heated in the fire for a
laundress's box-iron ; Ironing, the act of smoothing
with hot irons : I'roning-board, a smooth board
covered with cloth, on which clothes are laid for

ironing ; I'roning-machine', a machine for hot-
pressing cloth, hats, &c. ; I'ron-liq'uor, iron acetate,
a dyers' mordant ; I'ronmaster, a master or pro-
prietor of ironworks ; Ironmonger, a dealer in

articles made of iron ; Ironmongery, a general
name for articles made of iron : hardware ; I'ron-
mould, the spot left on wet cloth after touching
rusty iron ; Iron-sand, sand containing particles of
iron ore : steel filings used in fireworks.—a«y. I'ron-
Sick («a»</.), having the iron bolts and spikes much
corroded.—«. I'ronslde, a man of iron resolution :

(//.)a name given to Cromwell's irresistible horse.

—

adj. I'ron-Sid'ed, having a side of, or as hard as,

iron : rough : hardy.

—

ns. Tronsmithj a worker in

iron ; Iron-stone, a term usually applied to any ore
yielding iron ; Ironware, wares or goods of iron.

—

adj. Iron-wit'ted (Shak.\ unfeeling, insensible.

—

n. I'ronwood, applied to the timber of various trees

on account of their hardness.

—

adj. Iron-word'ed
(Tcnn.\ in words as strong as iron.—«. Ironwork,
the parts of a building, &c., made of iron : anything
of iron : a furnace where iron is smelted, or a
foundry, &c., where it is made into heavy work.

—

luij- I'rony, made, consisting, or partaking of iron :
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like iron: hard.— ns. Oast'-I'ron, a compound of

iron and carbon, obtained directly from iron ore by
smelting ; Ital'ian-i'ron, an instrument for fluting

linen or lace. — Iron age, an archa;ological terra

indicating the condition as to civilisation and culture

of a people using iron as the material for their cutting

tools and weapons : a period of cruel tyranny ; Iron-

bark tree, a name given in Australia to certain

species of Eucalyptus (q. v.) ; Iron Crown, the ancient

crown of Lombardy, so named from a thin band of

iron said to be made from one of the nails of the
Cross; Iron entered Into his soul, the bitterest

pang of grief has touched his heart. — Bessemer
iron, pig-iron suitable for making Bessemer steel.

—

Have too many irons in the fire, to be trying to do
too many things at once ; In irons, having fetters

on ; Rule with a rod of iron, to rule with stern

severity. [A. S. iren ; Ger. eisen.]

Irony, I'run-i, «. a mode of speech which enables
the speaker to convey his meaning with greater
force by means of a contrast between the thought
which he evidently designs to express and that
which his words properly signify: satire. —a^'.
Ironical, meaning the opposite of what is ex-
pressed : satirical.—rtrff. Iron'ically.—The irony
of fate, the perverse malignity of fate. [Fr.,—L.

ironia, Gr. eirdneia, dissimulation

—

eirdn, a dis-

sembler

—

eirein, to talk.]

Irradiate, ir-ra'di-at, v.t. to dart rays of light upon or
into : to adorn with lustre : to decorate with shining
ornaments : to animate with light or heat : to illu-

minate the understanding.

—

v.i. to emit rays : to

shine.

—

adj. adorned with rays of light or with
lustre.—«j. Irra'diance, Irra'diancy, the throwing
of rays of light on (any object) : that which irradiates

or is irradiated : beams of light emitted : splendour.—adj. Irra'diant. irradiating or shedding beams of
light.—«. Irradia'tion, act of irradiating or emitting

beams of light : that which is irradiated : brightness:

intellectual light.—<k^'. Irra'diative.
Irradicate, i-rad'i-kat, v.t. to fix firmly.

Irrational, ir-rash'un-al, adj. void of reason or under-
standing : absurd.—«. Irrationality.—a<j'i'. Irra'-

tionally.—Irrational numbers, a term applied to

those roots of numbers which cannot be accurately
expressed by a finite number of figures—e.g. a/s is

an irrational number.
Irreallsable, ir-re'a-ll-za-bl, adj. not realisable.

Irrebuttable, ir-re-but'a-bl, adj. not to be rebutted.

Irrecoptive, ir-re-sep'tiv, aiij. not receptive.

Irreciprocal, ir-re-sip'ro-kal, adj. not reciprocal.

Irreclaimable, ir-re-klam'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
reclaimed or reformed : incorrigible.— «. Irreclaim'-

ableness.—rt^/z'. Irreclaim'ably.
Irrecognisable, ir-rek'og-nlz-a-bl, adj. that cannot be

recognised.—«. Irrecogni'tlon, lack of recognition.

Irreconcilable, ir-rek-on-sll'a-bl, adj. incapable of

being brought back to a state of friendship : incon-

sistent.—«j. Irrecondl'ableness, Irroconcilabll'-

ity, incapability of being reconciled.

—

adv. Irrecon-

Oirably. — adj. Irrec'onciled, not reconciled or

brought into harmony. —«. Irrec'oncllement.
Irrecoverable, ir-re-kuv'er-a-bl, adj. irretrievable.

—

n.

Irrecov'erableness.—adv. Irrecoverably.
Irredeemable, ir-re-dem'a-bl, adj. not redeemable

;

not subject to be paid at the nominal value.

—

ns.

Irredeem'ableness, Irredeemabil'ity.—a</i'. Irre-

deemably.
Irredentist, ir-e-den'tist, n. one of an Italian party
formed in 1878, its aim to incorporate into Italy all
I talian people politically belonging to other countries,
as in the Tyrol, Nice, &c.—«. Irreden'tism, the
programme of the Irredentist party. [It. irreden-
tisla—irredenta {Jtaiia), ' unredeemed '—L. in, not,
redentftus, redimere, to redeem.]

Irreducible, ir-re-dOs'i-bl, adj. that cannot be reduced
or brought from one degree, form, or state to an-
other : not to be reduced by manipulation, as a



Irreflectlve mOte ; mate ; mOCn ; then. Isatixie

hernia, &c.—«. Irreduc'lbleness.

—

adv. Irreduo'-
\t\j.—ns. Irreduotibility, Irreduc'tlon.

Irrenective, ir-re-flekt'iv, akj. not reflective.—«. ITTO-

flec'tion.

Irroformable, ir-re-for'raa-b], adj. not reformable, not
subject to revision or improvement.

Irrefiragable, ir-ref'ra-ga-bl, adj. that cannot be re-

futed : unanswerable.— «.f. Irrefragabirity, Irref-
ragableness.—rta'r'. Irrefragably.— «. Irrefrangl-
bility.

—

adj. Irrefranglble(ir-e-iran'-ji-bl), not to

be broken. —<i<ie'. Irrefrangibly.—Tbe Irrefragable
Doctor, Alexander Hales (died 1245). [Fr.,—L. lit,

not, re, backward's, yVawf/r^, to break.]

Irrefutable, ir-re-fQt'a-bl, or ir-ref'u-ta-bl, adj. that

cannot be refuted.

—

adv. Irrefut'ably (also -ref'-)-

Irregular, ir-reg'a-lar, atij. not according to rule

:

unnatural : unsystematic : vicious : (^am.) depart-

ing from the ordinary rules in its inflection : variable :

not symmetrical, without regular form

—

(Shak.) Ir-

reg'uious.—«. a soldier not in regular service.—«.

Irregular'lty, state of being irregular: deviation

from a straight line, or from rule : departure from
method or order : vice.

—

adv. Irreg'ularly.
Irrelative, ir-rel'a-tiv, adj. not relative, —adj. Irre-

lat ed.— «. Irrela'tion.—<M'f. Irrel'atively.

Irrelevant, ir-rel'e-vnnt, adj. not relevant.

—

n. Irrel'e-

vancy.—oi/t'. Irrel'evantly.
Irreligious, ir-re-!ij'us, adj. destitute of religion : un-
godly.—a^^i/. Irreligiously.—«j. Irrelig'iousness,

Irrefig'lOll, want of religion.

Irremeable, ir-re'me-a-bl, adj. {Pope) not admitting
of return. [L. in, not, retneabilis, remedre—rt,

back. 7>iedre, to go, come.]
Irremediable, ir-re-me'di-a-bl, adj. that cannot be

remedied or redressed.—«. Iixeme'dlableness.

—

adv. Irreme'dlably.
IrremiSSible, ir-re-mis'i-bl, adj. not to be remitted or

forgiven. — ns. Irremlssibleuess, Irremiss'ion.—
adj. Irremlsslve.

Irremovable, ir-re-mrov'a-bl, adj. not removable

:

steadfast.—«j. Irremovability, IrremoVableness.
—adv. Irremov'ably.

Irrenowned, ir-re-nownd', adj. (S/ens.) not renowned.
Irreparable, ir-rep'ar-a-bl, adj. that cannot be repaired

or rectified.—«i. Irreparabil'ity, Irrep'arableness.
—adv. Irreparably.

Irrepealable, ir-re-pel'a-bl, adj. that cannot be re-

pealed or annulled.

—

adv. Iirepealably.
Irreplaceable, ir-re-plSs'a-bl, adj. that cannot be

replaced.
Irreprehenslble, ir-rep-re-hens'i-bl, adj. that cannot

be blamed «. Irreprebens'ibleness.—Wp. Irrep-
rehens'lbly.

Irrepressible, ir-re-pres'i-bl, adj. not to be restrained.

—ad7'. Irrepress'lbly.
Irreproacbable, ir-re-prCch'a-bl, adj. free from blame :

upright: innocent. —«. Irreproacb'ableness, free-

dom from blame.

—

adv. Irreproach'ably.
Irreproduclble, ir-re-pro-dus'i-bl, adj. that cannot be

reproduced.
Irreprovable, ir-re-prCJOv'a-bl, adj. blameless. — «.

IrreproVableness.—rta'i'. IrreproVably.
IrresiStance, ir-re-zist'ans, «. want of resistance :

passive submission.

—

a^/j. Irresist'lble, not to be
opposed with success.

—

>ts. Irresist'ibleness, Irre-
sIstibU'lty.—rt^T/. Irroslst'ibly.

Irresoluble, ir-rez'ol-u-bl, adj. that cannot be resolved
into parts : indissoluble : that cannot be released.

Irresolute, ir-rez'o-lut, adj. not firm in purpose.

—

adv. Irres'olutely.—«j. Irres'oluteness, Irresolii'-

tion, want of resolution.

Irresolvable, ir-re-zolv'-a-bl, adj. that cannot be re-

solved.—«J. Irresolvabll'Ity, IrresolVableness.
Irrespective, ir-re-spek'tiv, adj. not having regard to

(with of) —ad-. Irrespec'tlvely.
Irresponsible, ir-re-spons'i-bl, adj. not responsible

(with yi;r).—K. Irresponslbirity.— rt</7'. Irrespons'-
Ibly.—a<^. Irresponsive.—«. Irrespons'iveness.

Irrestralnable, ir-re-strSn'a-bl, adj. not restrainable.
Irresuscitable, ir-re-sus'i-ta-bl, adj. incapable of

being resuscitated or revived.

—

adv. IrreSUS'Citably.
Irretention, ir-re-ten'shun, «. absence of retention or
power to reta\n.—ttdj. Irretentive.

Irretrievable, ir-re-trev'a-bl, adj. not to be recovered.
—n. IrretrleVableness. — o^i/. Irretrievably.

Irreverent, ir-rev'er-ent, ai/j. not reverent : proceed-
ing from irreverence.— «. Irreverence, want of
reverence or veneration : want of due regard for the

character and authority of the Supreme Being.

—

adj. Irreveren'tlal.—o^/z/. Irrev'erently.
Irreversible, ir-re-vers'i-bl, adj. not reversible : that
cannot be recalled or annulled.

—

ns. Irreverslbil'lty,
Irrevers'ibleness.—ai/i/. Irreversibly.

Irrevocable, ir-rev'o-ka-bl, adj. that cannot be recalled.—«. IrreVocableness.—a^t/. Irrevocably.
Irrigate, ir'i-gat, Z'.i. to water : to wet or moisten : to

cause water to flow upon.

—

adj. Irr'lgable, capable
of being irrigated.

—

ns. Irriga'tlon, a method of pro-
ducing or increasing fertility in soils by an artificial

supply of water, or by inundating them at stated
periods : act of watering, esp. of watering lands
artificially ; Irrlgat'or, one who. or that which,
irrigates : an appliance for washing a wound, &c.

—

adj. Irrlg'UOUS, watered : wet. [L. irrigdre, -dtunt—in, upon, rigdre, to wet ; cf. Ger. regen, Eng. rain.\
Irrision, ir-rizh'un, «. act of laughing at another. [Fr.,—V,.irrision-em—in, against, ridere,risum, to laugh. ]

Irritate, iKi-tat, ''.t. to make angry : to provoke : to

excite heat and redness in : {Scots law) to render
null and void.

—

n. Irrltabll'lty, the quality of being
easily irritated : the peculiar susceptibility to stimuli
possessed by the living tissues.— rt^l)'. Irr'ltable, that
may be irritated : easily provoked : (med.) susceptible
of excitement or irritation.— «. Irr'itableness.

—

adv.
Irr'itably.—«. Irr'itancy, the state of being irritant

:

a becoming null and \o\A.—ndj. In'itant, irritating.—n. that which causes irritation.

—

n. Irrita'tion,
act of irritating or exciting : excitement : (med.)
the term applied to any morbid excitement of the
vital actions not amounting to inflammation, often,

but not always, leading to that condition.^

—

ad/s.

Irr'itative, Irr'itatory, tending to irritate or excite :

accompanied with or caused by irritation. [L. irrit-

are, -dtum, prob. freq. of irrire, to snarl, as a dog.)
Irruption, ir-rup'shun, H. a breaking or bursting in :

a sudden invasion or incursion.

—

adjs. Irrup'ted,
broken through with violence ; Irrup'tive, rushing
suddenly in or upon.

—

adv. Irrup'tlvely. [Fr.,—L.
irruptioH-eiH—in, in, rumpere, ruptutit, to break.]

Irvinglte, er'ving-It, «. a popuLir name for a member
of the so-called Catholic Apostolic Church.— «.

Ir'Vingism, the doctrine and practice of the Irving-
ites. [From Edward /r7'/«f (1792-1834).]

Is, iz, third pers. sing. pres. of be. [.A.S. is; Ger. ist,

L. est, Gr. esti. Sans, asti—as, to be.]

Isabel, Isabelle, iz'a-bel, «. a yellowish-gray or drab
colour. [From Isabella, daughter of Philip II., wife

of the Archduke Albert, who did not change her
linen for three years till Ostend was taken.]

IsagOglCS, i-sa-goj'iks, «. that part of theological

science introductory to exegesis or interpretation of
the Scriptures.

—

adj. IsagOg'lC. [Gr. eisagSge, an
introduction

—

eis, into, agein, to lead.)

Isandrous, I-san'drus, adj. (bat.) having the stamens
similar and equal in number to the divisions of the

corolla.

Isantherons, T-san'ther-us, adj. {bot.) having the

anthers equal.

Isanthous, I-san'thus, adj. {bol.) having regular

flowers.

Isapostolio, T-sap-os-tonk, adj. equal to the apostles,

as bishops of apostolic creation, the first preachers

of Christ in a country, &c. [Gr. isos, equal, apot-
tolikos, apostolic)

Isatine, I'sa-tin, «. a substance capable of bein^
crysuUised, obtained by oxidising indigo.— adj.



Ischiadic ftte,^ : in?, hb ; mTae

;

XsofiTOnic

Isatio.—«. rsatis. a genus of Crnfiferft.,—liixtis

iituiariOy woad. [Gr. itatis, wcad.J
Tpnh1a/ii«»_ is-ki-aifik, aJj. relating to the region of the

hip—also Isdilanc and laTchiaL—kj. IscMag'ra,
gout in the hip : Ischial 'gia, sciatica; IscbiiuiL, the

posterior part of the pelvic arch in vertebrates. [L.,

—Gr.. from is-(hum, the hip-joint.]

Ischuria, is-ka'ri-a, h. a stoppage of urine,

—

adj. and
«. IschTuet'la [Or. iscfunH, to hold, oumiu, urine.)

IsenergiC, I-se-net'jilc, aJJ. in physics, denotit^ equal

energy. [Gr. is«s, eqn^, eiurgy.]

Isengnm, rsen-grim, n. the name of the wolf in the

famous beast-epic of ReyH^rd tMe Fox.
bentropiO, I-sen-trop1k, adj. (/*^jr.) of equal entropy.

[Gr. uM, equal, entre^, a turning about

—

tn, in,

trepeiH, to turn.]

bh, ish, n. {Scot.) issue, liberty of going out.

Ishmaelita, ish'ma-el-It, n. a descendant of Iskmacli
one like Ishmael (Gen. xtL vi^aX war with sodety.
—adj. Isfaraaefftish.

Isiac, rsi-alc. See Isis.

Isidinm, I-siifi-um, ». (&>/.) a wart-Eke «zcresceix«
on the thalli of some lichens :—pl. Isld'la.

Isidonan, is-i-dS'ri-an, adj. of or pertaining to St
Isidort of Seville (c. s6<>-636). or tl>e collection of
canons and decretals adopted by him; but espt.

applying to the tnterpoiatra collectioa, now called

the Psaid^Fxidorian or False DecretaZt, possibly
fabricated ia Western Gaul, but published ia Spain
about 845 by Itidtrre Meicator, and naturally fathered
u[>on the great Isidore of Seville.

Isinglass, i zing'^Ias, a. m glotinous suhstance. chiefly

prepared firom uie air-bladders of the sturgeon. [A
corr. of Dut. ktasenblas—ktasen, a kind of sturgeon,
Nai, a bladder; Ger. hataenhlase.^

bis, fsis, n, an Egyptian goddess, wife and aster of
Osiris

—

adj. TAaC
Islam, ixlain, blamlzm, izlam-izm, «. the proper
name of the Mohammedan religion : the who^e
Mobammedaa world.—<i^. blam'ic, blamitTia-
>r. Islamttfti

—

v.t. TslatnfsnT, to conform to Moham-
medanism. [At. isidm—salatma, to submit to God.]

bland, iHaiMl, «. the SDiaDer masses of land sur-

rounded with water: a large fioatiag mass.

—

v.t.

to cause to appear like an island: to dot as with
islands.

—

H, bUUdar (Hand-erX an inhabitant of
an island. [M. £. iland— A.S. Cgiand—^, an
island, aiod land, land : Dut. and Ger. eiland. Ice.

eyloMd, Sw. and Dan. Sland. A.S. ^ is from a root
which appears in Ang1es-«a, Aldem-0'> &k~, A.S.
ed, L. ^JT*"! water, so that it originally means water-
land. The * in island is do^ to a coafiisioa with
isU, frocn L. intula.\

ble, Tl, «. an island.

—

nx. lAvttVOll, an islander, esp.
an inhabitant of the Hebrides : blOt (fletX a little

isle. [M. E. «&. ^ifc—O. Fr. UU (Fr. iU)—\..
inmla, considered to be so called because lying
in utU, in the main sea, L. talxm being akin to
Gr. sain, the main sea.]

bm, izm, M. axsj distinctive doctrine, theory, or prac-
tice—usuallym dispaiagemenu

—

a4/s. Ismatlc, -al,

addicted to isms or faddish theories.—1*. bmaflcal-
neSS. [From the suffix -ismJ\

IsmaUlan, is-aoa-ifi-an, n. one of a sect of Shiite
Mohammedans, who claim that Ismail (c. 770) was
the seventh and last of the ImSms.—«. bTmaillsn.—adj. bmamVic^

bobar, T'so-har. «. an imaginary Ene connecting places
on the earth where the mean hd^t of the baroineter
at sea-level is the same.—A^t UObaramStnie, ap-
plied to Unes denoting equal boroinetric preastue.
[Gr. tsot, equal, iants, weight.]

bobattytimmi, T-so-bathTi-tberm, ». a line connecting
points of Ae same temperature in a vertical section
of any porQon of the ocean.

—

adji. bohattyttar^-
maL uobatkytlm'inlc. (Gr. uor, equal, ialAjrs,

deep, tktrwil, beat.]

IsobUateral, T.6o.bi>lat'e-ral, atfj. (fi^-) havii^ the
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flanks of the organ flattened surfaces. [Gr. isos,

equal, btlaierai.']

Isobrions, T-sob'ri-us, adj. growing equally in both
lobes, of a dicorjiedonous embryo.—.Mso Isod^^*
amoos. [Gr. isos, equal, brtan,, to be strong.]

Isobront, I'so-bront, H. a line on a map connecting
points at which a peal of thunder is heard simultane-
ously. [Gr. isos, equal, bronte, thunder.]

ISOChasmlC, I-so-kaz'mik, adj. denoting equality as
regards frequei»cy of auroral displays. [Gr. isos,

equil, chasnta, a gap.]
bocheimal, t-so-kfmal, adj. having the same mean

w-ir.ier temperature—also ISOChei'menaL

—

n. FSO-
ChSim, an imaginary line connecting together those
places where the mean winter temperature is the
same. [Gr. isos, equal, cheima, winter.]

Isochorlc, T-£o-kor'ik, adj. pertaining to equal voltmie
or densitj'. [Gr. isos, equal, chcra, space.]

ISOChromatiC, I-so-kr5-mat'ik, adj. {r^ptics) having
the same colour. [Gr. isos, equal, chroma, colour.)

Isochronal, I-sok'ron-al, adj. of equal time : performed
in equal times—also Isoch'ronous.—«. UOChYon-
ism, the quality of being isochronous or done in

equal times.

—

adv. Isoch'ronously. [Gr. isochrorut*

—is-^s, equal, ckronos, time.]

ISOChroons, I-sok'rO-us, adj. of uniform colour.

Isoclinal, i-so-kh'nal (or Isoclin'ic), Isodynam'lc,
and Isogenic lines, three systems of lines which
being laid on maps repa-esent the magnetism of the
globe as exhibited at the earth's surf.ice in three

classes of phenomena, the varying dip or inclination

of the needle, the varying intensity of the force, and
its varying declination from the true meridian. [Gr.

isos, equal, dynantis, force, klisuin, to \x.x>a, gdnia^
an angle.]

bocryme, TsO-la-Tm, n. a line on maps connecting
points of the same mean winter temperature,—Also
rsocrymaL [Gr. iso$, equal, krymos, cold.]

Isodla, I-sO'di-a, H.pl. the feast of the presentation of

Jesus in the Temple. [Gr. eisodos, entrance.]

Isodiamatrlc, I-so-iil-a-met'rik, adj. being of equal
diameters.

bodioon, I-sodl-kon, n, {Gr. Church) a troparion or

short anthem sung while the Gospel is being carried

through the church. (Gr. eisodas, an entrance.}
bodtmOTtihonS, I-so-dr-mor'fns, adj. in crj-stallog-

raphy, having the quality of isodimorphism or iso-

morphism between the members of two dimoiphous
groups.

bodomon, I-sod'O-mon, «. masonry having courses of
imiform thickTiess and length, the vertical joints

placed over the middle of the courses below—also

bod'omnm:—^/Lbod'oma.—iu^'. Isod'onuraa. [Gr.

isos, equal, deituiH, to build.]

bodont, T'so^ont, aidj. having the teeth all alike, as
in the Isodontia—cetacea, &c. [Gr. isos, equal,
odous, odoutxts, a tooth.]

boStes, T-s5'e-tiz, n, a widely distributed genus of
vascular cryptogamous plants, the quillwoits—Mer-
lin's Grass, &c [Gr. isos, equal, etos, a year.]

bogamy, I-sog'a-mi, n. {boi.) the conjugation of two
protoplasmic masses not clearly differentiated into a
male aixi female element.

—

adj. ISt^amoTU. [Gr.

isos, equal, ^unrof, marriage]
bogsny, I-soj'e-ni, n. likeness of origin, a general

homology.—oi^'. bog'enous. [Gr. isos, oa^x^genos,
kind.]

bogeoUiannal, r-so-je-o-ther'mal, adj. of imaginary
lines beneath the earth's surface through points

having the same d^ree of heat. (Gr. isos, equal,

gf, the earth, thernti, \\cax—thermos, hot.)

bopiathons, I-sog'na-thus, adj. having the molar
teeth alike m both jaws. [Gr. isos, eqoal, gnathos,
the jaw.]

bogon, Tso-gon, n. a figure having equal angles,

[Gr. isos, equal, gonia, an angle.]
bogonic, i-so-gon'ik, ot^'. exhibiting iBOg'onlsm, of

the productioo of like generative individuals £rom



Isohyetal mSte ; mute ; znSOn ; tkca. tKH
differing stocks, as in certain hydroids. [Gr. ises,

C(\u^\, gonas, offspring.]

Isohyetal, I-so-hl'e-tal, «, an imaginary line connect-
ing places which have an equal annual rainfall. [Gr.
isos, equal, kyetos, rain.]

Isolate, I'so-lat, or L»'o-lat, v.t. to place in a detached
situation, like an island.

—

adj. Is'olable {chcm.),
capable of being separated from any other substance :

capable of being obtained pure.

—

n. Isola'tlon. [It.

isohirf—Uola—L. insuia, an island.]

Isomerism, I-som'er-izm, n. the relation between
chemical compounds which are identical in their

ultimate or percentage composition, but present
dilScuIties in their chemical properties.

—

adjs. Iso-

meric, Lsom'erOUS. [Gr. isos, equal, mervi, part.]

Isometric, -al, T-so-met'rik, -al, adj. having equality
of measure. [Gr. isos, equal, nutran, measure.]

Isomorphism, I-so-morfizm, «. a term applied by
chemists to those substances which are not only
similar in their crj-stalUne form, but are also analo-

gous in their chemical composition. — adj. Iso-

morph'OUS. [Gr. isos, equal, nurrphl, form.)

Isonomy, T-son'o-mi, «. equal law, rights, or privileges.

[Gr. isoHi.-'tnia—isos, equal, nomas, law.]

Isonym, I'so-nim, «. a paronym.

—

adj. Isonym'ic.

—

«. Ison'ymy.
Isopathy, T-sop'a-thi, «. the cure of diseases by the
same disease or by its virus. [Gr. isos, equal, pathos,
disease.]

Isoperimetrlcal, I-so-per-i-met'rik-al, adj. denoting
rigures having equal perimeters or circumferences.—n. Isoperim'etry. [Gr. isos, equal, /erimetron,
circumference,]

Isopod, I'so-pod, «. a crustacean whose legs are all

alike, any one of the Isop'oda, an order of higher
Crustaceans in the division with itnstalked eyes.

—

adjs. I'SOpod, ISOp'OdOTlS. [Gr. isos, equal, p<ms,
podos, a foot.]

Isopolity, I-so-poK-ti, «. equal rights of citizenship in

different communities. [Gr. isos, equal, JvliUs, a
citizen.]

Isopterons, I-sop'te-rus, adj. having the wings equaL
[Gr. isos, equal, pin-on, a wing.]

ISOrrhythmiC, I-sO-rith'mik, adj. in ancient prosody,
equal in the number of times for thesis and arsis, as
a dactyl and anapxst. [Gr. isos, equal, hrytkmos,
rhythm.]

Isosceles, T-sos'e-l6z, adj. igrom.') having two equal
sides, as a triangle. [Gr. isoslules—isos, equal, skeios,

a leg.]

Isoseismal, I-sS-sXs'mal, n. a curve or line connecting
points at which an earthquake shock is felt with
equal intensity. —a^>. ISOSeiS'mal, ISOSelS'miC.
[Gr. isos, equal, seismos, a shaking.]

ISOStatiC, T-so-stat'ik, adj. in hj*drostatic equilibrium
from equality of pressure. [Gr. isos, equal, statikos,

st.-ible.)

Isotheraj, fso-thSr-al, adj. ha\-ing the same mean
summer temperature.

—

n. I'SOtherO, an imaginary
line connectmg places on the earth which have the
same mean summer temperature. [Gr. isos, equal,
theros, summer

—

tJurein, to be warm.]
Isothermal, I-so-ther'mal, adj. ha\-ing an equal degree

of heat.—«. rsotherm, an imaginary line connecting
places on the earth which have the same mean
annual temperature. [Fr. isotherme—Gr. isos, equal,
thirtne, he^t— thermos, hot.)

Isotonic, I-so-ton'ik, adj. having equal tones. [Gr.

isos, equal, tonos, tone.)

Isotrojlisia, T-sot'rop-izm, n. physical homogeneity or
amorphism : identity of elastic forces of propagation
of vibration G'gl"» ^f^^\ sound), or identity of sus-
ceptibility to magnetisation, in all directions.

—

adjs.
Isotrop'ic, Isot'ropoTis.

I-spy, T'-spT', n. a children's gatne of hide-and-seek, so
called from the cry when one is found.

Israelite, iz'ra-el-It. «. a descendant of Israel or Jacob !

ajew.—<K^V. IsraeUt'lO, iBraflUtlBh, pertaining to
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the Israelites or Jews. [Gr. Israelites—Israel, Heb.
Israel, contender, soldier of God

—

sara, to fight. El,
God.]

iBSao, ish'u, v.u to go, flow, or come out : to proceed,
as from a source : to spring : to be produced : (uirc)

to come to a point in fact or law : to terminate.

—

T.t. to send out : to put into circulation : to give out
for use,—«, a going or flowing out : act of sending
out : that which Hows or passes out : fruit of the
body, children : produce, profits : circulation, as of
bank-notes : publication, as of a book : a giving out
for use : ultimate result, consequence : {iart-) the
point of fact in dispute which b submitted to a iury

:

{med.y an ulcer produced artificially.

—

adj. ISS'U-
able, capable of issuing, admitting of an issue.

—

«. Iss'nance, act of giving out, promulgation.

—

adjs.
Iss uant i^er.), issuing or coming up from another,
as a charge or bearing ; Issueless, without issue :

childless.

—

n. ISS'lier, one who issues or emits.—At
issue, in quarrel or controversy ; Felgpiod iSSOS
(i'dTr), an issue made up for trial by agreement of
the parties or b>' an order of court, instead of by the
ordinary legal procedure ; General iSSUe, a simple
denial of the whole charge, as ' Not guilty,' instead
of a Special issue, an issue taken by denying a par-

ticular part of the allegations ; Immaterial issue,

an issue which is not deci5i%'e of any part of the
litigation, as opp. to a Material iSSue, one which
necessarily involves some part of the rights in con-
troversy.—Join, or Take, issue, of the two parties

taking up the affirmative and the negative on the

point in debate, [O. Fr. issue, issir, to go or flow
out—L. exire—ex, out, ire, to go.)

Isthmus, ist'mus, M. a narrow neck of land connecting
two larger portions.

—

adj. Isth'miau, pertaining to

an isthmus, esp. the Isthmus of Corinth.—The
Isthmian games were celebrated in the Istlunlan
sanctuary on the north-east shore of the isthmus.
[L.,—Gr. isthmos, a passage, an isthmus, allied to

itkma, a step, from root of ienai, to go.]

Istle, is'tl, n. a valuable fibre obtained from a tropNcal

.'American plant, also from several Mexican species

of Aga-je.—A\so Ix'tle.

It, it, pron. the thing spoken oC [M. E. and A.S.
hit, neut. of he : Ice. hit, Dut. het, Goth, ita; akin
to L. id. Sans, i, pronominal root = here. The t is

an old neuter suffix, as in tha-t, vtha-t, and cognate
with ^in L. illu-d, istu-d, quo-d.'i

Itacism, Itacist. See Iota.

Itacolumite, it-a-korum-It, n. a schistose qnartzite,

containing scales of mica, talc, and chlorite, often
having a certain flexibility.

Italian, i-tal'yan, Italic, i-tal'ik, adj. of or relating

to Italy or its people,

—

n. a native of Italy : the
language of luly.—f.f./. Italianate, Italianise, to

make Italian.

—

z-s.i. to plav the Italian : to speak
Italian.—n. Itallanism.—Italian architecture, the
style practised by the Itali.-in architects of the 15th,

i6th, and 17th centuries, which originated in a re-

vival of the ancient architecture of Rome ; Italian
warehouseman, a dealer in the finer kinds of
groceries, as macaroni, vermicelli, dried fruits, &c.
—Italic version, or It^ala, a translation of the Bible
into Latin, based on a still older version, called Old
Latin, and made probably in the time of Augustine.
[It. Italiano, Italico—L. Italia—Gr. iiabs, a buIL]

Italics, i-tal'iks, n.pL a kind of types which slope t»

the right (as in the last four words), so called because
first used by an Italian printer, .\ldo Manurio,
about 1500, employed for emphasis and other dis-

tinctive purposes. —'«. Italldsation.

—

v.t. Ital'idse,

to print in Italics.

Itch, ich. n. an uneasy, irritating sensation in the skin :

an eruptive disease in the skin, caused by a parasitic

animal : a constant teaming desire.

—

v.u to have an
uneasy, irritating sensation in the skin : to have a
constant, teasing desire.

—

ns. Itch'lness : ItCh'-mlta,
a mite which burrows in the skin, causing itch or



Item (Ste, far ; mS, hir ; mtne ; Jack

scabies.

—

adj. Itch'y, pertaining to or affected with
itch.—Itdllng palm, a greed for gain. \,K.S.giccaH,
to itch ; Scot, youk, yuck, Ger. jucken, to itch.]

ItSin, rtem, adv. likewise : also.

—

n. a separate article

or particular.

—

v.t. to make a note of. [L.,

—

id, that.)

Iterate, it'er-at, v.t. to do again : to repeat, in modern
usage replaced by the vero reiterate.

—

ns. Iterance,
Iteration, repetition.—rt<^>. Iterant, Iterative,
repeating. [L. iterare, -dtum— iterum, again.]

ItbjrphalliC, ilh-i-fal'ik, adj. pertaining to certain

phallic rites : obscene.

—

n. Itliyphall'US, an erect

phallus.

Itinerant, I-tin'er-ant, adj. making journeys from
place to place: travelling.—». one who travels from
place to V lace, esp. a Methodist preacher : a wanderer.
—ns. Itineracy, Itinerancy.—o^^j'. Itinerantly.
—adj. Itinerary, travelling : done on a journey. -
n. a book of travels : a guide-book for travellers :

a rough sketch and description of the country
througn which troops are to march.

—

Z'.i. Itln'erate,

to travel from place to place, esp. for the purpose of
preaching or lecturing. [L. itinerojis, -antis, part,

of itinerdri; -atus, to travel—L. iter, itiruris, a
journey

—

ire, itum, to go. ]

Its, its, fioss. pron. the possessive of it. [The old form
was his, its not being older than the end of the i6th
century.

_
Its does not occur in the English Bible of

1611, or in Spenser, rarely in Shakespeare, and is

not common until the time of Dryden.]
Itself, it-self', ^roH. the neuter reciprocal pronoun,

applied to thmgs.—By Itself, alone, apart ; In and
by itself, separately considered.

Ittnerlte, it'nir-It, «. a dark blue or gray mineral,

consisting chiefly of silica, alumina, potash, and
soda.

Ivory, I'vo-ri, «. the hard, white substance composing
the tusks of the elephant and ol the sea-horse.

—

adj.

made of, or resembling, ivory.

—

adj. I'VOried, made
like ivory : furnished with teeth.

—

ns. I'vory-black,

a black powder, originally made from burnt ivory,

but now from bone ; I'vory-nut, the nut of a species

of palm, containing a substance like ivory ; I'VOry-

pal^ the tree which bears the ivory-nut ; I'VOry-

porcelain, a fine ware with an ivory-white glaze.

—

Show one's Ivories, to show the teeth. [O. Fr.

ivurie (Fr. ivoire)— L. fbur, eboris, ivory; Coptic
ebu : Sans, ibhas, an elephant.]

Ivy, i'vi, n. a creeping evergreen plant on trees and
walls.—(K^i. Ivied, I'vyed, Ivy-mantled, over-

grown or mantled with ivy.—«. I'vy-busll, a plant
of ivy formerly hung over t.ivern-doors, the ivy
being sacred to Bacchus. [A.S. i/ig^; Old High
Ger. ebaJi; prob. conn, with L. apium, parsley.]

Iwls. Ywis, i-wis', adv. certainly— sometimes igno-

rantly written / -wis, as if ' I know.' [M. E. y-vis,

iwis—X.S. gewis, certain ; Ger. gewiss (adv.).)

IZion, ik-sl'on, «. {Gr. myth.) a king of the Lapithx,
bound, for an impious attempt on Hera, hand and
foot to a fiery wheel which rolled for ever in the
sky.

Izollte, iks'o-lTt, n. a fossil resin, found in bituminous
coal, which becomes soft and sticky when heated.
[Gr. ixos, birdlime, iithos, a stone.]

Iztle. See Istle.

the tenth letter in our alphabet, developed
from I, the initial formy being specialised to

denote the consonantal sound, the medial i

being retained for the vowel-sound — not
universal in English books before the middle

of the 17th century. As a numeral, a variant of I,

used in medical prescriptions, as vj, six : representing
the mechanical equivalent of heat—from Joule.

Jabber, jab'er, v.i. to gabble or talk rapidly and indis-

tinctly : to chatter.

—

v.t. to utter indistinctly -.—pr.p.

jabbering ; pa.p. jabbered. — «. rapid indistinct

speaking. — «. Jabb'erer. — adv. Jabb'eringly.
(From root ofgabbie.]

Jabble, jab'l, «. {Scot.) an agitation on the surface of
water.—zf./. to splash. [C.{. jaup.]

Jabiru, jab'i-ru, «. a kind of large stork. [Brazilian.]
Jaborandl, jab'o-ran'di, «. a Brazilian shrub with sialo-

eogue and diaphoretic properties. [Brazilian.]
Ja^t, zha-bO', M. a frill of lace, &c., worn by women
on the bodice.

Jacamar, jak'a-mar, n. a South American bird some-
thing like a kingfisher. [Kr.,—Brazilian.)

Jacana, ja-ka na, «. a tropical bird, allied to the rails,

and frequenting swamps. [Brazilian.]

Jacarand!a, jak-a-ran'dk, «. a South American tree
with hard, heavy, brown wood. [Brazilian.]

Jacchus, jak'us, ». a South Am::rican marmoset
Jacent, ja'sent, adj. lying at length.
Jacinth, ja'sinth, «. (^.)a precious stone, a red variety

of zircon, now called hyacinth : a dark-purple colour.
[Contr. o{ hyacinth.}

Jack, jak, ru used as a familiar name or diminutive of
John : a saucy or paltry fellow : a sailor : any instru-

ment serving to supply the place of a boy or helper,
as a bootjack for taking off boots, a contrivance for

tumiiig a spit (smoke-jack, roasting-jack), a screw
for raising heavy weights, a figure which strikes the
bell in clocks: the male of some animals: a young
pike : a support to saw wood on : a miner's wedge :

a flag displayed from the bowsprit of a ship : a
leather pitcher or bottle : a coal of mail : (foll^ a
knave in cards : the small white ball that forms the
aim in bowls.

—

ns. Jaok'-a-dan'dy, a dandy or fop,

esp. if diminutive ; Jact-a-Lan'tem, the ignis

y^/«ttj or WiU-o'-the-Wisp; Jack'-a-Lent' {Shak,), a
boy (for Jack Of Lent, a kind of puppet formerly
thrown at in sport at Lent) : Jaok'-block, a block
of pulleys used for raising and lowering topgallant-

masts.

—

n.pl. Jack'boots, large boots reaching above
the knee, to protect the leg, formerly worn by cavalr>-,

and covered with plates of iron.

—

ns. Jack'-oroSS'-

tree, the cross-tree at the head of a topgallant-mast;

Jack'-flag, a flag which is hoisted at the spritsail

topmast-head ; Jack'-fool, an absolute ass; Jack'-in-

Off'lce, a conceited and impertinent official ; Jaok'-

In-the-boz', a box with a figure in it that springs

up when the lid is Ufted ; Jack'-ln-the-green', a

May-day chimney-sweep almost covered up with

green shrubs ; Jack'-lmife, a large clasp-knife ;

Jack'-man, a soldier armed with a jack or coat

of mail : a retainer ; Jack'-nas'ty, a sneak, a sloven ;

Jack'-of-all'-trades, one who can turn his hand
to anything ; Jack'-plane, a large, strong plane

used by joiners; Jack'-puddlng, a merry-andrew,
buffoon ; Jaok'-rabb'it, one of several species of

prairie-hares, with ver>' long ears and legs ; Jack'-

raft'er, a rafter, shorter than the rest, used in hip-

roofs ; Jack'-sauce {Shak.\ a saucy fellow ; Jack'-
SCrew, a screw for raising heavy weights ; Jack*-
slave \Shak.\ a low servant, a vulgar fellow ; Jack'-
smith, a smith who makes jacks for the kitchen :

Jack-snipe, a small species of snipe ; Jack'-staff,

the staff on which the jack is hoisted.

—

n.pl, JaOk*-
Stays, ropes or strips of wood or iron stretched

along the yards of a ship to bind the sails to.

—

ns.

Jack'-Straw, a straw effigy, a low servile fellow

;

Jack'-tar, a sailor; Jack'-tOW'el, a long endless
towel passing over a roller.—Jack FroSt, frost per-

sonified as a mischievous fellow; Jack KetCh, a

fublic hangman—from one so named under James
I. ; Jack Sprat, a diminutive fellow.—Cheap Jack

(see Clheap) ; Every man Jack, one and all ; 'xellow
Jack (j/<ZM^), yellow fever. [Fr. Jacques, the most
common iiaiiie in France, hence used as a substitute
for John, the most common name in England ; btU
it is really=7'<uwf or Jacob—L. Jacobus,]

iS»
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Jack, Jak, jak, «. a tree of the East Indies of the
same genus as the bread-fruit tree. [Port. jaJka—
Malay tsjaka.]

Jackal, jak'awl, ft. a wild, gregarious animal closely
allied to the dog—erroneously supposed to act as a
lion's provider or hunting scout, hence a tool, a
parasite. [Pers. shaghdl.]

JackanapOS, jak'a-naps, ». an impudent fellow : a
coxcomb. [Jack o' apes, one who exhibited monkeys,
with n inserted to avoid the hiatus.]

Jackass, jak'as, n. the male of the ass : a blockhead.
{Jack = the male, and ass.]

Jackdaw, jak'daw, n. a. species of crow, [yaci and
i{a7u. ]

Jacket, jak'et, n. a short coat.—a<^'. Jack'eted, wear-
ing a jacket. [O. Yt. jaquette, a jacket, or sleeve-

less coat, a dim. of O. rr. jaque, a coal of mail,
prob. ultimately conn, with Jacques.]

Jacobean, jak-o-be'an, adj. of the period of James I.

of England (1603-25).
Jacobin, jak'o-bin, «. a French Dominican monk, so
named from their original establishment being that of
St Jacques, Paris : one of a society of revolutionists

in France, so called from their meeting in the hall

of the Jacobin convent : a demagogue : a hooded
pigeon.—«<<;>. Jacobinlc, -sX.—v.t. Jac'obinlse.—
H. Jac'ObilllSIIl, the principles of the Jacobins or
French revolutionists. [Fr.,—L. Jacobus, James

—

Gr. Jacobos— Heb. Ya a4]db.\

Jacobite, jak'o-bit, «. an adherent of James II. and
his descendants : in Church history-, a Syrian mono-
physite, named after the 6th-century monk. Jacobus
Barada;us.—a<^.r. Jac'oblte, Jacobit'lc, -aL—«.
Jacobitism.

Jacob'S-ladder, ja'kobz-Iad'er, n. {naui.) a. ladder
made of ropes with wooden steps : a garden plant

with large blue flowers. [From the ladder which
Jacob saw in his dream. Gen. xxviii. 12.]

Jacob's-Staff, ja'kobz-staf, n. a pilgrim's staff: a staff

with a cross-head used in surveymg : a sword-cane.
[Prob. an allusion to the staff of the patriarch Jacob,
Gen. xxxii. 10.]

Jacobus, ja-k6'bus, «. a gold coin ofJames I. worth 20s.

Jaconet, jak'o-net, «. a cotton fabric, rather stouter
than muslin. [Fr. jaconas.\

Jacquard loom. See Loom.
Jacqueminot, jak'mi-no, «. a deep-red hybrid per-

petual rose.—Also Jacque and JaCK. [From General
Jacqueminot of Paris.]

Jacquerie, zhak'e-re, «. name given to the revolt of
the French peasants in 1358. [From Jacques Bon-
homme, Goodman Jack, a name applied in derision

to the peasants.]

Jactation, jak-ta'shun, n. act of throwing : extreme
restlessness in disease : agitation of the body

:

boasting.

Jactitation (of marriage), jak-ti-ts'shun, «. a false

pretence of being married to another. [L. j'actitdre,

aturn, to brag, freq. oijacidre, to throw.]
JaCUlation, jak-u-la'shun, n. the act of throwing or

hurling, as a dart.

—

v.t. Jac'ulate, to dart, throw.—
n. Jac'ulator.—rt<^'. JaCulatory, darting or throw-
ing out suddenly: ejaculatory. [\j.jaculari, -dtus,

to throw as a Aarl—jacuium, a Aari—jacere, to throw.]
Jade, jad, «. a mare, esp. an old and sorry one : a

worthless nag : a woman—in contempt or irony.

—

v.t. to tire : to harass -.—pr.p. jad'in^ ; fa. p. jad'ed.—adv. Jad'edly.

—

n. Jad'ery, the tncksof ajade.

—

adj. Jad'ish, worn out : vicious : unchaste—applied
to a woman. [Scot, yad, yaud ; Ice. j'alda, a
mare.]

Jade, jad, «. a dark-green stone used for ornamental
purposes—applied both to jadtite and nephrite.

[Fr.,—Sp. ijada, the flank—L, ilia. It was believed
to cure pain of the side.]

Jag, jag, «. a notch : a ragged protuberance : (boi.) a
deft or division : {Scot.) a stab.

—

v.t. to cut into

DOtchei : to stab or pierce '.—pr.p, jag'ging ; fia.p.
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jagged.

—

euljs. Jag'ged, Jag'gy, notched, rough"
edged, uneven. -rt^/f. Jag'gedly —«j. Jag'gednesa;
Jag'ger, a brass wheel with a notched edge for

cutting cakes, &c., into ornamental forms— also

Jag'ging-i'ron. [Celt. ; W., Gael., Ir. gag, a deft.]

Jag, jag, «. a load : a saddle-bag : a quantity : {^U.S.)

as much liquor as one can carry.—«. Jag'ger, a
peddler.

Jaggety, jag'er-i, «. a kind of coarse, dark-coloured
sugar made in the East Indies from the sap of the
coco-nut palm. [Hind, shakkar. Sans, ^arkara.]

Jagbir, Jagbire, ja-ger*, «. the government revenues
of a tract of land assigned with power to administer.
—n. Jagbir'dar, the holder of such. [Hind.]

Jaguar, jag'O-ar, or jag-war', n. a powerful beast of
prey, allied to the leopard, found in South America.
[ Brazilian, y(i^;<rtr(i. ]

Jah, ja, n. Jehovah. [Heb.]
Jail, jal, n. a prison.

—

ns. Jall'-bird, Gaol'-bird, a
humorous name for one who is or has been confined
in jail ; Jail'er, Oaol'er, one who has charge of a
jail or of prisoners, called also a turnkey ; Jail'-

fe'ver. Gaol' -fever, typhus fever, so called because
once common in jails.—Break jail, to force one's
way out of prison ; Commission of Jail Delivery,
one of the commissions issued to judges of assize and
judges of the Central Criminal Court in England.
[O. Fr. gaole (Fr. gedle)—Low L. gabiola, a cage,
dim. of Low L. gabia, a cage, a corr. of cavea, a
cage—L. cavus, hollow.]

Jain, jan, ». an adherent of Jain'ism, or a member ot

a heterodox Hindu sect, allied to ancient Buddhism :

a style of architecture developed about 450 A.D.,

with pseudo-arch and dome, built in horizontal courses
and of pointed section. [Hind, jina, a deified

saint.]

Jakes, jaks, n. {Shak.) a privy.—Also Mrs Jones.
Jalap, jal'ap, «. the purgative root of a plant first

brought from Jalapa or Xalapa, in Mexico.

—

adj.
Jalap'iC.—n. Jal'apin, a glucoside resin, one of the
purgative principles of jalap.

JalOUse, jal-iJoz', v.i. (Scot.) to suspect. See Jealoos.
Jalousie, zhal-oo-ze", «. a Venetian blind. [Fr. ,

—

jalousie, jealousy.]

Jam, jam, «. a conserve of fruit boiled with sugar.

(Ety. dub.; pcrh. from jam, to squeeze.]

Jam, jam, v.t. to press or squeeze tight :

—

pr.p.

jam'ming ; pa.p. jammed.— «. a crush, squeeze. [Cf.

champ. ]

Jamaica-pepper, ja-ma'ka-pep'er, n. Allspice (q.v.).

Jamb, jam, «. the sidepiece or post of a door, fire-

place, &c. [Yr. jambe, perh. Celt, cam, bent.]

Jambe, jam, «. armour for the le^.

—

ns.pl. Jam'-
beailS, leggings : Jambieres', leg-pieces of leather,

&c. [Fr.yaw*<r, leg.]

Jambee, jam-be', «. an 18th-century light cane.

Jambok, jam'bok, ». a long lash made of hippopota-

mus hide, &c. [S. Afr.]

Jambone, jam'bon, n. a lone hand in euchre, played
only by agreement, in which the player lays his cards

on the table and must lead one chosen by his opponent,

scoring 8 points if he takes all the tricks.

Jamboree, jam-bC-re, «. in euchre, a lone hand of the

5 highest cards, by agreement scoring 16 points for

the holder : {slang) a boisterous frolic, a spree.

Jamba, jam'bOD, «. the rose-apple tree.

Jambul, jam'bul, «. a small Indian evergreen tree.

Jamdanl, jam-da'ni, n. a variety of Dacca muslin

woven in designs of flowers.

Jamewar, jam'e-war,«. a Cashmere shawl with coloured
patterns : the goat's-hair cloth of Cashmere.

Jampan, jam'pan, n. a sedan-chair borne on bamboo
poles by four bearers.—«. Jampanee', its bearer.

Jamrach, jam'rak, ». a place where wild animals are
kept for sale—from a London dealer's name.

Jane, jan, «. (Spens.) a small silver Genoese coin :

jean. [Low L. Janua, L. Genua^ CJenoa.]
Jangle, jang"!, v.i. to sound discordantly as in
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wrangling: to wrangle or quarrel.

—

V.i. to cause to

sound harshly.—«. discordant sound : contention.

—

ns. Jang'ler; Jangling. [O. ^t.jangler; imit.,

Wi: Jingle and chink.]

Janitor, jan'i-tor, n. a doorkeeper : a porter •.—fern.

Jan'ltriX. [L., from j'atiua, a door.]

Janizary, jan'i-zar-i, «. a soldier of the old Turkish
foot-guards (c. 1330-1826), formed originally of

renegade prisoners and of a tribute of children taken

from Christian subjects—also Jan'issary, Jan'lzar.
—adj. Janlza'rian. [Fr. Janissaire—Turk, yeni,

new, ' asker, army.]
Janker, jang'ker, «. (Scot.) a. long pole on two wheels
used for transporting logs.

Jann, jan, «. one of the lowest of the five orders of
Mohammedan genii.

Jannock, jan'ok, adj. {prov.) straightforward.
Jannock, jan'ok, n. oaten bread, a cake.

Jansenism, jan'sen-izm, «. a system of evangelical
doctrine deduced from Augustine by Corneliusyawi^-w
(1585-1638), Roman Catholic Bishop of Ypres, essen-

tially a reaction against the ordinary Catholic dogma
of the freedom of the will and that of merely sufficient

grace, maintaining that interior grace is irresistible,

and that Christ died for all.

—

n. Jan'senlst, a be-
liever in Jansenism.

Jantlly, Jantiness, Janty. See Jaunty, &c.
January, jan'u-ar-i, ?t. the first month of the year,

dedicated by the Romans to Jan'US, the god of
opening, with a double head that looked both ways.
—iuljs. Jan'Uform, two-faced ; Jan'us-faced, double-
dealing : deceitful. [L. jfanuarius—yunus.']

Jap, jap, n. and adj. (coll.) for Japanese', of or
belonging to fapan : the language of Japan : a
native of Japan.

Japan, ja-pan', v.t. to varnish after the manner of
the Japanese', or people of Japan : to make black
and glossy;—/''-/. japan'ning ; pa.p. japanned'.

—

«. work japanned ; the varnish or lacquer used
in japanning.

—

ns. JapaU'-earth, or Terra japofiica,
sambier; Japaa'uer.—Japan lacquer, or Black
Japan, a hard jet-black lacquer, for sheet-metal, made
of asphaltum, linseed-oil, and varnish ; Japanned
leather, same as patent leather (see Patent).

Jape, jap, v.i. to jest, joke.

—

v.t. to mock.

—

n. a jest,

joke, trick. [O. Ft. j'a/er.]

Japhetic, ja-fet'ik, adj. a term formerly applied in eth-

nology to European peoples, the supposed descend-
ants oiyaphet, as opposed to Hamitic and .Semitic.

JaponiCa, jap-on'i-ka, «. an abbreviation for Pyrus
japonica, the Japanese quince.

Jar, jar, v.i. to make a harsh discordant sound : to
da.sh : to quarrel : to be inconsistent.

—

v.t. 10 shake :

—pr.p. jar'ring ; pa.p. jarred.—«. a harsh rattling
sound : clash of interests or opinions : discord.

—

adv.
Jar^rlngly. \\mA. ; ci. j'argon.]

Jar, jar, «. an earthen or glass bottle with a wide
mouth: a measure. [O. Tr.j'are—Pers. /rtrm/i.]

Jar, jar, n. a turn, used only in the phrase, 'on
the jar,' ajar. [See Ajar.]

Jardiniere, zhar-dg-nyai', «. a vessel for the display of
flowers, growing or cut : a lappet forming part of an
old head-dress. [Fr., 'a flower-stand, V»''<2'''"'"'. a
gardener.]

Jargon, jSr'gon, n. confused talk: slang.—«. Jar'gon-
ISl, one who uses jargon. [Fr. jargon, prob. conn.
with "L. garrire, to prattle.]

Jargon, jar'gon, «. a variety of zircon found in Ceylon,
transparent, colourless.—Also Jar'gOOn.

Jargonelle, jar-go-nel', «. a kind of pear. [Fr.]
Jarkman, jSrk'man, «. (slang) a swindling beggar, a

begging-letter writer.
Jarl, jarl, «. a noble, chief, earl. [Scand.]
Jarool, ja-rerol', «. the Indian bloodwood.
Jarrah, jar'a, «. the mahogany gum-tree of Australia.
Jarvey, jSr^vi, «. (slang) a hackney-coach driver.
Jasey, ja'zi, «. a kind of wig, originally made of

worsted. [Corr, of Jersey.'^

Jasher, jash'er, ». one of the lost books of the ancient
Hebrews, quoted twice (Josh. x. 13; 2 Sam. i. i8),

most probably a collection of heroic ballads.

Jasmine, jas'min, Jessamine, jes'a-min, «. a genus of
plants, many species of which have very Iragrant
flowers. [ Fr. jasmin—Ar. ,—Pers. ydsinln.]

Jasper, jas'per, «. a precious stone, being a hard
siliceous mineral of various colours.

—

adjs. Jas'pd,
having the surface ornamented with veins ; Jas'per-
ated, mixed with jasper; Jas'pery, like jasper;
Jaspid'ean, Jaspid'eous, Jas'pold. [Fr.y<w/«—L.
and Or. iaspis—Ax. yasb.]

Jataka, ja'ta-ka, ti. a nativity, the birth-story of
Buddha. [Sans.,—_/«/«, born.]

Jaunce, jans, v.i. (Shak.) to jolt or shake : to ride
hard.

—

n. a jaunt. [O. Yr. j'ancer, to stir.]

Jaunder, j.an'der, v.i. (Scot.) to talk idly.

—

n. gossip.

Jaundice, jiin'dis, «. a disease, characterised by a
yellowness of the eyes, .ikin, &c., caused by bile.

—

ndj'. Jaun'diced, affected with jaundice : prejudiced.
[Fr. j'aunisse, from j'anne, yellow—L. galbinus,
yellowish, jfn/3?^^, yellow.]

Jaunt, j.ant, v.i. to go from place to place : to make
an e.\cursion.—«. an excursion: a ramble.

—

adj.
Jaunt'lng, strolling : making an excursion. — )i.

Jaunt'ing-car, a low-set, two-wheeled, open vehicle
used in Ireland, with side-seats back to back. [O.
Fr. jnncer, to stir (a horse); but more prob.
Scand.]

Jaunty, Janty, jant'i, adj. airy : showy : finical.-^

adv. Jaunt'ily.—?^ Jaunt'iness. [Fr. geniil.]

Jaup, jap, v.t. (Scot.) to spatter.

—

v.i. to make a
sound like water shaken in a vessel.— «. water or
mud splashed up.

JaVOl, jav'el, n. (Spens.) a worthless fellow.

Javelin, jav'lin, «. a spear meant to be hurled,
anciently used by both infantry and cavalry. [O. Fr.
javeltu; prob. Celt.]

Jaw, jaw, «. the bones of the mouth in which the
teeth are set : the mouth : anything like a jaw

:

(slang) talkativeness, scolding.

—

v.i. (slang) to scold.
— ns. Jaw'bone, the bone of the jaw, in which the
teeth are set ; Ja'W'-hreak'er (slang), a word hard
to pronounce.

—

adj. Jawed, having jaws : denoting
the appearance of the jaws, as lanternjawed.—?A

Jaw'fall, a falling of the jaw : (jig.) depression
of spirits.

—

adj. Jaw'-fall'en, depressed in spirits

:

dejected.

—

ns. Jaw'-foot, a foot-jaw, maxilliped;
Jaw'-le'ver, an instrument for opening the mouth
of a horse or cow to admit medicine ; Jaw'-tooth,
one of the double teeth, a grinder or molar. —Break-
jaw word, a very long word, or one hard to pro-

nounce ; Hold one's jaw, to cea.se from talking or

scolding. [Old spelling chaw, akin to che-!u.]

Jaw, jaw, 7>.t. (Scot.) to pour out, throw out : splash.

—«i. Jaw'-box, Jaw'-hole, a sink.

Jay, ja, n. a bird of the crow family with gay plumage ;

a wanton woman : an indifferent actor, a stupid

chattering fellow. [O. Fr. jay (mod. Fr. geai) ; from
root of gay.']

Jazerant. See Jesserant.
Jealous, jel'us, ndj. suspicious ofor incensed at rivalry:
anxious to defend the honour of.

—

adv. Jeal'OUSly.
—?is. Jeal'ousy, Jeal'oushood (Shak.), Jeal'ons-
ness. [O. Ft. jalous (moi. Fr. jaloux)r—h. zelus—
Or. celos, emulation.]

JeameS, jemz, «. a flnnkey. [From Thackeray's
' Jeames de la Pluche.']

Jean, jan, «. a twilled cotton cloth.

—

n. Jeanette',
coarse jean, for lining.—Satin jean, a smooth,
clossy, hard-twilled cotton goods, [yane.]

JebUSlte, jeb'0-zlt, «. one of a Canaanitish race who
lont; defied the Israelites from their stronghold on
Mount Z\oT\.—adj. Jebusit'la

Jeddart, jed'dart, «. an old name for yedburgh.—
Jeddart axe, a stout steel-headed pole, four feet

long ; Jeddart. or JedWood, justice, hanging first

and trying afterwards.
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Jedge, jej, «. {Scot.) a gauge or'standard.
Jeer, jer, z:t. to make sport of: to treat with derision.
—v.i. to scoff: to deride; to make a mock of.—«.
a railing remark : biting jest : mockery.

—

n. Jeer'er,

a scoffer or mocker.

—

adv. Jeer'ingly. [Ace. to

Skeat, from the Dut. phrase den gek scheeren, Ut.

'to shear the fool,' to mock, the words gek scheeren

(now scheren) being corr. mlojeer.}
Jeff, jef, v.i. to gamble with printers' quadrats thrown

like dice.

Jeff, jef, n. a rope, in circus slang.

Jeffersonite, jefer-son-It, «. a greenish-black variety

of pyroxene. [Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1826.]

Jehoiada-bOZ, je-hoi'a-da-boks, «. a child's savings-

bank—from 2 Chron. xxiv. 6-11.

Jehovah, je-hoVa, n. the eternal or self-existent Being,
the chief Hebrew name of the Deity.—«. Jeho'Vist,

one who holds that the vowel-points annexed to the

word Jehtrualt in Hebrew are the proper vowels of

the word, some maintaining that they are those of
the word Adonai or of Elohim : the supposed writer

of the passages in the Pentateuch, in which the name
applied to God is Jehovah. — adj. Jehovist'ic. [Heb.
Va/iSwah, hardly from lidwdJi, to be. ]

Jehu, je'hu, n. {foil.) a driver, esp. a furious whip.

[A reference to n Kings, ix. 20.]

Jejuna, je-jSon', adj. empty : void of interest : barren.— adv. Jejunely.— nj. Jejune'ness; Jeju'num,
the second division of the small intestine between
the duodenum and the ileum. [L,. jejunus, hungry.]

Jelly, jel'i, «. anything gelatinous : the juice of fruit

boiled with sugar.

—

v.i. Jell, to jelly.

—

adj. Jell'ied,

in the state of jelly.

—

v.i. Jell'lty, to make into a
jelly.

—

v.i. to become gelatinous.

—

ns. Jell'y-hag, a
bag through which jelly is strained ; Jell'y-fish,

marine radiate animals like jelly. [Fr. gelee, from
geler—L. geldre, to freeze. J

Jellyhy, jel i-bi, «. a philanthropist who cares only for

distant people^from Mrs Jeilyby in Bleak Hotisc,

who busies herself about Borrioboola Gha, while her
own household is going to ruin.

Jemidar, jem'i-dar, n. a native officer in the Indian
army of the rank of lieutenant : an officer of police,

customs, &c.—Also Jam'adar. [Hind.]
Jemmy, jem'i, «. a short burglar's crowbar : {slang) a
baked sheep's head : a gieatcoat.

Jemmy, jem'i, adj. neat, smart, handy—also Gemm'y.—n. Jemm'lness, neatness.

Jenkins, jengk'ins, n. (coll.) a society reporter, toady.
Jennet, jen'et, «. a small Spanish horse.—AlsoGenn'et,

Gen'et. [O. Vr. genette—Sp. gineie ; Moorish.]
Jenneting, jen'et-ing, «. a kind of early apple. [Prob.

apple of St yean or John ; not from Juue-ealing.]
Jenny, jen'i, «. a female bird, a wren—usually Jenn'y-
wren : a female ass : a spinning-jeimy. [From the

name Jenny ; prob. the last sense from gin. ]

Jeofail, jefal, «. an error in pleadings, or the acknow-
ledgment ot a mistake. [O. Yr. jefaille, 1 fail.]

Jeopardy, jep'ard-i, «. hazard, danger.

—

vs. t. Jeop'ard,
Jeopardise, to put in jeopardy.—». Jeop'arder.

—

adj. JeopardOUS, exposed to danger or \o?&.—adv.
Jeop'ardOUSly. [Fr. jeu parti, a divided game

—

Low L. jocus partitus—L. jocus, a game, partitus,
divided

—

partlri, to divide.]

Jerboa, jer-bO'a, n. a genus of small rodent quadru-
peds, remarkable for the length of their hind-legs
and their power ofjumping. [Ar. yarhH' .^

Jereed, je-red', n. a kind of blunt javelin used by the
Turks in mock-fights. \Kx.jarid.\

Jeremiad, jer-e-ml'ad, «. a lamentation : a tale of
grief : a doleful story. [From Jeremiah the prophet,
author of the book of Lamentations.]

Jerfalcon. Same as Gjrrfalcon.
Jericho, jer'i-ko, «. a remote place, to which one is

humorously consigned—from Jericho in Palestine

and the story in 2 Sam. x. 4, 5.

Jerk, jerk, v.t. to throw with a quick effort : to give a
sudden movement.

—

n. a short, sudden movement

:

491

a striking against with a suddenmotion : an nivolun-
tary spasmodic contraction ofa muscle.

—

ns. Jerk'er

;

Jerk'iness. — adj. Jerk'y, moving or corning by
jerks or starts, spasmodic ; capricious, impatient. [A
variant oijert and gird, and conn, with yard, a rod^J

Jerk, jerk, v.t. to search, as a vessel lor concealed
or smuggled goods— also Jerque.

—

fis. Jerk'att
Jerqu'er ; Jerqu'ing.

Jerk, jerk, k. meat cut into thin pieces and dried in the
sun.—Also Jerk'y. [Chilian charqui.]

Jerkin, jer'kin, «. a young salmon.—Also Oln'kln.
Jerkin, jer'kin, «. a jacket, a short coat or close waist-

coat.

—

n. Jer'kin-head (arckit,), the combination of
a truncated gable with a hipped roof. [Dut., dim. of
jurk, a frock.]

Jerkinet, jer'ki-net, «. a woman's outer jacket.
Jeroboam, jer-o-bO'am, u. a large metal bowl : eight

bottles. [Allusion to 1 Kings, xi. 28.J
Jerquer, Jerquing. See Jerk (2).
Jerry-builder, jer'i-bild'er, «. one who builds flimsy

houses cheaply and hastily, a speculative builder.

—

«. Jerr'y-build'ing.—«^'. Jerry-built.-«. Jerr'y-
Shop, a low dram-shop. [Prob. the personal name.]

Jersey, jer'zi, «. the finest part of wool : combed wool

:

a close-fitting woollen shirt, or kind of under-vest,
worn in rowing, &c. [From the island Jersey.]

Jerusalem artichoke, pony. See Artichoke, Pony.
Jess, jes, «. a short strap round the legs of a hawk.

—

adj. Jessed, having jesses on. [O. Fr. ject—h.
jactdre, to fling, freq. ofjacere, to throw.]

Jessamine, jes'a-min. See Jasmine. t
Jessamy, jes'sa-mi, n. jasmine : a dandy.
Jessant, jes'ant, adj. (her.) rising from the bottom

line of a field or an upper line of an ordinary. [Per-
haps a corr. of issuant. Cf. issue.]

Jesse, jes'i, n. a large branched candlestick used in

churches, formerly hung up in churches. [From its

likeness to the genealogical tree of Christ's descent
from Jesse (Is. xi. 1), the father of David, often in

medieval churches carried out in stained glass (a

Jesse window), sculpture, mural decoration, &c.]
Jesserant, jes'e-rant, «. splint armour.—Also Jaz'e-
rant. [O. Ft. gesseron, jazeran—Sp. jacerina,]

Jest, jest, «. something ludicrous : joke : fun : some-
thing uttered in sport : object of laughter.

—

v.i. to

make a jest : to joust.

—

fts. Jest'-book, a collection

of funny stories ; Jest'er, one who jests : a buffoon :

a court -fool.

—

adj. Jest'ful, given to jesting.

—

adv. Jest'ingly.—«. Jest'ing-swck, a butt for jests.

[Orig. ' a deecf, a story," M. £. geste—O. Fr. gesie
—L. gesta—gerere, to do.]

Jesuit, jez'u-it, «. a member of the famous religious

order, the Society of Jesus, founded in 1534 by
Ignatius Loyola ; a crafty or insidious person, an in-

triguer.— z/.A tomakea Jesuitof.

—

adjs. Jesuit'iO,-aL

—adv. Jesuit'ically.—>ti-. Jes'uitism, Jesuitry: the
principles and practices of the Jesuits : cunning

:

deceit ; Jesuitoc'racy, government by Jesuits

;

Jes'uitry, Jesuitism. --Jesuits' bark, cinchona, be-

cause introduced to Rome by Jesuit missionaries.

Jesus, je'zus, «. the Saviour of mankind.—«. J^SUS, a
size of paper, super-royal.—Company, or Society,

Of Jesus, the Jesuit order.—Grand j^SUS, imperial.

[Gr. Iesous~-ti.eh. YeshU'a, contr. of Yehoshua,
help of Jehovah, the Saviour

—

ydska' , to save.]

Jet, jet, «. a rich black variety of mineral coal, very
hard and compact, taking a brilliant polish, used for

ornaments.

—

adj. Jet'-black.—«. Jet'tlness.—a<^'.

Jet'ty, made of jet, or black as jet. [O. Fr. jatt—
L.—Gr. gagaies, from Gagas, a town and river in

Lycia, in Asia Minor, where it was obtained.]

Jet, jet, «. a spouting stream : a spout at the end of
a gas-pipe emitting the flame.— v.t. to throw out,

shoot forth.

—

v.i. to strut, to encroach arrogantly
upon.—«. Jettata'ra, the Evil-eye. [O. Fr. jetter—"L. jactdre, to fling, freq. oijacere, to throw.]

Jetsam, jet'sam, n. the throwing of goods overboard
to lighten a vessel : the goods so thrown away which



Jetton fate, far ; m€, htr ; mine ; Jockey

reniain under water (see FlotSam)— also Jet'SOm,
Jet'Son, Jet'tlson.—t'./. Jet'tison, to throw over-

board, as gcods, in time of danger. [Anglo-Fr.

jetteson—\.. jactation-tm, a. casting.]

Jetton, jet'on, ft. a piece of stamped metal used as a
counter in card-playing, &c.

Jetty, jet'i, «. a projection : a kind of pier. [O. Fr.

jetUe, thrown ouL See Jet (2).)

Jew, jOO, H. an inhabitant of Judea : a Hebrew or

Israelite : opprobriously used for a usurer, miser,

8ic.:—/(tm. Jew'ess.—v.e. and v.i. (coll.) to over-

reach : cheat.

—

n Jew'-bait'Ing, the persecuting of

h:vt%.—adj. Jewish, belonging to the Jews.—adv.
JeWlshly.—«j. Jew'lslinesa ; Jew's'-ear, a fungus

that grows on the elder, and bears some resemblance

to the human ear ; Jews' frank'lncense, the balsam

known as benzoin or gum storax, otten used as an
incense ; Jew's'-harp, a small harp-shaped musical

instrument played between the teeth by striking a

spring with the finger; Jew'S'-mall'OW, a plant

much cultivated as a pot-herb by the Jews in Syria ;

Jew's'-myr'tle, the prickly -leaved plant Ruscus
aculealus: Jew'S'-pltch, asphaltum ; JeWs'-StOne,
the fossil spine of a large echinus or sea hedgehog.

—

Jew's eye, in proverb 'Worth a Jew's eye,' some-
thing of high value—^from the custom of torturing

Jews for money ; Jews' hooses, in Cornwall, the
name given to prehistoric miners' dwellings.—Wan-
dering Jew (see Wander). (O. Fr. 7uis— L.
Jitdtetis—Gr. lotutaiot—Heb. Yehudnh, Judah.]

Jewel, jOO'el, n. a precious stone : an ornament of
precious stones, worn as a decoration : anything or

any one highly valued.

—

v.t. to dress or adorn with
jewels : to fit with a jewel :—/r./. jew'elling ; pa.p.
jew'elled, in a watch, having pivot-holes of garnets
or any other jewels.—ns. Jew'el-case, a casket for

holding jewels ; Jew'eller, one who makes or deals

in jewels ; Jew'ellery, Jew'elry, jewels in general.
[O. Fr. joiiel (Vi. joyau); either a dim. of Tt. joie,

joy, from L. gaudium, joy

—

-gaueiere, to rejoice—or

derived through Low L. j'ocale, from L. jocdri, to

jest.)

Jewry, jOO'ri, n. Judea : a district inhabited by yews.
Jezebel, jez'e-bel, n. a bold and vicious woman, a

virago. [From Ahab's wicked wife.]

Jib, jib, n. a triangular sail borne in front of the fore-

mast in a ship, so called from its shifting of itseli.

—

v.t. to shift a boom sail from one tack to the other.—v.i. to move restively.

—

ns. Jlb'-l>00m, a boom or
extension of the bowsprit, on which the jib is .spread

;

Jib'-door, a door flush witKthe outside wall, intended
to be concealed.—The CUt Of one's jib, appearance.
[Han. gibie, to jib ; cf. T)M. gijpen, to turn suddenly.]

Jlbblngs, jib'ingz, n.pL the last milk drawn from a cow.
Jibe. Same as Olbe.
Jlfly, jif'fi, ». {coll.) an instant.

JlRi j'g. "• * quick,_ lively tune : a quick dance suited
to the tune.

—

v.i. to dance a jig .—/r./. jig'ging :

/"•/• j'g?ed.

—

adj. Jig'glBh. [O. Fr. gige.gigue, a
stringed instrument—Teut. ; Gcr. geige ; cf. gig.}

Jlgamaree, jig-a-ma-re', n. anything the name of which
one forgets, a thingumbob.—Also Jlg^'gumbob.

Jigger, jig'gir, ft. a corruption of chigoe.
Jigger, jig^'ger, «. anything that jigs: one of many

kinds of subsidiary appliances, as an apparatus for

separating ores by jolting in sieves in water, a simple
potter's wheel or a template or profile used with it,

a warehouse crane, the bridge or rest for the cue
in billiards : an old-fashioned sloop-rigged boat : a
one-horse street car : a machine for exhibiting on
a dial at once the prices at which sales are made,
controlled by electric mechanism with a key-board :

(slang) a dnnk of whisky.

—

v.t. to jerk or shake.
Jiggered, jig'trd, p.adj. a meaningless and needless

substitute for a profane oath.
Jigging, jig'ing, ft. in mining, the process of separating
ore by means of a wire-bottomed sieve moved up and
down in water.

Jlgjog, jig^og, «. a jolting motion, a jog.—Also Jick'a-

jog, Ji^ajog. [Reduplicated form ofjog.

\

Jigot, jig'ot, ?/. a leg of mutton. See Olgot.
Jin, jil, ft. Same as Olll.

Jill, jil, fi. a young woman, often associated with Jack.
[Short for Gillian—i.e. yuliafia.\

Jilt, jilt, n. a woman who encourages a lover and then
rejects him.

—

v.t. to encotu^ge and then discard a
lover. [Formerly y///^/, dim. oiyill.\

Jlmcrack. See Oimcrack.
Jim Crow, jim krO, ft. one of the earliest negro-min-

strel songs : a kind of generic name for the negro.
Jim-crow, jim'-krO, ft. a tool for bending or straighten-

ing iron rails or bars.

Jimmy, jim'i, «. (U.S.) a coal-car.

Jimp, jimp, etdj. (Scot.) slender, elegant.

—

adv. JiUp,
Jimp'ly, neatly, hardly.

—

adj. Jimp'y, neat.

Jimson-weed. See Stramonium.
Jlngal, jing'gal, ft. a large Chinese swivel-musket.
Jingle, jing'T, ». a clinking sound : that which makes
a rattling sound : a correspondence of sounds : a
covered two-wheeled car.

—

v.i. to sound with a jingle.—fts. Jing'Ie-Jang^e, a jingling sound ; Jing'let, a

ball serving as the clapper of a sleigh-bell ; Jing'llng,

a game in which blindfolded players within a ring try

to catch a player with a bell tied to him. [Imit.]

Jingo, jing'gO, n. a name used in the expletives, 'By
Jingo I '

' By the living Jingo !
' From :ts occurrence

m a music-hall song of 1878 that conveyed a threat

against Russia, Jingo has come to mean a British

Chauvinist.—«*/;>. Jlng'o, Jing'oish.—«. Jingoism.
(Often fearle-ssly derived from Basque Jinkoa,
yaifiko, God ; no doubt conn, somehow with St

Gengulphus (&\d May 11, 760).]

Jink, jingk, v.i. (Scot.) to move nimbly, to dodge.

—

v.t. to elude : to cheat.

—

ft. a quick, illu.sory turn.

Jinn, jin, n.pl. (sing. Jin'neo) a class of spirits in

Mohammedan mythology, formed of fire, living

chiefly on the mountains of Kdf which encircle the
world, assuming various ^napes, sometimes as men
of enormous size and portentous hideousness.—Also
Djlnn, Ginn. The //«« are often called genii by a
confusion. A plur.tl Jinns is sometimes erroneously
used. [Ar. jinn, f\. jinnly.]

Jinrlklsha, jin-rik'i-sha, n. asmall, two-wheeled hooded
drriage drawn by men. [Jap. jin, man, riki, power,
ska, carriage.]

Job, job, n. a sudden stroke or stab with a pointed in-

strument like a beak.

—

7i.t. to strike or stab suddenly:
—pr.p. job'bing ; pa.p. jobbed. [Ga.c\. gob, W. gttp,

a bird's beak ; conn. v\ih gobble, job.]
Job, job, n. any piece of work, esp. of a trifling or tem-

porary nature : miscellaneous printing-work : any
undertaking with a view to profit : a mean trans-

action, in which private gain is sought under pretence
of public service.

—

adj. of a particular job or trans-

action, assigned to a special use : bought or sold
lumped together. —t'.f. to work at jobs: to buy
and sell as a broker : to hire or let out by the
week or month, esp. horses.

—

ns. Job'ber, one
who jobs : one who buys and sells, as a broker or
middleman : one who turns official actions to private
advantage : one who engages in a mean lucrative
affair ; Job'bery, jobbing : unfair means employed
to procure some pnvate end ; Job'-mas'ter, a livery-
stable keeper who jobs out horses and c.irriages.—

A

bad Job, an unfortunate affair ; Odd jobs, occasional
pieces of work. ( Formerly^tfA—O. Fr. gob, a mouth-
ful : from the same Celtic root ai gobble.]

Job, job, «. a monument of patience—from yob in Scrip-
ture.

—

n. Joba'tlon, a tedious scolding.—Job's com-
forter, one who aggravates the distress of an unfor-

tunate man he has come to comfort ; Job's news,
bad news ; Job's post, the bearer of bad news.

Jockey, jok'i, «. a man (orig. a boy) who rides horses
in a race : a horse-dealer : one who takes undue
advantage in busines.s.

—

v.t. to jostle by riding
against : to cheat.—«/. Jook'eylsfa, JoclCeyship,



Jocktelegr mote \ nilUe ; mlAln ; JnRsi. Joekin

the art or practice of a jockey.—Jockey Clnb, an
association for the promotion and ordering ot horse-
laciiw. (Dim. oxjfoik, northern Eng. for Jadi.\

JoCktdJBg, jokte-ieg, «. iSc»t.) a la^e clasp-knife.

MCI. jack-k>u/e.\

JOCOSB, jo-kOs', otij. full of jokes : humorous : merry.
—adv. Jocosely.—u. Jocose ness, Jocosity, the
quality of being jocose.

—

adj. JoCO-se riOUS, half in

jest, half in eamesL [L. jeiomj—jocus, a joke.)
Jocular, jok'u-lar, adj. given to jokes : humorous

:

droU : laughable.—*. Jocular'Ity.—<ii/r. JoCularly.—H. JoCTUa'tor, a professional jester or minstrel.

—

adj. JOCUlatory. [1^ jacu^arit—j'ocut.]

Jocund, jok'und, adj. in a jocose humour : merry

:

cheerful : pleai^ant.-)u. Jocundity, Jocund'ness.—adv. Jocundly. [Fr.,

—

L^ jocundus—jecus.]
Jodel, jO'dcl, v.i. to sing with the falsetto voice in har-

monic progressions.—Al^o «. [Swiss-J

Joe, j5, Joey, jo'i, «. {slang) a fourpenny-bit—from
Jaupk Hume, M.P., their author, 1836.—Joe UHler,
an old or stale jest, a jest-book ; JOO Mnieiism, the

habit of retailing stale jests—from "joe MiUrr (1664-

1738X a comedian but notoriously dull fellow, whose
name was attached to a collection in 1739.

Joe, or Jo, ja, «. (Scot.) a sweetheart.
Jog, jog, v.t. to shake : to piuh with the elbow or hand,

to stimulate, stir up, as the memory.— 1/.». to move
by jogs : to travel slowly :

—pr.p. jog'ging ; pa.p.
jogged.

—

n. a slight shake : a push.

—

m. Jog'ger
(Dryden), one who moves slowly and heavily ; J(^-
trot, a slow jogging trot.—Be jogging, to move on,
to depart. [A weakened form of skock.^

Joggle, jogi, «. a notch in joints adapted in fitting

stones or pieces of timber together to keep them
from sliding. [Dim. oijog, to push.]

Jog^e, jogl, v.t. to jog or shake slightly : to jostle.—v.i. to shake :—;/r.>. joggling; pa.p. joggled.
[Dim. ofjog.^

Jobannes, jO-han'Sz, h. an old Portuguese gold coin.
—.Also Joannes.

Johannine, jO-an'nln, adj. pertaining to St John.

—

A\ii> Johan'nean. (L. Joannei.\
Johannisbergar, jC-han'nis-ber-ger, ft. a white Rhen-

ish wine grown at JohaHHuberg (' St John's Moun-
tain 0, near Wiesbaden.

John, jon, K. a proper name, one of whose diminutives,
John'ny, is sometimes used in slang for a simpleton
or a fellow generally.

—

hs. Jobn'-a-dreams' (Shak.\
a dreamy fellow ; Jobn'ian, a member of St y^Ax's
College, Cambridge : John'ny - cake, a cake of
Indian meal toasted ; Jobn'ny-rav. a beginner.

—

John Bull, a generic name for an Englishman from
Arbiithnott's History of John Bull, 1712; John
BnlllSTn, the ty_pical English character, or any act
or word expressive of it ; John Chinaman, a China-
man, the Qiinese collectively : John Company, an
old colloquial name for the Honourable Ei^t India
Compiiiy : John Dory (see Dory); John Thomas,
a generic name for a flunkey.

Johnsonianism, jun-s5'ni-an-izm, n. a peculiarity of
Dr "Johnson, the lexicographer (i709-S3)-^alsoJohn'-
SOnism.—«. John'SOnese, the Johnsonian style, or
an imitation of it—ponderous English, full of words
of classical origin.

Join, join, v.t. to connect : to unite : to associate : to

add or annex.

—

v.i. to be connected with : to grow
together : to be in dose contact : to unite {ivitfi).—
ns. Joind'er, joining ; Join'er, one who joins or
unites : a carpenter ; Join'ery, the art of the joiner ;

Join-hand, running hand ; Joining, the act of
joining : a seam : a joint ; Joint, a joining : the
place where, or mode in which, two or more
things join, as two rails, two pieces of timber con-
nected by mortises and tenons, &c. : the flexible

hinge of cloth or leather connecting the back of a
book with its sides : (gtol.) a crack intersecting a
mass of rock : a knot : a hinge : a seam : a place of
resort for tramps : {U.S.) an opium-den : the place

where two booes are joined : (foek.) the part of the
limb of an animal cut odT at the joint,

—

adj. joii>ed,

united, or combined : shared among more than one.—v.t. to unite by joints : to fit closely : to provide
with joints : to cut into joints, as an animal.

—

v.L
to fit like joints,

—

adj. Joint'ed, having joints.—w/.
Jointer, the largest kind of plane used by a joiner :

a bent piece of iron for riveting two stones together

;

Joint'ing-rule, a long, straight-edged rule used by
bricklayers for keeping their work even. — adv.
Jointly, in a joint manner : unitedly or in combina-
tion : together.—«*. Joint'-oH, the synovia, a viscid
secretion for lubricating the articular surfaces ; Joint-
StOCk, stock held jointly or in company ; Joint-
Stool {Skai.), a stool made of parts in.serted in each
other ; Joint'-ten'ancy, the ownership of land or
goods along with one or more persons : Joinf

-

ten'ant, one who is owner of land or goods along
with others ; JotUfUie, property joined to or settled

on a woman at marriage to be enjoyed after her
husband's death.

—

v.t. to settle a jointure upon.—«*.

Joint'uress, Jointress, a woman on whom a joint-

ure is settled.—Join battle, to engage in battle.

—

Out of joint, dislocated, {fg.) disordered; Put
one's nose out of joi^'^. to suppli<nt in another's

love or confidence ; Second Joint, the middle piece

of a fly fishing-rod : the thigh of a fowl—opp. to the

leg or drumstick, the first joint : Universal Joint, a
contrivance by which one part cf a machine is able

to move freely in all directions, as in the ball-and-

socket joint. [O. Yt.joindre—'L.jungire.juncium.]
Joist, joist, H. the timbers to which the boards of a

floor or the laths of a ceiling are nailed.

—

v.i. to fit

with joists. [O. Yt. giste—^esir—l^jacirr, to lie,]

Joke, juk. n. a jest : a witticism : something witty or

sportive : anything said or done to excite a laugh.

—

v.t. to cast jokes at : to banter : to make merry with.—v.i. to jest: to be merry: to make sport.— «r.

JolCer. one who jokes or jests : a card, generally

the highest trump, at euchre.

—

adv. JotTingly, in a
joking manner. \L^jocus.\

Jole, another form oijcwL
Jole, Joll, jol, v.t. {S/uti.) to beat against anything,

to clash with violence.

Jolly, jol'i, adj. merry : expressing or exciting mirth,

jovial : comely, robust.

—

n. JoUi&ca'tion, a making
jolly : noisy festivity and merriment.—adv. JoU'ily,
— ns. Joll'iment {S^eiti.\ merriment; Jollity,

Joll'tness,

—

adv. Jolry {coll.), uncommonly. [O.

YT.joiiy.joli—let. jol. Yule,]
Jollyooat, jot'i-bCt, H. a small boat belonging to a

ship. [T)aa. jolU, a boat, and Eng. boat.}

Jolt, jClt, v.i. to shake with sudden jerks.

—

v.L to

shake with a sudden shi)ck.—». a sudden jerk.

—

fu.

Jolfer: Jolf-head, Jolterhead, a blockhead—
adv. Joltln^y, in a jolting maimer. [Old form
joll, prob. conn. wviijoTvl ]

Jonah, jQ'na, H. an unlucky passenger on shipboard
or elsewhere—firom the prophet yonak.

Jonathan, jon'a-than, H. the people of the United
SLites, collectively, or a typical specimen, Brother
Jonathan [Perh. from the sagacious Governor
"Jonathan Trumbull, \-]\o-i^

Jongleur, zhong'gler, n. a minstrel : a mountebank.
(O. fz.jogUor—\^ joculator : cf. Jitggltr.}

Jonquil, jontwil, «. a name given to certain species

of nartnsfius with rush-like lea^-es.—Also JonquilL
[Fr. jonquilU—L. juncta, a rush.]

Jordan, jor'dan, «. (SkaJi.)a. chamber-pot, {Jordan-
bottle, a pilgrim's bottle containing JordoH water.]

Jorum, jO'rum, «. a drinking bowl or vessel, also its

contents,—.-Uso Jo'ram. [Ety. unknown.]
Joseph, jo'zef, n. one whose chastity is abo%-e tempta-

tion—from the story of yosefh and Potiphar's wife
in Gen. xxxix. : a caped overcoat worn bywomen in

the iSth centurv for riding—in allusioa to y»sefk't
coat. Gen. xxxvu. 3.

Joskin, joslcin, m. a down, yokcL [Thieves' otnl.]



Joss fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Judge

Jougs.

Joss, jos, ft. a Chinese idol.

—

ns. Joss'-house, a

temple ; JOSS^ -Stick, a stick of gum burned as

incense to their gods. [Pidgin-English corr. of the

Port, deos, god.]
Joss-block, jos'-blok, «. {frov.) a horse-block.

Jostle, jos'l, v.t. to joust or strike against : to drive

against. [Freq. ofjausi.]

Jot, jot, «. the least quantity assignable.

—

v.t. to set

down briefly: to make a memorandum oi;—pr.p.

jot'ting; pa.p. jot'ted.—«J. Jot'-

tor, one who jots : a book for -

memoranda ; Jot'ting, a memo-
randum. (L.,—Gr. /V5/<i-Heb.

yodh, the smallest letter m the

alphabet, Eng. /.]

Jotun, yS'tun, «. a giant [Ice.

jotunti.\

Jougs, joogr, «. an iron neck-ring

that constituted the old Scottish

pillory. [O. Fr. joug, a yoke

—

V..jugum.\
Jouisance, jro'is-ans, n.{S/>ens.)
joyousness. [Fr.,—;/V»«/r, to en-

joy—L. gaiidirc, to rejoice.]

Jook, Jook, joDk, v.i. {Scot.) to

duck or dodge : to bow.

—

ns.

Jouk'ery, Jook'eiy, trickery

;

Jouk'ory-pawk'ery, low cun-
ning, trickery.

Joole, joijl, H. the practical unit

of electrical energy. [After James Prescott youle
(1818-83).]

Jounce, jowns, v.i. and v.t. to jolt, shake.

Journal, jur'nal, tu a daily register or diary : a book
containing an account of each day's transactions : a
newspaper published daily or otherwise : a maga-
zine : the transactions of any society.

—

v.i. Joifr-

nallse, to write articles for a journal.

—

v.t. to enter

in a journal :

—

pr.p. jour'nallsing ; pa.p. jour'nalTsed.
— /if. Jour'nalism, the keeping of a journal : the

profession of conducting public journals; Jour'nal-
ist, one who writes for or conducts a newspaper.

—

adj. Journalistic, pertaining to newspapers, or to

journalism. [Fr.,—L. diurnalis.]

Journal, jur'nal, «. (mec/t.) that part of a shaft or axle
which rests in the bearings.—f./. to insert, as a
shaft, in a journal-bearing.

Journey, jur ni, «. any travel : tour : excursion : the
weight of finished coins delivered at one time to

the Master of the Mint—also JoUT'ney-weight.—
7'./. Jour'ney, to travel :—/r./. jour'neying : pa.p.
jour'neyed {-mdy—ndj. Jour'ney-hat'ed (SiaJi.),

wayworn.— ns. Jour'neyman, one who works by
the day : any hired workman : one whose appren-
ticeship is completed; Jotir'ney-work, work done
by a journeyman or for hire. [Fr. j'ounUe—jour, a
day—L. diumus.l

Joust, jSOst, Just, just, «. the encounter of two
knights on horseback at a tournament.

—

v.t. to run
in the tilt. [O. Tr.jouste, joste—h.j'uxta, nigh to.]

Jovial, j5'vi-al, a^'.Joyous : full of mirth and happi-
ness.—»r. Jove, Jupiter; Jovlal'lty, Jd'vlalness,
quality of being joviaL

—

adv. Jo'vlally. [L.,

—

yupiter, Jovis, Jupiter, an auspicious star.]

Jew, jow, v.t. and v.i. {Scot.) to nng, toll.—«. a stroke

of a tiell.

Jowl, jowl, «. the jaw or cheek.—«. Jowl'er, a heavy-
jawed hound. [M. E. forms are cM, chaul, corr.

from cluivel-, and this again from A.S. ceafl, the

law.]

Jowl, Jul, v.t. (SAai.). Same as Jole, to beat.

Jowter, jow'ter, «. a fish-hawker.^Also JOW'der.
[Prob. a form otjolter. ]

Joy, joi, a. gladness : rapture, nurth i the cause of

joy.

—

v.i. to rejoice: to be glad: to exult :—/r./.

joying ; pa.p. joyed.—i'./. Joy {Mill.), to enjcn.—
n. Joy'ance (Spens.), gaiety, festivity.—a<ir'. Jov'-

fOl, full of joy : very glad, happy, or merry.—aav.

Joyfully.—«. Joyfulness.—rt<^'. Joyless, with-
out joy : not giving joy.

—

adv. Joy'lessly.

—

n. Joy*-
lessness.

—

a.!j. Joy'OUS, full of joy, happiness, or
merriment.

—

adz'. Joy'ously.— «. Joy'ousness.-*-
The Seven Joys of the Virgin :—the Annunciationr,
the Visit.uion, the Nativity, the Adoration of the
three wise men, the Presentation in the Temple, thfe

Discovery 01 the child in the Temple amidst the

doctors, her Assumption and Coronation. [Kr. j'oie

(It. gioja)—\,. gaudium—gaudire, to rejoice.]

Juba, jOo'ba, >t. a negro breakdown or ru^tic dance, ilH

which the spectators clap hands, slap their thighs,

and sing verses wnUjuba as a refrain.

Jubate, jcHS'bat, adj. having a mane.
Jubbah, jub'a, «. a long loose outer garment worn by
Mohammedans in India, &c.

Jube, joS'be, «. the rood-loft or gallery over the en-
trance to the choir of a church. [L., imperat. Of
juhere, to command.]

Jubilant, ji5a'bi-lant, adj. shouting for joy : rejoicings
uttering songs of triumph.—«. Jubilance, exulta-
tion.—a<j'i'. Ju'bilantly.—7/./. Ju'bilate, to exult,
rejoice. — ns. Jubila'te, the third Sunday after
Easter, so called because the Church Service began
on that day with the 66th Psalm, 'Jubilate DeoL*
&C. : also the looth Psalm, which in the Englisi
Prayer-Book is a canticle used as an alternative fat

the Benedictus ; Jubila'tion, a shouting for joy

:

the declaration of triumph. [L. jtibilare, to shout
for joy. Not conn, with ynbilee.}

Jubilee, j55'bi-le, «. the year of release among the

Jews every fiftieth year, proclaimed by the sound of
a trumpet : the celebration of a fiftieth anniversary
—e.g. of a king's acces-sion, a bishop's consecration,

&c : in the R.C Church, a year (eve rj- twenty-fifth—Ordinary jubilee) of indulgence for pilgrims and
others, an Extraordinary jubilee being specially

appointed by the Pope : any season of great public
joy and festivity. [Fr. jubiU—L. y«W/<?/<j— Heb.
yobel, a trumpet, the blast of a trumpet.]

Jud, jud, n. a mass of coal holed or undercut so as to

be thrown down by wedges.
Judaic, -al, jSo-da'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to the
Jews— rti/i/. Juda'ically.—«. Judftlsa'tlon.- ?'./.

Ju'daise, to conform to or practise Judaism.

—

ns.

Judai'ser ; Ju'daism, the doctrines and rites of the

Jews : conformity to the Jewish rites; Ju'dalst, onft

who holds the doctrinesofJudaism.

—

adj. Judaisfio,
pertaining to Judaism.

—

adv. Judaist'lcally. [L.

yudaicus—yuda, Judah, a son ot Israel.]

Judas, jOS'das, «. a traitor : an opening in a jail-door,

&c.

—

otlj. Ju'das-col'oured, red of hair— yw^j
traditionally being red-haired.

—

tts. Ju'daS-hole, a
small hole in a door for watching ; Ju'das-kiSS, any
act of treachery under the guise of kindness (Matt,

xxvi. 48, 49) ; Ju'das-tree, a tree with rose-coloured

flowers that appear before the leaves

—

yudas having
hanged himself^on one.

Jndean, jro-de'an, adj. belonging to yudea.—n. a
native of Judea.

Judge, juj, v.i. to point out or declare what is just or
law : to hear and decide : to p<-iss sentence : to com-
pare facts to determine the truth : to form or passan
opinion : to distinguish.

—

v.t. to hear and determine
authoritatively : to sentence : to decide the merits
of: to be censorious towards : to consider: {B.) to
condemn.—«. one who judges : a civil officer who
hears and settles any cause : an arbitrator : one who
can decide upon the merit of anything : in Jewish
history, a supreme magistrate having civil and mili-

tary powers: (//.) title of 7th book of the Old
Testament.

—

ns. Judge'shlp, the office of a judge;
Judg'ment, act of judging : the comparing of ideas
to elicit truth : faculty by which this is done, the
reason : opinion formed : taste ; sentence : con-
demnation : doom ; Judg'ment-day, the day on
wliich God will pronounce final judgment on man-
kind ; Jndg'ment-debt, a debt evidenced by legal



Judica mste ; mute ; mCSn ; Men. Junk
record ; Judg'tuent-hall, a hall where a court of
justice meets ; Jud^ment-seat, seat or bench in a
court from which judgment is pronounced. [Fr.
juger— \^. jiidicdre—jus, law, dicere, to declare.]

Judloa, j50'di-ka, «. Passion Sunday—from the open-
ing words of the introit, ' Judica me, Deus ' (43d Ps. ).

Judicature, jOo'di-ka-tur, «. power of dispensing
justice by legal trial: jurisdiction: a tribunal.

—

tuljs. Ju'dicablO, that may be judged or tried

;

Ju'dlcative, having power to judge ; Ju'dicatory,
pertaining to a judge : distributing justice. — «.

distribution of justice: a tribuu.iL

Judicial, joS-dish'al, adj. pertaining to a judge or
court of justice : established by statute.

—

adv. Ju-
dicially.—Judicial Committee, an offshoot of the
Privy Council, forming a court of appeal ; Judicial
factor, in Scotland, an administrator appointed by
the courts to m.inage the estate of some one under
some imperfection ; Judicial separation, the separa-

tion of two married persons by order of the Divorce
Court. [L. judicialis—judicium .\

Judiciary, joO-dish'i-ar-i, K. the judges taken collec-

tively.

—

adj. pertaining to the courts of law : passing
judgment. [L. judtciarius.]

Judicious, joO-dish'us, adj. according to sound judg-
ment : possessing sound judgment : discreet.

—

ad^i.

Judiciously.—«. Judiciousness. [Fr. jitdicieux
—Low L. judiciosus—L. judicium. ]

Judy, joS'di, «. Punch's wife in the puppet-show : a
native Chinese stnunpet. [Corr. o^ Judith.\

Jug, jug, «. a large vessel with a swelling body and
narrow mouth for liquors.

—

v.t, to boil or stew as
in a jug:—/'-./. jug'ging; pa.p. jugged.—Jugged
fcare (.see Hare) ; Stone jug {slang\ jail. [Prob.
yudy, jocul.irly applied to a drinking-vessel ; cf.

Jack and yill in a like sense.]

Jug, jug, v.i. to utter the sound y«f, as certain birds,

esp. the nightingale.—«. Jug-jUg. [Imit]
Jugal, joo'gal, adj. malar : joining, uniting.

—

n. a
bone of the zygomatic arch, malar bone.

Jugate, -d, joo'gat, -ed, adj. {bot.) having the leaflets

in pairs : joined as jugata on a coin, &c.

—

ii.pl.

Ju'gata, lieads shown side by side or overlapping.
Juggernaut, jug'er-nawt, «. an idol of the Hindu god

Vishnu, beneath whose car devotees were supposed
to inimol.ue themselves; hence the 'car of Jugger-
naut ' stands metaphorically for any Moloch of self-

sacrifice. [Sans, jagannatha, lord of the World.]
Juggins, jug'ginz, «. (slang) a simpleton.
Juggle, jug'l, v.i. to joke or jest : to amuse by sleight-

of-hand : to conjure : to practise artifice or impos-
ture.—«. a trick by sleight-of-hand : an imposture.
— ns. Jugg'ler, one who performs tricks by sleight-

of-hand : a trickish fellow ; Jugglery, art or tricks

of a juggler : legerdemain : trickery.

—

adv. Jugg*-
lingly, in a deceptive manner. [O. Fr. jogler—\^.
jocnldri, to jest

—

jocus, a jest.]

Juglans, joo'glanz, «. a genus of the walnut family.

Jugular, jug'u-lar, adj. pertaining to the collar-bone,

which joins the neck and shoulders.—«. one of the
large veins on each side of the neck. [L. juguiutn,
the coW.u-hone—jungere, to join.]

Juice, j5Bs, «. the sap of vegetables : the fluid part of
animal bodies. —a^'. Juice'less.—«. Julc'ineSS.

—

adj. Jultfy. [Ft.,— 'L. jus, broth, lit. mixture.]
Jujube, j(3o'j5Db, «. a genus of spiny shrubs or small

trees, the fruit of which is dried as a sweetmeat : a
lozenge made of sugar and gum. [Fr.,—L. zizy-

phutn—Gr. zizyphon—Pers. zizfun, the jujube-tree.]

Julep, joO'lep, «. a pleasant liquid medicine in which
other nauseous medicines are taken.—.\lso Ju'lap.
[Fr.,

—

^-p.julepe—PiX. jUldb—Pers. y«/rti.]

Julian, jool'yan, adj. pertaining to C. Julius Csesar
(B.C. 100-44).—Julian Y^ar (see Year).

JUJlenne, zhu-li-en', «. a clear soup, with shredded
herbs. [Julien, a French cook in Boston.]

July, j53'li, «. the seventh month of the year—from
Quus Junius Csesar, who was bom in it.
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Jumart, jCS'mart, «. the offspring of a bull and a
mare, or horse and cow. [Fr.,—L. jumentum.]

Jumble, jum'bl, v.t. to mix confusedly : to throw
together without order.

—

v.i. to be mixed together
confusedly : to be agitated : to jump at, to accept
eagerly.—«. a confused mixture.—«. Jum'ble-Sale
a charity bazaar of cast-off clothing, rubbish, &c.

—

adv. Jum'bllngly, in a jumbled or confused manner.
[Prob. a freq. ofjump.]

Jumbo, jum'bo, «. a colossus.—rt^'. huge, colossal.
[Name of a huge elephant sold in 1882 from the
London Zoological Gardens to P. T. Barnum.]

Jump, jump, v.i. to spring upward, or forward, or
both : to bound : to pass to as by a leap : to agree,
coincide (witli).—v.t. to pass by a leap: to skip
over : to cause to start, as game -.—pr.p. jump'ing

;

pa.p. jumped. — n. act of jumping : a bound, a
hazard.

—

adv. {Shak.) exactly.— ?ij. Jump'er, one
who jumps : a long iron drill or borer used in
quarries and mines : (//.) a term applied to certain
Welsh Methodists (c. 1760), who jumped about in
worship : Jump'ing-deer, the black-tailed American
deer; Jump'ing-hare, a South African rodent, akin
to the jerboas ; Jump'-seat, a carriage-seat which
may be moved backwards or forwards, so as to be
used as single or double : a carriage with a movable
seat; Count'er- jump'er, a draper's shopman.

—

Jtunp a clailn (U.S.), to take land to which another
already holds a claim ; Jump at, to embrace with
eagerness ; Jump one's bail, to abscond, forfeiting

one's bail ; Jump over, to disregard, omit ; Jump
over the broomstick, to make an irregular marriage.
[From a Teut. root seen in Sw. dia.\. gui^ipa, Middle
High Ger. gumfcn, to jump.]

Jump, jump, Jumper, jump'er, «. a loose garment

:

overall. [More prob. a thing to hejumped or slipped
on, than from Fx.jupe, a petticoat, skirt.]

JuncaceoUS, jun-ka'shus, adj. of or pertaining to the
Ju)icace(e, a natural order of plants, of which the
Jun'CUS, or rush, is the type.

Juncate, jungk'at, «. Same as Junket.
JuHCO, jung'kO, n. a North American snow-bird.
Junction, jungk'shun, «. a joining, a union or com-

bination : place or point of union. [Join.]
Juncture, jungk'tur, «. a joining, a union : a critical

or impo;tant point of time, [h.juiiciura,]
June, jOon, «. the sixth month, originally of 26 days,

but since Julius Caesar's time of 30. [L. Junius, the
sixth month, prob. from root oiH,. juveitis, junior.]

Juneating, an erroneous form oijenneting.
Jtingermannia, joong-ger-man'i-a, «. Qiot.) a sub-
order of Hepatica. [From a German botanist,

Junggermann (1572-1653).]
Jungle, jung'gl, n. land covered with thick brush-
wood, &c.

—

ns. Jung'le-fe'Ver, a severe malarial

or remittent fever ; Jung'le-fO'Wl, a wild species of

genus Callus, the parent of our barn-door fowl.

—

adj. Jung'ly. {'SiAWi. jatlgala, desert.]

Junior, joon'yur, adj. younger : less advanced. — n.

ime younger or less advanced. — ns. Junlor'ity,
Jun'iorsmp ; Jun'lor-right, borough-English (q.v.).

—Junior optime, a third-class honours man at Cam-
bridge, next to Wranglers and Senior Optimes

;

Junior soph, an undergraduate of the second year
at Cambridge. [Contr. of L. jurvenior, younger

—

JHVenis, young.]
Juniper, joo'ni-per, ». an evergreen shrub, the berries

of which are used in making gin. [L. junipenis—
juvenis, young, parere, to bring forth.]

Junk, jungk, «. a Chinese vessel, with high forecastle
and poop, sometimes large and three-masted. [Port.
junco—Chinese chwan, a boat,]

Junk, jungk, n. pieces of old cordage, used for making
mats, &c., and when picked to pieces, forming oakum
for the seams of ships : salt meat supplied to vessels
for long voyages, so called because it becomes as
hard as old rope.—«i. Junk'-deal'er, Junk'man, a
dealer in junk ; JunlC-ring, a metal ring confining



Junk f^te, far ; mfi, htr ; m!ne

;

Jjmiold

a fibrous piston-packing ; Junk'-Bliop, a place where
junk is bought and sold. [L. juiicus, a rush.]

JunlC, jungk, n. a thick piece, chunk. \Chunk^
Jank-botUe, junk'bot-1, n. a thick, strong bottle, of

green or black glass.

JlUlker, ySSng'ker, «. a young German noble or

squire.—«. Junk'erisni, the narrow political and
social ideas of the aristocratic party in Prussia

called Junkers.
Junket, jung'ket, n. any sweetmeat or delicacy

:

curds mixed with cream, sweetened and flavoured

:

a feast or merrymaking, a picnic, a spree.

—

v.i. yo
feast, banquet, take part in a convivial entertain-

ment or spree.

—

v.t. to feast, regale, entertain:

—

pr.p. junketing; fa.p. jun'keted.—«. Jimkoting,
a merry feast or entertainment, picnicking. [it.

guincata—L. juncus, a rush.]

Juno, jOS'nO, ft. in Roman mythology, the wife of

Jupiter, parallel with the Greek Hera, regarded as

the special protectress of marriage and the guardian
of woman from birth to death ; a queenly woman.

—

atij. Juno'nlan.
Junta, jun'ta, n. a meeting, council : a Spanish grand

council of state. [Sp.,

—

h. jung-ere, to join.]

Junto, jun'to, «. a body of men joined or united for

some secret intrigue : a confederacy : a cabal or
faction:—//. Jun'tos. [Sp. junta,]

Jupati-palm, joQ'pa-te-pam, n. a South American
palm yielding the raphia-fibre.

Jupiter, jOO'pi-ter, n. the chief god among the
Romans, the parallel of the Greek Zeus—also Jove :

the largest and, next to Venus, the brightest of
the planet!.—Jupiter's beard, the housc-Ieek. [L.,

Gr. Zeus pater. Sans. Dyaus pilar, lit. 'Jove (Zeus)
father." ]

Jupon, jOD'-pon, «. a sleeveless jacket or close-fitting

coat, extending down over the hips : a petticoat.— «.

Jupette", a jupon with very short skirt. [Fr. Jupon,
jupe, a petticoat.]

Jural, jOD'ral, adj. pertaining to natural or positive

right.—art'p. Ju'raUy.
Jurassic, jOO-ras'sik, adj. (geol.) one of the three

divisions of the Mesozoic rocks, including the Lias
and Oolites, and so called from its well-developed
strata in the Jura Mountains.

Jurat, jOO'rat, n. the official memorandum at the end
of an affidavit, showing the time when and the per-
son before whom it was sworn.

Jurat, j5Q'r.it, «. a sworn officer, as a magistrate.
Jurant, jOO'rant, adj'. taking an oath.

—

n. one who
takes an oath.

—

adj'. Ju'ratory, pertaining to an oath.

Juridical, jOO-rid'ik-al, adj. relating to the distribu-

tion of justice : pertaining to a judge : used in

courts of law.

—

adv. Jurld'ically. [L. j'uridicus—
j'us, juris, law, dicere, to declare. ]

Jurisconsult, jSD-ris-kon'sult, n. one who is consulted
on the law : a lawyer who gives opinions on cases
put to him : a jurist, [h.j'us. Juris, law, consultus—consultere, to consult.]

Jurisdiction, jCK>-ris-dik'shun, n. the distribution of
justice : legal authority : extent of power : district

over which any authority extends.

—

adjs. JuTlSdiO'-
tional, Jurisdlc'tive. \Vx.,—\,. Jurisdictio.\

Jurisprudence, jOO-ris-prOO'dens, «. the science or
knowledge of law.

—

adj. Jurlspru'dent, learned in

law.—«. one who is learned in l.iw.

—

adj. Jurispru-
den'tlal.—Medical Jurisprudence, forensic medi-
cine (see Forensic). (Fr.—'L,, Jurisprudentia—Jus,
Juris, \3iv>,prudentia, knowledge.]

Jurist, jCO'nst, «. one who is versed in the science
of law, e.sp. Roman or civil law : a civilian.

—

adJs.
Juristic, -al.—a<i'7'. JurlSt'lcally. [Tr.Jurisie.]

iVTJ, jOD'ri, n. a body of not less than twelve men,
selected and sworn, as prescribed by law, to declare
the truth on evidence before them: a committee for

deciding prizes at a public exhibition.

—

ns. Ju'ror,
one who serves on a Jury—also Ju'rjrman ; Ju'ry-
bOZ, the place in which the Jury sit during a trial.

—Jury of matrons, a jury of ' discreet* women
impanelled to try a question of pregnancy, as where
a widow alleges herself to be with child by her late

husband, or a woman sentenced to death, to stay

execution, pleads that siie is with child. [Fr. Jttri,

sviorn—Jurer—L. Jurdre, to swear.]

Juiymast, joD'ri-mast, n. a temporary mast raised

instead of one lost.

—

OiiJ. Ju'ry-rigged, rigged in a
temporary way. — «. Ju'ry-rudd'er, a temporary
rudder lor one lost. [Not inju>ymast, but O. Fr.
ajurie, aid—L. adjutdre, to aid.]

Jus, jus, «. law right.—Jus ClvUe, the civil law : JUX
divlnum, the divine right of kings ; Jus gentium,
law of nations ; Jus maritl, the right of a husband ;

Jus naturale, the law of nature, the common sense
of justice ; Jus prlmaa noctis, the alleged right of a.

feudal superior to deflower a young bride.

Jussive, jus'iv, adj. expressing command.

—

n. a gram-
matical form or construction expressing commands.

Just, just, n. a tilt. Same as Joust.
Just, just, adj. lawful : upright : exact : regular :

true: righteous.

—

adv. precisely, almost exactly,
very lately, {coll.) quite, barely.—Wi/. Just'ly, in a
just manner : equitably : uprightly : accurately : by
right.—«. Just'ness, equity : propriety : exactness.
[Fr.,

—

1^. Justus—Jus, law.]

Justice, ju?.'lis, «. quality of being just: integrity:
impartiality: desert: retribution: a judge : a magis-
trate.

—

ns. Jus'ticesblp, office or dignity of a justice

or judge ; Justiciary, Justic'iar, an administrator
of justice: a chief-justice.- Justice of the Peace
(abb. J. p.), an inlerior magistrate ; Justices' justice,

a term sarcastically applied to the kind of justice

sometimes administered by the unpaid and amateur
magistracy of England.—Lord Clllef justice, the
chief judge of the King's (or Queen's) Bench Divi-

sion of the High Court of Justice ; Lord Justice-
clerk, the Scottish judge ranking next to the Lord-
justice-general, presiding over the Outer House or
Second Division of the Court of Session, vice-presi-

dent of the High Court of Justiciary ; Lord JustlCA-
general, the highest judge in Scotland, called alsd

the Lord President of the Court of Session.—High
Court of Justiciary, the supreme criminal court of
justice in Scotland. [Fr.,

—

L. Justitia.]
Justify, jus'ti-ft, v.t. to make just : to prove or show

to be just or right: to vindicate: to absolve: —
pr.p. jus'tifying; pa.p. jus'tified.

—

at/J. Justlfl'-

able, that may be justified or defended.

—

n. JuSti-
fi'ableness.—<m'z'. Justifiably.—«. Justlfica'tion,
vindication : absolution : a plea of sufficient reason
for.

—

adJs. Jus'tificatlve, Jus'tlficatory, having
power to justify.—«. Jus'tlfier, one who defends, or

vindicates : he who pardons and absolves from guilt

and punishment.—Justification by faith, the doc-
trine that men are justified by faith in Christ. [Fr.,— \.. Justi/icdre—Justus, }ust,J'acere, to make.]

Justle, jus'l, I'.t. Same as Jostle.

Jut, jut, 7>.i. to project :

—

P>'.p. jut'ting -.pa.p. jut'ted.

—adv. Jut'tlngly, projectingly.—n. Jut'-Wln'dow,
a projecting window. [A form ofJet.]

Jute, jSSt, ». the fibre of an Indian plant resembling
hemp, used in the manufacture of coarse bags, mais,

&c. [OrissayA<j/, Sans. Jhat.]
Jutty, jut'i, H. 2l projecting part of a building : a pier,

a jetty.

—

v.t, and Ji.i. {S/taM.) to jut. [7'*^-)

Juvenal, jOO've-nal, n. {ShaJc.) a youth. [L.]

Juvenescent, jOO-ven-es'ent, adj. becoming young.

—

K. Juvenesc'ence. [L. Juvenescirt, to grow young.]
Juvenile, jOO've-nll, or -nil, adj. young : pertaining or

.suited to youth : puerile.—«. a young person : 4
book written for such : an actor who plays youthful

parts.—»M. Ju'venlleness, Juvenll'lty. [Fr.,—L.
jiivenilis^uvenis, young.

]

Juxtaposition, juks-ta-pu-zish'un, n. a placing or
being placed near : contiguity.

—

v.t. Juxtapose', to

place side by side. W^. Jujcta, near, anA position.]

Jymold, ji'mold, adj. (Shak.). Same as GrimmaL



mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Mca Kantian

the eleventh letter in our alphabet, its

sound that of the sharp guttural mute,
formed by raising the tongue to the back
of the palate : (chem.) the symbol for

potassium : (niath.) generally a constant
coefficient : also a unit vector perpendicular to ;'

andy.' as a medieval numeral, 250.
Kaaba, ka'ba, or ka'a-ba, n. Same as Caaba (q.v.)-

Kabala, kab'a-la, ». Same as Cabala.
Kabyle, ka-bil', «. one of a branch of the great Berber

race of North Africa : a dialect of Berber spoken
by many of the Kabyles. [Fr.,—Ar. Qabdil, pi. of
gabllii, a tribe.]

Kaddish, kad'ish, ». a Jewish form of thanksgiving
and prayer, used at funerals, &c. [Heb.]

Kadi, ka'di, «. Same as Cadi.
Kaie, ka, «. {Scot.) a jackdaw.—Also Ka.
Elaffiyeh, kaf'i-ye, n. a small shawl worn about the

head in Syria.

Kafila, kaf'i-la, n. a camel train, caravan.

Kafir, kaPir, «. one of a native race of SE. Africa.

—

Kafir bread, the pith of a South African plant

;

Kafir com, Indian millet. [Ar., unbeliever.]

Kaftan. Same as Caftan.
KagO, kag'O, «. a Japanese basket with palanquin
slung from a pole and carried by men.

Kalak. Same as Kayak.
Kaif, klf, ». undisturbed quiescence. [Ar.]

Kail, kal, n. a ninepin. [Cf. Dut. and Ger. kegel.}

Kail. See Kale.
Kaimakam, kT-ma-kam', n. a lieutenant-colonel in the
Turkish army : the administrator of a subdivision
of a vilayet.

Kain, kan, n. in old Scots law, rent paid in kind, e.g.

in poultry, to a landlord.

Kalnlte, kl'nlt, ». a hydrated compound of the chlo-

rides and sulphates of magnesium and potassium,
used .-IS a fertiliser. (Gr. kainos, new.]

Kainozoio. Same as Calnozoic.
Kaiser, ka'zer, n. an emperor, esp. of Germany and

Austria.—«. Kai'sershlp. [Ger.,—L. Casar.]
Kaka, ka'ka, ». a New Zealand parrot.—n. Kalcapo,

a nocturnal flightless New Zealand parrot.

Kakemono, kak-e-mO'nO, «. a Japanese wall-picture
or decoration, painted on silk, gauze, or paper, and
mounted on cylindrical rods.

Kaki, ka'ke, n. the persimmon of Japan, or Chinese
date.

Kakl8t00raoy, kak-is-tok'ra-si, ». government by the
worst men in the state. [Gr. ka/eisios, super!, of
kakos, bad, kratia, rule.]

Kakodyl. See Caoodyl.
Kala, ka'la, «. time: destiny.—EAla Chakra, the

wheel of time. [Sans.]
Kalamdan, kal'am-dan, ». a Persian writing-case,

with compartments for ink, reed-pens, knife, &c.
Kalamkari, kal-am-kar'i, ». a methoid of colouring
and decorating by several dyeings or printings, also

a chintz so treated. [Pers.]
Kale, Kail, kal, «. a cabbage with open curled leaves,
cabbage generally: broth of which kale is a chief in-

gredient.

—

m. Kall'yard, a kitchen-garden ; Kale'-
runt, a cabbage-stem.—Kailyard-SChOOl, a group of
writers of stories of humble Scotch country life—S.

R. Crockett, Ian Maclaren, &c. [C<?/^. ]

Kaleldophone, ka-ll'do-fOn, n. an instrument consist-

ing of a rod or thin plate with a knob at the end, for

showing the curves corresponding with the musical
notes produced by the vibrations. [Gr. kalos, beau-
tiful, eidos, form, phdni, sound.]

Kaleidoscope, ka-h'do-skOp, ». an optical toy in which
we see an endless variety of beautiful colours and
forms.

—

adj. Kaleidoscopic. [Gr. kalos, beautiful,

ettios, form, skopein, to ^ee.]

Kalendar, ECalends = Calendar, Calends.
Kalevala, kal-e-va'la, ». the great Finnish epic,
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written in eight-syllabled trochaic verse (from which
Longfellow's Hiawatha is imitated), taken down
from the lips of the peasantry and pieced together
by Dr. LSnnrot of Helsingfors in 1835, in extended
form (22,793 verses) in 1849. [Finnish, kaleva, a
hero, -la, denoting place.]

Elall, kal'i, or ka'lT, «. the prickly saltwort or glass-
wort.—a;/;'. Kallg^enous, producing alkalies.—«.
Kalium, potassium.

Kail, kale, «. a carpet with long nap, also the large
carpet covering the centre of a Persian room.

Kali, ka'le, «. a Hindu goddess, wife of Siva, the
dark goddess of destruction—called also Durga.

Kallf, ka'lif, «. Same as Calif.
Kallyuga, kal-i-yOo'ga, «. in Hindu mythology, the

present age of the world, the fourth, characterised
by universal degeneracy.

Kalmla, kal'mi-a, n. a genus of North American ever-
green shrubs, including the American mountain
laurel. [From Peter Kahn, pupil of Linnaeus.]

Kalmuck, kal'muk, «. a member of a Mongolian race.
—Also Cal'muck. [Russ.]

Kalology, kal-ol'o-ji, ft. the science of beauty in itself

considered. [Gr. kalos, beautiful, iogia, discourse.]
Kalong, ka-long", ft. a general name of the large fruit-

bats, flying foxes, &c.
Kalotype. Same as Calotypfl.
Kalpa, kal'pa, ft. a day of Brahma, a period of 4320

million years.—Also Cal'pa. [Sans., 'formation.']
Kalpis, kal'pis, ft. a three-handled water-vase. [Gr.]
Kalsomlne, an incorrect form of caUitttitte, whicli see
under Calclum.

ELalyptra, ka-lip'tra, «. a thin veil worn by Greek
women over the hair.

Kam, kam, adj. (S/tak.) crooked.
Kama, ka'ma, ft. the god of love in the Puranas

:

impure desire.—Also Cama, Ka'madeva.
Kamera, kam'e-ra, ft. a room. See Camera.
Kames, kamz, «.//. {geoi.) banks and ridges of gravel,

sand, &.C., associated with the glacial deposits of
Scotland—the same as .liar (q.v.) and eskar.

Kami, ka'mi, «. a Japanese term for a lord, for any
of the national gods, demi-gods, or deified heroes, or
any of their supposed descendants, as the mikados
and the imperial family. (Japanese, 'superior.']

KamlcM, kani'i-chi, «. the horned screamer.
Kamila, Kamela, ka-me'la, ». an East Indian orange

dye-stuff yielded by a common Madras tree of the
spurge family.

KamiS, Kamees, ka-mes', ». the long loose sleeved
shirt worn by men in Mohammedan countries.

Kampong, kam-pong', n. an enclosed space. [Malay.)
Kamptulicon, kamp-tuli-kon, «. a ground cork and
caoutchouc floorcloth. [Gr. kampteitt, to bend.]

Kamsin. See Khamsin.
ELana, ka'na, ft. Japanese writing, as distinguished

from Japanese written in Chinese characters.
Kanaka, ka-nak'a, ft. a Hawaiian or Sandwich Islander

:

one of the native labourers brought from the Pacific
islands, on engagement for a certain fixed number of
years, to Australia, &c. [Hawaiian, 'a man.']

Kaneh, ka'ne, n. a Hebrew measure of 6 cubits length.

—Also Ca'neh.
Kang, kang, ft. a large Chinese water-jar : an oven-

like brick structure in northern China, for sleeping

on at night, a fire being lighted underneath.
Kangaroo, kang-gar-OS', ft. a large marsupial mammal

of Australia, with very long hind-legs and great

power of leaping.

—

ft. Kangaroo'-grasS, a valuable
Australian fodder grass.

Kans, kanz, ft. a common Indian grass, allied to the
sugar-cane.

Kanten, kan'ten, ft. a gelatinous substance extracted
from seaweeds, used for soups and for sizing. [Jap.J

Kantian, kan'shi-an, adj. pertaining to the doctrines
of, or belonging to, the great German philosopher,



EAntikoy fate, far ; me, hir ; mine ;

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). — ns. Kan'tlanlsm,
Kanfism, the docirines or philosphy of Kant ;

Kant'ist, a disciple or follower of Kant.
Kantikoy, CantiCOy, kan'ti-koi, >«. a religious dance
among American Indians, a dancing-match.

—

v.i. to

dance as an act of worship.

Kanuck, ka-nuk', n. {.U.S.) a Canadian. — Also

Canuck'. [Ind.]

Kaolin, kii'o-lin, «. same as China Clay. (From
the mountain AVw'-/j'«^ (' high ridge') in China.]

Kapellmeister, ka-pel'mTs-ter, «. the director of an

orchestra or choir, esp. the band of a ruling prince

in Germany. [Ger. kapelle, chapel, orchestra,

Dieister, master.]

Kapnography, kap-nog'ra-fi, k. the art of producing
deciirative designs on a smoked surface with a fine

point, shading by successive deposits of carbon from

a flame, fixed by varnish.—«<//'. Kapnograph'lc.
[Gr. kafrnos, smoke, graphia^graphein, to write.]

Kapok, ka-pok', n. a cottony or silky fibre covering

tlie seeds of a species of silk-cotton tree, used for

stuffing pillows, &c.
Karaite, ka'ra-it, n. one of a stricter sect of Jews who

cling to the literal interpretation of Scripture as

against oral tradition. [Heb. karaltn, readers.]

Karma, kar'ma, «. the Buddhist conception of the
quality of actions, including both merit and demerit,

determining the future condition of all sentient beings

by a sort of virtue inherent in the nature of things

—

by the blind and unconscious but inevitable conca-
tenation of cause and effect : the theory of inevitable

consequence generally : the result of the actions of a
life.

—

adj. Elar'miO. [Sans, karma, work.]
Kannathian, kar-mu'thi-an, n. a member of a pan-

theistic socialistic Mohammedan sect which arose
in Turkey about the close of the 9th century. \Kar-
mat, its foimder.]

Karob, kar'ob, n. among goldsmiths, the twenty-fourth
part of a grain.

Karroo, ka-roO', ». a generic name given to the high
barren plains of Cape Colony.—Also KaroO'. [Hot-
tentot, kanisa, hard.]

Kassu, kas'OO, n. a kind of catechu made from the
fiuit of the betel-nut palm.

Kat, kat, n. the chief ancient Egyptian unit of weight,

^xi lb. avoirdupois.

Katabolism, kat-ab'ol-izm, n. {bid.') the discharging

or disruptive process to which protoplasm is con-

stantly subject—the opposite of Anabolism, the up-

building, constructive process.—Also CataVolism.
(Gr. Itiitabole, katabalUin, to throw down.]

Katakana, kat-a-ka'na, n. one of the two styles of

writing the syllabary of 48 letters in use among the

Japanese (the other being Hiragana), used chiefly

for proper names and foreign words.

Katydid, ka-ti-did', n. an American insect akin to the

grasshopper. [Imit. of its note.]

Kauri-pine, kow'ri-pm, «. a splendid forest-tree of
New Zealand, yielding the well-known Kau'ri-gum,
a resin used in making varnish.

Kara, ka'va, «. Piper vietkysticum, also the narcotic

drink prepared from it.—Also A'va.
Kavass, ka-vas', «. an armed man attendant on a

person of distinction in Turkey. —Also Cavass'.
[Turk, ijaivas.}

Kaw. Same as CaW.
Kay. Same as Cay.
Kayak, ka'yak, «. a canoe used in Greenland, made

of seal-skins stretched on a frame.
Kea, ke'a, ti. a New Zealand parrot that kills sheep.

Keb, keb, v.i. (Scot.) to cast a lamb prematurely.—«. a
ewe which has cast its lamb : a sheep louse or tick.

Kebbie, keb'i, «. {Scot.) a cudgel.
Kebbock, keb'uk, «. {Scot.) a cheese.—Also Kebb'UCk.

[Gael, cabag, a cheese.]
Koblah. Sec Klblah.
Kock, kek, I'.i. to retch, feel loathing.

—

n. a retching.

Keck, Kecksy. See Kez.
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Keckle, kek'l, v.i. to preserve or protect by binding
with old rope or chains, as a cable :^pr.p. keck'ling ;

pa.p. keck'led.

—

n. Keck'ling, rope, chains, &c. used
to keckle cables or hawsers.

Kedge, kej, «. a small anchor for keeping a ship
steady, and for warping the ship.

—

v.t. to move by
means of a kedge, to warp.

—

n. Kedg'er, a kedge.
[Scand. ; cf. Sw. prov. keka, to drive slowly.]

Kedge, kej, adj. {prov.) brisk, lively: pot-bellied.

—

Also Kedg'y, Kldge.
Kedjeree, kej'e-re, «. a mess of rice, cooked with

butter and the dhoU pea, flavoured with spice, shred
onion, &c., common all over India, and otten served
at Anglo-Indian breakfast-tables. [Hind. khichri.\

Keech, kech, «. {Shak.) a lump of fat. [Cake.]
Keek, kek, v. i. {Scot.) to peep. — «. a peep. — «.r.

Keek'er, an inspector of mining ; Keek ing-glass,
a mirror. [M. E. kyken; cf. Dut. kijken, Ger.
kiicken. ]

Keel, kel, «. the part of a ship extending along the
bottom from stem to stern, and supporting the whole
fr.ime : a low flat-bottomed boat : a Tyne coal-
barge : a ship generally : {bot^ the lowest petals of
the corolla of a papilionaceous flower.

—

v.t. or v.i.

to plough with a keel, to navigate : to turn keel
upwards.—«. Keel'age, dues for a keel or ship in
port.-^a^'. Keeled {bot.), keel-shaped : having a
prominence on the back.

—

hs. Keel'er, Keel'man,
one who works on a barge.

—

v.t. Keel'haul, to
punish by hauling under the keel of a ship by ropes
from the one side to the other : to treat a subordinate
in a galling manner. [A.S. cedl, a ship ; Ger. and
Dut. kiel; prob. confused with Ice. kidlr, a keel.]

Keel, kel, v.t. {Shak.) to cool. [A.S. cilan, to chill.]

Keel, kel, «. {Scot.) red chalk, ruddle.

—

v.t. to mark
with ruddle. [Prob. Gael, cil, ruddle.]

Keelie, ke'li, «. {Scot?) the kestrel : a street Arab or
young rough. [Imit.]

Keeling, ke'ling, «. {Scot.) a codfish.
Keellvine, ke'li-vTn, n. {Scot.) a lead pencil.—Also
Kee'lyvine. [See keel, ruddle ; ety. dub.J

Keelson, Kelson, kel'sim, «. an inner keel placed
right over the outer keel of a ship, and securely fas-
tened thereto. [Sw. kSlsvin,
Norw. kjolsvill, the latter

syliable=:Ger. schwelle, Eng.
sill.]

Keen, kSn, adj. eager : sharp,
having a fine edge : piercing:
acute of mind : penetrating :

intense.

—

adv. Keenly.

—

n.

Keen'ness. [A.S. <-<^»<-; Ger.
kichn, bold ; Ice. kann, wise.

Cog. with ken and can.]

Keen, ken, «. a lamentation over the dead.

—

v.i. to
wail over the dead.— «. Keen'er, a professional
mourner. [Ir. caoine.]

Keep, kep, z'.t. to have the care of: to guard : to
maintain : to manage : to have in one's service : to
hold for one's own use or enjoyment : to remain in :

to adhere to : to practise : not to lose : to maintain
hold upon : to restrain from departure : to preserve
in a certain state: to maintain: to fulfil.— 7'./. to
remain in any position or state : to remain fresh : to
last or endure : to continue : to adhere : to have
rooms at college (Cambridge) :

—pr.p. keep'ing ;

pa.t. and /t./. Kept.—«. that which keeps or pro-
tects : subsistence : food : the innermost and strongest

Sart of a castle, the donjon : a strongliold.

—

ni.

ileep'er, an attendant, manager, owner : a game-
keeper : socket, guard-ring ; Keep'ership, office of
a keeper ; Keep'ing, care : custody : charge : {.VJtak.)

maintenance, support ; just proportion, harmony :

{paint.) due proportion of light and shade ; Keep'-
Ing-room, a sitting-room, parlour ; Keep'sake, some-
thing given to be kept for the sake of the giver—the
name used often to be applied to the annuals or
sumptuous gift-books so much in vogue about 1830.

A, Keelson.



Keeve tn6te ; mute ; niSSn ; Men. Kettle

—Keep an act, to hold an academical disputation
;

Keep an eye on, Keep company, chapel, coun-
sel, distance, hours, house, the peace, &c. (see

the nouns) ; Keep a term (see Term) ; Keep at it,

to persist in anything ; Keep hack, to withhold :

keep down, to repress (see also Dark) ; Keep hody
and soul together, to maintain life ; Keep down,
to restrain : Keep from, to abstain from : to remain
away from; Keep going in a thing, to keep one
supplied with it ; Keep in, to prevent from escaping

:

to confine a pupil in the schoolroom after school
hours : to conceal : to restrain ; Keep in With, to

maintain the confidence or friendship of some one ;

Keep off, to hmder from approaching or making an
attack; Keep one's countenance, to preserve a
calm appearance, hiding one's emotions ; Keep one's
hand in, to retain one's :>kill by means of constant
pr.ictice ; Keep the breath to cool one's porridge,
to confine attention to one's own affairs ; Keep the
powder dry, to keep one's energies ready for action :

Keep to, to stick closely to : to confine one's self

to ; Keep under, to hold down in restraint ; Keep
up, to retain one's strength or spirit : to support,
prevent from falling : to continue, to prevent Irom
ceasing: to maintain in good conditiotL [A. S. fcy><v/,

orig. to traffic, hence to store up, keep

—

cedp, price.]

Keeve, kev, «. a large tub. [A.S. cy/e, vat.]

Keg, k-^g, «. a smail cask or barrel. [Ice. kaggi.\
Keir, ker, tu a bleaching-vat.
Kelk, kelk, v.t. (prov.) to beat.—«. a blow.
Kell, kel, n. (prov^ a film, network.
Kelp, kelp, ». the calcined ashes of seaweed, once used

in making glass.—Also Kilp. [Ety. unknown.]
Kelpie, Kelpy, kel'pi, ». {,Scot}) a. malignant water-

.sprite flaunting fords in the form of a horse.
Kelson. Same as Keelson.
Kelt, kelt, n. a .salmon that has just spawned.
Kelt, kelt, «. (Scot.) cloth made of black and white

wool mixed and not dyed.

—

adj. Kel'ter, made of such.
Kelt, Keltic. Same as Celt, Celtic.

Keltie, Kelty, kel'ti, ». (Sa)/.) a bumper imposed as
a penalty on one who does not drink fair.

Kemb, kem, v.t. to comb. [A.S. cemban, to comb.]
Kemp, kemp, «. the coarse rough hairs of wool : (/>/.)

knotty hair which will not felt.

Kemp, kemp, K. (arch.) a champion : (Scot.) a contest
in work, &c.

—

v.i. to strive for mastery.

—

ris. Kem'-
pei', Kem'pery-man, a champion, a knight-errant.
[A.S. cenipa, a warrior. C£ chatHpion.\

Ken, ken, v.t. to know: (arck.) to see and recognise
at a distance.—«. range of knowledge or sight.

—

n. Ken ning (Bacoti), range of vision : (Scot.) a small
portion.

—

adj. Ken'speckle (Scot.), conspicuous

—

also Ken'speck. [Ice. kenna, orig. to cause to

know. Cf. can and kturw.\

Ken, ken, «. (slang) a house. [Perh. Pers. kJidn, a
caravansary ; not conn, with kenHel.\

Kendal-green, ken'dal-gren, ». green cloth for

foresters made at Kendal in Westmorland.
Kennel, ken'el, «. a house for dogs : a pack of hounds :

the hole of a fox, &c. : a haunt.

—

v. t. to keep in a
kenneL

—

v.t. to live in a kennel :

—

pr.p. kenn'elling ;

pa.p. kenn'elled. [Norm. Fr. kenil (Fr. clienil)—L.

canile—cattis, a dog. ]

Kennel, ken'el, tt. the water-course of a street : a
gutter. [A form of rrtwij/.]

Kennel-coal. Same as Cannel-coal.
Kennick, ken'ik, «. the jargon of tramping tinkers.

KenosiS, ken-O'sis, n. the self-limitation on the part of
the Logos in the act of incarnation, his emptying of
himself, or his laying aside not only his divine attri-

butes, but even his divine self-consciousness, only to

be fully recovered at the ascension.

—

adj. Kenot'iO.—n. KenotiCist. [Gr., from the phrase in Phil. ii.

6, 7, 'who, being in the form of God .... emftied
himself(JtauTot \xit»>n), taking the formof a servant.']

Kent, kent, Ii. (Sli z.) a pol-. pike.—»./. to propel a
boat by a pole. [Fhrob. a variant of the verb cant.]

Kentish, kent'ish, adj. pertaining to Kent,—ns.
Kent'ish-fire, rounds of noisy applause at political
meetings—from the anti-Catholic demonstrations in
Kent, 1828-29 ; Kent'ish-rag, a rough fossiliferous
limestone found in Kent.

Kentledge, kent'lej, «. pig-iron laid in a ship's hold
for ballast.—Also Klnt'ledge.

Kep, kep, v.t. (Scot.) to catch. [Keep.]
Kephallo. Same as Cephalic.
Kepi, kep'i, «. a flat-topped forage-cap with a straight

peak. [Fr. k^pi.]

Keplerian, kep-le'ri-an, oiij. pertaining to the great
Germ:in astronomer, Johann Kepler (1571-1630).

—

For Kepler's laws, see Law.
Kept, pa.t. a.ad pa.p. oi keep.
Keramic. Same as Ceramic.
Kerasine, ker'a-sin, adj. like or made of horn.

—

ns. KeratraSiS, a morbid condition characterised by
warty or horny growths ; Ker'atln, a nitrogenous
compound, the essential ingredient of horny tissue,

as of horns, nails, &c. [Gr. keras, a horn.]
Keratitis, ker-a-tl'tis, «. inflammation of the cornea,

either acute or chronic.

—

n. Keratal'gia, pain in

the cornea.
Kerbstone, kerb'stSn, n. a form oi curbstone.
Kerchief, ker'chif, «. any loose cloth used in dress :

(orig.) a square piece of cloth worn by women to
cover the head.

—

z'.t. to cover or dress with a ker-

chief. — adjs. Ker'chlefed, Kerchieft. [M. E-
couerchef—O. Fr. covnchefCPi. couvrechef)—coz'rir,

to cover, che_f, the head.]
Kerf, kerf, n. the groove made by a saw : wool cut off

at once by a wool-shearing machine : a single layer
of hay, turf, &c., cut.

Kerion, ke'ri-on, fi. a suppurative inflammation of the
hair-follicles of the scalp. [Gr.]

Kerite, ke'rit, «. a kind of artificial vulcanite of india-

rubber and animal or vegetable oil. [Gr. keros, wax.]
Kermes, ker'mez, «. a dye-stuff which consists of the
bodies of the females of a species of coccus. [Pers.]

Kermess, ker'mes, «. a wake or fair in the Low Coim-
tiies. [Dut. kermis—kerk, church, mis, mass.]

Kern. See Quern.
Kem, kem, «. (Scot.) the last sheaf of the harvest : a
harvest-home—also Kim.—«. Kem'-ba'by, an image
decorated with blades of corn, &c., carried before
reapers at their harvest-home. [A variant of corfi.]

Kem, Kerne, kern, ». an Irish foot-soldier : a boor.
—adj. Kem'isb, clownish. [Ir. ceathamaeA.] ^

Kem, kern, !'.«. to granulate. ,j

Kem, kern, «. (print.) that part of a type which ovcP
hangs the stem or shank.

Kernel, ker'nel, n. anything in a husk or shell : the
substance in the shell of a nut : the seed of a piilpy

fruit : the important part of anything.

—

adj. Koi'-
nelly, full of, or resembling, kernels. [A.S. cymel—
corn, grain, and dim. suffix -el; Ger. kem, a grain.]

Kerosene, ker'o-sen, «. an oil obtained from bituminous
coal, used for lamps, &c. [Gr. keros, wax.]

Kersey, ker'zi, «. a coarse woollen cloth. [Perh.
from Kersey in Suffolk.]

Kerseymere, ker'zi-mer, or ker-zi-mer', «. twilled cloth

of the finest wools. [.K corr. of cassimere, cashmere.]
Kerve, kerv, v.t. (Spens.) a form of carve.
Kesar, ke'zar, «. Same as Kaiser.
Kestrel, kes'trel, «. a small species of falcon. [O. Fr.

qiiercerelle—L. querquedula.]
Ket, ket, «. (Scot.) carrion. [Ice. kjdt.] -

Ket, ket, «. matted wool. [Scot.]

Ketch, kech, «. a small two-masted vessel, generally

used as a yacht or a bomb-vesscL [Corr. from Turk-
qatq, a boat, whence Fr. caique.]

Ketchup, kech'up, n. a sauce for flavouring soups,
meats, &c.. flavoured with mushrooms, tomatoes, &c
— .Also Oatch'up, Cat'sup. [East Ind. kitjap.]

Kettle, ket"], ». a vessel of metal, for heating or boiling

liquids: a ca\-ity li':e a ke;tle in rork. sand, &c. :

(S/tak.) kettle-drum.—«j. Kettle-drum, a musical
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instrument now used chiefly in orchestras and in

cavalry bands, consisting of a hollow brass hemi-
sphere with a parchment head, sounded by .oft-

headed elastic drumsticks : a tea-party ; K6tt'l6-

drum'mer ; Kett'le-hold'er, a little mat, &c., for

holding a kettle when hot. — «.//. Kett'le-pins,
skittle-pins.—A kettle Of fish, or A pretty kettle
of fish, a task of great difficulty, an awkward me^-s

—most probably in this sense connected with kiddle.

[A.S. cetel; Ger. kessel, Goth, katiis ; all perh. from

L. catillus, dim. o( catinus, a deep cooking-vessel.]

Sex, keks, «. the dry stalk of the hemlock or other

umbelliferous plants.—Also KeckS, Keck'sy (prop.

"dj'.), and EecK.
Key, ke, n. an instrument for shutting or opening a

lock : that by which something is screwed or turned :

the middle stone of an arch : a piece of wood let into

another piece crosswise to prevent warping : (miis.)

one of the small levers in musical instruments for

producing notes : the fundamental note of a piece of
music : that which explains a mystery : a book con-
taining answers to exercises, &c.

—

ns. Key'board,
the keys or levers in a piano or organ arranged along
a flat board : Key'-bU'gle, a bugle with keys, having
a compass of two octaves including semitones.

—

adj's.

Key^-OOld {Skak.), cold as a key, lifeless ; Keyed,
furnished with keys, as a musical instrument : set to

a particular key, as a tune.

—

ns. Key'holO, the hole
in which a key of a door, &c., is inserted; KejT-
note, the key or fundamental note of a piece of
music : any central principle or controlling thought

;

Key'-pln, the pivot on which a pipe-key turns : a
pin serving as fulcrum for a key of an organ, &c. ;

Key'-plate, the escutcheon around a keyhole ; Key*-
rlng, a ring for holdmg a bunch of keys ; Key'-seat,
a groove for receiving a key, to prevent one piece of
machinery from turning on another ; KeST'stone, the
stone at the sipex of an arch : the chief clement in

any system.—Have the key of the street {coll.), to

be locked out : to be homeless ; Power Of the keys,
the power to loose and bind, to administer ecclesi-

astical discipline—a special authority conferred by
Christ on Peter (Matt. xvi. 19), or Peter in conjunc-
tion with the other apostles, and claimed by the
popes as the alleged successors to St Peter. Others
explain it as belonging only to the apostles them-
selves, as descending to the bishops and clergy of
the Christian Church, or as belonging to all Christ's
disciples alike. [A.S. coeg, a key.]

Key, ke, n. {Dryden). Same as Qxiay.
Key, ke, «. a low island near the coast.—Also Oay.
Keys, kez, n.pl. a contraction of HoUSe of Keys, a
house of 24 representatives constitutirig the lower
branch of the Legislature (Court of Tynwald) of
the Isle of Man, self-elective down to 1866. [Manx
kiare-as-/eed, four-and-twenty.]

Khaki, ka'ki, adj. dust-coloured.

—

n. a light drab cloth
used for some East Indian and other uniforms.

Khalif. See CaUf.
Khamsin, kam'sin, n. a hot south-west wind in Egypt,

blowing for about fifty days from about the middle
of March. [Ar.]

Khan, kan, «. an Eastern inn, a caravansary. [Turk.,
—Pers. khana, a house, a tent.]

Khan, kan, n. in North Asia, a prince or chief: in
Persia, a governor.

—

k. Khan'ate, the dominion or
jurisdiction of a khan. [Pers. khan, lord or prince,
a Tartar word.]

ELhedlve, ked-ev', «. the title since 1867 of the viceroy
or ruler of Egypt.—«. Khedl'vlate, the office of
the khedive, or his territory. [Fr.,—Pers. khadiw,
prince.]

Khel, kel, «. in Afgjhanistan, a clan or family con-
nection—a sociological group between the tribe and
the family.

Khitmutgar, kit'mut-gar, n. a table-servant, under-
butler. [Hind.]

Khutbah, kut'ba, n. a Mohammedan prayer and

sermon delivered in the mosques on F'ridays.—Also
Khot'bah.

Klaugh, kyOh, «. {Seal.) care, trouble.
Kibble, kib'l,«. tlie bucket of a draw-well.—«. Kibble-
Chain, the chain for drawing up a bucket.

Kibe, kib, «. a chilblain. [W. cibwst, {romcib, a cup,
gyosl, a disease.]

Kibitka, ki-bit'ka, ft. a Russian wagon. [Russ.]
Kiblah, kib'la, «. the point toward which Moham-
medans turn in prayer.—Also Keb'lah.

Elick, kik, T.l. to nit with the foot.

—

v.i. to thrust out
the foot with violence : to show opposition or resist-

ance : (of a gtm) to recoil violently (see also Bullet) :

{print.) to work a press by impact of the foot on a
treadle.—«. a blow with the foot : the turn of kick-
ing the ball at football, the person who kicks or
kicks off: the recoil of a gim : (slang) fashion.

—

adj. KlCk'able.—«j. Kick'er, one who kicks, esp. a
horse ; EUck'-off, the first kick in a game of football

;

Kick'-up, a disturbance.—Kick over the traces,
to throw oflf control ; Kick, or Strike, the beam,
to rise, as the lighter scale of a b.ilance, so as to
strike against the beam—hence to be of little weight
or importance ; Kick the bucket (see Bucket)

;

Kick up a dust or row, to create a disturbance.

—

Drop kick, a kick made as the ball, dropped from
the hand, rebounds from the ground ; Place kick,
a kick made when the ball is lying on the ground.
[M. E. kiken—W. cicio, to kick, Gael. ceig.\

Kickshaws, kik'shawz, n. something uncommon or
fantastical that has no name : (cook.) a fantastical

dish. [Corr. of Fr. quelqiie chose, something.]
BUcksy-Wicksy, kik'si-wik'si, adj. flickering, imcer-

tain.

—

>t. (Shak.) a wife.

Kid, kid, «. a young goat : (slang) a child, esp. a boy :

(pi.) gloves of kid leather.

—

a<ij. made of kid leather
or imitation kid leather.

—

v.i. and v.i. to bring forth

a goat :

—

pr.p. kid'ding
; pa.f>. kid'ded.

—

ns. Kid'-
fOX (Shak.), a young fox ; Kid'ling, a young kid.

[Dan. kid; cf. Ice. kidh : Ger. kitze, a young goat.]

Kid, kid, «. a small tub.—Also Kit.
Kid, kid, «. a fagot, a bundle of sticks. [Prob. W.

cidys, fagots.]

Kid, kid, v.i. and v.i. (slang) to hoax—also Kid'dy.
—«. a deception. [Perh. conn, with kid, a child.]

Kidder, kid'er, «. a forestaller, huckster.

Kidderminster, kid'er-min-ster, n. a kind of carpet
(two-ply or ingrain carpet), from the town.

Kiddle, kid'l, «. a stake-fence set in a stream for

catching fish.—Also Kid'el, Kettle. [O. Fr. guidel;
prob. Bret, kidel.]

Kidnap, kid'nap, v.t. to steal, as a human being:

—

pr.p. kid'napping: /a./, and /<t.^. kid'napped.—«.

Kid'napper. [Vvdgar kid (old thieves' cant, kinchin
—Ger. kindchen), a child, and vulgar nab, to steal.]

Kidney, kid'ni, «. one of two flattened glands, on each
side of the loins, which secrete the urine : tempera-
ment, humour, disposition— hence, sort or kind, as

in 'of the same kidney,' &c.

—

ns. Kid'ney-bean, a
kind ofbean shaped like a kidney ; Kld'ney-pota'tO,
one of various kidney-shaped varieties of the common
potato ; Kid'ney-Vetch, a genus of leguminous

flants, the only British species being called Lady's
'ingers ; Kid'ney-wort, a plant of the genus Saxi-

frage. [M. E. kidnere— Ice. kvttSr, the womb, the

belly. Ice. nyra (Ger. niere, a kidney).]

Klekie, kl'kl, «. a New Zealand high-climbing shrub.

Kieselguhr, k«'zl-gQr. «. the mineral remains of a
species of algse, used in the manufacture of dyna-
mite. [Ger.,

—

kiesel, A\n\, guhr, fermentation.]

Kikumon, kik'ro-mon, «. a badge or crest of the

imperial family of Japan, consisting of an open
chrysanthemum flower.

Kilderkin, kil'der-kin, ». a small barrel: a liquid

measure of 18 gallons. [Old Dut. kindeken, kinneken
(Scot, ki'iken), dim. of Dut. kind, a child.]

Kllerg, kil'erg, n. a thousand ergs.

Kiley, krie, «. a boomerang.—Also KsrlCy.
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Kill, kil, v.t. to put to death, to slay : to nullify or

neutralise, to weaken or dilute, to render inactive :

to reject, discard : to fascinate, overcome. — «.

the act of killing, as game. — ns. Kill'-COUTt'esy
(Shiik.), a discourteous, boorish person ; Kill -crop,

a changeling ; Klll'er, one who kills, a slaughterer

or butcher : a club for killing fish : a ferocious del-

phinid which sometimes attacks the whale.

—

p.adj.

lUll'ing, depriving of life : destructive : deadly, irre-

sistible : completely fascinating.

—

k. i.mXadj. Klll'-

joy, a mar-sport, austere. —Kill by Inches, by gradual
means, as by torture ; Kill oflF, to exterminate ; Kill
time, to consume .spare time, as with amusements,
&c. ; Kill two birds with one stone, to effect one
thing by the way, or by the same means with which
another thing is done ; Kill up (Shak.'), to exter-

minate.—Killing times, the days of the persecution
of the Covenanters.—Do a thing to kill, in an
irresistible manner. [M. E. kiUen or culUn—Ice.

koUa, to hit on the bead

—

koUr, the head ; not

a doublet ai qutll.\

ELilladar, kil'a-dar, n. the commandant of a fort or
garrison. [Hind.]

Kiilas, kilas, K. clay slate, in Cornwall.
Killdee, kil'de, «. the largest variety ofNorth American

ring-plover. [Imit.]

Killock, kil'ok, n. a small anchor, the fluke of such.
Killogle, ki-l5'gi, «. (Scot.) the furnace of a kiln.

Killut, kil'ut, n. in India, a robe of honour given

:

•nny ceremonial present.—Also Kell'aut.
Kilmarnock, kil-mar'nok, «. a kind of closely woven

broad bonnet, having a peak of the same material at

the top, originally made at Kilmarnock.—Kllmar-
nock cowl, a kind of nightcap.

Kiln, kil, «. a large oven in which com, bricks, hops,

&c. are dried: bricks placed for burning.

—

v.t.

Kiln-dry, to dry in a kiln.—«. Bain'-hole, the

mouth of a kiln. [A.S. cyln (Ice. kylna, a drying-

house for corn)—L. cuiina, a kitchen.]

Kilogramme, kil'o-gram, «. a French measure of
weight, equal to looo grammes, or 2\ lb. avoirdupois.

iGr. chilioi, xoco, gramma, a weight.]
Kilolitre, kil'o-le-tr, «. looo litres.

Kilometre, kil'o-me-tr, «. a French measure, being
looo metres, or nearly \ ofa mile. [Fr.,—Gr. chilioi,

looo, metron, a measure.)
Kilt, kilt, «. a kind of short petticoat or plaited skirt,

forming part of the Highland dress.

—

v.t. {Scot.) to

truss up.

—

adj. Kilt'ed, dressed in a kilt.

—

n. Kllt'ie,

one wearing a kilt, a soldier in a Highland regiment.

(Northern Eng. kilt, to tuck up, from Dan. kilte, to

tuck up ; cf. Ice. kilting, a skirt.]

Kilt, kilt (Spens.) />a.p. oi kill.

Kilter, kil'ter, «. order, proper condition—in phrase,
• out of kilter.'—Also Kel'ter.

Elimbo, kim'bo, n. Same as Akimbo.
Kimono, ki-mS'nS, n. a loose robe, fastening with a

sash, the principal outer garment in Japan.
Kin, kin, H. persons of the same family : relatives :

relationship : &SimVv.—adj. related.

—

ajj. KinleSS,
without relations,—Next of kin, the relatives (lineal

or collateral) of a deceased person, among whom his

personal property is distributed if he dies intestate ;

Of kin, of the same kin. [A.S. cynn ; Ice. kyn, Goth.
iiiini, family, race ; cog. with ll genus, Gr. genos.]

Kinchin, kin'chin, «. a child in thieves' slang.

—

«. Kln'chin-mort, a child, generally a girl.—Kin-
Chin lay, the robbing of children. [Cf. kidnap.^

Kincob, kin'kob, n. a rich silk-stuff made in India.

Kind, kind, n. those of kin, a race : sort or species, a
particular variety : nature : style, method of action,

character : produce, as distinguished from money.—adj. having the feelings natural for those of the

same family : disposed to do good to others : bene-

volent.—rt'C'. Kind -heart'ed.—«. Kind-hearted-
ness.

—

adj. Kind'lesS {S/tak.), destitute of kindness,

Mnnatural. — n. Kind'ness. — adj. Klnd'-spok'en,
spoken kindly : given to speaking kindly.—Kind of

{coll.), somewhat, to some extent—used adverbially

with adjectives and even verbs.—^Do one's kind
(Shtik.), to act according to one's nature ; In a
kind, in a way, to some extent ; In kind, payment
in goods instead of money. [A.S. cynde—cynn, kiH.\

Kind, kind, z'.i. {Spens.) to beget. (From kin.]

Kindergarten, kin'der-gar'tn, «. an infant school on
Froebel's principle (1826), in which object-lessons
and games figure largely.—«. Klndergart'ner, a
teacher in a kindergarten. [Ger. kinder, children,
^arten, garden.]

Kindle, km'dl, v.t. to set fire to : to light : to inflame,
as the passions : to provoke : to excite to action.

—

v.i. to take fire : to begin to be excited : to be
roused.—«j-. Kin'dler ; Kin'dling, the act of caus-
ing to burn : the materials for commencing a fire.

[Ice. kyndyll, a torch—L. candela, candle.]
Elindle, kin'dl, v.t. {Shak.) to bring forth (young).
[M. E. kindlen—kinde, kind.]

Kindly, klndli, adj. natural : benevolent : {orig.) be-

longing to the kind or race.—«. Kind'llness.

—

adz'.

Kind'ly.—rt<^'. Klnd'ly-natured.—Btodly tenant
{.Scot.), a tenant of the same stock as his landlord, or
who held his lands in succession, from father to son,

for several generations.
Kindred, kin'dred, «. relationship by blood, less pro-

perly, by marriage : relatives : {pi., B.) families.

—

adj. related : congenial. [M. K.kinrede—A.S. cynn,
kin, and the suffix -rteden, expressing mode or state.]

Kine, kin, «.//. {B.) cows. [M. E. ^-en, a doubled
plural of A.S. erf, a cow, the plural of which is c^ ;

cf. Scotch kye.]

Kinematics, kin-e-mat'iks, n. the science which treats

of motion without reference to force.

—

adjs. Klne-
mat'ic, -al. [Gr. kinema, -atos, motion

—

kiiiein, to

move.]
Kinematograph, kin-e-mat'o-graf, «. an arrangement
by which a numerous series of photographs, taken
at rapid intervals, and representing some moving
scene, is shown on a screen at the same rapid rate at

which they were taken, giving a moving represen-

tation of the original scene—less correct but more
common form, Olnemat'Ograph (sin-). [Gr. kinema,
kinematos, motion, ^rapAein, to write.]

Kinesipathy, kin-e-sip'a-thi, «. a mode of treating

disease bv muscular movements, movement-cure—

•

also Klnesither'apy.— aa>>. Kinesiafrio, Kine-
sipath'ic—». Kinesip'athlst.

Kinetics, ki-net'iks, «. the science which treats of the

action of force in producing or changing motion.

—

adjs. Kinetic, -al.—«j. Kinet'ograph, a device by
which a series of photographs of a moving object

can be thrown on a screen so as to imitate the motion
of the original ; Kinet'OSCOpe, an instrument for

illustrating the production of kinematic curves by
the combination of circular movements of different

radii. [Gr. kinetikos—kitiein, to move.]
King, king, n. the chief ruler ofa nation : a monarch : a

playing-card having the picture of a king : the most im-
portant piece in chess : a crowned man in draughts :

one who is pre-eminent among his fellows r—yi"*!.

Queen.—f./. to play king.

—

ns. Klng'-at-arms, or

King'-of-arms, a chief officer ofthe Heralds' Colleges,

whose designations are, for England, Norroy, Claren-

cieux, and Garter : for Scotland, Lyon ; and for Ire-

land, Ulster; King'-bird, an American tyrant fly-

catcher ; Klng'craD, the chief or largest of the crab

genus, most common in the Molucca Islands ; Klng'-

craft, the art of governing, mostly in a bad sense

;

Ktng'CUp, the buttercup or upright meadow crow-
foot ; King^dom, the state or attributes of a king :

the territorj' of a king : government : a region : one
of the three grand divisions of Natural History, as
the animal, vegetable, or mineral.

—

adj. King'domed
{Shak.), endowed with kingly power, proud.

—

ns.

King'fisher, a bird with very brilliant plumage,
feeding on fish, the halcyon ; KlOg'hOOd. kingship:
kingliness.—a(^. King'less.—«j. Klng'let, King'-
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ling, a little or petty king : the golden-crested wren.
—«j. Kiog'liliood, Klng'luiess.—<»i^. Klng'-lika
—adj. TCing'ly belonging or suitable to a king :

royal : noble—also adv.—tis. Kins' -inak'er, o"<^ 'x't^o

has the creating of kings in his power ; King'post, a
perpendicular beam in the frame of a roof rising

from the tie-beam to the ridge ; Klng^S-CUSh'ioil, a

seat formed by two people's hands ; King's'-e'vil, a

scrofulous disease or evil formerly supposed to be

healed by the touch of the king : King'ship, tlie

state, office, or dignity of a king ; King's'-bood, the

second stomach of a ruminant, someumes humor-
ously for the human stomach ; King's'-spear, a plant

of the genus Asphodel; King's'-yellow, arsenic

trisulphide or orpiment ; King'-'Vlllturo, a large

tropical brilliantly -coloured American vulture;

KiUg'WOOd, a beautiful Brazilian wood—also Violet-

tuWL—King Charlss spaniel (see Spaniel) ; King
Log, a do-nothing king, as opp. to King Stork, one
who devours his frog-subjects—from .tsop's fable

;

King Mob, the vulgar multitude ; King Of beasts,
the lion ; King Of metals, gold : King of terrors,

death : King of the forest, the oak ; King's Bench,
the bench or scat of the king : one of the high courts

of law, --o called because the king used to sit there,

called Queen's Bench during a queen's reign ; King's
counsel, an honorary rank of barristers; King's
evidence, a criminal allowed to become a witness

agamst an accomplice.—Kingdom COnie(j/a»c), the

state after death.— Three kings of Cologne, the

three Wise Men of the East, Caspar, Melchior, and
Balthazar. (A.S. cyning—cyn, a tribe, with suffix

-kin; cog. with kin.'\

KiniO, kin'ik, adj. pertaining to cinchona, cinchonic
Kink, kingk, «. a twist in a string, rope, &c—also

Kinkle.—i/.i and v.t, to twist

—

adj. Kink'y, full

of kinks : woolly : crotchety. [Scand. ; Sw. and
Norw. kink.\

Kink, kingk, -v.L to cough loudly, gasp for breath.

—

n. a convulsive cough or gasp.

—

u. Kink'COUgb,
whooping-cough, chincough (q.v.).

Kinkajon, kin'ka-jSo, n, a South American quadruped
allied to the raccoon.

Kino, kS'no, H. an astringent vegetable exudation
resembling catechu. [East Indian.]

Kinsfolk, kinz'fOk, n- folk or people kindred or related
to one another.

—

tu. Elin'ship, relationship : Kins'-
man, a man of the same kin or race with another :

—

/"" Klns'woman.
^OSk, ki-osk', u. an Eastern garden pavilion : a small
shop like a sentrj'-box for the sale of papers, &c
[Turk.,—Pers. >t»«Afe ]

Kip, kip, v.i. (Scoi. ) to play truant.

Kip, kip, w. the skin of a young animal.

—

m. Kip'skin,
leather made from the skin of young cattle, inter-
mediate between calf-skin and cow-hide.

Kip, kip, n. a level or slight incline at the end of an
underground way, on which the tubs of coal stand
till hoisted up the shaft.

Kip, kip, «. a house of ill-fame.—Also Kip'shop.
Kipe, kip, », (^(n>.) an osier basket for catching pike,
Kippage, kip'aj, «. (Scot.) a fit of temper, a rage.
Kipper, kip'er, ». a inale salmon after the spauming

season : a salmon split open, seasoned, and dried.

—

v.i. to cure or preserve, as a salmon or haddock.
[Dut. kifpetty to seize ; Norw. kippa.\

BLlrboh, ku'bc, ». a skin for holding water. [Ar.]
Klrimon, ke'ri-inon, «. one of the two imperial crests

of Japaii, bearing three leaves and three flowers of
paulownia.

Kirk, ktrk, «. in Scotland, a church—sometimes ' the
Kirk' means the Established Church specially.

—

lu. Klrk'ln, the first attendance of a pair after
marriage, of a maaistrate after election ; Kirk"-
sess'ion, the lowest court in Presbyterian churches,
Jbeing the Koveming body of a particular congrega-
tion : Klrk'tOB (,Scot.\ the viH.-.ge in which the
parish chtirch stands; KillCyard, a graveyard.—
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Auld Kirk, the Established Church in Scotland—
by association of ideas, {coll.) the whisky bottle,

whisky. [A Northern Eng. form o{ churrh.]
Kirschwasser, kersh'vas-ser, ». a liqueur made from

the wild cherry. [Ger., ' cherry water.']

Kittle, ker'tl, «. a sort of gown or outer petticoat : a
mantle.—a^'. Kir'tlod. [A.S. cyrtel; Dan. kiortel;

Ice. kyriiil : perh. conn, with skirt and shirt.\

Kismet, kis'met, «. fate, destiny. [Turic gistnet.']

Kiss, kis, v.t. to press one's lips to in affecliuu or
reverence : to treat with fondness : to touch gently :

to collide (of two billiard-balls).

—

v.i. to salute with
the lips.

—

H. a salute with the lips.

—

ns. Klss'-COrl,

a small curl at the side of the forehead : KlSS'er

;

Kisslng-COm'fit, a perfumed comfit for sweetening
the breath ; KiSS'ing-crust, that part of the upper
crust of the loaf which, while baking, overhangs the

edge and touches another.

—

ii.pl. KlSS'lng-StringS,
cap or bonnet strings tied under the chin.

—

n. KiSS'-
me, the wild form of Viola tricolor, the pansy : a
short veil: a small bonnet—also Klss'-me-qulck.

—

Kiss hands, to kiss the sovereign's hands on a
minister's acceptance of office ; KiSS Of peace, a
kiss of greeting exchanged between the members of
the early Church, a shadow of which survives in the
kissing of the pax at high mass ; Kiss the book, to
kiss a copy of the New Festament, in England, after

taking a legal oath ; E^iSS the dUSt, to be felled to

the ground, to be slain or vanquished ; Kiss the
gunner's daughter, to get a flogging, tied to the
breech of a cannon ; KlSS the rod, to submit to
punishment. [A.S. cyssan, to kiss— tr<7jj, a kiss;

Ger. kHssen, Dan. Mys ; allied to cfwose and jr>'^i-]

Kist, kist, ». {Scot.) a chest.—Kist o* whistles, an
organ. [\.S. cist.]

KiSt'Vaen, kisl'va-en, «. a burial-chamber made of flat

stones, and shaped like a chest. [W. cist, chest,
rnaen, stone.]

Kit, kit, ». a small wooden tub : the outfit of necessaries
of a soldier, sailor, or mechanic [Old Dut. iitte, a
hooped beer-can.]

Kit, kit, a small pocket violin. [Contracted from A. S.
cytere—L. cythara, a.gTiitar.']

Kit, kit, n. a contraction of kitic/u—n. Kit'-cat, a
game played with sticks and a small piece of wood
called a cat.

Kit, kit, «. a family, in phrase 'the whole kit.' [AVrt.]
Kitcat, kittcat, «. the name of a Whig London literary

club, which existed from 1700 to about 172c, meeting
for some time in the house of a pastry-cook named
Christopher Kait : a portrait 36 by 28 niches in size,

so called from the portraits of the Kitcat Club painted
by Sir G. Kneller.

Kitchen, kich'en, ti. a room where food is cooked : a
utensil with a stove for dressing food, &c. : anything
eaten as a relish with bread, potatoes, &c.

—

7i.t.

{Shak.) to regale in the cook-room: to serve as relish
to food, to make palatable, to use sparingly, as one
would a relish— to make it last,

—

hs. Kltch'endom,
the domain of the kitchen ; Kitchener, ,t person
employed in the kitchen ; a cooking-stove ; Kltch'en-
fee, the fat which falls from n.eat in roasting

;

Kitch'en-gar'den, a garden where vegetables are
cultivated for the kitchen ; KltCh'On-kna'Ve, a
scullion ; Kitch'en-maid, a maiJ or servant whose
work is in the kitchen : KitCh'en-mld'den (Dan.
kjdkkenmddding), a prehistoric rubbish-heap in Den-
mark, the north of Scotland, &c. ; Kltch'en-phys'lo,
substantial fare (i1/» //. ) ; KItch'en-range, a kitchen
grate with oven, boiler, &c atuched, for cooking

;

Kltch'en-StoS', material used in kitchens : kitchen
refiise, esp. fat from pots, &c. ; Kltch'On-wench,
a kitchen-maid. [A. S. cicen ; Ger, kuche, Fr. cuisine,
all from L. eequina—coquire, to cook.]

Kite, kit, «. a rapacious bird of the hawk kind : a
rapacious jjerson : a light frame covered with paper
for fl>'ing m the air, attached to a long cr^rd, tiy

means of which it V. steared : a light and lofty sail

:



Kite mote ; mute ; mnnn ; then.

an accommodation bill, esp. a mere paper credit^
«. Kite'-fljr'illg, the dealing in fictitious accommoda-
tion paper to raise money. [A.S. cyta; cf. W. cud,

Bret, kidel, a hawk.]
Kite, kit, n. (Scot.) the belly.—Also Kyte. [A.S.

cwith, the womb.]
Kith, kith, «. kindred, acquaintance, obsolete except

in the phrase Kith and kin, acquaintances and
relatives. [A.S. cH^—cunnan, to know.]

Kitten, kit'«, «. a young cat.— r'.». to bring forth

young cats.—K. {Scot.) Kitling.—rt(/^'. Kittenish,
frolicsome.

—

v.i. Kitt'le(.S'c<?/.), to bring forthkittens.

[M. E. kitoun, dim. oi cat.\

Kittiwake, kit'i-wak, n. a species of g^U with long
wings and rudimentary hind-toe. [Imit.]

Kittle, kit'l, adj. {Scot.) ticklish, intractable.—t/./.

(Scot.) to tickle.

—

adj. Kitt'ly, easily tickled, sensi-

tive.—«. Kitt'ly-bend'ers (Amer.), running on thin

bendinu ice.

Kiwi, ke'wi, «. a bird of the genus Apteryx found in

New Zealand.
Klang, klang, «. (mits.) a complex tone, composed of

fundamental and harmonics, as opposed to a simple

tone. [Ger.]

Klepht, kleft, «. a Greek or Albanian brigand. [Or.,

from kleptein, to steal.]

Kleptomania, klep-to-mS'ni-a, «. a mania for stealing :

a morbid impulse to secrete things.

—

n. Kleptoma'-
niac. [Gr. kieptein, to steal, mania, madness.]

Klick. Same as Click.

Klipdas, klip'das, «. the rock badger.
Klipspringer, klip'spring-er, n. a small South African

antelope.

Kloof, kloof, «. a mountain cleft. [S. African Dutch.]
Knack, nak, «. a petty contrivance : a toy : a nice

trick: dexterity, adroitness.— «. Knack'ineSS.^
adji-. Knack'ish, Knack'y, cunning, crafty. [Orig.

imit. ; cf. Gael, cnac, Dut. knak, a crack, Ger.
knncken, to crack.]

Knacker, nak'er, «. anything that knocks : (pi.)

castanets or clappers, bones.

Knacker, nak'er, ft. a dealer in old horses and dog's-

meat : (prov.) a collier's horse. [From Ice, knakkr,
a saddle.]

Knag, nag, n. a knot in wood : a peg.—«. Knag'gl-
ness, state of being knaggy.—arf/'. JKnag'gy, knotty :

rugged. [From a root found in Ir. and GaeL cnag,
a knob : cf. Dan. knag, Ger. knag;ge.\

Knap, nap, v.t. to snap or break with a snapping
noise : to break in pieces with blows, as stones : to

bite olT, nibble :

—

pr.p. knapping ; pa.p. knapped.

—

ns. Knap'hOttle, the bladder-campion; Knap'per,
one who breaks stones, esp. one who breaks up llint-

flakes for gun-flints ; Knap'ping-hamm'er (Scot.),

a hammer for breaking stones.

—

v.t. Knap'ple, to

nibble. [Dut. kiiappen, to crack or crush.]

Knap, nap, «. (Bacon) a protuberance, a hillock.

—

n.

Knap'weed, a general name for plants of the genus
Centaurea of the composite family—star-thistle,

bachelor's buttons. [Conn, with knob, knop.]

Elnapsack, nap'sak, «. a provision-sack : a case for

necessaries borne by soldiers and travellers. [Dut.
knappen, to crack, eat, zak, a sack.]

Knapskull, nap'skul, «. a helmet. \YTom.knap (n.)

and skillI.

^

Knar, nar, n. a knot on a tree.—?r. Knarl = GnarL—
adj. Knarred, gnarled, knotty.

Knave, nav, «. a false, deceitful fellow : a villain : a
card bearing the picture of a .servant or soldier

:

(Shak.) a boy.

—

ns. Knave'-balrn, a male child ;

Knav'ery, dishonesty : Knave'ship (.'icot.), a cer-

tain quantity of grain, the due of the miller.— adj. Knav'ish, fraudulent : villainous. — adv.
KnaVishly. — «. KnaVlshness. [A.S. cna/a,
cnapa, a boy, a youth ; Ger. knabe, knappe.^

Knead, r\^,v.t. to work and press together into a
mass, as flour into dough : to operate upon in

massage: to mix.

—

ns. Knead'er; Knsad'ing-

[A. S. cmdan ; Ice,trough, a trough for kneading.

knoSa, Ger. kneten, to knead.]

Knee, ne, «. the joint between the thigh and shin
bones : a piece of timber or metal like a bent
knee: (Shak.) a genuflection.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to

kneel to, to go over on one's knees.

—

tt.pl. Knee'-
breech'es, breeches extending to just below the

knee, as in court-dress.

—

tu Knee'-cap, the bone
above the protuberance of the knee : a cap or

strong covering for the knees, used chiefly for

hiirses, to s.ive their knees in case of a fall.

—

it.pl.

Knee'-cords, knee-breeches of corduroy. — adjs.

Knee'-crook ing, obsequious : fawning ; Kneed,
having knees : (bot.) having angular joints like

the knee ; Knee-deep, rising to the knees : sunk
to the knees; Knee-high, rising or reaching
to the knees.—>«-. Knee'-holl'y, butcher's broom

:

Knee'-jOint, a joint with two pieces at an
angle, so as to be very tight when pressed into a
straight line ; Knee'-pan, a flat, round bone on
the front of the knee-joint ; E^ee'-piece, or -raft'er,

an angular piece of timber strengthening a joint

where two roof-timbers meet : any defensive ap-

pliance covering the knee ; Knee-stop, -swell, a
lever worked by the performer's knee, for regulatinij

the wind-supply of a reed-organ, &c. ; Bknee'-tim'ber,
timber bent into a shape suitable for a knee in ship-

building, &c. : ELnee'-trib'ute (Milt.), the homage
of kneeling.—Give, or Ofifer, a knee, to act as
second or bottle-holder in a fight, the principal

resting on the second's knee during the pauses
between the rounds. [A.S. c>t€&w, cned ; Ger. knie,

L. genu, Gr.gonu.]
Kneel, nel, ?/./'. to bend the knee : to rest or fall on the

knee '.—pa.t. and pa.p. kneeled, knelt.—«. Kneel'er,
one who kneels. [Knee.]

Knell, nel, «. the stroke of a bell ; the sound of a bell

at a death or funeral.

—

v.i, to sound as a bell : toll.—v.t. tosummonasby atolling bell. [A.S, oiyllan,

to beat noisily ; Dut. and Ger. knallett.]

Knelt, ne\t,pa.t. andpa.p. of kneel.

Knew, nu, pa.t. of kttow.
Knickerbockers, nik-er-bok'erz, n.pl, loose breeches
gathered in at the knee.—Also Knlck'ers. [From
the wide-breeched Dutchmen in ' Knickerbocker's'
(Washington Irving' s) humorous History of New
York, whence Knickerbocker has come to mean the

descendant of one of the original Dutch settlers of

New York.]
Knick-knack, nik'-nak, «. a trifle or toy.—«. Knlok*-
knack'ery, knick-knacks collectively. [A doubling
of kiiack.\

Knife, nlf, «. an instrument for cutting : a sword or
dagger :—pl. Knives (nlvz).

—

v.t. to stab with a
knife ; (Ainer.) to try to destroy a political candi-

date's chances by a treacherous attack.

—

tts. Knife'-
and-fork", a trencherman ; Knife'-board, a board on
which knives are cleaned : (coll.) the seat running
along the top of an omnibus ; Knife'-boy, a boy
employed in cleaning knives ; BLnife'-Odge (mech.),

a sharp piece of steel like a knife's edge serving as

the axis of a balance, &c. ; Knife'-grind'er, one who
grinds or sharpens knives ; Knife'-mon'ey, a knife-

sliaped bronze currency formerly used in China ;

Knife-rest, a glass or metal utensil on which to rest

a carving-knife or fork ; Knife'-tray, a tray for

holding knives.—War to the knife, mortal combat.

[A.S. cni/i Ger. kmi/, knife, knei/en, to nip.]

Knight, nit, K. one of gentle birth and bred to arms,

admitted in feudal times to a certain honourable

military rank : (Shak.) an attendant: a champion:
the rank, with the title ' Sir,' next below baronets : a
piece used in the game of chess.

—

v.t. to create a
knight.

—

ns. Knight'age, the collective body of

knights; Knlght'-bach'elor, one who has been
knighted merely, not made a member of any titular

order ; Knight'-bann'eret, a knight who carried a
banner, and who was superior in rank to the knight-
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Knit fSte, fUr ; m5, hir ; mine

;

Knuckle

bachelor; Knlght'-eiT'cUlt, a knight who travelled in

search of adventures ; Knlght'-err'antry ; Knight'-
hood, the character or privilege of a knight : the

order or fraternity of knights ; Knlght'hood-err'ant
(/>««.), the body of knights-errant.

—

adj. Knight

-

less (Spens.), unbecoming a knight.—«. Knight'li-
neSS, the bearing or duties of a knight.

—

adj. an.i

luiv. Knightly.—>«. Knight' -mar'shal, formerly

an officer of the royal household ; Knight' serT'ice,
tenure by a knight on condition of military service.

—Knight of industry, a footpad, thief, or sharper

;

Knight of the carpet, a civil knight, as opposed to

a militarj", so called because created kneeling on
a carpet, not the field ; Knight Of the pestle, an
apothecary : Knight Of the post, one familiar with

the whipping-post or pillory; Knight Of the road,

a highwayman ; Knight Of the shire, a member of

parliament for a county ; Knight's fee, the amount
of land with which a knight was invested on his

creation; Knights of Labour, in the United
Slates, a national labour oi^anisrition; Knights Of
Malta (see Hospitaller); Knights of St Crispin,
shoemakers; KnlghtS of the rainbow, flunkeys

from their liveries: KnlghtS Of the Shears, tailors:

Knights of the spigot, tauster^i, publicans ; KnlghtS
Of the stick, compositors ; KnlghtS Of the whip,
coachmen: Knights Templars (see Templar).
[A.S. cniht; Ger. and Dut. kitecht, Dan. knegt.^

Knit, nit, v.t. to form into a knot: to tie together: to

unite into network by needles : to unite closely, to

draw together: to contract.

—

v.i. to interweave with
needles: to grow together:

—

pr.p. knit'ting; pa.t.

and pa.p. knitted or kniL

—

n. (Shak.) a style of
knitting.—«j. Knlt'ter; Knit'ting, the work of a
knitter: union, jimction: the network formed by
knitting: Knitting-machine', a machine for knit-

ting ; Knitting-needle, a long needle or wire
used for knitting thread into stockings, &c. [A.S.
cnyttaH—cnotta, a knot.]

Knitch, nich, «. {prov.) a faggot.
Knittle, nit'l, n. (naut.) a small line made of two or

three yarns twisted with the fingers: (/»/.) the halves
of two yams in a rope, twisted for pointing.

Knives, pi. oi knife.
BLnob, nob, n. a hard protuberance : a hard swelling:
around ball.

—

adj. Knobbed, containing or set with
knobs. —«. Knobbiness.

—

adj. KnoM)y, full of
knobs: knotty. —«, Knob'stlck {slang), a synonym
for a blackleg or scab in trades-union slang. [Knop.\

Knobkerrie, nob'ker-i, «. a round-headed stick used
as a club and a missile by the Kafirs.

Knook, nok, v.i. to strike with something hard or
heavy: to drive or be driven against: to strike for
admittance: to rap.

—

v.i. to strike: to drive against.—«. a sudden stroke: a rap.

—

adj. Knook'-down,
such as to overthrow.—«j. KnOCKOr, the hammer
suspended to a door for making a knock : a goblin
inhabiting a mine who points out the presence of ore
by knocks; Knocking, a beating on a door: a rap.
—adj. Knock"-kneed, having knees that knock or
touch in walking. Knock about {slang), to saunter,
loaf about; Knock down, to fell with a blow:
assign to a bidder with a tap of the auctioneer's
hammer; Knock into a cocked hat (sec Cock);
Knock off, to desist, cease: to accomplish hastily;
Knock on the head, to bring to a sudden stop;
Knock out, to beat in a boxing match, to overcome
generally: to lose the scent— of hounds in fox-
hunting: Knock-out auction, an auction where
the bidders are largely swindling confederates ;

Knock together, to get together or construct
hastily ; Knock under, to give in, yield ; Knock
up, to rouse by knocking : weary out, or be wnm
out : to construct hastily : {U.S.) to get with child.
[A.S. cnucian, cnocian : imit. like knack; cf. Gael.
cnac^ cnag, &c.)

Knoll, nOl, «. a round hillock : the top of a hill.

[A.S. cnol; Ger. knollen, a knob, lump.]

Knoll, nol. Same as KnelL
Knop, nop, n. {£.) a knob, a bud. [A.S. crurp ; DuL

knop, Ger. knop/.\
Knosp, nosp, «. the unopened bud of a flower : an archi-

tectural ornament resembling such. [Ger. k>iospe.\

ELnot, not, n. a wading-bird much resembling a snipe,

sometimes said, but without evidence, to be named
from King Cnut or Canute.

Knot, not, «. a bunch of threads or the like entangled
or twisted : an interlacement of parts of a cord, &c.,
by twisting the ends about each other, and then
drawing tight the loops thus formed : a piece of
ribbon, lace, &c. , folded or tied upon itself in some
particular form, as shoulder-knot, breast-knct, &c. :

anything like a knot in form : a bond of union : a
difficulty : the gist of a matter : a cluster : the part
of a tree where a branch shoots out : an epaulet

:

{naut.) a division of the knot-marked log-line : a
nautical mile.

—

v.t. to tie in a knot : to unite closely.—71. i. to form knots or joints : to knit knots for a
fringe :—pr.p. knot'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p. knot'ted.

—

H. Knot'-graSS, a common weed or grass, so called
from the numerous joints or knots of its stem.

—

odljs. Knotless, without knots; Knotted, full of, or
having, knots : having intersecting lines or figures.

—

«. Knot'tiness.

—

adj. Knotty, containing knots :

hard, rugged : difficult : intricate.—«. Knot'WOrk,
ornamental work made with knots.—Bowline knot
(see Bow) ; Granny knot (see Granny) ; Porters'
knot, a pad for supporting burdens on the head

;

Square knot, a knot used in tying reef-points so
that the ends come out alongside the standing parts;
Surgeons' knot, a square or reef knot used in

tying a ligature round a cut artery ; True lovers'
knot, a kind of double knot with two bows and
two ends, an emblem of interwoven affections.

—

Chit the knot, to solve a problem slap-dash (cf.

Gordlan). [A. S. cnotta ; Ger. knoten, Dan. knude,
L. nodus.

^

Knout, nowt, n. a whip formerly used as an instru-

ment of punishment in Russia : punishment inflicted

by the knout. [Russ. knute.]
Know, nO, v.t. to be informed of : to be assured of: to

be acquainted with : to recognise : {B.) to approve :

to have sexual commerce with.

—

v.i. to possess
knowledge :

—

/^.p. knOw'ing ; pa.t. knew (nu) ; pn.fr.
known (nSn).

—

n. {Shak.) knowledge.

—

adj. KnoW"-
able, capable of being known, liLscovered, or under-
stood.—».r. Know'ableness ; Know'-all, one who
thinks he knows everything ; Know'er. — adj.

KnOw'ing. intelligent : skilful : cunning. — adz>.

B^now'lngly. — wj. Know'lngness, the quality of
being knowing or intelligent : shrewdness ; KnOW"-
noth'ing, one who is quite ignorant : a member of
the native American party (1854-56).

—

adj. com-
pletely ignorant.—Know a move or two, to be
forearmed against trickery by a knowledge of the

tricks: Know on which side one's bread Is

buttered, to be fully alive to one's own interest

;

Know the ropes, to understand the detail of any
matter, as a sailor does his rigging ; Know What's
o'clock. Know what's what, to be thoroughly
acquainted with something : to be wide awake.
[A.S. cud^van: Ice. knd, L. noscere for gnoscere,

Gr. gignOskein.]

Knovnedge, nol'ej, n. assured belief: that which
is known : information, instruction : enlighten-
ment, learning: practical skill.

—

adj. KnOWl'edge-
able {coll.). possessing knowledge: intelligent.

—

H. Knowledge-box {slang), the head—To one's
knowledge, so far as one knows. [M. E. knowleche,
where -leche is the Northern form of the suffix in

ived-lock, being A.S. Idc, gift, sport.]

Knub, nub, «. a knob, a small lump : the waste or
refuse of silk-cocoons.—Also Knubs.

Knuckle, nuki, «. projecting joint of the fingers

:

{caok.)x.\\f: knee-joint of a calf or pig.

—

v.i. to bend
the fingers : to touch the forehead as a mark of re-
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Knurl mCte ; mOte ; mOOn ; ihtn. Kymograph

spect: to yield.

—

v.t. {rare) to touch with the
knuckle.

—

ns. Knuckle-bones, a game (called also
Dibs) ; Enuck'le-bow, the curved part of a sword-
guard that covers the fingers ; Knuck'le-dust'er,
a kind of modern cestus, devised as a protection
against garrotters ; Knuckle-joint, a joint where
the forked end of a connecting-rod is joined by a
bolt to another piece of the machinery.—Knuckle
down, to apply one's self with vigour to a task :

to submit—in this sense, also Knuckle under.
[M.E. knokil; cf. Dut. knokkel; prob. Celt., W.
cnwc.\

Knurl, neri, «. (Bums) a humpback.
Knurl. Same as Gnarl, KnarL
Knurr, Knur, nur, n. a knot in wood : a wooden ball.

—Knur and spell, a game played with a ball •

(kmtr), trap (spell), and tripstick, in vogtie chiefly in

the north of England. [Old Dut. knorre.]
Koa, ko'a, n. a forest-tree of the Sandwich Islands.

Koala, ko-a'la, n. an Australian marsupial, called also
' Native Bear."

Kob, kob, n. an African water-antelope.
Kobalt, ». Same as Ck)balt.

Kobang, ko'bang, «. an oblong gold coin, rounded at

the corners, once current in Japan.—Also Ko'ban.
Kobold, ks'bold, «. in German folklore, a spirit of the

mines. [Mdn. to £^oblin.]

Kodak, ko'dak, «. a small portable photographic
camera with a continuous roll of sensitised film, on
which successive instantaneous negatives are made.

—

v.t. to take an instantaneous picture of. [The trade-

mark name of the Eastman Kodak Company.]
Koflf, kof, «. a small Dutch sailing-vessel.

Koftgar, koft'gar, n. one who inlays steel with gold.
—n. Koft'gari, such work—sometimes Koft'work.
[Hind]

Koheleth, ko-hel'eth, «. the Preacher, supposed to be
applied to Solomon in Eccles. i. 12.

Kohl, kol, «. a fine powder of antimony used in the
East for staining the eyes. [Ar.]

Kohlrabi, kol'ra-bi, «. the turnip-cabbage. [Ger.,

—

It. cavolo rapa, cole-turnip.]

Kokra, kok'ra, «. an Indian wood used for making
flutes, &C.—Also Cocus-ivood.

Kola, kola, «. an African tree whose nuts or seeds
have stimulant properties : a name given to an
aerated non-alcoholic beverage.

Kolinsky, ko-lin'ski, «. the Siberian polecat or mink.
Koniscope, kon'i-skop, «. an instrument for indicating

the quantity of dust in the atmosphere. [Gr. koitis,

dust, skopein, to look.]

Konistra, ko-nis'tra, «. the orchestra or dancing-place
in the ancient Greek theatre, a circular area between
the stage and the auditorium.

Koodoo, koo'do5, «. an African antelope with long
spiral horns.

Koorbash, koor'bash, n. a whip of hippopotamus or
rhinoceros hide, used in Egypt and elsewhere.—Also
Kourbash. [Ar. kurbaj.]

Koord, kSord, n. Same as Kurd.
Kopeck, ko'pek, n. Same as CopOCk.
Kopje, kop'ye, «. a flat-topped hill. [Dut. kop, a top.]

Koran, ko'ran, «. the Mohammedan Scriptures

:

Alcoran.

—

adj. Koranic. [Ar. quran, reading.]

Kosher, ks'sher, adj. pure, clean, according to the

Jewish ordinances—as of meat killed and prepared
by Jews. [Heb., horn. yashar, to be right.]

Kosmos. Same as Cosmos.
Koto, ko't5, n. a Japanese musical instrument consist-

ing of an oblong box over which thirteen silk strings

are stretched.

Kotow, ko-tow', n. the Chinese ceremony of prostra-

tion.

—

v.t. to perform that ceremony, to abase one's

self.—Also Kowtow'. [Chin.]

Kotyllskos, kot-i-lis'kos, ». a small Greek toilet-vase

with a small foot.

Koumiss. koD'mis, «. a Kalmuck intoxicating beverage
made fix>m the soured and fermented milk of mares

»7
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—supposed to be good for pulmonary phthisb.
[Russ.,—Tartar.]

Kraal, kral, «. a Hottentot village or hut. [Dut.
kraal— Port. curral--\,. currere.}

Elraken, kra'ken, n. a fabled sea-animal of enormous
size. [Scand.]

Krang, krang, n. the carcass of a whale after the
blubber has been removed.—Also Kreng. [Dut.]

Krasis, kra'sis, «. the act of adding a little water to

the wine used for the Eucharist.—Also called Mix-
ture. [Gr.]

Kreatin. Same as Creatin.
Kreese. Same as Creese.
Kremlin, krem'lin, «. a citadel, specially that of
Moscow. [Russ. krentli.\

Kreosote, kre'o-sot, «. Same as Creosote.
Kreutzer, kroit'zer, n. a small copper coin of Austria,

100 to the florin or gulden—formerly also in South
Germany. [Ger. kreuzet—kreuz, a cross, because
formerly stamped with a cross.]

K'ri, kre, n. a marginal reading in the Hebrew Bible,

proposed in substitution for a k'thibh, or reading in

the te.xt. The word signifies read, and was origin-

ally a marginal direction. [Heb.]
BLriegspiel, kreg'spel, «. the 'war-game' played with

metal blocks on a map, to train officers in military
manoeuvres. [Ger. krieg, war, spiel, game.]

Kris. Same as Creese.
Krishna, krish'na, «. a deity in later Hindu myth-

ologj'.

Krummhom, krum'horn, «. a medieval clarinet-like

instrument : a reed-stop in the organ. [Ger.
kruinm. ]

KrupsiS, krSop'sis, «. (theol.) the doctrine that Christ,
during His state of humiliation, continued to possess
in a veiled way the divine attributes of omnipotence,
omniscience, &c. [Gr., kyptein, to conceal.]

Kryometer, kri-om'e-ter, n, a thermometer for measur-
ing very low temperatures. [Gr. kryos, cold, nietron,
a measure.]

Ksar (Milt.), a former spelling of Czar.
Elshatrlya, kshat'ri-ya, «. the second or military caste
among the Brahmanic Hindus.

K'thibh, kthev, «. a textual reading in the Hebrew
Scriptures :— opp. to K'ri. The word signifies

written, and was originally a marginal note calling

attention to the textual form in distinction from the
k'ri. [Heb]

Kudos, ku'dos, n. credit, fame, generally used jocu-
larly. [Gr.]

Kudu. Same as KoodOO.
Kufic. Same as CufiC.

Kukluz, ku'kluks, or Kukluz Klan, a secret organ-
isation in several Southern states after the Civil War
of 1861-65, to oppose Northern influence in the
South, and to prevent the negroes from enjoying
their rights as freemen—crushed by United States
forces in 1869. [Gr. kuklos, a circle.]

Kumiss. Same as Koumiss.
Kiimmel, kum'el, ». a liqueur flavoured with cumin
and caraway seeds. [Ger.]

Kurd, koord, H. an inhabitant of Kurdistan, a region
on the east of the upper course of the Tigris.

Kursaal, koSr'sal, «. the reception-room of a German
spa. [Ger., lit. 'cure-saloon.']

Kvass, kvas, «. rye-beer. [Russ. h'asH.]
Kyanise, kl'an-Iz, v.t. to preserve from dry-rot by

injecting corrosive sublimate into the pores of the

wood. [From John H. Kyan (1774-1830).]
Kyanite, ki'a-nit, «. Same as Cyanite.
Kye, Ky, kl, n.pl. Scotch form of the plural of cow.

[See sane.]
Kylix, kl'liks, n. a broad and shallow Greek drinking-

vase.

Kylloals, kil-l5'sis, «. club-foot.

Kyloe, kilo, «. one of the cattle of the Hebrides.
Kymograph, kl'mS-graf, «. an instrument for measur-

ing the pressure of fluids, esp. of blood in a blood-
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vessel.—(i<(7'. Kymograph'lC. [Gr. kytna, a wave,

graphein, to write.]

K3rrle, kir'i-e, n. the Kyrie eUison = ''LoYA have

mercy," including both the words and the music to

which they are sung : one of the responses to the

commandments in the Anglican ante-communion
service.—Kyrle elelson, a form of prayer which

occurs in all the ancient Greek liturgies, and retained

in the R.C. mass, following immediately after the
introit. [Voc. case of Gr. kyrios, lord. ]

KjrriOlOglc, -al, kir-i-o-Ioj'ik, -al, adj. denoting objects
by alphabetical characters or conventional signs.

[Gr. kyrios, literal, proper, logos, discourse.]

Kythe, kl/A, v.i. {Scot.) to make known.

—

v.i. to show
one's self, to appear. [A.S. cySun, to make known.
See Uncouth.]

..-^^fi^
.

Labarum.

the twelfth letter in our alphabet, usually

termed a liquid, but more correctly desig-

nated as a front palatal : (chetn.) the symbol
for lithium : in Roman numerals, for 50, but

L = 50,000.

La, la, interj. lo ! see ! behold ! ah ! indeed !—«.

(vtus.) in solmisation, the syllable used for the sixth

tone of the scale. [A.S. ld.\

Laager, la'ger, «. in South African campaigning, a
camp made by a ring of ox-wagons set close together,

the spaces beneath being filled up with the baggage
of the company.

—

v.t. to arrange in such a defensive

enclosure. [Dut., a variant of leger, a camp.]
Labarum, lab'a-rum, n. a Roman military standard
adopted as the imperial standard after Constantine's
conversion. It bore the Greek
letters XP (Chr), joined in a mono-
gram, to signify the name of Christ

:

a similar ecclesiastical banner borne
in processions : any moral standard
or guide. [Late Gr. labaron, origin

unknown. Some make bold to

derive from Basque iabaria, a
standard.]

Labdanum. See Ladanum.
Labefaction, lab-e-fak'shun, n. a
weakening decay—also Labefac-
ta'tlon.

—

v.t. Lab'efy, to impair.

(L. tabefacere, to shake.]
Label, la'bel, n. a small slip of writing affixed to any-

thing to denote its contents, ownership, &c. : (Jazv)

a paper annexed to a will, as a codicil : {her.) a fillet

with pendants : {archil.) the dripstone over a Gothic
window or doorway arch.

—

v.t. to affix a label to : to

descrbe by or on a label :—/r./. la'belling ; />a.t.

and pa.p. la'belled. [O. Fr. label (Fr. lambeau);
perh. from Old High Ger. lapfia (Ger. lappen).\

Labellum, la-bel'um, «. the lower petal of a flower,
esp. an orchis. [L., dim. of labium, a lip.]

Labial, la'bi-al, adj. pertaining to the lips : formed
by the lips.—«. a sound formed by the lips : a letter
representing a sound formed either by both the lips,

or by the upper lip and under teethes, b, ni, f, v.—
v.t. La'bialise.—arf?/. La'bially.—«.//. Labia'tae,
a natural order of gamopetalous plants, the mint
family having four-cornered stems and opposite
branches.—(K^>. La'biate, -d {hot.), having two
unequal divisions, as in the monopetalous corolla
of the mints.

—

adj. and «. Labiodent'al, of a sound
pronounced both by the lips and teeth : a letter re-
presenting such {f, 7/.).—«. La'blum, a lip or lip-like
part -.—pi. La'bla. [Fr.,—L. labium, labrum, a lip.]

Labis, la'bis, n. the cochlear or eucharistic spoon.
[Late Gr. from lambattein, to take.]

Laboratory, lab'or-a-tor-i, «. a chemist's workroom

:

a place where scientific experiments are systemati-
cally carried on: a place for the manufacture of
arms and w.-u- material : a place where anything is

prepared for use. [L. laborHre—labor, work.]
Labour, la'bur, n. toil or exertion, esp. when fatigu-

ing : work : pains : duties : a task requiring hard
work

: the pangs of childbirth.

—

v.i. to undergo
labour ; to work : to take pains : to be oppressed :

to move slowly: to be in travail: {nauf.) to pitch
and roll hca.vW'^.—adj. Labo'rious, full of labour

:

toilsome : wearisome : devoted to labour : indusiri-
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oi\s.—adv. Labo'riously. — «. Labo'riousness.—
adj. La'boured, bearing marks of labour or effort in

the execution.

—

ns. La'bourer, one who labours : one
wlio does work requiring little skill ; La'bourist,
one who contends for the interests of workmen.

—

adjs. La'bOUT-sav'ing, intended to supersede or

lessen the labour of men ; LaOttoursome {Shak.),

made with labour and diligence.—Labour Day, a
legal holiday in some parts of the United States, as

in New York (the first Monday in September)

;

Labour market, the supply of unemployed labour
in relation to the demand for it ; Labour Of lOVe,

work undertaken merely as an act of friendliness,

and without hope of emolument ; Labour With, to

take pains to convince.—Hard labour, compulsory
work imposed on certain criminals in addition to

imprisonment. [O. Fr. lahour, laheur—L. labor.]

Labradorite, lab'ra-dOr-Tt, n. one of the group of the

Feldspars, anda very important rock-forming mineral.

[Lnbrador."]
Labret, la'bret, «. a piece of bone, shell, &c. inserted

into the lip by savages for ornament.

—

adj. La'brose,
having thick lips.—«. La'brum, a lip or lip-hke part

:

—//. La'bra. [L. labrum, labium, a lip.]

Laburnum, la-bur'num, «. a small tree with large

pendulous racemes of beautiful yellow flowers, a

native of the Alps. [L.]

Labyrinth, lab'i-rinth, «. a place full of inextricable

windings : {orig.) a building consisting of halls con-

nected by intricate passages : an arrangement of

tortuous passages in which it is difficult to find the

way out : an inexplicable difficulty, a perplexity :

{anat.) the cavities of the internal ear.

—

adjs. Laby-
rinth'al, Labyrinth'lan, Labyrinthine, pertaining

to or like a labyrinth : winding : intricate : perplex-

ing ; Labyrlnth'ifonn, having the form of a laby-

rinth: intricate.—«. Labyrinth'odon, a race of

extinct gigantic amphibians found in the Permian,
Carboniferous, and Triassic strata, so called from the

mazy pattern exhibited on a transverse section of the

teeth of some genera. {?x. lahyrintlie -"L. laby-

rinthus—Gr. labyrinthos ; akin to laura, a passage.]

Lao, lak, «. the term used in India for 100,000 rupees,

the nominal value of which is ;£ 10,000.—Also Lakh.
[Hind, lak—Sans, laksha, :oo,ooo, a mark.]

Lac, lak, «. a dark-red transparent resin produced on
the twigs of trees in the East by the lac insect,

used in dyeing.—(i<^'. LaCCiC (lak'sik).—/«. Laccine
(lak'sin), a brittle, translucent, yellow substance,

obtained from shell-lac : Lac'-dye, Lac'-lake, scarlet

colouring matters obtained from Stick'-laC, the twigs,

with attached resin, enclosed insects, and ova ; Seed'-

lao, the granular portion remaining after removing
the resin, triturating with water, and drying ; Shell'-

lac, Shel'lao, thin plates of resin prepared by melt-

ing the seed-lac in cotton-cloth bags, straining, and
allowing it to drop on to sticks or leaves. [Pers.
/air— Sans. Idkshd, the lac insect

—

ranj, to dye.]
Lace, las, «. a plaited string for fastening : an orna-

mental fabric of linen, cotton, silk, or gold and silver

threads, made by looping, knotting, plaiting, or
twisting the thread into definite patterns, of con-
trasted open and close structure ; three distinct
varieties are made, two by handiwork, known
respectively as Needle or Point lact and Pillorv or
Bobbin Lace, and one by machinery.—i'./. to fasten
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with a lace : to adorn with lace : to streak : to mark
with the lash : to intermix, as coffee with brandy,

&c. : to intertwine.— I'./, to be fastened with a lace.

—tts. LaCO'-bark tree, a lofty West Indies tree, the

inner bark like coarse lace ; Lace'-boot, a boot

fastened by a \2.c^—p.adj. Laced, fastened or

adorned with lace.—kj. Lace'-frame, a machine used

in lace-making; Lace'-leaf (see Lattice-leaf) ; Lace'-

man, one who deals in lace ; Lace'-meild'er, one

who repairs lace; Lace'-pa'per, paper stamped or

cut by hand with an open-work pattern like lace ;

Lace -pill'OW, a cushion on which many various

kinds of lace are made, held on the knees.

—

adj.

La'cy, like lace.—Alen90n lace, a very fine point-

lace, the most important made in France ; Appllqu^
lace, lace having sprigs or flowers sewed on net

;

Balloon-net lace, a form of woven lace in which the

freeing threads are peculiarly twisted about the
warps ; Brussels lace, an extremely fine lace with
sprigs applied on a net ground ; Duchesse lace, a
Belgian pillow-lace having beautiful designs with
cord outlines, often in relief ; Gulpure lace, any lace

without a net groimd, the pattern being held together
by bars or brides ; Honlton lace, a lace made at

Honiton in Devonshire, remarkable for the beauty
of its figures and sprigs ; Imitation lace, any lace

made by machinery ; Mechlin lace, a lace with
bobbin ground and designs outlined by thread or
flat cord ; Spanish lace, needle-point lace brought
from Spanish convents since their dissolution—but
probably of Flemish origin : cut and drawn work made
m convents in Spain, of patterns usually confined to

simple sprigs and flowers : a modem black-silk lace
with large flower-patterns, mostly of Flemish make :

a modern needle-point lace with large square designs ;

Tambour lace, a modem kind of lace made with
needle-embroidery on machine-made net ; Torchon
lace, peasants' bobbin laces of loose texture and
geometrical designs, much imitated by machinery

;

Valenciennes lace, a fine bobbin lace having the
design made with the ground and of the same thread.
[O. Fr. las, a noose—L. laqiieus, a noose.)

Lacerate, las'er-at, v.t. to tear: to rend: to wound:
to afHict.

—

adjs. Lac'erable, that may be lacerated ;

LaCerant, harrowing; Lac'erate, -d, rent, torn:
(Jtot.) having the edges cut into irregular segments.

—

«. Laceration, act of lacerating : the rent made by
tearing.

—

adj. Lac'erative, tearing : having power
to tear. [L. lacerdre, -dtuin, to tear

—

tacer, torn.]

Lacerta, la-ser'ta, «. a genus of saurian reptiles, the
name properly restricted to slender, active lizards.

—

n. and adj. Lacer'tian, an animal belonging to the
genus Lacerta.

—

n. Lacertil'ia, an order of reptiles,

including the lizards proper, &c.

—

adjs. Lacertil'lan

;

Lacertirioid ; Lacer'tlne. [L.]

Laches, lash'ez, «. (laiu) negligence or undue delay,
such as to disentitle a person to a certain remedy,
any negligence. [O. Fr. laclusse.\

Lachesis, lak'e-sis, «. the one of the three Fates who
assigned to each mortal his destiny—she spun the
thread of life from the distaff held by Clotho. [Gr.]

Lachrymal, Lacrymal, lak'ri-mal, adj. of or pertain-
ing to tears, secreting tears, as in 'lachrymal duct,'
the nasal duct, conveying tears from the eye to the
nose.—«. one of the biones of the face, the os nnpiis,
or nail-bone, in man.

—

adj. Lach'rymary, containing
tears.—«. Lach'rjrmatory, a small slender glass
vessel found in ancient sepulchres, apparently filled

with the tears of mourners.

—

adj. Lach'rymose,
Lac'rymose, shedding tears, or given to do so

:

lugubrious, mournful. — adz>. Lach'rymosely. —
Lachryma ChrlSti, a wine of a sweet but piquant
taste, produced from grapes grown on Mount Vesu-
vius, the best light red. (L. lacryma (properly
lacrimd), a tear; Gr. dakru, Eng. tear.'\

Lacing, las'ing, n. a fastening with a lace or cord
through eyelet-holes : a cord used in fastening : in

book^ding, the cords by which the boards of a
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book are fastened to the back : in shipbuilding, the
knee of the head, or lace-piece, a piece of compass or
knee timber secured to the back of the figure-head :

in mining, lagging, or cross-pieces of timber or iron
placed to prevent ore from falling into a passage.

Laclnia, la-sin'i-a, ». a long incision in a leaf, &c.

—

alsoanarrow lobe resulting from such : in entomology,
the apex of the maxilla.

—

adjs. Lacin'iate, -d, cut
into narrow lobes, fringed ", Lacin'lfonn, fringe-

like ; Lacin'iOlate, finely fringed. [L., a flap.]

Lack, lak, v.t. and v.i. to want : to be in want : to be
destitute of: to miss.

—

n. want; destitution.

—

ns.

Lack' -all, one who is destitute ; Lack'-braln iSkak.),
a fool.

—

adjs. LacIC-lln'en {Shak.), wanting linen ;

Lack'-lus'tre, wanting brightness.—«. a want of
brightness. [From an old Low Ger. root found in
Dut. lak, blemish ; cf. Ice. lakr, defective.]

Lackadaisical, lak-a-da'zi-kal, adj. affectedly pen-
sive, sentimental.— interj. Lack'adaisy = LaCK-a-
day. \,Alack-a-day. See Alack.)

Lack-a-day, lak-a-da', interj. See Alack-aday.
Lacker. See Lacquer.
Lackey, lak'i, n. a menial attendant : a footman or

footboy.

—

v.t. and v.i. to pay servile attendance : to
act as a footman. [O. Fr. laquay (Fr. laquais)—
Sp. lacayo, a lackey; perh. Ar. lukd , servile.)

Lacmus, lak'mus, ». the same as Litmus (q.v.).

Laconic, -al, la-kon'ik, -al, adj. expressing in few
words after the manner of the Laconians, Laceda-
monians, or Spartans : concise : pithy.

—

adv. Lacon'-
Ically.

—

ns. Latfonism, Lacon'icism, a concise
style : a short, pithy phrase. [L.,—Gr.)

Lacquer, Lacker, laic'er, ». a vamish made of lac and
alcohol.

—

v.t. to cover with lacquer: to varnish.

—

ns. Lac'querer, one who >'amishes or covers with
lacquer; Lac'quering, the act of varnishing with
lacquer : a coat of lacquer varnish. [Fr. Uicre—
Port lacre, laca—Pers. lac, lac]

Lacrosse, la-kros*, n. a Canadian game of ball, played
by two sets of eleven, the ball driven through the
opponents' goal by means of theCrosse, a bent stick,

5-6 ft. long, with a shallow net at one end. [Fr.)

Lacteal, lak'te-al, adj. pertaining to or resembling
milk: conveying chyle.— n. one of the absorbent
vessels of the intestines which convey the chyle to
the thoracic ducts.

—

ns. Lac'tarene, Lac't^tlne, a
preparation of the caseine of milk, used by calico-

printers : Lac'tate, a salt of lactic acid, and a base ;

Lacta'tion, the act of giving milk : the period of
suckling.

—

adj. Lac'teous, milky, milk-like.

—

n. Lac-
tesc'ence. — adjs. Lactescent, turning to milk

:

producing milk or white juice : milky ; Lac'tlC,
pertaining to milk ; Lactif'erous, Lactif'ic, pro-
ducing milk or white juice.

—

ns. Lac'tifuge, a medi-
cine which checks the flow of milk ; Lac'bOCrite, an
apparatus for testing the quantity of fatty substance
in a sample of milk ; Lactom'eter, an instrument
for measuring the quality of milk ; Lac'tOSCOpe, an
instrument for testing the purity or richness of milk
by its degree of translucency ; Lac'tose, a kind of

sugar, only moderately sweet, obtained from milk
by evaporating whey— also LaCtine ; Lactuca
(lak-tu'ka), a genus of herbs of the aster family, with
milky juice.—a<^'. LaotUCiO (lak-tu'sik).—Lactlo
acid, an acid obtained from milk. [L. lactens,

milky

—

lac, lactis, milk; Gt. gala, galaktas, milk.)

Lacuna, la-ku'na, «. a gap or hiatus :

—

/>l. Lacu'nSB.

—

n. Lacu'nar, a sunken panel or coffer in a ceiling or
a soffit : a ceiling containing such.

—

adjs. LacU'nOSe,
furrowed : pitted ; Lacil'nous. [L. lacuna, anything
hollow

—

lacus, a Like.)

Lacustrine, la-kus'trin, adj. pertaining to lakes.—Also
Lacus'tral, Laous'trian. [From L. lactts, a lake]

Lad, lad, «. a boy : a youth : (Scat.) a lover :—fein.
Lass.—n. Lad'die, a little l.id : a boy.—Lad's love,
a provincial name of the southernwood. [M. E.
ladde— Ir. lath, a youth, champion (W. llawd).
Mr H. Bradley suggests that M. £. ladder a servant,
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coincides with the adjectival form of the past parti-

ciple of the verb to lead, the original meaning thus

being ' one Ud in the train of a lord. 'J

Tra'^gh""™. lad'a-num, n. a resinous exudation from

the leaves of a shrub growing round the Mediter-

ranean.— Also Labdanum. [L.,— Gr. ledanon—

Pers. Iddan. See Laudanum.]
Ladder, lad'er, «. a frame made with steps placed be-

tween two upright pieces, by which one may ascend

a building, &c. : anything by which one ascends : a

gradual rise. [A.S. hlider ; Ger. leiter.\

Lade, lad, v.t. to burden: to throw in or out, as a

fluid, with a ladle or dipper.—«. (Scot.) a load :

a water-course : the mouth of a river.—«. Lad'ing,

the act of loading : that which is loaded : cargo :

freight. [A.S. hladan, pt hldd, hladen, to load,

to draw out water ; DuL laden; G^x. be-laden.^

Ladin, la-den', «. a Romance tongue spoken in the

Engadine valley in Switzerland and the upper Inn
valley in Tyrol. [L. Latinus, Latin.]

Ladino, la-de'nO, ». the old Castilian tongue : the
Spanish jargon of some Turkish Jews : a Central
American of mixed white and Indian blood.

Ladle, lad'l, n. a large spoon for lifting out liquid from
a vessel : the float-board of a mill-wheel : an instru-

ment for drawing the charge from a cannon.

—

v.t. to

lift with a ladle.

—

ns. Lad'leful, the quantity in a
ladle:—//. Lad'lefuls. —"Ladle furnace, a smsll
gas furnace heated by a Bunsen burner, for melting
metals, &c. [A.S. hladel—hladan, to lade.]

Ladrone, la-drCn', «. a robber. [Sp.,—L. latro.}

Lady, la'di, «. the mistress of a house : a wife : a title

of the wives of knights, and all degrees above them,
and of the daughters of earls and all higher ranks :

a title of complaisance to any woman of refined

manners:—//. Ladles (la'diz).

—

ns. La'dybird, a
genus of little beetles, usually brilliant red or yellow
—also La'dybug, La'dycow ; La'dy-cltap'el, a
chapel dedicated to ' Our Lady,' the Virgin Mary,
usually behind the high altar, at the extremity of
the apse ; La'dyday, the 25th March, the day of the
Annunciation of the Virgin ; La'dyfem, one of the
prettiest varieties of British ferns, common in moist
woods, with bipinnate fronds sometimes two feet

long ; La'dy-fly (same as Ladybird) ; Ladyhood,
condition, character of a lady. — adj. La'dyish,
having the airs of a fine lady. — ns. La'dyism,
afiectation of the airs of a fine lady ; La'dy-klU'er,
a man who fancies his fascinations irresistible to

women : a general lover.

—

adj. La'dy-like, like a
lady in manners : refined : soft, delicate.

—

>is. La'dy-
love, a lady or woman loved : a sweetheart ; La'dy'S-
bed'straw, the plant Galium verutn; La'dy's-
bower, the only British species of clematis—also
Travellet's j'oy ; La'dy'S-fing'er, a name for many
plants : a piece of confectionery ; La'dysMp, the
title of a lady ; La'dy'S-maid, a female attendant on
a lady, esp. in matters relating to the toilet ; La'dy'S-
man'tle, a genus of herbaceous plants having small,
yellowish-green flowers ; La'dy'S-slipp'er, a genus
of orchidaceous plants, remarkable for the large
inflated lip of the corolla: La'dy'S-Smock, the
Bitter Cress, a meadow-plant, with whitish, blush-
coloured flowers.—Ladies' companion, a small bag
used for carrying women's work : Ladies' man, one
fond of women's society. — My ladysliip. Your
ladysMp, a form of expression used in speaking
to, or of, one who has the rank of a lady. [.'^.S.

kld/-di^—kldf, a loaf, dxgee, a kneader, or = kld/-
vxardige (i.e. loaf-keeper, see ward), and thus a
contr. fem. of Lord.]

Laetare, le-ta're, «. the fourth Sunday in Lent, named
from the first word in the service for the festival.

[L. Uetdre, to rejoice

—

latus, joyful.]
Lag, lag, adj. slack: sluggish: coming behind.

—

«. he who, or that which, comes behind : the fag-
end : {slang) an old convict.

—

v.i. to move or walk
slowly : to loiter.

—

v.i. {slang) to commit to justice :

—i>r.p. lag'ging
:
/a./, lagged. —<i/^'. Lag'-bell'ied,

having a drooping belly.—«. Lag'-end i^hak.), the
last or long-delayed end.

—

adj. Lag'gard, lagging :

slow : backward.

—

ns. Lag'gard, Lag'ger, one who
lags behind : a loiterer : an idler.

—

adv. Lag'gingly,
in a lagging manner. [Celt. , as W. Hag, loose, Gael.
lag, feeble ; cf. L. laxus, loose.]

Lagena, la-je'na, «. a wine-vase, amphora : the ter-

minal part of the cochlea in birds and reptiles :

—

//. Lage'nsB. [L.]

Lager-beer, la'ger-ber, tu a kind of light beer very
much used in Germany.—AIsoLa'ger. [Ger. lager-
bier—lager, a store-house, bier, beer.]

Laggen, lag'en, «. {Bums) the angle between the side

and bottom of a wooden dish.

Lagomys, la-gS'mis, «. a genus of rodents, much
resembling hares or rabbits. [Gr. lagos, a hare,

inys, a mouse.]
Lagoon, Lagune, la-gSOn', ». a shallow pond into

which the sea flows. [It. laguna—L. lacuna.]
Lagophthalmia, lag-of-thal'mi-a, «. inability to close

the eye.—adj. LagOphtbal'miC.
Lagopus, la-go'pus, n. a genus of grouse, the ptarmi-

gans.

—

adj. Lagop'odOUS, having furry feet.—«.

LagOS'toma, hare-lip.

—

adj. LagO'tlC, rabbit-eared.

Lagrimoso, lag-ri-mO'sO, adj. {mus.) plaintive. [It.]

Lagtbing, lag'ting, «. the upper house of the Nor-
wegian parliament. [Norw. lag, law, thing, par-

liament.]

Laic, Laical, Laicise. See Lay, adj.

Laid, lad, adj. put down, prostrate : pressed down.

—

Laid paper, such as shows in its fabric the marks of

the close parallel wires on which the paper-pulp was
laid in the process of its manufacture :—opp. to

Wove-paper, that laid on woven flannels or on felts.

[Pa.t. and pa. p. of Lay.]
Laidly, lad'li, adj. {prov.) loathly.

Lain, pa.p^ of Lie, to rest.

Lair, lar, «. a lying-place, esp. the den or retreat of a
wild beast: {Scot.) the ground for one grave in a
burying-place. [A.S. leger, a couch

—

licgan, to lie

down ; Dut. leger, Ger. lager.]

Lair, lar, v.i. {Scot.) to sink in mud.

—

n. mire, a bog,

a quagmire. [Ice. leir, mud.]
Laird, lard, «. (Scot.) a landed proprietor, a landlord.

—n. Laird'ship, an estate. [Lord.]
Laissez-faire, las'a-far', «. a letting alone, a general

principle of non-interference with the free action of

the individual : the let-alone principle in govern-

ment, business, &c. — Also LaiSS'er-faire'. [Fr.

laisser—L. laxdre, to x(^2x,faire—\,./acere, to do.]

Laity, lal-ti, «. the people as distinct from the clergy.

[See Lay, adj.]

Lake, lak, «. a pigment or colour formed by precipi-

tating animal or vegetable colouring matters from
their solutions, chiefly with alumina or oxide of tin.

[Fr. laqiu. See Lac (2).]

Lake, lak, «. a large body of water within land.

—

ns.

Lake'-ba'Sin, the whole area drained by a lake ;

Lake'-law'yer(£/.5'.), the bowfin : burbot; Lake"-
let, a little lake ; LaTierj^La'kist, one of the Lake
school of poetry.

—

adj. La'ky, pertaining to a lake

or lakes.—Lake District, the name applied to the

picturesque and mountainous region within the

counties of Cumberland, Westmorland, and a small

portion of Lancashire, containing as many as sixteen

kkes or meres ; Lake dwellings, settlements in

prehistoric times, built on piles driven into a lake

;

Lake school of poetry, a name applied to the group
of illustrious poets who made the Lake District

—

Wordsworthshire—their home about the beginning
of the 19th century. [A.S. lac—L. locus.]

Lakh, «. See Lac, term used for 100,000.

Lakln, la'kin, «. (Shak.) a corruption of ladykin,

dim. of ladv.
Lakshml, lafcsh'mS, n. in Hindu mythology, the name

of the consort of the god Vishnu (q.v.), considered

as his female or creative energy.
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Lallan, lal'an, n. the Scotch dialect. \L(nuland,'\

Lallation, la-la'shon, n. lambdacism (q.v.).

Lam, lain, v.t. to beat. [Ice. letnja, to beat]
Lama, u. an animal. [See Llama.]
Lama, la'nia, «. a Buddhist priest in Tibet.— ns.

La'maism, the religion prevailing in Tibet and
Mongolia, being Buddhism corrupted by Sivaism,

and by Shamanism or spirit-worship ; Lcl'maiSt

;

La'masery, a Tibetan monastery. [Tib.]

Lamantln, la-man'tin, n. the manatee. [Fr.]

Lamarckism, la-mar'kizm, n. the theory of the French
naturalist, J. B. P. A. de Monet de Lamarck (1744-

1829), that species have developed by the efforts of

organisms to adapt themselves to new conditions

—

alsoLsunarcklamsm.—rtf/;'. Lamarck'ian.
Lamb, lam, «. the young of a sheep : the flesh of the

young sheep : one innocent and gentle as a lamb :

the Saviour of the world.

—

v.i. to bring forth young,
as sheep.

—

ns. Lamb' -ale, a feast at the time of

lamb - shearing : Lambkin, Lamb'ling, Lamb'le
\Scoi.\ a little lamb.—«r^'. Lamb'-like, like a lamb :

gentle.

—

ns. Lamb'skln, the skin of a lamb dressed

with the wool on, for mats, &c. : the skin of a Iamb
dressed for gloves : a kind of woollen cloth resem-
bling this ; Lamb's' -lett'uce (same as Com-salad);
Lamb's'-wool, fine wool : a wholesome old English
beverage composed of ale and the pulp of roasted

apples, with sugar and spices The Lamb, Lamb
of God, the Saviour, typified by the paschal lamb.
[-V.S. lamb; Ger. lamtn, Dut. lam.]

Lambative, l.im'ba-tiv, adj. to be taken by licking.

—

n. a medicine of such a kind.

Lambda, lam'da, «. the Greek letter corresponding to

Roman /.

—

n. Lamb'dacism, a too frequent use of
words cont:tining /.'a defective pronunciation of r,

making it like /.

—

adjs. Lamb'doid, -al, shaped like

the Greek capital A—applied in anatomy to the
suture between the occipital and the two parietal

bones of the skull. [Gr.,—Heb. lamedh.]
Lambent, lam'bent, adj. moving about as if touching

lightly : gliding over : flickering.

—

n. Lam'bency,
the quality of being lambent : that which is lam-
bent. [L. lambens—lambere, to lick.]

Lamboys, lam'boiz, n.pl. kilted flexible steet-plates

worn skirt-like from the waist. [O. Fr.]

Lambrequin, lam'bre-kin, «. a strip of cloth, leather,

&c., hanging from a window, doorway, or mantel-
piece, as a drapery : an ornamental covering, as of
cloth, attached to a helmet. [Fr.]

Lame, lam, adj. disabled in the limbs : hobbling

:

unsatisfactory: imperfect.

—

v.t. to make lame: to

cripple: to render imperfect.— «. Lame'-duck
{slang), a bankrupt.

—

adv. Lame'ly.

—

n. Lame'ness.—adj. Lam'ish, a little lame : hobbling. [A.S.
lama, lame ; Dut. lam, Ger. lahm.]

Lamella, la-mel'a, n. a thin plate or scale '.—pi.

Lamell'aB. — rt(^>. Lam'ellar, Lam'ellate. —«.//.
Lamellibranchia'ta, a class of shell-fishes or mol-
luscs in which the shell consists of two limy plates,

lying one on each side of the body.

—

adjs. Lamelli-
branch'iate ; Lamell'icom.—«.//. Lamelllcor'nes,
a very numerous family of beetles— the cockchafer,
&c.

—

adjs. Lamellif'eroUS, producing lamella;;

Lamell'iform, lamellar in form ; Lamelllros'tral,
having a lamellose bill ; Lam'ellose, full of lamellae,

lamellated in structure. [L.]
Lament, la-ment', v.i. to utter grief in outcries : to

wail: to mourn.

—

v.t. to mourn for: to deplore.

—

«. sorrow expressed in cries : an elegy or mournful
ballad.

—

adj. Lam'entable, deserving or expressing
sorrow : sad : pitiful, despicable.—ai/z/. Lam'ent-
ably.—K. Lamenta'tlon, act of lamenting: audible
expression of grief: wailing: (pi., B.) a book of
Jeremiah.^/>.(Z(/;'. Lament'ed, bewailed : mourned.
—adv. Lament'lngly, with lamentation. [Fr.
lamentet— L. lamentdri.]

Lameter, Lamiter, la'met-er, n. a cripple.

Lametta, la-mefa, ». foil of gold, silver, &c. [It.]

Lamia, la'mi-a, n. in Greek and Roman mythology,
a female phantom, a serpent witch who charmed
children and youths in order to suck their blood.

Lamiger, lam'i-jer, «. (/>roz'.)a cripple.

Lamina, lam'i-na, «. a thin plate : a thin layer or coat
lying over another:—//. Lam'inSB. — adjs. Lam'-
inable ; Laminar, Lam'lnary, in laminae or thin
plates : consisting of, or resembling, thin plates.—«. Lamina'ria, a genus of dark-spored sea-
weeds, with large expanded leathery-stalked fronds.—adjs. Lam'inate, -d, in laminae or thin plates :

consisting of scales or layers, over one another.

—

ns. Lamina'tion, the arrangement of stratified rocks
in thin laminae or layers.

—

adjs. Laminiferous,
consisting of laminae or layers ; Lam'iniform,
laminar.

—

n. Lamini'tiS, inflammation of the laminae
of a horse's hoof. [L. lamina, a thin plate, a leaf.]

Lammas, lam'as, «. the feast of first-fruits on ist

August. — «. Lamm'as • tide, Lammas -day, 1st

August. [A.S. hldf-tnasse and hlammasse—hldf,
loaf, masse, feast.]

Lammer, lam'er, «. (Scot.) amber. [Fr. fambre.']
Lammergeier, lam'mer-gl-er, «. the great bearded

vulture of the mountains of southern Europe, Asia,
and northern Africa. [Ger. Idtnmergeier—lammer,
lambs, geier, vulture. ]

Lammy, lam'i, «. a thick quilted outside jumper worn
in cold weather by sailors.—Also Lanun'ie.

Lamp, lamp, n. a vessel for burning oil with a wick,
and so giving light : a light of any kind.

—

v.i. (Spens.)
to shine.

—

>is. Lamp'ad (rare), a lamp or candle-
stick, a torch ; Lamp'adary, in the Greek Church,
one who looks after the lamps and carries a lighted

taper before the patriarch ; Lampaded'romy, an
ancient Greek torcn-race in honour of Prometheus,
&c. ; Lanp'adist, one who ran in a torch-race :

Lampad'omancy, the art of divining by the flame
of a lamp or torch ; Lamp'black, the black substance
formed by the smoke of a lamp : the soot or

amorphous carbon obtained by burning bodies rich

in that element, such as resin, petroleum, and tar,

or some of the cheap oily products obtained from it ;

Lamp'-bum'er, that part of a lamp in which the
wick IS held ; Lamp'-coim'ney, Lamp'-glass, a glass

funnel placed round the flame of a lamp ; Lamp'-fly

(Browning), a firefly.

—

adj. Lamp'ic, pertaining to,

or derived from, a lamp or flame.

—

ns. Lamp'ion, a

kind of small lamp ; Lamp'-light, the light shed by
a lamp or lamps ; Lamp'-light'er, a person employed
to light street-lamps : that by which a lamp is lighted,

as a spill or torch ; Lamp'-post, the pillar supporting
a street-lamp ; Lamp'-Shell, a terebratuloid or related
brachiopod having a shell like an antique lamp.

—

Smell of the lamp, to show signs of great elabora-
tion or study. [Fr. lantpe—Gr. lantpas, -ados—
lampein, to shine.]

Lamp, lamp, v.i. (Scot.) to run wild, to scamper: to

go jauntily.

Lampas, lam'pas, n. a material of silk and wool used
in upholstery. [Fr.]

Lampass, lam'pas, «. (Shak.) a swelling of the roof of
the mouth in horses. [Fr. lampas.\

Lampem, lam'pern, n. a river lamprey.
Lampoon, lam-poSn', «. a personal satire in writing

:

low censure.

—

v.i. to assail with personal satire : to

satirise:

—

pr.p. lampoDn'ing ; pa.p. lampSOned'.

—

ns. Lampoon'er, one who writes a lampoon

;

Lampoon'ry, practice of lampooning : written per-

sonal abuse or satire. [O. Fr. lampon, orig. a
drinking-song, with the refrain lampons = let us
drink

—

lamper (or lapper, to lap), to drink.]

Lamprey, lam'pre, «. a genus of cartila^nous fishes

resembling the eel, so called from their attaching

themselves to rocks or stones by their mouths.

[O. Fr. lamprvie—Low L. lampreda, lampetra—
L. lambere, to X\cV, petra, rock.]

Lana, la'na, n. the tough, close-grained v^ood yf ^
Guiana tree.
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;

Landscape

Lanate, -d, la'nat, -ed, adjs. woolly : (J^ot.) covered
with a substance resembling wool.—«. La'nary, a
wool-store. [L. lanatus—iana, wool.]

Lancasterian, lang-kas-te'ri-an, adj. pertaining to

Joseph Latuaster (1778-1838), or the method of

teaching younger pupils by those more advanced
{monitors) in primary schools.

Lancastrian, lang-kas'tri-an, adj. pertaining to the

dukes or the royal house of Lancaster.—«. an ad-

herent of the house of Lancaster, as against the

Yorkists, in the Wars of the Roses (1455-85).

Luice, lans, «. {Spens.) balance, poise. [L. lanx,

iancis, a disii or scale.]

LanC6, lans, «. a long shaft of wood, with a spear-

head, and bearing a small flag : the bearer of a lance.
—v.t. to pierce with a lance : to open with a lancet.
—ns. Lance'-COr'poral, a private soldier doing the

duties of a corporal ; Lance'let (see Amphlozus)

;

Lan'cer, a light cavalry soldier armed with a lance :

(//.) a popular set of quadrilles, first in England
about 1820 : the music for such ; Lance'-wood, a

wood valuable for its great strength and elasticity,

brought chiefly from Jamaica, Guiana, &c.

—

adj's.

LanSferous, bearing a lance ; Lan'ciform, lance-

shaped. [Fr.,— L. lancea; Gr. /ow^fcA^, a lance.]

Lancegay, lans'ga, n. ipbs.) a kind of spear. (O. Fr.,
—lance, a lance, zagaye, a pike. See Assagai.]

Lanceolate, -d, lan'se-o-lat, -ed, adjs. (hot.) having
the form of a lance-head : tapering toward both
ends—also Lan'ceolar.—^r/. Lan'ceolately. [L.

lanceolatus—lanceola, dim. of lancea.]
Lancet, lan'set, n. a surgical instrument used for

opening veins, abscesses:, &c.: a high and narrow
window, terminating in an
arch acutely pointed, often
double or triple, common in

the first half of the 13th cen-
tury. [O. Fr. lancette, dim.
of lance.]

Lanch. Same as Launoh.
Lancinate, lan'sin-at, v.t. to

lacerate. — n. Lanclna'tion,
sharp, shooting pain. [L. lan-
cindre, -dtunt, to tear.]

Land, land, n. earth, the solid

portion of the surface of the
globe : a country : a district

:

soil : real estate : a nation or
people : (Scot.) a group of
dwellings or tenements under
one roof and having a common ''

entry. — v.t. to set on land
or on shore.

—

v.t. to come on
land or on shore.

—

ns. Land' -a'gent, a person
employed by the owner of an estate to let farms,
collect rents, &c. ; Land'-breeze, a breeze setting
from the land towards the sea ; Land'-crab, a
family of crabs which live much or chiefly on land,—v.t. Land'damn (SAak.), to banish from the land.—adj. Land'ed, possessing land or estates : consist-

ing in land or real estate.

—

ns. Land'er, one who
lands ; Land'fall, a landslip : an approach to land
after a. voyage, also the land so approached ; Land'-
fish (Sliai.), a fish on land, any one acting contrary
to his usual character ; Land'-flood, a flooding or
overflowing of land by water : inundation ; Land'-
force, a military force serving on land, as distin-

guished from a naval force ; Land'-grab'ber, one
who acquires land by harsh and grasping means

:

one who is eager to occupy land from which others
have been evicted ; Land'-grab'bing, the act of the

land-grabber ; Land'-herd, a herd of animals which
feed on land ; Land-holder, a holder or proprietor
of land ; Land'-hung'er, greed for the acquisition
of land ; Land'ing, act of going on land from a
vessel : a place for getting on shore : the level part
of a staircase between the flights of steps.

—

adj.
relating to the unloading of a vessel's cargo.

—

ns.

Lancet Window.
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Land'ing-net, a kind of scoop-net for landing a fish

that has been caught ; Land'ing-place, a place for

landing, as from a vessel ; Land ing-stage, a plat-

form for landing passengers or goods carried by water,

often rising and falling with the tide ; Land'-job'-

ber, a speculator in land ; Land'-Job'bing ; Land'-
lady, a woman who has property in land or houses :

the mistress of an inn or lodging-house. — adj.

Landless (SAaA.), without land or property.— z/./.

Land'lock, to enclose by land.

—

atlj. Land'-locked,
almost shut in by l.ind, protected by surrounding
masses of land from the force of wind and waves.

—

ns. Land'lord, the owner of land or houses : the

master of an inn or lodging-house ; Land'lordism,
the authority or united action of the landholding
class ; Land'-lubb'er, a landsman (a term used by
sailors) ; Land'mark, anything serving to mark the

boundaries of land : any object on land that serves

as a guide to seamen : any distinguishing character-

istic ; Land'-meas'ure, a system of square measure
used in the measurement of land ; Land'-meas'Xir-
Ing, the art of estimating the superficial content of

portions of land ; Land'-ovm'er, one who owns
land ; Land'-own'ersbip. —«<<;'. Land'-own'ing.—
fis. Land'pilot, (Milt.), a guide on land ; Land'-
pi'rate, a highway robber : a fellow who makes a
practice of swindling sailors in port ; Land'rail, the
crake or corncrake, so named from its cry ; Land'-
rak'er (SAa^.), a vagabond ; Land'-reeve, the

assistant to the land-steward of a great estate ;

Land'-roll, a clod -crusher ; Land' -scrip (U.S.),
negotiable government certificate entitling to pos-
session of certain public land by individuals or cor-

porate bodies ; Land'-Shark, a land-grabber : one
who plunders sailors on shore ; Land'skip (same as
Landscape) ; Landslide, Landslip, a portion of

land that falls down, generally from the side of a
hill, usually due to the undermining elTect of water ;

Lands'man, Landman, one who lives or serves on
land : one inexperienced in seafaring : Land'-Spring,
water lying near the surface, easily drawn upon by
shallow wells ; Land'-Stew'ard, a person who man-
ages a landed estate ; Land'surveylng (see Sur-
veying) ; Land-tax, a tax upon land ; Land -tum,
a land-breeze ; Land'-walt'er, a custom-house oflicer

who attends on the landing of goods from ships.

—

adv. Land'ward, toward the land.— adj. lying

toward the land, away from the sea-coast : situated

in or forming part of the country, as opposed to the
town : rural.—«. Land'wind, a wind blowing off

the land.—Land League, an association founded
in Ireland by Michael Davitt in 1879, and organised
by C. S. Parnell, to procure reduction and re-

arrangement of rents, and to promote the substitu-

tion of peasant-proprietors for landlords—condemned
as an illegal conspiracy in i88t ; Landed interest,

the combined interest of the land-holding class in

a community.—Make the land, to discover the land

as the ship approaches it ; Set the land, to observe
by the compass how the shore bears from the ship.

[A.S. land; Dut., Ger. land.]
Landamman, lan'dam-man, n. the president of the

Swiss Diet : the head official in some Swiss cantotis.

Landau, lan'daw, n. a coach or carriage with a top
which may be opened and thrown back. [Ger.
landauer, from Landau.]

Lande, land, ». an uncultivated healthy plain, esp. n

sandy track along the sea-shore in south-western
France. [Fr.]

Landgrave, land'grav, «. a German g^af, count,
or earl :—^w. Landgravine (land'gra-vgn).— «.

Landgra'viate, the territory of a landgrave. [Dut
land^aaf—land, land, graaf, count.]

Land-louper, land'-lowp'er, n. a vagabond or vagrant.
—Also Land'-lop'er. [Dut. landloopen—land, land,
loopen, to ramble ; cf. Ger. landldu/er.]

Landscape, land'-skap, ». the appearance of that por-
tion of land which the eye can at once view : the
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aspect of a country, or a picture representing it.

—

ns. Land'SCape-gar dening, the art of laying out

grounds and so disposing water, buildings, trees, and
other plants as to produce the effect of a picturesfiue

landscape ; Land'SCape-patnt'er, one who practises

this form of art ; Land'scape-paiint'ing, the art of

representing natural scenery by painting. [Dut.

lanjsclutp, Irom land and -schap, a suffix = -ship.]

LandsthlDg, lans'ting, «. the upper hotise of the

D.inish Rigsdag or parliament. IDan., land, land,

thing, parliament.]
Landstumi, lant'stoSrm, n. in Germany and Switzer-

land, a general levy in time of national emergency

—

in the former including all males between seventeen
and forty-five: the force so called out. [Ger., latui,

land, Sturm, alarm.]

Landtag, lant'tahh, n. the legislative assembly of
one of the states forming the modem German
empire, as Saxony, Bavaria, &c. : the provincial

assembly of Bohemia or Moravia. [Ger., land,

country, tag, diet, day. J

LandwebT, lant'var, «. a military force in Germany
and Austria forming an army reserve. [Ger., land,

land, 'Mekr, defence.]

Lane, Ian, ». an open space between com-fields,

hedges, &c : a narrow passage or road : a narrow
street : a fixed route kept by a line of vessels across

the ocean.—A blind lane, a cul-de-sac [A.S. lane

;

Scot, loan, lonnin.'\

Lane, Ian, a Scotch form of lone, alone.

Lang, a Scotch form of long.—«. Lang'syne, time
long past.—Tlllnk lang, to wearj*.

Langaha, lan-ga'ha, «. a Madagascar wood-snake,
with a flexible scaly extension on the snout.

Langet, lang'get, ». a strong lace used in women's
dress in Holland.

Langshan, lang'shan, n. a small black Chinese hen.
Langsplel, lang'spel, n. a Shetland form of harp.

Language, lang'gwaj, «. that which is sp>oken by the

tongue: human speech : speech peculiar to a nation :

style or expression peculiar to an individual : diction :

any manner of expressing thought.

—

v.t. to express
in language. — adjs. Lang'uaged, skilled in lan-

guage ; Lang'aageless (,Shak.), speechless, silent ;

Lang'ued (her.), furnished with a tongue.—Dead
language, one no longer spoken, as opp. to Living
language, one still spoken : Flasb language (see

Flash). [Fr. langage—langue—L. lingua (old form
dingiui), the tongue, akin to L. lingere, Gr. leichein.\

Langue d'oc, long dok, n. collective name for the

Romance dialects spoken in the Middle Ages from
the Alps to the Pyrenees—the tongue of the trou-

badours, often used as synonymous with Provencal,
one of its chief branches. The name itself survived

in the province Languedoc, giving name to a class of
wines. —Langue d'oui (long dwe), also Langue d'oil,

the Romance dialect of northern France, the lan-

guage of the trouvferes, the dominant factor in the

formation of modem French. [O. Fr. langue—L.
lingua, tongue ; de, of ; Prov. oc, yes—L. hoc, this ;

O. Fr. oui, oTl, yes—L. hoc illud, this (is) that, yes.]

Languette, lang'get, «. a i6th-centurj' hood worn by
women : the tongue of a reed of a harmonium or
reed-organ: a key of a wind-instrument. [Fr.]

Languid, lang'gwid, adj. slack or feeble : flagging :

exhausted : sluggish : spiritless.

—

adj. Languesc'ent,
growing languid.

—

adv. Lang'uidly.—«. Lang'uld-
ness. [Fr.,—L. languidus—languere, to be weak.]

Languish, lang'gwish, r.z. to become languid or en-
feebled : to lose strength and animation : to pine :

to become dull, as of trade.

—

n. (Shak.) languish-
ment.

—

adjs. Lang^ulshed, sunken in languor

;

Lang'uiShing, expressive of languor, or merely
sentimental emotion. — adzi. Lang'Ulshingly.

—

n.

Lang'Uishment, the act or state of languishing :

tenderness of look. [Fr. lan^ir, languiss-,—^L.

langueseere—langufrt, to be faint.]

Languor, lang'gwur, n. state of being languid or
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faint : dullness : listlessness : softness.

—

adj. Lang*-
uorous, full of binguor : tedious ; melancholy.

—

v.t.

Lang'ure {Spens.), to languish.

Laniard. Same as Lanyard.
Laniary, la'ni-a-ri, «. a place of slaughter ; shambles.—adj. fitted for lacerating or tearing. [L. lania-
rium—lanius, a butcher.]

LantferoUB, lan-ifer-us, adj. wool-bearing. — Also
Lanlg'eroUS. [L. lani/er, laniger—lana, wool,
ferre, gerere, to bear. ]

Lank, langk, adj. languid or drooping : soft or loose :

thin : shmnken : straight and flat.—f.r. \shak.) to
become lank.

—

adv. Lankly.—«. Lank'ness.

—

adj.
LanlCy, lank and talL S.K.'i . hlanc ; Dut. slank,
Ger. schlank, slender.]

Lanner, lan'er, «. a kind of falcon.—«. Lann'aret,
the male bird. [Fr. lanier—h. laniarius.]

Lanolin, lan'o-lin, n. an unctuous substance, a mixture
of the ethers of cholesterin with fatty acids, used as
a basis for ointments, extracted from wool. [L.
lana, wool, oleum, oil.]

Lansquenet, lans'ke-net, n. a i6th-i7th cent, mer-
cenary pikeman : a game at cards. [Fr.,—Ger.
landsknecht—land, country, knechi, a soldier.]

Lant, lant, «. stale urine, used in wool-scouring.
Lanterloo, lant'er-ISo, «. a game at cards, commonly

Loo. [Dut. lanterlu.\

Lantern, lant'era, «. a case for holding or carrying a
light, the light chamber of a lighthouse : an orna-
mental structure surmounting a dome to give light

and to crown the fabric : the upper square cage
which illuminates a corridor or gallery—obs. form,
Lanfhom, from the use of horn for the sides oi

lanterns v.t. to fumish with a lantern.

—

n. Lant'-
em-fly, any insect of family Fulgoridce, supposed to

emit a strong light in the dark.

—

adj. Lant'em-
jawed, thin-faced.—«.//. Lant'em-jaws, thin long
jaws.—Lantern of the dead, a tower having a small

lighted chamber at the top, once common in French
cemeteries ; Lantern wheel, a kind of cog-wheel,

in which a circle of bars or spindles between two
heads engages with the cogs of a spur-wheel.

—

Chinese lantern, a collapsible paper lantem, gener-

ally decorated with flowers; Dark lantern, a lantern

having an opaque slide, capable of being partly or
wholly shut at pleasure ; Magic lantern, an optical

instrument by means of which magnified images of
small pictures are thrown upon a wall or screen.

[Fr. lanteme—L. lantema—Gr. lampter—lampein,
to give light.]

Lanthanum, lan'tha-num, n. a metal discovered in

1839 in cerite, a hydrated silicate of cerium.—Also
Laa'thanlnm. [Gr. lanthanein, to conceal.]

LanuginoUS, la-nu'jin-us, adj. downy : covered with
fine soft hair.—«. LanU'gO. [Fr.,—L. lanuginosus—lanugo, down, lana, wool.]

Lanz, tanks, n. a platter or dish for serving meat at a
Roman table :—//. Lan'ces. [L.]

Lanyard, Laniard, lan'yard, n. a short rope used on
board ship for fastening or stretching, or for con-
venience m handling articles. [Fr. laniere, perh.
from_ L. lanarius, made ofwool— /a«rt, wool.]

Laocoon, la-ok'-o-on, n. a famous antique group in

marble in the Vatican, representing the Trojan
priest LaocoBn and his two sons being crushed in the
folds of two enormous serpents.

Laodicean, la-od-i-se'an, adj. lukewarm in religion,

like the Christians of Laodicea (Rev. iii. 14-16).

—

«. Laodice'anlsm, lukewarmness in religion.

Lap, lap, v.t. to lick up with the ton^e : to wash or
flow against.

—

v.i. to drink by licking up a liquid

:

to make a sound of such a kind '.—pr.p. lap'ping

;

pa.t. and pa.p. lapped.

—

n. a motion or sound like

lapping. [A.S. lapian; Low Ger. lappen; L.
lambere, Gr. laptein.\

Lap, lap, «. the loose or overhanging flap of anything

:

the part of a substance extending over or partly over
the rear of another, or the extent of such extension

:
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the part of the clothes lying on the knees when a

person sits down : the part of the body thus covered,

esp. with reference to nurshig, &c. : a fold : a course

or round of the track, as in foot-racing, &c. : at

euchre, &c., a carrying over to the next game of a

surplus of points from the last : the space over which

a steam-engine slide-valve travels after the closing

of the steam-passage to or from the cylinder : a

rotating disc of lead, copper, leather, &c., charged

with an abrasive powder, used in cutting gems, &c.

— v.t. to lay over or on.

—

v.i. to be spread on or

over : to be turned over or upon.—/w. Lap'-l)Oard,

a flat wide board resting on the lap, used by tailors

and seamstresses ; Lap'-dog, a small dog fondled in

the lap: a pet dog; Lapflll, as much as fills a

\^^.—adj. Lap'-joint'ed, having joints formed by

overlapping edges.

—

ns. Lap'-stone, a stone which

shoemakers hold in the lap to hammer leather on

;

Lap'-Streak, a clinker-built boat—also adj. \ Lap'-

VOrk, work containing lap-joints. [A.S. lappa, a

loosely hanging part ; Ice. lapa, to hang loose, Ger.

lappen, a rag.]

Lap, lap, v.t. to wrap, fold, involve.

—

ns. Lap'per, one
who wraps or folds : in cotton manufacturing, a
machine which compacts the scutched cotton into a
fleece upon the surface of a roller called a lap-roller ;

Lap'ping, the process of forming a lap or fleece of
fibrous material for the carding-machine : the rubbing
or polishing ofa metal surface: the process ofrubbing
away the lands, or metal between the grooves of a
rifled gun, to increase the bore. [M. E. wlappen,
being a form of wrap.]

Lapel, Lappel, Lapelle, la-pel', n. the part of the
breast of a coat which laps over and is folded back.
—adj. Lapelled'. [Dim. of lap.]

Lapidary, lap'i-dar-i, adj. pertaining to stones and
the cutting of stones : pertaining to inscriptions and
monuments.—«. a cutter of stones, esp. precious
stones : a dealer in precious stones—also Lapida'-
rlan, Lap'idarist, Lap'idist.— ?/.j'. Lapidate ^ra>e),

to pelt with stones.—«. Lapida'tion, punishment
by stoning.

—

adj'. Lapid'eoUS, stony.— «. Lapi-
desc'ence.

—

adj'. Lapidesc'ent, becoming stone

:

petrifying.—oi/?'. Lapidif'ic—«. Lapidifica'tlon.—
p./. Lapid'ify, to make into stone.

—

v.t. to turn
into stone :

—

pr.p. lapid'ifying ; pa.p. lapid'ified.

—

ailj. Lapiriiform, having the form of small stones.—fis. Lapil'lUS, a fragment of lava ejected from
a volcano :—//. Lapil'li ; La'pis, a kind of calico-

printing with indigo, the resists acting as methods
for other dyes, as madder or quercitron ; La'pis-
laz'llll, a mineral of beautiful ultramarine colour,
used largely in ornamental and mosaic work, and
for sumptuous altars and shrines.— Lapis-lazuU
blue, a deep blue, sometimes veined with gold, used
in decoration, and in the manufacture of Sevres and
Oriental porcelain ; Lapls-lazuli ware, the name
given by Josiah Wedgwood to a particular pebble
ware veined with gold upon blue. [L. lapidarius—
lapis, lapidis, a stone.]

Lapp, lap, «. a Laplander.

—

n. Laplander, a native
or inhabitant of Lapland. — adjs. Lap'landisll

;

Lapp'ish.

—

n. the language of the Lapps.
Lapper-mllk, lap'er-milk, n. (Scot.) loppered or curdled

milk. [Same word as lopper (pbs.y—yi. E. loper,

curdled, prob. conn, with A.S. hUapan, to leap, run.

Cf. rennet, runtut, from run.]
Lappet, lap'et, n. a little lap or flap.—o^'. Lapp'eted.
—». Lapp'et-head, a head-dress made with lappets

for lace pendants. [Dim. of lap.]

Lapse, laps, v.i. to slip or glide : to pass by degrees :

to fall from the faith or from virtue : to fail in duty

:

to pass to another proprietor, &c., by the negligence
of a patron, to become void : to lose certam privi-

leges by neglect of the necessary conditions.

—

n. a
slipping or falling : a failing in duty: a fault.

—

adj'.

Lai/sable.—The lapsed, the name applied in the
early Christian Church to those who, overcome by
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i.oatiien persecution, fell away from the faith. [L.

labi, lapsus, to slip or fall, lapsus, a fall, akin to lap.]

Laputan, la-pu'tan, adj'. pertaining to Laputa, a
flying island described in Swift's Gulliver's Travels
as inhabited by all sorts of ridiculous projectors

:

absurd : chimerical.
Lapwing, lap' wing, n. the name of a bird of the plover

tamily, also called peewit, from its peculiar cry.
[M. E. lappewinke—A.S. hledpewince—hledpan, to
leap or run, and root of wink, to turn.]

Lar, lar, «. one of a class of local deities, originally
Etruscan, but in Roman usage usually regarded as the
tutelary deities ofa house:

—

pi. Lares (la'rez). [L.]
Lar, lar, n. an Etruscan title, really peculiar to the

eldest son, but often mistaken for an integral part of
the name.—Also Lars. [L.,—Etruscan larth, lord.]

Larboard, lar'bOrd (by sailors, lab'erd), n. an obsolete
naval terra for the left side of a ship looking from
the stern, now, by command of the Admiralty, re-

placed by the term port, to prevent the mistakes
caused by its resemblance in sound to starboard.

—

adj. pertaining to the port or left side. [Perh. for a
conjectural lade-bord, the lading-side

—

lade, a load,
bard, board, side.]

Larceny, lar'sen-i, «. the legal term in England and
Ireland for stealing : theft.—«. Larcenist, one who
commits larceny : a thief.

—

aiij. Larcenous.

—

adv.
Lar'cenously.—Grand larceny, in England, lar-

ceny of property of the value of one shilling or more ;

Petty larceny, larceny of property less in val ue than
one shilling ; Simple larceny, as opposed to Com-
pound larceny, is larceny uncombined with aggra-
vating circumstances. [O. Fr. larrecin (Fr. larcin)

—L. latrociniuin—latro, a robber.]

Larcll, larch, n. a genus (Larix) of coniferous trees,

distinct from firs (Abies), with perfectly erect and
regularly tapering stem, small branches, numerous
small leaves deciduous and clustered, growing
rapidly, and yielding good timber. [L.,—Gr. larix,]

Lard, liird, «. the melted fat of the hog.

—

v.t. to smear
witli lard : to stuff with bacon or pork : to fatten :

to mix with anything.

—

adj. Larda'ceous.

—

ns.

Lard'-oil, a lubricating and illuminating oil ex-

pressed from lard ; Lar'don, Lar'doon, a strip of
bacon used for larding.

—

adj. Lar'dy. [O. Fr.,

—

L. laridum, lardum; cf. Gr. larinos, fat, laros,

sweet.]
Larder, lard'er, «. a room or place where meat, &c., is

kept : stock of provisions.—«. Lard'erer, one who
has charge of a larder. [O. Fr. tardier, a bacou-
tub— L. lardum.]

Lare, lar, «. obsolete form of lore, and of lair.

Large, larj, adj. great in size : extensive : bulky

:

wide: long: abundant: liberal: diffuse: (Sliak.,

of language) free, licentious.

—

adv. (naut.) before

the wmd.

—

adjs. Large'-a'cred, possessing much
land ; Large'-hand'ed, having large hands : grasp-

ing, greedy : profuse ; Large'-beart'ed, having a
large heart or liberal disposition : generous.

—

adv.
Largely.—rt^'. Large'-mind'ed, characterised by
breadth of view.

—

ns. Large'ness ; Lar'get, a length
of iron cut from a bar and of proper size to roll into a
sheet.—At large, without restraint or confinement

:

fully: as a whole, altogether. [Fr. ,— L. largiis.]

Largess, Largesse, larj'es, ». a present or donation :

(arch.) liberality.

—

n. Largit'ion, giving of larges.s.

[Fr.,—L. largitio—larglri, to give freely

—

largus.]

Largo, lar'gO, adj. (mus.) slow in time.—«. a move-
ment to be performed in such style.

—

adj. Lar-
ghet'to, somewhat slow : not so slow as largo.—«.

a movement in somewhat slow time.

—

adj. LarghiS'-
Simo, extremely slow. [It.,—L. largus.]

Lariat, lar'i-at, «. a rope for picketing horses while
grazing : a lasso. [Sp. la reata—la, the, reata, a
rope for tying animals together. ]

Lark, lark, «. a well-known singing-bird.

—

v.i. to

catch larks.

—

ns. Lark'S'-beel, the Indian cress;
Lark'gpor, a plant with showy flowers, so called
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from the spur-shaped formation of calyx and petals.

[M. E. laverock—\.^. idiverce ; Ger. iercke.]

Lark, lark, n. a game, frolic.

—

v.i. to frolic, make
sport. — adj. Lai^ky {coll.), frolicsome, sportive.

(A.S. I4c, play

—

lacan, to swing, wave, play. J

Larmier, lar'mi-er, n. (archil.) another name for the
corona (q.v.) : a horizontal string-course for pre-

venting rain from trickling down the wall : {zool.) a
tear-bag. [Fr. lartne, a tear—L. lacrinia, a tear.]

Larrikin, lar'i-kin, adj. {Auslralian) rowdy, dis-

orderly.—«. a rough or rowdy.

—

n. Lan^ikinisni.
Larrup, lar'up, v.t. (coll.) to flog, thrash. [Prob.

from Dut. larpen, thresh with flails.]

Larry, lar'i, «. Same as Lorry.
Lamm, lar'um, «. alarm : a noise giving notice of

danger.

—

v.t. (o6s.) to alarm. [Alarm.]
Larus, la'ms, «. a genus of Laridn, the gulls proper.

Larva, lar'va, «. an insect in its first stage after

issuing from the egg—i.e. in the caterpillar state : a
£host, spectre :—pl- Larva9 (lar've).

—

adjs. Lar'va!

;

ar'vate, -d, clothed as with a mask ; Lar'vifonn

;

Larvip'arotlS, producing young in a larva-form.

[L. larfa, a spectre, a mask.]
Larynx, lar'ingks, «. the upper part of the windpipe :

the throat :—//. Lar'ynges, Lar'ynxes (rare).—
rta>>.Laryn'gejil, Laryn'gean.—«. Laryngls'mus,
spasm of the glottis.

—

adj. Laryngit'ic.

—

n. Laryn-
gl'tis, inflammation of the larynx.

—

adj. LaryngO-
lop'ical.—>/j. Laryngologlst ; Laryngology, the
science of the larynx ; Larjmgopll'ony, the sound of
the voice as heard through the stethoscope applied over
the larynx ; Laryng'OSCOpe, a mirror for examining
the larynx and trachea.

—

adj. LaryngOSCOp iC.

—

ns.

Laryngos'coplst ; Laryngos'copy ; Laryngot'omy,
the operation of cutting into the windpipe to remove
obstructions and assist respiration ; Laryngotra-
Cbeot'omy, the operation of cutting into the wind-
pipe through the cricoid cartilage, the cricothyroid
membrane, and the upper rings of the trachea. [L.,

—Gr. larynx, laryngos.]
Lascar, las'kar, «. a native East Indian sailor or

camp-follower. [Hind.,—Pers. lashkari, a soldier.]

Lascivious, las-siv'i-us, adj. lustful : tending to pro-
duce lustful emotions.

—

adv. LaSCiVlOUSly.— «.

LasciV'iousness. [L. lascivus; perh. from the
same root as laxus, loose.]

Laser, la'ser, «. a gum-resin from North Africa,
esteemed by the ancients as a deobstruent and
diuretic. [L. /rtj(»r, juice of laserpitium.]

Laserpitium, las-er-pish'i-um, n. a genus of perennial
herbs of the parsley family—Las'erwort or herb
frankincense.—Also Silphium. [L. laserpicium, a
plant yielding laser.]

Lash, lash, n. a thong or cord : the flexible part of a
whip : a stroke with a whip or anything pliant : a
stroke of satire, a sharp retort : a beating or dashing :

an eyelash.

—

v.t. to strike with a lash: to dash
against : to fasten or secure with a rope or cord : to
censure severely : to scourge with sarcasm or satire.—v.i. to use the whip.

—

n. Lasb'er, one who lashes
or whips : a rope for binding one thing to another ;

Lasb'ing, act ofwhipping : a rope for making things
fast : a great plenty of anything—esp. in //.—Lash
out, to kick out, as a horse : to break out recklessly.
[M. E. lasshe; Dut. lasch, Ger. lasche, a joint.]

Lash, lash, adj. (obs.) slow, slack : soft : insipid.

—

n.

Lash'er, the slack water collected above a weir in
a river. (M. E. lasche, slack— O. Fr. lasche (Fr.
l&che, cowardly)—L. laxus, lax.]

Lasket, las'ket, n. a loop of line at the foot of a sail,

to which to fasten an extra sail.

Lass, las, «. (/em. of Lad) a girl, esp. a country girl

:

a sweetheart : (Scot.) a maid-servant.—(Diminutives)
Lassie, LajSS'OOk.—adj. Lasslom (ShaA), forsaken
by one's mistress. [Prob. a contr. of laddess, formed
firam lad: or directly from W. llodes, fern, of llawd,
a lad. Mr H. Bradley thinks the association virith

Ic^ merely accidental, the word first appearing

US

about 1300 in northern writings as lasce, evidently
representing a Scand. lashiv, the fem. of an adj.
meaning unmarried ; cf. Middle Sw. losk kona, un-
married woman.]

Lassitude, las'i-tud, «. faintness : weakness : weari-
ness : languor. [Fr.,—L. lassitude—lassus, faint.]

Lasso, las'O, n. a long rope with a running noose for
catching wild horses, &c :—//. Lass'os, La^S'oes.—
v.t. to catch with the lasso :—pr.p. lass'Oing ; ^a./.
lass'oed. [Port, lafo, Sp. lazo— L. laqueus, a
noose.]

Last, last, n. a wooden mould of the foot on which
boots and shoes are made.

—

v.t. to fit with a last

—

n. Last'er, one who fits the parts of shoes to lasts

:

a tool for doing so. [A.S. Idst, a trace.]
Last, last, v.i. to continue, endure : to escape failure

!

remain fresh, unimpaired.

—

adj. Last'ing, perma-
nent, durable.

—

n. endurance.

—

adv. Lastingly.

—

n. Last'ingnesS. [A.S. Ixstan, to keep a track.

Sec foregoing word.]
Last, last, n. a load, cargo, a weight generally esti-

mated at 4000 lb., but varying in different articles.

—

n. Last'age, the lading of a ship : room for stowing
goods in a ship : a duty formerly paid for the right

'

of carrying goods, &c. [A.S. hlast—hladan, to

load ; Ger. last. Ice. hlass.]

Last, last, adj. latest: coming after all the others:
final : next before the present : utmost : meanest

:

most improbable or unlikely—also adv.—«. LaSt'-
COUrt, a court held by the jurats in the marshes of
Kent to fix rates chargeable for the preservation of
these—also Last.—rt^r/. Lastly.—Last ^^(Scot.),
yesterday ; Last heir (Eng. law), he to whom lands
come by escheat for want of lawful heirs.—At last,

in conclusion (this from A.S. on Idst, therefore not
from late at all, but from last (i), which is the A.S.
last, a trace) : Breathe one's last, to die : Die in
the last ditch, to fight to the bitter end ; First and
last, altogether ; On one's last legs, on the verge
of utter failure or exhaustion ; Put the last hand
to, to finish, put the finishing touch to ; The last
cast (see Cast); The last day, the Day of Judg-
ment; The last days, times (/>.), the period when
the end of the world draws near ; To the last, to the
end : till death. [A contr. oi latest.]

Lastery, last'er-i, «. (Spens.) a red colour.

Lat, lat, n. in Indian architecture, an isolated pillar.

Latakia, lat-a-ke'a, «. a fine kind of tobacco produced
at Latakia (Laodicea ad Mare) in Syria.

Latch, lach, v.t. (Shak.) to moisten. [Leach.]
Latch, lach, n. a small piece of wood or iron to fasten
a door.

—

v.t. to fasten with a latch : to hold, retain :

(obs.) to seize.

—

ns. Latch'et, a strap or buckle for

fastening a shoe ; Latchkey, a key to raise the
latch of a door.—On the latch, not locked, but
opened by a latch. [A.S. lirccan, to catch.]

Late, lat, adj. (comp. Later ; superl. Latest) slow,

tardy : behindhand : coming after the expected time

:

long delayed : far advanced towards the close : last

in any place or character : deceased : departed : out
of office : not long past—also adv.—at^. Lat'ed
(Shak.), belated, being too late.

—

adv. Lately.^
ft. Late'ness, sute of being late.

—

adv. Lat'er.

—

adj. Lat'ish, somewhat late. [A.S. lat, slow ; Dut
laat, Ice. latr, Ger. lass, weary ; L. lassus, tired.]

Latebra, lat'eb-ra, «. the cavity m the food-yolk of a
meroblastic ovum.

—

adj. Lat'ebroUS. [L.

—

latere.]

Lateen, la-ten', adj. applied to a triangular sail,

common in the Mediterranean, the Lake of Geneva,
&c. [Fr.,—L. Latintis, Latin.]

Latent, la'tent, adj. hid : concealed : not visible or

apparent : dormant, undeveloped. — ns. La'tence,
La'tency. — adv. Latently. — Latent heat (see

Heat) ; Latent life, a phrase describing the physio-

logical condition of organisms in which the func-

tions are for a time suspended without losing the
power of future activity ; Latent period of a dis-

ease, the time that elapses before symptoms show
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;
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the presence of the disease. [L. latens, pr.p. of
latere, to lie hid ; Gr. lanthanein, to be hidden.]

Lateral, lat'er-al, adj. belonging to the side : proceed-

ing from or in the direction of the side : {anat. and
30ol.) situated on one of the sides of the median
vertical longitudinal plane of the body : (^physics) at

right angles to a line of motion or strain.

—

n. Latar-
al'lty.—Wr/. Lat'erally.-a<(;'. Laterif6'lloiis(i5o/.),

fjrowing by the side of a leaf at its base.—Lateral
fin, one of the paired side fins of a fish :—opp. to

Verticalfin. [L. lateralis—latus, laieris, a side.]

Lateran, lat'er-an, adj. pertaining to the Church of
St John Lateran at Rome, the Pope's cathedral

church, on the site of the splendid palace or basilica

of Plautius Lateranus (executed 66 A.D.).—Lateran
Councils, five general councils of the Western
Church, held in the Lateran basilica (1123, 1139,

1179, 1215, and 1512-17), regarded by Roman
Catholics as oecumenical : also an important synod
against the Monothelites in 649.

Laterlceoos, lat-er-ish'us, adj. of brick, or brick-

coloured.—Also Laterlt'lous. [L. lateridus—later,
laieris, a brick.]

Laterite, lat'er-It, «. an argillaceous sandstone of a
reddish or brick colour found in India, esp. in

Ceylon. [L. later, laieris, a brick.]

Latescent, la-tes'ent, adj. becoming hidden.

—

n. La-
tesCence. [L. latesclre—latere, to lie hid.]

Latest, Ifit'est, adj. superl. of late.

Latex, la'teks, «. (bot^ the sap of plants after it has
l>een elaborated in the leaves.

—

adj. Latlcif'eroilS,
containing or conveying latex. [L.]

Lath, lath, H. a thin cleft slip of wood ustd in slating,

plastering, &c. :—//. LathS <^a.thz).— v.t. to cover
with laths.

—

adj. Lath'en.—«j. Lath'ing, the act

or process of covering with laths : a covering of
laths ; Latb'-Split'ter, one who splits wood into

\z\\\%.—adj. Lathy, like a lath.*—Dagger of lath,
any insufficient means of attack or defence. [A.S.
Icrttu: Dut. lat, Ger. latte, a lath.]

Lathe, \kth, n. a machine for turning and shaping
articles of wood, metal, &c. : the movable swing-
frame of a loom carrying the reed for separating the

warp threads and beating up the weft. [Ice. UfS. ]

Lathe, la.tA, n. a part or division of a county, now
existing only in Kent, and consisting of four or
five hundreds. [A.S. Ixtk, a district.]

Lather, laM'er, n. a foam or froth made with water
and soap : froth from sweat,

—

v.t. to spread over
with lather.

—

v.t. to form a lather : to become frothy.

[A.S. le<&or, lather ; Ice. latHSr, foam.]

Latihulum, la-tib'u-lum, «. a hiding-place, burrow :

—

//. LatlVula.—!<.». Latib'ullse, to hibernate. [L.]

Laticlave, lat'i-klav, «. a broad vertical purple stripe
running down the front of a Roman senator's tunic.
[L. latus, broad, clavus, a stripe.]

Latlcostate, lat-i-kos'tat, adj. broad-ribbed.
Latidentate, lat-i-den'tat, adj. broad-toothed.
Latlfollate, lat-i-fo'li-at, adj. broad-leafed. — Also

Latlfo'llous.

Latin, lat'in, adj. pertaining to ancient Latium (esp.

Rome) or its inhabitants, also to all races claiming
affinity with the Latins by language, race, or civilisa-

tion : written or spoken m Latin.—«. an inhabitant
of ancient Latium : a member of a modem race
ethnically or linguistically related to the ancient
Romans or Italians : the language of ancient Rome
—the foundation of the modem Romance tongues : a
member of the Latin or Roman Catholic Church.

—

adj. La'tlan.

—

n. Lat'lner, one who knows Latin :

(fibs.) an interpreter.

—

v.t. Lat'lnise, to give Latin
forms to : to render into Latin.

—

tis. Lat'inism, a
Latin idiom ; Lat'lnlst, one skilled in Latin ;

Latln'lty, the Latin tongue, style, or idiom.—Latin
Church, the Western Church as distinguished from
the Greek or Oriental Church, so named as having
employed Latin as its official language : the Roman
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Catholic Church ; Latin Empire, that portion of the

Byzantine Empire seized in 1204 by the Crusaders,

and overthrown by the Greeks in 1261 ; Latin king-
dom, the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem ruled by
French or Latin kings, and lasting from 1099 to

1187.—Classical Latin, the Latin of the writers who
flourished from about 75 B.c to 200 a.d. ; Dog
Latin, barbarous Latin ; Late Latin, the Latin

written by authors between 200 and {circ") 600 A.D.

;

Middle, Medieval, or Low Latin, the Latin of the

middle age between 600 and 1500 a.d. ; New,
Modem, Latin, Latin as written between 1500 and
the present time, mostly used as a scientific medium ;

Thieves' Latin, thieves' cant. [L. Latinus, belong-
ing to Latium, the district round Rome.]

Latipennate, lat-i-pen'5t, adj. broad-«inged.
Latirostral, lat-i-ros'tral, adj. broad-billed. — Also

Latiros'trate.
Latissimus, la-tis'i-mus, ». the broadest muscle which

lies upon the back.
Latitude, l.it'i-tud, «. the distance of a place north or

south from the equator, measured in degrees of the
meridian : a place as indicated by latitude : the
angular distance of a celestial body above the plane
of the ecliptic (apparent when the point of view is

on the earth's surface, geocentric when at the earth's

centre, heliocentric when at the centre of the sun) :

(fig^ extent of signification : freedom from restraint

:

scope : ((7^j.) width.— adjs. Latitudinal, pertaining
to latitude : in the direction of latitude ; Latltudina'-
rlan, broad or liberal, esp. in religious belief: lax.

—

«. a name applied by contemporaries to a member
of a school of liberal and philosophical theologians
within the English Church in the later half of the
17th century : one who affects to regard specific

creeds, methods of church government, &c. with
indifference.— «. Latltudlna'rianlsm.— a<(/'. Latl-
tud'inous, having latitude or large extent.—Lati-
tude by account, in navigation, the latitude calcu-
lated from the course and distance sailed since last

observation ; Latitude by Observation, the latitude
determined from an observation of a heavenly body ;

Middle latitude, the latitude of the par.-iUel midway
between two places situated in the same hemisphere.
[Fr.,—L. laiitudo, -inis—latus, broad.]

Latria, la-trl'a, «. the kind of supreme worship law-
fully offered to God alone—opposed to Dulia, that

given to saints and angels, and to Perdulia, that
given to the Virgin. [Gr., latreuein, to serve.]

Latrine, lat'rin, «. a privy or water-closet in barracks,
factories, hospitals, &c. [Fr.,—L. lavatrina, lat-

rina—lavdre, to wash.]
Latrobe, la-trOb', n. a form of stove set into a fireplace,

heating the room by radiation, and the rooms
above by hot air—from I. Latrobe of Baltimore.

Latroclnlum, lat-rO-sin'i-um, K. the Robber-Council,
that held at Ephesus in 449, in which the doctrines
of the heretic Eutyches were upheld by means of
intimidation—its acts revoked at the oecumenical
council of Chalcedon in 451: larceny: right of
adjudging and executing thieves. [L., robbery.]

Latten, lat'en, «. brass or bronze used for crosses

:

sheet tin, tinned iron-plate. [O. Fr. laton (Fr.
laiton)—Ger. latte, a lath, thin plate.]

Latter, lat'^r, adj. later : coming or existing after ;

mentioned the last of two : modem : recent : (Shak.)
last.

—

adjs. Latt'er-bom(5A(i>t.), younger ; Latt'er-
day, belonging to recent times.

—

adv. Latt'erly,
in latter time : of late.—Latter-day saUltS (see
Mormon) ; Latter end (see End) ; Latter-mint, a
late kind of mint.—The former and the latter
rain (see Rain). [A variant of later. ]

Lattice, lat'is, «. a network of crossed laths or bars,
called also Latt'ice-WOrk : anything of lattice-work,
as a window : (her.) a bearing of vertical and hori-

zontal bars crossing each other.

—

v.t. to form into
open work : to furnish with a lattice.

—

ns. Latt'ice-
brldge, a bridge with its sides consisting of cross-



Laud mate ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Ijaw

framing like lattice-work ; Latt'lce-glrd'er, a girder
of which the web consists of diagonal pieces arranged
like lattice-work ; Latt'ice-leaf, an aquatic plant,

native to Madagascar, so called from the singular
resemblance of the leaves to open lattice-work

—

otherwise Lattice-plant, Lace-ltaf, Water-yam, or
Ouvirandmno.—Red lattice (Shak.), a frame of
lattice-work painted red, formerly used to fill the
windows of an ale-house. [Fr. iattis—latte, a lath.]

Laud, lawd, v.t. to praise in words or with singing:
to celebrate.—«. commendation : praise in divine

worship: (//.) in the R.C. Church, the prayers
immediately following matins, constituting with
the latter the first of the seven canonical hours.—adj. Laud'able, worthy of being praised.—«.

Laud'ableness. — adv. Laud'ably. — ns. Lauda'-
tlon, praise : honour paid ; Laud'ative, a panegyric,

a eulogium.

—

adj. Laud'atory, containing praise :

expressing praise.

—

n. that which contains praise.

—

n. Laud'er. [L. laudare—laus, iaudis, praise.]

Laudanum, lawd'a-num, n. a preparation of opium

:

tincture of opium. [Same word as ladanum, trans-

feiTed to a different drug.]
Laugh, laf, v.i. to express mirth or joy by an explosive

inarticulate sound of the voice and peculiar facial

distortion : to be gay or lively : make merry
(with at), to flout.

—

z'.i. to express with a laugh :

to affect in some way by laughter.

—

n. the sound
caused by merriment.

—

adj. Laugh'able, ludi-

crous.—«. Laugh'ableness.—a</z'. Lau^h'abljr.

—

ns. Laugh'er ; Laugh'ing-gas, a gas which excites

laughter, called nitrous oxide, used as an anses-

thetic in minor surgical operations, as in dentistry

;

Laugh'ing-jack'ass, the great kingfisher of Aus-
tralia.

—

adv. Laughingly, in a laughing manner.

—

ns. Laughing-stock, an object of ridicule, like

something stuck up to be laughed at : Laugh'ter,
act or noise of laughing.—Laugh a thing OflF, to

treat as if worthy only of a laugh ; Laugh in one's
Sleeve, to laugh inwardly ; Laugh one out of, to

make a person abandon a habit, &c., by laughing
at him for it : Laugh on the wrong side of the
mouth, to be made feel disappointment or sorrow,
esp. after boasting, &c. ; Laugh to soom, to deride
or jeer at.—Have the laugh on one's side, to be
able to laugh at another through getting the better

of him by superior dexterity, &c. [\.S. hlihan ;

Ger. lacken, Goth, hlahjan ; prob. imit.]

Launce, lans, ». Same as Lance.
Launce, lans, «. {Spens.) a balance. [L. ianjc, lancis,

a plate, a scale of a balance.]

Launch, Lanch, lansh, v.t. to throw as a lance or
spear : {ShaM.) to pierce or cut with a lance : to send
forth: to cause to slide into the water.

—

v.i. to go
forth, as a ship into the water : to come into new
relations, make a transition.

—

n. act of launching or
moving a newly-built ship from the stocks into the
water : the largest boat carried by a man-of-war

:

{Spens.) a lancing.—«.//, Launch'ing-Wavs, the
timbers on which a ship is launched.—«. Steam'-
launch, a large passenger-boat propelled by steam-
power, and used largely on rivers. [O. Fr. lanchier,
lander (Fr. lancer). See Lance.]

Laund, lawnd, «. (Shak^ a park. [O. Fr. lande

;

prob. Celt. See Lawn.]
Laundress, lawn'dres, n. a woman who washes and

irons clothes.—«. Laun'der, a washerwoman or
washerman : a trough for conveying water.

—

v.t. to
wash and iron, as clothes : {Shak.) to wet, wash.

—

ns. Laun'dry, a place where clothes are washed
and dressed ; Laun'dry-man, -maid, a male, female,
worker in a laundry. [M. E. lavandei— O. Fr.
lavandier—L., gerundive of lazidre to wash.]

Laura, law'ra, n. an early kind of monastic com-
munitjr, its cells separate structures, the inmates
living in solitude, meeting only for common services
in the chapel—found only in Egypt, Syria, and
Palestine. [Most prob, Gr. laura, an alley, laiie.]

Laureate, law're-at, adj. crowned with laurel.—«.
one crowned with laurel : a poet-laureate.

—

v.t. to
crown with laurel, in token of literary merit : to
confer a degree upon^

—

ns. Lau'reateship, office

of a laureate : Laurea'tion, act of laureating or
conferring a degree ; Po'et-lau'reate, formerly one
who received a degree in grammar (i.e. poetry and
rhetoric) at the English universities : a poet bearing
that honorary title, a salaried officer in the royal
household, appointed to compose annually an ode
for the king's birthday and other suitable occasions.

Laurel, law'rel, «. the bay-tree, used by the ancients
for making honorary wreaths : a crown of laurel,

honours gained (freq. in //.) : any species of the
%enn% Lanrus.—adjs. Lau'rel; Lau'relled, crowned
with laurel.

—

n. LauTel-wa'ter, a sedative and
narcotic water distilled from the leaves of the cherry-
laurel.

—

adjs. LauriferOUS, producing laurel ; Lau'-
riger, laurel-wearing.—«. Laurusti'nus, an ever-
green shrub. [Fr. lauriei—L. laurus.]

Laurentian, law-ren'shi-an, adj. pertaining to Lorenzo
or Laurentius dei Medici, or to the Laurentian
library founded by him at Florence : of or pertaining
to the river St Lawrence: applied to a series of
rocks covering a large area in the region of the
Upper Lakes of North America.

Lauwine, law'vin, «. {Byron) an avalanche. [Ger.,

from Low L. lavina, prob. L. labi, to fall.]

Lav, lav, M. word—in lavengro, word-master. [Gypsy.]
Lava, la'va, «. the melted matter discharged from a
burning mountain, that flows down its sides. [It.

lava, a stream—L. lavdre, to wash.]
Lave, lav, v.t. and v.i. to wash : to bathe.

—

ns. La'vabo,
the ritual act of washing the celebrant's fingers after

the offertory, before proceeding with the eucharistic
service—from Lavabo tnanus nteas in innocentia
(Ps. xxvi. 6): a stone basin in monasteries for wash-
ing in before meals or religious exercises : a modern
convenience or lavatory of similar kind ; La'vage,
a washing out ; Lava'tion, a washing or cleansing ;

Lav'atory, a place for washing : a medieval stone

table in monasteries, &c., on which bodies were
washed before burial : (med.) a lotion for a diseased
part ; La'ver, a large vessel for laving or washing.
[Fr. laz'er—L. lavdre, -dtum ; Gr. louein, to wash.]

Lave, lav, n. {Scot.) what is left, the remainder. [A.S.

Idf; Ice. lei/. See Leave.]
Lave, lav, v.t. to lade or throw out (as water from a

boat). [A.S. lajian, pour out water; Ger. laben,

refresh. Conn, with L. lavdre, to wash, dub.]
Lavender, lav'en-der, «. an odoriferous plant, prob-

ably so called from its being laid with newly washed
clothes : a pale-lilac colour, the colour of lavender
blossoms.

—

v.t. to sprinkle with lavender.—«. Lav*-
ender-Wa'ter, a perfume composed of spirits of

wine, essential oil of lavender, and ambergris.—Lay
in lavender, to lay by carefully, as clothes, with
sprigs of lavender in them ; Oil Of lavender, an
aromatic oil distilled from lavender flowers and stems,

used as a stimulant and tonic. [M. E. lavendre—
Fr. lavande—L. lavdre, to wash.]

Laver. See Lave (i).

Laver, laVer, «. the fronds of certain marine plants,

sometimes used as food. [L. laver.'\

Laverock, laVer-ock, n. {Jtrov.) a lark. [Cf. Lark.'\

Lavish, lav'ish, v.t. to expend profusely: to waste.

—

adj. bestowing profusely: prodigal: extravagant;

unrestrained.

—

adv. Lav'ishly.

—

tis. Lav'ishment,
LaVishness. [From Lave (3).]

Lavolt, la-volt', Lavolta, la-vol'ta, «. (Shak.) an old

dance in which there were much turning and high

leaping. [It. la volta, the tum.]_
Law, law, n. a rule of action established by authority

:

statute : the rules of a community or state; a rule or

principle of science or art : the whole jurisprudence

or the science of law : established usage : that which
is lawful : the whole body of persons connected pro-

fessionally with the law : litigation : a theoretical
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Law fate, tir ; me, hir ; mine ; l^y

principle educed from practice or observation : a
statement or formula expressing the constant order

of certain phenomena : (tkeoL) the Mosaic code or

the books containing it.

—

v.t. {coil.) to give law to,

determine.

—

v.i. (obs.) to go to law.

—

adj. Law'-
abid'ing, obedient to the lav.—'«• Law'-bind'ing

;

Law'-book, a book treating of law or law cases

;

Law'-break'er, one who violates a law ; Law'-
burr'OWS (Scots law), a writ requiring a person to

give security against doing violence to another

;

Law'-calf, a book-binding in smooth, pale-brown

calf; Law'-day, a day of open court.

—

adj. Law'-
ful, allowed by law: rightful. — a</z/. Law'fully.
—ns. LawTulness ; Law'giver, one who enacts

laws: a legislator.—<!(/;. Law'glving, legislating.—

n. LaW'ing, going to law : litigation : (fibs.) the prac-

tice of cutting off the claws and balls of a dog's fore-

feet to hinder it from hunting : (Scot.) a reckoning

at a public-house, a tavern bill.

—

adj. LaWless.

—

adv. Law'less^.—?Ar. Lawlessness; Law'-list, an
annual publication containing all information regard-

ing the administration of law and the legal pro-

fession ; Law'-Iord, a peer in parliament who holds

or has held high legal office : in Scotland, a judge
of the Court of Session ; Law'-mak'er, a lawgiver;

Law'-man, one of a select body with magisterial

powers in some of the Danish towns ofearly England

;

Law'-mer'chailt, a term applied to the customs
which have grown up among merchants in refer-

ence to mercantile documents and business ; Law'-
mong'er, a low pettifogging lawyer; Law'-Sta'-
tioner, a stationer who sells parchment and other
articles needed by lawyers; Law'SUlt, a suit or

process in law ; Law'-WTit'er, a writer on law : a
copier or engrosser of legal papers ; Law'yer, a
practitioner in the law: (N.T.) an interpreter of
the Mosaic Law : the stem of a brier.—Law Latin,
Latin as used in law and legal documents, being a
mixture of Latin with Old French and Latinised

English words ; Law of nations, now intertiational

law, originally applied to those ethical principles

regarded as obligatory on all communities ; Law Of
nature (see Nature) ; Law of the land, the estab-

lished law of a country ; LaWS Of association (see

Association); Laws of motion (see Motion) ; Law-
ful day, one on which business may be legally done
—not a Sunday or a public holiday.—Boyle's (erro-

neously called Mariotte's) law (/Ayj/rj), in gases,

the law that, for a given quantity at a given tem-
perature, the pressure varies inversely as the volume
—discovered by Robert Boyle in 1662, and treated

in a book by Mariotte in 1679 ; Brehon law (see

Brehon) ; Canon law (see Canon) ; Case law, law
established by judicial decision in particular cases,

in contradistinction to statute law; Common laW
(see Common) ; Criminal law, the law which relates

to crimes and their punishment ; Crown law, that
part of the common law of England which is appli-

cable to criminal matters ; Customary law (see

Consuetudinary): Empirical law, a law induced
from observation or experiment, and though valid

for the particular instances observed, not to be
relied on beyond the conditions on which it rests

;

Federal law, law prescribed by the supreme power
of the United States, as opposed to state law;
Forest law, the code of law which was drawn up
to preserve the forests, &c., forming the special
property of the English kings ; Oresham'S law
(polit. econ.), the law that of two forms of currency
the inferior or more depreciated tends to drive the
other from circulation, owing to the hoarding and
exportation of the better form; Orimm'S law
(^hilol.\ the law formulating certain changes or
differences which the mute consonants exhibit in

corresponding words in the Teutonic branches of
the Aryan family of languages—stated by Jacob
Grimm (1785-1863); International law (see Inter-
national) ; Judiciary law, that part of the law
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which has its source in the dec'isions and adjudica-

tions of the courts ; Kepler's laws, three laws of

planetary motion discovered by Johamj Ke/>ler(i$j\-

1630)—viz. (i) the orbits of the planets are ellipses

with the sun at one focus ; (2) the areas described by
their radii vectores in equjil times are equal ; (3)

the squares of their periodic times vary as the cubes
of their mean distances from the sun ; Lynch law
(see Lynch); Maine law, a prohibitory liquor law
passed by the legislature oi Maine State, U.S..\., in

1S51 ; Maritime, Martial, Mercantile, Military
law (see the adjs.) ; May laws, several Prussian

enactments (1873-74) directed to control the action

of the Church, and limit its interference in civil

matters, largely modified in 1887—often called Falk
laws, from the introducer ; Moral law, that portion

of the Old Testament which relates to moral prin-

ciples, especially the ten commandments; Mosaic,
Municipal, Natural law (see the adjs.); Ohm's
law, the basis of electrical measurements, established

in 1827 by Ohm (i 787-1854), that the resistance of a
conductor is measured by the ratio of the electro-

motive force between its two ends to the current
flowing through it ; Poor-law, -laws, laws providing
for the support of paupers at the public expense

;

Positive law, law owing its force to human sanction

as opposed to divine law ; Private law (see Private)

;

Roman law, the system of law developed by the
ancient Romans, and often termed the ci^'il latu

(q.v.); Salic law (see Salic); Statute law (see

Statute); Sumptuary law (see Sumptuary);
Vomer's law (philol.), a law stated by Karl V'ertur

in 1875, showing the effect of the position of accent
in the shifting of the original Aryan mute consonants,
and f, into Low German, and explaining the most
important anomalies in the application of Grimm's
law ; Written law, statute law as distinguished

from the common law.—Have the law of (coll.), to

enforce the law against ; Lay down the law, to

state authoritatively or dictatorially. [M. E. lawe
—A. S. lagu, from licgan, to lie ; Ice. log. ]

Lawk, lawk, interj. implying surprise. [For Lord!]
Lawn, lawn, n. a sort of fine linen or cambric.

—

adj.

made of lawn.

—

adj. Lawn'y.—Lawn sleeves, wide
sleeves of lawn worn by Anglican bishops. [Prob.

from Fr. Loon, a town near Rheims.]
Lawn, lawn, rt. an open space between woods : a.

space of ground covered with grass, generally in

front of or around a house or mansion.

—

ns. Lawn'-
mow'er, a machine for cutting the grass on a lawn ;

Lawn'-sprlnk'ler, a machine for watering a lawn
by sprinkling from a hose with perforated swivel-

collar ; Lawn'-tenn'iS, a game played with a ball

and rackets on an open lawn or other smooth sur-

face by two, three, or four persons.

—

adj. Lawn'y.
[A corr. oi laund, lawnd.]

Lax, laks, adj. slack : loose : soft, flabby : not strict

in discipline or morals: loose in the_ bowels.

—

adj.

Lax'ative, having the power of loosening the bowels.—n. a purgative or aperient medicine.

—

ns. Laz'a-
tiveness, Lax'ity, Laz'ness, state or quality of

being lax ; Laza'tor, a muscle that relaxes an organ
or part ; Laz'ist, one holding loose notions of moral
laws, or of their application.

—

adv. Laz'ly. [L.

laxus, loose.]

Lay, pa.t. of lie, to lay one's self down.
Lay, la, v.t. to cause to lie down: to place or set

down : to beat down : to spread on a surface : to

conjoin : to spread the proper thing on : to calm

:

to appease : to wager : to bring forth : to impose :

to charge : to present.

—

v.i. to produce eggs : to

wager, bet:

—

f>r./>. la/ing
;
/Sa./. and /a./, laid.—

n. situation : (Shak.) a bet : a share of profit, esp. in

whaling enterprises : (slang) a field or method of

operations, esp. of thieves : a measure in thread

manufacture, about 800 yards.

—

ns. Lay'er, that

which lays—e.g. a hen, a bricklayer : a bed or

stratum : a shoot laid for propagation ; Lay'ering,



Lay mote ; mute ; m5Dn ; iktn. lisad

the propagation of plants by layers ; Lay'ing, the
first coat of plaster : the act or time of laying eggs :

the eggs laid ; Lay'-OUt, that which is laid out, a
spread, for dining, gaming, &c. ; Lay-Stall, a place
for laying dung, rubbish, &c.—Lay about one, to

deal blows vigorously or on all sides ; Lay aside,
ftWay, to discard : to put apart for future use ; Lay
at, to endeavour to strike ; Lay bare, to make bare,

disclose ; Lay before, to submit to, as of plans

;

Lay by, to keep for future use, to dismiss, to put
oK : Lay by tbe heels (see Heel) ; Lay down, to

give up : to deposit, as a pledge : to apply, as

embroidery: to delineate, describe : to affirm, assert:

(rare) to store for future use ; Lay heads together,
to consult together, to deliberate ; Lay hold of, or

on, to seize, apprehend ; Lay in, to get in a supply
of; Lay into, to chastise thoroughly ; Lay it on, to

charge exorbitantly, to do anything with profuseness;

Lay off, to cast aside : to mark off; Lay on, to apply
with force, to strike, to act with vigour; Lay one's
self out to, to put forth one's best efforts for any-
thing : Lay on load {S/ens.), to belabour ; Lay on
the table (see Table) ; Lay open, to make bare, to

show, expose ; Lay OUt, to expand, to display : to

expend, to plan, to exert : to dress in grave-clothes :

to take measures, seek ; Lay Siege to, to besiege

:

to importune ; Lay the land, to cause the land to

disappear below the horizon by sailing away from
it ; Lay to, to apply with vigour : to bring a ship to

rest: Lay to heart (see Heart); Lay under, to

subject to ; Lay up, to store up, preserve : to con-
fine to one's bed or room for a time : to put a ship

in dock after dismantling ; Lay upon, to wager
upon ; Lay wait, to lie in wait, or in ambush

;

Lay waste, to devastate, to destroy.—Laying on
of hands (see Hand).—Laid embroidery, gimped
or raised embroidery.—On a lay, on shares, as

when a crew is shipped 'on a lay' instead of receiv-

ing wages. [.Lay is the causal to iie, from A.S.
Ucgan; Ice. Uggja, Ger. legen.\

Lay, la, n. a song : a lyric or narrative poem. [O. Fr.

lai, from Celt. ; cf. Gael, laoidli, a hymn.]
Lay, la. Laic, -al, la'ik, -al, adjs. pertaining to the

people : not clerical : unprofessional : (cards) not

trumps. — v.t. La'icise, to deprive of a clerical

character.

—

ns. Laity, the people as distinguished

from any particular profession, esp. the clerical

;

Lay-bap'tism, baptism administered by a layman ;

Lay-broth'er, a layman : a man under vows of

celibacy and obedience, who serves a monastery,
but is exempt from the studies and religious services

required of the monks ; Lay-commun ion, the state

of being in the communion of the church as a lay-

man ; Lay'-impro'priator, an impropriator who is

a layman (see Impropriator); Lay-lord, a civil

lord of the Admiralty ; Layman, one of the laity :

a non-professional man ; Lay-read'er, in the Angli-

can Church, a layman who receives authority to read

the lessons or a part of the service, and who may in

certain cases preach or read the sermons of others.

[O. Fr. All—L. laicus—Gr. laikos—iaos, the people.]

Lay-day, la'-da, n. one of a number of days allowed a
charter-party for shipping or unshipping cargo.

Layer, la'er. «. a stratum—better Lair (q. v. ). See Lay.
Layette, la-yet*, «. a baby's complete outfit : a tray

for carrying powder in powder-mills. [Fr.]

Lay-figure, la'-fig'ur, «. a jointed figure used by
painters in imitation of the human body, as a model
for drapery : a living person or a fictitious character
wanting in individuality.—Also Lay-man.

Lazar, la'zar, n. one afflicted with a loathsome and
pestilential disease like Lazarus, the beggar.

—

ns.

L^'iar-house, a lazaretto ; Lax'arist, a member of
a R. C. order, the Congregation of the Priests of the
Mission, founded by St Vincent de Paul in 1624.

—

adj. La'sar-like, like a lazar : full of sores : leprous.

[Fr. lazare—L.,—Gr. Lazaros, in the parable in

Luke xvi.—Heb. El'Ssdr, ' he whom God helps.']
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Lazaretto, laz-a-ret'O, n. a public hospital for diseased
persons, esp. for such as have infectious disorders :

a prison hospital : a place where persons are kept
during quarantine.—Also Laz'aret. [It. iazzeretto.\

Lazaroni, laz-a-ro'ni, n. Same as Lazzaroni.
Lazuli, laz'u-lT. See Lapls-lazull, under Lapidary.
Lazulite, laz'u-llt, «. a mineral of a light, indigo-blue

colour, occurring in quartz and in clay-slate.

Lazy, la'zi, adj. disinclined to exertion : averse to
labour: shiggish : tedious.

—

v.i. Laze, to be lazy.

—

adv. La'zily—«.r. La'Ztness, state or quality of
being lazy ; La'zy-bed, a bed for growing potatoes,
the seed being laid on the surface and coveredwith
earth dug out of trenches along both sides ; La'zy-
bones (coll.), a lazy person, an idler ; La'zy-jacK,
a jack constructed of compound levers pivoted
together; La'zy-pin'ion (see Idle-Wheel). — «.//.
Lazy-tongs, tongs consisting of a series of diagonal
levers pivoted together at the middle and ends,
capable of being extended by a movement of the
scissors-like handles so as to pick up objects at a
distance. [M. E. lascke—0. Fr. lascke (Fr. lOcke),
slack, weak, base— L. laxus, loose.]

Lazzaroni, laz-a-rO'ni, «. name given to the lowest
classes in Naples, idle beggars, with no fixed habita-
tion or regular occupation:

—

sing. Lazzarone. [It.]

Lea, le, n. a meadow : grass-land, pasturage.—Older
forms, Lay, Lee, Ley. [A.S. Udh; cf. prov. Ger.
lohe, loh, found also in place-names, as WaterA^c]

Leach, lech, v.t. to wash or drain away by percolation

of water, esp. to make lye by leaching ashes—also

Letch.—»j. Leach'-trough, -tub, a trough or tub
in which ashes are leached.

—

adj. Leach'y, liable to

be leached, letting water percolate through. [A.S.
leccan, to moisten.]

Leach, lech, ». Same as Leech.
Lead, led, v.t. to show the way by going first : to

guide by the hand : to direct : to precede : to trans-

port or carry : to allure.

—

z'.i. to go before and show
the way : to have a tendency : to exercise dominion :—/'•/• lead'ing; fa.t. undjfia.p. led.—«. first place:
precedence: direction: («a7<^.) the course ofa running
rope from end to end : the right of playing the first

card in a round or trick : a main conductor in elec-

trical distribution.

—

ns. Lead'er, one who leads or

goes first : a chief: the leading editorial article in a
newspaper (also Leading article) : principal wheel
in any machinery ; Leaderette', a brief newspaper
leader ; Leadership, state or condition of a leader

or conductor; Leading-business, the acting of the

principal parts or roles in plays ; Lead'ing-mo'tive
(Ger. leit-motif), in dramatic music, a principal

theme : a theme, usually of but few tones, by which
any personage or particular emotion is indicated by
suggestion as often as it occurs ; Lead'ing-ques'tion,

a legal term for a question so put to a witness as to

suggest the answer that is wished or expected.—«.//.

L^d'ing-StrtngS, strings used to lead children when
beginning to walk : vexatious care or custody.

—

Lead apes in hell (see Ape) ; Lead astray, to draw
into a wrong course, to seduce from right conduct

;

Lead by the nose, to make one follow submissively ;

Lead in prayer, to offer up prayer in an assembly,

uniting the prayers of others ; Lead Off, to begin or

take the start in anything ; Lead on, to persuade to

go on, to draw on ; Lead one a dance (see Dance);
Lead up to, to bring about by degrees, to prepare

for anything by steps or stages. [A.S. Uedan, to

lead, Idd, a way ; Ger. Uiten, to lead.]

Lead, led, «. a well-known metal of a bluish-white

colour: the plummet for sounding at sea: a thin

plate of lead separating lines of type : (//.) sheets

of lead for covering roofs, a flat roof so covered.
— v.t. to cover or ht with lead: (print.) to sepa-

rate lines with leads.

—

n. Lead'-arm'ing, tallow,

&c., placed in the hollow of a sounding-lead, to

ascertain the nature of the bottom.—adjs. Lead'Od,
fitted with or set in lead: (print.) separated by



Leaf fete, far ; m5, htr ; mine ; Leather

leads, as the lines of a boolc, &c. ; Lsad'en, made
of lead : heavy : dull ; Leaden-heart ed, having an
unfeeling heart ; Leaden-Stepping {Miit.), moving
slowly.

—

ns. Lead'-glance, lead ore, galena ; Lead'-
mill, a mill for grinding while-lead : a leaden disc

charged with emery for grindmg gems ; Lead'-
pen'Cil, a pencil or instrument for drawing, &c.,
made ofblacklead ; Lead'-poi'SOOing, ox Plumbism,
poisoning by the absorption and diflusion of lead in

the system, its commonest form. Lead or Painter's
Colic; Leads'man, a seaman who heaves the lead.
— adj. Lead'y, like lead. [A.S. lead ; Ger. loth.]

Leaf, lef, «. one of the lateral organs developed from
the stem or axis of the plant below its growing-point :

anything beaten thin like a leaf: two pages of a
book: one side of a window-shutter, &c. : — //.

Leaves (levz).

—

v.i. to shoot out or produce leaves :

—pr.p. leafing ; pa.f". leafed.

—

tis. I^af'age, leaves
collectively : abundance of leaves : season of leaves
or leafing ; Leaf'-bridge, a form of drawbridge in

which the rising leaf or leaves swing vertically on
hinges ; Leaf'-bud, a bud producing a stem with
leaves only ; Leaf iness ; Leaf'-In'sect, an orthopter-
ous insect of family Phasmidtg, the wing-covers like

leaves.

—

adj. Leafless, destitute of leaves.— ns.

Leaflet, a little leaf, a tract ; Leaf-met' al, metal,
especially alloys imitating gold and silver, in very
thin leaves, for decoration ; Leaf'-mould, earth
formed from decayed leaves, used as a soil for
plants ; Leaf'-Stalk, the petiole supporting the leaf.

—a,ij. Leafy, full of leaves.—Take a leaf out of
one's book ^ee Book) ; Turn over a new leaf, to
take up a new and better course of conduct. [A.S.
led/; Ger. laitb, Dut. loof, a leaf.]

League, leg, «. a nautical measure, ,>|,th of a degree,

3 geographical miles, 3-456 statute miles : an old
measure of length, varying from the Roman league,
1-376 mod. Eng. miles, to the French, 2-764 miles,
and the Spanish, 4-214 miles. [O. Fr. legue (Fr.
lieue)—L. leitca, a Gallic mile of 1500 Roman paces

;

from the Celt., as in Bret. &</.]

League, leg, ». a bond or alliance : union for mutual
advanta|;e.

—

v.i. to form a league: to unite for
mutual interest:

—

pr.p. leag'uing ; >»./. and f>a.p.
leagued.—«. Leag'uer, one connected with a league.
[Fr. ligiie—L,ov/ L. liga—L. ligdre, to bind.]

Leaguer, leg'er, «. a camp, esp. of a besieging army :

siege or besiegement. [Dut. leger, a, lair.J

Leak, lek, «. a crack or hole in a vessel through which
liquid may pass : the oozing of any fluid through an
opening.

—

v.i. to let any fluid into or out of a vessel
through a leak.—>«. Leak'a^e, a leaking : that which
enters or escapes by leaking : an allowance for
leaking; Leak'mess.-<i<^'. Leaky, having leaks:
letting any liquid in or out.—Leak OUt, to find vent,
to get to the public ears ; Spring a leak, to begin
to let in water. [Ice. leia; Dut. Ukken, to drip.)

Leal, l€l, adj. true-hearted, faithful.—Land 0' the
Leal, the home of the blessed after death—Paradise,
not Scotland. [Norm. Fr. leal, same as loyal.\

Leam, lem, «. (obs.) a gleam of light, a glow.

—

v.i. to
shine. [A.S. Uiiita.\

Lean, lan, v.i. to incline or bend : to turn from a
straight line : to rest against : to incline towards :—/r./. lean'ing; pa.t. and pa.p. leaned or leant
Oent).

—

K. Lean'-to, a shed or penthouse whose
supports lean upon another building or wall. [A.S.
hlinian, and causal loxmhlinan; Dut. leunen.\

Lean, len, adj. thin, wanting flesh : not fat : unprofit-
able, uking extra time—a printer's phrase.—«. flesh
without Ul.—adj. Lean-faced, having a thin face :

(/>7«/.)slenderand narrow, asletters.

—

adv. Lean'ly.—«. Lean'ness.—<z4;. Lean'-wlt'ted, of little sense.
fA,S. hline : Low Ger. Uen ; according to Skeat,
from hlaman, to lean (above).]

I^ap, lip, v.i. to move with bounds : to spring upward
or forward : to jump : to rush with vehemence.

—

v.t.

to bound over : to cause to take a leap : to cover or

6ie

copulate (of some beasts):

—

pr.p. leap'ing; pa.i.
leaped or leapt (lept) ; pa.p. leaped, rarely leapt.

—

«. act of leaping : bound : space passed by leaping

:

sudden transition.

—

ns. Leap'-£rog, a play in which
one boy places his hands on the back of another
stooping in front of him, and vaults over his head ;

Leap'ing-house (ShaA.), a brothel : Leap'lng-time
(S/iak.), youth ; Leap'-year, every fourth year—of
366 days, adding one day in February.—Leap in the
dark, an act of which we cannot foresee the con-
sequences. [A.S. Itledpau, pa..t. /ile<^p ; Get. lau/ett,

to run.]

Leap, lep, «. a basket : a wicker net (A.S. ieiip.1

Lear, ler, Ti.t. (Spetis.) to learn.—«. that which is

learned, a lesson : (Scot.) learning.
Leam, lem, v.t. to acquire knowledge of, to get to
know: to gain power of performing: (f>rov.) to
teach.

—

v.i. to gain knowledge : to improve by ex-
ample.

—

adjs. Leam'able, that may be learned

;

Leam'ed, having learning : versed in literature,

&c. : skilful.—<z(/c/. Learn'edly.—»x. Learn'edness;
Learn or, one who learns : one who is yet in the
rudiments of any subject ; Learning, what is

learned : knowledge : scholarship : skill in languages
orscience.—New learning, the awakening to classi-

cal learning in England in the i6th century, led by
Colet, Erasmus, Warham, More, &c. [A.S. leomian;
Ger. lertien; cf. A.S. Iserait (Ger. lehren), to teach.)

Lease, les, «. a contract letting a house, farm, &c. for a
term of years: the duration or term of tenure : any
tenure.

—

v.t. to let for a term of years :

—

pf.p. leas'ing;

pa.t. andpa.p. leased.

—

adjs. Leas able ; Lease'hold,
held by lease or contract.—«. a tenure held by lease.—tts. Leaseholder; Leaser, one who leases. [Fr.

laisser; to leave— L. laxdre, to loose, laxus, loose.]

Lease, lez, v.i. (prov.) to glean.—«. Leas'ing, glean-
ing. [A.S. lesan, to gather.]

Lease, les, «. in weaving, the plane in which the
warp-threads cross : this system of crossing.

Leash, lesh, «. a lash or line by which a hawk or
hound is held : a brace and a half, three.

—

v.t. to
hold by a leash : to bind. [O. Fr. lesse (Fr. laisse),

a thong to hold a dog by—L. laxus, loose.)
Leasing, lez'ing, «. falsehood, lies : lying. [A.S.
IdsuHg—le&s, false, loose ; Goth, laus, ice. h:.\

Leasowe, le'sO, n. a pasture.

—

v.t. to feed or pasture.
[A.S. Iss, a meadow.]

Least, lest, adj. (serves as superl. of Little) little

beyond all others : smallest.

—

adv. in the smallest or
lowest degree.

—

advs. Least'ways, Least'wise, at
least : however.—At least, or At the least, at the
lowest estimate: at any rate. [.A.S. last, contr.
from liTsast, from lassa (adj.), less, lees (adv.).]

Least, lest, conj. {Spens.). Same as Lest.
Leat, Leet, I6t, «. (/>n>v.) a trench for bringing water

to a mill-wheel.

Leather, le/A'er, «. the prepared skin of an animal,
tanned, tawed, or otherwise dressed.

—

adj. consist-
ing of leather.—«j. Leath'er-Cloth, a textile fabric
coated on one face with certain mixtures of a
flexible nature when dry, so as to resemble leather—called also American leather-cloth, or simply
American cloth; Leather-coat {Shak.), an apple
with a rough coat or rind, the golden russet ; Leather-
ette', cloth or paper made to look like leather;
Leath'er-head, a blockhead : an Australian bird
with a bare head—called also Monk and Friar:
Leath'ering, a thrashing ; Leather-jacket, one of
various fishes; Leath'er-knife, a knife of curved
form for cutting leather.

—

adj. Leath'em, made
or consisting of leather.

—

p.adj. Leather-Winged
(Spens.), having wings like leather.

—

ad/. Leath'ery,
resembling leather : tough.—Fair leather, leather
not artificially coloured ; MoroCCO leather (see
Morocco); Patent leather, leather with a finely
varnished surface-also Japanned or Lacquered
leather; Russia leather, a fine brownish -red
leather with a characteristic odour ; Split leather.



Leave mote ; mute ; mCSOn ; i/tco. Leetle

leather split by a machine, for trunk-covers, &c. ;

White leather, tawed leather, having its natural

colour. [A.S. /e&er, leather; Dut. and Ger. Uder.\

Leave, lev, «. permission : liberty granted : formal

parting of friends : farewell. [A. S. /^^"^ permission,

cog. with Itilf, dear. See Lief.]

Leave, lev, v.t. to allow to remain : to abandon,
resign : to quit or depart from : to have remaining
at death: to bequeath: to refer for decision.

—

v.i.

to desist : to cease : to depart -.^pr-p. leav'ing ;

pa.t. and Pa.p. left.—Leave alone, to let remain
undisturbed ; Leave in the dark, to conceal in-

formation from ; Leave off, to desist, to terminate :

to give up using ; Leave out, to omit.—Get left

\con.\ to be be.iten or left behind ; Take French
leave (see French); Take leave, to assume per-

mission: to part, say farewell. [A.S._ Id/an, to

leave a heritage {iii/), lifian, to be remaining.]
Leave, lev, v.t. {Spens.) to levy, to raise.

Leave, lev, vi. to put out leaves.

—

adj. Leaved, fur-

nished with leaves : made with folds.

Leaven, lev'n, «. the ferment which makes dough rise

in a spongy form : anything that makes a general

change, whether good or bad.— !»./. to raise with
leaven : to taint.

—

n. Leav'enlng.

—

adj. LeaVen-
0U8, containing leaven. [Fr. levain—L. levamen—
Iri'dre, to raise

—

levis, light.]

Leaves, levz, //. of iea/.

Leavings, lev'mgz, n.pl. things left: relics: refiise.

—

«. Leav'ing-Shop, an unlicensed pawnshop.
Leavy, lev'i, adj. \Shak.). Same as Leafy.
Lecher, lech'6r, n. a man addicted to lewdness.

—

v.i.

to practise lewdness.

—

adj. Lech'eroUS, lustful : pro-

voking \\isi.—adv. Lech'erously.—«j. Lech'erous-
ness, Lech'ery. [O. Fr. Ucheor—lecher, to lick ;

from Old High Ger. lechdn, Ger. Ucken, Eng. //c-t.]

Lectern, lek'tem, «. a reading-desk in churches from
which the Scripture lessons are read.

—

ns. {pis.)

Lec'tom, Let'tem. [Low L. Uitrinum—Low L.
lectriiin, a pulpit— Gr. Uktron, a couch.]

Lection, lek'shun, n. a reading : a variety in a manu-
script or book : a portion of Scripture read in

divine service.

—

ns. Lec'tionary, a book for use in

worship, containing lessons for particular days

;

Lector, a reader : a reader of Scripture in the
ancient churches : Lec'tress, a female reader. [L.
Uctiott-ent—Ugere, Uctutn, to read.]

Lectnal, lek'tu-al, adj. confining to the bed.
Lecture, lek'tur, «. a discourse on any subject, esp.

a professional or tutorial discourse : an expository
and discursive religious discourse, usually based on
an extended passage of Scriptuie rather than a
single text : an endowed lectureship, as the Bamp-
ton, Hulsean, &c. : a formal reproof.

—

z\t. to instruct

by discourses : to instruct authoritatively : to repirove.—z:i. to give a lecture or lectures.

—

ns. LeC'turer,
one who lectures : one of a class of preachers in the
Church of England, chosen by the vestry and sup-
ported by voluntary contributions ; Lec'tureshlp,
the office of a lecturer. [See Lectlon.]

Led, led, pa^t. and pa.p. of lead, to show the way.

—

adj. under leading or control, esp. of a farm or
place managed by a deputy instead of the owner or
tenant in person.—Led captain, an obsequious at-

tendant, a henchman ; Led horse, a spare horse led
bv a servant, a sumpter-horse or pack-horse.

Leden, led'n, «. (,Spens.) language, dialect, speech.
[A.S. Iseden, Latin speech—L. Latinum, Latin.]

I»®dge, lej, n. a shelf on which articles may be laid :

that which resembles such a shelf: a ridge or shelf
of_ rocks : a layer : a small moulding : a lode in
mining.

—

adj. L6dg'y, abounding in ledges. [Skeat
explains as Scand., allied to Sw. lagg. Ice. Ibgg,
Norw. lo^{$\. ledger) ; cf. also Norw. Uga, a couch ;

all from Ice. iigzfa; Sw. iigga, Dan. iigge, to lie.]

ledger, lej'er, «. the principalbook of accounts among
merchants, in which the entries in all the other
books are entered : (ShoA.) a resident, esp. an am-

bassador : a bar, stone, &c., made to lie flat, a piece
of timber used in making a scaffolding, a horizontal
slab, as over a tomb.

—

adj. lying in a certain place,

stationary. [Skeat explains ledger-book as one that

lies always ready, from Dut. legger, one that lies

down, legmen, to lie, a common corr. of I'ggen, to lie

(like lay for lie in English).]

Ledum, le dum, n. a genus of ericaceous plants. [Gr.

ledon, ladanum.]
Lee, le, n. the quarter toward which the wind blows.

—

Oiij. as in Lee'-side, the sheltered side of a ship.
—m. Lee'-board, a board lowered on the lee-side of

Lee-board.

a vessel, and acting like a keel or centre-board to

prevent her from drifting to leeward : Lee'-gage,
the sheltered or safe side:—opp. to Weather-gage;
Lee'-shore, the shore opposite to the lee-side of a
ship ; Lee'-tlde, a tide running in the same direction

as the wind is blowing.

—

adj. Lee'ward, pertaining
to, or in, the direction toward which the wind blows.—adv. toward the lee.—«. Lee'way, the distance a
ship is driven to leeward of her true course : a falling

behind.—Make up leeway, to make up for time
lost ; Under the lee, on the side sheltered from the
wind, under shelter from the wind. [A.S. hle&w,
shelter; Ice. hU, Low Ger. lee; prov. Eng. leiu.\

Lee, le, n. (Spens.) a river : also the same as Lea.
Leech, lech, ». the edge of a sail at the sides. [Ice.

l:'k, a leech-line ; Dan. lig; Sw. lik, a bolt-rope.]

Leech, lech, «. a blood-sucking worm : a physician.

—

t'.t. to apply leeches to.

—

ns. Leech'craft, Leech'-
dom. [A.S. Idee, one who heals; cf. Goth, ieikeis.]

Leef, lef, adj. an obsolete form of lie/.

Leefang, le'fang, ». a rope through the clew of a jib,

holding it amidships while lacing on the bonnet.
Leek, lek, «. a well-known biennial species of the onion

family, esteemed for cooking—national emblem of

Wales.—Eat the leek, to be compelled to take back
one's words or put up with insulting treatment—from
the scene between Fluellen and Pistol in Henry V.
[A. S. ledc, a leek, a plant, present also in Char-lock,
Gar-lie, Hem-lock.\

Leer, ler, n. a sly, sidelong look : (JShak.) complexion,
colour.

—

v.i. to look askance : to look archly or
obliquely.— adv. Leer'ingly, with a leering look.

[A.S. hledr, face, cheek ; Ice. hlyr.}

Lees, lez, H.pl. sediment or dregs that settle at the
bottom of liquor. [Fr. lie—Low L. lia.]

Leese, lez, v.t. {Spens.) to lose. (A.S. leisan, to lose.]

Leet, let, ». (Scot.) a selected list of candidates for an
office.—Short leet, a small list of selected candi-

dates—for the final choice. [Ice. leiti, a share ; cf.

A.S. kUt, hlyt, forms oi hlot, lot.]

Leet, let, n. an ancient English conrt, esp. the
assembly of the men of a township : the district

subject to such : the right to hold such a court.—
«. Court'-leet (see (Jourt). [A.S. i9tk.\

Leetle, l£'tl, a vulgarism for little.
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Leeze fSte, far ; mS, hdr ; mine

;

Le^tlmate

Leeze, lez (Scai.), in phrase Leeze me, it is pleasing
to me. [Prob. a corr. oi Lief is me.]

Left, left,/rt./. (5A«J.) lifted.

Left, left, /a./, and /a./, of /ifflf?.—<i<^'. Left'-OfiF, laid

aside.

Left, left, adj. being on the left side— also Left-
hand.—«. the side opposite to the right : the part of

an assembly sitting on the president's left hand,
generally the more liberal or democratic section.

—

adv. toward the left.

—

adj. Left'-liand'ed, having
the left hand stronger and readier than the right

:

awkward : unlucky.

—

ns. Left'-hand'edness ; Left'-

band'er, a blow with the left hand, a sudden and
unexpected attack ; Left'-hand'iness, awkward-
ness.

—

adv. Left'ward, towards the left : on the left

side. [M. E. /i/H, le/t—A.S. left for lyft, weak;
prob, allied to lop.]

Leg, leg, n. one of the limbs by which animals walk :

a long, slender support of anything, as of a table :

(Jig.) something that supports ; in cricket, that part

of the field, or that fielder, to the left of and behind
the batsman as he faces the bowler.

—

v. i. to pass on
briskly, often with indef. it.— ns. Leg'-bail (see

Ball) ; Leg'-bus'Iness, ballet-dancing ; Leg'-bye, in

cricket, a run made when the ball touches any part

of the batsman's person except his hand.

—

adj.

Legged, having legs.

—

ns. Leg'glng, an outer and
extra gaiter-like covering for the legs ; Leg'glsm,
character of a blackleg.

—

adj. Leggy, having dis-

proportionately long and lank legs.—;/. Leg'-I'ron,

a fetter for the leg.

—

adj. Leg'less, without legs.

—

Change the leg (of a horse), to change the gait

;

Feel one's legs (of an infant), to begin to support
one's self on the legs ; Find one's legs, to become
habituated to, to attain ease in ; Give a leg to,

to assist by supporting the leg ; In high leg, in

great excitement ; Make a leg \Shak.), to make a
bow ; On one's last legs (see Last) : On one's
legs, standing, esp. to speak ; Upon its legs, in

an independent position. [Ice. leggr, a leg ; Dan.
Icrg, Sw. Idgg.]

Legacy, Icg'a-si, n. that which is left to one by
will : a bequest of personal property.

—

ns. Leg'acy-
hunt'er, one who hunts after legacies by courting
those likely to leave them ; Leg'atary, a legatee

;

Legatee', one to whom a legacy is bequeathed.

—

Legacy duty, a duty levied on legacies, varying
according to degree of relationship, and reaching its

maximum where the legatee is not related to the

testator.—Cumulative, or Substitutional, legacy,
a second legacy given to the same person, either in

addition to or in place of the fir^t ; Demonstrative
legacy, a general legacy, but with a particular fund
named from which it is to be satisfied ; General
legacy, a sum of money payable out of the assets

generally ; Residuary legatee, the person to whom
the remainder of the property is left after all claims
are discharged ; Specific legacy, a legacy of a defi-

nite thing, as jewels, pictures, a sum of stock in the
Funds, &c. [L. legalutn—legdre, to leave by will.)

Legal, le'gal, eidj. pertaining to, or according to, law :

lawful : created by law : {theol.) according to the

Mosaic law or dispensation.—«. Le'gaUsation.

—

v.t. Le'Kallse, to make legal or lawful : to authorise :

to sanction.

—

ns. Le'galism, strict adherence to law :

{tkeol.) the doctrine that salvation depends on strict

adherence to the law, as distinguished from the

doctrine of salvation by grace : the tendency to

observe the letter rather than the spirit of religious

law : Le'galist ; Legality.—rt^/j-. Legally.—Legal
tender, that which can be lawfully used in paying a
debt. (Fr.,—L. legnlis—lex, legis, law.]

Legate, leg'3t, n. an ambassador, esp. from the Pope :

a delegate, deputy, esp. a foreign envoy chosen by
the senate of ancient Rome, or a general or consul s

lieutenant.—w. Leg'ateshlp.—a<(^'. Leg'atine, of or
relating to a legate.—«. Legation, the person or

persons sent as legates or ambassadors : the official
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abode of a legation. [Fr. Ugat, It. legato— "L.

legatus—Ugdre, to send with a commission.]
Legatee. See Legacy.
Legato, la-ga'to, adj. (>nus.) in a smooth manner,

the notes being played as if bound together.

—

k. a
smooth manner of performance, or a tune so played.
—adv. (sufi.) Legatiss'imo. [It.,—L. ligdre, to tie.]

Legend, lej'end, or le"-, n. a marvellous story from
early times : the motto on a coat of arms, medal, or
coin : an inscription of any kind : a musical composi-
tion set to a poetical story.

—

n. Leg'endary, a book
of legends : one who relates legends : (//.) a chronicle
of the lives of saints.

—

adj. consisting of legends

:

romantic : fabulous. — n. Leg'endist, a wnter of
legends,—Golden legend (see Golden). [ Fr. ,—Low
L. legenda, a book of chronicles of the saints read
at matins—L. legendus—legere, to read.]

Leger, lej'er, adj. light : small. — ns. Leger'lty
(^Shak.), lightness ; Leg'er-Une (tnus.), one of the
short lines added above or below the staff to extend
its compass. [O. Fr.,—L. levis, light.]

Legerdemain, lej-er-de-man', «. sleight-of-hand : jug-
glery. [Fr. leger de main—L. as if leviarius—levis,

light, Fr. de, of, main—L. nianus, hand.]
Leghorn, leg'hom, n. fine plait for bonnets and hats
made in Tuscany : a bonnet of this material : a small
breed of the c jmmon domestic fowl. [Leg/u>m (IL
Livomd), a seaport of Tuscany, Italy.]

Legible, lej'i-bl, adj. that may be read : that may be
tmderstood.-«j. Leg'ibleness, Legibility.— a(/z>.

Leg'ibly. [L. legibiUs—Ugere, to read.]
Legion, le'jun, «. in ancient Rome, a body of soldiers

of from three to six thousand : a military force : a
great number : in French history, the name of
several military bodies, more esp. one which dis-

tinguished itself in Algeria and in the Crimea.

—

v.t,

to form into legions.

—

adj. Legionary, relating to,

or consisting of, a legion or legions : containing a
great number.—«. a soldier of a legion.—Legion of
Honour, an order of merit instituted in France in

1802 by Napoleon I. ; Thundering Legion, the
name in Christian tradition for a body of soldiers

under Marcus .Vurelius, whose prayers for rain once
brought down a thunderstorm and destroyed the
enemy. [Fr.,—L. legion-em—legere, to levy.]

Legislate, lej'is-lat, v.i. to bring forward, propose,
or make laws.—«. Legisla'tion.—<r^'. Legislative,
giving or enacting laws : pertaining to legislation,

or a legislature.—«. a body of persons, or a single

person, with powers to enact laws.

—

adv. Leg'isla-
tively.—«. Leg'islator, one who makes laws: a
lawgiver :—y^w;. Leg'islatress.— <i<^'. Legislato-
rial, of or pertaining to a legislature.— «j. Leg'isla-
torship ; Leg'iSlatUre, the body of men in a state

who have the power of making laws.—Legislative
assembly (see Assembly) ; Legislative power, the

power to make laws.—Class legislation, legislation

affecting the interests of a particular class. [L. lex,

legis, \aM/,/erre, latum, to bear.]

Legist, le'jist, n, one skilled in the laws. [Fr.]

Legitim, Icj'i-tim, «. {Scots law) the legal provision
which a child is entitled to out of the movable
or personal estate of the deceased father.—Also
Bairn's Part. (Fr.,— L. legitimus—lex, law.]

Legitimate, le-jit'i-mat, adj. lawful : lawfully be-
gotten, bom in wedlock : fairly deduced : following
by natural sequence : authorised by usa^e.

—

v.t. to
make lawful : to give the rights ofa legitimate child
to an illegitimate one.—». Legit'imacy, state of
being legitimate : lawfulness of birth : regular deduc-
tion : directness of descent as affecting the royal
succession.—(k/k. Legitimately.—«j. Legifimaie-
ness, lawfulness ; Legitima'tion, act of rendering
legitimate, esp. of conferring the privileges of lawfiH
birth.— I'./. Legit'imise (same as Legitimate).—//.
Leglt'imist, one who supports legitimate authority:
in France, a follower of the elder Bourbon line (de-
scendauts of Louis XIV.), as opposed to the Orlean-
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ists or supporters of the descendants of the Duke of
Orleans, LouisXIV.'sbrother.—Legitimate drama,
a designation frequently applied to the representation
of Shakespeare's plays^often employed as vaguely
indicating approval of the drama of some former
time. [Low L. le^titndre, -dtum—L. Us^iimus,
lawful— /ir^, law.]

Legume, leg'um, «. a seed-vessel which splits into two
valves, having the seeds attached to the ventral

suture only : a pod, as of the pea, bean, &c.—also

Legumen:— //. Legu'mens, Legu'mina. — o^^'.

LegU'minar.—«. LegU'mine, a nitrogenous proteid

substance in the seeds of most leguminous plants,

corresponding with the casein of milk.

—

adj. LegU'-
mlnous, pertaining to pulse : bearing legumes. [Fr.,

— L. legumen—Ugere., to gather.]

Leibnitzian, llb-nit'zi-an, adj. pertaining to the great
German philosopher and mathematician, Gottfried
Wilhelra Leibnitz (1646-1716).—n. Leibnlfzianlsm,
the philosophy of Leibnitz—the doctrine of primor-
dial monads, pre-established harmony, fundamental
optimism on the principle of sufficient reason.

Leiger, lej'er, «. {Shak.) a resident ambassador.

—

Also Leldg'er. [See Ledger.]
Lelotrichous, ll-ot'ri-kus, adj. of the smooth-haired

races. [Gr. Uios, smooth, thrix, trichos, hair.]

Leipoa, ll-pOa, n. a genus of Australian mound-birds.
Leister, les'ter, «. (^cot.) a salmon-spear. [Cf. Ice.

Ijistr : Dan. /yj/^r, a salmon-spear.]
Leisure, le'zhror, or lezh", «. time free from employ-
ment : freedom from occupation, convenient oppor-
tunity, ease.

—

adj. unoccupied.— rj^/. Leisured, not
occupied with business.

—

adj. and adv. Lei'SUrely,
not hasty or hastily.—At leisure, At one's leisure,
free from occupation, at one's ease or convenience.
[O. Fr. leisir—L. iicere, to be permitted.]

Leman , le'man, or lem'-, «. a sweetheart : paramour.
[.A.S. led/, loved, niann, man.]

Lemma, lem'a, «. {math.) a preliminary proposition

demonstrated for the purpose of being used in a
subsequent proposition : sometimes in logic a pre-

mise taken for granted : a theme :—//. Lemm'as,
Lemmata. [L.,—Gr. lemma—lambaruin, to take.]

Lemming, lem'ing, «. a genus of rodents, nearly allied

to voles, migrating southward in great numbers.
[Norw. lemende, lemming— lemja, to beat. Perh.
Lapp, loumek, a lemming.]

Lemnian, lem'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Lemnos in the
.Ege.^n Sea.—Lemnian earth, cimolite ; Lemnian
ruddle, a red chalk found in Lemnos.

Lemniscate, lem-nisTcat, n. a cur\-e in general form
like the figure 8—also adj.— n. Lemniscus, a
woollen fillet attached to the back of crowns, dia-

dems, &c. [Gr. lemniskos.]
Lemon, lem'un, «. an oval fruit resembling the orange,

with an acid pulp : the tree that bears lemons.

—

n.

Lemonade', a drmk made of lemon-juice, water, and
sugar.— «<{>'. Lem'On-COl'OUred, having the colour of
a ripe lemon.

—

tis. Lem'on-grass, a fragrant perennial
grass, in India, Arabia, &c., yielding an essential oil

used in perfumery- ; Lem'on-squash, unfervescent
lemonade ; Lem'On-squeez'er, a small hand-press for

extracting the juice of lemons ; Lem'on-yell'OW, a
clear, pale yellow colour. [Fr. limon—Ar. limUn.]

Lemur, le'mur, «. a genus of mammals appearing to

stand between the Insectivora and the monkeys,
forest dwellers, mainly nocturnal in habits, common
in Madagascar. [L. lemur, a ghost.]

Lemures, lem'u-rez, n.pl. {Milt.) spirits of the de-

parted : spectres. [L.J
Lend, lend, z:i. to give for a short time something to

be returned : to afford, grant, or furnish, in general

:

to let for hire.

—

v.i. to make a loan -.—pr.p. lend'-

ing ; pa.i. and /a./, lent.— »i. Lend'er ; Lending,
the act of giving in loan : {Shak.) that which is lent

or supplied. [.VS. Isnan—Ixn, Idn, a loan.]

Length, length, «. quality of being long : extent from
end to end : the longest measure of anything : long
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continuance : detail : {prosody) time occupied in

uttering a vowel or syllable : the quality of a vowel
as long or short : any definite portion of a known
extent.

—

7'.t. Length 'en, to increase in length : to

draw out.— -•.«'. to grow longer.

—

adv. Length'ily.
— n. Length'iness.

—

adv. Length'wlse, in the
direction of the length.

—

adj. Lengthy, of great

length: rather long—-(oi?j.) Lengthfui—Length of

da3r8, prolonged life.—At length, in the full extent :

at last ; 60 great lengths, 60 to all lengths, to

use extreme efforts ; (Jo to the length of, to pro-

ceed as far as. [A.S.,

—

lang, long.]

Lenient, le'ni-ent, adj. softening: mild: merciful,

—

n. (nied.) that which softens: an emollient.

—

tii.

Lenience, Leniency. — adv. Le'niently. —v.t.
Le'nity {rare), to assuage.

—

adj. Lenitive, mitigat-
ing : laxative.—«. any palliative: {med.) an appli-

cation for easing pain : a mild purgative.—n. Len'ity,
mildness : clemency. [L. lemens, -entis, pr.p. of
lentre, to soften

—

lenis, soft.]

Leno, le'nO, «. a thin linen like muslin.
Lenocinlum, le-nS-sin'i-um, «. {Scots law) a hus-

band's connivance at his wife's adultery. [L.]

Lens, lenz, «. {optics) a piece of transparent substance
with one or both sides convex, the object to refract

rays of light

really or ap-
parently ra-

diating from
a point, and
make them
deviate so as
to pass, or a J c d
trave Ion
as if they Various Kinds of Lenses

:

had passed, a, double convex ; b, plano-convex ;

through an- c, double concave ; d, plano-con-
other point : cave ; e, convex meniscus ; f, con-
the crystal- vexo-concave. *

line humour
of the eye : a genus of leguminous plants :^pl.

Lenses. [L. lens, lentis, the lentil.]

Lent, lent, n. an annual fast of forty days in com-
memoration of the fast of our Saviour (Matt. iv. 2),

from Ash-Wednesday to Easter.

—

adj. Lent'en, re-

lating to, or used in. Lent : sparing.

—

n. Lent'-lil'y,

the daffodil, as flowering in Lent. [A.S. Icncten,

the spring ; Dut. lente, Ger. leHz.\

Lentamente, len-ta-men'te, adv. {miis.) slowly, in

slow time.

—

advs. Lentan'do, becoming slower by
degrees ; Len'to, slow, slowly. [It.]

Lenticular, len-tik'u-lar, adj. resembling a lens or
lentil seed: double-convex— also Len'tifonn. — «.

Len'ticel {bot.), a loose, lens-shaped mass of cells

belonging to the corky layer or periderm of plants.

—

adj. Lenticel'late.—n. LentiCuIa, a small lens: a
lenticei: a freckle—also Len'ticule.—a^f . LentiC'-

Ulakrly.

—

adjs. Lentlg'erous, having a crystalline

lens ; Len'toid, lens-shaped. [L. lenticularis—
lenticula, dim. oi lens, a lentil.)

Lentigo, len-ti'gS, «. a freckle.

—

adjs. Lentig'inose,

Lentig'inous {bot.), covered with minute dots as if

dusted. [L.]

Lentil, len'til, n. an annual plant, common near the

Mediterranean, bearing pulse used for food. [O. Fr.

lentille—'L. lens, lentis, the lentil.]

LentiSk, len'tisk, «. the mastic-tree. [L. lentiscus.}

Lentor, len'tor, «. tenacity, viscidity.—a<^'. Len'toUS.

[L. lentus, slow.]

Lenvoy, len-voi', «. a kind of postscript appended to a

literary composition : an envoy. [O. Fr. fenvoi.]

Leo, le'O, K. the Lion, the 5th sign of the zodiac.

Leonine, le'o-nin, adj. of or like a lion.

Leonine, leo-nln, adj. a kind of Latin verse, generally

alternate hexameter and pentameter, rhyming at the

middle and end. [From Leoninus, a i2th-cent. canon
in Paris; or from Pope Leo II.]

Leopard, lep'ard, n, an animal of the cat kind, with a
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spotted skin, now generally supposed to be identical

with the panther •.—/em. Leop'ardess : (Jier.) a lion

passant gardant. [O. Fr.,— L.,—Gr. leopardoi—
ledn,X\aa, pardos,'^d.xA.'\

Leper, lep'er, «. one alTected with leprosy.

—

adjs.

Lep'erous (Shak.\ Lep'rous. [Fr. ,—L. ,— Gr. lepra
—lepras, scaly

—

lefios, a scale

—

lepein, to peel oft]

Lepid, lep'id, adj. pleasant, jocose. [L. lepidus.\

Lepidodendron, lep-i-do-den'dron, «. a common fossil

plant of the Carboniferous strata, the stem covered

with ovate leaf-scars arranged spirally. [Gr. lepis,

-idos, a scale, dendron, a tree.]

Lepidoptera, lep-i-dop'ter-a, >upl. an order of insects,

with four wings covered with fine scales—butterfly,

moth, &c. —oiijs. Lepidop'teral, Lepidop'terous.

[Gr. lepis, -idos, a scale, pteron, a wing.]

Lepldosaurla, lep-i-do-sawr'i-a, n. a sub-class or sub-

order of Reptilia, with scales and plates— the

ophidians and lacertilians, not crocodilians and
chelonians. [Gr. lepis, a scale, sauros, a lizard.]

Lepldosiren, lepri-do-sl'ren, «. one of the Amazon
mud-fishes or Dipnoi. [Gr. lepis, a scale, Eng. siren. ]

LepidOSteus, lep-i-dos'te-us, n. a genus of fishes with
rhomboid scales hard like bone. [Gr. lepis, -idos,

a scale, osteon, a bone.]

Leporine, lep'o-rln, adj. pertaining to or resembling
the hare. [L. leporinus—lepus, leporis, the hare.]

Lepped, lep'd, /^j.^. {Spens.) leaped.

Leprechaun, Leprechawn, lep're-kawn, «. a small-

sized brownie who helps Irish housewives, mends
shoes, grinds meal, &c. [Ir. luchorpan, lu, small,

corpau, corp, a body—L. corpus.]

Leprosy, lep'ro-si, «. a name applied to several different

cutaneous diseases of contagious character, now con-

fined to lepra cutanea, elephantiasis, Grircoruvi, or

Leontiasis. — n. Lep'ra, leprosy : a scurfy, mealy
substance on the surface of some plants. — adjs.

Lep'rose, scale-like or scurf-like ; Lep'rous, affected

with leprosy.—Ww. Lep'rously.—«^. Lep'rousness,
Lepros'ity. [See Leper.]

Leptccardlan, lep-to-kar'di-an, adj. pertaining to the

Leptocardii, the lowest group of true vertebrates,

the lancelets. — «. a lancelet, branchiostome, or
amphioxus. [Gr. leptos, thin, kardia, heart.]

LeptocephallO, lep-to-se-fal'ik, adj. having a narrow
sKuU, as in certain flat-fishes. [Gr. leptos, thin,

kephall, the head.]

Leptodactyl, lep-to-dak'til, adj. having small or

slender toes. [Gr. leptos, thin, daktylos, a finger.]

LeptolOgy, lep-tol'o-ji, n. minute description. [Gr.

leptos, thin, logia—legein, to speak.]

Lepton, lep'ton, n. the smallest of modern Greek
coins, loo to the drachma. [Gr. ,

—

leptos, small.]

Leptorrhlne, lep'ts-rin, adj. with small nose or slender
snout. [Gr. leptos, thin, hris, hrinos, nose.]

Leptospennum, lep-to-sper'mum, «. a genus of Aus-
tralian trees and shrubs, evergreens, with leaves like

those of myrtles—the tea-tree, &c. [Gr. leptos, thin,

spenna, seed.]

Lere, ler, «. {Spens.) learning a lesson.

—

v.t. to learn :

to teach. [Learn.]
Lesbian, les'bi-an, adj. pertaining to the island of
Lesbos in the ./Egean Sea, and the adjoining part of
the coast of Asia Minor, together forming JEo\\%, the
home of a famous school of lyric poets, incloding
Alcaeus and Sappho : amatory, erotic.

Lese-majestie, lez'-m.-ij'es-tl, «. any crime committed
against the sovereign power in a state, treason.

—

Also Leze'-maJ'esty. [O. Fr.,—Low L. lasa majes-
las— L. larsa—ladlre, to hurt, majestas, majesty.]

Lesion, IS'zhun, «. a hurt : {med.) an injury or wound.
[Fr.,—L. Itssion-etn—ladlre, la-sum, to hurt.]

Less, les, adj. (serves as comp. of little) diminished :

smaller.— rtrf». not so much : in a lower degree.—«.

a smaller portion : (5.) the inferior or younger.
[A.S. Idssa, less, Iss (.idv.) : comparative form from
a root lasinn, feeble, found also in Goth, lasiws,

weak, Ice. las, weakness, not conn, with little.]
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Lessee, les-se', n. one to whom a lease is granted.
Lessen, les'n, v.t. to make less, in any sense : to

weaken : to degrade.

—

v.i. to become less, shrink.

Lesser, les'er, adj. (B.) less: smaller: inferior. [A
double comp. formed from less.]

Lesson, les'n, «. a portion of Scripture appointed to be
read in divine service : that which a pupil learns at

a time : a precept or doctrine inculcated : instruc-

tion derived from experience: severe lecture.

—

v.t.

to give a lesson to. [Fr. Ufon—L. lection-em—
legere, to read.]

Lessor, les'or, n. one who grants a lease.

Lest, lest, conj. that not : for fear that. [From the

A.S. phrase tjy Ices ^e (for the reason less that = L.

guomimis), the first word being dropped, while the

others coalesced into lest.]

Lest, lest, v.i. (Spens.) to listen.

Let, let, v.t.\\.<i slacken or loose restraint upon: to

give leave or power to : to allow, permit, suffer : to

grant to a tenant or hirer : to cause (with infin.

without to) '.^pr.f. let'ting ;
pa.t. and pa.p. let.

—

«. a letting for hire.

—

ns. Let'ter ; Let'ting.—Let
alone, to leave out, not to mention.

—

adj. passive,

inactive—also «. {Shak.) forbearance.—Let blood,

to open a vein and let the blood run out ; Lot down,
to allow to fall : to bring down ; Let go, to cease

holding : to pass by or disregard ; Let in, to allow

to enter : to take in or swindle ; Let into, to admit
to the knowledge of; Let Off, to allow to go free

without punishment, to excuse from payment, &c.

;

Let on, to allow a thing to be believed, to pretend

;

Let one's self loose, to let go restraint on words or

actions, to indulge in extravagant talk or conduct ;

Let out, to allow to get free, to let some secret

become known ; Let Slip, to allow to escape : to

lose sight of ; Let well alone, to let things remain
as they are from fear of making them worse. [A.S.

Iztan, to permit, pt.t. let, ledt, pp. laten ; Ger.

lassen, Fr. laisser, to permit.]

Lot, let, v.t. {B.) to prevent.—«. {law) hinderance,

obstruction: delay.—«. Let'ter. [A.S. lettan, to

hinder

—

Iret, slow.]

Letch, lech, n. strong desire : a crotchet.

Lethal, la'thal, adj. death-dealing : deadly : mortal.
- n. Lethe {Shak.), death.—«^'. Lethiferous, carry-

ing death. [L. letluilis—lethmn, lettim, death.]

Lethargy, leth'ar-ji, «. heavy unnatural slumber

:

dullness.

—

v.t. {Shak.) to make lethargic.

—

adjs.

Lethar'giO, -al, pertaining to lethargy : unnaturally

sleepy : duW.—adv. Lethar'gically.—«. Lethar'-

gicness, the state of being lethargic : morbid sleepi-

ness.-w.^. Leth'arglse. [?T.,—'L.,—Gr.lethargia,

drowsy forgetfulness

—

lethe,^ forgetfulness.]

Lethe, le'the, «. one of the rivers of hell causing for-

getfulness of the past to all who drank of it : oblivion.

—adj. Lethe'an, ofLeihe: oblivious. [Gr.,—Uthd,
old form oi lantkanein, to forget.]

Letter, let'er, n. a conveniional mark to exoress a
sound : a written or printed message : literal mean-
ing : a printing-type : (//.) learning, literary culture.
—v.t. to stamp letters upon.

—

ns. Lett'er-bal'anCO,

a balance for testing the weight of a letter for post

;

Lett'er-board (/>-/«/.), a board on which matter in

type is placed for keeping or convenience in hand-
ling ; Lett'er-book, a book in which letters or copies

of letters are kept ; Lett'er-bOX, a box in a post-

office, at the door of a house, &c., for receiving
letters ; Lett'er-carr'ier, a postman ; Lett'er-case,
a portable writing-desk.

—

adj. Lett'ered, marked
with letters : educated : versed in literature : belong-
ing to learning (Lettered proof and Proof before
letters : see Proof). — ns. Lett'erer ; Letter-
found'er, one who founds or casts letters or types ;

Lett'erlng, the act of impressing letters : the
letters impressed.

—

adj. Lett'erless, illiterate.

—

ns.

Lett'er-mlSS'ive, an official letter on matters of
common interest, sent to members of a church : a
letter from the sovereign addressed to a dean and
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chapter, naming the person they are to elect bishop
—also Royal Utter ; Lett'em (same as Lectem)

;

Lott'er-Of-Cred'it, a letter authorising credit or
cash to a certain sum to be paid to the bearer ;

Lett'er-Of-marquo (mark), a commission given to a
private ship by a government to make reprisals on
the vessels of another state.

—

adj. Lett'er-per'fect,

kept in the memory exactly (of an actor's part,

&c.)'

—

"! Lett'erpress, letters impressed or matter
printed from type, as distinguished from engraving:
a copying-press ; Lett'ers-pa'tent, a writing con-
ferring a patent or authorising a person to enjoy
some privilege, so called because written on open
sheets of parchment ; Lett'er-stamp, a post-office

implement for defacing a postage-stamp : a stamp
for imprinting dates, &c., on letters or papers;
Lett'er-WOOd, the heart-wood of a tree found in

British Guiana, dark brown, with darker spots some-
what resembling hieroglyphics ; Lett'er-Wrlt'er, one
who writes letters, esj). for hire : a book containing
forms for imitation in writing letters.—^Ldtter Of
indication (see Circular) ; Letters of adminis-
tration, a document issued by court appointing an
administrator of an intestate estate ; Letters re-
quisitory, or rogatory, an instrument by which a
court of one country asks that of another to take
certain evidence on its behalf ; Lettre de cachet
(see Cachet). [Fr. ieitre—l.. littera.]

Lottie, let'ik, atij. of or pertaining to the Letts or
Lithuanians, or to their language.—Also Lett'ish.

Letting, let'ing, «. the act of granting to a tenant

:

the act of givmg to a contractor.
Lettuce, let'is, «. a plant containing a milky juice, its

leaves used as a salad. [O. Fr. laictzue (Fr. laitue)
—L. lactuca—lac, milk.]

Leucssmla, lu-se'mi-a, M. a disease in which the
number of white corpuscles in the blood is greatly
increased, with changes in the lymphatic tissues,

enlargement of the spleen, &a—Also Leucooy-
ths'mia. [Gr. Uukos, white, haitna, blood.]

Leucine, lusin, «. a product of the decomposition of
albuminous materials occurring in many of the
juices of the animal body. [Gr. Uukos, white.]

LeuciSCUS, lu-sis'kus, «. a genus of fresh-water fishes

of the Cifprinoid family, including the roach, dace,
chub, minnow, &c. [Gr. Uukos, white.]

Leucite, lu'slt, «. a whitish mineral occurring only in

volcanic rocks.

—

atij. Leucit'iO. [Gr. Uukos, white.]
Leucocyte, lu'ks-slt, n. a white corpuscle of the blood

or lymph (see Phagocyte).—a<^. Leucocjrt'lc— «J.

LeuoocytOg'enesiS, the production of leucocytes

;

Leuc0C3rtd sis, the presence of an excessive number
of white corpuscles in the blood.

Leucocythsamia. See Leucaemia.
Leucol, lu'kol, n. an organic base obtained by the

distillation of coal-tar. [Gr. Uukos, white.]

Leucoma, lu-ko'ma, «. a white opacity of the cornea,
the result of acute inflammation. [Gr. leukos,

white.]

Leucomalne, lu'ko-man, n. an alkaloid found in living

animal tissue :—opp. to Ptoniaine (q.v.).

Leucorrhoea, lu-k6-re'a, «. an abnormal mucous or
muco-purulent discharge from the vagina, the whites.

[Gr. Uukos, white, hroia—hrein, to flow. ]

Leucosis, lu-kO'sis, «. whiteness of skin, pallor.

—

tis.

Leudsm (lO'sizm), whiteness resulting from lack

of colour, albinism ; Leucop'athy, albinism.

—

adj.

Leu'COUS, white, albinotic. [Gr. Uukos, white.]

Levant, le-vant', n. the point where the sun rises

:

the East : the coasts of the Mediterranean east

of Italy.

—

adj. Lev'ant, or Le'vant, eastern.—«.

Levant'er, a strong easterly wind in the Levant.

—

adj. Levantine, belonging to the Levant. [Fr.

Uvant—L. levdre, to raise.]

Levant, le-vant', I'.i. to decamp.—«. Levant'er, one
who runs away dishonourably, who dodges paying
his bets, &c. [Sp. levantar, to move—L. Uvare, to

raise.]

Levator, le-v5'tor, «. that which raises (of a muscle)

:

—opp. to Depressor. [L. levdre, to raise.]

Levee, lev'a, IcVe, le-ve', n. a morning assembly of
visitors : an assembly received by a sovereign or
other great personage.

—

v.t. to attend the levee of.

[Fr. lever, to rise.]

Levee, le-ve', «. an artificial bank, as that of the
Lower Mississippi : a quay. [Fr.]

Level, leVel, n. a horizontal line or surface : a surface
without inequalities : proper position : usual eleva-
tion : state of equality : the line of direction : an
instrument for showing the horizontal.

—

adj. horizon-
tal : even, smooth : even with anything else : uniform :

well-balanced, sound of judgment : in the same line

or plane : equal in position or dignity.

—

v.i. to make
horizontal : to make flat or smooth : to make equal :

to take aim:

—

pr.p. lev'elling ; pa.t. and pa.p.
lev'elled.—«j. LeVel-cross'tng, or Orade'-crosB'-
Ing, a place at which a common road crosses a
railway at the same level ; LeVeller, one who levels

or makes equal, esp. one of an ultra-republican and
revolutionary sect or party which grew up in the
parliamentary' army in 1647, crushed by Cromwell
in 1649; Lev'elling, the act of makmg uneven
surfaces level : the process of finding the differences

in level between different points on the surface of
the earth by means of a Levelling instrument,
consisting of a telescope carrying a parallel and
sensitive spirit-level, adjustable by means of screws ;

LeVelling-rod, -Staiff, an instrument used in levelling,

in conjunction with a levelling instrument, or with a
spirit-level and a telescope.

—

adv. Le'T'elly, evenly.
—«. LeVelness, state of being level, even, or equal.

—Level down or up, to lower or raise to the same
level or status ; Do one's level best {.coll.), to do
one's utmost. [O. Fr. livel, liveau (Fr. niveau)—
L. libella, a plummet, dim. of libra, a balance.]

Lever, le'ver, n. a bar of metal or other substance
turning on a support called the fulcrum or prop, for

r

(a) First, (b) Second, (c) Third Kinds of Levers.

imparting pressure or motion from a source of power
to a resistance—of three kinds, according to the

relative positions of the power, weight, and fulcrum :

(Jig.) anything which exerts influence: anyone of

various tools on the principle defined above—in

surgery, dentistry, &c. : a removable rod or bar

inserted in a machine, to be operated by hand lever-

age.— «J. Le'verage, the mechanical power gained

by the use of the lever : advantage gained for any
purpose ; Le'ver-watch, a watch having a vibrating

lever in the mechanism of the escapement. [Fr.

levier—Ut'er—L. levdre, to raise.]

Lever, le'ver, adv. an obsolete comp. of lie/.

Leveret, lev'er-et, «. a hare in its first year. [O. Fr.

levrei (Fr. lievre)—\.. Upus, Updris, a hare.]

Leviable, leVi-a-bl, adj. able to be levied or assessed.

Leviatha>n, le-vl'a-than, ». (B.) a huge aquatic animal
in Job xli., here a crocodile; in Isa. xxvii. i, appar-

ently the great python of Egyptian monuments

:



Levlffate (ftte, f&r ; mfi, hir ; mine ; Liberty

anything of huge size : any huge sea-monster, as in

Ps. civ. 26. [Heb. livyathan—lavah, to cleave.]

Levigate, lev'i-gat, v.t. to make smooth : to grind

to a fine, impalpable powder.

—

adj. made smooth,
polished.—rt<(^'. LeVigable, capable of being ground
down to fine powder.

—

n. Leviga'tion. [L. Uvigart,

-dtum—livis, smooth ; Gr. ieios, akin to lez'el.]

Levigate, lev'i-gat, v.t. to lighten, belittle. [L.

Uvigdre, -dtum—ievis, light.]

Levin, lev'n, «. {Spetts.) lightning.—Also Lev'en.
Levirate, lev'i-rat, «. marriage between a man and a

childless brother's widow—an obligation amongst
the ancient Hebrews.—<m>'. Levirat'ioaL— «. Levl-
ra'tion. [L. Uvir, a brother-in-law.]

Levitation, lev-i-ta'shun, «. act of rendering light

:

the floating in the air of heavy bodies believed in by
spiritualists.— t/./. LeVitate, to cause to float.

Levite, le'vit, «. a descendant of Levi: an inferior

priest of the ancient Jewish Church.

—

adjs. Levlt'io,

•aX.—cuiv. Levit'loally.—«. Leviticus, the third

book of the Old Testament.- Levltical degrees,
the degrees of kindred within which marriage was
forbidden in Lev. xviii. 6-18.

Levity, lev'it-i, «. lightness of weight : lightness of

temper or conduct : thoughtlessness : disposition to

trifle: vanity. {L. inutat-em—Uzns, light.]

Levogyrate (Laev-), le-vO-jl'rat, aJJ. causing to turn
toward the left hand.

—

n. LeVOgyra'tion. — adj.

Levogy'rous.
Levulose, lev'u-lOs, «. a sugar isomeric with dextrose,

but turning the plane of polarisation to the left. [L.

Itevus, left.]

Levy, lev'i, v.t. to raise : to collect by authority, as an
army or a tax.:—pr.p. lev'ying ; pa.t. and pa.p.
lev'ied.

—

n. the act of collecting by authority : the
troops so collected. (L. levare, to raise.]

Lew, lu, adj. tepid, lukewarm. [Cf. Ger. lau.'\

Lewd, lud, or liSDd, adj. lustful : unchaste : debauched :

ignorant, vicious, or bad, so in B.—adv. Lewdly.
—ns. Lewd'neSS ; Lewd'ster, one addicted to lewd-
ness. [.-V.S. li'.vede, ignorant, belonging to the laity,

the pa. p. of the verb Isruian, to weaken.]
Lewis, lu'is, n. a contrivance for securing a hold on a

block of stone to allow of its being raised by a
derrick.—Also Lew'iSSOn. [Ety. dub.]

Lexicon, leks'i-kon, «. a word-book or dictionary.

—

adj. Iiez'ical, belonging to a lexicon,

—

adv. Lez'i-
Cally.

—

n. Lexicographer, one skilled in lexicog-

raphy.—<jrf/>. Lexlcograph'lc, -al.

—

ns. Lezicog'-
rapMst, llexlcol oglst, one skilled in lexicology

;

Lexlcog'raphy, the art of compiling a dictionary

;

Lexlcol ogy, that branch of philology which treats

of the proper signification and use of words.

—

adjs.

Lexlgraph'lc, -al, pertaining to lexigraphy.— «.
Lexlg'raphy, the art of de&ing words. [Gr.,

—

lexis, a word, Ugein, to speak.]
Ley, le, ». Same as Lea.
Leyden jar, ll'den jar, «. a form of condenser for

statical electricity, a glass jar coated inside and out-
side with tinfoil for two-thirds of its height, the
inner coating connected with a metallic knob at the
top of the jar, usually by means of a loose chain.

Llierzolite, ler'zO-lit, ». an igneous rock, consisting of
a granular aggregate of olivine, pyroxene, enstalite,

and picotite. [From L.ake Lherz.]
Li, le, n. a Chinese weight, equal to the one-thousandth

of a liang or ounce, and nominally to the Japanese
rin : a Chinese mile, equal to rather more than one-
third of an English mile. [Chinese.]

Liable, ll'a-bl, adj. able to be bound or obliged

:

responsible : tending to : subject : (SJutk.) exposed :

suitable.

—

ns. LiabiTity, state of being liable : tliat

for which one is liable, an obligation, debt, &c. :

U'ableness, state of being liable. — Employers'
Liability Act, an enactment (1880) making em-
ployers answerable to their servants for the negli-
gence of those to whom they have delegated their
authority ; Limited liability, a principle of modern
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statute law which attempts to limit the responsibilities

of shareholders in a partnership, joint-stock company,
&c., by the extent of their personal interest therein.

[Fr. Her—L. ligdre, to bind.]

Liaison, le-a-zon^, n. union, or bond of union : con-
nection, esp. if illicit between the sexes : in French,
the linking in pronunciation of a final consonant to

the succeeding word, when that begins with a vowel.
[Fr.,—L. ligation-ein—ligdre, to bind.]

Tilana, li-an'a, n. a general name for the woody, climb-

ing, and twining plants in tropical forests. [Fr.

liane—Her, to bind—L. ligdre, to bind.]

Liang, lyang, n. a Chinese ounce or tael, reckoned as
one-third heavier than the ounce avoirdupois.

Liar, Ifar, n. one who lies. [Lie.]

Liard, li'ard, adj. gray, dapple-gray

—

(Scot.) lu'art,

LjTart. [M. E. liard—0. Fr. liard. Hart.]
Liard, liar, «. an old French coin, worth 3 deniers.

Lias, li'as, n. (geol.) a formation of argillaceous linte-

stone, &c., underlying the oolitic system. — adj.

Lias'slc, pertaining to the lias formation. [Fr., perh.

Bret. Hack, a stone, Gael. Uac, a stone.]

Lib, lib, v.t. {prov.) to geld, castrate.

Libation, ll-ba'shun, «. the pouring forth wine or other
liquid in honour of a deity : the liquid poured.

—

adj. Liliant, sipping.

—

z>.t. Ll'bate {rare), to make
a libation to.

—

adj. Li'batory, pertaining to libation.

[L. libation-ent—libdre, -dtum ; Gr. leibein, to pour.]
Libbard, lib'bard, «. (Spens.) a leopard.
Libeccio, li-bech'O, «. the south-west wind. [It]
Libel, ll'bel, «. a written accusation : any malicious
defamatory publication or statement : (law) the
statement of a plaintilTs grounds of complaint against
a defendant. —I/./, to defame by a libel : to satirise

unfairly : {law) to proceed against by producing a
written complaint:

—

pr.p. li'belling ; pa.t. inxA pa.p,
ll'belled.

—

ns. LltMllant, one who brings a libel

;

Libeller; Libelling, defaming.—a^//'. Libellous,
containing a libel : defamatory.

—

adv. Li'bellOUSly.
[L. libellus, dim. ot liber, a book.]

Liber, Ifber, «. the bast or inner bark of exogenous
plants : a book. [L.]

Liberal, lib'er-al, akj. becoming a gentleman : gener-
ous : noble-minded : candid : free : free from re-

straint : general, extensive.

—

n. one who advocates
greater freedom in political institutions.—n. Liber-
alisa'tlon, the process of making liberal. — v.t.

Lib'eralise, to make liberal, or enlightened : to en-
large.

—

ns. Lib'eralism^ the principles of a Liberal
in politics or religion ; Liberality, the quality of
being liberal : generosity : largeness or nobleness of
mind : candour : impartiality.

—

adv. Lib'erally.

—

v.t. Lib'erate, to set free : to release from restraint,

confinement, or bondage.

—

ns. Llbera'tlon ; Llbera'-
tionlst, one who is in favour of church disestablish-

ment ; Lib'orator, one who liberates or frees.

—

adj.
Lib'eratory, tending to liberate.—Liberal Party,
the name adopted by the Whigs (1830) to denote the
body formed by their union with the Radicals;
Liberal Unionist, one of that section of the Liberal
Party which joined the Conservatives from inability
to accede to Mr Gladstone's policy of giving Home
Rule to Ireland (1S86) ; German Liberals, a party in
German politics, formed by the amalgamation of
the Projgressist party and the Liberal union, and
advocating moderate liberalism in opposition to the
policy of Prince Bismarck ; NatiOIial LlberaJs, a
party in German politics which before 187 1 advocated
the completion of governmental unity in Germany,
as well as supported progressive measures of reform.
[Fr.,—L. liberalis, befitting a freeman—/;&'r, free,
akin to libet, lubet, it pleases.]

Liberty, lib'er-ti, «. freedom to do as one pleases : the
unrestrained enjoyment of natural rights : power of
free choice : privilege : exemption : relaxation of
restraint : the bounds within which certain privileges
are enjoyed : freedom of speech or action beyond
ordinary civility.—«j. Liberta'rian, one who bo»



libldlnoxis mSte ; mQte ; mOOn ; Men. Lleblfif

lieves in free-will as opposed to necessity ; Uberta'-
rianism, the doctrine of the freedom of the will,

as opposed to necessitarianism ; Liber'ticide, a de-
stroyer of liberty ; liiber'tinage, debauchery ; Llb'er-
tine, formerly one who professed free opinions, esp.

in religion : one who leads a licentious life, a rake
or debauchee.

—

adj. belonging to a freedman : un-
restrained : licentious,

—

n. Libertinism, licentious-

ness of opinion or practice : lewdness or debauchery.
—Liberty of indifference, freedom of the will—
because before action the will is undetermined as to

acting or not acting ; Liberty Of the press, liberty

to print and publish without previous permission
from government. — Cap of liberty (see Bonnet
rouge, under Bonnet) ; Religious liberty, the right

of thinking about religion or of worshipping as one
likes. [Fr.,—L. libertas.]

Libidinous, li-bid'in-us, adj. lustful, lascivious, lewd.
—ns. Libid'inist, a lewd person ; Libidinos'ity,
Libid'inousness. — rt</2'. Libid'inously. [Fr.,— L.

libidhwsus—libido, desire

—

libet, bibet, it pleases.]

Libken, lik'ken, «. (slang) a place of abode.
Libra, It'bra, tt. the balance, the seventh sign of the

zodiac. [L.]

Library, ll'brar-i, «. a building or room containing
a collection of books : a collection of books.

—

ns.

Librarian, the keeper of a library; Libra'rian-
Ship. [L. librarium— liber, a book.]

Librate, ll'brat, v.t. to poise : to balance.

—

v.i. to
niove slightly : to be poised.—«. Libra'tion, balanc-
ing : a state of equipoise : a slight swinging motion.
—adj. Li'bratory.—Libration of the moon, an
apparent irregularity in the moon's motion, where-
by its globe seems to turn slightly round to

each side alternately. [L. librare, -dtum—libra,
balance.]

Libretto, li-bret'S, n. a book of the words of an opera
or other musical composition : the text itself.

—

n. Librettist, a writer of librettos. [It., dim. of
libra—L. liber, a book.]

Libyan, lib'yan, adj. ai Libya, northern Africa from
Egypt to the Atlantic.—«. a native thereof.

Lice, lis, pi. of louse.

License, Licence, ll'sens, n. a being allowed : leave

:

grant of permission, as for manufacturing a patented
article or for the sale of intoxicants ; the document
by which authority is conferred : excess or abuse of
freedom : a departure from rules or standards in
art or literature.

—

v.t. Li'cense, to grant license to :

to authorise or permit. — adj. Li'censable. — ns.

Licensee', one to whom license is granted ; la'censer,
one who grants license or permission : one authorised
to license; Li'censure, act of licensing; Llcen'tlate,
among Presbyterians, a person authorised by a Pres-
bytery to preach : on the Continent, an academical
dignity, forming the step from the baccalaureate to

the doctorate.

—

adj. Licen'tiOUS, indulging in ex-
cessive freedom : given to the indulgence of the
animal passions : dissolute.

—

adv. Licen'tiOUSly.

—

». Licen'tiousness.—High license, a mode of regu-
lating the traffic in alcoholic drinks by exacting a
comparatively large sum for the privilege of selling

such ; Special license, license given by the Arch-
bLshop of Canterbury permitting the marriage of two
specified persons without banns, and at a place and
time other than those prescribed by law. [Fr.,—L.
licentia—licet. ]

Lichen, ll'ken, lich'en, «. one of an order of cellular
flowerless plants : an eruption on the skin.

—

adjs.
Li'Chened, covered with lichens ; Lichenlc, per-
taining to lichens ; U'ohenlform.

—

ns. Li'chenine, a
starch-like substance, found in Iceland moss and other
lichens : Li'chenist, Lichenog'rapher, one versed
in Lichenog'raphy, the description of lichens.—
adjs. Lichenograph'ic, -aL—«. Lichenol'og^, the
department of botany relating to lichens. — adj.
LI Ohenous, abounding in, or pertaining to, lichens.
[L.,—Gr. leichin—Uichein, to lick.]

Lichgate, lich'gat, «. a churchyard gate with a porch
to rest the bier under.

—

ns. Lloh'wake, the wake or
watch held over a dead

#^i

Lichgate.

body—also Likewake,
Lykewake, and even
Latevjake ; Lich'-
way, the path by
which the dead are
carried to the grave.
[M. E. //c/i—A.S. lie

(Ger. leiche), geat, a
gate.]

Licit, lis'it, adj. law-
ful, allowable.

—

adv.
Lic'itly. [L.]

Lick, lik, V. t. to pass the
tongue over : to take in

by the tongue : to lap : to beat by repeated blows

:

{coll.) to triumph over, overcome.

—

n. a passing the
tongue over : a slight smear : (Scot.) a tiny amount

:

a blow: (coll.) an attempt, trial: (//., Scot.) a
thrashing. — tis. Llck'er ; Lick'ing, a thrashing ;

Lick'penny (Scot.), a miserly person ; Lick'-
plat'ter, Lick'-trench'er, Lick'spittle, a mean, ser-

vile dependent.—Lick into Shape, to give form and
method to—from the notion that the she-bear gives

form to her shapeless young by licking them ; Lick
the dust, to be slain : to be abjectly servile. [A.S.

liccian ; Ger. lecken, L. lingere, Gr. leichein.]

Lickerish, lik'er-ish, adj. dainty : eager to taste or

enjoy: tempting.

—

adv. Lick'erishly.

—

n. LiOk'et-

ishness. [Formerly also liquorish; a corr. of obso-

lete lickerous, lecherous.]

Licorice. Same as Liquorice.
Lictor, lik'tor, n. an officer who attended the Roman

magistrates, bearing an axe and bundle of rods. [L.]

Lid, lid, n. a cover : that which shuts a vessel : the

cover of the eye.

—

adjs. Lld'ded, having a lid or

lids ; Lid'less, without lid or lids. [A.S. hlid (Dut.
lid)^hUdan, to cover.]

Lie, ll, «. anything meant to deceive :_ an intentional

violation of truth : anything that misleads.

—

v.i. to

utter falsehood with an intention to deceive : to make
a false representation :

—pr.p. ly'ing ;
pa.t. and

pa.p. lied.—Lie in one's throat, to lie shamelessly ;

Lie out of whole cloth, to lie without any founda-

tion whatever ; Give the lie to, to charge with
falsehood ; White lie, a conventional phrase not

strictly true: a well-meant falsehood. [A,S. leigan
(lyge, a falsehood), prov. Eng. lig; Dut. liegen,

Goth, liugan, Ger. lUgen, to lie.]

Lie, It, v.i. to rest in a reclining posture: to lean : to

press upon : to be situated : to abide : to consist

:

(law) to be sustainable : (Shak.) to be imprisoned :

to lodge, pass the night :

—

pr.p. ly'ing ;
pa.t. lay

;

pa.p. lain, (^.) ll'en.— «. manner of lying: relative

position : an animal's lair : (golf) position of the ball

for striking.

—

fis. Ll'er, Lie'-abed', one who lies late

—also adj. — Lie along, to be extended at full

length ; Lie at one's door, to be directly imputable
to one ; Lie at one's heart, to be an object of in-

terest or affection to one ; Lie by, to take rest from
labour: (Shak.) to be under the charge of; Lie
hard or heavy on, upon, (Shak.) to, to oppress,

burden ; Lie in, to be in childbed ; Lie in one, to

be in one's power ; Lie in the Way, to be ready, at

hand : to be an obstacle ; Lie In wait, to lie in

ambush ; Lie low, to conceal one's actions or inten-

tions ; Lie on, upon, to be incumbent on ; Lie on
the hands, to remain unused or unoccupied ; Lie
over, to be deferred to a future occasion ; Lie to, to

be checked in sailing ; Lie under, to be subject to

or oppressed by ; Lie up, to abstain from work

;

Lie with, to lodge or sleep with : to have carnal
knowledge of; Lying-in hospital, a hospital for

those about to become mothers. [A. S. licgan ; Ger.
liegen; Goth, ligan.]

Ueblg, le'big, «. a nutritious extract of beef first pre-
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pared by the great German chemist. Baron von
/,/>*/;?• {1803-1873).

Lied, let, H. a German ballad, secular or sacred, fitted

for singing and often set to music [Ger. ; cf. A.S.

Mi/t, a song.]

Lief, lef, oi/y. (arch.) loved, dear.

—

a/iv. willingly—now
chiefly used in the phrases, ' I had as lief,' ' to have

liefer.* [A.S. /i-^; Ger. /;>3, loved.]

Liege, l5j, adj. free, except as within the relations of

vassal and feudal lord : under a feudal tenure.

—

«. one imder a feudal tenure : a vassal : a lord or

superior, or one who has lieges.— «. Llege'dom,

allegiance.—a((7'. Liege'less, not subject to a supe-

rior.—//. Liege'man, a vassal : a subject. [O. Fr.

/^, prob. from Old High Ger. iedt'c, free (Ger.

Ifdie; free, unfettered), ildan, to depart.]

Lien, li'en, or le'en, «. (Ia7v) a right in one to retain

the property of another to pay a claim. [Fr., tie,

band—L. ligaitten—ligdre, to bind.]

Lien, li'en {.B.\ pa.p. of lie, to lie down.
Lientery, Ifen-ter-l, «. a form of diarrhoea, with

frequent liquid evacuations in which the food is

discharged undigested.—di/;. Llenter'ia [Gr. Uios,

smooth, enteron, an intestine.]

Lieme, li-ern', «. {archit.) a cross-rib or branch-rib in

vaulting. [Fr.]

Lieu, lu, «. place, stead, chiefly in the phrase 'in lieu

of [Fr.,—L. locus, place.]

Lieutenant, lef-ten'ant, «. one representing or per-

forming the work of another : an officer holding the

place of another in his absence : a commissioned
officer in the army next below a captain, or in the

navy next below a commander and ranking with

captain in the army : one holding a place next in

rank to .1 superior, as in the compounds Lieuten'ant-
colonel, Lieuten'ant-gen'eral.—>«. Lieuten'ancy,
Lleuten'antstlip, office or commission of a lieuten-

ant : the body of lieutenants ; Lleuten'ant-gov'er-

nor, in India, the name of the chief official in

the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, the

Nonh-western Provinces, and Oudh, Punjab, and
Delhi ; Lieuten'ant-goVemorsliip; Lieutenantry
(^Shak.\ lieutenancy; Lord'-lleuten'ant, the title

of the viceroy of Ireland : in the British Isles, a
permanent governor of a county appointed by the

sovereign, usually a peer or other Iarge_ land-owner,

at the head of the magistracy and the chief executive

authority ; Sub'-lieuten'anf, formerly mate or passed
midshipman, now the intermediate rank in the navy
between midshipman and lieutenant. — Field-mar-
Bhal lieutenant (see Field-marshal). [Fr. ; cf.

Lieu and Tetutni.}

Life, llf, n. state of living : animate existence : union
of soul and body : the period between birth and
death : present sute of existence : manner of living :

moral conduct : animation : a
living being : system of animal
nature : social state : human
affairs : narrative of a life : eter-

nal happinesSj alsoHe who be-

stows It : a quickening principle

in a moral sense : _
the living

form and expression, living

semblance : (fricket) an escape,
as by a missed or dropped
catch:—//. Lives (llvz).—
inter/, used as an oath, abbre-
viated from Goifs life.—adj.
Llfe'-and-death', critical : des-
perate.—«j. Life'-annu'ity, a
sum paid to a person yearly
during life ; Life'-assur'ance,
Life'-msur'ance (see Insur-
ance) ; Life'-belt, a belt either
inflated with air, or with cork
attached, for sustaining a person in the water ; Life'-

blood, the blood of an animal in the body : that which
gives strength or life ; Llfe'boat, a boat for saving

Life-belt.

shipwrecked persons, having air-chambers or tl»e

like, by which it is rendered specially buoyant and
sometimes self-righting ; Life'-buoy, a buoy in-

tended to support a person in the water till he
can be rescued ; Life'-estate', an estate held during
the life of the possessor.

—

adjs. Life'ful (Spens.),

full of vital energy ; Life'-giVing, imparting life :

invigorating.

—

ns. Life'-guard, a guard of the life

or person : a guard of a prince or other dignitary

;

Lire'-lllS'tOry, Life'-oycle, the series of vital pheno-
mena exhibited by an organism in its passage from
the ovum to full development ; Life'hold, land held
by lease for life ; Life'-ln'terest, an interest lasting

during one's life.

—

adj. Lifeless, dead : without
vigour: insipid: sluggish.— arfi/. Life'lessly.— «.
Lifelessness.—rt^; Life-like, like a living person.—«. Life'-line, a rope stretched anywhere on board
a vessel for support of the sailors in difficult opera-
tions or during wild weather : a line attached to a
life-buoy or hfeboat for an immersed person to seize

hold of.

—

adj'. Lifelong, during the length of a life.—ns. Life'-mor'tar, a mortar for throwing a shot
of some kind to carry a rope from the shore to a ship
in distress ; Llfe'-peer, a peer whose title is not
hereditary ; Life'-peer'age ; Life-preserv'er, an
invention, as a buoyant belt or jacket, for the pre-
servation of life in cases of shipwreck : a cane with
a loaded head ; Life'-raft, a raft-like structure for
use in case of shipwreck ; Life'-rate, rate of pay-
ment on a policy of life-insurance. — adj'. Life'-

ren'dering {iihak.^, yielding up life.—«J. Life rent,
a rent that continues for life ; Life'renter, one
who enjoys a liferent .—/em. IJfe'rentriZ ; Life'-

rock'et, a rocket for carrying a line from the shore
to a ship in distress.

—

adj's. Life'-sav'ing, designed
to save life, esp. from drowning.—/;. Life'-SChOOl,
a school where artists work from living models.—adj's. Life'-size, similar in size to the object re-

presented ; Life'some, full of life : gay, lively.

—

hs.

Life'-ta'ble, a table of statistics as to the proba-
bility of life at different ages; LlfO'-ten'ant, the
owner of a life-estate : one who holds lands, &c., for

the term of his own or another's life ; Life-time,
continuation or duration of life.

—

aJj. Life'-wea'ry
{S/tak.\ weary of life : wretched.

—

n. Life'-work,
the work to which one's life is or is to be devoted.

—

Life-saving apparatus, all materials, appliances,

&c available for preserving life in cases of ship-

wreck or fire.—Bring tO lire, to restore to life one
apparently dead ; Come to life, to be reanimated

;

For lilTe, for the whole period of one's existence : so

as to save life : verj' fast or strenuously ; High life,

the manner of living of those in high or fashionable

society : the upper classes of society ; Line of life

(see Line) : To the life, very closely resembling the

original: exactly drawn. [A.S. l(f: Ice. li/, Sw.
lif, Dut. lijf, body, life ; Ger. hben, to live.]

Lift, lift, n. {Scot.) the air, heavens, sky. [A.S. lyft;
Ger. lu/t. Ice. lopt, Goth, luftus, the air.]

Lift, lift, v.t. to bring to a higher position : to elevate

or keep elevated : to elate : to take and carry away :

{pbs.') to bear, support : (slang) to arrest : to steal.

—

v.i. to rise : to try to rise.—«. act of lifting : that

which is to be raised : that which assists to lift : a
hoisting-machine: advancement.

—

adj. Lift'ablO.

—

ns. Llft'er, one who, or that which, lifts : {Sluik.) a
thief ; Lifting-bridge, a drawbridge raised so as to

allow ships to pass ; Lift'-pump, any pump which is

not a force-pump.—Lift the nana, to raise it in

hostility ; Lift up the eyes, to look, direct one's

eyes, or thoughts, to ; Lift up the face, to look
upward, as in supplication ; Lift up the hand, to

make oath, swear : to pray ; Lift up the head, to

rejoice, exult ; Lift Up the Voice, to cry loudly.

—

Dead lift (see Dead). [Ice. lypta—lopt, the air.]

Lig, lig, v.i. (Spens.) to lie. [See Lie.]
Ligament, lig'a-ment, n. anything that binds : (anat.)

the membrane connecting the movable bones ; a



Ueran mote ; mate ; m?5Cn ; Men. Like

bond of union.

—

adjs. Ugament'al, Ligament'ous,
composing or resembling a ligament.

—

>is. Ligation,
act of binding : state of bemg bound ; Lig'ature,
anything that binds : a bandage : {ntus.) a Ime con-
necting notes : (print.) a type of two letters : {tned.)

a cord for tying the blood-vessels, &c. : impotence
produced by magic.

—

adj. Lig'atured, boimd by a
ligature. [Fr.,—L. ligcitnentum—ligdre, to bind.]

Llgan, ll'gan, «. goods sunk at sea, with a flo.it

attached for recovery. [L. ligamen, a band.]

Ligger, lig'er, «. the horizontal timber of a scaffolding :

a nether millstone: aboard-palhwayovera ditch : a
coverlet for a bed : a kelt or spent salmon : a night-

line with float and bait for pike-fishing.

Light, lit, n. that which shines or is brilliant : the

agent by which objects are rendered visible : the
power of vision: day: dawn of day: that which
gives light, as the sun, a candle : the illuminated

part of a picture : means of communicating fire or

light : a lighthouse : (Jig-) mental or spiritual illu-

mination : enlightenment: knowledge: public view :

point of view : a conspicuous person : an aperture

for admitting light : (5.) prosperity, favour.

—

adj.

not dark: bright: whitish.

—

v.i. to give light to: to

set fire to: to attend with a light.

—

v.i. to become
light or bright:

—

pr.p. light'ing ; pa.t. and pi.p.
light'ed or lit.—a^'. Light able.—«. Light'-ball,

a composition of saltpetre, sulphur, resin, and lln-

seed-oil formed into a ball, and used by soldiers to

five light during military operations.

—

n.pl. Light'-
ues, tolls taken from ships in certain waters,

for the maintenance of lighthouses.

—

ns. Light'er

;

LighfhOUSe, a tower-like construction exhibiting a
light for indicating to vessels, when nearing a port
or coasting along shore, the proximity of rocks,

shoals, and other dangers; Light'hOtlse-nian,Light'-
keep'er, the keeper of a lighthouse.

—

adj. Light'-
less.—«x. Lightness; Light'-room, in a man-of-
war, a small room separated from the magazine by
thick glass windows, and used to illuminate it : the

room in a lighthouse containing the lighting appara-
tus ; Light'-ship, a stationary ship carrying a light

and serving the purpose of a lighthouse m very deep
waters.—«(^'. Lightsome, full of light.—«. Light'-
wave, a wave of the luminous ether.—Light of
nature, intellectual perception or intuition : {theol.)

m.in's capacity of discovering truth unaided by revela-

tion.—Between the lights, in the twilight; Be-
tween two lights, under cover of darkness ; Bring
to light, to reveal ; Children of light. Christians
as under the illumination of the Divine light, that
illumination which comes directly from God ; Cioms
to light, to be revealed ; Fixed light, in light-

houses, a light which is maintained steadilywithout
change, as opposed to a revolving light ; Floating
light, a light displayed at the mast-head of a light-

ship to show dangers to navigation ; Foot, Ground,
lights, a row of lights used on a stage to light up
the base of a scene ; Inner light, spiritual illume
nation, light divinely imparted ; Northern lights,
aurora borealis ; See the light, to come into view ;

Stand in one's own light, to hinder one's own
advantage. [A.S. leiht; Ger. licht.'\

Light, lit, adj. not heavy : of short weight : easily
suffered or performed : easily digested : not heavily
armed: active: not heavily burdened: unimportant:
not dense or copious or intense : gentle : gay,
lively : amusing : unchaste : loose, sandy : giddy,
delirious: idle, worthless.

—

vs.t. Light, Llght'en,
to make less heavy : to alleviate, cheer.

—

advs.
Light, Lightly (Shak.\ commonly, usually.

—

adj.
Light'-armed, armed in a manner suitable for active
service.

—

ns. Light'er, a large open boat used in

unloading and loading ships ; Llghferage, price

paid for unloading ships by lighters : the act of thus
unloading ; Light'erman.

—

adjs. Light'-fing'ered,
light or active with one's fingers : thievish ; Light'-
foot, -ed, nimble, active ; Ligbt'fOl (rare\ cheery,

happy ; Ll^ht'-haad'ed, with light or dexterous
touch : havmg little in the hand : empty-handed

:

insufficiently manned ; Llght'-head'ed, giddy in the
head : delirious : thoughtless : unsteady.—«. Light'-
head'edness.—<ia^'. Light'-heart'ed, light or merry
of heart : free from anxiety : cheerful.

—

cuiv. Light'-
heart'edly.—«. Light'-heart'edness.—«^//'. Light'-
heeled, swift of foot.—«j-. Light-horse, lisht-armed
cavalry ; Light'-horseman ; Light'-in'fantry, in-

fantry lightly or not heavily armed.

—

adjs. Light'-
legged, swift of foot; Llght'-mlnd'ed, having a
light or unsteady mind: not considerate.

—

ns.

Light'-mlnd'edness ; Light ness (S!uik.\ light-

headedness ; Lightning i^Shak.), an exhilaration
of the spirits ; Light'-O'-love, a capricious and wan-
ton woman : an old dance tune.

—

n.pl. Lights, the
lungs.

—

adj. Light'SOme, light, gaj', lively, cheer-
ing.—«. Light'someness.— rt(^'. Light'-spir'ited,
having a cheerful spirit.— «. Light'-weight, in sport-

ing and especially boxing, a man or animal of a
certain weight prescribed by the rules, intermediate
between the middle-weight and the feather-weight

:

a person of little importance.

—

adj. Light'-Winged,
having light wings : volatile.—Make light 0^ to

treat as of little consequence. [A.S. leiht; Ger.
leicht. Ice. lettr ; L. levis.}

Light, lit, v.i. (with Oft, upon) to stoop from flight

:

to settle : to rest : to come by chance : (with do7vn,

front) to descend, to alight :—/>-./. light'ing; pa.t,

and pa.p. light'ed or X\U—v.i. Lighten upon' (/"»-.

Bk.\ to alight or descend upon. [A.S. llhtan, to

dismount, lit. 'make light,' relieve of a burden.]
Lighten, lli'n, v.t. to make light or c\t&x: (Jig.) to

illuminate with knowledge.

—

v.i. to shine like light-

ning : to flash : to become less dark.

—

ns. Light'nlng,
the electric flash usually followed by thunder : (JShak.)

a becoming bright ; Llght'nlng-arrest'er, an appa-
ratus used for protecting telegraph or telephone lines,

&c., from lightning-discharges; Llght'ning-bug, a
sort of phosphorescent beetle or firefly ; Light'nmg-
COndUC'tOr, Lightning-rod, a metallic rod for pro-

tecting buildings from lightning.

Lignage, lln'aj, «. (Spcns.) lineage.

Lign-aloes, lin-al'oz, Ligiialoes, lig-nal'Oz, «. (B.)
aloes-wood. [L. lignum, wood, and aloes, aloes.]

Lignum, lig'num,«. wood .is contrasted with soft tissues

or with bark.

—

adjs. Lig'neous, wooden : woody

:

made of wood ; Lignlf'erous, producing wood.

—

n.

Lignlfica'tion.—a^'. LIg'nifonn, resembling wood.—v.t. Llg'nify, to turn into wood.

—

v.i. to become
wood or woody :

—

pr.p. lig'nifying ; pa.p. lig'nifled.

—

n. Lig'nine, pure woody fibre.

—

adj. Ligniper'dous,
destructive of wood.

—

n. Lig'nite, brown coal, coal

retaining the texture of wood.

—

adj. Lignit'lC.

—

ns.

Llg'num-cru'CiS, wood of the cross : a relic asserted

to be a piece of the true cross ; Llg'num-Vi'taB,

popular name of a South American tree with very
hard wood. [L. lignum, wood.]

Ligule, lig'ul, n. (6at.) the flat part of the leaf of a
grass : a strap-shaped petal in certain flowers.

—

M.

Lig'Ula, a tongue-like part or organ : in entomology,
a fleshy membranaceous or homy anterior part of
the labium.

—

adjs. Lig'ular, pertaining to a ligula ;

Lig^ulate (J>ot.), like a bandage or strap: composed
of ligules. (L. ligttla, dim. oi lingua, a tongue.]

Ligure, iT'gur, or lig'ur, «. {B.) a precious stone.

—

«. Lig'urite, a variety of sphene or titanite. [Gr.]

Like, iTk, aiij. equal in quantity, quality, or degree :

similar: likely, probable.

—

n. the like thing or
person : an exact resemblance : a liking.

—

adv. in

the same manner : probably.

—

conj. as, as if.

—

v.t.

{.Shak.) to compare, liken.—«J. Llke'linOSS, Like'-
lihood.—rtrf/". Likely, like the thing required

:

credible : probable : having reason to expect.

—

adv.
probably.— rt^'. Like'-mind'ed, having a similar dis-

position or purpose.

—

v.t. Lik'en, to represent as like

or similar : to compare.

—

n. Like'ness, resemblance :

one who resembles another : that which resembles : a
627



Like fSte, far ; mff, hir ; mine ; Unofa

portrait or picture! efSgy.

—

adv. Llke'wlse, in like

wise or manner: also: moreover: too. — Feel like,

to be disposed to do anything ; Had like, was likely,

came near to do something ; Look like, to show a

likelihood of: to appear similar to; SuCh like, of

that kind. [A.S. lie, seen mge-Uc; Ice. likr, Dut.

relijk, Ger. gUich {= ge-Uich).]

Like, Ilk, v.t. to be pleased with : to approve : to

enjoy : {obs.) to please.—«. a liking, chiefly in

phrase ' likes and dislikes."

—

adjs. Llke'able, lovable :

amiable ; Llke'ly, that may be liked : pleasing.

—

n. Llk'lng, state of being pleased with : inclination :

satisfaction in : (A'.) condition, plight.

—

adj. (B.) as

in (Jood'-llk'ing, Well'-llk'ing, in good condition.—

On Uking, on approval. [Orig. the verb meant ' to

be pleasing,' and was used impersonally, as it ' likes

me —i.e. it pleases me, A.S. Itcian—Uc, like.]

Lilac, iT'lak, «. a pretty flowering shrub, with a flower

of a light-purple colour.

—

adj. having the colour of
the lilac flower. [Sp.,—the Pers. lilaj.\

Llll, lil, v.t. (Spens.) to loll.

Lllllbullero, lil-i-bu-16'rO, n. the famous ballad in

mockery of the Irish Catholics, which ' sung James
II. out of three kingdoms.' — Also LUllburle'ro.
[From the refrain.]

LllUputian, lil-i-pu'shi-an, n. an inhabitant of the
island oi LilUput, described by Swift in his Gulliver's
Travels: a person of small size, a dwarf.

—

adj. of
small size : dwarfish.

Lilt, lilt, v.t. to do anything cleverly or quickly, as to
hop about: to sing, dance, or play merrily.

—

v.t. to

sing a song easily or gaily.—«. a cheerful song or
air. [M. E. lilten, lulten : ety. dub.]

Lily, lil'i, «. a bulbous plant, with showy and fragrant
flowers.

—

adj. resembling a lily : pure.

—

adjs. LUla'-
CeoUS, pertaining to lilies ; Lll'ied, adorned with
lilies : resembling lilies.—«. LH'y-en'crlnlte, same
as Stone-lily {sec Encrlnlte).—rtrt;/'. LH'y-hand'ed,
having hands white as the lily.

—

n. Liry-h3^aclnth,
a bulbous perennial plant with blue flowers.

—

adjs.
LH'y-llVered, white-livered: cowardly; Lll'y-
whlte, white as the lily. —Lily of the valley, a
very beautiful flower of the lily genus. [A.S. Itiie—
L. Iilium—Gr. leirion, lily.]

Limaceous, ll-ma'shi-us, adj. like a slug. — adjs.
Lim'acold (also «.) ; Llmac'iform. — «. Ll'maz,
a slug.

Limation, Il-ma'shun, n. the act of filing or polishing.—n. Li'mature^ act of filing : filings.

Tilm b,^ lim, n. a jointed part in animals, the leg : a pro-
jecting part : a branch of a tree : a part of something
else, as ' a limb of the law :

' an imp, scapegrace, as
'a limbof Satan.'

—

v.t. to supply with limbs: to tear
off the limbs of.

—

adjs. Limbed, having limbs:
formed in regard to limbs ; Ltmb'meal (Skak.), limb
from Hmb. (A.S. lint: Ice. limr, Sw. lem.]

^mb, lim, «. an edge or border, as of the sun, &c.

:

the edge of a sextant, &c.—adj. Lim'bata (.iat.),

bordered. [Fr. limie—L. limirts.]

Limbec, lim'bek, «. {Spens.) an alembic
Limber, lim'ber, «. the part of a gun-carriage consist-

ing of two wheels and a shaft to which the horses
are attached.

—

v.t. to
attach to the limber,
as a gun. [Prov. Eng.
limbers, shafts — Ice.

limar, boughs; cfl

limb, a branch.]
Limber, lim'btr, adj.

pliant, flexible. — «.

Lim'bemess, flexible-

ness, pliancy. [See
limp (adj.).]

Umbo, lim'bo^ M. an
indefinite region in the intermediate state, the abode
of those who have had no opportunity to accept
Christ, of the souls of the pious who died before the
time of Christ, and of the souls of unbaptised infants

:

Limber.

a place of confinement, or where things are thrown
aside.—Also LimTjUS. [L. limbtts, border.]

Lime, lim, ». any slimy or gluey material : bird-lime :

the white caustic earth from limestone, and used for
cement.

—

v.t. to cover with lime: to cement: to
manure with lime : to ensnare.

—

ns. Llme'-bum'er,
one who burns limestone to form lime ; Lime'kiln,
a kiln or furnace in which limestone is burned to
lime ; Lime'-light, or Calcium-light, light produced
by a blowpipe -flame directed against a block of
pure, compressed quicklime ; Llme'stone, stone from
which lime is procured by burning ; Llme'twlg, a
twig smeared with bird-lime : a snare ; Lime'wash,
a coating given with a solution of lime ; Llme'-
wa'ter, a saturated aqueous solution of lime.

—

adjs.
Llm'OUS, gluey : slimy : muddy ; Lim'y, glutinous :

sticky : containing, resembling, orhaving the qualities

of lime. [A.S. lim; Ger. leim, glue, L. limus, slime.]

Lime, lim, rt, a kind of citron or lemon tree and its

fruit.—«. Lime'-Jtlice, the acid juice of the lime,

used at sea as a specific against scurvy. [Fr.]

Lime-hotmd, Itm'-hownd, «. (Speus.) a boar-hound.
Lime-tree, llm'-tre, «. the linden-tree. [Lime is a

corr. ai line, for lind = linden-tree.]

Limit, lim'it, n. boundary : utmost extent : restriction

:

{Shak.) a limb, as the limit of the body.

—

v.t. to

confine within bounds : to restrain : to fix within
limits. — adjs. Llm'itable, that may be limited,

bounded, or restrained ; Limlta'rlan, tending to

limit.—«. one who limits.

—

adjs. Limitary, placed
at the boundary as a guard, &c. : confined within
limits; Llm'ltate (ioi*.), bounded by a distinct line.—«. Limita'tion, the act of limiting, boimding, or
restraining : the state of being limited, bounded, or
restrained: restriction.

—

adjs. Limita'tive, Lim'lted,
within limits: narrow: restricted.

—

adv. Lim'itedly.
— ns. Lim'itedness ; Lim'iter, the person or thing
that limits or confines : a friar who had a license to

beg within certain bounds.

—

adj. Lim'itless, having
no limits : boundless : immense : infinite.—Limited
liability (see Liability); Limited monarchy, a
monarchy in which the supreme power is shared with
a body of nobles, a representative body, or both.
[Fr.,—L. limes, limitis, a boundary.]

Limma, lim'a, «. in prosody, a monosemic empty time
or pause : in Pythagorean music, the smaller half-

step or semi-tone. [Gr. leimma, a remnant.]
Limmer, lim'er, «. a mongrel-hound : a base person,

esp. a jade. [O. Fr. liemier—Hem, a leash.]

Limil, lim, v.t. to draw or paint, esp. in water-colours :

{orig.) to illuminate with ornamental letters, &c.

—

«. Lim'ner, one who limns or paints on paper or
parchment : a portrait-painter. [Contr. of O. Fr.

enluminer—L. illuminare. ]

Limonite, iT'mO-nlt, «. an iron ore—also Bro7vn hema-
tite and Bro7vn iron ore.—adj. Limonlt'lC. [Gr.

leimdn, a meadow.]
LimosiS, iT-mS'sis, «. a morbidly ravenous appetite.

[Gr. limos, hunger.]
Limp, limp, adj. wanting stiffness, flexible : weak,

flaccid. [According to Skeat, a nas.ilised form of lip,

a weakened form of lap, as seen in Eng. lap, a flap ;

cf. prov. Ger. lampen, to hang loosely down.]
Limp, limp, v.i. to halt : to walk lamely—fig. as ' limp-

ing verses.'— «. act of limping: a halt.

—

p.adj.
Limp'ing, having the imperfect movement of one
who limps.

—

adv. Llmp'ingly. [Prob. conn, with
preceding. There is an A.S. adj. lemp-healt, halt-

ing.]

Limpet, lim'pet, «. a small shellfish which clings to in-

tertidal rocks. [A.S. lempedu, lamprede, lamprey.]
Limpid, lim'pid, ad;, clear : shininR : transparent :

pure.—«J. Limpid'ity, Lim'pidness.—of^r. Lim'-
pldly. [Fr.,—L. Umpidus, liquidus, liquid.]

Lin, lin, 7i.i. (Spens.) to cease, to give over.

—

v.t. to
cease from. [A.S. liniian, to cease.]

Llnament, lin'a-ment, «. lint : a tent for a wound. [L.]
Llnoh, linsh, n. a ridge of land, a boundary, a cliff.

—



Linchpin mOte ; mQce ; mSHa ; then. Linseed

H. Llnch'et, a terrace seen on the slopes of the chalk,
oolitic, and liassic escarpments in Bedfordshire,
Somerset, &c. [A. S. hlinc, a ridge of land.]

Linchpin, linsh'pin, ». a pin used to keep the wheel
of a carriage on the axle-tree. [Properly linspin,
' axle-pin '—obs. itnse, axle, and pin. ]

Lincoln-green, lingk'un-gren, «. the colour of cloth

made formerly at Lincoln: the cloth itself.

Lincture, lingk'tur, n. medicine to be sucked up.—Also
Linc'tUS. [L. lingere, litictum, to lick.]

Linden, lin'den, «. the lime-tree. [A.S. linden—lind

;

cf. Ice. lind, Ger. limie.'\

Line, iTn, v.t. to cover on the inside : to pad : to

impregnate: (S/iaA.) to aid.—«. Lin'ing. [M. E.
limn, to cover, perh. orig. with linen—obs. li/u;

linen^A.S. Ifn—L. linu/n,]

Line, lln, ». a thread of linen or flax : a slender cord :

(matk.) that which has length without breadth or

thickness : an extended stroke : a straight row : a
cord extended to direct any operations : outline :

a series or succession, as of progeny : a series

of steamers, &c. ,
plying continuously between

places : a railroad : a telegraph wire between
stations : an order given to an agent for goods,
such goods received, the stock on hand of any
particular goods : a mark or lineament, hence a
characteristic : a rank : a verse : a short letter or
note : a trench : limit : method : the equator : line-

age : direction : occupation : the regular infantry of
an army : the twelfth part of an inch : (//.) marriage-
lines, a marriage certificate : a certificate of church
membership : military works of defence.

—

v.t. to

mark out with lines : to cover with lines : to place
along by the side of for guarding : to give out for

public singing, as a hymn, line by line ". (rare) to

delineate, paint : to measure.—«. Lin'eage, descen-
dants in a line from a common progenitor : race :

family.

—

adj. Lln'eal, of or belonging to a line

:

composed of lines : in the direction of a line :

descended in a direct line from an ancestor.
—«. Llneal'ity.—rti/r'. Lineally.— «. Lin'eament,
feature : distinguishing mark in the form, esp. of the
face.

—

adj. Lln'ear, of or belonging to a line : con-
sisting of, or having the form of, lines : straight.

—

adv. Lin'early.

—

adjs. Lin'eate, -d, marked longitu-

dinally with depressed lines.

—

ns. Line'atlon (same
as Delineation) ; Line'-engraving, the process of
engraving in lines, steel or copperplate engraving.

—

«.//. Line'-fista, those taken with the line, as cod,
halibut, &c.

—

adj. Lin'eolate, marked with fine or
obscure lines.

—

ns. Lin'er, a vessel belonging to a
regular line or series of packets ; Lines man {mil.),

a private in the line ; Line'-Stonn, an equinoctial
storm.—Linear perspective, that part of perspec-
tive which regards only the positions, magnitudes,
and forms of the objects delineated.—EQUinoctial
line, the celestial equator : the terrestrial equator

;

Fraunhofer'S lines, the dark lines observed cross-

ing the sun's spectrum at right angles to its length
—from the Bavarian optician, Joseph von Fraun-
^0/^(1787-1826) ; Give line, from angling, to allow
a person apparent freedom, so as to gain him at

last; Ship Of the line (see Ship). [A.S. l(ne—U
linea—linum, flax.]

Linen, lin'en, «. cloth made of lint or flax : under-
clothing, particularly that made of linen : articles of
linen, or of linen and cotton—table-linen, bed-linen,
body-linen.

—

adj'. made of flax: resembling linen

cloth.—«. Lin'en-drap'er, a merchant who deals in

linens. [Properly an adj. with suffix -en—A.S. lin

—L. linuw, flax ; Gr. linon.]

Ling, ling, ». a fish resembling the cod, so called from
its lengthened form. [A.S. lang; long.]

Ling, ling, n. heather.—Oi^'. Ling'y. [Ice. lyng^.]

T.lTigj\Tifi, ling'gam, «. the phallus in Hindu myth-
ology, representative of Siva and the generative
power of nature, its female counterpart the yani.—
Alio Ung'a. [Sans.]

Lingel, ling'l, «. a shoemaker's thread rubbed with
beeswax. [M. E. lingel, through O. Fr.,— L.
lineola, dim. oi linea, a line.]

Linger, ling'ger, v.i. t* remain long in any state :

to loiter.— z/./. (Shak.) to prolong, protract: (with

out) to pass in a tedious manner.—«. Llng'erer.

—

adj'. Ling'ering, protracted.—«. a remaining long.

—advs. Llng'eringly ; Ling'erly {rare). [A.S.
lengan, to protract

—

lang, long.]

Lingerie, lang-zhe-re', «. linen goods, esp. women's
underclothing. [Fr.,

—

linge, flax—L. linum.]
Linget, Lingot, ». Same as Ingot
Lingism, ling'izm, n. the Swedish movement-cure,

kinesitherapy. [From Peter HenrikZ,j«^, 1776-1839.]
Lingo, ling'gS, n. language, speech : esp. applied to

dialects. [Corrupted from L. lingua, language.]
Ltng^ua firanca, ling'gwa frank'a, «. a mixed jargon
used by Frenchmen and other Western people in

intercourse with Arabs, Moors, and other Eastern
peoples : an international dialect.

Lingual, ling'gwal, adj. pertaining to the tongue
or utterance.

—

n. a letter pronounced mainly by
the tongue, as /, d (also called Dental).—adj.
Linguaden'tal = Dentilingual.—adv. Ling'ually.—adj'. Ling'lliform, tongue-shaped.

—

ns. Ling'uist,
one skilled in tongues or languages ; Ling'uister,
a dabbler in philology.

—

adjs. Linguist'iC, -al, per-

taining to languages and the affinities of languages.
—adv. Linguistically.—«.//. Linguistics, the

general or comparative science, or study, of lan-

guages.

—

n. Llng'Ula, a tongue-like part or process.

—adjs. Ling'ular, Ling'ulate, tongue-shaped. [L.

lingua (old form dingua), the tongue. ]

Linluiy, lin'ha, «. a donkey-stable.—Also Lin'ny.
Liniment, lin'i-ment, ». a kind of thin ointment. [L.

liiiiinentum—linere, to besmear.]
Lining, lining, «. the cover of the inner surface of

anything, contents.
Link, lingk, n. a ring of a chain : anything connect-

ing : a single part of a series : the TAnth part of the
chain, a measure used in surveying, &c. (see Chain).—v.t. to connect as by a link : to join in confederacy.—v.i. to be connected.— «. Link'-mo'tion, a system
of pieces pivoted together, describing definite curves
in the same plane or in parallel planes.—Missing
link, any point or fact needed to complete a series

or a chain of argument : {zool.) a conjectural form of
animal life, supposed necessary to complete the chain
of evolution from some simian to the human animal

:

{coll.) a.n ape, monkey, or apish-looking man. [A.S.
hlence; Ice. hlekkr, Ger. gelenk, a joint.]

Link, lingk, n. a light or torch of pitch and tow.

—

ns. Link'boy, Link'man, a boy or man who carries

such to light travellers. [Prob. corr. from Dut. lont,

a match ; cfl Scot, lunt, Dan. lunte.]

Link, lingk, ft. a crook or winding of a river.

—

ft.pl.

Links, a stretch of flat or gently undulating ground
along a sea-shore, on which the game of golf is

played. [A.S. Aline, a ridge of land, a bank.]
Link, lingk, v.i. {Scot.) to go quickly.
Linn, Lin, lin, ». a waterfall : a precipice.

Linnsean, Linnean, lin-ne'an, adj. pertaining to Lin-
neeus, the Latinised form of the name of LiniU,
the celebrated Swedish botanist (1707-78), or to his

artificial system of classification.

Linnet, lin'et, «. a small singing-bird—from feeding on
flax-seed. [Fr. linot—lin, flax—L. linufn.]

Linoleum, lin-O'le-um, ». a preparation used as a floor-

cloth, linseed-oil being greatly used in the making
of it. [L. linum, flax, oleum, oil.]

Linotjrpe, lin'O-tlp, «. a machine for producing stereo-

typed lines or bars of words, &c. , as a substitute for

type-setting : a line of printing-type cast in one
piece. [L. linea, a line, and type.]

Linseed, lin'sed, «. lint or flax seed—also Llnt'seod.
— ns. Lln'seed-cake, the cake remaining when the
oil is pressed out of lint or flax seed, used as a
food for sheep and cattle ; Lin'geed-meal, the meal
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of linseed, used for poultices and as a cattle-food ;

Lin'seed-oil, oil from flax-seed.

Llnsey, lin'si, «. cloth made of linen and wool : a
peculiarkind ofclayeyrock.

—

ad/. Lin'sey-wool'sey,
made of linen and wool mixed : mean : of unsuitable
parts.

—

ft. a thin coarse stuff of linen and wool mixed :

inferior stuffs of doubtful composition : (SAai.) a
mixture of nonsense, gibberish. [Obs. iinsel, and
v>ooi. ]

Linstock, lin'stok, «. a staff to hold a lighted match
for firing cannon.—Also Lint'stOCk. [DuL loHtstok—lont, a match, siok, a stick.]

Lint, lint, «. linen scraped into a soft woolly substance
for dressing wounds : raw cotton ready for baling.

[L. linteus—iiitum, linen.]

Lintel, lin'tel, «. the piece of timber or stone over a
doorway : the headpiece of a door or casement.
[O. Fr. lintel (Fr. lt>iteau}—Lovf L. Imtellus for

limitellus, dim. of L. limes, border.]

Lintie, lin'ti, Lintwhite, lint'hwit = Linnet.
Lion, ll'un, H. a fierce quadruped of immense strength,

the largest ofall carnivorous animals, tawny-coloured,
the male with a shaggy mane, springing on his prey
with a terrific roar : a man of unusual courage :

{as/roH.) Leo, a sign of the zodiac : any object of
interest, esp. a famous or conspicuous person much
sought after : an old Scotch com, with a lion on the
obverse, worth 74 shillings Scotch (James VI.):
(A^r.) representation of a lion used as a bearing :

—

Jem. Lioness.—«*. Li'oncel, Li^oncelle yier\ a
small lion used as a bearing ; Li'onel, Lionet, a
young lion ; Ij'on-heart, one with great courage.

—

adj. LI'on-lieart'ecl.—». Ll'on-hunt'er, a hunter of
lions : one who runs after celebrities with foolish

adulation, or to get reflected glory from their com-
pany.

—

v.i. Lionise, to treat as a lion or object of
interest — n. lA oidsm.—ad/. LI on-like. —Lion's
provider, a popular name for the jackal, supposed to

attend upon the lion : any humble friend or follower :

Lion's sliare, the largest share. — A lion in the
way, a danger to be met and overcome ; British
lion, the lion as the British national emblem ; Pat
one's head into the lion's mouth, to get into a
position of great danger. [O. Fr. lion—'C leon-em
—Gr. ledn ; Ger. Id7ue.]

Lip, lip, ». the muscular border in front of the teeth

by which things are taken into the mouth : the edge
of anything: (x/<j«^) impudent talk, insolence: (//.)
si>eech as passing through the lips.

—

v. I. to touch
with the lips : to utter with the Lps,

—

v.i. to apply
the lips to the mouthpiece of an mstniment.

—

culj.

Lip'bonij from the lips only : not genuine.

—

ru.

Lip'-devo'tion, prayer of the lips without devotion
in the heart ; Up'-hom'age, insincere homage ; Lip'-
la'bOUr, empty speech ; Lip'-lang'Tiage, oral or
articulate language, communicated by motions of
the lips, as opposed to the fingers, in teaching or
conversmg with the deaf and dumb ; Liplet, a little

lip: Lip'-or'nament, an object inserted as an orna-
ment in the lip, common among savage tribes.

—

adj.
Lipped, having lips, or edges Uke lips, labiate.

—

ns.

Lip'-read'lng, reading what a person says from the
movement of the lips, in the instruction of the deaf
and dumb ; Lip'-serv'lce, service with the lips only :

insincere devotion or worship ; Lip'-wiS'dom, wisdom
in words only, not in deeds.—Bite the Up, to press
the lips between the teeth to keep one's self from
betraying vexation, anger, &c. ; Corl Of the lip, the
causing the lip to curl as an indication of scorn ;

Hang the lip, to be sullen or sulky ; Make a Up
(.S'A<iit.), to pout in suUenness or contempL [A.S.
lii>pa: Dut. lip, Ger. lippe, L. labium, not conn,
with L. lamhfre, Eng. lap.]

Lipaamia, li-pe'mi-a, ». excessive fat in the blood.
Liphssmia, h-ffmi-a, n. deficiency or poverty of blood.
Lipogram, Ir'pO-gram, n. the name given to a UTiting,

esp. a poem from which all words are omitted which
contain a particular letter.

—

adj. Lipograsunat'iC.
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—ns. Lipogram'matism ; Lipogram'matist. [Gr.
leipein, to leave, gramma, a letter.]

Lipoma, lipS'ma, «. a tumour formed of fatty tissue

—also Up'arocele.—«. Lipomatosis, the excessive
growth of fatty tissue.

—

adj. Lipom'atOUS.
Lippen, lip'n, -'./. (Jicot.) to trust, rely, depend (with

to, on).—adj. Lippe'ning, occasional, accidental.

Lippitude, lip'i-tud, ». soreness of the eyes. [L.,

—

lippus, blear-eyed.]

Uppy, Lippie, lip'i, «. an old Scottish dry measure,
the fourth of a peck. [Dim. from A.S. ledp, a
basket; Ice. laupr.\

Liquate, lik'wat, x'.t. to melt : to separate one metal
from another which is less fusible, by applying suf-

ficient )\c3X.—adj. Liq'uable.—«. Liquation. [L.
liqudre, -dtum—liquere, to be fluid.]

Liquefy, lik'we-fl, Z'.t. to make liquid : to dissolve.

—

I'.i. to become liquid:

—

pa.t. and pi^.p. liq'uefled.

—

adj. Liquefa'cient.—«. Liquefaction, the act or
process of making liquid : the state of being melted.
—adj. Llquefiable.—«j. Liq'uefier; Liquesc'ency.—adj. Liquesc'ent, melting. [L. liquefacere—
liqulre, to be fluid or liquid, _/^c/»v, to make.]

Liqueur, li-ker', «. the name given to the many
alcoholic preparations which are flavoured or per-
fumed and sweetened to be more agreeable to the

taste— chartreuse, cherry brandy, curajao, bene-
dictine, kummel, maraschino, &c.— ns. Uqueur'-
^lass, a very small drinking-glass intended for

liqueurs or cordials; Liqueur'ing, the process of
qualifying wine by means of liqueur. [Fr.j

Liquid, lik'wid, adj. flowing : fluid : soft : smooth

:

clear.

—

n. a flowing substance : a letter of a smooth
flowing sound, coalescing easily with a preceding
mute, /, tn, «, r.—adj. Uq'uidable.—7'./. Liq'uid-
ate, to make clear, esp. to clear or settle an account

:

to arrange or wind up the affairs of a bankrupt
estate.

—

ns. Liquida'tion, the clearing up of the
money affairs, esp. the adjustment of the affairs of
a bankrupt estate ; Liquldat'or, one engaged in
a liquidation.

—

v.t. Liquidise, to render liqiiid.

—

«. Liqtiid'ity.— <!;;'-. Liq'tiidly. — «. Liq^'uldness.
[Fr.,—L. liquidus, fluid

—

liquere, to be fluid.]

Liquidambar, lik'wid-am-bar, «. a genus of balsam-
ilerous trees of the witch-hazel family (Hamameli-
dacea), native to Mexico and the United States.
[L. liquidus, liquid. Low L. ambar, amber.]

Liquor, lik'ur, n. anything liquid : strong drink : a
strong solution of a particular substance : any pre-

pared solution.

—

z'.t. to apply liquor or a solution to

:

{JShak.) to rub with oil or grease.

—

v.i. (slang) to
drink (esp. with up).—n. Liq'uor-gauge, a rod used
by excisemen for measuring the depth of liquid in

a cask.—Liquor laws, restrictive legislation with
regard to the sale of intoxicating drink.—In Uquor,
drunk ; Malt Uquors, liquors brewed from malt.
[O. Fr. liqeur— L. liquor-em—liquere.]

Liquorice, lik'ur-is, «. a plant with a sweet root which
is used for medicinal purposes. [Through an O. Fr.

form, from Low L. liquiritia, a corr. of Gr. glykyr-
rhisa—glykys, sweet, rhiza, root.]

Liquorish, lik'ur-ish, adj. obsolete spelling of liekerish.
Lira, le'ra, «. an Italian coin, worth a franc, and

divisible into 100 centesimi :—//. Lire (le'raX [It.]

Llriodendron, lir-i-iS-den'dron, «. a North .American
tree, sometimes above 100 feet in height, having
close bark, large four-lobed leaves, and greenish-
yellow flowers, shaped something like a tulip.—Also
Tulip-tree. [Gr. leirion, a lily, dendron, a tree.]

Lirlpoop, lir'i-poop, «. {obs.) a graduate's hood : smart-
ness : a silly person.—Also Llripip'iam.

Lirk, lirk, «. {Scot.) a fold.

—

v.i. to hang in creases.

Lis, lis, «. a controversy, litigation. [L.]
Lis, les, «. {her.) same as Fleur-de-lis :^pl. Lisses.
Lisbon, liz'bon, «. a light-coloured wine from Estre-

niadura in Portugal.
Lisle thread. Sec Thread.
Lisp, lisp, v.i. to speak with the tongue against the
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upper teeth or gums, as in pronouncing th for s ox z:
to articulate as a child : to utter imperfectly.

—

v.t.

to pronounce with a lisp.—«. the act or habit of
lisping.— «. Lisp'er.

—

adj. Lisp'ing, pronouncing
with a lisp.— «. the act of speaking with a lisp.

—

adv. Lisp'Ingly. [A.S. luUspian (a conjectural

form)

—

wiisp, stammering ; Dut. lispen, Ger. lispein ;

from the sound.]

Lisse, les, «. in tapestry, the threads of the warp taken
together. [Fr., also iice—'L. liciuni.}

LiSSencepbalOUS, lis-en-sefa-lus, adj. having a brain

smooth or slightly convoluted.

Lissome, Lissom, lis'um, adj. lithesome, nimble,

flexible—«. Liss'omenoss.
Lissotrichous, li-sot'n-kus, adj. smooth-haired.

List, list, «. the selvage on woven textile fabrics : a

stripe of any kind : (Shak.) a border.

—

adj. made
of strips of woollen selvage. [A.S. iist ; Ger. Uiste.]

List, list, «. a catalogue, roll, or enumeration : a

book, &c., containing a series of names of persons

or things.

—

v.t. to place in a list or catalogue: to

engage for the public service, as soldiers.

—

v.i. to

enter the public service by enrolling one's name,
to enlist.—Active list, the roll of soldiers on active

service ; Cavil list (see Civil) ; Free list (see Free).

[O. Fr. liste—'^iiA. High Ger. iiste (Ger. Uiste),

border : A.S. list, orig. same word as above.]

List, list, n. a line enclosing a piece of ground, esp.

for combat : (//.) the ground enclosed for a contest.
—v.t. to enclose for a tournament.—Enter the lists,

to engage in contest. [O. Fr. iisse (Fr. iice. It. iizza)

—Low L. iicice, barrier, perh. from L. licium, athrum.

]

List, list, v.i. to have pleasure in_: to desire : to like

or please : to choose : (naut.) to incline or heel over

to one side.

—

v.t. to cause to careen or heel over.

—«. such an inclination. [A.S. lystan, impers.,

please

—

Ittst, pleasure.]

List, list, v.t. and v.i. original form of listen: now
poetical.

—

v.t. Listen (lis'n), to hear or attend to.—v.i. to give ear or hearken : to follow advice.

—

«. Listener, one who listens or hearkens.

—

adjs.

List'fUl, attentive ; LiSt'less, having no desire or

wish : careless : uninterested : weary : indolent.

—

adv. Listlessly.—«. Listlessness. [A.S. hlystan—hlyst, hearing; Ice. hlustu.]

Listel, lis'tel, «. (arc/lit.) a narrow fillet.

Lister, lis'ter, n. a form of plough for throwing up
ridges.—«. List'ing.

Listerlsm, lis'ter-izm, «. an antiseptic method of oper-

ating introduced by the English surgeon. Lord Lister,

born 1827.

—

v.t. Lis'terise, to treat by Listerism.

Lit, pa.t. Aud pa.p. oi light, lighten, light, to alight.

LitJUiy, lit'a-ni, «. a prayer of supplication, esp. in

processions : an appointed form of responsive prayer
in public worship in which the same thing is repeated
several times at no long intervals,

—

ns. Llt'any-
desk, -stool, in the English Church, a movable
desk at which a minister kneels, facing the altar,

while he recites the litany.—LeSSer Utany, the
common formula, ' Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison,

Kyrie eleison." [O. Fr.,—Low L. litania—Gr.
litaneia—litesthai, to pray.]

Literal, lit'er-al, adj. according to the letter : plain

:

not figurative or metaphorical : following the letter

or exact meaning, word for word.

—

v.t. Lit'eralise.—Hs. Lit'eraliser ; Lit'eralism, strict adherence
to the letter : interpretation that is merely verbal

:

(art) exact and unimaginative rendering of objects ;

Lit'eralist ; Literal'lty. — adv. Literally. —- «.
Liforalness. [Fr.,—L. Uteralis—Utera, a letter.]

Literary, lil'er-ar-i, adj. belonging to letters or learn-
ing : skilled in learning.

—

n. Ut'eracy, state of being
literate:— opp. to Illiteracy.— adj. Lit'erate, ac-
quainted with letters of learning : learned.

—

n. one
educated, but not having taken a university degree,
esp. a candidate for holy orders who has not been
at a university.

—

n.pl. Litera'ti, men of letters,

the learned (sing, forms, Litera'tUS, LiterS'tO).—

adv. Litera'tim, letter for letter: without the
change of a letter.—«. Litora'tor, a dabbler in learn-

ing : a man of letters, a literary man—sometimes in

the French form Litterateur.—adj. Lit'erose, dis-

tinctively literary.

—

n. Llteros'lty. [L. literarius.]

Literature, lit'er-a-tur, «. the science of letters or

what is written : the whole body of literary com-
positions in any language, or on a given subject

:

all literary productions except those relating to

positive science and art, usually confined, however,
to the belles-lettres.— a<//'. Lit'eratured (Shah.),
learned, having literary knowledge.—Light litera-

ture, books which can be read and understood
without mental exertion : fiction ; Polite literature,
belles-lettres. [Fr.,—L. literatura—litera, a. letter.]

Lith, lith, n. (prov.) a joint, segment, or portion of

anything. [A.S. //S, a member; Ger. glied.\

LithagOgue, lith'a-gog, adj. expelling stone from the
bladder or kidneys.

—

n. a medicine with this quality.
Lithanthrax, li-than'thraks, n. stone-coal, mineral coal.

Litharge, lith'arj, «. the semi-vitrified oxide of lead
separated from silver in refining. [Fr.,—Gr. lith-

argyros—lithos, a stone, argyros, silver.]

Lithe, \\th, adj. easily bent, flexible, active.

—

adv.
Lithely.— «. Lithe'ness.— «(/;'. Lithesome.- n.

Lithe'someness. [A. S. IC^e ; Ger. Und^iadgeliude. ]

Lithe, \\th, v.i. (obs.) to listen. [Ice. hlydha, to

listen

—

hljddh, hearing.]
Llthemia, Lithssmia, li-the'mi-a, n. an excess of uric

acid in the blood.

—

adj. Lithe'mlC.
Lither, Il/A'er, adj. (Shak.) soft, yielding: (cbs.)\>a.A,

lazy.

—

adj. Lith'erly, mischievous.

—

adv. slowly :

lazily. [A.S. lythre, bad.]
Lithia, lith'i-a, n. an alkali, the oxide of lithium, dis-

covered in 1817 by Arfvedson : a mineral water good
against the stone. [Low L.,—Gr. lithos, stone.]

Lltbiasis, li-thl'a-sis, n. a bodily condition in which
uric acid is deposited as stone or gravel in the

urinary canals. [Gr. lithos, a stone.]

Lithic, lith'ik, adj. pertaining to, or obtained from,

stone, specially from urinary calculi.—«J. Lith'ate,
a salt of lithic acid ; Lithifica'tion, a hardening into

stone. [Gr. litkikos—lithos, a stone.]

Lithium, lith'i-um, n. one of the alkaline metals, of a
silvery appearance, found in several minerals com-
bined with silica.—adj. Lith'iC. [Gr. lithos, a stone. ]

Lithocarp, lith'o-karp, «. a fossil fruit.

Lithochromatic, lith-o-kro-mat'ik, adj. pertaining to

painting in oils on stone.—«.//. Lithochromat'iCS,
this art. [Gr. lithos, stone, chroma, colour.]

LithOClast, lith'o-klast, «. an instrument for crushing
bladder-stones. [Gr. lithos, stone, klan, to crush.]

Lithodome, lith'O-dOm, ». a shellfish living in a hole

in a rock.

—

adj. Lithod'omoUS.
Lithofracteur, lith-o-frak'ter, «. a blasting explosive.

LithogenoUS, li-thoj'e-nus, adj. stone-producing.

—

n.

Lithogen'esy, the science of the origin of minerals.

Lithoglyph, lith'o-glif, n. any engraving on stone, esp.

a precious stone.

—

adj. LithOglyph'iC.

—

ns. Lith'O-

glyphiCS, LithOglypt'iCS, the art of engraving on
precious stones ; Lithog'lyphite, a fossil as if en-

f
raved by art. [Gr. lithos, st.Qne,glyphein, to carve.]

hograph, lith'o-graf, v.t. to write or engrave on
stone and transfer to paper by printing.—«. a print

from stone. — «. LithogTapher. — adjs. Litho-
graphic, -al, belonging to lithography.

—

adv.
Lithographically.-«. Lithog'raphy, the art of

writing or engraving on stone and printing there-

from.—Lithographic stone, slate, a yellowish,

compact, fine-grained, slaty limestone used in lithog-

raphy. [Gr. lithos, a stone, graphein, to write.]

Lithoid, -al, lith'oid, -al, adj. resembling a stone.

Litholahe, lith'O-lab, «. an instrument for grasping a
calculus and holding it while being crushed.

Litholatry, li-thol'a-tri, «. the worship of stones.

—

adj. Llthoratrous.

Lithology, lith-ol'o-ji, n. the science that treats of



ftte, Br; mE, Mr; mine: Uvelihood

f I iri, m. m. Omj^r » ! sab-

»« cJbj MtwmUm mm >. soft,

^asf ao ^ toK^ «lae, j i lhwi , ar red. [Gr.

SAim, alDae, L. aBByj^v nn-J
BA-of>-cB5, «$;. calBK ttmes : ser-

certabi MitilBWi iGk. £Am;,
at.]

Iidi'«-{aa, a. [iiiwi! iiwrrlwii wid

£i!ia. iM«,>iiii'Mjrtliii'. toaypar.]
mfci|fc«>ynty, SA^4^ŷ ^^ «. the art of

T jS^jirl, Mffr^" « foMi la£
'

' I, iidi'o-fit, a. a>y cae of the polyps whose
M stony or baid, as cotalt. IGr. iiihoi,

,/iM»«. !*"«•]
UilHttil, lid^v-tiic, iL die pmtcMi of ptudumig

ftaai 1iilMiB''W 'fc»- stoaes: a pic-

IGc ffrtwr. «Me, aod i!nE^.]

f, fi^-ot'o-oi, «. coBiaE far ataoe in tbe

adju

toho^py,Btlrt>4^ «.'de
of aeioAjpe jilairf t^

caK viia faaccves finotaa^. fus^ OBnai, a stooe,

<iwg. a cmOBg—iammem, tBOB.]
UKktUStf, fidt'es-nT-d, «. die o^ealSam tt ciMliam a
Moae is ds bladder, so dot as fiaif i*t msit be

Ae

uar«

SB dK Uadoer.

—

,
«• n&.]

; a kind
ntk a com-
haiA.—H.
i W Btho-

trpy*—v./- to pfcpaie lor pnMnp by fidiacypy.

, lOr,£â mtm^ ^fpm, type.]

Utt^itey ntS^EStt, «^ to CDuUtf sn law.—ir.t. to carry
OB a liBWir •ijg; IJr%iii>, that may be con-
tcjftttd n BV ; jMHr^pflB^ ooMlcDraQ^ at bw' en*

a lavMot*—a^ a^penoa tfpga^td m a
, UtIbpAbe; one viko Ixti-

L—«^' XMgl-
its : sul^ect to

UmBSB, MTflHBiiy Mma oye cliCaiBBa vaai OBrtani ficBBaSy
ongiaaay ivd, bst vonaMii^ IflBe aa Ae art^tioa of
aBraiira or of iHe^—UtlM fy^yaper vied ia
umncal tcsCMMf^ tM^ca Uoe lijr ManHiy vaBoeBoe bjt

aaacid,»adeliiM sfcsw byaa afcJL [T-or hfsswr
-Dk. MhasM-JbC be, asMs. palp.]

IJMl^BrMex, «. ^rfat.) aa ttr»BrioM flMfc in-
tuRicfly D^ fltt Bcsatwa oi ss coattafy, ai a cjtijg'u

d^.* [Gr.

&<»<&, |iBi; iij—^to^ ytoa-l
littEHBliK; iMafeK'e-'t^, a. aa iai

HV^ wB ipeoac gsavUT of fiQUMa by rae ''^'y''* to
a^aica theynK at Tcxtxcal tidies taidera &'jarte asr-

bek, rhinLii »sdi ^e mmt <f Ae
prob. orig. &(<r< = £(fc, borde^

lA*. ITtr, «. tbe Dak of tbe Freadb

caqncity, both diyagadi^aid. It is tbe volaine of a
c&bic decimetre, sad caaesMS a Idagcaanne of «-ater

at 4' C in a vacanai, eqaal So -3300967 British im-
perial E***~f, tl ienftM e iess than a quart—4^ litres

beingna^^ eqn^ to a gallon.

UCtaC, iit'^, s. a heap of straw, &c., for animals to

fie tyoa: materials for a bed : any scattered collec-

tioB of objects, esp. of little value : a vehicle con-
tainiac * ^""^^ carrying about, a hospital stretcher

:

a btoad -^——°-j '
I

' —v.t. to cover or supply
-wahfiMer: to acattercaaelessly about : to give buth
to (saud ofsmaD aiii iaak)—v.i. to produce a litter or
brood.—^./a^'. litt'ored. [O. Fr. Uacre—Low L.
Itctaria—L. ledus, a bed.]

Tittfnrtear, iit-er-a-ter', fi. a literary man. [Fr.]

Uttte, bX adj. {comp. Less ; superl. Least) small in

Unaiilily or extent : weak, poor : brief.— n, that
wbicb is small in qiiantiry or extent : a small space.—mdwK. ia a s^bA <jasiilily or degree : not much.

—

mx. Uttl*4aaB, ilJMiMifan, misery : a form of

ptM^Beat, as tbe stocls : Little-eDdian, one of
^e Lffiptfiaa party who opposed the Big-ciuUans,
aMHIaa^ig liiat boiled eggs should be cracked at

dK ittfe end ; Little-go (see Ch>) : Lxttlaness

;

Uttlfr^lfflce, a short ser\-ice of psalms, hj-mns,
cnflfCHt, &c

—

euij. Littlewortll. worthless.—By
BUtejaAttttta, by degrees: In litUe. on a small
scale; Sot» BMte, onsidetabh-. [.A. S. lytel. ]

UfetaEBl, fit'or-ad, ar§r. brionging to the sea-shore.

—

M. tbe str^ of land along it.—Ltttoral zanfi, the
interval on a sea-coasc between high and low water
^Brk. [L.,

—

litvs, hidris, shore]
IJtWttW, Et'u-rat, adj. {bat.) loving f^nte formed by
eke abrasion of the sni&ce : ia riMwanliifej , marked
yithapots (Littera) giuwaag paler *t one end.

TJUilM, fifsFJi, n. the ions «f service or rcgolar
ritaM ofa diniuh-^^trictly, tinC laed in the celebra-

tioB «fAc Faii iuiint : in ancient Greece, a form of
petasMri service to the state.

—

n. Lltnrge'. a leader
la poUic worship. — adjz. Iiitur'gic, -aL — adz-.

Hrai^CtniTty — nt. Lltlir'E^iCB, tne doctrine of
ru iugif i>; TJUw'Hiliy<g1»t, a stndent of liturgies :

TJtW|iWogJ,tte atady of filatgical forms : Utnr-
gMk a leaoo' m pohfic weid^ : one who adheres
to, or wbo studies, Btmgies. [Fr.,—Gr. UUourgia—
loot, tbe people, ergmt, work.]

Utaai^ Mtfftt^ «. SBS augur's staff with recurved top :

a ^nnl ofsniiar Siorm.—adjs. Lifnate. forked with
tbepiaiMstaKnedeittward: LitTlifornL [L.]

Liva, or, vd. tobaive, or continnt in, i:'-. tt- Tmral rx
spii itujJ : to last, subsist : to en

'

one's course of life : to he ncmri.'..' -

to dweU.

—

v.t. to spend : to act iri

pr.p. )ai^mt; pa.t. and pa.p. lived.

capaHe ofSong lived : hahuable.—n. LJT'er.—Lire
dnn, Im so as to cause a slander, a grief, &c Vj

be fiMj^iOiw by one's self or others : Live oat, to

coartiaae aSae tmtil tbe esd of anything: (^'..S'.)

to be from hooe ia docoestic service : Lire under,
to be tenant to : Live up to, to rule one's life accord-
ing to some standard. [.V S. lifian ; Ger. leben..']

Uts, IIt, adj. having life : alive, not dead : active

:

'
: vivid.—Lived (I'vd), ase4

lami:-iived.—ns. Live'-azle, dnv-
a living worm or minnow used

circuit through which an
is fiowiag.

—

n.pL Ltve'-featb'fln,

B dK lirnrng fowL—«. Live'-te'ver,

tfapaor af bcake-levers to which tbe power
is first apjfad: spy, to Dead-lrver.—adj. uve'-
1MS> tiMit fives «r lasts ka^.—w. Llve'-oak, an
hamtmemk «A, -wiA daaaiUe wood : Ltva'-sbeU, a
dad! laaied aadbmoi far fidac or fired and not
yet o^iaded: Unf-^tatk. «*'—«"' animals, eqt.

hwea, catde, *cep. aad^ags; UnT^MK. die-aeD
SB a HfaiBg'Bflait wufiie fish are Ic^pc alive.

UnBbood, Ilv^bood, «. means of Irving : support

—

{oia. ) Uvelflaad. [A. 5. ^, life, ^<i< a way.
j

rect

ed:

dj. Liv abl9,



Urety mote: mfite; mUBa; tiesL. Ijolbby

Ltraly, llvli, aJ/. showing life : yiganas, active

:

sprightly : spirited : vivid.

—

adv. vivaciously, vigor-

ously.—.aiz'. LfTO'Uly.—«. UreOmaaa.
Liver, liVer, It. the largest gland in the body, which

secretes the bile.

—

aajs. LtT'er-COL'aar, of the colour

of the Ever : dark-red ; LtT'ared, in compounds, as

white-iioered, my-iizi€reci = cowardly.—«. UTer-
fiuke, a trematoid worm (Dist/nna kepatica).—adj.

LtVar-gnrwn, having a swelled liver.—«. LiTer-
VOrt, any plant of the aryptogamic femily Hepatic^,
allied to mosses.

—

adj. UT'Oy, resembling the liver.

[A.S. U/er . Ger. Uber, Ice. hfr.\

laiTSry, liver-i, «. the dress or imiftjiM wodi by
servants, esp. men-servants : a tiBOB ptcniir to

certain persons or things, as in tJie trade-^uikis of
London : any characteristic dress : the being kept
and fed at a certain rate, as horses at livery : the

whole body of liverymen in London : ifirtg.) liie dis-

tinctive dress worn by the homehoid of a king or

nobleman, so rallrd because ddsaooi or given at
regular periods.

—

adj. LtVadBd, cWhrrf in livery.

—

Hs. Uvery-com paay, a guild of the dry of London

;

LiVerymaJL, a man who wears a livery : a freeman
of the city of London entitled to wear the livery and
enjoy other privileges of hs company; LrVary-
sefTant, a servant who weais a Way ; LrVery-
Stallla, a stable where horses aadl whirirn are kept
for hire.—Saa one's ttWty(yin*X to adc fix the
writ delivering a freekold ihM> the pasaeaEiaa. tt its

heir. [Fr. Urorii liatmr 1> fiirnrwv ta tee.!
iJiVBS, livz, K* pJTiral aC i^k*
LiTid. Uv id, adf. ifaek wti \^z_jb£ » jcad coloar :

discoloured.

—

mx. UfM'IIS, UfiteMi. [Fr.,—L.
lividus—iivirt, to be of a \eaA. calaur.]

Living, living, adj. harii^ life : active ^'""^ * F"^
ducing action or vigour: nmning or %emw^ as
opposed to stagnant.

—

*. means of stdisisteace:

manner of life : a pn:perty : the tuatfcr t£ a decgy-
man.—^Living rock, rock in its oatrve state or
location ; Living room, a sittii^-room for general

£unily use ; Living wage, a wage on which it is

possible for a workman and bis &aiily to live £uxly.
—The living, those alive.

Livraison, le-vrl-zon', «. a «"—J'^^- of a book pab-
Ushed m parts. [Fr.]

Livre, le'vr, «. an old French. coiBr afaoMt the value of
a franc, by which it was iipii iiiitrt im 1795 : the

ancient French unit of weight, equal to afaoot i lb.

avoirdupois. [Fr.,—L. iV3r-a, a pound.]
LixLvlation, llks-iv-i-O. shun. K. the process of wag-

ing or steeping certain substances in a floid, fer tke
purpose of dissolving a portion of their iingw ift vt 1.

and so separating them from the insoluble wwriiif .

—iUjs. LudviaO, Ltxiv'ious. — p./. Usdriata^—
K. T.ivivin-m lye. [L. lixiataait, lye.]

Lisard. Uz ard, ». a fiunily of fonr-fboted scaly reptiles,

a saurum or lacerrilian.—ic Ij^ani gtBIM,a Coraish
serpentine. [Fr. iezard-—L> faiii t* }

T.la.mA la'ma, or la ma, «. a SootilA»Tyii»n——ot
of the camel &inily, used for transport in the Andrs

Llano, land, or lyanC, it. one ot]_tfae VKt SMfpes or

plains in the northern part of SooA Afrira^ fl.

Llanos.—«. Llanaro Uy^-oa^r^X • iahafeitaat of
the llanos. [Sp..—L. /i^sntf^ pluk.]

Lloyd's, kiidz, <*. a part of the LnarinB Bagal^ £x-
GBangc wQ^Bcalitu wf san^'^WGX^ wMervBOttn*
&c, tD> afetaiB ah^jMK_ai>[^K|^i w 1 mA tra^art
marine iithunmce.—OagiC% BMpitM; » fist ef^seat-

^ : '..siaed accordSg to sea-vortbBest
. y prrpared by an aasocoCiaB of
5. [From their originally n>eet-

;; ; : -es-'-iouse in Tower Street kept by
: the :-th cenr.iry.]

see ! 'oehoic ! [A.S. Id; imit.]

^ch, K. a small ttver-fish.— Also
'chf, Sp. iyi*.]

lade or burden : to pot en as bbcji

Euwari 1 :.'•.;

Lo. 1^. :-r.v-; ;_

Loacb, Loclie.

Btardii. [Fr
Load, led, V.

to f vmfri or give nt _
down, to oppres : to ve^^tt by
added : to charge, as a pm: an
thin wine : to mix with white: to la^'m
ma-isrs.

—

v.i. to pot or take on a load : ta
gun : to hecotnc ioadni or bozdaied.

—

m.

freqiks er
bocK:

brance.-T<ia<r», oU /c^ of l^£-
ooe who, or tfac whidt, knds ;

of H^TTig
:

fjtsJTTig-teay,
aheUkplKeda
» Ae keedt of a gna
sUp's side to amk tihe deyth a»
cargo ransr^ her to s^nt
Load a eaaa, vUp. to
Loaddiea, tomakeoaei
for pnxposes of cjhjiCjii^

mizmg it wtth iBiTifcd fifMaiV

aoe'sadf faaa
Tanf, laf; »A » Ioobvi
•^ iMTotiA. [Ptafa.

Tnriw, k5M,».ai
and w

P

I riMf 1

«^:Lauiry. (iU&£&a.-GeB.M».-cCaaK|
LaSB, ISn, a. a lane: a» open ipace fer passaeeieft
between fieiife af coca: apiaoe imwA
AboTMrfcft [£iwl

Loan, li^a. aajiMug feat: Ac actafi
TwisMfla to vae. aoBey ieac fcr
lend.—M$£. X«^iMb
office at whtdh ioaas ai

shop : Laaaf-astffl^,
saaaer to faa fopaai a
La>ar-VBi» oae tafcm iato aae !««« i

aaothrr itr Zjy&r- aha»vfc. [A.S. iMi; lee. Ma.
Daa. iaaa.d Ges. Mm, a fie£J

V—** ^-**^, '^. —y '-'^ --g • 1 1 lai liar, 1
1
TlBic

—aAt. LOBtt^.—a. XdnttilHaB. {&,& iiS, hMe-
fill—^ttka, to tsarel ; Ger. MAa, safls.]

uOfllttA^ ^'^ y* ^ to iiliAsr girjiTy, to asei tlia^pBt at.

as can be carried : to heap 00 : to put oa gwujuuch

:

[A.S. way— im-. c£ i^w«L]

Lok^ bb, a. a dmasy pcKsoa, tbe fast in a xaoe: a
lobarocto: tliecaal-feb: at oicfcet, akaesiDartall:
mairrtlint Aide and Wja»j. aJL. to tbraw B°*^'
siawlv, or atta nadexaaad acsaeiy : at bn-VBaaa^
ta stake the baSh«g^ ovs^ oppoaeBt's Ittad teo^ end of tbe OMBCt: to kaac atati i dawn.—a.

-UMtpmaA, a nri5«.-La»iSVtt» fc», Miitoas
hdi^fmi, a browaie ate -aorfa by ingtac far Us
lM«l oTcieaak [V. Bit: c£ ZnWrr.]

UMTVlab-vakasai



Lobe ftte, far ; ma, her ; mine ; Lodge

Uibia—Middle High Ger. lotibe (Ger. lauhe), a por-

tico, arbour

—

latib, a leaf.]

Lobe, l6b, n. the lower part of the ear: (anat.) a
division of the lungs, brain, &c. : (Z'oi.) a division of a
\ca{.—aiijs. LoVax, Lob'ate, Lobed, Lob'ose ; Lobe-
fOOt'ed, Lo'blped, having lobate feet, ns a coot,

grebe, or phalarope.

—

ns. Lobe'let, Lob'Ule, a small

lo\M.—ad/s. Lobular, Lob'ulated.—//j. Lob'ulus,

any small lobe or lobe-like structure :—//. Lob'Uli ;

Lobus, a lobe:—//. LobL—Lobar pneumonia,
inflammation of a whole lobe of the lungs, as

distinguished from Lobular pneumonia, which
attacks the lungs in patches. [Fr., prob. through
Low L. from Or. ioios, lobe ; cf. /ap. to fold.]

Lobelia, lob-e'li-a, n. an ornamental flower, its roots

medicinal. [Label, a Flemish botanist.]

Loblolly, lob'lol-i, «. a loutish person : medicine.—«.

Lob'lolly-boy, a ship-surgeon's attendant.

Lobscouse, lob'skows, n. a stew or hash with vege-
tables, a dish used at sea. [Origin dub.]

Lobster, lob'ster, ». a shellfish with large claws, used
for fooid : {slang) a British soldier. [A.S. loppestre,

lopust—L. locusta, a lobster.]

Lobworm, lob'wurm, ». a large worm used as bait.

[Perh. lob—W. llob, a dull fellow, and worm.\
Local, lo'kal, adj. of or belonging to a place : con-

fined to a spot or district.

—

ns. Locale (lo-kal'), a
locality : the scene of some event ; Locaillsa'tion.—v.t. Lo'callse, to assign to a place : to refer a sen-

sation in perception to some part of the body.

—

ns.

Lo'callsm, the state of being local : affection for a
place : provincialism ; Local'lty, existence in a place

:

position: district.

—

adv. Lo'cally.

—

v.t. Locate', to

place : to set in a particular position : to designate
the place of.—«. Loca'tion, act of locating or plac-

ing : situation : (&7t/)a leasing on rent.

—

adj. Lo'ca-
tlve(^a>«.), indicating place.—Local GoTemment
Acts, a series of enactments instituting local self-

government of the various counties of Great Britain

and of a large number of boroughs ; Local Option, a
phrase first used by Mr Gladstone in a letter in 1868
for the determination by vote of the people of a town
or district as to whether licenses to sell intoxicating
liquors shall be granted or not. [Fr.,—Low L.
localis—locus, a place.)

Loch, loh, n. a lake or arm of the sea.

—

ns. Lochaber
axe (loh-a'ber aks), a battle-axe used by the Scottish

Highlanders, having a narrow blade, but very long
towards the shaft, and generally with a hook at the

end of the staff; Locb'an (Scot.), a pond. [Gael.

loch: cf. Lake.^
Loctae, ». See Loach.
Lochia, lo'ki-a, «.//. the evacuations from the womb

.ifter childbirth.—«<^'. Lochlal. [Gr.]

Lock, lok, ». a device to fasten doors, &c. : an
enclosure in a canal for raising or lowering boats :

the part of a firearm by which it is discharged : a
grapple in wrestling : a state of being immovable :

any narrow, confined place.

—

v.t. to fasten with a
lock : to fa&tMi so as to impede motion : to shut up :

to close fast : to embrace closely : to furnish with
locks.

—

v.i. to become fast : to unite closely.

—

ns.

LoclCage, the locks of a canal : the difference in

their levels, the materials used for them, and the
tolls paid for passing through them ; Lock"-chain, a
chain for fastening the wheels of a vehicle by tying
the rims to some part which does not rotate

;

Lock'er, any closed place that may be locked

;

Loclc'et, a little ornamental case of gold or silver,

usually containing a miniature. — adj. LockTast,
firmly fastened by jocks. — ns. Lock'gatO, a gate
for opening or closing a lock in a canal or river

:

Locr-hos'pital (see Hospital); LockTiouse, the
lock-keeper's house ; Lock' -Jaw, Locked'-law, a
contraction of the muscles o? the jaw by which its

motion is suspended ; Lock'-keep'er, one who keeps
or attends the locks of a canal ; Lock'OUt, the act of
locking out, esp. used of the locking out of a teacher

SM

by the pupils or vice versA, or of the refusal of an
employer to admit his workmen within the works as
a means of coercion ; Locks'man, a turnkey ; Lock'-
smith, a smith who makes and mends locks ; Lock"-
stitch, a stitch formed by the locking of two threads
together ; Lock'up, a place for locking up or confin-

ing persons for a short time.—Not a snot kl the
locker {naut. ), not a penny in the pocket. [A. S. loca,

a lock : Ice. loka, a bolt, Ger. lock, a dungeon.]
Lock, lok, «. a tuft or ringlet of hair : a small quan-

tity, as of hay : (Scots law) a quantity of meal, the
perquisite of a mill-servant : (SJiak.) a love-lock.

—

«. Lock'man, an officer in the Isle of Man who acts
as a kind of under-sheriff to the governor. [A.S.
locc : Ice. lokkr, Ger. locke, a lock.]

Lockian, lok'i-an, adj. pertaining to the philosophy of
John Locke (\t-ii-ijoi!).—ns. LoclCian, Look'ist.

Lockram, lok'ram, n. a kind of coarse linen—from
Locrenan, in Brittany, where made.

LocofOCO, lO-kO-fo'kO, «. (U.S.) Hi. friction match: the
extreme section of the Democratic party of 1835,
known as the Equal Rights Party, or any adherent
of it. [L. loais, a '^^cc, focus, a hearth.]

Locomotive, lO-ko-mS'tiv, adj. moving from place to

place : capable of, or assisting in, locomotion.—«. a
locomotive machine : a railway engine.

—

tis. LOCO-
motion; Locomotiv'ity ; Locomotor.—rt<^'. Loco-
mo tory. — Locomotor ataxy (see Ataxia). [L.

locta, a place, niovere, ntotutn, to move.]
Locorestive, l5-k0-res'tiv, adj. staying in one place.

LoculUS, lok'u-lus, n. (hot., anat., zool.) a small com-
partment or cell : in ancient catacombs, a small
recess for holding an urn :—//. Lotfuli.—«. Loc'Ula-
ment (bot.), \oc\x\\x^.—adjs. Loo'tilar, LoCulate,
Locnlose, LoCulous. [Dim. of L. locus, a place.]

LOCUm-tenens, lo'kum-ten'enz, n. a deputy or substi-

tute.—«. Lo'cum-ten'ency, the holding by a tem-
porary substitute of a post. [L. locus, a place,
tenere, to hold.]

Locus, lO'kus, «. (math.) the curve described by a
point, or the surface generated by a line, moving in

a given manner : a passage in a writing :—//. Loci
(Is'si), a collection of passages, esp. from sacred and
ancient writings, arranged with special reference to

some particular theme.—LocUS ClassiCUS (pi. Locl
Classici), a standard passage, esp. in an ancient
author : that passage which is the accepted authority
for some particular subject or for the use of some
special or disputed word ; Locus Standi (law), right

of place in court : recognised place or position. [L.]

Locust, lo'kust, n. a migratory winged insect, in shape
like the grasshopper, highly destructive to vegetation.—v.i. (rare) to lay waste like locusts. [L. locusta.\

Locust, I6'kust, «. a tree with thorny branches and
dense clusters of white, heavily-scented flowers,

found in the U.S. : the carob-tree.

—

ns. Locus'ta,
the spikelet of grasses:—//. LOCVIS tSB ; Lo'CUSt-
bean, the sweet pod of the carob-tree.

Locution, lO-ku'shun, n. the act of speaking : form of
speaking, phraseology, a phrase.

—

n. Loc'utory, a
room for conversation, esp. in monastic establish-

ments. (L. locution-em—loqui, locutus, to speak.]
Lode, liJd, «. a vein containing metallic ore : a reach

of water : an open ditch.

—

ns. Lodes'man, a pilot

;

Lode'Star, the star that guides, the pole-star—often

used figuratively ; Lode'stone, a stone or ore of iron

that attracts other pieces of iron. [A.S. Idd, a course

—ICSan, to travel.]

Lodge, loj, ». a small house in a park: a hut: the

cottage of a gatekeeper : a retreat : a secret associa-

tion, also the place of meeting.

—

v.t. to furnish with
a temporary dwelling : place, deposit : to infix, to

settle : to drive to covert: to lay flat, as grain.

—

v.i.

to reside : to rest : to dwell for a time : to pass the
night : to lie flat, as grain.—«j. Lodg'er, one who
lodges or lives at board or in a hired room ; Lodg'ing,
temporary habitation : a room or rooms hired in the
house of another (often in//.) : harboiu: ; Lodg'ing-
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house, a house where lodgings are let, a house other
than a hotel where travellers lodge ; Lodg'ment,
act of lodging, or state of being lodged : accumula-
tion of something that remains at rest : {mil.) the
occupation of a position by a besieging party, and
the works thrown up to maintain it.—Lodger fran-
chise, a right to vote conferred on persons occupy-
ing lodgings.—Grand Lodge, the principal lodge of
Freemasons, presided over by the Grand-master.
[O. Fr. loge—Old High Ger. ioubd, an arbour.]

Loess, les, or lO'es, n. a loamy deposit of Pleistocene
age, in the valleys ofthe Rhine, Danube, and Rhone.
—Also Loss. [Ger. /^«.]

Loft, loft, «. the room or space immediately under a
roof: a gallery in a hall or church : an upper room.— v.i. to furnish with a loft : {golf) to strike the ball

up by means of a club called the Loft'er.

—

adv.
Loft'ily.—«. Loft'lness.—a^'. Loft'y, high in posi-

tion, character, sentiment, or diction : stately

:

haughty.—Lofted house (Scot.'), a house of more
than one story.—Cock Of the loft, the head or chief

of a set. [Ice. lopt (loft), the sky, an upper room ;

A.S. ly/t, Ger. luft. the air.]

Log, log, «. a Hebrew liquid measure, believed to be
very nearly an English pint. (Heb. iogk.]

Log, log, «. a bulky piece of wood : a heavy, stupid,

or sluggish person.

—

adj. consisting of logs.

—

ns.

Log'-cab'in, -house, -hut, a cabin or hut built of
hewn or unhewn logs, common in new American
settlements ; Log'gat, a small log or piece of wood :

an old game somewhat like nine-pins; Log'gerhead,
a blockhead : a dunce : (tiaui.) a round piece of
timber, in a whale-boat, over which the line is

passed : a species of sea-turtle ; a round m.-iss of
iron with a long handle, heated for various purposes.
—adj. Log'gerheaded. — ns. Log'-head, a block-

head ; Log'-nxail (SAak.), a man who carries logs

:

(l/.S.) one wliose occupation is to cut and remove
logs— also Log'ger.

—

v./. Log'-roll, to engage in

log-rolling—wj.Log^-roU'er; Log'-roll'ing, a com-
bination ior facilitating the collection of logs after

the clearing of a piece of land, or for rolling logs

into a stream : mutual aid given by politici.ins for

carrying out individual schemes : a system of liter-

ary criticism conducted on the lines of mutual ad-

miration or adulation ; Log'wood, the dark-red

heart -wood of Hcematoxylon catnpechiaiiuin. a
native of Mexico and Central America, whence it is

exported in logs.—At loggerheads, at issue, quarrel-

ling about differences of opinion, &c. [Ice. Idg, a
felled tree, lig^'a, to lie. Cf. Lie and Log.]

Log, log, «. a piece of wood with a line for measuring
the speed of a ship : the record of a ship's progress.—v.t. to exhibit by the indication of the log : to

enter in the logbook.

—

ns. Log'board ; Log'book,
the official record of the proceedings on board ship :

a book kept by the head-master of a board-school
for recording attendances and other matters con-
nected with the school ; Log'-Chlp, the board, in the
form of a quadrant, attached to a logline ; Log*-
glass, a 14- or 28-second sand-glass, used with the

logline to ascertain the speed of a ship ; Log'lino,

the line fastened to the log, and marked for finding

the speed of a vessel ; Log'-reel, a reel on which
the logline is wound ; Lo^-Slate, a double slate,

marked and ruled in the inside, for recording the
log.—Heave the log, to learn the speed of a ship
by logline and glass. [Sw. logg, a ship's log, a piece
of wood that lies in the water.]

Logan, log'an, ft. a rocking-stone.—Also Log'glng-
rock. [Prob. cog. with Dan. iogre, to wag the tail.]

Logaoedlc, log-a-e'dik, adj'. (ancient prosody) per-

taining to a variety of trochaic or iambic verse,

where dactyls are combined with trochees or ana-
paests with iambi. [Gr. logos, prose, aoide, song.]

Logarithm, log'a-rithm, «. (of a number) the power
to which another given number must be raised in

order that it may equal the former number : one of

W>

a series of numbers having a certain relation to the
series of natural numbers by means of which many
arithmetical operations are simplified.

—

adjs. Loga-
rith'mlC, -al, pertaining to, or consisting of, loga-

rithms.—<j:</f. Logarith'mlcally. [Gr. logos, ratio,

aritknios, number.]
Loggia, loj'a, «. an open arcade enclosing a passage

or open apartment, common in Italy :—//. Logg^e
(-e). (It. ; cf. Lodge.]

Logla, log'i-a, n.pl. oracles, sayings, a supposed
primitive collection of the sayings and discourses of
Jesus, largely drawn upon by the writers of the first

and third gospels for much of what they have in

common with each other apart from Mark. [Gr.]
Logic, loj'ik, «. the science and art of reasoning

correctly : the science of the necessary laws of
thought.-—rt^]. Log'ical, according to the rules of
logic : skilled in logic : discriminating.

—

ns. Logical'-
ity, Log'icalness.—«(/!/. Log'ioally.—«. Loglo'lan,
one skilled in logic.

—

v.i. Log^icise, to argue.—Chop
logic (see Chop); Deductive logic, logic indepen-
dent of probability or quantitative considerations

;

Formal logic, logic regarded as a distinct science,

independent of matters of fact ; Inductive logic, the
logic of scientific reasoning ; Material logic, logic

which takes into account natural fact or phenomena,
as distinct from formal logic ; Natural logic, the
natural faculty of distinguishing the true from the
false: the logical doctrine applicable to natural
things as opposed to the logic of/aith ; Pure lOglC,
the general laws of thought. [Gr. logike, from logos,

speech.]

Logistic, -al, loj-is'tik, -al, adj'. skilled in calculating :

proportional.—«. Logis'tic, the art of calculation,
sexagesimal arithmetic : (//.) that branch of military
science relating to the movement and supplying of
armies. [Gr. logistes, a calculator—/m^i^/Aa/, to
compute.]

Logodaadaly, log-o-de'da-li, «. verbal legerdemain.
Logogram, log'o-gram, «. a sign which represents a
word : a puzzle in which from an original word, by
combinations of all or some of its letters, other
words are formed, which again are concealed under
synonymous expressions in a series of verses. [Gr.
logos, word, gramma, letter.]

LogOgrapher, lo-gog'ra-fer, «. in Greek literature,

one of the earliest annalists, esp. those before
Herodotus.

—

adjs. LogOgraph'ic, -al.

—

adv. Logo-
graphically.—«.f. LogOg'raphy, a method of print-

ing with whole words cast in a single type ; Log'O-
tjrpe, a type containing two or more letters. [Gr.,
•

—

logos, word, gra/>hein, to write.]

Logogriph, log'o-grif, n. a riddle. [Gr. logos, word,
griphos. a riddle.]

Logomachy, lo-gom'a-ki, «. contention about words
or in words merely.—«. Logom'achist. [Gr. logo-

inachia—logos, word, macfie, fight.]

Logomania, Tog-o-ma'ni-a, «. disease of the faculty of
language. [Gr. logos, speech, and mania.]

Logometer, lO-gom e-ter, n. a logarithmic scale : a
scale for measuring chemical equivalents.

Logos, log'os, n. in the Stoic philosophy, the active

principle living in and determining the world

:

(theol.) the Word of God incarnate. [Gr.]

Loimic, loi'mik, adj. relating to the plague.

—

ns.

Loimog'raphy ; Loimol'ogy.
Loin, loin, «. the back of a beast cut for food : (//.) the

reins, or the lower part of the back.—«. Loin'-Cloth,

a piece of cloth for wearing round the loins.—Gird
up the loins, to prepare for energetic action—the

clothes tucked up before running, &c. [O. Fr.

logne—L. lumbtts, loin.]

Loiter, loi'tir, v.i. to delay : to be slow in moving : to

linger.—«. Loi'terer.—aa'z'. Lol'teringly. [Dut.

leuteren, to trifle ; Ger. prov. lottern, to waver.]
Loki, lO'ki, «. an evil giant-god in Norse mytholog:y.

Lollgo, lo-ll'go, «. the typical genus of Loliginida,
embracing the common European cquid. [L.]
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Lolium, lo'li-um, n. a genus of gra:>ses of the tribe

Hordeea. [L., darnel, 'tares.']

Loll, lol, v.i. to lie lazily about, to lounge : to hang out
from the mouth.

—

t'./. to thrust out (the tongue).

—

n. Loll'er.—a^/z/. Loll ingly.—z/.j. Loll'op, to lounge,

idle : {coll.) to be moved heavily about. [Old Dut.
loilen, to sit over the fire ; cf. Lull.]

LollardJs, lol'ards, n.pl. the foUowrers of Wycliffe in

England : a society founded in Antwerp (1300 a.d.)

for the burial of the dead and the care of the sick.

—ns. Loll'ardy, Loll'ardlsm, the doctrines of the

Lollards. [Old Dut. LoUaerd, from their peculiar

hum in singing—&//^«, to sing softly ; but confused
with M. E. lolUr, an idler; cf. Loll.\

Lolly, lol'i, «. a lump.—«. Lollypop, a sweetmeat
made with sugar and treacle : (//.) sweets.

Loma, la'ma, n. a lobe, flap, or fringe bordering the

toe of a bird.

Lombard, lom'bard, «. an inhabitant oi Lombardy in

Italy: one of the Lombards or Langobardi, a Ger-
manic tribe, which founded a kingdom in Lombardy
(568), overthrown by Charlemagne (774) '• (pis.) .t

banker or money-lender, so called from the number
of Lombard bankers in London.

—

adj's. Lom'bard,
Lombar'dla— Lombard architecture, the style

used by the Lombards, derived from the base Roman
style they found in the country, superseded by the

Pointed Style imported from France (13th century) ;

Lombard Street, the chief centre of the bankmg
interest in London. [O. Fr.,—L. Langobardui,
from Old Teut. lang^, long, bart, beard.]

Loment, IS'ment, «. (bot.) an indehiscent legume, with
constrictions or transverse articulations between the

seeds—also Lomen'tum.— a<^'. Lomenta'ceous.
Londoner, lun'dun-er, «. a native or citizen of London.—aiij. Londonese', pertaining to London : cockney.—H. English as spoken in London : cockney speech.—v.t. and v.i. Lon'donise.— «. Lon'donlsm, a mode
of speech, &c., peculiar to London.—London Clay,
a geological formation in south-eastern England, be-

longing to the lower division of the Eocene Tertiary ;

London pride, a hardy perennial cultivated in cot-

t*ge-gardens—also None-so-pretty and St Patrick's
cabbage.

Lone, lOn, Lonely, ISn'li, adj. alone : solitary : retired

:

standing by iuelf.— ?/j. Loneliness, Lone'ness.—
adj. Lone'some, solitary : dismal. — adv. Lone'-
somely.—n. Lone'someness. \,Aloite.\

Long, long, conj. by means (of), owing (to). \,Alottg.'\

Long, long, v.i. (Spens.) to belong.
Long, long, adj. (comp. Long'er ; superl. Long'est)
extended : not short : extended in time : slow in

coming: tedious: far-reaching.—«. (/r^jjorfy) a long
time or syllable : {coll.) the long summer vacation at
the English universities, termed ' the Long.'

—

adv.
to a great extent in space or time : through the
whole: all along.

—

v.i. to desire earnestly.

—

adv.
Long^-agO', in the far past.— «. the far past.

—

n. Longanlm'ity, long-suiTering, endurance.

—

adj.
Longan'imoos. — ns. Long'boat, the largest and
strongest boat of a ship; Long'-bow, a ^w bent
by the hand in shootmg, called long as distin-

guished from the cross-bow.

—

adj. Long'-breathed,
able to continue violent exercise of the lungs for a
long time.—«.//. Long'-coats, long clothes, worn
by infants. — adj. Long'-descend'ed, of ancient
lineage. — n. Long'-doz'en, thirteen.

—

adjs. Long'-
drawn, prolonged ; Longeval, Longevous (-je'-), of
lone or great age.

—

ns. Longevity (-jcv'-); Long"-
field {cricket\ a fielder placed near the boundary
on the bowler's side ; Long'-firm, the name given
to a companjr of swindlers who obtain goods on
pretence of being established in business, and then
decamp without payment to do the like else-

where ; Long'liana, writing of the ordinary kind.—adj. Long'-head'ed, having good intellectual
powers : sagacious.—«j. Long'-head'edness ; Long'-
hundred, a hundred and twenty.— a<^'x. Longi-

COm (.-ji-)i having; long antennx ; Long^imanous
(•jim'-), long-handed ; Longlmet'riC. — ns. Lon-
gimetry (-jim'-). the art of measuring distances

;

Long'ing, an eager desire, craving, esp. of the
whimsical desires sometimes felt in pregnancy.

—

adv. Long'ingly.—«. Longinquity (-jinq'-), great-

ness of distance.

—

adj. Longipen'nate (-ji-), long-

winged, as gulls.

—

n. Longiroster (-ji-), one of a
family of birds having a long, slender bill, as the

%n\x>K..—adjs. Longlros tral, Longiros'trate (-ji-),

having a long bill or beak; Long'ish.—«. Lon'gi-
tude (-ji-), distance of a place east or west of a
given meridian : distance in degrees from the vernal

ec^uinox, on the ecliptic.

—

adj. Longitudinal, per-

taining to longitude or length : extending length-
wise. — adv. Longitudinally. — «. Long* - leg
{cricket), see Leg. — adj. Long'-legged, having
long legs.

—

n. LongflegS, an insect with long legs,

as the common crane-fly.

—

adj. Long" -lived, having
a long life.

—

adv. Longly (J)'Aij/t. ), longingly.

—

ns.

Long'-meas'ure, lineal measure ; Long'-off, Long'-
on (cricket), the fielders in the long-tielJ to the left

and right of the bowler respectively ; Long'-prim'er,
a size of type intermediate between small pica
and bourgeois ; Long'-pUT'ples, the manorchis.—
adj. Long'-range, able to reach or hit from a
considerable distance. — n.pl. Longs'-and-shorts',
verses.—<i</;°.Long'shore, existing or employed along
the shore.—». Long'shoreman, a stevedore : one
who makes a living along shores by oyster-fishing.

Six..—adj. Long'-Sight'e^ able to see far but not
close at hand : sagacious.

—

ns. Long'-Sight'edneSS ;

Long'-Sllp (cricket), a fielder some distance behind
on the right of the batsman.

—

adjs. Long'some, long
and tedious; Long'-Spun, long-drawn, tedious;
Long'-staple, having a long fibre.—w.Long'-stop
(cricket), one who stands behind the wicket-keeper
and stops balls missed by him.

—

z>.i. to field at long-
stop.

—

adj. Long'-SUflf'ering, enduring long.—«. long
endurance or patience.— «. Long' -tail, an animal,
esp. a dog, with uncut tail—also adj.—adjs. Long'-
tongued, talkative, babbling; Long' - Vls'aged,
having a long face, of rueful countenance ; Long"-
waist'ed, having a long waist, long from the armpits
to the hips ; Long'-Wind'ed, long-breathed : tedious.

—n. Long'-wind'edness.—<i</e'. Long'wise, length-
wise.—Long home, the grave ; Long Tom (see Tom).—^A long figure (slang), a high price or rate ; Before
long, Erelong, soon ; Draw the long-bow, to exag-
gerate, to tell incredible stories ; For long, for a con-
siderable period of time ; In the long-run (see Bun);
Make a long S,V[a.(prov.), to help one's self liberally

at table ; The long and the short, the sum of the
matter in a few words. [A.S. long; Ger. lang. Ice.

langr.]
Loo, 103, H. a game at cards.

—

v.t. to beat in the^amc
of loo:

—

pr.p.\SO'\Dg;pa.p. loSed.—«. Loo'-ta'ble,

a table for loo. [FOTmcr\y lanterloo—Dut. Icuiterlu,

Cf. Dut. lanterfant, an idler.]

Looby, ISOb'i, «. a clumsy, clownish fellow.

—

adv.
Loob'ily. [From root of lob. ]

Loof, ISw, ». the after-part of a ship's bow where the
planks begin to curve in towards the cut-water.
[Dut. loef, the weather-gauge, luflF, orig. a paddle
for steering ; perh. conn, with loof, palm.]

Loof, ICDf, n. (Scot.) the palm of the hand. [Ice. Ufi.\
Loofa. See Luffa.
Look, look, v.i. to turn the eye toward so as to see : to

direct the attention to : to watch : to seem : to face,

as a house: (B.) to expect.

—

v.t. to express by a
look : to influence by look.

—

n. the act of looking or
seeing : sight : air of the face : appearance.

—

imp. or
interj. see : behold.

—

ns. Look'er, one who looks

;

Look^er-On, one that looks on, a mere spectator

;

Look'ing, seeing : search or searching ; LoolCing-
for (^.X expectation ; Look'lng-glass, a glass which
reflects the image of the person looking into it, a
mirror ; Look'OUl, a careful watching for : an elevatad

630



Ijoom mote ; mute ; moOn ; /Aen. Lose

place from which to observe : one engaged in watch-
ing.—Look about, to be on the watch ; Look after,

to attend Co or take care of: (B.) to expect : Look
alive {coii.), to bestir one's self; Look down on,
to treat with indifference, to despise ; Look for, to

search for, to expect ; Look Into, to inspect closely ;

Look on, to regard, view, think ; Look out, to

watch : to select ; Look over, to examine cursorily :

to overlook or pass over anything ; Look through,
to penetrate with the eye or the iniderstanding

;

Look to, to take care of: to depend on ; Look up, to

search for ; {coil.) to call upon, visit.—Have a look
In (slang), to have a chance. [A.S. Idcian, to look.]

Loom, ISoni, n. a machine in which yarn or thread is

woven into a fabric, by the crossing of threads called

chain ox lunrp, running lengthwise, with others called

tuejt, woof, oxJiiiing : the handle of an oar, or the

part within the rowlock.— n. Jacyquard-loom, a
famous apparatus devised by Joseph Marie Jacquard
(1752-1834), invaluable in weaving the finer kinds of
figured silk fabrics. [A.S. geiima, a tool.]

liOOm, loom, v.i. to appear above the horizon, or larger

than the real size : to show large in darkness, &c. :

to stand out prominently in the future.—«. Looming,
a mirage. [O. Fr. lunter—L. lu>nindre.\

Loon, lOOn, «. a low fellow : a rascal : {Scot.) a lad.

(Old Dut. loen, a stupid fellow, lame, slow.]

Loon, loOn, «. a genus of web-footed aquatic birds,

the Divers, with short wings, and legs placed very far

back—also Loom.—«. Loon'ing, the cry of a loon,

like the howl of a wolf, ominous of evil. [Ice. Idmr,
prob. influenced by loon, as above, from their

awkward walk on land.]

Loop, loop, «. a doubling ofa cord, chain, &c., through
which another may pass: an ornamental doubling ui

fringes.— 7/./. to fasten or ornament with loops.

—

n.pl. Loop'ers, the caterpillars of certain moths,
which move by drawing up the hindpart of iheir

body to the head.—«. Loop' -line, a branch from a
main line of railway, returning to it after making a
detour. [Prob. Celt. : Gael, iub, a bend.]

Loop, loOp, Loophole, lOOp'hOl, ». a small hole in a
wall, &c. , through which small-arms may be fired:

a means of escape.

—

atijs. Looped {SAui.), full of
small openings; Loop'holed. — «. Loop' -light, a
small narrow window. [O. Fr. loup.\

Loord, luord, «. (Spens.) a lout. [Fr. lourd, heavy.]
Loos, loos, n. {Spens.) praise. [L. laus, praise.]

Loose, loOs, adj. slack, free : imbound : not confined :

not compact : indefinite : vague ; not strict : unre-

strained : lax in principle : licentious : inattentive.

—

adj. Loose'-bodied, flowing. -«. Loose'-ktr'tle, a
wanton. -<u/j'. LoOSe'ly.

—

ns. Loos'ener, a laxative ;

Loose'ness, the state of being loose : diarrhoea.

—

Loose box, a part of a stable where horses are kept
untied.—Break loose, to escape from confinement;
Give a loose to, to give free vent to : Let loose, to

set at liberty. [A.S. leas, loose ; from the same root

as loose (v.t.) and lose, seen also in Goth, latts, Ger.
los : more prob. due to Ice. lauss.\

Loose, loOs, v.t. to free from any fastening : to release :

to relax : {Spens.) to solve.

—

v.i. {B.) to set "sail..—

v.t. Loos'en, to make loose: to relax anything tied

or rigid : to make less dense : to open, as the bowels.—v.i. to become loose : to become less tight. [A.S.
ldsia?t ; Ger. losen, Goth, lausjan, to loose.]

Loosestrife, loos'strlf, n. the popular name for a plant
of the natural order Lythracea (q.v.).

Loot, loot, n. act of plundering, esp. in a conquered
city: plunder.

—

v.t. or i'./. to plunder, ransack.
[Hindi Hit—Sans, lotra, loplra, stolen goods.]

Lop, lop, v.i. to hang down loosely.— adjs. Lop'-
eared, having ears which hang downwards ; Lop'-

sid'ed, heavier on one side than the other, as a ship.

Lop, lop, v.t. to cut off the top or ends of, esp. of a
tree : to curtail by cutting away superfluous parts :

—pr.p. lop'ning; pn.t. and pa.p. lopped.—«. twigs of

trees cut off.

—

ns. Lop'per ; Lop'plng, a cutting off:

that which is cut off. [Cf. Dut. lubben, to cut;
perh. conn, with lea/.\

Lope, lop, v.i. to leap : to run with a long stride.

Lophobranch, lo'fo-brangk, adj. having tufted gills.

—Also Lophobran'chlate. [Gr. loplws, a crest,
hrachia, gills.]

Loquacious, lo-kwa'shus, adj. talkative.

—

adv. Loqua'-
ciously.—«.r. Loqua'clousness, Loquacity, talk-
ativeness. [L. loquax, -acis—loqui, to speak.

]

Loquat, lO'kwat, «. an esteemed Chinese and Japanese
fruit, yellowish, flavouring tarts. [Chinese.]

Lorate, lOr'at, adj. {hot.) resembling a thong or strap.
[L. loratus—lorum, a thong.]

Lorcha, lor'cba, «. a light vessel of European build,
but rigged like a Chinese junk.

Lord, lawrd, «. a master : a superior : a husband : a
ruler : the proprietor of a manor : a baron : a peer of
the realm : the son of a duke or marquis, or the
eldest son of an earl : a bishop, esp. if a member
of parliament

:_
{B.) the Supreme Being, Jehovah

(when printed in capitals) : a name also applied to
Christ.

—

v.t. to raise to the peer.ige.

—

v.i. to act the
lord : to tyrannise.

—

ns. Lordliness ; Lordling, a
little lord : a would-be lord—also Lord'ing, Lord'-
kin.

—

adj. Lord'ly, like, becoming, or pertaining to
a lord: dignified: haughty: tyrannical—also adv.—ns. Lordol'atry, excessive worship of nobility

;

Lords'-and-Ia'dies, a popular name for the common
arum (q.v.); Lord'S'-day, the first day of the week;
Lord'ship, state or condition of being a lord : the
territory belonging to a lord : dominion : authority ;

Lord'S'-SUp'per, the sacrament of the communion,
instituted at our Lord's last supper.—Lord-lieuten-
ant of a county (see Lieutenant) ; Lord-lieuten-
ant of Ireland, a viceroy or deputy of the sovereign
to whom the government of Ireland is nominally
committed : Lord Of misrule (see Misrule) ; Lords
of Session, the judges of the Scotch Court of
Session ; Lords Ordinary, the five judges forming
the outer house of the Court of Session ; Lords
spiritual, the archbishops and bishops in the House
of Lords—opp. to Lords temporal, the peers proper.
—House or Lords, the upper house in the two
branches of the British parliament, consisting of the
lords spiritual and temporal. [M. E. loverd, laverd
—A.S. hld/ord—hid,/, a loaf, bread, zueard, warder]

Lordosis, lor-dO'sis, «. abnormal curvature of the
spinal column, the convexity towards the front.

Lore, lor, «. that whicli is learned : doctrine : learning.—«. Lor'ing (Spens.), learning. [A.S. Idr.]

Lore, lor, «. (.V/e-wf.) something like a thong : (ornitk.)
the side of the head between the eye and the base of
the upper mandible.

Lorel, lor'el, «. (Spens.) an idle fellow. [Losel.]
Lorette, lO-ret', n. a showy strumpet. [Fr.J
Lorgnette, lor-nyet', «. an opera-glass.—«. Lor'gnon,
an eye-glass with a handle. [Fr.]

Lorica, lo-rl'ka, «. in ancient Rome, a cuirass made
of thongs—also Lor'iC (Brow/ting).—v.i. Lor'icate,
to furnish with a coat-of-mail : to plate or coat over.—adj. covered with defensive armour : imbricated.—«. Lorica'tion, a coating or crusting over, as with
plates of mail. [L.,

—

loruin, a thong.]
Lorikeet, lor-i-ket', «. a small parrot, a kind of lory.

Lorimer, lor'i-mer, «. a maker of horse-furniture.

—

Also Lor'iner. [Fr. lormiet—L. lorum, a thong.]
LoriOt, lO'ri-ut, «. the oriole. [Fr. le, the, oriol—L.

aureolus, dim. oi aureus, golden

—

aurum, gold.]

Loris, lo'ris, «. the slender lemur of Ceylon.
Lorn, lorn, adj. (Spens.) lost, forsaken. [A.S. loren,

pa. p. oi ledsan, to lose.]

Lorry, lor'i, «. a four-wheeled wagon without sides.

[Perh. from prov. Eng. lurry, to pull.]

Lory, lO'ri, «. a common name for the members of a
family of Australian parrots. [Malay.]

Lose, lOOz, v.t. to be deprived of: to cease to have:
to mislay : to waste, as time : to miss : to bewilder :

to cause to perish: to ruin.

—

v.i. to fail, to be
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LfOsel fSte, fSr ; mi. hir ; mTne; Love

unsuccessful : to suffer wjuit* :

—

^f.^. los'insj ;
/a./.

and />a.p. lost.

—

atij. Los'aWo. — «. Los'er. — rt^'.

Los'big, causing loss.

—

cu/v. Los'tngly.— ». Loss,

the act of losing : injury : destniclion : defeat : that

which is lost : waste.

—

atfj. Lost, parted with : no

longer possessed : niissint; : thrown away : squan-

dered : ruined.—Lose one's self, to lose one's way.

to become bewildered ; Lost to, insensible to ; Lost

tribes, the tribes of Israel which never returned from

captivity.—^At a loss, in uncertainty. [A..S. Usian
—Udsan: cog. with Ger. ver-lieren, to lose.]

LOSel, lO'zel, «. a sorry, worthless fellow : a scamp.—
atij. slothful: wasteful.— ". Lo'sellsm, worthless-

ness, worthless fellows collectively. [Prob. lose.\

Loss. See Loess.
Lot, lot, H. one's fate in the future : destiny : that

which falls to any one as his fortune : that which
decides by chance : a separate portion.

—

v.t. to allot

:

to separate into lots : to catalogue •.—pr.p. lot'ting ;

pa.p. lot'ted.—Cast, or Draw, lots, to determine an
event by some arrangement of chances. [A.S. klot,

hlyi, a lot

—

kieStan, to cast lots.]

Lotah, lO'ta, n. a Hindu small brass or copper pot.

Lote. See Lotus.
Loth, loth, adj. Same as Loathful. Loathly.
Lothario, lO-thi'ri-O, «. a libertine, rake. [From
Lothario, in Rowe's play, The Fair Penitent.]

Lotion, lO'shun, «. a liquid preparation for healing

or cleansing any diseased or bruised part. [Fr.,

—

L.,

—

iavare latum, to wash.]
Lottery, lot'er-i, H. a distribution of prizes by lot or

chance : a game of chance.
Lotto, lot'o, n. a game played with numbered discs

and cards.—Also Lot'O. [It.]

Lotus, lo'tus, «. the water-lily of Egypt : a tree in

North Africa, whose fruit made strangers forget their

home : a genus of leguminous plants — also Lote,
Lotos.—»j.//. Loto'phagi, Lo'tus-eat'ers, a people
who ate the fruit of the lotus, among whom Ulysses
lived for a time.—«i. Lo'tUS-eat'er, an eater of the

lotus : one given up to sloth : Lo'tus-land, the

country of the lotus-eaters. [Gr.]

Loud, lowd, adj. making a great sound : noisy

:

showy.—advs. Loud, Loud'ly.—a^^'. Loud'-lunged,
vociferous. — «. Loud'ness.

—

adj. Loud'-voiced,
stentorian. [A.S. hliid ; Ger. laui, sound; L.

luilytus, renowned, Gr. klytos, heard.]

Lough, loh, «. the Irish form of loch.

Louis, 1(531, n, a French gold coin superseded in 1795
by the 20-franc piece—also LoulS-d'or.

—

adjs. LoU'iS-
Quatorze', characteristic of the reign of Louis XIV.
(1643-1715X in architecture and decoration; Lou'is-

Quinze, of that of Louis XV. (1715-74); LOU'IS-
Seize, of that of Louis XVI. (1774-92); LOIfiS-
Treize, of that of Louis XIII. (1610-43).

Lounder, lown'der, v.t. {Scot.) 10 beat.

—

n. a heavy
biow.—s. Loun'dering, a beating.

Lounge, lownj, ~'.i. to recline at one's ease : to move
about listlessly.—«. the act or state of lounging : an
idle stroll: a place for lounging: a kind of sofa.

—

K. Loung'eir. [Fr. longis, one that is long in doing
anything, formed (but with a pun on L. lonfnts,

long) from L. Longius or Lon^nm, the legendary
name of the centurion who pierced the body of
Christ.]

Loup, lODp, n. {Spetis.) loop.

Loup, lowp, v.i. (Scot.) to leap.

—

ns. Loup'ing-ill, a
disease causing sheep to spring up in walking

;

Loup'ing-On'-Stane, a stone from which to mount
a horse ; Loup'-the-dyke', runaway.

Lour, lowr, v.i. Same as Imver, to frown.
Louse, lows, «. a common wingless parasitic insect,

with a flat body, and short legs furnished with
claws:

—

pl. Lice (iTs).— 7'./. (ph.) to remove lice

from.

—

n. LoUS'lDess.— /x/^'. LoUS'y, swarming wnth
lice. [A.S. lus, pl. /)*>; Ofcx. laus; from the root of
Coih. liusan, to destroy.]

Lout, lowt, n. a clown, awkward fellow.

—

v.t. to treat

Louvre-window.

as a lout.—n.f. to bend.

—

adr'. LOUt'Ish, clownish:
awkward and clumsy.

—

adv. Lout'ishly.

—

n. Lout'-
Ishness. [A.S. /»</<»«, to stoop.)

Louvre, Louver, lOO'vcr, *t. an opening of a turret

shape on roofs, to allow the smoke or foul air to

escape from halls, kitchens,

&c. — «. Louvre-win dow,
an open window in a church
tower, crossed by a series of
sloping boards. [O. Fr. lou-

vert for I'ovvert, the open
space.]

Lovage, hiVaj, n. a genus of
plants of the natural order
Umbelli/erer, allied to An-
gelica, used as a salad plant

:

a liquor made from the
above. [O. Fr. luvescht—
L. ligusticum, belonging to

Liguria.]

Love, luv, n. fondness : an
affection of the mind caused
by that which dehghts : pre-

eminent kindness : benevo-
lence : reverential regard

:

devoted attachment to one of
the opposite sex : the object

of affection : the god of love, Cupid : (Shak^ a kind*
ness, a favour done : nothing, in billiards, tennis, and
some other games.

—

v.t. to be fond of: to regard with
affection : to delight in with exclusive affection : to

regard with benevolence.

—

v.i. to have the feeling of
love.

—

adj. Lov'able, worthy of love: amiable.—«f.
Love'-app'le, the fruit of the tomato : Love bird, a
genus of small birds of the parrot tribe, so called

from their attachment to each other ; Love -broker
(Shak.), a third person who carries messages and
makes assignations between lovers ; Love'-chano, a
philtre ; Love -child, a bastard ; Love -day iShak.),

a day for settling disputes ; Love-fa'vour, some-
thing given to be worn in token of love ; Lovo'-feast,
a religious feast held periodically by certain .sects of
Christians in imitation of the love-feasts celebrated
by the early Christians in connection with the Lord's-
supper ; lA)Ve'-feat, the gallant act of a lover;
Love'-in-idleness, the heart's-ease ; Love'-}uice, a
concoction used to excite love ; Love'-knot, an intri-

cate knot, used as a token of love.

—

adj. Loveless.
without love, tenderness, or kindness.

—

ns. Love'-
lett'er, a letter of courtship : Love'-Ues-bleed ing.
a species of the plant Amaranthus ; Love'liness

;

Lovelock, a lock or curl of hair hanging at the ear,

worn by men of fashion in the reigns of Elizabeth
and James I.— adj. Love'lom, forsaken by one's
love. — n. Love'lomness. — a^ij. Lovely, exciting
love or admiration : amiable : pleasing : delight-
ful. — adv. beautifully, delightfully.

—

ni. Love'-
match, a marriage for love, not money ; Love'-
mong'er, one who deals in affairs of love ; Love'-
po'tion, a philtre ; LoVer, one who loves, esp. one
in love with a person of the opposite sex, in the
singular almost exclusively of the man : one who
is fond of anything : (^.) a friend.

—

adjs. LoVered
(Shak.), having a lover ; Lov'erly, like a lover.

—

n. Love'-shaft, a dart of love from Cupid's bow.

—

adjs. Love'-slck, languishing with amorous desire

;

IiOVe'some, lovely.—«j. Love'-SUit (Shak.), court-
ship ; Love'-tOlsen, a gift in evidence oi love.

—

adj. Loving, having love or kindness : aflectionate :

fond : expressing love.—«. LoViUg-kinduesS, kind-
ness full of love : tender regard : mercv : favour.

—

adv. Loyingly.— «. Lov'lngness. — For love or
money, in some way or another ; In love, en-
amoured ; Make love to. to try to gain the
affections of; Play for love, to play at card-games
without stakes ; There 's no love lost between
them, they have no regard for each other. [A.S.
lufu, love ; Ger. liebe; cL I* liiet, luiet.]
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Lovelace m5te ; mute ; mSCm ; tktA. Luculent

Lovelace, luv^as, n. a well-mannered libertine. [From
Lovdnce, the hero of Clarissa Hari<rwe.\

Lover, an obsolete form of iouvre.

Low, 16, v.i. to make the loud noise of oxen : to bellow.

— «. the bellow of oxen.—«. Lowing, the bellowing

of cattle. [K.S. hl(}uja>i; Hm. loeijen ; imit.]

Low, lO, adj. (comp. Low'er ; superl. Low'est) lying

on an inferior place or position : not high : deep :

shallow : small : moderate : cheap : dejected : mean :

plain: in poor circumstances: humble.

—

adv. not

aloft: cheaply: meanly: in subjection, poverty, or

disgrace : m times near our own : not loudly :

(astron.) near the equator.

—

oiij. Low'-bom, of

mean birth.—>«. LoW-Church, a party within the

Church of England minimising sacerdotal claims,

ecclesiastical constitutions, ordinances, and forms,

holding evangelical views of theology :—opp. to

High-church : Low'-cbuTch'ism ; Low'-chtircli'-

man.

—

v.t. Lower, to bring low : to depress : to

degrade: to diminish. —7'./. to fall: to sink: to

grow less.

—

adjs. Low'er-case {print.), kept in a
lower case, denoting small letters as distinguished
from capitals ; Low'er-Class, pertaining to persons of
the humbler ranks.

—

n. Low'erlng, the act of bring-

mg low or reducing.

—

adj. letting down: sinking: de-

grading.

—

adj. Low'ermost, lowest.

—

ns. Lowland,
land low with respect to higher Lind : LoWlander,
a native of lowlands ; LoW-llfe, humble life; LoW-
llbead, LoWllhood, a lowly or humble state ;

Low llness.—rtrf;>. Low -lived, vulgar: shabby;
Lowly, of a low or humble mind : not high : meek

:

modest ; LoW-mlnd'ed, moved by base or gross
motives : vulgar ; LoW-necked, cut low in the
neck and away from the shoulders, d^collet^.

—

«. LoWneSS.

—

adjs. LoW-preSS'ure, employing or
exerting a low degree of pressure (viz. less than
50 lb. to the sq. inch), said of steam and steam-
engines; LoW-Splr'Ued, having the spirits low
or cast down: not lively: sad.

—

n. LoW-SpiT'ited-
nesS.

—

adj. LoW-thOUght'ed, having the thoughts
directed to low pursuits.

—

n. LoW-wa'ter, the lowest
point of the tide at ebb.—Low Latin, a term often

applied loosely to the Latin spoken and written after

the fall of the Roman Empire, as well as during
the Middle Ages; Low Sunday, the first Sunday
after Easter, so called in contrast to the great
festival whose octave it ends ; Low Wlnes, the
weak spirit produced from the first distillation of
substances containing alcohol.—Lie low, to keep
quiet or hidden. [Ice. Idgr, Dut. iaag, low; allied

to A.S. iicgan, to lie.)

Low, low, n. (Scot.)a. flame.

—

v.i. to blaze.—«. LoW-
bell, a bell used in fowling by night, in connection
with a light, to frighten birds into a net. [Ice.

iogi : cf. IDan. lue, Ger. iohe.]

Lower, low'er, v.i. to appear gloomy, as the clouds :

to threaten a storm : to frown. — adjs. LOU'ry,
LoWery, cloudy ; Lowering, looking sullen : .Tp-

pearing dark and threatening.

—

adv. LoWeringljr.
[M. E. louren, from M. E. iure, iere, the cheek,
allied to A. S. hU6r, and thus a variant ol leer.^

IiOWn, lown, n. a variant of loon.

Lown, lown, adj. (Scot.) sheltered, tranquil.

Loxia, lok'si-a, n. wryneck. [Gr.]

LoxodromiC, lok-so-drom'ik, otij. pertaining to certain
lines on the surface of a sphere which cut all meridians
at the same angle, and indicate the course held by
ships in rhumb sailing.—Loxodromic curve, line,

or spiral, the course of a ship oblique to the
equator and cutting all the meridians at the same
angle, sailing constantly toward the same point
of the compass. — LozodromiCS, the art of such
oblique sailing. [Gr. loxos, oblique, drvmos, a
course.]

Loyal, loi'al,a<^'. faithful to one's sovereign : obedient

:

tnie to a lover.—«. Loy'alist, a loya) adherent of his

sovereign, esp. in English history, a partisan of the
Stuarts : in the American war, one that sided with

the British troops.

—

adv. Loy'ally.

—

n. Loyalty.
[Fr.,—L. legalis—lex, legis, law.]

Lozenge, loz'cnj, «. an oblique-angled parallelogram
or a rhombus : a small cake of flavoured sugar,
originally lozenge or diamond shaped: (her.) the
rhomb-shaped hgure in which the arms of maids,
widows, and deceased persons are borne.

—

adjs.
Lolenged, formed in the shape of a lozenge;
Loz'enge-Shaped, shaped like a lozenge or rhomu;
Loz'engy {fur.\ divided into lozenge-shaped com-
partments. [O. Fr. losange, flatter>', whence its use
for an epitaph, square slab, window-pane.]

Lubber, lub'er, Lubbard, lub'ard, «. an awkward,
clumsy fellow : a lazy, sturdy fellow, —adj. Lubb'ard,
lubberly.—<i<^'. and adv. LubVerly.—«. Lubb'er's-
hole {natit.), a hole between the head of the lower
mast and the edge of the top through which
'lubbers' may climb, instead of going round the
futtock shroud. [\V. Hob, a dolt, llabbi, a stripling.]

Lubricate, lu'bri-kat, v.t. to make smooth or slip-

pery : to supply with oil to overcome friction.

—

adjs. LU'bric, -al, Lu'briCOUS, slipperj-: lewd.

—

ns.

Lubricant; Lubrication. — a<^. Lu'bricative.-
ns. Lii'bricator ; Lubricity (lu-bris'i-ti), slipperi-

ness : smoothness : instability : lewdness ; Lubri-
fac'tion. [L. lubricare, -dtunt—/w^irv'tKJ, slippery.]

Lucame, lu'karn, «. a dormer-window, esp. in a
church spire. [Fr.,—L. tucertia, a lamp.]

Luce, lus, «. a fresh-water fish, the pike. [O. Fr.
lus—Low L. lucius.\

Lucent, lu'sent, adj. shining : bright.—«. Lu'cency,
brightness.

—

adj. Lucer'nal, pertaining to a lamp.
[L. litcens—Incere, to shine

—

lux, lucis, light.]

Lticerne, lu'sern, «. a species of Medick, a valuable
forage-plant. [Fr. iuzeme.]

Lucid, lu'sid, adj. shining : transparent : easily under-
stood: intellectually bright : not darkened with mad-
ness.—«.f. Lucidity, Lu'cidness.—<irt'i' Lu'cidly.—
ns. Luc ifer, the planet Venus when it appears as
the morning-star: Satan: a match of wood tipped
with a combustible substance ignited by friction.

—

adjs. Lucife'rian, Lucif'erous, of or pertaining to

Luci/er: bearing light : affording means of dis-

covery ; LucifUgal, Lucif'UgOUS, shunning light.—». Lucim'eter, an instrument for measuring the
intensity and duration of sunshine in promoting
evaporation. [L.,

—

lux, lucis, light.]

Lucigen, lu'si-jen, «. one of the most powerful
artificial lamps, and specially adapted for lighting
large spaces, whether open or covered. [L. lux,
lucis, light, and root oi gignere, to beget.]

Lucina, lu'sl-na, n. a name applied both to Diana
and to Juno—to the latter as the especial divinity

that presides over childbirth. [L.,

—

lu.x, light.]

Luck, Ink, H. fortune, good or bad : chance : lot : good
fortune. —flK/z/. Luclflly.— «. Luckiness. — a<r'.

Luckless, without good luck : unhappy. — adv.
Luok'lessly.—«j. Luoklessness ; LuolC-penn'y, a
trifle returned for luck by a seller to a buyer: a coin
carried for luck.

—

Oiij. Luck'y, having good luck

:

auspicious.

—

n. Luck'y-bag, a receptacle for lost

property on board a man-of-war.—Be down On one's
luck, to be unfortunate. [From a Low Ger. root,

seen in Dut. luk; cf. Ger. gliick, prosperity.]
Lucky, Luckie, luk'i, «. (Scot.) an elderly woman.
Lucky, luk i, ft. {slang) departure.—Cut one's luoky,

to bolt.

Lucre, iQ'ker, n. gain (esp. sordid gain): profit: advan-
tage.

—

adj. Lu'crative, bringing lucre or gain : profit-

able.— rtrfi'. LU'cratively. [Fr.,—L. lucrum, gain.'

Luctation, luk-la'shun, n. struggle. [L.,

—

luctari.\

Lucubrate, lu'ku-brat, v.i. to study by lamplight or
at night.

—

n. Lucubra'tion, a product of close study
or thought, any composition produced in retirement.—adj. Lu'cubratory, composed by candle-light.

[L. Incubrart, -dtunt—/«cr.]

Luculent, lu'kfl-lent, adj. lucid: clear: transparent:
evident.

—

cxdv. LH'CUlently. [L. lucuientttt—h(X.\
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Lucvuno fate, fiir ; me, her ; mine ; Lupine

Lucvuno, luku-mO, «. an appellation of the Etruscan
princes and priests. [L.]

Lud, «. a minced form oi lord.

Ludicrous, lu'di-krus, acij. that serves for sport :

adapted to excite laughter : laughable : comic.

—

adv. Lu'dicrously.—«. Lu'dicrousness. [L. ludi-

cms—ludere, to play<]

Lue, lu, v.t. to sift.

Lues, lii'ez, n. a plague.—a<(^'. Luet'lo. [L.]

Luflf, luf, ft. the windward side of a ship : the act of

sailing a ship close to the wind : the loof.

—

v.t. to

turn a ship towards the wind. [M. E. io/, a paddle
;

cf. Scot, loof, Diit. ioe/.]

Luffa, hifa, «. a genus of climbing herbs of the gourd
family, whose seeds are contained in a fibrous net-

work removed entire by soaking, &c., and used as

a flesh-brush.—Also Loofa, &c. [Ar.]

Lu^, lug, v.t. to pnll along: to drag: to pull with
difficulty:

—

^r./>. lug'ging ;
/»«./. and >»./. lugged.—ns. Lug'gage, the trunks and other baggage of

a traveller; Lug*gage-Tan, a wagon for baggage;
Lug'ger, a small ves-el with two or three masts, a
nmning bowsprit, and long or lug sails ; Lug'sall,
Lug, a square sail bent upon a yard that hangs
obliquely to the mast.—Lug in, to introduce without
any apparent connection. [Scand., Sw. luggti, to

pull by the hair

—

lugg, the forelock ; from a base
luk, to pull, present in Scot, lug, the ear.]

Lug, lug, «. {Spt-ns.) a perch or rod of land.

Lug, hig, n. {Scot.) the ca.r.—adj. Lugged, having
ears.—«. Lug'gle, a small vessel with ears.

Lugubrious, lu-gu'bri-us, rt^'. mournful : dismal.

—

adv.
Lugubriously. [L. lugiibris—lugere, to mourn.)

Lugworm, lug'wurm, «. a sluggish worm found in

the sand on the sea-shore, much used for bait by
fishermen.—Also Lobivorm.

Lukewarm, luk'wawrm, adj. partially or moderately
warm : indifferent—also Ltika—rt(fe Luke'warmly.
—ns. Luke'waminess, Luke'warmth. [M. E.
Uuk, liike, an extension of Inv, cog. with the A. S.

kUS, the source of lee; prob. confused with A.S.
iiil<rc, ivlacit, tepid ; cf. Dut. lenk, Ger. Ian.}

Lull, hil, 71. t. to soothe: to compose: to quiet.

—

v.t.

to become calm : to subside.—«. a season of calm.

—

H. Lull'aby, a song to lull children to sleep, a
cradle-song.

—

v.t. to lull to sleep. [Scand., as in

Sw. luila ; imit. like Ger. lallen. Or. Itileiii.]

Lutn, Inm, H. (Scot.) a chimney. [W. llunion.]

Lumbago, lum-ba'gO, «. a rheumatic affection of the
muscles or fibrous tissues in the lumbar region.

—

adjs. Lumbag'inous ; Lumliar, Lum'bal, pertain-
ing to, or near, the loins. [L.,

—

lu»t/>ns, loin.]

Lumber, lum'ber, «. anything cumbersome or useless:

timber sawed or split for use.

—

v.t. to fill with lumber :

to heap together in confusion.—«. Lum'berer, one
employed in felling limber and bringing it from the
forest.

—

adj. Lum'bering, filling with lumber : put-
ting in confusion.—«. Lum'ber-room, a room for

holding things not in use. [Fr. Lomi/ard—Ger.
Laiighart ; the lumher-room being orig. the L,o>$i-

iard-roora or place where the Lombards, the
medieval bankers and pawnbrokers, stored their
pledges.]

Lumber, lum'b6r, v.i. to move heavily. [Scand.; prov.
Su. lomra, to resoimd. Ice. kljimr, a sound.]

Lumbrical, lum'brik-al, adj. (anat.) worm-like.

—

adj'.

Lumbrio'lform. [L. himbricus, a worm.]
Luminary, lu'min-ar-i, n. any body which gives light,

esp. one of the heavenly bodies : one who illustrates

any subject or instructs mankind.

—

adj. Lu'mlnant,
emitting light.

—

n. an illuminating agent.—«. Luml-
na'tion, a lighting up.- T'./. Lu'mine {Sfiens.), lo

illniiiinc—rtr//j- Luminif'orous, iransmitting light;
Lu'minoUS, giving light : shining : illuminated :

cl'.ar: lucid.—Wi'. Lu minously.-«j. Lu'mlnous-
ness, Luminos'lty.—Luminous paint, a phosphor-
escent powder, such as sulphide or oxysulphide of
calcium, ground up with a colourless varnish or other

medium, and used as a paint. [L. lumen, lumittis,

light

—

lucere, to shine.]

Lummy, lum'i, adj. (slang) knowing, cute.

Lump, lump, «. a small shapeless mass : a protuber*
ance : swelling : the whole together : the gross.

—

v.t. to throw into a confused mass : to take in the
gross ns. Lump'er, a labourer employed in the

lading or unladmg of ships : (^rov.) a militiaman ;

Lump'fish, a clumsy sea-fish with a short, deep, and
thick body and head, and a ridge on its back, also

called Lump'suoker, from the power of its sucker.—adjs. Lumping, in a lump : heavy : bulky

;

Lump'isb, like a lump : heavy : gross : dull.

—

adv.
Lump'ishly.— ».r. Lump'ishness ; Lump'-sug'ar,
loaf-sugar in sm.ill pieces.—adj. Lump'y, full of
lumps.—In the lump, in gross. [Scand., Norw.
lump, a block ; Dut. lomp.\

Lunar, lu'nar, adj. belonging to the moon : measured
by the revolutions of the moon : caused by the moon :

like the moon—also Lii'nary.—«.r. Lu'nacy, a kind
of madne.ss formerly supposed tn he affected by the

moon: insanity; Luna'rian, Lu'narist, a student
of lunar phenomena ; LUnary, the moonwort tern.

—adjs. Lu'nate, -d, formed like a half-moon : cres-

cent-shaped ; Lll'natic, affected with lunacy.—«. a
person so affected : a madman (De lunatico iuquir-

tndo, the title of the writ or commission for inquiry
into the mental state of an alleged lunatic).

—

n.

Lunation, the time between two revolutions of the

moon : a lunar month. — adjs. Lu'niform, moon-
shaped ; Lii'nisolar, resulting from the united action
of the sun and moon : compounded of the revolution

of the sun and the moon.—«. Lil'nula, a crescent-

like appearance, esp. the whitish area at the base of
the nail.s.

—

adjs. Lu'nulate, -d (hot.), shaped like a
small crescent.

—

ns. Lu'nule, Lu'nulet, anything in

form like a small crescent ; Lu'nulite, a small
circular fossil coral.—Lunar CaUStiC, fused crystals

of nitrate of silver, applied to ulcers, &c. ; Lunar
cycle = Metonic cycle (q.v.) ; Lunar month (see

Month); Lunar observation, an observation of
the moon's distance from a star for the purpose of
finding the longitude ; Lunar rainbow (see Rain-
bow, under Bain) ; Lunar theory, a term employed
to denote the a priori deduction of the moon's
motions from the principles of gravitation ; Lunar
year (see Year). [L. lunaris—luna, the moon

—

lucere, to shine. ]

Lunch, Itinsh, «. a slight repast between breakfa.st

and dinner—aUo Lunch'eon.

—

v.i. to take lunch.

—

«. Lunch eon-bar, a counter at a restaurant where
luncheons are served. \Lunch, a contr. of luncheon,
itself extended from lunck, a lump.]

Lune, lun, «. anything in the shape of a half-moon :

(Shak.) a fit of lunacy.—«. Lunette', a little moon :

(fort.) a detached bastion : a hole in a concave ceil-

ing to admit light : a watch-gla.ss flattened more
than usual in the centre: in the R.C. Church, a
moon-shaped case of crystal used for receiving the

consecrated host. [Fr. lune—L. lima.]

Lung, lung, «. one of the organs of breathing—from
its spongy texture.

—

atljs. Lunged ; Lung'-grown,
having an adhesion of the lung to the pleura.—«.

Lung'WOrt, an herb with purple flowers and spotted
leaves : a lichen on tree-trunks, used as a remedy for

pulmonary diseases. [A.S. lunge, pi. lungan, the

lungs; cog. with //^A/(adj.).]
Lunge, iunj, «. a sudden thru.st in fencing.

—

v.i. to
give such.—r'./. to cause to plunge. [Fr. allonger,
to lengthen— L. ad, to, longus, long.]

Luniform, Lunisolar, Lunulate. See Lunar.
Lunt, hint, «. a light, blaze.

—

v.i. (Scot.) to burn, lo
smoke. [Dut. lout, a match ; cf. Ger. lunte.]

Lupine, lu'pTn, adj. like a wolf: wolfish.—«. a genus
ol leguminous plants.

—

adj. Lupana'rian, bawdy.

—

». Luperca'lia, a festival among the ancient Romans,
held on the 15th of F'ebruary, in honour oi Lupercus
(Pan), god ot fertility and patron of shepherds

—



Luppa mCte : mfite ; mOSn ; then. Lycopodiacesa

{Shak.) Lu'percal. IL. lupinui—lupus, a wolf,
lupa, a whore.

J

Luppa, lupa, «. cloth having so much gold ami silver

thread as to look as if made entirely of metal.

LupulUS, lu'pu-lus, «. the common hop.—«. Luptllin,
the peculiar bitter aromatic principle of the hop.

Lupus, lu'pus, «. a chronic tuberculosis of the skin,

often aflTecting the nose. [L. lupus, a wolf.]

Lurch, lurch, r. an ancient card-game : in cribbage,

the position of the party who has gained every pomt
before the other makes one.— XKt. to overreach:
{arcA.) to steal.—Leave in the lurch, to leave in a
difficult situation without help. [O. Fr. lourcke.]

Lurch, lurch, z\t. to evade by stooping, to lurk : to

roll or pitch suddenly to one side (as a ship).

—

K. a sudden roll of a ship.—«. LuTCh'er, a name
applied to any dog with a distinct cross of grey-

hound : one who lies in wait : a glutton. {Lurk.]
Lurdan, lur'daii. tuij. (arch.) stupid.—«. a stupid

person.—Also Lur'Oane, Lur'den. [O. Fr. lourdein,

dull

—

lourd, heavy.]
Lure, lur, n. any enticement : bait : decoy : {Shak.) a

stuffed bird used in falconry for training the hawk.—v.t. to entice : decoy. [O. Fr. loerre (Fr. leurre)

—Mid. High Ger. luoder (fjcr. liuler), bait.]

Lure, lur. It. a trumpet with long curved tube, used
for calling cattle, &c. [Ice. Itulkr.]

Lurid, lu'rid, adj. ghastly pale, wan : ghastly and
sensational : gloomy.

—

aiiv. Lu'rldly. [L. luridus.\

Lurk, lurk, v.i. to lie in wait : to be concealed.

—

n. a
swindle.—«. Lurk'er.

—

aiij. Lurk'ing, lying hid :

keeping out of sight.—«. Lurk'ing-placa, a hiding-
place. {Scand., Sw. prov. luska.\

Lurry, lur'i, n. {Milt.) confusion.
Luscious, lush'us adj. sweet in a great degree : de-

lightful : fulsome, as flatter)'.

—

tuiv. Lu^iOUSly.—n. Lusc'iOUSneSS. [Old form lusluotis, from
lusty.\

Lush, lush, adj. rich and juicy, of grass. [A contr. of
tushious, old form oi luscious.]

Lush, lush, t'.t. to swilL

—

n. plentiful liquor.

—

adj.

Lush'y, tipsy.

Luslad, lu'si-ad, H. a Portuguese epic by Camoens,
celebrating the chief events in the history of Por-
tugal.—«<//'. LUSita'nian, Portuguese. [Port. Os
Lusiadcis, the Lusitanians.]

Lusk, lusk, adj. (pbs.) lazy.

—

v.i. to lie about lazily.

—

adj. Lusk'ish {obs.).—n. Lusk'ishness {Spens.).

Lust, lust, ft. longing dcMre : eagerness to possess :

carnal appetite : (B.) any violent or depraved desire.—v.i. to desire eagerly (with after, for) : to have
carnal desire: to have depraved desires.

—

adjs.

Lust'-hreatbed (Shak.\ animated by lust ; Lust'-
dieted (S/iaH:.), pampered by lust.—«. Luster.

—

adj. Lustful, having lust : inciting to lust : sensual.

—adv. Lust'fully.—«. Lust fulness.—a^y. Lust'io
(Sliak.). lusty, healthy, vigorous.

—

tis. Lust'ihead,
Lustihood, Lustiness. — a</z'. Lust ily. — <i</;'.

Lust'less {Spens.). listless, feeble.—«. Lust'WOrt, the
sundew.

—

adj. Lust'y, vigorous : healthful : stout

:

bulky : (.)////.) lustful. [A.S. lust, pleasure.]
Lustre, lus'ler, n. brightness, gloss, splendour : (Jig:)
renown : a candlestick ornamented with pendants
of cut-glass : the characteristic appearance of a
bright metallic surface, or of air within glass under
water as seen under certain angles of total reflection '.

a dress material having a highly finished surface : a
glaze applied to porcelain.— «//;>. Lus'treless, desti-

tute of lustre : Lus'troUS, bright : shining : luminous.
—adr: Lustrously. [Fr.,—Low L. lustrum, a
window—L. lucere, to shine.]

Lustre, luster. Lustrum, lus'trum, «. a period of five

years : (i>rig.) the solemn offering for the purification
of the Roman people made by one of the censors at
the conclusion of the census, taken every five years.—adj. Lus'tral, relating to or used in lustration : of
or pertaininc to a lustre.

—

n. Lustration, a purifica-
tion by sacrifice : act of purilying.

—

adj. Lus'trical,

pertaining to purification by lustration. [L. lus'
trum—luere, to wash, to purify.]

Lustring, lus'tring, «. a glossy silk cloth.—Also Lus'-
trine, Lute'string. [Fr. lustrine—lu lustHno.]

Lusty. See Lust.
Lute, lut, K. a medieval stringed instrument of music

like the guitar.

—

z:i. to play on the lute.

—

ns. Lut'-
anist, Lut er, Lut ist, a player on a lute ; Lute'-
string, the string of a lute. [O. Fr. lut (Fr. lutk) ;

like Ger. lauie, from Ar. al, the, 'ud, wood, the lute.)

Lute, lut, n. a composition used to exclude air, as
round pipe-joints : a brickmaker's straight-edge
scraper: a rubber packing-ring for a jar.

—

v.t. to
close or coat with lute.—<;rf/>. Luta'riOUS. LH'teous,
of or like mud.—«. Luta'tion.

—

adj. Lu'tose, miry.
[L. lutuni, from lucre, to wash.]

Luteolin, lu'te-<i-lin, «. the yellow colouring matter of
weld or dyer's weed.—rt<^>. Lut§'0l0U8, yellowish;
Lu'teoUS, golden-yellowish. [L. lutum, weld.]

Lutetian, lu-te'shan, adj. Parisian. [L.]
Lutheran, lu'ther-an, adj. pertaining to Luther, the

great German Protestant reformer (14S3-1546), or to

his doctrines : a follower of Luther.— «j. Lu'theran-
ism, Lu'therism ; Lu'therist.

Luxate, luks'at, v.t. to put out of joint : to displace.
—«. Luxation, a dislocation. [L. luxdre, -dtum—
luxus—Gr. loxos, slanting.]

Luxury, luk'su-ri, «. free indulgence in rich diet or costly
dress or equipage : anything delightful : a dainty

:

{S/tak.) wantonness. — us. LuxU'riance, LuxU'rl-
ancy, Luxuri'ety.— a<^. Luxuriant, exuberant
in growth: overabundant.

—

ad7: LuxU'riantly.

—

v.i. Luxii'riate, to be luxuriant : to grow exuber-
antly : to live luxuriously : to expatiate with delight.—«. Luxuria'tion, the act of luxuriating.

—

adj.
Luxurious, given to luxury : administering to

luxury : furnished with luxuries : softening by
pleasure: (Milt.) luxuriant: (S/iak.) lustful.

—

ad7'.

Luxu'riously. — ns. Luxu'riousness ; Lux urist,

one given to luxury. [O. Fr. luxurie—L. luxuria,
luxury

—

luxus, excess.]
Luz, luz, n. a bone supposed by Rabbinical writers to

be indestructible, probably the sacrum.
Lu2Ula, lu'zu-la, n. a genus of plants of the rush

family, having plain leaves, covered with thinly scat-

tered, longish hairs. [Old It. luzziola, a firefly.]

Lyam, Ifam, «. a leash.—Also Lime.
Lyart. See Liard.
Lycanthropy, ll-kan'thro-pi, «. the power possessed
by a person of changing himself iiito a wolf : a kind
of madness, in which the patient fancies himself to

be a wolt.

—

ns. Lycan'thrope, Lycan'thropist, a
wolf-man or were-wolf, one affected with lycan-

thropy. —a^>. Lycanthrop'ic, Lycan'thropous.
[Gr. lykos, a wolf, anthrdpos, a. man.]

Lyceum, ll-se'um, «. a place devoted to instruction by
lectures : an association for literarj* improvement.
[Orig. the name of a place in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Athens, consecrated to Apollo I.yceios,

where Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, taught.]

Lychgate. Same as Lichgate.
Lycbnic, lik'nik, «. a part of the vespers of the Greek
Church on the occasion of a vigil.

—

n. Lychnap'sia,
a series of seven prayers in the vespers of the Greek
Church.—a<^'. Lychnid'iate, emitting light, phos-

phorescent.— «J. Lych'nobite, one who works by
night and sleeps by day : Lych'nomancy, divination

by means of lamps ; LychnoSCOpe, a small window-

like opening in the south wall of a chiuxh. [Gr.

lycknos, a light.]

Lychnis, lik'ms, «. a genus of erect ornamental herbs

of the pink family—campions or wall-flowers. [L.]

Lycopodiaces, ll-ko-pO-di-a'se-e, n.pl. a class of

isoporous vascular cryptogams, having mostly a

dichotomous form of branching—its typical genus
Lycopo'dium.—«. Lycopode, a highly inflammable
yellow powder made up of the spores of Lycopodium.
[Gr. lykos, a wolf, pous, the foot.]
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Lyddite fate, far ; mfi, her ; mine ; Mace

Lyddite, lid'It, «. a powerful explosive made (at Lydd
in Kent) from picrate of potash.

Lydian, lid'i-an, adj. pertaining to Lydia in Asia
Minor : of an ancient Greek mode of music : {mus.)
soft and slow : luxurious and effeminate.

Lye, ll, n. a short side-branch of railway.

Lye, It, «. a solution leached from ashes : a solution of

the fixed alkalies, potash and soda, in water. [A.S.

/edA; Ger. lauge ; allied to /ar'ar<f, to wash.]

LyencepbalOUS, ll-en-sef'a-lus, adj. having the corpus

callosum absent or rudimentary.

Lying, li'ing, adj. addicted to telling lies.

—

n. the

hibit of telling lies.—(i</t'. Lyingly.
L3ring, iT'ing, adj. being in a horizontal position.

—

«. Lying-in, the confinement of women during
child-bearing—also adj.

Lyke-wake, lik'-wak, n. Same as Lich-wake.
Lym, lim, «. (5Aa^.) a lime-hound.—AlsoLym'-hound.
Lyme-graSS, llm'-gras, «. any one of various coarse

grasses of genus Eiymus.
Lymph, limf, «. water : a colourless or faintly-yellow-

ish fluid in animal bodies, of a rather saltish taste,

and with an alkaline reaction.

—

adj. Lj^phat'ic,
pertaining to lymph.— «. a vessel which conveys the
lymph.

—

adjs.'Lyni.pb.'Y, Lymph'oid. [L. iymfika.]

Ljrmpnad, lim'fad, «. {Scot.) a kmd of sailing-vessel.

Lynch, linsh, ?'./. to judge and punish without the
usual forms of law.

—

n. Lynoh'-laW (y^w^r.), a kind
of summary justice exercised by the people in cases

where the regular law is thought inadequate. [From
Charles Lynch (1736-96) of Virginia.)

Lynx, lingks, «. a genus of Feiida, with the body
elevated at the haunches, long fur, a short tailj the
ears tipped with tufts of hair.— adjs. Lynoe'an,
Lynx'-eyed, sharp-sighted. [L.,—Gr.]

Lyon Court, Ifun kOrt, «. the court in Scotland with

jurisdiction in questions of coat-armour and pre-

cedency—presided over by the Lyon Klng-Of-ailOS.
[From the heraldic lion of Scotland.]

Lyre, l7r, n. a musical instrument like the harp,

anciently used as an accompaniment to poetry.—"
n. Lyra, one of the northern con-

stellations. — adjs. Lyrate, -d
(bat.), lyre-shaped. — ns. Lyre'-
bird, an Australian bird about
the size of a pheasant, having the
16 tail-feathers of the male ar-

ranged in the form of a lyre

;

LyriO (lir'-), a lyric poem : {ohs.)

a composer of lyric poetry.

—

adjs.

Lyric, -al (lir'-), pertaining to the
lyre : fitted to be sung to the
lyre : written in stanzas : said of

poetry which expresses the indi-

vidual emotions of the poet : that

composes lyrics.

—

ns. Lyricism
(lir'-), a lyrical expression or composition ; LjTT'iSin,

the art of playing on the lyre ; Lyr'ist, a player

on the lyre or harp. [Fr.,—L. lyra—Gr.]

Lysimeter, ll-sim'e-ter, n. an instrument for measur-

ing the rate of percolation of rain through a soil.

ItJfSa, li'sis, n. the gradual abatement of a disease, as

distinguished from crisis: (arcliit.) a plinth or step

above the cornice of the podium in an ancient

temple. [Gr.]

Lyssa, lis'a, «. hydrophobia. [Gr.]

L3rterian, ll-te'ri-an, adj. terminating a disease. [Or.]

Lyttae, Wtk, adj. (Spens.) pliant, flexible. {Lithe.

\

Lytta, lit'a, n. a longitudinal vermiform cartilagin-

ous or fibrous band on the under surface of the

tongue in carnivores— the 'worm' of a dog's

tongue. [Gr.J

Lyre.

the thirteenth letter of the alphabet, be-
longing to the labio-nasal class of con-
sonants. M = 1000 ; M = 1,000,000.

—

M-rOOf, a roof formed by the junction of
two common roofs, so that its end is like

the letter M.
Ma, ma, n, a childish contraction for ntamma.
Ma'am, mam, «. a colloquial contraction of madam—

vvilgarly Mann, Mum.
Mab, mab, n. the name of a female fairy : the queen

of the fairies—hence any fairy. [W. tnab, child.]

Mab, mab, v.t. and v.L ^^rtn>.} to dress untidily.

Mabinog[lon, mab-i-nO'ji-on, «. a collection of four
Arthurian romances, embodied in the I2th century,
embraced with seven other prose tales in the J?ed
Book, or Hergest, a Welsh MS. of the 14th century
—the whole published and translated by Lady
Charlotte Guest in 1838. [W., 'children's tales.']

Mac, mak, a prefix in Scotch names, meaning son (of).

[Gael, and Ir. mac, son ; W. map, mah, s\so ap, ai.]
Macaberesque, ma-ka-b*r-esk', atfj. pertaining to, or

like, the Dance of Death. [Fr. La Dafise Macabre,
Low L. Machabctontm chorea, the dance of the
Maccabees, prob. because the seven brothers whose
martyrdom is recorded in the 7th chapter of the 2d
Book of Maccabees played an important part in the
earliest form of the i4th-cent. drama on the subject.]

HacadamlSO, mak-ad'am-Tz, v.t. to cover, as a road,
with small broken stones, so as to form a smooth,
hard surface.

—

ns. Macad'am, macadamised pave-
ment: Macadamisa'tion. [From John Loudon
Macadam (1756-1836).]

Macaque, ma-kak', «. a monkey of genus Macacus,
lietween baboons and the African mangabeys.

Macarise, mak'a-rlz, v.t. to bless, prono\ince happy.
—adj. Maca'rlan, blessed.—k. Mac'arism, a beati-
tude. [Gr. makar, happy.]

llaoaronl, mak-a-rO'ni, n. a kind of paste or dough

prepared from the glutinous granular flour of hard
varieties of wheat, pressed out through a perforated

vessel into long tubes, and then dried : a medley :

M-roof.

something fanciful and extravagant : a fool : a fop

:

—//. Macaro'nis, Macaronies.—«. Macaron'ic,
a confused heap, a medley : a macaronic poem.

—

aiijs. Macaron'ic, Macaro'nian, like a macaroni,
trifling, affected : of a kind of burlesque verse, con-
sisting of modern words Latinised, or Latin words
modernised, intermixed with genuine Latin words.
[Old It. maccaroni—maccare, to crush.]

Macaroon, mak-a-roSn', n. a sweet biscuit made chiefly
of almonds and sugar. ( Fr. ,— It. maccaroni above.]

Macassar-oil, ma-kas'ar-oil, ». an oil much used for

the hair, imported from India and other Eastern
countries. [From Aforajjar in Celebes.]

Macaw, ma-kaw*, n. a genus of large and beautifid
birds with a long tail, found in tropical America,
closely allied to the parrots. [Brazil, macao.]

Maccabean, mak-a-ba'an, adj. pertaining to Judas
Maccabeus, or to the Mcucabees, an ancient Jewish
family who rescued Judea from the persecutions of
Antiochns Epiphanes, king of Syria, about 166 B.C.

—as related in two historical books of the Apocrypha.
Mace, mils, H. a staff used as a mark of authority : a

light, flat-headed stick in use at billiards before the
introduction of the bridge or cue-rest : formerly, a
weapon of war, consisting of a staflF headed with a
heavy spiked ball of iron : a mallet used by a currier

in dressing leather.

—

k. Mace'-bear'er, one who
MS



Mace mCte ; mute ; mSOn ; /Aen. Made

carries the mace in a procession, or before men in

authority—also UaC'er. [O. Fr. mace (Fr. masse)
—obs. L. tnatea, whence L. dim. maieola, a mallet.)

Mace, mas, «. a kind of spice : the second coat of the
nutmeg. [O. Fr. mads—L. macer—Gr. «iaker.\

tfacerau, mas'er-at, v.t. to steep : to soften by steep-

ing : to make lean : to mortify.—». Macera'tion, act

of softening by steeping : mortification of the iiesh

by fasting and other severe modes of living. [L.

macercire, •dium, to steep.]

Machete, ma-cha'ta, «. a Heavy knife or cutlass used
by the Cubans, &c. [Sp.)

Machiavellian, mak-i-a-vel'yan, adj. destitute of
political morality, following expediency rather than
right : cunning, crafty, perfidious.— «. one who
imitates Machiavel—more correctly, Niccolo Machia-
velli—of Florence (1469-1527) : any cunning and un-

principled statesman.

—

n. Machlavell'iaTllsm, the

principles taught by Machiavel, or conduct regulated
by them : cunning statesmanship.

Machicolation, mach-i-ko-la'shun, n. (archit.) a pro-
jecting parapet or gallery with Of>enings for pouring
molten substances upon an attacking force below

:

the construction or use of such means of defence.

—

adj. MachlC'Olated. [Fr. michicoulU, from mdcJu,
mash, couiis, a flowing— L. colare, to filter.]

Machinate, mak'i-nat, v.t. to contrive skilfully : to

form a plot or scheme, esp. for doing harm.

—

11s.

Machination, act of machinating or contriving a
scheme for carrj-ing out some purpose, esp. an evil

one : an artful design or plot ; Mach'inator, one
who machinates. [L. mackiitdri, -dUts—macJiinu.]

Machine, ma-shen', n. any artificial means or con-
trivance : any instrument for the conversion of

motion : an engine : a coach or conveyance of any
kind : one who can do only what he is told : a con-
trivance in the ancient Greek theatre for indicating

a change of scene, by means of which a god might
cross the stage or deliver a divine message—whence
the expression Deus ex machiiui for a sudden inter-

position of Providence : any literarj* contrivance for

the development of a plot : supernatural agency in

a poem.

—

v.t. to use machinery for, esp. to print or

sew by such : to m.nke by means of machinery.— «j.

Machine'-g^un. a gim firing a great many shots one

after the other, sometimes as many as 1000 per

minute; Machine'-man, a m.-in who manages the

working of a machine, esp. in a printing-office

;

Machin'eiy, machines in general : the working parts

of a machme : combined means for keeping any-

thing in action, or for producing a desired result

;

Machine'-Shop, a workshop where machines are

made ; Machme'-tool, an adjustable machine for

doing work with cutting-tools, or one utilising minor

tools, as a planing-, drilhng-machine, &c. ; Machine'-
work, work done by a machine ; Machinist, a con-

structor of machines : one well versed in machinery :

one who works a machine. [Fr.,—L. machitia —
Gr. mechane. akin to mech.os, contrivance.]

Mackerel, mak'er-el, n. a food fish, dark blue, with
wavv cross-streaks above, and silverj- below.

—

n.

Mack'erel-sky, a sky with clouds broken into long,

thin, white, parallel massies. (O. Fr. makerel (Fr.

rnagufreau), prob. from L. macula, a spot.)

Mackintosh, makln-tosh, ft. a waterproof overcoat.

(From Charles .Vrjf^z«/ojA (1766-1843), the inventor.]

Mackle, mak'l, «. a spot or blemish in printing, by a
double impression, wrinkling, &c.

—

v.i. to spot, blur.

Macle, mak'l, H. a kind of twin crystal : a kind of
crest-stone or fwlietv-spar, called also Chiastolite,

having the axis and angles of its crystals coloured
differently from the rest.

—

adj. Mac'lod, spotted.

[Through Fr., from L. macula, spot.)

Macmillanite, mak-mil'an-It, ti. an old name for a
member of the Scottish sect of Cameronians or

Reformed Presbyterians. [From John Macmillan.
(1670-1753), the first ordained mmister who asso-

ciated hunself with tb« ' suffering remnant.']

Macram^, mak-ra-ma', n. a fringe or trimming of
knotted thread—also knotted bar-work. [It.]

Macrobiotic, mak-rO-bi-ot'ik, adj. long-lived. — us.

Macrobio'sis, long life ; Macro'oiote, one who lives

long ; Macrobiotics, the study of longevity.

Macrocephalous, mak-ro-sefa-lus, adj. having a large

or long head.—Also MaCTOCephal'iC. [Gr. makrat,
long or great, kepkale, a head.)

Macrocosm, mak'ro-kozm, «. the great world '. the

whole universe :—opp. to Microcosm.—adj. Macro-
COS'mic. (Gr. makros, long, kosmos, world.]

Macrodactyl, mak-rodak'til, adj. having long toes.

—«. a wading-bird having such :—j>L Macrodac'-
tyli, and -a. [Gr. makros, long, daktylos, finger.]

Macrology, mak-rol'o-ji, n. much talk with little to

say. [Or. makros, long, logos, a word.]
Macron, mak'ron, n. a straight line placed over a

vowel to show that it is long :— opp. to Brtz't, the
mark of a short vowel. [Gr., ' long.']

Macropod, mak'ro-pod, adj. having long feet.— n.

a long-legged or long-fooied animal : one of the
spider-crabs. — adjs. Macropodal, Macrop'odan,
Macropo'dian, Macrop'odous (hot.). [Gr. makros,
long, pous, podos, a foot. ]

Macropterous, mak-rop'te-rus, adj. long-winged.

[Gr. makros, long, pieron, a wing.)

Macroscian, mak-ros'i-an, adj. casting a long shadow.
—«. an inhabitant of the Arctic or Antarctic zones.

[Gr. makros, long, skia, shadow. ]

Macroscopic, mak-ro-skop'ik, adj. visible to the naked
eye :- opp. to Microscopic.—adv. Macroscop'ically.
[Gr. makros, long, skopein, to see.)

Macrospore, mak'ro-spor, n. a more than usually large

spore of a flowerle.ss plant, as in club-mosses, &c.
—». Macrosporan'gilim, a sporangium containing

macrospores. [Gr. makros, long, spora, a seed.]

Macrurous, mak-roo'rus, adj. long-tailed.—Also Mac-
ru'ral. [Gr. makros, long, oura, tail.)_

Macula, mak'u-la, «. a spot, as on the skin, or on the

surface of the sun, moon, or planets :—//. MaCUlSB
(mak'u-le).— c'./. Mac'ulate, to spot, to defile.—

n. Macula'tion, act of spotting, a spot.

—

adj. Macu-
lose (mak'u-l5z), spotted. [L. maculare, -dtum—
macula, a spot.)

Mad, mad, adj. (comp. Mad'der ; superl. Maddest)
disordered in intellect : insane : proceeding from
madness, rabid : troubled in mind : excited with any
violent passion or appetite: furious with anger.

—

v.t. iShak.) to drive mAi.—adjs. MadlJraln, Mad-
hralned {Skak.), disordered in brain or mind : rash :

hot-headed : Mad'-hred (,Shak.), bred in madness or

heat of passion.—«. Mad'cap, a person who acts

madly : a wild, rash, hot-headed person.

—

adj. fond

of wild and reckless action.

—

z>.t. Mad'den, to make
mad : to enrage.

—

v.i. to become mad : to act as one

mad.

—

adj. l&d'ding, distracted, acting madly.

—

advs. Maddlngly, Madly.—«j. Mad-doctor, a

doctor who studies and treats the diseases of mad
people ; Mad'hOUSe, a house for mad persons : a

lunatic asylum : Mad'ling, a mad person ; Mad'-

man, a m.m who is mad: a maniac; Mad'ness;
Mad'WOrt, a plant believed to cure canine madness.

—Go mad, to become demented ; Like mad, madly,

furiously. [A.S. ge-mxd; Old Sax. ge-mid, foolish,

Ice. meidd-r, hurt.)

Madam, mad'am, n. a courteous form of address to

a lady, esp. an elderly or a married one : a woman
of fashion :—//. Mad'ams, or Mesdames (ma-dam>
[Fr.,— wrt, my, dame, lady—L. mca domina.\

Mad-apple, mad'-ap-l, «. the egg-plant.

MadarosiS. mad-a-rO'sis, n. loss of the hair, esp. of the

eyelashes. [Gr.,

—

madaros, bald, madan, to fall off.)

Madder, mad'er, «. a plant whose root aflfords a red

dye.—«i. Madder-lake, a colour mixed either with

oil or water, made from madder ; Madd'er-wort, any
plant of the Rubiacea or madder family. [A.S.

mirderu; Ice. maiSra, Dut. meed.]

Made, mad, pa./, and >x.A of maiA—Vado oon-
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Madeira fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Magnet

tlnually {Pr. Bk.\ established for ever ; Made dish,

a dish of meat, &c., recooked : an entree ; Made up,

put together, finished : dressed for a part, disguised :

perfect : artificial, invented.

Madeira, ma-de'ra, «. a rich wine of the sherry class

produced in Madeira.
Mademoiselle, mad-mwa-zel', n. a courteous form of

address to a young lady : Miss. [Fr., via, my, and
dentoiselU. ]

Madge, maj, «. a leaden hammer.
Madge, maj, «. the magpie.

Madia, madi-a, n. a genus of American herbs of the

aster family, the tarweeds—a Chilian species yielding

a valuable oil.

Madid, mad'id, adj. wet, dank. [L. madidus—
madere, to be wet ; akin to Gr. Madaein.]

Madonna, Madona, ma-don'a, >i. a name given to the

Virgin, esp. as seen in works of art : (S/tak.) ray

lady.

—

adv. Madonn'a-Wise, after the fashion of the

Madonna, esp. in the arrangement of a woman's
hair. [It., lit. 'my lady'—L. »tea damina.]

Madras, ma-dras', «. a large handkerchief of silk and
cotton, usually in bright colours, worn on the head
by West Indian negroes.

Madrepore, mad're-pOr, n. the common coral. [Fr.,

— It., from viadre, mother— L. mater, and -pora—
Gr. poros, a soft stone.]

Madrigal, mad'ri-gal, «. (mus.) a piece of music for

the voice in five or six parts : a short poem express-

ing a graceful and tender thought.

—

adj. Madriga'-
USa. — «. Mad'rigaliSt. [It., from niandra, a
sheep-fold—L. mandra.]

Madrofio, ma-drS'nyO, n. a handsome evergreen tree

of North California.—Also Madro'fla.
MSBOenas, ma-se'nas, n. a Roman knight who be-

friended the poets Virgil and Horace : any rich

patron of art or literature.

Maelstrom, mal'strom, ft. a celebrated whirlpool off

the coast of Norway : any resistless overpowering in-

fluence for destruction. [Norw., 'grinding stream.']

Msnad, me'nad, «. a female follower of Bacchus, a
woman beside herself with frenzy.

—

adj. MSBnad'ic,
bacchanalian : furious. [Gr. mainas, -ados, raving—maintsthai, to be mad.]

Maestoso, ma-es-to'zo, adj. and adv. (mus.) with
dignity or majesty. [It.]

Maestro, ma-es'trO, ». a master, esp. an eminent
musical composer or conductor. [It.]

MafSed, marid, adj. (/>rov.) confused in the intellect.

—«. Maff'ling, a simpleton.
Mag, mag, n. a halfpenny.—Also Maik, Make.
Mag, ma^, v.i. {prozi.) to chatter.

—

v.t. to tease.—«.

chatter : the magpie : the long-tailed titmouse.
Mag, mag, 7>.t. (slang) to steal.

—

n. MagS'man, a
street swindler.

Magazine, mag-a-zen', «. a storehouse : a place for
military stores: the gunpowder-room in a ship: a
pamphlet or small book published from time to time,
containing compositions on various subjects.— «x.

Magazine'-gun, or -ri'fle, a gun or rifle from which
many shots can be fired one after another without
reloading. [p'r. magasin— It. magazzino— Ar.
makkzan, a storehouse.]

Magdalen, mag'da-len, n. a repentant prostitute.—Also
Mag'dalene. [From Mary Magdalene (Luke, viii.

2), confused with the woman of Luke vii. 37--0.]
Magdeburg hemispheres, mag'de-bOOrg hem'i-sfSrz,

n.pl. two hemispherical cups from within which,
when placed together, the air can be removed by
an air-pump to show the pressure of the air on the

outside. [Invented at Magdeburg in Germany.]
Mage, maj, n. a magician, enchanter (see Magi).
Magenta, ma-jen'ta, «. a colour between pink and red.

(From the battle oi Magenta in North Italy, 1859.)

Maggot, mag'ut, «. a worm or grub : a whim.

—

adj.

Magg'oty, full of maggots. [W. maceiad, akin to

magiaid. worms, inagn, to breed.]

Magi, ma'jl, n.pl. priests of the ancient Persians : the

Wise Men of the East.—<z/^'. Ma'gian, pertaining to

the Magi.—«. one of the Magi.—«J-. Ma'gianism,
or Ma'gism, the philosophy or doctrines of the

Magi. [L.,—Gr. magos, orig. a title given to the

wise men of Chaldea, astrologers and wizards.]

Magic, maj'ik, «. the pretended art of producing

marvellous results by the aid of spirits, or of

the secret forces of nature : enchantment : sorcery.

—adjs. Mag'iC, -al, pertaining to, used in, or

done by magic : causing wonderful or startling

results. — aii7/. Magically. — ns. Magician, one
skilled in magic : a wizard : an enchanter ; Mag'iC-
lan'tem (see Lantern).— Magic square, a square
filled with rows of figures so arranged that the

sums of all the rows will be the same, perpendicularly

or horizontally—as 2, 7, 6 ; 9, 5, i ; 4, 3, 8, &c. : there

are also Magic circles, cubes, cylinders, and
spheres similarly arranged. — Black magio, the

black art, magic by means of union with evil spirits ;

Natural magic, the art of working wonders by a
superior knowledge of the powers of nature ; WhitS
magic, magic without the aid of the devil. [O. Fr.

magique— L.,—Gr. See Magi.]
Mag^p, ma-gilp', «. a vehicle used by oil-painters,

consisting of linseed-oil and mastic varnish—written
also Megilp'. [Prob. from a proper name.]

Magisterial, maj-is-te'ri-al, adj. pertaining or suitable

to a master : in the manner of a master ; of the rank
of a magistrate : authoritative : proud : dignified.

—K. Magis'ter, master. —<i</y. Magiste'rially.

—

ns. Magiste'rialness ; Magiste'rium, an authorita-

tive statement ; Mag'istery, a term in alchemy fot

various preparations,esp.aprecipitateof bismuth : any
sovereign remedy : a mandate. [L. viagiste'ius—
magister, a master

—

ntag, root of L. magnus, great.]

Magistrate, maj'is-trat, «. a person entrusted with

the power of putting the laws in force : a justice of

the peace.—«. Magistracy, the office or dignity of

a magistrate : the body of magistrates.

—

adj. Mag'is-

tral, magisterial : specially prescribed or made up,

as a medicine : effectual.—«. (fort.) the guiding line

determining the other positions : a special preacher

in Spanish cathedrals, &c.—«. Maglstrand', an arts

student ready to proceed to graduation, at Aber-

deen.— rt(^'. Magistrat'ia [O. Fr., — L. magis-

tratus, magister.}
Magma, mag'ma, «. any soft doughy mass : the molten
mass within the earth's crust : the residuum after

expressing the juice from fruits. [Gr.]

Magna Charta, mag'na kar'ta, «. the Great Charter
obtained from King John, 1215 a.d. [L.)

Magnanerie. man-yan'e-re, «. a place for rearing silk-

worms. [Fr.]

Magnanimity, mag-na-nim'i-ti, «. greatness of soul :

elevation of dignity, of mind : that quality of mind
which raises a person above all that is mean or

unjust : generosity.

—

adj. Magnan'lmous, elevated

in sentiment, noble: brave: unselfish.—««'?•. Mag-
nan'imously. [L. magnanimitas—magnus, great,

animus, the mind.]
Magnate, mag'n.'it, «. a noble : a man of rank or

wealth. [Fr. magnat, a title of Hungarian and
Polish nobles-—L. tnagnas, magnatis, a prince

—

magnus, great.]

Magnes, mag'nez, «. (Spens.) the magnet. [L.]

Magnesium, mag-nS'shi-um, or -si-um, «. a metal of
a bright, silver-white colour, which while burning
gives a dazzling white light, and forms magnesia.

—

«. Magne'sia, a light white powder, got by burning
magnesium, used as a medicine.

—

adj. Magne'Sian,
belonging lo, containing, or resembling magnesia.

—

n. Mag'neslte, native magnesium carbonate.
Magnet, mag'net, n. the lodestone, an iron ore which

attracts iron, and, when hung so that it can move
freely, points to the poles : a bar or piece of steel to

which the properties of the lodestone have been
imparted.

—

ad/s. Magnet'ic, -al, pertaining to the
magnet : having the properties of the magnet

:
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Magnificat mote : mute ; mi53n : /Aen. Maiden

attractive.—<z//7'. Magnetically.—«j. Magnetlo'-
lan, Mag'netist, one versed in magnetism.

—

adj.

Magnetis'able.— n. Magnetisation.— z'./. Mag'-
netise, to render magnetic : to attract as if by a
magnet.

—

v.i. to become magnetic.

—

ns. Mag^net-
iser, one who, or that which, imparts magnetism ;

Mag'netism, the cause of the attractive power of
the magnet : attraction : the science which treats of
the properties of the magnet—(Animal magnetism,
Mesiiicr's name for the phenomena of mesmerism ;

Terrestrial magnetism, the magnetic properties

possessed by the earth as a whole) : Mag'netist, one
skilled in magnetism.

—

adjs. MagnetO-eleC'triC, -al,

pertaining to magncto-eiectricity.

—

ns. Mag'netO-
electrlc'ity, electricity produced by the action of
magnets : the science which treats of electricity pro-

duced by magnetism ; Bar'-mag'net, a magnet in

the form of a bar.— Magnetic battery, several

magnets placed with their like poles together, so as
to act with great force ; Magnetic CUTVes, the
curves formed by iron-filings around the poles of a
magnet ; Magnetic equator, the line round the
earth where the magnetic needle remains horizontal

;

Magnetic field, the space over which magnetic
force is felt ; Magnetic fluid, a hypothetical fluid

assumed to explain the phenomena of magnetism

;

Magnetic meridian, the meridian lying in the

direction in which the magnetic needle points

;

Magnetic needle, the light bar in the mariner's
compass which, because it is magnetised, points
always to the north ; Magnetic north, that point

of the horizon which is indicated by the direction of
the magnetic needle ; Magnetic poles, two nearly
opposite points on the earth's surface, where the
dip of the needle is 90': Magnetic Storm, a
disturbance in the magnetism of the earth or air,

which causes the magnetic needle to move rapidly
backwards and forwards.—Artificial magnet, a
magnet made by rubbing with other magnets ;

Horse-shoe magnet, a magnet bent like a horse-
shoe ; Permanent magnet, a magnet that keeps
its magnetism after the force which magnetised it

has been removed. [Through O. Fr., from L.
ntagnes, a magnet—Gr. magnes = Magnesian stone,

from Magnesia, in Lydia or Thessaly.]
Magnificat, mag-nif'i-kat, «. the song of the Virgin
Mary, Luke, i. 46-55, beginning in the Vulgate with
this word. [L. '(my soul) doth magnify,' 3d pcrs.

sing. pres. ind. of ma^ifica,re.\
Magnificent, mag-niPi-sent, adj. great in deeds or

in appearance : grand : noble : pompous : display-
ing greatness of size or extent.—«. Magnificence.
—adv. Magnificently —«. Magnifico (Shak.\ a
title for a Venetian nobleman : a grandee.

Blagnify, mag'ni-ft, v.t. to make great or greater : to

enlarge : to cause to appear greater : to exaggerate :

to praise highly :

—

pa.p. mag'nified.

—

adjs. Mag'ni-
fiable, that may be magnified ; MagnifIc, -al, great

:

splendid : noble.

—

adv. Magnlf'ically, in a magnifi-
cent manner.

—

ns. Magnification, act of magnify-
ing : increase of visual power in penetration as well
as enlargement ; Mag'nifier, one who, or that which,
magnifies or enlarges: one who extols. — Magnify
one's self, show great pride—against, oppose with
pride ; Magnifying glass, in optics, a convex lens,

objects seen through it having their apparent dimen-
sions increased. (Fr.,—^L. ntagnificdre—magnus,
grent, /acere, to make.]

Magniloquent, mag-nil'o-kwent, adj. speaking in a
grand or pompous style : bombastic. — k. Mag-
nil'oquence.

—

adv. Magnll'oquently. [L., from
iii.ig^nus. great, loqui, to speak.]

Magnitude, mag'ni-tud, «. greatness : size : extent :

importance. [L. magnitudo—magnusJ\

Magnolia, mag-nOl'i-a, or -ya, n. a North American tree

with beautiful foliage, and large, white or purplish,

sweet-scented flowers. [From Pierre jVogTio/ (1638-

1715), a Montpellier botanist.]

Magnnm, mag'num, ft. a bottle holding two quarts

:

the quantity of wine filling such. [L.]

MagOt, mag'ot, H. the Baruary ape, the only species
of monkey existing in Europe : a small grotesque
figure, crouching on the covers of vases, &c.

Magpie, mag'pl, «. a chattering bird, of a genus
allied to the crow, with pied or coloured feathers

:

{siang) a halfpenny

—

(Shak.) Mag'ot-pie, Magg'ot-
pie. [Mag, a familiar conlr. of Margaret (cf. Robut-
Redbreast, Jenny Wren), pie, from L. pica, a
magpie—/««^/rif, pictum, to paint.]

Magyar, ma-jar', or mag'yar, «. one of the prevailing
race in Hungary : the native speech of Hungary.

Mahabharata, ma-ha-bara-ta, n. the name of one of
the two great epic poems of ancient India, the other
being the Ramavana. [Sans. ; prob. ' the great
history of the descendants oi Bliarata.'\

Mahadeva, ma-ha-da'va, u. one of the names of the
Hindu god Siva. (Sans, mahd, great, deva, god.]

Maharajah, ma-ha-ra'ja, «. the title given to a great
Indian prince :

—

/em. Mahara'ni, Maharanee.
[Sans, mahd, great, raja, prince or king.]

Mahatma, ma-hat'ma, «. one skilled in mysteries or
religious secrets : an adept. (Sans., ' high-souled.']

Mahdi, made, «. the great leader of the faithful

Mohammedans, who is to appear in the last days

—

one pretended Mahdi overthrew the Egyptian power
in the Soudan in 1884-85.—«j. Mahdism ; Mah'dlSt.

Mahl-stick, mal'-stik, «. a tapering staJfF used by
painters as a rest for the right hand.—Also Mai'-
Stick, Maul'Stick. (Ger. tnaklstock.]

Mahogany, ma-hog'a-ni, «. a tree of tropical America :

its wood, which is of great value for making furni-

ture.— «. Mahog'any-tree, same as mahogany :

{hum.) the dinner-table. [Mahagoni, the native
South American name.]

Mahomedan, Mahometan. See Mohammedan.
Mahoun, Mahound, ma-hown', ma-hownd', or nia'-, n.

an old form of the name of Mohatnmed: an evil

spirit : the devil.

Mahout, ma-hG5t', n. the keeper and driver of an
elephant. (Hind, tnaliaut, mah&vjat.\

Mahratta, ma-rat'a, n. one of a once powerful race of
Hindus in Western and Central India.

Maid, mad, n. an unmarried woman, esp. one
young : a virgin : a female servant.

—

ns. Maid'-Chlld
\B.), a female child; Maid'-Ma'rian, the May-
queen : a character in the old Morris-dance, usually

represented by a man in woman's clothes {Marian,
relating to Mary or to the Virgin Mary).

—

adj.

Maid'-pale {SAai.), pale, like a sickgirl —«. Mald'-
serv'ant, a female servant.—Maid of all work, a
domestic who does general housework ; Old maid, a
woman left unmarried : a card game. [A. S. mctgden
—mtsgeQ, a maid ; cf. magu, son, tnig, may.]

Maidan, ml'dan, n. an esplanade or parade-ground
near a town in Persia and India. (Pers.]

Maiden, mad'n, n. a maid : in Scotland, a machine
like the guillotine, formerly used for beheading

criminals.

—

adj. pertaining to a virgin or young
woman : consisting of maidens : CAf.) unpolluted :

fresh : new : unused : first : that has never been

captured, said of a fortress.

—

ns. Maid'enhalr, a

name given to a fern from the fine hair-like stalks of

its fronds ; Maidenhood, Maidenhead, the state

of being a maid : virginity : purity : freshness

;

Maid'enliness.—an^>. Maidenly, maiden-like : be-

coming a maiden : gentle : modest ; Maiden-meek
{Tenn.), meek as a maiden; Maid en-tongued,

gentle in voice like a girl; Maid en-Wid owed,
widowed while still a virgin.—«. Maidhood (.S/>rtA.).

—Maiden assize, an assize at which there are no
criminal cases ; Maiden battle, a first contest

;

Maiden fortress, a fortress that has never been
captured ; Maiden name, the family name of a
married woman before her marriage ; Maiden 0V6r,
in cricket, an over in which no runs are made

;

Maiden speech, the first public speech made by a



Maieutic fate, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Make

person, esp. in Parliament ; Maiden Stakes, in

norse-raciiig, the money contended for in a race
between horses that have never run before.

Maieutic, ma-u'tik, adj. helping childbirth.—«. mid-
wifery. [Gr.]

Maigre, ma'ger, ctdj. made neither from flesh-meat nor
from gravy: belonging to a fast-day or to a fast.^
Maigre food, food allowed to be eaten on fast-days.

[Fr. maigre, lean—L. macer.^
Mail, mat, «. defensive armour for the body formed of

steel rings or network: armour generally.

—

v.t. to

clothe in mail : (Scot.) to stain.—o^V. Mail'-Clad,

clad with a coat of mail ; MaUed, protected by mail.

[Fr. maille—L. macula, a spot or a mesh.]

Mall, mal, «. a bag for the conveyance of letters, &c. :

the contents of such a bag : the person or the

carriage by which the mail is conveyed.

—

v.t. to

put into the mail : to send by mail.

—

adj. Mall'able,
capable of being sent by mail.

—

ns. Mail'-bag, a bag
in which letters are carried ; Mail'-boat, a boat
which carries the public mails ; Mail'-cart, a cart in

which mails are carried : a small cart, with long
handles, for the amusement of children ; Mail-
catch'er, an apparatus attached to a mail-carriage

to catch up mail-bags while the train is in motion

;

Mail'-coach, -car, or -drag, the conveyance which
carries the public mails ; Mail'-guard, an officer who
guards the public mails : Mail'ing-ta"ble, a table

used in a pcst-office in sorting letter;; : Mail'-train,
a railway train which carries the public mails. [O.

Fr. male, a trunk, a mail^Dld High Ger. tnalalui,

a sack ; Gael, mala, a sack.]

Mail, miil. n. an old French coin—half a denier: rent.

—n. Mailing, a farm. [See Blackmail.]
Maittl, mam, n. a bruise : an injur>' : a lameness : the

loss of any essential part.—f./. to bruise: to dis-

figure : to injure : to lame or cripple : to render
defective. — n. Maim'edneSS, the state of Wfcing

maimed or injured. [O. Fr. tnehaing, a bruise.]

Main, man, «. might : strength. [.-V.S. tncBgen.'\

Main, man, adj. chief, principal : first in importance

:

leading.

—

n. the chief or principal part : the ocean
or main sea : a continent or a larger island as com-
pared with a smaller : a principial gas or water pipe
m a street, or the largest conductor in a system of
electric lights. — «j. Main'boom, the spar which
extends the foot of a fore-and-aft mainsail : Maln'-
deck, the principal deck of a ship—so in Main'brace,
the brace attached to the mainyard (see Splice)

;

Maln'land, the principal or larger land, as opposed
to a smaller portion.--o^r. Mainly, chiefly, princi-
pally.

—

tts. Main'mast, the principal mast of a ship,

second from the prow ; Main'sail, the principal sail

generally attached to the mainmast ; Main'sheet,
the sheet or rope attached to the lower corner of the
mainsail ; Maiil'spring, the spring which gives
motion to any piece of machinery, esp. that of a
watch or a clock : Main'Stay, the rope which
stretches forward from the top of the mainmast

;

Main'top, a platform on the top of the mainmast

;

Main topmast, the mast next above the lower main-
mast ; Main topsail, the sail above the mainsail, in
square-rigged vessels ; Main'yard. the lower yard
on the mainmast. [O. Fr. maine or tnagne, great

—

L. magnus, great.]

Main, man, M. a hand at dice : a match at cockfight-
ing : a banker's shovel for coin. [O. Fr. main—L.
manus, hand.]

Mainor, ma'nor, M. act or fact, esp. of theft : that
which is stolen.

Mains, manz, «. {Scot.) the principal or home farm.
Maintain, men-tan', 7>. t. to keep in any state : to
keep possession of: to preserve from capture or
loss : to carry on : to keep up : to support : to make
good : to support by argument : to affirm : to defend.— V. i. to affirm, as a position: to assert. — adj.
Maintain'able, that can be supported or defended.—Mj. Maintain er, one who maintains ; Main'ten-
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ance, the act of maintaining, supporting, or defend-
ing: continuance: the means of support: defence,
protection : {law) an in-

terference in a lawsuit,

&c., in favour of one of
the parties, by one who
has no right or interest.

—Cap of maintenance,
a cap of dignity borne
by or before nobles and
other persons of rank. [Fr. maintenir—L. tnoHu
tenere, to hold in the hand—>«<j««j, a hand, tentre,

to hold.]

Maister, mas'ter, n. an obsolete form of Master.

—

Maistery = Mastery; Maistrlng = Mastering;
Maitre = Master.

Maize, maz, ». a plant, and its fruit, called also

Indian corn or -wlieat. [Sp.,—Haitian.]
Majesty, maj'es-ti, n. greatness : grandeur : dimity :

elevation of manner or style : royal state : a title of

kings and other sovereigns, esp. with possessive

pronouns, as His or Her Majesty, &c : a symbolic
representation of the first person of the Trinity en-
throned : the canopy of a hearse : {her.) an eagle
crowned and sceptred.

—

adjs. Majes'tiC, -al, having
or exhibiting majesty: stately: sublime.

—

ad7'. Ma-
jes'tically, in a majestic manner.—«. Majes'tical-
ness, Majes'ticness, majesty. [Fr. majeste— L.
majestas—majus, comp. of tnagnus, great.]

Majolica, ma-jol'i-ka, «. name applied to decorative
enamelled potterj', esp. that of Italy from the 15th
to the 17th cent. : a modem ware in imitation, used
for vases, &c. [From Majorca, where first made.]

Major, ma'jur, adj. greater in number, quantity, or
size : more important : {tnus.) greater by a semitone.
—«. a person of full age (21 years): an officer in

rank between a captain and lieutenant-colonel.

—

v.i. to play the m.ijor, to talk big.

—

ns. Majorat
(ma-zhO-ra'), primogeniture; Ma'jorate, Ma'jorship,
the office or rank of major : majority; Ma'jor-do'mo,
an official who has the general management in a large
household : a general steward : a chief minister (Sp.
tnayor-domo, a house-steward—L. major, greater,

domus, a house) ; Ma'Jor-gen'eral, an officer in the
army next in rank below a lieutenant-general; Ma-
jor'ity, the greater number : the amount between the
greater and the less number : full age (at 21) : the
office or rank of major.—Major key (war. ), a key in

which the semitones lie between the third and fourth,

and seventh and eighth ; Major premise {logic), the
principal or major statement in a syllogism ; MajOT
scale (see Major key).—(So over to, or Join, the
majority, to die; The majority, the Great ma-
jority, the dead. [L., comp. oi mngnus]

Majuscule, mJ-jusTcul, «. in paleogr.iphy, a capital or
uncial letter :—opp. to Minuscule. [L. majuscula
{litera), a somewhat larger letter.]

Make, mak, v.t. to fashion, frame, or form : to pro-
duce : to bring about : to perform : to force : to
render : to represent, or cause to appear to be : to
turn : to occasion : to bring into any state or condi-
tion : to establish : to prepare : to obtain : to ascer-
tain : to arrive in sight of: to reach: {B.) to be
occupied with: to do.

—

v.i. to tend or move: to
contribute: {B.) to feign or pretend :—/a./, and
fa.p. made.

—

n. form or shape : structure, texture.

—

v.i. Make'-believe', to pretend, feign.— «. a mere
pretence.—«j. Make'-peaoe (5^a/fr. ), a peace-maker;
Malter, one who makes : the Creator : a poet

;

Make'shlft, something done or used to serve : a shift
or turn: something used only foratime.— o/^'. having
the character ofa temporary- resource.—x^. Make'-Up,
the way anything is arranged : an actor's materials
for personating a part : {print.) the arrangement of
composed types into columns or pages, as in imposi-
tion ; Make*-weight, that which IS thrown into a
scale to make up the weight : something of little
value added to supply a deficiency; Martng, the



Make mBte ; mute ; mCOn ; (hen. Malfeasance

act of formina:: <;tructure : form.—Make account of I Malaga, mal'a-ga, «. a wine imported from Malaga m
(see Account) ; Make a figure, to be conspicuous

;

Make after, to follow or pursue ; Make amends,
to render compensation or satisfaction ; Make as if,

to act as if, to pretend that ; Make at, to make a
hostile movement against ; Make away, to put out
of the way, to destroy : Make away With, to

squander ; Make believe (see Believe) ; Make bold
(see Bold) ; Make for, to move toward, to tend to

the advantage of—so in B. ; Make free With, to

treat freely or without ceremony ; Make gOOd, to

maintain, to justify, to fulfil ; Make bead against,
to oppose successfully ; Make light Of (see Light)

;

Make little of, to treat as insignificant ; Make love
to (see Love) ; Make much of, to treat with fond-

ness, to cherish, to foster ; Make nO dOUbt, to have
no doubt, to be confident ; Make Of, to understand
by, to effect : to esteem ; Make off With, to run
away with : Make one's way, to proceed: to suc-

ceed ; Make out, to discover : to prove : to furnish :

to succeed : Make over, to remake, reconstruct : to

transfer ; Make paco, to increase the speed ; Make
sail, to increase the quantity of sail : to set sail

;

Make sure, to be certain of; Make sure of, to con-
sider as certain, to secure to one's self; Make the
most of, to use to the best advantage ; Make up,
to fabricate : to feign : to collect into one : to com-
plete, supplement : to assume a particular form of
features : to determine : to reckon : to make good ;

to repair: to harmonise, adjust; Make up for, to

compensate ; Make up to, to approach : to become
friendly. [A.S. niacian; Ger. mnchen.'\

Make, mak, «. {SffCts.) a mate, consort, equal.

—

atij.

Make'lesB {Shak.), without a make or mate. [A.S.
ge-maca ; Ice. maki, a. mate.)

Maketh, mak'eth, old 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of

Makimono, mak-i-mS'nO, n. a roll, as of silk, esp. a long
picture or writing rolled up and not hung. [Jap.]

Makwa, mak'wa, «. a Chinese short outer jacket.

Malachite, mal'a-klt, «. a green-coloured mineral,
composed essentially of carbonate of copper, much
used for inlaid-work. [Gr. malacke, a mallow, a
plant of a green colour.]

Malacolite, mal'a-kS-lIt, n. a greenish lime-magnesia
variety of pyroxene.

Malacology, mal-a-kol'o-ji, «. the branch of natural
history which treats of the structure and habits of
molluscs.

—

a{ij. Mal'acoid, soft-bodied.—«. Mala-
COl'OglSt. [Gr. }>ialakos, soft, logia, a discourse.]

Malacopterygian, mal-a-kop-ter-ij'i-an, adj. having
the rays of the fins soft, excepting the first ray of
the dorsal and pectoral fins, as in the pike, salmon,
&c.—Also Malacopteryg'ious. [Gr. ntalakos, soft,

pteyyx, pterygos, a wing.]
Malacostracan, mal-a-kos'tra-kan, n. an individual

belonging to a sub-class of crustaceans, including
the shrimps, lobsters, &c. — adj. belonging to this

class— also Malacos'tracous. — «///'. Malacostra-
colog'ical. —Hs. Malacostraool'ogist ; Malacostra-
COl'Ogy. [Gr. tnalaJios, soft, ost>akon, a shell.

]

Malacozoa, mal-a-ko-zo'a, «.//. soft-bodied animals,
the Mollusca generally.

—

aiij. Malacozo'iC, possess-
uig the common features of moUuscan life.

Maladaptation, mal-ad-ap-ta'shun, «. faulty adapta-
tion.

Maladdress, mal-a-dres', n. awkwardness: clumsiness.
Maladjustment, mal-ad-just'ment, «. a wrong adjust-

ment.
Maladministration, mal-ad-min-is-trS'shnn, n. bad
management, esp. of public affairs.

Maladroit, mal-a-droit', adj. not dexterous : unskilful

:

clumsy.

—

ad^i. Maladrolt'ly.

—

n. Maladroit'ness,
want of adroitness : awkwardness.

Malady, mal'a-di, n. illness: disease, either of the
body or of the mind. [Fr. matadie—ntalade, sick—
L. ntaU habitus, in ill condition— male., badly,
habitus, pa.p. oi habere, have, hold.]

Spam.
Malagasy, mal-a-gas'i, adj. of or pertaining to Mada-

gascar or its inhabitants.—«, a native of Madagascar.
—.Also Malagash'.

Malaguetta pepper. See Pepper.
Malaise, ma-laz', ». uneasiness : a feeling of discom-

fort or of sickness. [O. Fr. malaise.

\

Malapert, mal'a-pert, adj. bold : forward : saucy

:

impudent.—rt^^z/. Mal'apertly.—«. Mal'apertness.
[O. Fr., trial—L. malus, bad, apert, well-bred—L.

apertus, open.]
Malappropriate, mal-a-prS'pri-at, v.t. to misuse.

—

adj.

Malapropos (mal-ap-ro-pO'), out of place : unsuit-

able : inapt.

—

adv. badly apropos : not suited to the

purpose : unseasonably.
Malapropism, mal'a-prop-izm, «. the act of misapply-

ing words, in the attempt to use fine language, Irom
Mrs Malaprop in Sheridan's play, TJie Rivals.

Malar, ma'lar, adj. pertaining to the cheek.— «. the

bone which forms the prominence of the cheek. [L.

tnala, the cheek

—

niandere, to chew.]
Malaria, ma-la'ri-a, «. the poisonous air arising from
marshy districts, producing fever, &c. : miasma :

the fever so caused.

—

adjs. Mala'riOUS, Mala'rial,

Mala'rian. [It. mataria—L. mahts, bad, aer, air.]

Malassimilation, mal-a-sim-i-la'shun, n. imperfect

assimilation or nutrition.

Malay, -an, ma-la', -an, n. a native or inhabitant of

Malacca, or of the Malay Archipelago.

—

adj. of or

pertaining to the Malays. — «. Malay^'lam, the

language of Malabar, a Dravidian dialect. — adj.

MalajTsian, relating to the Malay Peninsula, or to

the Malays.
Malconformatlon, mal-kon-for-ma'shun, «. bad con-

lonnation or form : imperfection or disproportion of

parts.

Malcontent, mal'kon-tent, adj. discontented, dissatis-

fied, esp. in political matters.

—

n. one discontented
— also Malcontent'ed.

—

adv. Malcontent'edly.

—

«. Malcontent'edness.

—

adv. Malcontent'ly.
Male, mal, «. (Spens.) mail, armour.
Male, mal, adj. masculine : pertaining to the sex that

begets (not bears) young : {}>ot.^ bearing stamens.

—

«. one of the male sex : a he-animal : a stamen-bear-

ing plant.

—

n. Male'-fem, an elegant fern, with the

fronds growing in a crown.—Male order, in architec-

ture, the Doric order ; Male rhymes, those in which
only the final syllables correspond ; Male SCrew, a
screw whose threads correspond to and enter the

spiral grooves of the female screw. [O. Fr. male—
L. masculus, male

—

mas, a male.]

Malediction, mal-e-dik'shun, «. evil-speaking : a call-

ing down of evil : curse : execration or imprecation.

—adjs. Maledict'ory, imprecatory ; Maledikt', ac-

cursed. [O. Fr.,—L. malediction-em—male, badly,

dicere, dictum, to speak.]

Malefactor, mal'e-fak-tur, or mal-e-fak'tur, «. an evil-

doer : a criminal. — n. Malefac'tion {Shak.\ a

crime, an offence.

—

adj. Malefic, doing mischief:

producing evil.— rtrfz/. Malef'ically.— z/./. Malef'l-

cate, to bewitch.

—

ns. Mal'efice {pbs\ an evil

deed : enchantment ; Maleficence, the character of

being maleficent.—a(^>. Maleficent, Malefic'lent.

[L., male, \>-\A\y,/acere, to do.]

Maleic. ma-Ie'ik, adj. obtained from malic acid.

Malengine, ma-Ien'jin, «. (Spens.) evil device, deceit.

[L. malus, bad, ingenium, ingenuity.]

Maletote, mal'e-tot, «. an illegal exaction. — Also

Maletolt. [O. Fr.]

Malevolent, mal-ev'o-lent, adj. wishing evil : ill-dis-

posed towards others : rejoicing in another's mis-

fortune : envious : malicious—also MaleVolouS.

—

«. Malevolence.

—

adv. Malevolently. [L. male,

badly, valens, pr.p. oi velU, to wish.]

Malfeasance, mal-fe'zans, «. evil-doing : the doing of

what one ought not to do : an illegal deed. [Fr.

mal/aisance—L. mak, evil,Jacere, to do.}
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Malformation fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Mammalia

Malformation, mal-for-ma'shun, n. bad or wron^
|

formation : irregular or anomalous structure.

—

<uij.

Malformed'.
Malgrado, mal-gra'do, adv. in spite of. [It.]

Malgre. Same as Maugre.
Malic, ma'lik, oi/j. obtained from the juice of several

fruits, esp. the apple. [L. maium, an apple.]

Malice, mal'is, n. lU-will : spite : disposition to harm
others : deliberate mischief : intention to harm
another.

—

adj. MallC'lOllS, bearing ill-will or spite :

moved by hatred or ill-will : having mischievous
intentions.—Wt'. MallCiously.—«. Mallc iousness.
[Fr.,—L. malitia—nialus, bad.]

Malign, ma-lln', adj. of an evil disposition towards
others: malicious: unfavourable.

—

v.t. to speak evil

of: {obs.) to treat with malice. — >is. Malign'er ;

Mallg'nity, state or quality of being malign : great

hatred, virulence : deadly quality.

—

ad7>. Malignly.
—«. Malign'ment. [Fr. maiin, fem. maligne— L.

malignus for maligenus, of evil disposition

—

rnaiui,

bad, and gen, root o( genus.]
Malignant, ma-lig'nant, adj. disposed to do harm or

to cause sufTermg : malign : acting maliciously

:

actuated by great hatred : tending to cause death.

—

». a name applied by the Puritan party to one who
had fought for Charles 1. in the Civil War.— «.

Malig'nancy, Malig'nance, state or quality of being
malignant.

—

atir'. Malig'nantly. [L. maiigtiaiis,

pr.p. oi maligiuire, to act maliciously.]
Malines lace. Same as MecMin lace. See Lace.
Malinfluence, mal-in'flOD-ens, n. evil influence.

Malinger, ma-hng'ger, v.i. to feign sickness in order
to avoid duty.

—

ns. Maling'erer ; Maling'ery,
feigned sickness. [Fr. malingre—tnai— L. tiialiis,

bad, O. Fr. Juingre, ailing—L. ager, sick.]

Malison, mal'i-zn, ». a curse :—opp. to Benison.
[O. Fr. ; a doublet of ntaUdiction ; cf. benison and
benediction.]

Malkin, maw'kin, n. (^Shak^ a term used in contempt
for a dirty woman: a mop: {Scot.) a hare.—Also
Maw'kin. [Dim. of Mai or MoU, Mary.]

Mall, mawl, or mal, n. a large wooden beetle or
hammer.

—

v.t. to beat with a mall or something
heavy : to bruise. [O. Fr. mail—L. tnalUtts.]

Mall, mel, or mal, n. a level shaded walk : a public
walk. [Contr. through O. Fr. of Old It. palamaglio
— It. palla, a ball, tnaglio, a mace.]

Mallard, mal'ard, h. a drake : the common duck in

its wild state. [O. Fr. malard (Fr. malart)—male,
male, and suffix -ard.]

Malleate, mal'e-at, v.t. to hammer : to form into a
plate or leaf by hammering.

—

adj. Mall'eable, that

may be malleated or beaten out by hammering.

—

tis. Mall'eableness, Malleability, quality of being
malleable; Mallea'tion.— ^i<;^'. Mall'eiform, ham-
mer-shaped.—«. Mall'eiU, one of the small bones of
the middle ear in mammals. (L. malleus, a hammer.]

Mallecho, mal'e-cha, «. (Shak.) villainy—probably a
corruption of Spanish tnalhecho, mischief.—Also
Malicho.

Mallee, mal'e, n. two dwarf species of Eucalyptus in

Au.stralia.— «. Mall'ee-bird, an Australian mound-
bird or megapode.

Mallemaroking, mal'e-ma-rO'king, n. the visiting and
carousing of seamen in the Greenland ships. [Prob.
to act like the mallemuck.]

Mallemuck, mal'e-muk, ». the fulmar petrel. [Ger.]
Malleolus, ma-Ie'O-lus, n. a bony protuberance on

either side of the atMc .—adj. Mal'leolar. [L.)

Mallet, mal'et, «. a small wooden hammer : the long-
handled hammer for driving the balls in croquet.
[Fr. maillet, dim. of mail, a mall.]

Mallow, mal'O, n. any plant of genus Malva—from its

emollient properties or its soft downy leaves. [A.S.
maltve—L. malva; Gr. tnalacMi—malassein, to
make soft. ]

Malm. Maom, mam, n. calcareous loam, earth
specially good for brick. [A.ij. m*alm, sand.]

Malmsey, mam'ze, n. a sort of grape : a strong and
sweet wine, first made in Greece, but now also in
the Canary Islands and the Azores. [O. Fr. mal-
voisie, from Maivasia in the Morea.]

Malodour, mal-Odor, n. an offensive odour.

—

adj.

Malo dorous.—». Malo dorousness.
Malpighian, mal-pig'i-an, at.ij. applied in anatomy to

several structures in the kidney and spleen investi-

gated by Marcello Ma//ig/ii (i63S-g4).

Malposition, mal-pO-zisb'un, n. a wrong position, mis-
placement.

Malpractice, mal-prak'tis, «. evil practice or conduct

:

practice contrary to established rules.—«. MalpraC-
tit'ioner, a physician guilty of malpractice.

MalpresentaUon, mal-pre-zen-ta'shun, n. abnormal
presentation in childbirth.

Malstick. See Malil-stick.
Malt, mawlt, n. barley or other grain steeped in

water, allowed to sprout, and dried in a kiln, used
in brewing ale, &c.

—

v.t. to make into malt.—r/.r.

to become malt : {hum.) to drink malt liquor.

—

adj.

containing or made with malt.—«x. Malt -dUSt, the

refuse of malt after brewing: Malt' -floor, a per-

forated floor in the chamber of a malt-kiln, through
which heat rises ; Malt'-horse, a heavy horse, such
as used by brewers—hence {SJuik.) used in reproach
for a dull, stupid person : Malting ; Malt -kiln ;

Malt'-mill, a mill for grinding malt ; Maltose, a
hard, white, crj-stalline sugar, formed by the action

of malt or diastase on surch : Malt ster, Malt'-
man, one whose trade or occupation it is to make
malt {-ster was up to the end of the 13th cen-

tury a feminine afii.\) ; Malt'WOrm {SJiak.), a lover

of malted liquors, a tippler.— adj. Malt'y.—Malt
liquor, a liquor, as beer, ale, or porter, formed from
malt : Malt tea, the liquid infusion of the masli in

brewing. [A.S. mealt, pa.t. of mel:an, to soften;

cf. Ger. tnalz.]

Maltalent, mal'tal-ent, n, {S/ens.) bad inclination,

ill-humour.

Maltese, mal-tez', «. a native, or the natives, of

Malta: the dialect, a corrupt Arabic mixed with

Italian.

—

adj'. belonging to ^IaUa, or to its inhabit-

ants.—Maltese cross (see Cross) ; Maltese dog, a
very small spaniel with long silky hair.

Maltha, nial'tha, ». a thick mineral pitch : any similar

preparation used by the ancients as a cement, stucco,

or mortar. [L.J

MalthUSian, mal-thu'zhan, adj. relating to Malthiis

or to the principles he taught regarding the necessity

of preventing population from increasing faster than

the means of living.—«. a disciple ofThomas Robert
Malthus (i 766-1 834).

Maltreat, mal-tret', v.t. to abuse : to use roughly or

unkindly.—«. Maltreatment. [Fr. maltraiter—
L. male, ill, tractare, to treat.]

Malvaceous, mal-va'shus, adj. {bot.) pertaining to

plants of the mallow family.

Malversation, mal-ver-sa'shun, «. evil conduct : mis-
behaviour in office: corruption: extortion. [Fr.

—

L. male, badly, versdri, -dtus, to occupy one's self.]

Malvoisle, mal'vwa-ze, «. Same as Malmsey.
Mambrlno, mam-bre'no, «. a medieval iron hat, from

its likeness to the barber's basin in Don Quixote.
Mameluke, mam'e-l^k, H. one of a force of light

horse in Egypt formed of Circassian slaves—dispersed

in 181 1. [Fr.,—Ar. tnatnlAk, a purchased slave

—

maliika, to possess.]

Mamma, Mama, mam-ma', n. mother—used chiefly

by young children.

—

n. Mamm'y, mother. [Ma-
ma, a repetition of ma, the first syllable a child

naturally utters.]

Mammalia, mam-ma'li-a, n.^l. {zool.) the whole class

of animals that suckle their young.

—

ns. Mam'elon,
a small hillock with a rounded top : Mam'ma,
the mammary gland:—-//. Mam'mSB; Mam'mal,
(zool.), one of the mammnli.i : — //. Mammals
(mam'ilz). —adjs. Mammalian ; Mammalif eroua
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Maminee mote ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Mandible

(geoi.), bearing mammals : MammalOg'lcaL

—

ns.

Hammal'ogiSt ; Mammal'Ogy, the scieutitic know-
ledge of mammals.

—

mhs. Mam'mary, relating to

the mammx or breasts ; Mam'mate, having breasts.

— «. Mam'mlfer, an animal having mammae.

—

ai(/s.

Mammif erous, having mamma: ; Mammiform,
having the form of a breast or pap—also Mammil'i-
form.—«. Mammilla, the nipple of the m.^mmary
gland :—//• Mammillffl.—«<(/>. Mam'millary, per-

taining to, or resembling, the breasts : studded with

rounded projections : Mam'millate, having a mam-
milla; Mam'millated, having small nipples, or little

globes like nipples : nipple-shaped.

—

n. Mammllla'-
tion. —«</;. Mammose' (iot.), breast-shaped. [L.j

Mammee, mam-me', «. a highly esteemed fruit of the

West Indies and tropical America, having a sweet

taste and aromatic odour : the tree producing the

fruit, the Jifammea. [Haitian.)

Mammer, mam'er, z'.i. (SJiak.) to hesitate, to stand
muttering and in doubt. [Prob. imil.]

Mammet, mam'et, «. {SJiak.) a puppet, a figure

dressed up. [Cf. Jiiaivmet, an idol.)

Mammock, mam'uk, «. a shapeless piece. — v.i.

(Sluxk.) to tear to pieces, to mangle.
Mammon, mam'un, «. riches : the god of riches.
—adj. Mamm'onish, devoted to money-getting.

—

ns. Mamm'onism, devotion to gain ; Mamm'onist,
Mamm'onite, a person devoted to riches : a world-
ling.

—

adj Mammonist'ic. [Low L. mammona—
Gr. inamonas—Syriac vianiOna, riches.)

Mammoth, mam'uth, «. an extinct species of elephant.—adj. resembling the mammoth in size : very large.

[Russ. inamantii— i'artar mamma, the earth.)

Man, man, n. a human being : mankind : a grown-up
male : a male attendant : one possessing a distinc-

tively masculine character : a husband : a piece used
in playing chess or draughts : a ship, as in wM«-of-
war : a word of familiar address :

—

/>!. Men.—v.t. to

supply with men : to strengthen or fortify :—pr.p.
man'ning ; /a./, and /a./, manned.

—

ns. Man'-at-
arms, a soldier; Mau-child, a male child : a boy;
Man'dom (rare), humanity, men collectively

;

Man'-eat'er, a cannibal : a tiger ; Man'-en'gine, an
elevator for raising and lowermg men in some deep
mines.

—

adj. Manful, having the qualities of a man ;

full of manliness : bold : courageous : noble-minded.
—adv. Man'fully.—«.f. Man'fulness ; Man'-hole, a
hole in a drain, cesspool, &c., large enough to

admit a man, for the purpose of cleaning or repair-

ing it ; Man'hood, state of being a man : manly
quality : human nature ; Manldnd, the kind or race
of man : the mass of human beings.

—

adj. Man-like,
having the appearance, characteristics, or qualities

of a man.

—

n. Man'llness.

—

adj. Manly, becom-
ing a man ; brave : dignified : noble : pertaining to

manhood : not childish or womanish, •— n. Man-
mill'lner, a man engaged in millinery—often in

contempt.

—

adjs. Man'-mind'ed (7'e/tn.), having
the mind or qualities of a man ; Man'nish, like a
man : masculine : bold.

—

ns. Man'-Of-war, a war-
ship : (A.) a soldier; Man'-Of-war'S-man, a man
who serves on board a war-ship : Man'-quell'er
(SAak.), i man-killer, a murderer; Man'slailghter,
the slaying of a man : (/«!</) the killing of any one
unlawfully, but without malice or forethought

;

Man'slayer, one who kills a man ; Man'stealer,
one who steals human beings, esp. to make slaves of
them ; Man'trap, a trap or machine for catching
people who trespass.

—

Man about town, a fashion-
able idler, dangling about clubs, theatres, &c. ; Man
alive ! an exclamation of surprise ; Man Friday, a
servile attendant, factotum—from Robinson Crusoe's
man ; Man in the moon, a fancied semblance of a
man walking in the moon, with a bush near, and
his dog behind him ; Man Of business, an agent
or a lawyer ; Man Of (his) hands, a handy, clever

fellow ; Man of letters, a scholar and writer ; Man
(tf sin, the devil : Antichrist ; Man of Straw, a
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person put in the front of some business, but who
IS not really responsible ; Man of the world, a
person well accustomed to the ways and dealings of
men. [A.S. manti ; Ger. manu, Dut. man, L.
tnas = mans, a male. Sans, manu, a man.)

Manacle, man'a-kl, «. a handcuff. — v.t. to put
manacles on : to restrain the use of the limbs or
any of the natural powers. [Through O. Fr., from
L. tnanicula, dim. oi fnanica, sleeve

—

manus, hand.)
Manage, man'aj, v.t. to guide by use of the hands : to

have under command or control : to bring round to

one's plans : to conduct with great carefulness : to

wield : to handle : to contrive : to train by exercise,

as a horse.

—

v.i. to conduct affairs.—«. Manage-
ability, the quality of being manageable.

—

adj.
Manageable, that can be managed : governable.

—

«. Man'ageableness. — adv. Man'ageably. — ns.

Management, art or act of managing : manner
of directing or of using anything : admmistration :

skilfid treatment : a body of managers : Man'ager,
one who manages : a jjerson who controls a business
or other concern.

—

adj. Manage'rial, of or pertain-

ing to a manager, or to management. [Fr. manege,
the managing of a horse— It. tnatieggio—L. manus,
the liand.)

Manakin, man'a-kin, «. a small tropical American
piproid bird : a variant form of manikin.

Manatee, man-a-te', ». an aquatic animal— also

called the Sea-co-w or Dugong ((\.v .).

Manche, manch, ». (her.) a sleeve : the neck of a
violin, &c. [Fr.)

Manchester goods, man'ches-ter goods, «.//. goods
or articles made in lilaiic/ifster, esp. cotton and
woollen cloths : similar goods made eUewhere.

Manchet, man'chet, ». (Tenn.) a small loaf or cake of
fine white bread. [Ety. dub.)

Manchette, man-shet', «. an ornamental cuff.

Manchineel, manch-i-nel', «. a West Indian tree,

remarkable for the poisonous qualities of its juice,

and having a fruit resembling a small apple. [Sp.

manzanillo, a small apple.)

Manchu, ManchOO, man-chSO', ». one of the race

from which Manchuria took its name, and which
governed China in the 17th century.—«<//'. of or

pertaining to Manchuria or to its inhabitants. [Chin.,

meaning ' pure.')

Mancipation, man-si-pa'shun, n. in ancient Rome, a
legal formality for acquiring title to property by
actual or liy simulated purchase.

—

v.t. Man'cipato.
—a<ij. Man'cipatory.

Manciple, man'si-pl, «. a steward : a purveyor, parti-

cularly of a college or an inn of court. [O. Fr.,—L.
vianceps, a purchaser—>«a««j, hand, capere, take.]

Mandaean, man-de'an, «. and adj. one of an ancient

and still surviving sect in southern Babylonia, their

religion a corrupt Gnosticism, with many Jewish
and Parsee elements.—Also Metidaites, Nasoreans,
and Sabians, and also Christians 0/ St John,
[Mandaean mandd, knowledge, gnosis.)

Mandamus, man-da'mus, n. a writ or command issued

by a higher court to a lower. [L., 'we aommand'
—inandare, to command.)

Mandarin, man-da-ren', n. a European name for a

Chinese official, civil or military : a small kind of

orange, thought to be of Chinese origin.—«. Man-
dari'nate. (Port, mandarim—Malayan mantrl,

counsellor— Sans, mantra, counsel.)

Mandate, man'dat, «. a charge : a command firom

a superior official or judge to an inferior, ordering

him now to act, esp. from the Pope to a legate, &c. :

a right given to a person to act in name of another :

a rescript of the Pope.

—

ns. Man'datarv, Man'da-
tory, one to whom a mandate is given by a Man'-
dator.—adj. Man'datory, containing a mandate or

command : preceptive : directory. [Fr. mandat—
L. manddtum, manddre—manus, hand, dare, give.)

Mandible, man'di-bl, «. a jaw-bone, esp. that of the
lower jaw.

—

adjs. Mandib'ular, relating to the jaw ;



Mandoline fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Maniple

Mandib'Ulate, -d, liaving mandibles for biting, like

many insects. [L. iHandibula—matuUre, chew.]
M&ndoline, M&ndoUn, man'do-lin, ». a musical instru-

ment somewhat like a lute, having strings, finger-

board, and neck like a guitar.—». Mando'la, a large

mand'iline. [Kr. ,— It. mmuiola, mandora, a lute.]

Mandorla, man-dur'la, n. an oval panel, or a work of

art filling such : the vesica piscis. [It.]

Mandrake, man'drak, K. a plant ot the genus Mandra-
gora, with narcotic properties, once regarded as an
aphrodisiac, shrieking when pulled out of the ground.
- Mandrag'ora (6/rrt>i.). [L.,— Gr. mandrag-oras.]

Mandrel, mau'drel, «. a bar of iron fitted to a turning-

lathe on which articles to be turned are fixed : the

axle of a circular saw.—Also Mandril. [Fr. tiian-

driu ; prob. through Low L. from Gr. mandra.]
Mandrill, man'dril, «. a large kind of baboon, a native

of Western Africa. [Kr.]

Manducate, man'du-kat, v.t. to chew or eat.

—

adj.

Manducable.— ». Manduca'tion.—/i^'. Mandu-
catory. (L. trtanditcdre—tnaitdere, to chew.]

Mane, man, ». the long hair flowing from the neck of
some quadrupeds, as the horse and the lion.

—

adjs.

Maned, having a mane ; Mane'less, without a
mane ; Mane'-Uke ( J'eiin.), like a mane : hanging in

the form of a mane.—«. Mane'-Slieet, a covering for

the upper part of a horse's head. [A.S. manu ; Ice.

ni6n ; Ger. indhne.]

Manage, man-azh', », the managing of horses : the art

of horsemanship or of training horses : a riding-

school.

—

7>.t. to train, as a horse. [Fr. ; cf. tnanage.]
Maneh, ma'ne, n. a Hebrew weight of uncertain value.

SeeMina. [Heb.)
Manequin. Same as Manikin.
Manea, ma'nez, «. (Roman tnyth.) the benevolent or

tutelary spirits of departed persons : the lower world,
as being the abode of the manes. [L. ]

Manet, ma'net, he remains, a stage direction. [L.

3d sing. pres. ind. of tnanere, to remain.]

Manga, man'ga, «. a covering for a cross.

Mangabey, mang'ga-ba, «. a slender and agile African
monkey.

Mangal, man'gal, «. a Turkish brazier for charcoal.

Manganese, mang-ga-nez', or many'ga-nez, «. a hard
and brittle metal of a grayish-white colour, some-
what like \ron.~adjs. Mangane'sian, Mangane'sic,
Manganic, Mang'anous; Manganif'erous.— «.

Mang'anite, gray ore of manganese, used in glass
nianufaciure. [O. Fr. manganese, a material used
in 111 iking glass, prob. from It. and cog. with
magnesia, ]

Mange, manj, «._ the scab or itch which eats the .skin

of domestic animals. [From adj. mangy.]
Mangel-wurzel, mang'gl-wur'zl, «. a plant of the beet

kind cultivated as food for cattle.—Al.so Mang'Old-
VUr'zeL [Ger. mangold, beet, ivurzel, root.]

Manger, manj'fer, «. a trough in which food is laid
for horses and cattle.—Dog in the manger, one
who will neither enjoy something himself nor let

others do so—also adjectively. (O. Fr. inangeoire—
mangier, to eat—L. manducus, a glutton

—

tnan-
derc, to chew.]

Mangle, mang'gl, v.t. to cut and bruise : to tear in
cutting: to mutilate: to take by piecemeal.

—

«. Mang'ler. [Skeat suggests a freq. form of O. Fr.
mahaiguer, to maim

—

mehaing, a hurt.]
Mangle, mang'gl, «. a rolling-press for smoothing

linen.—-/./. to smooth with a mangle : to calender.

—

«. Ihlang'ler. [Dut. maugeUn, to roll with a rolling-
pin, through Low L., from Gr. manganon, the axis
of a pulley.]

MaJlgO, mang'gO, n. the fruit of the mango-tree of the
East Indies : a green musk-melon pickled. [Malay
mangga.]

Mangonel, mang'go-nel, «. an engine used before the
invention ofcannon for throwing stones, &c. (O. Fr.,—Low L. mangontllus—Gr. manganon, a machine
for throwing stones.]
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Mangostan, mang'go-stan, Mangosteen, mang'go-
sten, «. an East Indian tree, and its fruit, which is

of a most delicious taste. [Malay.]
Mangrove, man'grOv, n. a tree which grows on muddy

shores and river-banks in the East and West Indies.
[Malayan.]

Mangy, mSnj'i, adj. scabby.

—

k. Mang'lneSS. [Angli-
cised form of Fr. mang^, eaten, pa. p. of manger, to

eat—L. manducdre, to chew.]
Mania, ma'ni-a, 71. violent madness : insanity : exces-

sive or unreasonable desire. —n. Ma'niac, a person
affected with mania : a madman.—«<//'. raving mad.—adj. Maniacal (ma-ni'akal).—rt^r'?/. Manl'acally.
[L.,—Gr. manta ; cf. menos, mind.]

Manicate, man'i-kat, adj. (bot.) covered with hairs so
matted or interwoven as to be easily stripped off.

[L. matiicdins, sleeved

—

manicet, long sleeves. ]

ManichaBan, ManiChean, man-i-ke'an, adj. pertain-
ing to the Manichees or followers of Mani, a native
of Ecbatana (215-276 a.d.), who taught that every-
thing sprang from two chief principles, light and
darkness, or good and evil.

—

n. a believer in

Manichseanism—also Man'ichee.

—

us. Manicbss'-
anism, Maniche'ism, the doctrines of the Mani-
chaeans.

Manicure, man'i-kur, «. the care of hands and nails :

one who practises this.— 7^/. to treat the hands and
nails. [L. inanus, hand, cura, care.]

Manifest, man'i-fest, adj. that may be easily seen by
the eye or perceived by the mind ; clear : apparent

:

evident.

—

v.t. to make clear or easily seen : to show
plainly : to put beyond doubt : to reveal or declare.
—«. an open or public statement : a list or invoice of
a ship's cargo to be exhibited at the custom-house.
— adjs. Manifestable, Manlfest'ible, that can be
manifested or clearly shown. — «. Manifesta'tlon,
act of disclosing what is dark or secret : that by
which something is manifested or shown: display:
revelation.—rtrfz'. Man'ifestly.—«. Man'ifestness,
state of being manifest. [Fr. , — L. tnani/esius—
manus, the hand, -/estus, pa.p. of obs. /endere, to

dash against.]

Manifesto, inan-i-fest'5, n. a public written declara-

tion of the intentions, opinions, or motives of a

sovereign or of a leader of a party.

—

v.i. (rare) to

issue a manifesto. [It.,—L. ; see Manifest.]
Manifold, man'i-fOld, adj. various in kind or quality

:

many in number: multiplied.— drt^'. Man'ifolded
(.'ifiens.), having many folds or complications.

—

adv.
Manifoldly.—«. Man'ifoldness.

Maniform, man'i-form, adj. having the shape or form
of a hand. [L. manus, the hand, ji>rma, a shape.]

Manigrapta, man'i-graf, «. a device for multiplying
copies of writings or drawings.

Manitiot, man'i-hot, «. a genus of tropical American,
mainly Brazilian, herbs of the spurije family—two
species yielding the bitter and the sweet cassava
respectively.

Manikin, man'i-kin, «. a dwarf: a pasteboard model
exhibiting the different parts and organs of the
human body. [Old Dut. mann-ek-en, a double dim.
(A man, Eng. man.]

Manila, Manilla, ma-nil'a, ». a cheroot manufactured
in Manila, in the Philippine Islands.

Manilla, ma-nil'a, «. a ring worn as an ornament on
the arm or leg, or used as money among the tribes of
West Africa.—Also Ma'nilio, Manille'. [Low L.
manilia, a bracelet— L. manus, the hand.]

Manille, ma-nil', n. in ombre and quadrille, the
highest card but one. [Fr.)

Manioo, ma'ni-ok, «. a tropical plant from which
cassava and tapioca are obtained. — Also written
Man'dioc, Ma'nihoo, Ma'nlhot. [Sp. mandioca—
lirazilian.)

Maniple, man'i-pl, n, a company of foot-soldiers in the
Roman army : in the Western Church, a eucharistic
vestment, a narrow strip worn on the left arm.

—

adj.
Manip'ular, of or pertaining to a maniple ; i)ertain-



Manipulate mGte ; mute ; mron ; Men. Manufacture

ing to handling or manipulation. (L. manipulus—
munziSy the hand^ piere, to fill.]

Manipulate, ma-mp'u-lat, v.t to work with the hands.— v.i. to use the hands, esp. in scientific experi-
ments : to handle or manage : to give a false appear-
ance to : to turn to one's own purpose or advantage.—«. Maillpula'tion, act of manipulating or working
by hand : use of the hands in a skilful manner in

science or in ast.—adjs. Manipulative, Manipula-
tory, done by manipulation. —n. Manipulator, one
who manipulates or works with the hand. [L.OW L.

manipuUire, -dtum. See Maniple.]
Manis, ma'nis, n. the pangolin or scaly ant-eater.

Manito, man'i-tO, n. a .-spirit or other object of rever-
ence among some of the American Indiaiu.—Also
Manitou. [.•^Igonkin.]

Manna, man'a, It. the food supplied to the Israelites

in the wilderness of Arabia: clelicious food for body
or mind : a sweet juice or gum got from many trees,

as the ash of Sicily. —arf/'. Manniferous. [Heb.
mdit hu, what is it ? or from man, a gift.]

Manner, man'er, «. the way in which anything is

done : method : fashion : personal style of acting or
bearing one's self: h-ibit : custom: style of writing
or of thought : sort : style : (//.) morals : good
behaviour : character : respectful deportment.

—

atij.

Mannered, having manners (esp. in compounds,
as well- or ill-mannered) : affected with mannerism :

artificial: stilted. —>u. Mann'erism, a constant
sameness of manner : a marked peculiarity of style

or manner, esp. in literary composition : manner
or style becoming wearisome by its sameness ;

Mann'erist, one addicted to mannerism. — adj.

Manneristic—rt^z'. Manneris'tically.—«. Mann'-
erliness.

—

a^ij. Mann'erly, showing good manners :

well-behaved: complaisant: not rude.

—

tuiv. with
good manners : civilly : respectfully : without rude-
ness.—By no manner of means, under no circum-
stances whatever ; In a manner, to a certain
degree : In, or With, the manner (B.), in the very
act : Make one's manners, to salute a person on
meeting by a bow, courtesy, &c. ; Shark's manners,
rapacity ; To the manner bom, accustomed to

something from birth. [Fr. maniirt—main — L.
manus, the hand.]

Manning, man'ing, H. the act of supplying with
men.

Mannite, man'It, «. a sweetish crystalline compound
found in celery, sea-grasses, the dried sap of the
flowering ash, &c.

ManoBUVre, ma-nSS'ver, or ma-nii'-, n. a piece of
dexterous management : stratagem : a skilful and
clever movement in military or naval tactics.

—

v.t.

to perform a manoeuvre : to manage with art : to

change the position of troops or of ships : to affect

or to gain by manrEuvres.—«. ManOBU'vrer, (Fr.,

—Low L. Dianuopera—L. maHu, by hand, opera,
work. Cf. maHure.\

Manometer, man-om'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the rarity or density of gases from their

elastic force—:<lsoMan'oscope.

—

adjs. Manomet'ric,
-al.— w. ManOS'COpy. [Gr. manos, rare, tnetron,

measure.]
Manor, man'or, «. the land belonging to a nobleman,

or so much as he formerly kept for his own use : the
district over which the court of the lord of the manor
had authority : a tract of land in America for which
a fee-farm rent was paid.

—

ns. Man'or-house, -Seat,
the house or seat belonging to a manor.

—

adj. Mano"-
rial. pertaining to a manor. [O. Fr. manoir—L.
»ianere, mansum, to stay.)

Manqu^, mang'ka, adj. spoiled : defective : off : lost

:

missed. [Fr.]

Mansard-roof, man'sard-rOof, n. a form of roof having
a break in the slope, the lower part being steeper
than the upper, so called from the.architect, Francois
Mansart (1598- 1666).

Manse, mans, n. the residence of a clergyman, esp.

of Presbyterians in Scotland. [O. Fr.,-^L.ow L.
titansa, a farm

—

tnanere, tnansiis, to remain.]

Mansion, maa'shun, n. a house, esp. one of some size :

a manor-house : the dwelling of a nobleman or a
landholder: (B.) a resting-place.

—

tis. Man'slon-
house, a mansion : the official residence of the

l^ord Mayor of London ; Man'Sionry [Shiik.), a
mansion, place of residence. [O. Fr.,—L. tnamion-
tnt—maiiere, mansus, to remain.]

Mansuetude, mau's-ve-tud, ». gentleness : tameness :

mildness.—d^. Mansuete {rare), mild. [Fr.,—L.
tnaiisuetuiio, mildness.]

Manswom, man'swom, /.«<//. {obs.) perjured. [.\.S.
maiisiverian, to swear falsely.]

Mantel, man'tl, n. the ornamental shelf over a fire-

place.—Also Man'tel-piece, Man'tel-shelf.
MantiC, man'tik, adj. relating to divination: pro-

phetic. [Gr. mautikos—mantis, a prophet.]
Manticore, man'ti-kOr, n. a fabulous beast of prey

with a human head. [Fr.,—L.,— Gr. mautichoras.]
Mantilla, man-til'a, «. a small mantle : a kmd of

veil covering tlie head and falling down upon the
shoulders. [Sp.; cf. Jiiantie.]

Mantis, man'tis, n. a genus of orthopterous insects
somewhat like locusts, carrying their large spinous
forelegs in the attitude of prayer. [Gr. mantis.]

Mantle, man'tl, «. a covering : a cloak or loose outer
garment : (zooi.) the thin fleshy membrane lining

a mollusc's shell : a conical wire-network covered
with some highly refractory earth that becomes
luminous under a flame.

—

v.i. to cover : to disguise.— -'.i. to spread like a mantle : to revel : to joy : to

froth : to rush to the face and impart a crimson
glow, as blood.

—

ns. Man'tlet, Mantelet, a small
cloak for women : (^ort.) a movable shield or
screen to protect an attacking force, or gunners
while serving their guns ; Mantling, cloth suitable

for mantles : (her.) the representation of a mantle,
or the drapery of a coat-of-arms. [O. Fr. mantel
(Fr. manteau)— L. tnantelium, a napkin.]

Mantology, man-tol'o-ji, «. the act or art of divina-

tion.—n. Mantologist.
Manton, man'tim, «. a shawl or wrap. [Sp.,

—

manta,
a cloak. Same root as mantle.]

Mantra, man'tra, ». a Vedic hymn ofpraise : the matter
of the Sanhila or first division of the Veda : a sacred

text used as an incantation. [Sans., 'thought.']

Mantua, man'tu-a, n. a lady's cloak or mantle : a
lady's go^un—(Scot.) Mant'y.—«. Man'tua-malTer,
a maker of ladies' gowns and dresses. (Prob. arose

through confusion of manieau (It. manto) with
Mantua, in Italy.]

Mantuan, man'tu-an, adj. of or pertaining to Mantua
in Italy, or to the poet Virgil or his works.— «. a
native of Mantua, e<p. V^irgil.

Manual, man'u-al, adj. pertaining to the hand : done,

made, or used by the hand.

—

n. drill in the use of

weapons, &c. : a handbook : a handy compendium
of a large subject or treatise : the key-board of an
organ, &c. : an old office-book like the modem R.C.
ritual.—adv. Man'ually.—Manual alphabet, the

letters made by the deaf and dumb with the hand in

conversation; Manual exercise, the exercise by
which soldiers are made to handle their arms. [L.

nianualis - ntanus , the hand.]
Manubrium, ma-nu'bri-um, «. the presternum of

most mammals : in organ-building, a stop-knob or

handle.—(i^/;. Manubriated. [L., 'a handle.']

Manufacture, man-u-fakt'ur, v.t. to make from raw
materials by any means into a form suitable for use.
—v.i. to be occupied in manufactures.

—

x. the pro-

cess of manufacturing : anything manufactured.

—

n.

Manufact'ory, a factory or place where goods are

manufactured.— adj. Manufact'uraL— n. Manu-
facturer, one who manufactures. —p.adj. Manu-
facturing, pertaining to manufactures. [Fr.,—L.
tnatius, the hand, factura, a making, from Jacirtf
/actum, to make.]



Manumit fate, fiir ; me, her ; mine ;
Marcjlonltd

Manumit, man-u-mit', v.i. to release from slavery:

to set free, as a slave:

—

fr.p. manumit'ting ; pa.t.

anil pa./>. manumit'ted.—«. ManumiSS ion, act of

manumitting or setting free from slavery. [L. manu-
mittere— titanus, the hand, mittere, missum, to

send.]

Manumotor, nian-u-m5'tor, «. a small wheel-carriage

moved by the hand of tlie person in it.

—

adj. MailU-
motive. [L. manus, hand, motor, a mover.]

Manure, man-ur', v.t. to enrich land with any fertilising

substance.—«. any substance applied to land to make
it more fruitful.

—

ns. Manur'anoB (Spens.), cultiva-

tion ; Manur'er.—«((;. Manu'riaL—«. Manur'ing,
a dressing or spreading of manure on land. [Contr.

of Fr. manaeuvrer. See Manoeuvre.]
Manus, ma'nus, «. the hand, the corresponding part

of an animal's fore-limb.

Manuscript, man'u-skript, adj. written by the hand

:

not printed.—«. a book or paper written by the

hand.

—

adj. Manuscript'al. IL. inaims, the hand,
scribere, scripcinn, to write.]

Manx, mangks, «. the language of the Isle of Man,
belonging to the Gadhelic branch of Celtic.

—

adj.

pertaining to the Isle of Man or to its inhabitants.

Many, men'i, adj. consisting of a great number of
individuals: not few: numerous:

—

comp. More
(inSr); superl. Most (mOst).— «. many persons: a
great number: (with def. art.) the people.

—

adj.

Man'y-Sid'ed, having many qualities or aspects :

not narrow-minded.

—

n. Man'y-Sid'edness.—The
many, the crowd. [A.S. tna}iig.\

Manyplies, men'i-pllz, ti.sing. and pi. the third

stomach of a ruminant—the oiuastitn ox psalteriutii.

—Also Man'iplies and Mon'yplies.
Manzanilla, man-za-ml'a, «. a very dry and light

kind of sherry, esp. that produced in the district of

San Lucarde Barrameda in Spain. [Prob. from the

town near Seville.]

Maori, mow'ri, or ma'O-ri, n. a native of New Zealand :

—//. Mao'riS. [A New Zealand word signifying

native or indigenous.]
Maormor, miir mor, «. a royal steward in ancient

Scotland. [Gael., niaor, tnaer, steward, »ior, great.]

Map, map, «. a representation of the surface of the

earth, or of part of it on a plane surface : a similar

drawing of the stars in the sky.

—

v.t. to draw in the

form of a map, as the figure of any portion of land :

to describe clearly :

—

pr.p. map'ping ; pa.t. and
pa.p. mapped. ~ns. Map'-meas'urer, an instrument
(or measuring distances other than in straight lines

on a map; Map' - mount'er, one who mounts
maps, or backs them with canvas and fixes them on
rollers, &c. ; Map'pery {Shtik.), the art of planning
and designing maps ; Map'piSt. — Map OUt, to

mark down the chief points clearly. [L. tnappa,
a napkin, a painted cloth, orig. Punic]

Maple, ma'pl, n. a tree of several species, from one
of which, the rock-maple, sugar is made.

—

adj. of or
pertaining to maple. [A.S. tnapui, maple.]

Maqui, ma'kwi, «. an evergreen shrub, native of
Chili, producing a berry yielding wine.

Mar, mar, v.t. to injure by wounding or by cutting off

a part : to damage : to interrupt : to disfigure :
-

pr.p. mar'ring ; pa.t. and pa.p. marred. [A.S.
ntcrran, tnirran ; cf. Dut. iitarren, to retard.]

Marabou, mar'a-beo, n. a species of Indian stork, the

feathers of which arc much used as ornaments by
ladies : a very white raw silk.

Marabout, mar'a-bOOt, «. one of a priestly race of
Mohammedans in Northern Africa. [Ar.J

Marab, ma' ra, ». bitterness : something bitter. [Heb.]
Maranatha, mar-a-na'tha, or mar-a-nath'a, n. See
Anathema.

Maraschino, mar-as-kS'no, M. a liqueur distilled from
a species of cherry grown in Dalmatia. [It.,

—

tnarasca, amarasca, a sour cherry— L. atttdnts,

bitter.)

Marasmus, ma-ra/mus, ». a wasting of flesh without

apparent disease, a kind of consumption. [Or.

niarasmos—niaraineiii, to decay.]

Marathi, ma-ra'thi, «. the language of the Mahrattas.
—Also Mahrat'ti.

Maraud, ma-rawd', v.i. to rove in quest of plunder.

—

«. Maraud'er, one who roves in quest of booty or

plunder. [Fr. maraud, rogue ;
prob. O. Fr. mar-ir,

to wander—Old High Ger. marrjan, to hinder.]

Maravedl, mar-a-va'dl, ;/. the smallest copper coin of

Spain, less than a farthing. [Sp.,—Ar. Murdbittn,
the dynasty of the Almoravides (1086-1147 a.d.).)

Marble, mar'bl, «. any species of limestone taking a
high pohsh : that which is made of marble, as a work
of art : a little ball used by boys in play.

—

adj. made
of marble : veined like marble : hard : insensible.

—

v.t. to stain or vein like marble.

—

adjz. Mar'ble-

breast'ed, hard-hearted, cruel ; Marble-con'stant,
constant or firm as marble, immovable.—«. Mar'ble-
CUt'ter, one who hews marble : a machine for

cutting m^rhXe.—adjs. Marble-edged, having the

edges marbled, as a book ; Mar'ble-heart'ed, hard-

hearted, insensible. — ns. MarT)le-pa'per, paper
coloured in imitation ofvariegated marble ; Mar'Dler

;

Marbling, the act of veining or painting in imitation

of marble.

—

adv. Mar'bly, resembling marble, in

the manner of marble.—Elgin marbles, a collection

of marbles obtained chiefly from the Parthenon by
Lord Elgin in 181 1, now in the British Museum.
[O. Fr. 7narbre—L. titarmor; cf. Gr. martnaros,
marmairein, to sparkle.]

Marcando, mar-kan'do, adj. and adv. (mits.) with
distinctness or precision.— Also Marca'to. [It.,

iiiairare, to mark.]
Marcasite, mar'ka-sTt, «. an iron ore, a variety of

pyrites (q. v.). [Fr. ; prob. of Ar. origin.]

Marcescent, mar-ses'ent, adj. withering, decaying.

—

adj. Marcesc'ible, that may wither. [L. marcescens,
-entis, pr.p. of tuarcescere—ntarcere, to fade.]

March, march, «. the third month of the year, named
from Mars, the god of war. [L. Martins (mensis),
(the month) of Mars.]

March, march, «. a border : boundary of a territory

:

—used chiefly in //. March'es.^z'./. to border: to

be adjacent.

—

us. March'man, a borderer ; March'-
treason, the betrayal of a border or march to an
enemy.—Riding the marches, a ceremony in which
the magistrates and chief men of a city ride on horse-

back round the bounds of the property of the city,

so as to mark plainly what are its limits. [A.S.
mearc ; doublet ol w^rX-.]

March, march, v.i. to move in order, as soldiers : to

walk in a grave or stately manner.

—

v.t. to cause to

march.—«. themovement of troops : regular advance :

a piece of music fitted for marching to : the distance
passed over.—March past, the march of a body of
soldiers in front of one remaining stationary to review
them; Forced march, a maich in which the men
are vigorously pressed forward for combative or
strategic purposes ; Rogue's march, music played
in derision of a person when he is expelled as a
soldier, &c. [ Fr. marcher. Ety. dub. ; ace. to

Sclieler, prob. from L. marctts, a hammer (cf. ' to

beat time ') ; others suggest root of march, a
frontier.]

M^rchen, Miihrchen, marh'hen, n.sing. and //. a
siory or fable, a folk-tale. [Ger.]

Marchioness, miir'shun-es, Marchesa, mar-che'za, n.

feminine of MarquiS.
Marchpane, miirch'pan, «. {Shak!) a kind of sweet

bread or biscuit composed of sugar, almonds, and a
small quantity of flour. [Fr. jnassepain, the latter

part of the word being from L. panis, bread.]
Marcld, mar'sid, adj. withered, wasted.
Marcionite, mar'shun-It, «. and adj. a follower of
Marcion of Sinope (died 165 a.d.), who, partly
under Gnostic influences, constructed an ethico-
dualistic philosophy of religion, with rigorously
ascetic practices. He claimed alone to have under-
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stood Paul aright, and accepted as authoritative
his own version of Luke and ten of Paul's epistles.

—

Hs. Mar'cionist ; Mar'cionitism.
Marcobrunner, mar'ko-brSSn-er, n. a remarkably fine

white wine, produced in Erbach, near Wiesbaden

—

from the Markbrunnen fountain hard by.
Mare, mar, «. the female of the horse.

—

ns. Mare'S*-
nest, a supposed discovery which turns out to be a
hoax ; Mare'S-tail, a tall, erect marsh plant of the
genus Hifipuris : (f>/.) long straight fibres of gray
cirrus cloud ; Shazik's'-IIiare, a person's own legs,

as a means of travelling.—The gray mare Is the
better horse, the wife rules her husband. [A.S.
mere, fem. oiniearh, a horse ; cog. with Ger. tndhre.
Ice. marr, W. march, a horse.]

Mareschal, mar'shal. Same as Marshal.
Margarine, maKgar-in, «. the solid ingredient of
human fat, olive-oil, &c.—so called from its pearly
lustre : oleo-margarine or imitation butter (see under
Olein).—rt<^'. Margar'lc—«. Mar'garite, one of
tlie brittle micas. [L. margnrila—Or. mnrgarites,
a pearl.]

Margay, mar'gS, «. a spotted S. American tiger-cat.

Margin, mar'jm, n. an edge, border : the blank edge
on the page of a book : something allowed more than

is needed, in case of unforeseen things happening : a
sum of money, or its value in securities, deposited

with a broker to protect him against loss on trans-

actions made on account : a deposit made by each
of two brokers, parties to a contract, when one is

'called up' by the other.

—

v.t. to furnish with mar-
gins, enter on the margin.

—

ns. Marge, Marg'ent
ipoet.\ edge, \>x\nV.—adjs. Marged ; Mar'ginal,
Sertaining to a margin : placed in the margin.— '/.

largina'lia, notes written on the margin.

—

v.t. Mar'-
g^alise.tofiirnishwith notes.

—

adt'. Slar'ginally.

—

adjs. Mar'ginate, -d, having a margin ; Mar'glned.

—

Marginal credit, a method by which a merchant at

home can render bills drawn upon him abroad sale-

able there, by associating a well-known banker's
name on their margin with his own ; Marginal
notes, notes written or printed on the margin of a
lx>ok or writing. [L. margo, marginis : cf. mark.'\

Margrave, mar'grav, H. a German nobleman of rank
equivalent to an English marquis :

—

fem. Marg^a-
vme (mar'gra-ven). — Ks. Mar'gravate, Margra'-
Viate, the jurisdiction or dignity of a margrave.
[Dut. /narkgraayiGcr. markgraf)—mark, a border,

graaf, a count : cf. Ger. graf, A.S. gere/a, Eng.
ree:e and she-riflf.\

Marguerite, mar ge-rSt, «. the common garden daisy :

the o.x-eye daisy : the China aster.

Marian, ma'ri-an, adj. relating to the Virgin Mary : to

the great Roman general Caius Marius : to Queen
Mary of England.

Marigold, mar'i-gSld, «. a name applied to several
composite plants bearing yellow flowers. [From the
Virgin Mary and goid.]

Marine, ma-ren', adj. of or belonging to the sea : done
at sea: representing the sea: near the sea.— «.

a soldier serving on shipboard : the whole navy
of a country or state: naval affairs: a sea-piece in

painting.—>«. Mar'igraph, a self-registering tide-

gauge ; Marinade', a liquor or pickle in which
fish or meat is steeped before cooking, to improve
the flavour.

—

v.t. Mar'inate, to salt or pickle.—«.
Mar'iner, a .seaman or sailor : one who assists in

navigating ships.—Marine acid, hydrochloric acid ",

Marine boiler, a boiler fitted for use in steamships ;

Marine engine, an engine fitted for use in a steam-
ship : Marine insurance, insurance of ships or their

cargoes when at sea ; Marine Soap, a kind of coco-
nut-oil soap, adapted for washing with sea-water

;

Marine store, a place where old ships' materials are
bought and sold.—Tell that to tie marines, a
phrase expressive of disbelief and ridicule, from the
sailor's contempt for the marine's ignorance of sea-

manship. [Fr.,—L. marinus—mare, .sea.]

Martolatry, ma-ri-ol'a-tri, n. the undue worship of the
V'irgin Mary—the veneration paid to her is strictly

Hyperdulia.—n. Mariol'ater, one who practises
mariolatry. [L. Maria, Mar>', Gr. latreta, worship.]

Marionette, mar-i-o-net', ». a puppet moved by strings,

a puppet-show. [Fr.]

Mariotte s law. See Law.
Mariput, mar'i-put, n. the African zoril.

Marischal, a Scotch form of marshal.
Marish, mar'ish, ». and adj. Same as Marsh.
Marist, ma'rist, «. a member of a modern R.C. con-

gregation for teaching.

—

adj. devoted to the service

of the Virgin.

Marital, mar'i-tal, adj. pertaining to a husband : of
the nature of a marriage.—«. Marita'gium, in the
feudal system, the right of the lord of the fee to

dispo'ie of the heiress, later also of the male heir, in

marriage. [Fr. ,— L. tnaritalis—maritus, a husband—mas, maris, a male.]
Maritime, mar'i-tim, adj. pertaining to the sea: re-

lating to navigation or to naval aflairs : situated

near the sea : living on the shore, littoral—opp. to

Marine : having a navy and a naval commerce. [L.

maritimus—mare, sea.]

Marjoram, mar'jo-ram, «. an aromatic plant used as

a seasoning in cookery. [Fr. marjolaine—Low L.
majoraca—L. amaracus—Gr. atnarakos.\

Mark, mark, «. a visible sign : any object serving

as a guide : that by which anything is known : a
badge: a trace, impression, proof: any visible effect

:

symptom : a thing aimed at or striven for : an at-

tainable point : a character made by one who cannot
write : any impres.sed sign or stamp : a physical

peculiarity : distinction : a boundary, limit : in

medieval times, a tract of common land belonging
to a community.

—

x>.t. to make a mark on anything :

to impress with a sign : to take notice of: to regard.
—v.i. to take particular notice.

—

adj. Marked, dis-

tinguished : prominent : notorious.— rta'r'. Mark'edly,
noticeably.

—

tis. Mark'er, one who marks the score

at games, as at billiards : a counter used at card-

playing, &c. : the soldier who forms the pivot round
which a body of soldiers wheels; Marking, act of

making a mark : a mark made upon anythiiig

;

Mark'ing-ink, indelible ink, used for marking
clothes ; Mark'ing-nut, the fruit of an East Indian

tree of the cashew family, yielding a black juice

used in marking cloths ; Mark'man, one of the

community owning a mark ; Marks'man, one good
at hitting a mark: one who shoots well.—Mark
down, set down in writing, put a note of; Mark
out, to lay out the plan or outlines of anything

;

Mark time, to move the feet alternately in the same
manneras in marching, but without changing ground.

—A man of mark, a well-known or famous man

;

Beside the mark, not properly referring to the

matter in hand ; God Wess, or Save, the mark, or

Save the mark, a phrase expressing ironical aston-

ishment or scorn, from the usage of archery ; MakO
one's mark, to leave a lasting impression : to gain

great influence ; Toe the mark, to stand to one's

obligations, facing the consequences ; Trade mark,
a distinctive mark put on goods, &c., to show by
whom they were made; Up to the mark, good

enough, measured by a certain standard. [A.S.

mearc, a boundary ; Ger. mark, Goth, marka.]
Mark, mark, «. an obsolete English coin =135. 4d.

:

a coin of the present German Empire = about one

shilling : a silver coin of Hamburg = about is. 4d.

[.\.S. marc, another form of the above word.]

Market, mar'ket, n. a public place for the purposes of

buying and selling : the time for the market : sale :

rate of sale: value.—z'./. to deal at a market : to buy
and sell.— »/j. MarketaWl'ity, Mar'ketaWeness.-
adj. Mar'ketable, fit for the market : saleable.

—

ns.

Mar'ket-bell {Shak.), a bell to give notice of the

time : Mar'ket-CrOSS, a cross anciently set up where
a market was held ; Market-day, the fixed day on
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which a market is usually held ; Mar'keter ; Mar'-
ket-gar'den, a garden in which fruit and vege-
tables are grown for market ; Mar'ket-gar'dener

;

Mar'ket-house, a building in which a market is

held ; Mar'keting, the act or practice of buying
and selling in market ; Mar'ket-place, the open
space in a town where markets are held ; jVIar'ket-

price, the price at which anything is sold in the

market : the current price ; Mar'ket-town, a town
having the privilege of holding a public market.
[Through the O. Fr. (Fr. marcli^. It. mercato),

from L. mercatus, trade, a market

—

merx, mer-
chandise.]

Marl, marl, n. a fat earth or clay often used as manure.—v.t. to cover with marl.

—

adj. Maria'Ceous, hav-

ing the qualities of marl : like marl.

—

n. Mar'lite, a
variety of marl.—a^i. Marlific; Mar'ly, like marl:
abounding in marl.—«. Marl'stone, argillaceous
limestone. [O. Fr. marie (Fr. marne)—Low L.
inargiia, a dim. of L. marg^a, marl.]

Marline, mar'lin, n. a small rope for winding round a
larger one to keep it from bemg worn by rubbing.

—

v.t. Marline, Marl, to bind or wind round with
marline.—«. Mar'linespike, an iron tool, like a
spike, for separating the strands of a rope in splicing.

[Dut. tnarlijn, marling—tnarren, to bind, //;'«, a
rope—Fr. ligne : cf. >«(7orand liiie.^

Marmalade, mar'ma-lSd, n. a jam or preserve gener-
ally made of the pulp of oranges, originally of
qumces. [Fr., from Port, ntarmelada—tnarntelo,
a quince— L. ntelinzeluin—Gr. nielimelon, a sweet
apple

—

melt, honey, jtielon, an apple.]

MarmoraCeOUS, mar-mo-ra'shus, adj. belonging to, or
like, marble.

—

adjs. Mar'morate, -d, covered with
marble : variegated like marble.—«. Mannora'tion.— adj's. Marmo'real, Marmo'rean, belonging to, or
like, marble. [L. marjiior, marble.]

Marmose, mar'mOs, «. one of several small South
American opossums.

Marmoset, mar'mo-zet, «. a small variety of American
monkey. [Fr. marmotiset, a little grotesque figure

beside a fountain—L. tnarmor, marble.]
Marmot, milr'mot, «. a rodent animal, about the

size of a rabbit, which inhabits the higher parts
of the Alps and Pyrenees. [It. marmotto—

•

Romansch murmont—L. nius tnontanus, mountain-
mouse.]

Maronite, mar'O-nlt, n. one of a sect of Christians who
live on or around the mountains of Lebanon. [St
Maron, about 400 A.D., or John Maron, a patriarch
of the sect in the 7th century.]

Maroon, ma-rOOn', n. a brownish crimson. [Fr.
marrott, a chestnut— It. ntarrone, a chestnut.]

Maroon, ma-rO?5n', «. a fugitive slave living on the
mountains, in the West Indies.

—

v.t. to put on shore
on a desolate island.

—

ks. Maroon'er ; Maroon'ing.
[Fr. marron—Sp. cimarron, wild

—

cinui, a moun-
tain-summit— L. cyma—Gr. kyma.]

Maroquin, mar'o-kwin, «. leather prepared from goat-
skin : morocco leather. [Fr.]

Marplot, mar'plot, n. one who mars or defeats a plot
or design by interference where he has no right.

Marprelate, mar-prel'at, adj. pertaining to the series
of vigorous pamphlets against prelacy issued in

England in 1588-9, in spite of severe repression.
Marque, mark, «. a license to pass the marches or

limits of a country for the purpose of making re-

prisals: a ship commissioned for making captures.
—Letter-of-marque (see Letter). [Fr.]

Marquee, mar-ke', «. a large field-tent. [For marquees,
the .r being dropped as if a plural, from Fr. marquise,
ace. to Littre, orig. a marchioness's tent.]

Marc^Uetry, mark'et-ri, «. work inlaid with pieces of
various-coloured wood. [Fr. viarqueterie—mar-
queter, to inlay

—

marque, a mark.]
Ifarquis, mar'kwis, Marquess, mar'kwes, K. a title

of nobility next below that of a duke, first given in

England in x-^d-.-fem. Mar'oliloness.—w. Mar'-

Marquis's Coronet.
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qulsate, the dignity or lordship of a marquis ; Mar-
qulse (mar-kez'), in France, a marchioness : a style

of parasol about 1850. [O.
Fr. markis (Fr. marquis, It.

jnarchese)—Low L. tnarc/ien-

sis, a prefect of the marches.]
Marriage, mar'ij, «. the cere-

mony by which a man and
woman become husband and
wife : the union of a man and
woman as husband and wife.

—adj. Marr'iageable, suit-

able, or at a proper age, for marriage.

—

tis. Marr-
iageableness ; Marr'iagecon'tract, an agreement
to be married : an agreement respecting property
by persons about to marry. — «.//. Marr'iage-
fa'vours, knots or decorations worn at a marriage.
— «. Marr'iage-sett'lement, an arrangement of
property, &c. , before marriage, by which some-
thing is secured to the wife or her children, in case
of her husband's death. [O. Fr. mariage. See
Marry.]

Marrow, mar's, n. the soft, fatty matter in the hollow
parts of the bones : the pith of certain plants : the
essence or best part of anything : the inner meaning
or purpose.— ?ij. Marr'OW-bone, a bone containing
marrow : (//.) the knees or the bones of the knees;
Marr'OWfat, a rich kind of pea, called also Dutch
Admiral pea.

—

adj's. Marr'OWish, of the nature of,

or resembling, marrow ; Marr'OWlesS, having no
marrow. — «. Marr'OW-squash {U.S.), vegetable
marrow.

—

adj'. Marr'OWy, full of marrow : strong :

forcible: pithy. [A.'Si. fitearg ; Ger. ?izar/i.}

Marry, mar'i, v.i. to take for husband or wife; to

give in marriage : to unite in matrimony.

—

v.i. to

enter into the married state : to take a husband or
a wife:

—

pr.p. marr'ying ;
pa.i. and/«./. marr'ied.

[Fr. marier— Li. maritare, to marry, maritus, a
husband

—

vias, maris, a male.]
Marry, mar'i, interj. indeed ! forsooth ! [By Afary.]
Mars, marz, «. the Roman god of war : the planet

next to the earth in the order of distance from
the sun. [L. Mars, Mariis.]

Marsala, mar'sa-la, n. a light wine resembling sherry,
from Marsala in .Sicily.

Marseillaise, mar-se-lyaz', or mar-se-Iaz', n. the French
revolutionary hymn composed by Rouget de Lisle

in 1792, sung by the volunteers nf Marseilles as they
entered Pans, 30th July, and when they marched to

the storming of the Tuileries.

Marsh, marsh, «. a tract of low wet land : a morass,
swamp, or fen.

—

adj. pertaining to wet or boggy places.—ns. Marsh'-gas, fire-damp ; Marsh'-harr'ier, a
harrierofgenus C/rc«.f frequenting marshes ; Marsh'i-
ness ; Marsh'-mall'OW, a species of mallow common
in meadows and marshes ; Marsh'-mar'igold, a
genus of plants of the Raituuculus order, having
large yellow flowers like those of a buttercup.

—

adj.

Marsh'y, pertaining to, or produced in, marshes

:

aboundmg in marshes. [A.S. tnersc, for mer-isc, as
if 'mere-ish,' full oi meres. Cf. mere, a pool.]

Marshal, mar'shal, u. an officer charged with the
regulation of ceremonies, preservation of order,
pomts of etiquette, &c. : the chief officer who
regulated combats in the lists: a pursuivant or
harbinger : a herald : in France, an officer of the
highest military rank : {U.S.) the civil officer of a
district, corresponding to the sheriff of a county in

England.

—

v.t. to arrange in order: to lead, as a
herald :—/r./>. mar'shalling ; pa.t. and pa.p. mar'-
shalled.

—

ns. Mar'shaller, one who marshals;
Mar'shalling, act of arranging in due order;
Mar'shalsea, till 1842 a prison in Southwark, under
the marshal of the royal household ; Mar'Shalshlp,
office of marshal. [O. Fr. mareschal (Fr. tnar^-
chaf) ; from Old High Ger. marah, a horse, schalh
(Ger. schalk), a servant.]

Marslpobranchiate, mar-si-po-brang'ki-at, adj. having
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pursed gills, as lampreys, hags, &c.—Also Mar'slpo-
branch.

Uarsupial, mar-su'pi-al, adj. carrying young in a
pouch.—«. a marsupial animal, as the opossum or

the kangaroo.—«. Marsu'pium, a brood-pouch. [L.

7iiarsupit4tH—Gx. ntarsipion, a pouch.]
Mart, mart, «. a place of trade. [Contr. ot i7tarket.\

Martagon, mar'ta-gon, n. the Turk's-cap lily.

Martel, mar'tel, v.t. \SfieHS.) to hammer, to strike.

[Fr. marteUr, It. martello. See MartellO.]
Martello, mar-tel'o, «. a circular fort erected to pro-

tect a coast. [It. martello, a hammer—L. martulus,
marcuius, dim. of marcus, a hammer ; or from
Mortelia Point in Corsica, where a tower of this

kind withstood an English cannonade in 1794.]
Marten, mar'ten, «. a destructive kind of weasel valued

for us fur. [Fr. martre, also marte—Low L. titar-

titris, from a Teut. root seen in Ger. niarder, and

A.S. mear'iS, a marten.]

Mar-text, mar'-tekst, n. an ignorant preacher.

Martial, mar'shal, adj. belonging to Mars, the god of

war, or to the planet Mars : of or belonging to

war, or to the army and navy : warlike : brave.

—

MS. Mar'tlalism ; Mar'tlallst.— rti^r/. Mar'tially.—
Martial law, law enforced during a state of war for

the proper government of armies, and for the punish-
ment of those who break the laws of war. [Fr.,—L.

niartialis—Mars, Martis.\
Martin, mar' tin, n. a bird of the swallow kind.^AIso

Mar'tlnet. [The name Martiti; cf. robin, &c.]
Martinet, mar'tin-et, n. a strict disciplinarian. — n.

Martinet'ism. [From Martinet, a very strict officer

in tlie army of Louis XIV. of France.]
Martingale, mar'tin-gal, «. a strap passing between

a horse's forelegs, fastened to the girth and to the
bit, to keep his head down : in ships, a short spar
under the bowsprit.—Also Mar'tingal. [Fr., from a
kind of breeches worn at Mariigiies in Provence.]

Martinmas, mar'tin-mas, «. the mass or feast of St
Martin : nth Nov., a term-day in Scotland.

Martlet, mSrt'let, «. the martin, the name of a bird :

(^er.) a martin or swallow without feet, used as a
bearing, a crest, or a mark of cadency to designate the
fourth son. [From Fr. viartinet, dim. o{ fnariiu.]

Martyr, mar'ter, H. one who by his death bears wit-

ness to the truth : one who suffers for his belief; one
who suffers greatly from any cause.

—

7'.t. to put to

death for one's belief.— «. Mar'tyrdom, st.ile of
being a martyr : the sufferings or death of a martyr :

torment generally.

—

v.t. iS.&I'tYnse (^Browning), to

offer as a sacrifice : to cause to suffer martyrdom.—

•

adj. Martyrolog'ical.—7/.f. Martyrologist ; Mar-
tyrol'Ogy, a history of martyrs : a discourse on
martyrdom. [A.S.,—L.,—Gr., a witness.]

Marvel, mar'vel, «. a wonder : anything astonishing
or wonderful : astonishment.—r. j. to wonder : to feel

astonishment:

—

/'r.p. mar'veiling
;
/d.^. and /a./,

mar'velled.

—

adj. Mar'vellous, astonishing : almost
or altogether beyond belief: improbable.

—

adv.
Mar'vellously.— «. MaTvellousness. [Fr. f>ier-

veille— L. tnirabilis, wonderful

—

mirari, to wonder.]
Marybud, mari-bud, n. the marigold.
Mascle, mas'kl, «. (her.) a bearing, lozenge-shaped
and perforated : a plate of steel in the form of a
lozenge, used in making scale-armour. — adjs.
Mas'cled, Mascule", Mas'culy. [Fr. macle—'L.
macula, the mesh of a net.]

Mascot, nias'kot; n. a luck-penny or talisman : a person
whose presence brings good luck. [Fr. mascotte.\

Masctlline, mas'ku-lin, adj. of the male sex: having
the cjualities of a man : resembling a man, or suitable
to a man : robust : of a woman, bold, forward, un-
womanly : denoting nouns which are names of males.—n. (grant.) the masculine gender.

—

adv. MaS'CU-
Unely.—«i. Mas ouUneness, Masculinity. [Fr.,
—L. masculittns—ntasculiis, male

—

mas, a male.]
Mash, mash, v.t. to beat into a mixed mass : to

bruise : in brewing, to mix malt and hot water

together.

—

v.i. to act violently.

—

n, a mixture of
ingredients beaten or stirred together, as of bran,
meal, &c., or bran and boiled turnips, &c. , for feed-
ing cattle or horses : in brewing, a mixture of crushed
malt and hot water.

—

ns. Mash'ing ; MaSh'-tub,
Mash'ing-tub, a tub in which the mash in breweries
is mixed.

—

adj. Masb'y, produced by mashing: of
the nature of a mash. ["The noun is older than the
verb, and seems to be connected with mix (A.S.
miscian) ; cf. Mish-mash.}

Masher, mash'er, n. a fellow who dresses showily to
attract the attention of silly young women, a fop.

—

v.t. Mash, to gain the affections of one of the oppo-
site sex, to treat as a sweetheart.—Be mashed on
(slang), to be struck with love for another.

Mashle, Mashy, mash'i, «. a kind of golf-club.

Masjid, mas'jid, «. a Mohammedan mosque.
Mask, Masque, mask, n. anything disguising or con-

cealing the face : anything that disguises : a pre-
tence : a masquerade : a former kind of dramatic
spectacle, in which actors personified mythological
deities, shepherdesses, &c. : a representation or im-
pression of a face in any material, as in marble,
plaster, &c. : a fox's head. — v.i. to cover the face
with a mask : to hide.

—

v.i. to join in a mask or

masquerade : to be disguised in any way : to revel.
— ft. Mas'caron (archit.), a grotesque face on door-
knockers, spouts, &c. — adj. Masked, wearing a
mask, concealed. — us. Masked' -ball, a ball in

which the dancers wear masks ; Mask'er, one who
wears a mask.—Masked battery (see Battery).
[Fr. uiasqtte— Sp. mascara— Ar. ntaskharat, a
jester, man in masquerade.]

Mask, mask, v.t. (Scot.) to steep, infuse.— v.i. to be
infusing. [A form of wi^iA.]

Maslin, mas'lin, «. mixed grain, esp. rye and wheat.
—Also Mash'lln, Mash'lim, Mash'lum.

Mason, ma'sn, n. one who cuts, prepares, and lays
stones: a builder in stone : a member of the society
of freemasons.

—

v.t. to bmld.

—

adjs. Mason'iC, re-

lating to freemasonry ; Ma'sonrled, constructed of

masonry.—«. Ma'sonry, the skill or practice of a
mason : the work of a mason : the art of building in

stone : freemasonry.

—

adj. consisting of mason-work.—«. Master-mason (see under l&ster). [O. Fr.

tnassoH (Fr. nta(on)— Low L. fnacion-ent ; prob.

Teut. ; cf. Mid. High Ger. mezzo, a mason, whence
steintnetz, a stone-mason, cog. with Old High Ger.
meizatt, to hew, whence Ger. meissel, a chisel.]

Masoolah-boat, ma-sOo'Ia-bOt, «. a high many-oared
East Indian surf-boat.—Also Masu'la-boat.

Masque. See Mask.
Masquerade, mask-er-ad', «. an assembly of persons
wearing masks, generally at a ball : disguise.

—

v.i. to

wear a mask : to join in a masquerade : to go in

disguise. — «. Masquerad'er, a person wearing a
mask : a person or thing disguised in any manner.
[Fr. mascarade. See £&Sk.]

Mass, mas, n. a lump of matter : a quantity : a col-

lected body : the main body : magnitude : the prin-

cipal part or main body: quantity of matter in any
body, weight being proportional to mass : (//.) the
lower classes of the people.

—

v.t. to form into a
mass : to bring together in masses.

—

v.i. to assemble
in masses. —rtrf?'. MaSS'ive, bulky: weighty: not
separated into parts or elements : without crystalline

form, geologically homogeneous.

—

adv. Mass'ively.
—ns. Mass'iveness, Mass'iness ; Mass -meet ing,

a public meeting of persons of all classes to discuss

some matter of general interest. — a^'. MaSS'y,
massive, made up of masses. [Fr. masse—L. massa
—Gr. maza—massein, to squeeze together.]

Mass, mas, «. the celebration of the Lord's Supper or

Eucharist in R.C. churches, also the office for the

same : a musical setting of certain parts of the

R.C. liturgy: a church festival or feast-day, as
in Candlemas, Christmas, Martinmas, &c.

—

ns.

Mass'-bell, or Sacring-bell, a bell rung during the



Massa fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Mastiff

celebration of mass, at the elevation of the host
;

Mass'-book, the R.C. missal or service-book : Mass'-
priest, formerly a R.C secular priest, as distinct

from those living under a rule—later, a priest retained

in chantries, &c., to say masses for the dead : a R.C.
priest generally.—Mass for the dead, a funeral mass
for the faithful in Christ, to hasten their release from
purgatory : Conventual mass, a mass for the general

community of a religious house : a mass at which
special remembrance is made of pious founders and
benefactors ; Dry masS, or service, a rite in which
there is neither consecration nor communion ; High
maSiS, a mass celebrated with music, ritual, cere-

monies, and incense ; LoW maSS, the ordinary mass
celebrated without music and incense : Midnight
mass, that mass which is said at midnight on Christ-

mas-eve ; Private mass, any mass where only the

priest communicates, esp. in a private oratorj"

;

Solemn mass, a mass resembling a high mass, but
without some of its special ceremonies ; Votive
mass, a special mass over and above those ordinarily

said for the day, for some particular grace or purpose,
and provided by some individual. [A.S. masse—
Low L. missa—L. missus, mittere, to send away,
from the phrase at the close of service, Ite, missa est

(ecclesia), 'Go, the congregation is dismissed.']
Massa, mas'a, n. a negro corruption of master.
Massacre, mas'a-ker, m. indiscriminate slaughter, esp.

with cruelty: carnage.

—

v.t. to kill with violence and
cruelty : to slaughter. [Fr. : from the Teut., as in Low
Ger. tnaisketty to cut ; cf. Ger. meiz-ger, a butcher.]

Massage, ma-sazh', «. in medicine, a system of treat-

ment in which the manipulation and exercise of parts
(passive tnoz'emetit) are employed for the relief of
morbid conditions—by stroking, pressine:, tapping,
kneading, friction with kneading, &c.

—

v.t. to subject
to massage.— »s. Massa'gist. Masseur' :—Jiem.
Masseuse'. [Fr., from Gr. massein, to knead.]

Masse, ma-sa', ». in billiards, a sharp stroke made
with the cue perpendicular or nearly so. [Fr.]

Masseter, mas-e'ter, «. a muscle which raises the under
jaw, and thus closes the mouth. [Gr. maseter—
mnsasthai, to chew.]

Massicot, mas'i-kot, n. protoxide of lead or yellow
oxide of lead. [Fr.]

Massif, ma-sef, n. a central mountain-mass : an oro-
graphic fault-block. [Fr.]

Massorah, Masora, mas'O-ra, n. the tradition by
which Jewish scholars tried to preserve the text of
the Old Testament—a collection of critical notes on
the text of the Old Testament, first committed to

writing in Tiberias between the 6th and gth cent.

A.D.— the Great Massorah was finally arranged
about the nth century ; the Small Massorah is an
extract therefrom.—«j. Mass'orete, Mass'Orite.—
adjs. Massoret'ic, Masoret'ic.-^Massoretlo points
and accents, the vowel-points in Hebrew furnished
by the Massorah. [Heb., 'tradition.']

Mast, mast, «. a long upright pole for bearing the
yards, rigging, &c. in a ship.

—

v.t. to supply with
a mast or masts.

—

adj. Mast'ed.

—

n. Mast'-head, the
head or top of the mast of a ship.

—

I'.t. to raise to

the mast-head : to punish by sending a sailor to the
mast-head for a certain time.—«. I&ist'-house, the
£lace in dockyards where masts are made.

—

rnij.

[ast'less, having no mast. [A.S. tturst, the stem
of a tree : Ger. mast.]

Mast, mast, «. the fruit of the oak, beech, chestnut,
and other forest trees, on which swine feed : nuts,

acorns.

—

adjs. Mast'ful ; Mast'less ; Mast'y. [A.S.
mirst ; Ger. mast, whence masten, to feed.]

Master, mas'ter, «. one who commands : a lord or
owner : a leader or ruler : a teacher : an employer :

the commander of a merchant-ship : formerly the
navigator or sailing-master of a ship-of-war : one
eminently skilled in anything : the common title of
address to a young gentleman, &c. : a title of dignity
or office— a degree conferred by universities, as

Master of Arts, &c., the title of the eldest son of
a Scotch viscount or baron, the head of some cor-
porations, as Balliol College, &c. , of a lodge of
freemasons, &c. : a husband.

—

adj. the chief, pre-
dominant : belonging to a master, chief, principal, as
in Master-lmiLier, &c

—

v.t. to become master of:
to overcome : to become skilful in : to execute with
skill.—«j. Master-builder, a chief builder, one who
directs or employs others ; Mas'terdom, power of
control.— o^'. Mas'terfUl, exercising the authority
or power of a master : imperious : having the skill

of a master.

—

adv. Masterfully, in a masterful or
imperious manner.

—

tis. Masterfulness ; Mas'ter-
hand, the hand of a master : a person highly skilled ;

Mas'terhOOd ; Master-joint, the most marked sys-
tem of joints or divisional planes by which a rock is

intersected ; Mas'terkey, a key that opens many
locks : a clue fitted to guide one out of many difficul-

ties.

—

adj. Mas'terless, without a master or owner :

ungoverned : unsubdued: beyond control.—«. Mas'-
terliness, quality of being masterly : masterly skill.—adj. Masterly, like a master : with the skill of
a master : skilful : excellent : overbearing. — adv.
with the skill of a master, —ns. Mas'ter-mar'iner,
the captain_ of a merchant-vessel or fishing-vessel

;

Mas'ter-ma'SOn, a freemason who has attained
the third degree ; Master-mind ; Master-passion

;

Mas'terpiece, a piece of work worthy of a master : a
work ofsuperior skill : chiefexcellence : Mastership,
the office of master : rule or dominion : superiority ;

Mas'terstroke, a stroke or performance worthy of a
master : superior performance ; Mas'ter-Wheel, the
wheel in a machine which imparts motion to other
parts ; Mas ter-work. work worthy of a master : mas-
terpiece : Mas'terwort, a perennial umbelliferous
herb, native to northern Europe, its root reputed as
a stomachic, sudorific, diuretic, &c. ; Mas'tery, the
power or authority of a master : dominion : victory :

superiority : the attainment of superior power or
skill.—Master of ceremonies, of the Rolls, &c.
(see Ceremonies, Rolls, &c.) ; Master of the horse,
the RomanMagister Equitum, an official appointed
by the dictator to act next under himself: an equerry,
esp. the exalted official bearing this nnine at the
British court ; Master of the Temple, the preacher
of the Temple Church in London ; Masters Of the
schools, at Oxford, the conductors of the first ex-

amination (Responsions) for the degree of B.A.

—

Masterly inactivity, the position or part of a neutral
or a Fabian combatant, carried out with diplomatic
skill, so as to preserve a predominant influence with-
out risking anything.—Passed, or Past, master, one
who has occupied the office of master, esp. among
freemasons—hence any one known to possess ample
knowledge of some subject ; The little masters, a
i6th-i7th cent, group of followers of Diirer, notable
for fine work on wood and copper ; The old masters,
a term applied collectively to the great painters about
the time of the Renaissance, esp. the Italians.—Be
master of one's self, to have one's passions or'
emotions under control. [O. Fr. maistreiVr. matire)
—L. magister, from root of magnus, great.]

Mastic, Mastich, mas'tik, n. a species of gum-resin
from the Icntisk-tree : a cement from mastic : the
tree producing mastic. [Fr.,—L. mastiche—Gr.
mastiche—mas-tizein, to chew.]

Masticate, mas'ti-kat, v.t. to chew: to grind with
the teeth.—a^//'. Mas'ticable, that may & chewed.—ns. Mastica'tion, act or process of chewing

;

Mastlca'tor, a machine for cutting up meat for

people unable to chew : a machine used in purifying
india-rubber.

—

adj. MaS'ticatory, chewing : adapted
for chewing.

—

n. a substance chewed to increase the
saliva. [L. masticdre, -atum—mastiche, mastic]

Masticot. Same as MassiCOt.
Mastiff, mas'tif, «. a thick-set and powerful variety

of doc muchjii.sed as a watch-dog. [Skeat follows
Schefer and Diez in explaining mastiff !t& 'bouse-
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Mastitis mSte ; mate ; mODn : Men. Materia medica

dog," from an assumed O. Fr. mastif, prob. a variant
of O. Fr. mastin (Yt. matin)—Low L. masnata, a
family—L. mansion-em, a.\\oui,c. Others explain as
O. Fr. tnesti/iYx. meti/), of mixed breed, mongrel,
or O. Fr. mestis (melis), mongrel, or even as the
above O. Fr. mastin (Kr. tn&tin\ all, through Low
L. forms, from L. tnixtus, mistus, miscere, to mix.]

Mastitis, mas-tl'tis, ». inflammation of the mammary
gland.—«. Mastodyn'ia, pain in the breast.

—

atij.

Mastoid, like a nipple or teat : denoting a part or
process of the temporal bone.

—

n. Mastol'Ogy,
mammology. (Gr. mastos, a nipple.]

Mastodon, mas'to-don, ». a genus of extinct elephants,

so named from the mamillary cusps or teat-like

prominences on the molar teeth. [Gr. mastos, the
breast, mious, odontos, a tooth.]

Masturbation, mas-tur-ba'shun, «. self-defilement,

onanism.

—

v.i. Mas'turbatO, to commit self-abuse.
—71. Mas'turbator, one guilty of this. [L.
masturbdri. ]

Mat, mat, ». a texture of sedge, rushes, straw, &c.
for cleaning the feet on : a web of rope-yarn : an
ornamental border for a picture : a piece of cloth,

&c. put below dishes on a table : anything like a
mat in appearance, thick and closely set : any
interwoven structure used as a revetment on river-

banks, &c. : a sack of matting used to cover tea

and coffee chests, such a sack containing a certain

quantity of coffee : the closely-worked portion of
lace : any annular pad to protect the head in

bearing burdens.

—

v.t. to cover with mats: to in-

terweave : to entangle :—pr.p. mat'ting ; pa.t. and
ptt.p- mat'ted. [A.S. meatta—L. 7»atta, a mat.]

Mat, mat, oiij. and n. having a dull or dead surface,

without lustre : an instrument by means of which
such is produced.

—

z:t. to produce such a surface on
metal. [Ger. matt, dull.]

Matador, Matadore, mat-a-dSr', n. the man who
kills the bull in bull-fights : one of the three chief
cards at ombre and quadrille. [Sp. matador—
matar, to kill—L. mojrtdre, to kill, to honour by
sacrifice

—

mactus, honoured.]
Matafunda, mat-a-fun'da, ». an old military engine
which slung stones. [Low L., prob. Sp. matar, to

kill, X^./unda, a sling.]

Match, mach, n. a piece of inflammable material which
easily takes or carries fire : a prepared rope for

firing a gun, &c. : a lucifer.

—

ns. Match'-boz, a

Matchlock.

box for holding matches : Matchlock, the lock of
a musket containing a match for firing it : a musket
so fired ; Match'wood, wood cut down to a size
suitable for making matches : wood broken into
small pieces ; Quick'-match. a match made of
threads of cotton, and steeped in various inflammable
substances so as to burn a yard in thirteen seconds

;

Safe'ty-match, a match which will only light when
rubbed on a specially prepared surface ; Slo'W'-
match, a match made to burn at the rate of from
four to five inches in an hour, for blasting, &c.
[O. Fr. mesche (Fr. meche}—how L. myxtts—Gr.
myxa, the snuff or wick of a lamp.]

Match, mach, «. anything which agrees with or suits
another thing : an equal : one able to cope with
another : a contest or game : a pairing, a marriage :

one to be gained in marriage.

—

v.i. to be of the
same make, size, &c., to correspond: to form a

union with.

—

v.t. to be equal to, to set a counterpart
to anything : to be able to compete with : to find
an equal to : to set against as equal : to suit : to
give in marriage.

—

adj. MatCh'able.

—

ns. Match'-
board, a board with a tongue cut along one edge
and a groove in the opposite edge, their join-

ing being called a Match' -joint ; Match'er.—«<^'.

Match'less, having no match or equal : superior to
all : peerless : unpaired.

—

adzK Matchlessly.—»J.

Matchlessness ; Match'-mak'er, one who makes
matches : one who plans to bring about marriages.
[A.S. gemaca, ge»iaca, a mate, a wife.]

Mate, mat, ». a companion : an equal: one of a pair,
the male or female of animals that go in pairs : in
a merchant-ship the first-mate is the second in
command—in the navy the term is now confined
to petty-officers, such as boatsTvatn's mate, gunner's
male, &c. : an assistant, deputy.

—

v.t. to be equal
to : to become a companion to : to marry.

—

adj.
Mateless, without a mate or companion. [A.S.
ge-inaca ; Ice. maki, an equal, from the same root
as tnake. Cf. match, Prob. mate in its naut. sense
is Dutch—Old Dut. maet, mod. maat.]

Mate, mat, «. and I'.t. in chess = Checkmate.
Mate, Mat^, ma'ta, n. a South American species of

holly, the leaves and green shoots of which, dried
and roughly ground, furnish the yerba de mate of
Paraguay and Brazil. [Sp. mate, orig. the vessel

in which it was infused for drinking.]

Mate, mat, v.t. (Bacon) to weaken, to confound, to

cni>h. [O. Fr. mater; cf. Sp. matar, to weaken.]
Matelasse, mat-las'a, adj. and «. having a raised

pattern on the surface as if quilted, of silks. [Fr.

mate/as, a mattress.]

Matelote, mat'e-lot, n. fish stewed with wine-sauce,
onions, &c. [Fr. matelot, a sailor.]

Mateology, mat-e-ol'o-ji, n. a foolish inquiry. [Gr.

mataios, vain, mate, folly, logia, discourse.]

Mater, ma'ter, «. a mother : one of the two mem-
branes of the brain, outer and inner, separated by
the arachnoid— the dura mater, or dura, and
//<? mater, or pia.—Ma'ter doloro'sa, the Virgin

Mary represented as the sorrowing mother ; Mater-
famil'ias, the mother of a family. [L.,—Gr. meter.\

Material, ma-te'ri-al, adj. consisting of matter : cor-

poreal, not spiritual : substantial : essential : im-

portant, esp. of legal importance : (J>hil.) pertaining

to matter and not to form, relating to the object as

it exists.—«., esp. in//., that out of which anything

is to be made.—«. Materialisation.—z/./. Mate'-

riallse, to render material : to reduce to or regard

as matter : to occupy with material interests.

—

ns.

Mate'riaJism, the doctrine that denies the in-

dependent existence of spirit, and maintains that

there is but one substance—viz. matter—thus pro-

fessing to find in matter (monistic or philosophical

materialism), or in material entities (atomistic

materialism), or in material qualities and forces

(scientific or physical materialism), a complete

explanation of all life and existence whatsoever:

Mate'riallst, one who holds the doctrine of mate-

rialism : one absorbed in material interests, who
takes a low view of life and its responsibilities.—

adjs. Materialistic, -al, pertaining to materialism.

—adv. Materially—«J. Materialness, Materl-
al'ity.—Material being, existence in the form of

matter: Material cause, that which gives being

to the thing : Material distinction, a distinction

between individuals of the same species ; Material
evidence, evidence tending to prove or to disprove

the matter under judgment : Material falljicy, a
fallacy in the matter or thought, rather than in the

logical form ; Material form, a form depending
on matter ; Blaterial issue (see Issue). — Raw
material, stuff as yet unworked into anything use-

ful. (Fr.,—L. materialis—materia.}
Materia medica, mate'ri-a med'i-Va. ii. the various

Fubstances used in making up medicines : the science
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Materiel fate, far ; m£, her ; mine ; Maturescent

of the nature and use of substances used as medi-
cines. [L. materia., material, medicus, medical.]

Materiel, ma-ta-re-el', n. the totality of materials or

instruments employed (as in an army), as distin-

guished from the personnel or men—applied esp. to

military stores, arms, baggage, horses, &c. [Fr.J

Maternal, ma-tei^nal, adj. belonging to a mother

:

motherly.—a</z'. Maternally.—w.Mater'nlty, the

state, character, or relation of a mother : mother-

hood : a lying-in hospital. [Fr. tnatemel{\\.. mater-

na/e)—L. matemtts—mater, mother.]

Math, math, n. a mowing.
Matbematic, -al, math-e-mat'ik, -al, atij. pertaining

to, or done by, mathematics : very accurate.

—

adv.

Mathemat'lcally.—ns. Mathematician, one versed

in mathematics ; Mathematics, the science of mag-
nitude and number, and of all their relations—usually

divided into Pure, and Mijced or Applied, the first

including all deductions from the abstract, self-

evident relations of magnitude and number—the

second, the results arrived at by applying the prin-

ciples so established to certain relations found by
obseiv.Ttion to exist among the phenomena of nature.

—Higher mathematics, a term applied generally to

all the scientifically treated branches of mathematics.
[Kr. mathematiqne—\j. mathematica—Gr. ntathe-

tnatike (epistenie, skill, knowledge), relating to

learning

—

mathitna—nianthatuin, to learn.]

Mathesis, ma-tha'sis, «. mental discipline. [Gr.]

MatiCO, ma-te'ko, ». a Peruvian shrub, used in medi-
cine as a styptic and astringent.

Matin, mat'in, adj. morning : used in the morning.

—

n. m pi. the daily morning service of the Church of
England : one of the seven canonical hours, usually
sung between midnight and daybreak.

—

adj. Mat'-
Inal.—«. Mating (mat-i-na'), a musical entertain-

ment or reception held in the day-time, usually
in the afternoon : a woman's dress for wear in the
forenoon or before dinner. [Fr.,— L. matutinus,
belonging to the morning

—

Matuta, goddess of
morning, prob. akin to matunts, early.]

Matrass, matVas, ». a chemical vessel with a tapering
neck, a cucurbit.

Matriarchy, ma'tri-5r-ki, «. government by a mother
or by mothers, esp. a primitive order of society
existmg in many Indian tribes, in which the mother
takes precedence of the father in tracing line of
descent andin inheritance : descent in the female
line.

—

fis. Ma'triarch, a woman in whom matriarchy
rests : a patriarch's wife.

—

adj. Matriarchal.

—

ns.

Matriarchalism, the character of possessing matri-
archal customs ; Matrlarchate, the position of a
matriarch. [Gr. meter, mother, archos, a ruler.]

Matrice, ma'tris, «. Same as Matrix.
Matricide, mat'ri-sid, «. a murderer of one's own
mother : the murder of one's own mother.

—

adj.
Mat'riCidaL [Fr.,—L. matricida, matricidium—
mater, mother, ceedere, to kill.]

Matriculate, ma-trik'O-lat, v.t. to admit to member-
ship by entering one's name in a register, esp. in a
college.

—

v.i. to become a member of a college, uni-

versity, &c., by being enrolled.

—

n. one admitted to

membership in a society.

—

n. Matricula'tion, act of
matriculating : state of being matriculated. [Late
L. matricula, a register, dim. f>{ matrix.'S

Matrimony, mat'ri-mun-i, «. unionof husband and wife,

marriage : state of marriage.

—

adj. Matrimo'nial,
relating to, derived from, marriage.

—

adv. Matri-
mo'nlally. [O. Fr.,—L. tnatrimonium—mater.^

Matrix, ma'triks, or mat'riks, «. (anat.) the cavity in

which an animal is formed before its birth, the
womb : the cavity in which anything is formed, a
mould : (»«i»i«^) earthy or stony substances in which
minerals are found embedded : {dyeing) the five

simple colours (black, white, blue, red, and yellow)
from which all the others are formed : (math.) a
rectangular array of quantities, usually square—

a

multiple quantity having as many dimensions as it

has spaces '.—pi. Matrices (ma'tri-sez, or mat'ri-sez):

[L. matrix, -icis—mater, mother.]
Matron, mS'trun, n. an elderly married woman : an

elderly lady of staid and sober habits : a head-nurse
in a hospital, or a female superintendent in a school.—>:s. Ma'tronage, Ma'tronhood, state of being a
matron : a body of matrons. —rt;^'. Ma'tronal, per-

taining or suitable to a matron : motherly : grave.

—

v.t. Ma'tronise, to render matronly: to attend a
lady to public places, as protector : to chaperon.

—

adjs. Ma'tron-like, Ma'tronly, like, becoming, or
belonging to a matron : elderly : sedate.

—

n. Mat-
ron3rm'iC, a name derived from a mother or mater-
nal ancestor— also adj. [Fr.,— L. matrona, a
married lady

—

mater, mother.]
Matross, ma-tros', n. formerly a soldier set to help the
gunners in an artillery train. [Dut. matroos—Fr.

viatelot, a sailor.]

Matte, mat, «. a product of the smelting of suljjhu-

retted ores.—Also Regulus and Coarse metal. [Pr.,

—Ger.)

Matter, mat'er, n. that which occupies space, and with
which we become acquainted by our bodily senses :

that out of which anything is made : that which re-

ceiving a form becomes a substance : the subject or
thing treated of: anything engaging the attention :

that with which one has to do : cause of a thing :

thing of consequence : something requiring remedy
or explanation : any special allegation in law : im-
portance : a measure, &c., of indefinite amount:
(print.) material for work, type set up : mere dead
substance, that which is thrown oflf by a living body,
esp. pus, or the fluid in boils, tumours, and festering

sores.

—

v.i. to be of importance : to signify : to form
or discharge matter in a sore :

—

pr.p. matt'ering ;

pa.p. matt'ered.—rt(^>. Matt'erful, full of matter,

pithy ; Matt'erless ; Matt'er-of-fact, adhering to

the matter of fact : not fanciful : dry : Matt'ery,
significant : purulent.—Matter of COtirse, occurring

in natural time and order, as a thing to be expected ;

Matter of fact, really happening and not fanciful or

supposed : not wandering beyond realities. [O. Fr.

tnatiere—L. materia, matter.]

Matting, mat'ing, n. a covering with mats : a texture

like a mat, but larger : material for mats.

Mattins. Same as Matins, //. of Matin.
Mattock, mat'uk, «. a kind of pickaxe for loosening

the soil, having the iron ends broad instead of

pointed. [A.S. mattuc—W. maiog.'\

Mattress, mat'res, n. a bed made of a bag stuffed with

wool, horse-hair, &c. : a mass of brushwood, &c.,

used to form a foundation for roads, &c., or for the

walls of embankments, &c.—Spring mattress, a.

mattress in which springs of twisted wire are used to

support the stuffed part ; Wire mattress, one whose
elasticity is produced by a sheet of tightly-stretched

wire. [O. Fr. materas (Fr. matclas)—Ar. matra/t,

a place where anything is thrown.)

Maturate, mat'u-rat, ri.t. to make mature: {med.) to

promote the suppuration of

—

v.i. (med.) to suppurate

perfectly.

—

ns. Mat'urant, a maturative ; MaturJl'-

ilon, a bringing or a coming to maturity : the process

of suppuratmg fully.—n^'. Matu'rative, maturing
or ripening ; (med.) promoting suppuration.

—

n. a
medicine promoting suppuration. [L. maturdre—
matitrus, ripe.]

Mature, ma-tur', adj. grown to its full sire : perfected :

ripe : (med.) come to suppuration : fully digested, as

a plan.

—

v.t. to ripen : to bring to perfection : to

prepare for nse.

—

z'.i. to become ripe : to become
payable, as a bill.—a^'. MatuTable, capable of

being matured.

—

adv. Mature'ly.

—

ns. Mature*-
ness, state or quality of being ripe or ready for use ;

Matur'lty, ripeness : a state of completeness or

readiness for use. \h. maturus, tipe.]

Maturescent, mat-0-res'ent, adj. becoming ripe

:

approaching maturity. [L. maturescere, to become
ri^—matums.]



Matutinal tnOte ; mute ; mSOn ; then. Mazarinade

Matutinal, mat-u-tl'nal, adj. pertaininj; to the morning

:

happening early in the day.—Also Mat'atine. [L.
inatutinalis, matutinus. See MattQ.]

Maud, mawd, n. a Scotch shepherd's woollen plaid.

Maudlin, mawd'lin, adj. silly: sickly-sentimental:
fuddled, half-drunk : (obs.) tearful.—«. Maud'lin-
ism, the tearful stage of drink. [Contr. from
M. E. MaudeUin, which comes through O. Fr.

and L. from Gr. Magdalene, the orig. sense being
' tearful from penitence," hence ' with eyes red
and swollen with weeping,' like Mary Magdalene,
erroneously identified with the penitent woman of
Luke vii. 37.)

Maugre, maw'ger, prep, in spite of.

—

n. (ois.) ill-will

:

spite. [O. Kr. malgre— L. male gratuni—ttiale,

h3.d\y, gratum, agreeable.]
Maul, mawl, I'.t. to beat with a mall or a heavy stick :

to injure greatly by beating.—«. a heavy wooden
hammer : a struggle for the ball in football, when it

has been carried across the goal-line, but has not
yet been touched down. [3Iall.]

Maulstick. See Mahl-stlck.
Maumet, Mammet. Same as Mawmet.
Maund, mawnd, «. (SAak.) a basket. [A.S. maud.]
Maund, mawnd, n. a measure of weight in India, its

value varying in different places from about 25 to

.Tbout 85 pounds avoirdupois. [Hind, md'i.]
Maunder, mawn'der, v.t. to beg: to whine like a

beggar, to grumble : to mutter, to talk foolishly, to

drivel.— «i^. Maun'derer; Maun'derlng, drivelhng
talk. [O. Fr. metuiier, to beg— L. >ueiidkdre.\

Maundril, mawn'dril, H. a pick with two prongs.
Maundy, mawn'di, «. the religious ceremony of wash-

ing the feet of others, esp. of inferiors, in com-
memoration of Christ's washing His disciples' feet at

the La^t Supper—still practised in Austria by the
emperor.—Maundy money, the money given away
on Maundy Thursday, the Thursday in Passion
week, by the royal almoner, usually a penny for

each year of the sovereign's reign—the small silver

coins specially coined since 1662. (O. Fr. mande
(Fr. fiiande)— L. maruldtum, command, i.e. the
'new Commandment ' of John, xiii. 34.]

Maurist, maVrist, «. a member of the reformed
Benedictine Congregation of St Maur, settled from
i6i8at the abbey of St .d/awr-sur-Loire, near Saiimur,
notable for its great services to learning.

Mauser, mow'zer, «. a German magazine rifle, in-

vented by Wilhelm j?/<i«.ffr (1834-82).
MausoleuiO, maw-so-le'um, n. a magnificent tomb

or monument.

—

adj. MaUSOle'an, pertaining to a
mausoleum: monumental. [L.,—Gr., Mausoleion,
from RIauiolus, king of Caria, to whom his widow,
-Artemisia, erected a splendid tomb about 350 B.C.]

Mauther, ma'ther, «. an Eng. prov. form of motJier.

Mauve, mawv, «. a beautiful purple dye extracted

from coal-tar, so called from its likeness in colour to

the flowers of the common mallow.

—

adj. of the colour

of mauve. [Fr. ,—L. ntalva, the mallow.]
Maverick, maVer-ik, «. (U.S.) an animal found stray-

ing without an owner's brand, esp. a strayed calf:

anything dishonestly obtained.

—

v.t. to seize without
legal claim. [From Samuel Maverick, a Texas
cattle-raiser.]

Mavis, ma'vis, n. the song-thrush. [Fr. ntauvis

;

prob. from Bret, mil/id, a mavis.]
Mavoumeen, ma-vSCr'nen, «. and interj. a term of

endearment = my dear one. [Ir.]

Maw, maw, «. the stomach, esp. in the lower animaU :

the craw, in birds.

—

tis. Maw'-seed, poppy-seed, so

called when used as food for cage birds ; Maw'-
Worm, the thread-worm infesting the stomach. [A. S.
niaga; Ger. magett.]

Mawkln. Same as Malkln (q.v.).

Mawkish, mawk'ish, adj. loathsome, disgusting, as
anythinc beginning to breed mawks or maggots.—n. Mawk, a maggot.—tw/t'. Mawk'ishly.

—

n.

HawltlshneM. [Explained by Skeat as formed.

with suffix -isA, from M. E. mawk, matik, a contr.

form of M. E. maSek, a maggot—Ice. maSkr, a

maggot.]
Mawmet, maw'met, «. a puppet : an idol

—

MoAam-
med.

Max, maks, n. a kind of gin. [L. maximus, greatest.]

Maxillary, maks'il-ar-i, adj. pertaining to the jaw-
bone or jaw.—«. a maxillary bone, or maxilla.—«.

Maxill'a, a jawbone.—a^/>. Maxlllif'erous ; Max-
lll'ifoim.

—

n. Maxlll'ipede, in crust.icea, one of
those limbs serving both for mastication and loco-

motion. [L. maxilla, jawbone.]
Maxim, maks'im, n. a general principle, serving as a

rule or guide: a pithy saying: a proverb.

—

adjs.
Max'imal ; Max'imed, reduced to a maxim.

—

ns.

Max'imist, Max im-mong'er. fFr.,— L. maxima
(senteiitia, an opinion), superl. of magnus, great.]

Maxim, maks'im, n. often put for Max'im-gUB, an
automatic machine-gun capable of firing as many as
620 rounds per minute, and of accurate shooting up
to 3000 yards.

Maximum, maks'i-mum, adj. the greatest.

—

n. the
greatest number, quantity, or degree : the highest
point reached : (?>iath.) the value of a variable when
It ceases to increase and begins to decrease :

—

pi.

Max'ima :—opp. to Minimum.—adj. Max'imal, of
the highest or maximum value.

—

adv. Max'imally.—v.i. Max'lmise, to raise to the highest degree.
[L., superl. of magrius, great.]

May, ma, V. i. to be able : to be allowed : to be free to

act : to be possible : to be by chance : to be com-
petent :-/<»./. might (mlt).

—

adv. May'be, perhaps,
possibly.—«. a possibility.

—

adv. Mayliap, perhaps.
[A.S. 7nieg, pr.t. of mugait, to be able, pa.t. tnihie

;

cog. with Goth, magan, Ger. fnifgen.]

May, ma, n. the fifth month of the year : the early or
gay part ofWfe.—v.i. to gather Afay (j>iov. Eng. the
blossom of the hawthorn, which blooms in May):

—

pr.p. May'ing.—«f. MasT-beetle, May-hug,' the
cockchafer ; May'-blOOm, the hawthorn flower

;

Mayday, the first day of May ; MajT-dew, the dew
of Slay, esp. that of the morning of the first day of
May, which is said to whiten linen, and to enable a
face washed with it to keep its beauty ; May-duke,
a variety of sour cherry ; May'-flow'er, the haw-
thorn, which blooms in Klay ; Mayfly, a short-lived

fly which appears in May ; May'-game, sport such
as is usual on ist May, frolic generally ; Maying,
the observance of Mayday sports and games ; May-
la'dy, the queen of the May ; May-lil'y, the lily of
the valley, so called because it blooms in May;
May-mom(.S';4a>ir.), freshness, like that of a morning
in May, vigour ; Maypole, a pole erected for dancing
round on Mayday ; May-<iueen, a young woman
crowned with flowers as queen on Mayday : May-
time, May, the season of May. [O. Fr. Mai—L.

Maius (mensis, a month), sacred to Maia, the

mother of Mercury.]
May, ma, n. a maid. [A.S. msg, a kinswoman.]
Maya, ma'ya, «. an illusive appearance, esp. of a

celestial maiden personifying the active will of the

creator of the universe. [Hind.]

Mayhem, ma'hem, «. the offence of depriving a person

by violence of any limb, member, or organ, or caus-

ing any mutilation of the body. \Maim.\
Mayonnaise, ma-on-az', «. a sauce composed of the

yoke of eggs, salad-oil, and vinegar or lemon-juice,

seasoned : any cold dish of which the foregoing is

an ingredient, as lobster. [Fr.]

Mayor, ma'ur, «. the chief magistrate of a city or

borough -.—/em. Mayoress.

—

adj. Mayoral.

—

m.
Mayoralty. Mayorship, the office of a mayor.
[Fr. maire— L. major, comp. of magnus, great.]

Mazard, Mazzard, maz'ard, «. iShak.") a head or
skull : a wild European cherry. [Prob. from mazer,
from the likeness of the skull to a goblet.]

Mazarinade, maz-a-rin-ad', n. a pamphlet or satire

against the French minister, Cardinal Mazarin
&59



Mazda fete, far : m£, hit ; mine ; MeasTire

(i6o2-6i).

—

n. Mazarine', a rich blue colour : a blue
gown.—Mazarin Bible, the first printed Bible, printed
by Gutenberg and Fust about 1450, so called because
Cardinal Mazarin possessed twenty-five copies.

Mazda, maz'da, n. or Aliura Maza4h, the supreme
deity and creator of the Zend-Avesta.

—

adj. Maz'-
dean.—«. Maz deism, the religious system of the

Zend-Avesta, the ancient sacred writings of the

Parsees, Zoroastrianism. [Zend nhu = the living,

life, or spirit, root ah = to be ; Mazd&h, the great

Creator, maz + oVi = Sans. tnnkA + dh&,\
Maze, maz, n. a place full of intricate windings : con-

fusion of thought: perplexity.

—

v.t. to bewilder: to

confuse.—rt((^'j. Maze'ful (Spens.'), Maz'y, full of

mazes or wmdings : intricate.

—

adv. Maz'Uy.—«.

Maz'iness, state or quality of being mazy. [Scand.,
as in Ice. fnasa, to jabber.]

Mazer, maz'er, n. {Spens.) a kind of hard wood, prob-
ably maple : a cup or goblet made of maple, and
usually highly ornamented. [Skeat explains as Ice.

miisurr, a maple-tree, lit. 'spot-wood.']
Mazourka, Mazurka, ma-z<55r'ka, «. a lively Polish
round dance for four or eight couples: the music
.such as is played to it.

Me, me, personal pron. the objective case of I, includ-

ing both the old English accusative and dative of the
first personal pronoun. [A.S. »«/.]

Meacock, me'kok, adj. (SAak.) timorous, eflfeminate,

cowardly. [Perh. dim. of ww^A.]
Mead, nied, n. honey and water fermented and

llavoured. [A.S. tnedn; Ger. meth, W. viedd.]
Meadow, med'O, n. a level tract producing grass to be
mown down : a rich pasture-ground

—

{poet.) Mead.
—Hs. Mead'ow-fox'tail (see Foxtail); Meadow-
grass, the larger and more useful kinds of grass,

grown in meadows for hay and pasture ; Mead'OW-
nay, a coarse grass or sedge growing in moist
places, used as fodder or bedding ; Mead'OW-lark,
the American field-lark ; Mead'OW-safTron, the
colchicum—also Autumn-crocus, or Naked lady;
Mead'ow- sweet. Meadow- wort, an ornamental
shrub or plant with white flowers, called also Qtuen
0/ the nteadoiv.—adj. Mead'owy. [A.S. mxd—
mdwan, to mow ; Ger. maltd, a mowing, Swiss
matt, a meadow, as in Zcrmatt, &c.]

Meagre, me'ger, adj. having little flesh : lean : poor :

without richness or fertility : barren : scanty : with-
out strength.— (la't/. Mea'grely.—«. Mea'greness,
state or quality of being meagre. [Fr. maigre—L.
macer, lean ; cf. Ger. magrr.]

Meal, mel, n. the food taken at one time : the act or
the time of taking food : a breakfast, dinner, or
supper.—?«. Meal'er, one who takes his meals at a
boarding-house, lodging elsewhere ; Meal'-time, the
time for meals.—Square meal, a full meal. [A.S.
md/, time, portion of time; Dut. maat, Ger. mahl.]

Meal, mel, n. grain ground to powder.

—

T.i. to yield
or be plentiful in meal.—«j. Meal'-ark {Scot.), a
large chest for holding meal ; Meal'lness ; Meal'-
man, or Meal'-mong'er, one who deals in meal :

Meal -pock, or -poke, a beggar's meal-bag ; Meal-
worm, the larva of an insect abounding in granaries
and flour-.stores.

—

adj. Meal'y, resembling meal :

covered with meal or with .something like meal :

whitish.—«. Meal'y-bug, a small species of cochineal
insect covered with a white powdery substance re-

sembling meal or flour.

—

adj. Meal'y-moutlied,
smooth-tongued.—«. Meary-mouthedness. [A.S.
mehi, melo : Ger. mehl, Dut. meet, meal.]

Mealle, mel'i, n. an ear of maize or Indian com, esp.
m pi., maize.

Mean, men, adj. low in rank or birth : base : .sordid :

low in worth or estimation : of little value or import-
ance : poor, humble: despicable.—rt<^'. Mean'-bom,
of humble origin.—a</z/. Mean'ly.—«. Mean'ness,
state or quality of being mean : want of nobility
or excellence : a low action. —<z^'. Mean'-spir'ited,
having a mean spirit, base.

—

n. Mean'-spir'ltedness.
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[A.S. tnsue, wicked, from ttidn, wickedness ; perh.

conn, with A.S. gcntxne, Ger. gemein, common.]
Mean, men, atlj. middle : coming between two others

in size, degree, quantity, time, &c. : average : mod-
erate.—«. the middle point, quantity, value, or de-

gree : {math.) a term interpolated between two
terms of a series, and consequently intermediate in

magnitude: (»ius.) a. middle voice or voice-part, as
the tenor or alto, the second or third string in a viol

:

instrument or medium: (//.)that by which anything
is caused or brought to pass : income : estate : in-

strument.—«. Mean -time, the interval between two
given times.

—

adi-s. Meantime, Mean'whlle, in the

intervening time.—Means Of grace, divine ordi-

nances, by which divine grace reaches the hearts of
men—word and sacraments.—Arithmetical mean,
the average obtained by adding several quantities

together and dividing the sum by their number ;

Harmonic mean, the reciprocal of the arithmetical

mean of the reciprocals of the quantities concerned
;

Geometric mean, the mean obtained by multiplying
two quantities together and extracting the stjuare

root of the product ; Golden mean, the middle
course between two extremes : a wise moderation

;

Quadratic mean, the square root of the arithmetical

mean of the squares of the given quantities.—By all

means, certainly ; By any means, in any way ; By
no means, certainly not.—In the mean {Spens.),

in the meantime. [O. Fr. meien (Fr. moyen)—L.
tiiedianus, enlarged form o{ meditts.]

Mean, men, v.t. to have in the mind or thoughts: to

intend, to purpose : to signify.

—

v.i. to have in the

mind : to have meaning or disposition :—pr.p. mean'-
ing ; pa.t. and pa.p. meant (ment).^«. Mean'ing,
that which is in the mind or thoughts : signification :

the sense intended : purpose.

—

adj. significant.

—

adj.

Mean'lngless, without meaning. —rt</r'. Mean'lngly.
[A.S. in^nan; Ger. meinen, to think.]

Mean, men, v.i. {Sluik.) to lament, to moan.
Meander, me-an'der, n. a winding course : a maze

:

an intricate variety of fretwork : perplexity.

—

v.i. to

flow, run, or proceed in a winding course : to be in-

tricate.

—

v.t. to wind or flow round.

—

adjs. Mean'-
dered, formed into mazy passages or patterns

;

Mean'dering, winding in a course : Mean'drlan,
Mean'drOUS, winding.—«. a winding course. [L.,

—

Gr. Maiandros, a winding river in Asia Minor.]
Meant, pa.t. and pa.p. of mean (v.t.).

Mear, mer, «. {Spens.) a boundary. [See Mere.]
Mease, mes, or mez, ti. a tale of 500 herrings.

Measles, me'zlz, n.sing. a contagious fever accom-
panied with eruptions of small red spots upon the
skin : a disease of swine and cattle, caused by larval

tapeworms : a disease of trees, the leaves being
covered with spots.

—

adJs. Mea'sled, Mea'sly, in-

fected with measles : good for nothing, miseraljle.

—

». Meas'llness.—German measles, a name some-
what loosely used of a disease, resembling measles,
but mostly less prolonged and severe. (Dut. vtnselen,
measles, from Old Dut. masche, a spot, cog. with Ola
High Ger. masd, a spot ; Ger. tnasern, measles.]

Measure, mezh'ur, «. that by which extent is ascer-
tained or expressed : the size of anything : a rule or
standard by which anything is adjusted {Apothe-
caries' , Cjtbic, Decimal, Dry, Liquid, &c.) : (politics)
a proposal or plan by which some end can be brought
about : proportion : a stated quantity : degree : ex-
tent : moderation : means to an end : metre : {mus.)
that division of time, containing a specified number
of beats, by which the air and motion of music are
regulated : rate of movement, time, rhythm, metre,
arrangement of syllables in poetry: a slow and
stately dance, as the minuet : {print.) the width of a
p.ige or column, usually in ems : {pi., geol.) a series
of beds or strata.

—

71. t. to ascertain the dimensions
of: to adjust by a rule or standard: to mark out:
to allot: to show a certain measurement.— v.i. to
be of a certain size : to be equal or uniform.

—

adj.



Meat mote ; mQte ; mODn ; /Aen. Medic

Meas'urable, that may be measured or computed :

moderate : in small quantity or extent.—«. Meas'UT-
ableneSS, the quality of being measurable.

—

iu/v.

Measurably. — a^O's. Measured, of a certain

measure : equal : uniform : steady : restricted ;

Measureless, boundless : immense.

—

>is. Meas'ure-
ment, the act of measuring : quantity found by
measuring—(Measurement goods, light goods car-

ried for charges accorduig to bulk, not weight)

;

Measurer, one who, or that which, measures.

—

at(/.

Meas'Uring, that measures, or fitted for measuring.
—Measure one's length, to fall or be thrown down
at full length : Measure strength, to engage in a con-
test ; Measure swords, to fight with swords : to try

one's skill against.—Above, or Beyond, measure,
to an exceedingly great degree ; In a meastire, to

some degree.—Take measures, to adopt means (to

gain an end); Take one's measure, to find out
what one is, and what he can or cannot do ; Tread
a measure, to dance ; Use hard measures, to apply
harsh treatment to; Within measure, moderately ;

Without measure, immoderately. [O. Fr. inesure

— L. jnetisura, a measure

—

iiietiri, to measure.)
Meat, met, «. anything eaten as food, the edible part

of anything : act of taking meat : (obs.) meal, flour :

the flesh of animals used as food—sometimes beef,

mutton, pork, veal, &c., as opposed to poultry, fish,

&c. — ns. Meat'-biS'CUit, a preparation of meat,
made with meal Into a biscuit : Meat'iness, quality

of being meaty ; Meat' -Offering, a Jewish sacrifi-

cial offering of fine flour or first-fruits with oil and
frankincense ; Meat'-pie, a pie mainly made up of
meat ; Meat'-safe, a receptacle for storing meat,
walled with perforated zinc or gauze ; Meat'-sales'-
man, one who sells meat, esp. to the retail butchers

;

Meat'-tea, a high tea, at which meat is served ;

Meat'-tub, a pickling-tub. —«<//'. Meat'y, full of
meat : fleshy : pithy. — Hang meat, to hang up
meat before cooking ; Sit at meat, to sit at table.

[A. S. mete; Dut. mei.]
Meath, Meathe, meth, «. a form oT mead, liquor.

Meatus, me-a'tus, n. a passage or canal, as the
urethral meatus.

—

niij. Mea'tal.—«. Meat'OSCOpe,
an instrument for examining the urethral or other

meatus. [L. meatus—nieare, logo.]
Meazel, me'zl, «. (Shak.') a leper. \Mensles.\
Mechanic, -al, me-kan'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to ma-

chines or mechanics : constructed according to the

laws of mechanics : possessing mechanical talent :

acting by physical power : done by a machine :

pertaining to artisans : done simply by force of
habit, slavish, artificial: vulgar.— «. Mechan'ic,
one engaged in a mechanical trade : an artisan

—

(Shak.^ Mechanical. —rt^/t'. Mechanically.— «j.

MechaniC'ian, Mech'anist, a machine-maker : one
skilled in mechanics ; Mechan'ics, the science which
treats of machines : the science which treats of the

nature of forces and of their action on bodies, either

directly or by the agency of machinery.

—

x>.t. Mech'-
anlse, to make mechanical : to work out the details

of a machine.

—

ns. Mech'anism, the construction of

a machine : the arrangement and action of its parts,

by which it produces a given result ; Mech'anograph,
a copy, esp. of a work of art produced by a mechani-
cal process on a machine.

—

ndj. Mech'anog^aphic.—7is. Mechanog'raphist ; Mechanog'raphy, the art

of multiplying copies of a writing or work of art

by means of a machine : Mechanol'ogy, a treatise

on mechanics : the knowledge of such.—Mechani-
cal effect, work produced by the use of mechanical
power ; Mechanical philosophy, the principles of
mechanics applied to solve questions or phenomena
involving force ; Mechanical powers, the elemen-
tary forms or parts of machines — three primary,
the lever, inclined plane, and pulley: and three

secondary, the wheel-and-axle, the wedge, and the

screw. —Mechanics' institute, an institution for

mechanics, with lectures, library, museum, &c. [O.

Fr.,— L. mechanicus ; Gr. ntechanikos—mechane, a
contrivance.]

Mechlin, meh'lin, adj. and «. produced at Mechlin or
Malines : lace made at Mechlin.

MeconiC, me-kon'ik, adj. denoting an acid obtained
from poppies.

—

ns. Mec'onate, a salt of meconic
acid ; Medonine, a white, lusible, neutral substance
existing in opium ; Mecd'nium, the first fseces of a
new-born child : opium. [Gr. mekon, the poppy.]

Medal, med'al, «. a piece of metal in the form of a coin
bearing some device or inscription, struck or cast : a
reward of merit.

—

v.t. to decorate with a medal.

—

». Med'alet, a small medal, esp. the representation
of saints, worn by Roman Catholics. — rt<//'. Medall'iC,
pertaining to medals. — ns. Medallion, a large
medal : a bas-reiief of a round (sometimes a square)
form : a round ornament enclosing a portrait or lock
of hair; Med'aUist, Med'alist, one skilled in
medals : an engraver of medals : one who has gained
a medal ; Med'allurgy, the art of producing medals
and coins. [O. YT.medaille— \\..medaglia ; through
a Low L. form niedalla or tnedalia, a small coin,
from L. metaiiurn, a metal.]

Meddle, med'l, v.i. to interfere unnecessarily {with or
in) : to take part in a matter with which one has
nothing to do : to have to do {wiik).—n. Meddler,
one who interferes with matters in which he has no
concern.

—

adj. Medd'lesome, given to meddling.

—

«. Meddlesomeness.—arf>. Meddling, interfering
in the concerns of others : oflficious—also «. [O. Fr.
viedier, a corr. of mesier (Fr. meler)—Low L. mis-
culare—L. vtiscere, to mix.]

Media. See Medium.
Medlasval, Mediaevalist. See Medieval.
Medial, me'di-al, adj. lying between two extremes,
median: of or pertaining to a mean or average.

—

n. one of the sonant-mute group, g, d, b, inter-

mediate between the surd or smooth group (<r, t, f)
and the rough or aspirate group (gh, dk, bh, kh, th,

pli). [Low L. 7nedialis—L. medius, middle.]
Median, me'di-an, adj. being in the middle, running

through the middle : situated in the median plane,

that dividing the body longitudinally into sym-
metrical halves.

—

adv. Med'ianly.— n. Med'iant
(7KUS.), the third tone of a diatonic scale. [L.

medianus—medius, middle.]
Meilian, me'di-an, adj. pertaining to Media or the
Medes, an ancient Aryan race which became fused

with the Persians under the victorious Cyrus about

550 B.C.—«. Mede, a member of this race.

Mediastin'um, me-di-as-tl'num, «. a membranous sep-

tum or cavity between two principal portions of

an organ, e.sp. the folds of the pleura and the

space between the right and left lungs.

—

adj. Modl-
asti'nal. [h., medius.]

Mediate, me'di-at, adj. middle : between two ex-

tremes : acting by or as a means : not direct and
independent : dependent on some intervening thing.
—v.i. to interpose between parties as a friend of

each : to intercede : to hold a mediate position : to

act as a spiritualistic medium.— i"./. to bring about
by mediation : to eflfect a relation between two
things.—«. Me'diacy.—(k/?'. Me'dlately.—w^. Me'-
diateness, state of being mediate ; Media'tion, the

act of mediating or coming between : entreaty for

another : Mediatisa'tlon.

—

v.i. Me'diatise, to cause

to act in a subordinate position or through an
agent : to annex, or to subordinate, as a smaller

state to a larger neighbouring one.

—

adj. Me'-
dlative.—«. Me'diator, one who mediates between
parties at strife -.—/em. Mediat'ress, Me'diatrix.—
adj. Mediato'rial, belonging to a mediator or inter-

cessor.

—

adv. Mediate'rially.—«. Mediat'orship,
the office of a mediator.

—

adj. Me'diatory. [Low
L. }nedidre, -atum—L. medius.]

Medic, med'ik, «. one of several plants of the genus
Medicago, esp. the purple medic or lucerne

—

leguminous plants, with leaves like those of clover.



Medical fate, far ; m5, her ; mine ; MegallchthyB

—Also Med'ick. [L. medica—Gr. medike (J>od),
' median ' (grass).]

Medical, med'i-kal, adj. relating to the art of healing
diseases : containing that which heals : intended to

promote the study of medicine.

—

a<izi. Med'ically.
—Medical jurisprudence (see Jurisprudence).
[Fr. ,—Low L. medicaiis—L. tnedicus, pertaining

to healing, a physician

—

mederi, to heal.]

Medicate, med'i-kat, v.t. to treat with medicine :

to impregnate with anything medicinal.

—

adj.

Medicable, that may be healed.—«. Medicament,
anything used for healing : a medicine : healing

power.—rt<^'. Medlcamen'tal.—«. Medicaster, an
Ignorant physician.

—

adj. Med'icated, mixed with
medicine : made medicinal : treated with medicine.
—«. Medication, the act or process of medicating
or of mixing with medicinal substances : the use

of medicine.

—

adj. Med'icative, having the power
of healing : tending to heal.—«. Medica'tor, any
medical appliance. [L. medicare^ to heal

—

medtcus.]
Medicean, med-i-se'an, adj. relating to the Medici,

a distinguished Florentine family which attained to

sovereign power in the isth century, and became
extinct in 1737.

Medicine, med'i-sin, or med'sin, tt. anything applied
for the cure or lessening of disease or pain, whether
sitnple or compound (made up of more than one
ingredient) : the science which treats of the pre-

vention or cure of disease : a charm.

—

v.t. to treat

or cure by medicine.

—

adj. Medicinal, relating to

medicine : fitted to cure or to lessen disease or pain.

—adv. Medlc'lnally.—«j. Med'icine-bag, a Ked
Indian's receptacle for charms ; Med'lcine-chest, a
chest for keeping medicines in a ship, &c. ; Med'l-
Cine-man, among savages, a witch-doctor or exor-
ciser.

—

adjs. Med'lco-chirur'glcal, relating to both
medicine and surgery ; Med'iCO-le'gal, relating to

the application of medicine to questions of law.

[Fr.,^L. medicina—medicus.^
Medieval, Mediaeval, ra€-di-e'val, adj. relating to the
Middle Ages.—«f. Medle'valism, the spirit of the
Middle Ages, devotion to medieval ideals ; Medie'-
valist, Mediae'valist, one versed in the history
of the Middle Ages.— Medieval architecture.
Medieval art, the style of architecture and art

used in public buildings in Europe from the 4th to

the i6th century. [L. meditts, middle, leviim, age.]
Medio-, Medi-, middle, in compounds like tnedio-

carpal, mediodorsal, mediotarsal, medioventral.
[L. iiiedius, middle.]

Mediocre, me'di-O-ker, adj. of middling extent or
quality : moderate.—«. Mediocrity, a middle state
or condition : a moderate degree : a person of little

power or importance. [Fr.,—L. tnediocris—mediits,
middle.]

Medism, med'izm, ». the adoption of Persian interests
—to a Greek, a treachery to his country.

Meditate, med'i-tat, v.i. to consider thoughtfully:
to purpose (with on, upon).—v.t. to think on : to
revolve in the mind : to intend.

—

adj. Meditated,
thought of: planned.— «. Medita'tion, the act of
meditating : deep thought : serious contemplation :

the direction of the thoughts of others, in a dis-

course, &c. : a literary or musical theme treated
in a meditative manner.— rtfl?/'. Meditative, given
to meditation : expressing design.

—

adzi. Medi-
tatively.—«. MedltativenesB. [L. medit&ri, prob.
cog. with L. mederi, to heal.]

Mediterranean, med-i-ter-ra'ne-an, adj. situated in

the middle of earth or land : inland—also Modl-
terra'neous.—Mediterranean Sea, so called from
being, as it were, in the middle of the land of the
Old World. [L., tnedius, middle, terra, earth.]

Medium, me'di-um, n. the middle : the middle place
or degree : any intervening means, instrument, or
agency : the substance in which bodies exist, or
through which they move : in spiritualism, the
person through whom spirits are said to make

themselves seen or heard :—//. Me'diums, or
Me dia.—rtr^>. Me'dium, mediocre ; MediumiB'tic,
of or pertaining to spiritualistic mediums. — Cir-

culating medium, money passing from hand to

hand, as coin, bank-notes, &c. [L.J

MediUS, me'di-us, «. the middle finger of the hand.
Medjidie, me-jid'i-e, n. a Turkish order of knight-
hood instituted in 1852, having five classes. [Turk.
ntejld, glorious.]

Medlar, medlar, «. a small tree of the rose fainily,

or its fruit. [O. Fr. tneslier, a. medlar-tree—L.
tnespiitnn—Gr. mespilon. ]

Medley, medli, «. a mingled and confused mass : a
miscellany : a song or piece of music made up of bits

from various sources continuously : a cloth woven
from yarn of different colours : (pbs.) a melee, fight.

[O. Fr. 7>iedler, jnesler, to mix.]
M^doc, me-dok', n. a French wine produced in the

district of JSIedoc, department of Gironde.
Medorrhea, me-dor-e'a, n. mucous discharge from

the genitals. [Gr. medos, bladder, rhoia, a flowing.)

Medulla, me-dul'a, n. the inner portion of an organ or
part, as the pith of a hair, spinal cord, or its con-
tinuation within the cranium {medulla oblongata):
the pith of a plant, the thallus in lichens, &c.

—

adjs.

Medull'ar, -y, consisting of, or resembling, marrow
or pith ; Med'ullated, provided with a medullary
sheath.—«. Medull'in, the cellulose in the medulla
of plants like the lilac.

—

adj. Med'tlllose, like pith.

—Medullary rays, the bands of cells in various
trees extending across the wood f?om the pith to the
bark ; Medullary sheath {bot.), a thin layer sur-

rounding the pith. [L. medulla, marrow.]
Medusa, me-du'sa, «. one of the three Gorgons, whose

head, cut off by Perseus, and placed in the aegis of
Minerva, had the power of turning those who looked
on it into stone : the name given to the common
kinds of jelly-fishes, prob. from the likeness of their

tentacles to the snakes on Medusa's head :—//.

Medusae, a division of hydrozoans.—rt^^'i. Medil'Si-
form, Medii'SOid—also ns. [Gr., 'ruler,' feni.]

Meed, med, K. wages : reward : what is bestowed for

merit. [A.S. tited, nieord; Ger. t)nethe,\

Meek, mCk, adj. mild and gentle of temper: sub-
missive—a<fo. Meekly.—«. Meekness, state or
quality of being meek. [Ice. mjukr : Dut. tnuik.]

Meer, mer, «. a form of mere.
Meerschaum, mer'shawm, «. a fine light whitish clay
making excellent tobacco-pipes—once supposed to
be a petrified sea-scum : a pipe made of this material.
[Ger. meer, sea, schautn, foam.]

Meet, met, adj. fitting: qualified.—drfp. Meetly.—
n. Meet'ness. [A.S. ge-met—jnetan, to measure.]

Meet, met, v.t. to come face to face : to encounter in
conflict : to find or experience : to refute : be suit-
able to : satisfy, as by payment : to receive as a
welcome.

—

v.i. to come together from different
points : to assemble : to have an encounter : to
balance or come out correct :—/«./. unA pa.p. met.—«. a meeting, as of huntsmen.

—

tis. Meeting, a
coming face to face for friendly or hostile ends : an
interview : an assembly : a crossing of two roads

:

a junction of two rivers ; Meet'ing-house, a house
or building where people, esp. Dissenters, meet for
public worship ; Race'-meet'ing, a stated occasion
for horse-racing.—Meet half-way, to make mutual
concessions ; Meet the ear, or eye, to be told, or
shown, anything distinctly : to be readily apparent

;

Meet with, to come to or upon, esp. unexpectedly :

(Bacon) to obviate (as an objection).—Well met, an
old complimentary greeting. [A..S. metau, to meet—mdt, ge-uiot, a meeting.]

Megacepnalous, meg-a-sef'a-Ius, adj. large-headed.
Megafarad, meg'a-far-ad, «. in electrometry, a unit

equal to a million farads.
Megalichthys, meg-a-Iik'this, «. a genus of extinct
ganoid fishes. [Gr. tncgas, megale, great, ichthys,
a fish.J

Ki



Megalith mote ; mute ; mi3<5n ; then. Membrane

Megalith, meg'a-lith, «. a huge stone, such as is

seen in the ancient so-called Cyclopean masonry.—
ai/j. Megalith'ic.

Megalosaurus, meg-a-lo-saw'rus, n. a gigantic extinct
reptile of carnivorous habits. — adj. Megalosau'-
rian. [Gr. megas, titegaie, great, sauros, a lizard.)

Megaphone, meg'a-fOn, «. an appliance for making
words audible as far as two miles, without a con-
necting wire—a form of speaking-trumpet.

MegapooidaB, meg-a-pod'i-de, «. mound-birds (q.v.).

Megascope, meg'a-skSp, «. a form of solar microscope
for throwing enlarged images on a screen : i^pJuit.)

an enlarging camera.
Megatherium, meg-a-the'ri-um, «. a gigantic extinct

quadruped of the order Edentata, found in the

pampas of South America. [Gr. »ugas, great,
therion, wild beast.]

Megilp, me-gilp'. See Magllp.
Megohin, meg'om, n. a unit of electrical resistance,

equal to one million ohms. [Gr. »iegas, great, and
ohiH.]

Megrim, me'grim, n. a pain affecting only one half

of the head or face : lowness of spirits : a sudden
sickness of a horse at work. [Fr. }>iigraine—Gr.
hemicrania—liemi, half, kranion, skull. J

Meiny, me'ni, K. (Shak.) a retinue or company of
servants attending upon a person of high rank. [O.

Kr. mesnie, a company, through Low L. forms, from
L. maiisio, a dwelling.)

Meiocene. Same as Miocene.
Meiosis, ml-o'sis, «. (thet.) a figure of speech repre-

senting a thing as less than it is. [Gr.]
Meistersinger, mis'ter-sing'er, ft. one of the burgher

poets and musicians of Germany in the I4th-i6th
centuries, the successors of the Minnesingers. [Ger. ]

Molampode, mel-am'pod, «. (S/>ens.) the black helle-

bore. [Gr.]

Melanasmia, mel-a-nc'mi-a, H. a morbid condition of
the blood in which the vessels contain an unusual
quantity of dark colouring matter.

Melancholy, meian-kol-i, «. continued depression of
spirits : dejection : a gloomy state of mind causing
groundless fears ; (i1/zV/'.)pensiveness.

—

adj. gloomy :

producing grief.

—

n. Melancho'lla, a form of in-

sanity, in which there is continued depression or pain

of mind.— a,^>. Melancholic, Melancho'lious,
affected with, or caused by, melancholy : dejected :

mournful. [Throutjh Fr.,—L.,—Gr. mdaticliolia—
melatiy black, chole, bile.)

Melange, ma-lon^zh', «. a mixture: a medley. [Fr.]

MelaniC, me-lan'ik, adj. black.—«. Mel'anism, an
undue development of colouring matter in the skin
and its appendages.

—

adj. Melanis'tic.—«. Mel'an-
ite, a deep-black variety of garnet.

—

adjs. Melano-
ohro'lc, Melanoch'roous, dark-coloured ; Mel'anoid,
dark-lookinjj-

—

n. Melano'SlS, an abnormal deposi-

tion of pigmentary matter in such organs as the

spleen, liver, >^c. : the condition of the system
associated with such, black degeneration. — atijs.

Melanot'iC ; Meranous, dark-complexioned. — «.

Melanu'ria, the presence of a dark pigment in the

urine.—rt<^'. Melanti'ric.

—

ns. Mel'aphyre, a pre-

'I'ertiary basalt, usually altered ; Melasma, a skin
disease showing dark discolouration in spots.

Mel^e, ma-la, n. a fight in which the combatants are
mingled together: a confused conflict: an affray.

[Fr. ,

—

tueler, to mix.)
Mellbean, Melihcean, mel-i-be'an, adj. in poetry,

altern.itely responsive—from the name of a shepherd
in Virgil's first eclogue.

MellO, mel'ik, adj. pertaining to song.
Melilot, mel'i-lot, n. a genus of clover-like plants with

white or yellow flowers and a peculiar sweet odour.
[Gr. melilotns—meli, honey, lotos, lotus.)

Melinite, m;Vlin-Tt, «. an explosive of great force
obtained from picric acid. [Fr.]

Meliorate, melyo-rat, v.t.\.o make better.

—

v.i. to

grow better.

—

>is. Meliora'tion, the act of making

or becoming better ; Mellora'tor, an improver ;

Me'liorism, the doctrine that the world is capable
of improvement, as opposed to Optimism and Pessi-

mism ; Me'liorist, one who holds this doctrine

;

Melior'ity, the state of being better : betterness.

[L. meliordre, -dtum, to make better.]

MeliphagOUS, mel-if'a-gus, a^ij. feeding upon honey.
[Gr. mtli, \ioacy, phagein, to eat.)

Mell, mel, Z'.i. (Spens.) to mingle : to be concerned
with : to meddle. [Meddie.]

Mellay, meia, H. another form of melee.
Melliferous, mel-if'er-us, adj. honey-producing.

—

adj.
Mellif'iC, honey -making.

—

ns. Mellifica'tion, the
production of honey; Mellifluence, a flow of sweet-
ness : a smooth sweet flow.

—

adjs. Mellifluent,
Mellifluous, flowing with honey or sweetness

:

smooth.

—

advs. Mellifluently, MeUifluously.

—

ailj. Mellig'enous, producing honey.—«. Mell'ite,
honey stone.

—

adjs. Mellit'iC ; Melliy'oroUS, eating
honey. [L. mellt/er—mel, \\or\ey, /erre, to bear.]

Mellow, mel'o, adj. soft and ripe : well matured : soft

to the touch, palate, ear, &c. : genial : half-tipsy.

—

v.t. to soften by ripeness or age : to mature.

—

v.i. to

become .soft : to be matured.—ar^z'. Mell'owly.

—

n.

Mell'OWness, softness: maturity.

—

adj. Mell'OWy,
soft: friable. [A.S. mearu, soft; Dut. murw,
mollig, L. mollis, Gr. malakos.]

Melocoton, mel'O-kot-on, «. (Bacon) a quince : a large
kind of peach.—Also Mel'ocotoon. [Late L. meUtm
cotoneum (a corr. of Cydonium), a quince, lit. apple
of Cydonia, in Crete.

)

Melodrama, mel-o-dram'a, «. a kind of romantic and
sensational drama, formerly largely intermixed with
songs—also Mel'odrame.— rtrt>'. Melodramatic, of
the n.iture of melodrama : overstrained; sensational.— II. Melodram'atlst, a writer of melodramas. [Gr.

melos, a song, drama, a play.)

Melody, mel'o-di, n. an air or tune : music : an agree-
able succession of single musical sounds, as distin-

guished from harmony or the concord of a succession

of simultaneous sounds.— «. Melo'deon, a small reed
organ : an improved variety of the accordeoii.

—

ailj.

Melodic.— «.//. Melodies, the branch of music
concerned with melody.

—

adj. Melodious, full of

melody ; agreeable to the ear.—adv. MelO'diOUSly.
— «. Melo'diousness.— I/./. Mel'odise, to make
melodious : to reduce to the form of a melody.

—

v.i.

to compose or sing melodies.—«. Mel'odist. [Fr.,

— Late L.—Gr. melodta—melos, a song, ode, a lay.

J

Melon, mel'un, «. a kind of cucumber and its fruit,

which in shape resembles an apple. [Fr.,—L. melo,

-onis—Gr. ttieion, an apple.)

Melpomene, mel-pom'e-ne, «. the Muse of tragedy.

[Gr. melpomeue, songstress.)

Melrose, mel'roz, «. honey of roses.

Melt, melt, v.t. to make liquid, to dissolve: to soften

:

to waste away.

—

v.i. to become liquid: to dissolve

:

to become tender or mild ; to lose distinct form

:

to be discouraged -.—pa.p. melted, or molten.— «.

Melting, the act of making liquid or of dissolvirig

:

the act of softening or rendering tender.— adv.

Melt'ingly.— «. Melting-pot, a crucible. [A.S.

meltan; Ice. melta, Gr. meldei7i.\

Melton, mel'ton, «. a strong cloth for men's wear, the

surface without nap, neither pressed nor finished.

Member, mem'ber, n. an integral part of a whole, esp.

a limb of an animal: a clause: one of a society:

a representative in a legislative body.

—

adj. Mem

-

bered, having limbs.—». Mem'bership, the state of

being a member or one of a society : the members ofa
body regarded as a whole.

—

adj. Mem'bral, pertain-

ing to the limbs rather than the trunk.—Member of
Parliament, a member of the House of Commons,
MP. {Yr.mem.bre— l^. memirum.]

Membrane, mem'bran, «. (attat.) one of the thin tex-

tures which cover the organs or line the cavities or

canals of the body : the film containing the seeds
of a pUm.—adjs. Membraneous, Mem brauoua,



Memento fate, far ; mff, Wr ; mTne
: Mentonnl^re

Membrana'ceoUS, relating to, consisting of, or like

a membrane ; Membranif'erous ; Meml)ranlform.—Mucous membrane, the membrane lining the
various channels of the body which communicate
with the outside. [Fr.,—L. tuentbrana—membnitn.]

Memento, me-men'tO, «. something to awaken memory

:

a reminder of what is past or of what is yet to come :

—//. Memen'tOS.—Memento morl, rememberdeath :

an ornament by its form reminding one of death. [L.,

imper. oi ttifimnisse, to remember.]
Momnon, mem'non, n. a hero who fought for Troy

against the Greeks : a statue at Thebes in Egypt
which gave out a musical sound at sunrise. [Gr.]

Memoir, mem'wor, or me-moir', n. a sketch or descrip-

tion of something as remembered by the writer ; a
short biographical sketch of some one now dead : a
record of facts personally found out on any subject

:

the transactions of a society.

—

>ts. Mem'Oirism, the
act or art of writing memoirs : Memoirist, a writer

of memoirs. [Fr. inhnoire—L. >ne»ioria, memory—mentor, mindful.)

Memory, mem'o-ri, «. the power of retaining and re-

producing mental or sensory impressions : a having
or keeping in the mind : time within which past
things can be remembered : that which is re-

membered : commemoration : remembrance.—«.//.

Memorabilia, things worth remembering : note-

worthy points.

—

adj. Mem'orable, deserving to be
remembered: remarkable.

—

adv. Mem'orably.—«.

Memoran'dum, something to be remembered : a

note to assist the memory : (law) a brief note of
some transaction : (diplomacy) a summary of the
state of a question :—//. Memoran'dums, Memo-
ran'da.

—

adjs. Mem'orative, pertaining to memory:
aiding the memory ; Memorial, bringing to memory :

contamed in memory.—«. that which serves to keep
in remembrance : a monument : a note to help the
memory : a written statement forming the ground
of a petition, laid before a legislative or other body :

(B.) memory.

—

v.t. Memd'rialise, to present a
memorial to : to petition by a memorial.

—

n. Memd-
rlalist, one who writes, signs, or presents a memorial.—v.t. Mem'orise, to commit to memory : (Skak.) to
cause to be remembered.

—

adv. Memor'iter, from
memory : by heart.

Memphian, rnem'fi-an, adj. relating to Mem/>kis, an
ancient capital of Egypt.—Also Mem'phite, Mem-
phitic.

Men, plural of man.
Menace, men'as, v.i. to threaten.— Z7. 1, to act in a

threatening manner.—«. a threat or threatening : a
show of an intention to do harm.

—

adj. Men'acing,
overhanging : threatening. — ad^r. Men'acingly.
[Fr.,—L. miitacicF, threats

—

mina;, the overhang-
ing points of a wall.]

Menage, obsolete form of manage.
Menage, me-nazh', «. a household : the management

of a house: a club of working-men. [Fr. through
Late L.,—L. mansio, -onis, a dwelling.]

Menagerie, men-aj'er-i, «. a place for keeping wild
animals for exhibition : a collection of such animals.
—Also Menag'ery. [Fr., from manage.]

Menagogue, men'a-gog, «. a medicine that promotes
the menstrual flux.

Mend, mend, v.t. to remove a fault : to repair, as
something broken or worn : to make better : to cor-
rect, improve.—w.«. to grow better.

—

ns. Mend'er,
one who mends ; Mend'lng, the act of repairing

:

things requiring to be mended. [Short for amend.)
Mendacious, men-da'shus, adj'. given to lying

:

speaking falsely: of the nature of a lie.

—

adv.
Menda'ciously.— «. Mendacity, a tendency to
lying : a habit of lying : falsehood. [L. tnendax,
-acts, conn, with mentiri, to lie.]

Mendicant, mcn'di-kant, adj. in the condition of
a beggar : practising beggary.—«. one who is in
extreme want : a beggar : a member of one of the
R.C. orders who live by beggring : a begging friar.

—ns. Mendicancy, Mendicity, the state of being
a mendicant or beggar : the life of a beggar.

—

Mendicant orders, religious bodies who depended
on begging for their support. [L. mendicans, -antis,

pr.p. o\ mendicdre, to beg

—

mendictes, a beggar.j
Mends, mendz, for amends.
Menhaden, men-ha'dn, «. a species of herring or shad,

found off the east coast of the United States.

Menhir, men'her, n. a tall, often massive, stone, set

up on end as a monument in ancient times, either

singly or in groups, circles, &c. [W. maen, a stone,
hir, long.)

Menial, me'ni-al, adj, of or pertaining to a train of
servants : doing servile work : low.

—

n. a domestic
servant : one performing servile work : a person of
servile disposition. (O. Fr., nusnee, a household.
See Mansion.)

Meninx, me'ningks, «. one of three membranes that en-
velop the brain:—//. Meninges (men-in'jez).

—

adj.
Meningeal.->«. Meningitis (-jT'-), inflammation of
the membranes investing the brain or spinal cord;
Mening^OCele, hemia of those membranes. [Gr.
metiiitx, meningos, a membrane.)

Meniscus, me-nis'kus, «. a crescent or a new moon : a
lens hollow on one side and bulging on the other.—adjs. Menis'cal ; Menis'cate ; Menis'ciform

;

Menis'coid. [Gr. mene, the moon, -iskos, small.)

Mennonite, men'on-it, «. one of a Protestant sect,

combining some of the distinctive characteristics of
the Baptists and Friends. [From Metitio Simons
(died 1559), their chief founder.)

Menology, me-nol'o-ji, «. a register of months : a list

or calendar of martyrs, with festivals celebrated, &c.
Menopome, men'o-pOm, «. a large North American
amphibian—from its persistent gill-aperture. [Gr.
menein, to remain, poma, lid.)

Mensal, men'sal, adj. occurring once in a month :

monthly.—Also Men'SUaL
Mensal, men'sal, adj. belonging to the table. [L.]
Mense, mens, «. (Scot.) propriety: ornament: credit.—v.t. to grace or set off something.

—

adjs. MenSO'-
ful, decorous : respectable ; Mense'less, graceless,
uncivil. [M. E. mensk—A.S. mennisc, mannish.)

Menses, men'.sez, n./>l. the monthly discharge from the
uterus.—wj'. Men'opaUSe, the final cessation of the
menses ; Menorrhagia (fihys.), the ordinary flow of
the menses : (path.) an immoderate menstrual dis-

charge.— <i<^'. Menorrhag'lc—«. Menos'tasis, the
retention of the menses.

—

ii.pl. Menstrua, the
menses.

—

adjs. Men'strual, monthly : Menstruant,
subject to menses.

—

v.i. Men'Struate. to discharge
the menses.

—

n. Menstrua'tlon.—n^'. Men'struoos,
having or belonging to menses. [PI. of L. mensis,
a month.)

Menstruum, men'strW5-um, «. any fluid substance
which dissolves a solid body.

Mensurable, mens'u-ra-bl, itdj. that can be measured :

measurable.— «. MenSurablVity, quality of being
mensurable.

—

adj. Mons'ural, pertaining to measure.—n. Mensura'tion, the act or art of finding by
measurement and calculation the lencth, area,
volume, &c. of bodies.

—

adj. Mensura'tive. [L.
ntettsiirdre, to measure.)

Ment. ment (obs.), pa.t. anApa.p. oi ming, to mix.
Mental, men'tal, adj. pertaining to the mind : done

in the mind.

—

ns. Mental'ity, Menta'tion.

—

adv.
Men'taUy. — adjs. Menticul'tural, improving the
mind

; Mentifefous, conveying thought, telepathic.
—Mental alienation, insanity; Mental arith-
metic, arithmetic performed without the help of
written figures. [Fr.,—L. mens, mentis, the mind.]

Menthol, meii'thol, «. a camphor obtained from oil

of peppermint by cooling, which gives relief in

neuralgia, &c. [L. tnentha, mint.]
Mention, men'shun, «. a brief notice : a hint.^i'./. to

notice briefly: to remark : to name.

—

adj. Men'tlon-
able, fit to be mentioned. [L. tnentio, -onis.)

Mentonni^re, men-ton-nyai', n. a piece of armour



Mentor mSte : mnte ; mWin ; Men. Merit

attached to the helmet, worn to protect the chin and
throat. [Kr., mentoii, the chin—L. i/ietttum.]

Mentor, men'tor, «. a wise counsellor.

—

adj. Men-
tor ial. [Gr. Mentor, the tutor of Telemachus.J

Mentum, men'tum, ». the chin : the central part of
the labium in insects : (boi.) a projection in front of
the flower in some orchids.—«. Mentag'ra, an erup-
tion about the chin forming a crust.—a^'. Men'tal
(annt.), pertaining to the chin. [L., the chin.]

Menu, menu, «. a bill of fare. [Fr.,—L. minuius,
small.]

Mepblstopheles, mef-is-tof'e-lez, «. the name of the
devil in Marlowe's Doctor Fnustus and Goethe's
Faust.—adj. Mophistoptie'lean, cynical, scoffing,

malicious. [Ety. unknown ; prob. formed from Gr.
tne, aoi, phis {phot-), \\gt\t, philos, loving.]

Mephitis, me-ft'tis, n. a poisonous exhalation from
the ground or from decaying substances—also Me-
phitism.—.:<//>. Mephit'ic, -al. [L. mepkttts.]

Mercantile, mer'kan-til, rt^'. pertaining to merchants:
having to do with trade : comraerci.il.

—

ns. Mer'-
cantilism; Mercantilist.—Mercantile agency,

a

means of getting information about the circumstances
of merchants all over the country, for the use of
those who sell to them ; Mercantile law, the points

of law referring to the dealings of merchants with
each other ; Mercantile marine, the ships and
their crews which in any country are employed in

commerce ; Mercantile system {poUt. econ.), the
system of encouraging exportation and restricting

importation, so that more may be received than is

paid away. [Fr.,—Low L.—L. mercans, -antis,
pr.p. of merc&ri, to trade— tnerx, mercis, XDXX-

chandise—wirrrr^, to gain.]

Mercator's projection. See under Project.
Mercenary, mer'se-nar-i, aiij. hired for money : actu-

ated by the hope of reward : greedy of gain : sold or
done for money. — «. one who is hired: a soldier

hired into foreign service.

—

adv. Mer'cenarily.
[Fr.,—L., tnercenarius—tnerces, hire.]

Mercer, mer'ser, «. a merchant in silks and woollen
cloths, or in small wares.

—

n. 'bletcerj, the trade of
amercer: the goods of a mercer. [Fr. mercier.]

Merchant, mer'chant, «. one who carries on trade,

esp. on a large scale : one who buys and sells goods:
a trader : {ois.) a supercargo : a merchant-vessel.
—cidj. pertaining to trade or merchandise. — t'./.

Merch^and {Bacon), to trade or traffic.—". Mer-
chandise, goods bought and sold for gain : (/>. and
S/uik.) trade : dealing.—«</;>. Mer'chantable, suit-

able for sale : inferior to the very best, but suitable
for ordinary purposes : Mer'chant-like {Skak.), like

a merchant.

—

ns. Mer'chantman, a trading-ship :

(5.)a merchant :—/»/.Merchantmen ; Merchantry,
the business of a merchant : merchants collectively.

—Merchant prints, one who has made a qreat
fortune as a merchant ; Merchant service, the ships,

&c., engaged in commerce : the commerce which is

carried on by sea ; Merchant ship or vessel, a ship
used for carrying goods ; Merchant tailor, a tailor

who supplies the cloth for the clothes which he
makes. [Fr. marcfuind.\

Merctiry, m6r'ku-ri, n. the god of merchandise and
eloquence, and the messenger of the gods : the
planet nearest the sun : a white, liquid metal, also
called quicksilver : the column of mercury in a ther-
mometer or barometer : a messenger : a newspaper.—adj. Mercii'rial. having the qualities said to be-
long to the god Mercury: active: sprightly: often
changing : of or pertaining to trade : containing,
or consisting of, mercury— also MercU'riC.

—

-r'.t.

Mercurialise (w/frt'.), to aflfect with mercury : to ex-
pose to the vapour of merciir\-.— >/. MerCU'rialiSt.
—adv. Mercurially. — «. Mercurificatlon.— r'.!".

Mercu'rlfy. -<!<//. Mercurons. [Fr.,— L. Mer-
curius—mer.x, tnercis, merchandise.)

Mercy, m^Ksi, «. tenderness and forbearance shown
in sparing an oflfender in one's power : a forgiving

disposition : clemency : an act of mercy : an un-
deserved blessing : compassion or benevolence.

—

adjs. Mer'Ciable {Spens.), merciful : Mer CiftU, full

of, or exercising, mercy. — oiiv. Mer'CifUlly. — n.

Mercifulness. — I'./. Mercify {Spens.), to deal

mercifully with, to pity.

—

adj. Mer'ciless, without
mercy : unfeeling : cruel.

—

adv. Mer'Cilessly.

—

ns.

Mer'cilessness, want of mercy ; Mercy-seat, the

seat or place of mercy : the covering of the Jewish
Ark of the Covenant : the throne of God.—At the
mercy of (another), wholly in the power of: For
mercy 1 or For mercy's sake I an exclamatory ap-
peal to pity ; Oreat mercy = Gramercy ; Sisters of
mercy, members of female religious communities
who tend the sick, &c. [Fr. nierci, grace— L.
tnerces, tnercedis, pay, in later L. also ' favour.']

Mere, mer, «. a pool or lake.—Also Meer. [A.S.
mere; Ger. and Dut. meer, L. mare, the sea.]

Mere, mer, adj. unmixed : pure : only this and
nothing else: alone: absolute.

—

adj.'i/i'dTBA.{Shak.),

only, entire.

—

adz'. Mero'ly, purely, simply : only

:

thus and no other way : solely. [L. merus, un-
mixed (of wine).]

Mere, mer, «. a boundarj'.

—

v.t. to limit or bound.

—

ns. Mere'stead, the land within the boundaries of a
farm : Mere'Stone, a stone which marks a boundary.
[.\.S. g-e-mdre.]

Meretricious, mer-e-trish'us, adj. of or pertaining to
harlots : alluring by false show : gaudy and deceitful

:

false.

—

ad-: Meretric'lously. — ns. Meretric'ious-
ness ; Mer'etriz, a harlot. [L. meretrictus—mere-
trijr, a harlot, merere, to earn.]

Merganser, mer-gan'ser, H. a diving bird, sea-duck.
(L. mergus, a diving bird, anser, a goose.]

Merge, merj, v.t. to dip or plunge in : to sink : to

cause to be swallowed up.

—

z'.i. to be swallowed up,
or lost.—H. Mer'ger (lazv), a sinking of an estate or

a security in one of larger extent or of higher value.

(L. tnergere, >nersum.\
Mericarp, mer'i-karp, n. one carpel or part of the

fruit of an umbelliferous plant. [Gr. meros, a
part, karpos, fruit.]

Meridian, me-ria'i-an, adj. pertaining to midday

:

being on the meridian or at midday : raised to the
highest point. — «. midday : a midday dram : the
highest point, as of success : an imaginary circle

on the earth's surface passing through the poles

and any given place : (astron.) an imaginary circle,

passing through the poles of the heavens, and
the zenith of the spectator, which the sun crosses

at midday.

—

adj. Merid'ional, pertaining to the

meridian : southern : having a southern aspect.

—

n.

Meridional'ity.-di^r'. Merid'ionally. —Meridian
splendour, fullest point of brightness ; Meridian
sun, the sun at its full height, as at midday.—First
meridian, the meridian passing through Greenwich,
from which longitudes are measured east or west

;

Ma^etlc meridian (see Magnetic). [Fr., — L.

meridinnus, from meridies (orig. nudidies), mid-

day

—

medius, middle, dies, day.]

Meringue, me-rang', «. a mixture of sugar and white

of eggs slightly browned for garnishing other

confections: a pudding or tart covered with

this.—Meringue glac^, ice-cream with a casing of

meringue. [Fr., prob. from Mehringen.}
Merino, me-re'no, «. a variety of sheep having very

fine wool, originally from Spain : a fine French all-

wool dress fabric for women, originally ofmerino wool.
—adj. belonging to the merino sheep or their wool.

[Sp., — merino, inspector of sheep-walks— Low L.

majorinus, a head-man—L. major, gre.ater.]

Meristem, mer'is-tem, «. the formative tissue of plants,

distinguished from the permanent tissues by the

power its cells have of dividing and forming new
cells.

—

adj. Meristemat'lO. [Gr. meristos, verbal
adj. of merizein, to divide

—

meros, a part.]

Merit, mer'it, n. excellence that deserves honour or

reward : worth : value : that which one has earned.



Merk fete, far ; m6, hfer ; mine ; Mess

—v.t. to earn : to have a right to claim as a reward :

to deserve: (/>/., in law) the right or wrong of
a case, apart from questions of procedure.

—

adj.

Meritorious, possessing merit or desert : deserving

of reward, honour, or praise.

—

adzK Meritoriously.
—«. Merito'riousness.—Order for merit, a Prussian

order, the military class founded by Frederick the

Great in 1740—the civil class, by Frederick William
IV. in 1842 for eminence in science and art ; Order
of merit, place in a class or list in which the best

is placed first, the next best second, and so on. [Fr.,

—L. meritutn—nierere, -itu»i, to obtain as a lot,

to deserve.]

Merk, merk, «. an old Scotch silver coin, worth
13s. 4d. Scots, or i3jd. sterling. [Mark.]

Merle, merl, «. the blackbird. [Fr.,— L. merula.]
Merlin, mer'lin, «. a species of small hawk. [Fr.

enierillon, prob. from L. nterula,]

Merling, mer'ling, ti. a small gadoid fish, the whiting.

Merlon, mer'lon, n. (fort.) the part of a wall with

battlements which lies between two openings. [Fr.,

prob. through Low L. forms from L. »tiirns,a. wall.]

Mermaid, mer'mad, «. a sea-woman, having the head
and body of a lovely woman to the waist, ending in

the tail of a fish.

—

us. Mer'maiden {Tenn.) :

—

nunc.
Mer'man ; Mer'maid's-glove, the largest kind of

British sponge. [A.S. mere, a lake (influenced by
Fr. nter, the sea), tnagden, maid.]

Meroblast, mer'O-blast, n. a meroblastic ovum.

—

adj.

Meroblast'iC, undergoing segmentation only in the

germinal disc, as the eggs of birds.

Merognostic, mer-og-nos'tik, «. one who claims to

know in part.— «. Merognos'tioism.
Meropidan, merop'i-dan, «. a bird of the family of

bee-eaters. (L. merops, the bee-eater—Gr.]

Merosome, mer'o-sOm, n. one of the serial segments
of which a body is composed, as the ring of a worm,
a metamere, a somite.

Merovingian, mer-o-vin'ji-an, adj. pertaining to the

first dynasty of Frankish kings in Gaul, named from
Merivig; king of the western or Salian Franks
(448-457), grandfather of Clovis.

Merry, mer i, adj. sportive : cheerful : noisily gay :

causing laughter : lively. — adv. Merr'ily. — ns.

Merr'imake, Merr'y-make (Sfiens.), a meeting for

making merry, a festival, mirth.— 7'./'. to make merry,
to feast.—»j. Merr'iment, Merr'iness, gaiety with
laughter and noise : mirth : hilarity ; Merr'y-an'-
drew, one who makes sport for others : a buffoon :

one who goes round with a mountebank or a quack
doctor—also Merr'yman; Merr'y-go-round, a re-

volving ring of hobby-horses, &c., on which children

ride round at fairs, &c. ; Merr'y-mak'ing, a merry
entertainment, a festival ; Merr'y-tllOUgh.t, the
forked bone of a fowl's breast, which two persons
pull at in play, the one who breaks off the longer
part being thought likely to be first married. [A.S.
merg, from the Celtic, as in Gael, and Ir. mear,
merry, Gael, vtir, to sport.]

Merry, mer'i, «. an English wild-cherry. [Fr. fuerise.]

Merslon, mer'shun, n. Same as Immersion.
Merulidan, me-rOO'li-dan, «. a bird of the thrush

family {'/'urdida^), the typical genus of which is the
Mer'ula. [Merle.]

Merycism, mer'i-sizm, n. rumination in the human
species. [Gr., merykizein, to chew the cud.]

Mesail, mes'al, «. the vizor of a helmet, esp. when
made in two parts.

MesaL mes'al, adj. See Mesial.
Mesalliance, ma.-zal-le-an(g)s', «. a iparriaee with a

person of lower rank or social condition. [Fr.]

Mesaraic, mes-a-ra'ik, adj. mesenteric [Gr. mesos,
middle, araia, the belly.]

Meseems, me-semz', v.impers. it seems to me (used
only in poetry). [Me, the dative of /, and seems
used impersonally.]

Mesembryanthemum, me-zem-bri-an'the-mum, n. a
genus of succulent plants, mostly belonging to South

Africa. [Gr. mesetnbria, midday

—

tnesos, middle,

hfmera, day, anthemon, a flower.]

Mesencephalon, mes-en-sefa-lon, «. the mid-brain.

—

adj. Mesencephal Ic.

Mesentery, mes'en-ter-i, or mez'-, n. a membrane in

the cavity of the abdomen, attached to the back-
bone, and serving to keep the intestines in their

place.— «<<;. MesenteMc— «. Mesenteri'tls, in-

flammation of the mesentery. [L.,—Gr. mesenterion
—mesas, middle, enteron, intestines.]

Mesfaitta, mes'fath, «. (Tenn.) wrong faith, error of
belief. [Fr. mes—L. mis, wrong, and/ailA.]

Mesh, mesh, /;. the opening between the threads of a
net : the threads and knots which bound the open-
ing : network.—z'./. to catch in a net : 10 engage or
interlock, as gear-teeth.

—

v.i. to become engaged
thus. — ft. Mesh'-work, a network, web.

—

adj.
Mesh'y, formed like network. [A.S. max, a net;
Ger. mascAe.]

Mesial, me'zi-al, rt^^'. pertaining to the middle : median
—also Mes'al, Mes'lan. —advs. Mes'ally, Mes ially.

[Gr. mesos, middle.]
Mesmerise, mez'mer-Iz, v.t. to induce an extra-

ordinary state of the nervous system, in which the
operator is supposed to control the actions and
thoughts of the subject.

—

n. Mesmeree', one mes-
merised. ^rt«//>. Mesmeric, -al, of or reining to

mesmerism. — tis. Mesmerisa tion ; Mesmeriser,
Mesmerist, one who mesmerises : Mesmerism, act
of mesmerismg. [From Friedrich Anton or Franz
Mesmer, a German physician (1733-1815), who first

published his discovery in 1775.]
Mesne, men, adj. intermediate : applied to a writ

issued between the beginning and end of a suit.

—

Mesne lord, one who held land of a superior, but
had granted part of it to another person. [Norm.
Fr. mesne, middle.]

Mesoblast, mes'o-blast, n. the middle one of the three
germinal layers of any metazoic embryo between the
epiblast and the hypoblast: the mesoderm.

—

adj.
Mesoblas'tia

Mesocarp, mes'o-karp, n. {hot.) the middle one of the
three layers of a seed-vessel.

Mesocephalic, mes-O-se-fal'ik, adj. of medium bre.adth
or capacity—of the skull—also Mesoceph'alOUS.—
ns. Mesoceph'alism, Mesocepb'aly.

Mesoderm, mes'o-derm, «. Same as Mesoblast.
Mesodic, me-sod'ik, adj. {pros.) pertaining to a
system of different form intervening between a
strophe and its antistrophe.

Mesogastric, mes-o-gas'trik, adj. of or belonging to

the middle of the stomach : denoting the membrane
which sustains the stomach.

Mesophloeum, mes-a-fle'um, H. (J>ot.) the middle or
green layer of bark.

Mesothorax, mes-o-thC'raks, «. the middle one of the
three segments of an insect's thorax.

—

adj. Meso-
thorac'Ic.

MesozoiC, mes-o-zr/ik, adj. of the Secondary geological
period, including the 'i'riassic, Jurassic, and Creta-
ceous systems. [Gr. tnesos, middle, zoe, life.]

Mesprise, mes-priz', «. (Spens.) contempt, scorn.
[O. Fr. mespriser, to despise—L. fninus, less,

JrretiAre, to prize.]

Miesquite, mes'ket, mes-ket', n. a leguminous tree or
shrub of America, with nutritious pods. [Sp.]

Mess, me.s, «. a mixture disagreeable to the sight or
ta-ste : a medley : disorder : confu.sion.

—

v.i. to make
a mess of: to muddle.

—

<k^'. Mess'y, confused, un-
tidy. [A form of ;«ajA.]

Mess, mes, n. a dish or quantity of food served up
at one time : a number of persons who take their
meals together at the same table, esp. in the army
and navy : the take of fish at one time.

—

v.t. to
supply with a mess.

—

v.i. to eat of a mess : to
eat at a cotiimon table. [O. Fr. mes (Fr. mets), a
dish— L. mittSre, missutn, to send, in Low L. to
place.]

im
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Mess, mes, «. = mass.—MesS John, a domestic chaplain.
Message, mes'aj, n. any communicarion sent from one

person to another : an errand : an official communi-
cation, of advice, &c. , as a President's Message in

the United States.—«. Mess'enger, the bearer of a
message : a forerunner : a light scudding cloud pre-
ceding a storm : a piece of paper, &c., blown up the
string to the kite : the secretary-bird : a rope or chain
by which cables were formerly connected to the cap-
stan when heaving up the anchor : (Scots /aw) an
officer who executes the summonses of the Court of
Session, called a Mes8'enger-at-arms.—Queen's, or
King's, messenger, an officer who carries official

despatches whether at home or abroad. [Fr.,—Low
L. inissatuufn—-L. tuittere, missiirii, to send.]

Messiah, mes-sl'a, «. the anointed One, the Christ
—also Messias.—«. Messiahship, the character
and work of Christ as the Saviour of the world.

—

at/j. Messian'lc, relating to the Mes.siah. [Heb.
tmishiach, anointed

—

ntiishach, to anoint.]

Messldor, mes-si-dor', n. the tenth month of the
French revolutionary calendar, June igth-July i8th.

(Fr.,—L. messis, harvest, Gr. doron, a gift.]

Messieurs, plural of Mimsteur (q.v.).

Messin, mes'in, tt. {Scat.) a mongrel dog, a cur.

—

adj.
mongrel. [Cf. Mastiff.]

Messmate, mes'mat, «. one who eats at the same
table. {Mess and mate.]

Messuage, mes'waj, n. (/aw) a. dwelling and offices

with the adjoining lands appropriated to the house-
hold: a mansion-house and grounds. [O. Fr.,—LowL.
Diessiuij^iim—L. mansa, pa. p. oimanere, to remain.]

Mestee, mes-te', n. the offspring of a white person
and a quadroon. [Cf. Fr. mitis, mongrel.]

Mestizo, mes-t6'z3, n. tl)e offspring of a person of
mi.xed Spanish and American Indian parentage, &c.
[.Sp.,— L. mixtus—miscere, to mix.]

Met, /<!./. aud/<z./. oi meet.
MetabaslS, me-tab'a-sis, «. a change, as in treatment

or remedies : a transition.

—

adj. Metabat'ic. [Gr.,
nieta, beyond, bainein, to go.]

Metabolism, me-tab'o-lizm, «. a general term for the
chemical changes of living matter : retrograde meta-
morphosis, catabolism : complete metamorphosis, as
in Diptera, &c.

—

Oiij. Metabolic, undergoing com-
pletcmetamorphosis rpolymorphic : exhibitingmetab-
olism.

—

v.t. Metab'Olise. [Gr. metahole, change.]
Metacarpal, met-a-kar'pal, oi/j. pertaining to the part

of the hand between the wrist and the fingers, the
Metacarpus : denoting the foreleg of a horse be-
tween knee and fetlock joint.

Metacentre, met-a-sen'ter, n. that point in a floating
body slightly displaced from equilibrium through
which the resultant upward pressure of the fluid

always passes.

Metachronism, me-tak'ron-izm, «. an error made hy
placing an event after its real time. [Fr.,— Gr.
metachronos—meta, beyond, chronos, time.]

Metachrosis, met-a-krO'sis, '(. colour-change, as of a
chameleon.

Metacism. See Mjrtacism.
Metage, met'aj, n. measurement of coal : price of
measurement, [Mete.]

Metagenesis, met-a-jen'e-sis, «. (bio!.) a kind of altera-

tion of generations in which a series of generations of
unlike forms come between the egg and the parent
type.—«<!>. Metagenet'ic.

Metagnostic, met-ag-nos'tik, adj. transcending pre-
sent knowledge.—n. one who holds that there is a
supreme being, but that he transcends knowledge.

—

». Metagnos'ticism.
Metairie, me-ti're, ». a piece of land cultivated for a

share of the produce. [Fr. See Metayer.]
Metal, met'al, n. a solid, opaque body, possessing a

peculiar lustre, fusibility, conductivity for heat and
electricity, &c., such as gold, &c. : courage or .spirit

(now spelt nuttie) '. intrinsic quality : the number
and power of guns carried by a ship-of-war : broken

stones used for macadamised roads: (//.) the rails

of a railroad.—r./. to put metal on, as a road.

—

«. MetaUc'ity. — adjs. Met'ailed, covered with
metal, as a road ; Metallic, i>ertaining to, or like,

a metal: consisting of metal.

—

adv. Metal'lic-

ally. — adjs. Metallif'erous, producing or yielding
metals : MetalUform, having the form of metals :

like metal ; Met alline, pertaining to a metal : con-
sisting of, or mixed with, metal.—«J. Met'ailing, road-
metal, broken stones ; Metalllsa'tion.— t'./. Met'al-
lise, to form into metal : to give to a substance its

metallic properties.

—

ns. Met'allist, a worker in
metals : one who is skilled in metals : an advocate
of the use of metal as currency ; MetallOgraph, a
print produced by metallographic process. — adj.
Metallographic—«j. MetaLog'raphist ; Metal-
lOg'raphy, an account or description of metals : a
process for utilising metal plates in a manner similar
to lithographic stones : a process of imitating the
grain of wood on metals ; Met'alloid, one of the
meullic bases of the fixed alk.-)lies and alkaline
earths : any of the elements which are non-metallic
in the chemical sense of being able to replace hydrogen
in an acid, and thus forming a salt : one of the inflam-
mable non-metallic elements (sulphur, phosphorus,
&.c.).—adjs. Met'alloid, MetallOid'al, pertaining to,

or of the nature of, the metalloids.

—

ns. Mo'tal'lo-
phone, a kind of piano, having graduated metal
bars in place of strings : a musical instrument, differ-

ing from the xylophone in having metal instead of

wooden bars ; Met'allotherapy, the treatment of

disease by the external application of metals.

—

Metallic oxide, a compound of metal and oxygen ;

Metallic salts, salts having a metal or metallic

oxide for base.—Base metals, lead, zinc, copper,

iron : Fusible metal, a metallic alloy that fuses at

a very low tempeiauire—usually of lead, tin, and
bismuth ; Light metals, those whose specific gravity

is less than 5 ; Noble, or Perfect, metals, gold,

silver, platinum, so called because they keep their

lustre when exposed to the air. [Fr. ,—L. ntetaZ/um

—Gr. vutatloH, a mine, a metal.]

Metalepsls, met-a-lep'sis, «. (rhet.) a compound
figure that consists in uniting two or more different

tropes in the same word, or in so using a word as to

suggest two or three different figures by it.

—

adjs.

Metalep'tic, -al. [Gr.]

Metallurgy, met'al-ur-ji, «. the art of working metals

:

the art of separating metals from their ores.

—

adj.

Metallur'glC, pertaining to metallurgy.—«. Mei'-

allurgist, one who works metals : one skilled in

metallurgy. [Gr. nieta/ton, a metal, ergon, work.]

Metamerism, met'a-me-rizm, n. (chem.) a particular

form of isomerism, seen in substances having the

same molecular formula, but in which a/l the atoms
in the molecule are not directly united : (zoo/.) seg-

mentation of the body ofan animal along the primary

axis, producing a series of homologous parts.

—

<"^^-

Met'ameral, Metamer'lc. — «. Met'amere. [Gr.

meta, after, nteros, a part.]

Metamorphic, met-a-mor'fik, adj. subject to change
of form : (geo/.) applied to the alteration undergone
by rocks under heat, pressure, &c, so that they

assume a crystalline or semi-crystalline structure.

—

ns. Metamor'phlsm, state or quality of being meta-

morphic ; Metamor'phist, one who believes that the

body of Christ merged into the Deity when He
ascended.—7/. A Metamor'phose, to transform.—«.
Metamor'phosiS, change of shape, transformation :

the frequent transformation of human beings to

beasts, stones, trees, &c.—an essential part of folk-

lore everywhere : the marked change which some
living beings undergo in the course of their growth,

as caterpillar to insect, tadpole to fi-og, &c. :—//.
Me'tamor'phoses. [Gr. tnetamorphosis—meta^ ex-

pressing change, morjthi, form.]

Metapheiy, me-tafe-n, «. (pot^ the transposition of

various floral organs. [Gr. ; see Metaphor.]
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Metaphor, met'a-fur, n. a transference of meaning, the
putting of one thing for another which it only re-

sembles, as when words are said to be bitter : an
implicit simile.

—

aajs. Metaphor'iC, -al, pertaining

to, or containing, metaphor : figurative.

—

aav. Meta-
phor ically.—«.(. Metaphor ioalness ; Met'aphor-

• Ut.—Mixed metaphor, an expression in which two

or more metaphors are confused, where one only is

capable of being intelligibly evolved or conceived

objectively, as Cromwell's ' God has kindled a seed

in this nation.' (Fr.,—Gr. metaplu>ra—metapherein
—meta, over, phrrfin, to carry.]

Metaphrase, met'a-fraz, ». a translation from one
language into another word for word— opp. to

Parafhrase: a repartee— also Metaph'rasiS. — «.

Met'aphrast, one who translates word for word.
—tuij. Metaphras'tiC, literal in translation. [Gr.

metaphrasis—meta, over, phrasis, a speaking.]

Metaphysics, met-a-fiz'iks, n.sing. the science which
investigates the first principles of nature and thought :

ontology or the science of being.

—

adj. Metaphys'-
leal, pertaining to metaphysics: abstract.

—

ad7\
Metaphysically. —n. Metaphysio'ian, one versed

in metaphysics. [From certain works of Aristotle to

be studied after his physics—Gr. tneta, after, physika,
physics

—

physis, nature.]

Metaphyta, met-a-fi'ta, n.pL many-celled plants, in

contrast to the single-celled Protophytes.
Metaplasia, met-a-pla'si-a, «. the direct conversion of
one form of an adult tissue into another—also Metap'-
lasis.

—

n. Met'aplasm, a grammatical change in a
word by adding or dropping a letter. [Gr. meta,
over, ptosis—plassein, to form.]

MetapophysiS, met-a-pofi-sis, «. (artat.) a dorso-
lateral apophysis on the anterior articular process of
a vertebra. [Gr. tneta, after, apophysis, a process.]

Metastasis, me-tas'ta-zis, ». a change in nature, form,
or quality : a change from one part to another, as a
disease : (^o/.) metabolism.

—

adj. Metastat'ic. [Gr.,—tnethistemi, I change place.]

Metatarsal, met-a-tar'sal, adj. belonging to the front

part of the foot, behind the toes, nearly the same as
the instep in man.

—

n. Metatar'SUS. [Gr. meta,
beyond, tarsos, the flat of the foot.]

Metathesis, me-tath'es-is, n. (gram.) a change of
6lace of the letters or syllables of a word.

—

adjs.
[etathet'ic, -aL [Gr.,

—

metatithenai, to trans-

pose

—

>neta, over, tithenai, to place.]

Metathorax, met-a-thO'r.iks, n. the third segment of
an insect's thorax.

—

adj. MetathoraC'iO.
Metatome, met'a-tOm, «. (archil.) the space between
two dentils.

Metayer, me-ta'yer, «. a farmer who pays, instead
of money rent, a fixed proportion of the crops.

—

«. Meta'yage, this system. [Fr.,—Low L. medie-
tariiis—L. medietas, the half

—

medius, middle.]
MetaZOa, met-a-zO'a, n.pl. many-celled animals pos-

sessing cellular differentiation :—opp. to single-celled
Protozoa. — adjs. Metaxo'an, Metazd'iC.

—

n.smg.
Met'asoOIL [Gr. meta, after, zoon, animal.]

Mete, met, v.t. to measure.

—

ns. Mete'waild, a measur-
ing-stick ; Mete'yard (B.), a yard or rod for meting
or nie.isuring. [.A.-S. metan; Ger. messen.\

Metempiric, -al, met-em-pir'ik, -al, adj. beyond or
outside of experience :— opp. to Empirical or Ex-
periential. -Its. Metempiricism ; Metempir^icist.

Metempsychosis, me-temp-si-kO'sis, «. the p.isslng of
the soul after death into some other body, whether
that of a human being or of an animal :—//. Me-
tempsycho'ses. [Gr.,— meta, expressing change,
empsychosis, an animating

—

en, in, psyche, soul.]
MetensomatOSiS, met-en-sO-ma-tO'sis, «. transference

of the elements of one body into another.
Meteor, me'te-or, n. one of numberless small bodies

travelling through space, continually being encoun-
tered by the earth on its orbital path, and then
revealed to our observation as aerolites, fire-balls, or
•hooting-stars : formerly used of any appearance in

6«8

the atmosphere, as clouds, rain : (Jig.) anything
that for a time dazzles or strikes with wonder.

—

adj.

Meteor'iC, pertaining to, or consisting of, meteors

:

proceeding from a meteor : flashing like a meteor

:

influenced by the weather.

—

ns. Meteorograph, an
instrument by which several meteorological elements
are recorded in combination : Meteor'olite, Me'te-
Orite, a meteoric stone.

—

adjs. Meteorolog'ic, -al.— ns. Meteororoglst, one skilled in meteorology

;

Meteorology, that department of physics which
treats of the phenomena of the atmosphere as re-

gards weather and climate.— <wy. Me'teorous(ii//V/.),

having the nature of a meteor.—Meteoric iron, iron

as found in meteoric stones : Meteoric shOWers,
showers of meteors or shooting-stars ; Meteoric
stones, aerolites. [Gr. meteoron—tneta, beyond,
eora, anything suspended

—

iuirein, to lift.]

Meter, a form of metre.
Meter, me'ter, «. one who, or that which, measures,

esp. an apparatus for recording automatically the
quantity of a fluid passing through it, as in gas-
meter, water-meter, &c. — v.t. to measure by a
meter.—«. Meterage. —Dry meter, a gas-meter
with bellows-like apparatus and no liquid. [Aletre.]

Methane, meth'an, «. marsh-gas, the simplest hydro-
carbon, found wherever the decomposition of vege-
table matter is taking place under water, also in

coal-mines, forming when mixed with air the deadly
fire-damp.

—

n. Methanom'eter.
Metheglin, meth-eg'lin, «. mead, a fermented liquor
made from honey.—«. Mether (-/A'-), a vessel for

mead. [W. meddyglyu—rnedd, mead, llyn, liquor.]

MetbinkS, me-thingks', (B.) Methink'eth, v.impen.
it seems to me: I think:

—

pa.t. methought (me-

thawt'). [A. S. m4 thyncth, it seems to me. ^ytuan,

to seem, is often confused with ]>encan, to think. Cf.

Ger. di'inken, to seem, denken, to think.]
Method, meih'ud, «. the mode or rule of accomplishing
an end : orderly procedure : manner : orderly arrange-
ment : system, rule, classification : manner of perform-
ance : an instruction-book systematically arranged.—a<^>. Method' ic, -al, arranged with method: dis-

posed in a just and natural manner : formal.

—

adv. Method'lcally.—7'. /. Meth'odise, to reduce to
method : to dispose in due order.

—

us. Meth'odism,
the principles and practice of the Methodists ; Meth'-
Odist. one who observes method : one of a sect of
Christians founded byjohn Wesley (i 703-91), noted for

the strictness of its discipline : one who is very strict

in religion.

—

adjs. Methodlst'iC, -al, resembling
the Methodists: strict in religious matters.

—

adv.
Methodist'ically.— H. Methodology, the science of
method in scientific procedure. [Fr.,— L. tnethodus
—Gr. methodos—tneta, after, hodos, a way.]

Methomania, meth-o-ma'ni-a, n. morbid craving for

alcohol. [Gr. methy, drink, mania, madness.]
Methought. See Methioks.
Methuselah, me-thu'ze-la, n. a patriarch said to have

lived 969 years (Gen. v. 27) : any very aged person.
Methyl, meth'il, «. (chem.) the name given to the

hypothetical radical of methylic alcohol or wood
spirit. — «. Meth'ylene, a highly inflammable and
volatile liquid, obtained by the destructive distill.i-

tion of wood.— adj. Methyric, denoting alcohol
obtained by the destructive distillation of wood.

—

Methylated spirit, a mixture of nine parts of alcohol
with one of pjToxylic or wood spirit (to prevent
people drinking it), used for spirit-lamps, varnishes,
&c. [Gr. meta, after, with, hyU, wood.]

MethysiS, meth'i-sis, «. (path.) drunkenness.— fl/^".

Methys'tlC, intoxicating. [Gr.]
Metic, met'ik, n. an immigrant, a resident alien. [Gr.

tnrta, over, oikos, a house.)

Meticulous, me-tik'u-Ius, adj. (arch.) timid, ovep
careful.— oi/i'. MetlO'ulOUSly. [L. mttus, fear.)

Metier, met'yar, n. one's calling or business. ( Fr. ]

Metif, me'tif, n. the oflfspring of a white and a quad-
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Microcephalous

roon.—«. Me'tis, a half-breed of French and Indian
parentage in Canada. [Cf. Mastiff.\

Metis, me'tis, «. a Greek personification of prudence.
MetoniC, me-ton'ik, adj. pertaining to the lunar cycle

of nineteen years, after which the new and full moon
happen again on the same day of the year as at its

beginning. [From Melon, c. 43a]
Metonjrmy, me-ton'i-mi, «. (rh^t.) a trope in which

the name of one thing is put for that of another
related to it, the effect for the cause, &c., as 'the

heart' for 'the affections,' 'the bottle' for 'drink,'

&c.

—

adjs. Metonym'iC, -al, used by way of me-
tonymy.—Oi/j/. Metonym'ically. [L.,—Gr. nteto-

nymia—nteta, expressing change, onoma, a name. J

Metope, met'o-pe, «. (archit.) the space between the

triglyphs in the frieze of the Doric order, generally

ornamented with carved work : the face, forehead,

frontal surface generally. — adj. Metop'iC. — ns.

Met'opism, the condition of having a persistent

metopic or frontal suture. [Gr.,—wif/a, between,

and ope, the hole in the frieze receiving one of the

beam-ends.]
Metoposcopy, met-O-pos'kO-pi, «. the study of char-

acter from the physiognomy.

—

adjs. MetopoSCOp'iC,
-al.—«. Metopos'coplst.

Metra, met'ra, n. a pocket-instrument, combining the

uses of thermometer, level, plummet, and lens. [Gr.,

pi. oi meIron, measure.]
Metre, me'ter, «. that regulated succession of certain

groups of syllables in which poetry is usually written

—these groups of long and short {classical) or ac-

cented {English) syllables being caWcd/eet: rhythm :

verse, or poetry generally : a plan of versification,

the character of a stanza as consisting of a given
number of lines composed of feet of a given number,
construction, and accent : musical time. — adjs.

Metric, -al, pertaining to metre or to metrology

:

consisting of verses.

—

adv. Metrically.

—

ns. Me-
trician, Met'riclst, one skilled in metres, one
who writes in metre : Met'riCS, the art or science

of versification ; Metrifica'tion {Tenn.), the act of
making verses ; Met'rifier, a versifier ; Met'rist, one
skilled in metres, a skilful versifier : Metroma'nia,
a mania for writing verses. — Common metre, the
stanza forming a quatrain in eights and sixes, of four

and of three iambic feet alternately—also Service
metre, from its use in the metrical psalms, &c., and
Ballad metre, from its use in old romances and
ballads ; Long metre, an octosyllabic quatrain, the
four lines with four feet each ; Short metre, the
quatrain in sixes, with the third line octosyllabic
[Fr.,—L. 7netrum—Ox. metron.'\

Mbtre, ma tr, «. the fundamental unit of length in the
metric system—one ten-millionth of a quadrant of

the Meridian— 39-3707904 English inches.

—

adj.
Met'ric. — Metric system, the French system of

weights and measures, founded on the French metre
— dividing or multiplying by ten, and therefore a
decimal system.

Metre. Same as Meter.
Metric, met'rik, adj. quantitative.

—

adj. Met'rical,
pertaining to measurement. — n.fl. Met'riCS, the
theory of measurement.

—

ns. Met'rograph, an ap-
paratus for registering the speed of a railway-train

and the places and duration of stops ; Metro!'Ogy,
the science of weights and measures ; Met'ronome,
an instrument like an inverted pendulum which
measures musical time.

—

adj. Motronom'ic.— «.

Metron'omy, measurement of time by a metronome.
Metronymic, met-ro-nim'ik, adj. derived from the
name of one's mother, or other female ancestor.

—

«. an appellation so derived ; cf. Patronymic. [Gr.
nietlr, a mother, onoma, name.]

Metropolis, me-trop'o-lis, ». the capital of a country :

the chief cathedral city, as Canterbury of England :

the mother-city of an ancient Greek colony : a generic
focus in the distribution of plants or animals :—pl.

Metrop'olises.—(u(;'. Metropol'itan, belonging to

19

a metropolis : pertaining to the mother-church.

—

n.

the bishop of a metropolis, presiding over the other
bishops of a province : an archbishop.—«. Metro-
pol'itanate.— «(/;>. Metropol'itic, -al. [L.,—Gr.
meter, mother, polls, a city.]

Mettle, met'l, «. ardent temperament : spirit : spright-
liness : courage. — adjs. Mett'led, Mett'lesome,
high-spirited: ardent.

—

n. Mett'lesomeness, quality
or state of being mettlesome. — Put one on his
mettle, to rouse a person up to putting .orth his

best efforts. [From the metal of a blade.]
Meum, ma'um, ;<. mine—in the phrase Meum and
tuum, mine and thine. [L.]

Meute, mut, «. a mew, a place where hawks are
mewed or confined. [Mew, a cage for hawks.]

Mew, mu, n. a sea-fowl : a gull. fA.S. mxw ; Dut.
meeiniu. Ice. tuar, Ger. moive ; all imit.]

Mew, mu, v.i. to cry as a cat.—«. the cry of a cat.

Mew, mu, v.t. to change, as the covering or dress:
to shed or cast : to confine, as in a cage.

—

v.i. to

change : to cast the feathers : to moult.

—

n. a place
for confining : a cage for hawks while mewing : gener-
ally in pi. a stable, because the royal stables were
built where the king's falcons were kept. [O. Fr.

vnie, a. changing, esp. of the coat or skin

—

mucr, to

mew—L. mutare, to change.]
Mewl, mul, v.i. {Shak.) to cry as an infant. [Imit.]

Mexican, meks'i-kan, ». a native or inhabitant of
Mexico.—adj. pertaining to Mexico or Mexicans.

Mezereon, me-ze're-on, «. a deciduous shrub with pink
flowers, and having an extremely acrid bark used in

medicine. [Fr.,—Pers. ]

Mezzanine, mez'a-nln, «. {archil.) a low story intro-

duced between two higher ones : a small window
used to light such apartments. [Fr.,— It. mezza-
nino—viezzo—L. medius, middle.]

Mezzo-rilievo, med'zo-re-lya'vo, «. a degree of relief in

figures, half-way between high and low relief. [It.)

Mezzo-soprano, med'zo-so-pra'no, n. a quality of voice
between soprano and alto : low soprano.

Mezzotint, mez'C-tint, or med'zo-tint, ». a method of

copperplate engraving, producing an even grada-
tion of tones, resembling those of a photograph :

an impression from a plate so produced. — Also
Mezzotint'O. [It.,

—

mezzo, middle, half, tinto, tint

—L. tinge re, tiiictum, to dye.]
Ml, me, ». the third note in the diatonic scale.

Miasma, ml-az'ma, «. unwholesome exhalations

arising from putrescent matter^also Ml'asm :

—

//. Mi'asms, Miasmata.—a^^V. Mias'mal, Mias-
matic, Mias'matOUS, pertaining to, or containing,

miasma.— ?;f. Mias'matist ; Miasmol'ogy.— a(^'.

Mias'mOUS. [Gr. miasma—miainein, to stain.]

Miaul, mi-awl', v.i. to cry as a cat.

Mica, mi'ka, «. a group of rock-forming minerals, with
perfect cleavage in one direction, the laminaa flexible

and elastic, and generally transparent.— arf;'. Mica'-

ceous.

—

ns. Ml'ca-schist, Mica-slate, a metamor-
phic rock consisting of alternate layers of mica and
quartz. [L. tnica, a crumb. ]

Mice, mis, plural of mouse.
Michaelmas, mik'el-mas, n. the festival of St Michael,

celebrated Sept. 29 : a quarterly rent-day in England.

Miche, mich, v.i. {obs.) to lie hid, to skulk, to act by
stealth : to pilfer meanly—also Mich.

—

ns. Mich'er

;

Mich'ing—also adj.

Mickle, mik'l, adj. {arch.) much. [A.S. micel, mycel;

Scot, muchle.]
Micky, mik'i, «. an Irish boy : a wild young bull.

Microbe, mi'krab, mik'rob, «. a microscopic organisrn,

esp. a bacterium, found wherever orgaiiic matter is in

process of decomposition.

—

adjs. Micro'bial, Micro'-

Dian, Microbic— «. Microbiol'ogy, the science of

micro-organisms. [Fr.,— Gr. micros, small, iios,

life.]

Microcephalous, ml-krS-sefa-lus, adj. having a small

or imperfectly formed head.—Also Miorocephal'ia

[Gr. mikros, small, kephali, the head.]
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Microchronometer, ml-kro-krO-nom'e-ter, «. an in-

strument for registering very small periods of time.

Micrococcus, ml-kro-kok'us, «. a microscopic organism

of a round form.

Microcosm, ml'krO-kozm, tt. a little universe or world

:

(often applied to) man, who was regarded by ancient

philosophers as a model or epitome of the universe.

—adj's. MioroCOS'miC, -al, pertaining to the micro-

cosm.—«. Microcosmog'raphy. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr.—
mikros, little, kosmos, world.]

Microcoustic, mt-krO-koS'tik, adj. serving to augment
weak sounds.—«. an instrument for such purpose.

Microcrith, mi'krO-krith, «. {c/tem.) the unit of molecu-

lar weight, that of the half-molecule of hydrogen.

Miorocyte, ml'krS-sTt, «. a small cell or corpuscle : a

small blood corpuscle found in anaemia.—>M. Micro-

cythe'mia, Microcyto'sis, a condition of the blood

with many very small corpuscles.

Microdentism, ral-kra-den'tizm, «. smallness of the

teeth.

Microdont, ml'krS-dont, adj. having short or small

teeth.

Microfarad, ml-krS-far'ad, «. one-millionth of a farad,

the practical unit of electrical capacity.

MlcrogeolOgy, mI-kr5-je-oro-ji, «. the department of

geology concerned with the study of microscopic

structures.

Micrograph, ml'krS-graf, «. a pantograph instrument

for minute writing or drawing : a microscopic picture.

— «. Microg'rapher. — adj. Micrograph'lo. — «.

Microg'raphy, the description of microscopic objects.

[Gr. vitkros, \\l\.\e, graj>>iein, write.]

Microhm, mik'rOm, «. an electric unit equal to the

millionth part of an ohm.
Microlite, ml'krO-lIt, «. a mineral related to pyro-

chlore.—«. Ml'crolith, a name suggested by Vogel-

sang in 1867 for the microscopic aciciilar components
of rocks.

—

adj. Microllth'iC. [Gr. mikros, small,

lithos, a. stone.]

Micrology, ml-krol'o-ji, «. the branch of science which
treats of microscopic objects.

—

adjs. MicrolOg'iC, -al.

—adv. Microlog'ically.
Micrometer, ml-krom'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring minute distances or angles.

—

adjs. Micro-
met'riO, -al.

—

ns. Microm'etry, measuring with a
micrometer ; Mi'cron, the millionth part of a metre,

or irino of an inch ; Mi'cro-or'ganism, a microscopic
organism. [Gr. mikros, little, metron, measure.]

Microphone, ml'krO-fOn, «. an instrument which
renders the faintest somids distinctly audible.

—

adjs.

Microphonic, Microph'onous.— «. Mi'crophony.
[Gr. mikros, X\\.\.\e., phone, sound.]

Microphotography, mt-krO-fO-tog'ra-fi, «. the photo-
graphing of objects on a microscopic scale.

Mfcrophyllous, ml-krofil-u';, adj. (hot.) having small
leaves. [Gr. mikros, little, phyllon, leaf.]

Microphyte, mT'kr5-fTt, «. a microscopic plant, esp.

one parasitic—rt^V. Mi'crophytal, Miorophyt'lo.
Micropoda, ml-krop'o-da, «.//. in some systems a

division of monomyarian bivalves, with rudimentary
feet, including oysters, &c. [Gr. mikros, small,

pous, podos, foot.]

IVIicropBia, ml-krop'si-a, «. an affection of the eye in

which objects appear in less than actual size.

Micropterous, ml-krop'te-rus, adj. having short wings
or fins.

Micropyle, ml'krO-plI, «. {hot.) the orifice in the coats

of the ovule leading to the apex of the nucleus,

through which the pollen-tube penetrates : (zool.) the
hilum of an ovum at the point of attachment to the
ovary : any opening in the coverings of an ovum by
which spermatozoa may find entrance. [Gr. mikros,
small, /j//^, a gate.]

Microscope, ml'krO-skCp, «. an instrument which
magnifies to the eye objects so minute as to be
almost or quite undiscernible witho\it its aid.

—

adjs.

Mlcrosoop^'lc, -al, pertaining to a microscope : made
by, or as if by, a microscope : visible only by the

aid of a microscope : working with, or as if with,

a microscope.

—

adv. Microscopically.— «j. Micro-
SCOpiSt, one skilled in the use of the microscope

;

Microscopy.—Binocular microscope, a microscope
with two eye-pieces, for viewing an object with both
eyes at once ; Compound microscope, a microscope
with two sets of lenses so arranged that the image
formed by the lower or object glass is again mag-
nified by the upper or eye-piece. [Gr. mikros, little,

skopein, to look at.]

Microseism, ml'krO-sizm, n. a slight earthquake
tremor.—a(^>. Microseis'mic, -aX.—ns. Microsels'-
mograph ; Microseismom'etry.

Microsoma, mi-kre-so'ma, n. one of the minute
granules embedded in the hyaline plasm of the
protoplasm of vegetable cells :^;»/. MicroSO'mata.
[Gr. mikros, small, soma, body.]

Microspectroscope, mI-kr5-spek'tro-skop, n. a com-
bination of the spectroscope with the microscope.

Microspore, ml'krO-spor, «. {pot.) a small asexu-
ally produced spore : \zooL) one of the numerous
very small spore-like elements produced through
the encystment and subdivision of many monads.
—«. Microsporan'gium.—rtrf/'. Mi'orosporous. [Gr.

mikros, small, sporos, a seed.]

Microtome, ml'krO-tom, «. an instrument for cutting
thin sections of objects for microscopic examination.
—adj. Microtom'ic—«j. Microt omist ; Microt'-
omy. [Gr. mikros, little, ie»inein, to cut.]

Microzoa, ml-krO-zO'a, 7i.pl. microscopic animals.

—

11. and adj. Microzo'an.-«. Mlcrozoa'ria, a name
sometimes used for infusorians, &c.—adj. Mioro-
zoa'rian.—«. and adj. Microzo did, a very minute
free-swimming zooid, which buries itself in the body
of a sedentary animalcule. —«.f. Microzo'on, any
micro-organism of animal nature ; Microzo'ospore,
a zoospore of abnormally small size ; Ml'crozyme,
a member of a class of extremely minute living

organisms floating in the atmosphere, supposed to

be the means of comminiicating certain epidemic
and other zymotic diseases. [Gr. mikros, small,

sdoii, an animal, sporos, seed, zyme, leaven.]

Micturition, mik-tu-rish'un, «. the act of passing, or
the frequent desire to pass, urine.

—

n. Miction,
voiding urine. —z'.?'. Mic'turate. [L. micttirire,

-ttiuii, to pass urine.]

Mid, mid, adj. middle : .situated between extremes.
— «. {.'ikak.) middle. —«j. Mid'-age (Skak.), the

middle time of life, a person in middle-life ; Mid'-
air, Mid'-heaVen, the middle of the sky ; Mid'day,
the middle of the day : noon.

—

adj. of or pertaining
to noon. — adj. Mid'dest {Spens.), most nearly in

the middle : middlemost.—«. the midst, middle.

—

».

Mid'-hour, the middle part of the A3.y.—adj. Mld'-
land, in the middle of, or surrounded by, land

:

distant from the coast : inland.

—

n. the interior of a
country: (/A) esp. the central parts of England.—«.

Mid'-Lent, themiddleorfourth Sunday in Lent.

—

adj.

Mid'most, middlemost.—«. Mld'night, the middle
of the night : twelve o'clock at night.— rtrf/'. being at

midnight : dark as midnight.—«j. Mid'noon, noon ;

Mid'-sea, the open sea.

—

adj. Mid'ship, being in

the middle of a ship.—«. Midshipman, in the
British navy, an officer whose rank is next above
that of a naval cadet ; in the U.S. navy, the lowest
grade of officers in the line of promotion, now
called Naval csA^t.-adv. Mid'ships.—«j. Mid'-
BUmmer, the middle of summer : the summer solstice,

about the 21st of June; Mid'sutomer-day, the
24th of June; Mld'way, the middle of the way
or distance.

—

adj. being in the middle of the way
or distance. -^rt<fo. half-way.

—

n. Mld'Wlnter, the
middle of winter : the winter solstice (21st or 22d
December), or the time shortly before or after it.

[A.S. {mid-), middgen; Ger. vtilte and mittei, L.
medius, Gr. mesos.\

Midas, mt'das, n. a fabulously rich man, from the king of
Phrygia who got the power of turning everything he
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touched into gold, till he was like to be starved.
His ears were changed by Apollo to those of an
ass for deciding a musical contest in favour of Pan.

Midden, mid'en, «. a heap of ashes or dung (see also
Kitchen-midden).— «. Mldd'enstead, a place where
dung is heaped up. [Scand., as Dan. inodding—
mde, dung ; cf Muck.]

Mld£e, mid'l, adj. equally distant from the extremes :

intermediate : intervening : [gram.) intermediate be-

tween active and passive, reflexive.—«. the middle
point or part : midst : central portion, waist.

—

adjs.

Middle-aged, of or about the middle period of life

(from about 35 to 50) ; Midd'le-ClaSS, pertaining to,

or included in, the middle class.

—

ns. Midd'le-eartll
(Shak.), the earth, considered as placed between the

upperand lower regions ; Middleman, one who stands
in the middle between two persons : an agent who
does business between two parties : in Ireland, one
who rents land in large tracts, and lets it in small
portions to the peasantry. — ndjs. Middlemost,
Mld'most iB.), nearest the middle; Middle-
sized, of middle or average size. — ns. Middle-
watch, the period between midnight and 4 a.m. ;

Midd le-weigbt, a boxer or jockey of intermediate
weight, between light and heavy weight. — adj.
Midd ling, of middle rate, state, size, or quality :

about equally distant from the extremes : moderate :

{Scot.) not in very good health : fairly well or pros-
perous.

—

adv. moderately.—«.Midd'lingness, medi-
ocrity.—«.//. Middlings, the coarser part of ground
wheat.—Middle Ages, the time between the down-
fall of the western Roman empire, about 476 A.D.,
and the Reformation in the first quarter of the i6th
century, or even earlier—in the later half of the
preceding century, when printing was invented,
America discovered, and the revival of learning took
place ; Middle Class, that part of the people which
comes between the nobility and the working-class

;

Middle distance (same as Middle groiind); Middle
English, English as spoken and written from 1350
to 1500 or 1550 ; Middle ground, the central portion
of a picture—that is, between the foreground and
background ; Middle Kingdom, China ; Middle
passage, the voyage across the Atlantic from Africa
to the West Indies, which was a time of horror on
board a slave-ship ; Middle States, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware ; Middle
term {logic), that term of a syllogism which appears
both in the major premise and the minor, but not
in the conclusion. — Middle-class schools, schools
for the higher education of the middle class, inter-

mediate between the primary schools and the large
public schools or the universities. [A.S. ntiddel—
tnid; Dut. ntiddel, Ger. mitiel.]

Middy, mid'i, n. for midshipman.
Midgard, mid'gard, «. {Scand. myth.) the abode of
men, midway between heaven and hell. [Ice.

midhgardhr = mid-yard.]
Midge, mij, n. the common name of several species

of small two-winged insects, like gnats, but with
a shorter proboscis. — «. Midg'et, a little midge:
something very small of its kind : a very small
person. [A.S. micge ; Ger. miicke, a gnat.]

Midrash, mid'rash, h. the Hebrew exposition of the
Old Testament—its two divisions, Haggada and
Halakha :—pl. Midrashim (mid-ra'shem), commen-
taries to individual books or sections of the Old
Testament. [Heb., ' exposition.']

Midrih, mid'rib, n. (bot.) the continuation of the leaf-

stalk to the point of a leaf.

Midriff, mid'nf, n. the diaphragm. [A.S. mid, middle,
hrif, the belly.)

Midst, midst, fK the middle.

—

adv. in the middle.
[From the M. E. phrase in midde-s, in the midst,
with excrescent t (cf. wAil-s-t).]

Midwife, mid'wif, «. a woman who assists others in

childbirth:—//. Mldwlves (mid'wTvz). — ». Mld'-
Wlfery, art or practice of a midwife or accoucheuse :

yielding liquid,

assistance at childbirth. [A.S. mid, together with
(Ger. mit, Gr. met-a), wif, woman.]

Mien, men, «. the look or appearance of a person

:

the expression of the face : manner : bearing. [Fr.

mine—It. mina, deportment—Low L. mindre, to

conduct— L. mindri, to threaten.]

Miff, mif, «. {coll.) a slight feeling of resentment.
[Akin to Ger. jnuffen, to sulk.]

Might, mlt, pa.t. of may.
Might, mlt, «. power : ability : strength : energy or

intensity of purpose or feeling. — adj. Might'fol
{Shak.), mighty: powerful.

—

adv. Mightily.—«.

Might'iness, state of being mighty : power : great-
ness : great amount : a title of dignity : excellency.—adj. Might'y, having greater power : strong

:

valiant : very great : important : exhibiting might

:

wonderful.—Might and main, utmost strength.

[A.S. tneaht, mikt ; Ger. macht ; cf. May.]
Mignonette, min-yo-net', «. an annual with sweet-

scented flowers. [Fr. ,

—

mignon, darling.]

Migraine, mi-gran', ». Same as Megrim.
Migrate, ml'grat, v.i. to pass from one place to an-

other : to remove for residence from one country,
college, &c. to another.

—

adjs. MI'grant, Ml'gra-
tory, migrating or accustomed to migrate : wander-
ing.

—

tis. Migra'tion, a change of abode : a removal
from one country or climate to another : a number
removing together; Mlgra'tionist, Migra'tor.—
Migratory animals, animals that remove from one
region to another as the seasons change. [L. mig-
rare, -atum ; cf. medre, to go. ]

Mikado, mi-ka'do, «. a title of the Emperor of Japan.
[Jap., 'exalted gate.']

Mil, mil, «. a unit of length in measuring the diameter
of wire. [L. mille, a thousand.]

MUadi, mi-la'di, «. my lady. [It.]

Milch, milch, adj. giving milk

:

tender. {Milk.]
Mild, mTld, adj. gentle in temper and disposition

:

not sharp or bitter : acting gently : gently and
pleasantly affecting the senses: soft: calm.

—

v.t.

Mild'en, to render mild.

—

v.i. to become mild.

—

adv. Mildljr.-«. Mildness.^o*^'. Mild'-spok'en,
having a mild manner of speech.—Mild ale, ale

newly brewed, which has not got the taste that

comes from keeping. [A.S. milde, mild; cf. Ger.
mild, Ice. mildr, gracious, &c.]

Mildew, mil'du, n. a disease on plants, caused by the

growth of minute fungi.

—

v.t. to taint with mildew.—v.i. to become so tainted. [A.S. meledediv, tneU,
honey, dedw, dew.]

Mile, mil, «. 1760 yards.—«.f. Mlle'age, length in

miles: {U.S.) compensation for expense of travel

reckoned by the mile ; Mil'er, something the length

of a mile ; Mile'stone, a stone set up to mark the

distance of a mile. [A.S. mil; Fr. mille; both a
contr. of L. mille passuum, a thousand paces.]

Milesian, mi-le'zhan, adj. of or pertaining to Ireland

or to the Irish race.—h. an Irishman. [Milesius, a
fabulous king of Spain, whose sons seized Ireland.]

Milfoil, mil'foil, «. the herb yarrow, remarkable for

the numerous divisions of its leaf. [L. millefolium
—mille, thousand, >&//?<>«, a leaf.]

Miliary, mil'yar-i, adj. like a millet-seed : having

formations of the size of millet-seeds, as miliary

glands. [L. Tnilium., millet.]

Militant, mil'i-tant, adj. fighting : engaged in war-

fare.—«. Militancy, the state of being militant.

—

adv. Milltantly.—«.?. Militarism, an excess of

the military spirit; Militarist {Shak.), a military

m^n.—adj. Military, pertaining to soldiers or to

warfare : warlike : becoming a soldier : engaged in

the profession of arms : derived from service as a

soldier

—

(<7*j.)Milltar.

—

n. soldiery: the army.

—

v.i.

Militate, to contend : to stand opposed : to have
force for or against.—Chnroh militant (see ChUTCh).
[L. militans, -antis, pr.p. of miliiare.]

Militia, mi-lish'a, n. a body of men enrolled and
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drilled as soldiers, but only liable to home service :

{U.S.) the whole body of citizens capable of bear-

ing arms.

—

n. MlUt'laman, a man or soldier in the

militia force. [L. militia—tniles, mi/iiis.]

Milk, milk, v.i. to squeeze or draw milk from : to

supply with milk.

—

n. a white liquid secreted by
female mammals for the nourishment of their young :

a milk-like juice of certain plants.

—

atij. Milk'en,

consisting of milk, or like milk.

—

ns. Milk'en-way
{Bacon), the milky-way, the galaxy ; Milk'er, one
who milks : a machine for milkmg cows : a cow that

gives milk ; Mllk'-fe'ver, a fever accompanying
the secretion of milk shortly after childbirth.

—

adv.

Mllk'lly. — ns. Milk'iness ; Milking, the amount
of milk drawn at one time ; Milk'ing-stool, a stool

on which the milker sits while milking; Milk'ing-
time ; Milk'ing-tUbe, a perforated tube inserted in

a cow's teat to let the milk flow without pressing the

udder; Milk'-kin'shlp, the kinship arising from fos-

tering.—<i<^'. Milk'-llVered {Shaft.), white-livered :

cowardly.

—

ns. Milk'maid, a woman who milks : a
dairymaid ; Milk'man, a man who sells milk, esp.

from door to door ; Milk'-mo'lar, one of the grinders
or back teeth in young animals, early shed and re-

placed by another ; MUk'-porr'idge, porridge made
with milk instead of water; Milk'-punch, an excel-

lent but very heady drink made of milk, rum orwhisky,
sugar, and nutmeg ; Milk'-Sick'ness ( U.S.), a kind of
malignant fever affecting cattle, also men ; Milk'sop, a
piece of bread sopped or soaked in milk : an effemi-
nate, silly fellow ; Milk'-tllis'tle, the lady's thistle ;

Milk'-tOOtb, one of the first fore-teeth of a foal : one
of the first teeth of a child ; MUk'-tree, a tree yield-

ing a milk-like, nourishing juice, as the cow-tree
of South America ; Milk'-vetch, a plant sometimes
cultivated as food for cattle ; Milk'-walk, a milk-
man's route.

—

adj. Mills'-warm, warm as new milk.—ns. Milk'-weed, a general name for plants of the
genus Asclepias, from their milky juice ; MUk'-Wort,
a genus of handsome flowering plants, containing a
miik-Iike juice.

—

adj. Milk'y, made of. full of, like,

or yielding milk: soft: gentle. — «. Milk'y-Way
{astron.), the galaxy, a broad, luminous zone in the
sky, caused by the light of innumerable fixed stars.

[A.S. meolc, milk; Ger. milch, milk.]
Mill, mil, n. a machine for grinding any substance,
as grain, by crushing it between two hard, rough
surfaces: a place where com is ground, or manu-
facture of some kind is carried on : a contest at
boxing.

—

v.t. to grind : to press or stamp in a mill

:

to stamp or turn up the edge of coin, and put ridges
and furrows on the rim : to put furrows and ridges
on any edge : to clean, as cloth : to beat severely
with the fists.—«j. Mill'-board, stout pasteboard,
used esp. in binding books ; Mill'cog, a cog of a
mill-wheel ; Mill'dam, Mill'pond, a dam or pond
to hold water for driving a mill.— adj. Milled,
prepared by a grinding-mill or a coining-press

:

transversely grooved : treated by machinery, esp.
smoothed by calendering rollers in a paper-mill.

—

ns.
Mill'-horse, a horse that turns a mill ; Mill'ing, the
act of passing anything through a mill : the act of
fulling cloth : the process of turning up the edge of
coin and of putting the rows of ridges and furrows
on it : indenting coin on the edge ; Mill'raoe, the
current of water that turns a mill-wheel, or the
channel in which it runs ; Mill-Six'pence {Shak.),
a milled sixpence; MUl'Stone, one of the two
stones used in a mill for finding com ; Mill'stone-
grit {geoL), a hard gntty variety of sandstone
suitable for millstones ; Mill'-tooth, a molar ; Mlll'-
wheel, the water-wheel used for driving a mill

;

Mill'-wojk, the machinery of a mill : the planning
and putting up of machinery in mills ; Mill WTlght,
a Wright or mechanic who builds and repairs mills.

—

Oo through the mill, to undergo suffering or ex-
penence sufficient to fit one for certain duties or
privileges; See through a millstone, to see far
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into or through difficult questions. [A.S. miltt—
L. mala, a mill

—

motdre, to grind.]

Mill, mil, «. {U.S.) the thousandth part of a dollar.

[L. mille, a thousand.]
Millennium, mil-len'i-um, «. a thousand years : the
thousand years during which, as some believe, Christ
wjll personally reign on the earth. — adj. Mille-
na'rian, lasting a thousand years : pertainmg to the
millennium.—«. one believing in the millennium.
—ns. Millena'rianism, Mil'lenarism, the doctrine
of millenarians.

—

adj. Mill'enary, consisting of a
thousand.—«. a thousand years.

—

adj. Millenn'ial,
pertaining to a thousand years, or to the millennium.
—ns. MiHennlalist, a believer in the millennium

;

Millenn'ianism, Millenn'iarism, belief in the mil-

lennium. [L. })iille, looo, annus, a year.]

Milleped. See Milliped.
Millepore, mil'e-pSr, «. a species of branching coral,

having a smooth surface with numerous minute,
distinct pores or cells.— n. Mill'eporite, a fossil

millepore. [Fr. ; L. tuille, \ooo, porus, a pore.]

Miller, mil'er, «. one who has, or who attends to, a
com-mill.—wj. Mill'er's-thumb, a small fresh-water
fish with a large, broad, and rounded head like a

miller's thumb, the river bull-head.
Millesimal, mil-les'im-al, adj. thousandth : consisting

of thousandth parts.—a^/f. Mllles'imally. [L. mil-
lesimus—mille, a thousand.)

Millet, mil'et, ». a grass yielding grain which is used
for food. [Fr. millet—L. milium.]

Milliard, mil'yard, n. a thousand millions. [Fr.,—L.

mille, a thousand.]
Milliare, mil'yar, «. the one-thousandth part of an are.

Milliary, mil'i-a-ri, adj. pertaining to a Roman mile.—n. a Roman milestone.
Milller, mel-ya', n. a weight of lOOO kilogrammes.
Milligram, mil'i-gram, «. the ^j^^thpartof a gramme.
Millilitre, mil'i-le-ter, «. the tliousandth part of a litre.

Millimeter, Millimetre, mil'i-me-ter, ». the thou-
sandth part of a metre.

Milliner, mil'in-er, n. one who makes head-dresses,

bonnets, &c. for women.

—

n. Mill'inery, the articles

made or sold by miUiners : the industry of making
these. [Prob. orig. Milaner, a trader in Milan
wares, esp. silks and ribbons.]

Million, mil'yun, ». a thousand thousands (1,000,000):

a verjr great number.—«. Millionaire, a man worth
a million of money or more.

—

adj. MiUlonary, per-

taining to, or consisting of, millions.

—

adj. and «.

Mill'ionth, the ten hundred thousandth. — The
million, the great body of the people generally.

[Fr.,—Low L. vtillio—L. mille, 1000.

]

Milliped, Milleped, mil'e-ped, n. a small worm-like
animal, with a great number of legs.—Also Milli-

pede, Mill'epede. [L. milUpeda— mille, a thou-

sand, pes, pedis, a foot.]

Mlllocrat, mil'o-krat, «. a wealthy mill-owner.— «.

Mill'ocratism.
Milord, mi-lord', n. my lord : a rich Englishman on

the Continent.
Milreis, mil'res, n. a thousand reals : a Portuguese

coin worth about 4s. sd.
Milsey, mil'si, «. {prov.) a milk-strainer.

Milt, milt, n. the soft roe of male fishes ; {anat.) the

spleen.

—

v.t. to impregnate, as the spawn of the

female fish. — n. Milt'er, a male fish. [A corr. of

milk, as in Sw. mjolke, milt of fishes.]

MiltonlO, mil-ton'ik, adj. relating to Milton (1608-74),

or to his poetry.

Mllvine, mil'vin, adj. pertaining to, or like, birds of

the kite family. [L. milvinus—milvus, a kite.]

Mim, mim, adj. {prtrv.) demure, precise.

Mimbar, mim'bar, ;/. the pulpit in a mosque.
Mime, mim, n. a farce in which scenes from actual life

were represented by gesture : an actor in such a

farce.—M. Mim'esis, a mimicking of the speech, ges-

tures, &c. of a person or a people : (bid.) mimicry.

—

adjt. Mlmet'lo, al, apt to imiute.—v. t. Mim'lc, to



Mimeograph mSte ; mute ; mOOn ; tAcn. Minim

imitate : simulate :—/r./. mim'icking ; /a./, mim'-
icked.—«. one who mimics : a buffoon : a servile

imitator.

—

(ui/s. Mimic, -al, imitative : mock : minia-
ture.

—

ns. Mim'icker ; Mim'icry, act of mimicking:
an imitative resemblance in one animal to another or

to some inanimate object. [Gr. nit'mas.]

Mimeograph, mim'e-O-graf, «. an apparatus in which
a thin fibrous paper coated with paraffin is used as a
stencil for reproducing copies of written or printed

matter.

—

v.i. to reproduce such by this means. [Gr.

7ni»ieisthai, to imitate, ^rt//i^/«, to write.]

Mimography, mim-og'ra-fi, «. the art of writing

gesture-languages by means of pictorial symbols
constituting ideographs.—//. Mimog'rapber.

Mimosa, ml-mO'za, n. a genus ol leguminous plants,

including the sensitive plant. [Gr. mimos.]
MimulUS, mim'u-lus, n. a genus of figworts.

Mina, mi'na, «. a weight in silver at Athens = loo

drachmas : (,S.) a weight of money valued at fifty

shekels. [L. mina—Gr. rnna.]

Mina, mi'na, «. one of several different stumoid pas-

serine birds of India.

Minaret, min'a-ret, n. a turret on a Mohammedan
mosque, from which the people are summoned to

prayers. [Sp. tnitiarete—Ar. manarai, lighthouse
—nar, fire.]

Minatory, min'a-tor-i, aifj. threatening, menacing.

—

.A.ISO l^na'cioOS. [L. mindri, -dius, to threaten.]

Minauderie, min-o'de-re, n. a display of aflfectation.

Mince, mins, v.i. to cut into small pieces : to chop
fine : to diminish or suppress a part in speaking : to

pronounce affectedly.

—

v.i. to walk with affected

nicety : to speak affectedly :

—

fir.p. minc'ing ; /«./.
minced (minst).

—

ns. Minco'-moat, meat chopped
small—hence anything thoroughly broken or cut to

pieces : Mince'-pie, a pie made with minced meat,
&c.

—

a({j. Mincing, not speaking fully out: speak-
ing or walking with affected nicety.

—

adv. Minc'-
ingly.—Mince matters, to speak of things with
affected delicacy, or to soften an account unduly.

—

Minced COllops (see Collops). [A. S. minsian—min,
small ; prob. cog. with Fr. mince, thin, also Teut.]

Mind, mind, «. the faculty by which we think, &c :

the understanding : the whole spiritual nature

:

memory : choice : intention : thoughts or sentiments

:

belief : cast of thought and feeling : (5.) disposition.—V. t. to attend to : to obey : {prig.) to remind : {Scot.)
to remember.

—

v.i. (B.) to intend.

—

adj. Mind'ed,
having a mind : disposed ; determined.

—

ns. Mind'-
edness, inclination toward anything ; Mind'er, a
care-taker : one taken care of, as a pauper child by
a private person.

—

adj. Mind'fol, bearing in mind :

taking thought or care : attentive : observant.

—

adv.
Mindfully.— «. Mindfulness. —<i^. Mindless,
without mind : stupid. — «. Mind'-trans'ference,
thought-transference.—Mind one's p's and q'S, to be
accurate and precise ; Mind yoUJ eye (slang), take
care what you are about.—Absence Of mind, inatten-

tion to what is going on at the time : Bear in mind,
to remember ; Be out Of one's mind, to be forgotten :

to be insane : Have a mind, to wish or to be inclined
strongly; Have half a mind, to be somewhat in-

clined ; Lose, or Be out of, one's mind, to become
insane ; Make Up one'S mind, to determine

;

Month's mind, continual prayer on a dead person's
behalf for a month after death, with masses esp. on
3d, 7th, and 30th days (also A monthly mind) : any
very strong desire or inclination ; Never mind, do
not concern yourself; Of one mind, agreed; Of
two minds, uncertain what to think or do; Pres-
ence of mind, a state of calmness in which all the
powers of the mind are on the alert and ready for

action ; Put in mind, to warn or remind ; Year's
mind, a commemorative service of a similar kind
to the month's mind, on the anniversary of a death.

[A.S. gt-mynd—munan, to think ; Ger. tntintn, to

think, L. nuns, the mind.]

Mindererus spirit, min-der-€Vus spirit, n. acetate of
ammonia, much used in cases of fever.

Mine, min, adj. pron. belonging to me : my. [A.S.
mln ; Ger. tnein. ]

Mine, mln, v.i. to dig for metals : to excavate : to dig
under a wall or building in order to overturn it : to
ruin or destroy by secret means.—«. a place from
which metals are dug : an excavation dug under a
fortification to blow it up with gunpowder : a rich
source of wealth.

—

ns. Mine' -cap' tain, the overseer
of a mine ; Miner, one who digs in a mine. —adj.
Mi'ny, rich in mines : like a mine. [Low L. mindre,
to lead, open a mine.]

Mineral, min'er-al, «. an inorganic substance found in
the earth or at its surface : any substance containing
a metal.

—

adj. relating to minerals: having the
nature of minerals : impregnated with minerals, as
water : denoting inorganic substances.—«. Mineral-
isa'tion.—z/.^. Min'eralise, to make into a mineral :

to give the properties of a mineral to : to impregnate
with mineral matter.

—

v.i. to collect minerals.

—

ns.
Mln'eraliser, an element that combines with a
metal to form an ore, as sulphur : a volatile or other
substance, as water, which facilitates the recrystal-

lisation of rocks ; Min'eralist, one versed in or
employed about minerals. — adj. Mineralogies,
pertaining to mineralogy.

—

a^iv. Mineralog'ically.—v.i. Mineral'Ogise, to collect or study minerals.

—

ns. Mineralogist, one versed in mineralogy ; Min-
eral'Og^, the science which treats of minerals : the
art of describing and classifying minerals. ^—Mineral
acids, a name applied to sulphuric, nitric, and
hydrochloric acids ; Mineral black, an impure
carbon used as a pigment ; Mineral caoutcbOUC, a
variety of bitumen

—

aXso Eiaierite ; Mineral king-
dom, that department of nature which comprises
substances that are neither animal nor vegetable

;

Mineral oil, oil which is forced up or pumped from
the earth, as petroleum, naphtha, &c. ; Mineral
salt, a salt of a mineral acid ; Mineral water, the

water of certain springs having the taste of various
kinds of minerals, and used as medicines. [Fr.,—
miner, to mine—Low L. mindre : cf. Mine.]

Minerva, mi-ner'va, «. the Roman goddess of wisdom,
of the arts and sciences, and of war—identified with
the Greek Athena. — Minerva PresS, a printing-

office in Leadenhall Street, London, whence were
issued about the close of the i8th century a long
series of highly sentimental novels. [L., prob. from
root of mens, mentis, the mind.]

Minever, min'e-ver, «. Same as Miniver.
Ming, ming, Z'.t. to mix :—old pa.i. and pa.p. meint,

ment. [A.S. tnengan ; Ger. mengen.]
Mingle, ming'gl, v.i. to mix : to unite into one mass :

to confuse : to join in mutual intercourse.

—

v.i. to

become mixed or confused. — «. a medley.— «.

Ming'le-mang'Ie, a medley, jumble.

—

v.i. to con-

fuse, jumble together.—>tf. Ming'lement ; Ming'ler

;

Mingling, mixture : a mixing or blending together.

—adv. Min^lingly. [Freq. oi ming.]
Miniature, min'i-a-tur, or min'i-tur, n. a painting on a

very small scale, on ivory, vellum, or thick paper : a
small or reduced copy of anything.

—

adj. on a small

scale : minute.

—

v.i. to represent on a small scale.

—

«. Min'laturist, one who paints miniatures. [It.

miniatura—miniare, to write with red lead— L.

minium, vermilion.]

Minibus, min'i-bus, «. a small four-wheeled carriage.

Minid rifle. See Rifle.

Minify, min'i-f 1, v.i. to make little or less : to de-

preciate.
Mini Ifin

, min'i-kin, n. a little darling : a small sort of

pin : the treble string of a lute.

—

adj. small. [Old
Dut., dim. of tninne, love, cog. with Old High Ger.
tninna, memory, love.]

Minim, min'im, «. (med.) the smallest liquid mea.sure,

a drop, ^ drachm : (mtts.) a note (formerly the
I shortest) equal to two crotchets : {Milt.) a. diminu-
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Mlniment fiUe, far ; ma, h^r ; mine ; Minute

tive creature : one of an austere order of mendicant
friars founded about the middle of the isth century
by St Francis of Paola in Calabria (1416-1 507)—called

Minims (L. ininiiai, the least) to humble them even
below the Franciscans {Friars minor).—adj. Mini-
mal.

—

v.t. Min'imiSO, to reduce to the smallest

possible proportions : to treat slightingly.

—

ns. Min-
im'itude, Minimisa'tion ; Minimum, the least

quantity or degree possible—opp. of Maximum:
a trifle :—//. Minima ; Minimus (Shak.\ a being

of the smallest size.—Minimum and Maximum
thermometer (see Thermometer). [Fr. minime—
L. minimus, minima, the smallest.]

Miniment, min'i-ment, «. obsolete {orm of fftunimeni.

Mining, mfning, «. the art of forming or of working
mines : the work of a miner.

—

aeij. of or pertaining

to mines : of burrowing habits.

Minion, min'yun, «. a darling, a favourite, esp. of a

prince: a flatterer: a fawning favourite: (print.) a.

small kind of type, about loj lines to the inch,

between nonpareil and brevier. [Fr. mignon, a
darling—Old High Ger. minna, minne, love.]

Minish, min'ish, v.t. (B.) to make little or less: to

diminish. [Fr. ntenuiser, to cut small, said of a
carpenter— L. minutia, smallness.]

Minister, min'is-ter, «. a servant : one who serves at

the altar : a clergyman : one transacting business for

another : the responsible head of a department of

state affairs : the representative of a government at

a foreign court.

—

v.i. to act as a servant : to perform
duties: to supply or do things needful.

—

v.t. to

furnish:

—

pr.p. min'istering ; pa.p. min'istered.

—

adj. Ministe'rial, pertaining to the work of a
servant : acting under superior authority : pertaining
to the office of a minister : clerical: executive.

—

n.

Ministe'rialist, one who supports ministers or the
government in office.

—

adv. Ministe'rially.

—

adj.
Slin'istering, attending and serving.—». MinlSte'-
rium, the body of the ordained ministers in a dis-

trict.

—

adj. Min'istrant, administering: attendant.—n. Ministration, the act of ministering or per-

forming service 2 office or service of a minister.—adj. Min'istrative, serving to aid or assist

:

ministering.

—

ns. Min'istress, a female minister;
Min'istiy, act of ministering : service : office or
duties of a minister: the clergy: the clerical pro-
fession : the body of ministers who manage the
business of the country. [L.,

—

minor, less.]

Minium, min'i-um, n. red oxide of lead.^

—

adj. Min'iate,
minium coloured.

—

v.t. to paint with minium. [Fr.,

—L., minium, red lead.]

Miniver, min'i-ver, n. a mixed or variegated fur.

[O. Fr. menu ver—menu, small—L. minutus, vair,
fur—L. varius, changing, mottled.]

Mink, mingk, «. a small quadruped of the weasel
kind, valued for its fur. [Perh. from Sw. tndtik.]

Minnesinger, min'e-sing'er, n. one of a school of
German amatory lyric poets in the 12th and 13th
centuries, mostly of noble birth. [Ger. »iinne, love,
singer, singer.]

Minnie, min i, «. (Scat.) mother. [Dim. ottnin.]
Minnow, min'O, n. a very small fresh-water fish of

the same genus as the roach, chub, &c. : the young
of larger nsh. [A.S. myne, prob. min, less.]

Mine, mS'nO, n. a Japanese rain-coat of hemp, &c.
Minor, mfnor, adj. smaller : less : inferior m import-

ance, degree, bulk, &c. : inconsiderable : lower

:

(mus.) smaller by a semitone.—«. a person under
age (21 years) : (logic) the term of a syllogism which
forms the subject of the conclusion.—n. MI'norite,
a Franciscan friar.

—

adj. belonging to the Francis-
cans.—n. Minor'ity, the state of being under age (also

Ml'norship) : the smaller of two parts ofa number : a
number less than half :^opp. to Majority,—Minor
canon, a canon of inferior grade who assists in

oerforming the daily choral service in a cathedral

;

Minor mode or soale, the mode or scale in music
which has the third note only three semitones above
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the key ; Minor premise, the premise which con-
tains the minor t^-rni ; Minor prophets, the name
given to the twelve prophets from Hosea to Malachi
inclusive. [L., neut. minus.]

Minotaur, min'o-tawr, n. the bull of Minos, a fabulous
monster, half-man, half-bull. [L.,—Gr., prob. from
Minos, king of Crete, taurus, a bull.]

Minster, min'ster, ». the church of an abbey or priory,

but often applied to a cathedral church without any
monastic connection. [A.S. ntynster—L. monas-
terititn, a monastery.]

Minstrel, min'strel, «. one of an order of men who
sang to the harj) verses composed by themselves or
others : a musician : one of a class of performers,
with blackened faces, of negro songs.— «. Min'-
Strelsy, the art or occupation of a minstrel : a com-
pany or body of minstrels : a collection of songs

:

(Cluiucer) instrumental music. [O. Fr. vu/testrel
—Low L. ministralis—L. minister.]

Mint, mint, n. the place where money is coined by
government : a place where anything is invented or
made: any source of .ibundant supply.

—

v.t. to
coin : to invent.

—

ns. Mintage, the money which
is minted or coined : the duty paid for coining

;

Mint'er, one who mints or coins : an inventor

;

Mint'-man, one skilled in coining or coinage ; Mint'-
mark, a private mark put by the mint on coins for

purposes of identification ; Mint'-mas'ter, the master
of a mint : one who invents. [A.S. mynet, money

—

L. moneta, a surname of Juno

—

ntonire to remind.]
Mint, mint, n. an aromatic plant producing a highly

odoriferous oil.—«j. Mint'-ju'lep, a spirituous drink
flavoured with mint, and sucked through a straw or
small tube ; Mint'-sauce, chopped mint mixed with
vinegar and sugar, used as a sauce for roast lamb.
[A.S. minte—L. mentha—Gr. mintha.]

Mint, mint, v.i. (Scot.) to purpose, try : to hint
[A.S. myntan, to mean

—

munan, to think.]

Minuend, min'u-end, «. the number from which
another is to be subtracted. [L. minuendum—
minuere, to lessen.]

Minuet, min'u-et, n. a slow, graceful dance in triple

measure, invented in Poitou about the middle of the
17th century: the music for such a dance. [Fr.

menuet—jnenu, small—L. minuttts, small.]

Minus, mi'nus, adj. less : less than nothing or less

than zero : deficient in respect of, deprived of, with-

out.—;/, an amount less than nothing : the sign (—

)

before quantities requiring to be subtracted.— «.

Minus'CUle, a semi-uncial cursive script, originated
by the monks in the yth-gth centuries : any small
or lower-case letter as distinguished from a capital

or Majuscule.—adj. small, of a letter : written in

minuscule. [L., neuter of w«>tt7r, less.]

Minute, min-iit', adj. very small or slender : of small
consequence : slight : attentive to small things

:

particular, exact.— a^/z/. Minutely. —«. Minute'-
ness. [L. tninHtus, pa. p. of minuere, to lessen.]

Minute, min'it, «. the sixtieth part of an hour : the
sixtieth part of a degree : an indefinitely small space
of time : a brief jotting or note : (//.) a brief sum-
mary of the proceedings of a meeting. — v.t. to

make a brief jotting or note of anything.— adj.

(Shak.) happening every minute. — ns. Min'ute-
bell, a bell sounded at regular intervals of one
minute, in morning ; Min'ute-book, a book contain-
ing minutes or short notes ; Min'ute-glass, a glas^>

the sand of which measures a minute in running out

;

Min'ute-gun, a gun discharged every minute, as a
signal of distress or mourning ; Min'ute-hand, the
hand that indicates the minutes on a clock or watch ;

Minute-jack (Shak.), a little figure that strikes

the bell of the clock : a flighty, unstable person ;

Min'ute-man, a man ready to turn out at a minute's
warning—the name taken by a body of militia in

the American war of independence ; lUn'ute-watCh,
a watch that marks minutes ; Min'ute-wtlile {Skak,),
a minute's time. [Same word as above.]
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Minutias, mi-nu'shi-e, n.pl. minute or small things

:

the smallest particulars or details. — adj. Mlnu'-
tiose. [L., pL o( ininutia, smallness.]

Minx, mingks, «. a pert young girl : a jade : a she-

puppy. [Contr. of utinikin, with added s.\

Miocene, ml'o-sen, adj. (^eol.) less recent, applied by
Lyell to the middle division of the Tertiary strata.

[Gr. meidn, less, kamos, recent.]

Miosis, ml-o'sis, «. diminution: litotes. [Gr.]
Mir, mer, «. a Russian commune or local community

holding land which is redistributed from time to
time. [Russ. miru, union.]

Mirable, mir'a-bl, adj. (SAoA.) wonderful.
Miracle, mir'a-kl, «. anything wonderful : a prodigy:
anything beyond human power, and away from the

common action of the laws of nature : a supernatural
event.

—

ns. Mir'acle-moilg'er, one who pretends to

work miracles ; Mir'acle-play, a medieval form of
drama founded on Old or New Testament history,

or the legends of the saints.

—

adj. Mirac'ulOUS, of
the nature of a miracle : done by supernatural power :

very wonderful: able to perform miracles.— arfz*.

Mirac'ulously. — «. Mirac'ulousness. [Fr.,—L.
tniracjilittH—tnirdri, -dtus, to wonder.]

Mirador, mir-a-dOr*, «. a belvedere or gallery. [Sp.]
Mirage, mi-ra2h', «. an optical illusion by which ob-
jects are seen double, or as if suspended in the air.

[B'r.

—

niirer—L. mirdri.]
Mirbane, mer'ban, «. nitro-benzol. [See Nitre.]
Mire, mlr, «. deep mud.

—

v.t. to plunge and fix in

mire : to soil with mud.

—

v.t. to sink in mud.—«.

Ml'riness.

—

adj. Mi'ry, consisting of mire : covered
with mire. (Ice. niyri, marsh.]

Mirk, merk, adj. dark.—rt((/'. Mirk'SOme, murky.
Mirror, mir'ur, «. a looking-glass : a reflecting sur-

face, usually made of glass lined at the back with
a brilliant metal : a pattern.

—

v.t. to reflect as in

a mirror:—/>"./. mirr'oring ; />a.p. mirr'ored.— «.

Mag'iC-mirr'or, a mirror in which, by means of
divination, a person sees scenes in his future life

:

a Japanese convex mirror, engraved on the back,
by which bright light reflected from the pohshed
surface on to a screen gives bright-lined images
corresponding to the figures on the back. [O. Fr.

ntireor, miroir—L. mirdri, -dtus, to wonder at.]

Mirth, merth, «. raerriness : pleasure : delight : noisy
gaiety : jollity : laughter.

—

adj. Mirth'ful, full of
mirth : causing mirth : merry : jovial.

—

adv. Mirth'-
fully.—«. Mirth'fulness.—«(/;'. Mirthless, joyless

:

cheerless. — «. Mirthlessiiess, absence of mirth.

[A.S. myrgiS—'fterg, merry.]

Mlrza, mir'za, n. a Persian title, equivalent to ' Prince

'

when following the surname—a common title of re-
spect, like ' Mr,' when preceding it.

Misacceptation, mis-ak-sep-ta'shun, ft. the act of
accepting or understanding in a wrong sense.

Misadventure, mis-ad-vent'ur, n. an imfortunate ad-
venture : ill-luck: disaster. —rtrf;V. Misadvent'ured
(Shak.), unfortunate ; Mlsadvent'UTOtlS.

Misadvertence, mis-ad-vert'ens, n. want of proper care
or attention : inadvertence.

Misadvise, mis-ad-viz', v.t. to give bad advice to : to
deceive.

—

adj. Misadvised', ill-advised, ill-directed.—adv. Misadvi'sedly.—». Misadvi'sedness.
Misaimed, mis-arad', adj. not rightly aimed.
Misallege, mis-al-lej', v.t. to allege wrongly.

Misalliance, mis-al-ll'ans, n. a bad alliance, esp.
marriage with one of a lower rank—the Fr. Misal-
liance.—atij. Misallied'.

Misallotment, mis-al-lot'ment, n. a wrong allotment.

Misanthrope, mis'an-thrSp, n. a hater of mankind :

one who distrusts every one else—also Misan'-
thropist. —a^i Misanthropic, -al, hating or
distrusting mankind. —itrfz'. Misanthrop'ically.—
7ts. Misan'thropos {Sfiak.), a misanthrope ; Misan'-
thropy, hatred or distrust of mankind. [Fr.,—Gr.
miianthropos—misein, to hate, anthropos, a man.]

Misapply, mis-ap-pll', v.t. to apply wrongly : to use
for a wrong purpose.

—

n. Misappllca'tion.
Misappreciated, mis-ap-pre'shi-at-ed, adj. not rightly

or fully appreciated.

—

n. Misapprecia'tion.

—

adj.
Misappre'ciative.

Misapprehend, mis-ap-pre-hend', v.t. to apprehend
wrongly : to take or understand in a wrong sense.

—

». Misapprehen'sion.—a^z/. Mlsapprehen'sively,
by or with misapprehension or mistake.

Misappropriate, mis-ap-prd'prl-at, v.t. to put to a
wrong use.

—

n. Misappropria'tlon.
Misarrange, mis-ar-ranj', v.t. to arrange wrongly : to

put in wrong order.—«. Misarrange'ment.
MlSarray, mis-ar-ra', n. want of proper order.
Misassign, mis-as-sln', v.t. to assign wrongly.
Misbecome, mis-be-kum', v.t. not to suit or befit : to

be unfitting.

—

adj. Mlsbecom'ing, unbecoming.—«.
an impropriety.—«. Misbecom'ingness.

Misbegot, Misbegotten, mis-be-got', -got'n, p.adj.
{Shak.) unlawfully begotten : shapeless.

Misbehave, mis-be-hav', v.i. to behave ill or im-
properly.—a^'. Misbehaved' (Shak.), badly be-
haved : ill-bred.

—

n. Misbehav'iour.
Misbelieve, mis-be-lev', v.t. to believe wrongly or

falsely.— ns. Misbelief, belief in false doctrine;
Misbeliever.—«</;. Misbelieving.

Misbeseem, mis-be-sem', v.t. to suit ill.

Misbestow, mis-be-sto', v.t. to bestow improperly, or
on the wrong person.—«. MisbestOW^al.

Misbom, mis'bawm, adj. {Spens.) born to evil or mis-
fortune.

—

n. Misbirth', an abortion.
Miscalculate, mis-kal'ku-lat, v.t. to calculate wrongly.
—«. Miscalcula'tion.

Miscall, mis-kawl', v.t. to call by a wrong name: to

abuse or revile.

Miscarriage, mis-kar'Ij, «. the act of miscarrying

:

failure : ill-conduct : the act of bringing forth young
prematurely.

—

v.i. Miscarr'y, to be unsuccessful : to

fail of the intended effect : to bring forth, as young,
before the proper time.

Miscast, mis-kast', v.t. and v.i. to cast erroneously.
Miscegenation, mis-se-jen-a'shun, «. a mixture of

races. [L. niiscere, to mix, genus, race.]

Miscellaneous, mis-sel-lan'i-us,ai^'. mixed or mingled :

consisting of several kinds.

—

adj. Miscellana'rian.
—«. a writer of miscellanies.

—

adv. Miscellan'e-
ously.— ».;. Miscellan'eousness ; Mis'cellanist, a

writer of miscellanies ; Mis'cellany, a mixture of
various kinds: a collection of writings on different

subjects—also n.pl. Miscella'nea. [L. tniscellaneus
—niiscere, to mix.]

Mischallenge, mis-chal'enj, ». a false challenge.

Mischance, mis-chans', n. ill-luck : mishap, misfor-

tune : calamity.

—

7!.i. to chance wrongly, come to

ill-luck.—a<^'. Mischan'cy {Scot.), unlucky.
MiSCharge, mis-charj', v.t. to charge wrongly: to

make an error in an account.— «. a mistake in

charging, as in an account.
Mischief, mis'chif, «. an ill consequence : evil : injury:

damage, hurt : (co//.)the devil, as in 'What the mis-

chief,' &c.—«. Mis'chief-mak'er, one who incites to

mischief. — adjs. Mis'chief-mak'ing, causing mis-

chief; Mis'chievouS, causing mischief: injurious:

prone to mischief.—o^t/. Mis'chievously.—«. Mis'-

chlevousness.—Play the mischief with, to disturb

anything greatly. [O. Fr. mesche/, from mes-, ill,

che/—h. caput, the head.]
Miscible, mis'si-bl, adj. that may be mixed.— «.

Miscibil'ity. [Fr.,—L. miscere, to mix.]

Miscollocation, mis-kol-lo-ka'shun, n. wrong collo-

cation.

Miscolour, mis-kul'ur, 7>.t. to misrepresent.
Miscomprehend, mis-kom-pre-hend', v.t. to misunder-

stand.—«. Miscomprehen'sion.
Miscomputation, mis-kom-pu-ta'shun, n. wrong com-

putation : false reckoning.
Misconceit, mis-kon-set', n. (S^ens.) misconception-—

v.i. to form a wrong opinion about.
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Misconceive fSte, far ; mS, hit ; mine
; Misgrovem

MlSGOnceive, mis-kon*s6v', v. t. to conceive wrongly

:

to mistake.

—

v.i. to have a wrong conception of
anything.—«. Misconcep'tion.

Misconduct, mis-kon'duki, ». bad conduct : wrong
management.

—

v.t. MiSCOndUCt', to conduct badty.

Misconjecture, mis-kon-jek'tur, «. a wrong conjecture
or guess.

—

v.t. or v.i. to guess or conjecture wrongly.
MiSCOnstrUCt, mis-kon-strukt', v.t. to construct

wrongly : to construe or interpret erroneously.—«.

MisconstrUC'tion, a mistaking of the true meaning.
Misconstrue, mis-kon'strOS, v.t. to construe or to in-

terpret wrongly.
Miscontent, mis-kon-tent', adj. not content— also

Miscontent'ed.—«. Miscontent'ment.
Miscopy, mis-kop'i, v.t. to copy wrongly or imper-

fectly.—«. an error in copying.
Miscounsel, mis-kown'sel, v.t. (Spens.) to counsel or

advise wrongly.
Miscount, mis-kownt', v.t. to count wrongly: to

misjudge.—«. a wrong counting.

Miscreant, mis'kre-ant, n. a vile wretch, a detestable

scoundrel : a misbeliever, an infidel. — adj. un-
believing.—«. Mis'creance (Spens.), unbelief, belief

in a false religion. [O. Fr. ntescreant—mes-, L.

credens, -entis, pr.p. o( credere, to believe.]

Miscreate, -d, mis-krg-at', -ed, adj. wrongly created

:

deformed : (.SV^yi.) illegitimate.—«. Miscrea'tion.

—

adj. Miscrea'tive, inclining towards wrong creation.

Miscredit, mis-kred'it, v.t. to disbelieve.

MiSCreed, mis-kred', «. a false creed.

Miscue, mis-ku', ». at billiards, a stroke spoiled by
the slipping off of the cue.

Misdate, mis-dat', «. a wrong date.

—

v.t. to date
wrongly or erroneously.

Misdeal, mis-del', «. a wrong deal, as at cards.

—

v.t.

to deal wrongly : to divide improperly.

—

v.i. to make
a wrong distribution.

Misdecislon, mis-de-sizh'un, «. act of deciding
wrongly : a wrong decision.

Misdeed, mis-ded', «. a bad deed : fault : crime.
Misdeem, mis-dem', v.t. to deem or think wrongly : to

make a mistake in judging.
Misdemean, mis-de-men', v.t. to behave ill (with one's

set/).—v.i. to misbehave.

—

ns. Misdemean'ant, one
who commits a misdemeanour or petty crime ; Mis-
demean'OUr, bad conduct : a legal offence of less

gravity than a felony.

Misdescribe, mis-des-krib', v.t. to describe falsely.

—

n. Misdescription.
Misdesert, mis-de-zert', n. (Spens.) ill-desert.

Misdevotion, mis-de-v5'shun, «. ill-directed devotion.

Misdiet, mis-dl'et, n. (Spens.) improper diet or food.

Misdight, mis-dit, adj. (Spens.) badly dressed.
Misdirect, mis-di-rekt', v.t. to direct wrongly.— n.

Misdirec'tion, act of directing wrongly, or state of
being wrongly directed.

Misdistinguish, mis-dis-ting'gwish, v.t. to make
wrong distinctions concerning.

Misdivlde, mis-di-vid', v.t. to divide wrongly.—n.

Misdivi'sion, wrong or unfair division.

Misdo, niis-doO', 7i.t. to do wrongly.

—

v.i. to act amiss,

err.—ns. Misdo'er ; Misdoing.
Misdoubt, mis-dowt', v.i. to have a doubt or suspicion

regarding : to suspect.

—

n. suspicion : hesitation.

—

adj. Misdoubt'ful(6>«w.), misgiving.

Misdraw, mis-draw', v.t. to draw or draft badly.

—

v.i.

to fall apart.—«. Misdraw'lng.
Misdread, mis-dred', n. (Shak.) dread of evil to come.
— V. t. to regard with dread.

Mise, miz, n. expenditure, outlay : a gjift of money
to a superior, prince, &c. : in a writ of right, a
traverse by which both parties put the cause directly

upon the question as to which had the better right

:

the adjustment of a dispute by arbitration and com-
promise, as the ' Mise of Lewes' in 1264. [Fr.,—L.

mittere, tnissufn.]

Miseduoatlon, mis-ed-u-ka'shun, tt, improper or im-

perfect education.

Miserere.
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Misemploy, mis-em-ploi', v.t. to employ wrongly or
amiss : to misuse.—«. BUsemploy'ment, ill-employ-
ment : improper application : misuse.

Misentry, mis-en'tri, «. a wrong entry, as in an
account.

—

v.t. Misen'ter, to make such.
Miser, ml'zer, n. a miserable person : an extremely
covetous person : a niggard : one whose chief plea-
sure is in hoarding wealth.

—

adj. like a miser.

—

adj.
Mi'serly, excessively covetous : sordid : niggardly.
[L. tniser, wretched.]

Miser, mlz'er, n. a tubular well boring-bit, with valved
opening for the earth passing up.

Miserable, miz'er-a-bl, adj. wretched, exceedingly
unhappy : causing misery : very poor or mean

:

worthless : despicable : barren.

—

n. MiS'erableneSS.—adv. Mis'erably. (Fr.,—L. tniseraMis— miser.]
Misereatur, miz-er-e-a'tur, «. the first part of the

absolution service in the R.C. liturgy, beginning
' Misereatur vestri omnipotens Deus.'

Miserere, miz-e-re're, «. the name by which in Catho-
lic usage the penitential 50th Psalm of the Vulgate
(51st in A.V.) is commonly
known, from its com-
mencement, 'Miserere
mei, Domine :' a musical
composition adapted to

this psalm : a hinged fold-

ing-seat in a church stall,

which, when turned up,
shows a bracket on which
a person who is standing
can lean. [L., 2d pers.

sing, imperf. of tnisereri,

to have mercy, to pity

—

tniser, wretched.]
MiseriCOrdO, miz-e-ri-kord',

«. mercy, forgiveness,
pity : a folding-seat : a
narrow-bladed dagger for

putting a wounded foe out of pain by the coup-de-

grdce. [Fr.,—L.,

—

misericors, -dis, tender-hearted.)

Susery, miz'er-i, «. wretchedness : great unhappi-
ness: extreme pain of body or of mind: a cause
of pain or sorrow: (S/iak.) avarice. [O. ¥t.,—L.
tniseria.]

Misesteem, mis-es-tem', n. want ofesteem : disregard :

disrespect.

—

v.t. Mises'timate, to estimate wrongly.
Misexpression, mis-eks-presh'un, n. a wrong ex-

pression.

Misfaith, mis'fath, n. (Venn.) distrust.

MiSfall, mis-fawl', v.t. (obs.) to befall unluckily.
Misfare, mis-far', «. (Spens.)i\\ fare : misfortune.

—

v.i,

to fare or succeed ill.

Misfeasance, mis-fez'ans, n. (lazv) a wrong done,
as distinguished from Nonfeasance, which means
a mere omission : the doing of a lawful act in a
wrongful manner, as distinguished from Malfeas-
ance, which means the doing of an act which is

positively unlawful.

—

ns. Misfeas'ant, Misfeas'or,
one who commits a misfeasance. [O. Fr., mes-,
wvQng,faisance—faire—"L.facere, to do.]

Misfelgn, mis-fan', v.i. to feign with bad design.
Misfit, mis-fit', «. a bad fit, of clothes, &c.

—

v.t. to
make of a wrong size : to supply with something
that does not fit.

Misform, mis-form', v.t. to form or shape badly or
improperly.

—

n. Misforma'tion.
Misfortune, mis-for'tun, n. ill-fortune : an evil acci-
dent : calamity : (coiL) a euphemism for a lapse from
virtue resulting in the birth of a natural child.

—

adj.
Misfor'tuned (Milt.), unfortunate.

Misget, mis-get', v.t. (Spens.) to procure unlawfully.—adj. MisgOt'ten, wrongly obtained.
Misgive, mis-giv', v.t. to fill with doubt : to destroy

confidence.

—

v.i. to fail, as the heart: to give way
to doubt.—«. Misgiving, mistrust.

Mlsgo, mis-gO', v.i. to go astray or amiss.
Misgovern, mis-guv'irn, v.t. to govern badly : to use



Miserraff raOte; mflte; mSSn; iken. msmle
power unjustly.

—

nt. MiSgoVemanCO (S/ens.), ill

government : irregularity ; MiSgoVernment.
MlSgraff, mis-graf, MlSgraft, mis-graft', v.i. (SAai.)

to graft wrongly or on a wrong stock.

Misgrowth, mis-grOth', ». an irregular growth, an
excrescence.

Misguide, mis-gld', v.f. to guide wrongly: to lead
into error.—«f. Misguld'ance, Misguide' (o6s.).

Mishallowed, mis-hal'od, a<//. devoted to evil ends.

Mishandle, mis-han'dl, v.t. to maltreat.

Mishanter, Mischanter, mi-shan'ter, «. {Scot.) an
unlucky chance, misfortune.

Mishap, niis-hap', «. ill chance : accident : misfortune.—v.i. Mishap'pen {Spens.), to happen ill.

Mishear, mis-her', v.t. to hear incorrectly.

—

v.i. to

mistake in hearing.
Mishmash, mish'mash, n. a hotch-potch, medley.
Mlshmee, mish'me, n. the bitter tonic root of a

Chinese species of gold-thread.
Mishnah, Mishna, mish'na, n. a great collection of

halachoth, comprising the body of the 'Oral Law,'
or the juridico-political, civil, and religious code of
the Jews ; it forms one of the divisions of the
Talmud — the ' Gcmara,' or commentary on the

Mishna, being the other ; and it was finally redacted
at Tiberias in 220 a.d. :—//. MiSh'DOth.— atijs.

MlShna'iC, MlShnlO. \Yi<t\,.,—shd7iali, to repeat.]

Mlsimprove, mis-im-proov', v.t. to apply to a bad
purpose : to misuse.— «. Misimprove'ment.

MisincUne, mis-in-klln', v.t. to cause to incline

wrongly.
Mlsinfer, mis-in-fer', v.t. to infer wrongly.

—

v.i. to

draw a wrong inference.
Misinform, mis-in-form', v.t. to tell incorrectly.

—

ns.

Misinform'ant ; Misinforma'tion ; Misinform'er.
MiSinstruct. mis-in-strukt', v.t. to instruct improperly.
— «. Misinstruo'tlon, wrong instruction.

Mlsintelligence, mis-in-tel'e-jens, n. wrong or false

information.
Misintend, mis-in-tend', v.t. to misdirect.
Misinterpret, mis-in-ter'pret, v.t. to interpret wrongly :

to explain wrongly.

—

}is. Misinterpreta'tion ; Mis-
Interpreter.

Misjoin, mis-join', v.t. to join improperly or unfitly.

—

n. Misjoin'derC/au/), an incorrect union of parties or
of causes of actions in a suit.

Misjudge, mis-iuj', v.t. and v.u to judge wrongly.

—

n. Misjudg'ment.
Misken, mis-ken', v.t. (Scot.) to be, or to appear,

ignorant of.

Mislcnow, mis-nO', v.t. to misapprehend.— ». MiS-
knowl'edge.

Mislabel, mis-la'bel, v.t. to mark with a wrong de-
scriptive label, &c.

Mislay, mis-la', v.t. to lay in a wrong place or in one
not remembered : to lose '.—pa.p. mislaid'.

Misle, miz'l. See Mizzle.
Mislead, mis-led', v.t. to guide into error : to cause

to mistake:

—

pa.p. misled'.—«. Mislead'er.

—

adj.
Mislead'ing, deceptive.—a</z'. Mislead'ingly.

Misleared, mis-lerd', adj. (5"C(7/.)mistaught : wrongly
informed, imposed upon.

Misletoe. See Mistletoe.
Mislight, mis-lTt', v.t. to lead astray b^ a light.

MisUke, mis-Ilk', v.t. to dislike : to disapprove of.

—

«. dislike : disapprobation.

—

n. Misllke'ness, a mis-
leading resemblance.

Mislippen, mis-lip'n, v.t. (Scot.) to disappoint, de-
ceive : to neglect to pay attention to anything.

Mislive. mis-liv', v.i. to live a bad life.

Mlsluck, rais-luk', v.i. to meet with bad luck, to fail.

-«. ill-luck.

Mismanage, mis-man'aj, ti.t. to conduct badly: to

conduct carelessly.

—

n. Misman'agement.
Mismanners, mis-man'erz, n.pl. bad manners.
Mismatch, mis-mach', v.t. to match unsuitably.—n.

Mismatch'ment.
Migmated, mb-mat'ed, adj. (r#N».) iU>inatched.

Mlsmeasure, mls-mezh'flr, v.t. to measure wrongly.

—

n. Mismeas'urement.
Misname, mis-nam', v.t. to call by the wrong name.
Misnomer, misnO'mer, «. a misnaming : a wrong
name. [O. Fr., from Fr. mes- and nommer—L.
}w»ii7idre, to name.]

Misobserve, mis-ob-rerv', v.t. and v.i. to observe
incorrectly.

Mlsocapnlo, mis-o-kap'nik, adj. hating smoke, esp.
that of tobacco.

Misoclere, mis'o-kler, adj. (Fuller) hating the clergy.
[Gr. misein, to hate, kleros, clergy.]

MlSOgamlSt, mis-og'a-mist, n. a hater of marriage.

—

«. MiSOg'amy. [Gr. tuisein, to hate, ganios, mar-
riage.]

Misogynist, mis-oj'i-nist, «. a woman-hater.

—

adjs.

Misogynist'ical, Misog'ynous. — «. Misog'yny.
[Gr. titisein, to hate, gyne, a woman.]

MiSOlOgy, mi-sol'o-ji, «. hatred of reason.

—

n. MiSOl'O-
gist. [Gr., tnisein, to hate, logos, reason.]

MlSOtheism, mis'o-the-izm, «. hatred of God. [Gr.
misein, to hate, theos, God.]

Mispaint, mis-pant', v.t. to paint in false colours.

Mlspersuasion, mis-per-swa'zhun, n. a wrong per-

suasion or notion : a false opinion.

Misplace, mis-plas', v.t. to put in a wrong place : to

set on an improper object.

—

n. Mlsplace'meut.
Misplay, mis-pla', «. a wrong play.

Mlsplead, mis-pled', v.i. to plead wrongly.

—

n. Mls-
plead'ing, an error in pleading.

Misplease, mis-plez', v.t. to displease.

Mlspolnt, mis-point', v.t. to punctuate wrongly.
Mispolicy, mis-pol'i-si, «. bad policy.
Mispractice, mis-prak'tis, n. misconduct.
Mlspraise, mis-praz', v.t. to praise falsely.

Misprint, mis-print', v. t. to print wrong.

—

n. a mistake
in printing.

Misprise, mis-prlz', v.t. to slight, undervalue. [O. Fr.

niespriser—pfx. nus-, amiss, Low L. pretidre—L.
pretiutn, price.]

Misprision, mis-prizh'un, ». mistake : (law) criminal
oversight or neglect in respect to the crime of an-
other : any serious ofTence, failure of duty—/«>«ViV*
or negative, according as it is maladministration or
mere neglect.—Misprision of heresy, treMon, &c.,
knowledge of and failure to give information about
heresy, treason, &c. [O. Fr., mes-, ill. Low L.
prension-etn—\a. prehendere, to take.]

Misprize, mis-prl/, v.t. (Shak.) to mistake.

Mispronounce, mis-pro-nowns'_, v.t. to pronounce in-

correctly. — n. Mispronuncia'tion, wrong or im-

proper pronunciation.
Mlsproud, mis-prowd', adj. unduly proud.
Mlspunctuate, mis-pungk'tu-at, v.t. and v.i. to punc-

tuate wrongly.—«. Mlspunotuatlon.
Mispursuit, mis-pur-sut', n. a. mistaken pursuit.

Mlsqualify, mis-kwol'i-fl, v.t. to characterise errone-

ously.

Misquote, mis-kwot', v.t. to quote wrongly.—«. Mis-
quotation, a wrong quotation.

Misread, mis-red', v.t. to read wrongly: to misinter-

pret.—«. Misread'ing, an erroneous reading.

Misreckon, mis-rek'n, v.t. to reckon or compute
wrongly.—«. Mlsreck'onlng.

Mlsregard, mis-re-gard', «. (Spens.) misconstruction.

Mlsrelate. _mis-re-lat', v.t. to relate incorrectly.—

n. Mlsrela'tlon.
Mlsremember, mis-re-mem'ber, v.t. to mistake in re-

membering.

—

v.i. to fail to remember correctly.

Misreport, mis-re-pOrt*, v.t. to give an incorrect report

or account of.

—

n. a false report.

Misrepresent, mis-rep-re-zent', v.t. to represent incor-

rectly: to act unfaithfully on behalf of.

—

v.i. to g^ve

a false impression.

—

n. Misrepresentation.
Mlsresemblance, mis-re-zem'blans, n. an imperfect

resemblance.
Misrule, mis-rSOl', n. wrong or unjust rule : disorder

:

tumult.

—

v.t. and v.i. to govern badly.

—

Abbot, or
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Miss ftlte, far : m5, hir ; mine ; Mistress

Lord, of Misrnle, or Unreason, ancient titles for

the leader of the Christmas revels.

Miss, mis, «. a title of address of an unmarried female :

a young woman or girl : (pbs.) a kept mistress :—//.
Mlss'es—either the ' Miss Hepburns' or the ' Misses

Hepburn' may be said, but the latter is preferable.

—«. MUlS'-Nan'cy, a very effeminate young man.

fContr. of tnis/ress.]

Miss, mis, v.i. to fail to hit, reach, find, or keep : to

omit: to fail to have: to discover the absence of:

to feel the want of : to fail to observe : to leave out.

—v.i. to fail to hit or obtain : to go wrong.—«. a

failure to hit the mark : loss.—Miss fire, to fail to

go off or explode from some cause ; MiSS onO'S tip

Xtlang), to fail in one's plan or attempt ; MlSS Stays
\niMt.), to fail in going about from one tack to

another. [A.S. vtissan : Dut. »«2Vj<r«, to miss.]

Missal, mis'al, «. the book which contains the com-
plete service for mass throughout the year. [Low L.

missale, from ntissa, mass.]
Missay, mis-sa', v.i. to say or speak incorrectly or

falsely.— z/.A to utter amiss : to slander.

Missee, mis-se', v.t. and v.i. to see falsely or errone-

ously, to take a distorted view.
Misseem, mis-sem', v.i. (S/>ens.) to seem or appear

falsely, to misbecome.—/.rt(^'. MlSSeem'ing, unbe-

coming.

—

n. false appearance.
Missel, misl, ft. the largest of the European thrushes

—supposed to be fond of the berries of the mistletoe.

—Also Missel-bird, Mlss'el-thrush.
Misseltoe. .Sec Mistletoe.
Missel-tree, mis'1-tre, «. a tree of the Melcutotna

family in British Guiana.
Misset, mis-set', v.i. to set or place wrongly or unfitly.

—p.adj. {Scot.) out of humour.
MiSSliape, mis-shap', v.t. to shape ill : to deform.
—«. deformity. —p.adj. Misshap'en, ill-shaped.

—

». Misshap'enness.
Missheathed, mis-she^Ad', adj. {Skak.) wrongly

sheathed.
Missile, mis'il, adj. that may be thrown from the hand

or from any instrument.—«. a weapon thrown by the

hand. [L. missilis—mittere, tnissum, to throw.]

Missing, mis'ing, adj. absent from the place where it

was expected to be found: lost: wanting.

—

nd7'.

Miss'ingly \Shak.), with a sense of loss.—Missing
link (see Link). [See Miss {v. ). ]

Mission, mish'un, n. a sending of any agent, delegate,

or messenger : the purpose for which one is sent

:

the sending out persons to spread a religion : a series

of special religious services conducted by a ntis-

sioner: any particular field of missionary enterprise :

persons sent on a mission : an embassy : a station or
association of missionaries : duty on which one is

sent: purpose of life.

—

v.t. (rare) to commission.

—

n. Missionary, one sent upon a mission to spread
the knowledge of religion.

—

adj. pertaining to mis-
sions.

—

ns. Miss'ionary-bish'op, one having jurisdic-

tion in a heathen country, or in districts not yet
formed into dioceses ; MlSS'loner, one who conducts
a series of special mission services ; MiSS'ion-SChOOl,
a school for religious, and sometimes also secular,

instruction for the poor, kept up by charity : a school
conducted by a missionary abroad. [Fr.,—L. mis-
sion-em— mittere, to send.]

Missis, mis'iz, n. a colloquial form of mistress : a wife.

Missish, mis'ish, adj. prim, affected.

—

n. Miss'ish-
ness.

—

adj. lUss'y, namby-pamby, sentimental.

—

n. a diminutive of tniss. [Afiss.]

Missive, mis'iv, adj. that may be sent : intended to be
thrown or hurled.

—

n. that which is sent, as a letter :

(SAai.) messenger : (//., Scots law) letters sent be-

tween two parties in which one makes an offer and
the other accepts it [Fr.,—L. missus.}

Misspeak, mis-spek', v.t. to utter wrongly.

—

v.i. to

mistake or err in speaking.
Miaspell, mis-spel', v.t. to spell wrongly.

—

n. MiS-
apell'lng, a wrong spelling.

Misspend, mis-spend', v.t. to spend ill: to waste or
squander :—/a./, and /a./, misspent'.

Misstate, mis-stat', v.i. to state wrongly or falsely.

—

n. Misstate'ment.
Misstep, mis-step', v.i. to make a false step: to make

a mistake.—«. a mistake in conduct, &c.
Missuit, mis-sut', v.t. to be unbecoming to.

Missummation, mis-su-ma'shun, ». wrong addition.

Missy. See Missish.
Mist, mist, «. watery vapour seen in the atmosphere

:

rain in very fine drops : anything that dims or

darkens the sight or the judgment. — n. Mlst'-

flOW'er, a North American plant of the Aster family,

with clusters of blue or violet flowers.

—

adj. MiSu-
ful, mxsiy.—adv. Mistily.— «. Mistiness.— (i(^'

Mist'y, full of mist : dim : obscure, not perspicuous.

—Scotch mist, a very wetting rain. [A.S. mist,

darkness ; Ice. tnistr, mist, Dut. mist.]

Mistake, mis-tak', v.t. to understand wrongly : to fake

one thing or person for another.

—

v.i. to err in opinion

or judgment.—«. a taking or understanding wrongly :

an error.

—

adjs. Mistak'able ; Mistak'en, under-

stood wrongly : guilty of a mistake : erroneous

:

incorrect. — adv. Mistakenly. — «. Mistak'ing
(SAaJi.), a mistake.—And no mistake (coii.), with-

out any manner of doubt : without fail ; Be mis-
taken, to make or have made a mistake : to be

misunderstood. [M. E. tnistaken—Ice. mistaka, to

take wrongly

—

mis-, wrongly, taka, to take.]

Misteach, mis-tech', v.t. to teach wrongly.
Mistell, mis-tel', v.t. to tell wrongly.
Mistemper, mis-tem'per, v.t. to temper ill: to dis-

order.—rt^'. MiStem'pered {Skak.), angry.
Mister, mis'ter, n. {Spcns.) manner, kind : {Scot.)

necessity. — zi.i. (Spots.) to need, require: to be
poor : to be necessary. [O. Fr. mestier (Fr. metier),

trade—L. ministerittm, service.]

Mister, mis'ter, «. sir : a title of address to a man,
written Mr. [A corr. of master, through the influ-

ence of jnistress.}

MlSterm, mis-term', v.t. to term or name wrongly.
Mlstery, mis'ter-i, «. (Shak.) an art or trade—often

spelt ntystery. [Mister, trade.]

Misthlnk, mis-thingk', v.t. (S/tak.)yo think ill of.—v.i.
to think wrongly.

—

n. Misthought', a wrong notion.

MistlCO, mis'ti-ko, n. a small Mediterranean coaster,

between a xebec and a felucca. [Sp.,—Ar.]

Mistig^iS, mis'ti-gris, «. a variation of poker in which
a joker is used, to which the player holding it gives

what value he chooses—also the joker when so used.

Mistime, mis-tlm', v.t. to time wrongly.

—

adj. Mis-
timed', unseasonable.

Mistitle, mis-li'tl, v.t. to call by a wrong title.

Mistle. Same as Mizzle.
Mistletoe, miz'l-to, «. a parasitic evergreen plant, with

white viscous berries, found in southern England
and elsewhere growing on the apple, apricot, &c.

(very rarely on the oak). [A.S. mtstel-tdn (Ice.

mistel-teinfiy—mistel, mistletoe, A. S. tdn, twig

;

ittistel'\% a dim. of mist.\

Mlstraditlon, mis-tra-dish'un, «. a false tradition.

Mistrain, mis-trun', v.t. to train amiss.

Mistral, mis'tral, n. a violent north-west wind which
at certain seasons prevails on the south coast of

France. [Fr. mistral, lit, a master (wind)— L.

magister, master.

)

Mistranslate, mis-trans-lat', v.t. to translate incor-

rectly.— ». Mistransla'tlon.
MlStreading, mis-tred'ing, «. (Shak.) a wrong tread-

ing or going, a false step.

Mistreat, mis-tret', v.t. to treat ill : to abuse.

—

n. Mls-
treat'ment, ill-treatment : abuse.

Mistress, mis'tres, n. (/em. of Master) a woman
having power or ownership : the female head of a
family, school, &c. : a woman well skilled in any-
thing : a woman loved and courted : a concubine

:

(jim. of Mister) a form of address once applied to

any woman or girl, now given to a married woman
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Mistrial mOte ; mQte ; miJon ; then. Moabite

(usually written Mrs and pronounced mis'ez) : (Skak. )

the small ball at bowls, now called the Jack, at
which the players aim.— z'./. to play the mistress.

[O. Fr. tnaistresse {Vr. maitresse).]

Mistrial, mis-trl'al, n. a trial void because of error, as
by disqualification of a juror, &c. : a trial in which
the jury fail to agree.

Mistrust, mis-trust', «. want of trust or confidence.

—

v.t. to regard with suspicion: to doubt.

—

adj. Mis-
trust'ful, full of mistrust.—a<^i'. Mistrust fully.—
«. Mistrustfulness.—(k/i/. Mistrust'ingly, with
mistrust : without confidence.

—

adj. Mistrust'less,
without mistrust or suspicion.

Mlstryst, mis-trlst', v.t. {Scot.) to disappoint by not
keeping an engagement : to deceive.

Mistune, mis-tun', v.t. to tune wrongly or falsely : to
put out of tune.

Misunderstand, mis-un-der-stand', v.t. to take in a
wrong sense. ^». MlStinderstand'ing, a mistake as
to meaning : a slight disagreement.

Misuse, mis-us', w. improper use : application to a bad
purpose.

—

v.t. Misuse (mis-uz'), to use for a wrong
purpose or in a wrong way : to treat ill : to abuse.

—

». Misus'age, ill-usage : abuse.
Misventure, mis-ven'tur, n. a misadventure.

—

adj'.

Misven'turous.
Misween, mis-wen', v.t. to judge wrongly.
Miswend, mis-wend', v.t. to wander.
Misworship, mis-wur'ship, v.t. to worship wrongly.

—

«. worship of a wrong object
Miswrite, mis-rit', v.t. to write incorrectly.
Miswrought, mis-rawt', adj'. badly wrought.
Mite, mlt, «. an acaridan arachnid, esp. one of the

smaller forms, as the cheese-mite, &c. [A.S. mtte.]
Mite, mit, «. the minutest or smallest of coins, about

one-fourth of a farthing : anything very small, even a
person : a very little quantity. [Old Dut. Mtj't,]

Mitbras, mith'ras, «. a Perso-Iranian divinity of light,

worshipped with elaborate secret rites and mysteries,
popular at Rome in the early Empire—representa-
tions of Mithras as a beautiful youth in Phrygian
dress sacrificing a bull being common in Roman
art—also MithTa.—«. Mithrae'um, a grotto sacred
to Mithras.

—

adj. Mithra'ic.— ?as-. Mithra'lcism,
Mith'raism.—W.J. Mith'raise.—«. Mitli'raist. [L.,
—Gr.,—Old Pers. Mitra.]

Mithridate, mith'ri-dat, «. an antidote to poison, Mitk-
ridates, king of Pontus (b.c. 120-63), having made
himself proof against poisons.

—

adj'. Mitbrldat'iC.
Mitigate, mit'i-gat, v.t. to make more easily borne : to

lessen the severity of : to temper : to reduce in
ainount (as e\\\).—adjs. Mit'igable, that can be
mitigated ; Mit'lgant, mitigating.—/*. Mitlga'tlon,
act of mitigating : alleviation: abatement.

—

adjs.
Mit'igative, Mitigatory, tending to mitigate:
soothing.—«. Mit'igator, one who mitigates. [L.
mitigdre, -dtum—niitis, mild.]

Mitrailleuse, me-tra-lye/jW. a breech-loading machine-
gun, discharging a stream of bullets with great
rapidity— first brought into
use by the French in 1870-71.—«. Mitraille (me-tral/),
grapeshot.

—

v.t. to fire mi-
traille at.— n. Mitrailleur
(me-tra-lyer'), a man in

charge of a mitrailleuse.

[Fr. tnitrailler, to fire with
grapeshot — mitraille,
grapeshot.]

Mitre, mfter, n. a head-dress
worn by archbishops and
bishops, and sometimes by
abbots : CAf.) episcopal dig-

nity : (arckit.) a junction of
two pieces, as of moulding, at an angle of 45° : a cap
or cowl for a chimney or ventilator-pipe : a gusset in

sewing, &c.

—

v.t. to adorn with a mitre : to unite at

an angle of 45°.

—

adj's. Ml'tral, Mit'riform, having

Mitre.

the form of a mitre : {bat.) conical, and somewhat
dilated at the base.

—

ns. MI'tre-Joint, a joint be-
tween two pieces, each cut at an angle of 45'

;

Mitre-wheel, a bevel-wheel having its face inclined
45° to its axis. [Fr.,—L. mitra—Gr. tnitra, belt,
fillet.]

Mitt, mit, short for mitten.
Mitten, mit'n, «. a kind of glove for winter use,

without a separate cover for each finger : a glove for
the hand and wrist, but not the fingers.

—

v.t. to put
mittens on.— Get the mitten, to be rejected as a
lover. [O. Fr. mitaine, perh. from ^Iiddle High
Ger. tniitemo, ' half glove ;

' but perh. Celtic, cf.

Gael, and Ir. mutan, a muff.]
Mittimus, mit'i-mus, n. (law) a warrant granted for
sending to prison a person charged with a crime : a
writ by which a record is transferred out of one
court to another : a formal dismissal from a situation.
[L., 'we send '

—

mittere, to send.]
Mity, mit'i, adj. full of mites or insects.

Miurus, ml-u'rus, n. a dactylic hexameter with short
penultimate syllable. [Gr. nieiouros, curtailed,
nteion, less, oura, a tail.]

Mi2, miks, v.t. to unite two or more things into one
mass: to mingle: to associate.

—

v.i. to become
mixed: to be joined: to associate.— n. a jumble,
a mess. — adjs. Mlz'able, Miz'lble ; Mixed,
mingled : promiscuous : confused.

—

adv. Mlx'edly.
—«. Mlx'er. — adjs. Mix'o-barbar'ic, not purely
barbarous ; Mlz'tiform, of a mixed character ; Miz-
till'neal, consisting of a mixture of lines, right,

curved, &c.

—

71s. Mix'tion, a mixture of amber,
mastic, and asphaltum used as a mordant for fixing

gold-leaf to distemper pictures or to wood ; Mix-
ture, act of mixing or state of being mixed : a
mass or compound formed by mixing : (client.) a
composition in which the ingredients retain their

properties—opp. to Combination : a compound-stop
m organ-building : a preparation in which an in-

soluble compound is suspended in an aqueous solu-

tion : a cloth of variegated colouring.

—

adj. MlX'ty-
ni^X'ty (Scot.), mixed confusedly together.—Mix
up, to confuse.—Mixed chalice, the chalice prepared
for the eucharist, containing wine mixed with water

;

Mixed marriage, one in which the contracting
persons are of different religions. [A.S. miscan ;

Ger. tuischen.]

Mixen, miks'n, n. (Tenn.) a dimghill. [A.S. mixen—
tnix, nteox, dung.]

Mizmaze, mi/maz, «. a labyrinth : bewilderment.
Mizzen, Mizen, miz'n, n. in a three-masted vessel, the
hindmost of the fore-and-aft sails : the spanker or
driver.

—

adj. belonging to the mizzen : nearest the

stern.

—

n. Mizz'en-mast, the mast that bears the

mizzen. [Fr. misaine— It. ntezzana— Low L.
mtdianiis— L. ntedius, the middle.]

Mizzle, miz'l, Z'.i. to rain in small drops.—«. fine rain.

—n. Mizzling, a thick mi&t.—adj. Mlxzly, misty.

[For mist-le, freq. from mist.]

Mizzle, miz'l, v.i. to yield : (slang) to decamp.

—

v. t.

to muddle, confuse.
Mjolnlr, mySl'nir, n. Thor's terrible hammer.
Mnemonic, -al, ne-mon'ik, -al, adj. assisting the

memory.

—

ns. Mnemon'lCS, the art of assisting the

memory : a mode of recalling to the mind any fact

or number, or a series of disconnected terms or

figures ; Mnemos'yne, goddess of memory, mother
of the Muses.—a(^'. Mnemotech'nlc, mnemonic.

—

n. Mnemotech'niCS, mnemonics. [Gr. mnemonikcs
—mnemon, mindful

—

mnasthai, to remember.]
Mo, m5, adj. and adv. (obs.) more.—Also Moe. [A.S.

ma, more, connected with mdra.]
Moa, mO'a, n. an extinct large wingless ostrich-like

bird of New Zealand.
Moabite, mo'a-bit, «. one of the ancient people of

Moab, living to the east of the lower part of Jordan
and the Dead Sea.—a<^'. of or pertaining to Moab.—n, Md'abite-Btone, a slab of black basalt found in
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Moan fate, far ; me, hit ; mine ; Modem

x868 among the ruins of DhibSn (^Dibon) in Moab,
bearing an inscription of 34 lines in Hebrew-Phoeni-
cian letters, about the revolt of Mesha, king of

Moab, against the king of Israel (2 Kings, iii.)-

Moan, mOn, v.i. to make a low sound of grief or pain :

to lament audibly.

—

v.t. to lament.

—

n. a low sound
of grief or pain : audible expression of pain.

—

adj.

Moan'ful, expressing sorrow : lamentable. — adv.

Moan'fully, with lamentation. [A.S. tmenan.]
Moat, mOt, n. a deep trench round a castle or fortified

place, sometimes filled with water : {obs.) a hill or

mound. — v. i. to surround with a moat. — adj.

Moated. [O. Fr. ^note, a mound, trench.]

Mob, mob, «. the mobile or fickle common people : the

vulgar : the rabble : a disorderly crowd, a riotous

assembly : a large herd or flock.

—

v.t. to attack in a
disorderly crowd :

—

pr.p. mob'bing ; pa.p. mobbed.
—adj. Mobbish.—«J. Mob'-law, lynch-law; Mob-
OC'racy, rule or ascendency exercised by the mob

;

Mob'ocrat, a demagogue.

—

adj. Mobocrat'ic.

—

n.

Mobs'mail, a well-dressed thief or swindler—usually
Swell-mobsman. [Contr. for L. mobile {vulgus), the
fickle (multitude) ; niovere, to move.]

Mob, mob, or Mob'-oap, «. a cap with pufTy crown, a
broad band, and frills.

—

v.t. to cover, as the face, by
a cap or hood. [Old Dut. mop; mod. Dut. 7H0p-

tnuts, a woman's nightcap ; cf. Scotch Mutch.}
Mobby, mob'i, «. the juice of apples or peaches from
which brandy is to be distilled.

Mobile, mO'bil, or mob'il, adj. that can be moved or
excited.—«. Mobilisa'tion.—I'.A Mo'bilise, to put
in readiness for service in war : to call into active
service, as troops.—«. Mobil'ity, quality of being
mobile: (slang) the mob.—Credit mobiller, the
system in banking of advancing money to the owners
of movable property—as opposed to Creditfancier,
on the security of real or immovable property. [Fr.

ntobiliser—L. tnobilis.\

Moble, mob'l, v.t. {Shak.)x.<:i muflle or cover the head,
as in a mob or hood. [Freq. of fnob, a cap.]

Moccasia, mok'a-sin, n. a shoe of deerskin or other
soft leather, worn by the North American Indians :

a venomous North Ameri-
can serpent.— Also Moc'-
aSSilL [Algonkin maiv-
cahsun.\

Mocha, mO'ka, n, a very fine

kind of coffee produced in

Arabia, and brought from
Mocha, the port of Yemen.

Moche, mOsh, n. an imported
package of spun silk.

Mock, mok, v.t. to laugh
at : to make sport of : to mimic in ridicule : to dis-

appoint the hopes of : to deceive : to set at nought,
defy.

—

n. ridicule, a sneer : a bringing into ridicule.

—adj. imitating reality, but not real : false.

—

adj.
Mock'able, exposed to, or deserving, derision.

—

ns.

Mocker ; Mockery, Mock'ing, derision : ridicule :

subject of laughter or sport : fruitless labour : vain
imitation : false show.

—

adj. Mock'-hero'lC, mocking
the heroic style, or the actions or characters of heroes.

—n. Mocking-bird, a bird of North America, of the
thrush family, which mocks or imitates the notes of
birds and other sounds.

—

adv. MocICingly.— «.

Mock'-or'ange, an ornamental shrub of the saxi-
frage family—also Syringa.—Mock SUn (see Par-
helion) ; Mock turtle soup, a dish made of calfs
head, veal, &c., seasoned in imitation of turtle soup.
[O. Fr. ntoquer; from a Teut. root seen in Ger.
mucken, to mutter ; prob. imlt.]

Mocuddum, mo-kud'um, ». a chief: a head-man.
[Hind, from Ar., tnukoiddatn, a head-man.]

Mod, mod, «. an assembly, meeting, of a similar

nature to the Welsh Eisteddfod. [Gael.]
Mode, mod, n. manner of acting, doing, or existing :

rule : custom : form : that which exists only as a
quality of substance : a form of the verb, same as

Moccasin.

mood: in lace-making, a small decorative piece
inserted in a pattern : the openwork between the
solid parts of a pattern : a womari's mantle with a
hood : {mus.) the method of dividing the octave for

melodic purposes according to the position of its steps

and half-steps.

—

adj. Mo'dal, relating to mode or
form without reference to substance : consisting of
mode only : (logic) indicating some mode of ex-

pression.

—

ns. Mo'dalism, the doctrine first set forth

by Sabellius that the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit are not three distinct personalities, but only
three diflTerent modes of manifestation ; Mo'dalist,
one who holds this theory.

—

adj. Modalist'ic.—«.

Modal'ity, mode in its logical sense : (law) the
quality of being limited by a condition.

—

Oilv. Mo'-
dally.—Greek modes, consisting each of two tetra-

chords and one whole step ; Gregorian, Medieval,
or Ecclesiastical modes, derived from the above by
Ambrose, Gregory the Great, &c., each of the seven
natural sounds of the diatonic scale forming the key-
note or final of a mode, which embraced that note

and the seven above it. To each of these seven
modes is attached another, in which the melody,
while having the same final or keynote, instead of

ascending to the octave above, ranges from the
fourth below it to the fifth above. The former are
called the authentic modes, the \a.t.tcT plagal ; Major
mode, a modem mode, consisting of two steps, a
half-step, three steps, and a half-step ; Minor mode,
a modern mode, consisting of a step, a half-step, two
steps, a half-step, and two steps. [Fr.,—L. tnodus.l

Model, mod'el, «. something to show the mode or
way : something to be copied : a pattern : a mould :

an imitation of something on a smaller scale : a
living person from whom an artist works : something
worthy of imitation.

—

adj. serving as a model : fit

for a model.

—

v.t. to form after a model : to shape :

to make a model or copy of: to form in some soft

material.

—

v.i. to practise modelling :

—

pr.p. mod'el-

ling ; pa.p. mod'elled.—kj. Mod'eller ; Mod'elling,
the act or art of making a model of something, a
branch of sculpture. [Fr.,—L. modulus, dim. of
tnodus, a measure.]

Modena, mod'e-na, n. a shade of crimson.
Moderate, mod'er-at, v.t. to keep within measure or
bounds : to regulate : to reduce in intensity : to make
temperate or reasonable : to pacify : to decide as a
moderator.

—

v.i. to become less violent or intense:

to preside or act as a moderator.

—

adj. kept within

measure or bounds : not excessive or extreme : tem-
perate : of middle rate.—«. one of a party in Scottish

Church history dominant in the i8th century, lax in

doctrine and discipline, but intolerant of Evangeli-

canism and popular rights—it caused the secessions

of 1733 and 1761, and its final resultant was the Dis-

ruption of1843.—o^z'. Mod'erately.—«j. Mod'erate-
ness ; Modera'tion, act of moderating : state of
being moderated or moderate : freedom from excess :

calmness of mind ; Mod'eratism, moderate opinions

in religion or politics.

—

adv. Mode_ra'tO(>«?<f.), with
moderate quickness.

—

ns. Moderator, one who, or

that which, moderates or restrains : a president or

chairman, esp. in Presbyterian Church courts : an
officer at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge
who superintends the examination for degrees : a
kind of lamp in which the flow of the oil to the wick
is regulated -.—/em. Mod'eratrix ; Mod'eratorshlp.
[L. moderdri, -dtus—modus, a measure.]

Modem, mod'em, adj. limited to the present or recent

time : not ancient : (S/tak.) commonplace.—«. one
who lives in modem times : (//.), the nations of the

present day, distinguished from the Greeks and
Romans—the ancients.

—

n. Modemisa'tion.

—

v.t.

Mod'emise, to adapt to the present time.

—

ns.

Mod'emiser ; Mod'emism, modem practice or
character : something of modern origin ; Mod'emist,
an admirer of modem ideas or habits.

—

adv. Mod'-
eralj.—fts. Mod'emneBS, Mod'emity, sute or
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Modest mOte ; mute ; m55n ; iien. Mole
quality of being modern. [Fr.,—L. moJerntts—
moiio, just now, orig. abl. of modus.]

Modest, mod'est, ad/, restrained by a sense of
propriety : not forward : decent : chaste : pure and
delicate, as thoughts or language : not excessive or
extreme : moderate.

—

adv. Modestly.

—

n. Mod'-
68ty, humility : purity of thought and manners :

becoming behaviour : chastity, purity : moderation.
[Fr.,—L. modestus—modus, a measure.]

Modicum, mod'i-kum, «. a small quantity : something
of a moderate size : anything very small. [L. neut.
of modicus, moderate

—

modus.]
Modify, mod'i-f 1, v.t. to set bounds to : to moderate :

to change the form or quality of: to alter slightly:

to vary.—*t^'. Modlfi'able.—n. Modlfica'tion, act
of modifying or state of being modified : result of
alteration or change : changed shape or condition.
—adjs. Mod'ificative, Mod'iflcatory, tending to

modify : causing change of form or condition.—«.

Mod'iiier. [Fr. modifier—L. modificdre, -dtum—modus, a measure, y&^/r«, to make.]
Modillion, mod-il'yun, n. (archii.) an ornamental

bracket used in the cornices of the Corinthian
and composite styles. [Fr.,—L. modulus—modus,
a measure.]

Modiolus, mo-dfo-lus, n. the central stem round which
wind the passages of the cochlea of the internal ear.
—itdjs. Modiolar, Modi'oliform.

Modish, mo'dish, adj. according to the fashion.

—

adv.
Mo'dlsMy.—«.r. Mo'dlshness ; Modlst, one who
follows the fashion ; Modlste (mO-dest'), a fashion-
able dressmaker.

Modius, m5'di-us, n. a Roman dry measure = 2 gal. :

a cylindrical head-dress :—//. Modi! (-1). [L.]
Modulate, mod'u-lat, v.t. to measure, to regulate : to

vary the tone of voice so as to give expression : (mus.)
to change the key or mode.

—

v.t. to pass from one
key into another.

—

adj. Modular, of or pertaining
to mode or modulation, or to a module.

—

ns. Modu-
la'tlon, the act of modulating : state of being modu-
lated : (mus.) the changing of the keynote and of
the original scale by the introduction of a new sharp
or flat ; Mod'ulator, one who, or that which, modu-
lates : a chart in the Tonic Sol-fa musical notation
on which the modulations or changes from one scale

to another are shown by the relative position of
the notes ; Mod'Ule, a small measure or quantity :

(firchit.) a measure such as the diameter of the shaft

for regulating the proportions of the other parts of
columns: (5°^.(.)a model, image ; Mod'ulUS(ma/A.),
a constant multiplier in a function of a variable, by
which the function is adapted to a particular base :—//. Moduli (mod'u-ll). [L. moduldri, -dtus—
modulus, dim. oi modus, a measure.]

Modus, mS'dus, «. the way or stj-le of expressing any-
thing : a fixed payment instead of titnes : (law) a
departure from, or a modification of, some general
rule or form :

—

/>l. Mo'dL [L. modus, manner.]
Modwall, mod'wal, «. (prov.) the bee-eater.

Moe, mO, adj. and adv. (Shak.). See Mo.
Moe, mO, n. (Shak.) 3. wry mouth, grimace.

—

v.i. to

make grimaces.—Better Mow (q.v.).

Moellon, mO'el-lon, «. rubble-stone with mortar, used
as a filling in mason-work. [Fr.,

—

moelle, marrow
— L. medulla, marrow

—

medius, middle.]
MoerolOgy, me-rol'o-ji, n. the practice of professional

mourning. [Gr. moira, fate, legein, to speak.)
Moeso-Gothic, me'sO-goth'ik, adj. relating to the
Goths who settled in Moesia, or to their language.

Mofette, m6-fet', «. a noxious gas escaping from the
earth. [L. mephitis.]

Moff, mof, n. a thin silk fabric.

MofiSe, mofl, v.i. (prov.) to do anything clumsily.
MofOSSll, mS-fus'il, n. the country districts and stations

in India, as distinguished from the towns and official

residencies : rural : provincial. [Hind, mu/assal,
the country—Ar.yojd/a, separate.]

Mog, mog, v.i. {prov.) to move away.
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Mogul, m5-gur, «. a Mongol or Mongolian, esp. one
of the followers of Baber, the conqueror of India
(1483-1530) : a name applied to the best quality of
playmg-cards.

—

adj. pertaining to the Mogul Empire,
architecture, &c.—Great Mogul, the title by which
Europeans knew the Emperors of Delhi. [Pers.,
properly ' a Mongol. ']

Moliair, mO'har, «. the fine silken hair of the Angora
goat of Asia Minor : cloth made of mohair. [O. Fr.
mouaire (Ft. moire)—Ar. tnukhayyar.]

Moliammedan, mo-ham'ed-an, adj. pertaining to
Mohammed or to his religion.—«. a follower of
Mohammed : one who professes Mohammedanism
—alsoMahom'etan, Mahom'edau.

—

v.t. Mohamm'-
edanise, to convert to, or made conformable to,
Mohammedanism. — ns. Mohanun'edaiiisia, Mo-
lianim'edism, the religion of Mohammed, contained
in the Koran. [Mohammed, the great prophet of
Arabia (570-632) ; lit. ' praised.']

Moharram, mo-har'am, n. the first month of the
Mohammedan year : the great fast held during
the first ten days of this month.—Also Mukarr'am.

Mohawk, mO'hawk, n. the name of a tribe of North
American Indians of the Huron-Iroquois family—
hence one of a set of London street-ruffians about
the beginning of the i8th century.—Also Mo'hock.

Mohican, mO-he'kan, adj. and «. relating to the
Mohicans, a tribe of North American Indians of the
Algonkin stock.

Mohr, mOr, ». a small African gazelle.

Mohur, mO'hur, «. in British India, a gold coin = from
twelve to fifteen rupees, or 30s. [Pers.]

Moider, moi'der, v.t. to confuse: to spend.

—

v.i. to
work hard.

Moidore, moi'dSr, n. a disused gold coin of Portugal
worth 27s. [Port, moeda douro—L. motuta de
auro, money of gold.]

Moiety, moi'e-ti, «. half: one of two equal parts: a
small share. [Fr.,—L.,

—

medius, middle.]
Moil, moil, v.t. to daub with dirt.

—

v.i. to toil or
labour : to drudge.—«. a spot : a defilement. [O.
Fr. moiler (Fr. tnouiller), to wet—L. mollis, soft.]

MoineaU, moi'nC, n. a small flat bastion to protect a
fortification while being erected. [Fr.]

Moir89, moi're, n.pl. the Fates, the Parcae of the
Romans—Clotho, the spinner of the thread of human
life ; Lachesis, who assigns to man his fate ; and
Atropos, or the fate that cannot be avoided.

Moire, mwor, «. watered silk : a watered appearance
on metals or textile fabrics.—Moire anUque, silk

watered so as to resemble the stuffs worn in ancient
times. [Fr. ; see Mohair.]

Moist, moist, adj. damp : humid : juicy : containing

water or other Uquid.

—

vs.t. Moist'en, MolSt (obs.),

to make moist : to wet slightly ; Moistify, to make
moist.

—

ns. Moist'ness ; Moist'ure, moistness : that

which makes slightly wet : a small quantity of any
liquid. [O. Fr. moiste (Fr. moite)—L. musteus,
—mustum, juice of grapes, new wine.]

Moke, mok, ». (slang) a donkey : a stupid fellow : a
variety performer on several instruments : a negro.

Molar, mO'lar, adj. grinding, as a mill : used for

grinding.—«. a grinding tooth : a back tooth. [L.

molaris—mola, a mill

—

molere^ to grind.]

Molar, mO'lar, adj. of or pertaining to a mass : acting

on or by means of whole masses. [L. moles, a mass.]

Molasses, mo-las'ez, n.sing. a kind of syrup that

drains from sugar during the process of manufacture :

treacle. [Port, mela^v (Fr. melasse)—L. mell-aceus,

honey-like

—

mel, mellis, honey.]
Mold. See MotUd.
Mole, m5l, ». a permanent dark-brown mark on the
human skin, often hairy— a pigmentary Ncevus
(q.v.X [A.S. mdl; Ger. maal, L. ntac-ula.]

Mole, mSl, n. a small animal, with very small eyes
and soft fur, which burrows in the ground and casts

up little heaps of mould.

—

v.t. to burrow or form
holes \n.—ns. Mole'cast ; Mole'-catch'er, one whose



Mole (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Monarch

business it is tu catch moles : Mole'-crick'et, a
burrowing insect like a cricket, with forelegs like

those of a mole.

—

adj. Mole'-eyed, having eyes like

those of a mole : seeing imperfectly.—«j. BJole'lllll,

a little hill or heap of earth cast up by a mole

;

Mole'rat, a rat-like animal, which burrows like a
mole ; Mole'skin, the skin of a mole : a superior

kind of fustian, double-twilled, cropped before dye-

ing : Mole'-spade, a small spade used by mole-
catchers; Mole'-track, the track made by a mole
burrowing.—Make a mountain of a molehill, to

magnify a trifling matter. [For mold--warp—A.S.
molde, mould, weorpan, to warp.]

Mole, m5l, «. a breakwater : any massive building

:

an ancient Roman mausoleum. [Fr.,—L. moles.\

Molecule, mol'e-kul, n. one of the minute particles of

which matter is composed : the smallest mass of any
substance which retains the properties of that sub-

stance.—<i<^'. Molec'Ular, belonging to, or consist-

ing of, molecules. — «. MolecuJar'ity.— Molecular
atiraction, attraction acting on the atoms or mole-
cules of a body, as distinguished from attraction of
gravitation. [Fr.,—L. W(/«, a mass.]

Molendlnaceous, mC-len-di-na'shi-us, adj. like a wind-
mill.

—

adj. Molen'dinary, relating to a mill. [Low
L. moUndinuiit, a mill— L. nwUre, to grind.]

Molest, mo-Iest', v.t. to trouble.— >«. Molestation,
state of being molested: annoyance: Molest'er.

—

adj. Molest'fuL [Fr. ntoUster— L. vtolestare—
ntolestits—moles, mass, difficulty.]

Molimen, mO-lI'men, _ n. great effort, esp. of any
periodic effort to discharge a natural function.

—

atij. Mollm'lnous. [\^.,—tnoliri, to \.o\\— moles.]
Moline, md'lin, ». and adj. the crossed iron in the
upper millstone for receiving the spindle in the lower
stone, a millstone rynd: (A^r.)a moline cross. [L.
mola, a mill.]

Molinism, mO'li-nizm, n. the doctrine of the Spanish
Jesuit Luis Molina (1535-1600), that predestination
IS consequent on God's fore-knowledge of the free

determination of man's will, that God gives to all

men sufficient grace whereby to live virtuously
and merit happiness, its efficaciousness depending
on the voluntary co-operation of the will with it.

— «. Mo'Unlst, one who holds the foregoing views.
Molinlst, mO'li-nist, «. a Quietist, or follower of
Miguel de Molinos (1640-97). [See Quietism.]

Moll, mol, ». a familiar form of Mary : a concubine.
Mollah, Molla, mol'a, ». a Mohammedan title of

respect for a learned or religious person : a judge
of Moslem law. [Turk, and Pcrs., from Ar.
mauld.\

Mollie, mol'i, n. a meeting^ and carousal on board one
ship of the sailors belongmg to several whaling-ships
ice-bound in company—an abbreviation of Malle-
maroking. [Mallemuck, the fulmar petrel.]

Mollify, mol'i-fi, v.t. to make soft or tender: to
assuage: to calm or pacify:

—

pa.p. moU'ified.

—

adjs. Moll'ient, serving to soften : assuaging

;

Moll'iflable.—«j. Molllflca'tion, act of mollifying

:

state of being mollified : mitigation ; Moirifier

;

Moll'ine, a base for ointments used in skin diseases,
a soft soap mixed with excess of fat and glycerine.—

•

adj. Mollipi'lose, having soft plumage.—«. Molli-
f)il0S'ity, fleeciness, fluffiness. —«</;. Mollit'iOUS,
uxurious.—«. Moll'itude. [Fr.,— L. mollificdre—
mollis, ^oh./acere, to make.]

Mollusc, Mollusk, mol'usk, «. one of the Mollusca,
a large division of invertebrate animals—bivalves or
Lamellibranchs, snails or Gasteropods, and cuttle-
fish or Cephalopods :—//. Moll'USCS, MoU'USks,
or Mollusca—«. Mollus'can, a mollusc—a<^j.
Mollus'can, Mollus'coid, Molluscous. [Fr.,— L.
molluscus, softish

—

mollis, soft.]

Molly, mol'i, H. dim. of M.-»ry : the wagtail bird.

—

«. MoU'ycoddle, an effeminate fellow. — Molly
Btog^ilre, one of /he Ribbonmen of Ireland (1843),
who perpetrated outrages by night in women's dress :

one of a secret society which terrorised the coal

regions of Pennsylvania (1867-77).
Moloch, mO'Iok, H. a Phoenician god to which human

sacrifices were offered : an exceedingly spiny Aus-
tralian lizard— also Mo'lech.—z*./. Mo'lochise, to

sacrifice as to Moloch.
MolOSSUS, mo-los'us, n. a metrical foot of three long

syllables :—//. MolOSS'L [L.—Gr.]
Molten, mSlt'n, adj. melted : made of melted metal.
—adv. Molt'enly. [Old pa. p. oi melt.]

Molto, mol'to, adz\ (ntus.) very, much. [It.]

Moly, mo'li, «. {Milt.) a magic herb given by Hermes
to Odysseus as a counter-charm against the spells of
Circe.

Molybdenum, mol-ib-de'num, «. a rare metal of a
silvery-white colour—alsoMolybde'na.

—

ns. Molyh'-
date, a compound of molybdic acid with a base ;

Molybde'nite, sulphide of molybdenum. — adjs.
Molybde'nous, Molyb'dic—«. Molybdosis, lead-

poisoning. [L.,—Gr.,

—

molybdos, lead.]

Mome, mom, n. (ods.) a buffoon : a stupid person.
[O. Fr.,—L. ,—Gr. Momos, god of mirth.]

Moment, mO'ment, «. moving cause or force : import-
ance in effect : value, consequence : the smallest
portion of time in which a movement can be made :

an instant : the precise point of time, the right
opportunity : {math.) an increment or decrement, an
infinitesimal change in a varying quantity : (mecli.)

the moment 0/ a force about a point is the product
of the force and the perpendicular on its line of
action from the point.

—

adj. Mo'mentany (Sliak.),

momentary.—rt^/f. Momentarily.— «. Mo'mentarl-
neSS.

—

adj. Momentary, lasting for a moment:
done in a moment : short-lived.

—

adv. Momently,
for a moment : in a moment : every moment.

—

adj.
Moment'ous, of importance : of great consequence.— adv. Moment'ously. — ns. Moment'ousness ;

Moment'um, the quantity of motion in a body,
measured by the product of the mass and the
velocity of the moving body :—//. Moment'a. [Fr.,

—

L. momentum, for tnovimentum—movere, to move.]
Momus, mO'mus, «. the god of raillery, &c.—Son, or

Disciple, of Momus, a wag. [See Mome.]
Monacbism, mon'ak-izm, «. monastic life : state of

religious seclusion under vows.— rt<^'. Mon'achal,
living alone : pertaining to monks or nuns, or to a
monastic life.—«. Mon'achUS, the monk-seal genus.
[Fr.,—L. monachus, a monk.]

Monad, mon'ad, n. an ultimate atom or simple un-
extended point : a simple, primary element, assumed
by Leibnitz and other philosophers : {zool.) one of
the simplest of animalcules.

—

atlj. of or pertaining
to monads.

—

adjs. Monac'id, capable of saturating
a single molecule of a monobasic acid ; Monac'tinal,
single-rayed.—«. Mon'adelph, a plant whose stamens
are united by their filaments into one set, generally
into a tube or ring.

—

adjs. Monadel'phian, Mona-
del'phOUS {iot.), having the stamens united into one
body by the filaments ; Monadic, -al, relating to
monads : single ; Monad'iform, like a monad.

—

ns.
Mon'adlsm, Monadol Ogy, the theory of monads.

—

adj. Monan'thoUS (A'.'.), producing but one flower.—;;. Mon'as, a monad : a monadiform infusorian.

—

adj. Monascid'ian, simple, not compound or com-
posite—also n.—atij. Monatom'lC, consisting of a
single atom, as a molecule : (c//^w.) having a valence
of one, as hydrogen. [L. monas, -adis—Gr. monas,
-ados, a unit

—

monos, alone.]
Monandria, mon-an'dri-a, n. the first class in Lin-

nxus's system of plants, including all genera having
only one stamen.—«. Monau'der.

—

adjs. Monan-
drian, Monan'drous {bot.), having only one stamen.
[Gr. monos, single, aner, andros, a male.]

Monandry, mO-nan'dri, «. the practice of having only
one husE)and.

Monarch, mon'ark, n. a sole or supreme ruler

:

sovereign: the chief of its kind.—<i^'. supreme:
superior to others.—a<^>. Monarchal, pertaining



Monastery mOte ; mute ; mCSn ; //ten. Monkey
to a monarch : regal ; Monaroh'ial, Monarchic,
-al, relating to a monarch or to monarchy : vested
in a single ruler.

—

f:s. Monarch'ian, a Christian who
denied the personal independent subsistence of Christ—dynamic, when regarding the divinity of Christ as
only a power {dynamis) communicated to Him

;

modalistic, when regarding Christ as God Himself
incarnate, the Father who had assumed flesh, a

mere modus of the Godhead ; Monarch'lanism, the

doctrine of the Monarckiaris, in opposition to Sub-
ordinationalism. — adj. MonarchianiS'tiC. — v. t.

Mon'arcIliSB, to rule over, as a monarch : to convert

into a monarchy.— wj. Mon'archism, the principles

of monarchy : love of monarchy ; Mon'archist, an
advocate of monarchy : a believer in monarchy

;

Monarch'O (Shak.), a fantastic Englishman who
assumed Italian airs, any fantastic person ; Mon'-
arctay, a state or a people ruled over by one person :

a kind of government of which the chief power is in

the hands of a monarch : the territory of a monarch.
[Fr. monarque, through L., from Gr. monarches—
vtonos, alone, archein, to rule.]

Monastery, mon'as-ter-i, «. a house for monks : an
abbey : a convent.—/i^>. Monaste'rlal, Monas'tic,
-al, pertaining to monasteries, monks, and nuns

:

recluse: solitary.— «. Monas'tlC, a monk.

—

adv.
Monas'tically.—«j. Monas'tlolsm, the corporate
monastic life or system of living ; Monas'ticon, a
book about monasteries and monks. — Monastic
VOWS, the vows which a person takes when entering
a monastery—of /c-'^rO', chastity, obedience. [L.

monasterium—Gr. monasterion—monastes, a monk—monos, alone.]

Monday, mun'da, n. the second day of the week.

—

adj. Mon'daylsh, fagged—of preachers, after their

Sunday exercitations.—Black Monday, Easter Mon-
day, the 14th of April 1360 : any Easter Monday

;

Handsel Monday, the first Monday of the year,

when presents are given. [A.S. mdnandceg, tnSnan,
gen. oi indna, moon, d(rg, day.]

Monda3^e, mun'dan, adj. an old form of mundane.
Monde, mond, «. the world (of fashion). — Beau
monde, Demi-monde (see Bean and Demi). [Fr.)

Monera, mO-ne'ra, «.//. a class of Protozoans of the
simplest characters.—H.r.j/«^. Mo'ner, Mone'ron.

—

aiijs. Mone'ral, Mone'ran.
Monergism, mop'er-jizm, «. {theol.) the doctrine that

regeneration is entirely the work of the Holy Spirit,

the natural will being incapable of co-operation.

[Gr. monos, alone, ergon, work.]
Monetary, mun'e-tar-i, adj. relating to money or
moneyed affairs : consisting of money.—7/. Mone-
tlsa'tlon.-!»./. Mon'etise, to give the character of
money to, to coin as money.—Monetary unit, the
unit of currency—the pound sterling.

Money, mun'i, «. coin : pieces of stamped metal
used in commerce : any currency used as the

equivalent of money: wealth:—//. Mon'eys.

—

ns.

Mon'ey-bill, a bill introduced into parliament or
congress for raising revenue or otherwise dealing
with money: Mon'ey-brok'er, Mon'ey-chang'er,
Mon'ey-SCrlVener, a broker who deals in money
or exchanges.

—

adj. Mon'eyed, having money: rich

in money: consisting in money.

—

ns. Mon'eyer,
Mon'ier, one who coins money : a master of a mint.

—

adj. Mon'eyless, having no money.

—

ns. Mon'ey-
mak'er, a coiner of counterfeit money; Mon'ey-
mak'ing, act of gaining wealth. — adj. lucrative,

profitable.—«j. Mon'ey-mar'ket, the market or field

for the investment of money; Mon'ey-or'der, an
order for money deposited at one post-office, and
payable at another; Mon'ey-spi'der, or -spin'ner,
a small spider of family /l///V/<p, supposed to bring
luck ; Mon'ey'S-WOrth, something as good as money

:

full value ; llon'ey-tak'er, one who receives pay-
ments of money, esp. at an entrance-door.—Hard
money, coin ; Pot of money, a large amount of
money ; Beady money, money paid for a thing at

the time at which it is bought : money ready for
immediate payment. [O. Fr. moneie (Fr. monnaie)
— b. moneta, a mint, Moneta bemg a surname of
Juno, in whose temple at Rome money was coined.]

Monger, mung'ger, «. a trader : a dealer, chiefly in
composition, sometimes depreciatory.

—

v.t. to trade
in. [A.S. mangere—mang, a mixture.]

Mongol, mong'gol, n. and adj. one of an Asiatic
people belonging to the Ural-Altaic branch of the
human family, mainly inhabiting Mongolia.—adjs.
Mongolian, Mongolic.

Mongoose, mong'goOs, K. a common ichneumon of
India, often domesticated to destroy snakes.—Also
Mung'OOSe. [Marathi mangits.]

Mongrel, mung'grel, adj. of a mixed breed, impure.—n. an animal, esp. a dog, of a mixed breed.

—

v.t.

Mong'relise.— H. MongTelism. [A double dim.
from A.S. mang, mixture.]

Monled, mun'id, adj. moneyed.
Moniliform, mO-nil'i-form, adj. like a string of beads.

[L. monile, a necklace, ycirOTrt, form.]
Moniment, mon'i-ment, n. iSf>ens.) a monument,
memorial : superscription, image. [L. numimentum,
monutnentuvi, monument.)

Monlplies, mon'i-pliz. See Manlplies.
Monism, mon'izm, n. a philosophical theory that all

being may ultimately be referred to one category ; thus
Idealism, Pantheism, Materialism are monisms

—

as opposed to the Dualism of matter and spirit.

—

n. Mon'ist. — adjs. Mon'istiO, -aL [Gr. monos,
alone, and •ism.'\

Monition, mon-ish'un, n. a reminding or admonish-
ing : warning : notice : (law) a summons to appear
and answer.

—

adj. Monltive, conveying admoni-
tion.— «. Monitor, one who admonishes: an ad-

viser : an instructor : a senior pupil who assists a
schoolmaster : an ironclad steamship armed with
heavy guns in revolving turrets : a raised part of

a roof, with openings for light and ventilation : a
kind of lizard:—^w. Monltress, MonltriX.—
adj. Monito'rial, relating to a monitor : performed
or taught by a monitor.

—

adv. MonitO'rially.—«.

Mon itorshlp.-rtrf/'. Monitory, giving admonition
or warning. [L.,

—

monere, -itum, to remind.]
Monk, mungk, «. formerly, one who retired alone to

the desert to lead a religious life : one of a religious

community living in a monastery: an inky blotch in

print : a fuse for firing mines.

—

ns. Monk'ery, the

life of monks : monasticism ; Monk'-fisb, the angel-

fish ; Monk'hOOd, the state or character of a monk.
—adj. Monk'isll, pertaining to a monk : like a
monk : monastic.

—

tis. Monk's'-hood, the aconite, a
poisonous plant with a flower like a monk's hood

;

Monk'S'-Seam {naut.), a strong seam formed by
laying the selvage-edges of two pieces of canvas
over each other and stitching on each side and down
the middle—also Middle-stitching. [\.S. munec—
L. monachus—Gr. monachos—monos, alone.]

Monkey, mungk'i, «. a quadrumanous mammal of the

order Primates—the term is loose, and may be con-

veniently restricted only to all the Primates exclusive

of the Anthropoid Apes, thus including the Platyr-

rhini, or New-World monkeys, and the Catarrhini,

or Old-World monkeys : an ape : a name of con-

tempt, esp. for a mischievous person, also of playful

endearment : a heavy weight for driving piles : a large

hammer for driving bolts : in betting slang, a sum
of 500 pounds, or dollars in U.S. : a fluid consisting

of chlor-hydric acid and zinc—generally called spirits

of salt— used in the process of soldering: — //.

Monk'eys.

—

v.i. to meddle with anything.

—

v.t. to

imitate as a monkey does.

—

ns. Monltey-bag, a

small money-bag, hung round the sailor's neck

;

Monk'ey-block, a small swivel-block used in guid-

ing running rigging ; Monk'ey-board, the omnibus
conductor's foot-board ; Monk'ey-boat, a narrow,

half-decked river-boat : Monk'ey-bread, the baobab-

tree or its fruit ; Monk ey-en glne, a kind of pile-



Monobasic {&te, f^ ; mfi, hir ; mine

;

MonomerouB

driver having a ram or monkey working in a wooden
frame ; Monk'ey-flOW'er, a flower of the minnilus
kind ; Monk'ey-gaff, a small gaff above the spanker-

gaff for the flag ; Monk ey-grass, a coarse fibre

yielded by the leaf-stalks of AttaUa /uni/era, used

for brooms, street sweeping-machine brushes, &c.

;

Monk'ey-lianim'or, a drop-press with a ram, which

is raised and let drop freely; Monk'eyism, the

qualities of the monkey ; Monk'ey-jaok'et, a close-

fitting jacket, generally made of some stout, coarse

material ; Mofit'ey-pot, the seed-vessel of several

species of Lecythis, having a round lid ; Monk'ey-
ptunp, a straw let through a gimlet-hole into a cask

for the purpose of sucking the liquor; Monk'ey-

SOZZ'le, the Chili pine, Araucaria itnbricata;

[onk'ey-rall, a light rail above the quarter-rail

;

Monkey-shine (U.S\ a piece of tomfoolery;

Monkey-tall, a short lever for training carronades :

a piece of knotted rope by which to attach a hook,

to save the hand from jamming ; Monk'ey-wheel,
a tackle-block over which runs a hoisting-rope

;

Monk'ey-wrenoh, a screw-key having a movable
jaw. — Have, or Get, one's monkey up, to be
angry ; Suck the monkey, to drink liquor from
a cask through an inserted tube : to drink from a
coco-nut, filled surreptitiously with rum, &c. [Old It.

monicckio, dim. of Old It. tnottna, nickname for an
old woman, an ape, contr. of It. madonna, mistress.]

Monobasic, mon-O-ba'sik, adj. having one base, of
an acid combining with a univalent basic radical

to form a neutral salt.

Monoblastlo, mon-O-blas'tik, adj. pertaining to that

condition of the metazoic embryo in which a single

germinal layer is alone represented.
Monoblepsls, mon-O-blep'sis, ». a condition of vision

more distinct when one eye only is used. [Gr.

THonos, single, blepsis, sight.)

Monocarbonate, mon-O-kar'bO-nat, n. a carbonate in

which both hydrogen atoms of the acid are replaced
by basic elements.

Monocardlan, mon-O-kar'di-an, adj. ha\-ing a single

heart, as fishes and reptiles. [Gr. nionos, single,

kardia, the heart.]

Monocarpous, mon-O-karp'us, adj. bearing fruit only
once, as wheat, and all annual plants.—«. Mon'o-
carp. [Gr. monos, single, karpos, fruit.]

MonocentrlO, mon-O-sen'trik, adj. having a single

centre only : unipolar.

Monocephalous. mon-O-sef'al-us, adj. having but one
head or capitulum.

Monooeros, mO-nos'er-os, n. a one-homed animal : the
unicorn : (Spent.) perhaps the sword-fish. — adj.
Monoc'erous. [Gr. monos, single, keras, a horn.]

Monochlamydeous, mon-5-kla-mid'e-us, adj. (ioi.)

having a single instead of a double perianth. [Gr.
monos, single, chlatnys, a cloak.]

Monochord, mon'O-kord, n. a musical instrument of
one chord or string.

Monochromatic, mon-O-kro-mat'ik, adj. of one colour
only—alsoMonochro Ic— «j. Mon'ochrome, a paint-
ing in one colour only ; Mon'OChromy, this art.

Monochronlc, mon-O-kron'ik, adj. contemporaneous.—adj. Monoch'ronoos, monosemic.
Monocle, mon'o-kl, ». a one-eyed animal : a single

eyeglass.

Monocllnal, mon'O-kll-nal, adj. (gteL) dipping in one
direction.

MonocllnlC, mon'O-klin-ik, adj. {mineral) crystallising

in three unequal axes, two intersecting each other
at an oblique angle, and at right angles to the third.

—Also Mon'OClInate. [Gr. monos, single, kiinein,

to incline.]

Monocllnous, mon'5-kll-nus, adj. {boi.) hermaphrodite.
Mono-compound, mon'O-kom'pownd, n. (rA^wr.) a com-
pound containing one atom of any particular element.

Monocotyledon, mon-6-kot-i-le'don, «. a plant with
only one cotyledon.

—

adj. MonoCOtyle'donoHS.
Monocracy, moa-ok'ra-si, «. rule or government by a

single person.

—

n. Mon'ocrat. [Gr. monos, single,

kratos, strength.]

Monocular, mon-ok'u-lar, adj. with one eye only

:

fitted only for one eye at a time.—Also Monoc'ulous.
Monodactylous, mon-O-dak'ti-lus, adj. having only
one toe or finger.

Monodelphia, mon-O-del'fi-a, n.pl. one of the three
primary divisions of mammals, the placental mam-
mals.—a^'. Monodel'phlan.

Monodon, mon'O-don, n. a genus of delphinoid odonto-
cete cetaceans, containing only the narwhal.

Monodrama, mon'O-dra-ma, n. a dramatic piece for a
single performer.

—

adj. Monodramat'lC.
Monody, mon'O-di, n. a mournful ode or poem in

which a single mourner bewails : a song for one
voice : monotonous sound.

—

adjs. Monod'iC, -aL

—

n. Mon'odlst, one who writes monodies.
Monoecious, mon-e'shus, adj. having the stamens and

pistils in separate flowers on the same individual

plant.

—

n.pl. MonOB'Cla, the 21st class of plants of

Linnaeus. [Gr. monos, single, oikos, a house.]

Monogamy, mon-og'a-mi, n. marriage to one wife
only : the state of such marriage.— adjs. Mono-
gam'lc, Monog'amous.—». Monog'amlst. [Gr.
monos, one, games, marriage.]

Monogenesis, mon-o-jen'e-sis, «. development of the
ovum from a p.irent like itself

—

adj. Monogenet'lC.—ns. Monog'enism, the descent of the whole human
family from a single pair—also Monog'eny ; Monog^-
enlst, one who maintains this.

—

adjs. Monogenlst'lo;
Monog'enous, generating by fission, gemmation,
&c. : pertaining to monogenism: (inat/t.) having a
single differential coefficient considered as a rule of
generation.

Monogony, mC-nog'o-ni, n. a sexual reproduction.

Monogram, mon'O-gram, n. a figure consisting of
several letters interwoven or written into one.

—

adj.

Monogrammat'lc. [Gr. monos, alone, gramma, a
letter.]

Monograph, mon'3-graf, n. a treatise written on one
p.irticular subject or any branch of it.

—

v.t. to write
a monograph upon.

—

ns. Monog'rapher, Monog^-
raphist, a writer of

_
monographs. — adjs. Mono-

graphic, -al, pert.iining to a monograph : drawn
in lines without colours.—«. Monog'raphy, a repre-

sentation by one means only, as lines : an outline
drawing. [Gr. tnonos, alone, graphein, to write.]

Monogynia, mon-O-jin'i-a, «. an 'order of plants
which have only one pistil or female organ.—«.

Mon'ogyn, a plant of this kind.

—

adjs. Monogyn'-
ian, Monog'ynoUS (hot.), having only one pistil or
female organ.—«. Monog'jmy, a mating with only
one female. [Gr. monos, alone, gyne, a ^male.]

MonohydrlC, mon-0-hi'drik, adj. containing one atom
of hydrogen.

Monoid, mon'oid, adj. and «. (pros.) containing but
one kind of foot.

Monolatry, mO-nol'a-tri, n. the actual worship of but
one divinity, not necessarily a disbelief in others.

Monolith, mon'O-lith, n. a pill.ir, or column, of a
single stone.—adjs. Monollth'al, Monollth'la [Gr.
monos, alone, lithos, a stone.]

Monologue, mon'0-log, «. a speech uttered by one
person : soliloquy : a poem, &c. for a single per-
former.

—

v.i. Monol'Og^e, to indulge in this.

—

ns.

Monol'OgiSt, one who talks in monologue ; Mon-
ol'Ogy, the habit of doing so. [Fr.,—Gr. monos,
alone, logos, speech.]

Monomachy, mO-nom'a-ki, n. a single combat : a
duel.—Also Monoma'chla. [Gr. monos, alone,

maclie, a fight.]

Monomania, mon-O-ma'ni-a, n. madness confined to

one subject, or to one faculty of the mind : an un-
reasonable interest in any particular thing.

—

n.

Monoma'niao, one affected with monomania. —<j^j.
Monomaniac, -al, affected with monomania. [Gr.
monos, alone, mania, madness.]

Monomerous, mO-nom'e-rus, adj. having the tarsi
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single-jointed : {hot.) having but one member in

each cycle. [Gr. nionos, single, meros, part.]

Monometallic, mon-o-me-tal'ik, adj. consisting of but
one metal.

—

ns. Monomefallisia, the use of but one
metal as a standard of value ; Monometallist, one
who upholds this theory.

Monomoter, mo-nom'e-ter, adj. and «. {pros.) con-
sisting of one measure.

—

adjs. Monomet'rlC, -aL
Monomial, mon-O'mi-al, n. an algebraic expression of

one terra only : a series of factors of single terms

—

also Mon'ome.

—

adj. Mond'miaL [Gr. monos, alone,

L. nomen, name.]
MonomorphiC, mon-O-mor'fik, adj. of the same type

of structure, or morphological character. — adj.

Monomor'phOUS. [Gr. monos, single, morphe, form.]

Monomyarian, mon-5-mI-a'ri-an, adj. having but one
adductor muscle, as an oyster. [Gr. monos, single,

»tys, muscle.]
Mononjrm, mon'C-nim, «. a name consisting of a single

term.

—

adj. Mononjrm'iC.
MonodusiOUS, mon-6-oS'si-us, adj. having the same

substance. [Gr. monos, single, ousia, essence.]

Monopathy, mO-nop'a-thi, «. {paihol.) a disease

affecting only one organ or function.

—

adj. Mono-
patb'io. [Gr. monos, single, /a^A^J, suffering.]

MonopetalOUS, mon-O-pet'a-lus, ar^'. {boi.) having only

one petal, or denoting a corolla, the petals of which
so cohere as to form a tube.

Monophobia, mon-O-fo'bi-a, n. morbid dread of being
left alone. [Gr. monos, single, phobia, fear.]

Monophonous, mon-of'o-nus, adj. producing one sound
at one time. [Gr. monos, single, phdne, voice.]

MonophOte, mon'O-ftt, «. an electric arc-lamp regu-

lator workingin single series. [Gr. monos, single,

phos, fhotos, light.]

Monophthong, mon'of-lhong, n. a simple vowel-sound.
—adj. Mon'ophthongal.

MonophyletiC, mon-5-fi-let'ik, adj. pertaining to a
single phylum :—opp. to PolypkyUtic.

MonophyllOUS, mon-O-firus, adj. having a leaf of but
one piece. [Gr. monos, 3.\ons, phyllon, a leaf.]

Monophyodont, mon-O-fI'O-dont, adj. having only one
set of teeth.—«. such an animal.

Monophysite, m5-nof'i-sIt, «. one who holds that

Christ had but one composite nature, instead of the
orthodox doctrine that He united two complete
natures without confusion or mutation in one person.
—adj. Monophyslt'ical.—«. Monophysifism. [Gr.

monos, alone, />/yj/j, nature.]

Monoplast, mon'O-plast, «. an organism consisting of
a single cell. [Gr. monos, single, plastos, formed

—

plassein, to form.]

Monoplegia, mon-O-ple'ji-a, «. paralysis limited to a
single part. [Gr. tnonos, %\\\^<i, pUge, stroke.]

Monopnoa, mo-nop'niS-a, n.pl, a class of reptiles

breathing in one way only. [Gr. monos, single,

pnoos, breathing

—

pnein, to breathe.]
Monopode, mon'C-pOd, adj. and «. having but one

ioQ\..—adj. Monopod'ic—«. Mon'opody.
Monopolise, mon-op'o-llz, v.t. to obtain possession of
anything so as to be the only seller or sharer of it

:

to engross the whole of.—«j. Monop'Oliser, Monop'-
olist.

—

adj. Monopolis'tic.—«. Monop'oly, the sole
power of dealing in anything : exclusive command
or possession : (Jaw) a grant from the crown to an
individual for the sole right to deal in anything. [L.
monopolium—Gr. monos, alone, polein, to sell.)

Monopteron, mO-nop'te-ron, n. a kind of temple or
portico of columns grouped in a circle, and support-
ing a cupola. [Gr. monos, single, /^^r<7«, a wing.]

Monoptote, mon'op-tOt, «. a noun, &c. , having but one
case-form. [Gr. tnonos, SiXone, ptosis, case.]

Monorchid, mo-nork'id, adj. having only one testicle.

—n. Monorchism.
MonorganiC, mon-or-gan'ik, adj. of one organ.
Monorhine, mon'o-rin, adj. having but one nasal

passage.—Also Mon'orbUiaL [Gr. tnonos, single,
ikrit, ktrinos, the nose.]

Monorhyme, mon'O-rlm, n. a poem in which all the
lines end with the same rhyme.

Monosemic, mon-O-se'mik, adj. {pros.) consisting in,

or equal to, a single semeion (mora or unit of time).

MonosepalOUS, mon-O-sep'a-lus, adj. {bot.) having the
sepals all united : having a calyx of one piece.

MonospennoUS, mon-O-sperm'us, adj. (bot.) having
one seed only.—«. Mon OSpOHU. [Gr. monos, alone,

sperma, seed.]

MonosporoUS, mon'6-spOr-us, adj. of a single spore.
Monostich, mon'O-stik, «. a poem complete in one

verse.

—

adj. Monos'tichouS. [Gr. monos, alone,
stichi's, verse.]

Monostrophic, mon-O-strof'ik, adj. having but one
strophe : not varied in measure.

—

n. Monos'trophe.
[Gr. tnonos, alone, strophe, a. strophe.]

Monostyle, mon'o-stll, adj. {archit.) consisting of a
single shaft. [Gr. tnonos, alone, stylos, a pillar.]

Monosy, mon'O-si, n. {bot.) an abnormal condition in

which organs usually entire or united are found
disunited. [Gr. tnonosis—monos, single.]

Monosyllable, mon-o-sil'la-bl, n. a word of one syllable.—adj. Monosyllabic, consisting of one syllable, or
of words of one syllable.—«. Monosyllabism, an
exclusive use of monosyllables, as in Chinese.

Monosymmetric, mon-o-sim-et'rik, adj. having only
one plane of symmetry in crystallisation. — adj.
Monosymmet'rical {bot.), of flowers capable of
being bisected into similar halves in only one plane.

Monotessaron, mon-o-tes'a-ron, n. a harmony of the
four gospels.

MonothalamOUS, mon-O-thara-mus, adj. {bot.) single-

chambered : with but one cavity. [Gr. monos, single,

thalaittos, a chamber.]
Monotheism, mon'O-the-izm, n. the belief in only one
God.—«. Mon'otheist, one who l>elieves that there

is but one Goii.—adj. Monotheistic. [Gr. tnonos,

alone, theos, God.]
Monothelite, mon-oth'e-llt, «. one who holds that

Christ had but one will and one operation or energy,
as He had but one nature.— tts. Monoth'ellsm,
Monothelit'ism. [Gr. monos, alone, thelites, one
who wills

—

thelein, to will.]

MonothetiC, mon-O-thet'ik, adj. assuming a single

essential element. [Gr. monos, single, thetos, verbal

adj. of tithenai, to put.]

Monotint, mon'O-tint, n. drawing or painting in a
single tint.

MonotOCOUS, mo-not'o-kus, adj. having one only at a
birth. [Gr. mottos, single, tiktein, to bear.]

Monotone, mon'O-ton, «. a single, unvaried tone or
soimd : a succession of sounds having the same
pitch : a piece of writing in one strain throughout.

—

v.t. and v.i. to intone, chant.

—

adjs. Monotonia,
Monot'onoUS, uttered in one unvaried tone : marked
by dull uniformity. — adv. Monot'onoosly. — «.

Monot'ony, dull uniformity of tone or sound : want
of modulation in speaking or reading : CAf.) irk-

some sameness or want of variety. [Gr. motios,

alone, tonos, a tone.]

Monotremata, mon-S-trem'a-ta, n.pl. the lowest order

of Mammalia, having a single opening for the genital

and digestive organs.

—

adj. Monotrem'atOTlS—also

Mon'otreme.

—

n. Mon'otreme, a member of the

Monotremata. [Gr. monos, alone, trema, a hole.]

Monotype, mon'5-tlp, «. and adj. having only one

type or representative : a print transferred from a

painting on a metal plate.

—

adj. MonotyplC. _

Monoxide, mo-nok'sld, n. an oxide containing a single

oxygen atom in combination with two univalent atoms

or one bivalent atom.
Monoxylon, mon-oks'i-Ion, «. a canoe made from one

log.—<i^'. Monox'ylous, formed of a single piece of

wood. [Gr. tnonos, single, xylon, wood.]
Monroeism, mon-rO'izm, «. more generally Monroe
Doctrine, the principle of the non-intervention of

Europe in matters relatine to the American continent
—from President M«nrot t Message in Dec. 1833.
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Monseignevir iSte, f^ : mS, hir ; mine

;

Moon

Uonselgneiir, mon-sS-nyer', n. my lord : a title in
France given to a person of high birth or rank, esp.

to bishops, &C. (written Mgr.):—pl. Messeigneiirs
(me-sa-nyer). The corresponding Italian title is

MonSigllor (mon-se'nyor), conferred on prelates and
on the dignitaries of the papal household—also Mon-
Si'gnoro. [Fr., from L. tneus, my, senior, older.)

Monsieur, mo-sye', «. sir : a title of courtesy in France
= Mr in English (written M. or Mons.) : the eldest

brother of the king of France : a Frenchman gener-

ally—usually mounseer : a French gentleman :—//.

Messieurs (me-sye). — Monsieur de Paris, the

public executioner. [Fr.,—L. meus, my, senior.]

Monsoon, mon-s^SSn', ft. a periodical wind of the Indian
Ocean, which blows from the S.W. from April to

October, and from the N.E. the rest of the year :

similar winds elsewhere, returning periodically with
the seasons.

—

oiij. Monsoon'aL [It monsone—
Malay musim—Ar. tnaivsim, a time, a season.]

Monster, mon'ster, ». anything out of the usual
course of nature : a prodigy, or fabulous animal

:

anything unusually large : anything horrible from
ugliness or wickedness.

—

adj. unusually large,

huge.

—

n. Monstros'ity, an unnatural production.—
adj. Mon'strous, out of the common course of
nature : enormous : wonderful : horrible. — adzK
Mon'strously.—«. Mon strousness, state or quality
of being monstrous,—Gila monster, a large poison-
ous lizard of Arizona, &c., having tubercular scales.

[Fr.,—L. monstrum, an omen, a monster

—

inonere,
to warn.]

Monstrance, mon'strans, n. the utensil employed in

R.C. churches for presenting the consecrated host
for the adoration of the people,
consisting of a stand and a
repository or case with small
semicircular holder (lunula).
—Also Ostensory. [Fr.,—L.
monstrdre, to show, man-
strum, an omen.]

Montagnard, mong-ta-nyar', n.

one of the ' Mountain ' or the
extreme democratic wing of
the French Legislative As-
sembly (iSt Oct. I79I-2ISt
Sept. 1792), so called be-

cause sitting on the topmost
benches.

Montanlc, mon-tanlk, adj'. per-
taining to mountains : con-
sisting in mountains. [L.
montaHiis—m«ns, titontis, a
mountain.]

Montanlsm, mon'tan-izm, tu a heresy which grew up
in the Christian Church in the second half of the 2d
century, founded by the prophet and ' Paraclete,'
Montanus of Phrygia—an ascetic reaction in favour
of the old discipline and severity.

—

n. Mon'tanist, a
supporter of Montanism.—a<^'. Montanlst'la

Montant, mont'ant, a<^'. rising: (A^n) increasing.

—

n.
an upright rail or stile, as in a door, &c. : (Skak.) a
contraction oitnontanto, a term in fencing, apparently
for an upward blow: a two-handed sword. [Fr.,

—

monter, to mount—L. mons, mantis, a mountain.]
Mont-de-pi6t^, mong'-de-pe-a-ta', the Italian Monte

di pleta, n. a pawnbroking shop set up by public
authority. [Fr. and It., 'fund, l»nk, of piety.']

_

Monte, mon'te, «. a shrubby tract, a forest : a Spanish-
American gambling game, played with a pack of
forty cards.—Three-card monte, a Mexican gam-
bling game, played with three cards, one usually
a court-card. (Sp., ' a hill '— L. mont, montis, a
mountain.]

Montelth, mon-teth', «. a large 18th-century punch-
bowl, usually of silver, fluted and scalloped : a cotton
handkerchief with white spots on a coloured ground.

Montem, mon'tem, n. a former custom of Eton boys
to go every third Whit-Tuesday to a hillock on the

Monstrance.
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Bath road and exact ' salt-money ' from passers-by,

for the university expenses of the senior scholar or
school captain.

Montenegrine, mon-te-neg'rin, adj. and n. relating

to Montenegro, or a native thereof: a close-fitting

outer garment for women, braided and embroidered.
Montepulciano, mon-te-pul-cha'nO, n. a fine wine pro-

duced around Montepulciano, in central Italy.

Montero, mon-ta'ro, n. a huntsman : a horseman's
cap. [Sp. montero, a huntsman

—

monte—L. mons,
montis, a mountain.]

Montgolfier, mont-^orfi-er, «. a balloon made by the
hxo\\vi.x% Montgoljier, Joseph Michel (17^0- 18 10) and
Jacques Etienne (1745-99), of Annonay, m 1783.

Montb, munth, «. the period from new moon to

new moon—a lunation, lunar, or synodic month
(= 29-5306 days) : one of the twelve divisions of the

year—a calendar month : one-twelfth part of a
tropical year, the time the sun takes to pass through
30°—a solar month = 30-4368 days.—«. Month'Ilng,
that which is a month old or which lasts a month.

—

adj. Monthly, performed in a month : happening or

published once a month.

—

n. a monthly publication :

(//.) the menses.

—

adv. once a month : in every
month.—Month of Sundays, a period that seems
very long : Month's mind (see Mind).—Sidereal, or
Stellar, month, the time in which the moon passes
round the ecliptic to the same star = 27-3217 days;
Tropical, or Periodic, month, from the moon's pass-

ing the equinox till she again reaches it = 27-32i6

days. [A.S. >«^«5

—

mdna, the moon.]
MontlCUlus, mon-tik'u-lus, n. a little elevation—also
Mon'tlcle and Monticule. —<z<^V. MontlCulate,
Montic'ulous, having small projections.

Montolr, mon-twar', n. a stone or block used in

mounting a horse. [Fr., monter, to mount.]
Monton, mon'ton, «. a Mexican unit of weight for ore,

varying from 1800 to 3200 Spanish pounds.
Montre, mon'ter, «. a flue-stop the pipes of which
show from without, usually the open diapason of
the great organ : an opening in a kiln wall.

Monture, mon'tOr, n. a mountmg, setting, frame. [Fr.]

Monument, mon'u-ment, n. anything that preserves
the memory of a person or an event, a building,

pillar, tomb, &c. : a record or enduring example of
anything: any distinctive mark.

—

v.t. to raise a
monument in memory of.

—

adj. Monument'al, of
or relating to a monument or tomb : memorial

:

impressive : amazing.

—

adv. Monument'ally. [Fr.,

—L. iHonunientum—monere, to remind.]
Moo, moo, v.i. to low like a cow. [Imit.]

Mood, moSd, n. fashion, manner : (gram?) a form of
the verb to express the mode or manner of an action

or of a state of being : (logic) the form of the syl-

logism as determined by the quantity and quality

of^its three constituent propositions: (mus.) the

arrangement of the intervals in the scale, as major
and minor (see Mode). [Mode.]

Mood, mOod, «. disposition of mind : temporary state

of the mind : anger, heat of temper.

—

adv. Mood'lly.
—«. Mood'iness, gloominess, peevishness. — adjs.

Mood'y, indulging in moods : out of humour

:

angry : sad : gloomy ; Mood'y-mad (SAa-k.), mad with
anger. [A.S. mtfd, mind; cf. Ger. mui/t, courage.]

Mooktar, mOOk'tar, n. a native lawyer in India. [Ar.
tnukhtdr, chosen.]

MooL A Scotch form of mould.
Moola(h). See MoUa(h).
Moon, mCCn, n. the secondary planet or satellite which

revolves round the earth monthly, shining with
reflected light : a satellite revolving about any other
planet : a month : anything in the shape of a moon
or crescent : (fort.) a crescent-shaped outwork.

—

v.t. to adorn with moons or crescents.— r. i. to

wander about or gaze vacantly at anything.

—

n.

MoonHMam, a beam of light from the moon.

—

adj.
Moon'-blind, dim-sighted, purblind.

—

ns. Moon'calf,
a monster, a deformed creature : a dolt.

—

n.pl.MoODl'



Moonshee mute ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Moral

culmlna'tions, times of culmination of the limb of
the mo'jn with certain neighbouring stars, formerly
used in determining longitude.

—

adj. Mooned, of or

like the moon : havmg the figure of the moon marked
upon it.—«J. Moon'er, one who moons about ; Moon'-
eye, a disease affecting horses' eyes : a name of
several American fishes ; Moon'faCO, a full, round
face—a point of beauty in the East.

—

adj. Moon'-
C^ed.

—

ns. Moon'-fish, a name applied to various
iishes ; Moon'-flOWer, the ox-eye daisy ; Moon'-
glade, the track of moonlight on water. — adj.

Moon'ish, like the moon : variable : inconstant.

—

n. Moon' -knife, a crescent -shaped knife used by
leather-workers in shaving off the fleshy parts of
skins.

—

adj. Moonless, destitute of moonlight.—«.

Moonlight, the light of the moon—sunlight re-

flected from the moon's surface.

—

adj. lighted by the

moon : occurring during moonlight. — «j. Moon'-
Ughter, one of a band of cowardly ruffians in Ire-

land who committed agrarian outrages by night
about 1880 : a moonshiner ; Moon'llgllting.

—

adjs.

Moon'llt, lit or illumined by the moon ; Moon'-
l07ed, loved by the moon.

—

its. Moon'-mad'ness,
lunacy, supposed to be caused by sleeping in full

moonlight ; Moon'-rak'er, a silly person : Moon'-
rak'ing, the following of crazy fancies ; Moon'-Sail,
a small sail, sometimes carried above the sky-scraper

;

Moon'-set, the setting of the moon ; Moon'sMne, the
shining of the moon : (fig-) show without reality :

poached eggs with sauce : a month : (C/.S.) smuggled
spirits : Moon'slliner, a smuggler or illicit distiller

of spirits.

—

adj. Moon'sMny, lighted by the moon :

visionary, unreal.— «. Moon'-Stone, a variety of
feldspar presenting a pearly reflection from withiiL—
adj. Moonstruck, affected by the moon, lunatic,

crazed.—«. Moon'WOrt, any fern of the genus Botry-
chium.—adj. Moon'y, relating to, or like, the moon
or a crescent, bearing a crescent : round, as a shield :

like moonlight, lighted by the moon : silly : sickly

:

tipsy.

—

n. a noodle.—Moonlight flitting, a removal
of one's furniture, &c., during night, to prevent it

being seized for rent or debt. [A.S. mdna; cf.

Ger. moftd, L. mentis, Gr. mene.]
Moonshee, m^On'she, «. in India, a secretary, inter-

preter, teacher of languages. [.Ar. munsAi.]
Moop, moop, v.i. (Scat.) to nibble, browse.
Moor, mo3r, n. a large tract of untilled ground, often
covered with heath, and having a poor, peaty soil

:

a heath.—«j. Moor'COCk, MoorTowl, the red grouse
or heathcock found in moors ; Moorlien, the female
moor-fowl : the water-hen ; Moor'-lll (Sect.), a kind
of disease among cattle— also Red-water. — adjs.
Moor'lSh, MOOr'y, resembling a moor : sterile

:

marshy : boggy.

—

n. Moor'land, a tract of moor.
[A.S. mdr; Ice. »«<?r, peat.)

Moor, moor, v.t. to fasten a ship by cable and anchor:
to fix firmly.

—

v.i. to be fastened by cables or chains.—ns. Moor'age, a place for mooring ; Mooi'ing, act
of mooring : that which serves to moor or confine a
ship : in //. the place or condition of a ship thus
moored. [Prob. Dut. niarren, to tie, allied to A.S.
merran (in compound dmierran). Old High Ger.
marrjan, to hinder.]

Moor, moor, «. a member of the dark mixed Maureta-
nian and Arab race inhabiting Morocco and the Bar-
bary coast : one of the Arab and Berber conquerors
and occupants of Spain from 711 to 1492—same as
AraboT Saracen : a dark-coloured person generally,
a negro.

—

n. Moor'ery, a quarter inhabited by
Moors.

—

adj. Moor'lsh. [Fr. more, maure— L.
maurus—Gr. mauros, black.]

Moorra, mOSr'va, n. an East Indian silky fibre for
cordage.—Also Marool, Bowstring-hemp.

Moose, mo5s, n. the largest deer of America, resem-
bling the European elk. [Algonkin musu.]

Moot, most, v.t. to propose for discussion : to discuss :

argue for practice.—-fl^'. discussed or debated.—«.

in early English history, the meeting of the assembled
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freemen, or their representatives, to regulate the
affairs of the village or tun, the hundred, or the
kingdom — village- or town-moot, hundred-moot,
folk-moot.—adj. Moot'able, that can be mooted or
debated.

—

ns. Moot' -case, Moot' -point, a case, point,

or question to be mooted or debated : an unsettled

question ; Moot'-COUrt, -hall, a meeting or court for

arguing supposed cases ; Moot'-hlll, a hill ofmeeting
on which the moot was held. [A.S. mdtian—tndt,

gemdt, an assembly, akin to metan, to meet.]
Mop, mop, n. a bunch of rags, &c., fixed, on a handle

for washing floors, windows, or the like : anything
at all like a mop : (prov.) a hiring-fair.

—

v.t. to rub
or wipe with a mop :

—

pr.p. mop'ping ; pa.t. and
Pa.p. mopped.—<z<^'._Mop'-head'ed, having a shaggy,
unkempt head of hair. [O. Fr. mappe—L. mappa, a.

napkin.]
Mop, mop, «. a grimace.

—

v.i. to make such.
Mope, mop, v.i. to be silent and dispirited : to be dull

or stupid.

—

v.t. to make spiritless.—«. a listless

person, a drone—^also Mop'OS.

—

adv. Mop'ingly.

—

adj. Mop'isb, dull : spiritless.

—

adv. Mop'ishly, in

a mopish manner.—«. Mop'iShness. [Dut. moppen,
to pout, sulk ; Ger. muffeti.^

Moppet, mop'et, «. a doll of rags : a young girl—also

Mop'sy, an untidy woman.

—

adj. Mop'Slcal, short-

sighted : stupid.

Moppy, mop'i, adj. (slang) tipsy.

Mops, mops, n. a pug-dog.
Mopstick, mop'stik, ». in an old pianoforte movement,
a rod which raises the damper as the key is de-
pressed—Also Map'stick.

Mopus, mop'us, «. (slang) money.
MOQaette, mo-ket', ». a material for carpets, with a

loose velvety pile—the back thick canvas, &c. [Fr.]

Mora, mo'ra, «. (law) delay, esp. unjustifiable. [L.]

Mora, mo'ra, ». an ancient game played from China
to Peru, the aim being to guess the number of
fingers held out by a player. [It.]

Moraine, mo-ran', «. a continuous line of rocks and
gravel along the edges of glaciers.

—

adj. Morain'iC.
[Fr. ,—Ger. (Bavarian) mur.]

Moral, mor'al, adj. of or belonging to the manners or
conduct of men : conformed to right, ethical, virtu-

ous : capable of knowing right and wrong : subject
to the moral law : instructing with regard to morals :

supported by evidence of reason or probability—opp.
to Demonstrative : belonging to the mind, or to the

will : (Shak.) moralising.—«. in //. manners : the

doctrine or practice of the duties of life : mon I phil-

osophy or ethics : conduct, esp. sexual conduct : in

sing, the practical lesson given by anything : an
emblem or allegory : (slang) a certainty, an exact
counterpart.—z/.i. to moralise.

—

tts.1li<Sta\^X(Shak.),

a moraliser ; Moralisa'tion, act of moralising, ex-

planation in a moral sense.

—

v.t. Mor'alise, to apply
to a moral purpose : to explain in a moral sense.

—

v.i. to speak or write on moral subjects : to make
moral reflections.—nx. Mor'aliser; Mor'alism, a
moral maxim ; moral counsel : morality as distinct

from religion ; Mor'alist, one who teaches morals,

or who practises moral duties : a merely moral as

distinguished from a religious man : one who prides

himself on his morality.

—

adj. Morallst'iC. — «.

Moral'ity, quality of being moral : that in an action

which renders it right or wrong : the practice of
moral duties apart from religion : virtue : the doctrine

which treats of actions as being right or wTong

:

ethics : a kind of drama which grew out of mysteries
and miracle-plays, and continued in fashion till Eliza-

beth's time, in which allegorical representations of
the virtues and vices were introduced as dramatis
persona.—adv. Mor'ally, in a moral manner : up-
rightly : to all intents and purposes, practically.

—

Moral agent, one who acts under a knowledge of
right and wrong ; Moral certainty, a likelihood so
great as to be safely acted on, although not capable
of being certainly proved ; Moral defeat (see Moral



Morale filte, fer ; mS, h*r ; mine ; Mom
victory); Moral faotaty(see Moral sense) ; Moral
law, a law or rules for life and conduct, founded on

what is right and wrong : the law of conscience ;

Moral philosophy, the science which treats of the

qualities of actions as being right or wrong, and the

duty of mankind with regard to such actions ; Moral
sense, that power of the mind which knows or

judges actions to be right or wrong, and determines

conduct accordingly : Moral theology, ethics treated

with reference to a divine source ; Moral Victory, a

defeat in appearance, but in some important sense

a real victory. [Fr., — L. moralis— mos, maris,

custom.]
Morale, mo-ral', «. the state of a person's morals :

mental state as regards spirit and confidence, esp.

of a body of soldiers, &c. [Fr.]

Morass, mo-ras', n. a tract of soft, wet ground : a

marsh.—rt^'. Morass'y.—Morass ore, bog-iron ore.

[Dut. jnoeras, a marsh.]
Morat, mO'rat, n. a drink made of honey and mul-

berry juice. [It. morato—mora—L. }nomtn.'\

Moratorium, mo-ra-tQ'ri-um, n. an emergency act

allowing a government bank to suspend payments in

specie for a given time.

Moravian, mo-ra'vi-an, adj. pertaining to Moravia
or the Moravians.

—

n. one of a Christian denomina-
tion entitled Unitas Fratrum or United Brethren,

a small body of Protestants of extraordinary mission-

ary energy, founded in the 15th century.—«. Mora'-
Vianism, the doctrines of the Moravians.

Moray, mO'ra, «. an apodal eel-like fish of the Muraena
family.—Also Ma'ray, Mu'ray, MuTry.

Morbid, mor'bid, adj. diseased, sickly : not healthful.

—«. Morbidity, the quality of being morbid :

disease : the ratio of sickness in a community.

—

adv. Mor'bidly. — n. MorlJidness, sickliness.—

adjs. Morbif'eral, Morbif erous ; Morbific, caus-

ing disease.—«. Morbil'li, measles.

—

adjs. Morbil'-

llfi)rm, like measles ; Morbll'lOTlS, pertaining to

measles ; Morbose', proceeding from disease : mor-
bid : not healthy.—«. Mor'bUS, disease. [Fr.,—L.
fnorbidiis—morons, disease. ]

Morbidezza, mor-bi-det'za, «. that quality of flesh-

painting which gives the impression of life. [It.]

Morceau, mor'sS, «. a small bit : a dainty morsel :

—

//. Mor'ceanx (soz). [Fr.]

MordacioUS, mor-da'shus, adj. given to biting : bit-

ing : Uig:) sarcastic : severe.

—

adv. Morda'Ciously.
—«. Mordao'lty, quality of being mordacious : bit-

ing severity;.— adj. Mor'dant, biting, sarcastic,

severe : serving to fix colours.—«. any substance, as

alum, used to give permanency or brilliancy to dyes :

a glutinous size as a ground for gilding, matter to

make gold-leaf adhere : any corrosive liquid by
which the biting in etching is effected.

—

v.t. to

treat with a mordant.

—

adv. Mor'dantly.

—

ns. Mor'-
dlcancy, Mordlca'tion. [Fr.,—L. mordax, mor-

'- dacis—mordere, to bite.]

Mordent, mor'dent, «. a kind of trill in music, or the

character indicating it. [It. tnordente.\

More, mOr, adj. (serves as comp. of Many and Much)
additional : other besides : greater (so in B.).—adv.

to a greater degree : again : longer.—«. a greater

thing : something further or in addition :

—

superl.

Most (most).

—

adj. Mo'rish, insufficient : such that

one wants more.—More and more, continually in-

creasing ; More by token, in proof of this, besides

;

More or less, about : in round numbers.—Any
more, something additional : further ; Be nO more,
to have died ; No more, nothing in addition.

[Including both M.E. mo, more in number—A.S.
md, more in number, and M. E. more, larger—A.S.
mdra, greater.]

More, mOr, n. (Sptns.) a root. [A.S. tnoru, more, a
carrot; Ger. mOkre.]

More, mO're, adv. after the manner of. [L., abl. of
mos, a custom.]

Moreen, mo-rCn', m. a stout woollen or cotton and

woollen stuff, used for petticoats, curtains, &c. [Fr.

moire, mohair.]
Morel, mor'el, or m3-rel', n. any edible mushroom of

the genus Morchella. [Fr. morille ; prob. Old
High Ger. morhela (Ger. morchel), a mushroom.]

MorellO, mO-rel'o, «. a dark-red variety of cherry,

much used in cooking and for cherry brandy.— Also
Mor'el, or Morel'. [It.,—Low L. morellus, blackish

—L. maunts, a blackamoor, or perh. for morulus,
blackish

—

morunt, a mulberry.]
Moreover, mOr-O'ver, adv. more over or beyond what

has been said : further : besides : also.

Moresque, mo-resk', adj. done after the manner of

the Moors.—«. a kind of ornamentation, same as
arabesque

—

{pbs.) Mores'co. [Fr.,— It. moresco.]
Morgana (Fata). See Fata.
Morganatic, mor-gan-at'ik, adj. noting a marriage

of a man with a woman of inferior rank, in which
neither the latter nor her children enjoy the rank or

inherit the possessions of her husband, though the

children are legitimate—also Left-handed marriage.—adv. Morganat'ically. [Low L. morganatica, a
gift from a bridegroom to his bride—Teut. ; cf. Ger.
morgengabe, A.S. morgengi/u, a morning gift.]

Morgay, moi^ga, «. the small spotted dogfish or

bounce.
Morglay, mor'gla, n. a claymore—esp. that of the

Arthurian hero Sir Bevis.

Morgue, morg, n. a place where bodies found dead
are laid out for identification. [Fr.]

Morgue, morg, «. hauteur. [Fr.]

Morian, mO'ri-an, «. a Moor—also Mur'rlan (Pr. Bk.)
Moribund, mor'i-bund, adj. about to die : in a dying

state. [L. inoribundtis—mori, to die.]

Morion, Morrion, mo'ri-un, «. a open helmet, without
visor or beaver. [Fr., prob. from Sp. morrion—
nwrra, crown of the head.
Diez suggests Basque W2?<r?«j,

a hill.]

MoriSCO, mo-ris'ko, ». the
Moorish language : a Moor-
ish dance or dancer : Moorish
architecture : one of the
Moors who remained in Spain
after the fall of Granada in

1492.

—

adj. Moorish

—

iobs.)

MorislC. .

Morisonian, mor-i-sO'ni-an, «. Monon.
a member of the Evangelical
Union, formed in 1843 by the Rev. James Morison
(1816-93), after his separation from the United
Secession Church.— n. Moriso'nianlsm, the relig-

ious views of Morison and others—essentially a
reaction from the Calvinistic doctrine of the West-
minster Confession on predestination and uncondi-
tional election and reprobation.

Morkin, morlcin, ». a beast that has died by accident.

Morllng, mor'ling, «. a sheep dead of disease or its

wool.
Morlop, mor'lop, n. a New South Wales jasper.

Mormo, mor'mO, u. a genus of noctuoid moths : a
bugbear.

Mormon, mor'mon, ». one of a religious sect in

Utah, U.S., openly polygamous till 1890, calling

itself 'The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints,' founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith, whose
supplement to the Bible, the Book of Mormon, was
given out as translated from the golden plates of

one ^Mormon' but was really adapted from a MS.
romance written about 1811 by Solomon Spaulding.
—ns. Mor'monism ; Mor'monlte, Mor'monlst.

Mormops, mor'mops, n. a genus of American phyllo-

stomine bats, so called from their repulsive physiog-
nomy. [Gr. mormo, a bugbear, dps, face.]

Mom, morn, n. the first part of the day : morning.

—

The mom (Scot.), to-morrow; The mom's morn-
ing, to-morrow morning. [M, E. mor^uen—A.&
morgen ; Ger. morgen.]
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Morne mOte ; inQte ; moDn ; iAen. Mortise

Morne, mOm, «. the blunt head of a jousting-lance

:

a small, rounded hill.

—

adjs. Mom^ (mOr-na'), de-
noting a lion rampant without teeth or claws

;

Momed (^r.), blunted. [Fr.]

Morning, mom'ing, «. the first part of the day : the

early part of anything : the first dram of the day.

—

adj. pertaining to the morning : taking place or being
in the morning.

—

ns. Mom'ing-dreSB, dress such as

is usually worn in the morning, as opposed to Even-
tng-dress; Mom'ing-gift, a gift made by the husband
to the wife on the morning after marriage ; Mom'ing-
gown, a gown for wearing in the morning ; Mom'lllg-
land, the east ; Mom'iI^^-room, a woman's morning
boudoir or sitting-room m English country houses

;

Mom'ing • Slok'neSS, nausea and vomiting in the

morning, common in the early stages of pregnancy

;

Mom'ing-Star, any of the planets, esp. Venus, when
it rises before the sun : a kind of flail with a star-like

ball of metal at the end of a chain, formerly used as

a weapon of war ; Mom'lng-tidO, the morning time :

early part ; Mom'ing-waich, the watch between

4 and 8 a.m. [Contr. of morvien-ing. Cf. Mom.]
Morocco, mo-rok'O, «. a fine goat-skin leather, tanned

with sumac, first brought from Morocco, afterwards

from the Levant and elsewhere : a sheep-skin leather

in imitation of this: a very strong ale, anciently

brewed in Cumberland.

—

ai/j. consisting of Morocco.
—Frencll morocco, an inferior kind of Levant
morocco, with small grain ; Levant morocCO, a
fine quality of morocco, with large grain ; Persian
morocco, a morocco finished on the grain side.

Morology, mO-rol'o-ji, «. foolish talk. [Gr., moros, a
fool, iog^ia—Ugein, to speak.J

Morose, mO-ros', adj. of a sour temper : gloomy

:

severe.— (/i^z/. Morose'ly.— »«. Morose'ness, quality

of being morose

—

(fibs.) MoroS'ity. [L. morosus,
peevish

—

tnos, tnoris, manner.]
Morpheus, morfus, «. a god of dreams : sleep.

—

adj's.

Morphe'an, Morphet ic. [L.]

Morpllia, mor'fi-a, ». the chief narcotic principle of
opium : a drug which causes sleep or deadens pain
—also Mor'phine.— «j. Mor'phlnism ; Morpoio-
ma'nia ; Morpluoma'niac. (Coined from Gr. Mor-
pheiis, god of dreams

—

morplie, shape.]
MorpMc, mor'fik, adj. relating to form, morphological.—n. Morphogen'esiS, the production of morpho-

logical characters. — adj. Morphogenet'ic. — «j.

Morphog'eny, the genesis of form : morphology

;

Morphog'rapher ; Morphog'raphy, descriptive

morpholoej'.

—

adjs. Morpholog'ic, -aL— ns. Mor-
phol'ogist, one who is versed in, or who writes

upon, morphology ; Morphol'Ogy, the science of
organic form, of the development of the forms
of living organisms ; Morphon'omy, the laws of
morphology ; Morpho'SiS, morphogenesis. — adj.

Morphot'lO. [Gr. morplu, form.]

Morrhna, mor'oo-a, «. the chief genus of gadoid fishes,

including the cod {Gadus).
Morris, Morrice, mor'is, Morr'is-dance, «. a Moorish
dance : a dance in which bells, rattles, tambours, &c.
are introduced.

—

v.t. Morr'iS, to perform by dancing.
—ns. Morr'iS -dancer; Morris-pike (shak.\ a
Moorish pike.—Nine men's morris, an old English
game in which a figure of squares, one within another,
was marked out on a board or on the turf, and eighteen

pieces or stones, nine for each side, were moved alter-

nately as at draughts—also Nine men's merils. [Sp.

morisco, Moorish— Sp. ntoro, a Moor.]
Morrow, mor'O, «. the day following the present : to-

morrow : the next following day : the time imme-
diately after any event.

—

n. To-morr'OW, next day

—

^io adv. [M. E. monue= fnorwen; cf. Mom.}
Morse, mors, «. the walrus or sea-horse. [Russ. morjii,

a morse, prob. from more, the sea.]

Morse, mors, «. the metal fastening of the cope, gener-

ally of precious metal, ornamented with jewels—also

Pectoral. [L. mortus, a bite.]

Mora6, roon, n. (eelL) the Morse-code sigtudiing of

telegraph operators, from Sam. F. B. Morse (1791-
1872).—Morse alphabet, a system of symbols to be
used in telegraphic messages where Morse's indicator
is used, consisting of dots and dashes combined in

different ways to indicate the different letters.

Morsel, mor'sel, ». a bite or mouthful : a small piece
of food : a small quantity of anything which is

divided.

—

ns. Mor'sure, the act of biting ; Mor'sus,
a bite. (O. Fr. morsel (Fr. morceati. It. morsello),

dim. from L. morsus—mordere, morsum, to bite.]

Morsing-bom, mor'sing-hom, n. the small horn that
used to hold the fine powder used for priming. (Fr.

amorcer, to prime a gun.]
Mort, mort, «. death : a flourish sounded at the death

of a buck, &c., in hunting.
Mort, mort, «. a great number or amount of anything.
Mort, mort, n. (slang) a woman.
Mortal, mor'tal, oiij. liable to die : causing death :

deadly : fatal : punishable with death : involving the
penalty of spiritual death, as opposed to Venial;
extreme, violent, implacable : human : (coll.) very
great, very long, confounded, very drunk.—«. a
htunan being.

—

v.t. Mor'talise, to make mortal.

—

n. Mortal'ity, condition of being mortal : death

:

frequency or number of deaths, esp. in proportion
to population: the human race.— adv. Mor'taUy
—(coU.) Mor'tal.—;«. Mort'-cloth, a pall ; Mort'-
Stone, a stone by the wayside on which the bearers
lay the bier for a rest during a fimeral procession.
—Bills of mortality, lists of the numbers of those
who have died in any place during any given time ;

Law of mortality, rules founded on experience or
calculation, showing what average proportion of those
living at the beginning of a given time will be surviv-

ing at its close. [Fr.,—L. fnorialis—niori, to die.]

Mortar, mor'tar, ». a vessel in which substances are
pounded with a pestle : a short and very thick piece
of artillery of large calibre, firing a heavy shell at

a fixed angle of 45° or thereabouts, so as to strike

vertically : a cement of lime, sand, and water, used
to bind together stones or bricks in building.

—

v.t. to

close up or in as with mortar : to pound in a mortar.—n. Mor'tar-board, a square board with a handle
beneath for holding mortar which the workman is

using : a square-crowned academic cap. [A.S. mor-
tere—L. mortarium, a mortar.]

Mortgage, mor'gaj, «. a conditional conveyance of or
lien upon land or other property as security for the

performance of some condition, as the payment of

money, becoming void on the performance of the

condition : the act of conveying, or the deed effecting

it—f./. to pledge as security for a debt

—

ns. Mort-
gagee', one to whom a mortgage is made or given ;

Mort'gager. (O. Fr., mort, dead, ^og-^, a pledge.]

Mortier, mor'tye, «. a cap of state worn by legal

functionaries in France.
Mortiferons, mor-tif'er-us, adj. death-bringing : fatal.

[L.- mors, death, jerre, to bring.]

Mortify, mor'ti-fr, v.t. to destroy the vital functions

of : to subdue by severities and penance : to vex : to

humble : (Scots law) to dispose of by mortification.
—v.i. to lose vitality, to gangrene : to be subdued :

—pa.t. and/a.p. mor'tified.

—

ns. Mortlfica'tion, act

of mortifying or state of being mortified : the death
of one part of an animal body: a bringing under of

the passions and appetites by a severe or strict

manner of hving : humiliation : vexation : that which
mortifies or vexes : (Scots law) a. bequest to some
charitable institution ; Mor'tlfiednSSS, subjugation

of the passions ; Mor'tifier, one who mortifies.

—

adj.

Mor'tifying, tending to mortify or humble : humili-

ating : vexing. [Fr.,—Low L. mortijicare, to cause
death to

—

mors, death, jacere, to maike.]

Mortise, mor'tis, n. a cavity cut into a piece of timber
to receive the tenon, a projection on another piece

made to fit it : stability, power of adhesion—also

Mor'tice.—v.t. to cut a mortise in : to join by a
mortise and tenon. (Fr. mortaise; ety. unknown.]
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Mortmain (ate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Motion

Mortmain, mort'inan, «. the transfer of property to a
corporation, which is said to be a dead hand, or one
that can never part with it again. — Statutes Of
mortmain, acts of parliament restricting or forbid-

ding the giving of property to religious houses. [Fr.

niort, dead, main—L. nianus, the hand.]
Mortuary, mort'u-ar-i, n. adj. belonging to the burial

of the dead.

—

n. a burial-place, place for the tempo-
rary reception of the dead : a gift claimed by the

minister of a parish on the death of a parishioner.

(Low L.,—L. mortuus, dead, tnori, to die.]

Morula, mor'u-la, n. condition of an ovum after com-
plete segmentation : button-scurvy.

Morus, mO'rus, n. a genus of trees or shrubs of the
nettle family—the mulberries. [L.]

Mosaic, mO-za'ik, n. a kind of work in which designs
are formed by small pieces of coloured marble,
glass, &c. cemented on a ground of stucco, or in-

laid upon metal. — adj. relating to, or composed
of, mosaic—it^/zf. Mosa'ically.—n. Mosa'icist.—
Mosaic gold, an alloy of copper and zinc— also

Ormolu. (Fr.,— L. musaunt or tnush'uni (opus),

mosaic (work)--Gr. mouseios—Mousa, a muse.)
Mosaic, mO-za'ik, (uij. pertaining to Moses, the great
Jewish lawgiver.-—«. M6 salsm.—MosaiC I>aw, the
law of the Jews given by Moses at Mount Sinai.

Mosausaurus, mO-sa-saw'rus, n. the typical genus of
a group of huge fossil marine reptiles, found in the
Cretaceous strata of Europe and America. [L. Mosa,
the river Meuse, Gr. sauros, a lizard.]

Moschatel, mos'ka-tel, «. a plant with pale-green
flowers and a musky jmell. (Fr. moscatellme—Low
L. moschatellina—musctts, musk.)

Mosohiferous, mos-kif'e-rus, adj. producing musk.
Mose, mSz, n. (Skak.) a disease of horses.

—

v.i. to

have this. (Prob. Old High Ger. niasd, a spot.]

Moselle, mo-zel', ft. light wines from the district of the
river MoselU, with an aromatic flavour.

Mosey, mO'zi, v.i. {Amer. slang) to go oflF quickly:
to hurry up.

Moslem, moz'lem, «. a Mussulman or Mohammedan.
— (J.//, of or belonging to the Mohammedans.—n.

Mos'lemism. [Ar. muslim, pi. tnuslitnln—salania,
to submit (to God). Doublet Mttssuiman.]

Moslings, moz'lingz, n./>l. the thin shavings taken off
by the currier in dressing skins. [Morsel.]

Mosque, mosk, n. a Mohammedan place of worship.
[Fr., — Sp. mezquita— Ar. masjid— sajada, to
pray.]

Mosquito, mos-ke'to, n. a biting gnat, common in

tropical countries:—//. Mosqui'toes. — MosquitO
canopy, curtain, net, an arrangement of netting
set over a bed, in a window, &c., to keep out mos-
quitoes. [Sp., dim. oi mosca, a fly—L. musca.]

Moss, mos, «. a family of flowerless plants with branch-
ing stems and narrow, simple leaves : popularly any
small cryptogamic plant, esp. a lichen : a piece
of ground covered with moss: a bog.

—

v.i. to
cover with moss. — «j. Moss'-back, an old fish :

a person of antiquated views; Moss' -Cheeper
(Scol.), the titlark. — adj. Moss'-grown, covered
with moss.—«j. Moss'-hag (Sco/.), a pit or slough
in a bog ; Mossiness ; Moss'-land, land abounding
in peat-bogs; Moss -rose, a variety of rose having
a moss-like growth on and below the calyx ; Moss'-
troop'er, one of the robbers that used to infest the
mosses of the Border.

—

adj. Moss'y, overgrown or
abounding with moss.—Iceland mo88(see Iceland).
[A.S. »ieis : Dut. mos, Ger. moos.]

Moss-bunker, mos'-bung'ker, «. the menhaden. [DuL
mars-banker, the scad or horse-mackerel.]

Most, mOst, adj. (sufierl. of More), greatest in age,
position or rank, number, degree, &c.

—

adv. in the
highest degree.—«. the greatest number or quantity.
—advs. Mostly; Most'what (Spens.), for the most

f»rt, mostly.—At (the) most, to the utmost extent

;

or the most part, chiefly ; Make the most of (see
Make). (A.S. mist; cog. with Ger. meisi.\

Mot, mS, ». a pithy or witty saying.—Mot d'oidro,
word of command. [Fr.]

Mot, mot, M. a note on the bugle, &c., or its mark in
musical notation. [Fr.,—L. muttum, a murmur.]

MotatoriOUS, mO-ta-tO'ri-us, adj. vibratory, exces-
sively mobile—of long-legged spiders and crane-
flies, &c. (L. niotdre, -dtum, to keep moving, freq.

oi nwvere, to move.]
Mote, mOt, n. an archaism for might or must.
Mote, mOt, n. a particle of dust : a speck : a stain

or blemish : anything very small.

—

adjs. Mot'ed,
Mot'ty, containing motes. [A.S. mot ; Dut. tnot.]

Motet, mo-tet', «. a sacred cantata of several uncon-
nected movements, as a solo, trio, chorus, fugue,
&c : a choral composition having a biblical or
similar prose texL—«. Motet'tist, a composer of
such. [Fr.,

—

II mottetto—motto, saying.]
Moth, moth, H. a family of insects like butterflies,

seen mostly at night : the larva of this insect which
gnaws cloth: that which eats away gradually and
silently.

—

v.t. Moth -eat, to prey upon, as a moth
eats a garment.

—

adj. Moth'-eat'en, eaten or cut by
moths.—n. Moth'-hunt'er, a little kind of swallow
which hunts moths, &c., called also the Goatsucker,
—adj. Moth'y, full of moths.—Death's-head moth
(see Death). [A.S. mo])pe, moA])e ; Ger. tnotte.]

Mother, mnth'iT, n. a female parent, esp. one of the
human race : a woman in relation to her child : a
matron : that which has produced anything : the
female head of a religious house : a familiar term of
address to an old woman.

—

adj. received by birth, as
it were from one's mother : natural : acting the part
of a mother: originating.

—

v.t. to adopt as a son or
daughter.

—

ns. Moth'er-Church, the church from
which others have sprung ; Mother-coun'try, -land,

the country of ones birth : the country from which
a colony has gone out ; Motherhood, slate of being
a mother: Moth'ering, a rural English custom of
visiting one's parents on Mid-Lent Sunday ; Moth'er-
in-law, the mother of one's husband or wife.

—

adj.

Motherless, without a mother.—//. Motherliness.—
adj. Motherly, pertaining to, or becoming, a mother

:

like a mother : parental : tender.— tis. Moth'er-Of-
pearl', the nacreous internal layer of the shells ofseve-
ral molluscs, esp. of the pearl-oyster, so called because
Sroducing the pearl ; Moth'er'S-mark, a birth-mark ;

[oth'er-tongue, a person's native language : a lan-

guage from which another has its origin ; Moth'er-
wa'ter, theresidu.il liquid remaining after the chemi-
cal substances it contained have been crystallised

or precipitated : Moth'er-wit, native wit : common-
sense ; Moth'er-wort, a labiate plant growing in

waste places ; Queen'-moth'er, the mother of a
reigning sovereign.—Mother Carey's Chicken, the
stormy petrel, or other bird of the same family

;

Mother-Hubbard, a woman's loose flowing gown,
like that proper to the nursery heroine.—Every
mother's son, all, without exception. (A.S. mdder;
Dut. moeder. Ice. mS^ir, Ger. mutter, Ir. and Gael.

mathair, L. mater, Gr. meter,^ Sans, mdtd, mdtri.]
Mother, muM'er, «. dregs or sediments, as of vinegar.

—v.i. to become concreted.—a<(/'. Moth'ery. [^fud.]

Motif, mO-tef , M. an old form of motive : a theme or
ground for intellectual action, or a leading subject
in a dramatic work: in a musical composition the
principal subject on which the movement is con-
structed. (Fr.,—L. motus, moved.]

Motion, mO'shun, «. the act or state of moving : a
single movement : change of posture : gait : power
of moving or of being moved : angular velocity^
direct when from west to east ; retrograde when
from east to west : excitement of the mind : any
natural impulse, instigation : proposal made, esp. in
an assembly : an application to a court, during a
case before it, for an order or rule that something be
done, esp. something incidental to the progress of
the cause rather than its issue : evacuation of the
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Motive mote : mQte ; m5Cn ; /Aen. Mound
intestine : (//., S.) impulses.

—

v.i. to make a signifi-

cant movement, to offer a proposal.

—

T.t. to guide by
a gesture, &c. : to move.

—

ajf/. Mo'tilO, capable of

spontaneous motion.—». MotU'ltjr.—<»</;. Mo'tional,
characterised by motions^— «. Mo'tionist, one who
makes a motion.

—

ai/j. Motionless, without motion.

—Absolute motion, change of absolute place ; Ac-
celerated motion, motion of which the velocity is

continually increasing ; Angular motion, motion
regarded as measured by the increase of the angle
made with some standard direction by a line drawn
from the moving object to a fixed point ; LaVS Of
motion, Newton's three laws : (i) Every body con-

tinues in Its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a
straight line, except so far as it may be compelled by
force to change that state ; (2) Change of motion
is proportional to force applied, and takes place in

the direction of the straight line in which the force

acts ; (3) To every action there is always an equal and
contrary reaction ; Parallel motion (see Parallel)

;

Perpetual motion (see Perpetual) ; Quantity of
motion, momentum. [Fr.,—L.,

—

mm'iri, motum, to

move.]
Motive, mO'tiv, adj. causing motion : having power

to cause motion.

—

n. that which moves or excites

to action : inducement : reason.

—

v.t. to act on as

a motive, instigate.

—

v.t. Motivate, to act on as

a motive, induce.—«. Motivation.

—

adj. Motive-
less. — «j. Mo tivelessness ; Mo tlve-pow'er, or

-force, the force acting upon a body so as to cause it

to move ; MotiVity, power of producing motion

:

the quality of being influenced by motion. (Fr.,

through Low L., from Tuozire, nidiutn, to move.]
Motley, mot'li, adj. covered with six>ts of diiTerent

colours : consisting of different colours : composed
of various parts, heterogeneous.— «. clothes made
of pieces of different colours : the dress of a jester :

any mixture, esp. of colours.

—

adj. Mot'ley-mlnd'ed
(Shak.\ having fickle and foolish thoughts and feel-

ings.—Man of motley, a jester. [Skeat explains

M. E. mottelee as through O. Fr. matteli, clotted,

curdled—Bavarian matte, curds.]

Motmot, mot'mot, n. a sawbill.

Motograph, mo'to-graf, n. a device of Edison's, used
as a telephone receiver, &C. , by which the variation

of the friction between two conductors in relative

motion is diminished periodically by the passage of

a current of electricity from one to the other across

the surface of contact.

—

adj. MotOgraph'iO. [L.

ntotits, motion, Gr. graphtiu, to write.]

Motophone, mS'to-fSn, «. a sound-engine of Edison's
actuated by aerial sound-waves. [L. motus, motion,
Gr. ph$ne, a voice.]

Motor, mS'tor, «. a mover : that which gives motion :

a machine by means of which steam or other sources
of force can be used to give motion or produce work.—adj. giving or transmitting motion.

—

ns. Mo'tor-
Car, a vehicle for the road impelled by steam or
electricity ; Mot'or-dy'namo. a dynamo used as a
motor.

—

adjs. Moto'rial, Mo'tory, giving motion.
— n. Moto'rium, that part of the nervous organism
instrumental in the exertion of motor influence

:

—opp. to Sensorium. that which feels or perceives.

—adj. Motorpath'ic, belonging to Motor'pathy
or the movement cure.—Motor nerve, any nerve
which transmits impulse to the muscles.— Air-
motor, a machine impelled by compressed air.

[Cf. Motive.^
Mottle, mot'l, v.t. to mark with spots as if stained.—«. the arrangement of spots on any mottled sur-

face, in marble, &c.

—

adjs. Mottled, marked with
spots of various colours or shades ; Mottle-faced.
—n. Mottling. \MotUy.\

Motto, mot'O, n. a short sentence or phrase prefixed
to anything intimating the subject of it : a phrase
attached to a coat-of-arms : a paper packet contain-
ing a sweetmeat, cracker, &c., together with a scrap
ofpaper bearing a motto—a motto-kiss :—//. Mottoes

(mot'Oz).

—

adj. Mott'oed. [Low L. muttum—
muitire, to mutter.]

Moucbaraby, mOO-shar'a-bi, H. a balcony enclosed
with lattice-work : an embattled balcony with para-
pet and machicolations. [Fr.]

Moucbard, miSO-shar', M. a police spy in France.
[Mouifu, a fly.]

Moucber, mow'cher, n. one who idles about, a loafer,

a beggar—same as MiCber.— t'.;. Moucb, to skulk
or sneak about ; to live a vagabond life. [O. Fr.
muchier (Fr. musser), to hide.)

Moucboir, mOO-shwor', «. a pocket-handkerchief. [Fr.]
Moufflon, mooi'lon, «. a wild sheep in the mountains

of Corsica, Greece, &c. [Fr.]

Mongbt, mowt (Bacon), obsolete fa.t. o( may.
Mouille, mOSl-lya', adj. sounded in a liquid manner,

as certain consonants in many French words. [Fr.]
Mould, mold, n. dust : soil rich in decayed matter

:

the matter of which anything is composed : a minute
fungus which grows on bodies in a damp atmosphere,
so named from often growing on mould : the earth,
the ground, the grave, esp. in //. Mools (Scot.).—
v.i. to cover with mould or soil : to cause to become
mouldy.

—

v.i. to become mouldy.—«. Mould'-board,
the curved plate in a plough which turns over the
furrow.

—

v.i. Mould'er, to crumble to mould : to
turn to dust : to waste away gradually.

—

z:t. to
turn to dust.—»j. Mould'iness ; Mould'warp, the
mole, which casts up little heaps of mould.

—

adj.
Mould'y, overgrown with mould. [A.S. molde

;

Ger. muil, Goth, mulda.]
Mould, mold, «. a hollow form in which anything is cast

:

a pattern : the form received from a mould, a former
or matrix for jellies, &c., also a dish shaped in such :

character.

—

v.t. to form in a mould : to knead, as
dough.

—

adj. Mould'able, that may be moulded..—ns. Mould-box, a box in which molten steel

is hydraulically compressed ; Mould'er ; Mould'-
fac'ing, a fine powder or wash applied to the face of
a mould to ensure a smooth casting ; Mould'ing, the
process of shaping, esp. any soft substance : any-
thing formed by or in a mould : an ornamental
edging on a picture-frame, &c., or (archit.) raised
above or sunk below the surface of a wall, on cornices,
jambs, lintels, &c.—the JiUtt or list, astragal or
btad, one, c}ma, &c ; Mould'ing-ta'ble, a table
on which a potter moulds his ware ; Mould' -loft, a
large room in a shipbuilding yard in which the
several parts of a ship's hull are laid off to full

size from the construction drawings. — Moulding
machine, a machine for making wood-mouldings ;

Moulding plane, a plane used in forming mouldings,
a match-plane ; Moulding Sand, a mixture of sand
and loam used by founders in making sand-moulds.
[Fr. moule—L. modulus, a measure.]

Moulin, m05-lang', «. a cavity formed in a glacier by
the running down of surface water, sometimes allow-

ing a cascade to be formed. [Fr.]

Moulinage, m55'lin-aj, «. the operation of reeling-off,

twisting, and doubling raw silk.

Moulinet, mOS'li-net, n. the drum of a windlass, &c.,

on which the rope is wound : a machine for bending
a crossbow. [Fr., 'a little mill.']

Moult, mSlt, v.i. to change or cast the feathers, &c.,

as birds, &c.—«. Moulting, the act or process of

moulting or casting feathers, skin, &c. [L. mutare,
to change, with intrusive /.]

Mound, mownd, n. an artificial mount : a natural
hillock, appearing as if thrown up by man's work

:

(_/brt.) a bank of earth or stone raised as a protec-

tion.

—

v.t. to fortify with a mound.

—

n.pl. Mound'-
blrds, a family of Australasian gallinaceous birds
which build large mounds as incubators for their
eggs.—«. Mound'-build'er, one of the primitive
race which built the vast so-called Indian mounds
found in the United States, esp. east of the Missis-
sippi River. [A.S. mund, a defence; cf. Old Hidt
Ger. tnunt, defence, and perh. L. mens, a motmt.I
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Moiind fete, far ; m6, hir ; mine ;
Moutb

Mound.

Motmd, mownd, «. (A^n)the representation of a globe
encircled with bands, and surmounted by a cross.

—Also Monde. [Fr. monde— L.

muttdus, the world.]

Mount, mownt, «. ground rising

above the level of the surrounding
country : a hill : an ornamental
mound : that on which anything is

mounted for more convenient use

or exhibition : a saddle-horse for

riding : a step, &c., to give aid in

mounting a horse, also a signal for

mounting: (her.) a green hillock

in the base of a shield : (/ort.) a
cavalier or raised hillock commanding the surround-

ing country : one of the seven fleshy cushions in

the palm of the hand : {B.) a bulwark for offence

or defence.

—

v-i. to project or rise up: to be of

great elevation.

—

v.t. to raise aloft : to climb : to

get upon, as a horse : to put on horseback : to put
upon something : to arrange or set in fitting order.

—

adjs. Mount'able, that may be mounted or ascended ;

Mount'ed, raised, esp. set on horseback : (her.)

raised on steps, generally three, as a cross : fur-

nished, supplied.—«j. Mounter; Mounting, the

act of rising or getting higher : the act of mounting
or embellishing, as the setting of a gem, &c. : that

which mounts ; Mount'ing-block, a block or stone

to enable one to mount a horse.—Mount guard
(see Guard). [A.S. muni—L. tnons, ntontis, a
mountain.]

Mountain, mownt'an, or -'in, n. a high hill : anything
very large : a wine made from mountain grapes : the

extreme party in the French Revolution (see Mon-
tagnard).

—

adj. of or relating to a mountain : grow-
ing or dwelling on a mountain.— «.r. Mount'ain-asta,
the rowan-tree, with bunches of red berries, com-
mon on mountains ; Mount'ain-blue, blue carbonate
of copper; Mount'ain-bram'ble, the cloudberry;
Mountain-cat, a catamount, a wild-cat; Mount'ain-
Chain, a number of mountains connected together

in one line ; Mount'ain-cork, Mount'ain-leath'er,
a very light and whitish variety of asbestos;

Mount'ain-deer, the chamois; Mountain-dew,
whisky.— «<(/. Mount'ained.— /tr. Mountaineer',
an inhabitant of a mountain : a climber of moun-
tains : a rustic : Mountaineer'ing, the practice of

climbing mountains ; Mount'ain-flax, a fibrous

asbestos ; Mount'ain-lime'stone (geol.), a series of
limestone strata separating the Old Red Sandstone
from the coal-measures ; Mount'ain-U'on, the cougar

;

Mount'ain-mllk, a spongy carbonate of lime.

—

adj.
Mount'ainOUS, full of mountains : large as a moun-
tain : huge.

—

ns. Mount'ain-rioe, an awnless rice

grown without irrigation on the Himalayas, &c. ;

Mountain-Sheep, the bighorn of the Rocky Moun-
tains ; Mount'ain-SOap, a greasy clay-like mineral,
a kind of halloysite—also Rock-soap; Mount'ain-
tall'OW, a mineral substance, called also Hatchettite;
Mount'ain-tea, the American evergreen, Gauliheria
procumbens.—Old man of the mountain, a popu-
lar name for the chief of the nth century Hash-
shdshin (see Assassin). [O. Fr. montaine—Low
L. Montana, a mountain— L. monianus—ntons,
mantis.^

Mountant, mownt'ant, adj. (Shak.) rising on high.
[Fr. niontant, pr.p. oi ntonter, to mount.]

Mountebank, mown'te-bangk, n. a quack-doctor who
boasts of his skill and his medicines : a boastful

pretender.

—

adj. pertaining to such, sham.

—

v.t. to

cheat by false pretences, to humbug.

—

v.i. to play
the mountebank.—>«. Moun'tebankery, Mounte-
banking, Moun'tebankism. [It. montambanco—
ntontare, to mount, in, on, banco, a bench.]

Mourn, mOm, v.i. to grieve : to be sorrowful : to wear
mourning.

—

v.t. to grieve for : to utter in a sorrow-
ful manner.

—

n. Motini'er, one who mourns, one
who attends a funeral in mourning-dress, esp. one of

those related to the deceased.

—

adj. Moum'fUl,
mourning : causing or expressing sorrow : feeling

grief. — adv. Moum'ftUly. — n. Mourn'fulness.—
adj. Mourn'ing, grieving : lamenting.—«. the act

of expressing grief: the dress of mourners, or other

tokens of mourning. — ns. Moum'ing-bride, the

sweet scabious ; Moum'ing-Cloak, an undertaker's

cloak, formerly worn at a funeral ; Moum'ing-COach,
a closed carriage for carrying mourners to a funeral

;

Moum'ing-dOVe, the common American turtle-dove.
— adv. Mourn'ingly. — «J. Mourn'ing -piece, a

Sicture intended to be a memorial of the dead

;

lourn'ing-ring, a ring worn in memorial of a dead
person ; Moum'ing-Stuflf, a lustreless black dress

fabric, as crape, cashmere, &c., for making mourning
clothes. [A.S. nturnan, tneoman; Old High Ger.
tnornen, to grieve.]

Mouse, mows, n. a little rodent animal found in

houses and in the fields :^pi. Mice (mis) : one of
various animals like the mouse, the jiitter-mouse,

shrew-moxxss : part of a hind-leg of beef, next the

round—also Mouse'-butt'ock and Mouse'-piece : a
match for firing a cannon or mine : a small cushion
for a woman's hair : (slang) a black eye, or dis-

coloured swelling : a term of endearment.

—

v.t. and
v.i. (mowz), to hunt for mice : to pursue slyly : to

prowl: to tear as a cat tears a mouse: (naut.) to

pass a turn or two of rope yarn round the point of a
tackle-hook to prevent its unhooking.

—

ns. MOUSO'-
ear, a name of several plants with sott leaves shaped
like a mouse's ear ; Mouse'-hole, a hole for mice

:

a small hole or opening ; Mouse'-hunt (Shak.), a
mouser ; Mouseldn, MOUS'ie, a young mouse

;

Mous'er, a catcher of mice ; Mous'ery, a resort of
mice; Mouse'-sight, myopia; Mouse'tail, a small

plant with a spike of seed-vessels very like the tail

of a mouse ; Mouse'-trap, a trap for catching mice ;

Mous'ing, act of catching mice. — adj. given to

catching mice.

—

adj. Mous'y, like a mouse in colour

or smell: abounding with mice. [A.S. mus, pi.

tnys ; Ger. inaus, L. and Gr. vius.'\

Mousquetaire, m50s-ke-tar', «. a musketeer : a
woman's cloak trimmed with ribbons, with large

buttons, fashionable about 1855 ; a broad turnover
linen collar worn a few years earlier.—Mousquetairo
glove, a woman's glove, long-armed, loose at top,

without slit lengthwise. [Fr.]

Mousseline, mOS-se-len', n. fine French muslin : a
very thin glass for claret-glasses.—«. Mousseline'-
de-laine, an untwilled woollen cloth, in many
colours and varied patterns. [Fr.]

Moustache, Mustache, mus-tash', n. the hair upon
the upper lip of men : a soldier—also Mustach'io.

—

n. MoUStache'-CUp, a cup for drinking tea, &c.,

having the top partly covered to keep the moustache
frombeing wet.—<w(;>. Moustached', Mustach'ioed.
[Fr. moustache—It. mostaccio— Gr. tnastax, mas-
takos, the upper lip.]

Mouth, mowth, «. the opening in the head of an
animal by which it eats and utters sound : opening
or entrance, as of a bottle, river, &c. : the instru-

ment of sf>eaking : a speaker : cry, voice, utter-

ance : taste or flavour in the mouth : a wry face,

a grimace •.-~pl. MouthS (mowMz).

—

ns. Mouth'-
ftiend (Shak.), one who only professes friendship ;

Mouth'ful, as much as fills the mouth : a small
quantity -.—pi. Mouth'fuls ; Mouth'-hon'OUr(5"/(rt/t.),

honour or civility insincerely expressed. — adjs.

Mouth'less, without a mouth; Mouth' -made
(Shak.), expressed by the mouth, insincere. — n.

Mouth'piece, the piece of a musical instrument, or

tobacco-pipe, held in the mouth : one who speaks for

others.—By word of mouth, by means of spoken
words ; Down in the mouth, out of spirits : de-

spondent ; From hand to mouth (see Hand) ; Have
one's heart in one's mouth (see Heart) ; Make a
mouth, or mouths, to distort the face in mockery,
to pout ; Make the mouth water (see Water)

;
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Mouth mote ; mate ; saOSn ; r>ien. Muezzin
Stop the moutll, to cause to be silent. [A.S. miitA:
Ger. mund, Dut. fnoiid.]

Moulll, mov/ik, v.t. to utter with a voice over loud
or swelling.— adjs. Mouth'able, sounding well;
Mouthed, having a mouth.

—

tis. Mouth'er, an
afifected speaker ; Mouth'ing, x^jx\..—adj. MoUth'y,
ranting, affected.

Mouton, mSD'ton, n. a sheep : a i4th-cent. French gold
coin, weighing about 70 grains. [Fr.]

Movable, moova-bl, adj. that may be moved, lifted,

changed, &c. : not fixed : changing from one time

to another.

—

n. an article of furniture.— «j. Mova-
bU'ity, MoVableness.—«.//. Movables (Jaw), such
articles of property as may be moved, as furniture, &c.

,

in opposition to hinds and houses.—adv. MoVably.
Move, raoov, v.t. to cause to change place or posture :

to set in motion : to impel : to exate to action : to

persuade : to instigate : to arouse : to provoke : to

touch the feelings of : to propose or bring before an

assembly: to recommend.

—

v.i. to go from one place

to another : to change place or posture : to walk, to

carrj' one's self : to change residence : to make a
motion as in an assembly : to bow or salute on meet-

ing.

—

n. the act of moving : a proceeding or step : a
movement, esp. at chess.

—

adj. MovelesS, immov-
able.

—

>is. Move'ment, act or manner of moving

:

change of position : motion of the mind, emotion :

a series of incidents moving continuously towards
one end : particular arrangement of the moving
parts in a mechanism, esp. the wheelwork of a clock

or watch : {mil.) a strategic change of position

:

[mus.) melodic progression, accentual character,

tempo or pace ; MoVer.

—

adj. MoVing, causing
motion : changing position : affecting the feelings

:

paxUeiic.— adv. Movingly.— Know a move or
two, to be sharp or knowing ; On the move,
changing or about to change one's place. [O. Fr.
movoir (Fr. nwuz-oir)—L. movere, to move.]

Mow, mow, «. a wry face.

—

v.i. to make grimaces.
[Fr. tnojie, a grimace.]

Mow, mow, n. a pile of hay or com in sheaves laid up
in a bam.

—

v.i. to lay hay or sheaves of grain in a
heap:

—

pr.-fi. mow'ing ; pa.t. mowed; pa.p. mowed
or mown.

—

v.i. Mow'burn, to heat and ferment in

the mow. [A.S. tnuga, heap; Ice. muga, swath.]
Mow, mo, v.t. to cut down with a scythe : to cut
down in great numbers:

—

pr.p. mow'ing; pa.t.
mowed ; pa.p. mowed or mown.

—

oiijs. Mowed,
Mown, cut down with a scythe : cleared of grass
with a scythe, as land.

—

ns. hLoVtOT, one who mows
grass, &c.: a machine formowing grass; Mow'ing, the
act of cutting down with a scythe : land from which
grass is cut ; Mow'ing-machine', a machine with
revolving cutters for mowing lawns. [A.S. r/uiwan

;

Ger. rndhen : L. vietere, to reap.]

Moza, mok'sa, n. a cottony material for cauterising,

prepared in China and Japan from Artemisia Jilojca,

&c : a cone of cotton-wool placed on the skin and
fired at the top for cauterisation.— ». MozibUS'tion,
cauterisation by this method.

Moya, moi'ya, «. volcanic mud.
Moyenage, moi'en-azh, «. the Middle Ages. [Fr.]
Mozarabic, mO-zar'a-bik, adj. pertaining to the Mozar-
abes ox Muzarabes, the Christian Spaniards who lived
in the parts of Spain under Moorish rule, retaining
their ancient liturgy.

—

n. Mozar'ab, one of these.
Mozetta, mo-tset'ta, n. a short cape to which a hood
may be attached, worn by popes, cardinals, bishops,
abbots. [It., mozzo, cut short.]

Mozing, mO'zing, n, the raising of nap on cloth, as in
a gig-mill.

M-roof. See under letter M.
MucedinoTlS, mu-sedi-nus, adj. like mould or mildew.
Much, much, adj. great in size, quantity, or extent

:

long in duration.

—

adv. to a great degree: by far:
often or long : almost.—«. a great quantity : a strange
thing.

—

adj. Much'el (S/ens.), much.— «. Much'-
&6U, sute of being much.—Much about it, some-

thing like what it usually is ; Much of a muchness
= just about the same value or amount.—Make
much of (see Make) ; Not so much as, not even

;

Too much for, more than a match for. [M. E. ttiuche'
moche, muchel, tnochel—A.S. niic-el ; cf. Ice. mjdk.\

MuciC, luu'sik, adj. derived from gums.

—

n. Mu'cate
a salt of mucic acid and a base.

Mucid, mu'sid, adj. slimy, mouldy—^also Mu'CldOUS.
—ns. Mu'oidness, Mu'cor.

Muck, muk, «. dung : a mass of decayed vegetable
matter : anything low and filthy.

—

v.t. to manure
with muck.

—

v.i. Muck'er, to make a muddle of
anything, to fail.—«. a heavy fall in the mire : a
coarse, dirty fellow.—«j. Muck'-heap, a dung-hill

;

Muok'iness ; Muck'-rake, a rake for scraping filth ;

Muck'-sweat, profuse sweat ; Muck'-worm, a worm
that lives in muck : one who acquires money by
mean devices : a miser.

—

adj. Muck'y, nasty, filthy.

[Scand., Ice. tnyki, Dan. tnog, dimg.]
Muck, mistaken form of amuck.
Mucker, muk'er, n. a canting person, a hj-pocrite, esp.
a follower of the sect of J. W. Ebel of Konigsberg,
suspected of dirty practices. [Ger.]

Muckle, a Scotch form of niickle.

Mucronate, -d, mu kro-nat, -ed, adj. (hot.) terminating
in a short and sharp point.—«. Mu'cro, a spine-like
process.

—

adj. MuCTOn'Ulate, very mucronate. [L.
tmtcrondtus—tnucro, mucronis, a sharp point.]

Mucus, muTcus, «. the sUmy fluid from the nose : the
viscous fluid secreted by the mucous membrane of ani-
mals.—a^i. Mucif'erous ; Mucif'ic ; Mii'cifomL
—«. MU'Clgen, a substance secreted by the cells of

mucous membrane, converted into mucin.

—

adjs.
Mucig'enous, Muciparous, secreting mucus.—«.

Mu'cUage, the solution of a gum in water : the gum
extracted from plants.

—

adj. Mucilag'inous, pertain-

ing to, or secreting, mucilage : slimy.—«. Mu'Cin,
an alkaline glutinous fluid forming the chief con-
stituent of mucus.

—

adjs. MuciVoroUS, feeding on
the juices of plants; Mu'COid, like mucus; Muco-
pu'rulent, pertaining to mucus and pus.—«. Mu-
COS'ity.—aa>>. MuCO'SO-Sac'charlne, partaking of
the properties of mucilage and sugar ; Mu'COUS, like

mucus : slimy : viscous ; Mu'CUlent, like mucus.

—

Mucous membrane (see Membrane). [L., cf. L.
viungere, wipe away.]

Mud, mud, K. wet soft earth.

—

v.i. to bury in mud

:

to dirty : to stir the sediment in, as in liquors : to

bury in mud.

—

v.i, to go under the mud like the eel.—tts. Mud'-bath, a kind of mud connected with some
mineral springs into which the patient plunges him-
self; Mud'-boat, -scow, a boat for carrying away the
mud dredged from a river, &c. ; Mud'-cone, a mud-
volcano.

—

adv. Mud'dily.— «. Mud'diness.

—

adj.
Mud'dy, foul with mud : containing mud : covered
with mud: confused: stupid.—r./. todirty: to render
dull :— /rt./. and pa.p. mud'died.— adjs. Mud'dy-
head'ed, having a muddy or dull head or under-
standing ; Mud'dy-mettled (Shak.), dull-spirited

:

spiritless.

—

ns. Mud'-fish, a fish which burrows in the
mud ; Mud-flat, a muddy strip of shore submerged
at high tide ; Mud'-guard, the dash-board of a
carriage ; Mud'-hole, a place full of mud : an
orifice in the bottom of a boiler where the sediment
is collected ; Mud'-lark, a man who cleans pubUc
sewers or who picks up a living along the banks of
tidal rivers : a street-arab ; Mud'-wall, a wall com-
posed of mud, or one in which mud is used in place

of mortar : the bee-eater. [Old Low Ger. mudde,
Dut. modder.}

Muddle, mud'l, v.t. to render muddy or foul, as water :

to confuse, esp. with Uquor : to waste, squander,
misuse.

—

v.i. to potter about—«. confusion, mess :

mental confusion, bewilderment.—«. Mudd'lehead,
a blockhead.—a^z/. Muddlehead'edly.— «. Muddle-
head'edness. [Freq. oi mud.]

Mudir, moo'der, «. governor of an Egyptian province.

Mueuin, mu-ez'in, ». the Mohsuoiaedan official
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Muff fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Multicolour

attached to a mosque, whose duty it is to announce

the hours of prayer.—Also Mued' din. [Ar.]

Muff, muf, «. a warm, soft cover for the hands in

winter, usually of fur or dressed skins.—«. Muff-

etteo', a small muff worn over the wrist [Prob.

from DuL mo/; cf. Ger. muff, a muff.]

Muff, muf, «. a stupid fellow.

—

v.t. and v.i. to perform

awkwardly, spoil : to act clumsily, esp. in letting a

ball slip out of the hands. [Prob. related to Dut.

fntiffen, to dote ; Ger. muffin, to sulk.]

MufSn, muf'iii, «. a soft, light, spongy cake, eaten

hot with butter : a small plate : one who dangles

after a young woman : a poor ball-player.—«f.

Muffin-cap, a round flat cap for men ; Mufllneer',

a dish for keeping muffins hot : a metal cruet for

sprinkling salt or sugar on muffins.

Muj&e, muf 1, «. the thick naked upper lip and nose,

as of a ruminant. [Ger.]

Muffle, muf 1, v.t. to wrap up as with a muff: to blind-

fold : to cover up so as to render sound dull, as a bell

or a drum : to cover from the weather.—». something
used for smothering sound : a boxing-glove : a clay

oven, as for firing pottery.

—

adj. Muffled, wrapped
up closely: dulled or deadened— of sound. — «.

Muffler, a cover that muffles the face. ^Muff.^
Muffle, mufl, v.i. to mumble.
Mufti, mufti, «. a doctor or official expounder of

Mohammedan law in Turkey : the dress of an officer

off duty. [Ar.]

Mug, mug, n. a kind of earthen or metal cup for

liquor, its contents.

—

ns. Mug'ger {Scot.), a tramp-
ing tinker or vendor of earthenware; Mug^-hOUSe,
an alehouse : Mug'-hunt'er, one who competes at

games merely for the prizes. [Ir. mttgan, a mug,
ntucog, a cup.]

Mug, mug, n. the human face, the mouth.
Muggins, mug'inz, n. a children's card-game played

with a full pack divided equally, each in turn laying
down a card face up, the first one who calls
* Muggins' when one matches another adding his

card to the other's pile, the aim being to get out as
soon as possible. [Ety. dub.]

Muggletonlan, mug-1-tO'ni-an, n. a member of a
sect founded in England by John Reeve and Lodo-
wick Muggieton (1607-97), which lingered till well
into the 19th cent. They claimed to be the two
witnesses of Rev. xi. 3-6, denied the Trinity, hold-

ing grotesque anthropomorphist opinions, with many
strange doctrines over and above, as that the devil

became incarnate in Eve, &c.
Muggy, mug'i, adj. foggy : close and damp, as weather

:

wet or mouldy, as straw.—Also Mug'gish. [Ice.
mugga, mLst ; cf. Gael, mugacli, cloudy.]

Mugwort, mug'wurt, «. a common British species of
wormwood.

Mugwump, mug'wump, n. an Indian chief: a person
of great importance, or who thinks himself so : a
humorous political use of the above. [Algonkin
tnugquomp, a great man.)

Mulatto, mu-lat'O, H. the offspring of black and white
parents •.—/em. Mulatt'ress. [Sp. mulato.]

Mulberry, mul'ber-i, «. the tree the leaves of which
form the food of the silkworm : the berry of this

tree. [Mul- is A.S. mdr- (as in A.S. tndrbtdm, a
mulberry)—L. moms; Gr. indrotu\

Mulch, the same as Mulsh (q.v.).

Mulct, mulkt, «. a fine : a penalty.

—

v.t. to fine.

—

adjs. Mulctary, Mulo'tuary, imposing a fine : paid
as a fine. [L. mulcta, a fine.)

Mule, mQl, «. the offspring of the horse and ass : an
instrument for cotton-spinning : an obstinate person.—ns. Mule'-deer, the black-tail of North America ;

Miileteer', one who drives mules.

—

adj. Miirish,
like a mule : obstinate.—rtrfz/. MiU'lShly.—«. Mul-
ishness. (A.S. mul—L. mulus, mule.]

Muley, mQ'li, adj. hornless.

—

n, any cow.—Also
Mool'y, Mul'le^.

Mullehrity, mu-Ii-eb'ri-ti, «. womanhood : effeminacy,

softness.

—

adj. Mul'lerose, fond of women.— «.

Mulleros'ity. [L.,

—

mulier, a woman.]
Mull, mul, «. a muddle or mess.

—

v.t. to break to

pieces : to confuse, muddle.
Mull, mul, «. a promontory : a horn snuff-box. [Prob.

Gael, moot.]
Mull, mul, n. a soft muslin.—Also Mul'mul. [Hind.]
Mull, mul, v.t. to warm, spice, and sweeten (wine,

ale, &c.).

—

v.t. to toil on, moil : to bustle about.

—

adj. Mulled.—?i. Mull'er. [M. E. moide-aU, a
funeral banquet, molde, grave earth, and ale = feast.]

Mullen, Mullein, mul'en, ». any plant of genus
Verbascum.— Also Hag-taper, Adam's flannel,
Aaron's rod. Shepherd's club.

Muller, rauler, «. a glass pestle for mixing paints : a
mechanical pulveriser.

Mullet, mul'et, «. a genus of fishes nearly cylindrical
in form, highly esteemed for the table. [Fr. mulet
—L. mullus, the red mullet.]

Mullet, mul'et, n. the rowel of a spur : (Jier^ a five-

pointed star—a mark of cadency, indicating the
third son. [O. Fr. tnolette—L. viola, a mill.)

Mulligatawny, mul-i-ga-taw'ni, ». an East Indian
currj'-soup. (Tamil milagu-tanntr, pepper-water.]

Mulligrubs, mul'i-grubz, «. (coll.) colic : sulkiness.

Mullion, mul'yun, «. an upright division between
the lights of windows, between panels, &c.

—

v.t.

to shape into divisions by
mnWioas.—adj. Mull'ioned.
[Same as munnion, from Fr,

moignon, a stump—L. man-
cus, maimed.]

Mullock, miil'ok, «. rubbish,
esp. mining refuse.

Mulse, nulls, ». sweetened
wine. [L. tnulsum—mulcere,
to soothe.)

Mulsh, mulsh, n. loose material,

strawy dung, &c., laid dowa
to protect the roots of plants

—also Mulch.

—

v.t. to cover
with mulsh.

—

adj. soft.

Mult. See Multure.
Multangular, mult-ang'gul-ar,

adj. having many angles or
comers.— adv. Multang'Ul-
arly. — «. Multang'ular-
ness.

Multanimous, mul-tan'i-mus,

adj. having various faculties

and powers of mind, many-sided.
Multarticulate, mul-tar-tik'u-lat, adj. many-jointed.
—.\lso Multiartic'ulate.

Multeity, mul-te'i-ti, «. manifoldness, very great
numerousness.

Multiaxlal, mul-ti-ak'si-al, adj. having many axes or

lines of growth.
Multicamerate, mul-ti-kam'e-rat, adj. haviug many
chambers or cells.

Multicapitate, mul-ti-kap'i-tat, adj. having many
heads.—Also Multlclp'ltal.

Multicapsular, mul-ti-kap'su-lar, adj, having many
capsules.

Multicarinate, mul-ti-kat'i-nat, adj. having many keel-

like ridges, as the shells of certain molluscs.

Multicauline, mul-ti-kaw'lin, adj. having many stems.

Multicavous, mul-tik'a-vus, adj. having many holes

or cavities.

Multicellular, mul-ti-sel'u-lar, adj. having many cells.

Multlcentral, mul-ti-sen'tral, atij. having many
centres, esp. of organic development.

Multicharge, mul'ti-charj, adj. having, or capable of

containing, several charges.
Multicipital, mul-ti-sip'i-tal, adj. having many heads,

multicapitate.

Multicolour, mul'ti-kul-ur, adj. having many colours

—also Multicoloured.—«</;. Multlcorourous, of

many colours, parti-coloured.

a, a, MuUions.
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MiUtlcostate mate ; mflte ; mCOn ; Men. Multltent»cvilate

MultlOOStatO, mul-ti-kos'tat, adj. {hot) palmately
nerved : (zoo/.) having many ribs, ridges, or costae.

Multicuspid, mul-ti-kus'pid, adf. having more than
two cusps—also MulUcus'pidate.—«. a multicuspid
tooth.

Multicycle, mul'ti-sl-kl, «. a velocipede with more
than three wheels, intended to carry several men.

Multidentate, mul-ti-den'tat, ndj. having many teeth

or tooth-like processes.

—

ar(/. MultidentiC'Ulate,
having many denticulations or fine teeth.

Multidigitate, mul-ti-dij'i-tat, adj. having many
finj^ers, toes, or digitate processes.

Multidimensioiial, mul-ti-di-men'shun-al, adj. (jnath.)

of more than three dimensions.

Multifaced, mul'ti-fast, adj. having many faces.

Multifarious, mul-ti-fa'ri-us, adj. having great diver-

sity : made up of many parts : manifold : {bot.) in

many rows or ranks.

—

adz'. Multifa'riously.— ».

Multifa'riOUSnesS, the state of being multifarious

:

multiplied variety : (laui) the fault of improperly
joining in one bill distinct and independent matters,

and thereby confounding them. [L. tnultus, many,
varius, diverse.]

Multifid, mul'ti-fid, adj. having many fissions or

divisions, cleft into many parts, lobes, or segments.
—Also Multif'idous.

Multiflagellate, mul-ti-flaj'e-lat, adj. having many
flagella, or whip-like appendages.

Multiflorous, mul-ti-flo'rus, adj. many-flowered.
Multiflue, mul'ti-flCt), adj. having many flues.

Multifoil, mul'ti-foil, adj. having more than five foils

or arcuate divisions.—«. multifoil ornament.
Multifold, mul'ti-fOld, adj. many times doubled.
Multiform, mul'ti-form, adj. having many forms,
polymorphic.

—

n. that which is multiform.

—

n. Multi-
formity.

Multiganglionate, mul-ti-gang'gli-on-at, adj. having
many ganglia.

Multigenerate, mul-ti-jen'e-rat, adj. generated in

many ways.
Multigenerous, mul-ti-jen'e-ms, adj. of many kinds.
Multigranulate, mul-ti-gran'u-lat, adj. having or con-

sisting of many grains.

Multigyrate, mul-ti-jl'rat, adj. having many con-
volutions.

MultijUgOUS, niul-ti-j55'gus, adj. (bot.) consisting of
many pairs of leaflets.—Also Mlultiju'gate.

Multilaminate, mul-ti-lam'i-nat, adj. having many
layers or laminje.

Multilateral, mul-ti-lat'er-al, adj. having many sides.

Multilineal, mul-ti-lin'e-al, adj. having many lines.

—

Also Multilinear.
Multilobate, mul-ti-l5'bat, adj. having, or consisting

of, many lobes.

—

adjs. Mul'tilobed, having many
lobes ; Multilob'ular, having many lobules.

Multilocular, mul-ti-Iok'u-lar, adj. having many cells,

chambers, or compartments.—Also MultilOC'Ulate.
Multiloquence, mul-til'o-kwens, K. verbosity. — adj.

Multil'oquent—also Multiloq'uous.
Multiuodal, mul-ti-nO'dal, adj. having many nodes.

—

Also Multino'date, Multino'dous.
Multinomial, mul-ti-nO'mi-al, adj. same as Polynomia!.
MultinominOUS, mul-ti-nom'i-nus, adj. having many
names or terms.—Also Multlnom'inal.

Multinucleate, mul-ti-nu'kle-at, adj. having many or
several nuclei, as a cell—also Multinu'clear, Multi-
nu'oleated.—(jrf;. Multlnu'cleolate, having many
or .several nucleoli.

Multloyulate, mul-ti-5'vu-lat, adj. (bot.) containing, or
bearing, many ovules.

Multipara, mul-tip'a-ra, «. a woman who has had two
or more children :—opp. to Printipara.

Multiparous. mul-tip'a-rus, adj. producing many at
a birth.—;/. Multipar'lty, plural birth.

Multipartite, nnil-ti-p;ir'tlt, adj. divided into many
parts.

Multiped, mul'ti-ped. «. an insect having many feet.

[L. mnltus, many, /«, pedis, foot.]

Multlplnnate, mul-ti-pin'at, adj. (boi.) many times
pinnate.

Multiple, mul'ti-pl, adj. having many folds or parts

:

repeated many times.—«. a number or quantity
which contains another an exact number of times.—«. Mul'tiplepoinding (Scots law), a process by
which a person who has funds claimed by more than
one, in order not to have to pay more than once,
brings them all into court that one of them may
establish his right.—Common multiple, a number or
quantity that can be divided by each of several others
without a remainder ; Least common multiple, the
smallest number that forms a common multiple. [L.
multiplex—multus, many, plicdre, to fold.]

Multiply, mul'ti-pll, v.t. to fold or increase many
times : to make more numerous : to repeat any given
number or quantity as often as there are units in
another number.—z;.j. to increase : to perform the
arithmetical process of multiplication :—pr.p. mul'ti-
plying;/a.^. and pa.p. multiplied.—a^>. Mul'tl-
plez, having many folds : manifold : (bot.) with
petals lying in folds over each other : Multipll'able,
Mul'tiplicable, that may be multiplied.—«. Mul'-
tiplicand, a number or quantity to be multiplied
by another.— <J^'. Mul'tiplicate, consisting of more
than one : (bot.) multifold.— «. MultipUca'tion, the
act of multiplying or increasing in number : the
rule or operation by which any given number or
(juantity is multiplied.

—

adj. Mul'tiplicative, tend-
ing to multiply : having the power to multiply.

—

HS. MultipliC'ity, the state of being multiplied or
various : a great number ; Mul'tipUer, Mul'tipli-
Cator, one who, or that which, multiplies or increases
the number or quantity by which another is mul-
tiplied.—Multiplication table, a tabular arrange-
ment giving the products of pairs of numbers from
I to 1 2. -Multiplying glass, lens, a glass, lens,

with a number of facets, causing an object to appear
multiplied many times. [Kr.,—L. multiplex. See
Multiple.]

Multipolar, mul-ti-p5'Iar, adj. having many poles, as
a nerve-cell or dynamo.

—

n. an electro-magnetic
machine in which several magnetic poles exist.

Multipotent, mul-tip'o-tent, adj. (6'AaA.) having power
to do many things. [L. tnultus, many, potens,
-cutis, powerful.]

Multipresence, mul-ti-prez'ens, «. the power of being
present in many places at the same time.— a<^'.

Multipres'ent.
Multiradiate, mul-ti-ra'di-at, adj. having many rays,

polyactinal.

Multiradicate, mul-ti-rad'i-kat, adj. having many
roots.

Multiramified, mul-ti-ram'i-fld, adj. having many
branches.—Also Multira'moxis, Multira'mose.

Multisaccate, mul-ti-sak'at, adj. having many sacs.

MultiSClent, mul-tish'ent, adj. knowing many things.

Multlsect, mul'ti-sekt, adj. having many segments.
Multiseptate, mul-ti-sep'tat, adj. having many septa

or partitions.

Multiserial, mul-ti-se'ri-al, adj. having many series or

rows.—Also Multlse'riate.
Multisiliquous, mul-ti-sil'i-kwus, adj. having many

pods or seed-vessels.

Multisonous, mul-tis'S-nus, adj. having many sounds,

sounding much.
Multispiral, mul-ti-spfral, adj. having many turns or

whorls.

Multistaminate. mul-ti-stam'i-nat, adj. bearing many
stamens.

Multistriate, mul-ti-strfat, adj. having many striae,

streaks, or stripes.

Multisulcate, mul-ti-sulTcat, adj. having many sulci or

furrows.
Multisyllable, mul-ti-sil'a-bl, n. a word of many

sylhibles.

Multitentaculate, mul-ti-ten-tak'u-lat, adj. having
many tentacles.



Multititular fate, far ; m«, h4r ; mine ; Mural

Multititular, mul-ti-tit'u-lar, adj. having many titles.

Multituberoulate, -d, mul-ti-tu-ber'ku-lat, -ed, adj.

having many tubercles, as teeth.

Multitubular, mul-ti-tu'bu-lar, adj. having many tubes.

Multitude, mul'ti-tud, «. the state of being many : a

great number of individuals : a crowd : the vulgar

or common people .—ai^.f. Multltud'inary (rare) \

MultitUd'inoUS, consisting of, or having the appear-

ance of, a multitude.—rtflfz/. Multitudlnously.—«.
Multitud'inousness, the state or quality of being

multitudinous. [Fr.,—L. multitudo—multus,va3.ny.\

MultivagOUS, mul-tiv'a-gus, adj. wandering much.—
Also Multiv'agant.

Multivalent, nml-tiv'a-lent, adj. {chem.) equivalent

in combining or displacing power to a number of

hydrogen or other monad atoms.—«. MultiValence.

Multivalve, mul'ti-valv, n. a mollusc having a shell

of more than two yaXvcs.—adj. having many valves

—also Multival'vular.
Multiversant, mul-ti-ver'sant, adj. turning into many

shapes.
Multivious, mul-tiv'i-us, adj. having many ways or

roads.

MultiTOCal, mul-tiv'o-kal, adj. ambiguous, equivocal.

MultiVOltine, mul-ti-vol'tin, adj. having more th.in

two annual broods—of silkworm moths and their

larvae. [L. multus, much. It. volta, a turn, winding.]

Multocular, mul-tok'u-lar, adj. having more than two
eyes.

Multum, mul'tum, «. an adulterant compound in

brewing of quassia and liquorice.

MultungUlate, mul-tung'gu-lat, adj. having more than
two functional hoofs.^«. a multungulate mammal.

Multure, mul'tur, «. a grinding of grain, or the grain
ground : the toll paid to a miller for grinding,
generally in kind : the percentage of ore paid to

a pulverising-mill by those using it.

—

v.i. Mult, to

take toll from for grinding corn.—«. Mul'turer.
[O. Fr.,—L. tnoiititra, a grinding.]

Mum, mum, adj. silent.

—

n. silence.

—

interj. be silent I—interj. MuiU'-bud'get, an exclamation enjoining
silence.

—

n. Mum'chance, a silent game with cards
or dice : a fool.

—

adj. silent. [Cf. L. and Gr. ntu,

the least possible sound made with the lips ; imit.]

Mum, mum, n. a peculiar kind of beer made of wheat-
malt, to which some brewers add oat and bean meal.
[Ger. tnumme, from a personal name.]

Mumble, mum'bl, v.i. to speak indistinctly : to chew
softly: to eat with the lips close.

—

v.t. to utter in-

distinctly or imperfectly: to mouth gently.

—

tis.

Mum'blement, mumbling speech ; Mumlile-nevrs
(JShak.), a tale-bearer ; Mum'blor, one who mumbles
or speaks with a low, indistinct voice.

—

adj. Mum'-
bllng, uttered with a low, indistinct voice : chewing
sofdy.—a^^z;. MlUn'bUngly. [Cf. Mum.]

Mumbo-jumbo, mum'bO-jum'bS, ft. a god worshipped
by certain negro tribes in Africa : any object of
foolish worship or fear.

Mumm, mum, v.t. to mask : to make diversion with a
mask on.

—

ns. Mumm'er, one who makes sport in
disguise : a masker : a buffoon ; Mumm'ery, sport
with a mask on or in disguise : great show without
reality; Mumm'lng, the sports of mummers.

—

adj.
pertaining to the sports of mummers.—«. Mumm'ock,
an old ragged coat. [O. Fr. tnomef—Old Dut. motn-
Ttten, to mask, mom, a mask, prob. originating in the
word mum, used to frighten children while covering
the face.]

Mummy, mum'i, n. a human body preserved by the
Egyptian art of embalming, in which wax, spices,

&c. were employed : a kind of wax used in grafting

:

a brown pigment : {obs.) a medicinal gum.

—

v.t. to

embalm and dry as a mummy:— fir.^. miimm'y-
ing; pa.p. mumm'ied.— «. Mummlfica'tion.

—

adj.

Mumm'iform.-z/./. Mumm'ify, to make into a
mummy : to embalm and dry as a mummy '.—pr./i.

mummifying; pa.p. mumm'ified.— «j. Momm'y-
Oase, a case of wood or cartonnage for an Egyptian
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mummy ; Mumm'y-Cloth, the linen cloth in which a
mummy was wrapped : a modern fabric resembling
it, used as a basis for embroidery : a fabric Uke
crape for mourning-dress, having a cotton or silk

warp and woollen weft ; Mumm'y-wheat, a variety
of wheat with compound spikes— Trtticum composi-
turn. [O. Fr. muinie— It. muniiiiia—Ax. and Pers.
miim&yin, a mummy—Pers. tndtn, wax.]

Mump, mump, v.t. and v.i. to mumble, mutter, or
move the lips with the mouth almost closed : to

nibble : to cheat : to play the beggar.

—

ns. Mump'er,
one who mumps : an old cant term for a beggar

;

Mump'ing-day, St Thomas's Day, 21st Xi&c—adj.
Mump'ish, having mumps : dull : sullen. — adv.
Mump isbly. — ». Mump'istmess. — ». Mumps, a
contagious non- suppurative inflammation of the

parotid and sometimes of the other salivary glands :

gloomy silence. [Form of >«?</«.]

Mumpsimus, mump'si-mus, n. an error to which one
clings after it has been thoroughly exposed. [Corr.
of L. sumpsiinits , in the mass, by an ignorant priest

who refused to correct it.]

Mun, mun, n. a provincial form of man.
Munch, munsh, v.i. and v.i. to chew with shut mouth.—«. Munch'er, one who munches.
Mundane, mun'dan, adj. belonging to the world

:

terrestrial.

—

adv. Mun'danely.

—

n. Mundan'ity.
[Fr.,—L. tnundanus—mundus, the world.]

Mundlfy, mun'di-fl, v.t. to cleanse, purify. — adjs.
Mun'datory, cleansing ; Mundif leant, cleansing.—n. a cleansing ointment or plaster.—«. Mundlfica'-
tion.—adj. Mun'dlficative. [Fr. mondijier—ho-w
L. mundijicare—L. rnundus, c\cAn,/dcere, to make.]

Mundlvagant, mun-div'a-gant, adj. wandering over
the world.

Munerary, mu'ne-ra-ri, adj. of the nature of a gift.

MungO, mung'go, n. the waste produced in a woollen-
mill from hard spun or felted cloth, or from tearing
up old clothes, used in making cheap cloth.

Mungoose, same as Mongoose.
Municipal, mu-nis'i-pal, adj. pertaining to a corpora-

tion or city.—«. Munlolpalisa'tlon.— z-./. Munici-
palise.—«j. Munic'ipalism ; Municipality, a town
or city possessed of self-government : a district

governed like a city : in France, a division of the
country.

—

adv. MuniC'ipally. [Fr.,—L. munici-
palis— fnunicipium, a free town

—

niunia, official

duties, capere, to take.]

Munificence, mu-nif'i-sens, n. (Spens.) fortification,

means of defence. [L. munire, to fortify.]

Munificence, mfl-nif'i-sens, K. quality of being munifi-

cent : bountifulness.

—

adj. Munificent, very liberal

in giving : generous : bountiful. — adv. Munifi-
cently. [Fr. ,—L. tnunificentia—munus, a present,

facere, to make.]
Muniment, mu'ni-ment, n. that which fortifies : that
which defends : a stronghold : place or means of

defence : defence : {law) a record fortifying or mak-
ing good a claim, title-deeds, or charters—preserved
in Muniment chests, rooms, or houses : any article

carefully preserved for its interest or value.

—

p.adj.
Mun'ltiag (Bacon), fortifying, strengthening. — «.

Muni'tion, materials used in war : military stores

of all kinds : (B.) stronghold, fortress. [Fr.,—L.
munimentum, from tnunire, -itum, to fortify

—

miFttia, walls.]

Munnion, mun'yun. Same as Mulllon.
Mursena, mu-re'na, «. the typical genus of Murtenidce,

a family of eels, now limited to the European murry
or moray (q.v.). [Gr. muraina, a lamprey.]

Mural, mu'ral, adj. pertaining to, or like, a wall :

steep: trained against a wall, as plants. —Mural
circle, a large circle marked with degrees, &c., fixed
to a wall, for measuring arcs of the meridian ;

Mural crown, a crown of gold to imitate a battle-

ment, given among the ancient Romans to him who
first mounted the wall of a besieged city ; Mural
painting, a painting executed, especially in distem-



Murstorian mote ; mflte ; mOSn ; thca. Muse

per colours, upon the wall of a building. [Fr.,—L.
inuralis, from murus, a wall.]

Mttratorlan, mu-ra-tO'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the
Italian scholar Lodovico Antonio Muratori (1672-
1750).—Mtiratorian fragment or canon, a list of
the New Testament writings, apparently drawn up
by a contemporary of Irenjeus, about 170 A. D., edited

by Muratori. It counts four Gospels, Acts, thirteen

Pauline epistles (excluding Hebrews), i John, then

Jude ; 2 and 3 John are reckoned among catholic

epistles. The Apocalypse is included.
Murder, mur'der, n. the act of putting a person to

death, intentionally and from malice.

—

v.t. to commit
murder : to destroy : to put an end to.—«. Mur'-
derer, one who murders, or is guilty of murder :

—

/em. Mur'deress. — adj. Mur'derous, guilty of
murder : consisting in, or fond of, murder : bloody :

ccat\.—adv. Mur'Qerously.—«. Mnr'dress, a battle-

ment with interstices for firing through.—Murder in
the first degree, murder with deliberation and pre-

meditation, or that committed in the furtherance of
any arson, rape, robbery, or burglarj'—in the second
degree, murder of all other kinds ; Murder Will
out, murder cannot remain hidden. [A.S. mortlior—tnorth, death ; Ger. mord, Goth, niaurthr; cf. L.
mors, mortis, death.]

Mure, mur, n. {Shak.)a. wall.

—

v.t. to enclose in walls :

to immure. [Fr. mur— L. munis, a wall.]

Murez, mu'reks, «. a shellfish from which the TjTian
purple dye was obtained :—//. Mu'rexes, Mu'rices.
[L.]

Murgeon, mur'jon, «. (Scot.) a grimace. [Cf. Fr.
morgue, a wry face.]

Muriatic, mu-ri-at'ik, adj. pertaining to, or obtained
from, sea-salt. — n. Mu'riate, a salt composed of
muriatic acid and a base. — adj. Murlatif'erOUS.
[L. muriaticus—muria, brine.]

Muricate, -d, mu'ri-kat, -ed, adj. (Sot.) armed with
sharp points or prickles. [L. muricatus, from tnurex,
muricis, a pointed stone.]

Muriform, mu'riform, adj. \bot.) resembling the bricks
in a wall. [L. tnurus, a \i2X\,for}na, shape.]

Murky, murk'i, adj. dark : obscure : gloomy.

—

adv.
Murkily.—«. Murk'iness— (^'//a/t.) Murk.—«<(;>.

Murk'some, Mirk'some (.SA'/j.), darksome. [A.S.
mure : Ice. myrkr, Dan. and Sw. mdrk.\

Murmur, mur'mur, «. a low, indistinct sound, like

that of running water : a complaint in a low, mutter-
ing voice.

—

v.i. to utter a murmur : to grumble :

—

pr.p. mur'muring ; pa.t. and pa.f>. mur'mured.—
n. Mur'murer.—rt^'. Mur'muring, making a low
continuous noise.

—

adv. Mur'muringly, with a low
murmuring sound : in a murmuring manner.

—

adj.
Mur'muroUS, attended with murmurs : exciting nwa-
mur.—oiiv. Mur'murously. [Fr.,—L. ; imit.]

Murphy, mur'fi, «. (co^t.) a potato :—//. Mur'phles
(-fiz). [From the common Irish name Murphy.\

Murra, mur'a, «. an ornamental stone for vases, &c.,
described by Pliny, most probably fluor-spar ; it was
first brought to Rome by Pompey, 61 B.C.

—

adjs,
MurrTiIne, Mtirr'ine, Myrr'hine.

Murrain, mur'ran, or -'rin, «. an infectious and fatal
disease among cattle, esp. foot-and-mouth disease.

—

«. Mur-ren {Milt.). [O. Fr. morine, a carcass—
L. mori, to die. See MortaL]

Murrey, mur'i, adj. dark red or reddish brown, of
mulberry colour.

Muny, same as Moray (a v.).

Murther, Murtherer = Murder, Murderer.
MusaceoUS, mu-za'shus, adj. relating to an order of

plants, of which the genus Mu'sa is the type, the
banana or plantain family.

Musang, mu-sang', n. a paradoxure, or a related civet,
esp. the East Indian coffee-rat. [Malay.]

Musca, musTca, «. a genus of insects, including the
house-fly, &c — «. Muscato'rlum, a flabellum.

—

Muses VOlitanteS, ocular spectra like floating
black spots before the eyes. [L. musea.^

MUSCadel, mus'ka-del, n. a rich, spicy wine : also the
grape producing it : a fragrant and delicious pear
— also Muscadine, Muscat, Mus'cateL — «.//.
Muscatels, sun-dried raisins. [O. Fr.,— It. tnosca-
deilo, dim. of muscato—L. muscus, musk.]

Muscadin, mus-ka-dang", «. a fop or dandy. [Fr.]
Muscardine, musTcar-din, n. a fungus destructive to

silkworms, also the disease caused by it. [Fr.]

Muscardine, musTcar-din, n. a dormouse. [Fr.]

Muschelkalk, mush'el-kalk, «. the middle member of
the Triassic system as developed in Germany, con-
sisting chiefly of limestone— wanting in Britain.

[Ger. muschei, shell, kalk, lime.]
Muschetor, mus'che-tor, «. (Jur.') a black spot like an

ermine spot, but without its three specks. — Also
Mus'chelour. [O. Fr.,—L. mtisca, a fly.]

Muscle, mus'l, «. an animal tissue consisting of bundles
of fibres through whose contractility bodily move-
ment is effected, the fibres of the voluntary muscles
being striped, those of the involuntary (of intestinal
canal, blood-vessels, and of skin) unstriped.

—

adj.
Mus'Cled, supplied with muscles. — ns. Mus'cle-
read'ing, the interpretation of slight involuntary
muscular movements ; Mus'cling, the delineation of
muscles, as in a picture ; Muscula'tion, the ar-

rangement of muscles of a body ; Musculos'ity.—adj. MuS'CulOUS, pertaining to muscle : full of
muscles, strong. [Fr.,—L. musculus, dim. of tnus,

a mouse, a muscle.]
MuSCOid, mus'koid, adj. (boi.) moss-like.—«. a moss-

like, fiowerless plant.

—

tis. Muscol'Ogist, one skilled

in muscology ; MusCOl'Ogy, the part of botany
which treats of mosses; Muscos'ity, mossiness.
[L. muscus, moss, Gr. eidos, form.]

Muscovado, mus-kS-va'do, «. the moist, dark-coloured
impure sugar left after evaporating the juice from
the sugar-cane and draining off' the molasses, un-
refined sugar. [Sp. moscabado.\

Muscovite, mus'co-vlt, «. a native or an inhabitant of
Moscow, or of Russia : the desman or Muscovitic
rat : (ntin.) potash mica, a silicate of alumina and
potash, yellowish, brownish, or greenish, with pearly
or almost metallic lustre, its thin transparent plates
still used as glass—also MusCOVy glass.

—

adj. of or
pertaining to Moscow or to Russia— also MUSCO-
vit'ic—«. Mus'covy-duck (see Musk).

Muscular, mus'ku-lar, adj. pertaining to a muscle

:

consisting of muscles : having strong muscles

;

brawny : strong : vigorous.—«. Muscular'ity, state

of being muscular.—a</^'. Mus'CUlarly.—a^^V. Mus-
CUlOCuta'neous, muscular and cutaneous—of certain

nerves; Mus'culous, sinewy.—Mtiscular Christi-

anity, a phrase humorously applied to that vigorous
combination of Christian living with devotion to

athletic enjoyments associated with Charles Kings-
ley and his admirers (the name was, however, re-

pudiated by him) ; Musoular excitability, the con-

tracting property of a muscle : Muscular pile, a
voltaic battery employed in biological experiments ;

Muscular system, the whole of the muscular tissue

of a body.
Muse, muz, v.i. to study in silence : to be absent-

minded : to meditate.—«. deep thought : contempla-

tion : absence of mind : the mspiring power, as of

a poet.

—

adj. Mused, bemused, muzzj', fuddled.—
«. MUS'er.-oo'i'. Mus'ingly. [Fr. muser, to loiter

(It. musare) ; ace. to Diez and Skeat, from O. Fr.

muse (Fr. museaii), the snout of an animal. Others

explain Fr. muser as from Low L. mussare—L.

tnussdre, to murmur.]
Muse, muz, «. one of the nine goddesses of poetry,

music, and the other liberal arts—daughters of Zeus
and Mnemosyne : an inspiring poetic inspiration

:

{Milt.) an inspired poet.—Xaraes of the Muses:

—

Calliope, of epic poetry ; Cllo, of history ; EratO,
of amatory poetry ; Euterpe, of lyric poetry ; Mel-
pomene, of tragedy ; Polyhymnia, of lyricpoetry
and eloquence ; Terpsichore, of dancing ; Tnalia,
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Muset filte, fir ; mS, her ; mine ; Mustard

of comedy: Urania, of astronomy. [Fr.,

—

L,. mtaa
—Gr. mousa.]

Muset, miiz'et, «. (SAak.) a gap in a fence or thicket

through which an animal passes.

Musette, mu-zet', ft. a small oboe : an old French bag-

pipe : a simple pastoral melody.
Museum, mfl-ze'um, «. a collection of natural, scientific,

or other curiosities, or of works of art.

—

ns. Museol'-

Ogy, the science of arranging—Museog'raphy, of

describing, museums. [L.,—Gr. mouseion ; cL Muse.]

Mush, mush, «. meal boiled in water, esp. Indian

meal : anything ^u\py.—adj. Mush'y, soft, pulpy.

[Prob. titash.']

Mush, mush, v.t. to notch a dress-fabric ornamentally

at the side with a stamp. [Prob. a form of titesh.]

Mushed, musht, adj. {prov.) worn out, exhausted.

Mushroom, mush'rtJOm, «. the common name of certain

fungi, esp. such as are edible : (fig.) one who rises

suddenly from a low condition : an upstart.—«.

Mush'room-spawn, the substance in which the

reproductive mycelium of the mushroom is em-
bodied. [O. Fr. moi4Sseron, through mousse, moss
—Old High Ger. w/aj (Ger. moos, moss).]

Music, mu'zik, «. a connected series of sweet sounds :

melody or harmony : the science which treats of
harmony : the art of combining sounds so as to

please the ear : a musical composition : (i/. 6".) heated
argument, also amusement.

—

adj. Mu'Slcal, pertain-

ing to, or producing, music : pleasingto the ear

:

melodious. —ai/T/. Mu'sically.—«j. Mu'slcalness
;

Mu'slC-case, -fo'Uo, -hold'er, &c. , a roll, cabinet, &c.
for carrying sheet music ; Mu'SlC-demy', a size of
writing-paper, 2o| in. X 14J in. ; Mu'slc-hall, a public
hall for musical entertainments, esp. when varied by
dancing, variety performances, &c., often with con-
comitant smoking and drinking ; Mu'sic-house, a
place for public musical entertainments : a firm

dealing in music or musical instruments ; Musi'cian,
one skilled in music : a performer of music

—

{ois.)

Musi'claner.—rtrt'z'. Musi'clanly.— «j. Musician-
ship ; Mu'sic-mas'ter, or -mis'tress, a man or a
woman who teaches music ; Mu'SiC-Of-the-spheres
(see Harmony); Mu'slc-paper, paper ruled with
staffs for writing music in ; Mu'siC-pen, a pen
marking at once a series of fine parallel lines for

music ; Mu'slc-rack, a rack attached to a musical
instrument for holding the player's music ; Mu'siC-
record'er, a device for recording music as played
on an organ, pianoforte, &c. ; Mu'sic-school, a place
where music is regularly taught, a conservatory

;

Mu'siC-shell, a Gasteropod of the Caribbean Sea,
marked with figures like printed music ; Mu'slc-
Stand, a music-rack : a raised platform for a musical
band ; Mu'sic-stool, a stool or chair, generally ad-
justable in height, for the performer on the piano-
forte, &c. ; Mu'SiC-Wlre, wire such as the strings of
musical instruments are made of.—MuSiC (-al) DOX,
a case containing a mechanism contrived, when
the spring is wound up, to reproduce melodies;
Music club, a meeting for practising music.—Musi-
cal director, the conductor of an orchestra, &c.

;

Musical glasses (see Harmonica, under Harmo-
nium). [Fr. musique— L. musica— Gr. tnozisiki

{techne, art), mousa, a muse.]
Musimon, mu'si-mon, n. the mouflSon.—Also Mus'mon.
Musing, muz'ing, «. the act of one who muses : con-

templation : meditation.

—

adj. meditative, preoccu-
pi ed. —adv. MuS'lnglV.

Musive, mu'siv, adj. Same as Mosaio.
Musk, musk, n. a strong perfume, obtained from the
male musk-deer, or the odour thereof: a hornless
deer, in Tibet and Nepaul, yielding musk.

—

v.t. to

perfume with musk.

—

ns. Musk (J>ot.), a name given
to a number of plants which smell more or less

strongly of musk ; Musk'-bag, -ball, a bag, ball, con-
taining musk as a perfuming sachet ; Musk'-cat, a
civet-cat : a scented eflfeminate dandy ; Musk'-cav'y.
a West Indian echimyine rat-like rodent ; Musk'-

deer, a hornless deer, native of Central Asia, which
produces the perfume called musk ; Musk'-duck,
the Muscovy-duck, so called from its musky odour ;

Musk'-gland, a skin-pit in mammals producing a
secretion with a musky odour, esp. in the male
musk-deer and male beaver.

—

adv. Musk'ily.

—

ns.
Musk'lness ; Musk'-mall'o-W, an ornamental species
of mallow, with faint odour of musk ; Musk'-melon,
the juicy edible fruit of a trailing herb {Cucumis
meld), or the plant ; Musk'-ox, a ruminant of arctic
America, with long smooth hair, its horns meeting
in a shield over the forehead, exhaling a strong
musky smell ; Mu^k'-pear, a fragrant variety of
pear ; Musk'-plum, a fragrant kind of plum ; Musk'-
rat, a North American aquatic, arvicoline, rat-like

rodent, yielding a valuable fur, and secreting in its

gland a substance with a musky smell—also Mus'-
quash ; Musk'-rose, a fragrant species of rose.

—

adj. Musk'y, having the odour of musk. [Fr.

tnusc—L. tuuscus, Gr. tiioschos—Pers. musk—Sans.
mushka, a testicle.]

Musket, mus'ket, «. any kind of smooth-bore military
hand-gun: a male sparrow-hawk.

—

ns. Musketeer',
a soldier armed with a musket ; Musketoon', Mus-
quetoon', a short musket: one armed with a mus-
ketoon.

—

adj. Mus'ket-prOOf, capable of resisting

the force of a musket-ball.

—

ns. MUS'ket-rest, a fork
used as a support for the heavy 16th-century musket

—

also Croc : Mus'ketry, muskets in general : practice
with muskets : a body of troops armed with muskets ;

Mus'ket-Shot, the discharge of a musket, the reach
of a musket. [O. Fr. nioiisquet, a musket, formerly
a hawk— It. mosquetio—L. musca, a fly.]

Muslim, mus'Iim, n. and adj. Same as Moslem.
Muslin, muz'lin, «. a fine soft cotton fabric resembling
gauze in appearance, but woven plain without any
looping of the warp threads on the weft—generally
uncoloured : a coarser fabric than Indian muslin,
printed with coloured patterns, &c. : (U.S.") cotton
cloth for shirts, bedding, &c. : a collector's name for
several different moths.

—

adj. made of muslin.

—

adj.

Mus'lined, clothed with muslin.—«.r. Mus'linet, a
coarse kind of muslin ; Mus'lin-kale (Scot:), thin

broth made without meat. [Fr. mousselitie— It.

jnussolino, from Mosul in Mesopotamia.]
Musquito. Same as Mosquito.
Musrole, muz'rOl, «. the nose-band of a horse's bridle.

Muss, mus, «. {Shak.) 3l scramble : confusion, dis-

order.

—

zi.i. (U.S.) to throw into confusion. [O. Fr.

mouscJu, a fly—L. tnusca, a fly.]

Mussel, Muscle, mus'l, ». a marine bivalve shellfish,

used for food.

—

n. Mus'CUllte, a petrified mussel or
shell. [A.S. muxle; Ger. muschel, Fr. tnoule; all

from L. musczilus.]

Mussitation, mus-i-ta'shun, «. the movement of the

tongue or lips as if in sjjeech, without producing
articulate sounds, muttering.

—

v.t. Muss'itate, to

mutter.
Mussulman, mus'ul-man, n. a Moslem or Moham-
medan :—//. Muss'ulmans (-manz). [Turk, musul-
man—Ar. muslim, moslim, Moslem,]

Mussy, mus'i, adj. disordered.

—

n. Muss'lness.
Must, must, v.i. to be obliged physically or morally.

[A.S. mdt, miste ; Ger. ntUssen.]

Must, must, «. wine pressed from the grape, but not
fermented : potato-pulp prepared for fermentation.
[A.S. must—L. mustus, new, fresh.]

Must, must, «. an occasional state of dangerous frenzy
in adult male elephants.

Mustache. Same as Moustache.
Mustang, mus'tang, n. the wild horse of the American

prairies : (U.S.) a naval officer from the merchant
service in the Civil War.

Mustard, mus'tard, «. a plant of the genus Brassica,
formerly classed as Sinapis, having a pungent taste :

the .seed thereof ground and used as a seasoning for

meat, as a plaster, &c.—French mustard, rnustard

prepared for table by adding salt, sugar, vinegar.



Mustela mote ; mOte ; mCSn ; rten. Mycetes

&c. ; Wild mustard, the charlock. [O. Fr. mos-
tarde {Vr. moutarde)—L. tnitsiunt, must.]

Mustela, mus-te'la, ». the typical genus of Mustelidee,
the martens and sables.

—

adj. Mus'teline, like a
marten or weasel : tawny in colour.—«. a musteline
mammal.

—

adj. MUS'tOloid, like a weasel. [L.]

Muster, mus'ter, v.t. to assemble, as troops for duty
or inspection : to gather, summon (with up).—v.t. to

be gathered together, as troops.—«. an assembling
of troops : a register of troops mustered : assemblage

:

collected show.

—

ns. Mus'ter-bOOk (Shak.), a book
in which military forces are registered ; MUS'ter-file
{Shak.), a muster-roll ; Mus'ter-mas'ter, the master
of the muster, or who takes an account of troops,

their arms, &c. ; Mus'ter-roU, a register of the
officers and men in each company, troop, or regiment
present at the time of muster.—Pass muster, to pass
inspection uncensured. [O. Fr. niostre, tnonstre—
L. motistriini—ntonere, to warn.]

Musty, must'i, adj. mouldy : spoiled by damp : sour

:

io\i\.—adv. Must'lly—«. Must'iness. [Doublet of
moisty—L. ntitsteus, new.]

Mutable, mu'ta-bl, adj. that may be changed : subject
to change : inconstant.—«.f. Mutability, Mu'table-
ness, state or quality of being mutable. — adv.
Mutably.—«. Mutan'dum, something to be altered :

—//. Mutan'da.—z/./. Mu'tate, to change a vowel-
sound by the influence of a vowel in the following
syllable.—«. Muta'tion, act or process of changing
a vowel through the influence of one in the next
syllable—the German umlaut : change : succession.
—adjs. MU'tative, Mu'tatory, changing, mutable.
[Fr.,— L. iHutabilis—mutare, -dtiitn, to change

—

movere, nwtunt, to move.]
Mutage, mu'taj, «. a process for arresting fermenta-

tion in the must of grapes. [Fr.J
Mutcta, much, n. (Scot.) a woman's cap. [Old Dut.
mutse ; Dut. muts, Ger. trtiitze.]

Mutchkln, much'kin, «. a Scottish liquid measure of
four gills, or forming one-fourth of a Scottish pint.
[Scot, mutch, a cap, kin, little.]

Mute, mut, adj\ incapable of speaking : dumb : silent

:

unpronounced.—«. one dumb, or remaining silent

:

a person stationed by undertakers at the door of a
house at a funeral : a stopped sound, formed by the
shutting of the mouth-organs, esp. the surds /, p, k,

but also applied to the sonant or voiced consonants
''i ^> St and even the nasals «, m, ng: {lazu) one
who refuses to plead.

—

v.t. to deaden sound.

—

adv.
Mutely.— «. Muteness. [Fr.,—L. mutus.]

Mute, mut, v.i. to dung, as birds. [O. Fr. mutir,
esmeuiir—0\A Dut. smelten, to smelt.]

Mutilate, mu'ti-lat, v.t. to maim: to cut off: to
remove a material part of

—

ns. Mutlla'tion, act of
mutilating : deprivation of a limb or essential part

;

Mu'tilator, one who mutilates. (L. mutildre—
ntutilus—Gr. mutilos, tnitulos, curtailed.]

Mutineer, mu-ti-ner', n. one guilty of mutiny.

—

v.i. to
mutiny.—«. and v.i, Mu'tine {Shak.).

Mutiny, mu'ti-ni, v.i. to rise against authority in

military or naval service : to revolt against right-

ful authority :—/>-./. mu'tinying ; pa.t. and pa.f.
mu'tinied.

—

n. insurrection against constituted autho-
rity, esp. naval or military : revolt, tumult, strife.

—

adj. MU'tinous, disposed to mutiny : seditious.

—

adv. Mu'tinously.— «. Mu'tinousness. —Mutiny
Act, an act passed by the British parliament from
year to year, to regulate the government of the
army, from 1689 down to 1879, when it was super-
seded by the Army Discipline and Regulation Act,
modified by the Army Act of 1881. [O. Ft.mutiner,
mutin, riotous, meute, a sedition—L. motus, rising—movere, motiim, to move.]

Mutism, mut'izra, «. the state or habit of being mute.
Mutter, mut'er, v.i. to utter words in a low voice : to
murmur : to sound with a low, rumbling noise.

—

v.t.

to utter indistinctly.

—

ns. Mutt'er {Milt.), a murmur-
ing ; Muttera'tion, act of muttering or complain-

ing ; Mutt'erer; Mutt'ering.—«(/!'. Mutt'eringly,
in a muttering or grumbling manner : with indistmct
articulation. [Prob. imit., Uke prov. Ger. mustern;
L. muttlre.\

Mutton, mut'n, «. the flesh of sheep : an old Anglo-
French gold coin imjiressed with a lamb : {slang) a
loose woman, hence illicit commerce : a sheep.

—

n.

Mutt'on-Chop, a rib of mutton chopped at the small
end for broiling or frying.

—

adj. like a mutton-chop
(of whiskers cut round at the ends).

—

ns. Mutt'on-
CUt'let, a steak cut usually from a leg of mutton for

broiling or frying ; Mutt'on-fist, a coarse, big hand ;

Mutt'on-ham, a salted leg of mutton; Mutton-
head, a heavy, stupid persom

—

adj. Mutt'on-
head'ed, stupid.—«j. Mutt'on-su'et, the fat about
the kidneys and loins of sheep ; Mutt'on-tbump'er,
a clumsy bookbinder. — adj. Mutt'ony. — Laoed
mutton {Shak.), a loose woman ; Eetum to one's
muttons {coll.), to return to the subject of discussion
—a humorous mistranslation of the Fr. proverb,
' Revenons h. nos moutons." [O. Fr. vioton (Fr.
tnouton), a sheep—Low L. multo, ace. to Diez,
from L. mutilus, mutilated.]

Mutual, mu'tu-al, adj. interchanged : in return

:

given and received, equally affecting two or more

:

common, conjoint, shared alike, as in 'mutual friend.'

—ns. Mutualism, Mutuality.—^rf?'. Mu'tually.—
Mutual accounts, accounts in which each of two
have charges against the other ; Mutual insurance,
a reciprocal contract among several persons to in-

demnify each other against certain designated losses,

the system of a company in which policy-holders
receive a certain share of the profits, &c. ; Mutual
wall, a wall equally belonging to each of two houses.
[Fr. tnutuel—L. mutuus^mutdre, to change.]

Mutule, mut'ul, «. a kind of square, flat bracket used
in the Doric order of architecture, above each
triglyph and each metope, having round projec-
tions like nail-heads on the lower surface.

MutUtun, mu'tu-um, «. a bailment consisting of a
loan of goods for consumption, as com, coal, &c., to

be returned in goods of the same amount.
Mux, muks, v.i. to spoil, botch.

—

n. a mess.
Muzhik, moo-zhik', n. a Russian peasant.
Muzzle, muz'l, «. the projecting jaws and nose of

an animal : a fastening for the mouth to prevent
biting, by a strap or a cage : the extreme end of a

gun, &c.

—

v.t. to put a muzzle on : to restrain from
biting : to keep from hurting : to gag or silence.

—

ns. Muzz'le-bag, a canvas bag fixed to the muzzle
of a gun at sea, to keep out water ; Muzz'le-load'er,
a firearm loaded through the muzzle—opp. to Breech-
loader.— adj. Muzzle-loading.— «. Muzzle-veloC-
Ity, the velocity of a projectile the moment it leaves

the muzzle of a gun. [O. Fr. musel (Fr. tnuseau),

prob. from L. morsus—mordere, to bite.]

Muzzy, muz'i, adj. dazed, bewildered, tipsy. — «.

Muzziness.
My, (when emphatic or distinct) mi, (otherwise) me,
pass. adj. belonging to me. [Contr. of mint, A.S.
min, of me.]

Mya, ml'a, n. a genus of bivalve shells : a clam of
this genus.—«. Mya'ria, an -old name for the
Myidce, a family of dimyarian bivalves. — adj.

Mya'rian. [Gr. mya.x, a sea-mussel.]
Myalgia, ml-arji-a, «. a morbid state of a muscle.

—

adj. Myal'gic. [Gr. mys, muscle, algos, pain.]

Myall, iml'al, «. a hard, scented wood yielded by
several Australian acacias, esp. good for tobacco-
pipes and whip-handles.

Mycelium, ml-se'li-um, «. the white thread-like parts

from which a mushroom or a fungus is developed :

mushroom spawn :—//. Mycelia. [Gr. mykes, a
fungus, elos, a nail or wart.]

Mycetes, ml-se'tez, n. a kind of South American
monkey, called also Howlers. [Gr. myketis, bellower. ]

Mycetes, ml-se'tez, n.pl. mushrooms or fungi.— ns,

Mycetol'ogy (same as Mycology) ; Myceto'ma, a



Mydriasis fiUe, &T ; me, hir ; mine : Mystic

chronic disease of the feet and hands in India.—«.//.

Mycetozd'a, a group of fungus-like organisms, now
mostly contained in the division Myxoraycetes or

slime-fungi.—a^yj. Mycolog'lc, -nL—ns. Mycol'O;
gist ; MyCOl'Ogy, the science treating of the fungi

or mushrooms; Mycoph'aglst ; Myooph'agy, the

eating of fungi ; My'COse, a kind of sugar obtained

from certain lichens and fungi, as ergot of rye—also

Trehalose ; Myoo'SlS, the presence of fungus growth

within the body.—rt^'. Mycot'iC. [Gr. tnyketes, pi.

of wJjv^^J, a mushroom.)
Mydriasis, mi-drl'a-sis, «. morbid dilatation of the

pupil of the eye. — adj. Mydriatic. — «. a drug
causing this.

Myelitis, mi-e-li'tis, n. inflammation of the substance

of the spinal cord. — ns. Myelastheni'a, spinal

exhaustion ; Myelatro'phla, atrophy of the spinal

cord.—iti(/s. Myellt'iO, Myeloid, medullary.

—

us.

Myelomala'cia, softening of the spinal cord

;

Myelomeningi'tis, spinal meningitis ; Myelon, the

spinal cord.— adj's. My'elonal, Myelon'ic. [Gr.

inyelos, marrow.]
Mygale, mig'a-le, n. an American tarantula or bird-

catching spider. [Gr. mygale, a field-mouse.]

Mylodon, ml'lo-don, n. a genus of large fossil sloths.

—adj. Myiodont. [Gr. myle, a mill, odoits, odontos,

a tooth.]

Mylohyoid, ml-lo-ht'oid, adj. pertaining to the molar

teeth and to the hyoid bone.—«. the mylohyoid
muscle. [Gr. myle, a mill.]

Myna, ml'na, «. one of several stumoid passerine

birds of India.—Also Ml'na.

Msrnheer, min-har', «. my lord : Dutch form ofMr or

Sir: a Dutchman. [Dut. mijii, my, lieer, lord.]

Myoid, mfoid, adj. like muscle.—«. Myoblast, a
cell producing muscle-tissue.

—

adj. Myoblast'iC.

—

ns. Myocardi'tiS, inflammation of the myocardium ;

Myocar'dium, the muscular substance of the heart

;

Myodyna'mia, muscular force ; Myogram, the

tracing of a contracting and relaxing muscle by the

myograph ; Myograph, an instrument for noting

and recording muscular contractions.

—

adjs. 1B.Y^-

gnraph'ic, -al, relating to myography.

—

ns. Myog*-
raphlSt ; Myog'raphy, a description of the muscles
of the body.—adj. Myolog'ical.—«j. Myol'oglst

;

Myol'Ogy, the part of anatomy which treats of the

muscles ; Myo'ma, a tumour composed of muscular
tissue ; MyonlC'itjr, the contractile property of mus-
cular tissue. [Gr. Jiiys, myos, muscle.]

Myomancy, mi'o-man-si, «. divination from the move-
ments of mice.

—

adj. Myoman'tiC. [Gr. mys, a
mouse, tnanteia, divination.]

Myopia, mT-5'pi-a, «. shortness or nearness of sight.

—

adj. MyOTpfiC—ns. My'ops, Myope, a short-sighted

person. [Gr.,—>nyei>t, to close, d/>s, the eye.)

Myosin, mI'O-sin, ft. an albuminous compound con-
tained in the contractile muscular tissue.

MyosiS, ml-O'sis, «. abnormal contraction of the pupil
of the eye.—adjs. Myoslt'ic ; Myot'ic. [Gr. myehi,
to close.]

Myositis, ml-o-sl'tis, ft. inflammation of a muscle

—

properly MjT'ltlS.

Myosotis, ml-O-sO'tis, «. a genus of annual or perennial

herbs of the borage family, with alternate leaves and
simple or branched racemes of bractless blue, pink,

or white flowers : a flower of this genus, as the

common blue forget-me-not. [Gr. mys, myos, a

mouse, ous, etos, an car.]

Myotomy, mt-ot'o-mi, «. the dissection of the muscles.

[Gr. mys, myos, muscle, temnein, to cut.]

Myriad, mir'i-ad, «. any immense number.

—

adj.

numberless. [Gr. myrias, myriados, ten thousand.)

Myriapod, mir'i-a-pod, (more correctly) MSTT'lopod,
n. a worm-shaped animal with many-jointed legs.

—

. n. Mjrriap'oda, a class of jointed animals, of which
I lome of the lower kinds have an immense number of
legs. [Gr. myrios, numberless, pous, podos, a foot.]

Mynoa, mitl'lia, n. a genus of inrubs of the sweet-
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gale family, including the bay-berry or wax-myrtle,
yielding a tallow used for candles. [Gr. myrike.\

Myriorama, mir-i-o-ra'ma, n. a picture composed of
interchangeable parts which can be combined into a
variety of pictures. [Gr. myrios, numberless, horama,
a view.]

Myrioscop6, mir'i-o-skOp, n. a variety of kaleidoscope,
esp. a form of it consisting of mirrors so arranged as
by multiplied reflection from a small piece of carpet
to show how it looks covering a whole floor. [Gr.
myrios, numberless, skopein, to view.)

Myristica, ml-ris'ti-ka, «. a genus of fragrant apeta-

lous trees—the nutmegs : the kernel of the seed of
Myristica fragrans, as used in cookery. [Gr.
myrizein, to anoint.)

Myrmidon, mer'mi-don, «. one of a tribe of warriors
who accompanied Achilles to Troy : one ofa ruffianly

band under a daring leader : one who carries out
another's orders without fear or pity.

—

adj. Myr-
midd'nian.—Myrmidons of the law, policemen,
bailiffs, &c. [L.,—Gr.)

Myrobalan, ml-rob'a-lan, «. the astringent fruit of
certain Indian mountain species of Terminalia.
[Gr. myron, an unguent, balanos, a corn.)

Myrrh, mer, «. a buter, aromatic, transparent gum,
exuded from the bark of a shrub in Arabia.

—

adj.
Myr'rhiC.

—

ns. Myr'rhin, the fixed resin of myrrh ;

Myr'rhol, the volatile oil of myrrh. [O. Fr. mirre
(Fr. myrrlie)—L. and Gr. myrrha—Ar. »iurr.\

Msrrrhine. Same as Mnrrine.
Myrtle, mer'tl, «. an evergreen shrub with beautiful
and fragrant leaves.—«. Myr'tle-wax, wax from
the candle-berry. [O. Fr. myrtil, dim. of myrte—
L. and Gr. myrlus.]

Myself, ml-self , or me-self
,
pron. I or me, in person

—

used for the sake of emphasis and also as the recip-

rocal of me.
Mystagog^e, mis'ta-gOg, «. an initiator into religious

mysteries, a teacher or catechist—also MystagO'gUS.
—adj. Mystagog'ic (-goj'-).—«. Mys'tagogy (-goj-),

the practice of a mystagogue : the sacraments. [Gr.
inystes, one initiated, agogos, a leader.)

Mystery, mis'ter-i, «. a secret doctrine : anything
very obscure : that which is beyond human know-
ledge to explain : anything artfully made difficult

:

(//.) secret rites, in ancient religions rites known
only to and practised by initiated persons, as the
Eleusinian mysteries in Greece, &c. : a sacrament

:

a rude medieval drama founded on the historical

parts of the Bible and the lives of the saints—the
Basque^aj^orrt/« are a survival.

—

adj. Myste'rious,
containing mystery : obscure : secret : incomprehen-
sible. —«<i'z/. Myste'riously.—«. Myste'riousness.
[M. E. mysterie—L. mysteriunt—Gr. mysterion—
mystes, one initiated

—

muein, to close the eyes.]
Mystery, mis'ter-i, n. a trade, handicraft. [M. E.

mistere—O. Fr. mestier (Fr. metier)—\^. ministe-
rium—minister. Prop, mistery ; the form mystery
is due to confusion with the above.]

Mystio, -al, mis'tik, -al, adj. relating to, or contain-
ing, mystery : sacredly obscure or secret : involving
a sacred or a secret meaning hidden from the eyes of
the ordinary reader, only revealed to a spiritually en-
lightened mind, allegorical : belonging to mysticism.—«. Mys'tlO, one who seeks for direct intercourse
with God in elevated religious feeling or ecstasy.

—

adv. Mystically.—«j. Mys'ticalness, the quality
of being mystical ; Mys'ticism, the doctrine of the
mystics, a tendency of religious feeling marked by an
effort to attain to direct and immediate communion
with God : obscurity of doctrine ; Mystifica'tion.— v.t. Mys'tify, to make mysterious, obscure, or
secret : to involve in mystery :

—

pr.p. mys'tifying ;

Pa.t. and pa.p mys'tified.— MystlC recitation, the
recitation of parts of the Greek liturgy in an in-

audible voice ; Mystical theology, the knowledge
of divine things attained by spiritual insight and
experience only, without authority, the process of



Mytacism mote : mQte : mOSn ; /Aen. NaU
reason, &c [L. tnysticus — Gr. mystikos. Cf.
Mystery, a secret doctrine.]

MytaciSHlj mT'ta-t>izm, n. a too recurrent use of the
Tetter m in speech or writing.

Myth, mith, «. a fable, a legend, a fabulous narrative

founded on a remote event, esp. those made in the

early period of a people's exisf^nce : an invented

story : a falsehood.

—

aiijs. Mytll'ic, -al, relating to

myths: fabulous: untrue.— Wz/. Mythically.—
ns. Myth'icist, Myth'lcisor, an adherent of the

mythical theory: Myth'ist, a maker of myths;
Mythogen'esis, the production of, or the tendency
to originate, myths; Mythog'rapher, a writer or

narrator of myths ; Mythog'raphy, representation

of myths in graphic or plastic art, art-mythology

;

Mjrthol'oger, Mytholo'gian, a mythologist.

—

adjs.

Mytholog'ic, -al, relating to mythology, fabulous.

—adv. MythOlOg'ically.—z/./. MythoI'Oglse, to in-

terpret or explain myths: to render mythical.

—

ns.

Mythorogiser, one who, or that which, mythologises

;

Mythorogist, one versed in, or who writes on, myth-
ology ; Mythology, the myths or stories of a country

:

a treatise regarding myths: a collection of myths:
the science which investigates myths; Mython'omy,
the deductive and predictive stage of mythology

;

Myth'oplasm, a narration of mere fable ; Mytho-
pOB'ist, a myth-maker.—rti^V. Mythopoet'lo, Mytho-
£C6'ic, myth-making, tending to generate myth.

—

ti.

[yth'US, the same as myth :—pl. Mythl.—Mythical
theory, the theory of D. F. Strauss (1808-74) and his

school, that the Gospels are mainly a collection of
myths, developed during the first two centuries,

from the imagination of the followers of Jesus ; Com-
parative mjrthology, the science which investigates

myths and seeks to relate those of different races.

[Gr. }nytlu)s.\

MytllUS, mit'i-lus, k. a genus of bivalves, or an indi-
vidual bivalve belonging to it.

—

adjs. Mytil'iform
Myt'iloid.

Myxoedema, mik-s€-de'nia, «. a diseased condition
oLCurrmg in adults, generally females, characterised
by a thickening of the subcutaneous tissue, most
noticeable in the face, with a simultaneous dulling
of all the faculties and slowing of the movements
of the body. A precisely similar condition occurs in

many cases where the thyroid gland has been removed
for disease. [Gr. tnyxa, mucus, and Eng. edema.]

Myxoma, mik-s5'ma, «. a tumour consisting of mucous
tissue—also CoUonetna. [Gr. tnyxn, mucus.]

Myxomycetes, mik-sO-ml-se'tez, n.pl. a class of very
simple organisms, often claimed by botanists as
fungi, generally regarded by zoologists as primitive
Protozoa, living on damp surfaces exposed to air,

esp. on rotting wood, and feeding on organic debris
forming composite masses or Plasmodia. [Gr. ntyjca,

mucus, mykites, pi. oi rnykes, a mushroom.]
Myxopod, mik'so-pod, n. and adj. a protozoan animal

having pseudopodia, as distinguished from a v asti-

gopod, which has cilia or flagella.

—

n.pl. Myxop'oda,
protozoans whose locomotive appendages are pseu-
dopodia—the same as Rhizopoda.—adj. Myxop'O-
doUS. [Gr. myxa, mucus, pous, podos, a foot.]

Myxosarcoma, mik-sO-sar-kO'ma, «. a tumour com-
posed of mucous and sarcomatous tissue :

—

pi. Myxo-
sarco'mata. [Gr. tnyxa, mucus, sarcoma, a fleshy
lump.]

Myzontes, ml-zon'tez, n.pl. a class of vertebrates
with an incomplete cartilaginous skull, no lower
jaw, and pouch-like gills—including the lampreys
and hags.

—

adj. and n. suctorial as the lamprey,
belonging to the Myzontes. [Gr. myzon, niyzontos,
pr.p. ointyzein, to suclc]

the fourteenth letter and eleventh consonant
of our alphabet, a nasal-dental : (chem.)
the symbol for nitrogen : {math.) an in-

definite constant whole number, esp. the
degree of a quantic or an equation : as a

numeral, formerly, N = 90, and (N) = 90,000.
Na. na, a Scotch form of no.

Nab, nab, T.t. to seize suddenly :

—

pr.p. nab'bing

;

pap. nabbed. [Sw. nappa; Dan. nappe, to catch.]

Nab, nab, «. a hill-top : the projecting cavity fixed to

the jamb of a door to receive the latch or bolt : (fibs.)

a hat. [For knab = knap.]
Nabataean, nab-a-iean, adj. of or pertaining to a once

powerful Arab people who formerly dwelt on the
east and south-eiist of Palestine, identified by some
with the Nebaioth of Isa. Ix. 7, the Nabathites of
I Maccab. v. 25.—Also Nabathe'an.

Nabk, nabk, n. one of the plants in the crown of
tUoms (Zizyphus Spina-Christi). [Prob. Ar.]

Nabob, na'bob, «. a deputy or governor under the
Mogul Empire : a European who has enriched him-
self in the East : any man of great wealth. [Corr.
of Hind, na-ivu'&b, a deputy, from Ar. tiawwdb,
pi. (used as sing.) of ndib, a deputy.]

Nacarat, nak'a-rat, «. a light-red colour, scarlet : a
fabric of this colour. [Fr.]

Nacket, nak'et, «. (Scot.) a small cake, luncheon.
Nacre, nu'kr, n. mother-of-pearl.— a</;'. iridescent.

—

adj. Na'creous, consisting of nacre : having a pearly
lustre. [Fr.,—Ar. nakir, hollowed.]

Nadir, ria'dir, «. the point of the heavens diametrically
opposite to the zenith : the lowest point of anything.
[Fr.,—Ar. nazir, from nazara, to be like.]

Nasvus, ne'vus, «. a birth-mark : a congenital growth
strictly on a part of the skin, whether a pigynent-
ary neevus or mole, or a vascular tiievus or over-
growth of capillary blood-vessels—also Mother-sf>ot
or Birth-mark— A\9ia NSBVe, Neve :—//. NaB'Vl.—
adjs. Naa'vold, Nae'voua. Ns'Tose. [L.]

Nag, nag, >i. a horse, but particularly a small one

—

(.Wvj/.) Nalg : (67irt/t.)a jade. [M. E. nagge—yi\A.
Dut. negge, neggJie (mod. Dut. negge) ; cf. Neigh.]

Nag, nag, v.t. to worry or annoy continually : to tease
or vex : to find fault with constantly :

—

pr.p. nag'
ging ; pa.p. nagged.—«. Nag^ger. [Cf Gnaw.]

Naga, na'ga, n. the name of deified serpents in Hindu
mythology.

Nagarl. See Deva-nagarl
Naiad, na'yad, «. a water-nymph or a goddess, presid-

ing over rivers and springs :

—

pi. Nai'ades. [L. and
Gr. naias, naiados, from naein, to flow.]

Nalant, na'yant, adj. floating : (lur.) swimming, as a
fish placed horizontally across a shield. [L. nans,
nantis, pr.p. oinatdre, to swim.]

Naif, na-ef, Naive, na-ev', adj. with natural or un-
affected simplicity, esp. in thought, manners, or
speech: artless: ingenuous.

—

adv. Naively.

—

n.

Naivetd (na-ev-tS'), natural simplicity and un-
reservedness of thought, manner, or speech. [Fi.

naif, fem. naive—L. nativus, native

—

nasci, natus,
to be bom.]

Nail, nal, «. one of the flattened, elastic, horny plates

placed as protective coverings on the dorsal surfad;

of the terminal phalanges of the fingers and toes :

the claw of a bird or other animal : a thin pointed

piece of metal for fastening wood : a measure of

len<;th (2} inches).

—

v.t. to fasten with nails: to

make certain: to confirm, pin down, hold fast: to

catch or secure through promptitude : to trip up or

expose.

—

ns. Nail'-brush, a small brush for cleaning

the nails ; NaU'er, one whose trade is to mak.:

nails ; Nail'ery, a place where nails are made.

—

adj. Nail'-head'ed, having a head like that of a
nail : formed like nail-heads, said of ornamental
marks on cloth and on certain kinds of mouldings
(dog-tooth).—n. Nail'-rod, a strip cut from an iron

plate to be made into nails : a trade name for a
strong kind of manufactured tobacco.—Nail to tho
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Nainsell fSte, far ; mi, h*r ; mine ; Narrate

countor, to expose publicly as false, from the habit

of nailing a counterfeit coin to a shop counter.

—

Drive a nail In one's coSn (see Coflln) ; Hit the
nail on the head, to touch the exact point ; On the
nail, on the spot : immediately : without delay.

[A.S. rurgel ; Ger. nagei.]

Nainsell, nan'sel, «. own x\i—Highland Scotch.

Nainsook, nan'sOSk, «. a kind of muslin like jaconet,

both plain and striped. [Hind.]

Nalssant, nOs'sant, adj. {her.) rising or coming forth,

as an animal newly born or about to be bom. [Fr.,

pr.p. o( Hattre—L. nasci, naius, to be born.]

Naive. See Naif.

Naked, na'ked, adj. without clothes: uncovered : open
to view : unconcealed : evident : unarmed : defence-
less : unprovided : without addition or ornament :

simple: artless: (&»/.) without the usual covering.

—adv. Na'kedly.—«. Nakedness.—Naked eye,

the eye unassisted by glasses of any kind ; Naked
lady, the meadow-saffron.—Stark naked, entirely

n.iked. [A.S. nacod ; Ger. tiackt.]

Naker, na'ker, «. a kettledrum. [O. Fr.,—Ar.)
Nam. mm. n. an obsolete law term for distraint.—«.

Nama'tlon. [A.S. fiiman, pa.t. tiam, to take.]

Namby-pamby, nam'bi-pam'bi, «. silly talking or writ-

ing.

—

adj. sentimental, affectedly pretty.

—

v.t. to

coddle. [H. Carey's nickname for Ambrosf Philips

(1671-1749), from his childish odes to children.]

Name, n3m, n. that by which a person or a thing is

known or called : a designation : that which is said

of a person : reputed character : reputation : fame

:

celebrity: remembrance: a race or family: appear-
ance, not reality: authority: behalf: assumed char-

acter of another: {gram.) a noun.

—

v.t. to give a
name to : to designate : to speak of or to call by
name : to mention for a post or office : to nominate :

to mention formally by name a person in the House
of Commons as guilty of conduct calling for suspen-
sion or other punishment.

—

adjs. Nam'able, Name'-
ahle ; Name'Iess, without a name : undistinguished

:

indescribable.—<i^i'. Namelessly.—«. Name'less-
TMSZ.—adv. Namo'ly, by name : that is to say.

—

ns.

Name'-plate, a plate of metal having on it the name
of a person, usually affixed to a door or a gate

;

Nam'er ; Name'sake, one bearing the same name as
another for his sake.—Name the day, to fix a day,
esp. for a marriage.—Call names, to nickname;
Christian name (see Christian) ; In name of. on
behalf of: by the authority of: Proper name, a
name given to a particular person, place, or thing

;

Take a name in vain, to use a name lightly or
profanely. [A.S. nanta ; (3er. name; L. fu/meft.]

Nancy, nan'si, «. an effeminate young man, often
a ' Miss Nancy."—Nancy Pretty, a corruption of
none so pretty, the Saxifraga umhrosa.

Nandlne, nan'din, «• a small West African paradoxure,
with spotted sides.

Nandu, Nandoo, nan'dss, n. the South American
ostrich.

Nanism, nS'nizm, n. dwarfishness.

—

n. Nanlsa'tion,
the artificial dwarfing of trees.

—

adj. Na'nold. [Fr.,

—L.,—Gr. nanos, a dwarf.]

Nankeen, nan-ken', n. a bufT-coloured cotton cloth
first made at Nankin in China : (/>/.) clothes, esp.

breeches, made of nankeen.—Also Nankin'.
Nanny, nan'i, «. a female goat—Also Nann'y-goat.
Nap, nap, «. a short sleep.

—

v.i. to take a short sleep :

to feel drowsy and secure :

—

pr.p. nap'ping ; pa.p.
napped.—Catch napping, to come upon unprepared.
[A.S. hnappian; cf. Ger. nicken, to nod.]

Nap, nap, «. the woolly substance on the surface of
cloth : the downy covering of plants.

—

v.t. to raise

a nap on.

—

ns. Nap'-me'tor, a machine for testing

the wearing strength of cloth ; Nap'plness.

—

adj.
Nap'py. [M. E. nappe : the same as knop.\

Nap, nap, «. a game of cards

—

Napoleon (q.v.).

Nap, nap, v.t. to seize, to take hold of, steal.

Nape, nap, n. the back upper part of the neck, perhaps
tXtt

so called from the knob or projecting point of the
neck behind. [Knap, knot.}

Napery, na'per-i, «. linen, esp. for the table : tab1e>

cloths, napkins, &c. [O. Fr.,—Low L. naparia—
napa, a cloth— L. tnnppa, a napkin.]

Naphtha, uaf'tha, or nap'tha, n. a clear, inflammable
liquid distilled from petroleum, wood, coal-tar, &c.

:

rock-oil.

—

n. Naph'thalene, a grayish-white, inflam-
mable substance obtained by the distillation of coal-
tar.

—

adj. Naphthal'iC, pertaining to, or derived
from, naphthalene.—7'.^ Naph'thaJlse.— »j. Naph'-
thol, Naphthyl'amine. [L.,—Gr.,—Ar. ««//.]

Napierian, na-pe'ri-an, adj. pertaining to John Napier
o( Merchiston(i55o-i6i7), the inventor of logarithms.
—Napier's bones, or rods, an invention of Napier's
for performing mechanically the operations of multi-
plication and division, by means of sets of rods.

Naplform, nap'i-form, adj. shaped like a turnip : large
.-ind round above and slender below. —«rf/'. Napi-
fO'liOUS, with leaves like the turnip. [L. uapus, a
turnip.]

Napkin, nap'kin, «. a cloth for wiping the hands : a
handkerchief—«. Nap'kin-rlng, a ring in which a
table-napkin is rolled. [Dim. of Fr. nappe.}

Napless, nap'les, adj. without nap: threadbare.
Naples-yellow, na'plz-yel'lO, «. a light-yellow pigment

consisting of antimoniate of lead, originally made ia
Italy by a secret process.

Napoleon, na-pO'le-on, «. a French gold coin worth
20 francs, or about 15s. 10^. : a French modificatiou
of the game of euchre, each player receiving five cards
and playing for himself: a kind of rich iced cake.

—

adj. Napoleon'iC, relating to Napoleon 1. or III.,

the Great or the Little.

—

ns. Napo'leonism ; Napo'-
leonist.—60 nap, to declare all five tricks—success
rewarded by double payment all round.

Nappy, nap'i, adj. heady, strong : tipsy.

—

n. strong
ale. [Prob. from nap, a sleep.]

Nappy, nap'i, adj. {Scot.) brittle. [Cf. Knap.\ '^
Napron, n.ap'ron, «. {Spens.) an apron. ^^
Narcissus, nar-sis'us, «. a genus of plants of tlie

Aniarj-Uis family, comprising the daffodils. (L.,

—

Gr. narkissos—narke, torpor.]

Narcolepsy, nar'kO-lep-si.«. a nervous disorder marked
by frequent short attacks of irresistible drowsiness.

Narcotic, nar-kot'ik, adj. having power to produce
torpor, sleep, or deadness.

—

n. a medicine producing
sleep or stupor.—«. Narco'SiS, the stupefying effect

of a narcotic—rt</'z'. Narcofloally.—h. Nar'cotlne,
one of the organic bases or alkaloids occurring in

opium.

—

v.t. Nar'COtlse.— n. Narcotism, the in-

fluence of narcotics, or the effects produced by their

use. [Fr.,—Gr. narke, torpor.]

Nard, nard, «. an aromatic plant usually called Spike-

nard: an ointment prepared from it. — adj. Nard'ine.
[Fr.,— L. nardus—Gr. nardos—Pers. nard—Sans.
nalada, from Sans, nal, to smell.]

Nardoo, nar-dOD', «. an Australian cryptogamic plant

whose spore-cases are eaten by the natives.

Nardns, nar'dus, «. a genus of grasses, having but
one species, Nardus siricta, mat-grass.

Narghile, nar'gi-le, n. an Kastern tobacco-pipe, in

which the smoke is passed through water.—Also
Nar-gile, Nar-gileh, Nar-gill. [Pers.]

Naris, naris, «. a nostril :—//. Na'res. - <»</?>. Nar'laJ,

Na^ine.—«. Nar'iCOm, the horny nasal sheath of
the beak of some birds.

—

adj. Nar'iform. [L.]

Narrate, na-rat', or nar"-, v.t. to tell, to give an
account of.

—

adj. NaiT'ahle, capable of being told.—n. Narra'tion, act of telhng : that which is told : an
orderly account of what has happened.

—

adj. Narr'a-
tlve, narrating : giving an account ofany occurrence :

inclined to narration : stor>'-telling.

—

n. that which
is narrated : a continued account of any occurrence

:

f.toTy.—adv. Narr'atively.—«. Narra'tor, one who
narrates : one who tells or states facts, &c

—

adj.

Narr'atory, like narrative : consisting of narrative.

[Fr.,—L. narrare, •dtum—gndrus, knowing.]



Nfurre n)6te ; mute ; mOOn ; theti. Natural

Narre, nar, adj. (Spens.) an older form of near.
Narrow, nar'O, adj. of litlle breadth : of small extent
from side to side : limited : contracted in mind :

bigoted : not liberal : selfish : witliin a small dis-

tance : almost too small : close: accurate: careful.

—

K. (oftener used in the //.) a narrow passage, channel,
or strait.— z/./. to make narrow: to contract or
confine.

—

v.i. to become narrow : to reduce the
number of stitches in knitting.

—

adj. Narr'OW-
gauge, denoting a railroad of less width than 4 ft.

iij in.—«. Narr'owing, the act of making less in

breadth : the state of being contracted : the part of
anything which is made narrower.—rtrfz/. Narr'owly.—adj. Narr'ow-mind'ed, of a narrow or illiberal

mind.—«j. Narrow-mind'edness ; Narrowness.—
adj's. Narr'OW-pry'ing (SAai:), scrutinising closely,

inquisitive; Narr'OW -SOUled, illiberal. -Narrow
Clotll, cloth, esp. woollen, of less than 54 inches in

width ; Narrow work, in mining, the making of
passages, air-shafts, &c. [A.S. nearti ; not conn,
with near, but prob. with fterzie, snare.]

Narthez, nar'theks, «. a former genus of umbelliferous
plants, now included in Ferula : a portico or lobby
in an early Christian or Oriental church or basilica.

[L.,— Gr., narthejc.]

Narwhal, nar'hwal, Narwal, nar'wal, n. the sea-
unicorn, a mammal of the whale family with one
lai^e projecting tusk. [Dan. uarhval- Ice. ndh-
vair, ' corpse-whale,' from the creature's pallid

colour (Ice. nar, corpse).]

Nary, ner'i, a provincial corruption oK ne'er a, never a.

Nas, nas, an obsolete corruption of «^ has ; of ue was.
Nasal, na'zal, adj. belonging to the nose: affected by,

or sounded through, the nose.—«. a letter or sound
uttered through the nose : the nose-piece in a helmet.—It. Nasalisation, the act of uttering with a nasal
sound. — z/./. Na'salise, to render nasal, as a sound :

to insert a nasal letter into.—«. Nasal'ity.

—

adT.
Na'sally, by or through the nose.

—

adjs. Na'sicom,
having a horn on the nose, as a rhinoceros ; Na'si-
form, nose-shaped.

—

n. Na'Sion, the median point
of the naso-frontal suture.

—

adj's. Nasoba'sal, per-

taining to the nose and base of the skull ; Nasoo'U-
lar, pertaining to the nose and eye, nasorbital ;

NaSOfton'tal, pertaining to the nasal bone and the
frontal bone ; Nasola'bial, pertaining to the nose
and the upper lip ; Nasolac'rjrmal, pertaining to

the nose and to tears, as the duct which carries tears

from the eyes to the nose ; Nasopal'atine, pertain-

ing to the nose and to the palate or palate-bones.

[Fr. ,—L. nasus, the nose.]
Nasard, naz'ard, n. a mutation-stop in organ-building.
— .'\lso Nas'arde.

Nascent, nas'ent, adj'. springing up : arising : begin-
ning to exist or to grow.

—

n. Nas'cency, the begin-

ning of production : birth or origin. [L. nascens,

eft/is, pr.p. of nasct, futtus, to be born.]

Naseberry, naz'ber-i, «. an American tropical tree.

—

Also Nees'berry, Nls'berry. [Sp. nfspero— L.
ntespilus, medlar.]

Nasturtlnm, nas-tur'shi-um, «. the water-cress. [L.,

7iasjis, the nose, torqiiert, torfjim, to twist.]

Nasty, nas'ti, adj. dirty : filthy : obscene : disagree-

able to the taste or smell : difficult to deal with : ill-

natured : nauseous.—rtrfz;. Nas'tlly.

—

n. Nas'tlness.
[Old form nasky, soft ; cf. prov. Swed. snaskig^,

nasty. Low Ger. nask, nasty.]
Nasute, na-sut', adj. having a long snout : keen-

scented.
Natal, na'tal, adj. pertaining to the nates or buttocks.

—n.f>l. Na'tes, the buttocks.—rt^'. Nat'lform. [L.

nntis, the rump.]
Natal, na'tal, ndj. pertaining to birth : native : pre-

siding over birthdays.

—

adj. Natali'tial, pertaining
to a birthday.—«. Natal'ity, birth-rate. [Fr.,— L.
natalis—nasct, natrts. to be bom.]

Natant, na'tant, adj. floating on the surface, as leaves

of water-plants : (/ler.) in a horizontal position, as if

swimming.— «. Nata'tion, swimming.—«./>/. Nata*
to'res, the swimming-birds.—adj. Natatorial, swim-
ming : adapted to swim.—«. Natato'rlum, a swim-
ming-school.

—

adj. Na'tatory, pertaining to swim-
ming : having the habit of swimming. [L. na/ans,
•antis, pr.p. of natare, inten. of ndre, to swim.]

Natch, nach, «. {prov.) the rump.
Natch, nach, ?i. a provincial form of natch.
Nathless, nath'les, adj. not the less : nevertheless.
—Also Nathe'less. [A.S. nd iky lees, not the less.]

Nathmore, nath'mOr, adv. (S/ens.) not or never the
more.—Also Nath'moe. [A.S. nd thy ntdra.]

Nation, na'shun, «. a body of people born of the same
stock : the people inhabiting the same country, or
under the same government : a race : a great number :

a division of students in a university lor voting pur-
poses at Aberdeen and Glasgow. [Fr.,— L. nation-
em—nasct, natus, to be born.]

National, nash'un-al, adj. pertaining to a nation

:

public : general : attached to one's own country.

—

». Nationalisa'tion, the act of nationalising, as of
railways, private property, &c : the state of being
nationalised.

—

v.t. Nat'ionalise, to make national :

to make a nation of.—wj. Nat'ionallsm ; Nation-
alist, one who strives after national unity or inde-
pendence, esp. as in Ireland for more or less separa-
tion from Great Britain: an advocate of nationalism;
National'ity, birth or membership in a particular
country : separate existence as a nation : a nation,
race of people : national character.

—

adv. Nat'ion-
ally.—«. Nat'ionalness.—National air, anthem,
the popular song by which a people's patriotic feelings

are expressed ; National church, the church estalj-

lished by law in a country ; National Convention,
the sovereign assembly which sat from Sept. 21, 1792,
to Oct. 26, 1795, after the abolition of monarchy in

France ; National debt, money borrowed by the

government of a country and not yet paid ; National
flag, or ensign, the principal flag of a country

;

National guard, a force which took part in the

French Revolution, first formed in 1789.

Native, na'tiv, adj. arising or appearing by birth :

produced by nature: pertaining to the time or place

of birth : belonging by birth, hereditary, natural,

original : occurring uncombined with other sub-

stances, as metals.— «. one born in any place : an
original inhabitant : (//.) oysters raised in artificial

beds.—(Trf?'. Na'tively.—«.r. Na'tiveness ; Na'tlv-

ism, the belief that the mind possesses some ideas ot

forms of thought that are inborn, and not derived

from sensation : the disposition to favour the natives

of a country in preference to immigrants ; Na'tiVist.

—adj. Nativls'tic—«. Nativ'ity, state or fact of

being born : time, place, and manner of birth : the

birth of Christ, hence the festival of His birth, Christ-

mas—also a picture representing His birth : state or

place of being produced: a horoscope. — Native
rock, stone not yet quarried. [Fr.,—L. nativtis—

nasct, natiis, to be born.]

Natrix, na'triks, n. a genus of colubrine snakes. [L.,

— natdre, to swim.]
Natrolite, nat'ro-llt, n. one of the most common of the

group of minerals known as Zeolites.

Natron, na'trnn, n. native carbonate of sodium, or

mineral alkali, the nitre of the Bible.

—

h. Natrom'-
eter, an instrument for meastiring the quantity of

soda in salts of potash and soda. [Fr.,—L. nitntm
—Gr. nitron.]

Natter, nat'er, v.t. and v.i. (prov.) to find fault.—
adjs. Natt'ered, Natt'ery, peevish.

Natterjack, nat'er-jak, n. a common European toad.

[Cf. Adder.]
Nattes, nats, n.pl. surface decoration or diaper re-

sembling plaited or interlaced work. [Fr.]

Natty, nat'i, adj. trim, tidy, neat, spruce.

—

adv.
Natt'ily.—«. Natt'iness. [Allied to neat.]

Natural, nat'u-ral, adj. pertaining to, produced by, or
according to nature : inborn : not far-fetched : not
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Mature fSte, (ir ; me, htr ; mine ; NsvlgsM

•oquired : tender : <inaifecte<l : in a state of nature,

«BT«cenerate : (war*.) having i as the base of the

sjrstem, of A function or number : iliegilinuite : {mus.

)

according to the usual diatonic scale.—«. an idiot
"

{mta.) a character /jj) which removes the effect of a

preceding sharp or H.u : a white key in keyboard• n.it : a
inusicil instnimcnls.—«»^(;". Kat ural-bom, native—
«.//. HatnTalia, the sexual organs.—«. Naturalisa-

tion.

—

v.t. Nat uralise, to make natural or easy : to

adapt to a d;fferent climate or to different conditions

of life: to grant the pmilegesof natural-born sub-

jects to.—4«. Nat uralism, mere state of nature ;

a close following of nature, without idealisation,

in painting, sculpture, fiction, &c. ; the belief that

natural religion is of itself sufficient ; Naturalist,

one who studies nature, more particularly roology

and botany : a believer in naturalism.

—

a^j. Natu-
ralist'io, pertaining to, or in accordance with,

nature: bclongins; to the doctrines of naturalism.
—.h/r. Naturally.— K. Naturalness.— Natural
lliStory, originally the description of all that i«

in nature, now used of the sciences that deal with
the earth and its productions—botany, zoology, and
mineralogy, esp, i^olOiiy ; Natural law, the sense

of right and wrong which arises from the constitution

of the mind of man, as distinguished from the results

of revelation or legislation : Natural numbers, the
numbers i, 2, 3, and upwards; Natural order, in

botany, an order or division belonging to the natural

system of classiticaiion. based on a consideraiion 01"

ail the organs of the plant : Natural philosopliy.
the science of na:ure, of the physical properties of
bodies: physics: Natural scale, a scale of music
written without sharps or flats : Natural science,
the science of uatire, as distinguished from that of
rntimd (mental and moral scienccX and from ftire
sdenoe (mathematics): Natural selection, a sup-
posed operation of the laws of nature, the result of
which is the 'survival of the fittest,' as if brought
about by intelligent design ; Natural system, a
classification of plants and ar/ "'ng to

real dilTerences in structure : Jv lOgy,
or Natural religion, the body ^ truths

discoverable by reason without revc,.i:ion

Nature, na'tur, H. the power which creates and which
regulates the material world : the power of growth :

the established order of things, the universe: the
qualities of anything which make it what it is

:

constitution : species : conformity to iiature, truth,
or reality : inborn mind, character, instinct, or dis-

position : vital power, as of_man or animal : course
of life : nakedness : a primitive undomesticated con-
ditioa.^

—

adf. Na'turad, ha\-ing a certain temper or
di^x>sitiaa: used in compounds, 3& g.vd-natttrtd.—
lu. M&'tars-delty, a deity personifying some force
of piqrsical nature : Nature-myth, a mvth symbol-
iang natival phenomena : Na ture-print'ing, the
process of printing in colours from plates that have
been impressed with some object of nature, a^ a
plant, leaf, &c- ; Nature-wor'sMp, Na turism,
worship of the powers of nature.—«. Na'turist —
m^. ytarfsfia—Debt of nature, death ; Ease,
or nallmv, nature, to evacuate the bowels. [Fr.,

—

L. mtttttrm—murt, naiiu, to be bom.]
Kanght, nawt, tt, no-whit, nothing.

—

aJv. in no
degree.

—

atij. of no value or account: worthless:
bad.—Be nau^t, an obsolete form of malediction :

Ooma to naught, to come to noihinc, to fail : Sat
at naught, to treat as of no account, to despi,se.

[Another form of nimgkt. A.S. udki, H^wiil ma,
not, n>/A/, a whit.]

Naughty, nawt'i, aJj. bad in conduct or speech:
mischievous : per>-erse: disagreeable.—<u/r. NaOj^t'-
ily— ». Naughfiness.

Naumachy, naw'ma-ki, n. a sea-fight : a show repre-
senting a sea-fight.— Also Naumach'ia. (Gr. tutta,
a ship, macJkt, a fight.]

NaupliUS, naw'pH-us, M. a stage of development of
low Crustaceans, as ciiripeds &c. :

—

fii. Nau'pUL
—W;x. Naupliiform, Nauplioid. [U, a kind of
shell-fish— Gr. .\'<i«/>/t<u, a son of Poseidon, m*Ht,
a ship, pUin, to sail.]

Nauropometer, naw-r5-pom'e-t^, k. an instrument for

measuring a ship's heeling or inclination at sea. [(«r.

nans, a ship, hropi, inclination, mrtnm, measure.]
Nausoopy, itaw skop-i, H, the art of sighting ships at

great distances. [Gr. ttaus, a ship, j/L'/Wk, to see.]

Nausea, naw she-a, w. sea-sickness : any sickness of
the stomach, with a tendency to vomit ; loathing.

—

4U1J. Nauseant. producing nausea.—m. a substance
ha\-ing this quality.

—

r.i. Kau'seate, to feel nausea
or disgust.—r./. to loathe: to strike with disgust.

—

M. Nausea'tion.

—

aajs. Nau seatlve, causing nausea
or loathing ; NaUSdOUS, producing nausea: disgwst"
ing : loath:,omc—<x«'r. Nau seottsly.—k. Nau'seous-
ness. (L.,—Gr. nattsia, sea-sickness

—

naus. a ship.]

NautCh, nawch, k. a kind of ballet-dancc performed
by professional dancers known as NaUtch'-girlS
in India : any form of stage entertainment with
dancing. [Hind, ndck, dance.]

Nantlcal, nawtik-al, aaj. oi or pertaining to ships,

to sailors or to navigation ; naval : niannc.—Wr.
Nautically.— Nautical almanac, an almanac giv-

ing inlormaiion specially useful to sailors ; Nautical
mile, one-sixtieth of a degree measured at the

luitiator 1= about 2085 yardsX [L. nauiurut—Gr.
j.autik/ts — Htius ; cog. with L. nnvis, a ship.]

Nautilus, naw ti-lus, ». a Cephalopod found in the
southern seas, once believed to sail by means of the

expanded tentacular arms ; a kind ol diving-bell

sinking or rising by means of condcn.sed air :

—

//. Nautiluses.^or Nau tili.—d<^f. Nautilifonn,
NauUloid.—Paper nautilus, any species of Ar.
i:<-nauta. [L.,—Gr. tuntiii/is, a sailor.)

Naval, naval, adj. pertaining to ships : consisting of,

or possessing, ships: marine: nautical: belonging to

the navy.—-Naval brigade, a body of seamen so
arranged as to be able to serve on land . Naval
officer, an officer on board a man-of-war : a custom-
house officer of high rank in the L'nited States:
Naval tactics, the science and methods of managing
and moving squadrons of ships. [Fr.,—L. naji^Uu—tua-is, a ship.]

Nave, nSv, H. the middle or main body of a church,
distinct from the aisles or wirjgs.—«. Na'varch, a
Greek admiral. [Fr. ru-^^'L. j«ar«, a ship.]

Nave, nav, n. the hub or piece of wood, &c, in the
centre of a wheel, through which the axle passes.

—

s:i. to form as a nave. [A..S. na/u, liave : cf. Dut.
Koaf, Ger. nahe. ]

Navel, nav'l, ». the mark or depression in the centre
of the lower partof the abdomen, at first a small
projection.

—

n. NaVel-Strlng, the umbilical cord.
[.VS. nafrla, dim. oi nafu, nave.)

Navew, ni'vu, «u the wild turnip.
NavictUar, nav-ik'u-lar, adj. pertaining to small ships

or boats : (.v/.) boat-shaped : scaphoid.

—

n. a bone
in man and animals, so called from its shape.

—

b.
Navio'ula, an mcense-boat.—Navicular tusease,
an inflammation, often rheumatic, of the small bone—the navicular—in horses, below which pa.sses the
strong flexor tendon of the foot. [L. nax-icul*ris—
navicula, dim. of utrvis, a ship ]

Navigate, navi-gat, v.t. to steer or manage a ship in
sailing: to sail upon.

—

r>.i. t- - - '..el or ship:
to sail.

—

ns. Navigability "
.ess.

—

€ulj.

Navigable, that may be p^ .u vessett.
—adv. Navigably. — lu. : the act,
science, or art of sailing sh .;enerally :

a canal or artificial waterw,, r. orte who
navigates or sails: r-' - of a
ship.—Navigation Ir. time
to tjme to regulate th; . > of
ships, and the condilKl;^ uno.c: um n tney may sail
or carry on trade.—Aerial navtgaUoa, the auuMC»



Navvy mfite ; mflte ; mSOn ; Men. Neck
ment of balloons in motion : Inland navigation, the
passing of boats, &c., along rivers and canals. [L.
navigdre, -dtum—H,ivis, a ship, agere, to drive.]

Navvy, nav'i, «. a labourer—originally a labourer on
a navigation or canal : a machine for digging out
earth, &c.—called also French navvy:—^pi. Navv'les.
fA contr. of navigator.)

Navy, na vi, ». a fleet of ships : the whole of the ships-
of-war of a nation : the officers and men belonging
to the warships of a nation.

—

ns. Na'vy-llst, a list

of the officers and ships of a navy, published from
time to time ; Navy-yard, a government dockyard.
(O. Fr. navie—L. navis, a ship.]

Nawab, na-wab', «. a nabob.
Nay, na, adv. no : not only so, but : yet more : in

point of fact.—«. a denial : a vote against.—«. Nay-
ward (SAai.), tendency to denial : the negative side.

[M. E. nay, nai— Ice. net, Dan. net ; co;;. with no.]

Nayword, na'wurd, rt. {Shak.) a proverbial reproach,
a byword, a watchword.

Naxarene, na/ar-en, n. an inhabitant of Nazareth, In

Galilee: a follower of Jesus of Nazareth, originally

used of Christians in contempt : one belonging to

the early Christian sect of the Nazarenes, which
existed from the ist to the 4th cent A. D. — Also
Naiare'an. [From Nazareth, the town.]

Nazarlte, na/ar-It, «. a Jew who vowed to abstain
from strong drink, &c.—alsoNaz'lrlte.

—

n. Nax'arit-
Ism, the vow and practice of a Nazarite. [Heb.
nazar, to consecrate.]

Naze, naz, n. a headland or cape. [Scand., as in Dan.
ntrs : a doublet of ness.]

Nazir, na-zer', «. a native official in an Anglo-Indian
court who serves summonses, &c. (Ar.]

Ne, ne, ai/z: not : never. [A.S. tie ; cf. //ay.]
Neaf, nef, n. the Ust—(Scot.) Nelve. [M. E. ne/e—

Ice. hnefi, neji ; cf Sw. ndfve, the fist.]

Neal, nel, v.t. to temper by heat.

—

v.i. to be tempered
by heat. [Cf. Anneal.]

Nealogy, nS-al'o-ji, n. the description of the morpho-
logical correlations of the early adolescent stages of
an animal.

—

adj. NealOg'iC. [Gr. neos, young, logUi—Ugein, to speak. ]

NeanderthalOid, ne-an'der-tal-oid, adj. like the low
type of skull found in 1857 in a cave in the Neander-
thal, a valley between Diisseldorf and Elberfeld.

Neap, nep, adj. low, applied to the lowest tides.—
n. a neap-tide : the lowest point of the tide.

—

adj.
Neaped, left aground from one high tide to another.
[.\. S. nfp,ox\%.hnep; Dan. knap. Ice. n<7!^, scanty.]

Neapolitan, nS-a-pol'i-tan, adj. pertaining to the city
of Naples or its inhabitants.

—

n. a native or inhabi-
tant of Naples.—Neapolitan Ice, a combination of
two different ices. [L. Neapolitanus—Gr. Neapolis,
Naples

—

neos, new, polls, city.]

Near, ner, adj. nigh : not far away in place or time :

close in kin or friendship: dear : following or imitat-
ing anything closely : close, narrow, so as barely to
escape: short, as a road: greedy, stingy: on the
left tn riding or driving.

—

adv. at a little distance :

almost: closely.

—

prep, close to.— v.t. and v.i. to
approach : tocomenearer.

—

adjs. Near'-by, adjacent

;

Near'-hand (Scot.), near—also adv. nearly.

—

ttd7i.

Near'ly, at no great distance: closely: intimately:
pressingly : almost : stingily. — «. Near'ness, the
state of being near: closeness: intimacy: close
alliance: stinginess.— o^/;'. Near'-Slghfed, seeing
distinctly only when near, myopic, short-sighted.

—

«. Near'-slght'edness.-Near point, the nearest
point the eye can focus. [A.S. ttedr, comp. of nedh,
nigh: Ice. >icrr ; Ger. ndher.]

NearctlC, ne-ark'tik, adj. of or pertaining to the
northern part of the New World—embracing tem-
perate and arctic North America.

Neat, n€t, adj. belonging to the bovine genus.

—

n. black-cattle : an ox or cow.

—

ns. Neat'-herd, one
who herds, or has the care of. neat or cattle : Neat'-
llOIUS, a buildiog for the shelter ot neal-caiilc.

—

eo6

Neat'S-foot oil, an oil obtained from the feet of
oxen : Neat's leather, leather made of the hides
of neat-cattle. [A.S. nedt, cattle, a beast

—

nedtan,
nl^tan, to use ; cf. Scot, noiut, black-cattle. ]

Neat, nil, adj. trim: tidy: clean : well-shaped: with-
out mixture or adulteration : finished, adroit, clever,
skilful. — adj. Neat'-hand'ed, dexterous. — adv.
Neatly.—«. Neatness. [Fr. net — L. nitiduj,
shining

—

nttire, to shine.]

Neb, neb, «. the beak of a bird : the nose : the sharp
point of anything. — adj. Nebb'y (Scot.), saucy.
I
A.S. nehb, the face; cog. with Due neb, beak.]

Nebbuk, neb'uk, n. a shrub, Zizyphus Spitia-Christi,
one of the thorns of Christ's crown.

Nebel, neb'el, n. a Hebrew stringed instrument.
Neb-neb, neb'-neb, «. the dried pods of a species of

acacia found in Africa, which are much used in
Egypt for tanning—called also Bablah.

NebrlS, neb'ns, ». a fawn-skin worn in imitation of
Bacchus by his priests and votaries.

Nebula, neb'u-la, «. a httle cloud : a faint, misty ap-
pearance in the heavens produced either by a group
of stars too distant to be .seen singly, or by diffu>ed
gaseous matter:—//. Neb'ulSB. — adjs. Neb'Ular,
pertaining to nebulae : like nebulae ; Nebul^ (neb-
u-la'), curved in and out (her.) ; Neb'UlOSe, Neb'U-
Ions, misty, hazy, vague : relating to. or having the
appearance of, a nebula.

—

ns. Nebulosity, Neb'U-
lousness.— Nebular h3rpothesi8, the theory of
Laplace and Sir VV. Herschel that nebulae form the
earliest stage in the formation of stars and planets.
[L. ; Gr. nephele, cloud, mist.]

Necessary, nes'es-sar-i, adj. that must be : that cannot
be otherwi.se : un.ivoidable : indispensable : under
compulsion : not free.—«. that which cannot be left

out or done without (food, &c.)—used chiefly in pi. :

a privy.

—

ns. Necessa'rlan.one who holds the doc-
trine of necessity ; Necessa'lianlsm, the doctrine
that the will is not free, but subject to causes with-
out, which determine its action.

—

adv. Nec'essarlly.—«. Nec'essariness, the state or quality of being
necessary.—Necessary truths, such as cannot but
be true. [Fr.,—L. necessaritts.]

Necessity, ne-ses'i-ti, «. state or quality of being
necessary: that which is necessary or unavoidable:
compulsion : great need : poverty.

—

ns. Necessl-
ta'rlan ; Necessitarianism, necessarianism.

—

v.t.

Necessitate, to make neces.sary : to render un-
avoidable : to compel. — «. Necessita'tion.

—

adjs.

Necess'itied (Shak.), in a state of want : Necess^l-
tOUS, in necessity: very poor: destitute.— Ww.
Necess'itously. — «. Necess'ltousness. — Natural
necessity, the condition of being necessary accord-

ing to the laws of nature ; Logical or Mathematical,
according to those of human intelligence : Moral,
according to those of moral law ; Works of ne-
cessity, work so .lecessary as to be allowable on
the Sabbath. [L. necessitas.]

Neck, nek, «. the part of an animal's body between
the head and trunk : anything that resembles the

neck : a long narrow part or corner : (fig.) life : the

flesh of the neck and adjoining parts.— z-.^ to break

the neck or cut off the head.

—

ns. Neck'atee, a
neckerchief; Neck'-band, the part of a shirt en-

circling the neck ; Neck' -bear'lng, that part of a
shaft which rotates in the bearing proper, a journal

;

Neck'beef, the coarse flesh of the neck of cattle

;

Neck'cloth, a piece of folded cloth worn round the

neck by men as a band or cravat, the ends hanging
down often of lace.—adj. Necked, having a neck of

a certain kind.

—

ns. Neck'erchief, a kerchief for the

neck ; Neck'lace, a lace or string of beads or pre-

cious stones worn on the neck by women : Neck'let.

a simple form of necklace : Neck'-mould, a small

moulding surrounding a column at the junction of
the shaft and capital ; Neck'-piece, the part of a suit

of armour that protects the neck : an ornamental
frill round the neck of a guwu ; Nsck'tle, a tie or



Necrolatry fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Negrlect

cloth for the neck ; Neok'verse, the verse (usually

Ps. li. i) in early tinies placed before a prisoner

claiming btTufit-of-cUrgy, in order to test his ability

to read, which, if he could do, he was burned in the

hand and set free (see Benefit).—«. Stiff'neck (see

Stiff). — Neck and crop, completely; Neck and
neck, exactly equal : side by side ; Neck or nothing,
risking everything.—Harden the neck, to grow
more obstinate ; T?ead on the neck of, to oppress or

tyrannise over. [A.S. hnecca : Ger. nacketi.\

Necrolatry, nek-rol'a-tri, H. worship of the dead.
—ns. Necrobid'SiS, degeneration of living tissue

;

Necrog^rapher, one who writes an obituary notice.
—adjs. Necrolog'iC, -al, pertaining to necrology.

—

«j. Necrologist, one who gives an account ofdeaths

;

NeCTOl'Ogy, an account of those who have died, esp.

of the members of some society : a register of deaths

;

Nec'romancer, one who practises necromancy : a
sorcerer ; Nec'romancy, the art of revealing future

events by calling up and questioning the spirits of
the dead : enchantment.

—

adjs. Necromantic, -al,

pertaining to necromancy : performed by necromancy.
—tuiv. Necroman'tlcally. — /j(^/. Necrophagous,
feeding on carrion.

—

ns. Necrophilism, a morbid
love for the dead : Necropho bia, a morbid horror
of corpses.

—

adj. Necroph'orous, carrying away and
burying dead bodies, esp. of beetles of the genus
Necroplwrus.—n. Necrop'OliS. a cemetery.

—

adjs.

Necroscop'ic, -aL—«. Necroscopy, a post-mortem
examination, autopsy—also Nec'ropsy.

—

adjs. Nec-
rosed', Necro'tiC— »j. Necro sis, the mortification

of bone : (hot.') a disease of plants marked by small
black spots : Necrot'omist ; Necrotomy, dissection
of dead bodies. [Gr. tukros, dead.]

Nectar, nek'tar, n. the name given by Homer, Hesiod,
Pindar, &c. to the beverage of the gods, giving life

and beauty : a delicious beverage : the honey of the
glands of plants.—ai^>. Necta'real, Necta'rean,
pertaining to, or resembling, nectar : delicious

;

Nec'tared, imbued with nectar : mingled or abound-
ing with nectar ; Necta'reOUS, Nec'tarous, pertain-
ing to, containing, or resembling nectar : delicious.—ad-_. Necta'reously, in a nectareous manner.—«.

Necta'reoosness, the quality of being nectareous.

—

adjs. Nscta'rial ; Nectariferous, producing nectar
or honey : having a nectary ; Nectarine, sweet as
nectar.—«. a variety of peach with a smooth fruit.

—

n. Nectary, the part of a flower which secretes the
nectar or honey. [L.,—Gr. nektar; ety. dub.J

Nectocalyx, nek'to-ka-liks, «. the swimming-bell of a
medusa '.—pi- Neotoca'lyces.

Neddy, ned'i, «. a donkey. [From Ned= Edward.]
N6e, na, adj. bom : placed before a married woman's
maiden-name, to show her own family, as Rebecca
Crawley, tUe Sharp. [Fr., fem. of «/, pa.p. of
flatire, to be bom— L. nasci, naius, to be bom.]

Need, nid, n. want of something which one cannot do
without : necessity : a state that requires relief: want
of the means of living.

—

v.t. to have occasion for : to

want.—»j. Need'-be, a necessity ; Need'er ; Need-
Are, fire produced by friction, to which a certain

virtue is superstitiously attached : a beacon gener-
ally.

—

adj. Need'ful, full of need : having need :

needy : necessary : requisite.

—

adv. Need'fully.—«.

Needfulness —di/r^. Need'Ily— «. Neediness.—
adj. Need' less (5"^/^. >, h.iving no need : not needed :

unnecessary.— rt<^r'. Neisdlessly.—n. Need'lessness.—ad7>. Needly(6'Art/t.), necessarily.—«. Need'ment,
something needed.

—

adzr. Needs, of necessity : in-

dispensably—often used with must, as 'needs must.'—adi. Need'y, very poor : requisite.—«. Need'y-
bood.—The needful {siang), ready money. [A.S.
»/</, «i/(/, nyd ; Dut, nood, (jer. notk.]

Needle, ned'l, ». a small, sharp-pointed steel instru-

ment, with an eye for a thread—(.JArt*.) Neeld,
Neele : any slender, pointed instrument like a
needle, as the magnet or movable bar of a com-
pass, or for knitting, etching, &c. : anything sharp

and pointed, like a pinnacle of rock, &c. : an aciform
crystal : a temporary support used by builders to

sustain while repairing, being a strong beam resting

on props : the long, narrow, needle-like leaf of a
pine-tree.

—

v.t. to form into a shape like a needle, as
crystals : to work with a needle.

—

v.i. to become of
the shape of needles, as crystals.—/«. Need'le-book,
a number of pieces of cloth, leather, &c. arranged
like a book, for holding needles : Need'le-case, a case
for holding needles ; Needle-fish, a pipe-fish : a gar-
fish or belonid ; Needleful, as much thread as fiUs a
needle ; Needle-gun, a gun or rifle loaded at the
breech, . the cartridge of which is exploded by the
impact of a needle or spike at its base. — adjs.
Need'le-point'ed, pointed like a needle : without a
barb, as a fish-hook ; Needle-shaped, shaped like

a needle : applied to the long, slender, sharp-pointed
leaves of pines, firs, and other trees.

—

hs. I^ed'le-
tel'egraph, a telegraph the receiver of which gives
its mess.iges by the deflections of a magnetic needle ;

Needlewoman, a woman who makes her living by
her needle, a seamstress ; Needlework, work done
with a needle: the business of a seamstress.

—

adj.
Needly, thorny. [.A.S. fiidl : (ier. nadtl; cog.
with Ger. naken, to sew, L. ttire, to spin.]

Neep, a Scotch form of turnip.
Ne'er, nar, adv. contr. oittever:—adj. and h. Ne'er'-dO-

well, past all well-doing : one who is good for nothing.
Neese, nez, v.i. an old form of stuese.—«. Nees'ing,

sneezing.
Nef, nef, n. a cadenas.
Nefandous, ne-fan'dus, adj. bad to execration, abomin-

able. [L.,

—

Ht!, not,Jandits, /art, to speak.]
Nefarious, ne-fa'ri-us, adj. impious : extremely wicked :

villainous.

—

adv. Nefa'riously.—k. Nefa'riousness.—adj. Ne&St', abominable. [L. ne/anus, contrary
to divine law

—

ne, not,jits, divine law, prob. from
jiiri, to speak.]

Negation, ne-ga'shun, ft. act of saying no : denial

:

(logic) the absence of certain qualities in anything.
[Fr.,—L. negation-em—negdre, -atuin, to say no

—

mc, not, aio, I say yes.]

Negative, neg'a-tiv, adj. that denies or refuses

—

opp. to Affirtnative : implying absence : that stops,
hmders, neutralises—opp. to Positive: in photog-
raphy, exhibiting the reverse, as dark for light,

light for dark : {logic) denying the connection
between a subject and a predicate : (algebra)
noting a quantity to be subtracted. — «. a word
or statement by which something is denied : the
right or act of saying ' no,' or of refusing assent

:

the side of a question or the decision which denies
what is affirmed : in photography, an image on
glass or other medium, in which the lights and
shades are the opposite of those in nature, used for

printing positive impressions from on paper, &C. :

(gram.) a word that denies.

—

v.t. to prove the con-
trary : to reject by vote.

—

adv. Neg'atively.—i»j.

Neg'ativeness, Neg'ativlsm, Negativity. —a^^,
Neg'atoiy, expressing denial.—Negative bath, a
silver solution m which photograpliic negatives are
placed to be sensitised ; Negative electricity, elec-
tricity with a relatively low potential, electricity
such as is developed by rubbing resinous bodies with
flannel, opposite to that obtained by rubbing glass

;

Negative quantity (matk.\ a quantity with a
minus sign ( — ) before it, indicating that it is either

to be subtracted, or reckoned in an opposite direction
from some other with a frltts sign ; Negative Sign,
the sign ( — or tniniu) of subtraction. [L. negativus
—negdre, to deny.]

Negatur, v. it is denied. [L., 3d pers. sing. pres. ind.
pass, oi negdre, to deny.]

Neglect, neg-lekt', v.t. to treat carelessly, pass by with-
out notice: to omit by carele.ssness.

—

n. disregard:
slight : omission.

—

adj. Neglect'able, that may be
neglected.—>«. Neglect edness ; Neglect er.—a<^'.
Neglect'ful, careless : accustomed to omit or neglect
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Ne^lig'^ mote ; mflte ; mOCn ; Men. Neohellenlsm

things : slighting.—a^/i/. Noglect'fally.—«. Neg-
loct'falness.—a(^'. Neglect'ible.—o^i'z/. Neglecf-
Ingly, carelessly : heedlessly. [L. negligere, neg-
lectuTn—7UC, not, legere, to gather.]

Negligee, neg-li-zha', «. easy undress : a plain, loose

gown : a necklace, usually of red coral.

—

adj. care-

lessly or unceremoniously dressed : careless. [Fr.,

fern, of neglige—nigliger, to neglect.]

Negligence, neg'li-jens, «. fact or quality of being
negligent : want of proper care : habitual neglect : a
single act of carelessness or neglect, a slight : care-

lessness about dress, manner, &c. : omission of duty,

esp. such care for the interests of others as the law
may require— (5^-t.) Keglec'tlon. — «(/;'. Neg'll-

gent, neglecting: careless: inattentive: disregarding

ceremony or fashion. — adv. Neg'llgently.

—

adj.

Neg'ligible.—<i(/x'. Neg'llglbly. [ Fr. ,— L. negligen-

iia—n^g/igens, -entis, pr.p. oi negligere, to neglect.]

Negotiable, ne-gO'shi-a-bl, adj. that may be trans-

acted : that can be transferred to another with the

same rights as belonged to the original holder, as
a bill of exchange—n. Negotiability.

Negotiate, ne-gS'shi-at, v.i. to carry on business: to

bargain : to hold intercourse for the purpose of
mutual arrangement.

—

v.t. to arrange for by agree-
ment : to manage : to transfer to another with all

the rights of the original holder : to pass, as a bill

:

to sell.

—

ns. Negotia'tion, act of negotiating: the
treating with another on business ; Nego'tiator

;

Nego'tiatrix.-rt^^'. Negotia'tory, of or pertaining
to negotiation. [L. negotidri, -atus—tiegoiiutn,

business

—

nee, not, otium, leisure.]

Negrito, ne-gre'to, n. the Spanish name for certain
tribes of negro-like diminutive people in the interior

of some of the Philippine Islands—also Aetas or
Itas: in a wider sense, the Papuans and all the
Melanesian peoples of Polynesia.

Negro, ne'grO, «. one of the black-skinned woolly-
haired race in the Soudan and central parts of
Africa, also their descendants in America.

—

adj.
ofor pertaining to the race of black men:—^w.
Ne'gress.

—

ns. Ne'gro-com, the name given in the
West Indies to the plant durra or Indian millet

;

Ne'grohead, tobacco soaked in molasses and pressed
into cakes, so called from its blackness.

—

adj. Ne'-
groid.

—

». Ne'groism, any peculiarity of speech
noticeable among negroes, esp. in the southern
United States. [Sp. negro— L. tiger, black.)

Negus, ne'gus, «. a beverage of either port or sherry
with hot water, sweetened and spiced. [Said to be
so called from Colonel Negus, its first maker, in the
reign of Queen .'Vnne.]

Negus, ne'gus. ». the title of the kings of Abyssinia.
Keif, nef, «. (Shak.) the fist.

Neigh, na, v.t. to utter the cry of a horse :—/r./.
neigh'ing; pa.t. and >i.A neighed (nad).—«. the
cry of a \ioTsc—(Scoi.) Nlcll'er. [A.S. hnsgan;
Ice. hrteggja.]

Neighbour, na'bur, «. a person who dwells, sits, or
stands near another : one who is on friendly terms
with another.—Oi/;'. {B.) neighbouring.— j'.j. to live
near each other.-1/./. to be near to.—«. Nelgh'boUT-
hood, state of being neighbours, kindly feeling

:

adjoining district or the people living in it : a dis-
trict generally, esp. with reference to its inhabitants.—adj. NeighT)0urlng, being near : adjoining.

—

n.

Neighlwurliness.—a<^>. NeighT)OUrly, like or be-
coming a neighbour: friendly: social—also adv.;
Neighbour-Stained {Shak.), stained with neigh-
bours' blood. [A.S. nedhbUr, neAhgebtir—A.S. xed/i,
ne.ir, geMr or hUr, a farmer.]

Neist, nest, a dialectic form of tiext.

Neither, n^tker, or nttkcr, adj. and pron. not either.
—conj. not either: and not: nor yet.

—

adv. not at

all: in no case. [A.S. ndtker, ndxvther, abbrev. of
ndhtvaetker—ne, not, dkwaether, dtuther, either.]

Nelvle-nlck-nack, nSVi-nil^-nak, n. a Scotch chil-

dren's game of guessing in which hand a thing is
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held while the holder repeats a rhyme beginning
with these words.

Nelumbo, ne-lum'bC, «. a genus of water-lilies including
the Egyptian lieati of Pythagoras, and the Hindu
Lotus.—Also Nelum'bium. (Ceylon name.]

Nemalite, nem'a-llt, «. a fibrous hydrate of magnesia.
(Gr. nema, a thread, lithos, a stone.]

Nematheclum, nem-a-the'si-um, n. a wart-like eleva-
tion on the surface of the thallus of certain florideous
algae. [Gr. 7ie»ia, a thread, thekion, theki, case.]

Nemathelminthes, nem-a-thel-min'thez, «.//. a name
applied to the thread-worms or nematodes (as v4jc-ar/i,
Guitiea-worm, Trichina), to the somewhat distinct
Gordiida or hair-eels, and to the more remotely
allied Acanthocephala or Echitwrhynchus. — Also
Nemathelmln'tha. — «<//>. Nemathel'mlnth, -ic.

[Gr. neina, a thread, hehnins, -tninthos, worm.]
Nematocerous, nem-a-tos'e-ms, adj. having long

thready antenna, as a dipterous insect. [Gr. ttima,
a thread, keras, a horn.]

Nematooyst, nem'a-to-sist, «. a cnida, one of the
offensive organs of Coelenterates, as jellyfish. [Gr.
nema, a thread, kystis, a bladder.]

Nematoid, nem'a-toid, adj. thread-like—al.so Nem'a-
tode.

—

n.pi. Nematoi'dea, a class of Vermes, with
mouth, alimentary canal, and separate sexes, usually
parasitic. [Gr. nema, thread, eidos, form.]

Nemean, ne'me-an, adj. pertaining to Nemea, a
valley of Argolis in the Peloponnesus, famous for
its public games held in the second and fourth of
each Olympiad.

Nemertea, ne-mer'te-a, «.//. a class of Verrae»,
mostly marine, unsegmented, covered with cilia,

often brightly coloured, with protrusile probosci.s,

and usually distinct sexes.

—

adj. Nemer'tean. [Gr.
Ncmcrtes, a nereid's name.]

Nemesis, nem'e-sis, «. («y/A.) the goddess of venge-
ance : retributive justice.—ot^'. Nemes'lc. [Gr.,

—

neinein, to distribute.)
,jj

Nemo, ne'rao, «. nobody: a nobody. [L.]
Nemocerous, ne-mos'e-rus, adj. having filamentous
antennx.

Nemoral, nem'o-ral, adj. pertaining to a wood or
grove. — «. Nemoph'ilist. — adjs. Nemoph'Ilous,
lond of woods, inhabiting woods; Nem'orose, grow-
ing in woodland ; Nem'orouS, woody. [L. nenius,
-oris, a grove.]

Nempt, nemt (Spens.), named, called.

Nenuphar, nen'u-far, «. the great white water-lily.

[FnT-An]
Neo-Catholic, nS-O-kath'o-lik, adj. pertaining to the

short-lived school of liberal Catholicism that followed
Lamennais, Lacordaire, and Montalembert about
1830 : pertaining to a small party within the Anglican
Church, who think they have outgrown Keble and
Pusey and the great Caroline divines, and arc more
noisy than intelligent in their avowal of preference
for Roman doctrine, ritual, and discipline.

Neo-ChrlStian, ne-O-kris'tyan, adj. and n. of or per-

taining to so-called Neo-Christianiiy, which merely
means old Rationalism.

Neooomlan, ne-5-ko'mi-an, adj. and «. {geo!.) of or

pertaining to the lower division of the Cretaceous
system, including the Lower Greeiisand and the

Wealden of English geologists. [Graecised from
Nevchatel, near which is its typical region ; Gr.

neos, new, kome, a village.)

NeocosmiC, ne-O-ko/mik, adj. pertaining to the
present condition of the universe, esp. its races of
men. [Gr. neos, new, kosmos, the universe.)

Neocracy, ne-ok'ra-si, «. government by upstarts.

Neogamlst, nS-og'a-mist. n. a person recently married.
Neogrammarian, ne-O-gra-ma'ri-an, n. one of the
more recent school in the study of Indo-European
grammar and philology, who attach vast importance
to phonetic change, and the laws governing it.

—

adj.
Neogrammat'ioal.

Neohellenism, ne-o-hel'en-izm, «. the modem Hellen*



Neo-KfUTtian iate, {ar ; mS, her ; mine ;
Nerve

ism inspired by the ancient : the derotion to ancient

Greek ideals in litei'jr i ii e and art, esp. in the Italian

Renaissaace.
KeoXiatlia. BS-IV4an'ti«a, adj. pertaining to the

phflomnihy of Aac/ as tai^ht by bis successors.

XM-LsttS, ae-O-Iat'm, «. Latin a.^ -o-ritten by modem
\'. new Latin, as in the Romance languages

; from tbe Lann.
,
aeTS-tit, a. a dazk-gieen silicate of aluniinlam

9fpesBm. [Gr. xeor, new, iiitios, a stone.]

SnaBUde, nS-O-Htli'^c, adj. applied ta tbe more recest

impJements of the stone age—opp^ t» Palmelitkic.

[Gr. ic«ar, new, Utkat, a stooe.]

wdogy, oe-ol'o^i, s- tbe iotrodnctioo of new w^ds
into a language : a mew word or phrase : {:h^cl.) new
doctrines, csl Geiaan latiooalisBL

—

n. NdOlo'giaZL
—«^w. SMMlgle, -al, pertaimng to neology : uong
Mv vonls.—«^. Se(doglean7.;-^.i. Xeol oglse,

to iatradaoe sew vords or doctrines.

—

tit. Keol'o-

giiB, a new word, phrase, or doctrine : tbe use of

old words in a sew sense ; Neol'Oglxt, one who
introdoces new words or senses : one who introduces

new doctrines ia dieology.

—

adj'i. MwolOgte'tlC, -aL
[Gc neat, new, Ugas, word.]

eanidaBim, ne-O-nS'mi-iUi-izni, «. the doctrine

tbat tbe go^pd is a new law, and that faith hai
abrogated tbe old moral obedience.

—

n. Neono'miaiL
[Gr. mefft, new, mcmes, law.]

jBoai, nS-on'o-mus, adj. havii^ a greatly modi-
fciological structure, specialised according to

t ooaditioas of enrironment. [Gr. mos, new,
•r,law.]

f, nS-OD-toTo-ji, n. the scieiKx and descnp-
boa of extant, as apart from extinct, animals.

—

k.

TogllL [Gr. auvx, new, am, aUos, being,

, to spealc]

,
i>e-0-pa'gan-izm, «. a reriral ofpagan-

euphemism for mere animalism.
v.i. WlW pi'gialW, to imbue with this spirit.

B£-0-(iirbt-a, n. dread of novelty. [Gz.

w, /JiaMa ^fiebesthai, to fear.]

, lliro^ron, «. a genus of vultures, having
hiiiwul nostrils. [Gr.,

—

neot, new, phren, mind.J

SM|i^rt0> oe'JI-frt, «. a new convert, one newly
1*^1* If'1^ or admitted to tbe priesthood, or to a
noasteiy, a novice : a tyro or beginner.— adj.

ewfj admitted or entered on office.

—

n. Ke'ophjrt-

ilM. (L. neophytus—Gr. mot, new, ^ytos, grown
^ytin , to produce.]

•plaiai, e'C-plazm, n. a morbid new growth or
farwadoaoftissae.—o^^: HeopiahTUe.

n£-<}-pla'to-nizm, «. a system of phil-

osophy coabtnaqg Platattie and Oriental elements,
originafiTig wMi Anusonins Saccas at Alexandria in

tbe 3d century, developed by Flotinus, Porphyry,
Prodos, h-c—adj.Miiml 1 1Mile.—«». Kcoplatonlgt.

eotezlc, -al, oi-a-^e^ik, -al, md^ of recent origin,

nuxiem.

—

v.i. HMlfailM.

—

m. Ksut'ialSK, tbe in-

trodwctioo of new tbiags^ esp. new words. [Gr.,—mMtrm, oam^ ctmaat, new.]
Ifimllll. aC-oC^ adj. addreised to the imderstandin^.
BastSBfteal, ae-&-m)^i-lcal, adj. api:Jied to the part

of ifaie New Worid iartadtng tropical and South
America and die a<gacmt islands.

Jeoiote, n^-C-zO'ik, adj. denoting all roclcs from the

Trias down to the most recent formations, as opposed
to PaUmaic. [Gr. neos, new, arf, life.]

ap, ag>, u. (frav.) a knot in a fibre of cotton.

IbyaBtMM, ae-pea'tbez, k. {med.)a. drug that relieves

paia—abo ^Btte : a genus of plants having a
cap orpitdKr attached to the leaf, often filled with

ij
Bqoid, dte pttder-plant. [Gr.,—«rf, neg..

jg/jg^JJP™^!nefafijUB, n. total abstinence from alco-

ImGc dzioica.—«. Ifepta'alitt, a bigoted teetotaler.

Kjf- i^fimKm, miba ; niphein, to be sober.]
""

"'e-fin, n. a rock-forming mineral, coloor-

crystal l ising in bocagonal prisms.

006

occarring in various volcanic rocks, as in certain

basalts. [Gr. nejAcii, a cloud.]

Nepbeloid. nef'e-loid, adj. cloudy, turbid. — au.

Nephelom'eter, a supposititious instrument foe

measuring cloudiness : Hepb'eloSCOpe, an apparatas
for iliustratuig the formation of cloud : Neph'elo-
spbere, an atmosphere of cloud surrouniiing a planet,

&C. [Gr. nepkeii, cloud.]

Heidiev, nev'u, or nef u, »2. the son of a brother or
sister: (prig.) a grandson (so in New Test.) :—;/>j«i.

Kiece. [O. Fr. nev^u—L. fiepes, tupctu, grandson,
nephew; .A_S. ne/a, Ger. fuffc, nephew.]

Hephralgia. ne-fral'ji-a, «t. pain or disease of the
kidneys—also Nepbralgy.—nt. Nephrite, a mineral
usually called "jade, an old charm against kidney
disease ; Nephlltlc, a medicine for the cure rf
dLseases of the kidneys.

—

adjs. NepbJlt'iC, -al, per-

taining to the kidneys : affected with a disease of
the kidneys: relieving diseases of the kidneys

—

mt.

Nephritis, inflammation of the kidneys ; Nejdl'-

rocela, hemia of the kidney; Nephro'g rajdiy, a
description of the kidneys.

—

adj. Nepb roid, kidney-
shaped.

—

ru. Nephrol'C^y, scientific knowledge of

the kidneys ; Nephrotomy, the operation of excising

the kidneys. [Gr. nephros, a kidney, aifos, pain.]

NepotiBm, nep'o-tizm, «. undue favouritism to one's

relations, as in the bestowal of patronage.— adjs.

Nepotic, Nepd'tious.—«. Nepotist, one who prac-

tises nepotism. [L. nepos, tufoiis, a grandson.]
Neptune, nep'tun, «. (Jiotn. myth. ) t:ie god of the sea,

identified with the Greek Posadon, represented wiih
a trident in his hand : (astron.) the outermost planet

of the solar system, discovered in i£46.

—

adj. Nep-
tu'nian, pertaining to the sea : (^eel.) formed by
water : applied to stratified rocks or to those due
mainly to tbe agency of water, as opposed to Plutmtic
OT I^Ktcrus.—n. Nep'tUHiSt, one who holds the Nep-
tunian theory in geology—also adj. [L. Neptunux.\

Nereid, ne'rS-id, n. (Gr. myth.) a sea-nymph, one of
the daughters of the sea-god \ereus, who attended
Neptune riding on sea-horses : (zocL) a genus_ of
marine worms like long myriapods.

—

m. Ne'r^B,
a nereid ; Ne'rilte, a fossil annelid relaxed to tbe
nereids. [L.,—Gr.]

Hertne, ne-rfne, n. a genus of ornamental South
.A.frican plants of the Amaryllis family, with scarlet

or rose-coloured flowers.—The Guernsey Lily is tbe
Nerine Samiftisis.

Nertte, nfrlt, «. a gasteropod of the genus Keriia at
the family Xeritidce.—adj. Nerltacean.

Nertuni, ne'ri-um, n. a genus of Mediterranean shrubs,

with fragrant and showj' pink, white, or yellowish
flowers, the oleander.

Nero, ne'ro, n. the last emperor of the family of tbe
Carsars, at Rome (^4-68 A.t>.) : any cruel and wicked
tj-rant.

—

adj. Nero nian.
Hert>-azitiCO, na-rO-an-te'ko, «. a deep-black marble

found in Roman ruins. [It.]

Nerve, nerv, n. bodily strength, firmness, courage:
(anai.) one of the fibres which convey sensadou from
all parts of the body to the brain ; (id.) one of the
fibres or ribs in the leaves of plants : a trade term
for a non-porous quality of cork, slightly charred

:

(//.) hysterical nervousness.—f./. to give strength
or vieour to : to arm with force.

—

aJj. Nerr'aL

—

nt. Mrra'tion, the arrangement or distriliution of
nerves, esp. those of leaves ; Nerve'-Cell, any cell

forming part of the nervous system, esp. one of those
by means of which nerve-fibres are connected with
each other ; Nerre'-Cen'tre, a collection of nerve-
cells from which nerves branch oal.—adj. Nerved,
furnished with nerves, or with nerves of a special

character, as ' strong-nerved.' — «. Nerve'-fiTira,
one of the essential thread-like units of which a nerve
is composed.

—

adj. Nervelesi, without strength.

—

M. NerveleaineBs.—<u7>'. Nervine, acting on the
nerves : quieting nervous excitement.

—

n. a medicine
that soothes nervous exciten>cnt.^a^.i. Nerv'OlU,



Neeclenoe mMe ; mOte ; nWten : Iken. Neuropath

having nerve: sinewy: strong, vigorous, showing
strength and vigour : pertaining to the nerves

:

having the nerves easily excited or weak ; NerVOlU,
HerVOSe', Nerved (tat.), having parallel fibres or
veins.—<!</:. Nerv'oualy.— «. Nervousness.—a^.
NerVular. — ns. NerVUle, a small nerve, a small

vein of an insect's wing—also NervuUt, Veinlet,

VemiU : NerVure, one of the nerves or veins of
leaves: one of the homy tubes or divisions which
expand the wings of insects : one of the ribs in a

groined vault : a projecting moulding.

—

a^fj. Neiy'y,
strong, vigorous. — NervoOS system (anat), the

brain, spinal cord, and nerves collectively : the

whole of the nerves and nerve-centres of the body
considered as related to each other, and fitted to act
to2'!ther. [Fr.,—L. nenus: Gr. nrnren, a sinew.]

Nescience, nesh'ens, n. want of knowledge.

—

tuij.

Nesc lent. [L. nescientia—nescfre, to be ignorant—Htr, not, scire, to know.]
Nesb, nesh, Oi/j. (/riTr.) soft, crumbly: tender.

—

v.t.

Nesb'en, to make tender.

Neahamah, nesh'a-ma, H. the highest degree of the
soul in the cabbalistic system.

Nesiota, ne'si-Ot, ajy. insular. [Gr. nescs, an island.]

Neskl, nes'ki, n. the cursive hand generally used in

Arabic—Also Nesh'ki [Ar.]

Nesogsan, ne-s3-je'an. oiij. pertaining to Nesogsca

—

Polynesia or Oceania, New Zealand excepted, with
regard to the distribution of its animals. [Gr. uisos,

an island, gout, the earth.]

Ness, nes, 71. a promontory or headland. [A.S. furss ;

a doublet of naze. prob. conn, with nose. ]

Nest, nest, n. the bed formed by a bird for hatching
her young : the place in which the eggs of any
animal are laid and hatched : a comfortable resi-

dence : a number of persons haunting one place for

a bad purpose : the place itself : a number of baskets
or boxes each fitting inside the next larger.

—

v.t. to

form a nest for.

—

v.i. to build and occupy a nest.—ti. Nesf -egg, an egg left in the nest to keep the
hen from forsaking it : something laid up as the

beginning of an accumulation.—Feather one's nest,
to provide for one's self, esp. from other people's

property of which one has had charge. [A.S. Mtst

;

Ger. nest, L. nidus.}
Nestle, nes'l. v.i. to lie close or snug as in a nest : to

settle comfortably.

—

v.t. to cherish, as a bird does
her young.

—

adj. Nestling, being in the nest, newly
hatched.

—

n. act of making a nest: a young bird in

the nest—also Nest'ler. [.\.S. nestlian.—mst.\
Nestor, nes' tor, n. a Greek hero at Troy, remarkable

for elot^uence and wisdom gained through long life

and vaned experience : any one who possesses UiOKe
qualities, a counsellor, adviser.

—

adj. Nesto'rian.
Nestorian, nes-tO'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the Christo-

logical doctrine of Xestarius, patriarch of Constan-
tinople from 438 to his condemnation and deposition
at the general council of Ephesus in 431 ; he held
the true divinity and humanity of Christ, but denied
their union in a single self<onscious personality,

that union being merely moral or s>-mpatnetic—thus
the personality was broken up into a duahty.

—

n. a
follower of Nestorius.

—

n. Nesto'rianism.
Net, net, n. an open fabric of twine, &c., knotted into
meshes for catching birds, fishes, &c. : anything like

a net for keeping out insects, &c. : a meshed bag for
holding a woman's hair : machine-made lace of various
kinds : a snare : a difficulty.

—

adj. made of netting
or resembhng it, reticulate : caught in a net.

—

v.t. to
form into network : to take with a net : to pmtect
with a net. to veil.

—

v.i. to form network :—/'••/.

netting : pa.t. and/a.^. net'ted.—»tf. Net'-fisb, any
fish, like the herring, caught in nets — opp. to
Tra-wi-lisk and Line-fi^'k ; Not'-fisharV. a place
for net-fishing, the business of such fishing : Nef-
fisb'ing, the method or the industry of fishinu with
nets.

—

f'Odj. Netted, made into a net, reticulated :

caught in a net.

—

ns. Netting, act or process of

forming network : a piece of network : any network
of ropes or wire, esp. for use on shipboard : Net'ttng-
need'le, a kind of shuttle used m netting. — adjs.
Nefty, like a net; Nef-'Teined, in entomology,
having a great number of veins or nervures like

a network on the surface, as in the wings of many
Orthoptera ; Nef-Winged, having net-veined wings.
— «. NefTTOrk, any work showing cross lines or
open spaces like the meshes of a net. [A.S. net,

net' ; Dut. net, Ger. nets. ]

Net, Nett, net, adj. clear of all charges or deducdoos
—opp. to Grots: lowest, subject to no further de-
ductions.

—

<;:t. to produce as clear profit :—/r.^.
net'ting : /a.t. 3Uid/a./. net'ted- [AVa/.]

Netlielesse, neth'les, adz: = Nathless.
Netber, ne/A'er, iitij. beneath another, lower: infer-

nal.

—

n. Netb'erlamder. an inhabitant ot' Holland.

—

adj. Netherlandish. Dutch.—«.//. Netherllngs,
stockings. — adjs. Neth'ermore. lower; Nether-
most, lowest.—«.//. Neth'erstocks (SA.ii.), sh^^rt

stockings or half-hose for the leg. a.s distinguished
from trunk hose for the thigh. — advs. Neth'er-
ward, -8, downward. [.4.S. neothera, a comp.
adj. due to adv. nitker, downward ; Ger. nieder,
low.]

Nethlnlm, neth'in-im, n.pl. {S.) servants of the old
Jewish temple, set apart to assist the Levites. [Heb.J

NetSOke, net'su-ka, n. a small toggle or button, carved
or inlaid, on Japanese pipe-cases, pouches, &c.

Nettle, net'l, n. a common plant covered with hairs
which sting sharply.

—

v.t. to fret, as a nettle does
the skin : to irritate. — ns. Nett'le-Cloth. thick

jap.inned cotton cloth used for leather ; Nottlo-
fish, a jelly-fish, sea-nettle ; Nett lerash, a kind of
fever characterised by a rash or eruption on the
skin ; Nettle-tree, a genus of trees, with simple
and generally serrated leaves, the fruit a fleshy,

globose, one-celled drupe ; Nett'le-wort, any plant
of the nettle family. [A.S. neteie ; Ger. msseL}

Nettling, net'ling, «. the joining of two ropes, end to
end, without seam : the tying in pairs of yams in a
ropewalk to prevent tangling. [Knittie.]

Neume, niim, n. a succession of notes to be sung to

one syllable, a sequence : an eld sign for a tone or
a phrase. [O. Fr.,— Gr. pnruma, breath.]

Neural, nu'ral, Ltdj. pertaining to the nerves—also

Neuric.—«. Nenricity, nerve-force ; Nevriltty,
the function of the nervous system—that of conduct-
ing stimulL—Neural arch, the arch of a vertebra

protecting the spinal cord. [Gr. nenren, a nerve.)

Neuralgia, nQ-rafji-a, n. pain of a purely nenrons
character, occurring in paroxysms, usually unaccon-
paaied by infiammation, fever, or any appreciable
change of structure in the affected part — (o&r.)

Neural'gy. — adjs. Neuralgic, Neural gifonn.
[Gr. neuron, nerve, algos, pain.]

Neurasthenia, nu-ras-the-nl'a, n. nervous debility.

—

adj. Neurasthen'iC—also n. one suffering from this.

[Gr. neuron, a nerve, astkeneia, weakness.]
Neuration, nu-ra'shun, n. Same as Nervation.
Neurilemma, nu-ri-lem'a, n. the external sheath of a

nerve-fibre.

Neuritis. nu-rVtis, n. inflammation of a nerve.

Neurohjrpnology, nu-ro-hip-nol'o-ji. n. the study of

hypnotism : the means employed for inducing the

hypnotic state.— «. Neurohypnol ogist ; Nearo-
hyp'notlsm, hypnotism. [Gr. neuron, nerve, ky/mas^

sleep, IcgLt, discourse.)

Neurology, nu-roro-ji, n. the science of the nerves.

—

adj Neurolog'lcia.-«. Neurologist, a writer on
neurology. [Gr. neuron, nerve, logia, science.)

Neuron, nu'ron, n. the cerebro-spinal axis in its

entirety : a nervure of an insect's wing.

Neuropath, nu'm-path, n. one who takes nerroos
conditions solely or mostly into account in his

pathologv.—a</;>. Neuropath'io, -aL

—

euiv. Maaio-
path ically. — ns. Neuropathol'ogy, the torn of
knowledge of the diseases of the oerrous system;



Neuroptera file, (ar ; mS, h6r ; mtne ; Nib

[Gr.NeuTOp'athy, nervous disease generally.
neuron, nerve, ^at/ws, suffering.)

Neuropt6ra, nu-rop'ier-a, «.//. an order of insects

which have generally four wings marked with a net-

work of many nerves :

—

siug^, Neurop'teron ; also

NeuTop'ter, Neurop teran.—<k^>. Neuropteral,
Neurop'teroUS, nerve-winged. [Gr. neitroH, nerve,

ptera, pi. oipteron, a wing.]

Neorose, nu'rOs, adj. nerved : having many nervures

or veins, of an insect's wing, &c.
Neurotic, nu-rot'ik, adj. relating to, or seated in, the

nerves,

—

n. a disease of the nerves : a medicine

useful for diseases of the nerves.

—

adj. NeOTO'sal

—

n. Neuro'siS, a nervous disease, esp. without lesion

of parts, as epilepsy, &c.
Neurotomy, nu-rot'om-i, H.. the cutting or dissection

of a nerve.

—

adj. Neurotom'ical. [Gr. neuron, a
nerve, (ami, cutting.]

Neurotonic, nu-ro-ton'ik, n. a medicine intended to

strengthen the nervous system.
Neuter, nu'ter, adj. neither : taking no i>art with

either side : {gy^am.) neither masculine nor feminine :

neither active nor passive : {boi.) without stamens or
pistils : (tool.) without sex.

—

n. one taking no part

m a contest : (bot.) a plant having neither stamens
bor pistils : (aool.) a sexless animal, esp. the working
bee. [L., 'neither'

—

ne, not, uier, either.]

Neutral, nu'tral, adj. being neuter, indifferent : taking
no part on either side : unbiassed : neither very good
nor very bad, of no decided character : having no
decided colour, bluish or grayish : (fihetn.) neither

acid nor alkaline.— «. a person or nation that takes
no part in a contest.—«. Neutralisa'tiou.

—

v.t.

Neu'trallse, to declare by convention any nation
permanently neutral or neutral during certain hos-

tilities : to make inert : to render of no effect.

—

Ht. Neu'traliser ; Neutrality, state of taking no
part on either of two sides : those who are neutral.

—adv. Neutrally.—Neutral tint, a dull gra>'ish

colour ; Neutral vowel, the vowel-sound heard in

but, firm, her, &c., and commonly in unaccented
syllables.—^Armod. neutrality, the condition of a
neutral power ready to repel aggression from either
belligerent. [L. neutralU—neuter, neither.]

Ndv6, na-va', n. the same as firn or glacier snow.
[Fr.,—L. nix, nivis, snow.]

Nevel, nev'el, v.t. {Scat.) to beat with the fists.

Never, nev'er, adv. not ever: at no time: in no de-
gree : not.

—

adv. Nev'ennore, at no future time.

—

coHJ. Nevertheless', notwithstanding : in spite ofthat
(earlier NatheUss).—adv. Neverthemore' (Spens),
none the more. [A.S. na/re—ne, not, a/re, ever.)

New, nu, adj. lately made : having happened lately

:

recent, modem : not before seen or known : strange,
dififerent : recently commenced : changed for the
better : not of an ancient family : as at first : un-
accustomed : fresh from anything : uncultivated or
only recently cultivated.

—

adji. New'bom (Shak.),
recently bom : NeVT'OOmo, recently arrived. — n.

New'-com'er, one who has lately come.

—

v.t. New'-
Create' (Sluik.'), to create for the first time.

—

adjs.
New'-fash'loned, made in a new way or fashion :

lately come into fashion ; NOW'-fiedged, having just
got feathers ; NeWish, somewhat new : nearlv new.
—adv. VeVlj.—adj. New-made {S/iai.), recently
made.

—

v.t. New'-mod'el, to model or form anew.

—

H. the Parliamentary army as remodelled by Crom-
well after the second battle of Newbury, which
gained a conclusive victory at Naseby (1645).

—

n.

Newness—ar/^'. NeW-Sad (SkaA.), recently made
sad.—New birth (see Regeneration) ; New chum,
a new arrival from the old country in Australia

;

New Church, New Jerusalem Church, the Sweden-
borgian Church : New Covenant (see Covenant)

;

New departure (sec Departure) -. New Englander.
a native or resident in any of the New England
sutes : New Jerusalem, the heavenly city ; New
Learning (see Renaissance ); New Light, a membe r

of a relatively more advanced religious school

—

applied esp. to the party within the 18th-century
Scottish Secession Church which adopted Voluntary
views of the relations of Church and State, also
sometimes to the Socinianising party in the Church
of Scotland in the 18th centur)-, &c. : New Red
Sandstone (geol.), the name formerly given to the
great series of red sandstones which occur between
the Carboniferous and Jurassic systems; New Style
(see Style) ; New woman, a name humorously ap-
plied to such modem women as rebel against the
conventional restrictions of their sex, and ape men
in their freedom, education, pursuits, amusements,
clothing, manners, and sometimes morals ; New
World, North and South America ; New-year'S
Day, the first day of the new year. [.\.S. nt'we,
ne&we ; Ger. neu, Ir. nuadh, L. noz-us, Gr. neos.]

Newel, nu'el, n. (nrchii.) the upright column about
which the steps of a circular staircase wind. [O. Fr.
nual (Fr. noyau), stone of fruit—Low L. nucalis,
like a nut—L. nux, nucis, a nut.]

Newel, nu'el, n. {Spens.) a new thing : a novelty.
Newfangled, nu-fang'gid, adj. fond of new things :

newly devised, novel.—-Wr'. Newfang'ledly.—«i.

Nevrfang'ledness, Newfang'leness. [Corr. from
M. E. ncive/aiigel—ne'Me (.\.S. niive), nev;, /angel
{\.^.fangen—fon), ready to catch.]

Newfoundland, nu-fownd'land, n. a large dog of great
intelligence, a strong swimmer, black without any
white markings, first brought from New/oundlatid.

Newgate, nu'gat, n. a famous prison in London.

—

Newgate Calendar, a list of Newgate prisoners,

with their crimes ; Newgate frill, or fringe, a
beard under the chin and jaw.

Newmarket, nu'mar-ket, «. a card-game for any
number of persons, on a table on which dupli-

cates of certain cards have been placed face up : a
close-fitting coat, originally a riding-coat, a long
close-fitting coat for women.

News, niiz, n.sing. something heard of that is new

:

recent account : first information of something that
has just happened or of something not formerly
known : intelligence.

—

v.t. to report.

—

ns. News'-
agent, one who deals in newspapers ; News boy.
Newsman, a boy or man who delivers or sells

newspapers ; News'-house, a printing-office for news-
papers only ; Newsletter, an occasional letter or
printed sheet containing news, the predecessor of the

regular newspaper ; News'monger, one who deals

in news ; one who spends much time in hearing
and telling news ; News'paper, a paper published
periodically for circulating news, &c. — the first

English newspaper was published in 1622 : Ne¥rs'-
paperdom; Newspaperlsm.—<!<»>. News'papery,
superficial.

—

ns. Newsroom, a room where news-
papers, magazines, &c. lie to be read ; News'vender,
a seller of newspapers ; News'-writ'er, a reporter

or writer of news.

—

adj. Newsy, gossipy. [Late

M. E., an imit. of Fr. nouvelles.]

Newt, nut, ». a genus of amphibious animals like

small lizards. [Formed with initial «, borrowed from
the article an, from ewt—A.S. f/eta.]

Newtonian, nQ-te'ni-an, adj. relating to, formed, or

discovered by Sir Isaac Newion, the celebrated

philosopher (1642-1727)— also Newton'ia — New-
tonian telescope, a form of reflecting telescope.

Next, nelcst, adj. (superU of Nigh) nearest in place,

time, &c

—

adv. nearest or immediately ader.—prep.
nearest to.—«. Next'ness.—Next door to (see

Door) : Next to nothing, almost nothing at all.

(A.S. ne'list, superl. of ne'lt, nedh. near ; Ger. ndcltst.]

Nexus, nek'sus, n. a tie, connecting principle, bond

:

{Rom. laui) a person who had contracted a nexum
or obligation of such a kind that, if he failed to

pay, his creditor could compel him to serve until the

debt was paid. [L.

—

nectere, to bind.]

Nib, nib, n. something small and pointed : a point,

esp. of a pen : the bill of a bird : the handle of a
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Nibble mOte ; mflte ; mOTn ; Men. Niggle

scythe-snath.

—

v.t. to furnish with a nib: to point.—adj. Nibbed, having a nib. \,Neb.\

Nibble, nib'l, v.t. to bite by small bits : to eat by little

at a time.

—

v.i. to bite gently: to find fault.

—

n. act
of nibbling : a little bit.—«j. NibVler ; Nibb'ling.
—adv. Nibb'llngly. [Freq. of ?«/>.]

Nibelungen, ne'bel-oCng-en, n.pl. a supernatural race
in German mythology guarding a treasure wrested
from them by Siegfried, the hero of the Niieliingen-
licd, an epic of c. 1190-1210.

Niblick, nib'lilc, «. a golf-club with cup-shaped head.
Nice, nis, adj. foolishly simple : over-particular : hard

to please : fastidious : marking or taking notice of
very small differences : done with great care and
exactness, accurate : easily injured : delicate : dainty :

agreeable: delightful.—rti/i/. Nice'ly. — »j. Nice'-

ness, quality of being nice : exactness : scrupulous-
ness : pleasantness ; Nlc'ety, quality of being nice :

delicate management : exactness of treatment : fine-

ness of perception : fastidiousness : that which is

delicate to the taste : a delicacy.—To a nicety, with
great exactness. [O. Fr. nice., foolish, simple—L,
nescius, ignorant

—

ne, not, scire, to know.]
Nicene, nl'sen, adj. pertaining to the town of Nice

or Niceea, in Bithynia, Asia Minor, where an
ecumenical council was held in 325 for the purpose
of defining the questions raised in the Arian con-
troversy— it promulgated the Nicene Creed. A
second council, the seventh general council, held
here in 787, condemned the Iconoclasts.

Niche, nich, «. a recess in a wall for a statue, vase,

&c. : a person's proper place or condition in life or
public estimation, one's ap-
pointed or appropriate place.—
v.t. to place m a niche.

—

adj.
Nicbed, placed in a niche.

[Fr.,— It. nicchia, a niche,

nicchio, a shell— L. tnytilus,

tniiulus, a sea-mussel.]
Nick, nik, n. a notch cut into
something : a score for keep-
ing an account : the precise ^
moment of time : a lucky throw
at hazard. — v.i. to cut in

notches : to hit the precise

time : to strike as if making a
nick : to cheat : catch in the
act: to cut short: (Scot) to

cut with a single snip, as of
shears : to make a cut with
the pick in the face of coal to

facilitate blasting or wedging.—adj. Nick'-eared, crop-cared.
—«. Nick'er, one who, or that

which, nicks : a woodpecker : a street-ruffian in the
early part of the i8th century.—NlCk a horse's tail,

to make a cut at the root of the tail, making the
horse c.irry it higher. [Another spelling of nock, old
form of notch. ]

Nick, nik, «. the devil, esp. Old Nlck. [Prob. a corr.

of St Nicholas, or from A.S. nicor, a water-spirit;
Ice. nykr, Ger. nix, nixe.\

Nickel, nik'el, n. a grayish-white metal related to
cobalt, very malleable and ductile.

—

v. t. to plate with
nickel.

—

ns. Nick'elage, Nick'elttre, the an of nickel-
plating.—rt^>. Nick'ellc, Nick'elous; Nickelifer-
OUS, containing nickel.—;«. Nick'ellne, NiC'COlite,
native nickel arsenide.—j'./.Nick'elise, to plate with
nickel.—«j. Nick'el-plat'ing, the plating of metals
with nickel ; Nick'el-Sirver, German silver (see
German). [Sw. koppar-nickel (Ger. kufifemicker),
kofipar, copper, nickel, a word corresponding to Ger.
nickel, the devil (cf Cobalt and Kobold), or to Ice.

hnikill, a lump.]
Nicker, nik'er, v.t. to neigh : to snigger.—«. a neigh :

a loud laugh—(oif.) Nich'er.
Nioknack, nik'nak, «. a trifle— dim. Nick'naoket.—-«.
Nick'naokery. (Same as Knickktiack.}

^ t-, rJi i-l A'-l* '

Niche from
Waltham Cross.
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Nickname, nik'nSm, «. a name given in contempt or
sportive familiarity.

—

v.t. to give a nickname to.

[M. E. neke-na7ne, with intrusive initial n from
eke-name, surname ; from tke and fuime.\

Nicotine, nik'o-tin, n. 2l poisonous, volatile, alkaloid
base, obtained from tobacco.

—

adj. Nico'tian, per-

taining to tobacco, from Jean Nicot (1530-1600), the
benefactor who introduced it into France in 1560.—«.

a smoker of tobacco.—«./»/. Niootia'na, the literature

of tobacco.— «. Nicotinism, a morbid state induced
by excessive misuse of tobacco.

Nictate, nik'tat, v.i. to wink— also NiC'tltate.

—

ns.

Nictation, Niotit&'tion.—Nictitating membrane,
a thin movable membrane covering the eyes of birds.

[L. nictdre, -dtitm.]

Nidder, nid'er, v.t. (Scot.) to keep under : to pinch
with cold or hunger : to molest.

Niddle-noddle, nid'l-nod'l, adj. vacillating.

—

v.i. to

wag the head.
Niderling, nid'er-ling. «. a wicked fellow—also Nid'er-

ing, Nith'ing.— «. Nidd'ering, a noodle.

Nidge, nij, V.I. to dress the face of (a stone) with a
sharp-pointed hammer.

Nidging, nij'ing, adj. trifling.—«. Nidg'et, a fool.

Nidmcation, nid-i-fi-ka'shun, n. the act or art of
building a nest, and the hatching and rearing of
the young.-

—

adj. Nidament'al, pertaining to nests
or what protects eggs.—«. Nidament'um, an egg-
case.—7'j. r. Nid'ificate, ViA'itj.—adjs. Nid'nlant,
Nid'Ulate, lyingfree in a cup-shaped body, or in

pulp.—«. NidUla'tion, nest-building. [L. nidus,
a nest,jacere, to make.]

Nidor, ni'dor, n. odour, esp. of cooked food.

—

adjs.
Ni'dorose, Ni'dorous, Ni'dose. [L.]

Nidus, nl'dus, K. a place, esp. in an animal body, in

which a germ lodges and begins to develop. [L.]

Niece, nSs, «. (/em. of Nephew) the daughter of a
brother or sister : (orig:) a granddaughter. [O. Fr.,

—Low L. nepta—L. neptis, a granddaughter, niece.]
Niello, ni-el'lo, «. a method of ornamenting silver or

gold plates by engraving the surface, and filling up
the lines with a black composition, to give clearness
and effect to the incised design : a work produced by
this method : an impression taken from the engraved
surface before the incised lines have been filled up :

the compound used in niello-work.

—

v.t. to decorate
with niello.—«. Niell'ure, the process, also the work
done. [It. niello—Low L. nigetiuvi, a black enamel
—L. fiigellus, dim. o{ niger, black.]

Niersteiner, ner'stl-ner, n. a variety of Rhine wine,
named from Nierstein, near Mainz.

Niffer, nif'er, v.t. (Scot.) to barter.—«. an exchange.
Niffle, nif'l, v.t. (prov.) to pilfer.—«. Niff'naff, a trifle.—adj. Nlflf'naffy, fastidious.

Niflheim, niflhlm, «. (Scand. myth.) a region of mist,

ruled over by Hel.
Nifty, nif'ti, adj. (slang) stylish.

Nlgella, ni-jel'a, n. a genus of ranunculaceous plants,

with finely dissected leaves, and whitish, blue, or
yellow flowers, often almost concealed by their leafy

involucres— Nigella damascena, called Love-in-a-
mist, Devil-in-a-bush, and Ragged Lady.

Niggard, nig'ard, n. a person who is unwilling to spend
or give away : a miser.

—

adjs. Nigg'ard, Nigg'ardly,
having the qualities ofa niggard : miserly; Nigg'ard-
Ish, rather niggardly.— «. Nigg'ardliness, meanness
in giving or spending

—

(Spens.) Nigg'ardise.

—

adv.
Nigg'ardly. [\cc. hndggr,%t\n%y; Ger. ^f«a«, close.]

Nigger, nig'er, n. a black man, a negro : a native of
the East Indies or one of the Australian aborigines :

a black caterpillar: a Cornish holothurian.

—

v.t. to

exhaust soil by cropping it year by year without
manure. — «. Nlgg'erdom, niggers collectively.

—

adjs. Nigg'erlsh, NiggTery.—«:f. Nl^er-klll'er, a
scorpion ; Nigg'erling, a little nigger.

Niggle, nig'l, v.i. to trifle, busy one s self with petty
matters: to cramp.

—

v.t. to fill with excessive de-
tail: to befooL—«. small cramped handwriting.

—



Nigh fate, fSr ; mS, h6r ; mine : Nimrod

nt. Nigglor, one who trifles ; Nlgg'llng, fussiness,

finicking work.

—

tuij. mean: fussy. [Freq. of nif,
which may be a variant of mci.]

Nigh, nl, atij. near : not distant in place or time : not

far off in degree, kindred, &c. : close.

—

aJ?'. nearly :

almost.

—

/^e/>. near to: not distant from.— iid7'.

Nigh'ly, nearly : within a little.—«. Nigh'ness, the

state or quality of being nigh : nearness. [A.S.

h/oM, tM; Dut. na, Ger. na/u.]

Nigbt, nit, «. the end of the day : the time from
sunset to sunrise : darkness : ignorance, affliction,

or sorrow : death.

—

ns. Nlght'-Bell, a bell for use

at night—of a physician, &c. ; Night'-bird, a bird

that flies only at night, esp. the owl : the nightin-

gale, as singing at night ; Night'-blindness, in-

ability to see in a dim light, nyctalopia ; Night'-
brawl'er, one who raises disturbances in the night

;

Night'cap, a cap worn at night in bed (so Night'-

dress, -shirt, &c.) : a dram taken before going to

bed: a cap drawn over the face before hanging;
Night'-cart, a cart used to remove the contents of

Srivies before daylight ; Night'-Chair, a night-stool

;

fight'-Churr, or -jar, the British species of goat-

sucker, so called from the sound of its cry.—«.//.

Night'-Clothes, garments worn in bed.

—

ns. Night'-
crow, a bird that cries in the night ; Night'-dog
(Skak.), a dog that hunts in the night. — adj.

Might'ed, benighted : {Shak.) darkened, clouded.—ns. Night'fall, the fall or beginning of the night :

the close of the day : evenmg ; Night'farlng,
travelling by night ; Night'fire, a fire burning in

the night : a will-o'-the-wisp ; Night'-fish'ery, a
mode of fishing by night, or a place where this is

done; Night' -fly, a moth that flies at night; Night'-
fOfl, one who makes his attack by night ; Night'-
fOSS'icker, one who robs a digging by night.

—

adj.

Nlght'-foxm'dored, lost in the night.—«j. Night'-
fOWl, a night-bird ; Night'-glaSS, a spy-glass with
concentrating lenses for use at night ; Night'-gOWn,
a long loose robe for sleeping in, for men or women ;

a loose gown for wearing in the house ; Night'-hag,
a witch supposed to be abroad at night ; Night-
bawk, a species of migratory goat-sucker, common
in America ; Night' -her'on, a heron of nocturnal
habit ; Night'-hOUSe, a tavern allowed to be open
during the night ; Night'- hunt'er, a degraded
woman who prowls about the streets at night for

her prey ; Night'-lamp, or -light, a light left burn-

ing all night.

—

adj. Nightless, having no night.—«.

Night'-line, a fishing-line set overnight.

—

adj'. and
adv. Nightlong, lasting all night—<i^'. Nightly,
done by night : done every night.

—

adv. by night :

every night.

—

ns. Night'-man, a night-watchman or
scavenger ; Night'-owl, an owl of exclusively noc-
turnal habits : one who sits up very late ; Night'-
p&l'sy, a numbness of the lower limbs, incidental to

women ; Night'piece, a picture or literary descrif)-

tion of a night-scene : a painting to be seen best by
artificial light ; Night'-por'ter, a porter in attend-
ance during the night at hotels, railway stations,

&c. ; Night'-rail, a night-gown : a 17th-century form
of head-dress ; Night'-rav'en {Skak.), a bird that
cries at night, supposed to be of ill-omen ; Night'-
rest, the repose of the night ; Nlght'-mle (Siutk.),

a frolic at night. — adv. Nights (obs.), by night.—Hs. Night'-SCbOOl, a school held at night, esp. for

those at work durmg the day ; Night' -Sea'SOn, the

time of night ; Nlght'Shade, a name of several

plants of the genus Solanum, having narcotic pro-

perties, often found in damp shady woods ; Night'-
hrlek, a cry in the night ; Night'-Side, the dark,

mysterious, or gloomy side of anything; Night'-

•ing'er, any bird like the nightingale, esp. the Irish

edge-warbler : Night'-SOil, the contents of privies,

cesspools, S:c., generally carried away at night ;

Night'-spell, a charm against accidents by night

;

Night'steed. one of the horses in the chariot of

Night ; Night -Stool, a close-stool for use in a bed-

(M

room ; Night'-ti'per, a night-light burning slowly.—n.pl. Night'-terr'ors, the sudden starting from
sleep of children in a state of fright.

—

p.adj. Nighf-
trip'ping (Shak^, tripping about in the night.

—

ns.

Night'-wak'ing, watching in the night : NighV-
walk, a walk m the night; Night'-walk'er, one
who walks in his sleep at night, a somnaniuulist

:

one who walks about at night for bad purposes,
esp. a prostitute ; Night'-walk'ing, walking in one's
sleep, somnambuUsm : roving about at night with
evil designs ; Night'-wan'derer, one who wanders
by night.

—

adjs. Night'-'War'bling, singing in the
night ; Night'ward, toward night.— ns. Night'-
watch, a watch or guard at night : time of watch
in the night ; Night'-watch'man, one who acts as
a watch during the night ; Night'-WOrk, work done
at night. [A.S. itiht ; Ger. nacht, L. twx.'\

Nightingale, nit'in-gal, «. a small sylviine bird, of
the Passerine family, widely distributed in the Old
World, celebrated for the rich love-song of the male
heard chiefly at night. [A.S. nihtegah—w/A/, night,

galan, to sing ; Ger. nachiigall.\

Nightingale, nlt'in-gal, ». a kind of flannel scarf with
sleeves, worn by invalids when sitting up in bed.
[From the famous Crimean hospital nurse, Florence
Nightingale, born 1829.]

Nightmare, nit'mar, ». a dreadful dream accompanied
with pressure on the breast, and a feeling of power-
lessness to move or speak—personified as an incubus
or evil-spirit.— ^i/;'. Nightmarish. [A.S. niht,

night, ntara, a nightmare ; cf. Old High Ger. tnara,
incubus. Ice. tnara, nightmare.]

NigrSSCent, nl-gres'ent, adj. growing black or dark :

approaching to blackness.—«. Nigrescence. [L.,

nigrescere, to grow black

—

niger, black.]

Nigrtte, nig'rTt, n. an insulating composition con-
sisting of the impure residuum obtained in the
distillation of parafiin. [L. niger, black.]

Nigritian, ni-grish'an, adj'. pertaining to Nigritia,
Upper Guinea, Senegambia, and the Soudan region

generally, the home of the true negroes.

—

n. a native

of this region, a negro.
Nig^tude, nig'ri-tud, «. blackness. [L. nigritudo—

niger, black.]

Nigrosine, nig'rO-sin,K. a coal-tar colour prepared from
the hydrochloride of violaniline. [L. niger, black.]

Nihil, nfhil, «. nothing.— «j. Nihilism, belief in

nothing, extreme scepticism : in Russia, a revolution-

ary socialistic movement aiming at the overturn of
all the existing institutions of society in order to

build it up anew on different principles ; Nl'hiliSt,

one who professes Nihilism.

—

adj. NihiliSt'iC.

—

ns.

Nihil'ity, notliingness; Nil, nothing. [L.)

Nike, nT'ke, n. the goddess of victory. [Gr.]

Nilgaii. See Nyl-ghau.
Nill, nil, v.t. (Spens.) to refuse, to reject.

—

v.i. to be
unwilling. [A.S. nilian—ne, not, willan, to will.]

Nilometer, nl-lom'e-ter, «. a gauge for measuring the
heiglit of water in the river Nile: any river-gauge

—

also Ni'loscope.—W/'. Nilot'ic.

Nim, nira, v.t. to steal, pilfer. [A.S. nitnan, to take.]

Nimble, nim'bl, adj. light and quick in motion

:

active : sv/i(t.—adjs. Nim'ble-fing^ered, skilful with
the fingers, thievish ; Nim'ble-foot'ed, swift of foot.

—ns. Nim'bleness, Nim bless (Spens.), quickness of
motion eitlier in body or mind. — adj. Nim'ble-
Wlt'ted, quick-witted.— <i</i'. Nim'bly. (M. E.
nimel—A.S. niman, to catch; cf. Ger. nehmen.'\

Nimbus, nim'bus, ». the raincloud : (paint.) the disc

or halo, generally circular or semicircular, which
encircles ihe head of the sacred person represented.
—adj. Nimbif'erOUS, bringing clouds. [L.J

Nimiety, ni-mfe-ti, n. {rare) state of being too much.
[1,. nimtetas—nimis, too much.]

Niminy-piminy, nim'i-ni-pim'i-ni, adj. affectedly fine

or delicate.—«. affected delicacy. [Imit.]
Nimrod, nim'rod, n. the founder of Babel (see Gen. x.

8-10) : any great hunter,



Nincompoop mOte ; mfite ; mOOn ; Men. No
Nincompoop, ninTtom-poop, «. a simpleton. [Corr. of

L. non compos {mentis), not of souiiii mind.]
Nine, nin, adj. and «. eight and one.—«. Nine'-ey68,
a popular name for the young lampreys found in

rivers.

—

adj. Nine'fold, nine times folded or re-

peated.

—

ns. Nine'holes, a game in which a ball is

to be bowled into nine holes in the ground or a board

;

Nine'pins, a game at bowls, a form of skittles, so
called from nine pins being set up to be knocked
down by a ball.

—

adj. Nine'-SCOre, nine times twenty.
—«. the number of nine times twenty.

—

adj. and «.

Nlne'teen, nine and ten.—adj. Nine'teenth, the
ninth after the tenth : being one of nineteen equal
parts.—«. a nineteenth part.

—

adj. Nine'tieth, the
last of ninety : next after the eighty-ninth.—«. a
ninetieth part.

—

adj. and «. Nine'ty, nine tens.

—

adj. Ninth, the last of nine : next after the eighth.
—«. one of nine equal parts.

—

nd~'. Ninth'ly, in the
ninth place.—Nine days' wonder (see Wonder);
Nine men's morris (see Morris) ; Nine worthies,
Hector, Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Joshu.i,

David, Judas Maccabeus, Arthur, Charlemagne,
Godfrey of Bouillon ; The nine, the nine muses (see

Mose); To the nines, to perfection, fully, elabo-

rately. [A.S. nigon ; Dut. tugen, L. novein, Gr.
ennea, Sans. navan.\

Ninny, nin'i, «. a simpleton.—Also Ninn'y-hanun'er.
[It. ninno, child ; Sp. nino, infant.]

Niobe, nfo-be, «. daughter of TantaUis, and wife of
Amphion, king of Thebes. Proud of her many
children, she gloried over Latona, who had but

two, Artemis and Apollo. But these killed them
all, on which the weeping mother was turned into

stone by Zeus.—o^^'. Niobe'an.
Niobium, nl-O'bi-um, «. a rare metal, steel-gray in

colour, discovered in the mineral Tantalite—some-
times called Columbium.

Nip, nip, «. a sip, esp. of spirits—also Nlp'per (U.S.).
— z'.i. to take a dram.—«. Nip'perkln, a small
measure of liquor. [Dut. nippen, to sip.]

Nip, nip, v.t. to pinch : to press between two surfaces :

to cut off the edge : to check the growth or vigour
of: to destroy: to bite, sting, satirise :^;>r./. nip'-

ping; pa.t. and pa.j>. nipped.

—

n. a pinch : a seizing

or closing in upon : a cutting off the end : a blast

:

destruction by frost : («//'«.) a more or less gradual
thinning out of a stratum : (tiaut.) a short turn in a
rope, the part of a rope at the place bound by the

seizing or caught by jambing.

—

ns. Nip'-Cheese, a
stingy fellow : (naui.) the purser's steward ; Nip'per,
he who, or that which, nips : one of various tools or

implements like pincers : one of a pair of autom.-iti-

cally locking handcuffs : a chela or great claw, as of

a crab : the young bluefish : a boy who attends on
navvies : (pbs.) a thief: one of the four fore-teeth of a
horse : (//.) small pincers.

—

v.t. to seize (two ropes)

together.— rtrt'f. Nip'plngly.—Nip in the bud, to

cut off In the earliest stage. [From root of knife

:

Dut. knijpen, Ger. kneipen, to pinch.]

Nipperty-tipperty, nip'er-ti-tip'er-ti, adj. (Scot.) silly,

frivolous.

Nipple, nip'l, «. the pap by which milk is drawn from
the breasts of females : a teat : a small projection
with an orifice, as the nipple of a gim,—?'./. to

furnish with a nipple.

—

ns. Nipp'le-Shield, a defence
for the nipple worn by nursing women ; Nipple-
wort, a small, yellow-flowered plant of remedial use.

[A dim. of nei or nii.]

Nippy, nip'i, adj. (Scot.) sharp in taste : curt : parsi-

monious.
Nipter, nip'tfer, n. the ecclesiastical ceremony of wash-

ing the feet—the same as maundy. [Gr. nipter, a
basin

—

niptein, to wash.]
Nirles, NirlS, niriz, «. herpes.

Nirvana, nir-va'na, n. the cessation of individual

existence—the state to which a Buddhist aspires as

the best attainable. [Sans., ' a blowing out.']

NiS, nis (Spens.), is not. [A contr. of tu is.]

NlS, nis, n. a. hobgoblin. [Same as A7jr.]
Nisan, nl'san, «. the name given after the Captivity

to the Jewish month Abib. [Heb.]
Nisi, ni'sl, conj. unless, placed after the words

' decree ' or ' rule,' to indicate that the decree or
rule will be made absolute unless, after a time, some
condition referred to be fulfille-i.-Nisi prius, the
name usually given in England to the sittings of
juries in civil cases—from the first two words of the
old Latin writ summoning the juries to appear at

Westminster unless, be/ore the day appointed, the
judges shall have come to the county.

Nisus, nl'sus, n. effort, attempt.—Nisus formatlTUS
(bioL), formative effort. [L.]

Nit, nit, n. the egg of a louse or other small insect.

—adj. Nifty, full of nits. [A.S. hnitu ; Ger. niss.]

Nithing, nl'/Aing, adj. wicked, mean.—«. a wicked
man. [AS. tiithiug; Ger. neiding.]

Nithsdale, niths'dai, n. a hood which can be drawn
over the face. [From the Jacobite Earl of Nithsdale
who escaped from the lower in women's clothes
brought in by his wife, in 1716.]

Nitid, nit'id, adj. shining: gay.

—

n. Nl'tenoy, bright-
ness. [L. nitidus—nitere, to shine.]

Nitre, nl'ter, «. the nitrate of potash—also called
Saltpetre.—n. Ni trate, a salt of nitric acid.

—

adjs.

Nl'trated, combined with nitric acid; Nitric, per-

taining to, formed from, or containing or resembling
nitre.—«. Ni'trlc acid, an acid got by distilling a
mixture of sulphuric acid and nitrate of sodium— it

acts powerfully on metals, and is known by the name
of Aqua-fortis. — adj. Nitrif'erous, nitre-bearing.
— «. Nitrifica'tion.—I/./. Ni'trify, to convert into

nitre.—?'.?. to become nitre :

—

pr.p. nl'trifying ; pa.t.

and pn.p. nT'trified.

—

ns. Nl'trite, a salt of nitrous

acid ; Ni'tro-ben'zol, a yellow oily fluid, obtained
by treating benzol with warm fuming nitric acid-
used in perfumery and known as Essence 0/ ntirbane;
Ni'tro-glyc'erine, a powerfully explosive compound
produced by the action of nitric and sulphuric acids

on glycerine—sometimes used in minute doses as a
medicine.

—

adjs. Nitrose', Ni'trOTlS, resembling, or

containing, nitre.

—

n. Nl'trous OX'ide, a combination
of oxygen and nitrogen, called also Laughing gas,
which causes, when breathed, insensibility to pain.—aiij. Ni'try, of or producing nitre.—Cubic nitre,

nitrate of soda, so called because it crystallises in

cubes. [Fr., — L. nitrum— Gr. nitron, natron,

potash, soda—Ar. nitnin, natrunJ\
Nitrogen, nl'tro-jen, n. a gas forming nearly four-

fifths of common air, a necessary constituent of

every organised body, so called from its being an
essential constituent of nitre.

—

adjs. Nitrogen'iC,

Nitrog'enous. — v. t. Nitrog'enise, to impregnate
with nitrogen.—«. Nitrom'eter, an apparatus for

estimating nitrogen in some of its combinations.

[Gr. nitron, An&gennaein, to generate.]

Nitter, nit'er, n. a bot-fly, the horse-bot.

NittingS, nit'ingz, n.pl. small particles of coal or

refuse of any ore.

Nival, ni'val, adj. snowy, growing among snow.

—

adj. NiVeoUS, snowy, white.- n. Niv6se (ne-vOz'),

the 4th month of the French revolutionary calendar,

Dec. 2i-Jan. 19. [L. niveus—nijc, nivis, snow.J_

Nix, niks, n.(Teut. wryM.) a water-spirit, mostly malig-

nant.—Also NiX'ie. Nix'y. [Ger. nix; cf. Nicker.]

Nix, niks, n. nothing: (U.S.) in the postal service,

anything unmailable because addressed to places

which are not post-oflices or to post-oflfices not exist-

ing in the States, &c., indicated in the address

—

usually in //. [Ger. k/cA/j, nothing.]

Nix, niks, interj. a roughs' street-cry of warning at

the policeman, &c.
Nizam, ni-zam', «. the title of the sovereign of Hydera-
bad in India, first used in 1713: sing, and //. the
Turki.sh regulars, or one of them. [Hind., contr.

oi Nizam-ul-Mulk = Regulator of the state.]

No, nO, adv. the word of refusal or denial : not at all

:
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Noachian (Ste, far ; mC, h6r ; mine

;

No^

never : not so : not.

—

n. a denial : a vote against or

in the negative:—^/. Noes (nOz).

—

mij. not any:
not one : none.

—

(Kir/s. No'way, in no way, manner,
or degree— also No'ways ; No'Wlse, in no way,
manner, or degree.—No account, worthless ; No
doubt, surely; No go (see Go); No joke, not a

trifling matter. [A.S. fid, compounded of ue, not,

and 4 ever; uay, the neg. of aye, is Scand.J

NoachlaS, nO-a'ki-an, adj. pertaining to the patriarch

Noah, or to his time — also NoaChlC. — Noah'S
ark, a child's toy in imitation of the ark of Noah
and its inhabitants.

Nob, nob, «. the head : a knobstick.—One for bis

nob, a blow on the head in boxing : a point at

cribbage by holding the knave of trumps. {Knob.^

Nob, nob, «. a superior sort of person.

—

adv. NoVbily.
—adj. Nob'by, smart, fashionable : good, capital.

[A contr. of «(7A/^/«<i«.]

Nobble, nob'l, v.t. {slang) to get hold of dishonestly,

to steal : to baffle or circumvent dexterously : to

injure, destroy the chances of, as a racer. — «.

Nobb'ler, a finishing-stroke : a thimble-rigger's con-

federate : a dram of spirits.

Nobility, no-bil'i-ti, n. the quality of being noble :

high rank: dignity: excellence: greatness of mind
or character : antiquity of family : descent from
noble ancestors: the persons holding the rank of

nobles.

—

adj. Nobil'iary, pertaining to the nobility.

—v.t. Nobil'ltate, to ennoble.—«. Nobilita' tion.

Noble. nO'bl, adj. illustrious : high in rank or char-

acter : of high birth : magnificent : generous : ex-

cellent.—«. a person of e.xalted rank : a peer : an
obsolete gold coin = 6s. 8d. sterling.—«. No'Dleman,
a man who is noble or of rank : a peer : one above
a commoner.

—

adj. No'ble-mind'ed, having a noble
mind.—«j. Noble-mind ednsss ; Nobleness, the
quality of being noble : excellence in quality

:

dignity : greatness by birth or character : ingenuous-
ness : worth ; Nobless', Noblesse' (Spens.X nobility :

greatness: the nobility collectively ; No'blewoman,
the fern, of Nobleman.— cii/ey. Nobly.—Noble art,

boxing: Noble metals (see Metal).—Most noble,
the style of a duke. [Fr. ,—L. nobilis, obs. gnobilis
—noscere {gnosclre), to know. ]

Nobody, nO'bod-i, «. no body or person: no one: a
person of no account, one not in fashionable society.

Nocake, nO'kak, n. meal made of parched corn, once
much used by North American Indians on the
march. [Amer. Ind. nookik, meal.]

Nooent, nO'sent, adj. (obs.) hurtful : guilty.

—

n. one
who is hurtful or guilty.— adv. No'Cently. [L.
nocire, to hurt.]

Nock, nok, «. the forward upper end of a sail that sets
with a boom : a notch, esp. that on the butt-end of
an arrow for the string. [Cf. Notch.\

Nootambulatlon, nok-tam-bu-la'shun, n. walking in

sleep. — ns. Noctam'bullsm, sleep-walking ; Noc-
tam'bulist, one who walks in his sleep. [L. ttox,

noctis, night, avibul&re, -atum, to walk.]
NootiliO, nok-til'i-O, «. a genus of American bats.

NoctllUCa, nok-ti-lQ'ka, n. a phosphorescent marine
Infusorian, abundant aroimd the IBritish coasts, one
of the chief causes of the phosphorescence of the
waves.—rt^j. Noctilii'cent, Noctilu'oid, Noctilu'-
COUS, shining in the dark. [L. nox, noctis, night,
lucere, to shme.]

Noctivagant, nok-tiv'a-^ant, adj. wandering in the
night. — «. Noctlvaga'tion. — rt^'. NoctlVagous.
(L. nox, noctis, night, vagari, to wander.]

Noctograph, nok'to-graf, «. a writing-frame for the

blind: an instrument for recording the presence
of a night-watchman on his beat.

—

n. Noctum'O-
graph, an instrument for recording work done in

factories, &c., during the night [L. nox, Gr.
grnfiftfin, to write.]

Noctua, nok'tfi-a, «. a generic name variously used

—

giving name to the NoctU'idaB, a large family of
nocturnal iepidopterous insects, strong-bodied moths.
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—n. "HocltvKL—adjs. Nootti'ldoiis ; Noo'tulform;
Noctuoid.

Noctuary, nok'tu-a-ri, «. an account kept of the
events or thoughts of night.

Noctule, nok'tui, n. a vespertilionine bat. [Fr. ,—L.
>iox, noctis, night.]

Noctum, nok'turn, n. in the early church, a service

of psalms and prayers at midnight or at daybreak ;

a portion of the psalter used at nocturns. [Fr.

nocturne—L. nocturnus—nox, noctis, night.]

Nocturnal, nok-tur'nal, adj. pertaining to night

:

happening by night : nightly.—«. an instnunent for

observations in the night.—rtr/?/. Noctur'nally.
Nocturne, nok'turn, «. a painting showing a scene by

night : a piece of music of a dreamy character suit-

able to evening or night thoughts : a serenade : a
reverie. [Fr. ; cf. Noctum.]

Nocuous, nok'u-us, adj. hurtful.—orff. Noc'uously.
[L. nocuus—tiocere, to hurt.]

Nod, nod, v.i. to give a quick forw.trd motion of the
head : to bend the head in as.sent : to salute by a
quick motion of the head : to let the head drop in

weariness.

—

v.t. to incline: to signify by a nod:

—

fir.p. nod'ding ; j>a.t. and /<!./. nod'ded.—«. a bend-
ing forward of the head quickly : a slight bow : a
command.

—

ns. Nod'der; Nod'ding.

—

adj. inclining

the head quickly : indicating by a nod : acknow-
ledged by a nod merely, as a nodding acquaintance :

(bot.) having the flower looking downwards.—Land
of Nod, the state of sleep. [M. E. nodden, not in

A.S. ; but cf. Old High Ger. hnoton, to shake,
prov. Ger. notteln, to wag.]

Noddle, nod'l, K. properly, the projecting part at the
back of the head : the head.

—

v.i. to nod repeatedly.

[A variant of knot : cf. Old Dut. knodde, a knob,
Ger. knoten, a knot.]

Noddy, nod'i, n. one whose head nods from weakness :

a stupid fellow : a sea-fowl—easily taken : a four-

wheeled carriage with a door at the back : an up-

right flat spring with a weight on the top, forming
an inverted pendulum, indicating the vibration of

any body to which it is attached. \,Nod.\

Node, nOd, «. a knot : a knob : a knot or entangle-
ment : (astron.) one of the two points in which the
orbit of a planet intersects tlie plane of the ecliptic :

(ioi.) the joint of a stem: the plot of a piece in

poetry: (math.) a point at which a curve cuts
itself, and through which more than one tangent
to the curve can be drawn : a similar point on a
surface, where there is more than one tangent-plane.—a>ijs. Nod'al, pertaining to nodes; Nodat'ed,
knotted.

—

ns. Noda'tion, the act of making knots

:

the state of being knotted ; Node'-COUp'le, a pair of

Soints on a surface at which one plane is tangent

;

fode'-CUSp, a peculiar kind of curve formed by
the union of a node, a cusp, an inflection, and a
bitangent.

—

adjs. Nod'lcal, pertaining to the nodes :

from a node round to the same node again ; Nodif '-

erous (bot.), bearing nodes; No'diform ; Nod'ose,
full of knots : having knots or swelling joints

:

knotty.—«. Nodos'Ity.

—

adjs. Nod'ular, of or like

a nodule; Nod'ulated, having nodules.

—

ns. Nod'-
Ule, Nod'ulUS, a little knot : a small lump.—a<^>.
Nod'uled. having nodules or little knots or lumps;
Nodulif'erous ; Nod'ullform ; Nod'ulose, Nod'ul-
OUS (bot.). having nodules or small knots : knotty.

—

fis. Nod'ulus :—//. Nod'uli ; Nodus :—//. No'di.
[L. nodus (foT gnodus), allied to Knot.]

Noel, nO'el, «. Christmas.^Same as Nowel (q.v.).

NoematlC, -al, nO-e-mat'ik, -al, adj. intellectual—also

Noet'io, -siL—adv. Noemat'lcally.—«.//. Noem'lcs,
intellectual science. [Gr. noenta—noein, to perceive. ]

Noetlan, nO-e'shi-an, adj. pertaining to NoS'tUS or

Noe'tianism, a form of Patripassianism taught by
Noetus of Smyrna about 200 a.d.

Nog, nog, «. a mug, small pot : a kind of strong ale.

Nog, nog, «. a tree nail driven through the heels of
the shores, to secure them : one of the pins in the



No^srin mOte; mate; nUHia; then. Non
lever of a clutch-coupling : a piece of wood in an
inner wall : a cog in mining.

Noggin, nog'in, «. a small mug or wooden cup, or
its contents, a dram suitable lor one person. [Ir.

iioigin, Gael, noig-ean.]

Nogglng, nog'ging, n. a partition of wooden posts
with the spaces between filled up with bricks : brick-

building filling up the spaces between the wooden
posts of a partition.

Nohow, noiiow, oiiv. not in any way, not at all

:

(coll.) out of one's ordinary way, out of sorts.

Nolance, noi'ans, n. (Sfiak.'). Same as Annoyance.
Noils, noilz, n.pl. short pieces of wood separated from

the longer fibres by combing.
Nolnt, noint, v.t. (JShak.). Same as Anoint.
Noise, noiz, n. sound of any kind : any over-loud

or excessive sound, din : frequent or public talk :

(Shak.) report : a musical band.

—

v.t. to spread by
rumour.

—

v.i. to sound loud.

—

adjs. Noise'ful, noisy ;

Noiseless, without noise : silent. — adv. Noise'-
lessly.—». Noise'lessness.—Make a noise in the
world, to attract great notoriety. [Fr. noise,

quarrel ; prob. from L. tutusea, disgust ; but possibly
from L. noxa, hurt

—

tiocere, to hurt.]

Noisette, nwo-zet', «. a variety of rose. [Fr.]
Noisome, noi'sum, adj. injurious to health : disgusting

to sight or smell.

—

oiiz'. Noi'somely.—«. Noi'some-
ness. [M. E. noy, annoyance. Cf. Annoy.]

Noisy, noiz'i, adj. making a loud noise or sound :

attended with noise : clamorous ; turbulent.

—

adv.
Nols'ily.—«. Nois'iness.

Nokes, nOks, n. a simpleton.
Nolens VOlenS, nS'lens vol'ens, unwilling (or) willing :

willy-nilly.—«. Noll-me-tangere (nO'lI-me-tan'je-re),
the wild cucumber : lupus of the nose : a picture
showing Jesus appearing to Mary Magdalene, as
in John xx.—Nolle prosequi (nd'e pros'e-kwl), a
term used in English law to indicate that the
plaintiflF does not intend to go on with his action.

[L. fiolU, to be unwilling, velle, to be willing,

iangere, to touch, prosequi, to prosecute.]

Noll, nol, n. the head.
Nom, nong, «. name.—Nom de pllime, ' pen-name :

'

the signature assumed by an author instead of his

own name—not a Fr. phr.ise, but one of Eng. manu-
facture from Fr. nom, a name, de, of, plume, a pen.

Nomad, Nomade, nom'ad, n. one of a tribe that

wanders about in quest of game, or of pasture for

their flocks.

—

adj. Nomad'ic, of or for the feeding of
cattle : pastoral : pertaining to the life of nomads :

wandering : unsettled : rude.

—

adv. Nomad'ically.
•

—

v.i. Nom'adise, to lead a nomadic or vagabond
life.—«. Nom'adism, the state of being nomadic

:

habits of nomads. [Gr. nomas, nomados—nomas,
pasture

—

nemein, to drive to pasture.]

Nomancy, nO'man-si, «. divination from the letters in

a name.
No-man's-land, nO'-manz-Iand, «. a region to which

no one possesses a recognised claim.

Nomarch, nom'ark, n. the ruler of a Nome, or division

of a province, as in modem Greece.—«. Nom'archy,
the district governed by a nomarch. [Gr. nomos,
district, arche, rule.]

Nombril, nom'bril, n. (Jur.) the navel-point.
Nome, nOm, «. See Nomarch.
Nomen, nO'men, «. a name, esp. of the gens or clan,

as C.Tius Julius Caesar. [L.]
Nomenclator, nO'menkla-tor, «. one who gives names

to things —/em. NSmenclatress.—rti(/>. Nomen-
clato'rial, No'menclatory, No'menclatiiral.— «.

No menclature, a system of naming : a list of
names : a calling by name : the peculiar terms of a
science. [L.,

—

nomen, a name, caldre, to call.]

Nomial, nO'mi-al, «. (,alg.) a single name or term.
Nomic, nom'ik, adj. customary, applied to the common
mode of spelling—opp. to Glossic and Phonetic.
[Gr. nomas, custom.]

Nominal, nom'in-al, adj. pertaining to a name : exist-
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ing only in name : having a name.

—

ns. Nom'inal-
Ism, the doctrine that general terms have no corre-
sponding reality either in or out of the mind, being
mere words ; Nom'inaliSt, one of a sect of philos-
ophers who held the doctrine of nominalism.

—

adj.
NominallSt'ic, pertaining to nominalism. — adv.
Nominally. [L. nominalis—nomen, -inis, a name.]

Nominate, nom'in-at, v.t. to name: to mention by
name : to appoint : to propose by name, as for an
office or for an appointment.

—

adv. Nom'inately,
by name.—«j. Nomination, the act or power of
nominating : state of being nominated ; Nom'tua-
tion-game, in billi.irds, a game in which the player
has to name beforehand what stroke he is lead-
ing.—<j<//>. Nominatival; Nom'inative, naming:
iXram.) applied to the case of the subject.—;/, the
naming case, the case in which the subject is ex-
pressed.— a<^z/. Nom'inatively. — «. Nominator,
one who nomiruites. — Nominative absolute, a
grammatical construction in which we have a sub-
ject (noun or pronoun) combined with a participle,
but not connected with a finite verb or governed by
any other words, as 'AH being well, I will come."
[L. iiomindre, -alum, to name

—

uomen.]
Nominee, nom-in-e', «. one who is nominated by

another : one on whose life an annuity or lease
depends : one to whom the holder of a copyhold
estate surrenders his interest.

NomistiC, nO-mis'tik, adj. pertaining to laws founded
on a sacred book. [Gr. nomas, a law.]

Nomocracy, nO-mok'ra-si, n. a government according
to a code of laws. [Gr. tiomos, law, kratia—kratein,
to rule.]

Nomogeny, nO-moj'e-ni, «. the origination of life

according to natural law, not miracle—opp. to
Thaumatogeny. [Gr. nomas, law, geneia—genes,
producing.]

Nomography, nO-mog'ra-fi, «. the art of drawing up
laws in proper form.

—

n. Nomog'rapher, one versed
in this art. [Gr. nantos, law, graphem, to write.]

Nomology, no-mol'o-ji, «. the science of the laws of
the mind.

—

adj. Nomolog'ical.— «. Nomol'oglst.
[Gr. tionios, law, logia, discourse

—

legein, to speak.]
Nomos, nom'os, H. in modern Greece, a nome.
Nomothetic, nom-O-thet'ik, adj. legislative : founded
on a system of laws, or by a lawgiver. [Gr. noma-
ihetes, a lawgiver, one of a body of heliasts or jurors
in ancient Athens, charged with the decision as to
any propo.sed change in legislation.]

Non, non, adv. not, a Latin word used as a prefix, as in

«.f. Non-abil'ity, want of ability ; Non-accept'ance,
want of acceptance : refusal to accept ; Nonac'cess
(la'.v), absence of opportunity for marital commerce ;

Non-acquaint'ance, want of acquaintance ; Non-
acquiesc'ence, refusal of acquiescence ; Non-
admlSS'ion, refusal of admission : failure to be
admitted ; Non-aliena'tion, state of not being
alienated : failure to alienate ; Non-appear'ance,
failure or neglect to appear, esp. in a court of law

;

Non-arri'val, failure to arrive ; Non-attend'anoe,
a failure to attend : absence ; Non-atten'tion, inat-

tention ; Non'-Claim, a failure to make claim within
the time limited by law ; Non-COmliatant, any
one connected with an army who is there for some
other purpose than that of fighting, as a surgeon,

&c. : a civilian in time of war.

—

adjs. Non-com-
miSS'ioned, not having a commission, as an officer

in the army below the rank of commissioned officer

—abbrev. Non-COm'. ; Non-commlt'tal, unwilling to

commit one's self to any particubr opinion or course
of conduct, free from any declared preference or
pledge.

—

ns. Non-COnunU'nlcant, one who abstains
from joining in holy communion, or who has not
yet communicated ; Non-commun'ion ; Non-cooi-
pll'ance, neglect or failure of compliance.

—

adj.
Non-complying.—«. Non-concur'rence, refusal to
concur.

—

adj. Non-conduct'ing, not conducting or
transmitting : not allowing a fluid or a force to pass



Hon fSte, fSr ; m«, hdr : mTne ; Nonpltis

:iiong, as glass does not conduct electricity. — «.

Non-COndUCt'or, a substance which does not conduct

or transmit certain properties or conditions, as heat

or electricity.—rt<^'. Nonconform'ing, not conform-

ing, esp. to an established church.—«. and aUj. Non-
COafomi'lSt, one who docs not conform : esp. one

who refused to conform or subscribe to the Act of

Uniformity in 1662—abbrev. NOH-COn'.—«. Noncon-
form'ity, want of conformity, esp. to the established

church.—rt.i>'. Non-COnta'giOUS, not infectious.

—

ns.

Non'-COntent, one not content : in House of Lords,

one giving a negative vote ; Non-delivery, failure

or neglect to deliver.—rt^'. Non-efifect'lve, not effi-

cient or serviceable : unfitted for service. — «. a

member of a force who is not able, for some reason,

to take part in active service.

—

itdj. Non-efB.C'ient,

not up to the mark required for service.—«. a soldier

who has not yet undergone the lull number of drills.

—«. Non-e'gO, in metaphysics, the not-I, the object

as opposed to the subject, whatever is not the con-

scious self.— a^V. Non-egoistical; Non-elas'tio,

not elastic; Non-elect', not elect.—«. one not pre-

destined to salvation. — >i. Non-elec'tion, state of

not being elected.

—

ttt(/s. Non-elec'trio, -al, not

conducting the electric fluid ; Non-emphat'ic ; Non-
empir'ical, not empirical, not presented in experi-

ence ; Non-epls'copal. — «. Nqn-episcopa'llan. —
ai(/'. Non-essen'tial, not essential : not absolutely

required.—«. something that may be done without.
—«. Non-exlst'ence, negation of existence : a thing

that has no existence.

—

adj. Non-exist'ent.

—

u.

Non-exporta'tion.—o^'. Non-for'feiting, of a life

insurance policy not forfeitt;d by reason of non-

payment.—«j. Non-fulfil'ment ; Non-importa'tlon.
—(uij. Non-import'ing.—«.f. Non-interven'tion, a
policy of systematic non-interference by one country
with the affairs of other nations ; Non-intru'slon, in

Scottish Church history, the principle that a patron
should not force an unacceptable clergyman on
an unwilling congregation : Non-lntrU'Sionlst. —
iu(/. Non-iSS'Uable, not capable of being i.ssued : not
admitting of issue being taken on it. — «. Non-
joln'der (/azf), the omitting to join all the parties to

the action or suit.

—

adj. Nonjur'lng, not swearing
allegiance.

—

n. NonjUT'or, one of the clergy in Eng-
land and Scotland who would not swear allegiance

to William and Mary in 1689, holding themselves
still bound by the oath they had taken to the de-
posed king, James II.— <t<^>. Non-lii'mlnous ; Non-
manufaot'uring ; Non-marr'ylng, not readily dis-

posed to marry; Non-metalliO, not consisting of
metal : not like the metals ; Non-mor'al, involving
no moral considerations ; Non-nat'ural, not natural

:

(orced or strained. — «. in ancient medicine, anything
not considered of the essence of man, but necessary
to his well-being, as air, food, sleep, rest, &c.

—

ns.

Non-obe'dlence ; Non-obserVance, neglect or failure
to observe ; Nonpay'ment, neglect or failure to
pay : Non-perform'ance, neglect or failure to per-
form. — ad/s. Non-placent'al ; Non-pon'derous.

—

«. Non-produc'tlon. —«<•/;. Non-pro^ss'ional, not
done by a professional man, amateur : not proper to
be done by a professional man, as unbecoming con-
duct in a physician, &c.—«J. Non-profic'lent, one
who has made no progress in the art or study in

which he is engaged : Non-regard'ance, want of
due regard ; Non-res'ldence, failure to reside, or
the fact of not residing at a certain place, where
one's official or social duties require one to reside.

—

adj'. Non-res'ldent, not residing within the range of
one's responsibilities. —«. one who does not do so, as
a landlord, clergyman, &c.

—

n. Non-reslSt'ance, the
principle of not offering opposition : passive or ready
obedience.—rti^'j. Non-reslst'ant, Non-reslst'lng

;

Non-sex'ual, sexless, asexual ; Non-SOCi'ety, not be-
longing to a society, esp. of a workman not attached
to a trades-union, or of a place in which such men
are employed—/*. Non-BOlu'tlon.—a<^j. Non-BOl'-

vent ; Non-submls'slve.—«. Non'sult, a legal term
in Kngland, which means that where a plaintiff in a
jury trial finds he will lose his case, owing to some
defect or accident, he is allowed to be nonsuited, in-

stead of allowing a verdict and judgment to go for

the defendant.—!/./, to record that a plaintiff drops
his suit.—«. Non'-term, a vacation between two terms
of a law-court.—rtfi/'. Non-un'lon (see Non-society).
—US. Non-u'sager (see Usage); Non-u'ser (/aiv),

neglect of official duty : omission to take advantage
of an easement, &c.—adj. Non-Vl'able, not viable,

of a foetus too young for independent life.

Nonage, non'aj, «. legal infancy, minority: time of
immaturity generally.

—

adj. Non'aged. [L. >u>n,

not, and a^e-]
Nonagenarian, non-a-je-na'ri-an, ». one who is ninety

years old.

—

iidj'. relating to ninety.

—

adj. Nonages'l-
mal, belonging to the number ninety.—«. that point

of the ecliptic 90 degrees from its intersection by
the horizon. [L. uonagenarius, containing ninety—ittmaginta, ninety.]

Nonagon, non'a-gon, ;/. {math.) a plane figure having
nine sides and nine angles. [L. tiovem, nine, tionus,

n\\\ih, gonia, angle.]

Nonce, nons, «. (only in phrase ' for the nonce ') the pre-

sent time, occasion.—Nonce-WOrd, a word specially

coined, like Carlyle's gigtnanity. [The substantive

has arisen by mistake from ' for the nones,' originally

for then ones, meaning simply ' for the once."]

Nonchalance, non'shal-ans. It. unconcern : coolness

:

indifference. — adj. Nonchalant (non'sha-lant).

—

adv. Non'chalantly. [Fr., non, not, chaloir, to

care for— L. calere, to be warm.]
Nondescript, non'de-skript, adj. novel ; odd.—«. any-

thing not yet described or classed : a person or thing
not easily described or classed. [L. non, not, de-

scriptus, describere, to describe.]

None, nun, adj. and pron. not one : not any : not the
smallest part.

—

adv. in no respect : to no extent or
degree. — «. None'-SO-prott'y, or London Pride,
Saxifraga uiitbrosa, a common English garden-
plant.— rttf/'. None'-Spar'ing (Shak), all-destroy-

ing. [M. E. noon, non—A.S. n&n—ne, not, dn,
one.]

Nonentity, non-en'ti-ti, n. want of entity or being : a
thing not existing : a person of no importance.

Nones, nOnz, n.pl. in the Roman calendar, the ninth
day before the Ides (both days included)—the 5th of
Jan., Feb., April, June, Aug., Sept., Nov., Dec,
and the 7th of the other months : the Divine office

for the ninth hour, or three o'clock. [L. nonce—
?ioniis for novenus, ninth

—

novem, nine.]

Non est, non est, adj. for ab.sent, being a familiar

shortening of the legal phrase non est inventus =
he has not been found {coll.).

Nonesuch, nun'such, n. a thing like which there is

none such : an extraordinary thing.

Nonet, nO-net', «. {inns.) a composition for nine voices

or instruments.
Non-feasance, non-fe'zans, «. omission of something
which ought to be done, distinguished from Misfea-
sance, which means the wrongful use of power or
authority. [Pfx. iton, not, O. Fr. faisance, doing

—

faire—h.facere, to do.]

Nonillion, nO-nirynn, n. the number produced by
raising a million to the ninth power.

Nonino. See Nonny.
Nonny, non'i, «. a meaningless refrain in Old English

ballads, &c., usually 'hey, nonny'—often repeated
tionny-nonny, nonino, as a cover for obscenity.

Nonpareil, non-pa-rel', «. a person or thing without
equal or unique : a fine apple : a printing-type form-
ing about twelve lines to the inch, between emerald
(larger) and ruby (smaller).

—

adj. without an equal

:

matchless. [Fr., — «<»«, not, pareil, equal—Low L.
pariculus, dim. ofpar, equal.]

Nonplus, non'plus, ». a state in which no more can be
done or said : great difficulty.

—

v.t. to perplex com-



Non possiuniis mate ; mOte : tnCSn : //ten. Norwe^an
pletely, to puzzle:

—

pr.p. non'plussing ; pa.t. and
pa.p. non'plussed. [L. «o«, not, plus, more.]

Non possumus, non pos'u-mus, we are not able : we
cannot, a plea of inability. [L., ist pi. pres. ind. of

posse, to be able. ]

Nonsense, non'sens, «. that which has no sense : lan-

guage without meaning: absurdity: trifles.

—

adj.

Nonsens ical, without sense : absurd. — ns. Non-
senslcal'lty, Nonsens'Icalnoss.—Wr-. Nonsens'i-
CaUy. — Nonsense name, an arbitrarily coined
name, for mnemonic purposes, &c. ; Nonsense
verses, verses perfect in form but without any
connected sense, being merely exercises in metre,

&c. : verses intentionally absurd, like that of the

Jabberwock in Through the Looking-glass.
Non sequltur, non sek'wi-tur, it does not follow : a
wrong conclusion : one that does not follow from
the premises. [L. tton, not, and 3d sing. pres. ind.

of sequi, to follow. ]

Noodle, nCDd'l, «. a simpleton: a blockhead.— «.

Nood'ledom. \Noddy.'\

Noodle, nODd'l, «. dried dough of wheat-flour and eggs,
used in soup or as a baked dish.

Nook, ni5Dk, n. a corner : a narrow place formed by an
angle: a recess: a secluded retreat.

—

adjs. Nook'-
Shot'ten, full of nooks and corners ; Nook'y. [Gael,

and Ir. niuc ; Scot, neuk.}
Neology, no-ol'o-ji, «. the science of the phenomena of

the mind, or of the facts of intellect. [Gr. tioos, the
mind, iogia, discourse.]

Noon, nSDn, «. the ninth hour of the day in Roman
and ecclesiastical reckoning, three o'clock p. .M. :

afterwards (when the church service for the ninth

hour, called A'ones, w-is shifted to midday) midday :

twelve o'clock : middle : height.

—

ndj. belonging to

midday : meridionaL

—

v.i. to restat noon.

—

n. Noon'-
day, midday : the time of greatest prosperity.

—

adj.

pertaining to midday : meridional.

—

>is. Noon'ing, a
rest about noon : a repast at noon ; Noon'tlde, the

tide or time of noon: midday.

—

adj. pertaining to

noon: meridional. [.\.S. ndn-ifd (noontide)— L,

fiona (hora), the ninth (hour).]

Noose, nOOs, or nOSz, n. a running knot which ties

the firmer the closer it is drawn : a snare or knot
generally.

—

T'.t. to tie or catch in a noose. [Prob.

O. Fr. tious, pi. of nou (Fr. nceud)—L. nodus, knot.]

Nor, nor, conj. and not, a particle introducing the

second part of a negative proposition—correlative to

neither. [Contr. of Mother = neither, )

Noria, nS'ri-a, n. a water-raising apparatus in Spain,

Syria, and elsewhere, by means of a large paddle-
wheel having fixed to its rim a series of buckets, a
flush-wheel. [Sp.,—Ar.]

Norimon, nor'i-mon, «. a kind of sedan-chair used in

Japan. [Jap. nori, ride, mono, thing.]

Norland, nor land, n. the same as Northland.
Norm, norm, n. a rule : a pattern : an authoritative

standard : a type or typical unit. — «. Nor'ma, a
rule, model : a square for measuring right angles.

—

adj'. Nor'mal, according to rule : regular : exact

:

perpendicular.—«. a perpendicular.

—

ns. Normall-
sa'tion, Normal'lty.— i'./. Normalise.—nr/f. Nor'-
mally.

—

adj. Normative, establishing a standard.
—Normal school, a training-college for teachers in

the practice of their profession. [L. norma, a rule.]

Norman, nor'man, «. a native or inhabitant of Nor-
mandy : one of that Scandinavian race which settled

in northern France about the beginning of the loth
century, founded the Duchy of Normandy, and con-
quered England in 1066—the Norman Conquest.—
adj. pertaining to the Normans or to Normandy.

—

v.t. Nor'manise, to give a Norman character to.

—Norman architecture, a round-arched style, a
variety of Romanesque, prevalent in England from
the Norman Conquest (1066) till the end of the 12th
centurv-, of massive simplicity, the churches cruciform
with semicircular apse and a great tower rising from
the intersection of nave and transept, deeply recessed

doorways, windows small, round-headed, high in
wall ; Norman French, a form of French spoken
by the Normans, which came into England at the
Norman Conquest, modified the .spelling, accent, and
pronunciation of Anglo-Saxon, and enriched it with
a large infusion of new words relating to the arts of
life, &c. [Northmen.]

Norman, nor'man, «. (naut.) a bar inserted in a wind-
lass, on which to fasten or veer a rope or cable.

Norn, norn, n. (Scand. myth.) one of the three fates

—Urd, Verdande, and Skuld.—Also Nom'a.
Norroy, nor'roi, «. (her.) the third of the three

English kings-at-arms, or provincial heralds, whose
jurisdiction lies north of the Trent. [Fr. tiard,

north, roy, roi, king.]
Norse, nors, adj. pertaining to ancient Scandinavia.

—

«. the language of ancient Scandinavia—also Old
Norse.— «. Norse'man, a Scandinavian or North-
man. [Ice. Norskr : Norw. Norsk.\

North, north, «. the point opposite the sun at noon

:

one of the four cardinal points of the horizon : the
side of a church to the left of one facing the principal
altar : that portion of the United States north of the
former slave-holding states—i.e. north of Marj-land,
the Ohio, and Missouri—a</t'. to or in the north.

—

ns. North'-COCk, the snow bunting ; North'-east,
the point between the north and east, equidistant
from e.-(ch.

—

adj. belonging to or from the north-east.
—«. North'-east'er, a wind from the north-east.

—

adjs. North'-east'erly, toward or coming from the
north-east ; North'-east'em, belonging to the north-
east : being in the north-east, or in that direction.

—

adzK North' -east'ward, toward the north-east.

—

ns,

North'er (M), a wind or gale from the north, esp.

applied to a cold wind that blows in winter over
Texas and theGulf of Mexico ; North'erllnoss (M),
state of being toward the north.

—

adj. North'erly
(M), being toward the north : coming from t!ie north.—adT. toward or from the north.

—

adj. North'em
(ih), pertaining to the north : being in the north or
in the direction toward it : proceeding from the
north.—«. an inhabitant of the north.—«. North'-
emer (M), a native of, or resident in, the north, esp.

of the northern United States.

—

adjs. North'em-
most (th\ North'most, situate at the point farthest

north.

—

ns. North'ing, motion, distance, or tendency
northward : distance of a heavenly body from the
equator northward : difference of latitude made by
a ship in sailing northward : deviation towards the
north ; North'man, one of the ancient Scandina-
vians : North'-pole, the point in the heavens, or
beneath it on the earth's surface, ninety degrees
north of the equator ; North'-Star, the north polar
star ; Northum'brlan, a native of the modern Nor-
thumberland, or of the ancient kingdom oiNorthum-
bria, stretching from the Humber to the Forth : that

variety of English spoken in Northumbria before the

Conquest—also adj.—adjs. North'ward, North'-
wardly, being toward the north.

—

adv. toward the
north — also North'wards. — «. North'-west, the

point between the north and west, equidistant from
each.— rt^'. pertaining to or from the north-west.

—

adjs. North'-west'erly, tow.Trd or coming from
the north-west ; North'-west'em, belonging to the

north-west : pertaining to, or being in, the north-

west or in that direction.—North water, the space
of open sea left by the winter pack of ice moving
southward.—North-east Passage, a passage for

ships along the north coasts of Europe and Asia to

the Pacific, first made by Nordenskiold in 1878-70

;

Northern lights, the aurora borealis (q.v.) ; Nortn-
west Passage, a sea-way for ships from the Atlantic

into the Pacific along the northern coast of America,
first made by Sir Robert M'Clure, 1850-54. [A.S.
north ; cf. Ger. mtrd.]

Norwegian, nor-we'ji-an, adj. pertaining to Nor-a>ay
—{Shak.) Norwe'yan.—«. a native of Norway: a
kind of fishing-boat on the Great Lakes.
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Noee fSte, tSi ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Nothing

Nose, nOz, «. the organ of smell : the power of smelling

:

sagacity : the projecting part of anything resembling

a nose, as the spout of a kettle, &c : a drip, a down-
ward projection from a cornice : (siang)zn informer.—v.i. to smell : to oppose rudely face to face : to

sound through the nose.

—

ns. Nose'bag, a bag for a

horse's nose, containing oats, &c. ; Nose'-band, the

part of the bridle coming over the nose, attached to

the cheek-straps.

—

adj's. Nosed, having a nose—used

in composition, as hotde- nosed, long- ftosed, &c.;

Nose'-led, led by the nose, ruled and befooled com-
pletely ; Noseless, without a nose.—»r. Nose'-leaf,

a membranous appendage on the snouts of phyllos-

tomine and rhinolophine bats, forming a highly sen-

sitive tactile organ ; Nose'-of-WaX, an over-pliable

person or thing ; Nose'-piece, the outer end or point

of a pipe, bellows, &c. : the extremity of the tube of

a microscope to which the objective is attached : a
nose-band : the nasal in armour ; Noso'-rlng, an
ornament worn in the septum of the nose or in either

of its wings ; Nos'lng, the projecting^ rounded edge
.of the step of a stair or of a moulding.—Aquiline
,^nose, a prominent nose, convex in profile; Bottle
nose, a name given to certain species of cetaceans :

an eruption on the nose such as is produced by in-

temperate drinking ; Pug nose, a short turned-up
nose ; Roman nose, an aquiline nose.—Hold, Keep,
or Put one's nose to the grindstone (see Grind-
stone) ; Lead by the nose, to cause to follow

blindly ; Put one's nose out of joint, to bring down
one's pride or sense of importance : to push out of

favour; ThrUSt one'S nose into, to meddle offi-

ciously with anything ; Turn up one's nose (ai),

to express contempt for a person or thing. [A.S.

Tu'su ; Ger. nose, L. nasus.]

Nosegay, nOz'ga, n. a bunch of fragrant flowers : a
posy or bouquet. [From nose and g'ay (adj.).]

Nosocomial, nos-O-kO'mi-al, aJj. relating to a hos-

pital. [Gr. nosos, sickness, kontein, to take care

Nosography, nO-sog'ra-fi, «. the description ofdiseases.
—adj. NOSOgrapn'iC. [Gr. nosos, disease, grapkein,
to write.]

Nosology, nos-ol'o-ji, «. the science of diseases : the
branch of medicine which treats of the classification

of diseases.— ai^'. NosolOg'IoaL—«. Nosologist.
[Gr. nosos, disease, logia, discourse.]

Nosonomy, nO-son'o-mi, «. the classification ofdiseases.
[Gr. nosos, a disease, ononta, a name.]

Nosophobia, nos-o-fo'bi-a, ». morbid dread of disease.

[fir. nosos, a disease, /A<7^:Vi, fear.]

Nostalgia, nos-tal'ji-a, «. home-sicknes.s, esp. when
morbid.

—

adj. Nostal'glO. [Gr. nostos, a return,

nleos, pain.]

Nostoc, nos'tok, n. a genus of Algse, found in moist
places.—Also Witches' butter. Spittle of the stars.
Star-jelly, &c. [Ger. nostocA.]

Nostology, nos-tol'o-ji, «. the science of the pheno-
mena of extreme old age or senility in which there
L'. ever seen a return to the characteristics of the
youthful stage.

—

adj. Nostolog'lo. [Gr. nostos,
return, login—legein, to speak.]

Nostradamus, nos-tra-da'mus, «. any quack doctor or
charlatan—from the French astrologer (1503-66).

Nostril, nos'tril, n. one of the openings of the nose.
[M. E. HOset/url—A.S. nostkyrl—riosu, nose, thyrel,
opening. Cf. Drill, to pierce, and Thrill.]

Nostrum, nos'trum, n. any secret, quack, or patent
medicine : any favourite remedy or scheme. [L.

,

' our own,' from nos, we.]
Not, not, adv. a word expressing denial, negation, or

refusal.—Not In it {coll.), having no part in some
confidence or advantage. [Same as Naught, from
A.S. nd, tviht, a whit.]

Notable, nO'ta-bl, adj. worthy of being known or
noted : remarkable : memorable : distinguished :

notorious : capable, clever, industrious.—«. a person
or thing worthy of note, esp. in //. for persons of

distinction and political importance in France in
pre-Revolution times. — n.pl. Notabil'ia, things
worthy of notice : noteworthy sayings.

—

ns. Nota-
bility, the being notable : a notaule person or
thing ; No'tableness.—rtrfz'. No'tably.

Notasum, nO-te'um, n. the upper surface of a bird's
trunk—opp. to Gastraum : a dorsal buckler in some
gasteroj>oas. [Gr. ndtos, the back. ]

Notalgia, nC-tal'ji-a, n. pain in the back.

—

adj. Notal'-
gia [Gr. ndtos, the back, algos, pain.]

Notanda, nO-tan'da, n.pl. something to be specially

noted or observed :

—

sing. Notan'dum. [L. pi. ger.

of notdre, to note.]

Notary, nS'ta-ri, n. an officer authorised to certify
deeds, contracts, copies of documents, affidavits,

&C.—generally called a Notary public—anciently
one who took notes or memoranda of others' acts.

—adj. Notarial.— Oi/i'. Notarially —Apostolical
notary, the official who despatches the orders of the
Pope ; Ecclesiastical notajy, in the early church,
a secretary who recorded the proceedings of councils,

&c. [L. notarius.]
Notation, no-ta'shun, n. the act or practice of recording
by marks_or symbols : a system of signs or symbols.—adj. No'tate (tot.), marked with coloured spots or
lines.—Ciemical notation (see Cbemistry). [L.,

—notdre, -dtum, to mark.]
Notcll, noch, n. a nick cut in anything : an indenta-

tion, incision, incisure : a narrow pass in a rock, or
between two mountains.

—

v.t. to cut a hollow into.—«. Notch'-board, the board which receives the
ends of the steps of a staircase—also Bridge-board,
—adjs. Notch'-eared, having emarginate ears, as
the notch-eared bat; Notched, nicked.—«. Notch'-
Ing, a method ofjoining framing-timbers, by halving,
scarfing, or caulking. [From a Teut. root, as in Old
Dut. nock. Cf Nick, a notch.]

Notchel, Nochel, noch'el, z'.t. {prw.) to repudiate.
Note, nOt, «. that by which a person or thing is

known : a mark or sign calling attention : a brief
explanation : a short remark : a brief report, a cata-
logue, a bill : a memorandum : a short letter : a
diplomatic paper : a small size of paper used for
writing: (nuts.) a mark representing a sound, also
the sound itself, air, tune, tone, also a digital or key
of the keyboard : a paper acknowledging a debt and
promising payment, as a bank-note, a note of hand :

notice, heed, oliservation : reputation : fame.

—

z'.t.

to make a note of : to notice : to attend to : to record
in writing : to fumi.sh with notes.—«. Note'-book, a
book in which notes or memoranda are written : a
bill-book.

—

adj. Not'ed, marked : well known : cele-
brated : eminent: notorious.

—

adv. Not'edly.—».
Not'edness.

—

adj. Note'less, not attracting notice.—ns. Note'-pa'perj folded writing-jjaper for letters

(commercial, 5 x 8 in. ; octavo, 4^X7; billet, 4X6;
gueen,-i\xii; packet, 5^X9; Bath, 7X8); Not'er,
one who notes or observes : one who makes notes, an
annotator: Note'-Slia'7'er(6'^..S".), a money-lender.

—

adj. Note'WOrthy, worthy of note or of notice.

—

Note a bill, to record on the back of it a refu.sal of
acceptance, as a ground of protest. [Fr.,—L. ftota,

Hoscere, notum, to know.]
Note, nut (Spent.), wot or knew not (a contr. of tu
wot) : could not (a contr. of ne mote).

Nothing, nuth'ing, ». no thing : non-existence

:

absence of being: a low condition: no value or
use : not anything of importance, a trifle : utter
insignificance, no difficulty or trouble : no magni-
tude : a cipher.

—

nd7<. in no degree : not at alt.

—

adj. and n. Nothinga'rian, believing nothing.

—

ns.

Nothinga'rianism ; Nothing-gift (Shak.), a gift

of no value ; NothIngism, nihility ; Nothingness,
state of being nothing or of no value : a thing of no
value. —Nothing but, no more than: only; Nothing
less than, equal to : as much as.—Come 10 nothing,
to have no result : to turn out a failure : MakO
nothing of^ to consider as of no difficulty or im-



Nottce miSte ; mQte ; mi50n ; /hen. Noverint

portance ; Nock or nothing (see Neck) ; Next to
nothing, almost nothing. [No and thing-.]

Notloe, nOt'is, n. act of noting or observing : attention :

observation : information : warning : a writing con-
taining information : public intimation : civility or
respectful treatment : remark.

—

z'.t. to mark or see

:

to regard or attend to : to mention : to m-ike observa-
tions upon : to treat with civility.

—

ai/j. Not'iceable,
that can be noticed : worthy of notice : likely to be
noticed.

—

adv. Not'iceably.

—

n. Not'ice-board, a
board on which a notice- is fixed.—Give notice, to

warn beforehand: to inform. [Fr.,— L. tiotiiia^
noscere, tiotum, to know.]

Notify, nO'ti-f I, v^. to make known : to declare : to
give notice or information of:

—

fa.t. and /«./. nO'ti-

fied.

—

adj. Nd'tlflable, th.1t must be made known.— n. Notifica'tion, the act of notifying : the notice
given: the paper containing the notice. [Fr.,

—

L. notificdre, -dtum—notus, known, facere, to

make.]
Notion, n5'shun, «. the art of forming a conception in

the mind of the various marks or qualities of an
object : the result of this act, a conception : opinion :

belief: judgment: a caprice or whim: any small
article ingeniously devised or invented, usually in//.
—adj. No'tional, of the nature of a notion: ideal:
fanciful.

—

adv. No'tionally, in notion or mental
apprehension : in idea, not in reality.—«. No'tlonlst,
one who holds ungrounded opinions. [Fr.,— L.
notion-em—noscere, notutn, to know.)

Notitia, n3-tish'i-a, n. a roll, list, register : a catalogue
of public functionaries, with their districts : a list of
episcopal sees. [L. ; cf. Notice.}

Notobranchiate, nC-tO-brang'ki-at, adj. and «. having
dorsal gills, belonging to Notobranchla'ta, an order
of worms having such. [Gr. notos, the back, brang-
chia, gills.]

Notochord, nO'tO-kord, «. a simple cellular rod, the
basis of the future spinal column, persisting through-
out life in many lower vertebrates, as the amphioxus,
&c.

—

adj. No'tochordal. [Gr. ndtos, the back,
chorde, a string.]

Notodontiform, nO-tS-don'ti-form, adj. resembling a
tooth-back or moth of the family Noiodontidce. [Gr.
ngfos, back, odotts, tooth, L. fonna, form.]

Notonectal, nO-tO-nek'tal, adj. swimming on the back,
as certain insects : related to the Notonectidir, a
family of aquatic bugs, the boat-flies or water-boat-
men. fOr. ndios, the back, nektes, a swimmer.]

Notopodal, nO-top'0-dal, adj. pertaining to the No-
top'oda, a division of decapods, including the
dromioid crabs, &c. — Also Notop'OdOUS. [Gr.
notos, the \i-3.c\^, pous, podos, the foot.]

Notopodtnm, nO-tO-pO'di-um, «. the dorsal or upper
part of the parapodium of an annelid, a dorsal oar.—adj. Notopo'dial. [Gr. notos, the back, pons,
f>odos. the foot.]

Notorious, no-tO'ri-us, adj. publicly known (now used
in a bad sense) : infamous.

—

n. Notori'ety, state of
being notorious : publicity : public exposure.—a//z'.

Noto'riously.—«. Noto'rionsness. [Low L. noto-
riiis—tiotarc, -dtum, to mark

—

noscere.\

NotomiS, nO-tor'nis, n. a genus of gigantic ralline birds,

with wings so much reduced as to be incapable of
flight, which have within historical times become
extinct in New Zealand, &c. [Gr. notos, the south,
ornis. a bird.]

Nototherium, nO-tO-the'ri-um, n. a genus of gigantic
fossil kangaroo-like marsupials, found in Australia.

[Gr. notos, the south, iherion, a wild beast.]
Nototrema, nO-tS-tre'ma, «. the pouch-toads, a genus

of Hylida.—adj. NotOtrem'atOUS. [Gr. notos, the
back, trema, a hole.]

Notour, no-tODr', adj. (Scot.) well known, notorious.
Nott-headed, not'-hed'ed, adj. (Shak.) having the

hair cut bare.—Nott'-pat'ed. [A.S. hnot, shorn.]
Notum, nO'tum, «. the dorsal aspect of the thorax in

insects. [Gr. nStos, the back.]

Notus, nO'tus, n. the south or south-west wind. [L.]
Notwithstanding, not-with-stand'ing, prep, in spite

of.^conj. in spite of the fact that, although.

—

adv.
nevertheless, however, yet. [Orig. a participial
phrase in nominative absolute = L. non obstante!]

Nougat, nW-ga', «. a confection made of a sweet
paste filled with chopped almonds or pistachio-nuts.
[Fr. (cf. Sp. nogado, an almond-cake)—L. ««.r,
nucis, a nut.]

Nought, nawt, «. not anything : nothing.

—

adv. in
no degree.—Set at nought, to despise. [Same as
Naught.]

Nonl, nOl, «. {Spens.) the top of the head. [A.S.
hnoll, top or summit.]

No\lld, noOld (Spens.), would not. [A contr. of ne
ivould. ]

Noumenon, nSts'me-non, n. an unknown and unknow-
able substance or thing as it is in itself— opp. to
Phenomenon, or the form through which it becomes
known to the senses or the understanding :—//. Nou'-
mena.—rti/;'. Nou'menal. [Gr. noumenon, pa.p. of
noeitt, to perceive

—

nous, the mind.]
Noun, nown, «. (gram.) the name of any person or

\\\m%.—adj. Noun'al. [O. Fr. non (Fr. nom)—\..
Honien, name.]

Nourice, nut'is, «. (Spens.) a nurse. \Nurse.]
Nourish, nur'ish, v.t. to suckle : to feed or bring up

:

to support : to help forward growth in any way : to
encourage : to cherish : to educate.

—

adjs. NoUT'-
ishable, able to be nourished.— 7j. Nour'isher.

—

adj. NoTir'lshing, giving nourishment.

—

n. Nour'-
ishment, the act of nourishing or the state of being
nourished : that which nourishes : nutriment. [O. Fr.
norir (?x. nourrir)—L. nutrire, to feed.]

Noursle, nurs'l, v.t. to nurse: to bring up. — Also
Nous'le. \N7tzzle.]

Nous, nows, «. intellect : talent : common-sense. [Gr.]
Novaculite, nO-vak'O-lIt, «. a hone-stone.
Novalia, nO-va'li-a, n.pl. (Scots law) waste lands
newly reclaimed.

Novatian, nS-va'shi-an, adj. of or pertaining to Nova-'
iian7ts, who had himself ordained Bishop of Rome in

opposition to Cornelius (251), and headed the party
of severity against the lapsed in the controversy
about their treatment that arose after the Decian
persecution.—«j. Nova'tianlsm ; Nova'tlanlst.

Novation, nO-va'shun, «. the substitution of a new
obligation for the one existing : innovation.

Novel, nov'el, adj. new: unusual: strange.

—

n. that
which is new : a new or supplemental constitution or
decree, issued by certain Roman emperors, as Jus-
tinian, after their authentic publications of law ^Iso
Novell'a) : a fictitious prose narrative or tale pre-
senting a picture of real life, esp. of the emotional
crises in the life-history of the men and women
Sortrayed.

—

n. Novelette', a small novel.

—

v.t.

fOV'elise, to change by introducing novelties: to

put into the form of novels.

—

v.i. to make innova-
tions.—«. Novelist, a novel-writer : an innovator.

—

adj. NovellSt'iO.

—

n. NoVelty, newness : unusual
appearance : anything new, strange, or different

from anything before:—//. NoVeltleS. [O. Fr.

novel (Fr. nouveau)—L.. novelhis—710V74S.]

November, nO-vem'ber, «. the eleventh month of our
year. [The ninth month of the Roman year; L.,

from 7uniem, nine.]

Novena, n3-ve'na, «. a devotion lasting nine days, to

obtain a particular request, through the intercession

of the Virgin or some saint. [L. 7iove7t7ts, nine each,

no-e77t, nine.]

Novenary, nov'en-a-ri, ad^. pertaining to the number
nine.

—

adj. Novene', going by nines. [L. novenarius—fiove7n, nine.]

Novennial, nO-ven'yal, adj. done every ninth year.

[L. no7'ennis—//o^iem, nine, <?««;«, a year.]

Novercal, nO-ver'kal, adj. pertaining to or befitting a
stepmother. [L. ncvercatis—noverca, a stepmother.]

Noverint, nov'e-rint, «. a writ—beginning with the
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words Hoverifif univern = let all men know. [3d

pers. pL perf. subj. of noscire, to know.]
Novice, nov'is, «. one new in anything : a beginner

:

one newly received into the church : an inmate of a

convent or nunnery who has not yet taken the vow.

—ns. NoVioesMp ; Noviciate, Novitiate, the state

of being a novice : the period of being a novice :

a novice. [Fr.,—L. twviiius—novus, new.]

Novtun, nO'vum, n. {Shak.) a certain game at dice, in

which the chief throws were nine and five.

Novas homo, nov'us hom'o, n. a new man : one who
has risen from a low position to a high dignity.

Now, now, adv. at the present time : at this time or a

little before.—<rc«y. but : after this : things being so.

—«. the present lime.—advs. NoWadayS, in days

now present.—Now—now, at one time—at another

time. [A.S. nti ; Ger. nun, L. nuttc, Gr. nun.]

Nowel, Noel, nO'el, «. Christmas : a joyous shout or

song at Christmas : a Christmas carol. [O. Fr.

Hoviel, noel{mod. Fr. nae^ ; cf. Sp. naia/. It. nataU)
—L. naiaiis, belonging to one's birthday. ]

Nowhere, nO'hwar, tuiv. in no where or place : at no
time—adv. No'whither, not any whither : to no
place : in no direction : nowhere.

Nowl, nowl, n. (Shai.). Same as NouL
Nowt, nowt, «. (Scot.) cattle.—Also Nout [Neai.]

Nowy, now'i, adj. (her.) having a convex curvature

near the middle.—Also Nowed. [O. Fr. noue— L.

nudatiis, knotted.]

Noxious, nok'shus, adj. hurtful : unwholesome : injuri-

ous : destructive : poisonous.

—

adj. Noz'al, relating

to wrongful injury.

—

adv. Nox'iOUSly. — k. Nox'iOUS-
ness. [L. nojcius—ncxa, hurt— nocere, to hurt.]

Noy, noi, v.i. (S^eiis.). Same as Annoy.
Noyade, nwa-yad', «. an infamous mode of drowning by
means of a boat with movable bottom, practised by
Carrier at Nantes, 1793-94. [Fr.,

—

noyer, todrown.]
Noyance, noi'ans, ». Same as Annoyance.
Noyau, nwo-yO', «. a liqueur flavoured with kernels of

bitter almonds or of peach-stones. [ Fr. , the stone of

a fruit—L. nucalis, like a nut

—

uux, nucis, a nut.)

NoyOUS, noi'us, adj'. (S/fHs.) serving to annoy

:

troublesome: hurtful. [Annoy.]
Noysome, noi'sum, adj'. (Spins.) noisome (q.v.).

Nozzle, noz^l, n. a little nose : the snout : the extremity
of anything : the open end of a pipe or tube, as of a
bellows, &c [Dim. of nose.]

Nuance, nu-ans', ». a delicate degree or shade of
difference perceived by any of the senses, or by the

intellect. [Fr,—L. nubes, a cloud.]

Nub, nub, v.i. (prav.) to push : beckon : hang.
Nub, nub, n. a knob, knot : point, gist.

—

adjs. Nub'bly,
full of knots ; Nub'by, lumpy, dirty.

Nubble, nub'l, v.t. to beat with the fist.

Nubecula, nu-bek'u-la, »._a light film on the eye: a
cloudy appearance in urine :—pl. Nubec'UlSB.

Nubiferous, nu-bife-rus, adj. bringing clouds.

—

adjs.

Nublg'enoUS, produced by clouds; Nuljilous,
cloudy, overcast

—

(obs.) Nu'bllose.
Nubile, nu'bil, adj. marriageable.—«. Nubil'ity. [L.

nubilis—nuhere, to veil one's self, hence to marry.]
NncellUS, nu-sel'us, n. the nucleus of the ovule.

Nuchal, nu'kal, adj. pertaining to the Nu'oha or
nape.

Nuoiform, nus'i-form, adj. nut-shaped.

—

adj. Nuclf'er-
OUS, nut-bearing. [L. nux, nucis, a\it,jbrma, form.]

Nuciftaga, nu-sif'ra-ga, n. a genus of corvine birds,

between crows and jays, the nutcrackers.
Nucleus, nu'kl5-us, n. the central mass round which

matter gathers : (astron.) the head of a comet :—//.

Nuclei (n\i'V.\i-i).—adjs. Nu'cleal, Nuclear, per-

taining to a nucleus.

—

v.t. Nu'cleatO, to gather into

or around a nucleus.

—

adjs, Nu'cloate, -d, having a
nucleus : Nii'cleiform.

—

ns. Nu'clein, a colourless

amorphous proteid, a constituent of cell-nuclei : Nu'-
cleobranch, one of an order of molluscs which have
the gills packed in the shell along with the heart :

—

pi. Nucleobranchia'ta ; Nu'cleole, a little nucleus

:

eao

a nucleus within a nucleus—also Nucle'olus :—pl.
Nuole'OlL [L.,

—

nux, nucis, a nut.]

Nucule, nuk'ul, «. a little nut : in Chaiaceer the female
sexual organ. [L. nucula, dim. ainux, nucis, a nut.]

Nude, nud, adj. naked : bare : without drapery, as a
statue : void, as a contract.—«. Nuda'tion, act of

making bare. — adv. Nudely. — ns. Nude'ness,
Nii'dity, nakedness : want of covering : anythmg
laid bare.—<»<(/V. Nudiflo rous, having the flowers

destitute of hairs, glands, &c. ; Nudifo Ilous, having
bare or smooth leaves; Nudiros trate, having the

rostrum naked. — n.fil. Nu dities, naked parts

:

figures divested of drapery.—The nude, the undraped
human figure as a branch of art.- [L. nudus, naked.]

Nudge, nuj, «. a gentle push.

—

v.t. to push gently.

[Cf Knock, Knuckle; Dan. knuge.]
Nudibranch, nu'di-brangk, «. one of an order of gas-

teropods having no shell, and with the gills exposed
on the surface of the body :—//. Nudibranchia'ta.
(L. nudus, naked, branchiee, gills.]

Nugatory, nu'ga-tor-i, adj. trifling : vain : insignifi-

cant : of no power : ineffectual. [L. nugatorius,—
«tt^<?, jokes, trifles.]

Nugget, nug'et, n. a lump or mass, as of a metaL
[l^ob. ingot, with the « of the article.]

Nuisance, nu'sans, n. that which annoys or hurts

:

that which troubles : that which is offensive.

—

n.

Nu'lsancer. [Fr.,— L. nocere, to hurt.]

Null, nu!, adj. of no legal force : void : invalid : of no
importance.

—

n. something of no value or meaning,
a cipher: a bead-like raised work.

—

v.t. to annul,

nullify.

—

v.i. to kink : to form nulls, or into nulls,

as in a lathe.—Nulled work, woodwork turned by
means of a lathe so as to form a series of connected
knobs—for rounds of chairs, &c [L. nuilus, not

any, from ne, not, uUus, any.]

Nullah, niil'a, «. a dry water-course.
Nulla-nulla, nul'a-nul'a, «. an Australian's hard-wood

club.

Nullifidian, nul-i-fid'i-an, adj. ha\ing no faith.—«. a
person in such a condition. [L. nuilus, none, fides,

faith.]

Nullify, nul'i-fr, v.t. to make null : to annul : to render
void or of no force:

—

pr.p. nuU'ifying ; pa.t. and
pa.p. nullified.

—

ns. Nullifica'tlon, a rendering void
or of none effect, esp. (U.S.) of a contract by one of
the parties, or of a law by one legislature which has
been passed by another; Null'ifler; Nullity, the
state of being null or void : nothingness : want of
existence, force, or efficacy.

Nullipara, nul-lip'a-ra, n. a woman who has never
given birth to a child, esp. if not a virgin.

—

adj,

Nullip'arous.
Nullipennate, nul-i-pen'at, adj. having no flight-

feathers, as a penguin.
Ntllllpore, nul'i-par, «. a small coral-like seaweed.

—

adj. Nuiriporoua.
Numb, num, adj. deprived of sensation or motion :

powerless to feel or act : stupefied : motionless

:

(Shak.) causing numbness.

—

v.t. to make numb:
to deaden : to render motionless : —pr.p. numbing
(num'ing) ; pa.p. numbed (numd).

—

adj. Numb'-
COld (Shak.), numbed with cold : causing numbness.—n. Numb'ness, state of being numb : condition of
living body in which it has lost the power of feeling :

torpor. [A.S. numen, pa.p. of niman, to take ; so
Ice. numinn, bereft.]

Number, num'bir, n. that by which things are counted
or computed: a collection of things: more than
one : a unit in counting : a numerical figure : the
measure of multiplicity : sounds distributed into

harmonies : metre, verse, esp. in //. : (gram.) the
difference in words to express singular or plural :

(/»/.) the fourth book of the Old Testament.— e'. /.

to count : to reckon as one of a multitude : to mark
with a number: to amount to. — «. Num'berer.

—

adj. Num'berless, without number ; more than can b«
counted.— »j. Numerabil'lty, Nu'merableness.

—
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adj. Nu'merable, that may be numbered or counted.—adv. Nu'merably.—«<//'. Nu'meral, pertaining to,

consisting of, or expressing number.—«. a figure or

mark used to express a number, as i, 2, 3, &c.: (gram.)
a word used to denote a number.

—

adv. Nu'mer-
ally, according to number.

—

adj. Nu'merary, be-

longing to a certain number : contained within or
counting as one of a body or a number—opp. 10

Supernumerary.—v.t. Numerate, to point off and
read as figures: (prig.) to enumerate, to number.

—

ns. Numera'tion, act of numbering : the art of
reading numbers, and expressing their values ;

Nu'merator, one who numbers : the upper number
of a vulgar fraction, which expresses the number of

fractional parts taken.

—

aiijs. Numer'iC, -al, be-

longing to, or consisting in, number : the same both
in number and VinA. —adv. Numer'lcally. — «.

Numeros'ity, numerousne.ss : harmonious flow. —
adj. Nu'morous, great in number : being many.

—

adv. Numerously. — «. Nu'merousness. [Fr.

nombre— L. numerus, number.]
Numbles, num'bls, «.//. the entrails of a deer. See
Umbles.

Ntimerotage, nu-me-rO-tazh', «. the numbering of
yarns so as to denote their fineness. [Fr.]

Numismatic, nu-mis-mat'ik, adj. pertaining to money,
coins, or medals.

—

n.sing. Numismat'lCS, the science

of coins and medals.

—

ns. Numls'matist, one having
a knowledge of coins and medals ; Numismatog'-
raphy, description of coins ; Numismatol'oglst,
one versed in numismatology ; Numismatol'ogy,
the science of coins and medals in relation to

history. [L. numisnta— Gr. nomisma, current
coin

—

nomizein, to use commonly

—

nomas., custom.]
Nummary, num'a-ri, adj. relating to coins or money.—adjs. Numm'iform, shaped like a coin ; Numm'-

ular, Niunm'ulary, Numm'ulated, Nuintn'ullne,
pertaining to coins : like a coin in shape ; Numm'-
Ullform. — «. Numm'Ulite, a fossil .shell resem-
bling a coin.

—

adj. Nummulit'lC [L. nummiis,
a coin.]

Numskull, num'skul, n. a stupid fellow : a blockhead.
—adj. Num'Bkulled. [From numb and skull.]

Nun, nun, «. a female who, under a vow, secludes
herself in a religious house, to give her time to

devotion : (zool.) a kind of pigeon with the feathers

on its head like the hood of a nun.

—

ns. Nun'-buoy,
a buoy somewhat in the form of a double cone ;

Nun'nery, a house for nuns.

—

adj. Nun'uisli.

—

ns. Nun'nlsliness ; Nun's'-vell'lng, a woollen cloth,

soft and thin, used by women for veils and dresses.

[A.S. nunne—Low L. nunna, nonna, a nun, an old
maiden lady, the orig. sig. being 'mother;' cf. Gr.

nanne, aunt, Sans, nana, a child's word for ' mother.']
Nunc dlmittls, nimgk di-mit'tis, n. ' now lettest thou

depart
:

' the name given to the song of Simeon
(Luke, ii. 29-32) in the R.C. Breviary and the
Anglican evening service—from the opening words.

Nuncheon, nun'shun, «. a luncheon. [Prob. a corr.

of luncheon, with some reference to noon.'\

Nuncio, nun'shi-o, «. a messenger : one who brings
tidings : an ambassador from the Pope to an emperor
or a king.—«. Nun'clature, the office of a nuncio.
[It., — L. nuncius, a messenger, one who brings
news—prob. a contr. oi noveniius ; cf. novus, new.]

Nuncle, nung'kl, n. (Shak.) a contr. of mine uncle.
Nuncupative, nung'ku-pa-tiv, adj. declaring publicly

or solemnlyj {law) verbal, not written, as a will

—

also Nun'cupatoiy.— i/.^. and vd. Nun'cupate, to

declare solemnly : to declare orally.

—

n. Nuncupa'-
tion. [Fr.,—Low L. nuncupativus, nominal—L.
nuncupdre, to call by name— prob. from nomen,
name, capere, to take.]

Nundinal, nun'di-nal, adj. pertaining to a fair or

market. — Also Nun'dlnary. [L. nundina, the

market-day, properly the nmth day—i.e. from the
preceding market-day, both days inclusive

—

novem,
nine, dies, a day.]

031

Nupbar, nO'far, «. a. genus of yellow water-lilies, the
Nymphcea.

Nuptial, nup'shal, adj. pertaining to marriage : con-
stituting marriage. — n.pl. Nup'tials, marriage :

wedding ceremony. [Fr.,—L. nuptialis—nuptiee,

marriage

—

nubere, nupium, to marry.]
Nut, nur, «. a knot or knob in wood. See
Knurr.

Nurl, nurl, v.t. to mill or indent on the edge.

—

ns.

Nurl'lng, the milling of a coin : the series of in-

dentations on the edge of some screw-heads : zigzag
ornamental engraving ; Nurl'lng-tOOL

Nurse, nurs, «. a woman who nourishes an infant : a
mother while her infant is at the breast : one who
has the care of infants or of the sick : {hort.)a. shrub or
tree which protects a young plant.

—

v.t. to tend, as
an infant or a sick person : to bring up : to manage
with care and economy : to play skilfully, as billiard-

balls, in order to get them into the position one
wants.

—

adj. Nurse'llke (Shak.), like or becoming
a nurse.

—

ns. Nurse'-mald, a girl who takes care of
children ; NuTS'er, one who nurses : one who pro-
motes growth ; Nurs'ery, place for nursing : an
apartment for young children : a place where the
growth of anything is promoted : Qiort.) a piece of
ground where plants are reared ; Nurs'ery-gOV'er-
ness ; Nurs'erymald, a uurse-maid ; Nurs'eryman,
a man who owns or works a nursery : one who is

employed in cultivating plants, &c., for sale ; Nurs'-
ing-fa'ther {B.), a foster-father; Nurs'llng, that
which is nursed : an infant. [O. Fr. norrice (Fr.
nourrice)-~'L. nutrix—nutrire, to nourish.]

Nurture, nurt'ur, n. act of nursing or nourishing : nour-
ishment : education: instruction.—w./. to nourish :

to bring up : to educate.—«. Nurt'urer. [O. Fr.
noriture (Fr. nourriture)—Low L. nutritura—L.
nutrire, to nourish.]

Nut, nut, «. the name popularly given to all those
fruits which have the seed enclosed in a bony,
woody, or leathery pericarp, not opening when ripe :

{bot.) a one-celled fruit, with a hardened pericarp,
containing, when mature, only one .seed : often the
hazel-nut, sometimes the walnut : a small block of
metal for screwing on the end of a bolt.

—

v.i. to

gather nuts :

—

pr.p. nut'ting ; jia.p. nut'ted.

—

adj.
Nut'-brown, brown, like a ripe old nut.

—

ns. Nut-
cracker, an instrument for cracking nuts : a genus
of birds of the family Corvidce : Nut'-gall, an ex-
crescence, chiefly of the oak ; Nut'hatch, a genus
of birds of the family Sittida, agile creepers—also

Nut'jobber, Nut'pecker ; Nut'-hook, a stick with
a hook at the end for pulling down boughs that the
nuts may be gathered : a bailiff, a thief who uses a
hook ; Nut'meal, meal made from the kernels of
nuts ; Nut' -oil, an oil obtained from walnuts ; Nut'-
plne, one of several pines with large edible seeds

;

Nutshell, the hard substance that encloses the kernel
of a nut : anything of little value ; Nut'ter, one who
gathers nuts ; Nut'tlneSS ; Nut'tlng, the g.-ithering

of nuts; Nut'-tree, any tree bearing nuts, esp. the
hazel.

—

adj. Nut'ty, abounding in nuts : having the
flavour of nuts.— «. Nut'-wrench, an instrument for

fixing on nuts or removing them from screws.—A nut
to crack, a difficult problem to solve ; Be nutS on
(slang), to be very fond of; In a nutshell, in

small compass. [A.S. hnutu : Ice. knot, Dut. noot,

Ger. nuss.\

Nutant, nu'tant, adj. nodding : (hot.) having the top
of the stem of the flower-cluster bent downward.

—

n. Nilta'tlon, a nodding : (astron.) a periodical and
constant change of the angle made by the earth's axis,

with the ecliptic, caused by the attraction of the moon
on the greater mass of matter round the equator

:

(bot.) the turning of flowers towards the sun. [L.

nutare, to nod.]
Nutmeg, nut'meg, n. the aromatic kernel of an East

Indian tree, much used as a seasoning in cookery.

—

adj. Nut'megged ; Nut'meggy. [M. E. notemuge.
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a hybrid word formed from nut, and O. Fr. vtug^t,

musk— L. initscus, musk.]
Nutria, nu'tri-a, n. the fur of the coypou, a South
American beaver. [Sp.,— L. Intra, an otter.]

Nutriment, nO'tri-ment, «. that which nourishes : that

which helps forward growth or development : food.

—adj. Nu'trient, nourishing.—«. anything nourish-

ing. — adj. NU'trimental, having the quality of

nutriment or food : nutritious.

—

n. Nutri'tion, act

of nourishing : process of promoting the growth of

bodies : that which nourisnes : nutriment. — adjs.

Nutri'tional ; Nutri'tious, nourishing : promoting
growth.—rtrf?'. Nutri'tlously.—;/. Nutri'tlousness.
—adjs. Nu'tritive, NU'tritory, nourishing : con-

cerned in nutrition.— ^rfz'. Nu'tritiveljr.

—

its. Nu'tri-

tlveneSS ; NutritO'riUm, the nutritive apparatus.

(L. njitrhnentum—ttJitrire, to nourish.]

Nuz vomica, nuks vom'ik-a, n. the seed of an East
Indian tree, from which the powerful poison known
as strychnine is obtained. [L. mix, a nut, vomicus,
from vomere, to vomit.]

Nuzzer, nuz'er, n. a present made to a superior. [Ind.]

Nuzzle, nuz'l, r'./. to rub the nose against : to fondle
closely, to cuddle: to nurse or rear.

—

v.t. to touch
with the nose : to go with the nose toward the

ground.—Also Nous'le. [A freq. verb from rtose.]

Nyanza, ni-an'za, «. a sheet of water, marsh, the
river feeding a lake. [Afr.]

Nyas. See Eyas.
Nyctala, nik'ta-la, «. a genus of owls of family

StriridiS.

Nyctalopia, nik-ta-lo'pi-a, ». the defective vision of
persons who can see m a faint light but not in bright
daylight : sometimes applied to the opposite defect,

inability to see save in a strong daylight—also Nyc'-
talopy.—«. Nytftalops, one affected with nycta-

lopia. [Gr. iiyktaldps, seeing by night only

—

nyx,
nyktos, night, 0/>s, vision.]

Nyctitropism, nik'ti-trO-pizm, «. the so-called sleep of
plants, the habit of takmg at night certain positions

unlike those during the day.

—

adj. Nyctitrop'iC.
[Gr. nyx, night, tropos, a turn.]

Nylghau, nil'gaw, n. a large species of antelope, in

North Hindustan, the males of which are of a bluish

colour. [Pers. nilgdw—nil, blue, ^aif, ox, cow.]

Nsrmph, nimf, «. a young and beautiful maiden

:

{»iyth.) one of the beautiful goddesses who inhabited
mountains, rivers, trees, &c. — adjs. Nymph'al,
relating to nymphs ; Nymphe'an, pertaining to

nymphs : inhabited by nymphs ; NymphlC, -al, per-

taining to nymphs ; Nympll'isll, Nymph'ly, nymph-
like; Nymph'-Uke.

—

ns. Nympli'olepsy, a .species

of ecstasy or frenzy said to have .seized those who
had seen a nymph ; NylTiph'olept, a person in frenzy.

—adj. Nympholept'lc—«j. Nymphoma'nla, mor-
bid and uncontrollable sexual de.sire in women;
Nymphoma'niac, a woman affected with the fore?

going. — adjs. Nymphoma'niac, -al. [Fr., — L.
nytitpha—Gr. nyntphe, a bride.]

Nymph, nimf, Nympha, nimf'a, n. the pupa or chry-
salis of an insect.—«.//. NymphaB(nimf'e), the labia

minora.

—

adj. Nymphip'arous, producing pupse.

—

ns. Nymphi'tiS, inflammation of the nymph«e ;

Nymphot'omy, the excision of the nymphie.
Nymphaea, nim-fe'a, «. a genus of water-plants, with

beautiful fragrant flowers, including the water-lily,

Egyptian lotus, &c. [L. nympha, a nymph.]
Nys, nis (Spens.), none is. [AV, not, and is.]

Nystagmus, nis-tag'mus, n. a spasmodic, lateral, oscil-

latory movement of the eyes, found in miners, &c.
[Gr., nystaza'n, to nap.]

Nyula, ni-u'la, «. an ichneumon.

the fifteenth letter and fourth vowel of our
alphabet, its sound intermediate between a
and «—with three values in English, the
name-sound heard in note, the shorter sound
heard in nat, and the neutral vowel heard
in sou: as a numeral, 'nothing,' or 'zero'

(formerly 0=ii, and (O)=ii,ooo): (chcm.) the
symbol of oxygen : anything round or nearly so
(//. O'S, Oes, pron. Oz).

O, oh, 3, interj. an exclamation of wonder, pain,
desire, fear, &c. The form oh is the more usual in

prose.—O hone ! Och hone ! an Irish exclamation
of lamentation. [A.S. ^rf.]

O, usually written o', an abbrev. for ^and on.
Oaf, Of, «. a foolish or deformed child left by the fairies

in place of another : a dolt, an idiot.

—

adj. Oaf'Ish,
idiotic, doltish. VElf.\

Oak, Ok, «. a tree of about 300 species, the most
famous the Briti.sh oak, valued for its timber in ship-
building, &c.

—

ns. Oak'-app'le, a spongy substance
on the leaves of the oak, caused by insects—also
OalCleaf-gall ; Oak'-bark, the bark of some species
of oak used in tanning. — adjs. Oak'-Cleav'ing
{Shak.), cleaving oaks ; Oak'en, consisting or made
of oak.— «j. Oak'-gall, a gall produced on the oak ;

Oak'-leath'er, a fungus mycelium in the fissures of
old oaks ; Oak'Ilng, a young oak ; Oak'-pa'per,
paper for wall-hangings veined like oak. — adj.
Oak'y, like oak, firm.—Oak-apple Day, the 29th of
May, the anniversary of the Restoration in 1660,
when country boys used to wear oak-apples in com-
memoration of Charles II. skulking in the branches
of an oak (the Royal Oak) from CromwelTs troopers
after Worcester. — Sport one's oak, in English
university slang, to signify that one does not wish
visitors by closing the outer door of one's rooms

;

The Oaks, one of the three great English races—for

mares— the others being the Derby and St Leger.
lA.S. dc ; Ice. eik, Ger. eiche.}
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Oaker, Ok'er, «. {S/'gns.) ochre.
Oakum, Ok'um, «. old ropes untwisted and teased into

loose hemp for caulking the seams of ships. [A.S.
dcumba, iceviba—cemban, to comb.]

Oar, Or, «. a light pole with a flat feather or spoon-
shaped end (the blade) for propelling a boat : an
oar-like appendage for swimming, as the antennae of
an insect or crustacean, &c. : an oarsman.

—

v.t. to
impel by rowing.

—

v.i. to row.

—

n. Oar'agO, oars
collectively.

—

adj. Oared, furnished with oars.

—

ns.

Oar'lap, a rabbit with its ears standing out at right-

angles to the head ; Oar'-lOCk, a rowlock ; Oars'-
man, one who rows with an oar ; Oars'manship,
skill in rowing.

—

adj. Oar'y, having the form or use
of oars.—Boat oars, to bring the oars inboard

;

Feather oars, to turn the blades p.->.rallel to the
water when reaching back for another stroke ; Lie
on the oars, to cease rowing without shipping the
oars : to rest, take things easily : to cease from work ;

Put in one's oar, to give advice when not wanted ;

Ship, or Unship, oars, to place the oars in the row-
locks, or to take them out. [A.S. dr.]

Oarium, oa'ri-um, «. an ovary or ovarium.
Oasis, 0-a'sis, n. a fertile spot in a sandy desert:
any place of rest or pleasure in the midst of toil

and gloom:—•//. Oases (0-5's5z). [L.,—Gr. oasis,
an Egyptian word ; cf. Coptic ouahe.]

Oast, Ost, «. a kiln to dry hops or malt.—«. Oast'-
house. [A.S. dst.]

Oat, Ot (oftener in pi. OatS, Ots), «. a well-known
grassy plant, the seeds of which are much used as
food : Its seeds : a musical pipe of oat-straw : a
.shepherd's pipe, pastoral song generally.—«. Oat'-
cake, a thin broad cake made of oatmeal.

—

adj.
Oat'en, consisting of an oat stem or straw : made of
oatmeal.

—

ns. OaiE'-grass, two .species of oat, useful
more as fodder than for the seed ; Oat'meal, meal
made of oats.—Sow one's Wild, oats, to indulge in
the usual youthful dissipations. [Pi..S.&ta, pi. dtan.]



Oath mote ; mOte ; moBn ; then. Oblate

Oath, Gth, n. a solemn statement with an appeal to
God as witness, and a calling for punishment from
Him in case of falsehood or of failure, also the form
of words in which such is made

—

oath o/abjuration,
allegiance, &c. : an irreverent use of God's name in

conversation or in any way : any merely exclamatory
imprecation, &c. :—pL OatllS (pthz).—adj. Oath'-
able (Sliak.^, capable of having an oath administered
to.—«. Oath'-breaking {Shak.), the violation of an
oath, perjury.—Upon one's oath, sworn to speak
the truth. (.\.S. dih; Ger. eld. Ice. eithr.]

Ob., for objection, just as soL for solution, on the
margins of old books of controversial divinity.

—

n.

Ob'-and-Sorer, a disputant, polemic.

Obang, 5-bang', ». an old Japanese oblong gold coin.

ObbligatO, ob-li-ga'to, adj. that cannot be done with-
out.—«. a musical accompaniment, itself of inde-

pendent importance, esp. that of a single instrument
to a vocal piece.—Also Obllga'to. [It.]

Obconlc, -al, ob-kon'ik, -al, adj. inversely conical.

Obcordate, ob-kor'dat, adj. (bot.) inversely heart-
shaped, as a leaf.

Obdurate, ob'du-rat, adj. hardened in heart or in

feelings : difficult to influence, esp. in a moral sense :

stubborn : harsh.—«. OVduracy, state of being
obdurate : invincible hardness of heart.

—

adv. Ob'-
durately.—«j. Ob'durateness, Obdura'tion.—a^^'.

Obdured', hardened. [L. obdurdre, -dtutn— ob,

against, durdre, to \i3xi.e.it—durus, hard.]
Obeah. See ObL
Obedience, o-be'di-ens, «. state of being obedient

:

willingness to obey commands : dutifulness : the
collective body of persons subject to any particular
authority : a written instruction from the superior of
an order to those under him : any official position
under an abbot's jurisdiction.

—

adjs. Obe'dient,
willing to obey ; Obedien'tial, submissive : obliga-

tory.—rt^/i'. Obediently.—Canonical obedience,
the obedience, as regulated by the canons, of an
ecclesiastic to another of higher rank; Passive
obedience, unresisting and unquestioning obedience
to authority, like that taught by some Anglican
divines as due even to faithless and worthless kings
like Charles II. and James II.

Obeisance, Oba'sans, or 0-be'sans, n. obedience : a
bow or act of reverence : an expression of respect.

—

adj. Obe'isant [Fr.,

—

obHr—L. obedire, to obey.]
ObeUon, O-be'lion, n. a point in the sagittal suture of

the skull, between the two parietal foramina. [Gr.
obelc's, a spit.]

Obelisk, ob'e-lisk, n. a till, four-sided, tapering pillar,

usually of one stone, finished at the top like a flat

pyramid : (print.) a dagger (t).

—

adj. Ob'eliscal.—
z/.t. Ob'elise, to mark with an obelisk, to condemn as
spurious, indelicate, &c.— ». Ob'elus, a mark(— or
-;-) used in ancient MSS. to mark suspected passages,
esp. in the Septuagint to indicate passages not in

the Hebrew:—//. Ob'elL [Through Fr. and L.,
from Gr. obeliskos, dim. oi obelos, a spit.]

Oberhaus, C'ber-hows, «. the upper house in those
German legislative bodies that have two chambers.
[Ger. ober, upper, haus, house.]

Oberland, O'ber-lant, «. highlands, as the Bernese
Oberland in Switzerland.

Oberon, O'ber-on, king of the fairies, husband of
Titania.

Obese, o-bes', adj. fat : fleshy. — ns. Obese'ness,
Obes'ity, fatness : abnormal fatness. [L. obesus—
ob, up, edere, esuin, to eat.]

Obex, 5'beks, «. a barrier: a thickening at the cala-

mus scriptorius of the medulla oblongata. [L.,

objicere, to throw before.]

Obey, o-ba', v.t. to do as told by: to be ruled by:
to yield to : to carry out or perform.

—

v.u to submit
to power, &c. : (/?. ) to yield obedience (followed by
to).~H. Otey'OT.— adv. Obey'ingly, obediently.

[Fr. ob^ir—L. obedire—ob, near, audire, to hear.]

Obfuscate, ob-fus'kat, v.t, to darken : to confuse.

—

«. Obfusca'tion. [L. ob/uscdrt, -dtum—ob, inter.,

fiiscus, dark.]
Obi, obi, «. a kind of sorcery practised by obeah-m n
and obeah-women among the negroes of the W';st
Indies and United States, a survival of African
magic : a fetish or charm—also O'bea, O'beah, O'by.—«. O'biism. [Prob. Afr.]

Obi, o'bi, «. a broad, gaily embroidered sash worn by
Japanese women. [Jap.]

Obit, O'bit, or ob'it, «. death: the fact or the date
of death : funeral ceremonies : the anniversary of
a person's death, or a service at such time.

—

adjs.
Ooit'tial, pertaining to obits.

—

adv. Obit'Uarily.

—

«. Obituarist, a writer of obituaries.

—

adj. Obit'-
uary, relating to the death of a person or persons.

—

«. a register of deaths (prig.) in a monastery : an
account of a deceased person, or a notice of his
death. [Fr.,—L. obitus—obire—ob, to, ire, to go.]

Object, ob-jekt', v.t. to place before the view: to
throw in the way of: to oflier in opposition: to
oppose.— i/.i. to oppose : to give a reason against.

—

«. Objectifica'tion.—z-./. Objectify, to make objec-
tive.—». Objec'tion, act of objecting : anything said
or done in opposition : argument against. — adj.
Objec'tionable, that may be objected to : requiring
to be disapproved of.

—

adv. Objec'tionablv, in an
objectionable manner or degree.

—

adj. Objective,
relating to an object : being exterior to the mind :

substantive, self-existent : setting forth what is ex-
ternal, actual, practical, apart from the sensations or
emotions of the speaker : as opposed to Subjective,
pertaining to that which is real or exists in nature,
in contrast with what is ideal or exists merely in
thought : (^rt/«.)belonging to the case of the object.
—«. (grant.) the case of the object : in microscopes,
&c., the lens which brings the rays to a focus : the
point to which the operations of an army are directed,

-rtfl'j'. Objectively.—«i. Object'iveness ; Object'-
ivism.—«(/;. Objectivist'ic—>«. Objectivity, state

of being objective ; Objector. [Fr.,

—

'L.. objectdre,

a freq. of objicere, -jectunt— ob, in the way of,

jacere, to throw.]
Object, ob'jekt, H. anything perceived or set before

the mind : that which is sought after, or that toward
which an action is directed : end : motive : (gram.)
that toward which the action of a transitive verb is

directed.

—

ns. Ob'ject-find'er, a device in micro-
scopes for locating an object in the field before
examination by a higher power ; Ob'ject-glass, the
glass at the end of a telescope or microscope next
the object ; Ob'jectist, one versed in the objective

philosophy.— adj. Objectless, having no object:
purposeless.

—

>is. Ob'ject-lesson, a lesson in which
the object to be described, or a representation of it,

is shown ; Ob'ject-SOUl, a vital principle attributed

by the primitive mind to inanimate objects.

Objure, ob-jOOr', v.i. to swear.

—

n. Objura'tion, act

of binding by oath.

Objurgation, ob-jur-ga'shun, n. act of chiding : a
blaming, reproof: reprehension.

—

v.t. Objur'gate,

to chide.—ai/;'. ObjUT'gatory, expressing blame or

reproof. [Fr.,—L.,

—

ob, against, jurgdre, to sue at

law—y»<i-, law, agere, to drive.]

Oblanceolate, ob-lan'se-o-lat, adj. (bot.) shaped like

the head of a lance reversed, as a leaf.

Oblate, ob-lat', n. a secular person devoted to a
monastery, but not under its vows, esp. one of the

Oblate Fathers or Oblate Sisters : one dedicated to

a religious order from childhood, or who takes the

cowl m anticipation of death : a loaf of altar-bread

before its consecration.—«. Obla'tion, act of oflTering :

anything offered in worship or sacred service, esp. a
eucharistic offering : an offering generally.—Great
oblation, the solemn offering or presentation in

memorial before God of the consecrated elements, as
sacramentally the body and blood of Christ ; Lessor
oblation, the offertory. [L. oblatus, offered up-'

Oblate, ob-lat', adj. flattened at opposite sides or



Obligato (Ste, far; m{, her; mine; Observe

poles: shaped like an orange.—»j. Oblate'nesa,
flatness at the poles ; Oblate'-spher'oid, a spherical

body flattened at the poles. [L. obiatus, pa.p. of

pfferre, to offer

—

ob, against,_/4rrr^, to bring.)

Obligato. See Obbligau).
Oblige, O-blij', v.t. to bind or constrain : to bind by
some favour rendered, hence to do a favour to.

—

(uij. ObllgablO, that can be held to a promise or an
undertaking : true to a promise or a contract.—«.

Ob'llgant, one who binds himself to another to pay
or to perform something.— t/./. Ob'llgate, to con-

strain : to bind by contract or duty -.—pr.p. obligat-

ing ; pa.p. ob'ligated.—«. Obliga'tion, act of oblig-

ing : the power which binds to a promise, a duty,

&c. '. any act which binds one to do something for

another : that to which one is bound : state of being

indebted for a favour : {law) a bond containing a
penalty in case of failure.—/?</r'. Obligatorily.—«.

Obligatoriness.—rtrt>'. Obligatory, binding: im-

posing duty.—Hj. Obligee (ob-li-je'), the person to

whom another is obliged ; ObUge'ment, a favour con-

ferred.—a<^'. Oblig'ing, disposed to confer favours :

ready to do a good iwm.-adv. Obllg'lngly.

—

ns.

Obllg'lngness ; Ob'llgor (/<j7f), the person who binds

himself to another. [Fr.,—L. obligdre, -dtum—ob,
before, ligdre, to bind.]

Oblique, ob-lek', adj. slanting : not perpendicular

:

not parallel : not straightforward : obscure : {geom.)
not a right-angle : (^ratn.) denoting any case except
the nominative.

—

v.i. to deviate from a direct line

or from the perpendicular, to slant : to advance
obliquely by facing half right or left and then ad-
vancing.—«j. Obltqua'tion. Obliqueness, Obliq-
uity, state of being oblique : a slanting direction :

error or wrong: irregularity.

—

adv. Obliquely.

—

adj. Obliquld (5/,r«j.), oblique.—Oblique cone or
cylinder, one whose axis is oblique to the plane of
its base ; ObUque narration or speech (L. m-atio
obliqua), indirect narration, the actual words of the
speaker, but, as related by a third person, having
the first person in pronoun and verb converted into
the third, adverbs of present time into the corre-
sponding adverbs of past time, &c. ; Oblique sailing,
the reduction of the position of a ship from the
various courses made good, oblique to the meridian
or parallel of latitude ; Obliquity Of the ecliptic,
the angle between the plane of the earth's orbit and
ih.^t ofthe earth's equator. [Fr.,—L. obliquui—ob,
Ijefore, liquis, slanting.]

Obliterate, ob-lit'er-at, v.t. to blot out, so as not to
be readable : to wear out : to destroy : to reduce
to a very low state.—». Oblltera'tlon, act of
obliterating : a blotting or wearing out : extinction.
—adj. ObUt'eratlve. [L. obliterdre, -dtum—ob,
over, litera, a letter.]

ObUvlon, ob-liv'i-un, n. act of forgetting or state of
being forgotten : remission of punishment. — adj.
ObllV'lOUS, forgetful : prone to forget : causing
(orgetfulness.—a</7A Obllv'iOUSly.

—

ns. ObllV'lOUS-
ness ; Oblivlsc'ence. [Fr., — L. oblivion-em —
ol'livisci. to forget.]

Oblong, oblong, adj. long in one way: longer than
broad.— «. (geom.) a rectangle longer than broad:
any oblong figure.—rtrt>'. Oblonglsh.— Wr/. Ob'-
longly. — «. Oblongness. [Fr., — L. ob, over,
longits, long.]

Obloquy, oblo-kwi, «. reproachful language: cen-
sure : calumny : disgrace. [L. obloquium — ob,
against, lo<}ui, to speak.]

Obmutescence, ob-mC-tes'ens, «. loss of speech,
dumbness. [L. obmutesclre, to become dumb.]

Obnoxious, ob-nok'shuSj adj. liable to hurt or punish-
ment : exposed to : guilty : blameworthy : offensive :

subject : answerable.—(k/z/. Obnox'lOUSly.-«. Ob-
nox iousness. \'L.,—oh, before, noxa, hurt.]

Obnubilation, ob-nO-bi-la'shun, n. the act of making
dark or obscure. —f. /. Obnti'bllate. [Low L. obnu-
bilare, to cloud over—L. ob, over, nuiilus, cloudy.]

Oboe, Ol3<5-e, n. a treble reed musical instrument,
usually with fifteen keys, with a rich tone, giving
the pitch to the violin in the orchestra: a treble

stop on the organ, its bass being the bassoon—also

Hautboy.—«. O'bolst, a player on the oboe.—Oboe
d'Amore, an obsolete alto oboe ; Oboe dl Caccla,
an obsolete tenor oboe, or rather tenor bassoon.
[Fr. Aauibois.]

Obol, ob'ol, «. in ancient Greece, a small coin, worth
rather more than three-halfpence : also a weight,
the sixth part of a drachma—also Ob'OlUS :^pl.
Ob'oll (I).

—

adj. Ob'olary, consisting of obols : ex-
tremely poor. [Gr. obelos, a spit.]

Obovate, ob-O'vat, aiij. (bot.) egg-shaped, as a leaf,

wuh the narrow end next the leaf-stalk. —a<l'z'. Ob6'-
vately.—<w(/'. Obo'VOid, solidly obovate

Obreption, ob-rep'shun, n. obtaining of gifts of
icheat by falsehoo

"

0'. Obreptltlous.
escheat by falsehood—opp. to Subreption

guts

fq.v.)

Obscene, ob-sen', adj. offensive to chastity : unchaste

:

indecent : disgusting : ill-omened.

—

otiT. Obscene'ly.—ns. Obscene'ness, Obscen'ity, quality of being
obscene : lewdness. [L. oisce/ius.]

Obscure, ob-skur', adj. dark : not distinct : not easily

understood : not clear, legible, or perspicuous : un-
known : humble : unknown to fame : living in dark-
ness.

—

v.t. to darken : to make less plain : to render
doubtful. — ns. ObSCU'rant, one who labours to

prevent enlightenment or reform ; Obscurantism,
opposition to inquiry or reform ; Obscii'rantist, an
ol'scurant.

—

adj. pertaining to obscurantism.— «.

Obsciira'tion, the act of obscuring or state of being
obscureii.—rtrt'i'. Obsciire'ly.—»j. Obscure'ment

;

Obscure'ness ; ObscU'rer ; ObscU'rlty, state or
quality of being obscure : darkness : an obscure
place or condition : unintelligibleness : humility.

[Fr.,—L. obscurTiS.]

Obsecrate, ob'se-krat, v. to beseech : to implore.— «.

Obsecra'tion, supplication : one of I he clauses in

the Litany beginning with iy.—adj. Ob'secratory,
supplicatory. [L. obsecrdre, -dtum, to entreat ; ob,

before, sacrdre—sacer, sacred.]

Obsequies, ob'se-kwiz, «.//. funeral rites and solem-
nities :

—

sing. Ob'sequy (Milt.)—rarely used.

—

adj.

Obse'qulal. [Vt. obseques—L. obsequice—ob, before,

upon, segui, to comply.]
Obsequious, ob-se'kwi-us, adj. compliant to excess

:

meanly condescending.

—

adv. Obse'qulously. — n.

Obse'qulOUSness. [Fr.,—L. obseguiosus, compliant,
obseguium, compliance.]

Observe, ob-zerv', v.t. to keep in view : to notice

:

to subject to systematic observation : to regard
attentively : to remark, refer to in words : to comply
with : to heed and to carry out in practice : to keep
with proper ceremony : to keep or guard.

—

v.t. to

take notice : to attend : to remark.

—

adj. Observ'-
able, that may be observed or noticed : worthy of
observation : remarkable : requiring to be observed.

—It. ObserVableness. — adv. Obseryably. — ns.

Observ'ance, act of observing or paying attention

to : performance : attention : that which is to be
observed : rule of practice, a custom to be observed !

reverence : homage ; Observ'ancy, observance : ob-
sequiousness.

—

adj. Observ'ant, observing : having
powers of observing and noting : taking notice :

adhering to : carefully attentive.—«. (.Shak.) an
obsequious attendant : one strict to comply with
a custom, &c. ; or Observ'antine, one of those
Franciscan monks of stricter rule who separated
from the Conventuals in the 15th century.

—

adv.
Observantly.-«. Observa'tlon, act of observing :

habit of seeing and noting : attention : the act of
recognising and noting phenomena as they occur
in nature, as distinguished from experiment : that

which is observed : a remark : performance : the
fact of being observed.—adj. Observa'tlonal, con-
sisting of, or containing, observations or remarks :

derived from observation, as distinguished from
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experiment. — adv. Observa'tionally. — ndj. Ob-
ser'vative, attentive.— «i. Ob'servator, one who
observes : a remarker ; Observ'atOry, a place for

making astronomical and physical observations,
usually placed in some high and stable place;
Observer. — a<^'. Observing, habitually taking
notice: attentive. —rti^r'. ObserVingly. [Fr.,— L.
obserridre, -atum—ob, before, senmre, to keep.]

Obsession, ob-sesh'un, n. persistent attack, esp. of
an evil spirit upon a person : the state of being
so molested from without—opp. to Possession, or

control by an evil spirit from within. [L. obsession-

em—obsiaere, to besiege.]

Obsidian, ob-sid'i-an, «. a natural glass—the vitreous

condition of an acid lava. [From Obsidius, who,
according to Pliny, discovered it in Ethiopia.]

Obsidional, ob-sid'i-O-nal, adj. pertaining to a siege.

—

Also Obsid'lonary.
Obsignate, ob-sig'nat, v.t. to seal, confirm.

—

n. Ob-
slg^na'tion.

Obsolescent, ob-so-les'ent, adj. going out of use.—«.

Obsolesc'ence.—W?'. Ob'solete, gone out of use :

antiquated : (zool.) obscure : not clearly marked or
developed : rudimental.

—

adv. Ob'soletely.

—

ns. Ob-
soleteness ; Obsole'tion {rare) : Ob'soletism. [L.

obsclescens, -entis, pr.p. of obsoUscere, obsoletutn—
ob, before, solere, to be wont.]

Obstacle, ob'sta-kl, n. anything that stands in the way
of or hinders progress : obstruction.—Obstacle race,
a race in which obstacles have to be surmounted
or circumvented. [Fr. ,—L. obstaculum—ob, in the
way of, stare, to stand.]

Obstetric, -al, ob-stet'rik, -al, adj. pertaining to
midwifery.

—

ns. Obstetrician, one skilled in obstet-

rics ; Obstet'rics, the science of midwifery', or the
delivery of women in childbed ; Obstet'riZ, a mid-
wife. [L. obstetricius—obstetrix, -icis, a midwife

—

ob, before, stare, to stand.]

Obstinate, ob'sti-nat, adj. blindly or excessively firm:

unyielding : stubborn : not easily subdued or reme-
died. —«j. Ob'stinacy, Ob'stlnateness, the con-
dition of being obstinate : excess of iirmness

:

stubbornness : fixedness that yields with difficulty,

as a disease.

—

adv. Ob'Stinately. [L. obstindre,
atum—ob, in the way of, stare, to stand.]

Obstipation, ob-sti-pa'shun, n. extreme costiveness.

Obstreperous, ob-strep'er-us, adj. making a loud
noise: clamorous: noisy.

—

x\i. Obstrep'erate
(Sterne).—oiiv. Obstrep'erously.

—

n. Obstrep'er-
OUSness. [L. obstreperus—ob, iiefore, strepere, to

make a noise.]

Obstriction, ob-strik'shun, «. obligation. [L. ob-

stringere, obstrictum, to bind up.]

ObstropuloUS, ob-strop'u-lus, cuij. a vulgar form of
obstreperous.

Obstruct, ob-stnikt', v.t. to block up, to hinder from
passing, to retard.—«.f. Obstruc'ter, Obstruc'tor,
one who obstructs; Obstruction, act of obstructing:
that which hinders progress or action : opposition,
esp. in a legislative assembly; Obstruc'tionist.

—

adj. Obstruct'ive, tending to obstruct : hindering.—n. one who opposes progress.

—

adv. Obstruct'-
Ively.—<j<^'. Ob'Siruent, obstructing : blocking up.—n. {ined.) anything that obstructs, esp. in the
passages of the body. [L. obstruere, obstructum—
ob, in the way of, struere, strucium, to pile up.]

Obtain, ob-tan, v.t. to lay hold of: to hold: to pro-
cure by effort : to gain : to keep possession of.

—

I'.i.

to be established : to continue in use : to become
customary or prevalent : to hold good : (rare) to

succeed.

—

adj. Obtain'able, that may be obtained,
procured, or acquired.

—

ns. Obtain'er ; Obtain-
ment ; Obten'tion, procurement. — Obtain to
(Bacon), to attain to. [Fr.,—L. obtinere—ob, uf)on,
tenere, to hold.]

Obtected, ob-tek'ted, adj. covered, protected by a
ctiitonous case, as the pupx of most flies. [L.

otteglre, obtectum, to cover over.]

Obtemper, ob-tem'per, v.t. to yield obedience to
(with to, unto). [I^ obtemperdre.]

Obtend, ob-tend', v.t. (obs.) to oppose : to allege. [L.
obtendere, to stretch beiore.]

Obtest, ob-test', v.t. to call upon, as a witness : to beg
iox.^v.i. to protest.—«. Obtesta'tion, act of calling
to witness : a supplication. [L. obtestdri, to call as
a witness

—

ob, before, testis, a witness.]
Obtrude, ob-trOOd', v.t. to thrust in upon when not
wanted: to urge upon against the will of.

—

v.i. to
thrust one's sell or be thrust upon.— «j. Obtrud'er;
Obtrud'lng, Obtru'sion, a thrusting in or upon
agamst the will oi.—adj. Obtrusive, disposed to
thrust one's self among others.—rti/p. Obtrus'ively.
—n. Obtrus'iveness. [L. obtrudere— ob, before,
tnuiere, trusum, to thrust.]

Obtruncate, ob-trung'kat, v.t. to cut or lop ofi". [L.
obtruncdre, -dtum—ob, before, truncdre, cut oflf.]

Obtund, ob-tund', v.t. to dull or blunt, to deaden.—
adj. Obtundent, dulling.—«. an oily mucilage for
sores : an application to deaden the nerve of a tooth.
[L. cbtiindere, to strike upon.]

Obturate, ob'tu-rat, v.t. to close or stop up.

—

ns.
Obtura'tion, the act of stopping up, esp. in gunnery,
of a hole to prevent the escape of gas ; Ob'tilrator,
that which stops or closes up, as a device of this
kind in gunnerj', &c. : in surgery, an artificial plate
for closing an abnormal aperture or fissure, as with
cleft palate, &c., or for distending an opening, as in
lithotomy : any structure that shuts off a cavity or
passage, esp. in anatomy, the membrane vessels, &c.,
closing the obturatorforamen, or thyroidforamen,
a large opening or fenestra in the anterior part of the
hip-bone. [L. obturdre, -atum, to stop up.]

Obturbinate, ob-tur'bi-nat, adj. inversely top-shaped.
Obtuse, ob-tus', adj. blunt : not pointed : (bot.) blunt

or rounded at the point, as a leaf: stupid : not shrill

:

(^^<77«.) greater than a right angle.

—

adjs. ObtUSO'-
ang'led, Obtuse'-ang'ular, having an angle greater
than a right angle.

—

adv. Obtuse'ly.

—

ns. ObtUSO'-
ness, ObtUS'ity. [Fr.,—L. obtusus—obtundere, to
blunt

—

ob, against, tundere, to beat.]

Obumbrate, ob-um'brat, v.t. to overshadow, to darken.—adj. lying under some projecting part, as the ab-
domen of certain spiders.

—

adj. Obunx'brant, over-
hanging. [L. obunibrdre, -dtunt, to overshadow.]

ObvaUato, ob-val'at, adj. walled up. [L. obvalldre,
-dtuin, to wall round.]

Obvelation, ob-ve-la'shun, «. concealment.
Obvention, ob-ven'shun, «. (pbs.) any incidental

occurrence, or advantage, esp. an offering.

Obverse, ob-vers', adj. turned towards one : bearing
the head, as one face of a coin—opp. to Reverse : a
second or complemental aspect of the same fact, a
correlative proposition identically, implying another :

(bot.) having the base narrower than. the top.—«.
Ob'verse, the side of a coin containing the head, or
principal symbol.

—

adv. Obverse'ly.—«. Obver'sion,
the act of turning toward the front of anything : in

logic, a species of immediate inference—viz. the
predicating of the original subject, the contradictory
of the original predicate, and changing the quality
of the proposition—e.g. to infer from ail A is B that
no A is not B—also called Permutation and Egui-
pollence.—v.t. Obvert', to turn towards the front.

[L. obversus—ob, towards, vertere, to turn.]

Obviate, ob'vi-at, z'.t. to meet on the way, hence to

remove, as difficulties. [L. obvidre, -dtum—ob, in

the way of, vidre, vidtum, to go

—

via, a way.]
Obvious, ob'vi-us, adj. meeting one in the way : easily

discovered or understood: evident.

—

adv. Ob'Vi-
ously.—«. Ob'viousness. [L. ob-Aus.'l

Obvolute, -d, ob'vo-lut, -ed, adj. rolled or turned in, as

two leaves in a bud, one edge of each out and the
other in, as in the poppy.

—

adj. Obvol'vent, curved
downward or inward. [L. cbvolutus—ob, before,
volvere, votututn, to roll.]

Ocarina, ok-a-re'na, n. a kind of musical instrument
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with a whistling sound, made of terra-cotta, with
finger-holes and a mouthpiece. [It.]

Oocamism, ok'am-mizm, «. the doctrine of the nomi-
nalist schoolman, William of Occam or Ockhant
{c. 1270-1349).—«. OcC'cUnlst, a follower of Occam.

Occamy, ok'a-mi, n. a silvery alloy. \_Alchemy.\

Occasion, o-ka'zhun, n. a case of something happening

:

a special time or season : a chance of bringing about
something desired : an event which, although not the

cause, determines the time at which another happens :

a reason or excuse : opportunity : requirement, busi-

ness : a special ceremony.

—

v.t. to cause indirectly :

to influence.—a^'. Occa'Sional, falling in the way or

happening : occurring only at times : resulting from
accident : produced on some special event.

—

ns.

Occa'slonalism, the philosophical system of the Car-

tesian school for explaining the action of mind upon
matter, or the combined action of both by the direct

intervention of God, who on the occasion of certain

modifications in our minds, excites the corresponding
movements of body, and on the occasion of certain

changes in our body, awakens the corresponding feel-

ings in the mind ; Occa'sionallst ; Occaslonal'lty.
—adv. Occa'sionally.—«. Occa'sioner.—On occa-
sion, in case of need : as opportunity offers, from
time to time ; Take occasion, to take advantage of

an opportunity. [Fr.,—L. occasion-em—occidere—ob,

in the way of, cadlre, castiin, to fall.]

Occident, ok'si-dent, «. the western quarter of the
sky where the sun goes down or sets : the west
generally.

—

adj. Occiden'tal, noting the quarter
where the sun goes down or sets : western : rela-

tively less precious, as a gem.—«. a native of some
occidental country—opp. to Oriental.—v.t. Occl-
den'tallse, to cause to conform to western ideas or
customs.

—

ns. Occidentalism, habits, &c., of occi-

dental peoples ; Occlden'tallst, a student of occi-

dental languages—opp. to Orientalist: an individual

belonging to an oriental country who favours western
ideas, customs, &c.—adv. Occiden'tally. [Fr.,—L.
occidens, -entis, pr.p. oi occidere, to fall down.]

Occiput, ok'si-put, K. the back part of the head or
skull.

—

adj. Occlp'ltal, pertaining to the occiput or

back part of the head.—«. the occipital bone.

—

adv.
Occlp'itally.—rt^i. Occip'ito-ax'lal, of or pertain-

ing to the occipital bone and to the axis or second
cervical vertebra ; Occlp'ItO-front'al, pert.iining to

the occiput and to the forehead ; Occip'ito-tem'-
poral, pertaining to the occipital and temporal regions.
[L.,

—

ob, over against, caput, head.]
Occlude, o-klrod', zi.t. to absorb, as a gas by a metal.

—adj. Occlu'dent, serving to close.—«. Occlu'sion,
a closing of an opening, passage, or cavity : the act

of occluding or absorbing.

—

adj. Occlu'slve, serving
to close.—«. Ooclu'sor, that which closes, esp. an
organ for closing an opening in a body. [L. occlu-

dere,—ob, before, claudere, to shut.]

Occult, ok-kult*, adj. covered over : escaping observa-
tion : hidden : not discovered without test or experi-

" inent : secret, unknown, transcending the bounds of
' natural knowledge.—«. Occulta'tlon, a concealing,

I
esp. of one of the heavenly bodies by another : state

of being hid.

—

adj. Occult'Od(.S'^^.), hidden, secret

:

(astron.) concealed, as by a body coming between.

—

*is. Oocult'ism, the doctrine or study of things hidden
or mysterious—theosophy, &c. ; Occult'lSt, one who
believes in occult things.

—

adv. Occult'ly.

—

n.

Occult'ness.—Occult sclencea, alchemy, astrology,

magic, &c. [Fr.,— L. occuUre, occultum, to hide.]

Occupy, ok'O-pI, v.t. to take or hold possession of: to

take up, as room, Ac : to fill, as an office : to employ

:

(.5.) to use : to trade with : iShak.') to possess, enjoy.—v.t. to hold possession : (/?.) to trade :

—

pa.t. and
fa.p. occ'upied.

—

ns. Occupancy, the act of occupy-
ing, or of taking or holding possession : possession :

the time during which one occupies ; OcC'Upant, one
who takes or has possession.

—

v. t. Occ'upate (Bacon),
to hold : to possess '.—pr-p. occ'flpatiug ; pa.p. occ'fl-

020

pated.— «. Occupa'tlon, the act of occupying or
taking possession ; possession : state of being em-
ployed or occupied : that which occupies or_ takes

up one's attention : employment.

—

adj. Occupa'tive.
—«. Occ'upier, one who takes or holds possession of

:

an occupant: (.B.) a trader. [Fr.,—L. occvpare,
dtuin—ob, to, on, capere, to take.]

Occur, o-kur*, v.i. to come or be presented to the
mind : to happen ; to appear : to be found here and
there : to coincide in time -.^pr.p. occur'ring ; pa.p.
occurred'.

—

ns. Occur'rence, anything that occurs :

an event, esp. one unlooked for or unplanned : occa-
sional presentation ; OccuiTent, one who comes to

meet another : (B.) an occurrence or chance.

—

adj.
{B.) coming in the way. [Fr.,—L,

—

occurrere—ob,

towards, currere, to run.]

Ocean, O'shan, «. the vast expanse of salt water that
covers the greater part of the surface of the globe

:

one of its five great divisions (Atlantic, Pacific,
Indian, Arctic, Antarctic): any immense expanse
or vast quantity.

—

adj. pertainmg to the great sea.—«. O'cean-ba'sin, the depression of the earth's

surface in which the waters ofan ocean are contained.—adjs. Ocean'ian, pertaining to Oceania, which in-

cludes Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia, Australasia,
and Malaysia ; Oceanic, pertaining to the ocean

:

found or formed in the oce.an or high seas, pelagic:
wide like the ocean.

—

ns.pl. Ocean'lc-is'lands, islands

far from the mainland, situated in the midst of the
ocean ; Ocean'ides, marine molluscs or sea-shells.

—

ns. Ocean-lane (see Lane); Oceanog'rapher, one
versed in oceanography.

—

adj. Oceanograph'iC.

—

ns. Oceanog'raphy, the scientific description of the
ocean ; Oceanol'Ogy, the science of the ocean : a
treatise on the ocean. [Fr. ,— L. oceanus— Gr.
okeanos, perh. from okys, swift.]

Ocellate, -d, C'seMat, -ed, adj. resembling an eye

:

marked with spots resembling eyes, as the feathers ofa
peacock.

—

adjs. Ocel'lar, Oc'ellary, ocellate, pert.iin-

uig to ocelli ; Ocellif'erous, OceUlg'erous, bearing
spots like small eyes.—«. Ocel'lus, a little eye, an
eye-spot : one of the round spots of varied colour in

the tail of a peacock, &c. :—•//. Ocel'li. [L. ocellatus—ocellus, dim. of oculus, an eye.)

Ocelot, O'se-lot, «. the name of several species of
animals in tropical America allied to the leopard,
but much smaller.— rt(^'. O'celold. [Mex.]

Ocher, Ooherous. See Ochre.
Och hone, oh hOu, an exclamation of lamentation. [Ir.]

Ochidore, ok'i-dOr, «. a shore-crab.
OchlesiS, ok-le'sis, «. an unhealthy condition due to

overcrowding.

—

adj. Ochlet'ic. [Gr. ochlos, a crowd. ]

Ochlocracy, ok-lok'ra-si, «. mob-rule : government
by the populace.

—

adjs. Ochlocrat'lc, -al.

—

adv.
Ochlocrat'ically. [Gr. ocklokratia— ochlos, the
mob, kratia, rule.]

Ochre, O'kfer, «. a fine clay, mostly pale yellow, used
for colouring walls, &c. : {slang) money, esp. gold.

—

adjs. O'cherous, Ochra'ceous, O'chreous, O'dirold,
O'chry, consisting of, containing, or resembling ochre.
[Fr.,—L. ochra—Gr. dchra—ochros, pale yellow.]

Ocrea, O'kre-a, n. (J>ot.)a. sheath formed of two .stipules

united round a stem:—//. O'chresB, (yoTQ?b.—adj.
O'chreate. [L. ochrea, a legging.]

Octachord, ok'ta-kord, «. a musical instrument with
eight strings : a diatonic series of eight tones.

Octagon, ok'ta-gon, «. a plane figure of eight sides
and eight angles. — adj. Octag'onal. (Gr. okto,

eight, jf^K/Vz, an agle.]

Octahedron, ok-ta-he'dron, n. a solid bounded by eight
faces.—«<//. Octahedral. [Gr. oktd, eight, hedra,
a base.]

Octandrous, ok-tan'drus, adj. (bot.) having eight
stamens. — n.pl. Octan'dria.— adj. Octan'drian.
[Gr. oito, eight, aner, andros, a man.]

Octangular, ok-tang'gu-lar, adj. having eight angles.
Octant, ok'tant, «. the eighth part of a circle : an

instrument for measuring angles : the aspect of
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two planets when 45°, or one-eighth of a circle, apart.

—Also Oc'tile. [L. octans, octantis—octo, ei^ht.]

Octapla, ok'ta-pla, n. something eightfold : a Bible in

eight languages. [Gr. oktaplous, eightfold.]

Octapody, ok-tap'O-di, «. {pros.) a metre or verse

ol eight {eet.—a4/. Octapod'iC—«. OCtastlch, a
strophe of eight verses or lines—also Octas'tichon.
—adj. Octaatroph'iC, consisting of eight strophes.

Octastyle. See Ootostyle.
Octave, ok'tav, adj. eight : consisting of eight.

—

n. an
eighth : that which consists of eight : the eighth day
after a church festival, counting the feast-day itself

as the first : the period between a festival and its

octave : (ntus.) an eighth, or an interval of twelve
semitones: the eighth part of a pipe of wine. [Fr.,

—L. octavus, eighth

—

oclo, eight.]

Octavo, ok-ta'vo, adj. having eight leaves to the

sheet.—«. a book printed on sheets folded into eight
leaves, contracted 8vo—usually meaning a medium
octavo, 6 X 9i inches. Smaller octavos are—post 8vo,

siXSj in. ; demy 8vo, sJ X 8 in. ; crown 8vo, 5 X yj
in. ; cap Svo, 4J X 7 in. Larger octavos are—
royal Svo, 6i X 10 in.; super-royal Svo, 7X11 in.;

imperial Svo, SJ X 11 in. -.—pi. Octa'VOS.
Octennial, ok-ten'i-al, adj. happening every eighth
year: lasting eight years.—(tt/w. Octenn'lally.—«.

Octocen'tenary, the 800th anniversary of an event.

[L. octennis—octo, eight, antius, a year.]

Octillion, ok-til'yun, n. the number produced by rais-

ing a million to the eighth power, expressed by a
unit with forty-eight ciphers : in France and the
United States, one thousand raised to the ninth
power, expressed by a unit with twenty-seven
ciphers. [L. octo, eight, million.^

October, ok-tO'ber, «. the eighth month of the Roman
year, which began in March : the tenth month in

our calendar. [L. octo, eight.]

Ootobrachiate, ok-tO-bra'ki-at, adj. having eight
br.Tchia, arms, or rays.

OctooeroUS, ok-tos'e-rus, adj. having eight arms or rays.

Octodecimo, ok-tO-des'i-mo, adj. having eighteen
leaves to the sheet, contracted iSmo.

—

adj. OctO-
detfimal (crystal.), having eighteen faces. [L. octo-

decim, eighteen— oif/o, eight, decern, ten.]

Octodentate, ok-to-den'tat, cidj. having eight teeth.

Octofld, ok'to-fid, adj. {hot.) cleft into eight segments.
Octogenarian, ok-tO-je-na'ri-an, «. and adj. one who

is eighty years old, or between eighty and ninety.

—

adj. Octog'enary.
OctOgynous, ok-toj'i-nus, adj. (hot.) having eight

pistils or styles. (Gr. okto, eight, .^«e, wife.]

Octohedron = Octatiedron.
Octolateral, ok-tO-lat'e-ral, adj. having eight sides.

Octonary, ok'tO-na-ri, adj. consisting of eight.

Octonocular, ok-to-nok'u-lar, adj. having eight eyes.
Octopede, ok'tO-ped, «. an eight-footed animal.
OctopetalOU£, ok-tS-pet'a-lus, adj. having eight petals.

Octopod, ok'tO-pod, adj. eight-footed or eight-armed
— also Octop'odouS.—«. an octopus.

Octopus, ok'tO-pus, «. a widely distributed genus of
eight-armed cuttle-fishes, covered with suckers, a
devil-fish. [Gr. okto, eight, potts, podos, foot.]

Octoradiate, -d, ok-tS-ra'di-at, -ed, adj. having eight
rays.

Octoroon, ok-tS-rOon', n. the offspring of a quadroon
and a white person : one who. has one-eighth negro
blood. [L. octo, eight.]

Octosepalous, ok-tO-sep'a-lus, adj. having eight sepals.

Octospermous, ok-t6-sper'mus, adj. having eight seeds.
Octosporous, ok-t0-sp5'rus, adj. eight-spored.
OctOStichous, ok-tos'ti-kus, adj. (dot.) eight-ranked.
Octoatylo, ok'tO-stll, «. an edifice or portico with

eight pillars in front.

Octosyllabic, ok-tO-sil-lab'ik, adj. consisting of eight
syllables.—«. Oc'tosyllable, a wordofeightsyllables.

Octroi, ok-trwa', n. a grant of the exclusive right of
trade : a toll or tax levied at the gates of a city on
articles brought in : the place where such taxes are

paid. [Fr.,

—

octroyer, to grant—L. auctorare, to
authorise

—

nitctor, author.]
Octuple, ok'tu-pl, adj. eightlold.—«. Oc'tiiplet {mus.),

a group of eight notes to be played in the time of six.

Octyl, ok'til, «. a hypothetical organic radical, known
only in combination—also Capryl,—n. Oc'tylene, a
hydrocarbon obtained by heating octylic alcohol
with sulphuric acid.

—

adj. Octyl'ic.

Ocular, ok'u-lar, adj. pertauiing to the eye: formed in,

or known by, the eye : received by actual sight.

—

adv.
Oc'ularly.

—

adjs. Oc'Ulate, -d, having eyes, or spots
like eyes; Oculau'ditory, representing an eye and
an ear together ; Oculif'erous, Oculig'erous, bear-
ing an eye or eyes ; Oc'Uliform, ocular in form

;

Oc'uUmotor, -y, ocular and mctory.— k. OC'UllSt,
one skilled in diseases of the eye. [L. ocitlarius—
oculus, the eye,]

Od, od, or od, «. a peculiar force acting on the nervous
system, assumed by Reichenbach to exist in light,

heat, electricity, living bodies, and all material sub-
stances whatever, and to produce the phenomena
of mesmerism. — adj. O'dlc.— ns. Od'-force, od ;

O'dism, belief in od. [Gr. hodos, a way.]
Od, od, n. for God—sometimes Odd.

—

iuterjs. Od'S-
bodiklns, God's body ; Od'S life, God's life ; Od'S-
pitikins (Skak.), a corr. of Goii's pity.

Ooal, Odaller, same as Udal, Udaller.
Odalisque, Odalisk, o'da-lisk, «. a female slave in a
harem. [Fr.,—Turk, oda, a chamber.]

Odd, od, adj. not paired with another : not even : left

over after a round number has been taken : additional
to a certain amount in round numbers : not exactly
divisible by two : strange : unusual in kind or appear-
ance : trifling: remote: {S/iak.) at variance.

—

us.

Odd'-come-shortly, an early day, any time ; Odd'-
fellow, a member of a secret benevolent society called
Oddfellows ; Odd'ity, the state of being odd or
singular : strangeness : a singular person or thing.

—

adj. Odd'-look'ing, having a singular appearance.

—

adv. Odd'ly.

—

tis. Odd'ment, something remaining
over : one of a broken set—often used in the plural

;

Odd'ness.

—

N.pl. Odds (odz), inequality : difference
in favour of one against another : more than an even
wager : the amount or proportion by which the bet
of one exceeds that of another : advantage : dispute

:

scraps, miscellaneous pieces, as in the phrase Odds
and ends (lit. 'points' and ends).—At OddS, at
variance. [Scand., Ice. oddi, a triangle, odd number
— Ice. oddr, point; cf. A. S. ord, point.]

Ode, Sd, n. a song : a poem written to be set to music

:

the music written for such|a poem.

—

adj. O'diC.—«.

O'dist, a writer of odes. [Fr. ode—Gr. ode, contr.
from aoide—aeidein, to sing.]

Odeum, O-de'um, K. in ancient Greece a theatre for

musical contests, &c. , sometimes applied to a modem
music-hall.—Also Ode'on. [Gr.]

Odin, O'din, «. the chief of the gods in Norse myth-
ology.

Odious, C'di-us, adj. hateful : offensive : repulsive

:

causing hatred.

—

adv. O'diously.— >«. O'diousness;
O'dlum, hatred : offensiveness : blame : quality of
provoking hate. — Odium theologlcum, the pro-

verbial hatred of controversial divines for each
other's errors—and persons. [L.,

—

odi, to hate.]

Odometer = Hodometer (q.v.).

Odontoglossum, e-don-tO-glos'um, «. a genus of
tropical American orchids with showy flowers.

Odontoid, o-don'toid, adj. tooth-shaped : tooth-like.

— ns. Odontalgia, Odontal'gy, tooth.iche. — ^t^'.

Odontal'gic.- «. Odonti'asis, the cutting of the
teeth.—a^'. Odontic, dental.—«. Odontoblast, a
cell by which dentine is developed.

—

adjs. Odon'-
toceta, toothed, as a cetacean ; Odontogenic

—

ns. Odontog'eny, the origin and development of
teeth ; Odontog'rapliy, description of teeth.

—

adjs.
Odontolog'ic, -al.—«j. Odoniorogist, one skilled

in odontology ; OdontOl'Ogy, the science of the
teeth ; Odonlolox'ia, irregularity of teeth ; Odon-
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Office TTjnt- : mate : mfBOa : tiea. an
adj. OlTeraWe, that may be offiaed.— «u. Off'enr

;

Off ermg, act of making an offer : that which is

offered : a gift : (B.) that which is oficred oo aa
aJiar : a sacrifice : (//.) in Church of Englaod,
certain dues payaile at Easter; Off'ertory, act of

offering, the thing orTered : the verses or the anthesa

said or sang wriiie the o^rings of the coogregatioo

are being made and the ceiefacant is placing the nn-

coosecrated eiemeacs oa the altar: the mooey col-

lected at a religious scrrice : anciently a lines or

silken doth osed in various ceremonies connected

with the administration of the eudiarist. [L. offrrre
—ob, towardSi^iTTr, to bring.]

OBce, ofis, u. settled duty ts employment : a position

impodng certain dutie-i» or givk^ a right to exercise

an emplujiueut : bosinfss : act of worship : order or

form of a reiigioas service, either pubUc or private

;

that which a thing is designed or fitted to do : a

place where business is carried oo : (pi-) acts of

good or ill : service : the apaitaeBts_ of a ^onse in

which the coraestics discharge titeir doties.

—

ms.

Off'iC8-bear er, one who holds ofice : eoe^wfao kas
an appointed duty to perfora in connecnaa wi&
some company, society. &c. : (MTiOV, one wbo hoUs
an office : a person wbo performs some public doty :

a person entrusted with responsibility in the army or
navy.

—

v.t. to furnish with cAcers : to command, as
oiBcers.

—

*clj. OffislAl, pertaining to an office : de-

peodiag en the proper oAce or authority : done by
authority.—«. onewho holds an office : a subordinate
public oficer: the depaCy of a fatshc^ &c.—<u.

OOlc'lalisnt, official poatiaa : nrrwivc devutinn to
official routine and detail : fWhlliyHjl, OMBiat^,
the charge, office, or jaris£ctiea of an i iJBr ill : ne
nfficial headquarters of an ecdesastic^ar otber
deliberative aod governing body.

—

imiw. QM^lally.—«. Odte'iaat. eae wfaooffidatesata wBgioiisservioe,
Mw who ndmiiii iH i a saaasieBt.—v.il OStlita, to
pnfamthedodtiesafaaoSce: (vMi ,^r) to perfcm
official dntie«: in pbce of aaodier.—«. Ottc^tttOC

—

Give the office islaii^ to suggest, supply ioiorma-
tion : Holyoffice, the Inqmsttiaa. [Fr.,

—

\S. •fficaam.'S

OtBrinal, of-fics i-aal, adj. h^l^«gii»g to, or osed ia, a
slK>p: dcBodng an approved ntedxane kept pR()aaed
b<f ipodiecaTies. [Fr.,—L. ffidmtL, a workshop—
•g^worlt, Acerr, to do.]

OWlBVt, of-Bsfa'ns, adj. too forwKtd in uflR.iing ser-

vices : ovcHdnd : intermeddling.—adbL (MslaKSlT.—«L OOeioaaBflSt. [Fr.,-L. tfteiaaa—fmeaam.\
Oag, oTing, n. the part of the sea »a>e ll— fciK nty
between tbesboreand the boriaoa.

Oft, oA, Oftaa, of^ mir. ftuimll i : Bany
mdj. OCflM (AX fi^aenc— >. OBTl

Unenc y.
— mdn. OCTtiBMa,

ames : frequently. [A.& pfi; Ger. tfl, Godh. Mft^\
Ogse. 5-je , «. a wave-like monMing foraed of a
convex curve continued or foBowed by a coocafc
one. [Fr. »givt.}

Og^^ i Ogma, og'am, n, an ancieat Irish vritais.

fre-

.iinMmi..ii"""" i """
M't e qvblw s a

/ .')'M<M'iViW ^ '
^

C%baai Alphabet.

in straight Hncs CHWiing eacA otker: ooe of the
characters, twenty in nniliu , of wfcich it is formed.
—.x.ijs Ogb amlc Og*siBta

OgtTS, 5 jiv. «. 1 : " r window.

—

a-ij- OgiTaL -lak-l

0|^ C'gi. r.r. t - ? glaaoes.

—

r.«. to cast amcvrous glances -• .. Ogls; O'^W;
OgUBg. I Dot. m̂ x n »<f« . the eve.

]

0)gr% d'ger, la. a Man'^aiiag aMoitcr or giaa« of fniiy

£Fr.
Sp. egr-o— L. cma, tlw lover world.]

OgJ^gJaa, 6-jij'i-aa, mdj.

Attic kmg Ogjga,—
Ob, 0, tKterj. rlrnriTn^ f—-^ i ,—

'

Obm,am,«.the nnk by «Mi^ cfactncd
measured, bciag neariy eqaal to ikat i aiiiid by a
thoasamd feet of capper wire aae4endi of ai lack
in dsawter.- Ohm's \xm ^ law). fGeo^

^Suaoo Olum, a German electrician, i787-^iS34.]
OMfB, S-kfi-oa, a. a gcans «f patwatic faM, ia-
dadHgtheviae-aBdenr, Ac [Gr. ««. aa^!i

OB, oO, a. the jaioe from die ftait af thr«fi«e-
tree : any greasy fiqoid.—v-iL to laiiiti «r namat
with oO.—». OO'tag, a bag cr cy« ' '

moMTamg oil ; OQcilEa, a cake made af Cat aeed
from wUdi Ae eS kasbeea

stance mined nnxh c9: OffMC, a ^
triack. aSs: na oA^aa: <«&) a coat nf «ask»:
Ofi'aKT. the inaiaiiiirnii i of aa iJ mia. OV-aa,
ilimaia 11114 (as ar keadag eas made by dali-
fac afl ia dosed iiimn ; M»MM; OO'-aai,
one wka deals ia ob: OV-adl. a rrinftc "1

aSfram seeds, imts, £. : OMwA.
ttjfmah America; Og-ffc*^

in'oa-coiMBs: Ca^mitm. a.paim wbeae fcak uafa
yields ynlmaa.- Om^tmm. a^^Kkiae fin- i aaliT
ing dk koa saeds a ftlpt OB»ta, dMk made
w III jiBoaf fcy sartmr af ai: a g—— a^e of
aAka ; iMt-9ft^^ a *¥>( '*kaee waaer ooaCaas

&c, oeacs:'0irilMi%*£ i,naiLd kmd ef aaae
nsed, wkes waned wkk aO. ta- ikw| i aat teals:
OQ-Vril, a kanv made far atiiuii aa aay. OSf.
TTTWsnng of, aMaiK,«rkanB^ the qatBriii at

(ma^.)aBy greasy lal ii i aa L i af|iBi i a
waaaded parts: (JL) a fiifaai. (a Fc,—L.

Sk, a. a Tmkidi wcig^ «r i} k. 1

Old, Sid, ^: advaaoed a ^
existence: ««aa oat: aaK of date, eU-fasha^nd:
aacieat, iaraer, ititn i, cariy: (olCL)sraa^ k^:
hiiiinft the age ar

_

danttaa af : kag pracBaed:
tofao', va^—4K. OHMHakli^Hni, oae aka kays
cast-off sanaeais.— ati. €U%B, a 410 old, to
becoaae aflected by age.—«^ cU, aaKicat.

—

«4pk.
mil ftifclMrt.ofa t ir I Bhetlt ased

h

^y :

ovt €m «iAe* cfaiSH^ tB MB MHiCS smI Mfl sbflcsi
wiJii jMim aajhoae rf a iiuaa wf peaaa^M

»^fS% ĵm ^ fcnr:
'^

what old: OMT Mgkt. fcaw^i^ rim n oftiaSecadeB
ftoa tke Ckadb rf^Ti alaad wka

I kimk aad ttnte^-cbe positioa aaaaaaaed fc^

first Seceden ia 1733.—aL oae of thas kody.-

Oid-ouiid'toa*. fi M'^i ij" <

UVe the coavcatiaaal eU 1
~
~

OM-SMr ifiiiti, a
affcar jmma.' aaradi _
ttea, ofor ptnaaaraa tiaKS kna noaeky: of I

staa&«: aid ft >kiaa.d.—a. aHT-^'fer, mmt aiko

kas B««d in a_^lnce <r te^ a p<.ijitian far a lane

iMffhiaafd.— a. die Eastern H
aga, the later part of Sfe; OH

tlw ^nA Of Mfcc%, MSCer



Oleaginotis fSte, far ; mt, hit ; mine ; Omen

dull gold colour like tarnished gold, used in textile

fabrics; Old Harry, Nick, One, &c., the devil;

Old Hundred, properly Old Hundredth, a famous

tune set in England about the middle of the i6th

century to Kethe's version of the looth Psalm,

marked ' Old Hundredth ' in Tate and Brady's new
version in 1696 ; Old maid, a woman who has not

been married, and is past the usual age of marriage :

a simple game played by matching cards from a

pack from which a card (usually a queen) has been

removed ; Old man, uiiregenerate human nature

:

(co//.) one's father, guardian, or employer (usually

with ' the ') ; Old Red Sandstone (see Sand) ; Old
salt, an experienced sailor ; Old school, of, or re-

sembling, earlier days, old-fashioned ; Old SOng, a

mere trifle, a very small price ; Old Squaw, a sea-

duck of the northern hemisphere—also Old Wife

;

Old Style (often written with a date O.S.), the

mode of reckoning time before 1752, according to

the Julian calendar or year of 365^ days ; Old Testa-

^;ment (see Testament); Old Tom, a strong kind

! of English gin; Old Wife, a prating old woman, or

./«ven a man: a chimney-cap for curing smoking.

—

I. Of old, long ago, in ancient times, or belonging to

such. [A.S. ea/ti; Dut. ou<i; Ger. aii.]

Oleaginous, 0-le-aj'in-us, adj. oily: (ioi.) fleshy and
oily : unctuous, sanctimonious, fawning.

—

n. Oleag'-
inousness. [L. oUaginui—oleum, oil.]

Oleander, O-le-an'der, «. an evergreen shrub with
l.ince-shaped leathery leaves and beautiful red or

white flowers, the Rose Bay or Rose Laurel. [Fr.,

a corr. of Low L. lorandnim. Cf. Rhododendron.
\

Oleaster, O-le-as'ter, «. the wild olive. [L.,

—

olea, an
olive-tree—Gr. elaia.}

Olecranon, O-le-kra'non, «. a process forming the

upper end of the ulna.

—

adj. Olecra'nal. [Gr. ]

Olein, O'le-in, n. a natural fat, found in the fatty oils

of animals and vegetables.

—

n. O'leate, a salt of
oleic acid.

—

adj. Olefl'ant, producing oil.—/«. 0l6-
fi'ant-gas, ethylene ; O'le&ae, any one of a group
of hydrocarbons homologous with ethylene.

—

adj's.

Oleic ; Oleif 'erous, producing oil, as seeds.

—

ns.

Oleomargarine, artihcial butter at first made from
pure beef-fat, now from oleo-oil, neutral lard, milk,

cream, and pure butter, worked together, with a
colouring matter : Oleom'eter, an instrument for

determining the density of oils ; Oleon, a liquid

obtained from the distillation of olein and lime

;

Oleores'in, a native compound of an essential oil

and a resin : a preparation of a fixed or volatile oil

holding resin in solution ; Oleosac'charum, a mix-
ture of oil and sugar.—a<^>. O'leose, O'leous, oily.

[L. oleum, oil.]

Olent, O'lent, adj. smelling. [L. olere, to smell.]

Oleograph, O'le-O-graf, n. a print in oil-colours to

imitate an oil-painting.—«. Oleog'raphy, the art

of preparing such. [L. oleum, oil, Gr. grafiluin, to

write.]

OleraceoUB, ol-e-ra'shus, adj. of the nature of a pot-
herb, for kitchen use. (L.]

Olfactory, ol-fak'tor-i, adj. pertaining to, or used in,

smelling. [L. ol/attare, to smell

—

olere, to smell,
facere, to make.]

Olibanum, O-lib'a-num, n, a gum-resin flowing from
incisions in several species of Boswellia in Somali-
land and southern Arabia—the Lebonah of the
Hebrews, Lihanos and Libandtos of the Greeks.

OligSBmla, ol-i-je'mi-a, n. abnormal deficiency of blood.
Oligarchy, ol'i-gark-i, «. government by a small
exclusive class : a state governed by such : a small
body of men who have the supreme power of a
state in their hands.

—

n. Ol'igarch, a member of
an oligarchy.—a^>. Ollgarch'al, Oligarchic, -al,

pertaining to an oligarchy. [Fr.,-—Gr., oligos,

few, archein, to rule.]
OUgist. ol'i-jist, «. a crystallised variety of hematite.
Oligocene, ol'i-gO-sfin, adj. (g-eol.) pertaining to a

division of the Tertiary series, the rocks chiefly of

fresh and brackish water origin, with intercalations

of marine beds. [Gr. oligos, little, kainos, new.]
OligOChrome, ol'i-gO-krOm, adj. and n. painted in

few colours. [Gr. oligos, few, chrdtna, colour.]

OligOClase, ori-gO-klas, ». a soda-lime triclinic feldspar.

Olio, O'li-0, «. a savoury dish of different sorts of

meat and vegetables : a mixture : a medley, literary

miscellany. [Sp. olla—L. olla, a pot.]

Oliphant, ol'i-fant, n. an ancient ivory hunting-horn :

an obsolete form of elephant.

Olitory, ol'i-to-ri, adj. and «. pertaining to kitchen-
vegetables :—//. Ol'itories. [L. alitor, gardener.]

Olive, ol'iv, n. a tree cultivated round the Medi-
terranean for its oily fruit: its fruit: peace, of
which the olive was the emblem : a colour like

the unripe olive.

—

adj. of a brownish-green colour
like the olive.

—

adjs. Oliva'ceous, olive-coloured :

olive-green ; Olivary, like olives.

—

tis. Ol'ivenite,
a mineral consisting chiefly of arsenic acid and pro-

toxide of iron ; Ol'ive-oil, oil pressed from the fruit

of the olive ; Olive-yard, a piece of ground on
which olives are grown ; 01Ivlne, chrysolite.

—

Olive branch, a symbol of peace : (//.) children

(Ps. cxxviii. 4; Pr. Bk.). [Fr.,—L. oliva—Gr.
elaia. ]

Oliver, ol'i-ver, «. a forge-hammer worked by foot.

Oliverian, ol-i-ve'ri-an, adj. an adherent of the
great Protector, Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658).

Olivet, ol'i-vet, ». an imitation pearl manufactured
for trade with savages.

Ollvetan, ol'i-vet-an, «. one of an order of Benedictine
monks founded in 1313, the original house at Monte
Oliveto, near Siena.

Olla, olla, «. a jar or urn.

—

n. Ol'la-podrlda (-po-

dre'da), a Spanish mixed stew or hash of meat
and vegetables : any incongruous mixture or mis-
cellaneous collection. [Sp.,—L. olla, a pot.]

Ollajn, ot'am, H. a doctor or master among the
ancient Irish.—Also OU'amh. [Ir.]

Ology, ol'o-ji, H. a science whose name ends in -ology,

hence any science generally.

Olpe, ol'pe, «. a small Greek even-rimmed spoutless
vase or jug. [Gr.]

Olympiad, o-lim'pi-ad, ». in ancient Greece, a period
of four years, being the interval from one celebration

of the Olympic games to another, used in reckoning
time (the date of the first Olympiad is 776 B.C.).

—

adjs. Olym'pian, Olympic, pertaining to Olympia
in Elis, where the Olympic games were celebrated,

or to Mount Olympus in Thessaly, the seat of the

gods.—«. a dweller in Olympus, one of the twelve
greater gods of Greek mythology.

—

ns.pl. Olym'plOS,
Olympic games, games celebrated every four years

at Olympia, dedicated to Olympian Zeus ; Olym pus,
the abode of the gods, supposed to have been Mount
Olympus in Thessaly. [Gr. olympias, -ados, belong*

ing to Olympia in Elis.]

Omadhaun, om'a-dawn, «. astupid, silly creature. [Ir.]

Omasum, O-ma'sum, n. a ruminant's third stomach,
the psalterium or manyplies.

—

adj. Oma'sal.
Omhre, om'bcr, «. a game of cards played with a pack

of forty cards, usually by three persons. [Fr.,—Sp.
hombre—L. homo, a man.]

Ombrometer, om-brom'e-ter, n. a rain-gauge.
Omega, O'meg-a, or 0-me'ga, «. the last letter of the
Greek alphabet : (5.) the end.—Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the end : the chief point or purpose
(Rev. i. 8). [Gr. d mega, the great or long (7. ]

Omelet, Omelette, om'e-let, «. a pancake chiefly of
eggs, beaten up with flour, &c., and fried in a pan.
[O. Fr. amelette (Fr. omelette), which through the
form alemette is traced to alemelle, the O. Fr. form
of Yr. alumelle, a thin plate, a corr. of Umelle—L.
lamella, lamina, a thin plate.]

Omen, O'men, «. a sign of some future event, either
good or evil: a foreboding.

—

v.i. and v.t. to prog-
nosticate : to predict.

—

adj. O'mened, containing
omens, mostly with prefixes, as 'i^-omened. [L. for
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Omentum in«e ; mflte ; jniSOn ; then. Onerous

amen, that which is uttered by the mouth—L. os

;

or for ausmen, that heard

—

audire, to hear.]

Omentum, 5-mea'tum, «. a fold of peritoneum, pro-

ceeding from one of the abdominal viscera to another

:

—pi. Omenta.—a^iy. Omen'tal.—Great omentum,
the epiploon. [L.]

Omer, O'mer, «. a Hebrew dry measure containing

about h.ilf a gallon, ^^ ephah.
OmlCTOn, O-mi'kron, «. the short in the Greek

alphabet.
Ominous, om'in-us, adj. pertaining to, or contain-

ing, an omen : foreboding evil : inauspicious.

—

adv.
Ominously.—«. Ominousness.

Omit, 5-mit', v.t. to leave out : to neglect : to fail

:

to make no use of:

—

p'^f'- omit'ting ; pa.t. and/<^i./.

omit'ted.

—

adj. OmiSS'ible, that may be omitted.

—

n. OmlSS'ion, act of omitting : the neglect or failure

to do something required : that which is left out.

—

adj. OmiSS'ire, omitting or leaving out.—«. Omif-
tancfl, the act of omitting: the state of being
omitted : forbearance. [L. omittere, omissum—ob,

away, mittere, to send.]

Omlah, om'la, n. a staff of native clerks or officials in

India. (Ar.]

Omni-, om'ni, from L. otnnis, all, a combining form,

as in ndjs. Omnlfa'rlOUS, of all varieties or kinds

;

Omnif'erous, be.iring or producing all kinds ; Om-
nif'ic, all-creating ; Om'nlform, of, or capable of,

everj- form.

—

n. Omnlform'ity.— •. t. Om'niiy (rare),

to make universal.— <7(//'. Omnlg'enous, consisting

of all kinds.—«. Omnipai^ity, general equality.

—

adjs. Omnip'arOUS, producing all things ; Omni-
ga'tient, enduring all things.

—

ns. Omnipotence,
imnip'otency, unlimited power— an attribute of

God. — adj. Omnip'Otent, all-powerful, possessing
unlimited power.

—

adz'. Omnip'otently.—«. Omni-
presence, quality of being present everywhere at

the s<irae time—an attribute of God.

—

adj. Omni-
present, present everywhere at the same time.—».

OmniSC'ience, knowledge of all things—an attribute

of God.

—

adj. Omnisc'ient, all-knowing : all-seeing

:

infinitely wise.—Wi'. Omnistfiently.—<j^'. Omnlr"-
orous, all-devouring : (zopL) feeding on both animal
and vegetable;food.—The Omnipotent, God.

Omnibus, om'ni-bus, adj. including all : covering many
diti'erent cases or objects, as ' an omnibus clause.'

—

n. a large four-wheeled vehicle for passengers, chiefly

between two fixed points:^;*/. Om'nibuses. [Lit.

'for all,' L. dative pi. oi ontnis, all.]

Omnium, om'ni-um, «. a Stock E.xchange term for

the aggregate value of the different stocks in which
a loan is funded.—«. Om'nium-gath'erum {coU.\
a miscellaneous collection of things or persons. [L.,
' of all

;

' gen. pi. of ontnis, all.]

Omohyoid, O-mC-hi'oid, adj. pertaining to the shoulder-
blade, and to the lingual or hyoid bone—also Omo-
hyol'dean. — «. Omoi'deum, the pterygoid bone.
[Gr. omos, the shoulder.]

OmophagOUS, 0-mof'a-g)is, adj. eating raw flesh—also
Omophag^ic. — «. Omophagia. [Gr. Smos, raw,
phaeiht, to eat.]

Omopnorion, C-mO-fo'ri-on, n. an eastern ecclesiastical
vestment like the western pallium, worn over the
phenolion by bishops and patriarchs at the eucharist,
&c. (Gr. omos, the shoulder, /A^r^/«, to carry.]

Omoplate, O'mO-plat, «. the shoulder-blade or scapula.— «. Omoplatos'copy, scapulimancy. [Gr. Snwplate.]
OmoStemum, O-mO-ster'num, ft. a median ossification

of the coraco-scapular cartilages of a batrachian.
[Gr. (Jw.ij, the shoulder, stemon, the chest.]

Omphacite, om'fa-sit, «. a gras's-green granular ^•ariety

of pyroxene, one of the constituents of eclogite.

—

adj.
Om'phacine, pertaining to unripe fruit.

Omphalos, om'fal-us, n. the navel : a raised central
p<iint : a boss.

—

adj. Omphal'lc.

—

ns. Om'phallsm,
tendency to place the capital of a country at its geo-
graphical centre, or to increase the powers of central
at the expense of local government ; Omphalftis,

inflammation of the umbilicus ; Om'phalocele, um-
bilical hernia.

—

adj. Om'phalold.

—

ns. Om'phalo-
mancy, divination from the number of knots in the
navel-string as to how many children the mother
will bear ; Omphalop'agtlS, a doub'e monster united
at the umbilicus ; Omphalot'omy, cutting of the
umbilical cord at birth. [Gr., the navel.]

On, on,^rep. in contact with the upper part of: to and
toward the surface of: upon or acting by contact
with : not off: at or near : at or during : in addition
to : toward, for : at the peril of : in consequence

:

immediately after : (B.) off.

—

adv. above, or next
beyond : forward, in succession : in continuance

:

not off.

—

interj. go on ! proceed !

—

adj. denoting the
part of the field to the left of a right-handed batter,

and to the right of the bowler—opp. to Off. [A.S.
on ; Dut. aati. Ice. d, Ger. an.]

On, ow,prep. {Scot.') without.
Onager, on'a-jer, «. the wild ass of Central Asia. [L.,

—Gr. onagros—ones, an ass, a^os, wild.]

Onanism, o'nan-izm, H. self-pollution.—«. O'nanist.—adj. Onanist'lC. [See Gen. xxxviii. 9.]

Once, ons, n. Same as Ounce, the animal.
Once, wuns, adv. a single time : at a former time : at
any time or circumstances.

—

n. one time.—Once and
again, more than once : repeatedly ; Once for all,

once only and not again ; Once in a way, on one
occasion only: very rarely.—At once, without
delay; For onco, on one occasion only. [A.S. dnes,
orig. gen. of dn, one, used as adv.]

Oncidlum, on-sid'i-um, n. a widely-spread American
genus of orchids. [Gr. ogkos, a hook.]

Oncology, ong-kol'o-ji, «. the science of tumours.—«.

Oncot'omy, incision into, or excision of, a tumour.
Oncome, onTcum, n. {prov.) a sudden fall of rain or
snow : the beginning of attack by some insidious
disease.—«. On'COming, approach.

Oncometer, ong-kom'e-ter, n. an instrument for re-

cording variations in volume, as of the kidney, &c.
—«. On'COgraph, an apparatus for recording such.
[Gr. ogkos, bulk, metron, measure.]

Oncost, on'kost, «. all charges for labour in getting
mineral, other than the miners' wages : payment to

the collier in addition to the rate per ton.

—

n.fl.
On'COStmen, men who work in or about a mine at
other work than cutting coal. {On and cost.]

Ondine, on'din, «. a water-spirit, an undine.
Onding, on'ding, «. a sudden fall of rain or snow.
One, wun, pron. a person (indefinitely), as in 'one

says :
' any one : some one.—«. a single person or

thing: a unit. [A special use of the numeral onel
not conn, with Fr. on—L. homo, a man.]

One, wun, adj. single in number, position, or kind

:

undivided : the same : a certain, some, implying a
name unknown or denoting insignificance or con-
tempt, as ' one Guy Fawkes, a Spaniard ! '

—

adjs.

One'-eyed, having but one eye : limited in vision

;

One'-hand'ed, single-handed ; One'-horse, drawn by
a single horse : petty, mean, inferior ; One'-idea'd,
entirely possessed by one idea.

—

ns. One'ness, single-

ness, unity ; Oner (wun'er), one possessing som^
special skill, an adept (slang).—proyt. Oneself', one's

self: himself or herself.

—

adj. (hie'-sid'ed, limited to

one side: partial: (^^^Z.) turned to one side.^ai/r/.

One -sld'odly.—«. One'-sid'edness.—One another,
each other ; One by one, singly : in order ; One day,
on a certain day : at an indefinite time.—All OQfl,

just the same : of no consequence ; At one, of one
mind. [.\.S. an; Ice. einn, Ger. «'«.)

Onelromancy, O-nfrO-man-si, ». the art of divining by
dreams.—«j. Oneirocrit'ic, Onlrocrlt ic, one who
interprets dreams.

—

adjs. Oneirocrit'iC. -aL— ns.

(hieirodyn'ia, nightmare : Onelrol'ogy, the doctrine

ofdreams ; Onei'roSCOpist, an interpreter ofdreams.
[Gr. oneiros, a dream, numteia, divination.]

Onely, Cn'li, adv. (SPfns.) only.
Onerous, on'er-us. adj. burdensome : oppressive.

—

adf.
On'erary, fitted or intended for carrying burdens!



Oneyer
t^^--

f%te, fir ; m£, h^ ; mine

;

Open

comprising burdens.— at/c On'erOQSly.

—

n. On'er-
OUSnesS. [L. onerasus—onus.]

Oneyer, wun'yer, «. (i I/en. II'., II. i. 84) probably

a person that converses with great ones—hardly, as

Malone explains, an accountant of the exchequer, a

banker. [No doubt formed from one, like lawyer,

sawyer, &c. Malone over-ingeniously refers to the

mark o.ni., an abbreviation of the Latin form o>u-

retur, nisi kaieat sujfficientem exonerationem (
' let

him be charged unless he have a sufficient dis-

charge '), or explains as a misprint for tnoneyer.]

Ougolng, on'gO-ing, n. a going on : course of conduct

:

event : (//.) proceedings, behaviour.

Onlcoio, O-niic'O-lO, «. a variety of onyx for cameos, a
bluish-white band on the dark ground. [It.]

Onion, un'yun, n. the name given to a few species of

genus Allium, esp. Allium cepa, an edible biennial

bulbous root.

—

adj. On'ion-eyed (5Aa/t.), having the

eyes full of tears.— «. On'Ion-skln, a very thin

variety of paper.—(J^'. On'iony. [Fr. oignon—'L.
unio, -onii—units, one.]

Onlooker, on'lSOk-er, «. a looker on, observer.—adj.

On'looklng.
Only, On'li, adj. single in number or kind : this above

all others : alone.

—

adv. in one manner : for one pur-

pose : singly: merely: barely: entirely.

—

conj.hwt:
except that.—«. Onllness. [A.S. (f»//V- (adj.)—rf«,
one, lie, like.]

Onocentaur, on-o-sen'tawr, «. a kind of centaur, half-

man, half-ass.

Onoclea, on-O-kle'a, «. a genus of aspidioid ferns,

with contracted fertile fronds. [Gr. onos, a vessel,

kleiein, to close. ]

Onology. 5-nol'o-ji, «. foolish talk.

Onomantlc, on-6-man'tik, adj. pertaining to On'O-
mancy or (obs^ Onomat'omancy, divination by
names. [Gr. ononui, a name, manteia, divination.]

Onomastlc, on-O-mas'tik, adj. pertaining to a name,
esp. pertaining to the signature to a paper written

in another hand.—«. Ononias'tlcon, a list of words :

a vocabulary. [Gr., from onoma, a name.]
OnomatolOgy, on-6-ma-tol'o-ji, «. the science of, or a

treatise on, the derivation of names.—«. Onomatol'-
Og^St, one versed in such. [Gr. onoma, onomatos,
name, logia—legein, to discourse.]

OnomatopOBia, on-O-mat-o-pe'ya, «. the formation of
a word so as to resemble the sound of the thing
of which it is the name : such a word itself, also

the use of such a word, as 'click,' 'cuckoo'—also

Onomatopoe'sls, or Onomatopole'sis.—rtrf;>. Ono-
matopos'lc, Onomatopoet'iC. [Gr. onoma, -atos, a
name, foiein, to make.]

Onset, on'set. H. violent attack : assault : storming.
{On and set.]

Onsbore, on'shOr, adj. toward the land.
Onslaught, on'slawt, n. an attack or onset : assault.

[A.S. on, on, sleaht, a stroke.]
Onst, wunst, adv. a vule.ar form of once.
Onstead, on'stcd, «. (Scot.) a farmstead, the farm

buildings. [M. E. luone—A.S. wiinian, to dwell,
stead, place.]

Ontogenesis, on-to-jen'e-sis, n. the history of the
individual development of an organised being as
distinguished from phylogenesis and biogenesis—also
Ontog'eny. -rt<//v. Ontogenetic, -al, dntogen'lo.—
rtA*. Ontogenefically. [Gr.<>«/a, things being, neut.
pi. of ^«, pr.p. of einai, to he, genesis, generation.]

Ontology, on-tol'o-ji, n. the science that treats of the
principles of pure being : that part of metaphysics
which treats of the nature and essence of things.

—

adjs. Ontolog-lo, -3,1.—adv. Ontologllcally.— «.
Ontol'oglst, one versed in ontology. [Gr. dn, ontos,
being pr. p. o(einai, to be, logia—le^ein, to discourse. ]

Onus, O'nus, «. burden : responsibility.—OnuS pro-
bandl, the burden of proving. [L. onus, burden.]

Onward, on'ward, adj. going on : advancing : ad-
vanced.— aaf?/. (also On wardS) toward a point on
or in front : forward.

Onym, on'im, H. (zool.) the technical name of a species
or other group.

—

adjs. On'ymal, Onymat'lc.

—

v.i.

On'ymise.—«. On'ymy, the use of onyms.
Onj^, on'iks, «. (min.) an agate formed of layers of
chalcedony of different colours, used for making
cameos.

—

ns. Onychia, suppurative inflammation
near the finger-nail ; Onychl'tlS, inflammation of the
soft parts about the nail ; Onych'liun, a little claw ;

On'ychomancy, divination by means of the finger-
nails ; Onychono'SOS, disease of the nails.

—

adj.
Onychopath'lc, afiected with such.—«. Onyoho'sls,
disease of the nails. [L.,—Gr. onyx, onychos, a
finger-nail.]

Oodles, 55'dlz, n. (U.S.) abundance.—Also Oodlins.
Oof, 65f, «. (slang) money.
Oogenesis, O-O-jen'e-sis, n. the genesis and develop-
ment of the ovum—also Oog'eny.

—

adj. Oogenet'lc.
Ooidal, 0-oi'dal, adj. egg-shaped.
Oolite, p'o-llt, K. (geol.) a kind of limestone, composed
ofgrains like the eggs or roe of a fish.

—

adjs. Oollt'iC
;

Politlf erous. [Gr. don, an egg, lithos, stone.]
Oology, C-ol'o-ji, «. tlie science or study of birds' eggs.—n. O'dgraph, a mechanical device for drawing

the outline of a bird's egg.

—

adjs. Oolog^lC, -al.

—

adv.
OolOg'lcally.—HJ. 061'OglSt, one versed in oolugy

;

Oom'eter, an apparatus fo.- measuring eggs.

—

adj.
OometriC-w. Oom'etry, the measurement of eggs.
[Gr. oon, an egg.]

Oolong, oo'long, n. a variety of black tea, with the
flavour of green.—Also Ou'long.

Oorle, Ourle, oS'ri, adj. (Scot.) feeling cold or chill,

shivering.

Ooie, COz, «. soft mud : gentle flow, as of water through
sand or earth : a kind of mud in the bottom of the
ocean : the liquor of a tan vat.

—

v.i. to flow gently :

to percolate, as a liquid through pores or small
openings. — adj. Ooz'y, resembling ooze : slimy.
(M. E. wose—A.S. 7vase, mud; akin to A.S. was,
juice, Ice. vas, moisture.]

Opacity, 0-pas'i-ti, «. opaqueness : obscurity.
OpacoilS, O-pa'kus, adj. Same as Opaque.
Opah, O'pa. n. a sea-fish of the Dory family—also called

Kingfish.
Opal, O'pal, «. a precious stone of a milky hue, remark-

able for its changing colours.—«. Opalesc'ence.

—

adjs. Opalesc'ent, reflecting a milky or pearly light

from the interior ; O'pallne, relating to, or like, opal.

—v.t. O'pallse. [Fr. opale—\.. opalus.\

Opaque, O-pak', adj. shady : dark : that cannot be
seen through : not transparent.

—

aiiv. Opaquely.

—

». Opaque'ness, quality of being opaque : want of
transparency. [Fr.,—L. opacits.]

Ope, 5p, v.t. and v.i. (poet.) short for open.

OpeidOSCOpe, o-pI'dO-skOp, «. an instrument for illus-

trating sound by means of light.

Open, O'pn, adj. not shut : allowing one to pass out or
in : free from trees : not fenced : not drawn together :

spread out : not frozen up : not frosty : free to be
used, &c. : public : without reserve : frank : easily

understood : generous : liberal : clear : unbalanced,
as an account : attentive : free to be discussed.

—

v.t.

to make open : to remove hinderances : to bring to

view : to explain : to begin.

—

v.i. to become open :

to unclose : to be unclosed : to begin to appear : to

begin.—«. a clear space.

—

n. O'pener.

—

adjs. O'pcn-
eyed (Shak.), watchful; O'pen-hand'ed, with an
open hand: generous: liberal.—«. O'pen-hand'ed-
neSS.

—

adj. ©"pen-heart'ed, with an open heart

:

frank: generous. — ns. O'pen - heart'edness, liber-

ality : generosity : frankness : candour ; O'pening,
an open place : a breach : an aperture : beginning :

first appearance : opportunity.

—

adv. (ypenly.

—

adj.

O'pen-mlnd'ed, free from prejudice : ready to re-

ceive and consider new ideas.— «. O'pen-mlnd'ed-
ness. — adj. O'pen -mouthed, gaping: greedy:
clamorous.

—

ns. O'penness ; O'pen-ses'ame, a form
of words which makes barriers fly open - from the
story of All Baba and the Forty Thieves in the
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Opera mote ; mQtc ; mSOn ; Men. Opportune

Arabian Nights' Entertainments; O'pen-Bteek
(Scot.), a kind of open-work stitching : O'pen-work,
any work showing openings through it for ornament.—aJj. open-cast, of mining work in open air.—Open
verdict (see Verdict). [A. S. open—up, up ; cf. Dut.
open—op. Ice. opinn—upp, and Ger. offen—auf.\

Opera, op'er-a, n. a musical drama : a place where
operas are performed.

—

adj. used in or for an opera,

as an i>/^ra-glass, &c.

—

ns. Op'era-Cloak, a cloak of

elegant form and material for carrying into the audi-

torium of a theatre or opera-house as a protection

against draughts ; Op'era-danc'er, onewho dances in

ballets introduced into operas ; Op'era-glass, a small

glass or telescope for use at operas, theatres, &c.

;

Opera-hat, a hat which can be made flat by com-
pression and expanded again to its full size ; Op'era-

nouse, a theatre where operas are represented

;

Op'era-slng'er

—

adjs. Operat'lc, -al, pertaining to or

resembling the opera. {Xx..,—!^. opera. Ct.Operate.]

Operaboufife, op'er-a-b05f, «. a comic opera. [Fr.,

—

It. ot-era-buffa. Cf. Buffoon.^
Operate, op'er-at, v.i. to work : to exert strength : to

produce any effect : to exert moral power : (med.) to

take effect upon the human system : (jurg.) to per-

form some unusual act upon the body with the hand
or an instrument.

—

v.t. to effect: to produce by
agency.

—

n. Operam'eter, an instrument for indicat-

ing the number of movements made by a part of a
machine.

—

adj. Op'erant, operative.

—

n. an operator.—n. Opera'tlon, art or process of operating, or of
being at work : that which is done or carried out

:

agency : influence : method of working : action or
movements : surgical performance.

—

adj. Op'erative,
having the power of operating or acting : exerting
force : producing effects : efficacious.

—

n. a workman
in a manufactory: a labourer.

—

ndv. Op'eratlvely.—ns. Op'erativeness ; Op'erator, one who, or that
which, operates or produces an effect : (math.) a
letter, &c., signifying an operation to be performed.
[L. operdri, -dtus—opera, work, closely conn, with
opus, operis, work.]

Operculum, O-per'ku-lum, n. (6ot.) a cover or lid

:

(zoo/.) the plate over the entrance of a shell : the
apparatus which protects the gills of fishes :—•//.

Opercula. — rt^>. Opercular, belonging to the
operculum : Operculate, -d, having an operculum ;

OpercuUf'erous ; Operculiform ; Opercullg'en-
OUS ; Operculig'erous. [L.,

—

operfre, to cover.]

Ofteretta, op-er-et'a, n. a short, light musical drama.
[It., dim. of opera.]

Operose, op'er-Oz, adj. laborious : tedious. — adv.
Op'erosely.—«j. Op'eroseness, Operos'ity.

Ophicleide, of i-klld, n. a large b.iss trumpet, with a
deep pitch. [Fr. ; coined from Gr. ophis, a serpent,
kleis, kleidos, a key.)

Ophidian, o-fid'i-an, n. one of the true serpents, in

which the rihs are the only organs of locomotion.

—

adjs. Ophid'ian, Ophid'iOUS, pertaining to serpents :

having the nature of a serpent.

—

ns. Ophidia'rium,
a place where serpents are confined : OphiOg'raphy,
the description of serpents : Ophiol'ater, a serpent-
worshipper.—rt<^'. Ophiol'atrous.—«. Ophiol'atry,
serpent-worship.

—

adjs. Ophiolog'ic, -al.

—

ns. Ophi-
Ol'OglSt, one versed in ophiology ; Ophld'ogy, the
study of serpents: Oph'iomancy, divin.->tion by
serpents.

—

adjs. Ophlomorphlc, Ophlomor'phous,
having the form of a j^erpent ; Ophioph'agOUS, feed-
ing on serpents.—«. Oph'ite, one of a Gnostic sect
who worshipped the serpent. [Gr. ophidion, dim.
oX ophis, opheos, a serpent.]

Ophlura, of-i-u'ra, «. a genus of sand-stars.

—

ns. and
adjs. OphiU'ran ; OphiU'roid. [Gr. ophis, serpent,
oura. tail.)

Ophthalmia, of-thal'mi-a, ». inflammation of the eye—also Ophthalmy —<7(/;'. OphtharmlC, pertaining
to the eye.—?fcr. Ophthal'mist, Ophthalmol'oglst,
one skilled in ophthalmoloijy ; Ophthalmitis, in-

flammation of the eyeball ; Ophthalmodyn'ia, pain,

esp. rheumatic pain, of the eye ; Ophthalmog'raphy
a description of the eye..—adjs. Ophthalmolog'ic',
-sX.—ns. Ophthalmology, the science of the eye,'
its structure and functions ; Ophthalmom'eter, an
instrument for eye-measurements : Ophthalmom'-
etry, the making of such ; Ophthsilmople'gia,
paralysis of one or more of the muscles of the eye

;

Ophthal'moscope, an instrument for examining the
interior of the eye..—adjs. Ophthalmoscopic, -al.
—adv. OphthalmoBcop'ically. — ns. Ophthal'mo-
SCOpy, examination of the interior of the eye with
the ophthalmoscope ; Ophthalmot'omy, dissection
of the eye : an incision into the eye. \Qix.,—ophthal-
mos, eye.]

Opiate, O'pi-at, «. a drug containing opium to induce
sleep : that which dulls sensation, physical or mental.—adj. inducing sleep.

—

adj. O'piated.
Opine, o-pin', T'.«. to suppose.

—

adj. Opin'able, capable
of being thought.

—

ns. Opi'nant, one who forms an
opinion ; Opin'iCUS (her.), a half-lion, half-dragon.
[Fr.,—L. opinari, to think.]

Opinion, 6-pin'yun, n. one's belief, judgment : favour-
able estimation: (Shak.) opinionativeness.— adjs.
Opin'ionable, that may be matter of opinion;
Opinionated, Opin'ioned, firmlj adhering to one's
own opinions.— adv. Opin'ionately (obs.).— adj.
Opin'lonatiTO, unduly attached to one's own
opinions : stubborn.— adv. Opin'ionatlvely. — ns.

Opln'ionatiTeness ; Opln'ionist. [L. ]

Opisometer, op-i-som'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring curved lines on a map. [Gr. opiso, back-
ward, ntetron, measure.]

OpiSthohranchiate, O-pis-thO-brang'ki-at, adj. having
the gills behind the heart.—«. Opisthohranch'ism.

Opisthocoelian, 0-pis-th5-se'li-an, adj. hollow or con-
cave behind, as a vertebra.—Also OpiSthOCCS'lOUS.

OpisthocomoUS, op-is-thok'0-mus, adj. having an
occipital crest.

Opisthodomos, op-is-thod'O-mos, «. a rear-chamber or
treasury at the back of thecella in some temples. [Gr.]

Opisthodont, 6-pis'th5-dont, adj. having back teeth
only.

Opisthogastric, C-pIs-thC-gas'trik, adj. behind the
stomach.

OpiSthognathouS, op-is-thog'na-thus, adj. having re-

treating jaws or teeth.

OpiSthograph. O-pis'thO-graf, n. a manuscript or a
slab inscribed on the back as well as the front.

—

adj. OplSthograph'iC, written on both sides.—«.

Oplsthog'raphy.
Opium, O'pi-um, n. the narcotic juice of the white
poppy.—K. O'pium-eat'er, one who makes a habitual
use of opium. [L.,—Gr. opion, dim. from opos, sap.]

Opobalsam, op-O-bal'sam, «. a resinous juice, balm of
Gilead.

Opodeldoc, op-O-del'dok, «. a solution of soap in

alcohol, with camphor and essential oils, soap-lini-

ment. [Fr. , perh. from Gr. o/>os, juice.]

Opopanaz, O-pop'a-naks, «. a gum-resin used in per-

fumery and fonnerly in medicine. [Gr., opos, juice,

panax, a ^Xt^wX., panakis, all-healing.]

Oporice, O-por'i-se, «. a medicine prepared from
quinces, pomegranates, &c.

Opossum, o-pos'iim, n. a small American marsupial
mammal, nocturnal, mainly arboreal, with prehensile

tail. [West Indian.]

Oppidan, op'i-dan, «. at Eton, a student who is not a
foundationer or colleger. [L. oppidanus—oppidum,
town.]

Oppilation, op-i-Ia'shun, n. stoppage.—r. /. Opp'ilate,

to crowd together.—«<//. Opp'ilative, obstructive.

[L.]
, ...

Opponent, 6-pO'nent, adj. opposing in action, speech,

&c. : placed in front.

—

n. one who opposes.

Opportune, op-or-tun', adj. present at a proper time

:

timely: convenient.

—

ad7'. Opportune'ly.

—

ns. Op-
portune'ness ; Opportun'ism, practice of regulating

principles by favourable opportunities without regard
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Oppose fate, far ; m5, her ; mine ;
Orange

to consistency ; Opportun'ist, a politician who waits

for events before declaring his opinions : a person

without settled principles ; Opportun'ity, an oppor-

tune or convenient time : a good occasion or chance.

[Fr,—L. of>portuHHS—ob, before, porttis, a harbour.]

Oppose, o-pOz', v.t. to place before or in the way of

:

to set against : to place as an obstacle : to resist : to

check : to compete with.

—

v.i. to make objection.—

«. OpposabU'ity.—<T^/;r. Opposable, that may be

opposed ; Oppose'less (Shak.\ not to be opposed,

irresistible.—«. Oppos'er, one who opposes. —z/./.

and v.i. Oppos'lt, to negative. [Fr.,—L. ob, Fr.

poser, to place.]

Opposite, op'O-zit, adj. placed over against : standing

in front : situated on opposite sides : contrasted

with : opposed to : of an entirely different nature.

—

«. that which is opposed or contrary : an opponent.

—adv. Oppositely.—«. Opp'oslteness.—Be oppo-

site with {Shak.), to be perverse and contradictory

in dealing with. [Fr.,—L. oppositus—ob, against,

ponere, positum, to place.]

Opposition, op-O-zish'un, «. state of being placed
over against : position over against : repugnance :

contrariety : contrast : act or action of opposing

:

resistance : that which opposes : obstacle : (logic) a
difference of quantity or quality between two pro-

positions having the same subject and predicate :

the party that opposes the ministry or existing ad-
ministration : (asiron.) the situation of heavenly
bodies when i8o degrees apart.—«. Opposi'tionist,
one who belongs to an opposing party, esp. that

opposed to the government. [OpppsiU.]
Oppress, o-pres', v.i. to press against or upon ; to use

severely : to burden : to lie heavy upon : to con-
strain : to overpower: to treat unjustly: to load
with heavy burdens. — «. Oppress'ion, act of op-
pressing or treating unjustly or harshly: severity:

cruelty : state of being oppressed : misery : hard-
ship : injustice : dullness of spirits : (^Aa^.) pressure.—adj. OppresS'ive, tending to oppress : overbur-
densome : treating with severity or injustice : heavy;
overpowering : difficult to bear.

—

adv. Oppressively.
—US. Oppressiveness ; Oppress'or, one who op-
presses. [Fr., — L. opprimere, oppressuiit— ob,

against, /r««^r^, to press.]

Opprobrious, o-prO'bn-us, tuij. expressive of oppro-
brium or disgrace : reproachful : infamous : despised.

adv. Oppro brlously.—>«. Oppro'briousness ; Op-
probrium, reproach expressing contempt or dis-

dain : disgrace : infamy. [L.,

—

ob, againatiProbruM,
reproach.]

Oppugn, o-pun', v.i. to fight against, esp. by argu-
ment : to oppose : to resist.^—«. Oppugn'er. [Fr.,

—L. oppugnare, to fight against

—

ob, against, _^«ig'«<j:,

a fight.)

Oppugnancy, o-pug'nan-si, «. {Shak.) opposition,
resistance.

—

a-Jj. Oppug'nant, opposing : hostile.

—

«. an opponent. [L. oppugnans, -auiis, pr.p. of
opfiugndre. ]

Opslmathy, op-sim'a-thi, n. learning late in life. [Gr.,—apse, late, mathein, to learn.]

Opsiometer, op-si-om'e-ter, «. an optometer.
Opsonium, op-sO'ni-um, n. anything eaten with bread

as a relish, esp. fish.

—

)is. Opsoma'nia, any morbid
love fur some special kind of food ; Opsoma'niac,
one who manifests the foregoing. [Gr. opsonion—
opson, strictly boiled meat, any relish.]

Optative, op'ta-tiv, or op-ta'tiv, adj. expressing desire

or wish.

—

n. (gram.") a mood of the verb expressing
wish.— adv. Op'tatively. [L. opiaiivus— optdre,
aiunt, to wish.]

Optic, -al, op'tik, -al, adj. relating to sight, or to

optics.

—

n. Op'tlc {Fope), an organ of sight : an eye.
—adv. Op'tioally. — >«. Optic'ian, one skilled in

optics : one who makes or sells optical instruments :

Op'tiCS (sing.), the science of the nature and laws of
vision and light ; Optim'eter, Optom'eter, an instru-
ment for measuring the refractive powers of the eye ;

Optom'etry, the measurement of the visual powers.

—Optic axis, the axis of the eye-;-that is, a line

going through the middle of the pupil and the centre

of the eye. [Fi. optigue—Gr. opti/cos.]

Optime, op'ti-me, «. in the university of Cambridge,
one of those in the second or third rank of honours
(senior and junior optimes respectively), next to the

wranglers. — n.pl. Optima'tes, the Roman aristoc-

racy. [L. optimus, best.]

Optimism, op'ti-mizm, «. the doctrine that everything
is ordered for the best : a disposition to take a hope-
ful view of things—opp. to Pessimism.—v.i. Op'ti-

mise, to take the most hopeful view of anything.

—

n. Op'timist, one who holds that everything is

ordered for the best.—ar^'. Optimist'iC—orfz'. Optl-
mist'ically. — «. Optimum (pot.), that point of
temperature at which metabolic— i.e. vegetative and
fructificative processes are best carried on. [L.
optimus, best.]

Option, op'shun,«. act of choosing: power of choos-
ing or wishing : wish.

—

adj. Op'tlonal, left to one's
option or choice.

—

adv. Op'tionally.—«. Op'tionB,
a mode of speculating, chiefly in stocks and shares,
which is intended to limit the speculator's risk. It

consists in paying a sum down for the right to pui
(make delivery) or call (call for delivery) a given
amount of stock at a fixed future date, the price also

being fixed at the time the contract is entered into.
•—Local option (see Local). [L. optio, optionis—
optare, to choose.]

Optometer, Optometry. See Optic.
Opulent, op'Q-lent, adj. wealthy. — ». Op'ulenCO,
means : riches : wealth.

—

adv. Op'Ulently. [Fr.,

—

L. ofi-ulentus.\

Opuntia, O-pun'shi-a, n. a genus of cacti.

Opus, o'pus, «. work, a work.—Opus magnum, the
great work of one's life; Opus operantis (theol.),

the effect of a sacrament a.scribed chiefly, if not ex-
clusively, to the spiritual disposition of the recipient,

the grace flowing ex opere operantis—the Protestant
view ; Opus operatum, the due celebration of a
sacrament necessarily involving the grace of tha
sacrament, which flows ex opere operate from the

sacrament.ll act performed independent of the merit
of him who administers it—the R.C view.

Opuscule, 0-pus'kul, ft. a little work.—-Mso OpUS'Cle,
Opus'ctilum. [L. opusculum, dim. oiopus, work.]

Or, or, adv. ere, before. [£re.]

Or, or, conj. marking an alternative, and sometimes
opposition [short for other, modern Eng. either],—
prep. (B.) before. [In this sense a corr. ofere,] '

Or, or, «. (her.) gold. [Fr.,—L. auruiit, gold.]

Orach, Oracbe, or'ach, «. one of several Europeatl
plants used as spinach. [Fr. arroche.\

Oracle, or'a-kl, «. the answer spoken or uttered by
the gods : the place where responses were given, and
the deities supposed to give them : a person famed
for wisdom : a wise decision : (B.) the sanctuary :

(pi.) the revelations made to the prophets : the word
of God.

—

adj. Orac'ular, delivering oracles : re.sem-

blin^ oracles : grave : venerable : not to be disputed :

ambiguous : obscure—also Orac'ulous.—/« . Oracu-
lar'ity, OraCulamess.—Wz/. Oracularly. [Fr.,

—L. ora-culum, double dim. from ordre, to speak—OS, oris, the mouth.]
Oragious, O-ra'jus, adj. stormy. [Fr.]

Oraison, or'i-zun, n. (Sliak^. Same as OriSOn.
Oral, O'ral, adj. uttered by the mouth : spoken, not

written.

—

adv. O'rally. [L. os, oris, the mouth.]
Orale, or-a'le, «. a white silk veil, with coloured stripes,

sometimes worn by the Pope.
Orang, o-rang', «. Sec Orang-outang.
Orange, or'anj, «. a delightful gold-coloured fruit

with a thick, rough skin, within which are usually

from eight to ten juicy divisions : the tree on which
it grows : a colour composed of red and yellow.—
adj. pertaininj; to an oranee : orange-coloured.

—

m, Cta'angeade', a drink made with orange juice;
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Orangeman mOte ; mute ; mCBn ; Men. Order
Or'ange-blOSS'om, the white blossom of the orange-
tree, worn by brides. —a<^'. Or'ange-corotired, hav-
ing the colour of an orange.

—

ns. Or'ange-Ury, a
garden-plant with large orange flowers ; Orange-
peel, the rind of an orange separated from the pulp ;

Or'angary, a plantation of orange-trees : an orange-
garden.—W?'. Or'ange-taw'ny (SkaA.), of a colour
between orange and brown.—«. the colour itself.

—

n.

Or'ange-Wife {Shak.), a woman who sells oranges.
[Fr.,-— It. arattdo— Pers. naranj, the « being
dropped ; it was thought to come from L. auruni,
gold, hence Low L. auratithim.\

Orangeman, or'anj-man, «. a member of a society
instituted in Ireland in 1795 to uphold Protestant-
ism, or the cause of William of Orange—a secret
society since its formal suppression in 1835 after a
protracted parliamentary inquiry.

—

adj. Or'ange.

—

«. Or'angeism. [From the principality of Orange
(L. Araiisio), near Avignon, ruled by its own sove-
reigns from the nth to the i6th century, passing by
the last heiress in 1531 to the Count of Nassau, father
of William the Silent.]

Orang-outang, S-rang'-Oo-tang', «. an anthropoid ape,
found only in the forests of Sumatra and Borneo,
reddish-brown, arboreal in habit.—Also Orang' and
Orang-utan'. [Malay, ' man of the woods.']

Orant, O'rant, K. a worshipping figure in ancient
Greek and early Christian art.

Orarian, 5-ra'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the coast. [L.
ora, the shore.]

Orarion, o-ra'ri-on, n. a deacon's stole in the Eastern
Church.

Orarium, O-ra'ri-um, n. a linen neckcloth or hand-
kerchief: a scarf attached to a bishop's staff. [L.
cs, oris, the mouth.]

Orarium, o-ra'ri-um, k. a collection of private devo-
tions. [L. ordre, to pray.]

Oration, O-ri'shun, «. a public speech of a formal
character : an eloquent speech.—«. Oratiun'cle, a
brief speech. [Fr.,—L. oratio—ordre, to pray.]

Orator, or'a-tor, «. a public speaker : a man of elo-

Suence : a spokesman or advocate :—/em. Or'atress,
ir'atrlx.

—

v.i. Or'ate, to deliver an oration.—a^V.
Orato'rlal ; Orator'ical, pertaining to oratory

:

becoming an orator.

—

adv. Orator'ically.—«. Or'a-
tory, the art of speaking well, or so as to please and
persuade, esp. publicly : the exercise of eloquence :

an apartment or building for private worship : one
of various congregations in the R.C. Church, esp.

the Fathers of the Oratory, established by St Philip
Neri (1515-95) : a religious house of theirs.

Oratorio, or-a-tS'ri-O, «. a sacred story set to music,
which, as in the opera, requires soloists, chorus, and
full orchestra for its performance, the theatrical

adjuncts, however, of scenery, costumes, and acting
being dispensed with. [It., so called because first

performed in the Oratory of the Church of Santa
Maria Maggiore, near Rome, under the care of St
Philip Neri (1571-94).]

Orb, orb, adj. {obs.) bereft, esp. of children. [L. orhus.\
Orb, orb, «. a circle : a sphere : a celestial body : a
wheel : any rolling body : the eye : (archit.) a
blank window or panel : the globe forming part of
regalia, the monde or mound : the space within
which the astrological influence of a planet operates.—f.t. to surround: to form into an orb.

—

adjs.
Or'bate ; Orbed, in the form of an orb ; circular

;

OrbiC'Ular, having the form of an orb or sphere :

spherical : round.

—

n. Orblcula'ris, .1 muscle sur-
rounding an opening. — adf. Orbic'ularly. — «.

Orbic'ulamess.—«/(7>. Orbiculate, -d, made in the
form of an orb.

—

n. Orblcula'tion.

—

adj. Or'by,
orbed. [L. orbis, circle.]

Orbilius, or-bil'i-us, n. a flogging schoolmaster—from
Horace's master.

Orbit, or^it, n. the path in which one of the heavenly
bodies, as a planet, moves round another, as the sun

:

the hoUow in the bone in which the eyeball rests

—

also Or'bita : the skin round the cy^.—adjs. Or'bital,
Or'Wtary. [L. orbita—orbis, a ring.]

Ore, ork, n. any whale, the grampus. [L. orca.1
Orcadi^, or-ka'di-an, adj. of or pertaining to the
Orkney Islands.—«. an inhabitant or a native of the
Orkneys. [L. Orcades.]

Orchard, or'chard, «. a garden of fruit-trees, esp. of
apple-trees, also the enclosure containing such.

—

ns.
Or'cbard-bOUSe, a glass house for cultivating fruits
without artificial heat ; Or'charding ; Or'cbardist.
[.^.S. orceard—older form orl-geard.\

Orchella-weed = A rcJUl (q. v. ).

Orcheocele, or-ke-o-sel', «. a tumour or inflamma-
tion of the testicle.—«j. Orohial'gia, pain, esp. neu-
ralgia, in a testicle ; Orcbidec'tomy, Orcbot'omy,
the excision of a testicle ; Orcbiodyn'ia, pain in a
testicle ; OrcM'tiS, inflammation of a testicle.

—

adj.
Orchific. [Gr. orchis, a testicle, kele, a tumour.]

Orchestra, or'kes-tra, n. in the Greek theatre, the
place where the chorus danced : now the part of a
theatre or concert-room in which the musicians are
placed : the performers in an orchestra.

—

ns. Orche'-
SiS, the art of dancing or rhythmical movement of
the body ; Orchesog'raphy, the theorj' of dancing.—adjs. Or'chestral, OrcheS'triC, of or pertaining to
an orchestra : performed in an orchestra.

—

v.t. Ot-
chestrate, to arrange for an orchestra.

—

ns. Orches-
tra tion, the arrangement of music for an orchestra

:

instrumentation ; Orches'trion, a musical instrument
of the barrel-organ kind, designed to imitate an or-
chestra. [L.,—Gr. orchestra—orchestkat, to dance.]

Orchid, or'kid, K. a plant with a rich, showy, often
fragrant flower, frequently found growing, in warm
countries, on rocks and stems of trees.

—

adjs. Or-
Chida'CeOUS, Orchid'eoUS, pertaining to the orchids.
—ns. Orchidol'Ogy, the knowledge of orchids ; Or'-
Chis, a genus containing ten of the British species of
orchids. [Gr. orchis, a testicle.]

Orchil, or'kil, n. the colouring matter derived from
archil (q.v.).

Orcine, or'sin, «. a colouring matter obtained from
orchella-weed and other lichens.

Ordain, or-dan', v.t. to put in order: to appoint: to
dispose or regulate : to set apart for an office : to
invest with ministerial functions.

—

adj. Ordaln'able.—ns. Ordain'er; Ordain'ment.—a«^'. Or'dinal,
showing order or succession.^w. a number noting
order or place among others : a body of regulations,
a book containing forms and rules for ordination.

—

«. Or'dlnance, that which is ordained by authority :

a law : a religious practice or right established by
authority.

—

adj. Or'dinant (Shak.), ordaining, de-
creeing.—n. one who ordains, as a bishop—opp.
to Or'dinand, or one who is to be ordained.

—

n.

Ordina'tion, the act of ordaining : admission to the
Christian ministry by the laying on of hands of a
bishop or a presbytery : established order. [O. Fr.

ordener (Fr. ordontter}—L. ordindre, -dtutn—ordo.'\

Ordeal, or'de-al, «. a dealing out or giving of just

judgment ; an ancient form of referring a disputed
question to the judgment of God, by lot, fire, water,

&c. : any severe trial or examination. [A. S. or-dil,

cr-ddl ; cf. Dut. oor-deel, Ger. 7tr-theil.\

Order, or'der, n. regular arrangement, method : degree,

rank, or position : rule, regular system or govern-

ment : command : a class, a society of persons of

the same profession, &c. : a religious fraternity : a
dignity conferred by a sovereign, &c.

,
giving mem-

bership in a body, after the medieval orders of

knigh:nood, also the distinctive insignia thereof:

social rank generally : a number of genera having
many important points in common : a commission to

supply, purchase, or sell something : (archit^ one of
the different ways in which the coltunn, with its

various parts and its entablature, are moulded and
related to each other : due action towards some end,
esp. in old phrase ' to take order :

' the sacerdotal or
clerical fiinction : (/i) the several degrees or grades
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Ordinaire (ite, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Oriel

of the Christian ministry.

—

v.t. to arrange : to con-
duct : to command.

—

v.i. to give command.

—

ns.
Or'der-book, a book for entering the orders of cus-
tomers, the special orders of a commanding officer, or
the motions to be put to the House of Commons ;

Or'derer ; Or'dorillg, arrangement : management :

the act or ceremony of ordaining, as priests or

deacons.

—

adj. Or'derless, without order: dis-

orderly.—«. Or'derllness.—iii^'. Ofderly, in good
order : regular : well regulated : of good behaviour

:

quiet : being on ^MVj.—adv. regularly : methodi-
cally.—«. a non-commissioned officer who carries

official messages for his superior officer, formerly

the first sergeant of a company.

—

adj. Or'dlnate, in

order : regular.

—

n. the distance of a point in a curve
from a straight line, measured along another straight

line at right angles to it—the distance of the point

from the other of the two lines is called the abscissa,

and the two lines are the axes of co-ordinates.—
adv. Or'dinately.—Order-in-Cotmcil, a sovereign
order given with advice of the Privy Council ; Order-
Of-battle, the arrangement of troops or ships at the
beginning of a battle ; Order-Of-the-day, in a legis-

lative assembly, the business set down to be con-
sidered on any particular day : any duty assigned
for a particular day.—Close order, the usual forma-
tion for soldiers in line or column, the ranks i6
inches apart, or for vessels two cablcs'-length (1440
ft.) apart—opp. to Extended order; Full Orders,
the priestly order ; MllLOr orders, those of acolyte,
exorcist, reader, and doorkeeper ; Open order, a
formation in which ships are four cables'-length (2880
ft.) apart ; Sailing orders, written instructions given
to the commander of a vessel before sailing ; Sealed
orders, such instructions as the foregoing, not to be
opened until a certain specified time ; Standing
orders or rules, regulations for procedure adopted
by a legislative assembly.—In order, and Out of
order, in accordance with regular and established
usage of procedure, in subject or way of presenting
it before a legislative assembly, &c., or the opposite ;

In order to, for the end that : Take order {Skak.),
to take measures. [Fr. ordre— L. ordo, -i/tis.]

Ordinaire, or-din-ar', n. wine for ordinary use—usually
vin ordinaire: a soldier's mess : a person of com-
mon rank.

Ordinary, or'di-na-ri, adj. according to the common
order: usual: of common rank: plain: of little

nierit : (coll.) plain-looking.

—

n. a jud^e of ecclesias-
tical or other causes who acts in his own right:
something settled or customary : actual office : a
bishop or his deputy : a place where regular meals
are provided at fixed charges : the common run or
mass : (Jier.)one of a class of armorial charges, called
also fionourable ordinaries, figures of simple outline
and geometrical form, conventional in character

—

chie/, fiale. /ess, bend, bend-sinister, chevron, cross,
saltire, pile, pall, bordure, orle, tressure, canton,
flanches.—adv. Or dinarlly. — Ordinary of the
mass, the established sequence or fixed order for
saying mass. — In Ordinary, in regular and cus-
tomary attendance.

Ordnance, ord'nans, «. great guns : artillery : (orig^
any arrangement, disposition, or equipment.—Ord-
nance survey, a preparation of maps and plans
of Great Britain and Ireland, or jaarts thereof, un-
dertaken by government and carried out by men
selected from the Royal Engineers — so called
because in earlier days the survey was caixied out
under the direction of the Master-general of the
Ordnance. [Ordinance.]

Ordonnance, or'do-nans, «. co-ordination, esp. the

E
roper disposition of figures in a picture, p.-irts of a
uilding, &c.

Ordure, or'dar, «. dirt : dung : excrement : also yff-.
anything unc\can.—adj. Or'durOUS. [Fr.,—O. Fr.
ord, foul— L. horridi4S, rough.]

Oro, or, «. metal as it comes from the mine : metal

mixed with earthy and other substances. [A.S.
dr, another form of dr, brass ; Ice. eir, L. as, ter-it,

bronze.]

Oread, O're-ad, «. (myth.) a mountain nymph :—pl.
O'reads, or Ore'ades. [Gr. oreias, oreiados—oros,

a mountain.]
Oreog raphy = Orography.
Organ, organ, n. an instrument or means by which
anything is done : a part of a body fitted for carrying
on a natural or vital operation : a means ot com-
munication, or of conveying information or opinions
from one to another of two parties, as an ambassador,
a new.spaper, &c. : a musical wind instrument con-
sisting of a collection ol pipes made to sound by
means of compressed air from bellows, and played
upon by means of kejfs : a system of pipes in such
an organ, having an individual keyboard, a partial

organ : a musicaliiistrument having some mechanism
resembling the pipe-organ, as the barrel-organ, &c.—ns. Or'gan-btiild'er, one who constructs organs

;

Or'gan-grind'er, a fellow who plays a hand-organ
by a ciaiik ; Or'gan-harmo'nilUn, a large harmo-
nium used instead of a pipe-organ.

—

adjs. Organ'lO,
-al, pertaining to an organ : organised : instrumental.
— adv. Organically. — «. Organ'icalness. — z/./.

Organ'ify, to add organic matter to.—«. Organisa-
bility.—irrfy. OrganlS'able, that may be organised.—«. Organisa'tion, the act of organising : tlie state

of being organised.

—

v.t. Organise, to supply with
organs : to form several parts into an organised
whole, to arrange.

—

ns. Or'ganiser ; Organism, or-

ganic structure, or a body exhibiting such : a living

being, animal or vegetable.

—

adj. Or'ganlsmaL

—

ns. Or'ganist, one who plays on an organ ; Or'gan-
loft, the lolt where an organ stands ; Organogeny,
Organogen'esis, history of the development of living

organs ; Organog'raphy, a description of the organs
of plants or animals ; Organorogy, the study of
structure and function ; Or'gan-pipe, one of the
sounding pipes of a pipe-organ (Jlue-pipes and reed-

pipes) ; Or'gan-poini, a note sustained through a
series of chords, although only in harmony with the

first and list : Or'ganry, the music of the organ ;

Or'gan-SCreen, an ornamental stone or wood screen,

on which a second.-»ry organ is sometimes placed in

cathedrals ; Org^nette', a mechanical musical in-

strument, with reeds and exhaust-bellows.—OrganiO
chemistry, the chemistry of substances of animal
or vegetable origin, prior to 1828 supposed to be
capable of formation only as products of vital pro-

cesses : the chemistry of the compounds of carbon ;

Organic disease, a disease accompanied by changes
in the structures involved ; Organic remains, fossil

remains of a plant or animal.—Hydraulic organ,
one whose bellows is operated by a hydraulic motor.

[Fr. organe— L. organunt— Gr. or^anon.\
Organon, or'ga-non, n. an instrument : a .system of rules
and principles for scientific investigation : a system
of thought : the logic of Aristotle—also Or'ganum :—pi. OFgana. [Gr., from ergon, a work.]

Organzine,or'gan-zin,n. a silk thread ofseveral twisted
together, a fabric of the same. [Fr.]

Orgasm, or'gasm, «. immoderate excitement or action.—ndj. Orgas'tic. [Gr. orgasmos, swelling.]
Orgeat, or'zhat, «. a confectioner's syrup made from
almonds, sugar, &c. (Fr. orge—L. hordeum, barley.]

Orgulous, or'ga-lus, adj. (Shak.) haughty.
Or^, or'ji, n. any drunken or riotous rite or revelry,

esp. by night—{r<ir<') Orge -.—pi. Orgies, riotous
secret ntes observed in the worship of Bacchus.—».».
Orge, to induUe in riotous jollity.— «. Or'giaSt.—
Wyi. Orgiastic, Or'gio. [Fr.,-L. ^r^/.7-Gr.]

OrtChalO, or'i-kalk, «. (Spens.) a gold-coloured alloy
resembling brass.—a^^y. Orichal'ceous. [Fr., from
Or. oretchalkos, mountain copper—<»n>j, a mountain,
'^"Ikos^ copper.]

onei 3ri-el. «. a portico or recess in the form of a
window built out from a wall, supported on brackets
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Orient mSte : mflte ; m(^n ; Men. Orpharioa

or corbels—distinguished from a bay window. [O. Fr.

oriol, a f)orch—Low L. orioium, a highly ornamented
recess— L. aureoius, |;ilded

—

aurum, gold.]
Orient, o'ri-ent, adj. rising, as the sun : eastern : bright
or pure in colour.—«. the part where the sun rises :

the east, or the countries of the east : purity of luatre,

as in a pearl.

—

v.t. to set so as to face the east : to

build, as a church, with its length from east to west.—adj. Orien'tal, ea'.tern : pertaining to, in, or from
the east.— «. a native of the east.

—

v.t. Olien'talise.—ns. Orlen'talism, an eastern word, expres.sion, or
custom : Orientalist, one versed in the eastern
languages: an oriental: Oriental'lty. — !». /. and v.t.

Orientate.—«j. Orienta'tion, the act of turning or
state of being turned toward the east, the process of
determining the east in taking bearings : the situation

of a building relative to the points of the compass

:

the act of making clear one's position in some matter :

the homing instinct, as in pigeons : O'rientator, an
instrument for orientating. [L. oriens, -entis, pr. p.

of orirt, to rise.

)

Orifice, or'i-fis, «. something made like a mouth or
opening. (Fr.,— L. orificiutn— os, oris, mouth,
facere. to make.)

Oriflamme, or'i-tlam, «. a little banner of red silk split

into many points, borne on a gilt staff—the ancient
royal standard of France. [Fr.,— Low L. auri-
Jltiiinna—L. aurum, gold, Jlamma, a flame]

Origan, or'i-gan, «. wild marjoram.—Also Orig'anum.
(Kr.,—L. origanum- Gt. origanon—oros, mountain,
gatios, brightness.]

OrigeniSt, or'ij-en-ist, «. a follower of Origen (<r. i86-
254 A.D.), his allegorical method of scriptural inter-

pretation, or his theology, esp. his heresies—the sub-
ordination though eternal generation of the Logos,
pre-existenceof all men, and universal restoration,even
of the devil.—«. Or'igenlsm.—<j<^'. Origenist'io.

Origin, or'i-jin, «. the rising or first existence of any-
thing : that from which anything first proceeds:
{math.) the fixed starting-point : cause : derivation.—adjs. Orig^inable ; Orig'inal, pertaining to the
origin or beginning : first in order or existence : in

the author's own words or from the artist's own
pencil : not copied : not translated : having the

power to originate, as thought.—«. origin : first

copy : the precise language used by a writer : an
untranslated tongue : a person of marked individu-

ality.—«j. Orig&allty, Orig'inalness, quality or

state of being original or of originating ideas

—

adv.
Orlg'inally.—f./. Orig'inate, to give origin to: to

bring into existence.

—

z'.i. to have origin : to begin.

—«. Origination, act of originating or of comir^g

into existence : mode of production.

—

adj. Orig'ina"

tlve, having power to originate or bring into exist-

ence.—*/. Orig'inator. [Fr. origins— L. ongo,
originis—oriri, to rise.]

Orillon, o-ril'lon, n. a semicircular projection at the
shoulder of a ba-stion intended to cover the guns and
defenders on the Hank. [Fr.,

—

oreilU, an ear—L.
auricula, dim. o( auris, ear.]

Oriole, Or'i-Ol, «. the golden thrush. [O. Fr. oriol—
L. aurtolus, dim. o( aureus, go\den—aurum, gold.]

Orion, O-rfon, ». (astron.) one of the constellations
containing seven very bright stars, three of which,
in a straight line, form Orion's belt. [Orion, a hunter
placed among the stars at his death.]

Orlsmology, or-is-mol'O-ji, «. the science of defining
technical terms. — adjs. Orismolog ic, -al. [Gr.
horismos—korizein, to bound. ]

Orison, or'i-zun, n. a prayer. (O. Fr. orison (Fr.
oraison)—L. oratio, -dnis—ordre, to pray.]

Orle, orl, «. (archil.) a fillet under the ovolo of a
capital—also Or'let : (h<r.) a border within a shield
at a short distance from the edge. [O. Fr., border,
from Low L. orlum, dim. of L. ora, border.)

Orleanist. or'le-an-ist, n. one of the family of the
Duke of Orleans, brother of Louis XIV. of France :

a supporter of the claims of this family to the throne

of France.

—

adj. favourable to the claims of the
Orleans family.—«j. OMeanlsm ; OMeans, a wool
and cotton cloth for women's dresses.

Orlop, or'lop, «. the deck below the berth-deck in a
ship where the cables, &c., are stowed. [DuL over-
loop, the upper deck

—

overlopen, to run over.)

Ormer, or'mer, «. an ear-shell or sea-ear.

Ormolu, or'mo-lOS, n. an alloy of copper, zinc, and tin :

gilt or bronzed metallic ware : gold-leaf prepared for

gilding bronze, &c. [Fr. or— L. aurum, gold, moulu,
pa. p. ot moudre, to grind — L. moldre, to grind.)

Ormnxd, or'rauzd, «. the name of the chief god of the
ancient Persians : the creator and lord of the whole
universe : (later) the good principle, as opposed to
Ahriman, the bad. [A corr. of Pers. Ahura-
Afazddh = the Living God or Lord (ahu — ' the
living,' 'life,' or '.spirit,' root a/i = ' to be'), the
Great Creator (mas -\- dd = Sans. mahA + dhd), or
the Wise One.)

Ornament, or'na-ment, ft. anything that adds grace
or beauty: additional beauty: a mark of honour:
(//•, Pr. Bk.) all the articles used in the services of
the church.—r.^ to adoni : to furnish with orna-
ments. — adj. Ornamental, serving to adom or
beautify.

—

adv. Omament'ally.

—

ns. Omamenta'-
tion, act or art of ornamenting : (archit.) orna-
mental work; Or'namenter ; Or'namentist. —«<(/.
Ornate', ornamented : decorated : highly finished,
esp. applied to a style of writing.— «^/r'. Omate'ly.—«. Omate'ness. [Fr. omement—L. omamen-
tum—omdre, to adorn. ]

OmiS, or'nis, «. the birds collectively of a region,
its avifauna.

—

adj. Omith'ic—«j. Omithich'nlte
(geol.), the footmark of a bird found impressed on
sandstone, &c. : Omithoderphla, the lowest of the
three sub-classes of mammals, same as Monotremata
—from the ornithic character of the urogenital
organs. — adjs. Omithodelpbian (also «.), 0ml-
tboderphic. Omitbodel'phous ; Or'nithoid, some-
what ornithic.

—

>ts. Omith'Olite (geol.), the fossil

remains of a bird : a stone occurring of various
colours and forms bearing the figures of birds.

—

adj.
Ornithological, pertaining to ornithology.

—

adv.
Ornithologically.—«j. Omithoroglst, one versed
in ornithology, or who makes a special study of
birds : Omithol'ogy, the science and study of birds ;

Or'nithomancy, divination by means of birds, by
observing their flight, &c.

—

adjs. Omlthoman'tic

;

Omithoph'ilous, bird-fertilised : Or'nithopod, Or-
nittaop'odous, having feet like a bird.—«j. Omitho-
rbjrn'chUS, an animal in Australia, with a body tiko

an otter and a snout like the bill of a duck, also called

Duck-bill : OmithOS'COpy, observation of birds or of
their habits ; Ornlthot'omy, the act of dissecting

birds. [Gr. oniis, ornith^s, a bird.)

Orography, or-og'ra-fi, «. the description of mountains
—also Orol'ogy. — «. Orogeny, the origin and
formation of mountains. ^a<^'j. Orographic, -al

;

Orolog'ical, of or pertaining to orology.

—

ns. Orol'-

Oglst, one versed in orology ; Orom'eter, a moun-
tain-barometer. IGr. oros, a mountain.)

Oroide, O'rO-Id, n. an alloy of copper, tin, and other

metals used for watch-cases, cheap jewellery, &c.—
Also Cyrelde. [Fr. or—L. aurum, g»ld, Gr. eidos,

form. ]

Orotnnd, S'rS-tund, ailj. full, clear, and musical, as

speech.— «. full, clear, and musical speech, as when
directly from the larynx. [L. os, oris, the mouth,
rotumius, round.)

Orphan, or'fan, «. a child bereft of father or mother,

or of both.

—

adj. bereft of parents.

—

v.t. to bereave
of parents.

—

ns. Or'phanage, the state of being an
orphan : a house for orphans ; Or'phan-asy'lum ;

Or'phaiLhood, Or'phanism ; Orphajiot'rophy, the

supporting of orphans. [Gr. orphanos, akin to L.

orbus, bereaved.)
Orpharlon, or-fi'ri-on, n. a large lute with six to nine

metal strings.—Also Orpheo'reon.



Orphean Rite, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Osculant

Orphean, or'fe-an, adj. pertaining; to Orpheus, a poet
who could move inanimate objects by the music of
his lyre.

—

adj. Or'pllic, pertaining to Orpheus, or the

mysteries connected with the cult of Bacchus.

—

v.i.

OrpMse.—«. Or'phlsm.
Orphrey, or'fri, «. gold or other rich embroidery

attached to vestments, esp. chasuble and cope. [Fr.

orfroi—or—L. aurum, gold, Yt. /raise, fringe.]

Orpiment, or'pi-ment, «. arsenic trisulphide, giving

kmg's yellow and realgar (red).

—

ns. Or'pine, Or'pln,

a deep-yellow colour : the Sedunt Telephhttn, a

popular vulnerary. [Fr., — L. auripigmcntuni—
aurum, %o\A, ftgmentum, paint.]

Orra, or'a, adj. (Scot.) odd : not matched : left over :

doing odd pieces of work : worthless.

Orrery, or'er-i, «. an apparatus for illustrating, by
balls mounted on rods and moved by clockwork
aroimd a centre, the size, positions, motions, &c. of

the heavenly bodies. [From Charles Boyle, fourth

Earl oi Orrery (1676-1731).]

Orris, or'is, «. a species of iris in the south of Europe,
the dried root of which has the smell of violets, used
in perfumery.—Also Orr'ioe.

Orris, or'is, «. a peculiar kind of gold or silver lace :

upholsterers' galloon and gimp. {Orphrey.
'\

Orseille, or-sal', «. a colouring matter (cf. Archil tcaA.

Litmus).—adj. OrselllC. [Fr.]

Ort, ort, «. a fragment, esp. one left from a meal

—

usually//. [Low Ger. ort, refuse of fodder.]

Orthocephaly, or-thO-sef'a-li, «. the character of a
skull in which the ratio between the verticil and
transverse diameters is from 70 to 75.

—

adj. Ortbo-
ceplial'io.

Orthoceras, or-thos'e-ras, «. a genus of fossil cephalo-
pods, having the shell straight or but slightly curved.

Orthochromatic, or-thO-krO-mat'ik, adj. correct in

Tendering the relation of colours, without the usual
photographic modifications. [Gr. orthos, right,

chroma, colour.]

Orthoclase, or'tho-klaz, n. common or potash feldspar.—aiij. OrthOOlas'tlC. [Gr. orthos, straight, klasis,

a fracture.]

Orthodox, or'tho-doks, adj. sound in doctrine : be-

lieving the received or established opinions, esp. in

religion : according to the received doctrine.

—

adv.
Or'thodoxly. — ns. Or'thodozness ; Or'thodoxy,
soundness of opinion or doctrine : belief in the com-
monly accepted opinions, esp. in religion. [Through
Fr. and I..ate L. from Gr. orthodoxos—orthos, right,

doxa, opinion

—

dokein, to seem.]
Orthodromic, or-thO-drom'ik, adj. pertaining to Or'-
thodromy, the art of sailing on a great circle or in

a straight course.

Orthoepy, or'tho-e-pi, «. (gram.) correct pronuncia-
tion of words.

—

adjs. Ortnoep'ic, -al.

—

adv. Ortho-
ep'loally.—«. Or'thoepiSt, one versed in orthoepy.
(Gr. orthos, right, epos, a word.]

Orthogamy, or-thog'a-mi, «. (iot.) direct or immediate
fertilisation.

Ol'thOgnathons, or-thog'na-thus, adj. straight-jawed
—also Orthognathic—«. Orthog'nathiBm. [Gr.
orthos. %lx?\v)\\., guathos, the jaw.]

OrtbOgOn, or'tho-gon, H. (g^eom.) a figure with all its

angles right angles.—rtrf;. Orthog'onal, rectangular.—adv. Ortbog^onally. [Gr. orthos, right, gSnia,
angle]

Orthograpber, or-thog'ra-fir, n. one who spells words
correctly — also Orthog'rapblst. — adjs. Ortho-
graph'ic, -al, pertaining or according to orthog-
raphy : spelt correctly.— arf». Orthograph'lcally.—
n. Orthog'raphy (gram.), the art or practice of
spelling words correctly. [Gr. orihographia—orthos,
right, graphein, to write.]

Orthometry, Or-thom'et-ri, n. the *rt of constructing
verse correctly.

Orthopsadla, or-tho-p^-dfa, «. the art or process of
curuis deformities of the body, esp. in childhood—
also Or'tbopaedy, Ortbopedy adjs. Orthopse'dlc,

-al, Orthopedic, -al.— «i. Orthopae'dlcs, Ortho-
pedics, orthopaedic surgery ; Or'thopaedist, Or'thO-
pedist, one skilled in the foregoing. [Gr. orthos,
straight, pais, paidos, a child.]

Orthophony, or'thO-fO-ni, «. the art of correct speak-
ing : the proper culture of the voice. [Gr. orihot,
straight, /A^«tf/«, to speak

—

phone, voice.]

Orthopnoea, or-thop-ne'a, «. dyspnoea.—«. Ortbop'-
nic, one who can breathe in an upright posture
only. [Gr. orthos, straight, //ifm, to breathe.]

Orthopraxy, or'tho-prak-si, n. correct practice or
procedure.

Orthoptera, or-thop'ter-a, «. an order of insects with
wing-covers, tliat overlap at the top when shut,

under which are the true wings, which fold length-
wise like a fan.—>«. Orthop'ter, Orthop'teran, an
insect of the order orthoptera ; Orthopterol'Ogy.

—

adj. Orthop'terous, pertaining to the orthoptera.
[Gr. orthos, straight, //frn, pi. o(pteron, wing.)

OrthoscopiC, or-thS-skop'ik, adj. seeing correctly

:

appearing normal to the eye. [Gr. orthos, straight,
skopein, to see.]

Orthostyle, or'thO-stil, «. (archit.) an arrangement of
columns or pillars in a straight line. [Gr. orthos,
straight, stylos, a column.]

OrthOtonio, or-thO-ton'ik, adj. retaining an accent
ill certain positions, but not in others—also Or'thO-
tone.—«. Orthotone sis, accentuation of a proclitic

or enclitic—opp. to Enclisis. [Gr. orthos, straight,

tonos, accent.]

Orthotropism, or-thot'rS-pizm, «. vertical growth in

plants.—«<<;>. Orthot'ropal, Orthotropic, Ortbot'-
ropoUS. [Gr. orthos, straight, trepein, to turn.]

Orthotypous, or'thO-tl-pus, adj. in mineralogy, having
.1 perpendicular cleavage.

Ot'tbros, or'thros, «. one of the Greek canonical hours,
corresponding to the Western lauds. [Gr. orthros,
dawn.]

Ortive, or'tiv, adj. rising : eastern.
Ortolan, or'tO-lan, «. a kind of bunting, common in

Europe, and considered a great table delicacy. [Fr.,

—It. ortola/io—L. hortulanus, belonging to gardens—hortnlus, dim. o( horius, a garden.]
Orvietan, or-vi-e'tan, 71. a supposed antidote or counter-
poison.—«. Orvie'to, an esteemed still white wine.

OryctiCS, O-rik'tiks, «. the branch of geology relating

to fossils.—a^^>. Oryctograph'lc, -al.—«. Orycto-
ZOOl'Ogy, palaeontology. [Gr. oryctos, fossil.]

Orjnc, or'iks, n. a genus of antelopes. [Gr., a pick-axe.]

Oryza, O-rl'za, n. a small tropical genus of true grasses,

including rice.

Os, OS, «. a bone. [L.]

Oscan, os'kan, «. and adj. one of an ancient Italic

race in southern Italy : a language closely akin to
Latin, being a ruder and more primitive form of the
same central Italic tongue.

Oscheal, os'ke-al, adj. pertaining to the scrotum.

—

fts.

Oschei'tiS, inflammation of the scrotum ; Os'cheo-
cele, a scrotal hernia ; Os'cheoplasty, plastic sur-

gery of the scrotum. [Gr. osche, the scrotum.

1

Oscillate, os'sil-lat, v.i. to move backwards and for-

wards like a pendulum : to vary between certain
limits.—«. Os'Cillancy, a swinging condition.

—

adj.
Os^cillatlng.—«. Oscillation, act of oscillating : a
swinging like a pendulum : variation within limit.s.

—

adjs. Oscillative, having a tendency to vibrate

;

Os'Cillatory, swinging : moving as a pendulum
does. (L. oscilldre, -atum, to swing

—

oscillum, a
sNving.]

OSClnes, OS si-nSz, n.pl. a sub-order of birds of the
order Passeres.

—

adj. Os'Gine—also n. [L. tscen,
oscinis, a singing-bird.]

Oscitancy, os'si-tan-si, n. sleepiness, i,t»p\<Shy.—adj.
Os'fAlSkat.—adv. Os'citantly.-^.j. Os'cltate, to
yawn.—«. Oscita'tlon, act of yawning or gaping
from sleepiness. [L. oscitHre, to yawn.]

Osculant, os'ku-lant, adj. kissing: adh<;ring closely:
(biol.) situated between two other genera, and par-



Osier mOte ; mute ; mOCii ; then. Other

taking partly of the character of each.

—

v.i. Os'CU-
late, to kiss : to touch, as two curves : to form a
connecting-link between two genera.

—

adj. of or
pertaining to kissing.—«. Oscula'tion.

—

adj. Os'-
OUlatory, of or pertaining to kissing : {geom.) having
the same curvature at the point of contact.—«. a
tablet with a picture of the Virgin or of Christ,

which was kissed by the priest and then by the
people.—«J. Os'CUle, a little mouth : a small bila-

biate aperture ; Os'OUlum, a mouth in sponges : one
of the suckers on the head of a tapeworm. [L.
osculdri, -dttts—oscuium, a little mouth, a kiss, dim.
of OS, mouth.]

Osier, O'zher, «. the popular name for those species

of willow whose twigs are used in making baskets,

&c.

—

adj'. made of or like osiers.

—

adj. O'Siered,
adorned with willows.—«. O'siery, a place where
osiers are grown. [Fr. ; perh. from Gr. oisos. ]

Osiris, 0-sI'ris, «. the greatest of Egyptian gods, son
of Seb and Nut, or Heaven and Earth, married to

Isis, slain by Set but avenged by his son Horus,
judge of the dead in the nether-world.

Osite, os'It, «. sombrero guano.
Osmanli, os-man'li, adj. of or belonging to Turkey.
— «. a member of the reigning family of Turkey :

a subject of the emperor of Turkey. [Osman or
Othman, who founded the Turkish empire in Asia,
and reigned 1288-1326.]

Osmeterium, os-me-te'ri-um, «. an organ devoted to
the production of an odour, esp. the forked process
behind the head of certain butterfly-larvae :—//.
Osmete'ria.

Osmidrosis, os-mi-drO'sis, «. the secretion of strongly
smelling perspiration. — Also Bromidrosis. [Gr.
osme, smell, hidrosis, sweat.}

Osmium, Os'mi-um, n. a gray-coloured metal found in

platinum ore, the oxide of which has a disagreeable

smell.

—

adjs. Os'mic, Os'mious. [Gr. ostne, smell,

orig. od-tne—ozein, to smell.]

Osmose, os'mOs, «. the tendency of fluids to mix or
become equally diffused when in contact, even
through an intervening membrane or porous struc-

ture—also Osmo' sis.— ««[;. Osmot'io, pertaining to,

or having, the property of osmose.

—

adv. Osmot'i-
Cally. [Gr. ostiios = osis, impulse

—

othein, to push.]

Osmunda, os-mun'da, «. a genus of ferns, the chief

.>.pecies being Osmunda regalis, the royal fern

—

also called Bog-onion^ King-fern, &c.
Osnaburg, oz'na-burg, n. a coarse kind of linen,

originally brought from Osnabnrg in Germany.
Osprey, os'pra, «. the fish-hawk, a species of eagle

very common on the coast of North America. [Corr.

from ossifrage, which see.]

Osseous, os'e-us, adj. bony : composed of, or re-

sembling, bone : of the nature or structure of bone.—ns. Ossa'rium, an ossuary ; Oss'eln, the organic
basis of bone ; Oss'elet, a hard substance growing
on the inside of a horse's knee ; Oss'icle, a small
bone.

—

adj's. Ossiferous, producing bone : {geol.)

containing bones ; Osslf'ic.

—

n. Osslfica'tlon, the

process or state of being changed into a bony sub-

stance.

—

v.i. Oss'lfy, to make into bone or into a
bone-like substance. ^7/. ?'. to become bone :

—

pn.p.
oss'ified.

—

adj. OssiVorous, devouring or feeding on
bones.—>«. Os'teoblast, a cell concerned in the for-

mation of bone : Os'teoclast, an apparatus for frac-

turing bones : Osteocol'la, a deposited carbonate of
lime encrusted on the roots and stems of plants ; Os-
teoden'tlne, one of the varieties of dentine, resem-
bling bone ; Osteogen'esls, the formation or growth
ofbone—also Osteog'eny; Osteog'rapher : Osteog'-
raphy, description of bones.

—

adj. Osteoid, like

bone : having the appearance of bone.

—

ns. Osteol'-

epis, a genus of fossil ganoid fishes peculiar to the

Old Red Sandstone, so called from the bony appear-

ance of their scales ; Osteol'oger, Osteologist, one
versed in osteology.

—

adjs. Osteolog'io, -al, pertain-

ing to osteology.—a<^f. Osteolog'Tcally.

—

m. Oa-

teol'Ogy, the science of the bones, that part of
anatomy which ireats of the bones ; Osteomalacia,
a disease in which the earthy salts disappear from
the bones, which become soft and misshapen ; Os-
teophyte, an abnormal bony outgrowth. — adjs.
Osteophyt'ic ; Osteoplastic—«j. Osteoplasty, a
plastic operation by which a loss of bone is remedied

;

Osteosarcoma, a tumour composed of intermingled
bony and sarcomatous tissue ; Os'teotome {surg.),

a saw-like instrument for cutting bones ; Osteot omy,
the division of, or incision into, a bone ; Ostitis, in-

flammation of bone. [L. osseus—vs, ossis, bone

;

Gr. osteon, bone.]
Ossianic, os-i-an'ik, adj. pertaining to Ossian or the
poems dubiously attributed to him.

Ossifrage, os'i-fraj, «. the sea or bald eagle, common
in the United States : (B.) the bearded vulture, the
largest of European birds. [L. ossi/ragus, breaking
bones

—

os,/rag, root oi/rangere,/ractum, to break.]
Ossuary, os'u-ar-i, n. a place where the bones of the
dead are deposited : a charnel-house. [L. ossuarium,
a charnel-house

—

os, a bone.]
Ostensible, os-tens'i-bl, adj. that may be shown :

declared: put forth as real: apparent.

—

n. Os-
tensibility.—««'z/. Ostens'ibly.—o^y. Ostens'ive,
showmg : exhibiting. — adv. Ostens'ively. — tis.

Osten'sory, a monstrance ; Os'tent (Shak.'), appear-
ance, manner : token : portent, prodigy ; Osteuta'-
tion, act of making a display : ambitious di.splay

:

display to draw attention or admiration : boasting.—adj. Ostenta'tious, given to show : fond of self-

display : intended for display. — adv. Ostenta'-
tiously. — «. Ostenta'tiousness. [L. osUndere,
ostensntn, to show.]

Ostiary, os'ii-ari, «. the doorkeeper of a church.
Ostium, os'ti-um, «. an opening : the mouth of a

river.—«. Ostio'le, a small orifice.

—

adjs. Os'tiolar;
Os'tiOlate, furnished with an ostiole. [L.]

Ostler, os'ler. Same as Hostler.
Ostmen, ost'men, n.pl. the Danish settlers in Ireland.

Ostracea, os-tra'se-a, n.pl. the oyster family.

—

adjs.

Ostra'cean, Ostra'ceous.—«.?. Os'tracite, a fossil

oyster ; Os'trea, the typical genus of the oyster
family; Ostreicul'tuie, oyster-culture; Ostreioul'-
turlst.

Ostracise, os'tra-slz, v.t. in ancient Greece, to banish
by the vote of the people written on an earthenware
tablet : to banish from society.— «. Os'traclsm,
banishment by ostracising : expulsion from society.

[Gr. ostrakizein—ostrakmi, an earthenware tablet.]

Ostrich, os'trich, «. the largest of birds, found in

Africa, remarkable for its speed in running, and
prized for its feathers.

—

n. Os'trich-farm, a place

where ostriches are bred and reared for their feathers.

[O. Fr. ostniche (Fr. autruche)—\.,. avis-, struthio,

ostrich—Gr. strouiliion, an ostrich, strouthos, a bird.]

Ostrogoth, os'tro-goth, «. an eastern Goth : one of the

tribe of east Goths who established their power in

Italy in 493, and were overthrown in 555.

—

adj.

Os'trogothic.
Otacoustic, ot-a-kows'tik, adj. assisting hearing.— «.

an instrument to assist hearing—also OtaCOUS'tiCOU.

[Gr. akoustikos—akouein, to hear

—

ous, otos, ear.]

Otalgia, 5-tal'ji-a, K. earache— also Otal'gy. — «i.

OtOg'raphy, descriptive anatomy of the ear ; Otor-

rhe'a, a purulent discharge from the ear ; O'tOSCOpe,

an instrument for viewing the interior of the ear.

Otary, O'tar-i, «. a genus of seals with an external ear :

—//. O'tJirieS.

—

adj. Ot'arine. [Gr. otaros, large-

eared

—

ous, otos, ear.]

Other, u/A'er, adj. and pron. difierent, not the same :

additional : second of two.

—

adj. Oth'erg^ess =
Othergates.—«. Oth'emess.-af/7'.f. Otherwhere,
elsewhere; Oth'erwhile, Oth'erwhlles, at other

times : sometimes ; Oth'erwise, in another way or

manner: by other causes: in other respects.

—

conj.

else : under other conditions.—Every other, each
altertiaU ; Rather . . . than otherwise, rather than
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Othergates fSte, far ; m5, her ; mine : Outdwell

not ; The other day, on some day not long past, quite

recently. [A.S. other : cf. Ger. ander, L. alter.

^

Othergates, u/A'er-g5tz, adv. (pbs.) in another way

—

also adj. [Other, and gate, way, manner.]
Otic, S'tik, adj. of or pertaining to the ear.

—

ns. Oti'tiS,

inflammation of the internal ear : Ot'ocyst, an
auditory vesicle ; Ot'olith, a calcareous concretion

within the membranous labyrinth of the ear ; Otol-
ogist, one skilled in otology : OtOl'Og^, knowledge
of the ear ; O'tOSOOpe, an instrument for exploring

it. [Gr, ous, dtos, ear.]

Otiose, o'shi-Os, adj. unoccupied : lary : done in a
careless way, perfunctory, futile.

—

n. OtlOS'ity, case,

idleness. [L. otiosus—otium, rest.]

Ottava, ot-ta'va, «. an octave.—Ottava rlma, an
Italian form of versification consisting of eight lines,

the first six rhyming alternately, the last two forming
a couplet—used by Byron in Don yuan. [It.]

Otter, ot'er, «. a large kind of weasel living entirely

on fish. [A.S. otor, oter ; cf. Dut. and Ger. otter.]

Otto, ot'o, Ottar, ot'ar (better Attar), «. a fragrant

oil obtained from certain flowers, esp. the rose. [Ar.

'itr—'atira, to smell sweetly.]

Ottoman, ot'o-man, adj. pertaining to the Turkish
Empire, founded by Oth/nan or Osman about 1299.—«. a Turk (Shak. Ott'omite) : a cushioned seat

for several persons sitting with their backs to one
another : a low, stufled seat without a back : a
variety of corded silk. [Fr.]

Oubtt. OC'bit, «. a hairy caterpillar. [Prob. the A.S.
tvibSa, a crawlmg thing.]

Oubliette, CO-bli-et', «. a dungeon with no opening
but at the top : a secret pit in the floor of a dungeon
into which a victim could l>e precipitated. [Fr.,—
oubiier, to forget—L. oblivisci. )

Ouch, owch, «. a jewel or ornament, esp. one in the
form of a clasp : the socket of a precious stone.

[O. Fr. nouche, ttosche, from Teut., cf. Old High
Ger. nusca, a clasp.]

Oudenarde, OO'de-nard, «. a kind of decorative tapes-

try, representing foliage, &c., once made at Oude-
narde in Belgium.

Ought, awt, «. (same as Aurht) a vulgar corr. of
nought.—adv. (Scot.) Ought'llngS, at all, in any
degree.

Ought, awt, v.i. to be under obligation : to be proper
or necessary. — «. Ought'ness, rightness. [A.S.
d^ite, pa.t. of dgan, to owe.]

Ouistltl, wis'ti-ti, n. a wistit or marmoset.
Ounce, owns, «. the twelfth part of a pound troy

"= 480 grains : -^ o( a pound avoirdupois = 437J troy
grains. (O. Fr. utice—L. uncia, the twelfth part.)

Ounce, owns, n. a carnivorous animal of the cat kind,
found in Asia, allied to the leopard

—

(obs.) Once.
[Fr. once, prob. Pers. ytiz, a panther.]

Oundy, own'di, adj. wavy : scalloped : (her.) und^.
Ouphe, 50f, n. (Shak.). Same as Oaf.
Our, owr, adj. and pron. pertaining or belonging to

\Xi—/>rov. OvTB.—prons. OuTS, possessive of IVe

;

Ourself, myself (as a king or queen would say):

—

//. Ourselves (-selvz'), we, not others: us. [A.S.
ure, gen. pi. of a//, we.]

Ourang-outang. Same as Orang-outang.
Ourology, Ouroscopy, &c. See Urology under Urine.
Ousel. See OuzeL
Oust, owst, v.t. to eject or expel.—«. Oust'er (/aw),

ejection: dispossession. [O. Fr. oster (Fr. ^ter), to

remove ; ace. to Diez, from L. haurire, haustum,
to draw (water).]

Out, owt, adv. without, not within : gone forth

:

abroad : to the full stretch or extent : in a state of
discovery, development, &c. : in a state ofexhaustion,
extinction, &c. : away from the mark : completely

:

at or to an end : to others, as to hire out : freely

;

forcibly: at a loss: unsheltered: uncovered.

—

pref.
forth from : outside of: exterior : outlying, remote.

—

K. one who is out, esp. of office—opp. to In : leave
to go out, an outiug.

—

v.i. to go or come o\xt.—interj.

away ! begone !— n. Out'-and-OUt'er, a thorough-
goer, a first-rate fellow.

—

adjs. Out'-Of-dOOr, open-
air ; Out-of-the-way', uncommon : singular : .se-

cluded.—Out and away, by far; Out and out,
thoroughly: completely— also as adj. thorougn,
complete ; Out-at-elbows, worn-out, threadbare ;

Out of character, nnbecoming : improper ; Out Of
course, out of order ; Out of date, unfashionable :

not now in use ; Out of favour, disliked ; Out Of
hand, instantly; Out of joint, not in proper connec-
tion : disjointed ; Out of one's mind, mad ; Out of
pocket, having spent more than one has received

;

Out of print, not to be had for sale, said of books,

&c.". Out of sorts, or temper, unhappy: cross-

tempered ; Out of the common, unusual, pre-

eminent ; Out of the question, that cannot be at

all considered ; Out of time, too soon or too late

:

not keeping time in music ; Out with, away with

:

(Scot.) outside of: say. do, &c., at once. [A.S. itte,

lit ; Goth, ut, Ger. aus. Sans, ud,]

Outask, owt-ask', v.t. to ask or proclaim, as to be
married, in church for the last time.

Outbalance, owt-bal'ans, v.t. to exceed in weight or
effect : to outweigh.

Outbar, owt-bar', v.t. (Spetis.) to bar out, esp. to shut
out by fortifications.

Outbargain, owt-bar'gin, v.t. to get the better of in

a bargain.

Outbid, owt-bid', v.i. to offer a higher price than
another.

Outblush, owt-blush', v.t. to exceed in rosy colour.

OutblUSter, owt-blus'ter, v.t. to exceed in blustering :

to get the better of in this way.
Outbound, owt'bownd, adj. bound for a distant port.

Outbounds, owt'bowndz, «./>/. (Spens.) boundaries.
Outbrag, owt-brag', v.t. to surpass in bragging or

boasting : to surpass in beauty or splendour.
Outbrave, owt-brav', v.t. (Shak.) 10 excel in bravery

or boldness, to defy.

Outbreak, owt'brak, «. a breaking out : eruption

:

a disturbance of the peace. — v.i. OutbreaK', to

burst forth.

—

ns. Out'breaker, a wave which breaks
on the shore or on rocks ; Out'breaklng.

Outbreathe, owt-bre//i', v.t. (Spens.) to breathe out as
breath or life : to exhau.st or deprive of breath.

—

v.i.

to be breathed out : (Shak.) to expire.

Outbud, owt-bud', v.i. (Spens.) to sprout forth.

Outbuilding, owt'bild-ing, «. a building separate from,
but used in connection with, a dwelling-house or a
main building : an outhouse.

Outbum, owt-burn', v.t. to exceed in burning.

—

v.i.

to burn away.
Outburst, owt'burst, K. a bursting out : an explosion.
Outby, owt'bl, adv. (Scot.) out of doors : (min.) to-

wards the shaft—opp. to /nby.—Also Out'bye.
Outcast, owt'kast, adj. exiled from home or country

:

rejected.

—

n. a person banished: a vagabond: an
exile : (Scot.) a quarrel ; the amount of increase in

bulk of grain in malting.

Outtsome, owt'kum, «. the issue : consequence : result.

Outcrafty, owtkraft'i, v.t. (Shak.) to exceed in craft.

Outcrop, owtTtrop, n. the appearance, at the surface,
of a layer of rock or a vein of metal, caused by tilting

or inclmation of the strata : the part of a layer which
appears at the surface of the ground.

—

v.i. to appear
at the surface.

Outcry, owt'krT, n. a loud cry of distress : a confused
noise : a public auction.

—

v.t. to cry louder than.
Outdare, owt-dar', v.t. to surpass in daring : to

defy.

Outdistance, owt-dis'tans, v.t. to distance, leave far
behind in any competition.

Outdo, owt-doo', 7'./. to surpass : excel.
Outdoor, owt'dOr, adj. outside the door or the house

:

in the open air.

—

adv. Outdoors, out of the house :

abroad.—Outdoor relief, help given to a pauper
who does not live in the workhou.se.

Outdwell, owt-dwel', v.t. (S/iak.) to dwell Or stay



Out-edge mote ; mnte ; mfJDn ; Men. Outquench

beyond.— «. Out-dwell'er, one who owns land in

a parish but lives outside it.

Out-edge, owt'-ej, n. the farthest bound.
Outer, owt'er, adj. more out or without : external

—

opp. to Inner.—n. the part of a target outside the
rings, a shot striking here.

—

adj. Outermost, most
or farthest out : most distant. — Outer bar, the
junior barristers who plead outside the bar in court,
as distinguished from Queen's Counsel and others
who plead within the bar. [Comp. o( out.]

Outface, owt-fas', v.t. to stare down : to bear down
by bravery or impudence : to confront boldly.

Outfall, owt'-fawl, «. the place of discharge of a river,

sewer, &c. : (prov.) a quarrel.
Outfield, owt'feld, n. {Scot.) arable land continually
cropped without being manured—opp. to hififld:
any open field at a distance from the farm-steading

;

any undefined district or sphere : at cricket and base-
ball, the players collectively who occupy the outer
part of the field.

—

n. Out'fielder, one of such players.

Outfit, owt'fit, n. the act of making ready everything
required for a journey or a voyage : complete equip-
ment : the articles or the expenses for fitting out :

the means for an outfit.

—

v.t. to fit out, equip.

—

ns.

Outfitter, one who furnishes outfits; Out'fitting,
an outfit : equipment for a voyage.

Outflank, owt-flangk', v.t. to extend the flank of one
army beyond that of another: to get the better of.

Outflash, owt-flash', v.t. to outshine.
Outfllng, owt'fling, n. a sharp retort or gibe.
Outflow, owt-flo', v.i. to flow out.—«. issue.

Outflush, owt'flush, «. any sudden glow of heat.
Outfly, owt-fll', v.t. to surpass in flying : to fly faster

than to escape by swiftness of flight.

OutfOOt, owt-fiTOt', v.i. to outsail.

Outfrown, owt-frown', v.t. (Shak.) to frown down.
Outgarth, owt'garth, n. an outer yard or garden.
Outgaze, owt-gaz', v.t. to stare out of countenance:

to gaze farther than.
Outgeneral, owt-jen'er-al, v.t. to outdo in general-

ship : to prove a better general than.
Outgive, owi-giv', v.t. and v.i. to surpass in liberality.

Outgo, owt-go', v.t. to advance before in going : to

surpass : to overreach.

—

v.i. to go out : to come to

an end.

—

ns. Out'gO, that which goes out : expendi-
ture—opp. to Income ; Out'goer ; Out'going, act
or state of going out : extreme limit : expenditure.

—

aiij. departing—opp. to Incoming, as a tenant.
Outgrow, owt-grO', v.t. to surpass in growth: to grow

out of.—«. Out'growth, that which grows out of a
thing : growth to excess.

Outguard, owt'gard, n. a guard at a distance or at
the farthest distance from the main body.

Outg^h, owt-gush', v.i. to issue with force.—«. Out'-
gUSh, a gushing out.

Outhaul, owt'hawl, n. a rope for hauling out the clew
of a sail.—Also Out'hauler.

Out-Herod, owt-her'od, v.t. to surpass (Herod) in

cruelty : to exceed, esp. in anything bad.
Outhire, owt-htr", v.t. to hire or let out.

Outhouse, owt'hows, n. a small building outside a
dwelling-house.

Outing, owt'ing, n. the act of going out, or the dis-

tance gone out : an excursion or airing.

Outjest, owt-jest', v.t. (i"^jA.) to overpower by jesting:
lo excel in jesting.

Outjet, owi'jet, n. that which projects from anything.—«. Outjut'ting, a projection.
Outland, owt'land, n. land beyond the limits of culti-

vation.

—

adj. (Tenn.) foreign.— «. Out'lander, a
foreigner, a person not naturalised.

—

adj. Outland-
ish, belonging to an out or foreign land : foreign :

not according to custom : strange: rustic : rude: vul-
gar.—arfz/. Outland'ishly.—». Outland ishness.

Outlash, owt'lash, n. any sudden outburst.
Outlast, owt-last', v.t. to last longer than.
Outlaw, owt'law, «. one deprived of the protection of

the law: a robber or bandit.

—

v.t. to place beyond

the law : to deprive of the benefit of the law : to pro-
scribe.—«. Outlawry, the act of putting a man out
of the protection of the law : state of being an outlaw.
[A.S. utiaea; cf. Ice. iitldgi—«/, out, log, law.]

Outlay, owt la, «. that whicli is laid out : expenditure.—v.t. to lay out to view.
Outleap, owt'lep, «. a sally, flight.

Outlearn, owt-lem', v.t. to learn : to excel in learning:
to get beyond the instruction of.

Outlet, owt'let, «. tlie place or means by which any-
thing is let out : the passage outward, vent.

Outlier, owt'll-er. «. (geol.) a portion of a stratum:'
anything, as detached from the principal mass, and
lying some distance from it.

—

v.t. Outlie', to beat ia
lying.

—

v.i. to live in the open air.

Outline, owt'lln, «. the outer line : the lines by which
any figure is bounded : a sketch showing only the
main lines: a draft: a set-line in fishing.

—

v.t. to
draw the exterior line of: to delineate or sketch.

—

adj. Outlln'ear, like an outline.
Outlive, owt-liv', v.t. to live longer than : to survive.—«. OutllVer.
Outlodging, owt'loj-ing, «. a lodging outside a college
bounds at Oxford and Cambridge.

Outlook, owt'lOok, «. vigilant watch : view obtained
by looking out : prospect, or {fig.) one's prospects :

a watch-tower.

—

v.t. to face courageously.
Outlustre, owt-lus'ter, v.t. to excel m brightne.ss.

Outlying, owt'll-ing, adj. lying out or beyond : remote

:

on the exterior or frontier : detached.
Outman, owt-man', v.t. to outdo in manliness : to out-

n\unber in men.
Outmanoeuvre, owt-ma-nQ'ver, v.t. to surpass in

manoeuvring.
Outmantle, owt-man'tl, v.t. to excel in dress or orna-

ment.
Outmarch, owt-march', v.t. to march faster than: to

leave behind by marching.
Outmate, owt-mat', v.t. to outmatch.
Outmeasure, owt-mezh'ur, i>.t. to exceed in extent.
Outmost, owt'most. Same as Outermost.
Outmove, owt-mOSv', v.t. to move faster than.
Outname, owt-nam', v.t. to surpass in name, reputa-

tion, or importance.
Outness, owt'nes, «. state of being out, externality to

the perceiving mind, objectiveness.

Outnumber, owt-num'ber, v.t. to exceed in number.
Outpace, owt-piis', v.t. to walk laster than.

Out-paramour, owt-par'a-mOOr, v.t. (Shak.) to exceed
in number of mistresses.

Outparish, owt'par-ish, n. a rural parish, as distin-

guished from an urban one.

Outpart, owi'part, n. a part remote from the centre.

Outpassion, owt-pash'un, v.t. (Tenn.)lo go beyond in
passionaieness.

Outpatient, owt'pa-shent, n. a patient who receives
aid from a hospital, but lives outside of it.

Outpeer, owt-per', v.t. (Shak.) to surpass or exccL
Out-pensioner, owt'-pen'shun-er, «. a non-resident

pensioner.
Outport, owt'p5rt, n. a port out of or remote from the

chief port : a place of export.

Outpost, owt'post, «. a post or station beyond the

main body of an army : the troops placed there.

Outpour, owt-pOr', v.t. to pour out : to send out in a
stream —«j. Outpour' ; Outpourer ; Outpouring,
a pouring out : an abundant supply.

Outpower, owt-pow'er, V. t. to surpass in power.
Outpray, owt-pra', v.t. to exceed in earnestness of

prayer.

Outprize, owt-prlz', r.^. (Shak.) to exceed in the value
set upon it.

Output, owt'p<5(5t, «. the quantity of metal made by a
smelting furnace, or of coal taken from a pit, within

a certain time, production generally.

Outquarters, owt-kw^r'terz, n.pl. quarters situated

away from headquarters.
Outquench, owt-kwensh', V.t. (Spens.) to extinguish.



Outrage ftte, fSr ; mS, htr ; mTne

:

Outwatch

Outrage, owt'raj, «. violence beyond measure : exces-
sive abuse: wanton mischief.

—

v.i. to treat with
excessive abuse : to injure by violence, esp. to violate,

to ravish.

—

v.i, to be guilty of outrage.

—

adj. Outra-
geoas, violent : furious: turbulent: atrocious: enor-

mou-i[^ immoderate. — euiv. Outra'geously. — «.

Outra'geOUSnesS. [O. Fr. ouitra^^e (mod. outrage)
— Low L. uitragium—L. ultra, beyond.]

Outrance, owt'rans, «. the utmost extremity : the

bitter end.—A. outrance, to the bitier end of a
combat—usually in Eng. use, A I'outraiice. [Fr.]

Outre, 5<5t-ra', adj. beyond what is customary or

proper : extravagant : overstrained. [Fr. pa. p. of
outret—outre—L. ultra, beyond.]

Outreach, owt-rech', v.t. to reach or extend beyond :

to cheat or overreach.
Outredden, owt-red'n, v.t.{TeHn.') to grow redder than.

Outreign, owt-ran', v.t. (Sfens.) to reign longer than :

to reign through the whole of (a period).

Outremer, OOtr-mar', n. the region beyond sea. [Fr.]

Outride, owt-rld', v.t. to ride beyond : to ride faster

than.—«. Out'rider, one who rides abroad : a ser-

vant on horseback who attends a carriage.

Outrigger, owt'rig-er, n. a projecting spar for extend-
ing sails or any p.-»rt of the rigging : a projecting
contrivance ending in a float fixed to the side of a
canoe against capsi2ing : an iron bracket fixed to the

outside of a boat carrying a rowlock at its extremity
to increase the leverage of the oar : a light racing-
boat with projecting rowlocks.

Outright, owtTit, ojIv. immediately : at once : com-
pU-tely.

—

adj. free from reserve : positive, undis-
guised.

Outrival, owt-rl'val, v.t. to surpass, excel.

Outroad, owt'r6d, «. {obs.) a foray into an enemy's
country, a hostile attack—opp. to Inroad.

Outroar, owt-rOr', v.t. (JShak?) to exceed in roaring.

—

«. Out'roar, an uproar.
Outroot, owt-rOSi', v.i. to root out.

Outroper, owt-rO'per, «. formerly an officer in London
who seized the goods of foreigners sold elsewhere
thin in the public market.

Outrun, owt-run', v.t. to go beyond in running: to
exceed : to get the better of or to escape by running.—«. Outrunner.

Outrush, owt-rush', v.i. to rush out.—«. a rushing out.
Outsail, owt-sal', v.t. to leave behind in sailing.

Outscold, owt-skSld', v.t. {Shak.) to exceed in scolding.
OutSCOm, owt-skom', v.t. to bear down or confront by
contempt : to disregard or despise.

Outsoouring, owt'skowr-ing, n. substance washed or
scoured out.

Outsell, owt-sel', V. t. to sell for a higher price than : to
exceed in the number or amount of sales.

Out-sentry, owt'-sen-tri, «. a sentry who guards the
entrance to a place at a distance.

—

n. Out'SOOUt, an
advance scout.

Outset, owt'set, H. a setting otit : beginning.—Also
Out'setting.

Outsettlement, owt'set'1-ment, n. a settlement away
from the main one.

Outshine, owt-shin', v.i. to shine out or forth.

—

v.t.

to excel in shining : to be brighter than.
OutshOt, owt'shot, H. {.Scot.)a. projection in a building :

(//.) in paper-making, rags of second quality.
Outside, owt'sTd, H. the outer side : the farthest limit

:

the surface : the exterior : one who is without, as a
passenger on a coach, &c. : the outer or soiled sheets
of a package of paper.

—

adj. on the outside : exte-
rior: superficial: external: extreme, beyond the
limit.

—

adv. on the outside : not within.

—

prep, be-
yond. — ns. Out'Side-car, an Irish jaunting-car

;

Out'Slder, one not admitted to a particular com-
pany, profession, &c., a stranger, a layman : a race-
norse not included among the favourites in the
betline : (//.) a pair of nippers for turning a key in

a keyhole from the outside.—Outside OOtmtry,
districts beyond the line of settlements in Australia :

Outside Of, onuide : (<ro//.) besides.—Oet outside
of (vulvar), to comprehend : to eat or drink.

OutSight, owt'sit, «. power of seeing things, outlook.
—Outsight plenishing {Scot.), outdoor movables.

Outsit, owt-sii', 7).t. to sit beyond the time of.

Outsklrt, owt'skert, n. the outer skirt : border : suburb
—often used in //.

Outsleep, owt-slep', v.t. {Shak.) to sleep longer
than.

Outslide, owt-slld', v.t. to slide forward.
Outsoar, owt-sOr', v.t. to soar beyond.
Outsole, owt'sOl, «. the outer sole of a boot or shoe
which rests on the ground.

Outspan, owt-span', v.t. to unyoke or unharness
draught-oxen, &c., from a vehicle, to encamp—opp.
to Inspan.

Outspeak, owt-spek', v.t. to say aloud : to speak more,
louder, or longer than.

—

v.i. to speak boldly, to speak
up.

—

adj. Outspd'ken, frank or bold of speech :

uttered with boldness.—»«. Outspokenness.
Outspeckle, owt'spek'l, n. (Scot.) a laughing-stock.
Outspent, owt-spent', adj. thoroughly tired out.

Outsport, owt-sport', v.t. {SAai.)io outdo in sporting.

Outspread, owt-spred', v.t. to spread out or over.

—

oiij. Outspreading.
Outspring, owt'spring, M. the outcome, result, or issue.

OutStand, owt-stand', 7:t. to resist or withstand : to

stand beyond the proper time.

—

7'.i. to stand out or
project from a mass : to remain unpaid or unsettled

in any way.

—

adj. Outstanding, prominent : uncol-
lected : remaining unpaid.

Outstare, owt'star, v.t. (,SAai.)to stare down or abash
with effrontery.

Outstay, owt-sta', v.t. (SAaA.) to stay beyond.
Outstep, owt-.step', z:t. to step beyond, overstep.
Outstretch, owt-strech', v.t. to spread out, extend.
Outstrlke, owt-strik', v.t. to exceed in striking, so as

to overpower.
Outstrip, owt-strip', 7'.t. to outrun : to leave behind:

to escape beyond one's reach.
Outsuu, owt-sum', v.t. to outnumber.
Outswear, owt-swar', 7'.t. to exceed in swearing.
Outsweeten, owt-swet'n, v.t. to excel in sweetness.
Outswell, owt-swel', v.t. (SltaJli.) to overflow.
Outtalk, owt-tawk', 7>.t. to talk down.
Outtongue, owt-tung", v.t. {SAai.) to bear down by

talk or noise.

Outtop, owt-top', v.t. to reach higher than : to excel.
Out-travel, owt-trav'el, v.t. to surpass in travelling, to
go more swiftly than.

Outvalue, owt-val'u, v.t. to exceed in value.
Outvenom, owt-ven'um, v.t. {SkaJk.) to exceed in

poison.
Outvie, owt-vT', v.t. to go beyond in vying with : to
exceed : to surpass.

Outvlllaln, owt-vil'an, r./. (5"A/j*.)to exceed in villainy.
Outvoice, owt-vois', 7'.t. (SAaJk.) to exceed in clamour

or noise : to drown the voice of
Outvote, owt-vOt', v.t. to defeat by a greater number

of votes.

Outwalk, owt-wawk', v.t. to walk farther, longer, or
faster than.

Outwall, owt'wawl, «. the outside wall of a building :

{Sluik.) external appearance.
Outward, owt'ward, adj. toward the outside : ex-

ternal : exterior: not inherent, adventitious: {tfwol.)
worldly, carnal—opp. to Intxiard or spiritual : (b!)
public.

—

adv. toward the exterior : away from port :

to a foreign port : superficially—also OutWardS.

—

«. Ont'ward (Shak.\ external form : the outside.

—

adj. Out'wai'd-bound. bound outwards or to a
foreign port. — adv. Out'wardly, in an outward
manner: externally: in appearance.

—

n. Out'ward-
neSB. — adj. Out'ward - salnt'ed, appearing out-
wardly to be a saint.

Outward, owt-wawrd', n. a ward in a deuched building
connected with a hospital.

Outwatch, owt-wawch', v.t, to watch longer than.



Outwear mOte ; mflte ; mOSn ; iAca. Overcloy
Outwear, owt-wSr', v.i. to wear out : to spend tedi-

ously : to last longer thau : to consume.
Outweary, owt-we'ri, v.i. to weary out completely.
Outweed, owt-wed', v.i. (S/ens.) to root out.
Outweigh, owt-wa', v.i. to exceed in weight or im-
portance : to overtask.

Outwell, owt-wel', v.i. and v.i. to pour or well out.
Outwent, owt-went', v.i. went faster than, outstripped.
Outwin, owt-wm', v.i. {Spens.) to get out of.

Outwind, owt-wlnd', v.i. to extricate by winding, to
unloose.

Outwlng, owt-wing', v.i. to outstrip in flying : to out-
flank.

I
Outwit, owt-wit', v.i. to surpass in wit or ingenuity

:

to defeat by superior ingenuity '.

—

pr.p. outwit' ting ;

pa.i. and /><»./. outwit' ted.
Outwith, owt'with, /rr/». {Scoi.), without, outside of.

Outwork, owt'wurk, «. a work outside the principal
wall or line of fortification : work done in the fields,

out of doors, as distinguished from indoor work.

—

v.t. Outwork' (Shak.), to surpass in work or labour :

to work out or bring to an end : to finish.—«. Out'-
Worker, one who works out of doors, or who takes
away work to do at home.

Outworth, owt-wurth', v.t. (Shak.) to exceed in value.
Outwrest, owt-rest', v.i. {Speni\)u> extort by violence.
Ouvrage, OJSv'razh, «. work. — «j. {viasc.) Ouvrler

(oDv'ri-a), (Jem.) Ouvrlftre (ODv'rI-ar), a working
man or woman.

—

adj. working. [Fr.]
Ouzel, oO'zl, n. a kind of thrush—also Ou'SeL [A.S.

isie ; cog. with Ger. aiitsel.]

Oval, o'val, adj. having the shape of an egg.—«. any-
thing oval, a plot of ground, &c. : an ellipse.

—

ativ.

O'vally. [Fr. ovaU—L. en'um, an egg.]
Ovary, O'var-i, «. the part of the female animal in
which the egg of the offspring is formed, the female
genital gland : (bot.) the part of the pistil which
contains the seed.—«.//. O'va, eggs.

—

adjs. Ova'-
rlal, Ova'rlan, of or pertaining to the ovary.

—

us.

Ova'riole; Ovariot'omlst ; Ovariot'omy (.r«r^.),

the removal of a diseased tumour from the ovary.

—

adj. Ova'rious, consisting of eggs.—«. Ovari'tis,
inflammation of the ovary. [Ix)w L. ovaria.\

Ovate, O'vat, n. an Eisteddfodic graduate who is

neither a bard nor a druid. [W. ofydd, a philos-

opher.]

Ovate, -d, a'vat, -ed, adj. egg-shaped.
Ovation, 5-v3'shun, n. an outburst of popular applause,

an enthusiastic reception : in ancient Rome, a lesser

triumph. [Fr.,—L.,

—

ovare, -attiin, to shout.]
Oven, uv'n, «. an arched cavity over a fire for baking,

heating, or drying : any apparatus used as an oven.—Hs. OVen-blrd, a South American tree-creeper
which builds an oven-shaped nest ; Ov'en-tlt, the

willow-warbler; OVen-WOOd, brushwood.—Dutch
oven, a baking-pot, healed by heaping coals round
it. [.4.S. o/en; Ger. o/en.]

Over, O'ver, prefi. higher than in place, rank, value,
&c. : across : on the surface of: upon the whole sur-

face of: through: concerning: onaccountof: longer
than. — adv. on the top : above : across : fi-om

one side, person, &c. to another : above in measure :

too much : in excess : left remaining : at an end :

completely. — adj. upper or superior (often used
as a prefix, as in m>ercoa.U tnieAoTA, &c.)

:

beyond : past.

—

n. the number of balls delivered at
cricket between successive changes of bowlers : an
excess, overplus.

—

v.i. to go, leap, or vault over.

—

v.i. to go over.—Over again, afresh, anew: Over
against, opposite : Over and above, in addition
to : besides ; Over and over, several times : re-

peatedly ; Over head and ears, beyond one's
depth : completely ; Over seas, to foreign lands.

—

All over, completely : at an end. [A.S. o/er; Ger.
iiber, L. super, Gr. huper.^

Overact, 5-v*r-akt', v.t. to act overmuch, to overdo
any part.

—

z<.i. to act more than necessary.
Over-all, Cvir-awl, adv. {Spent.) everywhere, all

over.—«.//. Overalls, loose trousers of canvas, &&,
worn over the others to keep them sound or clean-
waterproof leggings.

Over-anxious, o-ver-angk'shus, adj. anxious beyond
what is right or reasonable.—«. Over-anxi'ety.
adv. Over-anx'iously.

Overarch, O-ver-arch', v.t. to arch over.— t/.i. to hang
over like an arch.

Overawe, O-ver-aw', v.t. to restrain by fear or by
superior influence.

Overbalance, O-ver-bal'ans, v.t. to exceed in weight,
value, or importance: to cause to lose (one's)
balance.—«. excess of weight or value.

Overbattle, O-ver-bat'tl, adj. (pbs.) too fertile.
Overbear, O-ver-bar', v.t. to bear down or overpower :

to overwhelm. — a</y. Overbearing, inclined to
domineer, esp. in manner or conduct : haughty and
dogmatical : imperious.—a</iy. Overbear'lngly.—«.
Overbear'ingness.

Overbid, o-ver-bid', v.t. to offer a price greater thaa.—V.I. offer more than the value of.

Overblow, O-ver-blO', v.i. to blow over or to be past
its violence : to blow with too much violence.

—

v.t.
to blow away : to blow across. — rt(^'. Overblown',
blown over or past, at an end : burnt by an excessive
blast, in the Bessemer steel process.

Overblow, O-ver-bU'i', v.t. to cover with blossoms or
flowers.

—

adj. OverblOWH', past the time of flower,
withered.

Overboard, O'ver-bOrd, adv. over the board or side :

from on board : out of a ship.—Thrown overboard,
deserted, discarded, betrayed.

Overbody, O-ver-bod'i, v.t. to give too much body to.

Overboil, a'ver-boil', v.i. and v.t. to boil excessively.
Overbold, O-ver-bOld', adj. (Sliak.) excessively bold

:

impudent.

—

adv. Overbold'ly.
Overbridge, O'ver-brij, «. a bridge over a road.
Overbrim, 0-v6r-brim', v.t. to fill to overflowing.

—

v.i.

to be so full as to overflow.

—

adj. Overbrimmed',
having too large a brim.

Overbrood, O-ver-brOod', v.t. to brood over.

Overbrow, O-ver-brow', v.t. to overhang like a pro-
jecting brow.

Overbuild, O-ver-bild', v.t. to build over: to build
more than is needed.

—

v.i. to build beyond one's
means.

Overbulk, 0-v6r-bulk', v.t. (Shak.)x.Q oppress by bulk.

Overburden, O-ver-bur'dn, v.t. to burden overmuch.
— n. alluvial soil overlying a bed of ore.

Overbtim, O-ver-burn', v.t. to bum too much.

—

v.i.

to be too zealous.

Overbusy, O-ver-biz'i, adj. too busy, over-officious.

Overbuy, 6-v4r-bi', v.t. to buy at too dear a rate: to

buy more than is needed.
Overby, O-ver-bl', adv. a little way over

—

{Scot.)

Owerby', O'erby'.

Overcanopy, 6-ver-kan'o-pi, v.t, (SAai.) to cover as

with a canopy.
Overcareful, O-ver-kar'fool, adj. careful to excess.

Overcarry, O-ver-kar'i, v.t. to carry too far, to go
beyond.

—

Z'.i. to go to excess.

Overcast, 5-ver-kast', v.t. to cast over : to cloud : to

cover with gloom : to sew over or stitch the edges

(of a piece of cloth) slightly.— z».«. to grow dull or

cloudy.—«. Overcast'ing, the action of the verb

overcast : in bookbinding, a method of oversewing

single leaves in hem-stitch style to give the pliability

of folded double leaves.

Overcatch, 0-v*r-kach', v.t. {Speus.) to overtake.

Overcharge, 5-ver-chaij', v.t. to load with too great

a charge : to charge too great a price.—«. O'ver-

charge, an excessive load or burden : too great a

charge, as of gunpowder or of price.

Overciieck, O-ver-chek', «. a check-rein passing over

a horse's head between the ears.

Overcloud, 0-v6r-klowd', v.i. to cover over with
clouds : to cause gloom or sorrow to.

Overcloy, O-ver-kloi', v.t. {Skak.) to fill beyond satiety.
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Overcoat fate, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Overhend

Overcoat, O'v6r-k0t, w. an outdoor coat worn over all

the other dress, a top-coat.—«. Cvercoating, cloth

from which such is made.
Overoold, O'ver-kOld, adj. too cold.

OverOOlOOr, (S-ver-kul'ur, v.t. to colour to excess, to

exaggerate.
Overcome, 6-ver-kum', v.t. to get the better of: to

conquer or subdue : (pbs.) to spread over, surcharge.
—v.i. to be victorious.

Over-confident, O-ver-kon'fi-dent, atij. too confident.

n_ Over-con'fidence.—«<^z'. Over-con'fidently.

Overcount, O-ver-kownt', v.t. to outnumber.

Overcover, O-ver-kuv'er, v.t. to cover completely.

OvercredlUous, O-ver-kred'u-lus, adj. too easily per-

suaded to believe.

Overcrow, O-ver-krO', v.t. to crow over, insult.

Overcrowd, O-ver-krowd', v.t. to fill or crowd to excess.

Overdarlng, 5-ver-dar'ing, adj'. foolhardy.

Overdate, O' ver-d.it, v.t. to post-date.

Over-develop, O-ver-de-vel'op, v.t. in photography, to

develop a plate too much, as by too long a process or

by too strong a developer.—«. Over-deveropment.
Overdlght, O-ver-dU', adj'. (S/ens.) dight or covered

over : overspread.
Overdo, O-ver-dOO', v.t. to do overmuch : to cany too

far : to harass, to fatigue : to cook too much : to

excel.—«. Overdo'er.—a<^'. Overdone', overacted:
fatigued: cooked too much.

Overdose, O-ver-dOs', v.t. to dose overmuch.—«. an
excessive dose.

Overdraw, 0-v6r-draw', v.t. to draw overmuch : to

dr.Tw beyond one's credit : to exaggerate.—«. Over-
draft, the act of overdrawing, the amount by
which the cheque, &c., exceeds the sum against
which it is drawn : a current of air passing over, not
through, the ignited fuel in a furnace : an arrange-
ment of flues by which the kiln is heated from the
top toward the bottom—also O'verdraught.

Overdress, O-vir-dres', v.t. to dress too ostentatiously.
—«. Overdress, any garment worn over another.

Overdrive, O-ver-driv', v.t. to drive too hard.

Overdrop, 0-v6r-drop', v.t. to drop over: to overhang.
Overdue, O-ver-du, adj. due beyond the time : unpaid

at the right time.

Overdye, O-ver-df , v.t. to dye too deeply.
Overearnest, O'ver-er'nest, adj. too earnest.

Overeat, O-ver-gt', v.t. to surfeit with eating (generally
reflexive) : (Shak.) to eat over again.

Overentreat, 6-ver-en-tret', v.t. to entreat to excess.
OverestimatiB, O-ver-es'tim-at, v.t. to estimate too

highly.

—

n. an excessive estimate.—«. Overestlma'-
tion.

Overexclte. O'ver-ek-sit', v.t. to excite unduly.—«.
Overexclte'ment.

Over-exertion, 0'ver-eg-z6r'shun, «. too great exertion.
Over-exposure, O'ver-eks-pO'zhur, «. excessive ex-

posure : (photography) the exposure to light for too
long a time of the sensitive plate.

—

v.t. Over-expose'.
Over-exquisite, oVer-eks'kwi-zit, adj. excessively ex-

quisite : over exact or nice : too careful.

Overeye, O-ver-I', v.t. (Shah.) to overlook or superin-
tend : (Shah.) to observe or remark.

Overfall, 0'v4r-fawl, «. a rippling or race in the sea,
where, by the peculiarities of bottom, the water is

propelled with immense force, esp. when the wind
and tide, or current, set strongly together.

Overfar, O-ver-lar', adv. (Shah.) to too great an extent.
Overfast, O-ver-fast', adj. too fast : at too great speed.
Overfeed, O-ver-fed', v.t. and v.i. to feed to excess.
Overfill, O-ver-fil', v.t. to fill to excess.
Overfineness, O'ver-ftn'nes, n. excessive fineness.

Overfired, 6-vir-fIrd', adj. overheated in firing.

Overfish, O-ver-fish', v.t. to fish to excess: to diminish
unduly the stock offish.

Overflourlsll, O'ver-flur'ish, v.t. to make excessive
flourish of: to decorate superficially.

Overflow, C-ver-flO', v.t. to flow over : to flood : to
overwhelm : to cover, as with numbers.

—

v.i. to run

over : to abound. — «. Overflow, a flowing over :

that which flows over : a pipe or channel for spare
water, &c. : an inundation : superabundance : abuor
dance : copiousness.

—

adj. flowing over: over tuU:
abundant.

—

adj. Overflow'ing, exuberant, very abuD>
ddMi.—oiiv. Overflow'ingly.—Overflow meeting,
a supplementary' meeting of tiiosc unable to lind

room m the main meeting.
Overfly, O ver-fll', ?'./. to soar beyond.
Overfold, O'ver-fold, «. (geoi.) a reflexed or inverted

fold in strata.

Overfond, O-ver-fond', adj. fond to excess adv.
Overfond'ly.

Overforward, O-ver-for'ward, adj. too forward or
officious.—«. Overfor'wardness.

Overfreight, O-ver-frat', v.t. to overload.

Overfull, Over-fool', adj. (Shah.) too full.—/». Over-
full'ness.

Overgaze, O-ver-gaz', v.t. to gaze or look over.

Overget, O-ver-get', v.t. (obs.) to reach, overtake: to
get over.

Overgive, O-ver-giv', v.t. (S/ens.) to give over or sur-
render.

—

v.i. to give too lavishly.

Overglance, Over-glans', v.t. (Shah.) to look hastily

over.

Overglaze, 0-v6r-glaz', v.t. to glaze over: decorate

superficially. — adj. suitable for painting on glazed

articles.— «. Overglaxe, an additional glaze given
to porcelain, &c.

Overgloom, O-ver-gliSOm', v.t. to cover with gloom.
Overgo, O-ver-gO', v.t. to exceed: excel: to go over:

to cover.

—

I'.i. to go over : to pass away.
Overgorge, O-ver-gorj', v.t. (Shah.)lo gorge to excess.

Overgrain, O-ver-gran', v.t. and 7'.i. to grain over a
surface already grained.—«. Overgrain'er, a long"

bristled brush used in graining wood.
Overgrassed, O-ver-grast', adj. (S/ens.) overstocked

or overgrown with grass.

Overgreedy, O-ver-gred'i, adj. excessively greedy.
Overgreen, O-ver-gren', v.t. (Shah.) to cover over so

as to hide blemishes.
Overground, O'ver-grownd, adj. being above ground.
Overgrow, O-ver-grO', v.t. to grow beyond : to rise
above: to cover with growth —r.«'. to grow beyond
the proper $\zc.—adj. Overgrown', grown beyond
the natural size.—«. O'verg^owth.

Overhail, o-ver-hal', v.t. Same as Overhaul.
Overhair, O'verhar, «. the long hair overlying the fur

of many animals.
Overhand, O'ver-hand, adj. having the hand raised
above the elbow or over the ball at cricket (also
O'verhanded) : above the shoulder at baseball:
(min.) done from below upward.

—

adv. with the
hand over the object.

—

v.t. to sew over and over.
Overhandle, O-vei-han'dl, v.t. (Shah.) to handle or
mention too often.

Overhang, O-ver-hang*, v.t. to hang over : to project
over : to impend : to overlade with ornamentation.—v.i. to hang over.

—

n. O'verhang, a projecting
mrt, the degree of projection, of roofs, &c.

—

adj.
Overhung', covered over, adorned with hangings.

Overhappy, O-ver hsp'i, adj. excessively or too happy.
Overhasty. r.-ver-has'ti, adj'. too hasty or nsh.—adv.
Overhas tily.—H. Overhas'tiness.

Overhaul, O-ver-hawl', v.t. to haul or draw over:
to turn over for examination: to examine: to
re-examine: (naut.) to overtake in a chase.— n.
O'verhaul, a haviling over : examination : repair.
—Overhaul a ship, to overtake a ship : to search
her for contraband goods.

Overhead, O'ver-hed, adv. over the head : aloft : in
the zenith : per head.

—

adj. situated above.
Overhear, O-vir-her', v.t. to hear what was not in-
tended to be heard : to hear by accident : (Shah.)
to hear over again.

Overheat, 6-v4r-h«t', v.t. to heat to excess.—M. Over-
heat, extreme heat.

Overhend, O-ver-hend', v.t. (S/ens.) to overtake.



Overbold mOte ; mflte ; mnon : /Aen. Overproof

Overbold, O-ver-hOld', v.t. (SAak.) to overvalue.
OverhOOTS, O'ver-owrz, «.^/. time beyond the regular
number of hours : overtime in labour.

Overhouse, 5'ver-hows, ad/, stretched along the roofs,

rather than on poles or underground.
Overinform, O-ver-in-form', v./. to animate too much.
Overissue, 5-ver-ish'u, v.t. to issue in excess, as bank-

notes or bills of exchange. — ft. O'verlSSUe, any
excessive issue.

Overjoy, O-ver-joi', v.t. to fill with great joy : to

transport with delight or gladness.—*. O'veijoy,
joy to excess : transport.

Overjump, O-ver-jump', v.t. to jump beyond: to pass
by : neglect.

Overklnd, O-ver-kInd', adj. excessively kind.—«. Over-
klnd'ness.

Overklng, O'ver-king, n. a king holding sway over
inferior kings or princes.

Overknee, 0'ver-n€, adj. reaching above the knee, as
waders, &c.

Overlabour, O-ver-la'bur, v.t. to labour excessively
over : to be too nice with : to overwork.

Overlado, O-ver-lad', v.t. to load with too great a
burden.

Overlaid, 0-v6r-lad', adj'. {her.) lapping over.

Overland, O'ver-land, adj. passing entirely or princi-

pally by land, as a route, esp. that from England to

India by the Suez Caual, rather than by the Cape of

Good Hope.
Overlap, 0-ver-lap', v.t. to lap over : to lay so that the
edge of one rests on that of another.—«. O'verlap
(geol.), a disposition of strata where the upper beds
extend beyond the bottom beds of the same series.

Overlaunch, O-ver-lawnsh', v.t. to unite timbers by
long splices or scarfs.

Overlay, o-v6r-la', v.t. to spread over or across

:

to cover completely : to smother by lying on (for

overlie) : to use overlays in printing : to cloud :

to overwhelm or oppress : to span by means of

a bridge.— >Ar. O'verlay, a piece of paper pasted
on the impression-surface of a printing-press, so

as to increase the impression in a place where
it is too faint : (Scot.) a cravat ; Overlay'lng, a
superficial covering : that which overlays : plating.

Overleaf, O'ver-lef, adv. on the other side of the leaf

of a book.
Overleap, 0-v4r-lep', v.t. to leap over: to pass over

without notice.—Overleap one's self, to make too

much effort in leaping : to leap too far.

Overleather, O'ver-leM-er, n. (Shak.) the upper part
of a shoe or boot.

Overleaven, O-ver-lev'n, v.t. to leaven too much : to

mix too much with.

Overlie, O-vftr-lI', v.t. to lie above or upon : to smother
by lying on.

OverUve, O-ver-liv', v.t. (B.) to live longer than : to

survive.

—

v.t. to live too long : to live too fast, or so

as prematurely to exhaust the fund of life.

Overload, O-ver-lOd', v.t. to load or fill overmuch.

—

rt.

an excessive load.

Overlook, 3-ver-lok', v.t. to make the bolt of a lock go
too far.

Overlong, O-ver-long', adj'. too long.

Overlook, O-ver-look', v.t. to look over: to see from
a higher position : to view carefully : to neglect by
carelessness or inadvertence : to pass by without

fmnishment : to pardon : to slight : to bewitch by
ooking upon with the Evil Eye.—«. Overlook'er.

Overlord, O-ver-lawrd', n. a lord over other lords : a
feudal superior.

—

n. Overlord'sblp.
Overlusty, C-ver-lust'i, adj. (Skak.) too lusty.

Overly, O'ver-li, adv. (to//.) excessively, too.

Overlying, O'ver-ll'ing, adj'. lying on the top.

Overman, C'ver-man, H. in mining, the person in

charge of the work below ground.
Overman, O-ver-man', v.t, to keep more men than

necessary on a ship, farm, &c.
Overmantel, O'vir-man-tl, ». a frame containing

shelves and other decorations, and often a mirror,

set on a mantel-shelf.

Overmasted, O-ver-mast'ed, adj'. furnished with a
mast or masts too long or too heavy.

Overmaster, O-ver-mas'ter, v.t. to subdue, to govern :

to get and keep in one's power.
Overmatcb, O-ver-mach', v.t. to be more than a match

for : to conquer.

—

n. O'vannatch, one who is more
than a match : one who cannot be overcome.

Overmeasure, O'ver-mezh-ur, «. something given over
the due measure.

—

v.t. to measure too largely.

Overmellow, O-ver-mel'IS, adj. {Tenn.) excessively or

too mellow.
Overmount, O-ver-mownt', v.t. to surmount : to go

higher than.—«. O'vermount, a piece of cardboard
cut in proper shape, to prevent the glass of the
frame from lying too closely upon an engraving or a
picture.

Overmuch, 5-ver-much', «<//'. and adz>. too much.
Overmultltude, O-ver-mul'ti-tud, v.t. {Milt.) to out-

number.

—

v.t. Ovennul'tiply, to repeat too often.

—

v.t. to increase to excess.

Ovemame, O-ver-nam', v.t. {Shak.) to name over:
to name in a series, to recount.

—

n. O'vemame, a
surname, nickname.

Ovemeat, O-ver-net', adj'. unnecessarily neat.

Ovemet, o-ver-net', v.t. to cover with a net.

Ovemlce, O-ver-nts', adj'. fastidious. — adv. Over-
nice'ly.

Overnight, O'ver-nTt, n. the forepart of the evening,
esp. that of the day just past.

—

adv. during the
night : on the evening of the day just past.

Overoffice, O-ver-ofis, v.t. {Shak.) to lord it over by
virtue of an office.

Overpart, O-ver-part', v.t. to assign too difficult a
part to.

Overpass, O-ver-pas', v.t. to pass over: to pass by
without notice.

—

pa.J>. Overpast' {£.), that hais

already passed.

Overpay, O-ver-pa', v.t. to pay too much : to be more
than an ample reward for.—«. Overi)ayment.

Overpeer, O-ver-per', v.t. {Skak.) to overlook : to look

down on : to hover above.

Overpeople, O-ver-pe'pl, v.t. to fill with too many in-

habitants.—-Also Overpop'Ulate.
Overpercb, O-ver-perch', v.t. {.Skak.) to perch or fly

over.

Overpersuade, O-ver-per-swad', v.t. to persuade a

person against his inclination.

Overplcture, O-ver-pik'tur, v.t. to exceed the picture

of: to exaggerate.
OverplatO, O'ver-plat, «. in armour, a large pauldron

protecting the shoulder, or a cubitiere protecting the

elbow.
Overplus, O'ver-plus, H. that which is more than

enough : surplus.

Overply, 5-ver-plf , v.t. to ply to excess.

Overpoise, O'ver-poiz, v.t. to outweigh.

—

n. O'ver-

polse, a weight sufficient to weigh another down.

Overpost, e-ver-post', v.t. {Shak.) to hasten over

quickly.
Overpower, O-ver-pow'er, v.t. to have or gain power
over : to subdue, defeat : to overwhelm.

—

adj'. Over-

pow'ering, excessive in degree or amount : irre-

sistible.—<kz'7'. OverpoWerlngly.
Overpraise, S-ver-praz', v.t. to praise too much.

—

n.

OverpralS'ing, excessive praise.

Overpress, C-ver-pres', v.t. to overwhelm, to crush :

to overcome by importunity.

—

n. Overpress'ure,

excessive pressure.

Overprize, O-vdr-prlz', v.t. to value too highly : to

surpass in value.

Overproduction, O'ver-pro-duk-shun, H. the act of

producing a supply of commodities in excess of the

demand.
Overproof, O'ver-proof, adj'. containing more than a

certain amount of alcohol, stronger than proof-spirit,

the standard by which all mixtures of alcohol and

tH5
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water are judged—containing 57-27 per cent, by
volume, and 49-50 per cent, by weight, of alcohol.

Overproud, O-ver-prowd', adj. too proud.
Overparchase, 5-ver-pur'chas, ». a dear bargain.

—

v.i. (oil.) to pay too dear a price.

Overrack, O-ver-rak', v.t, to torture beyond bearing.

Overrake, O-ver-rak', v.t. to sweep over, as a.vessel

by a wave.
Overrank, 5-v6r-rangk', adj. too rank or luxurious.

Overrate, O-ver-rat', v.i. to rate or value too high.

—

«. O'verrate, an excessive estimate or rate.

Overreach, O-ver-rech', v.t. to reach or extend be-

yond : to cheat or get the better of.

—

v.t. to strike

the hindfoot against the forefoot, as a horse.

Overread, O-ver-red', v.i. (SAai.) to read over, to

peruse.

—

adj'. Overread (o-ver-red'), having read
too much.

Over-reckon, O-ver-rek'n, v.t. and v.i. to compute
too highly.

Overrec^ o-ver-red', v.t. (SAai.) to smear with a red
colour.

Overrefine, O-ver-re-ftn', v.i. to refine too much.

—

«. Overrefine'ment, any over subtle or affected

refinement.
Overrent, O-ver-rent', v.i. to exact too high a rent.

Override, O-ver-rld', v.i. to ride too much : to pass on
horseback : to trample down or set aside.—Override
one's commission, to act with too high a hand : to

stretch one's authority too far.

Overrlpen, O-ver-rlp'n, v./. (Shai.) to make too ripe.—adj. Overripe', too ripe, more than ripe.

Overroast, O-ver-rOst', v.i. to roast too much.
Overrule, O-ver-rSol', v.t. to rule over : to influence or

to set aside by greater power : (law) to reject or
declare to be invalid.

—

z'.i. to prevail.—«. Over-
rvl'er.—adv. Overrul'ingly.

Overrun, O-ver-run', v.t. to run or spread over : to

grow over : to spread over and take possession of:

to crush down : {B.) to run faster .than : to pass in

running : to extend composed types beyond their

first limit.

—

v.i. to run over : to extend beyond the
right length, as a line or page in printing.-r-M. Over-
run'ner, one that overruns.

Overscore, O-ver-skOr', v.t. to score or draw lines over
anything : to erase by this means.

Overscrupulous, O-ver-skroop'u-lus, adj'. scrupulous
to excess.—«. Overscrup'ulousness.

Overscutched, O-ver-skucht', adj. {Shak.) over
switched or whipped, or more probably worn out
in the service.

Oversea, O'ver-se, adf. foreigpn, from beyond the sea.—adv. to a place beyond the sea, abroad.—Also
O'verseas.

Overseam, O'ver-sem, n. a. seam in which the thread
is at each stitch passed over the edges sewn together.—«. O'verseammg, the foregoing kind of sewing.

Oversee, O-ver-se', v.t. to see or look over, to super-
intend.—«. Overse'er, one who oversees : a super-
intendent : an officer who has the care of the poor,
and other duties, such as making out lists of voters,

of persons who have not paid rates, &c. : one who
manages a plantation of slaves: (eis.) a critic.

—

Overseers of the poor, officers in England who
manage I the poor-rate.—Be OVerseen (ois.), to be
deceived : to be fuddled.

Oversell, O-vir-sel', v.t. and ;'./. to sell too dear : to

sell more than exists, of stock, &c.
Overset, 0-v*r-set', v.t. to set or turn over : to upset

;

to overthrow.

—

v.i. to turn or be turned over.

Overshade, O-ver-shad', v.t. to throw a shade over.

Overshadow, 0-v6r-shad'0, v.t. to throw a shadow
over : to shelter or protect.

Overshine, O-ver-shIn', v.t. (SAai.) to shine upon,
illumine : to outshine.

Overshoe, O'ver-shOO, «. a shoe, esp. of waterproof,
worn over another.

Overshoot, O-ver-shOtJt', I'./, to shoot over or beyond,
as a mark : to pass swiftly over.

—

v.i. to shoot or
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fly beyond the mark.

—

acij'. O'vershot, having the
water falling on it from above, as a water-wheel

;

surpassed : fuddled. — Overshoot one's self, to
venture too far, to overreach one's self.

Overside, O-ver-sId', adj'. acting over the side.

—

adv.
over the side.

Oversight, O'ver-slt, n. a failing to notice : mistake

:

omission : (orig-.) superintendence.
Oversize, O-ver-sIz', v.t. (Shak.) to cover with any
gluey matter : to plaster over.

Overskip, O-ver-skip', v.t. to skip, leap, or pass over

:

{Shak.) to fail to see or find : to escape.

Overslaugh, O-ver-slaw', v.t. {U.S.) to pass over in

favour of another : to supersede : to hinder : to

oppress. [Dut. oversiaan (cf. Ger. ilberschlageti),

to skip over.]

Oversleep, O-ver-slep', v.t. and v.i. to sleep beyond
one's usual time.

Oversllp, 0-ver-slip', v.i. to pass without notice.
Oversman, O'verz-man, n. an overseer : {Scot.) an
umpire appointed to decide between the differing

judgment of two arbiters.

Oversoul, o'ver-sOl, «. the divine principle forming the
spiritual unity of all being.

Oversow, O-ver-sO', v.t. to sow too much seed on : to
sow over.

Overspent, 5-ver-spent', adj'. excessively fatigued.

Overspread, O-ver-spred', v.i. to spread over : to
scatter over.

—

v.i. to be spread over.

Overstain, O-ver-stan', v.i. to besmear the surface of.

Overstand, O-ver-stand', v.t. to stand too strictly on
the conditions of.

Overstare, O-ver-star', v.t. to outstare.

Overstate, O-ver-stat', to state over and above : to
exaggerate.

—

n. Overstate'ment.
Overstay, O-ver-sta', v.t. to stay too long.

Overstep, O-ver-step', v.i. to step beyond : to exceed.
Overstock, O-ver-stok', v.t. to stock overmuch : to fill

too full.— «. superabundance.
Overstrain, O-ver-stran', v.i. and v.i. to strain or

stretch too far.—«. too great strain.

—

adj. Over-
Strained', strained to excess : exaggerated.

Overstream, O-ver-strem', v.t. to stream or flow over.
Overstretch, O-ver-strech', v.t. to stretch to excess:

to exaggerate.
Overstrew, O-ver-strOO', v.t. to scatter over.
Overstrung, O-ver-strung', adj. too highly strung.
Oversupply, O'ver-sup-plI, «. an excessive supply.
Oversway, O-ver-swa', z<.i. to overrule, to bear down.
Overswell, O-ver-swel', v.i. {Shak.) to swell or rise
above : to overflow.

Overt, O'vert, adj. open to view : public : apparent.—
adv. O'vertly.—Overt act, something actually done
in execution^ of a criminal intent.—Market overt,
open or public market. [Fr. ouvert, pa.p. oiouvrir,
to open ; ace. to Die*, from O. Fr. a-ovrir, through
Prov. adubrir, from L. de-oferire, to uncover

—

de =
un-, and operire, to cover ; ace. to Littr^, from L.
operire, to cover, confounded in meaning with
aperfre, to open.]

Overtake, O-ver-tak', v. t. to come up with : to catch

:

to come upon : to take by surprise.

—

p.adj. Over-
ta'ken, fuddled.

Overtask, O-ver-task', v.i. to task overmuch: to im-
pose too heavy a task on.

Overtax, O-ver-taks', v.i. to tax overmuch.
OvertediOUS, C-ver-te'di-ua, adj. {Skak.) too tedious.
Overthrow, O-ver-thrO', v.t. to throw down : to upset:

to bring to an end : to demolish : to defeat utterly.—ns. O'verthrow, act of overthrowing or state of
being overthrown : ruin : defeat : a throwing of a
ball beyond the player ; O'Verthrower.

Overthrust, OVer-thrnst, adj. {geoi.) belonging to
earlier strata, pushed by faulting over later and
higher strata.

Overthwart, O-vdr-thwawrt*, v.t. to lie athwart : to
cross.— rtrt^'. opposite, transverse : contrary, perverse.
-prep, across, on the other side oC
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Overtllt, 6-ver-tilt', v.t. to upset
Overtime, O'ver-tim, «. time employed in working
beyond the regular hours.

Overtoil, 0-ver-toil', v.i. to overwork one's self.

Overtone, O'ver-tOn, «. a harmonic, because heard
above its fundamental tone.

Overtop, 0-ver-top', v.t. to rise over the top of: to

make of less importance : to surpass : to obscure.
Overtower, O-ver-toVer, v.t. to tower above.

—

v.i. to

soar too high.

Overtrade, o-ver-trad', v.L to trade overmuch or
beyond capital : to buy in more than can be sold or
paid for.—«. Overtrad'ing, the buying of a greater
amount of goods than one can sell or pay for.

Overtrip, O-ver-trip', v.t. to trip nimbly over.

Overture, O'ver-tur, n. a proposal, an offer for accept-
ance or rejection : (mus.) a piece introductory to

a greater piece or ballet : a discovery or disclosure :

the method in Presbyterian usage of beginning
legislation and maturing opinion by sending some
proposition from the presbyteries to the General
Assembly, and vice versa, also the proposal so sent.—v.t, to lay a proposal before. [Fr.]

Overturn, o-ver-turn', v.t. to throw down or over : to

subvert : to conquer : to ruin.

—

ns. Overtum, state

of being overturned ; Overturn' er.

Overvalue, O-ver-val'u, v.t. to set too high a value
on.—«. Overvalua'tlon, an overestimate.

Overvell, O-ver-val', v.t. to veil or cover.
Overview, O'ver-vu, «. iS^iak.) an inspection.
Overwash, o'ver-wawsh, adj. (^«/. ) carried by glacier-

streams over a frontal moraine, or formed of material
so carried.

Overwatch, O-ver-wawch', v.t. to watch excessively :

lo overcome with long want of rest
Overwear, O-ver-war', f./. to wear out: to outwear, out-

live.—«. O'verwear, clothes for wearing out of doors.

Overweather, S-ver-we/A'er, v.t. (Shak.) to batter by
violence of weather.

Overween, S-ver-wen', v.i. {Shak.) to think too highly

or favourably, esp. of one's self.

—

adj. Overween-
ing, thinking too highly of: conceited, vain.— «.

conceit : presumption.

—

adv. Overween'ingly.
Overwelgh, O-ver-wa', V. t. to be heavier than : to

outweigh.—«. O'verweight, weight beyond what
is required or what is just.

—

i.t. Overweight', to

weigh down : to put too heavy a burden on.

Overwhelm, S-ver-hwelm', v.t. to overspread and crush
by something heavy or strong : to flow over and bear
down : to overcome.

—

p.adj. Overwhel'ming, crush-
ing with weight, &c. : irresistible. — adv. Over-
whel'mtngly.

Overwind, O-ver-wInd', v.t. to wind too far.

Overwlse, O-ver-wIz'. adj. wise overmuch : affectedly
wise.— rt^/r. Overwlse'ly.

Overwork, o-ver-wurk', v.t. and v.i. to work over-

much or beyond the strength : to tire.

—

n. (yv&T-
work, excess of work : excessive labour.

Overworn, O-ver-wOm', adj. worn out : subdued by
toil : r- liled by use : worn or rubbed till threadbare.

Overwrest, O-ver-rest', v.t. (.^Aa^.) to wrest or twist
from the proper position.

Overwrestle, O-ver-resI, v.t. (S/ens.) to overcome by
wrestling.

Overwrite, 5-ver-rIt', v.t. to cover over with other
writing.

Overwrought, o-ver-rawt',/a./. ofOverwork, worked
too hard : too highly excited : worked all over

:

overdone.
Overyear, O-ver-yei', adj'. (prov.) kept over from last

year.
Ovidian, O-vid'i-an, adj. belonging to, or resembling

the style of, the Latin poet Ovid^^-^ B.C.-17 a.d.).
Oviduct, O'vi-dukt, «. a duct or passage for the egg in

animals, from the ovary.
Oviferous, O-virer-us, adj. egg-bearing.

—

71. O'vlfer,

a small wire cage on a solid base, for carrying an egg
safely. [L. ovum, an egg,y^rrr7, to bear.]

Oviform, O'vi-form, adj. having the form of an oval or
egg. [L. ovum, an egg.]

Oviform, O'vi-form, adj. like a sheep : ovine. [L.
ovis, a sheep.]

OvigerOUS, ov-ij'er-us, adj. ^g-bearing. [L. ovum,
an egg, gerire, to bear.]

Ovine, o'vin, adj. pertaining to the Ovitue, sheep-like.—n. Ovina'tion, inoculation of sheep with ovine
virus against sheep-pox.

Oviparous, O-vip'a-ms, adj. bringing forth or laying
eggs instead of fully formed young.

—

n.pl. Ovip'ara,
animals that lay eggs.

—

ns. Ovipar'ity, Ovip'aroUS-
ness. [L. ovum, egg, parere, to bring forth.]

Ovipositor, O-vi-poz'i-tor, «. the organ at the extremity
of the abdomen of many insects, by which the eggs
are deposited.

—

v.i. Ovipos'it, to deposit eggs with
an ovipositor.

—

n. Oviposit'ion. [L. 07mm, egg,
positor—ponere, to place.]

Ovisac, ov'i-sak, n. the cavity in the ovary which
immediately contains the ovum. [L. ovum, an egg,
and sac]

Ovoid, -al, C'void, -al, adj. oval: egg-shaped.—«. an
egg-shaped body. [L. ovum, egg, Gr. eidos, form.]

Ovolo, o'vo-lo, n. (archit.)a. moulding with the rounded
part composed of a quarter of a circle, or of an arc
of an ellipse with the curve greatest at the top. [It.,

—L. ovum, an egg.]
OvoviViparous, 5-vo-vi-vip'ar-us, adj. producing eggs
which are hatched in the body of the parent. [L.

ovum, an egg, vivus, living, parere, to bring forth.]

Ovule, ov'ul, K. a little egg : the seed of a plant in its

rudimentary state, growing from the placenta.

—

adj.

Ov'Ular.—«j. Ovulation, the formation of ova, or

the period when this takes place ; OVulite, a fossil

egg. [Dim. of L. ovum, an egg.]

Ovum, o'vum, «. an egg : {bioi.) the egg-cell, in all

organisms the starting-point of the embryo, develop-
ment beginning as soon as it is supplemented by the

male-cell or spermatozoon :—//. O'va. [L.]

Owohe, owch, «. Same as Ouch.
Owe, o, v.t. to possess or to be the owner of: to have
what belongs to another : to be bound to pay : to be
obliged for.

—

v.i. to be in debt.—Be OWing, to be
due or ascribed (to). [i\.S. dgan, pres. indie. dJi,

pret. dhte, pa.p. dgen; Ice. eiga, Old High Ger.
eigan, to possess.]

Owelty, O'el-li, n. equality. [O. Fr. oelte.]

Owenite, O'en-it, «. a disciple of Robert Owen (1771-

1S58), a social reformer, who proposed to establish

society on a basis of socialistic co-operation.

Ower, ow'er (Scot, for over).—ns. Ow'ercome, OWer-
word, the refrain of a song.

Owing, o'ing, adj. due : that has to be paid (to)

:

happening as a consequence of : imputable to.

Owl, owl, «. a carnivorous bird that seeks its food by
night, noted for its howling or hooting noise.

—

v.i.

to smuggle contraband goods.

—

ns. Owl'ery, an
abode of owls: iCarlyle) an owl-like character;

Owl'et, a little or young owl.—a<^. Owl'-eyed,

having blinking eyes like an owl.—«. Owl'-glaSS, a

malicious figure in a popular German tale, translated

into English about the end of the i6th century—
the German Tyll Eulenspiegel—aX^o Owle'glaSS,

Howle'glass, Owl'spiegle.—a^//'. Owl'ish, like an

owl : stupid : dull-looking.—«. Owlishness. [A.S.

ale; Ger. eide, L. uluia; imit.)

Own, on, v.t. to grant : to allow to be true : concede :

acknowledge. [A.S. unnan, to grant ; Ger. gonnen,

to grant]
Own, on, v.t. to possess : to be the rightful owner of.

[A.S. dgnian, with addition of casual suffix

—

dgen,

one's own ; cf. Oivn (adj.).]

Own, on, adj. possessed : belonging to one's self and
to no other : peculiar.

—

ns. Owil'er, one who owns
or possesses ; Own'ership, state of being an owner :

right of possession. [A.S. dgen, pa.p. of dgan, to

possess. Cf. Otoe.']

Oim, ovfT, n. (Spens.). Same as AurochS. [A.S. »lr.]
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OwBOn, ow'sen, n.pl. a dialectic form of oxen.

Ox, oks, n. a well-known animal that chews the cud,

the female of which supplies the chief part of the

milk used as food : the male of the cow, esp. when
castrated :—//. Ox'en, used for both male and
female.—»«. OxTttot, or -warlaler, a bot-fly or its

larva, found under the skin of cattle; Ox'eye, a

common plant in meadows, so called because its

flower is like the eye of an ox.—adj. Ox'-eyed,

having large full eyes like those of an ox.—ns. Ox'-

peck'er, Ox'-blrd, an African bird, which eats the

parasites infesting the skins of cattle—also Beef-

eater; Ox'tail-SOUp, a kind of soup made of several

ingredients, one of which is an oxtail cut in joints.

—

Have the black ox tread on one's foot, to experi-

ence sorrow or misfortune. [A.S. oxa, pi. oxan;

Ice. uxi; Ger. ochs, Goth, auhsit. Sans, ukshan.)

Oxalate, oks'a-lat, «. a salt formed by a combination

of oxalic acid with a base.—«. Ox'allte, a yellow

mineral composed of oxalate of iron.

OxallS, oks'a-lis, «. wood-sorrel : (bot.) a genus of

plants having an acid Uste.— adj. Oxal'iC, per-

taining to or obtained from sorrel. [Gr.,

—

oxys,

acid.]

Oxford clay, oks'ford kla, n. (feol.) the principal

member of the Middle Oolite series.—Oxford move-
ment (see Tractarianism).

Ozgang, oks'gang, «. as much land as can be tilled by
the use of an ox (averaging about 15 acres)—called
also Ox'land or Ox'gate.

Ox-head, oks'-hed, «. (SAak.) blockhead, dolt.

Oxide, oks'Id, n. a compound of oxygen and some
other element or organic radical. Oxides are of

three kinds

—

actd-_/i>r>ni»g; basic, and neutral.— n.

Oxldabirity. — o^/;'. Ox'idable, capable of being

converted into an oxide.

—

v.t. Ox'idate (same as

Oxidise). — «j. Oxidation, Oxidise'ment, act or

process of oxidising ; Ox'idator, a contrivance for

drawing a current of air to the flame of a lamp.

—

adj. OxidiS'able, capable of being oxidised.

—

v.t.

Ox'idise, to convert into an oxide— v.i. to become
an oxide.—«. OxldiS'er.

OxUp, oks'lip, n. a species of primrose, having its

flowers in an umbel on a stalk like the cowslip.

Oxonian, oks-6'ni-an, adj'. of or pertaining to Oxford
or to its university.—«. an inhabitant or a native

of Oxford : a student or graduate of Oxford.
Oxter, oks'tir, «. (Scot.) the armpit.

—

v.t. to hug with
the arms : to support by taking the arm.

Oxygen, oks'i-jen, n. a gas without taste, colour, or
smell, forming part of the air, water, &c., and sup-
porting life and combustion.

—

n. Oxychlo'rlde, a
chemical compound containing both chlorine and
oxygen in combination with some other element.

—

v.t. Ox'ygenate, to unite, or cause to unite, with
oxygen.

—

n. Oxygenation, act of oxygenating.

—

v.t. Ox'ygenise (same as Oxygenate). — adj.
Oxyg'enoUS, pertaining to, or obtained from.

oxygen.

—

adj. Oxyhy'drogen, pertaining to a mix-
ture of oxygen and hydrogen, as m a form of
blowpipe in which jets of either ignite as they
issue Irom separate reservoirs. [Gr. oxys, sharp,
gen, the root o{gennatin, to generate.]

Oxymel, oks'i-mel, n. a mixture of vinegar and honey.
[Ur. oxys, sour, meli, honey.]

Oxymoron, ok-si-mO'ron, n. a figure of speech, by
means of which two ideas of opposite meaning are
combined, so as to form an expressive phrase or
epithet, as cruel kindness, falsely true, &c. [Gr.,

—

oxys, sharp, moros, foolish.]

Oxyopia, ok-si-O'pi-a, «. unusual keenness of sight.

[Gr.,

—

oxys, sharp, ops, the eye.]
Oxyrhynchus, ok-si-ring'kus, «. an Egyptian fish,

formerly sacred to the goddess Hathor, and repre-

sented on coins and sculptures. [Gr.,

—

oxys, sharp,
rhyngckos, a snout.]

Oxytone, oks'i-ton, adj. having an acute sound

:

having the acute accent on the last syllable.—«. a
word so accented. [Gr. oxys, sharp, tones, tone.]

Oyer, O'yer, «. a hearing in a court of law, an assize.

—Oyer and terminer, a royal commission which
confers upon a judge or judges the power of hear-

ing and determining criminal causes pending in any
particular county. [Norm. Fr. oyer (Fr. ouir)—L.
audire, to hear.]

Oyez, Oyes, O'yes, interj. the call of a public crier, or
of an ollicer of a law-court, for attention before
making a proclamation. [Norm. Fr., 2d pers. pi.

imper. oi oyer.'l

Oyster, ois'ter, «. a well-known bivalve shellfish,

used as food. — ns. Oys'ter-bank, -bed, -farm,
-field, -park, a place where oysters breed or are
bred ; Oys'ter-fish'ory, the business of catching
oysters; Oys'ter-knife, a knife made for opening
oysters.

—

n.pl. Oys'ter-patt'ieS, small pies or pasties

made from oysters.

—

n. Oys'ter-Shell, the shell of
an oyster.

—

n.pl. Oys'ter-tongS, a tool used to

dredge up oysters in deep water.— ns. Oys'ter-
'Wench, -wife, -worn'an, a woman who vends oysters.

[O. Fr. oistre (Fr. huitre)—L. ostrea—Gr. ostreon,

an oy%tcT—osteon, a bone.]
Ozocerite, O-zo-se'rit, «. a waxy-like substance, having
a weak bituminous odour, found in Moldavia, and
used for making candles.—Also Ozoke'rite. [Gr.
ozein, to smell, keros, wax.]

Ozcena, O-ze'na, «. a term applied to any one of
various diseased conditions of the nose accompanied
by fetid discharge. [Gr. ozein, to smell.]

Ozone, O'zon, «. name given to a supposed allotropic
form of oxygen, when afl^ected by electric discharges,
marked by a peculiar smell.^«j. Ozona'tion ; Ozo-
nisa'tlon ; Ozonom'eter.—z?^'. Ozonomet'rlc—«j.

Ozonom'etry ; Ozo'noscope.—rt^>. Ozonoscop'lc

;

O'zonous. [Gr. ozein, to smell.]
Ozostomia, O-zo-stO'mi-a, «. foul breath due to morbid

causes. [Gr. ozein, to smell, stoma, the mouth.]

the sixteenth letter of our alphabet, its

sound the sharp labial mute, interchanging
with other labials, esp. with b, the flat

labial mute : P = 400 ; (P) = 400,000 : the

chemical symbol for phosphorus : (math.')

the Greek n = a continued product, while small «
denotes the ratio of the circumference to the dia-

meter.—Mind one's p's and q's (see Mind).
Pa, pa, «. papa, a child's name for father.

PabOUChe, pa-bOOsh', «. a slipper.—Also Baboosh.
Pabulum, pab'u-lum, «. food of any kind, especially

that of animals and plants : provender : fuel : nour-

ishment for the m\x\A.—adjs. Pabular, Pab'ulous,
of or pertaining to food : fit for food : affording

food. [L.,

—

pascere, to feed.]

Paoa, pak'a, H. the spotted cavy of South America.
[Sp. and Port., the spotted cavy—Braz. pak, pag.\

Pacable, pSTca-bl, adj. that may be calmed or quieted:
willing to forgive.

—

aclj. Paca'ted.—«. Paca'tlon.
[L. pncdre, to make at peace

—

pax, peace.]

Pace, pas, n. a_ stride : the space between the feet in
walking, 30 inches, a step : gait : rate of walking
(of a man or beast) : rate of speed in movement
or work,_ often applied to fast living : mode of
stepping in horses in which the legs on the same side
are lifted together: amble: (obs.) a passage.

—

v.t.

to measure by steps : to cause to progress : to train
in walking or stepping. — v.i. to walk: to walk
slowly : to amble.—rtrt>'. Paced, having a certain
pace or gait.-«j. Pace'-mak'er, one who sets the
pace, as in a race ; Pac'er, one who paces : a horse
whose usual gait is a pace.—Keep, or Hold, pace
With, to go as fast as : to keep up with. (Fr. pa*—
L. passiis, a itep—pandJfre, /ossutH, to strctcha]



Pace mSte ; mflte ; inC5n ; /Aen. Paddl©

Pace, pa'se, prep, with or by the leave of (expressing
disagreement courteously). [L., abl. oipax, peace.J

Pacha, Pachalic. See Pasha, Pashalic.
Pachy-, pak'i-, thick, in combination, as adjs. Pachy-

dac'tyl, -ous, having thick digits; Pach'yderm,
thick-skinned.

—

n. one of an order of non-ruininani,

hoofed mammals, thick-skinned, as the elephant :

—

//. Pachyderms, or Pachyder'mata.—a^. Pachy-
dermatous, thick-skinned : insensible to impressions.
—«. Pachydei'mia, a form oi elephantiasis in which
the skin becomes thick and warty.

—

adj. Pachyder'-
moid.

—

ns. Pachye'mia, a thickening of the blood

—also Pachyss'mia ; Pachyma, a genus of fungi

consistmg of tuber-like growths, some of which are

now referred to the genus Folyporus—also Tucka-
koe, Tttckakoe truffle, or Indian bread; Pachyme'-
nla, a thickening of the skin.

—

adj. Pachyme'niO.
—n. Pachym'eter, an instrument for measuring
small thicknesses, as of paper. — adjs. Pach'yo-
dont, with thick teeth ; Pach'yote, with thick ears,

as a bat—also «. ; Pach'ypod, having thick feet

;

Pachyp teroUB, having thick wings or fins.

—

ns.

Pachythe rium, a South American fossil genus of

giganiic edentate mammals ; Pachyt'ylus, a genus
ot locusts, embracing the dreaded Migratory Locust
(Pachytyltts ntigratorius\ [Gr. packys, thick.]

Pacify, pas'i-f 1, V. t. to make peaceful : to appease :

to bring back peace to : to calm : to soothe.

—

adjs.

Pac'ifiable, that may be pacified ; Pacific, peace-
making ; appeasing : peaceful : mild : tranquil.

—

n.

the ocean between Asia and America, so called by
its discoverer Magellan because he sailed peacefully

over it after weathering Cape Horn.

—

adj. Paclf '1-

cal, pacific (obs. except in phrase Letters pacijical,

letters recommending the bearer as one in peace and
fellowship with the church— also Letters of peace,

Pacifica).—adv. Pacifically.—t./. Pacificate, to

give peace to.

—

ns. Pacification, the act of making
peace, esp. between parties at variance ; Pacifi-
cator, Pacifier, a peacemaker. —a<//'. Pacificatory,
tending to make peace. [Fr. pacifier—L. Jacificdre
—pax, pacis, x>ence,/acere, to make.)

Pack, pak, n. a bundle made to be carried on the
back : a collection, stock, or store : a bundle of some
particular kind or quantity, as of wool, 480 or 240 lb.

:

the quantity of fish packed : a complete set of cards :

a number of animals herding together or kept to-

gether for hunting : a number of persons combined
for bad purposes : any great number : a large extent

of floating and broken ice : a wet sheet for folding

round the body to allay inflammation, fever, &c—
v.t, to press together and fasten up : to place in

order : to crowd : to assort, bring together, select,

or manipulate persons, cards, &c for some unjust
object: to send away, as from one's presence or
employment: to surround a joint, &c., with any
substance to prevent leaking, &c.— v.i. to store
things away anywhere for safe keeping, &c. : to
settle into a firm mass : to admit of being put into
compact shape: to depart in haste.

—

ns. Pack'age,
the act of packing, also something packed : a bundle
or bale : a charge made for packing : Pack'-an'imal,
a beast of burden used to carry goods on its back

;

Pack'-cinch (-sinsh), a wide girth of canvas, &c.,
having a hook and ring attached for adjusting the
load of a pack-animal ; Pack'-cloth, a cloth in which
goods are tied up : packsheet ; Pack'er, one who
packs : one who cures and packs provisions : any
device to fill the space between the tubing and the
sides of an oil-well, &c. : Pack'et, a small package :

a ship or vessel employed in carrying packets of
letters, passengers, &c. : a vessel plying regularly
between one port and another (also Pack'et-boat,
Pack'et-Ship, &c.).

—

v.t. to bind in a packet or
parcel : to send in a packet.

—

ns. Paok'et-day, the
dayof the departure or arrival ofa mail-ship : Pack'et-
note (see Note-paper) : Pack'-horse, a horse used
to carry goods in panniers : a drudge : Pack'-lce, a

collection of large pieces of floating ice ; Pack'ing,
the act of putting into packs or of tying up for

carriage : material for packing : anything used to

fill an empty space, or to make a joint close, as the
elastic ring round a moving rod or piston to make it

a tight fit; Pack ing-box, -case, a box in which
goods are packed : a hollow place round the open-
ing of a steam cylinder, filled with some soft sub-
stance which, being pressed hard against the piston-

rod, makes it a tight fit ; Pack'ing-need'le, or Sack-
fuedle, a strong needle for sewing up packages

;

Paclting-pa'per, a strong and thick kind ot wrap-
ping-paper ; Pack'ing-press, a pres-^ for squeezing
goods into small compass for packing ; Pack'ing-
sheet, or Pack'sheet, coarse cloth for packing
goods ; Pack'-load, the load an animal can carry on
Its back ; Pacltman, a peddler or a man who carries
a pack ; Pack'-mule, a mule used for carrying
burdens; Pack'-sadd'le, a saddle for packs or
burdens; Pack'-thread. a coarse thread used to
sew up packages ; Pack'-train, a train of loaded
pack-animals; Pack'way, a narrow path fit for
pack-horses.—Pack a jTi^, meeting, &c., to fill

up with persons of a particular kind for one's own
purposes.—Send one packing, to dismiss summarily.
[Prob. Celt. ; Gael, and Ir. p€U, Bret, pak, a
bundle ; cf. Ger. pack, Dut. pak.\

Pack, pak, adj. {Scot.) intimate, confidential.

Packfong, an incorrect form ofpaktong ((\.\.).

Paco, pa'ko, n. same as Alpaca:—//. Pa'cos.
Pact, pakt, n. that which is agreed on : an agree-
ment : a contract^also Pac'tion.

—

adj. Pac'tionaL
—Pactum illicitum, an unlawful agreement. (L.

pactum^pacisci, pactiis, to contract.]

Pad, pad, «. a thief on the high-road (more commonly
Footpad) : (abbrev. from pad-horse) a horse for riding

on the road : an easy-paced horse.

—

v.t. to walk on
foot : to trudge along : to rob on foot :

—

pr.p. pad'-

ding :/«./. and pa.p. pad'ded.—adj. Pad'-cllnk'ing,
keeping company with thieves.—«. Pad'ding-ken,
a low lodging-house inhabited by thieves.—^tand
pad, to beg by the roadside. [Dut. pad, a path.]

Pad, pad, «. anything stuffed with a soft material,

to prevent friction or pressure, or for filling out : a
soft saddle, cushion, &c. : a number of sheets of

paper or other soft material fastened together for

writing upon : the fleshy, thick-skinned under-sur-

face of the toes of many animals, as the fox : a fox's

foot generally : the large floating leaf of an aquatic

plant : (//.) thick watered ribbon for watch-guards.
—v.t. to stuff with anything soft: to fix colours in

cloth :

—

pr.p. pad'ding ; pa.i. and pa.p. pad'ded.

—

ns. Pad'-Cloth, a cloth covering a horse's loins

;

Pad'der, one who pads or cushions : Pad'ding, the

soft stuffing of a saddle, &c. : matter of less value

introduced into a book or article in order to make it

of the length desired : the process of mordanting a

fabric ;
Pad'-el'ephant, a working elephant, distin-

guished from a war or hunting one ; Pad'-sadd'le, a

treeless, padded saddle; PaOL'-tree, the wooden or

metal frame to which harness-pads are attached.

[A variant of /<»</, orig. sig. 'a bag.')

Paddle, pad'l, v.i. to dabble in water with the hands

or the feet : to touch or toy with the fingers : to beat

the water as with the feet : to row : to move in the

water as a duck does : (slang-) to make off.—v.t. to

move by means of an oar or paddle : to finger, toy

with.—«. a short, broad, spoon-shaped oar, used for

moving canoes : the blade of an oar : one of the

boards at the circumference of a paddle-wheel.

—

ns.

Paddle-beam, one of the large timbers at the side

of a paddle-wheel ; Paddle-board, one of the floats

on the circumference of a paddle-wheel ; Padd'le-

bOZ, a wooden box covering the upper part of the

paddle-wheel of a steamer ; Padd'ler, one who
paddles; Padd'le-shaft, the axle on which the

paddle-wheels of a steamer turn ; Padd'l©-Wh6dl,
the wheel of a steam-vessel, which by turning in the

640



Paddle (SXit, far ; mS, hir ; mttt« ; Paint

water causes it to move forward ; Paddle-wood, the

light, strong wood of a Guiana tree of the dogbane
family. {Vox pattle, freq. oi pa.t.\

Paddle, pad'l, «. (B.) a little spade.—«. Paddle-Staff,
a .spade for clearing a ploughshare. [Prob. from
sfiaiidU; cf. Spade.

\

Paddock, pad'uk, «. a toad or frog.

—

n. Padd'ock-
Stool, a toadstool. [Dim. of M. ^. padde, a toad-
Ice. padda.\

Paddock, pad'uk, n. a small park under pasture, im-

mediately adjoining the stables of a domain : a
small field in which horses are kept. [A.S. pearroc,

a park

—

sparran (Ger. sperren), to shut.]

Paddy, pad'i, «. rice in the husk.

—

ns. Padd'y-bird,

the Java sparrow or rice-bird ; Padd'y-field, a field

where rice is grown. [East Ind.)

Paddy, p.id'i, n. a familiar name for an Irishman, from
St Patrick : a drill used in boring wells, with cutters

that expand on pressure. — «. Padd'y -Whack, a
nurse's word for a slap.

Padella, pa-del'la, ft. a shallow vessel filled with fat,

in the centre of which a wick has been placed—used
in illuminations. [It., a frying-pan.)

Pademelon, pad'e-mel-on, H. a brush kangaroo or

whallabee.
Padishah, pa'di-sha, H. chief ruler : great king, a

title of the Sultan of Turkey or of the Sovereign of

Great Britain as ruler of India. [Pers. pad, master,
sAdA, king; cf Pas/ia.]

Padlock, padlok, ti. a movable lock with a link turn-

ing on a hinge or pivot at one end, to enable it to

pass through a staple or other opening, and to be
pressed down to catch the bolt at the other end.

—

v.i. to fasten with a padlock. [Prob. prov. Eng.
pad, a basket, and iock.]

Padma, pad'ma, n. the true lotus.

Pad-nag, pad'-nag, ft. an ambling nag.
Padre, pa'dre, n. father, a title given to priests in some

countries. — «. PadrO'ne, a person who jobs out
hand-organs, or who gets children to beg for him :

—

p/. Padroni. [It. and Sp.,—L. patrr, a father.]

Paduan, pad'A-an, adj. and «. belongmg to Padua:
one of the clever imitations of old Roman bronze
coins made at Padua in the i6th century : a Spanish
dance, the pavan.

Padoasoy, pad'u-a-soi, «. a smooth silk originally

manufactured at Padua, used in the i8th century,
also a garment of the same. [Fr. soie de Padoiie.]

PSBan, pe'an, n. a song of triumph : any joyous song :

a song in honour of Apollo, later also of Dionysus
and Ares.—«. PSB'on, a foot of four syllables, one
long, three short.

—

adj. Pason'ic. [L.,—Gr. Paian
or Paion, an epithet of Apollo.]

Psedagogy, Paadagoglcs. Psedobaptism, Psdobap-
tlst. See Pedagogy, Pedagogics, Pedobaptism,
Pedobaptiat.

Psenula, pe'nu-la, «. a chasuble, esp. in its older form :

a woollen outer garment covering the whole body,
worn on journeys and in rainy weather.

P890nln, pe'6-nin, «. a red colouring matter obtained
from yellow coralline.

PSBony, pe'o-ni, n. Same as Peony.
Paff, paf, «. a meaningless word, used with piff to

indicate jargon.
Pagan, pa'gan, n. a heathen : one who does not wor-

ship the true God.

—

adj. heathenish : pertaining to
the worship of false gods.

—

v.t. Pa'ganlse, to render
pagan or heathen: to convert to paganism.

—

adj.
Paganish, heathenish.—>». Paganism, heathenism :

the beliefs and practices of the heathen. [L. pa-
ganus, a rustic, heathen, l)ecause the country-people
were later in becoming Christians than the people
of the towns

—

pagus, a district

—

pangere, to fix.]

Page, pSj, n. a boy attending on a person of distinc-
tion : a young lad employed as attendant : a con-
trivance for holding up a woman's skirt in walking.—n. Page'bood, condition of a page. [Fr. page;
ace to Littr^, prob. from Low L. pagtnsis, a peasant

060

—L. pagus, a. village ; ace. to Diez, but hardly
with probability, through the It. paggic, from Gr.
paidion, dim. oi pais, paidos, a boy.]

Page, paj, «. one side of a written or printed leaf

—

4 pages in a folio sheet, 8 in a quarto, i6 in an octavo,

24 in a duodecimo, 36 in an octodecimo : a book,
record, or source of knowledge : the type, illustra-

tions, &c. arranged for printing one side of a leaf:

(/*/.) writings.

—

r'.t. to number the pages of.

—

adj.
Pag'inal.— z/./. Pag'inate, to mark with consecu-
tive numbers, to page.

—

ns. Paglna'tion, the act of
paging a book : the figures and marks that indicate
the number of p.iges : Pa'glng, the marking or num-
bering of the pages of a book. [Fr.,—L. pagina, a
thing fastened

—

pangere, to fasten.]

Pageant, paj'ant, or pa'-, n. a showy exhibition : a
spectacle : a fleeting show : (prig.) a platform on four
wheels for the purpose of representing plays, &c.

—

adj. showy : pompous. — «. PagB'antry, .splendid
display: pompous spectacle. [M. E. pagent (with
excrescent -i), from an older fornj pagen or pagin—
Low L. pagina, a stage—L. pagina, a slab

—

pangire,
to fix ; cf. Page (2).]

Pagoda, pa-gO'da, «. an idol-house : an Indian idol

:

its temple : a gold coin formerly current in India,

so called because the figure of a pagoda was stamped
upon it^also Pagode'.—«. Pago'dlte, the mineral
which the Chinese carve into figures of pagodas, &c.
[Port., a corr. of Pers. but-kadah, an idol-temple.]

Pagode, pa-gOd', «. a funnel-shaped sleeve worn by
both sexes in the first half of the i8th century.

PagUS, pa'gus, «. a country district with scattered

hamlets, also its fortified centre : among the early

Teutons, a division of the territory larger than a
village, like a wapentake or hundred.

Pah, pa, interj. an exclamation expressing contempt
or disgust.

Pahlavl. Same as Pehlevl.
Paid, pad, /«./. and/rt./. oipay.
PaldeutiCS, pa-du'tiks, n.sing. the science or theory

of teaching.—«. PaidoI'Og^, the scientific study of
the child. [Gr. paideutikos—paideuein, to teach—
pais, paidos, a child.]

Paigle, Pagle, pa'gl, «. {obs^ the cowslip or primrose.
Paik, pak, «. (Scoi.) a beating.
Pail, pal, «. an open vessel of wood, &c., for holding

or carrying liquids.—«. Pall'ful, as much as fills a
pail. [O. Fr. pai/e, pae/e—h. pa/el/a, a pan, dim.
oi patera—patere, to be open.]

Paillasse, pa-lyas', n. a small bed, originally made of
chaff or straw : an under mattress of straw. — «.
Paillasson (pa-lya-song"), a form of straw bonnet.
[Fr.,

—

paille, straw

—

V.. palea, chaff.)
Paillette, pa-lyet', n. a piece of metal or coloured foil

used in enamel-painting: a sponge.

—

n. PaiUon (pa-
lyong'), a bright metal backing for enamel, &c. [Fr.]

Pain, pan, «. suffering coming as the punishment of
evil-doing: sufferingeitherof body or mind : anguish:
great care or trouble taken in doing anything : (;/.)
labour: care: trouble: the throes of childbirth.

—

v.t. to cause suffering to : to distress : to torment

:

to grieve. —rt<-i>>. Pained, showine or expressing
pain : (.S.) in pain, in labour; Pain'flll, full of pain :

causing pain : requiring labour, pain, or care: \arch.')

hard-working, painstaking : distressing : difficult.

—

adv. Paln'fully.—«. Pain'fulness.—d^'. Painless,
without pain.— adv. Painlessly. —«.f. Painless-
ness ; Pains'taker, one who takes pains or care : a
laborious worker. —rtf/y. Pains'taking, taking pains
or care: laborious: diligent.—«. careful labour: dili-

gence.—Under pain of, subject to the penalty of.

[ Fr. peine— 'L. poena, satisfaction—Gr. /<«'«/, penalty. ]

Painim, pa'nim. See Paynim.
Paint, pant, v.t. to cover over with colour: to repre-

sent in a coloured picture : to describe in words : to
adorn.

—

v.i. to practise painting : to lay colours on
the face, to blush : {slang) to tipple.—«. a colouring
substance : anything fixed with caoutchouc to harden



Painter mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Palatme

it.— adi. Paint'able, that may be painted.

—

ns.

Paint'-'boz, a box in which different paints are kept
in compartments ; Paint'-bridge, a platform tised

by theatrical scene-painters in painting scenery

;

Paint'-brusi, a brush for putting on paint.

—

adj.

Painted, covered with paint : ornamented with
coloured figures : marked with bright colours.

—

ns.

Painted-grass, ribbon-grass; Painted-lady, the

thistle-butterfly, orange-red spotted with white and
black : Palnt'er, one whose employment is to paint

:

one skilled in painting ; Painter's-OOl'lC, lead colic
;

Palnt'er-stain'er, one who paints coats of arras, &c.

;

Palnt'iness ; Palnt'tng, the act or employment of

laymg on colours : the act of representing objects

by colours : a picture : vivid description in words ;

Palnture {Dryden), the art of painting : a picture.
—adj. Palnt'y, overloaded with paint, with the

colours too glaringly used: smeared with paint.

^

Paint the town red {,U.S.\ to break out in a
boisterous spree. [O. Fr., pa.p. of Fr. fehtdre, to

paint— L. pingere, pictum, to paint.]

Painter, pant'er, «. a rope used to fasten a boat.—Cut
the painter, to set adrift ; Lazy painter, a small
painter for use in fine weather only. (A corr. of

M. "E,. panter, a fowler's noose, through O. Fr. from
L. panther, a hunting-net—Gr. panthiros, catching
all

—

pan, neut. of/oj, every, ihir, wild beast.]

Pair, par, v.t. (Spens.) to impair.

Pair, par, n. two things equal, or suited to each other,
or used together : a set of two equal or like things
forming one instrument, as a pair of scissors, tongs,
&c., a set of like things generally : in building, a
flight of stairs : a couple : a man and his wife : two
members of a legislative body, holding opposite
opinions, who agree with each other to abstain from
voting for a certain time, so as to permit one or both
to be absent.— z/. ^. to join in couples.

—

v.i. to be
joined in couples : to fit as a counterpart.

—

adj.

Paired, arrange.d in pairs : set by twos of a like

kind : mated.

—

ns. Palr'lng, an agreement between
two members of a legislative body holding opposite

opinions to refrain from voting, so that both may
absent themselves ; Palr'ing-tiine, the time when
birds go together in pairs ; Palr'-roy'al, three cards

of the same denomination, esp. in cribbage.

—

adz:
Palr'-wlse, in pairs.—Pair of colonrs, two flags

carried by a regiment, one the national ensign, the

other the flag of the regiment ; Pair off (see Pairing
above). [Fr. paire, a couple—/«/>, like—L. par,

equal.]

Pais, pa, n. the people from whom a jury is drawn.—
Matter-ln-palS, matter of fact. [O. Fr.]

Paise, paz. n. {Spens.). Same as Poise.
Paltrlck, pa'trik. n. {Scot.) a partridge.

Pajamas. See Pyjamas.
Pajock, pa'jok, n. (Shak.). Same as PeaCOCk.
Paktong, pak'tong, «. the Chinese name for German

silver.—Also Pack'fong, Pak'fong. fChin.]
Pal, pal, n. (slang) a partner, mate. [Gipsy.]
Palabra, pa-la'bra, «. talk, palaver. [Sp., a word.]
Palace, pal'as, «. the house of a king or a queen : a

very large and splendid house : a bishop's official

residence.

—

n. Pal'ace-car, a sumptuously furnished
railway-car. [Fr. palais—L. Palaiium, the Roman
emperor's residence on the Palatine Hill at Rome.]

Paladin, pal'a-din, n. one of the twelve peers of
Charlemagne's household : a knight-errant, or para-
gon of knighthood. [Fr.,— It. paladino—L. pala-
tinus, belonging to the palace. Cf. Palatine.]

PalaearctlC, pS-le-ark'tik, adj. pertaining to the
northern part of the Old World.—PalSBarctlC region,
a great division embracing Europe, Africa north of
the Atlas, and Asia norih of the Himalaya.

PalSBlchthyology, p3-le-ik-thT-ol'o-ji, n. the branch of
ichthyology which treats of fossil fishes.

PalSBObotany, pa-le-O-bot'a-ni, «. the science or study
of lossil plants.—a<^'. PalSBobotanlcaL—«. PalSBO-
bot'anist.

Palseocrystic, pa-15-B-kris'tik, adj. consisting of

ancient ice.

Palaeography, Paleography, pa-l€-og'ra-fi, «. ancient
modes of writing : study of ancient writings and
modes of writing.—«. Palaaog'rapher, one skilled

in palsEOgraphy.

—

adjs. PalaBOgraph'lC, -al, of or
pertaining to palaeography. — «. Palaaog'raphlst.
[Gr. palaios, ancient, grapliein, to write.]

Palaeolithic, pa-le-6-lith'ik, adj. of or pertaining to

the time when early stone implements were used

:

the first half of the stone age.-—«. Palasol'lth, a rude
stone implement or object of the earlier stone age.
[Gt. palaios, ancient, iithos, a stone.]

PalaeolOgy, pa-le-ol O-ji, «. a discourse or treatise

on antiquities : archseology.

—

k. PalaBOl'OglSt, one
versed in paljeology : a student of antiquity. [Gr.
palaios, ancient, logia, discourse.]

PalaeontOgraphy, p.1-le-on-tog'ra-fi, n. the description
of fossil remains.—rt^'. PalseontOgraph'lcal, per-
taining to palaeontography. [Gr. palaios, ancient,
onta, existences, graphein, to write.]

PalseontOlOgy, pa-le-on-tol'O-ji, «. the science of the
ancient life of the earth : description of fossil remains:
arch£eology.

—

adj. PalaeontolOg'lcal, belonging to

palasontology.—«. PalSBOntor OglSt, one versed in

palaeontology. [Gr. palaios, ancient, onta, exist-

ences, logia, discourse.]

Palaeophytology, pa-le-O-fl-tol'O-ji, «. palaeobotany.

PalseOSaurUS, pa-le-O-saw'rus, «. a genus of fossil

saurian reptiles belonging to the Permian period.

[Gr. palaios, ancient, snuros, lizard.]

Palssotherium, pa-le-O-the'ri-um, «. a genus of fossil

pachydermatous mammalia in the Eocene beds.

[Gr. palaios, ancient, therion, a wild beast.]

Palaeozoic, pa-le-O-zO'ik, adj. denoting the lowest

division of the fossiliferous rocks, so called becau.se

they contain the earliest forms of life. [Gr. palaios,

ancient, toe, life.]

Palaeozoology, pa-le-O-zO-ol'O-ji, «. geologic zoology.

—aiijs. Palaeozoologlc, -al.

Palaetiology, pa-le-ti-ol'O-ji, «. the science which ex-

plains past conditions by the law of causation.

—

adj. Palsetlolog'loal.—«. PalSBtlol'oglst.

Palama, pal'a-ma, «. the webbing of the toes of a bird

:

—//. Palamse.-a</7'. Pal'amate. [Gr. palame.\

Palampore, pal'am-pOr, «. a flowered chintz bedcover

common in the East.—Also Pal'empore. [Prob.

from the Ind. town oi Palnnipiir.]

Palanquin, Palankeen, pal-an-ken', «. a light covered

carriage used in India, &c., for a single person, and

borne on the shoulders of men. [Hind, palang, a

bed— Sans, palyanka, a bed.]
_

Palapteryx, pal-ap'ter-iks, «. a genus of fossil birds

found m New Zealand, resembling the Apteryx.

[Gr. palaios, ancient, and apteryx.]

Palas, pal'as, n. a small bushy Punjab bean, jnelding

a kind of kino, Butea gum.

Palate, pal'at, n. the roof of the mouth, consisting of

two portions, the hard palate in front and the soft

palate behind : taste : relish : mental liking.—w./.

to taste.—rt^'. Pal'atable, agreeable to the palate

or taste : savoury.—«. Pal'atableness, the quality

of being agreeable to the Xz^ie.—adv. Palatably.—

adj. Pal'atal, pertaining to the palate : uttered by

aid of the palate—also Pal'atine.—«. a letter pro-

nounced chiefly by aid of the palate, ^^^'^•f>'-~
v.t. Palatalise, to make psUtah—adj. FaiaXlc

—Cleft palate, a congenital defect of the palate,

leaving a longitudinal fissure in the roof of the

mouth. [O. Fr. palat—L. palatum}.
Palatial, pa-la'shi-al, adj. of or pert.iining to apalace!

resembling a palace : royal : magnificent.

Palatine, pal'a-tin, adj. pertaining to a palace, origi-

nally applied to officers of the royal household :

possessing royal privileges. — n. a noble invested
with royal privileges : a subject of a palatinate.

—

n. Palatinate, office or rank of a palatine : pro-

vince of a palatine, esp. an electorate of the aiKient
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;

Palliiim

German Empire.—Oount palatine, a feudal lord

with supreme judicial authority over a province ;

County palatine, the province of a count palatine.

[Fr.,

—

V,. falatinus. Cf. Palace.}

Palaver, pa-lav'er, n. talk or conversation, esp. idle

talk : talk intended to deceive : a public conference :

in Africa, a talk with the natives. ^I'.j. to use con-

versation : to flatter: to talk idly.—«. PalaVerer.
(Port, palavra—L. parabola, a parable.]

Palay, pa-la', «. a small S. Indian tree of the dogbane
family, with hard white wood.—Also Ivory-tree.

Pale, pal, H. a. narrow piece of wood driven into the

ground for use in enclosing grounds : anything that

encloses or fences in : any enclosed field or space

:

limit : district : a broad stripe from top to bottom of

a shield in heraldry.—7'./. to enclose with stakes : to

encompass.—«. Palifica'tlon, act of strengthening

by stakes.— «<//. Pal'lfonn.— English pale, the

district in Ireland within which alone the English

had power for centuries after the invasion in 117a.

[Fr. /al— L. paltts, a stake.]

Pale, pal, adj. somewhat white in colour : not ruddy
or fresh: wan: of a faint lustre, dim : light in colour.—v.t. to make pale.

—

v.i. to turn pale.

—

ns. Pale'-

ale, a light-coloured pleasant bitter ale ; Pale'buck,
an antelope, the oribi.

—

adj. Pale'-eyed (Shak.),

having the eyes dimmed.—«. Pale'-face, a white
person.

—

adj. Pale'-heart'ed (^Shak.), dispirited.

—

adv. Palely.—«. Pale neas. —«</;>. Pale'-vla aged
{Sluik.), having no colour in the face ; Pa'llsh,

somewhat pale. [Fr.,—L. pallidus, pale.]

Palea, pa'le-a, n. (bot.) a chaffy bract at the base
of the florets in many Composita, also one of the
inner scales of a grass-flower opposite the flowering
glume : the throat-wattle, as in turkeys :

—

pi. Paleaa.—adj. Palea'ceous (J>ot!), resembling, consisting of,

or furnished with chaff: chaffy. [L. palea, chaff.]

Paleotype, pa'le-5-tIp, «. a system of spelling invented
by A. J. Ellis, according to which all spoken sounds
can be represented by the letters in common use,
some of them being used upside down as well as in

the usual way, to express varieties of sound.
Pales, pa'Iez, «. an ancient Roman divinity of flocks.— It. PalU'ia, the festival of Pales, held on April 21,

the traditional date of the founding of Rome.
Palestinian, pal-es-tin'i-an, a<ij. pertaining to Palet-
//w.—Palestine soup (see Artlolioke).

Palestra, pa-les'tra, «. a wrestling school : the exercise
of wrestling : any training school : academic oratory.
—adjs. Pales tral, Palestrian, Pales'trlc, -al, per-
taining to wrestling : athletic. [L.,—Gr. palaistra—pale, wrestling.]

Paletot, pal'e-tO, n. a loose overcoat. [Fr.]
Palette, pal'et, «. a little oval board on which a painter

mixes his colours : the special arrangement of colours
for any particular picture : a plate against which a
person presses his breast to give force to a drill
worked by the hand : a small plate covering a joint
in armour.—«. Palette-knife, a thin round-pointed
knife for mixing colours on the grinding slab. [Fr.,
—It. paUtta—pala, spade—L. pala, a spade.]

Palfrey, palfri, n. a saddle-horse, esp. for a lady.
—adj. Pal'freyed, riding on, or supplied with, a
palfrey. [Fr. pal(^roi—hov/ L. paraveredus, prob.
from Gr. para, beside, Low L. veredus, a post-horse— L. vehere, to draw, rheda, a carriage.)

Pall, pale, «. the sacred language of the Buddhists
of eastern India, closely allied to Sanskrit.

PallllOgy, pa-lil'a-ji, «. a repetition ofa word or phrase.
[Gr. palillogia^palin, again, legein, to say.]

Palimpsest, pal'imp-sest, n. a manuscript which has
been written upon twice, the first writing having been
rubbed off to make room for the second : an engraved
brass plate, with a new inscription on the reverse side.

\Gt. palimPsestoH—palin, ngzin, psfsioi, rubbed.]
Palinaj, pal'i-nal^ a</;'. moving backward. [Gr. palin.]
Palindrome, pal'in-drOm, «. a word, verse, or sentence

that reads the same either backward or forward, a*

m

Adam's first words to Eve : 'Madam, I m Adam.'

—

adjs. Palindrom Ic, -al.—«. Pal'indromlst, an in-
ventor of palindromes. [Gr. pulindromta—palin^
back, dromos, a running.]

Paling, pal'ing, «. pales collectively : a fence.
Palingenesis, pal-in-jen'e-sis, H. 3l new birth orasecond

creation : regeneration : the development of an indi-
vidual germ in which it repeats that of its ancestors :

the recurrence of historical events in the same order
in an infinite series of cycles—also Pal'ingeny, Ptd-
Inge'sia.—<j^'. Palinget'ic. -«</!'. Palinget ically.
{Gt. palin, a.ga\n, genesis, birth.]

Palinode, pal'i-nOd, «. a poem retracting a former one

:

a recantation.

—

adjs. Palino dial, Palinod'ic.

—

H.
Pal'inodist, a writer of palinodes. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr.,—palin, back, ode, song.]

Palisade, pal-i-sad', «. a fence of pointed pales or
stakes firmly fixed in the ground.

—

v.t. to surround
with a palisade.—Also PaUsa'do :—//. Pallsa does.
[Fr.,—L. palus, a stake.]

Palisander, pal-i-san'der, «. rosewood. [Fr.]
Paliss^e, pal-i-sa', adj. {her.) battlemented, the in-

dentations pointing both up and down. [Fr.]
Palkee, pal'ke, «. a palanquin.

—

h. Pal'kee-ghar'ry,
a wheeled vehicle like a palanquin. [Hind.]

Pall, pawl, n. a cloak or mantle, an outer garment

:

a chalice-cover: (her.) a Y-shaped bearing charged
with crosses palUji/che', as in the arms of the see of
Canterbury—sometimes reversed; a pallium (q. v.):

a curtain or covering : the cloth over a coffin at a
funeral : that which brings deep sorrow.—«. Pall'-

bear'er, one of the mourners at a funeral who used
to hold up the corners of the pall. [A.S. /all, purple
cloth—L. palla, a mantle ; cf. Pallium, a cloak.]

Pall, pawl, v.i. to become vapid, insipid, or wearisome.
—zi.t. to make vapid : to dispirit or depress. [W.
pallu, to {nil, pall, failure.]

Palladian, pa-la'di-an, adj. in the style of architecture
introduced by Andrea Palladia (1518-80), modelled
on Vitruvius, its faults a superfluity of pilasters and
columns, broken entablatures, and inappropriate orna-
ment.—«. Palla'dianism.

Palladium, pal-la'di-um, «. a statue of Pallas, on the
preservation of which the safety of ancient Troy de-
pended : any safeguard : a rare metal in colour and
ductility resembling platinum.—a<(/'. Palla'dlan.—
V.I. Palla'diumlse, to coat with palladium. [L.,—
Gr. palladion—Pallas, Pallados, Pallas.]

Pallan, pal'a, «. a small African antelope.
Pallas, pal'as, n. the Greek goddess of wisdom and
war—the Roman Minerva.—Also Pallas Athene.

Pallescence, pal-les'ens, «. paleness.
Pallet, pal'et, «. a palette : the tool used by potters

for shaping their wares : an instrument for spreading
gold-leaf: a tool used in lettering the backs of books

:

one of the points moved by the pendulum of a clock
which check the motion of the escape or balance
wheel : a disc in the endless chain of a chain-pump :

a ballast-locker in a ship : a valve by which the
admission of air from the bellows to an organ-pipe
may be regulated from the keyboard : a board for

carrying newly moulded bricks. [Palel/e.]
Pallet, pal'et, n. a mattress, or couch, properly a

mattress of straw. [Prov. Fr. paiilet, dim. of Fr.
paille, straw—L. palea, chaff.]

Pallial, pal'i-al, adj. pertaining to a pallium.— n,

Pall'iament {Shak.), a robe.
Palliasse, pa-lyas', n. Same as Paillasse.
Palliate, pal'i-at, v.t. to cover, excuse, extenuate: to

soften by pleading something in favour of: to miti-
gate.—«. Pallia'tion, act of palliating : extenuation :

mitigation.

—

adj. Pall'Iative, serving to extenuate :

mitigating.

—

n. that which lessens pain, disease, &c.
—adj. Pall'latory. [L. palliare, -dtum, to cloak

—

pallium, a cloak.)
Pallid, pal'id, adj. pale, wan.—«j. Pallld'lty, Pall'ld-
nesS.—rt^r'T'. Pallidly. [Upallidus, pale.)

Pallium, pal'i-um, M. a large, square mantle, worn by
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learned Romans in imitation of the Greeks : an
annular white woollen band, embroidered with black
crosses, worn by the Pope, and on some occasions
by archbishops, to whom it is granted : (ortuth.) the
mantle :—//. Pallia.—a^'. Pall'ial. [L.]

Pall-mall, pel-mel', «. an old game, in which a ball
was driven through an iron ring with a mallet : an
alley where the game used to be played, hence the
street in London.—(k/z/. in pall-mall fashion. [O. Fr.

paU-maUU—Old \\.. palaniaglio—palla—Old High
Ger. palld (Ger. ball, Eng. ball), and maglio—L.
malleus, a hammer.]

Pallometric, pal-o-met'rik, adj. pertaining to the
measurement of artificial vibrations in the earth's

surface. [Or. pallein, to shake, tnetron, a measure.]
Pallone, pal-lO'na, «. a game like tennis played with
a ball, which is struck by the arm covered by a
guard. [It.]

Pallor, pal'or, «. quality or state of being pallid or
pale : paleness. [L.,

—

pallere, to be pale.]

Palm, pam, »• the inner part of the hand : a measure
of length equal to the breadth of the hand, or to its

length from wrist to finger-tip : a measure of 3 and
sometimes of 4 inches : that which covers the palm :

the fluke of an anchor : the flattened portion of an
antler.

—

v.t. to stroke with the palm or hand : to

conceal in the palm of the hand : (esp. with off,

and on, or ufiori) to impose by fraud.—«. Pal'ma,
the palm : the enlarged proximal joint of the fore

tarsus of a bee.

—

adjs. Pal'mar, -y, relating to the
palm of the hand ; Pal'mate, -d, shaped like the
palm of the hand : (bot.) divided into sections, the

midribs of which run to a common centre : entirely

webbed, as tlie feet of a duck.

—

adv. Pal'mately.

—

adJs. Palmat'ifid (bo/.), shaped like the hand, with
the divisions extending half-way, or slightly more,
down the leaf; PalmaViform, shaped like an open
palm; Palmod, having palms. [Fr. paume— L.
palma, the palm of the hand ; Or. palame.]

Palm, pam, n. a tropical, branchless tree of many
varieties, bearing at the summit large leaves like the
palm of the hand : a leaf of this tree borne in token
of rejoicing or of victory : (Jig.) triumph or victory.

—

adjs. Palma[ce0US, belonging to the order of palm-
trees ; Palma'rian, Pal'mary, worthy of the palm :

pre-eminent.

—

ns. Palm'-butt'er, palm-oil ; Palm'-
ery, a place for growing palms ; Palm'hOUSe, a
glass house for raising palms and other tropical
plants.

—

adjs. Palmif'erOUS, producing palm-trees
;

Palmlt'iC, pertaining to, or obtained from, palm-oil.—ns. Pal'mitine, a white fat, usually occurring,
when crystallised from ether, in the form of scaly
crystals—abundant in palm-oil ; Palm'-Oll, an oil or
fat obtained from the pulp of the fruit of palms, esp.
of the oil-palm, allied to the coco-nut palm : (slang)
a bribe or tip ; Palm'-SU'gar, jaggery ; Palm'-Sun'-
day, the Sunday before Easter, in commemoration
of the day on which our Saviour entered Jerusalem,
when palm-branches were strewed in His way by the
people ; Palm'-Wine, the lermented sap of certain
palms.

—

adj. Palmy, bearing palms : flourishing :

victorious. — Palma Christl, the castor-oil plant.
[A.S. from L., as above.]

Palmer, pam'er, n. a pilgrim from the Holy Land,
distinguished by his carrying a branch of palm : a
cheat at cards or dice.

—

ns. Pal'meriQ, any medieval
knightly hero, from the Palmerin romances, the
original hero Palmerin de Oliva ; Palm'er-worm
(B7), a hairy worm which wanders like a palmer,
devouring leaves, &c.

Palmette, pal'met, n. an ornament, somewhat like a
palm-leaf, cut or painted on mouldings, &c. [Fr.]

Palmetto, pal-met'O, n. a name for several fan-palms,
esp. the cabbage-palm of Florida, &c. : a hat made
of palmetto-leaves. [Sp.,—L. palma. ]

Palmigrade, pal'mi-grad, adj. noting animals that
walk on the sole of the foot and not merely on the
toes: plantigrade. [L. /a/ma, palm,^<t<^', to walk.]

Palmiped, pal'mi-p5d, adj. web-footed.

—

n. a web-
footed or swimming bird :

—

pi. Palmlp'edes (-€z).

[L. palma, palm of the hand, pes, pedis, the foot.)

Palmist, pal'mist, «. one who tells fortunes by the
lines and marks of the palm—also Pal'mister.—«,
Pal'mJStry, the art or practice of telling fortunes
by the lines, &c., of the palm.

Palmyra, pal-ml'ra, «. an East Indian palm furnishing
the greater part of the palm-wine of India (Toddy).—adj. and n. Palmyrene', pertaining to the ancient
Syrian city of Palmyra or Tadmor.

PalolO, pa-lO'lO, n. an edible annelid allied to the lug-
worm, found near Polynesian coral-reefs.

Palp, palp, «. a jointed sensiferous organ attached in
pairs to the labium or maxilla of insects, and thus
distinguished from antennse, which are on the top of
the head—also Pal'pus :—//. Palpi.—«<»>>. Pal'pal

;

Palped ; Pal'piform ; Palpig'eroUS, bearing palpi

;

Palp'less. — «. Pal'pulus, a httle palp. [Low L.
palpus—L. palpare, to stroke.]

Palpable, pal'pa-bl, adj. that can be touched or felt

:

easily perceived or found out, as lies, &c. : looking
as if it might be touched or lelt : obvious, gross.

—

ns. Palpability, Pal'pableness, quality of being
palpable : obviousness.

—

adv. Pal'pably.—i/./. Pal'-
pate, to examine by touch.— 7/. Palpation, the act
of examining by means of touch. [Fr.,

—

\^. palpa-
bilis—palpare, -dtuin, to touch softly.]

Palpebral, pal'pe-bral, adj. of or pertaining to the
eyelids.

—

adjs. Pal'pebrate, having eyebrows ; Pal'-
pebrous, having heavy eyebrows. [L. palpebra,
the eyelid.]

Palpifer, pal'pi-fer, «. an outer lobe of the maxilla.

—

adj. Palpif erous.
Palpitate, pal'pi-tat, v.i. to move often and quickly :

to beat rapidly : to throb : to pulsate.— rt«/;'. Pal'-
pitant (arch.), palpitatmg. — «. Palplta'tion, act of
palpitating : irregular action of the heart, caused by
excitement, excessive exertion, or disease. {'L.. palpi-
tare, -dtum, freq. oipalpare. Cf Palpable.]

Palsgrave, palz'grav, «. one who has charge of a
royal household : one of a special order of nobility,

esp. one of the hereditary rulers of the Palatinate :

—

/em. Pals'gravine.
Palstaff, pal'staf, «. an old Celtic and Scandinavian
weapon—a wedge of stone or metal fixed by a tongue
in a staff. [Dan.,—Ice. pdlsta/r.\

Palsy, pawl'zi, «. a loss of power or of feeling,

more or less complete, in the muscles of the body

:

paralysis.

—

v.t. to affect with palsy : to deprive of
action or energy : to paralyse :

—

pa.p. pal'sied. [Fr.

paralysie—Gr. paralysis. Cf Paralysis.]
Palter, pawl'ter, v.i. to trifle in talk : to use trickery

:

to dodge : to shufHe ; to equivocate.—«. Pal'terer.
[Prob. conn, with paltry.]

Paltry, pawl'tri, adj. mean : vile : worthless.

—

adv.
Pal'trlly.—«. Paltriness. [Teut. ; Dan. pialter,

rags, Low Ger. paltrig, ragged.]
Paludal, pal'u-dal, adj. pertaining to marshes : marshy
—also Pal'udine, Palu'dinous, Pal'udose, Palua -

tral.—«. Pal'udism, marsh poisoning. [L. palus,
paludis, a marsh.]

Paludamentum, pa-lu-da-men'tum, n. a military cloak
worn by a Roman Iniperator, or by members of his

staff.—Also Palu'dament. [L.]

Paly, pa'li, aiij. pale : wanting colour : (her.) divided
by pales into equal parts.

Pam, pam, n. the knave of clubs at loo.

Pampas, pam'paz, n.pl. vast plains, without trees, in

South America, south of the Amazon—north of that

river they are called llanos.—«. Pam'paS-graSS, a
tall, ornamental, reed-like grass with large thick

silvery panicles.

—

adj. Pam'pean.
Pamper, pam'per, v.t. to feed with fine food : to

fratify to the full : to glut.

—

ns. Pam'peredness

;

am'perer. [A freq. from pamp, a nasalised form
oipap ; cf. Low Ger. pampen—pampe, pap.]

Pampero, pam-pa'ro, ». a violent south-west wind
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which sweeps over the pampas of South America.
[Sp.,

—

patnpa, a plain.)

Pamphlet, pam'flet, n. a small book consisting of one
or more sheets stitched together, but not bound :

a short essay on some interesting subject. — «.

Pamphleteai', a writer of pamphlets. — p.iuij.

Pamphleteer'ing, writing pamphlets.—«. the prac-

tice of writing pamphlets. (Ely. dub. ; ace. to Slceat,

perh. through Fr. from Pamphila, a ist cent, female

writer of epitomes ; others suggest Kr. paume, the

palm of the hand, znA/euiliet, a leaf.)

Pampliract, pam'frakt, aiij. (rare) protected com-

pletely, as by a coat of mail. [Gr. pam, pan, all,

phraktos—phrassein, to fence in.]

Pamphysical, pam-fiz'ik-al, atij. pertaining to nature

reg.irded as embracing all things.

Pampiniform, pam-pin'i-form, adj. curling like the

tendril of a vine. [L. pampinus, a tendril.]

Pamplegla, pam-ple'ji-a, ». general paralysis. [Gr.

pati, all, piege, a blow.]

Pan, pan, «. a broad, shallow vessel for domestic use,

or for use in the arts or manufactures: anything

resembling a pan in shape, as the upper part of the

skull : the part ofa firelock which holds the priming.

—v.t. to treat with the panning process, as earth, or

to separate by shaking the auriferous earth with

water in a pan : to obtain in any way, to secure : to

cook and serve in a pan.

—

v.t. to yield gold : to

appear, as gold, in a pan : to turn out well, according

to expectation : to try to find gold with the pan
process.—Pan OUt, to yield or afford, to result ;

Panned out {U.S.), exhausted, bankrupt.—Flash
In the pan, to flash and go out suddenly, not

igniting the charge—of the powder in the pan of a
£nt-lock firearm : to fail after a fitful effort, to give

up without accomplishing anything; Hard-pan (see

aax6). [A.S. panne—prob. through the Celt., from
Low L. panna—L. patina, a basin.]

Pan, pan, n. the Greek god of pastures, flocks, and
woods, worshipped in Arcadia, and fond of music—

•

with goat's legs and feet, and sometimes horns and
ears.—«. Pan's'-plpes (see Pandean).

Panacea, pan-a-se'a, «. a universal medicine : (hot.)

the plant Allheal (Valeriana officinaiis). [Gr.

panakeia—pas, pan, all, akos, cure.)

Panache, pa-nash', n. a plume of feathers, used as a
head-dress. [Fr.]

Panada, pa-na'da, n. a dish made by boiling bread to

a pulp in water, with sweetening and flavour : a
batter for forcemeats. [Sp.]

PanaBSthesia, pan-es-the'si-a, ». common sensation, as
distinct from special sensations or sense-perceptions.
—n. Pansss'thetism.

Panagla, pa-na'ji-a, n. an epithet of the Virgin in the
Eastern Church : an ornament worn hanging on the
breast by Russian bishops— also Pana'ghia. — n.

Pana^a'rlon, a paten on which the loaf is placed,
used \n the 'elevation of the Panagia.' [Gr., 'all

\io\y,' pas, all, hagios, holy.]
Pan-American, pan-a-mer'i-kan, adj. including all the

divisions of America collectively.

Pan-Anglican, pan-ang'gli-kan, adj. representing or
including all Christians everywhere who hold the
diy:trines and polity of the Anglican Church.

Panaritium, pan-a-rish'i-um, M. suppurative inflamma-
tion ill a finger—same as tuhitlmv.

Panarthritis, pan-ar-thrl'tis, «. inflammation involving
all the structures of a joint.

Panary, pan'a-ri, adj. of or pertaining to bread.

—

n.

a storehouse for bread : a pantry. [L. pants, bread.]
Panatbensea, pan-ath-e-n«'a, n.pi. the chief national

festival of ancient Athens—the lesser held annually,
tlie Rreater every fourth year.

—

adjs. PanathOnflB'an,
Panathena'io. [Gr.]

Panax, pa-naks', n. a genus of shrubs with radiately
or pinnately compound leaves and small flowers in

compound umbels, the ginseng. [Gr., 'all healing.']
Pancake, pan'kak, ». a thin cake of eggs, flour, sugar.

064

and milk fried in a pan.—«. Pan'cake-lca, thin ice

forming in smooth water. — Pancake Tuesday,
Shrove Tuesday.

Panch, panch, «. a thick mat made of strands of rope,

used in ships in places to prevent chafing.—Also

Paunch.
Panchatantra, pan-cha-tSnt'ra, «. the oldest extant

collection of apologues and stories in Sanskrit litera-

ture, arranged in five books.

Pancheon, pan'chon, «. a coarse earthenware pan.

—

Also Panch'ln. [Pannikin.]
Panclastite, pan-klas'tit, «. an explosive substance of

slightly less strength than dynamite, formed of a
preparation of nitrogen and carbon. [Gr. pott, all,

kiastos, broken, klaein, to break.]

Pancratium, pan-kra'ti-um, n. a contest of boxing and
wresthng combined.

—

adjs. Pancra'tian, Pancrat'lc.
—US. Panoratiast, Pan'cratlst. [Gr. pan, all,

kratos, strength.]

Pancreas, pan'kre-as, n. a conglomerate gland, lying
transversely across the posterior wall of the abdomen,
secreting the pancreatic juice which pours with the
bile into the digestive system.

—

adj. Pancreat'lc,
pertaining to the pancreas.—«j. Pan'oreatln, the
pancreatic juice ; Pancreatit'is, inflammation of the
pancreas. [Gr. pas, pan, all, kreas, flesh]

Pand, pand, «. (Scot.) a narrow curtain over a bed.
Panda, pan'da, «. a remarkable animal in the bear

section of Carnivores found in the south-east Hima-
layas.—Also Chitiuah, or Red bear-cat.

Pandanus, pan-da'nus, H. the screw-pipe, the typical

genus of the Patidanece. [Malay.]
Pandation, pan-da'shun, «. a yielding or warping.

(L. panddre, to bend.]
Pandean, pan-de'an, adj. of or relating to the god
Pan.—«. Pande'an-pipes, or Pan's'-pipes, a musical
instrument composed of reeds of various lengths, said
to have been invented by Pan: a syrinx.

Pandect, pan'dekt, «. a treatise containing the whole
of any science : (//.) the digest of Roman or civil

law made by command of the Emperor Justinian in

the 6th century. [L.,

—

Gr.pandectes—pas, pan,aX\,
dechesthai, to receive.]

Pandemic, pan-dem'ik, adj. incident to a whole
people, epidemic.

—

n. a pandemic disease.—«. Pan-
demia, a widespread disease. [Gr. pandemias—
pas, pan, all, demos, the people.]

Pandemonium, pan-de-mO ni-um, «. the great hall of
evil spirits, described in Paradise Lost: any dis-

orderly assembly, or loud tumultuous noise. [Gr.
pas, pan, all, daimon, a demon.]

Pander, pan'ddr, n. one who procures for another the
means of gratifying his passions: a pimp.

—

v.i.lo
play the pander for.

—

xi.i. to act as a pander: to

minister to the passions.

—

ns. Pan'derage, act, em-
ployment, or vices of a pander ; Pan'deress, a pro-

curess ; Pan'derlsm, the employment or practices

of a pander.

—

adjs. Pan'derly (Shak.), acting as a
pander : Pan'deroUS. [Pandarus, the pimp in the

story of Troilus and Cressida in the versions of
Boccaccio (Filostratd), Chaucer, and Shakespeare.]

Pandiculation, pan-dik-Q-la'shun, n. the act of
stretching one's self after sleep, &c. : restlessness

before fever, hysteria, &c. : yawning.

—

adj. Pan-
dlC'ulatOd, stretched out. (L. pandiculdri, -dtus,

to stretch one's self out.]

Pandion, pan-dl'on, n. the genus of osprcys or fishing-

hawks. [Gr., the father of Procne, who was changed
into a swallow.]

Pandit. Same as Pundlt.
Pandora, pan-dO'ra, «. a beautiful woman to whom

Jupiter, m order to punish the theft of heavenly lire

by Prometheus, gave a box containing all the ills of
human life, which, on the box beine opened, spread
over all the earth. [Gv., pan, all, ddron, a gift.]

Pandore, pan-dOr', n. a musical instrument of the lute
kind with three or four strings—also Bandore.—
n. Pandu'ra, a Neapolitan musical instrument with
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eight raetal wires, played with a quill.

—

arijs. Pan'-
durate, -d, Pandu'riform, fiddle-shaped. [Gr. /««-
doura, a 3-stringed instrument, invented by Pan.]

Pandore, pan'dOr, «. an esteemed variety of oysters
found near Prestonpans on the Firth of Forth.

Pandour, pan'door, «. a Hungarian foot-soldier in the
Austrian service : a robber.—Also Pau'dOOr. [From
Piindur, a village in Hungary.]

Pandowdy, pan-dow'di, n. a pudding baked with bread
and apples.

Pandy, pan'di, n. a stroke on the palm as a school
punishment.

—

v.t. to slap. [L. pattde, hold out,
imper. oi pandere, to hold out.]

Pane, pan, «. a plate of glass : a square in a pattern :

a flat division or side in any kind of work : a slash in

a dress, showing an under garment, or for the inser-

tion of a piece of cloth of different colour, &c. : a
panel or piece of cloth of a different colour from the
rest, esp. in variegated work.

—

v.t. to insert panes or

panels \x\.—adj. Panod, composed of panes or small
squares : variegated. [Fr. pan, a lappet, pane—L.
patitius, a cloth, a rag, akin to Or. penos, the woof.]

Panegoism, pan-e'go-izm, «. Same as Solipsism (q.v.).

Panegyric, pan-e-jir'ik, n. an oration or eulogy in

praise of some person or event : an encomium.

—

adjs. Panegyr'ic, -aX.—adv. Panegyrically.—«.

Panegyr'icon, in the Greek Church, a collection of
sermons for festivals.

—

71. t. Pan'egyrise, to write or
pronounce a panegyric on : to praise highly.

—

ns.

Panegyrist; Pan'egyry {ois.). [L.,— Gr. pane-
gyrikos, fit for a national festival

—

pas, pan, all,

agyris (agora), an assembly.]
Paneity, pa-ne'i-ti, «. the state of being bread. [L.
panis, bread.]

Panel, pan'el, n. a rectangular piece of any material

:

{fl,rchit.)z. &-ni surface with raised margins, or with
a surrounding frame : a thin board on which a picture
is painted : (iaw) a schedule containing the names
of those summoned to serve as jurors : the jury

:

(Scots law) a prisoner at the bar : a frame for carry-
ing a mortar : a rail in a post-and-rail fence.

—

v.t. to

furnish with panels :

—

pr.p. pan'elling ; pa.p. pan'-
elled.—Also Pann'el.—«j. Panel-game, the act of
stealing articles by means of a sliding panel ; Pan'el-
ling, panel-work ; Pan'el-pic'ture, a picture painted
on a panel ; Pan'el-plan'er, a machine for dressing
panels and feathering their edges to fit them to the
grooves in the stiles ; Pan'el-saw, a saw for cutting
very thin wood ; Pan'el-Strip, a narrow piece of
wood or metal for covering a joint between two
panels ; Pan'el-WOrk'ing, a method of working a
coal-mine by dividing it into compartments. [O. Fr.,

—Low L. pannellus— L. panniis, a rag.]

Paneulogism, pan-u'lO-jizm, n. indiscriminate eulogy.
Panful, pan'fool, «. the quantity that a pan will hold

:

—//. Pan'fuls.
Pang, pang, v.t. (Scot.) to cram, stuff with food.
Pang, pang, «. a violent but not long-continued pain :

a siidden and bitter feeling of sorrow : a throe.

—

v.t.

to cause a pang, to torture.

—

adj. Pang'less, free

from pain. [A form o(prong, prob. modified by con-
fusion with Fr. poing, a fist—L. pugnus, the fist.]

Pangenesis, pan-jen'e-sis, «. the theory that every
separate part of the whole organisation reproduces
itself. — adj. Pangenet'ic. [Gr. pas, pan, all,

genesis, production.]

Pangolin, pang'gS-lin, n. the scaly ant-eater, a. name
given to the various species of the genus Manis be-

longing to the mammalian order Edentata. [Malay.]
Pangrammatist, pan-gram'a-tist, n. one who twists

all the letters of the alphabet into sentences, as in

the following example :
' John P. Brady, give me a

black walnut box of quite a small size.'

Pan-handle, pan'-han'dl, n. the handle of a pan : a
long narrow strip projecting like this.

Panharnxonicon, pan-har-mon'i-kon, «. a mechanical
musical instrument of the orchestrion class.—Also
Orpiieus-hartnonica.

PanhelleniC, pan-hel-en'ik, adj'. pertaining to all

Greece.—/M. Panhelle'nion, or Panhelle'nium, a
council representing all the sections of the Greeks ;

Panhell'enism, a scheme for forming all Greek.s into

one political body ; PanheU'enlst, one who favours
Panhellenism. [Gr. pas, pan, all, Hellenikos, Greek—Hellas, Greece.]

Panic, pan'ik, «. extreme or sudden fright : great
terror without any visible ground or foundation : a
.state of terror about investments produced by some
startling collapse in credit, impelling men to rush
and sell what they possess. — adj. of the nature
of a panic : extreme or sudden : imaginary.

—

adj.
Pan'icky (coll.), inclined to panic or sudden terror,

affected by financial panic.

—

n. Pan'ic-mong'er, one
who creates panics.

—

adjs. Pan'iostrick'en, Pan'ic-
Struck, struck with a panic or sudden fear. [Orig.
an adj. ; Gr. panikon (deiina), 'panic' (fear), from
pauikos, belonging to Pan, god of the woods.]

Panicle, pan'i-kl, «. (hot.) a form of the arrangement
of flowers on a stalk, in which the cluster is irregu-
larly branched, as in oats.

—

n. Pan'ic, a grass of the
genus Panicum.—adjs. Pan'icled (bot.), furnished
with panicles : arranged in or like panicles ; Panic'-
Ulate, -d, furnished with, arranged in, or like

panicles.

—

adv. Panlc'ulately. — «. Fan'icum, a
large genus of true grasses having the one or two-
flowered spikelets in spikes, racemes, or panicles

—

including the common millet. [L. /««««</«, double
tlim. oipanus, thread wound on a bobbin, akin to L.
pannits and Gr. penos. See Pane.]

Panidrosis, pan-i-dro'sis, «. a perspiration over the
whole body. [Gr. pas, pan, all, hidros, perspira-
tion.]

Panification, pan-i-fi-ka'shun, «. a conversion into
bread.

—

adj. Panlv'orOUS, eating bread.
Panionic, pan-I-on'ik, adj. pertaining to all the Ionian

peoples.

PaniSC, pan'isk, «. the god Pan, represented as a satyr.

PaniSlamic, pan-is-lam'ik, adj. relating to all Islam,
or all the Mohammedan races.

—

n. Panis'lamism,
the idea of union amongst the Mohammedan races.

Panjandrum, pan-jan'drum, «. an imaginary figure of
great power and importance, a burlesque potentate.
—Also Panjan'darxmL [A gibberish word.]

Panlogism, pan'lo-jizm, n. the theory that the universe
is an outward manifestation of the Logos.

Panmelodion, pan-me-lo'di-on, «. a keyboard musical
instrument whose tone is produced by wheels rubbing
on metal bars.

Panmixia, pan-mik'si-a, «. (biol.) cessation of natural

selection, as on a useless organ.

Pannade, pa-nad', «. the curvet of a horse.

Pannage, pan'aj, «. food picked up by swine in the

woods, mast ; also the right to this.

Pannel. Same as Panel.
PanniCUlus, pa-nik'u-lus, n. a thin, sheet-like invest-

ment. [L., dim. oipannus, a cloth.]

Pannier, pan'yer, or pan'i-er, «. a bread-basket : one
of t vo baskets thrown across a horse's back, for

carrying light produce to market : (archil.) a corbel

:

a contrivance for puffing out a woman's dress at

the hips : a piece of basket-work for protecting

archers, or, when filled with gravel or sand, for form-

ing and protecting dikes, embankments, &c.

—

-adj.

Pann'iered, loaded with panniers. [Fr. punier—
L. panariiim, a bread-basket^/(2«/>, bread.]

Pannikel, pan'i-kl, «. the brain-pan: (Spens.) the

skull. [Dim. of /««.]
Pannikin, pan'i-kin, «. a small pan or saucer.

Pannose, pan'os, adj. (bot.) like felt in texture. [L.

pannosus—pannus, cloth.]

Pannus, pan'us, «. an opaque vascular membrane over
the cornea : a tent for a wound : a birth-mark on the
skin. [L., 'cloth.']

Pannuscorlum, pan-us-ko'ri-um, «. a leather-cloth for

boots. IXi. poMnus, cloth, coriunt, leather.]

Panocha, pa-nO'cha, ». a Mexican coarse sugar.
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;

Pantomime

Panochla, pa-nO'chi-a, M. bubo in the groin or armpit.

[Gr. cJuia, a hole.)

Panoistlc, pan-O-is'tik, adj. producing ova only—opp.
to Meroistu. [Gr. don, an egg.]

Panophobia, pan-6-f5'bi-a, «. a morbid fear of every-

thing. \Sjt. pas, pan, aW, phobos, {v^r.\

Panophtlialmitis, pan-of-thal-mi'tis, H. suppurative

inflammation of the whole eye.

Panoply, pan'O-pli, n. complete armour : a full suit

of armour.

—

adj. Pan'oplled, dressed in panoply :

completely armed. — «. Pan'opllst, one so armed.
(Gr. f-nnof'lia—pas, pan, all, Itopla (pi.), arms.]

Panopticon, pan-op'ti-kon, «. a prison so constructed

that all the prisoners can be watched from one point

:

an exhibition room. [Gr, pas, pan, all, horaein,

fut opsesthai, to see.]

Panorama, pan-O-ra'ma, n. a wide or complete view :

a picture giving views of objects in all directions : a
picture representing a number of scenes unrolled

and made to pa.ss before the spectator.

—

adj. PailO-

ra'mlc. [Gr. pan, all, horama, a view, from
horaein, to see.]

Panotitis, pan-0-tI'tis, n. inflammation in both the
middle and internal ear.

Panotype, pan'5-tTp, «. a picture made by the collo-

dion process.

Panpharmacon, pan-far'ma-kon, n. a universal remedy.
Pan-Presbyterian, pan-pres-bl-te'ri-an, adj. of or

pert.-ilning to the whole body of Presbyterians.

—

Pan-Pre8b3rt6rlan Council, a council representing
all the Presbyterian churches throughout the world.

PansclsrosiS, pan-skle-ro'sis, n. complete thickening
and hardening of the interstitial tissue of a part.

Panser, pan'ser, «. an ancient piece of armour for the
abdomen. [O. Fr. pansiere—panse, the belly—L.
pantex, the belly.]

Pan-Slavic, pan'-slav'ik, adj. pertaining to all the
Slavic races.

—

ns. Pan'-SlaVism, a movement for

the amalgamation of all the Slavonic races into one
body, with one language, literature, and social

polity ; Pan'-Slav'lSt, one who favours Pan-Slavism.—adjs. Pan-Slavonian, Pan-Slavonic.
Pansophy, pan'sO-fi, «. a scheme of universal know-

ledge, esp. that of the educational reformer, John
Amos Comenius (i 592-1671): the pretence of uni-

versal wisdom.

—

adjs. Pansoph'iC, -al. [Gr. pas,
pan, all, sofihia, wisdom.]

Panspermatism, pan-sper'ma-tlzm, «. the theory of
the widespread diffusion ofgerms—also Panspor'my.
— «. Pansper'matist, a holder of this.—art/ Pan-
gper'mlc. [Gr. pas, pan, all, sperma, seed.]

Panstereorama, pan-ster-e-o-ra'ma, n. a model show-
ing every part in proportional relief, as of a building.
(Gr. pas, pan, all, stereos, solid, horama, a view.]

Psinay, pan'zi, n. a species of violet developed by
cultivation into large blossoms of great variety of
colour— also Heart's-ease, Lorie-in-idleness :—//.
Pan'sles.— rtrtf/. Pan'sled. [Fr. pensie—penser, to
think—L. pensdre, to weigh.]

Pant, pant, v.i. to breathe hard and quickly : tt show
excitement by quickness of breathing : to gasp : to
throb : to desire ardently : to heave, as the breast

:

to bulge and shrink successively, of iron hulls, &c.—v.t. to gasp out: to long for.

—

ns. Pant, Pant'lng,
rapid breathmg : palpitation : \on%\ng.—adv. Pamt-
iDgly, in a panting manner : with hard and rapid
breathing. [Imit. ; or nasalised from pat (v.t.).)

Pantagamy, pan-tag'a-mi, n. a system of communistic
marriage, once practised in the Oneida community.
[Gr. panta, all, gamos, marriage.)

Pantagogue, pan ta-gOg, «. a medicine once believed
capable of purging away all morbid humours. [Gr.
panta, pas, all, aedgos, drawing out

—

ag-ein, to lead.)
Pantagraph, Panu^^phlo, -al. Same as Panto-
graph, &c.

Pantagmelism, pan-ta-grOO'el-iim, n. the theories
and practice of Pantagruel as described by Rabe-
lais (1483-1553)—burlesque ironical buffoonery as a
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cover for serious satire : empirical medical theory
and practice.—<jrf;. Pantagruel'lan.—«i. Panta-
gruel'lon, a magic heru allegorising lortitude,

patience, industry ; Pantagru'ellst, a cynic who
uses the medium of burlesque.

Pantaloon, pan-tal'e-on, n. a musical instrument in-

vented about 1700 by PantaUon Hebcnstreit, a very
large dulcimer.

Pantalets, pan-ta-lets', n.pl. long frilled drawers, once
worn by women and children : a removable kind of
rufHe worn at the feet of women's drawers.

Pantaloon, pan-ta-lSOn', n. in pantomimes, a ridiculous
character, a buffoon : {prig.) a ridiculous character
in Italian comedy, also a garment worn by him, con-
sisting of breeches and stockings all in one piece :

(//.) a kind of trousers

—

n. Pantaloon'ery, buRoon-
ery. [Fr. pantaion— It. pantaione, from FantaUon
(Gr. 'all-lion'), the patron saint ol Venice.)

Pantatrophy, pan-tat'ro-fi, «. general atrophy of the
whole body.

Pantechnicon, pan-lek'ni-kon, n. a place where every
species of workmanship is sold, or where furniture,

&c., is stored. [Gr. Pas, pan, all, techni, art.)

Pantar, pan'ter, «. (phs.). Same as Panther.
Pantheism, pan'the-izm, ». the form of monism which

identifies mind and matter, making them manifesta-

tions of one absolute being : the doctrine that there
is no God apart from nature or the universe, every-
thing being considered as part of God, or a mani-
festation of Him. — «. Pan'theist, a believer in

pantheism.—<!<//>. Pantheist'lc, -al.—wj. Pantho-
Ol'Oglst, one versed in pantheology ; Pantheol'ogy,
a system of theology embracing all religions and the
knowledge of all gods.

Pantheon, pan'the-on, n. a temple dedicated to all the
gods, esp. the round one at Rome, built by Agrippa
in 27 B.C. : all the gods of a nation considered as
one body : a complete mythology'. [L. pantheon
—Gr. pantheion (hieron), (a temple) for all gods

—

pas, pan, all, theos, a god.)
Panther, pan'ther, n. a fierce, spotted, carnivorous
quadruped of Asia and Africa -.—/em. Pan'therOSS.
(Fr. pantkere—h.,—Gr. panther.]

Pantile, pan'tll, «. a tile with a curved surface, convex
or concave with reference to its width: a tile whose
cross-section forms a double curve, forming a tegula
and imbrex both in one.

—

adj. dissenting—chapels
being often

_
roofed with these.

—

n. Pan'tiling, a
sj'stem of tiling with pantiles.

Pantisocrasy, pan-ti-sok'ra-si, «. a Utopian com-
munity in which all are of equal rank or social
position. [Gr. pas, pantos, all, isos, equal, kratein,
to rule.)

PanUer, pantl4r, n. {Shak.) the officer in a great
family who had charge of the bread and other
provisions. [Ft. panetier— L,. panis, bread.)

Pantochronometer, pan-t5-kro-nom'e-ter, H. a com-
bination of compass, sun-dial, and universal sun-dial.

PantofiBe, pan'toil, «. a slipper. (Fr.)

Pantograph, pan'tO-graf, «. an instrument for copying
drawings, plans, &c. on the same, or a different,

scale from the original.

—

adjs. PantOg^raph'IC, -al,

pertaining to, or done by, a pantograph.

—

n. Pantog"-
raphy, general description : entire view : process of
copying by means of the pantograph. [Gr. pan, all,

graf'hein, to write.)

PantolOgy, pan-tol'o-ji, n. universal knowledge : a
view of all branches of knowledge : a book of uni-
versal information.

—

adj. Pantolog'lc.

—

n. Pantol'-
Oglst. [Gt. pas, pantos, all, logia, description.)

Pantometer, pan-tom'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring angles and perpendiculars. — «. Pan-
tom'etry.

Pantomime, pan'tO-mTm, «. one who expresses his
meaning by action without speaking : a play or an
entertainment in dumb show : an entertainment in

a theatre, usually about Christma.s-time, in which
some well-known story is acted, amidst showy
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scenery, with music and dancing, concluding with
buflfoonery by conventional characters— the clown,

pantaloon, harlequin, and columbine.

—

cuij. re-

presenting only by action without words.

—

adjs.

Pantomimic, iX.—adv. Pantomlm'ically. — h.

Pan'tomimlst, an actor in a pantomime. [Fr.,

—

L.—Gr. pantomiinos, imitator of all—^aJ, pantos,
all, minws, an imitator.]

Pantomorph, pan'tC-morf, «. that which exists in all

shapes.—rtt//'. Pantomor'phic.
Panton, pan'ton, «. a horse-shoe for curing a narrow
and hoof-bound heel : an idle fellow.

Pantophagy, pan-tof'a-ji, «. morbid hunger for all

kinds of iood.—«. Pantoph'aglst.—a^'. Pantoph'a-
gOUS. [Gr. pania, all, pkagein, to eat.]

Pantoscopa, pan'tO-skOp, ». a panoramic camera : a
very wide-angled photographic lens.

—

adj. Panto-
scopic, giving a wide range of vision.

PantoStomatOUS, pan-tO-stom'a-tus, adj. ingesting
food at any point on the .surface of the body.

Pantry, pan'tri, «. a room or closet for provisions

and table furnishings, or where plate, knives, &c.
are cleaned. [Fr. paneterie, a place where bread
is distributed—Low L. fianitaria—L. panis, bread.]

Pants, n.pl. (coli.) trousers, abbrev. ofpantaloons.
Panurglc, pan-ur'jik, adj. able to do ail kinds of work.

[Gr. pan, all, ergon, work.]
Panzoism, pan-zO'izm, «. the sum of the elements that

make up vital force. [Gr. pas, pan, all, zoe, life.]

Pap, pap, n. soft food for infants : pulp of fruit : nour-
ishment : (slang) the emoluments or perquisites of
public office.— v.t. to feed with pap.

—

adjs. Papes'-
cent, Pap'py.—«J. Pap'meat, soft food for infants ;

Pap'SpOOn, a spoon for infants. [Imit.]

Pap, pap, «. a nipple or teat : a woman's breast : a
round conical hill, as the Paps of Jura.

Papa, pa-pa', or pa'pa, n. father : a bishop : a priest of

the Greek Church. [Imit.]

Papacy, pa'pa-si, «. the office of the Pope : the autho-

rity ofthe Pope : popery : the Popes, as a body.

—

adj. Pa'pal, belonging to, or relating to, the Pope or

to popery: popish.

—

v.t. Pa'palise, to make papal.
— v.t. to conform to popery. — ns. Pa'palism

;

Pa'pabst.—a<^z'. Pa'pally.-«j. Papapho'bla, ex-

treme fear of the Pope, or the progress of papacy ;

Pa'parchy, papal government. [Low L. papatia—
papa, a father.)

Papain, pa'pa-in, «. a nitrogenous body, isolated from
the juice of the papaw, one of the digestive ferments

applied in some cases of dyspepsia, either internally

or for the predigestion of food.
Papaverous, pa-pav'er-us, adj. resembling or having

the qualities ofthe poppy.

—

adj. Papavera'ceoilS, of
or like the poppy. [L. papaver, the poppy.]

Papaw, pa-paw", «. the tree Carica papaya, or its

fruit, native to South America, but common in the
tropics, the trunk, leaves, and fruit yielding papain
(q.v.), the leaves forming a powerful anthelmintic

:

the tree Asimina triloba, or its fruit, native to the
United States. [The Malabar native name.]

Paper, pa'per, n. the material made from rags or vege-
table fibres on which we commonly write and print

:

a piece of paper : a written or printed document or
instrument, note, receipt, bill, bond, deed, &c. : a
newspaper : an essay or literary contribution, gener-
ally brief : paper-money : paper-hangings for walls :

a set of examination questions : free passes of admis-
sion to a theatre, &c., also the persons admitted by
such.

—

adj. consisting or made of paper.

—

zi.t, to

cover with paper : to fold in paper : to treat in any
way by means of paper, as to sand-paper, &c. : to

paste the end-papers and fly-leaves at the beginning
and end of a book before fitting it into its covers.

—

Hs. Pa'per-bar'on, or -lordl, one who holds a title

that is merely official, like that of a Scotch Lord of
Session, &c., or whose title is merely by courtesy or
convention ; Pa'per-case, a box for holding writing
materials, &c. ; ra'per-chase, the game of hounds

and hares, when the hares scatter bits of paper
to guide the hounds ; Paper-Cigar', a cigarette

;

Pa'per-Clamp, a frame for holding newspapers,
sheets of music, &c., for easy reference ; Pa'per-Clip,
or Letter-clip, an appliance with opening and closing
spring, for holdins; papers together ; Pa'per-Cloth, a
fabric prepared in many of the Pacific islands from
the inner bark of the mulberry, &c. ; Pa'per-ored'lt,
credit given to a person because he shows by bills,

promissory notes, &c. that money is owing to him;
Pa'per-CUt'ter, a machine for cutting paper va.

sheets, for trimming the edges of books, &c.

;

Pa'per-day, one of certain days in each term for

hearing causes down in the paper or roll of business

;

Pa'per-enam'el, an enamel for cards and fine note-
paper.

—

adj. Pa'per-faced (Shak.), having a face
as white as paper.—«j. Pa'per-feed'er, an apparatus
for delivering sheets of paper to a printing-press,

&c. ; Pa'per-file, an appliance for holding letters,

&c., for safety and readiness of reference ; Pa'per-
gauge, a rule for measuring the type-face of matter
to be printed, and the width of the margin ; Pa'per-
hang'er, one who hangs paper on the walls of rooms,
&c.

—

n.pl. Pa'per-liang'ingS, paper, either plain or
with coloured figures, for hanging on or covering
walls.

—

ns. Pa'pering, the operation of covering or
hanging with paper : the paper itself ; Pa'per-knife,
-OUt'ter, -fold'er, a thin, flat blade of ivory, &c., for

cutting open the leaves of books and other folded
papers ; Pa'per-mak'er, one who manufactures
paper ; Paper-making ; Pa'per-mar'bler, one en-
gaged in marbling paper ; Pa'per-mill, a mill where
paper is made ; Pa'per-mon'ey, pieces of paper
stamped or marked by government or by a bank, as
representing a certain value of money, which pass
from hand to hand instead of the coin itself ; Pa'per-
mus'lin, a glazed muslin for dress linings, &c. ;

Pa'per-nau'tllns, or -sall'or, the nautilus; Pa'per-
oflf'lce, an office in Whitehall where state-papers
are kept ; Pa'per-pulp, the pulp from which paper
is made ; Pa'per-pvinch, an apparatus for piercing
holes in paper ; Pa'per-reed (B.), the papyrus

;

Pa'por-nil'er, one who, or an instrument which,
makes straight lines on paper ; Pa'j)er-Stain'er,

one who prepares paper-hangings ; Pa'per-test'er,

a machine for testing the stretching strength of
paper; Pa'per-wash'lng (phot.), water in which
prints have been washed ; Pa'per-welght, a small

weight for laying on a bundle of loose papers to

prevent them from being displaced.

—

adj. Pa'pery,
like paper.—Bristolpaper or board, a strong smooth
paper for drawing on ; Brown-paper (see Brown)

;

Chinese paper, rice-paper: a fine soft slightly

brownish paper made from bamboo bark, giving

fine impressions from engravings ; Cream-laid
paper, a smooth paper of creamy colour, much
used for note-paper ; Distinctive paper, a fine silk-

threaded fibre paper used in the United States for

bonds, &c. : FUter-paper (see Filter) ; Hand-made
paper, that made wholly by hand, as still with some
kinds of printing and drawing papers ; Helght-tO-

paper, in typefounding, the length of a type from its

face to its foot (\\ inch) ; Hot-pressed paper, paper

polished by pressure between heated plates : Im-
perfect paper, sheets of poorer quality, as the two

outside quires of a ream ; India paper(see Indian) ;

Japanese paper, a soft fine paper made from the

bark of the paper-mulberry, giving good impressions

of plate engravings ; Lithographic paper, paper

used for taking impressions from lithographic stones ;

Litmus paper (see Litmus) ; Marbled paper (see

Marble) ; Parchment paper, a tough paper, pre-

pared in imitation of parchment by dipping in diluted

sulphuric acid and washing with weak ammonia

;

Plain paper, unruled paper: (phot.) any unglossy

paper ; Plate paper, the best class of book paper

;

Printing paper (see Print) ; Rag-paper, that made
from the pulp of rags ; Ruled paper, writing-paper
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Papeterie fate, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Paracentral

ruled with lines for convenience ; Sensitised paper
{phot.), paper chemically treated so that its colour
is affected by the action of light ; State-paper (see

State) ; Test-paper (see Test) ; Tissue-paper, a
very thin soft paper for wrapping delicate articles,

protecting engravings in books, &c. — also Silk-

paper ; Traoing-paper, transparent paper used for

copying a design, &c., by laying it over the original,

antl copying the lines shown through it ; Transfer-
paper (see Transfer) ; Vellum paper, a heavy
ungrained smooth paper, sometimes used in fine

printing ; Wliatman paper, a fine quality of English
paper, with fine or coarse grain, used for etchings,

engravings, &a ; Wove paper, paper laid on flannel

or felt, showing no marks of wires ; Wrapping-
paper, coarse paper used for wrapping up parcels,

&c. [A shortened form oi/>a/>yrus.\
Papeterie, pap-e-tre', «. a box containing paper, &c.,

for writing purposes : stationery. [Fr.]

PaplUan, pa'n-an, adj. pertaining to Paphos in Cyprus,
saci ed to Aphrodite : lascivious. — k. a native of
Paphos, a votary of Aphrodite : a whore.

Papier-mAch^, pap'ya-ma'sha, «. a material consisting
either of paper-pulp or of sheets of paper pasted
together, which by a peculiar treatment resembles
varnished or lacquered wood in one class of articles

made of it, and in another class (chiefly architectural

ornaments) somewhat resembles plaster. [Fr. papier
— L. papyrus; »/4tA<?'ispa.p. of Fr. macher, to chew
— L. masticdre, to masticate.]

Papilionaceous, pa-pil-yo-na'shus, adj. (J>ot.) having a
flower shaped somewhat like a butterfly, as the bean,
pea, &c [L. papilio, •onis, a butterfly.]

Papilla, pa-pil'a, n. one of the minute elevations on the
skin, esp. on the upf>er surface of the tongue and
on the tips of the fingers, and in which the nerves
terminate ; ibot.) a nipple-like protuberance :

—

pi.

Paplll'aB.—a<(/>. Pap'lllar, Papillary, like a papilla,

provided with papillae ; Papillate, formed into a
papilla, studded with papillje.

—

z>.i. and v.t. to

liecoine a papilla, to cover with such.

—

adjs. Papu-
liferous, papillate : bearing one or more fleshy
excrescences ; Papill'ifomi, like a papilla in form.—Hs. Papilli'tiS, inflammation of the optic papilla ;

Papilloma, a tumour formed by the hypertrophy of
one papilla, or of several, including warts, corns, &c.
—adjs. Papillomatous ; Pap illose, full of papillae,

warty—also Pap iUous ; Papillulate, finely papil-
lose.

—

It. Pap'illUle, a very small papilla, a verruca
or a variole. [L., a small pustule, dim. ofpapula.]

PapillOte, pap'il-Ot, «. a curl-paper, from its fancied
resemblance to a butterfly. [F"r., from papillot, old
form of papillon, butterfly—L. papilio.}

Papist, pa'pist, «. an adherent of the Pope : a name
slightingly given to a Roman Catholic— {prov.)
Pa' pish, Papisher. — «. Papism, popery, —a<r>>.
Papistic, -al, pertaining to popery, or to the Church
of Rome, its doctrines, &.c.—-adv. Papist'lcally.—«.
Pa'piStry, popery.

Papoose, pap CDs', «. a North American Indian infant,
usually wrapped up, fixed to a board, and hung up
for safety.—Also PappoOSO'.

Pappus, pap'us, «. {hot.) the fine hair or down which
grows on the seeds of some plants : the first hair on

.,„lhe chin.

—

adjs. Papplf'erOUS, bearing a pappus;
:°. Pappose', Papp'OUS, provided or covered with down.
[L. pappus—Gr. pappos, down.]

Papuan, pap'O-an, adj. pertaining to Papua or New
Guinea.

—

n. an inhabitant of Papua: one of a race
of black colour, dolichocephalic, with rough and
frizzly hair, inhabiting many of the islands of the

Pacific near Australia. [Malay. J

Papulose, pap'u-los, adj. full of pimples—also Pap'u-
lous.—«. Pap Ula, a small inflammatory pustule, a
piinplc -.—pi. Papulae.—a<//. Pap ular.— «j. Papu-
la'tion, the development of papules : Pap'Ule, a
pimple.—<w^'. Papulif'eroOS, pimply. [L. papula,
a pimple.]

Papyrus, pa-pl'rus, «. an Egyptian sedge, now scarcely

found there, from the inner pith (byblos) of which the

ancients made their paper : a manuscript on papyrus :

—//. Papyri.—rt(j>>. Papyra ceous, Pap'yral, Pa-
pyr'ean, Pap'yrine, pertaining to the papyrus or to

papyri : like paper in appearance and consistency

;

Papyrit'ioUS, resembling paper, as the nests of
certain wasps.

—

u. Papyrograph. (pa-pt'ro-graf), a
hectograph or apparatus for producing copies of a
written or printed document.

—

I'.t. to produce by
means of such.—<«<i>'. Papyrograph'ic—«. Papy-
rog'raphy. (L.—Gr. papyros, prob. Egyptian.]

Par, piir, «. state of equality : equal value, the norm
or standard : state or value of bills, shares, &c. when
they sell at exactly the price marked on them—i.e.

without //-^w/K/w or discount: equality of condition.—v.t. to fix an equality between.—Par of exchange,
the value of coin of one country expressed in that of
another.—Above par, at a premium, or at more than
the nominal value ; At par, at exactly the nominal
value ; BelOW par, at a discount, or at less than the

nominal value ; Nominal par, the value with which
a bill or share is marked, or by which it is known.
[L. par, equal.]

Par, par, //. Same as Parr.
Para, pa-ra', «. a coin of copper, silver, or mixed

metal in use in Turkey and Egypt, the 40th part of
a piastre, and worth about -^da. of a penny in

Turkey and f'sth in Egypt.
Parabaptlsm, par-a-bap'tizm, n. uncanonical baptism.
ParabasiS, pa-rab'a-sis, n. the chief of the choral parts

in ancient Greek comedy, usually an address from
the poet to the public. [Or., para, beside, basis—
bciittein, to walk.]

Parabema, par-a-bS'ma, n. in Byzantine ecclesiastical

architecture, the chapel of the prothesis or the

diaconicon, or sacristy, where divided by walls from
the bema or sanctuary :

—

pi. Parabe'mata.

—

adj.

Parabemat'ic.
Parablast, par'a-blast, «. the supplementary' or nutritive

yolk of a meroblastic egg or metovum^as distin-

fuished from the arfA/^/ai/, or formative yolk.

—

adj.

arablast'io. [Gr. para, beside, blastos, a germ.]
Parable, par'a-bl, «. a comparison : a fable or story

of something which might have happened, told to

illustrate some doctrine, or to make some duty clear :

(^.)an apologue, proverb (Ps. Ixxviii. 2, Hab. ii. 6).—v.t. to represent by a parable.

—

ailjs. Parabol'lO,
-al, like a parable or a parabola : expressed by a
parable : belonging to, or of the form of, a parabola.

—adv. Parabol'ically. [Gr. parabole—parabalUin,
to compare

—

para, beside, bailein, to throw.]
Parablepsis, par-a-blep'sis, «.faLse vision.—Also Par'a-

blepsy. [Gr.para, hes\Ae,blepsis—blepteiH, to see.]

Parabola, par-ab'o-la, «. (^om.) a curve or conic
section, formed by cutting a cone with a plane
parallel to its slope (for illustration, see CTone).

—

adjs. Parabol'io ; Parabol'iform.—«. Paraboloid,
the solid which would be generated by the rotation

of a parabola about its principal axis. [Gr. parabole ;
cf. Parable.]

Parabolanus, par-a-bS-U'nus, n. in the early Eastern
Church, a lay assistant to the clergy for waiting on
the sick. [Gr. parabolas, reckless.]

Parabole, par-ab'o-le, H. (rhet.) a parable, a com-
parison or similitude. [Gr. ; cf. Parable.]

Paracelsian, par-a-sel'si-an, adj. of or relating to the
famous Swiss philosopher and physician, Paracelsus
(1490-1541), or resembling his theories or practice.
The name was coined for himself by Theophrastus
Bombastus von Hohenheim, and apparently implied
a claim to be greater than Celsus.

Paracentesis, par-a-sen-te'sis, n. (surg.) the perfora-
tion of a cavity with a trocar, &c., tapping. [Gr.,

para, beside, kentein, to pierce.]
Paracentral, par-a-sen'tral, adj. situated next a
centrum.—irt>'. Paraoen'trlo, approaching to the
centre or receding from it.
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Parachordal mote ; mGte ; mOSn ; Men. Peiragraph

Parachordal, par-a-kOr'dal, adj. (Jnol.) lying along-
side the cranial part of the notochord. [Gr. para,
beside, chordi, a chord.]

Parachromatism, par-a-kr5'ma-tizm, H. colour-blind-

ness. tCJr. para, beside, chroma, colour.]

Parachronism, par-ak'ron-izm, n. an error in dating
an event by which it is made to appear later than it

really was. [Gr., para, beside, chronos, time.]

Parachrose, para-krOs, adj. (min.) changing colour

by exposure to weather. [Gr.
,
para, beside, chroa,

colour.]

Parachute, par'a-shoQt, m. an apparatus like an
umbrella for descendmg safely from a balloon.

—

v.t.

and r'.j. to descend by means of such.— «. Par'a-
Chutist. [Fr., forpar a. chute, from Yr. parer—L.
pardre, to prepare, chute, a fall—L. cadere.^

Paraclete, par'a-klet, n. the Comforter, Advocate, or
Intercessor of John, xiv. 16, 26, i John, ii. i, &c.
— the Holy Ghost or Spirit. —«j. Paraclet'i-oe,
Paraclet'l-con, an office-book in the Greek Church
containing the troparia of the whole ferial office

for the year. [Through L., from Gr. parakletos—
parakalein, para, beside, kaiein, to call.)

Paracme, pa-rak'me, «. (bioi.) the decadence of an
evolutionary series of organisms after reaching its

highest point of development. [Gr. para, beside,

akme, a point.]

Paracolpitis, par-a-kol-pl'tis, n. inflammation of the
outer coat of the vagina. [Gr. para, beside, kolpos,

the womb.]
Paracorolla, par-a-ke-rol'a, n. (bot.) a crown or

appendage of a corolla, usually as a nectary. [Gr.

para, beside, L. coroila.]

ParacrostiC, par-a-krOs'tik, «. a poem with the first

verse containing the initial letters of the others.
Paracusis, par-a-ku'sis, «. disordered hearing. [Gr.
para, beside, akoitsis, hearing,]

Paracyanogen, par-a-sI-an'O-jen, «. a substance ob-
tained by heating mercury cyanide almost to redness.

Paracyesis, par-a-sT-e'sis, K. extra-uterine pregnancy.
Paradactylum, par-a-dak'ti-lum, ». the side of a

bird's toe. [Gr. fara, beside, daktylos, a finger.]

Parade, par-ad', «. the orderly arrangement of troops
for exercise or inspection : a review of troops : the

place where such a display takes place : that which
IS displayed : great or splendid show of any kind : a
public walk or promenade.

—

z'.t. to show off: to

marshal in military order.

—

v.i. to march up and
dov^n as if for show : to pass in military order : to

march in procession. \'Yx.— '&^. parada^parar, to

halt

—

V,. pnrdre, -dtum, to prepare.]

Paradigm, par'a-dim, «. an example : model : (gram.)
an example of the inflection of a word.

—

adjs. Para-
digmat'lc, -al. consisting of, or resembling, para-

digms. — «. Paradigmat'iC, one who narrates the

lives of religious persons by way of examples.

—

adv.
Paradigmat'ically. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. paradeignta
—para, beside, deiknytuii, to show.]

Paradise, p.-ir'a-dTs, «. a park or pleasure-ground, esp.

in ancient Persia : the garden of Eden : heaven :

any place of great beauty or state of blissful delights

:

the happy abode of the righteous in heaven : (slang)

the upper gallery in a theatre : {archit.) a small
private apartment, a court in front of a chiu-ch.

—

adjs. Paradisa'lc, -al, Paradisiac, -al, pertaining
to. or resembling, paradise.—«. Par'adise-fish, a
Chinese species of Macropid often kept in aquaria
for its beauty of form and colouring.

—

adjs. Para-
dis'ial, Paradls'ian, pertaining to, suitable to, or
resembling par.idi-te : ParadiS'lO, -al, pertaining to

paradise.—Bird of Paradise, an Eastern bird closely
allied to the crow, with splendid plumage. [Fr.

paradis— L. parcuiisus— Gr. paradeisos, a park,
proh. Persian.]

Parados, par'a-dos, n. earthworks behind a fortified

place, protecting against a rear attack.

Psiradoz, par'a-doks, «. that which is contrary to

received opinion, or that which is apparently at»urd
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but really true.—«. Par'adoxer.—o^^i. Paradoz'io,
-al, of the nature of a paradox : inclined to para-
doxes, said of persons.

—

adv. Paradoxically.

—

Hs. Paradox'icalness ; Paradoz'ides, a genus of
trilobites ; ParadoxiSl ; Paradoxy, the quality of
being paradoxical. — Hydrostatic paradox (see

Hydrostatics). [Through Fr. and L., from Gr.
paradoxon—para, contrary to, doxa, an opinion.]

Paradoxure, par-a-dok'sur, «. a civet-like carnivore
of Southern Asia and ^ialaysia, the palm-cat of
India.

—

adj. ParadOXUrlne, having a paradoxical
or peculiarly curling tail.

Parassthesia, par-es-the'si-a, n. abnormal sensation.
\Gx^para, beyond, aisthisis, sensation.]

Paraflan, par'af-fin, «. a white, transparent, cr>'stalline

substance, obtained from shale, coal-tar, &c., much
used instead of wax, tallow, &c. in making candles
—so named as having little aflSnity^for an alkali

—

also Par'affine.

—

v.t. to coat or impregnate with
paraffin.

—

ns. Par'affin-oil, any of the mineral burn-
ing oils associated with the manufacture of paraffin ;

Par'aflSn-SOale, unrefined paraffin. [Fr.,

—

'L..parum,
little, affinis, allied.]

Paraffle, pa-raf '1, «. {Scot.) any pretentious display.

Pciragastrlc, par-a-gas'trik, adj. lying alongside the
gastric cavity : pertaining to the paragaster or the
cavity of the sac of a sponge.

Parage, par'aj, ». equality in law : a woman's portion
at marriage. [Par.]

Paragenesis, par-a-jen'e-sis, H. hybridism. — adjs.

Paragenet'ic ; Paragen'ic, originating with the

germ or at the genesis of an individual. [Gr. para,
beside, genesis, birth.]

Parageusia, par-a-gu'si-a, «. perverted sense of taste

—also Parageu'sis. —adj. Parageu'sic. [Gr. para,
beside, ge:csis, taste.]

Paraglenal, par-a-gle'nal, n. the coracoid of a fish

—

also adj. [Gr. para, beside, glene, a socket.]

Paraglobulin, par-a-glob'u-lin, «. a globulin found in

blood-serum, fibrino-plastin.—Also Paraglo bin.

Paraglossa, par-a-glos'a, «. one of the two appendages
of the liguia in insects.—<K^i. Paragloss ai ; Para-
glOSS'ate, provided with paraglossae. [Gr. para,
beside, gtossa, the tongue.]

Paragnathous, par-ag'na-thus, adj. having both man-
dibles of equal length.— «. Parag'nathlsm. [Gr.

para, hes\de, gnathos, the jaw.)

ParagOge, par-a-gO'jS, «. the addition of a letter or a
syllable to the end of a word, as amidst for amid,
generical iat generic— also called epithesis and
ecstasis, as opposed to prosthesis aoA apocope.—adjs.

ParagOg'iC, -al, forming a paragoge : relating to, or

of the nature of, paragoge : added on : additional.

—

ParagOgiC future, the cohortative tense in Hebrew
grammar—a lengthened form of the imperfect or

future tense, usually confined to the first person,

giving the sense of Met me' or 'let us.' [L.,—Gr.

irompara, beyond, agein, to lead.)

Paragon, pjir'a-gon, n. a pattern or model with which
comparisons are made : (Spens.) a companion or

a rival : something supremely excellent : a size of

printing-type intermediate between great-primer and
double pica, equal to 20 points in the newer system.
—7>.t. to compare : to bring into comparison with

:

(Shai.) to surpass. [O. Fr., from Sp. compound
prep, para con, in comparison with—L. pro, for, ad,

to, con = C7im, with.)

Paragram, par'.i-gram. «. a play upon words : a pun.
—«. Paragram'matist, a punster. [Gr. para, be-

s\Ae,gram»ia, something writtcn,,^<»/^/«, to write.]

Paragraph, par'a-graf, n. a distinct part of a discourse

or writing marked by n, or by being begun on a new
line, at more than the usual distance from the margin

:

a short passage, or a collection of sentences with
unitv of purpose.

—

v.t. to form into paragraphs.

—

HS. f'ar'agrapher, Par'agraphlst, one who writes
in paragraphs, esp. for newspapers.

—

adjt. Para-
graphic, -aX.—adv. Paragrapn'ically. flhe mark



ParaheUotropism fite, (5r ; m*, her ; mine

;

Paraphasia

^ is the rerersed initial of this word, which is,

through Fr. and Low L., from Gr. paragTaf>hn—
para, beside, graphein., to write.]

Parabeliotropisni, par-a-he-h-otVO-pizm, n. the diur-

nal iiecp oi plants.

—

aaj. Parah.ellotrop'lc. [Gr.

faro, '*-«f*>'. hiHot, the sun, :repein, to lvu-ii.j

Pankaet. See Paroquet.
Pazalfl^riS, par-a-lip SIS, n. (rhet.) a figure by which

one fixes attention on a subject by pretending to

neglect it, as, ' I will not speaic of his generosity, his

gentleness of disposjtioti, or his reverence for sacred

things." [Gr., from paraUipein, to leave on one

side—^i«r«, beside;, Uiptin, to leave.]

ParallpomeWk, par-a-fi-pom'e-na, n.fi. things passed

over, but giren in a supplement, specially the name
given in the Septuagint to the Fu^t and Second Books

of Chronicles, a recapitulation of Second Samuel

and the Books of Kings. [Laie L.,— Gr. ^raUi-
pemeua^-faraUipein., to pass over.]

Parallax, par'a4aks, n. an apparent change in the

position of an object caused by change of position

in the observer: (aitron.) the difference between
the apparent and real place of a star or other

celestial object. — adjt. ParalUc'ttC, -aL [Gr.

paraUaiix—para, b^ide, ailaaetn, to change

—

ailat, another.]

Parallel, par'al-lel, adj. side by side : (g^eam.) extended
in the same direction and equi-di^tant in all parts :

with the same direction or tendency : running in

aocordanoe with : resembling in ail essential pwints

:

Mice or sioMbr.

—

n. a line equi-distant firom another
at all points : a line drawn across a map or round a

tiohe at right angles to the axis, marlung latitude :

UEcaess: a comparison : counterpart: (//.) trenches,

iug parallel to the outline of a besieged fortress

to protect the besiegers {tnil.).— v.t. to place so as

to be parallel : to corre^KMid, or to malie to corre-

spond, to',1—^^. pai'alleling or par'allelling ; pa.p.

iiii^iMrlril or ftn'alleUed.—«. Paz^allellsm, state of

Mag panJM: raeafaiaiice : comparison : Ukeness
of fbna or Meaaia^, a* of two staiements, clauses,

or yeww, »4f. FuanaUrtiC, of the nature of, or

iavoirk^, ymnSk^rmm.—adv. Pafallelly.—Parallel
tan, a pair of bars securely fixed, 4 to 6 feet above
the grorad, and about i^ feet apart, used in gymnas-
tics to scKogtben the arms : Parallel forces, forces

whi-;h act in parallel lines, having a single resultant,

readily found by the method of moments : Parallu
motitni, a name given to any linkage by which
circular motion may be changed into straight-line

motion : Parallel rulers, a mathematical instrument
for drawing parallel lines. [Fr.,—L. paralUlus—
Gr. paraliilot—para, beside, aliilin, of ooe another—alios, another.]

ParaUaUl|iiped, par-al-lel-e-pfped, n. a regular solid,

the opposite sides and ends of which form three pairs
of equal paralieloenuiia.—Also ParaHaJaflgpedaB,
improperly PMT^eiopfped. Par 1 llntofl^eafln.
[L.,—Gr. paraUlUpiptd4yn—paraliilot, e^pedoH, a
plane surface

—

tpi, oa, pedom, the ground.]
Parallelogram, par-al-lel'S-^gram, ft. a plane four-

MitA figure, the opposite sides of which are parallel

aad equal.—afl^x. ParaUelogrammat ic, -al, Paial-
MO^am'miC, -aL [ Fr. ,— 1, —Gr. paraliilot, ode
by awle, gramtna, a \ine—graphetH, to write.]

ParalOgtan, par-al'd-jizm, n. reasoning beside the
point : a conclusion not following from the premises
—also Paral Ogy.—T'. >. Paral O^se, to reason falsely.

[Fr.,—L.,— Gr. paralogismos—para, beside, logis-

mm—logos, discourse.]

Faraljie, par'a-llz, v.t. to strike with paral^sb or
palsy: to make useless : to deaden the action of:
to exhaust.— «. Patal'JlU, a loss of the power of
aKXion, seasation, or faoction in any part of the

body: peky: leisofenergy : state of being crippled.—tulj. Panlyf16, of or pertaining to paralysi-. :

aflHcted with or inclined to paralysis.

—

n. one who
is a£Eected with paralysis. — 0«Daral paralysis,

dementia paralytica. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. paralyeiis,

parnlysfin—para, beside, lyein, loosen.]

Paramagnetic, par-a-mag-net'ik, adj. See under
Oiamagnetic.

Paramastoid, par-a-mas'toid, adj. situated near the
mastoid, paroccipitaL—x. a paramastoid process.

Paramatta, par-a-mat'a, n. a fabric hke merino made
of worsted and cotton. [From Paramatta in New
South Wales.]

Paramecium, par-a-me'si-um, n. an infusorian in pond
water or vegetable infusions—also Slipper A nttnal-

cule: — pi. Parame'Cla. [Gr. paramekes, long-

shap)ed, para, beside, mikos, length.]

Paramenia, par-a-me'm-a, n.pl. disordered menstrua-
tion. [Gr. para, beside, nun, a month.]

Paramere, par'a-mer, X. {bu>l.) a radiated part or
organ : either half of a bi-iateraliy symmetrical
animal— usually ^jj/im^rf.

—

adj. Paramer'ia [Gr.

para, beside, tntros, a part.]

Parameter, par-amc-ter, n. intern.) the constant

quantity which enters into the equation of a curve:
m conic sections, a third proportional to any dia-

meter and its conjugate diameter. [Gr. para, beside,

metroH, measure.]
Paramnesia, par-am-ne'si-a, n. false memory. [Gr.

para, beside, mim-neikeiH, to remind.]

Paramo, par'a-mO, n. a hue wind-swept elevated

plain. [Sp.]

Paramorpll, par'a-morf, n. (min.) a pseudomorph
formed by a change in molecular structure without

change of chemical composition. — adjs. Para-
morj^'ic, Paramorphous.— kj. Paramorph'ism,
Paramorpho sis. [Gr. para, beside, tnorpki, form.]

Paramount, par'a-mownt, adj. superior to all others

:

chief: of the highest order or importance—opp. to

Faravail.—ft. the chief: a superior.

—

adv- Paxa-
mountly. [O. Fr. par amont, par—L. pfep. per;

cf. Amount.]
Paramour, par'a-mSOr, n. a lover of either sex, now

usually in the illicit sense. [Fr. par amour, by or
with love

—

l^. per amorem.}
Paranema, par-a-nfma, n. (hot.) parapbysis.

—

eulj.

Paranemat'iC. [Gr. para, about, nema, a threacl.]

Parang, ^riLn^, n. a heavy Malay knife. [Malay.]
Parangon, pa-rang'gon, w. a jeweller's term for a gem

of remarkable excellence. [Fr.]

ParanOBa, par-a-nc'a, H. chronic mental derangement
—aiso Paranoia.

—

ns. Paranosac, Paranoi'ao.—
adj. ParanOBlC. [Gr. para, beside, noeiti, to

think.]

Parantbelion, par-an-thfli-on, K. a diffuse whitish

image of the sun, having the same altitude, at aa
angular distance of about iso"—due to rejection

from atmospheric ice-prisms. [Gr. para, beside,

anti, against, Helios, the sun.]

Paranucleus^ par-a-nOkle-us, «. (biol.) an accessory
nucleus in some protozoans.

—

adjs. Paranu'clVU',
Paranu'cleate.

—

n. Paranucle'olus, a mass of sub-

stance extruded from the nucletis, in pollen and
spore mother-cells before division.

Paranympb. par'a-nimf, n. a friend of the bridegroom
who escorted the bride on the way to her marriage :

a bride's-man : one who countenances and supports
another. [Gr. para, beside, nyntpki, a bride.]

Pazapsptona, par-a-pep'tOn, n. a proteid compound
foimeA in gastric digestion, acid albumen.

Pai^0t, para-pet, n. a rampart breast-high, to pro-
tect soldiers on a wall from the fire of an enemy : a
breast-high wall on a bridge, house-roof, a platform,

&c., to prevent persons from falling over.

—

€tdj.

Parapeted, having a parapet. [Fr.,—It. parapetto
— \i. parare, to adorn— L. pardre, to prepare. It.

petto— \^ pectus, the breast.)

Paraph, par'af, n. a mark or flourish under one's

signature.

—

v.t. to append a paraph to, to sign with
irjiliilv. [Paragraph.]

Paraphasia, par-a-fa'zi-a, M. a form of :<phHbia in

which one word is substituted for anoihci

.
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ParapbemaUa mCte : mate : mBOa ; ticn. Parcm

Paraphernalia, par-a-fer-oal'i-a, s./^ oniaiaents of
dress of any kind : trappings : that whidi a bride

brings over and above her dowry : the clothes,

jewels, &C. which a wife possesses beyond her dowry
m her own nght. [Late L. pmra^kema—Gr., from
/aru, beyond, fkente, a dowry

—

phtrtin, to bring.]

ParaphimOBia, par-a-fl-mO'sis, k, strangulation of the

g ians penis by constriction of the prepuce.
PaxapilOOia, par-a-fS oi-a, ic in Byzantine music, a

melodic progression by consonances (fourths and
fifths) : an abnormal condition of the voice : an
alteration of tne voice, as at puberty. [Gr. ^ra,
beside, pkoni, the voice.]

Paraphragm . par'a-fram, ». a kind of lateral dia-

phragm in Crustacea.

—

adj. Parapluag^mal. [Gr.

para, \x%iAc, pkrussein, to fence.]

Paraphrase, par'a-traz, n. a saying of the same thing

in other words, often more fiiliy and more dearly

:

an explanation of a passage : a loose or tree trans-

lation : iJScat.') one of a certain number of Scripture

passages turned into verse tor use in the service of

pru'T"

—

v^ to say the same thing in other words :

to (cnder more fiilly : to interpret or translate freely.

—vU. to make a paraphrase.

—

n. Paraphrast, one
who paraphrases.

—

adjs. Parapbrast iC, -al, of the

nature of a paraphrase : more clear and ample than
the original passage : free, loose, diffuse. — iijix\

Paraqpliraat ically. — Paraphrastic conjtigation,

ooe composed of the verb sum (am) wiih participial

forms of the verbs conjugated (ixniiiturus swk, &c.)i

(Fr.,—L. ,—Gr. parapkrusis—petra, beside, frosts,
a speaking—/'4''<t3<rx». to speak.]

Paraphyllum, par-a-nl'um, «. (&>^e.) a small foUaceous
organ between the leaves of some mosses. [Gr.
pitru, beside, pkyiLait, a leaf.]

ParaphysiS, pa-raf'i-$is. *. an erect sterile filament

accompanying the sexual organs of some crypto-

samous plants :

—

pi. Paraph y]ses.

Paraplegia, par-a-pleji-a, H. a form of spinal paraly^

sfc> in which volunt.iry motion and sensation are
interrupted below the level of the affected part of
the spinal cord, while reflex movements may be
preserved and certain forms even increased.

—

adjs.

ParapleCtic. Paraplegic [Gr. para, beside,

pesstiH. to strike.)

Parapleomm, par-a-plOS'ram. «. one of the pleura or

siern-»l side-pieces in a beetle, &C. — Also Para-
pleuron. [Gr. p<xra. beside, picurtm, side.]

Parapodium. i>ar a-pO'ui-um. «. one of the jointless

lateral appendages of an annelid :

—

pi. Parapo dla.

[Gr. para, ocside, p<rus, pi^Jas, a foot.]

PsirapophysiS, par-a-pofi-sis, j«. the inferior or an-
terior process on the side of a vertebra—the supenor
or p.istenor one being a diapopkjrsis.—Oiij. Para-
poph3rS'iaL [Gr. para, beside. ap»pkysts, an off-

sn x-t.]

ParapsiS. pa-rapsis, «•. ifnicm.') one of the two lateral

p.irts of Uie mesoscutum of the thorax.

—

»dj. Parap'-
Sldal. [Gr. piira, beside, kapsts, a loopi.]

ParapsiS. j>a-rap'sis, H. a disoruered sense of touch.

—

.\Iso Para phia. [Gr. pura, beside, kupsu, a touch-
in^-.]

Paraptaram, pa-rap'te-rum, n. (entimt.) the third

sclente of each pleuron, or lateral segment of each
thoracic somite—the first and second, the tpistenttan,

and the epim*rvn : m birds, the scapular and adjoin-

ing feathers of the wing. --o^^'. PskTap'toraL [Gr.
p»r», beside, ptrran, a wing.]

Paraoolto, par-a-keto, «. Same as Paroquet, Parra-

Pararctalla. par-arfc-ta'U-a, n- the northern temperate

Parart .ioo of

Parasan^. j... ..-^i.;.. .. .. ^ t. -,..., nn-u^uic ^^ length,

contaiiMng 30 stadia, equal to about 3^ miles. [Gr.
partamngis—Pers. /arsiotg. ]

Parascaaiiua, par-a-se ui-um, K. in the (jreek theatre.

ooe of the wings oo eitfaer side of the proscenium >—
pL Parasoe'nla. [Gr.]

FaiaaceVB, par'a-sev, K. the eve before the Jewsh
Sabbath when the preparations are made: sobk-
times applied to Good-Friday : (pes.) prepaiacao^

—

adj. Para8CQIias'ti& [Gr. paroikmi, ptepaijiion—para, beside, sktMt, equipment.]
Parascbamatic, lur-a-ske-mat'ik, adj. imitative. [Gr.
para^ beside, scktuta, a scheme.]

Parasaleme, par-a-se-le'ne, IC a Bock nooo, sees in
connection with a lunar rainbow (c£ PmraJifium) :

—

pL ParaseleiLB.—d^. Paraaaim'is. [Gr. pmra,
beside, seietti, the moon.]

Parasite, para-sIt, «. one who ii» qm %t^ another's
table : a hanger-on : a sycopiiant : (M.) a plant
growing upon and nourished by tke jwoes of
another : (av/.) an animal which iivcft oa toMChcr—its host.

—

Adjs. Parasitic -al, Ske a paiasite:
fawning ; acting as a sycoph.-int : living on odicr
plants or animals.

—

ndv. Parasit ically.

—

us. PaiB-
sit icalness ; Parasiticide, that which destroys
parasites ; Par'asitism ; Parasitol ogist ; Para-
SitOl'Ogy. [Fr.,—L. parasizus—Gr. parasiUs—
para, beside, sitos^ com.]

Parasol, par'a-sol, «. a small urnhn 11 « used by women
as a shade from the sai^—m-J. to shelter from tke
son. [Fr.,—Il /mrmwlt ^mmt, to keep off—L.
parin, M preiMRs, ml, aaju, Ac saa.]

Para^kaMUi,|Mcsit-si?aMd.«.a bow wbich ia some
Vertefanta nnderiies tbe luoe of the ^oH from the
basi-occipital to the presphenoidal region. — adj.
l)-ing under or alongside the spheaottL

ParasynthesiS, par-a-sin the-sis, m. the pcinciptr of
forming words by a combined process of <ferivation
and composition with a particle. — «^1 Paraaiy&-
thetia—K. Parasyn tbeton, a word so fecmed:—
ft Parasyn theta.

Parataxis, par-a-tak'sis, n. (gram.') the ammgement
of clauses or propositions without ooonectives. (Gr.]

Parathesis, pa-nth'e-sis, «. Cfvac.)
Otii>^) the setting side by side oCl"
lent grade m tbe mooosyllabtc oriselnting limiii^i \ :

(rhet.) a pmcathetic notice of something to ^ atter-

wards ezptmBed : in the Eastern Church, a prayer
of the bisiiop over converts or catechiuneas. [Gr.]

ParatoniC, par-.t-ioolk, adj. retardiag a piaM's
growth, [(jr. para, bciide, teuum, to sUetdLj

Paravail, par aval. adj. inferior: lowest, said of a
feudal tenant : of least acooont—opp. to Parmmammt.
[O. Fr. par tmtL, bdev—L. per-, dtrough, ad, toi,

valirm, a valley.]

ParaTaat, ParaTaut, pv'a-vant. mim. (i^rss.) in

front, first, befbrrfumd. [O. Fr. pa»mmutt—pmr,
through, avaxt, before—1_ a6, from, mt^a, befe(«.]

Parbaks, par'bak, vJ. to bake partially. [Fecmed on
analogy ofp^riti^]

Parboil, parV>il, v.t. to boil dightty or in part—as if

from /arf and iati.

Paibraak, par^brik, 9^. or vlL {Sptns.) to throw oat,

to vomit.—«. (Spent.) ^ramit. (Fr. /ar L. >ir.
through, and ^fvim.]

PartoOGKlO, par'bukl. a. a
a rope in the
middle to aid
in rolling casks
op or down an
iodine, or in

ftu'ling a sail

by rolling the
yards : a sb^
made by passing
both eaas of a
rope ihwwigb its

bi^t.— »./- to Parbuckle.

Parc^. ,i^ w^ ^pl ;b£ Fates.

pr.p. parbackbag: M^ pac'-
L. par, equal, and iaoWbJ



Parcel ftte, ftr ; mS, h*r ; mine

;

Paritor

Parcel, par'sel, n. a little part : a portion : a quantity,

as of single articles : a number forming a group or a

lot : a package.

—

v.t. to divide into portions :—/r./.

par'celling; />a.t. and /a./, par'celled.—«. Par'cel-

Dawd (SAai.), one partly a bawd.—adjs. Par'cel-

beard'ed ('/'(»».), partially bearded; Par'cel-gUt,

partially gilded.—«. Pafcel-oflTlce, a place where
parcels are received for despatch and delivery.

—

Parcels post, that department of the post-office

which taJces charge of the forwarding and delivery

of small parcels. [Fr. parcelle (It. particelia)—L..

particular dim. ofpars, partis, a part.]

Parcenary, par'se-na-ri, «. co-heirship.—«. Par'cener,

a co-heir.

Parch, parch, v.t. to bum slightly: to scorch.

—

v.i. to

be scorched : to become very dry.

—

adj. Parched,
scorched. —/i«/i'. Parch'edly. — ». Paroh'edness.
[M. E. parchen, either a variety of per{s)chen =
peris{c)hen, to kill, or horn perchen, to pierce.]

Parchment, parch'ment, n. the skin of a sheep or goat

prepared for writing on. —Parchment paper, or

vegetable parchment (see Paper).—Virgin parch-
ment, a fine kind of parchment made from the skins

of new-born lambs or kids. [Fr. parchemiii—V..
pergnmena {fkarta, paper)—from Gr. Pergamos.^

Pard, pard, «. (slang) a partner, mate.
Pard, pard, «. the panther : the leopard : in poetry,

any spotted animal.— «. Pard'ale (Spens.). [L.

parous—Gr. pare/as, the panther, the leopard.]

Pardleu, p^i'du, Pardi, Pardy, par'di, adv. (Speus.)

in truth : certainly. [Fr., by God—/«;—L. per,

through, by, Dieu—L. d^tts, God.]
Pardon, par'don, v.t. to forgive, said either of an

offender or of a crime : to pass by without punish-

ment or blame : to set free from punishment : to

let off without doing something.—«. forgiveness,

either of an offender or of his offence : remission

of a penalty or punishment : a warrant declaring

a pardon : a papal indulgence.

—

adj. Par'donable,
that may be pardoned : excusable.—». Par'donable-
ness.—adv. Par'donably.—». Par'doner, one who
pardons : formerly, one licensed to sell papal indul-

gences. —p.adj. Par'doning, disposed to pardon

:

forgiving : exercising the right or power to pardon :

conferring authority to grant pardon.—Pardon me,
excuse me—used in apology and to soften a con-

tradiction. [Fr. pardon>ier—\jO'M L. perdondre—
L. per, through, away, dondre, to give.]

Pardy, par'di, adv. A form oipardieu.
Pare, par, v.t. to cut or shave off : to trim, or to remove
by cutting : to diminish by littles.—«. Par'er, one
who, or that which, pares. [Fr. parer—L. parare,
to prepare.]

Paregoric, par-e-gor'ik, adj. soothing, lessening pain.
— «. a medicine that soothes pain : tincture of opium.
[L.,—Gr. parigorikos—paregorein, to exhort]

Pareil, par-el', «. an equal. [Fr.,—L. par, equal.]
Pareira, pa-ra'ra, «. a tonic diuretic drug derived from

various South and Central American plants. [Braz.)

Parella, pa-rel'la, n. acrustaceous lichenyielding archil,

cudbear, and litmu-s.—Also Parelle'. \Yx. pareUe.\
Parembole, pa-rem'bO-16, n. (t-fut.) an inserted phrase

modifying or explaining the thought of the .sentence

—closer to the context than a parenthesis. [Gr. ]

Parenchyma, pa-reng'ki-m5, «. the soft cellular tissue

of glandular and other organs, as the pith in plants

or the pulp in Umx%.—adjs. Parench'ymal, Paren-
chym'atous, Parencb'ymous. [Gr., para, beside,

engchein, to pour in.]

Parenesis, pa-ren'e-sis, «. persuasion.

—

adjs. Pare-
net'iC, -al, hortatory, [Gr. j>araittesis, exhortation,
para, beside, aituin, to praise.]

Parent, par'ent, «. one who begets or brings forth : a
father or a mother : one who, or that which, produces

:

an author: a cause.

—

n. Pai'entage, descent from
parents : birth : extraction : rank or character de-
rived from one's parents or ancestors : relation of
I>arents to their children.

—

adj. Parent'al, pertain-

ing to, or becoming, parents : affectionate : tender.

—

adv. Parent'ally.—«j. Par'enthood, state of being
a parent : duty or feelings of a parent ; Parent'iCldO,
one who kills a parent.

—

adj. Par'entless, without a
parent. [Fr., 'kinsman'—L. parens, for pariens,
•entis, pr.p. oi parere, to bring forth.]

Parenthesis, pa-ren'the-sis, «. a word, phrase, or
sentence put in or inserted in another which is

grammatically complete without it : (//.) the marks

( ) used to mark off a parenthesis :—pl. Paren'-
theses (-sez).

—

v.i. Parenth'esise.— «</;>. Paren-
thetic, -al, of the nature of a parenthesis : expressed
in a parenthesis : using parentheses.

—

adv. Paren-
thet'lcally. \GT.,—para, beside, en, in, thesis, a
placing

—

tithenai, to place.]

Parergon, pa-rer'gon, «. a by-work, any work sub-
sidiary to another. [Gr.,

—

para, beside, «r^(W/, work.]
Paresis, par'e-sis, n. a diminished activity of function

—a partial form of paralysis.

—

adj. Paret'iC. [Gr.,

parienai, to relax.]

Parfay, par-fa', interj. by or in faith. [Fr.]

Parfilage, par'fi-laj, ». the unravelling of woven fabrics,

to save gold or silver threads. [Fr.]

Parfleche, par-flesh', «. rawhide of buflalo-skin stripped

of hair and dried on a stretcher : a wallet, tent, &c.
of such material. [Canadian Fr.,—Ind.]

Pargasite, piir'ga-sTt, «. a dark -green crystallised

variety of amphibole or hornblende.
Parget, par'jet, n. {Spens.) the plaster of a wall : paint.

—v.t. to plaster : to paint.—«j. Par'geter ; Par'get-
ing, Parge'-work. [L. paries, panetis, a wall ; or
Low L. spargitare, to sprinkle—L. spargere.}

Parhelion, par-he'li-un, K. a bright light caused by
refraction of light through ice crystals floating in

the air, sometimes seen near the sun, and sometimes
opposite to the sun, when it is called antketion

:

—
//. Parhelia.—(7^>. Parhel'ic, Parheli'acal. [Gr.

para, beside, hilios, the sun.]
Pariah, par'i-a, «. a member of a caste in southern

India, lower than the four Brahminical castes: one
who has lost his caste : an outcast. [Tamil.]

Parian, pa'ri-an, adj. pertaining to or found in the
island of Paros, in the /Egean Sea.—«. an inhabitant
of Paros : a fine porcelain for statuettes, resembling
marble.—Parian marble, a fine marble found in

Paros, much used by the ancients for statues.

Paridigitate, par-i-dij'i-tat, adj. having an even
number of digits.

Parietal, pa-rl'et-al, adj. pertaining to a wall or walls :

{anat.) forming the sides : (bot.) growing from the
inner lining of an organ, and not from the axis, as
seeds in the ovary.

—

n. one of the bones of the skulL
[L. parietalis—paries, parietis, a wall.]

Paring, par'ing, «. act of trimming or cutting off : that
which is pared off: rind : the cutting off of the surface

of grass land for tillage.

Parlpinnate, par-i-pin'at, adj. (bot.) equally pinnate.
Parish, par'ish, n. a district under one pastor : an

ecclesiastical district having officers of its own and
supporting its own poor: the people of a parish.

—

adj. belonging or relating to a parish : employed or
supported by the parish.—«. Parish'ioner, one who
belongs to or is connected with a pari.sh : a member
of a parish church.—Parish OlerK, the clerk or re-

cording officer of a parish : the one who leads the
responses in the service of the Church of England

;

Parish priest, a priest who has charge of a parish ;

Parish register, a book in which the births, mar-
riages, and deaths of a parish are registered. [Fr.

paroisse— L. parcecia— Gr. paroikia—parotkos,
dwelling beside—/ar<x, beside, oikos, a dwelling.]

Parisian, par-i/i-an, adj. of or pertaining to Pans.—
n. a native or resident of Paris :—/em. Partsionnfl'.

—Paris doll, a small figure dressed in the latest

fashions, sent out by Paris modistes.
Parisyllablc, par-i-si-lab'ik, adj. having the same
number of syllables.

Paritor, par'i-tor, n. Same as Apparitor.
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Parity, par'i-ti, «. state of being equal in rank, posi-

tion, quality, &c. : resemblance : analogy. [Ft.

parite—L. paritas—par, equal.]

Park, park, n. an enclosed piece of land for a special
purpose, as for wild beasts : a grass field : a tract of
land surrounding a mansion : a piece of ground en-
closed for recreation : (mil.) a space in an encamp-
ment occupied by the artillery ; hence, a collection

of artillery, or stores in an encampment.

—

v.t. to

enclose : to bring together in a body, as artillery.

—

«. Parker, the keeper of a park. [A.S. pearroc,
prob. modified by Yx. parc.\

Parlance, par'lans, «. speaking: conversation: pecu-
liar manner of conversation.

—

tuij. and adv. Par-
lan'do, declamatory in style: in recitative.

—

v.i.

Parle (Skak.), to talk.—«. (Sluik.) talk, conver-

sation. — v.i. Parley, to speak with another: to

confer on some important point : to treat with
an enemy.

—

n. talk: a conference with an enemy
in war. [Fr. parUr—L. parabola—Gr. parabole,
a parable, word.]

Parliament, par'li-ment, n. a meeting for deliberation :

the supreme legislature of Great Britain, also of some
of her colonies : in France, down to the Revolution,
one of certain superior and final courts of judicature,
in which also the edicts of the king were registered

before becoming law.

—

adjs. Parliamenta'rlan, ad-
hering to the Parliament in opposition to Charles I.

;

Parliamentary, pertaining to parliament : enacted
or done by parliament : according to the rules and
practices of legislative bodies. — Parliamentary
agent, a person employed by private persons or

societies for drafting bills or managing business to

be brought before parliament ; Parliamentary
borough, a borough having the right of sending
a member or members to parliament ; Parlia-
mentary train, a train which, by act of parlia-

ment, runs both ways along a line of railway, at

least once each day, at the rate of one penny per
mile.—Act of parliament, a statute that has passed
through both the House of Commons and the House
of Lords, and received the formal royal assent. [Fr.

parlenient—parler, to speak.]
Parlour, par'lur, «. an ordinary family sitting-room : a
room for receiving guests in.—«. Par'loUT-board'er,
a pupil at a boarding-school who enjoys particular

privileges. [Vr., parloir—parler, to speak.]
Parlous, piir'lus, atij. perilous, venturesome, notable.

—a<iv. Par'lOUSly. [Perilous.^

Parmacety, par-mas-it'i, ft. (Shak.) a. corr. of sper-

iiiaceti.

Parmesan, par-me-zan', adj. pertaining to Partna.^
«. Parmesan cheese.

Parnassus, par-nas'us, n. a mountain in Greece,

i( sacred to Apollo and the Muses.^

—

adj. Pamass'ian.
I. —Grass of Parnassus, a plant with beautiful white

or yellowish flowers.

Parnellism, par'nel-izm, n. the plans and methods of
agitation used by Charles Stewart /'ar«f//( 1846-91)
for the purpose of promoting ' Home Rule ' for Ire-

land.—«. Par'nellite, one of the followers of C. S.

Parnell.

—

adj. of or pertaining to the nationalist

movement led by Parnell.

Paroccipital, par-ok-sip'i-tal, adj. situated near the
occiput.

Parochial, par-0'ki-al, adj. of or relating to a parish :

restricted or confined within narrow limits—of senti-

ments, tastes, &c.— 7'.^ Paro'chialise, to form into

parishes. — «. Pard'Cbialism, a system of local

government which makes the parish the unit—hence
provincialism, narrowness of view. — adv. Paro'-
ohially.—Parochial Board (in Scotland), the board
in each parish which relieves the poor. (L. parochi-
alls—parochia, a variant o(parcecia.}

Parody, par'o-di, «. an imitation of a poem in which
its words and ideas are so far changed as to produce
a ridiculous effect.

—

v.t. to turn into parody, to make
a parody of :—pa.p. par'odied.

—

adjs. Parod'ic, -al.

—n. Par'odist, one who writes a parody. [L.,—Gr.
parodia—para, beside, ode, an ode.]

Parole, par-Ol', «. word of mouth : {mil.) word of
honour (esp. by a prisoner of war, to fulfil certain
conditions) : the daily password in a camp or
garrison.

—

adj. given by word of mouth : oral

—

opp. to Documentary, as parole evidence. [Fr.,

—L. parabola, a parable, saying.]

Paronomasia, par-O-nO-ma'zhi-a, «. a rhetorical figure

in which words similar in sound but different in

meaning are set in opposition to each other : a play
upon words—also Paronom'asy.

—

adjs. Parono-
mas'tic, -al.

—

ns. Par'ons^e, Par'on3nn, a paro-
nymous word—opp. to Homonym.—adj. Paron'y-
moUS, formed by a slight change of word or name :

derived from the same root : having the same
sound, but different in spelling and meaning.—«.

Paron'jrmy, quality of being paronymous. [Gr.
para, beside, onotua, name.]

Paroquet, Parroquet, par'o-ket, «. a small long-tailed
tropical parrot.—Also Parr'akeet. [Fr. perroguet—
Pierrot, dim. o( Pierre, Peter.]

Parosmia, pa-ros'mi-a, K. a perversion of the sense of
smell. [Gr. para, beside, osme, smell.]

Parotid, par-ot'id, «. the largest of the three pairs
of salivary glands, situated immediately in front of
the ear — also Paro'tis.

—

adj. Parotic, auricular,
situated about the outer ear. — ?ts. Parotidi'tiS,
Parotitis, inflammation of the parotic gland. [L.,

— Gr. parStis, -idos—para, beside, ous, otos, ear.]

Paroxysm, par'oks-izm, «. a fit of acute pain occurring
at intervals : a fit of passion : any sudden violent

action.—<2<^>. Paroxysmal, Paroxys'mic, pertain-
ing to, or occurring in, paroxysms. (Fr.,—L.,—Gr.
paroxysnios—para, beyond, oxys, sharp.]

Paroxytone, par-ok'si-tOn, aiij. having the acute
accent on the last syllable but one.

—

n. a word with
an acute accent on the second last syllable.

—

v.U to
accent a word in this way.

Parquet, par-ket', «. the part of the floor of a theatre,
&c., behind the musicians' seats, but not under the
gallery : the pit or the whole
of the floor of a theatre:
parquetry. — «. Par'quet-
ry, woodwork inlaid with
figures, for floors. [Fr.

parquet, an inlaid floor,

dim. oi pare, an enclosure.]
Parr, par, «. a young salmon.
Parrakeet, par'a-ket, «.

Same as Paroquet.
Parrhesia, pa-re'si-a, n. bold-

ness of .speech. [Gr.]

Parricide, par'ri-sld, «. the
murder of one's own father
or mother : the murder of a parent : the murder of
any one to whom reverence is due.

—

adj. Parricld'al,
pertaining to, or committing, parricide. [Fr.,—L.
parricida (for patri-cida)—pater, patris, father,

ceedere, to slay.]

Parrot, par'rut, n. one ofa family of tropical birds, with
brilliant plumage and a hooked bill, remarkable for

their faculty of imitating the human voice : a mere
repeater of the words of others.

—

v.t. and v.i. to
repeat by rote.

—

ns. Par'rot-coal, a kind of coal
which crepitates while burning: Par'roter; Par'rot-
fish, a name applied to various fishes, from their

colours or the shape of their jaws ; Par'rotiy,
servile imitation. [Contr. of Fr. perroguet.]

Parry, par'i, v.t. to w.ird or keep off: to turn aside

:

to avoid :

—

pa.i. and pa.p. parr'ied.—«. a turning
aside of a blow or a thrust : a defensive movement
of any kind. [Fr. parer—L. pardre, to prepare,
in Low L. to keep off.]

Parse, pars, v.t. (gram.) to tell the parts of speech of
a sentence and the relations of the various words to

each other.—«. ParS'iOg. [L. pars (orationis), a
part of speech,J

Parquetry.
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Parsee, Parsl, par's?, «. one of the surviving rem-
nant of Zoroascrianism which took refuge in India

in the 7th century: a fire-worshipper. —«. Par"-
Seeism. [Pers. Fdrsi—Pdrs, Persia.]

Parsinxony, par'si-mun-i, «. sparingness in the spend-

ing of money : frugahty : niggardliness.

—

adj. Par-
Bimo'niOUS, sparing in the use of money : frugal

to excess : niggardly : covetous.

—

adv. Parsimo'-
nlously.—«. Parsimo niousness. [Fr.,—L. par-
sintonia, parcintonia—parcere, to spare.]

Parsley, pars'li, «. a bright-green herb, with finely

divided, strongly scented leaves, used in cookery.

[Fr. persii—L. petroselinunt—Gr. petroselinon—
petros, a rock, selinon, a kind of parsley.]

Parsnip, Parsnep, pars'nip, n. an edible plant with a
carrot-like root. [O. Fr. pastenaque—L. pastinacn
—pastinuni, a dibble.]

Parson, par'sn, n. the priest or incumbent of a parish :

a clergyman: one who is licensed to preach.

—

n.

Parsonage, the residence of the minister of a parish :

(prig.) ihe house, lands, tithes, &c. set apart for the

support of the minister of a parish.

—

adjs. Parson'ic,
Par Sonisb, p>ertaining to or like a parson. [O. Fr.

persoiu—L. persona, a person.]

Part, part, tt. something less than the whole : a
portion : a quantity or number making up with
others a larger quantity or number : a fraction : a
member or essential part of a whole : a proportional

quantity : one's share : interest : side or party :

action : character taken by an actor in a play : (math.)
a quantity which taken a certain number of times

will equ.'il a larger quantity : an exact divisor : (mtts.)

one of the melodies of a harmony : (//.) qualities :

talents.— f./. to divide: to make into parts: to put
or keep asunder.

—

v.i. to be separated : to be torn

asunder : to have a part or share.

—

adj. Part'ed
(ShaM.), endowed with parts or abilities : (hot.)

deeply cleft, as a leaf.—«. Part'er.—rt<^z'. Part ly,

in part : in some degree.—Part Of Speecb {gram.),
one of the various classes of words.—For my part,

as far as concerns me ; For the most part, com-
monly : In bad, or 111, part, unfavourably ; In good
part, favourably; Take part in, to share or to

assist in ; Take part with, to take one's side. [Fr.,

—L. /"ars, partis.]

Partake, par-tak', v.i, to take or have a part, either
absolutely, or with 0/ or in before the thing shared,
as food, &c. : to have something of the nature or
properties, &c. : to be admitted : (^Skai.) to make
common cause.

—

v.i. to have a part in: to share:
(Shak.) to communicate:

—

pr.p. partaTcing ; pa.t.

partook' ; pa.p. parta'ken.

—

ns. Parta'ker, one who
shares in along with others : a partner : an accom-
plice : Parta'king, a sharing : (jaw) a combination
m an evil design. [Part and take.]

Partan, par'tan, n.(Scot.)3L.sma\\ edible sea-crab. [Gael. ]

Parterre, par-ter*, «. an arrangement of flower-plots

with spaces of turf or gravel between for walks : the

pit of a theatre, esp. beneath the galleries. [Fr.,

—

L,. per terram, along the ground.]
Parthenogenesis, par-the-nO-jen'e-sis, n. reproduction

without renewed impregnation by a male, as in

aphids or plant-lice, &c.—also Parthenog'eny.

—

adjs. Parthenogenet'lc, Parthenog'enous. [Gr.

parthenos, a y\x%\x\, genesis, production.]

Parthenon, par'the-non, n. the temple of Athen€ Par-
tJunos, on the Acropolis at Athens. [Gr. Parthenon
—parthenos, a virgin.]

Parthian, par'thi-an, adj. of or belonging to Parthia,
in Persia.—A Parthian shot, a shot or blow given
while pretending to fly, a parting shot.

Partial, par'shal, adj'. relating to a part only : not
total or entire: inclined to favour one person or
party : having a preference : (bot.) subordinate.

—

v.t.

Par'tiallse (Shak.), to render partial.—«J. Partial-
ism, the doctrine of the Partialists : Par'tialist, one
who holds that the atonement of Christ was made
only for a part of mankind ; Partlal'itj, state or

quality of being partial : liking for one thing more
than for others.—<j<j'z'. Partially. [Fr.,—Low L.

partialis—L. pars, a part.]

Partible, par'ti-bl, adj. that may be parted : separable.
—«. Partibil'ity.

PartibUS, par'ti-bus, n. in Scots law, a note on the
margin of a summons, giving name and designation
of the pursuer.—In partibUS infidelitun, a phrase
applying formerly to bishops who were merely titular,

without regular jurisdiction, their function to assist

some other bishop or to act as delegates of the Pope
where no hierarchy had as yet been established.

Participate, par-tis'i-pat, v.i. to partake : to have a
share.—i/.^. to receive a part or share of.—«. PSr'ti-

ceps crim'inis, one who, although not present, helps
in any way the commission of a crime, or who after

the deed assists or hides the person who did it.

—

adjs.

PartiC'ipable, c.ipable of being participated in or
shared: Participant, participating: sharing.— «.

a partaker.—rtf/zj. Partic'ipantly. — «. Participa'-
tion.

—

otij. Participative, capable of participating.
—«. Participator, one who partakes with another:
a sharer. [L. participdre, -dtum—pars, part,

capere, to take.]

Participle, par'ti-si-pl, «. a word having the value of
an adjective but regularly formed from a verb.

—

adj.
Particip'ial, having the nature of a participle : formed
from a participle.

—

adv. Partlcip'ially. W,.,—par-
ticipiu/n—particeps—pars, a part, capere, to take.]

Particle, par'ti-kl, «. a little part : a very small por-
tion : (physics) the minutest part into which a body
can be divided : an atom : (gram.) an indeclinable
word, as a preposition, a conjunction, an interjection

:

a word that can only be used in composition, as loise

in sidea//i^; (R.C. Church) a crumb of consecrated
bread, also the ' smaller breads ' used in the com-
munion of the laity.

—

adj. PartiC'Ular, relating to a
part of anything : pertaining to a single person or
thing : individual : special : worthy of special atten-
tion : concerned with or marking things single or
distinct : exact : nice in taste : precise.

—

n. a distinct

or minute part : a single point : a single instance :

(//.) details.—«. Particularisa'tion.—y. t. Particu-
larise, to mention the particulars of: to enumerate
in detail : to give a special description of.

—

v.i. to
mention or attend to single things or minute details.—ns. Particularism, attention to one's own interest

or party : a particular or minute description : the
doctrine that salvation is offered only to particular
individuals, the elect, and not freely to the whole
race on condition of faith ; PartiC'Ularlst, one who
holds the doctrine of particularism.

—

adj. Particu-
laristic—«. Particularity, quality of being par-
ticular : minuteness of detail : a single act or case : a
single or a minute circumstance : something peculiar
or singular. — adv. Particularly, in an especial
manner : in a high degree : (H.) in det.iil.—«. Par-
tic'ulamess.— rt<//. Particulate, having the form of
a small particle.—In particular, specially, distinctly.

(Fr.,—L. particula, dim. olpars, partis, a part.]
Partim, part'im, adv. in part. [L.]
Parting, part'ing, adj. putting apart : separating

:

departing : given at parting.-«. the act of parting :

a division : a point or a line of division : the division
of the hair on the head in dressing it : (geol.) a divi-
sion of a mineral into layers : a snapping or breaking
under a great strain, as of a cable.—«. Pait'ing-CUp,
a drinking-cup with two handles on opposite sides.

Partisan, par'ti-zan, n. an adherent of a party or a
faction : one who is too strongly devoted to his own
party or sect to be able to understand or to judge
fairly of others.

—

adj. adhering to a party.—«. Par*-
tlsanship. [Fr. (U. partigiano),—L. partiri.]

Partisan, par'ti-zan, «. a kind of halberd or long-
handled weapon, common in the Middle Ages : a
soldier armed with such a weapon. [O. Fr. per-
tuisane, which is perh. from Old High Ger. partd,
a battle-axe, seen in halberd.]
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Partition, par-tish'un, h. act of parting or dividing :

state of being divided : separate part : that which
divides : a wall between apartments : the place

where separation is made.

—

v.t. to divide into shares

:

to divide into parts by walls.

—

adjs. Par'tite, divided
into parts : (,6oi.) parted nearly^ to the base ; Par'-
tltive, parting : dividing : distributive.—«. {gram.)
a word denoting a part or partition.

—

adv. Partl-
tively. [FT.,—L./artiiio—^ariIri, divide.]

Partlet, part'let, «. a ruff or band worn round the
neck or shoulders by women : a hen, from its habit

of ruffling the feathers round its neck. [Prob. O. Fr.

Pertelote, a woman's name.]
Partner, part'ner, n. a sharer : an associate : one
engaged with another in business : one who plays

on the same side in a game : one who dances with
another : a husband or wife.

—

zi.t. {Shak.) to join as a
partner.

—

ns. Part'nership, state of being a partner :

a contract between persons engaged in any business ;

Sleeping-partner, one who has money invested in

a business, but takes no part in its management.
Partridge, par'trij, «. a genus of gallinaceous birds

preserved for game.—«. Par'tridge-WOOd, a hard
variegated wood, from Brazil and the West Indies,

used in cabinet-work. [Fr. perdrix—L. perdix,
ferduis—Gr. peidix.}

Part-Singing, part'-sing-ing, n. act or practice of
singing different parts in harmony.

—

n. Part'-SOng,
a song sung in parts.

Parture, pan'ur, «. (S/>ens.) departure.
Parturient, par-tu'ri-ent, adj. bringing, or about to

bring, forth young : fruitful.—«. Parturi'tlon, act of
bringing forth.

—

adj. PartU'ritive. [L.partiirieiis,

entis, pr.p. olparturire—parert, to bring forth.]

Party, par'ti, n. a part of a greater number of persons

:

a faction : a company met for a particular purpose,
as a dinner party, a pleasure party, &c. : an
assembly ; one concerned in any affair : the person
or persons on either side in a law-suit : (colloq.) a
single individual spoken of: (mil.) a detachment
of soldiers.

—

adj'. belonging to a party and not to

the whole : consisting of different parties, parts, or

things : {her.) parted or divided. — a^ij's. Par'tl-

COat'ed, having on a coat of various colours ; Par'ti-

COroured, coloured differently at different p.irts.

—

ns. Par'tyism, devotion to party : Par'ty-ju'ry, a
jury half of natives and half of aliens ; Par'ty-man,
a member of a party : a partisan ; Par'ty-pol'itics,

politics viewed from a party stand-point, or arranged
to suit the views or interests of a party ; Par'ly-
spir'lt, the unreasonable spirit shown by a party-
man toward those who do not belong to his party.

—adj. Par'ty-splr'ited.—«j. Par'ty-ver'dlct, ajoint
verdict ; Party-wall, a wall between two adjoining
properties, built half on one and half on the other:
a wall separating one house from another. [O. Fr.

pattir—L. partlri, to divide—/<Trj, a part.]

Parure, pa-rur', «. a set of ornaments, &c. [Fr.)

Parvanimity, par-va-nim'i-li, n. littleness of mind.
Parvenu, par've-nO, n. an upstart : one newly risen

into notice or power.

—

adj. like a parvenu. [Fr.,

p.i.p. oi parz'enir—L. per-venire, to arrive at—per,
through, ventre, to come.]

Parvls, Paryise, par'vis, «. a porch, or an enclosed
space before a church : a room over a church porch
used as a store, or schoolroom, or as an ecclesiastic's

chamber. [O. Fr.,—Low 'L. paravisus, corr. of Gr.
paradeisos ; cf. Paradise.]

Pas, pa, «. a step, as in dancing or marching : a dance,
as in ' Pas seul ' = a dance by one person, ' Pas
deux'= a dance of two persons.—PaS d'armes, a
joust, a tilt, or a tourney.—Have the pas Of one, to

take precedence of him. [Fr.]

Pascta, pask, «. the Jewish Passover: Easter.

—

adj.
PaSCh'al. pertaining to the Passover, or to Easter.—?ts. Pasch'al-can'dle, a large candle blessed and
placed on the altar on the day before Easter

;

Pasob'al-flower (see Pasque) ; Pasoh'al-lamb, the
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lamb slain and eaten at the Jewish Passover ; Pascb'-
egg, an Easter-egg.—Pasoh Of the Cross, Good-
Friday ; Paschal controversy, a long dispute in the
early church about the proper time for celebrating
Easter. [A.S. pasclia— L.,— Gr.,— Heb. pesach,
the Passover^/^rtjacA, to pass over.]

Pascuage, pas'ku-aj, «. the grazing or pasturing of
QaXX\^.—adjs. PaS'CUal, PaS'CUOUS. [L. pascMUtn,
pasture

—

pascere, to feed.]

Pash, pash, v.t. {Shak.) to strike, to dash, to crush.

—

«. a blow. [Perh. imit.]

Pash, pash, «. {S/utk.) the head, the face.

Pasha, Pacha, pash'a, «. a title given to Turkish
officers who are governors of provinces or hold
high naval and military commands.

—

ns. Pash'aliO,
Pach'aliC, the jurisdiction of a pasha. [Turk.,

—

Pers. pdshd, pddshah.\
Pasigraphy, pa-sig'ra-fi, «. a system of language-signs

universally intelhgible.

—

adj's. Pasigraph'iC, -aL—«.

Pas'ilaly, universal speech. [Gr. pas, all, grapliein,
to write.]

Pastjue-flower, pask'-flow'er, n. one of several genera
of anemone, blooming about Easter—also Catnpaiia
and Dane-flower.

Pasquln, pas'kwin, n. a lampoon or satire — also
Pas'quil.

—

v.t. and v.t. to lampoon or satirise—also

Pasquil.—«j. Pas'quilant, Pas'quiler, Pasqulna'-
der, a lampooner ; Pasquinade', a lampoon.

—

v.t.

to lampoon. [Pasguino, a sarcastic tailor in Rome
in the 15th century, near whose house a mutilated
statue was dug up just after his death, on which
lampoons were posted.]

Pass, pas, v.i. to pace or walk onward : to move from
one place or state to another : to travel : to change :

to circulate : to be regarded : to go by : to go
unheeded or neglected : to elapse, as time : to be
finished : to move away : to disappear : {B.) to pass
away : to go through an examination or an in-

spection : to be approved : to meet with acceptance :

to happen : to fall, as by inheritance : to flow
through : to thrust, as with a sword : to run, as a
road.

—

v.t. to go by, over, beyond, through, &c. :

to spend : to omit : to disregard : to surpass : to

enact, or to be enacted by : to cause to move : to

.send : to transfer : to give forth : to cause to go
from one person or state to another : to approve

:

to undergo successfully : to give circulation to

:

{fencing) to thrust :—pa.p. passed and past.—«. a
way through which one passes : a narrow passage,
esp. over or through a range of mountains : a narrow
defile : a passport : state or condition : a written
permission to go out or in anywhere : a ticket

:

{fencing) a thrust : success in any examination or
other test, a certificate of having reached a certain

standard—without honours.

—

adj. Pass'able, that

may be passed, travelled over, or navigated : that

may bear inspection : that may be accepted or
allowed to pass : a little above the common :

tolerable.—«. Passableness.—aa'i'. Passably.—
tis. Pass'book, a book that passes between a trader

and his customer, in which credit purchases are
entered ; Pass' -check, a ticket of admission to a
place, or of readmission when one goes out intending
to return ; Pass'er, one who passes ; Pass'er-by, one
who passes by or near ; Pass'key, a key enabling
one to pass or enter a house : a key for opening
several locks. — adj. Pass'less, having no pass :

impassable.

—

ns. Pass'man, one who gams a degree
or pass without honours at a university ; Pass'port,
a warrant of protection and permission to travel

;

PaSE'VOrd {mil.), a private word by which a friend is

distinguishable from a stranger, enabling one to pass
or enter a camp, &c.—Pass muster, to go through
an inspection without fault being found ; PaSS On,
to impose fraudulently, to palm off ; Pass on, to go
forward : to proceed ; Pass on, or Upon, to come
upon, to happen to : to give judgment or sentence
upon : to practise artfully, to impos* upon, to palm
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off ; Pass over, or by, to go to the other side of : to

cross, to go past without visiting or halting : to

overlook, to disregard; Pass the time of day,
to exchange any ordinary greeting of civility ; Pass
throngb, to undergo, experience.—Bring 10 paSS,
to cause to happen : Come to pass, to happen.
[O. Fr. passer- It, passare—passus, a step.]

Passade, pa-sad', «. (Shak.) a push or thrust with a
sword : the motion of a horse turning backwards
or forwards on the same spot of ground.—Also
Passa'do.

Passage, pas'aj, «. act of passing : a moving from one
place or state to another : a journey, as in a ship :

course : time occupied in passing : means of passing

in or out : a way : entrance : enactment of a law

:

right of passing : price paid for passing or for being
conveyed between two places : occurrence, any inci-

dent or episode : a single clause or part of a book,
&c. : a modulation in music : (^.) a mountain-
pass : ford ol a river : (zoo/.) migratory habits.

—

v.i.

to cross : to walk sideways, of a horse.—Passage of
Arms, any feat of arms : a quarrel, esp. of words.

—

Bird of passage, a bird that passes from one climate
to another at the change of the seasons.

Passamezzo. See Passy-measure.
Passant, pas'ant, adj. {.her.) walking. [Fr.]

Passd, pas-sa', adj. past one's best, faded, past the
heyday of life : nearly out of dale :

—

Jem. Passde.
[Fr.

,
pa. p. ui passer, to pass.]

Passementerie, pas-men-te-re', «. trimming for dresses,
as beaded lace. [Fr.]

Passenger, pas'en-jer, «. one who passes : one who
"travels in some public conveyance.— Passenger
• lllgeon, a species of pigeon, a native of North
America, having a small head and short bill, a very
long, wedge-shaped tail, and long and pointed wings

;

Passenger train, a railway-train for the conveyance
of passengers. [O. Fr. passagier (Fr. passager),
with inserted «, as in messenger, nightingaU.}

Fasse-partont, pas'-par-toS', «. a means of passing
anywhere : a master-key : a kind of simple picture-

• frame, usually of pasteboard, within which the
^'picture is fixed by strips of paper pasted over the
' edges. [Fr., a 'master-key,' horn, passer, to pass,

par, over, tout, all.]

Passepled, pas'pya, «. a dance like the minuet, but
quicker. [Fr.]

Passeres, pas'e-rez, n.pl. the name given by Cuvier
to the order of birds otherwise called lusessores,

comprising more than half of all the birds.

—

adj.

Pass'erlne, relating to the Passeres, an order of
which the sparrow is the type. [L. passer, a
sparrow. ]

Passible, pas'i-bl, adj'. susceptible of suffering, or of
impressions from external agents.

—

ns. Passlbll'lty,
Pass'ibleneSS, the quality of being passible.

—

adv.

] Passlbly, in a passible manner. [L. passibilis—
- pat:, pnsius, to suffer.]

Passim, pas'im, adv. here and there. [L.]
Passimeter, pa-sim'e-ter, «. a pocket pedometer.
Passing, pas'ing, adj'. going by, through, or away

:

^'happening now: surpassing.

—

adv. exceedingly:
'=! very.

—

tts. Pass'ing-bell, a Dell tolled immediately
''after a person's death, originally to invite prayers
•i'for the soul passing into eternity; PaSS'lng-note
S {nttts.), a smaller note marking a tone introduced
between two others, to effect a smooth passage from
the one to the other, but forming no es.sential part
of the harmony.

Passion, pash'un, n. power of feeling pain or suf-

fering : strong feeling or agitation of mind, esp.

rage : ardent love : eager desire : state of the soul

when receiving an impression : suffering or passive
• condition, as opposed to Action: the sufferings,

^ esp. the death, of Christ : (//.) excited conditions
*'of mind.

—

ns. Passlflo'ra, a genus of climbing herbs
or shrubs, the passion-flowers ; Pass'lonal, PaSS'lon-
ary, a book containing accounts of the sufferings of
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saints and martyrs.—iT<i^.s. Pass'lonal, influenced by
passion ; Pass'lonate, moved by passion : showing
strong and warm feeling : easily moved to anger :

intense.—rtifr/. Passionately.—«. Pass'lonateness.—adj'. Pass'ioned, moved by passion : expressing
passion.—«j. Pass'ion-floWer, a flower so called

from a fancied resemblance to a crown of thorns,

the emblem of Christ's passion ; Pass'lonlst (R.C.),

one of a religious congregation devoted to the com-
memoration of the Passion of Christ by missions, &c.—adj'. Passionless, free from passion : not easily

excited to anger. — «. Pass'ion-mu'SiC, music to

which words describing the sufferings and death
of Christ are set.. — adj. Pass'ion-pale (Tenn.),

pale with passion.

—

us. PaSS'ion-play, a religious

drama representing the sufferings and death of
Christ ; Pass'ion-Sun'day, the fifth Sunday in Lent

;

Pass'ion-week, name commonly given in England
to Holy-week (as being the week of Christ's

passion) ; but, according to proper rubrical usage,
the week preceding Holy-week. [Fr.,—L. passio,
passionis—passus, pa. p. oipati, to suffer.]

Passive, pas'iv. adj. suffering, unresisting : not acting

:

{gram.) expressing the suffering of an action by the

subject of the vcrh.—adv. Pass'ively.—«.t. Pass'lve-

ness. Passivity, inactivity : patience : tendency of

a body to preserve a given state, either of motion or

of rest. [Fr.,

—

L,. passivits^pati, suffer.]

Passman. See Pass.
Passover, pas'5-ver, K. annual feast of the Jews, to

commemorate the destroying angel passing over the
houses of the Israelites when he slew the first-bom

of the Egyptians.

—

adj. pertaining to the Passover.
Passy-measure, pas'si-mezh'ur, ». (Shak.) an old

stately kind of dance, called also Passaviezzo. [It.

passamezzo—passare, to p^^s^passo—L. passtis, a
pace, mezzo— L. meditis, the middle.]

Past, past, Pa.p. of Pass.

—

adj. gone by: elapsed:
ended : now retired from service : in time already
passed.

—

prep, farther than: out of reach of: no
longer capable of.

—

adv. by.—The past, that which
has passed, esp. time.

Paste, past, «. a mass of anything made soft by
wetting : flour and water forming dough for pies,

&c. : a cement made of flour, water, &c. : a fine

kind of glass for making artificial gems.

—

v.t. to

fasten with paste.

—

n. Paste'board, a stiff board
made of sheets of paper pasted together, &c.

—

adj.

made of such, unsubstantial. [O. Fr. paste (Fr.

pAte)—Late L. pasta—Gr. paste, a mess of food

—

paitos, s3.\\.cA^passein, to sprinkle.]

Pastel, pas'tel, «. chalk mixed with other materials

and various colours for crayons, a drawing made
with such, also the art : woad.—«. Pas'tellst. [Fr.

pastel— It. pasteilo—'L. pastillus, a small loaf

—

pascere, pnstum, to feed.]

Pastern, pas'tfern, «. the part of a horse's foot from
the fetlock to the hoof, where the shackle is fastened.

[O. Fr. pasiiiton (Fr. piituron)—0. Fr. pasturt,
pa.slure, a tether for a horse.]

Pasteurism, pas-tir'izm, «. the method of inocula-

tion with the attenuated virus of certain diseases,

esp. hydrophobia, as introduced by Louis Pasteur
(1822-95).—«^'. Pasteur'ian.—«. Pastenrlsa'tlon,
a method of arresting the fermentation in beer, wine,
&c. by heating to at least 140° Y.—v.t. PasteUT'lse.

PastlClie, pas-tesh', «. a mixture of many parts of
different kinds, used of music, painting, &c. : a
work in literature or art in direct imitation of an-
other's style.—Also Pasticcio. [It. pasticcio.^

Pastil, pas'til. It. Same as PasteL
Pastille, pas-ter, «. a small cone of charcoal and

aromatic substances, burned either as incense, or
as a means of diffusing an agreeable odour: a
small aromatic confection : a paper tube containing
a firework which causes a small wheel to rotate in

burning : {ar() the same as /aj/<-/—also Pas'til.

—

n,

Pas'tlUage. [Tr.,—1,. pastillus, a small loaf]



Pastime mOte ; mute ; mOSn ; iAen, Paternoster

Pastime, pas'tim, «. that which serves to pass away
the time : amusement : recreation.

Pastor, pas'tur, «. one who h.is care of a flock : a
shepherd : a clergyman.

—

ai(/. Pas'toral, relating
to sliepherds or to shepherd life : rustic : of or per-
taining to the pa»tor of a church : addressed to the
clergy of a diocese by their bishop. — «. a poem
which describes the scenery and lile of the country:
a letter or an address by a pastor to his people, or
by a bishop to his clergy : {ntns.) a simple melody.
—«. Pas'toralism, pastoral character.

—

adv. Pas'-
torally.—«^. Pastorate, Pastorship, the office of
a pastor : the time during which one has been a
pastor : the whole body of pastors in one church
or district.—d^^'. Pas'torly, becoming a pastor.—

•

Pastoral address, or letter (see Pastoral, «.);
Pastoral charge, position of a pastor : the church,
&c., over which a pastor is placed : an address to a
newly ordained minister ; Pastoral epistles, those
in the New Test, to Timothy and Titus ; Pastoral
staff, a tall staff borne as an emblem of episcopal
authority, headed like a shepherd's crook, or having
a T-shaped head ; Pastoral theology, that part
of theology which treats of the duties of pastors

;

Pastoral work, the work of a pastor in visiting his
people. {Li., pascere, past!t)ri, to feed.]

Pastor, pas'tur, «. a beautiful bird allied to the
starlings, native to Western Asia.

Pastorale, pas-to-ra'le, «. a variety of opera or cantata
characterised by the idyllic or pastoral element : a
vocal or instrumental piece intended to suggest pas-
toral life : one of the simple traditional open-air
dramas still kept up among the Basques : one of the
figures of a (Quadrille.—Also Pastourelle'.

Pastry, pas'tn, «. articles made of paste or dough :

crust of pies, tarts, &c. : act or art of making articles

of paste.—«. Pas'trycook, one who cooks or sells

pastry. [Paste. ]

Pasture, past'ur, «. grass for grazing : ground covered
with grass for grazing.

—

v.i. to feed on pasture : to
supply with grass.

—

v.i. to feed on pasture : to graze.—adj. Past'iirahle, that can be pastured : fit for
pasture.—-«J. Past'urage, the busmess of feeding
or grazing cattle : pasture-land : grass for feeding

;

Past'ure-land, land appropriated to pasture.—«<//'.

Past'ureless, destitute of pasture. [O. Fr. pasture
{Ft. pdt»re)—L,. pastjira—pascere, pastinn, to feed.]

Pasty, pas'ti, adj. like paste.—«. a small pie of meat
and crust baked without a dish.

Pat, pat, «. a light, quick blow, as with the hand.

—

v.t.

to strike gently : to tap :

—

pr./>. pat'ting ; pa.t. and
pa.p. pat'ted.—Pat on the hack, to mark approval
by patting on the back, to patronise. [Imit.]

Pat, pat, n. a small, moulded lump of butter. [Celt.,

as Ir. pait, a lump.]
Pat, pat, adj'. fitly : at the right time or place.

—

adv.
Patly, fitly, conveniently.— «. Pat'ness, fitness,

appropriateness. [Pai, a light blow.)
Patagium, pat-a-jl'um, «. the wing-membrane of a

bat, &c. : the parachute of a flying .squirrel, &c. :

the fold of integument between the upper arm and
the forearm of a bird : one of the scales affixed to

the pronotum of lepidopterous insects—the tegula.
[L., 'a gold edging.']

Patamar, pat'a-mar, «. a vessel on the Bombay coast,
with arched keel, and great stem and stern rake.

Patavinity, pat-a-vin'i-ti, «. the style of Padua (L.
Patavium), esp. the diction of Livy, a native of
Patavium, hence provincialism generally.

Patch, pach, v.t. to mend by putting in a piece : to
repair clumsily : to make up of pieces : to make
hastily.

—

n. a piece sewed or put on to mend a
defect : anything like a patch : a small piece of
ground : a plot : (Shak.) a paltry fellow, a fool

—

properly a jester : {print.) an overlay to obtain a
stronger impression : a small piece of black silk, &c.,
stuck by ladies on the face, to bring out the com-
plexion by contrast—common in the t7th and i8th

centuries.— adj'. Patch'ahle.— ns. Patch'-box, a
fancy box for holding the patches worn on ihe face,
genera ly having a mirror inside ihe lid ; Patoh'er
one who patches ; Patch'ery {Shak.), bungling
work ; Patchwork, work formed of patches or
pieces sewed together : work patched up or clumsily
executed.

—

adj. Patch'y, covered with patches : in-

harmonious, incongruous.—Not a patch on, not fit

to be compared with. [Low Ger. patschen; prob.
conn, with piece.}

Patchocke, pach'ok, «. {Spots.) a clown. [Patch.\
Patchouli, pa-chOo'ii, «. a perfume got from the dried

branches of the patchouli shrub, 2-3 ft. high : the
plant itself.—Also PatohOUly. [Tamil, patchei,
gum, elei, a leaf.]

Pate, pat, n. the crown of the head : the head.—^^(7.
Pat'ed, having a pate. [Through O. Fr., from Ger.
flatte, a plate; cf. Low 'L. platta. tonsure.)

Pat^, pa-ta, «. pie : pasty.—P&t6 de foie gras, pasty
of fat goose liver : Strasburg pie. [Fr.]

PateUa, pa-tel'la, K. a little dish or vase : the knee-
pan : a genus of gasteropodous univalve molluscs

:

the limpet. — adjs. Patel'lar, pertaining to the
patella or knee-cap ; Patellate or Patelllllate

;

Patel'liform, of the form of a small dish or saucer.
[L., dim. oi patina, a pan.]

Paten, pai'en, «. the plate for the bread in the
Eucharist. [Fr.,—L. patina, a plate—Gr. patatti.}

Patent, pa'tent, or pat'ent, adj. lying open : con-
spicuous : public : protected by a patent : {hot.)

spreading: expanding.

—

n. an official document,
open, and having the Great Seal of the government
attached to it, conferring an exclusive right or privi-

lege, as a title of nobility, or the sole right for a term
of years to the proceeds of an invention : something
invented and protected by a patent.

—

v.t. Patent,
to gr.nnt or secure by patent.

—

adj'. Pa'tentable,
capable of being patented.—«j. Patentee', one who
holds a patent, or to whom a patent is granted—also
Pa'tenter; Pa'tent-leath'er, a kind of leather to

which a permanently polished surface is given byapro-
cess of japanning : Pa'tentor, one who grants or who
secures a patent ; Pa'tent-right, the exclusive right

reserved by letters-patent.

—

n.pi. Pa'tent-rolls, the

register of letters-patent issued in England.—Patent
medicine, a medicine sold under the authority of
letters-patent, any proprietary medicine generally on
which stamp-duty is paid ; Patent office, an office

for the granting of patents for inventions ; Patent
outside, or inside, a newspaper printed on the out-

side or inside only, sold to a publisher who fills the

other side with his own material, as local news, &c.
[Fr.,—L. patens, -entis, pr.p. ofpatere, to lie open.]

Patera, pat'e-ra, n. a round flat dish for receiving a
sacrificial libation among the Romans : {archit.) the
representation of such in bas-relief in friezes, &c.

—

often applied loosely to rosettes and other flat orna-

ments :—//. Pat'ersB {-x€).—adj. Pat'eriform. [L,,
—pntere, to lie open.]

Patercove, pat'er-kOv, n. Same as PatriCO.

Paterero, pat-e-ra'ro, «. :—//. Patere'roes (-riSz).

Same as Pederero.
Paterfamilias, pa-ter-fa-mil'i-as, «. the father or head

of a family or household :—//. Patresfamil'ias. [L.

pater, a father, familias, arch, form of /amiliie,

gen. oi/amilia, a household.]
Paternal, pa-ter'nal, adj. fatherly: showing the dis-

position of a father : derived from a father : here-

ditary.—«. Pater'nallsm.— (k/z/. Pater'nally.—».
Pater'nity, state of being a father : fatherhood :

the relation of a father to his children : origination

or authorship. [Fr. patemel—Low L. patemalis—
L. patemtts—pater {Or. pater), a father.]

Paternoster, pa'ter-nos-ter, or pat-er-nos't6r, n. the
Lord's Prayer : every eleventh bead in a R.C.
rosary, at which, in telling their beads, the Lord's
Prayer is repeated: the whole rosary: anything
made of objects strung together liko a tosary, esp.
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Path -I fate, far ; me, her ; mTne

;

Patronymic

a fishing-line with hooks at intervals : {archit.') an
ornament shaped like beads, used in astragals, &c.

[L. Pater nosier, ' Our Father,' the first two words
of the Lord's Prayer in Latin.]

Path, path, n. a way trodden out by the feet : track

:

road : course ofaction or conduct :—//. Paths (pa/Az).

— «. Patb'&nder, one who explores the route, a

pioneer.—fli/;'. Pathless, without a path : untrodden.

[A.S. path, path.; Ger. p/ad, Gr. patos, L. pons,

pontis, a bridge.]

Pathan, pa-than', n. an Afghan proper, one of Afghan
race settled in India.

Pathetic, -al, pa-thet'ik, -al, adj. showing passion :

affecting the tender emotions : causing pity, grief,

or sorrow: touching: (awa/.) trochlear.—o^'. Pathe-
mat'iO, pertaining to emotion.

—

adv. Pathetically.
—ns. Pathet'lcalneSS ; Path'etism, animal mag-
netism : Path'etiSt, one who practises this.—The
pathetic, the style or manner fitted to excite

emotioa [Gx. pathitikos, subject to suffering.]

PathlC, path'ik, adj. pertaining to disease. — ns.

Pathogen'esis, Pathog'eny, mode of production
or development of disease.— rt^'.r. Pathogenetic,
Pathogenic, PathOg'enous, producing disease.

Pathognomonic, pa-thog-nO-mon'ik, adj'. characteristic

of a disease.^;:. Pathog'nomy. [Gr. pathos, suffer-

ina, f'Smdn, a judge.]
Pathology, pa-thol'o-ji, «. science of the nature,

causes, and remedies of diseases : the whole of the

morbid conditions in a disease.

—

adj's. Patholog'ic,
•al.—adv. Pathologically.—>«. Pathol'ogist, one
versed in pathology ; Pathopho'bia, morbid dread of
disease. [Fr.,

—

Gr.pathos, suffering, iogos, discourse.]

Pathos, pa'thos, «. that in anything (as a word, a
look, &c.) which touches the feelings or raises the

,j tender emotions : the expression of deep feeling.

—

n,

,' Pathom'etry, the distinction of suffering into dif-

ferent kinds. [Gr., from patliein, 2 aorist oApaschein,
to suffer, feel.]

Pathway, path'wa, n. a path or way : a footpath

:

course of action.

Patibnlary, pa-tib'u-Ia-ri, adj. of or pertaining to a
gibbet or gallows. [L. patibulum, a gibbet.]

Patience, pa'shens, «. quality of being patient or able

J; calmly to endure : (6'Art^.) permission : a card-game,
y same as Solitaire (q.v.).

—

adj. Pa'tient, sustaining

I. pain, &c., without repining : not easily provoked :

9 not in a hurry : persevering : expecting with calm-
i<ness: long-suffering.

—

n. one who bears or suffers:

a person under medical treatment.

—

adv. Pa'tiently.
[ Fr. ,—L. fatentia—patiens—pati, to bear. ]

Patin, Patlne, pat'in, «. Same as Paten.
Patina, pat'i-na, «. a bowl, pan, patella : the encrusta-

tion which age gives to works of art : the peculiar
varnish-like rust which covers ancient bronzes and
medals.—rt<^'. Patlnated.—«. Patina'tion. [It.,—
L. patina, a dish, a kind of cake.]

Patio, pat'i-0, «. a courtyard connected with a house.
[Sp.,— L. spatinm, a space.]

Pj<tly, Patnesa. See Pat (3).

Patois, pat'waw, «. a vulgar or provincial dialect.
[Fr., orig. patrols— V,. pairiensis, indigenous—
patria, one's native country.]

Patonce, pa-tons', «. (Jter.") a cross whose four arms
expand in curves from the centre, with floriated ends.
— adj. Patonc^e. [Fr.,—L. patere, to expand.]

Patres OOnscripti, pa'tres kon-skrip'tT, n.pl. conscript
- fathers: the senators of ancient Rome. [h. patres,
.. pi. of pater, a father, conscripti, pi. of conscriptus,
• eonscribere, to enrol.]
Patrial, pa'tri-al, adj. designating a race or nation.

—

«. a noun derived from the name of a country.
Patria potestas, pa'tri-a pO-tes'tas, n. a father's con-

trol over his family, in ancient Rome, which was
almost unlimited. [L.]

Patriarch, pa'tri-ark, «. one who governs his family
by paternal right : {B.) one of the early heads of
families from Adam downwards to Abraham, Jacob,

and his sons : in Eastern churches, a dignitary superior

to an archbishop.—rt(^>. Patriarchal, Patriarch'lo,

belonging or subject to a patriarch : like a patriarch

:

of the nature of a patriarch.

—

ns. Pa'trlarchalism,
the condition of tribal government by a patriarch

;

Pa'triarchate, the ofiice or jurisdiction of a patri-

arch or church dignitary : the residence of a patri-

arch ; Pa'triarchism, government by a patriarch

;

Pa'triarchy, a community of related families under
the authonty of a patriarch. [O. Fr.,—L.,— Gr.
pairiarches—pater, (ather, arche, beginning.]

Patrician, pa-trish'an, >i. a nobleman in ancient Rome,
being a descendant of one of the fathers or first Roman
senators : a nobleman.

—

adj. pertaining to the ancient
senators of Rome or to their descendants : of noble
birth.

—

n. Patriciate, the position or duties of a
patrician: the patrician order, [h. patricius—pater,
patris, a father.]

Patricide, pat'ri-sld, n. the murder or the murderer of
one's own father.— adj. Patricidal, relating to patri-

cide or the murder of a father, [h. patricida—pater,
patris, father, cadere, to kill.]

Patrice, pat'ri-kO, «. {slang) a gipsy or beggars' hedge-
priest. —Also Pat'ercove.

Patrimony, pat'ri-mun-i, «. a right or estate inherited
from a father or from one's ancestors : a church estate
or revenue.

—

adj. Patrimo'nial, pertaining to a patri-

mony : inherited from ancestors.

—

adv. Patrimo'-
nially. [Fr. patrlmolne— L. patritnoniutn, a
paternal estate

—

pater, patris, a father.]

Patriot, pa'tri-ot, or pat'-, «. one who truly loves and
serves his fatherland.

—

adj. devoted to one's country.—adj. Patriot ic, like a patriot : actuated by a love

of one's country : directed to_ the public welfare.

—

adv. Patriotically. — >*. Patriotism, quality of
being patriotic : love of one's country. [Fr.,—Low
L.,

—

Gr. patriotes—patrlos—pater, a father.]

Patripassian, pii-tri-pas'i-an, n. a member of one of
the earliest classes of anti-Trinitarian sectaries (2d
century), who denied the distinction of three persons
in one God, maintaining that the sufferings of the
Son could be predicated of the Father. [L. pater,
father, pati, passus, to suffer.]

Patristic, -al, pa-tris'tik, -al, adj. pertaining to the
fathers of the Christian Church.—«x. Pa'trist, one
versed in patristics ; PatriS'ticism, mode of thought,
&c., of the fathers.—«.//. Patris'tlCS, the knowledge
of the fathers as a subject of study—sometimes Pa-
trol'Ogy. [Fr., coined irom'L.pater, patris, a.iaxhtir.]

Patrol, pa-trOl', v.l. to go the rounds in a camp or
garrison : to watch and protect.

—

v.t, to pass round
as a sentry:—/?-./, patrolling; pa.t. and pa.p.
patrolled'.—«. the marching round of a guard in
the night :_ the guard or men who make a patrol :

(also Patrol'man) a policeman who walks about a
certain beat for a specified time, such policemen
collectively. [O. Fr. patrottllle, a patrol, patroulller,
to march in the mud, through a form patouiller, from
pate {mod. patte), the paw or foot of a beast, ofTeut.
origin, cf. Ger. patsclie, little hand.]

Patron, pa'trun, «. a protector : one who counten-
ances or encourages : one who has the right to
appoint to any office, esp. to a living in the church :

a guardian saint -.—fem. Pa'troness.- sv./. to treat

as a patron.—». Pa'tronage, the support given by
a patron : gu.ardianship of saints : the right of
bestowing offices, privileges, or church benefices.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to support.—adj. Pa'tronal.—«. Pa-
tronlsa'tion.—z;./. Pa'tronise, to act as a patron
toward : to give countenance or encouragement to :

to assume the air of a patron towards.—«. Pa'tron-
liw. — adj. Patronising.-<i</z/. Pa'tronisingly.
—adj. Pa'tronless. [Fr.,—L. patronus—pater,
patris, a father.]

Patronjrmic, -al, pat-rO-nim'ik, -al, adj. derived from
the name ofa father or an ancestor.

—

n. Patronym'lO,
a name taken from one's father or ancestor. [Gr.
patir, a father, onoma, a name.]
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Patroon miJte ; mOte ; mCBn ; //tea. P«5r

Patroon, pa-tr50n', «. one who received a grant of land
under the old Dutch governments of New York and
New Jersey.—». Patroon'shlp. [ Dut. ; cf. Patron. ]

Patte, pat, ». a narrow band keeping a belt or sash
in its place. [Fr.]

Patt6, Patt^, pa-ta', adj. (ifr.) spreading toward the
extremity. [O. Fr. patte, a paw.]

Patten, pat'en, n. a wooden sole with an iron ring,

worn under the shoe to keep it from the wet : the
iron hoop attached to the boot in cases of hip-joint

disease : the base of a pillar.

—

v.i. to go about on
pattens.

—

adj. Patt'ened, provided with pattens.

[O. Fr. patin, clog

—

patte.\
Patter, pat'er, v.i. to pat or strike often, as hailstones

:

to make the sound of short quick steps :—pr.p. patt'er-

ing ; pa.t. anApa.p. patt'ered. [A freq. oipai.]
Patter, pat'er, v.i. to repeat the Lord's Prayer : to

pray : to repeat over and over again indistinctly, to

mumble.

—

v.i. to repeat hurriedly, to mutter.—«.

glib talk, chatter : the cant ofa class.

—

ns. Patt'erer,
one who sells articles on the street by speechifying ;

Patt'er-song, a comic song in which a great many
words are sung or spoken very rapidly.—Patter
flasb, to talk the jargon of thieves, [/"a/^r-noster. ]

Pattern, pat'em, «. a person or thing to be copied :

a model : an example : style of ornamental work :

anything to serve as a guide in forming objects

:

the distribution of shot in a target at which a gun
is fired.

—

ns. Patt'em-book, a book containing
designs of lace, &c., or in which patterns of cloth,

&C. , are pasted ; Patt'em-bOX, in weaving, a box
at each side of a loom containing the various shuttles
that may be used ; Patt'em-card, a piece of card-
board on which specimens of cloth are fixed

;

Patt'em-mak'er, one who makes the patterns for

moulders in foundry - work ; Patt'em - shop, the
place in which patterns for a factory are prepared ;

Patt'em-Wheel, the count-wheel in a clock move-
ment. [Yr. patron, a protector, pattern.]

Pattle, pat'l, n. a paddle.
Patty, pat'i, «. a little pie :—//. Patt'ies.—«. Patt'y-
pan, a pan in which to bake these. [Fr. pati.\

Patulous, pat'u-lus, adj. spreading.
Paucity, paw'sit-i, «. fewness : smallness of number or

quantity. [Fr.,—L. paucitas—paucus, few.]

Paul. Same as Pawl.
Pauldron, pawl'dron, «. a separable shoulder-plate in

medieval armour. [O. Fr. espalUron—espalle, the
shoulder.]

PauUcian, paw-lish'an, «. a member of a Dualistic
Eastern sect, founded about 660, professing peculiar
reverence for Paul and his writings.

Pauline, paw'lln, adj. of or belonging to the Apostle
Paul.—ns. Paul'inism, the teaching or theology of
Paul ; Paul'lnist, a follower of Paul.

Paulo-post-fUture, paw'l5-post-fu'tur, adj. and «. the
future perfect tense in grammar.

Paunob, pawnsh, or pansh, n. the belly : the first and
largest stomach of a ruminant.

—

v.t. to eviscerate.

—

adj. Paunoh'y, big-bellied. [O. Fr. panche (Fr.
panse)—L. pantex, panticis.\

Pauper, paw'per, «. a very poor or destitute person :

one supported by charity or by some public provision :

—fern. Pau'peress.—?/. Pauperisa'tlon.—zr.^. Pau-
perise, to reduce to pauperism. — n. Pau'perism,
state of being a pauper. [L.]

Pause, pawz, «. a ceasing : a temporary stop : cessa-

tion caused by doubt : suspense : a mark for suspend-
ing the voice : (»«»«•.) a mark showing continuance of
a note or rest.

—

v.i. to make a pause.

—

adjs. Paus'al

;

Pause'less.—<k/w. Pause'lessly.—«. Paus'er, one
who pauses or deliberates.

—

adv. PaUS'ingly, with
pauses: by breaks : deliberately. [Fr.,

—

L.pausa—
Gr. pausis, from pauein, to cause to cease.]

Pavan, pav'an, n, (SAai.)3is\o-w dance, much practised
in Spain : music for this dance.—Also Pav'en, Pav'in.
[Fr.,—Sp. pavana, pavon—L. pavo, peacock ; or

It., fat Padovana, pertaining to Padua-I

Pave, pav, v.t. to lay down stone, &c., to form a level

surface for walking on : to prepare, as a way or
passage : to make easy and smooth in any way.

—

ns. Pa'vage, Pa'Viage, money paid towards paving
streets.—a^'. Paved—alsoPa'ven.

—

ns. Pave'ment,
a paved road, floor, or side-walk, or thatwith which
it IS paved ; Paver, Pa'vler, Pa'vior, Pa'viour, one
who lays pavements ; Pa'ving, the act of laying
pavement : pavement.—arf/. employed or spent for

paving.—Pave the way, to prepare the way for.

[Fr. paver—\j. pavire, to beat hard; cog. with Gr.
paiein, to beat. ]

Pavid, pav'id, adj. timid. [L. pavidus.}
Pavilion, pa-vil'yun, «. a tent : an ornamental build-

ing often turreted or domed : (mil.) a tent raised on
posts : a canopy or covering : the outer ear : a flag
or ensign carried at the gaff of the mizzenmast.

—

V. t. to furnish with pavilions : to shelter, as with a
tent.—«. Pavll'ion-roof, a roof sloping equally on all

sides. ["Fr. pavilion— 1.. papilio, a butterfly, a tent.]

Pavise, pav'is, «. a shield for the whole body. [Fr.,

—Low L. pavensis, prob. from Pavia in Italy.]

Pavon, pav'on, «. a small triangular flag attached to a
lance. [L. pavo, a peacock.]

Pavonine, pav'o-nin, adj. pertaining to the peacock :

resembling the tail of a peacock or made of its

feathers : iridescent—also Pavo'nian.—«. Pavone'
{Spens.), the peacock. [L. pavoninus — pavo,
panottis, a peacock.]

Paw, paw, n. the foot of a beast of prey having claws :

the hand, used in contempt.— f./. to draw the fore-

foot along the ground like a horse.

—

v.t. to scrape
with the forefoot : to handle with the paws : to

handle roughly : to flatter.

—

adj. Pawed, having
paws : broad-footed. [O. Fr. poe, powe, prob. Teut.

;

cf. Dut. pool, Ger. p/ote. Perh. related to O. Fr. pate
(cf. Patrol). But perh. Celt., as \V. pawen, a paw.]

Pawky, pawk'i, adj. (Scot.) slyj arch, shrewd.
Pawl, pawl, «. a short bar lymg against a toothed
wheel to prevent a windlass, &c. , from running back :

a catch or click.

—

v.t. to stop by means of a pawl.
[W. pawl, a stake, conn, with L. palus, a stake.]

Pawn, pawn, «. something given as security for the
repayment of money or the performance of a promise

:

state of being pledged.

—

v.t. to give in pledge.

—

ns.

Pawn'broker, a broker who lends money on pawns
or pledges ; Pawn'broking, the business of a pawn-
broker ; Pawnee', one who takes anything in pawn ;

Pawn'er, one who gives a pawn or pledge as security

for money borrowed ; Pawn'shop, a shop of a pawn-
broker; Pawn'ticket, a ticket marked with the name
of the article, the amount advanced, &c., delivered to

the person who has pawned anything.—At pawn,
pledged, laid away. [O. Fr. pan, prob. from L.
pannui, a cloth.]

Pawn, pawn, n. a common piece in chess. [O. Fr.

paon, a foot-soldier—Low L. pedo, pedonis, a foot-

soldier—L. pes, pedis, the foot.]

Pawn, pawn, «. a gallery.

Pawnee, paw'ne, «. one of a tribe of Indians in North
America.

—

adj. belonging to this tribe.

Pax, paks, «. the kiss of peace (Rom. xvL 16) : a
plaque or tablet used in giving the kiss of peace
when the mass is celebrated_ by a high dignitary

—

a crucifix, a tablet with the image of Christ on the

cross upon it, or a reliquary. — PaX VObiS, Pax
VObiSCUm, peace (be) with you. [L.J

Paxwax, paks'waks, «. the strong tendon in the neck
of animals. [Ong./ax-tvax—X.S. /eajc,/ex, hair,

weaxan, to grow.]
Pay, pa, v.t. to satisfy or set at rest : to discharge, as

a debt or a duty : to requite with what is deserved :

to reward : to punish : to give, render.

—

v.i. to re-

compense : to be worth one's trouble : to be profit-

able :^pa.t. a.nd pa.p. paid.—«. that which satisfies:

money given for service : salary, wages.

—

adj. Pay*-
able, that may be paid : that ought to be paid : due.—ns. Pay'-biU, a statement of moneys to be paid, to



Pay ^e, far ; ma, b6r ; mine ; Pear

workmen, soWier^, &c. : Pay'-Clerk, a clerk who
pays wages ; Pay-day, a regular day for payment,
asof wages ; Pay'-dirt, •graT'el, gravel or sand con-
tainingenough gold to be worth working ; Payee', one
to wbom money is paid ; Payer ; Pay-list, -roll, a
list of persons entitled to pay, with the amounts
due to each : Pay'master, the master who pa>-s : an
officer in the army or navy whose duty it is to pay
soldiers, &c. ; Pay'msnt, the act of paying : the
discharge of a debt by money or its equivalent in

value : that which is paid : recompense : reward :

pimishment ; Pay'-offloe, the place where payments
are made : Full'-pay, the whole amount of wages,
&C., without deductions ; Half'-pay (see Half).—Pay
down, to pay in cash on the spot; Pay for, to make
amends for : to bear the expense of; Pay o&^ to dis-

charge : to take revenge upon : to requite : (naut.)

to (all away to leeward : f^ay OUt, to cause to run
out, as rope ; Pay round, to turn the ship's heai

;

Pay the piper, to have all expenses to pay.—In the
pay of, hired by. [Fr. ^yei—L. padre, to ap-
pease ; cf. pcLx, peace.]

Pay, p2, v.t. {naut., and in the proverb ' the devil to

pay') to smear with tar, pitch, &c. [Perh. through
O. Fr. p€ier (Sp. empegar) from L. picdre, to

pitch.]

Payne, p2n, v.i, (JSpent.) to take pains, exert one's self.

Paynlm, Painim, pa'nim, n. a pagan : a heathen.
[O. Fr. paienistm, paganism— L. paganismut—
pagoHux, a pagan.]

Paynlse, pS'nIx, v.t. to harden and preserve, as wood,
1^ successive injections of solutions of calcium or
barium sulphide followed by calcium sulphate.
\Payne, inventor of the process.]

Paysage, pa'ssj, n. a landscape. — n, Pay'sagist, a
landscape-painter. [Fr.]

Payse, paz, v.i. (S^etts.) to poise, to balance.
Pea, pe, n. a climbing annual herb of the bean family,
whose seeds are nutritious :—//. Peas, a definite

number : Pease, a quantity not numbered. — ns.

Psa'-ri'fle, a rifle throwing a very small bullet

;

PouTood, Psase'OOd, the pod or pericarp of the pea

:

PsaT-tkoOfV, a small metal tube for blowing peas
throogh ; Pea'-stone, pisolite.—Egyptian pea, the
diidcpea : Frendl psa, the common garden pea :

O^) canned peas made up in France ; Split pisas,

peas rtripped of their membraneous covering in a
mill, used for making pea-soup, or ground into meal

;

Sweet pea, a climbing annual with large and
firagiant flowers. (M. E. Pese, pi. peten and petes—
A.S. pita, pL pita*—L. pitutu, Gr. pis^ni.]

Pea, p6, «. a pea-fowl. See Peaoock.
Peaoe, p£s, n. a state of quiet : freedom from disturb-
ance : freedom from war : friendliness : calm : rest

:

harmony: silence.

—

interj. silence: be silent: hist I—adj. Faaoe'able, disposed to peace : free from war
ordtstnriance : quiet : tranquil.—«. Peace'ablenass.
—adv. Paaceaoly.—«. Peace'-hreakrer, one who
breaks or disturbs the peace of others.

—

adj. ftfiaH-
ftll, full of peace : quiet : tranquil : calm : serene.
—ad-.. Peace'fully. — «. Peace'ftilness. — adj.
Peaoelen, without peace.— >u. PaaoeleMnan;
Peaoa'sacer, one who makes or prodoces peace

;

one who reconciles enemies ; PWMW'-Off'nug, am
ofliering bringing about peace : among the Jews, an
offering to God, either in gratitude for past or peti-

tion for future mercies (see Lev. iii. ; viL 11-21):

satisfaction to an offended person : Peaoe'-Oirioer,
an officer whose duty it is to preserve the peace :

a police-officer.—<u^'. Peaoe'-pBlrt'ed (Skak.), dis-

mtned from the worid in peace.—n. Peace'-sarty,
a pnlificaJ party advocating the making or the pre-

ioa of peace ; Peaoe'-pipe (see Caloiaet).—
> MtaWlllllimHit, the rcxiuced military strength

in time of peace : PmuOS Of Ood, the
oessatioD from suits between terms, and on

Sandays and holy days.— Breach of the peace (see

BraaoD) ; Hold one peaoe, to be tilem . Keep

peace, abstain from breaking the peace of others;
Kiss of peace (see Kiss) : Letters of peace (see

Pacify); Make ones peace with, to reconcile or
to be reconciled with : (Jueen's, or King's, peaos.
the public peace, for the maintenance of which the
sovereign as head of the executive is responsible:

Swear the peace, to take oath before a magistrate
that a certain person ought to be put under bond to
keep the peace. [O. Fr. pais (Fr. paix)—L. pojc,

pads, peace.]

Peach, pcch, v.i. to betray one's accomplice: to be-

come informer.—«. Peach'er. [.A. corr. of impeach.}
Peach, pech, «. a tree with a delicious, juicy fruit : the

fruit of this tree.

—

ns. Peach'-blOSS'om, a canary-
yellow colour : pink with a yellowish tinge : a col-

lector's name for a moth, the Thyatira batis

;

Peach'-brandy, a spirit distilled from the fermented
juice of the peach.

—

adj. Peach'-col'oured, of the
colour ofa peach-blossom : pale red.

—

ns. Peach'ery,
a hothouse in which p>eauies are grown : Peach'-
Stone, the bard nut enclosing the seed «-ithin the
fruit of the peach : Peach'-wa'ter, a flavouring ex-

tract used in cookerj", prepared from the peach.

—

adj. Peachy.—«. Peach'-yell'ows, a disease that

attacks peach-trees in the eastern United States.

[O. Fr. peschei^T. pecke. It. persica, pesca)— L.
PersicutH (maiutny, the Persian (apple).]

Peacock, pe'kok, n. a large gallinaceous bird of the
pheasant kind, remarkable for the beauty of its

plumage, esp. that of its tail :—/em. Pea'hen.

—

v.t.

to cause to strut like a peacock.

—

v.i. to strut about
proudly.

—

ns. Pea'chlck, the yoting of the pea-fowl

;

Paa'ooick-fish, a variegated bbroid fish ; Pea -fowl,

the peacock or peahen. [A-S. pawe—L. pavo—Gr.

tads—Pers. tdTtrus ; and coc>& (q.v.).]

Peacod. Same as Peasood.
Pea-crab, pe'-krab, n. a genus of small crustaceans,

which live within the mantle-lobes of mussels,
oj-sters, &C.

Peag, peg, n. polished shell-beads used as money atnnng
the North American Indians.—Also Peak (pek).

Pea-grean, pe'-gren, adj. a shade of green like the
colour of green peas.

Pea-jacket, pf-jak'et, n. a coarse thidc jacket worn
esp. by seamen.—Also Pea'-coat. [Dut. ptj (pron.

pTX a coat of coarse thick cloth ; jeuket.\
Peak, pek, n. a point : the pointed end of anything

:

the top of a mountain : (naut.) the upper outer
comer of a sail extended by a gaff or yard, also the
extremity of the gaff.

—

v.i. to rise upward in a peak

:

to look thin or sickly.

—

v.t. (naut.) to raise the point
(ofa gaff) more nearly perpendicular.

—

adjs. Peaked,
pointed : ending in a point : having a thin or sickly

look : Pealfing, sickly, pining, sneaking ; PealCiSh,
lunnng peaks : thin or sickly looking : Peaty
(Tenn.), having or showing peaks. [M. £. pec—
Ir. peac, a sharp thing. Cf. Beak, Piie.]

Peal, pel, n. a loud sound : a number of loud sounds
one after another : a set of bells tuned to each other :

a chime or carillon : the changes rung upon a set of
bells.

—

v.i. to resound like a bell : to utter or give
forth loud or solemn sounds.

—

z.t. to cause to sound
loodly : to assail with noise : to celebrate. [For
mppeai: O. Fr. apel—apeUr—'L. appelldre, inten.

ot appeUere, ap- (ad), to, pellere, to drive.]

Pea-maggot, pe'-mag'ut, n. the caterpillar of a small
moth which lays its eggs in pods of peas.

Pean, p^ n. one of the heraldic furs, differing from
ermine only in the tinctures, the ground being sable

and the spots of gold. [O. Fr. panne, a fur. Cf.

PaHt.\
Pean. SeePaan.
Pea-nnt, or Ground-nut. See OrOTUuL
Pear, psir, n. a common fruit of a somewhat conical

shape, and very juicy to the taste : the tree on which
it grows, allied to the apple.

—

adj. PaaMfonn,
Pear-shaped, shaped like a pear—that is, thick and
rounded at one eiid, and tapering to the other.

—

n.
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Pear influ ; mate ; mOCn : ikea. Pectoral

Pear'-tr06. [A.S. fera or peru—L. pirum, a pear
(whence also Fr. poireW

Pear, pe'ar, n. (Spens.). Same as Peer.
Pearl, perl, n. a well-known shining gem, found in

several kinds of shellfish, but most esp. in the
mother-of-pearl oyster : anything round and clear

:

anything very precious : a jewel : a white speck or

film on the eye : (sprint.') a size of type immediately
above diamond, equal to 5 points (about 15 lines to

the inch).

—

adj. made of, or belonging to, pearls.

—

v.t. to set or adorn with pearls : to make into small
round grains.

—

v.u to take a rounded form: to be-

come like pearls. — adj. Poarla'ceous, resembling
pearls or mother-of-pearl : spotted with white.

—

ns.

Pearl'-asb, a purer carbonate of potash, obtained
by calcining potashes, so called from its peariy-white
colour ; Pearl-barley, barley after the skin has
been ground off(prob. for 'pilled barley,' Fr. or^e
ptrle); Pearl -butt'on, a button made of mother-of-
pearl ; Pearl'-diVer, one who dives for pearls.

—

adj.

Pearled, set with pearls : like pearls : having a
border trimmed with narrow lace.

—

ns. Pearl'-edge,
a thread edging, a border on some ribbons formed
by projecting loops of the threads ; Pearl'-eye,
cataract.

—

adj. Pearl-eyed, having a white speck
on the eye.

—

ns. Pear! -fish'er , one who fishes for

pearls ; Pearl-fishery, the occupation of fishing for

pearU, or the place where it is carried on; Pearl'-
nsh'tng ; Pearl-gray, a pale gray colour.—o^'.

of a pale gray colour, like the pearl.—«j. Pearl'l-

ness, state of being pearly ; Pearl-nau'tllUS, the

pearly nautilus ; Pearl'-oys'ter, the oyster which
produces pearls ; Pearl'-pow der, a cosmetic for

improving the appearance of the skin ; Pearl' -White,
a material made from fish-scales, used in making
artificial pearls: a kind of cosmetic—<i<^'. Pearl'y,
like a pearl, nacreous : yielding pearls : dotted with
pearls : clear, transparent : having a pure sweet
tone. [Fr. perU, ace. to Diez, prob. either a corr.

of L. pirula, a dim. of pirum, a pear, or of L.

pilula, dim. of///a, a ball.]

Pearling, perl'ing, n. lace made of silk or other kind
of thread.—-Mso Pearl'in. [Ir. peirlin, fine linen.]

Pearling, perl'ing, «. the process ofremoving the outer
coat of grain.

Pearmain, par'man, n. a name of several varieties of
apple.

Peart, pert, adj. lively: saucy: in good health and
spirits.—<iifz'. Peart ly. {Pert.^

Peasant, pez'ant, ». a countryman : a rustic : one
whose occupation is rural labour.

—

adj. of or relat-

ing to peasants, rustic, rural : rude.—«. Peasantry,
the body of peasants or tillers of the soil : rustics

:

labourers. — Peasant proprietor, a peasant who
owns and works his own farm : Peasants' War, a
popular insurrection in Germany, in 1525, .stamped
out with horrible cruelty. [O. Fr. paisant (Fr.

paysan)—pays—L. pagus, a district.]

Pease, p«z, n. (Spens.) a blow.
Pease, pez, inde/. pi. of Pea.—«j. Pease'cod, Peas"-

cod. the pericarp of the pea : a peacod ; Pease'-
meal, Pease'-porr'idge, Pease'-sonp or Pea-soup,
meal, porridge, soup, made from pease.

Peaseweep, pez'wep, «. (prcnr.) the pewit [Imit.]

Peat, pet, n. decayed vegetable matter like turf, cut
out of boggy places, and when dried used for fuel.

—

ns. Peat'-bog, a district covered with peat : a place
from which peat is dug—also Peat-bed, Poat'-moor,
Peat -moss ; Peat'-hag, a dilch whence peat has
been dug ; Feat'-roek. the smoke of peat, supposed
to add a delicate flavour to whisky ; Peat' -spaide, a
spade having a side wing at right angles for cutting
peat in rectangular blocks.

—

adj. Peat'y, like peat

:

abounding in. or composed of, peat. [True form
beat— "SI. E. bfien, to mend a fire—A.S. bitan, to

make better

—

bdt, advantage.]
Peba. p€l>a, n. a South American armadilla
Pebble, pet/1, n. a small roundish ball ot stone : trans-

parent and colourless rock-crystal used for glass in

spectacles, a fine kind of glass : a large size of gun-
powder.

—

v.t. to give (to leather) a rough appearance
with small rounded prominences.

—

adjs. Pebbled,
Pebb ly, full of pebbles.—«j. Pebble-pow'der, gun-
powder consisting of large cubical grains, and burning
slowly—also Cube-pcrwder and PrUmatic-poivdfr i

Pebb'le-ware, a kind of fine pottery made of various
coloured clays mixed together ; Pebbling, a way of
graining leather with a ribbed or roughened appear-
ance. [A.S. /a/o/-(-x/a«), a pebble(-stone) ; akin to

L. papula, a pustule. ]

Pebrine, peb'rin, n. a destructive disease of silkworms.
—adj. PebTinous. [Fr.]

Pecan, pe-kan', «. a North American tree whose wood
is chiefly used for fuel, also the nut it yields.

Peccable, pek'a-bl, adj. liable to sin.—wj.'Peccabillty

;

Pecc'ancy, sinfiilness : transgression.

—

adj. Pecc'-
ant, sinning: transgressing: guilty: morbid: of-

fensive : bad.

—

adv. Pecc'antly. [L. peccabilU—
peccdre. -dium, to sin.]

Peccadillo, pek-a-dil'lo, n. a little or trifling sin : a
petty fault '.—pi. Peccadillos, Peccadil loes. [Sp.
pecadillo, dim. aipecado— L. peccatUTn, a sin.]

Peccary, pek'ar-i, ft. a hog-hke quadruped of South
America.

Peccavi, pe-ka'vl, I have sinned. [L., ist pers. sing.

perf. indie. acL ofpeccdre, I sin.]

Pech, Pegh, pch, v.i. (Scot.) to pant, to breathe hard.
[Imit.]

Pecht, peht, H. a corruption of Pict.

Peck, pek, «. a measure of capacity for dry goods = 2

gallons, or one-fourth of a bushel : a g^eat amount.
[M. E. pekke, prob. from peck, ' to pick up.']

Peck, pek, T'.t. to strike with the beak : to pick up
w^ith the beak : to eat : to strike with anything
pointed : to strike with repeated blows.

—

ns. Peck'er,
that which pecks : a woodpecker : (slang;) spirit, as
in ' to keep one's pecker up ' = to keep up one's

spirits ; Peck'ing, the sport of throwing pebbles at

birds.

—

adj. Pecsish, somewhat hungry. [Pick.]

Pecksniff, pek'snif, ft. one who ulks large about
virtue and benevolence, while at heart a selfish and
unprincipled hypocrite.

—

adj. Peck'Sniffian. — «.

Peck'sniffianism. [From Mr Pecksfiiff'ai. Dickens's
Martiti Chuzzle-uiit.]

Pecten, pek' ten, ». a genus of molluscs, one species of
which is the scallop—so called from the valves having
ribs radiating from the umbo to the margin like a
comb : a membrane on the eyes of birds.—adjs.

Pectina'ceous, like the scallops ; Pec'tinal, of a
comb : comb-like : having bones like the teeth of a
comb ; Pec'tinate, -d, having teeth like a comb :

resembling the teeth of a comb.

—

adv Pec'tinately.
— ft. Pectina'tion, the state of being pectinated.

—

adjs. Pectineal, having a comb-like crest ; Pec'tini-

branchiate, having comb-like gills ; Pec'tiniform,
comb-like. [L. pectefi, a comb.)

PectiC, pek'tik, adj. congealing, curdling.

—

ns. Pec'-

tin, PeCtine, a soluble gelatinising substance ob-

tained from pectose ; Pec'tose, a substance yielding

pectin, contained in the fleshy pulp of unripe fruit.

[Gr. pekiikos, congealing

—

pegftyfiai, to make soUd.]

PectOial, pek't5-ral, adj. relating to the breast or

chest.

—

ft. armour for the breast : an ornament worn
on the breast, esp. the breastplate worn by the

ancient Jewish high-priest, and the square of gold,

embroidery, &c. formerly worn on the breast over

the chasuble by bishops during mass : a pectoral

cross : a pectoral fin : a medicine for the chest.

—

adv. PeCtorally.—«. Pectorll'oqny, the sound of

the patient's voice heard through the stethoscope

when applied to the chest in certain morbid con-

ditions of the lungs.—Pectoral fins, the anterior

paired fins of fishes ; Pectoral theology, a name
sometimes applied to the theology of those Christians

who make much of experience and emotion, as thcin-

selves guides to a knowledge of divine truth—fo

en



Peculate Rite. fSr ; mi, h*r ; mine ; Pedotrophy

Neander's phrase, ' Pectus est quod facit theologum.'
[Fr.,

—

'L.. pectoralU—pectus, pectoris, the breast.]

PeoTllate, pek'u-lat, v.t. to take for one's own use

money or property entrusted to one's care : to_ em-
bezzle : to steal. — ns. Peciila tion ; Peculator.

[L. peculdri, -dtus—peciiiium, private property,

akin to /<'fK«/.a, money.]
Peculiar, pe-kul'yar, adj. one's own : belonging to

no other : appropriate : particular : odd, uncommon,
strange. — «. {obs.) private property : a parish or

church exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary

or bishop in whose diocese it is placed.

—

v.t. PeCUl'-

larlse, to set apart.—«. Peouliar'lty, quality of

being peculiar or singular : that which is found in

one and in no other: that which m.irks a person

off from others: individuality.

—

adv. PeCUl'larly.

—

n. Peou'lium, private property, esp. that given by
a father to a son, &c.—Peculiar people, the people

of Israel : a sect of faith-healers, founded in London
in 1838, who reject medical aid in cases of disease,

and rely on anointing with oil by the elders, and 011

prayer, with patient nursing. [Fr.,—L. pecnliaris
—peculium, private property.]

Pecuniary, pe-ku'ni-ar-i, adj. relating to money : con-

sisting of money.—adv. Pecuniarily.—rtrt>'. Pecu-
niOUS, rich. [Fr.,

—

V.. peciiniariiis—pecunta, money
—pecu-, which appears in L. pecudes (pi.), cattle.]

Ped, ped, n. {Spens.) a basket, a hamper. [Pad.\

Pedagogue, ped'a-gog, «. a teacher : a pedant.

—

v.t.

to teach.

—

adj's. PedagOg'iC, -al, relatmg to teach-

ing : belongins: to, or possessed bv, a teacher of chil-

dren.—»«. Pedagog'ics, Ped'j^ogism, Pedagogy,
the science of teaching : instruction : discipline.

[Fr.,—L.,— Gr. paidagogos—pais, paidos, a boy,

ffogos, a leader

—

agein, to lead.]

Pedal, ped'al, adj. pertaining to a foot.

—

n. any part

of a machine transmitting power from the foot : in

musical instruments, a lever moved by the foot.

—

v.t. to work a pedal.—«. Peda'le, a foot-cloth in front

of an altar : a collection of canons of general councils

in the Greek Church.—<Trf;V. Pedallan, relating to

the foot, or to a metrical foot ; Ped'ate, divided like

a foot : (Jjot.) having the side lobes of a divided leaf

also divided into smaller parts, the midribs of which
do not run to a common centre as in the palmate
leaf. — adv. Ped'ately. — adj. Pedat'ifid,

divided in a pedate manner, but having the
divisions connected at the base.—Combina-
tion pedal, a metal pedal in organs control-

ling several stops at once. [L. pedalis—pes,

pedis, the foot.]

Pedant, ped'ant, «. one who makes a vain "f^
display of learning : a pretender to know-
ledge which he does not possess : i^Shak.) a
pedagogue.

—

adjs. Pedant'ic, -al, displaying
knowledge for the sake of showing.

—

adv.
Pedant'lcally, in a pedantic manner.

—

ns.

Pedant'lclsm, Ped'antism. — v.i. Ped'antise, to
play the pedant.

—

ns. PedantOC'racy, government
by pedants ; Ped'antry, acts, manners, or ch.iracter

of a pedant : vain display of learning : {Siui/t) the
overrating of any kind of knowledge we pretend to.

[Fr.,

—

\t. pedante— \.. padagogans, -antis, teaching—padagogus, a pedagogue.]
Peddle, ped'l, v.i. to travel about with a basket or

bundle of goods, esp. of smallwares, for sale : to be-

busy about trifles.

—

v.t. to retail in very small quan-
tities.—«J. Peddler, Pedlar, Ped'ler, a hawker or

travelling merchant ; Peddlery, Pedlary, the trade
or the tricks of a peddler : the wares sold by a peddler.
— adj. Pedd'ling, trifling: unimportant.— «. the
trade or the tricks of a peddler. [Peddar, pedder,
one who carries wares in a. ped ox basket.]

Pederasty, ped'e-rast-i, «. unnatural commerce of
males with males, esp. boys. — n. Ped'erast, one
addicted to this vice.—adj. Pederast io. [Gr., pais,
paidos, a boy, erastis—eraein, to love.]

POdOrerO, ped-e-re'ro, n. an old gun for discharging

stones, pieces of iron, &c., also for firtng salutes.

—

Also Patere'ro.
Pedestal, ped'es-tal, ». anything that serves as a foot

or a support : the foot or base of a pillar, &c. : the
fixed casting which holds the brasses, in which a
shaft turns, called also Axle-guard or Pillow-block.—v.t. to place on a pedestal. [Sp.,

—

\x.. piedestallo
— L. pes, pedis, the foot. It. stallo, a place.]

Pedestrian, pe-des'tri-an, adj. going on foot : per-
formed on foot : pertaining to common people

:

vulgar. — «. one journeying on foot : an expert
walker, one who practises feats of walking or run-
ning.— adj. Pedes'trial, of or pertaining to the
foot: pedestrian.—o^j"!'. Pedes'trially. -:/./. Pedes-
trianlse, to traverse on foot.—«. Pedes'trianism,
a going on foot : walking : the practice of a pedes-
trian. [L. pedestris—pes, pedis.}

PedetentoUS, ped-e-ten'tus, adj. proceeding slowly.
Pediatrics, ped-i-at'riks, n.pl. that branch of medical

science which relates to children and their special

diseases. — Also Pediatry. [Gr. pais, paidos, a
child, iatrikos, relating to a physician.]

Pedicel, ped'i-sel, «. the little footstalk by which a
single leaf or flower is fixed on the twig or on the
cluster of which it forms a part— also Pedicle.

—

n. Pedicella'ria, a minute structure on the skin of
sea-urchins and st.ir-fish, like a stalk with a three
or two bladed snapping forceps at the summit.

—

adjs. Pedicellate, Pedic'ulate, provided with a
pedicel. — «. Pedicle, a fetter for the foot. [Fr.

pedicclle—L. pediculns, dim. oi pes, pedis, the foot.]

Pediculus, pe-dik'u-lus, «. a genus of lice, or an indi-

vidual of it.

—

adjs. Pedic'ular, Pedio'ulous, lousy.
—ns. Pedicula'tion, Pediculosis, lousiness.

Pedicure, ped'i-kur, «. the treatment of corns, bunions,
or the like : one who treats the feet.

Pediferous, pe-dif'e-rus, adj. footed—also Pedig'erous.—adj. Ped iform, foot-shaped.
Pedigree, pedl-gre, «. a line of ancestors : a list, in

order, of the ancestors from whom one has descended

:

lineage: genealogy.— adj. Pedigreed, having a
pedigree. [Skeat suggests Vr. pied de grue,CTa.ne'&-
foot, from its use in the drawing out of pedigrees.]

Pedimanous, pe-dim'a-nus, adj. having all four feet like

hands—of the opossums and lemurs.

—

n. Ped'imane;
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Pediment.

Pediment, ped'i-ment, n. {archil.) a triangular or cir-

cular ornament which crowns the fronts of buildings,

and serves as a finish to the tops of doors, windows,
porticoes, SLc.—adjs. Pediment'al ; Ped'imented,
furnished with a pediment : like a pediment. [L.
pedantentum^pes, pedis, the foot.]

Pedipalp, ped'i-palp, n. a roaxillipalp or maxillary
palpus.

—

adj. pertaining to the same.

—

n.pl. Pedi-
pal'pi, an order of Arachnida.—adj. Pedipal'poUS.

Pedlar. See Peddle.
Pedobaptism, pe-dO-bap'tizm, «. infant baptism.—«. *

PedODap'tist, one who believes in infant baptism.
[Gr. pais, paidos, a child, baptism.\

Pedometer, pc-dom'ej-er, n. an instrument, somewhat
like a watch, by which the number of the steps of a
pedestrian are registered, from which the distance
ne has walked is measured.

—

adj. Pedomet'ric. [L.
Pes, pedis, a foot, Gr. ntetron, a measure.]

Pedometer, ped-iS-mO'tor, «. a means for applying the
foot as a driving power.—«<^'. Pedomo'tive.

Pedotropliy, pe-dot'rO-fi, «. the rearing of children.—



Pedum mOte : mute ; mOOn ; Men. Pdle-mdle

adj. Pedotroph'lo.—«. Pedot rophlst (Gr. paU,
paid^'S, a child, trephein, to nourish.]

Pedum, pe'dum, «. a shepherd's crook. [L.]

Peduncle, pe-dung'kl, n. the stalk by which a cluster

of flowers or leaves is joined to a twig or branch

—

sometimes same as pedicel— also PedtU'CUlTU.

—

adjs. Peduncular, Pedun'culate, -d. [Fr. pedon-
cule—Low L. pedunculus—L. pes, pedis, the foot.]

Peece, pes, n. {Shak. ) a fabric, a fortified place.

Peeced, pesd, adj. (Spens.) imperfect.

Peek, pek, v.i. to peep.

—

n. Peok'abOO, a children's

game, from the cry made when hiding one's eyes.

Peel, pel, v.t. to stnp off the skin or bark : to bare.

—

v.i. to come off as the skin : to lose the skin : {slang)

to undress.

—

n. the skin, rind, or bark : (priu/.) a
wooden pole with short cross-piece for carrj-ing

Erinted sheets to the poles on which they are to

e dried : the wash or blade of an oar—not the

loom : a mark (p) for cattle, for persons who cannot
write, &c.

—

adj. Peeled, stripped of skin, rind, or

bark : plundered.

—

ns. Peeler, one who peels, a
plunderer ; Peel'iUg, the act of stripping : that which
IS stripped off: (/r/«i'.) the removing of the layers

of a paper overlay, to get a lighter impression.

[O. Fr. P>eUr, to unskin— L. pildre. to deprive of
Yiaxr—pilus, a hair; or petlis, a skin.]

Peel, pel, «. a small Border fortress.—Also Peel'-

tower. [Pile.'\

Peel, pel, «. a baker's wooden shovel : a fire-shovel.

[O. Fr. peie—L. pdla, a spade.]
Peel, pel, v.t. to plunder: to pillage. [Pill (v.).]

Peeler, pel'er, «. a policeman, from Sir R. Peel, who
established the Irish police (1812-18) and improved
those in Britain (1828-30).

—

n. Peel'ite, a follower of
Peel in the reform of the Corn-laws in 1846.

Peen, pen, «. the end ofa hammer-head, usually shaped
for indenting.

—

v.t. to strike with such. (Ger. pinne.]
Peenge, penj, v.i. (Scot.) to complain childishly.

Peep, pep, v.i. to chirp, or cry as a chicken.—«. the

cry of a young chicken. [Fr. piper—L. pipdre.]
Peep, pep, v.i. to look through a narrow opening : to

look outfrom concealment : to look slyly or cautiously:

to begin to appear.—«. a sly look : a beginning to

appear, a glimpse : a narrow view, a slit.

—

ns. Peeper,
one that peeps : a pr>-ing person : a chicken just break-

ing the shell : (slang) the eye ; Peep'-hole, a hole

through which one may look without being seen ;

Peep'-O'-day, the first appearance of light in the

morning ; Peep'-Show, a small show viewed through
a small hole, usually fitted with a magnifying-glass ;

Peep'-sight, a plate on the breach with a small hole
through which a gunner takes his sight.—Peeping
Tom, a prying fellow, esp. one who peeps in at

windows : Peep-O'-day boys, a band of Protestants

in the north of Ireland, in the end of the i8th century
—opposed to the Catholic De/enders. [Same as

above, Fr. piper, to chirp like a bird, then to beguile,

whence /«/» = to look out slyly.]

Peer, per, «. an equal in rank, ability, character, &c.

:

an associate : a nobleman : a member of the House
of Lords :—_/&»«. Peeress.—«. Peer'age, the rank
or dignity of a peer : the body of peers : a book
contaming a description of the histor>-, connections,
&c. of the different peers.

—

adj. Peer'less. having
no peer or equal: matchless.

—

adv. Peer'lessly.

—

«. Peeriessness. —House of Peers, the House of
Lords ; Spiritual peer, one of the bishops or arch-
bishops qualified to sit as members of the House of
Lords ; Temporal peer, one of the members of the
House of Lords, other than the bishops. [O. Fr.

(Fr. pair),—L. par, paris, equal.]

Peer, per, v.i. to look narrowly or closely : to peep

:

to appear :

—

pa.t. and pa.p. peered.

—

adj. PoBTfy,
prying, sly. [M. E. piren—Low Ger. piren, orig.

pliren, to draw the eyelids together.]

Peerie, Peery, per'i, «. a top spun with a string.

Peevers, pevers, «. (Scot.) the game of hop-scotch.

Peevisb, pirish, tuij, habiiiuUy fratful: «uily ao'

noyed : hard to please : showing ill-nature : childish.

—adv. Peevishly.—«. Peevishness. (Prob. imit.

of the puling of fretful infants.]

Peewit. Same as Pewit.
Peg, peg, n. a wooden pin for fastening boards, or the

soles of shoes : one of the pins on which the strings

of a musical instrument are stretched : a reason or
excuse for action : a drink ofsoda-water with brandy,
&c. : a degree or step.

—

v.t. to fasten with a peg : to

keep up the market price by buying or selling at a
fixed price : to make points during the game of crib-

bage before the show of hands.

—

v.i. to work with
unremitting effort :

—

pr.t>. peg'ging -.pa.t. and pa.p.
pegged.

—

ns. Peg'-fiched, an English game played
with pegs or pointed sticks ; Peg'-float, a machine
for rasping away the ends of pegs inside shoes.

—

adj.
Pegged, fashioned of, or furnished with, pegs.

—

ns.

Peg'ging, the act of fastening with a peg : pegs
collectively : a thrashing : determined perseverance
in work ; Peg'-leg, a wooden leg of the simplest form,
or one who walks on such ; Peg'-Strip, a ribbon of
wood cut to the width, &c., of a shoe-peg ; Peg"-
tank'ard, a drinking-vessel having each one's share
marked off by a knob ; Peg'-top, a child's plaything
made to spin round by winding a string round it and
then rapidly pulling it off: (//.)a kind of trousers,

wide at the top and narrow at the ankles.

—

adj.
shaped like a top.—Peg away, to keep continually
working.—Take down a peg, to take down, to

humble. [Scand. ; as in Dan. pig, a spike.]

Pegasus, peg'a-sus, «. a winged horse which arose

from the blood of the Gorgon Medusa, when she was
slain by Perseus : a genus of small fishes with large,

wing-like, pectoral fins : one of the constellations in

the northern sky.

—

adj. Pegase'an.
Peggy, peg"!, n. one of several small warblers, the white-

thr0.1t, &c. {Peggy, from Peg= Meg—Margaret.]
Pegmatite, peg'ma-tit, n. coarsely crystallised granite.
—adj. Pegmatit'la

Pehlevi, pa'le-ve, n. an ancient West Iranian idiom
during the period of the Sassanides, largely mixed
with Semitic words, and poorer in inflections and ter-

minations than Zend (235-640 a.d.) : the characters
used in writing this language.

—

adj. of or pertaining
to, or written in, Pehlevi. [Pers.]

Peignoir, pen-war', «. a loose wrapper worn by women
during their toilet. [Fr.]

Peinct, pangkt, v.i. (Spens.) to paint.

Peine, pan, «. a form of punishment by pressing to

death—usually Peine/arte et dure. [Fr.]

Peirastic, pT-ras'tik, adj. tentative.—«. Peiram'eter,
an instniment for measuring the resistances of road-
surface to traction. [Gr.peira, a trial.]

Peise, paz, v.t. (Spens., S/tai.) to poise, to weigh.

—

n.

a weight. [Poise.]

Pejoration, pe-jO-ra'shun, K. a becoming worse: dete-

rioration.—p./. Pejorate.—rt^'. and «. Pe'joratlve.
—«. Pejor'ity. [L.pejor, worse, comp. oimalus, bad.]

Pekan, pek'an, n. an American species of Marten

—

called also \Vood-shock, Fisher, and Black-fox.
Pekoe, pe'kS, n. a scented black tea. [Chinese.]

Pelade, pel'aj, «. the hair or wool of a mammal. [Fr.]

Pelagian, pe-la'ji-an, «. one who holds the views of
Pelagius, a British monk of the 4th century, who
denied original sin.

—

adj. pertaining to Pelagius.

—

n. Pela'gianism, the doctrines of Pelagius.

Pelagic, pe-laj'ik, adj. inhabiting the deep sea, marine,

oceanic. [Gr. pelagos, the sea.]

Pelargonium, pel-ar-gO'ni-um, n. a vast genus of
beautiful flowering plants of order Geraniacett.—
adj. Pelar'g^C, stork-like. [Gr. pelargos, stork,

the beaked capsules resembling a stork's beak.]

PelasgiC, pe-las'jik, adj. pertaining to the Pelasgians
or Pelasgi, a race spread over Greece in prehistoric

times, to whom are ascribed many enormous remains
built ofunhewn stones, without cement—the so-called

PelasgiC architecture.—Also Pelas'glan.
Pdl«-m4la. Sm PeU-meU, adv.

era



Pelerine ftte, (Sr ; mi, hir ; mine

;

Pencil

Pelerine, pel'ir-in, n. a woman's tippet or cape with
long encfs coming down in front. [Fr., a tippet

—

piUrin, a pilgrim

—

\^ peregrinus, foreign.]

Pelf, pelf, n. riches (in a bad sense) : money. [O. Fr.

pcl/re, booty ; allied X.o pilfer.

\

Pelican, pel'i-kan, «. a large water-fowl, having an
enormous distensible gular pouch : an alembic with

tubulated head from which two opposite and crooked

beaks extend and enter again the body of the vessel

—used for continuous distillation : a dentist's instru-

ment : (her.) a pelican above her nest, with wings
indorsed, wounding her breast with her beak in

order to feed her young with her blood. [Low L.

pelicanns—Gr. pelikan—peUkus, an axe.]

Pellke. pel'i-ke, n. a large vase like the hydria, double-
handled. [Gr.]

Pelisse, pe-les', «. a cloak of silk or other cloth, with
sleeves, worn by ladies : a garment lined with fur, a
dragoon's jacket with shaggy lining. [Fr.,—Low L.
pellicea (vesiis)—h. pellis, a skin.]

Pell, pel, H. a skin or hide : a roll of parchment. [O.
Fr. pel{VT. peau)—L. peHis, a skin or hide.]

Pellagra, pe-la'gra, n. a loathsome skin disease sup>-

posed to be common in the rice-producing part of

the north of Italy.—«. Pella'grln, one afflicted with
pellagra.—rt<(^'. Pellagrous, like or afflicted with
pellagra. [Gt. peila, skin, agra, seizure.]

Pellet, pel'et, «. a little ball, as of lint or wax : a small
rounded boss : a small pill : a ball of shot.

—

adj.

Pelleted, consisting of pellets : pelted, as with
bullets. (O. Fr. /^/i?/*— L.///<i, aball.]

Pellide, pel'i kl, «. a thin skin or film : the film or scum
which gathers on liquors.

—

adj. PelUc'UIar.
Pollitory, pel'i-tor-i, «. a genus of plants found most
commonly on old walls and heaps of rubbish : the
feverfew.— «. Pell'itory-of-Spain, a plant which
grows in Algeria, the root of which causes in the
hands first a sensation of extreme cold, then one of
a burning heat. [L. parietaria, the wall-plant

—

parietarius—paries, parietis, a wall.]

Pell-mell, pel-mel', adv. in great confusion : promis-
cuously : in a disorderly manner—also written Pele-
mtU.—n. Pell-mell' (same as Pall-mall). [O. Fr.

peiU-mesU (Fr. pele-mele), 'tnesU being from O. Fr.

metier (Fr. miler), to mix—Low L. misculare—L.
niiscere; and pesle, a rhyming addition, perh. in-

fluenced by Fr. pelle, shovel.]

Pellucid. pe-!u'sid, adj. perfectly clear : lettinglight
through : transparent.

—

ns. Pelllicld'lty, PellU'Cid-
TOaas.—adv. PellU'Oidly. [Fr. ,—L. pellucidus—per,
perfectly, lucidus, clear

—

Ituere, to shine.]

Pelma, pel'ma, n. the sole of the foot.

—

n. PoImat'O-
gram, the impression of the foot. [Gr.]

Pelopid, pel'O-pid, adj. pertaining to Pelops.—n. one
of his descendants.

Peloponnesian, pel-O-po-nS'ri-an, adj'. of or pertaining
to the Peloponfiesui or southern part of Greece.—«.

an inhabitant or a native of the Peloponnesus.

—

Peloponnesian war, a war between Athens and
.Sparta (431-404 B.C.). [Gr. Pelops, an ancient Greek
hero, nisos, an island.]

Peloria, p«-IO'ri-a, «. the appearance of regularity in

flowers normally irregular—also Pol'Drism.

—

adjs.
Pelor'iate, Pelorio. [Gr. peldr, a monster.)

Pelt, pelt, «. a raw hide : the quarry or prey of a hawk
all torn. — ns. Pelt'monger, a dealer in skins

;

Pelt'ry, the skins of animals with the fur on them :

furs. [M. E. pelt, peltry — O. Fr. pelUttrie—
pelletier, a skinner—L. pellis, a skin.]

Pelt, pelt, v.t, to strike with something thrown : to

cast.

—

v.i. to fall heavily, as rain.—«. a blow from
something thrown.

—

ns. Pel'ter, a shower of missiles,

a sharp storm of rain, &c. : a storm of anger ; Pel'-

ting^, an as-sault with a pellet, or with anything
thrown. [Cf. Pellet.]

Pelta, pel'ta, n. a light buckler.—w. Pel'taat, a soldier
armed with this.—<k^>. Pel'tate. -d, »hield-shaped

;

Pelut lad. Pel tiform. iL-.—Qt. pelit.]

ffl4

Pelting, pel'ting, adj'. (SAai.) paltry, contemptible.

—

adv. Pelt'ingly. [Paltry.]
Pelvis, pelvis, «. the bony cavity at the lower end of

the trunk, forming the lower part of the abdomen.

—

adjs. Pel'ViC, of or pertaining to the pelvis : Pel'Vl-
form, openly cup-shaped. — ns. Pelvlm'eter, an
instrument for measuring the diameters of the pel-

vis ; Pelvlm etry. [L. pelvis, a basin.]

Pemmican, Pemican, pem'i-kan, n. a North American
Indian preparation, consisting of lean venison, dried,

pounded, and pressed into cakes, now made of beef
and used in Arctic expeditions, &c.

Pemphigus, pem'fi-gus, ». an aflection of the skin
with pustules.—rt<(^. Pemphigoid. [Gr.]

Pen, pen, v.t. to shut up : to confine in a small en-
closure :—pr.p. pen'ning ; pa.t. and pa.p. penned or
pent.

—

n. a small enclosure: a fold for animals: a
coop. \Pi..'S>. pennan, to shut up, in comp. onpennoft,
to unpen. Prop, to fasten with a. pin.]

Pen, pen, «. one of the large feathers of the wing of a
bird : an instrument used for writing, formerly made
of the feather of a bird, but now of steel, &c. : style

of writing : a female swan—opp. to Cob.—v.t. to

write, to commit to paper:

—

pr.p. pen'ning: pa.t.

and pa.p. penned.

—

a<ij'. Peu'-and-ink', written,

literary : executed with pen and ink, as a drawing.
— ns. Pen' -case, a holder for a pen or pens : Pen'-
craft, skill in penmanship : the art of composition ;

Pen'-driVer, a clerk : Pen ful, what one can write
with one dip of ink ; Pen'-hold'er, a holder for pens
or nibs : Pen'-Wi'per, a piece of cloth, leather, &c.
for wiping pens after use ; Pen'-wom'an, a female
writer. [O. Yt. penne— V,. penna, a feather.]

Penal, pe'nal, adj. pertaining to, incurring, or con-
stituting punishment : u.sed for punishment.

—

v.t.

Pe'nallse, to lay under penalty.—n.^i'. Penally.

—

Penal laws, laws prohibiting certain actions under
penalties ; Penal Servitude, hard labour in a prison
as a punishment for crime— introduced in England
in 1853 instead of transportation : Penal Statute, a
statute imposing a penalty or punishment for crime.
[Fr.,— L. pcenalis—poena, Gr. /oiw, puni.shment.]

Penalty, pen'al-ti, «. punishment : suffering in person
or property for wrong-doing or for breach of a law :

a fine or loss which a person agrees to pay or bear
in case of his non-fulfilment of some undertaking : a
fine.—Under penalty of, so as to suffer, or (after a
negative) without suffering the punishment of.

Penance, pen'ans, n. repentance : external acts per-

formed to manifest sorrow for sin, to seek to atone
for the sin and to avert the punishment which, even
after the guilt has been remitted, may still remain
due to the offence—also the sacrament by which
absolution is conveyed (involving contrition, confes-
sion, and satisfaction) : any instrument of self-

punishment.—:'./, to impKJse penance on : to punish.

[O. Fr. ; cf. Penitence.]
Penang-lawyer, pe-nang'-Iaw'yer, «. a walking-stick

made from the stem of a Penang palm. [Prob. a
corr. oi Penang liyar, the wild areca.]

Penannular, pe-nan'u-Iar, adj. shaped almost like a
ring. W,. pana, almost, annularis, annular.]

Penates, pg-nu't€s, n.pl. the household gods of ancient
Rome who presided over and were worshipped by
each family. [L., from root pen- in L. penitus,
within, penetralia, the inner part of anything.]

Pence, pens, «. plural oipenny {f\.\.).

Penchant, pang'shang, n. inclination : decided taste :

bias. [Fr., pr.p. of pencher, to incline, through a
form pendicdre, from L. pendere, to hang.]

Pencil, pcn'sil, n. a small hair brush for laying on
colours : any pointed instrument for writing or
drawing without ink : a collection of rays of light

converging to a point : the art of painting or drawing.—v.t. to write, sketch, or mark with a pencil : to

paint or draw :

—

pr.p. pen'cilling ; pa.t. and pa.p.

pen'cilled.

—

ns. Pen'cll-case, a holder for a pencil

;

Pnn'oU-oom'pass, a compas* having a pencil on one
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of its legs for use in drawing.

—

adjs. Pen'ClUed,
written or marked with a pencil : having pencils of
rays : radiated : (hot.) marked with fine lines, as with
a pencil ; Pen'Cillifonil, having the form of a pencil,

as of rays. — ns. Pen'CillJTIg, the art of writing,
sketching, or marking with a pencil : marks made
with a pencil: fine lines on flowers or the feathers
of birds: a sketch; Pen'cll-Sketcll, a sketch made
with a pencil. [O. Fr. pituei (Fr. pinceau)— L.

fenicillutn, a painter's brush, dim. ofpenis, a tail.]

Pend, pend, «. (obs.)in enclosure: (Scot.) a narrow
close leading off a main street.

Pend, pend, v.i. to hang, as in a balance, to impend.—acij. Pend'ing, hanging : remaining undecided :

not terminated.

—

prep, during.
Pendant, pen'dant, n. anything hanging, esp. for

ornament : an earring : a lamp hanging from the
roof: an ornament of wood or of stone hanging
downwards from a roof: a long narrow flag, at the

head of the principal mast in a royal ship : something
attached to another thing of the same kind, an
appendix, a companion picture, poem, &c. — ni.

Pen'dence, Pen'dency, a hanging in suspense

:

state of being undecided.

—

adj. Pen'dent, hanging :

projecting ; supported above the ground or base ;

(iot.) hanging downwards, as a flower or a leaf.

—

n. Penden'tive (archit.), the triangular portion of
a dome cut off between two supporting arches at

right angles to each other.

—

adv. Pen'dently.

—

ns.

Pen'dicle, an appendage : something attached to

another, as a privilege, a small piece of ground for

cultivation; Pen'dUlet, a pendant. [Fr. pendant,
pr.p. of pendre, to hang—L. pendens, -entis—pr.p.

ofpendere, to hang.]
Pendragon, pen-drag'on, «. a chief leader : an ancient

British chief.—«. Pendrag'onship. (W. pen, head,
dragon, a chief.]

Penduluin, pen'du-lum, «. any weight so hung from
a fi.\ed point as to swing freely : the swinging weight
which regulates the movement of a clock : a lamp,

&c., pendent from a ceiling : a guard-ring of a watch
by which it is attached to a chain.

—

adj. Pen'dular,
relating to a pendulum.— z'./. Pen'dulate, to swing,

vibrate.—a<//>. Pen'dulent, pendulous ; Pen'dullne,
building a pendulous nest ; Pen'dtllOUS, hanging
loosely : swinging freely, as the pensile nests of

'~ birds: ibot.) hanging downwards, as a flower on a
curved stalk.—a;/?'. Pen'diilously.-/«. Pen'dulous-
ness, Pen'duloslty.— Pendulum wire, a kind of

flat steel wire for clock pendulums.—Compensation
pendulum, a pendulum so constructed that its rod
IS not altered in length by changes of temperature ;

Compound pendulum, every ordinary pendulum is

compound, as differing from a Simple pendulum,
which is a material point suspended by an ideal

line ; Invariable pendulum, a jjendulum for carry-

ing from station to station to be oscillated at each so

as to fix the relative acceleration of gravity ; Long
and short pendulum, a pendulum for determining
the absolute force of gravity by means of a bob sus-

pended by a wire of varying length. [L., neut. of
pendulus, hanging

—

pendere, to hang.]
Peneian, pe-ne'yan, adj. relating to the river Pentus

in the famous Vale of Tempe in Thessaly.
Penelopise, pe-nel'o-plz, v.i. to act like Penelope, the

wife of Ulysses, who undid at night the work she
did by day, to gain time from her suitors.

Penetrate, pen'e-trat, X'.t. to thrust into the inside :

to pierce into : to affect the mind or feelings : to

enter and to fill : to understand : to find out.

—

v.i. to

make way : to pass inwards.

—

ns. Penetrabll'lty,
Pen'etrableness.

—

adj. Pen'etrable, that may be
penetrated or pierced by another body : capable of
having impressions made upon the mind. — adv.
Pen'etrably, so as to be penetrated.

—

n.pl. Pene-
tra'lia, the inmost parts of a building : secrets

:

mysteries, — ns. Penetrance, Pen'etrancy, the

qiudity of being penetrant. — adjs. Pan'atrant,
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subtle, penetrating ; Pen'etratlng, piercing or

entering : sharp : subtle : acute : discerning.

—

adv.
Penetratingly.—«. Penetration, the act or power
of penetrating or entering : acuteness : discern-

ment : the space-penetrating power of a telescope.

—

adj. Pen'etrative, tending to penetrate : piercing :

sagacious : affecting the mind. — adv. Pen'etra-
tlvely, in a penetrative manner.—«. Pen'etrative-
ness, the quality of being penetrative : penetrative
power, [h. peneirdre, -dium—penes, within.]

Pen-fish, pen'-fish, «. a sparoid fish of genus Calamus.
Penfold. Same as Pinfold.
Penguin, peu'gwin, «. an aquatic bird in the southern
hemisphere, unable to fly, but very expert in diving

—

also Pin'guin.—«. Pen'gUinery, a breeding-place of
penguins. (Ety. dub. ; a corr. of pen-wing, or from
\f.pen, head, ^w«, white.]

Pen-gun, pen'-gun, «. a pop-gun.
Penicil, pen'i-sil, «. a brush of hairs : a pledget for
wounds, &c.—adjs. Pen'iclUate, Penlcll'llform.—
«. PeniCil'lium, one of the blue-moulds.

Peninsula, pe-nin'su-la, «. land so surrounded by
water as to be almost an island.

—

adj. Penln'SUlar,
pertaining to a peninsula : in the form of a penin-
sula : inhabiting a peninsula. — n. Peninsular'lty,
state of being, or of inhabiting, a peninsula : narrow
provincialism. — v.i. Penln'SUlate, to form into a
peninsula : to surround almost entirely with water.

—

Peninsular war, the war in Spain and Portugal,
carried on by Great Britain against Napoleon's
marshals ( 1804-18 14). —The Peninsula, Spain and
PortugaL [L.,

—

ptene, almost, insula, an island.]

Penis, pe'nis, «. the characteristic external male organ.
—adj. Pe'nlal. [L., a tail.]

PenlStone, pen'i-stOn, «. a coarse frieze.—Penistone
flags, a kind of sandstone for paving and building,
brought from Penistone in Yorkshire.

Penitent, pen'i-tent, adj. suffering pain or sorrow for
sin : contrite : repentant.—«. one who is sorry for

sin : one who has confessed sin, and is undergoing
penance.

—

ns. Pen'ltenoe, Pen'itency, state of being
penitent : sorrow for sin.

—

adj. Penlten'tial, per-

taining to, or expressive of, penitence.

—

n. a book of
rules relating to penance.

—

adv. Penlten'tially.

—

adj. Peniten'tlary, relating to penance : peniten-
tial.— «. a penitent : an office at the court of Rome
for examining and issuing secret bulls, dispensations,

&c. : a book for guidance in imposing penances : a
place for the performance of penance : a house of

correction and punishment for offenders. — adv-
Pen'itently.—Penitential garment, a rough gar
ment worn for penance ; Penitential psalms, certain
psalms suitable for being sung by penitents, as the
6th, 32d, 38th, sist, load, 130th, 143d. [Fr.,—L.
pcenitens, -entis—poenitere, to cause to repent.]

Penknife, pen'nif, n. a small knife, originally for

making and mending quill pens.

Penman, pen'man, «. a man skilled in the use of the
pen : an author :—//. Pen'men.—«. Pen'manshlp,
the use of the pen : art or manner of writing.

Penna, pen'a, «. a feather, esp. one of the large

feathers of the wings or tail.

—

adj. Penna'OeoUS. [L.)

Peimal, pen'al, n. a freshman at a German university

—so called from their pennales or pen-cases.—«.

Penn'alism, a system of fagging once in vogue at

German universities.

Pen-name, pen'-nSm, ». a name, other than his real

one, by which an author is known to the public : a
nom de plume.

Pennant, pen'ant, ». a flag many times as long as it

is wide : a streamer : a long narrow piece of bunting
at the mast-heads of war-ships. — Also Penn'on.
[Pennant is formed from pennon, with excrescent /;
pennon is Ft. pennon—L.. penna, a wing.]

Pennate, -d, pen'at, -ed, adj. winged : (tot.) same as
Pinnate. — <!</;. Pennatli'ld (see Pinnatifid).— «.
Penne (S^ens.), a feather. — adj. Penned, having
wings : winged : written with a pen.

—

n. Pen'uer, a
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case for holding pens : (Aer.) a representation of such
carried at the girdle.

—

ru/j's. Pennif'erOUS, Pen-
nlg erOUS, feathered ; Pen'Ulform, like a feather in

form. [L. pennatus^penna, wing.]
Pennill, pen'il, «. a kind of Welsh verse, in which the

singer has to change words and measure according
to the variations of his accompanist on the harp.

[W. 'a verse,' pi. pennilUon.\
Pennon, pen'on, «. a flag, a medieval knight-bachelor's

ensign : a long narrow flag : a pinion or wing.—«j.

Penn'oncelle, a small flag like a pennon ; Penn'on-
Cier, a knight-bachelor.— ai(/'. Penn'oned, bearing a
pennon. [Cf. Pennant.\

Penny, pen'i, «. a copper coin (bronze since i860),

originally silver = i^j of a shilling, or four farthings :

a small sum : money in general : (A^. T.) a silver

coin = 7}d-- pound, xnfourpetiny, sixpenny, tenpenny
nails = four, six, ten pound weight to the thousand :

—//. Pennies (pen'iz), denoting the number of coins

;

Pence (pens), the amount of pennies in value.

—

adjs.

Penn'ied, possessed of a penny ; Penn'llesS, without
a penny: without money: poor.

—

ns. Penn'Iless-
ness ; Penn'y-a-lin'er, one who writes for a public
journal at so much a line : a writer for pay ; Penn'y-
a-lln'erism, hack-writing ; Penn'y-dog, the tope or
miller's dog, a kind ofshark ; Penn'y-post, a means of

carrying a letter for a penny ; Penn'y-rent, income

;

Penn'ywelght, twenty-four grains of troy weight (the
weight ofa silver penny) ; Penn'y-Wls'dom, prudence
in petty matters.

—

adj. Penn'y-Wise, saving small
sums at the risk of larger : niggardly on improper
occasions. — tis. Penn'y-WOrtn, a penny's worth
of anything : the amount that can be given for a
penny : a good bargain — also Penn"orth {coll.) ;

e Pe'ter'S-pence, the name given to an old tribute
offered to the Roman Pontiff, now a voluntary
contribution. — Penny fee (Scot.), a small wage;
Penny gafif {slang), a low-class theatre ; Penny
mail {Scot.), rent in money, not in kind : a
small sum paid to the superior of land ; Penny
wedding, a wedding ceremonial in Scotland, at

which the invited guests made contributions in

money to pay the general expenses.—A pretty
^. penny, a considerable sura of money; Turn an
..honest penny, to earn money honestly. [A.S.
penig, oldest form Pending, where pend = Eng.
pawn, Ger. p/and, Dut. pand, a pledge, all which
are from L. pannus, a rag, a piece of cloth.]

Pennyroyal, pen'i-roi-alj «. a species of mint, much
in use in domestic medicine, in the form of a warm
infusion, to promote perspiration and as an emmena-
gogue. [(Dorr, from old form pulial, which is traced
through O. Fr. to L. puleium regium, the plant
pennyroyal^^7</.fj-, a flea.]

Penology, Pssnology, pe-nol'O-ji, «. the study of
punishment in its relation to crime : the manage-
ment of prisons. — «. Penol'oglst. [Gr. poine,
punishment, logia, description.]

Pensde, pang-sa', n. a thought. [Fr.]
Penseroso, pen-se-rO'so, ^j. melancholy : thought-

ful -.—/em. Pensero'sa. [It.]

Pensile, pen'sll, adj. hanging : suspended.

—

ns. Pen'-
Slleness, Pensillty. [Fr.,—L.,—pendire, hang.]

Pension, pen'shun, «. a stated allowance to a person
for past services performed by himself or by some
relative : a payment made to a person retired from
service on account of age or weakness : a boarding-
school

_
or boarding-house on the Continent (pron.

pong-siong') : a sum paid to a clergyman in place of
tithes.

—

v.t. to grant a pension to.

—

adjs. Pen'Bion-
able, entitled, or entitling, to a pension ; Pen'sion-
ary, receiving a pension : consisting of a pension.

—

n. one who receives a pension : the syndic or legal
adviser of a Dutch town.

—

ns. Pen'sioner, one who
receives a pension : a dependent : one who pays out
of his own income for his commons, chambers, &c.
at Cambridge University = an Oxford comtnoner;
Pan BionnaIr«.—Graad pensionary, the president

ero

of the States-general of Holland. [Fr.,—L. pen-
sion-em^pendere

,
pensum, to weigh, pay.]

Pensive, pen'siv, aiij. thoughtful : reflecting : ex-
pressing thoughtfulness with sadness.

—

adj. Pen'-
Sived {Shak.), thought osftr.—adv. Pen'siTOly.—
«. Pen'Siveness, state of being pensive : gloomy
thoughtfulness: melancholy. [Fr. pensi/—\^ pen-
sure, to \vc\%h—pendere, to weigh.]

Penstock, pen'stok, n. a trough conveying water to a
water-wheel.

Pensum, pen'sum, n. an extra task given a scholar in

punishment.
Pent, pa.t. undpa.p. of pen, to shut up.
Pentacapsular, pen-ta-kap'su-lar, adj. having five

capsules.

Pentachord, pen'ta-kord, ». a musical instrument with
five strings : a diatonic series of five tones.

Pentacle, pent'a-kl, «. a figure formed by two equi-
lateral triangles intersecting regularly so as to form
a six-pointed star : properly a five-pointed object,

the same as Pentagram (q.v.), a defence against

demons.—a^'. Pentac'ular. [O. Fr., but prob. not
from Gr. pente, five, but O. Kr. pente, pendre, to

hang. As applied to a magical figure prob. a corr.

of pentangle, perh. pentacol^pendre, to hang, a,

on, col, the neck.]

Pentacoccous, pen-ta-kok'us, adj. {hot.) having five

grains or seeds.

Pentacrostic, pen-ta-kros'tik, adj. containing five

acrostics of the same name.—«. a set of such verses.

Pentact, pen'takt, adj. five-rayed.— Also Pentao'-
tlnal.

Pentad, pen'tad, «. the number five, a group of five

things : a mean of temperature, &c., taken every five

days.
PentadactyloUS, pen-ta-dak'ti-lus, adj. having five

digits—also Pentadac'tyl.—«. Pentadac'tylism.
PentadelphOUS, pen-ta-del'fus, adj. {bot.) grouped

together in five sets.

Pentaglot, pen'ta-glot, adj. of five

tongues.

—

n. a work in five lan-

guages.
Pentagon, j>en'ta-gon, n. {geotn.) a

plane figure having five angles and
five sides : a fort with five bastions.
—adj. Pentag'onal.— arff. Pen-
tag'onally. [Gv.pentagdnon—pente,
five, gonia, angle.]

Pentagram, pen'ta-gram, ». a five-pointed star

:

magic figure so called.—This is

the proper pentacle.—adj. Penta-
grammat'io. [Gr. pente, five,

gramma, a letter.]

Pentagraph = Pantop-apk.
Pentagynia, pent-a-jin'i-a, n. {bot.)

a Linnaean order of plants, char-
acterised by their flowers having
five pistils.

—

n. Pent'agyn {bot.),

a plant having five styles.

—

adjs.
Pentagjrn'lan, Pentag'ynous.
gyne, a female.]

Pentahedron, pen-ta-h€'dron, «. {geom.) a solid figure

bounded by five plane faces.

—

adj. pentahe dral.
[Gr. pente, five, hedra, base.]

Pentalpha, pen-tal'fa, ». a five-pointed star : a pentacle.
[Gr. pente, five, alpha.]

Pentaineron, pen-tam'e-ron, «. a famous collection of
fifty folk-tales (Naples 1637) written in the Neapolitan
dialect by Giambattista Basile, supposed to be told

during five days by ten old women, for the entertain-

ment of a Moorish slave who has usurped the place
of the rightful princess, [ll. pentamerone.]

Pentamerous, pen-tam'er-us, adj. {ioi.) consisting of

or divided into five parts.—Pentamerus beds {geol.),

a name applied to the upper and lower Llandovery
rocks, full of the brachiopods called Pentamerus.
[Gr. pente, five, mtros, part.]

Pentaiaet«r, pen-tam'e-t6r, n. a vers« of five measures

Pentagon.

Pentagram.

[Gr. pente, five,
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or feet. —«<//. having five feet.—Elegiac pentameter,
a verse of six dactylic feet, the third and sixth with
the first member only; Iambic pentameter, in

English, heroic couplets and blank verse. [Gr.
pisntametros—pente, five, metron, a measure.]

Pentandxla, pen-lan'dri-a, ». (bot.) a Linnxan order
oi plants, characterised by their flowers having five

stamens.—«. Pentan'der, a plant of the class Pen-
tandria. —a^Z/i. Pentan djian, Pentandrous. [Gr.
pente, five, aner, aitdros, a man, a male.]

Pentangular, pen-tang'gu-lar, adj. having five angles.

PentapetaloUS, pen-ta-pet'a-lus, adj. having five petals.

Pentaphyllous, pen-ta-fil'us, adj. having five leaves.

[Gr. pente, five, phyllon, a leaf.]

Pentapody, pen-tap'o-di, «. a measure of five feet.

PentapoliB, pen-tap'o-hs, n. a group of five cities.

—

adj. Pentapol'itan, esp. of the ancient Paitapolis
of Cyrenaica in northern Africa. [Gr. petite, five,

poiisy a city.]

Pentarohy, pen'tar-ki, n. government by five persons.
[Gr. pente, five, arclii, rule.]

PentasepalOUS, pen-ta-sep'a-lus, adj. having five

sepals.

Pentaspermous, pent-a-sper'mus, adj. (^t-/.) containing
five seeds. \Gx. pente, five, sperina, seed.]

Pentastich, pen't.i-stik, «. a composition of five verses.

—adj. PentastiChOUS, five-ranked.
Pentastyle, pen'ta-stil, oiij. having five columns in

front.—«. {archii.) a. building with a portico of five

columns. [Gr. pente, five, stylos, a pillar.]

Pentasyllable, pen-ta-si-lab'ik, adj. having five syl-

lables.

Pentateuch, pen'ta-tuk, «. a name used to denote the
Jewish Thorah, the first five books of the Old Tes-
tament. — oiij. Pen'tateucbal. [Gr. pente, five,

teticlios, a book

—

teuchein, to prepare.]

Pentathlon, pen-tath'lon, ». a contest consisting of
five exercises—wrestling, throwing the discus, spear-
throwing, leaping, and running—also Pentath'lum.
—«. Pentath'lete, one who contests in the pentath-
lon. [Gr. pente, five, athlon, a contest.]

Pentatonio, pen-ta-ton'ik, adj. consisting of five tones.

Penteconter, pen'te-kon-ter, n. an ancient Greek ship
having fifty oars.

Pentecost, pen'te-kost, «. a Jewish festival held on
the fiftieth day after the Passover, in commemoration
of the giving of the law : the festival of Whitsuntide,
held in remembrance of the descent of the Holy
Ghost upon the assembled disciples at the feast of
Pentecost — adj. PenteCOSt al. — n.pl. offerings
formerly made to the parish priest at Whitsuntide.
[Gr. pentekoste ihimera), the fiftieth (day).]

Pentegraph = Pantograph.
Pentelio, -an, pen-tel'ik, -an, adj. describing a kind

of marble found at Mount Pentelicus near Athens.
PenteteriO, pen-te-ter'ik, adj. occurring every five

years. [Gr., pente, five, etos, a year.]
Penthenximeral, pen-the-mim'e-ral, adj. belonging to

a metrical group of 2J feet [Gr. pente, five, himi,
half, meros, a part.]

Penthouse, pent'hows, «. a shed projecting from or
adjoining a main building : a protection from the
weather over a door or a window : anything resem-
bling a penthouse.

—

v.t. to provide with a penthouse,
shelter by means of a shed sloping from a wall, or
anything similar. [A corr. olpentice, which is from
Fr. appentis—L. appendiciutn, an appendage.]

Pentice, pen'tis, «. See Penthouse.
Pontile = Pantile.
Pentroof, pent'rOSf, «. a roof with a slope on one side

only. [A hybrid word, from Fr. pente, a slope

—

pendre, to hang, and Eng. roq/.'\

Pentstemon, pent-ste'mon, ». a genus of perennial
herbs of the order Scrophularinece, common in

California. [Gi. pente, five, stemdn, warp, stamen.]
Pentxia, pent'si-a, n. a genus of South African shrubs,
having yellow flowers in small heads, usually in

cotymbs.—The chief species is Pentzia virgata or

the 'sheep-fodder bush.' [Named after C. J. Pentz,
a student under Thunberg. ]

Penult, pe-nult', or pe'nult, Penult'ima, «. the syllable
last but one.

—

adj. Penult imate, last but one.— «.

the penult : the last member but one of any series.

\X-. penultima^piene, almost, ultimus, last.]

Penumbra, pe-num'bra, ». a partial or lighter shadow
round the perfect or darker shadow of an eclipse :

the part of a picture where the light and shade blend
into each other.—a^^V. Penum'bral, Penum'brous.
[L. pane, almost, -umbra, shade.]

Penury, pen'u-ri, «. want : absence of means or re-

sources : great poverty.

—

adj. Ponu'riOUS, showing
penury : not bountiful : too saving : sordid : miserly.
—adv. Penurlously.— «. Penu'riousness. [Fr.,—
\a. pennria ; Gx. peina, hunger, penes, poor.]

Peon, pe'on, «. a day-labourer, esp. in South America,
one working off a debt by bondage : in India, a
foot-soldier, a messenger, a native policeman.—«r.
Pe'onage, Pe'onism, this kind of agricultural servi-

tude. [Sp.,-—Low L. pedo—L. pes, pedis, a foot.]

Peony, pe'o-ni, «. a genus of plants of the natural
order RanunculacetF, with large showy flowers,
carmine, in some white. [O. Fr. pione (Fr. pivoine)
—L. pceonia, healing—Gr. Paion.]

People, pe'pl, «. persons generally : the men, women,
and children of a country or a nation : the mass of
persons as distinguished from the rulers, &c. : an
indefinite number : inhabitants : the vulgar : the

populace:—//. Peoples (pe'plz), races, tribes.

—

v.t.

to stock with people or inhabitants.— People's
palace, an institution for the amusement, recrea-

tion, and association of the working-classes, as
that in the East End of London, inaugurated in

1887.—Chosen people, the Israelites ; Good people,
or folk, a popular euphemistic name for the fairies

;

Peculiar people (see Peculiar); The people, the

populace, tlie mass. [Vt.peuple—L. populus, prob.
reduplicated from root oipiebs, people.]

Peotomy, pe-ot'o-mi, «. the amputation of the penis.

[Gr. peas, the penis, temnein, to cut.]

Peperin, pep'e-rin, «. a volcanic tufa found in the
Alban Hills near Rome. [It peperino^pepe, pepper
—L. piper, pepper.]

Pepita, pe-pe'ta, n. a nugget of gold. [Sp.]

Peplum, pep'lum, «. an upper robe worn by women in

ancient Greece.—Also Pep'lus. [L.,

—

Gr. peplos.'i

Pepo, pe'po, «. a fruit like that of the gourd. [Gr.]

Pepper, pep'er, n. a pungent aromatic condiment con-

sisting of the dried berries of the pepper-plant, entire

or powdered : any plant of genus Piper: a plant of
genus Capsicum, or one of its pods, whence Cayenne
pepper.—v.t. to sprinkle with pepper: to hit or pelt

with shot, &c. : to pelt thoroughly : to do for.

—

adj.

Pepp'er-and-salt', of a colour composed of a light

ground dotted with fine spots of a dark colour, or of

a dark ground with light spots.

—

ns. Pepp'er-box, a
box with a perforated top for sprinkling pepper on
food ; Pepper-cake, a kind of spiced cake or ginger-

bread ; Pepp'er-cast'er, the vessel, on a cruet-stand,

from which pepper is sprinkled ; Pepp'ercorn, the

berry of the pepper plant : something of little value
—Peppercorn rent, a nominal rent ; Popp'erer, one
who sells pepper, a grocer ; Pepper-gin'gerbread,
hot-spiced gingerbread ; Pepp'er-grass, any plant

of gemis Lepidium ; Pepp'eriness ; Pepp'ermint, a
species of mint, aromatic and pungent like pepper :

a liquor distilled from the plant : a lozenge flavoured

with peppermint

—

Peppemtini-drop, a confection so

flavoured ; Pepp'er-pot, a West Indian dish, of

cassareep, together with flesh or dried fish and vege-

tables, esp. green okra and chillies : tripe shredded
and stewed, wath balls of dough and plenty of

pepper ; Pepp'er-tree, a shrub of the cashew family,

native to South America, &c.—also Pepper shrub
and Chili pepper ! Pepp'erwort, the dittander.—
adj. Pepp'ery, possessing the qualities of pepper

:

hot, choleric—JBthlopian pepper, the produce of
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Pepper's Ghost fete, far: mS, hir; mine ; Perciisslon

Xylopia Mthiopica; Benin pepper, of Cubeba
Cltisti; Guinea pepper, or Maleguetta pepper, of

Amomum; Jamaica pepper, or Pimento, of species

of Eugenia {Myrtacete) ; Long pepper, the fruit of

Piper Longiim ; White pepper, tlie seed freed from

the skin and fleshy part of the truit by soaking in

water and rubbing the dried fruit. [A.S. pipor—L.

piper—Gt. fii-peri—Sa.ns. pippaia.]

Pepper's Ghost, pep'ers gOst, «. a device for associat-

ing on the same stage living persons and phantoms
to act together—the phantom produced by a large

sheet of unsilvered glass on the stage, practically

invisible to the spectators, reflecting to them, along

with a visible actor or actors, the appearance of

another actor on an understage, himself invisible.

[John H. Pepper (b. 1821), the improver and ex-

hibitor of Henry Dircks' invention.]

Pepsin, Pepsins, pep'sin, «. one of the essential con-

stituents of the gastric juice : the active agent in

fermenting food in the stomach—a hydrolytic ferment.
—aiij. Pep'tiO, relating to or promoting digestion :

having a good digestion.

—

ns. Peptic'ity, eupepsia;

Pep'tics, digestion considered as a science : the diges-

tive organs; Pop'togen, a substance producing pep-
tone, any preparation that facilitates digestion.

—

adjs.

Peptogen'ic, Peptog'enous, Peptonic—«i. Pep'-
tone, one of a class of albumenoids formed by the

action of the chemical ferment pepsin and hydrochloric
acid, the latter first converting into a syntonin or acid

protein, the former converting this syntonin into pep-

tone—they are soluble in water, are not coagulated
by boiling, and pass readily through an animal mem-
brane, being therefore easily absorbed ; Peptonisa'-
tion.

—

v.t. Pep'tonise, to convert into peptones.

—

«. Pep'tonoid, a substance like peptone : one of
certain food preparations. [Fr.,—Gr. pepsis, diges-

tion—/^//^/«, to digest.]

Pepyslan, pep'is-i-an, atij. pertaining to Samuel
Pepys (1633-1703), his inimitable diary, or the col-

lection of prints, books, ballads, &c. he bequeathed
to Magdalene College, Cambridge.

Per, per, prep, through, by means of, according to.

—Per annum, year by year : for each year ; Per
capita, by heads, implying equal rights to two or
more persons ; Per cent., per hundred ; Per Contra,
on the contrary : as a set-off; Per diem, every day :

day by day ; Per mensem, monthly : by the month ;

Per Saltum, at a single leap : all at once ; Per Se,

by himself, &c. : essentially.

Peracute, per-a-kQt', adj. very sharp or violent.

Peradventure, per-ad-vent'Or, adv. by adventure : by
chance : perhaps.—«. uncertainty : question.

Perambulate, per-am'ba-lat, v.t. to walk through or
over : to pass through for the purpose of surveying :

to survey the boundaries of.

—

ns. Perambula'tion,
' act of perambulating : a survey or inspection by
* travelling through : the district within which a person
*> has the right of inspection ; Peram'bulator, one
•'who perambulates: an instrument for measuring
r- distances on roads: a light carriage for a child.—

adj. Peram'bUlatory. [L. perambulare, -dtum—
per, through, ambuldre, to walk.]

Percale, per-kal', «. a closely woven French cambric.—«. Per'Caline, a glossy cotton cloth. [Fr.]

Peroase, per-kas', aiiv. (Bacon) perchance, perhaps.
[L. per, through, by, cams, a chance.]

Peroeablo, pdrs'a-bl, adj. (Speus.) = Pierctable.
Perceant, p^rs'ant, adj. piercing, penetrating.

—

v.t.

Perc'en (JSpens.), to pierce. [Fr. perfant, pr.p. of
percer, to pierce.]

Perceive, per-sSv', v.t. to become aware of through the
senses : to get knowledge of by the mind : to see : to

understand: to discern.-

—

adj. PercelV'able (same as
Perceptible).—rtrfr/. Percelv'ably (same as Percep-
tibly).

—

ns. PerceiVer ; Perceiving {Bacon), per-
ception. (O. ¥t. />ercever— V,. percijiere, perceptum—per, perfectly, capere, to take ]

Pereentage, per-scn'tij, n. rate per hundred
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allowance of so much for every hundred. — adj.
Percentile. [Cf. Cent.\

Percept, per'sept, «. that which is perceived by means
of tlie senses.—«. Perceptibil'ity, quality of being
perceptible. — rt(<>'. Percep'tible, that can be per-
ceived : that may be known by the senses : discern-
ible.— arfz/. Perceptibly. —«. Perception, act of
perceiving : discernment : (//«/.) the faculty of per-
ceiving : the evidence of external objects by our
senses.— rt<7>>. Perceptional; Perceptive, having
the power of perceiving or discerning.— tis. Per-
cep'tiveness, the faculty or power ol perceiving

:

readiness to perceive ; Perceptivity, character or
quality of being perceptive : power of perceiving.

—

adj. Perceptual, of the nature of perception.
Perch, perch, «. a genus of fresh-water fishes.

—

adjs.
Perch'-backed, shaped like a perch's back ; Per'Ci-
form, percoid ; Per'Cine, perciform ; Per'COid, like

the perch: pertaining to the perch family. [Fr.

perche—L. perca—Gr. perke, a perch, prob. conn.
viMxperknos, spotted.]

Perch, perch, «. a rod on which birds roost : any high
seat or position : a measure = 5J yards : a square
measure = 30^ square yards : a pole joining the fore

and hind gear of a spring carriage : a frame on which
cloth is examined for flaws.

—

v.i. to sit or roost on a
perch : to settle.

—

v.t. to place, as on a perch.

—

ns.

Perch'er, a bird that perches on trees ; Perch'ing,
the examination of cloth stretched on a frame for

burs, knots, or holes—also called Burling.—adj. in-

sessorial.

—

ns. Perch'-plate, a plate or block above
or below a carriage-reach, at the king-bolt ; Perch'-
pole, an acrobat's climbing-pole ; Peroh'-Stay, one
of the side-rods bracing the perch to the hind-axle.

[Fr. perche—L. pertica, a rod.]

Perchance, per-chans', adv. by chance : perhaps.
Percheron, per-she-rong', n. a horse of the Percheron

breed, large strong draught-horses, usually dapple-
gray—also Norman and Nortnan Perclieron.—adj.
pertaining to the foregoing. [Fr.,

—

Perche, m
southern Normandy.]

Perchloric, per-kls'rik, adj. pertaining to an acid, a
syrupy liquid obtained by decomposing potassium
perchlorate by means of sulphuric acid.— «. Per-
chld'rate, a salt of perchloric acid.

Percipient, per-sip'i-ent, adj. perceiving : having the
faculty of perception.—«. one who perceives or who
has the power of perceiving. — ns. Percip'ience,
Percip'lency.

Perclose, per-klSz', «. an enclosed place : {archit.) a
railing separating a tomb or chapel from the rest of
the church : (her.) the lower half of a garter with
the buckle.—Also Par'aclose, Parclose'. [O. Fr.,—1j. pra, in front, claiidere, clausunt, to shut.]

Percoct, per-kokt', adj. well-cooked. [L. percoctits,

percoqiiere, to cook thoroughly.]
Percoid, per'koid. See Perch (i).

Percolate, per'kO-lAt, zut. to strain through pores or
small openings, as a liquid : to filter.

—

v.i. to pass
or ooze through very small openings : to filter.—«.

a filtered liquid.—ns. Percola'tion, act of filtering
;

Per'COlator, a filtering vessel. [L. percolare, -dtunt—per, through, colare, to strain.]

Percurrent, per-kur'ent, adj. running through the
whole length. — adj. Percur'SOry, running over
slightly or in haste (same as Cursory). [L. percur-
rens, pr.p. ofpercurrere, percurstnn, to run through.]

Percuss, per-kus', v.t. to strike so as to shake : to tap
for purposes of diagnosis.

—

adj. Percus'sant (her.),

bent round and striking the side, as a lion's tail

—

al.so Percussed'.
Percussion, per-kush'un, «. the forcible striking of one
body against another : collision, or the .shock pro-
duced by it : impression of sound on the ear : (-med.)

the tapping upon the body to find the condition of
an internal organ by the sounds : in the jargon of
palmistry, the outer side of the h.Tnd.^rt(//t. Per-
ouss'lonal, Perouss'ive.—w. Perouss'ion-bull'et,



Percutaneous mOte ; mOte ; mSOn ; tAen. Perfume

a bullet so formed as to explode on striking some-
thing : an explosive bullet ; PercUS'Sion-cap, a cap
of copper partly filled with a substance which explodes
when struck, formerly used for firing rifles, &c.

;

PerCUS'sion-fUSe, a fuse in a projectile set in action

by concussion wtien the projectile strikes the object

;

Percas'Sion-hanun'er, a small hammer for per-

cussion in diagnosis ; Percus'sion-lock, a kind of

lock for a gun in which a hammer strikes upon a
percussion-cap on the nipp.e, igniting the charge

;

rerCUS'Sion-pOW'der, powder which explodes on
being struck, called alsoyu/minaii/i£^ powtier.—ai/v.

Percuss ively.— /AT. Percuss'or; Percuteur", an
instrument for light percussion in neuralgia, &c.

—

adj. Percu'tient, striking or having power to strike.
—n. that which strikes or has power to strike.

[L. fercHSsion-em — percutere, jiercussum — per^

thoroughly, quatere, to shake.]

Percutaneous, per-ku-ta'ne-us, adj. done or applied

through or by meaus of the skin.

—

adz: Percuta'-
neously. [L. f>cr, through, attis, the skin.]

Perdendo, per-den'do, adj. (tnus.) dying away.—Also
Perdendosi. [It.]

Perdie, Perdy, per'di, adv. = Pardieu.
Perdition, per-dish'un, «. utter loss or ruin : the utter

loss of happiness in a future state.— «. Per'dita, a
lost woman.—rt(^'. Perdi'tionable. [Fr.,—L. per-
diiio—perdere, fierdiium^per,cnx.\rc\y, ddre,Xo'p\iX..]

Perdu, Perdue, per-du', adj. lost to view : concealed

:

being on a forlorn hope or on a desperate enterprise:

reckless.

—

n. {Shak.) one lying in concealment or

ambush : one on a forlorn hope. [Fr., pa.p. olperdre,
to lose—L. ptrdere, to destroy.]

PerduelUon, per-du-el'i-on, «. treason. [L.]

Perdurable, per'du-ra-bl, adj. (^Shak.) very durable,
long continued.—/M. Perdurabll'ity, Perdu'rance,
Perdura'tion. — adv. Perdu'rably (,Sluik.), very
durably : everlastingly.

—

v.i. Perduxe', to last for

a very long time. [L. perditrdre^per, through,
diirare, to last.]

Peregal, per'e-gal, adj. fully equal.

—

n. equal.
Peregrinate, per'e-gri-nat, v.i. to travel through the

country: to travel about from place to place : to live

in a foreign country.

—

adj. foreign.

—

ns. Pereglina'-
tion, act of peregrinating or travelling about ; Per'e-
grinator, one who travels about.

—

adj. Per'egrlne,
foreign, not native : migratory, as a bird.—«. a
foreigner resident in any country : a kind of falcon.
— //. Peregrin'lty, foreignness. [L. peregrindri,
atus—peregriuus, foreign.)

Perelon, pe-rl'on, «. the thorax in Crustacea:—//.

Perei'a.—«. Perei'opod, one of the true thoracic
limbs of a crustacean. [Gr. periion, pr.p. oi peril-
enai, to go about. ]

Perelle, pe-rel', «. Same as Parella.
Peremptory, per'emp-tO-ri, adj. preventing debate

:

authoritative: dogmatical: final, determinate : fully

resolved or determined : that must be done.

—

adv.
Per'emptorlly. — a. Per'emptoriness. [Fr., — L.
peremptoriits^periniere, peremptum—per, entirely,
emere, to take.]

Perennial, pe-ren'i-al, adj. lasting through the year:
perpetual: never failing : growing constantly : (bot.')

lasting more than two years : of insects, living more
than one year.

—

n. a plant which lives more than
two years.

—

v.i. Perenn'ate, to live perennially.

—

n. Perenna'tlon.— rta'?'. Perennially. [L. perennis
—per, through, annus, a year.]

PerennibrancMate, pe-ren-i-brang'ki-.it, adj. having
perennial branchise or gills.—Also Perenn'lbranch.

Perfect, per'fekt, adj. done thoroughly or compleiely

:

completed: without blemish, fault, or error: having
neither too much nor too little : entire, very great

:

in the highest degree : possessing every moral ex-
cellence : completely skilled or acquainted : {gratn.)
expressing an act completed : {pot.) having both
stamens and pistils, hermaphrodite.

—

v.t. (or per-

fektO tc nuke perfect : to finish : to teach fully, to

make fully skilled in anything.

—

ns. Perfecta'tiOQ
\rare) ; PerTecter ; Perfect'l, a body of CatharistS

in the 12th and xsth centuries, of very strict lives;

Perfectibility, quality of being made perfect.

—

adj. Perfect'lble, that may be made perfect.

—

ns.

Perfection, state of being perfect : a perfect quality

or acquirement: the highe>t state or degree; Per-
fec'tionism (or Perfectibility), the belief that man
in a state of grace may attain to a relative perfection

or a state of living without sin in this lile; Perfec'-
tionist, one wh-j pretends to be perfect : one who
thinks that moral perfection can be attained in this

life : one of the Bible Communists or Free-lovers, a
small American sect founded by J. H. Noyes (1811-
86), which settled at Oneida in 1848, holding that the

fospel if accepted secures freedom from s\i\.—adj.
erfect'lve, tending to make perfect.—rt(/zj. Per-

fect'ively, PerTectly, in a perfect manner : com-
pletely : exactly: without fault. — «. Per'fectness,
state or quality of being perfect : completeness : per-
fection: consummate excellence.—Perfect Insect,
the imago or completely developed form of an insect

;

Perfect metals (see Metal) ; Perfect number, a
number equal to the sum of all its divisors, the
number itself of course excepted, as 6=1-1-2-1-3,
28 = I -1- 2 4- 4 4- 7 -|- 14. [Fr.,—L. per/ectus, pa.p.
oiperjicere—per, thoroughly,_/Jjr//^, to do.]

Perfervld, per-fer'vid, adj. very fervid : very hot
or eager. — «. Perfervldness. Perfervldum in-

genlum, a very ardent disposition. [L. per/ervidui,
prie/crvidus—pra, hciore, jervidus, fervid.]

Perficient, per-fish'ent, adj. effectual.

—

n. one who
does a lasting work, esp. who endows a charity.

Perfidious, per-fid'i-us, adj. faithless : unfaithful

:

basely violating trust : treacherous.—Wf. Perfld'l-

ously. — ns. Perfid'lousness, Per'fidy, treachery.

[L. perjidiosus—perfidia, faithlessness.]

Perfoliate, -d, per-fO li-at, -ed, adj. (bot.) having the

stem as it were passing through the blade—of a leaf:

having the leaf round the stem at the base : {zool.)

surrounded by a circle of hairs, &c., taxicom. [L.

per, through, y^/iKWj, a leaf.]

Perforate, per'fa-rat, v.t. to bore through: to pierce:

to make a hole through.

—

adj. Per'forable, capable

of being perforated.—«. Per'forans, the long flexor

muscle of the toes, or the deep flexor muscle of the

fingers.—rt^j. Pertorant, perforating; Perforate,
-^(bot.), pierced with holes: having transparent dots,

as the leaves of certain flowers «. Perfora'tion,

act of boring through : a hole through or into any-

thing.

—

adj. Perforative, having power to pierce.
—ns. Per'forator, one who bores, or an instrument

for boring ; Per'foratUS, the short flexor of the toes,

or the superficial flexor of the fingers. [L. pcrfo-

rare, -dtum^per, X.\\ro\igh,/brdre, to bore.]

Perforce, per-fOrs', adv. by force : of necessity.

Perform, per-form', v.t. to do thoroughly : to carry

out : to achieve : to act, as on the stage.

—

v.i. to do

:

to act a part : to play, as on a musical instrument.
—adj. Perfor'mable, capable of being performed

:

practicable.—/«. Perfor'mance, act of performing:

a carrying out of something : something done, esp.

of a public character : a piece of work : an exhibi-

tion in a theatre or a place of amusement : an act or

action ; Perfor'mer, one who performs, esp. one who
makes a public exhibition of his skill : an actor, an
actress, &.c.—adj. Perfor'mlng, doing: trained to

perform tricks. [O. Fr. par/oumir, par—L. per,

through.y^/o-n/r, to furnish.]

Perfume, per'fum, or per-fura', n. sweet-smelling
smoke : sweet scent : anything which yields a sweet
odour.

—

v.t. (per-flQni') to fill with a pleasant odour:
to scent.

—

adj. PerfU'matOry, yielding perfume.

—

vs. Per'fume-foun'taln, a small appliance for throw-
ing a jet or spray of perfume ; PerfU'mer, one who
or that which gerfumes : one who makes or sells

perfumes ; PerfU'mery, perfumes in general : the
art of preparing perfumes ; Per'fume-set, a &et of
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Perfunctory Rite, rSr ; mS, hir ; mTne ; Period

articles for the toilet-table.—rtrf/'. Per'fumy. [Fr.

par/urn—\,. per, through,_/««;;«, smoke. J

Perfunctory, per-fungk'tO-ri, adj. done merely as a

duty to be passed over : performed carelessly or with-

out interest : negligent : slight. — adv. Perfunc'-

torily, in a careless, half-hearted manner : without

zeal or interest.—«. Perfunc'torlness, careless per-

formance : half-heartedness. [L. perfunctorius—

perfuncttts, pa.p. of perfungi, to execute —per,
thoroughly, j^««jf/, to do.]

Perfuse, per-fuz', v.t. to pour through or over.— «.

PerfU'Slon.

—

adj. PerfU'sive, sprinkling, or tending

to sprinkle. [L. perfusiis, poured over—/^r, through,

fundC-re, to pour.]

Pergameneous, per-ga-me'ne-us, adj. thin and parch-

ment-like in texture. — adj. Pergamenta'oeous,
parchment-like. [L. pergatnena, parchment.]

Pergola, per'gO-la, n. an arbour, a balcony.—Also

Per'gUla. [It.,—L. pergula, a shed.]

Pergunnah, per-gun'a, «. a sub-division of a zillah or

district in India.—Also Pargan'a. [Hind.]
Perhaps, per-haps', adv. it may be : possibly.

Perl, pe'ri, n. in Persian mythology, a female elf or

fairy, represented as descended from the fallen

angels. [Fr. piri— Pers. pari, a fairy.]

Feriagua, per-i-a'gwa, n. a canoe hollowed out of a
single trunk, a dug-out : a vessel made by cutting a
canoe in two lengthwise and inserting a large plank :

a large keelless flat-bottomed boat for shoal-water
navigation, decked at the ends only, propelled by
rowing, or by s.iils on two masts capable of being
struck.—Also PirOgUe'. [Sp. piragua.}

PeriaktOS, per-i-ak'tos, «. in the ancient Greek theatre

a tall prism-shaped frame or screen at the side en-

trances, each carrying three scenes changed by
turning the frames. [Gr.]

Perianth, per'i-anth, «. the floral envelope where
the calyx and corolla are not easily distinguished.

[Gr. peri, around, anthos, a flower.]

Periapt, per'i-apt, «. (Shak.) ,in amulet. [Gr. peri-

apton, something hung round, peri, about, aptos—
aptein, to fasten.]

Periaxial, per-i-ak'si-al, adj. surrounding an axis.

Periblast, per'i-blast, «. the protoplasm about the
nucleus of a c&W.—adj. Perlblast'lC. [Gr. peri,

about, blasios, a germ.]
Perlbolos, pe-rib'o-Tos, «. a court enclosed by a wall,

esp. one containing a temple or a church, the whole
outer enclosure of sanctuary or refuge. [Gr. peri-
botos, encircling

—

peri, around, ballein, to throw.]
PerlcardiTUn, per-i-kar'di-um, n. (atiat.) the bag or

sac composed of two layers which surrounds the
heart. — adjs. Perlcar'dlac, Perlcar'dlal, Perl-
car'dlan.—«. Perlcardi'tls, inflammation of the
pericardium. [Late L., — Gr. perikardion—Peri,
around, kardia, heart.]

Pericarp, per'i-karp, n. (bot.) the covering, shell, or
rind of fruits: a seed-vessel.

—

adj. Perlcarp'laJ.
[Gr. perikarpion—peri, around, karpos, fruit.]

Pericentral, per-i-sen'tral, adj. surrounding a central
body.—rti^'. Perlcen'trlo.

Perichondrium, per-i-kon'dri-um, n. the fibrous in-

vestment of cartilage. [Gr. peri, about, chondros,
cartilage.]

Perlclase, per'i-klaz, «. a_ rare mineral consisting of
magnesia with a little iron protoxide. [Gr. peri,
about, klasis, fracture.]

Perlclean, per-i-kle'an, adj. oi Pericles (Ax^d 439 B.C.)
or the golden age of art and letters at Athens.

Perlcope, pe-rik'0-p5, n. an extract, esp. the selections
from the epistles and gospels for the Sundays of the
year. [Gr. /^rr,_ around, ^o//«», to cut.]

Pericranium, per-i-kra'ni-um, «. (a«a/.) the membrane
that surrounds the cranium.

—

adj. Perlcra'nlal.

—

«. PeMcrany (obs.), the skull. [Late L.,— Gr.
perikranion—peri, around, kranion, the skull.]

Perlculum, pe-rik'u-lum, n. LScott lazv) a rifk ;-//.
PerlCuU. [L.]
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Pericystitis, per-i-sis-tl'tis, «. inflammation around the

bladder. [Gr. peri, around, kysiis, the bladder.]

Peridental, per-i-den'tal, adj. surrounding the teeth.

Periderm, per'i-derm, «. the hard integument of some
tubularian hydromedusans : {bot.)ihc outer bark.

—

adj. Per'ldermal. [Gr. peri, about, derma, skin.]

Peridesmium, per-i-des'mi-um, n. (anat.) the areolar

tissue round a ligament. [Gr. peri, around, desmos,
a band.]

Peridlum, pS-rid'i-um, K. the outer coat of a sporo-
phore in angiocarpous fungi. — adj. Perld'lal. —
«. Perldi'olum (bot.), an inner peridium inside of
which the hyinenium is formed. [Gr. peridion, dim.
oi pera, a wallet.]

Perldotlte, per'i-do-tit, n. rock mainly composed of
olivine.—«. Per'ldot, crysolite.—rt<^'. Perlaot'io.

Perldrome, per'i-drOm, «. the space between the inner
cell or chamber and the surrounding pillars in an
ancient temple. [Gr. peridrontos, running round

—

peri, aroimd, dromos, a race.]

Perlegesls, per-i-e-je'sis, «. a progress or journey
through. [Gr. 1

Perlenteron, per-i-en'te-ron, «. the primitive perivis-

ceral cavity.

—

adj. Perlenter'lC. [Gr. peri, about,
enieron, an intestine.]

Perifibrum, per-i-fl'brum, «. the membraneous cover-

ing of the spicules and fibre of sponges.
PerlgangllonlC, per-i-gang-gli-on'ik, adj. surrounding
a ganglion.

Perigastric, per-i-gas'trik, adj. surrounding the ali-

mentary canal.

Perigee, per'i-je, «. (asiron.) the point of the moon's
orbit at which it is nearest the earth—opp. to Apogee,
—adjs. Perige'al, Perlge'an. [Gr. peri, near, ge,

the earth.]

PerlgenesiS, per-i-jen'e-sis, «. wave-generation, the

dynamic theory of reproduction by a kind of wave-
motion of plastidules.

Perlglottls, per-i-glot'is, «. the epidermis of the
tongue.—«(//'. Perlglott'lc.

Perigone, per'i-gcn, «. (bot.) the same as Perianth—
also Perigonium.—rt(^'. Perigo'nlaL [Gr. peri,

about, gone, seed.]

Perlgraph, per'i-graf, n. an inaccurate delineation of

anything.

—

adj. Perlgraph'lC.
Perigynous, per-ij'i-nus, adj. (bot.) denoting flowers

which have the petals and stamens growing on the

calyx, or around the pistil.—«. Perlgyn'lum. [Gr.

peri, 3.\>ovit, gyng, a female.]
Perihelion, per-ihe'li-on, «. the point of the orbit of

a planet or a comet at which it is nearest to the sun
—opp. to ApheiioH.-XXso Perihe'llum. [Gr. peri,

near, helios, the sun.]

Perihepatic, per-i-he-pat'ik, adj. surrounding the liver.

Peril, per'il, «. danger : a source of danger : exposure
to danger.

—

v.t. to expose to danger :—/r.;>. per'il-

ling; pa.t. and pa.p. per'illed.—fl<^'. Per'llOUS, full

of peril : dangerous.—ao'z/. Per'llously.—«. Per'll-

OUSnesS. [Fr. //r/V—L. periculum.\
Perilymph, per'i-limfj n. the fluid which surrounds the

membraneous labyrinth of the ear.

Perimeter, pe-rim'e-tcr, «. (geom.) the circuit or

boundary of any plane figure, or the sum of all its

sides: an instrument for measuring the area over
which a person can see distinctly.

—

adjs. Perlmet'rlC,
-al, pertaining to the perimeter.

—

n. Perlm'etry,
the act of making perimetrical measurements. [Gr.

perimetros—peri, around, metron, measure.]
Perimorph, per'i-morf, >t. a mineral enclosing another.
—adjs. Perimor'phic, Perlmor'phous.

Perineum, Perlnaeum, perineum, «. the lower part
of the body between the genital organs and the
rec\.um.—adj. Perlne'al. [L.,— Gr.]

Period, pe'ri-ud, H. the time in which anything is per
formed : (astron.) the time occupied by one of the
heavenly bodies in making its revolution : a stated
interval of time, at the end of which certain events
begin again to go through tha gam* course ashefore :
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a series of events : a series of years : length of dura-
tion : the time at which anything ends : conclusion :

{gram.) a mark at the end of a sentence : {rhet.) a
complete sentence.

—

v.t. (S/taA.) to put an end to.

—

adjs. PeriOd'ic, -al, pertaining to a period : happen-
ing by revolution : occurring at regular intervals :

pertaining to periodicals.

—

ns. Periodical, a maga-
zine or other publication which appears in parts at

regular periods ; Period'icalist, one who writes in

a periodical.—fl</z/. Periodically.—«. Periodicity,
state of being periodic : tendency to happen over
again at regular intervals of time. — Periodical
Uteratlire, literature published in magazines, &c.

;

Periodic ftmction, one whose operation being iter-

ated a certain number of times restores the variable :

a function having a period ; Periodic inequality,
a disturbance in the motion of a planet due to its

position in its orbit relatively to another planet

;

Periodic law (chem.), a relation of elements accord-
ing to their atomic weights. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. peri-
odos—peri, around, hodos, a way.]

Periophthalmus, per-i-of-thal'mus, n. a genus of acan-
thopterous fishes, allied to gobies, with protruding
mobile eyes, pectoral fins that can be used as legs.

Periorbital, per-i-or'bi-tal, adj. pertaining to the orbit
of the eye.

Periosteum, per-i-os't€-um, n. a tou^h fibrous mem-
brane which forms the outer coating of bones.

—

adjs. Periosteal, Periosteous; Periostit'ic—«.
Periosti'tiS, inflammation of the periosteum. [Gr.
Periosteon—peri, around, osteon, a bone.]

Periotic, per-i-O'tik, adj. surrounding the inner ear.

—

w.aperioticbone. [Gr.peri, about, «;/«, otos, theear.]
Peripatetic, -al, per-i-pa-tet'ik, -al, adj. walking about

:

of or pertaining to the philosophy of Aristotle, who
taught while walking up and down in the Lyceum
at Athens. — «. Peripatetic, an adherent of the
philosophy of Aristotle : one accustomed or obliged
to walk: (pi.) instruction by lectures.— n. Peri-
patetlcism, the philosophy of Aristotle. [Gr. peri-
paietikos^peri, about, patein, to walk.]

Peripatus, pe-rip'a-tus, «. a genus of myriapods.
Peripetia, per-i-pe-ti'a, «. the denouement of a drama.
Periphery, pe-rif'er-i, «. (xeom.) the circumference

of a circle or of any closed figure : the outside of any-
thing generally.—rt^>. Periph'eral, Peripher'ic,
-al. [L.,—Gr. peri, uround, pfierein, to carry.]

PeriphractiC, per-i-frak'tik, adj. enclosed around.
[Gr. pfri, ahoxit, phrassein, to enclose.]

Periphrase, per'i-fraz, n. a round-about way of speak-
ing : the use of more words than are necessary to
express an idea : (rfiei.) a figure employed to avoid
a trite expression—also Periph'rasis.

—

v.t. or v.t.

to use circumlocution.

—

adj's. Periphras'tlC, -al,

containing or expressed by periphrasis or circum-
locution.—«</!/. Periphras'tlcally. (L.,—Gr. peri-
phrasis—peri, SLhout, pArasis, a speaking.]

Periplast, per'i-plast, «. the intercellular substance of
an organ or tissue of the body.

—

adj. Periplastic
PeriplUS, per'i-plus, «. a circumnavigation. [Gr. peri,

around, ploos, pious, a voyage.]
Periptery, pe-rip'ter-i,«.(rtrfAjV.)abuiIdingsurrounded
by a wing or row of columns.

—

adj's. Perip'teral,
having a periptery or range of columns all round,
said of a temple, &c. ; Perip'terous, feathered on
all sides : peripteral. [Gr. peripteros—peri, about,
pteron, a wing.]

Perirhinal, per-i-rl'nal, adj. surrounding the nose.
Periscii, pe-rish'i-T, n.pl. the people within the polar

circle, bcciuse their shadows, on some daysin summer,
move round in a complete circle, owing to the fact

that on those days the sun does not set.

—

adj. PeriS'-
Cian. [Gr. periskios, throwing a shadow all round ;

peri, around, skin, a shadow.]
Periscope, per'i-skOp, «. an instrument like the alti-

scopc, used in directing submarine boats.

—

adj. Peri-
SCOplC. [Gr. peri, about, skopein, to see.]

Perish, per'ish, v.i. to pam away compUuly : to Virutc

Ml

away : to decay : to lose life : to be destroyed : to be
ruined or lost.

—

ns. Perishabil ity, Per'ishahleness,
the quality of being liable to speedy decay or destruc-
tion.

—

adj. Per'ishable, that may perish : subject
to speedy decay.

—

adv. Per'ishably.— z/.i. Per'ishen
(Spens.), to perish. [O. Fr. perir, pr.p. perissant—
l^. perire, to perish

—

per, completely, ire, to go.]
Perisperm, per'i-sperm, n. {bot.) that which is round
a seed, the albumen.—o^//". Perisper'mlC. [Gr. peri,
around, sperma, seed.]

PerispheriC, -al, per-i-sfer'ik, -al, adj. globular.
Perisjwre, per'i-spor, «. the outer covering of a spore.
Perissad, pe-ris'ad, «. (chem.) an atom whose valency

is represented by an odd number—opp. to Artiad—
also adj. [Gr. perissos, beyond the regular number.]

Perissodactyla, pe-ris-e-dak'ti-la, n. one of the two
divisions of the great mammalian order Ungulata,
including the horse, tapir, and rhinoceros, distin-
guished by the third digit of each limb being sym-
metrical in itself, by the presence of an odd number
of digits on the hind-foot, &c.—opp. to Artiodactyla.
—adjs. Perissodac'tyl, Perlssodao'tylate, Peris-
sodactylic, Perissodatftylous. [Gr. perissos, be-
yond the regular number, daktylos, a finger.]

PeriSSOlOgy, per-i-sol'o-ji, «. verbiage.— a(^'. Perls-
SOlOglcal, redundant in words.

PerisSOSyllabic, pe-ris-o-si-lab'ik, adj. having super-
fluous syllables.

Peristallth, pe-ris'ta-lith, n. a series of standing stones
surrounding a barrow or burial-mound. [Gr. peri,
around, hisianai, to stand, lithos, a stone.]

Peristaltic, per-i-stalt'ik, adj. noting the involuntary
niuscujar action of the alimentary canal, by which it

forces its contents onwards.—«. Peristalsis. [Gr.
perisialtikos—peristellein, to wrap round—/en',
around, stellein, to place.]

Peristeropod, pe-ris'te-ro-pod, adj. pigeon-toed—also
«. [Gr. peristera, a pigeon, pcus, podos, a foot.]

Peristome, per'i-stOm, «. the mouth-parts of echino-
derms, &c. : the fringe of hair-like appendages
round the rim of the capsule of a moss.

Peristyle, per'i-stll, «. a range of columns round a
building or round a square : a court, square, &c.,
with columns all round.

—

adj. Peristy'lar. [L.
peristylium—Gr. peristylon, with pillars round the
wall

—

peri, around, stylos, a column.]
PerithoraciC, per-i-th5-ras'ik, adj. around the thorax.

PeritomoUS, pe-rit'S-mus, adj. (»;?«. )_cleaving in more
directions than one parallel to the axis, the faces being
all similar. [Gr. peri, round, temnein, to cut.]

Peritoneum, Peritonaeum, per-i-tO-ne'um, n. a serous
membrane which encloses all the viscera lying in the

abdominal and pelvic cavities.

—

adjs. Peritone'al

;

PeritonitlC.—«. Peritoni'tiS, inflammation of the
peritoneum. [Gr.peritoneion—peri, around, teinein,

to stretch.]

Perityphlitis, per-i-tif-ll'tis, n. inflammation of the

caecum, appendix, and connective tissue, or of the

peritoneum covering csecum and appendix. [Gr.

peri, round, typhlos, blind (the caecum being the
' blind gut ').]

Perivascular, per-t-vas'ka-lar, adj. surrounding a
vascular structure.

Perivisceral, per-i-vis'e-ral, adj. surrounding viscera.

Periwig, per'i-wig, «. a peruke or small wig,_ usually

shortened to Wig: an artificial head of have.—v.t.
to dress with a periwig.

—

adj. Per'iwlg-pa'ted,

wearing a periwig. [Old Dut. peruyk— Fr. perruque. )

Periwinkle, per'i-wingk-1, «. a creeping evergreen
plant, growing in woods. [M. E. penienke, through
A.S. peruinc<e, from L. pervinca, z'inctre, to bind.]

Periwinkle, per'i-wingk-1, «. a small univalve mollusc :

a small shellfish, abundant between tide-marks on
the rocks, boiled and eaten as food. [Corrupted by
confusion with preceding from A.S. pineivincla—
ivincle, a whelk ; prov. Eng. pin-patch.'i

Perjure, per'jSSr, v.t. to swear falsely (followed by a
reciprocal pronoun) s to causa to Bw«ar falsely•
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to be false to one's oath.— «. {SAak.) a perjured
person.

—

at(/. Per'Jurod, having sworn falsely : being
sworn falsely, as an oath.—«. Per'juror.— rt^V.
Perju'rious, Per'Jurous, guilty of perjury.—«. Por"-

jury, false swearing : the breaking of an oath

:

(/ixzu) the crime committed by one who, when giving

evidence on oath as a witness in a court of justice,

gives evidence which he knows to be false. [Fr.,

—

L. perjurdre—per-, jurdre, to swear.]

Pork, perk, adj. trim: spruce : jaunty : proud.

—

v.t.

to make smart or trim.

—

v.u to hold up the head
with smartness: to toss or jerk the head.— «<^'.

'PerlLJ (Tetifi.), perk, trim. [\V./erc, trim.]

Perk, perk, v.i. (prov.) to peer.— <k^^ Perk'lng,
peering, inc^uisitive.

Perkin, per'km, «. weak perry.

Perlaceous = Pearlaceous. See Pearl.
Perlite, per'llt, «. the name given to some vitreous

rocks, as obsidian, which seem as if made up of little

pearly or enamel-like spheroids.— rt<//'. Perlit'iC.

Perlous, perl'us, adj. {Spens.). Same as Perilous.
Perlustrate, per-lus'trat, v.t. to survey carefully.

—

n.

PerlUStration. [L. perlustrare, -dtum.]
Permanent, per'ma-uent, adj. lasting : durable : not

subject to change : not to be removed : {zool.) aXv/ays

present.—«j. Permanence, Permanency, state or
quality of being permanent : continuance iu the same
state, position, &c. : unlikelihood of change : dura-
tion.—tzd^z/. Per'manently.—Permanent way, the
finished road of a railway. [Fr.,

—

L. permanere—
^er, through, titanere, to continue.]

Permanganate, per-man'gan-at, «. a salt containing
manganese.

—

adj. Permanganic.
Permeate, pcr'mS-at, v.t. to p.iss through the pores

of: to penetrate and fill the pores of.

—

n. Perme-
ability. -a^^/'. Permeable, that may be permeated
or passed through : allowing the passage of liquids.

—

adv. Permeably.—«. Permeation, act of permeat-
ing, or state of being permeated.

—

adj. Permea'tive.
[L. pemieatus—per, through, medre, to pass.]

Permian, per'mi-an, ». a group of strata forming the
uppermost division of the Palezoic series.

Permiscible, per-mis'i-bl, adj'. capable of being mixed.
Permit, per-mit", v.t. to give leave to : to allow to be

or to be done : to aflford means : to give opportunity :

—pr.p. permit'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p. permit'ted.—«.
(per'mit) a written permission, esp. from a custom-
bouse officer to remove goods.—n. PenulSSlbil ity.—adj'. Permissible, that may be permitted: allow-
able.—o^l'z'. Permlss'lbly.—«. Permission, act of
permitting : liberty granted : allowance.

—

adj. Per-
missive, granting permission or liberty : allowing :

granted : not hindered.

—

adv. PermiSSlvely, by per-
mission, without prohibition.— ils. Permit'tanco,
permission ; PermitteS', one to whom permission is

granted ; Permit'ter, one who permits.—Permissive
Bill, a measure embodying the principles of local
option for the regulation of the liqnor traffic ; Per-
missive laws, laws that permit certain things without
enforcing anything. [L. ptrmittere, -missu»t, to let
pass through—/^r, through, tnittere, to send.]

Permutable, per-mu'ta-bl, adj. that may be changed
one for another.

—

ns. Permil'tableness, Permut-
ablllty.— rt,/z/. Permix'tably.— «x. Permutant;
Permuta'tion, act of changing one thing for an-
other : {math.) the arrangement of things or letters
in every possible order.

—

v.t. Permute'. [L.,

—

permuidrt^per, through, mntdre, to change.]
Pern, p6m, «. a honey-buzzard—Also PernU.
Pernicious, per-nish'us, adj. killing utterly : hurtful :

destructive : highly injurious.

—

adv. Pemi'CiOUSly.
—n. Pemi'CiOUSnesS. [Fr.,— L. pertticiasia—per,
completely, nex, necis, death by violence.]

Pernickety, per-nik'e-ti, adj. easily troubled about
trifles : Uoll.) fastidious.

—

n, Pemick'etiness.
Pemoctation, per-nok-ta'shun, H. act of passing the

whole night, esp. in prayer or watching : a watch
all night. [L. per, through, nox, noctit, night.]

Perone, per'O-ne, »;. the fibula or small bone of the leg.

—adjs. Peroneal; Peroneotibial, pertaining to

the perone and the tibia.— «. a muscle from the fibula

to the tibia in some marsupials : an anomalous muscle
in man, constant in apes, between the inner side of

the head of the fibula and the tibia.—;/. Perone'US,
one of several fibul.ir muscles. [Fr.,—Gr. perone,
the tongue of a buckle.]

Peropod, pe'rO-pod, adj. having rudimentary hind
limbs, as serpents—also n. [Gr. peros, maimed,
Poits, podos, a foot.]

Peroration, per-O-ra'shun, «. the conclusion of a
speech, usually summing up the points and en-
forcing the argument.

—

v.i. Perorate, to make a
peroration: (coll.) to make a speech. [Fr.,—L.
peroratio—perorare, to bring a speech to an end

—

per, through, ordre, to speak

—

os, oris, the mouth.]
Peroxide, per-ox'Id, «. an oxide having a larger pro-

portion of oxygen than any other oxide of the same
series.—w.Peroxida'tion.—I", t. and V. i. Peroz'idise.

Perpend, per-pend', v.t. to weigh in the mind, to

consider carefully. [L. perpendere—per, inten.,

pendere, to weigh.]
Perpend, per'pend, «. in building, a bond-stone or

bonder. — Also Perpend-stone, Perpent-stonet
[O. Fr. parpaigue, Fr. parpaing.]

Perpendicular, per-pen-diku-lar, atij. exactly up-
right : extending in a straight line toward the centre
of the earth : {geom.) at right angles to a given line

or surface.—«. a perpendicular line or plane.

—

n.

Perpendicularity, state of being perpendicular.

—

adv. Perpendicularly.—Perpendicular style, a
style of Gothic architecture in England which
succeeded the Decorated style, prevailing from the
end of the 14th to the middle of the i6th century,
contemporary with the Flamboyant style in France,
marked by stiff and rectilinear lines, mostly vertical

window-tracery, depressed or four-centre arch, fan-

tracery vaulting, and panelled walls. [Fr.,—L.
perpendicularis—perf-endiculunt, a plumb-line—/^»-,
through, pendere, to weigh.]

Perpetrate, per'pe-trat, v.t. to perform or commit
(usually in a bad sense) : to produce (.is a poor
pun).—rt<(^'. Per'petrable.—«j. Perpetra'tion, act
of committing a crime : the thing perpetrated : an
evil action : Perpetrator. [L. perpetrdre, -dtum—
per, thoroughly, /rt/rvfr^, to perform.]

Perpetual, per-pet'u-al, adj. never ceasing : ever-
lasting : not temporary.

—

adv. Perpet'ually.—Per-
petuij curate, a curate of a parish where there was
neither rector nor vicar, the tithes being in the hands
of a layman—abolished in 1868, every incumbent
not a rector now being a vicar ; Perpetual motion,
motion of a machine arising from forces within itself,

constantly kept up without any force from without

;

Perpetual screw, an endless screw. [Fr. perpituel
— L. perpetuus, continuous.]

Perpetuate, per-pet'u-at, v.t. to make perpetual: to

cause to last for ever or for a very long time : to
preserve from extinction or oblivion.

—

adj. Pet-
pet'ixable, capable of being perpetuated.

—

n. Per-
pet'uance, the act of making perpetual.

—

adjs.
Perpet'uate, -d, made perpetual : continued for an
indefinite time.

—

fts. Perpetuation, act of {per-

petuating or preserving from oblivion : preservation
for ever, or for a very long time ; Perpetuity, state
of being perpetual: endless time : duration for an
indefinite period : something lasting for ever : the
sum paid for a perpetual annuity : the annuity itself.

Perplex, per-pleks', v.t. to make difficult to be under-
stood : to embarrass : to puzzle : to tease with
suspense or doubt.—«. (ois.) a difficulty.—afl'f.
Perplexedly. — «. Perplex'edness. — adj. Per-
plexlng.—rti/zr. Perplexlngly.— «. Perplexity,
state of oeing perplexed : confusion of mind arising
from doubt, &c. : intricacy : embarrassment : doubt.
[Fr.,— L. perplexus, entangled

—

per, completely,
plexHi, involved, pa-p. o( pieetir*.]
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Perquisite, per'kwi-zit, «. an allowance granted over
and above the settled wages : a fee allowed by law
to an officer for a specific service.—« J. Perquisi'tion,
a strict search : diligent inquiry ; Perquis'itor, the
first purchaser of an estate. [L. ^erguisitutn, from
ferqtiirere—per, thoroughly, quterere, to ask.]

Perradial, per-ra'di-al, adj. fundamentally radial.

—

n.

Perra'dius.
Perrier, per'i-er, «. a machine for hurling stones.

Perron, per'on, «. an external flight of steps giving
access to the entrance-door of a building.

Perruque, Pemiquier. See Perulce.
Perry, per'i, «. an agreeable beverage made by

fermenting the juice of pears. [Fr. poiri, from
poire, a pear—L.//>7<w.]

Persant, pers'ant, adj. {Spens.). Same as Perceant.
Perscrutation, per-skroo-ta'shun, «. a thorough search
through : a minute inquiry. [L. Per, through,
scr-uidri, to search carefully.]

Perse, pers, adj. dark blue, bluish-gray.—«. a dark-
blue colour, a cloth of such colour. [O. Fr. pers—
L. persicum, a peach.]

Persecute, per'se-kut, v.t. to pursue so as to injure

or annoy : to follow after persistently : to annoy or
punish, esp. for religious or political opinions.

—

ns.

Fersecu tlon, act or practice of persecuting : state

of being persecuted : a time of general oppression on
account of religious opinions ; Per'secutor \—/em.
Per'secutrix. [ Fr. ,— L. persequi, persecutus—per,
thoroughly, segui, to follow.]

Perseus, per'sus, «. a fabled Greek hero, who slew the
Gorgon Medusa, and rescued Andromeda from a sea-
monster : a constellation in the northern sky. [Gr.]

Persevere, per-se-ver', v.t. to persist in anything : to

pursue anything steadily : to be constant : not to
give over.—«. Perseve'rance, act or state of per-
severing: continued application to anything which
one has begun : a going on till success is met with.—adj. Perseve'ring.—ad'i'. Perseve'rlngly.—Per-
severance of saints, the Cah-inistic doctrine that
those who are effectually called by God cannot fall

away so as to be finally lost. [Fr.,

—

"L. perseverdre—perseverus, very strict

—

per, very, sevenis, strict.]

Persian, per'shi-an, adj. of, from, or relating to Persia,
its inhabitants, or language.

—

n. a native of Persia:
the language of Persia : {archit.) male figures used
instead of columns to support an entablature—also

Per'slo—Persian apple, the peach ; Persian berry,
the fruit of several buckthorns ; Persian blinds (see

Persienne); Persian wheel, a large wheel for

raising water, fixed vertically with a number of
buckets at its circumference.

PerSlOOt, per'si-kot, «. a cordial flavoured with
kernels of peaches and apricots. [Fr.,—L. persi-
cum, a peach.]

Persienne, per-si-en', «. an Eastern cambric or muslin
with coloured printed pattern : (//.) Persian blinds,
outride shutters of thin movable slats in a frame.

Persiflage, per'si-flazh, n. a frivolous way of talking
or treating any subject : banter.

—

adj. Per'Siflant,
bantering.—f. J. Per'Siflate ( rZ/jwA^rrtj/).—«. Pefsi-
fleUT {CarfyU). [TT.,—persijler, to banter—L. per,
through, Fr. siffler—L. sibilare, to whistle, to hiss.]

Persimmon, Persimon, per-sim'on, «. the American
date-plum. [Amer. Ind.]

Persist, per-sist', v.i. to stand throughout to some-
thing begun : to continue in any course, esp. against
opposition : to persevere.

—

ns. Persis'tence, Per-
BlS'tency, quality of being persistent : perseverance :

obstinacy : duration, esp. of an effect after the
exciting cause has been removed.

—

adj. PerslS'tent,
persisting : pushing on, esp. against opposition :

tenacious : fixed : (hot.) remaining till or after the
fniit is ripe, as a calyx.

—

advs. PersiS'tently

;

Persis'tlngly.—(M>'. Persis'tlveCS'Aa*.), persistent.

[Fr.,

—

'L. persistere^per, through, sistere, to cause
to stand

—

stare, to stand.]

Person, per'sun, M. character represented, as on the

stage : character : an individual, sometimes used
slightingly : a living soul : a human being : the
outward appearance, &c. : bodily form : one of the

three hypostases or individualities in the triune God :

{gram.) a distinction in form, according as the
subject of the verb is the person speaking, spoken
to, or spoken of.

—

adj. Per'sonable, having a well-

formed body or person : of good appearance.—«.

Per'sonage, a person : character represented : an
individual of eminence : external appearance.

—

adj.

Per'sonal, belonging to a person : having the nature
or quality of a person : peculiar to a person or to his

private concerns : pertaining to the external appear-
ance : done in person: relating to one's own self:

applied offensively to one's character : {grant.)
denoting the person.

—

». Personalisa'tion, personi-
fication.—p./. Per'sonalise, to make personal.—«j.
Per'sonalism, the character of being personal

;

Per'sonalist, one who writes personal notes; Per-
SOnal'ity, that which distinguishes a person from
a thing, or one person from another : individuality :

a derogatory remark or reflection directly applied to
a person—esp. in //. Personal'ities.-oo'^'. Per'son-
ally, in a personal or direct manner : in person

:

individually.—«. Per'sonalty {law), all the property
which, when a man dies, goes to his executor or
administrator, as distinguished from the realty,

which goes to his heir-at-law.

—

v.t. Per'SOnate, to
assume the likeness or character of: to represent:
to counterfeit : to feign.

—

adj. {boi.) mask-like, as in

the corollary of the snapdragon : larval, cucullate.

—

adj. Per'sonated, impersonated, feigned, assumed.
—tis. Personation; Per'sonator.-«. Personlsa'-
tion.—f.^ Per'sonise, to personify.—>/. Personnel',
the persons employed in any service, as distinguished
from the materiel.—Personal estate, property,
movable goods or property, as distinguished from
freehold or real property, esp. in land ; Personal
exception {Scots law), a ground of objection which
applies to an individual and prevents him from doing
something which, but for his conduct or situation, he
might do ; Personal identity, the continued same-
ness of the individual person, through all changes
both without and within, as testified by conscious-

ness ; Personal rights, rights which belong to the

person as a living, reasonable being ; Personal
security, security or pledge given by a person, as

distinguished from the delivery of some object of

value as security ; Personal service, delivery of a
message or an order into a person's hands, as dis-

tinguished from delivery in any other indirect way ;

Personal transaotion, something done by a person's

own effort, not through the agency of another.—In
person, by one's self, not by a representative. [Fr.,

—L. persona, a player's mask, perh. from persdndre,
-Hunt—per, through, sonare, to sound.]

Persona, per-so'na, «. a person.—Persona grata, a

person who is acceptable to those to whom he is

sent—Dramatis personae, the characters in a play

or story. [L.]

Personify, per-son'i-fr, v.t. {rket.) to treat, look on,

or describe as a jjerson : to ascribe to any inanimate

object the qualities of a person : to be the embodi-

ment of :—/«.;'. and pa.p. person'ified.— «. Personl-

fica'tion. [L. persona, a person, 7&ff>r, to make.]

Perspective, per-spek'tiv, n. a view or a vista: the

art of drawing objects on a plane surface, so as to

give the picture the same appearanceto the eye as

the objects themselves : just proportion in all the

parts : a telescope or field-glass : a picture in per-

spective.

—

a<^'. pertaining or according to perspec-

tive.—a</t'. Perspetftively.—«j. Perspec'tograph,
an instrument for indicating correctly the points and
outlines of objects ; PerspectOg'raphy, the science

of perspective, or of delineating it.—Perspective
plane, the surface on which the picture of the

objects to be represented in perspective is drawn.
—In perspeotive, according to the laws of per-
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spective. [Fr.,—L. />erspicere, perspectum^per,
through, specere, to look.]

Perspicacious, per-spi-ku'shus, adj. of clear or acute

understanding : quick - sighted. — adv. Perspica'-

ciously.—«i^. Perspicaciousness : Perspicacity,
state of being acute in discernhig : keenness of sight

or of understanding ; Perspicility, state of being

perspicacious : clearness in expressing ideas so as to

make them easily understood by others: freedom
from obscurity.

—

adj. PerspiC'UOUS, that can be seen

through : clear to the mind : easily understood : not

obscure in any way : evident.

—

adv. PerspiC UOUSly.
—«. Perspic'iiousness. [L. perspicax, perspicacis

^pc'spicere, to see through.]
Perspire, per-splr", v.i. and v.t to emit or to be

emitted, as moisture, through the pores of the skin :

to sweat.—«. Perspirabil'ity.—rt;^. Perspir'able,

capable of being perspired.

—

v.i. Perspirate (r^rf),

to sweat.—«. Perspira'tioa, act of perspiring : that

which is perspired : moisture given out through the

pores of the skin : sweat.

—

adj. Perspir'atory, per-

taining to or causing perspiration. [L. perspirare,
•atum—per, through, spirdre, to breathe.]

Perstringe, per-strinj', v.t. to criticise.

Perstiade, per-swad', v.t. to influence successfully by
argument, advice, &c. : to bring to any particular
opinion : to cause to beheve : to convince.

—

adj.

Persuadable.—«. Persuader—««>. Persua'sible,
cap.ilile of being persuaded.—«.f. PerSUa'siblenesS,
Persuasibility ; Persuasion, act of persuading

:

state of being persuaded : settled opinion : a creed :

a party adhering to a creed : (Speiis.)ica. inducement.—adjs. Persuasive, Persuasory, having the power
to persuade: influencing the mind or passions.

—

ii.

that which persuades or wins over.

—

adv. Persua'-
sively.—«. Persua siveness. [ Fr. ,—L. persuadere,
siiasum^ier, thoroughly, suadere, to advise.]

Persue, pers'u, «. (Speiis.) a track.

Persulphate, per-sul'fat, «. that sulphate of a metal
which contains the relatively greater quantity of acid.

Pert, pert, adj. (obs.) open : evident : plain, [O. Fr.
apert—L. aperire, apertum, to open.]

Pert, pert, adj. forward : saucy : impertinent : too free

in speech : {pbs.) clever.—«. an impudent person.

—

adv. Pert'ly.—/*. Pert'ness. [Perk.]
Pertain, per-tan', v.i. to belong : to relate (with to). —

ns. Per^tinence, Pertinency, state ofbeing pertinent
or to the point : fitness for the matter on hand :

suitableness: appositeness.

—

iidj. Per'tinent, per-
taining or related to a subject : being to the pomt

:

fitted for the matter on hand : fitting or appropriate

:

suitable: apposite.— a</z'. Pertinently.— «. Pet-
tlnentness. [O. Fr. partenir—'L. j>ertinere—J>er,
thoroughly, teitere, to hold.]

Pertinacious, per-ti-na'shus, adj. thoroughly tena-
cious : holding obstinately to an opinion or a pur-
pose : obstinate : imyielding.

—

adv. Pertina'Ciously.
—ns, Pertina'ciousness ; Pertinacity, quality of
being pertinacious or unyielding : obstinacy : reso-
luteness. [Fr.,—L. pertinaxj -acis, holding fast

—

per, thoroughly, ietiax, tenacious

—

tcnire, to hold.]
Perturb, per-turb', v.t. to disturb greatly : to agitate
—also Perturbate.—a.^'. PertuTbable, that can be
agitated or confused.

—

tts. PertuTbance, Perturba'-
tion, act of perturbing or state of being perturbed :

disquiet of mind : irregular action, esp. {astron.) the
disturbance produced in the simple elliptic motion of
one heavenly body about another by the action of a
third body, or by the non-sphericity of the principal
body ; PertuTbant, any disturbing thing.

—

adjs.
Perturba'tional ; PertuTbative. — n. PertuTba-
tory, the power of deflecting the divining-rod by
magnetic influence.—/.a<^'. Perturbed'.—o^t/. Per-
turb'edly.—>«. PertuTber, Perturba'tor :—/<:/«.
PerturbatriX. [Fr.,—L. perturbdre, -dtum—per,
thoroughly, iurbdre, to disturb—/j/r^a, a crowd.]

Pertuslon, p6r-tQ'zhon, n. a hole made by a sharp
instrumem,—a<4^>, Pertu'sate, pierced at the apex

;
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Pertuse', -d, pierced with holes. [L. pertundere,
-titsum—per, through, titndere, to strike.]

Pertussis, per-tus'is, «. whooping-cough.

—

adj. Per-
tuss'al.

Peruke, per-uk', or per'uk, «. an artificial cap of hair

:

a periwig—also Perruque.—o^'. Peruquer'ian, of
or pertaining to the making of wigs.

—

n. Perru'quier,
a wigmaker. [Fr. pemique— It. parrucca (Sp.
peliica)—L. pilus, hair.]

Peruse, per-uz', or per-Oo/, v.t. to read attentively : to

examine carefully or in detail.

—

ns. Perusal (per-

uz'al, or per-ooz'al), the act of perusing : careful

examination: study: reading; Peruser. [Formed
from L. per, thoroughly, uti, usuvi, to use.]

Peruvian, per-Oo'vi-an, adj. pertaining to Peru in

South America.—«. a native of Peru.—Peruvian
balsam, a fragrant bitterish liquid yielded by a
South American tree, used for asthma and in making
soaps ; Peruvian bark, cinchona (q.v.).

Pervade, per-vad', v.t. to go through or penetrate : to
spread all over.—«. Pervasion.— o;^'. Pervasive,
tending or having power to pervade. [L. pervadere,
pervasum—per, through, vadere, to go.]

Perverse, per-vers', adj. turned aside : obstinate in

the wrong : stubborn : vexatious.

—

adv. Perversely.
—ns. Perverseness, Perversity, state or quality

of being perverse : inclination to oppose : wicked-
ness. — adj. Perver'sive, tending to pervert. [L.
pen>ersus, turned the wrong way.]

Pervert, per-vert', v.t. to turn wrong or from the right

course : to change from its true use : to corrupt : to

turn from truth or virtue.

—

v.i. to go wrong or out
of the right course. — «. (per'vert) one who has
changed from a former position : an apostate.

—

ns.

Perver'sion, the act of perverting : a diverting from
the true object : a turning from truth or propriety

:

misapplication ; Pervert'er. — Oiij. Pervertible,
able to be perverted. [Fr. perveriir—L. pervertere
—per, thoroughly, vertere, versuni, to turn.]

Perveyaunce. Same as Purveyance.
PervicaciOUS, per-vi-ka'shus, adj. very obstinate.

—

ns. Pervica'ciousness, Pervicao'lty.
Pervious, per'vi-us, adj. permeable, penetrable : open,

perforate.

—

adv. Per'viously. — «. Per'viousness.
[L. pervius—per, through, via, a way.]

Pesade,_ pe-zad', n. the act or position of a saddle-
horse in rearing. [Fr.]

Peseta, pe-sa'ta, «. a silver coin of Spain worth gjd.
[Sp., dim. oipesa, weight.]

Pesniio, pe-shc'to, n. a translation of the Bible into
Syriac, made in the second century.—Also Peshit'to.
[Syriac, pcshittd, the simple.]

Pesbwa, pesh'wa, «. a chief or prince of the Mahrattas.
—Also Peisb'wah.

Pesky, pes'ki, adj. annoying.

—

adv. Pesldly.
Peso, pa so, n. a Spanisn dollar. [Sp.,—L. pensttm,
pendcre, to weigh.]

Pessary, pes'a-ri, «. an instrument worn in the vagina
to remedy displacement of tlie womb. [Fr. pessaire
—Low L. pessariutn—Gr. pessos, a pebble. ]

Pessimism, pes'i-mizm, n. the doctrine that on the
whole the world is bad rather than good : a temper
of mind that looks too much on the dark side of
things : a depressing view of life.

—

v.i. Pess'imiSB.—«. PeSS'inUSt, one who believes that everything is

tending to the worst : one who looks too much on
the dark side of things—opp. to Optimist.—adjs.
Pessimis'tiC, -al. [L. pesstmus, worst.]

Pest, pest, n. a deadly disease : a plague : anything
destructive : a troublesome person.—«. Pest'house,
a hospital for persons afflicted with any contagious
disease.

—

adj. Pestiferous, contagious: pestilent:
&naoying.— adv. Pestiferously. — /;. Pestilence,
any contagious deadly disease : anything that_ is

hurtful to the morals.

—

adjs. Pest'ilent, producing
pestilence : hurtful to health and life : mischievous :

corrupt: troublesome; Pestllen'tial, of the nature
of pestilence : producing pestilence : destructive.—
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[Fr. ^ste—L.advs. Pestilentially, Pest'ilently.
pestis, a contagious disease.]

Pestalozzian, pes-ta-lot'si-an, aJj. p>ertaining to
graduated object-teaching as originated by Johann
Heinrich Pesia/ossi (tj^s-'-^^?)-

Pester, pes'ter, v.i. to disturb, to annoy.—«. a bother.
—«. Pes'terer, one who pesters,

—

adv. Pes'ter-
ingly. — ri. Pes'terment, annoyance. [Short for

impester, O. Fr. entpestrer (Fr. enipitrer), to en-

tangle, from in, in, Low L. pastoriunt, a foot-sbaclde

—L. pastus, pa. p. oipascere, to feed.]

Pestle, pes'l, or pest'l, «. an instrument for pounding
anything in a mortar.

—

v.t. and v.i. to pound with a
pestle : to use a pestle. [O. Fr. pestei—L. pistillum,

a pounder, pinsere, pisiitm, to pound. ]

Pet, pet, n. any animal tame and fondled : a word of

endearment often used to young children : a favourite

child : a wilful young woman—also Peat.

—

adj. in-

dulged : cherished : favourite. — i: t. to treat as a
pet: to fondle:

—

pr.p. pet'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p.

pet' ted. [Celt., as Ir. peat, Gael, peata.]

Pet, pet, «. a sudden fit of peevishness or slight

passion : ill-humour. — v.i. to be peevish, to sulk.

(From the above word.]
Petal, petal, «. a flower-leaf: a corolla leaf.

—

adj's.

Pet aled. Pet aliform, Pet'aloos, having petals or
flower-leaves ; Pefaline, pertain-

ing to or resembling a petal:

attached to a petal.—«. Pet'aUsm,
a method of ostracism practised in a,

ancient Syracuse, the name being
written on an olive-leaf. — ai/j.

Pet'aloid, having the form of a
petal— also Potaloi'deoos. [Gr.

pftalon, a leaf.]

Petard, pe-tard', «. a kind of mortar
filled with gunpowder, fixed to

gates, barriers, &c., to break them
down by explosion

—

\Shak.)V9\aS'

:

a paper bonib in pyrotechny.

—

ns.

Petardeer, Petardler'. — Hoist
with one s own petard (see Hoist).

[O. ¥t.—peter, to crack or explode—L. pedere, cog.
with Gr. perdein, Eng._/ar^.]

Petary, pe'tar-i, «. a peat-bog.
PetaSllS, pet'a-sus, n. a low broad-brimmed hat worn
by heralds, &c, characteristic of Hermes. [Gr.]

Petaurist, pe-taw'rist, «. a flying opossum, Australian
squirrel, kc—adj. Petau'rlne. [Gr.]

Petchary, pech'a-ri, h. the gray king-bird.

PeteclliSB, pe-tek'i-e, n.pl. purple spots on the skin.

—

adj. Petechial (L. petigo, a scab.]

Peter, peter, v.i. in mining, to become exhausted
(with out) : (Jig.) to lose power or value.

Peter, pe'ter, v.i. to call for trumps at whist, by
throwmg away a higher card of a suit while holding
a smaller.—«. this signal for trumps.

Peterel. Same as PetreL
Petersham, pe'ter-sham, n. a heavy greatcoat, also

the rou^h-napped cloth, generally dark blue, of

which it is made. (From Lord Pctersham.\
Peters-pence. See Penny.
Petiole, pet'i-ol, «. the stalk which joins a leaf to the

twig or branch : a footstalk—also Petl'olUS.

—

adjs.

Pet'iolar, -y, pertaining to, or growing upon, a
petiole ; Petiolate, -d, Pet'loled, growing on a
petiole.—«. Pet'iolole, a little or partial petiole.

[Fr. ,—L. petiolus, a little foot

—

pes, pedis, a foot.]

Petit, pet'i, adj. small:—ytw. Petite (pe-tet').—«.

Pefit-msil'tre, a dandy, a coxcomb generally. [Fr.]

Petition, pe-tish'un, «. a request generally from an
inferior to a superior : a written request presented to

a court of law, or to a body of legislators : a prayer :

a supplication.

—

z'.t. to present a petition to : to ask

as a favour : to supplicate. -;ai(/. F^tit'ionaiy, offer-

ing or containing a petition ; supplicatory. — ns.

Petit'ioner, one who offers a petition or prayer

:

Petit'loalngi the act of presenting a petition : en'

a, a. Petals

;

b, Sepals.

treaty: solicitation: Petit'ionist.—rt<^'. Petitory,
petitioning.—Petitio principil, tne fallacy ofbegging
the question—a taking for granted in argument of

that which has yet to be proved. [Fr.,—L. petitio
—petire, petitum, to ask.]

Petrary, pe-tra'ri, «. an engine for hurling stones.

Petre. Same as Saltpetre.
Petrean, pe-trean, adj. pertaining to rock. [L. pe-
tmus—Gi. petraios—petra, a rock.]

Petrel, pet'rel, n. a long-winged dusky sea-bird, rarely

landing except to lay its eggs, esp. the Stormy
petrel, called by sailors ' Mother Carey's Chickens,'
scarcely larger than a lark, the smallest web-footed
bird known. [Fr. ; from Malt, xiv, 29.]

Petrify, pet'ri-fI, v.t. to turn into stone : to make hard
like a stone : to fix in amazement.

—

v.i. to become
stone, or hard like stone :—pa.t. and/<j./>. pet'rified.—n. Petres'cence.— «i//>. Petres'cent, growing into
or becoming stone ; PetliC OlOUS, inhabiting rocks.

—

«. Petrifaction, the act of turning into stone : the
state of being turned into stone : that which is made
stone : a fossil. — adjs. Petrifao'tive, Petrlf'io,
changing animal or vegetable substances into stone

;

Pet'rifiable.—«j. Petrog'eny, the science of the
origin of rocks ; Pet'rogl3^h, a rock-carving.

—

adj.
Petroglyphic—«j. Petrog'lyphy. the art of writ-
ing on rocks or stones ; Petrog'rapher, a student
of petrography. — adjs. Petrograph'iC, -al.

—

adv.
Petrograph'ically.—«. Petrog'raphy, the study of
rocks : petrology.—<7<//'. Petrolog^ical.

—

adv. Pet-
rolog ically. — ns. Petrol ogist ; Petrol'ogy, the

science of the composition and classification of rocks.
— adjs. Petrd'ScU., of great hardness : petrous

;

Petrous, like stone : hard : rocky. [L. petra—Gr.
petra, rock, V../acere

,
/actum, to make.]

Petrine, pe'trin, adj. pertaining to, or written by, the

Apostle Peter.—«. Pe'trlnlsm, the Tubingen theory

of F. C. Baur (1792-1860) and his school, of a
doctrinal trend in primitive Christianity towards
Judaism, ascribed to Peter and his party in opposition

to Paulinism. [L. Petrinus—Petrus, Peter.]

Petroleum, pe-trO'le-um, ». a liquid inflammable sub-

stance issumg or pumped up from the earth in various

parts of the world.—«. PetroleuT (pa-tro-lar*), one of
those Parisians who, with the help of petroleum, set

fire to many of the public buildings of Paris in May
1871: an incendiarjr :

—

fem. Petroleuse'.

—

adj.

Petroliferous, yielding petroleum. [L. petra, rock,

oleum, oil.]

Petronel, pet'ro-nel, n. a large horse-pistol : a small
carbine. [O. Fr. petrinal, the breast—L. pectus.}

_

Petted, pet'ed, adj. treated as a pet : indulged.

—

adj.

Pettish, given to take the pet : peevish : fretful.

—

adv. Pettishly.— «. Pett'ishness.
Pettichaps, Petty-chaps, pet'i-chaps, n. the garden

warbler, the willow-warbler, chiff-chaif.

Petticoat, pet'i-kOt, ». a loose under-skirt worn by
females and little boys : {coll.) a woman : a fisher-

man's loose canvas or oilcloth skirt : a bell-mouthed
piece over the exhaust nozzles in the smoke-box of a
locomotive, strengthening and equalising the draught
through the boiler-tubes.

—

adj. feminine : female,

as 'petticoat influence.'—». Pett'icoat-affair', an
affair in which a woman is concerned.

—

n.pl. Pett'i-

Coat-hreech'es, a loose short breeches worn by men
in the 17th centurj-.-o^'. Pett'icoated.—Petticoat
government, government by women, either at home
or in the state. [Petty -f coat.)

Pettifogger, pet'i-fog-er, «. a lawyer who practises

only in paltry cases

—

v.i. Pett'Ifog, to play the petti-

fogger.

—

n. Pett'ifoggery, mean tricks : quibbles.

—

aiij. Pett ifogglng. [Petty, and obs. /og, to cheat
(cf. Old T>\il./ocker).]

Pettitoes, pet'i-tOz, n.pl. the feet of a sucking pig :

{Shai.) human feet. [Petty -f toe.}

Pettle, pet'l, v.t. {Scot.) to indulge, pet.
Petto, pet'o, ». the breast. [It.,—L. fectus, breast.]
Petty, pet'i, adj. small : of less importance : lower in
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rank, power, &c. : inconsiderable, insignificant : con-

temptible.— rti/z/. Pett'ily.— «. Pett'mess.— Petty
oasb, small sums of money received or paid ; Petty
larceny (see Larceny) ; Petty officer, a naval officer

with rank corresponding to a non-commissioned officer

in the army. [O. Fr. petit.]

Petulant, pet'u-lant, adj. showing peevish impatience,

irritation, or caprice : forward, impudent in manner,
—ns. Pet'ulance, Pet'ulancy, sauciness : peevish-

ness or impatience.

—

aiiv. Pet'ulantly. [L.petulans,

•atttis—ohi. petulare, dim. oipelere, to fall upon.]

Petunia, pe-tu'ni-a, n. a Brazilian genus of ornamental
plants of the nightshade family, with small undivided
leaves and showy funnel-form flowers. [Amer. Ind.

petuH, tobacco.]
Pew, pu, n. an enclosed seat in a church.

—

ns. Pew'-
foll'OW, companion ; Pew'-hold'er, one who rents a
pew in a church ; Pew'-o'pener, an attendant who
opens pews in a church ; Pew'-rent, rent paid for

the use of a pew in church. [O. Fr. /«/, a raised

place—L. podium, a front seat in the amphitheatre
— Gr. podion, orig. a footstool

—

pous, podos, foot.]

Pewit, pe'wit, n. the lapwing, a bird with a black head
and crest, common in moors.—Also Pe'wet, Pee'Wlt.
[Imit. ; cf. YiwX.. piewit ox kiewit.\

Pewter, pu'tfer, «. an alloy of four parts of tin and one
of lead : sometimes tin with a little copper and anti-

mony : a vessel made of pewter, esp. a beer-tankard :

' (siant") prize-money.— adj. made of pewter.— ns.
' Pew'terer, one who works in pewter ; Pew'ter-mlU,
a lapidaries' polishing-wheel for amethyst, agate,
&c.

—

ad/'. Pew'tery, belonging to pewter. [O. Fr.

peutre (It. peltro), from a Teut. root, seen in Low
Ger. spialler, Eng. spelter.)

Pfennig, pfen'ig, «. a German copper coin, the hun-
dredth part of a mark.—Also Pfenn'ing.

PhacitlS, fa-sT'tis, n. inflammation of the crystalline

lens of the eye.

—

n. Phacocysti'tis, inflammation of
the capsule of the crystalline lens of the eye.

—

adj.
Pha'coid, lentil-shaped. — «. Pha'ooscope. [Gr.
phakos, a lentil.]

Phaenogamous, Phenogamous, fe-nog'a-mus, adj.
having manifest flowers, phanerogamous.

—

ns. PhSB'-

''^'nogam, a phanerogamous plant ; Phssnogamia =
Phanerogatnia.—<zr^'. Phsanogam'ic. [Gr. phainein,
to show, gainos, marriage.)

Phaeton, fa'e-ton, «. a kind of open pleasure-carriage
on four wheels, drawn by one or two horses, from
Phaethon, son of Helios, the sun, whose chariot he
attempted to drive : a tropic bird.

—

adj. Pbaeton'iC.
Phagedena, Phagedaena, faj-e-de'na, «. a slough-

ing ulcer, hospital gangrene.

—

adjs. PhagOde'nlC,
Phagedee'nlo. [Gr. /-4rt^«'«, to eat.)

Phagocyte, fag'o-sTt, «. a white or colourless blood-
' corpuscle—also called leucocyte—an active amoeboid

cell, which engulfs both nutritive and harmful par-
otides.—<m^V. Phagooyt'io, -al.—«j. Phag'ooytism,
J'^the nature or function of a phagocyte ; Phagocyto'-
' 'Bis, the destruction of microbes by phagocytes. [Gr.
_phagein, to eat, kytos, a vessel.)

Pualcena, f^-le'na, n. the Linnsean genus including
moths.

—

adj. Phale'noid. [Gr. phalaina, a moth.]
Phalange, fa-lanj'^ «. a phalanx of a digit : any of

the joints of an insect's tarsus: a bundle of stamens

f^ ioined by their filaments : a socialistic community in

Fourier's dream of an ideal arrangement of society,
*' consisting of 1800 persons living in a phalanstlre—

Tlan. — ns. Phalanste'rlanism, Phalan'sterlsm ;

' Phal'anstery, the dwelling of the phalange in the

ideal social system of Fourier (1772-1837), a vast struc-

ture in the midst ofa square league ofcultivated land.
Phalanger, fa-lan'jer, «. a genus of small arboreal

A\istralasian marsupials. [Fr.,

—

'Lt. phalanx.

\

Phalanx, fal'angks, or fS'-, «. a line of battle : a square
battalion of heavy-armed infantry drawn up in ranks

and files close and deep : any compact body of men :

one of the small bones of the fingers and toes '.—pi.

Phalan'ges, or Phalanxes. [L. ,—Gr. phalangks.\
Phalarope, fal'a-rOp, ». a genus of wading birds,

forming a sub-family of the snipes. [Gr. phalaris,
a coot, pous, a foot.]

Phallus, fal'us, n. the symbol of generation which
figures in the rites and ceremonies of most primitive

peoples: {biol.) the organ of sex.

—

adj. Phall'lo.

—

»^. PhaU'icism, Phallism, the phallic worship.—
adj. PhaUoid. [h.,—Gr. phallos.]

Phanariot, fa-nar'i-ot, «. one of the Greeks inhabiting
the Fanar quarter of Constantinople—in Turkish
history mostly diplomatists, administrators, and
bankers, also hospodars of Wallachia and Moldavia.
—adj. Phanar'iot.—Also Fanar'lot.

Phanerogamous, fan-e-rog'a-mus, adj. having true

flowers containing stamens and pistils — opp. to

Cryptogatnous—also Phaneroganx'ic.—«. Phan'e-
rogam, a phanerogamic plant. [Gr. phaueros,
\\s\\i\Q, gamos, marriage.]

Phantasm, fan'tazm, «. a vain, airy appearance : a

fancied vision : an apparition or spectre—also Phan-
tas'ma (Shak.) -. -pi. Phantasms, Phantas'mata.
—adjs. Phantas'mal; Phantasma'lian {rare).—
«. Phantasmal'ity.—rt(/<^ Phantas'mally.—/m^'j-.

PhantasmafIc, -al ; Phantas'mic ; Phantasmo-
genet'ic, begetting phantasms.

—

ndzi. Phantasmo-
genet'loally.— <?<^'. Phantasmolog'ical, pertaining

to phantasms as subjects of inquiry.

—

n. Phantas-
mol'Ogy, the science of phantasms. [Gr. phantasma
—phantazein, to make visible—^ArtJ«««, to bring
to light

—

pha-ein, to shine.)

Phantasmagoria, fan-taz-ma-gO'ri-a, «. a fantastic

series of illusive images : a gathering of appearances
or figures upon a flat surface by a magic-lantern.

—

adjs. Phantasmagd'rial, pertaining to or resem-
bling a phantasmagoria; Phantasmagoric, -al.

[Gr. phantasma, an appearance, agora, an assembly
—ageirein, to gather.)

Phantastic, Phantasy. See Fantastic, Fantasy.
—«. Phanta'Siast, one of those Docetae who be-

lieved Christ's body to have been a mere phantom.
Phantom, fan'tom, «. a phantasm. — adj. illusive,

spectral.

—

adj. Phantomat'ic, relating to a phantom.
[O. Vr./antosme—Gr. phantasma.]

Pharaoh, fa'r5, «. a title of the kings of ancient
Egypt.

—

adj. Pharaon'iO. [Ileb.,—Egyptian.)
Phare, far, «. a lighthouse.—Also Pha'ros. [Pharos.]
Pharisee, far'i-sS, «. one of a religious school among

the Jews, marked by their strict observance of the
law and of religious ordinances ; any one more
careful of the outward forms thanof the spirit of
religion, a formalist.

—

adjs. Pharisa'iC, -al, pertain-

ing to, or like, the Pharisees : hypocritical, —adv.
Pharisaically.—«j. Pharisa'icalness ; Phar'lsa-
Ism, Phar'iseeism, the practice and opinions of the
Pharisees : strict observance of outward forms in

religion without the spirit of it : hypocrisy. [Late
L. pharisceus—Gr. pharisaios—Heb. pariish, sepa-
rated from, parash, to separate.]

Pharmaceutic, -al, far-ma-su'tik, -al, adj. pertaining
to the knowledge or art of preparing medicines.

—

adv. Pharmaoeu'tically—«i. Pharmaceutics, the
science of preparing medicines ; Pharmaceu'tist,
one who practises pharmacy.

Pharmacopceia, far-ma-kO-pe'ya, n. a book containing
directions for the preparation of medicines : a col-

lection of drugs. — adj. PharmacopcBial. [Gr.

phnrmakon, a drug, poiein, to make.]
Pharmacy, far'ma-si, «. a department of the medical

art which consists in the collecting, preparing, pre-
serving, and dispensing of medicines : the art of
preparing and mixing medicines : a drug-store.

—

ns.

Phar'Tnacist, a druggist, one skilled in pharmacy

;

Pharmacognos'tics, the sum of knowledge about
drugs ; Pharmacog'raphy, a description of drugs ;

Phannacorogist, one skilled in pharmacology

;
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Pharmacol'ogy, pharmacy ; Phar'niacon, a drug

;

Pharmacop'OliSt, a dealer in drugs. [Fr. pkar-
tnacie—L.,—Gr. pkarmakon, a drug.]

Pharo = Faro.
Pharos, fa'ros, «. a lighthouse or beacon, so named
from the famous lighthouse on the island of Pharos
in the Bay of Alexandria.—«. Pharol'ogy, the art or

science of directing the course of ships by means of
light-signals from the shore.

Pharynx, far'ingks, It. the cleft or cavity forming the

upper part of the gullet, and lying behind the nose,

mouth, and larynx -.—pi. Phar'ynges, Phar'ynxes.
—adjs. Fharyn'geal ; Pharyngit'ic, pertaining to

pharyngitis.—«. Pharyngitis, inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the pharynx.

—

adjs. PharyngO-
glOS'Sal, pertaining to the pharynx and the tongue ;

-laryn'geal, to that and the larynx ; -na'sal, and
the nose ; -6'ral, and the mouth.

—

ns. PharyngOg'-
raphy, a description of the pharj-nx : Pharjrng'O-
SGOpe, an instrument for inspecting the pharynx

;

Pharyng'oscopy ; Pharyngot'omy, the operation
of making an incision into the pharynx to remove a
tumour. [Late L.,—Gr. pliaryngkx, the pharynx.]

Phase, faz, ft. aspect, appearance, at any stage: an
era : the form in which an object or a question pre-

sents itself to the mind : the appearance at a given
time of the illuminated surface exhibited by a planet
— also Pha'sls : —pi. Phas'es. — adj. Phaso'less,
unchanging. [Gr. pkasis^pkaein, to shine.]

Phasma, fas'ma, «. a genus of gressorial orthop-
terous insects—walking-stick insects, spectre-insects

(P/tastnd), and leaf-insects.

Pheasant, fez'ant, n. a gallinaceous bird abundant in

Britain, and highly valued as food.

—

n. Pheas'antry,
an enclosure for pheasants, where they may be bred
and reared. [O. Fr. /aisan—L. Pliasiana (avis)—
Gr. Phasianos, of Phasis, in Colchis.]

Pheer, fer, «. (S/mk.). Same as Fere, a mate.
Pheese, fez, v.t. (Shak.) to beat, to drive oflf: to

worry. — v.i. {U.S.) to worry.—«. worry— better

Feeze.—«. Phees'ar, one of the mad host's words
(Merry Wives, I. iii. lo).

PhelloplastiCS, fel-O-plas'tiks, «. modelling in cork.

—

H. Pheirogen,cork-meristem.—rttjy. Pheuogenet'io.
[Gr. phellos, cork, piassein, to form.]

Phenacetin, fe-nas'e-tin, «. a drug prepared from
carbolic acid, good against fevers, insomnia, &c.

Phenakistoscope, fen-a-kis'to-skSp, «. an optical in-

strument which produces the appearances of objects

in motion, as birds flying, &;c.

—

n. Phen'akism
(Bacon), deceit. [Gr. phenakistikos—phenakizein—
plunax, a cheat.]

Phenix = Phoenix.
Phenogam = Phanogam.
Phenogamia = Pheetiogamia.
Phenol, fe'nol, «. phenyl alcohol or carbolic acid. [Fr.]
Phenology, Phaenology, fe-nol'o-ji, «. the branch of

biology treating of animal or plant life and develop-
ment as affected by climate.

—

adjs. Phenolog'ic, -ai.—n. Phenol'oglst. {Phenomenology.
'\

Phenomenon, fe-nom'e-non, n. an appearance : the
appearance which anything makes to our conscious-
ness, as distinguished from what it is in itself: an
observed result : a remarkable or unusual person,
thing, or appearance : —//. Phenom'ena. — adj.
Phenom'enal, pertaining to a phenomenon : of the
nature of a phenomenon : so strange as to excite

great wonder : out of the common.

—

v.t. Phenom'e-
nallse, to represent as a phenomenon.

—

ns. Phe-
nom'enalism, the philosophical doctrine that the
phenomenal and the real are identical—that phe-
nomena are the only realities—also Extemalistn ;

Phenom'enallst, one who believes in phenomenalism ;

Phenomenal'lty, the character of being phenome-
nal.—rtrt'i'. Phenom'enally. — t;.^. Phenom'enlse,
to bring into the world of experience. — ns. Phe-
nom'enlsm, the doctrines of the phenomenists

;

Phenom'eiUSt, one who b«lieves only what he

observes, or phenomena, one who rejects necessary
primary principles.

—

adj. Phenomenolog'ical.

—

n.

Phenomenol'ogy, a description of phenomena.
\Gi. phainomenon—phainein, to show.]

Phenyl, fe'nil, «. an organic radical found esp. in

carbolic acid, benzole, and aniline.

—

adjs. Phe'nlc,
Phenyl'iC. [Fr. phe'nyle.]

Pheon, fe'on, «. (her.) the barbed iron head of a dart

:

the broad arrow marking property of the Crown.
Phew, fu, interj. an exclamation of disgust.

Phial, fl'al, «. a small glass vessel or bottle. [L.

pkiala—Gr. phiale, a vial.]

Phi Beta Kappa, fi bet-a kap-a, the oldest of the
American college Greek letter societies. [From the
initial letters of its motto^

—

Philosophia biou kuber-
netes, ' Philosophy is the guide of life.']

Pbiladel^hlan, fjl-a-del'fi-an, «. one of a mystic sect
emphasising ' brotherly love,' founded in London in

1652 under the influence of Boehme. [Gr. philein,
to love, adelphos, a brother.]

Philander, fi-lan'der, v.i. to make love : to flirt or
coquet.—«. a lover.—7;. Phllan'derer. [Gr. phil-
andros, loving mcn—philos, dear—/(/j;/^/«, to love,
aner, andros, a man.]

Philanthropy, fi-lan'thrO-pi, K. love of mankind, esp.

as shown in good deeds and services to others : good-
will towards all men.—«j. PhU'anthrope, Phllan'-
thropist, one who tries to benefit mankind.

—

adjs.

Philanthropic, -al, doing good to others, benevolent.
—adv. Philanthrop'ically. \h.,—Q>x. philanthrd-
pia—philos, loving, anthropos, a man.]

Pnilately, fi-lat'e-li, «. the study and collection of
postage and revenue stamps and labels (also

Timbrophily, Tintbrology).—adj. Philatelic.—«.

Philat'elist, one devoted to this pursuit. [Formed
in 1865 from Gr. philos, loving, aieles, free of tax,

'prepaid'

—

a-, neg., telos, tax.]

Philharmonic, fil-har-mon'ik, adj. loving music. [Gr,

philos, loving, harmonia, harmony.]
Philhellenic, fil-he-len'ik, adj. loving Greece.— ns.

Philhellene, Philhel'lenist, a supporter of Greece,
esp. in 1821-32; Philhel'lenism, love of Greece.
\QiX. philos, loving, Hellen, a Greek.]

Philibeg, Philabeg. See Fillibeg.

Philippian, fi-lip'i-an, «. a native of Philippi in

Macedonia—also adj.
Philippic, fil-ip'ik, «. one of the three orations of

Demosthenes against Philip of Macedon, or of Cicero
against Marc Antony : any discourse full ofinvective.
— v.i. Phil'ipplse, to utter such.

Philistine, fil'is-tin, «. one of the ancient inhabitants

of south-western Palestine, enemies of the Israelites

—also Philis'tian, and PhiliS'tim (MM.) : a name
applied by German students to shopkeepers and
others not connected with the university : an un-

cultured person.—". PhilIstinism.

Phill-horse, fil'-hors, «. = Thill-horse, a shaft-horse.

Philogyny, fil-oj'i-ni, «. love of women.—«. Philog^y-

nist [Gr. philos, loving, gyne, a woman.]

Philology, fi-lol'C-ji, n. the science of language : the

study of etymology, grammar, rhetoric, and literary

criticism : (orig.) the knowledge which enabled men

to study and explain the classical languages of

Greece and Rome.-«^. Philol'oger, Philolo gian,

Philol'Ogist. Phll'OlOgne, one versed in philoogy.

-^d/s. Philolog'ic, -ah- adv. Philolog-icaUy.-

Oomparatlve philology, study of languages by com-

paring their history, forms, and relationships with

each other. [L.,—Gr. philologia—philologos, fond

o{ ^ax&%^philos, loving, logos, discourse.]

Philomath, fil'S-math, «. a lover of learning.—a<^>.

Philomath'ic, -al.—«. Phllom'athy, love of learn-

ing. [Gr. philotnathes, fond of learning— philos,

loving, e-math-on, 2d aorist of mattthanein, to learn.]

Philomel, fil'S-mel, «. the nightingale.—Also PhllO-

me'la. [Gr. Philomela, daughter of Pandion, king

of Athens, changed into a nightingale or swallow.]
Philomusical, fil-0>ma'zt-cal, adj. fond of music.
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;

Phormlnx.

Fbllopena, fil-O-pS'na, «• a game in which each of two
persons eats a tw-in kernel of a nut, and one paj-s a
forfeit to the other on certain conditions : the gift

made as a forfeit, or the twin kernels shared. [Ger.

7'ielliebchen—riel, much, liebchen, sweetheart.]

Pllilopolemio, fil-O-pO-lem'ik, adj. fond of war or of

debate.
Phlloprogenltlveness, fil-o-pro-jen'i-tiv-nes, «.

(phrett^i the instinctive love of offspring. [Gr.

philos, loving, L. pros^enies, progeny.]
Puilosopher, fi-los'C5-fer, n. a lover of wisdom : one

versed in or devoted to philosophy : a metaphysi-
cian : one who acts calmly and rationally in all the

affairs and changes of life—also Phll'OSOphe :—^>«.
PllllOS'ophess.

—

adjs. Phllosopll'lc -al, pertaining

or according to philosophy : skilled in or given to

philosophy : becoming a philosopher : rational : calm.
—adv. Philosophically.— i^./. Philoscplilso, to

reason like a philosopher : to form philosophical

theories.

—

ns. PMloS'Oplllser, a would-be philoso-

pher; Philos'ophlsm, would-be philosophy ; Phllos'-
ophist.—(K^>. Phllosophist'ic, -41.—«. Philoso-
phy, the science of being as being : the knowledge of

the causes and laws of all phenomena : the collection

of general laws or principles belonging to any depart-
ment of knowledge : reasoning : a particular philo-

sophical system : calmnessof temper.—Philosopher's
stone, an imaginary stone or mineral compound,
long sought after by alchemists as a means of trans-

forming other metals into gold. — Moral, and
Natural, philosophy (see Moral, NatnralX [Fr.,—
L.,

—

Gr, philosophos—philos, a lover, sophos, wise.]

Philotechnic, -al, fil-JS-tek'nik, -al, adj. fond of the arts.

PhilOZOiC. fil-u-zo'ik, adj. fond of animals.
Philtre, Philter, fil'ter, «. a charm or spell to excite

love. [Fr. philtre— V,. philtrum—Gr. philtron—
philos. loving, -iron, denoting the agent.]

_

Phimosis, fi-m5'sis, ti. stenosis of the preputial orifice.

Phisnomy, fis'no-mi, «. (Shak.) the face—a corr. of

/hysiognotny.
Phiz, fiz, n. {humorous) the face.

Phlebitis, flS-bl'tis, «. inflammation of a vein.

—

ns.

Phleb'elite, a calcareous concretion found in a vein ;

Phlebol'ogy, science of the veins; Phleb'orrhage,
venous hemorrhage.

—

adjs. PhlebOtom'iC, -al.

—

T.t.

Phlebot'omise.—«j. Phlebot'omist : Phlebotomy,
act of letting blood. [Gr. phleps, phlebos, a vein.]

PhlegethontiC, fleg-e-thon'tik, adj. pertaining to or
resembling the river Phlegeihott, a mythological
river of the infernal regions, whose waves rolled

torrents of fire, flowing into the lake of Acheron.
[Gr. phlegethein—phlegein, to burn.]

Phlegm, flem, n. one of the four elements of which the

ancients supposed the blood to be composed : the

thick, slimy matter secreted in the throat, and dis-

charged by coughing : sluggishness : indifference :

calmness.— nw^'. Phlegmago^C (fleg-ma-goj'ik).

—

ns. Phleg'magogue, a medicine expelling phlegm ;

Phlegmasia, inflammation, ci.\>. Phlegmasia dolens,

puerperal tumid leg.

—

adjs. Phlegmat'iC,-al,abound-
ing in or generating phlegm : cold : sluggish : not
easily excited.— a<^z'. Phlegmat'ically.—«. Phleg'-
mon, inflammation in the connective tissue.

—

adjs.

Phleg'monoid ; Phlegm'y. (Fr.,—L.,—Gr. phleg-
tua, phlegmnlos—phlegein, to bum.]

Phleme = /7^aw.
Phleum, flS'um, n. a small genus of annual or peren-

nial grasses

—

timothy, cat's- tail grass, herd'sgrass.
[Gr.phleds.]

PhlOBum, fle'um, «. the cellular portion of bark next
the epidermis — also Epiphloetim and Bast. — «.

Phlo'em, the bast or liber portion of a vascular
bundle. [Gt. phloios, bark.)

Phlogiston, flO-jis'ton, n. an imaginary element, be-

lieved in till nearly the end of the i8th century as
forming partof every combustible body, which by its

disengagement caused burning, or fire in action.

—

adj'. Phloglg'tio {fhem.), containing or rcMmbling

088

phlogiston : inflaming : (med.) inflammatory.

—

v.t.

Phlogis'ticate, to combine phlogiston with. [Gr.]
Phlox, floks, «. a well-known garden plant, so called
from its colour. [Gt. ,—phlegein, to burn.]

Phlyctaana, Phlyctena, flik-te'na, «. a small vesicle.

—adjs. Phlycte nar ; Phlycte'noid ; Phlycte'noos.
Phobanthropy, fO-ban'thrO-pi, «. a morbid dread of

mankind.
Phoclne, fo'sin, adj. pertaining to the seal family.

—

n. Pho'Ca, a seal.

—

adj. Phoca'cean, relating to the
genus Phoca.—n. a seal of this genus.

—

n. PhOCS'na,
a genus of delphinoid odontocete cetaceans—the
true porpoises.—a</;V. Pho'cal ; PhOCSB'nine, like a
porpoise. \\^.phoca—Gr. plioke, a seal.]

PnosbllS, fe'bus, «. the sun-god : the sun :—/em. FhCBbe
(fe'be), the moon. [L.,

—

Gr. phoibos, bright, ///«/«
to shine.]

Phoenician, Phenician, fe-nish'an, adj. pertaining tc

Phoenicia, on the coast of Syria, to its people,
language, or arts.

—

n. an inhabitant of Phoenicia :

the language, a Semitic dialect, akin to Hebrew.
Phoenix, PbenlX, fe'niks, «. a fabulous bird said to

have existed for 500 years all alone in the wilder-

ness, and, after burning itself on a funeral pile, to
have risen from its own ashes—hence, the emblem
of immortality : a paragon. [L. ,—Gr. phoini.v. ]

Pholas, fO'las, «. a genus of stone-bearing bivalves, a
piddock :--^/. Pholades.—«. Pho'ladlte, a fossil

pholad. [Gr.]

Phonate, fb'nat, v.t. to utter vocal sounds. — «.

Phona'tion, emission of vocal sounds,

—

adj. PhO'-
natory, pertaining to phonation.—«. PhonaU'tO-
graph, an instrument for registering the vibrations

of a sounding body.

—

adj. Phonautograph'io.^
adv. Phonautograph'ically.—«. Phonometer, an
instrument for measuring the vibrations of a body.

Phonetic, -al, fb-net'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to, or in

accordance with, the sound of the voice : represent-
ing elementary' sounds : vocal.

—

adv. Phonet'ically.—n. Phonetician, a student of phonetics. —r'./.
Phonet icise, to make phonetic—«j. Phonet'lcism,
phonetic character or representation ; Phonetlcist,
one who advocates phonetic-spelling. — n.sing.

Phonetics, the science of sounds, esp. of the human
voice.

—

ns. PhonetlC-Spelllng, spelling according

to sound : the spelling of words as they are pro-

nounced ; Phonetisa'tlon, art of representing sound
by phonetic signs.—;'./. Pho'netise, to represent

phonetically.—«J. Pho'netism, sound, pronuncia-

tion ; Pho'netlst, a student of phonetics. — adj.

Phon'lO, pertaining to souni. — n.sing. PhonlCS,
acoustics. — rtf/?'. Phonocamp'tlC, reflecting or de-

flecting sound. — n. PhonoUte, clinkstone. [Gr.

phdnetikos—phone, a sound.]
Phonograph, fO'nS-graf, «. a character or mark used

to represent a sound (also Pho'nogram) : an instru-

ment by which .spoken words or other sounds can be
recorded, and afterwards given out again almost in

the original tones.- «j. PhonogTapher, Phonog'-
raphisC, one versed in phonography.—n^V. Phono-
graphic -al. — adv. Phonograph Ically. — ns.

Phonog'raphy, the art of representing each spoken
sound by a distinct character : phonetic shorthand ;

Pho'nosoope, an apparatus for recording music as
played, or for testing musical strings : a microphone.
[Gr. phdtti, sound, graphein, to write.]

Phonology, fO-nol'O-ji, «. the science of the sounds of
the voice, the manner in which these are combined
in any language : phonetics.

—

adj. Phonolog'ical.

—

n. PhonoI'Oglst, one versed in phonologj'. [Gr.
phSne, sound, logos, discourse.]

Phonotype, fS'nC-tlp, «. a t^-pe or sign representing a
sound.

—

adjs. PhonOtyplo, -al, of or belonging to

a phonotype, or to phonotj-py.

—

ns. Pho'notypist

;

Pho'notypy, the art of representing each of the
elementary sounds by different types or distinct
characters. FGr. phdnl, sound, typos, type.]

Pbonninz, for'siinglu, n. a kind of dthara. [Gr.]
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Phormlnm, for'mi-um, ». a genus of New Zealand
plants of the lily family—New Zealand flax or flax-

lily. [Gr. phorntion, a plant.]

Phosphene, fos'fen, «. a brilliant coloured spectrum
seen when the finger is pressed into the internal

corner of the eye. [Gr. p/ws, light, pkainein, to

shine.]

Phosphorus, fos'fo-rus, «. the morning-star : a yel-

lowish substance, like wax, inflammable and giving
out light in the dark. — «. PhOS'phate, a salt

formed by the combination of phosphoric acid with

a base.

—

-adj. Pbosphat'iC, of the nature of, or

containing, a phosphate.

—

ns. Phos'phidO, a com-
pound formed of phosphorus and some other

element, as copper or iron ; Phosphite, a salt of

phosphorous acid ; PhOS'phor, the morning-star

:

\obs.) phosphorus. — v.i. PhOS'phorate, to com-
bine or impregnate with phosphorus.— «. PhOS'-

phor-bronze, an alloy of copper, tin, and phos-

f>horus.

—

v.i. Phosphoresce', to shine in the dark
ike phosphorus. — h. Phosphoresc'enoe. — adjs.

Phosphorescent, shining in the dark like phos-

phorus : Phosphor'lc, Phosphorous, pertaining to

or obtained from phosphorus.

—

ns. Phos'phorite, a
massive radiated variety of apatite ; PhOS'phUret,
a compound of phosphorus with a metal.

—

adj.

Phos'phuretted, combined with phosphorus.—«.

Phossy-jaw, phosphorous poisoning.—Phosphatio
diathesis {med.), the condition in which there is

a tendency in the urine to deposit white gravel.

[L.,— Gr.,

—

phospkoros, light-bearer

—

phSs, light,

phoros, bearing, from p/t^rein, to bear.]

Photo, fo'to, n. a colloquial abbreviation aiphotograph.
Fhotochemistry, fo-tC-kem'is-tri, n. that branch of

chemistry which treats of the chemical action of
light.— a^(/'. Photochem icaL—». Photochem'ist.

Photochromy, fO'tO-krO-mi, «. the art of reproducing
colours by photography.

—

adj. PhotOChromat'iC.
—«. PhotOChro'mOtype, a photo-process picture

printed in colours by any of the ordinary methods
of typography in colours. [Gr. phds, photos, light,

chroma, colour.]

PhotO-engraTing, fO'tO-en-gra'ving, «. a general term
including all the various processes of mechanical
engraving by the aid of photography.—The term
Photog'lyphy is sometimes applied to photo-en-
graving by one process or other, often limited to

photogravure.—adj. PhotOglyph'iC.
PhotOgeny, fO-toj'e-ni, n. the art of taking pictures by

the action of light on a chemically prepared ground.
—adjs. Photogenic, Photog'enous.

Photography, fO-tog'ra-fi, n. the art of producing
pictures by the action of light on chemically prepared
surfaces.—«. Pho'tOgraph, a picture so produced.

—

v.t. to make a picture of by means of photography.
—ns. Photographer, Photog'raphist.—(7(^>. Pho-
tographic, -aL— rtrt'r. Photographically. [Gr.
phds, light, g^aphein, to draw.)

Photogravure, f5't5-gra-vur, «. a method of producing
by means of photography and the action of acids
on a sensitised surface a kind of mezzo-engraving
on metal. [Fr.,—Gr. phds, light, Fr. gravure,
engraving.]

Photolithography, fS-tO-Ii-thog'ra-fi, «. a method by
\vhich a photograph in line can be developed with
ink so as to be transferred to stone as a lithograph.
—ft. Photollth'ograph, a print produced by photo-
lithography.— v.t. to reproduce by this aid. — «.

Photollthog'rapher. — adj. Photolithograph'lc.
;Gr. phos, phdtos, light, lithas, a stone, graphem,
to write.)

Photology, fO-tol'S-ji, n. the science of light.

—

adjs.
Photolog'ic, -aL — «. Photologist. [Gr. phos,
photos, light, lozia—legein, to say.)

PhotolSTSlS, fs-tol i-sis, n. {hot.) the movements of proto-
plasm under the influence of light. [Gr. phds, phdtos,
light, lysis—lyein, to unloose.)

rllOtoaieChanlOftl, fO-tO-mS-kan'i-kal, adj. pertaining

to the mechanical production of pictures by the aid
of light, as in photo-engraving, &c.

Photometer, fO-tom'e-ter, n. an instrument for measur-
ing the intensity of light, esp. for comparing the
amount of light coming from different sources.

—

adjs.
Photometric, -al.—«. Photometry, the measure-
ment of the intensity of light. [Gr. phos, phdtos,
light, metrail, a measure.]

Photomicrography, fO-tO-mI-krog'ra-fi,«. the enlarge-
ment of microscopic objects by means of the micro-
scope, and the projection of the enlarged image on a
sensitive film.—wi-. Photomi'crograph ; Photoml-
crog'rapher. —a,//. Photomlcrograph'ic. [Gr. phos,
photos, light, tnikros, little, e^aphein, to write.]

Photophobia, fo-to-fo'bi-a, «.'a dread of light.—«^".
Photophobia

Photophone, fO'to-fOn. «. an apparatus for transmitting
articulate speech to a distance along a beam of light.

[Gr. phos, photos, light, phone, sound.]
Photo-process, fS'tO-pros'es, «. any process by which

is produced, by the agency of photography, a matrix
from which prints can be made in ink—photogravure,
photolithography, and photozincography.

Photopsla, fe-top'si-a, «. the condition of having the
sensation of light without external cause.—Also
Pho'topsy.

Photo-relief, fo'tO-re-leP, «. a process of producing
plates by means of photography, from which impres-
sions can be taken in an ordinary printing-press.

PhotOSOtdptUre, fO-tO-skulp'tur, «. the art of taking
likenesses in the form of statuettes or medallions by
the aid of photography.

Photosphere, fo'to-sfer, «. the luminous envelope
round the sun's globe, which is the source of light.

[Gt. phos, photos, light, sphaira, a sphere.)
Phototherapy, fo-to-ther'a-pi, «. the art of healing

(of lupus, &c.) by means of light, electric or other,
focussed on the diseased part. [Gr. phds, phdtos,
light, fherapeuein, to heal.)

Phototype, fO'tO-tlp, «. a type or plate of the same
nature as an engraved plate, produced from a photo-
graph.

—

71. Pho'totypy. [Gr. phds, photos, light,

typos, type.)

Photo-xylography, fo-tS-zI-log'ra-fi, «. wood-engrav-
ing after an impression has been taken on the
wood-block by photography. [Gr. phos, phdtos,
light, xylon, a log of wood, graphtin, to write.]

Photozincography, fB-tO-zing-kog'ra-fi, ft. the process
of eng^ving on zinc by taking an impression by
photography and etching with acids.—«. PhOtO-
zinc'Og^ph, a picture so produced.

Phrase, fraz, «. two or more words expressing a single

idea by themselves, or showing the manner or style

in which a person expresses himself: part of a
sentence : a short pithy expression : phraseology :

(tnus.) a short clause or portion of a sentence.

—

v.t.

to express in words : to style.

—

ft. Phrase'-book,
a book containing or explaining phrases. — adj.

Phrase'less, incapable of being described. — ns.

Phrase'-man, Phrase'•mong'er, a wordy speaker
or writer ; Phra'seogram, Phra'seograph, a com-
bination of shorthand chamcters to represent a

phrase or sentence.

—

adjs. Phraseolog'lC, -al, per-

taining to phraseology : consisting of phrases.

—

adv. Phraseolog'lcally. — ns. Phraseql'oglst, a

maker or a collector of phrases ; Phraseol'Ogy,
style or manner of expression or arrangement of

phrases : peculiarities of diction : a collection of

phrases in a language ; Phra'ser, a mere maker or

repeater of phrases.

—

adj. Phra'Sical.—«. Phra'-

Sing, the wording of a speech or passage : (»««j.)

the grouping and accentuation of the sounds in

a melody. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. phrasis—pkrazein, to

speak.]
Phratry, fra'tri, «. a clan : a brotherhood—also

Phra'trla. — adj. Phra'trlc. [Gr. pkrater, a
brother. ]

Phren, fren, n. the thinking principle, mind : the
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diaphragm :—//. Phrenes.—«j. Phrenal'gla, psy-

chalgia ; Plirene'Sls, delirium, frenzy.—rt^->-. Plire-

net'lc, -al, having a disordered mind : frenzied

:

mad ; Phrenlat'riC, pertaining to the cure of mental

diseases ; Phrenic, belonging to the diaphragm.
—ns. Phren'ics, mental philosophy ; Phren'ism,

thought force. — ai/j. Phrenit'lO, affected with

phrenitis. — >is. Phrem'tlS, inflammation of the

brain ; PhrenogTaphy, descriptive psychology

;

Phrenopath'ia, mental disease. — atfj. Phreno-
path'ic— «. Phrenople'gla, sudden loss of mental

power. [Gr. ///>-^«, the mind.]

Phrenology, fre-nol'O-ji, «. the theory that the various

faculties and powers of the mind are connected with

certain parts of the brain, and can be known by an

examination of the outer surface of the skull :
the

science by which character can be read by examin-

ing the skull. — /td/s. Phrenolog'iO, -al. — aiiv.

Phrenolog'ically.—«. Phrenol'oglst, one who be-

lieves or is versed in phrenology. [Gr. pkrin,
phrenos, mind, logos, science.]

PhronesiS, frO-ne'sis, «. practical wisdom. [Gr.,

—

fhren, mind.]
Phrygian, frij'i-an, adj. pertaining to Pkrygia in

Asia Minor, or to the Phrj'gians.—«. a native of
Phrygia : a Montanist.—Phrygian cap, a conical

cnp with the top turned forward.

Phthaleln, thal'e-in, «. one of a very important class

of dye-yielding materials formed by the union of
phenols with the anhydride of phthalic acid.

—

adj.

Phthal'ic, pertaining to naphthalene.

—

n. Phthal'in,
a colourless crystalline compound obtained by reduc-
ing phthalein.

PhtUiriaslS, thi-rfa-sis, ft. the lousy disease—wwr^KJ
Sediculosus. [L.,—Gr.]

Phthisis, thi'sis, n. consumption or wasting away
of the lungs.

—

adjs. Fhthls'ic, -al (tiz'ik, -al), per-

taining to or having phthisis.—«. Phthisiology
(tiz-i-ol'O-ji), the sum of scientific knowledge about
phthisis. [L.,

—

Gr. phihiein, to waste away.]
Phycology, fl-koI'O-ji, «. the knowledge of algae or

sea-weeds.—«. Phycog'raphy, systematic descrip-

tion of algae.—rt<^'. Phycolog'io.—». Phycol'ogist.
Phylactery, fi-lak'te-ri, «. a charm or amulet : among

the Jews, a slip of parchment inscribed with certain

passages of Scripture, worn on
the left arm or forehead : among
the early Christians, a ca.se in

which relics were preserved.

—

adjs. Phylacter'lo, -al. [L.,

—Gr. phylakterioti, phylakter,
a ^VL&rd—phylassein, to guard.]

Phylarch, fflark, «. in ancient
Greece, the chief of a tribe : in

Athens, the commander of the
cavalry of a tribe.

—

us. Phy-
larchy, the office of a phy-
larch ; Phyle (fi'le), a tribe or
clan in ancient Greece.

—

adj.
Phylet'lO, pertaining to a race

or tribe : pertaining to a phylum of the animal
kingdom.— «. Phylum (fl'lum), any primary divi-

sion or sub-kingdom of the animal or vegetable
kingdom :—//. Phyla.

Phyllite, fil'lt, «. clay-slate or argillaceous schist.

—

adj. Phyllit'iC. [Gt.,—phynon, a leaf.]

Phyllium, fil'i-uin, «. a genus of orthopterous insects
of family I'kasmidce—leaf-insects or walking-leaves.

Phyllodliun, fi-iO'di-um, «. a petiole which usurps the
function of a leaf-blade.—rtrf/'. Phyllodin'eons.

Phylloid, fil'oid, adj. leaf-like—also Phylloi'deOUS.—
ns._ Phyl'lomanoy, divination by leaves ; PhyllO-
ma'nia, abnormal production of leaves ; Phyl'lome,
foliage. —arf;'. Phyllom'ic—«. Phyl'lomorphy, the
reversion of floral organs, as sepals and bracts, to

leaves—better Phyl'lody.
Phyllophagous, fi-lof'a-gus, adj. feeding on leaves.

—

n.
a member of the Phylloph'aga, a tribe of hymenop-

Phylactery.

terous insects—the saw-flies : a group of lamellicom
beetles which are leaf-eaters—the chafers.

Phyllophoroos, fi-lofS-rus, adj. producing leaves

:

(zool?) having leaf-like organs.

Phyllopod, fil'O-pod, adj. having foliaceous feet—also
PhyUop'odoUS.—«. a crustacean of the order Phyl-
lopoda.—adj. Phyllopod'iform.

Phyllorhine, filOrin, adj. having a nose-leaf.

PhyllOStomatoUS, fii-S-stom'a-tus, oilj. leaf-nosed, as
a bat.— n. Phyirostome, a leaf-nosed bat.

—

adj.
Phyllos'tomine, leaf-nosed.

PhyllotaxiS, fil-o-tak'sis, «. the disposition of leaves
on the stem.—Also Phyll'otaxy. [Gr. phyllon, a
leaf, taxis, arrangement.]

Phylloxera, fil-ok-se'ra, «. a genus of insects, belong-
ing to a family, nearly related to aphides, and coccus
insects, very destructive to vines. [Gr. phyllon, a
leaf, .xeros, dry.]

Phylogeny, fl-loj'e-ni, «. a biological term applied
to the evolution or genealogical history of a race
or tribe—also Phylogenesis.—^r/r/. Phylogenetl-
cally.—rt^>. Phylogen'lc, Phylogenet'lo. [Gr.
phylon, race, genesis, origin.]

Physalia, fI-sa'li-a, «. a genus of large oceanic hydro-
zoans

—

Portuguese man-of-war. [Gr. physallis, a
plant, bladder—^/yjd, bellows.]

Physalite, fis'a-llt, «. a coarse topaz.
Physeter, fi-se'ter, «. a sperm-whale.
Physic, fiz'ik, «. the science of medicine : the art

of healing : a medicine : (orif.) natural philosophy,
physics.

—

v.t. to give medicme to •.—pr.p. phys'ick-

ing; pa.t. and pa.p. phys'icked.

—

ns. Physician
(fi-zish'an), one skilled in the use of physic or the

art of healing : one who prescribes remedies for

diseases : a doctor.

—

»s. Physlc'iancy, post or

oflSce of physician ; Physic'ianship ; Phys'ic-nut,
Barbadoes or Purging nut, the seeds of yatropha
curcas.—PhysiC garden, a botanical garden. [O.

Fr.,

—

Gr. physike, natural

—

Gx. physis, nature.]

Physical, fiz'ik-al, adj. pertaining to nature or to

natural objects: pertaining to material things: of or

pertaining to natural philosophy : known to the

senses : pertaining to the body.—«. Phys'icallst,
one who thinks that human thought and action

are determined by the physical organisation.

—

adv. Physically.—«j. Phys'icism (-sizm), belief in

the material or physical as opposed to the spiritual

;

Physicist (-sist), a student of nature : one versed in

physics : a natural philosopher : one who believes

that life is merely a form of physical energy.

—

Physical astronomy, an account of the causes

of the motions of the heavenly bodies; Physical
education, training of the bodily powers by exer-

cise; Physical examination, an examination of

the bodily state of a person ; Physical force, force

applied outwardly to the body, as distinguished from
persuasion, &c. ; Physical geography, an account
of the state of the earth in its natural condition

—

its mountain-chains, ocean-currents, distribution of
plants and animals, conditions of climate, &c. ;

Phjrsical truth, the agreement of thought with
what exists in nature ; Physical 'World, the world of
matter. [Gt. physikos—physis, nature.]

Physics, fiz'iks, n.pl. used as sing, (.orig.) equivalent
to Physical science—i.e. the science of the order of

nature : usually sig. (as distinguished from chemistry)
the study of matter and the general properties of
matter as affected by energy or force—also called

Natural philosophy.—ns. Physlcologlc, logic illus-

trated by physics; PhyslCO-theol'Ogy, theology
illustrated by natural philosophy. \X.. physica—dr.
physike {theoria, theory)

—

physis, nature.]

Physiocracy, fiz-i-ok'ra-si, «. the economic doctrine of

the physiocrats (Francois Qiiesnay, 1694-1744, and
his follower.s), that society should be governed by a
natural order inherent in itself, land and its products
the only true source of wealth, direct taxation of
land the only proper source of revenue.—«. Phys'lO*
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crat, one who maintains these opinions. — tuij.

Physiocrat ic.—«. Physioc'ratism. [Gr. phyHs,
nature, kratein, to rule.]

Physlogeny, fiz-i-oj'e-ni, «. {biol.) the genesis of func-

tion—also Physiogen'esls.—a^>. Physlogenet'lo,
Physiogen'ic.

Physiognomy, fiz-i-og'nO-mi, ». the art of judging the

qualities of a character from the external appearance,

especially from the countenance : expression of coun-

tenance : the face as an index of the mind : the

general appearance of anything.

—

adjs. Physiog-
nomic, -^.^adv. Physiognom'ically. — «.j/«^-.

Physiognomies (same as Physiognomy). — «.

Physiognomist. [For physiognotnony—Gr. //y-
siogticinoiua — physis, nature, gnomon, one who
interprets

—

gud>mi, to know.]
Physiography, fiz-i-og'ra-fi, «. an exposition of the

principles that underlie physical geography, and
including the elements of physical science : an intro-

duction to the study of nature : physical geography.
—«. Physlog'rapher, one versed in physiography.
—adjs. Physiographic, -al. [Gr. physis, nature,

grapluin, to describe.)

Physiolatry, fiz-i-ol'a-lri, «. nature-worship.
Physiology, fiz-i-ol'O-ji, «. the science of the nature
and processes of life, of the vital phenomena of
animals and plants and the functions of their parts—
a branch of biology.

—

adjs. PhysiolOg'lC, -al.

—

adz\
Physlolog'lcaUy.—z/.j. Physlol'ogise.—«. Physi-
ologist. [Gr. physis, nature, iogos, science.]

Physiomedlcallsm, fiz-i-O-med'i-kal-izm, «. the system
of treating disease with only nou-poisonous vegetable
drugs.—«. Physlomed'lcallst.

Physique, fiz-ek', n. the physical structure or natural
constitution of a person. [Fr.]

Physlthelsm, fiz'i-the-izm, n. the ascribing of physical
form and attributes to deity.

—

adj. Pbyslthels'tlO.
\Qr. physis, nature, theos, God.]

Physiurgic, fiz-i-ur'jik, adj. produced by natural
causes, without man's intervention.

Physnomy, fiz'no-mi, n. (Spens.). Same as Physiog-
nomy.

Physocllstous, fT-sO-klis'tus, adj. having no air-

bladder, or having it closed, as a fish. [Gr. physa,
bellows, kleistos—kleiein, to close.]

Physograde, fl'sO-grad, adj. moving by a vesicular

float. \C>T. physa, bellows, L,. gradi, to walk.]
Physopod, fi'sO-pod, adj. with suckers on the feet,

[Gr. physa, bellows, potts, podos, the foot.]

Physostlgmlne, fI-sO-stig'min, «. a poisonous alkaloid,

the active principle of the Calabar bean. \(jx.physa,
bellows, stigma, stigma.]

Physostomous, fl-sos'to-mus, adj. having mouth and
air-bladder connected by an air-duct, as a fish. [Gr.

physa, bellows, stoma, a mouth.]
Phytobranchiate, fl-tO-brang'ki-at, adj. having leafy

gills. [Gr. phyton, a plant, brangchia, gills.]

Phytochemlstry, fl-tO-kem'is-tri, «. the chemistry of
plants—also Phy'toohlmy.

—

adj. Phytoohem'lcal.
Phylogenesis, fl-tO-jen'e-sis, «. the theory of the gene-

ration of plants—also Ph3rtog'eny.—a<^>. Phyto-
genet'io, -al. \_Qix. phyton, a plant, ^f««/>, birth.]

Phytogeography, fI-tS-je-og'ra-fi, «. the geographical
distribution of plants.

—

adjs. Phytogeograph'lc, -al.

Phytoglyphy, f I-tog'li-fi, n. the art of printing from
nature, by taking impressions from plants, &c., on
soft metal, from which an electrotype plate is taken.
—adj. PhytOglyph'lO. (Gr. phyton, a plant, gly-
phein, to engrave.]

Phytography, fl-tog'raf-i, «. the department ofbotany
relating to the particular description of species of
plants.—«. Phytog'rapher.—<«^'. Phytograph'lcal.
[Gr. phyton, a plant, graphein, to wnte.]

Ph3rtoid, f I'toid, adj. plant-like, esp. of animals and
organs. [Gr. phyton, a plant, eidos, form.]

Phyxollthology, fT-tO-li-thol'O-ji, «. the science of

fossil plants.—K. PhytOlltholOglSt
Phytology, fI-tol'O-ji, «. the science of plants, botany.
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—adj. Phytolog'lcal. — «. Phytol'oglBt. [Gr.
ihytott, a plant, logia, discourse.]

Phytonomy, fl-ton'O-mi, «. the science of the origin

and growth of plants : botany. [Gr. /Ay/ow, a plant,

notnos, a law.]

Phytopathology, fl-tO-pa-thoro-ji, ». the science of

the diseases of plants.

—

adj. PhytopatholOg'lCaL
—«. Phytopathol'oglst.

Phytophagous, fi-tofa-gus, adj. feeding on plants

—also Pnytophag^lc—«j. Phytoph'agan ; Phy-
toph'agy. [Or. phyton, a.fiis.nt, phagein, to eat.]

PhytOSlS, ft-tO'sis, «. the presence of vegetable para-
sites, or the diseases caused by them.

Phytotomy, fI-tot'O-mi, «. the dissection of plants.—«.

Phytot'omlst.—rt</;. Phytot'omous. [Gr. phyton,
a plant, tomos, a cutting

—

temnein, to cut.]

Phytozoa, fI-tO-zO'a, n.pl. plant-like animals : animals
which more or less resemble plants in appearance
and habits, such as sponges, sea-anemones, &c. :

—

sing. Phytozo'on. -«</;. and «. Phytozo'an. [Gr.
ihyion, a plant, zdon, an animal.)

Pi, Pie, pi, n. a mass of types confusedly mixed.

—

v.i.

to reduce to a mixed mass, or to a state of pi, as
types. [Cf. Pie, a magpie, &c. ]

Pia, pe'a, «. a perennial Polynesian herb, whose fleshy

tuliers yield arrowroot.
Placere, pia-cha're, «. (mus.) a piacere, at pleasure.—adj. Piacevole (pia-cha'vO-le), pleasant, playful.

[It.)

Piacular, pT-ak'u-Iar, adj. serving to app ase, ex-

piatory : requiring expiation : atrociously bad.—«.

Piacular'ity. (L. piaculum, sacrifice—^/ar^, ex-

piate—/5/W, pious.)

Piaffe, pi-af, v.i. in horsemanship, to advance at a

piafter.—«. Piaffer, a gait in which the feet are

lifted in the same succession as the trot, but more
slowly.—Also Spanish-iualk. \^r. piaffer.\

Pia mater, pi'a ma'ter, «. the vascular membrane
investing the brain : (Shak.) the brain. [L.]

Pianoforte, pi-a'no-fOr'ta, generally shortened to

Piano (pi-an'O), K. a musical instrument furnished
with wires struck by little hammers which are moved
by keys, so as to produce both soft and strong
sounds. — ns. Pianette', a small piano ; Pianino
(pe-a-ne'nO), an upright pianoforte ; Plan'lsm, the
technique of the pianoforte : arrangement of music
for the pianoforte.

—

adv. Pianls'slmo, very softly.

—«. Pian'lst, one who plays on the pianoforte, or

one well skilled in it.

—

adv. Plan'o (mus.), softly.—ns. Pian'o-school, a school where piano music is

taught ; Plan'O-StOOl, a stool on which the player
sits at the piano.—Boudolr, or Cabinet, piano, an
upright piano. [It., piano, soft—L. planus, plane,

forte, strong

—

\../ortis, strong.)

laarlst, pT'ar-ist, «. one of a religious congregation
for the education of the poor, founded in Rome in

1617 by Joseph Calasanza. [L. /zW, pious.)

Plassava, pi-as'a-va, n. a coarse stiflf fibre used for

rope-making in Brazil.—Also Plass'aba. [Port.]

Piastre, Piaster, pi-as'ter, «. a silver coin of varying

value, used in Turkey and other countries : the

Spanish dollar. [Fr.,

—

ll. piastra.^

Piazza, pi-a/a, «. a place or square surrounded by
buildings : a walk under a roof supported by pillars.

—adj. Plazz'lan. Wt.,—L. platea, a place.)

Pibroch, pe'broh, «. a form of bagpipe music, gener-

ally of a warlike character, including marches,

dirges, &c. [Gael, piobaireachd, pipe-music —
piobair, a piper

—

piob, a pipe,_/&ar, a man.)
Pica, pl'ka, «. a size of type smaller than English and

larger than Small pica, equal to 12 points in the

new system of sizes, about 6 lines to the inch, used
by printers as a standard unit of measurement for

thickness and length of leads, rules, borders, &c,
—as 6-to-pica or lo-to-pica, according as 6 or 10
leads set together make a line of pica.— Double
pica, a size equal to a lines of small pica ; Double
small pica, a size of type givini; about 3J lines to



Pics fate, far ; m5, h6r ; mine ; PlCt

the inch ; Small pica, a size smaller than pica and
larger than long-primer, about ii points; Two-llne
pica, a size of about 3 lines to the inch, equal to 3

lines of pica, or to 24 points. [Pie (2).]

Pica, pT'ka, «. a magpie. [Pie.]

Picador, pik-a-dOr', «. a horseman armed with a
lance, who commences a bull-fight by pricking the

bull with his weapon. [Sp. /ictt, a pike.]

Picamar, pik'a-mar, «. the bitter principle of tar. [L.

^ix, pitch, amarus, bitter.]

PIcard, pik'ard, «. a high shoe for men, introduced
from France about 1720.

Picaroon, pik-a-r5<5n', w. one who lives by his wits :

a cheat : a pirate.—a(^'. Picaresque'.—Picaresque
novels, the tales of Spanish rogue and vagabond
life, much in vogue in the 17th century. [Sp.

picaron^iicaro, a rogue.]
Ploajrune, pik-a-yoOn', n. a small coin worth 6J cents,

current in United States before 1857, and known in

different states by different names (^ourpence, fip-
pence, fip, sixpence, &c.).

—

adj. petty. [Carib.]

Piccadilly, pik'a-dil-i, «. a standing-up collar with the

points turned over, first worn about 1870 : a high
collar worn in the time of James I. : an edging of

lace on a woman's broad collar (17th century).

Piccalilli, pik'a-lil-i, «. a pickle of various vegetable
substances with mustard and spices.

Piccaninny, Pickaninny, pik'a-nin-i, n. a little child

:

an African or negro child. [Perh. from Sp. pequetlo
nino = 'little child.']

Piccolo, pik'o-l5, n. a flute of small size, having the
same compass as an ordinary flute, while the notes

all soimd an octave higher than their notation.—Also
Flautopiccolo. Octaveflute, Ottavino. [It.]

Pice, pTs, n.sing. and //. a money of account and a
copper coin, i anna. [Marathi/>a/ja.]

Plcea, pi'se-a, n. a genus of coniferous trees, including
the spruce.

Plceous, pish'e-us, adj. pitch-black.

Picifonn, pis'i-form, adj. like to, or relating to, the

woodpecker.
Pick, pik, v.t. to prick with a sharp-pointed instrument

:

to peck, as a bird : to pierce : to open with a pointed
instrument, as a lock : to pluck or gather, as flowers,

&c : to separate or pull apart : to clean with the
teeth : to gather : to choose : to select : to call : to

seek, as a quarrel: to steal.

—

v.i. to do anything
carefully : to eat by morsels.—«. any sharp-pointed
instrument, esp. for loosening and breaking up hard
soil, &c. : a picklock: foul matter collecting on print-

ing-types, &c. : right or opportunity of first choice.

—

«. Pick'-Oheese, the blue titmouse : the fruit of the
mallow.

—

adj. Picked (pikt), selected, hence the
choicest or best : having spines or prickles, sharp-
pointed.

—

ns. Pick'edness ; Pick'er, one who picks
or gathers up : one who removes defects from and
finishes electrotype plates : a pilferer ; Picking, the
act of picking, selecting, gathering, pilfering : that
which IS left to be picked : dabbing m stone-work-
ing : the final finishmg of woven fabrias by removing
burs, &c. : removing defects from electrotype plates

;

Plck'lock, an instrument for picking or opening locks
;

Pick'-me-up, a stimulating drink ; Plck'pocket, one
who picks or steals from other people s pockets ;

Pick'-purse, one who steals the purse or from the
purse of another.

—

adj. Pick'some, given to picking
and choosing.—«. Plck'-thank, an officious person
who does what he is not desired to do in order to

gain favour: a flatterer: a parasite.

—

v.t. to gain
favour by unworthy means.—Pick a hole In one's
coat, to find fault with one ; Pick a quarrel, to find

an occasion of quarrelling ; Pick at, to find fault

with ; Pick fault, to seek occasions of fault-finding :

Pick oakum, to make oakum by untwisting old
ropes ; Pick Off, to aim at and kill or wound, as
with a rifie ; Pick one's way, to move carefully ;

Pick out, to make out : to mark with spots of
colour, &c. ; Pick to pieces, to tear asunder : to

damage, as character ; Pick up, to improve gradu-
ally : to gain strength bit by bit : to take into a
vehicle, or into one's company : to get as if by
chance.

—

adj. gathered together by chance. [Celt.,

as Gael, pioc, to pick, Vf.pigo; cf. Pike.]
Pickaback, pik'a-bak, adv. on the back like a pack.

—

Also Pick'back, Pickapack.
Pickaxe, pik'aks, «. a picking tool, with a point at one
end of the head and a cutting blade at the other, used
in digging. [M. E. pikois—O. Fr. picois, a mattock,
piquer, to pierce, //c, a pick—Celt.]

Pickeer, pi-ker', v.i. (pbs.) to act as a skirmisher.—«.
Pickeer'er.

Pickerel, pik'e-rel, «. an .'American pike : a wading
bird, the dunlin. [Pike + er+ ei.]

Picket, pik'et, «. a pointed stake used in fortification :

a small outpost or guard stationed in front ofan army

:

a number of men sent out by a trades-union to pre-
vent others from working against the wishes or de-
cisions of the union : a game at cards : a punishment
inflicted by making a person stand on one foot on a
pointed stake.

—

v.i. to fasten to a stake, as a horse :

to post a vanguard : to place a picket at or near.

—

ns.

Picket-fence, a fence of pickets or pales ; Pick'et-
guard, a guard kept in readiness in case of alarm.
[Ft. piquet, dim. oipic, a pickaxe.]

Pickle, pik'l, «. a liquid of salt and water in which
flesh and vegetables are preserved : vinegar, &c.,
in which articles of food are preserved : anything
pickled : a disagreeable position : {coli.) a trouble-

some child.

—

v.t. to season or preserve with salt,

vinegar, &c.

—

ns. Plck'le-herr'ing, a pickled her-

ring : {obs.) a merry-andrew ; Pick'le-WOrm, the
larva of a pyralid moth.—Have a rod in pickle,
to have a punishment ready. [M. E. pikil, prob.
pick-le : Dut.pekei; Ger.pokei.]

Pickle, pik'l, «. (Scot.) a small quantity.

—

v.t. and v.i.

to eat sparingly : to pilfer.

Pickwickian, pik-wik'i-an, adj. relating to or re-

sembling I\Ir Pickruick, the hero of Dickens's
Pickxvick Papers.— la. a Pickwickian sense, in

a merely hypothetical sense—a phrase by which
the members of the Pickwick Club explained away
unparliamentary language.

Picnic, pik'nik, «. a short excursion into the country
by a pleasure-party who take their own provisions
with them : an entertainment in the open air, to-

wards which each person contributes.—!', i. to go on
a picnic :

—

pr.p. pic'nicking ;
pa.t. and pa.p. pic'-

nicked.

—

n. Pic'nicker. [Prob. pick, to nibble, and
nick, for knack, a trifle.)

Picot, pe-ko', «. a loop in an ornamental edging, the
front of a flounce, &c.—adj. PiCOtt^. [Fr.]

PiCOtee, pik-o-te', «. a florist's variety of carnation.

[From the French botanist Picot, Baron de la Pcy-
rouse, 1744-1818.]

Picquet. Same as Piquet.
Picqu6-W0rk, pe-ka'-wurk, «. decoration by dots or

slight depressions.—Also Pounced-WOrk.
Plcra, pik'ra, «. a cathartic powder of aloes and canella.

[Gr. pikros, bitter.]

Picric, pik'rik, adj. carbazotic.—«. Pic'rate, a salt of
picric acid.

—

adj. Pic'rated, mixed with a picrate

as in a composition for a whistling rocket.

—

>ts.

PiC'rite, one of the peridotites or olivine-rocks

;

PicrotOX'ine, a bitter poisonous principle in the
seeds of Cocculus indicus.—Piorlc acid, an acid

used as a dye for wool, &c. [Gr. ptkros, bitter.]

Plot, pikt, n. one of an ancient race for sJ centuries

(296-844 A.D.) inhabiting eastern Scotland, from the
Forth to the Penlland Firth, most probably Celts,

but more nearly allied to the Cymry than to the
GafA.—adj. Pic'tish.-Piotisll towers, a name some-
times given to brochs (q.v.) ; Plots' hoUSeS, a name
popularly given in many parts of Scotland to rude
underground dwellings or earth-houses : Plcts' work,
a name sometimes given to the Catrail, the remains
of a large earthwork extending for about fifty miles
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Picture mOte ; mflte ; mOOn ; Men. «ff

through the counties of Selkirk and Roxburgh. [L.

ticti, pi. of pa. p. oipingire, pictunt, to paint.]

Picture, pik'tur, ». a painting : a likeness in colours :

a drawing : painting : a resemblance : an image : a
vivid verbal description.

—

v.t. to paint, to represent
by painting : to form a likeness of in the mind : to

describe vividly in words.

—

n. PiC'tOgraph, a picture

or pictorial sign : a piece of picture-writing.

—

adj.

Plctograph'ic. — «. Plctog'raphy. — a^Z/j. Pioto'-
rial, Plc'iural, relating to pictures : illustrated by
pictures : consisting of pictures.

—

adv. PiCtO'rially.
—ns. PlCtural (Spens.), a picture ; PlC'ture-book,
a book ofpictures ; PiC'ture-iramo, a frame surround-
ing a picture ; PlC'ture-gall'ery, a gallery, or large

room, in which pictures are hung up for exhibition

;

PlO'ture-rod, a rod running rovmd the upper part of

the wall of a room, from which pictures are hung ;

PlC'ture-Writ'lng, the use of pictures to express
ideas or relate events. [L. pictura —pingere,
pictum, to paint.]

Picturesque, pik-tu-resk', adj. like a picture : such as
would make a good or striking picture : express-
ing the pleasing beauty of a picture.

—

adv. Plctu-
resque'ly.—«. Picturesque'ness. {li. pittoresco—
pitiura, a picture

—

\.. pictura.\
Plcul, Pecul, pik'ul, «. a Chinese weight of about

133* lb.

PiCUS, pi'kus, n. a Linnaean genus of woodpeckers.
Piddle, pid'l, v.i. to deal in trifles : to trifle : to eat with

little relish : to make water.—«. Pldd'ler, a trifler.

—

adj. Pidd'ling, trifling, squeamish. {Peddle.\
Piddock, pid'ok, «. the pholas.

Pidgin-Englisb, pij'in-ing'glish, «. a mixture of cor-

rupted English with Chinese and other words, a sort

of Ihigua/rancawhKh grew up between Chinese on
the sea-board and foreigners, as a medium of inter-

Communication in business transactions. [Pidgin, a
Chinese corruption of iusiness.]

Pie, pT, «. a magpie : (prini.) type mixed or unsorted
(cf. >'/). [Ft. —L. pica.]

Pie, pi, n. a book which ordered the manner of per-

forming divine service : a service-book : an ordinal.

—By cock and pie (S/ia/:.), a minced oath = By
God and the service-book. [Fr. ,

—

"L.pica, lit. mag-
pic, from its old black-letter type on white paper
resembling the colours of the magpie.]

Pie, pT, «. the smallest Indian copper coin, equal to J
of a pice, or j^j of an anna. [Marathi/Ja'f, a fourth.]

Pie, pi, tt. a quantity of meat or fruit baked within a
crust of prepared flour.—A finger In the pie (see

Finger); Humble-pie (see Humble); Mince-pie
(see Mince); Perigord pie, a pie flavoured with
truffles, abundant in Perigord in France. [Perh. Ir.

and G:ic\. pig/te, pie.]

Piebald, Pyebald, pi'bawld, adj. of various colours :

having spots and patches. [For pie-balied—pie, a
magpie, W. bal, a streak on a horse's forehead.]

Piece, pes, «. a part of anything : a single article : a
definite quantity, as of cloth or paper : an amount of
work to be done at one time : a separate perform-
ance : a literary or artistic composition : a gun : a
coin : a man in chess or draughts : a person, gener-
ally a woman, in contempt. — v.t. to enlarge by
adding a piece : to patch.

—

v.i. to unite by a joining
of parts: to join.—«.//. Piece'-goods, cotton, linen,

woollen, or silk fabrics sold retail in varying lengths.—adj. Plece'Iess, not made of pieces : entire.

—

adv.
Plece'meal, in pieces or fragments : by pieces : little

by little : bit by bit : gradually. — adj. made of
fieces : single : separate.

—

ns. Piec'ener, a piecer

;

letfenlng, or Pletflng, the act of mending, esp.
the joining of the ends of yam, thread, &c. so as to
repair breaks ; Plec'er, a boy or girl employed in a
spinning-factory to join broken threads ; Piece'-
WOrk, work done by the piece or quantity rather
than by time.—Pl6ce de resistance, principal piece :

chief event or performance : chief dish at a dinner

;

Piece of eight, the Spanish/«<» duro (' hard dollar'),
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bearing the numeral 8, of the value of 8 reals (prob
the sign $ is derived from this) ; Piece out, to put
together bit by bit ; Piece up, to patch up.—Give
a piece of one S mind, to give a rating frankly to

any one's face ; Of a piece, as if of the same piece,

the same in nature, &c. [O. Fr. piece— Low L.
pedum, a piece of land—prob. L. pes, pedis, a foot.]

Pied, pid, adj. variegated like a magpie : of various
colours : spotted.—«. Pied'ness.

Pleled, peld, adj. {Skak.) peeled, bare, bald.
Plend, pend, n. the sharp point or edge of a hammer

:

a salient angle.
Piepowder, pi'pow-der, «. an ancient court held in

fairs and markets to administer justice in a rough-and-
ready way to all comers—also Court o/Dusty Foot.—
adj. Ple'powdered, with dusty feet. [O. Fr. piepou-
dreux, a hawker,/5z></

—

L.pes,a.toot,poudre, powder.]
Pier, per, «. the mass of stone-work between the
openings in the wall of a building : an arch, bridge,
&c. : a stone pillar on which the hinges of a gate are
fixed : a mass of stone or wood-work projecting into
the sea for landing purposes: a wharf.

—

ns. Pier'-
age, toll paid for using a pier ; Pler'-glass, a mirror
hung in the space between windows ; Pier'-ta'ble,
a table fitted for the space between two windows.
[O. Fr.pierre, a stone

—

Ij.petra—Gr.petra, a rock.]

Pierce, pers, v.t. to thrust or make a hole through : to

enter, or force a way into : to touch or move deeply :

to dive into, as a secret.

—

v.i. to penetrate.— ai?;'.

Pierce'able, capable of being pierced.—«. Plerc'er,
one who, or that which, pierces : any sharp instru-

ment used for piercing : a stiletto.

—

a^ij. Piercing.
—adv. Piercingly.—«. PierCingness. [O. Fr.

percer, prob. pertuisier^periuis, a hole— L. per-
tiindere, pertusum, to thrust through.]

Pierian, pl-e'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the Mtxses.

—

n.

Pler'ides, the nine Muses. [L. Pierius—Mx.. Pierus,
in Thessaly, the haunt of the Muses.]

Pierrot, pye-rO', «. a buffoon with loose long-sleeved
white robe : an 18th-century women's low-cut basque,
with sleeves. [Fr.]

Plot, pi'et, «. a pie or magpie. [Pie.]

Fletll, pe-a-ta', h. a representation of the Virgin em-
bracing the dead body of Jesus.

Pletra-dura, pya'tra-doo'ra, n. Florentine mosaic-
work, in which the inlaid materials are hard stones

—^jasper, agate, &c.
Piety, pi'e-ti, «. the quality of being pious : reverence

for the Deity, and desire to do His will : love and
duty towards parents, friends, or country : sense of
duty : dutiful conduct.

—

ns. Pi'etlsm, the doctrine

and practice of the pietists ; Pi'etlst, one marked by
strong devotional feeling : a name first applied to a
sect ofGerman religious reformers of deep devotional
feeling (end of 17th century).

—

adjs. Pietist'ic, -aL
[Fr. pi^te'—L. pietas.]

Piezometer, pl-e-zom'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the compressibility of liquids. (Gr.

piezein, to press, metron, a measure.]

Piffero, pif'e-r5, «. a form of oboe : an organ-stop.

Pig, pig, «. a swine of either gender : an oblong mass
of unforged metal, as first extracted from the ore,

so called because it is made to flow when melted

in channels called pigs, branching from a main
channel called the soiv.—v.i. to bring forth pigs : to

live together like pigs:

—

pr.p. pig'ging ; pa.t. and
pa.p. pigged.

—

adJs. Pig'-eyed, having small dull

eyes with heavy lids ; Plg'-faced, looking like a pig.
—«. Plg'gery, a place where pigs are kept.

—

adj.

Plg'gisb, belonging to or like pigs : greedy, said

of persons. — «. Plg'glshness. — adj. PlgQieaded,
having a large or ill-formed head : stupidly obstinate.—ns. Plg'beadedness ; Pig'-i'ron, iron in pigs or
rough bars; Plg'-lead, lead in pigs; Plg'-nui (same
as Earth-nut) ; Pig'SCOnce, a pigheaded fellow : a
blockhead ; Plg'skln, the skin of a pig prepared
as a strong leather : a saddle ; Pig'-Sty, a pen for
keeping pigs ; Plg'S'-wash, swill ; Pig's -WOlB'pOr



ftte, fSr ; mi, hir ; mine ; PlUar

(tlaxg), a low whL<;per : a very short space of time ;

Plg'-tail, the tail of a pig : the hair of the head tied

behind in the form of a pig's tail : a roll of twisted

tobacco. [A.S./>ec^; Dut. ii^£:f, i'g^.]

Pig, pig, H. an earthen vessel. lPif£'i".]

Pigeon, pij'un, «. a well-known bird, the dove : any

bird of the dove family.—a</7>. Plg'eon-breast'ett,

having a physical deformity, due to rickets, in which

the chest is flattened from side to side, and the

sternum or breast-bone is thrown forward ; Plg'eon-

haart'ed, timid : fearful.—«. Plg'eon-hole, a hole

or niche in which pigeons lodge in a dovecot : a

division of a case for papers, &c.—v./. to put into a

pi?eon-hole : to lay aside and treat with neRlect.—

«. Pig'eon-house, a dovecot.

—

nt//. Plg'eon-llv'ered,

timid : cowardly.—//. Pig'eonry, a place for keep-

ing pigeons.—«<//. Plg'eon-toed, haying feet like

pigeons, pcristeropod : having tumed-in toes. [Fr.,

—X.. pipio, -onis^piplre, to chirp.)

Piggln, pig'in, «. a small wooden or earthen vessel.

(Gael, pigeati, dim. oipigeadk, or pigc, a pot.]

Pight, pit, v.t. (Spens.) to place, to fix.—art/', placed,

fixed, determined. [Pitch, to place.]

Pigmean, pig-mS'an, adj. like a pygmy : very small.

Pigment, pig^ment, «. paint : any suljstance used for

colouring : that which gives colour to animal and
vegetable tissues.—»<5^>. Plgment'al, Plg'mentary.
—n. Plg'ment-cell, a cell which secrets pigment.

Wj. pigmentinii—pingire, to paint.]

Pigmy. Same as Pygmy.
Pignoration, pig-n5-ra'shun, n. act ofgiving in pledge

:

(law) 3, seizing and detaining of cattle straying and
doing damage, till the damage be made good. [L.

pignus, -orit, a pledge.]

Puce, pik, «. a sharp point : a weapon with a long

shaft and a sharp head like a spear, formerly used

by foot-soldiers : a sharp-pointed hill or summit : a
voraciotis fresh-water fish (so called from its pointed

snout).

—

adj. Piked, ending in a point.

—

tis. Plke'-

head, the head of a pike or spear ; Pike'-keep'er,

the keeper of a turnpike ; PIke'let, a tea-cake

;

^ke'man, a man armed with a pike : a man in

charge of a turnpike gate ; Plke'-perch, a common
pcrcoid fish ; Plke'Btaff, the staffer shaft of a pike :

a suff with a pike at the end. (A.S. p>fc, piic, a
pike ; Y)\xX.. piek, Ger. pike, pieke ; or Celt., as Gael.

pic, a pike, W.//^, a point.]

Pike, pile, v.i. to go quickly.— «. a turnpike.— «.

Piker, a tramp.
Plla, pi'la, n. in archaeology and art, a mortar. [L.]

Pilar, pi'lar, adj. hairy.—Also Pll'ary.

Pilaster, pi-lai^tir, «. a square column, partly built

into, partly projecting from a wall.

—

adj. iTlaS'tered,
furnished with pilasters or inserted pillars. [Fr.

pilattre— It. pilastro—'L. plla, a pillar.]

PUau, pi-law", n. a dish, in origin purely Mohamme-
dan, consisting of meat or fowl, boiled along with
rice and spices. — Also Plllau', PllaW, Pilaff',

PIloW. [Vcn. pilAw, pilaw.]
Pilch, pilch, «. (SMak.) a cloak or gown lined with

furs : a flannel cloth or wrap for a child.—«. Pllch'er,

one who wears a pilch : a scabbard. [\.S. pyice—
lyow h. pellicea— V,. pellis, skin.]

Pilchard, pil'chard, «. a sea-fish like the herring, but

thicker and rounder, caught chiefly on the Cornish
coast. (Prob. Celt., \x. pilteir.\

Pile, pTl, n. a roundish mass : a heap of separate

objects : combustibles, esp. for burning dead bodies

:

a large building : a heap of shot or shell : {elect.) a.

form of battery consisting of a numljer of dissimilar

metal plates laid in pairs one above another, with an
acid solution between them : {slang) a large amount of
money : a fortune.

—

v.t. to lay in a pile or heap : to

collect in a mass: to heap up: to fill above the brim.—n. Pller, one who forms into a heap.—Pile amu,
to place three muskets with fixed bayonets so that ttie

butts remain firm, the muzzles close together pointing
obliquely—also Stack arms. [Fr.,—L,/;/a, a ball!)

Pile, pTl, H. a pillar : a large stake driven into the
earth to support foundations : a pyramidal figure in

a heraldic bearing.

—

z:i. to drive piles into.

—

nt.

Plle'-driy'er, Pile'-en'glne, an engine for driving
down piles ; Plle'-dwelling, a dwelling built on
piles, a lake-dwelling ; Pile'work, work or founda-
tions made of piles ; Pile'-Worm, a worm found eat-

ing into the timber of piles and ships : the teredo.

[A.S. pll- L. plla, a pillar.]

Pile, pil, «. hair, fur : the nap on cloth, esp. if regular

and closely set.

—

v.t. to furnish with pile, to make
shaggy.

—

a<f/. Plle'-WOm, worn threadbare. [O. Fr.

peil, poll—h. ptlus, a hair.]

Piles, pTiz, n.pl. hemorrhoids. [L. plla, a ball.)

Pileum, pil'e-um, «. {ornith.) the top of the head from
the base of the bill to the nape— including the fore-

head or front, the vertex or corona, and the hindhead
or occiput :—pL Pil'ea.

Pileos, pil'e-us, «. a Roman conical cap ; {J>ot^ the

summit of the stipe bearing the hymenium in some
fungi :—//. Pil'el (-:).-fl^r. Pll'eate, -d, fitted with

a cap : having the form of a cap or hat ; Pll'eiform.

—H. Plle'olns, a little pileus :—//. Plle'oU. [L.

pileaius—pileus, a cap of^felt.)

Plle-'WOrt, pll'-wurt, «. a buttercup, the celandine.

Pilfer, pil'fer, v.i, to steal small things.

—

v.t. to steal

by petty theft.—«j. Pll'ferer ; Pil'fering, Pil'fery,

petty theft.—fli/z'. Pll'fertngly. \Pel/.'\

Pllgarllck, pil-gar'lik, «. a low fellow—perh. because
pilled or made bald by a shameful disease.

PUgrlm, pil'grim, n. one who travels to a distance to

visit a sacred place : a wanderer : a traveller : a silk

screen formerly attached to the back of a woman's
bonnet to protect the neck : {slang) a new-comer.

—

adj. of or pertaining to a pilgrim : like a pilgrim

:

consisting of pilgrims.

—

ns. Pirgrimage, the journey
of a pilgrim : a journey to a shrine or other sacred

place : the time taken for a pilgrimage : the journey
of life, a lifetime; Pll'grimbott'le, a flat bottle

holed at the neck for a cord.—Pilgrim fathers, the

colonists who went to America in the ship Mayflower,
and founded New England in 1620; Pilgrim'8 Shell,

a cockle-shell used as a sign that one had visited

the Holy Land ; Pilgrim's Staff, a long staff which
pilgrims carried as a sort of badge. [O. Yz.peUgrin
(Fr. pilerin)—L. peregrinus, foreigner, stranger

—

pereger, a traveller—/^r, through, ager, land.)

Pulform, pil'i-form, adj. slender as a hair. — adj$.

Plllf'erotia, Pilig'erons, bearing hairs. [L. pilut, a
h^x, forma, form.)

Piling, pT'lin§, n. the act of piling up : the driving of

piles : a senes of piles placed in order : pilework.

Pllklns, pil'kinz, n. (/n>TA) the naked oat, Avena nuda.
- Also Pillas, PlU'com.

Pill, pil, n. a little ball of medicine : anything nauseous
which must be accepted: {slang) a doctor: a dis-

agreeable person.— v.t. {slang) to blackball— «.

Hll'-bOX, a box for holding pills : a kind of one-horse

carriage. [Yr.piluU—L. filula, dim. oiplla, a ball.]

Pill, pil, v.t. and v.i. to strip, peel : to deprive of hair.

—«. {Spens.) skin. [Peel.]

PHla^e, pil'Sj, » {Shak.) act of plundering : plunder

:

spoil, esp. taken in war.

—

v.t. to plunder or spoil.

—v.t. Pill, to rob or plunder.—n. Pillager. [O.

YT.,^pillei— X... pilare, to plunder.)

Pillar, pil'ar, n. {archit.) a detached support, differing

from a column in that it is not necessarily cylindrical,

or of classical proportions : one who, or anything that,

sustains : something resembling a pillar in appear-

ance.

—

adj. Pill'ared, sup^rted by a pillar : having
the form of a pillar.—«j. PiU'ar-boX, a short pillar

in a street with receptacle for letters to be sent by
post ; Pill'arlSt, PUl'ar-Balnt, a person in the early

church who crucified the flesh by living on the

summit of pillars in the open air, a stylite.—From
pillar to post, from one state of difficulty to another

:

hither and thither. (O. Fr. pil*r{Yt. pilier)—ljtrn

L. pilar*- L. ptla, a pillar.)
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Pniau mAtc : mBte ; mosa : tUoL Pindaric

Rllory.

PllUu, pU-Iaw', n. See FlUa.
PilUcock, pU'i-icolc, s. (SkaA.) a tenn of endearment.
Pillion, pil yun, H. a. cushion for a woman behind a
horseman : the cushion of a saddle. [Lr. pUUun,
Gael. pilUan, a pad, a pack-saddle—^a/V, a skin or

mac, L^^liis, skin.]

Pillory, pUo-ri, ft. a wooden frame, supported by an
upright pillar or post, and having holes through
wnit^ the head and
hands of a criminal

were put as a punish-

ment, liisused in Eng-
land since ii37.

—

vs.t.

Pillory, Pillorise, to

punish in the pillory

:

to expose to ridicule

:

—^.r. and /a./, pill'-

oned. [O. Yx.piiori:

ety. dub. ; Prov. tsptt-

lori— Low L. sp*cu-

latarittm, a lookont
— L, a^cularia, a
window, ^ecuIujK, a
mirror.]

PUlOW, pil'a, «. a cushion filled with feathers, &c., for

resting the head on : any cushion : a block of metal
for bearing the end of a shaft, or the end of a bow-
sprit : the socket of a pivot.

—

v.:. to lay or rest on
for suppwt.

—

v.i. to rest the head on a pillow.

—

us.

Pill ow-Wer, -Iwer. -case, -slip, a co%er which can
be drawn over a pillow; PUlow-CUp, a last cnp
before goI:i^ to bed.

—

.-J-'s. Pill'OWOd, supported by,
or prv \ : PUl'DWy, like a pillow :

so:t -
•-•Of.]

PUlwonn millipede.

Pilocarpus. t:-I;-k.ir pus, k. a shrub ac-
tive feet high, sli.;h;ly branched, the br

a r.ative of Br.rri:.—«. Pilocar'pine^
isolate Arpus, with sudorific propertiis.

[Or..*. -Av, fruit.]

Pilose' ury—also Klous.—«. Pilosity.
;.A--, hair.]

P'. the steersman of a ship : one who
c ps in and out of a harbour, along a
da::^erjas -oast, &c. : a guide. ^— :..'. to conduct as
a pilot : to direct through dangerous places.

—

us.

PTlotage. the s^-vii; ot" a pilot : the act of piloting :

the fee or w.i .; Pilot-boat, a bo.it used
by pilots for -ving ships ; K'lot-Cloth,
a coarse, sto . :th for c

en'Kind, a loco.iijii\e e:.gi;ie se:
•

to clear its way, as a pilot : PTlo:
nia-'vcrel f; r;'., , so oa.leJ from ::- s o-

:eir prey . F:
a vessel nee

F -. pl.icc on de .

tl.£ >;^.:. ;;^-^.ar iud the pilot—also U'/it-e.-i^-Sc ;

Pilot -jacket, a pea-jacltet worn by seamen:
Pi lot-whale, the caamg-whale (q.v.). [Fr. /:Z^if
— Dut. /./.v/, from^/irn, to sound, /iv/ (Ger. /.'ii,

Eng. .V.!.:\ a soundinc->ad.)
Pilule, pil u'., «. a little piU—also Pfl'Xlla.—<«i/;". Pil'U-

lar, pertaining to pills.

Pilum, ptlum, «. the heary javelin used by Roman
foot-soldiers :—//. Plla. [L.]

PilUS, pi'Ius, n. one of the slender hairs on plants :—
/.-. PiU (L.]

Pilot-
tniin

f the

Pimento, pi-den'to, k. allspice or Jamaica pepper ;

the tree OToducing it. — .\lso Pimenta. [Port.

i-mtnta—L^ pigyitentum, paint.]

Pimp, pimp. n. one who procures gratifications for the
li:st , t'~.ers : a pander.— r.j to p-ir.der.

—

^tjjs.

Pimp :::g, petty : mean ; Plmp-llke. (Fr. /j-'m/rf,

a nasa'ised :'o. ;u o{/:^rr, to pipe, hence to cheat.]

Pimpernel, pim'per-nel, M. a plant ot' the primrose
family, with reddish flowers— also Fa-*- man'j

ttiin^ri^i- ^'•?' '•' •—
•• ^T!ipln«!la, arr-jpi

geuus of umbelli: pimpernel.

0S5

kreakstomt. [Ft. pimpremiJe (It. pimpineiia), oAet
a corr. of a L. form bipenHida, double-winged, dnn.
of bi-pennis—bis, twice, penna, feather ; or froin a
dim. of \^ pampintts, a vine-leaf.]

Pimple, pimpl, n. a pustule: a small swelling.

—

adjs. Punpaed, Pimply, having pimples. [A.S.
pf^l, nasalised from 'L.papuia, a pustule.]

Pfil, pin, K. a. piece of wood or of metal used for
tastcning things together : a peg or nail : a sharp-
panted piece of wire with a rounded head for
nitening clothes : anything that holds parts together

:

a piece of wood set up on end to be knocked down
by a bowl, as in skittles : a pe^ used in musical
instruments for fastening the strings : anjthing of
httle value.

—

z:i. to fasten with a pin : to fasten : to
enclose : to seize and hold fast :—/»-./. pin'niw

;

pa.t. and pa.p. pinned.—»ij. Pin'-bntt OCk (Ski£),
a sharp, pointed buttock : Pin'case, Pin'CIUhioil, a
case or cushion for holding pins: Pln'-featll'er, a
small or short feather.

—

adj. ^n'-featll'ered.

—

ns.
Pin -hold, a place where a pin is fix«l ; PlV'^rtS,
a hole made by a pin : a very small opeBBv; Wfc'-
money, money allowed to a wife by her tesfaMid
for pri^-ate expenses, originally to buy pins : PiBlter.
one who pins or fastens : a pin-maker : a pinafore :

a head-dress with a lappet flying loose ; Pln'-podBt,
the point of a pin : a trifle' ; Pin tail, a genus of
ducks, one handsome species of which b a winter
visl: r t ? ri.-.ny parts of the British coast.

—

ttdj. Pta'-
ta: - w tail—«. Pln'-wheel,
'1 e cogs are pins set into
t: :< constructed to revolve
rapici y whiie burning.— r.r. Pln'ITOlk, to wcrit fttx-
yani on a wooden pin so as to make it mere snale
for ease in packing.—Pin-fiie caxtlldm, a caHiiij|C
for breech-loading guns; PtBS WU BMttBB, a
feeling as of prickmg under the skin^fomicnrioB.

—

bl merry pin, in a merry humour ; Ota eB>^ {'"i
on one's legs : in good condition. [M. E. ptmme,
like Ir. and GaeL pinne, and Get. pinm, from L.
^inna oTpenvtT. a feather.]

Pin, pin, n. an induration of the membranes of the eye,
cataract. [A.S.j»r»r«—Low l^pttnitMs.]

Piila-Cloth, p^nya-kloth, n. a tieautifiil fabric made
of the fibres of the leaves of the pine-apple plant.

Pinafore, pin'a-f^r, n. a loose covering of cotton ot
linen over a child s dress. [Pin + a/ore.'i

Pinaster, - the duster-pine.
Pince-nez -a pair of eye-glasses with a

spring !,r _ e nose. [Fr.]

Pincers. Same as Pinchers.
Pinch, pinsh, r.^ to grip hard : to Ki

oeett between
two hard or firm substances : to squeeze the flesh sa
as to give pain : to nip : to distress : to gripe.—R*.
to act with force : to bear or press hard : to Kv«
sparingly.

—

n. a close compression with the fingers:

what can be taken up between the finger and thumb

:

an iron bar used as a le^-er for lifting weights, roll-

ing wheels, &c. : a gripe : distress : oppr^saoo. — «.

Pfidl'commons. a n-ggard, a miser.—«i^'. PiUlllwd,
having the ap.earance of being tifhtl^ a^ueeaed:
hard pressed by want or cold : narrowed s»e.-—«*.
Pinch er, one who, or that which, piadMs; PlMk''H^
Pin cers, an instrument for gripping aaydMH^fcnel^^
es-1 '-I" 15 out nails, Sc. ; Klh'MitjT^IW^'-

gr.:' "Jty, * n^gard.

—

mdr. Ftaok'tagtyi
ir nanner.—Zt a piJK^ in a case of

ne . ... i^^.^wirbnetlw tfMMplBokMttolcMNr
where the cause of trouble or diffici:Ity is. [O. Fr.

^imrr; prob. Teut. , cf. Dut. pitsm. to pinch.]

Pmchbeck, pinsh'hck, i«. a yellow alloy of five Mtts
of copper to one of rinc. [Frcni Chris. PimMieat, an
iSth-cenrurv London watchmaker.]

Plnda^' PrnVi'irAfl 'i:- ,-i=r.e. «r. oDe of • band of
f- verthrow of the Mecul
e- -T 7) to be a fbrmidamc
pc- ,^ ^^.... ,. . .ces. [Hind.]

PlndariO, pin^dank. mdj. alter the wiianrr vtPitUar,



Plnder (ite, fir ; me, hit ; mine ; Ploua

one of the first of Greek lyric poets.—//. an ode in

imitation of one of Pindar's : an ode of irregular

metre.—«. Pin'darism, imitation of Pindar.
Pinder, pin'der, «. one who impounds stray cattle.

—

Also Pin'ner. [A.S. Syndan, to shut up—pund.
Cf. Pen, v., and Pound, to shut up.]

Pine, pin, «. a northern cone-bearing, evergreen,

resinous tree, furnishing valuable Umber. — adj.

Pin'eal.

—

«j. Pia'oal-gland, a rounded body about
the size of a pea, of a slightly yellowish colour,

situated upon the anterior pair of corpora quad-
rigemina, and connected with the optic thalami by
two strands of nerve fibres termed its i>eduncles

;

Pine'-apple, a tropical plant, and its fruit, shaped
like a pme-cone ; Plne'-barr'en, a level sandy tract

growing pines ; Plne'-clia'fer, a beetle which eats

pine-leaves—rt<^.r. Pine -oUd, Pine -crowned, dad
or crowned with pine-trees.

—

ns. Pine'-cone, the

cone or strobilus of a pine-tree ; Pine-finch, a small

fringilline bird of North America ; Pine'-house, a

pinery ; Pine'-need'le, the circular leaf of the pine-

tree ; Pine-oil, an oil obtained from the resinous

exudations of pine and fir trees ; PIn'ery, a place

where pine-apples are raised : a pine forest ; Pine'-

tum, a plantation of pine-trees: a collection of pine-

trees for ornamental purposes ; Pine'-WOOd, a wood
of pine-trees : pine timber ; Pine'-WOOl, a fibrous

substance prepared from the leaves of the pine, and
used for flannels, hosiery, and blankets in hospitals.—adj's. I^'niC, pertaining to, or obtained from, the
pine : noting an acid consisting of the portion of
common resin soluble in cold alcohol; Pinic'oline,
inhabiting pine-woods ; Pi'ny, Pi'ney, abounding in

pine-trees.—Pine-tree money, silver money coined
at Boston in the 17th century, and so called from
the coins bearing the rude figure of a pine-tree on
one side. [A.S. >W«-,

—

h. /inus {ioT pk-nus),—J>ijc,
picis, pitch.]

Pine, pin, v.i. to waste away under pain or mental
distress: to languish with longing.

—

v.t. to grieve
for: to bewail.

—

n. wasting pain: weary suffering.

—Done to pine, starved to death. [A.S. /dnian, to

torment—L. pcena, punishment.]
Pinfoldj pin'fold, «. a pound or enclosure for cattle.

—

v.t. to impound. [Yot pi>td-/old=pound-/old.]
Ping, ping, n. the whistling soimd of a bullet

—

v.L to

produce such a sound.

—

n. Ping'-pong, a kind of in-

door lawn-tennis, played with battledores or small
rackets over a net on a table. [From the sounds
made hy the strokes on the balL]

Pingle, pmg'gl, v.t. (/roz/.) to eat with feeble appetite

:

to dawdle.

—

adj. Fing'ling, dawdling, feeble.

Pinguid, ping'swid, <»«/'• fat.—«. Ping'uitude. [L.

pinguis, fat.]

Ptnguin, pin'gwin, ». Same as Peng^Uln.
Pinion, pin'yun, n. a wing : the joint of a wing most
remote from the body of the bird : a small wheel
with 'leaves' or teeth working into others.

—

v.t. to

confine the wings of: to cut off the pinion : to con-
fine by binding the arms. [O. Fr. pigiion—L. pinna
{= penna), wing. Cf. Pen, n.]

Pink, pingk, n. a boat with a narrow stem.—Also
Pinky. {Dai. ; Gex. pinke.]

Pink, pingk, v.t. to stab or pierce, esp. with a sword
or rapier : to decorate by cutting small holes or
scallops. — «. a stab : an eyelet. — adj'. Pinked,
pierced or worked with small holes.

—

n. Plnk'ing-
iron, a tool for pinking or scalloping. [Either
through A. S. pyngan, from L. pungere, to prick ; or
ace. to Skeat, a nasalised form olpick.\

Pink, pingk, n. a flower of any one of several plants
of the genus Dianthus—carnation, &c. : a shade of
light-red colour like that of the flower : a scarlet
hunting-coat, also the person wearing such : the
minnow, from the colour of its abdomen in summer :

any type or example of excellence in its Vvci^.—adj.

of a pink colour.—;/. Pink'inesfl.—n^'. Plnk'ish,
•omewlut pink.—M. Pink-root, the root of the Caro-

lina or Indian pink, a common vermifuge.—Pink
of perfection, the very highest state of perfection :

an example of highest perfection.—Dutch pink, a
yellow lake obtained from quercitron bark : (s/ung)

blood. [Prob. a nasalised form of Celt. //V, a point
—from the finely notched edges of the petals.]

Pink, pingk, I'. /. to wink : to half-shut.

—

n. Pink'-eye,
a disease in horses in which the eye turns somewhat
red.— adj'. Plnk'-eyed, having pink eyes like a
rabbit : having small or half-shut eyes.

—

adj. Ptak'y,
winking. [Dut pinken, to wink.]

Pinna, pm'a, n. a single leaflet of a pinnate leaf: a
wing, fin, or the like : the auricle of the ear '.—pi.

Pinna.—adj's. Pinn'ate, -d, shaped like a feather

:

furnished with wings cr fins.

—

adz'. Pinn'ately.

—

adj's. Pinnat'ifid, cut as a leaf, half-way down or
more, with the divisions narrow or acute ; Pinnat'i-
sect (iot.), pinnately divided ; Pinn'ifonn, like a
feather or fin : pinnate ; Pinn'igrade, moving by fins
—also «. ; Pinn'iped, Pinnat'iped, fin-footed, as a
bird; Plnn'Ulate, -d.—«. Pinnule, one of the branch-
lets of a pinnate leaf: one of the lateral divisions of
the finger-like stalks of an encrinite—also Pinn'Ula.
—Pinnate leaf, a compound leaf wherein a single
petiole has several leaflets atttached to each side of
It. [h. pinna, a feather, dim.//«««/a.]

Pinnace, pin'as, n. a small vessel with oars and sails : a
boat with eight oars : a man-
of-war's boat. [Fr. pinasse—
\\.. pinassa—L. pinus, a pine.]

Pinnacle, pin'a-kl, ». a slender
turret : a high point like a
spire : the highest point of a
mountain, &c.

—

v.t. to build
with pinnacles : to place on a
pinnacle. [Fr. pinacle—Low
L. pinna-culum, double dim.
from L. pinna, a feather.]

Pinner, pin'er. See Pin.
Pinnet, pin'et, «. (JScot() a

pinnacle.

Ptanock, pin'ok, «. the hedge-
sparrow.

Pinnoed, pin'Od, adj. {Spens.)
pinioned.

Pinny, Plnnie, pin'i, «. a pina-
fore. [Pina/bre.]

Pinnywlnkle, pin'i-wingk-1, n.

an ancient form of torture for the fingers.—AlsoPlUl'-
iewinkle, Pil'nle-WinkS. [A corr. otperiwinkle.]

Pint, pint, «. a measure of capacity = i quart or 4
gills: (med.) 12 ounces.

—

ns. Plnt'-pol, a pot for

holding a pint, esp. a pewter pot for beer : a seller

or driiiker of beer ; Pint'-Stoup, a vessel for holding
a Scotch pint. [Fr. pinte—Sp. pinta, mark—L.
picta, pin_^ere, to paint.]

Pintado, pm-ta'do, adj. painted, spotted.

—

n. the
guinea-fowl : chintz, applied to all printed goods.

Pintail, Pin-wheel See Pin.
Pintle, pin'tl, n. a little pin : a long iron bolt : the

bolt or pin on which the rudder of a ship turns.

[Dim. ofpin.]
Pinxit, pingk'sit, v.i. and v.t. he or she painted—used

in noting the painter of a picture, as 'Rxxhens pinxit.
|L., 3d sing. perf. indie, oipinglre, to paint]

Pioned, pI'O-ned, adj. (Shak^ overgrown with marsh-
marigolds, that flower being still called /^t'ny around
Stratford.

Pioneer, pl-O-nSr', «. one of a party of soldiers who
clear the road before an army, sink mines, &c. : one
who goes before to prepare the way for others.

—

v.t.

to act as pioneer to.

—

ns. Pi'oner (i"Aa/!r.), a pioneer

;

Pi'onlng {Spens.\ the work of pioneers : military
works. [O. Ft. peonier (Ft. pionniery—piefn, a. foot-

soldier—Low 'L,. pedo, ptdonis, a foot-soldier— L.
pes, pedis, a foot.)

PI0U8, pyus, adj. showing love, affection, or respect

towards parents : having reverence and love for the

Pinnacle.



p^ mute ; mute ; mCSn ; /Aen. Pistachio

Deity : proceeding from religious feeling. — adv.
Pi'OUBly, in a pious manner.

—

adj. Pi OUS-milld ed,
of a pious disposition. [Kr. puux—L. J>ius.\

Pip, pip, n. a disease of fowls—also called Roup.
[Low L. pipita—h.J>iJ>uita, rheum.]

Pip, pip, «. the seed ol fruit. \yif>pin.\

Pip, pip, «. one of the spots on dice or playing-cards.
[Corr. olytQw.pkk— Vx. pique, a spade, at cards.

J

Pip, pip, v.t. (slang) to blackball.

Pip, pip, v.i. to chirp, as a young bird.

Pipe, pip, n. 3l. musical wind instrument consisting of
a long tube: any long tube: a tube of clay, &c.,
with a bowl at one end for smoking tobacco : a
pipeful : the note of a bird : a caslc containing two
hogsheads.

—

v.i. to play upon a pipe : to whistle, to

chirp : to make a shrill noise.—i'./. to play on a
pipe : to call with a pipe, as on board ships : to give
(orth shrill notes : to supply with pipes, to convey
by pipes

—

-ns. Pip'age, conveyance or distribution

by pipes ; Pipe'-case, a box softly lined to protect a
pipe ; Pipeclay, a fine white plastic clay, verj* like

kaolin, but coniaining a larger percentage of silica,

used for making tobacco-pipes and fine earthenware.—v.t. to whiten with pipeclay : (slang) to blot out,
as accounts.

—

adj. Piped (pipt), tubulous or fistu-

lous.

—

ns. Pipe'-osh, a genus of fi.shes in the same
order as the seanorse, having a long thin body
covered with partially ossified plates, the head long,

and the jaws elongated so as to form a tubular
snout, hence the name : Pipe'-lay'er; Pipe'-lav'ing,
the laying down of pipes for gas, water, &c. ; Pipe-
Oflf ice, formerly an office in the Court of Exchequer
in which the clerk of the pipe made out crown-land
leases; Piper; Pipe-roll, a pipe-like roll, the
cii^liest among the records of the Exchequer ; Pipe-
staple, the stalk of a tobacco-pipe : a stalk of grass ;

Pipe -Stick, the wooden tube used as the stem of
some tobacco-pipes : Pipe'-tongS, an implement for
holding or turning metal pijjes or pipe-fittings

;

Pipe'-tree, the lilac; Pipe -Wine (Sliak.\ wme
drawn from the cask, as distinguished from bottled
wine ; Pipe'-wrench, a wrench with one movable
jaw, both so shaped as to bite together when placed
on a pipe and rotated round it.—Pipe down, to

dismiss from muster, as a ship's company ; Pipe ofif,

to watch a house or person for purposes of theft

;

Pipe one's eye, to weep.—Drunk as a piper, very
drunk : Pay the piper, to bear the expense. [A.ij.

pipe: Vni. pijp, Gtr. p/ei/e.]
Pfperaceous, pip-e-ra'shi-us, adj. pertaining to the

Pipera'ceae, the pepper family.— <i<i>'. Piper'iC, pro-
duced from such plants.—«. Pip'ertoe, an alkaloid
found in pepper, [h. piper, pepper.]

Pipette, pi-pet', n. a. small lube for removing small
portions of a fluid from one vessel to another. [Fr.]

Pipi, pe'pe, n. the astringent pods of Ccesalpiiiia pipai,
a Brazilian plant used in tanning.

Piping, pfping, adj. uttering a weak, shrill, piping
sound, like the sick : sickly : feeble : boiling.

—

n.

act of piping : sound of pipes : a system of pipes
for any purpose : small cord used as trimming for

dresses, &c. : a slip or cutting taken from a plant
with a jointed stem.

PiplStrel, Pipistrelle, pip-is-trel', «. a small reddish-
brown bat. [Fr.]

Pipit, pip'it, «. a genus of birds resembling larks in

plumage and wagtails in habits, the most common
British species being the titlark.

Pipkin, pip'kin, «. a small earthen pot. \Pipe.'\

Pippin, pip'in, «. a kind of apple. [O. Fr. pepin—L.
pepo— Gr. pepon, a melon.]

Plpnl, pip'ul, n. the sacred fig-tree.—Also Pip'al,
Plpp'ul-tree, Peep'ul-tree. [Hind.l

Pipy, pT'pi. adj. like a pipe : tubular.

PlffUant, pe'kant, adj. stimulating to the taste : of a
hvely spark. —». Piq'uancy. — aa'f. Piq'uantly.
[Fr. pigttant, pr.p. aipiquer, to prick.]

Piqtie, pek, H. an offence taken : a feeling of anger or
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vexation caused by wounded pride : spite : nicety :

punctilio.

—

v.t. to wound the pride of: to offend: to

pride or value (one's self) '.—pr.p, piq'uing ; pa.t.

and pa.p. piqued. [Fr. pique, a pike, pique ; cf.

Pick and Pike.}
Piqo^, pe-ka', «. a heavy cotton fabric having a surface

corded or with a raised lozenge pattern : a similar

pattern produced by quilting with the needle.

—

n.

Piqutf-work. [Fr.]

Piquet. Same as Picket.
Piquet, pi-ket', «. a game at cards.—«. Plque, in

piquet, the scoring of 30 points in one hand before
the other side scores at all. [Picket.]

Piragua, pi-ra'gwa. Same as Periagua.
Pirate, pi'rat, «. one who, without authority, at-

tempts to capture ships at sea : a sea-robber : an
armed vessel which, without legal right, plunders
other vessels at sea : one who steals or infringes a
copyright.

—

z'.t. to rob at sea : to take without per-

mission, as books or writings.

—

n. K'racy, the crime
of a pirate : robbery on the high seas : infringement
of copyright.—aii/'j. Pirat'lc. -al, pert.iining to a
pirate: practising piracy.—Wf. Piratically. [Fr.,—\^. pirata— Gr. peirates—peiraein, to attempt.]

Piriform, piri-form, adj. pear-shaped.
Pirn, pirn, «. anything that revolves or twists : a reel,

bobbin, &c. : the amount of thread wound on a
shuttle or reel.

Pimie, pir'ni, «. (Scot.) a striped woollen nightcap.
Pirogue, pi-r6g'. .See Periagua.
Pirouette, pir-oS-ec', «. a wheeling about, esp. in

dancing : the whirling round of a horse on the same
ground.

—

v.i. to execute a pirouette. [Fr.]

Pisces, pis'ez, n. the Fishes, the twelfth sign of the

zodiac.

—

ns. PiS'cary, right of fishing in another
man's waters : Piscatol Ogy, the scientific study of

fishes : Pisca'tor, an angler -.—fetn. Pisca'triz.

—

adj. PiSCatO'rial, relating to fishes or fishing : fond

of fishing—also Pis catory.—«. Pis cicapture, the

taking of fish.

—

adjs. PiSCiC'OlOUS, parasitic upon
fishes : PlSCiCUl'tural, pertaining to pisciculture.—

ns. PiS'ciCUlture, the rearing of fish by artificial

methods; PiS ciculturist, a fish-culturi^t. — o^Z/J.

PiSCiform, in shape like a fish : having the form of

a fish ; Pis'cine, pertain-

ing to fishes; PisciVor-
OUS, feeding on fishes.

\\^. piscis, a fish.]

Piscina, pis-I'na, n. a basin

or tank, esp. one for

holding fishes or for

growing water - plants :

a fish-pond : (archit.) a

basin or sink on the

south side of the altar

in old churches, into

which is emptied water
used in washing any of
the sacred ves-sels.

—

adj.

PiS'Cinal, belonging to a
fish-pond. [L., a fish-pond, a cistern—piscis, a fish.]

PlS^, pe-za', H. stiff earth or clay rammed down to

form walls or floors. [Fr.]

Pisb, pish, interj. expressing contempt. [Imit.]

Pisiform, pi'si-form, adj. pea-shaped. [L. piium,
pea,y5>r»M, shape.]

Pismire, pis'mlr, «. an ant or emmet. [Piss, from the

strong smell of the ant-hill, A.S. mire, ant.]

Pisolite, pi'sO-lit, «. a coarse oolite or concretionary

limestone in large globules.

—

mij. PiSOlit'iC. (Gr.

pisos, pea, lithos, stone.]

Piss, pis, v.i. to discharge urine or make water.

—

ns.

PlSS -a-bed (prov.), the dandelion : Piss'asphalt,

Ksophalt, a variety of bitumen : PisS -pot, a

chamber-pot. [Ft. pisser; imit.)

Pistachio, pis-ta'shi-5, «. the almond-flavoured pis-

tachio-nut, the fruit of the Pista'chia, a small genus
of trees of the cashew faimly, native to western
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Asia. [It.,— L. jristaciutn—Gr. pistakion— Pers.

iisid.]

Pfstareon, pis-ta-r6n', n. in West Indies, the peseta.

PlstU, pis'til, n. {hot.) the female organ in the centre

of a flower, consisting of three parts

—

ovary, style,

Sind stigyita.—adjs. Pi8tiUa'CeOUS,Pi8'tlllary, grow-
ing on a pistil : pertaining to, or having the nature of,

a pistil : Pls'tillate, having a pistil : having a pistil

only ; Plstilliferous, bearing a pistil witnout sta-

mens. [Fr.,—h. ^tsiilhim, a pestle.]

Pistol, pis'tol, rt. a small hand-gun, held in one hand
when fired.

—

v.t. to shoot with a pistol.

—

>ts. PiS-
toleer', one armed with a pistol ; PlS'tolet, a little

pistol; Pistol-shot. [O. Yr. pistole— Ix. pistola, said

to be from Pistoja (orig. Pistola), a town in Italy.]

Pistole, pis'tol, n. a Spanish gold coin = about i6
shillings. [Same as above.]

Piston, pis'tun, n. a circular plate of metal, or other
material, used in pumps, steam-engines, &c., fitting

and moving iip and down within a tube or hollow
cylinder.

—

n. PiS'ton-rod, the rod to which the piston
is fixed, and which moves up and down with it. [Fr.,— \\.. pistone^pesto, to pound—L. pinsere, pislum.\

Pit, pit, «. a hole in the earth : a place whence minerals
are dug : the bottomless pit : the grave : the abode
of evil spirits : a hole used as a trap for wild beasts

:

the hollow of the stomach, or that under the arm at
the shoulder : the indentation left by smallpox : the
ground-floor ofa theatre : an enclosure in which cocks
fight : the shaft of a mine.

—

v.t. to mark with little

hollows : to lay in a pit : to set in competition :^pr.p.
pit'ting; pa.t. and pa.p. pit'ted.

—

ns. Pit'-COal, coal

dug from a pit—not charcoal : Pit'-framO, the frame-
work round a mine-shaft ; Pit'-head, the ground at
the mouth of a pit, and the machinery, &c., on it;

Pit'man, a man who works in a coal-pit or a saw-pit,

esp. the man who works the pumping machinery in

the shaft of a mine : {mack.) a rod connecting a
rotary with a reciprocating part. — adj. Pit'ted,
marked with small pits.

—

us. Pit'ting, the act of
<l'ggi"g, or of placing in, a pit : a group of pit-marks :

a corrosion of the inside of steam-boilers, &c. ; Pit'-

Vill'age, a group of miners' houses near a pit. [A. S.

pyt, pyti—v.. pitteus, a well.]

Pltaka, pit'a-ka, «. a collection of Buddhist scriptures,
as made in Tibet. [Sans., 'basket.']

Pitapat, pit'a-pat, adv. with palpitation or quick beat-
ing.

—

adj. fluttering.—«. a light, quick step: a suc-
cession of light taps.— z/./. to step or tread quickly.

Pitch, pich, «. the solid black shining substance
obtained by boiling down commnn tar.

—

v.t. to smear
with pitch.—rt<//>. Pltch'-black, Pitch'-dark, dark
as pitch : very dark.— «j. Pitch'-blende, a black
oxide of uranium ; Pitch'-Ooal, a kind of bituminous
coal : jet ; Pitch'iness, state or quality of being
pitchy ; Pitch' -pine, a kind of pine which yields
pitch, and is much used in America as fuel ; Pitch'-
plas'ter, a plaster of Burgundy or white pitch

;

Pitch'-stone, an old volcanic-like hardened pitch

;

Pitch'-tree, the kauri pine, the Amboyna pine, or
the Norway spruce.

—

adj. Pitch'y, havmg the
qualities of pitch : smeared with pitch : black like
pitch: dark: dismal. [A.S. //f

—

\,. pix,pic-is.\
Pitch, pich, v.t. to thrust or fix in the ground : to fix

or set in array : to fix the rate or price : to fling or
throw : {mus.) to set the keynote of.

—

v.t. to settle,

as something pitched : to come to rest from flight : to
fall headlong : to fix the choice : to encamp : to rise

and fall, as a ship.—«. a throw or cast from the hand :

any point ordegree of elevation ordepression: degree

:

degree of slope : a descent : the height of a note
in speaking or in music : (mech.) distance between
the centres of two teeth in a wheel or « saw, or be-
tween the threads of a screw measured parallel lo the
axis.

—

ns. Pitched'-battle, a battle in which the
contending parties have fixed positions : a battle
previously arranged for on both sides ; Pltch'er

;

PltCh'-far'thing, chuck-farthing ; PltCh'fork, a fork

6tM

for pitching hay, &c. : a tuning-fork.

—

v.t. to lift with
a pitchiork : to throw .suddenly into any position.

—

tis. Pltoh'ing, the act of throwing : a facing of bton©
along a bank to protect against the action of water ;

Pitch'pipe, a small pipe to pitch the voice or tune
with.—Pitch and pay {Skak.), pay down at once,
pay ready-money ; Pitch and tOSS, a game in which
coins are thrown at a mark, the person who throws
nearest having the right of tossing all the coins, and
keeping those which come down head uppermost

;

Pitch in, to begin briskly ; Pitch into, to assault.

[.A form of//f/t.]

Pitcher, pich'er, «. a vessel for holding water, &c.

—

«. Pitch'er-plant, a plant with leaves shaped like a
pitcher or ascidiuni

—

Nepenthes, &c.—Pitchers have
ears, there may be listeners. [O. Fr. picket—Low
L. picarium, a goblet—Gr. btkos, a wine-vessel, aa
Eastern word.]

Piteous, pit'e-us, adj. showing or feeling pity : fitted

to excite pity : mournful : compassionate : paltry.

—

adv. Pit'eously.— «. Pit'eousness. [O. Vr. pitas,

pitens. Cf. Ptty.]

Pitfall, pit'fawl, «. a pit slightly covered, so that wild
beasts may fall into it : any concealed danger.

Pith, pith, «. the marrow or soft substance in the
centre of the stems of dicotyledonous plants : force

or energy : importance : condensed substance : quint-

essence. — n. Pith-ball, a pellet of pith. — adv.
Pith'ily.—«. Pith'iness.—^(<;'. Pith'less, wanting
pith, force, or energy. — «. Pith'-pa'per, a thin

sheet cut from pith for paper : rice-paper.

—

adj.

Pithy, full of pith : forcible : strong : energetic.

[A..ii. pii/ia ; Oat. pit, marrow.]
PithecUS, pi-the'kus, «. a name formerly used by

zoologists for various groups of apes and monkeys.

—

ns. Pithecanthro'pi, hypothetical ape-men ; Pithe'-

cia, the genus of South American monkej's which
includes the Sails and allied species.

—

adj. Pithe'-

coid. (L.,

—

Gx. pitkikos, an ape.]

Pithos, pith'os, «. a large spheroid Greek earthenware
v.ise. [Gr.]

Pit-mirk, pit'-merk, adj. (Scot.) dark as pitch.

Pitri, pit' re, n.pl. the deceased ancestors of a man: in

Hindu mythology, an order of divine beings inhabit-

ing celestial regions of their own, and receiving into

their society the spirits of those mortals for whom
funeral rites have been duly performed. [Sans.,

'father,' p\. pitaras.]
Pitsaw, pit'saw, «. a large saw for cutting timber,
worked by the pit-sawyer in the pit below the log

and the iop-saivyer on the log.

Pittaoal, pit'a-kal, «. a blue substance obtained from
wood-tar oil and used in dyeing. [Gr. pitta, pitch,

kalos, beautiful.]

Pittance, pit'ans, «. an allowance of food or drink

:

a dole : a very small portion or quantity. [Fr.

pitance, an allowance of food in a monastery—Low
L.. pietantea— V.. pieias, pity.]

Pituitary, pit'O-i-ta-ri, adj. mucous—also Pit'ultal,
Pit'tiitous.—«j. Pitui'ta, Pit'uite, phlegm.—Pitui-
tary body, a rounded body of the sire of a small
bean, situated in the sella turcica in the sphenoid
bone on the floor of the cavity of the skull. [L.
pituitarius^pituiia, mucus.]

Pity, pit'i, «. a strong feeling for or with the suflTer-

ings of others : sympathy with distress : a cause or
.source of pity or grief.

—

v.t. to feel pity with: to
sympathise with -.^pa.i. and pa.p. pit'ied.— adj.
Plt'lable, deserving pity : affecting : wretched.— «.
Plt'iableness.—rt^/z;. Pitiably.—«. Pit'ier, one who
pities.— adj. Plt'lful, feeling pity: compassionate:
exciting pity : sad : despicable.

—

adzn Plt'lfolly.

—

K. Pit'lfUlness.—<j(^'. Pft'iless, without pity : cruel.

—adv. Pitilessly.—«. Pit'ilessness—rtrfr-. Pity-
ingly, in a pitying manner.—It pltleth me, you,
them, 9lc. (Fr. Bk.), it causeth pity in me, you,
them, &c. [O. Fr. pite (Fr. pitii, It. pietd)-L.
pittas, pietatit—pius, pious.]
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Pityriasis, pit-i-rl'a-sis, n. the term given to certain
of the squamous or scaly diseases of the skin, in

which there is a continual throwing off of bran-like

scales of epidermis.

—

aJj. Pit'yroid, bran-like. [Gr.
pilyroH, bran.]

Piil, pu, adv. more.—Pid allegro, quicker. [It.]

Pivot, piv'ut, «. the pin on wliich anything turns : the
officer or soldier at the flank upon whom a company
wheels : that on which anything depends or turns.
•

—

adj. Pivotal, of the nature of a pivot : acting as
a pivot.—«. PiVot-bridge, a form of swing-bridge
moving on a vertical pivot. — adj. PiVotOd, fur-

nislied with a pivot or pivots.

—

us. Piv'ot-goar'ing,

a system of gearing permitting the driving-shaft to

be swivelled so as to set the machine in any direc-

tion with relation to the power ; PiV'Ot-g^m, a gun
mounted on a pivot, so as to be able to turn in any
direction ; PiV'Oting, the pivot-work in machines

;

PiVot-man, the soldier or officer who acts as a pivot
(see Pivot). [Fr. dim. of It. piva, a pipe, a peg, a
pin—Low v.. pipa.\

Pix, piks, «. Same as Pyx.
Pixy, Pixie, pik'si, ;<. a small Devonshire fairy.

—

adj.

Pixy-led, bewildered.—«.r. Pixy-ring, a fairy-ring,

a well-marked ring of a different kind of grass, com-
mon on meadows and heaths ; PiX'y-Stool, a toad-
stool or mushroom. \_Puck.\

Pize, piz, n. a term used in execration, like/ojr.

Pizzicato, pit-si-ka'to, adj. a phrase used in music for

the vioUn or \iolonceUo, to denote that here the strings

are to be twitched with the fingers in the manner of
a harp or guitar. \\\..,^pi2zicare , to twitch.]

Pizzle, piz'I, ». the penis of an animal, as a bull. [Low
Ger. /«tf/.]

Placable, pla'ka-bl, or plak'a-bl, adj. that may be
appeased : relenting : willing to forgive.

—

us. Placa-
bil ity, Pla'cableness.—rtrfi'. Pla cably—I'./. Pla'-
Cate, to conciliate. ~«. Placa tion, propitiation.

—

adj. Pla'catory, conciliatory. [L. piacabilis—pia-
cdre, to appease, akin iopiacsre, to please.]

Placard, plak'ard, or pla-kard', «. a written or printed
paper stuck upon a wall as an advertisement, &c. : a
public proclamation : the woodwork and frame of the
door of a closet and the like.

—

v. t. Placard (pla-kard',

or plak'ard), to publish or notify by placards. [Kr.

placard, a bill stuck on a wall

—

plaque, plate, tablet

;

ace. to Diez, from TiMX.. plak, a piece of flat wood.]
Placcate, plak'at, n. See Placket.
Place, plas, «. a broad way in a city : an open space

used for a particular purpose: a particular locality :

a town : room to dwell, sit, or stand in : the position
held by anybody, employment, office, a situation : a
mansion withits grounds : proper position or dignity,
priority in such : stead : passage in a book : a topic,

matter of discourse: in sporting contests, position
among the first three.

—

v.t. to put in anyplace or
condition : to find a home for : to settle : to lend :

invest : to ascribe.—«. PlaCO'-huilt'er, one who seeks
eagerly official position or public office.

—

adj. Place'-
less, without place or office.

—

us. Place'man, one
who has a place or office under a government :

—

pi.

Placemen; Placement, placing or setting; Place-
mong^er, one who traffics in appointments to places ;

Place-name, the name of a place or locality : a local

name ; Placer.—Give place, to make room, to yield ;

Have place, to have existence ; In place, iu position :

opportune : Out of place, inappropriate, unseason-
able ; Take place, to come to pass : to take pre-
cedence of. [Fr.,—L. plaiea, a broad street—Gr.
plateia, a street

—

flatys, broad.]
Placebo, pla-se'bo, ». in the R.C. service of vespers

for the dead the name of the first antiphon, which
begins with the word : a medicine given to humour
or gratify a patient rather than to exercise any cura-
tive effect. (L., ' I will please '—/Zoc-^rf, to please.]

Placenta, pla-sen'ta, n. the structure which unites
the unborn mammal to the womb of its mother and
esiabli:>hes a uiilriiive ccnacciion between ttiem

:

{hot.) the portion of the ovary which bears the
ovules:—//. Placentae.- a<i>'. Placen'tal.— «.//.

Placenta'lia, placental manimals. -<»<?>>. Placen-
ta'lian ; Placentary, pertaining to, or having, a
placenta.—«. a mammal having a placenta.—<i/?/>.

Placen'tate, Placentif'erous.—»«. Placenta'tion,
the mode in which the placenta is formed and
attached to the womb ; Placentitis, inflammation
of the placenta. [L., a flat cake, akin to Gr. plak-
ous, a flat cake, from plax, plak-os, anything flat.]

Placer, plas'er, n. a place where the superficial detritus

is washed for gold, Sac. : hence any place holding
treasures. [Sp.]

Placet, pla'set, K. a vote of assent in a governing body

:

permission given, esp. by a sovereign, to publish and
carry out an ecclesiastical order, as a papal bull or
edict. [L., 'it pleases,' 3d sing. pres. iodic oipla-
cere, to please. ]

Placid, plas'id, adj. gentle : peaceful.—«j. Placld'ity,
•. Plac'idness.—rj(/i'. Placidly. {li.,—l.. placzdtts—
placere, to please.]

Placitory, plas'i-tS-ri, adj. of or relating to pleas or
pleading in courts of law.

Placitum, plas'i-tum, «. a public assembly in the Middle
Ages, presided over by the sovereign, to consult on
affairs of state : a resolution of such an assembly :

—

//. Plac'ita. [L., from placere, to please.]

Plack, plak, «. a small copper coin formerly current in

Scotland, equal in value to the third p.irt of an Eng-
lish penny.

—

adj. Plackless, penniless. [O. Fr.

plaque, a plate.]

Placket, plak'et, ». {Shak.) the slit in a petticoat : a
petticoat—hence, a woman : a placcate or additional
plate of steel on the lower half of the breast-plate, or
back-plate : a leather jacket strengthened with strips

of steel. [ Fr. plaque

t

—plaquer, to clap on. ]

Placoderm, plak'o-derm, adj. noting an order of fossil

fishes having their skin covered with bony plates.

\Q>x. ptax, plakos, anything flat, dertna, skin.)

Placoid, plak'oid, adj. plate-like.—Placoid fisbes, an
order of fishes having placoid scales, irregular plates

of hard bone, not imbricated, but placed near to-

gether in the skin. [Gr. plax, plakos, anything flat

and broad, eidos, form.]
Placula, plak'u-la, «. a little plate or plaque.

—

adjs.
Plac ular, Plac'ulate.

Plafond, pla-fond', n. the ceiling of a room, any soffit.

[Fr.)

Plagal, pla gal, adj. in Gregorian music, denoting a
mode or melody in which the final is in the middle
of the compass instead of at the bottom—opp. to

Authentic. \Ot. plagios, sidewise

—

ptagos, a side.]

Plagiarise, pla'ji-ar-lz, v.t. to steal from the writings
or ideas of another.

—

ns. Pla'giarlsm, the act or

practice of plagiarising ; Pla'giarist, one who plagi-

arises ; Pla'giary, one who steals the thoughts or

writings of others and gives them out as his own :

the crime of plagiarism. — adj. practising literary

theft. [Ft. plagiaire—\.. plagiarius, a kidnapper

—

plaga, a net.]

PlagiOClase, pla'ji-S-klaz, n. a. group of triclinic feld-

spars whose cleavage planes are not at right angles

to each other.

—

adj. PlaglOClas'tiC. [Gr. plagios,
oblique, klasis, a fracture. J

Plagiodont, pla'j i-o-dont, adj. having the teeth oblique.

PlagiOStome, pla'j i-6-stOm, ». a plagiostomous fish,

one of the Plagios'tomi, a division of fishes, includ-

ing sh.irks and rays. — adjs. PlaglOStom'atOUS,
Plagios'tomous.

Plagiotropism, pla-ji-ot'rS-pizm, rt. a mode of turning
ol the organs of plants in the direction of gravitation
or of the ray of light.

—

adj. Plagiotrop'iC. —«</!'.
Plaglotrop'ically. [Gr. plagios, oblique, tropos, a
turning.]

Plagium, pla'ji-um, n. the crime of kidnapping.
Plague, plag, n. any great natural evil : a deadly dis-

ease or pestilence : a very troublesome person or
thing, esp. a malignant kind of contagious fever,
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prevailing epidemically, characterised by buboes, or

swellings of the lymphatic glands, by carbuncles and
petechiae.

—

v.t. to infest with disease or trouble : to

harass or annoy :

—

pr.p. plag'uinij : pa.t. 3.t\A pa.p.

plagued.—>«. Plague'-mark, -spot, a mark or spot

of plague or foul disease : a place where disease is

constantly present ; Plag^uer, one whoplagues, vexes,

or annoys ; Plague -sore. — adv Plag'ully, vexa-

tiously.— <x<^'. Plaguy (pla'gi), vexatious: {Sliak.)

troublesome.

—

adv. vexatiously.—Plague on, may
a curse rest on.—Be at the plague, to be at the

trouble. [O. Yr.pltigne—'L.plaga, a blow : Gx.plege. ]

Plaice, plas, «. a broad, flat fish, in the same genus
as the flounder. [O. Fr. plals (Fr. plie)—\j3v L.

platessa, a fiat fish—Gr. platys, flat.]

Plaid, plad, or plad, n. a loose outer garment of
woollen cloth, often of a tartan, or coloured striped

pattern, a special dress of the Highlanders of Scot-

land.

—

adj. like a plaid in pattern or colours.

—

adj.

Plald'ed, wearing a plaid : made of plaid cloth.

—

«. Plaid'iUg, a strong woollen twilled fabric. [Gael.

plaidty a blanket, contr. of peal-laid, a sheepskin

—

peall, a skin, cog. with V.. pellis, Kng./fll.]
Ffain, plan, v.f. and v.i. to complain : to lament.

—

Its. Platn'ant, one who complains : a plaintiff;

Plaining (.S"A<i;<r.), complaint. [O. Ft. pleigner{Fr.
plaindre)—\^. plangere, to lament.]

Plain, plan, adj. without elevations, even, flat : level,

smooth, without obstructions : free from difficidties,

easy, simple : without ornament or beauty, homely :

artless : sincere : evident, unmistakable : mere : not
coloured, figured, or variegated : not highly seasoned,
natural, not cooked or dressed : not trumps at cards.—n. an extent of level land : an open field.

—

adi>.

clearly : distinctly. -t'./. {pbs.) to make plain.

—

n.pl.

Plain'-Olotlies, clothes worn by an officer when off

duty or not in uniform.

—

ns. Plain'-COOk, one able to

cooic all ordinary dishes ; Plain'-deal' er, one who
deals or speaks his mind plainly.

—

adj. Plain'-deal'-

Ing, speaking or acting plainly, candid.— «. candid
speaking or acting, sincerity.

—

adj. Plain'-heart'ed,
having a plain or honest heart : sincere.

—

n. Plain'-
beart'edness. —adv. Plain'ly. — «j. Plain'ness;
Plain'-song, the music of a recitative-like character
and sung in unison, used in the Christian Church of
the West from the earliest times, and still in use in

all R.C. churches : a simple air without variations :

a plain unvarnished statement : Plain'-speak'ing,
straight-forwardness or bluntness of speech. —a^//'.

Plain'-Spok'en, speaking with plain, rough sincerity.—n-pl Plain'Stanes (Scot.), flagstones, pavement.^
n. PlaiU'WOrk, plain needlework, as distinguished
from embroidery.—Plain as a pikestaff, perfectly

plain or clear. [Fr. ,—L. planus, plain.]

Plaint, plant, n. lamentation : complaint : a sad song :

(law) the exhibiting of an action in writing by a
complainant.

—

adj. Plalnt'ful, complaining: ex-
pressing sorrow.—«. Plaint'iff (Eng. law), one who
commences a suit ag;iinsc another—opp. to Defen-
dant. — adj. Plaintive, compl.-\ining : expressing
sorrow: sad.— rtrfr'. Plaintively.— «. Plaint'ive-
ness.

—

adj. Plaint'leSS, without complaint: unre-
pining. [O. Fr. pUinte (Fr. plainte)—L. planctus
—plangire, playtctunt, to lament.]

Plaise, pl2s, ». Same as Plaice.
Plaister, plas'tir, «. an obsolete form cXplaster.
Plait, plat, n. a fold : a doubling over, as of cloth
upon itself: a braid. — v.t. to fold: to double in

narrow folds : to interweave.

—

adj. Plait'Od, folded
over in narrow fohis : braided : interwoven : intri-

cate.— ns. Plait'er, one who plaits or braids: a
machine for making plaits, as in cloth ; Plait'ing,
the act of making plaits. [O. Fr. pleit, pioit (Fr.

pit)—L. plicdre, -dtum, to fold.]

Plan, plan, n. a drawing of anything on a plane or flat

surface : a drawing of a building as it stands on the
ground : a scheme or project for accomplishini; a
purpose : a contrivance : a method or custom.

—

v.t.
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to make a sketch of on a flat surface : to form in

design : to lay plans for '.—pr.p. plau'ning ; pa.t. and
p'l.p. planned.—<ii//'. Plan'less.—>m. Plan'ner, one
who forms a plan : a projector ; Work'ing-plan,
a draft on a lar^e scale given to workmen to work
from.—Plan of campaign, the method of conduct-
ing the struggle of the Irish tenants against the
landlords, organised by the National League in 1886,
its officers collecting what they considered a fair

rent, and offering it to the landlord, and where he
refused to accept it spending it on the support of
the persons evicted. [Fr.,—L. planus, flat.]

Planarian, pla-na'ri-an, adj. and n. a term practically
coextensive with Turbellarian, applicable to the
members of the lowest class of worm-like animals,
living in fresh and salt water, and sometimes in

damp e.irth.—fj^>. Planai'ifonn, Plana'rioid. [L.
planarius, flat.]

Planch, planch, v.t. (S/iak.) to cover with planks.
[Fr. ptanche—L. planea.'\

Plancnet, plan'chet, ». a flat piece of metal ready to
receive impression as a coin.

Planchette, plan-shet', n. a small heart-shaped or
triangular piece of board resting on three props, two
of which are castors and one a pencil-point, which,
while a person's fingers are lightly resting on it,

sometimes moves, as if of its own accord, and traces

with the pencil marks and even words upon a piece
of paper below it. [Fr. planchette, a small board.)

Plane, plan, «. (geom.) a surface on which, if any two
points be taken, the straight line joining them will

lie entirely on the surface : ( astron.) a surface
thought of as bounded by the line round which a
heavenly body moves : any flat or level surface : any
incline on which coal is lowered by the effect of
gravity : any grade of life or of development.

—

adj.
having the character of a plane : pertaining to, lying
in, or forming a plane.

—

v.t. to make plane or
smooth.

—

adj. Pla'nary, relating to a plane : flat.

—

«. Plane'-ta'ble, a topographical instrument used in

field-mapping, and having a sightinj;-telescope for

observing objects, whose angles may be noted on a
paper on the table of the instrument : an inclined

table on which ore is dressed.

—

v.t. to survey with a
plane-table.

—

ns. Plan'igraph, an instrument for

reducing or enlarging drawings ; Planim'Oter, an
instrument for measuring the area of a plane figure.

—adjs. Planimet'ric, -al. — «. Planim etry, the

mensuration of plane surfaces.

—

adj. Planipet'aloUS,
having flat petals.

—

tis. Plan'isher, a thm flat-ended

tool used for smoothing tin-plale and brasswork : a
workman who planishes, esp. one who prepares
copper-plates for engravers ; Planisphere, a sphere
projected on a plane.— n(/;i. Planispher'lC ; Pla'no-
COn'cave, plane on one side and concave on the

other ; Pla'no-COn'ical, plane on one side and conical

on the other ; Pla'no-Con VOX, plane on one side

and convex on the other. — «. Planog'raphist, a
map-maker.—<u^'. Pla'no-horizon'tal, having a I lane

horizontal surface or position.

—

ns. Planom'eter, a
plane surface used in machine-making as a gauge
for plane surfaces ; Planom'etry, the measurement of
plane surfaces.

—

adj. Pla'no-BUblllate, smooth and
awl-shaped.—Plane angle, an angle contained by
two straight lines in a plane : Plane figure, a figure

all of whose points lie in one plane ; Plane geom-
etry, the geometry of plane figures ; Plane sailing,
the calculation of a ship's place in its course, as if the

e,-»rth were flat instead of spherical : easy work

;

Plane trigonometry, that branch of trigonometry
which treats of triangles described on a plane.

—

Inclined plane (see Incline); Perspective plane
(see Perspective). [Kr.,—L. planus, plain.]

Plane, pl.'m, «. a carpenter's tool for producing a level

or smooth surface.

—

v.t. to make a surface (as of
wood) level by means of a plane.

—

ns. Plji'ner, a tool

or machine for planing : a smooth wooden block used
for levelling a form of type; Plan'ing-machine , a
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machine for planing wood or metals.

—

v.t. Plan'lSll,
to make smooth : to polish. [Fr.,—Low L. plandre,
to make level.]

Planet, plan'et, n. one of the bodies in the solar system
which revolve in elliptic orbits round the sun.—«.

Planeta'rlum, a machine showing the motions and
orbits of the planets.—«/(7.r. Plan'Otary, pertaining
to the planets : consisting of, or produced by, planets

:

under the influence of a planet : erratic : revolving;
Planet io, -al.—«. Planetoid, a celestial body hav-
ing the form or nature of a planet : one of a number
of very small planets, often called asteroids, moving
round the sun between Mars and Jupiter.

—

adjs.
Planetol'dal ; Planet-stricken, Planet-struck
(astral), affected by the influence of the planets :

blasted. —«. Plan'etule, a little planet. — Minor
planets, the numerous group of very small planets
which is situated in the solar system between Mars
and Jupiter. [Fr. planHe—Gr. planetes, wanderer
—piiinan, to make to wander.]

Plane-tree, plan'-tre, «. any one of the several trees

constituting the genus Platanus, esp. the oriental or
common plane-tree, with its variety the maple-leaved
plane-tree, and the American plane-tree, usually
called sycamore or buttonivood or butionball : in

Great Britain, the sycamore maple. [Fr./S/rt«f

—

L.
platanus—Gt. platanos^platys, broad.]

Plangent, plan'jent, adj. resounding : noisy. [L.
plaiigens, -gentis—plaiigere, to beat.]

Plank, plangk, n. a long piece of timber, thicker than
a board : one of the principles or ai ms of an associated
party.

—

ZKt. to cover with planks.—«. Plank'ing,
the act of laying planks : a series of planks : work
made up of planks. —Walk the plank, to be com-
pelled to walk along a plank projecting over the
ship's edge into the sea. [L. planca, a board ; cf.

Plain, even.)
Plankton, plangk'ton, n. pelagic animals collectively.

[Gr.,planktos, wandering.]
Planodia, pla-nO'di-a, ». a false passage, such as may

be m.ide in using a catheter.
Plant, plant, «. a something living and growing, fixed

on the ground and drawing food therefrom by
means of its root, and developmg into a stem, leaves,

and seed : a sprout : any vegetable production : the

tools or material of any trade or business: {slang)
a trick, dodge, hidden plunder.

—

v.t. to put into the
ground for growth : to furnish with plants : to set in

the mind, implant : to establish.

—

v.i. to set shoots
in the ground.— «</;'. Plantable.—«f. Plant'age
(Shak.), plants in general, or the vegetable kingdom ;

Planta'tion, a place planted : a wood or grove :

{U.S.) a large estate: a colony: act or process of

introduction : {Milt.) the act of planting ; Planter,
one who plants or introduces: the owner of a planta-

tion ; Plant -house, a garden structure designed for

the protection and cultivation of the plants of warmer
climates than our own; Plant'icle, a young plant;

Planting, the act of setting in the ground for

growth : the art of forming plantations of trees : a
plantation.—a^'. Plant'less, destitute of vegetation.

—ns. Plant'let, a little plant ; Plant'-louse, a small

homopterous insect which infests plants ; Plant'ule,
the embryo of a plant. [A.S. plants {¥t. plante)—
L. planta, a shoot, a plant.]

Plantain, plan'tSn, «. an important food-plant of
tropical countries, so called from its broad leaf: a
common roadside plant of several species, with broad
leaves and seed-bearing spikes.

—

Plantain eater,
one of a family of African, arboreal, vegetarian Pie-

like birds. [Fr.,—L. plantago, plantaginis.'\

Plantigrade, plant'i-grad, adj. that walks on the sole

of the foot.—«. a plantigrade animal, as the bear.

—

adj. Plantar, pertaining to the sole of the foot. [L.

planta, the sole, gradi, to walk.]

Planula. plan'u-la, «. the locomotory embryo of
the ccelenterates.—a4ri. Plan'ular ; Plan'uliform

;

Planiilold.

Planuria, pla-nu'ri-a, «. the discharge of urine through
an abnormal passage, uroplaiiia.- Also Plan'ury.

Plap, plap, v.i. to plash, fall with plashing sound. [Imlt.]
Plaque, plak, «. a flat piece of metal or other material,

used for ornament, as a brooch, &c., or for painting
on, to form a wall-picture.— «. Plaquette', a small
plaque. [Fr. ; cf. Plack.\

Plash, plash, v.t. to bind and interweave the branches
of.

—

v.i. to bend down a branch.— «. a small branch
of a tree partly cut and bound to or twisted among
other branches.—«. Plash'lng, a mode of repairing
a hedge by bending the branches and twisting them
about each other. [O. Fr. plassier—L. plexus—
plectire, to twist.)

Plash, plash, n. a dash of water: a puddle : a shallow
pool : a .splashing sound : a sudden downpour : a
flash.

—

v.i. to dabble in water: to splash.

—

v.t. to

sprinkle with colouring matter, as a wall.— adj.
Plash'y, full of puddles: watery. [Imit.]

Plasm, plazm, «. a mould or matrix : protoplasm—also
Plasma.—«rf>>. Plasmatic, -al, plastic, formative

;

Plas'mic, pertaining to plasma, protoplasmic—«j.
Plasmo'dium, composite masses of primitive proto-

zoa, in which numerous units are fused, or in rare
cases simply combined in close contact ; Plas'mog'OU,
true protoplasm ; Plasmog'ony, the generation of

an organism from plasma ; Plasmol'Ogy, minute or
microscopic anatomy, histology.

—

v.t. Plas'molyso.
—«. Plasmol'ysis, the contraction of the protoplasm
in active cells under the action of certain reagents.
—adj. Plasmolyt'ic.

Plasma, plas'ma, «. agreen varietyof transluccntquartz
or silica.

—

adj. PlaS'miC. \_Gr.,—plassein, to form.]

Plaster, plas'ter, «. something that can be moulded
into figures : a composition of lime, water, and sand
for overlaying walls, &c. : {med.) a medicinal agent
consisting of an adhesive substance spread upon cloth

or leather, so as to stick to the part of the body to

which it is applied.

—

adj. made of plaster.

—

v.t. to

cover with plaster : to cover with a plaster, as a

wound : to besmear : {Jig.) to smooth over.

—

ns.

Plas'terer, one who plasters, or one who works in

plaster ; Plas'tering, the art of covering the internal

faces of walls, the partitions and ceiling of a building,
with plaster: a covering of plaster: the plaster-

work of a building ; Plas'ter-stone, gypsum.

—

adj.

Plas'tery, like plaster, containing plaster.—Plaster
cast, a copy of an object got by pouring a mixture
of plaster of Paris and water into a mould lormed
from the object ; Plaster of Paris, a kind of gypsum,
originally found near Paris, used in building and in

making casts of figures ; Porous plaster, a plaster

for application to the body, full of small holes, which
prevent it from wrinkling. [A.S. plaster^O. Fr.

emplastre—'L. etnplastrum—Gr. emplastron.\
Plastic, plas'tik, ailj. having power to gjive form to :

capable of being moulded : of or pertainmg to mould-
ing. — ns. Plasticity, state or quality of being
plastic ; Plastili'na, a modelling clay which remains
soft and plastic for a considerable time ; Plastog'-

raphy, imitation of handwriting. [Gr. plastikos—
plassein, to mould.)

Plastron, plas'tron, n. a breast-plate : a detachable

part of a woman's dress hanging from the throat to

the waist : a man's shirt-bosom : a fencer's wadded
shield of leather worn on the breast : the ventral

part of the shell of a chelonian or testudinate, the

lower shell of a turtle or tortoise : the sternum with

costal cartilages attached.—<k/;. Plas'tral.

Plat, plat, v.t. Same as Plait.

Plat, plat, «. a piece of ground : a piece of ground
ornamentally laid out : (oiJi-.) apian, scheme.

—

v.i. to

make a map or plan of.—«. Plat'-band, a border of

flowers in a garden : {archit.) a slightly projecting

square moulding, an architrave fascia, a list between
fiutings. {Plot.\

Platane, plat'an, «. the plane-tree.—Also Plat'an.

[L. platanus—Gr. platanos—platys, broad.]
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Plate, plat, M. something flat : a thin piece of metal

:

wrouglit gold and silver : houseiiold utensils in gold

and silver : a shallow dish nearly flat : an engraved
piece of metal.

—

v.i. to overlay with a coating of
. plate or metal : to arm or defend with metal plates :

r to adorn with meial : to beat into thin plates.—«.

Plate'-arm'OUr, armour of strong metal plates for

protecting sliips-ot-war, &c.

—

Oi/j. Plated, covered

with plates ol metal lor strength, as ships : covered
with a coating of a more precious metal : (zoo/.)

covered with hard scales.

—

ns. Plate-fleet (Alilt.),

vessels used for carrying precious metals ; Plate ful,

as much as a plate will hold ; Plate-glass, a fine

kind of glass, cast in thick pl.-jtes, used for mirrors

and large shop-windows ; Plate'-lay'er, a workman
whose occupation it is to lay the rails of a railway
and fix them to the sleepers ; Plate'-mark, a mark
or stamp on gold or silver plate to indicate its

purity and the place where it was made ; Plate-
pow'der, a composition of rouge and prepared
chalk used for cleaning gold and silver plate and
plated articles; Plate' -prlnt'ing, the process of

printing from engraved plates; Plater, one who
plates articles with a coatine; of gold or silver

;

..Plate'-rack, a frame for holding plates, &c., when
i' not in use ; Plate'-warm'er, an apparatus in which
1 plates are warmed before the fire; Plating, the

.t'covering of an inferior metal with one of the precious
fi^metals : a thin coating of metal on another.—rtr^'.

• Pla'ty, like a plate.—Half-plate, in photography,
a size of plate measuring 4J by 6i in. (4^ by 5't in

U.S.); Quarter-plate, 3J by 4J in. ; Whole'-plate,

6i by 8J in. [O. Fr. piate, fem. oi J>iai, flat-Gr.
platys, broad.]

Plateau, pla-tO', «. a broad flat space on an elevated

position : a tableland :—//. Plateaus, Plateaux
(pla-toz'). (Fr.,—O. ¥r. platel, <X\\\\. oi^int.^

Platen, plat'en, «. the flat part of a printint;-press

wliich comes down upon the form, and by which the
impression is made.

Platform, plat'form, «. a raised level surface : a part
• of a floor rai.sed above the rest to form a standing-
•1 place for speakers, workmen, &c. : (/«//.) an elevated
.. floor for cannon : a statement of principles to which
^ a lx>dy of men declare their adhesion, and on which
.. they act: {Skak.') a scheme, plan.

—

v.t. (Miii.)\o
'••ketch, plan : {Mrs Bro7vni?ig) to support as on a
- platform.—»«. Plat'form-bridge (Atner.), a mov-

able gangway between the platforms of two railway
carriages; Plat'form-car, a railway car open all

round and without a roof; Platform-crane, a crane
V used on a railway platform, or one mounted on
«' a movable truck ; Plat'form-Scale, a weighing-
machine with a flat svirface fur holding the thing to
be weighed.—The platform, the function of public
oratory. \Vx. plate-forme, 'flat form.']

Platiasmus, plat-i-as'mus, «. imperfect speech.
Platinum, plai'in-um, n. an important metal of a dim

silvery appearance, between gold and silver in value,
and very difficult to melt—older name Plat'ina.—
adjs. Platin'ic ; Platinif'erous.—z/./. Plat inise,

to coat with platinum.

—

ns. Platinoid, one of tlie

metals with which platinum is always found asso-
ciated—/n//rt<^/7<»t iridium, &c. ; Plat'inotype, a
method of producing photographs by means of paper
coated with a preparation of platinum : a picture
so produced.

—

adj. Plat'lnoug, containing or con-
sisting of platinum. (Sp. platina—piata, plate.]

Platitude, plat'i-tud, «. flatness : that which exhibits
dullness of thought : an empty remark made as if

it were important.—«. Platitudinarian, one who
indulges in platitudes.—ac^. Platitudinous. IFr.,
~f>lat, flat.]

Platonic, -al, pis-ton' ik, -al, adj. pertaining to Plato,
the Greek philosopher (about 427-14J B.C.), or to
his philosophical opinions.—a^». Platon'ically.

—

T'./. and Tt.i. Pla'tonise, to reason like Plato.—w.
Pla'tonlsm, the philoiioplucal opinions of Plato

;
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Pla'tonlst, Platon'lo, a follower of Plato.—Pla-
tonic love, the love of soul for soul, a love into
which sensual desire is supposed not to enter at all.

Platoon, pla-toon', H. a number of recruits assembled
for exercise—originally a small body of soldiers in a
hollow square, to strengthen the angles of a longer
formation; a subdivision ofa company. [Fr. peiotoH,
a ball, a knot o{men—peiote—L. piiu, a ball.]

Platter, plat'cr, «. a large flat plate or dish. [M. E.
piater—0. Fr. platel—plat, a plate.]

Platting, plat'ing, n. the process of niaking inter-
woven work : such work itself.

Platycephalous, plat-i-sef 'a-lus, adj. having the vault
of the skull flattened.—Also Platycephal'ic.

Platypus, plat'i-poos, «. the duck-bill (q.v.). [Gr.
plntys, fl.it, pous, a foot.]

Platyrhine, plat'i-rin, adj. broad-nosed. —«. a platy-
rhine monkey.

Plaudit, plawd'it, H. a mark of applause : praise
bestowed. — adj. Plaud'itory, applauding. — adj.
Plaus'ive, applauding, approving : (^7«rt/t.) plausible.
[Shortened from L. plniiditi, praise ye, a call for
applause, 2d pers. pi. imper. of piaudere, plauium,
to praise.]

Plausible, plawz'i-bl, adj. that may be applauded :

seemingly worthy of approval or praise : super-
ficially pleasins: ' apparently riglit : fair-spoken :

popular.

—

ns. Plausibil'ity, Plaus'ibleness, an ap-
pearance of being right or worthy of appioval : that
which seems right and true at first sight.

—

adv.
PlauS'ibly. [L. plausibilis—piaudere, to praise.]

Plaustral, pla'stral, adj. of or pertaining to a wagon.
[L. pla-ustruin, a wagon.]

Play, pla, v.i. to engage in some amusing exercise

:

to take part in a game, or a piece of diversion : to
gamble : to sport : to trifle : to move ii regularly or
(tiiech.) freely : to operate : to act in a theatre : to
perform on a musical instrument : to practise a trick :

to act a character : to act with repeated strokes.

—

v.t. to put in motion : to perform upon : to perform :

to act a sportive part : to compete with.— «. amuse-
ment : any exercise for amusement : a contending
for victory or for a prize : practice in a contest :

gaining : action or use : manner of dealing, as fair-

pl.iy : a dramatic composition : moveinenl : room
for action or motion I liberty of action.

—

>is. Plasf'-
act'or, one who acts a part in a play : an actor

;

Play'-act'orism, the manner or habits of a play-
actor

; Play'-bill, a bill or advertisement of a play;
Play'book, a book of plays or dramas ; Play'-club,
a wooden-headed golf-club used for driving the ball
the longest distances ; Pla3r'-day, Play'-tlme, a day
devoted to play : a holiday ; Player, one who plays ;

an actor of plays or dramas : a trifler : a musician :

a professional at cricket ; PlayTellow, Play'mate,
a fellow or mate in play or amusements.

—

adj. Play'-
ful, given to play: sportive.

—

adv. Play'fuUy .—«j.

Playfulness ; Play'-gO'er, one wlio habitually at-
tends the theatre ; Play'-go'lng ; Play'-ground, a
ground or place on which to play, esp. that con-
nected with a school ; Pla^-house, a house where
dramatic performances are represented : a theatre ;

Play'ing-card, one of a set of fifty-two cards used
in playing games ; Play'-mare, the hobby-horse, one
of the chief parts in the ancient morris-d.mce ; Play"-
thing, anything for playing with : a toy ; Play*-
wrignt, Play'-wrlt'er, a writer of plays: one who
adapts dramatic compositions for the stage.—Played
out, worked to the end : used up : tired ; Play
fast and loose, to act in a tricky, inconstant way :

to say one thing and do another ; Play fine, at
billiards, to strike the object-ball near the edge—
opp. to Play full, to strike it nearer the centre than
the edge ; Play off, to show or display ; Play up, to
make a beginning of playing : to play more vigor-
ously ; Play upon, to trifle with : to delude.—A
play upon words, a use of words so as to give them
a double meaning ; BriUg Into play, lu bring iuto



Plea mOte ; mute ; mODn ; Men. Plerophory

exercise or use ; C!ome Into play, to come into use ;

Hold in play, to keep the attention of. [A.S.
plegaii, to play.]

Plea, pie, «. the defender's answer to the plaintifTs

demand or charge : an excuse : an apology : an
action in a court of law : urgent entreaty. [O. Fr.

plait {Vr. plaicC)—Low L. placitian, a decision— L.

placet, it pleases, //rtf^>-f, to please.]

Pleach, plech, v.t. to intertwine the branches of, as a
hedge : (Shak.') to fold, as the arms. [O. Fr. piesser
— L. plec-tere, pl.ut ; Gr. plek-ein, weave.)

Plead, pled, v.i. to carry on a plea or lawsuit : to

argue in support of a cause against another : lo seek

to persuade : to admit or deny a charge of guilt.

—

v.t. to discuss by arguments : to allege in pleading

or defence: to offer in excuse:

—

pa.t. and pa.p,

plead'ed, or (less correctly and coll.) pled.

—

oiij.

Plead'able, capable of being pleaded.—«. Plead'er.

—adj. Plead'ing, imploring.—«. act of pleading or

of conducting any cause : (//.) the statements ot the

two parties in a lawsuit (/aw).

—

adv. Plead'iBgly.

—

Plead guilty, or not guilty, to admit, or deny, guilt.

—Special pleading, unfair argument aiming rather

at victory than at truth. [O. Vr. plaider; cf. Plea.]

Please, plez, v.t. to give pleasure to: to delight: to

satisfy.

—

v.i. to like : to think fit : to choose : to

give pleasure: used impers., followed by an object,

originally dative, of the person = if it please you.
—n. Pleas'ance, merriment: a pleasure garden.—
adj. Pleas'ant, pleasing : agreeable : cheerful : gay :

facetious.—<j</7'. Pleasantly.—«j. Pleas'antness

;

Pleas'antry, anything that promotes pleasure

:

merriment: lively or humorous talk: a trick:—//.

Pleas'antries ; Please'man {Shak.), an officious

fellow, a pick-thank ; Pleas'er, one who pleases or

gratifies.

—

adj. Pleas'ing, giving pleasure : agree-

able : gratifying.—«. (S/iak.) pleasure given : {B.)

approbation.—arfr^ Pleas'ingly.— «. Pleas'lngness,
the quality of giving pleasure.

—

adj. Pleas'urable,
able to give pleasure: delightful: gratifying.

—

n.

Pleas'urableness.—«(/z/. Pleas'nrably.—h. Pleas-
ure (plezh'ur), agreeable emotions : gratification of

the senses or of the mind : what the will prefers

:

purpose: command: approbation.

—

v.t. {arch.) to

give pleasure \o.—iis. Pleas'ure-boat, a boat used
for pleasure or amusement; Pleas'Ure - ground,
ground laid out in an ornamental manner for pleas-

ure ; Pleasure-house, a house to which one retires

for recreation or pleasure.

—

adj'. Pleas'ureleSS. «J.

Pleas'urer, one who seeks pleasure ; Pleas'ure-trlp,
an excursion for pleasure.—At pleasure, whenever
and as one pleases. [O. fr. plaisir {¥r. plaire)—L.
placere, to please.]

Pleat, plet, J/./. Same as Plait.
Plebeian, pic-be'an, adj'. pertaining to, or consisting

of, the common people : popular : vulgar.— «. origi-

nally one of the common people of ancient Rome:
one of the lower classes.— w.;". Plebel'anlse.—«j.
Plebel'anism, state of being a plebeian : the con-
duct or manners of plebeians : vulgarity; Plebifica'-

tion, the act of making plebeian. -t'.^. Pleb'ify, to

make plebeian : to vulgarise. [Fr. plebeien—L.

plcbeiiis^plcbs, plebis, the common people.]
Plebiscite, pleh'i-slt, n. a decree of an entire nation,
obtained by an appeal to universal suffrage, as in

France under Napoleon III. : a method of obtaining
an expression of opinion upon a certain point from
the inhabitants of a district—also Pleblsci'tum :—
//. Pleb'iscites, Plebis'clta.-rt<^'. Plob'iscitary.
[Fr.,— L. plebiscituni, decree of the i>^o^\c^plebs,
the people, scitiim, a decree

—

scire, to know.]
PlebS, plebz, n. the common people. [L.]

Plectognathi, plek-tog'na-thl, «. an order of bony
fishes, including file-fishes, globe-fishes, coffer-fishes,

sun-fishes.— rtrt'/j. Plectognath'lc, Plectog'nath-
OUS. [Gx. plectos, T^\a\t.(tii, guntlws, a jaw.]

Plectrum, plek'trum, «. the quill or other form of
nistrunicnt by which the strings of the Greek lyre

were struck.—Ajso Plec'tre, Plec'tron. [L.—On,—plissein, to strike.]

Pled, pled, /(J./. And pa.p. o(plead.

Pledge, plej, «. something given as a security: one
who becomes surety lor another : a sentiment of

goodwill or friendship expressed by druiking to-

gether.

—

v.i. to give as security: to engage for by
promise : to invite to drink by partaking of the cup
first : to drink to the health oi.—us. Pledgee', the

person to whom a thing is pledged ; Pledg^er.

—

Pledge card, a card given, as a remembrancer, to a
person who has signed the total abstinence pledge ;

Pledge cup, a cup for drinking pledges.—Hold In
pledge, to keep as security ; Put In pledge, to

pawn ; Take, or Sign, the pledge, to give a written
promise to abstain from intoxicaiuig liquor. (O. Fr.

plege (Fr. pleige) ; prob. L. prtrbere, to afford.]

Pledget, plej'et, «. a wad of lint, cotton, &c., as for

a wound or sore : an oakum string used in caulking.
Pleiad, pll'ad, n. one of the seven daughters of Atlas
and Pleione, after death changed into stars :

—

pi.

Plei'ads, Plei'ades, (astron.)a. group ofseven or more
stars in the shoulder of the constellation Taurus.

Pleiocene. Same as Pliocene.
PleiOChroism, pll-ok'rO-izm, «. the property in some

crystals, such as some species of topaz, where three
distinct colours may be observed on looking through
them along three rectangular axes.—Also Porychro-
ism. [CjT. plei6n,pledn, more, chroa, colour.]

Pleistocene, plls'tO-sen, «. {geoi.) the name given to

the system comprising the older accumulations be-

longing to the Quaternary or Post-Tertiary division.

[Gr. pleistos, most, kairios, recent.]

Plenary, ple'na-ri, adj. full : entire : complete : {law)
passing through all its stages—opp. to Si4niinary:
having full powers.

—

adv. Plen'arily.

—

ns. Plen'arl-
neSS ; Ple'narty, the state of a benefice when
occupied; Ple'niSt, one who believes all space to be
filled with matter ; Plen'itude, fullness : complete-
ness ; repletion ; Ple'num, space considered as in

every part filled with matter.—Plenary inspiration,
inspiration which excludes all mixture of error.

[Low L. plenarius— L. ple-nus, full

—

plere, to fill.]

Plenicorn, plen'i-kom, adj. solid-horned, as a rumi-
nant.

Plenilunar, plen-i-lu'nar, adj. pertaining to the full

moon.
Plenipotence, ple-nip'o-tens, «. complete power—also

Plenip'otency. — adj. Plenip'otent, having full

power. yL. pletms, {\\\\, potens, -emit, powerful.]

Plenipotentiary, plen-i-po-ten'shi-a-ri, adj. conferring

or having full powers.—«. a person invested with

full powers, esp. a special ambassador or envoy to

some foreign court. [Low L. plenipoientiarius—Xj.

plenus, {nil, potens, powerful.]

Plenish, plen'ish, v.t. to furnish: to provide, as a
house or farm, with necessary furniture, implements,
stock, &c.—«. Plen'ishing (.5"^^^.), furniture. (Fr.,
•

—

h, plenus, full.]

Plenty, plen'ti, «. a full supply : all that can be
needed : abundance.

—

adj. being in abundance.

—

adj. Plen'teous, fully sufficient : abundant : fruitful

:

well provided: rich: (B.) giving plentifully.— nrf?/.

Plen'teously. — K. Plen'teousness.— ««>. Plen'tl-

ful, copious: abundant: yielding abundance.

—

adv.

Plen'tifully—«. Plen'tlfulness—Horn of plenty
(see Horn). [O. Fr. plente—L. plentis, fuW.]

Pleonasm, ple'o-nazm, «. use of more words than

are necessary : {rket.) a redundant expression.

—

n.

Ple'onast, one who is given to pleonasm.

—

adjs.

Pleonas'tlC, -al, redundant : using too many words.

—adv. Pleonas'tically. [Gr. p/eonasmos—pleion,
more.]

Pleroma, pIf-rO'ma, «. fullness : abundance : in Gnos-
ticism, divine being, including all sons which
emanate from it. [Gr.,

—

pleres, full.]

Plerophory, ple-rof'o-ri, «. full conviction. — Alsp
Pleropho'rla. '
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Plesh fate, far ; m5, her ; mine

;

Plouter

Plesh, plesh, n. {S^ens.) a plash, a pool of water.

Plesiomorplllsm, ple-si-O-morTizm, ». the property of

certain substances of crystallising in similar forms

while unlike in chemical composition—also Isot^o-

nism.—adjs. Ploslomor phic, Pleslomor'phous.
PlesiOSaurUS, ple-zi-o-saw'rus, «. the type or leading

genus ofa {2.m\\y (^PUsiosauruiir) of fossil sea-reptiles,

which arc characteristic of the Mesozoic systems.

[Gr. plisios, near, sauros, lizard.]

Pletliora, pleth'o-ra, «. excessive fullness of blood

:

over -fullness in any way. — adjs. Plethoret'iC,

Plethor'lC, -al, afflicted with plethora: superabun-

dant: turgid.—rtdTz'. Plethorically. [Gi. plethdre,

fullness—/&CJ, full.]

Plough, pluh, «. {Scot.) a plough.— «. Pleugh'-
paid'le {Scot.), a plough-handle.

Pleura, pISO'ra, «. a delicate serous membrane which

1, covers the lungs and lines the cavity of the chest

:

—//. Pleu'rffl. -adj. Pleu'ral.—«j. Pleurapoph'y-
SlS, a lateral process of a vertebra, with the morpho-

logical character of a rib:—/A Pleurapoph'yses

;

Pleurench'yiua {M.), the woody tissue ot plants

;

Pleu'risy, inflammation of the pleura, the investmg

member of the lung, one of the most serious diseases

of the chest ; Pleu'risyrOOt, a plant common m
the United States, of which the root has medicinal

repute, the infusion being used as a diaphoretic

and expectorant.—rt<^>. Pleuritic, -al, pertaining

to, or aflfected with, pleurisy : causing pleurisy.

—

ns. Pleuri'tlB, pleurisy ; Pleurodyn'ia, neuralgia of

the chest-wall, which may simulate closely the pain

of pleurisy; PleiU'rO-pneumd'nla, inflammation of

the pleura and lungs, a contagious disea.se peculiar

to cattle. [Gr., a rib.]

Pleuronectldsa, plso-ro-nek'ti-de, tt.pl. a family of
flat-fishes, the flounders. [Gr. pleura, the side,

nektes, a swimmer.]
Pleximeter, pleks-im'e-ter, «. a small plate of some-

thing nard and elastic, placed on the body, to receive

the tap of the fingers or of the hammer in examina-
tion by percussion—al.so Plexom'eter.— rt^'. Plexl-

,1 met'ric. [Gr.//.r-rfj, astriking^/^/^j-jf/w, to strike,

tnetron, a measure.]
Flexure, pleks'ur, «. the act or process of weaving

together : that which is woven together. — attj.

Flex'iform, in the form of network : formed into a
plexus.—«. Plex'US, a number of things, as veins,

nerves, &c., woven together : a network : (anat.) an
interlacing of nerves, vessels, or fibres. \\.^ plexus,
a x.v/\nin%—plectere,plexHM, to twine.]

Pliable, pli'a-bl, adj. easily bent or folded : supple :

easily persuaded: yielding to influence. —«f. Plla-
bil'ity, Pli'ableness, quality of being pliable or

flexible.

—

adv. Pli'ably, in a pliable manner.

—

ns.

Pli'ancy, Pli'antness, the state of being pliant:

readiness to be influenced.

—

adj. Pli'ant, bending
easily : flexible : tractable : easily influenced.

—

adv.
Pli'antly. [Fr. pliable—h. plicdre, to fold.]

Plica, pll ka, 71. in the phrase PUca Polonica, a dis-

ease of the scalp, in which the hairs become matted
together by an adhesive and often fetid secretion,

occurring in several countries, but esp. in Poland.
[I., plicare, to fold.]

Plicate, -d, pli'kat, -ed, adj. folded like a fan, as
a leaf: plaited.—at^z/. Pli'cately.—«J. Pllca'tion,

Plio'ature, act or process of folding : state of
being folded: a fold. [L. plicatus — plicdre, to

fold.)

Pliers, pll'drz, n.pl. small pincers for bending.
Plight, plTt, n. something exposed to risk : security :

pledge : engagement : promise.

—

v.t. to pledge : to

promise solemnly : to give as security.—«. PlighVer,
one who, or that which, plights. [A.S. plihi, risk,

danger—p/idn, to imperil ; cog. with Dut. pUgt,
Ger. pjlichi, an obligation.]

Plight, plit, n. condition : state (either good or bad).

[O. Fr. plite—V.. plicitus, plicdre, to fold.]
|

Plight, pllt, v.t. to plait, to braid, to weave.

«. (Spens.) a plait, a fold. [L. plectlre, freq. of
plicdre, to fold.]

PUm, pliin, v.i. (prov.) to swell. [Plump.]
PUmsoll's mark. See Load-line, under Load.
Plinth, plinth, ft. {archil.) the square at the bottom

of the base of a column : the projecting band at
the bottom of a wall. [L. plintlius, Gr. plinthos,
a brick.]

Pliocene, plI[o-sen, «. {geol.) the strata more recent
than the Miocene or Second Tertiary. [Gr. pleion,
more, kaiiios, recent.]

Pliskie, plis'ki, «. {Scot.) condition or plight : a mis-
chievous trick.

Plod, plod, v.i. to travel slowly and steadily : to study
or work on steadily : to toil.

—

v.t. to get along by
slow and heavy walking :

—

pr.p. plod'ding : pa.t. and
pa.p. plod'ded.—«. Plod'der, one who plods on ; a
dull, heavy, laborious man.

—

adj. Plod'ding, labori-

ous but slow.—«. slow movement : patient study.

—

adv. Plod'dingly. [Orig. ' to wade through pools,'

froii^ Ir. plod, a pool.]

Plonge, plonj, n. the descending part of the path of
a bomb : the superior slope of a parapet.—Also
Plon'g6e.

Plonge, plonj, v.t. to cleanse, as open sewers, by
stirring with a pole when the tide is ebbing.

Plop, plop, v.i. to plump into water. [Imit.]
Plot, plot, «. a small piece of ground : a plan of a

field, &c., drawn on paper : a patch or spot on
clothes.

—

v.t. to make a plan of:

—

pr.p. plot'ting ;

pa.t. nudpa.p. plot'ted. [A.S. plat.]
Plot, plot, «. a complicated scheme, esp. for a mis-

chievous purpose : a conspiracy : stratagem : the
chain of incidents which are gradually unfolded in
the story of a play, &c.—v.i. to scheme : to form a
sciieme of mischief: to conspire.

—

v.t. to devise:

—

pr.p. plot'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p. piol'ted.—adj. Plot'-
fUl.

—

adj. Plot'-proof , safe from any danger by plots.—ft. Plotter, one who plots : a conspirator ; Plot'-
ting.—o^/i'. Plot'tlngly. [Fr. cofftplot, ace. to Diez,
from L. cofttplicitutn, pa.p. o{ cotttplicdre, to fold.]

Plot, plot, 71. t. {Scot.) to scald, steep in very hot water.— ft. Plot'tie, a kind of mulled wine.
Plotter, plot'er, v.i. to plouter (q. v.).

Plough, plow, «. an instrument Ijor turning up the soil

to prepare it for seed: tillage: a joiner's plane for
making grooves.

—

v.t. to turn up with the plough:
to make furrows or ridges in : to tear : to divide : to
run through, as in sailing : {university slafig) to re-

ject in an examination.

—

v.i. to work with a plough.—adj. PlOUgh'able, capable of being ploughed

:

arable.^Hx. Plough'boy, a boy who drives or guides
horses in ploughing: Plough'er; Plough'gate (iVo/r
law), a quantity of land of the extent of loo acres
Scots ; Plough'mg ; Plough' -iron, the coulter of a
plough ; Plough'-land, land suitable for tillage : as
much land as could be tilled with one plough, a hide
of land ; Plough'man, a man who ploughs : a hus-
bandman : a rustic :

—-//. Plough'men ; Plough'-
Mon'day, the Monday after Twelfih IJay when,
according to the old usage, the plough should be set

to work again after the holidays ; PlOUgh'-tail, the
end of a plough where the handles are ; Plough'-
tree, a plough-handle : PlOUgh'wright, one who
makes and mends ploughs.—Put one's hand to the
plough, to begin an undertaking.—Snow plough, a
strong triangular frame of wood for clearing snow
off roads, railways, &c., drawn by horses or by a
locomotive ; Steam plough, a plough driven by a
st.-itioiiary steam-engine ; The Plough, the seven
bright stars in the constellation of the Great Bear.
[Ice. pUgr; perh. Celt., Gael. //w, a block.]

Ploughshare, plow'shar, «. the part of a plough which
shears or cuts the ground m the bottom of the
furrow. [Plough, and A.S. scear, a share of a
plough, a shearing

—

sceratt, to cut.]

Plouter, plow'tir, v.i. to paddle in water.—«. {Scot.)

a paddling or dabbling in water.
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Plover mate; mOte ; mCOn ; Men. Plural

Plover, pluv'er, ». a well-known wading bird. [Fr.

pliivier—L. piuvia, rain.]

Plow, plow. Old spelling o{plough.
Ploy, ploi, n. employment : (iVi?/.) a frolic. {Employ.

\

Pluck, pluk, v.t. to pull off or away : to snatch : to

strip, as a fowl of its feathers : (slang) to reject an
examinee as insufficient.

—

k. a single act of plucking.
— «. PlUOk'er.—Pluck off {Shak.\ to abate from
the rank ; Pluck up, to pull out by the roots : to

summon up, as courage. [A.S. pluccian : akin to

Dut. plukkeri, Gcr. pjliicken.}

Pluck, pluk, n. the heart, liver, and lungs of an
animal—hence heart, courage, spirit.

—

adjs. Plucked,
Plucky, having pluck or spirit.—orf;-. Pluck'ily.—
n. Pluck'iness.

Huffy, pluf'i, adj. puffy : blown out—«. Pluff(5<r(7/.),

a puff of smoke or dust.

—

Z'.t. to throw out such.
Plug, plug, n. a block or peg used to stop a hole : a
bung : a stopper : a branch from a water-pipe to

supply a hose : a fl.-it cake of tobacco : any worn-out
or u.'ieless article : (slang) a silk hat.

—

v.t. to stop
with a plug : to drive plugs into :

—

p^.p. plug'ging

;

pa.t. andpa.p. plugged.—«j. Plug'ger, one who, or
that which, plugs, esp. a dentist's instrument for

filling a hollow tooth ; PlUg^glng, the act of stop-

ping with a plug : the material of which a plug is

made ; PlUg-Ug^ly, a street ruffian.—Fire plug, a
contrivance by means of which a hose can be fixed

to a water-main in case of fire. [Dut. plug, a bung,
a peg (Sw. plugg, a peg, Ger. pflock) ; most prob.
Celt., as in Ir., Gael., and W. ploc.'\

Plum
I
plum, «. a well-known stone fruit of various

colours, of the natural order Rosacea : the tree pro-

ducing it : the best part of all : a sum of ;{^ 100,000, a
handsome fortune.

—

ns. Plum'-cake, a cake con-
taining raisins, currants, &c. ; PluiU'-duff, a flour-

pudding boiled with raisins.

—

a<fj. Plum'my, full

of plums : desirable.

—

us. Plum'-porr'ldge, an anti-

quated dish, of porridge with plums, raisins, &c. ;

Plum'-pudd'ing, a national English dish made of
flour and suet, with raisins, currants, and v.Trious

spices. [A.S. plume—L. prunutn—Gr. prnuiion.]
Plumage, plCJOm'aj, «. the whole feathers of a bird.

[Fr.,

—

plitmf, a feather.]

Plumb, plum, «. a mass of lead or other material,
hung on a string, to show the perpendicular position :

the perpendicular direction or position.

—

ailj. per-
pendicular.

—

oiiv. perpendicularly.

—

v.t. to adjust
by a plumb-line : to make perpendicular : to sound
the depth of, as water by a plumb-line.—«. Plumb'-
bob, a comJid-shaped metal weight at the end of
a plumb-line.—<ii(/>. Plum'bean, Plum'beous, con-
sisting of, or resembling, lead : stupid ; Plumb'ic,
pertaining to, or obtained from, lead ; Plumbif'erOUS,
producing lead.—«. Plumbing, the art of casting
and working in lead. &c.

—

adj. Plumb'less, incap-
able of being sounded.— «j. Plumb'-Ilne, a line to

which a mass of lead is attached to show the perpen-
dicular : a plummet ; Plumb'-rule, a narrow board
with a plumb-line fastened to the top, used to deter-

mine a perpendicular. [Fr. plomb—\.. plumbum,
lead.]

Plumbaglneaa, plum-ba-jin'e-S, n.pl. a natural order
of o.xogenous plants found on seashores and salt-

marshes.
Plumbago, plum-ba'go, n. a mineral composed of

carbon, iron, and other materials, used for pencils,

&c., popularly called ' blacklead :
' graphite : a cenus

of plants with blue or violet flowers.

—

adj. Plum-
bag'lnOUS. [L. plumbum, lead]

Plumber, plum'er, «. one who works in lead, esp. one
who fits into buildings the tanks, pipes, and fittings

for conveying water, gas, and sewage.—«j. Plumb'er-
block, a metal frame or case for holding the end
of a revolving shaft : a pillow-block ; Plumb'ery,
articles of lead : the business of a plumber : a place
for plumbing.

Plume, plOOm, n. a feather : a tuft of feathers : a

feather worn as an ornament : a crest : a token o"
honour: a prize in a contest.

—

v.t. to dress the.

feathers of, as a bird : to adorn with plumes : to
strip of feathers : to boast (used reflexively).

—

m.
PlumaSSier (ploD-ma-ser'X one who prepares o
deals in plumes ; Plume'-bird, a term sometime
given to the Epimachida or long-tailed birds-of

Paradise.

—

adjs. Plumed, adorned with feathers

Plume'lesa. — «. Plume'let, a down-feather, .-

plumule : anything resembling a small plume.—
aiij. Pltime'-plucked, stripped of plumes : (Shak.
humbled. — n. Plum'ery, a display of plumes.—
adJs. Plumlg'erous, plumaged; PlU'mlped, having
feathered feet.—«. PlU'mist, a feather-dresser.

—

adJs. Plu'mose, Plu'mous, feathery : plume-like

;

Plumy, covered or adorned with plumes. [O. Fr.,
— L. pluma, a small soft feather.]

Plummer, Plummery. See Pltunber, Plumbery.
Plummet, plum'et, n. a weight of lead hung at a

string, used for ascertaining the direction of the
earth's attraction, and for sounding depths : a
plumb-line. [O. Fr. plomet, dim. o(plom, lead.]

Plump, plump, adv. falling straight downward (like

lead): heavily; suddenly.

—

adj. downright; un-
qualified.

—

v.t. to fall or sink suddenly : to give-

all one's voles to one candidate where there are
more than one to be elected.

—

7'.t. to cause to fall

suddenly.—«. (Scot.) a sudden downfall of rain.

—

«. Plump'er, a vote given to one candidate only
when more than one are to be elected : one who
so votes : (rlatig) a downright lie.

—

adv. Plump'ly,
fully, without reserve. [Plumb. ]

Plump, plump, adj. fat and rounded : sleek : in good
condition. ^r'./. to grow fat or plump : to swell.

—

v.t.

to make plump : to fatten.—«J. Plump'er, a ball kept
in the mouth to give the cheeks a rounded appear-
ance ; Plump'ness.

—

adj. Plump'y(5'A<i*.), plump,
fat. [Tetit ; Xiuu plomp, lumpish, Oct. plump.]

Plump, plump, n. a cluster : a clump (of persons or
things).

Plumularia, plOS-mu-la'ri-a, n. a genus of hydrozoa,
belonging to the division hydroidea.—adj. Plumula'-
rian. [L. plumula, a little feather.]

Plumule, ploD'mul, «. (hot.) the first bud of a plant
growing from seed, springing from between the

cotyledons or seed leaves : a soft feather : a feathery
scale on a butterfly's wing.—Also Plum'ula. [L.

plumula, dim. olpluma, a feather. ]

Plunder, plun'der, v.t. to seize the goods of another

by force : to pillage.—«. that which is seized by
force: booty: (i/. 5'.) household goods.

—

ns. Plun'-
derage, the stealing of goods on board ship ; Plun'-

derer. — ailJ. Plun'derous. [Ger. plundem, to

pill.ige—//7<»MVr, trash, baggage ; akin to Low Ger.
plunnen, rags.]

Plunge, plunj, v.t. to cast suddenly into water or other
fluid : to force suddenly (into) : to immerse.

—

v.i. to

sink suddenly into any fluid : to dive : to pitch

suddenly forward and throw up the hind-legs, as a
horse : to rush into any danger : (slang) to gamble
recklessly.—«. act of plunging : act of rushing head-
long, as a horse.— «. Plungf'er, one who plunges: a
diver : a long solid cylinder used as a forcer in

pumps: (>«//.) a cavalry-man : one who bets heavily.
—adj. Plung'lng, rushing headlong: aimed from
higher ground, as fire upon an enemy.—;«. the

putting or sinking under water, or other fluid : the

act of a horse trying to throw its rider.—Plunge
batb, a bath large enough to allow the whole body
under water. [O. Fr. plonger—L. plumbum, lead.]

Pluperfect, plOS'per-fekt, adj. (gram.) noting that

an action happened before some other past action

referred to. [A corr. of L. plus-quam-perjectum,
(lit.) more than or be/ore perfect."]

Plural, pISO'ral, adj. containing or expressing more
than one.

—

n. (gram.) the form denoting more than
one.— «. Pluralisa'tlon.-T'./. Plu'rallae, to make
plural.

—

v.L to hold two or more benefices simul-
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Plvirillteral f&te, far ; mi, her ; mine

;

Pod

taneously.

—

in. Plu'ralism, the state of being plural

:

the holding by one person of more than one office at

once, esp. applied to ecclesiastical livings ; PlU'raliSt,

one who holds more than one office at one time ;

Plurality, the state of bemg plural : a number con-

sisting of more t;iau one : the majority : the holding

of more than one benefice at one time : the living

held by a pluralist. — */!/. PiuTally. [Fr., — L.

pluraiis—/>(us, /iuris, more.]

Pluriliteral, pl60-ri-lit'er-al, adj. containing more
letters than three.

Plurilocular, ploO-ri-lok'u-lar, aJj. multilocular.

PluriparoUB, ploO-rip'a-rus, atij. having several young
at a birth.—«. Plurip'ara, one who has borne two or

more children.

Pluripresence, plOO-ri-prez'ens, «. presence in more
places than one. [L. ///«, more, prasfttiia, presence. ]

Plurisy, piOOr'i-si, w. (S/uii.) superabundance. [L.

//us, pluris, more. ]

Plus, plus, aiij. more : to be added : positive.

—

n. the
sign (+) prefixed to positive quantities, and set be-

tween quantities or numbers to be added together :

the sign ofaddition—opp. to Minus. [L. plus, more.]

Plush, plush, «. a variety of cloth woven like velvet,

but ditTering from it in having a longer and more
open pile.

—

adj. Pluah'y, of or resembling plush.

[¥t. peiuche, through Low L., from L. pilus, hair.

See Pile, a hairy surface.]

Plutocracy, ploO-tok'ra-si, «. government by the
wealthy.— «. Plutocrat. —rt^^'. Plutocrat'lc— >«.

Pllltol OgiSt ; Plutol'Ogy, the science of wealth:
political economy. [Gr. ploutokratia — ploutos,
wealth, kratia—krntein, to rule.]

Plutonian, ploO-tO'ni-an, adj. infernal : dark : (geol.)

formed by the agency of heat at a depth below the
surface of the earth, as granite— also Pluton'ic.

—

».[. Plu'tonlsm ; Plu'tonist. -Plutonic action, the
action of volcanic fires under the surface ; Plutonic
rocka, rocks formed under the surface by the action
of fire, as granite, porphyry, &c. ; PlUtoniC theory,
the theory that the present state of the earth's crust
is the result of the action of fire—opp. to Xeptunian
theory. [L.,—Gr. Ploutinios—Plouton, Pluto, the
god of the nether world.)

Pluvial, ploO'vi-al, adj. pertaining to rain : rainy.

—

us. Plu'vlograph, a self-recording rain-gauge ;

Pluviometer, an instrument for measuring the
amount of rain that falls.—a^>. Pluviomet'ric, -al

;

PlU'VlOUU, rainy. \'Px.,—pluvialis^pluvia, rain.]

Ply, pit, v.t. to work at steadily : to use diligently :

to ur^e : to address with importunity.

—

v.i. to work
steadily : to go in haste : to make regular pas.sages,

as a boat, between two ports : (ttaut.) to m.ike way
against the wind :^pa.t. and /a./, plied.

—

n. a fold :

bent : direction.—/*. Plyer. [O. Ft. plier, to fold—
'L.plicd.re, to tiend.]

Plyers. Same as Pliers.
Plymouth Brethren, plim'uth breth'ren, «.//. a rigid

religious sect, originating at Plymouth about 1830,
out of a reaction against High Church principles
and against a dead formalism associated with un-
evangelical doctrine.—«. Flym'outhism.

Pneuma, nu'ma, n. breath : spirit, soul. [Gr.]
Pneumatic, -al, nu-mat'ik, -al, adj. relating to air

:

consisting of air : moved by air or wind.—«. {coll.)

a bicycle fitted with pneumatic tires.

—

adv. Pneu-
matically.—«.j/«^. Pneumatics, the science which
treats of air and other elastic fluids or gases.

—

adj. Pneumatolog'ioal. — ns. Pneumatol'ogist,
one versed in pneumatology ; Pneumatol'Og^, the
science of elastic fluids : pneumatics : the branch
of philosophy which treats of spirits or mind :

Uheoi.) the doctrine of the Holy Spirit ; Pneuma-
tom'eter, Pneumom'eter, an instrument for measut-
ing the quantity of air inhaled into the lungs at a
single inspiration.

—

adj'. Pneumogas'tric, pertain-
ing to the lungs and the stomach.—». Pneumo'nia,
iutiammation of the tissues of the lungs—also Pneu'-

monl'tis.

—

adj. Pneumonic, pertaining to the lungs.

—«. a medicine for lung diseases.—Pneumatic de-

spatch, a method of sending letters, telegrams, and
small parcels through tubes by means of compressed
air ; PaetUnatiO railway, a railway along which the

carriages are driven by compressed air ; Pneumatic
trough, a trough of wood or iron, filled with water
and used for collecting gases for experiment or

examination ; Pneumatic tire, a flexible air-in-

flated lube used as a tire on cycles, &c. [L.,— Gr.
piteuniatikos—pueum-a, -atos, wind, axc—puein, to

blow, to breathe.)

Pnyx, niks, ». in ancient Athens, the public place of

meeting for deliberation on political affairs : the
assembly. [Gr. ,

—

pyknos, crowded.)
Peaces, pd-a'se-e, n.pl. a division of the order Gra-

tnituce, the grasses.—«. Po'a, a genus of grasses.

\Qix.poa, grass.]

Poach, pOch, v.t. to dress eggs by breaking them into

boiling water. [Perh. Fr. j>ocJier, to put in a pocket
—poche, pouch.)

Poach, pOch, v.i. to intrude on another's preserves
in order to steal game.

—

v.t. to steal game.

—

ns.

Poach'er, one who poaches or steals game : the
widgeon, from its habit of stealing the prey of
other ducks ; Poach'thg. [O. Fr. pocher, orig. to

pocket —/*f»fA<', pouch.)
Poach, poch, v.t. to stab: poke: to tread on, and
make slushy.—«. Poaoh'iness.—rt<^'. Poachy, wet
and soft. (O. Fr. pocher, to poke.)

Pochard, po'chard, n, a genus of diving ducks which
are marine during the greater part of the year.
[Poaclur, the widgeon.)

Pock, pok, ». a small elevation of the .skin containing
nuitter, as in smallpox.

—

adjs. Pocked, Pock'y, in-

fected with, or marked by, smallpox.

—

ns. Pock'-
mark, Pock'pit, the mark, pit, or scar left by a
pock.—<j<^'. Pock'pitted. [A.S. poc, a pustule :

Ger. pocke, Diit. pok. The correct pi. form was
pocks, erroneously /»<7-r. and treated as singular.)

Pocket, pok'et, n. a little pouch or bag, esp. one
attached to a dress or to a billiard table : any
cavity in which anything can lie : in mining, an
irregular cavity filled with veinstone and ore :

money, as being carried in the pocket : a bag of

wool, &c., containing about 168 lb.

—

v.t. to put

in the pocket : to take stealthily : to conceal :
—

pr.p. pock'eting ; pa.t. and pa.p. pock'eted.

—

ns. Pock'et-book, a note-book : a book for holding
papers or money carried in the pocket : a book
for frequent perusal, to be carried in the pocket ;

Pock'et-bor'ough (see Borough): Pocket-cloth,
a pncket-handkerchief ; Pocketful, as mui;h as a
pocket will hold : Pock'et-glass, a small looking-

glass for the pocket ; Pocket handkerchief, a
Handkerchief carried in the pocket ; Pock'et-hole,
the opening into a pocket ; Pock'et-knife, a knife

with one or more blades folding into the handle for

carrying in the pocket ; PoCK'et-money, money
carried for occasional expenses ; Pock'et-pick ing,

act or practice ofpick ing the pocket ; Pock et-pis'tol,

a pistol carried in the pocket : a small travelling

flask for liquor.—Pocket an insult, affront, he,
to submit to or put up with it ; Pocket edition, a
small portable edition of a standard book. — In
pocket, in possession of money ; Out of pocket,
to lose money by a transaction ; Pick a person's
pocket, to steal from his pocket.' [Kr. pochette,
dim. of poche, pouch.)

Pockmanty, pok-man'ti, «. {Scot.) portmanteau.
Pococurante, p6-k6-kCD-ran'te, «. a careless or in-

attentive person. — ns. Pococurant'ism, careless-
ness : inaccuracy ; Pococurant'ist. [It. /i)c<;, little,

ciira>e, to care.]

Poculiform, pok'u-li-fonn, adj. cup-shaped. [L.
poculuni, cup.)

Pod, pod, «. the covering of the seed of plants, as the

pea or bean : a shoal of fishes.

—

v.i. to fill, as a pod

:



Podagra miJte ; mute ; mi33n ; Men. Poison

to produce pods :—/»•./. pod'ding; ^d.^. and /a./.
pod ded. [Allied lo pad, anything stufted.]

Podagra, pO-da^'ra, «. gout in the feet.

—

tulj'.<:.

Pod'agral, Podagric, -al, Podagrous, gouty.—«.
Podalgia, pain, esp. neuralgia, in the foot. [Gr.
pons, pjdos, the foot, iigya, a catching.]

PodargUS, po-dar'gus, n. a genus of arboreal and
nocturnal birds allied to the true Goatsuckers. [Gr.
pons, the foot, argos, swift.]

Podesta, pO-des'ta, n. a chief magistrate in the medi-
eval Italian republics: an inferior municipal judge.
[ll.,— \^. potestas, power.)

Podgy, poj'i, adj. short and fat : thick.

Podium, p6'di-um, n. a continuous pedestal, a stj'lo-

hate : {anat.) a foot : (hot.) a support, as a foot-

stalk.— <k/;'. Po'dial.—«£. PodlsmUS, spasm of the
muscles of the foot ; Po'ditO, a limb of a crusta-
cean when ambulatory.— iii^'. Podlt'ic.

Podocarpus, pod-O-kar'pus, K. a genus of tropical conif-

erous trees. [Gr. pous, podos, foot, karpos, fruit.]

Podophthalma, pod-of-thal'ma, n.pl. a name often
applied lo a section of Crustacea. [Gr. /<7«j, foot,

opiithahnos, the eye.]
Podophyllum, pod-O-fil'um, «. a genus of plants of the

barberry family, the fruit edible, other parts actively
cathartic.

—

n. Podophyllin, the resin obtained by
means of rectified spirit from its root.

—

adj. Podo-
phyllous, having compressed leaf-like locomotive
organs. [Gr. pous, podos, foot, phyllon, leaf.]

Podura, pO-du'ra, «. a genus of apterous insects

—

tprtng-tails, sno'M-JUas. [Gr. pous, foot, oura, tail.]

P06, pS e, «. the parson-bird of New Zealand.
Pofim, pO'em, n. a composition in verse : a composi-

tion of high beauty of thought or language, although
not in verse.

—

adj. Poemafic, relating to a poem.
[ Fr. poeme—L. poema—Gr.poiema,poiei>t, to make.]

PoBuology. See Penology.
PoephagOUS, pO-ef'a-gus, adj. eating grass.
Poesy, pO'e-si, n. the art of composing poems : poetry :

a poem: poetical compositions. (FV. poisie—L.
poesis—Gr. poiesis—pouin, to make.]

Poet, po'el, ». the author of a poem ; one skilled in

making poetry : one with a strong imagination :

—

Jem. Poetess.

—

ns. Po'etaster, a petty poet : a
writer of contemptible verses ; Po'OtaStry.

—

otijs.

Poetic, -al, pertaining or suitable to a poet or to

poetry : expressed in poetry : marked by poetic
language : imaginative.

—

adx: Poet ically, in a
poetic manner.

—

tt.sing. PoefiCS, the branch of
criticism which relates to poetry.

—

ti. Poet'iCUle, a
petty poet.—r.i. Po'Otise, to write as a poet : to
iii.ike verses.

—

Hs. Po'et-lau'reate (see Laureate)

;

Po'etress (Spens.), a poetess ; Poetry, the art of
expressing in melodious words the thoughts which
are the creations of feeling and imagination : utter-

ance in song: metrical composition.—PoetiO jus-
tiCfl, ideal administration of reward and punish-
ment : PoetiO license, a departing from stnct fact
or rule by a poet for the sake of effect. [Fr. poite—
I-., poeia—Gr. poietes—poiein, to make.]

Pogge, pog, «. the armed bullhead.
Poh, pO, inierj. exclamation of contempt.
Poignant, poin'ant, adj. stinging, pricking : sharp

:

penetr.Tting : acutely painful : satirical : pungent.

—

n. Polgn'ancy, state of being poignant.

—

adv.
Poign'antly. [O. Yr. poignant, poindre—h. pun-
gt're, to sting.]

Poind, poind, v.i. {Scot.) to seize.—«. Poinding
(Scots iaw), the seizing and selling of a debtor's

goods under process of Taw, or under the warrant of
a heritable security. [Pound.\

Point, point, «. .Tuything coming to a sharp end

:

the mark made by a sharp instrument : (geont.) that

which has position but not length, breadth, or thick-

ness : a mark showing the divisions of a sentence :

imus.) a dot at the right hand of a note to lengthen
it by one -half: needle-point lace: a very small
space : a moment of time : a small affair : a single

thing : a single assertion : the precise thing to
be considered : anything intended : exact place :

degree : the unit of count in a game : {Jrrhit.) a unit
of measurement for type-bodies : an advantage

:

that which stings, as the point of an epigram : an
imaginary relish, in ' potatoes and point

:

' a lively
turn of thought : that which awakens attention : a
peculiarity, characteristic : {cricket) the fielder stand-
ing at the immediate right of the batsman, and
slightly in advance : a signal given by a trumpet :

{p7.) chief or excellent features, as of a horse, &c. :

the switch or movable rails which allow a train to
pass from one line to another.

—

X'.t. to give a point
to : to sharpen : to aim : to direct one's attention : to
punctuate, as a sentence : to fill the joints of with
mortar, as a wall.—7'./". to direct the finger, the eye,
or the mind towards an object : to show game by
looking, as a dog.

—

adj. Point'ed, having a sharp
point : sharp : intended for some particular person :

personal: keen: telling: {archit.) having sharply-
pointed arches, Gothic.

—

adv. Polnt'edly.

—

ns.

Point'edness ; Pointer, that which points : a dog
trained to point out game ; Point'lng, the act of
sharpening : the marking of divisions in writing by
points or marks : act of filling the crevices of a wall
with mortar ; Point'ing-Stock, a_thing to be pointed
at, a laughing-stock ; Point'-lace, a fine kind of lace
wrought with the needle.

—

adj. Pointless, having
no point : blunt : dull : wanting keenness or smart-
ness ; Points'man, a man who has charge of the
points or switches on a railway ; Polnt'-SyS'temj a
standard system of sizes for type-bodies, one point
being -0138 inch.—Point for point, exactly : all

particulars; Point of order, a question raised in a
deliberative society as to whether proceedings are
according to the rules ; Point of View, the position
from which one looks at anything ; Point OUt {B.),

to assign ; Points of the compass, the points north,
south, east, and ivest, along with the twenty-eight
smaller divisions, marked on the card of the mariner's
comp.iss.—At all points, completely ; At, orOn, tho
point of, just about to : Cardinal point (see Car-
dinal); Carry one's point, to gain what one con-
tends for in controversy ; From point to point,
from one particular to another ; Give points to, to

give odds to : to give an advantageous hint on
any subject ; In point, apposite ; In point of, with
regard to ; Make a point of, to attach special im-
portance to ; Stand upon points, to be over-scrupu-
lous ; Strain a point, to go beyond proper limits;

To the point, appropriate. [O. Fr.,—L. punctum
—pur^cre, to prick.]

Point-blank, point'-blanglc', adj. aimed directly at the
mark: direct.—rt^/r'. directly. —Polnt-blank shot,
a shot fired in a horizontal line towards an object.

[Fr. pdnt-blanc, white point.)

Point device. Point-devise, point'-de-vis', «. {orig.)

a lace worked with devices : anything uncommonly
nice and cx-xqX.. — aiij. {arch.) scrupulously neat.

[Fr. point, lace, dez'is/. with a device.]

Pointel, poin'tel, «. a sharp instrument : any sharp-

pointed thing. [O. Fr.,—Low L. punctillutn, a
little point.]

Poise, poiz, v.t. to balance : to make of equal weight

:

to examine.

—

v.i. to hang in suspense.

—

n. weight

:

state of balance : equilibrium : a weight which
balances another : a regulating power : the weight
used in steelyards.—«. Pols'er, one who, or that

which, poises. [O. Yt. poiseri^T. peser)—V,.pensdre,

inten. oifendlre, to hang.)
Poison, poi'zn, «. any substance which, introduced

into the living organism, tends to destroy its life

or impair its health : anything malignant or infec-

tious : that which taints or destroys moral purity.

—

v.t. to infect or to kill with poison: to taint: ty

mar : to embitter : to corrupt.

—

adj. Poi'SOnablO.

—

ns. Poisoner ; Poi'son-fang, one of two large

tubular teeth in the upper jaw of venomous serpents,
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Poitrel fate, far ; me, her ; mine ;

through which poison passes from glands at their

roots when the animal bites ; Poi'SOn-gland, a gland

^ which secretes poison ; Poi'SOn-ivy, a shrub-vine

. of North America, causing a cutaneous eruption ;

' Poi'son-nut, the nux vomica.

—

adj. Poi'sonous,

having the quality of poison : destructive : impair-

ing soundness or purity.

—

adv. Poi'SOnoilSly.—«.

Poi'SOnOUSnesS. [Fr.,

—

'L.potio, a draught—/o/dr^,
to drink.]

Poitrel, poi'trel, «. armour to protect the horse's

breast. [O. Fr. poitral—L. ficctoraU, a breast-

plate—/?£/;<*, the breast.]

Poltrine, poi'trin, «. the breast-plate of a knight.

Pokal, pO'kal, «. an ornamental drinking-vessel.

Poke, pOk, «. a bag : a pouch.—A pig in a poke, a
blind bargain, as of a pig bougtit without being

seen. [Prob. Celt., as \x. poc, a bag.]

Poke, pok, v.t. to thrust or push .^gainst with some>-

thing pointed : to search for with a long instrument

:

to thrust at with the horn.s.

—

v.i. to grope or feel, as

in thr: dark.—«. act of pushing or thrusting : a thrust

:

a bonnet having a projecting front worn earlier in

the century—also Poke'-bonn'et.— «.t. Po'ker, an
iron rod for poking or stirring the fire ; Po'ker-

/ drawing, a design burnt into lime-tree or other wood
with 'pokers,' which rather resembled plumbers'
soldering irons.

—

adj. Po'kerish, like a poker : stiff.

—adv. Pokerishly.—<!<//. PoTdng, drudging, ser-

vile.—«. Po king-Stick, a small stick or rod of steel

formerly used for adjusting the plaits of ruffs.—ii</;'.

'. K'ky, stupid : dull : confined, with little room :

poor, shabby.—Poke fon at, to ridicule, make lun
of. [Ir. poc, a blow, Gael. ^«f, to push.]

Poker, pO'ker, «. a bugbear.

—

adj. Po'kerish, causing
terror : uncanny.—Old Poker, the devil.

Poker, pO'ker, n. a round game at cards, first played
ill America about 1835. [Ety. uncertain.]

Polabian, pO-UVbi-an, n. one of an ancient Slavic race,

belonging to the same group as the Poles, occupying
the basin of the lower Elbe.

Polacoa, po-lak'a, ». a species of vessel used in the
Mediterranean, with three masts and a jib-boom

;

the fore and main masts being of one piece, and the

mizzen-mast with a top and topmast. [It., 'a Polish
vessel.']

Polack, pOl'ak, n. {Shak.) a Pole.—Also Pol'ander.
Polar, po lar, adj. pertaining to, or situated near, either

of the poles : pertaining to the magnetic poles

:

having a common meeting-point.—«. (geom.) the
line joining the points of contact, of tangents drawn to

meet a curve from a point called the pole oftlie line.—ns.pl. Po'lar-CO-Olfdinates, co-ordinates defining

a point by means of a radius vector and the an^le
which it makes with a fixed line through the origm ;

Pd'lar-for'ces, forces that act in pairs and in different

direciioos, as in magnetism.—«. Polarim'eter, the
poUriscope.

—

a<ij. Polari'sable, capable of polarisa-

tion.—«J. Polarisa'tion ippt.), a particular modifica-
tion of rays of light, by the action of certain media
or surfaces, so that they cannot be reflected or re-

fracted again in certain directions : state of having
polarity : Polar'iscope, an instrument for polarising
light, and analysing its properties.

—

v.t. Pd'larise,
to give polarity to. — ns. Po'larlser, that whicli
polarises or gives polarity to ; Polar'ity, state of
having two oppasite poles : a condition in certain
bodies according to which their properties arrange
them.sclves so as to have opposite powers in opposite
directions, as in a magnet with its two poles.—rolar
bear, a Urge white bear found in the Arctic regions ;

Polar circle, a parallel of latitude encircling each of
the poles at a distance of 23° aS' from the pole—the
north polar being called the arctic, the south the
antarctic, circle ; Polar lights, the aurora borealis
or australis. [L. polaris—pohts, a pole.]

Polder, pOl'der, «. in the Netherl.inds, land below the
level of the sea or nearest river, which, originally
a morass or lake, has been drained and brought

Policy

morass. [Prob. cog. with
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under cultivation

;

pool.}

Pole, pol, «. that on which anything turns, as a pivot
or axis : one of the ends of the a.xis of a sphere, esp.

of the earth : {physics) one 01' the two points of a
body in which the attractive or repulsive energy is

concentrated, as a magnet: (geoin.) a point from
which a pencil of rays radiates (see Polar).—«.

Pole'-Star, a star at or near the pole of the heavens

:

a guide or director.—Poles of the heavens, the two
points in the heavens opposite to the poles of the
earth—called also Celestml poles. [Fr.,—L. polus
—Gr. polos—pelein, to be in motion.]

Pole, pOl, n. a pale or pile : a long piece of wood : an
instrument for measuring : a measure of length, 5^
yards: in square measure, 30J yards.

—

v.t. to pusli

or stir with a pole.

—

v.i. to use a pole.

—

adj. Pole'-

cllpt {Shak.), hedged in with poles.—Under bare
poles, with all sails furled. [A.S. /<f/(Ger. p/aU)—h. palus, a stake.]

Pole, pOl, «. a native o( Poland.
Pole-axe, pOl'-aks, «. a battle-axe consisting of an axe-
head on a long handle : an axe used by sailors for

cutting away rigging of ships. [Orig.

pollax, (Tompoll, the head, and axe.\
Polecat, pOl'kat, II. a kind of weasel,
which emits a stink — called also the

Fitchet Awd. Foumart. [M. E.. polcat

;

prob. Fr. poule, hen, and cat.\

Polemarch, pol'e-mark, «. a title of
several officials in ancient Greek states.

Polemic, -al, po-lem'ik, -al, adj. given to

disputing : controversial.

—

n. one who
disputes : one who speaks or writes in

opposition to another : a controversy.

—

adv. Polem'ically.—«.j/«^. Polemics,
contest or controversy : (tluol.) the

history of ecclesiastical controversy.

—

». Pol'emOSCOpe, a perspective glass so
constructed as to give views of objects

not lying directly before the eye. [Gr. Pole-axe.
poieinos, war.]

PolemoniaceSB, pol-e-mO-ni-a'se-e, n.pl.

order of plants—the phlox family.

Polenta, po-len'ta, «. an Indian dish, the chief in-

fredients of which are maize, meal, and salt. [It.,

—

,. polenta, peeled barley.]

Poley, po'li, adj. without horns : polled. [Prov.

Eng.]
Polianthes, pol-i-an'thez, ». a small genus of orna-

mental plants of the amaryllis family—the tuberose.

[Gr. polios, white, anthos, a flower.]

Police, pO-le.s', «. the system of regulations of a city,

town, or district for the preservation of order and
enforcement of law : the internal government of a

state : (short for Police' -force) the civil officers em-
ployed to preserve order, &c.

—

v.t. to guard or

maintain order in : to put in order.

—

n.pl. Police'-Com-

miSS'iOners, a body of men appointed to regulate

the appointmentsand duties of the police

—

us. Police'-

inspect'or, a superior officer of police who ha-, charge
of a department, next in rank to a superintendent

;

Police'-mag'istrate, one who presides in a police

court ; Police'man, a member of a police-force

;

PoliCe'-Oflf'ice, -station, the headquarters of the

police of a district, used also as a temporary place

of confinement ; Police'-off'icer, -con'staWe, a
policeman ; Police'-rate, a tax levied for the support
of the police.—Police COUrt, a court for trying small

offences brought before it by the police. [Fr.,—L.

politia—Gr. politeia, the condition ofa stale—polites,
a citizen—polls, a city.]

Policy, pol'i-si, «. the art or manner of regulating or
guidiiig conduct : the method and forms according
to which the government and business of a country
are carried on : a system of administration guided
more by interest than by principle : dexterity of

management: prudence: cunning: in Scotland, (esp.

natural



Policy mOte ; mate ; mCOn ; Men. Polyadelph

in/A) the pleasure-grounds around a mansion. [O.

Fr. policie (Vx. police)—\^. poUtia—Or. politeia.'\

Policy, pol'i-si, «. a warrant for money in the funds

:

a writing containing a contract of insurance : a kind
of gambling by betting on the numbers lo be drawn
in a lottery.—//. Pol'lcy-hold'er, one who holds a
policy or contract of insurance. [Fr. police, a policy
— L. polyptychum, a register— Gr. polyptychon—
polys y m3.ny, ptyx, p/ychos, fold. J

Poling, pO'Iing, «. act of using a pole for any purpose.

Polish, pO'lish, aiij. relating to Poland or to its people.

Polish, polish, v.t. to make smooth and glossy by
rubbing : to refine : to make elegant.

—

v.i. to become
smooth and glossy.

—

n. a smooth, glossy surface :

refinement of manners : anything used to produce a
polish.—a<(/>. Pol'lShable; Pol'ished, made smooth
by rubbing : trained to act with great fineness and
exactness ; refined : polite.

—

>is. Pol'isher, one who,
or that which, polishes ; Pol'lshing-paste, polishing

material made in the form of paste ; Pol'ishlng-

pow'dor, polishing material made in the form of

powder, as whiting, diamond-dust, &c. ; Pol'ishing-
SlatO, a mineral used for polishing glass, marble,
and metals, composed chiefly of silica, with a little

alumina, lime, oxide of iron, and water ; Pol'lshinent.

[O. Fr. polir, polissant—L. pollre, to make to shine.]

Polite, pO-IIt', adj. poliahed : smooth : refined : well-

bred : obliging.—rtt/t'. Politely.—«J. Pollte'ness,

state or quality of being polite : refinement of

manners : good-breeding ; Politesse', politeness.

\X- politus, pa. p. oipoltre.\

Politic, pOl'i-tik, adj. pertaining to policy : well-

devised : judicious in management : skilled in politi-

cal affairs : prudent : discreet : cunning : {Shak.)
concerned with politics.

—

adj. Polit'ical, pertaining
to polity or government : pertaining to nations, or

to parties in a nation who differ in their views ot" how
it ought to be governed : derived from government.
—adv. Polit'ically.—«j. Polit'lcaster {Milt.\ a
petty politician ; Politician, one versed in or devoted
to politics : a man of artifice and cunning.—W;'.

{Mtlt.) politic—rtt/z'. Pol'lticly.— 7/.j/«^. Pontics,
the art or science of government : the management
of a political party: political affairs or opinions.—
adj. Politique {Bacon), political, civil.—«. Polity,
the constitution of the government of a state or an
institution : civil constitution : a body of people
arranged under a system of government.—Political
economy, the science which treats of the production,
distribution, and consumption of wealth ; Political
science, the science or study of government, as lo

its principles, aims, methods, &c.—Body politic,

the whole body of a people, as constituting a state.

\Tr. poiiiigne— Gr. politikos—polites, a citizen.]

Polka, polTca, H. a dance of Bohemian origin, invented
in 1830, and introduced into England in 1843—also

its tune : a knitted jacket worn by women.

—

v.i.

Polk, to dance a polka. [Bohem. piilka, half, from
the half-step prevalent in it ; or from Slav, polka, a
Polish woman.]

Poll, pnl, v.t. {Spens.) to exact from, to plunder.
Poll, pol, «. a familiar name, often of a parrot. [Contr.

of Polly, a form of Molly = Mary.]
Poll, p6l, «. the round part of the head, esp. the back

of it : a register of heads or persons : the entry of
the names of electors who vote for civil officers, such
as members of Parliament : an election of civil

officers : the place where the votes are taken.

—

7'.l.

to remove the top : to cut : to clip : to lop, as the
branches of a tree : to enter one's name in a register

:

to bring to the poll as a voter : to give or to receive

a vote.—f. I. to give a vote.

—

ns. Poll'archy, govern-
ment by the mob or masses ; Poll'-bOOk, a register

of voters : Poll'-clerk, a clerk who assists at the
polling of voters.

—

ai/j. Polled, deprived of a poll :

lopped : cropped, hence bald : having cast the horns,
hence wanting horns.

—

ns. Poll'er, one who polls

;

PoU'-man, one who takes the ordinary university

degree, without honours ; Poll'-tax, a tax by the
poll or head—i.e. on each person.—At the head Of
the poll, having the greatest number of votes at an
election. [Old Dut. polle, bol, a ball, top—Ice.

kollr, top, head.]
Pollack, pol'ak, K. a common fish on British coasts,

belonging to the cod, haddock, and whiting group.— Also Pollock. [Celt., as in Gael, pollag, a
whiting.]

Pollan, pol'an, «. a fresh-water fish of the family
Salmonidte, a native of lakes in Ireland.

Pollard, poKard, «. a tree having the whole crown cut
off, leaving it to send out new branches from the top
of the stem : an animal without horns : a coarse kind
of bran from wheat.

—

v.t. to make a pollard of. [Cf.
Poll, the head.]

Pollaze. Same as Poleaxe.
Pollen, pol'en, «. the fertilising powder contained in

the anthers of flowers ; the male or fecundatmg
element in flowers.

—

v.t. to cover with pollen.

—

adj.
Pollena'rious, consisting of pollen.— z'./. Poll'enise,
to supply with pollen.—«. Poll'en-tuhe, the tube by
which the fecundating element is conveyed to the
ovule. —adj. Poll'inar, covered with a fine dust like
pollen. — v.t. Poll'inate, to convey pollen to the
stigma of. — «. Pollina'tion, the transferring or
supplying of pollen to the stigma of a flower, esp. by
aid of insects or other external agents.— adj. Polll-

nif'eroOS, bearing pollen.—«. Pollln'llUn, an agglu-
tinated mass of pollen grains.

—

adjs. PollinlV'oronS,
feeding upon pollen ; Poll'inose, covered with a
powdery substance like pollen. [L., fine flour.]

Pollent, pol'ent, adj. powerful : strong. [L. pollens,

enlis, pr.p. oipollere, to be strong.]

Pollex, pol'eks, n. the thumb or the great-toe :—pl.
Polllces(pori-sez).—rt<^'. Polllcal. [L., the thumb.]

Pollicitation, po-lis-i-ia'shun, «. a promise, a paper
containing such : a promise without mutuality.

PolliWig, pol'i-wig, «. a tadpole.—Also Poll'ywlg.
Pollusion, pol-lu'shun, n. {Shak.) for allusion.

Pollute, pol-lut', v.t. to soil : to defile : to make foul

:

to taint : to corrupt : to profane : to violate.

—

adj.

defiled.— rt^'. Polluted.— art'z/. Pollut'edly.— «f

.

Pollut'edness ; Polluter; Pollution, act of pol-

luting : state of being polluted : defilement. [L.

poUitere, pollutus^pol, towards, luere, to wash.]
Pollux, pol'uks, n. {tnyth.) the twin brother of Castor :

a star in the constellation of the twins. [L.]

Polly, ^ee Poll (2).

Polo, pO'lo, «. an equestrian game, which may be
shortly described as hockey on horseback—of Orien-
tal origin and high antiquity.

Polo, pO'lo, «. a Spanish gipsy dance.
Polonaise, pS-15-naz', «. a light kind of gown looped
up at the sides to show an ornamented petticoat : a
short overcoat bordered with fur : a Polish national

dance of slow movement in } time, during which the

dancers march or promenade : music for such a
dance. [Fr., 'Polish.']

Polony, po-lo'ni, ». a drj- sausage made of meat partly

cooked. [Prob. a corr. oi Bologna sausage.]

Polt, polt, «. a blow.
Poltroon, pol-trSSn', «. an idle, lazy fellow : a coward :

a dastard : one without spirit.

—

adj. base, vile, con-

temptible.—«. Poltroon'ery, laziness : cowardice :

want of spiriL [Fr. poltron— It. poltro {hr polstro),

lazy— Ger. polster, a bolster. ]

Polverlne, pol'ver-in, «. the calcined ashes of a
Levantine and SyTian plant, used in glass-making.
[It. poh'erino—L. pulvis, pulveris, dust.]

Polyacoustic, pol-i-a-kowst'ik, adj. multiplyingor mag-
nifying sound.

—

n. an instrument for effecting this.

Polyact, pol'i-akt, adj. having numerous rays.—Also
Polyac'tinal.

Polyad, pol'i-ad, «. (chem.) an element whose valence
is greater than two.

Polyadelph, pol'i-a-delf, «. a plant having its stamens
united in three or more bundles by the filament*.

—
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Polyandria fate, far ; me, h6r ; mine ; Polyp

n.pl. Polyadel'phla, the i8th class in the Linnaean
system.—rtiZ/V. PolyaderphiaD, Polyadel'phous.

Polyandria, pol-i-an dri-a, n. a class of plants in the

Linna;an system, having more than twenty stamens
inserted on the receptacle.

—

adjs. Polyan'drian,
Polyan'drous.—«. Polyan'dry, the social usage of

certain races in stages of civilisation in which the

woman normally forms a union with several hus-

bands. [Gr. fiolys, many, aiier, aniiros, a man.]

Polyanthus, pol-i-an'thus, «. a kind of primrose much
prizedandcultivated by florists:—//. Polyan'thuses.
—n. Polyan'thea, a note-book for keeping clioice

quotations. [Gr. polys, many, ant/ios, a flower.]

Polyarchy, pol'i-ar-ki, «. government by many per-

sons of whatever class.

—

n. Poriarchlst. [Gt.polys,

many, archein, to rule.]

Polyatomic, pol-i-a-tom'ik, adj. (c/iem.) noting ele-

ments or radicals with an equivalency greater than
two : with more than one atom in the molecule.

PolyaUtOgraphy, pol-i-aw-tog'ra-fi, «. the art of multi-

plying copies of one's own handwriting.
PolybaslC, pol-i-ba'sik, ai(/. (c/iem.) capable of com-

bining with more than two univalent bases.

PolycarplO, pol-i-kar'pik, aJ/. fruiting many times or

year after year.
PolycarpotlS, pol-i-kar'pus, ajj. having the fruit com-
posed of two or more distinct carpels.

Polychord, pori-kord, a^/j. having many chords.
PolychrestiC, pol-i-kres'tik, aJj. admitting of use in

various ways.

—

ft. Pol'yClireSty.
Polychroite, pol-i-krO'It, «. safranine.

Polychromatic, pol-i-krO-mat'ik, aa[/. many-coloured
—also Polychro'nuc.-^rti)>". Pol'ychrome, having,
or tinted with, several or many colours.

—

)t. Pol'y-
Chromy, decoration or execution in many colours,
esp. of statuary or buildings.

Polycladous, pol-i-kla'dus, adj. much-branched.—«.

Polyclady, the production of a number of branches
where there is normally but one.

Polycotyledon, pol-i-kot-i-le'don, «. a plant whose
embryo has more than two cotyledons or seed-lobes.
—ac/j. Polyootyle'donous.

Polycracy, po-lik'ra-si, «. government by many rulers.

PolycrotlC, pol-i-krot'ik, adj. having several beats—of
pulses.

Polydactyl, pol-i-dak'til, adj. having many digits.

—

«. a polydactyl animal.

—

fi. Polydac'tylism, the con-
dition of havmg many digits.

—

ai(/. Polydac'tylous.
Polydipsia, pol-i-dip'si-a, «. excessive thirst. [Gr.
poiys, much, dipsa. thirst.]

Polyerglc, pol-i-er'jiic, adj. acting in many ways.
Polyfoil, pol'i-foil, «. an opening or ornament consist-

ing of several combined foliations, a combination of
more than five foils.—Also adj'.

Polygalaceas, pol-i-ga-la'se-e, n.pl. an order of poly-
petalou-s plants—the milkwort family.

Polygamy, pO-lig'a-mi, «. the practice of having more
than one wife at the same time.

—

n.pl. Polyga'mia,
the 23d class in the Linnaian system, embracing
plants in which the stamens and pistils are separate
in some flowers and associated in others.

—

adj. Poly-
ga'mlan.—«. Polyg'amist.—rt<^'. Polyg'amotis, re-

lating to polygamy : {bot.) a term applied to plants
which bear both imisexual and hermaphrodite
flowers, either on the same or on diflerent individual
plants. [Gr.,

—

Polys, mAay, x;amas, marriage.]
PolygastrlO, pol-i-gas'trik, adj. having, or appearing

to have, many stomachs, as an animalcule.—Also
Polygas'trian.

PolygeneslB, pol-i-jen'e-sis, «. origin from many sepa-
rate germs : the theory that organisms sprang from
different cells.—a<^>. Polygenet'ic, Polygenic,
Polyg'enous.— «j. Polyg'enism ; Polyg'enist;
Polyg'eny, the multiple genesis of man.

Polyglot, pol'i-glot, aa/. having or containing many
languages.—». a collection of versions in different

languages of the same work, esp. a Bible of this

kind : one who understands many languages.

—

adjt.
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Polyglot'tlc, Polyglot'tous. [Or. polys, many,
gldttti, the tongue.]

Polygon, pol'i-gon, n. a plane figure bound by a
number of straight lines : a figure of many angles.
—adjs. Polyg'onal, Polyg'onons. [h.,—Gr. poly
gd>w>i—polys, many, gdnia, a corner.]

Polygonum, po-hg'o-num, n. a kind of plant with
many joints, as the bistort, knotweed, &c.

—

n.pl.
Polygona'ceSB, an order of apetalous plants, mostly
herbs— the buckwheat family. [Gr. polys, many,
goHU, a knee.]

Polygram, pol'i-gram, «. a figure consisting of many
lines.—ai^'. Polygrammat'lc.

Polygraph, pol'i-graf, «. an instrument for multiplying
copies of a writing : a collection of different books.

—

adjs. Polygraph'lc, -al.— «. Polyg'raphy, volumi-
nous writing : art of writing in various ciphers.

Polygyny, pO-lij'i-ni, «. polygamy.—«. Pol'ygyn, a
plant of the order Polyg3rn'ia (//.), the 12th order in

the first 13 classes of the Linnai.in artificial system of
pl.ints, embracing those having flowers with more
than twelve styles.—«;/;>. Polyg3ni'lan, Polygyn'lc,
Polyg'jmOUS. [Gt. polys, ma.ny, gyne, woman.]

Polyhedron, pol-i-he'dron, «. asolid body with many
bases or sidca.—adjs. Polyhe'dral. Polyhe'drlcal,
Polyhe'drOUS. [Or. polys, many, Itedra, a base.]

Polyhlstor, pol-i-his'tor, «. a person of great and
varied learning.

Polyhymnia, pol-i-him'ni-a, «. the muse of the sublime
hymn. [Gr. polys, many, hyiintos, a hymn.]

Polymathy, pO-lim'a-thi, «. knowledge of many arts

and sciences.—«. Pol'ymath, a person possessing
\\\\%.—a(1j. Polymath'lc—«. Polym'athlst.

Polymerlsm, pC-lini'er-ism, «. a particular form of
isomerism, the property possessed by several com-
pounds of having similar percentage composition
but different molecular weights, ^x. polys, many,
ineros, part.]

Polymorphous, pol-i-mor'fus, adj. having many forms:
varying in appearance : taking on many changes

—

also Polymorphic. —«i^. Pol'ymorph, an organism
showing polymorphism : a substance that crystallises

in two or more systems ; Polymor'phlsm, the pro-
perty of being polymorphous. [Gr. polys, many,
morfihe, form.]

Polynesian, pol-i-ne'zi-an, adj. pertaining to Poly-
nesia, tlie numerous groups of islands in the Pacific

within or near the tropics.

—

n. a native of Polynesia.

[Gr. polys, many, nesos, an island.]

Polynomial, pol-i-nO'mi-al, «. an algebraic quantity
of many names or terms—same as ntiiltinomial—
also Poiynome.

—

ndj. of many names or terms.

—

«. Polyno mlallsm. \Gx. polys, many, L. uomett, a
name.]

Polyonymous, pol-i-on^-mus, adj. having many names.
—n. Pol'yonym, a name consisting of several terms.

—adjs. Polyon'ymal ; Polyonym'lc, of more than

two terms.

—

ns. Polyon'ymlst ; Polyon'ymy, multi-

plicity of names for the same object.

Polyopia, pol-i-O'pi-a, «. multiple vision.—Also Pol'y-

opy-
Polyoptrum, pol-i-op'trum, «. a glass through which

objects appear multiplied but diminished.— Also
Polyop'tron.

Polyorama, pol-i-O-ra'ma, «. an optical apparatus
presenting many views.

PoljT), Polype, pol'ip, «. a name usually applied to an
animal like the fresh-water hydra, having a tubular

body, and a wreath of many tentacles round the

mouth : something with many feet or roots : a pedun-
culated tumour attached to the surface of a mucous
membrane— in the no.se. &c.—also Pol'ypUS :—//.
Polypes (pol'ips), Polypi (pol'i-pi).-;-«.?. Pol ypary,
the horny or chitonous outer covering of a colony
of polyps; Pol'yplde, an individual zoSid of a poly-

2oarium or compound polyzoan ; Poljrp'ldom, an
aggregate of polypites or polypides ; Pofypler, One
Individual of a compound polyp: a polypidom, poly-



PolypetaloTis miSte ; mute ; mC3n ; /Aen. Pom-pom
pary, or polyp-stock.

—

adj. Pol'jTIWUS. \Gx./>olypous
—polys, ma.ny, pons, foot.]

PolypetaloUS, pol-i-pet'al-us, adj. with many petals.

|Gr. polys, mxny
,
petalon, a leaf.]

Polyphagous, po-lif'a-gus, adj. eating many different

kmus ot foud.

Polypharmacy, pol-i-far'ma-si, «. the prescribing of
too many medicines.

PolyphlCBSboaan, pol-i-fles-be'an, adj. loud-roaring.
[Homer's frequent description of the sea. Polys,
much, phloisbos, noise.]

Pol3rphonlC, pol-i-fon'ik, adj. capable of being read in

more th.in one way: noting a musical composition
of two or more parts, each with an independent
melody of its own.—?«. Poryphonlsm, Polyph'ony

;

Porj^honist, a ventriloquist : a contrapuntist. [Gr.

polys, many, pJidne, a voice.]

Polyphyletic, pol-i-fT-let'ik, adj. pertaining to many
tribes or families: pertaining to the theory that

animals are derived from several sources.

PolyphyllOUS, pol-i-firu.s, ailj. many-leafed.
PolyplastiO, pol-i-plas'tik, Oilj. having or assuming
many forms.

Polypode, pol'i-pOd, «. an animal with many feet. [Gr.
polypous—polys, many, pons, podos, a foot.]

Polypoditun, pol-i-pS'di-um, «. a genus of ferns with
spore-cases on the back of the frond, distinct, ring-

shaped, in roundish sori, destitute of indusiuni.—
n. Pol'ypody, a fern of the genus Polypodimn,
having the seed-clusters round, and on each side of
the midrib. [Gr. polys, many, pous, a foot.]

PolyporOUS, pO-lip'5-rus, adj. having many pores.

Poljrpoms, po-lip'or-us, «. a large genus of pore-bear-

ing fungus, which grows on trees, from which amadou
is prepared. \Sjr. polys, iminy, poros, a passage.]

PolypterUS, pO-lip'te-rus, ». a genus of Ganoid fishes

of one species, in the Nile and elsewhere. [Gr.

polys, m^ny, pteron, a wing.]

PoljrrhiZOUS, pol-i-rl'zus, adj. possessing numerous
rootlets.—Also PoljrrM'Zal.

Polyscope, pol'i-skOp, «. a multiplying lens : (sur^:)

an instrument for throwing light into cavities of

the body.
PolysepalOUS, pol-i-sep'a-lus, adj. having the sepals

separate from each other.

Polyspenn, pol'i-sperm, «. a tree whose fruit contains

many seeds.—rt<//>. Polysper'mal, Polysper'mous,
containing many seeds.

PolysporOUS, po\-i-s\>6'Tus,adj. producing many spores.

PolystlgmoilS, pol-i-stig'mus, adj. having many
carpels.

Polystome, pol'i-stOm, «. an animal with many mouths.

—adj. Polystom'atous.
Polystyle, pol'i-stil, adj. having many columns.

—

adj.

Polysty'loiis.
PolysyllaWe, pol'i-sil-a-bl, «. a word of many or of

more than three syllables.

—

adjs. Polysyllab'JC, -al.

US. Polysyllablcism, Polysyll'abism.
Polysylloglsm, pol-i-sil'o-jizni. >i. a combination of

syllogisms.— (rr//. PolysyllOgiS'tlC.

Polysymmetrical, pol-i-si-met'ri-kal, adj. divisible into

exactly similar halves by more than one pl.Tne.

—

adz'.

Polysymmet'rically.-«. Polysym'metry.
Polysyndeton, pol-i-sin'de-ton, n. {rhet.) figurative

repetition of connectives or conjunctions.

PolysynthetlC, -al, pol-i-sin-thet'ik, -al, adj. made up
of many separate elements : formed by the combina-
tion of many simple words, as words in the native

laneuages of ,\merica.—«. Polysyn'thesis.— rtrf?'.

Polysynthet'lcally.—«f . Polysynthet'icism, Poly-
S3rn'tfietism, ihe character of being polysynthetic

Polytechnic, -al, pol-i-tek'nik, -al, adj. comprehend-
ing many arts.—«. an exhibition of objects illustrat-

ing many arts : an institution in which many arts

are taught.

—

tts. Polytech'nlCS, the science of the

mechanical arts ; Polytech'nlqne, or Pol3rteclinlc

school, an industrial school in which the technical

sciences that rest in great part upon a mathematical
7U

basis, such as engineering, architecture, &c., ar«
taught. [Gr. polys, many, techiie, an art.]

Polythalamous, pol-i-thal'a-mus, adj. having many
cells or chambers.

Polytheism, pol'i-the-izm, «. the doctrine of a plurality

of gods.

—

z'.i. Pol'ytheise, to adhere to, or conform
to, polytheism.

—

n. PorytheiSt, a believer in many
gods.—adjs. Poljrtheisi'Ic, al.—a<lv. Poljrthelst'l-

Cally. (Gr. polys, many, theoS, a god.]
PolytoCOUS, pO-lit'S-kus, adj. producing many or

several at a birth.

Polytrichum, pO-lit'ri-kum, «. a genus of mosses,
widely distributed in north temperate and arctic

countries.

—

adj. Polyt'rlchOUS, very hairy, densely
ciliate. [Gr. polys, many, thrix, thrichos, hair.]

Polytype, pol'i-tlp, «. a cast or fac-simile of an en-
graving, matter in type, &c., produced by pressing a
wood-cut or other plate into semi-fluid metal.

—

v.t.

to reproduce by polytypage—also adj. — n. Pol'y-
typage, stereotyping by the above method.

Polyzoa, pol-i-zO'a, n.pl. a class of animals forming
a crust on stones, shells, &c. under water :

—

sin^.
Polyzo'an, Polyzo'on.—rt(^>. Pol'yzoan, Polyzoa-
rial. — ns. Polsrzoa'rium, a compound polyzoan ;

Polyzo'ary, the polypary or polypidom ofa polyzoan.—adjs. Poiyzo'iCj^ filled with imaginary animals,
zoolatrous; Polyzooid, consisting of many zooids.

[Gr. polys, many, zSon, an animal.]
Polyzonal, pol-i-zo'nal, adj. composed of many zones

or belts.

Pomade, po-mad', «. a preparation of fine inodorous
fat, such as lard or suet, used instead of liquid oil

for the hair—also Poma'tum.

—

v.t. to anoint with
pomade. [Fr. potnmade— It. pomada, poiniitata,

lip-salve—L. poniuni, an apple.]
Pomander, p3-man'der, «. (Shak.) a perfumed ball, or

bo.x containing perfumes, formerly supposed to ward
off infection. [O. Fr./^'w/wfrf'aw^r^, apple ofamber.]

Pome, pOm, «. an apple or a fruit like an apple : a
small globe of silver or the like, filled with hot water,

on which in cold weather the priest at mass warms his

numbed hands.— «. Pom'ace, the substance of apples
or similar fruit : fish-scrap.— «.//. Poma'ceaB, a sub-

order of Rosacea—the apple family—also Pome' SB.—adj. Poma'ceous, relating to, consisting of, or

resembling apples: like pomace.

—

ns. Pome'-Cit'ron,
a variety of apple ; Pom'eroy, thekiiig-.Tpple; Pome-
wa'ter (.SVjia,^.), a sweet, juicy apple; Pomiculture,
pomology.

—

adjs. Pomlf'erOTlS (hot.), pome-bearing,
applied to all plants producing the larger fruits, as
distinguished from berry-bearing ; PomOlOg'iCai.

—

its. Pomol'Ogist ; Pomoi'Ogy, the science of garden-
fruits. [L. poinum, an apple.]

Pomegranate, pom'gran-at, «. a fruit much cultivated

in warm countries, as large as a medium-sized orange,

having a thick leathery rind filled with numerous
seeds. [O. Yx. fame grettate—h. pomuni, a.a apple,

grafiatiim, havmg many grains.]

Pomeranian, pom-e-ra'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Pome-
ratiia in northern Prussia.—Pomeranian, or Spitz,

dog, a cross from the Eskimo dog, about the size of

a spaniel, with a sharp-pointed face and an abundant
white, creamy, or black coat.

Pomfret-cake, pom'fret-kak, n. a liquorice -cake.
[Poitte/ract in Yorkshire.]

Pommel, pum'el, «. a knob or ball : the knob on a
sword-hilt : the high part of a saddle-bow.

—

v.t. to

beat as with a pommel, or with anything thick or

heavy : to beat soundly : to bruise :—pr.p. pomm'el-
ling ;

pa.t. and pa.p. pomm'elled.

—

adjs. Pomm'-
eled, Pomm'elled \her.), having a rounded knob
ending in a smaller one ; Pomm'etty, ending in a
small knob, esp. of a cross—also Pomm'el^. (O. Fr.

pomel {¥r. pornmeatt)—!^ pomum, an apple.]

Pomona, pom-O'na, K. the goddess of fruit and garden
produce, [h.,—pomum, fruit, apple.]

Pom-pom, pom-pom, «. the name given to a one-

pounder quick-firing shell gun, from its sound.



Pomp fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Poof

Pomp, pomp, ft. a splendid procession : great show
or display : ceremony : splendour : ostentation :

grandeur.—Wz/. Pompo'SO {mus.), in a dignified

style, —adj. Pompous, displaying pomp or grandeur

:

grand : magnificent : dignified : boastful, self-im-

portant.— Wz/. Pomp'ously.

—

ns. Pomp'ousness,
Pomposity. [Fr. pompe—l^ pompa—Qt. pompe
—peiiipein, to send.]

Pompadour, pom'pa-diSOr, «. an 18th-century head-
dress, a fashion of dressing women's hair by brush-

ing it up from the forehead and rolling it over a
cushion : a corsage with low square neck : a pattern

for silk, with leaves and flowers pink, blue, and gold.

[Marquise de Pompadour, 1721-64.]

Pompeian, pom-pe'an, adj. pertaining to Pompeii,
a city buried by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in

79 A.D., excavated since 1755.—«. Pompei'an-red, a
red colour like that on the walls of Pompeian houses.

Pompelmooso, pom'pel-m5os, «. the shaddock.—Also
Pompelmous, Pom'pelo, Pum'elo.

Pompholyx, pom'fO-liks, «. a vesicular eruption chiefly

on the p.-ilms and soles. \_Q>x.,—pomphos, a blister.]

Pompion = Pumpion.
Pompon, pom'pon,«. a tuft of feathers, &c.,forahat, the

coloured woollen ball on the front of a shako. [Fr.]

Ponceau, pon-sO', «. a corn-poppy : corn-poppy colour.
Ponceau, pon-sO', «. a small bridge or culvert. [Fr.]

Poncho, pon'chO, n. a cloak worn by South .Vmerican
Indians, a blanket with .1 hole in the middle for the
head : camlet or strong worsted.

Pond, pond, v.i. (Spens.) to ponder.
Pond, pond, «. a pool of standing water.

—

v.t. to make
into a pond.

—

v.i. to collect into a pond.

—

ns. Pon'-
dage, the amount of water in a pond ; Pond'-lil'y, a
plant of the aquatic genus Nymphtea ; Pond'-tur'tle,
a terrapin, a mud turtle ; Pond'weed, a common
aquatic herb. [From .\.S. pyndan, to shut in, thus
a doublet o^ pound, an enclosure.]

Ponder, pon'der, v.t. to weigh in the mind : to think
over : to consider.

—

v.i. to think (with on and over).— ns. Ponderability, Pon'derableness. — adjs.
Pon'derable, that may be weighed : having sen-
sible weight ; Pon'deral, ascertained by weight.

—

ns. Pon'derance, Pondera'tlon, weight ; Pon'derer,
one who ponders.

—

adv. Pon'derlngly.

—

ns. Pon'-
derllng, a thing of little weight ; Pon'derment,
the act of pondering.

—

adj. Pon'derous, weighty :

massive • forcible : important : clumsy or unwieldy
by reason of weight. — adv. Pon'derously. — ns.

Pon'derousness, Ponderosity, weight : heaviness

:

heavy matter. [L. ponderdre—pondus, potuieris, a
weight.]

Pone, pan, «. (JJ.S.) bread made from Indian corn.
Ponent, pO'nent, adj. (Miii.) western.
Ponerology, pon-e-rol'O-ji, «. (theol.) the doctrine of

wickedness. [Gr. poniros, bad.]
Pongee, pon-j5', «. a soft kind of silk, woven in China

from the cocoons of a wild silkworm. [Chin.]
PongO, pong'gO, n. a large anthropoid ape of Borneo.
Poniard, p(jn yard, «. a small dagger for stabbing.

—

v.t. to stab with a poniard, [it. poignard—poing,
fist (It. pugnd)—L. pugnus.]

Ponk, pongk, n. (Spens., Shak.) a nocturnal spirit. [A
false reading ^ox pouke = Puck.]

Pons, ponz, «. (anat.) a part connecting two parts.

—

adjs. Pon'tlC, Pon^tlle, relating to the pons of the
brain.—Pons aslnorum, the asses' bridge, a name
given to Euclid, i. 5. [L., a bridge.]

Pontage, pont'aj, «. a toll paid on bridges : a tax for
repairing bridges. [Low L. Pontag-iutn—L. pons,
pontis, a bridge.]

Pontic, pon'tik, adj. pertaining to the Pontus, Euxine,
or Black Sea, or the regions round it.

Pontiff, pon'tif «. (R.C.) a bishop, esp. the pope-
originally an ancient Roman high-priest, the Pon'tl-
tex.—adjs. Pontine, -al, of or belonging to a pontiff
or to a bishop, esp. the Dope : splendid : magnificent.

. POQtll'ioal, an omcc-book of ecclesiastical cere-
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monies proper to a bishop.

—

adv. Pontlf'icaUy.—

•

«.//. Pontif'icalS, the dress of a priest, bishop, or
pofK"..—«. Pontificate, the dignity of a pontiff or
high-priest : the office and dignity or reign of a pope.—v.i. to perform the duties of a pontiff.—«. Pontlflce
{Mitt.), bridge-work, a bridge. —Pontifical mass,
mass celebrated by a bishop while wearing his full

vestments. [Fr. ^ontife—L. pontifex, pontijicis—
pons,pont-is, a hndge,jacere, to make.]

Pontil, pon'til, n. an iron rod used in glass-making for

revolving the glass while soft.—Also Pontee', Pon'ty.
[Fr.,

—

point, a point.]

Pontlnal, pon'ti-nal, adj. bridging.

—

n. a bone of the
skull of some fishes.

PontlevlS, pont-lev'is, «. a drawbridge. [Fr.]
Pontoon, pon-toon', n. a flat kind of boat used in

forming a bridge for the passage of an army : a
bridge of boats : a lighter or barge used for loading
or unloading ships—also Pon'ton.

—

ns. Pontonler',
Pontonnier', one who h.is charge of a pontoon ;

Pontoon'-bridge, a platform or roadway supported
upon pontoons. [Fr. ponton—U. pons, a bridge.]

Pony, pO'ni, «. a small horse—one less than 13 hands
high : {slang)£2^ : a key or translation of the writings
of an author : a small glass of beer.

—

v.t. to use a
crib in translating.

—

ns. Po'ny-carr'iage, a small
carriage drawn by one or more ponies ; Po'ny-
en'gine, a small engine used for shunting wagons, &c.
—Jerusalem pony, an ass. [Prob. Gael. poniadlu\

Pood, pood, n. a Russian weight, 36 lb. avoirdupois.
Poodle, poo'dl, «. one of a breed of small ciirly-haired

pet dogs, intelligent and affectionate. [Ger. pudel;
Low Ger. pudein, to waddle.]

Pooh, poo, interj. of disdain.

—

v.t. Pooh'-pooh, to

express contempt for : to sneer at. [Iinit.J

Pool, pool, «. a small body of water : a deep part of
a stream of water.—«. Pool'er, a stick for stirring a
tan-vat. [A.S. pdl (Dut. poel, Ger. ^«A/)—Celt.,

as Ir. and Gael, poll, W. pwll.\
Pool, pool, «. the receptacle for the stakes in certain

games : the stakes themselves : a set of players at

quadrille, &c. : a game played on a billiard-table

with six pockets by two or more person.s.

—

v.t. to

put into a common fund for redistribution.

—

v.i.

to form a pool. [Fr. poule, orig. a hen—L. pullus,
a young animal.]

Poon, pOOn, «. name of a tree of India and Burma,
very commonly used in the East Indies, particularly

in shipbuilding, for planks and spars.—«. POOn •

wood, the wood of the tree.

Poonac, pSo'nak, «. the cake left after expre.ssing
oil from coco-nut pulp.

Poop, poOp, «. the hinder part of a ship : a deck
above the ordinary deck in the after part of a ship.—v.t. to strike the stern, break in the stern of.

[Tr. poitpe— L. puppis, the poop.]
Poor, p05r, adj. having little or nothing : without
means : needy : spiritless : depressed : (A'.) humble :

contrite : wanting in appearance : lean : wanting in
strength: weak: wanting in value: inferior: want-
ing in fertility: sterile : wanting in fitness, beauty,
or dignity: trifling: paltry: dear (endearingly).—
ns. Poor'hOUSO, a house established at the public
expense for sheltering the poor : an almshouse :

VOOtiohn (Shak.), a coarse kind of fish, the hake
when salted.

—

n.pl. Poor'-laws, laws providing for
the support of the poor.

—

adv. Poor'ly.

—

ns. Poor'-
ness ; Poor'-rate, a rate or tax for the support of
the poor ; Poor[-Rob'ln, an almanac ; Poor's'-bOX,
a box for receiving contributions to the poor.

—

adj.
Poor'-Splr'ited, cowardly : mean.

—

ns. Poor'-Splr'-
Itedness, cowardice ; VooT'&'-TOWiScots law), the list

of poor persons who are litigants, but unable to pay
the expenses of litigation, and therefore are allowed
to sue in forma pauperis.—POOT man Of mUttOn
(Scot.), cold mutton broiled, esp. the shoulder ; Poor
man's herb, the hedge-hyssop ; Poor 'Will, a com-
mon American bird of the genus PhaUtn^tilMt,—



Poortlth mdte : miite ; mSSn ; tketi. Porfc

Th6 poor, poor people collectively : those depend-
ing on public or private charity. [O. Fr. poure,
fovre (Fr. pauvrey-V,. pauper, poor.]

Poortith, poOr'tith, n. (Scot.) poverty.
Pop, pop, v.i. to make a sharp, quick sound : to dart :

to move quickly : to propose marriage.

—

v.t. to

cause to make a sudden report : to thrust suddenly :

to bring suddenly into notice : (slang) to pawn :—
/>r./. pop'ping ; pa.t. ani pa.p. popped.— «. a sharp,

quick sound or report : an effervescent beverage :

(slang) a pistol.

—

adv. suddenly.—n^'. coming with-

out warning.

—

v.t. Pop'-COm, to parch maize till it

bursts open.—«. corn so prepared.

—

n.pl. Pop'-oyOS,
prominent eyes.

—

ns. Pop'-gun, a tube and rammer
for shooting pellets, which makes a noise by the ex-

pansion of compressed air; Pop'per, anything that

makes a popping sound; Pop'-shop, a pawnshop;
Pop'-weed, a name for the liladdcrwort.—Pop Off,

to disappear all at once ; Pop the question, to

make an offer of marriage. [Imit.]

Pope, pop, «. the bishop of Rome, head of the

K.C. Church: a priest of the Eastern Church: the

autocratic head of any church or organisation.

—

ns. Pope'dom, office, dignity, or jurisdiction of the

pope ; Pope'bood, Pope ship, the condition of being
pope ; Pope'ling, a little pope ; Pop'ery, the reli-

gion of which the pope is the head : Roman Catholi-
cism ; Pope'S'-eye, the gland surrounded with fat

in the middle of the thigh of an ox or a sheep ;

Pope's'-head, a long-handled brush ; Pope'S'-nose,
the fleshy part of a bird's tail.

—

adj. Pop'lsh, re-

lating to the pope or to popery : taught by popery.—adv. Pop'lshly.—Pope Joan, a game at cards in

which the eight of diamonds is removed. (A.S.
pdpa—V,. papa, a father.]

Pope, pop, «. a kind of perch. [Ety. obscure.]

Popinjay, pop'in-ja, «. a parrot : a mark like a
parrot, put on a pole to be shot at : a fop or cox-
comb. [O. Vr. papegai—how h. papagallits—Late
Gr. papagiis, a parrot ; prob. Eastern.]

Popj03rtng, pop'joi-ing, «. sport : amusement. [Perh.
conn, with popinjay.^

Poplar, pop'iar, «. a tree common in the northern
hemisphere, of rapid growth, and having dicecious

flowers arranged in catkins, both male and female
flowers with an oblique cup-shaped perianth. [O.
Fr. poplier—L. populus, poplar-tree.]

Poplin, pop'lin, «. a kind of cloth consisting of a warp
of silk and a weft of worsted, the latter, being thicker
than the former, giving a corded appearance. [Fr.

popeline. Ety. unknown.]
Popliteal, pop-li-te'al, adj. of or pertaining to the
back of the knee.—Also Popllt'ic. (L. poples,
poplitis, the hock.]

Poppet, pop'et, «. a puppet : a piece of timber used
to support a vessel while being launched : one of the
heads of a lathe. [Puppet.]

Popple, pop'l, zi.i. to flow, to bob up and down.
Poppy, pop'i, «. a plant having large showy flowers,

from one species of which opium is obtained.

—

adj.

Popp'ied, covered or filled with poppies : listless, as

the effects of opium.

—

>is. Popp'y-head, a carved
ornament in wood, often finishing the end of a pew ;

Popp'y-Oll, a fixed oil from the seeds of the opium-
poppy. [A.S. pofiig—L. papaver, poppy.)

Populace, pop'u-Ias, «. the common people : those

who are not distinguished by rank, education, office,

&c. [Fr.,

—

\t. popolazzo— L. populus, people.]

Popular, pop'u-Iar, adj. pertaining to the people

:

pleasing to, or prevailing among, the people : enjoy-

int; the favour of the people : easily understood :

inferior: (S/iak.)y\i\ga.r.—n. Popularlsa'tion.—z/./.

Pop'ularlse, to make popular or suitable to the

people : to spread among the people.

—

ns. Pop'U-
larlser; Popular'ity, Pop'ulamess, quality or

state of being popular or pleasing to the people

:

favour with the people : a desire to obtain favour

with the people.—<n^f. Popularly.—z;. j?. Pop'ulate,

r-

to people : to furnish with inhabitants. — v.i. trt

increase in numbers.

—

adj. populous.— «. Populd'-
tion, act of populating : the number of the inhabit-
ants of any place.

—

adj. Pop'ulOUS, full of people :

numerously inhabited : (Shak.) numerous. — adv.
Populously.—/;. Pop'ulOUSnesS. [Vr. populaire—
L. popularis—populus, the people.]

Poral, po'ral. See Pore.
Porbeagle, por-be'gl, «. a kind of tope or mackerel-

shark. \Yr. pore, a hog -(- Eng. beagle.]

Porcate, por'kat, adj. ridged.
Porcelain, pors'lan, «. a fine earthenware, white, thin,

semi-transparent, first made in China : china-ware.—adj. of the nature of porcelain.

—

adjs. Por'cela-
nous. Porcellaneous, Por'cellanous.—«. Por'cel-
lanite, a very haril, impure, jaspideous rock.— Cast,
or Fusible, porcelain, a milky glass made of silica

and cryolite with oxide of zinc ; Egg-shell porce-
lain, an extremely thin and translucent porcelain ;

False porcelain, a name given to the artificial or
.soft-paste porcelain ; Frit porcelain, a name given
to artificial soft-paste English porcelain, from its

vitreous nature ; "Tender porcelain, a ware imitating
hard-paste or natural porcelain. [O. Fr. porcelaine
— It. porcellana, the Venus' shell—L. porcelia, a
young %ovi^porcus, a pig. ]

Porch, porch, «. a building forming an enclosure or
protection for a doorway : a portico at the entrance
of churches and
other buildings

:

the public porch
on the agora of
Athens where
Zeno the Stoic
taught: (Jig.) the
Stoic philosophy.
[O. Fr. porche
(It. portico)— h.
porticus—porta,
a gate.]

Porcine, por'sin,
adj. pertaining to

or resembling
swine : swinish.
[L. porcinus —
porcus, a swine.]

Porcupine, por'ku-
pTn, «. one of the
largest of rodent quadrupeds, covered with spines

or quills. [O. Fr. pore espin—L. porcus, a pig,
spitia, a spine.]

Pore, pOr, «. a minute passage in the skin for the
perspiration : an opening between the molecules of
a body.

—

adjs. Po'ral, of or pertaining to pores

;

Po'riform, in the form of a pore.

—

ns. Po'rineSS,
Poros'ity, Po'rOUSnesS, qiiality of being porous

—

opp. to Density.—adjs. Po'rose, containing pores ;

Po'roUS, Po'ry, having pores : that can be pene-
trated by fluid.—ort'z'. Po'rously. [Fr.,—L. porui—
Gr. poros, a passage.]

Pore, pOr, v.i. to look with steady attention on: to

study closely.—«. Po'rer. [Peer, to peep.)

Porgy, Porgie, por'ji, «. a fish of the genus Pagrus.
Porifera, po-rif'e-ra, tt.pl. sponges :

—

sing. Por'lfer.

—

adjs. Porlf'eral, Poriferous. [L. porus, a pore,

/erre, to bear.)

Porlsm, por'ism, n. a proposition affirming the possi-

bility of finding such conditions as will render a
certain problem capable of innumerable solutions.

—adjs. Porismat'ic, -al; Poris'tic, -al, reducing
a determinate problem to an indeterminate. [Gr.

porizein, to procure

—

poros, a way.)
Pork, pOrk, «. the flesh of swine : (Milt.) a stupid

fellow.

—

ns. Pork'-butch'er, one who kills pigs;

Pork'-chop, a slice from a pig's rib : Pork'er, a
young hog : a pig fed for pork ; Pork'ling. a young
pig ; Pork' -pie, a pie made of pastry and minced
pork. — adj. 'Ptir)s:Y, fat. — Pork-pl8 bat, a hat

Porch, Stoke-Pogis CHiurch.
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Pomocracy fate, far ; me, h6r ; mine Portico

somewhat like a pie in shape worn by men and
women about the middle of the 19th century. [Fr.

pore— L. porcus, a hog.]

Pomocracy, pSr-nok'ra-si, «. the influence of courte-

zans — apphed esp. to the dominant influence of

certain profligate women over the Papal court in the

earlier half of the loth century.—«.v. Por'nograph,
an obscene picture or writing : Pornog'rapner, a

writer of such.—«//;'. Pornographic.—«. Pornog'-
raphy, the discussion of prostitution : obscene
writing. [Gr. porrie, a whore, kratein, to rule.]

Porosis, pO-rO'sis, «. formation of callus, the knitting

together of broken bones.

Porotype, p5'rO-tTp, «. a copy of an engraved print

made by placing it on chemically prepared paper
and subjecting to the action of a gas. [Gr. j>oros,

a pore, typos, an impression.]
Porpentine, por'pen-tin, n. {SAai.) a porcupine.
Porpess, Porpesse, por'pes, «. Same as Porpoise.
Porphyrio, por-fir'i-6, «. a genus of Railida, the

hyacinthine gallinules.

Porphyrogenitus, por-fir-5-jen'i-tus, n. a title given
to the Byzantine emperor, Constantine VII. (912-959),
meaning ' born in the purple.'—«. Porphyrogen'-
Itism, the Byzantine principle of the first son born
after his father's accession succeeding to the throne.

[Gr. porphyra^ purple, gennain, to beget.]

Porphyry, por'hr-i, «. a very hard, variegated rock,
of a purple and white colour, used in sculpture

(porfido rosso antico): an igneous rock having a
ground-mass enclosing crystals of feldspar or quartz.—v.i. Por'phyrlse, to cause to resemble porphyry :

to make of a spotted appearance.

—

it. Por'pnyrite,
one of the crystalline igneous rocks, which consists

principally of plagioclase.—rtf^>. Porphyrit'iC, Por-
phyra'ceoUS, resembling or consisting of porphyry.—«. Por'phyroid, a crjstalline and schistose rock
containing porphyritic crystals of feldspar. [Through
Fr. and L. from Ox. porphyrites—porphyra, purple.)

Porpoise, por'pus, «. a genus of Cetecea in the family
Delphinidie, 4 to 8 feet long, gregarious, afl'ording

oil and leather—anciently Por'pess. [O. Fr. por-
peis—L. porcus, a hog, /iscis, a fish.]

Porporino, por-po-re'na, «. an old .illoy of quicksilver,
tin, and sulphur, used in place of gold. [It.]

Porraceous, po-ra'shus, udj. greenish like the leek.

[L. porrum, a leek.]

Porrection. po-rek'shun, n. the action of delivering
as by outstretched hands.

—

tuij. Porrect', extended
forward. [h.,/>orrigere, to stretch out.]

Porridge, por'ij, «. a kind of pudding usually made
by slowly stirring oatmeal amongst boiling water : a
kind of broth, made by boiling vegetables in water.
[Through O. Fr., from Low V,. porrata—L. pomim,
a leek. The aflix -idgt (= -age) arose through con-
fusion y/'nh pottage.]

Porrigo, po-rl'gO, «. a general name for various skin
diseases.—o^y. Porrlg'inous. [L.]

Porringer, por^in-jcr, «. a »mall dish for porridge :

(.Shak.) a head-dress shaped like such a dish.

—

Also Porr'enger. [From porrtge=porridge, with
inserted « as iu passenger.]

Port, port, n. the larlxiard or left side of a ship.

—

z'.t. to turn to the left, as the helm.

—

v.i. to turn
to larboard or left. [Ety. dub.]

port, port, «. martial music on the bagpipes. [Gael.]
Port, pdrt, H. bearing : demeanour : carriage of the

body.

—

Tf.t. to hold, as a musket, in a slantnig direc-
tion upward across the body.—wj.PortabU'ity, Port'-
ableness, the state of being portable.—<t((;'. Port'-
able, that may be carried : not bulky or heavy.

—

fis.

Port'age, act of carrying : carriage : price of car-
riage : a space between two rivers, canals, &c., over
which goods and boats have to be carried ; Port'-
ance (Speiis.), carriage, hearing.

—

lurjs. Por'tate
{>'er.), in a position as if being carried ; Por'tatile,
portable ; Por'tative, easily carried. — ns. Port'-
Oray'on, a metallic handle for holding a crayon;

Porte'-bonheur', a charm carried for luck ; Ported
COCh&re, a carriage entrance leading from the street

into a building ; Porte'-mon'naie, a small clasped
pocket-book for holding money ; Port'-flre, a slow-
match or match-cord. [Fr.,—L. portare, to carry.]

Port, port, «. a harbour : a haven or safe station for

vessels : a place from which vessels start, and at

which they finish their voyages.—«. Port'-ad'mlral,
the admiral commanding at a naval port.

—

n.pl.

Port'-Charg'es, payments which a ship has to pay
while in harbour.

—

n. Port'-Ward'en, the officer in

charge of a port : a harbour-master.—Port of call,

a port where vessels can call for stores or repairs

;

Port of entry, a port where merchandise is allowed
by law to enter.—Free port, a port where no duty
has to be paid on landing goods. [A.S. port—\..
partus; akin to L,. porta, a gate.]

Port, port, «. a gate or entrance, esp. of a walled
town : an opening in the side of a ship for light or

air : an opening through which guns can be fired :

the lid of a porthole : a passage in a machine for

oil, steam, &c.—«. Port'age (SAak.), an opening.
[Fr. porU—h. porta, gate.] (

Port, port, «. a dark-red wine from Oporto, Portugal.

Porta, por'ta, «. the part of an organ where its vessels

and ducts enter, esp. the transverse fissure of the

liver : the foramen of Monro.
Portal, pOrt'al, ?/. a small gate : any entrance : (ixrchit.)

the arch over a gate: the lesserof two gates.—Por1«ll

circulation, the capillary transmission ofvenous blood
from one organ to another in its passage to the heart

;

Portal system, the portal vein with its tributaries,

&c. ; Portal vein, the vein which conveys to the
liver the venous blood from intestines, spleen, and
stomach. [O. Fr. (Fr. portail)—Low L. portale—
L. porta, a gate.]

Portcullis, port-kul'is, n. a sliding door of cross

timbers pointed with iron, hung over a gateway,
so as to be let down in a moment to keep out an
enemy : (/ler.) a lattice : one of the pursuivants of
the English College of Heralds : an Elizabethan coin
bearing a portcullis on the reverse.

—

v.t. to obstruct,

as with a portcullis. [O. P"r. portecoulisse—parte, a
gate, coulisse, a groove—L. coldre, to strain.]

Porte, port, «. the Turkish government, so called from
the ' High Gate,* or ' Sublime Porte,' the chief office

of the Ottoman government.
Portend, por-tend', v.t. to indicate the future by

signs: to betoken: presage.— «. Por'tent, that

which portends or foreshows : an evil omen.

—

adj.

Portent'OUS, serving to portend : foreshadowing
ill: wonderful, dreadful, prodigious.

—

adv. Por-
tent'OUSly. ['L.partendere, partentum—pro, forth,

iendere, to stretch.]

Porter, pOrt'er, «. a door-keeper or gate-keeper: one
who waits at the door to receive messages :—/eiH.

Port'eress, Port'ress.—«. Port'erage the office or

duty of a porter.—Porter's lodge, a house or an
apartment near a gate for the use of the porter. [O.
Fr. portier—Low L. partarius—L. porta._ a gate.)

Porter, pOrt'er, «. one who carries burdens for hire :

a dark-brown malt liquor, prob. because a favourite

drink with London porters. — ns. Port'erage, car-

riage : charge made by a porter for carrying goods ;

Porter-house, a restaurant; Port'erhouse-steak
{U.S.\ a choice cut of beef-steak next to the sirloin.

—adv. Port'erly, like a porter : coarse. [O. Fr.
porteur—L. partdre, to carry.)

Portfolio, pOrt-fO'li-0, n. a portable case for loose
papers, drawings, &c. : a collection of such papers :

the office of a minister of state. (Sp. parta/olio—
L. portare, to caxxy,folium, a leaf.]

Porthole, pOrt'hOl, «. a hole or opening in a ship's

side for light and air, or for pointing a gun through:
{Port, a gate, and hole.]

Portico, poKti-kO, «. (archil.) a range of columns in

the front of a building : a colonnade : a porch before
the entrance to a building : the Stoic philosophy :->
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Portiere mote ; mute ; mOon ; then. Possible

pi. Por'ticoes, "PotiAaas.—adj. Por'tlcoed, furnished
with a portico. [It.,

—

V,. forticus, a porch.]

Portiere, por-tyar', n. a curtain hung over the door or
doorway of a room. [Kr.)

Portiforium, por-ti-fO'ri-um, tu a breviary :—//. Portl-
fo ria.—Also Port'fory, Port ous, Port tiary.

Fortify, pOr'ti-fl, v.t. (jium.) to give one's self undue
importance. [Port, the wme of that name, -/y, from
L. /ncere, to make, from the saying, ' Claret would
be port if it could.')

Portion, pOr'shun, «. a part : an allotment : fate

:

destiny : dividend : the part of an estate descending
to an heir: a wife's fortune.

—

v.t. to divide into

portions : to allot a share : to furnish with a por-

tion.

—

oiij. Por'tioned, having a portion or endow-
ment.

—

us. Por'tioner, one who portions or assigns

shares : (Scots law) the occupier of a sm.\Il feu or
portion of land : one of two or more incumbents on
a benefice at one time ; Por'tionist, one who has
an academical allowance : the incumbent of a bene-
fice which has more than one rector or vicar.

—

adj.

Portionless, having no portion, dowry, or property.
-—Marriage portion, a gift given by a parent or
guardian to a bride on her marriage. [O. Fr.,—L.
portio, portionis, akin to pars, a part.)

Portland vase. See Vase.
Portly, port'li, aeij. having a dignified port or mien :

corpulent : {Shai.) swelling.—«. Port'linesa, state

of being portly, [/'or^, bearing.)

Portman, pOrt'man, «. an inhabitant of a port-town,
crone of the Cinque Ports.

—

>t. Port'-mote, a mote
composed of such citizens.

Portmanteau, port-man'tO, n. a bag for carrying
apparel, &&, on journeys : a hook on which to hang
clothing.—Also Portman'toa ipbs.). [Fr.,

—

porter,
to carry, mantcau, a cloak.)

Portoise, par'tiz, «. the gunwale of a boat.—Also
Port'last.

Portrait, pOr'trat, «. the likeness of a person, esp. of
his face : a vivid description in words.

—

v.t. (pbs.) to

portray.

—

ns. Por'traitist, a portrait-painter ; Por"-

iraiture, a likeness : the drawing of portraits, or
describing in words : a collection of pictures.-

—

v.t. Portray (pOr-tra), to paint or draw the likeness

of: to describe in words : (obs.) to adorn.

—

ns. Por-
tray'al, the act of portraying ; Portray'er.—Com-
posite portraits, a method of indicating the facial

characteristics of a family or group of persons, while
at the same time suppressing the peculiarities of
individual members. [O. Fr. portrait, portraire—
L. pro, forth, irakere, to draw.)

Portreeve, pOrt'rev, «. once the name of the principal

magistrate in .1 port-town, esp. in London. [A.S.
portgerffa—port, a port, gerffa, a reeve.)

Portuguese, pOr'tu-gez, adj. of or pertaining to

Portugal or to its inhabitants.

—

n. the people, a
single inhabitant, or the language of Portugal.

—

Portuguese man-of-war, a species of Physalia.
PortulaceSB, pOr-tu-la'se-e, n.pl. a natural order of
exogenous plants, shrubby or herbaceous, generally
succulent, mostly growing in dry places. [L. portu-
lacn, purslane.)

Porzana, p5r-za'na, n. an old name of the small
European water-rail or crake.

Pos, poz, adj. (slang) an abbreviation ofpositive,
Posada, po-sa'da, «. an inn. [Sp.,

—

posar, to
lodge.)

Posaune, pO-zow'ne, «. the trombone. [Ger.]
Pose, pOz, «. a position : an attitude, either natural

or assumed.

—

v.t. to assume an attitude.

—

v.t. to put
in a suitable attitude: to posit. [Fr.,

—

poser, to

place— Low h. pausare, to cease—L. pausn, pause
—Gr. pausis. Between Fr. poser and L. ponerc,
positum, there has been confusion, which has in-

fluenced the derivatives of both words.)
Pose, p6z, v.t. to puzzle : to perplex by questions : to

bring to a stand.

—

ns. Pd'ser^^ one who, or that which,
poses :a difficult question ; Po'liXkg.

—

adv, Pd*Singly.

7U

[M. E. apposen, a corr. of oppose, which in tha
schools meant to 'argue against.')

POS^, po-za', adj. (A^r.) standmg still.

Position, po-zish'un, «. place, situation : attitude : a
place taken or to be taken by troops : state of affairs :

the ground taken in. argument or in a dispute : prin-

ciple laid down : place in society : method of finding
the value of an unknown quantity by assuming one
or more values (single, when one is assumed ; double,
when two).

—

v.t. Posit(poz'it), to place in right posi-
tion or relation : to lay down as something true or
granted.

—

adj. Posi'tional.— Strategic position,
a position taken up by troops to check the move-
ments of an enemy. [Fr. ,

—

\^.—ponere, positum,
to place.)

Positive, poz'i-tiv, adj. definitely placed or laid down :

clearly expressed : really existing : actual : not ad-
mitting of any doubt or qualification : decisive

:

settled by distinct appointment : arbitrarily pre-
scribed, laid down—opp. to Natural: too confident
in opinion : fully assured : certain : (gram.) noting
the simple form of an adjective—as Positive degree
of comparison : (math.) greater than zero, to be
added, as Positive quantity: (phot.) having the
lights and shades in the picture the same as in the
original, instead of being reversed ; (electr.) having
a relatively high potential— opp. to Negative ((\.\.).—n. that which is placed or laid down ; that which
maybe affirmed: reality: a positive picture—opp.
to Negative.—otiv. Pos'itlvely.—«j. Pbs'ltiveness,
.state or qiiality of being positive : certainty : con-
fidence : Pos'itivlsm, actual or absolute knowledge

;

Pos'itivist, a believer in positivism.—PoS'itivism,
Positive philosophy, the philosophical system origi-

nated by Comte (1798-1S57)—its foundation the doc-
trine that man can have no knowledge of anything
but phenomena, and that the knowledge of pheno-
mena is relative, not absolute. [Fr.,—L. positvmts,
fixed by agreement

—

ponere, to place.)
Posuet, pos'net, «. a small basin. [O. Fr. pocenet.}
Posology, pO-sol'O-ji, n. the science of quantity.

—

ndjs.
PosolOg^iC, -al. [Gr. posos, how much, login, dis-

course.)

Posse, pos'6, «. power : possibility.—Posse oomlta-
tus, the power of the county : the body of men
entitled to be called out by the sheriff to aid in
enforcing the law. [l.,. posse, to be able.)

Possess, poz-zes', v.t. to have or hold as an owner : to
have the control of : to inform : to seize : to enter
into and influence : to put (one's self) in posses-
sion (oj^ : (Spens.) to achieve : (Skak.) ptat in

possession of information, convince. — adj. Pos-
sessed', influenced by some evil spirit, demented.—n. Posses'sion, .net of possessing : the thing
possessed : a country taken by conquest : property :

state of being posse.ssed, as by an evil spirit : mad-
ness.

—

adjs. Posses'sionary, Possessive, pertaining
to or denoting po.s.session.—«. Posses'sive (gram.),
a pronoun denoting possession : the possessive case.

—adv. Possessively. — «. Posses'sor, one who
possesses: owner: proprietor: otcupanu

—

tuij.'Pos-

Ses'SOry, relating to a possessor or possession :

having possession. — Give possession, to put in

another's power or occupancy ; Take possession,
to assume ownership ; Writ Of possession, a
process directing a sheriff to put a person in posses-

sion of property recovered in ejectment. [Fr.,— L.
possidire, possessum.'\

Posset, pos'et, n. a dietetic preparation, made by
curdling milk with some acidulous liquor, such as

wine, ale, or vinegar.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to curdle.

—

Posset Oup, a large cup or covered bowl for posset.

(Pro!). It. pusoid, a posset ; cf. W. posel.]
Possible, pos'i-bl, adj. that may be or happen : that
may be done : not contrary to the nature of things.—ft. Possibility, state of being possible : that
which is possible : a contingency.—a<j"f. PoSS'iUy.
(Fr.,—L. postiUlit—pott*, to be able.)



Possum fate, far ; m5, her ; mine
; Postpone

Possiun, pos'um, n. Same as OpOSSUm.
Post, post, «. a piece of timber fixed in the ground,

generally as a support to something else : a pillar.

—

v.t. to fix on or to a post, or to any conspicuous

position, in a public place : to expose to public

reproach, to placard as having failed in an examina-

tion, &c.—«. Poster, one who posts bills : a large

printed bill or placard for posting.—From pillar to

post (see Pillar). [A.S. J>osi—l.. postIS, a doorpost
—pollere, to place.]

Post, post, «. a fixed place, as a military station : a
fixed place or stage on a road : an office : one who
travels by stages, esp. carrying letters, &c. : a public

letter-carrier ; an established system of conveying
letters : (Slink.') a post-horse : Qiluxk.) haste ; a size

of writ-ing-paper, double that of common note-paper

(so called from the water-mark, a postman's horn).

—

v.t. to set or station : to put in the post-office

:

(book-k.) to transfer from the journal to the ledger

:

to supply with necessary information, as to post
up (cf. Well posted up).—v.i. to travel with post-

horses, or with speed.

—

aiiv. with posthorses : with
speed. — lis. Postage, the act of going by post

:

journey : money paid for conveyance of letters, &c.,
by post or mail ; Post'age-stamp, an adhesive
stamp for affixing to letters to show that the postal
charge has been paid.

—

adj. Postal, of or pertaining
to the mail-service.

—

ns. Post'-bag, a mail-bag;
Post'-bill, a way-bill of the letters sent from a post-
office ; Post'boy, a boy that rides posthorses, or who
carries letters ; Post'-Card, a stamped card on which
a message may be sent by post ; Post'-Chaise, Post'-

Ohar'iot, a chaise or carriage with four wheels let for

hire for the conveyance of those who travel with post-

horses.

—

v.i. Post'-chaise, to travel by post-chaise.—ns. Post' -day, the day on which the post or mail
arrives or departs ; Poster, one who travels by post

:

(Shak.) a courier : one who travels expeditiously : a
posthorse.

—

adj. Post'-free, delivered by the post
without payment.—«. Posthaste', haste in travelling

like that of a post.

—

adj. speedy: immediate.

—

ad''.

with haste or speed.

—

ns. Post'-hom, a postman's
horn: a horn blown by the driver of a mail-coach;
Post'horse, a horse kept for posting ; Posfbouse, a
house where horses are kept for the use of parties
posting : a post-ofEce ; Post man, a post or courier :

a letter-carrier ; Post'mark, the mark or stamp put
upon a letter at a post-office showing the time and
place of reception and delivery ; Post'master, the
manager or superintendent of a post-office : one who
supplies posthorses : at Merton College, Oxford, a
scholar who is supported on the foundation ; Post'-
master-Gen'eral, the minister who is the chiefofhcer
of the post-office department ; Post'-off'lce, an office

for receiving and transmitting letters by post : a de-
partment of the government which has charge of the
reception and conveyance of letters.—o^^'.Post'-paid,
having the postage paid, as a letter.

—

ns. Post'-time,
the time for the despatch or for the delivery of
letters ; Post'-town, a town with a post-office.—
Postal note, a note for a fixed designated sum
issued by a postmaster, payable at any office ;

Postal order, an order issued by the postmaster
authorising the holder to receive at some particular
post-office payment of the .sum marked on it. [Fr.
poste—L. poiiere, positum, to place.]

Post, pOst, adv. anilprep. after, behind—in compounds
as Fost-abdominal, I'ost-aiial, Post-axial, Post-
brachial, Post-canonical, J'ost-clavicle, Post-embry-
onic, &c.—adj. Post'-Class'lcal, after those Greek
and Latin writers styled classical, but before the
medieval.—«. Post -communion, the part of the
eucharistic office after the act of communion.—/i.-/;'.

succeeding communion. — v.t. Postdate', to date
after the real time.—«. a date on a letter later than
the real date on which it was written.—<»<]^>. Post'-
OllU'vlal, Post'-dllU'Vlanj^ being or happening after
the deluge.—«j. PoBt'-dilU'Vlan, one who has lived

since the deluge : Post'-en'try, an additional entry
of merchandise at a custoin-house.

—

adjs. Post'-
exil'iC, Post'-exil'ian, after the time of the Babylo-
nian captivity of the Jews.^«j. Post'-ezist'ence,
future existence ; Post'fix, a letter, syllable, or word
fixed to or put after another word, an affix.

—

v.t.

Postfix', to add to the end of another word.

—

adjs.

Post'-gla'Cial, after the glacial epoch ; Post'-grad'-
uate, belonging to study pursued after graduation ;

Post'-merid'ian, coming after the sun has crossed the
meridian : in the afternoon (written p.m.).—n. PoSt'-
mlUena'rian, one who believes in post-millennialism.
—adj. Post-millennial.— «. Post'-millenn'ialism,
the doctrine that the second coming of Christ will

follow the millennium.

—

adj. Post'-mor'tem, after
death.

—

n. a post-mortem examination.

—

adjs. Post'-
na'tal, after birth ; Post'-nicene, after the first

general council at Niccea in 325 a.d.—n. Post'-note,
a note issued by a bank, payable at some future
time.

—

adj. Post'-nup'tial, being or happening after

marriage.

—

ns. Post'-O'bit, a bond or security given
by heirs and others entitled to reversionary interests,

whereby in consideration ofa .sum of money presently
advanced, the debtor binds himself to pay a much
larger sum after the death of some person, or of him-
self; Post'-pOSi'tion, the state of being put back or

out of the regular place : (grain.) a word or particle

placed after a word—-opp. to a preposition, which is

placed be/ore.—adjs.'PosV-^&'iUve ; Post'-remote',
more remote in subsequent time or order ; Post'-ter'-

tiary, more recent than the Tertiary.

—

n. the most
recent geological division. [L.]

Post-captain, post'-kap'tan, «. a captain in the British

navy, so called in contradistinction to a commander
because his name was ' posted' in the seniority list.

Poste restante, pOst res-tant', n. a place in a post-

office where letters are kept till called for. [Fr.

poste, post-office, and pr.p. of rester, to remain.]
Posterior, pos-te'ri-or, adj. coming after : later in time

or in position : situated behind : hinder.—«. Poste-
rior'ity, state of being posterior—opp. to Priority.

—adv. Poste'riorly.—K.//. Poste'riors, short for

posterior parts : (/«?</«.) the latter part, buttock.—«.

Poster'ity, those coming after : succeeding genera-

tions : descendants: a race. [L., comp. oiposterns,

coining after

—

post, after.]

Postern, pOst'ern, «. a back door or gate : a small

private door : (Jfort.) a covered passage between the

main ditch and the outworks of a fort, usually closed

by a gate.

—

a<ij. back : private. [O. Fr. postente,

posterle— I^. postenila, a dim. horn posterns.]

Posthumous, post'u-mus, adj. born after the father's

death : published after the death of the author.

—

adr'. Post'humOUSly. [L. posthuinus, fostuinus,

superl. oiposterns, coming after

—

post, after.]

Postiche, pos-tesh', adj. added after the work is

finished. [Fr.]

Postil, pos'til, «. a note in the margin of the Bible, so

called because written after the text or other words :

a marginal note : (R.C.) a homily re.id after the

gospel.

—

v.t. and v.i. to make such notes.—«. Pos-

til'la, a sermon or homily explanatory of the gospel

in the mass : any sermon.— r/./. and v.i. Pos'tiUaie,

to write or deliver a postil.

—

ns. PostlUa'tion ; P08'-

tiller, one who comments : a preacher. [O. Fr.

postille {U. postilla)—hovi l^. postilla—h. post ilia

(verba), after those (words).]

Postillion, pos-til'yun, «. a postboy : one who guides
posthorses, or horses in any carriage, riding on one
of them. [¥r. fiostillon.]

Postliminy, post-lim'i-ni,«, the right by which persons

or things taken in war by the enemy are restored to

their former status upon their coming again under
the power of the nation to which they belonged :

the return of a prisoner, exile, &c. to his former
status.—rt^'j. Postlim'lnary, Postlimin'iary. [L.

postliniininin.]

Postpone, p5st-p5n', v.t. to put oflf to a future tiajc:
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PoBt-prandlal mOte ; mute ; mSDn ; ikcn. Pot-pouni

to defer : to delay : to subordinate—«. Postpone'-
ment, act of putting off to an after-time : temporary
delay — also Postpo'nence {obs.). [L. postponere,
positum—post, a.hcT, poni're, to put.]

Post-prandial, post-pran'di-al, adj. after dinner. [L.
post, a.iieT, prandium, a repast.]

Postscript, pOst'skript, «. a part added to a letter after
the signature : an addition to a book after it is

finished.—«</;. Post'scriptal. [L., from /<7f/, after,

scrifitmn, written, pa.p. oi scrihere, to write.]

Postulate, pos'tu-lat, v.t. to a.ssume without proof:
to take for granted or without positive consent

:

{eccles.) to ask legitimate authority to admit a
nominee by dispensation, when a canonical impedi-
ment is supposed to exist.— z>.i. to make demands.

—

n. a position assumed as self-evident : (^c-o»t.)a. self-

evident problem : a petition : a condition for the

accomplishment of anything. — 'ts. Pos'tulant, a
candidate ; Posttlla'tlon, the act of postulating

:

solicitation. —atijs. Pos'tulatory, supplicatory : as-

suming or assumed without proof as a po.stulate

;

Postural. [L. postuldre, -aturn, to demand

—

poscere, to ask urgently.]

Posture, pos'tur, «. the placing or position of the body,
esp. of the parts of it with reference to each other

:

attitude : state or condition : disposition of mind.

—

v.t. to place in a particular manner.

—

v.i. to assume
an affected manner.— «i. Pos'ture-ma'ker, Pos'ture-
mas'ter, one who teaches or practises artificial

postures of the body : an acrobat ; Pos'turer, Pos'-

turlst, an acrobat. [Fr.,— L. positura—ponere,
positum, to place.]

Posy, pO'zi, «. a verse of poetry, esp. a motto or an
inscription on a ring : a motto sent with a bouquet

:

a bouquet. \,Poesy.\

Pot, pot, ». a metallic vessel for various purposes, esp.
for cooking : a drinking vessel : an earthen vessel
for plants : the quantity in a pot : (slang) a large
sum of money, a prize.

—

v.t. to preserve in pots : to

put in pots : to cook in a pot : to plant in a pot

:

to drain, as sugar, in a perforated cask : to snoot
an enemy.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to tipple :—/>"./. pot'ting ;

pa.t. and />a.p. pot'ted.—«. Pot'-ale, refuse from a
grain distillery.

—

adj. Pot' -bell'led, having a promi-
nent belly. —«j. Pot'-bell'y, a protuberant belly:

Pot'-boU'er, a work in art or literature produced
merely to secure the necessaries of life ; Pot'-boy, a
boy in a public-house who carries pots of ale to

customers; Pot'-compan'ion, a comrade in drink-
ing : Pot'-hang'er, a hook on which to hang a pot

;

Pot' -hat, a high-crowned felt hat, worn by men ;

Pot'-head, a stupid person ; Pot'herb, any vegetable
which is boiled and used as food.—a.//. Pot'-holes,
holes in the beds of rapid streams, made by an eddying
current of water, which gives the stones a gyratory
motion.

—

'is. Pot'-hook, a hook hung in a chimney for

supporting a pot : a letter shaped like a pot-hook ;

Pot'-houie, an ale-house ; Pot-hunt'er, one who
hunts or fishes for profit ; Pot'-lid, the cover of a

pot ; Pot'-liq'uor, a thin broth in which meat has
been boiled ; Pot'-lUOk, what may happen to be in

the pot for a meal without special preparation

;

Pot'-man, a pot-companion : a pot-boy ; Pot'-met'al,

an alloy of copper and lead ; Pot'-Shop, a small
public-house ; Pot'-Stick, a stick for stirring what is

being cooked in a pot ; Pot'stone, a massive variety

of talc-schist, composed of a finely felted aggregate
of talc, mica, and chlorite. — adj. Pot'-val'lant,
brave owing to drink. — Potted meats, meats
cooked, seasoned, and hermetically sealed in tins

or j.irs.—Go to pot, to go to ruin, originally said
of old metal, to go into the melting-pot ; Keep
the pot boiling, to procurethe necessaries of life:

Take pot-luck, to accept an invitation to a meal
where no preparation for guests has teen made.
fM. E. pot, from the Celt., as Ir. pota, Gael, pott,
W.pot.]

Potable, p6'ta-bl, adj. that may be drunk : liquid.

—

«. something drinkable.

—

n. Po'tableness. [Fr.,

—

"^ L. potabltlis—potare, to drink. J

Potamology, pot-a-mol O-ji, «. the scientific study of
rivers.—«. Potamog'raphy.

—

adj. Potamolog'ical.
Potash, pot'ash, n. a powerful alkali, obtained from

the ashes of plants— also Potass'. — «. Pot'ash-
Wa'ter, a kind of aerated water, which, when of
full medicinal strength, contains fifteen grains of
the bicarbonate of potash in each bottle—usually

much less is put in. \Pot ashts.]

Potassa, po-tas'a, «. (latinised form ofpotasi.]
Potassium, pO-tas'i-um, «. the metallic base of the

alkali potash— it is of a bluish colour, and presents a
strong metallic lustre. [Potassa.]

Potation, p5-ta'shun, n. act of drinking : a draught

:

the liquor drunk. — «. Pota'tor, a drinker.

—

adj.
Po'tatory. [L. potatio—potare, -ahaii, to drink.]

Potato, po-ta'tO, 11. one of the tubers of a plant almost
universally cultivated for food in the temperate parts
of the globe : the plant itself:—//. Potatoes. — «r.

Pota'to-bee'tle, a North American beeile which com-
mits fearful ravages among potatoes ; Pota'to-bing
(Scot.), a heap of potatoes to bej)reserved ; Pota tO-

bo'gle (Scot.), a scarecrow : Pota'to-disease', -rot, a
destructive disease of the potato caused by a parasitic

fungus ; Pota'tO-fing'er (Shak:), a fat finger, used
in contempt ; Pota'to-fly, a dipterous insect of the

same genus as ihe radish-fly, whose maggots are

often abundant in bad potatoes in autumn.—Small
potatoes (U.S.), anything petty or contemptible.

\i^. pataia, batata, orig. Haytian.]
Potch, poch, v.i. (Skak?) to thrust, to push. [Fr.

pocher; from root oipoke.]
Potchlng-engine, poch'ing-en'jin, «. in paper-making,

a m.ichine in which washed rags are bleached.
Poteen, Potheen, po-ten', «. Irish whisky, esp. that

illicitly distilled. [Ir. poitim, 1 drink.]

Potent, pO'tent, adj. strong : powerful in a physical or
a moral sense : having great authority or influence.

—

«. a prince, potentate.

—

tis. Po'tence, power : (her.)

a marking of the shape of T : in horology, the stud
or counterbridge forming a step for the lower pivot

of a verge (also Po'tance) ; Po'tenoy, power

:

authority : influence ; Po'tentate, one who pos-
sesses power : a prince.

—

adj. Poten'tial, powei^'ul,

efficacious : existing in possibility, not in reality

:

(gram.) expressing power, possibility, liberty, or
obligation. —«. anything that may be possible: a
possibility : the name for a function in the mathe-
matical theory of attractions : the power of a charge
or current of electricity to do work.— n. Poten-
tiality. —rt</w. Poten'tlally.- «. Poten'tiary, a
person invested with power or influence. — v.t.

Poten'tiate, to give power to. — H. Potentlte, a
blasting substance.

—

adv. Po'tently.— «. Po'tent-
ness.—Potential energy, the power of doing work
possessed by a body in virtue of the stresses which
result from its position relatively to other bodies.

[L. potens—potis, able, esse, to be.]

Potentllla, p6-ten-til'a, n. a genus of plants of the

natural order Rosacea, differing from Fragaria
(strawberry) in the fruit having a dry instead of

a succulent receptacle— well-known varieties are

silver-tueed and tviid strawberry.
Pother, po/A'er, n. bustle : confusion.

—

7<.t. to puzzle :

to perplex : to tease.

—

v.i. to make a pother. [Potter.]

Potiche, p5-tesh', «. a vase or jar of rounded form and
short neck.

—

n. Potlchoma'nia, the process of coat-

ing glass vessels on the inside with paper or linen

decorations. [Fr]
Potln, pO-tang', «. an old compound of <»ppcr, zinc,

lead, and tin. [Fr.]

Potion, pa'shun, n. a draught : a liquid medicine : a
dose. [Fr.,— L. potio—potare, to drink.]

Pot-pourri, pO-pOC-re', n. a ragout of meats, vege-
tables, &c. : a mixture of sweet-scented materials,
chiefly dried flowers : medley of musical airs : a
literary production composed of unconnected parts.
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Potsherd fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ;

L*dl Powder

[Fr. /of, pot, pourrir, to rot — L. putr?re, to

putrefy.]

Potsherd, pot'sherd, «. a piece of a broken pot

—

{pbs.)

Pot'-shard, Pot'-share. \^Pot and A.S. sceard, a
shred— fctr^'iix, to divide.]

Pottage, pot aj, «. anything cooked in a pot : a thick

soup of meat and vegetables : oatmeal porridge.

—

«. Pot'tinger, a pottage-maker. [Fr. potage—/<?/.]

Potter, pot^r, II. one who makes earthenware. —
n. Pott'ery, earthenware vessels : a place where
earthenware is manufactured : the business of a

potter.—Potter's clay, clay used in the making of

earthenware ; Potter'S field, a burial-place for

strangers (Matt, xxvii. 7) ; Potter's Wheel, a hori-

zontal wheel on which clay vessels are shaped.

Potter, pot'er, v.i. to be fussily engaged about trifles :

to loiter.—«. Pott'erer. [Prov. pote, to push.]

Potting, pot'ing, «. placing in a pot, as plants : pre-

serving in a pot, as meats.

Pottle, pot'l, «. a little pot : a measure of four pints :

a small basket for fruit.

—

adjs. Pott'le-bodled, hav-

ing a body shaped like a pottle ; Pott'le-deep, to

the bottom of the tankard.—«. Pott'le-pot (Sliak.),

a drinking-vessel holding two qu.irts. \.Pot.\

Pot-waller, pot'-wol'er, Potwalloper. pot-wol'op-er, «.

a pot-boiler : a voter in certain English boroughs
where, before the Reform Bill of 1832, every one who
boiled a pot— i.e. every male householder or lodger,

was entitled to vote—also Pot'-Wall'oner.

—

adj. Pot'-

wall'oping. [Lit., 'pot-boiler,' the latter part of the

word being from an Old Low Ger. tvallen, to boil.]

FOUCh, powch, n. a poke, pocket, or bag : the bag or

sac of an animal.

—

v.t. to put into a pouch : to

pocket, submit to.

—

adj. PoUChed, having a pouch.
—Pouched mouse, a genus of small, lean, long-tailed,

agile rodents, with cheek-pouches ; Pouched rat, a
genus of plump, short-tailed rodents, with cheek-

pouches which open externally. [O. Fr. poche;
cf. Poke, a bag.]

FOUChong, pSS-shong', «. a superior black tea.

Poudrette, pOO-dret , n. manure of dried night-soil,

charcoal, &c. [Fr.]

Poufife, pOOf, «. in dressmaking, material gathered up
into a kind of knot : a cushion stuffed so as to be
very soft.

—

n. Pouf, plaited gauze attached to a
head-dress, as in i8th century. [Fr.]

Poulalne, pOT-lan', n. a long, pointed shoe. [O. Fr.]

POUldred, powl'drd, adj. (Spens.) powdered.
Poulp, Poulpe, poblp, «. the octopus. [Fr.,— L.

polyptts.\

poult, polt, n. a little hen or fowl : a chicken.

—

ns.

Poult'er (,Shak.), Poult'erer, one who deals in

fowls ; Poult'-foot, a club-foot.—rt^/. POUlt'-fOOt'ed
(Mrch.), club-footed.

—

ns. Poult'ry, domestic fowls ;

Poult'ry-yard, a yard where poultry are confined
and bred. [Fr. pouUt, dim. of pouU, fowl—L.

pullus, the young of any animal.]
Poultice, pOl'tis, «. a soft composition of meal, bran,
&c. applied to sores.

—

v.t. to put a poultice upon.
[L. piiltes, pi. o( puis, puliis (Gr. polios), porridge.]

Pounce, powns, v.i. to fall {upon) and seize with the
claws: to dart suddenly (lipott^.— v.t. to ornament
with small holes : to strike with the claws.

—

n. a
hawk's claw : the paw of a lion or other animal.

—

adj. Pounced, furnished with talons. [Orig. to
pierce, to stamp holes in for ornament ; through
Romance forms, from L. pungere, punctum.]

Pounce, powns, «. a fine powder for preparing a sur-

face for writing on : coloured powder sprinkled over
holes pricked in paper to form a pattern on paper
underneath.

—

v.t. to sprinkle with pounce, as paper
or a pattern.—«j. Pounce -box, Poun'cet-box, a
box with a perforated lid for sprinkling pounce. [Fr.

potue, pumice

—

\^ putnex, pumicis, pumice-stone.]
Found, pownd, K. long the unit of weight in the
western and central states of Europe, differing,

however, in value in all of them—a weight of 16
oz. avoirdupois for general goods, the troy-pound

ofn oz. being for 'bullion (the troy lb. is defined as
5760 grains, of which the lb. avoirdupois contains
7000) : the pound sterling, a money of account : a
sovereign or 20s., also represented in Scotland by a
note (the Pound ScotS.is I'jth of the pound sterling,

or IS. 8d.—of Its twenty shillings each is worth an
English penny) : (.Spens.) a balance.

—

v.t. {slang) to

wager a pound on.

—

ns. Poundage, a charge or tax
made on each pound ; Pound'al, a name sometimes
used for the absolute foot pound second unit of force,
which will produce in one pound a velocity of one
foot per second, after acting for one second ; Pound-
cake, a sweet cake whose ingredients are measured
by weight; Pound'er, he who has, or that which
weighs, many pounds—used only after a number, as
a i2-pounder.

—

adj. Potmd'-fool'lsh, neglecting the
care of large sums in attending to little ones. [A.S.
putid—L. po'ido, by weight, poiidus, a weight

—

peitdere, to weigh.]
Pound, pownd, r<.t. to shut up or confine, as strayed

animals.—«. an enclosure in which strayed animals
are confined : a level part of a canal between two
locks : a pound-net.

—

ns. Pound'age, a charge mada
for pounding stray cattle ; Pound'-keep'er ; Pound'-
net, a kind of weir in fishing, forming a trap by an
arrangement of nets (the iinngs, leader, and pocket,
bowl, 01 pound). [.A..S./««i^ enclosure.]

Pound, pownd, v.t. to beat into fine pieces : to bruise :

to bray with a pestle.

—

v.i. to walk with heavy steps.— «. Pound'er. [M. E. pounen—X.S. puuian, to
beat ; -d excrescent.]

Pour, pOr, v.t. to cause to flow or fall in streams or
drops : to throw with force : to send forth in great
quantity : to give vent to : to utter.— f./. to flow : to

issue forth : to rush.—«. Poufer. [Celt., as W.
hunv, to throw, Gael, purr, to push.]

Pourbolre, pSOr-bwor', «. drink-money : a bribe. [Fr.
pour, for, hoire, to drink.]

Pourparler, pODr-pSr'la, u. a conference to arrange for

some important transaction, as the formation of a
treaty. [Fr. f'Our= L. pro, before, pa rler, to speak.]

Pourpoint, piSOr'point, «. a close-fitting men's quilted
garment worn in the 14th century.

Pourtrahed, po5r-trad', adj. {Spens.) portrayed or
drawn.

Pourtray. Same as Portray.
Pousse, pows, «. (i"/«r«j.) pulse, pease. [Pu/.te orpease. ]

Pousse-caf^, pros'-ka-fa', «. a cordial served after coffee.

Poussette, poOs-set', v.t. (7V««.) to waltz round each
other, as two couples in a contra-dance. [Fr. pous-
sette, pottser, to pu^h.]

Pout, powt, v.i. to pu-.h out the lips, in contempt
or displeasure : to look sulky : to push out or be
prominent.—«. a fit of sulkiness or ill-humour.

—

ns.

Pout'er, one who pouts : a variety of pigeon, having
its breast inflated ; Pout'lng, childish sullenness.

—

adv. Pout'lngly, in a pouting or sullen manner.
[Ety. dub. ; cf. prov. Fr. pot, pout, lip, Fr. bouder,
to pout ; W. pzudii, pout.]

Poverty, pov'er-ti, «. the state ofbeing poor : necessity

:

want : meanness : defect.

—

adjs. Pov'erty-Strick'en,
Pov'erty-StrUCk, reduced to a state of poverty : in

great suffering from poverty. [O. Fr. poverte (Fr.
pauvretf)— \j. paupertas, -tatis—pauper, poor.]

Ppwan, pow'an, «. (Scot.) the pollan, vendace, or
Coregoniis.

Powder, pow'der, «. dust : any substance in fine
particles : gunpowder, a mixture of charcoal, sulphur,
and saltpetre : hair-powder. — v.t. to reduce to
powder : to sprinkle with powder : to salt by sprink-
ling.

—

v.i, to crumble into powder: to use powder
for the hair.—«. PoWder-DOX, a box for toilet-

powder, &c.

—

adj. Powdered, reduced to powder

:

sprinkled with powder: salted.

—

ns. Pow'der-flask,
Pow'der-hom, a flask or horn for carrying powder,
fitted with a means of measuring the amount of each
charge ; Pow'derlng-gown, a loose dressing-gown
worn while the hair was being powdered ; PoWder-
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Power mCtc ; mute ; m5Dn ; /Aen. Pranoe

f ing-tnb, a vessel in which meat is salted : a vessel

I in which venereal disease is treated by sweating

;

I Pow'der-mag'azlne, a strongly built place where
powder is stored; PoWder-mill, a mill in which
gunpowder is made ; Pow'der-mine, an excavation

filled with gunpowder for blasting rocks, &c. ; POW'-
der-monk ey, a boy formerly employed to carry

powder to the gunners on board a ship-of-war

;

jPoWder-room, the room in a ship where powder is

kept.

—

iu(/. Pow'dery, resembling or sprinkled with

powder : dusty : friable. [O. Fr. poudre—'L.pulvis,

puh'eris, dust.]

Power, pow'er, n. that in a person or a thing which
enables them to act on other persons or things :

strength : energy : faculty of the mind : any agency :

moving force of anything : right to command : rule :

authority: influence: ability: capacity of suffering:

a ruler : a divinity : the result of the continued

multiplication of a quantity by itself any given

number of times : (optics) magnifying strength

:

(obs.) a great many.

—

adjs. POW'ered, having power;
Pow'erful, having great power: mighty: intense:
forcible : efficacious. — adv. Pow'erfully. — ns.

Pow erfulness ; Power-house, a house where
niuciianical power (esp. electric) is generated. —«<(/.
Pow erless, without power : weak : impotent.

—

adv.
Powerlessly.—«j-. PoWerlessness ; Pow'er-loom,
a loom worked by some mechanical power, a.s water,
steam, &c.—Power Of attorney (see Attorney);
Power of sale, a clause in securities and wills em-
powering i)roperty referred to to be .sold on certain
conditions ; Powers, or Great Powers (see Great).
—Absolute power, power subject to no control by
law ; CivU power, power of governing a state ;

Meohanioal powers (see Mechanical). [O. Fr.

poer {fx. pouioir)—Low 'L.pot-ere, to be able.]

Powsowdy, pow-sow'di, «. {Scot.) any mi.sture of
heterogeneous kinds of food.—Also PoWSOW'dlB.

Powter, pow'ter, «. a pigeon, the pouter.
Powwow, pow'wow, «. a Red Indian conjurer: a

dance, fea-^t, &c. before an expedition : any rowdy
meeting.

—

v.i. to hold such a meeting : to deliberate

:

to perform conjurations.—Also Paw waw.
Pox, poks, «. pustules : an eruptive disease. [Written

ior pocks, pi. oipock.]
Poynant, poin'ant, ndj. (spens.). Same as Poignant.
Pozzuolana. See Pukzolana.
Practice, prak'tis, «. the habit of doing anything

:

frequent use : state of being u.sed : regular exercise
for instruction : performance : method : medical
treatment : exercise of any profession : a rule or
method in arithmetic— «.f. Practicabil'ity, Pratf-
ticableness, quality of being practicable. — adj.

Prac'ticable, that may be practiced, used, or fol-

lowed : passable, as a road.

—

ndv. Prac'ticsably.

—

adj. Prac'tical. that can be put in practice : useful

:

applying knowledge to some useful end : derived
from pract ice.—/«. Practicality; Practical-joke,
a trick of an annoying kind played on any one :

Prac'tical-knowredge. knowledge which results

in action.

—

ad7'. Practically, in a practical way:
actually : by actual trial. — «. Prac'ticalness.
|M. E. praktike—O. Fr. practiqxu—Gr. praktikos,
fit for doing

—

prnssein, to do.]
PractlCk, Practic, prak'tik, adj. (Spent., ShaJi.)

skilful, hence treacherous, deceitful.

Practise, prak'tis, 71. t. to put into practice or to do
habitually : to perform : to exercise, as a profession :

to use or exercise : to teach by practice : to commit.— v.i. to have or to form a habit : to exercise any
employment or profession : to try artifices. — «.

Prac'tisant (Skak.), an agent.—^^Z. Prac'tised,
skilled through practice. — «. Prac'tlser. — adj'.

Prac'tising, actively engaged in professional em-
ploy)iient. (From^»-a<r//<r*.)

Practitioner, prak-tish'un-er, «. one who practises or
is engaged in the exercise of any profession, esp.
medicine or law.—General practitioner, one who

practises in all the branches of medicine and surgery.
[Older form practician—O. Ft. practicieu.]

Praotive, prak'tiv, adj'. directly tending towards action.
Prad, prad, «. a horse in thieves' cant.

PrsB-. See Pre-.
Praemunire, Premunlre, pre-mO-ni're, «. the offence

of disregard or contempt of the king and his govern-
ment, especially the offence of introducing papal or
other foreign authority into England : the writ
founded on such an offence : the penalty incurred
by the offence. [A corr. o( h. prce»ionere, to cite.)

Praenonven, pre-no'men, «. the name prefixed to the
family name in ancient Rome, as Cains in Caius
Julius Cse-sar : the generic name in zoology put
before the specific name.

Praatexta, pre-teks'ta, «. the outer garment, bordered
with purple, worn at Rome by the higher magi.-.trates
and by free-born children till they assumed the tag^a
7'iriiis. [L., prcetexere, to fringe.]

Praetor, Pretor, pre'tor, «. a magistrate of ancient
Rome, next in rank to the consuls.-

—

adjs. Praetdrial,
Pretorial, Praetorian, Preto'rian, pertaining to a
praetor or magistrate : authorised or exercised by
the praetor : judicial.—>«. Prseto'rium, Pi-eto'riiun,
the official residence of the Roman praetor, pro-
consul, or governor in a province : the general's tent
in a camp : the council of officers who attended the
general and met in his tent ; Prae'torship.—PrSB-
torian band of guard, the bodyguard of the Roman
Emperor ; Praetorian gate, the gate of a Roman
camp directly in front of the general's tent, and
nearest to the enemy. [I- prcrtor, for praitor—
prce, before, Ire, ituiit, to go.]

Pragmatic, -al, prag-mat'ik, -al, adj. of or pertaining
to public business : skilled in affairs : active : prac-
tical : interfering with the affairs of others: officious:

meddlesome : self-important.—«. Pragmat'ic, a man
of business, a busy body : a public decree.

—

adv.
Pragmatically. — «r. Pragmat'icalness, Pr^-
matism, activity : earnestness : meddlesonieiie.ss ;

Prag'matist.—Pragmatic method, a method of
treating events with reference to their causes, condi-
tions, and results—also called Pragmatism ; Prag-
matic sanction, a special decree issued by a sove-
reign, such as that passed by the Emperor Charles
Vi. of Germany, securing the crown to Maria
Theresa, and which led to the war so called in 1741.

[Fr.,—L.,

—

Ox. pragntatikos—pragma—pragmatos,
deed—prasseifi, to do.)

Prairie, prS'ri, «. an extensive meadow or tract of
land, level or rolling, without trees, and covered
with tall coarse grass.

—

adj. Prai'ried.

—

us. Prai'rie-

dog, a small gregarious North American marmot

;

Prai'rie - hawk, the American sparrow-hawk;
Prai'rie-hen, a gallinaceous North American bird :

the sharp-tailed grouse ; Prai'rie - war'bler, an
-American warbler, yellow with black spots ; Prai'rie-

WOlf, the coyote. [Fr.,—Low 'L.prataria, meadow-
land—L. pratum, a meadow.]

Praise, praz, «. the expression of the honour or value

in which any person or thing is held ; commendation
on account of excellence or beauty : tribute of grati-

tude : a glorifying, as of God in worship : reason or

ground of praise.

—

v.t. to express estimation of : to

commend : to honour : to glorify, as in wor.ship.—«.

Prais'er, one who praises.—««'?'. Praise'worthlly.
—«. Praiseworthiness. — adj. Praiseworthy,
worthy of praise : commendable. [O. Fr. /^«'«(Fr.

prix)-~\.. pretiuni, price.]

Pr&krit, pra'krlt, H. the collective name of those lan-

guages or dialects which are immediately derived

from, or st.ind in an immediate relation to, Sanskrit.

—adj. Prikrit'iC. [Sans, prdkrita, the natural

—

prakriti, nature.]

Pram, pram, H. a flat-bottomed Dutch lighter : a barge
fitted as a floating battery. [Dut. praam.]

Pram, pram, n. a vulgar abbrev. of perambulator.
Pranco, prans, v.i. to strut about in a showy or war-



Prandial fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Precentor

like manner : to ride showily : to bound gaily, as a
horse.

—

adj. Pranc'illg, riding showily : springing

or bounding gaily.

—

n. the action of a horse in rear-

ing, bounding, &c.—o^/r-. PranClngly. \Prank.\
Prandial, pran'di-al, adj. relating to dinner. [L.

firandiiim, breakfast.]

Prank, prangk, v.t. to display or adorn showily : to

put in right order.

—

v.i. to make great show.—«. a
sportive action : a mischievous trick.—«. Prank'or.
—adv. Pranflngly. — adjs. Prankish, Prank'-
SOnxe. [Closely akin \o prink, a form oiprtck.\

Prase, pr5z, «. a leek-green quartz.

—

adjs. Pras'lnO,

Pras'lnons, lightish-green.

Prate, prat, v.i. to talk idly: to tattle : to be loqua-

cious.

—

v.t. to speak without meaning or purpose:
to let out, as a secret.—«. trifling talk.—«. Pra'tsr,

one who prates or talks idly.

—

adj. Pra'ting, talking

idly or unmeaningly.—«. idle talk.

—

adv. Pra'tingly.
[Low GcT. prdten, Ti^M. prate, TiMX.. praaten.'\

Pratique, prat'ek, «. converse, intercourse : a license

or permission to hold intercourse, or to trade after

quarantine. [Fr.]

Prattle, prat'I, v.i. to talk much and idly: to utter

child's talk. — v.t. to talk about in a prattling

way.

—

n. empty talk.

—

ns. Pratt'lebOX, a prattler;

Pratt'lement, prattle; Prattler, one who
prattles : a child. [Freq. ofprate.\

Pravlty, prav'i-ti, «. wickedness.
Prawn, prawn, «. a small edible crustacean like the

shrimp. [L. /Vr><rt, a mussel.]
Praxis, praks'is, n. practice : an example or a collec-

tion of examples for exercise: a specimen.—«. Prax'-
Inoscope, an optical instrument showing a body as
if in motion, by means of successive pictures and an
arrangement of mirrors in a horizontally rotating
box. [Gt. praxein, to do.}

Pray, pra, v.i. to ask earnestly : to entreat : to speak
and make known one's desires to God.

—

v.t. to ask
earnestly and reverently, as in worship : to suppli-
cate : to get by praying '.^pr.p. pra/ing ; pa.t. and
pa.p. prayed. — tis. VrAJ'eT, the act of praying :

entreaty : the words used : solemn giving of thanks
and praise to God, and a making known of our
requests to Him : a form of prayer used in worship :

a petition to a public body ; Prajf'er-book, a book
containing prayers or forms of devotion.

—

o/ij. Pray"-
erfol, full of, or given to, prayer : praying much or
often: dcvotionii\.—adv. PrajTerfuUy.—«. Pray"-
erfulness.

—

adj. Pray'erless, without or not using
prayer.—adv. Pray'erlessly.—«j. Prayerlessness

;

Pray'er-meet'ing, a shorter and simpler form of
public religious service, in which laymen often take
part ; Pray'er-mong'er, one who prays mechani-
cally ; Pray'er-rug, a small carpet on which a
Moslem kneels at prayer; Pray'lng, the act of
making a prayer: a prayer made.—adj. given to
prayer.—«j. Pray'ing-machine', -mill, -wheel, a
revolving apparatus used for prayer in Tibet and
elsewhere. [O. Fr. preier(Fr. prier)—L. precari—
prex, precis, a prayer.]

Pre-, pr5, before, in compound words like preanal,
preauditory, fireaxial, prebasal, prehrachial, pre-
cardiac, precentral, precerebral, precloacal, pre-
cordial, precoracoid,predentate, pre-esophageal, &c.

Preaoe, prfe, «. (spens.). Same as Prease.
Preach, prSch, v.i. to pronounce a public discourse

on sacred subjects: to discourse earnestly: to give
advice in an oflTensive or obtrtisive manner. — v.t.
to publish in religious discourses : to deliver, as a
sermon : to teach publicly.

—

n. (coii.) a sermon.

—

hs.
Preach'er, one who discourses publicly on religious
matter : a minister or clergyman ; Preach'ershlp.

—

7.«. Preach'lfy, to pre.nch tediously : to weary with
jengthy advice.—«j. Preach'ing, the act of preach-
ing : a public religious discourse : a sermon : Preach'-
ing-cross, a cross in an open place at which monks,
&c.,preached.—«//. Preach'ing-fri'ars.theDomini-
caas.—». Preaoh'ment, a sermon, iu contempt ; a
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discourse affectedly solemn.

—

adj. Preach'y, given
to tedious moralising.—Preach down, and up, to

decry, or the opposite. [Fr. prfcher (It. predicare)— \,. priedicdre, -dtum, to proclaim.]
Preacquaint, pre-ak-kwant', v.t. to acquaint before-

hand.—«. Preacqualnt'ance, previous knowledge.
Pre-Adamite, pre-ad'a-mlt, «. one who lived before

.Adani.—atijs. Preadamlc, -al; Preadamlt'ic, -aL
Preadaptation, pre-ad-ap-ta'shun, ». previous adjust-

ment of means to some end.
Preadjustment, pre-ad-jusi'ment, «. previous arrange-

ment.
Preadmission, pre-ad-mish'un, «. previous admission.
Preadmonlsh, pre-ad-mon'ish, z>.t. to admonish or

caution beforehand.

—

n. Preadmonl'tlon, previous
warning.

Pread7erti8e, pre-ad-vfer-tTz', v.t. to announce before-

hand.
Preamble, pre-am'bl, «. preface : introduction, esp.

that of an Act of Parliament, giving its reasons and
purpose.

—

adj. Pream'bulary. [Fr. priambule—
L. prcp, before, amlntldre, to go.]

Preannounce, pre-an-nowns', v.t. to announce before-

hand.
Preappoint, pre-ap-point', v.t. Ko appoiiit beforehand.
—«. Preappoint'ment, previous appointment.

Prearrange, prear-rfinj', v.t. to arrange beforehand.

—

«. Prearrange'ment.
Prease, pres, ZKt. or 7'./. {Spens.) to press, to crowd.

—

«. {.Sfyens.) a press, a crowd.
Preassurance, pre-a-shoOr'ans, «. previous assurance.
Pre-audience, pre-aw'di-ens, «. right to be heard be-

fore another : precedence at the bar among lawyers.
Prebend, preb'end, «. the share of the revenues of a

cathedral or collegiate church allowed to a clergyman
who officiates in it at stated times.

—

adj. Preb'endal,
relating to a prebend.

—

ns. Preb'endary, a resident

clergyman who enjoys a prebend, a canon : the

honorary holder of a disendowed prebendal stall

;

PreVendarj^ship. [L. prceheuda, a payment from
a public source

—

prcebere, to allow.]

Precarious, pre-ka'ri-us, adj. uncertain, because de-
pending upon the will of another : held by a doubtful
tenure: depending on chance: dangerous, risky.

—

adv. Precariously. — «. Preca'riousness. [I.-

frecarins—precari, to pray.]
Precatory, prek'a-tO-ri, adj. relating to prayer, sup-

plicatory.

—

adj. Prec'atlve (obs."), suppliant.

Precaution, pre-kaw'shun, «. caution or care before-

hand : a preventive measure : something done before-

hand to ward oflf evil or secure good.—r'.C to warn
or advise beforehand.—«rf;i. PrecaU'tlonal, Pre-
cau'tlonary, containing or proceeding from precau-

tion : taking precaution. [Fr.,—L. pra, before,

cavere, to be careful.]

Precede, pre-sed', 7<.t. to go before in time, rank, or
importance.

—

z'.i. to be before in time, or place. [Fr.
prfcfder—V,. pracedere—prtr, before, cedere, go.]

Precedence, pre-se'dens, n. the act of going before in
time : priority : the state of being liefore in rank :

the place of honour: the foremost place in ceremony
—also Prece'dency.—rtrty. Prece'dent, going before
in order of time: anterior.— «. Precedent (pres'e-

dent), a past action which may serve as an example
or rule in the future : a parallel case in the past : an
established habit or custom.

—

<idjs. Prec'edented,
having a precedent : warranted by an example

:

Preceden'tlal, of the nature of a precedent.—rtrff.

Prece'dently.—rtf^'. Prece'dlng, going b..-fore in
lime, rank. &c. : antecedent: previous: former.

—

Order of precedence, the rules which fix the places
of persons at a ceremony : Patent of precedence, a
royal grant giving to certain barristers right of
superior rank ; Take precedence of, to have a
right to a more honourable place. [Fr., -L. pra-
cedens. -entis, pr.p. ofprcrcedere, to go before.]

Precentor, pre-sen'tor, n. he that leads in music : the
leader of a choir in a cathedral, &c. : the leader of



Precept mote; mute; mOOn ; then. PrecvuTont

the psalmody in Scotch churches.

—

n. Precen'tor-
ahlp. [L. /Tcr, before, cantor, a singer.]

Precept, pre'sept, n. rule of action : a commandment

:

principle, or maxim : (law) the written warrant of a
magistrate : a mandate.

—

atij. Precep'tial {Skak.),

consisting of precepts.—«. Precep tion (obs.), a pre-

cept.

—

adj. Preceptive, containmg or giving pre-

cepts : directing in moral conduct: didactic.— «.

Precep'tor, one who delivers precepts : a teacher :

an instructor : the head of a school : the head of a
preceptory of Knights Templars -.—/em. Precep'-
Xc^Zi.—adjs. Preceptorial ; Precep'tory, giving
precepts.—«. a religious house or college ot the

Knights Templars. [Fr. .—l^fineceptuin^pracifiert,
to take beforehand—/*»-«, before, capi-re, to take.]

Preces, pre'sez, «.//. the alternate responsive petitions,

as the versicles and suffrages, between the clergyman
and the congregation in liturgical worship. [L., pi.

o{prex, a prayer.]

Precession, pre-sesh'un, n. the act of going before : a
moving forward.—rt<^/. Preces'sionaL—Precession
of the equinoxes, a slow backward motion of the

equinoctial points along the ecliptic, caused by the
greater attraction of the sun and moon on the excess
of matter at the equator, such that the times at which
the sun crosses the equator come at shorter intervals

than they would otherwise do.

Preclulstian, pre-krist'yan, adj. existing before the
Christian era.

Precinct, pre'singkt, «. limit or boundary of a place :

a district or division within certain boundaries : limit

of jurisdiction or authority. [L. pracinctus, pa.p.
olpracingire—prer, belbre, cingere, to gird.]

Precious, presh'us, adj. of great price or worth : costly

:

highly esteemed : worthles.s, contemptible (in irony):
fastidious, overnice : (coll.) considerable: (B.) valu-

able because rare. — adv. (coll.) extremely. — «.

PreciOS'ity, fastidiousness, alTected overrefinement.
—adv. Preciously.—«f. Precious-metal, a metal
of great value, as gold or silver; ProCiOUSness

;

Prec'ioUS-Stone, a stone of value and beauty for

ornamentation : a gem or jewel. [O. Fr. precios
(Fr. precieux)— L. pretwsus^pretium, price.]

Precipice, pres'i-pis, «. a very steep place : any steep
descent : a perpendicular bank or cliff.

—

adj. ftecip-
itOUS, like a precipice : very steep : hasty : rash.

—

adv. Precipitously.— «. Precip'itousness. [Fr.,

—L. pnecipitiuni—praceps, pracipitis, headlong

—

pra, Iwfore, caput, capitis, the head.]
Precipitate, pre-sip'i-tat, v.t. to throw head-foremost

;

to urge with eagerness : to hurry rashly : to hasten :

(ckem.) to cause to fall to the bottom, as a substance
in solution or suspension.

—

v.i. to fall headlong :

to make too great haste.

—

adj. falling, flowing, or

rushing headlong: lacking deliberation: overhasty:
(ntfd.) ending soon in death.

—

n. (chttn.) a part of a
solution, falling or causing to fall to the bottom.—«.

Precipitabil'ity. —<M>'. Precipitable (chem.\ that

may be precipitated.—«f. Precip'itance, Preclp'-
itancy, quality of being precipitate : haste in resolv-

ing or executing a purpose.

—

adj. Precip'itant, fall-

ing headlong : rushmg down with too great velocity :

hasty ; unexpectedly brought on.—«. anything that
causes part of a solution to fall to the \>oV.om.-—advs.
Preclp'itantly; Precipitately, in a precipitate
manner : headlong : without due thought.

—

n. Pre-
Oipita'tion, act of precipitating : great hurry: rash
haste : rapid movement : (chetii.) the process by which
any substance is made to separate from another in

solution, and fall to the bottom.

—

adj. Precip'itative.—«. Precipita'tor, one who, or that whicli, precipi-

tates or causes precipitation.—Precipitate ointment
is of two kinds, red and ivhite—the former containing
red oxide of mercury, the latteranimoniated mercury.
[L. pr<Tcipitdrt, -diiim—prirceps.^

Precis, pra-se', «. a precise or abridged statement : an
abstract : nummary. [Fr.)

Precise, presls', adj. defittite : exact : not vague : just
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of the right amount of measure : adhering too much
to rule : excessively nice, punctilious, prim.

—

adv.
Precisely.-«J. Precise ness; Precisian, an over-
precise person : a formalist : a puritan ; Precl'Sian-
ism ; Preci'sianist, Preci'sionlst, a precisian ; Pre-
Ci'slon, quality of being precise : exactness : accu-
racy. — 7'.t. PreCi'Slonise, to make precise.

—

adj.
Preci'Sive, cutting off: pertaining to precision. [Fr.

precis—L. practsKS, pa.p. of pracidere—pra, be-
fore, ctfdere, to cut.]

Preclassical, pre-klas'i-kal, adj. previous to the
cla.ssical time or usage.

Preclude, pre-klud', v.t. to shut out beforehand : to
hinder by anticipation : to keep back : to prevent
from taking place.

—

it. PreclU'Sion, act of precluding
• 'rhinderiiig : state of being precluded.

—

adj. Pre-
clusive, tending to preclude : hindering beforehand.
—adv. PreclU'Sively. [L. prcecludere, -clusum—
pro", before, claudire, to shut.]

Precocious, pre-kO'shus, adj. having the mind de-
veloped very early, or too early : premature : for-

ward : (hot.) appearing before the leaves.

—

adv.
Precociously.— >«. FTecd'ciousness, Precocity,
state or quality of being precocious : too early ripe-
ness of the mind. \\j.pracox,f>r<rcocis—pra, before,
coquere, to cook.]

Precognition, pre-kog-nish'un, «. cognition, know-
ledge, or examination beforehand : (Scots law) an
examination of witnesses as to whether there is

ground for prosecution. — v.t. Precognosce (pre-

kog-nos'), to examine witnesses beforehand ; to take
a precognition.

Precompose, pre-kom-pSz', v.t. to compose beforehand.
Preconceive, pre-kon-sev', v.t. to conceive or form a

notion of before having actual knowledge.

—

ns. Pre-
conceit', a preconceived notion ; Preconcep'tion,
act ol preconceiving : previous opinion formed with-
out actual knowledge.

Preconcert, pre-kon-sert', v.t. to settle beforehand.
— '/. Preconcert, a previous arrangement.

—

adv.
Preconcert edly.—«. Preconcert'edness.

Precondemn, pre-kon-dem', z'.t. to condemn before-

hand.—';. Precondemnation.
Precondition, pre-kon-dish'un, «. a previous condition.

Preconform, pre-kon-form', v.t. and z:i. to conform in

anticipation. —«. Preconfor'mity.
Preconise, pre'kon-Iz, v.t. to call upon or summon

publicly : to confirm officially, of the pope. — n.

Preconlsa'tlon. [Fr.,—h.pr(rco, a herald.]

PreconscioUS, pre-kon'shus, adj. pertaining to a state

prior to consciousness.
Preconsent, pre-kon-sent', n. a previous consent.

Preconslgn, pre-kon-sln', v.t. to consign beforehand.
Preconstitute, pre-kon'sti-tut, v.i. to constitute be-

forehand.
Preconsume, pre-kon-sum', v.t. to consume before-

hand.
PrecontemporaneOUS, pre-kon-tem-p5-ra'ne-us, adj.

prior to what is contemporaneous.
Precontract, pre-kon-trakt', v.t. to contract before-

hand : to betroth previously.

—

n. Precon'tract, a
previous contract or betrothal.

Precontrive, pre-kon-trlv', v.t. and v.i. to contrive

beforehand.
Precordial. Prsecordlal, pre-kor'di-al, adj. situated in

front of the heart.

Precourse, pre-kors', p./. to announce beforehand.

Precritical, pre-krit'i-kal, adj. previous to the critical

philosophy of Kant.
Precular, prek'u-lar, «. a beadsman.
Precurrent, pre-kmr'ent, adj. running forward : ant-

rorse—opp. to Recurrent.— ns. Precurr'er (Shak.),

3l forerunner : PreCUTSe' (Shak.), a prognostication.
—adj. Precur'slve, anticipatory.— «. Precursor, a
forerunner : one who, or that which, indicates the

approach of an e\ent.

—

atij. Precur'sory, fore-

running : indicating something to follow. [L.,

—

/nr, before, cursor—currere, to nm.]



Predaceous fSte, far ; m5, hir ; mine

;

PretiELce

Predaceous, pre-da'shus, ad/, living by prey : preda-
tory.— «<(;'. Pred'able, raptorial.— «. Preda'cean,
a carnivorous animal.

—

ad/. Pre'dal, pertaining to

prey : plundering. — «. Preda'tlon, the act of

plundering.

—

adri. Pred'atorlly, plunderingly.

—

>i.

Fred'atoriness, inclination to plunder.

—

adj. Pred'-

atory, plundering : characterised by plundering :

living by plunder : ravenous. [L. preeda, booty.]

Predate, pre-dSt', v.t. to date before the true date : to

d.^te by anticipation : to be earlier than.

Predecease, prg-de-ses', n. decease or death before

some one or something else.

—

v.t. to die before.

Predecessor, pre-de-ses'or, «. one who has been
before another in any office.— r'./. Predecess' (rare),

W'ta precede.

—

adj. Predeces'sive. [L. /n?, before,
''^ iitcfssor, a retiring officer, decedire, decessum, to

' withdraw

—

de, away, cedere.}

Predeolare, prg-de-klar', v.t. to declare beforehand.
Predefine, pre-de-fin', v.t. to define beforehand.

—

n.

Predefinl'tion.
Predelineatlon, prf-d«-Iin-e-a'shun, «. the old theory
which supposed the whole body to be predelineated
in little in the spermatozoon.

Predella, prg-del'a, «. the gradino, the step or ledge
sometimes seen at the back of an altar, also the
frieze along the bottom ofan altar-piece. [It.]

Predesign, pre-de-zTn', v.t. to design beforehand.

—

7'. /. Predes'ignate, to determine upon in advance.—adj. designated in advance : {logic) having the
quantification of the predicate distinctly expressed
(Sir ly. Hamilton).~n. PredeSlgna tlon.—rt^'.

Predesignatory.
Predestine, prS-des'tin, v.t. to destine or decree

beforehand : to foreordain.

—

adj. Predestlna'rlan,
pertaining to predestination.—«. one who holds the

"'doctrine of predestination.

—

n. Predestlna'rlanism.
'—v.t. Predes'tlnate, to determine beforehand: to

preordain by an unchangeable purpose.

—

adj. fore-

ordained : tated.—«. Predestlna'tion, act of pre-
destinating : (theol.) the doctrine that God has from
all eternity unalterably fixed wh.itever is to happen,
esp. the eternal happiness or misery of men.

—

n.

Predestina'tor, one who predestinates or fore-

ordains : a predestinarian.
Predetermine, prS-de-tei-'min, v.t. to determine or

settle beforehand.

—

adjs. Predeter'minable, capable
of Ijeing determined beforehand : Predeter'minate,
determined beforehand.

—

ns. Predetennina'tion,
act of predetermining, or state of being predeter-
mined ; Predeter'minlsm, determinism.

Predevote, pre-de-vSi', adj. foreordained.
Predial, pr€'di-al, adj. consisting of land or farms :

connected with land : growing from land. [Fr.
pridial— L. pradium, an estate.)

Predlcable, pred'i-ka-bl, adj. that may be predicated
or affirmed of something : attributable.

—

n. anything
that can be predicated of another, or esp. of many
others : one of the five attributes—genus, species,
difference, property, and accident.—«. PredlcabU'-
Ity, quality of being predicable.

Preaioament, prS-dik'a-ment, «. (logic) one of the
classes or categories which include alt predicables :

condition : an unfortunate or trying position.

—

adj.
Predlcamen'tal. [Low L. predicamentum, some-
thing predicated or asserted.]

Predicant, pred'i-kant, a<ij. predicating : preaching.—«. one who affirms anything : a preacher, esp. a
preaching-friar.

Predicate, pred'i-kat, v.t. to affirm one thing of
another : to assert : to base on certain grounds.

—

n.
(logic and gram.) that which is stated of the subject.—n. Predlca'tlon, act of predicating : assertion :

affirmation.

—

adj. Predlca'tlVe, expressing predica-
tion or affirmation : affirming : asserting. — adv.
Pred'loatlvely. — adj. Pred'lcatory, affirmative.

{\^ priedicdre, -atum, to proclaim.]
Predict, pre-dikt', v.t. to declare or tell beforehand :

to prophesy.—a<<;'. Predictable.—n. Predlc'tion,
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act of predicting : that which is predicted or fore-

told : prophecy.— rtrf;'. Predio'tlve, foretelling : pro-
phetic. — «. Predic'tor. (L. preedidus, pa. p. of
preedicere—prip^ before, dicire, to say.]

Predigest, pre-di-jest', v.t. to digest artificially before
introducing into the body.

—

n. Prodlges'tion.
Predilection, pre-di-lek'shun, «. a choosnig before-

hand : favourable prepossession of mind : partiality.— v. t. Predllect' , to prefer. [I., pra, before, diitctio,

-onis, choice — diligere, dilectum, to love

—

dit, apart,
legere, to choose.]

PrediSCOVer, prg-dis-knv'ir, v.t. to discover before-

hand.— «. PrediscoVery.
Predispose, pre-dis-pOz', v.t. to dispose or incline

beforehand : to render favourable.—1»^'. PrediS-
po'Sing, inclining beforehand : making liable.—«.

Predlsposi'tlon, state of being predisposed or pre-
viously inclined : a state of body in which disease
is easily excited.—rt^/y. ProdispOSi'tlonal.

Predominate, pre-dom'in-at, v.t. to dominate or rnle

over. — Z'.i. to be dominant over: to surpass in

strength or authority : to prevail.

—

ns. Predom'in-
anoe, Predom'inancy, condition of being predomin-
ant: superior influence : superiority: ascendency.

—

adj. Predom'inant, ruling : having superior power :

ascendant.

—

aiiv. Predom'lnantly.— n. Predoml-
na'tion, ascendency.—Predominant partner, the
partner who has a larger stake in any business

than the others—applied by Lord Rosebery (1S94)

to England as a member of the United Kingdom.
Predone, prfi-dun', adj. worn out, exhausted.

Predoom, pr6-d00m', v.t. to doom in anticipation or

beforehand.
Predorsal, pre-dor'sal, adj. situated before the dorsal

region of the spine : cervical.

Predy, pre'di, adj. (ttaut.) cleared for action.

Pree, pre, v.t. (Scot.) to prove, esp. to taste.

Pre-elect, pre-e-lekt', v.t. to elect or choose before-

hand.—«. Pre-elec'tion, choice or election made by
previous decision.

Pre-eminence, pre-em'i-nens, «. state of being pre-

eminent : superiority in excellence : (^Shak.) prero-
gative.—at/;'. Pre-em'lnent, eminent above others:
surp.-issing others in good or bad qualities : out-
standing : extreme.

—

othi. Pre-em'inently.
Pre-employ, pre-em-ploi', v.t. to employ Ijeforehand.

Pre-emption, pre-em'shim, «. act or right of purchas-
ing before others.

—

v.t. Pre-empt' (U.S.), to secure,
as land, by the right of pre-emption.

—

adjs. Pre-
emptible; Pre-empt'ive. — «. Pre-empt'or. [L.
prir, before, emptio, a buying

—

entire, to buy.)
Preen, pren, v.t. to compose and arrange a.s birds do

their feathers. [Prttne (v.).\

Preen, pren, «. {Scot.) a pin.

—

v.t. to fasten. [A.S.
predn, a pin.)

Pre-engage, pre-en-gaj', v.t. to establish beforehand.
«. Pre-engage'ment.

Pre-establish, pre-es-tab'lish, v.t. to establish before-

hand. — «. Pre-estab'lishment.— Pre-establislied
harmony (see Harmony).

Preeve, prev, «. and v.t. obs. form oiproofa(\A prove.
Pre-examination, pr€-egz-am-i-n5'shnn, n. previous

examination.

—

v.t. Pre-ezam'lno.
Pre-exilic, prf-eg-zilik, adj. before the exile—of O.T.

writings prior to the Jewish exile (c. 586-537 B.C.).

Pre-exist, pre-egz-Ist'; v.t. to exist beforehand.

—

n. Pre-exlst'ence, the existence of the soul in a
previous state, before the generation of the bodjr
with which it is united in this world.

—

adj. Pre-
exist'ent, existent or existing beforehand.

Preface, pref 'as, «. something usually of an explana-
tory kind, spoken before : the introduction to a
book, &c. : the ascription of glory, &c., in the
liturg>' of consecration of the eucharist : a title or
epithet._

—

v.t. to introduce with a preface.

—

adj.
Prefatd'rial, serving as a preface or mtroduction.

—

adv. Pref'atorlly.—rt^'. Prefatory, pertaining to

a preface : serving as an introduction : mlruductory.



Prefect mote ; mQte ; mOon ; then. Premier

[Fr. pre/ace—L. prcrfatio—pra, hcfcfie, /ari, /aius,
tc speak. ]

Prefect, prefekt, «. one placed in authority over
others : a coiiiiuandcr : the administrative head of

a modern French department.

—

nj. Pre'fectshlp, his

office or jurisdiction ; Pre'fecture, the office or dis-

trict of a prefect : the liouse occupied by a prefect.

Ib'r, /re/it—L. prie/tctus, pa. p. oi prajicire—pm,
ovcT,/acere, to make.J

Prefer, pre-fer', v.i. to esteem above another : to regard
or hold in higher estimation : to choose or select

before others : to promote : to exalt : to offer or pre-

sent, as a request ; to bring forward for considera-

tion : to place in advance :—pr.p. prefer'ring : pa.i.

and pa.p. preferred'.—«j. PreferabUity, Pref'er-
ableness.—<u^'. Preferable, worthy to be preferred
or chosen : more desirable or excellent : of better

quality.

—

euiz>. Preferably, by choice: in prefer-

ence.—«. Preference, the act of preferring : estima-

tion above another ; the state of being preferred

:

that which is preferred : choice.

—

adj. Referential
(pref-er-enshal), having a preference.

—

adv. Prefer-
en tlally. —ns. Prefer ment, the act of preferring :

the state of being preferred or advanced : advance-
ment to a higher position: promotion: superior

place, esp. in the church ; Prefer rer, one who pre-

fers.—Preference sbares, or stock, shares or stock

on which the dividends must be paid before those on
other kinds. [Fr. pre/erer— L. prieferre—pra,
be{oTe,yerre, to bear.]

Prefigure, pre-fig'ur, z>./. to represent beforehand : to

suggest by former types or figures.

—

tis. Prefigura'-
tion, Prefig^urement.—«(^. Prefig'uraUYe, show-
ing by previous figures, types, or similitudes.

Prefix, pre-fiks', v.t. to put before, or at the beginning :

to fix beforehand.

—

hs. Pre'fix, a letter, syllable, or

word put before another word to affect its meaning ;

Prefix'ion, act of prefixing.

Preform, pre-form', I'./. (SAak.) to form beforehand :

to determine the shape of (>eforehand.—«. Prefor-
ma tion.—a<^. Prefor'mative.

Prefrontal, pre-fron'tal, adj. pertaining to the forepart

o( the forehead.—«. a bone of this region.

Prefulgency, pre-ful'jen-si, H. superior brightness.

Preglacial, pre-glashaJ, tu(/. i^eol.) prior to the
glacial or drift period.

Pregnable, preg'na-bl. adj. that may be taken by
assault or force. \^x. prtnable—prendre, \o take

—

L. p'e}ieniiere.\

Pregnant, preg'nant, adj. being with child or yoijng

:

fruitful : abounding with results : full of meaning :

implying more than is actually expressed : ready-
witted : clever : ingenious : full of promise : free :

evident : clear. — «. Preg'nancy, state of being
pregnant : fertility : unusual capacity.

—

adv. Preg"-
nantly. [O. Fr.—L. pmgnans. -aniis.]

PrehalllUC, pre-hal'uks, «. a cartilaginous spur on the
inner side of the foot in some batrachians.

Prehensile, pre-hen'sil, oi^. seizing : adapted for

seizing or holding— also Prehen'sory.

—

ad/. Pre-
heu'sible, that may be seized. — ns. Prehen'sion,
act of seizing or taking hold ; Preben SOr, one who
takes hold. [L. pre-heitdere, -hensum, to seize.]

Prehistoric, pre-his-tor'ik, adj. relating to a time
before th;it treated of in history.

—

n. PrehiS'tory,
history prior to record—the Ger. Urgeschickte.

Prehnite, pren'ft, «. a hydrous silicate of alumina
and lime, usually of a pale-green colour. (Named
after Prehn, the discoverer of the mineral.]

Preignac, pr4-nyak', «. an esteemed white wine of
Bordeaux. [From Freignac in the Gironde.]

Pre-instrUOt, pre-in-strukt', v.t. to instruct before-
hand.

Pre-lntimation, prS-in-ti-ma'shun, n. an intimation or
suege<^tion made beforehand.

Prejink, pre-iingk', adj. (Scot.) tricked out with dress.

—Also Perjlnk'.
Prejudge, pre-juj', v.t. to judge or decide upon be-

fore hearing the whole case : to condemn unheard.—«. Prejudgment. —a<^. Prejudical (pre-jsodi-
kal), pertaining to the deterniination of some unde-
cid^ matter.

—

-j.t. Prejudicate (-j5Dd'-), to judge
beforehand : to prejudge.

—

v.i. to decide without
examination.

—

n. Prejudication (-jood-).

—

adj.
Prejudicative (-jood'-), forming a judgment or
opinion beforehand. [L. prajunUdre, -dmm^prtt,
belore, judicdre, to j udge.]

Prejudice, piej'u-dis, «. a judgment or opinion formed
beforehand or without due examination : a prejudg-
ment : unreasonable prepossession for or against
anything : bias : injury or wrong of any kind : dis-
advantage : mischief.—T/./. to fill with prejudice : to
cause a prejudice against : to prepossess : to bias the
mind of : to injure or hurt.—<«<(;. Prejudicial, caus-
ing prejudice or injury: disadvantageous: injurious:
mischievous: tendini? to obstruct

—

adv. Prejudi'-
cially.—«. Prejudicialness. [O. Fr.,—L. pra-
jiidiciu?n^pm, htiore, jtuUciitni, judgment.]

Preknowledge, pre-nol'ej, «. prior knowledge.
Prelate, prel'at, «. the holder of one of those higher

dignities in the church to which, of their own right,
is attached a proper jurisdiction, not derived by
delegation from any superior official : a church digni-
tary.

—

-tis. Prelacy, the office of a prelate : the order
of bishops or the bishops collectively : church govern-
ment by prelates : episcopacy : Prel'atesbip.

—

adjs.
Prelatic, -al, pertaining to prelates or prelacy.

—

a<iv. Prelafically.—z-./. and v.i. Prel'atise, to make
or to become prelatical.

—

tis. Prel'atism, Prel'ature,
prelacy : the time during which a prelate exercises

authority ; Prel'atlst, an upholder of prelacy. [Fr.

prelat— L. prelatus^pra, before, laiiis, borne.]
Prelect, pre-lekt', i:i. to read before or in presence of

others : to read a discourse : to lecture.

—

ns. Prelec'-
tion, a lecture or discourse read to others ; PreleO*-

tor, one who prelects : a lecturer. [L. praUgert—
prce, before, Ugere, ledum, to read.]

Prelibation, pre-ll-ba'shun, H. a tasting beforehand,
foretaste. [L. praUbatio — prce, before, libdre,

-aturn, to taste.]

Preliminary, pre-lim'in-ar-i, adj. introductory : pre-

paratory : preceding or preparing for the main dis-

course or business.

—

n. that which precedes : intro-

duction—used mostly in pi.—adv. Prellm'tnarlly.
[L. prte, before, limiHaris, relating to a threshold

—

livten, liminis, a threshold. ]

Prelingual, pre-ling'gwal, adj. prior to language.
Prelude, pre-lud', or prelud, «. the introductory move-
ment of a musical work : a prefatory piece to an
oratorio, &c. : an organ voluntary before a church
service : a preface : a forerunner.

—

v.t. Prelude', to

play before : to preface, as an iniroduction.

—

v.i.

to perform a prelude : to serve as a prelude.

—

adjs.

Prelii'dial and PrelU'dious (rare); Prelu'sive, of

the nature of a prelude : introductory.

—

advs. Pre-
lu'sively; Prelusorily.—rj^. Prelusory, intro-

ductory. (Fr.,—Late \.. praludium—'L.pm, before,

iudere, to play.]

Premandibular, pre-man-dib'u-Iar, adj. in front of

the lower jaw, as a bone of some reptiles.

Premature, pre-ma-tur', adj. mature before the proper

time : happening before the proper time : too soon

believed : unauthenticated (as a report).-Wr/. Pre-

maturely. — «j. Prematur'ity, Premature'ness.

(L. prtrmaturtis—pra. before, maturus, ripe.]

Premaxillary, pre-mak'si-la-ri, adj. in front of the

. maxilla.—«. such a bone.
Premeditate, pre-med'i-tat, v.t. to ineditate upon

beforehand : to design previously.

—

v.i. to deliberate

beforehand.—rt«'7'. Premed'itatedly.—«. Premedl-
ta'tlon.—rt<^'. Premed itative. [L. prtemeditdn,
•dttis—prtr, before, meditdri, to meditate.]

Premier, pre'mi-*r, adj. prime or first: chief: (her.)

most ancient.

—

n. the first or chief: the prime-minis-

ter.

—

v.i, to govern as premier.

—

adj. and «. Premiere
(pre-myar'), first or leading actress, dancer, fore-
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Premillennlal (Ste, far ; me, her ; mine ; Prerogative

woman, &c.— «• Pre'mlershlp. [Fr.,— L. prima-
rius, of the first rank

—

primus, first.]

Premilleimial, pre-mi-len'i-al, luij. of or pertaining to

the times before the mtUenniuni—also Premlllena'-
rian.

—

n. one who believes in the premillennlal

advent of Christ—«j. Premillena'rianlsm ; Pre-
millenn'ialisxa.

Promise, Premiss, prem'is, «. that which is premised

or stated at the outset : a proposition previously

stated or proved for after-reasoning : (^^c) one of

the two propositions in a syllogism from which the

conclusion is drawn : the thing set forth in the begin-

ning of a deed.

—

n.pL Premises, a building and
its adjuncts.

Premise, pre-mT/, v.t. to send or state before the rest

:

to make an introduction : to lay down propositions

for subsequent reasonings. [Fr.,—L. (jententia)

pramissa, (a sentence) put before —p'te, before,

mitiere, missum, to send.)

Premium, pre'mi-um, «. a reward : a prize : a bounty :

payment made for insurance : the difference in value

above the original price or par of stock—opp. to

Discnunt : anything offered as an incentive.

—

adjs.

Pre'mlal, Pre'mlant.

—

v.t. Pre'miate, to reward
with a premium.—At a premium, above par (see

Par). [L. prertnium—pree, aliove, einere, to buy.]

Premolar, pre-mO'lar, aiij. before a molar, in place

or time, deciduous.—«. a milk-molar.
PremonlSll, pre-mon'ish, 7'.t. to admonish or warn

beforehand.

—

n. Premonl'tlon, a warning or sign
(often a feeling) of what is going to happen.

—

adjs.

Premon'itive, Premon'itory, giving warning or

notice beforehand.—«. Premon'ltOr, one who, or that

which, gives warning beforehand.

—

adii. Premon'i-
torily. {Pre-, before, tnoiiish, a corr. form through
O. Fr., from L. monere, to warn.]

Premonstrant, pre-mon'strant, «. a member of an
order of regular canons founded by St Norbert, in

1 1 19, at a place in the forest of Coucy (near Laon in

the dep. of Aisne), pointed out in a vision, and thence
called Premontre (L. Pratunt tnotistratum = the
meadow pointed out)—called also Norbertines, and
in England, from their habit, White Canons.—Also
Premonstraten'sian (». and adj. ).

Fremorse, pre-mors', njj. ending abruptly, as if bitten

off. [L. pminordere, preeniorsum, to bite in front.]

Premosaic, pre-mO-za'ik, adj. before the time of Moses.
Premotlon, pre-mO'shun, «. previous motion.
Prenasal, pre-na'sal, Oiij. in front of the nasal passages.
Prenatal, pre-na'tal, adj. previous to birth.

Prenomlnate.pre-nom'in-at,/».rt</;'. (5AaA.)forenamed.
Prenotlon, pr6-nO'shun, «. preconception.
Prentice, pren'tis, H. Short for apprentice.
Preoccipital, pr5-ok-sip'i-tal, adj. situated before the

occipital region or lobe.

Preoccupy, pre-ok'Q-pT, v.t. to occupy or take posses-
sion of beforehand : to fill beforehand or with preju-
dices.

—

ns. PreoC'OUpanoy, the act or the right of
occupying beforehand : Preoc'cupant, a prior occu-
pant.

—

71. t, Preoc'cupate (Bacon), to occupy before
others.— «. Preoccupation.— adj. Preoo'cupled,
already occupied : lost in thought, abstracted.

Preoption, pre-op'shun, «. the right of first choice.
Preoral, pre-O'ral, adj. situated in front of the mouth.
—<idv. Preo'rally.

Preordain, pr«-or-dan', v.t. to ordain, appoint, or
determine beforehand.—«. Preordlna'tlon.

Preorder, pre-or'der, 7>.t. to arrange beforehand.

—

n.

Preor'dinance. a rule previously established.
R^epaid, pre-pad', adj. paid beforehand.
Preparation, prep-a-ra'shun, «. the act of preparing :

previous arrangement : the state of being prepared
or ready : that which is prepared or made ready :

(nnat.) a part of any animal body preserved as a
specimen : the day before the Sabbath or other
Jewish fea.st-day : devotional exercises introducing
an office: (mut.) the previous introduction, as an
integral part of a chord, of a note continued into a
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succeeding dissonance.

—

adj. Prepar'atlve, having
the power of preparing or making ready: fitting for

anything.—«. that which prepares the way: prepa-
ration.

—

adv. Prepar'atively, by way of prepara-
tion.

—

adj. Prepar'atory, preparing for something
coming: previous: introductory. [Fr.,—L.]

Prepare, pre-par', v.t. to make ready beforehand : to

fit for any purpose : to make ready for use : to adapt

:

to form : to set or appoint : to provide : to equip.

—

v.i. to get one's self ready : to put everything in

proper order : to lead up to.— «. (.SJia/c.) preparation.
— adj. Prepared', made ready, fit, or suitable:

ready. — adv. Prepa'redly. — tis. I>repa'redness

;

Prepa'rer. [Fr. , — L. prcrpardrc—prie, before,

pardre, to make ready.]
Prepay, pre-pa', v.t. to pay before or in advance.

—

«. Prepay'ment.
Prepense, pre-pens', adj. premeditated : intentional,

chiefly in the phrase ' malice prepense ' = malice
aforethought or intentional— (o^j-.) Prepen'sive.—
7'./. (Spens.) to consider or deliberate beforehand.—
adv. Prepense'ly, intentionally. [Fr.,—L. prtr,

hefore, pcHsdre—pendere, pensuni, to weigh.]
Prepollence, pre-pol'ens, n. prevalence—also Prepoll'-
ency. —adj. PrepoU'ent.

Preponderate, pre-pon'der-at. v. t. to outweigh : to

incline to one side : to exceed in power or influence.

—ns. Prepon'derance, Prepon'deranoy, Prepon-
dera'tion, power or state of outweighing : excess of
weight, number, or quantity: predominance.

—

adj.
Prepon'derant, outweighing: : superior in weight,
power, or influence.

—

advs. Prepon'derantly, Pre-
pondera'tingly. [L.pr<r, hchre, ponderdre, -dluiH,

to weigh

—

pondus, a weight.]
Preposition, prep-o-zish'un, «. a word placed before

a noun or pronoun to show its relation to some other
word of the sentence.

—

adj. Prepositional.

—

adv.
Preposi'tionally.—«<//'. Prepos'ltive, put before

:

prefixed.

—

n. a word or particle put before another
word—opp. to Post-positive. — «. PrepoS'ltor, a
school-monitor. [Fr.,—L. prapositio^pra, before,

ponere, positum, to place.]

Prepossess, pre-poz-zes', v.t. to possess beforehand:
to fill beforehand, as the mind with some opinion :

to bias or prejudice.— rtf//'. Prepossess'Ing, tending
to prepossess in one's favour : making a favourable
impression.

—

adv. Prepossess'lngly. — «. Prepos-
ses'sion, previous possession : impression formed
beforehand, usually a favourable one.

Preposterous, pre-pos'ter-us, a^j. contrary to nature
or reason: wrong: alwurd : foolish.

—

ad^: Prepos'-
terously.— «. Prepos'terousness, unreasonableness.
[L. prteposterus^pree, before, posterus, after

—

post,

after. ]

Prepotent, pr€-pO'tent, adj. powerful in a very high
degree: excelling others in influence or authority.—
fis. Prepo'tence, Prepo'tency.—rt/<^'. Prepoten'tlaL

Prepuce, pre'pus, «. the loose skin of the penis cover-

ing the glans : the foreskin.—o^A Prepu'tlal. [L.

prteputiuM.]
Prepunctual, pre-pungk'tfl-al,<M{^'. excessively prompt.
—«. Prepunctual'lty.

Preraphaelitism, pre-rafa-el-T-tizm, «. a style of
painting begun in 1847-49 by D. G. Rossetti, W.
Holman Hunt, J. E. Millais, and others in imitation

of the painters who lived before JiapAae/ii^Sj-isi^),
and characterised by a truthful, almost rigid, adher-
ence to natural forms and effects—also Preraph'ael-
ism.— adj. Preraph'aellte, pertaining to, or re-

sembling, the style of art before the lime of Raphael
—also n.—adj. Preraph'aelltlsh.

Preremote, pre-re-mOt', adj. more remote in previous
time or order.

Prerequisite, pr6-rek'wi-zit, «. something previously
necessary : something needed in order to gain an
cnA.— adj. required as a condition of something else.

Prerogative, pre-rog'a-tiv, «. a peculiar privilege

shared by no other : a right arising out of one's rank,



l>resagfe mdte ; mflte ; tniSOn ; /Aen. t'reserve

position, or nature.—adj. arising out of, or held by,
prerogiitive.

—

-o.t. to endow with a prerogative.

—

adj. Prerog'atived (Skak.), having a prerogative
or exclusive privilege.

—

adz<. Prerog'atlvely, by
prerogative or exclusive privilege.—Prerogative
court, formerly a court having jurisdiction over
testamentary matters. — Boyal prerogative, the
rights which a sovereign has by right of office, which
are different in different countries. [Fr.,—L. pree-

rogativits, that is asked before others for his opinion
or vote

—

firtr, before, rogart, -dium, to ask.]

Presage, pres'aj, «. something that gives warning
of a future event : a foreboding : a presentiment.—

•

v.t. Presage', to forebode: to warn of something to

come : to predict.—t'./. to have a presentiment of.

—adj. Presage'ful.—«.t. Presage'ment, the act of
presaging : that which is presaged : prediction ; Pre-
Sag'er. [Fr. presage—L. prcesagium—pnesagire—
prie, before, sagire, to perceive quickly.]

Presanctify, pre-sangk'n-fl, v.t. to consecrate before-

hand.
Presartorlal, pre-sar-tO'ri-al, adj. before the age of

tailoring. [L. sartor—sarcire, to patch.]
Presbyopia, pres-bi-O'pi-a, n. long-sightedness, to-

gether with diminished power of distinguishing
things near, common in old age—also Pres'byopy.
—«. Pres'byope, one so affected.—a^//. Presbyopic.
— «. Presbyte, one affected with presbyopia. [Gr.
presbys, old, dps, opos, the eye.]

Presbyter, prez'bi-ter, «. an elder, a priest : a minister

or priest in rank between a bishop and a deacon :

a member of a presbytery.

—

adjs. Presbyt'eral,
Presbyte'rlal, Presbyte rian, pertaining to, or con-
sisting of, presbyters : pertaining to Presbytery or

that form of church government in which all the
clergj' or presbyters are equal—opp. to Episcopacy.—n. Presb3rt'erate, the office of a presbyter : a
presbytery.—rti/7'. Presbyte'rially.—«j. Presbyte'-
rlan ; Presbyte'rianlsm, the form of church govern-
ment by presbyters ; Pres'b3rtership ; Pres'bjrtery,
a church court ranking between the Kirk-session
and the Synod, consisting of the ministers and one
elder, a layman, from each church within a certain

district : that jiart of the church reserved for the
officiating priests: (R.C.) a clergj'man's house.

—

Beformed Presbyterian Church, a religious body
in Scotland, called also Canieroniaiis, who remained
separate from the Church of Scotland and maintained
the perpetual obligation of the Covenants — the
greaterpart joined the Free Church in 1876 ; United
Presbyierian Church, a religious body formed by
the union of the Secession and Relief Churches in

1847—itself uniting with the Free Church in 1900.
[V^.—Gr. presbyteros, comp. oi presi>ys, old.]

Prescience, pre'shi-ens, n. knowledge of events before-
hand : foresight.

—

aiij. Pre'SCient, knowing things
beforehand. — mh: Pre'SCiently. [L. prresciens,

pr.p. oiprcrscire—prer, before, scire, to know.]
PrescientifiC, pre-sl-en-tifik, adj. before the scientific

age, before knowledge was systeraatised.
PreSidnd, pre-sind', t>.t. to abstract from other facts

or ideas.

—

v.i. to withdraw the attention {from).—
adj. Prescin'dent.-«. Prescis'sion.

Prescribe, pre-skrib', v.t. to lay down as a rule or
direction : to give as an order : to appoint : (med.)to
give directions for, as a remedy : to render useless or
invalid through lapse of time.— ir./. to lay down rules :

to claim on account of long possession : to become of
no force through time.

—

71s. Prescrib'er ; Pre'script,
somethinefirescribed : direction: model prescribed;
PrescriptibUity^—rtrfy. Prescrlp'tlble, that may be
prescribed.—«. Prescrlp'tion, act of prescribing or
directing : (med.)a written direction for the prepara-
tion of a medicine : a recipe : (/rtM')cu.stom continued
until it Ijeconies a right or has the force of law.

—

adj.
Prescriptive, consisting in, or .acquired by. cu-^tom
or long-continued use: customary. — Prescriptive
title, a title established by right of prescription.

[L. prtescribere, -scriptuin—prce, before, scribere, to
write.]

Presee, pre-se', ->.t. to foresee.

Presence, prez'ens, ;/. state of being present—opp. of
Absence: situation near or within sight, &c., com-
panionship : approach face to face : nearness to the
person of a superior : an assembly of great persons :

mien : personal appearance : an apparition : calm-
tless, readiness, as of mind : (Shak.) a presence-
chamber. -—«J. Pres'ence-cham'ber, -room, the
chamber or room in which a great personage receives
company.

—

adj. Pres'ent, being in a certain place

—

opp. to Absent : now under view or consideration :

being at this time : not past or future : ready at
hand : attentive : not absent-minded : (gram.) de-
noting time just now, or making a general statement.
— n. present time or business: (//.) the writing of a
letter, or a deed of any kind as actually shown at
any time : any deed or writing.

—

adj. n'esen'tial,
having or implying actual presence. - >/. Presen-
tiality. — adv. Presen'tially. — n. Presentness,
state of being present.—Presence of mind, a state

of mind which enables a person to speak or act with
calmness and promptness in circumstances of great
and sudden difficulties.—At present, at the present
time, now : Real presence, a doctrine or belief that
the body and blood of Christ are really and sub-
stantially present in the eucharist ; The present, the
present time. (O. Fr.,— L. prcesentia—prcesens,
•seiitis—pra, before, sens, being.]

Present, pre-zent', v.t. to set before, to introduce into

the presence of: to exhibit to view: to offer as a
gift : to put into the possession of another : to make
a gift of: to appoint to a benefice : to lay before for

consideration: to point, as a gun before firing.—«.

Pres'ent, that which is presented or given, a gift.

—

adj. Present'able, fit to be presented : capahle of
being presented to a church living.

—

n. Presenta'-
tion, act of presenting : a setting forth, as of a
truth : representation : the act or the right of pre-
senting to a benefice : the appearance of a particular

part of the fetus at the superior pelvic strait during
labour.

—

aiij. Present'ative, having the right of
pre.sentation : pertaining to immediate cognition.

—

ns. PresentSe', one who is presented 10 a benefice ;

Presenter.—(u//'. Present'ive, presentative, non-
symbolic (of words).— «. Present'lveness.— rtrfz;.

Pres'ently, after a little, by-and-by, shortly : {arch.)
without delay, at once.—«. Present'ment, act of pre-
senting : the thing presented or represented : (lavS)

notice taken of an offence by a grand-jury from their

own knowledge or observation : accusation presented
to a court by a grand-jury.—Present arms, to bring
the gun or rifle to a perpendicular position in front

of the body, as a token of respect to a superior officer.

[Fr..—L. prtrsentare—preese>is.\

Presentient, pre-sen'shi-ent, adj. perceiving before-

hand.—//. Presen'slon.
Presentiment, pre-scn'ti-ment, n. a sentiment or feel-

ing beforehand : previous opinion : an impression as

of something unpleasant soon to happen. [O. Fr.,

—

L. prcesentlre.]

Presentolr, prez-en-twor', n. a tray or salver : a
Japanese lacquered stand for a bowl. [Fr.)

Preserve, pre-zerv', v.t. to keep safe from harm or

injury : to defend : to keep in a sound state : to

season for preservation : to make lasting : to keep

up, as appearances.—«. that which is preserved, as

fruit, &c. : that which preserves : a place for the

protection of animals, as game : (//•) spectacles to

protect the eyes from strong light, &c.—«. Preser-

vabll'lty.—rt^'. Preser'vable.-«. Preservation,
act of preserving or keeping safe : state of being

preserved : safety. — adjs. Preser'vative, Preser-
vatory, tending to preserve : having the quality of

preser>'ing.— «. that which preserves: a preventive

of injury or decay.—«. Preserv'er. fFr^ preserver
—L. /ra, beforehand, tervdre, to preserve]
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Pr6O0S &te, fai : mi, her ; mine

;

ProWB. pre'sex. n. (Sc«tf.) a proident or cfaaiiman.

Preside, pre-zld*. r.t to direct or control, esp. at a

meeting : to sopcrintead. — fs. PreB'idADcy, tbe

oAoe of a pcesadent, or his dignity, teni of office,

Mnsdicdoa,arrcsideace:adivtsioo oi British India,

«s tbe Prmdemtj of Batgal : FTM idflUt. oae who
IMcsides oi«r a i ilii^ : a cbainnan : the chief

oftcer of a ooti^e. HUtitutiaa, &c. : an officer elected

fna tine to time, as chief rukr of a republic—also

mJj. iMiit-y—n^m. ClMTidMataB.-^. Frasi-

4lll'ttd, jvesidii^ over : pertainii^ to a i«esideDt.

—^PreHdlltafctp I«nrtft—Mllt, the presiding

of die Cooit of Sesdoa in Soodaad; Lord
At of the OraacO, a member of the House

«f Lords who presides over tbe Pfiv^ council, with

ej^peoal chaige of educaboo, s—itarano, &c. (Fr.

frAiJtr—l^ frtttiJirt—frtt, before, ttden, to

sit.]

PrasMUal. pre-sid'i-al. m4j- pertaining to a gatiisoa.

—

tHif. and o. Ftesid'tary.—«. PtMid'to (5>. ^a««r.X
a military post : a peaitentiary.

PreBgal^. pre-sii^ni4t, ti./. m swniiy befecehaad.—
. rilTllfl.lllhlililll. the act of showing befarehand.

Fran, pres, w-t. to posh oa or "^^-^ with a heavy
wetgfat or with great farce : to squeeae out, as juice

:

to i^sp or embrace : to bear beaviiyoo : to distress

:

to aige itroegly: to preseat to the miad with

eamesiaem : n lay stress apoa : to bony oa with

great speed : to simpe or smooth by the applicadoo
of weight.—r.L to eseit pressore: to push with
foroe: to oowd: to go forward with violeace: to

aige with veheaaeaoe and ioqiortanity : to exert

a stnng iadaeooe.—a. Pno'er.

—

^j. Pieatliig,
aigcat: importunate: forcihle.—«^. PranlBg^.
—a.PnrslaK. \ft.^ntser—\^fr€sairt ^tmire,

prtsttan, losqaeeac]
Pna, pres, a. aa instrumeat far a^iK » lipg bodies: a
priali^-oachiae : tfaeattor bosiocssof printingaad
pabiishiag: actof oigiag forward: uiKeagr: Mroog
HI Msiwl : a crowd : a doaetfar *»""«»£; artades.

—

ms.

tttKt^HA, a bed eactowd in a cupboard, or folding

ap iato it : VnmCfaX (B.\ the vat of aa oiive or
WOK press far oollcfriag the liqaor; PraaTBan,
ome <i^a w«tb a priatiag^pveas : a ioiBaalist or
sqportcr: a mimhrr of a prrwgang; 1*1—I'm ml,
a mark apoa a hook to ihgw its place amnag others
ia a ithnay: Pn—-Itma, a ntom where priatiag-

picjaes ave worfced; Pt—l^-WCk, tbe apBtarinn of
taking impii iiiinai from type or jplates by mnns of
tbe ptiatiug-preas.—Pn— Of safl, as much sail as
caa be earned.—Bnhaak ft—i, a hydraulic press
called after Mr Brmkmmk, vut iaweatcr : Gymidar
T/nm, aptiatiQg-facss ia which tbe types are laid

oa a cytiader which revolves, iastra^ of oa a flat

saXaat: HrdnaUopK—»(seeHydnuilk); Uberty
of tte pn—. the r^ht of pabiishiag books, ftc,
withoot jat—iliiia them to a ^vcramcnt aaibority
farperwssioa: TlwPW—.tbelneraweofacoantry,
mfib tts aew^papan.

Pi—i^ pres, f.t. to carry men off by noleooe to be-
oooK sotdicts or sailars.—ac riim"j|,tlH[_ ayuig or
body of sailors oader an officer empowered to impress
mea into tbe navy: Pi—I' IIHIirciy(far^fif mtuttyj,

famrTt waacy. (Corr. from old fana^ivi^ from O.
Fr. >racter(rr. /riUr\ to leod—>raK/!cn^ to offer
>wa. bcCoR. sUrr, to stauL]

Pra—tl—t—; pres4i«os'ter, «. ooe ofa tribe ofwading
bads^tbeW—itr—

T

U—, haTtng a «»tT>~^ beak.—
mdj. 1*1—fllUl'tl ll (I. prtttmt, pa.p. of /iraw'n-,
tt press, rmttrmm, a beak.]

Pr——n^ prcah'ik, a. act of premiqg or wywir fing :

tbe aiBia of beiag pi umii : impoise : nawiimaiiig
force or ialhunce : that which prrwct or aflicts:

J—cy : strong demaad : {^/^iat£i the
of farce oa soaMd' '

-' "*—*~"

(aeeOBBtn^

Pn>t, prcs^ iu(f. ready: aeat: at baad.

—

m. ready-

Preterite

'./.. to pay out: to lend. [L>money : a knn.-
frttste, ready.]

Frestar John, pres'ter jon, «. the name applied by
medieval creduUty (i2th-i4lh cent.) to the supposed
Christian soveielga of a vast empire in Ceotral Asia.

lO. Fr. frcsicr[jl-i. frf:rt\ priest.]

Presttdigitation, pres-ii-o:;-i-Ushun, u. sleight of
hand—also Prestigiation.—.iJ,-. PrestidigltaL—
Ht. Prestidigitator, Piesti^iator, one wtio prac-
tises sleight of hand

Prestige, prcs-iezh', or pres'tij, m. influence arising
from past condua or itom reputation. [Fr.,—L.
pra^iigitoK^ df^asBK^—^rietstiugucrt, to deceive.]

Presto, pres'to, ado. quick : at once : (mki.) quickly,
quicker than aliegre :—tHj>erL Prestissimo. [It.,

—L. /rttst», ready.]
Fr—tlictka, pre-strik'shun, a. blindness. [L. >nr<

ttriMgrre, /ntttricttim, to draw tight.]

PrestOdy, pre-stod^i, v.t. to study beforehand.
Presoltor, pre-sul'tor, k. a leader of a dance.
Fiesame, prc-zuni', v.t. to take as true without
examinaiioD or proof: to take for granted.—v.^
to voiture beyond what one has ground tor : to_ act
farwardly or without proper tight.—<t<^'. PresoiB'*
abla, that may be presumed cr supposed to be true.—mav. Prasoia'a&iy.

—

adj. Presamillg, venturing
tmtboot permission : unreasonably bold.

—

adv. Pre-
iinlllg^.

—

It, Presnaip'ttoll, act of presuming :

su{^>ositton : strone; probability : that which is taken
fcr granted : confidence grounded on somcthiiig not
proved : conduct going beyond proper bounds : (l»w)
an assomiag of the truth of certain facts from tbe
rristmoe of othos having soow ooancctioa with
them.

—

adj. R—BlIip'tiTe, presamiag : grounded
oaprobable evidence : (law) proving drcumstantially.
—ad». PrenusB'tiTely.—FresnmptiTe evldeiuse,
evidence fcr a fact derived from other tacts having
amae connectioo with it: indirect evidence.—Heir
prasmnptive, the peisoa, not son or daughter, at
present i>ezt ia suooessioa to any living person. [Fr.

friiuwttr—L. ^rmtumire—fra, beibte, tttmire, to
take

—

mb, under, twiire, to buy.]
n—nmptaoCS, pris-zamp'tu-us, adj. full of presump-

tion : going beyood the bounds of right or duty

:

boldaad confident : founded on sresuoqitioo : wilfuL

-~mdv.n—BBiptas—ty.—<*. Pi—ji'tBoasn—

s

[L.jtfwnm^/iwinu.]
ri—IIMWIWI. pr£'«iq>-pSi', v.t. to suppose before actual
knowfadge : to assume or take far granted.—«. Pie-
wfpfftywii

ftaniiaiMk pre-sur-mlz', k. (JSJtak.) a surmise pre-

vioosly farmed.
Pretona, pr£-tend', v.t to bold out as a dook for

sometfaiag els* : to lay daim to : to attempt, under-
take : to offer as true something that is not so : to

aficct to feel : ifi*.') to offer, present.— r.i. to put In

a daim : to make-believe.

—

mi. ftetflooe', something
pretended : "ly^*"'"'"^ or show to hide reality : false

show or reasoa : pretext : assumption : claim : Fr*-
tflD'dant,-eiit,apetender.—o^yj. Preten ded. Pre-
tOB'aed, ostensible, assumed.—><.:. Preten dedly.
—«. Pretea'der; Preten daisliip.—a^:. Preten-
dtag^.—a. fteton'SiaB, act of pretendii^ : some-
tbiog pretended : false or fictitiousappearance : daim
either true or false, adj. Pretoa'uoas, marked by
or ^^rttt^iiitTw pretence: claiming more than is

warranted: presumptuous: anogaat.

—

adv. ft<e-

teoTtlOBdy, m a pretentions manner.

—

m. PretMl'-

tlmilB—I, the quality of being pretentious. [Fr.

^riUmdrr—L. ^ttUndirt—^rm, before, tendirt,

temtum, temum, to stretch.]

Pnt—ae. Saaie as Ptetaaaa
ftatarnanlnw, pr«4dr-ka-oIn', adj. more than canines
ftwjai til—a. prC-tcr-hU'maB, adj. more than hnaisn
ftalai1ai|iaiftm>, pre^Arim-pir'feki. aftj. implying
_tbataa eveat was aappaiiag at a certain past time.

nataCttl^ pret'irHt, adj. goat by : past : outing the
past tense.—a. the past tease.—«& Rvfarista one
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Pretmuiit riXe; mSte; mOOn; Mea. Prick

vim holds the cropbedes of the Apocalypse abcady
fuiSBed : PwfwttMiM. a^j. PrBtarftial {pu)L\
ooce active but now hteat.—«. n«tarftiOB, tl>e

act of pasBMig o««r : the doctrioe that God passes
over the non-elect ia rVrting to eternal life those
predestinated to salvation.

—

ttdj. PrsterltiTB, ex-
pceasii^ past times. W^frmUriita fmUr,hejoai,
irt, tbam, to go.]

PntaiBlt, prS-tir-aui', v.i. to pass hf : to omit : to
leave uodooe :—^i^A ptftei mit'tiiig : /c/. and >».>.
pretermit'ted.

—

m. PHWWWII'IIIhii, the act of iM«jtfi.g

tiy : omisaoa. [L. prwter, past, utittrre, to seod.]
Pi Willi llllaill, prf-ter-aat'O-nl, adj. berood what is

aatural : oat of the regular coarse of thii^ : extra-
ordinary.

—

n. PlQlamat^uallBB, belief ID the pte-
tematuial : pretematiiial eztstence.

—

mie. Fnur-
aacunU^.—K. Ptotaniat^nralnaiB.

Pretanmpaal, prS-ter-nup'^ial, adj. adulteTtms.
Preterpstfect, pre-ter-pei'fekt, mdj. deootiiig the per-

fect tense.

Pretaipiaporftet, pre-ter-plCS'per-fekt, mdj. denotii^
t'tte pluperfect tense.

Protezt, prftekst, or pre-tekst', k. an assumed mottTc
or reasoo put fararard to conceal the leal ooe : a
pretence. (L. frmiiJitum—/imUxere—frir, before,
Stxrrr, to weave.)

PreUtOOghtftll, pr&thavt'fiSSl, mdj. forethoogfatfiil,

prudent.
Pretibial, pre-tib'i-al, adj. stnated npoo the front of

the lower part of the 1^.
PiBter. ftc See Pnatar. ftc.

Prat^. prei^ lulj. tastefiil: pleasing to the eye:
havn% attractive bot not striking Deaatf : neat:
beaiitifnl withoot dignity: small: affected: mode-
rately Laige. consideraiile : pony, weak (a term of
exKieamcn:): Qn conteoqit) fine: («fa.) shrewd,
cmming : («ftc) sticx^, vrariike. — <ufr. in some
degree : modoatsiy. — r./. fXftXVy, to make
preitT in an exuuiLivdy onEunental way. — adv.
Pretirfly, hi a pretty manner : pleasingly : eleganiiy

:

neatly.—jc PnttlDen.— adj. ftvU Jlsh, some-
what pretty. — «. PieU'fpi0lly {f»ii.\ a knkdc-
knack.

—

adj. FnU j-spo^niL, speaking or spoken
prettily.—Prat^XIinctuvety nearly. (A.S./r»M*^,
tricJcy t' att-, trickery; prob. Low L. frmttkai—
Gt. fntttiiax—^mtteiM, to do.]

Pialyilifj, pre-tipl-fi, v.t. to represent by a type what
is to haf^ien : to prefigure.

PretaaL prct'sEl, k. a brittle bisccit, cradnieL [Ger.,
—L'ld High Ger. brixUIa, frtxiitOa.—Low L. braf

^crlba, a!50 hraciabam, a kind of cake.]
PreralL, pre-viT, vJ. to be very powerful: to gain

the victory : to have the upper hand : to have
greater ininience or effect : to ovenxme : to be in
force : to succeed.—r-./. (air.) avail.—«^. PTvrafl'-
teg. h3T:ng great power: oontrolling: fatxKii^^
alv'-.:: resjiti : very geneial or rommnn

—

adr^vl^
Tail ingly.— «£. CTralTBiaBt {,Skak.\ prevalence

:

PreT'sIenoa, Pnrr'alency. the state of being preva-
lent or wide-<))read : superior strength or tinnietMre

:

prepooderance : efficacy.

—

adj. ftwr'alant, prevail-
tng : having great power : victorioos : wide-spread

:

most commoo.—«iAr. Prar'alflBtly. [Ft. /rfntUtr
_—L. frwcvlfrt—frte^ before, twZKnr. to be uoweifuL]
PrevanoUe, pre-vai'i-lcSt, v.L to shift aocmt from

side to side, to evade the truth : to quibble : («fe.) to
undertake a thing vrith the purpose of defeatiqg or
destroying it : (iWm) to betray a cfient I7 collusion
vrith hsoppoaent.

—

v.t. {phs.) to pen ei t. transgress.—ns. ProvwIC&'llaB. the act of quibbling to evade
the truth ; FieTUtc&tor, one who prevaricates to
evade the truth : a qnibbier. [L. frmvaricSri, -£tus
—fnr. inten.. Toricus, straddling—

p

ajar, bent.]
PraTsnaocy, prev'e-nan-si, n. complaisance.
PmvBiit. pre-vent', v.t. to Under : tocbedc: to render
impossible : (or^.) to go before : to be earlier than.

—

v.t. Prersn*' (nmrX to precede.—«. PrarSWeoaos.
—adj. Preni'iikBt (Jft&X E«<% before : preoed-
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ing : preventive.—«. Pi

a

wntaMWty, the qoaEty of
being preventable.

—

adj. PflBU'taMa, that may be
prevented or hindered.

—

as. PiefSlltor, ooe vrho,ar
that which, prevents or hinders : {fucmtSS an aiM^
tional tope or spar for strengthening the ordinary
ooe : PlVVHttlaa, act of pie ventii^ : anticipaiion
or foretho^fat: ohstmcrioa.

—

adjt. PlHlOBtlTS,
PiaVOBtatnv. tmding to pn.v«jit or hinder: ^le-
serrative.

—

m. that which prevents: a preservative.—adv. Pnrea'Uvalj.—«. PisvoB'ttvaBBM.—^rt»-
TenttTB aervltM, die aer»i>je icndcied by the ooast-

gnard inpreventing smuggling. [L.pumtiatta, pa.pL.

^^dt^ntviame—fnt, before, vetarr^ to cook.]
navwlalml, pt£-ie»'te-b«al. mdj. sttaated or tieveiop-

ing before the iiuteliiju
PrntlUM, gryyi-ns, adj. going before in time : fanner.
—adv. PlaTkHBlly. — «. PtB*Ttoiaaw, antece-
dence: priorityintime.—nvrioasqaeBttoa, amotiba
made during a debate, 'that the main qnestioa be
now pat.' If the decssion be ' yes,' the debate b
ended and die question pot and decided; if it be
'no,' the debate is adjotnoed in the British parfia-
ment, bot contiinKS in the American assembly. (L.
fritvha—fTtt, before, via, a way.]

nrartoS, prC-Tiz', v.t. to foresee : to forevram.—ai. Pn>-
llriOB, foresight : forcknowiet^e. [I- /nevidin,
frtevixamt, to foresee -frtt, before, vtdtrr, to see.)

PrswarB, pre-wawm', ir. 2. to vrara beforehand.
Prez, preks, n. in U.S. college dang the pieaideul of
a college-—^AIso flVL'y.

Pray, pri, X. that which is taken by robbery or force

:

booty : plunder : that vrhicfa it or may be seired to
be devoured : a victim : depredatioa : (JSkaic) the
act of seizii^.

—

vj. to take phmder : to seise aitd

devoui : to waste or impair gradmlly : to vrcigh
heavily icm or *fan\ as the mind.

—

adj. PlBJI'AU
{Skai.\ having a disposition to prey oo othos.

—

Beast of pray, one who devours odier —•"'ti'*

fO. Fr. ^rau (Fr. froUy-Ufrmda, booty.)
Ptlapaa, prf-a'pos, m. an ancient deity immaiifying
malejenerative

.
power.

—

adjt. M^iC, PHapfltlL
—a. nfapiBB.

FttoS, prfs, a. that at which anydiii^ is prised, valued,
or bor^t: excellence: recompense-

—

v.t. to set
value on : {f»U.') to ask the price of: {Sfau.) to pay
the price of.—«. FHOB'.cnraBi. -Ust. a list of the
prices paid for any class of goods, &c.

—

adji. Prteed,
set at a value ; Moo^leB, beyond price : mvaluable

:

withoot vahie: vrorthless.— at. RfooTleBBnS.

—

PtilM of mUBSy, the rate of discomt in lendii:^ or
borrowing capitaL—Withoat pciOO, priceless. (O.
Fr. /rir (Fr. /r£x)—L. frtttmm, price.)

Prt<^ ptfl:, a. that which prides orpenetiales : ashaxp
point: die act or feding of pricku^: apunctore: a
sting: remorse: {^kmk^ a thorn, pridde, skewer,
point of time : {^Sftni.) point, pitdh.—r./. to pierce
with a prick: to erect any pointed thing: to fix by
the point: to pot on by ponctorii^: to mark or
make by prickmg : to inote : to deck ont as vrith

flowers or feathers : to pain.

—

vJ. to have a sensa-

doo ofpunctme : to stand erect: to tide with spots

:

—ffa.t. and>a.>. pridced.—«i^: Pridr-«and, having
pointed ears.

—

ns. Prlck'or, that which pridLsj a
sliai ^^^po^^tyd mstmment : light-wav hlan : a pnm-
ii^wiie: ftMtta%\ PttAte(priknX a little prw^:
a sharp pomt giuwiu^ from the baik of a plant or
from the sJda M'an ammaL

—

v.t, to prick slqpitly.

—

tr.t: {Sf€ms.) to be nidcly.—«r. PndclMM^ the
stick]e4iack: Prfdranaa: PnckVBg, the act of
piercing with a diarp point : (Skak.) the snratinn
of b^ng pricked.—«iCr- prickly.—*^'. PtMtOy, full

ofjaricUes.-at. PrtsXly-lteat, a severe fbra of the
skm disrasr known as lichen, widi itching and
sUugiug sensatioos ; Mdrly^OV. a cJas of plants
vrith dusters of prkkles and fruit Eke the pear

;

PridE'-BI»-datlI:ty(5^/.X an affected pexsoo.—«i^'.
over-precise.—«r. Pllclr.«K(5'<bbl.X a sooK set to

niK-aa; a goaS^pnr;mosac : mosM: in parts

:



Pricket fate, far : mg, lier ; itiTne : Primrose

Priok'-tlie-gar'ter (cf. Fast-and-loou') ; Prlck'-tlie-

lOUSe (Scot.), a tailor. [A.S. pricu, a point ; Ger.
prickiln, Dut. prikkel, a prickle.]

Pricket, prik'et, «. (Shak.) a buck in his second year.

Pride, prid, «. state or I'eeling of being proud : too

great self-esteem : haughtiness . overbearing treat-

ment of others : a proper sense of what is becoming
to one's self: a feeling of pleasure on account of

something worthily done : th.it of which men are

proud : that which excites boasting : elevation, lofti-

ness : beauty displayed, ornament, ostentation : high

spirit, mettle: {Shak.) lust.—:'./, to have or take

pride : to value, as one's self. &c. —adj. Pride'ftU.—

adv. Pride fully.—n. Pridefiilness.—«<(;". Pride-
less [A.S. pryte—prut, proud.]

Pridian, prid'i-an, adj. pertaining to yesterday. (L.

pridie—prim, before, dies, day.]

Prie-dleu, pre-diu', «. a praying-desk. [Fr.]

Prief, pref, n. (Spe/is.) proof, trial, experiment.

Prier, Pryer, prl'er, «. one who prie->.

Priest, prest, «. one who offers sacrifices or officiates

in sacred offices : a minister above a deacon and
below a bishop : a clergyman '.—/em. Priest'ess.

—

us. Prlest'craft, priestly policy : the schemes of

priests to gain wealth or power ; Prlest'hood, the

office or character of a priest : the priestly order.

—

adjs. Priest'-like. Priestly, pertaming to or like

a priest.—/;. Priest liness.—(j^(>'. Priest'-rid'den,

controlled by priests.—High priest, a chief priest,

esp. the chief ecclesiastical officer in the ancient

Jewish church. [A.S. preSst (O. Fr. prestre, Fr.

pritre)—L. presbyter, an elder. ]

Prieve, prev, v.t. {Spens.) to prove.

Prig, prig, «. a pert fellow who gives himself airs of
superior wisdom.—vK^'. Prig'gish, conceited and
affected.— rt</r'. Prig'gisMy. — >«. Prfg'gislmess,
Prig'g^sm. [From /r/r^, to adorn.]

Prig, prig, «. a thief.

—

v.t. {slang) to filch.

—

v.i. (Scot.)

to plead hard, haggle : to cheapen.

—

ns. Prig'ger ;

Prlg'gery. —adj. Prig'gisli.—«. Prig'gism. [Prob.

the same 3& prick, to spur.]

Prill, pril, n. (proz'.) a very rich piece of ore.

Prill, pril, v.i. (prov.) to grow sour : to become tipsy.

Prim, prim, adj. exact and precise in manner: alfect-

edly nice.— T'./. to deck with great nicety: to form
with affected preciscness :—/r-./. prim'ming ;

/>«./.

and /(I.*, primmed.

—

adv. Priin'ly.—«. Prim'ness.
[O. Fr. prim, fem. prime—L. primus, prima, first.]

Primacy, prfma-si, ». state of being first in order of
time, rank, &C. : the office or dignity of a primate
or archbishop.

Prlma-donna, pre'ma-don'a, «. the first or leading
female singer in an opera. [It.,

—

h.prima domina.]
Prima facie, prfma fa'shi-e, at first view or sight.

^Prima facie case (^n/), a case established by-

sufficient evidence : a case consisting of evidence
sufficient to go to a jury. [L. prima, abl. fem. of
primus, fir&l, facie, abl. o(/acies, a face.]

Primage, prim'aj, ». an allowance to the captain of
a vessel by the shipper or consignee of goods for

care in lading the same (hat-money) : amount or
percentage of water carried from a boiler in priming.

\ Prime, first.]

Primary, prT'mar-i, adj. first: original: chief: primi-
tive : elementary, preparatory.—n. that which is

highest in rank or importance : a planet in relation

to its satellite or satellites.

—

adv. Pri'marily.

—

Hs. Pri'mariness, the state of being first in time,

act, or intention ; Pri'mary-ac'csnt, the accent im-

mediately after a bar in music.

—

ns.p!. Pri'mary-
OOl'OUrs, the colours obtained by pa.ssing the sun's

rays through a prism : the colours of the rainbow

—

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet

;

Pri'mary-plan'ets, planets revolving round the sun
—not satellites; Pri'mary-QUillS. the largest feathers

of a bird's wing ; Pri'mary-rocks, the rocks which
eem to have been first formed and contain no
animal remains, as granite, &c.

Primate, prfmat, «, the first or highest dignitary
in a church: an archbishop.

—

n. Al'matesllip.

—

adj. Prima tial.

Prime, prim, adj. first in order of time, rank, or
importance: chief: excellent: original: early: in

early manhood : (Shai.) eager, bold . (math.) in-

capable of being separated into factors. —«. the
beginning : the dawn : the spring : the best part :

the height of perfection : full health and strength : a
religious service during the first hour after sunrise :

{/'enciiig)\.\\c first guard against sword-thrusts, also
the first and simplest thrust.

—

atij. Pri'mal. first :

original: chief.—«. Primarity.—a./r'. Primely.—
ns. Prime'-mln'ister, the chief miviister of state

;

Prime'-mov'er, the lorce which puts a machine in

motion : a ste.im-engine or a water-wheel ; Prime'-
ness ; Prime'-num'ber, a first number— i.e. one
divisible only by itself or unity.—Prime COSt (see
Cost). [L. primus (for pro-i-mus).]

Prime, prim, -•./. to put powder on the nipple of a
firearm : to lay on the first coating of colour : to in-

struct or prepare beforehand.

—

z'.i. to serve for the
charge of a gun : in the steam-engine, to carry over
hot water with the steam from the boiler into the

cylinder.— >/j. Primer ; Pri ming ; Pri ming-pow'-
der, detonating powder : train of powder connecting
a fuse with a charge. [Prime (adj.).]

Primer, prim'er, or prT'mer, «. a first book : a work
of elementary religious instruction : a first reading-
book : an elementarj' introduction to any subject : a
kind of type of two species, /o«^-primer(io point) and
^r^rt/-primer (i8 point). [Orig. a small prayer-book.]

Primero, pri-ma'rO, «. an old game at cards. [Sp.J
Primeval, pri-me'val, adj. belonging to the first ages :

original : primitive.

—

adv. Prtine'vally. [L. pri-
mtrz'us—primus, first, trvum, an age.]

Prtmigenlal, pri-mi-je'ni-al, adj. first-born or made

:

primary: constituent— also Primoge'nial. — adjs.
Primig'enous, Primlge'nious, first formed ; Primo-
gen'ital (ods.), Primogen itary, Primogen itive,

of or belonging to primogeniture.

—

ns. Primogeni-
tor, the first begetter or father : a forefather

;

Priinogen'iture. state of being bom first of the same
parents : (law) the right of the eldest son to inherit

his father's estates ; Primogen'itureship. [Fr.,—
L. primo-genitus, first-born

—

primus, first, gignfre,
genitum, to beget.]

Primitise, pri-mish'i-e, n.pl. first-fruits offered to the
gods— also Primi'tias (Spens.): the first year's
revenue of a benefice. [L.,

—

primus, first.]

Primitive, prim'i-tiv, adj. belonging to the beginning,
or to the first times : original : ancient : antiquated,
old-fashioned : not derived; (Hoi.) rudimentary,
primary or first of its kind : (geol.) of the earliest

formation.—«. a primitive word, or one not derived
from another : (math.) a form from which another
is derived.

—

ns.pl. Primltive-COl'DUrs. the colours
from which all others are supposed to be derived

—

viz. red, yellow, and blue : Primitive-fa'thers, the
Christian writers before the Council of Nice, 325
K.'D.—aiiv. Primitively, —n.pl. Prim'itive-Meth'o-
dists, a religious body founded in iSio, whose
beliefs are the same as those of other Methodists,
but whose working arrangements are nearly Pres-
byterian. —«. Prim'itiveness. — «.//. Primitive-
rocks (see Primary-rocks). [Fr.,—L. primitivus,
an extension q\ primus.]

Prime, pre'mo, H. (mus.) the first or principal part
Primordial, prl-mor'di-al, adj. first in order : original

:

existi:ig from the beginning : (anal.) in a rudimen-
tary state : (hot.) first formed, as leaves or fruit. —
n. first principle or element.

—

us. Primor'dialism

;

Primer'diom. [L. primus, first, ordo, order.)
Primp, primp, v.t. (Scot.) to dress in an affected

manner.

—

v.i. to be affected. [Prink.]
Primrose, prim'rSz, «. an early spring flower common

in woodsand meadows : a plant of the gei\VL%Primula:
{Spens.) the first or earliest flower, the first or choicest.
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—adj. resembling a primrose in colour : flowery, gay.
—Primrose League, a political association for the

spread of Conservative opinions—formed in 1883 in

memory of Lord Beaconsfield, whose favourite flower

is said to have been the primrose. [Fr. prime rose

—as if L. prima rosa ; really through O. Fr. prime-
role and Low L. dim. forms from L. primus.]

Primsie, prim'si, adj. (,Scot.) prim, demure.

Primula, prim'u-la, «. the genus of plants to which
the primrose belongs. [L. primus, first.]

PrLmum mobile, prl'mum mob'i-le, in the Ptolemaic
system the outermost of the ten revolving spheres of

the universe, supposed to carry the others with it

:

any great source of motion. [L.]

Primus, pri'mus, «. the bishop in the Scottish Epis-

copal Church who presides over the meetings of the

other bishops, but without metropolitan authority.

Prlmy, prtmi, adj. {Shak.) blooming.
Prince, prins, «. one of the highest rank : a sovereign :

son of a king or emperor : a title of nobility, as in

Germany : the chief of any body of men -.^em.
Prlu'cess.

—

v.i. to play the prince (usually with it).

—ns. PriUce'-biSh'op, a bishop who was also the

civil ruler or prince of his diocese ; PriDLCe'-Coil'SOrt,

the husband of a reigning queen ; Prlnce'dom, the

estate, jurisdiction, sovereignty, or rank of a prince ;

Prince'hOOd, rank or quality of a prince ; Prlnce'-
Impe'rial, the eldest son of an emperor ; Prinoe'kin,
Prince'let, Princeling, a little or inferior prince.—adj. Prince'-like, becoming a prince.—«. Prince'-
llness.

—

adj'. Princely, prince-like: becoming a
prince: grand: august: regal.— rt</z'. in a prince-like

manner.

—

adv. Prin'cessly, like a princess. — ».

Prin'cess-Roy'al, theeldest daughter of a sovereign.—adj'. Prin'Cifled, ridiculously dignified.—«. Mer*-
Chantprince, a merchant who has gained great
wealth.—Prince of darkness. Prince of this world,
Satan ; Prince of Peace, Christ : the Messiah

;

Prince of Wales, the eldest son of the British
sovereign; Prince Rupert's drops (see Drop);
Prince's feather, a tall showy annual with spikes
of rose-coloured flowers ; Prince's metal, a gold-like
alloy of 70 parts of copper and 25 of zinc. [Fr.,—L.
pri?iceps^primns, first, capere, to take.]

Princeps, prin'seps, «. one who, or that which, is fore-

most, original, &c. : short for editio prittceps, the
first edition of a book. [L.]

Princesse, prin-ses', adj. of a woman's garment, close-

fitting, the skirt and waist in one, andundraped. [Fr.]

Principal, prin'si-pal, adj. taking the first place : high-
est in rank, character, or importance : chief.—«. a
principal person or thing : a head, as of a school or
college : one who takes a leading part : money on
which interest is paid : (archit.) a main beam or
timber : (Jaw) the person who commits a crime, or
one who aids and abets him in doing it : a person
for whom another becomes surety, a person who,
being sui juris, employs another to do an act which
he is competent himself to do : (tnus.) an organ-stop :

{Shak.) the principal rafter. — n, Principal'ity,
supreme power : the territory of a prince or the
country which gives title to him : {B.) a prince

:

{fibs.) a power: (//.) an order of angels, the seventh
in the hierarchy of Dionysius.

—

adv. Prin'cipally.—ns. Prin'cipalness, the state of being principal or
chief; Prin'cipalship, position of a principal ; Prln'-
Clpate,^ primary : a principality, esp. the office of
the ancient Roman emperors. [L. principalis.]

Princlpla, prin-sip'i-a, n.pl. first principles : elements,
i:sed often as the contracted title of the ' Philosophiae
N.-ituralis Principia Mathematica ' of Newton.—n(^'.

Princlp'ial, elementary. [L., pi. ofprincipium.]
Principle, prin'si-pl, «. a fundamental truth on which

others are founded or from which they spring : a law
or doctrine from which others are derived : an original
faculty of the mind : a settled rule of action : {chem.)
a constituent part: {obs.) a beginning.— v.i. to
MUbiish in principles : to impress with a doctrine.

—
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adj. Prin'cipled, holding certain principles.—Prin-
ciple of contradiction, the logical principle that a
thing cannot both be and not be ; Principle Of ex-
cluded middle {logic), the principle that a thing
must be either one thing or its contradictory ; Prin"
ciple of sufficient reason (see Reason).—First
principle, a very general principle not deducible
from others. [L. principium, \i^^\x\xiva%—pritueps.]

Princock, prin'kok, «. (Shak.) a conceited fellow : a
coxcomb.—Also Prin'COX.

Prink, pringk, v.t. to adorn ostentatiously. — «.

Prink'er. [Weakened from prank.]
Print, print, v.t. to press or impress : to mark by

pressure : to impress letters on paper, &c. : to pub-
lish : {phot.) to produce a positive picture from a
negative.

—

vd. to practise the art of printing : to
publish a book.

—

n. a mark or character made by
impression : the impression of types in general : a
copy : a printed picture : an engraving : a newspaper

:

a printed cloth : calico stamped with figures : that
which impresses its form on anything : a cut, in

wood or metal: (archit.) a plaster-cast in low relief.—ns. Print'er, one who prints, esp. books, news-
papers, &c. ; Print'ing, act, art, or practice of print-

ing; Print'ing-ink, ink used in printing; Print'ing-
machine', a printing-press worked by machinery ;

Print'ing-ofif'ice, an establishment where books,
&c., are printed ; Print'ing-pa'per, a paper suitable

for printing purposes ; Print'ing-presS, a machine
by which impressions are taken in ink upon paper
from types.

—

adj. Prinfless, receiving or leaving no
impression.— «i-. Print'-sell'er, one who sells prints

or engravings ; Print' -shop, a shop where prints are

sold ; Print'-WOrks, an establishment where cloth is

Srinted.— Printer's devil (see Devil); Printer's
ik (same as Printing-ink) ; Printer's mark, an

engraved device used by printers as a trade-mark.

—

In print, published in printed form : in stock, as
opposed to books which cannot now be got

—

Out 0/
print. [Shortened from O. Fr. empreindre, empreint
—L. itnpriniere—in, '\Mo,premere, to press.]

Prior, prl'or, adj. former : previous : coming before in

time.

—

n. the head of a priory : (in Italy) formerly
a chief magistrate '.—/em. Pri'oress.

—

ns. Pli'orate,
Pri'orship, the government or office of a prior : the
time during which a prior is in office ; Prior'ity,
state of being prior or first in time, place, or rank :

preference ; pTl'ory, a convent of either sex, under
a prior or prioress, and next in rank below an abbey.
Wi. prior, former, comp. from pro-, in front.]

Prisag^, pri'zaj, n. formerly a right of the English
kings to seize for crown purposes, esp. that of taking
two tuns of wine from every ship importing twenty
tuns or more. [O. ¥r.,—prise, taking.]

Prise, priz, n. (Spens.) an enterprise or adventure.
Priser, prtz'er, n. (Shak.). Same as Prlzer.
Prism, prizm, n. (geom.) a solid whose ends are

similar, equal, and parallel planes, and whose sides
are parallelograms : (opt.) a solid glass, triangular-

shaped body, used for resolving rays of light into

their separate colours.

—

adjs. Prismat'ic, -al, re-

sembling or pertaining to a prism : separated or
formed by a prism. — adv. Flrismat'ically. — ns.

Pris'matOid, Pris'moid, a figure in the form of a
prism.—ij^'j. Pris'matoidal, Pris'moidal ; Pris'my,
prismatic in colour. [L.,—Gr. prisma, -atos.]

Prison, priz'n, «. a building for the confinement of

criminals, &c. : a jail : any place of confinement.

—

v.t. to shut in prison, restrain.

—

n.pl. Pris'on-bars,

whatever confines or restrains.

—

ns. Pris'oner. one
arrested or confined in prison : a captive ; Pris-
oner's-, Pris'on-base, a game among boys, in which
those who are caught in a certain way are confined

as prisoners—a corr. of prison-bars : PriS'on-fe'ver,

typhus-fever ; Pris'on-nouse, place of confinement ;

PriS'onment (Shak.\ confinement in a prison

—

usually itnprisonment ; Pris'on-Ship ; Prls'on-van,
a closed conveyance for carrying prisoners.—State
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prisoner, one confined for a political oflfence in a
state prison. [Fr.,

—

'L. preiisio, -onis, (or prekensio,
a -eizmg

—

preheKdere, •hensum, to seize.]

Pristine, pns'tin, adf. as at first : former : belonging

to the earliest time : ancient. [O. Fr. ,—L. pristinus;

cf. friscus, antique, />7V>r, former.]

prithee, priM'e, a corruption oK Ipray thee.

Prlttle-prattle, prit'l-prat'l, n. empty talk._

Privacy, prt'va-si, or priv*-, «. state of being private

or retired from company or observation : a place of

seclusion : retreat : retirement : secrecy.

Privat docent, prg-vat* dO-tsent',
_
n. a_ teacher in

connection with a German university, without share

in its government or endowment, only receiving fees.

[Ger.,

—

h. priT'atus, private, docens, -entis, teaching,

docere, to teach.]

ftlvate, prfvSt, adj. apart from the state : not in-

vested with public office: peculiar to one's self:

belonging to an individual person or company : not
public : retired from observation : secret : not publicly

known : not holding a commission.—«. a common
soldier : {Shak. ) a person without public office, a secret

message, privacy, retirement.

—

adv. Pri'vately.

—

n.

Pri'vateness.—Private act, &c., an act, &c., which
deals with the concerns of private persons—opp. to

General act, &c. ; Private judgment, the judg-
ment of an individual, esp. on the meaning of a
passage or doctrine of Scripture, as distinguished
from the interpretation of the church ; Private
law, that part of law which deals with the rights

and duties of persons guA individuals ; Private
le^slation, legislation affecting the interests of
private persons ; Private parts, the sexual organs ;

Private property, rights, the property, rights of
individual persons, as distinguished from that which
belongs to a public body and is devoted to public
use ; Private trust, a trust managed in the interest

of private parlies ; Private wrong, an injury done
to an individual in his private capacity.—In private,
privately, in secret ; The private (obs.), the private
life of individuals, [h. prtvaius, pa.p. of /r/Varf,
to separate

—

priz'us, single.]

Privateer, pri-va-ter', «. an armed private vessel com-
missioned by a government to seize and plunder an
enemy's ships : the commander of a privateer.

—

v.i-

to cruise in a privateer : to fit out privateers.

—

ns.

Prlvateer'ing ; Privateer'sman.
Privation, prl-va'shun, n. state of being deprived of

something, esp. of what is necessary for comfort

:

destitution: {JogW) absence of any quality: (fibs.)

degradation or suspension from an office. — adj.
Privative, causing privation : consisting in the
absence of something.

—

n. that which is privative or
depends on the absence of something else : {logic) a
term denoting the absence of a quality : {gratn.) a
prefix denoting absence or negation.

—

adv. PrlVa-
tively.—«. PriVativeness. [L. ; cf. J'rivate.]

Privet, priv'et, «. a half-evergreen European shrub
used for hedges. [Perh. pritnet—prim.\

Privilege, priv'i-lej, «. an advantage to an individual:
a right enjoyed only by a few : freedom from burdens
home by others : prerogative : a sacred and vital

civil right : (Shak.) superiority.

—

v.t. to grant a
privilege to : to exempt : to authorise, license.

—

adj.
Privileged.—Breach of privilege, any interference
with or slight done to the rights or privileges of
a legislative body

;
Question of privilege, any

question arising out of the rights of an assembly
or of its members ; Writ Of privilege, an order
for the release of a person from custody. [Fr.,

—

L. priviUgiuni—privus, single, lex, iegis, a law.]
Privy, priv'i, adj. private : pertaining to one person

:

for private uses : secret : appropriated to retirement

:

admitted to the knowledge of something secret.—«.

(Jaw) a person having an interest in an action : a
necessary house.

—

adv. PriVUy, privately: secretly.—ns. Privity, secrecy : something kept private

:

knowledge, shared with another, of something private

or confidential : knowledge implying concurrence

:

relation between different interests, as, for example,
in feudal tenure the interests of several persons in
the same land, the mutual relationships of contractor
and contractee, the relation caused by common
knowledge in breaches of contract : (abs.) seclu-

sion, intimacy ; PriVy-cham'ber, private apartment
in a royal residence ; PriVy-coun'cll, the private
council of a sovereign to advise in the administration
of government ; PriVy-coun'Olllor, a member of
the privy-council ; PriVy-purse, the purse or money
for the private or personal use of the sovereign

;

RiVy-seal, -slg'net, the seal used by or for the
king in subordinate matters, or those which are not
to pass the great seal ; PrlVy-ver'dlCt, a verdict
given to a judge out of court.—Gentlemen ushers
of the pnvy-chamber, four officials in the royal
household who attend certain court ceremonies.
[Fr. /»/:'/

—

\^. privatus, private.]

Prize, Prise, priz, v.t. to force open by means of a
lever. [Fr. ; cf. Prize, below.]

Prize, prIz, «. that which is taken or gained by
competition : anything taken from an enemy in war:
{hunting) the note of the trumpet blown at the
capture of the game : a captured vessel : that which
is won in a lottery : anything offered for competition

:

a 'gain : a reward : {Shak.) a competition.

—

adj.
worthy of a prize: to which a prize is given.

—

adjs.
Prlz'ablOj -eable, valuable.

—

us. Prize'-court, a
court forjudging regarding prizes made on the high
seas ; Prize'-ught, a combat in which those engaged
fight for a prize or wager ; Prlze'-fight'er, a boxer
who fights publicly for a prize ; Prize'-%ht'ing

;

Prize'-Ust, recorded of the winners in a competition

;

Prize'man ; Prize'-mon'ey, share of the money or
proceeds from any prizes taken from an enemy

;

Priz'er {Shak.). one who competes for a prize;
Prize'-ring, a ring for prize-fighting : the practice
itself [Fr. prise—pris, taken, pa.p. prendre—L.
prehendcre, to seize.]

Prize, priz,'i»./. to set a price on : to value : to value
highly.

—

n. valuation, estimate.—«. PriZ'er {Shak.),
an appraiser. [Fr. priser—O. Fr. pris, price (Fr.

Prix)—\^. pretium, price.]

Pro, pro, Latin prep, meaning before, used in English
in many phrases.—Pro and con, abbrev. of pro et

contra, for and against.

—

v.i. to consider impar-
tially.

—

n.pl. Pros and cons, arguments for and
against an opinion.— Pro bono publico, for the
public good.

Proa, prO'a, ?/. a small and swift Malay sailing-vessel,

with both ends equally sharp. [Malay /raw.]
Probable, prob'a-bl, adj. that can be proved : having
more evidence for than against : giving ground
for belief: likely: {Shak.) plausible.—«. probable
opinion.—KJ. Probabll'lorist ; Prob'ablllsm {R.C.
theoL), the doctrine in casuistry that of two probable
opinions, both reasonable, one may follow his own
inclination, as a doubtful law cannot impose a cer-

tain obligation—opp. to Probabil'lorism, according
to which it is lawful to follow one's inclination only
when there is a more probable opinion in its favour

;

Prob'abilist ; Probahil'ity, quality of being prob-
able : appearance of truth : that which is probable :

chance or likelihood of something happening :

—

//. Probabil'lties.—rtffo. Prob'ably.—a^'. Pro'bal
{Shak.), probable.—Probable cause, a reasonable
ground that an accusation is true ; Probable error,

a quantity assumed as the value of an error, such
that the chances of the real error being greater

are equal to those of it being less than this quan-
tity ; Probable evidence, evidence not conclusive,

but admitting of some degree of force. [Fr.,—L.

probabilis—probare, -Stum, to prove.]

Probanp, prO'bang, «. an instrument for pushing ob-

structions down the oesophagus of a choking animal.

Probate, prOTjat, «. the proof before a competent
court that a written paper purporting to be the will
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of a person who has died is indeed his lawful act

:

the official copy of a will, with the certificate of its

having been proved : the right or jurisdiction of
proving wills.

—

adj. relating to the establishment of
wills and testaments.—Probate Court, a court created
in 1858 to exercise jurisdiction in matters touching
the succession to personal estate ; Probate duty, a
tax on property passing by will. [Cf. Probable.\

Probation, prO-ba'shun, «. act of proving : any pro-

ceeding to elicit truth, &c. : trial : time of trial

:

moral trial : noviciate.

—

adjs. Proba'tional, Proba'-
tlonary, relating to probation or trial.—«. Proba'-
tioner, one who is on probation or trial : (Scot.)

one licensed to preach, but not ordained to a
pastorate.

—

culjs. Probative, Pro'batory, serving
for proof or trial : relating to proof.

—

n. Proba'tor,
an examiner.—The doctrine Of future probation,
the doctrine that the gospel will be preached in

another life to the unregenerate dead or to those
who never heard it in life. [Fr.,—L.]

Probatnm est, prO-batum est, it has been proved.
[L., 3d sing. perf. indie, pass, oi probiire, to prove.]

Probe, prOb, «. a proof or tri.il : a long, thin instru-

ment for examining a wound, &c. : that which tries

or probes.

—

v.t. to e.xamine with or as with a probe :

to examine thoroughly. — u.pl. Probe'-SClSS'ors,
scissors used to open wounds, the blade having a
button at the end. (L. probare, to prove.]

Probity, prob'i-ti, K. uprightness : honesty : virtue that

has been tested. [Fr.,— L. probilas, probiis, good.]
Problem, prob'lem, n. a matter difficult of settlement

or solution : (geom.) a proposition in which some-
thing is required to be done.

—

adj's. Problemat'lc,
•al, of the nature of a problem : questionable

:

doubtful. — adv. Problematically. — v.i. Prob'-
lematise. (Fr.,—L.,—Gr. problema—-pro, before,
balleiH, to throw.]

Proboscis, pro-bos'is, n. the trunk of some animals, as
the elephant, for conveying food to the mouth : any-
thing like a trunk :—//. Probos'cldes.—<!<//>. Pro-
bos'cldate ; Proboscidean, having a proboscis.

—

«. a mammal of the Proboscidea.—n. Probos'cis-
monk'ey, a monkey of Borneo, having a long mobile
and retractile nose. (L.,

—

Gr.proiroskis, a trunk

—

pro, in front, boskeht, to feed.]

Procaclty, prs-kas'i-ti, «. petulance.

—

aiij. Proca'-
clous.

Procathedral, pr6-ka-the'dral, n. a church used tem-
porarily as a cathedral.

Proceed, pro-sed', v.i. to go forward : to advance : to
act according to a method : to go from point to

point : to issue : to be produced : to prosecute : to
take an academic degree : {Skak.) to be transacted,
done.

—

ns. Proce'dure, the act of proceeding or
moving forward : a step taken or an act performed :

progress : process : conduct ; Proceed'er, one who
goes forward or makes progress ; Proceed'ing, a
going forward : progress : step : operation ; trans-

action : (//.) a record of the transactions of a society :

(JShak.) advancement.

—

n.pl. Pro'ceeds, the money
arising from anything: rent: produce.—Special pro-
ceeding, a judicial proceeding other than an action,
as, for example, a writ of mandamus ; Summary pro-
ceedings, certain statutory remedies taken without
the formal bringing of an action by process and
pleading. [Fr. prac^der—\j. pn-ocedere—pro, before,
cedere, cessum, to go.]

Froceleusmatio, pros-e-lus-mat'ik, adj. inciting, en-
couraging.—«. in ancient prosody, a foot consisting

of four short syllables. [GT.,—prokeUuein, to incite

before

—

pro, before, keleuein, to order.]

Procellarla, pros-e-la'ri-a, «. a Linnaean genus of
petrels.

ProcephallC, prO-se-fal'ik, or prS-sef'a-lik, adj. of or
pertaining to the forepart of the head.—Procephalic
lobes, two lobes_ in the embryo of the Podophthalmia
which develop into the anterior parts of the head.
iCit.pro, before, kephaO, head.]

Procerebrum, prO-ser'e-brum, «. the fore-brain, con-
sisting of the cerebral hemispheres, corpora striata,

and olfactory lobes.

—

adj. ProcerebraL [L. pro,
before, cerebrum, brain.]

Procerlte, pros'e-rlt, «. the last segment of the an-
tenna in the Crustacea. [Gr. pto, before, keras, a
horn.)

Procerlty, prO-ser'i-ti, «. tallness, loftiness.

—

adj. Pro-
ce'rous, tall. \h.,—procerus, tall.]

Proems, pro-sa', n. a law-suit : a trial.—Proc&s verbal,
a written account of facts in coouection with a trial

or other proceeding. [Fr.]

Process, pros'es, or pro'-, «. a gradual progress

:

manner of acting or happening : operation : the
whole proceedings in an action or prosecution

:

series of measures : a projection on a bone or plant
(also Proces'SUS) : the same as photo-process, the
reproduction as a drawing, &c., by any mechanical
(esp. photographic) process : (^Shak.) a narrative,

account.

—

v.t. to proceed against by legal process:
to produce a reproduction of a drawing as above.—
«. Proc'ess-serVer (Shak.), a bailiflf. [Fr. prods—
L. processus.]

Procession, prO-sesh'un, ft. the act of proceeding:
a train of persons in a formal march.

—

adj. Pro-
Ces'Sional, pertaining to a procession : consisting in

a procession.—«. a book of the processions of the
Romish Church : a hymn sung during a procession,

esp. of clergy in a church.—«. Proces'SlonallSt.

—

adj. Proces'sionary.—«j. Proces'stoner (U.S.), a
county officer in Tennessee and North Carolina
whose duty it is to survey lands ; ProceS'Sioning
(U.S.), periodical sur\-ey and inspection of bounda-
ries. —Procession of the Holy Ghost (theol.), the

emanation of the Holy Spirit from the Father (single

procession), or from the Father and Son (double
procession). [Fr.,—L.]

Procheln, prO'shen, adj. next, nearest.—Procheln
ami, amy, next friend, one who undertakes to

assist a minor in prosecuting his or her rights.

[Fr.,—L./r^jrjWKJ, nearest.]

Prochronism, prO'kron-izm, «. a dating of an eveiit

before the right time : a making earlier than it

really was—opp. to Parachronistn. [Gr. pro, before,

chrottos, time.]

Procldence, pros'i-dens, n. a falling down, a prolapsus,

—adjs. Proc'ldent; Prooid'uous, falling from iu
proper place.

Proolnct, pr5-singkt', «. (Milt.) complete preparation.

{L., pro, before, cingere, cinctuut, to gird.]

Proclaim, prO-klam', v.t. to cry aloud: to publish
abro.id : to announce officially.— ns. Proclaim';
Proclaim'ant ; Proclaim'er ; Proclamation, the

act of proclaiming : official notice given to the
public.—Proclaimed district, a district in which
some unusually strict law is brought into force

by a form of proclamation. [Fr. proclamer—L.
proclamare—-P>ro, out, clamdre, to cry.]

Proclitic, pr5-klit'ik, adj. dependent in accent upon
the following word.

—

n. a monosyllabic word which
depends so much on the preceding word as to lose

its accent. \Gx. pro, forward, klinein, lean.]

Proclivity, prS-kliVi-ti, «. an inclining forward :

tendency: inclination: aptitude.

—

adjs. Proclive',

inclining to a thing : having a natural tendency

:

prone; Procli'VOUS, slanting forward and down-
ward. [L. p>roclivitas—proclivus, having a slope

forward

—

pro, forward, clivus, a slope.]

Proccalian, prC-se'li-an, adj. hollowed or cupped in

front.—Also PrOCOBlOUS. [Gr. pro, before, koilos,

hollow.)
Proconsul, prO-kon'sul, n. a Roman official having the

authority of a consul without his office : the governor
of a province.—o^'. Procon'SUlar, pertaining to, or

under the government of, a proconsul.

—

ns. Pro-
consulate, Procon'SUlship, the office, or term of

office, of a proconsul.
Procrastinate, pro-kras'ti-nat, v.t. to put off till some
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Procreate fSte, far ; me, h^r ; mine ; Profess

future time : to postpone.

—

v.i, to delay.—«. Pro-
Crastina'tion, a putting off till a future time :

dilatoriness.—rtrf7>. Procras'tinatlve, Procras'tl-

natory.—«. Procras'tinator. [L.—^ra, off, eras-

Units—eras, to-morrow.]
Procreate, prO'kre-at, v.t. to bring into being : to

generate : to propagate : to produce.—«. Pro'creant,

one who, or that which, procreates or generates.

—

adj. procreating, connected with or related to re-

production.

—

n. Procrea'tlon, the act ofprocreating :

generation : production.

—

adj. Pro'creative, having

the power to procreate : generative : productive.

—

ns. Pro'creativeness ; Pro'creator, one who pro-

creates : a father. [L. procredre, -atum—pro, forth,

credre, to produce.]

ProcrusteaB, pr0-krus't6-an, adj. violently making
conformable to a standard—from Procrustes, a Greek
robber, who stretched or cut a piece off the legs of

his captives, so as to fit them to an iron bed.

Proctalgia, prok-tal'ji-a, «. pain of the anus or rectum.
—«. Procti'tla, inflammation thereof. [Gr. proktos,

the anus, algos, pain.]

Proctor, prok'tor, «. a procurator or manager for

another ; an attorney m the spiritual courts : a
representative of the clergy in Convocation: an
official in the English universities who attends to

the morals of the students and enforces university

regulations.—Kj. Proc'torage, Proc'torshlp.—a^'.

PrOCtO'rial, pertaining to a proctor: magisterial.

—

v.t. Proc'torlse {slang), in the English universities,

to summon before a proctor. [Procurator.'\

Proctucha, prok-tuTca, «.//. a. group of the Tur-
bellaria in which the digestive canal is furnished

with an anal aperture.—^<^'. Proctu'chous. [Gr.

proktos, the anus, echein, to have.]

Procumbent, prO-kum'bent, adj. leaning forward:
lying down or on the face : {bot^ trailing : without
putting out roots, as a stem. [L. pro, forward,
cumblre, to lie down.]

Procure, prO-kur', v.t. to obtain for one's self or for

another : to bring about : to attract : (Spens.) to urge
earnestly.

—

v.t. to pander, pimp.

—

adj. Proour'able,
that may be procured, —ns. Pro'curacy, office of

a procurator ; Procura'tlon, the act of managing
another's affairs : the instrument giving power to do
this : a sum paid by incumbents to the bishop or

archdeacon on visitations ; Proc'urator, one who
takes care of a thing for another: a lawyer: a
financial agent in an imperial province under the
Roman emperors ; Proc'urator-fis'cal (see Fiscal).

—adj. Procurato'rial.—«. Proc'uratorslilp.—«:^'.

Proc'uratorjr.— «j. Procure'ment, the act of pro-

curing : a bringing about : management : agency ;

Procurer, one who procures ; a pander :
—ykin.

Proc'uress. [ Fr. procurer— L. procurare, to
manage—/n), for, curdre, -dtunt, to care for.]

Procureur, prO-kU-rer', n. a procurator.—Procureur
g^n^ral {French law), the public prosecutor-in-chicf.

ProcyonidSB, prO-si-on'i-de, n.pl. an American family of
plantigrade carnivorous mammals, including raccoons
and coatis. [Gr. pro, before, kyon, a dog.]

Prod, prod, n. a. goad, awl : a prick or punch with a
pointed instrument.

—

v.t. to prick. [Perh. brod.)

Prodigal, prod'i-gal, adj. spending without necessity :

wasteful : lavish : profuse.—«. one who throws away
without necessity: a waster: a spendthrift.

—

v.t.

Prod'lgabse, Prod'lgate, to spend lavishly, waste.—n. Prodigal'ity, state or quality of being prodigal

:

extravagance : profusion : great liberality.

—

adv.
Prod'igally, wastefully. [Fr.,—L. prodigits—pro-
digere, to squander

—

pro, forth, agere, to drive.]
Prodigy, prod'i-ji, n. a portent : any person or thing

that causes great wonder : a wonder : a monster.

—

adj. Prodig'ious, like a prodigy : astonishing : more
than usually large in size or degree : monstrous.

—

«</?'. Prodlg'lously. — «. Prodlg'Iousness. [Fr.

prodige— L. prodigium, a prophetic sign

—

pro,
before, dicire, to say.]

Prodltor, prod'i-tor, «. a traitor, [L., —prodire,
-ituin, to betray

—

pro, forth, dare, to give.]

Prodromus, prod'rO-mus, «. a sign of approaching
disease : a preliminary course or treatise '.—pi. Prod'-
roml {A).—adj. Prodrom'ic. [Gr.]

Produce, prO-dus', v.t. to bring forward : to make
longer : to bring forth : to bear : to exhibit : to yield

:

to bring about: to cause: {geom.) to extend.

—

v.i. to yield : to create value.

—

ns. Prod'uce, that
which is produced : product : proceeds : crops : yield

;

Prod'uoe-brok'er, a dealer in natural products, esp.

foreign or colonial ; Produc'er ; Producibil'lty.-
adj. ProdUC'ible, that may be produced : that may
be generated or made : that may be exhibited.

—

n. Produc'ibleness.— /T(^'. Produc'tile, capable of

being drawn out in length. [L. producere, -ductum
—pro, forward, ducere, to lead.]

Product, prod'ukt, «. that which grows or is produced

:

work : composition : effect : (aritli.) the result of
numbers multiplied together : {Milt.') offspring.

—

v.t.

Product' {rare), to produce.—«j. ProdUCtlbll'lty,
capability ofbeing produced : ProdUC'tion, act of pro-
ducing : that which is produced : fruit : product

:

{pol. econ.) creation of values : {zool.) extension,
protrusion : (//.) in Scots law, written documents
produced in support of the action or defence.

—

adj.
ProdUC'tive, having the power to produce : genera-
live : fertile: efficient.— adv. PrOdUC'tiVely.— «j.

Produc'tiveness, Productivity.
Proem, prO'em, «. an introduction : a prelude : a pre-

face.

—

adj. Proe'mlal. [Vt. proi-me— \,. prooemiutH
—Gr. prooimion—pro, before, oimos, a way.]

Proembryo, prO-em'bri-O, «. a cellular structure pro-
duced from the spore of some plants, from which the
embryo arises.

Proemptosis, pr0-emp-t5'sis, «. the addition of a day
to a calendar or cycle, to correct error. [Gr.]

Preface, pro' fas, interj. {Sliak.) may it profit you !

—

a phrase of welcome. [O. ¥t.,^prou, profit, /ace,
ydsse, 3d pers. sing. pres. subj. oifaire, to do.]

Profane, pro-fan', adj. not sacred : common : secular :

speaking or acting m contempt of sacred things : un-
initiated : impious : impure.

—

v.t. to violate anything
holy : to abuse anything sacred : to put to a wrong
use : to pollute : to debase.—«. Profana'tion, dese-

cration : irreverence to what is holy : a treating of
anything with disrespect. — adj. Profan'atory. —
adv. Profane'ly.-/AT. Profane'ness ; Profan'er;
Profan'ity, irreverence : that which is profane :

profane language or conduct [Fr.,—L. pro/anus—
pro, before,jattum, a temple.]

ProfectltiouS, prO-fek-tish'us, adj. derived from an
ancestor or ancestors. [Low L.,—L. projicisci, pro-
fectus, to proceed.]

Profess, pro-fes', v.t. to own freely: to make open
declaration of: to declare in strong terms : to an-
nounce publicly one's skill in : to affirm one's belief

in : {Spens.) to present the appearance of: {R.C.) to

receive into a religious order by profession.

—

v.i. to

enter publicly into a religious state : {Sluik.) to pre-

tend friendship.

—

adj. Professed', openly declared :

avowed: acknowledged.— adv. Profess^edly.— «.

ProfeS'Sion, the act of professing : open declaration :

pretence : an employment not mechanical and requir-

ing some degree of learning : calling or known em-
ployment : the collective body of persons engaged in

any profession : entrance into a religious order.

—

adj. Profes'slonal, pertaining to a profession: en-
gaged in a profession : undertaken as a means of
subsistence, as opposed to Amateur.—n. one who
makes his living by an art, as opposed to .nn amateur
who practises it merely for pastime.

—

n. Profes'Slon-
a.VL%m.—adv. Profes'slonally.—«j. Profess'or, one
who professes : one who openly declares belief in

certain doctrines : one who publicly practises or

teaches any branch of knowledge : a public and
authorised teacher in a university •.—/em. ProfesS'or-

esB ; Profess'orate, Professoriate, the office of a
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Proffer mote ; mOte ; miJiSn ; Men. Prohibit

professor or public teacher : his period of office : body
of professors.—a(^'. Professo'rial.—/i//7\ Professo'-
rlally.—«. Profess'orslilp. [Fr. pro/is, professed,
said of a member of a religious order—L. pro/essus,
perf. p. o{profiteri—pro, publicly

,
_/^/?rt, to confess.]

Proffer, proPer, v.t. to bring forward : to propose : to

offer for acceptance.—«. an offer made : a proposal.
—«. Proff'erer. [Fr. profirer—L. pro/erre—pro,
hrw3xA,/erre, to bring.]

Proflcience, prS-fish'ens, «. state of being proficient

:

improvement in anything : advancement—also Pro-
fi'clency.

—

adj. Profi'cient, competent : well skilled :

thoroughly qualified.—«. one who has made consider-

able advancement in anything : an adept : an expert.—adv. Profl'ciently. [L. proficiens, -entis, pr.p.

oiprq/icere, to make progress—/ro, forward, yac/«,
to make.]

Profile, pr5'fll, n. an outline : a head or portrait in a
side-view : the side-face : the outline of any object
without foreshortening : a vertical section of country
to show the elevations and depressions.

—

v.t. to draw
in profile : to make an outline of: (ntech.) to give a
definite form by chiselling, milling, &c.

—

ns. Pro-
fillst, one who takes or makes profiles ; Profil'O-

graph, an instrument for automatically recording
the profile of the ground it traverses. [It. profilo
(Ft. profil)— "L. pro, before, _/?/«»«, a thread.]

Profit, profit, «. gain : the gain resulting from the
employment of capital : the difference between the
selling price and the first cost : advantage : addition
to good or value : benefit : improvement

—

v.t. to

benefit or to be of advantage to: to improve.— -'./.

to gain advantage : to receive profit : to improve : to

be of advantage : to bring good.

—

adj. Profitable,
yielding or bringing profit or gain : lucrative : pro-
ductive : advantageous : beneficial.

—

n. Prof'itable-
ness.-a^r. Profitably.—«j. Profiter; Profit-
ing, profit, gain, or advantage : {B.) progress or
proficiency.

—

adj. Profitless, without profit, gain, or
advantage.—<r<2't;. ProfItlessly.-«. Profit^shar'-
Ing, a voluntary agreement under which the employee
receives a share, fixed beforehand, in the profits of a
business.—Profit and loss, gain or loss arising from
buying and selling, &c.—Net profits, clear gain after

deduction of all outlay and expenses ; Rate of profit,

the amount of profit compared with the capital used
in its production. [Fr.,—L. profectus, progress

—

proficere, pro/ectum, to make progress.]

Profligate, prof'li-gat, adj. abandoned to vice : with-
out virtue or decency: dissolute: prodigal: (obs.)

overthrown, defeated.

—

n. one leading a profligate
life : one shamelessly vicious : an abandoned person.
—ns. Profligacy, Profllgateness, state or quality
of being profligate : a vicious course of \\^c..—adv.

Profligately. W^. profligatus,^^'^. oi projligdre
^pro, forward, _/f/^/r^, to dash.]

Profluent, prof'lu-ent, adj. flowing forth.—«. Prof-
Inence. [L.pro, forth, _fiuere, to flow.]

Pro forma, pro for'ma, as a matter of form. [L. pro,
{oT, forma, abl. cXforma, form.]

Profound, prO-fownd', adj. far below the surface : low :

very deep : intense : abstruse : mysterious : occult :

intellectually deep : penetrating deeply into know-
ledge.—«. the sea or ocean : an abyss, great depth.—adv. Profoundly, deeply : with deep knowledge
or insight : with deep concern.

—

ns. Profound'ness,
Profnnd'lty, the state or quality of being profound :

depth of place, of knowledge, &c. : that which is

profound. [Fr. profond—\^ profundus—pro, {or-

ws.rA.f7nidus, bottom.]
Profunda, prO-fun'da, n. a deep-seated artery, as of

the arm, neck, or leg '.—pi. Profun'daB.
Profuse, prO-fus', adj. liberal to excess : lavish : ex-

travagant. — adv. Profusely.

—

ns, Profuae'ness,
ProfU'Sion, state of being profuse : extravagance :

prodigality. [L. profusus, pa.p. of frrofundere—
pro, {or\h,fiindere, to pour.]

Prog, prog, v.t. to thrust.

—

v.i. to go about, as if pick-

ing and plundering: to beg.—«. a pointed instru-

ment : food got by begging. [I'rob. related to W.
procio, to stab.]

Progenerate, pro-jen'e-rat, v.t. to beget—«. Pro-
genitor, a forefather : an ancestor : a parent : the
founder of a family -.—fern. Progenitress, Progeni-
trix.—/«. Progenlture, a begetting; Prog'eny,
that which is brought forth : descendants : race

:

children. [Fr.,—L.,

—

pro, before, genitor, a parent,
gignere, genitum, to beget.]

Proglottis, pro-glot'is, n. a term applied to the
detached segments of the body in the Cestoidea

:

—
//. Proglottides.—a<^'. Proglottlo. [Gr.,—pro,
before, g/dssa, glotta, tongue.]

Prognathous, prog'na-thus, adj. having jaws pro-
jecting far forward—also Prognathic-«. Prog'-
nathlsm. [Gr. pro, forward, gnatlios, a jaw.]

Prognosis, prog-no'sis, n. foreknowledge : (med.) the
act or art of foretelling the course of a disease from
the symptoms : the opinion thus formed.

—

n. Prog-
nos'tic, a foreshowing : a foretelling: an indication:
a presage.

—

adj. foreknowing : foreshowing : indicat-
ing what is to happen by signs or symptoms.

—

v.t.

Prognos'ticate, to foreshow : to foretell : to indicate
as future by signs.

—

n. Prognostica'tion, the act of
prognosticating or foretelling something future by
present signs : a foretoken or previous sign.

—

adj.

Prognos'ticative.—«. Prognos'ticator, a predictor

of future events, esp. a weather prophet. [Gr.,

—

pro, \xiorc, gigttoskein, to know.]
Programme, Program, pro'gram, «. a public notice in

writing : an outline of subjects and the order in which
they are to be taken up at a meeting, exhibition, con-

cert, &c. : a preliminary outline.

—

n. Pro'grammer,
one who makes up a programme. — Programme
music, music meant to give the hearers, by means
of instruments, without words, the impressions of

scenes and incidents. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr. programma
—pro, before, graphein, to write.]

Progress, prog' res, «. a going forward or onward

:

advance : improvement of any kind : proficiency :

course : passage from place to place : procession : a
journey of state : a circuit.

—

v.i. Progress', to go
forward : to make progress : to grow better : to pro-

ceed : to advance : to improve.

—

-:t. (SAak.)to move
or push forward.— «. Progres'Sion, motion onward :

act or state of moving onward : progress : regular

and gradual advance : increase or decrease of

numbers or magnitudes according to a fixed law

:

(mus.) a regular succession of chords or the move-
ments of the parts in harmony.

—

adj. Progres'Sional.

—fis. Progres'sionist, Prog^ressist, one who be-

lieves in the progress of society and its future per-

fection : one who believes in the development of

animals and plants from one simple form.

—

adj.

Progressive, progressing or moving forward : ad-

vancing gradually : improving.— «. one in favour of

reform.— adv. Progress'ively.— «. Progress'ive-
ness.—Arithmeticalprogression (see Arithmetic)

;

Geometrical progression, a series of numbers or

quantities in which each succeeding one is produced
by multiplying or dividing the preceding one by a
fixed number or quantity, as i, 4, 16, 64, &c., or

18, 6, 2 ; Harmonic progression (see Harmonic)

;

Musical progression, the regular succession of

chords or the movement of the parts of a musical

composition in harmony, where the key continues

unchanged. [Fr.,—L. progressus—progredi, to go
forward

—

pro, forward, gradi, to go.]

Progymnasium, pr5-jim-na'zi-um, «. in Germany,
a classical school in which the higher classes are

wanting : a school preparatory to a gymnasium.
Prohibit, pr5-hib'it, v.t. to hinder : to check or

repress : to prevent : to forbid : to interdict by
authority. -;-»«j. Prohlb'lter; Prohlbi'tion, the act
of prohibiting, forbidding, or interdicting : an in-

terdict : the forbidding by law of the manufacture
and sale of alcoholic drinks ; Prohiiyitionlsm

;
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Proin Rite, far ; m5, her ; mine ; Promiscuous

Protalbi'tlonlst, one who favours prohibitory duties

in commerce : one who advocates the forbidding by
law of the manufacture and sale of alcoholic drinks.

—adj. ProMb'itive.— oi/z/. Prohib'itively.— a<^'.

Prohib'itory, that prohibits or forbids : forbidding.

—Prohibited degrees (see Forbidden degrees,
under Degree).—Writ of probibition {la-w), a writ

from a superior tribunal staying proceedings in a
lower court : (Scots law) a clause in a deed of

entail forbidding the heir to sell the estate, contract

debt, &c- [L. prohibere, prohibitum—fro, before,

habere, to have.]

Proin, proin, v.t. an obsolete form oiprune.
Pro indiviso, pro in-di-vl'so, {law) applied to rights

which two or more persons hold in common.
Project, prOj'ekt, «. a plan : a scheme : contrivance.

[O. Fr. project (Fr. projet)—L. projectum—pro,
before, jacere, to throw.]

Project, prS-jekt^, v.t. to throw out or forward: to

cast forward in the mind : to contrive or devise :

to exhibit (as in a mirror) : to draw straight lines

from a fixed point through every point of any body
or figure, and let these fall upon a surface so as to

form the points of a new figure : to exhibit in relief.—v.i. to shoot forward : to jut out : to be prominent.
—adj. ProjOC'tile, projecting or throwing forward :

impelling or impelled forward : that can be thrust

forward.—«. a body projected by force, esp. through
the air : a cannon or rifle ball.

—

adj. Projec'tlng.

—

«. Projec'tion, the act of projecting : that which
juts out : a plan or design : a delineation : a repre-

sentation of any object on a plane, esp. {geont.) the
earth's surface : (alch.) the act of throwing anything
into a crucible, hence the act or result of transmu-
tation of metals : the crisis of any process, esp.

a culinary process.

—

adj. Projeo'tive, produced by
projection : {geom.) capable, as two plane figures, of
being derived from one another by a number of pro-
jections and sections.

—

ns. Projectlv'lty ; Project'-
ment {rare), design ; Projec'tor, one who projects
or forms schemes : a parabolic mirror : a camera for

throwing an image on a screen ; Projec'ture, n
jutting out beyond the main line or surface.—Mer-
Cator'S projection, a map of the world with meridian
lines which are straight and parallel, and with
parallels of latitude at distances from each other,
increasing towards the poles, invented by the
Flemish cosmographer, Mercator, in 1550.

Proker, prO'ker, «. (prov.) a poker.
Prolapse, pro-laps', «. {med.) a falling down, or out,

of some part of the body from the position which it

usually occupies—also Prolap'sus.

—

v.i. to fall down :

to protrude. [V,. prolabi, prolapsus, to fall forward
—pro, forward, labi, to fall.]

Prolate, prO'lat, Oilj. extended lengthwise : having
the diameter between the poles longer than at right
angles to it, as a spheroid. — ns. Prolate'ness,
Prola'tlon, a bringing forth : pronunciation : delay :

(mus.) a division. lh.prolatus, pa. p. of pro/erre,
to bring forward—/r<?, (orthtjerre, to bear.]

Prolog, prO'leg, M. one of the abdominal limbs of the
Inrva; of insects.

Prolegomena, prO-Ieg-om'en-a, n.pl. an introduction
to a treatise :

—

sing: Prolegom'enon.

—

adjs. Pro-
legom'enary, Prolegom'enons, prefatory: prolix.

[Gr.,

—

pro, before, legein, to say.]

PrOlepsiS, prO-lep'sis, «. (rhet.) a figure by which
objections are anticipated and answered : the dating
of an event before its proper time :—//. Prolep'ses.
—adjs. Prolep'tlc, -aiL—adv. Prolep'tioaUy. [Gr.,

—pro, before, lafnbanein, to take.]

Proletarian, prO-le-ta'ri-an, adj. belonging to the
poorest labouring class : having little or no
property: plebeian: vulgar.—«. a member of the
poorest_ class—also Proletaire', Vr&\atarg.—adj.
Proleta'neous, having numerous oflspring.— ns.

Proleta'rianism, the condition of the poorest
classes ; Proleta'rlat, -e, the lowest class. [L,
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proletaritts (in ancient Rome), a citizen of the sixth

and lowest class, who served the state not with his

property, but with his children—/y^j/fj, ofifspring.]

Prolicide, prO'li-sId, n. infanticide.

Proliferate, prO-lif'e-rat, z'.i. to grow by multiplication

of elementary parts : {zool.) to reproduce by pro-
liferation.

—

v.t. to bear by reproduction.—«. Pro-
lifera'tion, the birth and growth of generative
zoOids.—a^>. Proliferative, Proliferous.—a^/z/.

Rroliferously. [L. proles, progeny, /erre, to
bear.]

Prolific, -al, prO-liPik, -al, adj. bringing forth off-

spring : producing young or fruit : productive : bring-

ing about results : (f>ot^ applied to a flower from
which another is produced.

—

ns. Prolificacy, Pro-
llficness.—^k/z/. ProlificaUy.—«. Prolifica'tion,

the generation of young animals or plants: (hot.)

development of a shoot from an organ normally
ultimate. [Fr. prolifigue—L. proles (for pro-oles),

ofispring,y&c/r^, to make.]
Prolix, prO'liks, adj. tedious : long and wordy

:

dwelling too long on particulars : (obs.) long.

—

adj.
ProliX'iOUS (Shak.), dilatory, tedious.—«j. ProUx'-
Ity, Prolix'ness.—a^z/. Prolixly. [Fr. prolixe—
L. prolixus—pro, forward, liqiii, to flow.]

Proll, prOl, v.i. (Spens.) to prowl, rob. [Prowl.]
Prolocutor, prO-lok'u-tor, n. the chairman of a con-

vocation, or meeting of clergy : {rare) a spokesman :

—/em. Proloc'utrix. — «. Proloc'utorsUp. [L.,

pro, before, loqui, locutus, to speak.]

Prologue, prO'log, «. a preface: the introductory

verses before a play : (Skak.) the speaker of a pro-

logue.

—

v.t. to introduce with a prologue or preface.—v.i. Pro'loglse, -Uise, to deliver a prologue. [Fr.,

—L.,—Gr. prologos^pro, before, logos, speech.]

Prolong, pro-long', v.i. to lengthen out: {Shak.) to

f)ut
off to another time : to continue. — v.i. to

engthen out.— z*.^. Prolong'ate, to lengthen.—«j.
Prolonga'tion, act of prolonging in space or time :

the additional length made by prolonging; Pro-
long'er. [Fr. prolonger—L. prolongare—pro, for-

ward, longus, long.]

Prolonge, prO-lonj', «. a hemp rope consisting of three

pieces joined by two open rings, and having a hook
at one end and a toggle at the other. [Fr.]

Prolusion, prO-lu'zhun, ». a prelude, introduction : an
essay preparatory to a more solid treatise. [L.,

—

pro, before, ludere, lusuni, to play.]

Promachos, prom'a-kos, n. a deity who fights in front

of, or champions, some person or state. [Gr.]

Promenade, prom-e-nad', or -nad', «. a walk for

pleasure, show, or exercise : a place for walking.

—

v.i. to walk for amusement, show, or exercise.

—

n.

Promen&'der.—Promenade concert, an entertain-

ment in which the audience promenades or dances
during the music. [Fr.,—from {se) pronuner, to

walk—L. protnindre, to drive forwards

—

pro, for-

ward, fninare, to drive.]

Promethean, prO-me'the-an, adj. pertaining to Pro-
metheus, who stole fire from heaven, for which Zeus
chained him to a rock, to be tortured by a vulture.

—

«. a glass tube containing sulphuric acid and an
inflammable mixture : a kind of lucifer-match.

—

». Prome'theus, a large silk-spinning moth. [Gr.,

lit. ' forethinker
;

' or Sans, pramantha, a fire-

stick.]

Prominent, prom'i-nent, adj. standing out beyond the
line or surface of something : projectmg : most easily

seen : conspicuous : principal : eminent : distin-

guished.

—

ns. Prom'lnence, Prom'inency, state or
quality of being prominent : conspicuousness : dis-

tinction.

—

adv. Prom'inently. [Fr.,

—

Xj.prominere,
to jut forth

—

pro, forth, minere, to jut.]

Promiscuous, prO-mis'ku-us, adj. mixed : confused :

collected together without order : indiscriminate

:

not restricted to one individual : (prov.) casual,

accidental.—«. PromiSCU'lty, mixture without order
or distinction : promiscuous sexual intercoiuse.

—



Promise mOte ; mOte ; mODn ; thtn. Proof

adv. Promiscuously.—n. PromlB'cuouaiiesa. [L.
promiscuui—pro, inteti., ntizcire, to mix.]

Promise, prom'is, «. an engagement made by a person
either verbally or in writing to do or keep from doing
something : expectation or that which causes expec-

tation : a ground for hope of future excellence

:

{rare) fulfilment of what is promised.

—

v.t. to make
an engagement to do or not to do something : to

afford reason to expect : to assure : to engage to

bestow.

—

v.i. to assure one by a promise : to afford

hopes or expectations : {rare) to stand sponsor.—«J.

Prom'ise-breach {Shak.), violation of promise

;

Prom'lse-break'er (^Shak.\ a violator of promises.

—adj. Promise-crammed (Skak.\ crammed or

filled with promises.—/«. PromlsBS', the person to

whom a promise is made ; Prom'lser, Promisor.

—

adj. Prom'lSlng, affording ground for hope or ex-

pectation : likely to turn out well.

—

advs. Prom'lS-
Ingly ; Prom'issorlly.—o^'. Prom'lssory, contain-

ing a promise of some engagement to be fulfilled.

—

n. Prom'iSSOry-note, a note by one person promis-
ing to pay a sum of money to another, or to bearer,

at a certain date, or at sight, or on demand.

—

Promised land, the land promised by God to

Abraham and his seed: Canaan: heaven.—Be
promised (rare), to have an engagement ; Breach
of promise (see Breach) ; Conditional promise, a
promise of which the obligation depends on certain

conditions— opp. to Absolute promise; Express
promise, a promise expressed orally or in writing

;

The Promise, the assurance of God to Abraham
that his descendants should become the chosen
people. [Fr. promesse—L. proniissa, promiitere,
to send forward

—

-pro, forward, tnittlre, to send.]

Promontory, prom'on-tor-i, «. a headland or high
cape juttmg out into the sea: {anat.) a projection

on the sacrum : a rounded elevation in the tympanum
of the ear. [L. promonioriutn^pro, forward, mons,
mo'i/is, a mountain.]

Promote, prO-mOt', v.t. to move forward : to help on
tne growth or improvement ofanything : to advance

:

to further : to encourage : to raise to a higher
position: to elevate.

—

ns. Promo'ter; Promo'tion,
the act of promoting : advancement in rank or in

honour : encouragement : preferment.

—

adj. Promo-
tive.—Be on one's promotion, to have right or
hope of promotion : to be on good behaviour with a
view to chances of promotion. [L. pronwtus, pa,p.

ofpratKovere—pro, forward, ntovere, to move.]
Prompt, promt, adj. prepared : ready and willing

:

acting with alacrity : cheerful : unhesitating : {pbs.)

inclined, disposed.

—

v.i. to incite : to move to action :

to assist a speaker when at a loss for words : to

suggest to the mind.

—

n. a limit of time given for

payment for merchandise purchased, the limit being
stated on the prompt-note, the note of reminder.

—

KS. Prompt' -book, a copv of a play arranged for the
prompter's use ; Prompi'er ; Prompt'ing, the act

of prompting or suggesting : that which is prompted
or suggested ; Prompt'itude, promptness : readi-

ness : willingness : quickness of decision and action.
—adv. Prompfly.-«j. Prompt'ness; Prompfu-
ary, a magazine, repository, a handbook ; Prompt'-
ure {Skak.), suggestion: instigation. [Fr.,— L.

promptus—provtere, to bring forward—/n;, forth,

emere, to bring.

)

Promulgate, pr5-mul'gat, V. t. to publish : to proclaim

:

to make widely known

—

{arch.) PromulgO'.

—

ns.

Promulgation, act of promulgating : publication :

open declaration : {la-.v) the first official publication of
a new law ; Prom'Ulgator. [L. promulgdre, -dtum.]

PromusclS, prS-mus'is, «.aproboscis, esp. of hemipters.—adj. Promus'cldate, like or having a promuscis.
Pronaos, pr5-na'os, «. the open porcn in front of a

temple. [Gr., pro, before, na4>s, a temple.)
Pronation, prS-na'shun, n. the act of turning the palm

of the hand downwards—opp. to Supination.—v.t.

Pro'nate, to turn the palm downwards effected by
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means of the pronator muscle.— ». Prona'tor, a
muscle of the forearm by which pronation is

effected. [L. prondre, -dtum, to lead forward

—

pronus.'\

Prone, prOn, adj. with the face downward : bending
forward : headlong : disposed : inclined or sloping.
—adv. Pronely.—?;. Prone'ness. [O. Fr.,—L.
pronus; cog. with Gr. prenes, prone.]

Prong, prong, «. the spike of a fork or similar in-

strument : one of several points or projections, as
on an antler.

—

v.t. to stab with a prong.

—

adj.
Pronged, having

_
prong^s. — «. Prong'-hoe. — adj.

Pron^-hom, having horns with a prong.—«. the
prong -buck or cabrit, the American antelope.
[Nasalised form of Prov. Eng. prog; to prick—W.
procio ; cf. Gael brog, to goad, brog, an awL]

Pronominal See Pronoun.
Prononc^, prO-nong-sa', adj. decided : self-asserting

:

—/em. Prononcee. [Fr. ; cf. Pronounce.\
Pronotum, prO-nO'tum, «. the tergal portion of the
prothorax in the Insecta :—//. Prono'ta.

—

adj.
Prono'tal. [Gr. pro, before, notos, back.]

Pronoun, prO'nown, «. a word used instead of a noun.—adj. Pronom'inal, belonging to, or of the nature
of, a pronoun.

—

adv. Pronom'lnally.
Pronounce, prO-nowns*, v.t. to make known by speak-

ing : to utter with the proper sound and accent : to
speak distinctly : to utter formally : to utter rhetori-

cally : to declare.

—

v.i. to utter confidently : to utter
words.

—

adjs. Pronounce'able, capable of being
pronounced ; Pronounced', marked with emphasis

:

marked.—a^:/. Pronouncedly.— /tr. Pronounce'-
ment, act of pronouncing : an announcement or
proclamation ; Pronoun'cer.

—

adjs. Pronoun'cing,
Pronun'clal, giving or marking pronunciation.—«.

Pronunciation, act or mode of pronouncing : art
of speaking distinctly and correctly : utterance. [Fr.

prrononcer—L. pronuntidre—pro, forth, nuncidre,
to announce

—

nuntius, a messenger.]
Pronunciamento, prO-nun-si-a-men'to, «. a manifesto

:

a formal proclamation. [Sp.]

ProCBmium, prO-e'mi-um, n. same as Proem—also
ProB'mion : {rhet.) exordium.

—

adj. ProOB'mise.
Proof, proof, n. that which proves or establishes the

truth of anything : test : {obs.) experience : experi-

ment : any process to discover or establish a truth

:

that which convinces : demonstration : evidence
which convinces the mind : state of having been
proved : {fl.) in equity practice, the instruments of
evidence in their documentary form : {Scots lam)
the taking of evidence by a judge upon an issue

framed in pleading : a test, hence ' Armour of proof,"

armour proved to be trustworthy : {ariilu) an
operation checking the accuracy of a calculation :

firmness of mind : a certain strength of alcoholic

spirits : {print.) an impression taken for correction,

also 'proof-sheet:' an early impression of an en-
graving— ' proof before letter '= one taken before the

title is engraved on the plate : {phot.) the first

print from a negative. — adj. firm in resisting:

noting alcoholic liquors having the specific gravity

0-920 :—//. Proofs.

—

ns. Proof'-arm'our, armour
proved to be able to resist ordinary weapons ; Proof-
Charge, an extraordinary amount of powder and
shot put into a gun to test its strength ; Proof-
house, a house fitted up for proving the barrels of

firearms; PrOOf'-leaf (same as PrOOf-Sheet).—rt^'.

RX)Of'less, wanting proof or evidence.

—

ns. Proof'-

mark, a mark stamped on a gun to show that it

has stood the test ; Proof'-read'er, a person who
reads printed proofs to discover and correct errors

;

Proof-sheet, an impression taken on a slip of paper
for correction before printing finally ; Proof'-splT'it,

a mixture containing fixed proportions of alcohol

and water—nearly half its weight and fully half its

volume of alcohol ; Proof'-WXt, a passage of
Scripture held to prove a certain doctrine.—Artist'8
proof; a first impression from an engraved plate or



Proostracum nit«, f^r ; me. hir ; mTne ; Propinquity

block ; Burden of proof c^ee Burden) ; India proof
(see Indian). [O. Fr. prove (Fr. ^euve)— L.

probdre, to prove.]

Proostracum, prO-os'tra-kum, n. the forward con-

tinuation of the guard or rostrum in the Belemnites.

[Gr. pro, before, ostrakan, shelL]

Prootlo, prO-ot'ik, n. a bone developed in some verte-

brata in front of the ear—also adj. [Gr. pro, before,

Otis, dtos, ear.]

Prop, prop, n. anything on which a weight resu for

support : a support : a stay.

—

'J.t- to keep from

falling by means of something
_
placed under or

against : to support or to sustain in any way -.—pr.p.

prop'ping ;
pa.t. 3.nA pa.p. propped.—//. Prop'page.

[Allied to Sw. propp, Ger. prop/, a stopper ; SL.aie

connect also with Ger. p/ropf, a graft—L. propa^o,

a set, layer.)

Propsadeutic, -al, prO-pe-du'tik, -al, adj. pertaining

to preliminary instruction.—«. PropSBcfeu'tlo, a
preliminary branch of knowledge : (//.) the intro-

duction to an art or science. [Gr. p>ro, before,

paideuein, to teach.)

Propagate, prop'a-gat, v.t. to increase by generation

or other natural process : to multiply plants by
layers : to extend : to produce : to impel forward in

space, as sound, light, energj-, &c. : to spread froni

one to another : to promote : to extend the know-
ledge of: {pbs.') to increase.

—

v.i. to be produced or

multiplied : to have young.

—

adj. Prop'agable, that

can be propagated or increased by generation or
other natural process,

—

»s. Propagan'da, Prop'a-
gand, a committee (fongregatio de propagandafide)
at Rome charged with the man.^gement of the R.C.
missions : any association for the spread of opinions
and principles, esp. such as are opposed to the
existing government ; Propagand'lsm, practice of
propagating tenets or principles: zeal in spreading
one s opinions : proselytism ; Propagand'ist, one
who devotes himself to propagandism ; Propaga'-
tlon, act of propagating; the spreading or exten-

sion of anything, as light, sound, energy, &c. : in-

crease : enlargement. — adj. Prop'agatlve.— us.

Propagator ; Propagato'rlum {bioL), the reproduc-
tive apparatus.

—

adj. Prop'agatory.

—

ns. Propa'go,
a layer or branch laid down to root ; Propag'Ulum,
a runner or sucker ending in an expanded bud: a
gemma or bud affecting asexual propagation in many
algx. [L. propdgdre, -dium, conn, y/iih pro-pdg-o,

a layer.]

Propjde, prO-pal', v.t. to disclose.

Propallnal, prO-pal'i-nal, adj. moving backward and
forward, as the under jaw in mastication. [L. /ro,
forward, Gx. palin, backward.)

Proparozytone, priS-par-ok'si-tOn, adj. having the
acute accent on the antepenultimate or third last

syllable.

—

n. a word having the acute accent on the
antepenultimate.

Propel, pro-pel', v.t. to drive forward : to urge on-
ward by force:

—

pr.p. propel' Iing ; pa.t. and pa.p.
propelled'.—«. Propel'lani, that which drives for-

^insA.—adj. Propellent.—«j. Propeller, one who,
or that which, propels : any kind of mechanism for

moving a ship through the water, by a paddle-wheel,
oar, screw, &c. : a vessel thus propelled : a spinning-
bait ; Propel'ment, act of propelling : propelling
mechanism. \\^ pro, (orvi^iiA, pellere, to drive.)

Propend, prO-pend, v.i. (Shak.) to lean toward : to

be in favour of anything.

—

adj. Propend'ent. [L.

propendire^pro, iovn'3xA,pendere,pensuin, to hang.)
Propense, pro-pens', adj. leaning towards in a moral

sense : inclined : disposed.

—

adv. Propensely.

—

ns. Propense'ness, Projpens'lty, inclination ofmmd :

tendency to good or evu : disposition ; Propen'Sion,
tendency to move in a certain direction.

—

adj. Pro-
I)en'8lve. [L,. propensus, hanging forward.)

Proper, prop'ir, adj. one's own : fitted for a person's
nature or qualities : peculiar : belonging to only one
of a species (as a name) : natural : suitable : correct

:

just: right: becoming: (,3.) comely, pretty: in

liturgies, used only on a particular day or festival.

—

«. something set apart for a special use.

—

adv. {coU.)

very, exceedingly — adv. Prop'erly, in a proper
manner: (cot/.) entirely, extremely.

—

n. Prop'er-
ness. — Properly spealdng, iu the strict sense

:

speaking without qualification. [Fr. proprt— L.
proprius, one's own, akin to prope, near.)

Properlspomenon, prO-per-i-spom'e-non, «. a word
with the circumflex accent on the penult [Gr.,

—

pro, before, peri, round, span, to draw.)
Property, prop'er-ti, «. that which is proper to any

person or thing : a quality which is always present

:

any quality: that which is one's own: "an estate:
right of possessing, employing, &c. : ownership

:

{Shak.) individuality.

—

v.t. {Shak.) to invest with
certain properties : to make a tool of, appropriate

:

(//.) articles required by actors in a play.

—

adj.
Propertied, possessed of property or possessions.

—

ns. Property-man, -master, one who has charge
of the stage properties in a theatre ; Prop'erty-
room, the room in which the stage properties of a
theatre are kept ; Prop'erty-tax, a tax paid by
persons possessed of property, at the rate of so much
per cent, on its value.—Movable or Personal prop-
erty, property that may attend the person of the
owner, movables ; Private property, that which
belongs to an individual for his personal disposition
and use—opp. to Public property ; Real property,
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, real estate

:

Qualified property, the right a man has in reclaimed
wild animals—also called Special property : such
right as a bailee has in the chattel transferred to

him by the bailment. [O. Fr. prroperte—a doublet
oipropriety. ]

Prophasis, prof'a-sis, n. prognosis. [Gr.]
Prophecy, prof'e-si, «. a prediction : public inter-

pretation of Scripture : instruction : (B.) a book of
prophecies. [O. Fr. propfucie—L. prophetta—Gr.
propfieieia—prophites.]

Prophesy, profe-sl, v.t. to foretell: to predict.—
v.i.(B.) to exhort: to expound religious subjects.—pa.t, and pa.p. proph'esled.

—

ns. Proph'esiei

;

Proph'esying. [s has been arbitrarily substituted
for c, to distinguish the verb from the noun.)

Prophet, prof'et, n. one who proclaims or interprets

the will of God : one who announces things to come

:

one who predicts or foretells events : (B.) one in-

spired by God to warn and teach : (//.) the writings
of the prophets.—«.yiw. Proph'etess.—>«. Proph'el-
hood, Proph'etship, quality, office of a prophet.

—

adjs. Projuiet'lC, -al, pertaining to a prophet : con-
taining prophecy : foreseeing or foretelling events.

—adv. Prophetically.—«. Proph'etlsm.—Proph-
etic o£Bce,theoffice ofaprophet.—Formerprophets,
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings ; Latter
prophets, the prophets properly so called ; Major
prophets, the prophets whose books come before
that of Hosea; Minor prophets, the prophets
from Hosea to Malachi ; School of the prophets, a
school among the ancient Jews for training young
men as teachers of the people ; The prophets, one
of the three divisions into which the ancient Jews
divided their Scriptures—consisting of the fortntr
and the latter prophets (see above). [Fr.,—L.
prophita—Gr. prophetes—pro, before, in behalf of,

plie-mi, plianai, to speak.)
Prophylactic, prof-i-lak'tik, adj. guarding against

:

defending from disease.

—

n. a medicine wnich wards
off disease. — «. Prophylaxis. [Gr. pro, before,
phylassein, to guard.)

Propine, prO-ptn', v.t. to pledge in drinking: to pre-
sent, guarantee.

—

n. {obs.) money given as drink-
money, any pledge or gift : the power of giving.

—

«. Propina'tion, act of drinking healths. [O. Fr.,

—L. ,

—

Gt. propinein, pro, hefore, pirtein, to drink.]
Propinquity, prO-ping'kwi-ti, ft. nearness in time,

place, or blood: proximity: neighbourhood. —f.

A



Propitiate mOte ; mute ; muaa ; thexi. Proscribe

Proplnq'uate, to approach. [L. propinquitoi—
fropinquus, near

—

prope, near.]

Propitiate, prO-pish'i-at, r/. ;*. to make propitious : to

render favourable.

—

v.i. to make propitiation: to

atone.

—

adj. Propi'tiable, that may be propitiated

or rendered favourable.

—

ns. Propitla'tion, act of
propitiating : (theol.) that which propitiates : atone-

ment : the death of Christ as a ground of the for-

giveness of sin ; Propitiator—a^fo. Propi'tlatorily.

—adj. Propl'tiatory, having power to propitiate

:

expiatory.—«. the Jewish mercy-seat.

—

adj. Propi-
tious, favourable : disposed to be gracious or
merciful : ready to forgive.

—

adv. Propl'tioUSljT.

—

«. Propi'tiousness. [L. propitiare, -dtum, to

make favourable

—

propitius, well disposed; orig.

perh. an augur's term with reference to the flying of
birds

—

pro, forward, petire, to seek, orig. fly ; by
others conn, with prope, near.]

Proplasm, prC'plazm, n. a mould, matrix.

—

adj. Pro-
plas'tiC, forming a mould.

Propodlte, prop'O-dTt, n. the sixth joint of the typical

limb of a Crustacean.
Propodium, pr5-pO'di-um, «. the anterior division of

the foot in some Gasteropoda and Pteropoda. [Gr.

pro, hc{oTC, poits, podos, the foot.]

Propolis, prop'o-lis, n. a red, resinous, odorous sub-
stance like wax collected by bees and used to stop
crevices in the hive, strengthen cells, &c [Gr.,

—

pro, before, polls, city.]

Proponent, prO-pO'nent, adj. proposing.—«. one who
makes a proposal or proposition : (Jaw) one who
propounds a will for probate.

Proportion, prO-pSr'shun, «. the relation of one thing
to another m regard to magnitude : fitness of parts

to each other : symmetrical arrangement : (math.)
the identity or equality of ratios : the ' rule of three,'

in which three terms are given to find a fourth:

equal or just share: (pbs^ form, figure. — v.t. to

adjust: to form symmetrically : to correspond to : to

divide into proper shares.

—

adjs. Propor'tlonable,
that may be proportioned : having a proper propor-
tion.—«. Propor'tionableness.—a</f. Propor'tion-
ably.

—

adj. Propor'tional, having a due proportion

:

relating to proportion : {math.) having the same or
a constant ratio.

—

n. (tnath.) a number or quantity
in a proportion.

—

n. Proportionality.

—

adv. Pro-
por'tlonally.

—

adj. Proportionate, adjusted ac-

cording to a proportion : proportional. — v.t. to

make proportional: to adjust in proportion.

—

adv.
Propor'tionately. — ns. Proportionateness, the
quality of being adjusted according to settled rates

or comparative relation ; Propoi^tioning, adjust-

ment of proportions.

—

adj. Propor tionlSSS, without
proportion or symmetry of parts.—Proportional re-

presentation, representation in a parliament, &c.,

according to the number of electors in an electoral

district.—Compound proportion, a proportion be-

tween two quantities, each of which is the product
of two or more, those of the first set being in their

order proportional to those of the other ; In propor-
tion, m the degree or measure, according ; Inverse,
or Reciprocal, proportion, an equality of ratio be-
tween two quantities and the reciprocals of other
two, as 6 : 3 = J : J. [L. proportio—pro, in compari-
son with, poriio, portionis, part, share.]

Propose, prO-pO/, v.t. to put forward or offer for
consideration, &c. : to purpose or intend : (obs.) to

place out, state, utter, discourse : (Shak.) to face,

confront.

—

v.i. to form an intention or design : to

offer, especially marriage : (Shak.) to converse.

—

n.

{pbs.) talk, discourse.—«. Propo'sal, anything pro-

posed : terms or conditions proposed.

—

n. Propo'ser.
[Fr.,—pfx. pro; poser, to place.]

Proposition, prop-O-zish'un, n. a placing before : offer

of terms : that which is proposed : the act of stating

anything : that which is stated : ^gratn. and iogjc)

a complete sentence, or one which afiirmt or denies

lomething : {math.) a theorem or problem to be
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demonstrated or solved.

—

adj. Proposl'tlonal, per-
taining to, or of the nature of, a proposition : con-
sidered as a proposition. [Fr.,—L. propositic]

Propound, prO-pownd', v.i. to offer for consideration :

to exhibit.—«. Propound'er. [Orig. propone—L.,—pro, forth, ponere, to place.]
ProprsBtor, Propretor, prO-pre'tor, «. a magistrate of

ancient Rome, who, after acting as prsetor in Rome,
was appointed to the government of a province.

Proprietor, prO-prfe-tor, «. one who has anything as
his property : an owner '.—/em. Proprietress, Pro-
pri'etrlx.—a(^>. Proprietary, Proprleto rial, be-
loriging to a proprietor.—«. Propn'etary, a pro-
prietor, owner : a body of proprietors : the rights of
a proprietor.—«. Proprietorship, state or right of
a proprietor: ownership.—Proprietary right, the
right of a proprietor : the common-law right of a
playwright to control production or representation
of his drama so long as unpublished : the right when
protected by copyright after publication.

Propriety, prO-prl'e-ti, «. a person's right of posses-
sion : state of being proper or right : agreement with
established principles or customs : fitness : accuracy :

property: (obs.) individuality. — The proprieties,
conventional customs of society. [Fr.,—L. pro-
prietas^-proprius, one's own.]

Proprium, pr5'pri-um, «. selfhood.
Proproctor, prS-prok'tor, n. a substitute or assistant

proctor.

Propterygium, prO-te-rij'i-um, «. the anterior basal
cartilage of the fins in the Elasmobranckii:—pi.
Proptery'gia.-(i^y. Proptery'glal. [L./ro, before,
L.,

—

Gr. pterygion, a fin, pteron, a wing.]
Propugnation, prO-pug-na'shun, ft, (S/mA.) defence.

[L., pro, ioT, pugndre, to fight.]

Propulsion, pro-pul'shun, «. act of propelling : a
driving forward.

—

adjs. Propul'Slve, Propul'sory,
tending or having power to propel. [Low L. pro-
pulsio—\j. propellere, propulsum, to push forward.]

Propylaeum, prO-pi-le um, «. a gateway of architec-
tural importance^eading into a temple, &c. '.—pi.

PropylBB'a.-«. Pro'pylon, a monumental gateway
before the entrance of an ancient Egyptian temple,
&c. \Sjr. pro, before, pyle, a gate.]

Pro rata, pro ra'ta, according to one's share : in pro-
portion.

—

v.t. Prorate', to assess pro rata.
Prore, prOr, «. Same as Prow.
Prorector, prO-rek'tor, ». a substitute or assistant

rector.

Pro re nata, pro re na'ta, dealing with something that

arises unexpectedly or out of due course, for special

business. [L. pro, for, re, abl. of res, thing, nata,
abl. fem. of natrts, born.]

Prorogue, pr6-rOg', v.t. to bring the meetings of par-

liament to an end for a time : to put off from one
session to another :—/r./. prorOg'uing : pa.t. and
pa.p. prorogued'.—z/.^. Prorogate.-«. Proroga'-
tlon, act of proroguing : a lengthening out : a put-

ting off to another time, esp. the bringing to an end
of a session of parliament. [Fr.,—L. prorogdre,

-dtum—pro, forward, rogdre, to ask.]

Prorsad, pror'sad, adv. (anat.) forward.

—

adj. Pror'-

sal, anterior.

Prosaic, -al, prO-za'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to prose :

like prose: commonplace in style, manner, or thought

:

A\x\\.~adv. Prosa'ically.—»j. Prosa'ldsm, Prosa'-

Icness, quality of being prosaic ; Pro'salsm, a prose

idiom : a prosaic phrase ; Pro'salst, a writer of prose

:

a commonplace person.

Proscenium, prO-se'ni-um, «. the front part of the
stage : the curtain and its framework. [L.,—Gr.
proskenion—pro, before, skene, the stage.]

Proscribe, prO-skrlb', v.t. to publish the names of
persons to be punished : to put beyond the protection
of law : to banish : to prohibit : to denounce, as
doctrine.—«j. Proscrib'er ; Pro'script; Prosorip^-
tion, the act of proscribing or dooming to death or
outlawry : utter rejection.

—

adj. ProBOrip'tive, per-
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tainine to, or consisting in, proscription.

—

adv. Pro-

BCrlp'tively. [L. proscribere—pro, before, publicly,

scribere, scriptum, to write.]

Prose, prOz, «. the direct, straightforward arrange-

ment of words, free from poetical measures : ordinary

spoken and written language: all writings not in

verse.—adj. pertaining to prose : not poetical : plain :

dull.

—

v.i. to write prose : to speak or write tediously.

—v.t. to compose in prose.

—

ns. Proso'-man.Pro'ser,
Prose'-writ'er, a writer of prose.

—

adv._ Pro'Slly, in

a prosy manner : tediously. — ns. Prd'siness, the

state or quality of being prosy ; Pr6'8ing,_speaking

or writing in a dull or prosy way.

—

adj. Pro'Sjr, dull,

tedious. [Fr.,—L. prosa—prorstis, straightforward
—pro, forward, vertere, versutn, to turn.]

Prosect, prO-sekt'j v.t. to dissect beforehand.

—

v.i. to

perform the duties of a prosector, one who dissects

a body for the illustration of anatomical lectures.

— «j. Prosec'tion ; Prosec'tor.—0^/7. Prosecto'rial.
—n. Prosec'torslilp. [L. pro, before, secdre, to

cut.]

Prosecute, pros'e-kut, v.t. to follow onwards or pursue,

in order to reach or accomplish : to continue : to

pursue by law : to bring before a courj.

—

v.i. to

carry on a legal prosecution.

—

ns. Prosecu'tion, the

act of prosecuting or pursuing, esp. a civil or

criminal suit : the party by which legal proceedings
are instituted ; Pros'ecutor, one who prosecutes or
pursues any pl.in or business : one who carries on a
civil or criminal suit .—/em. Pros'ecutriz.—Publlo
prosecutor, a person whose duty it is to conduct
prosecutions in the public interest. [L. prosequi—
pro, onwards, sequi, secutus, to follow.]

Proselyte, pros'e-ht, «. one who has come over from
one religion or opinion to another : a convert, esp.

one who left the heathen and joined a Jewish com-
munity.

—

v.t. to convert.

—

v.t. Pros'elytise, to make
proselytes.

—

ns. Pros'elytiser, one who proselytises
;

Pros'elytism, the act of proselytising or of making
converts : conversion.

—

Proselyte Of the gate, a
convert who was not compelled to submit to the
regulations of the Mosaic law. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr.
proselytos^proserchomai, I come to—pros, to, ercho-
niai, elthon, to come.]

Prosenoephalon, pros-en-sef'a-lon, «. the fore-brain,

comprismg the cerebral hemispheres and olfactory
processes.— adj. PrOSencephariC. [Gr. pros, before,
enkephalon, the brain

—

eti, in, kephale, the head.]
Prosenchjrma, pros-eng^ki-ma, «. the fibro-vascular
system or tissue of plants—opp. to Parenchyma, the
soft tissues.—arf/'. Prosenchym'atous. [Gr. pros,
to, enchyina, an infusion.]

Proseucha, (-a), pros-u'ke, (-ka), «. a place of prayer

:

among the Jews one that was not a synagogue, or
the temple, usually roofless :

—

pi. Proseu'chSB. [Gr.
pros, towards, euchesthai, to pray. ]

Proslllency, prO-sil'i-en-si, n. a standing forward.
Prosit, prO'sit, interj. good luck to you, a salutation in

drinking healths customary among German students.
[3d pers. sing. pres. subj. ot prodesse, to be of use

—

pro, for, esse, to be.]

Prosobranolllata, pros-O-brangk-i-a'ta, n.pl. an order
or sub-class of gasteropods having the gills anterior
to the h.caxt.—adj. Prosobrancb'iate. [Gr. proso,
forward, branchia, gills.]

Prosody, pros'O-di, «. that part of grammar which
treats of quantity, accent, and the laws of verse
or versification.

—

adjs. PrOSO'dlal, Prosod'lC, -al,

pertaining to prosody : according to the rules of
prosody.

—

ns. Proso'dlan, Pros'odist, one skilled in

prosody.

—

adv. Prosod'loally. [Fr.,

—

L. prosddia,
Gr. prosddia—pros , to, 5de, a song.]

Prosopopeia, Prosopopoeia, pros-o-pO-p«'ya, «. a
rhetorical figure by which inanimate objects are
spoken of as persons : personification. [Gr. prosd-
popoiia—prosdpon, a person, poiein, to make,]

Prosopulmonata, pros-O-pul-mO-na'ta, n.pl. a group
of air-breathing gasteropods in which the pulmonary
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sac occupies a forward position.

—

adj. Prosopnl'-
monate. [Gr. prosd, forward, L,. pulmo, a lung.]

Prospect, pros'pekt, «. a looking forward : that which
the eye takes in at once : a view : object of view : a
scene ; expectation : a long, straight, wide street : out-
look, exposure.

—

v.i. Prospect', to make a search, esp.
for chances of mining for precious metals.

—

fis. ProS-
pec'ter, -or, one who explores for valuable minerals

;

Prospec'tlng, searching a district for gold or silver

mines with a view to further operations ; Prospec'-
tion, the act of looking forward or of providing for

future wants.

—

adj. Prospec'tlve, looking forward :

expected : acting with foresight : relating to the
future : distant.—«. outlook : prospect.

—

adv. Pro-
spec'tiyely.—«j. Prospectiveness ; Prospectus,
the outline of any plan submitted for public approval,
particularly of a literary work or of a joint-stock
concern. [L. prospectus—prospicere, prospectum—
pro, forward, specere, to look.]

Prosper, pros'per, v.t. to make fortunate or happy:
(li.) to make to prosper.

—

v.i. to be successful : to

succeed : to turn out well.

—

n. Prosper'lty, the
state of being prosperous : success : good fortune.

—

adj. ProS'peroUS, according to hope : in accordance
with one's wishes : making good progress ; favour-
able : successful.— a^jTz/. Pros'perously.— «. Pros'-
perousness. [L. prosper, prosperus —pro, in

accordance with, spes, hope.]
Prosphysis, pros'-fi-sis, «. morbid adhesion of the eye-

lids to each other or to the eyeball. [Gr.]
Prostate, pros'tat, adj. standing in front, applied to

a gland in males at the neck of the bladder.—«. the
gland at the neck of the bladder.

—

adj. Prostat'iC.—n. Prostati'tis, inflammation of the prostate gland.
[Gr. prostates—j>ro, before, sta, root of histetni, I

set up.]

Prosthenlc, pros-then'ik, adj. strong in the fore-part.s.

Prosthesis, pros'the-sis, ». addition, aflixion, as of
letters at the beginning of a word: the fitting of
artificial parts to the body.

—

adj. Prosthet'ic. [Gr.]

Prostitute, pros'ti-tut, v.t. to expose for sale for bad
ends : to sell to lewdness : to devote to any improper
purpose.

—

adj. openly devoted to lewdness : sold to

wickedness.—«. a female who indulges in lewdness,
esp. for hire, a whore : a base hireling.

—

ns. Prosti-
tu'tion, the act or practice of prostituting : lewdness
for hire : the being devoted to infamous purposes

;

Pros'titutor, one who prostitutes either himself or
another. [L. prostituere, •iitum—pro, before, statu-
ere, to place.]

Prostrate, pros'trat, adj. thrown forwards on the
ground : lying at length : lying at mercy : bent in

adoration.

—

v.t. to throw forwards on the ground :

to lay flat : to overthrow : to sink totally : to bow
in humble reverence.—«. Prostra'tion, act of throw-
ing down or laying flat : act of falling down in

adoration : dejection : complete loss of strength.
[L. pro, forwards, stemere, stratum, to strew.]

Prostyle, prO'stll, adj. {archit.) having a range of
detached columns in front.

Prosy. .See Prose.
Prosylloglsm, prO-sil'O-jizm, n. a syllogism of which

the conclusion is the premise of another.
ProtactiO, prO-tak'tik, adj. placed at the beginning,

introductory.
Protagonist, prO-tag'on-ist, «. a leading character,

esp. in a play.—«. Pro'tagon, a nitrogenous sub-

stance obtained from the brain and other tissues.

[Gt. protos, first, agonistes, a combatant.]
Protamoeba, prd-ta-m€'ba, n. a low form of the

Monera, which is constantly changing its form by
sending out and withdrawing pseudopodia.

Pro tanto, pro tan'to, for so much : to a certain ex-

tent : to the extent mentioned.
Protasis, prot'a-sis, «. (r/iet.) the first part of a con-

ditional sentence—opp. to Apodosis: the first part
of a dramatic composition.

—

adj. Protat'lo. [Gr.,

—

pro, before, tasis, a stretching, teintin, to stretchj
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Protean, prO'te-an, adj. readily assuming diflferent

shapes, like Proteus, the sea-god, fabled to have the
power of changing himself into an endless variety of
forms : variable : inconstant.

Protect, pro-tekt', v.t. to cover in front : to cover
over : to shield from danger : to defend : to shelter.

—adv. Protetftingly.—/«. Protection, act of pro-

tecting : state of being protected : preservation

:

defence : that which protects : guard : refuge

:

security : a writing guaranteeing against molestation

01 interference : passport : a fostering of home pro-

duce and manufactures by laying taxes on the im-

portation of foreign goods ; Protec'tlonism, the

doctrine of the protectionists ; Protec'tionist, one
who favours the protection of trade by law.

—

adj.

favouring the economic doctrine of protection.

—

adj.

Protec'tive, affording protection : defensive : shelter-

ing.—«. that which protects.—o^z'. Proteo'tively.
—ns. Proteo'tlveness ; Protetftor, one who pro-

tects from injury or oppression : a guardian : a
regent :—y^7«. Protectress, Protec'trix. — a^^V.

Protec'toral, Protecto'rial, pertaining to a pro-

tector or a regent.—«. Protec'torate, government
by a protector : the authority assumed by a superior

:

relation assumed by a strong nation to a weak one,

whereby the latter is protected from hostile or foreign

interference.—«(<;. Protec'torless.—«j. Protec'tor-
sMp ; Protectory, an institution for destitute chil-

dren. \X,.,j>ro, in front, tegere, tectum, to cover.]

Prot^g^, pr5-ta-zha', «. one under the protection of
another : a pupil : a ward :—fe7n. PrOMg6e. [Fr.,

pa.p. oiproi^ger, to protect—L. protegere.'\

Protein, pr5'te-in, n. the first element in any com-
pound : formerly the supposed common raclica! of
the group of bodies which form the most essential

articles of food, albumen, fibrine, &c.—«. Pro'teid,
a body containing protein : one of several bodies
which go to make up the soft tissues of animals and
vegetables. [Gr. protos, first, suffix -;W.]

Pro tempore, pro tem'po-re, for the time being

:

teiupor.irj-—sometimes written pro tern.—adj. Pro-
tempora'neous, temporary.

Protend, prO-tend', v.t. to strttch or hold out.

—

ns.

Protense' (Speus.), extension ; Proten'Sion, dura-
tion; Proten'sity.—rti(/'. Proten'sive. \X:,—pro,
forth, tendere, tensum, to stretch.]

Proteolytic, prS-te-o-lit'ik, adj. converting food
material into protein.

—

n. Proteol'ysiS. [Proteid,
Gr. lycin, to relax.]

Proterandiy, prot-e-ran'dri, n. the maturity of the
anthers of a perfect flower before its stigma is ready
to receive the pollen.

—

adj. Proteran'drous.
Proteroglypha, prot-e-rog li-fa, n.pl. a group of snakes
having the anterior maxillary teeth grooved. [Gr.
proteros, fore, glyphein, to carve.]

Proterogyny, prot-e-roj'i-ni, «. the maturity of the
stigmas of a perfect flower before its anthers have
matured their pollen.

—

adj. Proterog'ynons.
Protervlty, prO-ter'vi-ti, «. peevishness, wantonness

:

—//. Proter'vitieB. [O. YT., — 'L.,—proterirus,
wanton^/ri), forth, terere, to bruise.]

Protest, prO-test*, v.t. to bear witness before others

:

to declare openly : to give a solemn declaration of
opinion {against).—v.t. lo make a solemn declara-
tion of: to note, as a bill of exchange, on account
of non-acceptance or non-payment : (rare) to call as
a witness: {obs^ to publish, make known: {Shak.)
to vow.—«. Pro'test, a solemn or formal declaration,
esp. in writing, expressing dissent : the noting by a
notary-public of an unpaid or unaccepted bill : a
written declaration, usually by the master of a ship,
stating the circumstances attending loss or injury of
ship or cargo, &c.

—

adj. Prot'eslant, protesting

:

pertaining to the faith of those who protest against
the errors of the Church of Rome.

—

n. one of those
who, in 1529, protested against an edict of Charles V.
and the Diet of Spires denouncing the Reforma-
tion : a member of one of those churches fotmded by

the Reformers: one who protests.— v.t. Protes-
tantise. —»«. Protestantism, the Protestant reli-

gion : state of being a Protestant ; Protesta'tion,
an act of protesting : a solemn declaration : a de-
claration ofdissent : a declaration in pleading ; Prof

-

estator ; Protest'er.—o^/i/. Protest ingly. [Fr.,—
L. protestari, -dtus, to bear witness in puhlic—pro,
before, testdri—testis, a witness.]

Proteus. See Protean.
Protevangelium, prO-te-van-jel'i-um, «. the earliest
announcement of the gospel (Gen. iii. 15) : an apoc-
r>-phal gospel ascribed to James, Jesus' brother.

Prothalamium, prO-tha-la'mi-um, «. a piece written
to celebrate a marriage.—Also Flrotliala'mion. [Gr.
pro, before, thalamos, a bride-chamber.]

Protballiom, prO-thal'i-um, n. the green, leaf-like,
cellular expansion which grows from the spore of a
fern.—Also Prothall'US. [Gr. pro, before, thatlus, a
young shoot.]

Prothesis, proth'e-sis, «. in the Greek Church the pre-
liminary oblation of the eucharistic elements before
the liturgy : the table used. [Gr.,

—

pro, before,
titlienai, to place.]

Prothonotary, prO-thon'5-ta-ri, «. a chief notary or
clerk : one of the chief secretaries of the chancery
at Rome : a chief clerk or registrar of a court, in

certain of the United States—also Proton'Otary.

—

adj. Prothonota'rlal. — «. Prothonota'riat, the
college constituted by the twelve apostolical protho-
notaries in Rome. [Late L.,—Gr. protos, first, L.
notarius, a clerk.]

Prothorax, prO-thS'raks, «. the anterior segment of
the thorax of insects.

—

adj. Prothorac'iC (-ras-).

Protista, prO-tis'ta, n.pl. a proposed term for a zoo-
logical kingdom including Protozoa and Protophyta.
[Gr. prdtistos, superl. oiprotos, first.]

ProtOCOCCUS, pro-t5-kok'us, «. a microscopic vegetable
organism forming the green scum upon trees, tiles,

&c. [Gr. protos, first, kokkos, a berry.]

Protocol, pro'tO-kol, «. the first copy of any docu-
ment : the rough draft of an instrument or transac-

tion : the original copy.

—

v.i. to issue, form protocols.—v.t. to make a protocol of— also Pro'tOCOllSe.

—

n. Pro'tOCOlist, a registrar or clerk. [Fr.,—Low L.
protocolhnn— Late Gr. protokollon, the first leaf,

containing the writer's name, date, &c.—Gr. protos,
first, kolla, glue.]

Protogenal, prO-toj'e-nal, adj. primitive. — «. Pro-
togen'esls, abiogenesis.—arf;>. Protogenet'lc, Pro-
togen'ic, noting crystalline or fire-formed rocks

:

noting intercellular spaces formed within undifferen-

tiated plant tissues.

—

n. Pro'tOgine, a variety of
granite in the Alps.

Protomartyr, prO'tO-mar-ter, n. St Stephen, the first

Christian martjT : the first who suffers in any cause.

Protophyte, prQ'tS-flt, «. the first or lowest order of
plants. — «.//. Protoph'jrta. — (j<^'. Protopliyt'io.
[Gr. prdios, first, phyton, a. plant.]

Protoplasm, prC'tO-plazm, n. living matter: a homo-
geneous, structureless substance, forming the physical
basis of life, endowed with contractility, with a
chemical composition allied to that of albumen.

—

adj. Protoplasm'lc—«. Protoplast, he who, or that

which, was first formed : an original : the first parent.

—adj. ProtoplaSt'lC. [Gr. protos, first, plasma,
ioTxa—plassein, to form.]

Prototheria, pra-ts-the'ri-a, n.pl. the hypothetical

primitive mammals, ancestors of the monotremes.
[Gr.prdtos, first, tker, wild beast.]

Prototype, prO'tO-tlp, «. the first or original tyi)e or

model from which anything is copied : an exemplar :

a pattern.—o^>. Pro'totypal, Prototypical. [Fr.,

—L.,

—

Gr., protos, first, typos, a type.]

Protovertebrte, prO-tO-ver'te-br?, n.pl the rudimentary
segments formed in the vertebrate embryo from the

medullary plates, from which the bodies of the verte-

brae, spinal nerve-roots, &c. are developed.

—

a4is.
Protover'tebral, Protorer'tebrate.
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Protoxide, prO-tok'sId, «. the first oxide—that is, an
oxide containing one equivalent of oxygen combined
with one equivalent of a base.

Protozoa, prO-tS-zSa, «.//. the first or lowest class of

animals :—«'«g-. PTotozo'OH.— aJj's. Protoso'an

;

ProtOZO'iC, pertaining to the protozoa : containing

remains of the earliest life of the globe. [Gr. prBtos^

first, zoon, an animal.]

Protract, prO-trakt', v.t. to draw out or lengthen in

time : to prolong: to put off in time : to draw to a
scale. —/.<K^'. Protrac'ted, drawn out in time:

tedious: prolonged: postponed.

—

adv. Protrac"-

tedly.—«. Protrac'ter.—iif/'. Protractile, suscep-

tible of being thrust out.

—

n. Protrac'tion, act of

protracting or prolonging : the delaying of the ter-

mination of a thing : the plotting or laying down of

the dimensions of anything on paper.

—

adj. Pro-
trac'tive, drawing out in time : prolonging : de-

laying.

—

n. Protrac'tor, one who, or that which,
protracts: a mathematical instrument for laying

down angles on paper, used in surveying, &c. [L.,

—pro, forth, trahere, to draw. ]

Protrude, prO-trood', v.t. to thrust or push forward:
to drive along : to put out-

—

v.t. to be thrust forward
or beyond the usual limit. — adjs. Protrud'able,
Protru'slle, protractile; Protru'slble, able to be
protruded. — n. Protru'slon, the act of thrusting

forward or beyond the usual limit : the state of being
protruded : that which protrudes.

—

adj. Protru'SiVe,
thrusting or impelling forward : protruding.—adv.
Protru'sively.—«. Protru'siveness. ['L.proimdcre
—pro, forward, irudere, to thrust]

Protuberance, prS-tub'er-ans, «. a prominence : a
tumour,

—

adj. ProtU'berant, swelling : prominent
—adv. Protu'berantly.— z/.i. Proiulwrate, to

bulge out.

—

n. ProtUbera'tion. [L. protuberdre,
-dtum^pro, forward, tuber, a swelling.]

Proud, prowd (comp. Prouder ; superi. Proud'est),
adj. having excessive self-esteem: arrogant:
haughty : having a proper sense of what is be-

commg : daring : grand : ostentatious : giving reason
for pride or boasting.

—

n. Proud'-flesh, a growth or
excrescence of flesh in a wound.

—

adjs. Proud'-
heart'ed (JSkak.), having aproud spirit ; Proud'ish,
somewhat proud.

—

adv. Proudly.

—

adj. Proud'-
jnlnd'ed {Shak.\ proud in mind.—>«. Proud'ness,
the state or quality of being proud : ^nd^.—adjs.
Proud'-pied(6'AaA.), gorgeously variegated ; Proud'-
Stom'aclied, of haughty spirit, arrogant. [A.S.
prtit, \>Toud, pryte, pride.]

Provable, prSOv'a-bl, adj. that may be proved.—«.

Provableness. — adv. ProVably, in a manner
capable of proof. [O. Fr. provable, prouvable—L.
probabilis, probable.]

Provand, prov'and, «. (^Shak^ provender : provision
—also ProT'end.

—

adj. ProVant, belonging to a
regular allowance : of common or inferior quality.

[O. Fr.,—Low 1^. prcebenda, a payment, pittance.]

Prove, pr05v, v.t. to try by experiment or by a test or
standard : to make certain : to try by suffering : to

establish or ascertain as truth by argument or other
evidence : to demonstrate : to ascertain the genuine-
ness of: to experience or sufl'er : (maih.) to ascertain
the correctness of any result.

—

v.t. to make trial : to

turn out : to be shown afterwards.

—

n. ProVer.

—

The exception proves the rule, the exception
tests the rule, proving its general truth. [O. Fr.
prover (Fr. prouver), which, like A.S. prdfian and
Gt.x. proben, is from 'L.. probare—probvs, excellent]

Frovection, prO-vek'shun, «. the transfer of the final

consonant from a word to the beginning of the next.—n. ProveCtor (math.), a contravanant operator
formed by substituting signs of partial differentiation
for the facients of a quantic. [L. provehirt, pro-
vectum, to carry forward.]

Provedor, (-e), prov'e-dor, (-dOr), «. a purveyor. [Sp.]
Proven, prov'n, (Scots law) same as Proved, /a./, of
Prove.—Kot proven, a verdict declaring that guilt
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has not been fully made out, but which leaves the
accused still under serious suspicion.

Provenance, prov'e-nans, «. the source from which
anything comes or is derived.—Also PrOVe'nlenCO.
[Fr.,—L. pro, forth, venire, to come.]

Proven5al, priS-vang-sal', adj. of or pertaining to
Proverue, m France, or to its inhabitants—also
Proven'CiaL

—

n. a native, or the language of Pro-
vence, the langue d'oc (q.v.).

Provender, pro/en-der, n. dry food for beasts, as hay
or corn : esp. a mixture of^ meal and cut straw or
hay.—i;./. to feed. [O. Fr.,—L,. prabenda, in Late
L. a daily allowance of food.]

Proverb, prov'erb, «. a short familiar sentence ex-
pressing a well-known truth or moral lesson : a
byword : (,£.) a difiScult saying that requires ex-
planation : (pi.) a book of the Old Testament : a
dramatic composition in which a proverb g^ves name
and character to the plot

—

v.t. to speak of proverbi-
ally : make a byword of: to provide with a proverb.—adj. Prover'bial, like or pertaining to proverbs :

widely spoken of.

—

v.t. Prover'bialise, to turn into

a proverb. — >is. ProverTjlalism, a saying in the
form of, or like, a proverb ; Prover'blaliSt.—a^^i*.

Prover"blally. [Fr. proverbe— L. proverbium—
pro, publicly, verbunt, a word.]

Provide, prO-vId', v.t. to make ready beforehand: to

prepare for future use : to supply : to appoint or give
a right to a benefice before it is actually vacant.

—

v.t. to procure supplies or means of defence : to take
measures : to arrange for as a necessary condition or
arrangement.—a<^'. Provi'dable.

—

conj. Provi'ded,
(often with that) on condition : upon these terms

:

with the understanding.—». Provider. [L. pro-
videre—pro, before, videre, to see.]

Providence, prov'i-dens, n. timely preparation : (theol.)

the foresight and care ofGod over all His creatures :

God, considered in this relation : something occurring
in which God's care is clearly shown : prudence in

managing one's affairs. —a<^>. ProVIdent, seeing
beforehand, and providing for the future : cautious

;

prudent : economical ; Providen'tlal, effected by, or
proceeding from, divine providence.

—

advs. Provi-
dentially ; Prov'idently.—«. ProVidentness. [L,

provid-ens, -entis, pr.p. oi providere.'[
Province, prov'ins, «. a portion of an empire or a

state marked off for purposes of government : a part

of a country as distinguished from the capital : the

district over which a governot or an archbishop has
jurisdiction : a region : a business or duty : a person's

business or calling : a department of knowledge.—
adj. Provin'cial, relating to a province : belonging
to a division of a country : local : showing the habits

and manners of a province : unpolished : narrow.

—

». an inhabitant of a province or country district :

(/f.C.) the superintendent of the heads of the religious

houses in a province.

—

v.t. Provin'cialise, to render
provincial:

—

pr.p. provin'ciallsing ; pa.p. provin'-

ciallsed.

—

ns. Provln'cialism, a manner, a mode of
speech, or a turn of thought peculiar to a province

or a country district : a local expression : narrow-
ness ; Provinciality.—aa'i/. Provin'cially.—Pro-
vincial letters, a series of letters written (1656-57)
by Pascal against the doctrines and policy of the

Jesuits. [Fr., — L. provincia, a province; perh.

pro, for, vinclre, to conquer.]
Provincial, prO-vin'shal, adj. pertaining to Provence
or /"rOT/fWfa/.-Provincial rose, the cabbage-rose

—

from Provins-rose, Provins in Seine-et-Marne, being
famous for its roses : (Shak.) a rosette formerly

worn on the shoe.
Provlne, prO-vIn', v.i. to propagate a vine by layering,

to form a plant for the next season at a distance from
the original plant.

Provision, prO-vizh'un, H. act of providing : that

which is provided or prepared : measures taken be-

forehand : a clause in a law or a deed : a rule for

guidance : an appointment by the pope to a benefice
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not yet vacant : preparation : previous agreement

:

a store of food : provender.

—

v.i. to supply with
provisions or food.

—

adjs. Provi'sioiial, Provl'sion-
aryj provided for the occasion : temporary : con-
taining a provision.—«. Provi'sional-Judg'ment, a
judgment given as far as the available evidence
admits, but subject to correction under more light.

—adv. Provi'slonally.—/«. Provi'sional-or'der, an
order to do somethmg granted by a secretary of
state, which, when confirmed by the legislature, has
the force of an act of parliament ; Provi'sional-
rem'edy, a means of detaining in safety a person or
property until a decision upon some point in which
they are concerned be come to ; Provl'slon-
mer'Chant, a general dealer in articles of food.
[Fr.,—L.,

—

provisus, pa.p. oiprovidere.}
Proviso, pr5-vi'z5, «. a provision or condition in a
deed or other writing : the clause containing it : any
condition :—pl. Provisos (pro-vi'zOz).

—

adv. Pro-
Vi'sorlly.

—

adj. Provi'sory, containing a proviso or
condition : conditional : making provision for the
time: temporary. [From the L. law y>^ia&c proviso
quod, it being provided that.]

Provlsor, prS-vI'zor, «. one who provides : a purveyor :

a person to whom the pope has granted the right to

the next vacancy in a benefice.—Statute of Pro-
Visors, an act of the English parliament passed in

1351 to prevent the pope from exercising the power
of creating provisors.

E*rovoke, prO-vCk', v.t. to call forth: to summon: to

excite or call into action : to excite with anger : to

offend: (^.) to challenge. —«. Provoca'tlon, act
of provoking : that which provokes : any cause of
danger.—ok^V. ProVOO'atlve, Provoo'atory, tending
to provoke or excite.—«. anything that stirs up or

provokes. — «. ProVOC'ativeness, the quality of
being provocative.

—

adj. Provo'kable.

—

ns. Pro-
voke'ment (Spens.), provocation ; Provo'ker, one
who, or that which, provokes, causes, or promotes.

—

adj. Provoking, irritating.—a^^z/. Provoklngly.-
The provocation, the sojourn of the Jews in the
wilderness, when they provoked God. [Fr. pro-
voguer— \j. provocdre ,

pro, forth, vocare, to call.)

Provost, prov'ost, n. the dignitary set over a cathedral
or collegiate church : the head ofa college : (Scotland)
the chief magistrate of certain classes of burghs,
answering to mayor in England : (Shak.') the keeper
of a prison.—ns. PrOV'OSt-mar'shal (army), an officer

with special powers for enforcing discipline and
securing prisoners till brought to trial : (navy) an
officer having charge of prisoners ; ProVostry, a
district under a provost ; ProVostship, the office ofa
provost.—Lord. Provost, the style of the chief magis-
trates of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, and
Dundee. [O. Fr. provost (Fr. pr&v6t), L. prcepositus,
pa.p. olprceponere—prce, oyer

,
ponere, to place.]

Prow, prow, «. the forepart of a ship : the bow or
beak. [Fr. proue (It. p>rua)—L. prora—Or. prora,
a pTov/—pro, before.]

Prowess, prow'es, «. bravery, esp. in war : valour

:

daring.

—

adj. Ptow (arch.), brave, valiant :

—

superl.
Prow'est. [O. Fr. prou (Fr. preux), perh. from
prod m prodesse, to do good.]

Prowl, prowl, v.i. to keep poking about : to rove about
in search of prey or plunder.

—

n. (coll.) the act of
prowling : a roving for prey.—«. Prowl'er.

—

adj'.

Prowl'ing.—arfz-. Prowl'ingly. [Prob. ior progle=
prokle, a freq. form oiproke, to thrust ; cf. Prog.\

Proximate, proks'i-mat, adj'. nearest or next : without
any one between, as a cause and its effect : having
the most intimate connection : near and immediate.— adj. Prox'lmaL— a^z'j. Prox'lmally ; Proxi-
mately.—«. Proximity, immediate nearness in
time, place, relationship, &c.—adj. Proximo, (in)
the next (month)—often written prox.—Proxlinate
cause, a cause which immediately precedes the
effect ; Proximate object, immediate object. [L.
proximus, next, superl. from prope, near.]

Proxy, prok'si, fi. the agency of one who acts for

another : one who acts or votes for another, or the
writing by which he is authorised to do so : a sub-
stitute.

—

v.i. to vote or act by proxy.—«. Prox'y-
Ship.—o^'. Prox'y-wed'ded (Tenn.), wedded by
proxy. [Obs. procuracy . Cf. Procurator.']

Prozymlte, proz^i-mlt, n. one who uses leavened bread
in the eucharist—opp. to Azymite.

Prude, prood, «. a woman of affected modesty : one
who pretends extreme propriety.— «. Pru'dery,
manners of a prude : pretended or overdone strict-

ness of manner or behaviour.

—

adj. Pru'dlsh, like a
prude: affectedly modest or reserved : stiff: severe.

—

adv. Pru'dlshly.—«. Pru'dlshness. [O. Fr. prode,
fern, oiprou, prod, excellent.]

Prudent, proo'dent, adj. cautious and wise in conduct :

careful : discreet : dictated by forethought : frugal.
—«. Pru'dence, quality of being prudent : wisdom
applied to practice : attention to self-interest : cau-
tion.

—

adj. Pruden'tlal, using or practising prudence.—«. a matter for prudence (generally//.).—«. Pru-
dentlal'ity.— fli/OT. Pruden'tlally ; Pru'dently.
[Fr.,

—

'L. prudens, priidentis, contr. ot providens,
pr.p. ofprovidere, to foresee.]

Prud'-homme, pr5o-dom', «. a prudent man : a skilled

workman : in France, one of a board of arbitrators

formed from masters and workmen. [Fr. prud or
prod, good, homme, a man.]

Pruinose, priSo'i-nos, adj. powdery, mealy.— Also
Pru'inous. [L.pruina, hoar-frost.]

Prune, proDn, v.t. to trim by lopping off superfluous
parts : to divest of anything superfluous : to arrange
or dress feathers, as birds do.

—

ns. Pru'ner ; Pru'-
ning, the act of pruning or trimming ; Pru'nlng-
hook,ahooked bill forpruning with ; Pru'ning-knife,
a large knife with a slightly hooked point for prun-
ing.— n.pl. Pru'nlng-Shears, shears for pruning
shrubs, &c. [Older form proin, prob. from Fr. pro-
vigtier, provin, a shoot—L. propago, -inis.]

Prune, prSOn, «. a plum, esp. a dried plum.

—

adj.

Prunif'erous, bearmg plums. [Fr.,—L. primum —
Gr. prounon. ]

Prunella, proo-nel'a, ti. sore throat : angina pectoris.

[Low L., from Teut. ; Ger. brdune, quinsy.]
Prunella, proO-nel'a, «. a genus of plants, the best
known of which is Self-heal, formerly used as a
medicine. [Perh. ixoxa prunella, above.]

Prunella, prSo-nel'a, «. a strong woollen stuff, gener-
ally black—also Prunell'o.— «. PruneU'O, a little

prune : a kind of dried plum. [Prob. Latinised form
of Yx. pninelle, a sloe, dim. of Fr. ftrune, a plum.]

Prurience, pr5o'ri-ens, «. state of being prurient : eager
desire—also Pru'riency.

—

adj. Pru'rlent, itching or
uneasy with desire : given to unclean thoughts.

—

adv.
Pru'rlently. [ L. pruriens, pr.p. o(prurire, to itch. ]

Prurigo, pr5o-rI'go, «. an eruption on the skin, causing
great itching.—a^'. Prurlg'lnous.— «. Pruii'tus.
[l... prurio, an itching.]

Prussian, prush'an, adj. of or pertaining to Prussia.—n. an inhabitant of Prussia.

—

v.t. Pruss'lanlse.

—

». Pruss'iate, a salt of prussic acid : a cyanide.

—

adj. PrUSS'iC, pertaining to Prussian blue.—Prussian
blue, cyanide of potassium and iron ; PrussiC acid,

a deadly poison, an acid first obtained from Prussian
blue—also Hydrocyanic acid.

Pry, pri, v.i. to peer or peep into that which is closed ;

to inspect closely : to try to discover with curiosity :

—

pa.i. and pa.p. pried.—«. (rare) a peeping glance :

one who pries—cf. Paul Pry, in John Poole's (1792-

1879) comedy so called, first produced in 1825.

—

ns. Prior, Vr^er.—p.adj. Prying, looking closely

into : inquisitive : curious.

—

adv. Pry'lngly. [M. E.
prien = piren, to peer ; cf. Peer.]

Prys, pris, n. (Spens.). Same as Price.
Pryse, prls, v.t. (Spens.). Same as Prize.
Prytaneum, prit-an-S'um, «. the town-hall ofan ancient
Greek city where ambassadors were received, and
citizens who had deserved well of the state were
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sometimes allowed to dine at the public expense.
[GT.,—prytanis, a presiding magistrate.]

Prythee, priM'e {Shak.). Same as Prithee.
Psalm, sam, «. a sacred song.

—

ns. Psalm'-book, a
book containing psalms for purposes of worship

;

Psalmist (sam'ist, or sal'mist), a composer of

psalms, applied to David and to the writers of

the Scriptural psalms.

—

adjs. Psalmod'iC, -al, per-

taining to psalmody.

—

v.i. Psalmodlse, to practise

inalmody.

—

ns. Psal'modlst, a singer of psalms ;

Psalmody (sai'mo-di, or sam'o-di), the singing of

psalms, esp. in public worship : psalms collectively.
—v.t. to celebrate in psalms.

—

ns. Psalmog'rapher,
Psalmog'raptllst, a writer of psalms; PsallQOg'-

raphy, the act or practice of writing psalms ; Psalm'-
tune, a tune to which a psalm is usually sung.

—

The Psalms, one of the books of the Old Testa-

ment. [\.S. sealm—Low L. psalmus—Gr. psalmos
—psalUin, to play on a stringed instrument.]

Psalter, sawl'ter, «. the book of Psalms, esp. when
separately printed : (/?.C.) a series of 150 devout
sentences : a rosary of 150 beads, according to the

number of the psalms.

—

adj. Psalte'rian, pertaining

to a psalter : musical.

—

ns. Psaltery, a stringed in-

strument used by the Jews : psalter ; Psal'treSS, a
woman who plays upon the psaltery. [O. Vr. psaitier
—L. psalteriunt, a song sung to the psaltery.)

Psaltetium, sawl-te'ri-um, «. the third division of a
ruminant's stomach, the omasum or manyplies.

PsammltlC, sa-mit'ik, adj. in geology, applied to

derivative rocks composed of rounded grains, as
ordinary sandstone. [Gr. psammos, sand.]

Psohent, pshent, «. the sovereign crown of ancient
Egypt, a combination of the white mitre of southern
E&ypti with the red crown, square in front and
pointed behind, of northern Egj^pt. [Egyptian.]

Psellism, sel'izm, «. a defect in articulation—also

Psellis'mus. [Gr. pselUsmos—psellos, stammering.]
Pseudo-, suds, a prefix signifying false or spurious, as

in ns. PseudSBSthe'Sia, imaginary feeling, as in an
amputated limb ; Pseudepig'rapha ( /»/.), spurious
writings, especially those writings claiming to be
Biblical, but not judged genuine or canonical by the
consent of scholars.

—

adjs. Pseudepigraph'ic, -aL

—

«. Pseudepig'rapby, the ascription to books of false

names of authors.—«. Psea'do-apos'tle, a pretended
apostle.

—

adj. Pseu'do-archa ic, arch.-iistic. — 7ts.

F^eudoblep'sis, visual illusion ; Pseu'do-Christian'-
ity, counterfeit Christianity; Pseudochro'mia,
false perception of colour ; Pseu do-clas'sicism,
false or affected classicism. — adjs. Pseu'dodont,
having false teeth, as a monotreme ; Pseu'dodox,
false.— «. a common fallacy.— ns. Pseudogeu'sla,
false taste-perception ; Pseu'dograph, a false writ-

ing.

—

v.i. Pseudog^raphise, to wTite incorrectly.

—

tis. Pseudog'raphy, b.id spelling ; Pseudol'ogy, the
science of lying; Pseudo-mar'tyr, a false martyr;
Pseudomem brane, a false membrane, or lining,
as in some diseases of the throat.

—

adj. Psetldo-
mem branous.—n. Psea'domorph.—<i(^'. Pseudo-
mor'phous, deceptive in form : (w»«.) noting crystals
which have a form of crystallisation foreign to the
species to which they belong.

—

ns. Pseu'donvin, a
fictitious name assumed, as by an author; PSeu-
donym'lty, state of being pseudonymous. — adj.
Pseudon'ymous, bearing a fictitious name.

—

adv.
Pseudon'ymously.— «./*/!: Pseudopodla, the pro-
cesses alternately thrust forth and dr.iwn back by
amoeboid cells : — sing. Pseudopo'dium, Pseu •

dopod.—». Psea'dosoope, a species of stereoscope
which causes the parts of bodies in relief to appear
hollow, and vice vers&.—adj. PseudOSCOp'lC—n.
Pseu'doscopy. [Gr./j<'j«/^j, false.)

Pshaw, shaw, inierj. expressmg contempt.—z/.i. to
express contempt, as with this word. (Imit.)

Pshaw, shaw, n. an upright cylindrical hat once worn
bv women in Spain.

Psilanthropism, sI-lan'thr(Vpizin, n. the doctrine or

belief of the mere human existence of Christ.

—

adj. Psllanthrop'ic—/«. Psilan'throplst, one who
thinks Christ a mere man ; Psilan'thropy. [Gr.
psilos, bare, anthrcpos, man.)

Psittacl, sit'a-sl, n.pl. the parrot iri\x..—adjs. Pslt'-

tacine, Psitta ceous. [Gr. psittakos.]
Psoas, sO'as, n. a muscle of the loins and pelvis : the

tenderloin.

—

adj. Psoat'iO. [Gr. psoa, psua, gener-
ally in pi. psoai, psuai.]

Psoriasis, sO-rl'a-sis, «. a disease characterised by
slight elevations of the surface of the skin covered
with whitish scales.—«. Pso'ra.

—

adj. Pso'riC. [Gr.

psoridn, to have the itch, psdn, to rub.)

Psychic, -al, si'kik, -al, adj. pertaining to the soul,

or living principle in man : spiritual : pertaining to

the mind, or to its faculties and functions.

—

ns.

Psy'ohe, the personified soul or spirit : the human
soul or spirit or mind : a genus of bombycid moths :

a cheval-glass; Psychi'ater, Psychi'atrlst, one
who treats diseases of the mind, an alienist ; PSTChJ'-
atry, the treatment of mental diseases ; Psy'ChiC, a
spiritualistic medium ; Psy'chlCS, the science of psy-

chology; Psychism, the doctrine that there is a
universal soul animating all living beings ; PsychlSt

;

Psychogen'esiS, Psychog'eny, the origination and
development of the soul ; Psychog'ony, the doctrine

ofthe development ofmind; PsychOgraph, an instru-

ment used for so-called spirit-writing.

—

adj. Psy-
Chograph'ia—w.PsychogTaphy, the natural history

of mind : supposed spirit-writing by the hand of a
medium.—adjs. Psychologic, -al, pertaining to psy-

chology : pertaining to the mind.

—

iitiv. Psycholog'-
icailj.—v. i. Psychol oglse.—KJ. Psychol ogist, one
who studies psychology ; Psyohol'Ogy, the science

which classifies and analyses the phenomena or varj--

ing states ofthe human mind ; Psychom'achy, a con-
flict of soul with body ; Psychomancy, necromancy ;

Psychom'etry, the science ofthe measurement ofthe
duration, &c., of mental processes : an occult power
claimed by some charlatans of divining the secret

properties of things by mere contact.

—

adj. Psy'-
Chomotor, pertaining to such mental action as in-

duces muscular contraction.

—

ns. Psychoneurol'ogy,
that part of neurology which deals with mental
action ; Psychoneuro'SiS, mental disease without
apparent anatomical lesion ; Psyohon'omy, the

science of the laws of mental action ; PsyohonosoV-
Og^, the branch of medical science that treats of

mental diseases ; Psychopan'nychism, the theory
that at death the soul falls asleep till the resurrec-

tion; Psychopan'nychist ; Psychopar'esis, mental
weakness ; Psychopath, a morally irresponsible

person ; Psychop athist, an alienist ; Psychopathy,
derangement of mental functions.— adj. Psycho-
physical.—>w. Psycho-phjrs'lcist ; Psy'cho-phy-
siol'ogy, Psycho-physics, the knowledge of the

manifold correspondences of the most intimate and
exact kind that exist between states and changes
of consciousness on the one hand, and states and
changes of brain on the other—the concomitance
being apparently complete as respects complexity,

intensity, and time-order ; Psychoplasm, the phy-
sical basis of consciousness ; Psy'Chopomp, Hermes,
the guide of spirits to the other world ; Psycho'SlS,
mental condition : a change in the field of conscious-

ness : any mental disorder ; Psychosta'Sia, the

weighing of souls ; Psycho-Stat'ics, the theoryof
the conditions of the phenomena of mind ; Psy-
Chothe'ism, the doctrine that God is pure spirit

;

Psychotherapeu'tics, Psychother'apy, the art of
curing mental disease.— Psychical research, in-

quiring into alleged phenomena, apparently implying
a connection with another world ; PsychlC foroe,

a power not physical or mechanical, supposed to

cause certain so-called spiritualistic phenomena.
[L. psychicus—Gr. psychikos—psyche, the soul—
psychein. to breathe.)

Psychrometer, sI-krom'e-t4r, «. an instrument for
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measuring the tension of aqueous vapour in the
atmosphere : a wet and dry bulb hygrometer.

—

adjs.

Psychromet'ric, al.—«j. I^chrom'etry ; Psy-
Chropho'bia, morbid impressibihty to cold ; PSJT'-

chropliore, a refrigerating instrument like a catheter
for cooling the urethra. [Gr. psychros, cold, psy-
cluin, to blow, jnetron, a measure.]

PtarmiC, tar'mik, n. a medicine which causes sneezing.
Ptannigan, tar'mi-gan, n. a species of grouse with

feathered toes inhabiting the tops of mountains.
[Gael. tarmacfian.'\

Ptere, ter, «. {zooi.) an alate organ.

—

ns. Pterld'ilUa,
Ptero'dlum, a key-fruit or samara.

Pterichthys, ter-ik'this, «. a genus of fossil ganoid
fishes in the Old Red Sandstone strata, with wing-
like pectoral fins. [Gr. pteron, wing, icht/iys, fish.]

Pterion, te'ri-on, n. in craniometry, the region where
the frontal, squamosal, parietal, and sphenoid bones
meet :—//. Pte'rla.

Pterla, te'ris, It. a genus of ferns which includes the
brakes.

—

ns. Pteridoroglst, one versed in the study
of ferns ; Pteridorogy, the science of ferns ; Pteri-

doma'nla, a passion for ferns ; Ptorlg'raphy, a de-

scription of ferns. [Gr. pteris—pteron, a feather.]

Ptema, ter'na, «. the heel-pad in birds :

—

pi. Pter'naB.

Pterodactyl, ter-o-dak'til, «. an extinct flying reptile

with large and bird-like skull, long jaws, and a
flying-membrane like that of a bat. [Gr. pteron,
wing, itaktylos, finger.]

Ptorography, ter-og'ra-fi, n. the description offeathers.— n. PterogTapher. —«<//>. Pterograph'ic, -al;

Pterolog'lcal.—«. Pterol'Dgy, the science of in-

sects' wings.
Pteromys, ter'O-mis, n. a genus of Scinridce, the

tlying-squirrels.

Pteron, te'ron, «. a range of columns, portico.

—

n.

Ptero'ma, a peridrome : a side-wall. [Gr.J
Pterope, ter'Op, «. a fruit-bat or flying-fox.

Pteropod, ter'O-pod, ». one of a class of molluscs
which move about by means of wing-like appendages
attached to the sides of the head, which are not, how-
ever, homologous to the foot of other molluscs :

—

pi.

Ptorop'oaa. \Sj'c. pteron, <N\n%, pons, podos, foot.]

Pterosaurla, ter-O-saw'ri-a, «.//. a group of e.xtinct

flying reptiles. [Gr. pteron, wing, sauros, lizard.]

Pterygoid, ter'i-goid, «. one of a pair of bones in the
facial apparatus of some vertebrata behind the
palatines, known in human anatomy as the pterygoid
plates of the sphenoid bone.

—

atij. aliform or alate.

—adj. Pteryg'ian.—«. Pteryg'ium, a generalised
limb of a vertebrate.

Pterylae, ter'i-la, n.pl. the bands of contour feathers
in birds.—rt(//V. Pteiylographic, •aX.—adv. Ptery-
lograph'lcally.—«. Pterylog'raphy.

PtilOSiS, tl-lo'sis, >i. plumage or mode of feathering of
a bird.—Also Pteryl6"SlS. [Gr. ptilon, a feather.]

Ptisan, tiz'an, «. a medicinal drink made from barley
with other ingredients. [Gr. ptlsane, peeled barley,
barley-water

—

ptissein, to peel.]

Ptochocracy, to-kok'ra-si, «. the rule of paupers.

—

n.

Ptochog'ony, the production of beggars—wholesale
pauperisation. [Gr. pidclios, a beggar.]

Ptolemaic, tol-e-ma'ik, adj. pertaining to the race of
Egyptian kings called the Ptolemies : pertaining to
Ptolemy the astronomer ^of the 2d century)—also
PtolemSB'an.

—

n. PtoIema'iSt, one who believes in

the Ptolemaic system of astronomy. — Ptolemaic
system, the method by which Ptolemy, the astro-
nomer, explained the stnicture of the heavens and
the motions of the heavenly bodies (139 A.D.).

Ptomaine, tS'ma-in, n. a somewhat loosely used
generic name for those bodies, usually poisonous,
formed from animal tissues during putrefaction

—

putrescine, cadaverine, creatinin, nenrin, choline,
muscarine, &c.— .Also Pto'mallL [Gr. ptSma, a
corpse

—

piptein, to fall.]

Ptosis, t5'sis, n. inability to raise the tipper eyelid.

[Ct.,—piptein, to fall.]

Ptyalln, -e, tl'a-Iin, n. the nitrogenous essential prin-
ciple of saliva. — v.i. Pty'al&e, to salivate. — n.
Ptyalism, salivation. — adj. Ptyalogog'ic. — ns.
Ptyal'ogogue, Ptys'magogne, a medicme which
causes salivation. [Gr.,

—

ptuein, to spit.]

Pub, pub, «. (slan^) a public-house, tavern.

Puberty, pu'ber-ti, «. the age of full development

:

early manhood or womanhood : the period when a
plant begins to dower.— adj's. Pfi'beral ; Puber'u-
lent, covered with very fine downy hairs.

—

ns. Pu'bes,
the pubic region, the hair growing thereon at puberty

;

Pubes'oence, state of one arrived at puberty : (lot.)

the soft, short hair on plants.

—

adj'. Pubes'cent,
arriving at puberty: {iot., zool.) covered with soft,

short hair ; Pubig'erOUS, pubescent. [Fr. puberte—\.. pubertas, -tatis^pubes, puber^ grown up.]
Pubis, pu'bis, «. a bone of the pelvis which m man

forms the anterior portion of the os innominatum.—
adjs. Pubic ; Pubofemoral ; PuTro-lliac ; Pu'bo-
Is'cttiac ; Puboprostatic ; Pu bo-ure'tbral ; Pubo-
vesical, [^ox OS pubis, gen. ofpubes, grown up.]

Public, pub'lik, adj. of or belonging to the people :

pertaining to a community or a nation : general

:

common to or shared in by all : generally known.

—

«. the people : the general body of mankind : the
people, indefinitely : a public-house, tavern.

—

ns.

Pub'lican, the keeper of an inn or public-house :

{orig.) a farmer-general of the Roman taxes : a tax-

collector ; Publica'tion, the act of publishing or
making public : a proclamation : the act of printing

and sending out for sale, as a book : that which is

published as a book, Sac.—ns.pl. Pub'Uc-bills, -laws,
&c., bills, laws, &c. which concern the interests of the
whole people ; PubliC-ftmds, money lent to govern-
ment for which interest is paid of a stated amount
at a stated time.

—

ns. Pub'lic-house, a house open
to the public : one chiefly used for selling beer and
other liquors : an inn or tavern ; Pub'Uc-instltU'-
tlon, an institution kept up by public funds for the
public use, as an educational or charitable founda-
tion ; Pub'llcist, one who writes on or is skilled in

public law, or on current political topics ; Publicity,
the state of being public or open to the knowledge of
all : notoriety ; Pub'lic-law (see International).—
adv. Pub'llcly.—«((;>. Pub'llc-mind'ed, -spir'ited,

having a spirit actuated by regard to the public
interest : with a regard to the public interest.

—

ns.

Pub'llcness ; Public-opinion, the view which the

people of a district or county lake of any question of
public interest ; Pub'Uc-pol'icy, the main principles

or spirit upon which the law of a country b con-

structed ; Fub'lio-Sptl^lt, a strong desire and effort

to work on behalf of the public interest.

—

adv. Pub'-
lic - spir'itedly.— «. Public - splr'itedness. — n.pl.

Pub'UC-WOrks, permanent works or improvements
made for public use or benefit.—Public health, the

department in any government, municipality, &c.
which superintends sanitation ; Public holiday, a
general holiday ordained by parliament ; PllDllO

&nds, lands belonging to government, esp. such as

are open to sale, grant, &c. ; Public orator, an
oflScer of English universities who is the voice of

the Senate upon all public occasions ; Public school

(see School).—In public, in open view. [Fr.,—L.

publicJts—populus, the people.]

Publish, pub'lish, v.t. to make public: to divulge : to

announce : to proclaim : to send forth to the public :

to print and offer for sale : to put into circulation.

—

adj. PubTlshable.—«j. Publisher, one who makes
public : one who publishes books ; Pub'Ushment,
publication, esp. of banns.

Puce, pus, adj. brownish-purple. {Yr.puce—L. pulex,
pulicis, a flea.]

Pucelle, pu-sel', n. a maid, virgin, esp. the Maid of
Orleans, Jeanne d'Arc (1412-31) : a wanton girl.

—

«. Pu'celage, virginity. [O. Fr. through Low L.,

—L. pullus, a young animal.]
Puck, puk, n. a goblin or mischievous sprite : a merry
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' Pucka fate, fer ; m5, hit ; mTne ; PuU

h^rfiaMidsummerNigkfs Dream.—a<^'. Puck'isb.
[M. E. pouke—Celt., as Ir. piua, W. p-uKa, bwg;
conn, with Ice. pUki. Cf. Pug, Bug.\

Pucka, puk'a, adj. durable, substantial— opp. to

Cuicka. [Anglo-Ind.]
Puck-baU. Same as Puff-balL
Pucker, puk'er, v.t. to gather into folds: to wrinkle.
—n. a fold or wrinkle : a number of folds or wrinkles,

esp. irregular ones : {coll.) agitation, confusion.

—

adj. Puok'ery, astringent : tending to wrinkle. [Cf.

Poke, a bag, and Pock.\

Pud, pud, «. {foil.) a paw, fist, hand. [Perh. DuL
pool, paw.]

Puddening, pud'ning, «. a thick pad of rope, &c.,

used as a fender on the bow of a boat.

Pudder, pud'er, «. a pother, a bustle, a tumult.

—

v.i.

to make a tumult or bustle.—!»./. to disturb : to per-

plex or confound. {Pother.^

Pudding, poOd'ing, n. a skin or gut filled with seasoned

minced meat, &c., a sausage: a soft kind of food
made of flour, milk, eggs, &c. : a piece ofgood fortune.
—adjs. Pudding-faced, having a fat, round, smooth
face ; Pudd Ing-head ed {coll.), stupid.—«j. Pudd-
Ing-pie, a pudding with meat baked in it ; Pudd'lng-
Sleeve, a large loose sleeve ; Pudd'lng-Stone, a
conglomerate rock made up of rounded pebbles

;

Pudding-time, dinner-time : {obs.) critical time.

[Prob. Celt., as W. poicn, Ir. puiog—put, a bag.

The Low Ger. ptidding, Fr. boudin, L. botulus, are

prob. all related words.]
Puddle, pud'l, «. an ill-shaped, awkward person.

[Cf. Low Ger. purrel, something short and thick.]

Puddle, pud'l, ». a small pool of muddy water : a
mixture of clay and sand.

—

v.t. to make muddy :

to siir up mud : to make water-tight by means of
clay : to convert into bar or wrought iron.

—

v.i. to

make a dirty stir.

—

tts. Pudd'ler, one who turns
cast-iron into wrought-iron by puddling ; Pudd'ling,
the act of rendering impervious to water by means
of clay : the process of converting cast into bar or
wrought iron.

—

adj. Puddly, dirty. [M. E. podel
(prob. ioT plod-el)—Celt.; \r. plodach, plod,a.'^<Xi\.\

PuddOCk, pud'ok, n. Same as PaddOCK.
Pudency, pu'dens-i, ». {Shak.) shamefacedness,

modesty.

—

n.pl. Puden'da,^ the genitals. — adjs.

Puden'dal, Puden'dous, Pu'dic, -al, pertaining to

the pudenda.—«. PudiC'ity, modesty. [L., as if

pudentia—pudetis, pr.p. of ptidere, to be ashamed.]
Pudgy, puj'i, adj. fat and short : fleshy.—Also Podg^y.
Pueblo, pweb'Io, n. a town or settlement in Spanish
America : one of the communal habitations of the
New Mexico aborigines.

—

adj. Pueb'lan. [Sp., a
town

—

\^ populut, a people.]
Poerlle, pu er-Il, adj. pertami. pertaining to children : childish :

trifline": silly.—<i2^». Puerilely.—wj. Pu'erileness,
PuerU'ity, quality of being puerile : that which is

puerile : a childish expression. [Fr. puiril— L.
puerilis^pufr, a child.]

Puerperal, pu-er'per-al, adj. relating to childbirth

—

also Puer'perous.—a^/7'. Piier'per^y.—Puerperal
fever, fever occurring in connection with childbirth ;

Puerperal insanity, insanity occurring in connec-
tion with childbirth. [h.puerpera, a woman lately

delivered—^«^»-, a child, parere, to bear.]
Puff, puf. v.i. to blow in puffs or whiffs: to swell or

fill with air : to breathe with vehemence : to blow
at, in contempt : to bustle about.

—

v.i. to drive with
a puff : to swell with a wind : to praise in exag-
gerated terms.—«. a sudden, forcible breath : a
sudden blast of wind : a ^st or whiff: a fungus ball

containing dust : anything light and porous, or
swollen and light : a kind of light pastry : a part of
a fabric gathered up so as to be left full in the
middle : a light ball or pad for dusting powder on
the skin, &c. : an exaggerated expression of praise.—ns. Puff* -add'er, a large, venomous African ser-

pent : Puff'-ball, a dried fungus, ball-shaped and
full of dust ; Puff' -bird, a South American bird
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resembling the kingfisher in form, but living on
insects ; Puff'-box, a box for holding powder for the
toilet, and a puff for applying it.

—

adj. Puffed,
gathered up into rounded ridges, as a sleeve.

—

ns.
Puff'er, one who puffs : one who raises the prices at
an auction in order to excite the eagerness of the
bidders to the advantage of the seller ; Puff'eiy,
puffing or extravagant praise.

—

adv. Puff'Ily.

—

ns.
Puff'mess, state of being puffy or turgid : intumes-
cence ; Puff'Ing, the act of praising extravagantly.

—

adv. Puff'ingly. — «. Puff'-paste, a short flaky paste
for pastrj-.

—

adj. Puff'y, puffed out with air or any
soft matter : tumid : bombastic : coming in puffs.

—

Puff up {jB.), to inflate. [Imit. ; cf. Ger. pujin, &c. J

Puffin, puf'in, «. a water-fowl having a ^ort, thick,
projecting beak like that of a parrot : a puff-ball.

Pug, pug, «. a monkey : a fox : a small kind of dog :

any small animal (in familiarity or contempt).

—

n.

PU£^-dog, a small, short-haired dog with wrinkled
face, upturned nose, and short tail.

—

adjs. Pug'-faced,
monkey-faced ; Pug^g^ng {S/iai.), thieving—a mis-

print (OTprigging.—n. Pug^-nose (sometimes abbrev.
pug), a short, thick nose with the tip turned up. [Puck.]

Pug, pug, ft. clay ground and worked with water.

—

z'.t. to grind with w.^ter and make plastic : to line

spaces Detween floors with mortar, felt, or other
deafening.

—

ns- Pug'ging, beating or punching, esp.

the working of clay for making bricks, in a pug-
mill : {archil.) clay, sawdust, plaster, &c. put be-

tween floors to deaden sound ; Pug'-Tnlll, a machine
for mixing and tempering clay. [Prov. Eng. pug, to

strike. Cf.Poke.]
Pugh, p55, interj. of contempt or disdain. [Imit.]

Pugilism, pu'jil-izm, n. the art of boxing or fighting

with the fists, esp. in the prize-ring.

—

ns. Pu'gll, a
pinch : Pu'gllist, one who fights with his fists.

—

'

a^^'. Pugllist'lO. [L./»f//, a boxer.]

Pugnacious, pug-na'shus, adj. fond of fighting : com-
bative : quarrelsome. — adv. Pugna'CiOUSly. — «.

Pugnac'ity, readiness or inclination to fight : fond-
ness for fighting : quarrelsomeness. [L. pugnax,
pugnacis, fond of fighiing—pugndre, to fight.]

Pugree, pug're, «. a fight scarf worn round the hat to

keep off the sun.—Also Pug'gree, Pug'gery, Pug'-
aree. [Hind. /rt^rf, a turban.]

Puisne, pu ne, adj. {law) younger or inferior in rank,

applied to certain judges in England. [O. Fr. (Fr.

puinf), {roiapuis—L. Post, after, n^, pa. p. oi natire
—L. nasci, tuiius, to be born.]

Puissant, pQ'is-ant, adj. potent or powerful : strong :

forcible.

—

n. Pu'issance, power, strength, force.

—

adv. Pu'issantly.—«. Pu'issantness. [Fr., (It.

possenie)—L. potens, powerful, modified by the in-

fluence of L. posse, to be able.]

Puke, piik, v.i. to spew, vomit : to sicken.

—

n. vomit':

an emetic.

—

n. Pu'ker, one who vomits. [Perh. for

spiike. Cf. Speiu.]

Puke, puk, adj. {Skak.)oi 3l colour between black and
russet : reddish-brown : puce.

—

n. Puke'-StOCk'ing
{Shak.), a dark-coloured stocking.

Pulchritude, pul'kri-tad, n. comehness. [L.]

Pule, pul, v.i. to pipe or chirp : to cry, whimper, or
whine, like a child.

—

tts. Puler ; Pu'ling, the cry as
of a chicken : a kind of whine.

—

adj. whimpering:
whining.—a</-'. Pu'linjg;ly. [YromVT.piauler; imit.

like It. pigolare, L. pipildre and pipdre, to pipe.)

Pulez, pu'leks, H. a genus of insects : the flea. [L. |

Pulkba, pulOca, «. a Laplander's sledge, shaped like

a boat.—Also Pulk. [Lap.]
Pull, pool, v.t. to draw, or try to draw, with force : to

draw or gather with the hand : to tear : to pluck : to

extract : to move, propel by tugging, rowing, &c. :

to transport by rowing : in horse-racing, to check a
horse in order to prevent its winning : to produce on
a printing-press worked by hand : to raid or seize.

—

v.i. to give a pull : to draw.—«. the act of pulling:
a struggle or contest : exercise in rowing : {slang)
influence, a favourable chance, advantage : {coll.) a
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drink, draught : (print.) a single impression of a
hand-press.

—

ns. Pull'-back, a restraint : a device
for making a woman's gown hang close and straight

in front ; Puller.—Pllll a face, to draw the coun-
tenance into a particular expression : to grimace

;

Ptlll apart, to bring asunder by pulling ; Pull down,
to take down or apart : to demolish ; Pull for, to

row in the direction of; Pull off, to carry anything
through successfully ; Pull one's self together, to

collect one's faculties ; Pull out, to draw out,

lengthen ; Pull the long bow, to lie or boast beyond
measure ; Pull through, to §et to the end of some-
thing difficult or dangerous with some success ; Pull
up, to tighten the reins : to take to task : to bring

to a stop : to halt ; Pull up stakes, to prepare to

leave a place. [A.S. puUian ; conn, with Low Ger.
pttlen, to pluck.]

Pullet, pool'et, «. a young hen.—«. Pull'et-sperm
(Shak\ the treadle or chalaza of an egg. [Fr.

jf>ouieiie,A\m. oipoule, a hen—Low L. pulla, a hen,
fem. of Li. tullus, a young animal.]

Pulley, pOol i, «. a wheel turning about an axis, and
having a groove on its rim in which a cord runs,
used for raising weights :—//.

Pull'oys.—«j. iTill'ey-block, a ZZIZZIZZZZZ
shell containing one or more
sheaves, the whole forming a /SI k
pulley; Pull'ey-shell, the cas-

mg of a pulley-block. [M. E.
poUytte— Fr. poulain— Low L.
pullattHs—pullus ; ace. to Diez,
from Fr. poulie, itself from Eng.
/«//.]

Pullman-car, pool'man-kar, n. a
railway sleeping-car or palace-

car, first made by George M.
Futhnan (b. 1831) in America.

Pullulate, pul'Q-lat, v.i. to ger-
minate, bud. — «. Pullula'tion.
[L.t—puilulus, a young animal, sprout—/«//«j.
Pullet.]

Pulmonary, pul'mS-na-ri, adj. pertaining to, or affect-

ing, the lungs : done by the lungs : having lungs :

pulmonic.

—

adj. Pulmobranch'iate, breathing by
lung-sacs. — «. Pulmom'eter, an instrument for

measuring the capacity of the lungs.

—

adj. Pulmo-
na'rious, diseased in the lungs.

—

n.pl. Pulmona'ta,
an order or sub-class of Gasteropoda, air-breath-

ing. — adji. Pul'monate, having lungs, lung-sacs,
or lung-like organs ; Pulmon'lc, pertaining to or
affecting the lungs. — «. a medicine for disease of
the lungs : one affected by disease of the lungs.

—

oiij. Pulmonlf'erous, provided with lungs.—Pul-
monary artery, an artery which brings blood from
the heart to the lungs ; Pulmonary vein, a vein
which brings blood from the lungs to the heart. [L.
pulmonarius^pulmo, pulmonis, a lung—Gr. pleu-
mon, pneumSn, lung.]

Pulp, pulp, n. the soft fleshy part of bodies, e.g. of
teeth : marrow : the soft part of plants, esp. of fruits

:

any soft mass : the soft mass obtained from the
breaking and grinding of rags, &c., before it is

hardened into paper.

—

v.t. to reduce to pulp : to

deprive of pulp : to separate the pulp.

—

v.i. to be-

come ripe or juicy, like the pulp of fruit.

—

ns. Pulp'-
en'gine, a machine for converting rags, &c., into

pulp ; Pulp'ifier, an apparatus for reducing fresh

meat to a jelly-like pulp, to aid digestion. — v.t.

Pulp'ifjr, to make into pulp. [Fr. pulpe—L. pulpa,
flesh without bones.]

Pulpit, pSOl'pit, «. a platform for speaking from : an
elevated or enclosed place in a church where the
sermon is delivered : a desk.

—

adj. belonging to the
pulpit.

—

ns. Pulpiteer', Pul'plter, one who speaks
from a pulpit : a preacher.—oi/;'. Pul'pltish.—The
pulpit, preachers or preaching collectively. [Fr.,—
L. pulpitum, a stage.]

Simple Fixed
Pulley.

Cf.

Pulpoua, pulp'us, adj. contisting of, or retembling,
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pulp: soft.—«j. Pulp'iness; Pulp'ousness.—<i<^;
Pulp'y, like pulp : solt.

Pulque, poal'ka, «. a fermented drink, made in Mexico.
[Sp., from Mex.]

Pulsate, pul'sat, v.i. to beat, as the heart or as a
vein : to throb.

—

adj. Pul'satlle, that can pulsate,
as a wound : that may be struck or beaten, as a
drum : played by beating : acting by pulsation.

—

«. Pulsa'tion, a beating or throbbing : a motion of
the heart or pulse : any measured Deat : a vibra-

tion.—rt^'. Pul'satlve.-«. Pulsa'tor, apulsometer:
a jigging-machine, used in South African diamond-
digging. — adj. Pul'satory, beating or throbbing.—«. any musical instrument played by being beaten
on. [L. pulsare, -atum, to beat, freq. of pellere,

jnilsunt, to drive.]

Pulsatilla, pul-sa-til'a, «. the pasque-flower. Anemone
Pulsatilla.

Pulse, puis, «. a beating or throbbing : a measured
beat or throb : a vibration : the beating of the heart
and the arteries : {Jig.) feeling, sentiment.

—

v.i. to

beat, as the heart : to throb.

—

adj. Pulse'less, having
no pulsation : without life. — ns. Pulse'lessness

;

Pulse'-rate, the number of beats of a pulse per
minute ; Pulse'-wave, the expansion of the artery,

moving from point to point, like a wave, as each
beat of the heart sends the blood to the extremities.
—adj. Pulsif'iC, exciting the pulse.

—

ns. Pulsim'-
eter, an instrument for measuring the strength or

quickness of the pulse ; Pulsom'eter, a pulsimeter

:

a kind of steam-condensing pump. — Feel one's
pulse, to find out by the sense of touch the force of
the blood in the arteries: to find out what one is

thinking on some point ; Public pulse, the move-
ment of public opinion on any question; Quick
pulse, a pulse in which the rise of tension is very
rapid. [Fr. pouls—L. pulsus—pellere

,
pulsum. ]

Pulse, puis, n. grain or seed of beans, pease, &c.

—

adj. . Pulta'ceous, macerated and softened. [L.

p7ils, porridge (Gr. polios). Cf. Poultice.]

PulU, pOo'loS, «. a silky fibre obtained from the
Hawaiian tree-ferns, used for stuffing mattresses.

Pulverable, pul'ver-a-bl, adj. that may be reduced to

fine powder— also Pul'verisable. — a*/;'. Pulvera'-
ceous, having a powdery surface.

—

vs.t. Pul'verate,
Pul'verise, to reduce to dust or fine powder.

—

vs.i.

to fall down into dust or powder : to roll or wallow
in the dust.

—

tts. Pul'verlne, ashes of barilla ; Pul-
verlsa'tion; Pul'veriser.—a^'. Pul'verous, con-
sisting of, or like, dust or powder.

—

n. Pulver'ulence.—adj. Pulver'Tllent, consisting of fine powder

:

powdery : dusty. [ L. pulvis, pulveris, powder. ]

PulVil, pul'vil, «. a bag of perfumed powder.—Also
PulvlI'iO. [It. polviglio — L. pyulvillus, a little

cushion—/f//z7««j, a cushion.]
Pulvillar, pul'vi-lar, adj. cushion or pad-like.

—

adj.

PulVil'liform, like a pulvillus. — n. Pulvil'lUS, a
foot-pad between the clavi of the terminal tarsal

joint of an insect's leg— also PulTln'UlUS.

—

adj.
PulVi'nar, padded: formed like a cushion.— «. a
pillow or cushion : a peculiar prominence on a part

of the human brain, —adjs. Pul'Vlnate, -d, Pulvin'l-
form, cushion-shaped. [L. ptilvillus, pulvinus, a
cushion, pulvinar, a soft couch.]

Pulwar, pul'war, n. a light keelless boat used on the
Ganges.—Also Pal'war.

Pulza-oil, pul'za-oil, «. an oil obtained from the seeds

of yatroplia Curcas, from the Cape Verd Islands.

Puma, pu'ma, «. a carnivorous animal, of the cat kind,

of a reddish-brown colour without spots, called also

the American lion. [Peruv. puma.]
Pumice, pum'is, or pu'mis, «. a hard, light, spongy

substance, formed of lava, from which gas or steam
has escaped while hardening.

—

v.t. to polish or rub
with pumice-stone—also Ptt'micate.

—

adjs. Pumi'-
ceous, Pum'iciform, of or like pumice. — ns.

Pumice-Stone (same as Pumice) ; Pu'm^ (Spens.),

a pcbblo, (totie. [A. S. pumie-i.-tidn), pumice (-stone)
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—L. pumex, fntmicU, for spumex—sputna, foam

—

spuerc. Cf. Sputne, and Pounce, a fine powder.]

Pummel. Same as PommeL
Pomp, pump, «. a machine for raising water and other

fluids to a higher level : a machine for drawing out

or forcing in a.xt.—v.t. to raise with a pump: to

draw out information by artful questions.— z/.j. to

work a pump: to raise water by pumping.— «f.

Pump'age, the amount pumped ; Pump'-barTel,

the cylinder which forms the body of a pump.—/a./.
Pumped {coll.), out of breath, panting—sometimes

with out.—ns. Pumper ; Pump'-geax, the various

parts which make up a pump : Pump-handle, the

lever by means of which the pump is worked

;

Pump'-nead, -hood, a frame covering the upper
wheel of a chain-pump, serving to guide the water
into the discharge-spout; Pump'ing-en'glne, any
form of motor for operating a pump ; Pump'-rod, the

rod by which the handle is fixed to the bucket which
moves up and down inside ; Pump'-room, the apart-

ment at a mineral spring in which the waters are

drunk ; Pump'-well, a well from which water is got
by pumping.—Pump Ship, to urinate. [O. Fr.

fioDtpe (fit, Ger. pumpe); perh. conn, with ///<>«/.]

Pump, pump, «. a thin-soled shoe used in dancing.—
adj. Pumped, wearing pumps. [Prob. Fr. pompe,
ornament, show, from Teut., cf. Ger. pumphosen,
wide pantaloons.]

Pumpernickel, pump'er-nik-el, ». a kind of coarse
bread, made of unsifted rye, much used in West-
phalia. [Ger., a heavy, stupid fellow, Uomputnper,
a heavy fall, nickel = Nicholas.]

Pumpkin, pump'kin, n. a plant of the gourd family

and its fruit.—Also Pump'lon. [A corr. of O. Fr.

pompon—'L.pepo—Gt.pepon, ripe.]

Pumy. See Puiulce.
Pun, pun, v.t. {S/uik.) to pound. [Cf. Pound.]
Pun, pun, v.t. to play upon words similar in sound but

different in meaning so as to produce a ludicrous

idea :—pr.p. pun'ning ; pa.t. and pa.p. punned.—«.

a play upon words.

—

ns. Pun'nage, Pim'nlng, the

act or habit of punning. [Ety. dub. ; prob. to beat
words =pound, to beat, from A.S. punian, to pound.]

Punch, punsh, «. contr. of Punchinello, a hump-
backed, hook-nosed puppet with a squeaking voice,

one of the two main actors in the street puppet-
show ' Punch and Judy :

' Punch, or the London
Charl7arl, the chief illustrated English comic
journal (begun 17th July 1841). [Through the in-

fluence of prov. Eng./««tfA, a variant of5K«t/t, thick.]

Punch, punsh, adj. {prov.) short and fat.—«. a short

and fat man : a short-legged, round-bodied horse.

—

/!<(/'. Punch'y. [Prob. a variantof ^kwc/j.]

Punch, punsh, ». a drink of five ingredients—spirit,

water, sugar, lemon-juice, and spice.

—

ns. Punch'-
bowl, a large bowl for making punch in ; Ptinch'-
lad'le, a ladle for filling glasses from a punch-bowl.
[Yi'xnd. panch, five

—

S3.ns.panc/u1, five.]

Punch, punsh, v.t. to prick or pierce with something
sharp or blunt : to make a hole in with a steel tool.

—«. a tool either blunt, or hollow and sharp-edged,
for stamping or perforating : a kind of awl.—«.

Punch'er. [A shortened form oipunc/uon, a tool.]

Punch, punsh, v.t. to strike or hit : to beat with the

fist, as one's head.—». a stroke or blow with the
fist, elbow, &c. [Prob. a corr. ofpunish.]

Puncheon, punsh'un, n. a steel tool with a die or a
sharp pomt at one end for stamping or perforating

metal plates : a short post or slab of wood with the

face smoothed. (O. Fr. poinson—L. punctio, -onis

—pungere, punctum, to prick.]

Puncheon, punsh'un, n. a cask : a liquid measure of
from 72 or 84 to 120 gallons. [O. Fr. poinson, a
cask ; perh. from the above.]

Punchinello, punsh-i-nel'o, n. the short, hump-backed
figure of a puppet-show : a buffoon, any grotesque
personage. [It. pulcintllo, dim. of pulcino, a
chicken, child—L. pullut, a young animal.]

Punctate, -d, pungk'tat, 'ed, adj. pointed : {bot.)

punctured : full of small holes : pittea : dotted.

—

ns.

Functa'tlon ; Puncta'tor, one who marks with dou
—esp. applied to the Massoretes who invented the

Hebrew vowel-points.

—

adj. Punc'tifonu, pointedi
[L. punctum—pungere,

punctum, to prick.]
Punctilio, pungk-tiryo, «. a nice point in behaviour

or ceremony : nicety in forms : exact observance of
forms.

—

adj. Punctil'lous, attending to little points
or matters : very nice or exact in behaviour or
ceremony : exact or punctual to excess. — adv.
Punctiliously. — ns. Punctll'lousness ; Punc'to
(Shak.), tlie point, or a blow with it in fencing :

a nice point of ceremony. [Sp. puntillo, dim. of
punio, point—L. punctum, a point.]

Punctual, pungk'tu-al,_ adj. of or pertaining to a
point : observant of nice points : punctilious : exact
m keeping time and appointments : done at the
exact time. — ns. Punc^tuallst ; Punotual'lty,
quality or state of being punctual : the keeping of

the exact time of an appointment : exactness.

—

adv.
Punc'tually.—«. Punc'tualness. [Fr. ponctuel—
punctum, a point.]

Punctuate, pungk'tu-5t, v.t. to mark with points : to

divide sentences by the usual points or marks : to

emphasise.

—

adv. Punc'tuatim, point for point.—«.

Punctua'tion, the act or art of dividing sentences
by points or marks.

—

adj. Punc'tuative.

—

n. Punc'-
tuator. — Punctuation marks, the comma, semi-
colon, colon, period, &c.

Punctum, pungk'tum, «. (anai.) a point, dot.

—

adjs.
Puntftulate, -t.—ns. Punctula'tlon ; Puntftulo ;

Punc'tulum.--Punctum caecum, the point of the
retina from which the optic nerve fibres radiate, so
called because impervious to light.

Puncture, pungk'tur, n, a pricking: a small hole
made with a sharp point.

—

v.t. to prick : to pierce
with a pointed instrument.

—

n. Punctuxa'tlon. [L.
pUHctura—pungere, to prick. ]

Pundit, pun'dit, n. a person who is learned in the
language, science, laws, and religion of India : any
learned man. [Hind, pandit—Sans. pandita.\

Pundonor, pun'do-nor', n. point of honour. [Sp.,
contr. oipunio de honor, point of honour.]

Pungent, pun'jent, adj. sharp : pricking or acrid to

taste or smell : keenly touching the mmd : painful

:

keen : sarcastic.

—

ns. Pun'gency, Pun'gence.

—

adv. Pun'gently. [L. pungens, -entis, pr.p. of
pungere, to prick.]

Punic, pu'nik, adj. pertaining to, or like, the ancient
Carthaginians : faithless, treacherous, deceitful.

—

m.

the language of ancient Carthage. [L. Punicus—
Pceni, the Carthaginians.]

Puniness, pu'ni-nes, «. the state or quality of being
puny or feeble : smallness : pettiness. [Puny.]

Punish, pun'ish, v.t. to cause to pay a penalty : to

cause loss or pain to a person for a fault or crime

:

{coll.) to handle or beat severely, maul : {coll.)

to consume a large quantity of: to chasten.

—

ns.

Punishabll'lty, Pun'lshableness.—a^'. Pun'ish-
able, that may be punished—said both of persons
and crimes.—«j. Pun'isher; Pun'lshment, act or
process of punishing : loss or pain inflicted for a
crime or fault : the consequences of a broken law.—adjs. Punitive (pu'ni-tiv), pertaining to punish-
ment : inflicting punishment ; Pu'nitory, punishing

:

tending to punishment. [Vi. punir, punis-sant—L.
punire, to punish—/a?«a, penalty.]

Punjabee, Punjabi, pun-ja'bs, n. a native or in-

habitant of the Punjab in India.
Punk, pungk, «. rotten wood used as tinder : {Shak.)

a strumpet. [Spunk.]
Punka, Punkah, pung'ka, n. a large fan for cooling

the air of an Indian house, consisting of a light

framework covered with cloth and suspended from
the ceiling of a room, worked by pulling a cord or
by machinery. \}WnA. pankha, a fan.]

Punster, pun'st6r, n, one who makes puns.
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Punt, punt, n. a flat-bottomed boat with square ends.—v.t. to propel, as a boat, by pushing with a pole
against the bottom of a river : to kick the ball (/«

football) before it touches the ground, when let fall

from the hands : to knock.

—

v.i. to pursue water-

fowl in a punt with a punt-gun.

—

ns. Punt'er

;

Punt'-fishing, angling from a punt in a pond, river,

or lake ; Punt'-gun, a heavy gun of large bore used
for shooting water-fowl from a punt ; PuntS'man, a
sportsman who uses a punt. [A.S.,—L. ponto, a
punt

—

pons, poftiis, a bridge.]

Pont, punt, v.i. to play at basset or ombre.—«.

Punter, one who marks the points in basset or
ombre. [Fr., through Sp.

—

"L. punctunt, a point.]

Puntilla, pun-til'a, n. lace-work. [Sp.]

Punto, pun'to, H. {Shai.) a point or hit : a pass or
thrust made in fencing.—Punto drltto, a direct or
straight hit ; PuntO riverso, a back-handed stroke.

[Sp. and It. punto—h. puncium, a point.]

Puny, pu'ni, a/ij. (fomp. Punier ; mperl. Pu'niest)
small : feeble : petty. [Cf. Puisne.]

Pup, pup, v.i. to bring forth puppies, as a bitch : to

whelp:—/»"./. pup'ping; pa.t. znd. pa.p. pupped.

—

~ -Be in pup, to be
.

. -
.

[Puppy.]
n. Pup.—Be in pup, to be pregnant, said of dogs.

Pupa, pu'pa, n. an insect enclosed in a case while
passing from the caterpillar to the winged stage

:

a chrj'salis—also Pupe :—//. PupSB (pu'pe).

—

adjs.
Pu'pal, Pupa rial. — «. Pupa'rium, a jupa in-

cluded withm the last larval skin.

—

z'.i. Pupate', to
become a pupa.

—

n. Pupation.

—

{itijs. Pu'pifonn;
Pupig'erous.

—

n. Pupipara, a division of dipterous
insects having pups developed within the body of
the mother, —adjs. Piiplp'arous ; PuplVorous

;

Pu'pold. {'h. pupa, a girl, a doll, fem. of puptis, a
boy, a child ; c£ puer, a boy.]

Pupil, pu'pil, n. a little boy or girl : one under the
care of a tutor : a scholar : a ward : {law) one under
the age of puberty—i.e. under fourteen years for
males, and twelve for females.

—

adj. under age.

—

ns.

Pupilabil'lty {rare), pupilarj" nature : confidential
character ; Pupilage, Pupillage, state of being a
pupil : the time during which one is a pupil ; Pupil-
ar'ity, PupiUarity, the time between birth and
puberty.—a^>. Pu'pUary, Pu'pillary, pertaining
to a pupil or ward.—^upil teacher, one who is both
a pupil and a teacher. [Fr. pupille—L. pupillus,
pupiila, dims, of pupus, hoy, pupa, girl.]

Pupil, pu'pil, n. the round opening in the middle of
the eye through which the light passes : the apple
of the eye, so called from the baby-like figures seen
on it : (zool.) the central dark part of an ocellated
spot. — adjs. Pu'pUary, Pu'pillary ; Pu pilate
(zool.), having a central spot of another colour.—«.

Pupillom'eter, an instrument for measuring the size

of the pupil of an eye. [Same as above word.]
Puppet, pup'et, n. a small doll or image moved by

wires in a show : a marionette : one who acts just as
another tells him.

—

ns. Pupp'etry, finery, affectation :

a puppet-show ; Pupp'et-shOW, -play, a mock show
or drama performed by puppets ; Pupp'et-valve, a
valve like a pot-lid attached to a rod, and used in

steam-engines for covering an opening. [O. Fr.

poupette, dim. from L. pupa.]
Puppy, pup'i, n. a doll : a young dog : a whelp : a

conceited young man.—o^'. Pupp'y-head'ecL(5'//<?^.),

stupid.

—

n. Pupp'yhOOd, the condition of being a
puppy.

—

adj. Pupp'yish.

—

n. Pupp'ylsm, conceit
m men. [Fr. poupee, a doll or puppet—L. pupa.]

Pur. See Purr.
Purana, pOS-ra'na, «. one of a class of sacred poetical

books in Sanscrit literature, forming with the Tantras
the main foundation of the actual popular creed of
the Brahmanical Hindus.

—

adj. Puran'ic. [Sans.
purana—purd, ancient.]

Purblind, pur'blTnd, adj. nearly blind, near-sighted :

{orig.) wholly blind.—arfz'. PuTblindly.—n. PUT'-
blindness. [For purfiliftd—i.e. wholly blind ; the
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meaning has been modified, prob. through some
confusion with the verb to pore.]

Purchase, pur'chas, z:t. to acquire by seeking: to
obtain by paying : to obtain by labour, danger, &c. :

{law) to get in any way other than by inheritance :

to raise or move by mechanical means : {SAak.) to
expiate by a fine or forfeit.—«. act of purchasing

:

that which is purchased or got for a price : value,
advantage, worth : any mechanical power or advan-
tage in raising or moving bodies.—adj. Pur'chas-
able, that may be purchased : (hence of persons)
venal, corrupt.

—

n. Pur'Chaser.—Purchase money,
the money paid, or to be paid, for anything ; Pur-
chase shears, a very strong kind of shears, with
removable cutters, and a strong spring at the back

;

Purchase system, the method by which, before
1871, commissions in the British army could be
bought.—(So many) years' purchase, a price paid
for a house, an estate, &c. equal to the amount of
the rent or income during the stated number of
years. [O. Fr. porcAacier {Ft. pourchasser), to seek
eagerly, pursue—^r (L. Pro), for, chasser, to chase.]

Purdah, pur'da, «. a curtain screening a chamber of
state or the women's apartments : the seclusion
itself. [Hind, parda, a screen.]

Pure, pur, adj. {comp. PUT'er ; svperl. PUT'eSt) clean :

unsoiled : unmixed : not adulterated : real : free

from guilt or defilement : chaste : modest : mere :

that and that only : complete : non-empirical, in-

volving an exercise of mind alone, without admixture
of the results of experience.—«. purity.

—

adv. quite :

(oij.)entirely.

—

v.t. to cleanse, refine.

—

adv. Purely,
without blemish : wholly, entirely : {dial.) wonder-
fully, very much.—«. Pure'ness.—Pure mathe-
matics (see Mathematics); Pure reason, reason
alone, without any mixture of sensibiHty ; Pure
science, the principles of any science considered in

themselves and their relation to each other, and not

in their application to the investigation of other
branches of knowledge, as jnire mathematics, pure
lo^'c, &c. [Ft. pur—L. /wrwj, pure.

]

Puree, pu-rS', «. a soup, such as pea-soup, in which
there are no pieces of solids. [Fr.]

Purfle, pur's, v.t. to decorate vrith a wrought or
flowered border^: {archit.) to decorate with rich

sculpture : {her.) to ornament with a border of

ermines, furs, &c.

—

ns. Pur'fle, Pur'fle'W, a border

of embroidery : {her.) a bordure of ermines, furs,

&c. ; Pur'fling.—o^'. Pur'fly {CarlyU), wrinkled.

[O. Fx. pourjiler—\,. pro, \x:ioTe,/ilutn, a thread.]

Pur^e, purj, v.t. to make pure : to carry ofi^ whatever
is impure or superfluous : to clear from guilt or from
accusation : to evacuate, as the bowels : to trim,

dress, prune : to clarify, as liquors.

—

v.i. to become
pure by clarifying : to have frequent evacuations.

—

«. act of purging : a medicine that purees.

—

n.

Purga'tion, a purging : a clearing away of impuri-

ties : {law) the act of clearing from suspicion or

imputation of guilt, a cleansing.

—

adj. Pur'g^tiTe,

cleansing : having the power of evacuating the

intestines.— «. a medicine that evacuates.— di/r'.

Pnr'gatlvely.--rt(^>. Purgatorial, Purgato'rian,

pertaining to purgatory ; Pur'gatory, purging or

cleansing : expiatory.—«. {R.C.) a place or state in

which souls are after death purified from venial sins

:

any kind or state ofsuffering for a time.

—

ns. Pur'ger,

a person or thing that purges: PUT'ging, act of

cleansing or clearing. [Fr. purger— L. purgdre,

-dtum—purus, pure, agere, to do.]

Purify, pu'ri-fT, V. t. to make pure : to cleanse from

foreign or hiu-tful matter : to free from guilt or un-

cleanness : to free from improprieties or barbarisms,

as language.

—

Z'.i- to become pure :

—

pa.t. a.T\dpa.p.

pu'rifTed.—«. Purifica'tion, act of purifying : {B.)

the act of cleansing ceremonially by removing defile-

ment : a cleansing of the soul from moral guilt or

defilement : a crushing of desire after anything evil

:

the pouring of wine into the chalice to nnse it after



Purim (Ste, fir ; mS, h*r ; mine : Pursue

communion, the wine being then drunk by the priest.

—adj. Pu'rlficatlve.—«. Puriflcator.—rtij>; Puri-

ficatory, tending to purify or cleanse.—«. Purifier.

—Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary, a

feast observed in the R.C. Church on February 2d,

in commemoration of the purification of the Virgin

Mary, according to the Jewish ceremonial (Lev. xu. 2)

forty days after the birth of Christ. [Fr. purifier—

L. purificare—purus, ^wtt., facere, to make.]

Purim, pu'rim, n. the feast of lots held about 1st of

March, in which the Jews commemorated their

deliverance from the plot of Haman, as related in

Esther. [Heb., pi. of/»r, lot.]

Purism, pur'izm, ». exclusion of nuxture of any kind :

pure or immaculate conduct or style : the doctrine of

a purist : great nicety or care in the use of words.—
«. Pfir'ist, one who is excessively pure or nice in

the choice of words.

—

adj. Puris'tlO.

Puritan, pur'i-tan, ». one aiming at greater strictness

in religious life, esp. one of a religious and political

party having such aims in the time of Elizabeth and
the Stuarts.— Oi^'. pertaining to the Puritans.

—

adjs.

Puritanic, -al, like a Puritan : rigid : exact.—a^^t'.

Puritanically. —I'. J. PuTitanise.— «. Piiritan-

ism, a puritan manner of life : strictness of life :

simplicity and purity of worship : the notions or prac-

tice of Puritans. [L. puriias, purity—/«r»«, pure.]

Purity, pur'i-ti, «. condition of being pure : freedom
from mixture of any kind : freedom from sin or defile-

ment : chastity : smcerity : freedom from foreign or

improper idioms or words.
Purl, purl, v.i. to flow with a murmuring sound, as a
stream over small stones : to ripple : to flow in eddies :

to curl or swirl.

—

v.t. to whirl about : to unseat.

—

u. a soft murmuring sound, as of a stream among
stones: an eddy or ripple.—«. Purl'ing, the act of

flowing with a gentle, murmuring sound : the mur-
muring sound of a small stream. [Prob. freq. of
Purr; cf. Sw. por/a, Gcr. perUn, to bubble.]

Purl, purl, v.t. to fringe with a waved edging, as lace :

to invert stitches. — «. an embroidered border: a
hem or fringe of twisted gold or silver thread : a
ribbed or wavy appearance caused by inverted

stitches: a kind of i6th-cent. lace. \,Pur/U.\

Purl, purl, n. ale warmed and spiced.

Purlieu, pur'lu, n. the borders or environs of any
place : {prig.) the grounds on the borders of a royal

forest, illegally added to the forest, but afterwards
restored to their rightful owners, and marked out
by perambulation. [Ace to Skeat, a corr. of O. Fr.

puralee (a mere translation of L. perambulatio\
land severed from a royal forest by perambulation

—

O. Fr. pur ( = L. pro), allee, a going.]
Ptirlin, Purline, pur'lin, «. a piece of timber stretching

horizontally across the rafters underneath to support
them in the middle. [Perh. Fr. pour, for, or /ar,
through, ligne, a line.]

Purloin, pur-loin', v.t. to carry oflf to a distance: to
take for one's own use : to steal : to plagiarise.

—

v.i.

to practise theft.—«. PUTlOin'or. [O. Fr. purloignier
—L. prolongdrt.'\

Purple, pur'pT, n. a very dark-red colour formed by
the mixture of blue and red : a purple dress or robe,
origiiially worn only by royalty : a robe of honour :

the dignity of a king or emperor: a cardinalate, so
called from the red hat and robes worn by cardinals.

—

adj. red tinged with blue : blood-red : bloody.

—

v.t. to
dye purple : to clothe with purple.

—

v.i. to become
purple m colour.—«. Pur'ple-fish, a shellfish of
genus Purpura. — adjs. Pur'ple-ltost'y (Tenn.),
purple with frost or cold ; Pur'ple-hued {Shak.\
having a purple hue.

—

n.pi. Purples, petechia or
spots of livid red on the Dody : a disease of wheat

:

an early purple-flowered orchid. — adj. Pur'ple-
spiked, having purple spikes ns. Pufple-WOOd,
-heart, the heartwood 01 Copai/era pubiflora, used
for ramrods.

—

adj. Pur'pliBn, somewhat purple.—
Purple emperor, one of the largest of British butter-

flies, and one of the most richly coloured.—Born in
the purple, of princelyrankorbirth ; Tyrian purple,
a fine purple dye for which the people of ancient Tyre
were celebrated. [O. Fr. porpre (Fr. pourpre)—l^
purpura—Gt. porphyra, the purple-fish.]

Purport, pur'pCrt, ». design : meaning : signification.—v.t. (also Purport') to give out as its meaning

:

to convey to the mind : to seem to mean—often with

an infinitive clause as its object.

—

adj. Pur'portless.

[O. Fr., from pur (Fr. pour)—L. p>ro, (ox, porter—
1^. portdre, to carry.]

Purpose, pur'pos, «. idea or aim kept before the mind
as the end of effort : aim, intention : effect : {Spens.)

conversation : (//. ) a sort of conversational game.
—Of, or On, purpose, with design, intentionally

;

To the purpose, to the point, or material to the
question. [O. Fr. pourpos, propos—L. propositum,
a thing intended—/>(?, forward, ponere, positum, to

place. ]

Purpose, pur'pos, v.t. to intend (ofteti followed by an
infinitive or participial clause as its object).

—

v.i.

to have an intention : (Spens.) to discourse.

—

adj.

Purposeful, having an object : full of meaning.—
adv. Pur posefully. — «. Pur'posefulness. — adj.

Purposeless, without purpose or effect : aimless.

—

adv. Purposelessly.—«. Pur'poselessness.—(j<^'.

Pur'pose-uke, having a definite purpose : havingthe
appearance of being fit for a purpose.

—

ativ. Pur'-

posely, with purpose : intentionally.

—

n. Pur'poser.

—adj. Pur'posive, having an aim : (iioi.) functional.

—n. Pur'posiveness. [O. Fr. purposer, form of

proposer, influenced by Yx. prop>os.\

Purprise, pur-priz', «. an enclosure : the whole com-
pass of a manor.—«. Purprest'ure, a private en-

croachment upon a public highway, &c. [O. Yr.pour-
pris^pour, for, prendre—L. prehendere, to take.]

Purpura, pur'pu-ra, n. a genus of marine gasteropods :

an eruption of small purple spots, caused by extrava-

sation of blood in the skin—also called the Purples,
—adj. Pur'purate, of purple colour.—«. PuT'pure,
purple.—rti^V. Purpu'real, purple ; Purpu'rio, relat-

ing to purpura. [L.,

—

Gz. pcrpkyra.\
Purr, Pur, pur, v.i. to utter a low, murmuring sound,

as a cat when pleased : to signify by, or as by, purring.—ns. Purr ; Purr'ing, the low, murmuring sound of
a C2it.—adv. Purr'ingly. [Imit.]

Purse, purs, n. a small bag for money, orig. made of
skin : a sum of money, esp. a sum given as a present

or offered as a prize : a treasury : a person's finances.—v.i. to put into a purse : to contract as the mouth
ofa purse : to draw into folds or wrinkles.

—

n. PuTSe'-
bear'er, one who has charge of the purse of another :

a treasurer.

—

adj. PUTSe'-beaT'lng, pouched, mar-
supiate.

—

ns. Purse'ful, as much as a purse can
hold: enough to fill a purse ; Purse'-moutn ( 7V««.X
a pursed-up mouth ; Purse'-net, a kind of net that

can be closed like a purse; Puxse'-pride.

—

adj.

Purse'-proud, proud of one's purse or wealth : in-

solent from wealth.

—

ns. Purs'er, an officer who has
charge of the provisions, clothing, and accounts of
a ship, now termed a ' paymaster

;

' Purs'ership

;

Purse'-seine, a seine which can be pursed into the
shape of a bag.

—

n.pl. Purse'-strings, the strings

fastening a purse.

—

n. Purse'-tak'ing, robbing.

—

A light, or empty, purse, poverty; A long, or
heavy, purse, nches ; Privy purse, an allowance
for the private expenses of the British sovereign :

an officer in the royal household who pays the
sovereign the grant of the civil list for his private

expenses. [O. Fr. borse (Fr. bourse)—Low L. bursa
—Gr. byrsa, a hide.]

Purslane, Purslaln, purs'lan, n. an annual plant,

frequently used in salads. [O. Fr. porcelaine—L.
porcilaca, portulaca.^

Pursue, pur-su', v.t. to follow after b order to over-

take : to follow with haste : to chase : to follow up :

to be engaged in : to carry on : to seek to obtain

:

to seek to injure : to imitate : to continue.

—

v.i. to
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Pursuit mSte ; mQte ; mCOn ; ikcn. Putative

follow : to go on or continue : to act as a prosecutor
at law.

—

n. (Spe/is,) pursuit.

—

aJj. PUTBUable.—«.

PurSU ance, tlie act of pursuing or following out

:

process : consequence.

—

(uij. Pursuant, done while
pursuing or seeking any purpose, hence agreeable.

—

adzj. agreeably : conformably— also Pursu'antly.
—«. Pursu'er, one who pursues : (Scots law) a
plaintiff [O. Fr. porsuir (Fr. poursuivre)—'L.
prosequiy -secutus—pro, onwards, sequi, to follow.]

Pursuit, pur-sut', «. the act of pursuing : endeavour
to attain : occupation : employment.

Pursuivant, pur'swi-vant, «. an attendant or follower

:

a state messenger : an attendant on the heralds : one
of four inferior officers in the English College of
Arms. [Fr., pr.p. ol poursuivre, to pursue.]

Pursy, purs'i, adj. puffy : fat and short : short-breathed.
—«. Purs'lneSS. [O. Fr. pourcif (Fr. poussif),

orig. pouisi/, broken-winded—O. Fr. pouUer (Fr.

pousser), to push—L. /a/i-arf, to push.]

Purtenance, pur'ten-ans, «. that which pertains or
belongs to : {B.) the inwards or intestines of an
animal. [Appurtenance.]

Purulence, pu'ru-lens, «. the forming of pus or
matter: pus— also Piirulency.— a<^'. Purulent,
consisting of, full of, or resembling pus or matter.
—adv. Pu'mlently. [Pus.]

Purvey, pur-va.', v.t. to provide, esp. with con-
veniences : to procure.

—

v.i. to provide : to buy
in provisions for several persons : (with to) to

pander.

—

ns. Purvey'anoe, the act of purveying :

a procuring of victuals : that which is supplied :

the former royal prerogative of pre-emption of
necessaries ; Purvey'or, one who provides victuals :

an officer who formerly exacted provisions for the
use of the king's household : a procurer. [O. Fr.

porvoir (Fr. pourvoir)— V.. providere, to provide.]
Purview, pur'vu, «. a condition or disposition : the part

of a statute beginning with ' Be it enacted :
' scope

:

limits. [O. Fr. pourvieu—pourvoir, to provide.]

Pus, pus, «. a thick yellowish fluid exuded from in-

flamed tissues : that which has become putrid. [L.

pus, purts, matter ; akin to Gt. Pyon.]
Puseyism, pu'zi-izm, «. a name given to the High
Church and Catholic principles of Dr E. B. Pusey
(1800-82), and other Oxford divines, as set forth in

'Tracts for the Times. '—a^^V. Piiseylst'iC, -al.—«.
Pu'seyite, one who holds the views of Dr Pusey.

Push, poOsh, v.t. to thrust or press against : to drive
by pressure : to press forward : to urge : to press
hard : to thrust, as with a sword.

—

v.i. to make a
thrust : to make an effort : to press against : to burst
out.— «. a thrust: an impulse: assault: effort:

exigence : (Bacon) a pustule, a pimple, eruption.—n. Push'er, one who pushes : a stem or rod.

—

adj. Push'ing, pressing forward in business : enter-
prising : vigorous.—«. Pusb'ing-jack, an implement
for starting a railway-carriage, &c.

—

adv. Pusn'ingly.
—n. Push'-pin (Shak.), a children's game in which
pins are pushed alternately. [Fr. pousser—L. pul-
scire, freq. oipellere, pulsum, to beat.]

Pushtu, Pushtoo, push'too, «. the language of the
Afghans proper.—Also Push'to. [Afghan.]

Pusillanimous, pu-si-lan'i-mus, adj. wanting firmness
of mind : of small courage : having a little mind :

mean-spirited : cowardly.

—

adv. Puslllan'imously.
—ns. Pusillanlmousness, Pnsillanlm'ity, state or
quality of being weak-minded : lack of spirit or
courage : timidity. [L. pusillanimis —pusillus,
very little, animus, the mind.]

Puss, poDs, «. a familiar name for a cat : a hare, in

sportsmen's language : a playful name for a child or
a girl.

—

tts. Puss'-ClOV'er, the rabbit's foot or stone-
clover ; Puss'-gen'tleman, a dandy; Puss'-moth,
a moth of the genus Cerura ; Puss'-tall, a common
grass with bristly spikes, belonging to the genus
Setaria—also called Foxtail; Puss'y, a dim. of
j»wff—also Puss'y-cat; Pussy-cat, the silky cat-

kin of various willows ; Puss'y-Wlll'OW, a common
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American willow, Salix discolor, with silky spring
catkins.—Puss In the comer, a children's game in
which the places are continually being changed,
while the player who is out tries to secure one of
them. [Dut. poes, puss ; Ir. and Gael, pus, a cat.]

Pustule, pus' tul, ». asmall pimple containing pus : any-
thing like a pustule, on plants or animus : a small
blister.—fli^V. Pus'tular, Pus'tulous, covered with
pustules.—i-.^. Pustulate, to form into pustules.

—

«. PUStUla'tion. [Fr.,— L./»«/7//a, a pimple.]
Put, poot, v.t. to push or thrust : to cast, throw : to

drive into action : to throw suddenly, as a word

:

to set, lay, or deposit : to bring into any state or
position : to offer : to propose : to express, state : to
apply : to oblige : to incite : to add.

—

v.i. to place :

to turn '.—pr.p. putting (pOSt'-) ; pa.t. and pa.p. put.—n. a push or thrust : a cast, throw, esp. of a heavy
stone from the shoulder (see Putting) : an attempt

:

a game at cards : a contract by whicn one person, in

consideration of a certain sum of money paid to

another, acquires the privilege of selling or delivering
to the latter within a certain time certain securities

or commodities, at a stipulated price (see Options).—ns. Put'-off, -by, an excuse, a makeshift, eva-
sion ; Put'ter, one who puts.—Put ahout, to

change the course, as of a ship : to put to incon-
venience, trouble : to publish ; Put an end, or
stop, to, to check, hinder: cause to discontinue;
Put away, to renounce, to divorce ; Put back,
to push backward : to delay : to say nay ; Put
by, to lay aside : to divert : to store up ; Put
down, to crush : to degrade : (SAak.) to confute :

to enter, as a name : (rare) to give up : to start

for ; Put for, to set out vigorously towards a
place ; Put forth, to extend : to propose : to

publish : to exert : to depart ; Put in, to introduce :

to hand in : to appoint : to insert : to conduct a ship
into a harbour ; Put in for, to put in an application
or claim for ; Put in mind, to bring to one's memory

;

Put off, to lay aside : to bafiSe or frustrate : to defer

or delay: to push from shore: (SAai.) to discard;
Put on, or upon, to invest : to impute : to assume

:

to promote : to instigate : to impose upon : to hasten :

to inflict : to deceive, trick : to foist or palm upon

;

Put out, to expel, to extinguish : to place at in-

terest : to extend : to publish ; to disconcert : to

offend : to expend : to dislocate ; Put OVer (SAai.).
to refer : to send : to defer : to place in authority ;

Put the case, Put case, suppose the case to be

;

Put the hand to, to take hold of : to take or seize :

to engage in (any affair) ; Put this and that to-

gether, to infer from given premises ; Put through,
to bring to an end : to accomplish ; Put to, to apply,
use : to add to : to bring or consign to ; Put to
death, to kill ; Put to it, to press hard : to distress

;

Put to rights, to bring into proper order ; Put to
sea, to set sail : to bemn a voyage ; Put to, or on,
trial, to test : to try ; Put two and two together,
to draw a conclusion from certain circumstances

;

Put up, to startle from a cover, as a hare : to put
back to its ordinary place when not in use, as a
sword : to accommodate with lodging : to nominate
for election: (with) to bear without complaint: to

take lodgings ; Put up to, to give information about,

to instruct in. [A.S. potian, to push; prob. Celt,

as Gael put, W. pwtio.]
Put, put, «. a rustic, simpleton. [Perh. W. pwt,
pyttau, any short thing.]

Put, put, «. a strumpet.—«f. Pu'tage, a law phrase

for a woman's fornication ; Pu'tanfim, the habit of

prostitution. [O. Fr. pute, a whore.]
Putamen, pu-ta'men, n. the hard bony stone of some

fruits—cherry, peach, &c. : the soft shell of an egg

:

the outer and darker portion of the lenticular nucleus

of the brain. (L.,—putdre, to prune.]
Putative, pu'tS-tiv, adj. supposed : reputed : com-
monly supposed to be.—«. Puta'tion, act of consider-
ing, estimation.—Patatlve X&arrlage, a marriage



Putchock fSte, fSr : me, hir ; mine

;

Pyjamas

prohibited by canon law, but entered into in good
faith by at least one of the parties. [Fr.,—L. puta-
tivus—putdre, •dtum, to suppose.]

PutchOCK, p(53-chok', n. the fragrant costus-root, ex-

ported from India to China—a chief ingredient in

the Chinese pastille-rod, co\amox\\y czWf^A jostick.—
Also Putchuk". [Perh. Telegu pdcKchdku, ' green

leaf;' or more prob. Malay.]

Puteai, pu'te-al, «. a well-curb. \X..,—puteus, a. well.]

Putell, put'e-li, «. a flat-bottomed Ganges boat.

Putld, pu'tid, Oiij. rotten : stinking : worthless.—«.

Pu'tioness. [L. putidus, putrid.]

Pu.t-log, put'-log, «. a cross-piece in a scaffolding, the

inner end restmg in a hole left in the wall.

PutolS, pu-twa', «. a brush of polecat's hair for

pottery. [Fr.]

PutOO, put'OO, «. a dish made of palmyra-nut meal,

scraped coco-nut, &c.
Patorios, pu-tO'ri-us, «. a large family of Musielida,

including weasels, stoats, polecats, ferrets, &c.
Putrefy, pu'tre-fl, v.t. to make putrid or rotten : to

corrupt

—

v.i. to become putrid : to rot :—pa.t. and
pa.p, pu'trefied.— adjs. Putred'inous, having an
offensive smell ; Putrea'cient (also «.), Putrefac-
tive, pertaining to or causing putrefaction.

—

ns.

PutreiaC'tlOIl, the act or process of putrefying

:

rottenness : corruption ; Patrefac'tiveness ; Patres'-
oence.

—

adjs. Putres'cent, becoming putrid: per-

taining to putrefaction ; Pu'trid, in a state of decay

:

showing putrefaction : stinking : rotten : corrupt.

—

ns. Putridity, Pu'trldness, state of being putrid :

corrupt matter ; rottenness ; corruption.

—

adj. Pu'-
trlfiaole, liable to putrefy. [O. Fr. putreJfier—V..

putrefacere, -factum, to make putrid

—

putridus—
pitter, ptiiris, rottca^putere.]

Putt, put, v.i. in golf, to play with a putter.—«. a
short stroke made with a putter in attempting to

hole a ball.

—

ns. Putt'er, one who throws a stone

:

one who takes coal along underground roads : a
short stiff wooden or iron-headed golf club, used
when the ball is on the putting-green; Putt'er-on
(SAai.), an instigator ; Piltt'er-OUt (pis.), ope who
deposited money on going abroad, on condition of
receiving a larger sum on his return, the money to

be forfeited in case of non-return ; Putt'lng, the act

of hurling a heavy stone from the hand by a sudden
push from the shoulder : the act of striking a golf-

ball when .lear a hole, so as to cause it to fall into it ;

Putt'lne-green, the prepared ground immediately
round a hole in a golf-course ; Putt'lng-Stone, aheavy
stone raised by the hand and thrust forward from the
shoulder, as a trial of strength and skill. [Put.]

Puttock, pOTt'ok, n. {Shak.) a kite, a buzzard.
PuttOO, put'50, «. a cloth made in Cashmere from the

longer and coarser wool of the goat.
Putty, puf t, n. an oxide of tin, or of lead and tin, used

in polishing glass, &c.—jewellers' putty : a cement
of whiting and linseed-oil, used in glazing windows :

a fine cement of lime 0T\\y—-plasterers' putty.— v.t.

to fix or fill with putty :^pa.t. and pa.p. putt'ied.

—

n. Putt'ler, a glazier.—rt<^'. Putt'y-faced, having a
face resembling putty in pastiness or colour.

—

ns.

Putt'y-kulfe, a knife with a blunt, flexible blade
for laying on putty; Putt'y-pow'der, an artificially

prepared oxide of tin used for polishing glass

;

Futt'y-root, an American orchid the corm of whose
root-stock contains a highly glutinous matter;
Putt'y-work, decoration in a soft substance which
grows very hard. [O. Fr. pot(e, properly that which
IS contained in a pot, Fr. pot.'\

Put-up, poot'-up, adj. speciously conceived, planned,
or carried out. [/'«/.]

Puture. pQ'tOr, n. the claim to food for man, horse,

and aog within the bounds of a forest, &c.—Also
Pul'ture. [O. Yt. peulture.]

PoXl, puk'si, n. the edible larvje of various flies of the

fenus Epkydra, found in the alkali lakes of western
lorth America. [Mex. Ind.]
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Puy, pwe, «. one of the small volcanic cones in

Auvergne, &c. [Fr.]

Puzzel, puz'l, «. (pbs.) a drab. [Fr. pucelle.]

Puzzle, puz'l, «. a difficulty to be solved : perplexity

:

something to try the ingenuity, as a toy or nddle.

—

v.t. to set a difficult question to : to pose : to per-
plex.— v.i. to be bewildered : to think long and
carefully (with out, over).—ns. Puzz'ledom {coll.),

bewilderment ; Puzz'le-head, one who is puzzle-
headed.

—

adj. Puzz'Ie-head'ed, having the head
full of confused notions.

—

ns. Puzzle-head'edness

;

PUZZ'Iement, the state of being puzzled ; Puzz'Ie-
monlCey (same as Monkey-puMle, q.v.) ; Puzz'Ie-
peg, a piece of wood so secured under a dog's jaw
as to keep his nose from the ground ; Ptlzz'Ier

;

Puzz'le-rin^, a ring made of several small rings
intricately linked together, capable of being taken
apart and put together again. — adj. Puzz'Iing,
posing: perplexing.

—

adv. PUZZ'lingly. [From M.
E. opposaile (Eng. opposal), an objection

—

opposen,
posen. Cf. Pose and Oppose.}

Puzzolana, puz-S-la'na, «. a loosely coherent volcanic
sand found at Pozzuoli, near Naples, forming a
hydraulic cement with ordinary lime.—Also PUZZO-
IS'no, Pozzuoia'na.

Pyaemia, Pyemia, pl-e'mi-a, «. a disease caused by
the introduction into the blood of decomposing
matter, from pus, &c.

—

adjs. PySS'mlC, Pye'mlC.
[Gr. pyon, pus, haitna, blood.]

Pycnid, pik'nid, n. a special receptacle in ascomycetous
fungi, resembling a perithecium, in which stylospores
or pycnospores are produced—also I^cnid'ium.—«.

PyCnospore, a stylospore, [Gr. pyknos, thick. ]

Pycnite, pik'nil, «. a columnar vanety of topaz.

Pycnogonida, pik-nO-gon'i-da, n.pl. a division of
marine arthropods, the sea-spiders.

—

adj. Pycnog'-
onoid. [Gr. pyknos, thick, gony, the knee.]

Pycnometer, pik-nom'e-ter, «. an instrument for de-

termining the specific gravity of solid bodies. [Gr.

pyknos, thick, ntetron, measure.]
Pycnon, pik'non, «. (>«;«.) a small interval in Greek

music, a quarter-tone : in medieval music, a semi-

tone. \Gt. pyknos, \K\d\i.\

Pycnostyle, pik'no-stll, adj. [archit.) noting a lower
degree of intercolumniation, usually ij diameters.

[Gr. pyknos, thick, stylos, a column.]
Pyebaid. See Piebald.
I^elitiS, pT-e-lI'tis, «. inflammation of the pelvis of the
kidney

—

3.\?iO Endonepkritis.—adjs. Pyelit'iC ; Pye-
lonephrit'ia—«. Pyelonephritis, inflammation of
the kidney and renal pelvis. [Gr. pyelos, the pelvis,

nephros, the kidney.]
Pyengadix, pT-eng'ga-dOO, «. a large acacia-like tree

of Burma, India, &c., with reddish-brown wood of

great heaviness and hardness.—Also Pyn'kado.
Pygal, pT'gal, adj. belonging to the rump or posteriors

of an animal.—«. the posterior median or supra-

caudal plate of a chelonian carapace.—«. Py'garg,
a kind of antelope : the osprey or sea-eagle. [Gr.

pyge, the rump, argos, white.]

Pygmy, Pigmy, pigmi, «. one of a fabulous dwarfish
race of antiquity : a dwarf: any diminutive thing :

one of several pygmy races in equatorial Africa and
elsewhere : one of the ancient diminutive dwellers

in underground houses, &c., in whom David Mac-
Ritchie sees the historical originals of the fairies and
elves of folklore.—adj. resembling a pygmy : very
small.

—

adj. Pygmean, dwarfish : diminutive. [O.

Fr. pi^tne, pygnte—L. Pygmeei—Gr. Pygmaioi, the

Pygmies, a (Gr.)/_j'/OT?=i3j in. long

—

pygme, fist.)

Pygopus, pT'gO-pus, n. a genus of Australian lizards.

PygOStyle, pi'gS-stll, «, the vomer or ploughshare
bone of a bird's t&\\.—adj. Py'gOStyled. [Gr. pyge,
the rump, stylos, a column.]

Pyjamas, pe-j.=i'maz, n.pl. loose drawers or trousers

tied round the waist, in India, used also by Euro-
peans.—Also Paljil'mas, Paj&'mas. [Hind, pal-
jdma, lit. 'leg-clothing.']



Pylon mote ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Pyrophorus

Pylon, pl'lon, «. a gateway to an Egyptian temple:
the mass of building through which the gateway was
pierced. [Gr. py/dn—/j'/e, a. gate.]

Pylorus, pi-lo'rus, «. the lower opening of the stomach
leading to the intestines.—a<^". Pylor'lC. [L.,—Gr.
pyloros—pyle, an entrance, ouros, a guardian.]

Pyogenesls, pl-O-jen'e-sis, «. the formation of pus.

—adjs. Pyogenet'lc, Pyogenic, Py'oid.—?ij. Pyo-
poie'siS, suppuration; Pyop'tySiS, expectoration of
pus ; PyoiThe'a, purulent discharge ; Pyo'SiS, the

formation of pus.

Pyramid, pir'a-mid, «. a solid figure on a triangular,

square, or polygonal base, with triangular sides

meeting in a point : (//.) ' the Pyramids,' or great
monuments of Egypt : a game played on a billiard-

table in which the balls are arranged in pyramid
shape.—«^.f. Pyram'ldal, Pyramld'ic, -al, having
the form of a pyramid.

—

adi's. P3n"am'idally, Pyra
mid'ically.—«i. Psrramid'ioalness ; Pyramid Ion
the small pyramidal apex of an obelisk ; Pyramidist

,

one versed in the history of the Pyramids ; Pyr'amls
(Sluik.), a pyramid :—//. Pyram'ldes.—a^j. Pyr'a.
moid, Pyram'idoid. [L., — Gr. fiyramis, pyra-
viidos ; prob. Egypt, pir-ent-us. Some connection
with Gr./jr, fire.]

Pyramidon, pi-ram'i-don, «. in organ-building a stop

having wooden pipes in the form of an mverted
pyramid, giving very deep notes somewhat like those

of a stopped diapason.
E*jrrargyrite, pI-rarMi-nt, «. an ore of silver consisting

of the sulphide of silver and antimony. [Gr. pyr,
fire, argyros, silver.]

Pyre, plr, «. a pile of wood, &c., on which a dead body
is burned.—«(//. Pyr'al. IL.,—Gt.,—pyr, fire.]_

Pyrene, pl'ren, «. a stone or putamen.—«. Pyre'no-
Carp, any drupaceous fruit. — adj's. Pyre'noid,
globular, nucleiform ; Pyre'notlS. [Gr. pyren.]

Pyrene, pi'ren, «. a hydrocarbon obtained from coal-

tar.

Pyrenean, pir-e-ne'an, adj. of or pertaining to the
Pyrenees, the range of mountains between France
and Spain.—«. Pyrene'ite, a grayish-black garnet.

[L. Pyrentei {monies), the Pyrenees.]
Pyrenomycetes, pl-re-nO-ml-se'tez, n.pl. an order of

ascoinycetous fungi, including ergot, black-rot, &c.
[Gr. pyren, a stone, viykes, pi. mycetes, a mushroom.]

Pyrethnun, pir-eth'rum, «. a genus of plants contain-
ing the fever-few, or golden-feather, so much used in

gardens as a bordering. [L.,

—

Gr.,—pyr, fire.]

Pyretic, pt-ret'ik, adj. pertaining to fever. — «. a
remedy for fever.

—

ns. Pyretol'Ogy, the science of
fevers ; Pyrex'la, {ever.—adjs. Pyrex'ial, Pyrexic.
\,Gr. pyrektikos^pyretos, fever

—

pyr, fire.]

Pyrgoidal,pir-goi'dal,a^'. tower-shaped. \.Gx.,pyrgos,

a tower.]

Pyrheliometer, pir-he-li-om'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring the intensity of the sun.

—

adj. Pjrrhello-
met'ric. [Gr. pyr, fire, helios, sun, metron, mea-
sure.]

Pyriform, pir'i-form, adj. pear-shaped. [L. pirum, a
pea.r,ybrma, form.]

Pyrite, pl'rlt, «. native iron disulphide of a pale-yellow
colour and very hard— also Iron pyrites.—Copper
pyrites, yellow sulphide of copper and iron. [L.,

—

Gx. pyrites, a flint—^_)'»-, fire.]

Pyriteglum, pir-i-te ji-um, «. the curfew-bell. [Low L.)
Pyrites, pir-I'tez, «. a term applied to a large class of

mineral compounds of metals with sulphur, or with
arsenic, or with both—crystalline, hard, generally
brittle, and frequently yellow.

—

adjs. Pyrita'ceous ;

Pyrit'lc, -al ; Pyritif'eroiis.—z/./. PyTitise, to con-
vert into pyrites.

—

n. Pyritol'Og^, knowledge of
pyrites.—(i<^'. Pyr'itOUS. \V,.,—Gx. pyr, fire.]

Pyrltoliedron, pT-rl-tS-he'dron, n. a pentagonal
dodecahedron.

—

adj. PyritOhe'draL [Gr. pyrites,

pyrites, hedra, a seat.]

Pyro-acetio, pl'rO-a-set'ik, adj. relating to acetic acid
under heat.
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Pyroballogy, pl-rO-bal'S-ji, «. the art of throwing
fire : (Sterne) the science of artillery. [Gr. pyr, fire,

balleiii, to throw, logia— legein, to speak.]
PyroclaStiC, pl-rO-klas'tik, adj. formed by volcanic

agencies. \Gx.pyr, fire, klastos, broken.]
Pyro-electricity, pT'rO-e-lek-tris'i-ti, «. that branch

of electricity which deals with electrification as pro-
duced by change of temperature in certain crystallised
hod\e,%.—adj . Py'ro-elec'tric.

PyrogalUc, pl-ro-gal'ik, adj. obtained from gallic acid
by the action of heat.

Pyrogen, pl'ro-jen, «. any substance which causes
fever when introduced into the blood.—a^V. Pyro-
genet'ic, Pyrog'enoUS, producing fire ; produced
by fire ; Pyrogen'lC, producing fever. [Gr. pyr,
fire, root ofgignest/iai, to become.]

Pyrognomlc, pl-rog-nom'ik, adj. becoming incan-
descent when heated to a certain degree. [Gr. pyr,
fire, gnomon, a mark.]

Pyrognostic, pX-rog-nos'tik, adj. pertaining to fire or
heat. [Gx. pyr, fixe, gnostikos, knowing.]

Pyrography, pl-rog'ra-fi, «. the art of producing a
design on wood by applying heat and pressure. [Gr.
pyr, fire, graphein, to write. ]

Pyrogravnre, pl-r5-gra-vur', «. a method of engraving
on wood by a red-hot metallic point : a picture so
produced.

Pyrola, pt'r5-Ia, «. a genus of plants of the heath
kind, called also Wintergreen : a single plant of this

genus. [L., dim. ofpints, a pear-tree.]

Pyrolatry, pi-rol'a-tri, «. fire-worship.

—

n. Pyrol'ater,
a fire-worshipper. [Gr. Pyr, pyros, fire, latreia,

worship.]
Pyroleter, pl-rol'e-ter, «. a fire-extinguishing chemical
apparatus by which carbonic acid is generated and
thrown on the fire. [Gr. pyr, fire, oleter, destroyer—ollynai, to destroy.]

Pyrollgneous, pi-ro-lig'ne-us, adj. procured by the
distillation of wood—applied to a kind of acetic acid.

—Also Pyrolig'nic, Pyrollg'nons.
Pyrology, pl-rOl'O-ji, «. the science of heat : a treatise

on heat.

—

n. Pyrol'Ogist. [Gr. pyr, pyros, fire,

logos, discourse.]

Pyrolusite, pl-rS-lu'sIt, «. native manganese dioxide.

Pyromagpetic, pl-ro-mag-net'ik, adj. pertaining to

magnetism as modified by the action of heat.

Pyromancy, pl'rO-man-si, «. divination by fire. —
adj. Pyroman'tiC. [Gr. pyr, pyros, fire, manteia,
divination.]

Pyromanla, pl-rO-ma'ni-a, n. a mania for destroying
things by fire : insanity which takes this form.

—

«. Pyroma'niac—<j(//>. Pyroma'niac, -al.

Pyrometamorpliism, pl-ro-met-a-mor'fizm, n. meta-
morphism due to heat, as opp. to Hydrometavtor-
phism, that due to water.

Pyrometer, pl-rom'e-ter, n. an instrument in the form
of a metallic bar for measuring the temperature of
bodies under heat.

—

adjs. Pyromet'rlc, -al. — «.

Pyrom'etry, the science or art of measuring degrees
of heat beyond the compass of the mercurial ther-

mometer. [Gr. pyr, fire, metron, a measure.]

PyromorphOUS, pl-rO-mor'fus, adj. assuming a crystal-

lised form after fusion by heat. [Gr. pyr, pyros, fire,

luorphe, form.]

Pyronomlcs, pl-rS-nom'iks, n. the science of heat.

Pyrope, pl'rOp, «. a gem nearly allied to garnet, of a

deep-red colour and translucent, generally occurring

in roundish grains. [Gr. pyrdpos, fiery-eyed—/^r,

pyros, fire, dps, opos, the face.]

Pyrophanons, pl-rof'a-nus, adj. made transparent by
heat.

—

ft. Pyrophane, an opal translucent while hot

by melted wax. [Gr. pyr, fire, phainein, to show.]
P3rrophone, pl'rO-fbn, n. a musical instrument invented

by Eugene Kastner (1873), in which the tones are

produced by means of burning jets of hydrogen
enclosed in graduated glass tubes. [Gr. pyr, fire,

phone, sound.]
Pyrophorus, pl-rof'O-rus, «. a substance which takes
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fire on exposure to air : a genus of elaterid beetles.

—M. Py'rophore, any composition which takes fire

on exposure to air or water.

—

adjs. Pyropllor'lC,

Pyropll'orous. \Gr. pyr, fkTC, pherein, to carry.]

Pyrophosphorlc, pl-rO-fos-for'ik, adj. formed by heat-

ing phosphoric acid.

Pyrophotography, pT-r5-f5-tog'ra-fi, n. any photo-

graphic process in which heat is applied to fix the

picture.

Pyrosoope, pt'rO-skOp, «. an instrument for measuring

the intensity of radiating heat [Gr. pyr, pyros, fire,

skopein, to view.]

Pyrosilver, pl-rS-sil'ver, «. electroplated ware in

which the silver is made to sink into the pores of

the plated baser metal by the action of heat.

Pyrosis, pT-rO'sis, «. water-brash (q. v.). [Gr.,—^^>-,fire.]
Pyrosoma, pt-rO-sO'ma, «. a genus of compound

Tunicates, with brilliant phosphorescence, inhabiting

the Mediterranean and the Atlantic— fire-flames.

[Gr. pyr, fire, soma, body.]
Pyrostat, pI'rO-stat, «. an automatic draught-regulator

for chimney-stacks, smoke-pipes, &c. fGr. pyr, fire,

statos—histanai, to stand.]

Pyrosulpliurlo, pl-ri5-sul-fu'rik, adj. obtained from
sulphuric acid by the action of heat.

PyrotecliniCS, pl-rO-tek'niks, «. the art of making
fireworks : the use and application of fireworks—also

PyTotochny.—at^'j. Pyrotech'nlc, -al, pertaining

to fireworks.—«. Pyrotech'nist, a maker of fire-

works : one skilled in pyrotechny. [Gr. pyr, fire,

teclmikos, artistic— /<rtA«^j art.]

PyrotiC, pl-rot'ik, adj. burning : caustic.—«. a caustic

medicine. \Qx. pyrotikos—pyr, pyros, ia^.'\

Pyroxene, pfrok-sen, «. an important mineral species,

occurring in monoclinic crystals.

—

adj. Pyroxen'lc.
[Gr. f>yr, fire, xenos, a guest.]

PyroxyllO, pl-rok-sil'ik, adj. obtained by distilling

wood.—«j. Pyrox'yle, Pyrox'ylln, -e, gun-cotton.

—PyroxyllO spirit, a mixture of acetone, methyl-
alcohol, acetate of methyl, &c., obtained by the

destructive distillation of wood in the manufacture
of pyroligneous acid. [Gr. pyr, fire, jcylon, wood.]

Pyrrmo, pir'ik, n. a kind of war-dance among the

ancient Greeks : a poetical foot consisting of two
-short syllables.

—

adj. pertaining to the dance or to

the poetical foot.—«. Pyt'rlllcdst, one who dances
the pyrrhic [Gr. pyrrhiche {prc>iisis\z. kind ofwar-

dance, so called from Pyrrhichos, the inventor.]

Pyrrhic, pir'ik, adj. of or pertaining to Pyrrhus, king
of Epirus (318-272 B.C.).—Pyrrhic Victory, a victory

gained at too great a cost, in allusion to Pyrrhus's

exclamation after his victory of Asculum (279),
' Another such victory and we are lost

!

'

Pyrrhonist, pir'rO-nist, n. one who holds the tenets of
Pyrrho, a philosopher of Elis (360-270 B.C.), who
taught universal scepticism : a sceptic

—

adjs. Pyr-
rho'nean, Pyrrhon'ic—«. Pyr'rhonism, scepticism.

Pyrrhous, pir'us, adj. reddish. [Gr.]

Pyms, pfrus, n. a genus of trees and shrubs of the
natural order Rosaceeg, sub-order Pomece. [L. pyrus,
(or pirus, a pear-tree.]

Pythagorean, pi-thag-5-re'an, adj. pertaining to

Pythagoras (c. 532 B.C.), a celebrated Greek philoso-

pher, or to his philosophy.—«. a follower of Pythag-
oras. —«J. Pythag'orism, Pythagore'anism, his

doctrines. — Pythagorean proposition, the 47th
proposition of Euclid, Book I., s.iid to have been
discovered by Pythagoras ; P3rthagorean system,
the astronomical system of Copernicus, erroneously
attributed to Pythagoras; Pythagorean triangle,
a triad of whole numbers proportional to the sides of
a right-angled triangle—e.g. 3, 4, 5.

Pythian, pith'i-an, adj. pertaining to the P^ihia, the
priestess of Apollo at Delphi, who delivered the
oracles of the god there : noting one of the four

national festivals of ancient Greece, in honour of
Apollo, held every four years at Delphi.—Pythian
verse, the dactylic hexameter.

Pythogenlc, pl-tho-jen'ik, adj. produced by filth.—«.

Pythogen'esis. [Gr. pythein, to rot, root of gig-

nesthai, to become.]
Pythometric, pX-thO-met'rik, adj. pertaining to the

gauging of casks. [Gr. pithos, a wine-jar, metron,

a measure.]
Python, pT'thon, «. a genus of serpents of the boa

family, all natives of the Old World, and differing

from the true boas by having the plates on the under
surface of the tail double : a demon, spirit. — n.

Py'thoness, the priestess of

the oracle of Apollo at Delphi,
in Greece : a witch.

—

adj.

Python'iC, pretending to fore-

tell future events, like the

Pythoness : prophetic : like a
python.

—

tis. Py'thonism, the

art of predicting events by
divination: Pythonist. [Gr.

Python, the serpent slain neat
Delphi by Apollo.]

PjTX, piks, «. l^R. C.) the sacred
box in which the host is kept
after consecration : the box at
the British Mint containing
sample coins.

—

v.t. to test the
weight and fineness of, as the
coin deposited in the pyx.

—

Trial of the pyx, final trial by
weight and assay of the gold
and silver coins of the United
Kingdom, prior to their issue

from the Mint. [L. pyxis, a
box— Gr. pyxis—pyxos (L.
buxus), the box-tree. ]

Pyxidlnia,
_
pik-sid'i-um, n. (iot.) a pool or seed-

vessel which opens in two halves, the upper one
resembling a lid. [Gr. pyxidion, dim. ofpyxis.]

Pyx.

the seventeenth letter of our alphabet-
absent from the Anglo-Saxon alphabet, in

which the sound was expressed oy cw; in

Scotland replacing hw, now always followed
by u : Roman numeral = 500.

Qua, kwa, adv. as far as. [L.]
Qaab, Quob, kwob, v.i. (oSs.) to tremble.
Quack, kwak, v.i. to cry like a duck: to boast: to

practise as a quack.

—

v./. to doctor by quackery.

—

n. the cry of a duck : a boastful pretender to skill

which he does not possess, esp. medical skill : a
mountebank.

—

adj. pertaining to quackery : used by
quacks.—«. Quack'ery, the pretensions or practice
of a quack, esp. in medicine.

—

adj. Quack'ish, like

a quack : Ixiastful : trickish.— «. Quack'ism.-t'.j".

Quackle (rar^), to quack, croak.—«. Quack'salver,
a quack who deals in salves, ointments, &c : a quack
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generally.—fl<^'. Quack'salvlng. [Imit. ; cf. Ger.
quaken, Dut. kwaken, Gr. koax, a croak.]

Quad, kwod, «. a quadrangle : {slang) a prison.

—

v.t.

{slang) to put in prison.—Also Quod. [Quadrangle.]
Quad, kwod, «. (print.) an abbreviation of quadrat.—v.t. to fill with quadrats.
Quadra, kwod'ra, «. a frame enclosing a bas-relief:

—

//. (Juad'rse (-<•). [L. quadrus, square.]
Quadragenarian, kwod-ra-je-na'ri-an, adj. consisting

of forty : forty years old.—«. Quad'ragene, an in-

dulgence for forty d.iys.

Quadragesima, kwod-ra-jes'i-ma, «. the Latin name
for the whole season of Lent, with its forty days :

the name commonly assigned to the first Sunday in

Lent, by analogy with the three Sundays which
precede Lent — Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and
Quinquagesima.

—

adj. QuadragOS'imu, belonging
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to or used in Lent. [L.

—

quadragesimtu, fortieth

—

quadraginta, forty

—

quatuor, four.]

Quadrangle, kwod'rang-gl, n. a square surrounded by
buildings : {geom.) a plane figure having four equal
sides and angles : in the jargon of palmistry, the
space between the line of the heart and that of the
head.

—

adj. Qoadrang'ular, of the form of a quad-
rangle.—a</i'. Quadrang'ularly. [Fr.,—L. quad-
rangulum^-quatuor, four, angulus, an angle.]

Quadrans, kwod'ranz, n. a Roman copper coin, the

fourth part of the as :—pl. Qtiadran'tes. [L.]

Quadrant, kwod'rant, «. (geom.) the fourth part of a
circle, or an arc of 90° : an instrument used in astro-

nomy for the determination of angular measure-

ments : an instrument of navigation for measuring

the altitude of the sun.—adj. Quadrant'al, pertain-

ing to, equal to, or included in a quadrant. [L.

quadrans, from quatuor, four.]

Quadrat, kwod'rat, «. a piece of type-metal lower
than the letters, used in spacing between words and
filling out blank hnes (commonly Quad)—distin-

guisheJ as en (^, em CD, two-em GZZ). and three-

Quadrate, kwod'rat, adj. squared : having four equal
sides and four right angles : divisible into four equal
parts : {Jig.) balanced : exact : suited.—«. a square
or quadrate figure : the quadrate bone, that between
the lower jaw and the cranium in birds and reptiles,

suspending the lower jaw.

—

v.i, to square or agree
with : to correspond.

—

adj. Quadrat'iC, pertaining
to, containing, or denoting a square.

—

n. (alg.) an
equation in which the highest power of the unknown
quantity is the second : an old instrument for

measurnig latitudes: (//.) that branch of algebra
which treats of quadratic equations.

—

atij. Quad-
ratif'erous, having a distinct quadrate bone.

—

ns.

Quadra'triZ, a curve by which may be found
straight lines equal to the circumference of circles

or other curves ; Quadrature, a squaring : {geom. )

the finding, exactly or aiiproximately, of a square
that shall be equal to a given figure of some other
shape : the position of a heavenly body when 90°

distant from another : {Milt.) a square space ;

Quadra'tUS, the quadratus jemoris, or square
muscle of the femur in man, the quadratus lutn-

borum, that of the loins, the depressor labii in-

/erioris, that of the chin, which draws down the
upper lip.—Quadrature of the circle, the problem
of sjjuanng the circle, insoluble both by the arith-

metical and the geometrical method. — Method Of
quadratures, the name applied to any arithmetical
method of determining the area of a curve. [O. Fr.
quadrat — L. quadratus, pa.p. of qu.idrare, to

^w^xc—quatuor, four.]

Quadrel, kwod'rel, n. a square stone, brick, or tile : a
square piece of turf.

Quadrennial, kwod-ren'yal, adj. comprising four
years : once in four years.

—

a^iv. Quadrenn'ially.

—

ns. Quadrenn'iate, Quadrenn ium, Quadrienn-
ium, a period of four years. [L. quadrennis—
quatuor, four, annus, a year.]

QuadriC, kwod'rik, adj. {aig.) of the second degree,
quadratic—esp. in solid geometry and where there
are more than two variables.

—

n. Quad'rlcone, a
quadric cone.

Quadrlcentennlal, kwod-ri-sen-ten'i-al, adj. pertain-
ing to a period of 400 years.

—

n. the 400th anniversary
of an event or its celebration.

Quadriceps, kwod'ri-seps, n. the great muscle which
extends the leg upon the thigh.

—

adj. Quadridp'ltaL
[L. quatuor, four, caput, head.]

Quadricom, kwod'ri-korn, adj. and n. having four
horns, antennae, &c.—Also QuadtlCOm'OUS.

Quadricycle, kwod'ri-sl-kl, «. a four-wheeled vehicle
propelled by the feet [L. quatuor, four. Low L.
cyclus—Gr. kyklos, a circle.]

Quadrldentate, kwod-ri-den'tat, adj. having four
tMth.

Quadrldigltate, kwod-ri-dij'i-tlt, adj. having four
digits : quadrisulcate.

Quadrlfid, kwod'ri-fid, adj. four-clefL

Quadrlfollate, kwod-ri-fo'li-at, adj. four-leaved.
Quadrifonn, kwod'ri-form, adj. fourfold in form, ar-
rangement, &c.

Quadriga, kwod-rl'ga, «. in Greek and Roman times
a two-wheeled car drawn by four horses abreast

:

—//. Quadriga. [L., a contr. of quadrijuga—
quatuor, ioMX, juguni, a yoke.]

Quadrigeminous, kwod-ri-jem'i-nus, adj. fourfold,
having four similar parts.—Also Qoadrlgem'inal
Quadrlgem'inate.

'

Quadrlgenarious, kwod-ri-j6-na'ri-us, adj. consisting
of four hundred.

Quadrljugate, kwod-ri-joo'gat, adj. (i5<7^) pinnate with
four pairs of leaflets.—Also QuadriJU'gOUS.

Quadrilateral, kwod-ri-lat'er-al, adj. having four
sides.—«. (^fo»j.)a plane figure having four sides :

the four fortresses—Alantua, Verona, Peschiera, and
Legnago—which form the points of a quadrilateral.— K. Quadrilat'eralness. [L. quadrilaterus—
quatuor, four, latus, lateris, a side.]

Quadrllitoral, kwod-ri-lit'er-al, adj. of four letters.—
«. a word or a root having four letters. [L. quatuor,
four, iiiera, a letter.]

Quadrille, kwa-dril', «. a square dance for four
couples, consisting of five movements : music for

such square dances : a game played by four with
forty cards. -z/.f. to play at quadrille: to dance
quadrilles. [Fr.,—Sp. cuadra, a sqixare—L. quadra,
a square

—

quatuor, four.]

Quadrillion, kwod-ril'yun, ». a million raised to the
fourth power, represented by a unit with twenty-four
ciphers. [Coined from L. quater, four times, on the
model of miiiion.]

Quadrllohate, kwod-ri-lO'bat, adj. having four lobes

or lobules.—Abo Quad'ril0D6d.
Quadrilocular, kwod-ri-lok'u-lar, adj. having four

cells, cavities, or compartments.
Quadrlmanous, kwod-rim'a-nus, adj. Same as

Quadrumanous.
Quadrinomlal, kwod-ri-nO'mi-al, adj. (a/g.) consisting

of four divisions or terms.—«. an expression of four

terms. [L. quatuor, four, Gr. nome, a division

—

netnein, to distribute.]

Quadripartite, kwod-ri-par'tit, adj. divided into four
parts : {bat.) deeply cleft into four parts, as a leaf

:

(arcAit.) divided, as a vault, into four compartments.
—«. a treatise divided into four parts.

—

adv. Quad-
rlpar'titely.—«. Quadrlpartl'tlon. [L. ,—?wa/Kor,
four, partire, -itum, to divide.]

Quadripennate, kwod-ri-pen'at, adj. and n. having
four wings.

Quadrlphyllous, kwod-ri-fil'us, adj. having four leaves.

Quadrlreme, kwod'ri-rem, «. a galley with four

benches of oars. [L. quadriremis—quatuor, four,

renins, an oar.]

Quadrlsectlon, kwod-ri-sek'shun, «. a division into

four equal parts. [L. quatuor, four, secdre, seciutn,

to cut.]

Quadrisyllable, kwod-ri-sil'a-bl, «. a word consisting

of four syllables.— rti(r>. Quadrisyllable, -aL [L.

quatuor, four, syllaba, a syllable.]

QuadrivalVUlar, kwod-ri-val'vu-lar, adj. having four
valves or valvular parts.—Also Quad'rlvalve.

QuadrlVium, kwod-riVi-um, «. the Pythagorean name
for the four branches of mathematics

—

arithmetic,

music, geometry, astronomy — when preceded by
the trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric—to-

gether making up the seven liberal arts taught in the

schools of the Roman Empire.

—

adjs. Quadriv'ial,
QuadriVlOUS. [L., 'the place where four roads

meet '—L. quatuor, four, via, a way.]
Quadroon, kwod-r55n', «. the offsprmg of a mulatto
and a white person, one 'quarter-blooded.'—Also
Quarteroon'. [Sp. cuarteron—cuarto, a fourth.]

Quadrumane, kwod'rso-man, n. one of the Quadm'*
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mana, an order of mammalia having four hands, or

four feet, with an opposable thumb—also Quad'ru-
man.

—

adj. Quadrumanoos, having four hands.

[L. quatttor, four, manus, a hand.]

Quadruped, kwod'roS-ped, n. a four-footed animal.

—

adjs. Quad'ruped, -al, having four feet.—«. Quad'-

rupedlsm, the state of being a quadruped. [L.

quatuor, four, pes, pedis, a foot.]

Quadruple, kwod'roo-pl, adj. fourfold.—«. four times

the quantity or number.

—

I'.t. to increase fourfold.

—v.i. to become four times as many. —«. Quad'-

ruplat, any combination of four things — also

Quart'et : one of four bom at a birth.

—

adj. Quad'-

ruplex, fourfold, esp. of a telegraphic system capable

of sending four messages, two in each direction,

simultaneously over one wire.—«. an instrument of

this Icind.

—

v.t. to arrange for quadruplex trans-

mission.

—

adj. Quadru'plicate, fourfold.—«. one of
four corresponding things.—-'./. to make fourfold.

—

ns. Quadrupllcaliioii ; Quadru'plicature ; Quad-
ruplio'ity.—^r/. Quad'ruply, in a fourfold manner.
—Quadruple Alliance, a league formed in 1718
between England, France, Austria, and Holland to

counteract the ambitious schemes of Alberoni. [Fr.,

—L. quadruplus—quatuor, four.]

QuffiSltum, kwe-sT'tum, «. something sought or re-

quired :

—

pi. Quaasl'ta. [L. neut. oi quasitus, pa.p.
ol quarcre, to seek.]

QuSBStor, kwes'tor, n. a magistrate with charge of the
Roman public funds—originally who investigated
cases of murder and executed sentence : in the
Middle Ages an officer who announced indulgences :

a treasurer— also Ques'tor.— «J. QufflS'torshlp,
Ques'torshlp. \X:,—-quarere, quasitum, to seek.]

Quaff, kwaf, v.t. to drink in large draughts.

—

v.i. to
drink largely.—«. Quaff'er. [Quack, guaick,—
Gael, and Ir. cuach, a bowl.]

Quag, kwag, n. a quagmire (q.v.).

—

adj. Quagg'y,
spongy, boggy.

Quaggak, kwag'a, n. one of the three species of striped
wild horses, or more properly wild asses, peculiar to
Africa, of which the zebra is the type. [Hottentot.]

Qoagmlre, kwag'mlr, «. wet, boggy ground that yields
under the feet.

—

v.t. to entangle, as in a quagmire.

—

adj. Quag'miry. [Quake and mire.]
Quahog, kwa-hog', «. the common round clam of the
North American Atlantic coast.—Also Quahaug'.
[Amer. Ind. poquaukock.]

Quald, kwad, adj. {Spens.) quelled, crushed.
Qualgll, kwah, n. {Scot.) a kind of drinking-cup,

usually made of wood. [Gael, cuach, a cup.]
Quail, kwal, v.i. to cower : to fail in spirit : {Shak.) to

slacken.

—

v.t. to subdue : to terrify.

—

n. Quall'ing
(Shak^, act of one who quails : a failing in courage.
[AS. cwelan, to die ; Ger. gudlen, to suffer.]

Quail, kwal, n. a small gallinaceous bird, related to
the partridge family : {Shak^j a whore.

—

ns. Quall'-
call, -pipe, a call for alluring quails into a net,

(O. Fr. quailU — Low L. quaquila — Old Dut.
quakele; cf. Low Ger. quackel, and Quack.]

Quaint, kw&nt, adj. unusual : odd : whimsical : (ois.)

prim, affectedly nice : fine : (_SAak.) clever.

—

adz/.

Quaintly.- «. Quaint'ness. [O. Fr. coint—L.
cognitus, known. Some confusion with L. comptus,
neat, is probable.]

Quake, kwak, v.i. to tremble, esp. with cold or fear

:

to tremble from want of firmness.

—

v.t. to cause to

tremble:

—

pr.p. qua'king
;
/a./, and pa.p. quaked.—n. a shake : a shudder.—«j. Qua'kiness ; Qua-

king
; Qua'king-g^ass, a native grass of the genus

Briza, so called from the tremulous motion of its

spikelets.—(K^z;. Qua'Mngly.—a<^'. Qualcy, shaky.
[AS. cwacian; perh. allied to quick.]

Quaker, kwa'kir, n. one of the Society of Friends,
a religious sect founded by George Fox (1624-90)

:

a dummy cannon : a collector's name for certain
noctuoid moths.—«. QuaTcer-blrd, the sooty alba-
tross.—».//. Qua'ker-Dutt'ong, the round seeds of
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nujc vomica.—ns. Quaker-colour, drab ; Qua'ker-
dom, the Quakers as a class ; Qua'keress, a female
Quaker. — adjs. Quakerish, Qua'kerly, like a
Quaker.—«. Qua'kerism, the tenets of the Quakers.
-—Stewed Quaker, molasses or honey, with butter
and vinegar, taken hot ag.-iinst colds. [The nick-
name Quakers was first given them by Judge Bennet
at Derby, because Fox bade him and those present
quake at the word of the Lord.]

Qualify, kwol'i-fl, v.t. to render capable or suitable

:

to furnish with legal power : to limit by modifica-
tions : to soften : to abate : to reduce the strength
of: to vary: {Scots law) to prove, confirm.— i-.t. to
take the necessary steps to fit one's self for a certain
position, —adj. Qual'ifiable.—«j. Quallfica'tion, that
which qualifies : a quality that fits a person for a
place, &c. : {logic) the attaching of quality, or the
distinction of affirmative and negative, to a term

:

abatement : {Shak.) pacification ; Qual'ificative,
that which qualifies, modifies, or restricts : a quali-

fying term or statement; Qual'lficator (^.C), one
who prepares ecclesiastical causes for trial.

—

adj.
Qualificatory.-/.a^'. Qual ified, fitted : compe-
tent : modified : limited.

—

adv. Qual'ifiedly.

—

ns.

Qual ifiedness ; Qualifier.— adj. Qualifying.—
Property qualification, the holding of a certain
amount of property as a condition to the right of
suffrage, &c. [Fr.,—Low L. quali/icdre—'L.. qualis,

of what sort, Jiacere, to make.]
Quality, kwol'i-ti, «. that which makes a thing what

it is : property : peculiar power : acquisition : char-
acter : rank : superior birth or character : {logic) the
character of a proposition as affirmative or negative :

{S)iak.) character in respect to dryness or moisture,
heat or cold : {Shak.) cause, occasion.

—

adj. Qual'i-
tative, relating to quality: {chem.) determining the
nature of components.

—

adv. Qualitatively.

—

adj.
QuaVitied, furnished with qualities.—Accidental
quality, a quality whose removal would not impair
the identity of its subject, as opposed to an Essential
quality ; The quality, persons of high rank, col-

lectively. [Fr.,—L. qualitas, qualitatis.]

Qualm, kwam, n. a sudden attack of illness: a sen-
sation of nausea : a scruple, as of conscience.

—

adj.
Qualmish, affected with qualm, or a disposition to
vomit, orwith slight sickness: uneasy.—ni]';'. Qualm'-
ishly.—«. Qui^'lshness. [A.S. cwealm, death;
Ger. qualm, nausea ; Sw. gvalm, a suffocating heat.]

Quamash, kwa-mash', n. camass.
Quandang, kwan'dang, n. a small Australian tree,

with edible fruit, the native peach, [.\ustr.]

Quandary, kwon-da'ri, or kwon'da-ri, «. a state of
difficulty or uncertainty : a hard plight. [Prob.
M. E. ivandreth, peril—Ice. vandmtdi^ trouble.]

Quannet, kwan'et, «. a file for scraping zinc plates : a
kind of file used in comb-making.

Quant, kwant, n. a pushing or jumping pole, with a
flat cap at the end, used in marshes.

Quantic, kwon'tik, «. {math.) a rational integral homo-
geneous function of two or more variables.

—

adj.

Quan'ticaL [L. quantus, how great.]

Quantify, kwon'ti-n, v.t. to determine with respect
to quantity: to fix or express the quantity of.

—

h.

Quantifica'tion, the art, process, or form by which
anything is quantified. — Quantification Of the
predicate, a phrase belonging to logic, signifying
the attachment of the signs of quantity to the predi-

cate. [L. quantus, how great, jacere, to make.]
Quantity, kwon'ti-ti, n. the amount of anything

:

bulk : size : a determinate amount : a sum or bulk :

a large portion : {logic) the extent of a conception :

{gram.) the measure of a syllable : {mus.) the rela-

tive duration of a tone : {math.) anything which can
be increased, divided, or measured : {Shak.) a small
part : {Shak.) proportion.—a</;'. Quan'titatiTO, re-

lating to quantity : measurable in quantity : {chem.)
determining the relative proportions ofcomponents,

—

advs. Quantitatively, Quan'titively.—»x. Quan-



Quantvim mOte ; mQte ; mOOn ; ihen. Qviarter

titativeness ;
Qaantiv'alenoe {chem.), the combin-

ing power of an atom as compared with that of the
hydrogen atom, valence.

—

adj. QuantlV'aleilt.

—

Quantitative logic, the doctrine of probability.

—

Constant quantity {math.), a quantity that remains
the same while others vary. [Fr.,—L. guantitas,
quantitatis—quantus, how much

—

quant, how.]
Quantum, kwon'tum, «. quantity : amount :

—

pi.

Quanta.—Quantum Sufficit= as much as is suffi-

cient. [L. quantum, neut. ol qttantus, how great.]
Quaquaversal, kwii-kwa-ver'sal, adj. {geol.) inclining

outward in all directions from a centre : facing all

ways.

—

adv. Quaquaver'sally. [L. guaqua, where-
soever, vertere, versum, to turn.]

Quarantine, kwor'an-ten, «. a forced abstinence from
communication with the shore which ships are com-
pelled to undergo when they are last from some port
where certain infectious diseases are raging—the
time originally forty days : {coil.) the isolation of a
person, house, district, &c. afflicted with or recover-
ing from contagious disease.

—

v.t. to prohibit from
intercourse from fear of infection.

—

adj. Quarantin'-
able, admitting of, or controlled by, quarantine.

—

Quarantine flag, a yellow flag displayed by a ship
to signify the presence on board of contagious
disease. [Fr. quarantaine—L. quadraginta, forty—quatuor, four.]

Quarl, kwarl, n. a segment of fireclay used in making
covers for retorts, &c.

Quarl, kwarl, «. a medusa or jelly-fish.

Quarrel, kwor'el, «. a square of glass placed diagon-
ally : a lozenge or diamond : a diamond pane of
glass : a small square tile : a square-headed arrow
for a cross-bow : a graver, glaziers' diamond, or

other tool having a several-edged head or point.

—

7ts. Quarr'elet, a small lozenge ; Quarr'el-pane.
[O. Fr.,—Low L. quadrellus—L. ^//a^^rj^j, square

—

quatuor, four.]

Quarrel, kwor'el, n. an angry dispute : a breach of
friendship : {Shak.) a cause of complaint : a brawl

:

{Shak^ a quarreller.

—

v.i. to cavil, find fault : to

dispute violently : to fight : to disagree.

—

v.t. {Scot.)

to find fault with : to affect by quarrelling :—pr.p.
quarr'elling ; pa.t. and pa.p. quarr'elled. — ns.

Quarr'eller ;
Quarr'elling, strife : dissension

:

brawling.

—

cidjs. Quarr'ellOUS {Shak.), quarrelsome

;

Quarr'elsome, disposed to quarrel : brawling : easily

provoked. — adv. Quarrelsomely. — «. Qtiarr'el-

someness.—<2iiarrel with one s bread and butter,
to act in a way prejudicial to one's means of subsist-

ence.—Pick a quarrel with, to try to get into a
dispute with ; Take up a quarrel {Sliak.), to settle

a dispute. [O. Fr. querele— L. querela— queri,
questus, to complain.]

Quarrender, kwor'en-der, n. {prov.) a kind of apple.
Quarry, kwor'i, «. an excavation from which stone is

taken for building, &c, by cutting, blasting, &c.

—

v.t. to dig from a quarry \^pa.t. axiApa.p. quarr'ied.—adj. Quarr'iable, capable of being quarried.

—

>is.

Quarr'ier, Quarr'y-man, a man who works in a
quarry. — adj. Quarr'y-faced, rough-faced. — tis.

Quarr'ylng-machine', a rock-drill ; Quarr'y-wa'ter,
the water contained in the pores of stone while un-
quarried, or newly quarried, before its evaporation.

[O. Fr. quarriere (Fr. carriere)—Low L. quadraria
—L. quadratus, square.]

Quarry, kwor'i, «. the entrails of the game given to

the dogs after the chase : the object of the chase :

the game a hawk is pursuing or has killed : a heap
of dead game. [O. Fr. curee, cuiree—atir, the
skin—L. corium, hide.]

Quarry, kwor'i, ». a small square tile.

—

adj. Quarr'led,
paved with such. [O. rr. quarre—L. quadratus,
square.]

Quart, Quarte, kart, «. a sequence of four cards : one
of the eight thrusts and parries in fencing.—Quart
and tierce, practice between fencers. [Fr. quarte.]

Quart, kwort, or kwawrt, n. the fourth part of a

gallon, or two pints : a vessel containing two pints

:

{Spens.) a quarter : the peck or quarter of a bushel

:

{m/is.) the interval of a fourth.

—

n. Quarta'tion, the
parting of gold and silver by means of nitric acid.

—

Quart d'dcu {Shak.), a cardecu. [Fr. quarte—l^.

quartus, fourth

—

quatuor, four.]

Quartan, kwor'tan, adj. occurring every fourth day,
as a fever or ague.

—

n. an ague of this character.
[Fr. qnartaine—L. quartanus, of the fourth.]

Quarter, kwor'ter, «. a fourth part : the fourth part of
a cwt. = 28 lb. avoirdupois (abbrev. qr.) : 8 bushels,
as a measure of capacity, for grain, &c. : the fourth
part of an hour—of the year—of the moon's period

—

of a carcass (including a limb)—of the horizon, &c. :

a cardinal point : {her.) one of the four parts into

which a shield is divided by quartering {dexter chief,

sinister chief, dexter base, sinister base), an ordi-

nary occupying one-fourth of the field : a region of
a hemisphere : a division of a town, &c. : place of
lodging, as for soldiers, esp. in //. ; mercy granted
to a disabled antagonist, prob. from the idea of the
captor sending the prisoner to his quarters : {Shak.)
peace, concord : {naut.) the part of a ship's side

between the mainmast and the stern.

—

v.t. to divide
into four equal parts : to divide into parts or com-
partments : to furnish with quarters : to lodge : to

allot or share : to furnish with entertainment : {her.)

to bear as an appendage to the hereditary arms : to

beat the ground for game.

—

v.i. to be stationed : to

shift or change position : to range for game : to drive

across a road from side to side.

—

ns. Quar'terage, a
quarterly payment : quarters, lodging : a name ap-
plied to a particular tax; Quar'ter-back, a certain

player or position in football (see Back) ; Quar'ter-
Oend, a bend in a pipe or rod altering its direction
90° ; Quar'ter-biU, a list of the stations for men
on board a man-of-war during action ; Quar'ter-
blank'et, a horse-blanket for the hind quarters.

—

n.pl. Quar'ter- blocks, blocks fitted under the

quarters of a yard, on each side the slings, for the
topsail-sheets, &c., to reeve through.

—

ns. Quar'ter-
board, topgallant bulwarks ; Quar'ter-boat, any
boat hung to davits over the ship's quarter ; Quar'-
ter-bOOt, a leather boot to protect an overreaching
horse's fore feet from being struck by the hind feet.—adj. Quar'ter-bound, having leather or cloth on
the back only. — n.pl. QuaPter-boys, automata
which strike the quarter-hours in certain belfries.

—

adjs. Quar'ter-bred, having only one-fourth pure
blood, as horses, cattle, &c. ; Quar'ter-cast, cut in

the quarter of the hoof.—«j. Quar'ter-day, the first

or last day of a quarter, on which rent or interest is

paid ; Quar'ter-deck, the part of the deck of a ship
abaft the mainmast ; Quar'ter-deck'er {coll.), a
stickler for small points of etiquette on board ship.—adj. Quar'tered, divided into four equal parts :

lodged, stationed for lodging : having hind quarters
of a particular kind, as a shoti-quartered horse :

sawed into quarters : {her.) having a square piece

cut out of the centre. — ns. Quar'ter-e'vll, -ill,

symptomatic anthrax, an infectious and frequently

fatal disease of cattle, marked by hemorrhage into

the subcutaneous areolar tissue of the limbs—also

Black-Ug, Quarter, or Spaul, &c. ; Quar'terfoU
{archil.), an ornamental carving disposed in four

segments of circles like an expanded flower ; Quar'-

ter-gall'ery, a projecting balcony on each of the

quarters ofa large ship : a small structure on a ship's

quarters containing the water-closet and bath-tub

;

Quar'ter-gun'ner, a petty-officer in the United States

navy, having care, under the gunner, of arms, am-
munition, §.c. — adj. Quar'tering, sailing nearly

before the wind : striking on the quarter of a ship,

as a wind.

—

n. assignment of quarters to soldiers :

{archit.) a series of small upright posts for forming

partitions of rooms, lathed and plastered only, or

boarded also : (her.) the bearing of two or more
coats-of-arms on a shield divided by horizontal and
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Quartodeclman fSte, far : mC, hir ; mine

:

perpendicular lines, denoting the alliances of the

£unily—also, one of the divisioas thus formed.

—

nj.

Qoar'tecteS-bloek, a block oo which the bod^ of a
person coDdemoed to be <iuartered was cot in pieces

;

Qnai'tar-llllB, the positioa of ships of a column
ranged in a line what one is four points forward or

abaft another's beam.—«i(f'. Quai'terly, relating to

a quarter : consisting of, or coataining, a fourth part

:

ooce a quarter of a year.

—

ode. once a quarter:

(il^r.) arranged according to the four quarters of a
shield.—«• a periodical published erery quarter of

a year.—<cr. Qnar^rmastar, an officer who looks

after the quarters of the soldien, and attends to the

SBoplies — he is assist*^ by a non^ooiinissioned

offinr named Qaar'taniiMtar MrgoailA : («««<.} a
fiist-dass petty officer who attends to the helm,

sKnak, &c : QoaTtemaster - general, in the

British amy, a staff-officer of high rank (major-

general or coioneO who deals with all questions,

tnuisport, marches, quarters, fuel, clothing, &c

;

Qoar'teni, the fourth part of a peck, a stone, or a
pint : the qoarter of a pound ; Qnar^tamjMf, a
loaf weighing, generally, four pounds ; Qiaitenxm'
(see QnMiroon) ; Qoai'ter-plata, m photoirnphy, a
size of plate measuring 3I by 4} inches: apictnre of

tlds size: (^lUXtar-TOnid, a monMing barii^ an
OBtline approximating to a qnadraat, an «aw2v .* any
tool adapted for making such : Qnar'tar-nal, the

seal kept bydiedirectorof the Chancery of Scotland
—the /rr/iMuntai/ of the Great Seal; Qoar'ter-MS'-
llant, a criminal court held quarterly by Justices of
the Peace, established in 1330-511 bat lavi^ had
most of its administrative poweis transfetred in 18SS
to the County Coonals : county or boroogfa swrions
heM quarterly: Qoai'ter-sUJ^ a kmg staff or
weapon of defence, giasped at a quarter oTits length
from the end and at the middle; Qoar'tar-tone
(acacr.X an iaterval equivalent to ooe-half of a semi-

tone: Qoarter-wataiCautatiLXooe-lialfof the watch
on deck: Quartetter, QnartetT, anything in fours:

a miiMcal composition of four parts for voices or
iimniiDrnts : a ttaua of four Hnes.

—

4uij. Qoaitic
{miaiJkJ), of the f9ardi degiee or order.—«. an a^e-
braic fimction of the fotvth degree.—«. Qoai'tlle
(astrvL), an aspect of planets when their longitudes
differ by oo'.—^j. Qoar'tO, having the sheet fokled
into four leaves (abfariev. 4toX—«. a book of a quarto
size:—/£ QoaiHoi (demy quarto, 8} X ii^ in. :

mrdinw quarto, o} X iif in. ; royal quarto, 10 X 12^
in.).—Beak op tub qiiazten of, to disturb : to visit

tmcereoKniatBly ; OoBB to tiotb quartan, to get
into a hand-to^and straggle.— Small qiUUtO, a
square octavo: a book having eight leaves to a
sheet hot the shapeofa quarto.—Winter quarters,
the qoarters or station of an army during the winter.
(O. Pr.,—L. fmartttrjmt—fuarfmt, fonru.]

QBartodeetmaa, kwor-tO-de^i-man, m, one of those
who celebrated the Paschal festiva] on the 14th day
of Nisaa without r^aid to the day of the wedc
Tile wtJitMU dinrches kept it 00 tlie Sunday after
the t4th day—the usage approved by the Council
of Nice (335 A.IX). [L. fiarUdedmta, fourteenth,
^MMtumr, four, tUtem, ten.]

Qnartl, kwons, «. the commoa feroi of native siKca,
or the oiode of silioim, occmrine both ia crystals
and^^Bive^*mtdiing|;lMs easily, and becooung
positrvelydectncal by Tia;iiun, cokxoiess when pure—Rock-crystrf, Cnmnton. and Comnact Qoaiti.-
lu. Qurtr-eruh'W, -mSO, a madnae, mBl. where
anrifcraos quartz is rednced to powder, and the gold
sepaiated by amalgamatioo.

—

adj. Quartxtferous.
—ur. Qnarartta. Quarts'-rook, a common RM^
usually white, gray, or rusty in coloor, and com-
poaed of an aggregate of ciaartz-grains wdded to-

ffether.—«^ Ouraltle; Qnamoaa, of or like
qoaitz: Quartry. (Ger. fu^rx.]

Qna^ kwosh, v.t. to crush : to subdne or estiagiiish
taJAtakfaad coaipletely : toaanoL (O. Fr.

Quebracho

inten. of quaifre, to(Fr. eaatr)—L. ftuusare,
shake.]

"tee, kwosh'e, n, a negro, esp. in West Indies.

r, kwosfa'i, ft. a pumpkin.
'sT, ccMj. and 01/7. as if: in a certain

manner, sense, or degree—in appearance only, as
'^van-historical,' &c [L.]

(^tljurtmodo, kw-as-i-mO'do, h. the first Sunday after

Easter, Low Sunday. [From the first words of the
introit for the day, i Peter, iL a : L. Qiuui ntodo
gatiti in/antet, as new-born babes, &c]

Qoaaa, kwas, «. SeeKvaas.
Qnawatlon, kwas-sa'shon, «. the act of shaktne: the

state of being shaken : concussion.— ojy. Quas'-
laUve. [L. quaisatio—fuastare^ to shake.]

Qnawrta, kwash'i-a, x. a South .American tree, the
bitter wood and bark of which are used as a tonic—ns. Quasslne, <>ia8Slte^ the bitter principle of

quassia-wood, the Bitter-wood of the West Indies.

[So called by Linnsetis from a negro named Quaiti,
who first discovered its valne against fever.]

Quat, kwot, «. {SkaiJ) a pimple : an insignificant

person.
^atch, kwoch, adj. (SkaJk.) squat, flat

Qnateroentenaiy, qua-ter-sen'te-na-ri, m. a 400th
anniversary.

Qoaterfoll, kafer-foil, H. See Qnarterfofl.
Qnatemairy, kwa-ter'nar-i, adj. consisting of four : by

fours : perCiining to strata more recent than the
Upper Tertiary : XmatJk.) containing four variables.

—

»._ a group of four things.

—

adj's. Quafem, Quater'-
nato, composed of, or arranged in, sets of four.—«.

Quater'nion, a set or group of four : a word of four
syllables : (//.) in mathematics, a calculus of peculiar
power and generalityinvented by Sir W. R. Hamilton
of Dublin, as a geometry, primarily concerning itself

with the opetatioiis by wludi one directed quantity
or vector is chained into another.

—

v.i. to divide
into quatonions: {MM.) to divide into comp^es.—ns. Qnatei^nlOTlIrt, a student of quatemioos:
Quatem'ity, the state of being four, a group of
four.—Quaternary number, ten: so called hj
the Pythagoreans because equal toi-i-2-h3-t-4.

<]Qat(uie, ka-torz', n. the four ace<^ kings, queens,
knaves, or tens in the game of piquet.

—

n. QuatOI'-
Btin, a stanza or poem of fourteen Unes. ( Fr.]

(Quatrain, kwot'rSn, n. a stanza of four lines rhyming
alternately. {Fr.]

^atee-foO, Fr. Qnatre-fenUlB = QnarterfoO.
QaaiLnxxuitO, kwot-rS-chen'to, n, m Italian, a term

for the 15th century, its literature and art : the early

Renaissance. — n. Quattrucen'tlst. Outstanding
ouattroctMiixti in art are Donatello, Masacdo,
Lippo Lippi, and Hantegna. [It., ' four hundred,'
cootr. for 1400^]

(JnaTer, kwa'vir, c.L to shake : to sing or play with
tremuloos modulations.—«. a trembling : a vibration

ofthevotce: a note in musics half a crotchet or one-
eighth of a semibreve.—«. Qoa'TUer.

—

tido. Qoa'-
ertagly. [Imit. : <£. Quiver, and Ger. TaaMcA*.]

Quay, ke, ic a landing-tHace : a wharf far the bod-
ing or unloadii^ of vessels.—o. Qoa^'age, payment
for use of a qoay. (O. Fr. y»a»y Celt., as in Bret.

kai, and W. cw, an endosuie.]OU^ kw«d, adj. (Sf*ns.). Same as Quelled.

Qaeio^, kwCchi, adj. shaking : unsteady. [From
fm/mci, a variant of ftaicJt.']

QllHQll, kwte, m. a saucy giri or jroong woman: a
womaa of worthless character. IQtteen.]

QUOHJI, kwfii, adj. sick, squeamidi : inclined to
voout: causing nausea: fostidious: ticklish, nice.— adn. QBaasily. — «. Quea'ttsen. [Scaad.:
Norw. izifit, sickness after a debauch. Ice. -itnisa,
pains, as in idkra-kveisa, pains in the stomach.]

Quebracho, ke-fa(«'dt8, n. the bark of several hard-
wtXKled SoothAmerican trees—good ia fever. [Port.,— fnAmkacka, axe-breaker — qwtbrar, to break,
haika,/aekm, axa.]
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Quebrada mote ; mute ; mS&n ; Men. Queetion

Quebrada, ke-bra'da, h. a ravine. [Sp. Amer.]
Queen, kwen, n. the wife of a king : a female sove-

reign : the best or chief of her kind : a queen-bee or

queen-ant : of pla>'iDg-cards, one with the queen
painted on it : tne piece in chess which is the most
deadly in attack.

—

z:i. to play the queen.— ns.

Queen-apple, Queening, the name of several

varieties of apple ; Queen'-bee, the sole female of a
bee-hive, considerably larger than an ordinary bee ;

Queen' -con'sort, the wife of the reigning sovereign

—

opp. to Queen'-reg;'nant, holding the crown in her
own right ; Queen'craft, craft or poUcy on the part

of a queen ; Queen'dom, queenly rule or dignity :

the realm of a queen ; Queen'-dOW'ager, the widow
of a deceased king ; Quoen'hOOd, the state of being
a queen ; Queen'let, a petty queen.

—

a^ij's. Quoen'-
like. Quean ly, like a queen : becoming or suitable to

a queen.—«. Queen liness.—ai^f. Queenly, like a
queen.

—

ns. Queen'-mother, a queen-dowager, the

mother of the reigning king or queen ; Queen'-Of-the-
mead'OWB, the meadow-sweet ; Queen'-post(an'Ai/.),
one of two upright posts in a trussed roof, resting

upon the tie-beam, and supporting the principal

rafters ; Queen'-re gent, a queen who reigns as

regent : Queen's'-arm, a musket ; Queen'ship, the
state, condition, or <Ugnity of a queen ; Queen'-
StitCh, a square or chequer pattern in embroidery
stitch.—^Jueen Anne's Bounty, a fund for augment-
ing the incomes of the poorer clergy of England, set

aside in 1703; Queen Anne style (archit.), the

style popular in the early part of the i8th century,

the bnildings plain and simple, with classic cornices

and details, and frequendy with large windows
divided by mullions ; Queen of beaven, a title often

given to the goddess Astarte or Ashtoreth : among
Roman Catholics, a title for the Virgin Mary

;

Queen of the May

=

May-queen (see May) : Queen's
Bench, court of (see King) ; Queens colour, one
of the pair of colours belonging to each regiment in

our army ; Queen's counsel (see CJounsel) ; Queen s

English, correct use of the English language

;

Queen s evidence (see Evident) ; Queen's messen-
ger (see Message) ; Queen's metal, an alloy con-
sisting chiefly of tin; (]ueen's tobacco pipe, the

facetious designation of a peculiarly shaped kiln

which used to be situated at the corner of the tobacco
warehouses belonging to the London Docks, and in

which contraband goods were burned ; Queen's
ware, a variety of Wedgwood ware, otherwise

known as cream-coloured ware : Queen's yellffW,

the yellow subsulphate of mercury. [A.S. eaten;

Goth. k7uens. Ice. kvdn, /tz'<m.]

Queer, kwer, aJj. odd, singular, quaint : open to

suspicion, dubious : counterfeit : having a sensation

of coming sickness.

—

z'.i. {siattg) to banter, ridicule.

—adj. Queer ish, somewhat singular.—k. Queer'ity
{ran-).—adv. Queeriy.—«. Queer'ness.— Queer
Street, the imaginary' residence of persons in finan-

cial and other difficulties.—A queer fish (see Flsh) ;

Shove the queer (slang), to pass bad money. [Low
Ger. queer, across, oblique (Gcr. quer) ; cf. TAmari.]

(}ueet, kwet, «. (Scat.) an ankle. [Coot (2).]

Queez-madam, kwez'-mad'am, n. (Scot.) the cuisse-

iiiadam, a French jargonelle pear.

Queint, kwant, aaj. (S/ens.). Same as Qnatnt.
Quaint, kwent (S/ens.), pa.t. and /a./, oi quench.
Quelch, kwelch, z:i. (prov.) to make a sucking sound
hke that of water in one's boots.

Quelea, kwe'le-a, n. the weaver-bird of Africa.

Quell, kwel, v.t. to crush : subdue : to allay.

—

v.i. to

die, perish, (Skak.) abate. — ns. Quell (SkaM.),

murder : (Keats) power of quelling ; Quell'er, one
who quells or crushes : a slayer. [A.S. cwellan, to

kill, causal o( cwtlan, to die. Cf. QuaiHy.).\
Qname, kwem, r./. (Spens.) to please, suit, fit, [A.S.
cwiman ; cf. Ger. bequem, fit.]

Quench, kwensh, v.t. to put out : to destroy : to

check: to allay: to place in water.

—

v.i. to lose

zeal, grow cold.

—

adj. Quench'able, that may be
extinguished.— ns. (juencher, one who, or that
which, quenches : a draught or drink ; Quenching,
act of extinguishing : the act of cooling the surface
of molten metal and forming rosettes in the crust.—adj. (^ench'less, that cannot be extinguished :

irrepressible.— adv. Quench lessly.— n. Quench'-
lessneSS. [A.S. ctuencan, to quench, causal of
civincan ; cf. Old Fries, k'jjinka, to go out.]

Quenelle, ke-nel', «. a forcemeat ball of chicken, veal,
or the like. [Fr.]

Quenouille-trainlng, ke-nOO'Iye-tra'ning, ». the train-

ing of trees in a conical shape with the branches
bent downwanls. [Fr. quenouille, a distaff—Low L.
colucula—L. colus, a distaff.]

(}uercetum, kwer-se'tum, n. a collection of living

oaks. [L.,

—

quercus, an oak.]
Quercitron, kwer'si-tron, n. the name both of a dye-

stuff and of the species of oak of which it is the

bark—the Quercus coccinea of North America, also

called Dyer's oak and Yello-at-barked oak.—ns.

Quer'Cite, a sweet crystalline compound found in

acorns ; Quer'dtin, a yellow crystalline compound
derived from quercitrin by the action of mineral
acids; Quercitrin, a glucoside, the colouring-

matter of quercitron-bark. [L. quercus, oak, citrus,

a tree of the lemon kind.]

Querela, kwe-re'la, n. a complaint preferred in a

court.— «. Querent, a plaintiff. [L.]

(JuerimonlOUS, kwer-i-mS'ni-us, adj. complaining :

discontented.

—

adv. Querimo'nlously.

—

n. Queri-
mo'niousness. [L. querimonia, a complaining

—

queri, to complain.]
Querist, kwe'rist, «. one who inquires or asks

questions. [Query.]
Querk, kwerk, v.t. (^ov.) to throttle.—f.i. to gmnL
Queri, kwerl, v.t. (U.S.) to twirL—«. a coil._

Quern, kwem, «. a stone handmill for grinding grain.

[.\.S. cuym, cifeom; Ice. kz'em, Goth, kivaimus.]
Querquedula, kwer-kwed'u-la, «. the teal. [L.]

Querulous, kwer'u-lus, adj'. complaining : discon-

tented : quarrelsome. — adv. Quer'xdonsly. — «.

Quer'ulOUSness. [L.,^ueri, to complain.]

Query, kwe'ri, «, an inquiry : the mark of interrogation.
—z'.t. to inquire into: to question : to doubt of: to

mark with a query.

—

v.i. to question :—/a./, and
/a./, que'ried.

—

adj. Ques'itive, interrogatory. [L.

qu<rre, imper. of qutrrere, quasitum, to inquire.]
_

Quest, kwest, n. the act of seeking : search : pursuit

:

a searching party: a jury of inquest: inquiry,

investigation: request or desire.— v.i. to go in

search of, to go begging : to give tongue, as a

dog after game.—«j. Quest'ant, Quest'er (Skak.),

one who seeks after anything, a candidate.

—

adj'.

Quest'fuL [O. Fr. queste (Fr. quete)—h. qutrsita

(res), a thing sought—quirrere,^ qutrsitum, to seek.]

Question, kwest' j-un, «. a seeking : an inquiry : an
examination, esp. by torture : an investigation:

dispute: doubt: a subject of discussion, esp. the

particular point actually before the house, the

measure to be voted upon : (Skak.) conversation.

—

v.t. to ask questions of: to examine by questions;

to inquire of : to regard as doubtful : to challenge,

take exception to: to have no confidence \Ci.—v.L

to ask questions ; to inquire : to debate, consider,

to converse.—ii^'. Quest'lonable, that may be

questioned : doubtful : uncertain : suspicious.

—

n.

Quest ionableness. — adv. (Juestionanly. — adj.

Quest ionary, asking questions.—«. one who hawks
about for sale indulgences or relics.

—

ns. Quest'-

ioner ; (Juest'ioning, a query, doubt, suspicion.

—

adv. Quest'ionlngly.—n. Quest'ioniSt, a (questioner,

a doubter : at Cambridge, a student qualified to be
a candidate for a degree.

—

adj. Questionless, un-

questioning : beyond question or doubt : certainly.

—

«. QUBSt'riSt (Skak.), a seeker, a pursuer.

—

adj.

Quesfuary (obs.), greedy of gain, yielding gain.

—

Question of fact, consideration as to the actual oc-
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Questor fate, far ; mi, her ; mine ; Quin

currence of an event—Beg the qnestion (see Beg)

;

Call in question, to challenge, to subject to judicial

inquiry ; In question, under consideration, referring

to a thing just mentioned ; Leading-question (see

Lead): Out of question, doubtless; Out of the

question, not to be thought of; Pop the question

(see Pop) ; Previous question (see Previous). [ Fr,

,

— L, qua-stion-ein—giutrere, qucesitutn, to seek,]

Questor, Questorshlp, See Qusestor.

Quetzal, kwet'sal, «. the resplendent trogon, a native

of Central America, the plumage of the male a

magnificent golden green.—Also Ques'al, Quij'al,

Queue, ku, «. a pendent braid of hair at the back of

the head, a pigtail : a file of persons waiting in the

order of arrival : a tailpiece, as of a violin : (her.)

the tail of a beast.

—

v.t. to tie or fasten in a queue
or pigtail. [Fr.,—L. cauda, a tail.)

Quey, kwa, «. (Scot.) a young cow or heifer, a cow
that has not yet had a calf. [Ice. kv{ga ; Dan. ivie.]

Quhilk, hwilk,/ro«. an obsolete Scotch form ofwhuh.
Quib, kwib. Same as Quip.
Quibble, kwib'l, n. a turning away from the point in

question into matters irrelevant or insignificant : an
evasion, a pun : a petty conceit.

—

v.i. to evade a

question by a play upon words : to cavil : to trifle

in argument : to pun.

—

n. Qulbb'ler.

—

adv. Qulbb'-
llngly. [ Freq. of gitip. ]

Quich, kwich, v.i. (S^ns.) to stir, to move.— .^Iso

Quinch, Quitch. [A.S. cweccan, causal oi nvacian,
to quake.)

Quick, kwik, adj. living : lively : speedy : nimble :

ready : sensitive : hasty : pregnant : active, piercing.
—adv. without delay : rapidly : soon.

—

n. a living

animal or plant : the living : the living flesh : the
sensitive parts : a hedge of some growing plant,

quickset.

—

adj. Qulck'-an'swered (,S"Art^.), quick at

giving an answer.— «. Qulck'beam, the moun-
tain-ash or rowan.

—

adj. Quick'-concelv'ing, quick
at conceiving or understanding.

—

v.t. QuiCKOn, to

make quick or alive : to revive : to reinvigorate

:

to cheer: to excite: to sharpen: to hasten.

—

v.i.

to become alive: to move with activity.

—

n. the
couch or quitch-grass.

—

ns. Quick'ener, one who, or
that which, reinvigorates ; Qolck'enlng, the period
in pregnancy when the mother first becomes con-
scious of the movement of the child—from the six-

teenth or seventeenth week onwards.

—

adj. Quick'-
eyed, having acute sight. — iis. Quick'-grass =
Quitch-grass : Qulck'-hedge, a hedge of living

plants ; QulCk'lime, recently burnt lime, caustic and
unslaked : carbonate of lime without its carbonic
z.c\A.—adv. Quickly,—»«. Quick'march (same as
Qulok'step) ; Qulck'matGh (see Match) ; Quick-
ness ; Quicksand, a movable sandbank in a sea,
lake, &c., any large mass of sand saturated with
water, often dangerous to travellers : anything
treacherous.— rt<^'. Quick'-SCent'ed, having a keen
scent.—«. Quickset, a living plant set to grow for a
hedge, particularly the hawthorn.

—

adj. consisting of
living plants.— «<(/. Quick'-Slght'ed, having quick
or sharp sight : quick in discernment.

—

tts. Quick'-
Sight'edness, sharpness of sight or discernment

;

Qulck'Silver, the common name for fluid mercury,
so called from its great mobility and its silvery
colour.

—

v.t. to overlay or to treat with quicksilver.
—adj. Quick'silvered.-nr. Quick"slivering, the
mercury on the back of a mirror ; Quick'Step, a
march in t^uick time : (mus.') a march written in

military quick l\mc.—adj. Quick'-tem'pered, iras-

cible,

—

n. Qulck'-wa'ter, a solution of nitrates of
mercury and ofgold, for water-gilding.

—

adj. QuiCk'-
wlt'ted, havingready wit—>«, Quick'-wlt'tedness

;

Quiok'-WOrk, the part of a ship under water when
laden : the part of the inner upper-works of a ship
above the covering board : the short planks worked
inside between the ports : spirketting.—Some quick
{Spens.\ something alive, [A.S. civic; Ice. kvikr,
Goth. ktoiu», living ; allied to L. vhmt.]
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Quicunque, kwl-kung^kwe, n. the so-called Atha-
nasian Creed, from its first words, Quicitngue vult
— ' whosoever will.'

Quid, kwid, n. what, substance: something.—Tertlum
quid, something distinct from both mind and matter,
itself immediately known, mediating between the
mind and the reality. [L,, what.)

Quid, kwid, n. something chewed or kept in the mouth,
esp. a piece of tobacco. [A corr. of ««/.)

Quid, kwid, «. (slang) a sovereign.

Quidam, kwl'dam, «. somebody, one unknown. [L.)
Qulddany, kwid'a-ni, u. a confection of quince-juice
and sugar. [L. cydoniunt. Cf. Quince.^

Quiddit, kwid'it, tt. an equivocation : a subtilty or
quibble. [A conlr. ol quiddity.]

Qtllddity, kwid'i-ti, «. the essence of anything : any
trifling nicety: a cavil : a captious question.

—

adjs.
Quldtt'ative, Quidd'itative. [Low L. guidditas—
L, quid, what,]

(^Uidole, kwid'l, v.i. to spend time in trifling.—«.

one who does so.— «. Quldd'Ier, a trifler.

—

adj.
Quidd'Iing. [L. guid.]

Quidnunc, kwid'nungk, tt. one always on the lookout
for news : one who pretends to know all occurrences.
[L,, 'what now?')

Quid pro quo, kwid prS kwO, «. something g^ven or
taken as equivalent to something else. [L., 'some-
thing for something.')

Qulen sabe, kien sa'be, who knows? a common reply
to a question in the south-western United States,
meaning 'I do not know." [Sp, guien, who— L.
guis, who ; sabe, 3d pers. sing. pres. indie, of saber,
to know—L. sapere, to have sense.)

Quiescent, kwl-es'ent, adj. being quiet, resting : not
sounded, as a guiescent letter : still : unagitated :

silent.

—

v.i. Quiesce', to become quiet: to become
silent in pronunciation, as a letter.

—

tts. Quies'oence,
Qules'cenoy, state of being at rest : rest of mind :

silence : torpor.

—

adv. Qules'cently, [L. quiescens,
•entis, pr.p. ot guiescere, to rest.)

Quiet, Icwl'et, adj. at rest : calm : smooth : peaceable :

gentle, inoffensive : silent, still : free from gaudiness,
in good taste : free from bustle or formality.

—

n. the
state of being at rest : repose : calm : stillness :

peace.

—

z'.i. to bring to rest: to stop motion: to

calm or pacify: to lull: to allay.

—

v.i. to become
quiet, to abate.—«. QuI'etage (Spens.), quiet.

—

v.t.

Qui'eten, to make quiet, calm.

—

v.i. to become
quiet.—«. Qui'eter (Skak.), a person or thing that
quiets.

—

v.t. Qui'etise, to make quiet.

—

tis. QuI'et-
ism, rest of the mind : mental tranquillity : apathy :

the doctrine that religious perfection on earth con-
sists in passive and uninterrupted contemplation of
the Deity ; Qui'etist, one who believes in this

doctrine (Molinos, Mme. Guyon, &c).

—

adj. Quiet-
ist'lc, pertaining to quietism.

—

u. Qui'etlve, any-
thing that induces quiet.

—

adv. Quietly, in a quiet

manner: without motion or alarm : calmly: silently:

patiently.

—

hs. Qui'etness, Quietude, rest : repose :

freedom from agitation or alarm : stillness : peace :

silence.

—

adj. QuI'etsome (Sfiens.), calm, still, un-
disturbed.

—

n. Quietus, a final settlement or dis-

charge : ending generally : (slang) a severe blow.—
At quiet (B.), peaceful ; In quiet, quietly ; On the
quiet, clandestinely ; Out of quiet, disturbed. [L.

quiftus—quiscere, to rest.)

Qlllght, kwit, adz'. a misspelt form of quite,

Qul-hl, -bye, kwl'hr, «. in Bengal, the Anglo-Indian
call for a servant : (coll.) an Anglo-Indian in Bengal.
[Hind, kol hai, 'who is there?')

Quill, kwil, n. a fold of a plaited or fluted ruflf.

—

v.t. to

flute: form with rounded ridges.— adj. Quilled,
crimped, fluted.

—

n. Qulll'lng, a narrow bordering
of plaited lace or ribbon. [Fr. guille, a keel.)

(2uill, kwil, n. a reed-pen : the feather of a goose or
other bird used as a pen, hence a pen generally : the

profession of letters : anything like a quill : the

hollow basal stem of a feather : one of the large



Qvilllet tnOte ; mflte ; mOCn ; Men. Quint

hollow sharp spines (modified hairs) of the hedgehog,
porcupine, &c. : the reed on which weavers wind
their thread : the instrument for striking the strings

of certain instruments : the tube of a musical instru-

ment : the hollow shaft or mandril of the seal-

engraver's lathe : a train for igniting a blast : bark
in a cylindrical roll.

—

v.t. to plait with small rid|:es

like quills : to wind on a quill : to pluck out quills

from.

—

ns. QulU'-drlv'er (slatig), one who works
with a quill or pen, a clerk ; Qulll'-driv'ing, writing.—adj. Quilled, furnished with quills, or formed into

a quill.

—

ns. Quill'-nib, a quill-pen shortened for use
with a holder ; Quill'-turn, the machine in which a
weaver's quill is turned ; Qulll'-WOrk, embroidery
with porcupine quills, done by the North American
Indians ; Quill'-WOrt, any plant of the genus Isoetes,

esp. Isoetes lacustris.—In the quiU (Shak.\ per-

haps = penned, though others interpret ' in form and
order like a quilled ruff." [Explained by Skeat as

orig. a stalk, hence anything pointed, O. Fr. giiille,

a peg—Old High Ger. kegil ox ckegil {Gcr. kegel\ a
cone-shaped object, ninepin.]

Quillet, kwil'et, «. a trick in argument : a petty

quibble. [L. guidlibet, ' what you will.']

QlUllet, kwil'et, «. {prov.) a furrow : a small croft.

Quillon, ke-lyong', n. one of the branches of the cross-

guard of a sword.
Quilt, kwilt, «. a bed-cover of two cloths sewed to-

gether with something soft between them : a thick

coverlet. — v.t. to make into a quilt : to stitch

together with something soft between, to stitch

in : to sew like a qyiWi.—adj. Quilted, stitched

together as a quilt : {Speiis.) padded.—>w. Qullt'er,

a person or machine for making quilting ; Quilt'-

ln§, the act of making a quilt : that which is

quilted : a cotton or linen cloth, like diaper, with

raised pattern, for vests, &c. : a kind of coating

formed of sinnet, strands of rope, &c., outside any
vessel containing water: a thrashing with a rope's

end ; Quilt'ing-Bee, in New England, a gathering

of women to help one in cjuilting a counterpane,
followed by a supper to which men are admitted

;

Quilt'ing-cott'on, cotton-wadding; Quilt'ing-frame,

an adjustable frame for holding a fabric for quilt-

ing. [O. Fr. cuilte (Fr. couet ,')—L. culcita, a
cushion.]

Quin, kwin, n. (Jirov.) a kind of scallop.

Qulnarian, kwl-na'ri-an, adj. classified in sets of five :

(fiool.) relating to the circular or so-called natural

system of classification, propounded in 1819 and
much elaborated by Swamson in 1835 — also

Qui'nary.

—

n. one who supports this theory. [L.

quinarius—quint, five each

—

guinque, five.]

Qulnate, kwl'nat, adj. (iot.) having five leaflets on a
petiole. [L. giiini, five each.]

Quince, kwins, «. the golden, globose or pear-shaped,

fragrant fruit of a large shrub or small tree {Pynts
Cydonid) of the rose family, too austere to be eaten
raw, but excellent for jellies, marmalade, and flavour-

ing other fruits. [PI. of quine—0. Fr. coin (Fr.

coing)—L,. cydoniutn—Gr. Cydonia, in Crete.]

Quincentenary, kwin-sen'te-na-ri, adj. relating to

five hundred, especially five hundred years. — «.

a five hundredth anniversary.
Qulnch, kwinsh, v.t. {Spens.). Same as QuitCh, v.t.

Quincunx, kwin'kungks, n. an
arrangement of five things, so
as to occupy each corner and
the centre of a square, esp. of
trees or plants.—a^^'. Quln-
cun'cial. —adv. Quincun'ci-
ally. [L. guinque, five, uncia,
a twelfth part, an ounce.]

Quindecemyir, kwin-de-sem'vir,
«. one of a college of fifteen men in ancient Rome
who had the charge of the Sibylline books :—//.
Quindecem'viri.—«j. Quindec'agon, a plane figure
with fifteen sides and angles ; Quindecem'vlrate,

Quincunx.

the body of the quindecemviri or their oflSce

;

Quindeo'ima (mus.), the interval of a fifteenth, or
double-octave. [L.,

—

quindecint, fifteen {guinque,
five, decern, ten), vir, a man.]

Quinible, kwin'i-bl, n. (mus.) an interval of a fifth : a
descant sung at the fifth. [L. guinque, five.]

Quinine, kwin'en, ki-nen', or kwl'nin, «. a colourless,

inodorous, and very bitter alkaloid, obtained from
the bark of the Cinchona tree, its salts used for agues
and fevers.

—

ns. QuI'na, the bark of various species
of Cinchona ; Quinam'ine, a natural white crystal-

line alkaloid obtained from various Cinchona barks

;

Quinaqui'na, the bark of various species of Cin-
chona.

—

adj. Quln'ic, pertaining to, or derived from,
quinine.

—

ns. Quin'idine, a white crystalline com-
pound, isomeric with quinine, found in some Cinchona
barks ; Quinol'Dgy, the knowledge of quinine and
other Cinchona alkaloids. [Fr., — Sp. and Port.
guinina—Peruv. guina, kina, bark.]

Quinisext, kwin'i-sekst, adj. pertaining to five and
six, or to the fifth and sixth.

Quinnat, kwin'at, ». the king-salmon.
Quinoa, ke'no-a, «. a Chilian and Mexican food-plant,

resembling some British species of chenopodium,
cultivated for its farinaceous seeds. [Peruv.]

Quinoline, kwin'O-lin, «. a pungent, colourless liquid

obtained by the distillation of bones, coal-tar, and
various alkaloids—the base of many organic bodies,

isomeric with Leucol.—Also Cbin'oline. [Peruv.
guina, kina, bark.]

Quinone, kwin'On, «. or Benzoquinone, a golden-yellow
crj'stalline compound usually prepared by oxidising
aniline with potassium bichromate and sulphuric
acid : a general name applied to all benzene de-
rivatives in which two oxygen atoms replace two
hydrogen atoms.—Also Einone (ke'nOn), as Kinic=
Quinic.

Quinquagesima, kwin-kwa-jes'i-ma, «. a period of
fifty days.—«. Quinquagena'rian, one who is be-

tween fifty and sixty years old.—Quinquagesima
Sunday, the Sunday before Ash Wednesday, being
the fiftieth day before Easter. [L. quinquaginta,
fifty

—

guinque, five.]

Quinquangular, kwin-kwang'gu-lar, adj. having five

angles.—rt(//>. QuinquartiC'ular, of five articles

;

Quinquecap'sular, having five capsules ; Quin-
quecos'tate, having five ribs ; Quinqueden'tate, -d
{liot.), five-toothed ; Quinquefa'riOUS, disposed in

five sets or rows ; Quin'quefid, cleft into five

segments; Quinquefo'liate, -d {bot.), having five

leaves or leaflets ; Qulnquelit'eral, consisting of
five letters ; Quinquelo'bate, having five lobes

:

Quinqueloc'ular, having five loculi ; Quinquepilr'-
tite, five-parted ; Quinquesep'tate, having five

septa ; Quinquese'rial, arranged in five series

;

Quinquesyllab'iC, having five syllables ; Qiiin-
quev'alent, having an equivalence of five; Quln'-
quevalve, Quinqtieval'vular, having five valves.

Quinquenniad, kwin-kwen'i-ad, «. a period of five

years—also Quinquenn'ium.—a^'. Qninquenn'ial,
occurring once in five years : lasting five years.

—

n. a fifth anniversary or its celebration.
Quinquereme, kwin'kwe-rem, «. an ancient galley

having five banks of oars. [L. ,

—

guinque, five, retnus,

an oar.]

Quinquina, kin-k^na, «. quinaquina. [Quinine.]
Qtlinquino, kin'ki-nO, n. the tree {Myroxylon Pereira)
which yields the balsam of Peru.

Quinsy, kwin'zi, «. an inflammatory affection of the

substance of the tonsils, attended when fully de-

veloped by suppuration.— ns. Quin'sy-berr'y, the

common black-currant ;
Quin'sy-wort, a small trail-

ing British herb of the madder family. [O. Fr.

squinancie (Fr. esquinancie)—Gr. kynanchi—kydn,

a dog, anchein, to throttle.]

Quint, kwint, «. a set or a sequence of five : (mus.) a
fifth : the E string of a violin.—adj. (Juint'aD, re-

curring on every fifth day.—«. a malarial fever who»e
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Qulnta One, Or; me, hir ; mine; Quixotic

paroxysms recur on every fifth day. [Fr., — L.
quintus, fifth

—

quin^ue, five.]

Qulnta, kwin'ta, n. a country house in Madeira. [Sp.]

Quintad, kwin'tad, «. the same as Pentad.
Quintadena, kwin-ta-de'na, n. in organ-building, a

mutation stop yielding a tone one-twelfth above the

digital struck.

Quintain, kwin'tan, «. a post with a turning and

loaded top or cross-piece, to be tilted at. —Also
Quln'tln. [Fr.,—L. gnintana, quinius, fifth, the

place of recreation in the Roman camp being between

the fifth and sixth maniples.]

Quintal, kwin'tal, «. a hundredweight, either 112 or

100 pounds according to the scale.—The Quintal

m^trique, the modern French quintal, is loo kilo-

grams = 220 lb. avoirdupois. [Fr. and Sp. quintal

—Ar. qintar—L. centum, a hundred.]

Quintessence, kwin-tes'ens, «. the pure concentrated

essence of anything, the most essential part of any-
thing: the fifth essence, according to the Pytha-
goreans, beyond earth, water, fire, air.

—

adj. Quln-
tessentiaL — v. t. Qulntessen'tialise. [ Fr. , — L.

qiiinta essentia, fifth essence, orig. applied to ether,

supposed to be purer than fire, the highest of the

four ancient elements.]
Quintet, Quintette, kwin-tet', «. a musical composi-

tion for five voices or instruments : a company of
five singers or players. [It. qiiinteito, dim. ofquinto,

a fifth part—L. quintus, fifth

—

quinque, five.]

Qulntlc, kwin'tik, adj. of the fifth degree.
Quintile, kwin'til, n. the aspect of planets distant from

each other the fifth part of the zodiac, or 72°.

Qulntilllon, kwin-til'yun, «. the fifth power of a
million, or a unit followed by thirty ciphers : gener-
ally, in U.S., the sixth power of one thousand, or a
unit followed by eighteen ciphers.

Qulntole, kwin'tol, «. a five-stringed viol common in

France in the i8th century: a group of five notes to

be played in the time of three, four, or six. (It.

quinto—L. quintus, fifth.]

Qtuntroon, kwin-troOn', n. the offspring of a white by
one who has one-sixteenth part of negro blood. [Sp.

quinteroH—L. quintus, fifth

—

quinque, five.]

Quintuple, kwin'tu-pl, adj. fivefold : Ijnus.) having
five crotchets in a bar.

—

v.t. to make or to increase

fivefold.—«j. Quln'tixplet, a set of five things : (//.)
five young at a birth: {ntus.) same as Qulntole;
Qulntu'plicate, consisting of five : one of five

exactly corresponding things.

—

v.t. to make pr to

increase a set of fivefold. — «. Quintuplica'tion.

[ Fr. ,—L. quintupUx—qtiintus, fifth, plicare, to fold. ]

Qulnzaine, kwin'zan, «. the fifteenth day onward from
a feast day, counting itself : a stanza of fifteen lines.

[Fr. quinze, fifteen— L. quindecim—quinque, five,

decern, ten.]

Qulpze, kwinz, «. a card-game, like vingt-et-un, the
object being to count as nearly to fifteen as possible
without going above it.

Quip, kwip, n. a sharp, sarcastic turn, a gibe : a quick
retort.

—

v.i, to use sarcasms.

—

v.t. to sneer at.

—

adj.
Quip'pisll. [W. chwip, a quick turn, ch-wipio, to

move briskly.]

Qulpu, kS'pSO, or kwip'55, n. the mnemonic language
of coloured and knotted cords used by the Incas of
ancient Peru—depending on order, colour, and kind.
—AlsoQulp'O. [Peru v., 'a knot.']

Quire, kwTr, n. a collection of paper consisting of
twenty-four sheets, the twentieth part of a ream,
each having a single fold.

—

v.t. to fold in quires.

[O. Fr. quaier (Fr. cahier), prob. from Low L.

quatemum, a set of four sheets,—L. quatuor, four.]

Quire, kwlr, «. old form of choir.—n. Qol'rlster, a
chorister.

Quirlnus, kwi-rfnus, «. an Italic divinity identified
with the deified Romulus.—h. Qulrlna'lia, a festival

in ancient Rome in honour o( Quirinus, on Feb. 17.
Qolrites, kwi-rl'tez, n.fil. the citizens of ancient Rome

in their civil capacity.
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Quirk, kwerk, n. a quick turn : an artful evasion : a
quibble : a taunt or retort : a slight conceit : inclina-

tion, turn : fantastic phrase : (archit.) an acute angle
or recess.

—

v.i. to turn sharply.

—

v.t. to twist or turn :

to furnish with a quirk or channel.

—

adjs. Qulrk'lsta,

consisting of quirks ; Quirk'y, abounding in quirks.

[Skeat explains as prob. for obs. Eng. quirt, to turn ;

from W. chwired, a piece of craft, from chwiori, to

turn briskly; cf. Gael, cuireid, a turn.]

Quirt, kwert, «. a riding-whip much used in the western
states of North America.

—

v.t. to flog with a quirt.
[Perh. Sp. cuerda, a rope.]

Quiscalus, kwis'kalus, «. a genus of birds, the
American grackles or crow-blackbirds.

Quit, kwit, v.t. to pay, requite : to release from obli-
gation, accusation, &c. : to acquit : to depart from

:

to give up : to clear by full performance ; (Spens.)
to remove by force : (coll) to give over, cease :

—

/r./. quit'ting; /a.<. and pa./, quh'ted.—adj. (B.)
set free : acquitted : released from obligation.

—

n.

Qult'-Clalm, a deed of release.—t'./. to relinquish
claim or title to.

—

n. Quit'-rent, a rent by which the
tenants are discharged from all other services—in

old records called 7vhite rent, as being paid in silver

money.

—

adj. Quit'table, capable of being quitted.—ns. Qult'tal (.S"Art.4.), requital, repayment; Quit'-
tance, a quitting or discharge from a debt or obli-

gation : acquittance; recompense.— 7i.t. (obs.) to

repay.—Quit cost, to pay expenses ; Quit one's
self {B.), to behave; Quit SCOres, to balance
accounts.—Be quits, to be even with one ; Ory
quittance, to get even ; Double or quits, in

gambling, said when a stake due is either to be-

come double or be reduced to nothing, according to

the issue of a certain chance ; Notice to quit (law),

notice to a tenant of real property that he must
surrender possession. [O. Fr. quiter (Fr. quitter)

—Low L. quietdre, to pay—L. quietare, to make
quiet

—

qjiieitis, quiet.]

Qui tam, kwl tam, an action on a penal statute,

brought partly at the suit of the state and partly

at that of an informer—from the first words. [L.
qui, who, tam, as well.]

Qultcb, kwich, «. couch-grass.—Also Quitoh'-grass,
Qulck'ens. [Assibilated form of quick.]

Quitch, kwich, v.i. (Spelts.) to move. [A.S. cweccan
causative oi cwacian, to quake.]

Quite, kwIt (Spens.). Same as Quit.
Quite, kwit, adv. completely: wholly entirely.

—

Quite a little, a good few : considerable ; Quite SO,

a phrase denoting assent in conversation. [Merely
an adv. use of the adj. quit.]

Quitter, kwit'er, n. a fistulous sore on the quarters

or the heel of the coronet of a horse's hoof.

—

v. i. to

suppurate.
Quiver, kwiv'er, adj. (Shak.) nimble, active.

Quiver, kwiv'er, «. a case for arrows.

—

adj. Quivered,
furnished with a quiver : sheathed, as in a quiver.

[O. Fr. cuivre ; from Old High Ger. kohhar (Ger.

kdcher); cog. with A.S. cocer.]

Quiver, kwiv'er, v.i. to shake with slight and tremulous
motion; to tremble: toshiver.—«j. QuiVer, QuiV'er-

ing, a tremulous motion, shiver.

—

adv. Qulv'eringly,
with quivering.

—

adj. QuiVerlsll, tremulous. [.V.S.

cwifer, seen in adv. cwi/erlice, eagerly. Cf. Quick
ana Quaver.]

Qui Vive, kg vev, Who goes there ?—the challenge of

French sentries to those who approach their posts.

—

Be on the qui Vlve, to be on the alert. [Fr.,—^««,
who, vive, 3d pers. sing. pres. subj. of vivre, to live

—L. vivere.]

Quixotic, kwiks-ot'ik, adj. like Don Quixote, the

knight-errant in the great romance of Cervantes

(1547-1616), extravagantly romantic, aiming at an
impossible xAeaX.—adv. Quixot'ically.—«J. QuiX'O-
tism, QulX'otry, absurdly romantic, impracticable,

and magnanimous notions, schemes, or actions like

those of Don Quixote.



Quiz mOte ; mute ; miSOn ; ihen. Rabbit

Quiz, kwiz, «. a riddle or enigma : one who quizzes

another : an odd fellow : a monocular eye-glass,

often with a handle : {coll.) an oral examination of

a pupil or class by a teacher. — 7^.^. to puzzle: to

banter or make sport of: to examine narrowly and
with an air of mockery.— i/./. to practise derisive

joking:

—

pr.p. quiz'zing : pa.t. and fia.p. quizzed.

—ns. Qulz'zer ; Qulz'zery.— «rfy. Quizzical.— «f.

Qulzzicarity ; Quizzifica'tion.— z'./. Quiz'zi^, to

turn into a quiz.

—

ns. QuiZ'zineSB, oddness ; Quiz'-

zing, raillery ; Quiz'zing-glass, a single eye-glass.

(Origin obscure ; doubtless framed from question, or

direct from L. quaso, I ask.]

Quoad, kwO'iid,/>rc;>. as far as, to this extent.—Quoad
hoc, as far as this ; Quoad omnia, in respect of

all things ; Quoad sacra, as far as coticerns sacred
matters, as a parish disjoined for ecclesiastical

purposes only. [L.)

Quod, kwod, «. (i/rt«^) prison.

Quodlibet, kwod'li-bet, «. a scholastic argument upon
a subject chosen at will, almost invariably theological

:

a humorous fanciful combination of two or moie
familiar melodies.—«. Quodlibeta'rian, one given
to quodlibets.—rt^(;>. Quodlibet'iC, -al. [L., 'what
you please'

—

guoil, what, libel, it pleases.]

QuodUn, kwod'lin, 71. {Bacon). Same as Codlin.
Quoif, koif, «. a cap or hood.

—

v. I. to cover or dress

with a coif.

Quoin, koin, «. {archil.) a wedge used to support and
steady a stone : an external angle, esp. of a building :

{gjtn.)3. wedge of wood or iron put under the breech
of heavy guns or the muzzle of siege-mortars to raise

them to the proper level : {print.) a wedge used to

fasten the types in the forms.

—

v.t. to wedge or steady
with quoins. \_Coin.\

Quoit, koit, «. a heavy flat ring of iron for throwing
as near as possible to one hob or pin from the other
—18 to 21 yards apart—the pomts in the game
counted as in bowls or curling : {pi.) the game
played with such rings.

—

v.t. to throw qtioits : to

throw as with a quoit. (Perh. from O. Fr. colter,

to drive, which may be from L. coactdre—cogere,

to force.]

Quondam, kwon'dam, adj. that was formerly : former.

[L , formerly.]

Quoniam, kwO'ni-am, «. the part of the ' Gloria in

Excelsis' beginning ' For Thou only art holy :' the

musical setting thereof: {obs.) a kmd of drmking-
cup. [L., 'since now.']

Quook, )s.^oo\i{Spens.), pa.t. oi qmike.

Quop, kwop, v.i. to move : to throb, as the heart.

—

Also Quab, Quap.
Quorum, kwO'rum, «. a number of the members of any
body sufficient to transact business. [The first word
of a commission formerly issued to certain justices,
o/wlwni (L. quorum) a certain number had always
to be present when the commission met.]

Quota, kwo'ta, «. the part or share assigned to each.—«. Quot'ity (Crtr/j///r), the number of individuals
in a collection. [It.,—L. quotus, of what number?— quot, how many?]

Quote, kwOt, v.t. to repeat the words of any one : to
adduce for authority or illustration : to give the
current price of: to enclose within quotation marks :

{Shak.) to set down in writing.—7'./. to make a
quotation.

—

atij. Quo'table, that may be quoted.

—

ns. Quo tableness, Quotabil'ity.—a^'p. Quo tably.—ns. Quotation, act of quoting: that which is

quoted : the current price of anything ; Quota'tion-
mark, one of the marks used to note the beginning
and the end of a quotation—generally cnnsisting of
two inverted commas at the beginning, and two
apostrophes at the end of a quotation ; but a single
comma and a single apostrophe are frequently used ;

Quo'ter. [O. t'r. guoter, to number — Low L.
quotare, to divide into chapters and verses— L.
quotus, of what number 1—guot, how many ?J

Quoth, kwOth, zf.t. say, says, or sairj—used only in the
ist and 3d persons present and past, and always
followed by us s\ih}ect.—interj. Quo'tha, forsooth,

indeed. [A.S. cwetlian, pa.t. cwceth, to say. For
quoth 'a, said he

—

'a being a corr. o( he.\

Quotidian, kwO-tid'i-an, culj. every day : occurring
daily.—«. anything returning daily: {med.) a kind
of ague that returns daily. [Fr.,—L. quotidianus—
quot, as many as, dies, a day.]

Quotient, kwO'shent, «. {math.) the number which
shows how often one number is contained in another.—«. Quoti'ety, the proportionate frequency of an
event. [Fr.,—L. quotiens, quoties, how often?

—

quot, how many?]
Quotum, kwS'tum, «. quota : share : part or projjor-

tion. [L., neut. oi quotus ; cf. Quota.\
Quo warranto, kw5 wo-ran'to, «. {laiu) the title of a

writ by which a person or corporate body is siun-

moned to show by what warrant a particular fran-

chise or office is claimed. [So called from these
words in the writ. L. quo, by what (abl. .sing. neut.

of quis, who, which, what), warranto, abl. of Low
L. warrantuni, warrant.]

the eighteenth letter in our alphabet, be-

longing to the class of liquids—the 'dog's

Idler' {llttera canina), from the trilling or

vibration of the tip of the tongue : as a

medieval numeral = 80 ; R = 80,000.—The
three R'S, a humorous term for reading,

writing, and arithmetic.

Ra, ra, «. the supreme sun-god of the Memphite
system of ancient Egyptian mythology.

Rabanna, ra-ban'a, n. matting made from the fibre of
the raffia, in Madagascar. [Malagasy.]

Rabat, ra-ba', «. a neck-band with flaps worn by
French ecclesiastics : a turned-down collar or rufT

—

(obs.) Rab'atine, Raba'to. [Fr.]

Rabate, ra-bat', v.t. to beat down.

—

n. abatement.
[Fr. rabattre, to beat down

—

re-, again, abattre—
L. ad, to, batuere, to beat.]

Rabbet, rab'et, n. a groove cut in the edge of a plank
so that another may fit into it.

—

v.t. to groove a
plank thus. — ns. Rabb'eting-machine', -plane,
-saw, for ploughing and cutting grooves ; Rabb'et-
jOint, a joint formed by fitting together timber
with rabbets. [O. Fr raboter, to plane

—

rabouter
- re-, again, aboter, aboiiter, to thrust against.]

Rabbi, rab'i, or rab'I, Rabbin, rab'io, n. Jewish title

25

of a doctor or expounder of the law :

—

pi. Rabbis
(rab'Iz), Rabb'ins.

—

ns. Rabb'an ('our master'), a
title of greater honour than rabbi ; Rabb'inate, the

dignity of a rabbi.

—

adjs. Rabbin'iC, -al, pertaining

to the rabbis or to their opinions, learning, and
language.— «. Rabbin'iC, t'ne later Hebrew.

—

adv.
Rabbin'ically.— «i-. Rabb'inism, the doctrine or

teaching of the rabbis : a rabbinical peculiarity of

expression : the late Jewish belief which esteemed
the oral law equally with the written law of God

;

Rabb'iniSt, Rabb'inite, one who adheres_ to the

Talmud and traditions of the rabbis ; Rabbo'ni, my
great master. [Gr.,— Heb. rabbi—rab, great, master
—rdbab, to be great. Cf. Ar. rabb, master, the

Lord.]

Rabbit, rab'it, «. a small rodent burrowing animal of

the hare family : a cony : any member of the hare
family.— z/. J. to hunt rabbits.

—

ns. Rabb'it-bnish, a
North American composite plant ; Rabb'lt-ear, a
long slender oyster : Rabb'lter, one who hunts
rabbits; Rabb'it-fish, the 'king of the herrings;'

Rabb'it-butch, a box for the rearing of rabbits

;

Rabb'lt-moth, a moth in United States of a furry

.ippearaiice ; Rabb'it-mouth, harelip ; Rabb'it-root,

the wild sarsaparilla ; Rabb'itry, a rabbit-warren

;
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Rabbit fite, far : vaS, hir ; mine

;

Back

Rabb'it-squlrr'el, a chincha, a South American
rodent ; Rabb'lt-SUck er (^V/<i/t.), a sucking rabbit;

Babb'it-warr'en, a place where rabbits are kept

and bred.—Snow-Sll06 rabbit, an American hare

found in the Rocl<y Mountains which turns white m
winter ; Welsh rabbit, melted cheese with a little

ale poured over a slice of hot toast—sometimes
written 'Welsh rarebit' by wiseacres. [M. E.
rahet, dim. of a form seen in Old Dnt. robbe.\

Rabbit, rab'it, v.t. an iiiterjectional expression, like

co'i/omui. [Perh. a corr. of rabatc.}

Rabble, rab'l, «. a disorderly, noisy crowd : a mob

:

the lowest class of people.

—

atij. disorderly.

—

v.i. to

utter nonsense.

—

v.t. (Scot.) lo mob.

—

ns. Rabb'le-

ment. a tumultuous crowd of low people ; Babb'-
ling (Scot.), the act of assaulting in a disorderly

manner, mobbing. (Allied to Old Dut. rabbtUn, to

gabiile, Prov. Ger. rabbeln.\

Rabble, rab'l, ». an iron bar used in puddling.

—

v.t.

to stir with a rabble.—«. Rabbler. [O. Fr. roabie
(Fr. rdbie)—\... rutabulum, a poker.)

Rabdomancy. Same as Rhabdomancy.
Rabelaisian, rab-e-la'zi-an, «. characteristic ol Rabe-

iais {1490-1553X broadly humorous, coarse.

Rabi. rab'i. «. the great grain crop of Hindustan.
Rabid, rab'id, (uij. furious : mad : affected with

rabies, as a dog: foolishly intense.

—

adj. Rab'iO,
pertaining to rabies.

—

adv. Rab'idly.

—

ns. Rab'id-
ness ; Rabies, the disease (esp. of dogs) from which
hydrophobia is commimicated : canine madness.

—

adjs. Rabiet'iC, resembling madness ; Rabif 'iC,

communicating hydrophobia ; Ra'biOUS, raging. [L.
rnbrtius—rabere, to rave.]

Rabot, rab'ot, «. a rubber used in polishing marble.
Raca, ra'ka, adj. worthless—a terra of contempt used

by the Jews of Christ's day ; cf. Matt. v. 22.

[Chaldee reka, worthless ; perh. conn, with raq, to
spit (.Ar. rig), or with riqd, empty.]

Raccahout, rak'a-hSDt, n. an Eastern dish made from
the edible acorns of the oak. [Fr.,—Ar. raguat,
rdq,iout, a nourishing starch.]

Raccoon, Racoon, ra-kOon', n. a genus of the bear
family of North America, valuable for its fur.

—

ns.

Raccoon' •berr'y, the May apple of the United
Stales ; Raccoon'-Oys'ter, an oyster growing on the
shores of the sea in United States. [Amer. Ind.]

Race, ras, n. the human family : the descendants of a
common ancestor : a breed or variety : a tribal or
national stock : a line of persons, as of statesmen,
or of anintals, as the feline race : a herd : peculiar
flavour, as of wine, by which its origin may be
recognised : (JShak.) intrinsic character, vigour.
[Fr.,—Old High Ger. reiza, a line.]

Race, ra^, «. rapid motion : trial of speed : progress

:

course ol action : a strong and rapid current : a
canal to a water-wheel : a competitive trial of speed
in nmning, walking, &c. : a horse-race, as the Ascot
races.— f./. to run swiftly: to contend in running.—v.t. to cause to race, as steamers, horses, &c.

—

ns. Race'-card, a card containing information about
races; Race'-course, -ground, -track, the course
over which races are run ; Race'-CUp, a piece of
plate forming a prize at a race : Race'horse, a horse
bred for racing; Race'- meeting, a meeting for
purposes of horse-racing ; Ra'cer, one who races

:

a racehorse ; Race'-Way, a mill-race ; Ra'Cing, the
running of races ; Ra'Oing-bit, a light jointed ring-
bit : Oonsola'tlon-race (see Consolation) ; Flat-
race, a horse-race over level or clear ground—opp.
to a Hurdle-race or Steeplechase, which are called
eenerally ObstacU-reues.—'Saa\Si% Calendar, a full

li-.t of races to be run. [A.S. ris, stream ; Ice. rds,
rapid course.)

Race, ras, H. (Skak.) a root.—«. Race'-gln'ger, un-
piilverised ginger. (O. Fr. rats— L. radix, a root.)

Race, rSs, v.t. (abs.) = Xaze.—adj. Raced.
Raceme, ra-sem', «. a cluster : a flower-cluster, as

in the currant.—<u^°<. Racemad', having racemes;

m

Racem'ic, pertaining to, or obtained from, grapes;
an acid obtained from a certain kind of grape

;

Racemif'erous, bearing racemes ; Rac'emose, Ratf-
emous, growing in. or resembling, a raceme.

—

n.
Rao'emiue, a small raceme.

—

adj. Racem'ulose,
bearing sm.xll racemes. [Fr.,—L. raceiitus.]

Rach, Ratcb, rach, «. a dog that hunts by scent.
[.\.S. necc, a dog ; Ice. raiii.]

Rachianectes, ra-ki-an-ek'iez, «. the gray whale of
the North Pacific. [Gr. rhachia, a rocky shore,
tiekies, a swimmer.)

RachiB, ra'kis, n. the spine : (bot.) a branch or axis of
inflorescence which proceeds in nearly a straight line

from the base to the apex :—//. Ra Chides.

—

n.
Rachiargia, gain in the spine.

—

adjs. Rachial'glc
;

Rachld'ial, Rachid'ian.—«. Rachil la, a secondary
rachis in a compound inflorescence.

—

atij. Rachitic,
rickety. — us. Rachitis, rickets in children (see
Rickets) : {bot.) a disease which produces abortion
in the fruit ; Rach'itome, an anatomical instrument
for opening the spinal canal. [Gr. rachts, the spine.]

Racial, ra'si-al, aitj. relating to lineage, peculiar to a
race.—o^j'. Ra'Cially.

Rack, rak, «. an instrument for racking or extending :

an engine for stretching the body in order to extort
a confession, hence (jig.) extreme pain, anxiety, or
doubt: a framework on which articles are arranged,
as hat-rack, plate-rack, letter-rack, &c. : the grating
above a manger for hay : (ineck.) a straight bar with
teeth to work into those of a wheel, pinion, or end-
less screw, for converting a circular into a rectilinear

motion, or vice versA: {Scot.) the course in curling.—v.t. to stretch forcibly: to strain: to stretch on
the rack or wheel : to torture : to exhaust : to

worry, agitate : to wrest, overstrain : to practise
rapacity : to extort : to place in a rack or frame

;

(naut.) to seize together with cross-turns, as two
ropes.—«. Rack'er, one who tortures.

—

adj. Rack*-
ing, tormenting.

—

ns. Rack-rail, a railway having
cogs which work into sitniLir cogs on a locomotive ;

Rack'-rent, an annual rent stretched to the utmost
value of the thing rented, exorbitant rent.

—

v.t. to

subject to such rents.

—

ns. Rack-rent'er, one who
exacts or pays rack-rent ; Rack' -stick, a stick for

stretching a rope ; Rack'-tail, a bent arm in a
repeating clock connected with the striking mecha-
nism ; Rack'work, a strong bar with cogs to corre-

spond with similar cogs on a wheel, which either
moves or is moved by the bar.—Live at rack
and manger, to live sumptuously and wastefully

;

On the rack, stretched upon it : tortured by
anxiety ; Put to the rack, to put to the torture of
the rack : to subject to keen suffering. [The radical

sense is to stretch, closely allied to reach (q.v.); cf.

Ice. rakkr, straight, Ger. rack, a rail, recken, to

stretch.)

Rack, rak, «. same as Wrack = IVreck—now used
only in the phrases Qo to rack, Oo to rack and
ruin. [Cf. the next word.)

Rack, rak, n. thin or broken clouds drifting across
the sky.

—

v.i. to drift, to drive. [IVrack ; cf. Ice.

rek.]

Rack, rak, v.t. to strain or draw off from the lees, as
wine.

—

ns. Rack'ing-Can, a vessel from which wine
can be drawn without disturbing the lees : Raok'ing-
cock, -fau'cet, a cock used in drawing olf liquour
from a cask ; Rack'ing-pump, a pump for the trans-

fer of liquor to casks. [O. Fr. raquer, vin raqui

;

prob. cog. with Sp. rascar, to scrape.)

Rack, rak, n. (Jirov.) the neck and spine of a fore-

quarter of veal or mutton: the neck of mutton or
pork.

Rack, rak, H. the gait of a horse between a trot and a
gallop.—». Rack'er, a horse that moves in this gait.

[I'erh. rack, to drift, or rock.\

Rack, rak. «. same as Arrack.—Rack punch, a punch
made with arrack.

Rack, rak, «. a young rabbit. [Orig. unknown.]



Rackabones mOfe : mute ; mi5Cn ; Men. Radius

Rackabones, rak'a-bOnz, n. (Amer.) a. very lean
person or animal.

Rackarock, rak'a-rok, n. an explosive of potassium
clilorate and nitro-benzol.—Also Rend'rock.

Racket, Racquet, rak'et, n. a bat for playing tennis :

a snow-shoe: an organ-stop: a i7th-cent. musical
instrument : (//.) a modern variety of the old game
of tennis.

—

v.t. to strike, as with a racket.

—

»s.
Back'et-, Racquet-court, -ground, a court for

playing rackets : a tennis-court : Rack'et-tail, a
humming-bird with two feathers like rackets.

—

aiij.

Racket-tailed. [O. Fr. roclute (Fr. ragnetU)—
Sp. raqueta—Ar. rdhat, the palm of the hand.]

Racket, rak'et, «. a clattering noise : hurly-burly.

—

v.i. to make a clattering noise : to engage in racket
of any kind : to be dissipated.—«. Rack'eter.

—

adj.
Rack'ety.—z/./. and -.i. Rack'le (^pxrv.), to rattle.

—«. noisy talk. [Gael, racaui—rac, to cackle.]

Raconteur, ra-kong-ter', «. a story-teller. [Fr.]

Racoon. See Raccoon.
Racovian, ra-kc'vi-an, «. a i7th-cent. Polish Socinian
—their seminary being at Rakow.

Racy, ra'si, adj. having a strong flavour imparted by
the soil, as wine : exciting to the mind by strongly
characteristic thought or language : spirited : pun-
gent, as a racy story : peculiar to the race.

—

adv.
Racily.—«. Ra'ciness. {Race, a family.]

Rad, rad (Sj>ens.),pa.t. of read and ride.

Rad, rad, adj. {Scot.) afraid.

Rad, rad, «. short for radical.
Raddle, rad'l, v.t. to interweave : to beat.

—

n. a hedge
formed by interweaving the branches of trees : a
hurdle : split wood like laths : a wooden bar used
in domestic weaving. [Perh. a transposed form of
hurdle ; or perh. formed from tureatlie, or ivrithe,

and confused with hurdle.^
Raddle, rad'l, n. a layer of red pigment—also Redd'le.
— v.t. to colour coarsely, as with raddle: to do work
in a slovenly way. [Rttddle.]

Rade, rad, old form of rode.

Radial, ra'di-al, adj. shooting out like a ray or radius :

pertaining to the radius of the forearm : {bot.) de-
veloping uniformly on all sides.— ns. Radia'le,
the radiocarpal bone:—/>/. Radia'lia; Radia'liS. a
radial muscle, artery, or nerve :—/>/. Radia'les ; Ra-
dialisa'tion, in radiating forms.

—

v.t. Ra'dlalise, to

maixe ray-like : to cause to radiate.—«. Radial'ity,
radial symmetry.

—

oiiv. Ra'dially, in the manner of
a radius or of rays.

—

adjs. Ra'dio-car'pal, pertaining
to the wrist or carpus : Ra'dlO-lUUS CUlar, pertaining
to the radius and to mu>cles : Ra'dio-Ul'nar, pertain-

ing to the radius and the ulna.^Radial artery, the
smaller of the branches of the branchial artery at

the elbow.
Radian, ra'di-an, n. the angle subtended at the centre

of a circle by an arc equal to the radius.

Radiant, ra'di-ant, adj. emitting rays of light or heat

:

issuing in rays : beaming with light : shining : (lier.)

ed^ed with rays.—«. (opt.) the luminous point from
which light emanates : {astron.) the centre point
from which meteoric showers proceed : {geo»t.) a
straight line from a point about which it is conceived
to revolve.—«i. Radiance, Radiancy, quality of
being radiant : brilliancy : splendour.

—

adv. Ra'di-
antly.— rti/y. Ra'dious (pbs.), radiant.— Radiant
energy, energy in the form of light or radiant heat

;

Radiant heat, heat proceeding in rays or direct

lines from a centre. [L. radiatis, -antis, pr.p. of
radidre, -dtutn, to radiate

—

radius.]
Radiata, ra-di-a'ta, n.pl. the lowest of Cuvier's four

great divisions of the animal kingdom—the organs of
sense and motion disposed as rays round a centre.

Radiate, ra'di-at. v.i. to emit rays of li^ht : to shine :

to proceed in direct lines from any point or surface.—v.t. to send out in rays : to furnish with rays.

—

adjs. Ra'diate, -d, formed of rays diverging from a

centre : (iai. ) consisting of a disc in which the florets

axe tubular : (min.) having crystals diverging from

a centre : belonging to the Radiata : in coins, repre-
sented with rays proceeding from a centre, as a head
or bust.

—

adv. Ra'diately, in a radiate manner : wiih
radiation from a centre.

—

adj. Radia'tifonn, having
the appearance of being radiate.

—

adv. Ra'uiatingly.
—«. Radiation, act of radiating : the emission and
diffusion of rays of light or heat.

—

adj. Ra'dlative.

—

«. Ra'diator, a body which radiates or emits rays
of light or heat : a part of a heating apparatus for

a room.—adj. Ra'diatory.— ?«. Radioflagell'ata,
marine animalcules ; Ra diograph, an instrument
by which solar radiation is measured.

—

adj. Radlola'-
rlan, pertaining to the ooze at the bottom of the sea,
composed of the shells of Radiola'rians, a class of
marine rh'vzopod Protozoa, so called from their having
thread-like processes of living matter radiating out-
wards on all sides.— «j. Radl'olUS, oneof thebarbules
of the main shaft of a feather ; Radiom'eter, an
instrument consisting of four horizontal arms of very
fine glass, carefully poised so as to revolve easily on
a point, the whole contained in a glass vessel almost
exhausted of air—the arms move romid nnder light
or heat, more or less svviftly accoiding to the strength
of the rays. — ,idj. Radiomet'ric. — us. Radiomi-
Orom'eter, an instrument for measuring very small
amounts of heat ; Ra'dlophone, an instrument, essen-
tially similar in principle to the photophone, for
producing sound by means of heat-rays.

—

adj. Ra-
diophon'ic—7«. Radiophon'ics, Radiophony, the
production of sound by means of radiant heat.

Radical, rad'i-kal, adj. pertaining to the root or
origin : original : fundamental : intrinsic : primitive:
implanted by nature : not derived : serving to origi-

nate : (bot.) proceeding immediately from the root

:

(/olitii.s) ultra-liberal, democratic. — «. a root: a
primitive word or letter : one who advocates radical
reform and the abolition of exclusive privileges, an
uncompromising democratic politician : (cltem.) the
base of a compound. — v. t. Rad'icalise, to make
radical.

—

v.i. to become radical, adopt radical politi-

cal principles. — «. Rad'icalism, the principles or
spirit of a radical or democrat.—(j</f. Rad'ically.

—

n. Rad'icalness. [Ra<iia:.\

Radicate, rad'i-kat, adj. deeply rooted : firmly estab-
lislied : (zool.) fixed at the bottom as if rooted

:

(conch.) adhering like a limpet.

—

v.t. to root : to

plant or fix deeply and firmly :

—

pr.p. rad'icating

;

pa.p. rad'iclted.

—

adjs. Rad'icant {J>ot.), sending
out roots from the stem abo e the ground; Radl-
ca'rian, relating to roots ; Rad'icated, rooted.

—

ns.

Radica tion, the act or process of radicating or

taking root deeply : (bot.) ttie disposition of the root
with respect to the ascending or descending stem

;

Rad'icel, a rootlet.—o^^V. Radicic'olous, Radic'ol-
OUS, living on roots, pertaining to the root-form of the
phylloxera ; Radicino rous, flowering from the root

;

Radic'iform, like a root.—«. Radicle, a little root:
the part of a seed which in growing becomes the root.—adjs. Rad'iCOSe, having a large root ; Radic'Ular,
pertaining to a radicle.— «. Rati iciile(^«?/.), that end
of the embryo which is opposite to the cotyledons.

—

adj. Radic'tildse (bot.\ covered with rootlets : radi-

cose, having a large root. [L. radicdri, -dtus, to

take root

—

radix, a root.]

Radish, rad'ish, «. an annual whose succulent pungent
root is eaten raw as a salad. — ns. Rad'ish-fly, an
American insect ; Sea'side-rad'ish, the wild radish.

[Fr. radis—Prov. raiiitz—L. radix, radicis, a rO"t.]

Radius, ra'di-us, «. (geotn.) a straight line from the

centre to the circumference of a circle : anything like

a radius, as the spoke of a wheel : a ray : (anat.)

the exterior bone of the arm : (bot.) the ray of a
flower : the movable arm of a sextant : one of the

radiating lines of a geometrical spider's web :—•//.

Ra'dii (I).

—

ns. Ra'diUS-bar, -rod, in a steam-engine,
a rod pivoted at one end and connected at the other
with a concentrically moving part at a fixed distance.

—Radius vector (//. Radit vectores), the distance
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Radix fate, far ; mS. hir ; mine ; Rail

from a fixed origin to any point of a curve. [L., a I

rod.]

Radix, ra'diks, «. a root : primitive source : a primitive

Word from which other words are formed : the base

of a system of logarithms :—//. Radices (ra-drsez).

[L. radix, radic-ts.\

RadOUb, ra-drob', «. the refitting of a ship. [Fr.,

r.idoiiher, to mend. Cf. Redub.\
Radula, rad'u-Ia, «. the tongue or lingual ribbon

of a mollusc—/»<//>. Rad'ular; Radulate; Radu-
lif'erous, bearing a radula ; Rad'Ulifonn, rasp-

like : like a file. [ L. ,—»vi<//r^, to scrape.

]

Raff, raf, «. the sweepings of society, the rabble : the

riff-raff: rubbish: a low worthless fellow, a rowdy.
—v.t. {pbs.) to snatch, to sweep off.—adj. Raff'ish,

worthless. [O. Fr. raffer, to catch ; cog. with Ger.

raffen, to snatch ; cf. Riff-raff.\
Ra^Raffe, raf, «. {/taut.) a three-cornered sail set on
a schooner when before the wind.—Also Raffle.

Raffia. Same as Rapbia.
Raffle, raf'l, n. a kind of sale by chance or lottery in

which the price is subscribed equally by all who
hope to win.

—

v.i. to try a raffle.—«. Raff'ler. (Fr.

rajle, a certain game of dice

—

rafter, to sweep away
—Ger. raffeln,fx^<\. of ra^e>i (A.S. reafian), to seize.]

Raffle, raf'l, «. lumber, rubbish. [Cf Raft^(i).]

Raffled, raf'ld, adj. having the edge finely notched.

Rafflesla, raf-le'zi-a, «. a remarkable genus of apetalous
parasitic plants, nameii after Sir T. Stamford Raffles
(1781-1826), British governor in Sumatra (1818).

Raft, raft, H. {U.S.) a miscellaneous or promiscuous
lot. [A variant of Ra/^(i).]

Raft, raft, «. a collection of pieces of timber fastened
together for a support on the water ; planks conveyed
by w.iter.

—

v.t. to transport on a raft : to form into

a raft.

—

v.i. to manage a raft, travel by raft.

—

ns.

Raft'-bridge, a bridge supported on rafts ; Raft'-
dog, an iron bar fitted for securing logs in a raft

;

Raft-duck, the black-head duck of the United
States : Raft'-port, a square hole in some ships for

convenience in loading and unloading timber ; Raft'-
rope, a rope used in whaling-vessels for stringing

bluliber ; Rafts'man, one who guides a raft. ( Ice.

raptr (pron. ra/tr), a rafter

—

r&f, rafr, a roof; cf.

Old High Ger. rdfo, a spar.]

Rafter, raft'er, «. an inclined beam supporting the
rooi' of a house.

—

v.t. to furnish with rafters.

—

n.

Rafter-bird, the spotted fly-catcher.— Principal
rafter, a main timber in supporting the weight of a
roof. [.V.S. rafter, a beam; Ice. raptr (ra/tr\ a
beam ; Dan. raft, a pole.]

Rag. rag, «. a fragment of cloth : a rock having a
rough irregular surface : a remnant, scrap: a beggarly
person: anything rent or worn out.

—

adj. made of
rags.—I/./, to make ragged.

—

v.i. to become ragr;ed,
to fray : ( 6^^ 5". .r^n^) to dress (<>«/).

—

ns. Rag'abash,
a low fellow ; Ra^amuffln, a low, disreputable
person.

—

adj. Rag'amuffinly.

—

ns. Ragp-bosh, in

some heathen countries, a bush dedicated to some
deity and decorated with rags torn from the clothes
of pilgrims ; Rag'-dust, the refuse of rags used by
dyers; Rag'-fair, a fair or market for rags, old
clothes, &c. : Rag'gery, rags collectively ; Rag'ging,
the first rough separation of the ore from dross ; Rag'-
man, a man who collects or deals in rags ; Rag'-
mon'ey (slang), paper money; Rag'plck'er, one
who collects rags, &c., from ash-heaps, dung-hills,
&c. : a machine for tearing old rags, &c., to pieces ;

Rag'-Sbop, a shop where rag-pickers dispose of their
finiis ; Rag'-SOt^'er, one who .sorts out rags for paper-
making : Rag-stone, Ragg, an impure limestone,
consisting chiefly of lime and silica ; Rag'-tag, the
rabble ; Rag'weed, any plant of the composite genus
Ambrosia; Rag'Wbeel, a wheel with teeth or cogs
on the rim, which fit into the links of a chain or into

rackwork : a cutlass polishing-wheel ; Rag'-WOOl,
shoddy: Rag'WOrk, mason -work built of small
•tones about the size of bricks : a manufacture from

strips of rag.—Rag-tag and bobtail, a rabble.

[Ice. rdgg, shagginess.]
Rag, rag, Ti.t. to banter, torment.—AIso«. [Perh. from

the previous word ; others refer to Ice. ragja, to

calumniate; cog. with A. S. ivregan, to accuse.]
Ragbolt, rag'bOlt, n. an iron pin with barbed shank.
Rage, raj, «. violent excitement : enthusiasm : rapture:

furious anger: intensity: any object much sought
after, the fashion.

—

v.i. to be furious with anger : to

exercise fury : to prevail fatally, as a disease : to be
violently agitated, as the waves.

—

v.t. to enrage.

—

adjs. Rage'ful, full of rage, furious ; Ra'ging, act-

ing with rage, violence, or fury.

—

adv. Ra'glngly.

—

Afl the rage {coll.), quite the fashion. [Fr.,—L.
rabies—rabire, to rave.)

Ragg, rag, «. {geol.) — Ragstotu. See under Rag (i).

Ragged, rag'ed, adj. torn or worn into rags : having
a rough edge : ruggedly uneven, jagged : wearing
ragged clothes: shabljy.

—

adv. Bagg^edly.

—

tis.

Ragg'edness ; Ragg'ed-rob'ln, the cuckoo flower

;

Ragged-sailor, the prince's feather-plant : Ragg'ed-
SCbOOl, a school for the destitute ; Ragg'ed-Staff
{her.), a knotted stick with short stumps of branches
on each side. [Cf. Rag.]

Raggee, rag'e, «. a species of millet, grown in Southern
India. [Hind.]

Raggle, rag'l, v.t. to notch irregularly.—«. a ragged
piece. [FTeq. of rag.]

Raglan, rag'lan, tt. a loose, wide -sleeved overcoat.
[From Lord Raglan (1788-1855), commander of the
English forces in the Crimea.]

Ragman-roIl, rag'man-rOl. «. a parchment roll with
pendent seals, any important document, esp. the
collection of instruments by which the Scotch nobles
subscribed allegiance to Edward I. of England,
1291-2-6, and at the parliament of Berwick : a vague
story (cf. Rigmarole). [Prob. Ice. ragmenni, a
craven—r<ijfr, cowardly (A. S. earg), madlir, man.]

Ragnarbk, rag'na-roCk', n. the end of the world when
the gods (Udin, Thor, &c.) shall be overcome by
their enemies and the world burnt up. [Ice. ragna
rSkr, twilight of the gods

—

rSgn, regin, the gods,
rokr, darkness ; but orig. ragna rok, the history of
the gods

—

rok, reason, judgment.]
Ragout, ra-goo', «. a stew of meat with kitchen herbs,

the French equivalent of Irish stew : any spicy
mixture or combination, even of persons. [Fr. ,

—

ragoiiter, to restore the appetite—L. re, again, Fr.

<i { = ad), to, goUt—L. giistus, taste.]

Raguly, rag'u-li, a^lj. {her.) ragged or notched at the
edges.—Also Rag'uled.

Ragwort, rag'wurt, «. any one of several herbs of
genus Seuecio : a large coarse weed with a yellow
flower.—Golden ragwort, a North American plant

;

Woolly ragwort, a plant from one to three feet

high, found in the United States, and covered with
hoary wool. [Rag, and A.S. tvyrt, a plant.]

RahU, ra'hoO, n. in Hindu mythology, the demon who
causes eclipses of sun and moon.

Raible, ra'bl, v t. and v.i. a Scotch form of rabble.

Raid, rad, «. a hostile or predatory invasion : a sudden
onset : an irruption, as if for assault or seizure.

—

v.t.

to make a sudden attack. — h. Raid'er, one who
makes a raid.—Raid the market, to derange prices
by a panic. [A.S. rdd, a riding ; Ice. reidh.]

Rail, ral, «. a bar of timber or metal extending from
one support to another, as in fences, staircases, &c. :

one of those steel bars used on the permanent way
of a railway, generally of that form known as the
T-rail : a barrier : the railway as a means of travel

or transport : {archit.) the horizontal part of a fr.ime

and panel : (naut.) the forecastle-rail, poop-rail, and
top-rail are bars across the forecastle, &c.

—

!:t. to

enclose with rails : to furnish with rails. — «f. RalF-
bend'er, a screw-press for straightening rails : Rail'-

bor'er, a hand-drill for rails : Rall'-chalr, an iron

block by which the rails are secured to the sleepers

;

Ball'-olamp, a wedge for clamping a rail firmly

;
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Kail'-COUp'ling, a bar by which the opposite rails of
a railway are connected at curves, switches, &c. ;

Bail'-gliard, a guard-rail before a front wheel

;

Rail'ing, a fence of posts and rails: material for

rails ; Bail'-punch, a machine for punching holes in

the webs of rails ; EailToad, Rail'way, a road or
way laid with iron rails on which carriages run.

—

T.f. Railroad (l/.S.), to push forward fast. — «j.

Railroader, one employed about a railway ; Rail'-

road-wonn, the apple maggot ; Rail'-saw, a portable
machine for sawing off metal rails ; Rail'-spllt'ter

{U.S.), one who splits logs into rails for a fence;
Rail"way-car, a vehicle for the transportation of
passengers and goods; Rail'way -carr'iage, a
carriage for the conveyance of passengers ; Rail'-

Way-cross'ing, an intersection of railway-lines : an
intersection of an ordinary road with a railroad ;

Rail'way-sllde, a turn-table ; Rairway-stltch, a
loose and rapid stitch in knitting or crochet-work

;

Rail'way-train (see Train).—Railway company,
a stock company formed for the construction and
working of a railway, usually organised by a legisla-

tive enactment.—Elevated railway, an elevated
bridge-like structure used for railway purposes, to

avoid obstruction of surface roadways ; Military
railway, a railway equipped for militarj* service,

the locomotives being armoured, and the carriages
armour-plated and provided with portholes for

rifles ; Portable railway, a light railway made in

detachable sections, and so suited for carrying easily
from place to place. [Low Ger. regel, prob. through
O. Fr. reille ; cf. Ger. riegel, a bar. Some refer to
L. regula through O. Fr. reille.}

Rail, ral, vi. to brawl : to use insolent language.

—

v.t.

to scoff at, affect by railing.—«. Rail'er, one who
rails : one who insults or defames by opprobrious
langu.ige.

—

adj. Rail'ing, reproachful, insulting.

—

«. reproachful and insulting language.

—

adv. Rail'-
Ingly, in a railing manner : scoffingly : insultingly.—«. Raillery (ral'er-i, or ral'-), railing or mockery :

banter: good-humoured irony. [Fr. raille>— L.
railum, a hoe

—

raaere, to scrape.]
Rail, ral, n. a genus of wading-birds with a harsh cry.—«. Rail'-bird, the Carolina rail.—Golden rail, a

rail snipe. [O. Fr. rasle (Fr. r&le)— Old Dut.
ratelen, to rattle.]

Rail, ral, v.i. (Spens.") to flow or pour down.
Rail, ral, «. a robe—now only in Night-rail.
Raiment, ra'ment, «. that in which one is dressed :

clothing in general. \_Yox ai^aiment. OS. Array.
'I

Rain, ran, «. water from the clouds in drops : a
shower : a fall of any substance through the atmo-
sphere in the manner of rain.

—

v.i. to fall from the
clouds: to drop like rain.— T.t. to pour like rain.—ns. Rain'band, a dark band in the solar spectrum ;

Rain'-bird, a bird, like the Rain'-crow. supposed
to foretell rain by its cries and actions ; Rain'bow,
the brilliant-coloured bow or arch seen when rain is

falling opposite the sun, called lunar rainbmv when
formed by the moon ; Raln'bow-dart'er, the soldier-

fish.—<J(^>. Rain'bowed, formed « ith, or like, a rain-

bow ; Rain'bow-tint'ed, having tints like those of a
rainbow : iridescent.

—

>is. Rain'bow-trout, a variety
of the Califomian salmon ; Rain'-ChamOser, an at-
tachment to a furnace in which the fumes of any
metal are condensed ; Rain'-chart, -map, a chart
giving information as to the distribution of rain in any
part of the world ; Rain'-cloud, a cloud in meteor-
ology called nimbus ; Rain'drop, a drop of rain ;

Rain'fall, a fall of rain : the amount of water that
falls in a given time in the form of rain ; Rain'-
gauge, an instrument for measuring the quantity of
rain that falls : Raln'inesS, the state of being rainy.
—adj. Rainless, without rain. — «i. Rain'-mak'er,
-doctor, a sorcerer, as those of Africa, professing
to bring rain ; Rain'-pour, a heavy rainfall ; Rain-
print, one of the small pits seen on the surfaces of
some argillaceous rocks, and believed to be the im-

pressions of raindrops.—<!</;>. Rain'-proof, -tight,
impervious to rain.

—

tis. Rain'storm ; Rain'-tree,
the genisaro of South America ; Rain'-wa'ter,
water which falls in rain from the clouds.

—

adj.
Rain'y, abounding with rain: showery. — Rain
cats and dogs (see Cat).—A rainy day (Jig.\ a
time of need or hardship : future want or need ;

The former and the latter rain, Palestine, the
rain in spring apd in autumn : rain in its season.
[.A.S. regn, reu, rain ; Dut. and Ger. regen. Ice. regn.]

Raindeer. Same as Reindeer.
Raise, raz, v.t. to cause to rise : to lift up : to hoist

:

to set upright : to originate or produce : to brmg
together : to cause to grow or breed : to produce :

to give rise to : to exalt : to increase the strength
of: to excite: to collect: muster: (Scot.) to roxx'X,

inflame : to recall from death : to cause to .swell, as
dough : to extol : to bring up : to remove, take oflT,

as a blockade : to collect, as to raise a company : to
give rise to, as to raise a laugh.—«. an ascent, a
cairn : {coll.) an enlargement, increase.

—

adj. Rais'-
able, capable of being raised.

—

>is. RaiS'er, one who,
or that which, raises a building, &c. : (archit.) the
upright board on the front of a step in a flight of
steps; Rais'ing, the act of lifting : the embossing of
sheet-metal by hammering or stamping : the process
of deepening colours in dyeing : that with which
bread is raised ; Rais'ing-bee, a gathering of neigh-
bours to help in raising the frame of a house, &c.

;

RaiS'ing-board, a ribbed board by which to raise
the grain of leather ; RaiS'ing-gig, a machine for

raising a nap on cloth ; Rai8'ing-piec8, a piece of
timber laid on a brick wall, or on a frame, to carry
a beam or beams : RaiS'ing-plate, a horizontal
timber supporting the heels. of rafters.—Raise a
Siege, to relinquish a siege, or cause this to be done ;

Raise bread, to make it light, as by yeast or leaven ;

Raise Cain, the devil, hell, the mischief, &c, to
create confusion or riot ; Raised beach (geol.), a
terrace of gravel, &c., marking the margin of an
ancient sea ; Raised embroidery, that in which the
pattern is raised in relief from the ground ; Raised
work, in lace-making, work having the edge or
some other part of the pattern raised in relief;

Raise money on, to get money by pawning some-
thing ; Raise one's dander (see Dander) ; Raise
the market upon {coll.), to charge more than the
regular price ; Raise the wind, to obtain money by
any shift. [M. E. reisen—Ice. reisa, causal a{ rCsa,

to rise. Cf Rise.]

Raisin, ra'zn, «. a dried ripe grape.—Raisin Wine,
wine made from dried grapes. [Fr.,— L. raceniut,
a bunch of grapes.]

Raison d'dtre, ra-zong' da'tr, «. reason or excuse for

being : rational ground for existence.

—

adj. RaiS0nn(5
(ra-zo-na'), reasoned out, systematic, as in 'catalogue
raisonn6.' [Fr. raison, reason, de, of, ttre, to be.]

Rajah, Raja, ra'ja, ». a native prince or king in

Hindustan.—«j. Raj (raj), rule; Rajahship, the

dignity or principality of a rajah ; Rajpoot, Rajput
(raj-poot'), a member of various tribes in India,

descended either from the old royal races of the
Hindus or from the warrior caste. [Sans, rdjan, a
king, cog. with L. rex ; Sans, futra, a son.]

Rake, rak, n. an instrument with teeth or pins for

smoothing earth, &c. : any tool consisting of a flat

blade at right angles to a long handle.

—

v.t. to

scrape with something toothed : to draw together: to

gather with difficulty : to level with a rake : to search
diligently: to pass over violently and swiftly : {naut.)

to fire into, as a ship, lengthwise : to inter or hide,

as by raking earth over a body.

—

v.i. to work with
a rake : to search minutely.

—

ns. Ra'ker ; Ra'klng,
the act or operation of using a rake : the space raked
at once : the quantity collected at once with a rake :

sharp criticism.

—

adj. such as to rake, as a raking
fire.—Rake hell, to search even hell to find a person
equally bad : Rake up, to cover with material raked

rso



Bake fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Bamp

or scraped together : to draw from oblivion, to revive.

[A.S. raca, a rake ; Get. rechen. Ice. reka, a shovel.]

Rake, rak, «. [Coiur. of rakeheli.]

Bake, nlk, «. {nant.') the projection of the stem and
stern of a ship beyond the extremities of the keel

:

the inclination of a mast from the perpendicular.

—

v.i. to incline from the perpendicular or the horizontal.
—v.t. to cause to incline or slope.

—

adj. Rakish,
having a rake or inclination of the masts.

—

adv.
Ra'klshly. [Scand., Sw. raka, to reach.]

Rake, rak, «. a dissolute person : a libertine.

—

v.i. to

lead a debauclied life, esp. to make a practice of
lechery. — «. Rake'hell, a rascal or villain : a
debauchee. — adj's. Rake'hell, -y, dissolute. — ns.

Rakehelld'nlan, a rakehell ; Ra'kery, dissoluteness;

Rake'shame {Milt.), a base, dissolute wretch.

—

ndj.

Rakish, like a rake : dissolute : debauched.

—

ad7>.

Ra'klshly. — «. Ra'kishness, dissoluteness : the

state of being rakish or dissolute : dissolute practices.

[Corr. of M. E. rakel, corr. into rakehell, shortened
to rake; Scand., as Sw. rakkel, a vagabond. Ice.

reikall, unsettled

—

reika, to wander.]
Rake, rak, v.i. (prini.) to wander, to take a course,

proceed : (hunting) of a hawk, to fly wide of the

game ; of a dog, to follow a wrong course.—Rake
about {Scot.), to gad or wander about. [M. E.
raken—A.S. racian, to run; confused with M. E.
raiken—Ice. reika, to wander.]

Rakl, rak'e, n. a spirituous liquor used in the Levant
and Greece.—Also Rak'eo. [Turk.]

Rakshas, -a, rak'shas, -a, n. in Hindu mythology,
one of a class of evil spirits or genii, generally hideous,
frequenting cemeteries.

RMe, ral, ». {path.) an abnormal sound heard on
auscultation of the lungs. [Fr.,

—

raler, to rattle

—

Low Ger. ratelen, to rattle.]

Rallentando, ral-len-tan'dO, adj. (mus.) becoming
slower.—Also Rallenta'to, and abbrev. RalL [It.,

rallentare, to slacken.]

Rallier, ral'i-er, «. one who rallies.

Rallus, ral'us, «. a genus containing the true rails,

water-rails, and marsh-hens. — adjs. Rall'lform ;

Rairine. \Rail.\

Rally, ral'i, v.t. to gather again : to collect and ar-

range, as troops in confusion : to recover.

—

v.i. to

reassemble, esp. after confusion : to recover wasted
strength :--pa.t. and />a./>. rallied (ral'id).— «. act of
rallying : a melee of pantomimists, as at the end of
a transformation scene : recovery of order : recovery
of prices : the return of the ball in tennis, playing
frequently from one side to the other.—«. Rall'ying-
point, a place or person at or about whom people
come together for action. [O. Fr. rallier—L. re-,

again, ad, to, ligdre, to bind. Cf. Ally.^
Rally, ral'i, v.t. to attack with raillery : to banter.

—

v.i. to exercise raillery:

—

pa.t. and /«./. rall'ied.— n. satirical merriment.

—

adv. Rall'yingly. [Fr.
ratller. A variant of rrt//(v.i.).]

Ralph, ralf, n. {slang) the imp of mischief in a print-

ing-house : a raven.

Ram, ram, n. a male sheep, a tup : {astrrn.) Aries
(q.v.), one of the signs of the zodiac : an engine of
war for battering, with a head like that of a ram : a
hydraulic engine, called water-ram : a ship-of-war

armed with a heavy iron beak for running down a
hostile vessel.

—

v.t. to thrust with violence, as a ram
with its head : to force together : to drive hard
down :

—

/•r.p. ram'mine ; /«./. and ^a.p. rammed.

—

n. Ram'-head, an iron lever for raising great stones

:

a cuckold. [A.S. ram, ram; Ger. ramm.]
Ram, ram, adj. strong-scented : (used as a prefix) very.—«. Ram'-oat, a tom-cat.

—

adj'. Ram'mish, strong-

scented : lewd.—n. Ra,m'xaisha6B8.—adj. Ram'my.
[Ice. ramr, strong, as Ice. ramliga, strongly.]

Ramadan, Ramadhan, ram-a-dan , ». the ninth month
of the Mohammedan year, throughout which the
faithful are required to fast from dawn to sunset

—

prop, Ramadan'. [Az.,— ranted, to be hot.]
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Ramal. See Ramus.
Ramayana, ra-ma'ya-na, «. one of the two great epic
poems of ancient India—the history oi Raitia.

Rambade, ram'bid, n. the elevated platform built
across the prow of a vessel for boarding. [Fr.]

Ramble, ram'bl, v.i. to go from place to place without
object : to visit many places : to be desultory, as in

discourse.—«. a roving about : an irregular excur-
sion : a place in which to ramble.

—

>i. Ram'bler.

—

adj'. Ram'bling, moving about irregularly : desul-
tory.

—

adv. Ram'blingly, in a rambling manner.
[Freq. of M. E. ramen, to roam.]

RambustiOUS, ram-bus'tyus, adj. {slang) boisterous.

Rambutan, ram-boo'tan, «. the edible fruit of a lofiy

Malaysian tree {Nepheliutii lappaceutn). — Also
Ramboo'tan, Rambost'an. [Malay.]

Ram^, ra-ma', adj. {her.) attired. [O. Fr., ' branched.']
Bameal, ra'me-al, adj. ; Ramify, &c. See under
Ramus.

Ramed, ramd, adj. framed on the stocks, and ad-
justed by the Ram'-line, a small rope or line used
for setting the frames fair, helping to form the sheer
of the ship, &c. [Fr. raine, a branch— L. ram!is.'\

Ramekin, ram'e-kin, n. toasted cheese and bread.
[Fr. ratnequin—Old Flem. ra>nmekcn.'\

Rament, ra-ment', «. {hot.) a bristle-shaped leaflet in
the angle of a petiole :

—

pi. Ramen'ta, loose folia-

ceous scales on plants, esp. on the petioles and leaves
of ferns.

—

adj. Ramenta'ceous {bat.), covered with
ramenta. [L. ramenia, scrapings, pi. of ramentunt—radere, to scrape.]

Ramfeezle, ram-fe'zl, v.t. {Scot!) to weary out
Ramgunshock, ram-gun'shok, adj. (5'foA) rough.
Ramicom, ra'mi-kom, n. the horny sheath of the side

of the lower mandible in birds. — adj. possessing
ramified antennae. [L. ramtis, brancn, corjiu,
horn.]

Ramie, Ramee, ram'e, «. Q\i\x\z.-%ras.i,Bahmeria nivta,
or its fibre, long used in the East for ropes and
cordage, and for cloth in China and Japan.—Also
Rhea and China-grass. [Malay.]

Ramilie, ram'il-e, «. a name applied to various i8th-
cent. articles or fashions of dress, in honour of Marl-
borough's victory over the French at Ramillies in

Belgium in 1706—esp. to a form of cocked hat, and
to a wig with a long plaited tail.

Ramism. ra'mizm, n. the system of logic of Peter
Ramus (1515-72).

Ram-Ilne, ram'-lln. See under Ramed.
Rammel, ram'el, «. refuse wood.

—

v.i. to turn to
rubbish. [Through Fr. and Low L. forms from L.
ramus, a branch.]

Rammer, ram'er, n. one who, or that which, rams or
drives : an instrument used by founders and pavers
for ramming, also by gunners.

Ramollescence, ram-o-les'ens, «. softening, mollify-
ing. — «. RamolUsse'ment, a morbid softening of
some organ or tissue of the body.

Ramoon, ra-moon', «. a West Indian mulberry. [Sp.,
—L. ramus, a branch.]

Ramose, ra'mOs, adj. branching, much - branched :

{6ot.) branched as a stem or root.

—

adv. Ra'mosely.—adj. Ra'mOUS, branched, branchy.
Ramp, ramp, v.i. to climb or creep up, as a plant : to

leap or bound : to adapt a piece of iron to the wood-
work of a gate.— «. a leap or bound: a gradual
slope or inclined plane between one level and
another : a concave bend at the top or cap of a
railing, wall, or coping : a romp.

—

adj. Rampa'ciOUS
= Rampageous {c[.\.).—ns. Rampa'dgeon, a furious
fellow : Ram page, or Rampage', a state of passion
or excitement.

—

v.i. to storm or prance violently.

—

adj. Rampa'geous, unruly : boisterous : glaring.—
ns. Rampa'geousness ; Rampall'ian {Shak.), a
mean wretch ; Ramp'er, a ruflfian who infests race-

courses ; Ramps'man {slang), a highway robl>er.

[Fr. ramper, to creep, to clamber ; from the Teut.

;

cf. Low Ger. rappen, to snatch, Ger. raffen.\



Bampant mSte ; mute ; m(5Dn ; Men. Bank
Bampant, ramp'ant, adj. overgrowing usual bounds :

rank in growth : overleaping restraint : {Jur.) stand-
ing on the hind-legs.—«. Ramp'ancy, state of being
rampant. — adv. Ramp'antly.

—

Rampant arch, an arch whose
abutments are not on the same
level.

Bampart, ram'part, «. that which
defends from assault or danger

;

(/ort.) a mound or wall surround-
ing a fortified place.

—

v.t. to for-

tify with ramparts, to strengthen.

[O. Kr. re)npart{ox\s.rrtnpar)—
remparer, to defend

—

re, again,
ettty to (=^«), \n,parer, to defend
— L. pardre, to prepare.]

Rampant.

Bampick, ram'pik, n. any dead tree—also Bam'pike.—adj. Ram'picked. [Prob. ran, as in raan-Uee,
rantle-liee, und pick or Jiike.]

Bamplon, ram'pi-on, «. a perennial plant with escu-
lent root [Prob. through It. and Low L. forms from
L. rafiuM, rapa, a turnip.

J

Rampire, ram'pir, «. = Rampart.—adj. Ram'plred.
Rampler, ramp'ler, n. {Scot.) a roving fellow.
Bamrod, ram'rod, n. a rod used in ramming down

the charge in a gun. — «. Bam'rod-bay'onet.

—

adj. Ram roddy, stiff like a ramrod.
Bamshackle, ram'shak'l, adj. tumble-down : ill-made :

out of repair—also Ramshackled.— //. {Scot.) a
careless fellow.

—

adj. Ramshackly. [Ice. ram-
skakkr, quite wrong

—

ramr, strong, very, skakkr,
wry, unequal.]

Bamsliackle, ram'shak'l, v.t. = Ransack.
Bainshorn, ramz'hom, n. a semicircular work of low

profile in the ditch of a fortified place : an ammonite :

a fossil cephalopod.
Ramskin, ram'skm, n. a cake made of dough mixed

with grated cheese. [Prob. Ramekin.}
Ramsons, ram'zonz, n.pl. broad-leaved garlic. [A.S.

hraiitsan (pi.), with pi. -j added.]
Bamstam, ram'stam, adj. reckless : {Scot.) forward.—adz', headlong.—«. a headstrong, giudy person.
\Ram, intens. pfx., slant, a form oi stamp.]

Ramus, ra'mus, n. a small spray or twig. — mfjs.

Ramjal, Ra'meal, pertaining to a branch ; Ba'-
meous {bot.), belonging to, or growing on, a
branch. — «. Ramification, division or separation
into branches : a branch : a division or subdivision :

{hot.) manner of producing branches.

—

adjs. Ram'i-
fied, branched : Ramiflo'rOtlS, flowering on the
branches; Ra'mUorm {bot.), resembling a branch.—v.t. Bam'i^, to make or divide into branches.

—

v.i. to shoot into branches : to be divided or spread
out :

—

pa.i. and pa.p. ram'ifled.—a///'. Ramip'aroUS,
producing branches. — ns. Ram'ole, Ram'Ultls, a
small branch or a.ncry.—adjs. Ramiilif'erous,
Ram'UlOSe, Ram'Ulons, having small brandies.—
ti. Ramus'CUle, a branchlet. [L. ramus, a branch.]

Ran, pa. t. of run.
Rana, ra'na, «. the genus of the frogs.

—

n. Rana'-
rlum, a place where frogs are reared. [L., ' a frog.']

Rana, ra'na, n. prince or chief in Rajputana. [Hind.]
RanCd, rans, n. a prop, as for the support of a con-

greve-rocket. [O. Fr. ranche—L. ramex, -ids, a
staff

—

ramus, a branch.)
Ranch, ranch, «. a stock farm in the west part of the
United States.

—

z'.i. to manage or work upon a
ranch— also Banche, Bancho. — ns. Banch'er,
Banchero (ran-cha'rO), Ranch'man, one employed
in ranching ; Rancheria (ran-cha-re'a), a herdsman's
hut : a village of herdsmen : a settlement of Indians ;

Ranch'ing, the business of cattle-breeding. [Sp.
ranclw, prop. ' mess ' or ' mess-room ;

' in Mexico, a
herdsman's hut, a grazing-farm. ]

Banch ransh, v.t. {Dryderi) to tear, wound. [ Wrench.]
Bancid, ran'sid, adj. partially decomposed (used of

oil or any greasy substance) : sour : disgusting.

—

adj. Roncescant, becoming rancid.

—

adv. Ban'-

cldly.—«j. Ban'ddness, Bandd'ity, the quality of
being rancid. [L. rancidus, putrid.]

Bancour, rang'kur, «. deep-seated enmity: .'gjite;

virulence : {Shak.) sourness.

—

adjs. {obs.) Banck =
Rank ; Ban'COrOUS, malicious : virulent. — adv.
Ban'corously. [Fr.,—L. rancor, an old grudge

—

rancere, to be rancid.]

Baud, rand, «. a strip of fle.sh or of leather : one of
the slips beneath the heel of the shoe, called the
heel-rand : a margin, border, edge, of a stream: a
territory, as the Rand in the "Transvaal.

—

ns. Band'-
tng-machlne', a machine for fitting rands to heel-

blanks ; Band'ing-tool, a tool for cutting out rands
for shoes. [A.S. rand, rond, border.]

Band, rand, v.i. an old form olrant.
Randall-grass, ran'dal-gras, «. the meadow fescue.

Randan, ran'dan, u. a noise or uproar : a spree—in

phrase, ' On the randan :
' the finest part of the bran

of wheat : a boat impelled by three oarsmen—also
Randan gig. [Prob. from rand, a variant of rant.]

Randle-har, ran'dl-bar, «. the horizontal bar in an
open chimney on which cooking-vessels are hung.

—

Also Ran'dle-halk.
Randle-tree. See Rantle-tree.
Random, ran'dum, adj. done or uttered at haphazard :

left to chance : aimless—(o^j.) Ran'don.— 7<. some-
thing done without aim, chance— now only in

phrase. At random, haphazard.

—

adv. Ran'domly,
without direction : by chance. [O. Fr. raudon,
urgency, haste ; from Teut. ; Ger. rand, a brim.]

Randy, ran'di, «. a virago : {Scot.) a romping girl : a
violent beggar. [Ra>id, rani.]

Ranee. See Rani.
Rang, rang, pa. t. of ring.
Range, ranj, v.t. to rank or set in a row: to place in

proper order: to rove or pass over: to sail in a
"direction parallel to.

—

v.i. to be placed in order: to

he in a particular direction : to have range or direc-

tion : to rove at large : to beat about, as for game :

to sail or pass near : to be on a level : to extend.

—

n. a row or rank : a class or order : a wandering

:

room for passing to and fro : space occupied by any-
thing moving : capacity of mind : extent of acquire-
ments : the horizontal distance to which a shot is

carried : a space through which a body moves, as
the range of a thermometer : the long cooking-stove
of a kitchen: a fire-grate.

—

adj. Rang^ {^^^r.),

arranged in order, said of small bearings set in a
row fessewise.—«. Range'-find'er, an instrument
for determining the range of an object bj' sight.

—

n.pl. Range'-llghtS, lights placed in line, usually at
or near a lighthouse, so as to du"ect the course of a
ship through a channel : lights on board ship so
placed as to give a ready indication of changes of
course to other vessels.— «. Rang'er, a rover : a dog
that beats the ground : an officer who superintends
a forest or park.

—

n.pl. Rang'ers, a body of mounted
troops : a name sometimes taken by clubs of football

players, &c.—«j. Rang'ership; Range-Stove, a
portable cooking-range.

—

adj. Ran'gy, disposed to

roam : roomy. [Fr. ranger, to range

—

rang, a
rank.]

Rangla, ran'ji-a, «. a family of bivalves. [From
Rang, a French conchologist.]

Rangifer, ran'ji-fer, n. a genus of Cenndce, to which
the reindeer belongs.

—

aiijs. Ran'gerlne, Ranglf'-
erine. [O. Fr. rattgier, a reindeer, most prob. the
Ice. kreinn, reindeer, 'L./era, a wild beast.]

Rani, Ranee, ran'e, «. the wife of a rajah. [Hind.
rani—Sans, rdjhi, queen, fem. of rdjan.]

Ranldas, ran'i-d6, n.pl. the largest family of batra-

chians, including about 250 species, of several genera.—atijs. Ran'lform, frog-like ; Ra'nlne, i>ertaining to

frogs : BanlVoroUS, frog-eating. [L. rana, a frog.]

Bank, rangk, «. a row or line, esp. of soldiers stand-

ing side by side : class or order : grade or degree

:

station : high social position or standing.— p./'. to
placa in a lin* : to raiig« ia a particular class : t«
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Bank fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Bapport

place methodically : to take rank over.— r/./. to be

placed in a rank or class : to have a certain degree

of distinction : to be admitted as a claim against

the property of a bankrupt. -«. Banlter, one who
arranges or disposes in ranks : an officer who has

risen from the ranks.—Rank and file, the whole

body of common soldiers.—Take rank Of, to have

the right to take a higher place than ; Take rank
with, to take the same rank as ; The ranks, the

order of common soldiers. [O. Fr. renc (Fr. rang)
—Old High Ger. hrmg ox hritic, Eng. ring.]

Bank, rangk, adj. growing high and luxuriantly

:

coarse from excessive growth: raised to a high

degree : excessive : very fertile : strong-scented :

strong-tasted : rancid : utter, as rank nonsense :

coarse : indecent : {Shak.) ruttish : (slang) eager :

Uaw) excessive : (wtr/t.) cutting deeply.

—

adv.

(Spens.) rankly, fiercely.— t/.
/'. Rank'le, to be in-

flamed : to fester : to be a source of disquietude

or excitement: to rage.— v.i. to irritate.— adv.
Rankly, offensively : to an inordinate degree.

—

n.

Rank'ness, exuberant growth : {S/uik.) insolence.

—adjs. Rank'-ri'ding, hard-riding ; Rank'-scent'ed
(Shak.), strong-scented : rancid. [A.S. rafic, fruitful,

rank ; Ice. rakkr, bold, Dan. rank, lank, slender.]

Bansack, ran'sak, v.t. to search thoroughly : to

plunder : to pillage.—«. eager search.

—

n. Ban'-
sacker. [Scand. rannsaka—ranti, a house, sak
{sakja), Eng. seek.\

Ransom, ran'sum, «. price paid for redemption from
captivity or punishment : relea.se from captivity

:

atonement : expiation, —v.t. to redeem from captivity,

punishment, or ownership : (Shak.) to set free for a
price : (Shak.) to expiate.

—

adj. Ran'SOmable.

—

n.

Ban'somer.

—

a<ij. Ran'somless, without ransom :

incapable of being ransomed. [Fr. rangon—L.
redeiiiptio ; cf. Redemption.]

Bant, rant, v.i. to use extravagant language : to

be noisy in words : to be noisily merry. — n.

empty declamation : bombast : (Scot.) a frolic.

—

ns.

Banf'er, a noisy talker : a jovial fellow : a boister-

ous preacher : a byname for the Primitive Metho-
dists : a nickname applied to the members of a sect

of the Commonwealth time; Bant'erlsm. — adv.
Bant'ingly, boisterously.—a<//. Rant'lpole, wild.—
«. a reckless fellow. (Old Dut. ranten, to rave

;

Low Ger. randen, Ger. ranzen.]
Bantle-tree, ran'tl-tre, «. (Scot.) a beam built into the

gable of a cottage.

Banula, ran'a-la, ». a tumour on the tongue of cattle.

—a^/j. Ran'iilar. [L.]

Ranunculus, ra-nung^kulus, n. a genus of plants,

including the crowfoot, buttercup, &c. '.—P^- Ran-
un'culi. Ranunculuses.-<z^'. Ranuncula'ceous,
pertaming to, or resembling, plants of the order
of which the ranunculus is the typical genus. [L.,

a dim. of rana, a frog.]

Banz-des-vaches, rong'-da-vash', «. a melody of the
Swiss, played on the alpenhorn. [Swiss Fr. , either
'the lowing of the cows' or 'the line of cows.'
Vaehes, pi. of vache—L. vacca, a cow ; ranz, either
Swiss dial, ranz (cf Ger. ranzen), or for rangs, pi.

of rang, a line.]

Bap, rap, n. a sharp blow : a knock, or a sound made
by knocking : a counterfeit coin current in Ireland
for a halfpenny in the time of George I.—hence,
' Not worth a rap.'

—

v.t. and v.i. to strike with a
quick blow : to knock : to utter sharply, as to rap
out a lie : to swear falsely :—/r./. rap'ping ; pa.t.
and pa.p. rapped. ~w. Bap'per, one who raps: a
door-knocker. [Scand., as Dan. rap ; imit.)

Bap, rap, v.t. to seize and carry off: to transport out
of one s self: to affect with rapture :^pr.p. rap'ping

;

pa.p. rapped or rapt. [Scand., as Ice. hrapa, to
rush headlong, cog. with Ger. rajff^en, to snatch.]

Bapacious, ra-pa'shus, adj. seizing by violence

:

given to plunder: ravenous: greedy of gain. — «.

Rapa'ces, the bea.sts and birds of prey. — adv.

Bapa'ciously. — ns. Rapa'ciousness, Rapac'ity,
the miality of being rapacious : ravenousness : ex-
tortion. [L. rapiix, rapacis—rapere, raptuin, to

seize and carry otf.]

Rape, rap, «. the act of seizing and carrying away by
force : carnal knowledge of a woman without her
consent.—<ii//'. Rape'ful, given to violence or lust4

[M. E. rapen, to haste, a variant of rappen, to
seize, confused wiih L. rapere, to snatch.]

Rape, rap, «. a division of the county of Sussex,
greater than the hundred. [Ice. hreppr, district.]

Rape, rap, n. a plant nearly allied to the turnip,

cultivated for its herbage and oil-producing seeds

:

cole-seed.

—

ns. Rape'-cake, cake made of the refuse,

after the oil has been expressed from the rape-seed ;

Rape'-Oil, oil obtained from rape-seed ; Rape'-seed,
the seed of the rape, cole-seed. [Through Fr. from
L. rapa, raputn, a turnip ; cog. with Gr. rJuipys.]

Rape, rap, ». the stalk and skin of grapes.
Rap-full, rap'-fool, adj. full of wind—of sails when

close-hauled.—«. a sail full of wind.
Raphaelesque, raf-a-el-esk', adj. in the manner of the

great Italian painter Raphael, Raffaello Sanzio da
Urbino(i483-1520).

—

ns. Raph'aelism, the principles

of art of Raphael ; Raph'aellte, one who follows
the principles of Raphael ; Baph'aelitlsm.

Raphanla, raf-a'ni-a, «. ergotism, a disease occur-
ring in two forms, a spasmodic and a gangrenous,
due to the use of rye, wheat, rice, &c., in which a
poisonous fungus has developed.

—

n. Baph'anus, a
genus of Crucifertr, the radish family.

Raphe, ra'fe, n. (anat.) a seam-like union of two
lateral halves, either a median septum of connective
tissue or a longitudinal ridge : the fibro-vascular

cord joining the hilum of an anatropous or amphi-
tropous ovule or seed with the chalaza : a line or
rib connecting the nodules on a diatom-valve. [Gr.

rhaphe, a seam.]
Raphia, ra'fi-a, n. a genus of handsome pinnately-

leaved palms. [Malagasy.]
Raphides, raf'i-dez, n.pl. crystals found in the in-

terior of the cells of plants:— sing. Ra'phiS.

—

adJs. Raphid'lan, Raphidif 'erous. [Gr. rhaphis,
rhaphidos, a needle

—

rliapteiu, to sew.]

Raphlgraph, raf'i-graf, «. a kind of typewriter for the

blind, pricking characters in paper by needle-points.

[Gr. rliaphis, a needle, graphein, to write. ]

Rapid, rap'id, adj. hurrying along : very swift

:

speedy.—«. that part of a river where the current
is most rapid (gen. in />/.).

—

n. Rapld'lty, quickness
of motion or utterance: swiftness: velocity.

—

adv.
Rapidly.—«. Rap'idness. [Fr. rapide—h. rapidus—rapere, to seize.]

Rapldamente, ra-pe-da-men'te, adv. (tntis.) rapidly.
—adv. Rap'ldO, with rapidity. [It.]

Rapier, ra'pi-er, «. a light, highly tempered, edgeless,

thrusting weapon, finely pointed, and about 3 feet

in length, long the favourite weapon in duelling.—«.

Ra'pier-fish, a swordfish. [Fr. rapiere, prob. from
Sp. raspadera—raspar, rapar, to rasp ]

Rapine, rap'in, n. act of seizing and carrying away
forcibly : plunder : violence. [Fr.,—L. rapina—
rapere, to seize.]

Raping, ra'ping, adj. (her.) tearing its prey : (obs.)

transporting, ravishing.

Raploch, rap'loh, n. and adj. (Scot.) homespun.
Rapparee, rap-ar-e', n. a wild Irish plunderer : a
vagabond. [Ir. rrt/a/r^, a robber.

]

Rappee, ra-pe', n. a coarse, strong-flavoured snuff.

[Fr. r&pe, rasped, grated

—

r&per, to rasp.]

Rappel, ra-pel', n. the beat of the drum to call soldiers

to arms. [Fr.]

Rapper, rap'^r, n. one who raps, esp. a spiritualistic

medium : a swinging knocker for making signals at

the mouth of a shaft : a loud oath or bold lie.

—

adj.
Rap'ping (prov.), remarkably large.

Rapport, ra-pOr", n. accord, as in the French phrase,
' en rapport,' in harmony. [Fr.J
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Rapprochement, ra-prOsh'mong, n. rennion. [Fr.]
Rapscallion, rap-skal'yun, «. a rascaJ : a wretch.

Rapt, rapt, oiij. raised to rapture : transported

:

ravished:

—

/a.i. and /a./, of rap (2).—v.t. (obs.) to

grasp or carry off.—«. Rap'tor, a ravisher. [Ra/>,
to seize, influenced by L. rapere, to snatch.]

Baptores, rap-tC'rez, H.pl. an order of birds of prey
distinguished by a hooked bill and sharp claws, and
including the vuhures, falcons, and owls—also Rap-
tato'res.

—

adjs. Rapto'rial, seizing by violence, as
a bird of prey ; RaptO'rlOOS. [L. raptor, a plunderer
— rapere, to seize.]

Rapture, rap'tur, «. a seizing and carrying away

:

extreme delight : transport : ec-stasv.

—

a<ij. Bap'-
tured. — «. Rap'turist (Spens.), one filled with
rapture.

—

ot/^'. Rapturous, seizing and carrying
away : ecstatic—rtd"-'. Rapturously.

Rara avis, ra'ra a' vis, n. a rare bird : a remarkable
person :—//. Ra'raa a'ves. [L.]

Rare, rar, ai(/. {fomp. Rarer ; superl. Ra'rsst) thin

:

not dense, as rarefied atmosphere : sparse : seldom
met with : uncommon : excellent : especially good :

extraordinary-.— ns. Rarebit, an erroneous form of
Welsh-rabbit ; Rarefac'tion, act of rarefying : expan-
sion of aeriform bodies.

—

adj. Rar'efiable, capable
of being rarefied.

—

v.t. Rarefy (rar'e-fl, or rare-fl),

to make rare, thin, or less dense : to expand a body.—v.i. to become less dense .—-pa.t. and pa.p. rar'e-

fied.

—

adv. Rarely, seldom : remarkably well.

—

ns.

Rare'ness, tenuity : scarcity: Rarity (rar'i-ti), sute
of being rare : thinness : subtilty : something valued
for its scarcity: uncommonness. (Fr.,— L. rdrus.\

Rare, rar, adj. underdone—of meat [A.S. krir.\
Raree-show, rar'e-she, «. a show carried about in a

box : a peep-show. [A corr. of rarity-skmv.]
Rareripe, rir'rtp, adj. early ripe. [Rat/tripe.]
Ras, ras, «. the chief vizier in Abyssinia : a headland,

cape. [Ar., 'head.']

Rasant, razant, adj. (Jbrt.) sweeping or flanking,
applied to fire. [Fr.]

Rascal, ras kal, n. a dishonest fellow : a knave, rogue,
^CAmp.^adj. worthless: mean.— ns. Ras'caldom,
the class of rascals ; Ras'calism, Rascal ity, mean
trickery or dishonesty : fraud : villainy : the rabble.
—adj. Ras'calliest (.S'/irty^., super i. of Rascally^—
«. B^ascall'ion, a rascal : one of the lowest people :

a low, mean wretch.—«<(/>. Ras'caUy, Ras'cal-like,
mean: vile: base. [Fr. rara.'/'/ir, scum of the people,
through Low L. forms from L. radire, rasu/n, to
scrape.)

Rase, raz, v.t. to scratch or blot out : to efface : to
(Xincel : to level with the ground, demolish, or ruin
(in this sense raze is generally used).—«. a slight

wound. — fts. Ra'Sing, in shipbuilding, the act of
marking figures upon timber; Rasing-rron, a
caulking-iron for cleaning the pitch, ic, from a
vessel's seams : Ra'Sing-kniTe, an edged tool for

making marks on timber, &c ; Ra'Sion, a scraping :

rasure ; Ra'SUTO, act of scraping, shaving, or
erasing : obliterating : an erastu-e. [Fr. raser—
L. radere, rasnm, to scrape.]

Rash, rash, r.dj. {camp. Rash'er; superl. Rash'est)
hasty: headstrong: incautious.

—

adj. Rash -em-
braced' {Shak.\ rashly undertaken. —/w. Rash'er,
a thin slice of broiled bacon, perh. because quickly
roasted ; Rash'ling, a rash person.

—

adv. Rashly,
precipitately.—«. Rash'ness. [Dan. and Sw. rask;
Ger. rasch, rapid.]

Rash, rash, n. a slight eruption on the skin. [O. Fr.
rasc/':e (Ft. racA^y—L. radere, to scratch.]

Rash, rash, v.t. (obs.) to tear, to lacerate. [Fr.
arracher, to uproot.)

Raskolnik, ras-kol'nik, n. in Russia, a schismatic, a
di>senter from the orthodox or Greek Church.

Rasorial, ra-sO'ri-al, adj. belonging to an order of
birds which scrape the ground for their food, as the
hen.—»./^ Rasores, the GaiUnce. \.Rase.\

Rasp, rasp, v.i. to rub with a coarse file : to utter in

a grating manner.

—

v.t. to have a grating effect.

—

n.

a coarse file.

—

ns. Rasp'atory, a surgeon's rasp

;

Rasp'er, that which rasps : (coll.) a difficult fence ;

Rasp'-house, a place where wood is reduced to

powder for dyeing ; Rasp ing, a filing. — adj.
exasperating.— rtt/f. Rasp ingly.— «j. Rasping-
machine', a bark-cutting machine ; Rasp'ing-mill

;

Rasp-punch, a tool tor cutting the teeth of rasps.

—

adj. Riasp'y, rough. (O. Fr. rasper (Fr. raper)—
Old High Ger. raspon, whence Ger. raspeln, to rasp.)

Raspberry, raz'ber-i, «. the fruit of several plants of
genus Rubus, the plant producing it—also Rasp.

—

«. Rasp'berry-bush, the shru:) which yields the
raspberry.—Raspberry borer, the larvje of one of
the clear-winged sphinxes ; Raspberry Vinegar, a
drink of raspberry juice, vinegar, and sugar.

Rastrum, ras'trum, «. a music-pen. \_Rase.\

Rat, rat, n. an animal of the genus Mus, larger and
more destructive than the mouse : a renegade, turn-

coat: a workman who accepts lower than the author-
ised wages, who declines tojoin in a strike, or who takes
a striker's work : a roll ot anything used to puff out
the hair which is turned over it.

—

v.i. (coll.) to desert
one's party and join their opponents for gain or power

:

to take lower than current wages, to refuse to join in

a strike, to take a striker's place :

—

pr.p. rat'ting

;

pa.p. and pa.t. ral'ted. — ns. Rat'-CatCh'er, one
whose business it is to catch rats ; Rat'-catch'ing ;

Rat'-hole (print.), a pigeon-hole : Rat-pit, an
enclosure where rats are killed ; Rat'-poi SOU, a
preparation of arsenic ; Rat's'-bane, poison for rats :

arsenious acid ; Rat' -tail, an excrescence growing
on a horse's leg.

—

tuij. Rat-tailed, having a tail

like a rat.

—

ns. Rafter, a terrier which catches
rats ; Rat'teiy, apostasy ; Rat'ting, deserting one's

principles : working for less than the usual prices

:

setting a dog to kill rats in a pit ; Rat'-trap, a trap
for catching rats.—Rat-'tailed larva, the larva of
certain syrphid flies.—Smell a rat, to have a
suspicion. [A.S. mt ; Ger. ratte.]

Rata, rata, n. a New Zealand tree related to various
species of Ironwood, its wood once much used for

making clubs, and valuable for shipbuilding.

Ratable, Rateable, ra'ta-bl, adj. See Rate.
Ratafia, rat-a-fe'a, «. a flavouring essence made with

the essential oil of almonds: a fancy cake. [Fr.,

—

Malay aragtd/la, from Ar.'araq, Malay td/la, rum.]
Ratan, ra-tan', ». Same as Rattan.
Ratany, rat'a-ni, ». a perennial procumbent shrub,

yieLiing the medicinal ratany root. [Peruv.

)

Rataplan, rat-a-plong', «. the sound or rattle of the
military drum, a tattoo. [Fr. ; imit.]

Rat-a-'tat, rat'-a-tat', ». sound of repeated knocks, as
of a drumstick.—Also Rat'-tat. [Imit.]

Ratch, rach, n. a rack or bar with teeth into which a
click drops : the wheel which makes a clock strike

:

a white mark on the face of a horse.

—

v.t. to stretch:

to streak.

—

v.i. to sail by tacks.

—

ns. Ratch'et, a
bar acting on the teeth of a ratchet-wheel : a click

or pall ; Ratch'et-COUp'llng, a device for un-
coupling machinery in the event of a sudden stop-

page : Ratch'et-drill, a tool for drilling holes, the

bit mounted in a stock and rotated by a ratchet-

wheel and lever: RatChet-jack, a form of screw-

jack ; Ratch et-le'ver, a lever fitted round a ratchet-

wheel : Ratchet-punch, a punch worked by means
of a ratchet-lever ; Ratch'et-'Wheel, a wheel having
teeth against which a ratchet abuts, for changing a
reciprocating into a rotatory motion, &c. ; Ratch'et-
Wrench, a ratchet bed-key wrench.

—

adj. RatCh'ety,
jerky.—«. Ratch'ment (archit.), a flying buttress

springing from Ci'mer principals. yRack.^
Ratchel, rach'el, «. (prrov.) broken-stone, hard-pan.
—Also Ratch'il.

Rate, rat, «. a ratio or proportion : allowance : stan-

dard : value : price : the class of a ship and of sea-

men : movement, as fast or slow : a tax.

—

v.t. to
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calculate : to estimate : to settle the relative rank,
scale, or position of.

—

v.i. to make an estimate : to

be placed in a certain class: to ratify.

—

us. Ratabil'-

Ity, Ba'tableness, quality of being ratable.

—

aJj-

Ratable, Rateable, that may be rated or set at a

certain value: subject to taxation.

—

aJv. Ra'tably.—tis. Rate'-book, a book of valuations : Rate'payer,
one who pays a local tax.

—

at/j. Rate'paylng, paying,
or relating to, an assessed local tax. — us. Ra'ter,
one who makes an estimate ; Rate'-tithe, a tithe

paid for sheep and cattle : Ra'tlng, a fixing of rates :

classification according to rank or grade.—At any
rate, by any means ; By HO rate, by no means.
(O. Fr.,—Low L. raia, rate—L. reri, ratus, to

think.]

Bate, rat, v. t. to tax : to scold : to chide : to reprove.

[M. E. raten, ace. to Skeat, from O. Fr. aretter, to

impute—L. ad, to, reputdre, to count. Others ex-

plain as Scand., Sw. rata, to reject.]

Batel, ra'tel, «. a genus of quadrupeds of the bear
family, nearly allied to the gluttons, and very like

the badgers. [Fr., dim. of ra/.]

Rat-goose, rat'-gcSOs, K. the brent or brant goose.

Ratb, rath, adj. early, soon—also Rathe.

—

adv. Ratb
(arch.), early, soon. — adj. Rath'erest (^Shak.\

SHperl. of Rath.

—

adv. Rath'ly, suddenly.

—

adj.

Rath'ripe, early ripe. [A.S. Iirieth, quickly; Ice.

hradkr, swift. Mid. High Ger. Iiroii, quick.]

Rath, rath, «. a prehistoric hill-fort. [Ir.]

Rath, rat, n. a name given to some Indian rock-cut
Buddhist temples.

Rath, rat, «. a Burmese state-carriage.

Rather, raM'er, adv. more willingly : in preference :

especially : more so than otherwise : on the con-
trary : somewhat, in some degree : more properly :

{coli.) considerably, very much.

—

adj. Rath'erish,
to a slight degree, somewhat.—Bather better than,
somewhat in excess of.—The rather, by so much
the more. [A.S. hratlior, comp. oi hrathe, early.)

Ratify, rat'i-fl, v.i. to approve and sanction : to settle :

^pa.t. zxid pa.p. rat'ified.

—

ns. Ratification, act of
ratifying or confirming : confirmation ; Rat'ifier, one
who, or that which, ratifies or sanctions. [Fr. rati-

fiet— L. ratus, fixed by calculation

—

reri, ratus,
to think, jacere, to make.]

Batio, r?'shi-o, n. the relation or the proportion of one
thing to another: reason, cause : (>mts.) the relation

between the vibration-numbers of two tones. [L.
ratio, reason

—

riri, ratits, to think.]

Ratiocinate, rash-i-os'i-nat, v.i. to reason:

—

^^•
ratioc'inating ; pa.p. ratioc'inated.—«. BatlOCina'-
tion, the process of reasoning : deduction from pre-
mises.—arf;>. Ratioc'lnative, Ratioc'lnatory. [L.
ratiocinari, -dtus — ratio, reason.]

Ration, ra'shon, «. the quantity of provisions distri-

buted to a soldier or sailor daily : an allowance.

—

M. Ba'tion-mon'ey, money paid as commutation
for rations. [ Fr.,—L. ratio.\

Bational, rash'on-al, adj. pertaining to the reason

:

endowed with reason : agreeable to re.ison : sane :

intelligent: judicious: (arith., ij/Jf.) noting a quan-
tity which can be exactly expressed by numbers.

—

«. Rationabil'ity, the possession of reason.

—

adj.
Rat'ionable, reasonable.

—

lis. Rationale, a rational
account of anything, with reasons for its existence : a
theoretical explanation or solution ; Rationallsa'-
tlon, subjection to rational principles.—zr. /. Rat'ion-
allse, to interpret like a rationalist : to think for

one's self.^r./. to rely entirely or unduly on reason.—Its. Rat'ionalism. the religious system or doctrines
of a rationalist ; Rat'ionalist, one who believes
himself guided in his opinions solely by reason, in-

dependently of authority, esp. in regard to religion
—denying supernatural revelation.

—

adjs. Rational-
Ist'ic, -al, pertaining to, or in accordance with, the
principles of rationalism.—rt(/r'. Ratlonalist'ically,
m a rationalistic manner.

—

h. Rationality, quality
of beiug ratiooal : the possession or due exercise of

aa. Ratlines.
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reason: reasonableness.

—

adv. Rat'ionally, reason*
ably.—». Bat'ionalnesB.-//.//. Rationals, dress
for women convenient for bicycling, &c.—breeches
instead of skirts.

Rational, rash'on-al. It. the breast-plate of the Jewish
high-priest : a pectoral worn by a bishop. [L. ration-
ale, a mistaken rendering in the Vulgate of the Gr.
logion, oracle.]

Ratitse, ra-tl'te, «. a division of birds, including the
ostriches, cassowaries, emus, and kiwis.—«. Ra'tite,
Rat'itate, raft-breasted, as a bird.

Ratiuncule, ra-shi-ung'kul, «. a ratio very near unity.
[Dim. of L. rutio.^

Ratline, Ratlin, rat'lin, n. one of the small lines or
ropes traversing the
shrouds and forming the
steps of the rigging of ships
—alsoBat'ling.Ratt'llng.
—«. Ratline-Stuff (««/</.),

a tarred rope from which
ratlines are made. [Prob.
rat-iiites.\

RatOOn, ra-tODn', «. a new
shoot from the root of a
sugar-cane.

—

i>.i. to send
up new shoots from the
root after cropping. [Hind,
rrt /;/«.]

Rattan, rat-an', n. a genus
of palms having a smooth,
reed-like stem several hundreds of feet in length : a
walking-stick made of rattan : stems of rattan palm
used as a raft. [Malay >-<f/(z«.]

Rattan, ra-tan', n. the continuous beat of a drum.
Ratteen, rat-ten'. It. a thick woollen stuff. [Fr. ]

Ratten, rat'n, v.t. to break or take away a work-
man's tools, &c., for disobeying the trades-union

—

the loss being ironically attributed to rats.

Rattinet, rat-ti-net', «. a thin variety of ratteen.

Ratting. See Rat.
Rattle, rat'l, 7'./. to clatter : to move along rapidly,

with a clattering noise : to speak eagerly and noisily.—v.t. to cause to make a clatter : to stun with
noise : to speak rapidly : to scold loudly.

—

it. a
sharp noise rapidly repeated, as the death-rattle :

a clatter: loud empty talk: loud scolding: a toy or
instrument for rattling : a brisk jabberer : an annual
meadow herb : a lousewort.—a^>. Ratt'le-brained,
•head'ed, -pat'ed, noisy: giJdy: unsteady.

—

ns.

Ratt'le-mouse, a bat : Rattlepate, a noisy chat-
terer; Rattler, a loud, inconsiderate talker : (coll.)

a stunning blow : (coil.') an impudent lie ; Ratt'le-
snake, a poisonous snake having a number of hard,
bony rings loosely jointed at the end of the tail,

which make a rattling noise ; Ratt'lesnake-graSB,
an American grass ; Ratt'lesnake-mas'ter, -root,

an American plant reputed to cure the bite of a
rattlesnake ; Ratt lesnake-weed, a hawk-weed of
the United States; Rattle-trap, a rickety vehicle;
Ratt'lewort, a plant of genus Crotalaria ; Ratt'-
ling, a clattering: railing.

—

adj. making a rattle:

smart, lively : (f£>//.) strikingly great. [A.S. Arietele,

kratele, a plant—from the rattling of the seeds in

the capsules ; Ger. rasseln, Dut. ratelen, to rattle.]

Rattling, rat' ling, ». Same as Ratline.
Raucity, raws'i-ti, «. hoarseness: harshness of sound.
—adjs. Rauo'id, Raucous (raw'kus), hoarse.—a*^^.
Rauo'OUSly. [L. rattens, hoarse.]

Raucle, rawk'l, adj. (Scot.) rough : fearless.

Raught, rawt (Spelts.)—(o/>s.) pa.t. o{ reach.
Ravage, rav'aj, v.t. to lay waste: to destroy; to

pillage.

—

n. devastation : ruin.—«. Rav'ager. [Fr.,
— ravir, to carry off by force—L. rapere.]

Rave, r5v, v.i. to be mad : to be wild or raging, like

a mad mat) : to talk irrationally.

—

v.i. to utter

wildly. ^>«. Ra'ver, one who raves or is furious;

Ra'Vlng. furious talk.

—

adj. delirious : distracted.
—adv. Ba'Vlagly, iu a raving manner : with frcuxy

;
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with distraction. [O. Fr. river (Fr. rfver), to be
delirious—L. rahies, madness. J

Rave, rav, n. one of the side pieces of a wagon.
Bave, r.lv, old pa.t. oi rive.

Bave-hook, rav'-hook, n. a ripping-iron.

Ravel, rav'el, v.t. to confuse, entangle : to untwist or
unweave : to unravel (in this sense usually wiih out).—v.i. to be untwisted or unwoven : to become en-

tangled : to search (with into)

:

—pr.p. rav'elling ;

/a./, and/ti./. ra/elled.—«. a ravelled thread.

—

adj.

BaVellea, denoting bread made from flour and
bran.—«^. Ravelling, a ravelled thread ; BaVelling-
en'glne, a machine for tearing rags.

—

adv. BaVelly.
— «. RaVelment, discord. [Dut. raveien.]

Ravelin, rav'lin, «. a detached work with two em-
bankments raised before the counterscarp. [Fr.,

—

It. riveiliiw.]

Raven, ravn, «. a kind of crow, noted for its croak
and glossy black plumage.

—

adj. black, like a raven.— adj. - Ra'ven-coroured (Shak.).— ns. Ra'ven's-
duck, fine hempen sail-cloth

;
. Ra'venstone, a

gallows. [.\.S. hrafn : Ice. hra/n, Dut. >aa/.\
Raven, Ravtn(i9.), rav'n, v.t. to obtain by violence :

to devour with great eagerness or voracity.

—

v.i. to

prey rapaciously.—«. prey: plunder.

—

ns. RaVener,
a plunderer ; Rav^ening (j5.), eagerness for plunder.—adjs. RaTenous, Ravined, voracious : devouring
witii rapacity : eager tor prey or gratification.

—

ativ.

Ravenously.—«. RaVenousness. [O. Fr. raviue,
plunder—L. rapina, plunder.]

Ravine, ra-ven', n. a long, deep hollow, worn away by
a torrent : a deep, narrow mountain-pass. [Fr.,

—

L. rapina, rapine, violence.]

Ravish, rav'ish, v.t. to seize or carry away by
violence : to rob : to have sexual intercourse with
by force : to fill with ecstasy. — «. RaVisher.

—

p.adj. Ravishing, delighting to rapture: trans-
porting : ecstatic

—

adv. Rav'ishlngly, in a ravish-
ing manner: with rapture.—«. Ravishment, act
of ravishing : abduction : rape : ecstatic delight

:

rapture. [Fr. ravi}—L. rapere.]
Raw, raw, adj'. not altered from its natural state :

not cooked or dressed : unbaked : not prepared or
manufactured : not mixed : having the skin abraded :

sore, as from abrasion of the skin : unfinished : im-
mature : ine.xperienced : chilly and damp.—«. a
galled place : an inveterate sore : hence (fig.) a
point on which one is particularly sensitive.

—

adj's.

BaWbone (Spens.), RaWboned, with little flesh on
the bones : gaunt ; Raw'-COld (Shak.), damp and
cold. — tis. RaWhead, a sf>ectre mentioned to

frighten children : RaWhide, an untanned skin : a
whip made of twisted, untanned leather.

—

adj.

Raw'iSh, rather r-sty/.—adv. Rawly.—«j. Raw*-
ness ; RaW-port, a porthole through which an oar
can be worked in a small vessel. [.A.S. hrediv;
Dut. raainu, Ice. hrdr, Ger. roh.}

Rax, raks, v.t. (Scot.) to reach out, hand. [Rack.}
Bay, ra, n. array.

—

v.t. to array—hence, ironically,

(.i'^i.*.) to bedaub. [Array.]
Bay, ra, n. a line of light or heat : a beam or gleam of

intellectual light : a radiating part of any structure :

(bot.) the outer part of a flower-cluster.

—

v.t. to

radiate : to furnish with rays.—z'.r. to shine out.

—

adjs. Bayed, having rays ; Bayless, without rays :

destitute of light. [Fr. rate—L. radius, a rod.]

Bay, ra, ». a popular name for such flat, cartilaginous

fi->hes as the skate, thornback, and torpedo.

—

n.

Bay -oil, oil prepared from the livers of ray-fish.

(Fr. rate—L. raia.}

Bay, ra, n. the scab—a disease of sheep.

Bay, ra, n. (mus.) the second note of the diatonic
scale.

Rayah, ra'ya, n. a non-Mohammedan subject of
Turkey who pays the capitation tax. [As. raiya—
ra'a, to pasture.]

Rayle, ral, v.i. (Spetu.). Same as Rail.

Bayne, r&n, v.i. and n. (Spent.). Same as Bain.

Eayon, ra'on, ft. (Spens.) a ray. [Fr.]
Bayonnant, ra'o-nant, adj. (ker.) sending forth rays.

[Kr., pr.p. o( rayonner, to emit rnys— rayon, a ray.]
Baze, raz, «. (SAai.). Same as Race (3).

Raze, raz, 7'.t. to lay level with the ground: to over-
throw : to destroy. [Jiase.]

Raze, raz, «. a swinging fence in a water-course to
prevent the passage ot cattle.

Razee, ra-ze', «. a ship-of-war cut down by reducing
the number of decks. [Fr. rase, cut down.]

Razor, ra'zor, «. a keen-edged implement for shaving

:

a tusk, as the razors of a boar.

—

adj. Ra'ZOrablO
(Shak.), fit to be shaved.

—

ns. Ra'ZOr-hack, a kind
of baleen whale, also called Rorqual, Fin-back, or
Finner: a hog whose back has the form of a ridge ;

Ra'zor-blll, a species of auk, common on the coasts
of the northern Atlantic ; Ra'zor-Wade, -(dam,
-fish, -shell, a bivalve mollusc with an elongated,
narrow shell ; Ra'zor-hone) a hone for sharpening
razors ; Ra'zor-paste. a paste for spreading on a
razor-strop ; Ra zor-strop, a strop for razors. [Fr.
rasoir—L. radere, rasiint, to scr.ipe.J

Razure, razhSDr, n. Same as Erasure.
Razzia, rat'si-a, «. a pillaging incursion—Algerian.
Re, r."i, 71. (>iius.\ Same as Bay.
Re, re, «. a word used in the legal phrase In TO, in the

case (of). [L., abl. of res, thing, case.]

Reabsorb, re-ab-sorb', v.t. to absorb, suck in, or swallow
up again.— «. Beabsorp'tion.

Reaccommodate, re-a-kom'o-dat, v.i. to readjust.

Reaccuse, re-a-kuz', v.t. to accuse again.

Reach, rech, V. t. to stretch or extend : to attain or
obtain by stretching out the hand : to hand over : to

extend to : to arrive at : to get at : to gain.

—

v.i. to

be extended : to mount up in quantity or number

:

to stretch out the hand : to try to obtain : to arrive.

—«. act or power of reaching : extent of stretch :

extent of force : penetration : artifice : contrivance :

a straight portion of a stream between bends : (naiit.)

the distance traversed between tacks.

—

adj. Reach'-
able, within reach.

—

ns. Reach'er, one who reaches;
Reach'ing-post, in rope-making, a post fixed at the
lower end of a rope-walk.

—

adjs. Beach'Iess, un-
attainable ; Beach'-me-down, ready-made.—Head
reach, the distance to windward traversed by a vessel

while tacking. [A.S. rican; Ger. reichen, to reach.]

Beacquite, re-a-kwit', v.t. to pay back : to requite.

Beact, re-akt', v.t. to act anew.— v.i. to return an
impulse in the opposite direction : to act mutually
on each other.—«. Beac'tion. action resisting other
action : mutual action : backward tendency from
revolution, reform, or progress.

—

adj. Beac'tlonary,
for or implying reaction.

—

n. one who attempts to

reverse political action.—«. Reac'tionist.

—

adj. Re-
ac'tive. — adv. Reac'tively. — ns. Reac'tiveness,
Reactivity.

Read, red, I'./, to utter aloud written or printed
words : to peruse : to comprehend : to study, as to

read law, science : to teach : to make out, from
signs : to solve, as to read a dream : to interpret : to

understand, as reading the stars : to note the indica-

tion of, as to read a barometer : impute by inference,

as to read a meaning into a book.

—

v.i. to perform
the act of reading: to practise much reading: to

appear on reading : to advise : to sj)eak : to acquire
information : to utter the words of a book : (mus.)
to render music at first sight : to put a certain ex-

pression upon it : to be suitable for perusal :

—

pa.t.

and pa.p. read (red).— «. Read, a reading, perusal

:

(Spens.) counsel, a saying, an interpretation.

—

ctdj.

Bead (red), versed in books : learned.

—

tu. Beada-
bil'ity, Bead'ableness.—rjrt>'. Beadable (red'a-bl),

that may be read : worth reading : interesting

:

enabling to read.

—

adv. Bead'ably.

—

ns. Bead'er,
one who reads : one whose office it is to read
prayers in a church, or lectures in a university,

&c. : one who reads or corrects proofs : one who
reads much ] a reading-book ; Bead'ership, the
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Headdress fate, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Bear

office of a reader.— adj. Read'ing. addicted to

reading. — «. act of reading : perusal : study of

books : public or formal recital : the way in which a

passage reads : an interpretation of a passage or

work : a version : noting an instrument, as the read-

ing of a barometer.—«J. Eead ingbook, a book of

exercises in reading : Read'ing-boy (print.), a

reader's assistant ; Read'ing-desk, a desk for hold-

ing a book or paper while it is read : a church-

lectern ; Bead'ing-lamp. a form of lamp for use

in reading ; Read'ing-room, a room with papers,

periodicals, &c., resorted to for reading. — Read
Detween the lines, to detect a meaning not ex-

pressed ; Read one's self In, in the Church of

England, to read the Thirty-nine Articles and repeat

the declaration of assent prescribed by law to a new
incumbent.—Penny reading, an entertainment con-

sisting of readings, &c., to which the admission is

a penny. [A.S. rxdan, to discern, read

—

ned,
coun-.el ; Ger. rathen, to advise.)

Readdress, re-ad-dres', v.t. to address again.

Readeption, re-a-dep'shun, «. (Bacon) the act of re-

gaining, recovery.—!'./. Readept'. [L. re-, again,

adifiisci, adeptus, to obtain.)

Readjoiirn, re-ad-jum', v.t. to adjourn again.—«. R6-
adloorn'ment.

Readjust, re-ad-just*, v.t. to adjust or put in order
agam, or in a new way.—«. ReadjUSt'ment.

Readmit, re-ad-mit', v.t. to admit again.

—

ns. Read-
miS'Slon, net of readmitting : state of being read-

mitted ; Readmit'tance, admittance or allowance
to enier again.

Readom, re-a-dorn', 7>.t. to decorate again.
Ready, red'i, adj. prepared at the moment : in proper

time : prepared in mind : willing : not slow or awk-
wrard : dexterous : prompt : quick : present in hand :

at hand: near: easy: on the point of: opportune:
oflT-hand, as a ready retort.—«. a waiter's answer to

a call : the position of a soldier's weapon after the
order ' Make ready !' (^slang) ready-money.

—

v.t. to

dispose : to arrange.

—

adv. in a state of readiness or
preparation.

—

adv. Read'ily.—«. Read'iness.

—

adj.

Read'y-made, made and ready for use : not made
to order. — ns. Read'y-mon'ey, cash payment

;

Read'y-pole, a bar across the chimney to support
the pot-hook ; Read'y-reck'oner, a book of tables

giving the value of any number of things from the
lowest monetary unit upwards : also the interest on
any sum of money from a day upwards.

—

adj. Read'y-
Wlt'ted, having ready wit : clever : sharp.—Make
ready, to prepare. [A. S. rsde— rtdan, to ride ;

Scot, red, to put in order, Ger. bt-reit, ready.)
Reafltan, re-af-ferm', v.t. to affirm again.— «. Re-

afitona'tion.
Reafforest, re-af-for'est, v.t. to convert anew into a

forest.

—

n. Reafforesta'tion.
Reagent, re-a'jent, «. a subsunce that reacts on and

detects the presence of other bodies : a test : one who
exerts reflex influence.—«. Rea'gency.

Beaggra7ation, re-ag-rav-_a'shun, «. the last monitory
before the excommunication.

Reagree, r6-a-gr6', v.i. to become reconciled.
Reak, rek, n. (o6s.) a freak : a prank.
Real, re'al, adj. actually existmg : not counterfeit or
assumed : true : genuine : sincere : authentic : (law)
pert.iining to things fixed, as lands or houses.

—

ad/.

Re'alisable, that may be realised.—n. Realisa'tloh,
act of realising or state of being realised : a realising

sense or feeling.

—

v.t. Re'alise, to make real: to

bring into being or act : to accomplish : to convert
into real property or money : to obtain, as a posses-

sion : to feel strongly : to comprehend comj)letely :

to bring home to one's own experience.—«. Re'aliser,
one who realises. —padj. Re'alislng, serving to
make real or bring home to one as a reality : conver-
sion of property into money. — ns. Re'alism, the
medievnl doctrine that general terms stand for real

existences—opp. to NomiHolism : the doctrine that

in external perception the objects immediately known
are real existences : the tendency in art to accept
and to represent things as they really are — opp.
to Idealism—a method of representation without
idealisation, raised by modern French writers into a
system, claiming a monopoly of truth in its artistic

• treatment of the facts of nature and life ; Re'alist,

one who holds the doctrine of realism : one who be-

lieves in the existence of the external world.

—

a4tj,

RealiSt'ic, pertaining to the realists or to realism

:

life-like.— <j<j'z'. Realistically.— «. Real'ity, that
which is real and not imaginary : truth : verity

:

(/aw) the fixed, permanent nature of real property.—adv. Re'ally, in reality : actually : in truth.

—

«. Re'alness, the condition of being real.— Real
estate, land, with houses, trees, minerals, &c.
thereon : the ownership of, or property in, lands

;

Real presence (see Presence) : Real school, a
modern German preparatorj-, scientific, or technical

school—the highest grade being the Real {jyiuna-

Slum, or first-class modem school, as opp. to the

gymnasium proper, or classical school. [Low L.
rea/is—L. res, a thing.)

Real, re-al', «. a Spanish coin, loo of which = £i
sterling. [Sp.,—L. regalis, royal.)

Realgar, re-al'gar, «. a native sulphuret of arsenic, a
mineral consisting of about 70 parts of arsenic and
30 of sulphur, and of a brilliant red colour. [Fr.,

—

Ar. rahj-al-ghar, ' powder of the mine.')

Reallege, re-al-lej', z'.t. to allege again.

Really, re-a-ll', v.t. (Spens.) to bring together again :

to reform.

—

v.t. to arrange again.

—

n. Realll'ance,
a renewed alliance.

Realm, relm, n. a regal or royal jurisdiction : king-

dom : province : country : dominion. [O. Fr. realme
—Low L. regalimen—L. regalis, royal.)

Realty, re'al-ti, «. fealty : royalty.

Ream, rem, «. a quantity of paper consisting of 20
quires of 24 sheets. [O. Fr. raime (Fr. rame)—Sp.
resma—Ar. rizma (pi. rizam), a bundle.)

Ream, rem, I'./. (pr(n>.) to cream : to froth.

—

n. Ream'i-
aR%%.—adj. Ream'y.

Ream, r6m, v.t. to stretch : to enlarge by a rotatory

cutter.—«j. Ream'er ; Ream'ing-bit.
Reame, rem, «. (Spens.) a realm.

Rean. ren, «. a gutter. [Jiuti.}

Reanimate, re-an'i-mat, v. t. to restore to life : to

infuse new life or spirit into : to revive.—«. Re-
anlma'tlon.

Reannex, re-an-neks', v.t. to annex again, to reunite.

— //. Reannexa'tlon.
Reanoint, re-an-oint', v.t. to anoint anew.
Reanswer, rg-an'ser, v.t. and v.i. (Shak.) to answer

back, to react.

Reap, rep, v.t. to cut down, as grain : to clear olT a
crop : to gather by effort : to receive as a reward :

to obtain a harvest. — ns. Reap'er, Reap'man

;

Reap'ing-hook, a hook-shaped instrument, with a
handle, for cutting grain : a sickle ; Reaping-
machine', a machine for cutting grain, drawn by
horses, &c. ; Reap'-Sll'ver, money paid by feudal

tenants as a commutation for their services in reap-

ing the crops. [.\.S. ripan, to pluck; Goth, raup-
jan, Ger. rau/en.]

Reapparel, re-ap-par'el, v.t. to clothe again.

Reappear, re-ap-per", v.i. to appear again or a second
time

—

n. Reappear'ance, a second appearance.
Reapply, re-ap-pli', v.t. and v.i. to apply again.—«.

Reapplica'tion.
Reappoint, re-ap-point', v.t. to appoint again.

—

n. Re-
appoint'ment.

Reapportion, re-ap-pSr'shun, v.t. to apportion again.
—». Reappor'tlonment.

Reapproacn, re-ap-prOch', v.t. and v.i. to approach
again.

Rear, rer, «. the back or hindmost part : the last part
of an army or fleet.

—

ns. Rear'-ad'mlral, an officer

of the third rank, who commands the rear division of



Rear mote ; mule ; mODu ; Men. Rebus

a fleet; Rear'dorse, an open fireplace, without a
chimney, against the rear wall of a room ; Rear'-
front, the rcar-ranlc of a body of troops when faced
about ; Rear'-guard, troops which protect tlie rear

of an army; Rear'horse, an insect of the family

MiiHiiJce; Rear'ing-bit, a bit to prevent a horse

from lifting his head when rearing ; Rear ing-box,
in fish-culture, a fish-breeiler ; Rear'-line, the last

rank of a battalion, &c., drawn up in open order;
Rear'most, last of all ; Rear'-rank, the hindermost
rank of a body of troops ; Rear'ward, Rere'ward
(B.), the rear-guard, the part which comes last.

[O. Fr. riere— L. retro, behmd.]
Rear, rer, v.t. to bring up to maturity: to educate : to

erect : (Milt.) to lift upward, as steps : (Spens.) to

carry off by force : to stir up.

—

v.i. to rise on the
hind-legs, as a horse.—«. Rear'er, one who rears or
raises : in coal-mines, a seam having an inclination

of more than 30°. [A.S. riran, to raise, the causal
o{ risati, to rise.]

Rear, rer, adj. early: underdone.

—

adjs. Rear'-
boiled ; Rear'-roast'ed. \Rare.\

Reargue, re-ar'gu, v.t. to argue over again.

—

n. Re-
argument.

Rearmouse. Same as Reremouse.
Rearrange, re-ar-ranj', v.t. to arrange anew.

—

n. Re-
arrange'ment.

Raascend, re-as-send', v.t. and zi.i. to ascend, mount,
or climb again.

—

ns. Reascen'sion, Reascent'.
Reason, re'zn, «. an idea which supports or justifies

an act or belief: a motive: proof: excuse: cause:
an explanation : the faculty of the mind by which
man draws conclusions, and determines right and
truth: the exercise of reason: just view of things:
right conduct : propriety : justice : that which is

conformable to reason : (logic) a premise placed after

its conclusion.

—

v.i. to exercise the faculty of reason :

to deduce inferences from prejnises : to argue : to

debate: (B.) to converse.

—

v.t. to examine or dis-

cuss : to debate : to persuade by reasoning.

—

(iJj.

Rea'sonable, endowed with reason : rational : act-

ing according to reason : agreeable to reason ; ju^t :

not excessive: moderate.— «. Reasonableness.

—

adv. Rea'sonably.— K.f. Rea'soner; Rea'soning,
act of reasoning : that which is offered in argument

:

course of argument.

—

adj. Rea'SOUlesS.—«. Rea'-
SOn-pleoe, a wall plate.—By reason of, on account
of: in consequence of; Principle Of sufficient
reason, the proposition that nothing happens with-
out a sufficient reason why it should be as it is and
not otherwise ; Pure reason, reason absolutely in-

dependent of experience. [Fr. raison—L. ratio,
rationis—reri.^ ratns, to think.]

Reassemble, re-as-sem'lil, v.t. and v.i. to assemble or
collect again.—n. Reassem'blage.

Reassert, re-as-sert',z/./. to assert again.

—

>i. Reasser'-
tion.

Reassess, re-as-ses', v. t. to assess again.

—

n. Reassess'-
ment.

Reassign, re-as-sln', »./. to assign again : to tran-fer
back what has been assigned.—«. Reassign'ment.

Reassume, re-as-sfim', v.t. to assume or take again.

—

n. Reassump'tion.
Reassure, re-a-shotjr', v.t. to assure anew: to give

confidence to : to confirm : to insure an insurer.
—us. Reassur'ance. repeated assurance : a second
assurance against loss : Reassur'er.

—

adj. Reassur'-
\XLZ.—adr. Reassur'ingly.

Reast, rest, I'.t. 10 dry or smoke (as meat). [Roast.]
Reata, Riata, re-a'ta, n. a rope of raw hide, used in

America for catching animals. [Sp.,—L. re-, back,
aptare, to fit on.]

Reattach, re-at-tach', v.t. to attach again.

—

n. Re-
attach'ment.

Reattain, re-at-tan', v.t. to attain again.
Reattempt, re-at-temt', v.t. to attempt again.
Reaumur's scale. See Thermometer.
Reave, rev, v.t. to take away by violence '.—pa.t. and
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pa.p. reft.—«. ReaVer. [A.S. redfian, to rob—
red./, clothing, spoil ; Ger. rauben, to rob.]

Reawake, re-a-wak', v.i. to awake again.
Reballing, re-bawl'ing, «. the catching of eels with
earthworms fastened to a ball ot lead.

Rebaptise, re-bap-tiz', v.t. to baptise again. — ns.
Rebap'tisei- ; Rebap'tism, Rebaptisa'tion ; Re-
bap'tist, one who baptises again : an anabaptist.

Rebate, re-bat', v.t. (Shak.) to beat to obtuseness, to
blunt : to beat back : to allow as discount.—«. Re-
batement, deduction : diminution : narrowing : (he>-.)

a shortening, as of one arm of a cross. [Fr. rebattre,
to beat back—L. re-, back, battuere, to beat.)

Rebate, re-bat', «. same as Rabate—also a hard free-

stone used in pavements : wood fastened to a handle
in beating mortar.

Rebec, Rebeck, re'bek, «. a musical instrument of the
violin kind, with three strings played with a bow,
introduced by the Moors into Spain. [O. Fr. rebec
(Sp. rabcl)—hr. rnbdba.]

Rebeccaite, re-bek'a-It, n. one of a set of rioters in

South Wales, in 1843-44, who scoured the country
by night, the leaders disguised in women's clothes,

and threw down the toll-bars on the public roads

;

they were called ' Reliecca and her daughters,' from
Gen. xxiv. 60.—«. Rebecc'aism.

Rebel, reb'el, «. one who rebels.

—

adj. rebellious.

—

v.i. (re-l)el') to renounce the authority of the laws
and government to which one owes alleyiance, or
to take up arms and openly oppose them : to oppose
any lawful authority :

—

pr.p. rebel'ling ; pa.t. and
pa.p. rebelled'.—«. Rebel'ler, one who rebels : a
rehe\.—adj. Reb'el-like (S/tak.), like a rebel.—

«

Rebell'ion, act of lebelling : open opposition to law
fill authority : revolt : the Great Rebellion in England
from 1642 to 1660 : the American civil war of 1861-65—adj. Rebell'iOUS, engaged in rebellion : character-
istic of a rebel or rebellion : (0/" things) refractory.

adv. Rebell'iOUSly, in a rebellious manner : in op
position to lawful authority.

—

n. Rebell'iOUSness
^adj. Reb'elly, reljellious. [Fr. rebeue—'L. rebellis,

insurgent

—

re-, again, beilum, war.]
Rebellow, re-bel'O, v.i. (Spetts.) to bellow in return

to echo back a loud noise.

Rebind, re-bInd', v.t. to bind anew.
Rebirth, re-berth', «. a new entrance into a living form,
according to the doctrine of metempsychosis.

Rebite, re-blt', v.t. to freshen worn lines in a plate.

Reboant, reb'o-ant, adj. rebellowing : loudly resound-
ing.

—

tt. Reboa'tion. [L. reboan.^, -antis, pr.p. of
rebodre—re-, again, boare, to cry aloud.]

Reboil, re-boil', v.t, and v.i. to cause to boil again.
Reborn, re-bawrn', adj. endowed with fresh life.

Rebound, re-bownd', v.i. to bound or start back : to
bound repeatedly : to recoil : to reverberate : to

re-echo.

—

v.t. to repeat as an echo.—«. act of re-

bounding : recoil.

Rebrace, re-bras', v.t. to renew the strength of.

Rebuff, re-buf, n. a beating back : sudden check :

defeat : unexpected refusal.

—

v.t. to beat back : to

check : to repel violently : to refuse. [O. Fr. rcbuffe
— It. rebtiffo, a reproof— It. ri ( = L. re-), back,

buffare, to puf(.]

Rebuild, re-bild', v.t. to build again: to renew.

—

n.

Rebuild'er.
Rebuke, re-buk', v.t. to check with reproof: to chide

or reprove : (B.) to chasten.—«. direct reproof:
reprimand : reprobation : (/>.) chastisement : a severe
c\\<:cV.—adjs. Rebuk'able; Rebuke'ful.— rtf/?'. Re-
buke'fully. — «. Rebuk'er. — adv. Rebuk'ingly.
[O. Fr. rebouquer (Fr. reboucher), from re-, back,
bouque (Fr. bouchc), the mouth—L. bucca, the cheek.]

Rebullition, re-bul-ish'un, «. a renewed effervescence.
(L. rebullire, to bubble up.]

Reburse, re-biirs', v.t. to pay over again. [L. re-,

again, bursa, purse.]
Rebus, re'btis, «. an enigmatical representation qf a
name or thing by using pictorial devices for letters,



Rebut fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Bechiisten

syllables, or parts of words : a riddle : (/ler.) a coat

of arms bearing an allusion to the name of the

bearer :—//. Be'buses. [L., res, a thinj—prob. from

the device speaking to the benolder non verbis sed

reiiis.]

Rebut, re-biit', v.i. to butt or drive back : to repel

:

to reject : (/aw) to oppose by argument or proof.—

v.i. (/rtJf) to return an answer -.—pr.f. rebiit'ting

;

fi.t. and pa.i>. rebut'ted.—rt^". Rebuttable.—«j.

RebUt'tal; Rebutter, that which rebuts: a plain-

titf's answer to a defendant's rejoinder. [O. Fr.

rehuter, to repulse—L. re-, back. Mid. High Ger.

bozen, to beat.]

Recalcitrant, re-kal'si-trant, adj. showing repugnance

or opposition : refractory.— p. ». or (rarely) 7»./. Recal'-

oitrate, to show repugnance.—«. Recalcitra'tion.

[L. recalcitrans, -antis—re-, back, calcitrdre, -attim,

to kick

—

calx, calcis, the he«C]
Recalesce, re-kal-es', v.t. toshw»«new a state of glow-

ing heat. — «. Recales'cenoB (phys.), a peculiar

behaviour of iron when cooling from a white-heat.

At 1000°, e.g., it glows more brilliantly for a short

time. [L. re-, again, caUscere, to grow hot.]

Recall, rS-kawl', v.t. to call back : to command to

return: to revoke: to call back to mind.—«. act of

recalling or revoking : a signal to soldiers to return.

—adj. RecaU'able, capable of being recalled.—«.

Recai'ment, revocation.

Recant, re-kant', v.t. to withdraw (a former declara-

tion) : to retract.

—

v.i. to revoke a former declaration

:

to unsay what has been said, esp. to declare one's

renunciation of a religious belief which one formerly

maintained.

—

ns. Recanta'tion, act of recanting : a
declaration contradicting a former one ; Recant'er.

Recapitulate, re-ka-pit'a-lat, v.t. to go over again
the chief points of anything.—«. Recapitula'tlon,
act of recapitulating : a summary of the main
points of a preceding speech, treatise, &c.

—

adjs. Re-
caplt'ulatlve ; Recaplt'ulatory, repeating again

:

containing a recapitulation. [L. recafiitulare , -dtum
—re-, again, capitulum—caput, head.]

Recaption. rS-kap'shun, n. reprisal : (law) taking back
goods, wife, or children from one who has no right

to detain them.
Recapture, re-kap'tOr, v.i. to capture back or re-

take, esp. a prize from a captor

—

n. act of retaking :

a prize recaptured.—«. Recap'tor.
Recarburise, re-kar'bu-rlz, v.t. to restore the carbon

to metal from which it has been removed.—«. Re-
carbonlsa'tion.

Recamify, rg-kar'ni-fl, v.i. to convert again into flesh.

[L. re-, again, carnify, to change into flesh.]

Recarry, re-kar'i, v.t. to carry back or anew.

—

n. Ro-
carr'iage.

Recast, re-kast*, v.i. to cast or throw again : to cast

or mould anew : to compute a second time.

—

n. a
moulding or shaping anew, as of a book.

Recede, re-s€d', v.i. to go or fall back : to retreat : to

bend or tend m a backward direction : to withdraw :

to give up a claim.

—

v.i. to cede back, as to a former
posse-sor.

—

adj. Reced'lng, sloping backward. [L.

recedire, recessum—re-, back, cedere, to go.]

Receipt, re-set", «. act of receiving : place of receiv-

ing : power of holding : a written acknowledgment
of anything received, a legal acknowledgment of

money received in discharge of a debt or demand :

that which is received : a recipe in cookery. — v. i.

to give a receipt for : to sign : to discharge.

—

adj.

Recelpt'able, that maybe receipted.—« J. Receipt-
book, a book containing receipts ; Receipt'or, one
who gives a receipt. [O. Fr. receie{?T. recette)—L.

reciper„, recepium.']
Receive, r5s«v', v.i. to take what is offered: to

accept : to embrace with the mind : to assent to : to

allow : to give acceptance to : to give admittance
to : to welcome or entertain : to hold or contain :

(Imv) to take goods knowing them to be stolen : (B.)

to bear with, to believe in.

—

v.i. to be a recipient

:

to hold a reception of visitors.—«. Receivabil'ity,
Recelv'ableness, the quality of being receivable.

—

adj. Receivable, that may be received : a waiting
payment, as bills receivable.

—

ns. ReceiVednesS,
the state or quality of being received or current ; Re-
ceiver, one who receives : an officer who receives
taxes : a person appointed by a court to hold and
manage property which is under litigaiion, or receive
the rents of land, &c. : one who receives stolen
goods : {chem.) a vessel for receiving and holding
the products of distillation, or for containing gases :

the glass vessel of an air-pump in which the vacuum
is formed : the receiving part of a telegraph, tele-

phone, &c. ; RecelVer-gen'eral, an officer who re-
ceives the public revenue ; Receivership, the office

of a receiver ; Receiving, the act of receiving ; Ro-
ceiVing-house, a depCt : a house where letters and
parcels are left for transmission ; ReceiVing-ln'strU-
ment, an appliance by which operators at two tele-

graph stations can communicate ; ReceiVing-OfiTice,

a branch post-office for receipt of letters, &c. ; R©-
CeiV'ing-Sbip, a stationary ship for recruits for the
navy. [O. Fr. recetier (!•>. recevoir)—L. recipert,

receptu:>i—re-, back, capere, to take.]

Recelebrate, re-sel'e-brat, v.t. to celebrate again.
Recency, re' sen-si, n. newness. {Recent.

\

Recension, re-sen'shun, «. a critical revisal of a text:
a text established by critical revision : a review.

—

n.

Recen'sionist. [L. recensio—recensere—re-, again,
ceusere, to value.]

Recent, re'sent, Oiij. of late origin or occurrence

:

fresh : modern : Xgeol.) belonging to the present
geological period.

—

adv. Re'cently. — «. Re'cent-
ness. [Fr.,—L. recens, recentis.]

Receptacle, re-sep'ta-kl, «. that into which anything
is received or in which it is contained : (J>ot.) the

basis of a flower : (zooi.)^v\ organ that receives and
holds a secretion.—«. Re'cept, an idea taken into

the mind from without.

—

adj. ReceptaC'Ular (hot.),

pertaining to or serving as a receptacle.—«. Recep-
tibil'ity, receivahility.

—

adj. Recept'ible, receiv-

able.

—

ns. Recep'tion, the act of receiving : admis-
sion : state of being received : acceptance : a
receiving officially: {.Milt.) capacity for receiving:

a receiving of guests for entertainment : welcome :

treatment at first coming ; Recep'tion-room.

—

adj.

Receptive, having the quality of receiving or con-
taining : (J>hil.) capable of receiving, or quick to

receive, impressions.

—

)ts. Recept'iveness ; Recep-
tivity, quality of being receptive. [L. recipere,

recepium, to receive.]

Recess, re-ses', «. a going back or withdrawing : re-

tirement : seclusion : a period of remission of busi-

ness : part of a room formed by a receding of the

wall : a retired .spot : a nook : a sinus or depressed
part.— 7'.;'. to make a recess in : to put into a recess.—adj. Recessed', having a recess.— Recessed arch,
one .^rch witliin another. [Recede.'\

Recession, re-sesh'un, «. act of receding : withdrawal

:

the state of being set back.

—

adjs. Reces'Sional
;

Recessive.—«z<j'z'. Recess'ively.-«. Recess'us, a
recess.

Recession, rS-sesh'un, ft. a ceding or giving back.
Rechabite, rek'a-bit, n. one of the descendants of
Jonadab, the son of Rechah, who abstained from
drinking wine, in obedience to the injunction of their

ancestor (Jer. xxxv. 6): a total abstainer from in-

toxicating drinks : a member of the Rechabiie order
of total abstainers.— «. Recb'abitlsm..

Rdchauff^, ra-sho-fa', n. a warmed-up dish : a fresh

concoction of old literary material. [Fr.]

Recbeat, rg-chet', «. {Shak!)a. recall on the horn when
the hounds have lost the scent, or at the end of the

chase. [O. Fr. recei.]

Recherch^, re-sher'sha, adj. extremely nice : peculiar

and refined : rare. [Fr.]

Rechlesse, rek'les, adj. Same as Reckless.
Recbrlsten, re-kris'n, v.t. to name again.
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Recidivate mote ; mute ; mC5n ; Men. Recollect

Recidivate, re-sid'i-vat, v.i. to fall again: to back-
slide —«J. Recidiva'tion ; Recidivist (_Fr. law), a
relapsed criminal.

—

aiij. Recld'lVOUS, liable to back-
slide. [Fr.,—L. recidlius, falling back.]

Recipe, res'i-pg, «. a medical prescription : any for-

mula for the preparation of a compound : a receipt

:

—pL Recipes (res'i-pez). [L., lit. 'take,' the first

word of a medical prescription, iniper. ol recijiere.]

Recipient, re-sip'i-ent, adj. receiving.— «. one who
receives, that which receives. — ns. Recip'ience,

Recipiency, a receiving : receptiveness. [L. re-

cipiens, -entis, pr.p. o{ recipere, to receive.]

Reciprocal, re-slp'ro-kal, adj. acting in return:

mutual : alternating : interchangeable : giving and
receiving.

—

>t. that which is reciprocal : {math.) the

quotient resulting from the division of unity by
any given quantity.—«. Reclprocal'ity, the state

or quality of being reciprocal : mutual return.

—

adv. Reclp'rocally, mutually: interchangeably:
inversely. — tis. Reclp'rocalness ; Reclp'rocant
(math.), a contravariant expressing a certain con-
dition of tangency : a differential invariant.

—

adj.

Recip'rocantive, relating to a reciprocant.

—

v.t.

Reciprocate, to give and receive mutually: to

requite : to interchange : to alternate.

—

v.i. to move
backward and forward : (call.) to make a return or
response.

—

>ts. Reclp'rocatlng-en'glne, an engine
in which the piston moves forward and backward in

a straight line ; Reciproca'tion, interchange of acts :

alternation.

—

adj. Recip'rocatlve, acting recipro-

cally.—«. Reciprocity, mutual obligations : action
and reaction : equality of commercial privileges.

—

adjs. Rec iprock, Rec'iproque (Bacon), reciprocal ;

Reclp'rocOUS (mt-e), turning back : reciprocal.—Re-
ciprocal proportion is when, of four terms taken
in order, the first has to the second the same ratio

which the fourth has to the third ; Reciprocal ratio,

the ratio of the reciprocals of two quantities ; Recip-
rocal terms, those that have the same signification

and consequently are convertible : Reciprocating
motion, by this the power is transmitted from one
part of a machine to another. [L. reciprocus.'\

Reciprocomous, re-sip'ro-kor-nus, adj. having horns
like a ram.

Recision, re-sizh'un, ». the act of cutting off. [Fr.,

— L.,

—

reciiiire, recisum, to cut off.]

Recite, re-sIt', v.t. to read aloud from paper, or repeat
from memory : to narrate : to give the particulars
of.

—

-v.i. to rehearse in public.

—

ns. Recl'tal, act of
reciting : rehearsal : that which is recited : a n.irTa-

tiun : a vocal or instrumental performance, as a piano
recital: (law) that part of a deed which recites the
circumstances ; Recitation (res-i-ta'shun), act of re-

citing : a public reading : rehearsal ; Reclta'tionlst,
a public reciter : Recitative (-tev'), (mus.) a style of
song resembling declamation, a kind of union of song
.Tnd speech.

—

adj. in the style of recitative.

—

ad7'.

Recitatively, in the manner of recitative.

—

>is. Re-
cltati'vo (mits.), recitative; Reciter; Recit'lng-
note, a note in chanting on which several syllables

are sung. [Fr. riciter—Lm recitare—L. re-, again,
citdre, -aturn, to call.]

Reck, rek, v.t. to care for : to regard.—t'./. (usually

with not, and fol. by oj") care : heed.

—

a^lj. Reck'-
leSS, careless : heedless of consequences : rash.

—

adv. Recklessly.—«j. Rectlessness ; Reck'llng,
a reckless person : the weakest in a litter : a helpless
babe.

—

adj. stunted.—It recks (Milt.), it concerns.
[.A.S. recan, from a root seen in Old High Ger.
rnoh, care, Ger. ruchtos, regardless.]

Reckon, rek'n, v.t. to count : to place in the num-
ber or rank of: to esteem: to think, believe.

—

v.i. to calculate : to charge to account : to make
up accounts : to settle accounts (fol. by with) : to

count or rely (with oh or upon) : to have an impres-
sion : to think : to suppose. — «j. Reck"oner

;

Reck'onlng, an account of time : settlement of
accounts, &c. : charges for entertainment : standing

as to rank : (naui.) a calculation of the ship's

position : (i>.) estimation : value.—Reckon for, to
be answerable for ; Reckon on, or upon, to count
or depend upon ; Reckon Without his host (see
Host).—Day of reckoning, the day when an account
must be given and a settlement made : the jurgment-
day. [.-v. S. ^^-'<'f^«/Vj«, to explain ; Ger. recAnen.]

Reclaim, re-klam', v.t. to demand the return of: to
regain : to bring back from a wild or barbarous state,

or from error or vice : to bring into a state of culti-

vation : to bring into the desired condition : to make
tame or gentle : to reform.

—

z'.i. to cry out or
exclaim : (Scots law) to appeal from the Lord Ordi-
nary to the inner house of the Court of Session.

—

ad/.
Reclalm'ahle, that may be reclaimed or reformed.
—ailv. Reclaim'ably.—«i. Reclaim'ant, one who
reclaims; Reclama'tlon, act of reclaiming : state of
being reclaimed, as of waste land : demand : re-

covery. [Fr.,—L. re-, again, clamdre, to cry out.]

Reclasp, re-klasp', v.t. to clasp again.
Reclinate, rek'li-nat, ailj. reclined : (hot.) bent down-
ward, so as to have the point lower than the base,

as a leaf.

—

n. Recllna'tlon, the act of reclining or
leaning : the angle which the plane of a dial makes
with a vertical plane, the intersection being a hori-
zontal line ; an operation in surgery for the cure of
cataract. [L. reclindre, -atum, to recline.]

Recline, re-klm', v.t. to lean or bend backwards: to

lean to or on one side.

—

v.i. to lean : to rest or
repose.—«<//>. Recline' (.Milt.), leaning : Reclined'
(bot.), same as Reclinate. — «. Recil'ner. — a^^^'.

Reclining (hot.), bend.ng away from the perpen-
dicular : recumbent.

—

ns. Recli'nlng-board, a board
on which persons recline to gain erectness to the
figure: Recli'ning-chair, an invalid's chair. [Fr.,
—L. reclindre—re-, back, clindre, to bend.]

Reclose, re-klOz', v.t. to close again.
Reclothe, re-klsM, v.t. to clothe again.
Recluse, re-kloos', adj. secluded : retired : solitary.

—

«. one shut up or secluded : one who lives retired from
the wor!d : a religious devotee living in a single cell,

generally attached to a monastery.

—

adv. ReclUSe'ly,
in retirement or seclusion from society.^«j. Re-
ClUSe'neSS, seclusion from society : retirement

;

Reclu'Sion, religious retirement or seclusion : the
life of a recluse.—«<(>'. Reclusive (Sluik.), affording
retirement or seclusion.

—

n. Reclu'sory, a recluse's

cell. [Fr.,—L. reclusus, pa. p. oi recliiuere, to open,
shut away— ^^-, away, clandere, to shut.]

Recoct, re-kokt', v.t. to cook anew, to vamp up.—«,

Recoc'tlon.
Recognise, rek'og-nlz, -/./. to know again : to recollect

:

to acknowledge : to see the truth of.

—

tulj. ReC'OgniS-
ahle, that may be recognised or acknowledged.

—

adv. Rec'Ognlsably, in a recognisable manner.

—

ns.

Recog'nisanc^e, a recognition : an avowal : a pro-
fession : a legal obligation entered into before a
magistrate to do, or not do, some particular act : to
enter into recognisances ; ReCognlser, one who
recognises ; Recognl'tlon, act of recognising : state

of being recognised : recollection : avowal : (Scott
lazv) a return of the feu to the superior.— a<^>.
Recog'nltive, Recog'nitory. [L. recognoscere—re-,
again, cognoscere, tu know.]

Recoil, re-koir, x<.t. to start back : to rebound : to

return : to shrink from._—«. a starting or springing
back : rebound : an escapement in which after each
beat the escape-wheel recoils slightly.

—

n. Recoll'er,
one who recoils

—

adj. ReCOU'lng.

—

adv. Recoll'-
ingly. — «. Recoil'ment. [Fr. reculet L. re-,

back, Fr. cul, the hinder part— L. cuius.]

Recoln, re-koin', v.t. to coin over again.

—

hs. Becoln'-
age ; Recoln'er.

Recollect, re-kol-ekt', v.t. to collect again.
Recollect, rek-ol-ekt', v.t. to remember : to recover
composure or resolution (with reflex, pron.).— «.

Recolleo^tion, act of recollecting or remembering

:

the power of recollecting : memory : that which
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BecoUect fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Becoursd

is recollected : reminiscence.

—

adj. RecoUoc tive,

having the power of recollecting.

Recollect, rek'ol-ekt, n. a member of a congregation of

a monastic order following a very strict rule—mostly
of the Franciscan order forming a branch of the

OD-crvintines.—.-Vlso ReCOllet.
Recombine, re-kom-bln', v.t. to combine again.—«.

Recombina' tion.

Recomfort, re-kum'furt, X'.t. to comfort or console

again : (Bacon) to give new strengtii. — a^^. Recom-
fortless {Sfieiis.), comfortless.—//. Eecom forture
{Sink.), restoration of comfort.

Recommence, rekom-ens', v.t. to commence again.

—

n. Recommence'ment.
Recommend, rek^o-mend', v.t. to commend to an-

other : to bestow pnuse on : to introduce favourably

:

to give in charge : to commit, as in prayer : to

advise —(»</;'. Recommend'able, that may be recom-
mended : worthy of praise.— «. Recommend'able-
ness. the quality of being recommendable.

—

adv.
Recommend ably, so as to deserve recommendation.
'

—

n. Recommendation, act of recommending : act

of introducing with commendation : repute : letter

of recommendation. —o^'. Recommendatory, that

recommends: commendatory.

—

it. Recommend'er,

one who, or that which, recommends.
Recommit, re-kom-it', v.t. to commit again: pirticu-

larly, to send i>ack to a committee.

—

ns. Recommit'-
ment, Recommlt'taL

Reconunonicate, re-kom-un'i-kat, v.t. and v.i. to com-
municate again.

Recompact, re-kom-pakt", v.t. to join anew.
Recompense, rek'om-pens, v.i. to return an equivalent

for anything : to repay or requite : to reward : to

compensate : to remunerate.—». that which is re-

turned as an equivalent : repayment : reward :

compensation: remuneration.— «. Rec'ompenser.
[Fr. recomfiensef— L. rt-, again, comJ>ensdre, to

compensate.)
Recompile, re-kom-pll', v.t. to compile anew.

—

ns. R©-
compila'tion, Recompile'ment, a new compilation.

Recomplete, re-kom-plet', x\t. to complete anew.

—

n.

Recompletion.
Recompose, re-kom-pCz', v.t. to compose again or
anew : t j form anew : to soothe or quiet.

—

tts. Re-
compos'er; Recomposi'tion.

Reconcile, rek'on-sll, v.t. to restore to friendship or
union : to bring to agreement : to bring to content-
ment : to pacify : to make consistent : to adjust or
compose.

—

adj. Rec'oncilable, that may be recon-
ciled : that may be made to agree : consistent.

—

n.

Rec'oncilableness, possibility of being reconciled

:

consistency : harmony.

—

ojiz'. Rec'oncilably, in a
reconcilable manner.—»«. Rec'onciler ; ReconciUa'-
tion, Reconcilement, act of reconciling : state of
being reconciled : renewal of friendship : propitiation:
atonement : the bringing to agreement things at
variance.—adj. Reconcil'latory, ser\'ing or tending
to reconcile. [Fr. ricoHcilw— L. re-, again, con-
ciliiire, -Hunt, to call together.]

Recondense, r£-kon-dens', v.t. to condense again.

—

». Recondensa'tion.
Recondite, re-kon'dit, or rek'on-dTt, aclj'. secret

:

abstruse: profound.—»x. Recondlte'ness ; Reoon'-
ditory, a storehouse. [L. recotuiere, -itum, to put
away— r^-, again, condire, to put together.)

Reconduct, r€-kon-dukt', v.i. to conduct back or anew.
Reconfirm, re-kon-ferm', v.t. to confirm again.
Reconjoin, re-kon-join', v.t. to join anew.
Reconnaissance, re-kon'i-sans, «. the act of recon-

noitring : a survey or examination : the examination
of a tract of country with a view to military or
engineering operations Reconnaissance in force,
an atuck by a body of troop> to discover the strength
of the enemy. [Fr.)

Reoonnoitre, rek-o-noi'tir, v.t. to survey or examine :

to survey with a view to military operations.

—

v.i.

to make preliminary examination '.—pa.t. and /a./.

reconnoi'tred.

—

n. a preliminary survey. [O. Fr.
recOHOisire (Fr. reconHaltr€)—L,. rtcognoscere, to
recognise.)

Reconquer, re-kongfker, v.t. to conquer again: to
recover; to regain.—«. Recon quest.

Reconsecrate, re-kon'se-krat, v.t. to consecrate anew.
K. Reconsecra'tion.

Reconsider, re-kon-sider, v.t. to consider again, as to
reconsider a motion or vote : to review.

—

n. Recon-
sidera'tion.

Reconsolate. re-kon'sO-lat, v.t. (fiSs.) to comfort again.
Reconsolidate, re-kon-sol'i-dat, v.t. to consolidate
anew.—«. Reconsolida'tion.

Reconstitute, re-kon sti-tut, 7:t. to construct anew.

—

attj. Reconstit uent.—«. Reconstitu'tion.
Reconstruct, rekon-strukt', 7'.i. to construct again

:

to rebuiki.— «. Reconstruc'tion. — a<(;'. Recon-
struc'tionary.—H. Reconstructionlst.—rt<^'. Re-
constructive, able or tending to reconstruct.

Recontinue, re-kon-tin'u, f.t. and v.i. to continue
anew.— «. Recontln'uance.

Reconvalescence, re-kon-val-es'ens, n. restoration to
health.

Reconvene, re-kon-vfn', 7:t. to convene or call to-

gether again.

—

v.i. to come together again.
Reconvent, re-kon-vent', v.t. to assemble together

again.—«. Reconven'tlon, a counter-action by a
defendant against a plaintiliT.

Reconvert, re-kon-vert', v.t. to convert again.

—

n.

Reconver'sion.
Reconvey, re-kon-va', v.t. to transfer back to a former

owner, as an estate.—«. Reconveyance.
Record, re-kord', v.t. to write anything formally, to

preserve evidence of it : to bear witness to : to register

or enrol : to celebrate.

—

adj. Record'able, able to

be recorded, worthy of record.

—

its. Recorda'tlon
(SAak.), remembrance ; Record'er, one who records
or registers, esp. the rolls, &c., ot a city : a judge of
a city or borough court of quarter-sessions : an old
musical instrument somewhat like a flageolet, but
with the lower part wider than the upper, and a
mouthpiece resembling the beak of a bird : a regis-

tering apparatus in telegraphy : Record'ership, the
office of recorder, or the time of holding it. [O. Fr.

recorder—L. recorddre, to call to mind— rr-, again,
cor. cordis, the heart.]

Record, rek'ord, n. a register : a formal writing of any
fact or proceeding : a book of such writings : a wit-

ness, a memorial : memory, remembrance : anything
entered in the rolls of a court, esp. the formal state-

ments or pleadings of parties in a litigation. — n.

Rec'Ord-Off'ice, a place where public records are

kept.—Beat, or Break, the record, to outdo the

highest achievement yet done ; Close the record,
an act of a Scottish judge after each party has said

all he wishes to say by way of statement and answer ;

Public records, contemporary authenticated state-

ments of the proceedings of the legislature, and the

judgments of those higher courts of law known as

Courts of Record ; Trial by record, a common law
mode of trial when a disputed former decision of the

court is settled by producing the record.

Recount, re-kownf, v.t. to count again: to tell over
again: to narrate the particulars of : to detail.

—

n.

a second or repeated count.

—

lu. Recount'al, Rd-
COUnt'ment, relation in detail, recital. [O. Fr.

recontet— re-, again, center, to tell.)

Recoup, re-ki33p', v.t. to make good: to indemnify.
—atij. Recoup^ {Af^.\ divided a second time.—«.

Recoup'ment, reimbursement : (law) reduction of
the plaintiffs damages by keeping out a part. [Fr.

recoHper, to cut again

—

re-, again, couper, to cut,

coup, a stroke— Low L. colpus—'L. cola/Aus.]

Recoure, re-keR5r', v.t. (SffHS.) to recover.

Recourse, re-kOrs', «. a going to for aid or protection :

access.—t/.i. to return.

—

adj. Recouise'ful, return-

ing. [Fr. recours—L. recursus—rt-, back, currirt,

currutH, to run.]
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Recover mote ; mate ; ino<5n ; Men. Eector

Recover, re-kuv'er, v.t. to cover again.
_

KecoTer, re-kuv'er, v.t. to get possession of again :

to make up for : to retrieve : to cure : to revive :

to bring back to any former state : to rescue : to

obtain as compensation : to obtain for injury or debt

:

to reconcile.

—

v.i. to regain health : to regain any
former state : (law) to obtain a judgment.—/;, re-

covery : the forward movement in rowing, after one
stroke to take another.—«. Recoverabil'lty, the

state of being recoverable.

—

adj. EecoVerable, tliat

may be recovered or regained : capable of being

brought to a former condition.

—

ns. RecoVerable-
ness, the state of being recoverable : capabiliiy of

bein^ recovered ; Recoveree', one against whom a
judgment is obtained in common recovery ; Re-
COV'erer, one who recovers : ReCOVeror, one who re-

covers a judgment in common recovery : Recov'ery,
the act of recovering : the act of regaining anything
lost : restoration to health or to any lormer state : the

power of recovering anything : (ia%v) a verdict giv-

ing right to the recovery of debts or costs. [O. Fr.

recovref—L. recuferdre—re-, again, and Sabine
cu/>riis, good : some suggest cupere, to desire.]

Recreant, rek're-ant, aiij. cowardly : false : apostate :

renegade.— «. a mean-spirited wretch: an apostate :

a renegade. — «. Recreancy, the quality of a
recreant : a yielding, mean, cowardly spirit.

—

adv.
Rec'reantly. [O. Fr., pr.p. of recroire, to change
belief—Low L. (_se) re-credere, to own one's self

be.Tten—L. re-, again, credere, to believe.]

Recreate, rek're-at, v.t. to revive : to reanimate : to

cheer or amuse : to refresh : to delight.

—

v.i. to take
recreation.

—

n. Recrea'tion, the act of recreating
or state of being recreated : refreshment after toil,

sorrow, &c. : diversion : amusement : sport.

—

adjs.
Recreational, Recreative, serving to recreate or
refresh : giving relief in weariness, &c. : amusing.

—

adv. Rec'reatlvely, so as to afford recreation or
diversion.

—

u. Rec'reatlvenoss, the quality of being
refreshing or amusing.

Recrement, rck're-ment, n. superfluous matter : dross.

—<^djs. Recrement'al, Recrementl'tlal, Recre-
menti'tioUS. [L. recrcmentum, dross.]

Recriminate, re-krim'in-at, ti.t. to criminate or accuse
in return.

—

v.i. to charge an accuser with a similar

crime.—«. Recrimlna'tlon, the act of recriminating
or returning one accusation by another : a counter-
charge or accusation.

—

adjs. Recrim'tnatlve, Re-
criminatory, recriminaling or retorting accusations
or charges.—n. Recriminator, one who recriminates.

Recross, re-kros', v.t. to cross again.

—

adj. Re-
CrOSSed' (iter.), having the ends crossed.

Recruclfy, re-kroSs'i-fi, v.t, to crucify anew.
Recrudescent, re-krSS-des'ent, Oiij. growing sore or

painful again.

—

v.i. RecrudeSCe', to become raw
again : to be renewed.

—

>is. Recrudes'cence, Recru'-
dency, Recrades'cency, the state of becoming
sore again : a state of relapse : (med.) increased
activity after recovery : (dot.) the production of a
fresh shoot from a ripened spike. [L. recrudescens,
-etitis, pr.p. of recrudescere, to become raw again

—

re-, again, cntdescere, to become raw

—

cnidis, crude.]
Recruit, rekrOOt', i/.«. to obtain fresh supplies: to

recover in health, &c. : to enlist new soldiers.

—

v.t.

to repair : to supply : to supply with recruits.

—

k.

the supply of any want : a substitute for something
wanting : a newly enlisted soldier.

—

7is. Recrult'al,
renewed supply ; Recniit'er.— «<//'. RecrUit'lng, ob-
taining new supplies: enlisting recruits, — «. the
business of obtaining new supplies or enlisting new
soldiets.—«j. Recruit'ing-grotmd, a place where
recruits may be obtained ; RecruJt'lng-par'ty. a
party of soldiers engaged in enlisting recruits; Re-
cruit'ing-ser'geant, a sergeant who enlists recruits ;

Recruit'ment, the act. business, or employment of
raising new supplies of men for an army. [O. Fr.

recruter—re-, croUre— L. recrescere—re-, again,
ereteere, to grow.]
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Recrystallisation, rc-kris-tal-Iz-5'shun, «. the process
o- crvstallising aijaiii.

—

v.t. and v.i. Recrys talllSO.

Recta,' rek'ta, n.pl.—aaj. Rec taL See Rectum.
Rectangle, rek'tang-gl, «. a four-sided figure with

all its angles right angles and its opposite sides
equal.

—

aiijs. Rec'tanglod, having right angles

;

Rectang'ular, right-angled.—». RectangulaTity,
the state or quality of being right-angled.

—

adv.
Rectang'ularly, with, or at, right angles.—«. Rec-
tang'iilamess.—Rectangular njrperoola, a hyper-
bola whose asymptotes are at right angles to one
another ; Rectangular solid, a solid whose axis is

perpendicular to its base. [Fr.,—L. rectus, right,

angulus, an angle.)
Rectify, rek'ti-fl, v.t. to make straight or right : to

adjust : to correct or redress : to purify by repeated
crystallisation or sublimation, or by distillations

:

(math.) to determine the length of a curve included
between two limits : to prepare a sun-dial for an
observation :—/«./. and pa.p. rec'tified.

—

adj. Rec-
tifi'able, that may be rectified or set right.

—

ns.

Rectifica'tion, the act of rectifying or setting right

:

the process of refining any substance by repeated
distillation : rectification of a globe, its adjustment
preparatory to the solution of a proposed problem

;

Rec'tifier, one who corrects : one who refines a
substance by repeated distillation. — Rectify the
course of a vessel, to determine its true course
from indications of the ship's compass, and allowing
for magnetic variations, &c. ; Rectify tlie globe, to

bring the sun's place in the ecliptic on a globe to the

brass meridian. [Fr.,—L. rectus, straight, yJit/r*,

to make.]
Rectigrade, rek'ti-grad, adj. walking straight for-

ward. [L. rectus, straight, ,^(Jrt'/, to step.]

Rectilineal, rek-ti-lin'e-al, oiij. bounded by straight
lines: straight—also RectiUn'ear.

—

euiv. Rectl-
lin'eally.—«. Rectilinearity, the state or quality
of being right-lined.

—

adv. Rectilin'early, in a
right line. — «. Rectilin'eamess. [L. rectus,

straight, liiiea, a line.]

Rectinerved, rek'li-nervd, adj. (hot.) straight or
parallel nerved.

Rection, rek'shun, «. {gram.) the influence of a word
in regard to the number, case, &c. of another word
in a sentence.

Rectipetality, rek-ti-pe-tal'i-ti, n. (bat.) the natural
tendency of stems to grow in a straight line.

Rectirostral, rek'ti-ros'tral, adj. having a straight

bill. [L. rectus, straight, rostrum, a beak.]
Rectlserial, rek-ti-se'ri-al, adj. placed in a straight

line : (bot.) arranged in one or more straight ranks.

Rectitis, rek'tl-tis, «. inflammation of the rectum.

—

adj. Rectit'io.

Rectitude, rek'ti-tud, «. uprightness : correctness of
principle or practice : integrity : correctness. [Fr.,

—L. re'.titudo— rectus, straight.]

Recto, rek'tS, tu (jirint.) the nght-hand page—opp. to

Reverse or Verso : (law) a writ of right.

Rector, rek'tor, ». a ruler : in the Church of England,
a clergyman who has the charge and cure of a parish

where the tithes are not impropriate, and who accord-

ingly has the whole right to the ecclesiastical dues
therein : a common name for all incumbents inthe
Episcopal churches of the United States and (since

1890) Scotland : the head-master of a superior public

school in Scotland, Germany, &c. : the chief elective

officer of certain Scotch and French universities : the

head of Lincoln and of Exeter Colleges, Oxford, &c :

(R.C.) an ecclesiastic in charge of a congregation, a
college, or religious house, esp. the head of a Jesuit

seminary.

—

adjs. Rec'toral, Recto'rial, pertaining

to a rector or to a rectory.

—

ns. Rec'torate, Retftor-

ship ; Retftoress, a female rector : a governess

;

Rec'tory, the province or mansion of a rector.

—

Rector magnlficus, the head of a (German uni-

versity. —Lay rector, a layman who enjoys the
great tithes of a parish ; Missionary reotor (R.C.\



Rectrix tite, far ; m€, her ; mine ; &ed

a priest appointed to the charge of some important

mission in England. [L.,

—

regert, rectum, to rule.]

Rectrix, rek'triks, «. one of the long tail-feathers of a
bird, so called because used in steering the bird in its

flight :—//. Rectriees (rek'tri-sez).

Rectum, rek'tum, n. the lowest part of the large intes-

tine:—//. Reo'ta.—art>'. Rec'tal.—«j. Rec'toscope,

a speculum for rectal examination ; Rectot'omy,

the operation for dividing a rectal stricture.

—

adjs.

Rec'tO-ure'thral, pertaining to the rectum and to

the urethra ; RectO-U'terine, to the rectum and
the uterus ; Recto-vaginal, to the rectum and
the vagina ; Rec'to-ves ical, to the rectum and the

bladder. [L. rectus, straight.]

Rectus, rek'tus, n. a muscle so called from the straight-

ness of its course :—//. Retfti.

Recubant, rek'u-bant, adj. reclining, recumbent.

—

n.

Recuba'tion. [L. recubare, -dtunt, to lie back.]

Recoil, Recule, re-kul' (Spens.). Same as RecolL
Recultivate, re-kul'ti-vat, v.t. to cultivate again.

—

n. Recultlva'tion.
Recumbent, re-kum'bent, adj. lyine back : reclining :

idle.— «j. Recumbence, Recum'bency.—^rfz/. Re-
CUm'bently. [L. recuntbere—re-, back, cubdre, to

lie down.]
Recuperative, re-ku'per-a-tiv, adj. tending to recovery

—alsoRecu'peratory.—rt^^'. Recii'peraDle, recover-

able.— 7'. t. Recuperate, to recover, to regain strength.
— Its. Recupera'tlon, recovery, as of someithing lost;

Recu'perator, one who, or that which, recuperates.

[L. recuperativus^recuperare, to recover.]

Recur, re-kur*, v.i. to return, resort : to happen at a
stated interval :

—

pr.p. recurring ; pa.i. 3.ni pa.p. re-

curred'.—kj. Recur'rence, Recur'rency, return.—
adj. Recur'rent, returning at intervals : (anat.)

running back in the opposite to a former direction :

{entom.) turned back toward the base.

—

adv. Re-
currently. — Recurring decimal, a decimal in

which after a certain point the digits are continually
repeated — repeating, if but one recurring figure

;

circulating, if more than one. [Fr.,—L. recurrere
—re-, back, currere, to run.]

Recure, re-kur', v.t. to cure again : to recover—also«.
—adjs. Recure'ful ; Recuro'less, incurable.

Recursant, re-kur'sant, adj. (ker.) turned backwards,
of an animal with its back toward the spectator. [L.

re-, b.ick, cursans, -nntis, pr.p. of cursdre, to run]
Recurve, re-kurs-', v.t. to curve or bend back—also

Recur'vate.—«j. Recurva'tion, Recur'Tity, Re-
Cur'vature, the act of recurving: the state of being
recurved : a bending backwards.

—

adjs. RecUTVed'

;

Recurvlros'tral, having a recurved bill ; Recur"-
VOUS, bent backward.

Recusant, rek'u-zant, or re-ku'zant, adj. obstinate in

refusal, esp. to comply with the Anglican ritual.—
«. a nonconformist : one who refuses to acknowledge
the supremacy of the sovereign in religions matters.
—ns. Recusance, Rec'uaancy, state of being a
recusant : nonconformity, or its tenets ; Recusa'-
tion.

—

adj. ReCU'satiVe. [Fr.,—L. reatsans, pr.p.

of recusdre—re-, against, causa, a cause.]

Recuse, re-kflz', v.t. (law) to reject.—<»<//. Recu'sative.
RecUSSion, re-kush'un, n. the act of beating or striking

back. [L. recutire, recussum, to beat back

—

re-,

back, quatfre, to shake.]

Red, red, adj. {com6. Redder ; superl. Red'dest) of a
colour like blood ; ultra-radical, revolutionary.—«.

one of the primary colours, of several shades, as
scarlet, pink, carmine, vermilion, &c. ; a red cent,

the smallest coin of the United States.

—

adjs. Red'-
backed, having a red back ; Red-beaked, -billed,

having a red beak or bill ; Red'-bell'led, having the
under parts red.—«. Red'-bell'y, the United States
slider, a terrapin : the Welsh torgoch, a char.

—

adj.
Red'-belt'ed, having a red band or bands.— «. Red'-
bird. the common European bullfinch : the United
States grosbeak, also the tanager.— adj. Red'-
blOOd'ed, having reddish blood.—>Ar. Bed-bOOk, a
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book containing the tiames of all persons in the
service of the state : the peerage ; Red'breast, a
favourite song-bird, so called from the red colour
of its breast, the robin ; Red'-bud, the Judas-tree
of .\merica ; Red'-Cabb'age, a variety of cabbage,
with purplish heads, used for pickling ; Red'-Cap, a
species of goldfinch, having a conical crest of red
feathers on the top of the head : a ghost with long
teeth who haunts some Scotch castles : Red' -Cent, a
copper cent; Red'-chalk, -clay (see Reddle) ; Red'-
COat, a British soldier, so called from his red coat

;

Red'-COCk {siang), an incendiarjr fire ; Red'-COr'al,
the most important kind of coral in commerce, found
off the coasts of .Algiers and Tunis and the Italian
islands.

—

adj. Red'-COrpus'cled, having red blood-
discs.

—

>t. Red'-Crag, a division of the Pliocene.

—

<M>>. Red'-crest'ed, having a red crest ; Red'-cross,
wearing or distinguished by a cross of a red colour.

—

«. the badge and flag adopted by every society, of
whatever nation, formed for the aid of the sick and
wounded in time of war, recognised by the military
authorities of its own nation, and enjoying certain
privileges and immunities under the Convention of
Geneva (1864).—«. Red'-deer, a species of deer
which is reddish-brown in summer : the common
stag.—-'./. Red'den, to make red.

—

z'.i. to grow red:
to blush.^iTii'/. Reddish. somewhat red: moderately
red.

—

us. Red'dlsliness ; Red-dog, the lowest grade
of flour in high milling : Red'-drum, the southern
red-fish, or red-bass, of the sout)iern Atlantic coast
of the United States ; Red'-earth, the reddish loam
frequently found in regions composed of limestones ;

Red'-eye, or Rudd, a fresh-water fish of the same
genus as the roach, chub, and minnow.

—

adjs. Red'-
faced {Skak.), having a red face ; Red'-flg'ured, re-

lating to an ancient Greek ceramic ware, in which a
black glaze was painted over the surface so as to
leave the design in the red of the body.—«. Red'-
gum, strophulus, a skin disease usually occurring in

infants about the time of teething, and consisting
of minute red pimples with occasional red patches.

—

adjs. Red'-haired, Red'-head'ed, having red hair.
—«. Red'-hand, a bloody hand : (Jier.) a sinister

hand, erect, open, and ' couped,' the distinguishing
badge of baronets.

—

adj. Red'-hand'ed, in the very
act, as if with bloody hands.—«. Red'-head, a per-

son with red hair : the pochard, a red-headed duck.—adj. Red'-hot, heated to redness.

—

ns. Red'-lac,
the Japan wax-tree ; Red'-latt'lce {Shtik."), an ale-

house window, then usually painted red ; Ited'-lead,

a preparation of lead of a fine red colour, used in

painting, &c.

—

adj. Red'-legged, having red legs or
feet, as a bird.

—

n. Red'legS, the European red-

legged partridge : the tiu-nstone : the red-shank :

{bot.) the bistort.

—

adj. Red'-lett'er, having red
letters : auspicious or fortunate, as a day, the holi-

days or saints' days being indicated by red letters in

the old calendars.

—

n. Red'-llq'uor, a crude alumi-
nium acetate, used as a mordant in calico-printing.

—

adjs. Red'-lltt'en, showing a red light ; Red'-looked
{S/iai.\ having a red look.—«rff.Red'ly.

—

adj. Red'-
mad (^rov.\ quite mad.—«. &ed'-met'al, one of
severalalloys of copper used in silver-ware : a Japa-
nese alloy used in decorative metal-work.

—

adj.
Red'-necfced, having a red neck.—«. Red'ness.—
adjs. Red'-nose, -nosed, having a red nose, like a
habitual drunkard. —«j. Red'-oak, an oak with heavy
and durable reddish wood, rising to ninety feet high
in eastern North America ; Red'-plague, a form of
the plague marked by a red spot or bubo : Red'-
poll, a small northern finch : the common European
linnet: the North American palm-warbler.

—

otijs.

Red'-polled ; Red'-ribbed (7V«7;.), having red ribs.— >is. Red'-root, a genus of plants of the natural
order Rhamitacea— AVtt/ jfersey Tea; RedS, or
Red Republicans (see Republic) ; Red'-saun'ders,
the sliced or rasped heart-wood of Pterocarpus san-
talinus, used for giving colour to alcoholic liquors.



Red mote ; mQte ; moon ; Men. Bedisselze

&c.

—

v.i. Red'sear, to break when too hot.

—

ns.

Bed'seed, small crustaceans which float on the sea

;

Red'-shank, an aquatic bird of the snipe family,

with legs of a bright-red colour : a name given in

ridicule to the Scottish Highlanders, and to the

Irish.—rt^'. Red'-Short, noting iron that is brittle at

red-heat.—«^. Red -short'ness ; Red'skin, a Red
Indian : Red'-staff, a miller's straight-edge, used in

dressing millstones; Redstart, a bird belonging to

the family of the warblers, appearing in Britain as a
summer bird of passage ; Red'Streak, an apple, so

called from the colour of its skin ; Red'-tall, the red-

tailed buzzard, one of the commonest hawks of North
America.—rtrt>'. Red'-tailed (_Shak.), having a red
tail.—«i. Red'-thrush, the red-wing ; Red'-top, a
kind of bent grass ; Red'-wa'ter, a disease of cattle,

named from the urine being reddened with the
red globules of the blood.

—

adj. Red'-Wat'-Shod
{Scot.), walking in blood over the shoes.

—

ns. Red'-
Weed, the common poppy ; Red'-wlng, a species of
thrush well known in Britain as a winter bird of

Sassage, having an exquisite, clear, flute-like song ;

led'WOOd, a Californian timber-tree, growing to

nearly three hundred feet hi^h.- <i^'. Red'-WTld
{Scot), stark mad.—Red-cross knight, a knight
having on his shield a red cross; Red ensign, the
British flag for all vessels not belonging to the navy,
consisting of a plain red flag, having the canton
filled by the Union-jack (before 1864 also the special
flag of the Red Squadron) ; Red-gum tree, a species
of Eucalyptus attaining the height of 200 feet ; Red
pheasant, a tragopan ; Red snow, snow coloured
by the minute alga Frotococcus nivalis, found in

large patches in arctic and alpine regions.—Indian
red, a permanent red pigment, orig. a natural earth
rich in oxide of iron, now prepared artificially.

—

Royal Red Cross, a decoration for nurses, insti-

tuted by Queen Victoria in 1883. [A.S. redd; Ger.
roth, L. ruber, Gr. e-rythros, Gael. ru.ith.'\

Red, red, v.t. to put m order, make tidy : to dis-

entangle : (coll.) to separate two men in fighting.

—

ns. Red'der {Scot.), one who endeavours to settle a
quarrel ; Red'ding, the process of putting in order ;

Red'ding-COmb, a large-toothed comb for dressing
the hair; Red'ding-Straik (5t:i)^), a stroke received
in trying to separate fighters.

Red, Redd, red {.'>/eits.),/a.t. oi read, declared.
Redaction, re-dak'shun, «. the act of arranging in

systematic order, esp. literary materials : the digest
so made : an editorial staflT.

—

v.t. Redact', to edit,

work up into literary form.—«. Redact'or, an editor.—adj. Redacto'rial. [Fr.,—L. redactus, pa.p. of
redigcre, to bring back.]

Redan, re-dan', «. {fort.) the simplest form of field-

work, consisting of two faces which form a salient

angle towards the enemy, serving to cover a bridge
or causeway—quite open at the gorge. [O. Fr.
redan, redent—L. re-, back, dens, a tooth.]

Redargue, re-dar'gu, v.t. to disprove.—«. RedargH'-
tlon. [O. Fr. redargiier— L. redargitere— re-,

back, arg^tere, to argue.]
Reddendum, re-den'dum, «. {latv) the clause by which

the rent is reserved in a lease :

—

pi. Redden'da.

—

«. Redden'do {Scots la'<v), a clause in a charter
.specifying the services to be rendered by a vassal
tri his superior. [L., fut. part. pass, of reddere.]

Redding. See Red (2).

Reddition, re-dish'un, «. a giving back of anything

:

surrender : a rendering of the sense : explanation.
—adj. Redd'itive, returning an answer. [Fr.,—L.
redditioH-em—reddere, redditum. to restore.]

Reddle, red'l, «. an impure peroxide of iron (ferric
oxide) associated with very variable proportions of
clay or chalk—also Red'-clay, Raddle, Red'-chalk.—«. Redd'leman, a dealer in red clay.

Rede, red, v.t. to counsel or advise.

—

n. advice: a
phrase : a motto.

—

n. Rede'craft, logic.

—

adj'. Rede'-
1088, without counsel or wisdom. [Read.]

Redecorate, re-dek'o-r3t, v.i. to decorate again.
Rededication, re-ded-i-ka'shun, n. a second or re-
newed dedication.

Redeem, re-dem', v.t. to ransom : to relieve from
captivity by a price : to rescue, deliver : to pay the
penalty of: to atone for : to perfurm, as a promise :

to improve, put to the best advantage : to recover,
as a pledge.— adj. Redeemable, that may be re-

deemed.

—

tts. Redeem'ahleness ; Redeem'er, one
who redeems or ransoms, esp. Jesus Christ, the
Saviour of the world.

—

adj's. Redeem'ing, saving :

good, as exceptional to what is bad ; Redeem'less,
incurable ; Redemp'tive, pertaining to redemption :

.serving or tending to redeem ; Redemp'tory, serv-

ing to redeem : paid for ransom. [O. Fr. redimer—
L. redimere—red-, back, erne re, to buy.]

Redeliberate, re-de-lib'er-at, v.i. to deliberate again.
Redeliver, re-de-liv'er, v.t. to deliver back of again :

to liberate a second time.— H.t. Redeliv'eranoe

;

Redelivery, the act of delivering back : a second
delivery or liberation.

Redemand, re-de-mand', v.t. to demand back or
again. — «. the repetition of a demand: a demand
for the return of a thing.

Redemise, re-de-mlz', v.t. to convey back, as an
estate.— «. such a transfer.

Redemption, re-demp'shun, «. act of redeeming or

buying back : ransom : release : the deliverance of
mankind from sin and misery bjr Christ.

—

ns. Re-
demp'tionary, one who is set at liberty, or released

from a bond, by paying a compensation or fulfilling

some stipulated conditions ; Redemp'tioner, one
who redeemed himself from debt, or the like, by
service ; Redemp'tionist, one of an order of monks
devoted to the redemption of Christian captives

from slavery; Redemp'torist, one of a congregation
of R.C. missionary priests, founded by Alfonso
Liguori in 1732, whose object is the religious in-

struction of the people and the reform of public
morality, by periodically visiting, preaching, and
hearing confessions. [Fr.,—L.,

—

redeuiptus, pa.p.

oi rediniere, to redeem.]
Redented, re-den'ted, ndj'. formed like the teeth of a

saw. (O. Fr. redent, a double notching—L. re-,

a^ain, dens, dentis, a tooth.]

Redescend, re-de-send', v.i. to descend again.

—

n. Re-
descent', a descending again.

Redescribe. re-de-sknb', v.t. to describe again.

Redetermine, re-de-ter'inin, zi.t. to determine again.

Redevelop, re-de-vel'op, v.t. to intensify in photography
bv a second process.—«. Redevel'opment.

Redhibition, red-hi-bish'un, «. {law) an action to

oblige the seller to annul the sale because of a
defect— also Rehibi'tion. — rtrf/i. Redhibitory,
Rehib'itory.

Redia, re'di-a, «. a stage in some trematode worms im-

mediately before cercaria:—//. Re'dise. [From
Redi, an Italian naturalist.]

Redlfferentiate, re-dif-e-ren'shi-at, v.i. to differen-

tiate a differential coefficient.— «. Redififerentia'-

tion.

Redigest, ro-di-jest', v.i. to reduce to form again.

Redingote, red'ing-gOt, «. a double-breasted outer

coat with long full skirts, worn by men, also a
similar outer garment for women.

Redintegrate, re-din'te-grat, v.t. to restore to_ in-

tegrity again: to renew:

—

Pr.p. rediu'tegrating

;

j>a.p. redin'tegrated.

—

n. Redlntegra'tion, restora-

tion to integrity or to a whole or sound state

:

renovation. [L. rediniegrdre, -dtum—re-, again,

iiitegrdre, to make whole

—

integer.

\

Redirect, re-di-rekt', v.t. to direct anew.
Redisburse, re-dis-burs', v.t. to refund.

Rediscover, re-dis-ku/er, v.i. to discover again.

—

«. Rediscovery.
Redispose. re-dis-po/, v.t. to dispose or adjust again.
—n. Redisposi'tion.

Redisseize, re-dis-sez', zi.t. to disseize anew.

—

ns. Ro-
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Redlssolve f^te, far ; m£, her ; mine
; Heed

dlsseiz'in (law), a writ to recover seizin of lands

;

Redisseitor.
Bodissolve, re-di-zolv', v.t. to dissolve again.

—

n. Ro-
dissolution.

Redistribute, re-dis-trib'ut, v.t. to apportion anew.

—

«. Redistribu'tlon, a second or renewed distribution.

Redistrict, re-dis'tnkt, v.t. to divide again, as a state

into districts.—;/. Redis'trictiiig (U.S.).

Redition, re-dish'un, «. the act of going back.

Redivlde, re-di-vld', v.t. to divide again or anew.
Redivlvua, red-i-vl'vus, adj. alive again : restored.

Redolent, red'S-lent, adj. diffusing odour or fragrance:
scented.—'«. Redolence, Red'olency.—a*?'?/. Red'o-
lently. [Fr.,—L. redoUns, •entis—red-, re-, again,
oUre, to emit an odour.]

Redondilla, red-on-de'iya, «. an early form of versi-

fication in which the ist and 4th and the 2d and 3d
lines of the stanza generally rhymed : in later Spanish
use, a term applied to verses of 6 and 8 syllables

in general, whether making perfect rhymes or asso-

nances only. [Sp.,

—

h. rotHndus, round.]
Redorse, re-dors', ». the reverse side of a dorsal or

dorse.

Redouble, re-dub'l, v.t. to double again or repeatedly

:

to increase greatly: to multiply.— v.t. to become
greatly increased : to become twice as much.

Redoubt, Redout, re-dowt', «. (fort.) a field-work
enclosed on all sides, its ditch not flanked from the
parapet : a central or retired work within any other
works, intended to afford the garrison a last retreat
—also Redult'.

—

adj. {Jter.) bent in many angles.

[Fr. redoute, rfduit, a redoubt— It. ridotto— L.
reducere, rrductum—to bring back.]

Redoubt, re-dowt', v.t. (arch.) to fear.

—

adj's. Re-
doubt'able, valiant: Redoubt'ed (S/>etis.). — «.
RedOUbt'ing. [O. Fr. redouter, to fear greatly—L.
re-, back, duhitdre, to doubt.]

Redound, re-downd', v.i. to be sent back by reaction,

to rebound : to result, turn out : (Spe/ts., Milt.) to

overflow, to be in excess.—«. the coming back, .ts

an effect or consequence, return.—«. Redound'ing.
[Fr. redonder—L. redutiddre—re-, back, uiiddre, to
surge

—

unda, a wave.]
Redowa, red'O-a, n. a Bohemian round dance, one
form resembling the waltz, the other the polka : the
music for such a d:)nce, usually in quick triple time.
[Fr.,—Bohem. rejdtnudk.}

Redraft, re-draft*, «. a second draft or copy : a new
bill of exchange which the holder of a protested bill

draws on the drawer or endorsers, for the amount of
the bill, with costs and charges.

Redraw, re-draw*, v.t. to draw again: to draw a
second copy : to draw a new bill : to meet another
bill of the same amount.

Redress, re-dres', v.t. to set right : to relieve from : to
make amends to : to compensate : to dress again.

—

«. relief: reparation.

—

n. Redress'er, one who gives
redress.

—

adjs. RedrOSS'ible, that m:iy be redressed:
RedreSS'ive, affording redress ; RedreSS'leSS, with-
out relief.—«. Redress'ment, the act of redressing.

Redrive, re-drlv', v.t. to drive back.
Red-tape, red'-tSp, «. the red tape used in public, and

esp. government, offices for tying up documents,
&c. : applied satirically to the intricate system of
routine m vogue there : official formality. — adj.
pertaining to official formality.

—

ns. Red'-ta'pism,
the system of routine in government and other public
offices : Red'-ta'plst, a great stickler for routine.

Redub, rc-dub', v.t. (ais/) to make amends for.—«.

Redub'ber, one who buys stolen cloth and so alters
it as not to be recognised.

Reduce, re-dOs', v.t. to bring into a lower state, as to
reduce the ores of silver : to lessen : to impoverish :

to subdue : to arrange : {arith. and aig."^ to change
numbers or quantities from one denommation into
another : to reduce to its proper form, as to reduce a
fracture : to bring into a new form, as to reduce
l>atin to English : to weaken : to bring into a class :

{Scots law) to annul by legal means : (mil.) to strike
off the pay-roll.

—

ns. Beduo'er, one who reduces : a
joint-piece for connecting pipes of varying diame-
ter; Reducibil'ity, Eeduc'ibleness, tbe quality of
being reducible.

—

adj. Reduc'lble, that may be re-
duced.—«f. RedUC'ing-SCale, a scale used by sur-
veyors for reducing chains and links to acres and
roods ; RedUC'tlon, act of reducing or state of being
reduced : diminution : subjugation : a rule for chang-
ing numbers or quantities from one denomination to
another.

—

adj. Reduc'tive, having the power to re-

duce.—Reduce to the ranks, to degrade, for mis-
conduct, to the condition of a private soldier;
Reductio ad absurdum, the proof of a proposition
by proving the falsity of its contradictory opposite ;

Reduction works, smelting works. [L. reducere,
reductum—re-, back, ducere, to lead.]

Reduit. See Redoubt (i).

Redundance, re-dun'dans, n. quality of being super-
fluous : superabundance—also Redun'dancy.

—

adj'.

Redun'dant, superfluous, as in words or images :

(Milt.) flowing back, as a wave.

—

adv. Redun'-
dantly. [Fr. ,— L. redund-ans, -antis, pr.p. of
redufiildre, to redound.]

Reduplicate, re-du'pli-kat, v.i. to double again : to

multiply : to repeat.

—

adj'. doubled.

—

n. Reduplica'-
tion, the act of redoubling : the repetition of a
syllable, or of the initial part, in inflection and word-
formation, as in y.-fefflli, perf. oi/allo, Gr. tetuplia,

perf. of tupto: (attat.) a folding or doubling of a
part or organ.

—

adj'. Redu'plicative.
RedUViidSB, red-u-vl'i-de, n.pl. a family of predacious
bugs.—(!((;. Redu'vlold.—«. Redu'vius, a genus
embracing about fifty species, mostly African—the
Fly-bug is European.

Redux, re'duks, adj'. led back, as from captivity, &c.,
as in Dryden's poem on the Restoration entitled

Astraa Redux: (»ied.) noting the reappearance of

certain physic.il signs after interruption in conse-

quence of disease.

Ree, re, (prov.) v.t. to riddle.

Ree, re, adj. (prov.) wild, tipsy.

Reebok, re'bok, «. a South African antelope.

Re-echo, re-ek'O, 7>.t. to echo back.

—

v.i. to give back
echoes : to resound.—«. an echo repeated.

Reechy, rech'i, adj. (Siuik.) smoky, sooty, tanned.

—

«. Reech, smoke—the Scotch reek (q.v.).

Reed, red, v.t. and v.i. (Speus.) to deem.
Reed, red, «. the common English name of certain tall

grasses, growing in moist or marshy places, and
having a very hard or almost woody culm : a musical
)ipe ancient-

Drone-reed of Bag-pipes.

the clarinet, bassoon, oboe, and bagpipe : the speak-
ing part of the organ, though made of metal : the
appliance in weaving for separating the threads
of the warp, and for beating the weft up to the
web : a tube containing the powder-train leading
to the blast-hole : a piece of whalebone, &c., for

stiffening the skirt or waist of a woman's dress

:

(poet.) a missile weapon : reeds or straw for thatch :

a measuring reed.

—

v.t. to thatch.

—

us. Reed'-band,
a musical band including clarinets and other reed-

insirumeiits ; Reed'-bird, the bobolink ; Reed'-
bunt'lng, the black-headed bunting of Europe.

—

adjs. Reed'ed, covered with reeds: formed with
reed-like ridges or channels : Reed'on, consisting

of a reed or reeds.

—

ns. Reed'er, a thatcher

;

Reed'-g^ass, any one of the grasses c.illed reeds

;

Reed'lness, the state of being reedy : Reed'ing, the
milling on the edge of a coin : (archit.) ornamental
beaded mouldings, Re. : Reed'- Instrument, a
musical instrument, the tone of which is produced
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Re-edify mOte ; mute ; moDn ; ///en. Re-export

by the vibration of a reed ; Reed' -knife, a metal
implement for adjusting the tuning wires in a pipe-

organ : Reed'llng, the European bearded titmouse
;

Reed'-mace, any plant of the genus Typka^ esp.

either of two species, also called Cat's tail, the

most common of which grows to a height of five or

six feet, and is sometimes called Bulrush ; Reed'-
mo'tion, the mechanism which in power-looms moves
the batten ; Reed'-Or'gan, a key-board musical in-

strument of which the harmonium and the Ameri-
can organ are the principal types ; Reed'-pheas'ant,
the bearded titmouse or rcedling ; Reed'-pipe, in

organ-building, a pipe whose tone is produced by the

vibration of a reed : Reed' -plane, a concave-soled
plane used in making beads : Reed'-Stop, a set of
reed-pipes in organs, the use of which is controlled

by a smgle stop-knob ; Reed'-war'bler, a species

of the warblers, frequenting marshy places, and
building its nest on the reeds which grow there

—

also Reed'-thnish ; Reed'-wren, the greater reed-

warbler : an American wren.

—

adj. Reed'y, abound-
ing with reeds : resembling or sounding as a reed.—
«. masses of rods of iron imperfectly welded together.

[A.S. hredd : Dut. riet, Ger. ried.\

Re-edify, re-ed'i-fl, v.t. to rebuild.—«. Re-edlflca'-
tion, the act of rebuilding : the state of being re-

built.

Reef, ref, «. a chain of rocks lying at or near the
surface of the water : a shoal or elevated bank : a
lode, vein, or ledge, in Australian mining phrase-
ology. [Dut. rif; Ice. rif.\

Reef, ref, «. a portion of a sail rolled or folded up.—
v.t. to reduce the exposed surface of, as a sail : to

gather up any material in a similar way.

—

ns. Reef-
band, a strong strip of canvas extending across a
sail to strengthen it ; Reefer, a reef-oyster : one
who reefs : a short jacket worn by sailors : a mid-
shipman ; Reef-goose, the common wild goose of
North America ; Reefing, the gathering up of a

curtain in short festoons ; Reefing-jack'et, a pea-
jacket ; Reef-knot, a square knot ; Reef-line, a
temporary means of spilling

a sail ; Reef-pend'ant, in

fore and aft sails, a rope
through a sheave-hole in the

boom ; Reef'-sqtlid, a lash-

ing used aboard the luggers Reef-knot,
on the south coast of Eng-
land ; Reef'-tack'le, a tackle used to facilitate reefing.

—adjs. Reefy full of reefs ; ClOSe'-teefed, the con-
dition of a sail when all its reefs have been taken in.

[Dut. reef, reef; Ice. rif, Dan. reb.'\

Reef, ref, adj. (Scot.) scabby.—«. the itch. [A.S.

hredf, scabby.)
Reek, rek, «. smoke: vapour.

—

it.i. to emit smoke or

vapour : to steam.

—

adj. Reek'y, full of reek : smoky :

soiled with steam or smoke: loul. [A.S. rec ; Ice.

reykr, Ger. rauch, Dut. rook, smoke.]
Reel, rel, «. a lively Scottish dance for two couples or

more, its music generally written in common time of
four crotchets in a measure, but sometimes in jig

time of six quavers: music for such a dance.

—

v.i.

to dance a reel. [Gael. righil.\

Reel, rel, «. a rolling or turning frame for winding
yarn, &c.

—

T.t. to wind on a reel.

—

adj. Reel'able,
capable of being reeled.

—

ns. Reel'-click, an attach-

ment to an angler's reel, which checks the line from
running out too freely ; Reel'-COtt'on, sewing cotton
thread wound on reels or spools ; Reel'er, one who
reels: the grasshopper - warbler ; Reel'- hold'er, a
rotatory frame to hold spools or reels of thread used
in sewing : one of the watch in a man-of-war who
hauls in the line when the log is heaved to ascertain
the ship's speed ; Reel'ing-maclline', a machine for

winding thread on spools or reels : a machine which
winds into hanks the cotton yarn received from the
bobbins of the spinning-frames ; Reel'-Une, a fishing-

line used on a reel by anglers, esp. the part reeled^
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as distinguished from that cast; Reel'-plate, the
metal plate of a fishing-reel that fits into the reel-

seat : Reel'-seat, the groove on an angler's rod which
receives the reel.—Reel off, to give out with rapidity
or fluency. [A.S. real, hreol.]

Reel, rel, v.i. to stagger : to vacillate.—«. giddiness.—adv. Reel'-rall {Scot.), topsy-turvy. [Conn, with
preceding word.]

Re-elect, re-e-lekt', z/./.toelect again.—«.Re-eleo'tlon.
Re-elevate, re-el'e-vat, v.t. to elevate again or anew.
Re-eligible, re-el'i-ji-bl, adj. capable of re-election.

—

«. Re-eligibility.
Reem, rem. n. an animal mentioned in Job, xxxix. 9

—

unicorn, wild ox, or ox-antelope.
Re-embark, re-em-bark', v.t. to embark or put on

board again.—«. Re-embarka'tion.
Re-embattle, re-em-bat'l, v.t. (Milt.) to range again

in order of battle.

Re-embody, re-em-bod'i, v.t. to embody again.
Re-embrace, re-em-bras', v.t. otv.i. to embrace again.
Re-emerge, re-e-meij', II. i. to emerge again.—«. Re-
emerg'ence, the act of emerging again.

Reemlng, rem'ing, «. the act of opening the seams
between the planks of a vessel with a caulking-iron,

in order to admit the oakum.
Re-enact, re-en-akt', v.t. to enact again.— «. Be-
enact'ment.

Re-enCOUXagement, re-en-kur'aj-ment, «. renewed or

repeated encouragement.
Re-endow, re-en-dow', Ti.t. to endow again or anew.
Re-enforce, Re-enforcement. Same as Reinforce,
Reinforcement.

Re-engage, re-en-gaj', z'.t. and v.i. to engage again or

a second time.—«. Re-engage'ment, a renewed or

repeated engagement.
Re-engender, re-en-jen'der, v.t. to regenerate.

Re-engrave, re-en-grav', v.t. to engrave again or anew.
Re-enjoy, re-en-joi', v.t. to enjoy anew or a second

time.

Re-enlist, re-en-list, v.t. or v.i. to enlist again.

Re-enter, re-en'ter, v.t. and v.i. to enter again or anew :

in engraving, to cut deeper where the aqua fortis has
not bitten sufficiently.

—

/./k^'. Re-en'tering, entering

again : turning inwards.—«. Re-en'trance, the act

of entering again.

—

adj. Re-en'trant (same as Re-
entering).—«. Re-en'try, an entering again : the
resuming a possession lately lost. — Re-entering
angle, an angle pointing inwards.

Re-enthrone, re-en-thrOn', v.t. to restore to the throne.
— «. Re-enthTone'ment.

Re-erect, re-e-rekt', v.t. to erect again.
Reermouse. Same as Reremouse.
Reesk, resk, n. {Scot.) rank grass, or waste land grow-

ing such.
Reest, Reist, rest, v.i. (Scot.) of a horse, suddenly to

refuse to move, to baulk.

—

v.t. to arrest, stop.

Re-establish, re-es-tab'lish, v.t. to establish again:
to restore.

—

ns. Re-estab'lishOf, one who re-estab-
lishes ; Re-establishment.

Re-estate, re-es-tat', v.t. to re-establish.

Reeve, rev, «. a steward or other officer (now used
only in composition, as in sheriff')—a title applied
to several cla.sses of old English magistrates over
various territorial areas, as borough-reeves, over
boroughs ; port-reeves, in trading towns, in ports

;

high-reeves, &c. [M. E. reve—A.S. gere/a—r^f,
excellent. Cf. Ger. gra/.\

Reeve, rev, v.t. to pass the end of a rope through qny
hole, as the channel of a block :

—

pa.t. and pn.p.
reeved, also rove (naut.). [Ree/'(2).]

Re-examine, re-eg-zam'in, v.t. to examine again or
anew.—«. Re-examina'tion, a renewed or repeated
examination.

Re-exchange, rS-eks-chanj', v.t. to exchange again or
anew.—«. a renewed exchange.

Re-exhibit, re-eg-zib'it, v.t. to exhibit again.
Re-expel, re-eks-pel', rr.t. to expel again.
Re-export, re-eks-pOrt', v.t. to export again, as wliat



Refaction fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Reform

has been imported.—«. Re-exporta'tion, the act of

exporting what has first been imported.

Refaction, re-fak'shun, n. (obs.) retribution.

Refait, re-fa', «. a drawn game, esp. in rouge-et-

r.oir.

Refashion, re-fash'un, v.t. to fashion or mould again.

—«. Refash ionment.
Refasten, re-fas'n, v.t. to fasten again.

Refection, re-fekshun, «. refreshment : a meal OT

repast.—«. Refec'tioner.—rt<^'. Refec'tive, refresh-

ing.—«. Refec'tory, the place where refections or

meals are taken, esp. in convents or monasteries.

[Fr.,— L. re/ectio— reficere, refectum—re-, again,

facere, to make.]
Refel, re-fel', v.t. {Shak.") to refute, to disprove. [O.

Fr.,—L. refellere—re-, again, yii/lere, to deceive.]

Refeoff, re-fef, z'.i. to reinvest.

Refer, r£-fer, v.t. to submit to another person or

authority : to assign : to reduce : to carry back : to

trace back : to hand over for consideration : to deliver

over, as to refer a matter : to appeal : to direct for

information.

—

v.i. to direct the attention : to give a
reference : to have reference or recourse : to relate :

to allude :

—

^r.^. refer'ring : /a.t. and/«./. referred'.—aJjs. Referable, Refer'rlble, that may be referred

or assigned to.

—

»s. ReferSB', one to whom anything
is referred : an arbitrator, umpire, or judge ; Refer-
ence, the act of referring ; a submitting for informa-

tion or decision: relation : allusion : one who,'or that

which, is referred to : (/aw) the act of submitting a
dispute for investigation or decision : a testimonial :

a direction in a book, a quotation; Reference-Bl'ble,

a Bible having references to parallel passages

;

Reference-book, a book to be referred to or con-

sulted, as an encyclopaedia ; Ref'erence-Li'hrary,
a librarj' containing books to be consulted only in the

premises.— «.//. Reference-marks (print.), the

characters *, t, &c., used to refer to noteSj &c.

—

tis.

Beferendar', in Germany, a legal probationer who
has passed the first of the two examinations for the

judicial service ; Referen'dary, one to whose decision

a cause is referred, a referee : formerly a public

official whose duty was to procure, execute, and
despatch diplomas and charters, or who served as

the medium of communication with a sovereign : the

official through whom the patriarch of Constantinople
communicates with the civil authorities; Referen'-
dnm, in Switzerland, the right of the people to have
all legislative acts passed in the Federal or Cantonal
Assemblies referred to them en masse.—adj. Refer-
en'tial, containing a reference : pointing or referring

to someihing else.

—

adv. Referen'tially, in the way
of reference.—«J. Refer'ment ; Refer'rer. [O. Fr.

re/erer {ri/irer)—L. re/erre, to carry back

—

re-,

back, /5'f-ry, to carry. ]

Referrlble. Same as Referable.
Refigure, rS-fig'Qr, v.t. to represent anew: {astral.)

to restore the parabolic figure of, as of a parabolic
mirror.

Refill, re-fil', v.t. to fill again.
Refind, rS-find', v.i. to find or experience again.
Refine, re-fTn', v.t. to separate from extraneous

matter: to reduce to a fine or pure .state: to purify :

to clarify : to polish : to make elegant : to purify

the manners, morals, language, &c.

—

v.i. to become
fine or pure : to affect nicety : to improve in any
kind of excellence.

—

p.adj. Refined', made fine :

polished ; highly cultivated.

—

adv. Refin'edly, in a
refined manner: with affected elegance.

—

ns. Re-
fln'edness, Refine'ment, act of refining or state of
being refined : purification : separation from what is

impure, &c. : cultivation : elegance : polish : purity :

an excessive nicety ; Refin'er, one who refuses any-
thing : a piece of mechanism for refining, as a gas
purifier ; Refin'ery, a place for refining ; Refin'lng,
the act or process of refining or purifying, particu-
larly metals. [L. re-, denoting change of state, and
fine: cf. Fr. rajfitur,\
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Refit, rS-fit', v.t. to fit or prepare again.

—

v.i. to repair
damages.

—

ns. Refit', Refit'ment.
Reflame, re-flam', v.i. to burst asjain into flame.
Reflect, re-Hckt', v.t. to bend back; to throw back

after striking upon any surface, as light, &c.

—

v.i.

to be thrown back, as light, heat, &c. : to revolve
in the mind : to consider attentively or deeply : to
ponder : to cast reproach or censure (with on, upon).
—p.adj. Reflect'ed, cast or thrown back : turned
upward : reflexed.—<ji(^i. Reflect'ible, capable of
being reflected ; Reflect'ing, throwing back light,
heat, &c. : given to reflection : thoughtful.—/k/».
Reflect'lngly, with reflection : with censure —Re-
flecting telescope, a form of telescope in which the
image of the object to be viewed is produced by a
concave reflector instead of a lens, as m the refract-

ing telescope. [Fr.,—L. rejlectere, rejlexum—re-,

ag:\in, j7ectere, to bend.]
Reflection, Reflexion, re-flek'shun, «. the act of

reflecting : the change of direction when a ray of
light, &c., strikes upon a surface and is thrown
back : the state of being reflected : that which is

reflected : the action of the mind by which it is

conscious of its own operations : attentive considera-
tion : contemplation : censure or reproach : {anat.)
the folding of a part, a fold.

—

adj. Refiect'i7e, re-

flecting : considering the operations of the mind :

exercising thought or reflection : (gram.) reciprocal.

—adv. Refiect'Ively.— «j. Reflectiveness; Re-
flect'or, one who, or that which, reflects : a mirror
or polished reflecting surface : a censurer.

—

adj.
Reflect'ory.

Reflet, re-fla', «. iridescent glaze, as on pottery : ware
po.ssessint; this property.

Reflex, re'fleks, adj. bent or turned back : reflected :

reciprocal : acting and reacting, as reflex influence :

(physio/.) said of certain movements which take
place independent of the will, bein^ sent back from
a nerve-centre in answer to a stimulus from the
surface : (paint.) illuminated by light reflected from
another part of the same picture.—«. reflection :

light reflected from an illuminated surface : a copy.
—v.t. Reflex', to bend ha.cV..—p.adj. Reflexed'
(hoi.), bent backward or. downward.

—

n. Reflexl-
bll'lty.—<K^V. Reflexible, Reflect'ible, that may
be reflected or thrown back.

—

n. Reflexity.

—

adj.
Refiex'ive, turning backward : reflective : respecting
the past : relating to a verb in which the action

turns back upon the subject, as / bethought myself,
—adz: Reflex'ively.—«. Reflex'iveness, the state

or quality of being reflexive.— rt^z'. Re'flexly (also

Reflex'ly).— «<//'. Reflexogen'iC, tending to increase

reflex motions.
Refloat, re-flut', «. ebb.
Reflorescence, re-flor-es'ens, «. a blos.soming anew.

—

v.i. Reflour'isli.

Reflow, re-flo', v.i. to flow back.—«.i. Reflow', Re-
floWing.

Reflower, re-flow'er, v.i. to bloom again.
Refluent, reflOo-ent, adj. flowing back : ebbing.

—

ns.

Refluence, Refluency.— a^/;'. Reflux, flowing or
returning back: reflex.

—

n. a flowing back : ebb.

—

«. ReflUX'ing. (L. refluens, -entis, pr.p. oirejluire—re-, \>2lcK., Jluire, fliucum, to flow.]

RefOClllate, re-fos'il-at, v.t. (obs.) to revive.—«. Re-
focilla'tion. [L. re-, again, focilldre, to cherish

—

focus, a hearth.]

Refold, rc-fold', v.t. to fold again.—rt(^'. Refold'ed.
Rofoot, re-foot', v.t. to supply with a new foot.

Reforest, re-for'est, v.t. to plant again with trees.

—

». Reforestation.
Reforge, re-fOrj', v.t. to forge again or anew : to make
over again.—«. Reforg'er.

Reform, re-form', v.t. to form again or anew : to

transform : to make better : to remove that which is

objectionable from : to repair or improve : to reclaim.—v.i. to become better ; to abandon evil : to be
corrected or improved.

—

m. a forming anew : change,



Reformade &fite ; mute ; mSQn ; iAen. Refute

amendment, improvement : an extension or better

distribution of parliamentary representation, as in

the Reform Bill.—a</;'. Refor'mable.—«. Eeforma-
tlon, the act of formmg a^ain : the act of reforming

:

amendment: improvement: the great religious revo-

lution of the i6th century, which gave rise to the

various evangelical or Protestant organisations of
Christendom.

—

lu/j's. Eefor'mative, forming again
or anew : tending to produce reform ; Befor-
m&tO]*y, reforming : tending to produce reform.

—

n. an institution lor reclaiming youths and children

who have been convicted of crime.

—

m/j. Befonned.',

formed again or anew : changed : amended : im-

proved : denoting the churches formed after the

Reformation, esp. those in which the Calvinisiic

doctrines, and still more the Calvinistic polity, pre-

vad, in contradistinction to the LntlieraH.— >u.

Eefor'nier, one who reforms: one who advocates
political reform : one of those who took part in

the Reformation of the i6th century ; Reformist,
a reformer.—Reformed Presbyterians, a Presby-
terian denomination origin.iting in Scotland (see

Cameronian) ; Reform school, a reformatory. [L.
re-, 3.s^in, Jarindre, to shape^^rwrt, form.]

Refonnade, ref-or-mad', «. {Ihijiyaii) a reduced or

dismis>ed soldier.—«. Refonna'do, an officer with-
out a command.

—

a<ij. degraded : penitent.

Refortify, re-for'ti-fl, v.i. to fortify again or anew.
Refound, re-fownd', v.t. to establish on a new basis:

to cast anew. — «. Refound'er.
Refract, re-frakt', v.t. to break back or open: to

break the natural course, or bend from a direct line,

as rays of light, &c.

—

adj. Refrac'table. —/. rt^V.

Refirac'tod, turned out of its straight course, as a
ray of light : {bot, &c.) bent back at an acute angle

;

Refrac'ting, serving or tending to refract : re-

fractive.—«. Refrac'tion, the act of refracting : the
change in the direction of a ray of light, heat, &c.,

when it enters a different medium.

—

{uij. Refrac-
tive, refracting: pertaining to refraction.— Ki-. Re-
frac'tiveness ; RefractiVity ; Refiractometer, an
instrument for measuring the refractive power of
different substances ; Refi°ac'tor, a refracting tele-

scope. — Angle of refraction, the angle between
a perpendicular and a ray of light after its change
of direction, bearing a constant ratio to the sine

of the angle of iiicideuce— the index of refrac-

tion ; Astronomical, or Atmospheric, refraction,
the apparent angular elevation of the heavenly bodies
above their true places, caused by the refraction of
the rays of light in their passage through the earth's

atmosphere ; Double reu°actiOn, the separation of

an incident ray of light into two refracted rays,
polarised in perpendicular planes. [L. re/ringere,
rffrnctutit—re-, \acV,/rnHgere, to break.]

Refractory, re-frak'to-ri, adj. breaking through rules :

unrulv : unmanageable : obstinate : perverse : diffi-

cult of fusion, as metals, &c. : not susceptible, as to
(iisease—<r(/z'. Reltac'torily.—«. Refractoriness.

Refracture, re-frak'iur, «. a breaking again.
Retragable. ref'ra-ga-bl, adj'. that may be resisted :

capable of refutation.

—

ns. Refragabll'lty, Ref 'ra-

gableness.—r'./. Ref'ragate(£!if.), to be contrary in
elTect. [L. re/ragdri, to resist

—

re-, 3ignin, /raitgere,
to break.]

Refrain, refran', «. a burden or chorus recurring at
the end of each division of a poem : the musical form
to which the burden of a song is set : an after-taste
or other sense impression. [O. Fr. re/rain—rc-
fraindre— L. rr/ringere (re/raugere).}

Refrain, re-fran', v.t. to curb : to restrain.— i/./. to keep
from action : to forbear.

—

ns. Refrain'er ; Refrain'-
ment. [O. Fr. re/raindre(Yr. re/reiier)—Low L.
rrfte>tdre—re-, h3.ck,frenuni, a bridle.]

Reframe, re-fram', v.t. to frame again.
Refranation, ref-ra-na'shun, «. (astral.) the failure of

a planetary aspect to occur.
Refrangible, r€-fran'ji-bl, a^'. that may be refracted,
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or turned out of a direct course, as rays of light, heat,
&c—fis. Refrangibil'ity, Refrangibleness.

Refreeze, re-frez', v.t. to Ireeze a second time.

Refrenation, ref-re-na'shun, «. (pis.) the act of re-

straining.

Refresh, re-fresh', v.t. to give new strength, spirit, &c.
to : to revive after exhaustion : to enliven ; to restore
a fresh appearance to.

—

v.i. to become fresh again :

(coll.) to take refreshment, as food and drink.

—

v.t.

Refresh'en, to make fresh again.

—

ti. Refresh'er,
one who, or that which, refreshes : a fee paid to
counsel for continuing his attention to a case, esp.
when adjourned.

—

adj'. Refresh'ful, full of power to
refresh : refreshing. — adv. Refresh'fully. — p.adj.
Refreshing, revivmg, invigorating.

—

adv. Refresh'-
ingly. in a refreshing manner : so as to revive.

—

ns.

Refresh'ingness ; Refresh'ment, the act of refresh-

ing : new strength or spirit after exhaustion : that
which refreshes, as food or rest

—

(pi.) usually food
and drink.—Refreshment, or Refection, Sunday,
the fourth Sunday in Lent.

Refrigerant, re-frij'e-rant, adj. making cold : cool-
ing : refreshing. — n. that which cools. — v.t. Re-
fng'erate, to make cold : to cool : to refresh.—«.

Refrigeration. —<?(//>. Refrig'erative, Refrig'ora-
tory, cooling: refreshing.

—

tis. Refrig'erator, an
apparatus for preserving food by keeping it at a
low temperature : an ice-safe ; Refrig'erator-car, a
freight-car fitted for preserving meat, &c., during
transmission, by means of cold ; Refrlg'eratory, a
cooler : a vessel or apparatus for coolmg, used in

brewing, &c. ; Refrige'rium (fibs.), cooling refresh-

ment. [Fr.,— L. re-, denoting change of state,

frigerare, -dtum, to coo\,/rigus, cold.]

Refringe. re-frinj', v.i. to infringe.—K. Refrlng'ency,
refractive power.

—

adj'. Refrln'gent.
Reft, reft, pa.t. a.nd^a.p. oi reave.
Refuge, ref'uj , H. that which affords shelter or protec-

tion : an asylum or retreat : a resource or expedient.
—v.t. t£^find shelter for.— i'./. to take shelter.

—

us.

Refugee', one who flees for refuge to another
country, esp. from religious persecution or political

commotion ; Refugee'ism. — City of refuge (see

City); House of refuge, an institution for the
shelter of the destitute. [Fr.,—L. re/ugium— re-,

\i3L.cV,/nigerc, to flee.)

Refulgence, re-ful'jens, «. state of being refulgent:
brightness : brilliance—also Reful'gency.

—

adj. Re-
ful'gent, casting a flood of light : shining: brilliant.

—adv. RefUl'gently. [Fr.,-L. re/ulgens, -entis,

pr.p. oi re/ulgere— re-, \TiX<tn.,_fnlgere, to shine.]
Refund, re-fund', v.t. to repay : to restore : to return
what has been taken.— «j. Refund'; Refund'er;
Refund'ment. [Fr.,—L. re/undere, re/iisum— re-,

hack, /itudere, to pour.]
Refurbish, re-fur'bish, v.t. to furbish again : to polish.

Refurnish, re-fur'nish, v.t. to furnish again : to supply
or provide anew.

Refuse, re-fuz', v.t. to reject: to deny, as a request,

&c. : to disown : to fail to receive, to repel : (mil.)

to hold troops back from the regular alignment.

—

v.i. to decline acceptance: not to comply.

—

adj'.

RefU'sable, capable of being refused.—«j. Refji'sal,

denial of anything requested : rejection : the right

of taking in preference to others ; Refu'ser. [Fr.

refuser, prob. due to confusion of L. re/utdre, to

drive back, recusdre, to make an objection against.]

Refuse, ref'Os, adj'. refused : worthless.—«. that which
is rejected or left as worthless : dross.

Refuse, re-l'uz', v.t. to melt again.

—

n. RefU'Sion, re-

peated fusion or melting, as of metals : restoration.

Refute, re-fut', i>.t. to repel : to oppose : to disprove.

—H. Refutabil'ity.—fli(;'. Refu'table, that may be
refuted or disproved.

—

adv. Refu'tably.—«. Refu-
tation, the act of refuting or disproving.

—

adj.
Refutatory, tending to refute : refuting.—«. Re-
fCL'ter, one who, or that which, refutes. [Fr. ri/uter
L. re/utdre—re-, back, root o{fundere,/uttlis.\



Itegain fete, far ; me, her ; mTne< Register

Regain, re-gan, v.i. to gain back or again : to recover.

Regal, re'gal, adj. belonging to a king : kingly : royal.—adv. Re'gaUy. [Fr.,—L. regnlis—rex, a king

—

regere, to rule.]

Regal, re'gal, n. a small portable organ used to sup-

port treble voices.—Also Rlg'Ole. [Fr.,—It.,—L.

regalis, royal.)

Regale, re-gal', v.t. to entertain in a sumptuous
manner : to refresh : to gratify.

—

v.i. to feast.—«. a

regal or magnificent feast.— «.f. Regale'ment, the

act of regaling : entertainment : refreshment ; Re-
galer. [Fr. rigaUr, derived by Diez, like Sp.

regular, from L. regeldre, to thaw. Scheler prefers

to connect with O. Fr. galer, to rejoice (cf. Gala),

and Skcat follows him.]
Regalia, re-ga'li-a, «.//. the ensigns of royalty : the
crown, sceptre, &c., esp. those used at a coronation :

the rights and privileges of kings: the_ distinctive
symbols of a particular order. — n. Rega'le, the
power of the sovereign in ecclesiastical aflTairs.

—

adj.

Rega'Uan, regal, sovereign. — tis. Re'galism, Re-
gality, state of being regal : royalty : sovereignty :

{Scoi.)3. territorial jurisdiction formerly conferred by
the king.

—

adv. Re'gally. [Neut. pi. of L. regalis,

royal.]

Regalia, re-ga'lya, n. a superior Cuban cigar.

Regard, re-gard', v.t. to observe particularly : to hold
in respect or aflfection : to pay attention to : to care
for : to keep or observe : to esteem : to consider as
important or valuable : to have respect or relation

to.—«. (orig.) look, gaze: attention with interest:
observation : respect : affection : repute : relation :

reference: (//.) good wishes.

—

adjs. Regar'dable
;

Regar'dant, looking to : (Jier.) looking behind or
backward.—«. Regar'der.— a//;'. Regard'ful, full of
regard : taking notice : heedful : attentive.

—

ad7>.

Regard'fully. — «. Regard'fulness. — />-^/. Re-
gar'dlng, respecting, concerning.— adj. Regard'-
less, without regard: not attending: negligent:
heeiiless.—rtrfr*. Regard'lessly.—«J. Regard^less-
ness ; Regard'-ring, a ring set with stones whose
initial letters make the word regard, as mhy,
emerald, ^rnet, amethyst, ruby, ^amond. — As
regards, with regard to; In regard of, in view of;
In this regard, in this respect. [Fr. rcgarder—re-,

again, .^rtrr/<rr, to keep.]
Regather, re-gaM'er, z'.t. to gather again.
Regatta, re-gat'a, n. a race of yachts : any rowing

or sailing match. [It. regatta, rigatta— Old It.

regattare, to haggle, prob. a form of It. recatare, to

retail— L. re-, again, captdre, to catch.]
Regelation, reje-la'shun, «. the act of freezing anew.—v.i. Re'gelate, to freeze together. [L. re-, again,
geldre, to freeze.]

Regency, re'jen-si, «. the office, jurisdiction, or
dominion of a regent : a body enirusted with vicari-
ous government.—«. Re'gence (txJi. ), government.

Regenerate, r€-jen'er-at, v.t. to produce anew:
(Jiuol.) to renew the heart and turn it to the love
of God.

—

adj. regenerated, renewed : changed from
a natural to a spiritual state.— ns. Regen'eracy,
Regen'erateness, state of being regenerate.— «.

Regeneration, act of regenerating : state of being
regenerated : {tkeol.) new birth, the change from a
carnal to a Christian life : the renewal of the world
at the second coming of Christ.

—

adj. Regen'era-
tlve, pertaining to regeneration : renewal.—«(/?'.

Regen'eratively. — «. Regen'erator, a chamber
filled with a checker-work of fire-bricks, in which the
waste heat is, by reversal of the draught, alternately
stored up and given out to the gas and air entering
the furnace.—a<^'. Regen'eratory.- «. Regen'esis,
the state of being renewed. Baptismal regenera-
tion (see Baptise). [L. regenerdre, -dtum, to bring
forth again

—

re-, again, generare, to generate.]
Regent, re'jent, adj. invested with interim or vicarious

sovereign authority.—«. one invested with interim
authority : one who rules for the sovereign ; a college

professor, as formerly in Scotland and elsewhere : a
master or doctor who takes part in the regular duties
of in.structi(in and government in some universities.—ns. Re'gent-bird, an Australian bird related to the
bower-birds ; Re'gentess ; Re'gentship, office of a
regent: deputed authority. [Fr.,—L. regens, -entis,

pr.p. of regere, to rule.]

Regerminate, re-jer'min-at, v.i. to germinate or bud
again, n. Regemilna'tion.

Regest, re-jest', v.t. (ods.) to throw back. — «, a
register.

Reget, re-get', v. t. to get or obtain again.
Regian, reji-an, «. (oA-f.) a royalist.—Re'glammajes-

ta'tem, a collection of ancient laws bearing to have
been compiled by order of David I. of Scotland, now
generally believed to be a compilation from Glan-
ville's 'J'ractatiis de legibus.

Regible, rej'i-bl, adj. governable.
Regicide, rej'i-sid, «. the murderer of a king—applied

esp. to the members of the High Court of Justice
who sentenced Charles I. todeath.—rt^'. Regici'dal.
[Fr.,—L. rex, regis, a king, ciedere, to kill.)

Reglfugium, re-ji-fu'ji-um, n. an ancient Roman fes-

tival commemorating the expnlsion of the Tarquins.
Reglld, re-gild', v.t. to gild again or anew.
Regime, ra-zhem', «. mode of ruling one's diet : form

of government : administration.—Ancien regime,
the political system that prevailed in France before
the Revolution of 1789. [Fr.,—L. regimen—regere,
to rule.]

Regimen, rej'i-men, n. rule prescribed : orderly
government : any regulation for gradual improve-
ment : (>ned.) rule of diet, habit with regard to food :

{gram.) the government of one word by another

:

words governed :—//. Regim'ina.

—

adj. Reglm'inal.
IL-]

Regiment, rej'i-ment, «. a body of soldiers consti-

tuting the l.irgest permanent unit, commanded by a
colonel: rule.

—

7).t. to form into a regiment: to

organise.

—

adj. Regiment'al, relating to a regiment.
—«.//. the uniform of a regiment.

—

n. Regimenta'-
tion, classification.—Regimental district, the terri-

tory allotted to each regiment for recruiting purposes.

Regina, re-jT'na, «. (l/.S.) the striped water-snake.

Region, re'jun, «. a portion of land : country : any
area or district, with re.spect to fauna, flora, &c. :

(,S/iak.) rank, dignity : {Shak.) the elemental space
between the earth and the moon's orbit.

—

adj.

Re'gional, topical : local : topographical.—«. Re'-
gionalism, sectionalism. -rtiyz/. Re'gionalljr.— «.

Regiona'riUS, a title given to R.C. ecclesiastics

who have jurisdiction over certain districts of

Rome.—rtrf/j. Re'gionary ; Regionio. [O. Fr.,—
L. regio, regionis—regere, to rule]

Register, rej'is-ter, «. a written record, regularly

kept : the book containing the register : that which
registers or records : one who registers, as the Scotch
' Lord Clerk Register:' that which regulates, as the

damper of a furnace or stove : a stop or range of

pipes on the organ, &c. : the compass of a voice or

of a musical instrument : {firint.) exact adjustment
of position in the prcsswork of books printed on
both sides.

—

z'.t. to enter in a register : to record.

—

adjs. Reg'isterable, Registrable, capable of being
registered ; Registered^ enrolled, as a registered

voter.— «J. Reg ister-grate, a grate with a shutter

behind ; Reg'lSter-off 'Ice, a record-office : an em-
ployment office ; Reg'lster-plate, in rope-making, a
disc having holes so arranged as to give the yarns
passing through them their proper position for enter-

ing into the general twist ; Reg'istrant, one who
registers, esp. a trade-mark or patent ; Reg'istrar,

one who keeps a register or official record ; Reg'lS-

trar-gen'eral, an officer having the superintendence
of the registration of all births, deaths, and mar-
riages ; Reg'istrarsbip, office of a registrar.—?/./.

Reg'iStrate. —ns. RegiStra'tion, act of registering :

in organ-playing, the act of combining stops for the
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Begius mote ; mute ; mOCn ; /Aeri. Rehearsal

playing of given pieces of music ; Reg'istry, act of
registering : place where a register is kept : facts

recorded.—Registration Act, a statute of 1885 ex-

tending the borough system of registration to county
towns : Registration of British ships, a duty
imposed on ship-owners in order to secure to their

vessels the privileges of British ships ; Registration
of copyright, the recording of the title of a book
for the purpose of securing the copyright ; Registra-
tion Of trade-marks, the pubhc system of register-

ing such, with a view to secure their exclusive use.

—Parish register, a book in which the births,

deaths, and marriages are inscribed ; Ship's register,

a document showing the ownership of a vessel.

[O. Fr. registre—Low L. registrum, for L. regestum,
pi. regesia—re-, hack, gerere, to carry.]

Regius, re'ji-us, at//, appointed by the Crown, aS
Re'giUS profess'or, one whose chair was founded
by Henry VIII. ; in Scotland, any professor whose
chair was founded by the Crown.—Re'giuin do'num,
an annual grant of public money to Presbyterian and
other nonconformist ministers in England, Scotland,
and esp. Ireland, where it only ceased in 1871.

Reg^Ve, re-giv', 7:i. to restore.

Reglement, res'1-ment, «. (Bacon) regulation.

—

at/j.

Reglemen'tary. [Fr.]

Reglet, reg'let, «. a flat, narrow moulding, used to

separate panels, &c. : a fillet : (print.) a ledge of
wood thicker than a lead, and used for a like pur-
pose.— «. Reg'let-plane, a plane for making printers'

reglets. [Fr., dinv o{ regie—L. regula, a rule.]

ReglOW, re-glO', v.i. to recalesce.—«. recalescence.
Reg^a, reg'ma, «. {hot.) a capsule with two or more

lobes, each of which dehisces at maturity:

—

pi.
Reg'mata. [Gr. rhegtna, a fracture.]

Regmacarp, reg'ma-karp, n. any dehiscent fruit.

Regnal, reg'nal, adj. pertaining to the reign of a
monarch.—«. Reg'nancy, condition of bemg reg-
nant : reign : predominance.

—

adj. Reg'nant, reign-
ing or ruling : predominant : exercising regal author-
ity.

—

IIS. Reg'nicide, the destroyer of a kingdom:
Reg'num, a badge of royalty, esp. the early form
of the pope's tiara.—Regnal year, the year of a
sovereign's reign. [L. regnans, regnantis, pr.p. of
regndre, regere, to rule.]

Regorge, re-gorj', v.t. to swallow again : (Milt.) to
swallow eagerly : to vomit, to throw back.

Reg^ade, re-grad, v.i. (obs.) to retire.

Regraft, re-graft', v.i. to graft again.
Regrant, re-grant*, v.t. to grant back.

—

n. a fresh
grant.

Regrate, re-grat', v.t. in masonry, to remove the
outer surface so as to give a fresh appearance.

Regrate, re-grat', v.t. to buy and ^ell again in the
same market, thus raisingthe grice—once a criminal
offence in England.—«i-. Kegra'ter, -tor, a huckster
who buys and sells provisions in the same fair

;

Reg^a'ting. [O. Fr. regrater—'Low L. recatare,
to retail— L. re-, back, captdre, to catch.]

Regrede, re-gred'. v.i. to retrograde.—«. Regre'dl-
ence.

Regreet, re-gret', v.t. (Shak.) to greet or salute again.
— «. (Shak.) exchange of salutation.

Regress, re-gres', «. passage back : return : power of
returning : re-entry.

—

v.i. to go back : to return to

a former place or state : (astron.) to move from east
to west.—«. Regres'Slon, act of going back or return-
ing. — adj. RegresS'ive, going back: returning.

—

adv. Reg^ess'ively, in a regressive manner : by
return. [L. regressus, perf. p. of regredi—re-, back,
gradi, gressiis, to step, go.]

Regret, re-gret', v.t. to grieve at: to remember with
sorrow '.—pr.p. regrel'ting : pa.t. and pa.p. regret'ted.
— «. sorrow for an^'thing : concern : remorse : a
written expression (if regret.

—

ad/. Regret'ful, full

of regret.— rt</7'. Regretfully.—rt^'. Regret'table.—adv. Regrettably. [O. Fr. regrater, to desire,

prob. from L. re-, again, and an Old Low Ger. form.

appearing in A.S. grittafi, Goth, gretan, to weep,
Scot, greet. Others explain as from L, re-, in neg.
sense, And grains, pleasing.]

Regrowth, re-grCth', «. a new growth.
Reguerdon, re-ger'dun, v.t. (Shak.) to reward.—«.

(Shak.) a reward.

—

n. Reg^er'donment.
Regula, reg'u-la, «. a book of rules for a religio».<(

house: (archil.) one of the bands under a Doricf
tnglyph or between the canals of the triglyphs :

—

p.'. Reg'ulaB (-le). [L. regi.la, a rule.]

Regular, reg'O-lar, adj. according to rule, or to law,
order, custom, established practice, or mode pre-
scribed : in accordance with nature or art, or the
ordinary form or course of things : governed by
rule : uniform : periodical : unbroken : methodical,
orderly, systematic : strict : pursued with steadiness :

straight : level : instituted according to established
forms : normal, natural : consistent : usual, custom-
ary : (gram.) according to ordinary rule, as 'regular
verbs :' (bot.) symmetrical in form : (geotn.) having
all the sides and angles equal : belonging to the
permanent or standing army— opp. to Militia and
Volunteer: (coll.) thorough, out and out, as 'a
regular deception :' as opp. to .Secular in the R.C.
Church, denoting monks, friars, &c. under a monas-
tic rule.—«. a soldier belonging to the permanent
army : a member of a religious order who has taken
the three ordinary vows : (chron.) a number for each
year, giving, added to the concurrents, the number
of the day of the week on which the paschal full

moon falls : a fixed number for each month serving
to ascertain the day of the week, or the age of the

moon, on the first day of any month.— n.pl. RogU-
la'ria, the regular sea-urchins.—«. Regularisa'tion.
—v.t. Reg^ularise, to make regular.—?/. Regolar'-
Ity, conformity to rule : method : uniformity.

—

adv.
Reg'ularly.—«. Reg'ulamess.—?'./. Reg'ulate, to

make regular : to adjust by rule : to subject to rules

or restrictions: to put in good order.

—

ns. Reg'U-
lating-screw, in organ-building, a screw by which
the dip of the digitals of the keyboard of an organ
may be adjusted ; Regulation, act of regulating :

state of being regulated : a rule or order prescribed :

f)recept : law.

—

adj. Reg'ulative, tending to regu-
ate.—«. Reg'ulator, one who, or that which, regu-

lates : a lever which regulates the motion of a watch,
&c. : anything that regulates motion.

—

adj. Reg'U-
latory. — M.y^-w. Reg'ulatress. [L. reguiarts—
regula, a rule

—

regere, to rule.]

Regius, reg'u-lus, «. an intermediate and impure
product in the smelting of metallic ores : antimony :

the golden-crested wren. — adj. Reg'ullne.— v.t.

Reg'ulise. [L., 'little king.']

Regur, re'gur, «. the rich black cotton soil of India,

full of organic matter.—Also Re'gar. [Hind.]
Regurgitate, re-gur'ji-tat, v.t. to throw or pour back

from a deep place.

—

v.i. to be thrown or poured
back :—pr.p. regur'gitating ; pa.p. regur'gitated.

—

n.

Reglirgita'tion, the act of pouring or flowing back.
[O. Fr.,—Low L. regurgitare, -dtum— re-, back,
gurges, gurgitis, a gulf. ]

Reh, ra, «. a saline efflorescence which comes to the
surface in extensive tracts of Upper India.

Rehabilitate, re-ha-bil'i-tat, v.t. to reinstate, restore

to former privileges.—«. RehabiUta'tion, the act of
restoring to forfeited rights or privileges. [Fr. r/-

habilitei— L. re-, again, Ttabilitdre—habere, to have.]

Rehandle, re-hand'l, v.t, to remodel.
Rehash, re-hash', v.t. to hash over again.—«. some-

thing made up of materials formerly used.
Rehead, re-hed', v.t. to furnish with a head again.

Rehear, re-her', v.t. to hear again : to try over again,

as a lawsuit.—«. Rehear'ing.
Rehearsal, re-her'sal, n. act of rehearsing : recital : re-

cital and performance for practice previous to public

representation.

—

v.t. Rehearse', to repeat what has
already been said : to narrate : to recite before a
public representation.

—

ns. Bebear'sar; Beboar'-
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Reheat fete, far ; in5, her ; mine

;

R^Olt

Bing- [O. Fr. reherttr, reJurser—rt-, again, hercer,

to harrow

—

herce (Fr. /terse), a harrow.]

Baheat, re-het', v.t. to heat anew.—«. Rehoat'or, an
apparatus for restoring heat to a body.

Beheel, re-hel', v.t. to supply a heel to a stocking,

boot. &c.
Rehibition. See Redhibition.
Rehybrldlse, re-hl'bri-dlz, v.t. to cause to interbreed

with a dilTerent species.

Reh3rpothecate, re-ht-poth'e-lcat, 7'.i. tolendas security

bonds already pledged.—«. Rehypotheca'tion.
RelChsratb, rlhs'rat, «. the chief deliberative body in

the western part of the Austrian Empire, excluding
Hungary, which has its own parliament.

Reichstag, rlhs'tah, «. the chief deliberative body in

the German Empire, exercising legislative power in

conjunction with the Bundesrath: the diet of the
old German Empire.

Relfication, re-if-i-ka'shun, «. materialisation.

—

v.t.

Re ify, to make real or material.

Reign, ran, «. rule : dominion, as Reign of Terror :

royal authority : supreme power : influence : time
during which a sovereign rules.

—

v.i. to rule : to

have sovereign power: to be predominant. [Fr.

regne— L. regnum— regere, to rule.)

Relflnmlnate, re-il-lu'min-at, v.t. to illuminate or en-
lighten again.—//. Relllumlna'tlon.

Reimburse, re-im-burs', v.t. to refund : to pay an
equivalent to for loss or expense.

—

adj. ReimbUTS'-
able, cap.ible of being repaid : intended to be repaid.—ns. Relmburse'ment, act of reimbursing ; Relm-
bnrs'er, one who reimburses. [Fr. rtmhourser—re-,

back, eiiibourser, to put in a •pwTs.c—bourse, a purse.]
Relmplace, re-im-pISs', v.t. (pis.) to replace.

Reimplant, re-im-plant', v.i. to implant again.— «.

Reimplanta'tlon.
Reimport, re-im-pOrt', v.t. to bring back: to import
agam.—«. Reimporta'tlon.

Reimpose, re-im-poz', v.t. to relax.—«. Relmposl'tlon,
the act of reimposing : a ta.x levied anew.

Reimpress, r6-im-pres', v.t. to impress anew.—«. Re-
impres'Slon, a second or repeated impression : the
reprint of a work.

—

v.t. Reimprlnt', to print again.
Reimprison, re-im-pris'n, v.t. to imprison again.—«.

Reimpris'onment.
Rein, ran, «. the strap of a bridle : an instrument for

curbing or governing : government.

—

v.t. to govern
with the rein or bridle : to restrain or control : to

rein in," to curb.

—

v.i. to obey the rein.

—

ns. Reln'-
hold'er, a clasp on the dash-board of a carriage
for holding the reins ; RelB'-hOOk, a hook on a gig-

saddle for holding the bearing-rein.

—

adj. Reln'less,
without rein or restraint.—». Relns'man, a skilful

driver.—Rein up, to bring a horse to a stop.—Give
the reins to, to leave unchecked ; Take the reins,
to take the control. [O. Fr. reine (Fr. rfne), through
Late L. retina, from retinere, to hold back.]

Reinaugurate, rS-in-aw'gQ-rat, v.t. to inaugurate
again or anew.

Reincarnate, re-in-kSr'nSt, v.i. to embody anew.—«.
Reincama'tlon.

Reincense, re-in-sens', v.t. to rekindle.

Reincite. re-in-sTt', v.t. to reanimate.
Reincorporate, re-in-kor'i>0-rit, v.t. to incorporate or

eiiibixly again or anew.
Reinorease, re-in-kres', v.t. to augment
Reincrudation, re-in-krCR5-da'shun, n. recrudescence.
Reindeer, ran'der, «. a kind of deer in the north, valu-

able for the chase and for domestic uses.

—

n. Rein'-
deer-moss, a lichen, the winter food of the reindeer.

(Ice. hreinn, and Eng. deer.]

Reinfect, re-in-fekt', v.t. to infect again.—*. Re-
infection.

Reinflame, r5-in-flam', v.t. to rekindle.

Reinforce, re-in-fOrs', v.t. to enforce again : to

strengthen with new force or support : (S^ens.) to

compel.—«j. Relnforce'ment, the act of reinforc-

ing : additional forc« or assistance, esp. of troops ;

Reinfor'cer, any additional strengthening added to
a thing.—.ici/. Relnfor'cible.

Reinform, rem-form', v.t. to inform anew.
Reinfund, re-in-fund', v.t. to flow in again.
Reinfuse, rein-ftiz', v.t. to infuse again.
Reingratlate, re-in-gra'shi-at, v.t. to recommend

.igain : to favour.

Reinhabit. re-in-hab'it, v.t. to inhabit again.
Reinoculation, re-in-ok-u-la'shun, «. subsequent in-

oculation.

Reins, ranz, «.//. the kidneys : the lower part of the
back over the kidneys : (A) the inward parts : the
heart. [O. Fr.,—L. renes.]

Reinscribe, re-in-skrib', v.t. to record a second time.

Reinsert, re-in-sert', v.i, to insert a second time.—«.

Reinser'tlon.
Reinspect, re-in-spekt*, v.t. to inspect again.—«. Ro-
inspection.

Reinspire, re-in-splr', v.t. to inspire anew.
Reinstall, re-in-stawl', v.i. (SAax.) to put again in pos-

session : (.1////.) to seat again.

—

n. Relnstal'meut.
Reinstate, re-in-stat', T:t. to place in a former state.

—

tis. Reinstate'ment, Reinsta'tlon, act of reinstat-

ing : re-establishment.

Reinstruct, re-in-strukt', v.t. to instruct again.
Reinsure, re-in-sh55r', v.t. to insure a second time by

other underwriters.—«j. RelnsuT'ance ; Relnsur'er.
Reintegrate, re-in'te-grat, v.i. to bring into harmony.
— «. Reintegration.

Relnter, re-in-ter', 7'.i. to burj- again.
Reinterrogate, re-in-ter'C-gat, z:t. to interrogate again.
—«. Reinterroga'tlon.

Reintroduce, re-in-trS-dus', 7>.i. to introduce again.

—

ft. Reintroduc'tlon.
Reinvent, re-in-vent', 7'.t. to create anew or inde-

pendently.—//. Reinven'tlon.
Reinvest, re-in-vest', ?•./. to invest again or a second

time.— «. Reinvest'ment, act of reinvesting: a
second investment.

Reinvestigate, re-in-ves'ti-g.at, v.t. to investigate
again.—/». Reinvestigation.

RefilVlgorate, re-in-vig'or-St, ZKt. to invigorate again.
—«. Reinvlgora'tlon.

Reinvite. re-in-vit', to repeat an invitation.

—

n. Be-
invita'tlon.

Reinvolve, re-in-volv', 7'.t. to involve anew.
Reis, ras, rt, a Portuguese money, of which looo make

a milreis= 4S. $d. [Port., pi. ot real.]

Reissue, re-ish'OD, v.i. to issue again.

—

n. a second
issue.

—

adj'. Rels'suablo.
Relter. rT'ter, //. a German cavalry soldier. [Ger.]
Reiterate, re-it'e-rat, z'.t. to iterate or repeat again

:

to repeat again and again.

—

adj'. Reit'erant, re-

iteratmg.—oi/t'. Reit'eratedly.—//. Reiteration,
act of reiterating.

—

adj'. Reit'eratlve (gram.), a
word signifying repeated action.

Reject, re-jeict', v.t. to throw away : to refuse : to re-

nounce: to despise.—(Ky;>. Rejec'table, Rejec'tible.
—n.pl. Rejectamen'ta, excrement.—/»j. Rejecter,
-or ; Rejec'tion. act of rejecting : refusal.—<i<^'. Be-
JeCtlve.— //. Reject'ment. [L. rejicere, rejectuUt— re-, h^c)i, jacere, to throw.]

Rejoice, re-jois', v.i. to feel and express joy again and
again : to be glad : to exult or triumph.— t'.^ to

make joyful : to gladden.

—

tis. Rejolce'ment, rejoic-

ing ; Rejolc'er; Rejoicing, act of being joyful:
expression, subject, or experience of joy.

—

adv. Be-
jolc'lngly, wth joy or exultation. [O. Fr. resjoir

(Fr. rejoiiir)—re-, agam, j'ouir, to enjoy—:/<>/>, joy.]

Rejoin, re-join', ;>./. to join again : to unite what is

separated : to meet again.

—

v.i. to answer to a reply.

—ns. Rejoin'der, an answer joined on to another,

an answer to a reply : (la7v) the defendant's answer
to a plaintiff's replication; Rejoln'dure {Shak.), a
joining again.

Rejolnt, r6-joint', v.t. to joint anew: to fill up the

joints of, as with mortar.
Bejolt, r«-jolt', v.t. to shake anew.—x. a new shock.
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Rejourn mOte ; mute ; mOCn ; Men. Relieve

Rejourn, re-jurn', v.t. (JShak^ to adjourn or postpone,
to defer.—«. Bejovirn'ment. [P>. reafourner.]

Bejudge, re-juj', v.i. to re-examine.
Rejuvenate, re-jOO've-nat, v.t. to renew : to make young
again.—«. Rejuvenation.— t/./. Rejuvenesce', to

grow young again.—«. Rejuvenescence, growing
young again : {biol.) a transformation whereby the

entire protoplasm of a vegetative cell chanyes into a
cell of a different character.—rt^/ Rejuvenes'cent.
—v.t. Reju'venise, to rejuvenate. [L. re-, again,

and jicvenescent.\

Rekindle, re-kin' dl, v.t. to kindle again : to set on fire

or arouse anew.

—

v.i. to take fire anew.
Relais, re-la', «. {Jbrt.) a walk left within a rampart

to keep earth from falling into the ditch. [Fr.]

Relapse, re-laps', v.i. to slide, sink, or fall back : to

return to a former state of practice : to backslide.
—«. a falling back into a former bad state : (nied.)

the return of a disease after convalescence.—«. Re-
lap'ser.—<7^'. Relap'Sing. [L. relabi, relapsits—
re-, back, labi, to slide.]

Relate, re-lat', v.t. to describe : to tell : to ally by con-
nection or kindred.

—

v.i. to have reference : to refer.

—atij. Rela'ted, .lUied or connected by kindred or

WqoA.—hs. Rela'tedness ; Rela'ter, -or, one who
relates; Rela'tion, act of relating or telling : recital:

that which is related : mutual connection between
two things, analogy : resemblance, affinity : connec-
tion by birth or marriage : a person related by blood
or marriage, a relative.

—

(uij. Rela'tional. havin?
relation: exhibiting some relation.

—

tis. Relation-
al'ity ; Rela'tionism, the doctrine that relations

have a real existence ; Rela'tionist ; Rela'tion-
Sblp ; Rela'ter {law), an informant on whose behalf
certain wriis are issued :—y^w. Rela'trlz. [O. Fr.,

—L. re/erre, relatum—re-, back, ferre, to carry.]

Relative, rel'a-tiv, adj. having relation : respecting :

not absolute or existing by itself: considered as be-

longing 10 something else : {gram.) expressing rela-

tion.

—

n. that which has relation to something else :

a relation : {gram.) a. pronoim which relates to some-
thing before, called its antecedent.

—

adj. Relati'val
(or Rerativall—<i</e/. Rel'atively.—«j. Rel'ative-
ness. Relativity.—Relativity of human know-
ledge, the lioctnne that the nature and extent of
our knowledge is determined not merely by the
qualities of the objects known, but necessarily by
the conditions of our cognitive powers.

Relax, re-laks', v.t. to loosen one thing away from
another : to slacken : to make less close, tense, or
rigid : to make less severe : to relieve from attention
or effort : to divert : to open or loosen, as the
bowels : to make languid.

—

v.i. to become less close :

to become less severe : to attend less.

—

adj. Relax'-
able.

—

Its. Relax'ant, a relaxing medicine; Re-
laxation, act of relaxing : state of being relaxed :

reiiii'ision of application : unbending: looseness.

—

adj. Relax'ative. [Fr.,—L. relaxdre, -dtum—re-,

away from, laxare, to loosen

—

laxus, loose.]

Relay, re-la', n. a supply of horses, &c., to relieve

others on a journey : a fresh set of dogs in hunting :

a shift of men : a supplementary store of anything :

{electr.) an apparatus by which the current of the
receiving telegraphic station is strengthened. [O.
Fr. relais—retaisser—L. relaxdre, to loosen.]

Relay, ra-la', v.t. to lay again, as a pavement.
Release, re-les', 7i.t._to grant a new lease of.

—

rts.

Releasee'. Relessee', the one to whom a release is

granted ; Reloas'or, RelesS'Or, one who grants a
release.

Release, re-les', v.t. to let loose from : to set free :

to discharge from : to relieve : to let go, give up
a right to.— ?/. a setting free : discharge or acquit-
tance : the giving up ofa claim : liberation from pain.
—adj. Releas'able —iis. xtelease'ment {Milt.), act
of releasing or discharging : Releas'er, -Or, Reless'-
or, one who executes a release, [O. Fr, reiaissier
—L. laxdre, to relax.]

Relegate, rel'e-gat, v.t. to send away, to consign : to
exile : to dismiss : to remit.—«. Relega'tion. [L.
relegdre, -dtum—re-, away, legdre, to send.]

Relent, re-lent', v.i. to slacken, to soften or grow less

severe : to grow tender : to feel compassion.

—

Oilj.

soft-hearted : yielding.

—

ti.{Sj>eHS.)ri\cnl\x\z.—adjs.

Relent'ing, inclining to yield : too soft ; Relent'-
less, without relenting : witliout tenderness or com-
passion : merciless.

—

adv. Relentlessly.

—

ns. Re-
lent'lessness ; Relent'ment, the state of relenting

:

relaxation : compassion. [O. Fr. ralentir, to retard
— L. releutescere—re-, back, lentus, pliant.]

Relet, re-let', v.t. to let again, as a house.
Relevancy, rel'e-van-si, «. state of being relevant

:

pertinence : applicability : obvious relation : {Scots
law) sufficiency for a decision—the arguments and
evidence in point of law and of fact against and in

favour of the accused—also Rel'evance.

—

adj. Rel'e-
Vant, bearing upon, or applying to, the purpose

:

pertinent: related: sufficient legally. [Fr., pr.p. of
relever, to raise again— L. relegdre, to relieve.]

Relevatlon, rel-e-va'shun, «. {obs.) a raising up.
Reliable, re-ll'a-bl, adj. that may be relied upon

:

trustworthy. — tis. Rellabil'lty, Reli'ableness. —
adv. Reli'ably.—«. Reli'ance, trust : confidence.

—

adj. Roll'ant, confident in one's self. {Rely.^
Relic, rel'ik, «. that which is left after loss or decay of

the rest : a corpse (gener. /A) : {R.C.) any personal
memorial of a reputed saint, to be held in reverence
as an incentive to faith and piety : a memorial, a
souvenir : a monument.—«. Rel'iC-mong'er, one who
traffics in relics. [Fr. relique—L. reliquiie- relin-

gitere, relictum, to leave behind.]
Reiict, rel'ikt, «. a woman surviving her husband, a

widow. [L. relicta—relinguere.]

Relicted, re-lik'ted, adj. {laiv) left bare, as land by
the permanent retrocession of water.—«. Reliction,
land left bare by water : the recession of water.

Relief, re-lef, «. the removal of any evil : release from
a post or duty, replacement : one who replaces an-
other : that which relieves or mitigates : aid : a.ssist-

ance to a pauper, as outdoor relief: a certain fine or
composition paid by the heir of a tenant at the death
of the ancestor : (Jine art) the projection of a sculp-

tured design from its ground, as Imv relief{bas-relief,
basso-rilievd), middle relief{mezzo-rilievo), and high
relief{alto-rilievo), according as the carved figures

project very little, in a moderate degree, or in a very
considerable degree from the background : a work
of art executed in relief: {her.) the supposed projec-

tion of a charge from the surface of a field, indicated
by shading on the sinister and lower sides : the con-
dition of land surfaces as regards elevations and
depressions—as indicated in a Relief-map, in « hich
the form of the country is expressed by elevations
and depressions of the material used.

—

ns. Rellef-
perspec'tive, the art of applying the principles of
perspective to relief in paintmg and sculpture, in

theatrical settings, &c. ; Relief'-WOrk, public work
to provide employment for the poor in times ofdistress.
-Relief Church, a body who left the Established
Church of Scotland on account of the oppressive
exercise of patronage, organised in 17^1, uniting
with the United Secession Church in 1847 to form
the United Presbyterian Church. [O. Fr. relef—
relever, to raise up—L. re-, again, levdre, to raise.]

Relieve, re-lev', v.t. to remove from that which weighs
down or depresses : to lessen : to ease : to help : to

release : to support : to mitigate : to raise the siege

of: {art) to set off by contract : {law) to redress.

—

adj. Relleyable.—«. RelleVer, one who, or that

which, relieves : (,r/(i«jf) a garment kept for being lent

out.

—

adj. Reliev'ing, serving to relieve : {naut.)

a temporary tackle attached to the tiller of a vessel

in a storm.—Relieving arch, an arch in a wall to

relieve the part below it from a superincumbent
weight ; Relieving officer, a salaried official who
superintends the relief of the poor. [O. Fr. rtUver,
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Relievo fate, far ; mS, h6r ; mine ; Remerga

to raise again—L. relevdre—re-, again, levdre, to

raise

—

Irzus, light.]

Relievo. Eillevo, re-lya'vo, «. See Alto-relievo,

Bas-relief.

Relight, re-lIt', v.t. and v.i. to light or teke light anew.

Religion, re-lij'un, n. the recognition of supernatural

powers and of the duty lying upon man to yield

obedience to these : the performance of our duties of

love and obedience towards God : pioty : any system

of faith .and worship : sense of obligation or duty.

—

ns. Rellg'ioner, Relig'lonary.—z'./. Relig-ionise,

to imbue with religion.

—

v.i. to make profession of

religion.—«J. Relig'ionism, Rellrtos'ity, religious-

ness, religious sentimentality ; Religionist, one
attached to a religion : a bigot.

—

ttdj- Relig'ionless,

ha-in.; no religion.

—

adv. Religio'SO (mtts.), in a
devotional manner. — Established religion, that

form which is officially recognised by the state ;

Natural religion, that religion which is derived

from nature and not revelation ; Revealed religion,

that which is derived from positive revelation by
divinely inspired Scripture, or otherwise. [L. reiigip,

puis— re-, back, /ig-dre, to bind.]

Religious, re-lij'us, ad!/, pertaining to religion : con-
cerned with or set apart to religion, as a religions

society, religious books: pious: godly: (R.C.) bound
to a monastic life : strict. —«. one bound by monastic
vows.— «j. Rellgieuse (re-le-zhi-ez'). a nun ; Rell-
gieux (re-le-zhi-e'), a mon\c.—adv. Rellg'iOUSly.—
>i. Rellg'iOUSnesS, the state of being religious.

Relinquish, re-ling'kwish, 7>.f. to abandon : to give

up : to renounce a claim to.

—

adj. Relin'quent, re-

linquishing.—«j. Relin'quisher ; Relin'quishment,
act of giving up. [O. Fr. relinijuir—L. relinqiicre,

relictiim— re-, away from, Ihiquere, to leave.]

Reliquary, rel'i-kwa-ri, «. a small chest or casket for

holding relics: (Imv) one who owes a balance.—Also
Rellqiiaire'. [Fr. religuaire; cf. Relic.

'\

Relique, re-lek', «. a relic—«.//. Reliquiae (re-lik'-

wi-e), remains, esp. of fossil organisms : (nrcha-oloi^y)

artifacts, or things made or modified by human art.

Reliquidate, re-lik'wi-dat, v.t. to adjust anew.^«.
Reliquida'tion.

Relish, rel'ish, v.t. to like the taste of: to be pleased
with : to enjoy.

—

v.i. to have an agreeable taste : to

give pleasure.— «. an agreeable peculiar taste or
quality : enjoyable quality : power of pleasing : in-

clination or ta.ste for : appetite : just enough to give
a flavour : a sauce. — adj. Rerishable. [O. Fr.

relecher, to lick again, from re-, again, lecher—L.
re-, again, and Old High Ger. lechon, lick.]

Relisten, re-lis'n, v.i. to li.sten again or anew.
Relive, re-liv', v.i. to live again.

—

v.t. (5/>^«j.) to bring
back to life.

Reload, re-lod*, v.t. to load again.
Relocate, re-la'kat, v.t. to locate again.—«. RelOCa'-

tion, the act of relocating : renewal of a lease.

Relove, re-luv*, v.t. to love in return.

Relucent, re-lu'sent, adj. shining : bright.

Reluctant, re-luk'tant, adj'. struggling or striving

against: unwilling: disinclined.

—

7\i. RelUCt', to

make resistance.

—

ns. Reluc'tance, RelUC'tancy,
state of being reluctant : unwillingness.

—

adv. Re-
lUC'tantly.— 7'.j. Relutftate, to be reluctant.— «.

RelUCta'tlon, repugnance. [L. reluctans, -antis,

pr.p. of reluctari— re-, against, luctari, to stniggle.]

Relume, re-lum', v.t. to light anew, to rekindle:

—

fir.p. relum'ing ; pa.f. relQmed'.

—

v.t. Relu'mlne
(Shafi.\ to relume, light anew. [Fr. relume*—L.
re-, again, lumen, light.]

Rely, re-lT', v.i. to rest or repose : to have full con-
fidence in : to lean :

—

pa.t. and pa.p. relied'.—«.

Reli'er. [Ace. to Skeat, compounded from re-, back,
and lie, to rest. Others explain as O. Fr. relier—
L. relig-dre, to bind back.]

Remain, re-man', v.i. to stay or be left behind: to
continue in the same place : to be left after or out of
a greater number : to continue in an unchanged

Re-

Re-

form or condition : to last.—«. stay : abode : what
is left, esp. in //. Remains', a corpse : the literary
productions of one dead. — n. Remain'der, that
which remains or is left behind after the removal of
a part : the balance : an interest in an estate to come
into effect after a certain other event h.ippens : that
which remains of an edition when the sale of a book
has practically ceased.

—

adj. left over. [O. Fr. re-

maitidre—L. retnanere— re-, back, tnanere, to stay.]
Remake, re-mak', v.t. to make anew.
Remanation, re-ma-na'shun, «. the act of returning:

reabsorption. [L. reniandre, -dtum, to flow back.]
Remand, re-mand, v.t. to recommit or send back.

—

«. state or act of being remanded or recommitted, as
a prisoner.—«. Rem'anence, Rem'anency, perma-
nence.

—

adj'. Rem'anent, remaining : {Scot.) addi-
tional.

—

ns. Remanes'cence, a residuum : Rem'anet,
a postponed case. [<). Fr. reinander—L. remanddre—re-, back, manddre, to order.]

Remark, re-mark', v.t. to mark or take notice of: to
express what one thinks or sees : to say.—«. words
regarding anything : notice : any distinguishing
mark on an engraving or etching indicating a certain

state of the plate before completion, also a print or
proof bearing this special remark—also Remarque'.—adj'. Remark'able, deservins: remark or notice :

distinguished: famous: that may excite admiration
or wonder : strange : extraordinary.— «. Remark'-
ahlenesB.—rtrt'r'. RemarlCably.— rt</;'. Remarked',
conspicuous : bearing a remark, as an etching.

—

«. Remark'er. [O. Fr. remarguet— re-, inten.,

mnrquer, to mark.]
Re-mark, re-mark', v.t. to mark a second time.

Remarry, re-mar'i, v.t. to marry again. — «.

marr'iage.
Remasticate, re-mas'ti-kat, z'.t. to ruminate.

—

n.

mastica'tion.
Remblai, rong-bl5', «. {Jbrt.) the materials used to
form the rampart and parapet : the mass of earth
brought to form a railway embankment, &c. [Fr.]

Remble, rem'bl, 71. t. {prm>.) to remove.
Rembrandtesque, rem-bran-tesk', adj. like Rem-
brandt (1607-1669), esp. in his characteristic con-
trast of high lights and deep shadows, and in his

treatment of chiaroscuro.—Also Rem'brandtish.
Remeant, re'me-ant, adj'. (rare) coming back. [L.
remedre—re-, back, medre, to go.)

Remeasure, re-mezh'ur, v.t. (Sf>eus.) to measure anew.
Remedy, rem'e-di, n. any medicine, appliance, or par-

ticul.-ir treatment that cures disease : that which
counteracts any evil or repairs any loss

—

{obs.) Re-
mede".

—

v.t. to remove, counteract, or repair:

—

pa.t. and pa.p. rem'cdied.

—

adj'. Reme'diable, that

may be remedied : curable.—«. Reme'diableness.
—adv. Reme'diably.

—

adj. Remedial, tending to

remedy or remove.

—

adv. Reme'diallV.

—

adjs. Re-
me'dlate {Shnk.), remedial ; Remediless, without
remedy : incurable. — adv. Rem'edilessly. — n.

Rem'edilessness.—^. «</;. Rem'edying. [O. Fr. r<--

7nfde—L. reniedium—re-, back, mederi, to restore.]

Remember, re-mem'b4r, v.t. to keep in mind : to re-

call to mind : to recollect : (B.) to meditate on

:

(Shak.) to mention : to bear in mind with gratitude
and reverence : to attend to : to give money for

service done.

—

adj. Remem'berable, that may be
remembered.

—

adv. Remem'berably.

—

ns. Remem'-
berer ; Remem'brance, memory : that which serves

to bring to or keep in mind : a memorial : the power
of remembering : the length of time a thing can be
remembered ; Remem'brancer, that which reminds

:

a recorder: an officer of exchequer.—Remember
one to, to commend one to. [O. P>. remembrer—
L. rememordre—re-, again, memordre, to call to

mind

—

memor, mindfc! /"

Remercie, Remercy, re-m^r'si, w/. {Spens.) to thank.
(O. Fr. reniercier, re-, again, mtrcier, to thank,
merci, thanks.]

Remerge, re-m*ij', v.t. (7V««.) to merge again.
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Remex mote ; mOte ; mSSn ; Men. Renal

Reraex, re'uieks, «. one of the flight -feathers of a
bird :—//. Bem'igeS. [L., 'a rower '

—

remus, an oar,

agere, to move. J

BemifOim, rem'i-form, adj. shaped like an oar.

—

adj.

Beill'igal)le, capable of being rowed upon. [L.
renins, an oa.T,^or?iia, form, ngere, to move.)

Bemigia, re-mij'i-a, «. a genus of noctuid moths.

—

adj.

Bemig'laL
Bemigrate, re-mfgrat, v.i. to migrate again.—«. Be-
migration.

Bemind, re-mlnd', z'.t. to bring to the mind of again

:

to bring under the notice or consideration of—«.

Bemind'er, one who, or that which, remmds.

—

adj.
Bemind'ful, tending to remind : calling to mind.

Bemiaiscence, rem-i-nis'ens, «. recollection : an ac-

count of what is remembered : the recurrence to

the mind of the past.

—

n. Bemlnls'cent, one who
calls past events to mind.

—

iidj. capable of calling

to mmA.—adjs. Beminiscen'tlal. Bemlnisdtory,
tending to remind. [Fr.,—Low L. reminiscentiir,

recollections— L. rentinisci, to recall to mind.]
Bemlped, rem'i-ped, adj. oar-footed.

—

n. one of an
order of insects having feet adapted for swimming.
[ L. reinns, an oar, pes, pedis, a foot. ]

Bemise, re-mlz', v. l. to send or give back : to release,

as a claim.

—

n. (law) return or surrender, as of a
claim : an effective second thrust after the first has
missed : a livery-carriage. [O. Fr.,—Low L. r^/«/w«,
a pardon— L. remittere, rentissum, to remit.]

BemiSS, re-mis', adj. remitting in attention, &c.

:

negligent: not punctual : slack: not vigorous.

—

adj.

BomiSS'fuI, tending to remit or forgive : lenient.

—

n. Bemlssibll'ity. —«<//'. Bemiss'ible, that may be
remitted or pardoned.— «. Bemis'sion, slackening :

abatement : relinquishment of a claim : release :

pardon : remission of snis : the forgiveness of sins.—adj. BemiSS'ive, remitting : forgiving.

—

adzK Be-
mlss'ly.—«. Bemiss'ness.—rt^. Bemiss'ory, per-

taining to remission. [O. Fr. remis—L. reinissus,

slack

—

remittere, to remit]
Bflmit, re-mit', v.t. to relax : to pardon : to resign : to

restore : to transmit, as money, &c. : to put again in

custody : to transfer from one tribunal to another

:

to refer for information.

—

v.i. to abate in force or
violence:

—

pr.p. remit'ting ;
pa.t. and pa.p. re-

mit'ted.—«. (Iii7v) a communication from a superior

court to one subordinate.

—

ns. Bemit'nieilt, act of
remitting; Bemlt'tal, a remitting : surrender; B6-
mit'tance, that which is remitted : the sending of
money, &c., to a distance: also the sum or thing
sent ; BemittSS', the person to whom a remittance
is sent.

—

adj. Bemlt'tent, increasing and remitting,

or abating alternately, as a disease.

—

ns. Bemlt'ter,
one who makes a remittance ; Bemit'tor (liw), a
remitting to a former right or title—(<»^i.)Beniit'ter.

[O. Fr. remettre — L. remittere, remissum— re;
back, mittere, to send.]

Bonmant, rem'nant, «. that which remains behind
alter .1 part is removed, of a web of cloth, &c. : re-

mainder: a fragment. [O. Fr. remeuant, remainder.]
Romoboth, rem 5-both, n. a class of isolatecf hermit

societies in Syria which would be bound by no rule,

after the regulation of monasticism by Pachomius
and Basil—like the Sarabaites in Egypt.

Beraodol, re-mod'l, v.t. to model or fashion anew.
Bemodiflcatlon, re-mod-i-fi-ka'shun, «. the act ofmodi-

fying again.

—

v.t. Remod'ify, to mould anew.
Bemolade, re-mo-lad', n. a kind of salad-dressing.

(Fr.)

Bemolecolisation, re-mol-ek'u-lT-za-shun, n. a re-

arrangement of the molecules leading to the for-

mation of new compounds.
Bemolllent, re-mol'i-ent, adj. mollifying.

Bemolten, xh-mo\^n, p.adj. melted again.
Bemonetise, re-mon'e-tTz, v.t. to restore to circulation

in the form of money.

—

n. Bemonetisa'tlOIL
Bemonstrance, re-mon'strans, H. strong statement of
reasons against an act : expostulation.

—

adj. Re-

mon'Strant, inclined to remonstrate.— «. one who
remonstr.Ties.— adv. Bemon'strantly.— n.pi. Be-
mon'StrantS, the Dutch Amiinians whose diver-

gence from Calvinism was expressed in five articles

in the Remonstrance of 1610.

—

t.i. Remon'strate,
to set forth strong reasons against a measure.—«.

Bemonstra'tlon.—«((/>. Bemon'strative. Bemon'-
stratoiy, expostulatory. — «. Bemon'strator. —
Grand Bemonstrance, a famous statement of abuses
presented to Charles L by the House of Commons in

1641. [L. re-, again, monstrdre, to point out.]

Bemontant, re-mon'tant, adj. blooming a second time.—n. a flower which blooms twice in a season.
Bemora, rem'O-ra, «. the sucking-fish, a genus not far

removed from mackerel : an obstacle : a stoppage :

(her. ) a serpent.

Bemorse, re-mors', n. the gnawing pain of anguish or
guilt : (pbs.) pity, softening.

—

zi.t. Bemord' (pbs.), to

strike with remorse, —it. Bemord'ency, compunc-
tion.—rt^//'. Bemorse'ful, full ofremorse : compassion-
ate.— Wt'. Bemorse'fully.— «. Bemorse' ftilness,

the state of being remorseful.

—

adj. Bemorse'leSS,
without remorse: cruel.— adv. Bemorse'leSSly.

—

«. Bemorse'lessness. [O. Fr. remars {Fr. re/iiords)

—Low L. re»iorsus— L. retiiordere, remorsuni, to

bite again

—

re-, again, mordere, to bite.)

Bemote, re-mSt', adj. moved back to a distance in

time or place: far: distant: primary, as a cause:
not agreeing : not nearly related.

—

oiix: Bemote'ly.
—ns. Bemote'ness ; Bemo'tion {Skak.), act of re-

moving : remoteness. [Remove.}
Bemould, re-mold', v.t. to mould or shape anew.
Bemount, re-mownt', 7'./. and v.i. to mount again.

—

«. a fresh horse, or supply of horses.

Bemove, re-mOov', v.t. to put from its place: to take

away : to withdraw : to displace : to make away
with.

—

v.i. to go from one place to another.— «. any
indefiniie distance : a step m any scale of gradation,

as promotion from one class to another, also a class

or division : a dish to be changed while the rest re-

main : (S/tai.) the raising of a siege, a posting-stage.
—«. Bemovabil'lty.

—

ndj. Bemo'vable, that may
be removed.

—

adz>. Bemo'vably.—«. Bemo'val, the

act of taking away : displacing : change of place : a
euphemism for murder.

—

adj. Bemoved' (S/tak.),

remote : distant by degrees of relationship. — us.

Bemo'vedneSS (S/iak.), the state of being removed :

remoteness ; Bemo'ver, one who removes : (Bacon)
an agitator.—Bemoval terms (Scot.), Whitsunday
and Martinmas. [O. Fr.,—L. remcrvere, remoium—re; away, niovere, to move.)

BempU, rong-ple', adj. (her.) having another tincture

tlian its own covering the greater part. [Fr.]

Bempllssage, rong-ple-sazh', n. padding. [Fr.]

Bemiinerate, re-mfl'ne-rat, v.t. to render an equiva-
lent for any service : to recompense. — «. Be-
munerabirity, capability of being rewarded.

—

adj.
Bemu'nerable, that may be remunerated : worthy
of being rewarded. ^— «. Bemunera'tlon, reward:
recompense : requital.

—

adj. Bemu'nerative, fitted

to remunerate: lucrative: yielding due return.—
«. Bemu'nerativeness. — adj. Remu'neratory,
giving a recompense. [L. remunerdre, -dtum—re-,

in return, tnunerdre, to give something

—

munus,
tnuneris, a gift. ]

Bemurmur, re-mur'mur, v.i. to murmur again : to

repeat in low sounds.

—

v.i. to murmur back.

Bemutation, re-mu-ta'shun, n. alteration to a previous
form.

Benaissance, re-na'sans, n. a new birth : the period
(in the 15th century) at which the revival of arts and
letters took place, marking the transition from the
Middle Ages to the modern world—hence 'Renais-
sance architecture," &c.

—

adj. relating to the fore-

going. [Fr. ; cf. Renascent.

\

Benal, re-nal, adj. pertaining to the reins or kidneys.
—«. Ben, the kidney :—//. Benes (re'nez). [L.
renalis—rents, the kidneys.]
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Rename (ate, far ; me, her ; mine
; Repaint

Rename, re-nam', v.t. to give a new name to.

Renard = i^o-wrtrt^Cq-v.).

Beuascent, re-nas'ent, adj. rising again into being.

—

Hs. Renascence, Renascency, the same as Re-
naissance. — adj. Renas'Cible, capable of being

reproduced. (L. renascens, -eniis, pr.p. of renasci
—re-, again, nasci, to be born.]

Renate, re-nat', adj. (fibs.) born again : renewed.
Renavigate, re-nav'i-gat, v.t. to navigate again.

Rencounter, ren-kownt'er, Rencontre, rang-kong'tr,

». a meeting in contest : a casual combat : a colli-

sion.—t/. /. to encounter. [Vt. rencotttre.]

Rend, rend, v.t. to tear asunder with force : to split

:

to tear away.

—

v.t. to become torn :

—

pa.t. and /a./,

rent. [A.S. roidan, to tear.]

Render, ren'der, v.t. to give up: to make up: to

deliver, furnish, present : to cause to become : to

translate into another language : to perform officially,

as judgment : to cause to be : to reproduce, as music :

to clarify : to plaster without the use of lath.—«. a
surrender: a payment of rent: an account given.

—

adj. Ren'derable.— «j. Ren'derer; Ren'dering,
the act of rendering : version : translation : inter-

pretation ; Rendl'tion, the act of surrendering, as

fugitives from justice : translation.

—

adj. Rend'ible,

capable of being yielded up, or of being translated.

(O. Fr. rendre—L. reddere—re-, away, dare, to

give.]

Rendezvous, ren'de-vgg, or rang'-, «. an appointed
place of meeting, esp. for troops or ships : a place

for enlistment : a refuge:—//. Ren'dezVOUS.

—

v.i.

to assemble at any appointed place. [Fr. rendez
vous, render yourselves

—

rendre, to render.]

Renegade, ren'e-gad, n. one faithless to principle or

party : an apostate : a deserter— also Renega'do.
—n. Ren'egate, arcnegade.— rtt^;. apostate, traitor-

ous. — «. Renega'tion. — v.t. and v.i. Renege'
{Shak.'), to deny, disown : to revoke at cards—also

Renig' {,U.S.').—n. Rene'ger (obs."). [Sp.,—Low L.

retiegatus—L. re-, inten., negdre, -dtunt, to deny.]
Renerve, re-nerv*, v.t. to reinvigorate.

Renew, re-nu', v.t. to renovate: to transform to new
life, revive : to begin again : to make again : to

invigorate: to substitute : to regenerate. — r./. to be
made new : to begin again.

—

n. Renewabil'ltf.

—

ixdj. Renew'able, that may be renewed.

—

us. Re-
new*al, renovation: regeneration: restoration; Re-
neWedness; Renew'er; Renewing.

Renfierse, ren-fers', v.t. (Spens.) to reinforce.—/a./.
Renforst'.

Renirlify, re-nid'i-fl, v.i. to build another nest.

—

». Renldifica'tion.
Reniform, rep'i-form, adj. (J>ot.) kidney-shaped. [L.

renes, the kidneys,_/2>rwa, form.]
Renitence, ren'i-tens, or re-nl'tens, «. the resistance

of a body to pressure : disinclination—also Ren'i-
teaia^.—adj. Ren'ltent. [Fr.,—L. renitetts, -entis,

pr.p. of reniti, to resist.]

Renne, ren, v.L (,S/>etu.) to run.

Rennet, ren'et, n. prepared inner membrane of a calfs

stomach, used to make milk coagulate—also Runn'et.—v.t. to treat with rennet.— «. Renn'et-bag, the

fourth stomach of a ruminant. [A.S. rinnan, to

run : Old Dut. rinsel, curds.]

Rennet, ren'et, n. a sweet kind of apple. [O. Fr.

reitiette, dim. of reine, queen—L. regina, a queen ;

or rainette, dim. of raine, a frog—L. ratta.]

Renominate, re-nom'i-nat, v.i. to nominate again.

—

'/. Renomlna'tion.
Renounce, rC-nowns', v.t. to disclaim : to disown : to

reject publicly and finally: to forsake.

—

v.i. to fail

to follow suit at cards.—«. a failure to follow suit at

cards.

—

ns. Renounce'ment, act of renouncing, dis-

claiming, or rejecting; Renotin'oer. [O. Fr.,— L.

renuntidre—re-, away, nuntidre, -dtum, to an-

nounce

—

nuntius, a messenger.]
Renovate, ren'0-v5t, v.t. to renew or make new again :

to lesiore to the original state.

—

us. Renova'tion,
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renewal : state of being renewed : (theol.) regenera-
tion : Renova'tionist, one who believes in the im-
provement of society by the spiritual renovation of
the individual ; Ren'ovator. [L. re-, again, novare,
•dtum, to make new

—

ncrjiis, new.]
Renown, re-nown', «. a great name : celebrity : eclat.—x'.t. to make famous.

—

adj. Renowned', cele-

brated: illustrious: famous.— rtiiV. Renown'edly.—n. Renown'er, one who gives renown : a swag-
gerer.

—

adj. Renown'less. [O. Fr. renoim (Fr.
renoin)— L. re-, again, noineti, a name.]

Rent, rent, «. an opening made by rending : fissure

:

break : tear : a schism, as a rent in a church. \ReHd.\
Rent, rent, «. annual payment in return for the use
of property held of another, esp. houses and lands

:

revenue.

—

v.t. to hold or occupy by paying rent : to
let, or to hire, for a XG\\\..—v.i. to be let for rent : to
endow.

—

adj. Rent'able.^wi. Rent'al, a schedule
or account of rents, with the tenants' names, &c. :

a rent-roll: rent; Rent'aller ; Rent' - charge, a
rent on a conveyance of land in fee siniijle : RenV-
day, the day on which rents are paid ; Rente (Fr.),

annual income ; Rent'er, one who holds by paying
rent for ; Rent'er-ward'en, the warden of a com-
pany who receives rents.

—

adj. Rent'-free, without
payment of rent.

—

ns. Rent'-gatll'erer, a collector

of rents ; Rent'-roll, a roll or account of rents : a
rental or schedule of rents. [Fr. rente— L. rediiita
(pecunia), money paid

—

reddere, to pay.]
Rent, rent, />«./. AwApa.jt. oi rend.
Renter, ren'ter, v.t. to sew together edge to edge,
without doubling.

—

n. Rent'erer. [Fr. rentraire,
to sew together.]

Rentier, rong-tya', «. one who has a fixed income
from stocks, &c. : a fund holder.

Renuent, ren'u-ent, adj. (anal.) applied to muscles
which throw back the head. [L. renuens, pr.p. of
rennere, to nod the head.]

Renule, ren'Ql, H. a small kidney. [L. ren, kidney.]
Renumber^ re-num'ber, v.t. to affix a new number.

—

v.t. Renu'merate, to count again.
Renunciation, re-nun-si-a'shun, n. disowning : re-

jection : abandonment : (jaw) the legal act by
which a person abandons a right acquired, but
without transferring it to another : in the Anglican
baptismal service, the part in which the candidate
in person or by his sureties renounces the devil and
all his works.—/;. Renun'Ciance. renunciation.

—

adj. Renunciatory. — Renunciation of a lease,
the surrender of a lease. \_ReHounce.\

Renverse, ren-vers', v.t. (S/>ens.) to reverse : to
upset.

—

adj. (A^r. ) reversed.—«. Renverse'ment.
Renvoy, ren-voi', v.t. (obs.) to send back.— Also «.

Reobtain, re-ob-lan', v.t. to obtain again.— a;^'. Re-
obtain'able.

Reoccupy. re-ok'u-pT, v.t. to occupy anew.—«. Re-
occupa'tion.

Reopen, re-O'pn, v.t. and ;'.('. to open again.

Reoppose, rc-o-pOz', v.t. to oppose again.

Reordain, re-or-dan', v.t. to ordain again, when the
first ordination is defective.—«. Reordlna'tion, a
second ordination.

Reorder, re-or'der, v.t. to repeat a command : to
arrange anew.

Reorganise, re-or^gan-Iz, v.t. to organise anew: to
rearrange.—//. Rdorganisa'tion, the act of re-
organising, as of troops.

Reorient, re-O'ri-ent, adj. arising again.
Reossify, re-os'i-fl, v.t. to ossify again.
Rep, Repp, rep, n. a kind of cloth having a finely

corded surface. [Prob. a corruption of rib.]

Rep, rep, //. a slang abbreviation of reputation.
Repace, re-pus', v.t. to pace again, retrace.

Repacify, re-pas'i-fl, v.t. to pacify again.
Repack, re-pak', v.t. to pack a second time.

—

n. Re-
packer.

Repaid, r6-pad', />«./. and pa./, oi repay.
Repaint, rc-pant , v.t. to paint anew.
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Bepstir, re-par', v.i. to betake one's self to : to go : to

resort.—«. a retreat or abode. [O. Fr. repairer, to

return to a haunt—Low L. tepatridre, to return to

one's country—L. re-, bacV,/mria, native country.)

Repair, re-par', v.t. to restore after injury : to make
amends for : to make good, as a loss : to mend :

(S/etts.) to recover into position, as a weapon.—«.

restoration after injury or decay : supply of loss.

—

/is.

Kepalr'er, one who restores or amends ; Repair'-
ment ; Reparabil'lty.

—

at//. Rep'arable, that may
be repaired.— rt</r'. Rep'arably.— «. Repara'tlon,
repair: supply of what is wasted: amends.

—

a,ij.

Repar'ative, amendmg defect or injury.—«. that

which restores to a good state : that which makes
amends. [O. Fr. reparer—L. repardre—re; again,
pardre, to prepare.]

Bepand, re-pand', <idj. bent or cu^^•ed backward or
upward: (hot.) of leaves with uneven, slightly sinu-

ous margin. — adj's. Repandoden'tate, repand and
toothed ; Repand'0U8, curved convexly upward.
[L. repandus— re-, ha.ck, pafu/us, bent.]

Repart, re-part', 7:f. to divide, share.

Repartee, rep-ar-te', n. a smart, ready, and witty
reply.

—

7'.i. to make witty replies. [O. Fr. repartie

—repartir, to go back again

—

re-, back, partir, to

set out

—

h. parttri, to divide.]

Repartimiento, re-par-ti-mi-en'tO, ft. a division : an
assessment : allotment. [Sp.]

Repartition, re-par-tish'un, ». a second partition : a
division into smaller parts.

Repass, re-pas', z'.t. to pass again: to travel back.

—

v.i. to pass or move back.

—

k. Repass'age, the

process of passing a second coat of glue as a finish

over unburnished surfaces.

Repassion, re-pash'un, «. the reception of an effect

from one body to another.
Repast, re-past', «. a meal : the food taken : victuals :

repose—(oi^i-.)Repa8'ture.

—

z:t. to feed.

—

v.i. to take
food.—«. Repast'er, one who takes repast. [O. Fr.,

—Low L. repastlis (vhence Fr. rcpas)—h. re-, inten.

pastlis, food

—

pasccre. fastiini, to feed.]

Repastlnation, re-pas-tm-a'shun, H. (pbs^ a second
digging up, as of a garden.

Repatriate, rep.Vtri-at, v.t. to restore to one's
country.

—

n. Repatriation.
Repay, re-pa', v.t. to pay back : to make return for

:

to recompense : to pay ag.Tiii or a second time.—:'./.

to requite.

—

adj. Repay'able, that is to be repaid :

due, as a bill due in thirty days— «. Repay'ment,
act of repaying : the money or thing repaid.

Repeal, re-pel', Z'.t. to revoke by authority, as a law :

to abrogate : to recall : to dismiss.—«. a revoking or
annulling.— «j. Repealabil'ity, Repeal'ableness.— adj. Repeal'able, that may be repealed.— «j.

Repeal'er, one who repeals : one who seeks for a
repeal, esp. of the union between Great Britain and
Ireland : Repeal'ment, recall.—Repeal agitation,
a movement for the repeal of the legislative union
between Great Britain and Ireland. [O. Fr. rapeier—re-, back, apeUt— L. appelldre, to call.]

Repeat, re-pet', v.t. to do again : to speak again, to

iterate : to quote from memory : to rehearse : (Scots
laui) to refund.

—

v.t. to strike the hours, as a watch :

to recur : the act of repeating.—«. (mus.) a part
performed a second time : a mark directing a part
to be repeated.

—

adjs. Repeat'able ; Repeated,
done again : frequent.— <ia':'. Repeat'edly, many
times repeated : again and again : frequently.

—

us.

Repeater, one who, or that which, repeats : a
decimal in which the same figure or figures are
continually repeated : a watch that strikes again
the previous hour at the touch of a spring : a frigate

appointed to attend an admiral in a fleet, and to

repeat any signal he makes : (teieg.) an instrument
for automatically retransmitting a message : in calico-

printing, a figure repeated at equal intervals in a
pattern ; Repeat'ing, the fraud of voting at an
election for the same candidate more than oncei—

*
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Repeating firearm, a firearm that may be div
charged many times in quick succession ; Repeat
one's self, to say again what one has said already ;

Repeat signals, to repeat those of the senior officer

:

to make a signal again. 1.0. Fr. repeter(Yx. rep^ter)

—L. ret<etere, repetitum— re-, again, petere, to seek.]

Repel, re-pel', v.t. to drive back : to repulse : to check
the advance of, to resist.

—

Z'.i. to act with opposing
force : (med.) to check or drive inwards :—pr.p. re-

pelling ; pa.t. znApa.p. repelled'.

—

ns. Repel'lence,
Repel lenoy.—rt^'. Repellent, driving back : able
or tending to repel.

—

ii. that which repels.

—

n. Re-
peller.—a<^'. Repel'less. [O. Fr.,—L. repellere—
re-, back,/e//?r*, to drive.]

Repent, re-f>ent', "j.i. to regret or sorrow for what one
has done or left undone : to change from past evil

:

(theol.) to feel such sorrow for sin as produces new-
ness of life.

—

v.t. to remember with sorrow—often
used impersonally, as ' it repenteth me.'

—

adj. Re-
pent'able.—«. Repent'ance, sorrow for what has
been done or left undone : contrition for sin, pro-

ducing newness of life.^rti^'. Repent'ant, repenting
or sorry for past conduct : showing sorrow for sin.

—

«. a penitent.— a/K'. Repentantly.— >/. Repent'er.
—adv. Repent'ingly. -«(/;. Repent'less. [O. Fr.

repentir—re-, and O. Fr. pentir—L. paenitere, to

cause to repent.]

Repent, repent, adj. (fiat.) creeping. [L. repere, to

creep.]

Repeople, re-pe'pl, v.t. to people anew.
Repercept, re-per-sept', n. a represented percept.

—

n.

Repercep'tion.
Repercolation, re-per-ko-la'shun, n. in pharmacy, the

successive application of the same menstruum to fresh

parts of the substance to be percolated.
ReperctlSSion, re-per-kush'un, «. a striking or driving
back : reverberation : (mus.) frequent repetition of
the same sound.— z/./. Repercuss'.— <j/i>'. Reper-
CUSS'ive, driving back : causing to reverberate.

[L. repercussio—re-, back, percutere—per, through,
qiiatere, to strike.]

Repertoire, rep'er-twor, «. the list of musical works
which a performer is ready to perform.

Reporter, re-per'tor, n. a finder.

Repertory, rep'er-tO-ri, «. a place where things are

kept to be brought forth again : a treasury ; a maga-
zine. [Fr.,—Low L. repertorium—L. reperire, to

find

—

re-, again, parere, to bring forth.]

Repernse, re-per-uz', v.t. to peruse again,—«. Re-
perus'al.

Repet = L. repetatur, used in prescriptions = Let it

be repeated.
Repetition, rep-e-tish'un, «. act of repeating: recital

from memory.

—

>is. Rep'etend, that part of a repeat-

ing decimal which recurs continually : the burden
of a song ; Repetent', a tutor or private teacher in

Germany.—rt^V. Repeti'tional. Repeti'tionary.—
—«. Repeti'tioner.- <i^'. Repetitious, using imdue
repetitions.- «. Repeti'tiotisness.— a^'. Repet'i-
tive.—«. Repet'itor, a repetent.

Repine, re-pIn', v.t. to fret one's self (with at or

against) : to feel discontent : to murmur : to envy.
—«. {SJiak.) a repining.—«j. Repi'ner ; Repi'ning,
the act of one who repines : (_Spens.)i failing, as of

courage.

—

adz'. Repi'ningly.
Repique, re-pek', «. at piquet, the winning of thirty

points or more from combinations or in one's own
hand, before playing begins.

—

tr.t. to score a repique.

Replace, re-plas', v.t. to place back : to put again in

a former place, condition, &c. : to repay : to provide

a substitute for: to take the place of.— adj. Re-
place'able.—«j. Replace'ment, act of replacing

;

the removal of an edge of crystal, by one plane or

more ; Replao'er, a substitute ; Car'-replac'er, a
device on American railways for replacing derailed

wheels on the track.—Replacing SWltcll, a pair of
iron plates fitting over the rails, used as a bndga to

replaca on th« track derailed railway ktock.
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Replait, re-plat', v. /. to plait or fold again.

Replant, re-plant', v.t. to plant anew : to reinstate.

—

tijj. Eeplant'ablo—«. Replanta'tlon.
Replead, re-pled', v.i. and 7'.i. to plead again.—»;.

Replead'er, a second course allowed for the cor-

rection of mispleading.

Repledge, repler, i./. to pledge again : to demand
jud.cially.—«. Repled'ger.

Replenish, re-plen'ish, v./. to fill again : to fill com-
pletely: to stock abundantly.—/.a<^'. Replen'Ished
(SAaJk.), complete, consummate.—>tr. Beplen'isher,

one who replenishes : iflectr.') a static induction

machine used for maintaining the charge of a
quadrant electrometer ; Replon'lshment. [O. Fr.

replenir, from replein, full

—

re-, again, plentis, full.]

Replete, re-plet', adj. full : completely filled, alxsund-

ing.— 7'./. to fill to repletion.

—

ns. Beplete'ness,
Reple'tlon, superabundant fullness : surfeit : (med.)
fullness of blood : plethora.

—

adj. Reple'tlve.

—

adz'.

Eeple'tlvely. —«</;. Reple'tory. [O. Fr.,—L. re-

put lis, pa.p. oireplere—re-, again, plere, to fill.]

Replevy, re-plev'i, z'.t. {law) to recover goods dis-

trained upon giving a pledge or security to try the

right to them at law.

—

n. replevin.

—

adj's. RepleVl-
able, RepleVisable.—«^. Replevin, an action for

replevying; Replev'laor, a plaintiff in replevin. [O.

Fr. replevir—re-, \>:\<^, plevir, to pledge.)
Replica, rep'li-ka, «. (J/aint.) a copy of a picture done
by the same hand that did the original : (vius.) the
same as repeat. [It.,—L. replicdre, to repeat.]

Replicant, rep'li-kant, n. one who makes a reply.

Replicate, rep'li-kat, adj. folded : (bot.) folded out-
ward as in vernation, inward as in aestivation : {mus.)
a tone one or more octaves from a given tone.

—

adj.

Rep'llcatile.—«. Repllca'tion.—aa>'. Rep'licative.
Replier, re-pll'er, n. a respondent.
Replum, rep'lum, «. {bot.) the frame-like placenta

across which the septum stretches.

Beplume, re-plOOm', v.t. to preen, as feathers.

Replunge, re-plunj', v.t. to immerse anew.
Reply, re-pll', z/./. to fold back: to answer.

—

v.i, to

make response : to meet an attack, as to reply to the
enemy's fire

—

{law) to a defendant's plea.—«. an
answer : the power of answering : a counter-attack :

{titus.) the answer of a figure.

—

ns. Rep'liCant ; Re-
plica'tion, a reply : repetition : {law) the plaintiff's

answer to a plea.—<i^'. RepUca'tive. [O. Fr. replier
—L. replicdre, re-, hacV, plicdre, to fold.]

Repolish, re-pol'ish, r./. to polish again.
Repone, re-pon', v.t. to replace: to reply. [O. Fr.,

—

L. repoiiere, re-, \>2ks\., ponere, to put.]

Repopulate, re-pop'u-lat, v.t. to repeople.— «. Re-
popula'tion.

Report, re-pOrt', v.t. to bring back, as an answer or
account of anything : to give an account of : to re-

late : to circulate publicly : to wTite d.)wn or take
notes of, esp. for a newspaper : to lay a charge
against : to echo back.

—

v.i. to make a statement

:

to write an account ofoccurrences.—«. a statement of
facts : description : a formal or official statement, esp.

of a judicial opinion or decision : rumour : sound ;

noise : {B.) repute : hearsay : reputation.

—

adj. Re-
port'able, fit to l>e reported on.

—

ns. Report'age,
rep')rt ; Report'er, one who reports, esp. for a news-
paper ; Report'erism., the business of reporting

;

Report'ing, the act of drawing up reports—news-
paper reporting.

—

adv. Report'lngly {Shak.), by
common report.

—

adj. Reporto'rlal.—Report one's
self, to give information about one's self, one's
whereabouts, &c.—Be reported of, to be spoken
well or ill of. [O. Fr.,—L. reportdre—re-, back,
portdre, to carry.]

Repose, re-pOz', v.t. to lay at rest : to compose: to

place in trust (with on or in) : to deposit : to tran-
quillise. — f.t. to rest : to sleep : to rest in confidence
(with OH or upon) : to lie.

—

n. a lying at rest : sleep :

quiet : rest of mind : {Jiue art) that harmony which
gives rest to the eye.—m. Repo'sal (Skak.), the act

7W

of reposing : that on which one reposes.

—

adj. Rft-
posed', calm: settled.

—

adv. Repo'sedlv.—«. Re-
p6 sedjiess.—a^^'. Reposeful.—«. Reposer.—r./.

Repos'it, to lodge, as for salety—also n.—ns. Re-
position, reduction ; Repos'itor, an instrument for
restoring a displaced organ ; Repos'itory, a place
where anything is laid up for safe keeping : a place
where things are kept for sale : a shop. [Fr. reposer—re-, back, /oi^r, to pose.]

Repossess, re-poz-zes', ;•./. to possess again : to regain
possession of.—«. RopOSSes'Slon.

Reposure, re-pO'zhur, n. quiet repose.

Repot, re-pot', v.t. to shift plants from pot to pot.
Repour, re-por', Z'.i. to pour again.
Repoussage, re-pOC'siij, «. the hammering from be-
hind of ornamental patterns upon a metal pl.ite : or
of etched plates making hollows which would show
as spots in printing.

Repouss^, re-p5S'sa, adj. raised in relief by means of
the hammer.—Rep0USs6 Work, vessels ornamented
by h.immering on the reverse side.

Repped, rept, adj. corded transversely. [Xep-I
Reprehend, rep-re-hend', v.t. to blame : to reprove.

—

«. Reprehen'der.—/i<^'. Reprehensible, worthy of

being reprehended or blamed.^w. Reprehen'sible-
nesa.—oiiv. Reprehen'sibly, culpably.- «. Repre-
hen'sion, reproof : censure.

—

adj. Reprehen'sive,
containing reproof : given in reproof.

—

axi7: Repre-
hen'sively. -«///. Reprehen'sory. [O. Fr., — L.

repreheiidere, -hensutn—te-, inten., prefundire, to

lay hold of.]

Represent, rep-re-zent*, v.t. to exhibit the image of:

to serve as a sign of: to personate or act the part of:

to stand in the place of: to bring before the mind :

to descrilie : to portray: to exemplify.—«. Repre-
sentabil'ity.— rtrfV. Represent'able, that may be
represented.

—

ns. Representa'men, representation ;

Represent'ance {ols.), likeness.—<j</;'. Represent'-
ant, having vicarious power.—«. Representa'tion,
act of representing or exhibiting : that which repre-

sents : an image : picture : dramatic performance :

part performed by a representative : share, partici-

pation : statement: delegation.

—

adj. Representa'-
tional. — «j. Representa'tionism, the doctrine of
Descartes, that in the perception of the external
world the immediate object represents another object
beyond the sphere of consciousness ; Representa'-
tlonist.—fi<//'. Represent'ative, representing: show-
ing a likeness : be.iring the character or power of
others : replacing : presenting the full character of a
class: {logic) mediately known.—«. one who stands
for another, a deputy, delegate : {law) an heir.

—

adv. Represent'atlvely. — ns. Represent'atlve-
ness ; Represent er ; Represent'ment. — Repre-
sentative faculty, the imagination. — HoUSe of
Representatives, the lower branch of the United
States Congress, consisting of members cho.sen bien-

nially by the people. [O. Fr.,— L. reprasentdre,
-dtum—re-, 2t%a.\n, prasentdre, to place before.]

Repress, re-pres', v.t. to restrain, quell—also «.

—

ns.

Represser, -ox.—adj. Repress'ible, that may be
restrained.— rtrt'f. Repressibly.— «. Repres'slon,
act of repressing.

—

adj. Repress'ive, tending or able
to repres-s.

—

adv. Repress'ively.
Repress, re-pres', v.t. to press a second time.—«. Re-
preSS'ing-machlne', a machine for making pressed
bricks : a press for compressing cotton bales.

Reprief, re-pref , n. {Spens.) reproof.

Reprieve, rc-prev', v.t. to delay the execution of a
criminal : to give a respite to : {ois.) acquit, release.

—«. a suspension of a criminal sentence : interval of
ease or relief.—«. ReprleVaL [O. Fr. reprover (Fr.

reproimer)— L. reprobdre, to reprove. ]

Reprimand, rep'ri-mand, or -mand', n. a severe re-

proof.

—

V t. to chide : to reprove severely : to ad-
minister reproof publicly or officially. [O. Fr.,— I..

reprintendum—reprimere. represtum, to press back—re-, back,/r>Wrr, to press.]
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Reprimer, re-prfrndr, ti. an instrument for setting a
cap upon a cartridge shell.

Beprini, re-print', v.t. to print again : to print a new
impression of: printed matter from some other
publication.

—

n. Re'print, another impression of a
printed book or paper.

Reprisal, re-prT'zal, «. a seizing back or in retaliation :

the retaking of goods captured by an enemy : any-
thing seized, or inflicted, in retaliation : that which
is seized for injury inflicted : {rare) a restitution.

[O. Fr. represaille— It. ripresaglia— ripreso (Fr.

reprise), retaken—L. re-pre(,he)ndere, to seize again.]

Reprise, re-priz', v.t. {Spens.) to take again, retake.—n. in maritime law, a ship recaptured from an
enemy ; in masonry, the return of a moulding in an
internal angle : {iaiv) yearly deductions, as annuities,

&c. : (titus.) the act of repeating a passage. [Fr.

reprise—reprendre—L. reprehendere. ]

Beprlve, re-prlv', v.t. (JSpens.) to deprive, take away.
Reproach, re-prOch', v.t. to cast in one's teeth: to

censure severely : to upbraid : to revile : to treat

with contempt.—«. the act of reproaching : reproof:
censure : blame in opprobrious language : disgrace :

occasion of blame : an object of scorn.— n^'. Re-
proach'able, deserving reproach : opprobrious.—«.

Reproach'ableness.—rtrt'r'. Reproach'ably.—«. Re-
proacher.

—

adj. Reproach'ful, full of reproach or

blame : abusive : scurrilous : bringing reproach :

shameful : disgraceful.—rtrt"?'. Reproach'fully.—«.

Reproach'fiUness.—rt(i>'. Reproach'less, without
reproach.

—

The Reproaches, antiphons chanted in

R.C. churches on Good Friday after the prayers
which succeed the Gospel of the Passion, their

subject the ingratitude of the Jews in rejecting
and crucifying Christ. [Fr. reprochet—re-, back,
proche, near—L. propius, comp. aiprope, near.]

Reprobate, rep'rO-bat, adj. condemned : base : given
over to sin : depraved : vile : (A'.) that will not
stand proof or trial : (Sterne) condemnatory.—«. an
abandoned or profligate person : one lost to shame.— v.t. to disapprove: to censure: to disown.

—

ns.

Rep'robacy, state of being a reprobate ; Rep'ro-
bance(5Art/t.), reprobation ; Rep'robateness ; Rep'-
robater ; Reproba'tion, the act of reprobating

:

rejection : the act of abandoning to destruction :

state of being so abandoned : the doctrine of the
fore-ordination of the impenitent to eternal perdition :

(»/«'/.) disqualification to bear office; Reproba'-
tioner, one who maintains the doctrine of repro-
bation by divine decree. — adj. Reproba'tive,
criminatory.

—

n. Rep'robator (Scots law), an old
form of action to prove a witness to be perjured or

biassed.

—

adj. Rep'robatory, reprobative. [L. rep-

robatiis, pa.p. o{ reprobdre, to reprove.]
Reproduce, re-prO-dus', v.t. to produce again : to

form anew: to propagate: to represent.

—

n. Re-
producer, one who reproduces : the diaphragm
used in producing speech in the phonograph.

—

adj.
Reproducible.—». Reproduction, the act of pro-
ducing new organisms—the whole process whereby
life is continued from generation to generation :

repetition.—«(//'. Reproduc'tive, tending to repro-
duce.—«j. Reproduc'tiveness, Reproductiv'ity.—
adj. Reproduc'tory.—Reproductive faculty, the
faculty of the association of ideas ; Reproductive
organs (hot.), the organs appropriate to the pro-
duction of seeds or spines : (zool.) the generative
system.

Repromission, re-prO-mish'un, «. (obs.) a promise.
Repromulgate, re-prO-mul'gat, v.t. to republish.—«.
Repromulga'tion.

Reproof, re-proDf ', «. a reproving or blaming : rebuke :

censure : reprehension.

—

adj. Reprovable (-Oov'-),

deserving reproof, blame, or censure.

—

n. Reprov'-
ableness.—ort'z'. ReproVably.—«. Repro'val, the
act of reproving; reproof.

—

v.t. Reprove', to con-
demn : to chide : to convict : to censure : to disprove
or refute.—«j. Reprover ; Reproving.—«<^z/. Re-
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pro'vingly. [O. Fr. reprover (Fr. riprouver)—L.
reprobdre, the opposite o{ approbdre (ci. Approve)—
re-, oS, probdre, to try.]

Reprune, re-proOn', v.t. to trim again.

Reptant, rep'tant, adj. crawling : pertaining to the
Reptatitia, those gasteropod mollusca adapted for

crawling.

—

n. Repta'tion, the act of creeping :

(math.) the motion of one plane figure around
another, so that the longest diameter of one shall

come into line with the shortest of the other.

—

adjs. ReptatO'rial, creeping or crawling ; Rep'-
tatory (zool.), creeping.

Reptile, rep'lil, adj. moving or crawling on the belly

or with very short legs : grovelhng : low.—«. an
animal that moves or crawls on its belly or with
short legs : an oviparous quadruped : one of the
class of Reptil'ia (it.pl.) occupying a central position

in the Vertebrate series, beneath them Amphibians
and Fishes, above them Birds and Mammals : a
grovelling, low person.

—

adjs. Reptil'ian, belonging
to reptiles ; Reptilif'erous, producine reptiles

;

Reptil'iform, related to reptiles ; ReptU'iOUS, like

a reptile.—«. Reptil'iuni, a place where reptiles

are kept. — adjs. ReptiliVorous, feeding upon
reptiles ; Rep'tiloid, reptile form.—Reptilian age
(geol.), the Mesozoic age, during which reptiles

attained great development. [Fr.,—L. reptitis—
repere, to creep.]

Republic, re-pub'lik, n. a commonwealth : a form
of government without a monarch, in which the

supreme power is vested in representatives elected

by the people.

—

adj. Repub'lican, belonging to a
republic : agreeable to the principles of a republic.

—

n. one who advocates a republican form of govern-
ment : a democrat : one of the two great political

parties in the United States, opposed to the Demo-
crats, favouring a high protective tariff, a liberal

expenditure, and an extension of the powers of the

national government.

—

v.t. Repub'licaniSO.—«. Re-
pub'licanism, the principles of republican govern-
ment : att.ichment to republican government. —
». Republica'rian.—Republic of Letters, a name
for the general body of literary and learned men.

—

Republican era, the era adopted by the French
after the downfall of the monarchy, beginning with
22d September 1792.

—

Red republican, a violent

republican, from the red cap affected by such. [Fr.

ri/yiiblique—L. respublica, commonwe.Thh.]
Republish, re-pub'hsh, v.t. to publish again or anew.—ns. Republica'tion, act of republishing : that

which is republished, esp. a reprint of a book, &c.

;

a second publication of a former will ; Repub'Usher.
Repudiate, re-pu'di-at, v.t. to reject : to disclaim, as

liability for debt : to disavow : to divorce.

—

adj.
Repu'diable, that may be repudiated : fit to be
rejected.

—

tts. Repudia'tion, the act of repudiating :

rejection : an unprincipled method for the extinction

of a debt by simply refusing to acknowledge the
obligation: the state of being repudiated ; Repudla'-
tionist ; Repu'diator. [L. repudidre, -dtum—re-

pudium—re-, away, pudere, to be ashamed.)
Repugn, re-pun', v.t. (Shak.) to fight against, to

oppose.— rt^'. Repugnable (re-pu'-, or re-pug'-na-bl),

capable of being resisted.

—

ns. Repugnance (re-

pug'-, like all the succeeding words), the state of
being repugnant : resistance : aversion : reluctance ;

Repug'nancy.—a/(/'. Repug'nant, hostile : adverse

:

contrary : distasteful : at variance.

—

adv. Repug'-
nantly.—«. Repug'nantness.— z/./. Repug'nate,
to oppose : to fight against.

—

adj. Repugnato'rial,
serving as a means of defence.

—

n. Repugner (re-

pu'ner), one who rebels. [Fr.,—L. repugndre—re-,

aga'mat, pugndre, to fight.]

Repullulate, re-pul'u-lat, 7'.i. to sprout again.—«.

Repullula'tion.

—

adj. Repullules'cent.
Repulpit, re-pOOl'pit, v.t. to restore to the pulpit.

Repulse, re-puls', v.t. to drive back : to repel : to beat

otf : to refuse, reject.—/. the state of being repulsed
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Repurchase fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Resemble

or driven back : the act of repelling : refusal.—kj.
Bepul'sar ; Repol'sion, act of repulsing or driving
back : state of being repelled : aversion : the action
by which bodies or their particles repel each other.—adj. Repul'slve, that repulses or drives off : repel-

ling : cold, reserved, forbidding : causing aversion
and disgust.—a;/?'. ReptU'slvely.—«. Bbpul'slve-
"Oa&Z. — adj. Bepul'SOry. [L. repuUus, pa.p. of
refteliire—re-, haxM. peilere, to drive.]

Repurchase, re-pur'chas, v.t. to purchase or buy back
or again.—«. the act of buying again : that which is

bought again.

Repurge, re-pnrj', v.t. to cleanse again.
Repurify, re-pu'ri-fI, v.t. to purify again.
Reputation, rep-u-ta'shun, «. state of being held in

repute : estimation : character in public opinion :

credit : fame.

—

adj. Rep'Utable, in good repute :

respectable : honourable : consistent with reputation.—«. Rep'utableness. — adv. Rep'utably.— adj.
Rep'utative, reputed : putative. — adv. Rep'uta-
tlvely, by repute. [Fr.,—L. reputation-em, con-
sideration

—

re-ptitare, to think over.]

Repute, rg-put', v.t. to account or estimate : to hold.—n. estimate: established opinion: character.

—

adv. Reput'edly, in common repute or estimation.

—

adj. Repute'less {Skak.), without good repute, dis-

reputable.—Reputed owner, a person who has to

all appearance the title to the property. [Fr.,—L.
rep7itdre, -dtum—re-, a.ga.'\n, putdre, to reckon.]

Requere, re-kwgr', 71. t. (Spens.) to require.
Request, rg-kwest', v.t. to ask for earnestly: to

entreat : to desire.—«. petition : prayer : desire :

demand : that which is requested : a want : a ques-
tion : the state of being desired.—«. Request'er.

—

Request note, in the inland revenue, an application
to obtain a permit for removing excisable articles

:

programme.-C!ourt of Requests, a former Court of
Equity in England, inferior to the Court of Chancery,
abolished in 1641 : a local tribunal instituted in
London by Henry VIII. for the recovery of small
debts—called also Court of Conscience '. Letters of
Bequest, the formal instrument by which in English
ecclesiastical law an inferior judge waives his juris-

diction over a cause, and refers it to a higher court.
[O. Fr. requesie (Fr. requite)—L. reguisitum, pa.p.
oi requirlre—re-, away, guctrere, to seek.]

Requi'cken, re-kwik'n, 7i.t. to give new life to.

Requiem, re'kwi-em, «. a hymn or mass sung for the
rest of the soul of the dead : a grand musical com-
position in honour of the dead : {obs.") rest, peace.—

•

n. Requies'cence, repose.—Requiescat In pace,
may he (or she) rest in peace, often abbreviated
R.I.P. [L., accus. of requies—-{re-, inten., guies,
rest); so called from the initial words of the introit,

Reguietn atemani dona eis, Domitie I ' Give eternal
rest to them, O Lord I']

Require, r6-kwTr', v.t. to ask : to demand : to need :

to exact : to direct.

—

adj. Requir'able, that m.iy be
required : fit or proper to be required.

—

ns. Requlre'-
ment, act of requiring : claim : demand ; Requlr'er

;

Requlr'ing. [Fr.,—L. reguirere.]
Requisite, rek'wi-zit, adj. required : needful : indis-

pensable.—«. that which is required : anything
necessary or indispensable.

—

adv. Req'ulsitely.

—

ns. Req'uisiteness, state of being requisite ; Re-
guisl'tion, the act of requiring : an application

—

for a public meeting, for a person to become a candi-
date for Parliament, &c : a demand, as for neces-
saries for a military force : a written request or
invitation.

—

v.t. to make a requisition or demand
upon, to seize.—«. Reqnlsi'tlonlst, one who makes
a requisition.—<»<</. Requls'itive.-«. Requls'ltor.
~adj. Reqnls'ltory.—«. Requis'itum, that which
a problem asks for.

Requite, re-kwlt', 71. t. to repay : to retaliate.

—

ad/s.
Reqult' (Spens.), requited, returned; Requl'table.—»s. Requl'tal, the act of requiting : payment in

ratum : recompense : reward ; BeqiUt«', requiul.
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—adjs. Requlte'ful ; Requlte'less, without requital

:

free — «f. Requitement ; Requi'ter.
Rerail, rg-raJ', v.t. to replace on the rails.

Reread, re-red', v.t. to read again.
Rerebrace, rer'bras, n. the armour of the upper arm

from shoulder to elbow.

—

Also A rriere-iras.
Rerebrake, rgr-brak', «. an appurtenance of a mounted

warrior in the fifteenth century.
Reredos, rer'dos, «. the wall or screen at the back of
an altar, usually in the form of a screen detached
from the east wall, adorned with niches, statues,

&c., or with paintings or tapestry: the back of an
open fire-hearth, in medieval halls. [O. Fr,, retv,
rear, dos—L. dorsum, back.]

Rereflef, rerTef, ft. (Scot.) an under-fief.

Re-reiterated, re-re-it'er-at-ed, /.«///'. (Tenn.) reiter-

ated or repeated again and again.
Reremouse, rer'mows, ft. a bat. [A.S. hriremiis—

hreratt, to move, mus, a mouse.]
Reresupper, rer'sup-er, ft. a late supper.
Rareward. Same as Rearward.
Res, rez, ft. a thing, a point.—Res angusta doml,

straitened circumstances ; Res gestsa, things done ;

Res judicata, a matter decided.
Resail, re-sal', v.i. to sail back.
Resale, re-.sal', n. a second sale.

Resalute, re-sa-lut', v.t. to salute anew or in return.
Resaw, re-saw', v.t. to saw into still thinner pieces.
Rescind, re-sind', v.t. to cut away or off: to annul:

to repeal: to reverse.— adj. Resoind'able.— tis.

Rescind'ment ; Rescis'slon, the act of rescinding :

the act of annulling or repealing.

—

adj. Rescis'sory,
—Rescissory actions (Jaw), those actions whereby
deeds are declared void. [Fr.,— L. rescindere,
rescissuf/t—re-, back, scitidere, to cut.)

Rescore, re-skor', v.t, to rearrange music for voices
and instruments.

Rescribe. re-skrll/, v.t. to write again.—«. Resorlb'-
endary, a papal official who determines what docu-
ments are to be copied and registered, &c.

Rescript, re'skript, «. the official answer of a pope or
an emperor to any legal question : an edict or decree.
— «. Rescrip'tioh, the answering of a letter.

—

atij.

Rescrip'tive.—(j^i'f. Rescrlp'tively. [Fr.,—L. re-

scriptunt—re-, back, scribere, scriptutii, to write.]
Rescue, res'ku, v.t. to free from danger or violence :

to deliver: to liberate:

—

pr.p. res'cuing; /«.A and
pa.p. res'cued.—«. the act of rescuing : deliverance
from violence or danger : forcible release from arrest

or imprisonment.— rti/^'. Res'cuable.

—

ns. Res'CUer;
Rescussee', the party rescued ; RescUS'SOr, one
who makes an unlawful rescue. [M. E. rescous, a
rescue—O. Fr. rescousse—rescourre—L. re-, away,
cxcutcre, to shake out

—

ex, out, guatere, to shake.]
Rescue-grass, res'ku-gras, ft. a species of brome-grass,

native to South America.
Research, re-serch', «. a careful search : diligent
examination or investigation: .scrutiny.— 7'./. to

examine anew.—«. Researcb'er.

—

adj. Rosearch'-
ful, inquisitive, prone to investigation.

Reseat, re-sgt', v.t. to furnish with new seats.

Roseau, ra-zo', «. a fine meshed ground for lace-work.
Resection, rg-sek'shun, «. act of cutting off: removal

of a bone's articular extremity.

—

v.t. Resect', to cut
off. [L. resecdre, re-, again, secdre, to cut.]

Reseda, rg-se'da, ft. A genus of polypetalous plants,
the mignonette family.

Reseek, re-sek', v.t. and v.i. to seek again.
Reseize, re-sez', v.t. (Spens.) to seize again: to re-

instate.— «j. Reselz'er; Reselr'ure.
Resell, re-sel', v.t. to sell again.
Resemble, rg-zem'bl, v.t. to be similar to: to have

the likeness of: to possess similar qualities or
appearance : to compare : to make like.

—

adj. Re-
Semblable, admitting of being compared. — «.

Resem'blanoe, the state of resembling : similitude :

likeness: similarity: that which is similar.

—

adj.
Resem'blaat.—M. Rasem'blsr.—<k^'. RoBom'bUiig.



Beseminate mote : mute ; mSOn ; Men. Resinata

—adv. Resem'bllngly. [O. Fr. resembUr (Fr. res-

sembier)— re-, again, sembUr, to seem—L. simuldre,
to make like

—

simiiis, like.]

SesemilUlte, re-sem'i-nat, v.t. to propagate again.
Resend, re-send', Z'.t. to send again or back.
Resent, re-zent', 7>.t. to take ill: to consider as an

injury or afi'ront : to be indignant at : to express
indignation : to have a strong perception of : to
perceive by the sense of smell.

—

v.i. to be indignant.
—«. Resent'er.—«<//. Resentful, full of, or prone
to, resentment.

—

advs. Resentfully ; Resent'tngly.
—iuij. Resent'ive.—«. Resentment, the act of
resenting : displeasure : anger. [O. Fr. reseiitir,

resseniit—L. re-, in return, sentire, to feel.]

Reserve, re-zerv', v.t. to keep back : to keep for future
or other use : to retain, except : to keep safe.—«.

that which is reserved : that which is kept fur future
use : a part of an army or a fleet reserved to assist

those engaged in action : that which is kept back in

the mind : mental concealment : absence of freedom
in words or action : caution : that part of capital

which is retained to meet avemge liabilities.

—

n.

Reservation, the act of reserving or keeping back :

the withholding from a statement of a word or clause
necessary to convey its real meaning : something
withheld : safe keeping : a clause, proviso, or limita-

tion by which something is reserved : {JJ.S.") a tract

of public land reserved for some special purpose, as
for Indians, schools, &c. : the practice of reserving
part of the consecrated bread of the eacharist for

the communion of the sick : the act of the pope to

reserve to himself the right to nominate to certain

benefices.—flfl^'. ReserVative.—«. ReserVatory —
n.pl. Reserves', the reserve forces of a country, the

men composing such.—Mental reservation, the act

of reserving or holding back some word or clause

which is necessary to convey fully the meaning really

intended by the speaker—distinct from equivocation

(L. equivocatio or nw/A/^^/Vrt).—Wlthoiit reserve,

a phrase implying that a property will be sold

absolutely, neither the vendor nor any one acting

for him bidding it in. [O. Fr. reserver—\^. reserv-

nre—re-, back, serz'dre, to save]
Reserved, re-zervd', ait'j. char.icterised by reserve

:

not free or frank in words or behaviour : shy : cold.

—

adv. Reser'vedly.—/«. Reser'vedness ; Reser'ver

;

Reser'Vist, a soldier who belongs to the reserves.—
Reserved case, a sin, the power to absolve from
which is reserv'ed to the pope, or his legate, &c. ;

Reserved list, formerly a list of oflficers on half-

pay, who might be called upon in an emergency

;

Reserved power, a reservation made in deeds, &c.

;

Reserved powers (tA..?.), powers pertainin? to sove-

reignty, but not delegated to a representative body.
Reservoir, rez'er-vwor, ft. a place where anything is

kept in store : a place where water and other liquids

are stored for use.—Alsoi"./. [Fr.]

Reset, re-set', z\t. and -v.!. to set again.—«. printed
matter set over again.

—

adj. ReSOt'table (Tenn.'),

that may be reset.

Reset, re-set', 7'J. (Scai.) to receive and hide, as stolen

goods, or a criminal.—». Reset'ter, one who receives

and hides stolen goods. [Perh. receipt.]

Resettle, re-set'l, v.t. and v.i. to settle again.—«. Rc-
sett'lement.

Reshape, re-shap', z:i. to give a new shape to.

Resbip. re-ship', v.t. to ship again.

—

n. Reship'ment,
the .let of reshipping r things reshipped.

Resiant, rez'i-ant, ad/. (^(^,f.) resident, always residing
in a place.—n. Res'iance. (Doublet of reside'it.]

Reside, rS-zId', v.i. to remain sitting: to dwell per-

manently : to abide : to live : to inhere.

—

t:s. Res'i-

dence, act of dwelling in a place : place where one
resides, a domicile : that in which anything perma-
nently inheres : the settling of liquors ; Res Idency,
residence: the official dwelling of a government officer

in India.

—

adj. Res'ident, dwelling in a place for

some time : residing on one's own estate : residing in

the place of one's duties : not migratory.

—

n. one
who resides : a public minister at a foreign court.

—

n. 'B^s'iienteHScot.y.—adjs. Reslden'tl^, residing

:

having actual residence

—

(rare) Resident'al ; Resl-
den'tiary, residing, esp. of one bound to reside for

a certain time every year at a cathedral church.—«.

one who keeps a certain residence, esp. an ecclesiastic.
—>«. Residen tiaryshlp ; Res identship ; Resider.
[O. Fr.,—L. residere—re-, back, sedere, to sit.]

Residue, rez'i-du, «. that which is left behind after a
part is taken away : the remainder : the residuum of
an estate after payment of debts and legacies.

—

adj'.

Resid'nal, remaining as residue.—«. that which re-
mains after a subtraction, as the difference between
one of a series of observed values and the mean of
the series, &c.—«j. Resid'ual-air, that portion of
air which cannot be expelled by the most violent
efforts from the lungs ; Resid'ual-cliarge, a charge
of electricity spontaneously acquired by coated glass

;

Resid'ual-mag^netism, remanent magnetism : Re-
Sid'ual-quan'tity, a binomial connected with the
sign — (w/«?«).

—

adj. Resid'uary, pertaining to
the residue : receiving the remainder, as residuary
estate.--«j. Resld'Tiary-clailse, that part of a will

which disposes of whatever may be left after satisfy-

ing the other provisions of the will ; Resid'uary-
legatee', the legatee to whom is bequeathed the
residuum.

—

z:t. Resid'liate, to find the residual of.—ns. Residua'tion, the act of finding the residual

;

Resid'uent, a by-product left after the removal of a
principal product. — adj. Resid'UOtlS, residual.—
«. Resid'uum, that which is left after any process
of purification : a residue. [O. Fr. rcsidu—L. re-

siduutn—residere, to remain behind.]
Resign, re-sIn', v.t. to sign again.

Resign, re-zln', z'.t. to yield up to another : to submit
calmly: to relinquish: to entrust. — v.i. to submit
one's self: to give up an office, &c.—«. Resigna'-
tion, act of giving up : state of being resigned or
quietly submissive : acquiescence : patience : (Scots
iatv) the form by which a vassal returns the feu

into the hands of a superior.

—

p. adj. Resigned',
calmly submissive : uncomplaining. — adv. Re-
signedly, with submission.— ns. Kesignee', the

person to whom a thing is resigned ; Reslgn'er

;

Resign'ment. [O. Fr.,— L. resignare, -atum, to

annul

—

re-, sig. reversal, signare—sigttum, a mark.]

Resile, re-zl!', v.i. to leap back : to fly from : to recoil,

to recede :

—

p' -f. resTl'ing : pa.p. resiled'.

—

ns. Re-
sile'ment ; Resil'lence, Resiliency, act of springing

back or rebounding.

—

adj. ResU'lent, springing

back or rebounding.—kj. Resili tion ; Resflua'tion,

renewed attack. [O. Fr.,—L. resiiJrc, to leap back
—re-, back, satire, to leap.]

Resin, rez'in, «. an amorphous substance that exudes
from plants, supposed to be the product of oxidation

of volatile oils secreted by the plant : the precipitate

obtained from a vegetable tincture by treatment with

water.

—

v.t. to coat with resin.—at^'. Resina'ceoHS,

resinous.

—

n. Res'inate, a salt of the acids obtained

from turpentine.—<Trt^'. Resinif'erons, jnelding resin.

—n. Restnifica'tion, the process of treating with

resin.—«</;'. Res'lniform.—w./.Res'inifJr, to change
into resin; Res'inise, to treat with resin.— rt^V.

Res'ino-elec'tric, containing negative electricity

;

Res'inoid ; Res'inous, having the qualities of, or

resembling, resin.— «</». Res'inonsly. — «. Res'in-

ousness.—rt(^'. Res'iny, like resin.—G-nm resins,

the milky juices of certain plants solidified by ex-

posure to air ; Hard resins, at ordinary temperatures
solid and brittle, easily pulverised, containing little-

or no essential oil (copal, lac, j'alap, &c.) : Soft
resins, mouldable by the hand—some are viscous

and semi-fluid balsams (furpentine, storax, Catuid<c
balsam, &c.). [Fr.,—L. resiina.\

Resinata, rez-i-na'ta, n. the common white wine in

Greece, its peculiar odour due to the resin of the"

wine.—i'.^. Res'inate.
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Besipiscence fate, far ; me, lier ; mine ; Respite

Besipiscence, res-i-pis'ens, «. change to a better frame
of mind.

—

adj. Resipis cent, rigm-minded. [t'r.,—

L. resipiscentia—resipiscere, to repent

—

re-, again,

sapere, to be wise.]

Resist, re-rist', v.i. to strive against : to oppose.— f.i.

to make opposition.—«. a composition applied to a

surface to enable it to resist chemical action : a

material, as a paste, applied to a fabric to prevent

the action of a dye or mordant from affecting the

parts not to be coloured.—/". ResiS'tal (obs.) ; Re-

Sis tance, act of resisting : opposition : {/nech.) the

power of a body which acts in opposition to the

impulse of another : (eUctr.) that property of a con-

ductor in virtue of which the passage of a current

through it is accompanied with a dissipation of

energy ; Resis'tance-bOX, a box containing one or

more resistance-coils; ResiS'tance-COil, a coil of

wire which offers a resistance to the passage of a

current of electricity ; Resis'tant, one who, or

that which, resists.—<i^>. Resistant, Resis'tent,

making resistance. —«i. Resister; Resistibil'ity,

Resistibleness.—nr^'. Resistible.—^^m. Resis'-

tibly; Resis'tlngly.— rt^/;'. Resistive.

—

adv. Re-
sis tively. — «. Resistirity. — adj. Resistless,
irresistible : unresisting, nn.-ible to resist.

—

adv. Re-
slst'lessly.—«j. Reslst'lessness ; Resist'-style, in

calico printing, the process of dyeing in a pattern by
the use of a resist ; Resist'-WOrk, calico printing, in

which the pattern is produced by means of resist

which preserves parts uncoloured. [Fr.,—L. re-

sistere—re-, against, sistere, to make to stand.]

Resmooth, rS-smSS/A', v.t, to smooth again.

Resolder, re-sol'der, v.t. to solder again.

Resoluble, rez'O-lu-bl, adj. that may be resolved,

soluble.—«. Res'olubleness.
Resolute, rez'O-lut, adj. resolved : determined : having
a fixed purpose : constant in pursuing a purpose :

bold.—K. a determined person.

—

adv. Res OlHtely.
—n. Resoluteness.

Resolution, rez-o-lu'shun, n. act of resolving : analysis

:

solution : state of being resolved : fixed determina-
tion : steadiness : that which is resolved : certainty :

(mus.) the relieving of a discord by a following con-
cord : a formal proposal put before a public assembly,
or the formal determination of such on any matter :

{math.) reduction, .solution : (»ted.) the disappear-
ance or dispersion of a tumour or inflammation.

—

n. Resolil'tloner, one of a party in Scotland who
approved of the resolutions of the Commission of
General Assembly (1650) admitting to take part in

the struggle against Cromwell all persons except
those excommunicate and hostile to the Covenant

—

opp. to the Protesters.—adj. Res'olutive.—Resolu-
tion of forces, or of velocities, the application of
the principle of the parallelogram offerees or velocities

to the separation of a force or velocity into parts.

Besolve, r€-2olv', v.t. to separate into parts: to
analyse : to free from doubt or difficulty : to ex-
plain : to decide : to fix by resolution or formal de-
claration : (math.) to solve : (med.) to disperse, as a
tumour : (mus.) to carry a discord into a concord.

—

v.i. to determine.

—

u. anything resolved or deter-
mined : resolution : fixed purpose. — «. Resolva-
hil'ltj.—adj. Resol'vable, that may be resolved
or reduced to its elements.—«. ReSOl'Vableness.

—

ativ. ResoVvsMj.— adj. Resolved', fixed in pur-
pose.

—

adz'. Reservedly, firmly : clearly.—«. Re-
SOl'vednesS. — adj. ReSOl'Vent, having power to

resolve.

—

n. that which causes solution: (med.) a
substance which resolves tumours : (>«<jM.) an equa-
tion upon whose solution the solution of a given
problem depends.—«. Resol'ver. [Fr.,—L. resol-

vere, resohttum—re-, inten., solvere, to loose.]

Resonance, rez'i5-nans, n. act of resounding : the re-

turning of .sound by reflection or by the production
of vibrations in other bodies : the sound discovered
by means of auscultation — also Res'onancy. —
n. Res'onance-bOX, a chamber in a musical iiistru-
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ment for increasing its sonority.

—

adj. Resonant,
returning sound : vibrating.

—

ativ. Resonantly.

—

v.i. Resonate, to resound.—». Resonator, a vessel

for the analysis of complex sounds. I.L. resondre,
re-, back, sondre, to sound.]

Resorb, re-sorb', i>.t. to reabsorb, to swallow up.

—

adj.
Resorb'ent. [L. resorbire, to suck back.]

Resorcin, re-sor'sin, «. a colourless crystalline phenol.
—adj. Resorcinal.—K. Resor'cinism. [Fr.j

Resorption, re-sorp'shun, n. the disappearance of an
organ by absorption.

—

adj. Resorp'tive.
Resort, re-zort', v.i. to go : to betake one's self: to
have recourse : to apply.

—

n. act of resorting : a
place much frequented : a haunt : resource : company.
—«. Resort'er, a frequenter.—Last resort, the last

means of relief, the final tribunal—the French dernier
ressort. [ Fr. ressortir—L. re-, back, sortlri, to cast
\ot.s—sors, sortis, a lot.]

Resound, re-zownd', v.i. to sound back : to echo : to
praise or celebrate with sound : to .spread the fame
of.

—

v.i. to be sent back or echoed : to echo : to
sound loudly : to be much mentioned.

—

ris. Re-
sound' ; Resound'er, a monotelephone.

Resource, re-sOrs', «. a source of help : an expedient

:

(/>/.) means of raising money : means of any kind :

funds.— rt(j>'. Resource'ful, shifty.—«. Resource'-
fulness.—«(»>'. Resource'less. [O. Fr. resource—
resourdre—\-,. resiirgire, to rise again.]

ResoW, re-s5', v.t. to sow again.

Respeak, re-spek', v.i. to speak again, echo.
Respect, re-spekt', v.t. to esteem for merit : to honour

:

to relate to : to regard unduly : to heed.—«. act of
esteeming highly : regard : expression of esteem :

deportment arising from esteem : relation : reference

:

point of view, any particular : (B.) good-will, also
undue regard : partiality : reflection : decency

:

reputation.—«. Respectability, state or quality of
being respectable.

—

adj. Respec'table, worthy of
respect or regard: moderate in excellence or number;
not mean or despicable : reputable : moderately
well-to-do.—«. Respec'tableness.—afl'r'. Respec'-
tably, moderately : pretty well.

—

adj. Respec'tant
(her.), facing one another— said of figures of animals.

— K. Respecter. —«<//. Respectful, full of respect:
marked by civility.

—

ad-.\ Respect'fully.—«. Re-
speot'fulness.-/r<-/. Respecting, regarding : con-
sidering.

—

H. Respec'tion, respect.— /k;^'. Resjjec'-
tive, having respect or reference to : relative

:

relating to a particular person or thing : particular.

—ativ. Respec'tlvely.—«j-. Respec'tiveness ; Re-
8pec'tivlst(''^j.), a captiouscritic — «(/;>. Respect'-
leSS, regardless ; RespeC'tUOUS (oh.), causing re-

spect : respectful.—Have respect of persons, un-
duly to favour certain persons, as for their wealth,

&c. : In respect of, in comparison with ; With
respect to, with regard to. [O. Fr.,—L. respicere,

respectum—re-, back, specere, to look.]

Respell, re-spel', v.t. to spell again, or in new form.
Resperse, re-spers', v.t. to sprinkle.—«. Resper'sion.
Respire, re-spTr', v.i. to breathe again and again : to

breathe : to take rest.

—

v.t. to breathe out—in the
higher animals there is an absorption of oxygen
and a discharge of carbonic acid, also in plants.—a.
Respirabll'ity, quality of being respirable.

—

adj.
Respir'able, that may be breathed : fit for re-

spiration.—«. Respir'ableness ; Respiration, the
function of breathing: relief from toil.

—

adjs. Re-
splra'tlonal ; Respir'ative.—>«. Res'pirator, a net-
work of fine wire for respiring or breathing through ;

RespiratO'rium, a gill-like organ used hy certain
insects to draw w.ater from the air.

—

adj. Respi'-
ratory (or res'pi-ra-tC-riX pertaining to, or .serving

for, respiration.—«j. Respir'ing ; Respirom'eter, an
apparatus for supplying air to a diver under water.
—Artificial respiration, respiration induced by
artificial means. [Fr., — L. respirare — re-, sig.

repetition, spirdre, -dtum, to breathe.]
Respite, res'pit, M. temporary cessation of anything

:



Resplendent mOte ; mute ; mSCn ; ikeru Restrain

pause : interval of rest : {law) temporary suspension
of the execution of a criminal.

—

v. I. to gram a
respite to : to relieve by a pause : to delay.

—

adj.

Res'piteless. (O. Fr. rtspit (Fr. repie)—]^ re-

sfcchii, respect.]

Resplendent, re-splen'dent, adj. very splendid,
shining brilliantly : very bright : (her.) issuing rays.—tis. Resplendence, Resplen dency, state of being
resplendent.

—

adv. Resplen dently. [L. respUndire
— >f-, inten., spUndire, to shine.

J

Resplit, re-split', v.t. to split again.
Respond, re-spond', v.i. to answer or reply : to

correspond to or suit : to be answerable : to make
a liturgical response : to be liable for payment.

—

v.i.

to satisfy.

—

n. a versicle, &c., occurrmg at intervals,

as in the responses to the commandments in the
Anglican service : (archit.) a pilaster, &c., m a wall

for receiving the impost of an arch.

—

tis. Respon-
dence, Respon'dency, act of responding : reply :

ij^pens.) correspondence.

—

adj. Respondent, an-

swering : corresponding to expectation. — n. one
who answers, esp. in a law-suit : one who re-

futes objections.— »j. Responden'tia, a loan on
the cargo of a vessel ; Respon'sal, a liturgical

resp>onse : a proctor for a monastery ; Response', a
reply : an oracular answer : the answer made by
the congregation to the priest during divine service :

reply to an objection in a formal disputation : a
shurt anthem sung at intervals during a lection ;

Besponsibil'ity, Respon'sibleness, state of being
responsible : what one is responsible for : a trust.

—

adj. Respon'sible, liable to be called to account
or render satisfaction : answerable : capable of dis-

charging duty : able to pay.

—

adv. Respon'sibly.

—

n.pl. Respon'sions, the first of the three examina-
tions for the B..-\. degree at Oxford, familiarly called

'smalls.'

—

adj. Respon'sive, inclined to respond :

answering : correspondent.

—

adv. Respon'Sively.

—

H. Respon'Si7eness. the state of being responsive.—adj. Responso'lial, responsive.

—

n. an office-book

containing the responsories. — adj. Respon'SOry,
making answer.—«. a portion of a psalm sung be-

tween the missal lections : the answer of the people
to the priest in church service : a response book.

—

n.

Respon'SUre (pbs.\ response. [Fr.,—L. respondire,
res/'C"isu»t— re-, back, spondere, to promise.]

Ressaut, res-awt', n. (archit.) a projection of one part
from another. [Fr.,—L. resiitre, to leap back.]

Rest, rest, H, cessation from motion or disturbance :

peace : quiet : sleep : the final sleep, or death : place
of rest, as an inn, &c. : repose : release : security :

tranquillity : stay : that on which anything rests or
is supported : a pause of the voice in reading : (tnus.)

an interval between tones, also its mark : in ancient
armour, a projection from the cuirass to support the
lance : a quick and continued returning of the ball

at tennis : in the game of primero, the final stake
made by the player.

—

v.i. to cease from action or

labour : to be still : to repose : to sleep : to be dead :

to be supported : to lean or trust : to be satisfied : to

come to an end : to be undisturbed : to take rest :

to lie : to trust : (law) to terminate voluntarily the
adducing of evidence : to be in the power of, as ' it

rests with you.'

—

v.t. to lay at rest : to quiet : to

place on a support.

—

n. Rest'-CUre, the treatment
of exhaustion by isolation in bed.

—

adj. Rest'ful
(Shak.), being at rest, quiet, giving rest.

—

adv.
Rest'f'Olly, in a state of rest.

—

its. Rest'fulness, the
state or quality of being restful : quietness ; ResV-
bOUSe. a house of rest for travellers in India, a dak-
bungalow ; Rest'ineSS (obs.), sluggishness.

—

/k//.

Rest ing-OW'ing (Scots ia-w), indeoted.—«j. Rest-
ing-place, a place of security, or of rest, the grave :

in building, a landing in a staircase ; Rest'ing-
Spore, a spore which germinates after a period of
dormancy ; Rest'lng-Stage, -State, a state of sus-

pended activity, as of woody plants, bulbs ; Rest'ing-
Wtalle, a period of leisure.—At rest, applied to a
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body, means, having no velocity with respect to that
on which the body stands. [A.S. rest, rcest ; Ger.
rast, Dut. rust.]

Rest, rest, ». that which remains after the separation
of a part : remainder : others. — v.i. to remain :

balance of assets above liabilities.—For the rest, as
regards other matters. [Fr. reste—L. restdre, to

remain—r<-, back, stare, to stand.]

Rest, rest, v.t. (coll.) to arrest.

Restant, res'tant, adj. remaining persistent.

Restate, re-stat', v.t. to state again.

—

n. Restate'-
ment.

Restaur, res-tawr', h. the remedy which assurers have
against each other, or a person has against his

guarantor. [Fr.]

Restaurant, res'to-rang, or res'tO-rant, «. a house for
the sale of refreshments : an eating-house.

—

n. Res-
taurateur (res-tO'ra-ter), the keeper ot a restaurant.
[Fr.,

—

restaurer, to restore.]

Restem, re-stem', v.t. (i>hak.) to force back against
the current : to move back against, as a current.

Rest-harrow, rest'-har'S, H. a half-shrubby plant with
a spiny stem and tough, woody roots, common in ill-

cleaned land : a small moth.
Restibracblum, res-ti-bra'ki-um, «. (auat.) the inferior
peduncle of the cerebellum.

—

adj. Restibra'cllial.
Restiff, an obsolete form of restive.
Restiform, res'ti-form, adj. cord-like. — Restlform
body, the inferior peduncle of the cerebellum. [L.
restis, a net, jbrii/a, form.]

Restily, res'ti-li, adv. stubbornly, sluggishly.
Restinction, re-stingk'shun, «. the act of extinguish-

ing.

—

v.t. Resting'ulsb, to quench.
RestiO, res'ti-o, «. a genus of glumaceous plants.

—

». Restloi'deas.
Restipulate, re-stip'u-lat, v.i. to stipulate anew.

—

II. Restipula'tion.
Restitution, res-ti-tu'shun, «. act of restoring what
was lost or taken away : indemnification : making
good : (law) the restoration of what a party had
gained by a judgment.

—

v.t. Restitute (obs.), to

restore.—a<j>'. Res'titutive.-«. Res titutor. [L.

restitutio—restituere, to set up again

—

re-, again,
statuere, to make to stand.]

Restiva, res'tiv, adj. unwilling to go forward : ob-
stinate : jibbing back like a restive horse.

—

adv.
Res'lively.—«. Res'tiveness. [O. Fr. restif—l^
restdre, to rest.]

Restless, rest'les, adj. in continual motion : uneasy

:

passed in unquietness : seeking change or action

:

unsettled : turbulent.

—

adv. Restlessly.

—

n. Rest'-

lessness. [Rest, cessation from motion.]

Restore, re-stor', v.t. to repair : to replace : to return :

to bring back to its former state : to revive : to cure :

to compensate : to mend : (mus.) to bring_ a note

back to its original signification.

—

adj. Restor'able,
that may be restored to a former owner or condition.—ns. Restor'ableness, the state or quality of being
restorable ; Restoration, act of restoring : replace-

ment : recovery : revival : reparation : renewal : re-

storation of a building to its original design : (theol.)

receiving of a sinner to the divine favour : the final

recovery of all men : (JiaUeottt.) the proper adjustment
of the bones of an extinct animal ; Restora'tlonist,

one who holds the belief that after a purgation all

wicked men and angels will be restore.! to the favour

of God, a universalist.—a<^'. Restor'atlve, able or

tending to restore, esp. to strength and vigour.

—

n. a
medicine that restores.

—

adv. Restor'atlvely.

—

ns.

Restore'ment ; Restor'er.—Tbe Restoration, the
re-establishment of the monarchy with the return of
Charles II. in 1660. [Fr. restaurer—L. restaurdre,
dtum—re-, again, root sidre, to stand.]

Restrain, re-stran', v.t. to hold back : to check : to
withhold, to forbid : to hinder : to limit.

—

atij. Ro-
strain'able, capable of being restrained.

—

adv. Re-
strain'edly. — «. Restrain'er (phot.), a chemical
used to retard the act of the developer in an over-



Restrengrthen fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Reticle

exposed plate, &c.—^.a/f/. Restraln'lng.—«j. Re-
Btrain'ment ; Restraint , act of restraining : state

of being restrained : want of liberty : limitation :

hinderance : reserve ; Restraint'-bed, -chair, used
for tlie insane. [O. Kr. reslrainJre—L. restringere,

resirictutn—re-, back, stringere, to draw tightly.]

Restreng^hen, re-strength'n, v.t. to strengthen anew.

Restriall, re-stri'al, adj. (Jier.) divided barwise, pale-

wise, and pilewise.

Restrict, r€-strikt', v.t. to limit: to confine: to re-

press: to attach limitations.—/irf?/. Restric'tedly.

—

n. Restriction, .net of restricting : limitation : con-

finement.—m/;'. Restrlc'tive, having the power or

tendency to restrict : astringent.— rtr/f. RestriC'-

tively.— «. RestrictlveneSS, the state or quality of

being restrictive. {Restrain.}

Restrike, re-strlk', v.t. to strike again, as a coin.

Restringe, re-strinj', 7i.i. to contract : to aatringe.—«J.

Restrui'gend, Restrta'gent, an astringent.

Resty, rest'i, adj. (Spens.) restive : (Mi/t.) disposed
to rest, indolent.

Resublime, rS-sub-llm', v.t. to sublime again.—«. Be-
sublima'tion.

Resudation, re-su-da'shun, «. a sweating again.
Result, re-zult', 71.1. to issue (with in)- to follow as

a consequence from facts : to rebound : to be the out-

come : to terminate.— «. consequence: conclusion;

decision : resolution, as the result of a council.

—

n. Resnl'tance, act nf resulting.—«</;. Resul'tant,
resulting from combination. — «. {pAys.) a force

compounded of two or more forces.—«. Resill'tate
(.ois.), a result.

—

aiijs. Resulfful, having results or
eflTect; Resul'tive ; Result'less, without result.—
». Result'lessness.—Resultant tone, a tone pro-
duced by the simultaneous sounding of two sustained
tones : Resulting force, a motion which is the result

of two or more motions combined. [Fr.,—L. re-

siil/are—resilire. Cf. Resiiient.]

Kesume, re-zilm', v.t. to take back what has been
given : to take up again : to begin again after inter-

ruption.

—

a<ij. Besu'mable, liable to be taken back
again, or taken up again. (L. resumere—re-, back,
siiviere, sumptum, to take. J

R^sum^, ra-zu-raa', «. a summing up : a summary.

—

v.t. Resume'. [Fr.,— L. resumfre, to resume.]
Resummon, re-sum'un, v.t. to summon again ; to re-

cover.—«. Resumm'ons, a second summons.
Resumption, re-zump'shun, «. act of resuming or

taking back again, as the resumption of a grant

:

the return to special payments.

—

adj. Resump'tive.—n. a restoring medicine.
Resupinate, re-su'pin-at, adj. lying on the back : {Irot.)

inverted in position by a twisting of the stalk upside
down—also Resupine'.—«. Resuptna'tion. [L. re-
supinatits, pa. p. pass, of resupinare, to bend back

—

re-, back, supiniis, bent backward.]
Resurge, re-surj', v.i. to rise again.

—

n. Resur'gence.—adj. Resur'gent, rising again or from the dead.—
v.t. Resurrect' ((Ts//.), to restore to life.—«. Resur-
rec'tion, the rising again from the dead : the life

thereafter: a restoration: V)ody-snatrhing.— adj.
Resurreo'tlonary. — v.t. Resurrec'tloniae. — ns.

Resurrectionist, Resurrection -man, one who
steals bodies from the grave for dissection. [L. re-,

again, srtrgere, stirrectmn, to rise.]

Resurprise, re-sur-priz', n. a second surprise.

Resurvey, re-sur-v5'. v.t. to survey again, to review.
—«. a second or renewed survey.

Resuscitate, re-sus'i-tat. v.t. to revive, to revivify.

—

v.i. t(i rt- vive : to awaken and come to life again.

—

adjs. Resus'cltable ; Resus'citant.— >/. one who, or
that which, resuscitates.—«. Resuscita'tlon, act of
reviving from a state of apparent death : state of
being revivified.

—

adj. Resus'citative, tending to
resuscitate: reviving: revivifying: reanimating.—«.

Resua citator, one who resuscitates. -Resusclta-
tive faculty, the reproductive faculty of the mind.
[L. re-, again, tutcttdre—sus-, sub-, from beneath,

citdre, to put into quick motion

—

ciire, to make
to go.]

Ret, rt;t, V.i. to expose hemp, jute, &c. to moisture.

Rotable, re-ta'bl, k. a shelf behind the altar for the
display of lights, va.ses of flowers, &c. [Fr.]

Retail, re-tal', z'.t. to sell or deal out in small parts:

to sell in broken parts, or at second hand : to hand
down by report.

—

adj. pertaining to retail.

—

tu.

Re'tail, the sale of goods in small quantities ; Re-
tail'er ; Retail'ment. [Fr. retailUr, to cut again— re-, again, taiiler, to cut. ]

Retaille, re-ta-lya', adj. (Ju-r.) cut or divided twice.

Retain, ce-tan', z'.t. to keep in possession: to detain:

to employ by a fee paid : to restrain : to keep up, as

to retain a custom : to keep in mind.

—

adj. Retain'-
able, that may be retained.

—

ns. Retaln'er, one who
is retained or kept in service : a dependant, but
higher than a servant : a sutler : a retaining fee ;

Retain'ership ; Retain'ment. —Retaining fee, the
advance fee paid to a lawyer to defend a cause

;

Retaining wall, a wall to prevent a bank from
slipping down.—General retainer, a fee to secure

a priority of claim on a counsel's services ; Special
retainer, a fee for a particular case. [Fr.,—L. re-

tinere— re-, back, tenere, to hold.]

Retake, re-tak', V. t. to take or receive again : to re-

capture.
Retaliate, re-tal'i-at, v.t. to return like for like: to

repay.

—

v.i. to return like for like.

—

n. Retalia'tion,
act of retaliating :

' lex talionis :' retribution.

—

adjs.

Retal'iative, Retal'iatory. returning like for like.

[L. reialidre, -dtuiii—re-, in return, taiio, -onis, like

for like

—

taiis, of such a kind.]
Retama, re-ta'mS, or re-ta'nia, «. a group of yellow-

flowered .shrubs, with rush-like branches.
Retard, retard', v.t. to keep back: to delay: to

defer.—rt^'. Retar'dant.—«. Retarda tlon, delay

:

hinderance : obst icle : {Jihys.) a continuous decre-

ment in velocity : in acoustics, the distance by which
one wave is behind another : (ntus.) the act of dimin-
ishing the rate of speed : (tele^ ) decrease in the
speed of telegraph signalling.

—

ndjx. Retar'dative,
tending or serving to retard ; Retar'datory.

—

ns.

Retarder ; Retardment—Retardation of mean
aolar time, the change of the sun's right ascension

in a sidereal day. [Fr.,—L. retarddre—re-, inten.,

tarddre, to make slow

—

tardus, slow.]

Retch, rech, v.i. to try to vomit : to strain : to reach.

[A.S. krxcan—hrxc, a cough ; Ice. hrakjn.'\

RetchleSS. rech'les, adj. {pbs.) reckless.

—

adv. Retch'-
lessly.— «. Retch'lessness.

Rete, re'te, «. a network of blood-vessels, a plexus.—
adjs. Rete'cious ; Re'tial.

Retection, re-tek'slum, «. the act of disclosing some-
thin<j concealed.

Retell, re-tel', v.t. to tell again.
Retention, re-ten'shun, «. act or power of retaining:
memory : restraint : custody : preservation : {med.')

power of retaining, inability to void : {Scots /aw) a
lien, the right of withholding a debt until a debt aue
to the claimant is paid.— «. Retent', that which is

retained.

—

adj. Reten'tlve, having power to retain.— adv. Reten'tively.— ns. Reten'tiveness, Re-
tentiV'ity; Reten'tor, a muscle which serves to

retain an organ in place.—Magnetic retentiveness,
coercive force.

Retepore, re'te-piSr, K. a coral of the genus Reteporidte.
Retex, re-teks', v.i. to annul.
Retexture, rS-tekst'ur, «. a second or new texture.
Retiary, re'shi-a-ri, adj. net-like : constructing a web to

catcti prey : provided with a net.—«. a gladiator who
fights with a net—also Retia'rius.-«//. Re'tlarisB,
the spinning spiders. [L. retiarius—rete, a net.]

Be jicenoe, ret'i-sens, n. concealment by silence : re-

serve in speech—also Ret'icency.

—

adj. Ret'lcent,
concealing by silence : reserved in .speech. [Fr.,

—

L. reticere—re-, tacere, to be silent.)

Reticle, ret'i-kl, n. Same as RetiOUle.
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Beticule mOte ; mute ; m(55n ; Men. Retreat

Reticule, ret'i-kOl, Retiole, ret'i-kl, «. a little network
bag : a lady's workbag : an attachment to a telescope
consisting of a network of lines ruled on glass.

—

adj.
Reticular, having the form of network : formed
with inteisiices: (a«ij/.) cellular.— «i. Reticula're ;

Reticula'ria, a genusof the myxomycetous fungi.

—

M.pi. Betioularia'cesa.—<u(;>. Reticula'rian; Reti-
cula'rious. —adv. Retic' ularly. —luijs. Retic'ulary

;

Reticulate, -d, netted : having the form or structure

of a net : having veins crossing like network, as a
reticulate leaf.—«. Reticula'tion, a method of copy-
ing a painting by the help of threads stretched across

a frame.

—

Mij. RetlCuiOSe, finely reticulate.— «.

Reticulum, a network : the second stomach of a
ruminant : a southern constellation.—Reticular car-
tilage, a cartilage in which the matrix is permeated
with elastic fibres; Reticular layer of skin, the

deeper part of the corium ; Reticulated glass, ware
made from glass, in which one set o! coloured lines

meets with another ; Reticulated micrometer, a

micrometer for an optical instrument with a reticule

in the focus of an eyepiece ; Reticulated mould-
ing, a fillet interlaced in various ways ; Reticulated
work, masonry constructed with diamond-shaped
stones. [L. reticulum— rete, net.]

Retierc^, re-tyar'sa, adj. {her.) divided fesswise into

three equal parts.

Retifera, rS-tif'er-a, «. the true limpet.

Retiform, re'ti-form, adj. having the form or structure

of a net. [L. rete, ne.l,/orma, form.)
Retina, ret'i-ua, «. the innermost coating of the eye, con-

sisting of a fine network of optic nerves.

—

adj. Reti-
nal, pertaining tothe retina ot theeye.

—

n. Retinitis,
iiillammation of the retina. [Fr.,—L. rete, a net.]

Retinaculum, ret-i-nak'u-lum, «. (anat.) a connecting
band : one of the annular ligaments which hold the
tendons close to the bones of the larger joints : (zoo/.)

one of the retractor muscles of the proboscis of
certain worms : (hot.) a small viscid gland.

Retinallte, re-tin'a-lit, H. a green translucent variety

of serpentine.

Retinerved, re'ti-nervd, adj. netted, veined.
Retinite, ret'i-nit, n. pitch-stone or obsidian.

Retinoid, ret'i-noid, oiij. resin-like.

Retinol, ret'i-nol, n. a hydro-carbon oil lued in

printers' ink.

Retinophora, ret-i-nof'O-ra, n. a cell of the embryonic
eye of anthropods.

Retinoscopy, ret'in-8-skO-pi, H. examination of the
retina with an ophthalmoscope.

Retinospora, ret-tn-os'p5-ra, n. a genus of coniferous
trees, in use for lawn decoration.

Retinue, ret'i-nu, n. the body of retainers who follow
a person of rank : a suite : a cortege. [Retain.]

Retinula, re-tin'u-la, K. {entotn.)a. group of pigmented
cells.—rt///. Retin'ular.

Retiped, re'tip-ed, h, having reticulated tatsL
Retiracy, re-tlr'a-si, «. retirement.
Retirade, ret-i-rad', «. a retrenchment in the body of
a bastion which a garrison may defend. [Fr.]

Retire, re-tir', v.i. to draw back : to retreat : to re-

cede : to go to bed.

—

v.t. to withdraw from circula-

tion, as to retire a bill : to cause to retire.—«. a call

sounded on a bugle: act of retiring : retreat: {ohs.)

a place of retreat.

—

n. Reti'ral, the act of taking
up a bill when due.— adj. Retired', withdrawn :

secluded : private : withdrawn from business.

—

adv.
Retiredly.

—

tis. Retired'ness ; Retirement, act

of retiring or withdrawing from society or from
public life, or of an army : state of being retired :

solitude : privacy, —p.adj. Retir'ing, reserved : un-
obtrusive : retreating : modest : given to one who
retires from a public office or service.—Retired list,

a list of officers who are relieved from active service

but receive a certain amount of pay. [O. Fr.

retires—re-, back, tirer, to draw.]
Retitelas, ret-i-te'lS, H.pl. a group of spiders which

spin irregular webs.—». Retitela'riaiL

Retort.

Retold, rl-tuXd' , pa.t. and >n./i. of retell.

Retorque, re-t5rk', v.t. {obs.) to turn back.
Retorsion, re-iOr'shun, n. retaliation.

Retort, re-tort', v.t. to throw back: to return: to
retaliate : to separate by means of a retort.—I'.i.

to make a sharp reply.

—

H. a ready and sharp
reply : a witty
answer: a vessel

used in distilla-

tion, properly a
spiral tube. —
/•.atij. Retor'-
ted {/ler.), in-

terlaced. — ns.

Retor'ter ; Re-
tor'tion.— rt<^'.

Retor'tive.—«.
Retort -sealer, an instrument for removiag the
encrustation in coal-gas retorts. [Fr.,—L. retortum,
pa. p. oi retorqtitre—re-, back, torquire, to twist.]

RetOSS, re-tos', v.t. to toss back.
Retouch, re-tuch', v.t. to improve, as a picture, by
new touches.

—

n. the reapplication of the artist's

hand to a work : (J>hot.) the act of finishing and
correcting. — «j. Retouch'er ; Retouch'ment.

—

Retouching frame, a desk formed of fine ground
glass, Used for retouching negatives.

Retour, re-tOor', «. a returning : (Scots laiv^ an
extract from chancery of the service of an heir to

his ancestor.— «</?'. RetOUTOd'.
Retoum, re-tum', v.t. (S/e/is.) to turn back.
Retrace, re-tras', v.t. to trace back : to go back by

the same course : to renew the outline of : to repeat.

—adj. Retrace'able.
Retract, re-trakt', v.t. to retrace or draw back : to

recall : to recant.

—

v.t. to take back what has been
said or granted.—aajs. Retractable, Rotrac tible,

capable of being retracted or recalled.— «. Retraota'-
tion.—^.adj. Retrac'ted (Aer.), couped by a line

diagonal to the main direction : (iot.) bent back.

—

aiij. Retrac'tile, that may be drawn back, as claws.—ft. Retraction, act of retracting or drawing back

:

recantation.— («//'. Retrac'tive, able or ready to

retract.—rt^/t/. Retrac'tively.—«. Retractor, one
who, or that which, retracts or draws back : in

breech-loading firearms, a device for withdrawing a
cartridge-shell from the barrel : (sur£:) an instru-

ment for holding apart the edges of a wound during

operation : a bandage to protect the soft parts from

injury by the saw : (zoot.) a muscle serving to draw
in any part. [Fr.,—L. retraliere, reiractum—re-,

back, traliere, to draw.]
Retrad, re'trad, adv. (atiat.) backward.
Retrahens, re'tra-henz, n. (atiat.) a muscle which
draws the ear backward.

—

adj. Re'trahent.
Retrait, re-trat', «. (Spms.) a picture, a portrait :

aspect.—<K^'. retired. [O. Yx.,—retraire, to draw
b.-)ck. to take a portrait—L. retrakere—re-, back,

trahere, to draw.]
Retral, re'tral, adj. back, posterior.

Retranch^, re-trong-sha', adj. (her.) divided bend-

wise twice or into three parts.

Retransfer, re-trans-fer', v.t. to transfer back.

—

n.

Retrans'fer.
Retransform, re-trans-form', v.t. to transfonn or

change back again. — «. Retransforma'tlon, a

second or renewed transformation : a change back
to a former state.

Retranslate, r€-trans-l5t', v.t. to translate anew:
to translate back into the original languages.—«.

Retransla'tion.
Retransmission, re-trans-mish'un, n. a repeated

transmission.

—

v.t. Re'transmit.
Retrate. re-t'-at', «. (Spe>is.) = retreat.

Retraverse, re-trav'ers, x'.t. to traverse again.
Retraxit, re-trak'sit, n. (latu) the open renunciation

of a suit in court.

Retreat, rc-tret', «. a drawing back or retracing one's
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Betree f5te, fSr ; mS, h4r ; mine ; Return

steps: retirement: place of privacy: withdrawal:

a place of security : a shelter : {mil.) the act of

retiring in order from before the enemy, or from an

advanced position : the signal for retiring from an

engagement or to quarters : a special season of

religious meditation.

—

v.i. to draw back : to recede :

to consider : to retire, esp. to a place of shelter : to

retire before an enemy or from an advanced position :

in fencing, to move back so as to avoid the point of

the adversary's sword : to slope back, as a retreating

forehead. — "s. Retreat'er ; Retreat'ment. [O.

Fr. retrete—l,. retrnctus, pa. p. of retrahert.\

Betree, re-tr5', «. in paper-making, broken or im-

perfect paper.
Betrench, re-trensh', v.t. to cut off or away: to

render less : to curtail.

—

v.i. to live at less expense :

to economise.— «. Retrencll'meilt, cuttmg off:

lessening or abridging : reduction : economy : \/ort.)

a work within another for prolonging the defence.

[O. Fr. retrencher (Fr. retrancher) — re-, off,

trencher, to cut, which, ace. to Littr^, is from L.

truncare, to cut off.J

Retrial, re-tri'al, «. a repetition of trial.

Retribute, re-trib'ut. v.t. to give back : to make re-

payment oi.—ns. Retrlbuter, -or; Retrlbu'tion,
repayment : suitable return : reward or piuiishment :

retaliation.

—

adjs. Retrlb'Utlve, repaying : reward-
ing or punishing suitably; Retrib'Utory. [L. re-

iributio—retrihtere, to give back

—

re-, back, tribu-

ere, to give.]

Retrieve, re-trev", v.t. to recover: to recall or bring

back : to bring back to a former state : to repair : to

search for and fetch, as a dog does game—also «.

(obs.').—niij. Retriev'able, that maybe recovered.

—

«. Retriev'ableness, the state of being retrievable.

—adv. RetrieVably. — «x. Retriev'al; Retrieve'-
ment ; Retriever, a dog trained to find and fetch

game that has been shot. [O. Fr. retreuver (Fr.

retrouver)—re-, again, trouver, to find—Low L.
iroiare—L.. tropus, a song—Gr. tropos, a trope.]

Retrim, re-trim', v.t. to trim again.

Retriment, rel'ri-ment, «. dregs. [L. retrimentum.]
Retroact, re-trO-akt', v.i. to act backward, or in

return or opposition, or on something past or pre-

ceding^— «. Retroac'tion.

—

adj. Retroac'tive.—
adv. Retroao'tlvely, in a retroactive manner : by
operating on something past.—Retroactive law,
a retrospective law. [L. retroactus, retroagere—
retro, backward, aglre, actuvt, to do.]

Retrobulbar, re-trO-bul'bar, adj. being behind the
eyeball.

Betrocede, r£-trO-sed', v.t. to go back : to relapse :

to retire : to give back.

—

adj. RetrOCe'dent.

—

n.

Retroces'sion (med.), the disappearance of a tumour
inwardly : a retreating outline : (Scots law) the act
of retroceding, or givmg back, as of a right by an
assignee. [Fr.,— L. retrocedere, -cessum— retro,
backward, cedere, to go.J

Betrochoir, re'irO-kwIr, n. {archit.) an extension of a
church behind the high altar, as a chapel.

Betroclusion, re-trO-kUso'zhun, n. a method of using
the pin in acupressure.

RetrocolliO, re-trO-kol'ik, adj, pertaining to the back
of the neck.

Retrodate, rS'trO-dat, v.t. to assign a date to a book
earlier than its actual publication.

Retroduct, re-trO-dukt', v.t. to draw back : to with-
draw.—«. Retroduc'tion.

Betroflex, rS'trO-fleks, adj. reflexed, bent backward

—

also Re'troflexed.—«. Retrofleo'tion. [L. retro,

\ia.cVv/aTA,/lectere, Jlexutn, to bend.]
Retrofract, -ed, re'trO-frakt, -ed, adj. (iot.) bent

sharply back, so as to appear as if broken. [L.
retro, backward, /ractus, pa. p. oi /ranglre, frac-
turn, to break.]

BetroKrade, ret'rn-, or r5'trO-grad, adj. going back-
ward : falling from better to worse : contrary : (hiol.)

becoming less highly organised, as 'a retrograde

theory:' swimming backwards, as many animals:
(astron.) moving westwards relatively to the hxed
stars.

—

v.i. to go backwards.

—

us. Retrograda'tion,
deterioration ; Re'trogress, falling off ; Retrogres'-
Sion, a going backward : a decline in quality or
mcTii.—adjs. Retrogres'sional, Retrogressive.—
adv. Retrogress'ively. — k. Retrogress'iveness.
(L. retrogradiis, going backward

—

retro, backward,
gradi. grcssus, to go.]

Retrolingual, re-trO-hng'gwal, adj. serving to retract

the tongue.
Retromingent, re-tri5-min'jent, adj. urinating b.ick-

w.ird. — 7«. Retromin'gency. — aa'z/. Retromin'-
gently.

Retro-ocular, re-trO-ok'u-lar, adj. situated behind the
eyeball.

Retro-operative, r€-trO-op'e-ra-tiv, adj. retrospective

in effect.

Retroposition, rS-trO-pO-zish'un, n. displacement
backward.

Retropulsion, re-trO-pul'shun, «. a disorder of loco-

motion : repulsion.

—

adj. Retropul'Sive.
Retrorse, re-trors', adj. turned back or downward.

—

adv. Retrorsely.
Retroserrate, re-trO-set'at, adj. (entom.) armed with
minute retrorse teeth.

Retrospect, ret'rO-spekt, or re'-, «. a looking back : a
contemplation of the past : the past.—«. Retrospeo'-
tion, the act or faculty of looking back on the past.

—adj. Retrospective. — art'?'. Retrospectively.
[L. retrospecius, pa.p. of retrospicere—retro, back,
specere, to look.]

Retrosternal, re-trO-ster'nal, adj. being behind the
sternum.

Retrotarsal, re-trO-tar'sal, adj. being behind the
tarsus of the eye.

Retrotracheal, re-trO-tra'ke-al, adj. being at the back
of the trachea.

Retroussage, re-triro-sazh', «. a method of producing
effective tones in the printing of etchings by skilfiu

treatment of the ink in certain parts.

Retr0USs6, re-trOO-sa', adj. turned up : pug.
Retrovaccinate, re-trO-vak'si-nSt, v.t. to vaccinate

a cow with human virus.

—

ns. Retrovaccina'tion

;

Retrovao'cine.
Retrovene, re'trO-ven, adj. inclined backward.
Retrovert, re'tr/S-vert, v.t. to turn back. -«. one who

returns to his original creed.

—

n. Retrover'sion, a
turning or falling back. [L. retro, backwartl, vertere,

to turn.]

Retrovision, re-trO-vizh'un, «. the power of mentally
seeing past events.

Rotrude, re-trSOd', v.t. to thrust back.

—

adj. Retrose'.
—«. Retru'sion. [L. retrudere, retrusuni.]

Retry, re-trl', v.t. to try again: to put on trial a
second time.

Retting, ret'ing, n. the act or process of preparing flax

for use by rotting the useless part of the plant.

—

«. Rett'ery. {Conn, with rot.]

Retund, re-tund', v.t. to blunt, as the edge of a
weapon.

Return, re-tum', v.i. to come back to the same place
or state : to answer : to retort ; to turn back : to re-

peat : to revert : to recur : to reappear.

—

v. t. to bring
or send back : to transmit : to give back : to repay :

to give back in reply : to report : to give an account

:

to cast back : to reflect : to re-echo : to revolve : to
restore : to requite : to return a call : to elect, as
a member of parliament : in card-playing, to lead
back in response to the lead of one's partner : in

tennis, to bat the ball back over the net : in fencing,

to give a thrust or cut after parrying a sword-thrust.—n. the act of going back : revolution : periodic
renewal : the act of bringing or .sending back

:

restitution : repayment : the profit on capital_ or
labour : a reply : a report or account, esp. official

:

(i>/.) a light-coloured and mild kind ol^ tobacco

:

(taw) the rendering back of a writ to the proper
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Retuse mote ; mute ; moon ; i/'tcn. Reverse

officer : (mi/.) the return of the men fit for duty :

{archit.) the continuation in a diflerent direction of

the face of a building, as a moulding.

—

adj. Re-
tur'nable, legally requiring to be returned.

—

us.

Return'-bend, a pipe-coupling in the shape of the

letter (J ; Return'-Car'gO, a cargo brought back in

place of merchandise previously sent out ; Rotum'-
Check, a ticket for readmission ; Retum'-day, the

day fixed when the defendant is to appear in court

;

Returner; Returning-off'lcer, the officer who
makes returns of writs, &c. : the presiding officer at an
election.—«^'. Retum'less.—«i. Retum'-match, a
second match played by the same set of players ; Re-
tum'-Shock, an electric shock due to the action of
induction sometimes (elt after a lightning-flash ; Re-
turn'-tag, a tag attached to a railway-car as evidence
of its due arrival ; Retum'-tick'et, a ticket issued
by a company for a journey and its return, usually
at a reduced charge ; Retum'-valve, a valve which
opens to allow reflux of a fluid in case of overflow.

[Fr. retoumer—re-, back, toumer, to turn—L. tor-

nare, to turn.]

Retuse, re-tus', adj. (hot.') terminating in a round end,
with a centre somewhat depressed. [L. retusui—
retiindere, to blunt.]

Retyre, re-tir', «. (S^e>is.) retirement.

Retzia. ret'si-a, n. a genus of brachiopods.
Reune, re-un', v./. (ods.) to reunite.

—

v.i. to hold a
reunion.—rtrt>j. Reu'nlent ; Reu'nltlve.

Reunion, re-un'yun, «. a union after separation : an
assembly or social gathering. [Fr. reunion—re-,

ayain, union, union.]
Reunite, re-Q-nIt', v.t. to join after separation: to

reconcile after variance.

—

v.i. to become united
again : to join again.

—

v.t. Reli'nify.-

—

adv. Re-
uni'tedly.—«. Reuni'tion.

—

adj. Reii'nitiTe.
Reurge, re-urj', v.t. to urge again.
Reus, re'us, n. (Jaw) a defendant. [L.]

Reuse, re-uz', v.t. to use again.—«. (re-us') repeated
use.

Reutilise, re-u'til-Iz, v.t. to make use of a second time.
Reutter, re-ut'er, xi.t. to utter again.
Rev., an abridgment of Reverend, in addressing
clergymen, as ' Rev. Thomas Davidson ;

' deans
are styled 'Very Reverend,' also principals of
universities in Scotland, if clergymen, and the
moderator of the General Assembly for the time
being ; bishops are styled ' Right Reverend,' and
archbishops, ' Most Reverend.'

Revaccinate, re-vak'si-nat, v.t. to vaccinate again.

—

H. Revaccina'tlon.
Revalenta, rev-a-len'ta, n. the ordinary name of lentil-

meal.
Revalescent, rev-a-les'ent, adj. beginning to grow
well.—«. Revales'cence.

Revalue, re-val'u, v.t. to value again.—«. Revalua'-
tion.

Revamp, re-vamp', v.t. to patch up again.
Reve, rev, v.i. (pbs.) to dream. \_Rave.'\

Reveal, re-vel', v.t. to unveil : to make known, as
by divine agency : to disclose.— «. Revealabil'lty.
— adj. Reveal'able. — ns. Reveal'ableness ; Re-
vealer; Reveal'ment, revelation.—Revealed re-
ligion, that which has been supernaturally revealed.

[O. Fr. reveler {^r. reveler)— \^. revelare—re-, back,
veiiire, to veil

—

velum, a veil.]

Reveal, re-vel', n. (arckit.) the square ingoing of a
window, doorway, or the like, between the frame
and the outer surface of the wall.—Also Revel'.

Revebent, re've-hent, adj. carrying forth : taking
away.

Reveille, re-val'ye, «. the sound of the drum or bugle
at daybreak to awaken soldiers. [O. Fr. reveil—re-,
again, esveiller, to awake—L. vigildre, to watch.)

Revel, rev'el, v.i. to feast in a riotous or noisy
manner: to carouse.— v.i. to draw back:

—

pr.p.

rev'elling ; pa.t. and f>a.p. rev'elled.—«. a riotous

feast : carousal : a kind of dance : a wake.

—

ns.

Revel-coll, Rev'el-dash {ohs>), a wild revel : Rev*-
eller, one who takes part in carousals : a low liver;
Rev'el-mas'ter, the director of Christmas revels

:

the lord of misrule ; Rev'elment ; ReVel-rout, law-
less revelry ; Rev'elry, riotous or noisy festivity.

[O. Fr. reveler—L. retelidre, to rebel.]

Revelation, rev-e-la'shun, «. the act of revealing : that
which is revealed : the revealing divine truth : that
which is revealed by God to man : the Apocalypse
or last book of the New Testament.— rtrt^'. Revela'-
tional. — «. Revela'tionlst. — adj. Revelatory.
(Fr. ,—L. reveiatio—revelare, to reveal.]

Revellent, re-vel'ent, adj. causing revulsion.

Revenant, rev'e-nant, «. one who returns after a long
absence, esp. from the dead : a ghost. [Fr.)

Revenge, re-venj', V. t. to punish in return : to avenge.
—v.i. to take vengeance.—«. the act of revenging:
injury inflicted in return : a malicious injuring in

return for an injury received : the passion for retalia-

tion.

—

adj. Revenge'ful, full of revenge or a desire
to inflict injury in return : vindictive : malicious.

—

adv. Revenge'fully.— «. Revenge'fulness.— «rf;'.

Revenge'less.— ns. Revenge'ment ; Reveng'er.
—adv. Reveng'ingly.—Give one his revenge, to
play a return match with a defeated opponent. [O.
Fr. revenger, revencfier{VT. revancher)—L. re-, in
return, vindicdre, to lay claim to.]

Revenue, rev'en-u (earlier re-ven'u), «. the receipts or
rents from any source : return, as a revenue of praise :

income : the income of a state.— «. Revenue-CUt'ter,
an armed vessel employed by custom-hou-e officers

in preventing smuggling. — adj. ReVenued.

—

ns.

ReV'enue-en'Sign, a distinctive flag authorised in

1798 in United States; Rev'enue-oflf'lcer, an officer

of the customs or excise ; In'land-rev'enue, revenue
derived from stamps, excise, income-tax, &c. [Fr.
revenue, pa.p. of revenir, to return—L. revenire—
re-, back, venire, to come.]

Reverberate, re-ver'ber-at, v.t. to send back, echo:
to reflect : to drive from side to side : to fuse.

—

v.i. to echo : to resound : to bound back : to be
repelled : to use heat, as in the fusion of metals.

—

v.t. Reverb' (Shak.).—ndj. Reverberant, resound-
ing, beating back.— h. Reverberation, the reflec-

tion of sound, &c.

—

adj. Reverberative.—k. Re-
verberator.— «<(;. Reverberatory.—Reverbera-
tory furnace, a fum.Tce in which the fi.ime is

reflected on the substance to be burned. [L.,

—

re-,

back, verherdre, -dtuin, to beat

—

verber, a lash.]

Reverdure, re-ver'dur, v.t. to cover again with verdure.
Revere, re-ver', v.t. to regard with respectful awe : to

venerate.

—

adj. Reverable, worthy of reverence.

—

n. Reverence, fear arising from high respect : re-
spectful awe : veneration : honour : an act of revering
or obeisance : a bow or courtesy : a title of the clergy.—v.t. to regard with reverence : to venerate or honour.
—n. Rev'erencer.—rtc^V. Reverend, worthy of rev-
erence : a title of the clergy (see Rev.) : (B.) awlul :

venerable ; ReVerent, showing reverence : sub-
missive : humble ; Reveren'tlal, proceeding from
reverence : respectful : submissive.

—

ndvs. Rever-
en'tially; Reverently.—«. Re'verer, one who
reveres.—Do reverence, to do honour ; Make rev-
erence, to worship ; Saving your reverence, with
all due respect to you. [O. Fr. revereri^T. reverer)
— L. revereri—re-, inten., vereri, to feel awe.]

Reverie, Revery, reVe-ri, n. an irregular train of
thoughts or fancies in meditation : voluntary in-

activity of the external senses to the impressions
of surrounding objects during wakefulness : mental
abstraction : a waking dream : a brown study.—«.

ReVerist. [O. Fr. resveri (Fr. reverie)—resver,
rever, to dream.]

Revers, re-var^ (gener. rS-vgr'), «. that part of a gar-
ment which is turned back, as the lapel of a coat.

Reverse, re-vers', Z'.t. to place in the contrary order
or position : to change wholly : to overthrow : to
change by an opposite decision : to annul : to re-



Revert fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Revive

voice, as a decree : to recall. — «. that which is

reversed : the opposite : the back, esp. of a coin

or medal ' change . misfortune : a calamity : in

fencing, a back-handed stroke : .(^<'''-) 'he exact

contrary of what has been de^crihed just before,

as an escutcheon.

—

adj. turned backward : having

an opposite direction: upset. —«. Rever'sal, act of

reversing.—«??>. Reversed', turned or changed to

the contrary : inside out : {bat.') resupinate.

—

adv.

Rever'sedly. — ndj. Reverse'less, unalterable. -»-

ad7'. Reversely, in a reverse order : On the other

hand : on the opposite.

—

ns. Rever'ser {Scots ia^v),

a mortgager of land ; Rever'sl, a game played by
two persons with sixty-four counters ; Reversl-

bll'lty, the capability of being reversed, as of heat

into work and work into heat.

—

adj. Rever'Sible,

that may bG reversed, as in a fabric having both

sides well finished.—«j. Rever'sing-cyl'inder, the

cylimler of a small auxiliary steam-engine ; Rever'-
Sing-gear, those parts of a steam-engine by wliich

the direction of the motion is changed ; Rever'slng-
le'ver, a lever in a steam-encine which operates

the slide-valve ; Rever'slng-lUacllllie', a moulding-
machine in founding, in which the flask can be

reversed ; Rever'slng-mo'tlon, any mechanism for

changing the direction of motion of an engine ;

Rever'Sing-shaft, a shaft which permits a reversal

of the order of steam passage through the ports

;

Rever'Sing-valve, the valve of a reversing-cylmder
;

Rever'Sion, the act of reverting or returning : that

which reverts or returns : the return or future

possession of any property after some particular

event : the right to future possession : {bid.) return

to some type of ancestral character : return to the
wild state after domestication.

—

adj. Rever'Slonary,
relating to a reversion : to be enjoyed in succession:
atavic—«j. Rever'sioner ; Rever'sis, an old French
game of cards in which the aim was to take the

fewest tricks. — adj. Rever'slve. — «. Rever'so
{firint.), any one of the left-hand pages of a book.

—

Reverse a battery, to turn the current of electricity

by means of a commutator; Reverse Shell, a uni-

valve shell which has its volutions the reversed way
of the common screw ; Reversionary annuity, a
deferred annuity. [L. reversiis, pa. p. of revertSre,

to turn back—r<:-, back, vertere, to turn.]

Revert, re-vert', v.t. to turn or drive back : to reverse.—v.i. to return : to fall back : to refer back : to

return to the original owner or his heirs.

—

adjs. Re-
ver'tant (A^r.), flexed, bent twice at a sharp angle ;

Rever'ted, reversed j Rever'tible, that may revert

or be reverted ; Rever'tlve, tending to revert :

changing : turning to the contrary.

—

adv. Rever'-
tlvely, by way of reversion. [Fr.,—L. revertere.^

Revery. Same as Reverie.
Revest, re-vest', v.t. {Spens^ to clothe again: to vest
again in a possession or office.

—

v.i. to take effect

again : to return to a former owner. [Fr.,—L.,

—

revesttre— re-, again, vesttre, to clothe.]

Revestlary, r6-ves'ti-a-ri, «. an apartment in a church
in which ecclesiastical garments are kept.

Revestu, rS-ves'tfl, adj'. (!ter^ covered by a square
set diagonally, the corners of which touch the edges
of the space covered. [O. Fr.]

Revesttire, re-ves'tur, «. {obs.) vesture.

Revet, rS-vet', v.t. {/nrt.) to face with masonry, &c.,
as an embankment with a steep slope.—«. Revet'-
ment, a retaining wall, a facing of stone, wood, &c.
[Fr. revftir, to reclothe.l

Revlbrate, rS-vfbrat, v.i. to vibrate back or in

return.—«. Revlbra'tlon.
Revlct, rS-vikt', v.t. {obs.) to reconquer.

—

n. Revlo'-
tlon, return to life, revival.

Bevlctual, re-vit'l, v.t. to furnish again with pro-
visions.

Revle, re-vf, v.t. to vie with, or rival : to stake a
larger sum at cards : to outdo.

—

v.i. to exceed an
adversary's wager in card-playing : to retort.

Review, re-vO', v.t. to re-examine : to revise : to
examine critically : to see again : to retrace : to
inspect, as a body of troops.— «. a viewing again :

a reconsideration : a revision : a careful or critical

examination : a critique : a written discussion : a
periodical with critiques of books, &c. : the in-
spection of a body of troops or a number of ships :

{tarv) the judicial revision of a higher court.

—

adj.
Review'able, capable of being reviewed.— «j. Re-
View'age, the work of reviewing ; Review'al, a
review of a book : a critique on a new publication ;

Review'er, an inspector: a writer in a review.

—

Court of Review, the court of appeal from the
commissioners of bankruptcy. [Fr. revue, pa. p. of
revoir— L. re-, again, videre, to see.]

Revigorate, rS-vig'or-at, v.t. to give new vigour to:—f'r.p. revig'orating : pa.p. revig'orated.

—

p.adj.
Revlg^orated, endued with new vigour or strength.

[L. re-, again, vigoratiis, vigordre—vigor, vigour.]
Revile, rc-vil', v.t. to reproach : to calumniate.

—

v.i.

to speak contemptuously.

—

ns. Revile'ment, the
act of reviling, reproach; Revll'er.— rtir'i'. Revll'-
ingly. [Pfx. re-, again, O. Fr. aviler, to make
vile, from a— L. ad, vil—L. vilis, cheap.]

Revince, rc-vins', v.t. {obs.) to refute, to disprove.
Revindicate, re-vin'di-kat, v.t. to reclaim, to claim
what has been illegally taken away.

—

n. Revindlca'-
tion. [Low L. revindicdre, -dtum—L. re-, again,
vifidicdre, -dtum, to lay claim to.]

Revlre, re-vlr', v.t. {obs.) to revive.—«. Revlres'-
cence {Sun/ihume), renewal of youth or vigour.

Revise, re-vTz', v.t. to review and amend : to ex-
amine with a view to correction.—«. review : a
second proof-sheet.—« v. Revi'sal, Revi'Slon, review :

re-examination ; Revised'-ver'sion, a fresh English
translation of the Hible, issued, the New Testament in

1881, the Old in i88j ; Revi'ser,-or(/r/«/'.), one who
examines proofs ; Revi'sing-barr'lster, a baiTister

appointed annually by the English judges to revise
the list of voters for members of parliament, the
revision generally taking place between .August
and October of each year.

—

adjs. Revi'sional, Re-
Vi'Slonary, pertaining to revision.

—

n. Revi'sionlst.—adj. Revi'SOry. [Fr. reviser—L. revisere—rc-,
back, videre, inten. oi videre, to see.]

Revisit, re-viz'it, v.t. to visit again.

—

ns. ReviS'it;
Revis'itant.—rt^'. revisiting.—,v. Revisita'tlon.

Revitalise, re-vT'tal-l2, v.t. to restore vitality to.—«.

Revitalisa'tion.
Revive, re-viv', zi.i. to return to life, vigour, or fame :

to recover from neglect, oblivion, or depression : to
regain use or currency : to have the memory re-

freshed.

—

v.t. to restore to life again: to reawaken
in the mind : to recover from neclect or depression :

to bring again into public notice, as a play : to

recall, to restore to use : to reproduce : {chein.) to

restore to its natural state. — «. KevivabU'lty.

—

adj.
Bevi'vable, capable of being revived.

—

adv. Re-
Vi'vably.— ns. Revi'val, recovery from languor,
neglect, depression, &c. : renewed performance of,

as of a play : renewed interest in or attention to : a
time of extraordinary religious awakening : restora-

tion : quickening: renewal, as of trade : awakening,
as revival of learning : {lam) reinstatement of an
action ; Revi'valism ; Revi'valist, one who pro-
motes religions revivals : an itinerant preacher.

—

adj. Revivalls'tic—«.r. Revive'ment ; Revi'ver,
one who, or that which, revives : a compound for

renovating clothes ; RevlVifica'tiOQ {cfunt.), the
reduction of a metal from a state of combination to

its natural state.

—

Z'.t. Revlv'lty, to cause to revive:
to reanimate: to enliven.

—

v.i. to become efficient

again as a reagent.

—

adv. Revi'vlngly.—«. ReviVls'-
cence, an awakening from torpidity, after hiberna-
tion.— rtr^'. Revivis'cent.- «. Revivor (/^ro), the
revival of a .suit which was abated by the death of

a party or other cause.—The Anglo-CathoUo re-

vival, a strong reaction within the Church of England
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Revoke mOte ; mute ; mOCn ; Men. Rhabdosteides

towards the views of doctrine and practice held by
Laud and his school (see Tractarianism). [O. Fr.
revivre—L. re-, again, vivere, lo live.]

Revoke, re-vOk', v.t. to annul by recalling : to repeal

:

to reverse : to neglect to follow suit (at cards).

—

n.

revocation, recall : act of revoking at cards.—rt^i^'.

ReT'OCable, that may be revoked. — us. Rev'o-
cableness, Revocability.—<wiy. Rev'ocably.—«.
Revocation, a recalling: repeal: reversal.—o/^'.

Rev ocatory.—«. Revoke m.&a.X,(Shak.), revocation.

—Revocation of the edict of Nantes, the taking
away by Louis IV., in 1685, of the Huguenot privi-

leges granted by Henry IV. in 1598. [Fr.,—L.
mvcnre—re-, back, vocdre, to call.]

Revolt, re-volt', v.i. to renounce allegiance : to be
grossly offended: to mutiny: to be shocked.

—

v.t.

to cause to rise in revolt : 10 shock.—«. .1 rebellion

:

insurrection, desertion : a change of sides : fickle-

ness.—«. Revol'ter.— oiij. Reverting, causing a
turning away from: shocking: repulsive.

—

adv. Re-
voltingly. [O. Fr. revotte—It. rivolta—L. revol-

vere, to roil back, re-, back, volvere, volutiiin, to turn]
Revolution, rev-Olu'shun, «. act of revolving : motion
round a centre : course which brings to the same
point or state : space measured by a revolving body: a
radical change, as ofone's way of living : fundamental
change in the government of a country : a revolt : a
complete rotation through 360°; a round of periodic

changes, as the revolutions of the seasons : the
winding of a spiral about its axis: change of cir-

cumstances : consideration.

—

atij. Revoltl'tionary,
pertaining to, or tending to, a revolution in govern-
ment.

—

v.t. Revolli'tionise, to cause a revolution or
entire change of anything.— ns. Revolu'tionlsm

;

RevolU'tioniSt, one who promotes or favours a
revolution.—The American Revolution, the change
from the position of colotiies to that of national inde-

pendence etfected by the thirteen American colonies

of England in 1776; The French Revolution, the

downfall of the old French monarchy and the old

absolutism (1789); The Revolution, the expulsion
of James IL from the throne of England (1689), and
the establishment of a really constitutional govern-
ment under William III. and Mary. [Revoive.'i

Revolve, re-volv', v.t. to roll back : to roll round on
an .Txis : to move round a centre : to rotate, as the
planets: to mediate.

—

i>.i. to cause to turn: to

consider.

—

n. a radical change.

—

v.i. ReVolUte, to

revolve.

—

adj. rolled backward.

—

atij's. Rev'olutive,
cogitating: Revolvable.—ni. Revolvement, reflec-

tion; Revol'vency, revolution.— rt^'. Revolving,
turning, moving round.

—

ns. Revol'Vlng-fur'nace,
a furnace used in making black ash ; Revol'vtng-
light, a lamp in a lighiliouse so arranged as to

appear and disappear at intervals. [Fr.,—L. revoi-

rvre, revoiututn—re-, back, volvere, to roll.]

Revolver, re-volv'er, «, that which revolves : a fire-

arm having barrels or chambers which revolve upon
a connnon centre, and are fired in turn by one lock
mechanism : a revolving cannon.

Revomit, re-vom'it, v.t. to reject from the stomach.
Revulsion, re-vulshun, «. disgust : the diverting of a

disease from one part to another : forced separation :

a sudden change, esp. of feeling : a counter-irritant.
— adj. Revul'Sive, tending to revulsion.— n. Re-
vul'sor, an apparatus for applying heat and cold in

turns for meuical purposes. [L. revulsio—rrvtlUre,
revulsum—re-, away, vclUre, to tear.]

Rev, roO, v.t. {Speits.\ Same as Rue.
Rew, rSD, H. {Spens.). Same as Row.
Rewaken, re-wa'kn, z'.i. to waken again.
Reward, re-wawrd', «. that which is given in return

for good or evil : recompense : retribution : the fruit

of one's own labour : regard : requital : remunera-
tion : guerdon : consideration.

—

v.t. to give in re-

turn : to requite, whether good or evil : to punish :

(A) to recompense : to compensate : to notice care-

fiilly : to watch over.

—

adj, Rewar'dable, capable

or worthy of being rewarded.—«. Rewar'dablenesa.
—oiiv. Rewardably. — ?/. Rewar'der, one who
rewards.

—

adjs. Raward'ful, yielding reward ; R6-
Ward'less, having or receiving no reward. [O. Fr.
reviarder, res'varder, regarder— re-, again, warder,
guarder, to guard ; of Teut. origin.]

Reweigh, re-wa', v.t. to weigh again.
Rewet, rOo'et, «. the revolving part of a wheel-lock.
Rewln, re-win', v.t. to win back or again.
Rewood, re-wCOd', v.t. to plant again.
Reword, re-wurd', v.t. to repeat in the same words, to

re-echo : to put into different words.
Rewrite, re-rlt', v.t. to write a second time.

Rex, reks, «. a king.—Play rex {pbs.), to handle
roughly. [L. ; cf. Sans, rdjan, Gael, righ.^

Reynard, ra'nard, or ren'ard, n. a fox, from the name
given to the fox in the famous beast epic of Low Ger.
origin, Reynard the Fox—also Ren'ard.

—

adj. Ren'-
ardine. [Fr.,—Old Flem. Rehtaerd, Reinaert—
Mid. High Ger. Reinhart (Old High Ger. Regitv-
hart), lit. 'strong in counsel.']

Rhabairbarate, ra-bar'l>a-rat, adj. (ois.) impregnated
with rhubarb.—«. RhabarT)arum, rhubarb.

Rhabarbarine, ra-bar'ba-rin, ». clirysophauic acid.

Rhabdamminina, rab-da-mi-nl'na, «. a group of
marine imperlorate foraminiferous protozoans. [Or.
rhal'dos, a rod, atntuos, sand.]

Rhabdite, rab'dlt, ». a smooth, rod-like structure
found in the cells of the integument of most tur-

bellarian worms : one of the hard parts composing
the ovipositor of some insects.

—

adj. Rhabdlt'ic
[Gr. rhabdos, a rod.]

RhabdoccBla, rab-dO-se'la, ». a prime division of tur-

bellarian worms.—<k^>. RhabdocoB'lldan, Rhabdo-
CCB'lOUS. [Gr. rhabdos, a rod, koilos, hollow.]

Rbabdocrepida, rab-do-krep'i-da, ». a sub-order of
lithistidan sponges. [Gr. rhabdos, a rod, krepis, a
foundation.]

Rhabdoid, rab'doid, n. a spindle-shaped body chemi-
cally related to the plastids, found in certain ceils of
irritable plants like Droscra, Diotia.i, &c. — adj.

RhabdOid'al, rod-like : {anat.) sagittal. [Gr. rhab-
dos, a rod.]

Rhabdolitb, rab'dO-lith, «. a minute rhabdoidal con-

cretion of calcareous matter forming the armature of

a rliabdosphere.

—

adj. Rhabdolith'lc.
Rhabdology, rab-dol'o-ji, «. the art of computing by

Napier's bones or rods.—Also Rabdol'Ogy.
Rhabdom, rab'dom, «. (entom.) a tubular rod-like

structure in the eye, the central axis of a retinula.

—

adj. Rhab'domal.
Rhabdomancy, rab'dO-man-si, «. divination by means

of rods, esp. t!ie impudent imposture of finding

water, &c., by means of the divining-rod.—«. Rlial>'>

domancer.

—

aiij. Rhabdoman'tio. [Gr. rhabdos,

rod, itintiteia, divination.]

Rhabdome, rab'dOm, «. in sponges, the shaft of a
cladose rhabdus, bearing the cladome.

Rhabdomesodon, rab-dO-mes'O-don, «. a genus of

polyzoans. [Gr. rhabdos, a rod, mesos, middle,

odous, odontos, a tooth.]

Rhabdomyoma, rab-do-ml-O'ma, n. a myoma consist-

ing of striated muscular fibres.

Rhabdonema, rab-dO-ne'ma, ». a genus of small nema-
toid worms. [Gr. rhabdos, a rod, ninta, a thread.]

Rbabdopbane, rab'dO-fan, n. a rare phosphate of the

yttrium and cerium earths. [Gr. rhahdos, a rod,

ilianes, appe.irlng.]

Rhabdophora, rab-dof'o-ra, n. a group of fossil organ-

isms.— <j^/;'j-. Rhabdophoran, Rbabdoph'5rous.
Rhabdopleura, rab-dO-pioo'ra, «. a marine polyzoao.

[Gr. rhabdos, a xoA, pUuron, a rib.]

Rhabdosphere, rab'dO-sfer, «. a minute spherical body
found in the depths of the Atlantic. [Gr. rhabdos, a
rod, sphaira, sphere.]

Rhabdosteidaa, rab-dos-te'i-de, «. a family of fossil-

toothed cetaceans—its typical genus, Rhabdos'tens.
[Gt. rhabdos, rod, oiteon, boae.]
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Rhabdostyla ftlte, (Sr : mS, h*r ; mine ; Rhinee

Rhabdostyla, rab-dO-stfla, n. a genus of peritrichous

ciliate infusorians. [Gr. rhnbeios, rod, stylos, pillar.]

Rhabdus, rab'dus, n. a simple, straight spicule.

—

adj.

Rhab'dons. [Gr. rhabdos, a rod.]

RbachiomyelltiS, ra-ki-O-ml-e-irtis, n. inflammation

of the spinal cord

—

myelitis.—ns. RhacWot'omy, in-

cision into the spinal canal : Rhachis'cllisls, defec-

tive formation of the spinal canal

—

spina bifida.

[Gr. rhachis, the spine, myelos, marrow.]
RhachitlS = Rachitis (q.v.).

RhacOchilUB, rak-O-kflus, n. a genus of embiotocoid
fishes. [Gr. rhakos, a rag, cheilos, the lip.]

Rbacopbonu, rS-kofO-ms, n. a genus of batrachians,

with long and webbed feet, adapting it for long
leaps. [Gr. rhakos, a r&g, pherein, to bear.]

Rhadamailtllilie, ra-da-man'thin, «. of Rhadantan-
thus, judge of the lower world, with Minos and
iEacus^applied cenerally to a solemn and final

judgment.—Also Rhadaman'tine.
RhSBtian, re'shi-an, adj. pertaining to the ancient

Rhaetians or their country Rhatia, a Roman pro-
vince b-tween the Po and the Danube—also RhSS'tic.—a<ij. and «. RhSB'to-Roman'ic, pertaining to a group
of Romance dialects spoken in south-eastern Switzer-
land.—RhaBtiC beds, a series of strata forming the
uppermost portion of the Trias, extensively devel-
oped in the Rhatian Alps.

Rhagades, rag'a-dez, n.pl. fissures of the skin. [Gr.
rhagas (pi. rhaf^ades), a crack.]

RbagOdia, ra-gO'di-a, n. a genus of apetalous plants.

[Gr. rhagddit, like grapes

—

rhax, rhagos, a grape.]
Rbagon, rag'on, n. a form of sponge with clustered

spherical flagellated endodermal chambers.

—

adjs.

Rbag'onate, Rhag'OSe. [Gr. rhax, rhagos, a
gr'pe.]

Rbamnacess, ram-na'se-£, ». an order of polypetalous
plants.—(K^'. Rhanma'ceous.

Rhamnus, ram'nus, n. a genus of polypetalous shrubs
and trees, including the buckthorn. [Gr.]

Rbamphastlds, ram-fas'ti-de, n. a family of picarian
birds, touc.ins. [Gr. rhaynpltos, a beak.]

Rhampbocelus, ram-R5-<:fi'lus, «. a remarkable genus
of tanagers, native to South America.

Rhampbodon, ram'ft5-don, «. the saw-billed humming-
bird. [Gr. rhatnphos, a curved beak, odous, a tooth.]

Rbampbold, ram'foid, adj. beak-shaped.
Rbampholeon, ram-fO'le-on, n. a genus of chameleons.

[Gr. rJiamphos, a curved beak, ledn, lion.)

Rbamphomlcron, ram-fO-m;k'ron, ti. a genus of hum-
min;;-birds. [Gr. rhatnphos, a beak, mikros, little.]

RbampborbyncbUS, ram-fO-ring'kus, «. a genus of
pterodactyls. [Gr. rhamphos, a curveS beak,
rhyngchos, a beak.]

Rampnotbeca, ram-fO-the'ka, «. {omith.') the integu-
ment of the whole beak. [Gr. rhatnphos, a curved
beak, tliike, a sheath.]

Rtaapidopbyllum, ra-pi-do-fil'um, «. a genus of palms
—the blue palmetto of Florida.—«. Rba'piS, a genus
of Chine-;e palms. [Gr. rhapis, rod, phyllon, leaf.]

Rbapontio, ra-pon'tik, «. rhubarb. [L., ' Pontic rha.']
RbapsodlC, -al, rap-sod'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to, con-

sisting of, or resembling rhapsody : gushing.

—

adi>.

Rbapsod'ically. — v.t. and v.i. Rbap'sodise, to
write or utter rhapsodies : to express with poetic
feeling :

—

pr.p. rhap'sodlsing ; pa.p. rhap'sodlsed.

—

n. Rbap'SOdist, one who recites or sings rhapsodies,
esp. one of a class of men in ancient Greece who
travelled from place to place reciting Homer and
other epic poetry—also Rbap'SOdO : one who com-
poses verses extempore : one who speaks or writes
disjointedly.—rtfl^'. Rbapsodls'tio.—nj. Rbap'sodo-
fflancy, divination by means of verses : Rbap'BOdy,
any wild unconnected composition : a part of an epic
poem for recitation at one time: ajumble: (mns.)
composition irregular in form. [Fr., — L., — Gr.
rhnpsddia, rhaptein, to sew, ddi, a song.]

Rhea, r«'a, n. the ramie plant or fibre.
Rhea, r6'a, n. the daughter of Uranus and Ge, wife and

sister of Kronos : the only three-toed ostrich : the
fifth satellite of Jupiter.

RbeiC, re'ik, adj. pertaining to rhubarb.— ». Rbe'ine,
rheic acid.

Rhein-berry, rin'ber-i, «. the common buckthorn.

—

Also Rhine'-beiTy.
RhematiC, re-mat'ik, adj. derived from a verb.

—

n. the
doctrine of propositions.

Rbemlsh, re'mish, adj. pertaining to Rheims in
north - eastern France. — Rhemlsh version, the
English translation of the New Testament used by
Roman Catholics, prepared at Rheims in 1582, form-
ing part of the IJouay Bible^Old Testament part
prepared at Doitay in 1609-10.

Rhenish, ren'ish, adj. pertaining to the river Rhine,
—n. Rhine wine, hock, light and still. [L. Rhenus.]

Rheocord, re'6-kord, «. a metallic wire used in

measuring the resistance of an electric current.

[Gr. r/iein, to flow, chorde, a cord.]

Rheometer, Reometer, re-om'e-ter, ». an instrument
for measuring the strength currents, asof electricity

:

a galvanometer.

—

adj. Rbeomet'rlC.—«. Rboom'-
etry, fluxions. [Gr. rhein, to flow, tnetron, measure.)

RtaeoSCOpe, re'5-skOp, «. an electroscope.

—

adj. RhOO-
SCOp'iC. [Gr. rhein, to flow, skopein, to view.]

Rheostat, re'o-stat, n. the name given by Wheatstone
to an instrument for varying an electric resistance
between given limits.

—

adj. Rheostat'iC.—«. Rheo-
Stat'ics, the statics of fluids. [Gr. rJiein, to flow,
stiitos, verbal adj. ofhistanai, to stand.]

Rheotome, re'0-t5m, «. a means by wliich an electric

current can be periodically interrupted. [Gr. rhein,
to flow, temnein, to cut.]

Rheotrope, re'O-trOp, n. an instrument for periodically
changing the direction of an electric current. — «.

Rbeot'ropism, the efl^ect of a current of water
upon the direction of plant growth. [Gr. rhein, to
flow, trepein, to turn.)

Rhesus, re'sus, «. the boonder, one of the most
widely distributed Indian monkeys, much venerated
by the natives : (entoin.) a genus of coleopterous
insects.—rtf^'. Rhe'sian. [Gr.]

Rhetoric, ret'or-ik, «. the theory and practice of
eloquence, whether spoken or written, the whole art
of using language so as to persuade others: the art
of speaking with propriety, elegance, and force :

artificial oratory : declamation.

—

adj. Rhetor'ioal,
pertaining to rhetoric : oratorical.

—

adv. Rhetor'io-
ally.—r'.j. Rbetor'lcate (ohs.), to act the orator.—ns. Rbetorica'tion (obs.) ; Rhetori'cian, one who
teaches the art of rhetoric : an orator.

—

v.i. Rhot'-
orise, to play the orator. [Fr.,— L. rhetorica (ars)

—Gr. rhetorike(^techne), the rhetorical (art)

—

rhitOr,
a public speaker

—

erein, to speak.]
Rheum, rOum, ». the mucous discharge from the

lungs or nostrils caused by cold : (obs.) ^leen,
choler : a genus of apetalous plants.— «. Kheu-
mat'lo, one who suffers from rheumatism : (//.)
rheumatic pains (coll.).—adjs. Rbeumat'iC, -al, per-
taining to or afiected with rheumatism : choleric.—«.

Rheum'atism, a name still used somewhat loosely,

but applying specially to an acute febrile disease,
with swelling and pain in and around the larger
jointa.—adjs. Rheiunatis'mal ; Rheumatoid, re-

sembling rheumatism. — ». Rheumopbtbarmia,
rheumatic ophthalmia.

—

a^ij. Rbeum'y, full of or
causing rheum. [L. , — Gr. rheunta— rhein, to

flow.)

Rhezia, rek'si-a, n. a genus of polypetalous plants,

native to North America, of the tribe Rheziess
(rek-sT'e-e). (L.,—Gr. rhlxis—rhegnynai, to break.)

Rhigolene, rig'O-len, ». a volatile product of petroleum
distillation. [Gr. rhigos, cold, elaion, oil.)

RhinaoantbUS, rl-na-kan'thus, n. a genus of gamo-
petalous plants in tropical Africa, India, &c. [Gr.

rhis, rhinos, nose, akanthos, acanthus.)
RblnSB, rl'ne, n.pl. one of the main divisions of sharks.

(L.,—Gr. rhini, a file.)
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Bhinaesthesia, rl-nez-the'si-a, w. sense of smell. [Gr.
rkis, rkitios, nose, aistkesis, perception.]

Bhinal, rl'nal, aaj. pertaining to tlie nose. [Gr. r/tis,

rhinos, nose.]

Rbinalgia, ri-nal'ji-a, «. neuralgic pains in the nose.
[Gr. r/us, rhinos, nose, aigos, pain.]

Bhinanthus, ri-nan'thus, «. a genus of gamopetalous
plants. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, anthos, flower.]

Bbinarium, rl-na'ri-um, «. {entom.) the nostrii-piece.

[Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose.]

Bhinaster, rl-nas'ter, «. the two-horned rhinoceros

:

the star-nosed moles. [Gr. rhis, nose, aster, star.]

Bhinencephalon, rl-nen-.sef'a-lon, «. the olfactory

lobe of the hxA\n.—tuijs. Bhinencephal'ic, Rhinen-
Ceph'aloUS. [Gr. rhis, nose, enkephalos, brain.]

Bhinestone, rIn'stOn, «. an imitation gem-stone made
of paste or slrass.

Bhinenrynter, rl-nu-rin'ter, «. a small inflatable bag
used for plugging the nose. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,

eurynein, to widen.]
Bhinichthys, rl-nik'this, «. a North American genus

of cyprinoid fishes. [Gr. rhts, rhinos, nose,

ichihys, fish.]

Bhinldas, rl'ni-de, ft. a family of plagiostomous fishes.

[L. rhina, shark—Gr. rhine.]

Bhlnitis, ri-nl'tis, n. inflammation of the nose. [Gr.
rhis, rhinos, nose.]

Rhino. rl'nO, «. (slang) money, cash.—Also Bi'no.
Bhinobatus, rl-nob'a-tus, n. the typical genus of the
Rhinobattda^ or shark-rays : {fntom.) a genus of
coleopterous msects.

Rhinoblennorrbea, rl-nO-blen-O-re'a, «. mucous dis-

charges from the nose. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,

blennos, mucus, rhoia, flow.]

Bbinocaul, ri'n5-kawl, «. the support of the olfactory

bulb. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, kaulos, stalk.]

BblnocerOS, rl-nos'er-os, n. a genus forming a family
of ungulate mammals, found in Africa and India,
having a very thick skin lying in enormous folds,

clumsy, and with one or two horns on the nose :

—

pi.

Bbinoc'eroses.—<j^^'.f. Rbinoce'rial, Rhinoce'rlcal.—ns. Rblnoc'eros-auk, a bird belonging to the
family Alcidce : Rbinoc'eros-bee'tle, a beetle of the

genus Dynasies having a large up-curved horn
on the head ; Rbinoc'eros-bird, a beefeater, the

hornbill ; Rblnoc'eros-tick, the tick which infests

rhinoceroses ; Rbinoc'erot (ois.), a rhinoceros.—
adj's. Rbinocerot'ic ; Rbinocerot'iform, shaped
like a rhinoceros. [L., — Gr. rhinokeros— rhis,

rhinos, nose, keras, a horn.]

Bblnocbllus, rl-nO-kl'lus, «. a genus of harmless
serpents. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, cheilos, a lip.]

BhlnocleisiS, ri-nO-kll'sis, «. nasal obstruction. [Gr.
rhis. rhinos, nose, kleisis, klesis, a closing.]

Bblnocrjrpta, rl-nO-krip'ta, «. a remarkable genus
of rock-wrens. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, kryptos,
hidden.]

Bblnodenua, rt-nO-der'ma, n. a genus of batrachians,
some species bearing a large pouch for the young.
[Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, derma, skin.]

Bbinodon, rl'no-don, «. an immense shark in the
Indian Ocean. [Gr. rhine, a shark, odous, tooth.]

Bbinodynia, rl-ni3-din'i-a, n. pain in the nose. [Gr.
rhis, rhinos, nose, odyne, pain.]

Bblnolith, rfnO-lith, n. a stony concretion found in

the nose.—«. Bblnolitbl'asls. [Gr. rhis, rhinos,
nose, litJios, a stone.]

Bblnology, rl-noro-ji, «. the knowledge of the nose.
—adj. RbinolOg'lcal.—K. Rhinorogist, a specialist

in diseases of the nose. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose

—

logia—legein, to speak.]

BbinolopbuS, rl-noi'o-fus, «. a genus of horse-shoe
bnts. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, lophos, crest.]

Bhinomacer, rl-nom'a-ser, «. a genus of rhyncho-
phoroiis beetles. [Gr. rhis, nose, makros, long.]

BhinopharyngitlS, rl-nO-far-in-ji'tis, «. inflammation
of the mucous membrane of the nose. [Gr. rhis,

rhinos, nose, pharyngx.]

RblnopblS, rT'nO-fis, n. a genus ofshield-tailed serpents.
[Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, ophis, a serpent.]

Rbinopbore, ri'nO-lor, «. an organ bearing an olfactory
sense. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, pherein, to bear.]

Rbinopbryne, rl-nO-frl'ne, «. a genus of spade-footed
toads. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, phryne, a toad.]

Rbinopbylla, rl-nO-fil'a, «. a genus of South Ameri-
can small tailless bats. [Gr. rhis, nose, phyllon,
a leaf.]

Rblnopbyma, rl-nO-fi'ma, «. hyperemia of nose-skin.
[Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, phyma, a tumour.]

Rbiuoplastic, rl-no-plas'tik, adj. noting a surgical
operation for affixing an artificial nose.

—

ns. Rbi'no-
plast, one who undergoes this operation ; Rbi'no-
plasty, plastic surgery of the nose. [Gr. rhis,
none, plasii/cos, moulding—plasseiu, to mould.]

Rhinopoma, rl-nS-pO'ma, «. a genus of Old World
bats. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, no^e, poma, a cover.]

Bbinopomastes, rl-nO-po-mas'tez, «. a genus of
African wood-hoopoes. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,
potiiatlrioti, dim. ofpoma, a cover.]

Bbinoptera, rl-nop'te-ra, n. a genus of rays. [Gr.
rhis, rhitios, nose, pieron, wing.]

Bbinorrbagia, rl-n5-ra'ji-a, «. haemorrhage from the
nose. [Gr. rhis, nose, rhagia—rhegny/iai, break.]

Bbinorrbea, rl-no-re'a, «. mucous discharge from the
nose.

—

adj. Bbinorrbe'al. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,
rhoia—rhein, to flow.]

Bbinortba, rl-nor'tha, «. a genus of cuckoos : a genus
of hemipterous insects. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,
orthos, straight.]

Bbinoscleroma, rl-n6-skle-r0'ma, «. a disease with
reddish swelling and thickening of nose, lips, and
pharynx. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, skleros, hard.]

Bninoscope, ri'nO-skCp, «. an instrument for examin-
ing the nose.—adj. Rblnoscopic—«. Rhinoscopy.
[Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose, skopeiii, to see.]

Bhinotbeca, rl-nO-thelca, «. the integument of a
bird's upper mandible. [Gr. rhis, rhinos, nose,
theke, a sheath.]

Bhipicera, rl-pis'e-ra, «. a genus of serricorn beetles
native to South America and Australia. [Gr. rhipis,

a fan, keras, horn.]

Bhipidate, rip'i-dat, adj. fan-shaped.—«. Bbipld'lon,
in the Greek Church, the eucharistic fan or flabellum.

[Gr. rhipis, rkipidos, a fan.]

Bbipidlstia, rip-i-dis'ti-a, «. an order of rhipidop-

terygian fishes.

—

adj. Rbipidis'tlOUS. [Gr. rhipis,

a fan, histion, a .sail.]

Bbipidoglossa, rip-i-d5-glos'a, n. a group of proso-
branchiate gasteropods. [Gr. rhipis, rhipidos, a fan,

glossa, the tongue.]
Bbipidogorgla, rip-i-dO-gor'ji-a, «. a genus of alcyona-

rian polyps of fan-like shape. [Gr. rhipis, rhipidos,

a fan, gorgos, fierce.]

Bhipidoptera, rip-i-dop'te-ra, n.pl. fan-winged insects

—a group of the coleoptera.

—

adj. Bbipidop'teroUB.
[Gr. rhipis, rhipidos, a fan, pteron, a wing.]

Bhipldopterygia, rip-i-dop-te-rij'i-a, n.pl. a super-

order of teleostoinous fishes adj. Bbipldopte-
ryg'ian. [Gr. rhipis, a i2t.n,pteryx, a wing.]

Bbipidura, rip-i-du'ra, n. the posterior pair ofpleopods
of a crustacean : the fan-tailed fly-catcher. [Gr.

rhipis, rhipidos, a fan, oura, a tail.]

Bhipipborus, rl-pif'o-rus, «. a genus of heteromerous
beetles. [Gr. rhipis, a fan, pherein, to carry.]

Bbiplptera, rl-pip'te-ra, n.pl. an order of insects.—«.

Bhipip'teran, a rhipipter.

—

adj. Rblpip'terous.
[Rhipidop/era.]

RbipsaliS, rip'sa-lis, «. a genus of Cacti. [Gr. rhips,

a mat.]
RhlptoglOSSa, rip-tO-glos'a, «. a sub-order of lizards.

—adj. RbiptoglOSS'ate. [Gr. rhiptein, to throw,

glossa, the tongue.]

Rhizantb, rl'zanth, «. a plant that seems to flower

from the root.

—

n.pl. KblzantbeaB (rl-zan'the-e),

one of the five classes into which Lindley divides

the vegetable kingdom.
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RhlElC, rfzik, adj. pertaining to the root ofan equation.

[Gr. rhizikos—rhtzii, a root.]

Rllizlna, ri-zT'na, «. a rhizoiJ.—Also EM'Zlne.
RtliZOCarpiC, rl-ziJ-kar'pik, adj. with annual stem and

perennial root—also Bhiaocar'poUS.— «.;>/. RtiZO-

car'pesB, a group of cryptogams.

—

adj. Khlzocar -

pean. iGr. rhiza, root, karpos, fruit.J

Rhizocaul, ri'zO-kawl, «. the root-stock of a polyp.

(Gr. rhiza, root, kaulos, stalk.]

RhiZOCephala, ri-zO-sefa-Ia, n. a group of small

parasitic crustaceans.—rt^'. RlliXOCepll'alOUS. [Gr.

rliizit. root, ktptale, head.]

RhlzoorintlS, rl-zok'ri-nus, H. a genus of crinoids.

—

n. Rhlzoc'rlnold, a crinoid of this genus. [Gr.

r/iiza, root, krinon, lily.]

Rbizodont. rl'ziJ-dont, n. having teeth rooted or anky-

losed to the jaw in sockets, as crocodiles. tGr. rkiza,

root, odoits, odontos, a tooth.]

Rhlzoflagellata, ri-zO-flaj-e-la'ta, tu an order of

flagellate infusoria.—flrf;'. Rhizoflag'eUate. [Gr.

rhiza. root, and ^n%. Jiagelium.]
RhiZOgen, rt'za-jen, «. a parasitic plant growing on

the root of another plant.

—

adj's. RhiZOgen'iC, Rhi-
ZOg'enOUS. [Gr. rhiza, root, genes, producing. ]

RMzoid, rfzoid, adj. root-like.

—

n. a filamentous

organ like a root developed on all kinds of thalli,

and on moss-stems.—a<j>V. RUzol'dal, RhiXOi'deous.

(Gr. rhizo-des, root-like

—

rhiza, a root.]

Rhlzomanla, rl-zO-ma'ni-a, ». an abnormal develop-
ment of adventitious roots, as in the ivy, fig, &c
[Gr. rhiza, root, mania, madness.]

Rhizome, rl'zOm, n. a Root-stock, an underground
stem when its shape is cylindrical, ending in a bud
and bearing leaves or scales.—Also Rhizo'ma. [Gr.

rhizotiia — rhiza, root.]

Rhizomorph, rfza-morf, «. (bot.) a term for the

peculiar mycelial growths by which certain fungi

attach themselves to higher plants.

—

adjs. RhiZO-
mor'phoid, Rhlzomor'plious. [Gr. rkiza, root,

inorfihe, form.]

Rhizomys, ri'zO-mis, n. a genus of mole-rats, includ-

ing the Asian bay bamboo-rat. [Gr. rhiza, root,

tnys, mouse.]
Rhizonyclliuill, rl-zO-nik'i-um, n. a claw-joint.

—

adj.
RhlZOnych'laiL [Gr. rhiza, root, onyx, a claw.]

RUzopbagOUS, rl-zof'a-gus, adj. root-eating : pertain-

ing to the Rhizophaga. —«. Rhizoph'aga, a class of
marsupials, as the wombat. [Gr. rhiza, xoa\.,phagein,

to eat.]

Rhizophora, rl-zof'a-ra, n. a small genus of trees, the
mangroves.

Rhizophore, rfzO-fOr, «. the structure bearing the
true roots in certain species of Selaginella.—
adj. RhiZOph'oroUS. [Gr. rhiza, root, pherein,
to hear.)

Rhizophydium, rT-zO-fid'!-um, «. a genus of unicellu-
lar tungi.

—

adj. RhlZOpbyd'iaL [Gr. rhiza, root,

fheidos, sparing.]

Bhizopod, rfzO-pod, n, one of the Rhlzop'oda, a
division of the Protozoa, esp. a class with pseudo-
podia for locomotion and the ingestion of food.

—

adjs. Bhizopodal, Rhizop'odous. [Gr. rhiza, a
root, pous, podos, a foot.]

RhizonstiC, rl-zO-ris'tik, adj. (math.') pertaining to the
separation of the roots of an equation. [Gr. rhiza,
root, horizein, to limit]

Rhizostomata, rl-zO-stO'ma-ta, n.pl. an order of dis-

comedusans:

—

sine. RhIZOS'toma.

—

adjs. RbiZOStO'-
matous, RhizosM'mean. [Gr. rhiza, root, stoma,
stontatos, mouth.]

Rhizota, rl-zO'ta, «. an order of Rotifera,—adj. RM'-
ZOte, rooted. [Gr. rhiza, root.]

Rhlzotazis, rt-zO-tak'sis, «. the arrangement of roots.

—Also Rhl'ZOtazy. [Gr. rhiza, root, taxis, order.]
RlllZOtrogttS, rl-zO-trO'gus, n. a genus of melolonthine

Ijeetles. (Gr. rhiza, root, trigein, to gnaw.]
Rhodanlo, rO-dan'ik, adj. (chem.) producing a rose-red

colour. [Gr. rhod^H, a rose.]
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Rhodeina, rO-de-I'na, «. a group of cyprinoid fishes—
it> typical genus, Rho deilS. [Gr. riiodon, rose.]

Rhodeoretin, ro-de-or'e-iin, «. one of the elements of
resin of jalap.

—

Oiij. Rhodeoretin'iC. [Gr. rhodon,
rose, rJieline, resin.]

Rhodian, rO'di-an, adj. pertaining to Rhodes.—RhO-
tiian laws, the earliest system of marine law;
Rbodian school, a school of Hellenistic sculpture,
of which the Laocoon is the greatest product.

Rhodites, rO-dl'tez, «. a genus of gallflies infesting the
rose. [Gr. rliodites, rosy

—

rhodon, a rose.]

Rhodium, ro'di-uin, «. a white, very hard metal,
resembling aluminium, extracted from the ore of
platinum, and so called trom the rose-colour of its

salts. [Gr. rhodon, a rose.]

Rhodium-wood, rOdi-um-wSSd, «. a sweet-scented
Wood.

Rhodocrinus, rS-dok'ri-nus, «. a genus of paleozoic
encrinites. [Gr. rliodon, rose, krinon, lily.]

Rhododendron, rO-dO-den'dron, «. a genus of trees and
shrubs of the natural order Ericacea, having ever-
green leaves and large, beautiful flowers like roses.

(Gr. rhodon, rose, dendron, tree.]

Rhodomela, ro-dom'e-la, n. a genus of marine algae.

[Gr. rlwdon, rose, melas, black.]

Rhodomontade. Same as Rodomontade.
Rhodonite, rodO-nIt, «. a native Manganese silicate.

[Gr. rhodon, a rose.]

Rhodope, r6do-pe, «. a genus of the family Rh/)do-
pidce, marine invertebrates of dubious relationships.
[Rhodope, a Thracian nymph.]

Rhodophane, rO'do-fan, n. a red pigment found in the
retinal cones of the eyes of certain fishes, reptiles,

and birds. [Gr. rlwdon, rose, phanes, apf>earing.]
Rhodophyl, ro'dS-fil, «. the compound pigment found

in the red algse.

—

adj. Rhodophyl'loUS. [Gr. rhodon,
rosi, phyHon, leaf]

Rhodopsln, rO-dop'sin, n. a purple pigment found in
the retina. (Gr. rhodon, rose, opsis, view.]

Rhodora, rO-dO'ra, «. a handsome shrub with terminal
clusters of pale purple flowers preceding the deciduous
leaves : a genus of Ericacece, now included in Rhodo-
dendron. [Gr. rhodon, a rose.]

RhodOStaurotiC, rO-do-staw-rot'ik, adj. (fibs.) rosi-

cnician. (Gr. rJiodon, rose, stauros, a cross.]

RhodOStethia, rO-dO-ste'thi-a, «. a genus of Larida,
with rose-tinted breast and wedge-shaped tail. [Gr.
rhodon, rose, stethos, the breast.]

Rhodothamnus, rO-dO-tham'nus, «. a genus of small
shrubs, the ground Cistus. [Gr. rhodon, rose,

tfuimnos, bush.]

Rbodymenia, rO-di-me'ni-a, «. a genus of marine algae.

(Gr. ritodon, rose, hymen, membrane.]
Rhceadic, re-ad'ik, adj. pertaining, to or derived from,

the red poppy, Papaier Rhoeas.—«. RhOB'adine, a
non-poisonous alkaloid found in the same. [Gr.

rhoias, rlioiados, a poppy.]
Rhomb, romb, n. a qtiadrilateral figure having it.^ sides

equal but its angles not right angles : (crystal.) a
rhombohedron : (Milt.) a material circle — also

Rhom'bus.—n(^'. Rhombic—«j. Rhombicosido-
decabe'dron, a solid having sixty- two faces;

Rhomblcuboctahe'dron. a solid having twenty-
six faces.—<?</;>. Rhombiform, Rhom'boid, shaped
like a rhomb.—Fresnel'S rhomb, a rhomb of crown
glass so cut that a ray of light entering one of its

faces at right angles shall emerge at right angles

at the opposite face, after undergoing two total

reflections. [L. rhombus—Gr. rhomios—rhembein,
to turn round and round.]

RhombocOBlia, rom-bO-se'li-a, n. a dilatation of the
spin.al cord in the sacral region.— o/^/'. RhombO-
COB'lian. [Gr. rhombos, rhomb, koilia, a cavity.]

Rhombogen, rom'bO-jen, «. the infusoriform embryo
of a nematoid worm.

—

adjs. RhombOgen'iO, Rbom-
bOg'enOTlg. (Gr. rhombos, rhomb, genes, producing.]

Rhombohedron, rom-bo-hS'dron, «. a solid bounded
by six rhombic planes.—o^^. Bhombohe'draL—
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adv. Bhombohe'drally. [Gr. rhombos, rhomb,
hedra, a base.]

Rhomboid, rom'boid, «. a figure of the form of a
rhomb : a qu;(drilateral figure having only its oppo-
site sides and angles equal.

—

adj. Bhomboid'al,
having the shape of a rhomboid. [Gr. rhombos,
rhomb, eidos, form.]

Rhomboideum, rom-boi'de-um, «. (a«a/.)the ligament
which unites the sternal end of the clavicle with the
cartilage of the first rib.

Rhombus. Same as Rhomb.
Rhonchus, rong'kus, n. a rale, esp. when bronchial.

—

adjs. Rhonch'al, Rhonch'ial. [L.,—Gr. rkengchos,
a snoring

—

rhen^kein, to snore.]

Rhopalic, ro-pal'ik, «. a hexameter in which each
succeeding word contains one syllable more than
what precedes it. [Gr. rlioJ>alikos, club-like,

rhopalon, a club.]

Rhopalocera, rO-pa-los'e-ra, «.//. an order oi Lef>idop-

tera, with clubbed antennae.

—

adjs. RhopalOC'eral,
Rhopaloc'erous. [Gr. rkoj(>alon,a.<:.\\x\>, keras, 7i.\\oxvi.\

Rhopalodinidaa, ro-pa-lo-dm'i-de, 71.pl. the sea-gourds.

Rhotacism, rO'ta-sizm, «. erroneous pronunciation of
the letter r: burring: the tendency of f to change
into r.—vd. Rho'taCiSO.

Rhubarb, rOo'barb, «. a plant, the tender acidulous
leaf-stalks of which are much used in cooking, and
the root in medicine : the root of any medicinal
vhul)arb, with cathartic properties.

—

adj. RhU'-
barby.—Monk's rhubarb, the patience dock. [O.

Fr. rheubarbe—Low L. rheHbarbarum—Gr. rheon
barbaron—rJieon, adj. of rha, the rha-plant, from
the Rha, the Volga.]

Rhumb, rumb, or rum, n. any vertical circle, hence
any point of the compass.

—

?is. Rhumb'-line, a line

which cuts all the meridians at the same angle ;

Rhumb'-sailing, the course of a vessel keeping
straight on a rhumb-line. [Fr. riintb, a by-form of
rhombe, through L., from Gr. rhotiibos, rhomb.]

Rhus, rus, n. a genus of shrubs and trees, the cashew-
nut family. [L.,—Gr. rlious, sumac]

Rhusma, rus'ma, «. a mixture of quicklime and orpi-
ment, used as a depilatory.—Also Rus'ma.

Rhyacollte, rl-ak'O-lit, «. a glassy feldspar found at

Mt. Somma in Italy. [Gr. rhyax, rhyakos, a stream,
lithos, stone.]

RhyacophilldaB, ri-a-kS-fil'i-de, «. a family of neurop-
terous insects.

—

n. RhyaCOph'llUS, a genus oi Scolo-
pacidce—the green or solitary sandpiper. [Gr. rhyax,
a stream, //«//««, to love.]

Rhyme, Rime, rim, «. the recurrence of similar
sounds at certain intervals : {orig.) words arranged
in numbers or verse : poetry : metre : a short poem.—v.i. to correspond in sound : to harmonise : to

chime: to make rhymes or verses.

—

v.i. to put into

rhyme.

—

adj. Rhymeless, without rhyme or reason :

without sound or sense : neither pleasant to the
mind nor to the eai. — ns. Rhyme'- lott'er, the

repeated letters in alliteration (q.v.); Rhy'mer,
Rhy'mist, Ri'mist, an inferior poet : a nnnstrel

;

Rhyme' -roy'al (so called from its use by King
J.imes I. of Scotland in the King's Qnair), a seven-
line stanza borrowed by Chaucer from the French—
its formula, a b a b b c c : Rhyme'ster, a poetaster :

a would-be ^o^x.—adjs. iihy'mlc, Ri'mic—Femi-
nine rhyme (see Feminine) : Male, or Masculine,
rhyme, a rhyme in which the accent and rhyme
fall on the final syllable only.—Neither rhyme nor
reason, without either sound or sense. •— The
Rhymer, Thomas the Rhymer, the earliest poet of
Scotland (Jlor. 1286). [Properly rime (the hy being
due to the influence o{Rhythm)~K.^. rim, number,
cog. with Old High Ger. rim (Ger. reim).}

Rhynchaenu^, ring-ke'nus, «. a genus of coleopterous
insects, of the family of snout-beetles. [Gr. rhyng-
chaina, having a large snout.]

Bhynchea, ring-ke'a, ». the painted snipe.— adj.
wiynohse'an. [Gr. rhyngdios, snout.]

RhynchetldSB, ring-ket'i-de, ».//. a family of suctorial

infusorians— its typical genus, Rhynche'ta. [Gr.

rhyngchos, snout, c/iaile, a mane. J

Rhynchites, ring-kl'tez, n.pL a genus of weevils.

[Gr. rhyngchos, a snout.]

Rhynchocoela, ring-ko-se'la, n.pL a group of proc-
tuchous turbellarians, the nemerteans.

—

adj. Rhyn-
ChOCOa'lan. [Gr. rhyngchos, snout, kotlos, hollow.]

Rhynchocyonidaa, ring-kO-sI-on'i-de, n.pl. a family
of small insectivorous mammals, native to eastern
Africa.—«. Rhynchoo'yon. [Gr. rhyngchos, snout,
kyon, a dog. ]

Rhynohodont, ring'ko-dont, adj. having the beak
toothed, as the falcon. [Gr. rhyngclws, snout, odous,
odontos, tooth.]

Rhynchoflagellate, ring-ko-flaj'e-lat, adj. having a
flagellum like a snout.

Rhyncholite, ring'ko-llt, n. the fossil beak of a tetra-

branchiate cephalopod. [Gr. rhyngchos, snout, litlios,

stone.]

Rhynchonella, ring-ks-nel'a, «. a typical genus
of Rhyiiclionellidce, a family of arthropomatous
brachiopods. [Gr rhyngc)ios, a snout.]

Rhynchophora, ring-kof'e-ra, n.pl. a section of tetra-

merous coleopterous insects.

—

adjs. Rhynchoph'-
oran, Rhynchoph'orous. [Gr. rhyngclws, snout,
pherein, to bear.]

Rhynchops, ring'kops, «. the skimmers or scissor-

bills. [Gr. rhyngchos, snout, dps, opos, an eye.]

Rhynchosia, ring-ko'si-a, «. a genus of leguminous
plants. [Gr. rhyngchos, a snout. ]

Rhynchospora, ring-kos'pO-ra, «. a genus of sedge-
like plants — the beak-rush or beak-sedge. [Gr.

rhyngchos, snout, sporos, seed.]

Rhynchota, ring-kr/ta, «. an order of true hexapod
insects.—a^j>>. Rhynch'ote, beaked ; Rh3rnch6'-
tOUS, belonging to the Rhynchota. [Cir. rhyngchos,
a snout.]

RhynchotuS, ring-ko'tus, «. a genus of the South
American tinamous, including the ynambu. [Gr.

rhyngchos, a snout.]

Rhyne, rin, «. the best kind of Russian hemp.
Rhyolite, rl'o-llt, «. an igneous rock, called also

Liparite and Qtiartz-trachyte.—aiij. Rhyolit'iO.

[Gr. rhyax, a stream, lithos, a stone.]

Rhyparography, rip-a-rog'ra-fi, «. genre or still-life

pictures, esp. of low subjects. — adj. Rhyparo-
graph'ic. [Gr. rhyparos, dirty, graphein, to write.]

RhyphUS, rl'fus, n. a genus of gnats.

Rhypticus, rip'ti-kus, «. a genus of serranoid fishes^
the soap-fishes. [Gr. rhyptikos—rhypein, to cleanse
—rhypos, dirt.]

Rhysimeter, ri-sim'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the velocity of fluids and the speed of

ships. [Gr. rhysts, a flowing, metron, a measure.]
Rhyssa, ris'a, «. a genus of long-tailed ichneumon

flies. [Gr. rhyssos, wrinkled, eryein, to draw.]
Rhyssodes, ri-so'dez, n.pl. a genus of clavicorn

beetles. [Gr. rhyssodes, wrinkled-looking

—

rhyssos,

wrinkled, eidos, form.]

Rhythm, r\thm, or rithm, w. flowing motion : metre :

regular recurrence of accents : harmony of pro-

portion : a measure, or foot: (tniis.) the regular

succession of heavy and light accents: {phys.) the

succession of alternate and opposite states.

—

adjs.

Rhyth'miO, -al, having or pertaining to rhythm or

metre.—Wz/. Rh3rth'mlcally.—«. Rhyth'mics, the

science of rhythm.

—

v.t. and Z'.i. Rhyth'mlso, to

subject to rhythm : to observe rhythm.—«. Rhyth'-
mist, one who composes in rhythm.—it^'. Rhythm'-
less, destitute of rhythm.

—

tis. Rhythmom'eter, an
instrument for marking rhythms for music, a
metronome ; Rhythmopoe'la, the art of composing
rhythmically. [L.,—Gr. rhythmos—rliein, to flow.]

Rhytina, ri-tl'na, «. a genus of Sireiiia, akin to the

dugong and the manatee, once plentiful in the

northern Pacific. [Gr. rhytis, a wrinkle.]

Rhyton, rl'ton, n. a Greek drinking-va&e, with one
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Rlalto fete, far ; mi, her ; mine ; Riclniia

handle, generally ending in a beast's head :—//.
Rhy'U. [Gr.]

Bdalto, ri-al'tO, «. a famous bridge over the Grand
Canal, Venice. [It., rio, stream^—L. rivus, a stream
—It. alto, deep—L. alius, deep.]

Riant, rfant, adj. laughing : gay.—«. Bi'ancy. [Fr.,

— L. ridens, pr.p. of ridirt, to laugh.J

Riata. See Reata.
Rib, rib, «. one of the bones from the backbone
which encircle the chest : anything like a rib in

form or use : a piece of meat containing one or

more ribs : a piece of timber which helps to form
or strengthen the side of a ship : a vein of a leaf,

or an insect's wing : a prominence running in a

line : a ridge : (archit.) a moulding or projecting

band on a ceiling : one of the rods on which the

cover of an umbrella is extended : (coll.) a wife

(from Gen. ii., 21-J3).

—

v.t. to furnish or enclose

with ribs : to form with rising lines—as corduroy

:

to enclose :

—

pr.p. rib'bing ;
pa.t. and pa.p. ribbed.

—HS. Rib'-band, a piece of timber bolted longi-

tudinally to the ribs of a vessel to hold them in

position ; Rib'bing, an arrangement of ribs ; Rib'-

grass, the ribwort plantain.

—

adj. Rib'less, having
no ribs.

—

n. Rib'let, a rudimentary rib.

—

adjs. Rlb'-

llke, like a rib : resembling a rib ; Rib -nosed,
having the snout ribbed, as a baboon.—7'. A Rib'-

roast, to beat soundly.—«.f. Rib'-roast'er (coll.), a
severe blow on the ribs ; Rib'-roast'ing, a severe
beating; Rib'-vaulting. [.V.S. ribb ; Ger. rippe.]

Rib, rib, n. hound's tongue : water-cress. [-V.S. rjbbe.]

Ribald, rib'ald, «. a loose, low character.

—

adj. low,

base, mean : licentious : foul-mouthed—also Rib'aud
(SpeHs.).—adjs. Ribaldish, Rib'aldrous, ribald.—
H. Rib'aldry, obscenity : filthiness : low and vulgar
scurrility—also Rib'audry (06s.). (O. Fr. ribald,

ribaut (Fr. rihaiid. It. ribaldo)—0\A High Ger.
krfpd. Mid. High Ger. ribe, a whore.]

Riband, rib'and, ». Same as Ribbon.
Ribattuta, re-bat-tS9'ta, n. (mus.) a melodic embel-

lishment. [It.]

Ribaudeqoin, ri-baw'de-kin, ft. a movable cheval-de-
frise. (O. Fr. ; of doubtful origin.]

Ribble-rabble, rib'l-rab'l, «. a mob : indecent language.
—«. Ribb'le-row, a list of rabble.

Ribbon, rib'on, n. a fillet or sKrip of silk : a narrow
strip : (//.) reins for driving : a shred : a watch-
spnng : an endless saw : (Aer.) a bearing considered
tisually as one of the subordinaries : (naut.) a painted
moulding on the side of a ship — also Rib'and,
Bibb'and.

—

adj'. made of ribbon : having bands of
different colours.— v.t. to adorn with ribbons: to
stripe : to streak.

—

ns. B'^b'on-brake, a brake hav-
ing a band which nearly surrounds the wheel whose
motion is to be checked ; Ribb'on-fisb, a long,
slender, compressed fish, like a ribbon; Ribb'on-
graSS, a variety of striped canary-grass : Lady's
Garter ; Ribb'onism, a system of secret associations
among the lower classes in Ireland, at its greatest
height from about 1835 to 1855—from the green
badge worn : Ribb'onman, a member of a Ribbon
society : Ribb'on-map, a map printed on a long
strip which winds on an axi; within a case ; Ribb'on-
SOal, a North Pacific seal, banded and striped

;

Ribb'On-snake, a harmless striped snake abundant
in the United States ; Ribb'on-Stamp, a simple form
of printing-press for transferring colours to paper

;

Bibb'on-wave, a common geometrid moth ; RiDb'on-
Weod, a seaweed whose frond has a long, flat blade

;

Ribb'on - wire, a strong tape with wire threads
for strengthening garments; Ribb'on - wonn, tape-

worm. — Blue Ribbon, the ribbon of the Order
of the Garter : anything which marks the attain-

ment of some ambition, also the object Itself : the
badge adopted by a teetotal society ; Red Ribbon,
the ribbon of the Order of the Bath. [O. Fr. riban
(Fr. ruban), pcrh. Celt. ; cf. Ir. ribin, Gael, ribean.
Diez suggests Dut. ring-band, necktie, collar.]

Ribes, ribz, n.sing. and //. a currant, currants.

—

n.sing. Ribes (rl'bez), a genus of shrubs belonging
to the natural order Ribesiacece, familiar examples of
which are the garden Gooseberry and the Currant.
[O. Fr. ribes—Low L. ribus—Ar. ribes, rlbiis.]

Ribibe, rib-Ib', «. (obs.) a rebec : an old woman.

—

v.t.

to play on a ribibe. [Rebec]
Rlbston-pippin, rib'ston-plp'm, «. a fine variety of

winter apple— from Rtbslou in Yorkshire, where
Sir Henry Goodricke (1642-1705) first introduced
them.

Ricardlan, rl-kar'di-an, adj'. pertaining to the political

economist Va.vid Ricardoiiyyi-iSij), or his theory.
Ricasso, ri-kas'O, k. that part of a rapier-blade next to

the hilt. [Ety. unknown.]
RiCCia, rlk'si-a, n. a genus of cryptogamous plants.
(From the Italian botanist P. Francisco Ricci.]

Rice, ris, K. one of the most useful and extensively
cultivated of grains, like oats when ripe.

—

ns. Rloe'-
blrd, the reed-bird : the paddy bird or Java sparrow

;

Rice'-biS'CUit, a sweet biscuit made of flour mixed
with rice ; Rice'-dUSt, Rice'-meal, the refuse of
rice, a valuable food for cattle : Rice'-field-mouse,
the rice-rat ; Rice'-flOUr, a ground rice forpuddings,
for a face-powder, &c. ; Rice'-glue, a cement made
by boiling rice-flour in soft water : Rice' -hen, the
common American gallinule ; Rlce'-milk, milk boiled
and thickened with rice ; Rice'-pa'per, a white
smooth paper, made by the Chinese from the pith of
Fatsia (Aratid)pafyri/era, a tree peculiar to For-
mosa ; Rice'-plant'er, an Implement for sowing rice ;

Rice'-pound'er, a nce-mlll : Rice-pudding, a pud-
ding made of rice and milk, sweetened, often with
eggs, raisins, &c. ; Rice'-SOUp, a soup of rice with
flour, &c. ; Rice'-Stitch, an embroidery-stitch re-

sembling rice in grain ; Rice'-wa'ter, water in which
rice has been boiled—a nourishing drink for invalids;
Rice'-weevil, a weevil that destroys stored rice, &c.
[O. Fr. ris—L. oryza—Gr. oryza, front Old Pers.,

whence also Ar. unizz, nizz.]

Ricercata, re-cher-ka'ta, «. a very elaborate form of
fugue. [It. ricercare, to .search out.]

Rich, rich (comp. Richer, superl. Rlch'est), adj.
abounding in possessions : wealthy : valuable : sump-
tuous : fertile : full of agreeable or nutritive quali-

ties : affluent : productive, as a rich mine : costly

:

mighty: ruling: ample: of superior quality : luxuri-

ous : of great moral worth : highly seasoned or
flavoured, as rich pastry : bright, as a colour : full of
harmonious sounds, as a rich voice : full of beauty,
as a rich landscape : of a vivid colour : extravagant,
as a rich joke.

—

v.t. (Shak.) to enrich.

—

v.i. to grow
rich.

—

z'.i. Rlch'en, to become rich, or of higher
quality of any \C\v\A.—adj. Rich'-left (Shak.), left

with much wealth, richly endowed.

—

adv. Richly.
—«. Rich'ness, wealth: abundance: fruitfulness:

value : costliness : abundance of imagery. [A.S.
rice, rich; Ger. reich, Dut. rijk, Goth. reiks.\

Richaxdia, ri-char'di-a, n. a small genus of South
African herbs of the Arum family, including the
calla-lily. [From the French botanists, L. C. M.
Richard (\-i^^-\'&i\) and his son.]

Richardsonia, rich-ard-sO'ni-a, ». a genus ofgamopetal-
ous plants, belonging to the madder family, native to

the warmer parts of America. [Named from the
i7th-cent. Eng. botanist, Richard Rtchardson.\

Richel-bird, rich'el-berd. «. (prin<.) the least tern.

Riches, rich'ez, n.pl. (in B. sometimes n.sing.) wealth

:

richness: abundance: an intellectual treasure, as
the riches of wisdom : the pearl, flower, or cream of
anything. [M. E. richesse (n.sing.)—O. Fr. ricketu
—Mid. High Ger. Hche.^

RicinlS, rT-sm'i-c, n. a division of mites or acarines.

[L. ricinus, a tick.]

Ricinlum, rl-sin'i-um, n. a mantle, chiefly worn by
women, among the ancient Romans.

Ricinus, ris'i-nus, n. a genus of apetalous plants,

whose one species is Ricinus communis, the castor-
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Sick rtidte ; mflte ; mCCn ; then. Rlem

oil plant.

—

adj. Ricinol'ic, pertaining to, or obtained
from, castor-oil. [L. ricinus, the castor-oil plant.]

Rick, rik, «. a pile or heap, as of hay.—«.//. Rick'ers,
the stems of young trees cut up for spars, &c.

—

ns.

RlCk'le {Scot.), a pile of stones loosely thrown to-

gether : a small rick of grain ; Rick'-rack, a kind of
open-svork edging made of serpentine braid ; Rick'-
Btand, a flooring on which a rick is made ; Hay-
rick er, a horse-rake for cocking up hay. [A.S.
kredc; Ice. hraukr.\

Rickets, lik'ets, n.sing. a disease of children, charac-
terised by softness and curvature of the bones.

—

adv. Riolfetily, shakily.—«. Riok'etlness, unsteadi-

ness. —«</;>. Rick'etly, shaky; Rlck'ety, affected

with rickets : feeble, unstable. [From M. E. wrikken,
to twist, allied to A.S. ivriiigan, to twist. The
medical term rachitis was coined about 1650, with a
punning allusion to Gr. rhachis, the spine.]

Ricochet, rik-0-sha', or -shet', «. a rebound along the

ground, as of a ball fired at a low elevation.

—

v.i. to

skip along the ground:

—

pr.^. ricochet'ting ; />a.t.

and /rt./. ricochet'ted. [Fr. ; ety. unknown.]
Ricolite, re'kO-lit, n. a stratified ornamental stone.

[Rico in New Mexico, Gr. lithos, a stone.]

Rictus, rik'tus, n. the gape of the bill : the throat of
the calyx.

—

adj. RiC'taL [L., a gaping.]

Rid, rid, v.t. to free : to deliver : to remove by
violence : to clear : to disencumber : to expel : to

separate : to despatch : (ais.) to banish, to kill :

—

/»r./. rid'ding : pa.t. and /<«./. rid.

—

ns. Rld'dance,
act of ridding or freeing : destruction : the earth
thrown up by a burrownig animal ; Rid'der, one
who rids or relieves.—A good riddance, a welcome
relief; Get rid of, to get deliverance from. [A.S.

hreddan, to snatch away ; Ger. retten.]

Riddle, rid'l, n. an obscure description of something
which the hearer is asked to name : a puzzling
question : an enigma : anything puzzling, even a
person.

—

z:i. to make riddles: to speak obscurely:
to plait.—rtfl^'. Ridd'Ie-llke (.Shak.), like a riddle or

enigma.—«J. Rldd'ler ; Riddling {S/>ens.), skill

in explaining riddles.

—

adv. Rldd'lingly. [A.S.

ridehe—ntdan, to guess, to read— rart/, counsel;
cog. with Dut. raad, Ger. ratk.\

Riddle, rid'l, n. a large sieve for separating coarser
materials from finer.

—

v.t. to separate with a riddle,

as grain from ch.tff : to make full of holes like a
riddle, as with shot.— n.pl. Rldd'llng^, siftings.

[A.S. hridder ; Gael, criai/tar.]

Riddlemeree, rid'1-me-re', «. rigmarole.
Ride, rid, v.i. to be borne, as on horseback or in a

carriage : to practise riding : to manage a horse ;

to float, as a ship at anchor : to move easily ; to

domineer : to overlap.

—

v.t. to do or perform by
riding, as a race : to be carried through : to gallop
through : to rest on so as to be carried : to control,

esp. harshly :—pa.t. rOde ; pa.p. rid'den.

—

11. act of
riding : an excursion on horseback or in a vehicle :

the course pa.ssed over in riding, a place for riding :

a district inspected by an excise-officer : {print.) a
fault caused by the overlapping of leads, &c.

—

adjs.

Ri'dable, Ri'deable, capable of being ridden : pass-

able on horseback.—«. Ri'der, one who rides on a
horse : one who manages a horse : one who breaks
a horse : a commercial traveller : an addition to a
document after its completion, on a separate piece
of paper : an additional clause : a mounted robber :

a knight : a small forked weight which straddles the

beam of a balance to measure the weight : a Dutch
gold coin.

—

adjs. Rl'dered, having stakes laid across
the bars; Riderless, without a rider; Riding,
used to ride or travel : suitable for riding on, as a
horse.—«. a road for riding on : a district visited by
an excise-officer.—«.//. lU'ding-bitts, the bitts to

which a ship's cable is secured when riding at

anchor.

—

ns. Ri'ding-boot, a high boot worn in riding ;

Riding -clerk, a mercantile traveller; Ri'ding-
commit'tee, a committee of ministers sent by the

General Assembly to carry out an ordination or
induction, where the local presbytery refused to act,

under the Moderate domination in Scotland in the
i8th century ; Ri'dlng-glove, a gauntlet ; Ri'ding-
hab'it, the long upper habit, garment, or skirt worn
by ladies when ridmg ; Ri'ding-liood, a hood for-

merly worn by women when riding.—«.//. Ri'dlng-
in'terests {Scots /aw), interests depending on other
interests.

—

ns. Rl'dlng-Ught, a light hung out in tha
rigging at night when a vessel is riding at anchor;
Ri'dil^-mas'ter, one who teaches riding ; Ri'ding-
rbyme, the iambic pentameter, heroic verse—from
its use in Chaucer's Tales of the Canterbury pil-

grims ; Ri'ding-robe, a riding-habit ; Ri'ding-rod,
a light cane for equestrians ; Ri'ding-sall, a tri-

angular sail ; Ri ding-school, a place where riding
is taught, esp. a military school ; Ri'ding-Skirt, a
skirt fastened round a woman's waist in riding;
Riding-spear, a javelin ; Ri'ding-suit, a suit

adapted for riding; Ri'ding-wMp, a switch with
short lash, used by riders ; Bush'-ri'der, in Australia,
a cross-country rider.—Ride a hobby, to pursue to
excess a favourite theory ; Ride and tie, to ride

and go on foot alternately ; Ride down, to over-
throw, treat with severity ; Ride easy, when a ship
does not pitch— opp. to Ride hard, when she
pitches violently ; Ride in the marrow-bone coach
(siang), to go on foot ; Ride out, to keep afloat

throughout a storm ; Ride over, to domineer ; Ride
rough-shod, to pursue a course regardless of the

consequences to others ; Ride Shank's mare {slang),

to walk ; Ride the high horse, to have grand airs

;

Ride the marches (see March) ; Ride the Spanish
mare, to be put astride a boom as a punishment

;

Ride the wild mare {Sluik.), to play at see-saw;
Ride to hounds, to take part in a fox-hunt, esp. to

ride close behind the hounds ; Riding the fair, the
ceremony of proclaiming a fair. [A.S. ridan ; Dut.
rijden, Ger. reiten.]

Rideau, re-do', «. an eminence commanding a plain,

covering the entrance to a camp, &c. [Fr.]

Ridge, rij, «. the back, or top of the back : anything
like a back, as a long range of hills : an extended
protuberance : a crest : the earth thrown up by the
plough between the furrows, a breadth of ground
running the whole length of the field, divided from
those on either side by broad open furrows, helping
to guide the sowers and reapers and effecting drain-

age in wet soils : the upper horizontal timber of a
roof: the highest portion of a glacis.—-./. to form
into ridges : to wrinkle.

—

ns. Ridge-band, that part
of the harness of a cart which goes over the saddle ;

Ridge'-bone, the spine.

—

ad). Ridged, having ridges

on a surface: ridgy.

—

ns. Rldge'-fill'et, a fillet be-

tween two flutes of a column ; Ridge'-harr'OW, a

harrow made to lap upon the sides of a ridge over
which it passes ; Ridge' -plough, a plough with a
double mould-board ; Ridge-pole, the timber form-
ing the ridge of a roof; Rldge'-rope, the central

rope of an awning.

—

adj. Ridg'y, having ridges.

[.\.S. hrycg; Ice. hryggr, Ger. rticken, back.]
Ridgel, rii'el, «. a male animal with but one testicle.

— AlsoRldg;il, Ridg'ling-(5<r<7/.)Rig'lan, Rlggot
Ridicule, rid'i-kul, «. wit exposing one to laughter :

derision : mockery.

—

v.t. to laugh at : to expose to

merriment : to deride : to mock.—«. Ridiculer.

—

v.t. RidiCiilise.—». Ridiculos'ity.— «<^. Ridicu-
lous, deserving or exciting ridicule : absurd ; {obs.)

outrageous.—(1^7'. RidlC'TXlOUSly.-«. RidiCUlOUS-
neSS. [L. ridiculus—ridere, to laugh.]

Riding, ri'ding, «. one of the three divisions of the

county of York. [A corr. of ihriding—Ice. ^rid-

jungr, the third, \ri!Si, third, J>r»'f, three.]

RldottO, ri-dot'(3, n. a house of public entertainment

:

a dancing party.

—

v.i. to frequent such. [It.]

Rle, an old spelling of rye.

Riem, rem, n. a raw-hide thong. [Dut.]



Rlesel-iron Rte, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Righteous

Blesel-iron, re'zel-I'urn, «. a kind of nipper used to

remove irregularities from the edges of glass.

Bieve, Riever. Same as Reave, Reaver.
RlfacimentO, re-fa-chi-men'tS, «. a recasting of liter-

ary works :—//. Rifacimen'ti. [It.]

Rife, rif, adj. prevailing : abundant : plentiful : well

supplied: current: manifest.

—

adv. Rife'ly. — «.

Rife'neSB. [A.S. H/e; Dut. rijf. Ice. rifr.\

BifSe, rif'l, n. in mining, the lining of the bottom of

a sluice : in seal engraving, a small iron disc at the

end of a tool.

—

n. Riflf'ler, a curved file for working
in depressions. [Dan. rifle, a groove.]

Riff-raff, rif'-raf, «. sweepings : refuse : the rabble,

the mob. [Explained by Skeat as M. E. rif and
ra/—0. Fr. ri/ et raf, also rifle et rafle. Rifler,

to rifle, ransack—^Ice. hrifa, to catch ; rafler—
Teut., cf. Ger. rafl'en, to seize.]

Rifle, rl'fl, v.t. to carry off by force : to strip, to rob :

to whet, as a scythe.—«. Ri'fler. [O. Fr. rifler—
Scand., Ice. hr(/a, to seize.]

Rifle, ri'fl, v.t. to groove spirally, as a gun-barrel.—
«. a musket with a barrel spirally grooved—many
varieties, the Enfield, Mini^, Martini- Henry,
Chassepot, Mannlicher-repeating, Remington, Lee-
Metford, &c.

—

ns. Ri'fle-bird, an Australian bird-

of- Paradise ; Ri'fle-OOrps, a body of soldiers armed
with rifles ; Ri'fleman, a man armed with a rifle ;

Ri'fle-plt, a pit dug to shelter riflemen : Ri'fle-

range, a place for practice with the rifle ; Ri'fling,

the act of cutting spiral grooves in the bore of a
gun : Ri'fltng-machine'. [Scand. ; Dan. rifle, to

groove, freq. of rive, to tear.]

But, rift, «. an opening split in anything : a fissure : a
veil: a fording-place.

—

v.t. to rive: to cleave.

—

v.t.

to split : to burst oi)en. {Rive.\

Big, rig, v.t. to clothe, to dress : to put on : to equip :

(naut.) to fit with sails and tackling :

—

pr.p. rig'ging

;

pa.t. and pa.p. rigged.—«. sails and tackling: an
equipage, or turn-out, for driving, &c. : fishing-

tackle : (coll.) costume, dress.— «j. Rig'ger, one
who rigs or dresses : in machinery, a large cylinder,

pulley, or narrow drum ; Rig'ging, tackle : the
system of cordage which supports a ship's masts
and extends the sails: the roof; Rig'ging-loft,
the place in a theatre from which the scenery is

raised ; Rlg'ging-SCrew, a machine formed of a
clamp worked by a screw ; Rig'glng-tree, a roof-

tree ; Rlg'-out, an outfit.—Rig out, to furnish
with complete dress, &c. ; Rig the market, to

raise or lower prices artificially. [Scand. ; Norw.
''^SS"-! 'o bandage, to put on sails, rigg, rig-

ging.]

Big, rig, n. (Scot.) a. rid^e : a path. [Ridge.]
Big, rig, «. a frolic, trick : (ois.) a wanton.

—

v.i. to
romp, act the wanton. — adj. Big'glsh (,S"A«/i.),

wanton, lewd.—«. Rig'gite, one who plays rigs, a
jester.—Run a rig, to play a trick ; Run the rig
upon, to play a trick upon. [Prob. wriggle.]

Bigadoon, rig-a-d55n', «. a lively dance for one
couple, or its music : formerly in the French army,
a beat of drum while culprits were being marched
to punishment. [Fr. rigaudon.]

Rlgation, rl-ga'shun, «. irrigation. [Irrigation.]
Rigescent, rl-jes'ent, n. growing stiff.

Biggie, rig'l, «. a species of sand-eel.
Bight, rTt, adj. straight : most direct : upright : erect

:

according to truth and justice: according to law:
true : correct : just : fit : proper : exact : most con-
venient : well performed : most dexterous, as the
hand : on the right-hand : on the right-hand of one
looking towards the mouth of a river : righteous :

duly genuine : correct in judgment : equitable : not
crooked : to be preferred : precise : in good health :

denoting the side designed to go outward, as cloth :

opposed to left, as the right-hand : (math.') upright
from a base : containing go degrees, —n. Right'ness.
[A.S. riht : Ger. recht, L. rectus.]

Bight, rit, adv. in a straight or direct line : in a right
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manner : according to truth and justice : correctly

:

very : in a great degree.
Bight, rit, w. that which is right or correct : truth:

justice: virtue : freedom from error: what one has
a just claim to : privilege : property : the right side.—«. Right'-abOUt', in the opposite direction.

—

adj'.

Right-angled, having a right angle or angles

;

Bight'-drawn (SAak.), drawn in a right or just cause.
—v.t. Right en, to set right.—«. Right'er, one who
sets right or redresses wrong.

—

adj. Rightful, having
ajust claim: according to justice: belonging by right.

—adv. Rightfully.—«j. Rightfulness, righteous-
ness : justice ; Right-hand, the hand which is more
used, convenient, and dexterous than the other.—art/.

• chiefly relied on.—adj. Right-handed, using the
right-hand more easily than the left : dextral : clock-
wise.—>«. Right-hand'edness ; Right-hander, a
blow with the right-hand.—«<(/>. Right'-heart'ed,
having right or kindly dispositions : good-hearted

;

Righfless.withoutright.-aflfz^Right'ly, uprightly:
suitably: not erroneously.

—

adj. Right-minded,
having a right or honest mind.—«.r. Right'-mlnd ed-
ness, the state of being right-minded ; Right ness,
the character of being right, correctness : the state

of being on the right-hand ; Right-of-way, the right
which the public has to the free passage over roads
or tracks, esp. such as are not statutory roads.

—

oiivs. Bights; Right'ward.—«. Right-whale, the
Greenland whale, the most important species of the
true whales.— Right and left, on both sides : Bight
ascension (see Ascension) ; Right bank of a
river, the bank on the right-hand of a person
looking in the direction the water flows ; Right
down, plainly ; Right of action, a right which
will sustain a civil action ; Right off, immediately;
Right the helm, to put it amidships, in a line with
the keel.—Absolute rights, those which belong to
human beings as such ; At all rights, in all points ;

Base right (.^cots law), the right which a disposer
acquires when he disposes of feudal property ; By
right, or rights, rightfully : Claim of Right, the
statement of the right of the church to spiritual

independence and liberty from the interference of
the civil courts in her spiritual functions, adopted by
an immense majority of the General Assembly in

1842 ; Contingent rights, such as are distinguished
from vested rights; Declaration and Bill of
Rights, the instrument drawn up by the Convention
Parliament which called the Prince and Princess of
Orange to the throne of England in 1689, stating
the fundamental principles of the constitution

;

Declaration of the Rights of Man, a famous state-

ment of the constitution and principles of civil

society and government adopted by the French
National Assembly in August 1789 : Do one right, to

do one justice : Have a right, to be under a mor.-\I

necessity ; Have right, to be right ; In one's own
right, by absolute and personal rii;ht ; In the
right, free from error ; Natural rights, those which
exist by virtue of natural law—liberty, security of
person and property ; Petition of right, an action

by which a subject vindicates his rights against the
Crown ; Public rights, the rights which the state

has over the subject, and the subject against the
state ; Put to rights, to arrange ; The Bight, among
continentals, the conservatives, from their usually
sitting on the president's right in legislative assem-
blies ; The right side, the place of honour ; Writ
of right, an action to establish the title to real

property.

Bighieous, rT'tyus, adj'. living and acting according
to right and justice: free from guilt or sin : equit-

able : merited.

—

adv. Bight'eously, in a righteous
manner: (anrA.) ju.stly.

—

n. Blght'eousness, purity
of life : rectitude : conformity to a right standard : a
righteous act or quality : holiness : the coming into

spiritual reconciliation with God by means of the

righteousness of Christ being imputed to a man in.



Rigid mote ; mute ; mSOn ; /Aen. Bins:

consequence of faith.—Original righteousness, the
condition of man before the Fall as made in the image
of God. [A.S. rihtxuis—riht, right, wis, wise.

J

Rigid, rij'id, adj. not easily bent : stiff: severe : strict

:

unyielding : harsh : without delicacy : wanting in

ease.— «. Rlgld'ity, the quality of resisting change
of form : stiffness of manner.

—

adv. Rig'idljT.—«.

Rlg'idness. — a(^'. Rigid'ulous, rather stiff. [I^

rigidus— ri^ere-i to be stiff with cold.]

Eigmarole, ng'ma-rOl, ». a repetition of foolish words

:

a long story : balderdash.

—

adj. prolix, tedious. [A
corr. of ragman-roll, a document with a long list of
names, or with numerous seals pendent.]

Bigol, rig'ol, «. {Sliak.) a ring, a circle of a crown or
coronet. [It. rigolo—Teut. ; Ger. ringel, a ring.]

BigOlette, rig-O-Iet', «. a light head-wrap.
Rigor, ri'gur, n. the same as RigOUT : {med.) a sense

of chilliness with contraction of the skin, a preliminary
symptom of many diseases.—«. Rl'gor-mor'tls, the
characteristic stiffening of the body caused by the
contraction of the muscles after death.

Rigour, rig'ur, «. the quality of being rigid or severe :

stiffness of opinion or temper: strictness: exactness:
violence: relentlessness : severity of cUmate : (med.,
spelt Rigor ; see above).

—

adj. Rig'orous, exercising
rigour: allowing no abatement : marked by severity :

harsh : scrupulously accurate : very severe.

—

adv.
Rigorously. — >«. Rig'orousness ; Rigourism
(/?.C), the opposite of Probabilism; Rig'ourist, a
person of strict principles : a purist. [L.. rigor—

•

rigere.^

Rigsdag, rigz'dag, «. the parliament of Denmark.
Rigveda, rig-va'da, «. the first of the four Vedas.

[Sans., rich, a hymn, veda, knowledge.]
Rlgwiddie, rig-wid'i, «. {Scot.) the rope that goes over
a horse's back to support the shafts of the vehicle it

draws. [Rig, the back, widdie, ivitliy, a rope.]
Rile, rTl, v.t. to make angry, to vex—a form oi roil.

Rillevo, or Relievo. See Alto-relievo.
Rill, ril, «. a small murmuring brook : a streamlet.

—

v.i. to flow in small streams.

—

7ts. Rill'et (/>««.), a
rivulet, a little rill ; Rill-mark, a marking produced
by the oozing of water on sand. [Low Ger. rille, a
channel ; Ger. rille, a furrow.]

Rim, rim, «. a raised margin, border, brim : in a
wheel, the circular part farthest from the nave.

—

v.t.

to put a rim to :

—

pr.p. rim'ming ; pa.t. and pa.p.
rimmed.—«. Rlm'-fire, a cartridge which has a de-
tonating substance placed in some part of the rim of
its base.—rt^V. Rim'iform ; Rim'less.—Hj. Rim'mer,
an instrument for ornamenting pastry ; Rim'-plan'er,
a machine for dressing wheel-fellies ; Rim'-saw, a saw,
the cutting part of wiiich is annular. [A. S. rima.\

Rim, rim, n. a membrane : the peritoneum. [A.S.
red>na.\

Rimbase, rim'bas, «. a short cylinder connecting a
trunnion with the body of a cannon.

Rime, rim, «. hoar-frost : frozen dew.

—

adj. Ri'my.
[A.S. hriin; Dut. rijm, Ger. rei/.'\

Rime, rim, «. a rent, chink, or fissure—also Rl'ma :

—

//. Ri'mffl.—«((/'. Rimose', full of rimes or chinks:
having numerous minute fissures, mostly parallel, like

the bark of a tree.

—

n. Rimos'ity, state of being
rimose orchinky.— rt<^'. Ri'mous, rimose. [L. rima.\

Rimple, rira'pl, v.i. to wrinkle.

Bimula, rim'u-la, «. {conch.) a genus of fossil keyhole
limpets.-

—

adjs. Rim'Uliform, shaped like a crack;
Rim'iilose. [L., dim. o(rima, a crack.]

Rinabout, rin'a-bowt, «. {Scot.) a vagrant
Bind, rind, «. the external covering, as the skin of

fruit, the bark of trees, &c.

—

v.t. to strip the rind
from.

—

adj. Rlnd'ed.—«. Rind'-gall, a defect in
timber. [X.S. rinde; Dut. and Ger. rinde ; prob.
Old High Ger. rinta, rinda.}

Rinderpest, rin'der-pest, «. a malignant and con-
tagious disease of cattle. [Ger., 'cattle-plague.']

Bine, rin, v.t. to touch.—«. the same as Ria£ [A.S.
hrinan ; Ice. hrina, to hurt.]

Rine, rin, «. {prov^ a ditch or water-course.—Also
Rhine, Rone, Rune. [A.S. ryne, a run, flow-—
rinnan, to run ; Ger. ronne, a channel.]

Rinforzando, rin-for-tsan'do, adj. {mus.) with special
emphasis. [It.]

Ring, ring, ». a circle : a small hoop, usually of metal,
worn on the finger or in the ear as an ornament : a
circular area for races, &c. : a circular course, a
revolution ; a clique organised to control the market

:

an area or prize-ring : the commercial measure of
staves for casks : {archil.) a cincture round a column :

{anat.) an annulus : a group or combination of per-

sons.—!/.^, to encircle : to fit with a ring : to sur-

round : to wed with a ring : {hort.) to cut out a
ring of bark from a tree.

—

v.i. to move in rings.

—

ns.

Ring'-ar'mature, an armature in which the coils of
wire are wound round a ring ; Ring'-arm'our, armour
made of metal rings (see Chain-mail).

—

z>.i. Rlng'-
bark, to strip a ring of bark round a tree to kill it.

—

«j. Rlng'bili, the ring-necked duck ; Ring'-bolt, an
iron bolt with a ring through a hole at one end

;

Ring'bone, in farriery, a bony callus on a horse's
pastern-bone, the result of inflammation : the con-
dition caused by this ; Ring'-bunt'ing, the reed-
bunting; Ring'-carr'ier, a go-between ; Rlng'-di'al,
a portable sun-dial ; Rlng'-dOg, an iron apparatus
for hauling timber ; Ring'-dott'erel, the ringed
plover ; Ring'dove, the cushat or wood-pigeon, so
called from a white ring or line on the neck ; Ring'-
drop'ping, a trick practised by rogues upon simple
people.

—

adj. Ringed, surrounded as with a ring,

aimulose, annulate : wearing a wedding-ring.

—

ns,

Ringed'-car'pet, a British geometrid moth ; Rlng*-
fence, a fence continuously encircling an estate, a
limit; Ring'-fing'er, the third finger of the left

hand, on wtiich women wear their marriage-ring.

—

adj. Ring'-formed, annular.—«j. Rlng'-frame, any
one of a class of spinning-machines with vertical

spindles ; Ring'-gauge, a measure consisting of a
ring of fi.xed size used for measuring spherical objects

;

Ringleader, the head of a riotous body : one who
opens a ball ; Ring'let, a little ring : a curl, esp. of
ha.ir.— adj. Ring'leted.— «i. Ring'lOCk, a puzzle-

lock ; Rtng'-mail, chain-armour ; Ring'man, the
third finger of the hand : one interested in the
prize-ring ; Ring'-mas'ter, one who has charge of
a circus-ring and the performances in it ; Ring^-
mon'ey, rudely formed rings anciently used for

money ; Ring'-neck, a kind of ring-plover : the
ring-necked duck ; Ring' -net, a net for catching
butterflies ; Ring'-OU'sel, a species of thrush, with
a white band on the breast; Ring'- parr"Ot, a
common Indian parrot ; Ring'-perch, the perch
of North America ; Ring'-plOV'er, a ring-necked
plover; Ring'-rope, a rope for haulnig the cable
in rough weather ; Ring'-saw, a scroll-saw with
annular web ; Ring'-small, broken stones of such a
size as to pass through a ring two inches in diameter ;

Ring'-snake, the collared snake, a harmless serpent
of the United States ; Ring'Ster, a member of a ring ;

Ring'-stop'per, a piece of rope by which the ring of
an anchor is secured to the cat-head.

—

adjs. Rlng'-
Straked {B.), -streaked, streaked with rings.—«.
Rrng'-tail {naut.), a studding-sail set upon the gaff

of a fore-and-aft sail : a light sail set abaft and beyond
the spanker : the female of the hen-harrier, named
from a rust-coloured ring formed by the tips of the

tail-feathers when expanded.

—

adj. Ring' -tailed,

having the tail marked with bars or rings of colour,

as a lemur : having a tail curled at the end.

—

ns.

Ring'-thrush, the ring-ousel ; Ring'-time {Shak.\
time for marrying; Ring'-valve, a hollow cylindrical

valve ; Ring'-'work, a material composed of rings

interlinked ; Ring'worm, a skin disease in which
itchy pimples appear in rings.—Ring the Changes
(see Change).-Ride, or Tilt, at the ring, to prac-
tise the sport of riding rapidly, spear in hand, and
carrying off with it a ring hung up ; The ring,

Ml



Ring fate, far ; m6, her ; mTne ; Rising

pugilism and the persons connected with it. [A.S.

hring; Ice. hring-r, Ger., Dan., and Sw. ring.\

Bing, ring, v.i. to sound as a bell when struck : to

tinkle : to practise the art of ringing bells : to con-

tinue to sound : to be filled with report : to resound

:

to echo.

—

v.t. to cause to sound, as a metal : to pro-

duce by ringing:—/a. ^. rang, rung
; /<«./. rung.—

n. a sound, esp. of metals : the sound of many
voices : a chime of many bells.

—

ns. Ring'er ; Ring'-

ing, the act of causing lo sound, as music-bells : re-

sounding.—a^'z'. Elng^ingly.—Ring backward, to

change the order of ringing ; Ring down, to con-

clude ; Ring 'lS\.(theatJ), to signal the conductor lo

begin ; Ringing of the ears, a sound in the ears

;

Ring up, to rouse by the ringing of a bell. [A.S.

hringan ; cog. with Ice. hringjn, to ring bells,

hringla, to clink, Dan. ringle, to tinkle.]

Ringe, rinj, n. a whisk made of heather.
Ringent, rin'jent, adj. gaping.
Ringicula, rin-jik'u-la, «. a genus of tectibranchiates.

Rink, ringk, «. the area where a race is run or games
are played : a place artificially prepared for skating :

a certain piece of ice marked oflF for curling—about
40 yards m length, and 9 in breadth. [Simply a
variant of ring, a circle.]

Rinse, rins, v.i. to cleanse by introducing water: to

cleanse with clean water.

—

ns. Rins'er; Rins'ing-
machine', in cotton manufacture, a series of tanks for

cleansing. [O. Fr. rinser{¥T.rincer)— Ice. Areinsa;
Ger. and Dut. rein, pure.]

Rinthereout, rin'thiSr-oDt, «. (Scot) a vagrant : a
vagabond.

Rio, Rlyo, ra-O', «. a Japanese ounce, esp. of silver

:

a tael.

Riot, rl'ot, «. uproar : tumult : a disturbance of the
peace: excessive feasting: luxury.

—

v.i. to brawl:
to raise an uproar : to run to excess in feasting, be-

haviour, &c. : to be highly excited : to throw into a
tumult : to annoy.

—

ns. Ri'oter ; Rl'oting ; Ri'otise

(S^e/is.), riot, extravagance.

—

attj. Ri'otous, engag-
ing in riot : seditious : tumultuous : luxurious :

wanton. — ntiv. Ri'otously. — ns. Ri'otousness

;

Ri'otry.—Riot Act, a statute designed to prevent
riotous assemblies.—Run riot, to act without re-

straint or control. [Fr. riotie; ety. dub.]
Rip, rip, v.t. to divide by cutting or tearing : to cut
open : to take out by cutting or tearing : to tear up
for search or alteration : to explode, give vent to.

—

v.i. to break out violently.

—

v.i. to utter violently

(with oitt) '.—pr.p. rip'ping ; fia.t. and pa.p. ripped.—«. a tear : a rent : a place torn : (slang) a vicious
person: a worthless horse : aiipple. [Scand., Norw.
ripa, to scratch ; Ice. ri/a, to rive.]

Rip, rip, n. (Scot.) a handful of grain not thrashed.
Riparian, rl-pa'ri-an, adj. belonging to a river-bank :

ofanimals, shore-loving. —«(/;'. Rlpa'rial.—Riparian
nations, nations possessing opposite banks of the
same river ; Riparian proprietor, an owner who
has property in the soil to the centre of the stream ;

Riparian rights, the right of fishery belonging to the
proprietor of a stream. [L. ripa, a river-bank.]

Blpe, rip, adj. ready for harvest : arrived at perfec-

tion : fit for use : developed to the utmost : finished :

ready: resembling ripe fruit : mature, as ripe judg-
ment.

—

v.i. to grow ripe, to ripen.

—

%>.t. (Skak.) to

make ripe.— adv. Rlpe'ly.

—

v.i. Ri'pen, to grow
ripe : to approach or reach perfection.

—

v.t. to make
ripe: to bring to perfection.—«. Ripe'ness. [A.S.
ripe, conn, with rip, harvest ; cog. with Dut. riip,

Ger. reif; akin to A.S. ripan, to reap.]
Ripe, rTp, v.t. to .search, to rummage. \R.ip.'\

Ripldolite, rl-pid'0-llt, n. the commonest member of
the chlorite family of minerals.

Bipleno, ri-pya'nO, adj. (mus.) supplementary.—«. a
supplementary instrument or performer:

—

pi. RI-
pie'ni.—«. RlpIeniSt (ri-pya'nist), a supplementary
instrumentalist. [It.]

Blpon, RIppon, rip'on, n. a spur. \Ripon, city.]

Riposte, ri-pOst', «. a quick short thrust in fencing : a
repartee. [Fr.]

Ripper, rip'er, n. a tool used in shaping roof-slates : a
ripping-tool : one who does his work well : a robber.

Ripper, rip'er, n. one who brings fish from the coast
inland. [L. riparius.\

Ripper, rip'er, «. a fog-horn.
Ripple, rip'l, «. the light fretting of the surface of

water : a little curling wave.

—

v.t. to cause a ripple
in.

—

v.i. to curl on the surface, as running water.— 7is. Rlpp'le-barr'el, a drum used in theatres

;

Ripp'Ie-grass, the rib-grass ; Ripp'le-mark, a mark
produced on sand at the bottom by the gentle flow
of water : (geol.) the mark left on a sea-beach by
receding waves, and left impressed on the surface of
rocks.—rtrt>'. Ripple-marked.— «.r. Rlpplet, a small
ripple : rippling : an eddy ; Rlpp'ling, an eddy
caused by conflict ng currents or tides—al.so adj.—
adv. Rlpp'llngly. -ar^'. Rlpp'ly, rippling. [Variant

of earlier rivtple, A.S. hrimpan, to wrinkle, pa. p.

hruwpeti.^
Ripple, rip'l, v.t. to pluck the seeds from stalks of

flax by drawing them through an iron comb.—«. the

comb for rippling.—«. Rlpp'ler, an apparatus for

rippling flax. [Low Ger. repel, reppel, a ripple, hoe,

Ger. riffel.\

Riprap, rip'rap, n. broken stones used for walls.

Ripsack, rip'sak, n. the Californian gray whale.
Rip-saw, rip'-saw, «. a hand-saw, with large but

narrow-set teeth, for sawing timber lengthwise.

Rlpt = ripped. See Rip.
Ripuarian, rip-u-a'ri-an, adj. riparian.

Rlsaldar, ris-al-dar", «. the native commander of a
troop of cavalry in the British Indian army.—«.

Rls'ala, a troop of native irregular cavalry.

Risban, ris'ban, n. a piece of ground upon which a fort

is constructed for defence of a post. [Fr.,—Ger.
rissba}ik.\

Rlsberm, ris-berm', «. a glacis in jetties to withstand
the violence of the sea.

Rise, riz, zi.i. to move from a lower to a higher posi-

tion : to stand up : to ascend : to grow upward : to

swell in quantity or extent : to take an upright posi-

tion : to leave the place of rest : to tower up : to

appear above the horizon : to break forth : to ap-
pear : to have its source : to increase in size, value,

&c. : to become excited or hostile : to break forth

into commotion or insurrection : to increase in rank,
fortune, or fame : to be promoted : to be perceptible
to other senses : to excavate upward : to come to

mind : to close a session : (B.) to ascend from the
grave:

—

pa.t. rOse ; pa.p. risen (riz'n).

—

>i. act of

rising : ascent : degree of elevation : a steep : origin :

increase : (archit.) the upright piece of a step from
tread to tread : (mining) a shaft excavated from
below : (mus.) elevation of the voice.

—

>i. Ri'ser, a
rebel : one who, or that which, rises.—Rise from the
ranks, to win a commission ; Rise to the occasion,
to be equal to an emergency.—Take a rise OUt Of,

to lake the conceit out of a person by making him
ridiculous. [A.S. risan; Ice. rtsa, Goth, reisan,

Ger. reisen.1

Rise, ris, «. a twig, a small bush.—«j. Rise'bUSh, a
faggot ; Rl'sel, a support for a climbing vine ; Rise'-

wood, small wood cut for hedging. [A.S. Arts;
Ger. reis.]

RlShl, rish'i, «. a sage or poet, the author of a Vedic
hymn.—The seven rishiS, the stars of the Great
Bear. [Sans.]

Risible, riz'i-bl, adj. capable of exciting laughter:
laughable : amusing.

—

ns. Rislbll'lty, quality of
being risible; RlS'iblenesa.—adv. RlS'ibly. [L.

risibilis—ridire, risum, to laugh.]

Rising, rl'zing, «. act of rising: a revolt: resurrec-

tion : the quantity of dough set to rise at one time :

(B.) a tumour.—a<^'. increasing in importance

:

advancing : approaching a specified amount, as

rising three years old.—»«. Rising-lark, the sky
812



Bisk mOte ; mule ; nio5n ; Men. Rizzer

lark ; Ri'siHg-Une, a line drawn to determine the

sweep of the floor-heads throughout the ship's

length ; Rising-main, the column of pumps in a
mine througti which water is lifted to the surface;
Rising-seat, in a Friends' meeting, that occupied
by ministers and elders.

Bisk, risk, «. hazard : chance of loss or injury.

—

v.t.

to expose to hazard : to venture, to take the chance
of. — «. RiBlter, one who risks. — adj. Risk'y,
dangerous : venturesome.—Run a risk, to incur

hazard. [Fr. risque (It. risico)—Sp. risco, a rock

—

L. resecarc, to cut off

—

re-, off, secdre, to cut.]

BlSley, riz'li, n. a Risley performer is an acrobat who
lies on his back and carries burdens on his feet.

Bisorial, rl-sO'ri-al, mij. risible, causing laughter.

—

n.

RiSOTlUS, the laughmg muscle. [RisMe.\
Risotto, ri-zot'to, ». a stew of onions, butter, rice. [It.]

Risp, risp, v.t. (Scot.) to rasp.

Risp, risp, ». a branch, green stalks.

Rissa, ris'a, n. the genus of birds including the
kittiwakes.

Rissole, ris'Ol, «. fish or meat minced and fried with
bread-crumbs and egg. [Fr.]

BiStori, ris-tO'ri, n. a woman's loose open jacket

—

from Madame Ristori, the famous actress.

RiSUS, ri'sus, «. a laugh : a grin. [L.]

Bit, rit, v.t. (Scot.) to strike.—«. a scratch, tear, &c.
[L)ut. ritten, to tear.]

Ritardando, re-tar-dan'dO, adj. (mus.) diminishing in

speed. [It.]

Rite, rit, «. a religious usage or ceremony.

—

tuiv.

Ritely, with due rights.-Ambrosian rite, the
Ambrosian office and liturgy ; MozarabiO lit© (see

Mozarabic). [L. ritus.]

Rithe, ri.'/i, «. (prov.) a small stream. [A.S. rith.'\

Ritomelle, re-tor-nel', n. (mus.) an instrumental
prelude belonging to a vocal work.—Also Ritor-
nello. [It.]

Ritter, rit'er, n. a knight. —«. Rltt -master, a
captain of cavalry. [Ger. ritter.^

Rittock, rit'ok, «. the common tern.—Also Ripp'OCk.
Ritual, rit'u-al, adj. consisting of or prescribing rites.

— «. manner of performing divine service, or a book
containing it : the body of rites employed in the
church : the code of ceremonies observed by an
organisation, as the ritual of the Freemasons.

—

ns.

Rit'ilalism, systems of rituals or prescribed forms
of religion : the observance of them : the name
popularly given to the great increase of ceremonial
and symbolism by means of special vestments, &c.,
in the Church of England since about 1860-65

;

Rit'UaliSt, one skilled in or devoted to a ritual : one
of the party devoted to ritualism in the Church
of England.—a^(>'. RitualiSt'iC, pertaining to the

ritual.—a^i/. Rit'ually. [L. ritnalis ; cf. Rite.\

Rlva, ri'va, n. a rift or cleft. [Ice. rifa.\

Rivage, riv'aj, n. a bank, shore. [Fr.,—L. ripa, a
bank.]

Rival, rl'val, «. one pursuing the same object as
another : one who strives to equal or excel another : a
competitor.

—

a<{j. having the same claims : standing
in competition.

—

v.t. to stand in competition with:
to try to gain the same object as another : to try to

equ.il or excel:

—

pr.p. rivalling ; pa,t. and t>a.p.

ri'valled.

—

n. Rl'valOSS, a female rival.

—

adj. Ri'val-
hat'ing, jealous.

—

v.i. Ri'valise, to enter into

rivalry.

—

ns. Rival'ity (Shak.), rivalry, equality in

rank or authority ; Ri'valry, act of rivalling : com-
petition : emulation; Ri'valship, emulation. [Fr.,

— L. rivalis—riims, a brook.]

Kive, riv, v.t. to tear asunder : to split : to pierce : to

explode.

—

v.t. to be split asunder :

—

-pa.t. rived ;

pa.p. rived, riv'en.

—

n. that which is torn. [Scand.,
Ice. rt/a, to rive ; Dut. rijven, Ger. reiben.l

Rive, rIv, «. a bank : shore.

—

v.i. to land.

Rivel, riv'el, v.t. to wrinkle. [A.S. rifian, to wrinkle.]

Riveling, riv'ling, «. a rough shoe once worn in Scot-

land : (fibs.) a Scotchman. [A.S. ri/eling.]
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River, riv'er, «. a large running stream of water.

—

atij. Riverain, riparian. — tts. RiVer-bank, the
bank of a river ; RiVer-bas'in, the whole region
drained by a river and its affluents ; BiVer-bed, the
channel in which a river flows ; RiV'er-birch, the
red birch; Riyer-bott'om, the alluvial land along
the margin of a river ; RiV'er-Carp, the common
carp; Riv'er -chUb, the homy-head or jerker

;

RiVer-COUrse, the bed of a river ; River-orab, a
fresh-water crab ; RiVer-craft, small vessels which
ply on rivers ; Riv'er-cra3r'fish, a crayfish proper

;

RiVer-dorphln, a Gangetic dolphin; Riv'er-
drag on (Mitt.), a crocodile ; RiVer-duck, a fresh-
water duck ; Riyeret, RiV'erllng, a small river

;

Riv'er-flat, alluvial land along a river ; RiVer-god,
the tutelar>- deity of a river ; River-head, the spring
of a river ; RiVer-hOg, the capybara ; Riv'er-horse,
the hippopotamus.—oj//'. Riverine, pertaining to, or
resembling, a nver.—ns. Rirerjack, the common
water-snake of Europe ; Riv'er-man, one who makes
his livelihood by dragging the river for sunken goods

;

Biver-muss'el, a fresh-water mussel ; Biv'er-ott'er,
the common European otter ; BiVer-perch, a Cali-
fornian surf-fish ; Riv'er-pie, the water-ousel : Riv'er-
Shore, the shore or bank ot a river ; RiV'er-Side, the
bank of a river ; River-smelt, the gudgeon ; Riv'er-
snail, a pond snail ; RiVer-SWaU'OW, the sand-
martin ; RiV'er-tide, the tide from the sea rising or
ebbing in a river ; RiVer-tor'tOise, a soft-shelled
turtle ; Riv'er-wall, a wall made to confine the
waters of a river within definite bounds. — adj.
RiV'ery, pertaining to rivers, like rivers. [Fr.
riviere (It. riviera, shore, river)—Low L. riparia,
a shore district— L. ripa, a bank.]

Rivesaltes, rev'salt, «. a sweet wine made from
Muscat grapes. [Rivesaltes in southern France.]

Rivet, riv'el, «. bearded wheat.
Rivet, riv'et, «. a bolt of metal fastened by being
hammered at both ends.

—

v.t. to fasten with a rivet

:

to make firm or immovable :—pr.p. riv'eting
; pa.t. and

pa.p. riv'eted. — «j. Riv'et-
CUt'ter, a tool for cutting off

the ends of rivets : Riv'eter,
Riv'etter ; RiVet-bearth, a a. Loose rivet,
light portable furnace for b, Rivet fastened,
heating rivets ; RiVeting

;

RiVeting-hammer ; RiVetlng-machlne', a power-
machine for lorcing hot rivets into position in metal-
work, and heading them; RiV'eting-set, a hollow-
faced punch for swaging rivet-heads ; Riv'et-knob,
a tool for swaging rivet-heads ; Biv'et-machine', a
machine for makmg rivets from rod-iron. [O. Kr.
rivet : ace. to Diez from the root of Ice. ri/a, Dan.
rive, Ger. reiben, Eng. rive.^

BiVi^re, re-viar, n. a necklace of precious stones,

particularly diamonds. [Fr.]

Bivina, ri-vl'na, ». a genus of apetalous plants, the
pokeweed family.

Riving, rl'ving, «. the act of separating.

—

ns. Rl'Ving-
kni«, a tool for splitting shingles; Riving-ma-
Chine', a machine for splitting wood for hoops.

Rivo, rl'vO, interj. (Shak.) a drinking cry.

Rivose, rl'vOs, adj. furrowed. [L. rivus, a stream.]

Rivularla, riv-O-la'ri-a, «. a genus of fresh-water algs.
Rivulet, riv'u-let, «. a small stream, brook : a geo-

metrid moth.

—

adj. RlVUlose (bot.), marked with
irregular lines. [L. rivnlus—rivus, a stream.]

RiZ-doUar, riks'-dol'ar, n. the rigs-daler of Denmark,
&c.

Rixy, rik'si, n. (prov.) the sea-swallow.
Rixy, rik'si, adj. quarrelsome.

—

n. Riza'tion, a brawl.

[Fr. rixe—L. rixa, a quarrel.]
Rizom. riz'om, n. a plume, as of oats.

—

adj. Rlz'omod
(her.), having grains, as an oat-stallc

Rizzer, riz'er, v.t. (Scot.) to dry in the sun.

—

n, a
rizzered haddock.

Rizxer, riz'tr, «. (Scat.) a red currant.



Bizzle iite, far ; mS, her ; mine

:

Roc

BlZZle, rii'l, v.f. {^<n'.) to roast imperfectly,

Klxzlo, ri/l, v.i. (prov.) to creep, as ivy.

Boach, r<5cli, n. a silvery fresh-water fish : a concave
curve in the foot of a square sail.

—

v.t. to arch; to

cut shorL [O. Fr. roch^—Teut. ; Ger. roc/u.]

Boach, rOch, «. a rock : refuse gntty stone.—As SOUnd
as a roach, perfectly sound.

Boad, roj, «. a highway for traffic : (B.) a plundering

excursion.

—

ns. Boad, Roadstead, Roads, a pla^e

where ships ride at anchor; Road -agent, a high-

wayman: a commercial traveller; Road-bed, the

bed or foundation of a road : the whole superstruc-

ture thereon ; Boad'-book, a guide-book ; Road'-
car, a kind of omnibus ; Road'-liarr'O'W, a machine
for dragging over roads out of repair ; Boad'ing,
the act of running races with teams ; Road'-lev el,

a plum-level used in the construction of roads
;

Road'- locomotive, a road-steamer; Boad' -ma-
Chine', a scraper used in road-making ; Roadman,
Boads'man, one who keeps a road in repair

;

Boad'-met'al, broken stones for roads ; Boad'-
roU'er, a heavy roller used on a macadamised
road ; Boad'-run'ner, a large ground - cuckoo

;

Boad'-scrap'er, an implement for levelling roads
and clearing them of loose stones, &c. ; Boad'side,
footpath : wayside ; Boad'Stead, a place near a
shore where vessels may anchor ; Boad'-Steam'er, a
locomotive with broad wheels for roads ; Road'ster,
a horse for driving or riding on the road : a coach-
driver : a bicycle, or tricycle ; Road'-SUTVey'or, one
who supervises roads ; Road'way, the way or part
of a road or street travelled by carriages ; Boad'-
weed, a plant of the genus Plantago.—adj. Road'-
worthy, fit for the road.—By the road, by the
highway; On the road, travelling; Rule of the
road, the custom of the country in passing on a
highway ; Take to the road, to become a highway-
man. [A.S. rdd, a riduig

—

nui, pa.t. of ridan,
to ride.]

Beam, rOm, V. i. to rove about : to ramble.—v. t. to

wander over : to range.

—

n. Boam'er, a wanderer.
[M. E. romen, ranten; allied to A.S. d-rattnan, to

spread out. Old High Ger. rdman, rdmen, to direct

one's course ; the meaning induenced by M. E.
Rome-rennere, a pilgrim.]

Boan, rOn, adj. having a bay or dark colour, with
spots of gray and white : of a mixed colour, with
a decided shade of red.

—

n. a roan colour: a roan
horse : grained sheepskin leather. [O. Fr. roan

.
(Fr. rouan)—Low L. ru/anus—L. ru/us, red.]

Boan-tree, rOn'-tre. See Bowan.
Boar, rdr, v.i. to utter a full, loud sound : to bellow,

as a beast : to cry aloud : to bawl : to guffaw.—«. a
full, loud sound : the cry of a beast : an outcry of
mirth, esp. of laughter.

—

ns. Boar'er ; Roar'ing, act
or sound of roaring : a disease of horses causing
them to roar in breathing.— adv. Roar'lngly.

—

Roaring boys, swaggerers ; Boaring forties, the
stormy tract t)etween 49° and 50° N. latitude ; Bear-
ing game, curling. [A.S. rdrian; Mid. High Ger.
reran, Ger. rShrtn, to cry as a stag, to bellow.]

Boast, rOst, v.t. to cook before a fire, or in an oven :

to expose a person to ridicule : to parch by exposure
to heat : to heat to excess : to dissipate the volatile
girts of by heat.— «. that which is roasted.— «J.
Boas'ter, anything suitable for roasting : a furnace
used in making ball soda; Boas'ter-Blag, slag
from the fifth stage of copper-smelting ; Boas'ting ;

Boas'ting-cyl'lnder, a furnace for roasting ore;
Boas'ting-ear, an e.Tr of maize fit for roasting

;

Boas' ting-jack, an apparatus for turnins; the spit on
which meat is roasted ; Roas'ting kiln ; Roas'ting-
oVen ; Roast'-i ron, a gridiron.—Roastbeef plant,
an iris of Western Europe.—Rule the roast, 10

domineer. [A.S. rosiian; cog. with Dut. roos/en,
Ger. rdsten; or O. Fr. rostir(Jer. rdtir)—Q\A High
Ger. rdstan; or Celt., as Gael rott, W. rhostio,
Bret, rotta, all meaning to roast.]

Bob, rob, v.t, to take away from by force or theft : to

plunder : to steal : to deprive : (,B.) to withhold what
IS due.

—

v.i. to commit robbery :—//-./. rob'bing;
pa.t. and pa.p. robbed.

—

ns. Rob'ber, one who
robs ; Rob'ber-COUn'Cil (Latrocimum £phestnum\
the council which met at Kphesus in August 449,
under the presidency of Dioscurus, whose horde of
fanatical monks by sheer violence carried the restora-
tion of Eutyches— its resolutions were annulled at
Chalcedon in 451 ; Rob'ber-crab, a hermit-crab

;

Rob'ber-fly, any dipterous insect of the family
Asilidat; Roblwr-gull, the skua; Robbery, theft
from the person, aggravated by violence or intimid;^
tion : plundering.—Bobbing Peter to pay Paul,
paying and repaying out of the same fund : taking
what is due to one to pay another. [O. Fr. robtr—
Old High Ger. roubon, Ger. raui>en.\

Bob, rob, «. the juice of ripe fruit mixed with honey
or sugar. [Fr.,—Sp.,—Ar. roib, purified syrup of
boiled Iruit.]

Bobalo, rob'a-lO, «. a fish of the genus Ctntropemus.
[Sp.,—L. labrus—Gr. labrax.\

Bobbin, rob'in, K. a short piece of spun-yam to fasten
the head of a sail : the spring of a carriage : the
package in which spices, &c., are exported from the
East Indies.

Bobe, rOb, n. a gown or outer garment : a dress of
dignity or state : a rich dress : a dressed skin : the
largest and strongest tobacco-leaves : the early form
of the chasuble.

—

~j.t. to dress, clothe.

—

v.i. to assume
official vestments.

—

>is. Bobe'-de-Cbam'bre, a dress-
ing-gown ; Bobe'-mak'er, a maker of official robes ;

Bob'ing, the act of putting on ceremonious apparel

:

a trimming on women's garments ; Bob'ing-room,
a room in which those wearing official robes, as
lawyers, &c., put them on.—Master Of the robes,
an officer having the charge of the sovereign's robes

;

The robe, or The long robe, the legal profession.

[Fr. robe, robbe : from Old High Ger. raup (Ger>
ratib), booty.]

Boberd, rob'erd, «. the chaffinch.

Bobertsman, rob'erts-man, ». a stout robber.—Also
Roberdsman.

Bobin, robin, n. the Bobin-redbroast, a well-known
arid widely-spread singing bird of the family Syl-
viiiia, with a reddish-orange breast: the red-
breasted thrush of North America : the sea-robin or
red-breasted merganser: a trimming in front of a
dress.

—

ns. Rob'in-breast, the robin-snipe : Rob'in-
dipper, the buffle-headed duck : Rob'inet, a chaf-
finch : a little robin : a tap ; Rob'in-Qood'fellOW,
the English name of a domestic spirit or brownie,
described as the offspring of a woman and Oberon,
king of the fairies : an elf or fairy generally. Puck ;

Rob'in-nm-in-the-hedge, the ground-ivy : the bed-
straw ; Robin-snipe, the red-breasted sandpiper;
Rob'in's-rye, the hair-cap moss. [A familiar form
oi Robert ; cf. J'rtcA-daw, Vl/rt^-pie.]

Bobinia, rO-bin'i-a, n. a genus of leguminous trees and
shrubs—the Locnst-tree, the False Acacia, Thorn
Acacia, often simply Acacia. [From the Paris
gardener Jean Robin (1550-1629).]

BODle, rO'bl, «. one of the white oaks of California.
[Sp.,— L. robur, oak.]

Roborant, rob'or-ant, adj. giving strength. — «. a
strengthening medicine.

—

aiij. Robd'reOUS, like oak,
strong. [Lm robordre, to strengthen.]

Boburite, rob'O-rlt, n. a flameiess explosive, coinposed
of chlorinated dinitro-benzene mixed with sufficient
ammonium nitrate to completely oxidise it.

Robust, rO-bust', adj. of great strength or vigour : re-
quiring strength: rude, rough.— a;^'. RobOSt'iOUS
{Milt^, violent, rough.

—

adv. Bobust'iOUSly.

—

K.Robust'iousness.- arfi'. Bobust'ly.—». Bobust'-
neSS. [Fr,— L. robustus—robur, oak.]

BOC, role, H. an immense fabulous bird, able to carry
off an elephant— also Bok, Buc, Bukh.— Boo'l
egg, a mare's nest. [Pers. rwjM.]
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Bocaille mSte ; mute ; mOSn ; ^Aen. Rod

Bocaille, rO-kal'-ye, n. a scroll ornament of the
eighteenth century.

Bocambole, rok'am-bOl, ». a plant uf the same genus
with garlic, onion, leek, &c., long cultivated in

kitchen-gardens.—Also Rok'ambolO.
Boccella, ruk-sel'a, n. a genus of parmcliaceous lichens,

yielding dyers' archil or orchil. — Oi/js. RoCCel'liC,
Roccel'lin'e. [Cf. ArcAi/.]

BoCCUS, rok'us, ». a genus of serranoid fishes, includ-

ing the rock-tish or striped bass of the United States.

Bocliea, rO'ke-a, n. a genus of plants of the order
Crassuiaceie. [From the botanist Laroche.]

ROChelle-powder, rO-shel'-pow'der, k. seidlitz-powder.

^n. Rochelle'-salt, the popular name of the tartrate

of soda and potash discovered in 1672 by a RochelU
apothecary named Seignette.

Bochet, roch'et, «. a close-fitting fine linen or lawn
vestment proper to bishops and abbots : a mantlet

worn by the peers of England during ceremonies.

[O. Fr., dim. of Low L. raccus—Old High Ger. rocA

(.A.S. rocc, Ger. rock), a coat.]

Bociies moutonndes, rosh moO-to-na, «.//. smooth,
roimded, hummocky bosses and undulating surfaces

of rock, common in regions overflowed by glacier-

ice. [Fr., roche, a rock, moutonn^e, masc. moutofttU,

rounded like a sheep's back.]
Bock, rok, n. a large mass of stone : {geol.) a natural

deposit of sand, earth, or clay : that which has the
firmness of a rock, foundation, support, defence :

{Scot.) a distaff: a hard sweetmeat.—z*./. to throw
stones at— >tr. Bock'-al'um, alum stone; Bock'-
away, a four-wheeled North American pleasure-

carriage ; Bock'-bad'ger, a ground-squirrel of North
America ; Bock'-bas'in, a lacustrine hollow in a
rock, excavated by glacier-ice ; Bock'-baSS, a cen-
trarchoid fish, the goggle-eye ; Bock'-bird, a cock of
the rock.—rt<^'. Rock'-bound, hemmed in by rocks.—HS. Rock'-break'er, a machine for breaking stones
for road-metal: Rock'-butt'er, an impure alum
efflorescence of a butter-like consistency found oozing
from some alum slates : Rock'-can'dy, pure sugar in

large crystals : candy-sugar : Rock'-Cist, a plant of
the genus Heliantlumum ; Rock'-cook, the small-

mouthed wrasse ; Rock'-Cork, mountain cork, a
variety of asbestos ; Bock'-crab, a crab found at

rocky sea-bottoms. — adj. Bock'- Crowned, sur-

mounted with rock.s.

—

ns. Bock'-crys'tal, the finest

and purest quartz, the name being generally applied,
however, only to crystals in which the six-sided

prism is well developed ; Book'-dol'phin, the sea-

scorpion : Rook'-dove, the rock-pigeon or blue-rock

;

Bock -drill, a machine-drill worked by steam, &c. ;

Bock-eel, a fi^h of the family XipIUdiontida

;

Bock -elm, an American elm; Bock'er, the rock-
dove ; Bock'ery, BOCk'Work, a mound made with
pieces of rock, earth, &c. for the cultivation of ferns,

&c. ; Bock'-fe'ver, intermittent fever ; Bock'-fire, in

pyrotechny, a composition of resin, sulphur, nitre,

regulus of antimony, and turpentine, burning slowly

;

Bock'- fish, a name applied to various different

varieties of wrasse, the striped bass, black goby, &c. ;

Bock'- goat, an ibex; Bock'-hawk, the merlin;
Bock-head, bed-rock ; Bock -hop'per, a curl-crested

penguin; Rock ie {Scot.), the rock-lintie or twite;
Rockiness; Bock -leather, rock-cork; Bock'-
Ul'y, a tropical American cryptogamous plant : a
white-flowered Australian orchid ; Bock'-liin'pet, a
limpet which adheres to rocks ; Bock'ling, a genus
of fishes of the cod family Gadidce, of which several
species frequent the British seas ; Bock'-Iln'tie
{Scot.), the twite : the Bock'-lark ; Bock'-man'ikin,
a rock-bird ; Bock'-moSS, lichen which yields archil

;

Bock'-Oil, petroleum ; Bock'-OU'sel, the ring-ousel

;

Bock'-oys'ter, an oyster-like bivalve ; Bock'-pi'geon,
a pigeon inhabiting rocks and caves: the sand-
pigeon : Bock'-pipit, the British tit-lark. — «.//.
Bock' -plants, a term applied in gardening to a very
miscellaneous group of plants which by their habit of

growth are adapted to adorn rockeries.

—

ns. Bock'-
plOV'er, the rock-snipe ; Bock'-rabb'it, a hyrax

;

Bock'-rose, a plant of eitlier of the genera Cistus and
Heliantkemum of the rock-rose i3.m\\y {Cistucece);

Bock-ruby, a ruby-red garnet ; Bock'-Salm'on, the

coal-fish : an amber-fish ; Bock'-salt, salt in solid form

;

Bock'-ser'pent, a venomous Indian serpent, allied

to the cobra ; Rock'-Slat'er, a wood-louse ; Rock'-
snaUce, a python or anaconda ; Rock'-snipe, the

purple sandpiper; Rock'-SOap, a deep-black mineral
used for crayons, consisting of silica, alumina,
peroxide of iron, and water ; Rock'-sparr'ow, a
finch : the ring-sparrow ; Rock'-star'ling, the rock-
ousel ; Rock'-SWlft, the white-throated rock-swift
of North America; Rock'-tar, petroleum; Rock'-
tem'ple, a temple hewn out of the solid rock

;

Bock -thrush, any bird of the genus Monttcola
or Petrocincla ; Book'-trlpe, lichens of the genus
Umbilicaria ; Bock'-trout, the common American
brook-trout : sea-trout ; Bock'-Vi'Olet, an alga grow-
ing on moist rocks in the Alps ; Rock'-war bier,

a small Australian bird ; Rock'-wln'kle, a peri-

winkle ; Rock'-wood, ligniform asbestos ; Rock'-
WOrk {archit.), masonry in imitation of masses of
rock : a rockery ; Bock'-wren, a wren which
frequents rocks,— adj. Bock'y, full of rocks: re-

sembling a rock ; hard : unfeeling. [O. Fr. roke,

roche : prob. Celt., as in Gael, roc, W. rhwg, a
projection.]

Bock, rok, «. a distaff.—«. Bocklng, an evening party
in the country. [Ice. rokkr ; Ger. rocken.\

Bock, rok, V. t. to move backward and forward : to

lull or quiet.

—

v.i. to be moved backward and for-

ward, to reel.—«f. Bock'er, the curved support on
which a cradle or rocking-chair rocks : a rocking-

horse or chair : a mining cradle ; Rock'-cam, a cam
keyed to a rock-shaft ; Rock'ing, swaying backward
and forward : the abrading of a copper plate with a

rocker, preparatory to mezzo-tinting : the motion by
which the design on a steel mill is transferred to

a copper cylinder ; Rock'iUg-beam, an oscillating

beam in an automatic transmitter ; Rock'ing-chair,
a chair mounted on rockers ; Rocking-horse, the

figure of a horse, of wood or other material, mounted
on rockers for children : a hobby-horse ; Rock'ing-
pier, a pier fastened by a movable joint .so as to

allow it to rock slightly ; Bock'ing-Stone, a logan,

or large mass of rock so finely poised as to move
backw.ird and forward with the slightest impulse

;

Bock'ing-tree, in weaving, the axle from which the

lay of a loom is suspended ; Bock'-Shaft, in steam-
engines, a shaft that oscillates instead of revolving.
—adj. Bock'y, disposed to rock : tipsy. [A.S.

roccian; cf. Dan. rokke, to rock, Ger. riicken, to

pull.]

Bockel, rok'el, n. {prov.) a woman's cloak.

Bocket, rok'et, «. a firework which is projected

through the air, used for making signals in war,

and for saving life at sea by conveying a line over

a stranded vessel.

—

v.i. to fly straight up rapidly

when flushed.—HJ. Bock'et-Case, a case for holding

the materials of a rocket; Bock'eter. [Old It.

rocchetto ; of Teut. origin. Cf. Rock, a distaff.]

Bocket, rok'et, «. any one of several ornamental Old
World herbs of the genus Hesperis, of the mustard
family. [O. Fr. roguette—L. eruca, cole-wort.]

BOCOCO, rO-kO'kO, «. a debased style of architecture

and decoration in the i8th century, m.-irked by
endless multiplication of ornamental details. [Fr.,

prob. from Fr. rocailU, rockwork.]

Bocta, rok'ta, «. a medieval musical instrument,

resembling the violin.

Bod, rod, n. a long twig : a slender stick : anything
long and slender, as a magic rod, a lightning-rod,

a fishing-rod, &c. : an instrument of correction

:

an emblem of power or authority : a pole or perch

(si yards, or i6i feet)—the square rod, generally

called rood, is employed in estimating masonry-
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Roddin fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Rom
work, and contains i6J X i6J, or qj^\ sq. feet

:

(Jig.) punishment : authority : oppre:ision : (i>.)

race or tribe : one of the layers of rods composing
the retina of the eye : any bar connecting parts

of a machine.

—

v.t. to lurnish with rods, esp.

lightning-rods.—«J. Rod'-fish'er ; Rod'-fish'ing, fly-

fishing : angling; Bod'- line, a fishing-line not

wound on a reel ; Bod'-maollUie', in wood-work-

ing, a machine for cutting cylindrical sticks huch

as broom-handles ; Rod'-ring, one of the rmgs along

a fishin<'-rod through which the line runs ; Rod'Ster,

an angfer.—Napier's rods (see Napierian). [A.S.

rid: Dut. rofdf, Ger. ruthe ; L. rtuiis.]

Boddin, rod'in, «. {Scot.) rowan-tree.

Rode, r5d, /«./. ofride.

Bode, r6d, «. {S/>ens.) a raid, an incursion : also, a
roadstead. [Road.]

Bodent, rO'dent, adj. gnawing : belonging to the

Rodentia.—n. a rodent mamm.iL

—

n.pl. Roden'tia,

an order of mammals including squirrels, beavers,

rats, rabbits, &c. [L. rodere, to gnaw.]
Bodeo, rS-da'O, «. a gathering of cattle to be branded.

[Sp., rodar, to go round— L. rotdre, to wheel.]

Bodge, roj, «. (prov.) the gray duck.—Also Radge.
Bodomsl, rod'O-mel, n. the juice of roses mixed with

honey. [Gr. rlwdon, rose, nieli^ honey.]
Bodomontade, rod-O-mon-tad', «. vain boasting, like

that of Rodomonte in the Orlando Furioso of Ariosto

(earlier Rod'omont).

—

v.i. to bluster or brag.

—

ns.

Rodomonta'dist, Rodomonta'do {obs.).

Boe, rO, «. the eggs or spawn of fishes : a mottled
appearance in wood, esp. mahogany.

—

Oiij. Roed,
containing roe. [Ice. hrogn ; Ger. rogen.\

Boe, rO, «. a species of deer, smaller than the fallow-

deer : also the female of the hart.—«j. Roe'btlCk,

the male of the roe, having usually one front antler

. and two hinder ones ; Roe'buck-berr'y, the stone-

bramble ; Roe'-deer, a roebuck or roe. [A.S. rdh ;

Ger. reh, Dut. ree.\

Boe-Stone, rO'-stOn, n. the same as Oolite (q.v.).

Bog, rog, v.i. (pbs.) to shake.
Bogation, rO-ga'shun, ». an asking : supplication.

—

n.pL Roga'tion-days, the three daj-s before the

festival of Ascension, the Litany being anciently
recited in procession then.

—

ns. Roga'tlon-flow'er,
the milk -wort; Rogation - Sun'day, that before

Ascension-day ; Roga'tlon-week, the week in which
the rogation-days occur.

—

adj. Rog'atory. (L.,

—

rvgdre, to ask.]

Roger, roj'er, «. (prav.) a ram : a rogue.—(Sir) Rogor-
de-Ck)Verley, an English country-dance.

Boggan, rog'an, n. {prov.) a rocking-stone.
Boggenstein, rog'en-stln, n. a kind of oolite in which

the grains are cemented by argillaceous matter.
[Ger., roggen, rye, stein, stone.]

Boggle, rog'l, v.i. (prov.) to shake.
Bogue, rOg, n. a (dishonest person : a knave : a mis-

chievous or frolicsome person : a vagrant, a sturdy
beggar : a wag : a playful person : a plant that falls

short of a standard.

—

v.i. to play the rogue.

—

v.t. to
cheat.

—

ns. Bogue'-el'ephant, one which lives soli-

tarily, and is of dangerous temper ; Rogue'-bOUSe,
a lock-up ; RogUO'-mon'ey, an assessment for-

merly levied in every county in Scotland for the
expenses of catching and prosecuting criminals

;

Bog'Uery, knavish tricks : fraud : mischievousness :

waggery ; Bogue'sUp ; Rogue's'-march, music
played when drumming a soldier (rom a regi-

ment, or driving any one away in disgrace.

—

adj.
Bog'Uisb, knavish: mischievous: waggish.

—

ad7'.

Bog'uishly.— «. Rog'uishness.—a<^. Ro'guy (<7*j.).

—Rogues' gallery, a collection of photographs of
criminals kept at police headquarters. [O. Fr. rogue,
proud ; either from Bret, rok, proud, or ace. to Diez,
from Ice. hrdk-r, proud.]

Bohan, rO'han, n. an East Indian timber-tree—called
also Red-wood and £ast Indian mahogany.

Boil, roil, v.t. to render turbid : to vex : to rile : to

salt fish with a machine called a Roil'er— also

Royle. — adj. Roil'y, muddy. [O. Kr. roeur,
roUr, to disturb, cog. with roll; or O. Fr. roUie
—L. robigo, rtist.]

Roinisb, roi'nish, adj. (Shak.) mangy, mean.—Also
Roi'notlS. [O. Fr. roigneux—L. rohigtnosus, rusty—robigo, rust.]

RoiSt, roist, Roister, rois'ter, v.i. to bluster, swagger,
bully.—«j. Roi8'ter(rjrf/».), Roisterer.-«<//'. Rois'-
terous.—/.a^. Rois'ting(.iVM;i.), blustering, bully-

ing. [O. Fr. rustre, a rough, rude fellow—-O. Fr,

ritste—L. rusticus, rustic]

Roitelet, roi'te-let, «. a petty king : (prnitk.) a kinglet
or gold-crest.

Roke, rOk, «. i^ov.) mist: smoke.—<w(r'. Ro'ky.
mi£'y, foggy.

Rokeage, rO'kaj, «. parched and sweetened Indian
corn—also Ro'kee.—Also called Pinole.

Rokelay, rok'e-la, «. Same as Roquelaoro.
Roker, rOk'er, «. the thomback ray.
Roland, rO'land, «. a chivalrous hero, from Roland va

the Charlemagne legend, slain by the Gascons at
Roncesvalles in 778.—A Roland for an Oliver, a
blow for a blow, anything done or said to match
something else.

Rdle, rOl, «. the part performed by an actor in a play!
any important part played in public life. [Fr.]

Role, rOl, «. an ancient unit of quantity, seventy-two
sheets of parchment.

Roll, rdl, zi.i. to turn like a wheel : to turn on an axis:
to be formed into a roll or cylinder : to move, as
waves : to be tossed about : to move tuiiuiltiiously

:

to be hurled : to rock, or move from side to side : to
wallow: to spread under a roller : to sound as a drum
beaten rapidly: to move onward.

—

v.t. to cause to

roll: to turn on an axis: to wrap round on itself:

to enwrap : to drive forward : to move upon wheels

:

to press or smooth with rollers : to beat rapidly, as a
drum.

—

n. act of rolling : that which rolls : a revolv-

ing cylinder making sheets, plates, &c. : a roller

:

that which is rolled up—lience parchment, paper,

&c. wound into a circular form : a document : a
register : a kind of fancy bread : the continued
sound of a drum, of thunder, &c. : a swagger or
rolling gait.

—

adj. Roll'-abOUt', podgy.

—

us. RoU'-
call, the calling of the roll or list of names, as in

the army ; RoU'-CU'inulus, a form of strato-cumulus
cloud ; Roil'er, that which rolls : a cylinder used
for rolling, grinding, &c. : one of a family of Picarian
birds : a long, broad bandage : (//.) long heavy
waves ; Roll'er-Skate, a skate mounted on wheels
or rollers for use on asphalt or some other smooth
surface. — adj. RoU'ing, modulating : moving on
wheels : making a continuous sound.

—

ns. Roll'lng-

mill, a place in which metal is made into sheets,

bars, rails, or rods, by working it between pairs of

rolls: a machine for rolling metal, &c., into any
required form, or for crushing materials between
rollers ; RoU'ing-pln, a cylindrical piece of wood
for rolling dough, paste, &c. to any required thick-

ness ; Roll'ing-press, a press of two cylinders for

rolling or calendering cloth ; Roll'ing-Stook, the
stock or store of locomotive-engines, carriages, &c
of a railway ; RoU'way, an incline : a shoot.

—

Master of the Rolls, the head of the Record-office.

[O. Fr. roler, roeler (Fr. router)—Low L. roiuiirt
—L. rotula, a little wheel

—

rota, a wheel.]

Rollick, rol'lik, v.i. to move or act with a careless,

swaggering, frolicsome air:

—

pr.p. rol'licking; pa.p.

rol'licked.

—

adj. Rol'Iicking, careless, swaggering.
[Prob. roll, with dim. suffix.]

Rollock. See Rowlock.
Roly-poly, rori-pOl'i, «. a pudding made of a sheet of

paste, covered with sweetmeats, and rolled up : a
stout podgy person : an old game in which balls are
bowled into holes or thrown into hats placed on the
ground.

—

euij. round, podgy.
Rom, rom, n. a gipsy. [Gipsy ront, man, husband.]
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Bomage mOte ; mute : m05n ; /Aen. Rood

Bomage, rum'aj, «. {SAai.) tumult. [X titnmag-e.]

Romaic, ro-ma'ik, «. modern Greek, the language of
the descendants of the Eastern Romans : Hellenic.—tuij. pertaining to the foregoing.—«. Boma'ika, a
modem Greek dance. [Kr. Romatgut—modern Gr.

Rhomaikos—RliSmi, Rome.]
Bomal, ro-mal', «. a braided thong of leather, serving

as a horseman's whip. [Sp. ramal—L. ramale—
ramus, a branch.]

Bonxalea, rO-ma'le-a, n. a. genus of large-bodied,
shori-winged locusts. [Gr. rhdme, strength.]

Roman, rO'man, adj. pertaining to Rome or to the

Romans ; pertaining to the Roman Catholic religion,

papal : {print.) noting the letters commonly used, as

opposed to Italics: written in letters (as IV.), not in

figures (as 4).—«. a native or citizen of Rome : a
Romanist in religion : a Roman letter or type.

—

adj.

Roman'iC, pertaining to Rome or its people.— «.

Romanisa'tion.— z'.i'. Ro'manise, to convert to the
Roman Catholic religion : to Latinise : to represent

by Roman letters or types.—z/./. to conform to Roman
Catholic opinions or practices : to print in Roman
letters.— «. Romani'ser. — arf/. Ro'manish, per-

taining to Romanism.

—

ns. Ro'manism, the tenets of
the Roman Catholic Church : Ro'manist, a Roman
Catholic.

—

adj. Roman Catholic.

—

adj. Ro'mano-
Byxan'tlne, pertaining to an early medieval style

ol architecture in which Byzantine and Western
elsments are combined.

—

ns. Rome'-penn'y, -SCOt,

Peter's pence.

—

adf. Rome'ward, toward the Roman
Catholic Church.

—

adj. RomiSh, belonging to Rome,
or to the Roman Catholic Church.— n. Ro'mist.
—Roman architecture, a style characterised by
the size and boldness of its round arches and vaults,

&C. — baths, aqueducts, basilicas, amphitheatres,
&C. ; Roman candle, a firework discharging a suc-

cession of white or coloured stars ; Roman Catholic,
denoting those who recognise the spiritual supremacy
of the Pope or Bishop of Rome—as a noun, a
member of the Roman Catholic Church ; Roman
Catholicism, the doctrines and polity of the Roman
Catholic Church collectively ; Roman cement, a
cement which hardens under water ; Roman collar,

a collar made of lawn or fine linen, bound and
stitched, worn by priests over a black collar, by
bishops over a purple, and cardinals over a scarlet

;

Roman Empire, the ancient empire of Rome, divided

in the 4th century into the Eastern and Western
Empires; Roman law, the civil law.—Holy Roman
Empire (see Holy). (L. Romanus—Roma, Rome.]

Romance, rO-mans', n. a general name for those

modern languages in southern Europe which sprang
from a corruption of the Roman or Latin language
—Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Provencal, French,

Roumanian, Romansch, «c. : a tale written in one

of these dialects : any fictitious and wonderful tale : a

fictitious narrative in prose or verse which passes

beyond the limits of real life : a ballad.

—

adj. belong-

ing to the dialects called Romance.

—

v.i. to write

or tell romances : to talk extravagantly : to build

castles in the air.

—

ns. Roman'cer, Roman'cist.

—

adjs. Roman'Cit^ (Lamb), dealing with romance ;

Romanic, Romance : derived from the Roman
alphabet. [O. Fr. rontans— Low L. adv. {loqui)

romnnice, (to speak) in the Roman or Latin tongue

—

L. Riimanicus, Roman.]
Romanesqtie, rO-man-esk', «. that which pertains to

romance : (archit.) the style of round-arched and
vaulted architecture which succeeded Roman archi-

tecture, from about the time of Constantine (c. 350
A.D.) till it was gradually superseded by Gothic in

the i2th century: the dialect of Languedoc. [Fr.,

—Sp. Roriiarusco—L. Romanicus.\
Romansch, riS-mansh', «. the langtiage spoken from

the Grisons to Friuli on the Adriatic.—AlsoRhsa'tO-
Roman'ic.

Bomant, rS-mant', v.i. to romance: to exaggerate.

—

n. a romance—generally RdmaonV.

Romantic, rO-man'tik, adj. pertaining to or resembling
romance : fictitious ; extravagant, wild : fantastic :

sentimental : imaginative.

—

ivdv. Roman'tically.

—

ns. Roman'tlcism, the revolt from the severity,
pedanlicism, and commonplaceness of a classical or
pseudo-classical to a more picturesque, original, free
and imaginative style in literature and art, marking
the close of the 18th century : romantic fee.ing

;

Romanticist : Roman'ticness.
Romany, Rommany, rom'a-ni, «. a gipsy : the lan-
guage of the gipsies.

—

adj. belonging to the gipsies.
—Romany rye, a gentleman who aflects the society
of gipsies. [Gipsy, rom, man.]

Romero, rO-ma'rO, «. the pilot-fish.

Romic, rO'mik, «. a phonetic notation devised by
Henry Sweet, based upon the original Roman
values of the letters, supplemented by turned and
ligatured letters and diagraphs—in part a recasting
of Ellis's Glossic.

Romp, romp, v.i. to play noisily : to skip about in
play.

—

II. a girl who romps : rude ha\{c.—adv.
Romp'ingly, m a romping manner : boisterously :

rudely. — atij. Romp'ish, fond of romping or
noisy play. — adv. Romp'ishly.— «. Romp'lSh-
ness. [Ramp.]

Rompu, rom-pu', adj. (her.) fracted. [Fr.]

Roncador, rong'ka-dOr, «. one of several scixnoid
fishes of the Pacific coast. [Sp.,—L. rhonchus, a
snoring.]

Bonchil. See Ronquil.
Rondache, ron-dash', «. a buckler. [O. Fr. rond.]
Ronde, rond, n. (print.) an angular writing-type.
Rondeau, ron'dO, «. a form of poem characterised by

closely-knit rhymes and a refrain, and, as defined
in the 17th century, consisting of thirteen lines,

divided mto three unequal strophes—the two or
three first words of the first line serving as the
burden, recurring after the eighth and thirteenth
lines—brought into vogue by Swinburne : (mus.) a
rondo.— «.t. Ron'del, a form of French verse, earlier

than the rondeau, consisting of thirteen octosyllabic

or decasyll.^bic lines on two rhymes—practised by
Charles of Orleans, &c. ; Ron'delet, a poem of five

lines and two refrains ; Ron'do, a musical com-
position of several strains, during which the first

part or subject is repeated several times — often

occurring as one of the movements of a sonata

:

the musical setting of a rondeau : a game of hazard
played with small balls : Rondolet'tO, a simple
rondo. [Fr., from rond, round.]

Rondelle, ron-del', «. anything round : one of the suc-

cessive crusts formed on molten metal when cooling,

a rosette.—«. Rond'le, a round, step of a ladder

(same as Rondelle). [O. Fr., dim. of rond, round.]

Rondure, ron'dur, «. (S/iak.) a round, a circle, the

globe. [Fr. rondeur—rond, round.]

Rone, rOn, «. (Scot.) a shrub, a thicket.

Rone, rOn, «. the gutter which collects the rain from
the roof—a dial, form of rine.

Rong, rong (Spens.), pa.t. xnA pa.p. o( ring.

Rongeur, rong-zher, n. a forceps for gouging bones.

Ronin, rO'nin, n. a discharged Japanese samurai, an
outcast or outlaw. [Jap., lit. ' wave-man.']

Ronion, Ronyon, run'yun, «. a mangy, scabby animal
or person. [Fr. rogneux—rogne, mange.]

Ronquil, rong'kil, «. a fish of the North Pacific.—Also

Ron'ChiL [Sp. ronquillo—ronco—L. raucus, hoarse.]

Ront, ront. Same as Runt (q.v.).

Rontgen rays. See X-rays.
Rood. rSDd, «. the fourth part of an acre, or forty

perches—from the rod used in measuring : a figure

of Christ's cross, and often of the crucifix, esp. that

placed at the entrance to the choir in medieval
churches.— ns. Rood'-beam (archit.), a beam across

the chancel of a church for supporting the rood ;

Rood-loft, a gallery over the rood-screen ; Rood-
mas-day, Holy-rood-day ; Rood'-SCreen, an orna-

mental partition separating the choir from the nave

;
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Boodebok Dte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Bope

Bood'-Steep'le, a spire built over the entrance to

the chancel ; Bood'-tree, the cross ; Ho'ly-rood, a
crucifix. [Same as roU. A.S. rdii.]

Boodebok, rood'e-bok, n. the bush-buck. [Dut. rood,

red, bok, buck.]
Boof, roof, n. the top covering of a house or building :

a vault or arch, or the inner side of it : a house or

dwelling : the upper part of the palate : the lottiest

part, the roof and crown of things : the top of a

subterraneous excavation : (j^eoi.) the overlying

stratum.

—

v.t. to cover with a roof: to shelter.

—

nt. Roofer, one who roofs ; Booflug, covering

with a roof : materials for a roof : the roof itself :

shelter.

—

adj. Roof'lesS, without a roof: having no
house or home : unsheltered.

—

ns. Boof'let, a small

roof or covering ; Boof'-plate, a wall-plate which
receives the lower ends of the rafters of a roof.

—

adj. Boof-shaped, shaped like a gable roof.

—

ns.

Boof-Sta'glng, a scaffold used in working on an
inclined roof; Boof-tree, the beam at the peak
of a roof : the roof.

—

adj. Boofy, having a roof

or roofs.—French roof, a form of roof with almost

vertical sides: Gothic roof, a very high-pitched

roof ; Mansard roof (see Mansard) ; Square roof,

one in which the chief rafters meet at a right angle.

[A.S. hrdf; Dut. roe/.]

Book, rook, «. a species of crow—from its croak : the
ruddy duck : a cheat : a simpleton.

—

v.i. to cheat—
ns. Book'er, a swindler ; Book'ery, a group of trees

on which rooks build : a cluster of mean tenements :

a resort of thieves : a disturbance. — adj. Book'y
(S/uik.), inhabited by rooks. [A.S. hrdc; Goth.
hrnkjan, to croak.)

Book, rook, ». a castle or piece used in playing chess.

[O. Fr. roc—Pers. "okh.]

Bookie, roOk'l, v.i. to poke about like a pig. [Rootle.]

Bool, rool, v.i. to raggle, to ruffle.

Boom, rODin, «. space : a chamber : extent of place :

space unoccupied : freedom to act : fit occasion :

place of another : stead : (B.) a seat : a particular
place : a box in a theatre : office : the inner room
of a cottage : a garret.

—

v.t. to occupy a room, to

lodge.

—

aav. (jtaut.) off from the wind. — «. Boom'-
age, capacity.

—

adj'. Boomed, containing rooms.

—

Hs. Room'or, a lodger ; Boom'ful, as much or as
many as a room will hold.

—

a^iv. Boom'ily.

—

n.

Boom'iness.

—

adj's. Boom'-rid'den, confined to one's

room ; Boom'some, roomy.

—

adv. Boom'y, having
ample room : wide: spacious.— Give room, to with-

draw so as to leave space for others ; Make room, to

open a way. [A.S. r&ni; Ger. raum, Dut. ruint.]

Boom, roDm, n. a deep-blue dye.—Also Boum.
Boon, rOOn, «. (Scot.) a rim or border.

Boop, riJOp, v.i. (pbs.) to roar.

—

n. hoarseness.

—

adj's.

Boop'it, Boop'y(.S"co/.), hoarse. [A.S. hrdpan, pa.t.

hredp ; cf. Ger. ru/en, to cry out.)

Boose, rSDz, v.t. (Scot.) to praise highly. [M. E.
rosen—Scand., Ice. hrisa, to praise.]

Boost, rSOst, ». a pole or support on which a bird rests

at night : a number of fowls resting together : (Scot.)
the inner roof of a cottage.— »./. to sit or sleep on a
roost.—«. Boost'er, the male of the domestic hen,
cock : any bird that roosts.—At roost, roosting,

asleep. [A.S. hrdst; Dut. roest.]

Boot, root, «. the part of a plant which is fixed in

the earth, and which draws up sap from the soil

:

an edible root : anything like a root, a growing
plant together with its root : the bottom : a word
from which others are derived : the cause, occasion,
or basis of anything : the source : the lowest place :

the first ancestor, or progenitor : (math.) the factor

of a quantity which multiplied by itself produces
that quantity : any value of the unknown quan-
tity in an equation which will render both sides of
it identical.— v.i. to fix the root: to be firmly
established : to tear up : to eradicate : to exter-
minate.

—

v.t. to plant in the earth : to implant
deeply.

—

nt. Roofage, the act of striking roots

;

(«iS

Sl«

Boot'-beer, a drink made from roots of dandelioi
sassafras, &c. : Root'-bor'er, an insect which boi

the roots of plants.

—

adj. Boot'-bound (Milt.), fixed'

in the earth by, or as by, the root.

—

ns. Boot' -cap, a
cap-like layer ol cells at the tip of roots ; Boot'-crop,
a crop of esculent roots, esp. of single-rooted plants,

as turnips, &c. ; Boot'-dig'ger, a lorm of tongs for

raising carrots, &c. : Boot'-eat'er, any animal feed-
ing habitually on root.-..

—

adj. Boot'ed, firmly planted

:

fixed by the roots : deep-.seated, as a rooted dislike.

—adv. Boot'edly.—«i. Boot'edness ; Boot'er.—
adj. Boot' -fast, firmly rooted.— «J. Boot'-fibril,
one of the fine divisions of a root ; Boot'-form, a
form assumed by an insect when feeding on roots

;

Boot'-graft'ing, the process of grafting scions on
a part of the root of some appropriate stock ; Boot'-
hair, a delicate filament developed from a single
cell.

—

Oiij. Boot'-head'ed, fixed as if rooted by the
head.—«.f. Boot'-house, a rustic-house : a store-

house for potatoes, &c. ; Root'-knot, an abnormal
knot of a root.

—

adj. Bootless, destitute of roots.

—

ni. Root'let, a little root : a radicle ; Root'-loUSO,
one of the plant-lice ; Root'-par'asite, a plant which
grows upon, and derives its nourishment from, the
root of another plant ; Root'-pres'sure, an upward
flow of sap, ' bleeding :

' Boot'-pulp'er, a mill for

grinding roots ; Root'-sheath, the sheath of the
root of a hair or feather; Root'-stock (bot.), a
prostrate rooting stem, either fleshy or woody^
which yearly produces young branches or plants

:

origin.

—

aiij. Root'y, abounding in roots : rank.

—

Root and branch, completely ; Root of bitterness,
a dangerous error drawing away to apostasy ; Root
of the matter, that which is essential.—Strike, or
Take, root, to root, to become fixed. [Scand. ; Ice.

rot ; Dan. rod ; Goth, itiaurts, A.S. tvyrt.]

Root, rSbtyV.t. to turn up with the snout.

—

v.i. to turti

up the earth with the snout. — «. Root'er.

—

v.t,

B^ot'le. [A.S. wrdtan—writ, a snout.)

RopallC = Rhopalic (q.v.).

Rope, rop, n. a thick twisted cord : a string consisting

of a number of things united, as a rope of pearls

:

anything glutin-

ous and stringy:

a local lineal

measure, 20 feet.

— v.i. to fasten

with a rope, to

restrain : tocatch
with a noosed
rope : to tether :

to enclose : to

extend into a
thre.id, as by a
glutinous qual-
ity.—Hj. Rope'-
Clamp, a pair of clamping jaws for securing the end of
a cord ; Bope'-danc'er, one who jierforins acrobatic
feats on a rope : a rope-walker ; Rope'-drilling, a
method of boring holes in which a rope is used

;

Rope'-hOUSe, an evaporating-house in salt manu-
facture ; Rope'-ladd'er, a ladder made of ropes;
Rope'-machine', a machine for making ropes from
yarn : Rope'-mak'er, Ro'per, a maker of ropes

;

Rope-making ; Rope'-por'ter, a pulley to save
the ropes of steam-ploughs from friction; Bopo'-
pull'ing, the sport of pulling at a rope, each party
endeavouring to draw the other over a line ; Bopo •

pump, a machine for raising water by an endless
rope ; Bo'per, a crafty fellow : one who throws the
lasso; Bope'-rail'way, a cable-railway.

—

adj. Bope'-
ripe, deserving to be hanged.

—

ns. Bope'-run'ner,
a railway br.ikesman ; Bo'pery, a place where ropes
are made ; Bope'-spln'ner, one who spins ropes by
a revolving wheel ; Bope'-stitch, a kind of woric
in which the .stitches are laid diagonally side by
side ; Rope'-trick, a juggling trick in which a man
is firmly tied with ropes from which he extricates

Rope, showing method of
construction.



Roquelaure mOte ; mOte ; miSSn ; /Aen. Boeet

hiniself: (SAaA.) a trick deserving the gallows;
Bop6'-waU£, a long narrow shed used for the
spinning oi ropes ; Bope'-Winch, a set of three
whirlers for twisting simultaneously the three yarns
of a rope : Rope-yam, a yam of many fibres for

ropes.

—

Oi/v. R6 pily.— «. Ro'piness, stringiness :

viscosity.

—

a<(/s. Roping, Ropish, R6 py, stringy,

glutinous.—Rop6 in, to gather in, to enlist ; Ropo of
sand, a tie easily broken ; Rope S end, an instrument
of punishment.—Be at the end of one's rope, to

have exhausted one's powers or resources ; Give a
person rope, to allow a person full scope ; On the
high rope, elated, arrogant. [A.S. ra^ ; Ice. rei/,

Dut. reJp, Ger. ret/.]

Roquelaure, rok'e-IOr, ». a short cloak worn in the
i8th century. [Fr.J

Roquet, rO-ka', «. in the game of croquet, a stroke by
which a player strikes another's ball.

—

z>.t, to make
this shot. (Prob. formed from crtfguet.}

Boric, rS'rik, aiij. pertaining to dew: dewy

—

(obs.)

Ro'ral.

—

n. Rorid'Ula, a genus of polj'petalous

plants of the Sundew family.

—

adjs. Ronf'erOUS,
producing dew ; Rorif'luent, flowing with dew ;

Ro'rulent, full of dew : covered with bloom which
may be rubbed off. [L. ros, roris, dew.]

Rorqual, ror'kwal, n, a genus of whales of the largest

size. fSw. rorhvat—>-(>r, round, hval, whale.]
Rosaceous, rS-za'shus, adj. {bot.) pertaining to the

rose family : with the petals arranged like the rose.—ns. Bosa'lian, a rose-fancier ; Rosarium, a rose-

garden : Ro'sa-SO'llS, a cordial made with spirits

and various flavourings.

—

tuij. Ro'sated, crowned
with roses. (L. rosaceous—rosa, a rose.]

Rosalia, rO-za'li-a, n. a form of melody in which a
phrase is repeated, each time being transposed a
step forward. [It.]

Rosanlline, rd-zan'i-lin, n, a derivative of aniline

:

niagentr. : roseine.

Rosary, ro'za-ri, «. the string of beads by which
Roman Catholics count their prayers : a series of
devotions, aves, paternosters, and glorias : a rose-

garden : a chaplet : an .intholog^-.—Festival of the
Rosary, a festival on the first Sunday in October,
commemorating the victory over the Turks at

Lepanto in 1571. [O. Fr. rosarie—Low L. rosarium
— L. rosa, a rose.]

Boscid, ros'id, oiij. dewy. [L.,

—

ros, roris, dew.]
Bose, /(i./. of rise.

Bose, r5z, «. any shrub of the genus Rosa, having
stems generally prickly, flowers terminal, often
corymlxjse, in colour white, yellow, pink, or red :

a flower of one of these shrubs : any one of various
plants resembling the true rose : a rosette : a per-

forated nozzle of a pipe, &c. : light crimson, the
colour of the rose : an ornamental tie : erysipelas :

{her.) a conventional lepresentation of the flower.

—

v.t. to flush.—«. Rose'-aca'Cia, the moss-locust, a
tree with deep rose-coloured flowers.

—

adj's. Ro'seal,
like a rose in smell or colour ; Ro'seate, rosy : full

of roses: blooming: red.

—

ns. Rose'-bee'tle, -bug,
a coleopterous insect about an inch long, which is

destructive to flowers, esp. roses : the rose-chafer

;

Rose'-berr'y, the fruit of the rose : a hip ; Rose-
Wt, a cylindrical bit. the oblique surface of which
is cut into teeth.—adj. Rose'-breast'ed, having rose-

colour on the breast — «J. Rose'-bud, the bud of
the rose : a young girl ; Rose'-bum'er, Rosette'-
bum'er, a gas-bumer in which the gas issues from
a series of openings arranged radially round a centre ;

Rose'-bush, the shrub which bears roses; Rose'-
cam'phor, one of the two volatile oils composing
attar-of-roses ; Rose'-cam'pion, a red flower. Lychnis
coronaria; Rose'-Cama'tlon, a carnation striped
with rose-colour ; Rose'-chaf er, an injurious beetle
whose grubs destroy the roots of strawberries, &c. ;

Rose'-COl'OUr, the colour of a rose, pink : fancied
beauty or attractiveness. — a^j. Rose'-COl'OUred,
having the colour of a rose.—«. Rose'-crOSB, a cross

within a circle : a Rosicrucian.

—

adj. Rose'-cut, cut
with a smooth, round surface, as a precious stone,
and not in tacets.—^.adj. Rosed (SAaA.), crimsoned,
flushed.— >«. Rose'-di'amond, a diamond nearly
hemispherical, cut into twenty-four triangular facets

;

Rose-drop, a rose • flavoured orange: a pimply
eruption on the nose caused by tippling ; Rose'-
en'gine, a form of lathe combining the rotary motion
of the mandrel with a radial movement of the tool-

rest ; Rose'-fes'tival, a festival celebrated on 8th
June, at Salency in France ; Rose'-fly'catcher, an
American fly-catching warbler ; Rose'-gall, a gall

produced on roses by an insect ; Roso'-geranium, a
house-plant with rose-scented leaves ; Rose'-haw,
the fruit of the wild-rose : a Rose-hip.—a<^'. Rose'-
hued, rose-coloured.

—

n. Rose'-knot, a rosette of
ribbon or other soft material.

—

adj. Rose'-lipped,
having red lips.

—

us. Rose'-mall'OW, a plant of the
same genus, but larger, and having a finer flower

than the common mallow, the hollyhock ; Rose'-
moulding (archit.), a moulding ornamented with
roses ; Rose'-no'ble, an ancient English gold coin,

stamped with the figure of a rose, and current at

the value of 6s. 8d. (see Noble, a coin).

—

adj. Rose'-
pink, having a pink or rose colour: sentimental.

—

«. a crimson-pink colour.

—

tis. Rose'-quartz, a trans-

parent quartz; Rose'-rash (see Roseola).

—

adjs.

Rose-red, red as a rose ; Rose' -ringed, with a
collar of red feathers, as a parrot.

—

ns. Rose'-root,
a succulent herb, having a rose-scented root

;

Rosery, a place where roses are cultivated ; Rose'-
saWfly. a sawfly which attacks the rose ; Rose'-
tan'ager, the summer red-bird ; Rose'-to'pas, an
artificial colour of the true topaz produced by heat

;

Rose-tree, a standard rose; Rose -Vinegar, an
infusion made by steeping roses in vinegar ; Rose'-
•wa'ter, water distilled from rose-leaves. — adj.

sentimental, as 'rose-water philosophy.'

—

ns. Rose'-
Win'dow, a circular window with its compartments
branching from a centre, like a rose ; Rose'WOOd,
the wood of a Brazili.in tree having a fragrance like

that of roses ; Rose'WOOd-oil, oil obtained from
rosewood; Rose'-worm, the larva of a moth which
feeds on the leaves of the rose, &c. ; Rose'-yard, a
rose-garden.

—

a^ij. Ro'sied, decorated with roses or

the colour of roses.— «. Ro'Sier {Spens.), a rose tree

or hush. —adv. Ro'sily. — «. 'BJo'SOiO&i.—adjs.
R6 sy, like a rose : red : blooming : blushing

:

charming; Ro'sy-bos'omed, -col'oured ; Ro'sy-
brlght, bright like a rose : blotiming.—«. Ro'sy-
drop, actie rosacea : a grog-blossom.

—

adjs. Ro'sy-
fing'ered, Homer's favourite epithet of the dawn:
with rosy fingers ; Ro'sy-kin'dled, blushing with a
rosy colour ; Ro'sy-mar^led, marbled with rosy
colour.

—

ns. Ro'sy-marsh, -rus'tic, -wave, names
of moths.

—

adj. Rosy-tint'ed, tinted of a rose-

colour.—Under the rose (L., sub rosa), under the
pledge of secrecy, the rose being, among the
ancients, the symbol of secrecy ; Wars of the Roses,
a disastrous dynastic struggle between the Houses
of Lancaster and York, which desolated England
during the 15th century, from the first battle of
St Albans (1455) to that of Bosworth (1485). [A.S.
rifse—L. rosa, Gr. r/todon.]

Roselet, roz'let, «. the summer fur of the ermine.
Roselite, rO'ze-llt, «. a mineral occurring in small red

crystals, being a native arseniate of cobalt. [Ger.

roselith, from the mineralogist Gustav Rose (1798-

1873), Gr. lithos, a stone.]

Rosella, rO-zel'a, u. the Australian rose-parrakeet.

Roselle, rO-zel', n. an East Indian rose-mallow.

Rosemary, rOz'ma-ri, 9. a small fragrant evergreen
shrub of a pungent taste, growing in the countries

round the Mediterranean—an ancient emblem of
fidelity. [O. Fr. rosmarin—L. ros-marinus—ros,

dew, fnarinus—mare, the sea.]

Roseola, rO-ze'S-la, «. a rash of rose-coloured patches.

Roset, rO'zet, n. a red colour used by painters.
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Boedt (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Kotlllft

Roset. ros'et, «. (Scvt.) rosin.
, , , ,^, , , ,

Bosetta-Stone, rO-rei'a-stOn, ft. a slab of black basalt

found at Rosetta in Egypt in 1799, having inscribed

upon it, in hieroglyphics, demotic or enchorial, and

Greek, a decree in honour ot Ptolemy V.—the first

clue to the decipherment of hieroglyphics.

Bosetta-WOOd, rO-zet'a-wi5Dd, «. a handsome orange-

wood used in cabinet-making.

Bosette rO-zet', n. an imitation of a rose by means of

a ribbon : a form of knot : (archit.) a rose-shaped

ornament: a disc formed by throwing water on

melted metal. -<»^'. Bosefted.—Red rosette, or

button, the rosette worn by officers of the i.egion

of Honour. [Fr., dim. o( rose.]

Boslcrucian, roz-i-krOo'shi-an, «. one of a secret

society of the 17th century, the members of which

made great pretensions to an acquaiiitance with the

secrets of Nature, the transmutation of metals,

power over elemental spirits, magical signatures,

&C.—n. ItoSicra'Cianism. [Prob. Latinised from

Christian Rosenkreuz ('rose cross,' L. rosa, rose,

crux, cross), the alleged founder in 1459; or from

L. roscidui, dewy

—

ros, dew, crux, crucis, a cross.]

Bosin, ro/in, «. the solid left after distilling off the

oil from crude turpentine.

—

v.t. to rub or cover

with Tosin.—adj. Bos'ined.—»«. Bos'in-oll, an oil

from pine resin for lubricating machinery ; Bos'in-

WOOd, any plant of the genus Silphium.— adj.

Bos'iny, like or containing rosin. \Resin.\

Bosing, rO'zing, n. the operation of imparting a pink
tint to raw white silk.

Bosland, ros'land, n. (prov^ moorish land.—«. Ross,
a swamp.

Bosmarine, roz'ma-ren, n. {Spens^ a sea-monster

supposed to lick dew off the rocks: rosemary : the

walrus. [Rosemary.]
Bosmarus, ros'ma-rus, n. the genus containing the

walruses.
Bosmlnianlsm, ros-min'i-an-izm, n. the philosophical

system of Antonio /?or/«/««-Serbati (1737-1855),
founder of the Institute of the Brethren of Charity

—

its fundamental conception, being considered as the

form of the intelligence.—«. Bosminlao, a member
of the foregoing.

BosollO, BosogliO, rS-zO'li-0, ». a red wine of Malta :

a sweet cordial from raisins. [Fr.,— It.,—L. ros
roiis, dew of the sun.]

B088, ros, «. the scaly matter on the surface of trees :

{Scot.) the refuse of plants

—

z:t. to strip the

bark from.—n. Ross'ing-macllilie', a machine for

removing the bark of a tree. [Norw. ros, scale.]

Bossignol. ros'i-nyol, n. the nightingale. [Fr.]

Bostellaria, ros-te-la'ri-a, ». a genus of marine uni-

valves. — adj. and n. Rostellarian.

—

adjs. Bos'-
tellate ; Bostelliform.— ». Bostel'lum. any small
be.ik-shaped process, as in the stigma of many violets

:

the forepart of the head of tapeworms—also Bos'tel.
(L. rostellum, a little beak.]

Boster, ros'ter, n. the list of individuals, or corps,
kept by the various staff officers of the army to ensure
the allotment of duties in proper rotation : (coii.)any
roll of names. [Dut. rooster—L. register, a list.]

Bostmni. ros'trum, n. in ancient Rome, an erection
for public speakers in the Forum, adorned with the
beaks or heads of ships taken in war : the platform
from which a speaker addresses his audience : the
snout of an animal, or the beak of a bird : the beak
of a ship, an ancient form of ram '.—pi. Bos'tnims,
Bos'tra.—<«r//>. Ros'tral, like a rostrum or beak ;

Rostrate, -d, beaked. —«.//. Rostrifora, a sub-
order of gasteropods, with contractile rostrum or
snout.

—

ndjs. RostrlferoUS, having a rostrum ;

Ros'triform, shaped like a rostrum ; ^s'tro-anten'-
nary, pertaining to the rostrum and antennx of a
crustacean : RoS'tTOid, resembling a rostrum ; Bos-
trolat'eral, situated alongside the rostrum. — «.

BOB'trallui, the mouth part of a flea. [L. rostrum,
the beak— r(«//«, rosum, to gnaw.]

iSO

Rosula, roz'Q-la, n. a small rose : a genus of Echino-
derras. — adjs. Ros'ular, Bos'ulate, having the
leaves in rose-like clusters.

Rot, rot, v.t. to putrefy: to become decomposed: to

become morally corrupt : to become affected with
sheep-rot.

—

v.t. to cauae to rot : to bring to corrup-
tion :—/n/. rot'ting ; pa.t. unA pa.p. rot'ted.— «.

decay : putrefaction : a special disease of the sheep,
as of the potato : a decay (called dry-rot) which
attacks timber : (slang) rant, bosh.

—

us. Rot'-grass,
the soft grass : the butterwort : the penny-rot ; Rot'-
gut, bad liquor ; Rot -Steep, the process of steeping
cottons to remove impurities. [.A.S. rotian, pa.p.
rototi ; cf. Ice. rotiim, putrid.]

Rota, rd'ta, «. a wheel : a course : a school or military
roll : an ecclesiastical tribunal in the R.C. Church,
consisting of twelve prelates called auditors, having
its seat at the papal court.

—

adj. Ro'tal.—«.//.
Rota'lla, the typical genus of Rotaliidir. small
foraminifers of rotate figure. —rt<^>. Rotallan;
Rotal'iform ; Ro'taline.—«. Rotallte, a fossil ro-
talian.

—

adj. Ro'tary, turning round like a wheel

:

rotatory: held in rotation.

—

v.t. Rotate, to turn
anything round like a wheel : to cause to turn or
to pass in rotation.

—

v.i. to turn round like a wheel :

to go round in succession.

—

adj. wheel-shaped.

—

hs.

Rota'ting-ring, a band of brass, &c.. placed round
a projectile to give it rotation ; Rotation, a turning
round like a wheel : series or appropriate succession,
as of crops : recurrent order.

—

adjs. Rotational,
Rotativa—Wr. Rd'tatively.—«. Rotator, any
rotational agency : a muscle producing rotatory
motion.

—

n.pl. Rotato'ria, the wheel-animalcules—
also Rotif'era.--Wyi. Rotatorial, Rotatd'rian;
Ro'tatory, turning round like a wheel : following
in succession. [L. rota, awheel.]

Rotche, roch, «. the little auk, or sea-dove.—Also
Rotch'ie. [Prob. Dut. ro//>, a petrel.]

Rote, rOt, n. the mechanical repetition of words with-
out knowledge of the meaning : a row or rank.

—

v.t.

(Sitak.) 10 learn by rote. [O. Fr. rote, a track—Low
L. nipta, a road

—

rumpere, to break.]
Rote, rot, H. a musical instrument with strings.

—

n.

Rotonr. [O. Fr. ro/e, a fiddle (cf. Old High Ger.
hrotd), from Celt. ; W. crtvth, Gael, cruit.]

Rote, rOt, «. the .sound of the surf.

Rotella, rO-tel'a, n. a disc, a round shield : a genus
of gasteropods. [Dim. of L. rota, a wheel.]

Rother, ro/A'er, adj. (Shak.) roaring, lowing, denoting
cattle generally, or horned or black cattle. — H.
Roth'er-beast. [.\.S. hryther,aa ox, a cow; c£
Ger. pi. rinder, homed cattle.]

Rothesay Herald, one of the six Scottish heralds.

Rotifer, rOt'if-er, n. one of a class of minute aquatic
animals, popularly called wheel-animalcules, wiih
an anterior equipment of cili.t whose movements
suggest a rapidly rot.iting wheel :

—

f>l. Rotlf'era.

—

adjs. Rotif'eral ; Rotif erous ; Ro'tlform, wheel-
shaped : (bot.) having a short tube and spreading
limb. [L. rw/a, a wheel, yiT-rr, to carry.]

Botl, rot'i, «. an Arabian pound of twelve ounces.
Botonde, rO-tond', H. a ruflf worn during the beginning

of the 17th century: a cope. [Fr.]

Botor, rO'tor, n. a quantity having magnitude, direc-

tion, and position. \Rotator.]
Botten, rot'n, adj. putrefied : corrupt : decomposed

:

unsound : treacherous : fetid : friable, as rottenstone.—adv. Bott'enly, in a rotten manner : defectively.—Hs. Rott'enness ; Rott'enstone, a soft and earthy
stone powdered to polish brass, &c

—

v.t. to polish

with rottenstone. \,Rot.]

Rottlera, rot'ler-a, n. a genus of Indian euphorbiaccous
plants now included under Mallotus, yielding kamila
(q.v.)dye.

Rottolo, rot'O-lO, «. a Levantine weight [It.]

Rotnla, rot'Q-la, n. the patella or knee-pan : one of
the five radial pieces in the dentary apparatus of the
sea-urchin.—<x^>. Rot'ular ; Rot'uliform.



Eotund mote ; mOte ; mC3n ; Men. Round

Botmid, rO-tund', adj. round : spherical : convexly
protuberant.

—

ns. Rotunda, Rotun'do, a round
building, esp. with a dome, as the Pantheon at

Rome.—«<//>. Rotun'date, rounded off, specifically

noting bodies rounded oft" at the end ; Rotundifo'-
liOUS, having round leaves; .Rotun'diOUS, Rotun-
do'vate (hot.'), egg-shaped.

—

ns. Rotund ness,
Rotun'dlty, globular form.

—

adj. Rotund-point ed,

bluntly pointed. [L. rotundus—rota, a wheel.]

Boture, rO-tur', n. in Canadian law, a grant made
of fendal property : plebeian rank in France. —
«. Roturier (ro-tu-ri-a'), a plebeian. [Fr.,—Low L.
ruptura, ground broken by the plough—L. runipere,
ruptiim, to break.]

Rouble. Same as Ruble.
Rouched, rowcht, adj. wrinkled, puckered. [Ruck,
a wrinkle.]

ROUCOU, r5o'kS5, «. a dye—amotto. [Fr.,—Braz.]
Roue, roo-a', «. a fashionable profligate : a rake,

debauchee. — n. Rou'erle, debauchery. [A name
fiven by Philippe, Duke of Orleans, Regent of
'ranee 1715-23, to his dissolute companions— Fr.

rou^, one broken on the wheel— pa. p. of rotier—
roue—L. rota, a wheel.]

Rouelle, roo-el', «. a wheel-like amulet of the ancient
Gauls, intended to symbolise the sun.

—

n. Rouelle-
guard, a guard having the shape of a disc, as on
some old daggers. [Fr.]

Rouen-cross. See Cross.
Rouge, roozh, «. a powder used to give artificial

colour to the cheeks or lips.

—

vt. to colour with
rouge.—z/.j. to use rouge : to blush.

—

ns. Rouge'-
berr'y, a shrub of tropical America, whose berries

supply a cosmetic; Rouge'-dlsh, a saucer contain-
ing a thin layer of dry rouge ; R0Ug6-et-n0ir, a
modern game of chance, played by the aid of packs
of cards on a table covered with green cloth—also

Trente-un and Trettie-et-quarante.—Rouge croiz,
one of the four pursuivants of the English College
of Heralds ; RoUge dragon, one of the pursuivants
of the Heralds' College. [Fr. rouge (It. roggio,

robbid)—L. rttieus, red.]

Rouget, roS-zha', n. an infectious disease of swine.
[I'r.,

—

rouge, red.]

Rough, ruf, adj. not smooth : uneven : uncut : tm-
polished : unfinished : boisterous : tempestuous :

violent : harsh : severe : rude : coarse : disordered
in appearance : hasty, as a rough guess : stale

:

astringent : in Greek grammar, marking the stronger
aspiration, equivalent to Eng. h.—n. rough con-
dition, crudeness : a piece inserted in a horse's shoe
to keep him from slipping : a bully, a ruffian, a
rowdy.

—

7<.t. to make rough : to roughen a horse's

shoes to keep him from slipping : to shape roughly :

to roughen.

—

v.i. to break the rules in boxing by too
great violence.—«. Rough'age, coarse material for

bedding cattle, &c.

—

adj. Rough' -billed, having a
rough, horny excrescence on the beak.

—

v.t. Rough'-
cast, to mould in a rough, unfinished way : to form
anything in its first rudiments.—«. a rude model : a
form in its rudiments : a kind of semi-fluid mortar
containing fine gravel, thrown in a thin coating
on outer walls.

—

vs.t. Roogh'-cull, to cull oysters
hastily ; Rough'-draft, -draw, to trace roughly

;

Rough'-dry, to dry without smoothing.

—

adj. dry
without having been smoothed.

—

v.t. Rough'en, to

m.Tke rough.

—

v.i. to become rough.— h. Rough'er,
a workman who shapes something preparatory to

a finishing operation : a piece of woollen cloth
in preparation for fulling.

—

adjs. Rough' -foot'ed,
having feathered feet, as a grouse ; Rough'-grained,
coarse-grained.

—

iKt. ROUgh'-grind, to grind roughly.—n. Rough'-head, the iguanoid lizard.—i;./.R0Ugh'-
hew, to hew coarsely : (Shak.) to give to anything
the first appearance of form.—«. Rough'-hew'er.

—

f.adj. Rough-hewn, not yet nicely finished : un-
polished : unrefined.

—

ns. Rough'-hound, the dog-
fish : a kind of shark : Rough'ie (Scot.), dried heath ;

Rough'ing-mlll, a metal disc charged with wet
emery, &c., lor grinding gems.

—

adj^. Rough'ish,
ratner rough ; Rough'-legged, having legs covered
with feathers.

—

adv. Roughly, coarsely : harshly :

rudely.

—

ns. Roughness, crudeness : rawness : harsh-

ness : asperity: pliysical or mental rudeness : {JJ.S.)

fodder consisting of dried corn-stalks : (Scot.) plenty,

esp. of food.— ii<(7'. Rough'-perTect, of an actor
when nearly perfect in the memorising of a part.

—

ns. Rough'-rld'er, one who rides rough or untrained
horses : a horse-breaker ; Rough'-sCUff, a coarse
fellow : the rabble.

—

adj. Rough' -shod, shod with
roughened shoes, as a horse in frosty weather.

—

n. Rough' - slant, a shed partially enclosed, for

shelter. — adj. Rough'-spun, rude, homely. — ns.

Rough-string, one of the supports for the steps of
a wooden stairway ; RoUgh'-Stuff, coarse paint laid

on after the priming, and before the finish ; Rough'-
tail, a shield-tail snake.—aa>'. Rough'-tailed.—«.
Rough- wing, a British moth: a rough-winged
swallow.—<i<^'. Rough'-wlnged.—7'.^. Rough'-work,
to work over hastily without attention to execution
in detail—also n.—Rough and ready, rough in

manner but prompt in action ; Rough and tumble,
said of fighting in any style or by any means : in-

discriminate, confused, not too particular al)Out

decorum, fairness, &c. : Bough diamond (see

Diamond) ; Rough it, to take what comes.—Cut
up rough, to become quarrelsome or violent ; In
the rough, in an unwrought or rude condition ;

Ride rough-shod (see Ride). [A.S. r&h, rough

;

Ger. ranch, rank, Dut. ruig.\

Rought, rawt, an obsolete pret. of reck.

Roulade, rSC-lad', ». (mus.) a melodic embellishment

:

a run. [Fr.,

—

rou/er, to roll.]

Roule, rODl, «. an obsolete form of roi/.

Rouleau, rOD-l5', «. a roll of paper containing a certain

number of coins : a large piping or trimming : one
of a bundle of fascines to cover besiegers:— //.

Rouleaux'. [Fr.]

Roulette, rODl-et', «. a little ball or roller: a game
of chance played on an oblong table divided into

numbered and coloured spaces, and having in the

centre a rotating disc on which a ball is rolled until

it drops into one of the spaces, the player winning if

he has staked his money on that space or its colour :

an engraver's tool : a cylindrical object used to curl

hair upon : (geom.) a particular kind of curve. [Fr.,

—router, to roll.]

Roum. See Room (2).

Rounce, rowns, «. a wheel-pulley in a hand printing-

press : a game of cards.

Rounceval, rown'se-val, «. {pbs^ a giant : anything
large and strong : the marrow-fat pea.

Rouncy, rown'si, «. (pbs.) a common hackney : a nag :

a vulgar woman.
Round, rownd, v.t. (Sfens.) to address in a whisper.

[.A.S. runian, to whtsper.]
Round, rownd, adj. circular : globular : cylindrical :

whole : complete : plump : large : not inconsider-

able, as a sum : whole, unbroken : smooth-flowing,

continuous, as a sound : full, expressive : open

:

plain : positive : bold, brisk, without hesitation or

delicacy, plain-spoken : candid, as a ' rouiid un-
varnished tale ' : severe : well turned, in a literary

sense : periodic : (archit.) vaulted.

—

adv. on all sides ;

every way : circularly : in a revolution : from one
side or party to another : not in a direct line, circuit-

ously : in a round manner : from beginning to end.
—prep, around : on every side of: all over.

—

n. that

which is round : a circle or globe : a series of
actions : the time of such a series : a turn : routine :

revolution : c>'cle : an accustomed walk : a rundle
or step of a ladder : a song or dance having a
frequent return to the same point : a volley or
general discharge of firearms, a single charge of
ammunition for a musket or field-piece : that in

which a whole company takes part, as a treat of
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liquor, &c. : prescribed circuit, as a policeman's
round : the whole scope, as the round of science

:

one of a series, as rounds of applause : a bout in a

boxing match ; a brewer's vessel for holding beer

while undergoing fermentation.

—

v.t. to make round

:

to surround : to go round ; to complete : to make
full and flowing : to encircle : to make a course

round.

—

v.i. to grow or become round or full : to go

round : to go the rounds, as a guard.—a<^. Round--

about, encircling : circuitous : indirect.—«. a hori-

zontal revolving wheel on which children ride : a

round-dance : a short jacket.—rt</z'. Roundaboutly.
—Hs. Round'aboutness ; Round'-all, an acrobatic

feat.

—

(ui/s. Round'-arcbed, of a style characterised

by semicircular arches; Round-arm, in cricket,

swinging the arm more or less horizontally ; Round'-

backed, having a round or curved back : round-

shouldered ; Round' - crest'ed, fan - crested. — «j.

Round'-dance, a dance in a circle, or in which the

couples wheel ; Round'er, one that frequents a place :

a tool for making an edge round : (//.) an English

game out of which base-ball grew, played with a

small ball and a bat about two feet long.

—

m/j.

Round'-faced, having a round face.

—

ns. Round'-
fisb, the common carp: the shad waiter; Round'-
band, a style of penmanship in which the letters

are well rounded and free ; RoundTiead, a Puritan,

so called in the time of Charles I. from the Puritan

fashion of having the hair cut close to the he.id.

—

adj. Round beaded. —«f. Round' -bouse, in ships,

a cabin or house on the after-part of the quarter-

deck : on American railways, an engine-house;
Round'ing, in bookbinding, the shaping the folded

and sewed sheets into a convex form at the back

;

Round'ing-macbine', various machines for produc-

ing round forms, as a machine for sawing out cir-

cular heads for casks ; Round'lng-plane, a wood-
working tool for rounding the handles of rakes,

&c. ; Round'ing-tool, an instrument used in forging

for rounding a rod : a kind of draw-plate in saddlery

for shaping round leather straps ; Round'-i'ron,

a plumber's tool for finishing soldered work.

—

n{ij.

Round'isb, somewhat round.— «j. Round'isbness

;

Bound'Ie (Spens.), a roundelay ; Round'let, a little

circle.

—

adv. Round'ly, in a round manner : fully :

completely : boldly : openly : plainly : briskly :

generally.

—

adj. Round'-moutbed {zoai.), havinc; a
mouth without any lower jaw.— «. Roundness,
quality of being round, globular, or cylindrical

:

cylindrical form : fullness : smoothness of flow

:

plainness : boldness : a kind of muff.

—

n.pi. Round'-
num'bers, an indefinite or approximate statement
of a number, as a population, say, of 10,000.

—

v./.

Round'-ridge, to plough into round ridges.

—

ns.

Roundsman (W.S.), a policeman who acts as
inspector: Round'- stone, small stones used for

paving ; Round'-taljle, the group of twelve knights,
the bravest of all the throng, who form the centre
of the mythical King Arthur's retinue, sitting with
the king at a round table; Round'-top, a round
platform at the mast-head.—»«.//. Round'-tOW'ers,
tall narrow circular towers tapering gradually from
the base to the summit, found abundantly in Ireland,

and occasionally in Scotland, now generally believed

to be the work of Christian architects and built for

religious purposes.—«. Round'-up, the forming of
upward curves: the bringing together of all the

cattle in a ranch : a finishing of an arrancrement

:

the convexity of a deck.

—

adj'. Round'-Winged,
having rounded wings, as some British moths.—«.

Round'-worm, one of a class of worms {^Nentatoda')

in which the body is elongated and more or less

cylindrical, most of them parasitic^-opposed to the

flatworms or Plathelminihes, such as tapeworms
and flukes. —Round about, in an opposite direction :

an emphatic form of round ; Round of beef, a cut
of the thigh, through and across the bone ; Round
off, to finish completely ; Round to> to turn the

head of a ship to the wind.—All round, in all re-

spects ; Bring rotind (see Bring) ; Come round
(see Come) ; Scold roundly, 10 bring to book. [O.
Fr. roottd (Fr. rond)— L. rotundits—rota, a wheel.]

Roundel, rown'del, «. anything of a round form or
figure : a circle : a ring-dance, a rondel.—«. Roun'-
delay, a round : a song in which parts are repeated :

a dance in a ring. [U. Fr. rondel (Fr. rondeau),
dim. of rond, round.]

Roundrobin, rownd-rob'in, K. a name given to a
protest signed by a number of persons in a circular
form, so that no one shall be obliged to head the list.

[Fr. rond ruian, round ribbon.]
Roundure, rown'dur, «. {Sitak.) = Rondure.
Roup, rowp, n. (Scot.) a sale by auction.

—

v.t. to sell

by auction.

Roup, rijop, «. an infectious disease of the respiratory
passages of poultry.

Rouse, rowz, v.t. to raise up : to stir up : to awaken

:

to excite to anything : to put into action : to startle

or start, as an animal : to work about in salt, to roil.—v.i. to awake : to be excited to action.— «. the
reveille.

—

adv. (06s.) vehemently.

—

adj. Rous'ant
{Iter.), starting up, as a bird in the attitude of
rising.

—

ns. Rouse'ment, an awakening religious

discourse ; Rous'er, one who, or that which, rouses,
anything astonishing.

—

adj. Rousing, having power
to awaken : great, violent.

—

adv. Rous'ingly.

—

adj. Rous'y, noisy, riotous. [Scand., Sw. rusa,
Dan. rt/se, to rush.]

Rouse, rowz, «. a carousal : a bumper. [Scand.,
Sw. rus, drunkenness, Ice. rtiss; cf. Dut. roes,
Ger. rauscA.]

Roussette, rOo-set', «. a fruit-eating bat : a dogfish.

[Fr.]

Roust, rowst, ».^. to stir up.

—

v.t. to move energeti-

cally.

Roust, rOSst, n. a current in the sea

—

v.t. to drive
strongly.

Roustabout, rowst'a-bowt', n. {Amer.) a common
wharf labourer : a shiftless vagrant.—Also ROUS'ter.

Rout, rowt, «. a tumultuous crowd, a rabble : a large
party : a fashionable evening as.sembly.—«. Rout'-
Cake, a rich sweet cake for evening parties.

—

adjs.
Rout'lsh, clamorous : disorderly ; Rout'OUS. [O.
Fr. route, a band—Low L. rupta, thing broken— L.
rutnpere, nif>tufn, to break.]

Rout, rowt, «. the defeat of an army or body of troops :

the disorder of troops defeated : a pack of wolves.

—

v.i. to assemble together.^z/./. to put to disorderly
flight : to defeat and throw into confusion : to

conquer : to drag out, or into the light.—Put tO
rout, to put to flight. [O. Fr. route—L. rupttts,

rupta, pa. p. of rumpere, to break.]
Rout, rowt, v.i. to roar like a cow : to snore : to howl

like the wind. [A.S. hriitan, to roar.]

Rout, rowt, v.t. to root up, as a pig : to scoop out.—v.i. to poke about—also Wrout.

—

n. ROUt'er, a
sash-plane, as Rout'er-gaUge, for inlaid work.

—

v.t. Rout'er, to cut out, leaving some parts in re-

lief.

—

ns. Rout'er-plane, a plane for the bottoms
of rectangular cavities; Rout'er-Saw ; Rout'lng-
macblne', a shaping-machine for wood, metal, or
stone. \Rooi.\

Rout, rowt, K. the brent goose. [Ice. hrota.'\

Route, rOSt, n. a course to be traversed : a line of
march :_road: track.—n. Route'-Step, an order of
march in which soldiers .ire not required to keep
step.—Star route, in the IJiiited States, a post route
by means other than steam, the blank contr.icts for

which having three groups of four stars. [Fr.,—L,
ruita (via), 'a broken way.']

Routb, rowth, adj. (Scot.) plentiful, abundant—also
ft.—adj. Routb'ie, plentiful, well filled.

Routler, rro-ti-a', «. a French brigand of the 12th
century : any brigand or armed robber.

Routine, r<50-ten', n. course of duties : regular course
of action : an unvarying round.

—

ad/, keeping an
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unvarying round. — adj. Boutl'nary, customary,
ordinary.—»j. Routineer' ; Routl'nism ; Routi'-
nist. IFr.]

Boutle, row'tl, v.t. {dial.) to disturb : to root out
Boux, roo, n. a mixture of melted butter and flour for

soups, &c. [Fr.]

Bove, rOv, v.t. to wander over : to plough into ridges.—v.t. to wander about : to ramble : to range : to

aim, as in archery, at some casual mark : to be
light-headed : to be full of fun.— »t. a wandering.

—

MS. Bo'ver, one who roves : a robber or pirate : a
wanderer : an inconstant person : in archery, a
person shooting with a long bow and arrow : an
arrow used by a rover : an irregular point to be
aimed at : in croquet, a ball that has gone through
all the hoops ; Bo'very ; Ro'ving, the act of wander-
ing.—rt<^t/. B6 vlngly.—«. Bo'vingness.—Shoot at
rovers, to shoot at random. [M. E. rover, a robber
—Dut. rotnier, a pirate, rooven, to rob

—

roof. The
verb rove is from the noun roof, plunder.]

Bove, rOv, v.t. to draw through an eye : to bring wool
into ihelorm it receives before being spun into thread

:

to ravel out thread : to undo what has been knit : to

card.

—

n. a roll of wool or cotton drawn out and
twisted.

—

ns. Bo'ving, the process of giving the first

twist to yarn : a slightly twisted sliver of carded
fibre ; Bo'Ving-frame, a machine for the manufac-
ture of cotton and worsted ; Bo'Ving-machlne', a
machine for winding on bobbins ; Bo'Ving-plate, a
scraper used for giving a grindstone a true circular

form ; Bo'Vlng-reel, a device for measuring a hank
of yarn. [Prob. a variant of reeve or of rive.\

Bove-beetle, rOv'-be'tl, n. a brachelytrous coleopterous
insect, as the devil's coach-horse.

—

n. Bo'ver-oee'tlo,
a salt-water insect.

Bow, rO, «. a line : a rank : persons or things in a line.—v.t. to arrange in a line. [A.S. rdw, rdwe ; Ger.
reiJte, Dut. rij.]

Bow, rO, v.t. to impel with an oar: to transport by
rowing.

—

z:i. to work with the oar : to be moved by
oars.—«. an excursion in a rowing-boat.

—

adj. Bow'-
able.— ns. Bow'boat, a boat moved by rowers

;

Bow'er ; Bow'-port, a small square hole in small
vessels near the water-line for the oars in a calm.
[A.S. rowan : Ger. rudem. Ice. rtfa.}

Bow, row, «. a noisy squabble : uproar : an outbreak :

a brawl.

—

ri.i. to injure by wild treatment : to abuse,
scold.

—

v.t. to behave ina riotousway.

—

adj. Bow'dy,
noisy and turbulent, given to quarrelling. — «. a
rough, disreputable fellow.

—

n. Bow'dy-dow, a
sustained noise or hubbub, a row.

—

adjs. BoWdy-
doWdy, given to raising rows, uproarious ; BoWdy-
ish.— 7ij. Bow'dylsm, the conduct of a rowdy or
rough, turbulence ; Bow'er, one given to quarrels.

(Put for rouse (q.v.).]

Bow, row, «. (Scot.) a form of roll.—«. Bow'-OlOth,
a folding cloak of warm cloth.

Bowan, row'an, «. the mountain-ash, or quicken-tree,

a British tree belonging to the natural order Rosaceie,
whose acid fruit—Bowan beiTles—is sometimes used
for presen-es.—Also Boau-treo. [Scand., Sw. rdun,
Dan. rSn, Ice. reyttir.}

Bowel, row'el, «. the little wheel in a spur, set with
sharp points : a little flat wheel or ring on horses'
bits : a seton inserted in the flesh of an animal.

—

v.t.

to put spurs on : to apply the spur to.

—

ns. Bow'el-
bead, the axis on which a rowel turns ; BoWeling-
need'le, a needle used for inserting a rowel or seton ;

Row'ellng-SClS'SOrs, a farrier's instrument for insert-

ing rowels ; BoWel-spUT, a spur having several
radiating points. (Fr. rouelle—Low L. rotella, dim.
of L. rota, a wheel.]

Rowen, row'en, «. the aftermath, or second crop of
hay : (prov.) a stubble-field.

Rowlock, ro'lok, or rul'uk, n. a contrivance on the
w.-ile of a boat, to rest the oar in rowing.—Also
RoU'OCk, Rull'OCk. (Prob. A.S. drUc.^

Rowxae, rewm, m. {Sptns.) rodm, spacti place.

Bit

Roxburgh©, rolcs'bur-5, n. a style of binding for books,
with cloth or paper sides, plain leather back, gilt-top,

other sides untrimmed, named from the Duke of
Roxburghe (1740-1804).

Roy, roi, «. ipbs.) a king. [O. Fr.,—L. rex, regis.^

Royal, roi'al, Oiij. regal, kingly : magnificent : illus-

trious : magnanimous : enjoying the favour or patron-
age of the sovereign : of more than common size or
excellence.—n. a large kind of paper (19 by 24 in.

for writing-paper, 20 by 25 for printing-paper) : (fibs.)

a royal person, a king : a gold coin : a sail immedi-
ately above the topgallant sail : one of the shoots of
a stag's head : a small mortar : a tuft of beard on
the lower lip, an imperial.

—

n. Roy'alet, a petty
king.

—

v.t. Boy'allse (Shak.\ to make royal.

—

)is.

Boy'allsm, attachment to kings or to kingly govern-
ment ; Boy'alist, an adherent of royalism : a cavalier
during the English civil war : in American history,
an adherent of the British government : in French
history, a supporter of the Bourbons—also adj.—
adv. Boy'ally.—«. Boj^al-mast, the fourth and
highest part of the mast from the deck, commonly
made in one piece with the topgallant mast.

—

adj.
Royal-rich (Tenn.), rich as a king.—«. Royalty,
kingship : the character, state, or office of a king

:

majesty : the person of the king or sovereign : fixed

sum paid to the Crown or other proprietor, as on the
produce of a mine, &c. : kingdom : royal authority :

a royal domain : (Scot.) the bounds of a royal burgh.
—Royal bounty, a fund from which the sovereign

grants money to the female relatives of oflficers who
die of wounds ; Royal cashmere, a thin material
of pure wool ; Royal fern (Osmunda regalis), the
most striking of British ferns ; Royal homed Cater-
pillar, a large bombycid moth of the United States ;

Royal household, the body of persons in the service

of the sovereign. —The Bioyals, a name formerly
given to the first regiment of foot in the British army.
[Fr.,—L. regalis, regal.]

Royena, roi'e-na, n. a genus of gamopetalous plants

of the ebony family. [From the i8th-centurj' Dutch
botanist Adrian van Royen.\

Royne, roin, x'.t. to bite, to gnaw.

—

adj. Roy^nlsh
(Shak.\ sciu-vy, mangy: mean. [O. Fr. rogue,

mange—L, rubigo, rust.]

Ro3rne, roin, v.i. to whisper, mutter.—Also Roin,
Rownd. (Cf. Round, to whisper.]

Roysterer, roist'er-er, «. Same as Roisterer.
Roytish, roi'tish, adj. (obs.) wild : irregular.

Rub, rub, v.t. to move something over the surface of
with pressure or friction : to clean, polish, or smooth,
by passing something over : to wipe : to scour : to

remove by friction (with off, out) : to erase or obliterate
(with out) : to touch hard, fret : at bowls, to touch
the jack with the bowl.

—

v.i. to move along with
pressure, friction, or difficulty : to get through diffi-

culties : to grate, to fret -.^pr.p. rub'bing
;
pa.t. and

pa.p. rubbed.—«. the act of rubbing : that which
rubs : a collision : an obstruction : difficulty : a pinch :

a joke : a sarcasm : a flaw : a rubber at cards.

—

ns.

Rub'-a-dUb, the sound of the drum when beaten

;

Rub'-i'ron, a wheel-guard, or wheel-guard plate

;

Rub'stone, a whetstone : a coarse-grained sandstone

used for sharpening instruments.—Rubbed work,
work in stone smoothed by rubbing with gritstone ;

Rub down, to rub from top to bottom ; Rub in, to

force into the pores of by friction : to reiterate or

emphasise; Rub OUt, to erase; Rub the Wrong
way, to irritate by opposition ; Rub up, to polish

:

to freshen the memory. [Most prob. Celt. ; Gael.

rub, W. rhivbio, to rub, to grind.]

Rubasse, r55-bas', n. a beautiful variety of rock-
crystal. [Fr.,—L. rubeus, reddish.]

Rubato, rSD-ba'to, adj. (mus.) in modified or distorted
rhythm. (It., pa.p. of rubare, to steal.]

Rubber, rub'^r, n. one who rubs down horses : one who
practises massage : a coarse towel for rubbing the
body ; a piece ofcaotitchouc for erasing pencil-marks,
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india-rubber : a brush for erasing marks of chalk :

the cushion of an electric machine : a whetstone, a

file : an emery-cloth ; an overshoe : a rub, as ' One
who plays with bones must expect to meet with
rubbers ' : a contest of three games, as at whist—also

the deciding game in such a series.

—

adj, made of

caoutchouc or india-rubber.

—

tis. Bubb'er-clottl, a

fabric coated with caoutchouc ; Rubb'er-dani, a
sheet of caoutchouc used by dentists to keep saliva

out of a tooth while being filled ; Bubb'er-gaoge, a
device for measuring the amount of india-ruubcr

needed to make a given article ; Bubb'er-mould, a
vulcanite mould used by dentists in shaping the

plates for artificial teeth ; Rubb'er-mount'ing, in

saddlery, harness-mounting with vulcanite in imita-

tion of leather-work.

—

n.pl. Rubb'ers, a disease in

sheep, with great heat and itchiness.

—

ns. Rubb'er-
8aw, a circular roiatory knife for cutting india-

rubber ; Rubb'er-Stamp, an instrument for stamp-
ing by hand with ink, the letters, &c., being m
flexible vulcanised rubber ; Rubb'er-tjrp6, a type
cast in rubber ; Rubb'ing, an application of friction :

a copy of an inscribed surface produced by rubbing
heel-ball or phinibago upon pajjer laid over it.

—

us.

Rubb'ing-macbine', a machine used in linen bleach-

ing ; Rubbing-post, a stone or wooden post set up
for cattle to rub themselves against ; Rubb'ing-Stone,
a gritstone for erasing the marks on a stone.

Rubbish, rub'ish, ». waste matter : the fragments of
ruinous buildings : any mingled mass : nonsense :

trash: trumpery: litter.—«. Rubb'ish-heap, a pile

of rubbish.

—

adj. Rubb'isbing, trashy : paltry.—«.

Rubbish-pulley, a gin-block.— a<^'. Rubbishy,
worthless. [M. E. robows, robeux—O. Fr. robeux,

pi. of robel, dim. of robe, robbe, trash, whence also

nibble : cf. It roba, rubbish, spoil.]

Rubble, rub'l, n. the upper fragmentary decomposed
matter of a mass of rock : water-worn stones : small,

undressed stones used in coarse masonry. — ns.

Rubb le-Stone (same as Rubble) : also {geoi.) a kind
of conglomerate rock ; Rubb'le-work, a coarse kind
of masonry of stones left almost as they come from
the quarry, or only dressed a little with the hammer.—adj. Rubb'ly. [O. Fr. robel, pi. robeux, dim. of
robe, robbe, rubbish ; cf. It. r<7i<i, and the cognate r(73.]

Rubecula, roO-bek'u-la, n. a genus of birds, such as
the robin redbreast. [L. rubere, to be red.]

Rubedity, rSS-bed'i-ti, «. ruddiness.—a^y. Rubed'i-
nous. [L. rubedo, redness

—

rubere, to be red.]

Rubefacient, riSDb-e-fa'shent, adj. making ruby or red.
—«. (med.) an external application which stimulates
and consequently reddens the skin.

—

n. Rubefac'-
tion, the effect or action of a rubefacient. [L. rubere,

to be TeA,Jaciens, -euiis, pr.p. oi/ncere, to make.]
Rubella, rOO-bera, n. a contagious disease, with rose-

coloured eruption. —Also Rube'ola, and German
measles.

Rubescent, rOo-bes'ent, Oiif. tending to a red colour.
— «. Rubes'cence, a growing or becoming red :

tendency to redness. [L. rubescere, to grow red

—

ruber, red.
J

Rubia, rOO'bi-a, H. a genus of gamopetalous plants,

including the madder.—». Ru'bian, a colour-pro-

ducing matter of madder. — adj'. Rubian'iC. — n.

RU'blate. [L,,

—

rubeus, reddish, rubere, to be red.]

Rubican, rOO'bi-kan, adj. of a bay, sorrel, or black
colour, with some light-gray or white on the flanks :

of a red predominant over gray colour. [Fr.,—L.
rubricdre, to colour red,]

Rubicel, Rubicelle, rOS'bi-sel, n. an orange or flame-

coloured variety of spinel.

Rubicon, rOQb'i-kon, n. a stream of Central Italy,

forming the boundary in the republican period of
ancient Roman history between the province of
Gallia Cisalpina and Italia proper.—Pass the Rubi-
con, to take a decisive, irrevocable step, as Julius
Czsar's crossing this stream, the limit of his province
—a virtual decuratioo of war against the republic.
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Rubicund, rOO'bi'kund, adj. inclining to redness

:

ruddy.—«. Rubioun dity. [Fr.,—L. rtdncundus,
very red

—

rubere, to be red.]
Rubidium, rSS-bid'i-um, «. a soft silvery-white metallic

element. [L. rubidus, red.]

Rubify, roo'bi-fl, v.t. to make red.

—

adj. Rubif'ia— «. Rubifica'tion.— <j<^. Rubifonn. [Fr.,—L.
rube/aci're—rubere, to be jed,Jacere, to make.]

RubigO, rOD-bigO, «. a kind of rust on plants : mil-
dew.—«<(/>. Rubig'inose, brown-red ; Rubig'inous.
[L., rust.J

Rubine, roO'bin, «. an aniline Aye—adj. Rubin'eous,
of a glassy semi-transparent crimson. [L. rubeus,
red.]

Rubiretin, rOO-bi-ret'in, n. a resinous colouring matter
in madder. [L. rubeus, red, Gr. hretiiie, resin.]

Ruble, Rouble, rou'bl, ». the unit of the Russian
money system, divided into loo copecks—the present
silver ruble is equivalent to 3s. 2d. [Russ. rubll—
rubiti, cut off, prob. from Pers. rikpiya, a rupee.]

Rubric, rOo'brik, n. the directions for the service, in

office-books, formerly in red letters : any heading,
guiding, rule, &c. printed conspicuously in red : a
flourish after a signature : a thing definitely settled :

red ochre. —i;./. to enjoin services.

—

adjs. Rubric,
-al, agreeing with a rubric.

—

adv. Ru'brically,
over formally. — v.t. Bu'bricato, to illuminate
with red letters : to formulate as a rubric.

—

adj.
represented in red.

—

ns. Rubrica'tion, that which
is illuminated ; Bubrica'tor, one who rubricates

;

Rubrician, one versed in the rubric ; BubriC'ity,
accordance with the rubric-

—

adj. Bu'briCOSe (hot.),

marked with red.

—

n. Bu'brisher (obs.), a painter of
ornamental letters in early manuscripts. [L. rubrica,
red earth

—

ruber, red.]

BubUS, roS'bus, «. a genus of rosaceous plants includ-
ing the raspberry, &c. [L., a bramble-bush.)

Ruby, roo'bi, «. a pure transparent red-coloured corun-
dum, inferior in hardness to the diamond only among
gems : redness, anything red : {her.) the tincture

red or gules : (print.) a type smaller than non-
pareil and larger than pearl— sJ points in the new
system : the red bird of Paradise : the ruby hummer
of Brazil.— adj. red. — v.t. to make red:

—

pa.t.

and pa.p. ru'bied.

—

adj. RuHbied (Shak.), red as a
ruby.—«. Ru'bine (Spens.), same as Ruby.— <i<^'.

Rubious (ShaJc.), ruby, red, ruddy.— «.r. Ru'by-
blende, a clear red variety of zinc sulphide : ruby
silver ; Ruby-tail, a gold-wasp, or cuckoo-fly.

—

adj. Ru'by-throat'ed, like a humming-bird, with a
ruby gnrget.—«.f. Bu'by-ti'ger, a British moth

;

Bu'by-WOOd, red sandalwood.—Bock ruby, a ruby-
red garnet. [O. Fr. rubi—L. rubeus— ruber, red.]

Rucervus, rOO-ser'vus, «. a genus of East Indian
Cer-cidie.—adj. Rucer'vlne.

Ruche, rO(3sh, ». a plaited frilling.—Also Ruch'ing.
[Fr., prob. Celt., BreL r]isk.\

Ruck, ruk, «. a wrinkle, fold, or crease.

—

v.t. to
wrinkle, to crease : to annoy, ruffle.

—

v.i. to have a
folded, wrinkled, or ridgy surface. [Ice. hrukka, a
wrinkle.]

Ruck, ruk, v.i. to squat : to crouch down : to cower

:

to huddle together.

—

xi.t. to perch, to roost.

Ruck, ruk, n. a crowd : a press : the common run

:

trash, nonsense.

—

v.t. to gather in heaps. [Prob.
Scand. : Old Sw. rttka, a heap.]

Ruck, ruk, «. a small heifer.

Buckle, ruk'l, «. {Scot.) a rattling noise in the throat,

as from suffocation.

—

v.i. to emit such a sound.
[Prob. cog. with Dut. rogchelen, to hawk.]

Buctation, ruk-tu'shun, n. the act of belching : eruc-

tation. [I., ructare, to belch.]

BUCtion, ruk'>lhun, ». (slang) a vexation : a disturl>

ance : a rumpus. [Prob. a corr. oi eruption.]

Bud, rud, «. redness : blush : flush : red ochre for

marking sheep.

—

v.t. to make red. [A.S. rudu, red"

ness, reddan, to redden.]
Bud, rud, v.t. (prw.) to rub : to polish.
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Bndas, roo'das, «. (Scot.) a foul-mouthed old woman

:

a randy, a hag.

—

atij. bold, coarse.

RudbOCkia, rud-bek'i-a, «. a genus of composite plants,

abundant in the eastern and central United States,

the cone-flowers. [Named Irom the Swedish botanist

Olaus Riidbeck (1630-1702).]

Budd, rud, n. the fish red-eye.

Budder, rud'er, «. the instrument by which a ship is

rowed or steered, its primitive form an oar working
at the stern : that which guides anything : a bird's

tail-feather. — ns. Budd'er - band, a gearing with
which the rudder is braced when the ship is at

anchor ; Rudder-brace, a strap to receive a pintle

of the rudder ; Rudd'er-brake, a compressor for

controlling the rudder in a seaway ; Rudd'er-cbain,
a strong chain often shackled to the after-part of a
rudder to prevent its loss ; Rudd'er-COat, a covering
of tarred canvas used to prevent water rushing in at

the rudder-hole ; Rudd'er-fisb, the pilot-fish : the
amber-fish: the barrel - fish. — rt^'. Rudd'erless,
having no rudder.

—

fts. Rudd'er-pOBt, the shank of
a rudder, having the blade at one end and the

attachments at the other ; Rudd'er-StOCk, the blade
of the rudder, connected by hinges with the stern-

post of a vessel ; Rudd'er-trunk, a casing of wood
fitted into the post, through which the rudder-stock
is inserted : Rudd'er-Wbeel, a small wheel at tlie

end of a plough helping to guide it. [A.S. rdther;
Ger. ruder, an oar.]

Rudder, rud'er, «. a riddle or sieve.

—

v.t. Ruddle, to

sift together : to mix, as through a sieve.

Ruddle, rud'I, v.t. to interweave: to cross-plait, as in

making lattice-work. [Raddle.}
Ruddle, rud'I, «. a species of red earth, red ochre :

(t>/'5.) rudiliness.

—

v.t. to mark with ruddle— also
Raddle, Redd'le.—«. Rudd'leman = Reddleman.
[A.S. mdu, redness

—

redd, red.]

RuddOC, Ruddock, rud'uk, «. (Spens.) the redbreast

:

a gold coin : a kind of apple. [A.S. rudduc—rudu,
redness

—

redd, red.]

Ruddy, rud'i {fomj>. Rudd'ler, super!. Rudd'Iest),
luij. red : of the colour of the skin in high health :

•"osy, glowing, bright.

—

v.t. to make red.

—

aiiz'.

Buddily.—»J. Buddiness; Budd'y-diVer, -duck,
an American duck with wedge-shaped tail ; Buddy-
rudd'er, the long-eared sun-fish. [A.S. rttdig,

nidi—rudu, redness

—

redd, red.]

Bude, rosd {com/i. Bu'der, superl. Bu'dest), adj.
crude : uncultivated : barbarous : rough : harsh :

ignorant : uncivil : not smoothed : of low rank :

mean : sax age : brutal : ferocious : ill-bred : boorish :

stormy: robust: not in good taste.

—

adj. BudO'-
grow'ing, rough : tiWA.—adv. Bude'ly.—«.r. Bude'-
ness ; Budes'by {Shak.\ an uncivil fellow. [Fr.,—
L. rudis, rough.]

Budenture, rro-den'tOr, «. the figure of a rope with
which the flutings of columns are sometimes filled.

—a>ij. Buden'ted. [Fr.]

Buderal, roo'de-ral, adj. (^/.) growing in waste places
or among rubbish.— «. Budera'tiou, the act ofpaving
with small stones and mortar. [L. nidus, rubbish.]

Budesbeimer, lO'des-hl-mer, «. one of the white Rhine
wines highly esteemed—named from Riideshcitn on
the Rhine, opposite Bingen.

Budge, ruj, «. (prov.) a partridge.
Budge-wash, ruj'-wash, n. kersey cloth made of fleece

wool as it comes from the sheep's back.
Budiment, r55d'i-ment, «. anything in its rude or first

state : a first principle or element : (//.) the intro-

duction to any science : {bioL) that which is in its

first stage of development : the beginning of any
part or organ, that which is vestigial, an aborted
part.

—

v.t. to ground : to sfttle in first principles.—
adjs. Budimen'tal, Rudlmen'tary, pertaining to,

consisting in, or containing rudiments or first prin-

ciples: initial: elementary: undeveloped: (^/c/.) be-

ginning to be formed : arrested in development.

—

adv. Rudlmen'tarily.—K. Rudlmenta'tion.

Budmas-day, rud'mas-da, n. Holy Rood Day.
Bue, roo, «. a plant of any species of genus Ruta,

with bitter leaves and greenish-yellow flowers—an
emblem of bitterness and grief—called Herb ofgrace:
any bitter infusion.

—

ns. Rue'-anem'OIie, an Ameri-
can wild-flower ; Rue'-wort, a plant of the rue
family. [Fr. me—L. ruta—Gr. rhyte.]

Rue, roo, z'.t. to be sorry for : to lament : to repent
of : to compassionate : to try to withdraw from, as a
bargain.

—

v.t. to be sorrowful : to suft'er : to have
pity npon '.—pr.p. rue'ing ; pa.t. and pu.p. rued.

—

«. sorrow.— «. Bue'-bar'gain, a forfeit for with-
drawing from a bargain.

—

adj. Bue'ful. sorrowful:
piteous: deplorable: mournful: melancholy.

—

adv.
Bue'fully.—«r. Bue'fulness ; Bu'ing, repentance.
[A.S. Areihvan, to be sorry for

—

Arethu, sorrow ; Ger.
reite. Old High Ger. hriuuia, mourning.]

Buelle, roD-el', K. the space between the bed and the
wall, a bed-chamber where great French ladies held
receptions in the morning in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies. [Fr., a lane—L. niga, a wrinkle.]

Buellla, roO-ei'i-a, «. a genus of gamopetalous plants,

tropical and American— the manyroot, spiritleaf,
Christtnns-pride of Jamaica, &c. [From the i6th-

ceniurj' French botanist, Jean Ruel.}
Bufescence, roo-fes'ens, «. reddishness.

—

adj. Bufes'-
cent. [L. rufescere, to grow reddish

—

ru/us, red.]

Buff, ruf, «. an ornament of frills formerly worn
round the neck : anything plaited : a bird belonging
to the sandpiper sub-family of the Snipe family,

the male with an erectile ruflf during the breeding
season—;/^/«. Beeve : a band of long hair growing
round the neck of some dogs: {niach.) an annular
ridge formed on a shaft to prevent motion endwise :

a breed of domestic pigeons: (fibs.) a. display.

—

v.t.

to pucker : to draw up in folds : to ruffle, disorder :

in falconry, to hit without trussing : (5'co/.) to applaud
by making noise with hands or feet.

—

adj. Buffed,
having a ruff, as the ruffed grouse. [Prob. ruffle.]

Buff, ruf, «. an old game at cards : the act of trump-
ing when the player has no cards of the suit left.

—

v.t. to trump in this way. [Perh. conn, with It.

ron/a, a card-g^me.]
Buff, ruf, ». ruggedness.

—

v.t. to heckle flax on a
coarse heckle : to nap hats.— «. Buff'er, a coarse
heckle for flax.— adj. Buff'y-tuff'y, disordered,
rough.

—

adv. helter-skelter, pell-mell.

Buff, ruf, «. a low vibrating beat of a drum.
Buff, ruf, «. a small fresh-water fish of the Perch

family, abundant in England, about six inches long,

with only one dorsal fin.—Also Pope.
Buffian, rufi-an, «. a brutal, boisterous fellow : a

robber : a murderer : a pander.

—

adj. brutal : boister-

ous : licentious : stormy.

—

v.i. to play the ruffian, to

rage.—«. Buff'ianage.—<j^'. Buff'lanlsh, having
the qualities or manners of a ruffian.

—

it. Buff'ian-
ism, conduct of a rufiian.

—

adjs. Buff'ianly, like a
ruflian : violent ; Buff'inous (obs.), rufiianly, out-

rageously. [O. Fr. ntffian (Fr. rufien : It. ru/iano),

prob. from Old Dut. roffen, roffelen, a pander.]
Buffin, ruf'in, «. (Spetis.) the ruft'-fish.

Buffle, rufl, v.t. to make like a ruff, to wrinkle: to

form into plaits : to form with rufl!les : to disorder :

to agitate.

—

v.i. to grow rough : to flutter.—«.

annoyance : a quarrel : a plaited article of dress : a

tumult: agitation.

—

adj. Buff'led.— ns. Buff'Ie-

ment: BuffHer, a machine for making ruffles;

Buffling, ruffles generally.—Buffle one's feathers,

to make one angry. [Cf. Dut. rui/elen, to wrinkle,

ruyffel, a wrinkle.]

Buffle, rufl, v.i. to act turbulently : to swagger.

—

v.t.

to imlly.—«. Buff'Ier, a bully. \Ruffian.\
Bufous, roO'fus, adj. reddish or brownish-red : having

reddish hair.— adj. Ru'fulous, somewhat rufous.

[I., ni/us, akin to ruber, red.]

Rug, rug, n. a cairse, rough woollen cloth or coverlet

:

a soft, woolly mat : a cover for a bed : a blanket or

coverlet : a covering for the floor : a travelling robe

:
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a rough, shaggy dog : a kind of strong liquor.

—

n.

Bug'ging, heavy napped cloth for rugs : a coarse

cloth for horse-boots. [Scand., Sw. rug^; cf. Kvui;A.]

Rug, rug, v.i. (Scoi.) to pull roughly.—«. a tug.

—

Get a rag, to get a haul at something desirable.

Rug. rug, Oiij. (Jirov.) snug : warm.
Ruga, roo'ga, «. a fold ; a crease : a corrugation.

—

a,ij. Rugate. [L., a fold.]

Rugby, rug'bi, «. the game of football according to the

rules of the Rtigby Football Union (1871), the sides

numbering 15 each, played on ground no by 75 yards.

Rugged, rug'ed, adj. rough : uneven : shaggy : sour :

stormy : grating to the ear : wrinkled : ruffled

:

homely: unpolished: rough: ungentle: (U.S.)
Tohust.—aiiv. Rugg'edly.—«. Rugg'edness.—(j</yi.

Rugg'y, rough : uneven ; Rug'-Sead'ed, shock-
headed. [Scand. ; cf. Iiug.\

Rugine, roS'jin, «. a surgeon's rasp, a nappy cloth.

—

v.t. to use a rugine. [Fr,]

Rugosa, ro5-go'sa, n. an order of sclerodermatous
stone corals.

Rugose, ro5'g5s, adj. wrinkled : full of wrinkles

:

{hot.) having the veinlets sunken and the spaces
between them elevated, as the leaves of the sage

—

also Ru'gous.—oa'e'. Ru'gosely.—«. Rugosity.—
adj. Ru'gulose. [L. rugosus—ruga, a wrinkle.]

Ruin, roi5'in, «. a rushing or falling down violently

:

destruction :. overthrow : that which destroys: the
remains of a building demolished or decayed (usually
in//.): the state of being ruined: wreck, material
or moral.

—

v.t. to demolish : to destroy : to defeat : to
impoverish : to bring to ruin : to undo : to spoil : to
seduce, debauch.

—

v.i. to run to ruin : to fall into
decay : to do irreparable harm. — adj. Ru'inable
{Bacon), capable of being ruined.

—

v.i. Ru'inate
(S/uik.), to ruin, to destroy : to demolish : to reduce
to poverty.

—

v.i. (S/eus.) to {all:—pr.p. ru'inating
;

_/>a./. ru'inated.

—

adj. (pis.) falling to ruin : ruined.—tis. Rulna'tlOU, overthrow : subversion ; Ru'iuer.

—

adj's. Ruinironn, having the appearance of ruins

;

Ru'inous, fallen to ruins : decayed : pernicious.

—

adv. Ruinously.—«. Ru'inousness, the state or
quality of being ruinous : mischievousness. [Fr.,

—

L. ruina—mere, to tumble down.]
Rule, rSSl, n, government : a principle : a standard :

a statute, a maxim, formula, or order : an instrument
used in drawing lines or making calculations mechani-
cally : a minor law, something established for guid-
ance and direction, esp. the regulations of monas-
teries, corporate societies, &c. : the limits of a prison
(esp. in //.) : conformity to rule, uniformity : in

American parliamentary law, the regulations adopted
by a deliberative body for the regulation of its

proceedings : (gram.) the expression of some estab-
lished form of construction : the description of a
process for solving a problem : a general proposition,
as ' Failure is the rule, success the exception ' : (iau^
an order regulating the court : (print.) a thin strip
of rolled brass, cut type high, used for printing: in
plastering, a strip of wood on the face of the wall as
a giiide to assist in keeping the plane surface.

—

v.t.

to dispose : to regulate : to dominate : to govern : to
manage : to prevail upon : to settle as by a rule : to
establish by decision : to determine, as a court : to
mark with lines.—z/.j. to exercise power (with over) :

to decide : to lay down and settle : to stand or
range, as prices.—rt^'. Ru'lable, governable : allow-
able.

—

ns. Rule'-case (print.), a tray with partitions
for rules; Rule'-CUt'ter (print.), a machine for
cutting brass rules into short lengths ; Rule'-drlll'er,
a teacher who teaches by rote; Rule'-Joint, a
pivoted joint used by surveyors, ?ic.—adj. Rule'less,
lawless. — «j. Rule'lessness ; Rule'-mong'er, a
stickler for rules ; Ru'ler, a sovereign : a governor :

an instrument used in drawing lines : in engraving,
a straight steel bar employed in engraving the lines

;

Rulerstlip ; Rule'-work (print.), work with many
rules, as tables of figures, &c—adj. Ruling, pre-

dominant : prevailing : reigning.—«. the determina-
tion by a judge, esp. an oral decision : the act of
making ruled lines.—«. RullUg-en'gine, a machine
for ruling diffraction gratings.

—

adv. Rulingly.

—

ns. Ruling-maclline', a machine used by engravers
<or ruling in flat tints : a machine for ruling parallel
coloured lines upon writing-paper ; Ru'Ung-pen, a
form of pen for drawing lines of even thickness;
Slid'ing-rule, a rule having one or more scales
which slide over others for the purpose of faciUtating
calculations.—Rule of faith, not the sum of the
Christian faith as laid down in creeds and con-
fessions, but, in polemical theology, the sources
whence the doctrines of the faith are to be authori-
tatively derived—the Scriptures, the tradition of the
Church, the teaching of the Fathers, &c. ; RulS
of the road, the regulations to be observed in the
movements of conveyances either on land or at sea

—

thus in England drivers, riders, and cyclists take the
left side in meeting, and the right in passing ; Rule
of three, the method of finding the fourtli term when
three are given ; Rule Of thumb, any rough process
of measurement—^A mile to show cause, or A rule
nisi, a rule which is conditional (see Nlsi) : As a
rule, on the whole; One hour rule, a rule pro-

hibiting members of the United States House of
Representatives speaking more than an hour. [O.
Fr. reiiie (Fr. reg?e)^h. regula—regere, to rule.]

Rule, rool, «. revelry.— -'./. to revel. [Revel.]
Rullion, rul'yon, n. a shoe made of untanned leather :

a coarse woman : (Scot.) an ill-conditioned beast.

[A.S. ri/eling, a kind of shoe.]

Rum, rum, n. a spirit distilled from the fermented
juice of the sugar-cane, or from molasses.— ns.

Rum'-barge, a warm drink ; Rum'-bloss'om, -bud,
a pimple on the nose; Rum'-cherr'y, the wild
black cherry of North America ; Rum'-Sell'er
(U.S.), the keeper of a rum-shop; Rum' -Shop

;

Rum'-Shrub, a hqueur of rum, sugar, lime or
lemon juice, &c. [Abbrev. of rumbullion; prob.
related to rumble.]

Rum, rum, adj. good : queer, droll, odd.

—

n. any odd
person or thing.

—

adv. Rum'ly, finely (used ironi-

cally). [A Gipsy word, rom, a husband.]
Rumal, ruo'mal, ». a handkerchief: a small shawl or

veil.—Also Roo'mal, Ro'mal. (Hind.J
Rumble, rum'bl, v.i. to make a confused noise from

rolling heavily : to roll about.—f./. to rattle.

—

n. a
low, heavy, continued sound : a jarring roar, rumour :

confusion : a seat for servants behind a carriage :

a revolving box in which articles are polished by
mutual attrition. —«i. Rum'bler ; Rumble-tumble,
a rumble-seat ; Rum'bllng, a low, heavy, continued
&oixnd.—a<iv. Rum'blingly. [Teut. ; found in Dut.
rommelen, nitniueln.]

RumbO, riim'bO, «. a strong liquor.

—

n. Rumbooze',
a tipple : a mixed drink. \Runt.\

Rumbullion, rum-bul'yon, «. a great tumult : a strong

liquor.—Also Rumboul'Ing.
Rumen, rCSo'men, «. the paunch and first stomach of

a ruminant :^pl. Ru'mtoa. [L.]

Rumex, roo'meks, «. a genus of apetalous plants to

which belong dock and sorrel, &c.
Rumfustian, rum-fus'tyan, «. a hot drink of sherry,

eggs, &c.
Rumgumptlon, rum-gump'shun, n. (Scot.) rough and
homely common-sense : shrewdness of intellect

—

also Rumblegump'tion. — adj. Rumgump'tlouB,
shrewd : sharp.

Ruminant, roS'mi-nant, adj. having the power of

ruminating or chewing the cud—also Ru'mlual.

—

«. an animal that chews the cud, as the ox, &c.
—H.pl. Rumlnan'tla, the even-toed or Artiodactyl

Ungulates, which chew the cud—the Tragvlidie,

often called musk-deer ; the Cotylopkorn, including

antelopes, sheep, goats, oxen, giraffes, deer ; the

Camelida, or camels and llamas.

—

adv. Ru'ml-
nantly.—f.*. Ru'minata, to chew the cud : to
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meditate.

—

v.t. to chew over again : to muse on.

—

aiij. (io/.) appearing as if chewed, as in the nutmeg,
&c.—a^/f. Ru'minatingly. — «. Rumination, act

of chewing the cud : calm reflection.

—

adj. Bu'mina-
tlve, well-considered.—«. Ru'mlnator. [L. nimi-
ndre, -dtum—rumen, the gullet.]

Rumkin, nim'kin, «. (pis.) a. kind of drinking-vessel.

Rumkin, rum'kin, «. a tailless fowl.

Rummage, rum'aj, v.t. to turn things over in search :

to clear a ship's hold of goods : to pack : to stow
closely : to ransack : to explore : to bring to light :

to stir.

—

v.i. to make a search.—«. a careful search :

an upheaval.—«. Rumm'ager.—Rtunmage sale, a
sale of unclaimed goods. [Room-n^e.]

Rummer, rum'er, «. a large drinkmg-glass. [Dut.

roemer; Ger. rdnier—prob. from such being used in

the RoiitersaalaX. Frankfurt.]
Rummy, rum'i, adj. rum: queer.
Rumour, rOO'mur, n. flying report : a current story.

—

v.t. to report : to circulate by report.

—

adj. Ru'mor-
0U3, vaguely heard.—«. Ru'mourer (Slink.), a re-

porter, a spreader ofnews. [Fr.,— L. >-7««<7r, anoise.]

Rump, rump, «. the end of the backbone of an animal
with the parts adjacent.

—

n. Rum'per.

—

adj. Ruinp'-
fed (Shak.), fattened in the rump, fat-bottomed.

—

adj. Rump'less, having no tail.—«J. Rump'-post,
the share bone or pygostyle of a bird ; Rump'-Steak,
steak cut from the thigh near the rump.—Tne rump,
the remnant ofthe Long Parliament, afterCol. Pryde's
expulsion of about a himdied Presbyterian royalist

mcmlrers. [Ice. t~umpr, Ger. rump/, Dut. nimpi'.]

Rumple, rum'pl, v.t. to crush out of shape : to make
uneven.—«. a fold or wrinkle. [A variant of riiiiple,

A.S. Iiriiitpan, to wrinkle ; Dut. rpmf>elen.\

Rumpus, rum'pus, n. an uproar : a disturbance.

Rumswizzle, rum'swiz'l, «. a cloth made in Ireland

from pure wool undyed.
Run, run, v.i. to move swiftly on the legs, to hasten,

rush on : to move, travel, ply regularly to : to pass
by : to have a certain form : (Aiw) to have legal

authority : to be current, as money : to average : to

reach, have course in any direction : to make a fault,

to slip, as thread in knitting : to stand as a candi-

date : to pass from one state to another : to pass

quickly in thought, to dwell repeatedly upon in

thought : to continue in operation, be in constant

motion, to be carried, to extend : to move swiftly

:

to pass quickly on the ground : to flee : to go, as

ships, &c. : to have course in any direction, to ex-

tend, spread : to flow : to dart : to turn : to extend
through a period : to pierce : to fuse or melt : to

turn or rotate : to be busied : to become : to be in

force ; to discharge matter, as a sore : to have a
general tendency : to pass, fall : to creep : to press

with immediate demands for payment, as a bank.

—

v.t. to cause to move swiftly, to keep running : to

force forward : to push : to cause to pass : to fuse :

to discharge, as a sore : to pursue in thought : to

incur : to pour forth : to execute ; to chase : to

break through, as to run the blockade : to pierce

:

to sew : to fish in : to evade : to manage : to tease

:

—^./. run'ning ; pa.t. ran; pa.p. run, as ^ nin
brandy,' that which has been smuggled in.

—

n. act

of running : course : flow : discharge from a sore :

distance sailed : voyage : continued series : general
reception : prevalence : popular clamour : an un-

usual pressure, as on a bank, for payment : a trip :

the run of events: a small stream : the quantity run:
the act of migrating : in base-ball, the complete cir-

cuit made by the player which enables him to score

one : in cricket, a passing from one wicket to another,

by which one point is scored : a range of pasturage :

a pair of millstones: the aftermost part of a ship's

bottom : (mus.) a succession of consecutive notes : a
roulade, —ns. Run'about, a gadabout : a vagabond :

an open wagon ; Run'sway, one who nms away
from danger or restraint : a fugitive.

—

adj. fleeing

from danger or restraint : done by or in flight.

—

fis.

Run'let, Run'nel, a little run or stream : a brook

;

Run'man, a deserter from a ship-of-war ; Run'ner,
one who, or that which, runs : a racer : a messenger,
agent, one employed to solicit patronage : a rooting
stem that runs along the ground : a rope to increase
the power of a tackle : a deserter : a smuggler : a
manager of an engine : a Bow Street officer : in
saddlery, a loop of metal through which a rein is

. passed : that on which anything slides : in mould-
ing, a channel cut in a mould : the rotating-stone
of a grinding-mill : the movable piece to which
the ribs of an umbrella are attached : a tool in

which lenses are fastened for polishing : a vessel
for conveying fish, oysters, &c.

—

adj. Run'ning,
kept for the race : successive : continuous : flowing :

easy : cursive : discharging matter.

—

prep. (coU.)
approaching or about.—«. act of moving swiftly

:

that which runs or flows, the quantity run : a dis-

charge from a wound : the act of one who risks
dangers, as in running a blockade : strength to run :

the ranging of any animal.—«. Run'ning-blOOk, a
block in an arrangement of pulleys.—«.//. Run'ning-
days, the days occupied on a voyage, &c., under a
charter, including .Sundays.

—

ns. Run'ning-fight, a
fight kept up between one party that flees and
another that pursues ; Run'ning-fire (tnil.), a rapid
succession of^ firing ; Run'ning-gear, the wheels
and axles of a vehicle ; Rtin'ning-hand, a style of
rapid writing without lifting the pen ; Run'ning-
knot, a knot made .so as to form a noose when the
rope is pulled.

—

n.pl. Run'ning-llghtS, the lights
shown by vessels between sunset and sunrise.

—

adv. Run'ningly.— «j. Run'ning-or'nament, an
ornament in which the design is continuous ; Run'-
ning-reln, a form of driving-rein: Run'nlng-
rig'ging, all the rigging except the shrouds, stays,
and lower mast-head pendants ; Run'ning-thrush,
a disease in the feet of horses ; Run'ning-ti'tle, the
title of a book, &c., continued from i>ago to page on
the upper margin ; Run'ning-trap, a pipe so formed
as to be a seal against the passage of gases ; Run-
way, a trail, track, or passage-way.—Run acrOSS,
to come upon by accident ; Run away With, to
carry away in uncontrollable fright : to carry off in

fleeing ; Run down, to chase to exhaustion : to run
against and sink, as a ship : to overbear, to crush

;

Run down a coast, to sail along it ; Run hard, to
press hard behind in a race or other competition ;

Run in, to go in : to arrest and take to a lock-up :

(print.) to insert a word, &c., without making a
break or new par.agraph : to alter the position of

matter to fill vacant space ; Run into debt, to get
into debt ; Run in the blood, family, to belong to
one by natural descent ; Run off, to cause to flow
out : to take impressions of, to print : to repeat,
recount ; Run on (print.), to continue in the same
line, and not a new paragraph ; Run out, to come
to an end ; Run over, to overflow : to go over
cursorily ; Run riot (see Riot) ; Run the chance,
to encounter all risks ; Run through, to expend,
to waste, to pierce through and through ; Run
together, to mingle or blend ; Run to seed, to

shoot up too rapidly, to become exhausted, to go
to waste ; Run up, to make or mend hastily : to

build hurriedly : to string up, hang.—In the long-
run, in the end or final result ; In the running, or
Out of the running, competing, or not competing,
in a contest, with good hopes of success in a
candidature, &c., or the opposite ; Make good one's
running, to keep abreast with others ; Take up the
running, to go off at full speed ; The common run.
The run, or The run of mankind, ordinary people.
[A.S. rinnan : Ger. rennen. Ice. rennn, to run.]

Runagate, run'a-gat, n. a vagabond : renegade : an
apostate : a fugitive. [A corr. of renegade, but
modified both in form and meaning by run.]

Bunch, riinch. «. the charlock : the wild radish.

—

n.pi,
Runch'-balls, dried charlock.
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Kunch (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Hussian

Runcll, ninch, v.t. (Scot.) to grind, as with the teeth.

Runcinate, runs'in-at, adj. {boi.) having the lobes

convex before and straight behind, or pointing back-

ward as in the dandelion. [L. ruruinatus, pa.p.

of runcindre, to plane ort"

—

runcina, a plane.)

Bundale, run'dal, «. a system of holding land in

single holdings made up of detached pieces.

Rundle, run'dl, «. a round, a runi; or step of a ladder

:

a rint;, an orbit : a ball.

—

atlj. Run'died. [Roundel.]
Rlindlet, rund'let, n. a small barrel.—Also Runlet.
Rune, roOn, «. one of the characters or letters used

by the peoples of northern Europe down to the i6th

century : (//.) the ancient Scandinavian alphabet

OT Jitthorc—fioxn its first six letters yj «, ih, o, r, c

(the writing is called Runic, the individual letters

Rune-staves, or less correctly Runes) : a secret, a
mystic sentence : any song mystically expressed.

—

«. Rune'craft.—<i^^'. Runed.—«. Ru'ner.—a^'.
Bu'nic, relating to runes, to the ancient Teutonic
nations, or to their characters.

—

ns. Runol'ogist,
one versed in Runic remains ; Runol'Ogy.—RuniC
knots, a form of interlaced ornament. [A.S. nin,
a secret. The word is found in M. E. rounen, to

whisper, and is cog. with Old High Ger. runa, a
secret, Goth, runa, .secret.]

Rung, rung, «. one of the floor-timbers of a ship : one
of the rounds of a ladder : a bar : a heavy staff : .a

cudgel : one of the radial handles of a steering-

wheel. [A.S. hrung, a beam ; Ger. runge.\
Rung, rung, pa.t. and j>a.p. of ring.—adj. having a

ring through the nose, as a hog.
Runkle, runk'l, v.i. to wrinkle : to crease.

Runn, run, n. in India, a tract of sandy or boggy
kind—often overflowed by the tide. [Hind. rdn.\

Runnel, run'el, «. a little brook. [A.S. rynel, dim.
of ryiie, a stream

—

rinnan, to run.]

Runrig, run'rig, «. a species of ownership under
which the alternate ridges of a field belong to

different owners—also Run'lidge, Run'dale, a sur-

vival of the simple form of open-field husbandry,
under the tribal system once universally prevalent

in the western districts of Britain.

Runt, runt, «. a young ox or cow : an undersized
anuiial : a dwarf: a bow: a breed of domestic
pigeons : the dead stump of a tree : the stem of a
cabbage.

—

adj. Runt'y.
Rupee, roD-pe', «. an East Indian silver coin,

nominally worth about zs.—at present about is. 4jd.
[Hind, riipiyak—Sans, riipya, silver.]

Rupert'S-drop, roS'perts-drop, «. a detonating bulb,

or glass bubble — probably discovered by Prince
Rupert (\6\.<)-%i).

Rupestrine, rOO-pes'trin, adj. rock-inhabiting. [L.

rupes, a rock.]
Rupia, roO'pi-a, «. a severe form of skin disease, with

flatiish distinct bullce or blebs, containing a serous,

purulent, or sanious fluid, becoming thick scabs.

[Gr. hrypos, filth.]

Rupicapra, rSO-pi-kap'ra, «. a genus of antelopes

—

the chamois.
RupiCOla, ro5-pik'0-Ia, «. a genus of rock-manikins or
cocks of the ^ocV.—adjs. Rupic'ollne, Rupic'olous,
growing or living among rocks. [L. rupes, a rock,
colere, to inhabit.]

Buppia, rup'i-a, n. a genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the order Naiadacea—to which Ditch
or Tassel grass belongs. [From the i8th-cent.

German botanist H. B. Ruppius.]
Rupture, rup'tur, n. the act of breaking or bursting :

the state of being broken : a breach of the peace :

hernia (q.v.), esp. abdominal.

—

v.t. to break or
burst : to part by violence.— r/./. to suffer a breach :

(hot.) to dehisce irrcRiilarly.

—

adj. Rup'tile (hot.),

dehiscent by an irregular splitting of the walls.—«.

Rup'tion, a breach.—rt<^'. Rup'tlve.—«. Rup'tuaiy,
a member of the plebeian class. [Fr.,—Low L.
rufitura—L. rumpere, rufituni, to break.]

Bnral, rOO'ral, adj. of or belonging to the country :

028

suiting the country : rustic : pertaining to agricul-

ture.—«. (pbs.) a. countryman.

—

ns. Ru'ral-dean, an
ecclesiastic under the bishop and archdeacon, with
the peculiar care of the clergy of a district ; Ru'ral-
dean'ery.—i'.^. Ru'ralise, to render rural.— i'./. to

become rural : to rusticate.

—

tts. Ru'raUsm ; Ru'ral-
Ist; Rural'ity.—(i/:'e'. Ru'rally.—«. Ru'ralness.—
adj. Ruridec'anal, pertaining to a rural dean of
deanery. [Fr.,— L. ruralis—r?«, rar/V, the country.]

Rusa, roo'za, k. a genus ofEast Indian stags, [Malay.]
Rusalka, roO-sal'ka, «. a Russian water-nymph.
RuSCUS, rus'kus, n. a genus of monocoiyledonous plants

of the order Liliacece—containing Butcher's broom.
Shepherds myrtle, &c. [L. ruscum.]

Ruse, rijoz, «. a turning or doubling, as of animals to

get out of the way of dogs : a trick, fraud, or the
use of such.— «. Ruse-de-guerre, a stratagem of
war. [O. Fr. ruse—ruser, reiiser, to get out of the
way—L. recusdre, to decline.]

Rush, rush, v.i. to move with a shaking, rustling

noise, as the wind : to move forward violently : to

enter r.-<shly and hastily.

—

v.t. to drive : to push, to

secure by rushing.—«. a rushing or driving forward :

an eager demand : urgent pressure, as ot business :

a stampede of cattle : in football, when a player
forces his way by main strength.

—

n. Rush'er, in

football, a player whose special duty it is to force

the ball toward his opponents' goal : a go-ahead
person. [Skeat explains M. E. riischen as from
Sw. ruska, to rush, to shake, an extension of Old
Sw. rusa, to rush. Cf. Rouse.]

Rush, rush, «. a genus {,Juncus) of marshy plants,

some absolutely destitute of leaves, but with barren
scapes resembling leaves : the name esp. of those
species with no proper leaves, the round steins
known as rushes : a wick : the merest trifle.

—

H.
Rush'-bear'ing, a country feast, when the parish
church was strewn with rushes, between haymaking
and harvest : the day of the festival.

—

adj. Rush -

bottomed, having a seat or bottom made with
rushes.—K.r. Rush'-huck'ler (o3.f.), a swash-buckler

;

Rush'-can'die, -light, a candle or night-light having
a wick of rush-pith: a small, feeble light.— oiij.

Rush'en, made of rushes.— ns. Rush'-nolder, a
clip-candlestick used for rush-lights ; Rush'inesS.—adj. Rush'-like, resembling a rush : weak.

—

ns.

Rush'-lil'y, a plant of the species of blue-eyed
grass ; Rush'-nut, the Cyperus esculentus, whose
tubers are eaten in southern Europe ; Rush'-toad,
the natterjack.

—

adjs. Rush'y, full of, or made of,

rushes; Rush'y-frlnged.—«. Rusk'ie, any utensil
made of straw, &c., as a basket, <S:c.—Flowering
rush, an aquatic plant ; Marry with a rush, to
wed in jest. [A.S. risce, like Ger. risch, from L.
ruscum, rustum.]

Rusk, ru.sk, «. a kind of light hard cake : a kind of
light soft cake or sweetened biscuit. [Sp. rosea, a
roll ; cf. Rosea de vtar, a sea-rusk ; origin tmknown.]

Rusma. See Rhusma.
Russel, rus'el, n. (obs.) a fox : a twilled woollen

material.—«. Russ'el-cord, a kind of rep made of
cotton and wool. [O. Fr. roussel—L. russus, red.]

Russet, rus'et, adj. rusty or reddish-brown : coarse

:

rustic : of russet-leather.—«. a coarse homespun
dress.— «J. RusS'etlng, an apple of a russet colour
and rough skin ; Russ'et-leath'er.—a<//'. Russ'ety.
[O. Fr. rousset—L. russus, red.)

Russian, rush'yan, adj. relating to Russia, a country
of Europe, or to its people.—«. a native of Russia :

the Russian language.

—

adj. Buss, belonging lo

the Ku.ssians.—«. a Russian : the Russian language.—v.t. Russ'ianiSO, to give Russian characteristics

to. — «. Russifica'tion.—r'./. Russify, to Russian is-?.—ns. Rus'SO-Byzan'tine, the national art of Russian
architecture ; Rus'SOphlle, one who favours Russian
policy (also otij.); Rus'sophillsin ; Rus'sophillst

;

BUB'SOphobe, one who dreads or hales the Rus-
sians — also Rus'sophoblst ; Russopho bla, the



Busstila mote ; mute ; moDn ; Men. Sabbath

dread of Russian policy.—KlUSla leather (see

Leather).
RusSUla, rus'u-la, «. a genus of hymenomycetous
fungi—so called from the colour of the pileus in

some. [Low L. riissulus, reddish— L. russus, red.]

Rust, rust, n. the reddish-brown coating on iron

exposed to moisture : anything resembling rust

:

a disease of cereals and grasses, with brown spots

on the leaves, caused by fungi : a corrosive : an
injurious habit : any foul matter.

—

v.i. to become
rusty : to become dull by inaction. ~f./. to make
rusty : to impair by time and inactivity.

—

adjs.

Rust -coloured ; Rtistful.— a<i'z'. Rust'ily.— «j.

Rust'iness ; Rust-mite, certain mites of the family
of gall nutes.

—

iidjs. Rust'-proof, not liable to rust;

Rust'y, covered with rust : impaired by inactivity,

out of practice : dull : affected with rust-disease :

time-worn : of a rusty black : rough : obstinate : dis-

coloured.—«i. Rust y-back, a fern ; Rust'y-black'-
blrd, the grackle ; Black'-rust, a fungus with dark-
coloured spores.—Ride, or Turn, rusty, to become
obstinate or stubborn in opposition. [A.S. rust;
Ger. rost.\

Rustic, rus'tik, adj. pertaining to the country : rural :

rude : awkward : simple : coarse : artless : unadorned :

made of rustic-work.

—

n. a peasant: a clown: a
nociuoid moth.

—

adj. Rus'ticaL -«</:'. Rus'tically.
—«. Rusticalness.—r . 1*. Rusticate, to send into

the country : to banish for a time from town or

college.

—

v.i. to live in the country.—«. Rusti-
ca'tion.— t'.r. Rus'ticise. — «j. Rusticity, rustic

manner : simplicity : rudeness ; Rustic'ola, the
European woodcock ; Rus'tic-Ware, a terra-cotta

of a light-brown paste, having a brown glaze

;

Rustic-work, various stonework, as frosted work,
punctured work, &c. : in woodwork, summer-houses,
&c. [Fr. rustiqiu—L. rusiicus—rus, the country.]

Rustle, rus'l, v.i. to make a soft, whLspering sound,
as silk, straw, &c. : {U.S.) to stir about.

—

n. a quick
succession of small sounds, as that of dry leaves

:

a rustling, a movement with rustling sound.

—

tis.

Rus'tler, one who, or that which, rustles : {U.S.) an
active fellow ; Rus'tllUg, a quick succession of small
sounds, as that of dry leaves.

—

adv. Rus'tllngly.
[Skeat makes it a freq. of Sw. rusta, to stir, a variant

of Old Sw. ntska, to shake. Cf. Rush; and cf.

Ger. ranschen, nischen^ to rustle.]

Rustre, rus'ter, «. {her.) a lozenge pierced with a cir-

cular opening.

—

adj. Rus'tred. [Fr.]

Rusure, roo'zhur, n. {J>rov.) the sliding down ofa bank.
Rut, rut, n. a track left by a wheel : an established

course.—?'./. to form ruts in :

—

pr.f. rut'ting ; pa.i.

and pa.p. xM'led.—adj. Rut'ty, full of ruts. [O. Fr.

rotiie— Low L. nipta, a way.]
Rut, rut, «. the noise made by deer during sexual
excitement : the periodic time of heat of animals.

—v.i. to be in heat.

—

v.t. {rare) to copulate with.—adj. Rut'tiSh, inclined to rut : lustful.—«. Rut'-
tishness, libidinousness. [O. Fr. riiit, rut—L.
rugitus—riigire, to roar.]

Ruta, rOO'ta, n. a genus of polypetalous plants—the

general name of the species is Riit.—adj. Ruta'*
CeOUS. [Or. hryle, rue.]

Rutabaga, roo-ta-ba'ga, ». the Swedish turnip. [Fr.

;

ety. unknown.]
Rutela, roo'te-la, «. a genus of lamellicorn beetles.

[L. rutilus, red.]

Ruth, riSoth, «. pity, tenderness, sorrow : cruelty.

—

adj. Ruth'ful, pitiful, sorrowful : piteous, causing
pity.

—

adv. Ruth'fully, in a sorrowful manner.

—

adj. Ruthless, without pity : insensible to misery :

a\xe\.—adv. Ruthlessly.—«. Ruth'lessness. [M.
E. ruthc, reuth— Scand. ; Ice. hryggth, hrygth,
sorrow. ]

Ruthenian, r5(5-the'ni-an, adj. of or pertaining to the
Rutlieniaus, a branch of the little Russian division

of the Slav race, on both sides of the Carpathians.

—

H. one of this race.

Ruthenium, roo-the'ni-um, «. a hard brittle metal
discovered in 1843 by Claus in the ore of platinum,
forming no fewer than four different oxides. [Ruthe-
7iia, a name of Russia.]

RutlC, roo'tik, adj. pertaining to, or derived from, rue.
RutiCilla, rOD-ti-sil'a, n. the redstart.

RutUant, roo'ti-lant, adj. shining : glittering.

—

v.i.

Ru'tilate, to emit rays of light. [L. rutilans, pr.p.
of rutiidre, to be reddish.]

Rutile, roo'til, «. one of the three forms in which
titanium dioxide occurs. [Fr.,—L. rutilus, red.)

Rutter, rut'er, n. {obs.) a trooper : a mercenary horse-

soldier : a man of fashion. [O. Fr. routier—Low
L. ruptariTts—rupta, a troop.]

Rutter, rut'er, n. a direction specially for a course by
sea : a marine chart. [O. Fr. routier, a chart.]

Ruttle, rut'l, v.i. {prov.) to gurgle. [M. E. rotelen,

ratelen, to rattle.]

Ruvld, roo'vid, adj. rough. [L. niidus, rough.]
Ryal, rl'al, ». an old English gold coin worth about

ten shillings, called a Rose-noble.—Also Rl'al.

Rye, rl, ». a genus of grasses allied to wheat and
barley, one species of which is cultivated as a grain :

{Iter.) a bearing representing a stalk of grain with
the ear bending down.

—

tts. Rye'-grass, a v.iriety of
grass cultivated for pasture and fodder ; Rye'-moth,
an insect whose larva feeds on stems of rye : Rye'-
WOlf, an evil creature of German folklore lurking in

the rye-fields ; Rye'-WOrm, an insect which devours
the stems of rye. [A.S. ryge ; Ice. riigr, Ger.
rocken, rog^en.\

Ryfe, rif, adj. {Spens.). Same as Rife.

Ryke, rik, v.i. {Scot.) to reach.

Rynd, rind, n. in a burstone mill, the iron which
supports the upper stone. [A.S. hrindan, to thrust.]

Ryot, ri'ut, ti. a Hindu cultivator or peasant.

—

ns.

Ry'Otwar, Ry'Otwarl, the arrangement about rent

made annually in India, esp. in Madras, between
the government officials and the ryots. [Hind.
raiyat—Ar. rd iya, a subject.]

Rype, rip, «. a ptarmigan. [Dan.]
Rypeck, rfpek, n. {prov.) a pole used to move a punt

while fishing.—Also Ri'peck, Re'peck.
Ryve, riv, v.t. {Spetis.) to pierce. \.Rive.'\

the nineteenth letter in our alphabet, its

sound that of the hard open sibilant : as
a medieval Roman numeral = 7—also 70

;

S = 70,000.—Collar of SS, a collar composed
of a series of the letter s in gold, either

linked together or set in close order.

Sab, sab, n. {Scot.) a form of sob.

SabadUla, sab-a-dil'a, n. a Mexican plant, whose
seeds yield an oflicinril .ilkaloid, vcratrtnc, em-
ployed chiefly in acute febrile diseases in strong
healthy persons.— .Also Cebadill'a, Cevadill'a.

Sab.aism, sa'h.i-izni. Same as Sablanlsm. -Also
Sa balsm, Sa'beism, Sa'bsanlsm.

Sabal, sa'bal, n. a genus of fan-palms.

Sabalo, sab'a-lC, «. the tarpon. [Sp.)

Sabaoth, sa-ba'oth, n.pl. armies, used only in the B.
phrase, ' the Lord of Sabaoth ' : erroneously for

Sabbath. [Heb. tsebddtk, pi. of tsdid, an army

—

tsdbd, to go forth.]

Sabbath, sab'ath, «. among the Jews, the seventh

day of the week, set apart for rest from work

:

among Christians, the first day of the week, in

memory of the resurrection of Christ, called also

Sunday and the Lord's Day: among the ancient

Jews, the seventh year, when the land was left

fallow : a time of rest. — adj. pertaining to the

Sabbath.— «. Sabbatarian, a very strict observer
of the Sabbath : one who observes the seventh day



Sabbatia fSte, far ; m5, Ti4r ; mine

;

Sacerdotal

of the week as the Sabbath.

—

adj. pertaining to the

Sabbath or to Sabbatarians.

—

ns. Sabbata'rianism ;

Sabb'ath-break'er, one who profanes the Sabbath ;

Sabb'ath-break'ing, profanation of the Sabbath.

—

adjs. Sabb'athless {Bacon), without Sabbath or

interval of rest : without intermission of labour

;

Sabbat'iC, -al, pertaining to, or resembling, the

Sabbath : enjoying or bringing rest.

—

n. Sabbat'lcal-

yoar, every seventh year, in which the Israelites

allowed their fields and vineyards to lie fallow.

—

adj. Sabb'atlne, pertaining to the Sabbath.

—

v.i.

and v.t. Sabb'atise, to keep the Sabbath: to con-

vert into a Sabbath.

—

n. Sabb'atlsm, rest, as on the

Sabbath: intermission of labour.—Sabbath-day'8

Journey, the distance of 2000 cubits, or about five

furlongs, which a Jew was permitted to walk on the

Sabbath, fixed by ihe space between the extreme
end of the camp and the ark (Josh. iii. 4); Sabbath
school (see Sunday school). —Witches' Sabbath,
a midnight meeting of Satan with witches, devils,

and sorcerers for unhallowed orgies and the travesty-

ing of divine rites. [L. Sabbatum, gener. in pi.

Sahbata—Gr. Sabbaton—Heb. Shabbdth, rest.]

Sabbatia, sa-ba'ti-a, n. a genus of small North
American herbaceous plants of the gentian family.

[From Sabbati, an i8th-cent. Italian botanist.]

Sabbaton, sab'a-ton, «. a strong, armed covering for

the foot, worn in the i6th century. \Sabot.'\

Sabean, sa-be'an, tt. an Arabian, native of Yemen.—

•

adj. pertaining to Saba in Arabia.
Sabeline, sab'e-lin, adj. pertaining to the sable.

—

n.

the skin of the sable.

Sabella, sa-bel'a, «. a genus of tubictilous annelids or
sea-worms.—«i^. SabeUa'rla ; Sabellari'idaB.

Sabellian, sa-bel'i-an, n. a follower of Sabellius, a
3d-centiiry heretic, banished from Rome by Callistus.—adj. pertaining to Sabellius or his heresy. — «,

Sabell'ianism, the heresy about the distinction of
Persons in God held by Sabellius and his school —
the Trinity resolved into a mere threefold mani-
festation of God to man, Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit not distinct subsistences, but merely one and
the same person in different aspects.

Saber = Sabre (q.v).
Sabian, sa'bi-an, n. a worshipper of the host of
heaven—sun, moon, and stars—also TsaTDlan.—«J.

Sa'bianism, Sa'balsm, the worship of the host of
heaven, an ancient religion in Persia and Chaldea :

the doctrines of the Sabians or Mandxans (see
Mandaoan). [Heb. tsaba, a host.]

Sabine, sa'bln, «. one of an ancient people of central
Italy, ultimately subjected by Rome, 241 B.C.

Sable, sa'bl, «. a Siberian species of Marten, with
lustrous dark-browTi or blackish fur : its fur : a fine
paint-brush made of sable : the colour black : (//.)
black clothes, mourning clothes.

—

adj. of the colour
of the sable's fur : blackish, dark-brown : made of
the fur of the sable.

—

7>.t. to sadden.

—

adjs. Sa'ble-
stoled ; Sa'ble-vest'ed. [O. Fr. sable~'&\x%%. saboa.\

Sabli^re, sab-H-ar', «. a sand-pit. [Fr.]
Sabot, sa-bo', «. a wooden shoe, worn by the French

peasantry : a piece of
soft metal attached to

a projectile to take
the groove of the
rifling.—«. Sabotler',
a wearer of wooden
shoes : aWaldensian.
[Fr. sabot— Low Lm Sabot.
sabbatum, a shoe.]

Sabre, sa'bir, «. a heavy one-edged sword, slightly
curved towards the point, used by c.Tvalry. v.t.

to wound or kill with a sabre.—«i. Sa'bre-bill, a
South American bird '. a curlew ; Sa'bre-fish, the
h.iir-tail or silver eel.

—

adj. Sa'bre-tOOthed, having
extremely long uprper canine teeth.—«. Sa'bre-
Wlng, a humming-bird. [Fr. sabre—Gcr. sabel,
prob. from the Hung. 5zablya.\
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Sabre-tache, sa'ber-tash, «. an ornamental leather

case worn by cavalry officers at the left side,

suspended from the sword-belt.—Also Sa'bre-tash.
[I'r. sabre-tache—Get. sdbeltasche, sabet, a sabre,
Ger. tasclu, a pocket.]

Sabrina-work, sa-brl'na-wurk, n. a variety of appliqu^
embroidery-work.

Sabulous, sab'u-lus, adj. sandy, gritty.—«. SabU-
lOS'ity, sandiness, grittiness. [L. sabulum, sand.]

Saburra, sa-bur'a, n. a foulness of the stomach.

—

adj.
Saburr'al. — «. Saburra'tion, sand -baking: the
application of a hot sand-bath.

Sac, sak, 11. (bot., zool.) a sack or bag for a liquid.

—

adjs. Sac'cate, -d, pouched : pouch-like ; Sac'CUlar,
like a sac, sacciform ; Sao'CUlate, -d, formed in a
series of sac-like expansions : encysted.

—

ns. SaCGU-
la'tion, the formation of a sac : a series of sacs ;

Saccule, SaCculus, a small sac :—pl. Sac'cult
[Fr.,—L. sacctts, a bag.]

Sac, sak, n. {law) the privilege of a lord of manor of
holding courts. [A.S. sacu, strife.]

Saccade, sa-kad', ft, a violent twitch of a horse by
one pull : a firm pressure of the bow on the violin-

strings so that two are sounded at once. [Fr.]

Saccata, sa-ka'ta, «. the molluscs as a branch of the
animal kingdom.

Sacoharilla, sak-a-ril'a, n. a kind of muslin.
Saccharine, sak'a-rin, adj. pertaining to, or having,

the qualities of, sugar.—«. Sac'charate, a salt of
a saccliaric acid.

—

adjs. Sacchar'lC, pertaining to,

or obtained from, sugar and allied substances;
Sacchariferous, producing sugar, as from starch.
—v.t. Sac'charlfy, to convert into sugar.— tts.

Saccharim'eter, Saccharom'eter, an instrument
for measuring the quantity of saccharine matter in

a liquid ; Saccharim'etry, Saccharom'etry ; Sao'-

charin, a white crystalline solid slightly soluble

in cold water, odourless, but intensely sweet

;

Saccharin'ity.—z/.^. Sac'charise, to convert into

sugar :—/r./>. sac'charising ; /«./. sac'charlsed.

—

adjs. Sac'charoid, -al, having a texture resembling
sugar, esp. loaf-sugar.

—

n. Sac'Charose, the ordinary
pure sugar of commerce.

—

adj. Sac'CharOUS.

—

ft.

Sac'charum, a genus of grasses, including the sugar-
cane. (Fr. sacchafHn—L. saccharuni, sugar.]

Saccharite, sak'a-rit, n. a fine granular variety of
feldspar.

Saccharocolloid, sak-a-rO-kol'oid, «. one of a large
group of the carbohydrates.

Saccharomyces, sak-a-ro-mi'sCz, «. a genus of the
yeast fungi. [Low L. sacchariitft, sugar, Gr. ntykls,
a mushroom.]

Sacciform, sak'si-form, adj. having the form of a sac :

ha.g^y.—adj. Sacclf'erous.
Saccobranchla, sak-O-brang'ki-a, n.6l. a division of

tunicates with saccate gills.

—

adj. and ft. SaCCO-
branch'iate. [Gr. snl'kos, a sack, brangchia, gills.]

Saccolabium, .sak-S-la'bi-um, n. a genus of orchids.

[L. sacciis, a sack, labiiittt, a lip.]

Saccomyoid, sak-O-ml'oid, adj. having cheek-pouches,
[Gr. sakkos, sack, fftys, a mouse.]

SacCopharyngidK, sak-o-fa-rin 'ji-de, «. a family of
lyomerous fishes, including the bottle-fish, noted for

.swallowing fishes larger than themselves.
SacCOS, sak OS, «. a tight sleeveless vestment worn
by Oriental patriarchs and metropolitans during
divine service, corresponding to the Western dalma-
tic. [Gr. sakkos, a sack.]

Sacellum, sa-sel'um, ft. a little sanctuary, a small
uncovered place consecrated to a divinity : a
canopied altar-tomb:—//. Sacell'a. [I-, dim. of
sacrum, neut. o( sacer, consecrated.]

Sacerdotal, sas-er-dO'tal, adj. priestly.— i/.^ Sacer-
do'talise, to render sacerdotal.—«j. Sacerdo'tallsm.
the spirit of the priesthood : devotion to priestly
interests,^ priestcraft : the belief that the presbyter is

a priest in the sense of offering .t s.icrifice in the
eucharist ; SacerdO'tallSt, a supporter of saccrdo*



Sachem mSte ; mute ; moQn ; Men. Sacrum

talism.

—

adv. Sac6rdd'taIIy. [L. sacerdos, a priest—sacer, sacred, dare, to give.]

Sachem, sachem, «. a chief of a North American
Indian tribe, a sagamore : one of the Tammany
leaders.—«j. Sa'chemdom, Sa'chemship.

Sachet, sa-sha, K. a bag of perfume. [Fr.]

Sack, sak, «. a large bag of coarse cloth for holding
grain, tlour, &c. : the contents of a sack : (also

Sacque) a woman's gown, loose at the back, a
short coat rounded at the bottom : a measure of
varying capacity.

—

v.t. to put into a sack : {slang)

to dismiss.

—

tts. Saok'-bear'er, any bombycid motli

of the family Psyclitdn ; Sactcloth, cloth for

sacks : coarse cloth formerly worn in mourning or

penance.—rt^^'. Sack'clothed.—«j. Sacked'-fti'ar,

a monk who wore a coarse upper garment called a
saccus ; Sack'sr, a machine for filling sacks ; Sack'-
fll'ter, a bag-filter ; Sack'fol, as much as a sack
will hold : Sack*-hoist, a continuous hoist for

raising sacks in warehouses ; Sack'lng, coarse cloth

or canvas for sacks, bed-bottoms, &c. ; Sack'-
pack'er, in milling, a machine for automatically
filling a flour-sack ; Sack'-race, a race in which the
legs of competitors are encased in sacks.—Get the
sack, to be dismissed or rejected ; Give the sack,
to dismiss. [A. S. sacc—L. saccus—Gr. sakkos— Heb.
sag, a coarse cloth or garment, prob. Eg>'ptian.]

Sack, sak, v.t. to plunder : to ravage.

—

n. the plunder
or devastation of a town : pillage.

—

ns. Sack'age ;

Sack'ing, the storming and pillaging of a town.

—

adj. bent on pillaging.—Sack and fork {Scot.), the
power of drowning and hanging. [Fr. sac, a sack,
plunder {saccager, to sack)—-L. saccus, a sack.]

Sack, sak, «. the old name of a dry Spanish wine of
the sherry genus, the favourite drink of Falst-ifT.—

•

«. Sack'-poSS'et, posset made with sack.—Bumt
sack, nmlled sack. [Fr. sec (Sp. seco—(L. siccus,

dry.]

Sackbat, sak'but, n. a kind of trumpet, the prede-
cessor of the trombone : {B.) a kind of stringed
instrument resembling the guitar. [Fr. saquebute
—Sp. sacahuche—sncar, to draw out, buche, the
maw or stomach, prob. Old High Ger. b&h (Ger.
bauch), the belly.]

Sack-doodle, sak-diSOd'l, v.i. to play on the bagpipe.
Sackless, sak'les, adj. {Scot.) guiltless : innocent

:

guileless. [A.S. sacleds, without strife, sacu, strife,

Uds, -less.]

Sacodes, sa-ks'dez, n. a genus of beetles of the family
Cyphonidtr. [Gr. sakos, a shield, eidos, form.]

Sacque, sak. See Sack (i).

Sacra, sa'kra, «. a sacral artery :—j>l. Sa'CTIB (-kr€).

Sacral, sa'kral, Oiij. See Sacrum.
Sacrament, sak'ra-ment, w. an holy ordinance insti-

tuted by Christ as an outward and visible sign of an
inward and spiritual grace {Baptism and the Lord's
Supper—amongst Roman Catholics, also Confirma-
tion, Penance, Holy Orders, Matrimony, and Ex-
treme Unctioti) : the Lord's Supper specially : an
oath of obedience taken by Roman soldiers on en-
listment : any solemn obligation : materials used in

a sacrament.

—

v.t. to bind by an oath.

—

adj. Sacra-
men'tal, belonging to or constituting a sacrament.—ns. Sacramen'talism, the attachment of excessive
importance to the sacraments : the doctrine that
there is in the sacraments themselves a special direct
spiritual efBcacy to confer grace ; Sacramen'taUst,
one who holds this view.—«</». Sacramen'tally.—
ns. Sacramenta'rlan, one who holds a high or
extreme view of the efficacy of the sacraments :

{obs.) one who rejects the doctrine of the real
presence in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper ;

Sacramenta'rlanlsm, the holding of extreme views
with regard to the efficacy of sacraments.

—

adj.
Sacramen'tary, pertaining to the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper, or to the sacramentarians.

—

n. a
book contaming all the prayers and ceremonies
used at the celebration of the R.C. sacraments : a

sacramentarian. [L. sacratnentutn, a sacred thing—sacrnre, to consecrate

—

sacer, sacred.]

Sacrarium, sa-kra'ri-um, «. the part of a church where
the altar is, the sanctuary : in ancient Rome, any
sacred place, the place where the Penates were
stored.— «. SacTary {obs.), a holy place.

—

v.t.

Sa'crate {obs.), to consecrate.

Sacrarium, sa-kra'ri-um, n. the complex sacrum of
any bird.

Sacre. Same as Saker.
Sacred, sa'kred, adj. set apart or dedicated, esp. to
God : made holy : proceeding from God : religious :

entitled to respect or veneration : inviolable : devoted
to destruction : opposed lo secular, as sacred music or
history: not liable to punishment.

—

adv. Sa'credly.
—«. Sa'credness.—Sacred ape, the hanuman of
India ; Sacred beetle, an Egyptian scarab ; Sacred
cat, the house cat of Egypt, sacred to Pasht ; Sacred
fish, one of the fresh-water fishes of the Nile ; Sacred
Heart (K.C.), the physical heart of Christ, adored
with special devotion since the i8th century.
[O. Fr. sacrer—L. sacrare—V,. scuer, sacred.]

Saorificati, sak-ri-fi-ka'tl, n.pl. in the early church,
those who sacrificed to idols in persecution, but
returned as penitents afterwards.

Sacrifice, sak'ri-fls, T'./. to ofler up, esp. on the altar

of a divinity : to destroy or give up for something
else : to devote or destroy with loss or suffering : to

kill.

—

v.i. to make offerings to God.

—

n. the funda-
mental institution of all natural religions, primarily

a sacramental meal at which the communicants are

a deity and his worshippers, and the elements the
flesh and blood of a sacred victim : the act of

sacrificing or offering to a deity, esp. a victim on an
altar : that which is sacrificed or offered : destruction
or loss of anything to gain some object : that which
is given up, destroyed, or lost for some end : mere
loss of profit.—«. Sacrif'lcant, one who offers a
sacrifice.

—

adj. Sacrif'icatory, offering sacrifice.

—

n. Satfrificer, a priest.

—

adj. Sacrlfi'Clal, relating

to, or consisting in, sacrifice : performing sacrifice.

—adv. Sacrifi'cially.—Sacrifice hit, in base-ball,

a hit to enable another player to score or to gain
a base.—EucharistiC sacrifice, the supposed con-
stant renewal of the sacrifice of Christ m the mass.
[O. Fr.,—L. sacrificium—sacer, sacred, facere, to

make]
Sacrilege, sak'ri-lej, «. profanation of a sacred place

or thing : the breaking into a place of worship and
stealing therefrom.— «. Sac'rileger {obs.y^adj.
Sacrile'gious, polluted with sacrilege : profane

:

violating sacred things.

—

adv. SacrHe'gioUSly.

—

ns. Sacrile'giousness ; Sac'rilegist, one guilty of
sacrilege. [Fr. sacrilege

—
"L. sacriU^um—scuer,

sacred, legere, to gather.]
Sacrist, sa'krist, «. a sacristan : a person in a cathedral
who copies out music for the choir and takes care of
the books.

—

ns. Sa'cring, consecration; Sa'crlng-
bell, in R.C. churches, a small bell rung to call

attention to the more solemn parts of the service of

the mass ; Sac'ristan, an officer in a church who has
charge of the sacred vessels and other movables : a
sexton ; Sao'risty, an apanment in a church where
the sacred utensils, vestments, &c. are kept : vestry.

[Low L. sacristia, a vestry, sacristanus, sacrista,

a sacristan—L. sneer."]

Sacrosanct, sak'rO-sangkt, adj. very sacred or inviol-

able.—«. Sacrosanc'tity. [L. sacrosancius—sacer,
sacred, sanctus, pa.p. of sancire, to hallow.]

Sacrum, salcrum, n. a triangular bone situated at the

lower part of the vertebral column (of which it is a
natural continuation), and wedged between the two
innominate bones, so as to form the keystone to the
pelvic arch.

—

adj. Sa'craL

—

n. Sacral'gla, pain in

the region of the sacrum.

—

adjs. Sacrocos'tal. con-
nected with the sacrum and having the character of
a rib (also «.) ; Sacroil'iac, pertaining to the sacrum
and ilium ; Sacrolam'bar, pertaining to sacral and



Sad fate, far ; m5, her ; mine ; Saff

lumbar vertebrae ; Sacropu'bic, pertaining to the
sacrum and to the pubes ; Sacrorec'tal, pertaining
to the sacrum and the rectum ; Sacrosciat'lC, per-

taining to the sacrum and the hip ; Sacrover'tebral,
pertaining to the sacrum and that part of the verte-

bral column immediately anterior to it. [L. iocruin

(ps, bone), sacred.]

Sad, sad (comp. Sad'der, superl. Sad'dest), adj. sor-

rowful : serious : cast down : calamitous : weary :

sombre: stiff: doughy: dejected: troublesome:

sober, dark-coloured : (pbs.) ponderous, heavy.— i/./.

to grieve.

—

v.t. Sad'den, to make sad : to render

heavy : to grow hard.

—

v.L to grow sad.— adjs.

Sad'-eyed (Shak.\ having an expression of sadness

in the eyes ; Sad'-faced (Shak.\ having an expres-

sion of sadness in the face ; Sad'-heart'ed (^Shak.),

havine the heart full of sadness. —adv. Sad'ly.

—

«. Sad'ness. [A.S. siid, sated, weary ; cf. Dut. zat,

Ger. satt ; L. sat, satis.]

Saddening, sad'n-ing, «. a method of applying mor-
dants in dyeing and printing cloths, so as to give
duller shades to the colours employed.

Saddle, sad'l, «. a seat or pad, generally of leather, for

a horse's back : anything like a saddle, as a saddle
of mutton, veal, or venison—a butcher's cut, includ-

ing a part of the backbone with the ribs on one side :

a part of the harness used for drawing a vehicle : the
scat on a bicycle : (naui.)a. block of wood fastened
to some spar, and shaped to receive the end of
another .spar.

—

v.t. to put a saddle on, to load : to

encumber. — n. Sadd'le-back, a hill or its summit
when shaped like a .saddle : a raccoon oyster : the
great black-backed gull : the harp-seal : a variety of
domestic geese : the larva of the bombycid moth :

(archit.) a coping thicker in the middle than at the
edges. — adj. Sadd'le-backed, having a low back
and an elevated head and neck.

—

)is. Saddle-bag,
one of two bags united by straps for carrying on
horseback ; Sadd'le-bar, a bar for sustaining glass

in a stained-glass window ; Saddle-blank'et, a
small blanket folded under a saddle ; Sadd'lebow,
the arched front of a saddle from which the weapon
often hung ; Sadd'le-cloth, the housing or cloth
placed under a saddle.—/*.//. Sadd'le-feath'ers, the
long slender feathers which droop from the saddle or
rump ofthe domestic cock.

—

tis. Sadd'le-girth, aband
pass.ng round the body of a horse to hold the saddle
in its place ; Sadd'le-horse, a horse suitable for

riding ; Sadd'le-joint, a joint made in plates of
sheet-iron so that the margins interlock : (anat.") a
joint ailraitting movement in every direction except
axial rotation ; Sadd'le-lap, the skirt of a saddle

:

Sadd'le-plate, the bent plate which forms the arch
of the furnace in locomotive steam-boilers; Sadd'le-
quern, an ancient quern for grinding grain ; Sadd'ler,
a maker of saddles : the harp-seal ; Sadd'le-rock, a
variety of the oyster : Saddle-roof, a roof having
two gables ; Sadd'ler-COr'poral, a non-commissioned
officer in the household cavalry, with the charge of
the saddles ; Sadd'ler-ser'geant, a sergeant in the
cavalry who has charge of the saddlers: (i/..9.) a
non-commissioned staff-officer of a cavalry regiment

;

Sadd'lery, occupation of a saddler : materials for
saddles : articles sold by a saddler.

—

adjs. Sadd'le-
Bhaped, shaped like a saddle: (bot.) bent down at
the sides : {geol.) bent down at each side of a ridge ;

Sadd'le-8lck, galled with much riding.—«x. Saddle-
tree, the frame of a saddle.—Put the Saddle on the
right horse, to impute blame where it is deserved.
[A.S. sadol, sadel: cf. Dut. zadel, Ger. sattel.]

Sadducee, sad'u-se, «. one of a Jewish sceptical
school or party of aristocratic traditionists in New
Testament times.

—

adj. Saddiice'an, of or relating

to the Sadducees.—».r. Sadducee'ism, Sadd'ucism,
scepticism. [Gr. Saddoukaios— Heb. Tseduqim,
from their supposed founder Zadok, or from the
race of the Zadokites, a family of priests at Jerusalem
since the time of Solomon.]

Sadina, sa-de'na, n. a clupeoid fish resembling a sar-

dine. [Sp. sardi)ui.\

Sad-iron, jad'-I'um, «. a smoothing-iron : a box-iron.
Sadr, sad'r, «. the lote-bush.

Sad-tree, sad'-tre, «. the night jasmine.
Sae, sa, adv. the Scotch form of so.

Safe, saf, adj. unharmed : free from danger or injury t

secure : securing from danger or injury : no longer
dangerous: clear: trusty: sound: certain.

—

n, a
chest or closet for money, &c., safe against fire,

thieves, &c., generally of iron : a chest or cupboard
for meats: (coil.) a safety-bicycle.

—

v.t. to safe-
guard. -i/.?. Safe-conduct' (.s>£-«i.). — «j. Safe'-
Con'dUCt, a writing, passport, or guard granted to a
person to enable him to travel with safety ; Safe'-
depos it, a safe storage for valuables ; Safe'guard, he
who, or that which, guards or renders safe : protection

:

a guard, passport, or warrant to protect a traveller :

a rail-guard at railway switches: {zool.) a monitor
lizard. — v.t. to protect. —«. Safe'-keep'ing, pre-
servation from injury or from escape.

—

adv. Safe'ly,
in a safe manner.—«j. Safe'ness ; Safe -pledge, a
surety for one's appearance at a day assigned

;

Safe'ty, freedom from danger or loss : close cus-
tody : a safeguard : Safe'ty-arch {archit.), an arch
built in the body of a wall to relieve the pressure, as
over a door or window ; Safe'ty-belt, a belt made
of some buoyant material, or capable of being in-

flated, for helping a person to float ; Safe'ty-bi'cyole,
a low-wheeled bicycle ; Safe'ty-buoy, a buoy for

helping a person to float : a life-preserver ; Safe'ty-
cage {mining), a cage by which a fall would be pre-

vented in case of the breakage of the rope by means
of safety-catches ; Safety-Chain, a check-chain of
a car-truck : a safety-link ; Safe'ty-fuse, a water-
proof woven tube enclosing an inflammable substance
which bums at a regular rate ; Safe'ty-hoist, a
hoisting-gear so arranged as to prevent its load being
thrown precipitately down in case of accident

:

Safe'ty-lamp, a lamp surrounded by wire-gauze,
used for safety in mines on account of the inflam-

mable gases ; Safe'ty-lock, a lock that cannot be
picked by ordinary means : in firearms, a lock with
some device for preventing accidental discharge ;

Safe'ty-match, a match which can be ignited only
on a surface specially prepared for the purpose

:

Safe'ty-pa'per, a paper so prepared as to resist

alteration by chemical or meclianic.il means : Safe'ty-
pln, a pin in the form of a clasp with a guard cover-
ing its point : Safe'ty-plug, a plug of soft metal in

an opening in a steam-boiler, so as to melt when the
temperature rises to its fusing-point, and allow of an
escape of steam ; Safe'ty-reln, a rein for preventing
a horse from running away ; Safe'ty-Stop, a con-
trivance for preventing accidents in machinery

;

Safe'ty-tube, a tube used in chemical operations to

prevent the bursting of vessels by gas, and for other

purposes ; Safe'ty-Valve, a valve in the top of a
steam-boiler, which lets out the steam when the

pressure is too great for safety. [O. Fr. sau/—\^.
salvus ; prob. allied to soius.]

Saffian, saf'i-an, ft. a name applied to skins tanned
with sumac and dyed in bright colours. [Russ.]

Safflower, saf'flow-er, «. an annual herbaceous com-
posite plant, cultivated all over India for its red dye
—Cartliamine. [O. Fr. sajlor, through It. from
Ar. usfUr—sa/ra, yellow.]

SaffO, saf'O, «. {fibs.) a bailiff: a catchpole. [It.]

Saffron, saf'run, n. a bulbous plant of the crocus kind
with deep-yellow flowers : a colouring substance
prepared from its flowers.

—

adj. having the colour

of saffron : deep yellow. — adj. Saff'rony. — «.

Saf'ranlne, a coal-tar producing yellowish colour

used in dyeing. [O. Fr. sa/ran (It. zafferatw)—Ar.

zd/ardn—sa/ra, yellow.]

Sag, sag, v.i. to bend, sink, or hang down : to yield

or give way as from weight or pressure : to hang
heavy : to make leeway.—«. a droop.

—

adj. loaded*
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Saga mOte ; mute ; m55n ; then. Sail

[M. E. saggen, from Scand. ; Sw. sacka, to sink

down ; cf. Ger. sacke/i, to sink.]

Saga, sa'ga, n. a tale, historical or fabulous, in the

old prose literature of Iceland.—«. Sa'gaman, a
narrator of sagas. [Ice. saga, pi. sogur—segja, say.]

Sagacious, saga'shus, adj. keen or quick in percep-

tion or thought : acute : discerning and juuicious :

viisc. — ativ. Saga ciously. — «J. Saga'ciousness,
Sagac'ity, acuieness of perception or thought

:

acute practical judgment : shrewdness. [L. sagajc,

sat;acis—sagire, to perceive quickly.]

Sagamoro, sag'a-mSr, «. a chief among some tribes

oi American Indians—prob. conn, with sachem.
Sagapenum, sag-a-pe'num, n. a fetid gum-resin, the

concrete juice of a Persian species of Ferula^
formerly used in hysteria, &c. [Or. sagapenon.]

Sagathy, sag'a-thi, «. {o6s.) a woollen stuff. [Fr.

sagatts—L.. saga, a mantle.]
Sage, saj, «. any plant of genus Saivia, of the mint

family, esp. Common or Garden Sage, used for

flavouring meats.

—

ns. Sage'-app'Ie, a gall formed
on a species of sage ; Sage'-bread, bread baked
from dough mixed with a strong infusion of sage in

milk ; Sage' -brush, a collective name of various
shrubby species of Artemisia in the western United
States ; Sage'-COCk, -grouse, a large North Ameri-
can grouse ; Sage'-green, a gray slightly mixed
with pure green ; Sage'-rabb'it, a small hare or

rabbit abounding in North America; Sage'-rose, a
plant of the genus Cistus : an evergreen shrub of
tropical America ; Sage'-sparr'OW, a fringilline bird

characteristic of the sage-brush of North America ;

Sage'-thresh'er, the mountain mocking-bird of west
Norlh America ; Sage'-YTill'OW, a dwarf American
willow.

—

ac/j. Sa'gy, full of, or seasoned with, sage.

—Apple-bearing sage, a native of southern Europe,
with large reddish or purple bracts, and bearing on its

branches large gall-nuts; Meadow S&ge, or Meadozv
clary, a common ornament of meadows in the south
of England, with bluish-purple flowers ; Oil Of sage,
an essential oil, yielded by the sage, once much used
in liniments against rheumatism. [O. Fr. sauge {}.i.

sah'ia)—L. salvia—salvus, safe.]

Sage, saj, adj. discriminating, discerning, wise : well

judged.

—

fi. a wise man : a man of pravitv and
wisdom. — Of/?'. Sagely. — «. Sage'ness.—Seven
sages, or wise men (see Seven). [Fr. sage (It.

saggio, savio), from a L. sapius (seen in ne-sapius),

wise

—

sapcre, to be wise.]

Sagene, .sa'jen, «. a fishing-net. [L.,—Gr. sagene.]
Sagene, sa'jen, ft. a Russian unit of long measure, of

seven English feet.

Sagenlte, saj'en-It, n. acicular crystals of rutile

occurring in reticulated forms embedded in quartz.
— adj. Sagenit'lc. [Gr. sagene, a drag-net.]

Sageretia, saj-e-re'ti-a, «. a genus of polypetalous
plants belonging to the buckthorn order. [Named
from Aug. Sagerei, 1763-1852.]

Sagesse, sazh-es', «. wisdom. [Fr.)

Saggar, .sag'ar, n. a box of hard pottery in which
porcelain is enclosed for baking — also v.t. — ns.

Sagg'ard; Sagg'ar-house, a house in which un-
baked vessels are put into saggars. [Sa/egttard.'[

Sagina, sa-jl'na, n. a genus of polypetalous plants of
the pink family.—t'./. Sag'inate, to pamper: to

fatten.—«. Saglna'tlon. [L. sagindre, to fatten.]

Sagitta, saj'it-a, «. a northern constellation — the
Arrow : a genus of small pelagic worms. — adj.
Sag'ittal, arrow-shaped : (anal.) straight, pertain-

ing to the sagittal suture.—rtrfr/. Sag'ittally.

—

ns.

Sagitta'ria, a genus of aquatic plants, some species
with sagittate leaves and white flowers ; Sagitta'-
rius, the Archer, one of the signs of the zodiac

;

Sag'ittary, a centaur : a public building inVenice.—adj. of or like an arrow.

—

adjs. Sag^ittate, -d,

shaped like an arrow-head, as a leaf; Sagitti-
Ung'ual, having a long slender tongue, as a wood-
pecker. [L, sagitta, an arrow.]

Sago, sa'go, «. a nutritive farinaceous substance pro-
duced Iroiii the pith of several East Indian palms.

—

«. Sa'gO-palm. [Malay sdgu.]
Sagra, sa'gra, «. a genus of phytophagous beetles of

brilliant colours.

Saguaro, sa-gwar'e, «. the giant cactus.

Saguin, sag'win, «. a South American monkey.—Also
Sag'oin, Sag'ouin.

Saguinus, sag-u-I'nus, K. a genus of South American
marmosets.

SaglUn, sa'gum, «. a military cloak' worn by ancient
Roman soldiers. [L., prob. of Celt, origin.]

Sahib, sa'ib, «. a term of respect given in India to

persons of rank and to Europeans. [Hind. sdAifi—
Ar. sdMii.]

Sahlite, .sa'llt, «. a variety of augite, from the silver-

mines of Sahla in Sweden.
Sai, sa'i, «. a South American monkey. [Braz.)
Saibling, sab'ling, ». the char.
SaiC, sa'ik, «. a Turkish or Grecian vessel common in

the Levant. [Fr. sai'gue—Turk, shdtqa.]
Said, sed, pa.t. and pa.p. of say: the before-men-

tioned, as the said witness.
Saiga, si'ga, «. a west Asi.in antelope. [Russ.]
Saikless. Same as Sackless.
Sail, sal, «. a sheet of canvas, &c., spread to catch the

wind, by which a ship is driven forward : a ship or
ships : a trip in a vessel : a fleet : arm of a wind-
mill : speed : a journey.

—

v.i. to be moved by sails :

to go by water : to begin a voyage : to glide or
float smoothly along.— f./. to navigate: to pass in
a ship : to fly through.—rtr^'. Sail'able, navigable.
^«. Sail'-boat, a boat propelled by a sail.

—

adjs.

Sail'-bome ; Sail'-broad (Milt.), broad or spreadmg
like a sail.—«. Sail'-Cloth, a strong cloth for sails.

—

adj. Sailed, having sails set.— «f. Sailer, a sailor

:

a boat or ship with respect to its mode of sailing, or
its speed ; Sail'-fish, the l^asking shark : the quill-

back ; Sail'-fluke, the whiff; Sail'-hoop, a mast-
hoop ; Sail'ing, act of sailing : motion of a vessel on
water : act of directing a ship's course : the term
applied to the different ways in which the path of a
ship at sea, and the variations of its geographical
position, are represented on paper, as great circle

sailing, Mcreator s sailing, tniddle latitude sailing,

oblique sailing, parallel sailing, plane sailing;

SalK^ng-ice, an ice-pack through which a sailing-

vessel can force her way.

—

n.pl. Sail'ing-instruc'-

tions, written directions by the officer of a convoy
to the masters of ships under his care.—«. Sail'ing-

mas'ter, a former name for the navigating oflficer of
a war-ship.

—

adj. Sail'Iess, destitute of sails.

—

ns.

Sail'-liz'ard, a large lizard having a crested tail

;

Sail'-loft, a loft where sails are cut out and made ;

Sail'-mak'er, a maker of .sails : in the United States

navy, an officer who takes charge of the sails;

Sail'or, one who sails in or navigates a ship : a
seaman ; Sail'or-fish, a sword-fish ; Sall'or-man,

a seaman ; Sail'or-plant, the strawberry geranium ;

Sairor'S-choioe, the pin-fish : the pig-fish ; Sail'or's-

purse, an egg-pouch of rays and sharks ; Sail'-

room, a room in a vessel where sails are stowed.

—

adj. Sail'y, like a sail.—«. Sail-yard, the yard

on which sails are extended. — «.//. Stay'-sails,

triangular sails, suspended on the ropes which stay

the masts upon the foresides—from the jib-boom,

bowsprit, and deck in the case of the foremast, and
from the deck in the case of the mainmast.—Sail

close to the wind, to run great risk ; Sailors' Home,
an institution where sailors may lodge, or aged and
infirm sailors be permanently cared for.—After sail,

the sails carried on the mainmast and mizzen-mast

;

Fore-and-aft sails, those set parallel to the keel of

a ship, as opp. to Square sails, those set across the

ship ; Full sail, with all sails set ; Make sail, to

spread more canvas, in sailing : Set sail, to spread

I
the sails, to begin a voyage ; Shorten sail, to reduce

' its extent ; Strike sail, to lower the sail or sails:



Saimlri fiUe, far; mi, hir ; xvSati Salary

{S/iai-) to abate one's pretensions of pomp or

superiority : Take the Wind out of one's sails, to

deprive one of an advantage ; Under sail, having
the saib spread. [A.S. seg^el, cf. Dut. set/, Ger.

se^e/.]

Saimiri, sfmi-ri, n. a squirrel monkey.
Sain, sa'in (S/uik.), Ai-A of say.

Sain, san, T'./. (Scoi.) to bless so as to protect from
evil. [A.S. segTtiaH—L. si^tdre—sigiiutn, mark.]

Sainfoin, s.in'foin, «. a leguminous fodder-planL

—

Also Saint'foin*. (Fr., sain, wholesome,yi'/«, hay

—

L. sanntnjaenunt.^
Saint, .unt, n. a sanctified or holy person : one
eminent for piety : one of the blessed in heaven :

one canonised by tlie R.C. Church : an image
of a saint : an angel : (//.) Israelites as a people

:

Christians generally. — v.t. to salute as a saint.—adj. Saint'ed, made a saint : holy : sacred

:

gone to heaven : canonised. — «. Satnt'hOOd. —
aiij. Saint'ish, somewhat saintly, or affectedly so.—n. Saint'isni, the character or quality of a saint

:

sanctimoniousness.

—

adjs. Saint'-like, Saintly, like

or liecoming a S3\n\..^iidv. Saint'lily.

—

n. Saint'-
liness.

—

adj. Saint'-seem'ing, having the appear-
ance of a saint.—». Saint'slup, the character of a
saint.—Saint's day, a day set apart for the com-
memoration of a particular saint ; St Agnes's
flower, the snowilake; St Andrew's cross, a
North American shrub : St Andrew's Day, 30th
November ; St Anthony's fire, erysipelas ; St
Anthony's nut, the pig-nut or hawk-nut ; St
Audrey's necklace, a string of holy stones : St
Barbara's cress, the yellow rocket ; St Bamaby's
thistle, tiie common English star-thistle : St Ben-
net's herb, the herb bennet ; St Blase's disease,
quinsy ; St Cassian beds, a division of the Triassic
series ; St Crispin 8 Day. 2sth October ; St David's
Day, 1st March : St Domingo duck, a West Indian
duck : St Domingo grebe, the smallest grebe in

America; St Elmo's fire (see Elmo's fire): St
George's Day, 23d April : St Oeorge's ensign,
the distinguishing flag of the British navy, a red
cross on a white field ; St Hubert's disease, hydro-
phobia : St John's bread, the carob bean ; ergot
of rye ; St John's Day, 27th December ; St John's
hawk, .1 blackish variety of the rough-legged buzzard ;

St Julien, an esteemed red Bordeaux wine fr^|a the
M^doc region ; St Leger, the name of a race run at

Doiicaster, so called since 1778 from CoL St Leger ;

St Luke's summer, a perioid of pleasant weather
about the middle of October : St Martin's evil,

drunkenness : St Martin's summer, a season of
mild, damp weather in late autumn ; St Nicholas's
Day, 6th December; St Patrick's Day, 17th
March ; St Peter's finger, a belemnite : St Peter's
fish, the dory ; St Peter's wort, a name of several
plants : St Pierre group, a thick mass of shales in

the upper Missouri region : St Swithln'S Day,
15th July ; St Valentines Day, 14th February : St
Vitus's dance, chorea.—All-Saints' Day, a feast

observed by the Latin Church on ist November,
in the Greek Church on the first Sunday after Pen-
tecost ; CJomrnnnion of the Saints, the spiritual
fellowship of all true believers, the blessed dead as
well as the faithful living, mystically united in each
other in Christ : Intercession, Perseverance, of
saints (see Intercession, Perseverance) ; Latter-
day saints, the Mormons' name for themselves

;

Patron saint, a saint who is regarded as a pro-
tector, as St George of England, St Andrew of
Scotland, St Patrick of Ireland, St David of Wales,
St Denis of France, St James of Spain, St Nicholas
of Russia, St Stephen of Hungary, St Mark of
Venice, &c. (Fr.,—L. satictus, holy.]

Saint-Simonlsm, sant-sl'mon-izm, tt. the socialistic

system founded by the Comte de Saint-Simon
(1760-1825).— «j. Saint -Simb'nlan (also adj.):
Saint-Siiuo'nlaaiim ; Saint-Si menlst.

Sair, sar, adj. {Scot.) sore.—adv. Saifly.
Sair, sar, v.t. to serve : to ht : to satisfy : to give alms.
—H. Sair'ing, as much as serves the turn : enough.

Saith, seth, v.t. and v.i. 3d pers. sing. pres. indie, ofsay.
Saith, sath, «. (Scot.) ihe coalfish. [Gael. savidMeau.l
Saiva, sl'va, «. a votary of Siva.—«. Sai'vism.
SajOU, sa-ji33', ft. a South American monkey.
Sake, sak'e, «. a Japanese fermented liquor made from

rice : a generic name for all spirituous liquors.

Sake, sak, ». cause : account : regard, as ' tor my
sake '

: contention : fault : purpose.—For old sake's
sake, for the sake of old times, for auld langsyne.
[.•\.S. sacu, strife, a lawsuit; Dut. zau/i, Ger. sache

;

A.S. sacan, to strive, Goth, sakan. Seek is a
doublet.]

Saker, sa'kir, «. a species of falcon : a species of
cannon. [Fr.,—Low h./aica sneer, sacred falcon.)

Saki, sak'i, n. a genus of long-tailed South American
monkeys.

Sakieh, sak'i-e, «. a Persian wheel used in Egypt for
raising water.—Also StalMa. [Ar. saqieh.'\

Sal, sal, «. a large gregarious timber tree of north
India, with hard, dark-brown, coarse-grained, dur-
able wood. [Hind. sal.\

Sal, sal, «. salt, used in chemistry and pharmacy with
various adjectives, as Sal'-alem'broth, a solution of
equal parts of corrosive sublimate ammonium chloride
—also Salt 0/ •wisdom ; Sal'-ammo'niac, chloride
of ammonium, with a sharp, saline taste ; Sal'-

seignette', Rochelle salt : Sal -volatile, a solution
of carbonate of ammonia in alcohol— a common
remedy for faintness. [L.]

Salaam, Salam. sa-lam', ><. a word of salutation in

the East, chiefly among Mohammedans : homage,

—

v.i. to perform the salaam. [Ar. saldm, peace

;

Heb. shaldm, to be safe.]

Salable, Salableness, Salably. Same as Saleable,
&c. See Sale.

Salacious, sal-ashi-us, adj. lustful : lecherous.

—

etdv.

Sala'ciOUSly, lustfully : lecherously. — us. Sala'-
dOUSness, SalaCity, lust, lecherousness. [L. saUx—satire, to leap.]

Salad, sal'ad, «. a preparation of raw herbs (lettuce,

endive, chicory, celery, mustard and cress, water*
cress, onions, radishes, tomatoes, chervil, &c.) cut
up and seasoned with salt, vinegar, &c. : a dish of
some kind of meat, chopped, seasoned, and mixed
with a salad. — ns. Salad-buynet, the common
burnet, used as a salad ; Sal'ading, herbs for salads

:

the making of salads ; Sal'ad-oU, olive-oil, used in

dressing salads ; Salad-plate, a smnll plate for
salad : Sal'ad-rock et, the garden rocket ; Sal'ad-
spoon, a large and long-handled spoon for stirring

and mixing salads, made of wo'd or other material
not affected by vinegar. — Salad days, days of
youthful inexperience. [Fr. salade—Old It. salata—salarc, to salt—L. sal, salt.]

Salagramma, sa-la-gra'ma, H. a stone sacred to Vishnu.
Salal^berry, .sal'al-ber'i, n. a berry -like plant of

California, about the size of a common grape.
Salam. See Salaam.
Salamander, sal'a-man-der, H. a genus of tailed
Amphibians, nearly related to the newts, harmless,
but long dreaded as poisonous, once supposed able
to live in fire : (Iter.) a four-legged creature with a
long tail surrounded by flames : a poker used red-
hot for kindling fires : a hot metal plate for browning
meat, &c.—adjs. Salaman'driform ; Salaman-
drine, like a salamander : enduring fire : Sala-
man'droid— also h. [Fr. salamatidre— L.,—Gr.
salamandra ; of Eastern origin.]

Salamba, sa-lam'ba, M. a contrivance for fishing used
at Manila and elsewhere in the East.

SalamlS, sal'a-mis, «. a genus of lepidopterous insects.

Salangane, sal'ang-gan, H. a Chinese swift which con-
structs edible nests.

Salary, sal'a-ri, «. a recompense for services : wajres.— v.t. to pay a salary.

—

adj. Sal'arled, receiving a
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Salda m5te ; mute ; mfjon ; then. Salmon

salary. [O. Fr. salarie (Fr. salaire. It. salario)—
L. salarium, salt-money, sal, salt. J

Salda, sal'da, ti. a genus of true bugs.

Sale, sal, «. act of selling : the exchange of anything
for money : power or opportunity of selling : de-

mand : public showing of goods to sell : auction.

—

adj. Sale'able, that may be sold : in good demand.
—n. Saleableness.— a</z/. Sale'ably.—/«. Sale-
room, an auction-room ; Sales'iuan, a man who sells

%o<A?,:—/em. Saleswoman.—.)<//. Sale'-tongued,
mercenary.— n.pl. Sale'wares, merchandise.— n.

Sale'WOrk, work or things made for .sale, or merely
for sale : work carelessly done.—Forced sale, a sale

compelled by a creditor ; Terms Of sale, the con-
ditions imposed on a purchaser. [Scand., Ice. salii.^

Sale, sal, «. (Spens.) a kind of basket-like net, made
of sallows or willows. [A.S. seaiJi, willow.]

Salebrous, sal'e-brus, adj. rough, rugged.—«. Sale-
bros'ity. [Fr.,—L. saUbrosus, rough.]

Salep, sal'ep, «. the dried tubers of Orchis tnascula

:

the food prepared from it.—Also Sal'op. [Ar.]

SalerattlS, sal-e-ra'tus, ». sodium bicarbonate, used in

baking-powders.—Also Salaara'tUS. [L. sai aera-
tiis, aerated salt.]

Salewe, sal-u', -v.t. {Spens.)\.o salute. [Salute.]

Sallan, sa'li-an, adj. pertaining to a tribe of Franks on
the lower Rhine.

—

u. one of this tribe.—«<//'. Sal'ic,

denoting a law among the Salian Franks limiting the
succession of certain lands to males—extended in the
I4lh century to the succession to the crown of France.
(Fr. sah'gue—Low L. Lex salica.\

Sallan, sa'li-an, adj. pertaining to the Salii or priests

of Mars in ancient Rome.—Sallan bymns, songs
sung by these, with dances, &c.

Sallant, sal'i-ant, adj. Same as Salient.
Paliaunce, sal-i-ans', «. (Sj>ens.). See Salience.
Salicetum, sal-i-se'tum, «. a thicket of willows :—//.

Salice'tums, Salice'ta.
Salicin, -e, sal'i-sin, «. a bitter crystalline glycoside,

obtained from the bark of willows and poplars.—«.

Salicylate, a salt of salicylic acid.—a<'/;>. Sal'icy-
lated, combined with salicylic acid ; Salicy'lic,

obtained from the willow.—Salicylate of sodium,
a product occurring in small white crystals, used
very largely in acute rheumatism. [L. salix, salicis,

a willow.]

Salicomia, sal-i-kor'ni-a, n. a genus of apetalous
plants

—

t.he.glass-ivort, ntarsh-samj>lure. [Fr.,—L.
sal, salt, comu, a horn.]

Salient, sa'li-ent, adj. leaping or springing : (Jori.')

projecting outwards, as an angle : prominent : strik-

ing : {gcom.) denoting any angle less than two right

angles : (Jier.) of a beast of prey nearly rampant.

—

tt. Salience, the quality or condition of being
siilient : projection: (Spetts.) a leaping, assaulting,

onslaught. — adv. Sa'llently. [Fr.,—L. salieiis,

-(litis, pr.p. oi saiire, to leap.]

Sali^re, sa-lyar', n. a saltcellar. [Fr.]

Saliferous, sa-lif'er-us, aaj. bearing; salt.—Saliferoos
system, the Triassic, from its rich deposits. [L.
Sill, salis, sa.h,/erre, to bear.]

Salify, sal'i-fl, v.i. to combine with an acid in order
to make a salt :—/>rt,<. and pa.p. sal'ified.— adj.
Salifiable.—«. Sallfica'tion, the act of .salifying.

Saline, sa lln, or sii-lln', adj. consisting of, or contain-
ing, salt : partaking of the qualities of salt.

—

n. an
effervescent powder used as a gentle aperient : a
salt-spring.—«j._ Sall'na, salt-works : Salina'tion,
the act of washing in salt liquor ; Sal'ine, Sal'in, a
salt, reddish substance obtained from the ashes of
potato-leaves; Saline'ness.- «</?>. Salinlf'erous

;

Saliniform.— >«. Salinity; Salinom'eter, Salim'-
eter, a hydrometer for measuring the amount of
salt in any given solution.

—

adj. Sali'no-terrene',
composed of salt and earth.

—

x>.t. Sal'ite, to season
with salt.

—

n. Sal'itral, a place where saltpetre

occurs. [Fr.,— L. saliniis—ja/, .salt.]

Salique, sal'ik, or sa-lSk', adj. Same as SaUa
835

Saliva, sa-lfva, «. the spittle, one of the digestive
fluids, mainly the product of the salivary glands.—adjs. Sali'val, Sal'ivant, producing salivation.—n. Saliva-pump, a device for carrying off the
accumulating saliva.

—

adj. Sa'livary, pertaining

to, secreting, or containing saliva.—«. that which
produces salivation.

—

v.t. Sal'ivate, to produce
an unusual amount of saliva.—«. Saliva'tion, an
unusual flow of saliva.

—

adj. Sal'lVOUS, like spittle.

[Fr.,— L., allied to Gr. sialon, saliva.]

SaUx, sa'liks, «. a genus of apetalous trees and shrubs,

tile willows. [L.]

Sallee-man, sal'e-man, «. a Moorish pirate.—Also
Sall'ee-ro'ver. \SalUe, on the coast of Morocco.]

Sallet, sal'et, ». a light kind of helmet of the 15th
century, with projection behind, used by foot-soldiers.

[O. Fr. salade, through It. celata, a helmet, from
L. cirlata, figured

—

cceldre, to engrave.]
Sallle, sal'i, «. (Scot.) a hired mourner at a funeral.

Sallow, sal's, «. a tree or low shrub of the willow
kind—(i"c<?/.) Sauch.—a<^'. Sall'OWy, abounding in

sallows. [A.S. sealh : Ger. sahl.\

Sallow, sal's, adj. of a pale, yellowish colour.

—

v.t.

to tinge with a sallow colour.

—

adj. SallOWlsh,
somewhat sallow.

—

ns. Sall'OW-kitt en, a kind of
puss-moth ; Sall'OW-moth, a British moth of a pale-

yellow colour ; Sail'owness. —rtr//'. Sail'owy. [A.S.
salo, salu ; cf. Dut. zaluw, and Old High Ger. salo.]

Sally, sal'i, «. a leaping or bursting out : a sudden
rushing forth of troops to attack besiegers : excur-
sion : outburst of fancy, wit, &c. : levity : a projec-

tion.

—

v.i. to rush out suddenly : to mount :

—

pa.t.

and pa.p. sall'ied.

—

n, Sall'y-port, a passage by
which a garrison may make a sally: a large port for

the escape of a crew when a fire-ship is set on fire.

[Fr. sail(ie—saillir (It. saiire)—L. satire, to leap.]

Sally, sal'i, «. a kind of stone-fly : a wren.—«. Sall'y-

pick'er, one of several different warblers.
Sally-lunn, sal'i-lun, «. a sweet spon^- tea-cake.

[From the name of a girl who sold them in the streets

of Bath about the close of the i8th century.]
Sally-wood, sal'i-wOOd, «. willow-wood.
Salmagundi, sal-ma-gun'di, ». a dish of minced meat

with eggs, anchovies, vinegar, pepper, &c. ; a
medley, miscellany. — Also Salmagun'dy. [Fr.

salmigondis— It. salami, pi. of salame, salt meat
—L. sal, salt, cotiditi, pi. of cotidil.?, seasoned

—

L. condire, -itum, to pickle.]

Salmi, SalniiS, sal'mi, «. a ragout of roasted wood-
cocks, &c., stewed with wine, morsels of bread, &.C
[Fr. salmis—It. salanie, salt meat.]

Salmiac, sal'mi-ak, n. sal-ammoniac.
Salmon, sam'un, H. a large fish, brownish above, with

silvery sides, the delicate flesh reddish-orange in

colour— ascending rivers to spawn: the upper
bricks in a kiln which receive the least heat.

—

ns.

Sal'md, the leading genus of Salmonidce : Salm'On-
COlOUr, an orange - pink ; Salm'onet, a young
salmon ; Salm'on-fisb'ery, a place where salmon-
fishing is carried on ; Salm'on - fly, any kind of
artificial fly for taking salmon ; Salmon-fry, salmon
under two years old ; Salm'onin^, the salmon in-

dustry, as canning ; Salm'on-klll'er, a sort of
stickleback ; Salmon-leap, -ladder, a series of

steps to permit a salmon to pass up-stream.

—

adj.

Salm'onoid. — ns. Salm'on-peal, -peel, a grilse

under 2 lb. ; Salm'on-spear, an instrument used in

spearing salmon ; Salm'on-sprlng, a smolt or young
.salmon of the first year ; Safin'on-tack'le, the rod,

line, and fly with which salmon are uken ; Salm'on-
trout, a trout like the salmon, but srnaller and
thicker in proportion ; Salm'on-weir, a weir specially

designed to take salmon.—Black Salmon, the great
lake trout; Burnett salmon, a fish with reddish
flesh like a salmon; Calvered salmon, pickled
salmon ; Comlsb salmon, the pollack ; Kelp
salmon, a serranoid fish ; EUppered salmon, salmon
salted and smoke-dried ; Quoddy salmon, the pol>
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lack ; Sea salmon, the pollack ; White salmon,
a carangoid Californian fish. [O. Fr. saulmon—L.
sahno, from salire, to leap.]

Salnatron, sal-na'tron, «. crude sodium carbonate.

Salomonlc. Same as Solomonic.
Salon, sa-long', «. a drawing-room : a fashionable

reception, esp. a periodic gathering of notable
persons, in the house of some social queen : the

great annual exhibition of works by living artists

at the Palais des Champs Elysees in Paris. [Fr.]

Saloon, sa-l50n', n. a spacious and elegant hall or

apartment for the reception of company, for works
of art, &c. : a main cabin : a drawing-room car on
a railroad : a liquor-shop.

—

ns. Saloon'lst, Saloon'-
keep'er, one who retails liquor. [Fr. salon—salU

;

Old High Ger. sal, a dwelling, Ger. saal.]

Saloop, sa-l53p', «. a drink composed of sassafras tea,

with sugar and milk. [Salep.}
Salop. Same as Salop.
Salopian, sal-O'pi-an, adj. pertaining to Shropshire

(L. Salopia), as the ware, a name given to Roman
pottery found in Shropshire.

Salpa, sal'pa, «. a remarkable genus of free-swimming
Tunicates.—a(^>. Sal'pian ; Sal'piform.

Salpicon, sal'pi-kon, «. stuffing, chopped meat. [Fr.]

SalpigloSSiS, sal-pi-glos'is, «. a genus of gamopetal-
ous plants, native to Chili, with showy flowers re-

sembling petunias. [Gr. salpingx, a trumpet,
glossa, tongue.]

Salpinctes, sal-pingk'tes, n. the rock-wrens. [Gr.
saipingktes, a trumpeter.]

Salpingitis, sal-pin-ji'tis, «. inflammation of a Fallo-

pian \.\\\x.. — adjs. Salpingit'iC, Salpin'gian, per-

taining to a Fallopian or to a Eustachian tube.—

•

«. Sal'pinZ, a Eustachian tube or syrinx. [Gr.
salpingx, a trumpet.]

Salpomis, sal-por'nis, «. a genus of creepers inhabit-
ing \^\2l and Africa. [Gr. salpingx, a trumpet,
ornis, a bird.]

Salsaginoos, sal-saj'i-nus, adj. saltish : growing in

brackish places.

SalsamentariOUS, sal-sa-men-ta'ri-us, adj. {obs.) salted.

Salse, sals, «. a mud volcano: a conical hillock of
mud. [Fr.,—L. salsus, salire, to salt.]

Salsify, sal'si-fi, n. a biennial plant growing in

meadows throughout Europe, whose long and taper-
ing root has a flavour resembling asparagus— also
Sal safy—often called Oyster-plant.—^lSuO\s. sal-
sify, the related scorzonera. [Fr.,—It. sasse/rica,
goat's-beard—L. saxum, a rocV, /ricdre, to rub.]

Salsilla, sal-sil'a, n. one of several species of Bomarea,
with edible tubers. [Sp., dim. oi salsa, sauce.]

Salsola, sal'sO-la, «. a genus of plants, including the
salt-tvort and prickly glass-wort.—adj. SalSOla'-
ceons. [L. salsus—salire, to salt.]

Salt, sawlt, n. chloride of sodium, or common salt,
a_ well-known substance used for seasoning, found
either in the earth or obtained by evaporation from
sea-water : anything like salt : seasoning : piquancy

:

abatement, modification, allowance : an experienced
sailor : that which preserves from corruption : an
antiseptic : {cAem.) a body composed of an acid and
a base united in definite proportions, or of bromine,
chlorine, fluorine, or iodine, with a metal or metal-
loid : (ois.) lust.— v.t. to sprinkle or season with
salt : to fill with salt between the timbers for pre-
servation.

—

adj. containing salt: tasting of salt:
overflowed with, or growing in, salt-water : pungent :

lecherous :(<:<»//.) costly, expensive.—«j. Salt'-block,
a salt-evaporating apparatus: Salt'-bott'om, a flat

piece of ground covered with saline efflorescences

:

Salt'-bush, an Australian plant of the goose-foot
family ; Salt'-cake, the crude sodium sulphate occur-
ring as a by-product in the manufacture of hydro-
chloric acid : Salt'-cat, a mixture given as a digestive
to pigeons ; Salt'er, one who salts, or who makes,
sells, or deals in salt, as in Drysalter : a trout leav-
ing salt-water to ascend a stream ; Sal'tom, salt-

works ; Salt'-foot, a large saltcellar marking the
boundary between the superior and inferior guests

;

Salt'-gauge, an instrument for testing the strength
of brine ; Salt'-glaze, a glaze produced upon
ceramic ware by putting common salt in the kilns
after they have been fired.

—

adj. Salt' -green
{Shak.), sea-green. — us. Salt'-group, a series of
rocks containing salt, as the Onondaga salt-group

;

Salt'-hold'er, a saltcellar ; Salt'-horse, salted beef

:

Salt'ie, the salt-water fluke or dab ; Salt'ing, the
act of sprinkling with salt : the celebration of the
Eton ' Montem.'

—

adj. Salt'ish, somewhat salt.

—

Oiiv. Salt'ishly, so as to be moderately salt.

—

ns.

Salt'isliness, a moderate degree of saltness : Salt'-
junk, hard salt beef for use at sea.

—

adj. Salt'less,
without salt: tasteless.— «. Salt' -lick, a place to

which animals resort for salt.

—

adv. Salt'ly.

—

ns.

Salt'-marsh, land liable to be overflowed by the sea
or the waters of estuaries ; Salt'-marsh cat'erpillar,
the hairy larva of an arctiid moth ; Salt'-marsh hen,
a clapper-rail ; Salt'-marsh terr'apin, the diamond-
backed turtle ; Salt'-mine, a mine where rock-salt

is obtained ; Salt'ness, impregnation with salt ;

Salt-pan, a pan, basin, or pit where salt is obtained
or made ; Salt' -pit, a pit where salt is obtained ;

Salt'-rheiim, a cutaneous eruption ; Salts, Epsom
salt or other salt used as a medicine. — adj. Salt'-
sUyered, slivered and salted, as fish for bait.

—

ns.

Salt'-Spoon, a small spoon for serving salt at table ;

Salt'-spring, a brine-spring; Salt'-wa'ter, water
impregnated with salt, sea-water ; Salt'-WorkS, a
place where salt is made ; Salt'-Wort, a genus of
plants of many species, mostly natives of .salt-marshes
and sea-shores, one only being found in Britain, the
Prickly S., which was formerly burned for the soda
it yielded.—«<(/'. Salt'y (same as Saltish).—Salt a
mine, to deposit ore in it cunningly so as to deceive
persons who inspect it regarding its value ; Salt Of
lemon, or sorrel, acid potassium oxalate, a solvent
for ink-stains ; Salt of SOda, .sodium carbonate ; Salt
of tartar, a commercial name for purified potassium
carbonate; Salt of Vitriol, sulphate of zinc ; Salt Of
wormwood, carbonate of potash.—Above the salt,

at the upper half of the table, among the guests of
distinction ; Attio salt, wit ; Below the salt, at the
lower half of the table ; Be not worth one's salt, not
to deserve even the salt that gives relish to one's

food ; Bronzing salt, used in burning gun-barrels
;

Epsom salts, magnesium sulphate, a cathartic

;

Essential salts, those produced from the juices of
plants by crystallisation ; Glauber's Salt, or Horse
salts, a well-known cathartic, used in woollen dye-
ing ; Lay salt on the tail of, to catch ; Neutral
sailt, a salt in which the acid and the base neutralise

each other ; Bochelle salt, sodium potassium tar-

trate, a laxative ; Spirits of salt, the old name for

muriatic or hydrochloric acid ; Take With a grain
of salt, to believe with some reserve. [.\. S. sealt

;

cf. Ger. salz, also L. sal, Gr. hals.\

Saltant, sal'tant, adj. leaping: dancing: (/«^r.) salient.

—v.i. Sal'tato, to dance.—«. Salta'tlon, a leaping

or jumping: beating or palpitation : (^/c/.) an abrupt
variation.

—

n.pl. Saltato'ria, a division of orthop-

terous in-sects including grass-hoppers, locusts, and
crickets.—rt(^>. Saltato'rial, Saltato'rious ; Sal'ta-

tery, leaping : dancing : having the power of, or used
in, leaping or dancing. [L. saltans, pr.p. of saltdre,

-dtum, inten. o( salire, to leap.]

Saltarello, sal-ta-rel'S, n. a lively Italian dance in

triple time, diversified with skips, for a single couple

—

also the music for such : an old form of round dance.
[It.,—L. saltdre, to dance.]

SaltciaUar, sawlt'sel-ar, «. a small table vessel for

holding salt. [For salt-sellar, the last part being
O. Fr. saliere— L. salarium—sal, salt.]

Saltierra, sal-tyer'a, «. a saline deposit in the inland
lakes of .Mexico. [Sp.,— L. sal, salt, terra, land.]

Saltigrade, sal'ti-i;rad, adj. formed for leaping, as
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certain insects.—«. one of a certain tribe of spiders
which leap to seize their prey. [L. saltus, a leap,
gradi, to go.]

Saltimbanco, sal-tim-bangk'O, >i. {obs.)a. mountebank

:

a quack. [It.]

Saltire, Saltier, sal'ter, «. (her.) an ordinary in the
form of a St Andrew's Cross.

—

adj. Sal'tierwise.
[O. Fr. saultoir, lautoir—Low L. saltatoriuin, a
stirrup—L. saltare, to leap.]

Saltpetre, sawlt-pe'ter, «. the commercial name for

mlTe.—adj. Saltpe'trous. [O. Fr. sa£/>esire—hov
L. salpetra — l^. sai, salt, /^/ra, arocki]

Saltus, sal'tus, «. a break of continuity in time : a leap
from premises to conclusion. (L, a leap.]

Salubrious, sa-lu'bri-us, adj. healthful : wholesome.
—adv. Salubriously.—«J. Salii briousness, Salu-
brity. [L. salubris—salus, salutis, health.]

Salue, sal-u', v.t. (Spens.) to salute.

Salutary, sal'u-tar-i, adj. belonging to health : pro-
moting health or safety : wholesome : beneficial.

—

«. Saludador' (obs.')^ a quack who cures by incanta-
tions.

—

adv. Sal'Utarily, in a salutary manner:
favourably to health.—«. Sal'UtarlnesS. _

—

adj.
Salutif'erOUS. health -bearing.

—

adv. Salutif'er-
OUSly. [L. salutaris—sains, health.]

Salute, sal-ut', v.t. to address with kind wishes : to

greet with a kiss, a bow, &c. : to honour formally by
a discharge of cannon, striking colours, &c.—«. act
of saluting : the position of the hand, .sword, &c. in

saluting : greeting : a kiss : a complimentary dis-

charge of cannon, dipping colours, presenting arms,
&c., in honour of any one.

—

us. Saliita'tion, act
of saluting : that which is said in saluting, any
customary or ceremonious form of address at

meeting or at parting, or of ceremonial on religious

or state occasions, including both forms of speech
and gestures : (('^.f.) quickening, excitement : tlie

Angelic Salutation (see Ave); Salutato'rian, in

American colleges, the member of a graduating
class who pronounces the salutory oration. — adv.
Salu'tatorily. — adj. SalU'tatory, pertaining to

salutation.—«. a sacristy in the early church in

which the clergy received the greetings of the
people : an oration in Latin delivered by the student
who ranks second. — ». SalU'tor. [L. salutdre,
-dtunt—salus, saintis.\

Salvage, sai'vaj, adj. (Spens.\ Same as SavagO.
Salvage, sai'vaj, «. compensation made by the owner

of a ship or cargo in respect of services rendered by
persons, other than the ship's company, in preserving
the ship or cargo from shipwreck, fire, or capture :

the gooids and materials so saved.

—

n. Salvabil'ity,
the possibility or condition of being saved.

—

adj.
Sal'vable. — «. Sal'vableness. — ^./i'. Sal'vably.
(Fr. ,— L. salvare, -dium, to save.]

Salvation, sal-va'shun, «. act of saving : means of
preservation from any serious evil : {theol.) the
saving of man from the power and penalty of sin,

the conferring of eternal happiness: (iff.) deliverance
from enemies.

—

v.t. to heal, to cure : to remedy : to

redeem : to glo'ss over.

—

ns. Salva'tionlsm ; Sal-
vationist.—Salvation Army, an organisation for

the revival of evangelical religion amongst the
mas.ses, founded by William Booth about 1865,
reorganised on the model of a military force in

1878 ; Salvation Sally, a girl belonging to the
Salvation Army.

Salvatory, sal'va-tO-ri, n. {ebs.) a repository : a safe.

Salve, sav, K. {B.) an ointment : anything to cure
sores.

—

v.t. to heal, help.

—

ns. SalVer, a quack-
salver, a pretender ; Salv'ing, healing, restoration.

[A.S. sfal/: Ger. salbe, Dut. zal/.}

Salve, salve, v.t. (Spens.) to salute.—Salve Regina
(Ji.C.), an antiphonal hymn to the Blessed Virgin
said after Lauds and Compline, from Trinity to

Advent—from its opening words. (L. salve, God
save you, hail ! imper. of salvere, to be well.]

Salvelinus, sal-ve-li'nus, h. a genus of Salmonidce^

the chars. [Prob. Latinised from Ger. salbling, a
small salmon.]

Salver, sal'ver, H. a plate on which anything is

presented.

—

adj. Sal'vor-shaped, in the form of a
salver or tray. [Sp. salva, a salver, salvar, to save
—Low L. salvare, to save.]

Salvia, sal'vi-a, n. a large genus of gamopetalous
Labiate plants, including the sage.

Salvinia, sal-vin'i-a, n. a genus of heterosporous ferns
—formerly called Rliizocarpea or Peppenvorts.

Salvo, sal'vO, «. an exception : a reservation. [L., in
phrase, salvo jure, one's right being safe.]

Salvo, sal'vO, «. a military or naval salute with guns :

a simultaneous discharge of artillery : the combined
cheers of a multitude :—//. SalVOS (sal'vOz). [It.

salva, a salute—-L. salve, hail ! ]

Sal volatile, sal'-vo-lat'i-le. See Sal.
Salvor, sal'vor, n. one who saves a cargo from wreck,

fire, &c. [See Salvage.]
Sam, sSLm,adv. (Spens.) together.— 7/. ^ to collect, to

curdle milk. [A.S. saninian—samen, together.)
Samara, sa-mar'a, or sam'-, «. dry indehiscent,

usually one-sided fruit, with a wing, as in ash,
elm, and maple—the last a double samara.

—

adjs.
Samariform; Sam'aroid. [L.]

Samare, sa-mar', «. an old form of women's long-
skirted jacket.

Samaritan, sa-mar'i-tan, adj. pertaining to Samaria
in Palestine.

—

k. an inhabitant of Samaria, esp. one
of the despised mixed population planted therein
after the deportation of the Israelites : the language
of Samaria, an archaic Hebrew, or rather Hebrew
Aramaic, dialect : a charit.ible person—from Luke,
X. 30-37.—«. Samar'itanism, charity, benevolence.
— Samaritan Pentateuch, a recension of the
Hebrew Pentateuch, in use amongst the Samari-
tans, and accepted by them as alone canonical.

Samaveda, sa-ma-va'da, «. the name of one of the
four Vedas. [Sans.]

Sambo, sam'bO, «. a negro : properly the child of a
mulatto and a negro. [Sp. zambo—L. scambus,
bow-legged.]

Sambucus, sam-bu'kus, ». a genusofgamopetalous trees

and shrubs of the honeysuckle family— the elders. [L.]

Sambuke, sam'buk, ». an ancient musical instrument,
probably a harp.—Also Sambii'ca. [Gr. santbykl
—Heb. sabeka.}

Sambur, sam' bur, n. the Indian elk.—Also Sam'boO.
[Hind, sambre.]

Same, sam, adv. (S/ens.). Same as Sam.
Same, sam, adj. identical : of the like kind or
degree : similar : mentioned before.

—

adj. Sams'ly,
unvaried. — «. Samo'neSS, the being the same:
tedious monotony.— All the Same, for all that ; At
the same time, still, nevertheless. [A.S. same;
Goth, samana; L. simiiis, like, Gr. homos.]

Samia, sa'mi-a, ». a genus of bombycid moths, be-
longing to North America.

Samian, sa'mi-an, adj. pertaining to, or from, th«

island of Sar/ios, in the Greek Archipelago.

—

n.

(also Sa'miot, Sa'miOte) a native of Samos. —
Samian earth, an argillaceous astringent earth

;

Samian stone, a goldsmiths' polishing -stone;

Samian ware, an ancient kind of pottery, brick-

red or black, with lustrous glaze.

Samiel, sa'mi-el, «. the simoom. [Turk, savtyeli—
At. santm, poison, Turk, yel, wind.]

Samisen, sam'i-sen, «. a Japanese guitar.

Samite, sam'it, «. a kind of heavy silk stuff. [O.

Fr. samit—Low L. examitum—Gr. hexamiton,hex,
six, viitos, thread.]

Samlet, sam'let, n. a parr : a salmon of the first year.
(Prol). salmon-et,\

Sammy, sam'i, v.t. to moisten skins with water.

—

n.

a machine for doing this.

Samnite, sam' nit, adj. and ». pertaining to an ancient
Sabine people of central Italy, crushed by the
Romans after a long struggle : a Roman gladiator
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;

Sand

Chinese Sampan.

armed with shield, sleeve on right arm, helmet,

shoulder-piece, and greave.

Samoan, sa-mS'an, adj. and «. pertaining to Samoa in

the Pacific—Samoan dove, the tooth-billed pigeon.

SamolUS, sam'6-lus, n. a genus of herbaceous plants

of the primrose family. I.L.]

Samosatenian, sam-O-sa-te'ni-an, n. a follower of

Paid oi Santosata, bishop of Antioch, the Socinus of

the 3d century.
Samothracian, sam-O-thra'si-an, adj. belongmg to the

island q{ Samothrace in the .^gcau Sea.

Samovar, sam'O-var, n. a tea-urn used in Russia,

commonly of copper, the water in it heated by
charcoal in a tube extending from top to bottom.

fRuss. samovarii, prob. Tartar.]

Satnoyed, sa-mO'yed, «. one of a Ural-Altaic race

between the Obi and the Yenisei.—rt'/?'. Samoyed'io.
Samp, samp, «. Indian corn coarsely ground : a kind

of hominy, also por-
ridge made from it.

Sampan, sam'pan, n.

a .small boat used
in China and Japan.
—Also San'pan.
[Chin, san, satn,

three, pan, a board.]
Samphire, sam'fir, or

sani'fer, «. an herb
found chiefly on
rocky cliffs near the
sea, used in pickles
and salads. [Corr.
from Fr. Saint
Pierre, Saint Peter.]

Sampi, sam'pl, n. a

character, '^, repre-

senting a sibilant in early Greek use, later obsolete
except as a numeral sign for 900.

Sample, sam'pl, n. a specimen : a part to show the
quality of the whole : an example.

—

7'.t. to make up
samples of: to place side by side with : to match :

to test by examination.

—

ns. Sam'pler, one who
makes up samples (in compounds, as ivool-sam/iler)

;

Sam'ple-room, a room where samples are shown :

{slang) a grog-shop ; Sam'ple-Scale, an accurately
balanced lever-scale for weighing ten-thousandths of
a pound. [Short for esample, from O. Fr. essainple
— L. exemplum, example.]

Sampler, sam'pler, «. a pattern of work : a piece of
ornamental embroidery worsted-work, &c., contain-
ing names, figures, texts, &c. — «. Sam'plary
(obs.\ a pattern, an example. [Formed from L.
exemplar.]

Sampsuohlne, samp-sOO'chen, «. (obs.) sweet mar-
joram.

SamshOO, SamshU, sam'shSo, «. an ardent spirit dis-
tilled by the Chinese from rice : any kind of spirits.
[Chin, san, sam, three, sAao, to fire.]

Samson-post, sam'son-pOst, «. a strong upright stan-
chion or post for various uses on board ship.

Samurai, sam'OO-rl, n.sing. (also//.) a member of the
military class in the old feudal system of Japan,
including both daiinios, or territorial nobles, and
their military retainers : a military retainer, a two-
sworded man. [Jap.]

Samyda, sam'i-da, «. a genus of shrubs, native to the
West Indies. [Gr. semyda, the birch.]

Sanable, .san'a-bl, adj. able to be made sane or sound

:

curable.—«f. Sanahil'ity, San'ableness, capability
of being cured ; Sana'Uon (obs.), a healing or
curing.—o^'. San'ative, tending, or able, to heal

:

healing.—>«. San'atlveness ; Sanatorium (see
Sanitary).

—

adj. San'atory, healing : conducive to
lie.Tlth. [L. sanabilis—sanar*, -dttitii, to heal.]

Sanbenito, san-be-ne'tO, n. a garment grotesquely
decorated with flames, devils, &c., worn by the
victims of the Inquisition—at an auto-de-/e—for

public recantation or execution. [Sp., from its

resemblance in shape to the garment of the order
of St Benedict—Sp. San Benito.\

Sancho, sang'ko, «. a musical instrument like the
guitar, used by negroes.

Sancho-pedro, sangkO-pe'drO, «. a game of cards

—

tlie nine of trumps called Sattclw, the five Pedro.
Sancti^, sangk'ti-fl, v.t. to make sacred or holy : to

set apart to sacred use : to free from sin or evil : to

consecrate : to invest with a sacred character : to

make efficient as the means of holiness : to secure
from violation;

—

pu.t. a.nil pa.p. sanc'tifled. — «.

Sanctanim'ity, hoHness of mmd.—v.t. Sanctif'i-
cate.

—

n. Sanctiflca'tion, act of sanctifying : state

of being sanctified : that work or process of God's
free grace whereby the new principle of spiritual

life implanted in regeneration is developed until the

wliole man is renewed in the image of God : con-
secration.— adj. Sanc'tifled, made lioly : sancti-

°

monious.

—

adv. Sanctlf i'edly, sanctimoniously.—».

Sanc'tifler, one who sanctifies : the Holy Spirit.

—

adv. Sanc'tltyingly.—«(i>'. Sanctimo'nious, hav-
ing sanctity : holy, devout : alf'ecting_ holiness.

—

adv. Sanotimo'niously.—«j. Sanctimo'niousness,
Sanc'timony, affected devoutness, show of sanctity ;

Sanc'tltude, holiness, goodness, saintliness: affected

holiness ; Sano'tity, <|uality of being sacred or holy :

purity: godliness: inviolability: a saint, any holy ob-
ject.—i/./. Sanc'tuarise {Shak.), to shelter by sacred
privileges, as in a sanctuary.-

—

ns. Sanc'tUary,
a sacred place : a place for the worship of God :

the most sacred part of the Temple of Jerusalem :

the Temple itself : the part of a church round the

altar : an inviolable asylum, refuge, a consecrated
place which gives protection to a criminal taking
refuge there : the privilege of taking refuge in such
a consecrated place ; Sanc'tum, a sacred place : a
private room ; Sano'tUS, the ascription, ' Holy,
holy, holy. Lord God of Hosts,' from Isa. vi. : a
musical setting of the same.—Sanctum sanctorum,
the Holy of Holies : any specially reserved retreat

or room.—Odour Of sanctity, the aroma of good-
ness. [Fr., — L. saiictificare, -atian — sancius,
sacred, /iicere, to make.]

Sanction, sangk'shun, «. act of ratifying, or giving
authority to : confirmation : support : a decree, a
law.

—

v.t. to give v.ilidity 10 : to authori.se : to coun-
tenance. — adjs. Sane tionable ; Sanc'tionary.
[Fr.,—L. sanctire.]

Sand, sand, «. fine particles of crushed or worn rocks,

used in founding : force of character : (//.) lands
covered with sand : a sandy beach : moments of lime,

from the use of sand in the hour-glass.— v.t. to

sprinkle with sand.

—

ns. Sand'-bag (_/ort.), a canvas
bag filled with sand or earth, forming a readj' means
of giving cover against an enemy's fire, or of tamping
the charge in a mine : an engraver's leather cushion,
&c. ; Sand'-bag'ger, a robber who uses a sand-bag
to stun his victims ; Sand'-ball, a ball of soap mixed
with fine sand for the toilet ; Sand'-band, a guard-
ring to keep sand from working into the axle-box ;

Sand'-bank, a bank of .sand formed by tides and
currents ; Sand'-bath, a vessel of hot sand for heat-

ing vessels without direct exposure to the fire: a
batli in which the body is covered with warm sea-

.sand : saburration ; Sand'-bear, the Indian badger
;

Sand'-bed, the bed into which the iron from the

blast-furnace is nni ; Sand'-bird, a sandpijier : a
shore bird ; Sand'-blast, sand driven by a blast of
air or steam for cutting and engraving figures on
glass or mela.1.—adj. Sand' -blind, afflicted with par-

tial blindness, in which particles of sand seem to

flo.-it liefore the eyes.—ns. Sand'-blind'ness ; Sand'-
blow'er, a sand bellows ; Sand'-box, a box with a
perforated top for sprinkling .sand on writing, a con-
trivance formerly used by way of blotting-paper : a
box with sand to prevent the wheels of a rail from
slipping ; Sand'-brake, a device for stopping trains

automatically ; Sand'-bug, a burrowing crustacean:
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a digger-wasp ; Sand'-bUT, a weed that fills the
plains of the western United States ; Sand'-canal',
the stone canal of an echinotlerm ; Sand'-Chen'y,
the dwarfcherry ; Sand'-COCk, the redshank ; Sand'-
crab, the lady-crab ; Sand'-Craok, a crack in a
horse's hoof: a crack in a moulded brick before
burning ; Sand'-CtlCk'et, a name applied to certain
large crickets in the western United States ; Sand-
dab, a kind of plaice ; Sand'-dart, a British noctuid
moth ; Sand'-dart'er, -diver, a small etheostomine
fish of the Ohio valley ; Sand'-doll'aT, a flat sea-

urchin ; Sand' -drift, a mound of drifted sand ; Sand'-
dune, a ridge of loose sand drifted by the wind.

—

tuij. Sand'ed (Shak.), marked with yellow spots

:

sprinkled with sand : short-sighted.

—

ns. Sand'-eel,
a small eel-like fish, which buries itself in the sand
when the tide retires ; Sand'erling, a genus of birds
of the snipe family, characterised by the absence
of a hind-toe, common on the coast, eating marine
worms, small crustaceans, and bivalve molluscs

;

Sand'-fence, a barrier in a stream of stakes and iron
wire ; Sand -fish, a fish of the genus Trickodon

:

Sand'-flag, sandstone which splits up into flag-

stones ; Sand'-flea, the chigoe or jigger ; Sand'-flood,

a moving mass of desert sand ; Sand -floun'der,

a common North American flounder ; Sand' -fly, a
small New England biting midge ; Sand'-glaSS, a
glass instrument for measuring time by the running
out of sand ; Sand'-grass, grass that grows by the

sea-shore ; Sand'-gr0U86, a small order of birds,

quite distinct from the true grouse, having two
genera, PterocUs and Syrrkaptes, with beautifvil

pUmiage, heavy body, long and pointed wings, very
short legs and toes; Sand'-heat, the heat of warm
sand in chemical operations ; Sand'-hill, a hill of
sand ; Sand'-hill crane, the brown crane of North
America ; Sand'-hiU'er, one of the pixrr whites
living in the sandy hills of Georgia ; Sand'-hop'per,
a small crustacean in the order Amphipoda, often
seen on the sandy sea-shore, like swarms of dancing
flies, leaping up by bending the body together, and
throwing it out with a sudden jerk : a sand-flea

;

Sand'-horn'et, a sand-wasp : Sand'iness, sandy
quality, esp. as regards colour ; Sand'ing, the pro-

cess of testing the surface of gilding, after it has
been fired, with fine sand and water : the process of
burying oysters in sand.

—

adj. Sand'ish (^^i^j. ).

—

ns.

Sand' -jet (see Sand-blast) ; Sand'-lark, a wading-
bird that nms along the sand : a sandpiper ; Sand'-
liz'ard, a common lizard ; Sand'-lob, the common
British lug or lob worm ; Sand'-mar'tin, the smallest
of British swallows, which builds its nest in sandy
river-banksand gravel-pits; Sand'-ma'son, acommon
British tube-worm ; Sand'-mole, a South African
rodent ; Sand'-mouso, the dunlin : a sandpiper

;

Sand'-natt'er, a <and-snake ; Sand'-pa'per, paper
covered with a kind of sand for smoothing and polish-

ing ; Sand-peep, the American stint : the peetweet
;

Sand'-perch, the grass-bass ; Sand'piper, a wading-
bird of the snipe family, which frequents sandy river-

banks, distinguished by its clear piping note.

—

n.pl.

Sand'-pipes, perpendicular cylindrical hollows, taper-
ing to a point, occurring in chalk deposits, and so
called from being usually filled with sand, gravel, or
clay.

—

ns. Sand' -pit, a place from which sand is ex-
tracted ; Sand'-ploVer, a ring-necked plover ; Sand'-
pride, a very small species of lamprey found in the
rivers of Britain ; Sand'-pump, a long cylinder with
valved piston for use in drilling rocks— a Sand'-
SlUdg'er : a sand-ejector, modified from the jet-pump,
used in caissons for sinking the foundations ofbridges

;

Sand'-rat, a geomyoid rodent, esp. the camass rat

;

Sand'-reed, a shore grass : Sand-reel, a windlass
used in working a sand-pump ; Sand'-ridge, a sand-
bank ; Sand' -roll, a metal roll cast in sand ; Sand'-
run'ner, a sandpiper ; Sand'-sau'oer, a round mass
of agglutinated egg-capsules of a naticoid gasteropod,
found on beaches ; Sand'-scoop, a dredge lor scoop-

ing up sand ; Sand'-scredn, a sand-sifter ; Sand'-
screw, an amphi[X)d which burrows in the sand ;

Sand'-shark, a smalt voracious shark ; Sand'-shot,
small cast-iron balls ca.st in sand ; Sand'-Shrlmp, a
shrimp ; Sand'-sklnk, a European skink found in

i^andy places ; Sand -skip'per, a beach flea ; Sand'-
snake, a short-tailed boa-like serpent ; Sand'-snipe,
the sandpiper ; Sand'-spout, a moving pillar of
sand ; Sand'Star, a starfish : a brittle star ; Sand'-
Stone, a rock formed of compacted and more or less

indurated sand (Old Red Sandstone, a name given
to a series of strata—along with the parallel but no-
where coexisting Z'ct/cw/Viw— intermediate in age
between the Silurian and Carboniferous systems)

;

Sand' -storm, a storm of wind carrying along clouds
of sand ; Sand'-SUCk'er, the rough dab ; Sand'-
throw'er, a tool for throwing sand on newly sized

or painted surfaces ; Sasd'-trap, a device for sepa-

rating sand from running water ; Sand'-Vi'per, a
hog-nosed snake ; Sand'-Wash'er, an apparatus for

separating sand from earthy substances ; Sand'-
Wasp, a digger-wasp.—?'. A Sand' -weld, to weld iron

with sand.

—

ns. Sand'-worm, a worm that lives in

the sand ; Sand'-WOrt, any plant of the genus
Arenarut.—adj. Sand'y, consisting o^, or covered
with, sand : loose : of the colour of sand. — «. a
nick-name for a Scotsman (from Alexander).—
ns. Sand'y-car'pet, a geometrid moth ; Sand'y-
lav'erock (Scot.), a sand-lark. [A.S. sand; Dut.
Zand, Ger. sand, Ice. sand-r.]

Sandal, san'dal, n. a kind of shoe consisting of a sole

bound to the foot by straps : a loose slipper : a half-

boot of white kid : a strap for fastening a slipper

:

an india-rubber shoe.— adj. San'dalled. wearing
sandals: fastened with such. [Fr.,—L. sandali-um
—Gr. sandalon, prob. from Pers.]

Sandal, san'dal, ». a long narrow boat used on the
Barbarj' coast. [Ar.)

Sandalwood, .san'dal-wOCd, n. a compact and fine-

grained tropical wood, remarkable for its fragrance.

[Fr. sandai—\_ov/ L. santa/um—ljite Gr. santa/on.]

Sandarac, san'da-rak, K. a triable, dry, almost trans-

parent, tasteless, yellowish-white resin, imported
from Mogador, Morocco : red sulphuret of arsenic

—also San'darach.—«. San'darac-tree, a native of
the mountains of Morocco. [Fr. sandara^ie—L.
sandaraca—Gr. sandarakt-— Sans, shidura, realgar.]

Sandemanlan, san-de-ma'ni-an, «. a follower of Robert
Saudi-man (1718-71), a Glassite (q.v.).

Sandiver, san'di-ver, n. the saline scum which forms

on glass during its first fusion : glass-gall : product
of glass-furnaces.—Also San'dever. [O. Fr. suin
de verre, suint de verre—mitt, grease, de, of, verre,

glass— L. vitrwn.]
Sandlz, san'diks, «. red lead.— Also San'dyz. [L.,

—

Gr. s ludijr, vermilion.]

Sandwich, sand'wich, «. two slices of bread with ham,
&c., between, said to be named from the fourth Earl
of Sandivich (1718-92), who had such brought to him
at the gaming-table that he might play on without
stopping.

—

v.t. to lay or place between two layers, to

fit tight between two objects.—«. Sand'Wich-man,
a man who perambulates the streets between two
advertising boards.

Sane, san, adj. sound in mind or body : healthy : not

disordered in intellect.—rti/z'. Sane'ly.—«. Sane'-

ness. [L. saniis : akin to Gr. saos, sds, sound.)

Sang, sang, /a.^. of sin ^.—n. a Scotch form of song.

Sang, sang, «. blood, in heraldic use.

—

adj. Sang"-
lant, bloody or dropping blood.—«. Sang-de-bOBUf,

a deep-red colour peculiar to Chinese porcelain.

Sang, sang, «. a Chinese wind-instrument.

Sangar, sang'gar, n. a stone breastwork : a low wall

of loose stones, used as cover for soldiers. [Hindi
sangar, war, entrenchment ; from the Sanskrit.]

Sangaree, sang-ga-r<f , ». a West Indian beverage, of

wine, sugar or syrup, water, and nutmeg, drunk cold.
—V. t. and V. i. to make or drink such. [Sp. sangria.]
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Sang-firoid, sang-frwo', n. coolness, itidiflference, calm-
ness. [Fr., sang-, hlood, /ruid, cold.]

Sanglier, sang'li-er, «. (ier.) a wild boar used as a

bearing. (Fr., orig. pore sanglirt—Low L. singu-

l.tris (porcus\ the wild boar.)

Sangraal, san-gral', «. in medieval legends, the holy

cup supposed to have been used at the Last Supper.

—Also SangreaL [Cf. Grail.\

Sangrado, san-gra'do, «. one who lets blood—from

the leech in Gil BUis.

Sanguine, sang'gwin, adj. abounding with blood,

bloody : bloodthirsty : ruddy, red : ardent, hopeful,

confident : characterised by a fullness of habit.

—

n.

the colour of red.

—

v.t. (obs.) to stain with blood.

—

«. Sang'sue, a leech—also Sang'ulsuge

—

adjs.

SangUiCOlOUS, living in the blood, as a parasite
;

Sanguif erous, receiving and conveying blood, cir-

cuLitory.—«j. Sangulfica'tion ; San gulfier.—^i^'.
Sang^aif'luous, flowing with blood.

—

v.i. San'guify,
to make blood.

—

ti.t. to convert into blood.— «.

Sanguina'ria, a genus of the poppy family,

one species, the Blood-root or Puccoon of North
America, much used by the Indians for staining.

—

adv. Sanguinarily. — «. San'guinariness.— (ia>.

San'gUinary, bloody : attended with much blood-

shed : bloodthirsty.

—

k. the yarrow : the blood-root.
— adj. San'guineless, destitute of blood. — adv.
Sangiiinely, hopefully, confidently. — «. San'-

guineness, sanguine character, ardour : ruddiness :

plethora.^ri(//'. Sanguln'OOUS. sanguine : resembling
or constituting blood. - /tr. SangUin'ity, sanguine-
ness ; Sanguin'olence, Sanguin'olency. —adj. San-
guln'olent, tinged with blood : sanguine. — «j.

Sangulsorba'ceas, SanguisorTjese, a sub-order of

Rosicea, containing about 150 species; SangUiSU'ga,
a genus of leeches.— «<?>>. Sangtiisu'gent, San-
glUSUgOUS, blood-sucking ; SangUiV'olent, blood-
thirsty ; Sanguiv'orous, feeding on blood, as a
vampire—also Sanguiniv'orons. [Fr.,—L. san-
guineus—sanguis, sanguinis, blood.]

Sanhedrim, Sanbedrin, sanhedrim, -drin, ». the
supreme ecclesiastical and judicial tribunal of the

Jews down to 425 a.d. : any similar assembly, a
parliament. [Heb. sankedrin—Gr. synedrion—syn,
together, hedra, a seat.]

Sanllitck, san'hi-ta, ». the name of that portion of the
Vedas which contains the Mantras or hymns.

Sanlcle, san'ik'l, «. a plant of the genus Sanicula,
the common wood-sanicle long supposed to have
healing power. [Fr.,— L. saiidre, to heal.]

Sanidine, san'i-din, n. a clear glassy variety of ortho-
clase. [Gr. sanis, sanidos, a board.]

Sanies, sa'ni-ez, n. a thin discharge from wounds or
sores.—rt<^'. Sa'nlous. [L.]

Sanity, san'i-fl, v.t. to make healthy. [L. sanus,
sound, _/ai-<?r(r, to make.]

Sanitary, san'i-tar-i, adj. pertaining to, tending, or
designed to promote health.

—

h. Sanitarian, a
promoter of sanitary reforms.— rtrf?'. Sanitarily.

—

HS. Sanitary-ware, coarse-glazed earthenware for

sewer-pipes ; Sanitation, the science of sanitary
conditions and of preserving health, synonymous
with Hygiene—usually restricted, however, to the
methods and apparatus for making and maintaining
houses healthy ; Sanltorlom (incorrectly. Sanita-
rium), a health station, particularly for troops.

—

Sanitary science, such science as conduces to the
preservation of health.

Sanity, san'i-ti, H. state of being sane : soundness of
mind or body. [L. sanitas—sanus, sane.)

Sanjak, san'Jak, ». an administrative sut>division of a
Turkish vilayet or eyalet.—Also San'jakate. [Turk.]

Sank, sangk, /a. t. of sink.
Sankhya, san'kya, H. one of the six great systems of
orthodox Hindu philosophy.

Sannap, san'up, «. the husband of a squaw : a brave.
—Also Sann'op. [Amer. Ind.J

Sans, saiu, /rep. (^ShoMJ) without, wanting.

—

n. SaOS'-

appel', a person from whose decision there is no
appeal.—Sans nombre {her.), repeated often, and
covering the field ; SanS SOUCi, without care : free

and easy. [O. Fr. sans, senz— L, sine, without,]

Sansa, san'sa, n. a musical instrument of percussion, a
tambourine.

Sansculotte, sanz-kSo-lot', ». a name given in scorn,

at the beginning of the French Revolution, by the

court party to the democratic party in Paris.—«.

Sansculot'terie.—rt^'. Sansculot'tlc—«j. Sans-
CUlOt tism : SanSCUlOt'tiSt. [Fr. sansculotte, sans,

without—L. sine, without, cuiotte, breeches, cut,

breech—L. cuius, the breech.]

Sansevieria, san-sev-i-e'ri-a, ». a genus of mono-
cotyledonous plants of the order Hamodoracea,
native to southern Africa and the East Indies,

yielding bowstring-hemp. [Named after the Nea-
politan Prince of Sanseviero (1710-71).]

Sanskrit, sans'krit, ». the ancient literary language
of India, the easternmost branch of the great
Indo-Germanic (Indo-European, -Aryan) stock of

languages.—». Sans'krltist, one skilled in Sanskrit.

[Sans, saiiiskrita, perfected, polished, from Sans.
sain, together, krita, done, perlected, from kri,

cog. with L. creare, to create.]

Santa Claus, san'ta klawz, «. a famous nursery hero,

a fat rosy old fellow who brings presents to good
children on Christmas Eve.

SantalaceSB, san-ta-la'se-e, M. an order of apetalous
plants, the sandalwood family. — adjs. Santala'-
ceous : Santal'ic, pertaining to sandalwood.

—

ns.

San'talln, the colouring matter of red sandalwood :

San'talum, the type genus of the sandalwood family.

Santlr, san'ter, «. a variety of dulcimer used in the
East. —Also San'tur.

Santollna, san-to-ll'na, «. a genus of composite plants,

of the Mediterranean region, of tribe Ant/umidete,
including the common lavender-cotton.

Santon, san'ton, n. an Eastern dervish or saint.

[Sp. santon—santo, holy—L. sanctus, holy.]

Santonine, son'to-nin, «. a colourless crystalline

poisonous compound contained in Santonica. [Gr.

santonicon, a wormwood found in the country of
the Santones in Gaul.]

Sap, sap, ». the vital juice of plants : (bot.) the part
of the wood next to the bark : the blood : a simple-
ton : a plodding student.

—

v.i. to play the part of a
ninny : to be studious.—«j. Sap'-bee'tle a beetle

which feeds on sap ; Sap'-COloUT, a vegetable juice

inspissated by slow evaporation, for the uise of
painters.

—

adj. Sap'ful, full of sap.— «j. Sap'-green,
a green colouring matter from the juice of buck-
thorn berries ; Sap'head, a silly fellow.

—

<uij. Sap'-
less, wanting sap : not juicy.

—

ns. Sap'llng, a young
tree, so called from being full of sap : a young grey-
hound during the year of his birth until the end of
the coursing season which commences in that year ;

Sap'llng-CUp, an open tankard for drinking new
ale ; Sap'piness. — adj. Sappy, abounding with
sap: juicy: silly.

—

ns. Sap'-lUbe, a vessel that

conveys sap ; Sap'-WOOd, the outer part of the
trunk of a tree, next the bark, in which the sap
flows most freely : albumen. — Crude Sap, the
ascending sap. [A.S. sap; Low Ger. sapp, juice,

Ger. sa/t.\

Sap. sap, v.t. to destroy by digging underneath : to

undermine : to impair the constitution. — v.i. to

proceed by undermining :
—pr.p. sap'ping ;

pa.t.

and pa.p. sapped.—«. a narrow ditch or trench by
which approach is made from the foremost parallel

towards the glacis or covert-way of a besieged place.—n. Sap'per, one who saps. [O. Fr. sappe—Low
L. sapa, a pick, prob. from Gr. siapane, a hoe.]

SapajOU, sap'a-zh^, w. a name sometimes applied to

all that division of American monkeys which have
a prehensile tail, and sometimes limited to those of
them which are of a slender form, as the genera
A teles or spider-monkey, C*ius, &C.—Also SajOU'.
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Saperda, sa-per'da, «. a genus of long-horned beetles,

mostly wood-borers. [Gr. saperdes, a fish.]

Saphenous, sa-fe'nus, adj. prominent, as a vein of the
leg.—«. Saphe'na, a prominent vein or nerve. [Gr.

saf'/tenes, plain.]

Sapid, sap'ij, tiiij. well-tasted : savoury : that affects

the taste.— «. Sapidity, savouriness.—a^//. Sap'id-
less, insipid.—«. Sap'idJiess. [Fr.,—L. sapidiis—
saperc, to taste.]

Sapience, sa'pi-ens, n. discernment : wisdom : know-
ledge : reason. ~a(//>. Sapient, wise: discerning:
sagacious, sometimes used ironically ; Sapien'tial.—adv. Sa'piently. [L. sapiens, sapientis, pr.p. of
safiere, to be wise.]

Sapindus, sa-piu'dus, n. a genus of polypetalous trees,

as Soapberry. [L. sapo Jndicus, Indian soap.]
Sapium, sa'pi-um, «. a genus of apetalous plants be-

longing to the Euphorbiacea, including the Jamaica
milkwood or gum-tree, &c.

Sapi-utan, sap'ioO'tan, «. the wild ox of Celebes.

—

Also Sap'i-OU'tan. [Malay, sapi, cow, utdn, woods.]
Sapo, sa'po, n. tlie toad-fish. [Sp., a toad.]

Sapodilla, sap-O-dil'a, «. a name given in the West
Indies to the fruit of several species of Achras, the
seeds aperient and diuretic, the pulp subacid and
sweet. [.Sp. sapotilla—sapotii, the sapota-tree.]

Saponaceous, sap-o-na'shus, adj. soapy : soap-like.

—

«. Sapona'ria, a genus of polypetalous plants, in-

cluding the .soapwort.

—

adj. Sapon'ifiable.

—

n.

Saponification, the act or operation of converting
into soap.

—

v.t. Sapon'ify, to convert into soap :

—

/>r.p. sapon'ifying ; pa.p. sapon'ified.—«. Sap'onin,
a vegetable principle, the solution of which froths

when shaken, obtained from soapwort, &c. [L.

sapo, saponis, soap.]

Saporific, sap-o-rif ik, adj'. giving a taste.

—

ns. Sa'por

;

SaporOS'ity.—«(/;'. Sap'oroUS. [L. sapor, saporis,
t3%\.c,/ncere, to make.]

Sapotacese, sap-o-ta'se-g; «. a natural order of trees
and shrubs, often abounding in milky juice, including
the gutta-percha tree—one .species yields the star-

apple, another the Mammee-Sapota or American
marmalade. [Sapodiila.]

Sappan-WOOd, sa-pan'-wOOd, «. the wood of Casal-
piiiia snppan, used in dyeing.

Sapper, sap'er, «. a soldier employed in the building
of fortifications, &c.

Sapphic, saf 'ik, iidj'. pertaining to Sappho, a passionate
Greek lyric poetess of Lesl)Os {c. 600 B.C.): denotin »

a kind of verse said to have been invented by
Sappho.

—

ns. Sapph'ic-Stan'za, a metre of Horace,
the stanzas of four verses each, three alike, made
up of four trochees, with a dactyl in the third
place ; Sapphism, unnatural passion between
women ; Sapph'6, a humming-bird.

Sapphire, saf'ir, or saf'ir, «. a highly transparent and
brilliant precious stone, a variety of Corundum,
generally of a beautiful blue colour—the finest found
m Ceylon : (her.) a blue tincture.

—

adj'. deep pure
blue.—«. Sapph'tre-Wing, a humming-birJ.

—

aiij'.

Sapph'irine, made of or like, sapphire. — Green
sapphire, the Oriental emerald ; Red sapphire,
the Oriental ruby; Violet sapphire, the Oriental
amethyst. [Fr.,—L. sapphints—Gr. sappheiros—
Heb. sappir, sapphire.]

Sapping, sap'ing, «. the act of excavating trenches.
Sapples. sap'lz, n.pl. (Scot.) soapsuds.
Sapremia, sap-re'mi-a, ». a condition of blood-poison-

ing. — adj's. Sapre'mlc, Saprse'mlc. [Gr. sapros,
rotten, kaima, blood.]

Saprogenous, sap-roj'e-nus, adj. engendered in pu-
tridity. — Also Saprogen'lc. [Gr. sapros, rotten,
genes, producing.]

Saproharpages, sap-r5-har'pa-jer, ft. a group of vul-
tures. [Gr. sapros, rotten, harpax, a vulture]

Saprolegnla, sap-rS-leg'ni-a, n. a genus of fungi,
causing a destructive salmon-disease. [Gr. sapros,
rotten, legnon, an edge.]

Sap-roller, sap'-rOl'er, «. a gabion employed by sappers
111 the trenches.

Sapromyza, sap-rS-ml'za, «. a large group of reddish-
yellow flics. [Gr. sapros, rotten, niyzein, to suck.]

SaprophagOUS, sap-rofa-^us, adj. feeding on decaying
matter.—». Saproph'agan, one of the saprophagous
beetles. [Gr. sapros, rotten, phagein, to eat.]

Saprophyte, sap'ro-fit, «. a plant that feeds upon
decaying vegetable matter. — adjs. Saprophyt ic,

Saprophilous.— rtc'i'. Saprophyt'ically.—«. Sap'-
rophytism. [Gr. sapros, TOltcn, pAyton, a plant.]

Saprostomous, sap-ros'tO-mus, adj. having a foul
breath. [Gr. sapros, rotten, stoma, mouth.]

Sap-rot, sap'-rot, n. dry-rot in timber.
SapsagO, sap'sa-gO, ft. a greenish Swiss cheese. [Ger.

sc/inbsieger.]

Sap-shield, sap'-sheld, n. a steel plate for shelter to
the sapper.

Sap-sucker, sap'-suk'er, «. the name in the United
States of all the small spotted woodpeckers.

—

adj.
Sap'-suck'ing.

Sapucaia, sap-oo-kl'a, n. a Brazilian tree, whose urn-
shaped fruit contains a number of finely-flavoured
oval .seeds or nuts.

Sapyga, sa-pl'ga, «. a genus of digger-wasps.
Saraband, sar'a-b.nnd, n. a slow Spanish dance, or the
music to which it is danced : a short piece of music,
of deliberate character, and with a peculiar rhythm,
in |-time, the accent being placed on the second
crotchet of each measure. [Sp. zaraianda ; from
Pers. sarbaiid, a fillet for the hair.]

Saracen, sar'a-sen, n. a name variously employed by
medieval writers to de>ignate the Mohammedans of
Syria and Palestine, the Arabs generally, or the
Arab-Berber races of northern Africa, who conquered
Spain and Sicily and invaded France.

—

adjs. Sara-
cen'ic, -al.—». Sar'acenism.—Saracenic architec-
ture, a general name for Mohammedan architecture.

[O. Fr. sarracm, sarrazin—Low L. Saracenus—
Late Gr. Sarakenos—Ar. sharkeyn, eastern people,
as opposed to maghribe, 'western people'—i.e. the
people of Morocco.]

Sarafan, sar'a-fan, «. a gala-dress. [Russ.]
SarangOUSty, sar-an-goOs'ti, «. a material used as a

preservative of walls, &c., from damp.
Sarbacand, sar'ba-kand, ft. a blow-gun.—Also Sar"-

bacane.
Sarcasm, sarlcazm, ft. a bitter sneer : a satirical re-

mark in scorn or contempt; irony: a gibe.

—

adjs.

Sarcas'tic, -al, containing sarcasm: bitterly satiri-

cal.

—

adv. Sarcas'tically. [Fr.,—L. sarcasmus—
Gr. sarkastnos—sarkazein, to tear flesh like dogs, to

speak bitterly

—

sarx, sarkos, flesh.]

Sarcel, sar'sel, «. the pinion of a hawk's wing.

—

adjs.

Sar'celled (her.), cut through the middle — also

Sar'cel^, Sar'cellde ; Dem'i-sar'celed, -sar'celled,

partly cut through. [O. Fr. cercel—L. circelltts,

dim. o^ circnlus, a circle.]

Sarcelle, sar-sel', «. a long-tailed duck, a teal.

Sarcenchyme, sar-seng'klm, «. one of the soft tis.sues

of sponges.—rtf/;'. Sarcenchym'atotu. [Gr. sarx,
flesh, enchyma, an infusion.]

Sarcenet. See Sarsenet.
Sarcina, sar-sl'na, «. a genus of schizomycetous fungi,

in which the cocci divide in three planes forming

cubical clumps:—//. Sarci'nSB (-ncy—adjs. Sar-

ci'naeform, Sarcin'ic— «. Sarcin'ula. [L. sardfia,

a package.]
Sarcine, sar'sin, «. a nitrogenous substance obtained

from the muscular tissue of the horse, ox, hare, &c
—same as Hypoxanthine. [Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh.]

Sarciophoms, sar-si-of'5-rus, «. a genus of spur-

winged plovers, including the crested wattled lap-

wings, &c. [Gr. sarkion, a piece of flesh, sarx,

flesh, plurein, to bear.]

Sarcitis, sar-sl'tis, n. myositis. [Gr. sarx, flesh.]

Sarcobasis, sar-kob'a-sis, «. a fruit consisting of many
dry indehiscent cells. [Gr. sarx, flesh, basis, a base.]
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Sarcobatus, sar-kob'a-tus, «. an anomalous genus of
North American shrubs of the goose-foot family—the

only species the- gTeastrzvaod of the western United
States. [Gr. sarjr, flesh, Saiis, samphire.]

Sarcoblast, sar'kO-blast, «. the germ of sarcode.

—

aJj.

Sarcoblas'tic. [Gr. sarx, flesh, blastos, a germ.)
Sarcocarp, sar ka-karp, n. (J>of.) the fleshy part of a
drupaceous pericarp or a stone. [Gr. sarjc, sarkos,

flesh, karpos, fruit.]

SarcocelB, sar'kS-sel, n. a fleshy tumour of the testicle.

[Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh, keS, tumour.]

SarcocepbalUS, sar-kS-sef'-a-lus, «. a genus of gamo-
petalous plants of the natural order Rubiacea, native

to the tropics of Asia and Africa—including the

country-fig, Guinea peach, African cinchona, &c.
[Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh, kepliale, the head.]

SarCOCOl, sar'ko-kol, «. a semi-transparent resin or gum
imported from Arabia.—«. Sarcocol'la, a genus of

apetalous shrubs of the order Penacuea, native to

South Africa. [Gr., a Persian gum.]
SarcocystiS, sar-kS-sis'tis, «. a genus of parasitic

sporozoa or Gregarinida, common but apparently
harmless in butcher-meat.

—

n. Sarcocystid'ia, the

division of sporozoa including the foregoing.

—

adj.

Sarcoq7Stid'ian. [Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh, kystis,

the bladder.]

Sarcode, sar'kOd, «. another term for protoplastn.—
)i. Sarco'des, «. a genus of gamopetalous plants of
the order Monotropeip, including the Californian
sntnu-plant.—adjs. Sarcod'ic, Safcodous ; Sar'-

OOid, resembling flesh. [Gr. sarkodes, from sarx,
flesh, eidos, resemblance.)

SarCOlemma, sar-ko-lem'a, «. a membrane which in-

vests striped muscular tissue.

—

adj. SarcolenUU'iC.
[Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh, lemma, a skin.)

Saroolemur, sar'ko-le-mur, «. a genus ofextinct Eocene
mammals found in North America. [Gr. sarx,
sarkos, flesh, and lemur.]

Sarcolobe, sai'ko-lab, «. a thick fleshy cotyledon, as
of the bean. [Gr. sarx, flesh, iobos, a lobe.)

Sarcology, sar-kol'o-ji, n. the division of anatomy
which treats of the soft parts of the body.

—

adjs,

Sarcolog'ic, aL — «. Sarcol'ogist. [Gr. sarx^
sarkos, flesh, logos, discourse.]

Sarcoma, sar-kO'ma, n. a tumour or group of tumoursj
often malignant : any fleshy excrescence : {bot.) a
fleshy disc:—//. Sarc6[niata.— «. Saroomato'sls,
sarcomatous degeneration. — adj. Sarcom'atous
[Gr. sarkoma— sarx, flesh.)

Sarcophaga, sar-kof'a-ga, «. a genus of dipterous
insects, the flesh-flies : a former division of mar
supials.

—

adjs. Sarcoph'agal, flesh-devouring ; Sar
coph'agous, feeding on flesh.

—

n. Sarcopb'ag^.
SarcopbagUS, sar-kof'a-gus, «. a kind of limestone

used by the Greeks for cofiins, and so called because
it was thought to consume the flesh of corpses : any
stone receptacle for a corpse : an 18th-century form
of wine-cooler '•—/'I- Sarcoph'agi, Sarcopb'agusos.
[L.,—Gr. sarkophagos—sarx, ^nih, phagein, eat.)

SarcopbilUS, sar-kof'i-lus, «. a genus of carnivorous
m.->rsnpials containing the Tasmanian devil. — «.
Sar'copblle, any animal of this genus.

—

adj. Sar-
Coph'ilOUS, fond of flesh. [Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh,

philein, to love.)

Sarcophyte, sar-koPi-tS, «. a monotypic genus of para-
sitic and apetalous plants native to Soath Africa.
[Gr. sarx, sarkos, R<t<,\\, phyton, a plant.)

Saircopsylla, sar-kop-sil'a, «. a genus of American
insects, including the jigger or chigoe. [Gr. sarx,
sarkos, flesh, psylla, a flea.)

Sarcoptes, sar-kop'tez, n. the itch-mites.—a^*. Sar-
cop'tlc. [Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh, koptein, to cut.]

Sarcoseptum, sar-kO-sep'tum, «. a soft septum. [Gr.
sarx, sarkos, flesh, and sip/um.]

Sarcosis, sar-kO'sis, H. flesh formation : a fleshy tumour.
[Gr. sarkHsis.]

Sarcoatemma, s5r-k5-stem'a, «. a gerus of gamo.
petaJous plants of the order Asclepi<ide<e, native to

Africa, Asia, and Australia— including the fiesk
croTvn-fiower. [Gr. sarx, flesh, siemma, wreath.)

Sarcostigma, sar-ka-stig'ma, n. a genus of poly-
petalous plants of the order Olacinta—including
the odal-oil plant. [Gr. sarx, flesh, stigma, a
point.]

Sarcostyle, sar'ka-stll, «. the mass of sarcode in the
sarcotheca of a coelenterate. [Gr. sarx, sarkos,
flesh, stylos, a pillar.)

Sarcotbeca, sar-ko-the'ka, «. the cup of a thread-cell

:

a cnida or nematophore. [Gr. sarx, sarkos, flesh,

theke, a sheath.]
Sarcotic, sar-kot'ik, adj. causing flesh to grow.

—

adj.
Sar'COUS, fleshy. [Gr. sarkotikos—sarkousthai, to
produce flesh

—

sarx, flesh.)

Sard, sard, n. a variety of quartz, differing from cor-

nelian only in its very deep-red colour, blood-red by
transmitted light.

—

n. Sar'dacbate, a kind of agate
containing layers of sard. [Gr. sardios (lithos), the
Sardian (stone)

—

Sardeis, Sardis, in Lydia.)
Sarda, safda, n. a genus of -scombroid fishes, the

bonitos. [Gr. sarde, a fish.)

Sardel, Sardelle, sar'del, «. a slender herring-like fish.

[O. Fr. sardelle—L. sarda.]
Sardine, sar-den', n. a small fish of the herring family,

abundant about the island of Sardinia, potted with
olive-oil for export, the pilchard : a petty character.

[Fr., (It. sardina)—L. sarda, sardina—Gr. sardeni'.]

Sardine, sar'dm, «. the same as Sard.—Also Sar'diUS.
[O. Fr. sardine.]

Sardonic, sar-don'ik, adj. forced, heartless, orbitter,
said of a forced unmirthful laugh—(^^j. ) Sardo'nian.—adv. Sardonically. [Fr. sardoniqiu—L. sardo-
nius, sardo'iicus—Gr. sardanios, referred to sar-
donion, a plant of Sardinia (Gr. Sardo), which was
said to screw up the face of the eater, but more prob.
from Gr. snirein, to grin.)

Sardonyx, sar'do-niks, «. a variety of onyx consisting
of layers of light-coloured chalcedony alternating
with reddish layers of cornelian or sard: (jier.) a
tincture of sanguine colour when the blazoning is

done by precious stones. [Gr. sardonyx—Sardios,
Sardian, onyx, a nail.)

Sargasso, sar-g.->s'o, «. a genus of seaweeds, of which
two species are found floating in immense quantities
in .some parts of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
Oceans—gulf-weed.—«. Sargass um. [Sp.]

SargUS, sar'gus, «. a genus of sparoid fishes of the
sub-fimily Sargl'na. [Gr. sargos, a mullet.)

Sari, sar'i, «. a Hindu woman's chief garment, con-
sisting of a long piece of silk or cotton cloth wrapped
round the middle : any lona; scarf. [Hind.)

Sarlgue, sa-reg', «. a South American opossum. [Fr.,

—Braz.]
Sark, sark, n. a shirt or chemise : the body garment.

[A.S. syrce ; Ice. serir.]

Sarklng, sar'king, «. (Scot.) thin boards for lining,the
boarding on which slates are laid.

Sarklnlte, sar'ki-nit, «. a hydrous arseniate of man-
ganese. [Gr. sarkinos, fleshy, sarx, sarkos, flesh.)

Sarlak, siir'lak, «. the yak.—Also Sar'lac, Sar'lyk.
Sarmatlan, sar-ma'shi-an, adj. pertaining to the race
who spoke the same language as the Scythians, and
who are believed to have been of Median descent
and so Iranian in stock, though some authoriticj,

think they belonged to the Ural-Altaic family

:

Polish, the term Sarmatia being sometimes rhetori-

cally applied to Poland.
Sannatler, sar-ma-ti-a', «. a dark-coloured polecat of

eastern Europe.
Sarment, sar'ment, «. {bot.) a prostrate filiform stem
or runner, as of a strawberry.

—

adjs. Sannen'tose,
Sarmen'tOUS, having sarmenta or nmners.— «. Sar-
men'tum, a runner. [L. sarmentitm, a twig

—

sar-

pert, to prune.)

Sam, s5rn, «. a pavement. [W. sam.]
Saroh, s.-ir^a, ». an Indian musical instrument with

three metal strings.
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Sarong, sa-rong', «. a garment covering the lower half
uf the body. [Malay.]

Sciros, sa'ros, n. a Uabylonian numeral = 3600 : an
astronomical cycle of 6585 days and 8 hours.

Sarotlinim, sa-rO'thrunt, n. a brush of stiff hairs on
the leg of a bee :—pl. Saro'tlira. [Gr. sardiron, a
broom. J

Sarplar, sar'plar, «. (fits.) packing-cloth : a large bale

of wool containing 2240 pounds.— Also Sar'pler,
Sar'plier. [O. Fr. serpiiliere—Lovi L. serapeUinus
— L. xcrampelina (z'estes), of the colour of dead
vine-leaves, dark-red (clothes)—Gr. xeranipelinos,
xeros, dry, ainpelitws—ampelos, a vine.]

Sarracenla, sar-a-st'ni-a, «. a genus of polypetal-
ous plants—the side-saddle flower, pitclier-plant

.

[Named from Dr Sarrazix, who first sent them to

Europe from Quebec]
Sarrasln, sar'a-sin, «. a portcullis.—Also Sar'asin.
Sarrazin, sar'a-zin, «. buckwheat

—

Saracen wheat.
Sarrusophons, sa-rus'O-fOn, «. a musical instrument

of the oboe class. [From the Laventor, a French
bandmaster named SarTus.]

Sarsaparilla, sar-sa-pa-ril'a, «. the dried root of
several species of Sntilax, native to tropical
America, yielding a medicinal decoction. — Also
Sar'sa. [Sp.,

—

zarza, bramble (prob. Basque,
sartzid), parilla, a dim. ofparra, a vine.]

Sarsen, sar'sen, n. a local name for the old inhabi-
tants who worked the tin-mines in Cornwall and
Devonshire—(the piles of old mining refuse are
called attal- Sarsen and "jfe^vs' leavings),— A\'^o

Sars'den-stone, Sar'acen's-stone, a name given
to the Greywethers of Cornwall.

Sarsenet, sars'net, «. a thin tissue of fine silk, plain
or twilled, used for ladies' dresses and for linings,

said to have been introduced from the East in the
13th century.—Also Sar'cenet, Sars'net. [O. Fr.
sarcenet— Low L. Saracenatiis, and Saracenicus
{pannus), Saracen (cloth)

—

Saracenus, Saracen.\
Sarsla, sar'si-a, n. a genus of jelly-fishes. [Named
from Professor Sars of Christiania.]

Sartage, sar'taj, «. the clearing of woodland for
agricultural purposes.

—

n. Sart, a .strip of such.
SartoriUS, sar-to'ri-us, «. the muscle of the thigh by
which the one leg is thrown across the other.

—

h.
Sar'tor, a tailor.—a^^'. Sart5'rial, pertaining to a
tailor or tailoring. (L. sartor, a tailor.]

Sash, sash, n. a band, ribbon, or scarf, worn as a
badge or ornament, or a badge of distinction
worn by oflicers—also v.t.—«. Sash'ery, sashes
collectively. [Pers. shast, a turban.]

Sasb, sash, H. a case or frame for panes of glass.

—

v.t. to furnish with sashe.s.

—

ns. Sash'-dOOr, a door
having panes of glass ; Sash'-frame, the frame in

which the sash of a window is suspended ; Sash'-
Wlu'dow, a glazed window in which the glass is set

in a sash.—French sash, a casement swinging on
hinges. [Fr. chAsse~\.. capsa, a case.]

Sasia, sa'si-a, ». a genus of Indian pigmy wood-
peckers.

Sasin, sas'in, «. the common Indian antelope.
Sasine, sa'sin, «. (Scots law) the act of giving legal

possession of feudal property, infeftment : a form of
seizin. [Fr. saisine—saisir, occupy.]

SaSS, sas, ft. (coll.) impudence : vegetables used in
making sauces.— t/./. to be insolent in replies.

Sassaby, sas'a-bi, n. the bastard hartebeest of South
Africa.

Sassa&as, sas'a-fras, «. a tree of the laurel family,
common in North America ; also the bark of its root,

a powerful stimulant. — Sassafras oil, a volatile

aromatic oil distilled from the sassafras. [Fr.
sassafras—Sp. sasa/ras—L. saxi/raga—saxttm, a
st.onK,_frangere, to break.]

Sassanid, sas'a-nid, «. one of the Sastanidte, the
dynasty which ruled Persia from 218 A.D. to 639.

—

adj. Sassa'nlan.
Sassarara. Same as Siserary.

Sasse, sas, n. a sluice on a navigable river. [Dut.]
Sassenach, sas'e-nah, 71. a Saxon : an Englishman : a

LowlauUer. [Gael. Sasunnach.\
Sassolin, sas'o-lin, «. native boracic acid—first found

near Sasso in Florence.—Also Sass'oUte.
Sassorol, sas'O-rol, «. the rock-pigeon.—Also Sasso-
rolla.

Sat, sat, pa. t. and pa.p. o^ sit.

Satan, sa'tan, «. the enemy of men : the devil : the
chief of the fallen a.ngeh.—adjs. Satan'lC', -al. per-
taining to, or like, Satan : devilish.—«(/!/. Satan'l-
oally, diabolically : with malice or wickedness suiting
the devil.

—

ns. Satan'icalness, the quality of being
fiendishly malicious or wicked ; S4'tanism, the
devilish disposition ; Satanoph'any, an appearance
or incarnation of Satan ; Satanopho'hia, fear of
the devil ; Sath'anas, Satan ; Satin'ity. [O. Fr.
Sat/uiK, Sat/iaitas— Low L. Satan, Satanas—
Heb. sdtdn, enemy

—

sdtan, to be adverse.]
Satara, sat'a-ra, «. a ribbed, hot-pressed, and lustred

woollen cloth.

Satchel, sach'el, K. a small sack or bag, csp. for papers,
books, &c. [Older form sachel—O. Fr. sachel—'L.
succellus, dim. oi saccus.]

Sate, sat, v.t. to satisfy or give enough : to glut.

—

adj. Sateless, insatiable. [L. satidre, -dtum—
satis, enough.]

Sate, sat. Same as Sat, pa.i. of sit.

Sateen, sa-ten', «. a glossy worsted, cotton fabric, or
even woollen fabric.—Also Satteen'.

Satellite, sat'el-llt, «. an obsequious follower : one
of the small members of the solar system, attendant
on the larger planets, by which their motions are
controlled.—«j. Sat'ellite-spbinx, a large hawk-
moth ; Sat'ellite-Vein, a vein accompanying an
artery ; Satelli'tlum, an escorL [Fr.,—L. satelles,

sateititis, an attendant.]
Satiate, sii'shi-at, v.t. to.satisfy or give enough: to

gratify fully: to glut.

—

adj. glutted. — «. Satla-
bil'ity.— rtc/;'. Sa'tiable, that may be satiated.

—

ns.
Satia'tion ; Sati'ety, state of being satiated : sur-
feit. [L. satidra, -dtutn—satis, enough.]

Satin, sat'in, «. a closely woven silk with a lustrous
and unbroken surface, sometimes figured. — adj.

made of satin: resembling satin. — v.t. to make
smooth and glossy like satin.

—

ns. Sat'in-bird, the
satin bower-bird ; Sat'in-Car'pet, a particular kind
of moth ; Sat'in-dam'ask, a satin with an elaborate
flower or arabesque pattern, sometimes raised in

velvet pile ; Sat'in-de-laine', a thin glossy woollen
fabric, a variety of cassimere ; Satinet, a thin
species of satin : a cloth with a cotton warp and
woollen weft ; Sat'lnet-loom, a loom used for heavy
goods, as twills, satinets, &c. ; Sat'in-fin'isb, a finisli

resembling satin : a lustrous finish produced on
silver by the scratch-brush, by the process called
Satining; Sat'lning - machine', a machine for

giving a smooth surface to paper ; Sat'in-leaf, the
common alum-root ; Sat'in-llsse, a cotton dress-

fabric with satiny surface, usually printed with
delicate patterns ; Sat'in-pa'per, a fine, glossy writ-

ing-paper ; Sat'in-Sheet'ing, twilled cotton fabric

with a satin surface ; Sat'in-spar, a variety of

calcite with a pearly lustre when polished ; Sat'in-

Sparr'OW, an Australian fly-catcher ; Sat'ln-Stitch,

an embroidery stitch, flat or raised, repeated in

Earallel lines, giving a satiny appearance and making
oth sides alike ; Sat'in-Stone, a fibrous gypsum

used by lapidaries ; Sat'inwood, a beautiful orna-

mental wood from East and West Indies, having a
smooth, satiny texture.

—

adj. Sat'Iny, like, or com-
posed of, satin. [Fr. satin (It. setind)—Low. L.
setinits, adj.—L. seta, hair.]

Sating, sat-i-na', n. a. reddish hard wood of French
Guiana.

Satire, sat'Ir, or sat'ir, «. a literary composition, orig.

in verse, essentially a criticism of man and his u orks,

whom it holds up either to ridicule or scorn— its
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chief instruments, irony, sarcasm, invective, wit and
humour : an invective poem : severity of remark,
denunciation : ridicule.

—

ajjs. Satir'iC, -al, pertain-

ing to, or conveying, satire : sarcastic : abusive.

—

a^f. SaUr'ioally.—«. Satiricalness, the state or

quality of being satirical.— z/./. Sat'irise, to make
the object of satire : to censure severely.—«. Satir-

ist, a writer of satire. [Fr., — L. satira, satura

{lanx, a dish), a full dish, a medley.]

Satisfy, sat'is-fl, v.t. to give enough to: to supply

fully : to please fully : to discharge : to free from

doubt : to convince.—z;./. to give content : to supply

fully : to make payment •.—pa.t. and /a./, sat'istied.

—«. Satisfaction, state of being satisfied : grati-

fication : comfort : that which satisfies : amends :

atonement : payment, quittance : conviction : re-

pairing a wrong, as by a duel.

—

adj. Satisfac'tive

lpbs.).—adv. Satisfactorily.—«. Satisfac'toriness.
—adjs. Satisfac'tory, satisfying: giving content-

ment : making amends or payment : atoning : con-

vincing ; Satlsfi'able, capable of being satisfied.

—

n. Sat'isfier.—«</?'. Sat'iSfying, satisfactory'.

—

adv.
Sat'isfjringly.—Satisfaction theory (of the Atone-
ment), the ordinary theory of Catholic orthodoxy
that Christ made satisfaction to Divine justice for

the guilt of human sin by suffering as the human
representative, and that thus Divine forgiveness w.is

made possible. [Fr. satisfaire — L.. satis/acere,

satis, enough, /acere, to make.]
Sati7e, sa'tiv, adj. sown as in a garden. [L. sativus
—serere, to sow.]

Satrap, sa'trap, or sat'rap, «. a Persian viceroy or ruler

of one of llie greater provinces :—/e>n. Sa'traposs.—
otijs. Sat'rapal, relating to a satrap or to a satrapy ;

Sa'trap-Crowned, crested, like the golden-crested
wren of North America.

—

n. Sat'rapy, the govern-
ment of a satrap. [Gr. satrapes, from Old Pers.
khshatrapd or Zend shdi/hra-paiti—raXeT of a region—slioithra, a region, paiti, a chief.]

Saturate, sat'fl-rat, v.t. to fill : to unite with till no
more can be received : to fill to excess : to soak :

ifipt.) to render pure, or of a colour free from
white light. -^a^V. Sat'urable, that may be satu-

rated ; Safurant, saturating ; Saturate, satu-

rated : {entoiit.) very intense, as 'saturate green.'

—

MS. Sat'iirator ; Saturation, act of saturating

:

state of being saturated : the state of a body when
quite filled with another. [L. saturdre, -dtunt—
satur, full, akin to satis, enough.]

Saturday, sat'ur-da, «. the seventh or last day of the
week, dedicated by the Romans to Saturn : the

Jewish Sabl)ath. [A.S. Sater-dag, Satem-dag, day
of Satiu'n—L. Satumi/s.]

Saturela, sat-fl-rfi-a, «. a genus of gamopetalous
plants of the order Labiaia—savory.

Saturn, sat'urn, or sa'-, «. the ancient Roman god of
agriculture : one of the planets : (her.) a tincture, in

colour black.

—

n.pl. Satuma'lia, the annual festival

in honour of Saturn, a time of unrestrained license

and enjoyment.

—

adjs. Satuma'Uan, pertaining to

the Saturnalia: riotously merry: dissolute; Satur'-
nian, pertaining to Saturn, whose fabulous reign
was called ' the golden age :

' happy : pure : simple :

denoting the verse in which the oldest Latin poems
were written ; Sat'umlne, grave : gloomy : phleg-
matic—those bom under the planet Saturn being so

disposed: pertaining to lead.— «. Sat'umist (pbs.),

a gloomy person.—Saturn's ring, a ring round and
near the planet ; Satum'S tree, an arborescent
deposit of lead from a solution of lead acetate.

[Saturnus—serlre, satuni, to sow.]
Satumia, sa-tur'ni-a, «. a genus of bombycid moths.
Satumia, sa-tur'ni-a, n. lead poisoning, plumbism.
Satumite, sat'ur-nlt, n. a mineral substance contain-

ing lead.

Satyr, sat'ir, or s5't4r, «. a silvan deity, represented
as part man and part goat, and extremely wanton :

a very lecherous person : a species of butterfly.

Sat'yral {her.), a monster with a human head and
the limbs of difterent animals ; Satyriasis, morbid
lasciviousness in men, corresponding to nympho-
mania in women — also Satyroma'nia. — adjs.

Satyr'iC, -al, pertaining to satyrs.

—

ns. Satyri'ns,
the argus butterflies ; Satyr'ium, a genus of small

flowered orchids ; Sat'jrrus, the genus of orangs

—

simia. [L. satyrus—Gr. satyros.]

Sauba-ant, saw'ba-ant, n. a South American leaf-

carrying ant.

Sauce, saws, n. a liquid seasoning for food, consisting
of salt, &c. : fruit stewed with sugar : a relish : im-
pudence.— f./'. to put sauce in to relish: to make
poignant : to gratify the palate : to treat with bitter
orpert language : to make su ffer.

—

ns. Sauce'-alonO',
a cruciferous plant with a strong garlic smell, Jack-
by-the-hedge ; Sauce'-boat, a vessel with a spout
for holding sauce ; Sauce'-box, an impudent person ;

Sauce'-crayon, a soft, black pastel used for back-
grounds ; Sauce'pan, a pan in which sauce or any
small thins: is boiled ; Sauce'pan-fish, the king-crab.
—Poor man's sauce, hunger ; Serve one with the
same sauce, to requite one injury with another, to
make to suffer. [Fr. sa/ice—L. salsa, neut. pi. of
salsiis, pa.p. o{ sa/tre, saisum, to salt

—

sal, salt.]

Saucer, saw'ser, «. the shallow platter for a tea or
coffee cup : anything resembling a saucer, as a
socket of iron for the pivot of a capstan : {orig.)

a small vessel to hold sauce.

—

adj. Sau'oer-eyed,
having large round eyes. [O. Fr. saussiere—Low L.
salsariuTft—L. salsa, sauce.]

Sauch, Saugh, sawh, n. (Scot.) the willow. [Sallow.^
SauclSSe, s6-ses', «. a bag filled with powder for use

in mines.—.\lso SauciSSOn'. [Fr.]

Saucy, saw's!, adj. (comp. Sau'cler, siiperl. Sau'dest)
sharp : pungent : insolent : overbearinc : wantun :

impudent, •^xt. — adv. Sau'clly. — «. Sau'ciness.
\Saitce.\

Sauer-kraut, sour'-krout, «. a German dish consisting
of cabbage sliced fine and suffered to ferment in a
cask with salt, juniper-berries, cumin-seed, caraway-
seeds, &c. [Ger.]

Saufgard, sawrg-Hrd, «. (Spens.). Safeguard.
Sanger, saw'ger, ». the smaller American pike-fish.

Saul, a Scotch form of soul.

Saulge, sawlj, adj. (SPens.) sage.

Saillie, saw'li, «. (.S"ro/.)a hired mourner.—AlsoSall'lO.
Sault, sawit, «. (obs.) a leap : an assault.

Sault, so, «. a rapid in some Canadian rivers. [Fr.]

Saunt, a Scotch form of saint.
Saunter, sawn'ter, v.i. to wander about idly: to

loiter : to lounge : to stroll : to dawdle. — «. a
sauntering : a place for sauntering : a leisurely

ramble. — ns. Saun'terer ; Saun'tering. — adz'.

Saun'teringly. [M. E. saitnteren-O. Fr. s'aven-
turer, to risk one's self. Cf. Adventure. Some-
times ingeniously explained as from Fr. sainte terre,

holy land, from pilgrimages.]
Saurian, saw'ri-an, «. a reptile or animal covered with

scales, as the lizard.

—

adj. pertaining to, or of the
nature of, a saurian.

—

n.pl. Sau'ria, a division of
reptiles formerly including lizards, crocodiles, dino-
saurians, pterodactyls, &c. : a scaly reptile with legs,

a lacertilian : one of the sauropsida.—«. Sauran'O-
don, a genus of toothless reptiles, who.se fossil re-

mains are found in the Rocky Mountains.

—

adj.
Sauran'odont.—«f. Saurich'nlte, the fossil track

of a saurian ; Saur'odon, a genus of fossil fishes of
the Cretaceous age.

—

adj. Saur'oid, resembling the
lizard : reptilian.— «. Saurom'alUB, a genus of plump
lizards, including the alderman-lizard.

—

n.pl. Sau-
rop'oda, an order of lizards containing gigantic
dinosaurs—rtrt>'. Saurop'odous.—«.//. SauTop'slda,
the monocondyla, including birds and reptiles.

—

adj.
Saurop'sidan.—«.//. Sauropteryg'ia, an order of
fossil saurians, usually called Plesiosaiiria. — adj.
Sauropteryg'lan. [Gr. saura, sauros, the lizard.]

Saurless, sawr'les, adj. (Scot.) savourless : tasteless.
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Saurognathee mote ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Saw
Sfturognathss, saw-rog'na-thS, n.pl. a family of birds

containing the woodpeckers and their allies.— n.

Saurog^nathlsm, the peculiar arrangement of the
bones of their palates.—a</;. SaUTOg'natllOUS. [Gr.

sauros, a lizard, gnatkos, the jaw.]
SaurophagOUS, saw-rof'a-gus, adj. feeding on reptiles.

[Gr. sauros, a lizard, phngti't, to eat.)

SaurotherinSB, saw-rO-the-rfne, «.//. the ground-
cuckoos, a sub-family of Cuculida, the typical genus
Saurothe'ra. [Gr. sauros, a lizard, ther, a beast.]

SaururaB, saw-rOO're, n.fil. a sub-class or order of Aves,
of Jurassic age, based upon the genus Archao^
teryx— z\io called SaUTornithes. — a<^. SaUTU-
rous, lizard-tailed, as the foregoing birds.

Saururus, saw-rSO'rus, n. a genus of apetalous plants

of the order Piperacea.—n.pl. SaUTU'reSB, a family
of these. [Gr. sauros, a lizard, oiira, a tail.]

Saurus, saw'rus, «. the genus of lizard-fishes.

Saury, saw'ri, n. the skipper, a species of the family
Scoinberesocida, with elongated body and head, the
jaws produced into a sharp beak.

Sausage, saw'saj, ». a gut stuffed with chopped meat
salted and seasoned. — «. Sau'sage - poisoning,
poisoning by spoiled sausages. [Fr. saucisse—Low
L. salcitia—L. salsus, salted.]

SausSUrea, saw-su're-a, «. a genus of composite plants
of the order Cynaroideer. [Named after the Swiss
botanists, H. B. de Saussurt (1740-99), and his son,
Nic. Theodore de Saussure (1767-1845).]

SaUSSUrite, saw-su'rlt, ». a fine-grained compact
mineral, of grayish colour.

—

adj. SausSUTit'iC.
Saut, sawt, a Scotch form of sail.

Sauter, so-ta', v.t. to fry lightly and quickly. [Fr.]

Sautereau, so-te-rO', «. the jack or hopper of a piano-
forte, &c. [Fr.]

Sauterelle, sO-te-rel', n. an instrument for tracing
angles. [Fr.]

Sauteme, sO-tem', «. an esteemed white wine pro-
duced at Sauterne, in the Gironde, France.

Sautoire, Sautoir, sC-twor', «. {her.) a ribbon worn
diagonally. \_Saltier.\

Sauvagesia, saw-va-je'si-a, n. a genus of polypetalous
plants of the violet family. [Named from the French
botanist P. A. Boissier de la Croix de Sauvages
(1710-^5).]

Sauvegarde, sSv'gard, «. a monitor-lizard : a safe-

guard. [Fr.)

Savage, sav'Sj, adj. wild : uncivilised : fierce : cruel

:

brutal : (her.) nude : naked.

—

n. a human being in a
wild state : a brutal, fierce, or cruel person : a bar-
barian.

—

v.i. and v.t. to make savage, to play the
savage.—«. Sav'agedom, a savage state : savages
collectively.—<i^z/. SaVagely.— tis. Savageness

;

Sav'agery, fierceness : ferocity : wild growth of
plants; SaT'agism. [O. Ft. saivage—h. sih'aticus,

pertaining to the woods

—

silva, a wood.)
Savanna, Savannah, sa-van'a, n. a tract of level

land, covered with low vegetation : a treeless
plain.

—

ns. Savann'a-floWer, a genus of the milk-
weed family, West Indies ; Savann'a-spatT'OW,
the sparrow common through North America ;

Savann'a-watt'le, a name of certain West Indian
trees, also called Fiddlnuood. [Sp. savana, sabana,
a sheet, a meadow—Low L. sabanum—Gr. sabanon,
a linen cloth.)

Savant, sav-ang", n. a learned man. [Fr., pr.p. of
savoir, to know.)

Save, sav, v.t. to bring safe out of evil : to rescue : to

reserve : to spare : to deliver from the power of sin

and from its consequences : to husband : to hoard :

to be in time for : to obviate, to prevent something
worse.

—

v.i. to be economical.

—

prep, except.— rtrf/>.

SaVable, Save'able.— nx. SaVaoleness ; Save'-
all, a contrivance intended to save anything from
being wasted.— t'./. Save'guard (Spens.\ to pro-
tect.—«j. Sa'ver, one who saves ; Save'-reVerenoe,
or Sir-reverence, an apologetic phrase in conversa-
tion to cover anjrthing otiensive.— adj. Sa'Ving,

disposed to save or be economical : incurring no
loss : preserving from wrong : frugal : implying a
condition, as a saving clause : exceptional : (theol.)

securing salvation.—/r^-/. excepting.—«. that which
is saved : (J>i.) earnings.

—

ad-j. Sa vlngly, so as to

secure salvation. —«.r. Sa'vingness; Savings-bank,
a bank for the receipt of small deposits by poor per-
sons, and their accumulation at compound interest.

—Save appearances, to keep up an appearance of
wealth, comfort, or propriety. [Fr. sauvei L.
salvare—salvus, safe.)

Saveloy, sav'e-loi, «. a kind of sausage made of meat
chopped and seasoned, orig. of brains. [Fr. cervelat,
cervelns, a saveloy— It. cervelata—cervello, brain

—

L. cerebellum, dim. oi cerebrum, the brain.)

Savlgny, sa-ve'nyi, «. a red wine of Burgundy.
Savin, Savine, sav'in, «. a low much-branched and

widely-spreading shrub {Juniperus Sabind), with
very small imbricated evergreen leaves, its fresh

tops yielding an irritant volatile oil, antithelmintic

and abortifacient : the American red cedar. [O. Fr.

Sabine—L. sabina (jierba), Sabine herb.)

Saviour, sa'vyur, «. one who saves from evil : a
deliverer, a title applied to Jesus Christ, who saves
men from the power and penalty of sin.

Savoir-faire, sav-wor-far', «. the faculty of knowing
just what to do and how to do it : tact. [Fr.]

Savoir-vlvre, sav-wor-ve'vr, «. good breeding : know-
ledge of polite usages. [Fr.)

Savonette, sav-O-net', n. a kind of toilet soap : a
West Indian tree whose bark serves as .soap.

Savory, savor-i, «. a genus of plants of the natural
order Labiatcr, nearly allied to thyme. The Com-
mon Savory gives an aromatic pungent flavour to

viands. [Savour.}
Savour, Savor, sa'vur, «. taste: odour: scent: {B.)

reputation: characteristic property: pleasure.

—

v.i.

to have a particular taste or smell : to be like : to

smack.

—

v.t. to smell : to relish : to season.

—

adv.
Sa'vourily.—«. Sa'vouriness.—a^v. Savourless,
wanting savour ; Sa'vourly, well seasoned : of good
taste ; Sa'VOUry, having savour or relish : pleasant

:

with gusto: morally pleasant. [Fr. saz'eur—h.
sapof—sapere, to taste.]

Savoy, sa-voi', n. a cultivated winter variety of cab-
bage, forming a large close head like the true cab-
bage, but having wrinkled leaves—originally from
Savoy. — ns. Savosr'ard, a native of Savoy, since

i860 part of France ; Savoj^-medlar, a tree related

to the June-berry or shad-bush.
Savvy, Savvey, saVi, v.t. to know : to understand.

—

v.i. to possess knowledge.

—

n. general ability. [Sp.

sabe—saber, to know—L. sapire, to be wise.]

Savr, sav/, pa. t. of see.

Saw, saw, n. an instrument for cutting, formed of a
blade, band, or disc of thin steel, with a toothed
edge.

—

z'.t. to cut with a saw.

—

v.i. to use a saw : to

be cut with a saw :

—

pa. t. sawed ; pa.p. sawed or

sawn.

—

ns. Saw'-baCK, the larva of an American
bombycid moth ; SaW-bones, a slang name for a
surgeon ; SaWdust, dust or small pieces of wood,
&c., made in sawing ; Saw'er; SaW'-file, a three-

cornered file used for sharpening the teeth of saws

;

SaW-fish, a genus of cartilaginous fishes distin-

guished by the prolongation of the snout into a
formidable weapon bordered on each side by sharp
teeth ; Saw'-fly, the common name of a number of
hymenopterous insects, injurious to plants ; Saw*-
frame, the frame in which a saw is set ; Saw'-grasS,
a marsh plant of the southern states of the Ameri-
can Union, with long slender leaves ; Saw'-bom,
any insect with serrate antennae ; Saw'mill, a mill

for sawing timber ; Saw'pit, a pit where wood
is sawed ; SaW-set, an instrument for turning the

teeth of saws alternately right and left ; SaW-
sharp'ener, the greater titmouse ; Saw'-ta'ble, the
platform of a sawing-machine ; SaW-tem'perlng,
the process by which the requisite hardness and
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Saw fate, far ; me, hir ; mine ; Scaffold

elasticity are given to a saw.— adj. Saw'-toothod,
having teeth like those of a saw : {bot.) having

tooth-like notches, as a leaf.

—

ns. Saw'-Whet. the

Acadian owl ; Saw'-Whet'ter, the marsh titmouse ;

SaWyer, one who saws timber : a stranded tree in

a river in America : any wood-boring larva : the

bow fin fish. [A.S. saga: Ger. sage.]

Saw, saw, «. a saying : a proverb : a degree : a joke.

[A.S. s'agu—secgan, to say. J

Saw, saw, «. {Scot.) salve.

Sawder, saw'der, «. flattery, blarney.

Sawney, Sawny, saw'ni, «. a Scotchman. [For
Sandy from Alexatider.]

Sax, saks, n. a knife, a dagger : a slate-cutter's

hammer. [A.S. seax, a knife.]

Sax, a Scotch form ai sLx.

Saxatile, sak'sa-til, adj. rock inhabiting. [L. sojca-

tilis^saxum, a rock.]

Saxe, saks, «. {phot!) a German albuminised paper.

Saxhorn, saks'hom, «. a brass wind-instrument having
a long winding tube with bell opening, invented by
Antoine or Adolphe Sax, of Paris, about 1840.

Saxicava, sak-sik'a-va, K. a genus of bivalve molluscs.
—adj. Saxio'aTOUS. [L. saxutn, a rock, cavtis,

hollow.]
SaxlCOla, sak-sik'O-la, n. the stone-chats : the wheat-

car.

—

adjs. Saxic'oiine, Saxio'olons, living among
rocks. [L. saxuin, a rock, colere, inhabit.]

Saxifrage, sak'si-fraj, «. a genus of plants of the natu-
ral order Saxifragea or Saxi/ragacecr, its species
chiefly mountain and rock plants.

—

adjs. Saxlfraga'-
ceous, Saxirragal, Saxif'ragant, Saxif ragous.—«. Saxif'ragine, a gunpowder in which barium
nitrate takes the place of sulphur.

—

adj. Saxig"-
enous, growing on rocks.—Biimet saxifrage, tlie

Pitnpinella Saxi/raga, whose leaves are eaten as
a salad ; Qolden S^ifrage, a low half-succulent
herb with yellow flowers. [Fr.,—L. saxwn, a stone,
frangere, to break.]

Saxon, salcs'un, n. one of the people of North Germany
who conquered England in the 5th and 6th centuries :

the language of the Saxons : one of the English
race : a native or inhabitant of Saxony in its later

German sense : a Lowlander of Scotland : modern
English.

—

adj. pertaining to the Saxons, their

language, country, or architecture. — «. Sax'on-
doni, the Anglo-Saxon world.

—

adj. Saxon'ic.

—

v.t.

Sax'onise, to impregnate with Saxon ideas.

—

ns.

Sax'onism, a Saxon idiom ; Sax'onist, a Saxon
scholar.—Saxon architecture, a style of building
in England before the Norman Conquest, marked by
the peculiar 'long and short' work of the quoins,
the prqjecting fillets running up the face of the
walls and interlacing like woodwork, and the
baluster-like shafts between the openings of the
upper windows resembling the turned woodwork
of the period ; Saxon blue, a deep liquid blue used
in dyeing ; Saxon green, a green colour ; Saxon
shore (Litus Saxonicutn), in Roman times, the
co.ist districts of Britain from Brighton northwards
to the Wash, peculiarly exposed to the attacks of
the Saxons from across the North Sea, and there-

fore pHced under the authority of a special officer,

the Count of the Saxon Shore." [A.S. Seaxe—
seax. Old High Ger. saJis, a knife, a short sword.]

Saxony, sak'sm, tt. a woollen material : flannel.

Saxophone, sak'sO-ftSn, «. a brass wind-instrument,
with about twenty finger-keys, like the clarinet.

[.Sax, the inventor

—

Gv. fihoni, the voice.]
Say, sa, v.t. to utter in words : to speak : to declare

:

to state : to answer : to rehearse : to recite : to take
for granted.

—

v.i. to speak: to relate: to state:—
^a.t. and pa.p. said (sed).

—

n. something said '. a
remark : a speech : a saw.

—

ns. Say'er, one who
says : a speaker : one who assays ; Say'ing, some-
thing said : an expression : a maxim ; Say'-80, an
authoritative declaration : a rumour, a mere report.—Say to, to think of.—It is said, or They say, it

is commonly reputed ; It says, equivalent to 'it 2s

said;' That is to say, in other words. (A.S.
secgan {scegde, gestrgd) ; Ice. segja, Ger. sagetu]

Say, sa, «. (Spens.) assay, proof, temper (of a sword) :

{SAoA.) taste, relish : a sample : trial by sample.

—

v.t. to assay, to try.—«. Say'master, one who
makes proof. [A contr. of assay.

]

Say, sa, M. a thin kind of silk : a kind of woollen stufT.—adj. {Shak.) silken. [O. Fr. saie—Low L. seta,

silk—L. seta, a bristle.)

Say, sa, «. (Scot.) a strainer for milk.

Sayette, sa-et', «. a kind of serge : a woollen yarn.
[ Fr. sayette, dim. of saye, serge. J

Saynay, sa'na, «. a lamprey.
Sayon, sa'on, «. a medieval peasant's sleeveless jacket.

[O. Fr.,

—

saye, serge.]

Sayomis, sa-or'nis, «. the pewit fly-catchers. [Thomas
Say, an American ornithologist.]

Sbirro, sbir'ro, «. an Italian police-officer '.—pi. SUrri
(sbir're). [It.]

'Sblood, sblud, inter/, an imprecation. [God's blood.]
Scab, skab, «. a crust formed over a sore : a disease of
sheep resembling the mange : a disease of potatoes,
or a fungous disease of apples, &c. : a mean fellow :

a workman who refuses to join a trades-union or to

take part in a strike, or who takes the place of a
man out on strike.

—

7'.i. to heal over, to cicatrise ; to

form a new surface by encrustation.

—

n. (print.)

a scale-board.— adj. Scab'bed, affected or covered
with scabs : diseased with the scab : vile, worthless.

—us. Scab'bedness ; Scab'biness. —«<?>. Scabby,
scabbed : injured by the attachment of barnacles to

the carapace of a shell : (print.) of matter that is

blotched or uneven.

—

n. Scab'-mlte, the itch-mite.

[A.S. sccrb (Dan. scab, Ger. scltabe)—L. scabies—
scabere. to scratch.]

Scabbard, skab'ard, «. the case in which the blade of
a sword is kept: a sheath, t/./. to provide with a
sheath.— n. ocabb'ard-fish, a fish of the family
Lepidopodida. [M. E. scaitberk, prob. an assumed
O. Fr. escaiiherc—Old High Ger. scala, a scale,

bergan, to protect.]

Scabble, skab'l, v.t. to hew a stone to a level surface

without making it smooth.—Also Scapp'Ie. [Prcl).

A.S. sen/an, to shave.]

Scabellum, ska-bel'um, ». an ancient musical appli-

ance, consisting of plates of metal, &c., fastened to

the feet to be struck together. [L., also scabillum,

dim. o{scamnum, a bench.]
ScaberulOUS, ska-ber'u-lus, adj. (bat.) slightly

roughened. [Scabrous.]

Scabies, ska'bi-ez, «. the itch. [L.,— scabere, to

scratch.]

ScabiOSa, ska-bi-O'sa, n. a genus of herbaceous plants

of the teasel family, as the DeviFs-bit scabioiis, the

Sweet scabious, &c.—the former long thought effica-

cious in scaly eruptions.

Scabious, ska'bi-us, adj. scabby : scurfy : itchy.—_«.
Scalsred'ity, roughness: ruggedness.— adj. Soa'-

brid, rough.—«. Scabritles, a morbid roughness of

the inner surface of the eyelid.

—

adj. Sca'brOUS,

rough to the touch, like a file : rugged : covered

with little points : harsh : unmusical.—«. Sca'brous-
ness. [L. scabiosus—scabies, the itch.]

Scad, skad, n. a carangoid fish, also called Horse-
jjiackerell (6'ro/.) the ray. [Prob. shad.]

Scad, a Scotch form of scald.

Scaddle, skad'l, adj. (prav.) mischievous, hurtfiil.

—

«. hurt.—Also Scath'el. Skadd'le. [Scatlu.]

Scaaan, se'an, adj. western, from the Sccean gate in

Troy. [Gr. skaios, left.]

ScafiT, skaf, «. (Scot. ) food of any kind.

Scaffold, skaf'old, n. a temporary platform for ex-

hibiting or for supporting something, and esp. for

the execution of a criminal : a framework.

—

v.t. to

furnish with a scaffold : to sustain.—/«. Scaff'old-

age (Shnk.), a scaffold, a stage, the gallery of a
theatre ; Soaff'Older, a spectator in the gallery : one
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Scaff-raff mSte ; mate ; moOn ; Men. Scalp

of the ' gods ;
' Scaff'olding, a scaffold of wood for

supporting workmen while building : materials for

scaffolds : Cii'.) a frame, framework : disposing of
the bodies of the dead on a scaffold or raised plat-

form, as by the Sioux Indians, &c. [O. Fr. esca/aut
(Fr. echafaud. It. cata/aUo) ; from a Romance word,
found in Sp. catar, to view—L. capidre, to try to

seize, falco (It. palco), a scaffold—Ger. balke, a
beam. Doublet catafalque.^

Scaff-raff, skaf'-raf, «. (Scot.) refuse : riff-raff.

Scaglia, skal'j'a, «. an Italian calcareous rock, corre-

sponding to the chalk of England.
Scagliola, skal-yO'la, «. a composition made to

imitate the more costly kinds of marble and other
ornamental stones.—.\lso Scal'iola. [It. scagliuoia,
dim. oi scaglia, a scale, a chip of marble or stone.]

Scaith, skath, «. {Scot.) damage.

—

adj. Scaltll'less.
[Scathe.]

Scala, ska'la, «. (surg.) an instrument for reducing
dislocation : a term applied to_ any one of the three

canals of the cochlea :—//. SciL'l3d.—ad/. Scalable,
that may be scaled or climbed.

—

ns. Scalade'. an
assault, as an escalade — also Scal^'do ; Scalar
{matJt.), in the quaternion analysis, a quantity that

has magnitude but not direction.

—

adj. of the nature
of a scalar.

—

n.pl. Scala'rla, the ladder-shells or
wentle-traps. — atijs. Scalar'lform, .shaped like a
ladder; Scalary, formed with steps. [L. , a ladder. ]

Scalawag, Scallawag, skal'a-wag, «. an undersized
animal of little value : a scamp : a native Southern
Republican, as opposed to a carpet-bagger, during
the period of reconstruction after the American Civil

War. [From Scall<nvay in the Shetland Islands, in

allusion to its small cattle.]

Scald, skawld, v.t. to burn with hot liquid : to cook
.slightly, as fruit, in hot water or steam : to cleanse
thoroughly by rinsing with very hot water.—«. a
burn caused by hot liquid.

—

ns. Scald'er, one who
scalds vessels : a pot for scalding ; Scald' -fish, a
marine flat fish ; Scald'ing, things scalded ; Scald'-
rag, a nickname for a dyer.—Scalding hot, so hot
as to scald. [O. Fr. escaJder (Fr. echaiuUr)—Low
L. excalddre, to bathe in warm water

—

ex, from,
calidus, warm, hot.]

Scald, Skald, skald, «. one of the ancient Scandi-
navian poets.—a<^'. Scald'iC, relating to, or composed
by, the Scalds. [Ice. skald.

\

Scald, skawld, «. scurf on the head.

—

adj. scurfy,

p.Tltry, poor.

—

ns. Scald'borry, the blackberry;
Scald' -crow, the hooded crow; Scald' -head, a
fungous parasitic disease of the scalp, favus. \Scall.\

Scaldlno, skal-de'n5, n. an Italian earthenware brazier

:

-t,l. Scaldi'nl. [It.]

Scale, skill, n. a ladder : series of steps : a graduated
measure : {nius.) a series of all the tones ascending
or descending from the keynote to its octave, called

the gamut : the order of a numeral system : grada-
tion : proportion : series.

—

v.t. to mount, as by a
ladder : to ascend : to draw in true proportion : to

measure logs : to decrease proportionally, as every
part.

—

v.i. to lead up by steps : (Scot.) to disperse,

to spill, to spread as manure.

—

tts. Scale'-board
(print.), a thin slip of wood for extending a page to

its true length, making types register, securing uni-

formity of margin, &c. : Scale'-pipette', a tubular
pipette with a graduated scale for taking up definite

quantities of liquid ; Scal'ing-ladd'er, a ladder used
for the escalade of an enemy's fortress : a fireman's

ladder : (Jur.) a bearing representing a ladder, with
two hooks and two ferrules. [L. scala, a ladder

—

scandere, to mount.]
Scale, skal, n. one of the small, thin plates on a fish

or reptile : a thin layer : a husk : the covering of the

leaf-buds of deciduous trees : a piece of cuticle that
is squamous or horny : a flake : an encrustation on
the side of a vessel in which water is heated.

—

v.t.

to clear of scales : to peel off in thin layers.— 7'. •'. to

come off in thin layers.

—

ns. Soale'-arm'our, armour

847

consisting of scales of metal overlapping each other :

plate-mail ; Scale'-back, a marine worm covered
with scales.

—

adj's. Scale'-beafing, having scales,

as the sea-mice ; Scaled, having scales : covered
with scales.

—

ns. Scale'-dove, an American dove
having the plumage marked as with scales ; Scale'-

fish, a dry cured fish, as the haddock ; Scale'-foot,

the scabbard-fish ; Scale'-in'sect, any insect of the
homopterous family Coccidte.—cuij. Scale'less, with-

out scales, as the scaleless amphibians.—«. Scals'-

moss, certain plants which resemble mosi;.

—

adj'.

Scale'-patt'em, having a pattern resembling scales.—ns. Scale'-quail, an American quail having scale-

like markings of the plumage ; Sca'ler, one who
makes a business of scaling fish : an instrument used
by dentists in removing tartar.

—

adj's. Scale'-tailed,
having scales on the under side of the tail ; Scale'-
Winged, having the wings covered with minute
scales, as a butterfly.

—

ns. Scale'-work, scales lap-

ping over each other; Scale'-Worm, a scale-back:
Scal'inesS, the state of being scaly : roughness

;

Scaling, the process of removing scales from a fish,

or encrustations from the interior of a boiler ; Scal'-

ing-fnr'nace, a furnace in which plates of iron are
heated for the purpose of scaling them, as in tinning.—adj'. Scal'y, covered with scales : like scales

:

shabby : (jbot.) formed of scales. [A.S. sceale, scale,

the scale of a fish ; Ger. scJmle, shell.]

Scale, skal, «. the dish of a balance : a balance, as to

turn the scale—chiefly in//. ; (//.) Libra, one of the
signs of the zodiac.

—

v.t. to weigh, as in scales: to

estimate. — ns. Scale'-beam, the beam or lever of
a balance ; Scale'-microm'eter, in a telescope, a
graduated scale for measuring distances ; Sca ling,

the process of adjusting sights to a ship's guns.

—

Beam and scales, a balance ; Gunter's scale, a
scale for solving mechanically problems in navigation
and surveying. [A.S. scale, a balance ; Dut. schaal,
Ger. schale; allied to preceding word.]

Scalene, ska-len', adj. {geom.) having three unequal
sides : (anat.) obliquely situated and unequal-sided.
^ft. a scalene triangle : one of several triangular
muscles.— ns. Scalenohe'dron, a pyramidal form
under the rhombohedral system, enclosed by twelve
faces, each a scalene triangle ; Scale'num, a scalene
triangle ; Scale'nviS, a scalene muscle. [Fr.,—L.
scalenus—Gr. skalenos, uneven.]

Scallola = Scagliola (q.v.).

Scall, skawl, K. (B.) a scab: scabbiness : in mining,
loose ground.

—

adj. mean.

—

adjs. Scalled, Scald,
scabby: mean. [Ice. skalli, bald head.]

Scallion, skal'yun, «. the shallot : the leek : the onion.
(L. Ascalonia (ccepa), Ascalon (onion).]

Scallop, skol'up, «. a bivalve having a sub-circular
shell with sinuous radiating ridges : one of a series of
curves in the edge of anything : a shallow dish in

which oysters, &c., are cooked, baked, and browned.—v.t. to cut the edge or border into scallops or

curves: to cook in a scallop with crumbs of bread,
&c.

—

p.adj. Scall'op6d, having the edge or border
cut into scallops or curves.

—

ns. Scall'opmoth, a
name applied to several geometrid moths ; Scall'op-
Shell, a scallop, or the shell of one, the badge of a
pilgrim. [O. Fr. escalope—Old Dut. sclulpe, a shell

;

cf. Ger. schel/e, a husk.]
Scalma, .skal'ma, «. a disease of horses. [Old High

Ger. scalnto, pestilence ; cf. Schelm.\
ScalopS, ska'lops, «. a genus of American shrew-moles.

[Gr. skalops, a mole—siallein, to dig.]

Sc^p, skalp, «. the outer covering of the skull or
brain-case, including the skin, the expanded tendon
of the occipito-frontalis muscle, with intermediate
cellular tissue and blood-vessels : the skin on which
the hair grows : the skin of the top of the head,
together with the hair, torn off as a token of victory
by the North American Indians : the skin of the head
of a noxious wild animal : (Aer.) the skin of the head
of a stag with the horns attached: a bed of oysters or



Scalpel (ate, far ; me, hit ; mine ; Scaphium

mussels (Scot. Scaup).—v.i. to cut the scalp from C

to flay : to lay bare : to deprive of grass : to sell at

less than recognised rates : to destroy the political

influence of.

—

ns. Scal'per, one who scalps : a machine
for removing the ends of grain, as wheat or rye, or

for separating the different grades of broken wheat,

semolina, &c. : one who buys and sells railroad

tickets, &c., at less than the official rales, a ticket-

broker : an instrument used by surgeons for scraping

carious bones (also Scalping iron) ; Scal'ping-

knlfe, a knife, formerly a sharp stone, used by the

Indians of North America for scalping tiieir enemies
;

Soal'plng - tuft, a scalp - lock. — adj. Scalp'less,

having no scalp, bald.

—

n. Scalp'-lock, a long tuft of

hair left by the North American Indians as a chal-

lenge. [Old Diit. ickelpe, a shell; cf. Ger. schelfe,

a husk : a doublet of scallop.]

Scalpel, skalp'el, «. a small surgical knife for dissect-

ing and operating.

—

n. Scalpel'lum, one of the four

filamentous organs in the proboscis of hemipterous
insects :—//. Scalpel'la.—a^'. Scal'prlfonn, chisel-

shaped, specifically said of the incisor teeth of

rodents, [L. scalpellutn, dim. of scalprum, a knife—scaipere, to cut.]

Scamble, skam'bl, v.i. (pbs.) to scramble : to sprawl.

^.v. t. to mangle : to squander. — >«. Scam'bler, a

meal-time visitor ; Scam'bling, a hasty meal.

—

tt.pl.

Scam'bling-days, d:<ys in which meat is scarce.
—adv. Scam'bllngly, strugglingly. [Ety. dub. ;

prob. related to shamble.]
Scamel, Scammel, skam'el, «. a bar-tailed godwit.
ScamillUS, ska-mirus, n. a second plinth under a
column :—//. Scamlll'l (I). [L.]

Scanunony, skam'o-ni, «. a cathartic gum-resin ob-

tained from a species of convolvulus in Asia Minor.
—adj. Scanund'niate, made with scammony. [Fr.,
— L.,—Gr. skam»idnia ; prob. Persian.]

Scamp, skamp, «. a vagabond: a mean fellow.

—

v.i.

Scam'per, to run with speed and trepidation.—«. a
rapid run.

—

adj. Scam'plsh, rascally. [O. Fr. escam-
p€r, to flee— It. scampare, to escape—L. ex, out,

campus, a battlefield.]

Scamp, skamp, v.t. to do work in a dishonest manner
without thoroughness— also Skimp.-—«. Scam'per.
(Prob. Ice. skamta, to dole out, to stint.]

Scan, skan, v.t. to count the feet in a verse: to

examine carefully : to scrutinise.

—

v.i. to agree with
the rules of metre :

—

pr.p. .scan'ning
;
pa.t. and pa.p.

scanned.—ns. Scan'nlng ; Scan'slon, act of count-
ing the measures in a verse. (Fr. scander, to scan
— L. scandlre, scarisum, to climb.]

Scand, skand, //>./. ol v.i. {Spens.) c\\m\xA.
Scandal, skan'dal, n. something said which is false

and injurious to reputation : disgrace : opprobrious
censure.

—

v.t. to defame, to aspire.

—

ns. Scan'dal-
bear'er, a propagator of malicious gossip ; Scan-
dallsa'tlon, defamation.—;/./. Scan'dalise, to give
.scandal or offence to : to shock : to reproach : to

disgrace: to libel.

—

n. Scan'dal-mong'er, one who
deals in defamatory reports. — adj'. S(<an'dalOUS,
giving scandal or offence : calling forth condemna-
tion: openly vile: defamatory.

—

adv. Scandalously.
—ns. Scan dalousness ; Scan'dalum-magna'tiun,
speaking slanderously of high personages, abbrev.
Scan. Mag. [Fr. scandale— L. scandalum— Gr.
skandalon, a stumbling-block.)

Scandalise, skan'da-llz, v.t. to trice up the tack of
the spanker in a square-rigged vessel, or the main-
•ail in a fore-and-aft rigged one. [^Scantle.]

Scandent, skan'dent, adj. climbing, as a tendril.

Scandinavian, skan-di-na'vi-an, adj. oi Scandinavia,
the peninsula divided into Norway and Sweden,
but, in a historical sense, applying also to Denmark
and Iceland. — n. a native of Scandinavia. [L.

Scandinavia, Scandia.]
Scanditun, skan'di-um, «. an element discovered in

1879 in the Scandinavian mineral euxenite.
Scandlz, skan'diks, n. a genus of umbelliferous plants.

including shepherd' s purse, Venus's comb, &c. [L.,

—Gr. , chervil.]

Scansion. See Scan.
Scansores, skan-sO'rez, n.pl. an old order of birds
generally characterised by having two toes before
opposed by two behind, by which they are enabled
to climb.

—

adj. Scanso'rlal, habitually climbing, as
a bird: formed for climbing.

—

n. Scanso'rlus, a
muscle passing from the ilium to the femur in some
vertebrata. [Low L., pi. of scansor, scansoris, a
climber—L. scandere, scansutn, to climb.]

Scant, skant, adj. not full or plentiful : scarcely suffi-

cient : deficient.—«. scarcity: lack.

—

adv. scarcely:
scantily. — v.t. and v.i. to limit: to stint: to be-

grudge.—Wr. Scantily.—« J. Scantiness; Scan-
tityXots.).—adv. Scant'Iy, not fully or sufficiently,

scarcely : narrowly : penuriously : scantily. — rts.

Scant'ness, the condition or quality of being scant

:

sniallness : insufficiency ; Scant'-of-g^race, a good-
for-nothing fellow : a .scapegrace. — adj. Scant'y,
scant, not copious or full : hardly sufficient : wanting
extent : narrow : small. [Ice. skatnt, short, narrow,
neut. o( sAammr, short.]

Scantle, skan'tl, z'.t. to divide into pieces : to parti-

tion.—«J. Scant'let, a small pattern : Scantling, a
little piece : a piece or quantity cut for a particular

purpose : a certain proportion.—Scantling number,
a number computed from the known dimensions of a
ship. [O. Fr. eschantitlon, a small cantle, escan-
teler, to break into cantles

—

es—L. ex, out, cantel,
chantel, a cantle.]

Scantle, skan'tl, ?./. to fail : to be deficient.

—

n. a
gauge by which slates are measured. (Prob. scant.\

ScapanUS, skap'a-nns, u. a genus of North American
shrew-moles. [Gr. skapane, a mattock.]

Scape, skap, «. an escape : a freak or fault.

—

v.t. to

escape from : to miss : to shun.—«j. Scape'gallows,
one who deserves hanging : a villain ; Scapegrace,
a graceless hare-brained fellow. [A contr. oi escape.

\

Scape, skap, «. (hot.) a long, naked, radical peduncle :

{entom.) the basal joint of antenna; : (omilh.) the
stem of a feather: (archit.) the shaft of a column.—adjs. Scape'leSS (hot.), wanting a scape ; Scap'l-
form, scape-like ; Scapig'erotIS, scape-bearing. [L.

scapus, Gr. skapos, a shaft ; cf. skiptron, a stafT.]

Scape, skap, «. the cry of the snipe when flushed : the
snipe itself. [Prob. imit.]

Scapegoat, skap'got, «. a ^oat on which, once a year,
the Jewish high-priest laid symbolically the sins of
the people, and which was then allowed to escape
into the wilderness (Levit. xvi.) : one who is made
to bear the misdeeds of another. [Escape and
goat.]

Scapement, skap'ment, n. the same as Escapement.—n. Scape'-Wheel, the wheel which drives the pen-
dulum of a clock. [Escapement.]

Scapha, ska'fa, n. the scaphoid fossa of the helix of
the ear. [L., a skiff.]

Scaphander, ska-fan'der, «. a diver's water-tight suit

:

a genus of gasteropods. [Gr. skaplie, a boat, anir,
andros, a man.]

Scapbarca, ska-far'ka, n. a genus of bivalve molluscs.
[L. scapha, a skiff.]

Scaphidium, ska-fid'i-um, n. a genus of clavicom
beetles. [Gr. skaphidion, dim. oi skaphi, a skiff.]

Scapblopod, skafi-O-pod, adj. spade-footed. — «. a
spade-footed toad. [Gr. skapliion, a spade, pons,
podos, a foot.]

ScaphirbynchUS, skaf-i-ring'kus, «. a genus of tyrant-

flycatchers : the shovel - heads or shovel - nosed
sturgeons. [Gr. skaphi, a skiff, rhyngchos, snout.]

Scaphism, .skaf'izm, ». a Persian punishment by
which the victim was fastened in a hollow tree,

and smeared over with honey to attract wasps, &c.
[Gr. skaplie, anything hollowed out.]

Scapbites, ska-fttez, «. a genus of fossil cephalopods
of^the ammonite family. (Gr. skaphi, a boat.]

Scapbltun, ska'fi-um, ». the keel of papilionaceous



Scaphocephalic mote : mute ; moOn ; Men. Scai-p

flowers: a genus of coleopterous insects. [L.,—Gr.
skaphion, a basin.]

ScaphOCeplialiC, skaf-O-se-fal'ik, adj. boat-shaped, a
term applied to a certain kmd of deformed skull,

[Gr. skaphe, a boat, kephale, a head,]

ScJaphoid, skaf'oid, cuij. boat-like in lorm, noting two
bones, one in the wrist and the other in the foot.

[Gr. skapke, a boai, eidos, form.]

Scaphopod, skaf'0-pod, adj. having the foot fitted for

burrowing, as a mollusc. [Gr. skaphe, a boat, pous,
poiios, a foot.]

Scapinade, skap-i-nad', «. a process of trickery—from
the name of the tricky valet in Moliere's comedy,
Les Fourberies de Hcapin.

Scap-net. skap'-net, n. a net for catching minnows,
&c. [Same as scoop-net.

"[

Scapollte, skap'0-lTt, ». a silicate of alumina and lime,

occurring in long rod-like crystals. [Gr. skapos, a
rod, lithoi, a stone.]

Scapple, skap'l, v.t. to work without finishing, as
stone before leaving the quarry, {Scabble.'\

Scapula, skap'u-la, n. the shoulder-blade.

—

adj.
Scap'ular, pertaining to the shoulder.

—

n. a ban-
dage for the shoulder-blade : (pniith.) the shoulder
feathers : a long strip of cloth worn by some orders :

two little pieces of cloth tied together by strings

passing over the shoulders, worn by lay persons in

token of devotion : a short cloak with a hood, a
monastic working dress : a bandage for the shoulder-

blade.—a<^'. Scap'Ulary, in form like a scapular.— «.

a scapular.

—

adj. Scap dlated, having the scapular

feathers notable in size or colour, as the scapulated

crow.

—

n. Scap'ulimancy, divination by means of

shoulder-blades.

—

adj. Scapuliman'tiC, [L. scapulte,

the shoulder-blades, prob. cog. with scafius, a shaft.]

Soapus, ska pus, n. (arcAii.) the shaft of a column:
{ortiitk.) the scape of a feather : a genus of Coelen-

terates :—//. Sca'pi (i). [L., a shaft.]

Scar, skar, n. the mark left by a wound or sore : any
mark or blemish : a cicatrice : (Jig.) any mark
resulting from injury, material or moral : {bot.) a
mark on a stem after the fall of a leaf: in shells, an
impression left by the insertion of a muscle : in

founding, an imperfect place in a casting : a dis-

figurement.

—

v.t. to mark with a scar.

—

z'.i. to be-

come scarred '.—pr-p. scar'ring ; pa.t. and pa.p.
scarred. — adjs. Scar'less, without scars : un-
wounded ; Scarred. [O. Fr. escare—L. eschara
—Gr. eschara, a scar produced by burning.]

Soar, skar, «. a precipitous bank or rock : a bare
rocky place on the side of a hill.—«. Scar'-Ume'-
Stone, a mass of calcareous rock crowded with marine
fossils. [Scand., Ice. sker—skera, to cut.]

Scarab, skar'ab, n. an insect with wing-sheaths, a
beetle : a gem, usually emerald, cut in the form of

a i>eetle—also Scarabaeus, Scar'abee.— «. Scar'a-
boid, .in imitation scarab.

—

adj. like a scarab. [L.

sea' abifus : Gr. karabos.'\

Scaramouch, skar'a-mowch, «. a buffoon : a bragging,
cowardly fellow. [Fr.,— It. Scaraniuccia, a famous
Italian zany of the 17th century.]

Scarbroite, skar'brO-Tt, n. a hydrous silicate of alu-

minium—from Scarborough.
Scarce, skars, adj. not plentiful : not equal to the
demand: rare: not common: parsimonious: de-
fici-nt : short: scanty.

—

adj. Scarce' - beard'ed
(Shak.\ having a scanty beard.

—

adv. Scarce'ly,
Scarce (.5.), hardly, barely. — ns. Scarcement
iflrchit.'), a plain set-off or projection in a wall

:

Scarceness ; Scarcity, state of being scarce

:

deficiency : rareness : niggardliness : want : famine.
— Make one's self scarce, to decamp. [O. Fr.
tscars (Fr. ichors')., niggardly— Low L. scarpsus=
ex-carpsus, for L. excerptus, pa. p. of excerpere—
ex., out of, carperi, to pick.]

Scard, skard, n. a shard or fragment.
Scardafella, skar-da-fel'a, «. an American genus

containing the ground-doves.

Scare, skar, v.t. to drive away by frightening : to

strike with sudden terror : to startle, to affright.

—

«. an imaginary alarm : a sudden panic.^a^'. lean,

scanty.—«j. Scare'-babe, a bugbear; Scare'-bug;
Scarecrow, anything set up to scare away crows or

other birds : a vain cause of terror : a person meanly
clad : the black tern ; Scare'-fire, a fire-alarm : a
conflagration. [M. E. skerreit—skerre, frightened

—Ice. skjarr, timid.]

Scarf, skarf, «. a light decorative piece of dress worn
loosely on the shoulders or as a band about the
neck : a light handkerchief for the neck : a cravat

:

—//. Scarfs, Scarves (obs.).—v.t. to cover, as if

with a scarf

—

adj. Scarfed, decorated with pen-
dants.

—

ns. Scarf'-ptn, an ornamental pin worn in

a scarf ; Scarf'-ring, an ornamental ring through
which the ends 01 a scarf are drawn. [A.iJ. scearje,
a piece ; Dut. scher/, a shred.]

Scarf, skarf, v.t. to join two pieces of timber endwise,
so that they may appear to be used as one : to flay the
skin from a whale.—«. in carpentry, a joint whose
ends are united so as to form a continuous piece.

—

tts. Scarf ing ; Scarf ing-machlne', a machine for
shaving the ends of leather belting to a feather
edge ; Scarf'-joint, a joint made by overlapping
two pieces of timber that will fit each other ; Scarf '-

loom, a figure loom for weaving fabrics. [Scand.,
Sw. skarf, Norw. skarv, a joint ; cf. Ger. scherben,

to cut small ; conn, with shear, v.]

Scarf, skarf, «. the coxmoxTLXW.—(Scot.) Scart, Skart.
[Ice. skar/r.\

Scarfskin, skarfskin, n. the surface skin. \Scur/.\
ScaridsB, skar'i-de, 7t.pi. a family of fishes including

the parrot-fish.—Also Sca'ms. [Gr. skaros.\

Scarify, skar'i-ft, v.t. to scratch or slightly cut the

skin, to make small cuts with a lancet, so as to draw
blood : to loosen and stir together the soil : to

harrow the feelings .—pa.t. and pa.p. scar'ified.

—

ns. Scarifica'tlon, act of scarifying ; Scarifica'tor,

an instrument with several lancets for scarifying or

makins slight incisions in the operation of cupping ;

Scar'ifler, one who scarifies : an instrument used
for scarifying the soil, esp. a grubber with prongs.

[Fr. scarifier— L. scarijicdre, -dtum—Gr. skari-

phiisthai—skariphos, an etching tool.]

ScariOUS, ska'ri-us, adj. (hot.) thin, dry, membrana-
ceous : (zool.) scaly, scurfy.

Scaritid, skar'i-tid, adj. pertaining to carabid beetles

o{ Scarites or related genera.

Scarlatina, skar-la-te'na, «. a dangerous and highly-

contagious fever, so named from the scarlet rash or

eruption which accompanies it—also Scar'let-fe'ver.

—adjs. Scarlatinal, Scarlati'nous.

Scarlet, skSr'let, «. a bright-red colour : scarlet cloth.

—adj. of the colour called scarlet : dressed in scarlet.

—v.t. to redden.— «J. Scar'let-ad'mlral, the red-

admiral, a butterfly ; Scar'let-bean, the scarlet-

runner : Scar'let-fe'ver, a contagious febrile disease

(see Scarlatina) ; Scar'let-hat, a cardinal's hat

;

Scar'let-light'ning, the scarlet lychnis : the red

valerian ; Scarlet - run'ner, a bean with scarlet

flowers which runs up any support ; Scarletsnake,
a bright-red harmless snake of the southern states

of the American Union ; Scar'let-ti'ger, a British

moth ; Scarlet-WOm'an, the woman referred to in

Rev. xvii. 4, 5—Pagan Rome, Papal Rome, or a

personification of the World in its anti-Christian

sense. [O. Fr. escarlate (Fr. (carlate), through

Low L. scarlatum—Pers. saqaldt, scarlet cloth.)

Scarmage, skar'maj, n. (Spens.) same as Skirmish.—
Also Scar'moge.

Scam-bee, skam'-b6, «. {prov.) a dung - beetle.

[Sharn.]
Scarp, skarp, «. (Jter.) a diminutive of the bend

sinister, half its width : (obs.) a shoulder-belt. [O.

Fr. escarpe, escharpe : cf Scarf(xW
Scarp, skarp, n. (jjort.) any steep slope (same as

Escarp).

—

v.t. to cut down a slope so as to render



Bcarptnes fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Scent

it impassable.

—

adj. Scarped. (O. Fr. escarpe—
It. J<r(»r/<J—Old High Ger. ickarf; cf, Sharp.\

Scarpines, skar'pinz, n.pl. an instrument of torture

resembling the boot. [Fr. escarpins, shoes.]

Scarred, skird, adj. marked by scars.—«. Scar'ring,

a scar : a raark.-Wy. Scai'iy, bearing or pertain-

ing to scars : having scars.

Scart, skart, v.t. (Scoi.) to scratch : to scrape.—«.

a slight wound : a dash or stroke : a niggard : a

poor-looking creature. —<»<^. Scart'-free.

Scams, ska'nis, «. a genus of fishes including the

parrot-wrasses. \Sc<irui^.\

Scary, skar'i, acfj. causing fright : timid : fluttered.

Scat, Scatt, skat, «. a lax in the Shetland Islands.

—

us. Scat'hold, open ground for pasture ; Scat'land,

land which paid duty for rights of pasture and peat.

(A.S. suat, a coin ; Dut. schat, Ger. sckatz.]

Scat, skat, interj. be oS\—v.t. to scare away.

Scat, skat, «. {prov.) a brisk shower of rain.

—

adj.

Scat'ty, showery. [ProU conn, with scud.]

Scatch, skach, n. a bit for bridles. [Fr. escache.]

Scatches, skach'ez, n.pl. stilts used for walking in

dirty places. [O. Fr. esckace—Old Flem. schatse, a

high shoe ; Dut. sckaats, pi. sckaatsen, skates.]

Scate. Same as Skate, a fish.

Scath, Scathe, skath, «. damage, injury : waste.

—

v.t. to injure.

—

tuij. Scathe'ful, destructive. — «.

Scathe'fulnesS, disadvantage : iiestructiveness.

—

adj'. Scathing, damaging: blasting: scorching.

—

tuiv. Sca'tblngly.

—

atijs. Scatli'less, without iu-

jurj' ; Sea thy (Scot.), mischievous : dangerous.

[A.S. sccaihu : Ger. schadt, injury.]

ScatOlOgy, ska-tol'O-ji, H. the knowledge of fossil

excrement or coprolites : knowledge of the usages
of primitive peoples about excrements, human and
other. — adj. Scatolog'lcal. — ns. Scat'omancy,
ScatOS'COpy, divination of disease by inspection of
excrement ; Scatoph'aga, the dung-flies. — n.pl.

Scatophag'idSB, a family of acanthopterygian fishes.—mij. Scatoph'agOUS, feeding on excrement. [Gr.

skdr, skatos, dung, iogia—legein, to speak ; tnanteia,
divination; siapein, to view ; phagein, to eat.]

Scatter, skat'er, v.t. to disperse in all directions

:

to throw loosely about : to strew : to sprinkle : to

dispel : to put to flight : to drop : to throw shot
too loosely.

—

v.t. to be dispersed or dissipated.
— n. Scatt'erbrain, a thoughtless, giddy person.

—

adji. Scatt'er-brained, giddy ; Scatt'ered, widely
separated : wanderini; : distracted : irregular.

—

hs.

Scatt'erer, one who or that which scatters ; Scatt'er-
good, a spendthrift; Scatt'er-g^un, a shot-gun;
Scatt'ering, something scattered : dispersion : that
which has been scattered : the irregular reflection of
light from a surface not perfectly smooth.

—

adj. dis-

persing : rare, sporadic : diversified.—a<^;'. Scatt'er-
ingly, in a dispersed manner : here and there.

—

ns.

Scatt'erling (Spens.), one who has no fixed abode :

a vagabond ; Scatt'ermouch, any Latin or Levan-
tine, in Pacific slang.

—

adj. Scatt'ery, dispersed :

sparse : few and far between. [A.S. scateran,
scatcrian : cf. Shatter.]

Scaturient, skS-tu'ri-ent, adj. gushing like water from
a fountain. [L. scaturire, to gush out.]

Scaud, skad, v.t. {Scot.) to scald : to scold.

Scaup, skawp, «. a .sea-duck of genus Aythya, of
northern regions, related to the pochard. [Ice.

skdlp— in skdlp-htena.]
Scauper, skaw'per, «. a tool with semicircular face,

used by engravers. [Prob. scalper.]

Scaur, skar, a Scotch form o{ scare.
Scatir, skawr, n. a precipitous bank or rock.—Also

Scar. \Scar.]
Scaury, ska'ri, n. a young gull in Shetland. [Scand.,
Sw. skiura.]

Scavage, skav'aj, «. a duty or toll anciently exacted
by mayors, &c., on goods exposed for sale.

Scavenger, skav'en-jer, n, one who cleans the streets

;

an animal which feeds od carrion : a child employed

to pick up loose cotton from the floor in a cotton-

mill.

—

ns. Scav'agery, street-cleansing ; ScaVag-
Ing.—!/.(. Scavenge, to cleanse.— «j. Scavenger-
bee'tle, a beetle which acts as a scavenger ; ScaV-
enger-crab, any crab which feeds, on decaying
animal matter; ScaVengerlng ; Scav engerism

;

Scavengery.—Scavenger's daughter, an instru-

ment of torture by pressure witn an iron hoop,
invented by Sir W. Skevington, Lieutenant of
the Tower under Henry VIII. [Orig. scavager, an
inspector of goods for sale, and also of the streets ;

from scavage, duty on goods for sale—A. S. sceaitnaM,

to inspect ; cf. Sltov/.]

Scavernick, skav'er-nik, «. {Cornisk) a hare.

ScavUones, skav'i-lOiu, ti.pl. men's drawers worn ia
the sixteenth century under the hose.

Scazou, ska'zon, ». in ancient prosody, a metre, the
rhythm of which is imperfect toward the close of
the line or period. [Gr. skazon, limping.]

Scelerate, sel'e-rat, adj. (pbs.) wicked, villainous.
— ;;. a villain—also Scel'erat.

—

adjs. Scel eroUB,
SceleS'tiC. [O. Fr.— L. sceUratus—scelus, crime.]

Scelides, sel'i-dez, n^l. the posterior limbs of a
mammaL—«. Scel'idosaur, a dinosaur of the genus
Scelidosaurus. — a<ijs. Scelidosau'rian ; SceUdo-
SauToid. —«.//. Scelidosau rld8B, a family of mailed
dinosaurs.

—

ns. Scelidosau rus, the typical genus of
Scelidosauridse ; ScellO (se h-O), a genus of hyigenop-
terous insects parasitic in the eggs of grasshoppers
and locusts ; Scelop'orus (U.S.), the common brown
fence-lizard, [Gr. ^kelis, skelidos, a leg.]

Scelp, skelp, tu long strips of iron used in forming a
gun-barrel.—.\lso Skelp.

Scena, se'na, «. the stage of an ancient theatre {J>L
Scense, sene) : an elaborate dramatic solo (It., pron.
shana; pi. SC8'ne).—7/. Scenario (she-ii.=i'ri-OX a
skeleton libretto of a dramatic work. [L.]

Scend, send, n. the upward angular displacement of a
vessel—opposed to Fitch, the correlative downward
movement.

—

v.t. to heave upward. [A corr. of send,
influenced by ascend.]

Scene, sen, n. a picture of the place of an action : a
large painted view : place of action, occurrence, or
exhibition : the part of a play acted without change
of place : (orig.) the stage of a theatre on which the
actors perform : a series of landscape events con-
nected and exhibited : a number of objects presented
to the view at once : spectacle : view : any unseemly
or ill-timed display of strong feeling between persons.—I'.t. to exhibit : to display.—«j. Scene'-dock, the
space in a theatre adjoining the .suige, where scenery
is stored when not in use ; Scene'-man, one who
manages the scenery in a theatre ; Scene'-paint'er,

one whose employment it is to paint scenery for

theatres ; Sce'nery, the painted representation on
a stage : the appearance of anything presented to

the eye : general aspect of a landscape ; Scene'-
shift'er (same as Scene-man).-rt<^>. Sce'nic, -al,

pertaining to scenery : dramatic : theatrical.

—

adv.
Sce'nlcally.—a^/>>. Scenograph ic, -al, drawn in

perspective. -a^ji'. Scenograph'lcally.-«. Scenog"-
rapliy, the art of perspective : representation in

perspective.—Behind the scenes, at the back of
the visible stage ; Make a scene, to make a noisy
or otherwise unwelcome exhibition of feeling. [L.

scena—Gr. skene, a covered place, a stage.]

Scent, sent, v.t. to discern by the sense of smell : to

perfume : to have some suspicion of.

—

v.t. to become
odoriferous: to smell.— n. a perfume: odour: sense
of smell : chase followed by the scent : course of
pursuit : scraps of paper strewed on the ground by
the pursued in the boys' game of hare and hounds.

—

ns. Scent'-bag, the pouch of an animal which secretes

an odoriferous substance; Scent'-bott'le, a small

bottle for holding perfume; Scent'-box.

—

oiijs.

Scent'ed, perfumed ; Scent'ful, highly odoriferous :

quick of scent : having a good nose, as a dog.

—

H,

Scent'-gland, a glandular organ which secretes such
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substances as musk or castoreum.

—

adv. Scent'ingly,
allusively : not directly.

—

adj. Scentless, having
no scent or smell : destructive of scent.

—

us. Scent'-
Or'gail, a scent-gland ; Scent'-vase, a vessel with a
pierced cover designed to contain perfumes. [Fr.

sentir—'L. sentire, to feel.]

Sceptic, -al, Skeptic, -al, skep'tik, -al, adj. pertaining
to the philosophical school in ancient Greece of
Pyrrho and his successors : doubting : hesitating to

admit the certainty of doctrines or principles : (Jkeol.)

doubting or denying the truth of revelation.

—

ns.

Scepsis, Skep'SiS, philosophic doubt ; Scep'tic, one
who is sceptical : (tlieol.) one who doubts or denies
the existence of God or the truths of revelation.—
adv. Scep'tically.—«. Scep'ticalness.—f.z. Scep'-
tlOlse, to act the sceptic— «. Scep'ticlsm, that

condition in which the mind is before it has arrived
at conclusive opinions : doubt : the doctrine that no
facts can be certainly known : agnosticism : (theot.)

doubt of the existence of God or the truth of
revelation. [L. scepticus—Gr. skeptikos, thoughtful,

skeptesthai, to consider.]

Sceptre, sep'ter, «. the staff or baton borne by kings
as an emblem of authority: royal power.

—

i/.t. to

invest with royal power.

—

adjs. Scep'tral, regal

;

Scep'tred, bearing a sceptre : regal.—?;. Scep'tre-
dom, reign.

—

adJs. Scep'treless, powerless, as a
sceptreless king ; Scep'try, bearing a sceptre, royal.

[L. sccptrum—Gr. skeptroii—skeptein, to lean.]

Scerne, sem, v.t. (pbs.) to discern. \^Discern.\

Sceuophylacium, sku-O-fi-la'shi-um, «. (fir. Church)
the repcsitory of the sacred vessels.—«. Sceuopll'y-
lax, a sacristan, church treasurer. [Gr. skeuos, a
vessel, phylax, a watcher.]

Sciiaefiferia, shef-(e'r!-a, «. a genus of polypetalous
plants, the yellow-wood. [Named from Schaejfer,
an i8th-cent. German botanist.]

Scbalenblende, sha'len-blend, «. a variety of native
zinc-sulphide. [Ger., schale, shell, blende, blende.]

Sciiappe, shap'pe, «. a fabric woven from spun silk.

Scliediasm, ske'di-azm, «. cursory writing on a loose

slieet. [Gr. schediasnia—schedon, near.]

Schedule, shed'ul, «. a piece of paper containing some
writing : a list, inventory, or table.

—

v.t. to place in

a schedule or list. [O. Fr. schedule (Fr. cedule)—^..

schedtila, dim. of scheda, a strip of papyrus—L.
scindcre, to cleave ; or from Gr. schede, a leaf.]

Scheelite, she'llt, «. native calcium tungstate. [From
the Swedish chemist, K. W. Scheele (1742-86).]

Scheik. Same as Sheik.
Schelly, shel'i, «. a white fish.

Schelm, skelm, n. {Scot.) a rascal.—Also SChel'lTUn,
Shelm, Skel'lum. fO. Fr. schelme—0\i. High Ger.
scti/iiio, plague ; cf. Ger. schelm, a rogue.]

Scheltopuslk, shel'to-pu-sik, «. a Russian lizard.

Schema, skc'raa, «. the image of the thin^ with
which the imagination aids the understandnig in

its procedure : scheme, plan, outline gener.-illy : a
diagrammatic outline or synopsis of anything : {Gr.
Church) the monastic habit.

—

adj. Schemat'ic.

—

v.t. Sche'matise, to arrange in outline.

—

v.t. to

make a [>lan in outline.

—

«j. Sche'matlsni, form or
outline of a thing : (astrol.) the combination of the
heavenly bodies ; Sche'matiSt, a projector.

Scheme, skem, «. plan : something contrived to be
done : purpose : plot : a combination of things by
design : a specific organisation for some end : an
illustrative diagram : a sj^stem : a statement in

tabular forfn : a representation of the aspect of the
heavenly bodies at a given time.—v.t. to plan : to

contrive.

—

v.t. to form a plan.—«. Scheme'-arch,
an arch less than a semicircle.

—

adj. SCheme'fUl.
—«. Sche'mer.—rtK^'. Sche'ming, given to form-
ing schemes : intriguing.

—

ad7f. Sche'mlngly, by
scheming.—«. Sche'mlst, a schemer : an astrologer.—adj. Sche'my, cunning : intriguing. [L. schema
—Gr. sihcina, form

—

echein, schetein, to hold.]

Soliepeil, ska'pen, n. a Dutch magistrate. [Dut.]

Scheromit, ske-rO'ma, «. inflammation of the eye
without discharge. [Gr. xeros, dry.]

Scherzo, sker'tsO, «. (mus.) a passage or movement
of a lively character, forming part of a musical com-
position of some length, as a symphony, quartette,
or sonata.

—

adj. Scherzan'do, playful. [It. scherzo,

a jest, scherzare, to play—Teut. ; Mid. High Ger.
scherz (Ger. scherz, Dut. scherts), jest. 1

SchesiS, ske'sis, «. habitude.

—

adj. Schet'iC, constitu-

tional : habitual. [Gr.,

—

ecliein, to have.]
Schiavone, ski-a-vS'ne, «. a backed, hiked broadsword

of the 17th century. [It., the Doge's bodyguard, the
Schiavoni or Slavs being armed with it.]

Schiedam, ske-dam', «. Hollands gin, named from the
town near Rotterdam where it is chiefly made.

Schiller, shil'er, «. the peculiar bronze-like lustre ob-
served in certain minerals, as hypersthene, &c., due
to internal reflection.

—

ns. Schillerlsa'tion, the
process by which microscopic crystals have been
developed in other minerals so as to give a sub-
metallic sheen by internal reflection ; Schlll'erite, or
Schill'er-spar rock, enstatite schillerised. [Ger.]

Schindylesis, skin-di-le'sis, n. an articulation formed
by the fitting of one bone into a groove in another,
as in the sphenoid bone and vomer.—rt^'. Schindy-
let'ic. [Gr.,

—

schindylein, to cleave, schizeitt, to
cleave.]

Schinus, skl'nus, n. a genus of South American trees,

of order Aitacardiacecc, the leaves yielding abun-
dantly a fragrant, resinous, or turpentine-like fluid.

[Gr. schinos, the mastic-tree.]
Schipperke, ship'per-ke, «. a breed of dogs of the
same group as the Eskimo and Pomeranian dog,
but with almost no tail, favourites of the Belgian
bargees. [Flem., ' little skipper.']

S-Chisel, es-chi/el, n. a cutting tool in well-boring.

Schisiophone, skiz'i-D-fOn, «. an induction balance for

detecting flaws in iron rails. [Gr. schists, a cleaving,
phone, sound.]

Schism, sizm, «. a separation in a church, from diver-

sity of opinion or discipline, breach of unity without
justifiable cause, also the tendency towards such.

—

ns. Schis'ma (m?/.!'. ), the dift'erence between a pure
and an equally tempered fifth ; Schismat'ic, one
who separates from a church on account of difference

of opinion.

—

adJs. Schismatic, -al, tending to, or

of the nature of, schism.

—

ad7\ Schismat'ically.

—

n. Schlsmat'icalness.— z'.2. Schis'matise, to prac-

tise schism : to make a breach in the communion of

the church:

—

pr.p. schis'matlsing ; ^/i./. schis'ma-

tlsed.—Great, or Greek, schism, the separation of

the Greek Church from the Latin, finally completed
in 1054 ; Western schism, the division in the

Western Church on the .ippointment by the Romans
of Urban VI. to the papal chair in 1378, while the

French cardinals elected Clement VII.—healed on
the election of Martin V. by the Council of Constance
in 1417. [L. schisma—Gr. schizein, to split.]

Schist, shist, n. a term properly applied tp crystal-

line rocks with a foliated structure, as mica-schist,

hornblende-schist, &c.— indurated clay-rocks with

a fissile structure are sometimes erroneously de-

scribed as schists.—a^J^V. Schista'ceOTlS, slate-gray ;

Schist'lc, Schist'ons, Schist'ose, like schist : slaty.

—11. SchistOS'ity, quality of being schistose. [Fr.

schist

e

—Gr. schistos—schizein, to split.]

SchiZSSa, skT-ze'a, «. a genus of ferns, with sporangia

ovate, sessile, and arranged in spikes or panicles.

[Gr. schizein, to split.]

Schizocarp, skiz'o-karp, n. a dry fruit which splits

at maturity into several closed one-seeded portions.

—adj. ScnlZOCar'pOUS. [Gr. schizein, to cleave,

karpos, fruit.]

Schizocephaly, skiz-O-sera-li, «. the practice of pre-

serving the heads of warriors among Maoris, &c.
(Gr. schizein, to cleave, kephale, the head.]

Schizocoele, ski/n-sel, ». a term applied to the peri-

visceral cavity of the Invertebrata, when formed by
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Schizodon fate, far ; me, her ; mine : School

a splitting of the mesoblast.

—

adj. SchizocOBlOUS.
[Gr. schhcin, to cleave, koilia, a hollow. J

Schizodon, skiz'O-don, «. a genus of South American
octodont rodents. [Gr. schizein, to cleave, odous,

odontos, a tooth.]

SchizogenesiS, skiz-5-jen'e-sis, «. reproduction by
fission. —«((>>. ScMzogen'ic, Scliizogenet'ic. — «.

Schizogony. [Gr. schizein, to cleave, getusis,

production.]
Schizognathous, skl-zog'na-lhus, adj. having the

maxiUo-palatine bones separate from each other and
from tlie vomer, as in the gulls, plovers, &c.

—

n.pl.

Sohizog'nathaB, a subdivision of the carinate birds.

—«. SchiZOg'nathism. [Gr. schizein, to cleave,

gnathos, tliejaw.]

Schizomyoetes, skiz-o-ml-se'tez, «. a botanical term
for Bacteria, in reference to their commonest mode of

reproduction—by transverse division. [Gr. schizein,

to cleave, iiiykes (pi. myketes), a mushroom.]
Schlzonemertea, skiz-O-ne-mer'te-a, n.pl. the sea-

« 01 nis which have the head fissured.

—

adjs. SchiZO-
nemer'tean, Schizonemer'tine.

Schizoneura, skiz-C-nu'ra, «. a genus of plant lice.

iGr. schizein, to cleave, neuron, a nerve.]

Schizophora, skl-zof'O-ra, n.pl. a division of dipterous
insects. [Gr. schizein, cleave, pherein, bear.]

Schizopoda, skl-zop'O-da, n.pl. a group of crustaceans,
having the feet cleft or double, including the opossum-
shrimps and their allies.

—

cidj. and n. Schlz'opod.
[Gr, schizein, to cleave, potis, podos, the foot.]

Schizorhinal, skiz-O-n'nal, adj. having the nasal bones
separate : having the anterior nostrils prolonged in

the form of a slit. [Gr. schizein, to cleave, rhis,

rhinos, the nose]
Schizothecal, skiz-O-the'kal, adj. having the tarsal

envelope divided, as by scutella—opp. to Holothecal,
(Gr. schizein, to cleave, theke, a case.]

SchiZOtrochOUS, skl-zot'rO-kus, adj. with a divided
disc, as a rotifer.

—

7i.pL Schizot'rOCha. [Gr.
schizein, to cleave, irocfios, a wheel.]

Schl^ger, shla'ger, n. the modern duelling-sword of
German university students. [Ger.,

—

schlagen, to

beat.]

Schlegalia, shle-ga'li-a, «. a genus of birds of Paradise.
[Named from the Dutch ornithologist Hermann
Schlegel (1805-84).]

SohliCh, shlik, «. the finer portions of crushed ore,

separated by water. [Ger.]
Schmelze, schmel'tse, «. glass used in decorative work.

[Ger. schmelz, enamel.]
Schnapps, Schnaps, shnaps, «. Holland gin, Hollands.

[Ger. schnapps, a dr.am.]

Schneldeiian, shnl-de'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the
mucous membrane of the nose—first described by the
(jerman anatomist C. V. Schneider (1614-&0).

Schoenus, ske'nus, n. a genus of monocotyledonous
pl.ints of the sedge family. [Gr. schainos, a rush.]

Scholar, skol'ar, «. a pupil : a disciple : a student

:

one who has received a learned education : a man of
learning : a .savant : in the English universities, an
undergraduate partly supported from the revenues of
a college.

—

ns. Schorarch, the head of a school of
philosophy ; Schol'arism, the aflfectation of .scholar-

ship.—«</;>. Schol'ar-llke, Schol'arly, like or be-
coming a scholar.—«. Schol'arship, the character
of a scholar : learning : maintenance for a scholar,
a benefaction, the annual proceeds of a bequest
§ermanently invested for this purpose. — adj.
cholas'tic, pertaining to a scholar or to schools :

scholar-like : pertaining to the schoolmen : excessively
subtle: pedantic.—«. one who adheres to the method
or subtleties of the schools of the middle ages.

—

ad7i.

Scholas'tlcally, in a scholastic manner : according
to the methods of the schools of philosophy.—«.

Scholas'ticism, the aims, methods, and products of
thought which constitule the main endeavour of the
intellectual life of the middle ages : the method or
subtleties of the schools of philosophy : the collected
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body of doctrines of the schoolmen. [Low L.
sclwlaris—L. schoia.]

Scholiast, sko'li-ast, ». one of a class of ancient
grammarians, mostly anonymous, who wrote short
notes on the margins of the MSS. of ancient Greek
and Roman classics, a writer of scholia : an anno-
tator : a commentator.— a^'. Schollas'tic, pertain-
ing to a scholiast or to scholia.— ns. Scho'Uon,
Scho'llum, one of the marginal notes of the old
critics on the ancient classics : {math.) an explana-
tion added to a problem :—//. Scho'lia, Scholiums.
[Gr. scholiastes—scholion, a scholium.]

School, skool, «. a place for instruction : an institu-

tion of learning, esp. for children : the pupils of a
school : exercises for instruction : the disciples of a
particular teacher, or those who hold a common
doctrine : a large number of fish migrating together,
a shoal : a system of training : any means o( know-
ledge, esp. (inus.)3. treatise teaching some particular
branch of the an : a large hall in English universities

where the examinations for degrees, &c., are held
— hence, one of these examinations (gen. //.), also
the group of studies taken by a man competing for

honours in these : a single department of a university:

(//.) the body of masters and students in a college.—v.t. to educate in a school : to instruct : to ad-
monish, to discipline.

—

adj. School'able, of school
age.— ?ts. School' -hoard, a board of managers,
elected by the ratepayers, whose duty it is to see
that adequate means of education are provided for

the children of a town or district ; School'-boy, a
boy attending a school : one learning the rudi-

ments of a subject ; School'-clerk, one versed in

the learning of schools ; School'-craft, learning

;

School-dame, a schoolmistress. — «.//. School'-

days, the time of life during which one goes to

school. — «.r. School'-divlne' ; School'-divin'ity,

scholastic or seminary theology ; School'-doc'tor,

a schoolman ; School'ery (Spens.), something
taught, precepts ; SchOOl'-feU'CW, one taught at

the same school : an associate at school ; School'-
girl, a girl attending school.—«.//. School' -hOUTS,
tune spent at school in acquiring instruction.

—

ns.

School'-house, a house of discipline and instruction :

a house used as a school : a schoolmaster's house

;

School'ing, instruction in school : tuition : the price

paid for instruction : reproof, reprimand ; School'-
inspec'tor, an official appointed to examine schools ;

School'-ma'am, a schoolmistress ; School'-maid, a
school-girl ; School'man, one of the philosophers
and theologians of the second half of the middle
ages ; School'master, the master or teacher of a
school, a pedagogue : —Jem. School'mistress, a
woman who teaches or who merely governs a school

;

School'-mate, one who attends the same school

;

School'-name, an abstract term, an abstraction

;

School'-pence, a small sum paid for school-te.ich-

ing ; School'-point, a point for scholastic disputa-

tion ; School'-room, a room for teaching in

:

school accommodation ; School'-Ship, a vessel used
for teaching practical navigation.

—

adj. SchOOl'-
taught, taught at school or in the schools.—«.r.

School'-teach'er. one who teaches in a school

;

School'-teach'lng ; Sohool'-time, the time at which
a school opens ; School'-Whale, one of a school of
whales ; Board'-SChOOl, a school under the control

of a school-board.—Grammar school, High school,
a school of secondary instruction, standing between
the primary school and the university ; National
schools, those schools in Ireland which are under
the commissioners of national education ; Oxford
school, a name given to that party which adopted
the princi|)les contained in the Tracts for the Times
(cf. Tractarianisni) ; Parochial schools, in Scot-
land, schools in every parish for general education;
Primary school, a school for elementary instruction

;

Public school, an elementary or primary school : a
school under the control of a school-board : an en-



Schooner mOte ; mute ; rai55n ; iAen. Scintilla

Schooner.

dowed classical school for providing a liberal educa-
tion for such as can pay high for it— Eton, Harrow,
Rugby, Winchester, Westminster, Shrewsbury,
Charterhouse, St Paul's, and Merchant Taylors',
&c. ; Ragged, school, a free school for destitute
children's education and often maintenance, sup-
ported by voluntary efi'orts ; Sunday SChool, a school
held on Sunday for religious instruction ; Tubingen
school, a rationalistic school of theologians founded
by F. C. Baur (1792-1860), which explained the
origin of the Catholic Church as due to the gradual
fusion of an antagonistic Judaistic and Gentile party,
the various stages of fusion being capable of being
traced in the extant documents.—The Schoolmaster
is abroad, a phrase of Brougham's implying that

education and intelligence are now widely spread.
[L. schola—Gr. scholi, leisure, a school.]

Schooner, skoon'er, «. a sharp-built, swift-sailing
vessel, generally two-masted, rigged either with fore-

and-aft sails

on both
masts, or
with square
top and top-

gallant sails

on the fore-

ma s t : an
old form
of covered
emigran t-

wagon : a
large drink-

ing -glass. —
«. Schoon'-
er-smack, a
sharp-bowed
schooner.
(Coined in New England from the prov. Eng. scoon

(Scot, scon), to make a flat stone skip along the

surface of water ; A.S. sainiau.}
Schorl, shorl, «. black tourmaline—also ShorL

—

adjs.

Schorla'ceous, Schor'lous, Schorly. [Ger. sclwrl,

Sob. from Sw. skor, brittle.]

ottische, sho-tesh', n. a dance resembling a polka,
danced by a couple : music adapted for the dance.

—

Also SchOttlsh'. [Ger., 'Scottish.']

SchOUt, -skout, «. a municipal officer in the North
American Dutch colonies. [Dut.]

Schrankla, shrang'ki-a, «. a genus of leguminous
plants, whose six species are all American—includ-

mg the sensitive-briar. [Named from the German
naturalist F. von Paula Schrnnk (1747-1835).]

Schuchin, skuch'in, n. an obsolete form oi escutcheon.
Schweinitzla, shwi-nit'zi-a, «. a genus of gamo-

petalous plants of the Indian-pipe family, including
the sweet pine-sap or Carolina beech-drops. [The
Amer. botanist L. D. von Schweittitz ^\^'&o-\%i^).'\

Schwenkfelder, shwengk'fel-der, n. a member of a
religious sect, founded by Caspar von Schwenkfeld
(1490-1561), still found in Pennsylvania. — Also
Schwenk'feldian.

Sdadiaceaa, sl-ad-i-a'se-e, «. a family of fresh-water
algae, its typical genus Sciadiutn.

Sciagraphy, sl-ag'ra-fi, «. the art of casting and
delineating shadows as they fall in nature : {arckit.)

the vertical section of a building to show its interior

structure: the art of dialling.

—

ns. Sciagraph;
Sciag'rapher.—rt(7>>. Sciagraph'ic, -aX.—adv. Scia-
graph'ically. [Gr. skiagraphia—skia, a shadow,
graphein, to write.]

Sciamachy, si-am'a-ki, n. Same as Sciomachy.
Sciamotry, sl-am'e-lri, «. the doctrine of eclipse^;.

[Gr. skin, shadow, nietreiu, to measure.]
Sciara, st'a-ra, «. a genus of gnats or midges. [Gr.

skinros, shady

—

skia, a shadow.]
Sclath, si'ath, «. an oblong shield of wicker-work

formerly used in Ireland. [Ir. sciathJ]

SciatherlC, -al, sl-a-ther'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to a

sundial. [Gr. skiatheron—skia, shadow, theran.
catch.]

Sciatica, sl-at'i-ka, «. a neuralgic affection of the
great sciatic nerve.

—

adjs. Sciat'ic, -al, pertaining
to, or affecting, the hip, ischiac.

—

adv. Sciat'ically.
[Low L. sciatica—Gr. ischion.\

Science, si'ens, «. knowledge systematised : truth

ascertained : pursuit of knowledge or truth for

its own sake : knowledge arranged under general
truths and principles : that which refers to ab-
stract principles, as distinguished from 'art :' pre-
eminent skill: trade: a department of knowledge.

—

u. Scib'ile, something capable of being known.

—

adjs. Scl'enced, versed, learned ; Sci'ent, knowing ;

Scien'tial (Miit.), producing science: skilful;

Scientific, -al {obs.), producing or containing
science : according to, or versed in, science : used in

science : systematic : accurate.

—

adv. Scientifically.
—Its. Sci'entism, the view of scientists ; Sci'entist,
one who studies science, esp. natural science. —
adj. Scientis'tic— ««'!. Sci'ently, knowingly.—«.
Sclent'Olism, false science, superficial knowledge.— Scientific frontier, a term used by Lord
Beaconsfield in 1878 in speaking of the rectification

of the boundaries between India and Afghanistan,
meaning a frontier capable of being occupied and
defended according to the requirements of the
science of strategy, in opposition to ' a hap-hazard
frontier.'—Absolute science, knowledge of things
in themselves ; Applied science, when its laws are
exemplified in dealing w ith concrete phenomena

;

Dismal science, political economy ; Gay science,
a medieval name for belles - lettres and poetry
generally, esp. amatory poetry ; Inductive science
(see Induct) ; Liberal science, a science cultivated

from love of knowledge, without view to profit

;

Mental science, mental philosophy, psychology

;

Moral science, ethics, the science ot right and
wrong, moral responsibility ; Occult science, a
name applied to the physical sciences of the middle
ages, also to magic, sorcery, witchcralt, &c. ;

Sanitary science (see Sanitary) : The exact
sciences, the mathematical sciences ; The science,
the art of boxing; The seven liberal sciences,

grammar, logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, music, geometry,
and astronomy—these were the seven Terrestrial
sciences, as opposed to the seven Celestial sciences,
ci\ il law. Christian law, practical theology, devotional

theology, dogmatic theology, mystic theology, and
polemical theology. [Fr.,—L. scientia — sciens,

eniis, pr.p. of scire, to know.]
Scil, an abbreviation of scilicet.

Scilicet, sil'i-set, adv. to wit, namely, videlicet.

Scilla, sil'a, «. a genus of liliaceous plants, as the

squill. [L.,—Gr. skiila, a sea-onion.]

SciUocephaluS, sil-o-sef'a-lus, H. a person with a
conical cranium. — adj. ScillOCeph'alOUS. [Gr.

skiila, a squill, kephale, a head.]

Scimitar, sim'i-tar, «. a short, single-edged curved
sword, broadest at the jxiint end, used by the Turks
and Persians.—«. Scim'itar-pod, a strong, shrubby
climber of the tropics. [O. Fr. cimeterre—Old It.

cimitara— Turk., — Pers. shimshir {9^r\\. 'lion's

claw,' sham, a claw, shtr, sher, a lion) ; or perh.

through Sp. cimitarra, from Basque cimeterra,

something ' with a fine edge.']

Sclncold, sing'koid, «. one of a family of saurian

reptiles, the typical genus of which is the Scin'CUS
or skiiik.— <W/'. like a skink. [L. scincus—Gr. sking-

kos, a kind of lizard, eidos, form.]

Scindapsus, sin-dap'sus, «. a genus of climbing plants.

Scintilla, sin-til'a, «. a sp.ark : a glimmer : the least

p.irticle : a trace: a genus of bivalve ninllusc-- ; a
genus of lepidopterous insects.

—

adjs. Scin'tillant

;

Scln'tillante (>»«j.), brilliant.

—

v.i. Scintillate, to

throw out sparks: to sparkle.—«. Scintilla'tlon,
act of throwing out sparks : shining with a twinkling
light.—«^. Sclntilles'cent, scintillating feebly.—



Scioffraphy (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Scolopaceous

«. Scintillom'eter, an instrument for measuring the

intensity of scintillation of the stars. [L., a spark.]

Sciograpny, st-og'ra-fi, «. Same as Sciagraphy.
Sciolism, sfO-lizm, «. superficial knowledge. — «.

Sciolist, one who knows anything superficially : a

pretender to science.—rt<^>. ScioliS'tlC, pertaining

to, or partaking of, sciolisn\ : pertaining to, or resem-

bling, a sciolist; Sci'olous. [L. scioljts, dim. of

scius, knowing

—

scire, to know.)
ScioltO, shi-ol'tO, atij. {miis.) free, unrestrained. [It.]

Sclomaohy, sl-om'a-ki, «. a battle or fighting with

shadows : imaginary or futile combat.—-.Also Sclam'-
achy. [Gr. skiamachia, skiomachia—skia, shadow,
tnache, battle.]

Sclomancy, sl'O-man-si, n. divination by means of the
shades of the dead.

Scion, si'on, «. a cutting or twig for grafting : a young
member of a family : a descendant. [O. Fr. sion,

cion—V,. stcticm-em, a cutting

—

secure, to cut.]

ScioptiC, sT-op'tik, adj. noting a certain optical

arrangement for forming images in a darkened
room, consisting of a globe with a lens fitted to

a camera, and made to turn like the eye—also
Sciop'tric—/tf. Sciop'ticon ; Sciop'tics. [Gr. skia,
sh.idow, optikos, pertaining to sight.]

Sciotb.eism, sfO-the-izm, Ji. ancestor-worship.
Sciotherio. Same as Sciatheric (q.v.).

SciOUS, scfus, ndj. (pbs.) knowing.
Scire facias, sT're fa'shi-as, n. (Jaw) a writ to enforce

the execution of judgments, or to quash them.
Scirpus, sir'pus, n. a genus of monocotyledonous

plants, including the bulrushes. [L., a rush.)
ScirrhUS, skir'us, or sir'us, u. (nied.) a hardened gland
forming a tumour : a hardening, esp. that preced-
ing cancer.

—

adjs. Sclrr'hoid, resembling scirrhus ;

Sclrr'hOUS, hardened, proceeding from scirrhus.

[L.,— Gr. skirros, skiros, a tumour.)
Scirtopod, sir'tS-pod, adj. having limbs fitted for

leaping.

—

n.pl. Scirtop'Oda, an order of saltatorial

rotifers. [Gr. skirian, leap, poids, foot.)

Sclscitation, sis-i-ta'shun, «. (ois.^ the act of inquiry :

demand. [L.,

—

sciscitdri, to inquire

—

sciscire, to

seek to know

—

scire, to know.)
Scissel, sis'el, n. the clippings of various metals

:

scrap—also SCiSS'll. [O. Fr. cisaille—ciseler—cisel,

a chisel (q.v.). The spelling has been adapted in the
interests of a fancied connection with L. scindere,
scis^unt, to divide.)

Scissors, si/orz, n.pl. a cutting instrument consisting
of two blades fastened at the middle : shears.—-'./.

Seise, siz (pbs.), to cut : to penetrate.

—

adJs. SciSS'-
Ible, SciSS'ile, capable of being cnt.—ns. Scis'sion,
the act of cutting: division: splitting; SciSSipar'ity,
reproduction by fission.

—

v.t. BclSS'or, to cut with
scissors. —wf.Sclas'or- bill, a skimmer: Sclss'or-
tail, an American bird, the scissor-tailed fly-catcher ;

SciSS'or-tOOth, the sectorial tooth of a carnivore
which cuts against its fellow ; SclSSii'ra (anat.), a
fissure, a_ cleft; Scis'STire, a cleft : a fissure: a rup-
ture : a division ; Scissurella, a genus ofgasteropods
with a shell deeply cut. (Formerly written cisors^
O. Fr. cisoires, conn, with P"r. ciseaux, scissors, from
Late I., cisorium, a cutting instrument—L. ardere,
crrsujii, to cut.]

ScioridSB, sI-Q'ri-de, «. a family of rodent mamm.-ils
containing the squirrels and their aWKS.— adj's.

Scfurlne, Sci'nrold.—«j. Sciurop'terns, one of
two genera of flying squirrels ; SolU'ros, a genus
of Sciitrida, the arboreal squirrels. [Gr. skiouras.]

Sclate, sklat, «. an obs. or prov. form of slaie.
Sclave, Sclavonlan, &c. See Slav, Slavonlo.
Sclera, sklo'n, «. the sclerotic coat of the eye-ball.

—

n.
Scle'ragogy, severe discipline.— a<//. Scle'ral.

—

>is.

Scleran'thus, a genus of apetalous plants, including
the knawel or German knot-gra';s : Sclere, in sponges,
a skeletal element ; Sclerench'yma, the hard parts
of corals or plants, -adj. Sclerenchsrm'atons.- «i.

StiS'lla, SI genus of monocotyledonous plants, of the

sedge family ; Scleri'asiS, sclerodermia ; Scle'rlte,

any hard part of the integument of arthropods.

—

adj.

Sclerit'iC.

—

n. Scle'robase, a dense corneous mass,
as in red coral.—o^'. Scleroba'sic.— tis. Sclero-
bra'cbia, an order of brachiopods ; Scle'roderm,
hardened integument or e.xo-skeleton, esp. of a coral

:

a madrepore.

—

n.pl. Scleroder'mata, the scaly
reptiles: the madrepores.— n. Scleroder'mia, a
chronic non-inflammatory affection of the skin, which
becomes thick and rigid. — «</;>. Scleroder'mic,
Scleroder'mous, Sclerodennit'ic— «j. Scleroder'-
mite ; Scle'rogen, the thickening matter of woody
cells, as in walnut-shells, &c.

—

adjs. Sclerog'enous,
producing sclerous tissue: mail-cheeked, as a fish;

Scle'roid, hard, scleritic.

—

ns. Sclero'ma, sclerosis ;

Sclerome'ninz, the dura mater ; Sclerom'eter, an
instrument for measuring the hardness of a mineral.

—adjs. Sclero'sal, Scle'rosed.—«j. Sclero'sis, a
hardening : ipot.) the enduration of a tissue : Scleros'-

toma. a genus of nematode worms ; Sclero tal, a
bone of the eye-ball.—<i^'. relating to such. — rt^'.

Sclerotic, hard, firm, applied esp. to the outer

membrane of the eye-ball : pertaining to sclerosis

:

relating to ergot.—«. the outermost membrane of

the eye-ball.

—

tis. Sclerotitis, intlammation of the

sclerotic ; Sclero'tium, a hard, multicellular tuber-

like body formed towards the end of the vegetative

season by the close union of the ordinary mycelial

filaments of Fungi.— rt<//V. Scle'rous, hard or in-

durated : ossified or bony ; SclerUT'ine, having sliflf,

hard tail-feathers, as a bird of the genus SclerKfus.

[Gr. skleros, hard.)
Scoat, skot, v.t. to prop, to block, to scotch, as a wheeL
—Also Scote. [O. Fr. ascouter^tiscot, a branch—
Teut., Old High Ger. scitz, a shoot : Ger. schuss.\

Scobby, skob'i, «. the chaffinch.—.\lso Sco'by.
Scobs, skobz, n. sawdust : shavings : dross of metals.

—adj. Scob'iform, resembling sawdust or raspings.—«. Scobi'na, the pedicle of the spikelets of grasses.

[L. scobis—scabere, to scrape.)
Scoff, skof, v.t. to mock : to treat with scorn.

—

v.t. to
show contempt or scorn : to deride, taunt, gibe.

—

n.

an expression of scorn or contempt : an object of
scoffing.—«. Scoff'er.—a«'r'. Scoff'Ingly, in a scoff-

ing manner : with mockery or contempt. [Old Fris.

sclwf; Ice. skaitp; cf Old Dut. schrfpen, to scoff.)

Scoganism, skO'gan-izm, «. a scurrilous jesting.

[From Scogan, the name of a famous jester.]

Scogie, sk5 ji, «. {Scot.) a kitchen drudge.
Scold, skold, T.i. to rail in a loud and violent manner",

to find fault.

—

z\i. to chide rudely: to rebuke in

words.—«. a rude, clamorous woman : a termagant.
—us. Soold'er ; Scolding, railing : a rating ; Soold'-
ing-StOOl, a cucking-stool. [Old Dut. scheldan:
Ger. schelten, to brawl, to scold.)

Scolecida, sks-les'i-da, n. a class of worms consisting
of the wheel-animalcules, turbellarians, trematode
worms, Sic.—adj. Scoleclform.—w. Scoleci'na, a
group of annelids tvpified by the earth-worm—also

Scoleina; Scd'ecite, a hydrous silicate of alu-
minium and cilcium.

—

adjs. Scole'COid, like a scolex

;

ScoleCOph'agOUS, worm-eating, as a bird.

—

n. Scole-
Ooph'agns, a genus of birds inclulins; the m.-iagot-

eaters or rusty grackles.—«.//. Scolecopbid'ia. a
division of angiostomous serpents.

—

adj. Scoleco-
pllid'ian, worm-like, as a snake.—«. Sco'lex, the
embrj'O of an cntozoic worm. [Gr. skole.r, a worm.)

Scolla, skO-li-a, «. a genus of fossorial hymenopterous
insects. [Gr. skSlos, a prickle.)

Scollodon, skO-lI'O-don, «. the genus containing the
oblique-toothed sharks. [Gr. skolios, oblique, odtnts,

odnniis, a tooth.)

Scoliosis, skol-i-6'sis, n. lateral curvature of the spinal

column.-^rtt^'. ScollOt'lC. [Gr.,

—

skolios, oblique.)

Scolite, sks'llt, H. a fossil worm or its trace. [Gr.

skolios, oblique.)
Scollop. Same as Scallop.
Scolopaceous, skol-O-pa'shi-us, adj. resembling a
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Scolopendra mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; /Aen. Scorn

snipe. — n.pl. Scolopac'idffi, a family of wading-
birds containing snipes, &c.

—

adjs. Scol'opacllie,

Scol'OpaCOid.—«. SCOl'opaX. (L. scolojuuc, a snipe.]

Scolopendra, skol-O-pen'dra, «. a genus of Myria-
j>oda, having a long, slender, depressed body, pro-
tected by coriaceous plates, and having at least

twenty-one pairs of legs : {S/>ens.) an imaginary fish

or sea-monster.

—

mij. Scolopen'drifomi, Scolopen'-
drine.—«. Scolopsn'driUIU, a genus of asplenioid

ferns, generally called Hart's-iongue. [L., — Gr.
skolopetidra, a milliped.]

ScolsrtXlS, skol'i-tus, 11. typical genus of Scolyt'idas,

a family of bark beetles.—«</?'. Scol'ytoid. [Gr.
skolyptein, to strip.]

Scomber, skom'ber, «. a genus of acanthopterygian
fishes typical of the family Scombrida, to which
belong mackerel, tunnies, bonitos, &c.

—

ns. Scom-
ber'esox, the mackerel pikes, saury pikes, or sauries

;

Scomberom'oruS, the Spanish mackerel and re-

lated species, -adjs. Scom'briform, Scomtrid, -al,

Scom'brold. [L.,—Gr. skombros, a mackerel.]
Scomfish, skom'fish, v.t. {Scot.") to suffocate by bad

air : to nauseate ; to discomfit.

—

v.i. tu be suffocated.

[A corr. of obs. scomfit = discomfit.

\

Scomm, skom, n. {obs.) a flout : a buffoon. [L.

scontma—Gr. skdmtna, a jest.]

Sconce, skons, n. a bulwark : a small fort : a protec-
tive headpiece, hence the head, the skull, brains,

wits : a covered stall : a fine : a seat in an old-

fashioned open chimney-place, a chimney-seat : a
fragment of an icefloe.

—

zi.i. to fortify : to tax, to

fine lightly, at Oxford and Cambridge, for some
irregularity. [O. Fr. esconcer, to conceal — L.
abscondcre, absconsum.'\

Sconce, skons, «. the part of a candlestick for the
candle : a hanging candlestick with a mirror to reflect

the light : a lantern. [O. Fr. esconse—Low L. ab-
sconsa, a d3ir\<.-\nnt.cxn—abscondere, to hide.]

Sconcheon. Same as Squlnch.
Scone, bkon, n. {Scot.) a soft cake fired on a griddle.

[Perh. Gael, sgotm, a shapeless mass.]
Scoon, skSSn, v.i. to skim along like a vessel : (Scot.)

to skip flat stones on the surface of water. [Scun.'\

Scoop, skSOp, t'.t. to lift up, as water, with something
hollow : to empty with a ladle : to make hollow : to

dig ovit ; to dredge for grain : to get before a rival

newspaper in publishing some important piece of
news. — «. anything hollow for scooping : a large
hollow shovel or ladle : a banker's shovel : a coal-

scuttle : a haul of money made in speculation : a
place hollowed out : a sweeping stroke : {Scot.) the
peak of a cap : the act of beating another newspaper
in publishing some news. — tis. Scoop'er, an en-

graver's tool ; Scoop'lng, the action of the right

whale in feeding ; Scoop'-not, a hand-net ; Scoop'-

Wheel, a wheel having buckets attached to its cir-

cumference, used for raising water. [Prob. Scand.,
Sw. sko/>a, a scoop ; or Old Dut. schae/>e, a shovel,

Ger. schiifpe, a shovel.]

Scoot, skoBt, v.i. to make off with celerity.

—

v.t. {Scot.)

to squirt

—

n. a sudden flow of water: a squirt. [A
variant oi sfwot.']

Scopa, sko'pa. «. {entom.) a mass of stiff hairs like a
brush.—«. Scopa'rla, a genus of pyralid moths : a
feniis ofgamopetalous plants—the West Indian sweet
rontweed.— adjs. Scopa'riOUS. scopiform ; Sco'pate,

covered with stiff hairs ; ScoplTerous, brushy ; Sco'-
piform, broom-shaped.— «j-. Scop'Ula {enioni.), a
small brush-like or^an; Scopula'ria. in a sponge,
the besom-shaped spicule.

—

adjs. Scop'ulate, broom-
sha_ped ; Scop'jillfonn, scopiform ; Scop'ullped,
Sco'piped, having brushy feet, as solitary bees.

[L. scopa, twigs.]

Scope, sk5p, «. that which one sees, space as far as one
can see : room or opportunity for free outlook : space
for action : the end before the mind : intention

:

length of cable at which a vessel rides at liberty

;

a target.

—

adjs. Scope'fol, with a wide prospect;

Scope'less, purposeless, useless. [It scopo— Gr.
skopos—skopeitt, to view.]

Scope, skop, «. (obs.) a bundle, as of twigs. [L. scopa,
twigs.]

Scopelid89, sko-pel'i-de, «j/5/. a family of deep-water
teleostean fishes, the typical genus Scop'elus. [Gr.
skopeios, a rock.]

Scopldaa, skop'i-de, n.p/. an African family of
waiiiug- birds, as the shadow -birds, the typical
genus Sco'pus.

ScopiOUS, sko'pi-us, adj'. {obs.) spacious.
Scopperil, skop'e-ril, «. a top : teetotum : the bone-

toundation of a button. [Ice. skoppa, to spin.]

Scops, skops, «. the screech-owl. [Gr. siops.]
Sceptic, skop'tik, adj. mocking : jesting. [Scomm.]
Scopulous, skop'u-lus, adj. full of rocks. [L. scopulus
—Gr. skopeios, a high rock.]

Scorbutic, -al, skor-bu'tik, -al, adj. pertaining to, re-

sembling, or diseased with scurvy. [Low L. scor-
hitus, scurvy, prob. from Old Low Ger. schorbock,
scurvy, Old Dut. scheurbuyck, scurvy. Prob. orig.
meaning 'rupture of the belly,' for Old Dut. scheuren,
to tear, buyck (mod. Dut. buik), the belly.]

Scorch, skorch, v.t. to burn slightly : to roast highly:
to affect painfully with heat : to singe : to attack with
virulence.

—

v. i. to be burned on the surface: to be dried
up : {slang) to ride a bicycle furiously on a public
highway.— ns. Scorchcd'-car'pet, -Wtng, British
geometrid moths; Scorch'er, anything that scorches,
a very caustic rebuke, criticism, &c. : one who rides
a bicycle furiously on a road ; Scorching.

—

p.adj.
burning superficially : bitterly sarcastic, scathing.

—

adv. Scorch'lngly.—«. Scorch'ingness. [O. Fr.
escorcher, from Low L. excorticare—h. ex, off,

cortex, corticis, bark ; or prob. Scand., Norw,
skrekka, to shrink.]

Scordato, skOr-da'to, adj. {mus.) put out of tune.

—

n. Scordatti'ra, in stringed musical instruments, an
intentional departure from the normal tuning. [It.]

Score, skOr, «. a mark or notch for keeping count : a
line drawn : the number twenty, once represented by
a larger notch : a reckoning : a debt : the register of
the various points of play in a game : account

:

reason : the original draught of a musical composi-
tion with all the parts, or its transcript.

—

v.t. to

mark with notches or lines : to furrow : to set down :

to charge : to engrave : to braid : to note : to enter

:

to make points, &c., in certain games.

—

7i.i. to keep,
or to run up, a score : to succeed in making pwints,

&c., in a game.

—

ns. Scor'er, one who keeps the
marks in a game ; Sc5r'ing, the act of one who, or

that which, scores : a deep groove made by glacial

action : the act of repeatedly bringing a racer and
his rider to the starting-point, so as to get a fair

start.—Go off at score, to make a spirited start

;

Pay off old scores, to repay old grudges ; Rim up
a score, to run up a debt. [A.S. scor—sceran (pa.p.

scoren), to shear.]

Scoria, skC'ri-a, «. dross or slag left from metal or

ores after bein^ under fire : a genus of geometrid
moths :—//. Sco'riBB, volcanic ashes^

—

adjs. Sc5'riac,

Scoria'ceous.—>«. Scorifica'tion, the act or opera-

tion of reducing a body to scoria : a method of

as.saying by fusing the ore with metallic lead aiid

borax in a scorifier ; Scor'ifier, a flat dish used in

such a form of assaying.—a^O''. Sco'riform, like

scoria.— t'./. Sco'rify, to reduce to siig.— adj.

Sco'rlOUS. [L.,—Gr. skoria.]

Scorn, skorn, n. disdain caused by a mean opinion of

anything : extreme contempt : object of conteitipt.

—

v.t. to hold in extreme contempt: to disdain: to

make a mock of.

—

v.i. to scoff : to jeer.—«. Scor'ner,

one who scorns : {B.) one who scoffs at religion ; a

scoffer.

—

adj. Scom'ful, full ofscorn : contemptuous:
disdainful.—(T^/z/. Scom'fuUy.—«j. Scom'fulness

;

Scor'ning.—Laugh to scorn (/>'.), to deride ; Think
scorn, to disdain or despise. fO. Fr. escam, mockery
—Old High Ger. skem, mockery.]
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Scorodite fSte, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Scout

Scorodite, skor'5-dTt, «. a hydrous arseniate of iron.

—

Also Skor'Odlte. [Gr. skorodon, skordon, garlic]

Scorpasna, skor-pe'na, H. a genus of fishes, the typical

genus of Scorpss'nidS, a family including the rose-

fish, the Californian rock-fish, and their allies. [L.,

—Gr. skorpaina, a fish.]

Scorper, skor'per. «. a gouging-chisel. [For scauper.\

Scorpion, skor'pi-un, «. a name applicable to any
member of the family Scorpionidte, included along
with spiders, mites, &c. in the heterogeneous class

Arachnida—they have an elongated body, claws

like the lobster, and a poisonous sting in the tail :

one of the signs of the zodiac : (^.) a whip with

points like a scorpion's tail : an old military engine :

any person of virulent hatred or animosity. — «.

ScofpiO, a scorpion : {asiron.) a constellation and
the eighth sign of the zodiac.

—

adj. Scor'piold, curled
like the tail of a scorpion.—«. Soor^pion-bug, a large

predacious water-beetle. — «.//. Scorplo'nes, true

scorpions, a sub-order of Arachnida—ns. Scor^pion-
fish, a sea-scorpion : Scor'plOD-fly, an insect having
its abdomen curled like a scorpion ; Scor'plon-grass,
the forget-me-not : the mouse-ear ; Scorplon'ida, an
order of Arachnida, containing the Scorpiones or
true scorpions ; Scor'plon-lob'stor, a long-tailed

crrustacean ; Scor'pion-plant, a Javan orchid with
large creamy flower supposed to resemble a spider ;

Scorpion-shell, a gasteropod distinguished by long,

channelled spines ; Scor'pion-spi'der, a whip-scor-

pion ; Soor'pion-wort, a leguminous plant native of
southern Europe : ScorpiU'rus, a genus of legumi-
nous plants named scorpion's tail. [Fr.,—L. scorpio
—Gr. skorpios.'\

Scorse. Same as Scoorse (2).

Scortatory, skor'ta-tS-ri, adj. pertaining to lewdness.
(Ij. scortator, a fornicator

—

scortnm, a whore.]
Scorza, skor'za, «. a variety of epidote. [It.)

Scorzonera, skor-zS-ne'ra, n. a genus of Old World
herbs ofthe Aster family— Viper's Grass. [ 1 1. , scorza,
bark, nera, black, fem. oi nero—\^. uiger, black.]

Scot, skot, ». a payment, esp. a customary tax—also
Shot.

—

adj. SCOt'-Iree, free from scot or payment

:

untaxed : unhurt, safe.—Scot and lot, an old legal

phrase embracing all parochial assessments for the
poor, the church, lighting, cleansing, and watching.
[A.S. scot, sceot—sciotan, to shoot.]

Scot, skot, n. a native of Scotland: one of the Scoti
or Scots, a Celtic race who migrated from Ireland

—

the original Scotia—before the end of the 5th cen-
tury.—«. Sco'tia, Scotland.—Scots Greys, a famous
regiment of dragoons, established in 1683 ; Scots
Guards, the Scottish force which served the kings
of France from 1418 down to the battle of Minden
(1759). nominally retained, however, down to 1830:
a well-known regiment of Guards in the British
army, formerly Scots Fusiliers.— Pound Scots,
is._ 8d. [A.S. Scottas, the Scots. Further ety.

quite uncertain, whether Gael, sgiiit, a wanderer,
Gr. Skyihis, a Scythian, &c.]

Scotch, skoch, adj. pertaining to Scotland, its people,
language, customs, products, &c.—also SCOt'tish,
Scots.—*, the dialect of English spoken in Lowland
Scotland : {coll.) Scotch whisky.— >/j-. Scotch'-hop,
a child's game : hop-scotch ; Scotch'man. Scots-
man, a native of Scotland. — Scotch amulet, a
British geometrid moth : Scotch and English, the
boys' game of prisoner's base : Scotch barley, pot
or hulled barley ; Scotch bluebell, the harebell :

Scotch bonnets, the fairy-ring mushroom : Scotch
broth, broth made with pot-barlev and plenty of
various vegetables chopped small : Scotch cap, the
wild black raspberry ; SootCh catCh, or snap, the
peculiarity in Scotch music of the first of two tones

played to the same beat being the shorter ; Scotch
OOrlies, a variety of kale : ScOtch fir, or pine, the

only species of pine indigenous to Britain, v.iluable

for its timber, turpentine, tar, &c. ; Scotch kale, a
variety of kale ; Bootch mlSt, a mist like fine rain
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Scotch pebbles, varieties of agate and jasper;
Scotch thistle, the national emblem of Scotland.

Scotch, skoch, v.t. to cut or wound slightly : to notch.—«. a notch, scratch.—«. Scotching, a method of
dressing stone with a pick.—Scotched-collops, or
(erroneously) Scotch-collops, beef-steaks fried with
onions. [Related to scutch, scratch.]

Scotch, skoch, n. a strut or drag for a wheel.

—

v.t. to
prop or block with such.

—

n. SCOte, a prop.

—

v.t. to
stop or block.

Scoter, skO'ter, «. a genus of northern sea-ducks,
with bill gibbous at the base. [Prob. Ice. skoti—
skjdta, to shoot.]

Scotia, sko'ti-a, «. a concave moulding, as the base of
a pillar. [Gr. skotia,—skotos, darkness.]

Scotice, skot'i-se, adv. in the Scotch language or
manner. ^«. SCCt'lcism = Scotticism.

Scotlsm, skO'tizm, n. the metaphysical system of
Johannes Duns Scotus, a native of Dunstane in
Northumberland, Dun or Down in the north of
Ireland, or Dunse in Berwickshire (1265 or 1274-
1308), the great assailant of the method of Aquinas
in seeking in speculation instead of in practice the
foundation of Christian theology—his theological
descendants were the Franciscans, in opposition to
the Dominicans, who followed Aquin.is.— «. Sco'tls^
a follower of Duns Scotus.

—

adj. ScxttiS'tic.

Scotograph, skot'C-graf, «. an instrument for writing
in the dark, or for the use of the blind.

—

ns. Scoto'ma,
a defect in the vision {obs. Scot'omy) ; Scot'ophlS,
a genus of carinated serpents of North America

;

Scotor'nlS, a genus of African birds with very long
tails ; Scot'oscope, a night-glass. [Gr. skctos, dark-
ness, grapkein, to write]

Scotticism, skot'i-sizm, «. a Scotch idiom.

—

v.t.

Scotticise. — «. Scottifica'tion. — r/./. Scott'lfy
{coll.), to give Scotch character to.

Scoundrel, skown'drel, «. a low worthless fellow : a
rascal: a man without principle.—«i. Scoun'drel-
dom, scoundrels collectively ; Scoun'drellsm, base-
ness, rascality.—Wz'. Scoun'drelly. [ For scunner-el,
one who scunners, or who causes scunnering—A.S.
scunian, to shun.)

Scoup, skowp, v.i. {Scot.) to run: to scamper.
[Related to skip.]

Scour, skowr, z'.t. to clean by rubbing with something
rough : to cleanse from grease or dirt : to remove by
rubbing : to pass quickly over : to range : to search
thoroughly by scrubbing : to cleanse by brushing :

to purge drastically.

—

n. the action of a strong
current in a narrow channel : violent purging.

—

ns.

Scour'age, refuse water after scouring ; ScoUT'er, a
drastic cathartic ; Scour'lng, in angling, the freshen-

ing of angle-worms for bait by puttmg them in clean
sand ; Scour'lng-ball, a ball composed of soap, &c.,
for removing stains of grease. — n.pl. Scour'ing-
drops, a mixture of oil of turpentine anJ oil of lemon
used for removing stains.

—

ns. Scour'ing-rush, one
of the horse-tails; Scour'lng -stock, in woollen

manufacture, an apparatus in which cloths are treated

to remove the oil and to cleanse them in the process

of manufacture. [O. Fr. escurer—l.. excurdre, to

take great care of.)

Scour, skowr, v.i. to run with swiftness : to scurry
along.

—

T.i. to run quickly over.— «. ScoUT'er, a foot-
patl. [O. Fr. escourre—L. excurrere, to run forth.]

Scourge, skurj, «. a whip made of leather thongs : an
instrument of punishment : a punishment : means
of punishment.

—

v.t, 10 whip severely : to punish in

order to correct.—«. SoouTger, a fl.igellant. [O. Fr.
escorgit (Fr. fcourgfe)—L. {scutica) excoriaia, (a
whip) made of leather— <:<»r/7/>«, leather.)

Scourse, skOrs, v.i. {Spens.) to run : to hurry. [O. Fr.
escourser—L. excurrere, excursum, to run out.)

Scourse, skOrs, v.t. to barter, exchange.

—

v.i. to make
an exchance.

—

n. (Spens.) discourse.—Also Scorse,
Scoss. [Prob. discourse.]

Scout, skowt, n. one sent out to bring in tidings,



Scotit mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Scrawl

observe the enemy, &c. : a spy : a sneak : in cricket,

a fielder : the act of watching : a bird of the aulc

family: a college servant at Oxiord, the same as

gyp in Cambridge and skip in Dublin, —v.t. to watch
closely.

—

n. ScOUt'-mas'ter, an officer who has
the direction ot army scouts. [O. Fr. escoute—
escouter (It. ascoltare)— L. ausculidre, to listen
—auris, the ear.]

Scout, skowt, v.i. to sneer at : to reject with disdain.
— a^Jv. Scout'ingly, sneeringly. [Scand., — Ice.

skiita, skuti, a taunt

—

skjita, to shoot.]

Scout, skowt, v.i. {Scot.) to pour forth a liquid forcibly,

esp. excrement.

—

n. the guillemot.
Scouter, skowt'er, n. a workman who uses jump-

drills, wedges, &c. to scale off large flakes of
stone.

SCOUth, skowth, «. (Scot.) room : scope, plenty.

ScouUier, skow'ther, v.t. {Scat.) to scorch : to fire

hastily, as on a gridiron.

Scovan, skO'van, «. a Cornish name for a vein of tin.

Scove, skOv, v.t. to cover with clay so as to prevent
the escape of heat in burning.

Scoved, skOvd, aii/. {prov.) smeared or blotched.

—

Also Sco'vy.
Scovel, skuv'l, «. {prov.) a mop for sweeping ovens.

Scow, skow, «. a flat-bottomed boat : a ferry-boat.

[Dut. schouiu.\

Scowl, skowl, v.i. to wrinkle the brows in dis-

pleasure : to look sour or angry : to look gloomy.—n. the wrinkling of the brows when displeased.
—p.adj. Scowling.—ai/z/. Scow'llngly. [Scand.,
Dan. skule, to scowl; Low Ger. schuten, to look
slyly.]

Scowl, skowl, «. {prov.) old workings of iron ore.

Scowther, Soouther, skow'ther, «. {Jrov.) a flying
shower.

Scrab, skrab, «. a crab-apple.

Scrabble, skrab'l, v.i. to scrape or make unmeaning
marks, to scrawl : to scramble or crawl along witli

difficulty.

—

v.t. to gather hastily.

—

n. a scramble.

—

v.t. Scrab, to scratch, to scrape.—Scrabbed eggs, a
dish of hard-boiled eggs chopped up and seasoned.

[A form oi scrapple, freq. o( scrape.]

Scraffle, skraf'l, v.i. to scramble : to wrangle : to be
industrious : to shuffle. [A form of scrabble or

scramble.]

Scrag, skrag, «. anything thin or lean and rough : the

bony part of the neck.

—

v.t. to put to death by hang-

ing.—<i(^>. Scrag'ged. Scrag'gy, lean and rough :

uneven, rugged.—//.r. Scrag'gedness, Scrag'glness.

—aiiv. Scrag'glly. —«</;>. Scrag'gly, rough-look-

ing : Scrag'-necked, having a long, thin neck.—«.
Scrag'-Whale, a finner whale, having the back

scragged. [Scand., Sw. prov. shraka, a tall tree or

man, shrokk, anything shriveUed—Norw. skrekka,

to shrink.]

Scraich, Scraigh, skrah, v.i. {Scot.)to scream hoarsely :

to screech, to shriek.—«. Scraich. [Gael, sg^eac/i.]

Scramb, skramb, v.t. {prov.) to scrape together with
the hands. [A variant of Jcrdw;/.]

Scramble, skram'bl, v.i. to struggle to seize something
before others : to catch at or strive for rudely : to

wriggle along on all-fours.

—

v.t. to throw down to

be scrambled for : to advance or push.

—

k. act of
scrambline : a struggle for office.

—

n. Scram'bler.

—

atiy. Scrambling, confused and irregular.

—

adv.
Scram'blingly, in a scrambling manner: irregu-

larly : unceremoniously. [Prov. Eng. scramb, to

rake together with the hands, or scramp, to snatch
at ; nearly allied to scrabble and scrape.]

Scramp, skramp, 7'.t. to catch at, snatch. [Scramble.]
Scran, skran, «. broken victuals : refuse—also Skran.—n. Scran'nlng, the act of begging for food.—Bad
scran to you I bad fare to you ! an Irish impre-
cation. [Prob. Ice. skran, nibbish.]

Sorancdl, skransh, v.t. to grind with the teeth : to

crunch.— Also Scraunch, Scruncb. (Prob. Dut.
scAransen, to eat heartily.]
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Scranky, skranVi, adj. (Scot.) scraggy : lank.

Scrannel, skran'l, adj. {Milt.) producing a weak,
screeching noise : thin : squeaking.

Scranny, skran'i, adj. {prov.) lean and thin.

Scrap, skrap, n. a small piece : a remnant : a picture
suited for preservation in a scrap-book : wrought-
iron clippings : an unconnected extract. — v.t. to
consign to the scrap-heap.

—

ns. Scrap'-book, a blank
book for scraps or extracts, prints, &c. ; Scrap'-
beap, a place where old iron is collected ; Scrap'-
i'ron, old iron accumulated for reworking ; Scrap'-
met'al, scraps or fragments of any kind of metal,
which are only of use for remelting.—a^z/. Scrap'-
pily, in fragments, desultorily.—«. Scrap'piness,
fragmentariness, disconnectedness.

—

adj. Scrap'py.
—Go to tbe scrap-heap, to go to ruin. [Scand.,
Ice. skrap, scraps—skrapa, to scrape.]

Scrap, skrap, «. {slangs) a fight, scrimmage.
Scrap, skrap, «. a snare for birds.
Scrape, skrap, v.t. to make a harsh or grating noise
on : to rub with something sharp : to remove by
drawing a sharp edge over : to collect by laborious
effort : to save penuriously : to erase.

—

Z'.i. to grub
in the ground : to rub lightly : to draw back the
foot in making obeisance : to play on a stringed
instrument.—«. a perplexing situation : difficulty :

a shave.

—

adj. Scrape'-good, miserly, stingy.—«j.
Scrape'-penn'y, a miser ; Scrap'er, an instrument
used for scraping, esp. the soles of shoes outside the
door of a house : a hoe : a tool used by engravers
and others : a fiddler ; Scrap'ing, that which is

scraped off", as the scrapings of the street : shav-
ings, hoardings ; Scrap'ing-plane, a plane used by
workers in metal and wood.—Scrape acquaintance
Witb, to get on terms of acquaintance. [Scand.,
Ice. skrapa, to scrape; Dut. schrapen; A.S.
scearpian.]

Scrapple, skrapl, v.i. to grub about.

—

n. a mixture of
meat-scraps, herbs, &c. stewed, pressed in cakes,
sliced and fried. [Dim. of Jcra/.]

Scrat, skrat, «. a devil.—Also Old Scratch, the devil.

[Cf. Ger. schratt. Ice. skratti, a goblin.]

Scratcb, skrach, v.t. to mark the surface with some-
thing pointed, as the nails : to tear or to dig with the
claws : to write hurriedly : to erase.

—

v.i. to use the
claws in tearing or digging : to delete a name on a
voting-paper.—«. a mark or tear made by scratching :

a slight wound : the line in a prize-ring up to which
boxers are led—hence test, trial, as in ' to come up
to the scratch :

' {pi.) a disease in horses : the time
of starting of a player : in billiards, a chance stroke

which is successful : a kind of wig, a scratch-wig : a
scrawl.

—

adj. taken at random, as a ' scratch crew :'

without handicap, or allowance of time or distance.

—

ns. Scratch' -back, a kind of toy, which, when drawn
over a person's back, makes a sound as if his coat was
torn ; Scratch'-brush, a name g^ven to various forms

of brushes ; Scratch' -COat, the first coat of plaster ;

Scratch'er, a bird which scratches for food.

—

adv.

Scratcb'ingly.

—

n.pl. Scratch'ingS, refuse matter

strained out of fat when melted.—«x. Scratcb'-

weed, the goose-grass ; Scratcb'-wlg, a wig that

covers only part of the head ; Scratch'-work, a kind

ofwall decoration.—rt<^'. Scratch'y, ragged : scratch-

ing : of little depth.—Scratch out, to erase. [Ex-

plained by Skeat as due to the confusion of M. E.

skratten, to scratch, with M. E. cracchen, to scratch :

skratten standing for skarten, an extended form from

Ice. sker-a, to shear ; cracchen, again, stands for

kratsen—Sw. kratsa, to scrape.]

Scrattle, skrat'l, v.i. {prov.) to scuttle.

Scraw, skraw, «. a turf, a sod. [Gael, scrath^
Scrawl, skrawl, «. {U.S.) brushwood.
Scrawl, skrawl, v.t. and v.i. to scrape, mark, or write

irregularly or hastily.

—

n. irregular or hasty writing

:

bad writing : a broken branch of a tree : the young
of the dog-crab.—«. Scrawl'er.—«^'. Scrawly, ill-

formed. [KzQXxXx. ai scrabbU.'\
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Scrawm fSte, f^ ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Scrtmahaw

Scrawm, skrawm, v.i. {prov.) to tear, to scratch.

[Prob. Dut. schrantTtien, sckram, a rent.]

Scrawny, skraw'ni, adj. wasted : raw-boned. — n.

Scraw^niness. IScranny.]

Scray, skrS, «. the sea-swallow. [W. ysgy-Sell.}

Screak, skrek, v.t. to scream: to creak. —«. a

screech. • . u -ii

Scream, skrem, v.t. to cry out with a shnll cry, as m
fear or pain : to shriek.—?;, a shrill, sudden cry, as

in fear or pain: a shriek.—«. Scream'er, one who
screams : a genus of South American birds about the

size of the turkey, with loud, harsh cry : (U.S. siting)

a bouncer.—Screaming farce, one highly ludicrous.

[Scand., Ice. skrcema, Sw. skrUmma, to fear; cf.

Screech, Shriek.]

Scree, skre, «. debris at the base ofa cliff. —Also Sorees.

[Ice. skritha, a landslip—.t/i>:^//K», creep.]

Scree, skre, n. (JScot.) a coarse sieve.

Screech, skrech, v.i. to utter a harsh, shrill, and
sudden cry.—«. a harsh, shrill, and sudden cry.

—

ns.

Screecli'er, the swift; Screech'-hawk, the night-

jar; Screech'-mar'tln, the swift; Screech'-owl, a

Kind of screeching owl : the mistlc-thrush : the barn-

owl ; Screecll' - tJirush, tiie mistle- thrush.— adj.

Screech'y, shrill and harsh, like a .screech: loud-

mouthed. [M. E. scri/cen—Scand., Ice. slimkja, to

shriek ; cf. Gael, sgreacii, to shriek.]

Screed, skred, «. a piece torn off: a shred : a long

tirade : (Scot.) a strip of mortar : a rent, a tear.—z/./.

to repeat glibly. [A.S. scretlde, a shred.]

Screen, skren, n. that which shelters from danger or

observation, that which protects from heat, cold,

or the sun : {Scot.) a large .scarf: an enclosure or

partition of wood, stone, or metal work, common
in churches, shutting off chapels_ from the nave,

separating the nave from the choir, &c. : a coarse

riddle for sifting coal, &c.

—

v.t. to shelter or conceal :

to pass through a coarse riddle.-^«. Screon'ing-
macUne', an apparatus for sifting coal.—«.//.

Screen'ingS, the refuse matter after sifting. [O. Fr.

escren (Fr. icrati), from Old High Ger. scranna, a
court ; Ger. sciiranne, a bench.]

Screever, skrev'er, ft. one who writes begging letters.

—v.t. Screeve, to write such.—«. Screev'ing, the

writing of begging .letters : drawing with coloured
chalks on the pavement for coppers.

Screw, skroO, «. a cylinder with a spiral groove or
rid,4e on either its outer or inner surface, used as
a fastening and as a mechanical power : a screw-
propeller : a turn or twist to one side : a penny
packet of tobacco put up in a paper twisted at both
ends: a stingy fellow, an extortioner, a skinflint: a
broken-winded horse: pressure : {U.S. slattg) a pro-

fessor who requires students to work hard : salary,

wages.

—

v.i. to apply a screw to : to press with a
screw : to twist : to oppress by extortion : to force :

to squeeze. — tin.

Screw - bolt, a
bolt threaded at

one end for a
nut; Screw'-out'-
ter, a hand-tool
for cutting screws

;

Screw-bolt.
ScreW-drlv'er,
an instrument for driving or turning screw-nails.

—

adi. Screwed (slcui^), tipsy, tight.— ns. Sorow'-
el'evator, a dentist's instrument : a surgeon's instru-

ment for forcing open the jaws ; Screw'er.

—

adj.
Screw'lng, exacting : close.

—

>is. Screw'-Jack (same
as Jackscrew); Screw'-key, a lever for turning the
nut of a screw ; Screw'-machine', a machine for

making screws ; Screw"-nail, a nail made in the
form of a screw ; Screw'-plle, a pile forced into the

ground, and held there by a peculiar kind of screw
at the lower extremity ; Screw -pine, a plant of the

tropical genus Pandmnts, or of the screw-pine family
—from the screw-like arrangement of the clustered
leaves ; Scrsw^-jriate^ a plate of steel in which are a

graduated series of holes, with internal screws used
in forming external screws ; Screw'-pod, the screw-
bean ; Screw' -press, a press in which the force is

applied by means of a
screw; ScreW-propel'-
ler, a screw or spiral-

bladed wheel at the stern

of steam-vessels for pro-

pelling them : a steamer
so propelled ; Screw"-
rudd'er, an application

of the screw for the pur-

pose of stciering ; ScrOW'-
Stair, a spiral staircase :

a hanging stair ; ScreW.
steam'er, a steamer pro-

pelled by a screw ; Screw'stone, a wheelstone :

a fossil screw ; Screw' -thread, the spiral ridge
on the cylinder of a male screw, or on the inner

surface of a female screw ; Screw'-valve, a stop-

cock opened and shut by means of a screw in-

stead of a spigot ; ScreW' -Ven'tllator, a ventilating

apparatus ; Screw'-worm, the larva of a blow-
fly ; Screw'-
wrench, a

Screw-press.

Screw-wrench,
screws.—
adj. ScreWy, exacting : close : worthless.—A SOrew
loose, something defective. [Earlier scrue. O. Fr.

escroii, prob. L. scrobeTit, accus. of scrobs, a hole

;

or Low Ger. schruve, Dut. sckroej. Ice. skrufa,
Ger. sciiraube.]

Scribbet, skrib'et, «. a painter's pencil.

Scribble, skrib'l, v.t. to scratch or write carelessly:
to fill with worthless writing.

—

v.i. to write care-

lessly : to scrawl.—«. careless writing : a scrawl.

—tis. Scribbler, a petty author ; Scribbling, the

act of writing hastily or carelessly.

—

adv. Scribb'-
llnely.—«./A Scribb'lingS. [A freq. of scribe.]

Scribble, skrib'l, v.t. to card roughly, as wool.

—

ns.

Scribb'ler, a machine for doing tliis, or a person who
tends such ; Scribbling, the first carding of wool or

cotton ; Scribb'ling-machine', a coarse form of card-

ing-machine. [.Scand., Sw. skrtibbla, to card.]

Scribble-scrabble, skrib'l-skrab'l, «. an ungainly
fellow. [Reduplicated from scrabble.]

Scribe, skrib, «. a writer: a public or official writer: a
clerk, amanuensis, secretary : (^.) an expounder and
teacher of the Mosaic and traditional law: a pointed
instrument to mark lines on wood. &c.

—

v.t. to write :

to record : to mvaV.—adis. Scri'bable, capable of
being written upon ; Scriba'cions, given to writing.
—«. Scriba'ciousness.—<7r^'. Scri'bal, pertaining
to a scribe.— «J. Scri'bing ; Scri'blng-com'pass,
an instrument used in .saddlery .^n<l cooper-work;
Scrl'bism. [Fr.,—L. scriba—scribere, to write.]

Scrieve, skrev, f.i (^Scot.) to glide swiftly along.

[Scand., Ice. skre/a—skre/, a stride.)

Scriggle, skrig'l, v.i. to writhe : to wriggle.—«.
a wriggling. [Prob. Ice. shrika. to slip ; Ger.
schrecken, Dut. schrikkeii, to terrify.]

Scrlke, skrtk, v.i. {Sfiens.) to shriek.

Scrim, skrim, tt. cloth used for linings.

Scrime, skrlm, v.i. to fence.—«. Scri'mer (.T///T;^.), a
fencer. [Fr. escrimer, to fence ; cf. Skirmis/i.]

Scrimmage, skrim'aj, «. a skirmish : a general fight '.

a tussle. [Prob. a corr. of skir/nisA."]

Scrimp, skrimp, v.t. to make too small or short: to
limit Cf shorten : to straiten.—rt^'. short, scanty.

—

adj. Scrimp'ed, pinched.—Wi-. Scrimp'ly, hardly

:

scarcely.—«. Scrlmp'ness.

—

adj. Scrlmp'y, scanty.
[A.S. scritnpan ; allied to scriinmart, to shrink, and
scrincan, to shrivel up.]

Scrimshaw, skrim'shaw, v.t. to engrave fanciful d»-



Serine m6te ; mute ; mCSn ; //ten. Scrutiny

signs on shells, whales' teeth, &c.—«. any shell or
the like fancifully engraved.

Serine, skrin, «. {Spens.) a cabinet for papers, a shrine.
[O. Fr. escrin—L. scrittium, a shrine.]

Scringe, skrinj, v.i. to cringe. [A form oi skrinA.]
Scrip, skrip, n. that which is written : a piece of paper
containmg writing : a certificate of stock or shares
in any joint-stock company subscribed or allotted.—Hs. Scrip'-com'pany, a company having shares
which pass by delivery ; Scrip'-bold'er, one whose
title 10 stock is a written certiiicate. [A variant of
script—L. scrihere, scriptum, to write.]

Scrip, skrip, n. a small bag : a satchel : a pilgrim's
pouch : (Jser.) a bearing representing a pouch.

—

>t.

Scrip'paga {Shak\ contents of a scrip. [Ice.
skreppa, a bag ; Ger. scherbe, a shred.]

Script, skript, «. {pnnt.) type like written letters : a
writing : (ia-M) an original document : handwriting.—«. ^rip'tion, a handwriting. tO. Fr. escript—L.
scriptum—scrtbere, to write.]

Scriptorium, skrip-to'ri-um, «. a writing-room, esp.
that in a monastery.

—

adj. Scrlp'tory, written.
Scripture, skrip'tur, «. sacred writing : the Bible : a

writing : a deed : any sacred writing.

—

cuij. SScrip'-

tural, contained in Scripture : according to Scrip-
ttu'e : biblical : written.

—

ns. Scrlp'turalism, literal

adherence to the Scriptures ; Scrip'turalist, a liter-

alist in his obedience to the letter of Scripture, a
student of Scripture. — ath . ScripturaUy. — ns.

Scrip turalness ; Scrlp'ture-read'er, an evangelist
uho reads the Bible in cottages, barracks, &c. ;

Scrip'turist, one versed in Scripture.—The Scrip-
tures, the Bible. [L. scriptura— scribire, to
write.)

Scritcll, skrich, «. a screech or shrill cry : a thrtish.

[A variant oi screeck.'\

Scrivauo, skriv-a'nO, «. a writer : a clerk. [It.]

Sorlve. skrTv, v.t. to describe : to draw a line with a
pointed tool [Scrihe.\

ScXTVener, skriv'en-er, «. a scribe : a copyist : one who
draws up contracts, &c. : one who receives the money
of others to lay it out at interest.—«. ScriVenef-
Sllip. [O. Fr. escivain (Fr. ecrivain)—Low L.
scribanus—L. scriba, a scribe.)

Scrobe, skrOb, «. a groove in the rostrum of wee\-ils

or curculios, or on the outer side of the mandible.

—

adjs. ScrobiC'Ulate, -d, having numerous shallow
depressions.—«. ScrobiC'UlUS \aHat.), a pit or de-
pression. [L. scrobis, a ditch.)

Scirod, skrod, v.t. to shred.—«. a young codfish.—«.

Scrod'gill, an instrument for taking fish. S^Shred.^

Scroddle, skrod'l, v.t. to variegate, as pottery in

different colours.—Scroddled ware, mottled potterj'.

Scrofula, skrof'u-la, «. a disease with chronic swellings

of the glands in various parts of the body, esp. the
neck, tending to suppurate : the king's evil.

—

adjs.

Scrofulit'ic. Scrofulous, pertaining to, resembling,

or alTected with scrofula.

—

adv. Scrof'ulOUSly.

—

n.

Scrofulousness. [L. scrofula—scro/uia, a little

pig. dim. o( tcro/a, a sow.)
ScTOg, skrog, «. (Scot.) a stunted bush : a thickft

:

brushwood : (A^.) a branch. — adjs. Scrog'gle,
Scroggy, covered with underwood. [Scrag-.]

Scroll, skrol, «. a roll of paper or parchment : a wTiting
in the form of a roll : a rough draft of anything : a
schedule : a flourish added to a person's signature as
a substitute for a seal : in hydraulics, a spiral water-
way placed round a turbine to regulate the flow of
water: (anat.) a turbinate bone: (archit.) a spiral

ornament, the volute of the Ionic and Corinthian
capitals.

—

7>.i. to draft : to write in rough outline.

—

adj. Scrolled, formed into a scroll : ornamented
with scrolls.

—

ns. Scroll'-head, an ornamental piece
at the bow of a vessel ; Scroll'-Wheel, a cog-wheel
in the form of a scroll ; Scroll'-Work, ornamental
work of scroll-like character. [O. Fr. escrow, ace
to SVeat from Old Dut sckroode, a shred.]

Scroop, skrOOp, v,u to emit a harsh sound : to creak.

—n. any crisp sound like that made when a bundle
of yam is tightly twisted. [Imit.)

Scropbularia, skrof-u-la'ri-a, «. xh^ figwort genus of
herbs, type of the Scrophuiariacece or Scropkulari-
nea, a natural order containing almost 2000 known
species, chietly herbaceous and half-shrubby plants—Digitalis or Fox-gUrve, Calceolaria, Alitnulus,
Antirrhinum or Snap-dragon, yeronica or Speed-
well, and Euphrasia or Eye-bright, &c.

Scrotum, skro'tum, «. the bag which contains the
testicles.—rti//>. Scro'tal, relating to the scrotum ;

Scro'tlform^ formed like a double bag.

—

ns. Scroti'-
tis, inflammation of the scrotum ; ScTO'tOCele, a
scrotal hernia. [L.]

Scrouge, skrowj, z'.t. to squeeze: to crowd — also
Scrooge, Scrudge.—«. Scrou'ger, a whopper : some-
thing large. [Variant forms of skrug.'^

Scrow, skrow, «. a roll : a scroll : a writing : clip-
pings from hides. [Scroll.}

Scroyle, skroil, «. {Shah.) a scabby fellow : a mean
fellow. [O. Fr. escrouelles, scrofula—L. scro/ula.]

Scrub, skrub, v.t. to rub hard, esp. with something
rough.

—

v.i. to be laborious and penurious :

—

pr.p.
scrub'bing

;
/a./, and /a./, scrubbed.

—

n. one who
works hard and lives meanly : anything small or
mean : a worn-out brush : low underwood : a bush :

a stunted shrub : a worthless horse.

—

p.adj. Scrubbed
(Shah.) = Scrubby. — ns. SCTUb'ber, in Australia,
an animal which breaks away from the herd : a
niacliine for washing le.^the^ after the tanpit : Scrub'-
bing ; Scrub'bing-board, a wash-board ; Sorub'-
bing-brush, a brush with short, stiff bristles ; SCTUb'-
bird, an Australian bird.

—

adj. Scrub'by, laborious
and penurious : mean : small : stunted in growth :

covered with scrub.

—

ns. Scrub'-graSS, the scouring-
rush ; Scrub'-oak, a name of three low American
oaks ; Scrub' -rid'er, one who rides in search of
cattle that stray from the herd into the scrub

;

Scrub'-rob'in, a bird inhabiting the Australian scrub

;

Scmb'Stone, a species of calciferous sandstone;
Scrub'-turTcey, a mound-bird ; SCTUb'-WOOd, a small
tree. [A.S. scrob, a shrub.]

Scruff, skruf, K. the nape of the neck.—Also Skruff.
[-V variant of scuff, scu/t.'\

Scruffy, skruf'i, adj. Same as SCOrty.
Scrumptious, skrump'shus, adj. (slang) nice : fastidi-

ous : delightful.

Scrunch, sknmsh, v.t. to crunch: to crush.— «. a
harsh, crunching sound. [A variant of crunch.}

Scrunt, skrunt, «. (Scot.) a niggardly person.

Scruple, skrOo'pl, «. a small weight—in apothecaries'
weight, 20 troy grains, \ drachm, jif ounce, and »J^
of a troy pound : a very small quantity : reluctance
to decide or act, as from motives of conscience

:

difficulty.

—

v.i. to hesitate in deciding or acting.—
». Scru'plor.— a<^'. Scru'pUlOUS, having scruples,

doubts, or objections : conscientious : cautioiu

:

exact : captious.

—

adv. Scru'pulOUSly.

—

ns. SciU'-
pulOUSness, ScrupulOS'ity, state of being scrupu-
lous : doubt : niceness : precision. [Fr. scrupuU—L.
scrupulus, dim. of scrupus, a sharp stone, anxiety.)

Scintiny, skroe'ti-ni, «. careful or minute inquiry

:

critical examination : an examination of the votes

given at an election for the purpose of correcting the

poll : in the early Church, the examination in Lent
of the Catechumens: (R.C.) one of the methods of

electing a pope, the others being acclamation and
accession. — adj. Scnftable. — ns. Scruta'tlon,

scrutiny ; Scruta'tor, a close examiner.

—

v.t. Scru'-

tinate, to examine : to investigate.—«. Scrutlnoei',

one who makes a scrutiny, or minute search or in-

quiry. — T'. t. Scru'tinlse, to search minutely or
closely : to examine carefully or critically : to inves-

tigate.—«. Scru'tlnlser.—ai/?'. Scru'tlnous

—

adv.
Scru'tlnously.—Scrutln-de-llste, a method of vot-

ing for the French Chamber of Deputies, in which the
voter casts his ballot for the whole number of deputies
allotted to his department, choosing the candidates

aw



Scruto fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Scutage

to Scrutlnin any combination he pleases— opp.

d'arrondissement, in which method the voter votes

only for his local candidate or candidates, the arron-

dissement being the basis of representation. [O. tr.

icrutiiie—\^. scrutinium—scrutari, to search even

to the rags—.s^rK/rt, rags, trash.]

Scruto, skroD'to, «. a movable trap in theatres.

Scrutoire = Escritoire (q. v.).

Scnize, skrOOz, v.t. (JSpefis.) to squeeze. \,Scrouge.}

Scry, skri, v.t. (Spens.) to descry : —/a./, scryde.

[Formed by aphaeresis from descry.\

Scry, skrI, v.t. (Scot.) to proclaim.

—

n. a cry: a flock

of wild-fowl.

Scud, skud, v.i. to run quickly: (naut.) to run before

the wind in a gale : (Scot.} to throw flat stones so as

to skip along the water.—v.t. to skelp : (Scot.) to

slap:—/r./. scud'ding; pa.i. and pa.p. scud'ded.—

n. act of moving quickly : loose, vapoury clouds

driven swiftly along : a swift runner : a beach flea

:

a form of garden noe : a slap, a sharp stroke.—«.

Scud'der, one who, or that which, scuds. [Scand.,

Dan. skyde, to shoot; cf. A.S. sceotau, to shoot.]

Scuddick, skud'ik, «. (siang) anything of small value :

a shilling.—Also Scutt'OCk.

Scuddle, skud^, v.i. (Scot.) to drudge. -z/.^. to cleanse

:

to wash.—«. Scud'ler, a scullion.

Scudo, skOD'dS, H. an Italian silver coin of different

values, usually worth about 4s. : the space within

the outer rim of the bezel of a ring:—//. Scu'dl

[It.,—L. scutum, a shield.]

Scuff, skuf, «. (firozi.) a form cX scruffox scuft.

Scuff, skuf, v.i. to shuffle along the ground.—!'.^.

(Scot.) to graze slightly. [Sw. skuffa, to shove.]

Scuff, skuf, «. a scurf: a scale.

Scuffle, skuf'l, v.i. to struggle closely : to fight con-

fusedly.

—

n. a struggle in which the combatants
grapple closely : any confused contest.—«. Scuff'ler,

one who, or that which, scuffles. [A freq. of Sw.
skuffa, to shove, skuff, a blow.]

Scuffy, skuf'i, adj. having lost the original freshness :

shabby, out of elbows, seedy.

Scuft, skuft, «. (prov.) the nape of the neck.—Also
Scuff, Scruff. [Ice. skopt, sko/t, the hair.]

Sculduddery, skul-dud'e-ri, «. (Scot.) grossness,

obscenity, bawdry.

—

adj. bawdy.
Sculk. Same as Skulk.
Scull, skul, «. a short, light, spoon-bladed oar : a

small boat : a cock-boat.

—

v.t. to propel a boat with

a pair of sculls or light oars by one man—in fresh

water : to drive a boat onward with one oar, worked
like a screw over the stern.

—

ns. Scull'er, one who
sculls : a small boat rowed by two sculls pulled by
one man ; Scull'lng. [Scand. ; Ice. scdl, a hollow,

Sw. skalig, concave.]

ScuU, skul, «. (Milt.) a shoal offish. \Shoal.^
Scullery, skul'er-i, n. the place for dishes and other

kitchen utensils. [Skeat explains as sculler-y,

sculler being a remarkable variant of swiller, due
to Scand. influence. Others refer to O. Fr. tscuelier

—Low L. scutellarius—L. scutella, a tray.]

Scullion, skul'yun, ». a servant in the scullery : a
servant for drudgery-work : a mean fellow.

—

adj.
SCUllionly (Milt.), like a scullion : low, base.

(Not allied to scullery. O. Fr. escouillon, a dish-

clout— L. scopa, a broom.]
Sculp, skulp, V. t. to carve : to engrave : to flay.—Sculp'-

Slt, he engraved or carved it—often abbreviated to SC.

Sculpin, skul'pin, ». (slang) a mischief-making fellow :

a name given to the Dragonet, and also in the
United States to various marine species of Cottus
or Bull-head.—Also Skul'pin.

Sculpture, skulp'tur, «. the act of carving figures in

wood, stone, &c. : carved-work : an engraving.

—

71. t.

to r.irve : to form, as a piece of sculpture.-- ti.

Sculp'tor, one who carves figures •.—/em. Sculp'-
Xrw.%.—adj. Sculp'tural. belonging to sculpture.—
adv. Sculpturally. -a<^V. Sculp'tiired, carved,
engraved : (bot., xooL) having elevated marks on

the surface; Sculpturesque', chiselled: clean cut:

statue-like. [Fr.,— L. sculptura—sculpere, sculp-

turn, to carve.]

Sculsh, skulsh, «. rubbish : loUypops.

Scum, skum, «. foam or froth : the extraneous matter

rising to the surface of liquids, esp. when boiled or

fermented : refuse : offscourings, dregs.

—

v.t. to take

the scum from: to skim :—/>r./. scum'ming ; pa.t.

and pa.p. scummed.—k. Scum'mer, an implement

used in skimming.—«.//. Scmn'mingS, skimmings.
—adj. Scum'my, covered with scum. [Scand.,

Dan. skum, froth ; Ger. schaum, foam.]

Scumber, skum'ber, v.i. to defecate, a hunting term
applied to foxes. — «. fox-dung.—Also Scom'ber.
[Prob. O. Fr. escumbritr, to disencumber.]

Scumble, skum'bl, v.t. to apply opaque or semi-

opaque colours very thinly over other colours, to

modify the effect.—«. Scum'bling, a mode of obtain-

ing a softened effect in painting by overlaying too

bright colours with a very thin coating of a neutral

tint. [Freq. o{ scu7n.'\

Scun, skun, v.i. to skim, as a stone thrown aslant on
the water.

—

v.t. to cause to skip.—Also Scon, ScooH.
[Scaiid., prob. skunna ; Dan. skytuie, to hasten.]

Scunner, skun'er, v.i. (Scot.) to become nauseated :

to feel loathing.—«. a loathing, any fantastic pre-

judice. [A.S. scunian, to shun.]

Scup, skup, «. (Amer.) a swing.

—

v.i. to swing.

[Dut. schop, a swing ; Ger. schupf, a push.]

Scup, skup, «. a sparoid fish, the porgy.
Scupper, skup'er, «. a hole in the side of a ship to

carry off water from the deck (often //.). — ns.

Scupp'er-hole, a scupper ; Scupp'er-hose, a pipe of
leather, &c. , attached to the mouth of a scupper on
the outside, to let the water run out and keep water
from entering ; Scupp'er-plug, a plug to stop a
scupper. [O. Fr. escopir, to spit out—L. exspuere—
ex-, out, spttere, to spit ; or prob. from Dut. schoppen,
to scoop away.]

Scuppernong, skup'er-nong, «. a cultivated variety of
the muscadine, buUace, or southern fox-grape of the
United States. [Amer. Ind.]

Scuppet, skup'et, n. a shovel.—Also Scopp'et.
Scur, skur, v.t. to graze, to jerk: to scour over.

—

v.i.

to flit hurriedly.—Also Skirr. [A variant o{ scour.\
Scur, skur, «. (Scot.) a stunted horn.
Scurf, skurf, n. the crust or flaky matter formed on

the skin : anything adhering to the surface : scum :

a gray bull trout.—«. Scuif'Iness.— «rf/'. Sciuf'y,
having scurf: like scurf. [A.S. scurf—sceor/an, to
scrape : cf. Ger. schor/.'\

Scurrilous, .skur'ril-us, adj. using scurrility or lan-

guage befitting a vulgar buffoon : indecent : vile :

vulgar : opprobrious : gro.ssly abusive. ^a^'.f. SCUT'-
ril, Scur'rlle, buffoon-like : jesting : foul-mouthed :

low.—«. Scurril'ity, buffoonery: low or obscene
jesting: indecency of language: vulgar abuse.

—

adv. ScurTllously.-«. Scur'rilousness. [L. scur-

rilis—scurra, a buffoon.]

Scurrlt, skur'it, «. (prov.) the lesser tern.

Scurry, skur'i, 7:i. to hurry along : to scamper.

—

n. a
flurry—also Skurr'y.—«. HtUT'y-sourr'y, heedless

haste. [An extended form of scour.]

Scurvy, skur'vi, adj. scurfy : affected with scurvy

:

scorbutic : shabby : vile, vulgar, contemptible.

—

n.

a di.sease marked by livid spots on the skin and
general debility, due to an improper dietary, and
particularly an insufficient .supply of fresh vegetable
food.

—

ad?'. Scur'Vily, in a scurvy manner : meanly,
basely.— ns. Scur'Vlness, state of being scurvy:
meanness : ScuT'vy-grass, a genus of cruciferous
plants, efficacious in curing scurvy. [Scur/.\

SCUSO, skfis, «. and 7.'. = Excuse.
Scut, skut, iidj. h.iving a .short tail like a hare's.

Scutage, sku'tai, «. a tax, instead of personal service,

which a vassal or tenant owed to his lord, sometimes
levied by the crown in feudal times.—Also Es'cuaga,
[O. Fr. escuage—L. scuiutn, shield.]
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Scutate mCte ; mOte ; moon ; Men. Sea

Scutate, skut'St, ndj. (foi.) shaped like a round shield :

(zooi.) having the surface protected by large scales.

[L. scutdtus—scutum^ shield.]

Scutoh, skuch, v.t. to beat : to separate from the core,
as flax.—«. a coarse tow that separates from flax in

scutching.

—

ns. Scutcher, one who dresses hedges :

an implement used in scutching, esp. a beater in a
flax-scutching machine, &c. ; Scutdl'ing-Sword, a
treating instrument in scutching flax by hand. [Prob.

O. Fr. escousser, to shake oflf—Low L. txcussdrt—
L. exciitere, to shake oflT.]

Scutcheon, ScUtCWn, skuch'un, -in, «. (JSpent.)
escutcheon, shield, device on a shield. \Escutclieon. ]

Scute, skut, K. a shield : {zool.) a large scale, a plate,

as the dermal scutes of a ganoid fish, a turtle, &c.
[O. Fr. escut—L. scutum, a shield.]

Scutella, sku-tel'a, «. a genus of flat sea-urchins.

—

aiij. SCU'tellar.—«. Scutella'ria, a genus of gamo-
petalous plants, known as skullcaps.

—

adj's. Scu'-

tellate, -d, noting the foot of a bird when it is

provided with the plates called scutella. — ns.

Scutella'tion ; SCUtell'era, a group-name for the

true bugs (Scutclieridce). — cuijs. Scutell'lform,
scutellate : ScUtellig'eroUS, provided with a scu-

tellum; Scutelliplantar, having the back of the

tarsus scutellate. — }t. Scutell'um {hot., entoru.),

a little_ shield:— //. Scutell'a. — «.//. Scutl-
branchia'ta, an order of gasteropod moUusca.

—

«. Scu'tifer, a shield-bearer.—a^>. Scutif'erous,
bearing a shield : (zool.) sciitigerous ; Scu'tlform,
having the form of a shield.

—

n. Scutig'era, a
common North American species of centipede.

—

atijs. Scutig'erous, provided with a scute or scuta

;

Scu'tiped, having the shanks scaly, of birds. [L.,

dim. oi scutra, a platter.)

Scutter, skut'er, v.i. to run hastily: to scurry.—«. a
hasty run. (A variant of Scuttle (3).]

Scuttle, skut*!, n. a shallow basket : a vessel for

holding coal. [.-V.S. scutel—L. scutella, a salver,

dim. of scutra, a dish.]

Scuttle, skut'l, «. the openings or hatchways of a
ship : a hole through the hatches or in the side or
bottom of a ship.

—

v.t. to cut holes through any part
of a ship : to sink .t ship by cutting holes in it.

—

ns.

Scutt'Ie-butt, -cask, a cask with a hole cut in it for

the cup or dipper, for holding drinking-water in a
ship ; Scutt'le-fish, a cuttle-fish. (O. Fr. escoutille,

a hatchway (Sp. escotilla), from Dut. school, the lap ;

Ger. schoss, bosom, a lap.]

Scuttle, skut'l, z'.i. to scud or run with haste : to hurr\'.

—«. a quick run : a mincing gait.—."Vlso Scudd'lo,
Skuttle. [Scud.]

Scuttler, skut'ler, n. the striped lizard.

ScuttOCk. Same as Scuddick.
Scutulum, sku'tu-lum, «. one of the .shield-shaped

crusts of favus. [L., dim. oi scutum, a shield.]

Scutum, skii'tum, «. a shield belonging to the heavy-
armed Roman legionaries : a penthouse : {anal.) the

knee-pan : (zool.) a. large scale. [L.]

Scye, sT, n. the armhole of a garment. [Prob. sey—
—O. Fr. sier, to cut—L. secare, to cut.]

Scylla, sil'a, «. a six-headed monster who sat over a
dangerous rock on the Italian side of the Straits of

Messina, over against the whirlpool of Charyb'dis
on the Sicilian side.

—

n. ScyUssa (sil-e'a), a genus
of ntidibranchiate gasteropods. — «.//. Scyllar'idSB
(-de), a family of long-tailed, ten-footed marine
crustaceans.

Scyllidae, sil'i-de, tt.pl. a family of selachians, the
typical genus Scyllium, including the dog-fish.

[Gr. skylion, a dog-fish.]

ScymnldaB, sim'ni-de, «.//. the sleeper-sharks. — n.

Scym'nus, a genus of lady-birds : a genus of
sharks. [Gr. skyntnos, a whelp.]

Scyphldium, sif-id'i-um, n. a genus of ciliate infu-

vorians. \0x. skyphos,9kCQ.'^'\

Scyphomedusae, sif-o-med'u-se, n.pl. a prime division

of hydrozuau^ t'l a sub-cla>s of Hydtozoa.

Scyphus, sTf'us, tt. in Greek antiquities, a large
drinking-cup : (hot.) a cup-shaped appendage to a
flower.

—

adj. Scypll'iforLll.

Scytale, sit'a-le, «. in Greek antiquities, a strip of
parchment used for secret messages : the name of a
coral snake.—«. Scytalina, a reiuarkable genus of
eel-like fishes. [Gr. skytale, a stafi".]

Scythe, ixih, n. a kind of sickle : an instrument with
a large curved blade for mowing grass, &c. v.t. to
cut with a scythe, to mow.

—

ticij. Scythed, armed
with scythes.—«j. Scjrthe man, one who uses a
scythe; Scythe-stone, a whet for scythes. [A.S.
slthe : \cc. sigdAr, Low Ger. seged.1

Scythian, sith'i-an, adj. pertaining to an ancient
nomadic race in the nortliern parts of Asia.—«. one
belonging to this race.

—

otij. Scyth'ic.
Scythrops, sl'throps, «. a genus of Australian horn-

billed cuckoos. [Gr. skythros, angrj', dps, face.]
Scytodepsic, skl-to-dep'sik, adj. pertaining to tanning.

[Gr. skytos, skin, depsein, to soften.]

SC3rtodermatOUS, skl-te-der'ma-lus, adj. having a
tough, leathery integument. [Gr. skytos, hide,
derma, skin.]

Scytodes, skl-tO'dez, «. a genus of spiders.

—

adj.
Scyto'dOid. [Gr. skytos, skin, eidos, form.]

Sc3rtonema, sl-tO-ne'ma, «. a genus of fresh-water
alga;.

—

adj. ScjTtonem'atold. [Gr. skytos, skin,
nema, a thread.]

Scjrtosiphon, sl-to-slf'n, «. a genus of marine algse.

[Gr. sKytos, skin, siphon, a tube.]
Sdain, Sdeign, sdan, «. and -.t. (Spens.) same as
Disdain.— a,//'. Sdeign'ful = Disdainful.

'Sdeath, sdeth, intcrj. an exclamation of impatience
—for Gods death.

Sea, se, «. the great mass of salt water covering the
greater part of the earth's surface : any great ex-

panse of water less than an ocean : the ocean : the
swell of the sea in a tempest : a wave : any widely
extended mass or quantity, a flood : any rough or
agitated place or element.

—

ns. Sea'-a'com, a bar-

nacle ; Sea'-add'er, the fifteen-spined stickle-back

;

Sea'-an'chor, a floating anchor used at sea in a
gale ; Sea'-anem'one, a kind of polyp, like an
anemone, found on rocks on the seacoast ; Sea'-ape,
the sea-otter ; Sea -apron, a kind of kelp ; Sea'-

arr'OW, a flying squid : an arrow-worm ; Sea'-aspar'-
agUS, a soft-shelled crab ; Sea'-bank, the seashore :

an embankment to keep out the sea ; Sea'-bar, the

sea-swallow or tern ; Sea'-baiT'O'W, the egg-case of

a ray or skate ; Sea'-baSS, a name applied to some
perch-like marine fishes, many common food-fishes

in America

—

black sea-bass, bluejish, &c. ; Sea'-bat,
a genus of Teleustean fishes allied to the Pilot-

fish, and included among the Carangidce or horse-

mackerels—the name refers to the very long dorsal,

anal, and ventral fins ; Sea'-beach, the seashore ;

Sea'-bean, the seed of a leguminous climbing plant

:

a small univalve shell : the lid of the aperture of any
shell of the f.imily Turbinidce, commonly worn as
amulets : Sea'-bear, the polar bear : the North Pacific

fur-seal ; Sea'-beast {Milt.), a monster of the sea.

—

adjs. Sea'-beat, -en, lashed by the waves.

—

n. Sea'-

beaVer, the sea-otter.

—

n.pl. Sea'-bellB, a species

of bindweed.— >/j. Sea'-belt, the sweet fucus plant;

Sea'-bird, any marine bird ; Sea'-biS'CUlt, ship-

biscuit ; Sea'-blubb'er, a jelly-fish ; Sea'-board,

the border or shore of the sea ; Sea'-boat, a vessel

considered with reference to her behaviour in bad
weather.

—

adjs. Sea'-bom, produced by the sea

;

Sea'-bome, carried on the sea.—«j. Sea'-bottle, a
seaweed ; Sea'-boy (Shak.), a boy employed on ship-

board : a sailor-boy ; Sea'-brani, the brent goose ;

Sea'-breach, the breaking of an embankment by the

sea ; Sea'-bream, one of several sparoid fishes : a
fish related to the mackerel ; Sea'-breeie, a breeze

of wind blowing from the sea toward the land, esp-

that from about 10 a..m. till sunset; Sea'-bUCk'-
thOlU, or Saiioiv-tiwni, a yeiius of large ihrubs or



Sea fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Sea

trees with gray silky foliage and entire leaves ; Sea'-

bum'blebee, the little auk : Sea -bun. a hean-

urchin; Sea' -bur'dock, clotbur; Sea'-cabb'age,

sea-kale ; Sea'-oalf, the common seal, so called from

the supposed resemblance of its voice to that of a

calf ; Sea'-cana'ry, the white whale ; Sea'-cap

(SAtik.), a cap worn on shipboard : a basket-shaped

sponge; Sea-captain, the captain of a ship, as

distinguished from a captain in the army ; Sea -card,

the card of the mariners' compass : a map of the

ocean; Sea'-carna tlon, a sea-pmk ;
Sea'-cat, a

name of various animals, as the wolf-hsh, the

chimaera, any sea-cat-fish ; Sea' -caterpillar, a scale-

back ; Sea'-oat'-flsh, a marhie siluioid tish; bea-

cat'gut, a common seaweed—sea-lace : Sea'-oaul'i-

flover, a polyp: Sea'-cen tiped, one of several

large marine annelids; Sea -change (S/iak.), a

change effected by the sea; Sea'-Chart, a chart

or map of the sea, its" islands, coasts, &c. ; Sea'-

Chest'nut, a sea-urchin : Sea'-Chlck'weed, a seaside

species of sandwort ; Sea'-Claiu, the surf clam used

far food : a clamp for deep-sea sounding-lines ; Sea'-

COal, coal brought by sea, as distinguished from

charcoal ; Sea'Coast, the coast or shore of the sea :

the land adjacent to the sea ; Sea'-COb, a sea-gull

;

Sea'-COCk, a gurnard : the sea-plover : a valve com-
municating with the sea through a vessel's hull : a
sea-rover or viking ; Sea'-COl'ander, a large olive

seaweed ; Sea'-cole''wort. sea-kale ; Sea'-com'pass,
the mariners' compass : Sea'-COOk, a cook on ship-

board ; Sea'-coot, a black sea-duck; Sea'-cor'mo-
rant, a sea-crow ; Sea'-COm, the string of egg-cap-
sules of the whelk or similar gasteropod—also Sea'-

ruflf'le, Sea'-hon eycomb, Sea'-neck'lace, &c.

;

Sea'-COW, the walrus : the rhytina : the dugong or

manatee : the hippopotamus ; Sea-crab. a marine
crab ; Sea'-craft, skill in navigation ; Sea'-craw'-
fish, a prawn or shrimp ; Sea'-crow, a name of
various birds, as the common skua, the chough, the

coot, &c. ; Sea'-cu'cumber, trepang or beche-de-
mer ; Sea'-dace, a sea-perch ; the common English
bass ; Sea'-daff'odll, a plant producing showy,
fragrant flowers ; Sea'-dai'sy, the lady's cushion ;

Sea'-dev'il, a name of various fishes, as the ox-ray,

the angel-fish, &c. ; Sea'-dog, the harbour-seal : the
dog-fish : an old sailor : a pirate : (Jur.) a bearing
representing a beast nearly like a talbot ; Sea'-
dott'erel, the turnstone ; Sea'-dove, the little auk ;

Sea'-drag'on, a flying sea-horse ; Sea'-drake, a sea-

crow ; Sea'-duck, a duck often found on salt waters,
having the hind-toe lobate : the eider-duck ; Sea'-
ea'gle, the white-tailed eagle : the bald eagle : the
osprey : the eagle-ray ; Sea'-ear, a mollusc, an
ormer or abalone : Sea'-eel, a conger-eel ; Sea'-e^,
a sea-urchin : a sea-hedgehog : a whore's egg ; Sea'-
el'ephant, the largest of the seal family, the male
about zo feet long, an inhabitant of the southern
seas ; Sea'-fan, an alcyonarian polyp with a beauti-

ful much-branched fan-like skeleton ; Sea'farer, a
traveller by sea, a sailor.—adj. Sea'faring, faring

or going to sea: belonging to a seaman.

—

lis. Sea'-
feath'er, a polyp, a sea-pen ; Sea'-fenn'el, samphire

;

Sea'-flght, a battle between ships at sea ; Sea -fir, a
sertularian polyp ; Sea'-fire, phosphorescence at sea

;

Sea -fish, any salt-water or marine fish ; Sea'-foam,
the froth of the sea : meerschaum ; Sea'-fog, a fog,

occurring near the coa.st.—«.//. Sea' -folk, seat'aring

people.

—

lis. Sea'-fovl, a sea-bird ; Sea'-fox, or Fox-
shark, the thresher, the commonest of the larger sharks
occasionally seen off British coasts, over 12 feet long,

following shoals of herrings, pilchards, &c. ; Sea'-
front, the .side of the land, or of a building, which
looks toward the sea ; Sea'-froth, the foam of the
sea, seaweeds; Sea'-gage, -gauge, the depth a vessel
sinks in the water : an instrument for determining the
depth of the sea.—«.;»/. Sea'-gates, a pair of gates in
a tidal basin as a safeguard agaiii«t a he.ivv .mj.i. ->tr.

Sea -ghefkin, a sea-cucumber ; Sea'-glll Iflower, the

862

common thrift ; Sea'-gln'ger, millipore coral.

—

adj.

Sea'-glrt, girt or surrounded by the sea.

—

ns. Sea'-

god, one of the divinities ruling over or inhabiting the
sea -.—/em. Sea'-god'dess.—«<//'. Sea-going, sailing

on the deep sea, as opposed to coasting or river

vessels.

—

ns. Sea'-gOOSe, a dolphin ; a pbalarope ;

Sea'-gOWn (S/mM.), a short-sleeved garment worn
at sea ; Sea'-grape, a genus of shrubby plants of the
natural order Giutacete, closely allied to the Conifers,
and sometimes called Joint-firs: a glasswort : the
clustered egg-cases of sepia and some other cuttle-

fish ; Sea'-grass, the thrift : grasswrack : a variety
of cirrus clouti.—a^'. Sea'-green, green like the sea.—ns. Sea-grove, a grove in the bottom of the sea

;

Sea-gull (sanie as Gull); Sea'-haar {Scot.), a
chilling, piercing mist arising from the sea ; Sea'-
hall, a hall in the bottom of the sea ; Sea'-hare a
name given to the genus Aplysia of nudibranch
gasteropods ; Sea'-hawk, a rapacious, gull-like bird :

a skua ; Sea'-hedge'hog, a sea-urchin : a globe-fish :

a sea-egg : a porcupine-fish ; Sea-hen {Scot.), the
common guillemot : the great skua : the piper gur-
nard ; Sea'-hog, a porpoise ; Sea'-holl'y, the erynco ;

Sea'-holm, a small uninhabited island : sea-holly

;

Sea'horse, the walrus : the hippopotamus or river-
horse : the hippocampus ; Sea'-hound, the dog-fish ;

Sea'-islandCOtt'on, a fine long-stapled variety grown
on the islands off the coast of South Carolma and
Georgia; Sea'-jelly, a sea-blubber; Sea'kale, a
peretuiial plant with large, roundish, sinuated sea-
green leaves, found on British seashores, the blanched
sprouts forming a favourite esculent; Sea'-kid'nev,
a polyp of the genus Renilla, so called from Us
shape ; Sea'-klng, a name sometimes given to the
leaders of the early Scandinavian piratical expedi-
tions ; Sea'-kltt'ie, a kittiwake ; Sea'-laco, a species
of algae—sea-catgut : Sea'-lam'prey, a marine lam-
prey ; Sea'-lark, a sandpiper, a.s the dunlin : a ring-

Elover, as the ring-dotterel : the sea-titling ; Sea'-
iv'ender, a salt-marsh plant : marsh rosemary

;

Sea'-la^'yer, a captious sailor, an idle litigious

'long-shorer, more given to question orders than to

obey them : the mangrove snapper : a tiger-shark

;

Sea'-leech, a marine suctorial annelid.

—

ii.pl. Saa'-
legS, ability to walk on a ship's deck when it is pitch-
ing or rolling.

—

iis. Sea'-lem'on, a doridoid ; Sea'-
len'til, the gulf-weed ; Sea'-leop'ard, a seal of the
southern seas, with spotted fur ; Sea'-lett'er, -brief,

a document of description that used to be given to a
ship at the port where she was fitted out ; Sea'-leyel,
the level or surface of the sea, generally the mean
level between high and low water.

—

adj. Sea'-like,
like or resembling the sea.

—

ns. Sea'-lll'y, a lily-

star : a living crinoid ; Sea'-llne, the line where sky
and sea seem to meet : lines used for fishing in deep
water ; Sea'-lin'tie (Scot.), the sea-titling : a sea-

lark : the rock-lintie ; Sea'-U'on, a species of otary

—

from its barking-roar and the mane of the male

:

{her.) a monster consisting of the upper part of a
lion combined with the tail of a fish ; Sea'-liq'uor,
brine ; Sea'-llZ'ard, a nudibraiichiate gasteropod : a
(os.sil reptile ; Sea'-loach, a gadoid fish, a Motella

;

Sea'-long'wonn, a ncmertean worm ; Sea'-louse, a
parasitic isopod crustacean: the horse-shoe crab;
Sea -luce, the hake; Sea'-lungs, a comb-jelly;
Sea'-mag'pie, a sea-pie : the oyster-catcher ; Sea'-
maid iShak.), a mermaid : a sea-nymph ; Sea'-
mall, a sea-gull ; Sea'man, a man below the rank of
officer, employed in the navigation of a ship at sea :

a sailor : a mcTma.T\.—adjs. Sea'man-llke, showing
good seamanship ; Sea'manly, characteristic of a
seaman.

—

ns. Sea'manship, the art of navigating
ships at sea ; Sea'-man'tls, a squill ; Sea'-marge,
the marge or shore of the sea ; Sea'mark, any mark
or object on land serving as a guide to those at sea :

a beacon ; Sea'-mat, a very common genus of poly-
7"a in the wrack of the seashore— also Horrnvyoikl
Sea'-mel'on, a pedate holothurian ; Sea'-mew, tbtt



mote ; mute ; m5Sn ; then. Sea

common gull, any g^ll—also Sea'-maw (^Scoi.);

Soa'-mile, a geographical mile, 6080 feet in length ;

Sea'-mink, a kind ol' American whiting ; Sea'-
monk, the monk-seal; Sea'-mon'ster, any huge
marine animal ; Sea'-moss, a kind of compound
polyzoan : Irish moss, or carrageen ; Sea'-mouse, a
genus of Cha;topod worms, covered with iridescent
silky hairs ; Sea'-nxud, a rich saline deposit from
salt-marshes ; Sea'-IUUSS'el, a marine bivalve ; Sea'-
need'le, tlie garfish ; Sea'-nett'le, any of the sting-

ing species of acalepha: ; Sea'-nurse, a shark ; Sea'-
nymph, a goddess of the sea, esp. one of the
Oceaiiids ; Sea'-On'ion, the officinal squill ; Sea'-
Ooze, sea-mud ; Sea'-or'ange, a large, globose,
orange-coloured holothnrian ; Sea'-Orb, a globe-fish ;

Sea'-ott'er, a marine otter ; Sea'-owl, the lump-fish
or lump-sucker ; Sea'-OX, the walrus ; Sea'-OX'eye,
a fleshy seashore plant ; Sea' -pad, a star-fish ; Sea'-

pan'ther, a South African fish, brown with black
spots ; Sea'-parr'ot, a puffin : an auk ; Sea'-

pars'nip, an umbelliferous plant; Sea'-par'tiidge,
the English Conner, a labroid fish ; Sea' -pass, a
passport or document carried liy neutral merchant-
vessels to secure them against molestation ; Sea'-

pea, the beach-pea ; Sea' -peach, a sea-squirt or

ascidian ; Sea' -pear, a sea-squirt ; Sea'-pen, one of
the radiate zoophytes somewhat resembling a quill ;

Sea'-perch, a sea-dace : a bass : the red-fish or
rose-fish ; Sea-pert, the opah ; Sea'-pheas'ant, the
pintail or sprigiail duck ; Sea'-pie, a sailor's dish
made of salt-meat, vegetables, and dumplings baked :

tlie oyster-catcher or sea-magpie : (Jter.) a bearing
representing such a bird ; Sea' -piece, a picture re-

presenting a scene at sea : Sea'plg, a porpoise : the

dugong ; Sea'-pi'geon, the black guillemot : Sea'-

pike, an edible American fish found on the Florida
and Texas coasts, allied to the perches : the jjarfish

or belone : the hake ; Sea'-pin'cushion, the mer-
maid's purse : a star-fish ; Sea'-pink, a sea-carna-
tion ; Sea'-plant, an alga ; Sea'-poach'er, tlie armed
bull-head ; Sea'-por'OUpine, any fish of the genus
Diodoii, whose body is covered with spines ; Sea'-
pork, an American compound ascidian ; Sea'port,
a port or harbour on the seashore : a town near such
a harbour ; Sea'-pudd'ing, a sea-cucumber ; Sea'-
pump'kin, a sea-melon ; Sea'-pUTSe, a sea-barrow :

a sk.ite-barrow ; Sea'-quail, the turnstone ; Sea'-
rat, the chimera : a pirate ; Sea'-ra'ven, the cor-

morant : the North American bull-head : Sea'-reed,
the mat grass ; Sea'-reeve, an officer in maritime
towns ; Sea'-risk, hazard of injury by sea ; Sea'-
rob'ber, a pirate ; Sea'-rob'in, a common American
name for fishes of the genus Prioiwttis, which re-

presents in America the European gurnards : the
red-breasted merganser ; Sea'-rock'et, a cruciferous
plant of genus Cakile ; Sea'-rod, a kind of sea-pen,

a polyp ; Sea'-roll, a holothurian ; Sea'-room, room
or space at sea for a ship to be navigated without
running ashore ; Sea'-rose, a sea-anemone ; Sea'-

rose'nxary, sea-lavender ; Sea'-ro'ver, a pirate : a
vessel employed in cruising for plunder ; Sea'-ro'vlng,
piracy ; Sea'-rufF, a sea-bream ; Sea'-salt, common
salt obtained from sea-water by evaporation ; Sea'-
Scape, a sea-piece ; Sea'-SCOr'plon, a scorpion-fish :

a cottoid-fish ; Sea'-ser'pent, an enormous marine
animal of serpent-like form, frequently seen and
described by credulous sailors, imaginative lands-

men, and common liars : a name applied to various
marine venomous serpents ; Sea'-serv'ice, service

on board ship ; Sea'-Shark, the man-eater shark

;

Sea'-Shell, a marine shell; Sea'Shore, the land
adjacent to the sea : (fa7u) the ground between high-
water mark and low-water mark ; Sea'-shrub, a sea-

fan.

—

n-dj. Sea'sick, affected with sickness through
the rolling of a vessel at sea.

—

ns. Sea'sickneSS ;

Seaside, the land beside the sea; Sea'-skim'mer,
the skimmer bird ; Sea'-Slat'er, the rock-slater

;

Sea'-Sleeve, a cuttle-fish ; Sea'-Slug, a nudibranch,

as a doridoid : a marine gasteropod with the shell
absent or rudimentary ; Sea'-snail, a fish of the
genus Liparis, the sucker, the periwinkle ; Sea'-
snake, a sea-serpent ; Sea'-snipe, a s.nndpiper ; the
snipe-fish ; Sea'-SOl'dler, a marine ; Sea'-spi der, a
spider-crab ; Sea-spleen'wort, a fern

—

Aspi'enium
mariniim ; Sea'-squid, a cuttle-fish; Sea'squirt,
any tunicate or ascidian—also Sea'-perch, Sea'-
pear, Sea'-pork ; Sea'-stick, a herring cured at sea
at once ; Sea'-Stock, fresh provisions for use at sea ;

Sea'-straw'berry, a kind of polyp ; Sea'-sun'flower,
a sea-anemone ; Sea'-SUr'geon, one of a family of
spiny-rayed Teleostean fishes living in tropical seas,

esp. near coral-reefs—the name refers esp. to the
members of the genus Acaut/iurus, characterised by
a lancet-like spine ensheathed on each side of the
t.-iil ; Sea'-SWaU'ow, a tern : the stormy petrel

;

Sea'-SWine, a porpoise : the sea-hog : the ballan-
wrasse ; Sea-tang, sea-tangle ; Sea'-tan'gle, one
of several species of seaweeds, esp. of genus Latni-
naria ; Sea'-tench, the black sea-bream ; Sea'-term,
a word used by sailors or peculiar to ships or .sailing ;

Sea'-thong, a cord-like seaweed ; Sea'-tlt'llng, the
shore-pipit or sea-lark ; Sea'-toad, the .sea-frog : the
sculpiii : the great spider-crab ; Sea'-tor'tolse, a
sea-turtle.

—

adj. Sea'-tost (Shak.), tossed upon or
by the sea.

—

ns. Sea'-trout, a popular name for

various species of the genus Salvia, but esp. for the
common Salmo trutta ; Sea'-trum'pet, a medieval
musical instrument similar to the nionochord : (bot.)

a large .seaweed ; Sea'-tum, a gale from the sea

;

Sea'- tur'tle, the .sea- pigeon : a tortoi.se ; Sea'-
umbrell'a, a pennatulaceons polyp ; Sea'-ti'nlcom,
the narwhal ; Sea'-Ur'chin, one of a class of Echino-
derms, some with the body symmetrical and nearly
globular {Echiujis), others heart-shaped {Spatanzus),
others shield-shaped and flattened {Clypeaster) '\n

all ca.ses the body walled in by continuous plates of
lime ; Sea'-vam'pire, a devil-fish or nianta ; Sea'-
View, a picture of a scene at sea ; Sea'-wall, a wall
to keep out the sea.

—

adj. Sea'-walled, surrounded
by the sea.—«. Sea'-Wane, wampum.

—

adj. Sea'-
Ward, towards the sea.

—

ad^i. towards or in the
direction of the sea-^adjs. Sea'ward-bound, out-

ward-bound, as a vessel leaving harbour ; Sea'-
ward-gaz'ing, gazing or looking towards the sea.

—

«. Sea'-ware, that which is thrown up by the sea on
the shore, as seaweed, &c.

—

n.pl. Sea'-Wash'ballS,
the egg-cases of the common whelk.

—

>is. Sea'-wa'ter,
water from the sea ; Sea'-Way, progress made by
a vessel through the waves ; Sea'weed, a general
and popular name applied to a vast collection of
lower plant-forms growing on the seacoast from
high-water mark (or a little above that limit) to a
depth of from 50 to 100 fathoms (rarely deeper), and
all belonging to the sub-class of the 1 liallophyia, to

which the name Algce has been given ; Sea'-Whip,
any alcyonarian like black coral ; Sea'-Whip'cord,

a common form of seaweed, sea-thong ; Sea'-

whls'tle, the seaweed whose bladders are used by
chil.iren as whistles; Sea' -wife, a kind of wrasse;
Sea'-WiU'OW, a polyp with slender branches like the

osier ; Sea'-wing, a wing-shell : a .sail ; Sea'-with'-

Wind, a species of bindweed ; Sea'-wold, an imagi-

nary tract like a wold under the sea ; Sea'-WOlf,

the wolf-fish : the sea-elephant : a viking, a pirate

;

Sea'-wood'cock, the bar-tailed godwit ; Sea'-wood'-

louse, a sea-slater : a chiton ; Sea'-Worm, a marine
annelid ; Sea'-WOrm'WOOd, a .saline plant found on
European shores.— adj. Sea'worthy, fit for sea,

able to endure stormy weather.

—

ns. Sea'worthi-
ness ; Sea'-wrack, coarse seaweeds of any kind.

—

At full sea, at full tide ; At sea, away from land : on
the ocean : astray ; Go to Sea. to become a sailor

;

Half-seas over, half-dmnk ; Heavy sea, a sea in

which the waves run high ; Hi^h seas, the open
ocean ; In a sea-way, in the position of a vessel when
a heavy sea is running ; Main sea, the ocean ; Molten
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Seah fate, far : me, hir ; mine ; Season

sea. the great brazen laver of i Kings, vii. 23-26

:

Ship a sea, to have a large wave washing in : Short
sea, a sea in which the waves are choppy, irregular,

and interrupted ; The fOUr seaS, those bounding

Great Britain. [A.S. Jdr, Dut. see, Ger. see. Ice.

stgr, Dan. sJ.]

Seah, se'a, M. a Jewish dry-measure containing nearly

fourteen pints. [Heb.]
Seal, sel, «. an engraved stamp for impressing the

wax which closes a letter, &e. : the wax or other

substance so impressed : that which makes fast or

secure : that which authenticates or ratifies : assur-

ance : the water left standing in the trap of a drain

or sewer, preventing the upward flow of gas : the

sigil or signature of a plant, &c., in medieval medi-

cine : the sign of the cross, baptism, confirmation,

the ineffaceable character supposed to be left on the

soul by some sacraments.

—

Z'./. to fasten with a seal

:

to set a seal to : to mark with a stamp : to make
fast : to confirm : to keep secure : to close the chinks
of: to secure against an escape of air or gas by
means of a dip-pipe : to accept : to sign with the

cross, to baptise or confirm.

—

ac/j. Sealed, certified

by a seal : inaccessible.

—

>is. Seal'-eng^aVing, the
art of engraving seals ; Sealer, one who seals : an
inspector of stamps ; Sealing, confirmation by a
seal ; Seal'ihg-day (SAai.), a day for sealing any-
thing ; Seal'ing-wax, wax for sealing letters, &c.
—also Seal-wax ; Seal'-pipe, a dip-pipe ; Seal-
press, a stamp bearing dies for embossing any
device upon paper or lead ; Seal'-ring {S/iak.), a
signet-ring; Seal'-WOrt, Solomon's seal.—Seal of
the fisherman, the papal privy seal impressed on
wax, representing St Peter fishing.—Great seal,
the state seal of the United Kingdom ; Leaden
seal, a disc of lead pierced with two holes through
which are passed a twisted wire ; Privy seal, the
seal appended to grants, and in Scotland authenti-
cating royal grants of personal rights ; Set one's
seal to, to give one's authority or assent to ; Under
seal, authenticated. [O. Fr. seel—L. sigUluin, dim.
of sigyiurn, a mark.]

Seal, sel, ». the name commonly applied to all the
Pinfiipedia except the morse or walrus—carnivorous
mammals adapted to a marine existence ; the two
great families are Phocida (without external ears)
and 0.'rtr//^<? (having distinct though small external
ears) : {her.)z. bearing representing a creature some-
thing like a walrus.

—

v.i. to hunt seals.

—

ns. Seal'-
bird, the slender-billed shear-water ; Seal'er, a man
or a ship engaged in the seal-fishery ; Seal'ery, a
seal-fishing station : seal-fishery ; Seal'-flow'er, the
bleeding heart ; Sealing. Seal'-fish'lng, the act of
catching seals ; Seal'-rock'ery, a place where many
seals breed ; Sealskin, the prepared fur of the fur-

seal used for women's jackets, a garment made of
this.—Sealskin Oloth, a cloth made of mohair with
a nap, and dyed to resemble the fur of the seal.

fA.S. seoih ; Ice. seir, Sw. sjal.'\

Seam, sem, «. {Shak.) grease, hog's lard.

—

v.t. to
grease. [O. Fr. sain—L. sagina, grease.]

Seam, sem, n, that which is sewed : a piece of plain
sewing : the line formed by the sewing together of
two pieces : a line of union : a vein or stratum of
metal, ore, coal, &c. : a suttire : (geol.) a thin layer
between thicker strata.

—

v.t. to unite by a seam : to

sew : to make a seam in.

—

fis. Seam'er, one who
seams ; Seam'ing-laoe, a galloon, braiding, gold lace,

&c. to .sew upon seams in upholstery ; Seam'ing-
mxichlne', a power-tool for bending sheet-metal as
required : a machine used to join fabrics length-
wise preparatory to printing, &c.

—

adj. Seam'less,
without a seam: woven throughout.

—

>ts. Seam'-
press'er, an implement used to press down the
newly-ploughed furrow : a goose or iron used by
tailors to flatten the seams of cloth ; Seam'-rent,
A rent along a seam ; Seam'roll'er, in leather-
working, a rubber for flattening down the edges

of seams ; Seam'-mbb'er ; Seam'-set, a grooved
punch u.sed by tinmen ; Seam'Ster, one who sews

:

—/em. Seam stress ; Seam'stressy {Steme), sew-
ing.

—

aa'j. Seam'y, having a seam or seams.

—

h.

Seam'y-Slde, the worst side or view of anything.

—

White seam (,Sct?i.), underclothing in the process of
making. [A.S. seam—sfwian, to sew ; Dut. zoom,
Ger. saum.\

Seam, sem, «. a load for a pack-horse, eight bushels
of grain. [A. S. siatn, a burden—L. sagma—Gr.
sngnta, a pack-saddle.]

Seamed, semd, adj. in falconry, not in good con-
dition. [Prob. related to Seam (i).]

Sean, sen, «. a drag-net : a seine. [Seine.]

S^nce, sa'angs, «. a sitting, as of some public body :

a sitting for consideration or inquiry, esp. a meeting
of spiritualists for the consultation of spirits. [Fr.,

—L. sedire, to sit.]

Seannaohie, sen'a-he, «. a bard among the Scottish
Highlanders who recited the traditions ofacLtn.

—

Also Seann'achy, Senn'achle [Gael, seanachaidh.]
Sear, ser, «. the catch in a gun-lock by which it is

held at cock or half-cock : a part of a gun-lock.—«.

Sear'-spring, a spring in a gun-lock. [O. Fr. serre
—L. sera, a bar.]

Sear, ser, v.t. to dry up : to bum to dryness on the
surface : to scorch : to cauterise : to render callous

or insensible.

—

adj. dry, withered.

—

adj. Seared,
dried up : burned : hardened.

—

ns. Seared'ness,
hardness, insensibility ; Sear'ness, dryness ; Sear'-
wood, wood liry enough to bum. [A. S. sedr, dry,
sedrian, to dry up ; Low Ger. soar, Dut. zoor.]

Searce, sers, v.i. (Scot.) to sift through a sieve.—«.

a sieve.

Search, serch, v.t. to look round to find : to seek : to

examine : to inspect : to explore : to put to the test

:

to probe.

—

v.i. to seek for : to make inquiry.—«. the
act of seeking or looking for : examination : inquiry :

investigation : pursuit.

—

adj. Search'able, capable
of being searched.

—

ns. Search'ableness, the state

or quality of being searchable ; Search'er, a seeker :

an inquirer or examiner : a custom-house officer

:

an officer who formerly apprehended idlers on the
street during church hours in Scotland: a sieve or

strainer.

—

oj/j'. Search'ing, looking over closely :

penetratine : trj-ing : .severe.

—

adT. Search'ingly.

—

«. Search'ingness, the quality of being searciiing,

penetrating, or severe.

—

ati/. SearCh'leSS, imsearch-
able.

—

»s. Search'-light, an electric arc-li.eht used
onboard ship and in military operations; Search'-
Warr'ant, a legal warrant authorising a search for

stolen goods, &c. — Right of search, the right

claimed by one nation to authorise the commanders
of their cruisers to search private merchant-vessels

for articles contraband of war. [O. Fr. cercher (Fr.

cherclier)—L. circdre, to go about

—

circus, a circle.]

Sease, sez, 7Kt. {Spens.) to seize.

Season, se'zn, «. one of the four periods of the year

:

the usual or proper time for anything : any particular

time : any period of time, esp. of some continuance,
but not long : seasoning, relish.

—

v.t. to mature : to

prepare for use : to accustom or fit for use by any
proce.ss : to fit for the taste : to give relish to : to

mingle : to moderate, temper, or qualify by admix-
ture : to inure, imbue, tinge, or taint : to preserve

from decay.

—

v.i. to become seasoned or matured :

to grow fit for use : to become inured.

—

adj. Sea'SOn-
able, happening in due season : occurring in good,
suitalile, or proper time: timely, opportune.

—

n.

Sea'sonableness.-n</;'. Sea'sonably.—lu/;'. Sea'-
waa.'aX.—adv. Seasonally.—«. Sea'soner, one who,
or that which, seasons : a sailor, &c., who hires for

the sea.son : a loafer, a beach-comber. — Season
ticket (see Ticket).—Close season, close time; In
season, ripe, fit and ready for use : allowed to be
killed, fit to be eaten, edible ; In season and out Of
season, at all times ; Out Of season, inopportune ;

The four seasons, the ember or fast days of the
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Seasoning mate ; mOte ; mSDn ; Men. Second

Church on days set apart in each of the four seasons.
[O. Fr. seson (Fr. saison)— L. satio, -onis, seedtime.]

Seasoning, se'zn-ing, «. that which is added to food
to give it greater rehsh : anything added to increase
enjoyment : in diamond-cutting, the charging of the
laps or wheels with diamond dust and oil. — «.

Sea'sonlng-tub, a trough in which dough is set to
rise.

—

ik/j. Sea'sonless, without relish : insipid.

Seat, set, It. that on which one sits : a chair, bench,
&c. : the place or room where one sits, as in church,
at a theatre, &c. : site : a place where anything is

settled or established : post of authority : station :

abode : a mansion : that part of the body or of a
garment on which one sits : posture or situation on
horseback : a right to sit : membership : sitting-room ;

a sitting : a sittuig of eggs.

—

v.t. to place on a seat

:

to cause to sit down : to place in any situation, site,

&c. : to establish : to fix : to assign a seat to : lo

furnish with seats : to fit accurately : to repair by
making a seat new.

—

v.i. to lie down.

—

fis. Seat'-
back, a loose ornamental covering for the back of a
sofa or chair ; Seat'-eartll, in coal-mining, the bed
of clay by which many coal-seams are underlain.

—

p.adj. Seat'ed, fixed, confirmed, located.

—

7is. Seat'-

fas'tener, in a wagon, the screw-clamp for securing
the seat to the body ; Seat'ing, the act of famishing
with seats : haircloth : in shipbuilding, that part of
the floor which rests on the keel ; Seat'-lock, the

lock of a reversible seat in railroad cars ; Seat'-rail,

a cross-piece between the legs, below the seat, of a
chair, &c. ; Seat'-WOnn, a pin-worm.—Seat of the
soul, the sensorium.—Take a seat, to sit down.
[A.S. sit, an ambush

—

sittan, to seat ; or more prob.

Ice. sati, a seat

—

sat, pa.t. o{ sitja, to sit.]

Seave, sev, n. a wick made of rush.

—

adj. Seav'y,
overgrown with rushes.

Seax, se'aks, «. a curved, one-edged sword, used by
Germanic and Celtic peoples: ihcr.) a bearing
representing a weapon like the seax. [.\. S. seax.\

Sebaceous, se-ba'shus, adj. pertaining to or secreting
fat or fatty matter: {bat.) like tallow or wax, as the

secretions of certain plants.

—

adj. Sebac'ic, pertain-

ing to or obtained from fat.—«. Se'bate, a salt formed
by the combination of sebacic acid with a base.

—

adj.

Seblf'erous, sebaceous.—». Seborrhe'a, a disease
of the sebaceous glands with excessive secretion

—

also Siborrhoa'a.— <i((/'. Seborrheic—«. Sebum,
the secretion of the sebaceous glands. [Low L.
se!'aciris—sebum, tallow.]

Sebaptlst, se-bap'tist, n. one who baptises himself.
Sebastomanla, se-bas-tO-ma'ni-a, It. religious insa-

nity. [Gr. sebastos, reverenced, mania, madness.]
Sebat, se-bat', It. the fifth month of the Jewish civil

year, and the eleventh of the ecclesiastical year, fall-

ing in part of January and February.
Sebesten, se-bes'ten, n. a tree with plum-like fruit.

—

Alsci Sebes'tan. [Fr.,—Ar.]
Sebllla, se-bil'a, n. in stone-cutting, a wooden bowl

for li(.)lding the water used in sawing, &c. [Fr.]

Sebundy, se-bun'di. It. a native soldier or local militia-

man in India.—Also Sebun'dee. [Hind.]
Sec, sek, adj. dry, of wines. [Fr.]

Sec, sek, «. an abbreviation of secretary, secant,
secnnd ; also o( secundum, according to.

Secabillty, sek-a-bil'i-ti, «. capability of being divided.
(I., secdre, to cut.]

Secale, se-ka'le, n. a genus of grasses including rj'e.

Secamone, sek-a-mo'ne, «. agenusof shrubby climbers.
Secant, se'kant, adj. cutting : dividing.

—

it. a line that
cuts another : a straight line from the centre of a circle

to one extremity of an arc, produced till it meets the
tangent to the other extremity.—«. Se'cancy. [L.
secans, secaniis, pr.p. ol secare, to cut.]

Secco, sek'kO, n. (>«»«.) unaccompanied : plain. [It]
Secede, se-sed', v.i. to go away: to separate one's .self:

to withdraw from fellowship or association. — ns.

Seoe'der, one who secedes : one of a body of
Presbyterians who seceded from the Church of Scot-

land about 1733; Seces'Sion, the act of seceding:
withdrawal : departure", Seces'sionism, the doctrine
of secession ; Seces'SioniSt, one who maintains
the principle of secession.—War of Secession, in
United States history, the civil war (1860-65) which
resulted from the attempted withdrawal of eleven
Southern States from the United States. [L.
secedere, secessiim—se-, away, cedere, to go.]

Secern, se-sem', v.i. and v.t. to separate: to dis-
tinguish : to secrete.

—

adj. Secer'nent.—«. Secem'-
ment. [L. secentere, secretuiu, to separate.]

Secesb, se-sesh', n. and adj. (U.S. siaiig) secessionist.
—n. Seoesh'er.

Secessive, se-ses'iv, adj. set apart : isolated.
Sechium, se'ki-um, «. a genus of gourds. [Prob. Or.

sekos, an enclosure.]
Seckel, sek'el, «. a variety of pear.
Seclude, se-klOod', v.i. to shut apart : to keep apart.
—adj. Seclud'ed, retired : withdrawn from observa-
tion.—a</j'. Seclud'edly.— «j. Seclusion, the act of
secluding : a shutting out : the state of being secluded
or apart: separation: retirement: privacy: solitude;
Seclu'sionist. — rtf/7. Seclu'slva [L. secludire,
secltistiin—se-, apart, claudere, to shut.]

Secohm, sek'Om, «. the practical unit of electrical

self-induction — now more commonly Henry. — «.

Sec'ohmmeter, an instrument for measuring the
coefficient, of electrical .self-induction. \Su (find)
and o/tiit, the unit of resistance. ]

Second, sek'und, adj. immediately following the first

:

the ordinal of two : next in position : inferior : other :

another : favourable. — «. one who, or that which,
follows or is second : one who attends another in a
duel or a prize-fight : a supporter : the 6oth part of

a minute of time, or of a degree.

—

v.t. to follow : to

act as second : to assist : to encourage : to support
the mover of a question or resolution : (mus.) to sing

second to : to put into temporary retirement in the

army, as an officer when holding civil office (usually

second').—«. Sec'ond-ad'ventlst, one who lives in

expectation of a second coming of Christ to establish

a personal kingdom on earth, a premillenarian.

—

adv. Sec'ondarily, in a secondary manner or de-

free : (B.) secondly. — «. Sec'ondariness.

—

adj.

ec'ondary, following or coming after the first

:

second in position : inferior : subordinate : deputed.— It. a subordinate : a delegate or deputy. — adjs.

Sec'ond-best, next to the best : best except one

—

(Come off second-best, to get the worst of a con-
test) ; Sec'ond-Class, inferior to the first, as a
second-class carriage. — ns. Seconder, one who
seconds or supports ; Sec'ond-floUT, flour of a
coarser quality, seconds.

—

adj. Sec'ond-hand, re-

ceived as it were from the hand of a second person :

not new : that has been used by another.—«. a hand
for marking seconds on a clock or watch.

—

adv.
Sec'ondly, in the second place.—/«. Sec'ond-mark,
the character " as the mark in mathematics for a
second of arc, in architecture for inches, and as a
sign for a second of time ; Secon'do, the lower part

in a duet. — adj. Seo'ond-rate, being second in

power, size, rank, quality, or value.

—

ns. Sec'ond-
8lght(see Sight) ; SeConds-pendlQum, a pendulum
which makes one oscillation per second of mean
time.—Secondary education, that which is higher

than primary or elementary ; Secondary formation,
rocks, strata, the Mesozoic strata ; Secondary
planet, a moon or satellite ; Secondary school, a

school for higher education ; Second childhood, a
condition of mental weakness often accompanying
old age ; Second coming, the second coming of

Christ, or Second Advent ; Socond COUSin, the child

of a cousin ; Second estate, the House of Lords

;

Second guard, an additional guard to a sword ;

Second story, in America, the second range of
rooms from the first level, called in England the
first floor ; Second thoughts, reconsideration. [Fr.,

—L. secundus—segut, secutus, to follow.]



Secret fete, far ; m5, her ; mine ; Securite

Secret, se'kret, adj. concealed from notice : removed
from sijjhl : unrevealed : hidden : secluded : retired :

private: keeping secrets: reserved.— «. that which

IS concealed : anything unrevealed or unknown

:

privacy : the key or principle by which something is

made clear : a form of steel skull-cap : one of the

prayers in the Mass, immediately following the

'^Orate, fratres,' said inaudibly by the celebrant

:

(//.) any prayers said secretly and not aloud : the

parts of the body which are concealed.

—

ns. Se'crecjT,

the state of being secret : separation : concealment

:

retirement : privacy : fidelity to a secret : the keep-

ing of secrets ; Sacretage, a process in dressing furs.

—adj. Se'cret-false (Sluik.),^ secretly false, while

apparently sincere.

—

adv. Se'Cretly, in a secret

manner: privately: unknown to others : inwardly.^

H. Secreiness, the state of being secret.—Secret
service, a department of government service.—Open
secret, a secret which all may inquire into. [Fr.,

—

L. secreius—secernere, secretum—se-, apart, certure,

to separate.]
Secretary, sek're-ta-ri, H, one employed to write for

another : a public officer entrusted with the affairs of
a department of government, or of a company, &c. :

a piece of furniture for writing, with drawers, pigeon-
holes, &c (also Secretaire). — adj. Secretarial,
pertaining to a secretary or his duties.

—

ns. Secreta'-
riate, the official position of secretary ; Sec'retary-
bird, a raptorial serpent-eating bird resembling the
crane, found in South Africa and the East—from the
tufts of feathers at the back of its head like pens
stuck behind the ear ; Sec'retarysMp.

Secrete, se-kret', v.t. to make secret : to hide : to con-
ceal : to produce from the circulating fluids, as tlie

blood in animals, the sap in vegetables.

—

adj. sepa-
rate, distinct. —».//. Secre'ta, the products of secre-
tion. —It. Secre'tlon, the act ofsecreting or separating
from a circulating fluid : that which is so secreted.

—

adj. Secre tionaL— «. Se'cretlSt, a dealer in secrets.— adjs. Secreti'tiOTlS, produced by secretion

;

Secre'tlve, tending to, or causing, secretion : given
to secrecy or to keeping secrets.

—

oiiv. Secre'tlvely.—ns. Secxe'tiveness, a phrenological organ supposed
to indicate a turn for secrecy and concealment

;

Secre'tor, a secreting organ.

—

adj. Secretory, p;r-

( forming the office of secretion.—Secreting glands,
true glands: Secreting organs, certain specialised
organs of plants. [L. secernere, secretum.]

Sect, sekt, n. a body of men who unite in holding some
particular views, esp. in religion and philosophy :

those who_ dissent from an established church : a
denomination : a school of philosophy : a party :

faction : apparel : a part cut oS.—adj. Secta'rian,
pertaining to, or peculiar to, a sect : bigotedly devoted
to the interests of a sect, narrow, exclusive (also
SeOta'rialX—«. one of a sect : one strongly imbued
with the characteristics of a sect.

—

zi.t. Secta'rlanise.—ns. Secta'rianism, quality or character of a sec-
tarian : excessive devotion to a sect ; Sec'tarlst

;

Sec'tary, one of a sect : a dissenter ; Secta'tor
(ols.), an adherent of a school or party ; Sec'tiSt

;

Sect-master, the leader of a sect. — Sectarial
marks, emblems marked on the foreheads of the
different sects in India. [Fr. secie—h. secia, a school
of philosophy

—

secure, sectum, to cut off.]

Sectant, sek'tant, «. a portion of space cut off

from the rest by three planes, but extending to

infinity.

Section, sek'shun, n. act of cutting : a division : a
portion : a distinct part of a book : the plan of any
ol)ject cut throueh, as it were, to show its interior

:

the line formed by the intersection of two surfaces

:

the surface formed when a solid is cut by a plane

:

one of the squares, each containing 640 acres, into

which the public lands of the United St.ates are
divided : (suwl.) a group : the sign §, as a mark of
reference.

—

T.t. to divide into sections, as a ship : to

reduce to the degree of thinness required for study

with the microscope. — adjs. Seo'tlle, Sec'tlve,

capable of being cut. — «. Sectll'ily.

—

adj. Sec-
tional, pertaining to a section or distinct part : local.

—«. Sec'tlonallsm, the spirit of a class, commercial
or political. — <Kir'. Sec'tionally. — «i. Section-
beam, in warping, a roller which receives the yarn
from the spools ; Sec'tiOn-CUt'ter, an instrument used
for making sections for microscopic work.

—

v.t. Sec"-

tlonise, to render sectional in scope or spirit.

—

ns.

Sec'tion-lln'er, a draftsman's in.strument for ruling

parallel lines ; Sec'tion-plane, a cut surface ; Sec'tlo-

planog'raphy, a method of laying down the sections

of engineering work in railways ; Sec'tlUncle, a
petty sect.]

Sector, sek'tur, «. that which cuts : that which is cut
off: a portion of the circle between two radii and
the intercepted arc : a mathematical instrument for

finding a fourth proportional : an astronomical in-

strument : {meek.) a toothed gear, the face of wliich
is the arc of a cuds.—adjs. Sectoral ; Secto'rial,

adapted or intended for cutting.

—

h. a scissor-tooth.

[L. sector—secdre, to cut.]

Secular, sek'a-lar, adj. jjertaining to an age or
generation : coming or observed only once in a
century : permanent : lay or civil, as opposed to

clerical : {^eoi.) gradually becoming appreciable in

the course of ages : pertaining to the present world,
or to things not spiritual : not bound by monastic
rules.^«. a layman : an ecclesiastic, as a parish
priest, not bound by monastic rules.

—

n. Secularlsa-
uon, the stateof being secularised.—?'./. Sec'ularise,
to make secular : to convert from spiritual to common
use.—ns. Secularism; Secularist, one who, dis-

cardilig religious belief and worship, applies himself
exclusively to the things of this life : one who holds
that education should be apart from religion ; Secu-
lar'ity, state of being secular or worldly : worldliness.

—ad-j. Secularly.—«. Seculamess. [L.seiularts—scculmn, an age, a generation.]
Secund, se'kund, «. (boi., zool.) unilateral
SecundariUS, sek-un-da'ri-us, «. a lay-vicar.

Secundate, .se-kun'dat, v.t. to make prosperous.

—

n.

Secunda'tion.
Secundlne, sek'un-din, n. the afterbirth : (bol^ the

inner coat of an ovule, within the primine.
SecundOgenlture, se-kun'do-jen'i-tur, n. the right of

inheritance pertaining to a second son.
Secundum, se-kun'dum, prep, according to.—Secun-
dum artem, artificially : skilfully : professionally ;

Secundum naturam, naturally ; Secundum quid,
in some respects only ; Secundum veritatem,
universally vaHd.

Secure, sS-kur', aiij. without care or anxiety, careless
(B.): free from fear or danger: safe: confident:
incautious : in safe keeping : of such strength as to
ensure safety.

—

v.t, to make safe ; to guard from
danger: to seize and confine: to get hold of: to
make one's self master of: (^obs.) to plight or pledge :

,to render certain: to guarantee: to fasten.

—

adj.
Secur'able, that may_ l« secured.—//. Secur'ance,
assurance, confirmation. — adv. Securely. — ns.

Seciire'ment ; Secure'ness ; Seclu-'er, one who, or
that which, _ secures or protects ; Secur'itan, one
who dwells in fancied security ; Security, state of
being .secure : freedom from fear : carelessness : pro-
tection : certainty : a pledge : (//.) bonds or certifi-

cates in evidence of debt or property. — Secure
arms, to guard the firearms from becoming weL
[L. securus—se- (for sine), without, cura, care.]

SecurlCUla, sek-il-rik'u-la, n. a little axe, a votive
offering in this form.

Securifer, se-ku'ri-fer, n. a tav/fiy.—adjs. Securif'er-
ous ; Secu'rlform, axe-shaped.

Securigera, sck-Q-rij'e-ra, «. a genus of leguminous
plants—the hatclut-vetch, axejitch.

Securipalpi, se-kur-i-pal'pl, «. a group of lieetles.

Securite, sek'u-rit, «. a modern high explosive in tlie

form of^a yellowish powder.
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Bed mate; mfitE; raCOn; tiea. Seed

Sed, sed, a. a line fastening a fis]i;-hook : a snood.

Sedan, se-dan', ». a. cuveied chair <br one, canied oa

Sedan-chair.

two poles, gencrallr ty two beareis : a hand-hatrow
for fish. [Inrented at Sedan, in France.]

Sddate, se-dat', oilj. quiet : seiene : serious.— adv.
Sedately.—n. Sedate ness, composure: tranquil-

lity. — adj. Sedative, tending to make sedate:
moderaliDg : allaying irritation or pain.

—

n. a medi-
cine that aila>'S irritation or pain. [L. sedare, -attim,

to seat, akin to sedint, to sit.}

Se defendeado, se de-fen-den'dS, n. the plea of a
person charged with slaying another, that it was in

his own defence.
Sadentaria, sed-en-ta'ri-a, n-pL the tabictdoos worms

:

the sedentary spiders.

Sedentary, sed'en-ta-ri, adj. sitting much : passed
chiefly in sitting : requiring much sitting : inactive :

(zooi.) not migratory : not errant : l3ring in wait, as a
spider: not tree-swimming: motion!e>s, as a proto-
rcian.—<i.^'. Se'dant, at rest—*</f. Sed'entaiily.—
n. Sed entarineSB. (L. sedentmn>a—s*dere, to at.]

Sederunt, se-de'nint. <r. in Scotland, the sitting of a
court.—Acts of sederont. ordinances of the Scottish

G>urt of Session. {L., " they sat'

—

tedrre, to sit.J

Sedes impedita, sd'dez im-peilt'ta, a term for a papal
or episcopal see when there is a partial cessation by
the incumbcntofhis episcopal doties.—SedeSTacanS
(se-dez valcanz), a term of canon law to designate a
papal or episcopal see when vacant.

SMge, sej, n. a kind of flag en coarse grass growing
in swamps and rirers.

—

adj. Sedged, composed of
scdee or flr.gs. — its. Sedge'-ben, a maish-hea

;

Se^e'-war bier, a reed-warbler, the se<lge-wrcn.

—

adj. Sedg'y, overgrown with sedge. [Older form
seg—A.S. secg : ci. Low Ger. segge.\

Sedge, sej, K. a flock of herons, hittenis, or C3caae& (A
variant oi suge^

Sedigltated, se-dij'-

i-ta-ted, adj. hav-
ing six fingers on
one hand.

Sedntnm, se-diTi-

um, ». one of a
row of seats in a
Roman amphi-
theatre : a seat in
the chancel of a
church near the
altar for the offici-

ating clergy-man
— sometimes So-
di'le:—>i So-
dfl'ia. [L]

Sediment, sed'i-
ment, n. what
settles at the lot-

torn of a liquid

:

dregs, ^-a;:^". Sedimen'taiy, pertaining to, consist-

ing of, or tormed by sediment.—«. Sedimentation.
[L. stdimenium—ttdirt, to sit.]

/^
Sedilia.

Sedition, sS-dish'mi, «. instinectioa : any oiienoe

againu the State next to treason.—n. Sedftionaiy,
an iiuiiter to sedition.—a<y'. Sedi'tiOSS, penaining
to, or exciticg, sedition : turbulent.— ado. Sadi'-
tionsly.—«. Sedi'tioosness. (Fr.,—L. seditio—
se-, away, ire, Uuth, to go. ]

Bednce, s^^iiU', t-./. to draw aside from rectitude : to
eiuice : to corrupt : to cause a woman to soirender
her tJtastity through persuasion, entreaty, under
promise of marriage, &c.—«u. Seducement, act of
seducing or drawing aside : allurement ; SedU'Oer.
—adj. Sedn'tnble.—^K/r. Sedn tangly.— at. Sednc'-
tion, act of seducing or enticing from virtue, any en-
ticement to evil : the act of fraudulently dquiving an
unmarried woman of her chastity.

—

adj. SednC'ttTO,
tending to seduce or craw aside : assiduous.

—

adv.
Sedacurely.-«u. Sedoc'tiTeness ; Sednc'tor. one
who leads astray. [L. sedtuire—st-, aside, dudre,
dyetmm, to lead.]

SednlOUS, sed'u-lus, adj. diligent: constant.

—

ns.

Sednlity, Sednlonsness.— iu/r. Sedulontly.
fL. sedulut—sedire, to at.]

SBrtmn, se'dum, «. a genus of polypetalous plants^ as
stone-cropL [L., a house-leek.]

See, se, m. the seat or jurisdiction of a bishop or andi-
bishop : a throne.—Holy See, the papal court. {O.
Fr. se, sUt—L. sedes—sedere, to sitj

See, se, v.t. to perceive by the eye : to observe : to
discover : to remark : to bring abont as a result : to
wait upon, escort : to receive : to oonsidt for aoy
particular purpose : to sufferj experience : to meet
and accept by staking a similar sum : to visit : to

discern : to understand.

—

v.i. to look or inquire : to
be attentive: to apprehend: to consider:—/*-^
saw ; /a.f. seen.

—

iMierj. look ' behold !

—

adj. Seo'-

able, capable of being seen.—«. Se'W, one who sees

or who foresees, a prophet.—See alwut a thing, to
consider it ; See one UTOngb, to aid in accomplish-
ing or doiog, esp. something difficult or dane:eious ;

See ont, to see to the end : to outdo : See thnnie^
one, to tinderstand one thoroughly ; Soe to, to look
afier : (.&.) to behold ; See tO it, kx>k well to it.—
Have seen one's best days, to be now on the
decline ; Let me see, a {^rase empk>yed to expos
consideratiaa. [.A.S. sion ; Ger. sdum, Dut. xiemJ\

See-bright, s€'-brit, «. the common daiy.
See-catchie, se'-kach'i, n. the male ftir-seaL .„>

See-cawk, s£'-kawk, «. the common American skunk.
Seed, sed, ». the thing sown : the male fiecundatii^

fluid, semen, sperm, milt, sgax^ the substance pro-

ducol by plants and animals from whidi new
plants and animals are generated : first ptincqile:
original : descendants : children : race : red-seed : a
small babble formed in imperfectly fused glass.

—

v.L
to prodooe seed : to grow to maturity.

—

v.t. to sow

:

to plant : to gtaft.^«u. Seed'-bag, a bag for seeds

:

Seed'-bed, a piece of ground for receiving seed

:

Seed'-birO, ti^ water-wagtail : Seed'-bod, the bud
or germ ol tbe seed : Seed'-cake, a sweet cake con-
taining aroooatic feeds : Seed'-ooat, the exterior coat
of a seed ; Seed'-(»d, a basket for holding seed

:

Seed'-oor'al, coral in small and irr^;nlar lueoes

:

Seed'-Gom, com to be tsed for sowing ; Seed'-
cmab er, an instrument for crushing seeds to express
the oil : Seed'-dovn, the dowa oa (»*taii, &c ;

Seed'-drUI, a machine for sowing seed in rows;
Seed'-eafar, a granivoroos bird.

—

adj. Seed'od,
bearing seed, full-grown : sown : (htr.) having the
stamens indicated. — ns. Seed'-embTOi'dery, em-
broidery ia which seeds form parts of the design:
Seod'ar, a seed-difll : an apparatus fa- temoving
seeds froro^fruit : a seed-fish ; Seed'-field, a field in

whidi seed is raised : Seed'-finCh, a S^uth American
findi ; Seed'-fish, roe or spawn : Seed'-CDWl, a bird

that feeds on grain.

—

adj. Seed'foL, ricit in promise.
—MS. Seed'-g^. a small gall : Seed'-grain, com for

seed.—«<^. Seedily.— )u. Seed'tneas, tite state of
being seedy : shabbiness : exhaustion ; Geod'ing

;
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Seeing (ate, far ; m6, her ; mTne ; SeU

Seed'mg-maclllno', an agricultural machine for sow-
ing ; Seed'ing-plOUgh, a plough fitted with a hopper
from which seed is automatically deposited ; Seed'-

lac (see Lac, 2) ; Seed'-leaf, a cotyledon ; Seed'-

leap, a seed-basket. — a<^. Seedless, having no
seeds.

—

us. Seedling, a plant reared from the seed

—also atij.\ Seed'-lobe, a cotyledon or seed-leaf;

Seed'neSSC^/jrtyt.), seedtime ; Seed'-oil, oil expressed

from seeds. — «.?.//. Seed'-OSTsters, very young
oysters ; Seed'-pearlS, very small or imperfect pearls

strung together on horse -hair and attached to

mother-of-pearl, &c., for ornament—used also in the

composition of electuaries, &c.

—

>ts. Seed'-plant'er,

a seeder for planting seed on hills ; Seed'-plot, a
piece of nursery-ground, a hot-bed ; Seed' -sheet, the

sheet containing the seed of the sower ; Seeds'man,
one who deals in seeds : a sower -.^pl. Seedsmen ;

Seed'-SOW'er, a broadcast seeding-machine ; Seed'-

Stalk, the funiculus ; Seed'-tick, a young tick
;

Seed'time, the time or season for sowing seed

;

Seed'-vess el, the pericarp which contains the seeds
;

Seed'-'weev'il, a small weevil which infests seeds

;

Seed'-WOOl, cotton-wool from which the seeds have

not been removed.

—

adj. Seed'y, abounding with

seed: run to seed: having the flavour of seeds:

worn out: out of sorts, looking or feeling unwell :

shabby.—«. Seed'y-toe, a diseased condition of a
horse's foot. [A. S. sxJ—sdwatt, to sow ; Ice. sddh,

Ger. saai.]

Seeing, se'ing, «. sight: vision.

—

conj. since : because:
taking into account.—«. See'ing-sione {obs.), a look-

ing-glass, a divining crystal.

Seek, sek, v.t. to go in search of: to look for : to try

to find or gain : to ask for : to solicit : to pursue : to

consult

—

v.i. to make search or inquiry : to try : to

use solicitation : {B.) to resort lo:—/>a.t. and />a./>.

sought.

—

ns. Seek'er, an inquirer : one of a sect in

the time of Cromwell: {anat.) tracer; Seek'-no-
far'ther, a reddish winter apple ; Seek'-sorrow
{pbs.), a self-tormentor.—Sought after, in demand,
desired ; To seek, to be sought : at a loss, without
knowledge or resources, helpless. [A.S. seain; cf.

Dut. zoeken, Ger. sucheii.^

Seel, sel, v.t. to close the eyes of by sewing the eye-
lids together, as a hawk : to blind, hoodwink. [O. Fr.

siller, ciller—cil—L. ciliiim, eyelash.]

Seel, sel, «. (^prov.) good fortune, happiness : oppor-
tunity, season.

—

n. Seel'iness.

—

adj. Seery(.S"/?«j.),

silly, innocent : fortunate, happy, good : simple

:

trifling.—«. good fortune : bliss : (5'fo/.) opportunity.

[A.S. sxl, time—ja?/, propitious.]

Seel, sel, v.i. to lean to one side, to pitch or roll.

—

n. a
roll of a ship. [Prob. related to sail.]

Seelde, seld, adv. (S/>e»s.) seldom.
Seem, sem, v.i. to appear : to have a show : to look :

to pretend, to assume an air : to appear to one's self.—V.I. (B.) to befit : to become.—«. Seem'er.

—

adj.

Seem'iQg, apparent: specious: ostensible.—«. ap-
pearance : semblance : a false appearance : way of
thinking.—rt^i'z'. Seemingly.—«. Seem'ingness

—

adj. Seem'less (S/>ens.), unseemly: indecorous.—
«. Seem'llness.— <k/;'. Seemly (comp. Seemlier,
superl. Seem'liest), becoming : suitable : decent :

handsome.

—

adv. in a decent or suitable manner.

—

«. Seem'lyhed {JSpens.')^ decent comely appearance.
—It seems, it appears : It seems to me. [A.S. sfman,
to satisfy, to suit ; or prob. direct from Scand., Ice.

satna, to honour, conform to.]

Seen, scn,pa.p. oi see.

Seen, sen, adj'. skilled, experienced : manifest.
Seep, sep, v.i. to ooze gently : to trickle : to drain off.

H. Seep'age.—a<//'. Seep'y. [Sipe.]

Soer, ser, «. one who foresees events : a prophet : a
soothsayer.—«. Seer'ship.

Seer-fish, sSr'-fish, n. a longish scombroid fish, valuable
for food.—Also Seir'-flsh.

Seersucker, ser-suk'er, «. a thin East Indian linen
fabric.
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Seesaw, sS'saw, «. motion to and fro, as in the act of
sawing : a play among children, in which two seated
at opposite ends of a board supported in the centre
move alternately up and down. — adj'. moving up
and down, or to and fro: reciprocal.

—

v.i. to move
backwards and forwards. [Prob. a redup. oi saw.}

Seethe, seM, v.t. to boil: to cook in hot liquid: to

soak.

—

v.i. to be boiling: to be hot:—^./. seethed
or sod

;
pa.p. seethed or sodd'en.—«. Seeth'er.

[X.S. sedtiiatt : Ice. sjctha, Ger. sieden.]

Seetulputty, se'tul-put-i, «. a Bengalese grass mat
for sleeping on. [Hind.]

Seg, seg, «. a castrated bull.

Seg, seg, «. sedge : the yellow flower-de-luce.

—

n.

Seg'gan {Scot.).

Seggar, seg'ar, «. a case of clay in which fine pottery
is enclosed while baking in the kiln. [Saggar.]

Seggrom, seg'rom, «. the ragwort.
Seghol, se-gol', «. a vowel-point in Hebrew with
sound of e in pen, placed under a consonant, thus

•.•.—«. Segh'Olate, a dissyllabic noun form with
tone-long vowel in the first and a short seghol in

the second syllable.

Segment, segment, ». a part cut off : a portion

:

(geom.) the part of a circle cut off by a straight

line : the part of a sphere cut off by a plane : a
section : one of the parts into which a body
naturally divides itself: (her.) a bearing repre-
senting one part only of a rounded object.-

—

v.t. and
v.i. to divide or become divided.

—

adj. Segmen'tal,
being a segment : in embryoloijy, noting the rudi-

mental venal organs.

—

adz: Segmen'tally.

—

adj's.

Seg'mentary, Seg mentate.—«. Segmentation,
the act of cutting into segments.

—

ajj. Segmen ted.
•

—

ns. Seg'ment-gear, a gear extending over an arc
only of a circle, providing a reciprocating motion

;

Seg'ment-rack, a rack having a cogged surface ;

Seg'ment-saw, a circular saw used for cutting
veneers ; Seg'ment-shell, a modern form of pro-

jectile for artillery. [L. seg>iientum—secdre, to cut.]

Segnitude, seg'ni-tud, «. sluggishness, inactivity.

[L. segnitia, slowness, segnis, slow.]

Segno, sa'nyO, «. {»nis.) a sign to mark the beginning

or end of repetitions—abbreviated l^. [It.,—L.

signunt, a mark.]
SegO, se'gO, «. a showy plant of the United States.

Segreant, seg're-ant, adj. an epithet of the griffin :

(Iter.) equivalent to rampant and salient.

Segregate, seg're-gat, v.t. to separate from others.

—

adj\ separate from others of the same kind: (geol.)

separate from a mass and collected together along
lines of fraction.—«. Segrega'tion. [L, segregdre,
-a turn—se-, apart, grex, gregis, a flock.]

Seguldilla, seg-i-del'ya, «. a lively Spanish dance for

two : music for such a dance.
Seiche, sash, «. a remarkable fluctuation of the level

observed on the Lake of Geneva and other Swiss
lakes, probably due to local variations in the baro-
metric pressure. [Fr.]

Seidlltz, sed'litz, adj'. saline water of or from Seidlitz
in northern Bohemia, also a saline aperient powder.

Seignior, Seigneur, se'nyor, «. a title of honour and
address in Europe to elders or superiors : the lord

of a manor. — ns. Seigniorage, Seign'orage, a
royalty : a share of profit : a percentage on minted
bullion ; Seignioral'iy, the authority or the territory

of a seignior or lord.

—

adj's. Seigniorial (se-nyO'ri-al),

Selgneu'rial, Signo'rial, manorial.— p./. Seign'ior-
ise, to lord it over.—«.r. Selgn'iory, Seign'ory, the
power or authority of a seignior or lord : a domain,
a lordship without a manor, or that of a manor
whose lands were held by free tenants : the elders

forming the municipal council in a medieval Italian

republic—Grand Seignior, the Sultan of Turkey.
[Fr. seigneur—L. senior—senex, old. In Late L.
senior is sometimes equivalent to dotninus, lord.]

Sell, sil, v.t. (Scot.) to strain.

—

n. a strainer. \,SiU.\



Seine mOte ; mfite : mSOn ; Men. Self

Seine, san, or sen, n. a large net for catching fish.

—v.t. to catch with such.—«j. Seine'-boat ; Setne'-
en'gine, a steam-engine used in hauling seines

;

Seine-gang, a body of men engaged in seining, with
their ijoats and other gear ; Sein'er, one who seines

:

a vessel engaged in purse -seuiing for mackerel;
Sein'ing, the art of using the seine. tFr.,— L. ^«-

gena—(ji. sagene, a fishing-net.

J

Seirospore, sl'rO-spor, «. one of the non-sexual spores
arranged in a chain in certain Aorideous algae.

—

adj.
Seirospor'lc.

Seised, sezd, adj. (S/ens.) taken possession of.—«.
Seisin (Spefis.), possession.

Seismograpi, sls'mS-graf, ». an instrument for
registering the shocks and concussions of earth-
quakes, a seismometer.

—

adj's. SeiS'mal ; Seis'mic,
belonging to an earthquake.

—

ns. Seis'mogram, the
record made by a seismometer ; Selsmog'rapher.—adj's. SeismOg^aphlC, -al, connected with the
seismograph. — «. Seismog'raphy, the study of
earthquake phenomena.

—

adjs. SeismolOg'ic, -al.

—

ns, Seismd'oglst, a student of earthquake pheno-
mena ; SeiS'mologue, a catalogue of earthquake
observations ; Seismorogy, the science of earth-

quakes and volcanoes ; Seismom'eter, an instru-

ment for measuring shakings, tremors, and tiltings

of the earth.—o^i. Selsmom'etrlc, -al.—Kj. Seis-
mom'etry, the measuring the phenomena of earth-
quakes ; Seis'moscope, a name of the simpler form
of seismometer.

—

adj. Seismoscop'io. [Gr. seismos,
an earthquake, graphein, to write.]

Seison, sl'son, n. a genus of parasitic leech-like

rotifers.

SeiSUra, sl-sii'ra, «. a genus of Australian fly-catchers.

Seity, sei-ti, n. something peculiar to one's self.

SeiuniS, sl-u'rus, «. the genus of birds including the
American wagtails.

Seize, sez, v.t. to take possession of forcibly : to take
hold of: to grasp : to apprehend by legal authority ;

to come upon suddenly : to lash or make fast.

—

v.t.

to lay hold of with the claws : in metallurgy, to

cohere.—«<//'. Selz'able.—>«. Selz'er ; Seiz'lng, the

act of taking hold : (naut.) the operation of lashing
with several turns of a cord. [O. Fr. saisir{'Prow.

snzir, to take possession of)—Old High Ger. sazzan,
to set, Ger. setzen, Eng. set.'\

Seizin, Seisin, se'zin, «. the taking possession of an
estate as of freehold : the thing possessed— the same
as Snsine (q.v.).

—

n. SeiZ'or, one who takes legal

possession.

Seizure, se'zhur, «. act of seizing : capture : grasp

:

the thing seized : a sudden attack.

Sejant, Sejeant, se'j.int, adj. (Iter.) sitting. [Fr.

s^aut, pr.p. of seoir—'L.. sedere, to sit.]

Sejoin, se-join', v.t. (obs.) to separate. — n. Se-
junc'tion, separation.

SejUgOUS, sc'j50-gus, adj. {bot.) having six pairs of
leaflets. (L. sejiigis—sex, six, jugttm, a yoke.]

SekOS, se'kos, ». in Greek antiquities, any sacred
enclosure, a sanctuary, cella of the temple.

Sel, sel, ft. (Scot.) self.

Selache, sei'a-ke, «. a genus of sharks.

—

adjs. Sela'-

Chian, Sel'achoid. [Gr. selaclios, a sea-fish.]

Selaginella, se-laj-i-nel'a, «. a genus of heterosporous
cryptogams, allied to club-moss.

Selah, se'la, «. in the Psalms, a transliterated Hebrew
word (connected by Gesenius with salah, rest),

supposed to b« a direction in the musical rendering
of a passage, probably meaning ' pause.'

Selanaria, se-lan'dri-a, «. a genus of saw-flies.

Selasphorus, se-las'fO-rus, «. the genus of lightning
hummers.

Selcouth, sel'kroth, adj. (Spens.') rarely known, un-
common.

—

adv. Sercouthly. [A.S. seicuth for seld-

ciiih—seld, seldom, aith—known, cunnan, to know.]
Seld, seld, adj. (Spens.) rare, imcommon.

—

adv. sel-

dom, rarely.

—

adjs. Seld'seen, rarely seen ; Seld'-

Sbown (^Shak.\ rarely shown. \Seldom.\
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Seldom, sel'dum, adv. rarely : not often. — «. Sel'-

domness. — «(/». Seldom- times. [A.S. seidum,
seldan—seid(2A\.), rare; Ger. seiten.}

Select, se-lekt', v.t. to pick out from a number by
preference : to choose : to cull.

—

adj. picked out

:

nicely chosen : choice : exclusive.

—

adj. Selec'ted,
—adv. Selec'tedly.—«i. Selec'tedness ; Selec tlon,
act of selecting : things selected : a book containing
select pieces.—a<//. Selec'tive.—o^j/. Selec'tively,
by selection.

—

ns. Selectman, in New England
towns, one of a board of officers chosen annually
to manage various local concerns ; Select'ness

;

Selector. — Select meeting, in the Society of
Friends, a meeting of ministers and elders.—Natural
selection, the preservation of some forms of animal
and vegetable life and the destruction of others
by the ordinary operation of natural causes. [L.
seligere, seiecium—se-, aside, legere, to choose.]

Selene, se-le'ne, «. {Gr. myth.) the goddess of the
moon, the Latin Luna—also Phoebe: a genus of
carangoid fishes, the moon-fishes.— «. Sele'niSCOpe,
an instrument for observing the moon.

—

adj. Seleno-
cen'tric, having relation to the centre of the moon.—ns. Sele'nograph, a delineation of the moon ;

Selenog'rapher, a student of selenograjihy.

—

adjs.
Selenograph'ic, -al. — ns. Selenog'raphist, a
selenograplier ; Selenog'raphy, description of the
moon. — adj. Selenolog'ical, pertaining to the
physiography of the moon. — ns. Selenol'ogist, a
selenographer ; Selenol'ogy, selenography. — adj.

Selenotrop'lc, turning to the moon.

—

ns. Selenot'-
ropism, Selenot'ropy. [Gr. selene.]

Selenite, sel'en-It, «. a transparent and beautiful

variety of gypsum ; a salt of selenium : a supposed
inhabitant of the moon.

—

adjs. Selenit'iC ; Selenl-
tif'erous. [Gr. se/enites {iithos, stone), moon-like—selene, the moon.]

Selenites, sel-e-nl'tez, n.pl. a genus of coleopterous
insects.

Selenium, se-le'ni-um, n. an element discovered by
Berzelius in the refuse of a sulphuric-acid factory in

1817.

—

n. Sel'enate, a compound of selenic acid with
a base.

—

adjs. Selen'ic, Sele'nious.—«. Sel'enlde, a
compound of selenium with one other element or

radical— also Sele'nitiret. — «<?>>. Selenif'erous ;

Sele'niuretted, containing selenium. [Gr. selene,

the moon.]
Selenodont, se-le'n5-dont, adj. having crescentic

ridges on the crown, as molar teeth.

Seleucidaa, se-lu'si-de, n.pl. the descendants of Selen-

ciis I., surn.imed Nicator, who governed Syria from
312 B.C. to 6s B.C.

Seleucides, se-IO'si-dez, «. a genus containing the
twelve-wired bird of Paradise.

Self, self, «. one's own person : one's personal interest

:

one's own personal interest, selfishness : a flower
having its colour natural as opposed to variegated :

—pi. Selves (selvz).

—

adj. very : particular : one's

own : simple, plain, unmixed with any other.

—

ns. Self'-abandonment, disregard of self; Self-
abase'ment, abasement through consciousness of
unworthiness.

—

adj. Self' -absorbed', absorbed in

one's own thoughts.

—

ns. Self'-abuse', the abuse of
one's own person or powers : self-pollution ; Self '-

accusa'tion, the act of accusing one's self.

—

adjs.

Self'-accus'atory ; Self'-act'Ing, acting of, or by,

itself, specially denoting a machine or mechanism
which does of itself something that is ordinarily

done by manual labour.—«. Self'-acti'T'ity, an in-

herent power of acting. — adj. Self'-adjusfing,
requiring no external adjustment.— >i. Self'-admlS'-
Sion (Shak.), admission of one's self.

—

n.pl. Self'-

affairs' (Shnk.), one's own affairs. — adjs. Self'-

afifect'ed {.Shak.), affected well towards one's self;

Self '-affright'ed {Shak.), frightened at one's self.

—«. Self-applause', applause of one's self.

—

adjs.
Self-appointed, nominated by one's self: Seu'-
approVing, implying approval of one's own condugt

\



Self fate, far ; m5, hir ; mine

;

Self

Self'-asserting, given to asserting one's opinion

:

putting one's self forward.

—

n. Self'-aSSOr'Uon.

—

adj. Self'-assumed', assumed by one's own act.—
«. Self'-assTunp'tion, conceit.—«</;. Self'-begot'-

ten, generated or originated by one's own powers.—
«. Self'-bind'er, the automatic binding apparatus

attached to some reaping-machines. — adj. Selt'-

blinded, led astray by one's self.—«. Sell'-blood'

(pbs.), du-ect progeny: suicide. -o^. Self'-bom',

born or produced by one's self.—«. Self'-boxmty

(Shak.\ native goodness. — a^'. Self'-cen'tred,

centred in self.—«. Self'-cbarity (_Sliak.), love of

one's self.—a,//i. Self'-Closing, shuttuig automa-

tically ; Self'-collect ed, self-possessed : self-con-

tained ; Self'-col'oixred, of the natural colour : dyed

in the wool : coloured with a single tint : (hort.)

uniform in colour.—>«. Self -command', self-control

;

Self'-complacency, satisfaction with one's self, or

with one's own performances.

—

adj. Self'-compla-
cent, pleased with one's self: self-satisfied.—«. Self '-

conceit', an over-high opinion of one's self, one's own
abilities, &c : vanity.^i<^'. Self'-COnceit'ed, havi,;g

a high opinion of one's self, of one's own merits,

abilities, .ic. : _ vain. — iis. Self'-conceifedness

;

Self'-condemna'tion, condemnation by one's own
conscience; a self-condemning.

—

adjs. Self'-con-

demned'; Self'- condemning. — «. Self'- confi-
dence, confidence in, or reliance on, one's own
powers: self-reliance.

—

adj. Self'-COn'fident, con-
fident of one's own powers : in the habit of relying
on one's own powers.

—

adv. Self'-Con'fidently.

—

adj. Self '-confi'ding, relying on one's own powers.

—

«. Self'-COngratola'tion, the act of felicitaiing one's
.self.

—

adjs. Self'-COn'jUgate, conjugate to itself;

Self'-COn'SCiOUS, conscious of one's acts or states as
originating in one's self: conscious of being observed
by others.—«. Self'-COn'SCiOUSness, the act or state of
being self-conscious : consciousness of being observed
by others.

—

adj. Self'-Consid'erlng, considering in

one'sown mind, deliberating.—«. Solf'-COnsist'enoy,
consistency with one's self, or principles.

—

adjs.
Self'consistent ; Self'-con'stituted, constituted
by one's self; Self'-COnsU'ming, consuming one's self,

or itself: Self'-contained', whipped up in one's self,

reserved : of a house, not approached by an entrance
common to others : complete in itselA

—

ns. Self '-

contempt', contempt for one's self; Self'- con-
tent', self-complacency ; Self'-OOntradlC'tion, the
act or fact of contradicting one's self : a statement
of which the terms are mutually contradictory.
—adj. Self'-oontradlct'ory.—». Self-control', con-
trol or restraint exercised over one's self ; self-com-
mand.— adj. Self'-COnvict'ed, convicted by one's
own inner consciousness, or avowal.—«. Self'-con-
Tlc'tioiL

—

adjs. Self'-correspond'ing, correspond-
ing to itself; Self'-COV'ered, clothed in one's native
semblance.

—

ns. Self'-crea'tion, the act of coming
into existence by the vitality of one's own nature

;

Self'- criticism, criticism of one's self; Self'-
CUlt'ure, culture or education of one's self without
the aid of teachers : Self'dan'ger (,Shak.\ danger
from one's self; Self'-deceit', deception respectmg
one's self; Self'-deceiv'er, one who deceives him-
self; SelT-decep'tlon. the act of deceiving one's own
self; Self-defence', the act of defending one's own
person, property, &c^ (Art Of self-defenoe, boxing,
pugilism)] Sell'-dela'tion, accusation of one's self;
Self-delu'Sion, delusion respecting one's self;

Self-denial, the denial of one's self: the non-
gr.iiifying of one's own appetites or desires.

—

adj.
Self'-deny'ing.—rtrt'i;. Self'-deny'ingly.—«. Self'-
depend'ence, reli.ance on one's self.—«<//. Self-de-
pend'ent.—«. Self deprecia'tion, depreciation of
one's self.-<7<^". Self '-depre'ciatlve. — «f. Self-de-
spair', a despairing view of one's prospects, &c. ;

Self -destruc'tion, the destruction of one's .self:

suicide, ^adj. Sel^'-destmc'tivo.—«. Self'-d«ter-
mlna'tion, determination by one's self without ex
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traneous impulse.

—

adjs. Self-deter'mined ; Self•

deter'mining.—«. Self'-devel'opment, spontaneous
development.—a^//'. Self'-devo'ted.—«. Self-devo'-
tion, self-sacrifice.

—

adj. Self-devour'ing. devour-
ing one's self.

—

ns. Self-dispar'agement, disparage-

ment of one's self; Self'-dispraise', censure of one's

self; Self-distrust', want of confidence in one's

own powers.

—

adjs. Self-ed'UCated, educated by
one's own efforts alone ; Self'-elect'ive, having the
right to elect one's self.

—

n. Self-end' (obs.), an end
for one's self alone. —a^'. Self-endeared', self-

loving.

—

ns. Self-enjoy"ment, intern.-ii satisfaction

;

Self-esteem', me esteem or good opinion of one's

sell ; Self - estimation ; Self - ev idence. — adj.

Self-evident, evident of iuelf or without proof:
that commands assent.

—

adv. Self-evidently.

—

ns.

Self-evolution, development by inherent power;
Self'-exaltation, the exaltation of self; Self-
exam'inant, one who examines himself ; Self

-

examination, a scrutiny into one's own state,

conduct, &C., esp. with regard to one's religious

feelings and duties ; Self-example, one's own
example.— rt(^'. Self-executing, needing no legis-

lation to enforce it. — «. Self '-existence.

—

adjs.

Self-exist'ent, existing of or by himseli or itself,

independent of any other cause ; Self -explan'atory,
obvious, bearing its meaning in its own lace.

—

«. Self'-explication, the power of explaining one's

self.

—

adjs. Self-faced', undressed or unhewn;
Self-fed', fed by one's self.—«. Self'-feed'er, a self-

feeding apparatus.-—a<//'.Self^-feeding, feeding auto-
matically.—«j. Self-fertilisation; Self-fertil'ity,
ability to fertilise itself.—<?<?>>. Self-fig'ured. figured

or described by one's self ; Self -flattering, judging
one's self too favourably.—«. Self -flattery, indul-

gence in reflections too favourable to one's self.

—

adjs. Self- foc'USing, focusing without artificial

adjustment ; Self-forget'ful, devoted to others, and
forgetful of one's own interests.

—

adv. Self'-forget'-

fuUy.

—

adjs. Self '-gath'ered, wrapped up in one's

self; Self-glazed', covered with glass of a single

tint ; Self-glo'rions, springing from vainglory or

vanity: boastful; Self'-goVemlng. — «J. Self'-

gOV'emment, self-control : government by the joint

action of the mass of the people : democracy- ; Self '-

fratula'tion, congratulation of one's self. — adj.
elf-harm'ing, injuring one's self.—w. Self-heal',

prunella: the burnet saxifrage.

—

adj. Self-healing,
having the power of healing itself.

—

ns. Self-help',

working for one's self: Selfhood, existence as a
separate person : conscious personality.- rt^'. Self-
i'dolised, regarded with extreme complacency by
one's self.

—

n. Self-import'ance, a high estimate
of one's own importance : egotism : pomposity.

—

adjs. Self-Important ; Self -Imposed', taken volun-
tarily on one's self; Self-im'potent (('"/.), unable to

fertilise itself.—«. Self'-indul'gence, undue grati-

fication of one's appetites or desires. — adj. Self '-

Indulgent. —«. Self-infection, infection of the
entire ot^anism from a local lesion.

—

adj. Self-
Inflict'ed, inflicted by one's self.—«. Self-interest,
Crivate interest : regard to one's self.

—

adj. Self-
I'terested.— «. Selfinvolii'tlon, mental abstr.ic-

tion.

—

adjs. Self-involved', wrapped up in one's
self; Self'ish, chiefly or wholly regarding one's
own self: void of regard to others (Selfish theory
of morals, the theory that man acts from the con-
sideration of what will g^ve him the most pleasure).

—idv. Selfishly. — ns. Selfishness ; Self'ism

;

SelfiSt; Self-justifica'tion, justification of one's
9x\i.—a:ijs. Sell '-kindled, kindled of itself; Self-
know'ing, knowing of one's own self: posse-ssed of
self-consciousness.

—

n. Self-knoVTl'edge, the know-
ledge of one's own character, abilities, worth, &c.

—

atljs. Self-left', left to one's self; Selfless, having
no regard to self, unselfish.—«j. Selflessness, free-

dom from selfishness ; Self-life", a life only for one's

own gratification.—a<(^.f. SeU'-Uke, exactly similar;



Self mate ; mute ; mSOn ; Men. Selvagd

Self'-limited {path.), tending to spontaneous re-

covery after a certain course. — «. Self-love', the
love of one's self: tendency to seek one's own Vk-elfare

or advantage : desire of happiness. — adj's. Self '-

loving, full of self-love ; Self'-lum'inous, possess-
ing the property of emitting light ; Self-made',
made by one'b self: denoting a man who has risen
to a high position from poverty or obscurity by his

own exertions.

—

?is. Self'-mas'tory, self-command:
self-control; Self'-met'tle {Shak.), mettle or spirit

which is natural to one, and not artificially inspired ;

Self'-mo'tion, spontaneous motion. — aUJ. Self-
moved', moved spontaneously from withni. — ns.

Self'-mur'der, the killing of one's self: suicide;
Self-murderer; Self-neglect tag {Skak.), the
neglecting of one's self; Self'neSS, egotism: per-
sonality ; Self'-oflfence', one's own offence ; Self'-
opm'lon, the tendency to form one's own opinion
irrespective of that of others.

—

aajs. Self'-opln'ion-
ated, obstinately adhering to one's own opinion ;

Self'-orlg'lnattag, springing from one's self.

—

tis.

Self'-partial'ity, overestmiate of one's own worth
;

Self'-percep'tlon, the faculty of immediate percep-
tion of the soul by itself.

—

adjs. Self'-perplexea',
perplexed by one's own thoughts ; Self'-pi'OUS,
hypocritical.— ti. Self'-plt'y, pity for one's self.

—

adj's. Self-pleached' {Toui.), interwoven by natural
growth ; Self'-pleas'lng, gratifying one'sown wishes;
Self-poised', kept well balanced by self-respect.

—

H. Solf'-poUu'tion, self-abuse, masturbation.—aa^'.
Self-possessed', calm or collected in mind or
manner: undisturbed.

—

71s. Self'-posses'sion, the
possession of one's self or faculties in danger : calm-
ness; Self-praise', the praise of one's self; Self-
preserva'tion, the preservation of one's self from
injui-y, &c.

—

adjs. Self'-preservative, Self-pre-
ser'ving. — «j. Self- pride', self-esteem: Self-
profit, self-interest. — a^(/'. Self' - prop'agatlng,
propagating one's self or itself.

—

ns. Self'-protec'-
tlon, self-defence ; Self'-reallsa'tion, the attain-

ment of such development as one's mental and moral
nature is capable of.^udjs. Self'-recip'rooal, self-

conjugate ; Self'-record'ing, making, as an instru-

ment, a record of its own state.—«. Self-regard',
regard for one's own se\{.—ai(/s. Self-regard'ing

;

Self-reg'isterlng, registering itself: denoting an
instrument or machine having a contrivance for

recording its own operations ; Self'-reg'ulated,
regulated by one's self or itself: Self-reg'ulating,
regulating itself; Self-reg'ulative. — «. Self-re-
ll'ance, reliance on one's own abilities.

—

adj. Self '-

reli'ant.— «. Self'-renuncia'tlon, self-abnegation.—ady. Self-repel'lmg, repelling by its own inherent
power.

—

ns. Self'-repres'Slon, the keeping of one's

self in the background ; Self'-reproaCa, the act of
reproaching or condemning one's .self.

—

adj. Self

-

reproach'ing, reproaching one's seU.^adt', Self-
reproach'ingly.—«. Self-reproof, the reproof of
one's own conscience.

—

adj's. Self'-reproVing," re-

proving one's self, from conscious guilt; Self-
repug'nant, self-contradictory: inconsistent.— «.

Self-respect', respect for one's self or one's char-
acter.— ^f//>. Self-respect'fnl ; Self-respect'tag

;

Self-restrained', restrained by one's own will.

—

ns. Self-restraint', a restraint over one's appetites
or desires : self-control ; Self-reference, great
.self-respect. —«((/>. Self-referent ; Self'-rlght'-

eOUS, righteous in one's own estimation : pharisaical.
—«. Seli'-rigllt'eousness, reliance en one's supposed
righteousness : sense of one's own merit or goodness,
esp. if overestimated.

—

adjs. Self-right'ing, that
rights itself when capsized; Self'-rolled', coiled on
itself.— «. Self'-sac'rlfice, the act of yielding up
one's life, interests, &c. for others.— adjs. Self-
Sac'rificing, yielding, or disposed to yield, up one's
life, interests, &c. ; Self-Same, the very same.

—

ns.
Self-same'neSS, sameness as regards self or iden-
tity ; Self'-satisfaction, satisfaction with one's
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self. — adjs. Self- sat'isfied, satisfied with the
abilities, performances, &c. of one's self; Self-
sat'isfytag, giving satisfaction to one's self.— ns.
Self-scorn', a mood in whicli one entertains scorn
for a former mood of self; Self-Seek'er, one who
looks only to his own interests.

—

adj. Self-seek'lng,
seeking unduly one's own interest or happiness.

—

«. the act of doing so.

—

adj'. Self'-shin'mg, self-
luminoiis.—«. Self'-slaugll'ter(A7ia/{;.), theslai'ighter
of one's self: suicide, ^adj's. Self '-slaugh'tered,
killed by one's self; Self-Sterile (iffi.), unable to
fertilise itself; Self-Styled', called by one's self:
pretended; Self -Subdued' (SAnl-.), subdued by
one's own power ; Self -SUbstan'tial (S/mk.), com-
posed of one'sown substance.—;/. Self'-stifa'ciency.— adjs. Self-sufficient, confident in one's own
sufficiency: haughty: overbearing; Self-SUffiC'ing.
~ns. Self-suggestion, determination by causes
inherent in the organism ; Self-siU)port', the main-
tenance of one's self. — adjs. Self-support'ed

;

Self-support'mg.—«. Self'-surren'der, the yield-
ing up of one's self to another.— «^'. Self-sus-
tained', sustained by one's own power. — ns.
Self'-sus'tenance, self-support ; Self-sustenta'-
X\QTi..—adjs. Self-taught, taught by one's self;
Self-thtak'ing, forming one's own opinions : of
independent judgment; Self-torturable {Shak.\
capable of being tortured by one's self.—wj. Self

-

torture; Self- trust', self-reliance; Self-View^,
regard for one's own interest ; Self-Vi'olence,
violence inflicted upon one's self; Self-Will', obsti-
nacy.— adj. Self-willed', governed by one's own
will. — 7/.f. Self'-willed'ness ; Self-worship, the
idolising of one's self; Self'-worshipper ; Self-
wrong' (Shak.\ wrong done by a person to himself.
—Be beside one's self (see Beside) ; Be one's self,

to be in full po.ssession of one's powers ; By one's
self, or Itself, apart, alone : without aid of another
person or thing. [A.S. self, seal/, sylf; Dut. zelf,

Ger. selbe, doth. silba.\

Selictar, se-Iik'tar, n. the sword-bearer of a Turkish
chief. [Turk, silihdar—Pers. silahdar—Ar. sildh,

arms, pi. of silh, a weapon.]
SeUnum, se-ll'num, H. a genus of umbelliferous plants—rnilk-parsley. [Gr. selinon, parsley.]

Selion, sel'yon, n. a ridge of land rising between two
furrows. [O. Fr. seillon, Fr. silion, a furrow.]

Seljuk, sel-joDk', «. a member of a Turkish family
which, under Togrul Beg, grandson of a chief

named Seljuk, overthrew the Abbaside califs of

Bagdad about 1050, and gave way before the
Osmanii or Ottoman princes.

—

adj. SeljU'kian.
Sell, sel, «. a seat, a throne: (Spens.) a saddle: a
saddler.—flf^'. Sell'lform, saddle-shaped. [O. Fr.

selle—L. sella, for sednla, dim. of sedes, a seat.]

Sell, sel, v.i. to deliver in exchange for something
paid as equivalent : to betray for money : to impose
upon, cheat.

—

v.t. to have commerce : '.o be sold, to

be in demand for s.nle :

—

/'a.i. and /a.p. sOld.—«. a
deception.

—

adj. Sell'able, that can be sold.—«.

Sell'er, a furnisher : a vender : a small vessel for

holding salt.—Sell one's life dearly, to do great

injury to the enemy before one is killed; Sell one
up, to sell a debtor's goods ; Sell OUt, to dispose

entirely of: to sell one's commission. [A.S. sellan,

to hand over; cf. Ice. selja, Goth. saljan.\

Sellanders, sel'an-ders, n. an eruption in the tarstis of
the horse. [Fr. solandre.]

Seltzer, selt'zfer, «. an effervescing alkaline mineral
water brought from Nieder-Selters in Prussia.

—

ti.

Selt'ZOgene, a gazogene (q.v.).

Selvage, sel'vaj, «. that part of cloth which forms an
edge of itselfwithout hemming: a border: in mining,
that part of a lode adjacent to the walls on either

side : the edge-plate of a lock—also Sel'vedge.
adjs. Sel'yaged, Sel'vedged.— «. Selvagee', an un-
twisted skein of rope-yarn marled together. L^^ld

Dut. sei/eggt, sel/, self, <Kf*, edge]



Selves fate, far; m6, her; mine; Semi

Selves, selvz,//. tXself.
Semantron, se-man'tron, n. in the Greek Church, a

long bar of wood struck with a mallet to summon
worshippers. [Gr.y—semainein, to give a signal.]

Semaphore, sem'a-fbr, «. a contrivance for conveying
signals, consisting of a mast with arms turned on
pivots by means of cords or levers.

—

mijs. Sema-
phor'lc, -al, telegraphic— a</z'. Semaplior'ically.

[Gr. seina, a sign, pkerein, to bear. J

Semasiology, se-ma-si-ol'O-ji, «. the science of the de-

velopment of the meanings of words. [Gr. semasia
—semiiinein, to signify, legein, to speak.]

Semasphere, sem'a-sfer, «. an aerostatic signalling

apparatus. [Gr. sema, a sign, sfihaira, a. ball.]

Somatic, se-mat'ik, adj. significant : indicative, as of

danger: ominous.—«. Sematol'O^y, the science of

verbal signs in the operations of thmking and reason-

ing. [Gr. sema, a sign.]

Sematrope, sem'a-trOp, «. an adaptation of the helio-
trope for transmitting military signals. [Gr. sema,
a sign, trepein, to turn.]

Semblable, sera'b!a-bl, adj. (5^z^.)reserabling, similar,
like.

—

n. likeness, resemblance.

—

adiK Sem'blably
(Shak.), in like manner.—«. Sem'blance, likeness :

appearance : figure.

—

adj. Som'blant, resembling,
like.

—

n. (Spens.) resemblance, figure.

—

adj. Sem-
blative (Sluik.), resembling, fit, suitable. — v.i.

Sem'ble (obs.), to appear : to dissemble : to practise
the art of imitation.

—

adj. like. [FT.,—sembler, to
seem, to resemble—L. similis, like.]

Sem6, se-ma', adj. (Jur.) strewn or scattered over
with small bearings, powdered. [Fr., sown, setner
— L. setninarey to sow.]

Semelology, Semiology, se-mT-ol'o-ji, «. the sum of
knowledge of the signs and .symptoms of morbid
conditions, symptomatology : the science of gesture
or sign-language.—«. SemeiOg'raphy, the descrip-
tion of the signs or symptoms of disease. —
adjs. SemeiOlOg'lC, -al, pertaining to seraeiology;
Semeiot'iC, relating to signs, symptomatic. — n.
SemeiOt'iCS, the science of signs : semeiology or
symptomatology. [Gr. semeion, a mark, iegein,
to say.]

Semeion, sS-mT'on, «. in ancient prosody, the unit of
time : one of the two divisions of a foot : a mark in
paleography indicating metrical or other divisions :—
pi. Semei'a. [Gr. semeion, a mark.]

Semele, sem'e-le, n. a genus of bivalves. [Gr. Semeie,
the mother of Bacchus.]

Semen, se'men, «. the impregnating fluid of male
animals, usually whitish, viscid, containing innumer-
able spermatozoa. [L.]

Semencine, se'men-sin, It. santonica.
Semese, se-mes', adj. half-eaten. [L. semesus, half-

eaten, semi; half, esus—edere, to eat.)
Semester, se-mes'ter, n. one of the half-year courses

in German universities adj. Semes'tral. [L.
semestris—sex, six, tmtisis, a month.)

Semi-, sem'i, a prefix of Latin origin, meaning ' half,"
and also less accurately 'partly,' 'incompletely.'—
«. and adj. SemiaCid, half-acid, sul>-acid. — «.
Sem'iangle, the half of a given angle.—rt^y. Semi-
annual, half-yearly.-rtflfz,. Sem'i-an'nually, once
every six months. — rt<^'. Semian'nular, semicir-
cular. —«.t. Sem'l- anthracite, coal intermediate
between anthracite and .semi-bituminous coal ; Sem'i-
ape, a \im.\xx.—adjs. Sem'l-aquat'lo izooL, hot.),
entering the water, but not necessarily existing by
It

;
Sem'i-A'rian, relating to the Christology of the

.so-called Semi-Arians (Eusebius of Cajsarea, &c.)
who held a middle ground between the Arian heiero-
ousia and the orthodox homo-ousia or co-equality of
the Son with the Father, asserting the homoi-ousia,
or similarity of essence.— n. Sem'l-A'rlanlsm.

—

adjs. Sem'l-artlc'ulate, loose-jointed ; Sem'i-at-
tached', partially bound by affection or interest

;

Semlbarba'rlan, haif-barbanan ur savage : partially

civilised.—n. Semlbar'barism. —<{(<>. Sem'i-bitu-
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minous, partly bituminous, as coal.

—

ns. Sem'l-
breve, a musical note, half the length of a brevo
= 2 minims or 4 crotchets ; Sem'ibull,
a bull issued by a pope between the
time of his election and that of his coro-
nation.—«</;>. Sem'i-calca'reous, partly
chalky; Sem'i - calcined, half- calcined; Semi-
cartilag'inous, gristly, Semlcentenn'ial, occur-
ring at the completion of fifty years.

—

11. a celebration
at the end of fifty years.

—

adj. SemichoriC.

—

ns.
Semlcho'rus, a small number of selected singers

;

Sem'icircle, half a circle : the figure bounded by
the diameter of a circle and half the circumference.
—adjs. Sem'icircled ; Semicircular.-at/». Seml-
cir'cularly.—«j. Semicircum'ference, half of the
circumference of a circle ; Sem'icirque, a semicir-
cular hollow ; Semlclo'sure, half-closure ; Sem'i-
colon, the point (;) marking a division greater than
the comma ; SemiCO'lon-bUtt'orfly, a butterfly with
a silver mark on the under side ; Sem'i-COl'umn,
a half-column.

—

adjs. Sem'i-COlum'nar, flat on one
side and rounded on the other ; Sem'i-completo'
{entom.\ incomplete ; Sem'i- confluent (path,),
half-confluent ; Sem'i-Con'jugate, conjugate and
halved ; Sem'i-COn'SCioUS, half or imperfectly con-
scious ; Sem'i-Conver'gent, convergent as a series,

while the series of moduli is not convergent.—«,
Sem'icope, an outer garment worn by some of the
monastic clergy in the Middle Asjes.

—

atijs. Sem'l-
cor'neous, partly horny ; Semicor'onate.—«. Sem'i-
cor'onet (entom.), a line of spines half surrounding
a part.— rir(>'.f. Som'iCOStif'erous, half-bearing a
rib ; Semicrit'ical, related to a differential equa-
tion and its criticoids.—«. Sem'icrome {)niis\ a
sixteenlh note. — «^/>. Sem'icrusta'ceous, half-

hard ; Semicrys'talline, imperfectly crystallised.

—

n. Semicu'bium, a half-bath.— ^^V. Semicylin'-
drical, resembling a cylinder divided longitudinally;
Semidef'inite, half- definite : Sem'i - depend'ent,
half-dependent ; Sem'i des'ort, half-desert ; Sem'l-
detached', partly separated : noting one of two
houses joined by a party-wall, but detached from
other buildings.

—

ns. Sem'i-diam'eter, half the
diameter of a circle : a radius ; Sem'l-diapa'son,
a diminished octave ; Sem'i-diaphane'ity, half-

transparency.—«n>'. Sem'i-diaph'anou^, half-trans-
parent.-—«. Semldlur'na, a group of lepidop-
terous insects including the hawk -moth. — adj.
Semidlur'nalj accomplished in half a day: (eniam.)
flying in twilight.—«. Sem'i-dome', half a dome,
esp. as formed by a vertical section.

—

adj. Sem'l-
dOUb'le, having the outermost stamens converted
into petals.—«. a festival on which half the anti-

plion is repeated before and the whole antiphon
after the psalm.—«. Sem'i-Of'figy, a representation
of a figure seen at half-length only.

—

adj. Sem'l-
ellip'tical, having the form of an ellipse which i.>>

cut transversely.

—

ns. Sem'i-fa'ble, a mixture of
truth and fable ; Sem'i-faience', pottery having a
transparent glaze instead of the opaque enamel of
true faience ; Sem'l-fig'ure, a parlial human figure
in ornamental design.

—

v./. Sem'i-flex, to half-bend.— «. Sem'i-flex'ion. — adj. Sem'l-flos'cular. — «.

Sem'i-flos'cule, a floret with a strap-shaped corolla.
—adjs. Sem'i-flos'culose, Sem'I-flos'culous, having
the corolla split, flattened out, and turned to one
side, as in the ligular flowers of composites ; Seml-
flu'id, half or imperfectly fluid ; Sem'I-formed, half-

formed.—«. Sem'i-fra'ter, a secular benefactor of a
religious house, having a share in its intercessory
prayers and masses. — adjs. Sem'i-fUBOd', half-

melted ; Semlglo'bose, Semiglob'ular, having the
shape of half a sphere.— (k/j/. Somiglob'ularly.

—

ns. Sem'i-god, a demi-god ; Sem'l-lndepend'ence.—ad/s. Sem'i-independ'ent, not fully independent

;

Sem'i-in'finite, limited at one end and extending to

infinity ; Sem'i-lig'neous, partially woody : (60/.)

having a stem woody at the base and herbaceous



Semi mOte ; mute ; m65n ; ih^a. Semostomee

at the top; Sem'i-llq'uld, half-liquid.—n. Semi-
liquidity.—o^i. Sem'ilOg'ical, half-logical, partly
logical: Sem'i- lucent, half- transparent ; Sem'i-
lu'nar, half-moon shaped, as the semi-lunar bone
of the wrist ; Sem'i-lti'Iiate, having the form of a
half-moon ; Sem'i-malig'nailt, not very malignant,
said of tumours ; Sem'l-mature', half-ripe.— «.

Semimembranosus, a long muscle of the back of
the thigh.—a</;>. Semimem branous {anat.), partly
membranous ; Sem'i-men'Strual, half-monthly, esp.

of an inequality of the tide.

—

n. Sem'l-met'al, in old
chemistry, a metal that is not malleable, as zinc.

—

adjs. Sem'i-metal'lic ; Semi-montb'ly, occurring
twice a month.—«. Semi-mUte', one who, having
lost the faculty of hearing, has also lost the faculty

of speech—also adj.—iuij. Sem'1-nude', half-naked.
—«. Sem'inympb, the pupa of an insect which
undergoes only semi-metamorphosis.

—

adjs. Sem'i-

obscure', noting the wings of insects when deeply
tinged with brownish-gray, but semi-transparent ;

Sem'i-offic'ial, partly oflSciaI.—<j</i'. Sem'i-offic'ially.

—«. Sem'i-O'pal, a variety of opal not possessing

opalescence.

—

adj. Sem'l-Opaque', partly opaque.

—

n. Sem'i-op'tera, a genus of birds—the standard-
wings. — otij. Sem'i-orbic'ular, having the shape
of half a sphere.—«. Sem'i-or'clinate, half a chord
bisected by the transverse diameter of a conic.

—

adjs. Semi -osseous, partly bony; Semloval,
having the form of an oval ; Semlovlp'aroUS, im-
perfectly viviparous ; Semiparmate,_ half-webbed,
as the toes of a bird.—/«. Semipalma'tion ; Seml-
parab'Ola, one branch of a parabola being termi-

nated at the principal vortex of the curve ; Sem'iped,
in prose, a half-toot. — oiij's. Sem'ipedal ; Sem'i-
Pela'^an, relating to the theology of the Semi-
Pelagians (John Cassianus, &c.), who tried to find

a middle course between the Augustinian doctrine
of predestination and the Pelagian doctrine of the
free-will of man.—«. Sem'i-Pela'gianism.

—

adjs.

Seml-pellU'Cid, imperfectly transparent ; Sem'l-
pen'niiorm, half-penniform ; Sem'i-per'fect, nearly
perfect; Sem'i -pis'clne, half- fish ; Sem i

-
plant'i-

frade, incompletely plantigrade : partly digitigrade ;

em'i-plas'tic, imperfectly plastic—«j. SemlplO-
ti'na, a group or sub-family of cyprinoid fishes

;

Sem'lplume, a feather of partly downy structure

;

Semiquad'rate, an aspect of two planets when
distant from each oiher 45 degrees ; Sem'lquaver,
a musical note, half the length of a
quaver : something of short dura-

uon.— adjs. Seni'l - recon'dlte, half- ^^^
hidden ; Sem'l-re'flex, involuntarily '^'

performed, but not entirely independent of the
will ; Sem'l-reg'Ular, pertaining to a quadrilateral

having four equal sides, but only pairs of equal
angles ; Sem'i-retrac'tile, retractile to some ex-

tent. — n. Sem'i-rlng, a bronchial half-ring. —
aJj's. Sem'i-sag'ittate {entom.), shaped like the

barbed end of a fish-hook ; Sem'i-Sav'age, semi-
barbarian ; Sem'i-Sax'on, early Middle English
(c. 1 150-1250); Sem'i-sep'tate, half-partitioned.

—

ns. Sem'i-sex'tlle, the position of planets when
they are distant from each other the twelfth

part of a circle, or 30°; Sem'l-smile, a faint

smile.—(»(/;>. Sem'i-SOl'id, partially solid ; Seml-
spber'ical, having the figure of a half-sphere.

—

ns.

Sem'l-sptna'llS, a deep muscular layer of the back

;

Sem'i-Sq.uare, an aspect of two planets when 45
degrees from each other ; Sem'i-steel, puddled
steel.—<T^>. Sem'l-supemafural, halfdivine and
half- human; Sem'i - SU'pinated, placed between
supination and pronation.

—

ns. Sem'i-tan'gent, the
tangent of half an arc ; Sem'i - tendlno'SUS, a
fusiform muscle on the back of the thigh.

—

adjs.

Semiten'dinOUS, tendinous for half its length
;

Semltere'te, half-round; Semlter'tlan, partly ter-

tian and partly quotidian.

—

n. Sem'itone, half a
tone : one of the lesser intervals of the musical

"g^

.scale, as from B to C—adj. Semiton ic—«. Sem'i-
transpa'renoy.— adjs. Sem'i - transpa'rent, half

or imperfectly transparent ; Sem i-trop'lcal, sub-
tropical ; Sem'i-tU'bUlar, like the half of a tube
divided longitudinally ; Sem'i-tychon'lc, approxi-
mating to Tycho Brahe's astronomical system ;

Sem'i-un'Cial, intermediate between uncial and
mmuscule.— «. a method of writing Latin and
Greek in use in the sixth and seventh centuries.—adjs. SemiVit'reOUS, partially vitreous ; Semi-
Vlt'rified, half- vitrified ; Sem'lvlve \obs.\ haif-

alive ; Sem'i-VO'cal, pertaining to a semivowel :

imperfectly sounding.—«. SemiVOW'el, a half-vowel,

a letter possessing the character of both a vowel
and a consonant, usually only w and _j', but .some-

times including also the liquids / and r and the
nasals m and «.

—

adj. Sem'i-week'ly, issued twice
a week.—Semicylindrical leaf, a leaf elongated,
flat on one side, round on the other.

Seminal, sem'in-al, adj. pertaining to seed : radical

:

rudimentary.—«. (<7i5j.)a seed.—w. Seminal'ity, the
germinating principle.

—

v.t. Sem'lnate, to sow : to

propagate : to disseminate.—«. Semination, act of
sowing : natural dispersion of seed ; propagation.—adjs. Seminiferous, seed-bearing : producing
seed ; Seminif ic, producing seed.

—

tis. Semlnlfica-
tion ; Sem'inist, one who holds that the admixture
of the male and female seed originates the new in-

dividual. [L. semen, seminis, seed

—

serere, to sow.)

Semin^y, sem'in-ar-i, «. the original place whence
anything is derived, a nursery : a place of education,

esp. in branches of knowledge to be afterwards
applied in practice, as theology, &c. : a group of
advanced students working in some specific subject

of study under a teacher—also and more commonly
SemlnSr' (the German name) : a seminary priest.

—

n. Sem'inarist, a student at a seminary : a R.C.
priest educated in a foreign seminary.

Seminole, sem'i-nOl, «. one of a tribe of American
Indians, originally a vagrant branch of the Creeks,
now mostly confined to the Indian Territory.

Semiography, Semiology, Semiotics. See Semel-
ograpby, Semeiology, Semeiotics.

SemiotellUS, se-mi-o-tel'us, «. a widely distributed

genus of hymenopterous parasites.

Semis, se'mis, n. a bronze coin of the ancient Roman
republic, half the value of an as.

Semlspata, sem-i-spa'ta, n. a Frankish dagger. [L.

se/r::'-, half, spatha, a sword.]
Semita, sem'i-ta, «. a fasciole of the spatangoid sea-

urchins.— ar/;'. Sem'ital. [L., a path.)

Semitaur, sem'i-tawr, ». a fabulous animal, half-bull,

half-man. [L. semi-, half, taurus, a bull.)

Semitic, sem-it'ik, adj. pertaining to the Semites, or

supposed descendants of Shem, or their language,
customs, &c.—also Shemit'lc.

—

ns. Semite; Seml-
tisa'tion.

—

v.t. Sem'itise, to render Semitic in

language or religion.^Hi. Sem'ltism, a Semitic
idiom ; Sem'itlst, a Hebrew scholar. — Semitic
langjuages, Assyrian, Aramean, Hebrew, Phoenician,

together with Arabic and Ethiopic [Applied by

J. G. Eichhom in 1817 to the closely allied peoples
represented in Gen. x. as descended from Shem.]

Semmit, sem'it, «. (_Scot.) an undershirt. [Samite.]
SemnopitheoinSB, sem-n5-pith-e-si'ne, «. a sub-family

of catarrhine monkeys.

—

adjs. Semnopith'edne,
Semnopitb'ecold.—«. Semnoplthe'cus, the typical

genus of the foregoing sub-family, the sacred monkeys
of Asia. [Gr. semnos, honoured, pifAeins, an ape.]

Semolina, sem-6-le'na, n. the particles of fine, hard
wheat which do not pass into flour in milling : an
article of food consisting of granules of the floury

part of wheat. — Also Sem'ola, Semoll'no. [It.

semola—L. simila, the finest wheat flour.]

SemostomSB, se-mos'tO-me, n.pL a sub-order of Dis-
comedustx, containing jelly-fishes. — adj. Semos'-
tomoUS, having long oral processes. [Gr. sema,
a mark, stoma, mouth.]
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Semoted '*''
fSte, far; mS, hir; mine; Sense

Semoted, se-mO'ted, adj. (ois.) separated : remote.
SemotilUS, se-mot'i-lus, n. an American genus of

leuciscine fishes, including the chub and dace. [Gr.

seni.i, a mark, ptilon, a feather.]

Semper idem, sem'per I'dem, always the same. [L.]

Sempervlrent, sem-per-vrrent, adj. evergreen. [L.

sftiiper, always, virens—virere, to be green.]

Semper Vivum, sem'per vrvum, «. a genus of poly-

petaloiis plants, including the house-leek. [L.]

Sempiternal, sem-pi-ter'nal, adj. everlasting : end-

less—also Semp'liem.—r/./.Sempiter'nise, to per-

petuate.—«. Sempiternity.—«<^'. Sempiter'nous.
— n. Semplter'num, a durable twilled woollen

material. [L« sempitemus—semper, ever, ateritus,

etemnl.)
Semple, sem'pl, adj. a Scotch form of simple, esp.

meaning of low birth, the opposite of Gentle.

Semplice, sem'ple-che, adj. (mus.) simple, without
embellishments. [It.]

Sempre, sem'pre, adv. (mus.) in the same style

throughout. [It.,—L. semper, always.]

Sempstor, sem'ster, Sempstress, sem'stres, «. a
woman who sews. [Seamstress.^

Semuncia, se-mun'shi-a, «. a Roman coin of four

drachmas weight, the twenty-fourth part of the
Roman pound.

—

adj. Semnn'cial.
Sen., sen, an abbreviation oi Senior.
Sen, sen, «. a Japanese copper coin the hundredth part

of a yen or dollar.

SeSal, se-nyal', ». (Amer.) a landmark. [Sp.]

Senary, sen'ar-i, adj. containing six : of or belonging
to SIX.—«. Sena'rius, in Latin prosody, a verse
of six feet. [L. senarius—seni, six each

—

sex, six.]

Senate, sen'St, «. a legislative or deliberative body,
esp. the upper house of a national legislature, as of
France, the United States, &c. : a body of venerable
or distinguished persons : the governing body of the
University of Cambridge.— ns. Sen'ate-house, a
hou.se in which a senate meets ; Sen'ator, a member
ofa senate: in Scotland, the lords of session are called

Senators of the College of Justice.—rt^'. Sena-
to'rial, pertaining to, or becoming, a senate or a
senator.

—

adz\ Senato'rially. with senatorial dig-

nity.

—

ns. Sen'atorshlp ; Sena'tns, a governing body
in certain universities.—Senatlis academicus, the
governing body of a Scotch university, consisting

of the principal and professors ; Senatus COnSUlt, a
decree of the senate of ancient Rome. [L. senatus—senex, senis, an old man.]

Sence, sens, n. an obsolete form of sense.

Sench, sensh, v.t. to cause to sink.

Senclon, sen'shi-on, «. {pbs.) groundsel. [L. sentcio.']

Send, send, v.t. to cause to go : to cause to be con-
veyed : to despatch : to forward : to compel : to

throw : to hurl : to authorise : to grant : to drive :

to dismiss : to commission : to diffuse : to bestow.—v.i. to despatch a message or messenger : {naiit.)

to pitch into the trough of the sea :—pa.t. and pa.p.
sent.—«. (^Scai.) a messenger, esp. one sent for the
bride: a present : the impulse of a wave on a. ship.—ns. Sen'der, one who sends : {tele^.) the instru-

ment by which a message is transmitted ; Sen'ding,
despatching : pitching bodily into the trough of the
sea : Send'-orf, a start as on a journey.—Send for,
to require by message to come or be brought ; Send
forth, or out, to give, put, or bring forth ; Send to
Coventry, to cut: to exclude from society. [.\.S.
sendan ; Ice. seftda, Goth, sandjan, Ger. senden.]

Sendal, sen'dal, «. a thin silk or linen. [O. Fr.,—
F.ow L. cendalum—L. sindon—Gr. sinddn.']

Seneoa-Oll, sen'e-ka-oil, n. crude petroleum. —Soneca'S
microscope, a glass globe filled with water.

Senecio, se-nj'si-o, «. a genus of composite plants

—

ragwort. Sic— adj. Sone'cioid.
Senega, sen'S-ga, n. the seneca snakeroot, the dried

root of Folygala Senega, good for snake-bites.
Senegal, sen'e-gal, ». a snmi African blood-finch, the

fire-bird.
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Senescence, s€-nes'ens, «. the state of growing old
or decaying : decay by time.—«. Senec'titUae.

—

adj. Senes'cent, growing old : decaying with the
lapse of time. [L. semscens, -entis, pr.p. of se/tescere,

to grow old

—

senex, old.]

Seneschal, sen'e-shal, «. a steward : a major-domo.—
?/. Sen'eschalship. [O. Fr., (Fr. s^nec/iaiy-siH-s,
old, skaiks, a servant.]

Senex, se'neks, «. a South American hawk : a
Brazilian swift.

Seng-gung, sens'-gung, «• the teledu or Javan
badger.

Sengreen, sen'gren, K. the house-leek : {her.) a figiu-e
resembling it. [A.S. singrene ; Ger. singrun.]

Senhor, se-nyOt', n. the Portuguese form corre-
sponding to the Spanish se~iara.ad Italian signer.

Senile, se'nil, adj. pertaining to old age or attendant
on it : aged.—«. Senll'ity, old age : the imbecility
of old age. [L. senilis—senex, se'iis, old.]

Senior, sen'yor, adj. elder: older in office.-k. one
older than another, the elder of two persons in one
family bearing the same name : one older in office :

an aged person : one of the older fellows of a college,
a student in the fourth year of the ciirriciiluni.—;•./'.

Se'nlorise, to lord it over.—«. Senior'Ity, priority
of birth, or of service : a body of seniors—also
Se'niory {SAak.). [L., comp. o{ senex.]

Sonna, sen'a, «. the purgative dried leaflets of several
species of cassia. [Fr.,

—

.\r. sena.]
Sennet, sen'et, «. (SAak.) a particular set of notes on

the trumpet cr cornet.

Sennight, sen'nit, «. a week. [Seven night.']

Sennit, sen'it, ?t. a sort of flat, braided cordage.

—

.41so Sinn'et.
Senocular, se-nok'fl-lar, adj. having six eyes.
Senonian, se-no'ni-an, «. igeol.) a division of the
upper Cretaceous in France and Belgium.

Seflor, se-nyOr', n. a gentleman : in address, sir : as
a title, '^Iv.—fetn. Sefiora (se-nyO'ra), a lady:
in address, madam: as a title, Mrs.—«. Senoriia
(sen-yO-re'ta), a youag lady : in address, miss : as a
title, Miss. [Sp.]

Sens, sens, adv. (Spens.) ance.
Sensation, sen-sa'shun, «. perception by the senses :

the change in consciousness which results from the
transmission of nervous impulses to the brain, feeling
excited by external objects, by the state of the body,
or by immaterial objects : a state of excited feel-

ing.—(i^>. Sen'sate, -d, perceived by the .senses;

Sensa'tfonal, pert.-iining to sensation : having sen-
sation : intended as a literary work to excite violent
emotions : adhering to a philosophical sensationalism.—ns. Sensa'tionalism, the doctrine that our ideas
originate solely in sensation, and that there are
no innate ideas : sensualism : sensational writing

;

Sensa'tionalist, a believer in_ sensationalism : a
sensalion.il writer.

—

adj. Sensatlonalisfic—«//t'.

Sensationally.—rti//>. Sensatlve ; Sensato'rlal,
pertaining to sensation.—Sensation novels, novels

that deal in violent effects, strained emotion, and
usu.iUy improbable situations.

Sense, sens, «. a faculty by which objects are per-

ceived : perception : discernment : understanding :

power or soundness of judgment : reason : opinion :

conviction : import : immediate consciousness.

—

ns.

Sense'-bod'y, a sense-organ in acalephs supposed
to have a visual or an auditory function ; Sense'-
cap'sule, a receptive chamber for sensory per-

ception, connected with the ear, eye, and nose

;

Sense'-cen'tre, a centre of sensation.

—

adj. Sensed,
chosen as to sense or meaning.

—

ns. Sense'-el'ement,
an external sensation, as an element of perception ;

Sense'-fil'ament, a filament having the function (if

an organ of sense.

—

adjs. SensB'tMl {Spens.), full of
sense or meaning, reason.ible, judicious, perceptive ;

Senseless, without sense : incapable of feeling :

wpnting sympathy: foolish: unreason.iM'-. nr/7'.

Senselessly.->u. Senselessness ; Sense or'gan.



Sent mote : mute ; mcrsn : /Aen. Separate

any organ of sense, as the eye, ear, or nose

;

Sense -peroep'tion, perception by mean:, of the
senses ; Sense' • rhythm, Hebrew parallelism

;

Sense'-skereton, the framework of a sense-organ

;

Seusibility, state or quality of being sensible

:

actual feeling : capacity of feeling : susceptibility :

acuteness of reeling : delicacy : mental receptivity.—
adj. Sen'slble, capable of being perceived by the
senses or by the mind : capable of being affected :

easily affected : delicate : intelligent, marked by
sense, judicious : cognisant : aware : appreciable :

sensitive : amenable to.—«. Sen'sibleness.

—

adv.
Sen sibly. — «^'i. Sensifa'dent, producing sen-
sation: Sensif'erous, Sensif'ic, Sensifica'tory

;

Sensig'enous, giving rise to sensation ; Sen'sila,

capable of alVecting the sen.ses.

—

ns. Sen'sion, the
becoming aware of being affected from without
in sensation : Sen'slsm, sensualism in jjhilosophy ;

Sen'sist, a sensationalist.— ?/. Sensitisa'tion.

—

v.t.

Sensitise, to render sensitive, to render capable of
being acted on by actinic rays of light.—«. Sen'-
Sitiser.

—

adj. Sensitive, having sense or feeling

:

susceptible to sensations: easily affected : pertaining
to, or depending on, sensation.—rt^/r. Sen'sitlvely.

—

ns. Sensitiveness, Sen'sitivlty, the state of being
sensitive : keen sensibility : the state ol being deli-

cately adjusted, as a balance : (cluin.) the state of
being readily affected by the action of appropriate
agents ; Sensitom'eter, an apparatus for testing the
degrees of sensitiveness ofphotographic films.

—

adjs.
Senso'rial, pertaining to the sensorium, sensory;
Sensoridlgesfivo, partaking of digestive functions
and those of touch, as the tongue of a vertebrate
animal.— w.r. Sensorium, Sensory, the organ
which receives the impressions made on the senses :

the nervous centre to which impressions must be
conveyed before they are received : the whole sensory
apparatus of the body, the nervous system, &c.

—

adj. Sen'sual, pertaining to, affecting, or derived
from the senses, as distinct from the mind : not
intellectual or spiritual : given to the pleasures
of .sense : voluptuous : lewd : carnal : worldly. —
«. Sensualisa tion. — v.t. Sen'sualise, to make
sensual : to debase by carnal gratification. — ns.
Sensualism, sensual indulgence : the doctrine that
all our knowledge is derived originally from sen-
sation : the regarding, of the gratification of the
senses as the highest end ; Sensualist, one given
to sensualism or sensual indulgence : a debauchee :

a believer in the doctrine of sensualism.

—

adj. Ssn-
SUaliSt'ic, sensual : teaching the doctrines of sen-
sualism. — n. Sensuality, indulgence in sensual
pleasures: lewdness.

—

adv. Sensually, in a sensual
manner.—«j. Sen'sualness ; Sen'suism; Sen'suist.—adj. Sen'SUOUS, pei taining to sense : connected
with sensible objects : easily affected by the medium
of the senses.— rtrt't'. Sen'suously.—«. Sen'suous-
neSS. — Sensitive flames, flames easily affected by
sounds ; Sensitive plant, one of certam species of
Mimosa—from tiie peculiar phenomena of irrita-

bility which their leaves e.vhibit when touched or
shaken ; SensUOUS Cognition, cognition through
the senses.—A Sensitive person, one sensitive to
mesmeric influence ; The senses, or Five senses,
sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. [Fr.,—L.
sensus—senttre, to feel.]

Sent, sent, n. {Spens.) scent, perception.
Sent, sent, /<r./. and/rt./. al send.
Sentence, sen'tens, «. opinion : a judgment pro-
nounced on a criminal by a court or judge : a
ma.\im : (^gram.) a number of words containing a
complete thought: sense: meaning: matter.

—

v.t.

to pronounce judgment on : to condemn.

—

n. Sen'-
tencer, one who sentences.

—

adj. Senten'tial, per-
taining to a sentence : comprising sentences.

—

adv.
Senten'tially.—/7^'. Senten'tious, abounding with
sentences or maxims : short and pithy in expres-
sion : bombastic, or affected in speech.

—

ailv. Sen- I

ten'tlously. — ». Senton'tlonsness, brevity with
suength. —Master of the Sentences, the great
12th-century schoolman, Peter Lombard (died 1160),
from his work Sejitentiarutn Lihri I V., an arranged
collection of sentences from Augustine, &c. [Fr.,

—

L. sententia—sentire, to feel.]

Sentient, sen'shi-ent, adj. discerning by the senses

:

having the faculty of perception and sensation

:

(J>hys.) noting those parts which on stimulation give
rise to sensation.—«. the mind as capable of feeling.
—lis. Sentience, ^sn'Mencj.—adv. Sen'tlently,
in a sentient or perceptive manner.

Sentiment, sen'ti-ment, ft. a thought occasioned by
feeling : opinion : judgment : sensibility : feeling : a
thought expressed in words : a maxim : a toast

:

emotion : an exhibition of feeling, as in literature or
art: (^l., phren.) tlie second division of the moral
faculties.

—

adj. Sentimen'tal, having or abounding
in sentiments or reflections : having an excess of
sentiment or feeling: affectedly tender.— z/.^. Scntl-
men'talise, to talk sentiment.

—

ns. Sentimen'tal-
ism. Sentimentality, quality of being sentimental

:

affectation of fine feeling; Sentimentalist, one
who affects sentiment or fine feeling : one guided by
mere sentiment : one who regards sentiment as more
important than reason. — adv. Sentimen'tally.
[Fr.,—Late L.,—L. sentire, to feel.]

Sentine, sen'ten, n. (fibs.) a sink. [L. senti'ua.}

Sentinel, sen'ti-nel, «. a soldier or soldier-marine at a
point with the duty of watching for the approach of
an enemy, or guarding the gun-park, camp, magazine,
or other locality : a sentry.

—

adj. acting as a sentinel.—v.t. to watch over, as a sentinel.

—

adj. Sen'tl-
nelled, furnished with a sentinel.—Sent&el crab,
a crab of the Indian Ocean with long eye-stulks.

[Fr. sentiiieiie—It. sentinella, a watch, prob. the L,
seniinator, one who pumps bilge-water out of a ship
•

—

seittina, the hold of a ship. Others explain Fr.
seiiiinelle as a dim. of sentier, a path—Low L.
seniiiariiis—L. semita, a footpath.]

SentiSdCtion, sen-ti-sek'shun, «. painful vivisection

—

opp. to Calliseciion.

Sentry, sen'tri, «. a sentinel : a soldier on guard to
observe the approach of danger: a watch-tower.

—

«.r. Sen'try-bOX, a box to shelter a sentry ; Sen'try-
go, any active military duty. [Prob. a corr. of
sentinel—Low L. sonitarius—L. semita, a path.]

Senvy, sen'vi, «. (phs.) mustard-seed. [O. Fr. senevl
—L. sinapi—Gr. sinapi, mustard.]

Senza, sen'tsa, /r^'/. (»k«j.) without. [It.]

Sep, Sep, an abbreviation for sepal.

Sepal, sep'al, or sfi'pal, n. a leaf or division of the
calyx of a flower.—rt^?>>. Sep'aluie, Sep'alold, Sep*-
alous. — «. Sepal'ody, change
of petals into sepals. [Fr. sepaU
—L. separ, separate.]

Separate, sep'a-rat, v.t. to divide: ^^
to part : to withdraw : to set

apart for a certain purpose : to
sever.

—

v.i, to part : to withdraw
from each other : to become dis-

united.-

apart from
ti. Separabil'ity.

—

adj. Sep'a-
rable, tliat may be sep.irated or s, s, Sepals.
disjointed. — «. Sep'arableness. a.

—advs. Sep arably ; Separately.—>«. Sep'arate-
neSS ; Sep'arating- disc, an emery-wheel for

cutting a space between teeth : Separa'tiOQ, act

of separating or disjoining : state of being
separate : disunion : chemical analysts : divorce
without a formal dissolution of the marriage-tie

;

Separa'tionist ; Sep'aratism, act of sef>arating or
withdrawing, esp. from an established church;
Sep'aratlSt, one who separates or withdraws, esp.

from an established church, a dissenter : a name
applied by the Unionists to those Liberals in favour
of granting Home Rule to Ireland.

—

adi/. Sop'ara-

m?^§:

:h other : to become dis- *"^^St2i-il ^
-adj. separated : divided

:

»1

om another : distinct.

—

jl
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Sepa'wn fate, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Septuaglnt

tlve, tending to separate.

—

tts. Sop'arator, one who,
or that which, separates : a divider ; Sep'aratory, a
chemical vessel for separating liquids of difi'erent

specific gravities ; Sep'aratriz, the line separating

light from shade on any partly illuminated surface ;

Separa'tum, a separate copy of a paper which has

been published in the proceedings of a scientific

society.—Separate estate, property of a married

woman over which her husband has no right of con-

trol ; Separate maintenance, a provision made by
a husband for the sustenance of his wife where they

decide to live apart. [L. se/arare, -dtum—se-,

aside, pardrt, to put. J

Sepawn = Supawn (q.v.).

Sephardlm, se-far'dem, n.pl. the Spanish-Portuguese
Jews, descended from those expelled from Spain in

1402—as distinguished horn Askkenazim, orGerman-
Polish Jews.—adj. Sephar'dic.

Sephen, sef'en, n. a sting-ray of the Indian Ocean,
valued for shagreen.

Sephiroth, sef 'i-roth, n. in the cabbala, the first ten
numerals identified with Scripture names of God.

Sepia, se'pi-a, n. a fine, brown pigment used as a
water-colour—from the ink-bag of a few species of
cuttle-fish : Indian or China ink : a genus of cuttle-

fishes.

—

'^•pl. Sepla'cea, a group of cephalopods,
same as Sepiids.

—

n. Seplada'rlum, a ^enus of

cuttles.—,«^^j. Sepia'rlan, Se'piary, Seplda'ceous,
Se'piold; Se'piC, done in sepia, as a drawing.

—

ns.

Se'piost, Sepiostalre', Se'piiun, cuttle-bone. [L.,

—Gr. sepia, the cuttle-fish.]

Sepiment, sep'i-ment, n. a hedge, a fence. [L.
Sitpimentuni, a hedge.]

Sepose, se-pO/, v.t. ipbs.) to set apart.

—

v.L to go
apart.—«. Seposi'tion.

Sepoy, se'poi, «. a native soldier, whether Hindu or
Mohammedan, in the British army in India. [Hind.
sipiihi, a soldier— Pers. sipaht, a horseman.]

Seppuku, sep-puk'oD, n. the hara-kiri. [Jap.]
Seps, seps, n. a genus of scincoid lizards. [Gr.]
Sepsis, sep'sis, «. putridity, rot : a genus of dipterous

insects. [Gr. sefisis, putrefaction.]
Sept, sept, n. in Ireland, a subdivision of a tribe : an

enclosure, a railing.— a^^'. Sep'tal, belonging to a
sept : partitional. [Probably a corr. of sec/.]

Sepi. = Septua^nt : September.
Septan, sep'tan, adj. recurring every seventh day.
Septangle, sep'tang-gl, n. a figurewith seven angles
and seven sides.

—

adj. Septang'Ular, having seven
angles. [L. sefitem, seven, angulus, angle.]

Septaria, sep-ta'ri-a, ». a genus of shipworms

—

Teredo.

Septarium, sep-ta'ri-um, «. an ovate flattened nodule
of argillaceous limestone or ironstone—turtle-stone :

—pi. Septa ria.—a<^'. Septa'rlan.

Septate, -d, sep'tat, -ed, adj. divided into compart-
ments.

September, sep-temTj^r, «. the ninth month of the
ye^T.—adj. SoptembraL—«. Septem'brist, one of
the perpetrators of the atrocious massacres in the
prisons of Paris, Sept. 2-7, 1792.—September thorn,
a British geometrid moth. [L. septetti, seven.]

Septempartite, scp-tem-par'tit, adj. divided into
seven parts.

Septemvir, sep-tem'vir, «. one of a board of seven
men associated for certain duties. — n. Septem'-
vlrate, the office of septemvir.

Septenarius, sep-te-na'ri-us, «. in Latin prosody, a
vcr^e consisting of seven feet.

Septenary, sep'te-na-ri, adj. consisting of seven : last-

ing seven years : occurring once in seven years. —
n.pl. Sep'tenarles, the number seven, the heptad.
[L. septenarius—septent, seven.]

Septenate, sep'te-nat, adj. (hot.) having seven parts.
Septennial, sep-ten'i-al, adj. lasting seven years

:

happening every seven years.

—

n. Septenn'ate, a
period of seven years.— adv. Septenn'ially.— n.

septonnlum.—Septennial Act, a sutute of 1716

fixing the existence of a parliament at seven years.

[L. septeiinis— septent, seven, annus, a year.)

Septentrion, sep-ten'tri-on, «. {Shak.) the north.

—

adjs. Septentrion, -al, northern.—<«/7'. Septen'-
trionally.— «.;)>/. Septentrld'nes, the consiellation
of the Great Bear, or t.ie seven stars near the north
pole-star, called Charles's Wain.

Septet, Septette, sep-tet', «; a work for seven voices
or instruments : a company of seven musicians.

Sept-foil, sept'-foil, «. a plant, the roots of which are
used in medicine, tanning, &c. : a figure of seven
equal segments of a circle used in the R.C. Church
as a symbol of her seven sacraments, the seven gifts

of the Holy Spirit, &c. [Fr. sept—L. septem, seven,
/bit— \^. folium, a leaf.]

Septicemia, sep-ti-se'mi-a, «. sepsis, blood-poisoning
—also Septicaamia.— «. Septic, a substance that
promotes the putrefaction of bodies.

—

adjs. Sep'tio,
-al, promoting putrefaction.

—

adz'. Sep'tically.

—

adj. Septicemic—«. Septio'ity, tendency to pro-
mote putrefaction.

—

adj. Septlf'erOUS, conveying
putrid poison. [Formed from Gr. septikos, putrefy-
ing, haima, blood.]

SeptiCidal, sep-ti-sl'dal, adj. dividing the partitions,
as wlien fruit splits asunder— also Sep'ticide.

—

adv.
Sep'ticidally. [L. sceptum, a fence, cerdere, to cut.)

Septlfarious, sep-ti-fa'ri-us, adj. turned seven difi'erent

ways.
Septiferous, sep-tif'e-rus, adj. having a septum or

septa, septate.

Septlfluous, sep-tifl5o-us, adj. flowing in seven
streams.

SeptifoliOUS, sep-ti-fO'li-us, adj. seven-leaved.
Septiform, sep'ti-form, adj. sevenfold, having seven

parts : like a septum, septal.

Septiftagal, sep-tifra-gal, adj. (bot.) breaking away
from tlie partitions, said of the valves of a p<S. [L.
septum, a p:iiUtion, /ran^ere, jractum, to break.]

Septilateral, sep-ti-lat'er-al, adj. having seven sides.
[L. septem, seven, latus, lateris, a side.]

Septillion, sep-til'yun, «. the product of a million
raised to the seventh power, or a unit with forty-two
ciphers affixed : in the United States, France, &c.,
the eighth jxjwer of a thousand.

Septimanarian, sep-ti-ma-na'ri-an, ». a monk on
duty for a week. [L. septimanus—septem, seven.]

Septime, sep'tem, «. the seventh position assumed by
a fencer after drawing his weapon from the scabbard.
[L. Septimus, seventh

—

septem, seven.]

Septimole, sep'ti-mOl, «. a group of seven notes to

be played in the time of fotor or six : sign ^""^ ^•

—Also Sep'tole.
Septinsnlar, sept-in'su-lar, adj. consisting of seven

islands. [L. septem, seven, insula, island.]

SeptisyUable, sep'ti-sil-a-bl, «. a word of seven
syllables.

Septomaxlllary, sep-tO-mak'si-la-ri, adj. combining
characters of a nasal septum and a maxillary bone.—
n. a bone in some birds uniting the maxillopalatines

of oppo.site sides.

Septonasal, sep-tO-na'zal, adj. forming a nasal septum.
— «. a bone of this kind.

Septuagenarian, sep-tfi-aj-e-na'ri-an, n. a person
seventy years old.

—

adj. Septuag'enary, consisting

of seventy.—«. one seventy years old. [L. septuage-

narius—septuageni, seventy each

—

septem, seven.]

Septuagesima, sep-tu-a-jes'i-ma, «. the third Sunday
before Lent—the seventieth day before Easter (the

common but dubious explanation). — adj. SeptOA-
ges'lmal, consisting ofseventy : counted by seventies.

[L. septuagesimus—septem, seven. The name, like

Quinquagesivia and Sexagesima, was most probably
adopted on a false analogy with Quadragesima, the

I^tin name of Lent.)
Septuag^t, sep'tu-a-jint, n. the version in Hellen-

istic Greek of the Old Tesument, said to have been
made by 72 translators at Alexandria by command
of Ptolemy Philadelphus (284-247 B.C.)—usually ex-
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Septuary mate ; mute ; mCDn ; Men. Serene

[L. sep-

a, a. Septa.

pressed by LXX.— <irfr". Septuagln'tal.
tuaginta—septem, seven.]

Septuary, sep'tu-a-ri, >i. {ohs.) something composed of
seven.

Septum, sep'tum, «. {hot., anat.) a partition separat-
ing two cavities : one of the radial plates of a coral :

—//. Septa.—a^^. Sep'tulate,
having imperfect or spurious
septa. —«. Septulum, a little

septum or small partition. [L.,—sceptre, sepire, to enclose.]

Septuple, sep'tu-pl, adj. sevenfold.—v.t. to make sevenfold : to mul-
tiply by seven.—«. Sep'tuplet,
a septimole. [Low L. septuplus
—septem, seven ; on the analogy
oi quadrupleS\

Sepulchre, sep'ul-k6r, «. a place
of burial : tomb : a burial vault

:

a recess in some early churches
in which the reserved sacrament,
&c., were laid from Good Friday till Easter.

—

v.t.
(Milt.) to place in a sepulchre : to bury or entomb.—adj. Sepul'cliral, pertaining to a sepulchre, or
to monuments erected for the dead : (jig.') deep,
hollow in tone.—«. Sep'ulture, act of burying the
dead; interment: burial.

—

v.t. to entomb. [Fr.,

—

L. sepiilch-ntm—sepelire, sepultunt, to bury.]
Sepurture, sep'ur-tur, adj. (her.) raised above the

back and opened, of a bird's wings.
Sequacious, se-kwa'shus, Oiij. inclined to follow a

leader : attendant : manageable : pliant : observing
logical sequence or consistence.— us. Sequa'cioUS-
ness, Sequac'lty, disposition to follow. [L. seguax,
sequacis—segui, to follow.]

Sequel, se'kwel, «. that which follows, the succeed-
ing part : result, consequence : (obs.) descendants :

(Scots iaw) thirlage. [Fr.,— L. segueia — segui;
Gr. kepesthai, to follow.]

Sequela, se-kwe'la, n. that which follows : an in-

ference, a corollary :—//. Se'quelaa.
Sequence, se'kwens, «. st.ite of being sequent or

following : order of succession : a series of things
following in a certain order, as a set of three or
more cards in order of value : that which follows

:

consequence : (mus.) a. regular succession of similar
chords : in liturgies, a hymn in rhythmical prose,
sung after the gradual and before the gospel.

—

adjs.
Se'quent, following, succeeding ; Sequen'tlal.—«.

Sequential'ity. — rt^^z-. Sequen'tlally. [Fr.,— L.
segliens, pr.p. of segui, to follow.]

Sequester, se-kwes'ter, v.t. to separate : to withdraw
from society : to seclude : to set apart : (law) to
place anythmg contested into the hands of a third
person till the dispute is settled : to hold the property
of another till the profits pay the demands : to take
possession of the estate of a bankrupt in order to

distribute it among the creditors : to confiscate.

—

v.i.

lo renounce any interest in the estate of a husband.
—«. (S/t,ti:) the act of sequestering: an umpire.

—

oi/js. Seques'tered, retired, secluded; Seques'-
trable. — 7'./. Seques'trate (law), to sequester.—
fis. Sequestra'tion, the Scotch legal term for

b.Tnkruptcy : the act of sequestering, esp. the
seizure of any one's property for the use of the
state during dispute, or for the benefit of creditors :

state of being separated : seclusion from society ;

Sequestra'tor, one who sequesters another's pro-
perty : one to whom property is committed during
dispute. [O. Fr. seguestrer—Low L. seguestrdre,
•atum—L. sequester, a depositary

—

segui, to follow.]

Sequestrum, se-kwes'tmm, «. a necrosed section of
bone.^w. SequeStrot'omy, the operation of re-

moving such.
Sequin, se'kwin, K. a gold Venetian coin of the 13th

century = QS. 4d. [Fr., — It. zecchino— zecca, the
mint; of Ar. origin.]

Sequoia, se-kwoi'a, n. a small genus of gigantic ever-

^e
reen coniferous trees belonging to California

—

"'ellingtonia. [A Latinised form of the name of
the Cherokee chief Seguoiah.]

Sera, se'ra, «. a lock of any kind :

—

pi. Se'rse. [L.]
S^rac, sa-rak', n. a name for the cuboidal masses into
which the n^ve breaks when passing down a steep
incline. [Swiss Fr.]

Seraglio, se-ral'yO, «. the ancient residence of the
Sultan at Constantinople, enclosing within its walls
a variety of mosques, gardens, and large edifices,

the chief of which is the Harem : a place where
women are kept, a place of licentious pleasure : an
enclosure. [It. serraglio—Low L. serare, to lock
up, from L. sera, a door-bar. The word was con-
fused with Pers. serai, a palace.]

Serai, se-ra'i, «. a khan, a caravansary : a seraglio
for women. [Pers. serai, a palace.]

Seralbumin, ser-al-bu'min, «. albumin of the blood.
Serang, se-rang', «. the skipper of a small East Indian

vessel, the boatswain of a lascar crew. [Pers. sar-
hang, a commander.]

Serape, se-ra'pe, «. a Mexican shawl worn by men,
often gay-coloured.

Serapeum, Serapeium, ser-a-pe'um, «. a temple of
Sernpis, esp. that near Memphis.

Seraph, ser'af, «. an angel of the highest rank in

the traditional angelology of the church, due to

Dionysius the Areopagite, who places the seraphim
at the head of the nine choirs of angels, the first

rank being formed by the seraphim, cherubim, and
throni:—pl. Seraphs (ser'afs), Seraphim (ser'af-im),

celestial beings on either side of the throne of
Jehovah, seen in prophetic vision by Isaiah, and
by him alone (vi. 2-6) : a geometrid moth. —
adjs. Seraph'ic, -al, pertaining to, or becoming,
a seraph: angelic: pure: sublime: refined. —

•

adv. Seraph'ically. [Heb. Seraphim—saraph, to

burn.
Seraphine, ser'a-fen, «. a coarse-toned musical reed-

instrument, played with a key-board—the precursor
of the harmonium.

Serapias, se-ra'pi-as, «. a genus of orchids.

Serapis, ser-a'pis, «. Apis honoured by the Romans
under the attributes of Osiris : a genus of gastero-

pods : a genus of hymenopterous insects.

Seraskier, ser-as'ker, «. a Turkish general, esp. the

commander-in-chief or the minister of war. — «.

Seras'kierate, the office of a seraskier. [Turk.,—
Pers. sar, ser, head, Ar. 'asker, army.]

Serb, Serb, adj. Servian.— «. a Servian.

Serbonian, ser-bo'ni-an, adj. relating to a dangerous
bog in Egypt, hence to any difficult situation.

Serdab, ser'dab, n. a secret chamber within the

masonry of an ancient Egyptian tomb in which
images of the deceased were stored. [Ar. serdab.^

Sere. Same as Sear.
Sere, ser, adj. (oi^j. ) separate, several, many.
Sere, ser, n. (obs.) a claw.

Serein, se-rang', «. a fine rain which falls from a cloud-

less sky. [Fr.]

Serena, se-re'na, n. the damp, unwholesome air of
evening.

Serenade, ser-e-nSd', «. evening music in the open
air, esp. given by a lover to his mistress under her

window at night : a piece of music suitable for such
an occasion.

—

v.t. to entertain with a serenade.

—

tts. Serena'der, one who serenades ;'Serenii'ta, an
instrumental work for performance in the open air ;

Ser'enate (Milt.), a serenade. [Fr.,— It. serenaia,

sereno, serene—L. serenus.]

Serene, se-ren', adj. calm : unclouded : unruffled : an
adjunct to the titles of certain German princes—

a

translation of Durchlauckt.—v.t. to tranquillise.

—

n. the chilly damp of evening : blig^ht.

—

adv.

Serenely, calmly, coolly. — ns. Serene'ness

;

Seren'itude ; Seren'ity, state or quality of being

serene, calmness, peace.

—

v.t. SerenlSO', to make
bright : to glorify. [L. serenus, clear.]
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Serenoa fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Serpent

Serenoa, se-re'nO-a, n. a genus of dwarf palms in

Florida.

Serf, serf, «. a slave attached to the soil and sold with

it : a labourer rendering forced service in Russia :

a menial.

—

ns. Serfage, Serfdom, condition of a
serf. [Fr.,— L. serztus, a slave.]

Serge, serj, «. a strong twilled fabric, once of silk,

now usually of worsted.—«. Sergette', a thin serge.

[Fr.,—L. serica, si\k—Seres, the Chinese.]

Sergeant, Serjeant, sar'ient, «. a non-commissioned

othcer of the army and marines next above a cor-

ix>ral, overlooking the soldiers in barracks, and
assisting the officers in all ways in the field : a

bailiff : a constable : a servant in monastic offices :

a police-officer of superior rank.—«J. Ser'geancy,

Sergeantcy, Sergeantshlp, office of a sergeant

;

Ser'geant-at-arms, an officer of a legislative body
for keeping order, &c. ; Ser'goant-fish, tlie cobra,

so called from the lateral stripes ; Ser'geant-ma'Jor,

the highest non-commissioned officer, employed to

assist the adjutant : the cow-pilot, a fish ; Ser-
geantry, Ser'geanty, a kind of feudal tenure on
condition of service due to the king only ; Ser-
jeant-at-anns, an officer who attends upon the

• Lord Chancellor with the mace, and who executes

various writs of process in the course of a Chancery
suit : a similar officer who attends on each House of

Parliament, and arrests any person ordered by the

House to be arrested ; Ser'jeant-at-laW, formerly

in England the highest degree of barrister, once
with exclusive audience in the Court of Common
Pleas, their proper dress a violet-coloured robe with

a scarlet hood, and a black coif, represented in

modern times by a patch of silk at the top of the

wig.—Grand sergeanty, a tenure of lands by special

honorary service to the king ; Petit sergeanty, a
tenure of lands by a rent or tender. [Fr. serpent—
L. serviens, -eniis, pr.p. oi servlre, to serve.]

Serial, se'ri-al, adj. pertaining to, or consisting of, a
series: appearing periodically.

—

n. a tale or other

composition appearing in successive partSj as in a
periodical: a publication issued in successive num-
bers, a periodical.—«.Serlal'lty.—a</r'.r. Se'rlally,

Se'rlately, in a series or regular order.— aJj.

Se'liate, arranged in a series.

—

adv. Se'riatlm, one
after another.—«. Serla'tlon.

Serlan, se'ri-an, adj. Chinese— also Ser'lc.— ns.

Ser'lca, a genus of melolonthine beetles ; Serica'ria,

a genus of bombycid moths, contaii.ing the mulberry
silkworm.

—

adjs. Ser'lcate, -d, silky, covered with
silky down ; Sericeous (se-rish'i-us), pertaining to,

or consisting of, silk : (bot.) covered with soft silky

hairs, as a leaf.

—

n.pl. SeriC'ideS, a section of melo-
lonthine beetles.

—

ns. Ser'icin, the gelatinous sub-
stance of silk ; Sericite, a variety of potash mica.—

•

adj. SerlOlt'iO.—>«. Sericocarpus, a genns of com-
posite plants of the United States ; SeriCOS'toma,
the typical genus of caddis-flies ; Seriote'rlum, a
spinning eland ; Sericulture, the breeding of silk-

worms—also Ser'ioicultiu-e ; Sericul'turist. [Gr.

Sires, the Seres, an Asiatic peoijle who supplied
the Greeks and Romans with their silk.]

Sericon, ser'i-kon, «. in the jargon of alchemy, a red
tincture—opp. to Bufo, a black.

Seriema, ser-i-a'ma, «. along-legged, crested Brazilian
bird.—Also Carla'ma.

Series, se'ri-ez, n.sing. and //. a succession of things
connected by some likene.ss : sequence : order

:

(math.) a progression of numbers or quantities
according to a certain law.—Arithmetical series,
a series whose terms progress by the addition or
subtraction oi a constant difference ; Geometrical
series, a series whose successive terms progress by
a constant multiplier or divisor— the comtiton ratio :

Reciprocal series, a series each of whose terms is

the reciprocal of the corresponding terra of another
series. {L.,

—

ierere, sertum, to join.]
Serif, ser'if, «, the short cross-line at the ends of

unconnected Roman types, as in H, 1, d, y, &c.-
Also Ceriph and Ser'iph.

Seriform, se'ri-fonn, adj. noting a section of the Alt
family of languages, comprising Cliinese, &c.

SerilophUS, se-ril'ri-fus, «. an Indian genus of bn
bills. [Gr. sirikos, silky, lophos, a crest.]

Serin, ser'in, n. a small fringilline bird like the canary— II. Serinette', a bird-organ. [Fr.,—L. citrimti^
citrine, yellow.]

Seringa, se-ring'ga, n. a name of several Brazilian

trees yielding india-rubber. [Port.]

Seringhi, ser-ing-ge', «. a musical instrument of the
viul class used in India.

Serinus, se-rl'nus, «. a genus of birds of the fringilline

family, including canaries. [Fr. serin.]

Seriola, se-rT'O-la, n. a genus of carangoid fishes, the
amber fishes.

Serious, se'ri-us, adj. solemn : in earnest : important

:

attended with danger : weighty : professedly re-

ligious.

—

adjs. Se'rio-com'ic, -al, partly serious and
partly comical.

—

ad^'. Se'riOUSly, gravely, deeply :

without levity.—«. Se'riousness. [Fr. serieux—lj,
seri?is, akin to severiis, severe.]

Seriph. See Serif.

Serjeant. See Sergeant.
Sermocination, ser-mos-i-na'shun, «. (obs!) speech-
making : {rhet.) a. form of prosopopoeia in which one
answers a question he has himself asked.

Sermon, ser'mon, n. a discourse on a text of Scripture
delivered during divine service : any serious address,
any serious counsel, admonition, or reproof.

—

v.t. to

tutor, to lecture.

—

ns. Sermol'OgUS, a volume con-
taining sermons by the Cliurch fathers ; Sermoneer',
a sermoniser ; Ser'moner, a preacher ; Ser'monet,
a little sermon.

—

adjs. Sermon'ic, -al, having the

character of a sermon.

—

n. Ser'moning, the act of
preaching: a homily.

—

v.i. Sermonise, to compose
or preach sermons : to lecture : to lay down the law.—v.t. to preach a sermon to.

—

ns. Sermonl'ser, one
who preaches or writes sermons ; Serm5'nium, a
historical play, formerly acted by the inferior orders

of the Roman Catholic clergy ; Sermun'clo, a little

sermon. [L. serino, serinonis—serere, to join.]

Seroon, se-rOSn', n. a crate or hamper in which
Spanish and Levantine figs, raisins, &c. are usually
packed. — «. Seron, a bale of about 200 lb. of
Paraguay tea wrapped in hide. [Sp. seroit.]

Seropurulent, se-rO-pu'roS-lent, adj. composed of

scrum mixed with pus.

—

oiij. Serosanguin'olent,
pertaining to bloody serum.

Serotine, ser'O-lin, «. a sjiiall reddish vespertilionine

bat. [L. serotinus—sero, late.]

Serotinous, se-rot'i-nus, adj. {hot.) appearing late in

the season. [L. serotinus—sero, late.]

Serous, se'rus, adj. resembling serum, thin, watery :

secreting serum.—«. Seros'ity. {Serum.]
Serpent, ser'pent, H. any member of the f,^\\w% Ophidia

,

more popularly known as snakes—any reptile without
feet which moves by means of Its ribs and scales : a
snake : a person treacherous or malicious : one of
the constellations in the northern hemisphere : (mus.)
a bass musical wind-instrument, entirely obsolete
except In a few Continental churches, a tapered
leather-covered wooden tube 8 feet long, twisted
about like a serpent.

—

v.i. to wind along : to me-
ander.

—

v.t. to girdle, as with the coils of a serpent.—ns. Serpenta'ria, the Virginia snakeroot ; Ser-
penta'rius, the secretary-birds : the constellation

Opliiuchns; Ser'pent-charm'er, one who charms
or has power over serpents; Ser'pent- Charm'ing,
the art of charming or governing serpents ; Ser'pent-
cii'oumber, a long-fruited variety of the musk-melon ;

Ser'pent-de'ity, the god of the Ophites, Abrax.is

;

Serpent-eat'er, the secretary-bird : a wild goat in

India and Cashmere ; Ser'penteaU, an iron circle

with spikes to which squibs are attached, used in a
breach.

—

n.pl. Serpent'es, the second order of the
third class of limbless reptiles.

—

ns. Ser'pent-fislt,
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the snake-fish ; Ser'pent-grasS, the alpine bistort.—

adjs. Sorpent'ifonn, ophidian in structure : snake-
like ; Ser'pentine, resembling a serpent : winding,
tortuous : spiral : crooked.—«. a kind of firework :

a i6th-cent. form of cannon : a mineral composed of
silica and manganese, generally occurrmg massive,

colour some shade of green, also red and brownish-

yellow.

—

v.i. to wind or wriggle like a serpent.^

adv. Ser'pentinely.—(((/yV. Serpentln'ic, Ser^pen-

tinoUS.— a<«'e'. Serpentiningly, with a serpentine

motion.

—

v. t. Ser pentiniSO, to convert into serpen-

tine.

—

v.i. Ser'pentise, to wind : meander.—«<//'.

Sor'pent-like. like a serpent.—«j. Sei-'peiit-llz'ard,

a lizard of the genus Seps ; Ser'pent-moSS, a green-

house plant from the West Indies; Ser'pentry,
serpentine motion : a place infested by serpents

:

serpents collectively ; Ser'pent-Star, a brittle star ;

Ser'pent- Stone, snake -stone, adder -stone; Sef-
pent's-tongue, the adder's-tongue fern ; 861^56111-

tUX'tle, an enaliosaur; Ser'pent-Wltlie, a twining
?lant of tropical America : Ser'peilt-WOOd, an East
ndian shrub ; Ser'pent-WOr'sllip, one of the most

ancient and widespread forms of primitive religion,

and still existing amongst many savage peoples

;

Sea'-ser'pent (see Sea). — Serpentine verse, a
verse which begins and ends with the same word.

—

The old serpent, Satan. [L. serpens, -entis, pr.p.

of setpi're, to creep ; akin to Gr. furjiein. ]

Serpet, ser'pet, «. (pbs.) a basket.
Serpette, ser-pet', «. a hooked pruning-knife. [Fr.]

Serpigo, ser-pi'go, «. (_Shak^ a skin eruption, herpes.
—«<//. Serpiginous (-pij'-). [L. serpere, to creep.]

Serplath, ser'plath, «. {Scot.) 80 stone weight.
Serpolet, ser'pO-let, «. the wild thyme. [Fr.]

Serpula, ser^pu-la, «. a genus of sedentary Chaetopod
worms, living in twisted calcareous lubes fastened to

shells and rocks in the sea, or even to other animals,
such as cia.hi,.—acij. Serpu'Uan.—«. Ser'pulite, a
fossil of the family Serpulid<e.—adjs. Serpulit'lc,

Ser'pulOid. [L. serpere, to creep.]

Serr, ser, v.t. {obs.) to crowd or press together.
Serra, ser'a, «. a saw, or saw-like part. [L.]

Serradilla, ser-a-dil'a, n. a Port, bird's-foot clover.

Serranus, ser-ra'nus, «. the genus containing sea-

perches or sea-bass.

—

n.pl. Serran'idSB, the family
of fishes containing among its genera Sea-bass,
Rock/ish, &c. [L. serra, a saw.]

Serrasalmo, ser-a-sal'mo, «. a genus of characinoid
fishes, with compressed Ijelly fringed with projecting
scales. [L. serra, a saw, salmo, a salmon.]

Serrate, -d, ser' rat, -ed, adj. notched or cut like a
saw : {bat.) having small sharp teeth along the
margin.—«. Serra'tion, state of being serrated.

—

adj. Serratiros'tral, saw-billed, as a bird.— «J.

Ser rature, a notching like that between the teeth
of a saw ; Serra'tus, one of several muscles of the
thorax.

—

Oiij. Ser'rlcom, having separate antennae.— n.pl. Serrlf'era, a group of insects, including the
sawflies and horntails.

—

aaj's. SerriferoilS, having
a serra or serrate organ ; Ser'riform, toothed like a
saw ; Ser'riped, having the feet serrate ; SerrlroS'-
trate, having the bill serrated with tooth-like

processes.—«. Ser'ro-mo'tor, a steam reversing-gear,
in marine engines.

—

adj. Ser'rOUS, like the teeth of
a saw : rough.—«. Ser'mla, one of the serrated
appendages of the throat of the mudfish: — //.

^QtraX^.—adjs. Serrulate, -d, finely serrate.— 7/.f.

Serrula'tion, the state of being serrulate ; Ser-
rurerie', ornamental wrought-metal work- [L.
scrraiiis—serra, a saw.]

Serried, ser'rid, adj'. crowded : pressed together.

—

v.i.

Ser'ry, to crowd. [Fr. serrer, to crowd—L. sera, a
door-bar.]

Sertnlarla, ser-tG-la'ri-a, n, a common genus of
Hydroids in which the branched horny investment
of the plant-lik- colony forms a sessile cup around
each polyp.

—

adj. Sertula'rlan. [L. serere, sertum,
to plait.]

Serum, sfrum, «. the watery part of curdled milk,

whey : the thin fluid which separates from the
blood when it coagulates. [L.]

Serval, ser'val, «. a South African animal of the cat
tribe, yellowish with black spots, valued for its fur
—the Bush-cat, Tiger-cat. [Ger.]

Servant, ser'vaut, «. one who is in the service of
another : a labourer : a domestic : one dedic.ited
to God : (_B.) a slave : one of low condition or spirit

:

a professed lover : a word of mere civility, as in
'your humble' or 'obedient servant' in letters,

petitions, &c.

—

v.t. to subject.

—

ns. Ser'vant-girl,
Ser'vant-mald, a female domestic servant ; Ser"-
vant-man, a male servant ; Ser'vantry, servants
collectively ; Ser'vantship, position or relation of
a servant.—Servant out Of lively, a servant of a
higher grade, as a major-domo or butler ; Servants'
call, a whistle to call attendants ; Servants' hall,

the room in a house where the servants eat together.

[Fr., pr.p. oi servir, to serve—L. servtre, to serve.]

Servatory, ser'va-tor-i, n. (obs.) that which preserves.

Serve, serv, v.t. to be a servant to, to work for and
obey : to attend or wait upon : to work for : to obey :

to be subservient or subordinate to : to wait upon
at table, &c. : to do dutjr for : to treat, behave
towards : to render worship to : to aid by good
offices : to minister to a priest at mass : to comply
with : to requite : to handle, manipulate : to furnish :

(ttaut.) to bind with small cord : (Jaiu) to deliver or

present formally : to furnish : to cover, of stallions,

&c. : to deliver the ball in tennis.

—

v.i. to be em-
ployed as a servant, to discharge any regular duty : to

be in .subjection : to suffice, to avail, to be suitable or
favourable.—«. in tennis, the act of the first player
in striking the ball, or the style in which this is

done.

—

US. Ser'vagO (pbs.), servitude : the service

of a lover ; Ser'ver, one who serves : a salver

:

an attendant on the priest at the celebration of the
Eucharist : the player who strikes the tennis-ball

first : a salver, any utensil for distributing or helping
at table.—Serve an office, to discharge the duties

of an office ; Serve a process or writ, to formally
communicate a process or writ to the person to whom
it is addressed ; Serve an attachment, to levy
such a writ on the person or goods by seizure

;

Serve an execution, to levy an execution on the

person or goods by seizure ; Serve a sentence, to

undergo tlie punishment prescribed by a judicial

sentence ; Serve one a trick, to play a trick on one ;

Serve one out, to take revenge on some one ; Serve
one right, to treat one as he deserves ; Serve one's
time, to complete one's apprenticeship ; Serve out,

to deal or distribute ; Serve the purpose of, to

answer adequately an end for which something else

is designed ; Serve the turn, to suffice for one's

immediate purpose or need ; Serve time, to undergo
a period of^ imprisonment, &c. ; Serve Up, to bring

to table. [Fr. servir—L. servire, to serve.]

Servian, ser'vi-an, «. a native oiSerzna : the language
of Servia, belonging to the southern division of the

Slav tongues, its nearest congeners Bulgarian,

Slovenian, and Russian.
_

Service, ser'vis, «. condition or occupation of a
servant : a working for another : duty required in

any office : military or naval duty : any liturgical

form or office, public religious worship, religious

ceremonial : a musical composition for devotional

purposes : labour, assistance, or kindness to another

:

benefit : profession of respect : order of dishes at

table, or a set of them : oflScial function, use, employ-
ment : that which is furnished : a tree of rarely more
than 30 feet high, with leaves and flowers like the
Rowan-tree, but the former downy beneath— also
Sorb.—ns. Serviceahil'ity, Ser'vlceableness.—a/^'.

Sei^Vlceable, able or willing to serve : advantageous :

useful : capable of rendering long service, durable.^
adv. Ser'vlceably. — «j. Sef^ce-berfy, a berry
of the service-tree : {Scot.') the fruit of the whiu
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beam : a North American shrub, the shadbush

;

Sor'vlce-book, a bouk of forms of religious service :

a prayer-book ; Ser'vice-box, a form of expansion
joint, used in street-mams of steam-heating systems ;

Ser'TlcO-Olean'or, a portable air-compressing pump
and receiver for service-pipes ; Ser Vice-llne, one of

two lines drawn across the court twenty-one feet

from the net, in lawn-tennis ; Ser'vice-mag'azine,

a magazine for storing ammunition tor immediate

use ;
Sor'Vloe-pipe, a smaller pipe from a main-

pipe' to a dwelling ; Ser'Vice-troe, a tree of the pear

family, with close-grained wood and an edible fruit

;

Ser'Villg-niall'et, a piece of wood having a groove
on one side to fit the convexity of a rope ; Din'ner-
Ber'Vloe, a full set of dishes for dinner ; Ta'blo-

Ser'Vice, a set of utensils for the table : Wild'-
B6r'viC6, a small species of service-tree, cultivated

in England for its fruit and wood.—Service Of an
heir (5't£'/f /aw), a proceeding before a jury to

determine the heir of a person deceased.—Active
service, service of a soldier, &c., in the field, against

an enemy ; At yOUr service, a phrase of civility ;

Have seen service, to have been in active military

service : to have been put to hard use ; Plain
service, in Anglican usage, an office which is simply
read. [Fr.,—L. serviiium.]

Servient, sei^vi-ent, at/j. subordinate.
Serviette, ser-vi-et', «. a table-napkin. [Fr.]

Servile, ser'vll, aJj. pertaining to a slave or servant :

slavish : meanly submissive : cringing : obedient

:

{gram.) secondary or subordinate.

—

n. a slave, a
menial. — adv. Ser'vllely. — ns. Ser'vllism, the

spirit of a servile class ; Servll'lty {obs. Ser'-

VilenesS), state or quality of being servile

:

slavery : obsequiousness ; Ser'Ving-mald, a female
domestic servant ; Ser'Ving-man, a male servant :

a professed lover.

—

adj. Ser'vlouS, obsequious.

—

ns.

Ser'Vite, one of a mendicant order of monks and
nuns founded in Italy in the 13th century; Ser-
Vlt'ium {law), service ; Ser'vitor, one who serves :

a servant : a follower or adherent : a male servant,

a menial : soldier : formerly in Oxford, an under-
graduate partly supported by the college, his duty
to wait on the fellows and gentlemen commoners at

table ; Ser'vltorshlp, the office or condition of a
servitor ; Ser'vitude, state of being a slave : slavery

:

state of slavish dependence : menial service : com-
pulsory servitude : (/aw) a burden affecting land or
other heritable subjects, by which the proprietor is

either restrained from the full use of his property or

is obliged to suffer another to do certain acts upon
it : service rendered in the army or navy : (obs.) ser-

vants collectively ; Ser'VltUre (Mi//.), servants col-

lectively.—f.«. Ser'vulate.
Sesame, ses'a-me, «. an annual herbaceous plant of

Southern Asia, whose seed yields the valuable
gingili-oil.—adjs. Ses'amold, -al, denoting certain
small bones found in the substance of the tendons
at the articulations of the great toes, and in other
parts of the body. — «. Ses'amum, the genus to

which sesame belongs.—Open Sesame, the charm
by which the door of the robl^ers' cave flew open in

the tale of ' Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves ' in the
Arabian Nights. [Fr.,—L.,—Gr.]

Sesban, ses'ban, «. a shrub of the bean family, with
yellow flowers, native to Egypt—Also Jyntee. [Fr.,

.—Ar. seisebda.]

Sesell, ses'el-i, n. a genus of umbelliferous plants,

usually perennial, with erect branching stems— in-

cluding the mountain meadow-saxi/rage. [Gr.]

Sesha, sa'sha, «. the king of the serpents in Hindu
mythology, having a thousand heads, the buttresses
of the world.

Sesla, s€'shi-a, «. a genus of clear-winged moths. [Gr.

sis, seos, a moth.]
Sesquialteral, ses-kwi-al'te-ral, adj. one and a half
more— also Sesqulal'terate, Sesqulal'teroas. — ».

Seaqolal'tera (mus.), the interval of a perfect fifth,

Sessile Leaves.

having the ratio of 2 to 3 : a rhythm in which three
minims are made equal to a preceding two. [L.
sesguialter.]

Sesquiduple, ses-kwi-du'pl, adj. of three and a half
times.

—

adj. Sesquidu'pllcate, being in the ratio of

2J to I, or 5 to 2.

Sesquipedalian, ses-kwi-pe-dS'li-an, adj. containing a
foot and a hall : often humorously s.iid of a very long
word—also Ses'qulpedal.-«j. Sesquipeda'llanism,
Sesquipedal'ity. [L. sesguipeda/is—sesgui, one-
half more, pes, ped-is, a foot.]

Sesquiplicate, ses-kwip'li-kat, adj. noting the ratio of
a cube to a square.

Sesqultertia, ses-kwi-ter'shi-a, n. (mus.) a perfect
fourth, an interval having the ratio of i to i J, or 3 to

«,.—adjs. Sesqultertial, Sesquiter'tlan, -al.

Sesquitone, ses'kwi-ton, «. (mus.) a minor third, an
interval equal to a tone and a half.

Sess, ses, n. Same as Cess.
Sessa, ses'a, interj. (SAai.) prob. a cry to urge to

swiftness in running.
Sessile, ses'il, adj. (bot.) growing directly from the

stem, without a foot-stalk, as some leaves. [L.

sessi/is, low

—

sedere, sessum,
to sit.]

Session, sesh'un, n. the sitting

of a court or public body : the
time it sits : the period of time
between the meeting and pro-
rogation of Parliament : the
act ofsitting, esp. the enthrone-
ment of Christ at the right

hand of God the Father:
(Scot.) the lowest Presbyte-
rian church court, the kirk-

session. — adj. Ses'slonal,
pertaining or belonging to a
session or sessions. —«. Ses'Slon-Clerk.the official who
oflficially records the transactions of a kirk-session.

—

Court of Session, the supreme civil court of Scotland.
[Fr.,—L. sessio, sessionts—sedere, sessum, to sit.]

Sesspool. Same as Cesspool.
Sestertius, ses-ler'shi-us, n. a Roman silver coin, a
quarter denarius, worth 2J asses : a bra'-s coin under
the Empire, worth 4 asses— also Ses'terce :—//.

Sester'tii. — «. Sester'tium, a money of account
equal to 1000 sestertii. [L., 'two-and-a-half

—

semis,
half, tertius, third.]

Sestet, Sestette, ses'tet, ». the last six lines of a sonnet
forming two stanzas of three lines each : (mus.) same
as Sextet. [It. sestetio—sesto—h. sextus, sixth.]

Sestina, ses-te'na, «. an old French form of verse,

originally consisting of six stanzas of six unrhymed
lines, with a final triplet, the same terminal words
being used in each stanza, but arranged differently.

Modern sestinas are written on two or three rhymes.
—Also Ses'tlne. [It.,—L. sextus, sixth.)

Sestole, ses'tol, «. (mus.) same as SextupUt (q.v.).

—

Also Ses'tolet.

Set, set, v.i. to make to sit : to place : to fix : to put
in a condition for use, to make ready, to arrange,
prepare, furnish, draw up : to render motionle.ss : to
determine beforehand : to obstruct : to plant, place
so as to promote growth : to place a brooding fowl
on a nest containing eggs : to fix in metal : to put
and fix in its proper place, as a broken limb, &c. : to

assign, as a price : to sharpen : to spread, as sails

:

to pitch, as a tune : to adapt music to : to frame,
mount, or adorn with something fixed : to stud : to

point, as a dog : to accompany part or the whole of
the way : (Scot.) to let to a tenant : to compose, put
into type : (pro^i.) to become, as a dress, &c.

—

v.i.

to sink below the horizon : to decline : to become
fixed : to congeal : to begin the growth of fruit : to

have a certain direction in motion : to acquire a set

or bend : to point out game : to apply (one's selQ :

—

pr.p. .set'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p. set.—«. Set'-bacfc, a
check to progress : an overflow.

—

adj. Set-by* (Sec/.),
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proud, reserved. — ns. Set'-down, a rebuke, snub-

Ling ; Set' -off, a claim set up a)iain.-.t another : a
counterbalance : an ornament ; Set'-out, prepara-

tions : a display of dishes, dress, <icc. : a company,
clique ; Set'-tO, a conflict in boxing, argument, S:c. ;

Set'-up, bearing of a person.

—

anj. hilarious, tipsy.

Set about, to begin ; Set abroacli, to tap and

leave running : to give publicity to ; Set against,

to oppose ; Set agoing, to make begin to move ;

Set apart, to separate from the rest, to reserve :

(£.) to promote ; Set aside, to put away, to omit or

reject ; Set at ease, to quiet, content ; Set at
naught (see Naught); Set at work, to put to a

task ; Set before, to put in front of one ; Set by,

to put aside : (B.) to value or esteem ; Set by the
compass, to note the bearing by the compass ; Set

down, to lay on the ground : to put down in writ-

ing : to fix in one's mind : to attribute, charge : to

lay down authoritatively : to give a severe rebuke to ;

Set eyes on, to see, fix one's eyes on ; Set forth, to

exhibit, display : to praise, recommend : to publish :

(S.) to set off to advantage : to set out on a journey ;

Set forward (B.), to further, promote ; Set free, to

release, put at liberty ; Set in, to put in the way

:

to begin ; Set in order, to adjust or arrange ; Set
Uttle, much, &c., by, to regard, esteem little,

much, &c. ; Set off, to adorn : to place against
as an equivalent ; Set on (B.y, to attack ; Set on, or
upon, to instigate : to employ : to fix upon : (B.) to

attack ; Set one's face, to turn one's self resolutely

towards ; Set one's hand to, to sign ; Set one's
self, to bend one's energies toward anything ; Set
one's self against, to discountenance, oppose ; Set
one's teeth, to set one's teeth together, as in a
strong resolution ; Set on fire, to apply fire ; Set
on foot, to set agoing, to start ; Set out, to mark
off, to assign : (Bacon) to publish, to adorn : to

equip, to furnish : to recommend : to prove : to

start ; Set over, to appoint as ruler over ; Set
sail (see Sail) ; Set the fashion, to lead or e>tablish

the fashion ; Set the teeth on edge (see Edge)

;

Set to, to affix : to apply one's self ; Set up, to

erect, to exalt : to begin : to enable to begin : to

place in view : (/n'nt.) to put in type : to begin a
new course: to make pretensions. [.\.S. seiian

:

cog. with Ger. setzen. Ice. seija, Goth, satjan;
settan is the weak causative oi sittan, to sit.]

Set, set, adj. fixed : firm : determined : regular

:

established : having reached the full growth : (B.)
seated.—«. a number of things similar or suited to

each other, set or used together : a group of games
played together: the full number of eggs set under
a hen : the couples that take part in a square dance,
also the movements in a country-dance or cjuadrille :

a number of persons associated : direction, drift,

tendency : act of setting : a young plant ready for

setting out, a cutting, slip : the appearance of young
oysters in a district m any season : a mine or set of
mines on lease, a distance set off for excavation, a
system of pumps in a mine (also Sett) : the width of
the body of a type : a tool for dressing forged iron :

any permanent change of shape or bias of mind :

fit, way in which a dress hangs : the pattern of a
tartan, &c. : bearing, carriage, build : {obs.)3. wager,
stake, game of chance.—Set fair, a barometric indi-

cation of steady, fair weather ; Set piece, a piece of
theatrical scenery with a supporting framework, as
distinguished from a side-scene or drop-scene ; Set
speech, a speech carefully premeditated.—A dead
set (see Dead).

Seta, se'ta, «. a bristle, stiff hair, a prickle.

—

adj.
Setaceous, consisting of bristles : bristle-shaped.

—

n. Seta'ria, a genus of grasses with flat leaves and
tail-like bristly spikes.

—

adjs. Setlf'erous ; Se'ti-

form, having the form of a bristle ; Setig'erous (tij'),

bearing bristles ; Setip'aroUS, producing bristles ;

Setose', Se'tOUS, bristly. (L. seta, a bristle.]

Seton, se'tn, H. (sur^.) an artificially produced sinus

at channel, through which some substance, as a skein
of cotton or silk, or a long llat piece of india-rubber
or gutta-percha, is passed so as to excite suppura-
tion, and to keep the artificially formed openings
patent : also the inserted material. [Fr. seton (It.

setone)—Low L. seto— L. seta, a bristle.]

Settee, se-ie', «. a long seat with a back, esp. a sofa
for two. [Prob. a variant ol settle (3).]

Settee, se-te', «. a single-decked Mediterranean vessel
with long prow and lateen sails. [Prob. It. saettia.]

Setter, set er, «. one who sets, as music to words : a dog
which crouches when it scents the game : one who
finds out the victims for thieves.—Setter forth, one
who proclaims or promotes anything ; Setter off, one
who decorates ; Setter on, an instigator ; Setter out,
one who expounds ; Setter up, one who establishes.

Setter, set'er, v.t. iprov.) to cut an ox's dewlap, and
treat with a seton.

—

ns. Sett'ering, the foregoing
process ; Sett'er-Wort, the fetid hellebore.

Settima, set'ti-ma, «. (mus.) the interval of a seventh
—(<7*.r.) Set'timo. [It.,—L. septem.]

Setting, set'ing, «. act of setting : direction of a cur-

rent of wind : the hardening of plaster : that which
holds, as the mounting of a jewel : the mounting of a
play, &c., for the stage : act of adapting to music.

Settle, set'l, t'./. to set or place in a fixed state : to

fix : to establish in a situation or business : to

render quiet, clear, &c. : to decide : to free from
uncertainty : to quiet : to compose : to fix by gift

or legal act : to adjust : to liquidate or pay : to

colonise.

—

T.i. to become fixed or stationary : to fix

one's residence or habits of life (often with doitm) :

to grow calm or clear : to sink by its own weight

:

to sink to the bottom : to cease from agitation.

—

adj. Settled, fixed, firmly seated or decided : quiet,

sober. — ns. Sett'ledness ; Settlement, act of

settling : state of being settled : payment : arrange-
ment : a colony newly settled : a subsidence or
sinking of a wall, &c. : a sum newly settled on a
woman at her marriage ; Sett'ler, one who settles :

a colonist ; Sett'ling, the act of making a settle-

ment : the act of subsiding : the adjustment of
differences: sediment: dregs; Sett'ling • day , a
date fixed by the Stock Exchange for the comple-
tion of transactions—in consols, once a month ; in

all other stocks, twice a month, each settlement
occupying three days {contango-day, name-day, and
pay-day). [A.S. setlan, to fix

—

setl, a seat.]

Settle, set'l, v.t. to decide, conclude : to fix, appoint :

regulate : to pay, balance : to restore to good order.—v.i. to adjust differences or accounts : to meet one's

pecuniary obligations fully. [A.S. sahtlian, to recon-
cile, salit, reconciliation

—

sacan, to contend. Con-
fused in both form and meaning with the preceding.]

Settle, set'l, n. a long bench with a high back for

sitting on : (B.) also, a platform lower than another
part.—«. Sett'le-bed, a bed which is folded or shut
up so as to form a scat by day. [A.S. setl—sit/an,

to sit ; Ger. sessel.]

Setule, set'ul, n. a setula or little bristle.

—

adj's. Set'U-
liform, Set'ulose.

Setwall, set'wawl, ». the common European valerian.

[O. Fr. citoual—Low L. zedoaria— Pers. zadivar.}

Setwork, set'wurk, H. in plastering, two-coat work on
lath : boat-building in which the strakes are placed
edge to edge and secured by inside battens.

Seven, sev'n, adj. and «. six and one.

—

adj. Sev'en-
fold, folded seven times : multiplied seven times.
—«. SeVen-night, seven days and nights : a week,
the time from one day of the week to the same again
—also contr. Sennight (sen'nit).—a<^'. SeVenth, last

of seven, next after the sixth.—«. one of seven equal
parts.—<i(/f. Seventhly.—Seven cardinal, chief,

or principal virtues (see Cardinal) ; Seven cham-
pions of (JhrlStendom, St George for England, St
Andrew for Scotland, St Patrick for Ireland, St
David for 'Wales, St Denis for France, St James
for Spain, St Anthony for Italy; Seven deadly
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Seventeen fate, far ; me, h6r ; mine
; Sextant

sins, pride, covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony,

envy, and sloth ; Seven dolouTS of the Blessed
Virgin Mary (see Dolour) ; Seven frea arts (see

Arts); Seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, wisdoni,

understanding, counsel, ghostly strength or forti-

tude knowleage, godliness, and the fear of the

Lord • Seven sages, or vrise men, Solon of Athens,

Thales of Miletus, Pittacus of Mitylene, Bias of

Priene in Caria, Chilon of Sparta, Cleobulus tyrant

of Lindus in Rhodes, and Periander tyrant of

Corinth; Seven sleepers, seven Christian youths

at Ephesus who took refuge in a cave about 250 A.D.

in the persecution of Decius, were walled up by their

pursuers, fell into a deep sleep, and only awoke in

447 under Theodosius II.: Seven Stars, the Sun,

Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn :

the constellation Ursa Major : the Pleiades ; Seven
wise masters, the most common title given to a

famous medieval collection of stories grouped round
a central story of the birth, education, and trials of
a young prince. Accused like Joseph, he is sen-

tenced to death, but each one of the seven viziers

gains a day, out of the fated seven during which
the prince may not open his mouth, by two tales

against women. At the end of the seventh day the

prince is free to speak, and quickly clears his char-

acter ; Seven wonders of the world, the Pyramids
of Egj'pt, the Hanging (i.e. terraced) Gardens of
Babylon, the Temple of Diana at Ephesus, the
Statue of Jupiter at Athens by Phidias, the Mauso-
leum erected by Artemisia at Halicarnassus, the
Colossus at Rhodes, and the Pharos of Alexandria ;

Seven years' war (1756-63), the third and severest
struggle for the possession of Silesia between Fred-
erick the Great and the Empress Maria Theresa, to-

gether with the allies on both sides ; it gave Silesia

to Frederick, and to England the mastery of North
America and India. [A.S. seo/hri ; T)ut. zrven, Ger.
siefien, Goth, sibun, Gr. hepta, L. septetn.}

Seventeen, sev'n-ten, adj. and «. seven and ten.

—

adj.
and «. Seventeenth, the seventh after the tenth.

[A.S. seofontfetie—seq/on. Hen, ten.]

Seventy, sev'n-ti, adj. and n. seven times ten.

—

adj.
Seventieth, last of seventy : the ordinal of 70.

—

n.

a seventieth part.—The Seventy, the Jewish sanhe-
drim : the disciples sent out in Luke x. : the authors
of the Septuagint—often LXX. [A.S. seo/ontig—
seofon, seven; Dut. zeventig, Ger. siebenzig.\

Sever, sev'6r, v.t. to separate with violence : to cut
apart: to divide: (A) to keep distinct.

—

v.i. to

make a .separation, to act independently : to be rent
asunder.—a^'. Severable.—«. Severance, act of
severing : separation. [Fr. sevrer, to wean — L.
separare, to separate.]

Several, sev'er-al, adj. distinct : particular : different

:

various : consisting of a number : sundry.— «. a
woman's loose outer garment, capable of being worn
as a shawl, or in other forms.

—

adv. Severally.—«.

Severalty, sole tenancy of property. [O. Fr.,—L.
separare, to separate.]

Severe, s5-ver', adj. serious : grave : austere : strict

:

not mild : strictly adhering to rule : free from florid

ornamentation, simple : sharp : distressing : in-

clement : searching : difficult to be endured.

—

adv.
Severely.—?«. Severe'ness ; Sever'lty, quality of
being severe : gravity : harshness : exactness : in-

clemency. [Fr. sfvire—L. severus.\

Sevres, sa'vr, «. Sevres porcelain.

8ew, sO, v.t. to join or fasten together with a needle
and thread.

—

7i.i. to practise sewing.

—

ns. Sew'er

;

Sewing; SeWlng-COtt'on, cotton thread for sew-
ing ; Sew'Ing-maohine', a machine for sewing and
stitching ufxjn cloth, leather, &c., operated by any
fwwer.—Sew up one's stocking, to put one to

silence.—Be sewed, or sewed up, to be stranded,

of a ship : (coll.) to be brought to a stand-still, to

be ruined: to be tipsy. [A.S. s(wian, siowian;
Old High Ger. situan, Goth, siujan.]

Sew, su, v.t. (Spens.) to follow, to solicit. [Sue.]
Sewel, su'el, n. a scarecrow.—Also Shew'oL [Prob.

related to sliy.]

Sewer, su'er, «. an officer who set down and removed the
dishes at a feast. [O. Fr. asseoiir—asseoir, to setdown—L. oti, to, Sfdere, to sit. Skeat makes it from M. E.
se^ven, to set meat, sew, potiage—A.S. seaw, juice.]

Sewer, su'er, «. an underground passage for draining
off water and filth.—«j. SeWage, refuse carried off
by sewers ; Sew'erage, the whole sewers of a city :

drainage by sewers
; Sew'er-gas, the contaminated

air of sewers.—Open sewer, a sewer of which the
channel is exposed to the air. [O. Fr. seuwiere, a
canal— L. ex, out, aqua, water.]

Sex, seks, 71. the distinction between male and female :

the characteristics by which an animal or plant is

male or female, gender : the female sex, women
generallj', usually with the definite article.

—

adj.
Sexless, having no sex.—«. Sex'lessness.

—

adj.
Sex'ual, pertaining to sex : distinguished or founded
on the sex : relating to the distinct organs of the
sexes.

—

v.t. Sex'uallse, to distinguish as sexed.

—

ns. Sex'ualiSt, one who classifies plants according
to the differences of the sexes ; Sexual'ity, state or
quality of being sexual.

—

adv. Sexually.—SeXUal
affinity, the instinctive attraction of one sex for

another; Sexual organs, the organs of generation ;

Sexual selection, that province of natural selec-

tion in which sex comes into play. [Fr. sexe— L.
sexns—secure, to cut.]

Sexagenarian, sek-sa-je-na'ri-an, w. a person sixty

years old.

—

adj. Sexag'enary, designating the num-
ber sixty.—«. a sexagenarian : something cont.iining

sixty.

—

ns. Sex'agene, an arc or angle of 60° ; Sexa-
ges'ima, the second Sunday before Lent (see Sep-
tuagesima).— rt^/;'. Sexages'lmal, pertaining to the
number sixty: proceeding by sixties.

—

adv. Sexa-
ges'lmally. [L. sexageuarius—sexagiutn, sixty.)

Sexangle, sek'sang-gl, «. a figure with six angles,

a hexagon.—a^V. Sex'angled, Sexang'ular.—aa'z/.

Sexang'ularly.
Sexcentenary, sek-sen'te-na-ri, «. that which consists

of 600 : a 6ooth anniversary.—Also adj.
Sexdigitate, seks-dij'i-tut, adj. having six fingers or
toes.—«. Sexdig'itist.

Sexennial, seks-en'yal, adj. lasting six years : happen-
ing once in six years—also Sextenn'ial. — adv.
Sexenn'lally. [L. sex, six, annus, a year.]

Sexfid, seks'fid, adj. (hot.) six-cleft.

Sexfoil, seks'foil, «. a plant or flower with six leaves.

Sexisyllabic, sek-si-si-lab'ik, adj. having six syllables.

— «. Sex'isyllable, a word of six syllables.

Sexivalent, sek-siv'a-lent, adj. (chetn.) having an
equivalent of six. [L. sex, six, valens—vallre, to

have strength.]

Sexlocular, seks-lok'0-lar, adj. six-celled.

Sexpartite, seks'par-tit, adj. divided into six parts.

(L. sex, s\x, pariitus, divided.]

Sext, Sexte, sekst, «. (ecdes.) the office of the
sixth hour, originally said at midday: {trnts.") the
interval of a sixth.—adj. Sex'tan, re-

curring every sixth

day. [L. sextus,
sixth^jfjr, six.]

Sextain, scks'tan, n.

a stanza of six lines.

Sextans, .seks'tanz,

>i. an ancient
Roman bronze
coin, worth one-
sixth of the as.

—

adjs. Sex'tantal;
Sex'tic, of the
sixth degree. [L.,—sex, six.]

Sextant, seks'tant, n. (math.) the sixth part of a
circle : an optical instrument having an arc = th«

Sextant.
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Sextet mOte ; mute ; m5Dn ; then. Shagreen

sixth part of a circle, and used for measuring angu-
lar distances.

Sextet, Sextette, seks-tet', «. {mus.) a work for six

voices or instruments : a musical company of six.

Sextile, seks'til, «. the position of two planets when
at the distance of the sixtli part of a circle (60°),

marked thus *. [L..,—sex, s.\x.]

Sextillion, seks-til'yun, «. a million raised to the

sixth power, expressed by a unit with 36 ciphers

attached : 1000 raised to the seventh power.

Sexto, seks'to, «. a size of book made by folding a

sheet of paper into six leaves.—«. Sex'to-dec'imo,

a size of book made by folding a sheet of paper into

sixteen leaves : a book of this size.

Sexton, seks'tun, «. an officer who has charge of a
church, attends the clergyman, digs graves, &c. :

a biirying-beetle.

—

ns. Sex'ton-bee'tle, a coleopter-

ous insect of the genus Necrophorus ; Sex'tonsbip,
the office of a sexton. [A corr. of sacristan.]

Sextuple, seks'tu-pl, adj. sixfold: {mus.) having six

beats to the measure.

—

v.i. to multiply by six.

—

n.

Sex'tuplet {mus.), a note divided into six parts

instead of four.

'Sfoot, sfOSt, iiiterj. {Shak.) a minced imprecation.

[Abbrev. from God' s foot. Cf. 'sblood.]

Sforzando, sfor-tsiin'dS, adj. {mus.) forced, with

sudden emphasis. Abbrev. 4/C and s/z., or marked

>, A .—Also Sforzato (sfor-tsa'tO). [It., pr.p. of

s/brzare, to force— L. ex, out, Low L. Jortia,
force. ]

Sgraffito, sgraf-fe'te, «. (same as Grajffiio, q.v.): a
kind of decorative work in pottery and superimposed
metals, in which clays, &c., of different colours are
laid one upon another, and the pattern is produced
by cutting away the outer layers '.—pi. Sgraffl'ti.

Shabby, shab'i, adj. threadbare or worn, as clothes

:

having a look of poverty : mean in look or conduct

:

low: paltry.—rt(/z/. Shabbily.— ?^. Shabb'iness.—
adj. Shabb'y-genteel', keepmg up or affecting an
appearance of gentility, though really shabby. [An
adj. formed from shab, an old by-form oi scab—-thus

a doublet o^ scabby.
'\

Shabrack, shab'rak, «. a trooper's housing or saddle-
cloth. [Fr.,—Ger. shabracke—Pol. czaprak.'\

Shack, shak, v.i. to tramp or wander about.

—

n. a
tramp, a vagabond.

Shack, shak, v.i. to shed or fall out, as ripe grain
from the ear : to feed on stubble : {U.S.) to hiber-

nate, to go into winter quarters.—«. grain, &c.,
fallen on the ground : liberty of winter pasturage : a
hastily-built cabin, a rickety house.

—

ns. Shack'-
bait, such bait as may be picked up at sea

;

Shack'le, stubble. \Shake.\
Shackle, shak'l, «. a curved bar, as of iron : a link

or staple : a link securing two ankle-rings or two
wrist-rings together, and so (//.) fetters, manacles

:

a hinderance.

—

v.t. to fetter : to tie the limbs of:

to confine.

—

ns. Shack'le-bolt, a bolt having a
shackle on the end : {her.) a bearing representing

a fetlock for hobbling a horse ; Shackle-joint, a
peculiar kind of articulation seen in the exoskeleton
of some fishes. [A.S. sceacul, scacui, a shackle

—

sceacan, to shake ; cog. with Old Dut. schakel, a
link of a chain, Ice. skokuU, the pole of a cart.]

Shad, shad, «. a fish of the herring kind, but having
the upper jaw deeply notched, and as'jeiiding rivers

to spawn.

—

adj. Shad'-bell'ied, flat-bellied—opp. to

Pot-bellied : sloping away gradually in front, cut
away.

—

tis. Shad' -bird, the common American
snipe : the sandpiper ; Shad'-bush, the June-berry
or service-berry ; Shad' -fly, a May-fly ; Shad'-
frog, a large and very agile American frog ; Shad'-
Wait'er, the pilot-fish or round-fish. [A.S. sceaiida.]

ShXlddOCk, shad'ok, «. a tree of the same genus as

the orange, having larger leaves, flowers, and fruit.

[Named from Captain Shaddock, wlio introduced it

to the West Indies from China about 1810.]

Shade, shad, ». partial darkness : interception of

light : obscurity : a shady place : protection

:

shelter : a screen : degree of colour : a very minute
change : {paitU.) the dark part of a picture : the
soul separated from the body : a ghost : {obs.,poet.)

a bodily shadow : {pi.) the departed spirits, or their

unseen abode. Hades.

—

v.t. to screen from light or
heat : to shelter : to mark with gradations of colour

:

to darken : {Spens.) to foreshadow, represent.

—

adjs. Sha'ded, marked with gradations of colour

:

sheltered ; Shade'ful, shady ; Shade'less, without
shade.—w.jSha'der.—oi/z'. Sha'dily.—7;i. Sha'dl-
ness ; Sha'dlng, the act of making a shade : the
effect of light and shade, as in a picture ; Sha'dlng-
pen, a pen with a broad flat nib.

—

adj. Sha'dy,
having, or in, shade : sheltered from light or heat

:

{coll.) not fit to bear the light, of dubious honesty
or morality. [A.S. sceadu—scead, shade.]

Shadine, sha-den', n. the menhaden, or American
sardine.

Shadoof, sha-d5of', «. a contrivance for raising water
by means of a long rod pivoted near one end, the
shorter arm weighted to act as the counterpoise of a
lever, the longer carrying a bucket which is lowered
into the water—much used on the Nile for irrigation

purposes.—Also Shaduf '. [Ar. skadii/.]

Shadow, shad's, «. shade caused by an object : dark-
ness : shelter : security : favour : the dark part of
a picture : an inseparable companion : a mystical
representation : faint appearance : a ghost, spirit :

something only in appearance.

—

v.i. to shade: to

cloud or darken : to shade, as a painting : to re-

jjresent faintly : to hide, conceal : {coll.) to attend
like a shadow, watch continuously and carefully.—

•

ns. Shad'ow-flg'ure, a silhouette ; Shad'owlness,
the state of being shadowy or unsubstantial ;

Shadowing, shading : gradation of light and
colour.—adj. Shad'owless.—«. Shad'ow-stltch, in

lace-making, a very delicate kind of ladder-stitch

used in fine open-work.

—

adj. Shad'owy, full of
shadow : dark : obscure : typical : unsubstantial :

{rare) indulging in fancies.—Shadow of death,
approach of death : terrible disaster. [A.S. sceadu;
cog. with Old High Ger. scato, and perh. Gr. skotos,

darkness, skia, shadow.]

Shafilte, shaf'i-It, n. a member of one of the four
principal sects of the Sunnites, or orthodox Muslims.
[Ar. Shdfi'i, the name of the founder.]

Shaft, shaft, «. anything long and straight, as the
stem of an arrow, &c. : a long arrow, anything like

an arrow in form or effect : the part of a column
between the base and capital : the stem of a feather

:

the pole of a carriage, the handle of a tool of any
kind.

—

adj. Shaft'ed, having a shaft or handle.-

—

ns.

Shaft'-horse, the horse that is harne.ssed between
the shafts of a carriage ; Shaft'ing {mack.), the
system of shafts connecting machinery with the
prime mover.—Make a Shaft or a bolt of it {Shak.),
to take the risk and make the best of it—the shaft

and the bolt being the arrows of the long-bow and
the cross-bow respectively. [A.S. sceaft; prob. orig.

pa.p. oi scafa7t, to shave.]

Shaft, shaft, «. a well-like excavation sunk into a
mine for pumping, hoisting, &c. : the tunnel of a
blast-fumace. [Prob. in this sense from Ger. schacht,

a shaft ; cog. with foregoing.]

Shag, shag, «. woolly hair : cloth with a rough nap :

a kind of tobacco cut into shreds.

—

adj. rough,
hairy.

—

v.t. to roughen, make shaggy.

—

v.i. {Spens.)

to hang in shaggy clusters.

—

adjs. Shag'-eared
{Shak.), having shaggy or rough ears ; Shag'gOd,
shaggy, rough.—«. Shag'godness.

—

adv. ^ag"-
glly.—«. Shag'glness.—iw^V. Shag'gy, covered
with rough hair or wool : rough : rugged ; Shag'-
balred, having long, rough hair. [A.S. scecuga, a
head of hair ; Ice. skegg, beard, skagi, cape (in

Shetland, skaiu).'\

Shagreen, sha-gren', «. the skin of various sharks,

rays, &c., covered with small nodules, used for



shah fuie, {ar ; me, her ; mTiie i Shamrock

covering small caskets, boxes, cigar and spectacle

cases, &c. : a granular leather prepared by unhairing

and scraping the skin of horses, asses, &c.—formerly

Cixifpin:.—adj. (also SbagreenedO made of, or

covered with, shagreen. [Fr. chagrin — Turk.

Siighri, the back of a horse.]

Shah, sha, «. the monarch of Persia. [Pers.)

Shaheen, sha-hen', «. a peregrine falcon. [Pers.

slialun.\

Shahl, shai, «. a Persian copper coin. [Pers. shaht,

royal.] .

Shafrl, sharl, «. a fine cloth woven from the hair of a

Tibetan variety ol the Cashmere goat.

Shalm, sharn, «. {^Scot.) cow-dung.
_

Shaitan, shl'tan, «. the devil, any evil spirit or devilish

person. [Ar.]

Shakal, shak'al, n. the same as Jackal.
Shake, shak, v.t. to move with quick, short motions:

to agitate : to make to tremble : to threaten to over-

throw : to cause to waver : to give a tremulous note
to.

—

v.i. to be agitated : to tremble : to shiver : to

lose firmness :—/(!./. shook, (^B.) shaked ; pa.p.
shak'en.—«. a rapid tremulous motion : a trembling
or shivering : a concussion : a rent in timber, rock,

&c. : (»/«<j.) a rapid repetition of two notes ; (slang)

a brief instant.—». Shake'down, a temporary bed,
named from the original shaking down of straw for

this purpose.

—

adj. Shak'en, weakened, disordered.—Hs. Shak'er, one of a small communistic religious

sect founded in Manchester a!x)ut the middle of the
i8th century, so nicknamed from a peculiar dance
forming part of their religious service; Shake-rag
{pbs.\ a ragged fellow ; Shak'erism. —art';/. ShalCily.
—«. Shak'lness.—rt^(;'. Shak'y, in a shaky condi-
tion : feeble : (coll.) wavering, undecided : of ques-
tionable ability, solvency, or integrity : unsteady :

full of cracks or clefts.—Shake down, or together,
to make more compact by shaking ; Shake hands,
to salute by grasping the hand : (witfi) to bid fare-

well to; Shake off the dust from one's feet, to

renounce all intercourse with ; Shake the head, to

move the head from side to side in token of reluc-

tance, disapproval, &c. : Shake together (coll.), to

get friendly with ; Shake up, to restore to shape by
shaking : (Shak.) to upbraid.—Great shakes (coll.),

a thing of great account, something of value (usually
'No great shakes'). [A.S. sceacan, scaca>i.'\

Shakespearian, shak-spe'ri-an, adj. pertaining to,

or in the style of, Shakespeare, or his works—also
Shakespe'rlan, Shakspear'ean, Shakspe'rian.—n.

a student of Shakespeare (1564-1616).—«.//. Shake-
spearia'na, details or learning connected with Shake-
speare and his writings.

—

n. Shakespea'rlanism,
anything peculiar to Shakespeare.

Shako, shak'O, «. a military cap of cylindrical shape,
worn mostly by infantry, and generally plumed.
[Htmg. csako.^

Shale, shal, «. clay or argillaceous material, splitting

readily into thin lamins.

—

adj. Sha'ly. [Ger. schale,
a scale.]

Shale, shSl, n. a shell or husk. [A.S. scenlt.\

Shall, shal, r'./. (obs.) to be under obligation : now
only auxiliary, used in the future tense of the verb,
whether a predictive or a promissive future (in the
first person implying mere futurity ; in the second
and third implying authority or control on the part
of the speaker, and expressing promise, command,
or determination, or a certainty about the future.

In the prontissiTe future ' will ' is used for the first

person, and ' shall ' for the second and third). [A.S.
sceai, to be obliged ; Ger. soil, Goth, skal, Ice. skal,

to be in duty bound.]
Shalll, shal'ii n. a soft cotton stuff made in India,

mostly re<L
Shxdloon, sha-lSOn', m. a light kind of woollen stuff

for coat-linings, &c., said to h.-we been first made .nt

Cluilcns-sur-Marne in Fmnce.
ShXlllop, shal'op, M. a light boat or vessel, with or

without a mast. [O. Fr. chaluppe ; Ger. schaluppei
prob. of East Ind. origin.]

Shallot, sha-lot', n. a species of onion with a flavour
like that of garlic—Also Shalot'. [O. Fr. eschaiote,

formed from eschalotu, escaione, whence £ug. tcai'

lion (q.v.).]

Shallow, shalo, n. a sandbank : a place over which
the water is not deep : a sUoA.—adj. not deep : not
profound : not wise : trifling.—i'./. to make shallow.
— v.i. to grow shallow. — a<^>. Shallow-brained,
-pa'ted, weak in intellect ; Shall ow-hearted, not
capable of deep feelings.—(i^^r-. Shallowly (Shak.),
simply, foolishly.—«. Shallowness. [Scaud., Ice.
skjdlgr, wry ; cf Ger. sclieel.]

Shalm Same as Shawm (q.v.).

Shalt, shalt, 2d pers. sing, oi shall.
Sham, sham, «. a pretence : that which deceives

expectation : imposture.— adj. pretended : false.— I'.t. to pretend : to feign : to impose upon.

—

v.i.

to make false pretences :—«>''./. sham'ming
; pa.t.

and pa.p. shammed.

—

/is. Sham'-fight, a fight in
imitation of a real one ; Sham'mer, one who shams.
—Sham Abraham (see Abraham-man). [Shame]

Shamanism, sham'an-izm, ». a name applied loosely

to the religion of the Turanian races of Siberia
and north-eastern Asia, based essentially on magic
and sorcery.— «. Sham'an, a wizard priest.—<i</;.

Shaman'ic—». Sham'anist.—<kv. Shamanis'tla
[Perh. Hind, shaman, idolater.]

Shamble, sham'bl, 7:i. to walk with an awkward, un-
steady gait.

—

n. a shambling gait.—adj. Shambling.
[Skeat refers to Dut. schampeUn—O. Fr. s'escamper,
to decamp.]

Shambles, sham'blz, n.pl. stalls on which butchers
exposed their meat for sale, hence a flesh-market

:

a slaughter-house. [A.S. scamei (Ger. schiimel), a
stool—Low L. scamellum, for L. scabellunt, dim. of
scamnum, a bench.]

Shame, sham, «. the feeling caused by the exposure
of that which ought to be concealed, or by a con-
sciousness of guilt : the cause of shame, a person or
thing to be ashamed of: disgrace, dishonour: (B.)

the parts of the body which modesty requires to

be concealed.

—

v.t. to make ashamed : to cause to

blush : to cover with reproach : to drive or compel by
shame.—a^. Shamefaced (properly Shame'fast,
A.S. sceam-fitst), very modest or bashful. — adii.

Shamefacedly.—'/^. Shame facedness, Shame'-
fastness, modesty—«<//. Shameful, disgraceful.

—adv. Shame'fully. — «. Shame fulness.

—

adj.
Shame'less, immodest : done without shame :

audacious.— rt<r'7'. Shame'lessly.- «. Shame'less-
ness.—a</;. Shame-proof (Sliak.), insensible to

shame.—nj.Sha'mer, one who, or that which, makes
ashamed; Shame'-reel, the first dance alter the

celebration of marriage, the bride being the best

man's partner, the best maid the bridegroom's. —
For shame, an interjectional phrase, signifying

'you should be ashamed!"— Put to shame, to

cause to feel shame. [A.S. sceamu, scamu, modesty

;

Ice. skotnm, a wound, Ger. scham.]
Shammatha, sha-ma'tha, ». the severest form of ex-

communication among the ancient Jews. [Heb.]
Shammy, sham'i, same as Chamois.

—

v.t. Sham'oy,
to prepare leather by working oil into the skin.

—

». Sham'oylng.
Shampoo, sham-pCO', v.i. to squeeze and rub the

body, in connection with the hot bath : to wash
thoroughly with soap and water.

—

ns. Shampoo' ;

Shampoo'er. [Hind, champua, squeeze.]

Shamrock, sham'rok, n. the national emblem of Ire-

land, a leaf with three leaflets, or plant having such
leaves, sometimes supposed to be the Wood-sorrel,

but the name is more frequently applied to some
species of Clover, or to some common plant of some
of the nearly allied genera, as the Bird's Foot Tre-

foil or the Black Sledick. The Lesser Yellow
Trefoil is the plant usually sold in Dublin on St
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Sh£in mOte ; mOte ; mCCn ; then. Shave

Patrick's Day. [Ir. seatHrog, Gael, leamrag, tre<

foil, dim. oi seatnar, trefoil.)

Sban, shan, adj. pertaining to the Shans, a number
of tribes of common origin, who live on the borders
of Burma, Siam, and China.

Sband, shand, «. {oils.) shame: (Scot.) base coin.

—

tuij. wortnless. [A.S. sceand, scattd.\

Sbaudrydan, shandri-dan, n. a light two-wheeled
cart : any rickety conveyance.—Also Shan'dry. [Ir.]

Shandygaff, shan'di-gaf, ». a mixture of bitter ale or

beer with ginger-beer. [Ety. dub.]
Shanghai, shang-hl', «. a long-legged hen with

feathered shanks, said to have been introduced from
Shanghai in China: (U.S.) a tall dandy. — v.t.

(naut.) to hocus a sailor and ship him while insen-

sible : (U.S.) to get a person by some artifice into a
jurisdiction wliere he can lawfully be arrested.

Shangle, shang'i, ». {Scot.) a shackle.

ShangU, shang'te', n. a. Christian name in China for

God. [Chin, shang, high, //, ruler.]

Shank, shangk, ». the leg below the knee to the foot

:

the long part of any instrument, as of an anchor be-

tween the arms and ring : the part of a tool connect-

ing the handle with the acting part : the part of a
shoe connecting the sole with the heel.

—

v.i. to be
affected with disease of the footstalk : to take to one's

legs (with It).—v.t. {Scot.) to despatch unceremuni-
ously. — adj. Shanked, having a shank : affected

with disease of the shank or footstalk.

—

ns. Shank-
i'ron, a shaping-tool for shoe-shanks : an iron plate

inserted as a stiffening between the leather parts of
a shank ; Shank'-paint'er, a painter or small rope
tor fastening the shank of an anchor, when catted,

to a ship's side. [A.S. sceanca, leg

—

scencan, to

shake ; IJut. schonk. Low Ger. scliakc. ]

Shanker, shangk'er, «. the same as Chancre.
Shanny, shan'i, «. the smooth blenny.

Shan't, shant {coll.), a contraction ol shall not.
Shanty, shant'i, n. a mean dwelling or hut, a tempo-

rary house : a grog-shop. [Perh. from Ir. seatt, old,

tig, a house ; others derive through Fr. ckantier, a
timber-yard, from L. cantherius, a rafter.]

Shanty, shant'i. «. a song with boisterous drawling
chorus, sung by sailors while heaving at the capstan,
or the like—also (3hant'y, Chant'ie.—«. Shanty-
man, the leader of such a chorus. [Prob. from Fr.

chanter, to sing.]

Shape, shap, v.t. to form : to fashion : to adapt to a
purpose : to regulate : to direct : to conceive.—z'.i.

{Shak.) to lake shape, to become fit :

—

pa-p. shaped,
{B.) shap'en.— «. form or figure : external appear-
ance : that which has form or figure : an appearance :

particular nature : expression, as in words : a pat-

tern : (cook.) a dish of rice, jelly, or the like cast in

a mould and turned out when it has grown firm.

—nJjs. Sha'pable, Shape'ahle ; Shaped, having a
varied ornamental form ; Shape'less, having no
shape or regular form : (Shak.) etTecting nothing.

—

ns. Shape lessness ; Shapeliness.— <2<^'. Shape'ly,
having shape or regular form: symmetrical. — ns.

Shapier, a metal planing machine, the tool with
reciprocating motion ; Sha'plng, representation,

imagination. — Take Shape, to assume a definite

form or plan. [A.S. sceapan, scapan, to form, make ;

Ice. skapa, Ger. schaffen.\

Shard, shard, n. dung. [Etv. dub.]
Shard, shard, n. (Spens.) a boundarj', division : (obs.)

the leaves of the artichoke whitened. [Perh. from
Ice. skardh (Ger. scharte, a notch), and ult. conn,
with A.S. scerau, to divide.]

Shard, shard, H. a fragment, as of an earthen vessel

:

the wing-case of a beetle. — adjs. Shard'-bome
(Shak.), bome on shards, as beetles: Shar'ded
(Shak.). provided with elytra or wing-cases. [A.S.
sifard, .1 fr.-4ginent— if<-r(j«, to divide]

Share, shar, n. a part cut off: a portion : dividend :

one of a number of equal portions of anything : a
fixed and indivisible section of the capital of a com-

pany.

—

v.t. to divide into parts: to partake with
others.

—

v.i. to have a part : to receive a dividend.—ns. Share'-brok'er, a broker or dealer in shares

of railways, &c. ; Share'hOlder, one who holds or

owns a share in a joint fund or property ; Share'-
list, a list of the prices of shares of railways, banks,

&c. ; Shar'er.—Share and share alike, in equal
shares.—Deferred shares (see Defer; ; Go shares,
to divide equally ; Ordinary shares, shares forming
the common stock of a company. [A.S. scearu—
sceran, to shear.]

Share, shar, «. the iron blade of a plough which cuts
the ground.

—

v.t. to cut, cleave.—«. Share'-beam,
the part of the plough to which the share is fixed.

[A.S. sctar—sceran, to shear.]

Shark, shark, n. a common name for most of the Elas-

mobranch fishes included in the sub-order Selachoidei
—voracious fishes, mostly carnivorous, with large

sharp teeth on the jaws— most numerous in the
tropics. [Perh. L. carcharus— Gr. karcharos,
jagged.]

Shark, shark, n. a sharper, a cheat or swindler : an
extortionate rogue.

—

v.i. to live like a swindler.

—

v.t. to pick up (with up or out). — ns. Shark'er

;

Shark'ing. [Prob. from preceding word.]
Sham, sham, «. (Scot.) dung of cattle. [A.S. sceam ;

cf. Ice. skam.]
Sharp, sharp, adj. having a thin cutting edge or fine

point : peaked or ridged : affecting the senses as if

pointed or cutting : severe : keen, keenly contested :

alive to one's interests, barely honest : of keen
or quick perception : vigilant, attentive : pungent,
biting, sarcastic : eager : fierce : impetuous : shrill

:

(phon.) denoting a consonant pronounced with
breath and not voice, surd—as the sharp mutes,

/, /, k.—«. an acute or shrill sound : (mus.) a.

note raised a semitone in the scale, .

also the character directing this: a long I
jj
—

j

and slender sewing-needle— opp. to a 1

—

ff J
Hunt and a betivcen: a small sword
or duelling sword : a sharper, cheat : (//.) the hard
parts of wheat, middlings : an oysterinan's boat-
also Sharpie, Sharp'y.-w./. (obs.)\.Q sharpen.—f.t.
to play the sharper, cheat. — adj. Sharp'-out, cut

sharply or definitely: well-defined: clear.

—

v.t.

Sharpen, to make sharp or keen, pungent or pain-

ful, active or acute. — v.i. to grow sharp. — ns.

Shai'pener, one who sharpens ; Sharper, a
trickster : a swindler : a che.it.

—

cuijs. Sharp-eyed,
sharpsichted ; Sharp'-grovind, ground to a sharp

edge ; Sharp'-look'ing (Shak.), hungry-looking.

—

adv. Sharp'ly, quickly : to the moment : (mus.)

above the true pitch.—«. Sharp'ness. —<u//>. Sharp'-

nosed. having a pointed nose : keen of scent, as a

dog ; Sharp'-set, ravenous. — ns. Shajp'-shoot'er,

an old term applied in the army to riflemen when
skirmishing or specially employed as marksmen

;

Sharp-shooting. — «(!>>. Sharp -sight ed, having

acute sight : siirewd ; Sharp -vlsaged, having a

thin face; Sharp-witted, having an acute wit.—

Look sharp, to show eagerness, to act quickly.

[A.& scearp: Ice. skarpr, Gr. schar/.]

Shaster, shas'ter, «. a text-book, an authoritative

religious and legal book among the Hindus.—Also

Shas'tra. [Sans. fdstra—(ds, to teach.]

Shatter, shat'er, v.t. to break or dash to pieces: to

crack : to disorder : to render unsound.—T'.j. to

break into fragments.—«. a fragment: impaired

-.t2nc.—adjs. Shatter-brained, -pa'ted, disordered

in intellect ; Shatt'ery, brittle. [Scatter]

Shauchle, shawh'l, v.i. (Scot.) to walk with shuffling,

loose gait—I'./, to distort, deform. (Perh. conn,

with Ice. skjdlgr, wrj-, squinting.]

Shave, shav, v.t. to cut off the hair with a razor : to

pare closely : to make smooth by paring : to cut in

thin slices : to .skim along the <;iirface : to strip,

swindle.

—

v.i. to remove hair by a razor : -pa.p-

shaved or sha'ven.

—

n. the act of shaving : a paring :
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Bhavie f5te, far ; me, h6r ; mine

;

Sheep

a narrow miss or escape : a piece of financial

knavery.— ns. Shave'- grass, the scouring - rush ;

Shave'llng, a monic or friar, from his shaven crown ;

Sha'ver, one who shaves : a barber : a sharp or

extortionate dealer: (co//.) a chap, youngster ; Sha'-

Vlng, the act of shaving : that which is shaved or

pared off; Sha'Ving-ba'Sin, -bowl, -brusll, a basin,

bowl, brush, used by persons shaving.—Close, or

Near, shave, a very narrow escape. [A.S. scea/an,

scafan; Dut. schaven, Ger. schaben, L. scabere, to

.scrape, Gr. skaptein, to dig.]

Shayie, sha'vi, «. (Scot.) a trick or prank.—Also
Ska'vle. [Perh. Dan. skav, crooked ; of. Ger.

sc/iief, oblique.]

Shaw, shaw, «. a thicket, a small wood : {Scot.) a. stem
with the leaves, as of a potato. [\.S. scaga ; Ice.

skd^oy, Dan. skov.'\

Shawl, shawl, n. a wrap made of wool, cotton, silk,

or hair, used particularly by women as a loose

covering for the shoulders : a kind of mantle.

—

v.t. to wrap in a shawl. — }ts. Shawl'- dance, a
graceful Oriental dance in which the dancer waves
a scarf; Shawl'-mate'rial, a textile of silk and
wool, soft and flexible, usually with Oriental designs,
employed for dresses and parts of dresses for women

;

Shawl'-patt'em, a coloured pattern, supposed to

resemble an Eastern shawl, and applied to material
of plainer design ; Shawl'-pin, a pni used for fasten-

ing a shawl ; Shawl'-strap, a pair of leather straps,

fitted to a handle, used for carrying shawls, rugs, &c. ;

Shawl'-waist'coat, a vest or waistcoat with a large

staring pattern like that of a shawl. [Pers. shdL]
Shawm, Shalm, shawm, «. a musical instrument of

the oboe class, having a double reed enclosed in a
globu lar mouthpiece. [O. Fr. chaletnie—L. calamus,
a reed-pipe.]

Shay, «. See Chay.
Shayak, sha'yak, «. a coarse Tripoli woollen cloth.

Shaya-root, sha'a-rOOt, «. the root of the so-called

Indian madder, yielding a red dye.—Also Chi-root,
Choy-root. [Tamil chaya.\

She, she, pron. /em. the female understood or pre-

viously mentioned : sometimes used as a noun for a
woman or other female. [Orig. the fem. of the def.

art. in A.S.—viz. se<), which in the 12th century
began to replace hed, the old fem. pron.]

Shea, she'a, n. the tree yielding the Galam butter or
shea-butter.—Also She'a-tree and Karite.

Sheading, she'ding, «. one of the six divisions or
districts of the Isle of Man. {Shed.^

Sheaf, shef, «. a quantity of things, esp. the stalks of
grain, put together and bound : a bundle of arrows,
usually 24 in number : any bundle or collection :

-

pi. Sheaves (sh6vz).

—

v.t. to bind in sheaves.

—

n.i.

to make sheaves.

—

adj. Sheaf'y. [A.S. seed/—A.S.
scli/an, to shove ; Ger. schauby Dut. schoo/.\

Sheal, shel, v.t. (Shak.) to shell, as peas.—«. Shear-
ing, the shell, pod, or husk, as of peas. [.S'Af//.

)

Sheal, Shiel, shel, «. (Scot.) a hut used by shepherds,
sportsmen, &c. : a shelter for sheep.

—

ns. Sheal'ing,
Sheel'lng, Shlel'lng. [Either Ice. skdli, a hut, or
Ice. skjdl, a shelter ; both cog. with sky, s/uide.]

Shear, sher, v.t. to cut or clip : to clip with shears or
any other instrument : (Scot.) to reap with a sickle.—v.t. to separate, cut, penetrate : in mining, to

make a vertical cut in the coal -.—pa.t. sheared,
(i>(5f.) shore ; pa.p. sheared or shorn.

—

n. a shearing
or clipping: a strain where compression is answered
by elongation at right angles : curve, deviation.

—

ns. Shear' -bill, the scissor-bill, cut-water, or black
skimmer ; Shoar'er ; Shear'-hog, a sheep after the
first_ shearing ; Sbear'tng, the act or operation of
cutting with shears : what is cut off with shears :

(Scot.) the time of reaping : the process of prepar-
ing shear-steel : (geol.) the process by which shear-
structure (q.v.) has been produced ; Shear'Ung, a
sheep only once sheared ; Shear'man, one whose
occupation is to shear cloth ; Shears (pL and sing.),
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an instrument for shearing or cutting, consisting of
two blades that meet each other : a hoisting appa-
ratus (see Sheers) : anything resembling shears, as
even a pair of wings (Spens.) ; Shear'-Steel, steel

suitable for the manufacture of shears and other
edge-tools ; Shear'-Struc'tlire (geol.), a structure

often seen in volcanic rocks, due to the reciprocal

compression and elongation of various parts under
great crust movements ; Shear'-wa'ter, a genus of
oceanic birds allied to the petrels, and varying from

8.J to 14 inches in length. [A.S. sceran ; Ice. s/eera,

to clip, Ger. scheren, to shave.]

Sheat-fish, shet'-fish, «. a fish of the family Silurida,
the great catfish of central Europe.

Sheath, sheth, «. a case for a sword or other long
instrument : a scabbard : any thin defensive cover-

ing : a membrane covering a stem or branch : the
wing-case of an insect.

—

v.t. Sheathe (t/i), to put
into a sheath : to cover with a sheath or case : to

enclose in a lining.

—

adj. Sheathed (ih), provided
with, or enclosed in, a sheath : (hot., zool., and anat.)
having a sheath, vaginate.

—

ns. Sheath'ing (///), that

which sheathes, esp. the covering of a ship's bottom
;

Sheath'-knife, a knife carried in a sheath from the

waist.—«^>. Sheath'less ; Sheath'-winged, having
the wings encased in elytra : coleopterous ; Sheath'y,
sheath-like.—Sheathe the sword, to put an end to

war. [X.9>. scei/t,sc^/h; Ger. scAeide, Ice. skeitAir.]

Sheave, shev, «. the wheel of a pulley over which
the rope runs : a sliding scutcheon for covering a
keyhole.—«. Sheave'-hole. [S/tire.]

Sheaved, shevd, adj. (Sltak.) made of straw.

Shebang, she-bang', «. (Amer.) a place, a store, a
saloon, a gaming-house : a brothel.

Shebeen, slie-ben', «. a place where intoxicating drinks
are privately and unlawfully sold^

—

ns. ShebeS'ner,
one who keeps a shebeen; Shebee'ning. [Ir.]

Shechinah, she-ki'na, n. Same as Shekinah.
Shecklaton, shek'la-ton, «. Same as Checklaton.
Shed, shed, Z"./. to part, separate : to scatter, cast off:

to throw out: to pour: to spill.-- ?'.«. to let fall,

cast :^/»r./>. shed'ding
;
pa.t. and. pa.p. shed.

—

n. a
division, parting, as of the hair, and in watershed.—
ns. Shed'der; Shed'ding. [A.S. sceddan, to sepa-
rate ; Ger. scheidcn.\

Shed, shed, «. a slight erection, usually of wood, for

shade or shelter : an outhouse : a large temporary
open structure for reception of goods. \Skade.'\

Sheeling. See under Sheal.
Sheen, shen, «. brightness or splendour.

—

adj. (obs.)

bright, shining.

—

v.t. (arch.) to shine, ^\\.\.er.—adj.

Sheen'y, shining, beautiful. [A.S. seine, scyne, fair ;

Dut. schoon, Ger. schon, beautiful ; prob. from the
root of A.S. scedwian, to look at.]

Sheeny, shen'i, «. (slang) a sharp fellow, a cheat, a
Jewish dealer.

—

adj. cheating.
Sheep, shep, n.sing. and//, the well-known ruminant
mammal covered with wool : leather made from
sheep-skin: a silly and timid fellow.— ns. Sheep'-
bit'er (Shak.), one who practises petty thefts

;

Sheep'-bit'lng, robbing those under one's care, like

an ill-trained shepherd-dog ; Sheep'-OOte, an en-
closure for sheep : Sheep'-dog, a dog trained to
watch sheep: (slang) a chaperon.

—

adj. Sheep'-
faced, sheepish, bashful. — ns. Sheep'-farm'er

;

Sheep'-fold, a fold or enclosure for sheep : a flock
of sheep; Sheep'-head, Sheep's'-head, a fool, a
stupid and timid person : an American fish of the
family Sparidig, allied to the perches, so called from
the shape and colour of the head ; Sheep'-hOOk, a
shepherd's crook.

—

adj. Sheep'lsh, like a sheep:
bashful: foolishly diffident.— arf?;. Sheop'lShly.-
ns. Sheep'ishness ; Sheep'-louse, a parasitic dip-

terous insect ; Sheep'-mar'ket, a place where sheep
are sold ; Sheep'-mas'ter, a master or owner of
sheep ; Sheep'-pen, an enclosure for sheep ; Sheep'-
pest, the sheep-tick; Sheen'-pox, a rnntnpious
eruptive disease ofsheep, variola ovina; Sheep'-rUS,



Sheer mOte ; mflte ; mOSn ; ihea. Sheol

a tract of grazing conntry for sheep ; Sh6ep'g'-ey0,
a modest, diffident look: a loving, wishlul glance:
Sheep's' -foot, a printer's tool with a ciaw at one
end for prizing up forms ; Shoep'-shanlC
{Scot.), the shank of a sheep—hence some-
thing slender and weak : a nautical knot for

temporarily shortening a rope ; Sheep'-
Shearer, one who shears sheep ; Sheep'-
shearing ; Sheep'-shears, a kind of shears
used for shearing sheep ; Sheep -sll'ver,

money formerly paid by tenants for release

from the service of washing the lord's

sheep ; Sheep'-skin, the skin of a sheep

:

leather prepared from the skin of a sheep :

a deed engros'wd on sheep-skin parch-
ment; Sheep' steal'er; Sheep'-steal'lng

;

Sheep's' •'wool, a valuable Florida sponge

;

Sheep'-tick, an insect which attacks the
sheep, sucking its blood and raising a
tumour; Sheep''walk, the place where the
sheep pasture ; Sheep'-'Wash, a lotion for

vermin on the sheep, or to preser%'e its wool
—also Sheep'-dip ; Sheep' -whls'tllng, tend-
ing sheep.—Black sheep, the disreputable
member of a family or group. [A.S. sced/>;
Ger. scha/.]

f..

Sheer, sher, a^j. pure : unmingled : simple : l'^^P"
without a break, perpendicular. — adv.

*"*"'•

clear : quite : at once. [Ice. sktBrr, bright ; Ice.
skfrr, A.S. scfr.}

Sheer, sher, v.i. to deviate from the line of the proper
course, as a ship : to turn aside.—«. the deviation
firom the straight line, or the longitudinal curve or
bend of a ship's deck or sides.

—

ns. Sheer'-hulk, an
old dismasted ship with a pair of sheers mounted on
it for masting ships ; Sheer'-leg, one of the spars.—n./>L Sheers, an apparatus for hoisting heavy
weights, having usually two legs or spars spread
apart at their lower ends, and bearing at their tops,
where they are joined, hoisting-tackle. [Perh. Dut.
scheren, to cut, withdraw.]

Sheet. shSt, n. a large, thin piece of anything '. a large,
broad piece of cloth in a bed : a large, broad piece
of paper : a sail : the rope fastened to the leeward
corner of a sail to extend it to the wind.

—

v.t. to
cover with, or as with, a sheet : to furnish with sheets :

to form into sheets.

—

tis. Sheet'-copp'er, -iron, -lead,
-metal, copper, iron, lead, metal in thin sheets.

—

nJj. Sheet'ed, with a white band or belt.

—

ns. Sheet'-
glass, a kind of crown-glass made at first in the
formof a cylinder, cut longitudinally, and opened
out into a sheet ; Sheet'lng, cloth used for bed-
sheets : the process of forming into sheets ; Sheet-
Ught'nlng, lightning appearing in sheets or having
a broad appearance ; Sheet'-'Work, press-work.—

A

sheet (or Three sheets) In the wind, fuddled,
tipsy : In sheets (/««/.), not folded, or folded but
not bound. [.\.S. scete, scyte, a sheet

—

scedtan (pa.t.

s.f/it), to shoot, project.]

Sheet-anchor, shet'-angk'ur, «. the largest anchor of
a ship, shot or thrown out in extreme danger : chief
support : last refuge. [Sfu>ot and anclu>r.\

Sheik. Sheikh, shek, n. a man of eminence, a lord, a
chief: a title of learned or devout men. [Ar. sheikh—shdklut, to be old.]

Shelling, shel'ing, ». Same as Shealing.
Shekel, shekl, n. a Jewish weight (about half-an-
ounce avoirdupois) and coin -(about 2s. 6d. sterling) :

(/A) money {,sl<ing\ [Heb. from shdqal. to weigh.]
ShekiJoah, Shechlnah, she-krna, n. the Divine pre-

sence which rested like a cloud or visible light over
the mercy-seat. [Heb.,

—

shdkhan, to dwell.]
Sheldrake, shel'drak, «. a genus of birds of the Duck

family .Anatida, having the hind-toe free :

—

fern.
Shel'dnck. [A.S. scyld, a shield, and drake.

'\

SheU, shelf, «. a board fixed on a wall, ^c, for laying
things on : a flat layer of rock : a ledge : a shoal : a
sandbank :—/£ ShelTOB (shelvz).—04^. ShoUy.—

K7

Put, Lay, on the shelf, to put aside from duty or
service. [.^.S. icyi/e, a plank. Ice. skjdif. a bench.]

Shell, shel, «. a term applied to the hard outer cover-
ing or skeleton of many animals, to the internal
skeleton of some invertebrates, and to the outer
covering of the eggs of various animals : any frame-
work : the outer ear : a testaceous mollusc : any
frail structure : a frail boat : a rough kind of coiBn

:

an instrument of music : a bomb : a hollow projectile

containing a bursting charge of gunpowder or other
explosive ignited at the required instant by means
of either time or percussion fuses : the thin coating
of copper on an electrotype : an intermediate class

in some schools.

—

v.t. to break off the shell : to re-

move the shell from : to take out of the shell : to

throw shells or bombs upon, to bombard.

—

v.i. to fall

ofT like a shell: to cast the shell.— tis. Shellac
(she-lak', shel'ak). Shell'-lac, lac prepared in thin
plates for making varnish, &c

—

v.t. to coat with
shellac.—«^. Shell'-hack, an old sailor, a barnacle ;

Shell'-hark, either of two North American hickories.
- adj. Shelled, having a shell, testaceous. — hs.

SheU'er, one who shells or husks; Shell'fish, a
popular term for many aquatic animals not fishes,

esp. oysters, clams and all molluscs, and crustaceans
such as crabs and lobsters: Shell'-gun, a cannon
used for throwing shells, esp. horizontally : SheH'-
heap, a prehistoric accumulation of shells, &c.,
jx)inting back to a race that lived on shellfish ; Shell'-

ice, ice no longer supf-orted by the water beneath ;

Shell'-jack'et, an undress military jacket ; Shell'-
lime, lime procured from the shells of shellfish by
burning ; Shell'-llmB'Stono, a limestone largely
consisting of shells ; Shell'-marl, a white earthy
deposit, resulting from the accumulation of frag-

ments of shells ; Shell'-mound, a shell-heap ; SheU'-
or'nament, decoration in which any shell-form is

prominent.

—

adj. Shell'proof, proof against, or able
to resist, shells or bombs.

—

tts. Shell'-room, a maga-
zine on board ship where shells are stored ; Sbeil'-

Sand, sand consisting in great part of fragments
of shells, and often containing a small proportion of
organic matter, a very useful manure for claj* soils,

heavy loams, and newly-reclaimed bogs ; Shell'-

WOrk, work composed of or adorned with shells.

—

adj. Shell'y, consisting of a shell : testaceous.

—

Shell out (s'artg), to hand over, as money. [A.S.
set-//, scyl ; Dut. scfiel. Ice. sketj]

Shelta, shel'ta, n. a secret jargon of great antiquity
spoken by IrLsh tinkers, beggars, and pipers.—^Also

Shelril, Cainnt citeard. Gam cant. Bog-latin.
[Slulrii, a perversion of the Irish beulra, language.]

Shelter, shel'ter, n. that which shields or protects : a
refuge : a retreat, a harbour : protection.

—

v.t. to
cover or shield : to defend : to conceal.— Z'.i. to
take shelter.—n. Shel'terer.— rt(^.r. Shel'terless;
Shel'tery, affording shelter. [Orig. skeltron—A.S.
scyid-truma, shield-troop— scyld, shield, inima,
troop

—

trunt, firm.]

Shelty, Sheltie, shel'ti, «. a Shetland pony. [Perh.
a dim. o^ S/ieilattdpony.'\

Shelve, shelv, v.t. to furnish with shelves : to place
on a shelf : to put aside.—«. Shel'Ytng, the furnish-

ing with shelves: the act of placing on a shelf:

shelves or materials for shelves.

Shelve, shelv, v.i. to slope, incline.—«. a ledge.

—

n.

Shel'ving, a shelving place : (rare) a bank.

—

adj.

Shel'vy, sloping, shallow. [Prob. ult. from Ice.

skelgja-sk, to come askew

—

skjdlgr, wry.]
Shemitic. Same as Semitic.
Shend, shend, v.t. {Spens.) to disgrace, to reproach,

to blame, also to overpower, to surpass •.—pa.t. and
/>a.p. shent. [A.S. scendan, to disgrace— A.S.
scand, sceand {Gcr. schattde), shame.]

She-oak, she*-ok, «. one of several shmbs of the
.Australian genus Casuarina.

Sheol, she'Ol, «. the place of departed spirits. [Heb.
skt'il, a hoUow place

—

tkaal, to dig oiiuj



Shepherd fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; SMUy-shaUy

Sbepherd, shep'erd, «. one who herds sheep : a
swain : a pastor '.—/em. Sbep'berdess.

—

v.t. to tend
as a shepherd : to watch over, protect the interests

of, or one's own interests in.

—

ns. Shep'herdism,
gastoral lite ; Shep'herdling, a httle shepherd

:

hep'herd'S-crook, a lonx staff, its upper end
curved into a hook ; Shep herd'S-dog, a dog specially

trained to help in tending sheep, the collie or Scotch
sheep-dog, &c. ; Shepherd's-flute, a flageolet or

the like ; Sbep'herd's-nee'dle, an annual plant,

called also Venus's comb ; Shep'herd'S - plaid,

-tar'tan, a woollen cloth made with black and
white checks : this form of pattern itself ; Shep'-

taerd'S-pouch, -purse, an annual cruciferous plant,

with compressed, somewhat heart-shaped seed-vessel

;

Shep'herd'S - rod, -staff, a small kmd of teasel.

—

Shepherd kings (see Hyksos).—The Good Shep-
herd, a title of Jesus Christ (John, x. ii); The
Shepherds, a sect of fanatical shepherds in France
about 1251 A.D., eager to deliver the imprisoned

Louis IX. [A.S. scedp-hyrde. Sheep and herd.\

Sheppy, Sheppey, shep'i, «. (prov.) a sheep-cote.

Sherbet, sher'bet, «. a drink of water and fruit juices,

sweetened and flavoured. [Through Turk, from Ar.
shiirbat, a drink

—

shariba, he drinks.]

Sherd, sherd, «. See Shard.
Sherif, Shereef, she-ref, n. a descendant of

Mohammed through his daughter Fatinia : a prince

or ruler: the chief magistrate of Mecca. [Ar.

shatnf, noble, lofty.)

Sheriff sher'if, n. the governor of a shire : {English
law) the chief officer of the crown in every county
or shire, his duties being chiefly ministerial rather

than judicial : (Scots law) the chief magistrate and
judge of the county : in the United States the

office of sheriff is mainly ministerial, his principal

duties to maintain peace and order, attend courts,

guard prisoners, serve processes, and execute

judgments.—/if. Sher'lffalty, Sher'Iffdom, Sher'iff-

Bhip, the office or jurisdiction of a sheriff" ; Sher'lff-

derk, in Scotland the registrar of the sherifTs

court, who has charge of the records of the court ;

Sher'lff-dep'Ute (Scot.), the sheriff" proper, so

called since the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions

in 1748 to distinguish him from the earlier heritable

Sher'iff-prin'cipal, whose title is now merged in that

of the Lord-lieutenant : Sher'lff-off'leer, in Scotland,

an officer connected with the sheriff^s court, who is

charged with arrests, the serving of processes, &c. ;

ShePiff-SUb'StitUte, the acting sheriff in a Scotch
county or city, like the sheriff-depute appointed by
the crown, but unlike the sheriff-depute forced to

reside within his judicial district, and forbidden to

take other employment ; Un'der-Sher'iff, the deputy
of an English sheriflf who performs the execution of

writs. [A.S. scir-geri/a—scir (Eng. shire), gere/a,

a governor ; cog. with Ger. grnf, a count.]

Sherris, sher'is, «. (Shik^. Same as Sherry.
Sherry, sher*!, «. a name derived from Xeres or Jerez
de la Frontera, near Cadiz, and applied to the better

kind of white wines grown in the neighbourhood of

Xeres. — Sherry cobblerj a cobbler made with

sherry.—Natural sherry, a sherry haviiig from two
to four per cent, of spirit added to make it keep.

Shet, shet, <i<^". (i/.6".) freed from.

Shetiander, shct'land-er, n. a native or inhabitant

of .S'/tc/^j«(/.—ShetlaJld lace, an open-work orna-

mental trimming made with woollen yam for shawls,

&c. ; Shetland pony, a small sturdy and shaggy
horse, usually nme to ten hands high, a shelty ;

Shetland wool, a thin but strong undyed worsted,

spun from the wool of the sheep in the Shetland

Islands, much used for knitting fine shawls, &c.

Sheuch, Sheugh, shOOh, or shyuh, n. (Scot.) a ditch.

Sheva, she-va', «. a Hebrew point (:) written below
its consonant, and indicating properly the absence
of a vowel (simple siteva). It is either unsounded,
as at the close of a syllable (silent shena), or given

a short breathing or neutral sound, as at the be-
ginning of a syllable (vocal s/urva). Sometimes it

is compounded with the short vowels, forming com-
pound shevas.

Shew. she. Same as Show.
Shewbread, shobred. Same as Showbread.
Shlah, shea, «. a member of that Mohammedan sect
which maintains that Ali, first cousin of Mohammed
and husband of his daughter Fatima, was the first

legitimate successor of the Prophet, rejecting the
three califs of their opponents the Sunnis, as
usurpers.—«. Shilsm (she'izm). [Ar. shta, sect.)

Shibboleth, shib'bo-leth, «. (2>'.)a test-word used by
the Gileadites under Jephthah to detect the fleeing
Ephraimites, who could not pronounce the sh
(Judges, xii. 4-6) : the criterion or watchword of a
party. [Heb. , an ear of corn, or a stream.)

Shield, sheld, ». a broad plate worn for defence on
the left arm : anything that protects : defence : a
person who protects : the shield-

shaped escutcheon used for

displaying arms.—z/./. to de-
fend : (Shak.) to forfend, avert.— v.i. to be a shelter. — >«.

Shiel'der ; Shleld'-fem, a fern,

so called from its shape.

—

cuij.

Shleld'leSS, defenceless.

—

auv.
Shleld'lessly.— «. Shieldless-
ness. — cuij. Shield'-shaped,
scutate. [A.S. scyld ; Ger.
schild. Ice. skioldr, protec-

tion.)

Shieling. See under Sheal.
Shift, shift, v.t. to change
form or character : to put out
of the way : to dress in fresh

clothes.

—

v.i. to change about

:

to remove : to change one's
clothes : to resort to expedients
for some purpose : in violin-

playing, to move the left hand
from its original position next
to the nut.—«. a change : in

violin-playing, any position of
the left hand except that
nearest the nut : a squad or
relay of men : a contrivance ;

Points of the Heral-
dic escutcheon

:

A, Dexter chief; B,
Middle chief; C,
Sinister chief; D,
Honour or Collar

point ; E, Fess
point ; F, Nombril
or Navel point ;

G, Dexter base

;

H, Middle base;
I, Sinister base ;

K, Dexter flank

;

L, Sinister flank.

b6S

an artifice : last re-

source : a chemise or woman's undermost garment
(orig. signifying a change of body-linen).

—

adj.
Shift'able, capable of being shifted.—kj. Shlft'Or,
one who shifts : a trickster ; Shift'iness, the char-
acter of being .shifty.

—

cuij. Shifting, unstable:
shifty.—rti/r'. Shift'ingly.-«</>. Shiftless, desti-

tute of shifts or expedients : unsuccessful, for want
of proper means.

—

adx: Shift'lessly.— «. Shift'leSS-

ness.

—

adj. Shlft'y, full of, or ready with, shifts,

contrivances, or expedients.—Shift about, to vacil-

late : to turn quite round to the opposite point ;

Shift for one's self, to provide for one's self; Shift
of crops, rotation of crops ; Shift off, to defer : to
put away.—Make shift, to find ways and means of
doing .something, contrive. [A.S. sci/tan, to divide,
Ice. skipta.}

Shilte, she'it, «. the same as Shuth (q.v.).

—

adj.
Shiific.

Shikar, shi-kar', «. in India, hunting, sport.

—

ns.

Shikaree, Shikar'i, a hunter. [Hind.]
Shiko, shik'o, «. a posture of prostration in Burma.
ShiUalah, shi-la'la, ». an oak sapling, the oak or
blackthorn cudgel of the conventional Irishman.

—

Also Shlllelah, Shillaly. [Prob. ShilUlagh, an
oak-wood in County Wicklow.]

Shilling, shil'ing, «. an English silver coin = 12 pence.
—Take the shilling, to enlist as a soldier by accept-
ing the recruiting-officer's shilling— discontinued
since 1879. [A.S. scilling; Ger. schilling.}

Shilly-shally, shil'i-shal'i, cuiv. in silly hesitation.

—

«. foolish trifling : irresolution.— i/./. to hesitate.

—



ShUplt mOte ; mute ; mCSSn ; /Aen. Shirr

H. SUll'y-shall'ler, an irresolute person. [A redu-
plication of ' Shall 1 .'']

SMlpit, shil'pit, adj. (Scot.) weak, washy : feeble-

looking. [Ety. dub.]
Shlly, same as Shyly. See Shy.
Shim, shim, n. (mack.) a thin slip used to fill up space
caused by wear.

—

T.t. to wedge up. [Ety. dub.]
ShiiUmer, shim'er, v.i. to gleam tremulously, to

glisten.

—

us. Shimm'er, Shlmm'ering, a tremulous
gleam. [A.S. icimrian—sciman, to shine; Ger.
schimtftem.]

Shin, shin, n. the large bone of the leg or the forepart

of it : a bird's shank.

—

v.i. to climb a tree (with «/) :

to tramp, trudge.

—

v.i. to climb a tree by swarming
up it : to kick on the shins.

—

ns. Shln'-bone, the

tibia ; Shln'-piece, a piece of armour defending the

forepart of the leg ; Shin -plas'ter (U.S.), a patch
of brown-paper steeped in vinegar, &c., laid on a
sore : a small paper note or promise to pay. [A.S.

scina, the shin (esp. in the compound scin-bdn, shin-

bone) ; Dut. scJuen, Ger. schiene.]

Shin, shin, 11. a god, or the gods : the term used by
Protestant missionaries in Japan and China for the
Supreme Being.

Shindy, shin'di, «. the game of shinty, shinny, bandy-
ball, or hockey : (slang) a row, disturbance.—Kick
up a shindy, to make a disturbance.

Shine, shin, v.i. to beam with steady radiance : to
glitter : to be bright or beautiful : to be eminent.

—

v.t. to cause to shine :—j)a.t. zw^pa.p. shone (shon),
(B.) shined.

—

adj. (Speus.) bright.

—

n. brightness :

splendour : fair weather : (slang) disturbance, row, a
trick.—«. Shi'ner, that which shines : (slang) a. co'xn,

esp. a sovereign : a small American fresh-water fish.

—adj. Shining.—arff. Shi'ningly.—«. Shi'nlng-
ness.

—

adj. Sbi'ny, clear, unclouded: glossy.

—

Cause, or Make, the face to shine (B.), to be
propitious; Take the shine out of (slang), to out-
shine, eclipse. [A.S. scOzan ; Ger. scheinen.]

Shingle, shing'gl, ». wood sawed or split thin, used
instead of slates or tiles, for roofing houses

:

(U.S.) a small sign-board or plate.

—

v.t. to cover
with shingles : to crop the hair very close.

—

adjs.

Shing'led, Shing'le-roofed, having the roof covered
with shingles.—«j. Shlng'ler ; Shing'ling. [Low L.
scindula, a wooden tile—L. scindere, to split.]

Shingle, shing'gl, «. the coarse gravel on the shores
of rivers or of the sen.—adj. Shing'ly. [Orig. single

—Norw. singel, singling, shingle

—

singla, freq. of
singa, to ring.]

Shingles, shing'glz, ». popular name for the disease
Herpes zoster. [.\ corr. of L. cingulum, a belt or
girdle

—

cingere, to gird.]

Shinny, shin'i, «. the game of bandy-ball or hockey.
(Prob. Gael, sinteag, a bound.]

Shlnti-yan, shin'ti-yan, «. the loose drawers worn by
Moslem women.—Also Shln'tigan.

Shinto, shin'tO, n. the system of nature and hero
worship forming the indigenous religion of Japan.

—

ns. Shln'toism ; Shln'tolst. [Jap., = Chin, shin
too—shin, god, too, way, doctrine.]

Shinty, shin'ti, «. Same as Shinny.
Ship, ship, n. a vessel having three masts, with tops
and yards to each : generally, any large sea-going
vessel.

—

v.t. to put on board a ship: to engage for
service on board a ship : to transport by ship : to
fix in its place.

—

v.i. to engage for service on ship-
board '.^pr.p. ship'ping ;_/a./. and pa.p. shipped.

—

ns. Ship'-bis'CUit, hard biscuit for use on shipboard ;

Shlp'board, the deck or side of a ship ; Shlp'-boy, a
boy that serves on board a ship ; Sbip'-brealCer,
one who breaks up vessels no longer fit for sea

;

Shlp'-brok'er, .i broker who effects sales, insurance,
&c. of ships ; Ship'bullder, one whose occupation
is to construct ships; Ship'building ; Ship'-canal',
a canal large enough to admit the passage of sea-
going vessels ; Ship'-cap'taln, one who commands
a ship ; Shlp'-car'penter, a carpenter who works at

shipbuilding ; Ship'-chand'ler, a dealer in cordage,
canvas, and other ship furniture or stores ; Ship'-
Chand'lery, the business wares of a ship-chandler

;

Ship'-fe'ver, typhus fever, as common on board
crowded ships ; Ship'fol, as much or as many as a
ship wUl hold ; Shlp'-hold'er, a ship-owner ; Shlp'-
lett'er, a letter sent by a vessel which does not
cany mails ; SMp'-load, the load or cargo of a
ship : Shlp'man, a sailor :—//. Ship'men ; Ship-
master, the captain of a ship ; Ship mate, a com-
panion in the same ship ; Ship'ment, act of putting
on board ship : embarkation : that which is snipped ;

Shlp'-mon'ey, a tyrannical tax imposed by the king
on seaports, revived without authorisation of parlia-
ment by Charles 1. in 1634-37 ; Shlp'-Of-the-llne,
before steam navigation, a man-of-war large enough
to take a place in a line of battle ; Shlp'-own'er, the
owner of a ship or ships.—a<^'. Shipped (5Art/fr.), fur-
nished with a ship orships.

—

ns. Ship'per ; Shlp'plng,
ships collectively : tonnage : (5^j/fr.) a voyage ; Shlp'-
plng-ag^ent, the agent of a vessel or line of vessels to
whom goods are consigned for shipment.

—

n.pl. Ship'-
ping-art'icles, articlesof agreement between the cap-
tain and his crew.—«j. Shipping-bill, invoice of
goods embarked ; Ship'ping-mas'ter, the official who
witnesses signature by the sailors of the articles of
agreement ; Ship'ping-off'lce, the office of a ship-

pmg-agent, or of a shipping-master ; Shlp'-pound,
a unit of weight in the Baltic ports ; Ship' -rail'way,
a railway by means of which vessels can be carried
overland from one body of water to another.

—

adjs.
Ship'-rigged (naut.), rigged like a ship, having three
masts with square sails and spreading yards ; Shlp'-
Shape, in a seaman-like manner : trim, neat, proper.—ns. Ship's'-hUS'band, the owner's agent in the
management of a ship ; Ship'-tire (Shai.), a sort of
head-dress, whether from its streamers or its general
likeness to a ship : Ship'-way, the supports forming
a sliding-way for the building, repairing, and launch-
ing of vessels ; Ship'-worm, a genus ( Teredo) of
worm-like molluscs which perforate and live in timber,
lining the cavity or tube with a calcareous encrusta-
tion ; Ship'wreck, the wreck or destruction of a
ship : destruction.

—

v.i. to destroy on the sea : to
make to suffer wreck.

—

ns. Ship'wright, a wright or
carpenter who constructs ships ; Shlp'yard, a yard
where ships are built or repaired.—Ship a sea, to
have a wave come aboard : Ship's papers, documents
required for the manifestation of the property of a
ship and cargo ; Ship the Oars (see Oar).—About
ship ! an exclamation to pull in the sheet pre-

paratory to changing a ship s course during a tack ;

Make shipwrecK of, to ruin, destroy ; On ship-
board, upon or within a ship ; Take ship, or Ship-
ping, to embark. [A.S. scip—scippan, to make

—

scapan, to shape ; Goth, skip. Ice. skip, Ger. schiff.\

Shippen, ship'n, «. (prov.) a stable.—Also Shlp'pon.
Shippo, ship-po', «. Japanese enamel, cloisonni.

Shlpton, ship'ton, n. usually ' Mother Shipton,' a
famous prophetess of popular English tradition, born
near Knaresborough in 1488.

Shiraz, she-ra/, «. a Persian wine. \Shiraz.'\

Shire, shir, shir (in county-names), «. a county, one of
the larger divisions of England for political purposes
—originally a division of the kingdom under a sheriff,

the deputy of the ealdorman : a term also surviving

as applied to certain smaller districts in England, as

Richmondshire and Hallamshire.

—

ns. Sh&e'man,
a sheriff; Shire'-moot, Shire'-mote, formerly in

England a court of the county held periodically by
the sheriff together with the bishop or the ealdor-

man. [A.S. scir, scire, a county, sciran, a secondary
form oi sceran, to cut off.]

Shirk, sherk, v.i. to avoid, get off or slink away from.
—n. Shir'ker.-a<</'. Shlr'lty. [A form oi shark.}

Shirl, sherl, v.i. (prov.) to slide.

Shirr, Shir, sher, «. a puckering made in a fabric by
parallel gathering-threads.

—

v.t. to produce such.

—
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adj. Shirred, having lines or cords inserted l)e-

tween the threads, as in certain elastic fabrics.

—

ns.

Shirring, decorative-shirred needlework ; ShlrT-
Ing-Strlng, a cord used to gather the threads to-

gether in shirred-work. [Ety. dub.]

SUrt, shfert, «. a short garment worn next the body
by men : an interior lining in a blast-furnace.

—

v.t.

to cover as with a shirt.

—

ns. Shirt'-frlll, a fine cam-
bric frill worn in the early years of the 19th century

on the breast of the shirt ; Shtrf-front, that part

of the shirt which is open and covers the breast,

generally of finer material, starched stiffly ; Shirt -

Ig, cloth for shirts : shirts collectively. — adj.

Shirtless, without a shirt.—>;j. Shlrt'-sloeve, the

sleeve of a shirt ; Shirt' -Waist, a woman's over-

garment or blouse, coming to the waist and belted

there.—Bloody shirt, a blood-stained shirt, as the

symbol of murder ; Boiled shirt, a white shirt clean

washed ; In one's shlrt-sleeves, without the coat.

IScanJ. ; Ice. skyrta—skorir, shortness,]

Shlst, &c. See Schist, &c.
Shitepoke, shIt'pOk, n. the North American small

green heron.
^hittah, shit'a, «. a tree whose durabje wood—Shlttlm
wood—was used in the construction of the Jewish

, Tabernacle and its furniture—prob. the Acacia seyai.

[Heb. shittah, pi. shiittm.]
Shlvaree, shiv'a-re, t>.t. {U.SS) to give a mock sere-

nade to.—Also «. [A corr. of charivari.']

Shl7e, shlv, n. {Shak.) a slice, as of bread : a small
bung for closing a wide-mouthed bottle. [Scand.,
Ice. sktfa, a slice ; Dut. schijf^ Ger. scheib€.\

Shiver, shiv'er, «. a splinter, or small piece into which
a thing breaks by sudden violence.

—

v.i. to shatter.—v.i. to fall into shivers.

—

n. ShiVer-Spar, a slaty

; calcite or calcium carbonate.

—

adj. ShlVery, brittle.

: —Shiver my timbers, a nautical imprecation.
[Skeat explains shiver as a dim. of the foregoing
skive, a thin slice, the same as prov. Eng. sheave, a
thin disc of wood, wheel of a pulley—Ice. ski/a, a
slice ; Dut. schijf, Ger. sc>uibe.]

Shiver, shiv'er, z:i. to shake or tremble : to shudder.—v.i. to cause to shake in the wind, as sails.

—

«. Shivering.—rt^i'. ShiVerlngly, with shivering
or trembling.

—

adj. ShlVery, inclined to shiver.

—

The shivers (coll.), the ague, chills. [M. E.
chiveren, a softened form of kiveren, supposed by
Skeat to be a Scand. form of quiver, and a freq. of
Ice. kippa, to pull, the spelling with sh being due to

confusion with skiver (yi.W
Shizoku, she-zOTcOS, n. the two-sworded men ofJapan,

the gentry proper.
Shoal, shiJl, ». a great multitude of fishes swimming

together.

—

v.i. to crowd.—a^:'. Shoal'Wlse, in shoals.

(A. S. scilu, comp,iny—L. schola, school.]
Shoal, shol, H. a shallow : a place where the water of
a river, sea, or lake is not deep : a sandbank.

—

adj.
shallow. — v.i. to grow shallow : to come upon
shallows.

—

tis. ShoaPer, a coasting vessel ; Shoal'l-
ness ; Shoal'lng, filling up with shoals ; ShoaV-
mark, a mark set up to indicate shoal-water

:

Shoalness, shallowness. — <m^'. Shoal'y, full of
shoals or shallows : not deep. [Scand. ; Ice. skdigr,
oblique ; cf. Shailow.]

Shock, shok, n. a violent shake : a sudden dashing of
one thing against another : violent onset : an offence :

a condition of prostration of voluntary and involun-
tary functions caused by trauma, a surgical opera-
tion, or excessive sudden emotional disturbance

:

{coii.) a sudden attack of paralysis, a stroke : an
electrical stimulant to sensory nerves, &c. : any very
strong emotion. — v.t. to shake by violence : to

ofTend : to disgust : to dismay.

—

v.i. to collide with
violence,

—

n. Shook'er {coll.\ a very sensational tale.—adj. Shock'ing, offensive, repulsive.

—

adv. ShOCk'-
Ingly. — «. ShOCk'ingnesS. [Prof. Skeat explains
M. E, scfiokken, to shock, as from O. Fr. cIuk, a
snock, chofuer, to give a shock—Old High Ger.

6M

scoc, a shock, shaking movement. Cf. A.S. scic,

pa.t. of sceacan, to shake.]

Shock, ."ihok, ft. a heap or pile of sheaves of com.

—

v.t,

to make up into shocks or stooks.— «. Shook'er.
[M. E. sch^kie—Old Dut. sch^^cke.]

Shock, shok, «. a dog with long, shaggj- hair : a mass
of shaggy hair.—«. Shock'-dog, a rough-haired dog,
a poodle.

—

adjs. Shock'-head, -ed, having a tbidc
and bushy head of hair. [jV variant o{ shag:]

Shod, shod,/rt./. and//!./, of shoe.

Shoddy, shod'i, «. {orig.) the waste arising from the
manufacture of wool : now applied to the wool of old
woven fabrics reduced to the state in which it was
before being spun and woven, and thus fit for re-

manufacture : the inferior cloth made from this sub-
stance : worthless goods : {coll.) pretence, sham,
vulgar and baseless assumption. — adj. made of
shoddy : inferior, trashy : pretentious, sham, coun-
terfeit : ambitious by reason of newly-acquired
wealth.— /!. Shodd'ylsm. [Shed, to part— A. S.
sceiidan, to part.]

Shoe, shoS, «. a covering for the foot, not coming
above the ankle : a rim of iron nailed to the hoof of
an animal to keep it from injury : anything in form
or use like a shoe :—//. Shoes (shOCz).

—

v.t. to
furnish with shoes : to cover at the bottom :—
fr.p. shoe'ing

;
pa.t. a.viApa.p. shod.—«i. Shoe' -hill,

the whalehead {Balaniceps) ; Shoeblack, one who
blacks and cleans shoes or boots ; Shoe'-hlack'ing,
blacking for boots and shoes ; Shoe'-boy, a boy who
cleans shoes ; Shoe'-brush, a brush for cleaning
boots or shoes ; Shoe'-buck'le, a buckle for fastening
the shoe on the foot, by means of a latchet passing
over the instep; Shoe'-hamm'er, a broaJ- faced
hammer for pounding leather and for driving pegs,

&c. ; Shoe'nom, a curved piece of horn or metal
used in putting on a shoe ; Shoe'ing-hom, a shoe-
horn : {fibs.") anything by which a transaction is facili-

tated ; Shoe'-lace, a shoe-string ; Shoe'-latch'et, a
thong for holding a shoe, sandal, &c. on the foot

;

Shoe'-leath'er, leather for shoes : shoes or shoeing
tenerally.

—

adj. ShoeleSS, destitute of shoes.

—

ns.

hoe'maker, one whose trade or occupation is to

make shoes or boots ; Shoe'maklng ; Snoe'-peg, a
small peg of wood or metal for fastening different

parts of a shoe together ; Sho'er, one who furnishes

shoes, a horse-shoer ; Shoe'-Stretch'er, a last having
a movable piece for distending the leather of the
shoe in any part ; Shoe'-string, a string used to

draw the sides of the shoe or boot together ; Shoe'-
tie, a cord or string for lacing a shoe : {Skak.) a
traveller ; Shoe'-Work er, one employed in a shoe-
factory. — Another pair of shoes ifoil.), quite a
different matter ; Be ta one's Shoes, or b<K>tS, to

be in one's place ; Die in one's shoes, to die by
violence, esp. by hanging : Put the shoe on the
right foot, to lay the blame where it rightly belongs.

[A.S. seed; Goth, skohs, Ger. schnh.\

Shog, shog, v.i. to shake, jog, move on, be gone.

—

v.t.

toshake. — «. a jog, shock. [Celt., W. ysgogi, to

^^Z^ysgog, a jolt.]

Shogun, shO'gi50n, «. the title of the commander-in-
chief of the Japanese army during the continuance
of the feudal system in Japan.

—

adj. Sho'gninaL

—

n. Sho'gunate. [Jap.,

—

slu>, to hold, gun, army.]
Shone, shon, /a./, and /<!./. o{ shine.
Shoo, sh05, interj. off ! away ! to scare away fowls,

&c.

—

v.i. to cry 'Shoo!'

—

v.t. to drive away by
calling ' Shoo !

' [Cf, Fr. chou, Gr. sou.]

Shook, shook, /a.^ of shake.
Shool, shSOl, v.i. to saunter about, to beg.

ShOOldarry, shOOl-dar'i, «. a small tent with steep
sloping roof and low sides. [Hind.]

Sboon, shQOn, an old //. of shoe.

Shoot, shoot, v.t. to dart : to let fly with force : to

discharge from a bow or gun : to strike with a shot

:

to thrust forward : to pass rapidly through : to lay

out, place in position : to hunt over, to kill game in
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or on : to send forth new parts, as a plant.

—

v.i. to
perform the act of shooting : to variegate, to colour
m spots or threads : to be driven along : to fly, as an
arrow: to jut out: to germinate: to advance or
grow rapidly : to hunt birds, &c., with a gun :—/«./.
and /><i./>. shot.— «. act of shooting : a match at
shooting, shooting-party : a young branch : (Shak.)
a sprouting horn ; a passage-way in a mine for letting

one down : a sloping trough used for discharging
articles or goods from a height : a river-fall, rapid.

—

aiij. Shoot'able, that may be shot, or shot over.

—

ns. Shoot'er, one who, or that which, shoots ; Shoot'-
ing, act of discharging firearms or an arrow : sensa-
tion of a quick pain : act or practice of killing game :

right to kill game with firearms on a certam area :

the district so limited ; Shooting - box, a small
house in the country for use in the shooting season ;

ShOOt'lng-gaU'ery, a long room used for practice in

the use of firearms ; ShOotlng-iron {slang), a re-

volver ; Sboot'ing-jack'et, a short kind of coat for

shooting in ; ShOOt'ing-range, a place for practising
shooting at targets at measured distances ; Shoot-
ingStar, a meteor or falling star ; ShOOfing-
Stick, a printer's tool of wood or metal, to be struck
with a mallet, for driving quoins.—Shoot ahead, to

get to the front among a set of competitors ; Shoot
over, to go out shooting : to hunt upon.—I '11 be
shot {sliDtg), a mild imprecation. [A.S. scedtaii

;

Dut. schieten, Ger. schiessen, to dart. ]

Shop, shop, «. a building in which goods are sold by
retail : a place where mechanics work, or where any
kind of industry is pursued : one's own business or
profession, also talk about such.

—

v.i. to visit shops
for the purpose of buying.

—

v.t. {slang) to imprison :

—pr.p. shop'ping ; pa.p. shopped.^^«. Shop'-bell,

a small automatic bell hung to give notice of the
opening of a shop-door ; Shop'-board, a bench on
which work, esp. that of tailors, is done : Shop'-boy,
-girl, a boy or girl employed in a shop ; Shop'-
keeper, one who keeps a shop for the sale of goods
by retail : Shop'keeping, the business of keeping a
shop ; Shop'-lift'er ; Shop'-Uft'lng, lifting or stealmg
anything from a shop ; Shop'mail, one who serves
in a shop : a shopkeeper ; Shopoc'racy, shop-
keepers collectively ; Shop'ping, the act of visiting

shops to see and buy goods.

—

adj. Shoppy, com-
mercial : abounding in shops : given to talking shop :

concerning one's own pursuit.

—

ns. Shop'-walk'er,
one who walks about in a shop and sees the
customers attended to ; Shop'woman, a woman
employed in a shop.

—

adj. Shop'-Worn, somewhat
tarnished by being exposed in a shop.- Fancy Shop,
a shop where fancy goods are sold.—Shut up shop
{coll.), to abandon any enterprise ; The other Shop
(slang), a rival institution or establishment ; The
Whole shop {slang), entirely; Talk shop {coll.), to

converse unseasonably about one's own profession.

[A.S. sceopfia, a treasury (influenced by O. Fr.
eschoppe, a stall.]

Shore, shOr, /u.^. o{ shear.
Shore, shOr, n. the coast or land adjacent to the sea,

to a river, or lake.— z/.A {Shak.) to set on shore.

—

ns.

Shor'age, duty on goods when brought on shore
from a ship ; Shore'-anch'or, the anchor lying
towards the shore ; Shore' -Cliff, a cliff at the water's

edge ; Shore-land, land bordering on a shore.—
adj. Shore'less, having no coast : mdefinite or un-
limited.—«. Shores'maJl, a fisherman along shore :

a sole or part owner of a vessel : a longshoreman.
—adv. Shore'ward, towards the shore.—«. Shore'-
Whal'ing, tlie pursuit of the whale near the shore.

[A.S. score— sceran, to shear.)

Shore, shor, n. a prop or support for the side of a
building, or to keep a vessel in dock steady on the
slips.

—

v.t. to prop (often with up).—ns. Shor'er;
Shor'ing, the act of supporting with props : a set of
props. [Skeat refers to Ice. skortka, a prop, esp.

under a boat

—

sker-inn, pa.p. of skera, to shear.]

mi

Shore, shOr, v.t. {Scot.) to warn, threaten : to offer.

[Perh. a form of score, or another form of sure,
equivalent to assure.

\

Shorl, Shorlaceous. See Schorl.
Shorn, shorn, pa.p. of shear,—n. Shor'Ilng, Shore'-

ling, a newly-shorn sheep.
Short, short, adj. {conip. Short'er, superl. Shortest)

not long in time or space : not tall : near at hand,
early in date : scanty, lacking, insufficient : in error,
deficient in wisdom, grasp, memory, &c. : narrow :

abrupt, curt, sharp, uncivil : brittle, crumbling away
readily : not prolonged in utterance, unaccented :

{coll.) undiluted with water, neat : falling below a
certain standard (with c/) : of stocks, &c., not
having in possession when selling, not able to meet
one's engagements, pertaining to short stocks or to
those who have sold short. — Ww. not long.—«. a
summary account : a short time or syllable : what-
ever is deficient In number, quantity, &c. : a short
sale, one who has made such : {pi.) small clothes,
knee-breeches : the bran and coarse part of meal,
in mixture.— ns. Short'age, deficiency; Short'-
allOW'ance, less than the regular allowance ; Short'-
and, the character ' &,' the ampersand. — adj.
Short'-armed, having short arms, not reaching far.

—^ns. Short'-bill, one having less than ten days to
run; Short'-cake, a rich tea-cake made short and
crisp with butter or lard and baked—also Short'-
bread {Scot.) '.{U.S.) a. light cake, prepared in layers
with fruit between, served with cream ; Short'-
Cir'CUit {electr.), a path of comparatively low resist-

ance between two points of a circuit.

—

n.pl. Short'-
Clothes, small clothes, the dress of young chil-

dren after the first long clothes.

—

v.t. Short'-OOat,
to dress In short-coats. — n.pl. Short'- Coats, the
shortened skirts of a child when the first long clothes
are left off.—«. Shortcoming, act of coming or fall-

ing short of produce or result : neglect of, or failure

in, duty.—«.//. Short'-conun'ons (see Common). —
n. Short'-cross, the short cross-bar of a printer's

chase. ^rti:/;i. Short'-cut, cut short instead of in long-
shreds—of tobacco, &c.—also «. ; Short'-dat'ed,
having short or little time to run from its date, as a
bill.—«. Short'-divi'sion, a method of division with
a divisor not larger than 12—opp. to Long-division.—zi.t. Short'en, to make short: to deprive: to

make friable.— t'./. to become short or shorter: to

contract.—«. Short'-gOWn, a loose jacket with a
skirt, worn by women, a bed-gown.

—

adj. Short'-
grassed {Shak.), provided or covered with short
grass.

—

n. Short'hand, an art by which writing Is

made shorter and easier, so as to keep pace with
speaking. — adj. Short'-hand'ed, not having the
proper number of servants, work-people, &C.— HS.

Short'hander, a stenographer ; Short'-horn, one of
a breed of cattle having very short horns

—

Durham
and TeesT.vater.—adj. Short'-homed.—«. Short'-
hose, the stockings of the Highland dress, reaching
to the knee, as opposed to the long hose formerly
worn by Englishmen.

—

adjs. Short'-joint'ed, short

between the joints : having a short pastern ; Short'-

legged {Shak.), having short legs ; Short' lived,

living or lasting only for a short time. — adv.
Short'ly, In a short time : In a brief manner

:

quickly : soon.—«j. Short'-me'tre (see Metre)

;

Short'ness ; Short'-pull, a light impression on a
hand-press ; Short' -rib, one of the lower ribs, not
reaching to the breast-bone, a false or floating rib.

—

adj. Short'-Sight'ed, having sight extending but a
short distance : unable to see far : of weak intellect

:

heedless. — adv. Short'sight'edly. — «. Short'-
sight'edness. — adjs. Short'-spo'ken, sharp and
curt in speech ; Short' -staple, having the fibre

short.—«. Short'-Stop, the player at base-ball
between the second and third base.

—

adjs. Short'-
tem'pered, easily put Into a rage ; Short'-wind'ed,
affected with shortness of wind or breath ; Short'-
Wit'ted, having little wit, judgment, or intellect.—
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At short sight, meanine: that a bill is payable soon
after i-eiiig presented ; Be taken Short (coli.), to be
suddenly seized with a desire to evacuate fxces ;

Come, Cut, Fall, short (see Come, Cut, Fall);

In short, in a few words ; Make short work of, to

settle some difficulty or opposiiion prompth- ; Take
up short, to check or to answer curtly ; The long
and short, the whole. [A.S. sctort; Old High
Ger. scurz: the Dut. and Sw. ^ri, Ger. iurz, are

borrowed from L. curtus.]

Shot. /«./. zixd pa.fi. of shoot.

Shot, shot, adj. (Sfietis.) advanced in years.—«. a
young pig. [Perh. pa. p. of shoot.]

Shot, shot, n. act of shooting : a marksman : a missile

:

flight of a missile, or the distance passed by it :

small globules of lead: (gt*».) solid projectiles

generally : a small pellet, of which there are a
number in one charge: range of shot, reach : one
cast or set of fishing-nets : the act of shooting, one
who shoots, a marksman : a plot of land, a square
furlong : a stroke in billiards, &c.

—

v.t. to load with
shot :—/r./». shot'ting ; fia.fi. shot'ied.

—

ns. Shot'-
belt, a belt with a pouch for carrj-ing shot ; Shot'-
eart'rldge, a cartridge containing small shot ; Shot'-
gauge, an instrument for measuring the size of
round-shot ; Shot'-gun, a smooth-bore gun for small
shot, a fowling-piece ; Shot'-hole, a hole made by
a shot or bullet : a blasting-hole ready for a blast

;

Shot'-of-a-ca'ble, a length of rope as it comes from
the rope-walk ; Shot'-pouch, a pouch for small shot.—adjs. Shot'-proof, proof agauist shot ; Shot'ted,
loaded with ball and powder: having a shot or
weight attached.

—

ns. Shot'-tOW'er, a place where
small shot is made by dropping molten lead through
a colander in rapid motion from a considerable
height into water ; Shot'-Wln'dow, a projecting
window in the staircases of old Scotch wooden
houses.—A bad shot, a wrong guess ; A shot in
the locker, a last re.serve of money, food, &c.

Shot, shot, adj. having a changeable colour, chatoyant,
as silk, alpaca, &c.

Shot, shot, «. a reckoning, a share of a tavern-bill, &c.—adj. Shot'-free (.Sh^ii.), exempted from paying
one's share of the reckoning or of expense. [Scot.]

Shotten, shot'n, fi.ndj. (Shak.) having ejected the
spawn : shooting out into angles : dislocated, as a
bone. [From shoot.

\

Shough, shok, «. (^Shak.). Same as Shock, a dog.
Should, shood, fia.t. of shall. [A.S. sceolde, pa.t. of

sceal; cf. ShaU.\
Shoulder, shQl'der, n. the part of the trunk between

the neck and the free portion of the arm or fore-limb,
the region about the scapula : the upper joint of the
foreleg of an animal cut for market : anything re-

sembling the shoulder, a rising part, a prominence

:

that which sustains, support, the whole might or
effort : the whole angle of a bastion between the
face and flank.

—

v.t. to push with the shoulder or
violently : to take upon the shoulder : to fashion
with a shoulder or abutment.

—

x>.i. to force one's

way forward, —ns. Shoul'der-belt, a belt that passes
across the shoulder ; Shoul'der-blade, the broad,
flat, blade-like bone (scapula) of the shoulder

;

Shoul'der-hlock, a pulley -block left

nearly square at the upper end and cut
away towards the sheave ; Shoul'der-
bone, the humerus, shoulder-blade;
Shoul'der-tSap'per {Shak.\ one who
claps another on the shoulder or uses
ereat familiarity, a bailiflT.

—

adj. Shool'-
aered, having shoulders of a specified

kind.

—

ns. Shoul'derknot, a knot worn
as an ornament on the shoulder, now con- Shoulder-
fined to servants in livery ; ShOUl'der- block.
piece, a strap parsing over the shoulder
and joining the front and back part of a garment ;

8houl'der-lUp, a sprain of the shoulder. — adjs.
Staoul'der- slipped, Shoul'der-shoften (Skak.).

having the shoulder-joint dislocated.—«. Shoul'der-
Strap, a strap worn on or over the shoulder : (t'..i'.)

a narrow strap of cloth edged with gold-lace worn
on the shoulder to indicate military and naval rank.
—ShOUlder-of-mutton sail, a kind of triangular
sail of peculiar form, used mostly in boats, very
handy and safe, particularly as a muzen ; Shoulder
to shoulder, with hearty and united action or

effort.—Give, Show, or Tum the cold shoulder
(see Cold); Put, or Set, one's shoulder to the
wheel, to give personal help heartily; With one
shoulder, with one consent. [A.S. sculder, sculdor;
Ger. sc/tulter, Dut. schoudrr.]

Shout, showt, n. a loud and sudden outcry expressing
strong emotion, or to attract attention. — v.i. to

utter a shout : {slangs) to order drink for others
by way of treat. — z'.t. to utter with a shout. —
H. Shout er—a^/r. Shout ingly. [Ety. unknown.]

Shout, showt, n. {firov.) a light flat-bottomed boat
used in duck-shooting.

Shove, shuv, z'.t. to drive along by continuous pressure

:

to push before one.

—

t'.j. to push forward : to push
off.—«. act of shoving : a strong push, a forward
movement of packed river-ice.—ShOVe Off, to push
off a boat with oar or boat-hook. [A.S. scofian;
Dut. schuiven, Ger. schieben.]

Shovel, shuvl, «. an instrument consisting of a broad
blade or scoop with a handle, used for lifting loose
substances.

—

v.t. to lift up and throw with a shovel :

to gather in large quantities.

—

r>.i. to use a shovel :—
fir.p. shovelling

; fia.t. and fin-fi. shov'elled.

—

lis. ShoVel-board, Shove'-groat, Shuffle-board, a
game in which a piece of money or metal is driven
with the hand toward a mark on a board : the board
used in the game ; ShoVelful, as much as a shovel
will hold •—fil. Shovelfuls ; ShoVel-hat, a hat with
a broad brim, turned up at the sides, and project-

ing in front—affected by Anglican clergy ; ShoVel-
head, the bonnet-headed shark : the shovel-headed
sturgeon ; ShoVeller, one who shovels : a genus of
ducks, with mandibles very broad at the end ;

ShoVel-nOse, a sturgeon with broad, depressed,
shovel-shaped snout. [A.S. scofl, from scu/an, to
shove; Gcx. schaufel.'\

Show, sh5, v.t. to present to view: to enable to per-
ceive or know : to inform : to teach : to guide : to

prove: to explain : to bestow.

—

v.i. to appear, come
into sight : to look :

—

fia.fi. shown or showed.

—

n.

act ofshowing : display : a sight orspectacle : parade :

appearance : plausibility, pretence : a sign, indication.—ns. Show' -Dill, a bill for showing or advertising
the price, merits, &c. of goods; Show"-box, a show-
man's box out of which he takes his materials ; ShoW-
bread, among the Jews, the twelve loaves of bread
shown or presented before Jehovah in the s.nnctuary

;

Show'-card, a placard with an announcement : a
card of patterns; Show'-Case, a case with glass
sides in which articles are exhibited in a museum,
&c. ; ShOW'-end, that end of a piece of clotii which
is on the outside of the roll for exhibition to cus-
tomers ; Show'er ; Show'lng. appearance : a setting
forth, representation ; Show'man, one who exhibits
shows ; ShOW'-place, a place for exhibition : a |;ym-
nasium : (Shak.)3i place where shows are exhibited ;

ShOW'-room, a room where a show is exhibited : a
room in a warehouse, &c., where goods are displayed
to the best advantage, a room in a commercial hotel
where travellers' samples are exhibited.—Show a
leg (vul.\ to get out of bed ; Show fight, to show
a readiness to resist ; Show forth, to give out, pro-
claim ; Show off, to display ostentatiously ; Show
of hands, a raising of h.inds at a meeting to show
approv.il of any proposal ; Show one's hand (see

Hand) ; Show one the door, to dismiss a person
from one's house or presence ; Show up, to ex-

pose to blame or ridicule. (A.S. sciawian; Dut.
schfitfwen, Ger. sckauen, to behold.)

Shower, show'^, n. a fall of rain or hail, of short
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duration : a copious and rapid fall : a liberal supply
of anything.

—

v.t. to wet with rain: to bestow liber-

ally.

—

v.i. to rain in showers.

—

ns. Show'er-bath, a
bath in which water is showered upon one from
above : the apparatus for giving a bath by shower-
ing water on the person ; SbOW'eriness, the state

of being showery. — adjs. ShOW'erless, without
showers ; Show'ery, abounding with
showers. [A.S. sciir ; Ice. skiir, Ger.
schauer. ]

Showy, shO'i, adj. making a show

:

cutting a dash : ostentatious : gay.

—

adv. Showily.—«. ShoWlness.
Shrab, shrab, «. sherbet, liquor gener-

ally, spirits. [Hind, skardb, wine.J
Shrank, shrangk,/(i.^. oi shrink.
Shrapnel, shrap'nel, n. a shell filled

with musket-balls — from General
Shrafinei {<i\cA 1842).

Shred, shred, «. a long, narrow piece
cut or torn off: a strip, fragment,
particle.

—

v.t, to cut or tear into

shreds.—«. Shred'ding, the act of
cutting into shreds : a shred.

—

adjs.
Shred'dy. consisting of shreds, ^
ragged : Shred'less.—«. Shred'-pie,

'

mince-pie. [A.S. scredde ; Ger.
sc/trot, Scot, screed.]

Shrew, shroO, n. a brawling, trouble-
some woman : a scold : a family of
insectivorous mammals closely resem-
bling, in general form and appearance,
the true mice and dormice—the head long, muzzle
long and pointed.

—

adj. Shrewd, of an acute judg-
ment : biting, keen : sly, malicious, wicked, cunning,
yixen'ish.—adv. Shrewd'ly.

—

h. Shrewd'ness.

—

adj.
Shrew'ish, having the qualities of a shrew : peevish
and troublesome : clamorous.

—

adv. Shrew'ishly.

—

ns. Shrew'lshneSS ; ShreW-mole, a genus of in-

sectivorous mammals of the family Talpidce, very
closely allied to the moles.

—

adj. Shrew'-Struck,
poisoned or blasted by a shrew. [A.S. scrediva, a
shrew-mouse, its bite having been supposed veno-
mous ; cf. Ger. scher-inaus, a mole.]

Shriek, shrek, v.i. to utter a shriek : to scream.

—

v.t.

to utter shriekin^ly.—«. the shrill outcry caused
by terror or anguish—(^/cwx.) Schriech, Shright,
Shrike. — ns. Shriek'er ; Shriek'-owl (same as
Screech-owl). [Screech.]

Shrieve, shrev, v.t. (S^eus.) same as Shrlve.

—

n.

Shrievalty (same as Sheriffalty).
Shrift, shrift, «. a confession made to a priest : abso-
lution—esp. of a dying man. [A.S. scri/i—scrffafi,

to shrive.]

Shrike, shrtk, «. a genus of passerine birds which
prey on insects and small birds, impaling its prey
on thorns—hence called the Butcher-bird. [Ice.

skrikja ; cf. Shriek.]
Shrill, shril, adj. piercing : sharp : uttering an
acute sound.—adjs. Shrill'-gorged (Shak.), shrill-

throated ; Shrill'ing (i/^/w.), sounding shrill.—«.
Shrill'ness.-^a^/7>. Shrill'-tongued. Shrill'-voiced
(Shak.), having a shrill voice ; Shrill'y, somewhat
shrill.—adv. Shrill'y. [Skeat explains M. E. shril
(Scotch skirl) as from Scand., Norw. skryia,
skrdla, to cry shrilly ; cf. Low Ger. schrelL]

Shrimp, shrimp, «. a genus of edible crustaceans, of
the order Decapoda, allied to lobsters, crayfish, and
prawns: a little wizened or dwarfish person.

—

v.i.

to catch shrimps.

—

ns. Shrimp'er, one who catches
shrimps : Shrimping, the act of catching shrimps ;

Shrimp'-net, a small-meshed net, on a hoop and
pole, for catching shrimps. [Parallel lo shrink ; cf
Scotch scrimpit, pinched.]

Shrine, shrin, «. a case or reliquary for relics : a sacred
place : an altar : anything hallowed by its associa-
tions.

—

v.i. to enshrine.

—

adj. Shri'nal. [A.S. serin
—L. scrinitini—scribire, to write.]

Shrink, sliringk, v.i. to contract : to wither : to
occupy less space : to become wrinkled by contrac-
tion : to recoil, as from fear, disgust, &c.— v.t. to

cause to shrink or contract : to withdraw :

—

pa.t.

shrank, shrunk; pa.p. shrunk.— «. act of shrink-
ing : contraction : withdrawal or recoil. — adj.
Shrink'able.—«j. Shrink'age, a contraction into

a less compass : the extent of the reduction of
anything in bulk by shrinking, evaporation, &c.

;

Shrink'er. — a</z/. Shrink'ingly, in a shrinking
manner: by shrinking. [A.S. scrincan ; akin to

Ger. schrdnken, to place obliquely.]

Shrive, shrlv, v.t. to hear a confession from and give
absolution to.

—

v.i. to receive confession : to make
such :

—

pa.t. shrOve or shrived ; pa.p. shriv'en.— «j.

Shri'ver, one who shrives : a confessor ; Shri'Ving
(JSpens.\ shift, confession ; Shri'Ving-tlme (Shak.),
time for confession. [A.S. scri/an, to write, to pre-
scribe penance—L. scribere.]

Shrivel, shriv'l, v.i. and v.t. to contract into wrinkles :

to blight :

—

pr.p. shrivelling ;
pa.t. An&pn.p. shriv'-

elled. [Perh. conn, with Old Northumbrian screpa,
to become dry ; cf. Norw. skrypa, to waste.]

Shroff, shrof, ft, a banker or money-changer in

India.— v.t. to inspect the quality of coins.— n.
Shroff'age, such examination. [Hind, sarraf—
Ar. sarrd/.]

Shroud, shrowd, «. the dress of the dead, a winding-
sheet : that which clothes or covers : any under-
ground hole, a vault, burrow, &c. : (//.) a set of
ropes from the mast-heads to a ship's sides, to sup-
port the masts.

—

v.t. to enclose in a shroud : to

cover : to hide : to shelter.

—

v.i, to take shelter.

—

adjs. Shroud'less, without a shroud ; Shroud'y,
giving shelter. \_K.'Si. scriid ; \ck. skriidh, clo\k)\\\%.]

Shroud, shrowd, v.t. (prov.) to lop the branches from,
as a tree.—«. a cutting, a bough or branch, the foliage

of a tree. [A variant ol shred.]
Shrove-tide, shrOv'-tld, «. the name given to the days
immediately preceding Ash-Wednesday, preparatory
to Lent^given up to football, cock-fighting, bull-

baiting, &c. — ns. Shrove'-cake, a pancake for

Shrove-tide ; Shrove' -Tues'day, the day before
Ash-Wednesday. [A.S. scri/an, to shrive.]

Shrow, shrC, n. (Shak.). Same as ShreW.
Shrub, shrub, «. a woody plant with several stems
from the same root: a bush or dwarf tree.

—

v.t.

(prov.) to win all a man's money at play.

—

adj.
Shrub'berled, abounding in shrubbery.

—

'is. Shrub'-
bery, a plantation of shrubs ; ShrUb'binesS, the
state or quality of being shrubby.

—

adjs. Shrub'by,
full of shrubs : like a shrub : consisting of shrubs ;

Shrub'less. [A.S. scrob ; prov. Eng. shritff, light

rubbish wood.]
Shru'b, shrub, «. a drink prepared from the juice of

lemons, currants, raspberries, with spirits, as rum.
[A variant oi shrab.]

Shruff, shruf, «. (prov.) refuse wood. \Shnib.]
Shrug, shrug, v.t. to draw up : to contract.

—

v.i. to

draw up the shoulders, expressive of doubt, surprise,

indifference, &c. :

—

pr.p. shrug'ging ; pa.t. and
pa.p. shrugged.

—

n. an expressive drawing up of
the shoulders. [Scand., Dan. skrugge, to stoop.]

Shrunk, /a. ^. and pa.p. oi shrink.
Shuck, shuk, «. a husk, shell, or pod.— w.^. to remove

such, to strip off.

—

ns. Shuck'er, one who shucks

;

Shuck'ing, the act of taking off the shuck : a shuck-

ing-bee.

—

interj. ShUCks (slang-), expressive of con-

tempt or disappointment.
Shudder, shud'er, v.i. to tremble from fear or horror.

—

K. a trembling from fear or horror.

—

adj. Shudd'er-
ing, trembling, tremulous.

—

adv. Shudd'erlngly.
[Cf. Old Dut. scfiudden ; Ger. scftaudem, to shudder.]

Shuffle, shuf'l, z'.t. to change the positions of: to con-
fuse : to remove or introduce by purposed confusion.—V. i. to change the order of cards in a pack : to

shift ground : to evade fair questions : to move by
shoving the feet along.— n. act of shuffling: aa



Shiifr (5te, far ; me, her ; mine ; Sick

evasion or artifice.—«. Shuffler.—/.a<^'. Shuff'-
Ilng, evasive, as an excuse.

—

luh'. Shuff'lingljr, in a
shuffling manner : with an irregular gait : evasively.

—To shuffle off, to thrust aside, put otf. [.A. by-

form o{ scuffle, thus conn, with shove and slwvei.\

Shug, shug, v.i. {J>rov.) to crawl, to shrug.

Shun, shun, v.t. to avoid: to keep clear of: to

neglect '.^pr.p. shun'ning ; fa.t. zxA pa.p. shunned.
—adj. Shunless (Sluik.'), not able to be shunned :

unavoidable.—/«. Shun'ner ; Shun'plke, a byroad.

[A.S. scunian; Ice. j.4»/«</a, to speed.]

Shunt, shunt, v.t. to turn aside, to turn off upon a
side-rail : to shove off, free one's self from.

—

v.i. to

turn aside : to use a switch or shunt in railways and
electrics.

—

n. a short side-rail for allowing the main-
line to be kept free : (eUctr.) a conductor joining

two points of a circuit, through which a part of the

current is diverted. — its. Shun'ter ; Shun'ting.
[A. S. scyiidan, to hasten. Skeat derives from Ice.

skuitda, to speed.]
Shut, shut, v.t. to close, as a door : to forbid entrance

into : to contract, close, or bring together the parts

of: to confine : to catch in the act of shutting some-
thing.— v.L to close itself: to be closed :—pr.p.
shut'ting ; pa.t. and pi.p. shut. — p.adj. made
fast, closed : not resonant, dull : formed by closing
the mouth and nose passages completely, said of
consonants, as t, d, p : having the sound cut off

sharply by a succeeding consonant, as the (in //'/,

&C. : freed from (with 0/7.—«5. Shut'dOWn, a discon-

tinuance of work in a factory, &c. ; Shut'ter, one
who, or that which, shuts : a close cover for a window
or aperture : (_pAot.) a device for opening and closing

a lens.

—

v.t. to cover with shutters.—«. Shut'ter-
dam, a form of movable dam having large gates
opened and closed by a turbine.—Shut doWU, to

stop working ; Shut In, to enclose, to confine : to

settle down, or fall (said, e.g., of evening); Shut Off,

to exclude ; Shut out, to prevent from entering

;

Shut up, to close, to confine : (coll.) to cease speak-
ing, to make one do so, to make it impossible to
answer. [A.S. scyttan, to \)3x~scedtan, to shoot.]

Shuttle, shut'l, n. an instrument used for shooting the
thread of the woof between the threads of the warp
in weaving.

—

v.t. and v.i. to move to and fro, like

a shuttle.—«. Shuttlecock, a rounded cork stuck
with feathers, driven with a battledore : the game
itself. — tuiv. Shutt'lewlse, in the manner of a
shuttle.—«((/. Shutt'le-Wit'ted, flighty. [From base
of A.S. scedtan, shoot ; Dan. and Sw. skyttel.]

Shwanpan, shwan'pan, n. the Chinese abacus or
reckoning board.—Also Swan'pan.

Shy, shT, euij. timid : reserved : cautious : stifpicious :

elusive, hard to find.

—

v.i. to start aside, as a horse
from fear.— v.i, to avoid :—^rt./. und pa.p. shied.
— «. a sudden swerving aside. — advs. Shy'ly,
Shlly. — «j. Shy'ness, Shi'ness {obs.); Shyster,
a tricky lawyer.—Fight Shy of (see Fight) ; Look
shy at, or on, to regard with distrust. [A.S. scedhi
Ger. scheu, Dan. sky.^

Shy, shI, v.t. to fling, throw, toss.

—

v.i. to jerk.—». a
throw, a fling : a gibe, sneer : a trial.

SI, sS, n. the syllable used for the seventh tone of the
scale, or the leading tone.

Slalogog^e, sT-al'o-gog, «. a drug which increases the
secretion of saliva—also Sial'agogue.

—

ajjs. Sialo-

fog'lc (-goj'-) ; Stalold.— «. Sialorrhe'a, excessive
ow of saliva [Gr. sialon, saliva, agd^os, leading

—

agein, to lead.] •

Slamang, se'a-mang, n. the largest of the gibbons,
found m Sumatra and Malacca. [Malay.]

Siamese, sT-am-ez', adj. pertaining or belonging to
."^iatn, a country of Asia.—«. a native of Siam.

—

Siamese twins, two famous Siamese men (1811-74),
joined from their birth by a cartilaginous band.

Sib, Slbbe, sib, adj. (Spens.) related by blood, akin.

—

n. a blood relation : a dose ally. [A.S. siii, re-

lationship ; Gr. stppe.]

Siberian, sl-be'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Siberia, a
country of Asia.—«. a native of Siberia.

—

n. Sibe'-
rite, rubellite from Siberia.

Sibilance, sib'i-lans, «. a hissing sound—also Sib'l-

lancy.

—

adj. Sibilant, making a hissing sound.—«.

a sibilant letter, as s and z.—v.t. Slb'llate, to pro-

noiuice with a hissing sound.

—

n. Siblla'tion, a hiss-

ing sound.

—

adjs. Sib'ilatory, Sib'ilous, hissing,

sibilant. [L. sibildre, -dtuin, to hiss.]

Sibyl, sib'il, «. in ancient mythology, one of certain
women possessing powers of divination and prophecy

:

a prophetess, an old sorceress. — adjs. Sibyl'liC,
Sib'ylllne, pertaining to, uttered, or written by
sibyls : prophetical.

—

it. Sib'yllist, a believer in the
so-called sibylline prophecies.-Sibylline Oracles,
a series of pretended prophecies m Greek hexa-
meters, written by Alexandrian Jews and Christians,

and supposed to date from the 2d century B.C. down
to the 3d century a.d. , or, according to Ewald, even
the 6th. [L.,—Gr. sibylla, not 'she who reveals the
will of Zeus,' Dias boule. The root is sib-, as iu L.
per-sibus, acute, Gr. sop/tos, wise.]

Sic, sik, adv. so, thus—printed within brackets in

quoted matter to show that the original is being
correctly reproduced, even though incorrect or
wrong.—Sic passim, so throughout.

Sic, sik, Siccan, sik'an, adj. Scotch forms of suck,—
adj. Sic'-like, for such-like, of the same kind.

Sicambrlan, si-kam' bri-an, n. one of a powerful
ancient German tribe.

Sioanian, si-ka'ni-an, adj. pertaining to the Sica/iians,
an aboriginal pre-Aryau race iu Sicily.

Sicca, sik'a, Oiij, newly coined. [Hind.]
Siccate, sik at, v.t. to dry. — «. Sicca'tlon.— a<//'.

Sicc'ative, drying: causing to dry.— «. Siccify
(sik'si-ti), dryness. [L. siccdre, -dtum—siccus, dry.]

Sice, sis, ft. the number six at dice.

Sice, Syce, sis, «. a groom, a mounted attendant.

—

Also Saice. [Hind, sdis—Ar. sdis.]

Sicellot, si-sel'i-ot, at/j. pertaining to the Siceliots, the
colonies of immigrant Greeks in Sicily, who gradu-
ally bec.-iine assimilated with the native Siculi—also

Sikel'iot.—«. a Greek settler in Sicily : a SicuUan.
Sich, sich, adj. (Spens.) such.

Sicilian, si-si?yan, adj. of or pertaining to Sicily, an
island south of Italy.—«. a native of Sicily.

—

ns.

Sicilia'no, a Sicilian popular dance in slow move-
ment, also the music for such ; SlCllienne', a ribbed
silk fabric.—Sicilian Vespers, the massacre of the
French in Sicily on Easter Monday 12S2—at the
first stroke of the vesper-bell.

Sick, sik, adj. affected with disease : ill : inclined to

vomit : disgusted : infirm : disordered : pining : de-

pressed : indicating sickness : poor in quality : out of

repair.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to grow sick.

—

lis. SiCk'-bay,
-berth, a compartment on a troop-ship, &c., for sick

and wounded ; Sick'-bed, a bed on which a person
lies sick.

—

adj. Sick'-bralned, mentally deranged.

—

v.t. Sick'en, to make sick: to disgust: to make
weary of anything.

—

v.i. to become sick: to be dis-

gusted : to become disgusting or tedious : to become
weakened.— «. Siok'ener, any cause of disgust.

—

adj. Slck'ening, causing sickness or disgust, loath-

some. — «. a scum which forms on the surface of
mercury from grease, sulphides, arsenides, &c.

—

adv. Slckenlngly. — adj. Sick'-fall'en {Sluik.\
struck down with sickness.

—

ns. Sick'-flag, a yellow
flag indicating disease on board a ship ; SlCk'-aead'-
ache, headache accompanied with nausea. ^ adj.
SiclCish, somewhat sick. —ai/z'. Sick'Ishly. — >«.

SiclClshnesS ; Sick'-leave, leave of absence from
duty owing to sickness.

—

adj. Sick'lied {Shak.),
tainted with the hue of sickness or disease.

—

adv.
Sick'llly, in a sickly manner.—nj. Sickliness, the
stale of being sickly, or of appearing so ; Sick'-Ust,
a list containing the names of the sick.

—

adjs. Sick'-
llst'ed, entered on the sick-list ; Slokly, inclined to

sickness : unhealthy : somewhat kick : weak : Ian-
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guid : producing disease : mawkish : feeble, mentally
weak.

—

adv. in a sick manner : feebly.

—

v.i. {obs.) to

make sickly or sickly-looking.

—

ns. Sick'ness, state

of being sick, disease : disorder of the stomach : an
enfeebled state of anything ; Sick"-report', a return
regularly made of the state of the sick ; Sick'-room,
a. room to which a person is confined hy sickness.

—luij. Sick'-thought'ed {Sfutk.), love-sick. [.\.s.

sedc ; Ger. siech, Dut. ziek.]

Sick, sik, v.t. to set upon, chase : to incite to attack.

(A variant o( seek.]

Sicker, sik'er, adj. {Scot.) sure, certain, firm.

—

adv.
{S/^ffis.) surely, certainly—also SiCC'ar.—«. Slck'er-
ness {Sfiens.), the state of being sicker or certain.

[A.S. siker.—L. securus ; Ger. sicAer.]

Sickle, sik'l, K. a hooked instrument for cutting grain.
— «. Slc'kle-bill, a name applied to various birds
with sickle-shaped bill. — adj. Sic'kled, bearing a
sickle. — ns. SicTde-feath'er, one of the sickle-

shaped middle feathers of the domestic cock ; SiO'kle-

man, one who uses a sickle, a reaper.-

—

Oi/j. SiC^e-
shaped.—«. Sic'kle-wort, the self-heal. (A. S. sico/,

sicel—'L. secula, a sickle

—

secare, to cut.]

Slcsac, sik'sak, n. the Egyptian courser, crocodile-

bird, or black-headed plover.— .Also Ziczac.
SiCUlian, si-ku'li-an, adj. pertaining to the Siculi, an

ancient and most probably Aryan race of southern
Italy who colonised Sicily.

—

adjs. SiC'UlO-Ara'bian ;

Sic'TUo-Pu'nlc.
Sicyos, sis'i-os, ft. a genus of plants of the order Cucur-

bitacecr, the gourd family.
Sida, sT'da, n. a large genus of downy herbs of the
mallow family. [Or.]

Siddha, sid'da, «. one who has attained to Sid'dhl,

accomplishment or perfection.— «. Siddhar'ta, an
epithet of Buddha. [Sans.]

Siddow, sid'O, adj'. {f>roz'.) soft, pulpy.
Side, sld, «. the edge or border of anything : the sur-

face of a solid : a part of a thing as seen by the eye :

region : part, the part of an animal between the hip
and shoulder : any party, interest, or opinion opposed
to another : faction : line of descent : at billiards, a
certain bias or kind of spinning motion given to a
ball by striking it sidewise : {slang) a pretentious

and supercilious manner, swagger.

—

adj'. being on or
toward the side : lateral : indirect.

—

v.i. to embrace
the opinion or cause of one party against another.

—

v.t. {Sfiens.) to he on the same side with, to support

:

to cut into sides : to push aside, to set aside.—«.//.

Slde'arms, arms or weapons worn on the side, as a
sword or bayonet. — ns. Side'-beam, either of the
working-beams of .1 marine engine, placed below the
crank-shaft, on each side of the cylinder, instead of

a central beam above the crank-shaft ; Side'board,
a piece of furniture on one side of a dining-room for

holding dishes, &c. : (//.) side-whiskers, stiff stand-

ing collars {slang).—n./il. Side'-bones, enlargements
situated above the quarters of a horse's feet, result-

ing from the conversion into bone of the elastic

lateral cartilages.

—

ns. Side'boz. a box or seat at

the side of a theatre ; Side'-Chap'el, a chapel in an
aisle or at the side of a church ; Side'-comb, a small
comb used to keep a lock of hair in place at the side

of a woman's head ; Side'-COUS'ln, a distant relative ;

Side'-cut, a cut from the side, an indirect attack

;

Slde'-cut'ting, an excavation of earth along the side

.of a railway or canal to obtain material for an em-
bankment.

—

adj. Sid'ed, having a side : flattened on
one or more sides.

—

ns. SldO'-dlsh, any supplemen-
tary dish at a dinner, &c., specially flavoured ; Slde'-

drum, a small double-headed drum in military
bands ; Sidd'-glance, a glance to one side ; Side'-

IS'SUe, a subordinate issue aside from the main
business ; Side'llght. light coming from the side,

any incidental illustration : a window, as opposed to

a sky-light, a window above or at the side of a door :

one of the red or green lights carried on the sida
of a veu«!l under wmy itt night ; Bid*'-lint, ai line

attached to the side of anything : any additional or
extra line of goods sold by a commercial traveller

:

(//.) the ropes binding the fore and hind feet on the
same side of a horse.

—

adj. Slde'Iing, inclining to a
side, sloping.

—

adv. sidewise, aslant.—«. Sldelock,
a separate lock of hair worn at the side of the head.—adj. Sidelong, oblique : not straight.

—

adv. in the
direction of the side : obliquely.—«. the slope of a
hill.

—

ns. Side'-note, a marginal note on a page, as
opposed to a foot-note; Side'-part'ner (6'.^'.), one
who shares a duty or employment with another
alongside or alternately ; Sid'er, a partisan : one
living in any particular quarter of a city ; Side'-rod,
a coupling-rod of a locomotive : either of the rods
of a side-beam engine connecting the cross-head on
the piston-rod with the working-beam: either of the
rods of a side-beam engine connecting the working-
beams with the cross-head of the air-pump ; Slde'-
Sadd'le, a saddle for women sitting, not astride, but
with both feet on one side ; Slde'saddlO-flower, a
name sometimes given to a plant of the genus Sar-
racenia : Slde'-screw, a screw on the front edge of
a carpenter's bench to hold the work fast : one of the
screws fastening the lockplate of a gun to the stock ;

Side'-scrip'tion {Scots lam), an old method of
authenticating deeds written on several sheets of
paper pasted together, by signing the name across
each junction ; Slde'-seat. a seat in a vehicle with
the back against its side ; Slde'-shCW, an exhibition
subordinate to a larger one ; Side'-sleeve {Shak.),
a loose hanging sleeve ; Side'-Slip, an oblique off-

shoot : a bastard ; Sidesman, a deputy church-
warden : {Milt.) a partisan.

—

adj. Side'-Spllfttng,
affecting the sides convulsively, as in boisterous
laughter.

—

ns. Side'-Stroke, a stroke given sideways;
Side'-ta'ble, a table placed usually against the wall

;

Side'-view, a view on or from one side ; Slde'-walk,
a foot-walk beside a street or road.

—

advs. Side'-
ways, Slde'Wlse, toward or on one side. — adj.
Side'-wheel, having side or paddle wheels. — ns.

Side'-Wlnd, a wind blowing laterally : any indirect

influence or means ; SId'ing, a short line of rails on
which wagons are shunted from the main-line.

—

v.i.

Si'die, to go or move side-foremost.

—

v.t. to cause to
move sideways. — Side by side, placed with sides
near each other.—ChOOSe Sides, to pick out oppos-
ing parties to contend with each other ; Right, or
Wrong, side, the side of anything (cloth, leather,

&c.) intended to be turned outward or inward re-

spectively ; Take a side, to join one party in opposi-
tion to another ; T^e Sides, to range one's self with
one or other of contending parties ; To one Side,
having a lateral inclination : out of sight. [A.S.
side; Oer. seite, Dut. zijde.\

Side, sTd, adj. {Scot.) wide, large: far. [A.S. sld,

spacious.] ,_
Sidereal, sT-de're-al, adj. relating to a star or stars

:

starrj- : {astron.) measured by the apparent motion
of the stars.

—

cidj. Sid'eral {Milt.), relating to the
stars: baleful, from astrology.— «. Sldera'tlon, a
sudden deprivation of sense, as a stroke of apoplexy

:

a blast of plants.—Sidereal day, the time between
two succe.ssive upper culminations of a fixed star or

of the vernal equinox, shorter than a solar day

;

Sidereal year (see Year). [L. sidus, sideris, a star.]

Siderite, sid'er-It, «. the lodestone : native iron proto-

carbonate—also Chalybite, Spathic or Sparry iron,

'Jimckerite. [L. sideritis, the lodestone— Or. sidi-

riies, of Won—sideros, iron.]

Siderography, sid-er-og'ra-fi, «. steel-engraving. —
adjs. Siderograph'ic, -al. — «. SiderogTaphlst.
[Or. sideros, iron, graphein, engrave.]

Siderolite, sid'e-rO-ltt, n. a meteorite composed chiefly

of iron. (Or. sideros, iron, litkos, stone.]

Sideromancy, sid'er-O-mans-i, n. divination by burn-
ing straws, &c., on a red-hot plate of iron. [Or.
tideros, iron, manttia, divination.]

81d«r0IO0P9, >id'6r>o-«kep, n, an instrument for de<

•W



Slderostat fate, far ; me, h^r ; mine

;

Signal

tecting minute degrees of magnetism by means of

a combination of magnetic needles. [Gr. sideros,

iron, skopein, to view.]

Slderostat, sid'e-rO-stat, «. a heliostat adapted to

sidereal time. — adj. Slderostat'lO. [L. sidus,

sideris, a star, Gr. states, standing.]

Siege, sej, «. a sitting down with an army round or

before a fortified place in order to take it by force :

a continued endeavour to gain possession : (Shak.)

a seat, throne, station : (Shak.) excrement : the

floor of a glass-furnace : a workman's bench.

—

v.t.

to lay siege to.

—

ns. Siege'-piece, a coin, generally

of unusual shape and rude workmanship, issued in

a besieged place during stress of siege ; Siege'-

train, the materials carried by an army for the

purpose of laying siege to a place.—State Of Siege,

a condition of things in which civil law is suspended
or made subordinate to military law ; Minor State
of siege, a modification of the more severe rule in

cases of merely domestic trouble. [O. Fr. sege (¥t.

siege), seat—Low L. assedium— h. obsidiunt, a siege
—sedere, to sit.]

Sield, seld {Spens.). Cieled.

Sienese, si-e-nez', adj. pertaining to Siena, ot Sienna,
in central Italy, or its school of painting in the 13th

and 14th centuries.

Slenlte, Sienitic. Same as Syenite, &c.
Sienna, si-en'a, «. a fine orange-red pigment used in

oil and water-colour painting. [It. terra di Siena,
Sienna earth.]

Sierra, se-er'ra, «. a ridge of mountains : a scombroid
fish. [Sp., usually deri%'ed from L. serra, a saw.

Some suggest Ar. sehrah, a desert place, whence
also .'iahara.\

Siesta, si-es'ta, «. a short sleep taken about midday
or after dinner. [Sp.,—L. sexta (hora), the sixth
(hour) after sunrise, the hour of noon.]

Sieur, sier, «. a French title of respect, obsolete except
in law-courts. [Fr.,—L. senior.

^

Sieve, siv, n. a vessel with a bottom of woven hair

or wire to separate the fine part of anything from
the coarse: a person who cannot keep a secret.^
v.t. to put through a sieve : to sift. [A.S. si/e

;

Ger. sieh.^

SifBe, sifl, n. a sibilant rale.

—

v.i. to whistle, hiss.

—7ts. Siff'let, a theatrical whistle; Sifif'leur, a
whiftler. [Fr. sifflei—L. sibildre.']

Sift, sift, v.t. to separate with, or as with, a sieve :

to examine closely.

—

n. Slft'er, one who, or that
which, sifts. [A.S. si/tan—si/e, a sieve.]

Sigh, si, v.i. to inhale and respire with a long, deep,
and audible breathing, as in love or grief: to sound
like sighing.

—

v.i. to express by sighs.—«. a long,

deep, audible respiration.—«. Sigh'er.

—

adj. Sigh'-
toL—adv. Sigh'ingly. [A.S. sican; Sw. sucka.\

Sight, sit, «. act of seeing : view : faculty of seeing :

that which is seen : a spectacle : an object of
especial interest : space within vision : examina-
tion : a small opening for looking through at
objects : a metal pin on the top of a barrel of a
gun to guide the eye in taking aim : {slang) a
great many or a great deal.

—

v.t. to catch sight
of : to present to sight or put under notice.

—

adjs. Slght'ed, having sight of some special char-
acter, as shurl-sighted : fitted with a sight, as a
firearm ; Sightless, wanting sight : blind : (Shak.)
invisible: (Shak.) imsightly, ugly.

—

aiiv. Slght'-
lessly.— «j. Sightlessness; Sightliness.— rtn^V.

Sight'ly, pleasing to the sight or eye : comely

;

Sight'-OUtnm'nlng (Shak.), running faster than
the eye can follow.

—

ns. Slght'-read'er, one who
reads at sight, as musical notes, passages in a
foreign tongue, &c. ; Sight'-reading ; Slght'-see'-
Ing, the act of seeing sights : eagerness to see
novelties or curiosities ; Slght'-se'er, one who is

eager to see novelties or curiosities : Sights'man,
a local guide ; Sec'ond-sight, a gift of prophetic
vision, long supposed in the Scottisli Highlands and

elsewhere to belong to particular persons.—At Sight,
without previous study or practice ; At Sight, After
Sight, terms applied to bills or notes payable on, or
after, presenLition : Lose Sight of, to cease to see :

to overlook ; Out of Sight, too far away to be seen :

not in sight : (coll.) beyond comparison ; Put OUt of
sight, to remove from vision : (slang) to consume, as
food. [A.S. siht, ge-sikt—ge-segen, pa.p. oi se6n, to
see ; Ger. sicht.\

Sight, ^\\.(Spens.) = Sighed.
Sigil, sij'il, «. a seal : a signature : an occult or

magical mark.

—

atljs. Slg'illary, pertaining to a
seal ; Sig'illate, decorated, as pottery, with im-
pressed patterns : (iot.) marked with seal-like scars.

—us. Sigillation ; SiglUog'raphy, knowledge of
seals.—«.//. Sig'la, abbreviations of names, &c., on
seals. [L. si^illuiii, dim. oi sigtium, sign.]

Sigillaria, sij-il-a'ri-a, «. a family of fossil lycopods,
abundant in Carboniferous strata, with pillar-like

trunks, the columnar stems ribbed and fluted longi-

tudinally, the fluting marked by rows or whorls
of scars left by fallen leaves.

—

adjs Sig^Ila'rian,
Sig'illaroid, Sigilla'rioid. [L. sigillum, a seal.]

Sigma, sig'raa, «. the Greek letter corresponding to

our s—written 2 (capital), » (small initial) or f (small
final).— a<^>. Sig'mate, Slgmat'lc. — «j. Sigma'-
tion, the adding of s at the end of a word or syllable ;

Sig'matism, repetition of s or the i-sound : defec-
tive pronunciation of this sound.

—

adjs. Sig'moid,
-al, formed like s.

Sign, sin, «. mark, token: proof: that by which a
thing is known or represented : a word, gesture,
symbol, or mark, intended to signify something
else : a remarkable event : an omen : a miraculous
manifestation : a memorial : something set up as a
notice in a public place : (math.) a mark showing
the relation of quantities or an operation to be
performed : (nied.) a symptom : (astron.) one of
the twelve parts of the zodiac, each comprising
30 degrees of the ecliptic.

—

v.t. to represent or
make known by a .sign : to attach a signature to.—v.i. to give one's signature : to make a particular

sign.

—

adj. Sign'ahle, capable of being, or requiring
to be, signed.

—

ns. Sign'hoard, a Iward with a sign
telling a man's occupation or articles for .sale

;

Signer; Sig'net, the privy-seal: (5.) a seal.—
adj. Sig'neted, stamped or marked with a signet.
— «. Sig'net-rlng, a ring with a signet or private

seal.

—

adj. Sign'less, making no sign.

—

ns. Sign'-
man'ual, the royal signature, usually only the
initial of the sovereign's name, with R. for Rex
or Regina; Sign'-paint'er, one who paints signs

for shops, &c. ; Sig^'post, a post on which a sign is

hung: a direction-post. [Fr. signe—L. signum.'\

Signal, sig'nal, «. a sign for giving notice, generally
at a distance : token : the notice given : any initial

impulse.

—

v.t. and v.i. to make signals to : to con-

vey by signals :

—

pr.j>. sig^nalling ;
pa.t. and pa.p.

sig'nalled.

—

adj. having a sign : remarkable : notable

:

eminent.— ns. Sig'nal-book, a book containing a
system of signals ; SIg'nal-boX, -cab'ln, &c., a small

house in which railway-signals are worked : the

alarm-box of a police or fire-alarm system ; Slg'nal-
COde, a code or system of arbitrary signals, esp. at

sea, by flags or lights ; Sig'nal-fire, a fire used for

a signal ; Slg'nal-flag, a flag used in signalling, its

colour, shape, markings, and combinations indicat-

ing various significations : Sig'nal-gun, a gun fired

as a signal.

—

v.t. Sig'nallse, to make signal or

eminent : to signal.

—

ns. Sig'nal-lamp, a lamp by
which signals are made by glasses or slides of dif-

ferent colours, &c. ; Sig'nalllng, the means of

transmitting intelligence to_ a greater or less dis-

tance by the agency of sight or hearing.

—

adv.
Sig'nally.—nj. Sig'nalman, one who makes sig-

nals and who interprets those made ; Slg'nalment,
the act of communicating by signals : description by
means of marks ; Slg'zial-post, a pole on which
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movable flags, arms, lights, are displayed as signals

;

Slg'nal-ser'vice, the department in the army occu-
pied with signalling. [Fr.,—L. signalis, signum.]

slgnattire, si^'na-tur, «. a sign or mark : the name of
a person written by himself : (mus.) the flats and
sharps after the clef to show the key : a sheet after
being folded, the figure or letter at_ the foot of the
page indicating such.

—

Oiij. Sig'nate, desi|;nate :

bearing spots resembling letters.—kj. Signa'tion,
anything used as a sign, an emblem ; Signatory,
Sig'natary, Slg'nitsiry, one bound by signature to

some agreement.

—

atij. having signed, bound by
signature.—Doctrine Of Signatures, an inveterate
belief in early medicine that plants and minerals
bore certani symbolical marks which indicated the
diseases for which nature had intended them as
special remedies. (Fr.,—Low L. stgnatura— L.
signdre, -Atuin, to sign.]

Signieur, «. (Skak.). Same as Seignior.
Signify, sig'ni-fi, v.t. to make known by a sign or by
words : to mean : to indicate or declare : to have
consec^uence.

—

v.i, to be of consequence :—pa.t. and
/a./, sig'nifled.—«<//. Sig'nifiable, that may be signi-
fied or represented by symbols.

—

7t. Signif icance,
that which is signified : meaning : importance :

moment—also Signif'icancy.— rt(^'. Significant,
signifying : expressive of something : standing as a
sign.—<j</z/. Significantly.— «j. Signif'icate, in
logic, one of several things signified by a common
term ; Signification, act of signifying : that which
is signified : meaning.

—

adj. Significative, signi-
fying : denoting by a sign : having meaning : ex-
pressive.— adv. Significatively, in a significative
manner : so as to betoken by an external sign.

—

tis.

Signif'icativeneSS, the quality of being significa-

tive ; Signif'icator, one who signifies : {astrol.) a
planet ruling a house.—o^'. Significatory. [L.
significdre, -dtum, signiitii, a f\gn,yace>e, to make.}

Signer, se'nyor, n. an Italian word of address equiva-
lent to yVr—also Signlor.—«j. Signora (se-nyO'ra),

feminine of sigtior; Signorina (se-ny5-re'na), the
lulian equivalent of Miss; Slg'nory, Slg'niory
(same as Seigniory). [It. sigucre.]

Sike, sTk, ft. (Scot.) a small stream of water.—Also
Syke. [Ice. sfk, sfki, a ditch.]

Sikh, sek, «. one of a religious sect of northern India,
which became a great military confederacy—founded
by Baba Ninak (bom 1469).—«. Sikb'ism. [Hind.
SikJi, lit. follower or disciple.]

811, sil, H. a yellowish pigment of ancient painters.
Silage, si'laj, n. the term applied to foddet which has

been preserved by ensilage in a silo.

Sile, sll, v.i. (^rov.) to strain.—«. a sieve, a strainer
or colander. [Low Ger. j/7^n; Ger. «>/?«, to filter.]

Silence, sl'Iens, «. state of being silent : absence of
sound or speech : muteness : cessation of agitation :

calmness : oblivion.

—

v.t. to cause to be silent : to

put to rest : to stop.

—

interj. be silent I

—

adj. Sl'lont,
free from noise : not speaking : habitually taciturn :

still : not pronounced : of distilled spirit, without
flavour or odour.

—

k. Silen'tiary, one who keeps
order in an assembly.

—

adv. Silently.

—

n. Sllent-
ness = Silence. [L. stlere, to I'e silent.]

Silene, slle'ne, K. a genus of plants of the natural
order Caryophyllacece—\.\\k Bladder Cavipion, whose
young shoots eat like asparagus— the Catchjly, a
general name for many British species.

SlTenus, sl-le'nus, «. the foster-father of Bacchus, a
little pot-bellied old man, bald-headed and snub-
nosed, generally astride of an ass, drunk, and
attended by a troop of satyrs.

Silesia, si-le'shi-a, «. a thin brown holland for window-
blinds, &c. : a thin twilled cotton.

—

adj. Sile'Sian,
pertaining to Silesia.

Silez, sT leks, M. silica, as found in nature, occurring
as flint, quartz, rock-crystal, &c. [L. silex, silicis,

flint.]

SUbouette, sil-00-et', n. a shadow-outline of the human

figure or profile filled in of a dark colour.

—

v.t. to
represent in silhouette : to bring out a shaded profile

or outline view of. [Etienne de
Silkouette (1709-67), French
minister of finance for four
months in 1759, after whom
everything cheap was named,
from his excessive economy.
According to Littre, the mak-
ing of such shadow-portraits
was a favourite pastime of
his ; hence the name.]

Silica, sill-ka, «. silicon dioxide,
or silicic anhydride, a white
or colourless substance, the
most abundant solid consti-
tuent of our globe, existing
both in the crystalline and in

the amorphous form, the best
examples of the former being
rock-crystal, quartz, chalcedony, flint, sandstone,
and quartzose sand ; of the latter, opal.—«. Silicate,
a salt of silicicacid. —«</;>. Sil'icated, combined or
impregnated with silica ; Silic'ic, pertaining to, or
obtained from, silica ; Siliclferous, producing or
containing silica.—«. Sllicifica'tion, conversion into
silica.

—

z'.t. Silicity, to convert into silica : to ren-
der silicious.

—

Z'.i. to become silicious or flinty:

—

jir.p. silic'ifying ; pa.f. silic'ifTed.—a<^V. SiUc'lOOS,
Siliceous, pertaining to, containing, or resembling
silica.—«. SU'iCOn, or Silic'inm, the base of silica,

a non-metallic elementary substance, obtainable in
three diflferent forms, the amorphous, the graphitoid,
and the crystalline. [L. silex, silicis, flint.]

Sillcle, sil'i-kl, «. (fiot.) a seed-vessel .shorter and con-
taining fewer seeds than a silique—also Sil'iCUle,
Silic'nla. — adj.

Siliciilose (bot.),

having, pertaining
to, or resembling
silicles : husky.

—

ns. (hot.) Slllqao
(si-lek), Siliqua,
the two - valved
elongated seed-
vessel of the Cm-
ciferce. — adjs.
Sil'iqulform,
Sil'lquose, SUl-
qUOUS (bot.), per-

taining to, resem-
bling, or bearing
siliqiies. [L. sili-

cula, dim. of siliqua, a pod.]

Silk, silk, «. the delicate, soft thread produced by the

larvae of certain bombycid moths which feed on the

leaves of the mulberry, &c. : thread or cloth woven
from it : anything resembling silk, the styles of maize,

the silky lustre in the ruby. &c.—adj. pertaining

to, or consisting of, silk.—«. Silk'-COtt'on, the silky

.seed-covering of various species of Bombax.—adjs.

Silk'en. made of silk : dressed in silk : resembling

silk : soft : delicate ; Silk'-fig'ured, having the orna-

mental pattern in silk.—?«. Silk'-gown, or The silk,

the robe of a queen's or kings counsel, instead of the

stuff"-gown of the ordinary barrister—hence ' to take

silk' = to be appointed K.C. ; Silk'-graSS, Adam's
needle, or bear-grass; Silk'iness; Silk'-man (5Aair.),

a dealer in silks ; Silk'-mer'cer, a mercer or dealer

in silks ; Silk -mill, a mill for the manufacture

of silks ; Sillf-pa'per, tissue-paper ; Silk"-reel, a

machine in which raw cotton is unwound from the

cocoons, and wound into a thread ; Silk'-throw'er,

-throw'Ster, one who manufactures tkroTLtt-silk or

organzine, silk thre.id formed by twisting together

two or more threads or singles ; Sllk'-weav'er, a
weaver of silk stuffs : Sllk'wonn, the bombycid
moth whose larva produces silk ; Sllk'worm-gat, a

Silicic.

Silique.
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material used by anglers for dressing the hook-end
of the fishing-line, consisting of the drawn-out glands
of the silkworm when these are fully distended.

—

adj. Sllk'y, like silk in texture ; soft : smooth

:

glossy. [A.S. stole—L. sericum—Gr. serikon, neut.

of adj. Serikas, pertaining to the Sires—Sdr, a
native of China.]

Sill, sil, «. the timber or stone at the foot of a door or

window : the lowest piece in a window-frame : {/art.)

the inner edge of the bottom of an embrasure : the

floor of a mine-passage, also a miner's term for bed
or stratum. [A.S. syl; Ice. sylia, Ger. schweiU.]

Sllladar, sil'a-dar, «. a member of a troop of irregular

cavalry. [Hind.]
SillagO, sil'a-gO, n. a genus of acanthopterygian fishes,

SlUery, sil'e-ri, n. a celebrated still white wine pro-

duced near Rheims—one of the most esteemed cham-
pagnes. \Sillery in Marne.]

Sillibub, sil'i-bub, «. a dish made of wine or cider

mixed with milk into a curd, flavoured, whipped into

a froth, or made solid by gelatine and water, and
boiling.—Also Slll'abub.

Sillograph, sil'o-graf, «. a satirist. [From the Silloi

of Timon of Phlius, c. 280 B.C.]

SlUometer, si-lom'e-ter, «. an instrument for measur-
ing the speed of a ship without a log-line. [Fr. siller:,

to make way, Gr. nietron, a measure.]
Sillon, sil'on, n. {/brt.) a work raised in the middle of

a very wide ditch, an envelope. [Fr.]

Slllsallat, sil'sal-at, n. a salad of pickled herring, with
morsels of meat, eggs, onion, and beeL [Sw.]

Silly, sil'i, (ulj. simple : harmless : foolish : witless :

imprudent : absurd : stupid.—». a silly person.

—

adv.
SUl'ily.—«j. Silliness ; SUl'y-how, a caul. [Orig.

'blessed,' and so 'innocent,' 'simple,' A.S. sslig,
gesalig, timely

—

sil, time ; Ger. selig, blest, happy,
Goth, sels, good.]

Silo, sI'lO, H. a pit for packing and storing green crops
for fodder in the state known as ensilage.

—

v.t. to

preserve in a silo. [Sp.,—L. sirtts—Gr. siros, a pit.]

Sllpha, sil'fa, «. a genus of clavicorn beetles, the
carrion-beetles. [Gr. silphe, a beetle.]

Sllpbiam, sil'fi-um, ». a genus of American composites
with resinous }\x\cc—prairie-dock, cup-plant, rosin-

weed: an umbelliferous plant whose juice the ancient
Greeks used^the Latin laserpiiiuin.

SilpholOffy, sil-fol'O-ji, «. the science of larval forms.
[Gr. silp/ie, a beetle, logia—legein, to say.]

SUt, silt, ». th.tt which is left by straining: sediment

:

the sand, &c., left by water.

—

v.t. to fill with sedi-
ment (with tip).—v.i. to percolate through pores : to
become filled wp.—adj. Sllt'y, full of, or resembling,
silt. [Prov. Eng. sile, allied to Low Ger. sielen, Sw.
sila, to let water off, to strain.]

SUurian, si-lu'ri-an, adj. belonging to Siluria, the
country of the Silures, the ancient inhabitants of
the south-eastern part of South Wales : applied
by Murchison in 1835 to a series of rocks well
developed in the country of the Silures, a sub-
division of the Palaeozoic, containing hardly any
vertebrates and land-plants.—a^V. SllU'rldan, SilU'-
rlne. SllU'roId.—«f. SllU'rlst, a Silurian, a name
applied to the poet Henry Vaughan (1621-95)

;

SiluniS, Silure', the typical genus of Siluridce, a
family of physostoraous fishes—the cat-fishes, &c.

Silvan, sil'van, adj. pertaining to woods, woody : in-

habiting woods.—«f. Sll'va, Syl'va, the forest-trees
collectively of any region. [Fr.,—L. sihia.l

Silver, sil'ver, «. a soft white metal, capable of a high
polish : money made of silver : anything having the
appearance ofMlver.

—

adj. made ofsilver : resembling
silver : white : bright : precioas : gentle : having a
soft and clear tone : of high rank, but still second to

the highest.

—

v. I. to cover with silver : to make
like silver : to make smooth and bright : to make
silvery.

—

v.i. to_ become silvery.

—

ns. Sll'ver-bath
{phot.\ a solution of silver-nitrate for sensitising

coUodioQ-pUtes lor phutmg ; Bll'ver-beai'er, one

who beats out silver into thin foil.

—

adjs. Sll'ver-

black, black silvered over with white ; Sll'ver-brigbt
{Skak.), as bright as silver ; Sll'Ver-bus'kined, hav-
ing buskins adorned with silver.

—

ns. Sil'ver-fir, a
coniferous tree of the genus Abies, whose leaves
show two silvery lines on the imder side ; Sll'ver-

fish, a name given to the atherine, to artificially bred
gold-fish, the sand-smelt, the tarpon : any species of
Lepisma, a thysanurous insect—also Bristletail,

Walking-fisk, Silver-moth, Sinner, &c. ; Sll'ver-

fOX, a species of fox found in northern regions, having
a rich and valuable fur ; Sil'ver-glance, native silver

sulphide ; Sil'ver -grain, the medullary rays in

timber.

—

adjs. Sil'ver-gray, h.ivinga gray or bluish-

gray colour ; Sil'ver-haired, having white or lustrous

gray hair ; Sil'ver-head'ed, having a silver head :

with white hair.

—

ns. Sil'verinesS, the state of being
silvery ; Sil'verlng, the operation of covering with
silver : the silver so used.

—

v.t. Sil'verise, to coat
or cover with silver:— pr.p. sil'verising

;
pa.p,

sil'verlsed.

—

)ts. SU'Verite, one who opposes the
demonetisation of silver ; Sil'ver-leaf, silver beaten
into thin leaves ; Sil'verllng (5.), a small silver

coin.

—

adv. SU'verly iSkak.'), with the appearance
of silver.—r(n^i. Sil'vem, made of silver ; Sil'ver-

pla'ted, plated with silver.—;*. Silver-prlnt'ing,
the production of photographic prints by the i:se of
a sensitising salt of silver. — a<ij. Sil'ver-sbaft'ed,

carrying silver arrows, as Diana.

—

ns. Sil'versmlth,
a smith who works in silver ; Sll'ver-Stlck, an
officer of the royal p.ilace—from his silvered wand.

—

adjs. Silver-tongued, plausible, eloquent ; SU'ver-
VOiced {Shak), having a clear, sweet voice like the
sound of a silver musical instrument ; Sll'ver-wllItO
{Sfuik.), white like silver ; Sil'very, covered with
silver : resembling silver : white : clear, soft, mellow.
[.A.S. silfer, seolfor; Ice. sil/r, Ger. silber.\

Slinar, SImarre, si-mar', «. a woman's robe : a scarf.

[Fr. sitnarre—O. Fr. cluimarre—Sp. chaniarra, a
sheep-skin coat, prob. Basque.]

SlmarubaceaB, sim-a-r50-ba'se-e, n.pl. a natural order
of tropical trees and shrubs — bitter, used in

dysentery, &c.—including quassia, bitierwood,a.nd
ailanto.—oiij. Simaruba'ceous.

Slmbil, sim'bil, «. a shortish-legged African stork.

Simeonlte, sim'e-on-It, «. a follower of the famous
Cambridge evangelical preacher Charles SinuoH
(1759-1836), whose influence is perpetuated by the
Simeon Trust, established for purchasing advow-
sons : a low-churchman—often Sim.

Simla, sim'i-a, «. an anthropoid ape : a monkey gene-
rally : the typical genus of Simiidte, containing the
orang-utans—the Simiidct includes the anthropoid
apes ; SitniineK is the higher of the two sub-families

of SimiidsE, comprising the gorilla, chimpanzee, and
orang.— rt^>. SIm'Ial, SIm'ian, Slm'Iotis, like an
ape : anthropoid. [L.]

Similar, sim'i-Iar, adj. like : resembling : uniform :

(^geom.) exactly corresponding in shape, without
regard to size. —«. Slmilar'ity.—«(/?'. Similarly.
—«. Simil'ItUde, the state of being similar or like :

resemblance : comparison : simile : (i?.) a parable.
—adj. Slmllltu'dinary. [Fr.,—L. similis, like.]

Simile, sim'i-le, «. something similar : similitude

:

{rhet.) a comparison to illustr.ite anything.

—

n.pL
Simll'la, things alike.—t/./. Slm'Ulse, to liken,

compare.

—

v.i. to use similitudes.

—

adv. Slmil'ltor,
in like manner. [L., neut. o( similis, like.]

Slmllor, sim'i-lOr, ;/. a yellow alloy used for cheap
jewellery. [Fr.,—L. similis, like, aurum, gold.]

Simitar. Same as Scimitar (q.v.).

Slmkln, sim'kin, «. the usual .Anglo-Indian word for
champagne.—Also Slmp'kin.

Simmer, sim'er, v.L to boil with a gentle, hi.ssing

sound : to be on the point of boiling out, as into
anger.

—

n. a. gentle heating. [Imit. ; cf. Sw. dial.

suHtma, to hum, Ger. sumrnen.]
Slmnel, sim'ael. n. a sweet cake of fiue flour for
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Simon-pure mOte ; mOte ; mCCn ; rten. Sinecure

Christmas, Easter, or Mothering Sunday.—Also
Sim'lin. [O. Fr. simetui—L. limila, fine flour.]

Slmon-pTire, st'mon-pur, aJJ. authentic, genuine.
[From Simcn Pure, a character in Mrs Cent-
livre's comedy, A Bold Stroke /or a IVi/e, who is

counterfeited by an impostor.]
Sbnony, sim'on-i, «. the crime of buying or selling

presentation to a benefice, so named trom Simon
Magus, who thought to purchase the gift of the

Holy Spirit with money (Acts, viii.).—«. Simo'niac,
one guilty of simony.—-a^i. Simonl acal, Simo-
Hlons {pbs.), pertaining to, guilty ot, or involving

simony.

—

adv. Simonl'acally.— n. S'raonist, one
who practises or defends simony.

Simooni, si-m55m', «. a hot sufi'ocating wind which
blows in northern Africa and Arabia and the adjacent

countries from the interior deserts.—Also Simoon'.
[Ar. samSm—samtn, to poison.]

SliuorhynchtlS, sim-O-ring'kus, n. a genus of small

North Pacific birds, the snub-nosed auklets. [Gr.

sintos, flat-nosed, hryngchos, snout.]

Simons, sTmus, adj. flat or snub nosed : concave.

—

n.

Slmoslty.
Simpal, sim'pT, «. the black -crested monkey of

Sumatra.
Simper, sim'per, v.i. to smile in a silly, affected

manner.—«. a silly or affected smile.

—

n. Sim-
perer, one who simpers.

—

adj. Simp'ering.

—

adv.
Slm'perlngly, in a simpering manner : with a
foolish smile. [Prob. Scand. ; Norw. semper, svasxt.}

Simple, sim'pl, adj. single : undivided : resisting

decomposition : elementary, undeveloped : plain,

single, entire : homogeneous : open : unaffected

:

undesigning : true : clear : straightforward : artless

:

guileless : unsuspecting : credulous : not cunning :

weak in intellect : silly : of mean birth—opposed
to Gentle.—n. something not mixed or compounded :

a medicinal herb : a simple feast—opposed to a
double or semidouiU.—t'./. to gather simples or
medicinal plants.

—

adjs. Slm'ple-heart'ed, ha\-ing

a simple heart : guileless ; Slm'ple-mind'ed, having
a simple mind : unsuspecting : undesigning.

—

m-
Slm'ple-mlnd'edness, the state or quality of being
simple-minded : artlessness ; Sim'pleilOSS, the state

or quaKty of being simple : artlessness : simplicity :

folly ; Sim'pler, a gatherer of simples ; Slfa'pless
(S^ns.), simplicity ; Sim'pleton, a weak or foolish

person.

—

Oilz: SlmpllC'iter, simply, not relatively.

—

ns. SimpliC'ity, the state or quality of being simple

:

singleness : want of complication : openness : clear-

ness : freedom from excessive adornment : plainness

:

sincerity: artlessness: credulity, silliness, folly;

Slmplifica'tion, the act of making simple.

—

adj.

SimpUficative.—n. Sim'plificator, one who sim-
plifies.—r-..'. Sim'pliiy. to. make simple: to render
less difficult : to make plain -.—/a./, and ^a.p.
sim'plified.

—

ns. Sim'pUsm, affected simphcity ;

Sim'pllSt, one skilled in simples, —adj. SimpliS'tia—adv. Slm'ply, in a simple manner : artlessly

:

foolishly : weakly : plainly : considered by itself

:

alone: merely: solely. [Fr.,— L. simplejc, the

same

—

sim- (L. semel), root oiplicSre, to fold.)

Simson, Simpson, sim'son, «. {prov.) groundsel.

(Earlier sencion^-O. Fr. senecion—L. sen€cio.\

Siaulacnrm, sim-fl-la'krum, n. an image, unreal
phantom : a formal sign :—/A Stmula'cra. (L.)

Simulate, sim'u-l5t, v.t. to imitate : to counterfeit :

to pretend : to assume the appearance of without the

reality.

—

adjs. Sim'nlant, simulating : replacing, or
h.iving the form or appearance of, esp. in biolog\'

;

Sim'tliar, counterfeit, feigned.

—

n. one who pretends
to be what he is not.

—

ns. Simula'tion, the act of
simulating or putting on what is not true : imita-

tion in form of one word by another : resem-
blance, similarity ; Sim'Tllator, one who simulates.
—adj. Sim'tllatory. [L. simulSre, -atum, to make
(something) similar to (another thing)

—

similis^ like.]

SimoltaneoilS, sim-ul-tH'ne-tis, adj. acting, existing.

or happening at the same time : {math.) satisfied

by the same values of the variables or unknown
quantities—ofa set ofequations.

—

ns. Simnltane'ltj]^
SimnltaneoTUEness.—a</r'. Simultalieoiisly. [Lo»
L. simultaneus—L. simul, at the same time.]

Simuig, si-mCOrg', «. a monstrous bird of Persian
fable.—Also Simorg', Simuigh'.

Sin, sin, adv. {Spens.) since. \Sinee.'\

Sin, sin, «. wilful violation of law : neglect of duty

:

neglect of the laws of morality and religion, any
want of conformity unto, or transgression of, the
law of God : wickedness, iniquity.

—

v.i. to commit
sin : to violate or neglect the laws of morality or
religion: to do wTong :—/r./. sin'ning

;
/«./. and

fa,}', sinned.

—

adjs. Sin'-bom, bom of sin ; Sin'-
bred, produced by sin.

—

ns. Sln'-eat'er, one of a
class of men formerly employed in Wales to eat a
piece of bread and drink a cup of ale placed on a
bier, and so s>-mbolically take upon themselves the
sins of the deceased—due to the notion of the Leviti-
cai scapegoat (Levit. xvL 21, 22); Sln'-eaflng.

—

adj. SiJI'fal, full of, or tainted with, sin ; iniquitous :

wicked : depraved : criminal : unholv.

—

adv. Sin'-
fully.—«. Sinfulness.—<i^'. Sln'less, without sin :

innocent: pure: perfect.— adv. Sinlessly.— ns.

Sln'lessness ; Sin'ner, one who sins : an offender
or criminal : {theoi.) an unregenerate person.

—

v.i.

(Pope) to act as a sinner (with indefinite it).—n.

Sin'-off'ering, an offering for, or sacrifice in expia-
tion of, sin.

—

adjs. Sin'-Sick, morally sick from sin;
Sin'-worn, worn by sin.—Like sin {slang), very
much, very hard ; Mortal, or Deadly, sfil, such
as wilfully violates the dirine law and separates
the soul from God—seven deadly sins, pride, ccrvet-

ousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth

:

Original Stn, the innate depravity and corruption
of the whole nature due to the sin of Adam as
federal representative of the human race, and trans-

mitted by ordinary generation to all his posterity ;

Venial sin, any transgression due to inadvertence,

not alienating the friendship of God. [A.S. syn,
sinn ; Ice. syn-d, Ger. sUnde, L. jcjw.)

SinaitiC, sl-na-it'ik, adj. pertaining to, made, or given
at Mount Sinai.—-Also Sina'iC

Sinapis, si-na'pis, «. the officinal name ofmustard.—«.
Sinapism, a mustard-plaster. [L.,—Gr. sinapi.]

Since, sins, adv. from the time that : past : ago.

—

frep. after : from the time of.

—

conj. seeing -chat

:

because : considering. [M. E. sins, rithent—A.S.
sfth-thJm, lit. 'after that,' from sfih, late (Ger.

seit), and thAm, dat. oi ihttt, that.]

Sincere, sin-ser', adj. clean : pure : {B.) unadulterated

:

being in reality what it is in appearance : unfeigned:
frank : honest : true, virtuous.

—

adv. Sincerely.

—

ns. Sincere'ness, Sincer'ity, state or quality of
being sincere : honesty of mind : fi-eedom from pre-

tence. [Fr.,—L. sincerus, clean, generally derived

from sine, without, cera, wax ; better from sin-,

single, -cents for an assumed scents, bright.]

Sinciput, sin'si-put, «. the forepart of the head from
the forehead to the verte.x.

—

adj. Sincip'itaL [L.,

semi-, half, caput, the head.]

Slnd, sTnd, v.t. {Scot.) to rinse.—Also Synd.
Sindon, sin'don, »- {Bacon) a wrapper. fL.,—Gr.

sindon, fine Indian cloth, muslin, a garment, prob.

from India, or Sinde in India.)

Sine, sTn, n. a straight line drawn from one extremity

of an arc perpendicular to the diameter that passes

through t!:e other extremity. [L. sinus, a curve.)

Sine, Syne, sin, adv. {Scot.) after that : ago.

—

conj.

since.

Sine, sYnc,pTrp. without, as in Sine die, without day,

of an adjournment ; Sine Q[U4 non, an indispensable

condition, &c fL.)

Sinecure, sfne-kOr (or an'-), n. an ecclesiastical bene-
fice without the core or care of souls : an office with
.salarj- btit wHthout work.

—

tidj. pertaining to such
an office.

—

ns. Si'necuiism, the state of having a



Sinew fate, far: in{, hir : mine ; Sink

sinecure ; Si'necUTlst, one who holds a sinecure.

[L. siiu, without, cura, care.)

Sinew, sin'u, «. that which joins a muscle to a bone,

a tendon : muscle, nerve : that which supplies vigour.

— v.t. to bind as by sinews: to strengthen.

—

cuij.

SIn'ewed, furn;shed with sinews : (Jihnk.) strong,

vigorous.—«. Sin'ewlness, the sUte or quality of

being sinewy.—*<//>. Sin'ewlesS, having no sinews :

without strength or power ; Sin'ew-Stounk, applied

to a hor^,e which has become gaunl-bellied from

being overdriven ; Sln'ewy, Sln'eWOUS, furnished

with sinews : consisting of, belonging to, or resem-

bling sinews: strong: vigorous.—Sinews Of war,
money. [A.S. sinu; Ice. sin, Ger. sehne.\

Slnfonia, sin-fo-ne'a, «. symphony. [It.]

Sing, sing, v.i. to utter melodious sounds in musical

succession : to make a small, shrill sound : to relate

in verse : to squeal : to ring : to be capable of being

sung.

—

v.t. to utter musically: to chant: to cele-

brate : to attend on : to effect by singing : to cele-

brate or relate in verse '.—paj. sang or sung ;
pa.p.

san%.—adj. Sing'ablo.—«i. SIng'ableness ; Sing'er,

one who sings : one whose occupation is to sing

;

Sing'ing, the act or art of singing ; Sing'ing-bird,

a bird that sings, a songster ; Smg'ing-book, a song-

book ; Sing'ing - gall'ery, a gallery occupied by
singers ; Singing-hinn'y, a currant cake baked on

a girdle. — «</:'. Slng'ingly. — «j. Sing'ing-man
(Shak.\ one employed to sing, as in a cathedral

:

Sing'ing-mas'ter, a master who teaches singing
;

Sing'ing-School, a place where singing is taught ;

Singing-voice, the voice as used in singing ; Sing'-

ing-wom'an, a woman employed to sing.—Sing
another song, or tune, to change one's tone or

attitude, esp. to a humbler manner ; Sing OUt, to

call out distmctly, to shout ; Sing small, to assume
a humble tone: to play a minor part. [A.S.
singan ; Ger. singen, Goth, siggiuan.^

Singe, sinj, v.t. to burn on the surface: to scorch:
—/'./• singe'ing : pa.t. and pa.p. singed.—«. a
burning of the surface : a slight burn.—Singed cat,

a person who is better than he looks, [A.S. be-

lengan, the causative of singan, to sing, from the
singing noise produced by scorching.]

Singhalese. Same as Cingalese.
Single, sing'gl, adj. consistmg of one only : individual,

unique : separate, private : alone : unmarried : not
combined with others: unmixed: having one only
on each side : straightforward : sincere : simple,

normal : pure.

—

v.t. to separate: to choose one from
others : to select from a number.

—

aiijs. Slng'le-
act'lng, acting effectively in one direction only—of
any reciprocating machine or implement ; Slng'le-
breast'ed, with a single row of buttons or loops
only, of a coat, corsage, &c. — «. Slng^lO-en'try, a
system of book-keeping in which each entry appears
only once on one side or other of an account.

—

adj.
Slng^le-eyed, having but one eye : devoted, un-
selfish.

—

HS. Slng'le-flOW'er, a flower containing a
single set of petals, as a wild rose ; Sing'le-foot, a
gait of horses, the amble.

—

adj's. Sing'le-hand'ed,
by one's self: unassisted: having only one work-
man ; Slng'le-heart'ed, having a single or sincere
heart : without duplicity.

—

adv. Slng'le-heart'edly.
—adj. Sing'le-mind'ed, having a single or sincere
mind : upright.—n^. Slng'le-mhid'edness : Sing'le-
nesS, state of being single or alone : freedom from
deceit : sincerity : simplicity. — adj. Slng'le-SOled,
having a single sole, as a shoe : poor.

—

us. Sing'le-
tlck, a stick or cudgel for one hand : a fight or
game with singlesticks; Singlet, an undershirt or
waistcoat ; Slng^leton, in whist, a hand containing
one card only of some suit : Sing'Ietree (the same
as Swlngletree) ; Sing'le-woman, an unmarried
woman : {obs.) a whore.

—

ad-!'. Sing'Iy, one by one :

particularly : alone : by one's self : honestly : sin-

cerely. fO. Fr.,— L. sin-gulus, one to each, >epa-
rate, akin lo um-ti, once, Or. Aum-o.]

Singsong, sing'song, n. bad singing : drawling : a
convivial meeting where every one must sing.

—

adj'.

monotonously rhythmical, drawling.

—

v.t. and v.i,

to make songs : to chant monotonously.
Slngsplel, sing'spel, «. a semi-dramatic representation

in which a series of incidents are set forth in alter-

nate dialogue and song, now a kind of opera in which
the music is subordinated to the words. [Ger., singen,
to sing, spiel, play.]

Singular, sing'gu-lar, adj'. alone : {gram.) denoting
one person or thing : single : not complex or com-
pound : standing alone, rare, unusual, uncommon

:

of more than common value or importance : unique,
extraordinary, strange, odd : (B.) particular.— n.
that which is singular : (logic) that which is not
general, that which is here and now, that which is

determinate in every respect. — «. SlngUlarisa'-
tion.— t'./. Sing'Ularlse, to make singular. —«j.
Sing'ularist, one who affects singularity ; Singu-
larity, the state of being singular : peculiarity :

anything curious or remarkable : particular privi-

lege or distinction : {>nath.) an exceptional element
or character of a continuum.

—

ad7: Sing'Ularly, in

a singular manner : peculiarly : strangely : so as to

express one or the singular number. [Fr.,— L.
singiiiitris.]

Singult, sin'gult, «. a sigh.—adjs. Singul'tient, Sln-
gultous, affected with hiccup.—«. Singultus, a
hiccup. [L. singultus, a sob.]

Sinhalese, sin'ha-lez, n. and adj'. the same as Cinga-
lese and Singhalese.

Sinic, sin'ik, adj'. Chinese.— adj. Sin'ian, a widely
spread series of rocks in China, containing many
trilobites and brachiopods.

—

tis. Sin'icism, Chinese
manners and customs ; Sln'ism, customs of China
generally, esp. its ancient indigenous religion. [L.

Sina, China, Siiue, the Chinese, Gr. Sinai, the
Chinese.]

Sinlcal, sin'ik-al, adj. pertaining to, employing, or
founded upon sines.

Sinister, sinister, adj. left : on the left hand : evil

:

unfair : dishonest : unlucky : inauspicious, malign.

—

adj. Slnister-hand'ed, left-handed.—rtrt'r.r. Sln'is-

terly ; Sinis'tra {>nus.), with the left hand ; Sin'is-

trad, towards the left.

—

adj. Sinistral, belonging
or inclining to the left : reversed^—«. Sinistral'lty.
—adv. Sin'lstrally.— K. Slnistra'tion, a turning to
the \e{t.—ailj. Sin'istrous, on the left side : wrong :

absurd : pervene.—adv. Sin'istrously. [L.]
SinlStrorse, sin'is-trors, adj. rising from left to right,

as a spiral line —Also Sinlstrors'al. [L. sinistror-
sus, sinistroz'ersus, towards the left side

—

sinister,
left, vertere, versum, to turn.]

Sink, singk, v.i. to fall to the bottom : to fall down :

to descend lower : to fall gradually : to fall below
the surface : to enter deeply : to be impressed : to

be overwhelmed : to fail in strength.

—

v.t. to cause
to sink : to put under water : to keep out of sight

:

to suppress : to degrade : to cause to decline or fall

:

to plunge into destruction : to make by digging or
delving : to pay absolutely : to lower in value or
amount : to lessen :—pa.t. sank, sunk ; pa.p. sunk,
sunk'en.—«. a drain to carry off dirty water: a
box or vessel connected with a drain for receiving
dirty water : an abode of degraded persons : a
general receptacle : an area in which a river sinks
and disappears : a depression in a stereotype plate :

a stage trap-door for stiifting scenery : in mining, an
excavation less than a shaft.

—

ns. Sink'er, anything
which causes a sinking, esp. a weight fixed to a
fishing-line ; Sink" -hole, a hole for dirty water to

run through ; Sink'ing, a subsidence : a depression.—adj. causing to sink.—«. Slnk'ing-fand, a fund
formed by setting aside income every year to

accumulate at interest for the purpose of paying
off Ac\A.— adj. Slnltlng-rlpe {Shak.), dead-ripe,

about to fall off.—«. SlnKroom. a scullery. [A.S>
stHcan; Ger. sinken, But. sin^ea.^
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Slnk-a-pace mote ; mQte ; mOCn ; Men. Siskin

Slnk-a-pace, singk'-a-pas, «. (,Shak.)=- Cirujuepace.

Sinologue, bin'O-log, «. one versed in Chinese.

—

adj.

Sinolog'ical (-loj'-).—«j. Sinologist ; Sinology.
Sinople, sin'O-pl, «. a_ ferruginous clay yitrlding the

fine red pigment Slno'pia or SinO'piS. [Gr. sinopis,

a red earth brought from Sino^e.]

Slnsjrne, sin-sin', adv. (Scol.) swice, ago.

Sinter, sin'ter, n. a name given to rocks precipitated

in a crystalline form from mineral waters. [Ger.J

SlntO, SinUyi.sm = Shinto, Shintoism.
Sintoc, sin'tok, n. a Malayan tree with aromatic bark.

—.Also Sin'doc.
Sinuate, -d, sin'u-at, -ed, adj. curved : (Jtot.) with a
waved margin.

—

v.i. to bend in and out.

—

ns. Sinua'-
tion ; Sinuos'lty, quality of being sinuous : a bend
or series of bends and turns.—rt^'j. Sin'UOUS, Sin'-

nose, bending in and out, winding, undulating

:

morally crooked.

—

adv. Sin'UOUSly. [L. unuatui,
pa. p. a{ sinudre, to bend.]

Sinupalliate, sin-u-pal'i-at, adj. having a sinuous
pallial margin on the shell along the line of attach-

ment of the mantle.—Also Slnupall'iaL [L. titius,

a fold, pallium, a m.intle.]

Sinus, si'nus, n. a bending : a fold : an opening : a
bay of the sea : a recess on the shore : (aunt.') a
cavity or hollow of bone or other tissue, one of
the air-cavities contained in the interior of certain

bones : a channel for transmitting venous blood : a
narrow opening leading to an abscess, &c.—«•

Si'nusold, the curve of sines in which the abscisses

are proportional to an angle, and the ordinates to

its sine.— rt(/;'. Sinusoi'dal.— ai/z/. Slnusoi'dally.
[L. sinus, a curve.]

Sioux, si55, «. (//. Sioux, SOT or sOTz) the principal

tribe of the Dakota family of American Indians
in South Dakota and Nebraska—also adj.—Also
Siouan (sOO'an):

Sip, sip, V.I. to sup or drink in small quantities : to

draw into the mouth : to taste : to drink out of.—
v.i. to drink in small quantities: to drink by the
lips :^^r./». sip'ping ; pa.t. and pa.p. sipped.—«.

the taking of a liquor with the lips : a small draught.
— «. Slp'per. [A.S. syppan (assumed), sipian, to

soak. Related to sUpan, to sup, taste.]

Sipe, sTp, v.i. (prov.) to soak through.—Also Seep.
(A.S. sipian, to soak ; Dut. zijpen, to drop.]

SipWliS. Sameas.S>//H//>(q.v.).
Siphon, si'fun, «. a bent tube for drawing off liquids

from one vessel into another. — v.t. to convey
by means of a
siphon.

—

n. Sl'-

phon a ge.—
adjs. Si'phonal,
Si phonate, Si-

phonic, per-

taining to, or
resembling, a
siphon.—«. Si'-

phon-bott'le, a
glass bottle for

containing
aerated liquid, fitted with a glass tube reaching
nearly to the bottom and bent like a siphon at
the oM\et.—adjs. Slphonif'erous ; Si'phonlfonn

;

Siphqnosto'matOUS, having a siphonate mouth.

—

Hs. Si'phonostome. a siphonostomatous animal, as
a fish-louse ; Si'phuncle, the siphon or funnel
of tetrabranchiate cephalopods: a nectary.— adjs.
Si'phuncled, Slphunc'ular, Siphuno'ulato, d.—
ns. Siphunc'ulus ; Sipunc'ulua, a genus of worms
belonging to the class Gepkyrea. [Fr.,

—

Gi., siphon—siphlos, hollow.]
Sippet, sip'et, «. a small sop : (//.) morsels of bread

served in broth, &c.

—

z'.i. Sipp'le, to sup in sips.

Slpylite, sip'i-llt, «. a niobite of erbium. [From Gr.
Sipylos, one of the children of Niobe.]

Sir, ser, H. a word of respect used in addressing a

man: a gentleman : the title of a knight or baronet.

Siphon.
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tised along with the Christian name and surname,
as 'Sir David Pole:' formerly a common title of
address for the clergy as a translation of L. dominus,
the term used for a bachelor of arts, originally in
contradistinction from the magisler, or master of
arts—hence Sir John = a priest.

—

v.t. to address as
'sir.' [O. Fr. sire, through O. Fr. senre, from L.
senior, an elder, coinp. of stnex, old. Cf. the
parallel forms Sire, Senior, Seignior, Sig-nor.]

Sircar, ser-kar', «. a Hindu clerk.—Also Sirkar',
Ciroar'. [Hind, sarkdr, a superintendent— sar,
head, kdr. Sans, kara, work.]

Sirdar, ser-dar', «. a chief or military officer. [Hind.
sarddr—sar, head, -ddr, holding.]

Sire, sir, «. one in the place of a father, as a sove-
reign : an elder, a progenitor : the male parent of
a beast, esp. of a horse : (//.) ancestors {poetry).—
v.t. to beget, used of animals. [Sir.}

Siredon, sl-re'don, «. a larval salamander : —//.
Sire'dones.

Siren, si'rcn, «. {Gr. myth.) one of certain sea-

nymphs who sat on the shores of an island between
Circe's isle and Scylla, near the south-western coast
of Italy, and sang with bewitching sweetness songs
that allured the passing sailor to draw near, only to

meet with death : a fascinating woman, any one
insidious and deceptive : an instrument which pro-

duces musical sounds by introducing a regularly

recurring discontinuity into an otherwise steady
blast of air : an instrument for demonstrating the
laws of beats and combination tones : an eel-like,

amphibious animal, with only one pair of feet,

inhabiting swamps in the southern states of North
America. — adj. pertaining to, or like, a siren :

fascinating. — «. Sire'nia, an order of aquatic
mammals now represented by the dugong {Halicore)

and the manatee {Manatus).—adj. Slre'nian.— f.J.

Si'renlse, to play the siren. [L. siren— Gr. seirin,

prob. seira, a cord.]

Sirgang, ser'gang, n. the Asiatic green jackdaw.
Slrih, sir'i, «. the betel-leaf. [Malay.]
Sirius, sir'i-us, ». the Dogstar or Canicula, th«

brightest star in the heavens, situated in the
constellation of Canis Major, or the Great Dog.

—

n. Siri'asiS, sunstroke. [L.,—Gr. seirios.]

Sirloin, ser'loin, «. the loin or upper part of the loin

of beef. [Fr. surlonge—sur {—L. super, above)
and longe (cf. Loin). The first syllable has been
modified by confusion with Eng. sir, and an absurd
etymology constructed to suit.]

Simame, ser'nam, «. a corr. oi surname.
Sirocco, si-rok'o, n. a name given in Italy to a dust-

laden dry wind coining over sea from Africa ; but
also applied to any south wind, often moist and
warm, as opposed to the Tramontana or north
wind, from the hills.—Also Slr'OC [It. sirocco (Sp.

siroco)—scharq, the east.]

Sirop, sir*op, «. a form of syrup : a kettle used in

making sugar by the open-kettle process.

Sirrah, ser'a, ». sir, used in anger or contempt. [An
extension o( sir.]

Sir-reverence, ser-rev'e-rens, «. a corr. of save-
rez'erence.

Sirup. See Symp.
Sirvente, sir-vont', «. a satirical song of the I2th-i3th
century trouveres and troubadours. [Fr.]

Sis, sis, «. a girl, a sweetheart.—Also Sls'sy. [From
Cicely.]

Sisal-g^aSS, sis'al-gras, n. the prepared fibre of the
ag.->ve or American aloe, supplying cordage.—Also
Sis'al-hemp.

SiSCOWet, sis'k3-et, n. a Lake Superior variety of the
great lake trout.—Also Sis'klwlt, Sis'kowet.

Slserary, sis'e-ra-ri, '«. a stroke, blow, originally a
legal writ transferring a cause to a higher court.

—

'With a Siseraxy, with suddenness or vehemence.
f.\ corr. oi certiorari]

Siskin, sis'kin, n. a genus of perching birds belon^ng



Slst fate, fur ; m5, h6r ; mTne ; Size

Sister-hooks—Open
and Sliut.

to the family Frinzillvia, the true finches. [Dan.
sisgftt, Sw. siska, Ger. zeisig.\

Sist, sist, v.t. {Scots law) to present at tlie hir : cause
to appear, summon: to delay, stop.—«. the act of

staying diligence or execution on decrees for civil

debts. (L. sistire, to make to stand.]

Sister, sis'ter, n. a female born of the same parents :

a female closely allied to or associated with another.
—adj. closely related, akin.

—

v.t. and v.i. to re-

semble closely : to be a sister to : to be allied.

—

tis.

Sis'terhOOd, state of being a sister, the duty of a

sister : a society of females, a
community of women living

together under a religious

rule, and with a common
object for their united life

;

Sis'ter-hook, in a ship's rig-

ging, one of a pair of hooks
htting closely together and
workmg on the same axis^
also Clip-hook and Clove-
hook : Sls'ter-In-law, a hus-
band's or wife's sister, or a
brother's wife.

—

adjs. SlS'ter-
• less, having no sister ; Sis'tsr-llke, Sls'terly, like

"or becoming a sister: kind: affectionate. [A.S.
siueostor ; Dut. zuster, Ger. sckwestey.]

Slstine, sis'tin, mij. pertaining to a pope of the name
of Sixtus, esp. Sixtus IV. (1471-84) and Sixtus V.

i
1585-90)— also Slx'tine. — Sistine Chapel, the
'ope's chapel in the Vatican, built in 1473 by Sixtus

'^ IV., covered with magnificent frescoes by Michael
•''Angeloand the great Florentine masters; Sistlne

f 'Madonna, or Madonna of San Sisto, a famous
• '•painting by Raphael Santi, now at Dresden, re-

presenting the Virgin and Child in glory, St
Sixtus on the left, St Barbara on the right, and two
cherubs l)elow.

Sistrum, sis'trum, n. a form of rattle used in ancient
Kgypt in connection with the worship of Isis.

Sisyphean, sis-i-fS'an, adj. relating to Sisyphus : in-

cessantly recurring. [From Sisyphus, a king of
Corinth, who was condemned in Tartarus to roll to

the top of a hill a huge stone, which constantly
rolled down again, making his task incessant.]

Sit, .sit, v.i. to rest on the haunches : to perch, as
birds : to rest : to remain, abide : to brood ; to
occupy a seat, esp. officially : to be officially en-
gaged : to blow from a certain direction, as the
wind : to be worn, to fit, to be becoming : to

take an attitude of readiness, or for any special
purpose : to hold a deliberative session.—?'./', to keep
a seat, or good seat, upon : to seat, place on a seat

:

—-/*>./. sit'ting \pci.t. unApa.p. sat.—«. a subsidence
•| of the roof of a coal-mine : (s/aiig) a situation.

—

''adj. Sit'-fast, fixed, stationary.—«. a callosity of
the skin under the saddle, often le.iding to ulcer.

—

ns. Sifter ; Sit'ting, state of resting on a seat

:

a seat, a special seat allotted to a seat-holder, at
church, &c._; also the right to hold such : the part
of the year in which judicial business is transacted :

the act or time of resting in a posture for a painter
to take a likeness : an official meeting to transact
business : uninterrupted application to anything for

a time : the time during which one continues at
anything : a resting on eggs for hatching, the

^ number hatched at one time ; Sit'tlng-room, the
"parlour or most commonly used room in many
nouses.—Sit down, to take a seat : to pause, rest

:

to begin a sie^e ; Sit lOOSe, or loosely, to be
careless or indifferent ; Sit on, or upon, to hold
an official inquiry regarding : (slang) to repress,
check ; Sit out, to sit, or to sit apart, during : to
await the close of; Sit Tinder, to be in the habit of
hearing the preaching of ; Sit Up, to rai-se the body
from a recumbent to a sitting position : to keep
watch during the night (m;/M). (A.S. sittan ; Ger.
sitzen, L. stdere.]

Sitar, sit'ar, n. an Oriental form of guitar.
Site, sit, «. the place where anything is set down

or fixed : situation : a place chosen for any par-
ticular purpose: posture.

—

adj. Sl'ted (S/ens.),
placed, situated. [Fr.,—L. situs—situin, pa.p. of
sinere, to set down.]

Sith, sith, adzi., prep., and conj. f.\TiCc—-{obs .) Sith'-
ence, Sith'ens. [M. E. sithen—.K.S. sdh thdin,
after that, also written siththan. Cf. Since.]

Sithe, sith, «. {Spe>ts.) time. [A.S. stth, time.]
Sithe, sith, «. {Shak.) a scythe.— z/./. {Shak.) to cut
with a scythe.

Sithe, sTth, ft. (Speiis.) a sigh.

Sitology, sT-toro-ii, «. the science of the regulation
of diet.—Also Sitiorogy. [Gr. sitos, food, Ugia—
legein, to say.]

Sitophohla, sl-to-fo'bi-a, «. morbid aversion to food.

[Gr. sitos, food, phobia, fear.]

Sitta, sit'a, «. the genus of nut-hatches.

—

adj. Slt'-

tine. [Gr. sitte, a woodpecker.)
Situate, -d, sit'u-at, -ed, adj. set or permanently

fixed : placed with respect to other objects : re-

siding.

—

>is. SItua'tion, the place where anything
is situated : position : temporary state : condition :

any group of circumstances, a juncture : a critical

point in the action of a play or the development of

the plot of a novel : office, employment ; Sl'tUS,

site : the proper place of an organ, &c. : locality in

law. [Low L. situatus—L. situere, to place.]

Sitz-bath, sit/-bath, H. a hip-bath : a tub adapted for

such. [Ger. sitz-bad.\

Slum, sT'um, «. a genus of umbelliferous plants—the
water-parsnips. [Gr. sion.]

Siva, se'va, «. the third god of the Hindu Trimurli
or triad, representing the principle of destruction

and of reproduction.

—

adj. SlvalSt'la—«. Si'valte.

[Sans. p'7'(T, happy.]
Slvan, siv'an, n. the third month of the Jewl.sb

ecclesiastical year, answering to part of May and
June. [Heb.]

Sivatherlum, siv-a-thS'ri-um, «. a very large fossil

ruminant found in India.

Six, siks, adj. and «. five and cue : a figure denoting
six units (6, or vi.): a playing-c.ird with six spots,

the face of a die bearing six spots, or that die itself:

beer sold at six shillings a barrel, small beer : (/.'.)

in hymnology, a quatrain in trochaic measure, the

lines of three feet or six syllables.

—

adj. Six'fold,

folded or multiplied six times.

—

}is. Slx'footer, a
person six feet high ; SiX'penoe, a silver coin = .six

pence.

—

adj. SlX'penny, worth sixpence : cheap,

worthless.

—

ns. Slx'-Shoot'er, a six-chambered re-

volver ; Sixte, a p.irry in which the hand is on
guard opposite the right breast, the point of the

sword raised and moved a little to the ri^ht.

—

adjs,

and Hs. SlX'teen, six and ten ; Slx'teenth, the

sixth after the tenth.

—

adj. Sixth, the last of six

:

the ordinal of six.—«. the sixth part : (iiiits.) an
interval of four tones and a semitone, or six in-

tervals.—art'?'. Sixthly, in the sixth pl.tce.—Sixth
hour, noon-iide.—Be at sixes and sevens, to be
in disorder; Long Sixes, candles weighing six to

the pound, about 8 inches long ; Short sixes, candles
weighing six to the pound, about 4 inches long.

[A.S. siex ; Ger. sechs, Gael, se ; also L. sex, Gr.

hex, Sans, s/iash.]

Sixteenmo = Sexto-decimo (q.v.).

Sixty, siks'li, adj. and «. six times ten.

—

adj. a.wA

n. Slx'tieth, the sixth tenth : the ordinal of sixty.

[A.S. sixtig.\

Sizar, sT'zar, n. the name of an order of students at

Cambridge and Dublin— from the allowance of

victuals made to them from the college buttery.

—

«. Si'zarship. \Sizt, fixed quantity.]

Size, sTz, n. extent of volume or surface: magnitude:
an allotted portion: (pi.) allowances (.JAnA.).

—

v.t.

to arr.uige according to size : at Cambridge, to buy
rations at a certain fixed rate : to measure.— 7'.;'. to
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size mOie ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Skim

increase in size.

—

adjs. SI'zable, Sixa'able, of suit-

able size: of considerable size or bulk; Sized, having
a particular size.

—

tis. Sl'zer, one who, or that which,
sizes or measures, a kind of gauge ; Sizing, act of
sorting articles according to size, esp. crushed or
stamped ores in mining : an order for extra food
irom a college buttery.—Slzo up, to measure, con-
sider carefully. [Contr. of ojijie (q.v.).J

Size, sTz, Sizing, sl'zing, «. a kind of^weak glue, used
as varnish : any gluey substance.

—

v.t. to cover with
size.

—

adj. Sized, having size in its composition.

—

«. Si'ztneSS.—a<^'. Si'zy, size-like : glutinous.

Sizel = .iV/i«/ (q.v.).

Sizzle, siz'l, v.i. to make a sound as if frying.—«. a
hissing sound : extreme heat.

—

n. SiZZ'llng, a hissing.
Skain = Skein (q.v.).

Skalnamate, skanz'mat, ». (^Shak.) a companion, a
scapegrace.

Skald, H. = Scald, a poet.
Skat, skat, «. a game played with thirty-two cards as

in Piquet, and said to have been invented in 1817
in Altenburg. Each of three players receives ten
cards, the two others being laid aside (hence the
name from O. Fr. escart, laying aside).

Skate, skat, «. a kind of sandal or frame of wood on
a steel blade for moving on ice.

—

v.i. to slide on
skates. —«.r. Skater; Skating; Skating-rink
[Dut. schaats; cf. also Dan. skoite.\

Skate, skat, n. the popular name of several species
of Ray, esp. those of the family Raiiiia and genus
liaia, with greatly extended pectoral fins. [Ice.

skaia—l^ow L. squatus—L. squatina ; cf. Shad.\
Skathe. Same as Scatbe.
Skaw, ska, «. a promontory. — Also Scaw. [Ice.

skagi—skaga, to Jut out.]

Skean, skeu, «. a dagger.—/!. Skean-dhu (sken'-dSO),
the knife stuck in the stocking of the Highland
dress. [Gael, sgian, a knife.]

Skeary, ske'ri, a dial, form oi scary.
Skedaddle, ske-dad'l, v.t. {/>rov.) to spill, scatter.—

v.i. (coil.) to scamper off.—«. a scurrying off. [Ety.
unknown. Prob. conn, somehow with s/ied—.A.S.

sccdilan, to pour.]
Skee, ske, n. a wooden runner for sliding down a

declivity.

—

v.i. to slide on skees. [Dan. ski—Ice.

sktdh.]

Skeel, skel, n. {Scot.) a milking-pail, a washing-tub.
[Scaiid., Ice. skj6la.\

Skeely, ske'li, adj. (.SV^;^.) skilful.

Skeesicks, ske'ziks, ». (U.S.) a rascal.

Skeeter, ske'ter, n. a mosquito,
keg, skeg, t

ship's keel.

Skeg, skeg, ». a wild-plum.
Skein, skan, «. a knot or number of knots of thread or

yarn. [O. Fr. escagne, from Celt. ; cf. Ir. sgainne,

a skein.]

Skelder. skel'der, v.i. and v.i. to practise begging : to

swindle.
Skeleton, skel'e-tun, ». the bones of an animal

separated from the flesh and preserved in their

natural position : the framework or outline of any-
thing : a very lean and emaciated person : a very

thin form of light-faced type.

—

adj. pertaining to a
skeleton—also SkeretaL—wf. Skelotog'eny (-toj'-)

;

Skeletography; Skeletol'ogy.—?./. Skeletonise,
to reduce to a skeleton.—«. Skel'eton-key, a key
for picking locks, without the inner bits.—Skeleton
In the cupboard, closet, house, &c., some hidden
domestic source of sorrow or sliame. [Gr. skeleton
{soma), a dried (body)

—

skeletos, dried

—

skellein, to

dry, to parch.]
Skelloch, skel'oh, v.i. {Scot.) to cry out with a shrill

voice.— «. a squeal.
Skellum, skel'um, ». {Scot.) a ne'er-do-welL [DuU

scheitn, a rogue.]
Skelly, skel'i, v.i. {Scot.) to squint. [Cf. Dan. sktU,
Sw. skela, Ger. sckielen, to squint.]

OKeeber, ske ter, n. a mosquito.
Skeg, skeg, ». a stump, branch : the after-part of a

Skelp, skelp, v.t. {Scot.) to slap.

—

v.i. to move
briskly along, to bound along.

—

n. a slap : a heavy
fail of pelting rain ; a large portion.— a^^'. Skelp'-
Ing, very big or full. [Gael, sgealji, a slap.]

Skelter, skelter, z.i. to hurry or dash along.
Skep, skep, «. a grain-basket, or beehive made of

straw or wicker-work.—«. Skep'ful, as much as a
skep will hold. [A.S. icep—Scand., Ice. ske/pa.]

SkeptiO = Sceptic ; SkepSlS = See/sis.
Skeny, sker'i, «. a rocky isle. [Ice. sker.]
Sketch, skech, «. a first dwft of any plan or painting

:

an outline, a short and slightly constructed play,
essay, &c. : a short dramatic scene for representation
by two persons : an artist's preliminary study of a
work to be elaborated.— v.t. to make a rough draft
of: to draw the outline : to give the principal points
of.

—

v.i. to practise sketching.

—

adj. Sketch'able,
capable of being sketched effectively.

—

ns. Sketch'-
book, a blank book used for sketching by an artist

or writer : a printed volume of literary .sketches

;

Sketch'er, one who sketches.

—

adv. Sketch'Uy.—
«. Sketch'iness. — adj. Sketchy, containing a
sketch or outline : incomplete, slight. [Dut. sc/iets.

It. schizzo~\^. schediiiin—schedius, made oiT-hand
—Gr. schedios, sudden.]

Skew, sku, adj. oblique : intersecting a road, river,

&c. not at right angles, as a bridge.

—

adv. awry

;

obliquely.

—

v.t. to turn aside.—«. a deviation, a
mistake : a squint : {archit.) the sloping top of a
buttress slanting off against a wall.

—

ns. Skew'-arch,
an arch standing obliquely on its abutments ; Skew'-
back {archit.), the course of masonry on the top of

an abutment with a slope for the base of the arch to

rest against.

—

adj. Skew'-bald, spotted irregularly,

piebald.— «. SkeW'-bridge, a bridge having its arch
or arches set obliquely on its abutments, as when a
railway crosses a road, &c., at an oblioue angle.

—

adjs. Skewed, distorted; SkeW-gee' (c^//.), crooked.—«. SkeW-Wheel, a bevel-wheel with teeth formed
obliquely on the rim. [Old Dut. scuiuen (Dut.
scliuiven) ; Ger. scheuen, to shun ; cf. Shy.\

Skewer, sku'er, «. a pin of wood or iron for keeping
meat in form while roasting.

—

v.t. to fasten witit

skewers. fProv. Eng. skiver, prob. the same as
shiver, a splinter of wood.]

Skiascopy, skl'a-skO-pi, «. the shadow-test for measur-
ing the refraction of an eye.—Also Sci'ascopy. [Gr.
skia, a shadow, skopeiii, to view.]

Skid, skid, H. a piece of timber hung against a ship's

side to protect it from injury : a sliding wedge or
drag to check the wheel of a wagon on a steep place

:

a slab put below a gun to keep it off the ground.

—

v.t. to check with a skid.

—

v.i. to slide along with-

out revolving.

—

n. Skld'der, one who uses a skid.

[Scand., Ice. skidh ; A.S. scCi, apiece split off.]

Skley, skt'x, adj. Same as Skyey.
Skiff, skif, «. a small light boat. [A doublet o{ ship.'\

Skiff, skif, Oiij. {prov.) distorted : awkward.
Skill, skil, n. knowledge of anything : dexterity in

practice.

—

v.i. to understand, to be dexterous in :

to make a difference, to signify.

—

adj. Skil'ftll,

having or displaying skill : dexterous.

—

axlv. Skil'-

folly. — n. Skll'fulness. — adjs. Skilled, having
skill : skilful : expert ; Skll'less {Shak.\ wanting
skill, artless. [Scand., as Ice. skil, a distinction,

skilja, to separate.]

Skillet, skil'et, «. a small metal vessel with a long

handle, used for boiling water, in cooking, &c.
[Prob. from O. Fr. esctullette, dim of escuelle (Fr.

eciulle)—L. scufella, dim. of scutra, a dish.]

Skilligaiee, skil-i-ga-Ie', «. thin watery soup,—^AIso

Skilllgolee', sall'y. [Ety. dub.]

Skllllng, skil'ing, «. a small coin formerly current in

North Germany and Scandinavia, in value from Jd.
to id. [Dan.)

SkiltS, skilts, n.pl. short loose trousers. -
SkilvingS, skil'vingz, n.pL {prov.) the rails of a calt
Skim, skim, v.t. to clear off scum: to take off by
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Skimble-skamble {ate, far ; me, hit ; mine ; Skug

skimming : to brush the surface of lightly.—T/.». to
pass over lightly : to glide along near the surface

:

to become coated over :—/n/. skim'ming
;
/a./, and

pa.p. skimmed.

—

n. the act of skimming: what is

skimmed off.

—

>is. Skim'mer, a utensil for skimming
milk : a bird that skims the water ; Skim'-milk,
skimmed milk : milk from which the cream has been

skimmed; Skimming, the act of taking off that

which floats on the surface of a liquid, as cream : that

which is taken off, ^cwm.^adv. Sklm'mlngly, by
skimming alonij the surface* {Scum.\

Skimble-skamble, skim'bl-skam'bl, adj. wandering,

wild, rambling, incoherent. — adv. in a confused

manner. [A reduplication of scamble.\

Skimmington, skim'ing-ton, n. a burlesque proces-

sion intended to ridicule a henpecked husband : a
riot generally.—Also Sklm'lngtoQ, Sklm'merton,
Sklm'ltry. [Ety. unknown.]

Skimp, skimp, XI. t. to give scanty measure, to stint:

to do a thing imperfectly.

—

v.i. to be parsimonious.—adj. scanty, spare. — adj. Sklm'ping, sparing

:

meagre : done inefficiently.

—

adv. Sklm'pingly.

—

adj. Sklm'py. [A variant oi scamp.}
Skin, skin, «. the natural outer covering of an animal
body : a hide : the bark or rind of plants, &c. : the
inside covering of the ribs of a ship: a drink of
whisky hot.

—

v.t. to cover with skin: to cover the
surface of: to strip the .-.kin from, to peel : to plunder,
cheat : to answer an examination paper, &c., by
unfair means.

—

v.i. to become covered with skin : to

sneak off:

—

pr.p. skin'ning ; pa.t. and pa.p. skinned.—adj. Skin'-deep, as deep as the skin only : super-
ficial.

—

ns. Skln'flint, one who takes the smallest
gains : a very niggardly person ; Skln'ful, as much
as one can hold, esp. of liquor.

—

adj. Skinless,
having no skin, or a very thin one.

—

ns. Skln'ner

;

Skln'niness.

—

adjs. Skin'ny, consisting of skin or
of skin only : wanting flesh ; Skln'-tlght, fitting

close to the .skin.—«. Skln'-WOOl, wool pulled from
the skin of a dead sheep. -By, or With, the Skln Of
one's teeth, very narrowly ; Clean skins, unbranded
cattle ; Save one's skin, to escape without injury.

[A.S. scinn ; Ice. skinn, skin, Ger. schinden, to flay.]

Skink, skini»k, «. drink.

—

v.i. and v.i. to serve drink.—«. Skink'er, one who serves drink, a tapster.

—

Oiij. Skink'lng (Scot.\ thin, watery. [AS. sceiican,

to pour out drink ; Ger. schenken.]
Skink, skiiigk, «. an African lizard. [L. scincus—Gr.

skitigkos, the adda.]
Skink, skingk, «. (.S'c<7/'.) a shin-bone of beef, soup made

from such. [Cf. Dut. scftonk, a bone ; cf. Siutnk,]
Sklo, skyO, «. in Orkney, a fisherman's hut.—Also
Skeo. (Norw. skjaa, a shed.]

Skip, skip, v.i. to leap : to bound lightly and joyfully :

to pass over.

—

v.t. to leap over: to omit:—pr.p.
skip'ping ; pa.t. and pa.p. skipped.—;/, a light leap :

a bound : the omission of a part: the captain of a
side at bowls and curling : a college servant.

—

ns.
Sklp'Jack, an impudent fellow : the blue-fish, saurel,
&c. ; Sklp'-ken'nel, one who has to jump the gutters,
a lackey ; Skipper, one who skips : a dancer : (Shak.)
a youm; thoughtless person : a hesperian butterfly.
—adj. Skip'ping, flighty, giddy, —adv. Sklp'plngly,
in a skipping manner: by skips or leaps.

—

n. Sklp'-
pLag-rope, a rope used in skipping. [Either Celt.,
according to Skeat, from Ir. sgjob, to snatch, Gael.
sg^ai, to move suddenly, W. ysgipio, to snatch away ;

or Teut., conn, with Ice. skopa, to run.]
SUp, skip, fu an iron box for raising ore running
between guides, or in inclined shafts fitted with
wheels to run on a track, a mine-truck.

Sklpetar, skip'e-tar, «. an Albanian : the Albanian
language.

_
[Albanian skipeiar, a mountaineer.

]_

Skipper, skip'er, n. the ma.ster of a merchant-ship.

—

Skipper's daughters, white-topped waves. [Dut.
schipper : Dan. skipper.]

Skipper, skip'er, n. a barn, a shed in which to shelter
for the nighu-r-i/.'. to shelter in such a place.

—
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«. Skipp'er-blrd, a tramp. [Prob. W. ysgubor, a
barn.]

Sklppet, skip'et, «. (Spens.) a small boat. [Dim. of
A.S. scip, ship.]

Sklppet, skip'et, n. a round flat box for holding a
seal, which used to be attached to the parchment by
ribbons passing through the lid.

Skirl, skirl, v.t. and v.i. (Scot.) to shriek shrilly.—«.
a shrill cry.—«. Skirling, a shrill sound.

Skirmish, sker'mish, «. an irregular fight between two
small parties: a contest.

—

v.i. to fight slightly or
irregularly.

—

ns. Skirmisher, a soldier belonging to
troops dispersed to cover front or flank and prevent
surprises ; Skirmishing. [O. Fr. escarmouche—
Old High Ger. skerman, scirntan, to fight.]

Skirr, sker, t>.t. {ShaM.) to ramble over, to scour.

—

v.i. to run in haste. [Scurry.]
Skirret, skir'et, «. an edible water-parsnip : a peren-

nial plant, native to China and Japan. [Sugar-root.]
Skirt, skert, «. the part of a garment below the

waist : a woman's garment like a petticoat : the
edge of any part of the dress: border: margin:
extreme part.

—

v.t. to border : to form the edge of.

—

v.i. to be on the border : to live near the extremity.—ns. Skirt'-danc'lng, a form of ballet-dancing in

which the flowing skirts are waved about in the
hands ; Sklr'ter, a huntsman who dodges his jumps
by going round about ; Skirting, strong material
made up in lengths for women's skirts : skirting-

board ; Skir'tlng-board, the narrow board next the
floor round the walls of a room.—DlTlded Sklrt, a
skirt in the form of loose trousers. [Scand., Ice.

skrrta, a shirt. A doublet of shirt.]

Skit, skit, «. any sarcastic squib, lampoon, or
pamphlet. [Ice. skiiti, a taunt.]

Skite, skit, v.i. {Scot.)\.o glide or slip—also Skyte.—
«. a sudden blow : a trick.

—

vs.i. Skit, to leap aside :

to caper ; Skit'ter, to skim lightly over : to void
thin excrement : to draw a baited hook along the
surface of water. [Scand., Sw. skutta, to leap,

skjtitn, to shoot.]

Skittish, .skit'ish, adj. unsteady, light-headed, easily

frightened: hasty, volatile, changeable: wanton.

—

adv. Skittishly.-«. Skitt'ishness. [Skite.]

Skittles, skit'lz, n.pl. a game of ninepins in which a
flattened ball or thick rounded disc is thrown to

knock down the pins—played in a Skitt'le-all'ey, or
-ground. In American Bowls, the game is played
with ten pins arranged in the form of a triangle, the

missile being rolled along a carefully constructed
wooden floor.

—

zi.t. Skitt'le, to knock down.

—

n.

Skltt'le-ball, the ball thrown in playing at skittles.

[A variant of shittie or shuttle.]

Skiver, skl'ver, «. a kind of leather made of split

sheep-skins, used for bookbinding, &c.

—

n. a machine
for skiving leather.

—

v.t. Sklve, to cut, pare off.—«.

Skl'ving, the act of skiving : a piece skived off—of
leather, usually on the flesh side. [From root of
shive, shiver.]

Skiver, skl'ver, v.t. (prov.) to run through, to skewer.
Skivie, skiv'i, adj. (Scot.) deranged : askew.
Sklent, a Scotch form of slant.
Skoal, skOl, interj. hail! a friendly exclamation of

salutation before drinking, &c. [Ice. sk&l ; Norw.
skiral, a bowl, Sw. skkl.]

Skollon, sko'li-on, «. a short drinking-song in ancient
Greece, taken up by the guests in turn : —//.

Sko'lia. [Gr.]
Skrlmmage. Same as Scrimmage.
Skryer, skri'er, n. one who uses the divining-glass.
Sklia, sku'a, n. a bird of the family Laridie, esp. the
Great Skua (Stercorarius catarrhactes), a rapacious
bird about two feet long, the plumage predominantly
brown, breeding in the Shetlands.— «. Sku'a-gull.
[Norw.)

Skue, skn, an obsolete form of skeiv.
Skug, Scug, skug, n. (firov.) shelter.-f./. to shelter:

to expiate.—«. Skug'gery, Soug'gery, secrecy.—



Skus mCte ; mfite ; mTOn : Men. Slang

adjs. Skug'gy, Scug'gy, shady. [Ice. skuggi, a
shade.]

SkUg, skug, «. (J>rov.) a squirrel.

Skulduddery. See Sculduddery.
Skulk, skulk, -'.«. to sneak out of the way: to lurk.

—ns. Skulk, Skulk'er, one who skulks.

—

adv.
Skulk iiigly.—«. Skulking-place. [Scand., as in

Dan. skuike, to sneak ; conn, with Ice. skj'dl, cover,

hiding-place ; also with Eng. sccr.vl.]

Skull, skul, n. the bony case that encloses the brain :

the head, the sconce, noddle : a crust formed on the

ladle, &c., by the partial cooling of molten metal :

in armour, the crown of the head-piece : (Scot.) a
shallow, bow-handled basket.—». SKUll'cap, a cap
which fits closely to the head : the sinciput.

—

adj.

Skull'-less.— Skull and cross-bones, a symbolic

emblem of death and decay. [Ice. skdl, a shell;

conn, with shell and scale, a thin plate.]

Skulpin = Sculpin.
Skunk, skungk, «. a small North American carnivo-

rous cjuadruped allied to the otter and weasel,

defendmg Itself by emitting an offensive fluid : a
low fellow : (U.S.) a complete defeat.

—

v.t. to inflict

such.—«j. Skunlr-bird, -black'blrd, the male
bobolink in full plumage. [Indian se^anku.\

Skupshtina, skoopsh'ti-na, ». the national assembly
of Servia, having one chamber and 178 deputies,

three-fourths elected and one-fourth nominated by
the crown.—Great Skupshtina, specially elected

for discussing graver questions.
Skurry = Scurry.
Sky, ski, n. the apparent canopy over our heads : the

heavens : the weather : the upper rows of pictures

in a gallery.

—

v.t. to raise aloft, esp. to hang
pictures above the line of sight.—a<^>. Sky'-blue,
blue like the sky ; Skjr'-bom, of heavenly birth.

—

n.

Sky'-COlOUr, the colour of the sVy.—ndjs. Sky'-
OOl'OUred, blue, azure ; Skyed, surrounded by sky ;

Skyey, like the sky : ethereal ; Sky-high, very
high ; Skyish {Shak.), like or approaching the
sky, lofty.

—

n. Skylark, a species of lark that
mounts high towards the sky and sings on the wing.—z'.i. to engage in any kind of boisterous frolic.

—

Hs. Skylarking, running about the rigging of a
ship in sport : frolicking ; Sky -light, a window in a
roof or ceiling towards the sky for the admission of
light ; Skyline, the horizon : Sky-partour, a lofty

attic : Sky-pi'lot, a clergyman. —rt^/'. Sky'-plant'ed,
placed in the sky.—«. Sky-rock'et, a rocket that

ascends high towards the sky and burns as it flies.—v.i. to move like a sky-rocket, to rise and dis-

appear as suddenly.

—

ns. Skysail, the sail above
the royal ; Sky'scape, a view of a portion of the
sky, or a picture of the same ; Sky-scrap'er, a sky-
sail of a triangular shape : anything shooting high
into the sky.—a^^. Sky-tinctured, of the colour
of the .sky.

—

adv. Skyward, toward the sky. (Ice.

sky, a cloud ; akin to A.S. scUa, Gr. skia, a shadow.]
Skye, skT, «. for Skye terrier. [See Terrier.']

Skyr, skir, n. curds. [Ice.]

Skyrin, skl'rin, adj. {Scot.) shining, showy.
Slab, slab, «. a thin slip of anything, esp. of stone,
having plane surfaces: a piece sawed from a log.

—

v.t. to cut slabs from, as a log.

—

adj. Slab'-Sid'ed,
having long flat sides, tall and lank.—», Slab'-
Stone, flagstone. [Scand., Ice. sleppa, to slip,

Norw. sleip, a slab of wood.]
Slab, slab, adj. thick.

—

n. mud.

—

adj. Slab'by,
muddy. [Celt., Ir., and Gael, slaib, mud.]

Slabber, slab'er, v.i. to slaver : to let the saliva fall

from the mouth : to drivel.

—

v.t. to wet with saliva.

—n. Slabb'erer.—arf^'. Slabbery.—«. Slabb'iness.
—adj. Slabby. [.Mlied to Low Ger. and Dut.
slnbbem ; imit. Doublet slaver.]

Slack, slak, adj. lax or loose : not firmly extended or
drawn out : not holding fast, weak : not eager or
diligent, inattentive : not violent or rapid, slow.

—

adz: in a slack manner : partially : insufficiently.

—

«. that part of a rope, belt, &c. which is slack or
loose : a period of inactivity : a slack-water haul of
a net.

—

vs.:'. Slack, Slack'en, to become loose or
less tight : to be remiss : to abate : to become
slower: to fail or flag.

—

v.t. to make less tight: to
loosen : to relax : to remit : to abate : to withhold :

to use liberally : to check: (.5.) to delay.—zr./. Slack'-
bake, to half-bake.—drf/'. Slack"-handed, remiss.—
«. Slack'-jawCj/rtn^), impudent talk.

—

aitv. Slackly.—». Slackness.—«</;. Slack-salted, insufficiemiy
salted. — «. Slack'- water, ebb-tide: slow-mo>'ing
water, as that above a dam.

—

adj. pertaining to
slack-water. — Slack away, to ease off freely;
Slack-in-Stays, slow in going about, of a ship

;

Slack off, to ease off; Slack up, to ea.se off: to
slow. [A.S. sleac; Sw. s/ai, Ice. slakr.]

Slack, slak, ft. coal-dross. [Ger. schlacke.]
Slack, slak, «. {Scot.)a. cleft between hills : a common :

a boggy place. [Scand., Ice. slakki, a hill-slope.]

Slade, slid, «. a little valley or dell : a piece of low,
moist ground. [A.S. slad, a plain ; prob. Celt., Ir.

slnd.\

Slade, slad, n. a peat-spade.
Slae, a Scotch form o( sloe.

Slag, slag, n. vitrified cinders from smelting-works,
&C. : the scorise of a volcano.

—

v.i. to cohere into
slag.—rt<^'. Slag'gy, pertaining to, or like, slag.

[Sw. slagg; cf. Ger. schlacke, dross.]
Slain, slan, pa.p. of slay.

Siaister, slas'ter, «. (Scot.) a slobbery mess, slovenly
work.

—

v.t. to bedaub.— p.;'. to slabber: to move
about in a dirty, slovenly manner.

—

adj. Slais'tery.
[Prob. Sw. slaska, to dabble, slask, wet.]

Slake, slak, V. t. to quench : to extinguish : to mix
with water : to make slack or inactive.

—

v.i. to go
out : to become extinct.

—

adj. Slake'leSS, that can-
not be slaked : inextinguishable. [A.S. sleacian, to
grow slack

—

sleccan, to make slack— sleac, slack.)

Slake, slak, «. a channel through a swamp or morass :

slime. [Ice. slakki, a hill-slope.]

Slake, slak, v.t. (Scot.) to besmear.—«. a slabbery
daub. [Prob. conn, with Ice. sleikja, to lick ; Ger.
scklecken, to lick.]

Slam, slam, v.t. or v.i. to shut with violence and
noise : to throw down with violence : to win all the
tricks in a card-game :—/r./. slam'ming ; pa.t. and
pa.p. slammed.—«. the act of slamming : the sound
so made : the winning of all the tricks at whist, &c.
[Scand., Norw. slemnta, Ice. slatnra.]

Slam, slam, «. an old card-game.
Slam, slam, n. a shambling fellow. [Cf. Dut. slomp,

Ger. schlatnpe.]
Slam kin, slam'kin, n. a loose 18th-century women's
morning-gown.—Also Slam'merkin.

Slander, slan'der, «. a false or malicious report :

malicious defamation by words spoken : calumny.—xy.t. to defame : to calumniate.

—

n. Slan'derer.

—

adj. Slan'derous, given to, or containing, slander :

calumnious

—

adv. Slan'derously.-«. Slan'derous-
ness, the state or quality of being slanderous. [O.
Fr. esclandre— L. scandalum—Gr. skandcUott.]

Slang, slang, n. a conventional tongue with many
dialects, which are, as a rule, unintelligible to out-
siders, such as Gj-psy, Canting or Flash, Back-slang,
and Shelta or Tinkers' Talk : any kind of colloquial

and familiar language serving as a kind of class or
professional shibboleth.— <i^'. pertaining to slang.

—

v.i. to use slang, and esp. abusive language.— r./.

to scold.—rt^i'. Slang'ily.— «. Slang'iness.—a/(r'.

Slang'ular, slangy. — v.i. Slang'-whang. to talk

slangily or boisterously.

—

n. Slang"-whang'er, an
abusive and wordy fellow.

—

adj. Slang'y. [Ex-
plained by Skeat as Scand., Norw. sleng, a slinging,

a device, a burthen of a song, slengja, to sling.

Leland boldly makes it Romany, and orig. applied
to everything relating to shows—in Hindustani,
Stvann, also often Slatigi.]

Slang, slang, n. a narrow strip of land.—Also Slank'Ot.



Slang fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Slavonic

Slang, slang, «. (slang) a counterfeit weight or

measure : a travelling show, or a performance of

the same : a hawker's license : a watch-chain : (//.)

convicts' leg-irons.

Slant, slant, tuij. sloping : oblique : inclined from a
direct line—also Slau'tlng.—«. a slope: a gibe:

{slang) a chance.

—

v.t. to turn in a slopuig direction.

—v.i. to slope, to incline towards: (Scot.) to exag-

gerate, to lie.— Oi^'. SlantendlC'Xllar, oblique : in-

direct.

—

advs. Slan'tingly, in a slanting uirection :

with a slope or inclination ; Slant'ly, Slant'Wise,

in a sloping, oblique, or inclined manner.—Slant-

Of-Wlnd, a transitory breeze of favourable wind.

[Scand., Sw. slinta, to slide.]

Slap, slap, «. a blow with the hand or anything flat.

—

v.t. to give a slap to:

—

pr.p. sl.ip'ping ; pn.t. and
pa.p. slapped.—Wz'. with a slap : suddenly, vio-

lently.

—

adj. (slang) first-rate.

—

adv. Slap'-bang,
violently, all at once.

—

adj. dashing, violent.—«.

a cheap eating-house.

—

adv. Slap'-dash, in a bold,

careless way.

—

adj. off-hand, rash.— «. roughcast
harling : carelessly done work.

—

v.t. to do anything
in a hasty, imperfect manner : to rough-cast with
mortar.—«. Slap'per (slang), anything big of its

]dnd.—adjs. Slapping, very large ; Slap'-up, ex-

cellent, very grand. [Allied to Low Ger. slapp.

Get. sc/ilappe ; irait.]

Slap, slap, «. (Scot.) a gap in a fence : a narrow cleft

between hills.

—

v.t. to break an opening in.

Slape, slap, adj. (prov.) slippery, crafty. [Ice. ileipr,

sle/>/>r slippery

—

sllpa, to be smooth.]
Slapjack = Flapjack (q.v.).

Slash, slash, v.t. to cut by striking with violence and
at random : to make long cuts : to ornament by
cutting slits in the cloth in order to show some fine

material underneath.— v.i. to strike violently and at

random with an edged instrument : to strike right

and left : to move rapidly.

—

n. a long cut : a cut
at random : a cut in cloth to show colours under-
neath : a stripe on a non-commissioned officer's

sleeve: a clearing in a wood.

—

ailj. Slashed, cut
with slashes : gashed.

—

ns. Slash'er, anything which
slashes ; Slash'ing, a slash in a garment : the fell-

ing of trees as a military obstacle, also the trees

so felled. — adj. cutting mercilessly, unsparing:
dashing: very big. slapping. [O. Fr. eslecher,

to dismember—Old High Ger. slizan, to split.]

Slash, slash, v.i. (Scot.) to work in wet.—«. a
large quantity of watery food, as broth, &c.

—

adj.
Slash'y, dirty, muddy. [Sw. slaska, dabble

—

slask,

wet.]

Slat, slat, v.t. to strike, beat.

—

v.i. to flap violently.

—

«. a sudden sharp blow. [Scand., Ice. sUtta, to

slap, Norw. sletta, to cast.]

Slat, slat, «. a thin piece of stone, a slate : a strip of
wood.

—

adj. made of slats.

—

adj. Slat'ted, covered
with slats. [O. Fr. esclat—Old High Ger. slizan,
to slit.]

Slatch, slach, «. the slack of a rope : an interval of
fair weather : a short breeze. \Slack.^

Slata, slat, «. a highly metamorphosed argillaceous
rock, fine-grained and fissile, and of a dull blue,
gray, purple, or ^reen colour—used in thin slabs of
small size for ordmary roofs, and in larger slabs for

dairy-fittings, wash-tubs, cisterns, tables, &c., and
when polished for writing-slates and ' black-boards :'

a piece of slate for roofing, or for writing upon : a
preliminary list of candidates before a caucus.

—

adj.
bluLsh-gray, slate -coloured.

—

v.t. to cover with
slate : to enter on a slate.

—

ns. Slate'-axe, a slater's

tool, a sax; Slate'-clay, a fissile shale.

—

adjs.
Sla'ted, covered with slates ; Slate'-gray, of a
light slate colour.

—

ns. Slate'-pen'Cil, a cut or turned
stick of soft slatBj or of compressed moistened slate-

powder, for writmg on slate; Sla'ter; Sla'tlness,
the (quality of bemg slaty ; Sla'ttng, the act of
oorenn^ with slates : a covering of slates : materials
lor slating.— rt<^'. Sla'ty, resembling slate: having

the nature or properties of slate. [O. Fr. tsclat
—Old High Ger. slizan, Ger. schUissen, to
split.]

Slate, slat, v.t. to abuse, criticise severely : (prov^xa
set a dog at.—«. Sla'tiag, a severe criticism. [A.S.
sUtan, to slit.]

Slater, sla'ter, «. a terrestrial oniscid isopod, as the
common Porcellio scaber.

Slather, sla/A'er, «. (slang) a large quantity.
Slattern, slat'ern, «. a woman iiej^ligent of her dress :

an untidy woman.

—

v.i. Slatt'er (prov.), to be
untidy or slovenly. — n. Slatt'emliness.— adj.
Slatt'ernly, like a slattern : negligent of person :

slovenly : dirty : sluttish.

—

adv. negligently : un-
tidily.

—

adj. SiaMQIJ (prov.), wet. [Vlom. slatter,
a freq. oi slat, to strike (q.v.).]

Slaughter, slaw'ter, «. a killing : a great destruction
of life : carnage : butchery.—«j. Slaugh'terer

;

Slaugh'terhouse, a place where beasts are killed
for the market ; SlaUgh'terman, a man employed
in killing or butchering animals.

—

adj. Slaugh'ter-
OUS, given to slaughter: destructive : murderous.—
adv. Slaugh'teroUSly. fPiob. Ice. sldtr, butchers'
meat, whence sUitra, to slaughter cattle. The A.S.
is sleaht—sledn, to slay.]

Slav, Slave, slav, «. one belonging to any of the
Slavonic groups of Aryans— Bulgarians, Czechs,
Poles, Russians, Servians, Wends, &c.

—

adj. SlaViC.
[Slovene or Slovaiie, from Polish slovo, a word, thus
meaning the people who spoke intelligibly, as dis-

tinguished from their neighbour, Nicinets, the
German, lit. the dumb man. Miklosich considers
both to be tribal names.]

Slave, slav, n. a captive in servitude : any one in

Ixjndagc : a serf : one who labours like a slave : a
drudge : one wholly under the will of another : one
who nas lost all power of resistance.

—

v.i. to work
like a slave : to drudge.

—

adj. Slave'-bom, boin in

slavery.

—

ns. Slave'-dri'ver, one who superintends
slaves at their work ; Slave'-fork, a long and heavy
branch into the forked end of which a slave's neck
is fixed to prevent his escaping from the slave-

trader's gang.

—

adj. Slave'-grown, grown on land
worked by slaves.

—

ns. Slave' -hold' er, an owner
of slaves ; Slave'-hold'ing ; Slave'-hunt, a himt
after runaway slaves ; Sla'ver, .1 ship employed
in the slave-trade ; Sla'very, the state of being
a slave : serfdom : the state of being entirely

under the will of another : bondage : drudgery

;

Slave'-Shlp, a ship used for transporting slaves.—
n.pl. Slave'-States, those states of the American
Union which maintained domestic slavery before the

Civil War—Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Missouri,

Kentucky, and Tennessee.— «i. Slave'-trade, the

trade of buying and selling slaves ; Slave'-tra'der,

a trader in slaves; Sla'vey (slang), a domestic

drudge, a maid-servant. — adj. Sla'vish, of
_
or

belonging to slaves : becoming slaves : servile

:

mean : base : laborious. — adv. Sla'Vlshly. — nt.

Sla'vlshness ; Slavoc'racy, slave-owners collec-

tively, or their interests, &c. ; Sla'VOOrat, a member
of the slavocracy. (O. Fr. esclave—Mid. High
Ger. slave (Ger. sclave), from Slav, abo\e.]

Slaver, slav'er, «. spittle or saliva running from th«

mouth. — v.i. to let the saliva run out of tho

mouth.—7'./. to smear with saliva.

—

n. Slav'erer.—
adv. SlaVerlngly, in a slavering m^Ka.<it.—adj.

Slavery, slabbery. \Slabber.\

Slavonic, sla-von'ik, adj. of or belonsing to the Slavs,

or their language — also Sclavon'lO, Slavonian,
Sclavo'nlan. — w.^. Slavon'lcise, Slav'onise, lo

render Slavonic in character, language, &c.

—

ns.

Slavophil, one devoted to promoting the interests

of the Slavonic peoples ; SlaVophlllsm, Slavophil

feelings and aims ; Slav'ophoblst, one who dreads

the growth of Slav influence.
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Slaw mote ; mute ; m5on ; Men. Slide

Slaw, slaw, «. sliced cabbage eaten as a salad. [Diit.

slaa.]

Slay, slil, v.i. to strike : to kill : to put to death : to
destroy :—^n./. slew (slCJD); pa.p. slain (slan).

—

n.

Slayer. [A.S. j/«4«; Ice. sld, Goth, slahan, Ger.
schlagen, to strike.]

Sleave, slev, n. the ravelled, knotty part of silk

thread: (Shak.) floss-silk.

—

v.t. to separate, as
threads :—pr.p. sleav'ing ; pa-p. sleaved. [Cf. Dan.
sloife, a loose knot, Sw. sUjf, a knot of ribbon, Ger.
schleife, a loop.]

Sleazy, slazi, or sle'zi, adj. thin and flimsy. — «.

Slea'Ziness. [Prob. Ger. sdUeissig, worn out,

readily split

—

schleissen, to split.]

Sled, sled, Sledge, slej, «. a carriage with runners
made for sliding upon snow : a sleigh : anything
dragged without wheels along the ground.

—

v.t.

and v.t. to convey, or to travel, in a s\cd.—p.aiij.

Sled'ded (Shak.), sledged.—«x. Sled'ding, the act

of transporting on a sled ; Sledge'-Chair, a chair

mounted on runners for ice. [Ice. sUdhi ; from a
root seen in A.S. slldan, to slide.]

Sledge, slej, n. an instrument for striking : a large

heavy hammer used chiefly by ironsmiths. [A.S.

slecg—sUdn, to strike, slay (cf. Ger. schlagel, a
beater

—

schlage>i).'\

Sleek, slek, adj. smooth : glossy : soft, not rough :

insinuating, plausible: dexterous.

—

v.t. to make
smooth or glossy : to calm or soothe..

—

v.t. to glide.

—advs. Sleek, Slick, neatly.—?/./. Sleek'en, to

make smooth or sleek.—«i. Sleek'er, Sljck'er, a
tool for dressing the surface of leather.

—

adj. Sleek'-
head'ed, having a smooth head.

—

>i. Sleek'lng, the
act of making smooth.

—

ndj. Sleek'it (Scot.), having
a smooth .skin: sly, cunning, fair-spoken.

—

ad7i.

Sleek'ly.—«i. Sleek'ness ; Sleek'-stone, a smooth
stone used for polishing anything.

—

adj. Sleek'y,
smooth : sly, untrustworthy. [Scand., Ice. sHkr,
sleek ; cf. Dut. slijk, Ger. schlick, grease.]

Sleep, slep, v.i. to take rest by relaxation : to become
unconscious : to slumber : to rest : to be motionless
or inactive: to remain unnoticed: to live thought-
lessly: to be dead : to rest in the grave :

—

pa.t. and
pn.p. slept.—«. the state of one who, or that which,
sleeps : slumlier : rest : the dormancy of some animals
during winter : (hot.) nyctitropism.

—

n. Sleep'er, one
who sleeps: a horizontal timber supporting a weight,
rails, &.c.—ad7/. Sleepily.—7«. Sleep'iness.—/S.rt^'.
Sleep'lng, occupied with, or for, sleeping : dormant.—«. the state of resting in sleep : (S/iak.) the state

of being at rest or in abeyance.

—

us. Sleep'ing-car,
-Carr'iage, a railway-carriage in which passengers
have berths for sleeping in ; Sleep'tng-dJaught, a

drink given to bring on sleep ; Sleep'ing-part'ner
(see Partner). — adj. Sleepless, without sleep

:

imable to s\eep.—adv. Sleeplessly.—«.r. Sleepless-
ness ; Sleep'-walk'er, one who walks while asleep :

a somnambulist ; Sleep'-walklng.

—

adj. Sleep'y,
inclined to sleep ; drowsy : dull : lazy.

—

u. Sleep'y-
head, a lazy person.—On sleep (B.), asleep. [A.S.
slipan—slip; Ger. schla/, Goth. shps.'\

Sleet, slet, n. rain mingled with snow or hail.

—

v.i. to

hail or snow with rain mingled.

—

n. SleetlnesS.

—

adj. Sleet'y. [Scand., Norw. sletta, sleet.]

Sleeve, slev, «. the part of a garment which covers the
arm : a tube into which a rod or other tube is inserted.—v.t. to furnish with sleeves.

—

ns. Sleeve'-band
(Shak.), the wristband ; Sleeve'-butt'on, a button
or stud for the wristband or cw^.—adjs. Sleeved,
furnished with sleeves ; Sleeveless, without sleeves.

--ns. Sleeve'-Iink, two buttons, &c., joined by a
link for holding together the two edges of the
cuff or wristband ; Sleeve'-nut, a double-nut for

attaching the joint-ends of rods or tubes ; Sleeve'-
•waist'coat, Sleeved'-walst'coat, a waistcoat with
long sleeves, worn by porters, boots, &c.—Hang On
the sleeve, to be dependent on some one ; Have
In one's sleeve, to have in readiness for any emer-
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gency ; Laugh In one's sleeve, to laugh behind
one's sleeve, to laugh privately or unperceived

;

Leg-of-mutton sleeve, a woman's sleeve full in the

middle, tight at arm-hole and wrist. [A.S. sle/e, slef,

a sleeve

—

sUipan, to slip ; cog. with Ger. schlauf.\

Sleezy = Sleazy (q.v.).

Sleided, slad'ed, adj. (Shak.) unwoven. XSley.^

Sleigh, sla, «. same as Sled.—«j. Sleigh'-hell, a small
bell attached to a sleigh or its harness ; Sleigh'Ing,
the act of riding in a sleigh or sled.

Sleight, slTt, «. cunning : dexterity : an artful trick.

—71. Sleigbt'-Of-hand, legerdemain. [Ice. sliegth,

cunning, sisgr, sly.]

Slender, slen'der, adj. thin or narrow : feeble : incon-
siderable : simple : meagre, inadequate, poorly fur-

nished.— arfz/. Slen'derly.—«. Slen'demess. [Old
Dut. slifider, thin, slitideren, to drag ; cf. Ger.
schlendem, to saunter.]

Slept, slept, /«!./. axiA pa.p. o{ sleep.

Sleuth-hound, slSSth'-hownd, «. a dog that tracks
game by the scent, a blood-bound. [Slot.]

Slew, f,\iM,pa.i. of slay.

Sley, sla, n. the reed of a weaver's loom. [A.S. ski—
sledn, to strike.]

Slice, slls, v.t. to slit or divide into thin pieces.—«. a
thin broad piece : a broad knife for serving fish.— «.

Sli'cer, one who, or that which, slices: a broad, flat

knife. |0. Fr. esclice^OXA H igh Ger. slizan, to split.]

Slick, slik, adj. smooth : smooth-tongued : dexterous
in movement or action.

—

adv. in a smooth manner,
deftly. [Sleek.]

Slick, slik, «. ore finely powdered. [Ger. schlich.l

Sllckensides, slik'en-sldz, «. the smooth, polished, or

striated, and generally glazed surfaces of joints and
faults in rocks, considered to have been produced by
the friction of the two surfaces during the movement
of the rock..—adj. Slick'ensided. \SUek.\

Slid, slid, /(I./, and/rt./. oi slide.

sudden, sXiA'n.pa.p. oi slide.

Slidder, slid'er, v.i. to slip, ^WAe.—adj. Slldd'ery,
slippery. [A.S. sliderian, to slip, slidor, slippery.
—slldan, to slide.]

Slide, slid, v.i. to slip or glide : to pass along smoothly

:

to fall : to slip away quietly, to disappear : (slang)

to slope, slip away from the police, &c.

—

v.t. to thrust

along : to slip •.—pa.t. slid ; pa.p. slid or slidd'en.

—

«. a smooth passage : the fall of a mass of earth or

rock : a smooth declivity : anything, as a lid, that

slides, a glass that slides in a frame in front of a
magic-lantern, bearing the picture to be thrown on
the screen, that part of a photographic plate-holder

which serves to cover and uncover the negative

:

(mus.) a melodic embel-
lishment, two notes .sliding

into each other : (slang) a
biscuit covered with ice-

cream. — adj. Sli'dable,

capable of sliding or cf
bemg slid. — ns. Slider,
one who, or that which,
slides : the part of an in-

strument or machine that"!'

slides ; Slide'-rest, an
apparatus adapted to a
turning-lathe for carrying
the cutting-tool ; Slide'-

valve, a valve in a steam-
engine, made to slide back-
ward and forward to cover ^ ^ Slide-valve, in two
and uncover the openmgs positions,
through which .steam

enters the cylinder ; Sli'ding, act of one who slides ;

falling: backsliding.

—

p.adj. slippery: movable,
changing.---«j. Sli'dlng-keel, an oblong frame let

down vertically through the bottom of a vessel in

order to deepen the draught and sustain against a
side-wind ; Sli'dlng-rule (see Rule) ; Sli'ding-scale,
a scale of duties which slide or vary according to the



siierht fate, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Slope

value or market prices : a sliding-rule ; Sli'ding-seat,
a kind of seat for racing-boats, moving witli the swing
of the rower's body ; Slidom'eter, an instrument
indicating the strain put un a railway-carriage by
sudden stoppage. [A.S. slUiau, to slide; Dut. siid-

derert, to slip.]

Slight, slTt, aiij. weak : slender : of little value : trifling :

small; negligent: not decided, superficial, cursory:
slighting, disdainful.

—

v.t. to disregard, as of little

value : to neglect : {pbs.) to demolish, smooth.

—

n.

neglect : disregard, an act of discourtesy.

—

advs.

Slightingly; Slightly. — «. SUght'ness. [Old
Low Ger. siicht, plain ; Dut. slecht, bad, Ger.
schUcht, straight.]

Slight, slit, n. {Sjietis.), sleight, device, trick.

Silly, sll'li, tuiv. See under Sly.
Slim, slim, adj. {fomp. Slimmer, superl. Slim'mest)
very thin, weak, slender : slight, trivial, unsubstan-
tial : delicate; cr^hy.—adv. Slim'ly.—n^. Slim'-
mlsh, somewhat slim.—«. Sllm'ness.—(Trt>. Sllm'sy
(U.S.), frail, flimsy. [Old Low Ger. siim, crafty ;

Dan. sUnt, worthless, Ger. schlitnm, bad.]
Slime, slTm, n. glutinous mud ; {B.) probably bitumen.
—«. Slime'-plt, a pit of slime or viscous mire. —adv.
Slim'ily.—«. Slim'iness.—a.//'. Slimy, abounding
with, or consisting of, slime : glutinous. [A.S. sUm ;

Ger. schieim.]

Sllness, slfnes, n. Same as Slyness.
Sling, sling, «. a strap or pocket with a string attached

to each end, for hurling a stone : a throw ; a hanging
bandage for a wounded limb ; a rope with hooks, used
in hoisting and lowering weights : a sweep or swing :

a stroke as from a missile thrown from a sling.

—

v.t.

to throw with a sling : to hang so as to swing ; to
move or swing by means of a rope : to cast.

—

v.t. to

bound along with swinging steps ; (siang) to blow
the nose with the fingers '.—pa.t. and pa.p. slung.

—

ns. Sling'er ; Sling'stone, a stone to be thrown from
a sling. [A.S. slingan, to turn in a circle ; Ger.
schlin^en, to move or twine round.]

Sling, sling, «. toddy with grated nutmeg.
Slink, slingk, v.i. to creep or crawl away, as if

ashamed ; to sneak :

—

pa.t. and pa.p. slunk. [A.S.
siincan, to creep; Low Ger. sliken, Ger. schieichen.]

Slink, slingk, v.t. to cast prematurely, as a calf.

—

v.t.

to miscarry.—«. a calf prematurely born : the flesh

of such : a bastard child.

—

adj. prematurely born :

unfit for food ; lean, starved ; mean.

—

ns. Sllnk'-
butch'er, one who kills and dresses for sale the
carcasses ofdiseased animals ; Slink'skln, the skin of
a slink, or leather made from it.

—

adj. Sllnk'y, lean.
Slip, slip, v.i. to slide or glide along ; to move out of

place ; to escape ; to err ; to slink ; to enter by over-
sight.

—

i:t. to cause to slide : to convey secretly : to
omit ; to throw off: to let loose : to escape from ; to
part from the branch or stem :—pr.p. slip'ping

; pa.t.
and Pa.p. slipped.— «. act of slipping: that on
which anything may slip : an error, a fault, a slight
transgression : an escape ; a twig : a strip, a narrow
piece of anything : a leash : a smooth inclined plane,
sloping down to the water, on which a ship is built ':

anything easily slipped on : {^rint.) a long galley-
proof before being made up into pages.— «.f. Sllp'-
board, a board sliding in grooves; Slip'-dOCk, a
dock having a floor that slopes so that the lower
end is submerged ; Slip'-knot, a knot which slips
along the rope or line round which it is made : Sllp'-
per, a loose shoe easily slipped on.—adj. (Spens.)
slippery.—a,^'. Slip'pered, wearing slippers.—rtrt'.-.

Sup'perily, in a slippery manner.

—

ns. Slip'peri-
ness, Slip'piness.-(»/(/>. Slippery, Slippy, apt
to slip away ; smooth : not affording firm footing
or confidence : unstable : uncertain ; Sllp'shod,
shod with slippers, or shoes down at the heel like
slippers: careless.— «. Sllp'Stltch.— Slip off, to
take oflT noiselessly or hastily ; Slip on, to put
on loosely or in haste ; Slip one's breath, or
Wind, to die : Slip the leash, to disengage one's

self from a noose.—Give a person the slip, to

escape stealthily from him. [A.S. sltpan : Sw.
slippa, Dut. slippe/t, to glide, Ger. sckliefen.\

Slipe, slip, n. \\\ mining, a skip or sledge without
wheels.

Slipslop, slip'slop, adj. slipshod, slovenly.—«. thia

watery food : a blunder.

—

v.i. to slip loosely about.
—adj. Slip'sloppy, slushy, sloppy.

Slisb, slish, «. (6'A<»^.) a cut. [A corr. oi slash.\

Slit, slit, v.t. to cut lengthwise : to split ; to cut into

strips -.—^pr.p. slit'tiiig ; pa.t. and pa.p. slit.

—

n. a
long cut : a narrow opening.

—

n. Sllt'ter, anything
which slits, a slittiiig-shears for sheet-metal.

—

adj.

Slit'tered, cut into strips with square ends.—«.

Slit'ting-mill, an establishment in which metal
plates are cut into strips for nail-making : a rotating
disc used by gem-cutters for slitting : a gang-saw
used for resawing lumber for blind-slats, fence-

pickets, &c. [A.S. siitan ; Gei. sc/Ueissen.]

Slither, sliM'er, v.i. to slide.

—

adj. slippery.—«. a
limestone rubble.

—

adjs. Sllth'ering, slow, deceit-

ful : Slith'ery, slippery. [A variant oi slidder.]

Sliver, sliv'er, or sli'ver, v.t. to split, to tear off

lengthwise, to slice.

—

n. a piece cut or rent off, a
slice : a continuous strand of loose untwisted wool
or other fibre.

—

v.i. Slive, to slide, skulk. [A.S.

sU/an, to cleave.]

Sloam, slOm, «. {prov.) in coal-mining, the under-clay.
Sloat, slot, ». Same as Slot (i) and (3).

Slobber, slob'er, same as Slabber.—«. Slob, mire,
muddy land.

—

adj. Slobb'ery, moist, wet.

Slocken, slok'n, v.t. to quench, extinguish.— Also
Slok'en. [Ice. slokna, to go out.]

Sloe, slO, «. the blackthorn, producing white flowers

before the leaves, the shoots making excellent walk-
ing-sticks ; the austere fruit, a good preserve. [A.S.
sld : Dut. s/ee, a sloe.]

Slog, slog, v.i. to hit hard.—«. Slog'ger, a hard hitter.

Slogan, slo'gan, «. a war-cry among the ancient High-
landers of Scotland. [Gael., contracted from siuagh-
gairm, an army-cry.]

Slold = .S7<yrf(q.v.).

Slombry, slom'bri, adj. {Spens.) sleepy.

—

v.i. Sloom
{prov.), to slumber.

—

adj. Sloom'y, lazy, inactive.

Sloop, slOSp, n. a light boat ; a one-masted cutter-

rigged vessel, differing from a cutter, according to
old authori-
ties, in having
a fixed bow-
sprit and
somewhat
smaller sails

in proportion
to the hull.

—

n. Sloop'-of

-

war, formerly
a vessel, of
whatever rig,

between a cor-

vette and a
gun - vessel,
constituting
the command
of a comman-
der, carrying
from ten to eighteen guns.
Fr. chaloupt, shallop.]

Slop, slop, ». water carelessly spilled : a puddle

:

mean liquor or liquid food : (//.) dirty water.

—

v.t.

to soil by letting a liquid fall upon :

—

pr.p. slop'ping ;

pa.p. slopped.—«j. Slop'-ba'Sin, -bowl, a basm for

slops, esp. for the dregs of tea and coffee cups
at table ; Slop'-dash, weak cold tea, &c. ; Slop'-
pall, a pail for collecting slops ; Slop'piness.—adj.
Slop'py, wet; muddy. [A.S. sloppe, siyppe, cow-
droppings

—

siupan, to slip.]

Slope, slop, n. any incline down which a thing may
slip ; a direction downward.

—

v.t. to form with a

Sloop.

[Dut. sloep, prob. O.
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Slops mote ; mute ; mODn ; /Aezu Sliunp

slope, or obliquely.

—

v.i. to be inclined, to slant

:

{slang) to decamp, disappear.

—

otiv. in a sloping
manner.

—

adv. Slope'wise, obliquely.

—

-p.aJj. Slo'-

ping, inclining from a horizontal or other right line.

—adv. Slo'pingly, in a sloping manner : with a slope.
— adj. S16 py, sloping, inclined : oblique. [A.S.

sUpan, pa.t. slap, to slip.]

Slops, slops, n.pl. any loose lower garment that slips

on easily, esp. trousers : ready-made clothing, &c.

—

ns. Slop'-sell'er, one who sells cheap ready-made
clothes; Slop'-Shop, a shop where ready-made
clothes are sold ; Slop'-WOrk, the making of cheap
cloth, any work superficially done ; Slop'-WOrk'er,

one who does slop-work. [Scaud., Ice. sioppr, a
long xohc—sUppa, to slip.]

Slosh, slosh, «. a watery mess.

—

v.i. to flounder in

slush : to go about in an easy way.

—

adj. Slosh'y.

[A form of slush.]

Slot, slot, «. a bar or bolt : a broad, flat, wooden bar

which holds together larger pieces. [Allied to Low
Ger. slot, Dut. slot, a lock.]

Slot, slot, H. a hollow, narrow depression, to receive

some corresponding part in a mechanism : a ditch,

the continuous opening between the rails in a cable

tramway along which the shank of the grip moves.
—It. Slot'ting- machine', a machine lor cutting

slots or square grooves in metal. [Slit.l

Slot, slot, «. the track of a deer. [Ice. slifift, track,

path ; Scot, sleuth, track by the scent.]

Sloth, sloth, or sloth, «. laziness, sluggishness : a
sluggish arboreal animal of tropical America, of two
genera {.CIwLxpus, the two-toed sloth, and Bradypus,
the three-toed i\a\.\\').--adj. Sloth' fill, given to sloth :

inactive: lazy.— a^^i/. Sloth'fully.— ». Sloth'ful-

ness. [A.S. slxwth—stiiw, slow.]

Blotter, slot'er, «. filth.— r./. to lon\.—adj. Slott'ery,

foul.

Slouch, slowch, «. a hanging down loosely of the

head or other part : clownish gait : a clown.

—

v.i. to

hang down : to have a clownish look or gait.

—

v.t.

to depress.

—

n. SlOUCh'-hat, a soft broad-brimmed
hii.—p.adj. Slouch'ing, walking with a downcast,

awkward manner : hanging down.

—

adj. SlOUCh'y,

somewhat slouching. [Scand., Ice. sUkr, a slouch-

ing fellow ; slakr, slack.]

Slough, slow, «. a hollow filled with mud : a soft bog
or marsh. —o^". SlOUgh'y, full of sloughs: miry.

[A.S. slih, a hollow place; perh. from Ir. sIm—
slugaim, to swallow up.]

Slough, sluf, «. the cast-off skin of a serpient : the

dead part which separates from a sore.

—

v.i. to come
away as a slough (with off) : to be in the state of

sloughing. — v.t. to cast off, as a slough. — aiij.

Slough'y, like, or containing, slough. [Scand. ; Sw.
dial, slug ; cf. Ger. slauch, a skin.)

Slovak, slO-vak', adj. pertaining to the Slovaks, a
branch of the Slavs in the mountainous districts

of N.W. Hungary, their language little more than
a dialect of Czech.—«. one of this race, or his

language.—a<^>. Slovak'ian, Slovak'ish.
Sloven, sluv'n, «. a man carelessly or dirtily dressed :

—/em. Slut.— «. Slovenliness. —«<//. Slovenly,
like a sloven : negligent of neatness or cleanliness :

disorderly : done in an untidy manner.

—

adz\ negli-

gently.— «. SloVenry {Sliak.), slovenliness. [Old
Dut. slo/, sloff. Low Ger. sluj", slow, indolent.]

Slovenian, sl5-ve'ni-an, adj. pertaining to the Slovenes,

a branch of the South Slavonic stock to which the

Serbs and Croats belong.
Slow, sl5, adj. not swift : late : behind in time : not

hasty : not ready : not progressive.

—

v.t. to delay,

retard, slacken the speed of.

—

v.i. to slacken in

speed.

—

n. SlOW'baCk, a lazy \\ih\xT.—p.adj. SlOW"-

gait'ed {Shak.), accustomed to walk slowly.

—

ns.

SloW-hound, sleuth-hound ; Slowing, a lessening

of speed.

—

adv. SlOW'ly.

—

ns. SlOW'-matCh, gene-
rally rope steeped in a solution of saltpetre and
lime-water, used for firing guns before the intro-

duction of friction tubes, and sometimes for firing

military mines, now superseded by Bick/ord's fuse,
a train of gunpowder enclosed in two coatings of
jute thread waterproofed; SloWness.

—

adj. SloW-
Sight'ed, slow to discern ; SloW-Winged, flying
slowly.

—

n. SloW-WOrm, a scincoid lizard, same as
Blind-worm— by popular etymology ' siovj-yfOTTa^
but, according to Skeat, really 'iAjy-worm,' A.S.
sld-uiyrtn. [A.S. slaw; Dut. slee. Ice. sljdr.]

Sloyd, Sloid, sloid, «. the name given to a certain
system of manual instruction which obtains in the
schools of Finland and Sweden, the word properly
denoting work of an artisan kind practised not as a
trade or means of livelihood, but in the intervals of
other employment. [Sw. slSjd, dexterity.]

Slub, slub, v.t. to twist alter carding to prepare for
spinning.

Slubber, slub'er, v.t. to stain, to daub, slur over.

—

«. Slubb'er-degull'ion, a wretch.—«</?'. Slubb'er-
ingly. [Dut. slobberen, to lap. Low Ger. slubbem.]

Sludge, sluj, «. soft mud or mire : half-melted snow.

—

adj. Sludg'y, miry: muddy. [A iorra of slush.]
Slue, Slew, slu, v.t. {naut.) to turn anything about

its axis without removing it from its place : to lum
or twist about.

—

v.i. to turn round :—/r./. slu'ing

;

pa.p. slued.—«. the turning of a body upon an axis

within its figure.

—

adj. Slued, tipsy. [Scand., Ice.

snua, to turn.]

Slug, slug, «. a heavy, lazy fellow : a name for land-
molluscs of order Pulmonata, with shell rudimentary
or absent— they do great damage to garden crops

:

any hinderance.

—

ns. SlUg'-a-bed (Shak.), one who
is fond of lying in bed, a sluggard ; Slug'gard, one
habitually idle or inactive. — v.t. SlUg'gardise
{Shak.), to make lazy.

—

adj. Slug'glsh, habitually
lazy : slothful : having little motion : having little or

no power.—oi/z/. Slug'gishly.—«. Slug'^shness.
[Scand., Dan. slug, sluk, drooping, Norw. sloka, to

slouch ; Low Ger. slukkern, to be loose ; allied to
slack.]

Slug, slug, «. a cylindrical or oval piece of metal for

firing from a gun : a piece of crude metal. [Prob.
from slug above, or slug = slog, to hit hard. ]

SlUgga, slug'a, «. a deep cavity formed by the action
of subterranean streams common in some limestone
districts of Ireland. [Ir. slugaid, a slough.]

Slughom, slug'horn, n. a word used to denote a kind
of horn, but really a corruption oi slogan.

Sluice, slSos, ». a sliding gate in a frame for shutting
off or regulating the flow of water : the stream which
flows through it : that through which anything
flows : a source of supply : in mining, a board trough
for separating gold from placer-dirt carried through
it by a current of water : the injection-valve in a
steam-engine condenser. — v.t. to wet or drench
copiously : to wash in or by a sluice : to flush or
clean out with a strong flow of water.

—

adj. SluitS'y,

falling in streams, as from a sluice. [O. Fr. escluse

(Fr. eclitse)—Low L. exclusa (aqua), a sluice (water)
shut out, pa.p. of L. ex-cludire, to shut out.]

Slum, slum, n. a low street or neighbourhood.

—

v.i.

to visit the slums of a city, esp. from motives of

curiosity.—«j. Slum'mer, one who slums; Slum'-
ming, the practice of visiting slums.

Slumber, slum'ber, v.i. to sleep lightly: to sleep: to

be in a state of negligence or inactivity.—«. light

sleep : repose. — ns. SlumTjerer ; Slumbering.—
adv. Slum'beringly, in a slumbering manner.

—

n. Slum'berland, the state of slumber.—rtr^>. Slum'-
berless, without slumber : sleepless ; Slum'berous,
Slum'brous, inviting or causing slumber : sleepy

;

Slum'bery, sleepy : drowsy. [With intrusive b from
M. E. slutneren—A.S. sluma, slumber; cog. with
Ger. schlummem.]

Slump, slump, v.i. to fall or sink suddenly into water
or mud : to fail or fall through helplessly. — «. a
boggy place : the act of sinking into slu.sh, &c.,
also the sound so made : a sudden fall or failure*
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Slump fSte, far ; me, her ; m!ne

;

Smegro^a

—adj. Slump'y, marshy. [Cf. Dan. slumpe, to

stumble upon by chance ; Ger. schlumpen, to trail.]

Slump, slump, v.t. to throw into a lump or mass, to

lump.—«. a gross amount, a lump.—«. SlTUnp'-WOrk,

work in the lump. [Cf. Dan. slump, a lot, Dut.
slovtp, a mass.]

Slung, pa.t. and pa.p. of sling.—n. Slung'-Bhot, a
weight attached to a cord, used as a weapon.

Slunk, pa.t. and pa.p. of slink.—adj. Slunk'en
{^prox'.\ shrivelled.

Slur, slur, v.t. to soil : to contaminate : to disgrace :

to pass over lightly : to conceal: (mm.) to sing or

play in a gliding manner.

—

v.i. {print.) to slip in

making the impression, causing the printing to be

blurred :—/r.^. slur'ring ; pa.t. and pa.p. slurred.—

«. a stain : slight reproach or disparigement : {mus.)

a mark showing that notes are to be sung to the same
syllable. —/.a<^'. Slurred {mus.), marked with ?

slur, performed in a gliding style like notes marked
with a slur. [Old Dut. slooren, sUuren, Low Ger.

sliiren, to drag along the ground.]
Slurry, slui^i, «. any one of several semi-fluid mix-

tures, esp. of ganister, used to make repairs in con-
verter-linings.

Slush, slush, «. li ]uid mud : melting snow : a mixture
of grease for lubrication : the reiuse of the cook's
galley in a ship.

—

v.t. to apply slush to, to grease :

to wash by throwing water upon : to fill spaces in

mas jnry with mortar (with up) : to coat with a
mixture of white-lead and lime the bright parts of
machinery.—a<^'. SlUSh'y. [Cf. Slosh.\

Slat, slut, n. (/em. of Sl07en) a dirty, untidy woman :

a wench, a jade : a bitch.

—

adj. Slut'tisb, resem-
bling a slut : dirty : careless.

—

adv. Slut'tishly.

—

ns. Slut'tishness, Slut'tery. [Scand., Ice. sl'ottr,

a dull fellow

—

slola, to droop.]
Sly, six, adj. dexterous in doing anything so as to

be unobserved : cunning : wily : secret : done with
artful dexterity: illicit.— «. Sly'bOOts, a sly or

cunning person or animal.

—

advs. Sly'ly, Sll'ly.

—

ns. Slyness, SU'ness.—On the sly, slyly, secretly.

[Prob. from Ice. sUtg-r; cf. Ger. schLiu.]
Slype, slip, «. a covered passage from the transept of

a cathedral to the chapter-house, &c. [Slip.]

Smack, smak, n. taste : flavour : a pleasing taste : a
small quantity: a flavour of something.

—

v.i, to
have a taste : to have a quality. [A.S. smttc]

Smack, smak, n. a generic name for small decked or
half-decked coasters and fishing-vessels, most rigged
as cutters, sloops, or yawls. [DuL smak; Ger.
schmacke. Ice. snekja.]

Smack, smak, v.t. to strike smartly, to slap loudly :

to kiss roughly and noisily.

—

v.u to make a sharp
noise with, as the lips by separation.

—

n. a sharp
sound : a crack : a hearty kiss.

—

adv. sharply,
straight.—/.<K^'. Smack'ing, making a sharp, brisk
sound, a sharp noise, a smack. [Prob. imit., Dut.
smakken, to smite, Ger. schmatzen, to smack.)

Small, smawl, adj. little in quantity or degree :

minute : not great : unimportant : ungenerous,
petty : of little worth or ability : short : having
little strength : gentle : little in quality or quantity.—adv. in a low tone : gently tis. Small-ale, ale
with little malt and unhopped ; Small'-and-early
(coll.), an informal evenmg-party.

—

n.pl. Small'-
arms, muskets, rifles, pistols, &c., including all

weapons that can be actually carried by a man.

—

«. Small'-beer, a kind of weak beer.

—

adj. inferior

generally. — n.pl. Small'-ClOthes, knee-breeches,
esp. those of the close-fitting 18th-century form.

—

fis. Small'-COal, coal not in lumps but small pieces :

Small-craft, small vessels generally.—«.//. Small -

debts, a phrase current in Scotland to denote debts
under £11, recoverable in the Sheriff Court.—«.

Small'-band, writing such as is ordinarily used in

correspondence. — n.pl. Small'- bOUTS, the hours
immediately following midnight.

—

adj. Small'lsb,
somewhat small. — ns. SnuQl'ness ; Small' -pi'ca

(see Pica) ; Small'pox, or Variola, a conugious,
febrile disease, 01 the class known as Exanthemata,
characterised by small pocks or eruptions on the

skin ; Smalls, the ' little-go ' or previous examina-
tion : small-clothes ; Small'-talk, light or trifling

conversation.—«.//. Small -wares (see Ware).—In
a small way, with little capital or stock : unosten-
tatiously. [A.S. smal : Ger. sckmal.\

Smallage, smawl'aj, «. celery. [Small, Fr. acMf—L.
apium, parsley.]

Smalt, smawlt, «. glass melted, tinged blue by cobalt,

and pulverised when cold. — 11. Smal'tlne, an
arsenide of cobalt, often containing nickel and iron.

[Low L. smaltum—Old High Ger. smalzjau (Ger.
schmelze>i), to melt.]

Smaragdlne, sma-rag'din, adj. of an emerald ^een.
—>i. Smarag dite, a peculiar variety of Amphibole,
light grass-green in colour, with a foliated, lamel-
lar, or fibrous structure—occurring as a constituent
of the rock called Eklogitc. [L. smaragdiuus —
smaragdus—Gr. smaragdos, the emerald.]

Smart, smart, «. quick, stinging pain of body or
mind: smart-money: a dandy. — v.i. to feel a
smart : to be punished.— rti/^'. causing a smart

:

severe : sharp : vigorous, brisk : acute, witty, pert,

vivacious : well-dressed, fine, fashionable : keen
in business: creditable, up- to- the- mark. — v.t.

Smarten, to make smart, to brighten (with up).—
adv. Smartly.—«j. Smart-money, money paid
by a recruit for his release before b«ing swx)m in

;

money paid for escape from any unpleasant situation

or engagement : excessive damages : money allowed
to soldiers and sailors for wounds ; Smart'ness

;

Smart'-tick'et, a certificate granted to one entitled

to smart-money ; Smart'-weed, a name given to

some of the ftlilkworts from their acrid proper-

ties, esp. Polygonum Hydropiper, or Waterpepper ;

Smart'y, a would- ue smart fellow. [A.S. smeortan;
Dut. smarten, Ger. schmerzen.]

Smash, smash, v.t. to break in pieces violently : to

crush : to dash violently.—!'./, to act with cnishing

force : to be broken to pieces : to be ruined, to fail :

to dash violently.—«. act of smashing, destruction,

ruin, bankruptcy.

—

ns. Smash'er, one who smashes

:

(slang) one who passes bad money, bad money
itself : anything great or extraordinary ; Smash'ing.—adj. crushing : dashing.— «. Smash'-up, a serious

smash. [Prob. Sw. dial, smaske, to smack.]
Smatch, smach, «. (Shah.) taste or tincture.—»./.

and v.i. to have a taste. [Smack.\
Smatter, smat'er, v.i. to talk superficially: to

have a superficial .knowledge.

—

tts. Smatt'erer;
Smatt'ering, a superficial knowledge. — adv.
Smatferlngly, in a smattering manner. [M. E.
smateren, to rattle, to chatter—Sw. smattra, to

clatter ; Ger. schnattern.]
Smear, smer, v.t. to overspread with anything sticky

or oily, as grease : to daub.

—

n. Smear'ineSS.

—

adj.

Smear'y, sticky : .showing smears. [A.S. smeru, fat,

grease : Ger. sckmeer, grease, Ice. smjor, butter.]

Smectite, smek'tit, «. a greenish clay. [Gr. smiktis
—smechein, to rub.]

Smeotjrmnuus, smek-tim'nQ-us, H. a name com-
pounded of the initials of the five Puritan divines-
Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy, Thomas Voung,
Matthew Newcomen, and Willia.'n Spurstow, joint-

authors of An Annver (1641) to Bishop Hall's

HumbU Remonstrance to the High Court 0/Parlia-
ment (1641) in defence of the liturgy and episcopal
government.

Smeddum, smed'um, «. fine powder : sagacity, spirit,

mettle : ore small enough to go through the sieve.

[A.S. smedema, fine flour.]

Smee, sme, «. the pochard : widgeon : pintail-diick.

—Also Smeatb.
Smegma, smeg'ma, «. a sebaceous secretion, esp. that

under the prepuce : an unguent.

—

adj. Smegfmat'ic.
[Gr. smegma.}
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Smell (n6te ; mute ; mCDn ; Men. Smooth

Smell, smel, v.i. to affect the nose : to have odour

:

to use the sense of smell.

—

v.t. to perceive by the
nose '.—paA. and pa.p. smelled or smelt.

—

n. the
quality of bodies which affects the nose ; odour :

perfume: the sense which perceives this quality.
— HS. Smeller; Smell'- feast, a greedy fellow;
Smell ing, the sense by which smells are perceived ;

Smeiring-bott'le, a bottle containing smelling-salts,

or the like ; Smell'ing-salts, a preparation of am-
monium carbonate with lavender, &c., used as a
stimulant in faintness, &c. ; Smell'-trap, a drain-

trap.—a<J^'. Smell'y, having a bad smell.—Smell
a rat (bee Rat) ; Smell out, to find out by prying.

[Allied to Low Ger. smelen, Dut. smeuUn, to

smoulder.]
Smelt, smelt, ft. a fish of the salmon or trout family,

having a cucumber -like smell and a delicious

flavour. [A.S. smelt.'\

Smelt, smelt, 7'.t. to melt ore in order to separate
the metal.—«j. Smel'ter ; Smel'tery, a place fir

smelting ; Smel'tlng ; Smel'ting-fur'nace, -bouse,
-works. [Scand., Sw. svidlta, to smelt.]

Smerky, smerk'i, adj. (Speiis.) neat. [Smirk.]
Smew, smu, «. a bird of the family Anatidee, in the

same genus as the goosander and mergansers.
Smicker, smik'er, v.i. (ois.) to look amorously.—«.

Smick'ering, an inclination for a woman.

—

adv.
Smick'ly, amorously.

Smicket, smik'et, «. a smock.
Smiddy, smid'i, «. a smithy.
Smidgen, smij'en, «. ((/.S.) a small quantity, a trifle.

Smift, smift, «. a piece of touchwood, &c., formerly
used to ignite the train in blasting.—Also Snuff.

Smight, smlt, v.i. (Spens.) to smite.

Smllax, sml'laks, ». a genus of liliaceous plants, type
of the tribe Sinilaceie—the roots of several species
yield sarsaparilla.

Smile, smil, v.i. to express pleasure by the countenance:
to express slight contempt : to look joyous : to be
favourable.

—

n. act of smiling : the expression of the

features in smiling : favour : {slang) a drink, a treat.

—ns. Smi'ler, one who smiles ; Smi'let (."i/utk.), a
little smile.

—

adj. Sml'ling, wearing a smile, joyous.—a^iv. Smi'llngly, in a smiling manner : with a
smile or look of pleasure.—«. Smi'lingness, the

state of being smiling. [Scand., Sw. sniila, to smile. J

Smirch, smirch, v.t. to besmear, dirty : to degrade in

fame, dignity, &c.—«. a stain. [A weakened form
oi s»ter-k, from M. E. sineren, to smear.]

Smirk, smerk, v.i. to smile affectedly: to look affec-

tedly soft.—«. an affected smile.—nf/^'j. Smirk (,a6s.),

Smirk'y, smart. [A.S. smercian ; akin to smiU.]
Smit, smit, obsolete />rt. /. sxid pa.p. aismiie.
Smit, smit, v.t. {prov.) to infect.—«. a stain : infection.—v.i. Smit'tle, to infect.

—

adj. infectious.

—

n. infec-

tion. [A.S. smittian, to spot, smitta, a spot, an
intens. of smfia'i, to smite.]

Smitcb, sniich,«. a particle: dust.—«.(<//>«.) Smitch'el.
Smite, smit, 7'.i. to strike with the fist, hand, or
weapon : to beat : to kill : to overthrow in battle :

to affect with feeling : (3.) to blast : to afflict.

—

v.i.

to strike :—pa.i. smOte ; pa.p. smitt'en.

—

n. SmI'ter.
—Smite off, to cut off; Smite out, to knock out

;

.Smite with the tongue {£.), to reproach, to revile.

[A. S. si/ittan : Dut. sm/jten, Ger. schmeissen. ]

Smith, smith, «. one who forges with the hammer: a
worker in metals : one who makes anything.

—

ns.

Smlth'ery, the workshop ofa smith : work done by a
smith—also Smith'ing; Smlth'y, the workshop of a
smith ; Smith'y-coal, a kind of small coal much used
by smiths. [\.S. smith ; Get. sckmied.]

Smithereens, smi/A-er-enz', n.pi. (coll) small frag-
ments.

Smithsonian, smith-s5'ni-an, adj. pertaining to James
Macie Smitllso^l{^^6$-lZ2g), founder of a great insti-

tution at Washington for ethnological and scientific

investigations, organised by Congress in 1S46.

Smitten, smit'n, /a./, oi smile.

Smock, smok, n. a woman's shift : a smock-frock.

—

v.t. to clothe in a smock or smock-frock.

—

adj.
Smock'-faced, pale-faced.—;«. Smock'-frock, an
outer garment of coarse white linen worn over the
other clothes in the south of England ; Smock'-race,
a race for the prize of a smock. [A.S. smoc, perh.
from A.S. smedgan, to creep into.]

Smoke, smOk, «. the vapoiu from a burning body—

a

common term for the volatile products of the imper-
fect combustion of such organic substances as wood or
coal.

—

v.i. to emit smoke : to smoke out instead of
upward, owing to imperfect draught : to draw in and
puff out the smoke of tobacco : to raise smoke by
moving rapidly : to burn, to rage : to suffer, as from
punishment.

—

v.i. to apply smoke to : to dry, scent,
or medicate by smoke : to inhale the smoke of: to
use in smoking : to tr>' to expel by smoking : to scent
out, discover : to quiz, ridicule : to thrash.

—

ns.

Smoke'-blaok, lampblack; Smoke-board, a board
suspended before the upper part of a fireplace to pre-
vent the smoke coming out into the room ; Smoke'-
box, part of a steam-boiler where the smoke is

collected before passing out at the chimney ; Smoke'-
consu'mer, an apparatus for burning all the smoke
from a iixe..—adj. Smoke'-dried.— r./. Smoke-dry,
to cure or dry by means of smoke.

—

us. Smoke'-
house, a building where meat or fish is cured by
smoking, or where smoked meats are stored ; Sinoke'-

Jack, a contrivance for turning a jack by means of
a wheel turned by the current of air ascending a
chimney.— rt^'. Smoke'less, destitute of smoke.

—

adv. Smoke'lessly.-«j. Smoke'lessness ; SmS'ker,
one who smokes tobacco : a smoking-carriage : one
who smoke-dries meat : an evening entertainment at

which smoking is permitted ; Smoke'-sail, a small
sail hoisted between the galley-funnel and the fore-

mast when a vessel rides head to the wind ; Smoke'-
Shade, a scale of tints ranging from o to 10, for

comparison of difl'erent varieties of coal, according
to the amount of unburnt carbon in their smoke

;

Smoke'-Stack, an upright pipe through which the

combustion-gases from a steam-boiler pass into the
open air.

—

adj. Smoke'-tight, impervious to smoke.
—ns. Smoke'-tree, an ornamental shrub of the cashew
family, with long lipht feathery or cloud-like fruit-

stalks ; Smoke' -wash'er, an apparatus for removing
soot and particles of unburnt carbon from smoke by
making it pass through water ; Smoke'-WOOd, the

virgin's bower (Clematis Vitaiba), whose porous
stems are smoked by \>oys.~adv. Smd'kily.

—

ns.

Smo'kiness ; Smo'king, the act of emitting smoke :

the act or habit of drawing into the mouth and emit-

ting the fumes of tobacco by means of a pipe or .cigar

^a habit of great sedative value : a bantering

;

Smo'king-cap, -jack'et, a light ornamental cap or
jacket often worn by smokers ; Smo'king-carr'iage,
room, a railway-carriage, -room, supposed to be set

apart for smokers.

—

adj. Smo'ky, giving out smoke :

like smoke : filled, or subject to be filled, with smoke :

tarnished or noisome with smoke : {pbs.) suspicious.

—On a smoke (B.\ smoking, or on fire. [A.S.

stiiocian, svioca ; Ger. schmauch.\
Smolder = Smoulder (q.v.).

Smolt, smOlt, «. a name given to young river salmon
when they are bluish along the upper half of the

body and silvery along the sides. [Smelt.]

Smooth, smi3t5//t, adj. having an even surface : not

lough : evenly spread : glossy : gently flowing : easy :

regular : unobstructed : bland : mild, calm.

—

v.i. to

make smooth : to palliate : to soften : to calm :_ to

ea.se : (SAak.) to exonerate.

—

v.i. to repeat flattering

words.

—

n. {B.) the smooth part.

—

adj. Smooth'-
bore, not rifled.—«. a gun with smooth-bored barrel.
—atljs. Smooth'-browed, with unwrinkled brow

;

Smooth'-chinned, having a smooth chin : beard-
less ; Smooth'-dlt'tied, sweetly sung, with a flowing
melody.

—

v.i. Smoottx'en, to make smooth.

—

n.

Smooth'or, one who, or that which, smoctha; in
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Smore ftlte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Snap

elass-cutting, an abrading-wheel for polishinR the

races of the grooves cut by another wheel : (o6s.) a

flatterer.

—

ad/. Smooth'-faced, having a smooth air,

mild-looking.—«J. Smooth'Ing-i'ron, an instrument

of iron for smoothing clothes ; Smooth'ing-plano, a

sm-^U fine plane used for finishing.— i.i'r'. Smoothly.
—«. Smooth neSS. —adjs. SmOOth'-pacod, having a

regular easy pace ; Smooth' -Shod, having shoes with-

out spikes; Smooth'-spoken, speaking pleasantly:

plausible: flattering; Smooth' -tongued, having a

smooth tongue : flattering. [.A..S. smdthe, usually

sm^tlu; Qix. gr-schmtidig, soft.)

Smore, smOr, a Scotch form of smother.

Smote, smOt, /i./. and/a./. oi smite.

Smother, smu/A'er, v.t. to suffocate by excluding the

air : to conceal.

—

v.i. to be suffocated or suppressed :

to smoulder.—». smoke : thick floating dustj state

of being smothered : confusion.

—

ns. Smothera'tiOQ,
suffocation : a sailor's dish of meat buried in pota-

toes ; Smoth'erlness.—rti/r-. Smoth'erlngly.—<z/i>'.

{bnoth'ery, tending to smother : stifling. [M. E.

siHorther— A.S. smorian, to smother; cf. Ger.

schmoren, to stew.]

Smouch, smowch, n. a smack, a hearty kiss.

—

v.t. to

kiss, to buss.

Smouch, smowch, v.t. to take advantage of, to chouse.
Smouohed, smowcht, adj. blotted, dirtied, smutched.
Smoulder, smOl'der, v.i. to burn slowly or without
y^m. — adj!. Smoul'drlng, Smotil'dfy. [M. E.
smolderen—stnolder—smor-ther, stifling smoke ; cf.

Smother. ]

Smouse, Smous, smows, n. a peddler, a German
Jew.

Smout, smowt, «. (shng) a printer who gets chance
jobs in various offices.

—

v.i. to do occasional work.
Smudge, smuj, «. a spot, a stain : a choking smoke.

—

V. t. to stifle : to fumigate with smoke.—«. Smud'ger,
one who smudges: a plumber.

—

a</j. Smud'gy,
stained with smoke. [Scand., Sw. smuts, dirt,

Dan. smiids, smut ; Ger. schmiitz.]
Smug, smug, adj. neat, prim, spruce : affectedly

smart : well satisfied with one's self.—«. a self-satis-

fied person.

—

a<if. Smug' -faced, prim or precise-

looking. —«</?». Smug'ly. — «. Smug'ness. [Dan.
smuk, handsome ; cf. Ger. schmiick, fine. ]

Smug, smug, v.t. to seize without ceremony, to con-
fiscate : (slang) to hush up.

Smuggle, smug'I, v.t. to import or export without
paying the legal duty: to convey secretly.

—

ns.

Smuggler, one who smuggles : a vessel used in

smuggling ; Smugg'Ung, defrauding the govern-
ment of revenue by the evasion of custom-duties or
excise-taxes. [Low Ger. smuggeln, cog. with Ger.
schmuggeln ; Dut. smuigtn, to eat secretly.]

Smuggle, smug'I, v.t. to fondle, cuddle.
Smur, smur, «. (Scat.) fine misty rain.

—

v.i. to drizzle.
—adj. Smur'ry.

Smut, smut, n. a spot of dirt, soot, &c. : foul matter,
as .soot : Bunt, sometimes also Dust-brand, the
popular name of certain small fungi which infest
flo\vering land-plants, esp. the gra.sses, the name
derived from the appearance of the spores, which
are nearly black and very numerous : obscene
language.

—

v.t. to soil with smut : to blacken or
tarnish.

—

v.i. to gather smut : to be turned into
smut:

—

Pr.p. smni'ting
; J>a.t. and pa.p. smut'ted.

—n. Smut'-ball, a fungus of genus Tilletia : a
puff"-ball. — rtrf;'. Smut'tied, made smutty. —a//?-.
Smut'tUjT — ». Smut'tiness. — adj. Smut'ty,
stained with smut : affected with smut or mildew :

obscene, filthy. [Scand., Sw. smuts; Ger. schmutt,
prob. from root of smite. ]

Smutch, smuch, v.t. to blacken, as with soot.

—

n. a
dirty mark. [A form of jmtt/.]

Smyrnlot, -e, smir'ni-ot, -Ot, n. a native or inhabitant
of Smyrna.—adj. of or pertaining to Smyrna.

Smyterle, Smytrie, smit'ri, «. (Scot.) a large number
of individuals of small size.

9U

Snabble, snab'l, v.t. (prw.) to plunder : to kilL

—

v.i.

to gobble up.
Snabby, snab'i, «. (Scot.) the chaffinch.

Snack, snak, n. a share : a slight, hasty meal.

—

v.t. to
snatch, to bite : to share. [A form o{ snatch.]

Snaffle, snaf'i, n. a bridle which crosses the nose and
has a slender mouth-bit without branches.

—

z'.t. to

bridle : to clutch by the bridle.—«j. Snaff'le-bit, a
kind of slender bit ; Snaflfling-lay, the trade of
highwayman. [Dut. snavel, the muzzle ; cf. Snap.\

Snag, snag, n. a sharp protuberance : a short branch :

a projecting tooth or stump : a tree lying in the
water so as to impede navigation—hence any stum-
bling-block or obstacle.

—

v.t. to catch on a snag : to
entangle : to fill with snags, or to clear from such.
^«. Snag'boat, a steamboat with appliances for

removing snags.

—

adjs. Snag'ged, Snag'gy, full of
snags, [.^kin to Gael, and Ir. snaigh, to cut.]

Snag, snag, v.t. to lop superfluous branches from a
tree.— «. Snag'get, the tool for this.

Snail, snal, n. a term for the species of terrestrial

Gasteropoda which have well-formed spiral shells

—

the more tjTjical snails belonging to the genus Helijc,

of the family Helicidce, having the shell of many
whorls, globose, depressed, or conical. —«.r. Snail

-

Clover, -treToil, a species of medic ; Snall'-fish, a
fish of genus Liparis, sticking to rocks; Snail'-

floWer, a twining bean.— «(/;>. Snall'-like (Shak.),

in the manner of a .snail, slowly ; Snail'-pacod
(Skak.'), as slow-moving as a sn,iil ; Snall'-SlOW, as
slow as a snail.—«. Snail'-'Wheel, in some striking

time-pieces, a rotating piece with a spiral periphery
having notches so arranged as to determine the num-
ber of strokes made on the bell.—Snail's pace, a very
slow pace. fA.S. snegl, snagl; Ger. schnecke.]

Snake, snak, «. a serpent—Snakes (Ophidia) form
one of the classes of reptiles, in shape limbless and
much elongated, embracing tree-snakes, the water-

snakes, and the very venomous sea-snakes (Hydro-
phidtr), the biirrowing-snakes (Typhlopidce), and the
majority, which may be called ground-snakes.

—

ns.

Snake'-blrd, a darter: the wryneck; Snake'-eel,
a long Mediterranean eel, its tail without a tail-

fin.

—

adj. Snake'-like (Tenn.), like a snake.

—

ns.

Snake'-root, the popular name of various plants of
different genera, whose roots are considered good
for snake-bites; Snake's'- head, the guinea-hen
flower ; Snake'-Stone, a small rounded piece of

stone or other hard substance, popularly believed
to be efficacious in curing snake-bites ; SnakO'-
ireed, the bistort ; Snake wood (same as Letter-
wood).

—

adjs. Snak'ish, having the qualities of a
snake : cunning, deceitful : Snak'y (.S^^«j.), belong-
ing to, or resembling, a serpent : (.Milt.) cunning,
deceitful : covered with, or having, serpents. (A.S.
snaca, prob. from snlcan, to creep ; Ice. sndi-r.]

Snap, snap, V. t. to break short or at once : to bite, or

catch at suddenly : to crack : to interrupt sharply
(often with up) : to shut with a sharp sound : to take
an instantaneous photograph of, esp. with a hand-
camera.— 1».«. to break .short : to try to bite : to utter

sharp words (with at): to flash:

—

pr.p. snap'ping ;

Pa.f. and pn.p. snapped.—«. act of snapping, or the

noise made by it : a small catch or lock : a hasty

repast, a snack : a crack, the .spring-catch of a
bracelet, &.C., an earring: a crisp kind of ginger-

bread nut or c.ike : crispness, pithiness, epigram-

matic point or force : vigour, energy : (slang) a

brief theatrical engagement, an easy and profit-

able place or task : a sharper, a cheat : a riveter's

tool, also a glass-moulder's tool : the act of taking

a snapshot.

—

adj. sudden, unpremeditated, without

preparation.

—

ns. Snap'dragon, a plant, so called

because thf lower lip of the corolla when parted
shuts with a snap like a dragon's jaw : a Christmas
pastime in which raisins are snatched out of a dish

m which brandy is burning, in a room otherwise

dark—also the raisins so taken ; Snapper ; Snap'-



Snaphance mote ; mOte ; mOOn ; Men. Snlrt

per-up (Shak.), one who snaps up; Snap'plng-
tur'tle, a large fresh-water tortoise of the United
States—from its habit of snapping at things,

—

adjs.

Snap'pish, Snap'py, incHued to snap : eager to

bite : sharp in reply.

—

adv. Snap'pishly, in a snap-
pish manner : peevishly : tartly.

—

ris. Snap'pish-
ness ; Snap'shot, an instantaneous photograph.
[Dut. snappen, to snap; Ger. schnapj>€n.\

Sliaphance, snaf'ans, ». a term originally applied to

the spring-lock of a gun or pistol, but afterwards

applied to the gun itself, a Dutch firelock of the 17th

century: a snappish retort.— Also Snapb'aunce.
[Dut. snaphaan—snappen, to snap, haan, a cock.]

Snar, snar, v.i. (Spens.) to snarl.

Snare, snar, «. a running noose of string or wire,

&c., for catching an animal : a trap : that by which
any one is entrapped : a cord, esp. that stretched

across the lower head of a drum : a surgical instru-

ment for removing tumours, &c., by an ever-tighten-

ing loop.—I/./, same as Ensnare {^.v.).—v.i. to use

snares.—«. Snar'er.

—

Oiij. Snar'y. [A.S. snear;
Dut. snaar.]

Snarl, snarl, v.i. to growl, as a surly dog : to speak
in a surly manner.

—

v.t. to utter snarlingly.

—

n. a
growl, ajealous quarrelsome utterance.—«. Snar^er.
— adJs. Snar'llng, growling, snappish ; Snar'ly.
[Prob. imit. ; Low Ger. snarren, Ger. scAtutrren :

conn, with Eng. snore.}

Snarl, snarl, v.t. to twist, entangle, confuse.

—

I'.i. to

become entangled.—«. a knot or any kind of com-
plication : a squabble.

—

adj. Snarled, twisted.

—

ns. Snarllng-iron, -tool, a curved
tool for snarling or fluting hollow
metal-ware, &c.

Snash, snash, «. {Scot.) insolence,
abusive language.

—

v.i. to talk impu-
dently.

Snatch, snach, v.t. to seize quickly

:

to take without permission : to seize

and carry away.— v.i. to try to

seize hastily.—«. a hasty catching or
seizing : a short time of exertion : a
small piece or fragment : a catching Snatch-block,

of the voice : a hasty snack of food :

a quibble.—«J. Snatch'-block, a kind of pulley-

block, having an opening in the side to receive the

bight of a rope ; Snatch'er, one who snatches.

—

adv. Snatoh'ingly. — adj. Snatoh'y, irregular.

[M. E. snacchen; cog. with Dut. snakken, Prov.

Eng. sneck, a bolt ; also conn, with snap.]

Snathe, snath, «. the curved handle of a scythe. [A
variant of snead.]

Snead, sned, «. the handle of a scythe, a snathe.

[A.S. sndd—snithan, to cut.]

Sneak, snek, v.i. to creep or steal away privately or

meanly : to behave meanly.

—

v.t. (slang) to steal.

—«. a mean, servile fellow : a mean thief.

—

ns.

Sneak'-Clip (Shak.), one who balks his glass : a
cowardly, insidious scoundrel : Sneak'er. — adj.

Sneak'ing, mean, crouching : secret, underhand, not

openly avowed.—(j</7'. Sneak'ingly.—«j. Sneak'-
ingness, Sneak'lness, thequality of being sneaking :

meanness ; Sneaks'hy (obs.), a sneak.—a^'. Sneak'y,
somewhat sneaking. [A.S. snican, to creep; Dan.
snige. Cf. Snake.]

Sneap, snep, v.t. to check, to rebuke : to nip.^«. a

check, a reprimand, taunt, sarcasm.—Also Snape.
Sneb, a form of snii, snub.

Sneck, snek, «. {Scot.) the catch of a door or a lid.

—

v.t. to latch or shut a door.—«. Sneck'-draw'er, one
who lifts the latch for thievish ends, a mean thief.

—

adjs. Sneck'-draw'lng, Sneck'-drawn, crafty, cun-

ning.—/«/^. Sneck-up' {Shak.), go hang ! [Prob.

snack, to catch.]

Sneck, snek, v.t. {Scot.) to cut. [Snick^
Snee, sne, n, a large knife. [Dut. sfue, snede, a slice ;

Ger. sckneide, edge.]

Sneer, snSr, v.i. to show contempt by the expression

of the face, as by turning up the nose : to insinuate
contempt.

—

v.t. to utter sneeringly.—«. an indirect
expression of contempt.

—

n. Sneer^er.

—

adj. Sneer'-
Ing.

—

adv. Sneer'lngly. [Scand., Dan. snarre, to

grin like a dog ; cf. Snari.]
Sneeshing, snesh'ing, ». {Scot.) snufT, or a pinch of

snuff.

Sneeze, snez, zi.i. to make a sudden and involuntary
violent expiration, preceded by one or more inspira-

tions, the fauces being generally closed so that the
current of air is directed through the nose.—«. a
sneezing. — ns. Sneeze'veed, any species of Hele-
tiium ; Sneeze'WOOd, the durable wood of a small
South African tree whose sawdust causes sneezing

;

Sneeze'WOrt, the white hellebore : the Achillea
Ptarmica ; Sneez'lng.—Not to be sneezed at, not
to be despised, of very considerable value or import-

ance. [M. E. snesen, /nesen— A.S. /nedsan, to

sneeze ; Y)\xt../nieze*i.\

Snell, snel, adj. {Scot.) keen, sharp, severe. [A.S.
STul, stull, active ; Ger. schnell, swift.]

Snib, snib, «. {Spens.) a check or reprimand. [Snub.}

Snib, snib, «. {Scot.) the bolt of a Aoov.—v.t. to bolt.

Snick, snik, ti.t. to cut, .snip, nick.—«. a small cut : a
knot in yarn when too tightly twisted.—«. Snick'er-

snee, a knife.—Snick and snee, a fight with knives,

also a knife. [Ice. snikka, to nick, cut.]

Snicker, snik'er, v.i. to laugh, to giggle in a half-

suppressed way. — v.t. to say gigglingly. — «. a
giggle, a half-smothered laugh. [Low Ger. snukken,
to sob, Dut. snikken, to gasp ; cf. Neigh and Scot.

nicker ; all imit.]

Snide, snld, adj. {slang) sharp, dishonest. — «. a
sharper, a cheat.

Sniff, snif, v.t. to draw in with the breath through the

nose.

—

v.i. to snuff or draw in air sharply through
the nose : to snufF.— «. perception of smell : a short

sharp inhalation, or the sound made by such.

—

v.i.

Sniffle, to snuffle.- «. Snif'fler, a slight breeze.—
adj. Sniffy, incUned to be disdainful.

—

vs.i. Snift,

to sniff, snivel ; Sniffer, to sniff.—«. a sniff:

(pi.) stoppage of the nasal passages in catarrh :

(f/rt«^)adram : (i/.5".) a severe storm.— w.Snlft'ing-
valve, an air-valve connecting with a steam-cylinder,

as in a condensing engine—also Tail-valve, Blotv-

valve.—adj. Snlft'y {slang), having a tempting
smell. [Scand.; Dan. j««7//r, snuff ; Ger. schniebeH.\

Snlg, snig, v.t. {prov.) to cut.

Snigger, snig'er, v.i. to laugh in a half-suppressed,

broken manner.—«. a half-suppressed laugh. [Imit.]

Sniggle, snig'l, v.i. to fish for eels by thrusting the

bait into their hiding-places.

—

v.t. to catch by this

means : to ensnare.

—

n. Snig (J>rov.), an eeL

Snip, snip, v.t. to cut off at once with scissors : to cut

off the nib of : to cut off : to make signs with, as the

fingers :—pr.p. snip'ping ; pa.t. and /a./, snipped—
n. a single cut with scissors : a clip or small shred : a

share, snack : a tailor.—«f. Snlp'per, one who snips,

a tailor ; Snlp'per-snap'per, a little trifling fellow ;

Snip'pet, a little piece snipped o(f.— adj. Snlp'pety,

trivial, fragmentary. —«. Snipping, a clipping.—

adj. Snippy, fragmentary : stingy.—«.//. SmpB,
a pair of strong hand-shears for sheet-metal.—«.

Snlp'-snap, tart dialogue with quick replies.

—

adj.

(Shak.) quick, short. [Dut. smppen; Ger. schnt^

pen: closely conn, with j«<j/.]

Snipe, snip, «. the name of a genus {Gallinago) and of

a famWy {Scolopacidir) of birds, order Gralla, having

a long straight flexible bill, frequenting marshy

places all over Europe : a fool : a simpleton : {U.S.)

a half-smoked cigar picked up on the street : a long

bill or account. [Scand., Ice. snipa : Dut. snip,

snep, Ger. schnep/e.'\

Snipe, snip, v.i. to pick ofl^ stealthily by a long rifle-

shot, as from the surrounding hills into a camp, &c.

—n. Snlp'lng, the foregoing practice.

Snlrt, snirt, «. a smothered l.iugh.—r'.». Solrt'le, to

snicker. [A variant of j^wr/^^.]



Snitcher fate, far ; me, her ; mine; Snuff

Snitcher, snich'er, ft. (slaitg) an informer : a handcufT.
Snivel, sniv'l, r.i. to run at the nose : to crj', as a

child :—/r./. sniv'ellin?; /a./, and /«./. sniv'elled.—n. snot : cant, an affected tearful state.—n. SnlV'-
eller, one prone to snivelling: one who cries for

slight causes. — adj's. Sniv'eUing, snotty : weakly
tearful ; SnlVelly, snotty, whining. [A.S. snofel,

mucus from the nose ; akin to sniff, snuff.]

Snob, snob, ». a vulgar person, esp. one who apes
gentility, a tuft-hunter : a shoemaker : a workman
who works for lower wages than his fellows, a rat,

one who will not join a strike : a townsman, as
opposed to a gownsman, in Cambridge slang.

—

n. Snobbery, the quality of being snobbish.

—

aeij.

Snob bish.—rtrt'?'. Snob bishly.—«j. Snob bisbness

;

Snobbism.—<i^. Snobby.—«j. Snoiyiing, a little

snob ; Snoboc'racy, snobs as a powerful class

;

Snobog'rapher ; Snobog'rapby, the description of
snobs and snobbery. (Prob. prov. sna/>, a boy, from
Ice. sndpr, a dolt ; Sw. dial, snofip, a boy.]

Snod, snod, adj. (Scot.) neat, trim.

—

v.t. to trim, set

in order (with -up). [Conn, with A.S. snidan, to

cut, prune.]
Snood, snSQd, «. the fillet which binds a maiden's

hair : the hair-line, gut, &c. by which a fish-hook
is fixed to the line.

—

adj. Snood'ed, having, or
wearing, a snood. [A.S. sndd ; cf. Ice. sntia, Sw.
sno, to twist.]

Snook, snOCk, v.i. to lurk, prowl about : to smell out—{Scot.) Snouk. [Low Ger. snoken, to search for

;

Ice, sriaka, to snuff about.]
Snook, snOOk, «. one of several fishes—the cobia, a

robalo, a garfish, a Cape carangoid fish. [Dut.
snoek, a pike.)

Snool, snpDl, v.i. (Scot.) to submit tamely to wrong or
oppression.

—

n. one who does so. [Contr. of snivel.]
Snoop, snSOp, v.i. to go about sneakingly. [Sftoai.]
Snooze, snSOz, ri.i. to doze : to slumber.

—

n. a quiet
nap.—«. Snooz'er. [Prob. the same as snore, influ-

enced by sneeze.]

Snore, snOr, v.i. to breathe roughly and hoarsely in
sleep.

—

n. a noisy breathing in sleep.

—

ns. Snor'er
;

Snor'lng, an abnormal and noisy mode of respiration
produced by deep inspirations and expirations through
the nose and open mouth, the noise being caused by
the vibration of the soft palate and uvula. [A.S.
snora, a snore ; allied to snarl.]

Snort, snort, v.i. to force the air with violence and
noise through the nostrils, as horses : to laugh
boisterously.

—

zi.t. to express by a snort: to force
out, as by a snort.— ns. Snort'er ; Snort'lng.

—

adv. Snori'lngly. [Scand., Dan. snorke, to snort

;

Dut. snorien, Ger. scAnarcAen.]
Snot, snot, «. mucus of the nose : a mean fellow.^

v.i. to blow the nose.—v.i. Snot'ter, to breathe
through an obstruction in the nostrils, to sob, cry.—«. the wattles of a turkey-cock: (Scot.) snot.—n. Snot'tery, snot, filthiness.

—

adv. Snot'tlly.

—

«. Snot'tlness. — rtrf;V. Snot'ty; Snot'ty-nosed.
[M. E. snotte; cf. Dut snot; allied to snout.]

Snotter, snot'ir, «. (naut.) the lower support of the
sprit.

Snout, snowt, H. the projecting nose of a beast, as
of a swine : any similar projecting proboscis, beak,
&c

—

v.i. to furnish with a snout.

—

adjs. Snout'ed
;

Snout'y. [Scand., Sw. snut ; Ger. schnauze, Dut.
snuit.]

Snow, snO, H. the crystalline form into which the
' excess of vapour in the atmosphere is condensed

I*
when the temperature is below freezing : a snowfall

:

a winter: (her.) white argent.—T/.r. and v.t. to fall

in snow, to cover with snow.—«. Snow'ball, a ball
made of snow pressed hard together : a shrub bear-
ing a round white flower, the guelder-rose : a round
pudding of rice with an apple in the centre, a mass
of boiled rice sh.^ped in a cup : white of egg beaten
stiff and placed on the surface of a custard.—»./. t*
throw snowballs at.

—

v.i, to throw snowballs.

—

ns.

»U

Snow'-ber'ry, a bushy, deciduous shrub, bearing
white berries ; SnO'W'-blrd, a North American bird

of the Finch family, the upper parts lead-colour, the

lower parts white.

—

a<ij. Snow'-bllnd, affected with
snow-blindness.—nj. Snow'-bUnd'nesS, amblyopia
caused by the reflection of light from snow ; Snow'-
bllnk, a peculiar reflection arising from fields of
snow, like ice-blink ; Snow'-boot, a boot made to
protect the feet while walking in snow ; Snow'-bOX,
a theatrical apparatus for representing a snowfall

;

Snow'-break, a melting of snow ; Snow'-broth,
snow and water mixed, any very cold liquid

;

SnoW-bunt'lng, Snow'-fllck, a bird of the Finch
family. Bunting sub-family, abounding in the Arctic
regions.

—

adjs. Snow'-capped, -capt, covered with
snow ; Snow'-COld, as cold as snow.

—

ns. Snow'-
drift, a bank of snow drifted together by the wind ;

Snow'drop, a genus of plants of the natural order
Amaryllis, with bell-shaped flower arising from a
spathe, bulbous root, two leaves and one single-

flowered leaflessstem.

—

ns.pl. Snow'-eyes, -gogg'les,
an Eskimo contrivance to prevent snow-blindness.—n. Snowfall, a quiet fall of snow : the amount
felling in a given time.

—

adj, Snow'-fed, begun or
increased by melted snow, as a stream.

—

ns. Snow'-
field, a wide range of snow, esp. where permanent

;

SnoW'-finch, the stone- or mountain-finch : SnoW-
flake, a feathery flake of snow : the snow-bunting :

a bulbous -rooted garden flower, resembling the
snowdrop, but larger : Snow'-fly, a perlid insect

or kind of stone-fly found leaping on the snow;
SnoW-ice, ice formed from freezing slush.

—

adv.
SnoWily,— ». SnoWlness.- <jr//.f. Snow'Ish, re-

sembling snow ; Snow less ; Snow'-like ; SnoW-
llmbed, with limbs white as snow.

—

ns. Snow'llne,
the line upon a mountain that marks the limit of

perpetual snow ; SnoW-OWl, the great white owl
of northern regions ; SnoW-plOUgh, a machine for

clearing roads and railways from snow ; SnOW'-
shoe, a
great flat

shoe worn
to prevent
sinking in

the snow.

—

v.i. to walk
or travel on
such. — «j.

Snow'-sUp,
'

Snow-shoe,
a mass of
snow which slips down a mountain's side ; SnoW-
storm, a storm accompanied with falling snow.

—

adj. Snow'-Whlte, as white as snow : very white.

—

«. Snow-wreath (5'i:(7/.), a snowdrift.—«<//. SnoWy,
abounding or covered with snow : white, like snow :

pure. [A.S. sndw ; Ger. schnee, L. nix, nivis.]
Snow, snij, n. a vessel once much in use, differing

only_ from a brig in having the boom-mainsail tra-

versing on the trj-sail-mast, instead of hooped to the
mainmast. [Dut. snaauw, a bo.it.]

Snub, snub, v.t. to check, to reprimand: to slight
intentionally, to rebuff by a cutting remark or
retort :—/r./. snubTiing

; pa.t. and pa.fi. snubbed.—n. an act of snubbing, any delibierate slight.

—

adjs. Snub, flat and broad, with the end slightly
turned up ; Snub'bish, inclined to snub or check

;

Snub'by, somewhat snub.— «. Snub'-nose, a short
or fl.-it nose.—m^'. Snub'-nosed.—«j. Snub'-, Snub-
bing-post, a post round which a rope i.s wound to
check the motion of a horse or boat.—Snub a cable,
to check it suddenly in running out. [Scand., Dan.
sniHe, to reprove, Sw. snuiia.]

Snudge, snuj^ v.i. (ots.) to be snug and quiet.
Snudge, snuj, v.i. to save in a miserly way.

—

n, a.

mean stingy fellow.

Snuff, sniif, v.i. to draw in air \'ioIentIy and noisily
through the nose : to sniff: to smell at anything
doubtfully: to take snuiT into tha noM.

—

v,(, (o



Snviff mote ; mute ; mOSn ; then. Sociable

Snuffers.

draw into the nose : to smell, to examine by
smelling.—«. a powdered preparation of tubacco or
other substance for snuffing, a pinch of such : a
sniff: resentment, huff.

—

tis. SuuiT'-boZ, a box for

snuff; Snuff' -dip'ping, the habit of dipping a
wetted stick into snuff and rubbing it on the
gums ; Snuff'er, one who snuffs : Snuff'Iness,
state of being snuffy.

—

v.i. Snuf'fle, to breathe
hard through the nose.— «. the sound made by
such : a nasal twang : cant.—«. Snuf 'fler, one who
snuffles or speaks through his nose when obstructed.
— «.//. Snuf'fiOS, nasal catarrh and consequent
stoppage of the nose. — ns. Snuff ling ; Snuff'-
mill, a machine for grinding tobacco into snuff;
Snuff'-mull, a snuff-box ; Snuff-spoon, a spoon
for taking snuff from a snuff-box ; Snuff'-tak'er,
one who snuffs habitually ; Snuff'-tak'lug.

—

adj.

Snuff'y, soiled with, or smelling of, snuff.—Take a
thing in snuff {S/tak.), to take offence; Dp to
snuff; knowing, not likely to be taken in. [Dut.
snuj/en, smif; Ger. schnaufen, to snuff.]

Snuff, snuf, v.t. to crop or pinch the snuff from, as a
biu-ning candle.—«. the charred portion of a candle
or lamp-wick :

a candle al-

most burnt
out. ^ ns.pl. ^
Snuff -dishes
(A), dishes for

the snuff of the
lamps of the
tabernacle

;

Snuff 'ers, an
instrument for

taking the snuff off a candle.—Snuff OUt, to extin-

fuish by snuffing, to end by a sudden stroke. [M.
;. SKuffen, for snuppeii—Scand., Sw. dial, snippa,

to snip off, Dan. sniibbe, to nip off.]

Snug, snug, adj. lying close and warm : comfortable :

not exposed to view or notice : being in good order :

compact : fitting close,

—

v.i. to move so as to lie

close.

—

v.t. to make smooth.—«. Snug'gery, a cosy
little room.

—

v.i. Snug'gle, to cuddle, nestle.

—

v.t.

Snug'ify {Lmnb), to make saug.—adv. Snug'ly.—
«. Snu^ness. [Scand., Ice. snogg-r, smooth.]

Snuzzle, snuz'l, v.i. {prov.) to rub the nose against
and snuff.

Sny, snT, «. a gentle bend in timber, curving upwards.
[Prob. Ice. shim, to turn.]

So, so, aav. in this manner or degree : thus : for like

reason : in such manner or degree : in a high degree :

as has been stated : on this account : an abbrev. for

Is it so ? be it so.

—

conj. provided that : in case that.—inter/, stand as you are ! steady ! stop ! by way of
command.

—

a/fj. So'-called, generally styled thus

—

usually implying doubL — So and SO, an undeter-
mined or imaginary person ; So as, in such a manner
as, with such a purpose as : if only, on condition
that : So far, to that extent, degree, or point ; So
forth, denoting more of the same or a like kind ;

So much, as much as is implied or mentioned : such
an amount not determined or stated ; So much as,
to whatever extent ; So on, so forth ; So SO, only
thus, only tolerably ; So that, with the purpose that

:

with the result that : if only ; So then, thus then it

is, therefore ; So to say, or speak, to use that ex-

pression.—Or so, or thereabouts ; Quite so, just as

you have said, exactly. [.•V.S. sw4 ; Ice. svd, Goth.
S7vti, Ger. so.]

Soak, sOk, v.i. to steep in a fluid : to wet thoroughly :

to drench : to draw in by the pores.

—

v.i. to be
steeped in a liquid : to enter into pores : to drink to

excess, to guzzle.

—

n. processor act of soaking :a hard
drinker, a carouse.

—

ns. Soak'age, act of soaking :

the amount soaked in ; Soaker, a habitual drunkard.—fi.adj. Soak'ing. that wets thoroughly : drenching,
as rain.

—

iidv. Soak'ingly.—a^'. Soak'y, steeped,

wet. [A.S. sucan, to suck, pa-U itdc, pa.p. socen.]

Soap, sOp, n. a compound of oils or fats with soda
(jtard soaps) or potash iso/t soaps), used in washing :

(siang) soft words, flattery : { U.S. slaitg) money used
for bribery and other secret political purposes.

—

Z'.t.

to rub or wash with soap : to flatter.

—

ns. Soap'-hall,
soap made into a ball, often with starch, as an
emollient ; Soap'berry, the fruit of several species
of trees belonging to the genus Sapindus, containing
a pulp useful as a substitute for soap in washing ;

Soap'-boil'er, one whose occupation is to make soap ;

Soap'-boil'iUg, the occupation ofmaking soap ; Soap'-
bub'ble, a bubble made from soap-suds by blowing
through a pipe ; Soap'iness ; Soap'-lock, a lock of
hair brushed apart from the rest : a rowdy ; Soap'-
pan, a large tank for boiling the ingredients in soap-
making ; Soap'-plant, a plant the bulb of which
makes a thick lather when rubbed on clothes, and is

used as soap ; Soap'-Stone, a soft kind of magnesian
rock having a soapy feel, also called Steatite; Soap'-
SUds {s. and//.), soapy water, esp. when worked into
a foam ; Soap'-test, a test for determining the degree
of hardness of water ; Soap'-Works, a place where
soap is made ; Soap'wort, a genus of plants, some
of the species of which have very beautiful flowers,

and the root and leaves of which contain saponin,

and hence are sometimes used in washing.

—

adj.

Soap'y, like soap : having the qualities of soap :

covered with soap : flattering, or pertaining to

flattery. [A.S. stipe ; Dut. zeep, Ger. seife.\

Soar, sor, v.i. to mount into the air: to fly aloft : to

rise to a height, also mentally or morally.—«. act of
soaring : the height reached in soaring.^rt^^V. Soar'-

ant {her.), flying aloft ; Soaring.—<i^/-'. Soar'ingly,
having an upward direction. [O. Fr. essorer, to

expose to air—L. ex, out of, aura, air.]

Sob, sob, v.i. to sigh in a convulsive manner, with
tears : to weep with convulsive catchings of the
breath, due to contractions of the diaphragm, accom-
panied by a closure of the glottis, preventing the
entrance of air into the lungs.

—

v.t. to utter with
sobs :—pr.p. sob'bing ; pa.t. z.n(\ pa.p. sobbed.— «.

a short, convulsive sigh, any similar sound.—«. Soiti-

blng.—Oij'c/. Sob'bingly. [Conn, with A.S. saj/ian,

to sigh ; Ger. seujzen.]

Sobeit, s5-be'it, conj'. if it be so.

Sober, sO'ber, adj'. not wild or passionate : self-

possessed : sedate : grave : calm : regular : simple
in colour, sombre : not drunk : temperate, esp. in

the use of liquors: (Scot.) poor, feeble.

—

v.t. to

make sober : to free from intoxication.

—

ttdj'. So'ber-

blood'ed, cool.

—

v.t. So'berise, to make sober.

—

adv. Soberly. — a<^'. So'ber-mind'ed, habitually

calm and temperate.

—

ns. So'ber-mind'edness, the

state of being sober-minded : freedom from inordi-

nate pjtssion : calmness; So'bemess ;_S6'bersides,

a sedate and solemn person.

—

adj'. So'ber-SUit'ed,

dressed in a suit of sad-coloured clothes.

—

n. Sobri'-

ety, state or habit of being sober : calmness : gravity.

[Fr. sobre—L. sobrius—se, apart, not, ebrius, drunk.]

Sobol, so'bol, «. the Russian sable. [Polish.]

Soboles, sob'o-lez, n. {bot.) a shoot or sucker.

—

adj'.

Sobolif'erous. [L. suboles—sub, under, elere, to

grow.]
Sobranje, sO-bran'ye, H. the national assembly of

Bulgaria.- Also Sobran'ye. [Bulg.]

Sobriquet, sO-bre-ka', n. a contemptuous nickname :

an assumed name.—Also Soubriciuet'. [ Fr. ,—O. Fr.

soubzbriquet, a chuck under the chin, sotibz, sous—
L. sub, under, briquet, breast ; cf. Brisket.

\

Socage, Soccage, sok'aj, «. the tenure of lands by
service fixed and determinate in quality.

—

ns. Soc'-

ager, Soc'man, a tenant by socage ; Socmanry,
tenure by socage. [A.S. s6c, a right of holding a
court

—

sdc, pa.t. of sacan, to contend]
So-called, s5'-kawld, adj. See under SO.

Sociable, sa'sha-bl, adj'. inclined to society : fit for

company : companionable : affording opportunities

for mtercourse.

—

n. a four-wheeled open cairiago
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Soclnian fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Soft

with seals facing : a tricycle for two persons side by
side: a couch with a curved S-shaped back: {l/.S.)

an informal party, a social church meeting.

—

>is.

Sociability, So'CiablenesS, quahty of being sociable :

good - fellowship. —rt^z'. So'ciAbly. —adj. Social,

pertaining to society or companionship : relating to

men united in a society : inclined for friendly inter-

course : consisting in mutual converse : convivial

:

associating together, gregarious : growing in patches.
—v.t. So'cialise, to reduce to a social state : to

render social.

—

us. So'Ciallsm, the name given to

any one of various schemes for regenerating society

by a more equal distribution of property, and esp.

by substituting the principle of association for that

of competition ; So'ciallst, an adherent of social-

ism.—a^//'. Socialistic—«j. Sociality, So'cialneas.

—adv. So'Cially. — adjs. So'ciatlve, expressing

association; Societa'rian, Societary, of or per-

taining to society.

—

ns. Soci'ety, fellowsliip, com-
panionship : a number of persons associated for a
common interest : a community or partnership : the

civilised body of mankind, those who are recognised
as the leaders in fashionable life, the fashionable

world generally : persons who associate : any or-

ganised association for purposes literary, scientific,

philanthropic, or ecclesiastical ; Soci'ety-tlOUSe, a
printing office which conforms to the rules of a
trade-union ; Soci'ety-Verse, poetry light and enter-

taining, treating of the topics of society so called.

—

Social science, sociology, esp. the branch treating of
the existing institutions ofmen ns members of society,
the science which treats of social relations ; Social
War, the war (90-88 B.C.) in which the Italian

tribes known as the allies {Socii) fought for ad-
mission into Roman citizenship.—Socialism Of the
Cbair, a term first applied about 1872 in ridicule

to the doctrines of a school of political economists
in Germany whose aim was mainly to better the
condition of the working-classes through remedial
state-legislation, by factory-acts, savings-banks, in-

surances against sickness and old age, shortening
the hours of labour, sanitation, &c.—also called

Professorial socialism, and having much the same
ends and methods as the State socialism of
Bismarck. — Christian socialism, a movement
for applying Christian ethics to social reform,
led by Maurice, Kingsley, and others about
1848-52. —The societies, bodies that began to be
organised in 1681 for the maintenance of Presby-
terian worship in the face of persecution—ultimately
forming the Reformed Presbyterian Church. [Fr.,

—L. sociabilU— socidre, to associate— socius, a
companion.]

Socinian, sO-sin'i-an, adj. pertaining to Soctnus, the
name of two celebrated heresiarchs, uncle and
nephew, who in the i6th century denied the doc-
trine of the Trinity, the deity of Christ, &c.—«. a
follower of Lxlius and Faustus Socinus, one who
refuses to accept the divinity of Christ, a Unitarian.—«. Socin'lanlsm, the doctrines of Socinus.

Sociology, sO-shi-ol'iS-ji, n. the science that treats of
man as a social being, in the origin, organisation,
and development of human society and human cul-

ture, esp. on the side of social and political institu-

tions, including ethics, political economy, &c.

—

ns.

Sociog'eny, the science of the origin of society

;

Sociog'rapliy, the branch of sociology devoted to

noting and describing the results of observation.

—

ad/.t. Soclolog'ic, -aL—^idv. Sociolog'lcally.-«j.
Sociorogist, one devoted to the study of sociology

;

Socius, an associate : a fellow of an academy, &c.
[A hybrid from I^. socius, a companion, and Gr.
/I'jfia—Ugein, to speak.]

Sock, sok, «. a kind of half-stocking : comedy,
originally a low-heeled light shoe, worn by actors
of comedy. [A.S. socc—L. soccus.\

Sock, sok, n. a ploughshare. [O. Fr. f«r—Celt.,
Bret, souc'h, Gael. soc.\

Sock, sok, v.t. {prov. and slang) to throw : to strike

hard, to give a drubbing.
Sockdologer, sok-dol'O-jer, n. {Amer. slang) a con-

clusive argument : a knock-down blow : anything
very big, a whopper : a form of fish-hook. [A corr.

of doxology as the closing act of a service.]

Socket, sok'et, «. a hollow into which something is

inserted, the receptacle of the eye, &c. : a hollow
tool for grasping and lifting tools dropped in a
well-boring : the hollow of a candlestick : a steel

apparatus attached to the saddle to protect the
thighs and legs.

—

v.t. to provide with or place in a
socket.—«. Sock'et-bolt, a bolt for passing through
a thimble placed between the parts connected by
the bolt.

—

p.adj. Sock'eted, provided with, placed
in, or received in a socket. [A dim. oi sock.'S

Socle, so'kl, n. iarchit.) a plain, square, flat member
used instead of a pedestal to support a column, &c. :

a plain face or plinth at the foot of a wall. [Fr.,

—

It. zoccolo—L. socculus, dim. of soccus, a high-
heeled shoe, as if a support.]

Socratic, -al, sS-krat'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to
Socrates, a celebrated Greek philosopher (460-399
B.C.), to his philosophy, or to his manner of teaching,
which was an art of inducing his interlocutors to

discover their own ignorance and need of knowledge
by means of a series of simple questions.

—

adv.
Socrat'ically.— «f. Soc'ratlsm, the philosophy of
Socrates ; Soc'ratist, a disciple of .Socrates.

Sod, sod, «. any surface of earth grown with grass,

&c. : Uiri.— adj. consisting of sod.

—

v.t. to cover
with sod.

—

adj. Sod'dy, covered with .sod : turfy.

—

The old sod, one's native soil. [Low Ger. sode

;

Ger. sode; perh. conn, with A.S. sedth, a well

—

sedthaii (pa. p. soden), to boil.]

Sod, sod, obsolete /«./. o{ seethe.

Soda, so'da, «. oxide of sodium, or its hydrate : the
alkali obtained from the ashes of marine vegetables,

or by decomposing sea-salt : (coil.) soda-water.

—

».;. So'da-ash, sodium carbonate ; S5'da-crack'er,
a biscuit made of flour and water, with s.ilt,

bicarbonate of soda, and cream of tartar ; So'da-
fount'ain, a metal or marble case for holding water
charged with carbonic-acid gas.

—

adj'. Soda'iC, per-

taining to, or containing, soda.

—

ns. So'da-lime, a
mixture of caustic soda and quicklime ; So'dallte, a
mineral composed chiefly of soda, along with .silica,

alumina, and hydrochloric acid ; Sd'da-pa'per, a
paper saturated with sodium carbonate ; Soda-
salt, a salt having soda for its base ; So'da-wa'ter,
water containing soda charged with carbonic acid

;

So'dium, a yellowish-white metal, the base of soda.
[It. soda— L. solida, firm.)

Sodality, sO-dal'i-ti, «. a fellowship or fraternity. [L.
sodalitas—sodalis, a comrade.]

Sodden, sod'n, />a.p. of seethe, boiled : soaked
thoroughly : boggy : doughy, not well baked

:

bloated, .saturated with drink.—«. Sod'denneSS.

—

adj. Sod'den-Wlt'ted (.S"A(7^ ), heavy, stupid.

Sodomy, sod'om-i, «. unnatural sexuality, so called

because imputed to the inhabitants of Sodom.—n.

Sod'omlte, an inhabitant of Sodom : one guilty of
sodomy.—adj. Sodomit'ical.—arft/. Sodomit'ically.

Soever, sa-ev'er, adv. generally used to extend or render
indefinite the sense of who, 7vhat, ivhere, hoiu, &c.

Sofa, sO'fa, n. a long .seat with stuffed bottom, back,
and arms—formerly So'pha.—«. So'fa-bed, a piece
of furniture serving as a sofa by day, capable of
being made into a bed at night. [Fr.,—Ar. suffah—saffa, to arrange.]

Soffit, sofit, «. a ceiling, now generally restricted to

the ornamented under-sides of staircases, entabla-
tures, archways, &c. ; also the larmier or drip. [Fr.

,

— It.,—L. suffixa, pa. p. of suffigere, to fasten be-
neath^.fK^, under,_,^/r^, to fix.]

Sofi, Sofism. See Sun, Suflsm.
Soft, soft, adj. easily yielding to pressure : easily cut

or acted upon : malleable : not rough to the touch :
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Softa mflte ; mute ; mOon ; Men. Soldier

smooth : pleasing or soothing to the senses : easily
yielding to any influence : mild ; sympathetic

:

gentle : effeminate : gentle in motion : easy : free
from lime or salt, as water : bituminous, as opposed
to authracitic, of coal : unsized, of paper : wet,
rainy : warm enough to melt ice, thawing : {fihon.)
pronounced with a somewhat sibilant sound, not
guttural or explosive : vocal or sonant : not bony,
cartilaginous, not spinous : soft-rayed, soft-shelled :

of silk, having the natural gum cleaned or washed
off—opp. to Hard.—«. a silly person, a fool.

—

adv. gently : quietly.

—

interj. hold ! not so fast !

—

adjs. Soft'-bod'ied, having a soft body ; Soft'-
COn'SCienced, having a sensitive conscience.

—

v.t.

Soft'en, to make soft or softer : to mitigate : to tone
down, make less glaring, make smoother in sound.

—

v.i. to grow soft or softer.

—

ns. Soft'enor ; Soft'en-
Ing.

—

ndjs. Soft'-eyed, having gentle or tender eyes ;

Soft'- finned, having no fin -.spines. — npl. Soft'-

gOOdS, cloth, and cloth articles, as opposed to hard-
•ware, &c.

—

cuijs. Soft'-hand'ed, havmg soft hands,
unused to work, slack in discipline ; Soft'-head'ed,
of weak intellect ; Soft'-heart'ed, kind-hearted :

gentle : meek.—«. Soft'-heart'edness.—«,//. Soft'-

l8h, rather ?,o{u—adv. Soft'ly.—«. Soft'ne'ss.—i/./.

Soft'-Saw'der(6^.^.), to flatter, blarney.—«. flattery.—v.t. Soft'-soag, to flatter for some end.—«. flattery.—adj. Soft'-spo'ken, -voiced, having a mild or
gentle voice : mild, affable.—«. Soft'y, a silly person,

a weak fool.—A soft thing, a snug place where the
pay is good and tlie work light. [A.S. sd/te, s4/te

;

Dut. zacht, Ger. sau/t.]

Softa, softa, n. a Moslem theological student, attached
to a mosque. [Turk.]

Soger, so'jer, «. (naut.) one who skulks his work.—v.t.

to shirk one's work.
Soggy, sog'i, adj. soaked with water.—«. Sog, a

bog.

So-ho, s5-h5', interj. (SAai.) a form of call from a
distance, a sportsman's halloo.

Sol-dlsant, swo-de-zong', adj. self-styled, pretended.
[Fr.]

Soil, soil, «. the ground : the mould on the surface of
the earth which nourishes plants: country.

—

adj.
Soli'-bound, attached to the soil.—«. Soil' -cap, the

covering of soil on the bed-rock.

—

adj. Soiled, having
soil. [O. Fr. soet, suel, sueii—how L. sotea, soil,

ground, L. solea, sole, allied to L. solum, ground,
whence Fr. sol, soil.]

Soil, soil, «. dirt : dung : foulness : a spot or stain : a
marshy place in which a hunted boar finds refuge.

—

v.t. to make dirty : to stain : to manure.

—

v.i. to

take a soil : to tarnish.—«. Soil'iness, stain : foul-

ness.

—

adj. Soil'leSS, destitute of soil.

—

ns. Soll'-

plpe, an upright discharge-pipe which receives the
general refuse from water-closets, &c., in a building

;

Soil'ure (^Shak.\ stain : pollution. [O. Fr. soil,

souil (Fr. souiile), wallowing-place — L. suillus,

piggish

—

sus, a pig, a hog.]
Soil, soil, v.t. to feed at the stall for the purpose of

fattening. [O. Fr. saouler—saol, saoul— L. saiulliis—satur, full.]

Soiree, swa-ra', n. an evening party : an evening social

meeting with tea, &c. [Fr.,

—

soir, evening (Prov.
sera)—L. serus, late.]

Sojourn, siS'jum, v.t. to stay for a day : to dwell for a
time.—«. a temporary residence.

—

ns. So'journer ;

So'jouming, So'Joumment, the act of dwelling in

a place for a time. [O. Fr. sojoitmrt— L. sub,
under, diurfidre, to stay— Low L. jomus— L.
diumus, relating to day

—

dies, a day.]
Soke, sok, «. the same as Soc (q.v.).

—

ns. Soke'-
man = Socman ; So'ken, a district held by tenure
of socage : a miller's right to the grinding of all the
corn within a certain manor.

Sol, sol, «. the sun, Phcebus : (Aer.) a tincture, the
metal or, or gold, in blazoning by planets. [L.]

Sol. sol, n. an old French coin, ^th of a livre, equal

to 12 deniers, now superseded by the sou. [O. Fr.
sol—L. solidus, solid.]

Sola, sO-la', interj. a cry to a person at a distance.
Sola, sO'la, «. the hat-plant or sponge-wood, also its
pith.—Also So'lah. [Hind, shold.]

Solace, sol'as, «. consolation, comfort in distress : re-
lief: (oii-.) pleasure, amusement.— ?'./, to comfort in
distress: to console : to allay.

—

n. Sol'acement, the
act of .solacing: the state of being solaced. — adj.
Sola'CiOUS {obs.), affording pleasure. [O. Fr. solas—L. solatium—soldri, -dtus, to comfort in distress.]

Solander, sO-lan'der, «. a case or box, usually in the
form of a book, opening on the side or front with
hinges, for holding prints, drawings, or pamphlets

—

named from the inventor, Danie\ Sola/ider {ij^6-8z).
Solan-goose, so'lan-g5os, «. the gannet.—Also So'land.

[Ice. stila.]

Solano, sC-la'no, «. a hot south-east wind which occa-
sionally visits Spain. [Sp.,—L. solanus inventus),
the east wind

—

sol, the sun.]
Solanum, sO-lil'num, «. a genus of plants of the order

Solannceee or Solanece, the nightshade family

—

almost all the species containing a poisonous alka-
loid, Sol'anine.-«//;>. Solana'ceous, belonging to
the SolanacecE : Sol'anoid, potato-like, said of can-
cers. [L. solanum, the nightshade.]

Solar, so'lar, adj. pertaining to the sun : measured
by the progress of the sun : produced by the
sun. — «. Soiarisa'tion, exposure to the action of
the sun's rays : the effect in photography of
over-exposure. — v.t. Solarise, to injure by ex-
posing too long to the sun's light in a camera.

—

v.i. to take injury by too long exposure to the
sun's light in a camera : —/''•/. so'larTsing

;
pa.p.

so'larTsed. — ns. So'larism, excessive use of solar-

myths in the explanation of mythology ; So'larist,
one addicted to solarism ; Sola'rium, a .sun-dial : a
place suited to receive the sun's rays—in a hospital
or sanatorium ; Sd'lar-mi'oroscope, an apparatus
for projecting upon a screen by means of sunlight an
enlarged view of any object—essentially the same as
the combination of lenses used in the magic-lantern
taken in conjunction with a heliostat ; So'lar-myth,
a myth allegorising the course of the sun, by some
mythologists constantly invoked to explain the
problems of mythology ; So'lar-print, a photographic
print made in a solar camera from a negative

;

So'lar-sys'tem, the planets and comets which circle

round the sun— also called Planetary-system.—
Solar flowers, flowers which open and shut daily at
certain hours ; Solar spots = Sun-spots (see Sun)

;

Solar time (see Time) ; Solar year (see Year). [L.
sol, the sun, Solaris, pertaining to the sun.)

Solaster, sO-las'ter, «. the typical genus of Solasterida,
a family of star-fishes, having more than five rays.

[L. sol, the sun, aster, a star.]

Solatium, sO-la'shi-um, «. any compen.sation, a sum
legally awarded, over and above actual damages, by
way of compensation for wounded feeling.s. [L.]

Sold, sold, /a./, and /«./>. of j«//.

Sold, sold, n. (Spens.) pay, remuneration. [Fr. solde

—L. solidus, a piece of money.]
Soldado, s0l-da'd5, n. a soldier. [Sp.]

Soldan, sOl'dan, «. (Milt.). Same as Sultan.
Soldanel, sol'da-nel, «. a plant of the genus Soldattella,

of the order Primulacece—the blue moonwort
Soldatesque, sol-da-tesk', adj. soldier-like. [Fr.,

—

soldat, a soldier-]

Solder, sod'er, or sol'der, v.t. to unite two metallic
surfaces by a fusible metallic cement : to cement.

—

«. a fusible alloy for uniting metals.

—

ns. Sol'doror
;

Soldering ; Sol'dering-bolt, -i'ron, a tool with
pointed or wedge-shaped copper bit for use in solder-

ing. [O. Fr. soudre, souldure— souder, souldtr, to
consolidate—L. soliddre, to make solid.]

Soldier, sOl'jer, «. a man engaged in military service :

a private, as distinguished from an officer : a man of
much military experience or ofgreat valour : a soldier-
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Soldo fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Soliloquy

ant, beetle, hermit-crab, &c. : {slang) a red herring.
—v.L to serve as a soldier : to bully : to shirk one's

work or duty : {slang) to take a mount on another

man's horse,

—

us. Sol'dlor-crab, a hermit-crab ;

Sol'dierlng, the state of being a soldier : the occu-

pation of a soldier.—a^^>. Sol'dier-llke, Sol dlerly,

like a soldier : martial : brave. — ns. Sol'dier-of-

for'tune, one ready to serve anywhere for pay or his

own advancement ; Sol'dierslup, state or quality of

being a soldier : military qualities : martial skill

;

Sol'diery, soldiers collectively : the body of military

men ; Fresh'water-SOl'dier, the Stratiotes aloides,

a European aquatic plant with sword-shaped leaves.

—Coma the old soldier over one, to impose on any
one.—Old soldier, a bottle emptied at a sitting : a
cigar-stump. [O. Fr. soldier{Fr. soldat)—L. solidus,

or a piece of money, the pay of a soldier.]

Soldo, sol'dO, n. an Italian coin, j\|th of the lira, a sol

or sou :—//. Soldi. [It.]

Sole, sol, «. the lowest part or under-side of the foot

:

the foot : the bottom of a boot or shoe : the bottom
of anything.

—

v.t. to furnish with a sole.

—

adj. Sole'i-

form, slipper-shaped.

—

ns. Sols'- leath'er, strung
leather for the soles of boots and shoes : Sole'-tile, a
form of tile for the bottoms of sewers, &c. ; SolO'US,

a fiat muscle of the calf of the leg beneath the gas-
trocnemius, [A.S. sole—L. soUa—solum, bottom.]

Sole, sOl, «. a genus {SoUa) of flat-fish, elongate-oval
in form, with tiesh firm, white, and excellently

flavoured. [Fr, sole—L. sole<i.^

Sole, sOl, adj. alone : only : being or acting without
another : single : {law) unmarried. — otivs. Sole ;

Solely, alone: only: singly.—«. Sole'ness. [Fr.,

—L. solus, alone.]

Soleclsni, sol'e-sizm, n. a breach of syntax : any
absurdity or impropriety : any incongruity, prodigy.—v.i. SoreciSOj to commit solecisms.—«. Sol'eciSt,
one who commits solecisms.

—

adjs. Solecist'iC, -al,

pertaining to, or involving, a solecism : incorrect : in-

congruous. —a</z;. Solecist'ically. [Fr. soUcisme—
L. soloecismus—Gr. soloikisnios—soloikos, speaking
incorrectly, awkward ; dubiously said to come from
the corruption of the Attic dialect among the Athenian
colonists oi Soloi in Cilicia.]

Solein, sol'an, adj. {Spe>ts.) sad. [Sullen.]
Solemn, sol'em, adj. attended with religious cere-
monies, pomp, or gravity, originally taking place
every year, said esp. of religious ceremonies : im-
pressing with seriousness ; awful : devout : having
the appearance of gravity : devotional : attended
with an appeal to God, as an oath : serious : sober,
gloomy, black.—». Solemnisa'tion,

—

v.i. Sol'em-
nise, to perform religiously or solemnly once a year,
or periodically : to celebrate with due rites : to render
grave, — ns. Sol'emniser ; Solemnity, a solemn
religious ceremony : a ceremony adapted to inspire
with awe : reverence : seriousness : alVected gravity.— adv. Solemnly. — n, Sol'emnness. [O. Fr.
solemfine, solemne (Fr. solennel)— L. sollemnis,
solennis—sollus, all, every, annus, a year.]

Solen, sO'len, «, a genus of bivalve molluscs

—

Razor-
shell and Razor-fish.—adjs. Solana'cean, Solana'-
ceous,—«, Sol'enite, a fossil razor-shell, [Gr. solin,
a channel.]

Solenoid, sO-le'noid, n. a helix of copper wound in the
form of a cylinder, longitudinally magnetised with
an intensity varying inversely as the area of the
normal section in different parts.

—

adj. Solenoi'daL
—adv. Solenoi'dally. (Gr. sdlen, a pipe, fidos, form. ]

Solenostomous, sol-e-nos't5-mus, adj. havinga tubular
or fistulous snout.—«, Solenos'tomus, the typical
genus of the Solenostomida, a family of solenos-
tomous lophobranchiate fishes. [Gr. sdlen, a pipe,
stoma, mouth,]

Solert, sul'ert, adj. {ois.) subtle—n. Soler'tiouBnoss.
(L. soUers, crafty, solltrtia, skill.]

Soleos. See Sole (iX
Sol-fa, ^ol'-ia, v.i. to sing the notes of the scale in their
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proper pitch, using the syllables d^ (or ut), re, mi,
Ja, sol, ut, sic—pr./. sol-faing (sol'-fa-ing)

;
/a./,

sol-faed (sol'-fad).— xi-. Sol'faism, singing by syl-

lables, solmisation ; Sol'faist, a teacher or advocate
of solmisation ; Solfeggio, an exercise on the notes
of the scale, as represented by Jo, re, mi, &c. [It.]

Solfatara, sol-fa-ta'ra, «, a volcanic region no longer
violently active, but emitting from crevices gases,
steam, and chemical vapours, chiefly of sulphurous
origin— Fr, sou/riere, Ger, schvje/etgrube or sckwc
feisee. [It.,

—

sol/o, sulphur.]

Solferino, sol-fe-re'no, «. the colour of rosaniline—from
the French victory at Soi/erino in Italy (1859).

Solicit, sO-lis'it, v.t. to ask earnestly : to petition : to
seek or try to obtain : to disturb.—«. solicitation.—ns. Solic'itant, one who solicits; Solicitation, a
soliciting : earnest request : invitation ; Soliciting
{Shak.), solicitation ; Solicitor, one who asks ear-
nestly : one who is legally qualified to act for another
in a court of law, esp, a court of equity : a lawyer
who prepares deeds, manages cases, instructs counsel
in the superior courts, and acts as an advocate in
the inferior courts ; Solic'itor-gen'eral, in England,
the law-oflicer of the crown next in rank to the
attorney-general—in Scotland, to the lord-advocate;
Solitfitorship,—<k//'. Solicitous, solicitmg or ear-
nestly asking or desiring : very desirous : anxious :

careiul.—rKrV, Solic itously.

—

>ts. Solic itousness,
Solicitude, state of being solicitous : anxiety or
uneasiness of mind: trouble. [Fr. soliiciter— L.
sollicitare—soilicitus—sollus, whole, citus, aroused—ciere, to cite.]

Solid, sol'id, adj. having the jjarts firmly adhering:
hard : compact : full of matter : not hollow : strong ;

having length, breadth, and thickness (opposed to a
mere surface) : cubic : substantial, reliable, worthy of
credit, satisfactory: weighty: of uniform undivided
substance : financially sound, wealthy : unanimous,
smooth, unbroken, unvaried.—«. a substance having
the parts firmly adhering together: a firm, compact
body—opp. to Fluid.—ns. Solida'gO. a genus of
composite plants, the goldenrods ; Solidare, sol'i-

dar {Shnk.), a small piece of money ; Solidar'ity,
the being made solid or compact : the being bound :

a consolidation or oneness of interests.

—

adj. Soli-
dary, marked by solidarity, jointly responsible.

—

v.t. Solidate, to make solid or fam.—adj. SoUd'ifi-
able.— «. Solidifica'tion, act of making solid or hard.—v.t. Solid'ify, to make solid or compact.

—

v.i. to
grow solid : to harden :

—

pa.p. solid'ified,

—

ns. Sol'-

idism, the doctrine that refers all diseases to altera-

tions of the solid parts of the body ; Sol'idlSt, a
believer in the foregoing; Solid'ity, being solid:

fullness of matter : strength or firmness, moral or
physical : soundness : (geom.) the solid content
of a body.— rtt/i/. Solidly.—«. Solldness.—Solid
colour, a colour covering the whole of an object ; a
uniform colour; Solid matter {print.), matter set

without leads between the lines Be solid for
{U.S.). to be hearty or unanimous in favour of: Ba
solid With {U.S.), to have a firm footing with.
[Fr.,—L. solidus, solid.]

Solidtun, sol'i-dum, «. {ttrchit.) the die of a pedestal

:

{Scots law) a complete sum. [L.]
SolidungUlar, sol-id-ung'gu-lar, adj. having hoofs

solid, that are not cloven, denoting a cert.iin tribe
of mammalia.— Also SoUdung'ulous, Solidung'U-
late. [L. solidus, solid, ungula, a hoof.]

Solidus, sol'i-dus, n. a Roman gold coin introduced by
Constantine in place of the aureus, known later as
the bezant : a sign (/) denoting the English shilling,
representing the old lengthened form of s—j[, s. d.
{libra, solidi, denarii), pounds, shillings, pence.

Solifidlan, sol-i-fid'i-an, n. one who holds that faith
alone is what is necessary for justification.

—

adj.
holding this view.—». SoUfid'ianism. [L. solus,
oaiy,jldes, faith.]

Soliloquy, ba-lil'O-kwe, «. a talking when solitary or



Soliped mote ; mOte : mOSn ; ///en. Some

to one's self: a discourse of a person, not addressed
to any one.

—

v.i. SolU'oqill86, to speak to one's self

or utter a soliloquy. [L. soliioquiunt—soltts, alone,

loqui, to speak.]
Soliped, sol'i-ped, n. an animal with a single or uncloven

hoof on each foot.— /j<r>>. Sol'iped, SoUp'edOUS. [L.

solus, alone, ^«, pedis, a foot.]

Solipsism, sol'ip-sizm, «. the theory that self-existence

is the only certainty, absolute egoism—the extreme
form of subjective idealism.

—

n. Sol'ipsist, one who
believes in this.

—

adj. Sollpsis'tiO. [L. solus, alone,

ifisc, self]

SolisequloUS, sol-i-sa'kwi-us, tidj. following the sun,

as the sunflower. [L. sol, the sun, segui, to follow.]

Solitaire, sol-i-tar'. «. a recluse or one who lives

alone : a game played by one person with a board
and balls : a card-game for one—patience : an orna-

ment worn singly on the neck or wrist : a black

silk tie fixed to the bag of the wig behind, worn in

the iSth century.
Solitary, sol'i-tar-i, adj. being the sole person present

:

alone or lonely : single, separate, simple : living

alone, not social or gregarious : without company

:

remote from society : retired, secluded : gloomy.

—

«. one wl)o lives alone : a recluse or hermit

—

(obs.)

Solita'rian.— rt^z/. Solitarily.—?/. Sol'itarlness.
[Fr. solitaire—L. solitarius—solus, alone.]

Solito, sol'i-tO, adv. (tnus.) in the usual manner. [It.]

Solitude, sol'i-tud, «. a being alone : a lonely life : want
of company : a lonely place or desert. [Fr.,—L.
solitudo—solus, alone.]

SolivagOUS, so-Iiv'a-gus, adj. wandering alone.—Also
Soliv'agailt. [L., solus, alone, vagus, wandering.]

Solive, so-lev', n. a joist or beam of secondary import-
ance. [Fr.,—L. sublevare, to support.]

Sollar, sol'ar, n. a platform in a mine : an upper
gallery or balcony, a garret, loft.—Also Soll'er.

[O. Fr. soler, solier~-\j. solarium, a terrace or flat

roof

—

sol, the sun.]
Solleret, sol'^r-et, «. the steel shoe worn in medieval

armovir. [O. Fr. soler, a slipper^ sole, a sole.]

Sol-lunar, sol'-lu'nar, adj. pertainmg to, or due to the
influence of, both sun and moon. [L. sol, sun, luna,
moon.]

Solmisation, sol-mi-za'shun, «. sol-faing : a recital of
the notes of the gamut, do, re, vti, &c.

Solo, sO'lo, «. a musical piece performed by only one
voice or instrument :

—

pi. SO'lOS.—adj. Sd'15, uncon-
certed.—«. So'loist. [It.,—L. solus, alone.]

Solograph, sol'O-graf, «. a sun-print. [L. sol, the sun,
Gr. graphein, to write.]

Solomon, sol'o-mon, «. a person of unusual wisdom,
from Solottion, king of Israel (see i Kings, iii. 5-15).
—adj. SolOroon'lO.—«. Sol'omon'S-seal, any one of
several species of perennial herbs, of the lily family,
%en\is Polygonatum, with simple stems bearing small
greenish flowers : a symbol formed of one triangle
interlaced or superposed, forming a six-pointed
star.

So-long, so-long', interj. good-bye ! [Not salaam.]
Solonian, sO-lO'ni-an, adj. pertaming to the .\thenian

lawgiver Solon {c. 6io-c. 558 B.cX or to his legisla-

tion, —Also Solon'lc.

Solpuga, sol-pu'ga, «. the typical genus oX Solpugida,
an order of arachnids.

Solstice, sol'stis, n. that point in the ecliptic at which
the sun is farthest from the equator, and where it is

consequently at the turning-point of its apparent
course—the summer solstice, where it touches the
tropic of Cancer ; the -winter solstice, where it

touches that of Capricorn : the time when the sun
reaches these two points in its orbit, 21st June and
about 2ist December.

—

adj. Solstl'tial, pertaining
to, or happening at, a solstice, esp. at the north one.
[Fr.,— L. salstitium—sol, the sun, sistere, to make
to stand

—

stare, to stand.]
Soluble, sol'u-bl, adj. capable of being solved or dis-

solved in a fluid.

—

ttt. Solnbll'lty, SoI'ttbleneBs,

ei9

capability of being dissolved in a fluid. [L. solubilis

^solvere, to solve.]

Solum, sO'lum, n. ground, a piece of ground. [L., the
ground.]

Solus, sO'lus, adj. alone, in dramatic directions—femi-
nine form So'la. [L., alone.]

Solution, sol-u'shun, «. act of solving or dissolving,
esp. a solid by a fluid : the separatm^ of the parts
of any body : the preparation resultmg from dis-

solving a solid in a liquid : explanation : removal of
a doubt ; construction or solving of a problem : the
crisis of a disease.

—

adj. Solute', loose, free : merry,
cheerful : {hot.) not adhering.

—

v.t. {Bacon) to dis-

solve.

—

adj. Sol'utive, tending to dissolve : loosen-
ing.—Solution of continuity (j7<r^.), the separation
of parts normally continuous, by fracture, &c. [L.
solutio—solvere, solututn, to loosen.]

Solve, solv, v.i. to loosen or separate the parts of: to
clear up or explain : to remove.

—

tis. Solvabll'ity,
Sol'vableness, capacity of being solved.

—

adj. Sol'-

vable, capable of being solved or explained : capable
of being paid.—«. Sol'vency, state of being solvent,

or able to pay all debts.— ar^'. Sol'vent, having
power to solve or dis.solve : able to pay all debts.

—

«. anything that dissolves another.—«. Sol'ver, one
who solves. [O. Fr. solvet—L. solvere, to loosen,

prob. from se-, aside, luere, to loosen.]

Soma, sO'ma, n. a certain plant, most prob. of the

milkweed family, and its juice used for the pre-

paration of an intoxicating drink—personified and
worshipped, esp. in connection with the god Indra,

the Jupiterpluvius of the Vedic pantheon. [Sans.

soma (Zend haoma, juice)—root su (cf. Gr. vai), to

press out, dLstil, extract.]

Somatist, sO'ma-tist, «. one who admits the existence

of corporeal beings only.—«. So'ma, the trunk of an
animal : the body as distinguished from the psyche or

soul and thepneuma or spirit.

—

adjs. Somatic, -al,

physical, corporeal : parietal : pertaining to the
body cavity.— «. So'matism, materialism.

—

adjs.

SomatolOg'iC, -al, pertaining to somatology, cor-

poreal, physical.

—

ns. Somatol'ogy, the doctrine or

science of bodies or material substances, human
anatomy and physiology ; So'matome, one of the
homologous serial segments of which the body of
a vertebrate is theoretically composed.

—

adj. Soma-
topleu'ral, pertaining to the Somat'opleure, the

outer one of two divisions of the mesoderm of a four-

layered germ.

—

n. Somatot'omy, the dissection of

a body.

—

adj. Somatrop'ic, showing Somatot'rop-
Ism, any stimulative influence exerted upon growing
organs by the substratum on which they grow. [Gr.

soma, the body.]
Sombre, som'ber, adj. dull : gloomy : melancholy

—

also SomlsroUB.—rto'z'. Som'brely, in a sombre or

gloomy manner.

—

h. Som'breness. — adv. Som'-
brously.—«. Som'brousness. [Fr. sombre (Sp.

sombra, a shade)— L. sub, under, umbra, a shade.

So Diez ; others explain, on analogy of O. Fr.

essovtbre, a shady place, as from L. ex, out, umbra,
a shade.]

Sombrerlte, som-bra'rlt, «. a hard impure calcium

phosphate — called also Rock-guano,^ Osite, and
loosely Apatite. {Sombrero in the Antilles.]

Sombrero, som-bra'r5, «. a broad - brimmed hat,

generally of felt, much worn in Mexico and the

south-western United States. [Sp.,

—

sombre, a
shade.]

Some, sum, adj. denoting an indefinite number or

quantity : certain, in distinction from others

:

moderate or in a certain degree : about.— adv.
(prov.) .somewhat, in some degree. — «. Some'-
body, some or any body or person : a person of

importance.

—

adi'S. Some'deal, Some'dele (Spens.),

in some degree, somewhat ; Some'gate (Scot.),

somewhere, somehow; Some'hcw, in some way
or other.

—

ad;'. Some'-SUCh, somewhat of that kind.
—n. Some'thlng, an indefinite thing or event : a



Somersault ftte, far ; me, her ; mine : Sop

portion, an indefinite quantity. — adv. in some
degree.

—

advs. Some'time, at a time not fixed

:

once : at one time or other ; Some'times, at certain

times : now and then : at one time : (B.) once,

formerly.

—

n. Some'wliat, an unfixed quantity or

degree.

—

adv. in some degree.

—

advs. Somewhen,
some time or other ; Somawhero, in some place :

in one place or another ; Somewhile, sometimes,
at times; SomevhlUier, to some place. [A.S.

su>n; Goth, sums. Ice. suntr.]

Somersault, sum'er-sawlt, «. a leap in which a
person turns with his heels over his head.—Also
Som'erset. [Corr. of Fr. souirresaut {Ix.. soprasalto)

—L. supra, over, saltus, a leap—ja^r*, to leap.]

Somite, sO'mit, n. a segment of the body of an
articulated or vertebrate animal : an arthromore or

metamere.—<J«(rV. So'mltal, Somit'io.
SomnainbUlate, som-nam'bu-lut, v.i. to walk in sleep.
— /I,//. Somnam'bulant, sleep-walking. —«. Som-
nambiila'tion. — <j<^'. Somnam'biiUc. — «j. Som-
nambulism, act or practice of walking in sleep

;

Somnam 1)1X1131, Somnam'bulator, a sleep-walker.—atij. Somnambulistic, pertaining to a somnam-
bulist or to somnambulism : affected by somnam-
bulism. [L. somnus, sleep, ambulare, -dium, to
walk.]

SomJliferous, som-nif'er-us, adj. bringing or causing
sleep. — Oiijs. Som'nial, pertaining to dreams

;

Som'niative, Som'niatory, relating to, or produc-
ing, dreams. — n. Somali'Cient, a sofKjrific. —
adjs. Somnifa'Cient, Somnific, causing, or tending
to induce, sleep.—«j. Somnlloquonce, Somnil'o
quism, the act of talking in sleep ; Somnil'oquist
one who talks in his sleep.

—

adj. Somnll'oquouS;
apt to talk in sleep. ^>«. SomniVoquy, a talking in

one's sleep ; Somnlp'athy, a hypnotic sleep ; Som-
nlVolonoy, any soporific. [L. somnus, sleep, ferre^
to bring, loqui, to speak, veUe, to will.]

Somnolence, .som'no-lens, n. sleepiness : inclination to

sleep—also Somnolency. —<i«f^'. Somnolent, sleepy
or inclined to sleep. — adv. Som'nolently, in a
somnolent or sleepy manner : drowsily.

—

adj. Som-
noles'cent, half-asleep.—«i. Som'nolism, the state
of mesmeric sleep ; Som'nus, sleep personified. [L.
somiioUntia—somnus, sleep.]

Son, sun, tt. a male child or descendant : any yoimg
male person spoken of as a child : a term of
aflTectlon generally: a disciple: a native or inha-
bitant : the produce of anything.—«. Son'-in-law,
the husband of one's daughter. — adj. Son'less,
without a son.— ns. Son'ny, a little son : Son'-
Ship, state or character of a son.—Son Of man,
Christ as the promised Messiah, the ideal man

;

The Son, Chnst, as the second person in the
Trinity. [A.S. sunu; Dut. zoon, Ger. sokn.]

Sonant, sO'nant, adj. sounding : pertaining to sound :

uttered with sound, instead of breath alone, as
certain alphabetic sounds.

—

ns. So'nance {ShaM.),
a call ; So'nancy, sonant character. [L. sonans,
an/is, pr.p. q{ soHdre, to sound.]

Sonata, sO-na'ta, H. a musical composition usually
of three or more movements or divisions, designed
chiefly for a solo instrument.

—

n. Sonatina (sO-na-
te'na), a short or simplified sonata. [It.,—L. sonare,
to sound.]

Sondeli, son'de-li, «• the musk-rat, or rat-tailed shrew
of India.

Song, song, «. that which is sung : a short poem or
ballad, adapted for singing, or set to music : the
melody to which it is adapted : a poem, or poetry
in general : the notes of birds : a mere trifle : {B.)
an object of derision.

—

ns. Song'-bird, a bird that
sings : Song^OOk, a collection of songs : a hymn-
book ; Song^Oraft, the art of making songs, skill in

such.

—

adjs. Song'fol, full of song: disposed to

sing ; Songless, wanting the power of song.

—

ns.

Song'man (Shak), n singer ; Song'-SpaiT'OW, the

hedge-sparrow ; Song'Ster, a singer, or one skilled

in singing, esp. a bird that sings :—/tm. Song"-
StresS ; Song'-thrush, the mavis or throstle.

—

Song of Songs, or of Solomon, Canticles ; Songs of
degrees (see Degree).-Old song (see Old). (A.S.
sang—singan, to sing ; Dut. zang, Ger. gtsang,
Goth, saggivs. Ice. songr,]

Song, song {Spens.), sang, pa.i. of sing.

Soniferous, son-if'er-us, Oiij. giving or conveying
sound. [L. sonus, sound, yirrr*-, to bring.]

Sonned, sund (Spens.). Same as Sunned.
Sonnet, son'et, «. a poem in a stanza mostly iambic

in movement, properly decasyllabic or hendecasyl-
labic in metre, always in fourteen lines—originally
composed of an octave and a sestet—properly ex-
pressing two successive phases of one thought.

—

I'.i. and 7'. I. to celebrate in sonnets.

—

adj. Sonn'Ot-
ary.—«. Sonneteer', a composer of sonnets.

—

v.i,

Sonn'etise, to compose sonnets.

—

v./. to celebrate

in a sonnet.

—

n. Sonn'etist (SAai.), a sonneteer.
[Fr.,— It. sonetto, dim. of sondre, a sound, song

—

L. sonus, a sound.
]

Sonnite = Sunnite (q.v.).

Sonometer, sO-nom'e-ter, n. an instrument for
measuring sounds or their intervals by means of a
sounding-board with strings stretched above it,

movable bridges, and weights for varying the ten-

sion. [L. sonus, a soimd, Gr. tnetron, a measure.]
Sonorous, sO-nO'rus, adj. sounding when struck

:

giving a clear, loud sound: high-sounding.

—

n.

Sonores'cence, the property possessed by hard
rubber of emitting sound under mtermittent radiant
heat or light.

—

adj. Sonorif'lc, making sound.—«x.
Sonor'ity, sonorousness ; Sono'rophone, a kind of
bombardon.—rtrfi'. Sond'rously.—«. Sono'rousness,
sonorous quality or character. [L. sonorus—sonor,
sonus, a sound

—

sondre, to sound.]
Sonsy, Soncy, son'si, adj. {Scot.) plump, buxom,
good-natured.—Also Son'sie, Son'Cle.

Sontag, son'iag, n. a woman's knitted cape, tied down
round the waist. [From the famous German singer,

Henrietta Sontag\iio6-s^).]
Sonty, son'ti, «. {S/uik.) sanctity—generally in plural,

as m the oath, ' By God's soniies
!

'

SoOChong = Souchong (q.v.).

Soon, sC30n, adv. immediately or in a short time

:

without delay : early : readily, willingly. — adj.

Soon'-believing {Shak.), believing readily.—Soon
at (Shttk.), about : Sooner or later, at some time
in the future.—As SOOn as, immediately after ; No
sooner than, as soon as. [A.S. sdna : Goth. suns.\

Soop, soSp, v.t. {Scot.) to sweep.— «. Soop'ing,
sweeping.

Soot, soot, n. the black powder condensed from smoke.—ns. Soot'erkin, a fabulous birth induced by the
Dutch women sitting huddled over their stoves

—

hence anything fruitless or abortive ; Soot'flake, a
smut of soot ; Soot'lness.—<i/^'. Soot'y, consisting

of, or like, soot. [A.S. sdt : Dan. sod.]

SOOte, sC3St, adv. {.Spens.) sweetly.

Sooth, sOSth, «. truth, reality.—rt<^'. true : pleasing.
—adv. indeed.

—

adj. Sooth'fast, truthfiil, honest,

faithful —(Ti/i'. Sooth'fastly.—«. Sooth'fastness.—
advs. Sooth'Iy, Sooth'lich {Spens.), truly, indeed.

—v.i. Sooth'say, to foretell, to divine.—«f. Sooth'-

Sayer, one who divines, esp. a pretender to the
power; Sooth'saying, divination, prediction. [A.S.

sSth, true ; Ice. sannr, true.]

Soothe, sOO/A, v.t. to please with soft words : to

flatter : to soften, allay.

—

ns. Sooth'er, one who,
or that which, soothes : {Shak.) one who gains by
blandishments, a flatterer ; Sooth'lng {Shak.), ^at-

XtTy{a.\saadj.).—adv. Sooth'lngly. [A.S. ges(fthian,

to confirm as true

—

si)th, true.]

Sop, sop, n. anything dipped or soaked, esp. in soup,

to be eaten : anything given to satisfy or quieten.
—v.t. to steep in liquor : to take up by absorp-

tion (with up).—v.i. to soak in, percolate : to bo
soaked :—pr.p. sop'ping ; pa,t. aoiid /«./• sopped*
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—«. Sop-, Sops-, in-Wlne (S/ens.), a flower resem-
bling a carnation. [A.S. sop (in sdpcuppa, a dish),
from sUpan, to sip ; Ice. soppa, soup.]

Soph, sof, «. an abbreviation of sophister (q.v.)—also
o{ sophomore (q.v.).

Sopherim, sO'fe-rim, n.pl. the scribes, the expounders
of the Jewish oral Xa^.—adj. So'pherlC. [Heb. ]

Sophi, so'fi, n. {Milt.) a title of the king of Persia.

[Pers. suji, wise, pious.]

Sophie, -al, sof'ik, -al, adj. teaching wisdom, pertain-

ing to wisdom.—oi^z/. Soph'icaUy.
Sophism, sof'izm, n. a specious fallacy.—». Soph'lst,
one of a class of public teachers ot rhetoric, phil-

osophy, &c. in Greece in the 5th century B.C. : a
captious or fallacious rea.soner— also Soph'ister
(Shak.) : a student at an English university in his

second or third year, the students in these years
being calledy»«/or and senior sophister respectively.—cuijs. SophiS'tiC, -al, pertaining to a sopnist or to

sophistry: fallaciously subtle.

—

cuiv. Sophis'tically.
—«. Sophis'ticalness, the state or quality of being
sophistical.

—

v.t. Sophis'ticatO, to render sophistical

or unsound : to corrupt by mixture.

—

luij. Sophls'-

tlcated, adulterated : impure : not genuine.

—

ns.

Sophlstlca'tion, act of .sophisticating, adulterating,

or injuring by mixture ; Sophis'tlcator, one who
sophisticates or adulterates ; Sophis'ticism, the

philosophy or the methods of the sophists ; Soph'ls-

trOSS, a she-sophist : Soph'istry, specious but falla-

cious reasoning. (Fr. sophistne—Gr. sophisnia—
sophizein, to make wise

—

sofi/ws, wise.]

Sophoclean, sof-O-kle'an, adj. pertaining to Sophocles,
Athenian tragic poet (496-405 B.C.).

Sophomore, sof'o-mOr, «.(i/.6".)a second-year student.—adj. pertaining to such.

—

adjs. Sophomor'ic, -al.

(Gr. sophos, wise, tiioros, foolish.]

Sophora, sO-fOra, «. a genus of leguminous plants,
natives of warm regions of both the Old and New
World, with highly ornamental white, yellow, or
violet flowers

—

Sophora Japo/iica is the Japanese
or Chinese pagoda-tree. [Ar. sofara—as/ar, yellow.]

Sophrosyne, sO-fros'i-ne, «. soundness of mind. [Gr.]
Sopient, so'pi-ent, «. a soporific.

Sopite, sO'pIt, z'.t. to put to rest : to quash.

—

n. Sopl'-
tion, lethargy.

Soporific, so-pO-rif'ik, adj, making or causing sleep.

—

«. anything that causes sleep.

—

adj. Soporlferous,
bringmg, causing, or tending to cause sleep: sleepy.
—adv. Soporlf'erously.—«. Soporif'erousness.—
adjs. So'porose, So'porotlS, sleepy, causing sleep.
[Fr. soporifique—L. sopor, sleep, _}^c/r<r, to make.]

Soppy, sop'i, ndj. sopped or soaked in liquid.
Sopra, sO'pra, adv. (tnus.) above. [It.]

Soprano, s5-pra'no, «. the highest variety of voice,
treble : a smger with such a voice :—//. Sopra'nos,
Sopra'ni.—«. Sopra'nlst, a singer of soprano. [It.,
from sopra—L. supra or super, above.]

Sora, sO'ra, «. a North American short-billed rail.—
Also So'ree.

Sorage, sar'aj, «. the time between a hawk's being
taken from the aerie and her mewing her feathers.
[See Sore (2).]

Sorastrum, sO-ras'tmm, «. a genus of fresh-water
algse. [Gr. sdros, a heap, astron, a star.]

Sorb, sorb, «. the mountain-ash or service-tree.

—

ns.
Sorb'-app'le, the fmit of the service-tree ; SorT)ate,
Sor-bin or Sor'bine, Sor'blte.—««>•. Sor'blc, pertam-
ing to, or from, the sorb. [Fr.,— L. sorbus.\

Sorb, sorb, «. one of a Slavonic race in Saxony and
the neighbouring parts of Prussia.—Also Wend, or
Lusatian Wend.—adj. Sor'blan, pertaining to the
Sorbs or their language.—;;, a Sorb, or the Sorbian
tongue.—a<^'. and n. SorT)i3h.

Sorbefaclent, sor-be-fa'shent, adj. producing absorp-
tion.— «. a medicine which produces absorption.

—

«. Sor'bont, an absorbent. [L. sorhere, to suck in,

faciens, -entis, pr.p. of/acfre, to make.]
Sorbet, sor'bet, n. sherbet : water-ice.
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Sorbonne, sor-bon', ». the earliest and the most fa mous
of all the colleges of the medieval university of Paris,

founded in 1253 by Robert of Sorboii, in the diocese
of Rheims. Exclusively devoted to theology, till the
close of the 15th century it controlled by its teaching
and its dogmatic decisions the intellectual life of
Europe.—«^'. Sorbon'lcal.—«. Sor'bonist, a doctor
of the Sorbonne.

Sorcery, sor'ser-i, «. divination by the assistance of
evil spirits : enchantment : magic : witchcraft.—«.
Sor'cerer, one who practises sorcery : an enchanter :

a magician .—/em. Sor'ceress, a witch.

—

adj. Sor"-
cerous, using sorcery. [O. Fr. sorcerie—Low L.
sortiarius, one who tells fortunes by lots—L. sortJri,
to cast lots

—

sors, sortis, a lot.]

Sord, surd, n. {Milt.) a form o( sward.
Sordamente, sor-da-men'te, adv. {mus.) in a mufiled
manner, softly. [It.]

Sordid, sor'did, adj. dirty, squalid : of a dull colour

:

morally foul, vile : mean : meanly avaricious.

—

u.

Sor'des, filth, foul accretions on the teeth in low
forms of fever. —a</7'. Sor'didly.— «j. Sor'dldnesB,
state of being sordid ; Sor'dor, filth, dregs. [Fr.
sordide—L. sordidus—sordere, to be dirty.]

Sordine, sor'din, «. a mute, damper, or other device
to soften or deaden the sound of a stringed instru-

ment.

—

advs. Sor'dO, Sor'da, damped with a mute.
—n. Sordo'no, a musical instrument of the oboe
family. [It. sordina—L. surdus, deaf.]

Sore, sOr, ». a wounded or diseased spot on an animal
body : an \ilcer or boil : {B. ) grief, affliction.

—

adj.

wounded: tender: susceptible of pain : easily pained
or grieved : bringing sorrow or regret : severe, vio-

lent, intense : wretched.

—

adv. painfully : grievously:

severely, thoroughly.—«. Sore'head {U.S.), a per-

son discontented with the reward for his political

services.

—

adj. Sore'headed.

—

adv. Sore'ly, in a
sore manner : grievously.—«. Sore'ness. [A.S. sdr

;

Ger. sehr, very. Ice. sdrr, sore.]

Sore, sOr, «. {Spens.) a hawk of the first year : {Shak.)
a buck of the fourth year. [O. Fr. saur, sor, sorrel,

reddish.]

Soredium, sO-re'di-um, «. one or more algal cells in

a lichen with enveloping fungus-threads, a brood-

bud:—;*/. Sore'dia.— ai/;i. Sore'dlal, Sore'dlate,
Soredif'erous.

Sorehon, sOr'hon, ». an ancient Irish exaction of a
lord from a freeholder or tenant.

Sorex, sO'reks, «. the typical genus of the family
Soricida and sub-family Soricina, one of this

genus, a shrew.

—

adjs. Sorlc'ldent, having teeth

like the shrew ; Sor'iclne, pertaining to the .shrew-

mouse ; Sor'iCOid, soricine. [L.,— Gr. hyrax, a
shrew-mouse.]

Sorghum, sor'gum, «. a genus of grasses, also called

Durra millet and Indian millet, or Sorgho grass.

It is closely allied to sugar-cane and beard-grass.

[Sp. sorgo— \uOvt L. sorgum, surgum, suricum, prob.

an East Ind. word.]
Sorites, sO-rl'tez, «. an argument composed of an inde-

terminate number of propositions, so arranged that

the predicate of the first becomes the subject of the

second, and so on till the conclusion is reached,

which unites the subject of the first with the predi-

cate of the last. [Gr.,

—

sBros, a heap.]

Som, sorn, v.i. {Scot.) to obtrude one's self on another

as an uninvited guest.—«. Sor'ner, one who takes

food and lodging by force or threats. [Prob. sojourn.]

Sororicide, sor-o?i-sTd, «. the murder, or the murderer,
of a sister. [L. soror, a sister, cadere, to kill.]

Sororlse, sS'ror-Iz, v.i. to associate as sisters.

—

adj.

Soro'ral.

—

adv. Soro'rially, in a sisterly manner.
SorosiS, sO-rO'sis, n. a compound fleshy fruit, resulting

from many flowers, as the pine-apple. [Gr. sdros, a
heap.]

SorotrochOUS, sO-rot'rO-kus, adj. having the wheel-
organ compound, as a rotifer. [Gr. sSros, a heap,
trochos, a wheel.]
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Sorrel, sor'el, «. one of several species of the genus
Rumex, allied to the dock, the leaves impregnated

with oxalic acid—the Scotch Sourock. The Wood-
sorrel belongs to the genus Ox^is. [O. Fr. sorel

(Fr. sitrelUy—sur, sour; from Old High Gcr. sir

(Ger. sauer), sour.]

Sorrel, sor'el, aJj- of a reddish-brown colour.—«. a

reddish-brown colour. [O. Fr. sor (Fr. saure), sorrel,

from Low Ger. soar, dried, withered.]

Sorrow, sor'O, «. pain of mind : grief: affliction

:

lamentation: the devil (Irish Sierra).—vJ. to feel

sorrow orpainof mind: to grieve. —/.rt^'. Son'OWed
(S^i), accompanied with sorrow.—a^//. SorroW-
ful, full of sorrow : causing, showing, or expressing

sorrow: sad: dejected.— «</;'. Sorr'OWfUlly.— «.

Sorr'owfalness.—rt^'. Sorr'owless, free from sorrow.

[A.S. S0r^, sorh; Ger. sorge. Ice. sc>rff.]

Sorry, sor*!, tidj. grieved for something past : melan-
choly: poor: worthless.

—

adj. SorFlest {Slutk.),

most sorrowfuL

—

adv. Sorr'ily.— «. SoiViness.
[A.S. sdrig^, wounded—xar, pain ; Dut. z/reri^:]

Sort, sort, «. a number of persons or things having
like qualities : class, kind, or species : order or

rank : manner.

—

v.i. to separate into lots or classes

:

to put together : to select : to procure, adapt : to geld

:

(,Scoi.) to adjust, put right, dispose, fix : to punish.—v.i. to be joined with others of the same sort :_
to

associate : to suit.

—

adj. Sort'able, capable of being
sorted: {Bacon) suitable, befitting.

—

fts. Sort'ance
{Shak.), suitableness, agreement ; Sort'er, one who
separates and arranges, as letters ; Sort'es, lots used
in divination by passages selected by hazard from
the Bible, Homer, Virgil, &c. ; Sortilege, the act or
practice of divination by drawing lots ; Sortl'tlon,

the casting of lots ; Sort'ment, act of sorting.—In a
sort {S/'tak.), in a manner ; In Sort, inasmuch as

;

Out of sorts, out of order, unwell : (frint.) with
some sorts of type in the font exhausted. (O. Fr.
sorie—L. sors, sorits, a lot

—

serere, to join.]

Sortie, sor'te, «. the issuing of a body of troops from
a besieged place to attack the besiegers. [Fr.,—
sortir, to go out, to issue— L. surgere, to rise up.]

Sorus, sO'rus, «. a heap :—//. So'rL—<j^'. SoTose,
bearing sori. [Gr. soros, a heap.]

So-so, s6'-s3, adj. neither very good nor very bad :

tolerable : indifferent.

SOSS, ios, «. a mess, a puddle : a heavy fall.

—

v.i. to

dirty : to throw carelessly about.

—

v.i. to tumble into

a chair, &c.

—

otiv. plump.

—

v.t. and v.i. Sos'sle, to

dabble. [Prob. Gael, sos, a mixture.]
SostenutO, sos-te-n50't5, adj'. {mus.') sustained, pro-

longed. [It.]

Sostrum, sos'trum, n. a reward given for saving one's
life, a phj-sidan's fee. [Gr., sdzein, to save.]

Sot, sot, n. one stupefied by drinking : a habitual
drunkard.— v./. to play the sot, to tipple.

—

adj'.

Softlsh, like a sot : foolish : stupid with drink.

—

ojiv. Softi8lily.-^«. Sot'tlshness. [O. Fr. sol,

perh. of Celt, origin ; Bret, sod, stupid.]
Sotadean, sot-a-d^an, adj'. pertaining to Sotades, a

lascivious Greek poet at Alexandria about 276 B.C.
His Cincedi were malicious and indecent satires and
travesties of mythology written in Ionic dialect
and in a peculiar metre.—«. Sotad'lc, a sotadean
verse.

Soterlology, s»-t6ri-ori5-ji, «. {l7uol.) the doctrine of
salvation by Jesus Christ.—rt<^>. Sote'rlal, pertain-
ing to redemption ; Soterlolog'lcal. [Gr. sSierios,
saving

—

sBter, saviour, logia—U^in, to speak.]
BothIC, sC'thik, adj'. of or pertaining to the dog-star

Sothis or Sirius.—Sothic cycle, or period, a period
of 1460 years ; SothiC year, the ancient Egyptian
fixed year, according to the heliacal rising of Sirius,

Sotto, sot'tO, adv. under, below, as in Sotto voce, in
an undertone, aside. [It.,—L. subter, under.]

Sou, sOO, «, a French copper coin, the five-centime
piece =»^th of a firanc [Fr. sou (It. soldo)— "L.

solidus, a coin.]

Souarl, sow-a'ri, n. a tree of British Guiana yielding
a durable timber and edible nuts.

Soublse, s5?>-bez', n. an i8th-cent. men's cravat. [Fr.]
Soubrette, si55-bret', «. a maid-servant in a comedy,

conventionally pert, coquettish, and intriguing. [Fr.]
Souchong, s5o-shong', n. a fine sort of black tea. [Fr^
—Chin, siao, small, chun^, sort.]

Souffle, soo'fl, «. a murmuring sound. [Fr.]
Souffld, soS-fla', «. a light dish, consisting of the whites

of eggs, with chocolate, cheese, vanilla, &c., whisked
into a creamy froth.

—

adj. prepared in this way.
[Fr., soitffler, to blow—L. suffidre, to blow.]

Sough, sow, suf, or, as Scot., soDh, v.i. to whistle or
sigh, as the wind.

—

v.i. to whme out cantingly.

—

«. a sighing of the wind, a gentle breeze : a vague
rumour : a whining tone of voice in preaching, &c.
—Keep a calm sough, to keep quiet. [Prob. Ice.
siigr, a rushing sound, or A.S. s-Mdgan, to rustle.]

Sough, suf, «. a drain, sewer, mine-adit,

—

n. Sough'-
ing-tlle, a drain-tile. [Prob. W. soch, a drain.]

Sought, sawt, /a.i. and pa./, oi seek.

Soul,_ sol, «. that part of man which thinks, feels,

desires, &c. : the seat of life and intellect : life

:

essence : internal power : energy or grandeur of
mind : a human being, a person.

—

ns. Soul'-bell,
the passing bell ; Soul'-OUr'er {SJiai.), a parson.—
adj's. Souled, full of soul or feeling ; Soul -fear'ing
(S/utk.), soul-terrifying ; Soul'ful, expressive of ele-

vated feeling.—<k/i'. Soul'fully.-«. Soul'fulness.—adj'. SoulTess, without nobleness of mind, mean,
spiritless.—«j. Soullessness ; Soul'-shot, -soot, a
funeral payment.

—

adj'. Soul'-Sick, mor.ally diseased.
—All-souls' Day, the ad November, when the souls

of the faithful departed are commemorated. [M. E.
situle—A.S. sJtvai ; Ger. see/e.]

Soum, Sowm, sowm, «. (Scoi.) the proportion of sheep
or cattle suitable for any pasture.

—

v.i. to determine
such. [A (orm of sum.]

Sound, sownd, adj'. safe, whole, entire : perfect

:

healthy, strong ; profound : correct : orthodox

:

weighty.

—

otiv. soundly, completely fast, as in sleep,

—adv. Soundly.—H. Soundness. [A.S. gesund;
Ger. gesutid, and perh. L. saniis, sound.]

Sound, sownd, n. a narrow passage of water : a strait,

[A. S. siind, a narrow arm of the sea, from sioimmaH,
to swim ; Ger. sund, a strait.]

Sound, sownd, «. the air or swimming bladder of a
fish. [.K.S. sund, swimming.]

Sound, sownd, 7i.i. to make a noise : to utter a voice :

to spread or be spread : to appear on narration.

—

v.t.

to cause to make a noise : to utter audibly : to direct

by a sound or audible signal : to examine by percus-

sion : to publish audibly. — «. the impression fio-

duced on the ear by the vibrations of air : noLse^

particular quality of tone : report, hearing-distance :

empty or meaningless noise. —f.adj. Sound'ing,
making a sound or noise : having a m.-ignificent

sound.— «i. Sound'ing-board, Sound -board, the

thin plate of wood or metal which increases and pro-

pagates the sound of a musical instrument : the

horizontal board or structure over a pulpit, reading-

desk, &c., carrs-ing the speaker's voice towards the

audience; Souild'mg-post, Sound'-post, a support

set under the bridge of a violin, for propagating the

sounds to the body of the instrument.

—

adj. Sound'-
less, without sound, silent : not capable of being

sounded, unfathomable. [M. E. sounen—O. Fr,

sonn—L. sondre, to sound, sonus, a sound.]

Sound, sownd, v.t. to measure the depth of, esp. with
a line and plummet : to probe : to try to discover a
man's secret thoughts, wishes, &c. : to test : to in-

troduce an instrument into the bladder to examine
it.

—

v.i. to use the line and lead in ascertaining the

depth of water.—«. a probe, an instrument to dis-

cover stone in the bladder.— ns. Sound'ing, the

ascertaining the depth of water : (/>/.) any part of

the ocean where a sounding-line will reach the

bottom ; Sound'lng-lead, the weight at the end of «
(MS
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sounding-line ; Sound'ing-llne, a line with a plum-
met at the end for soundings ; SoUQd'ing-rod., a
rod for measuring water in a ship's hold. [O. Fr.
sotider, to sound ; ace. to Diez, from Low L. sub'
unddre—L. sub, under, unda, a wave.]

Sound, sownd, «. (Spetis.) swoon.
Sounder, sown'der, K. a herd of swine, a young boar.

[.\.S. sufior, a herd of swine.]

Soup, soop, n. the nutritious liquid obtained by boil-

ing meat or vegetables in stock—named from the
chief ingredient, as pea-, tomato-, vermicelli-, hare-,

oxtail-soup, &c.

—

Its. Soup'or, a convert for the
sake of material benefits ; Soup'-kltch'en, a place
for supplying soup to the poor gratis or at a nomi-
nal price ; Soup'-mai'gre, a thin fish or vegetable
soup, originally for fast-days; Soup'-tick.'et, a ticket

authorising the holder to receive soup at a soup-
kitchen.—«<!>'. Soupy. [O. Fr. souJ>e—Oi<i Dut.
sop, zop, broth, soppe, zoppe, a sop.)

Soup90n, soop-song'^, n. a suspicion—hence a very
small quantity, as of spirits. [Fr.]

Souple, sODp'l, adj. a provincial form of supple—de-
noting raw silk deprived of its silk-glue.

Sour, sowr, adj. having a pungent, acid taste : turned,
as milk : rancid : crabbed or peevish in temp>er

:

bitter: cold and wet, as soil.

—

v.t. to make sour or
acid: to make cross, peevish, or discontented.

—

v.i.

to become sour or acid : to become peevish or
crabbed.—«. SouT-crOUt (see Sauer-kraut).—<j(//'.

Sour'-eyed, murose-looking.—«i. Sour'-gourd, the

creara-of-tartar tree ; SoUT'ing, vinegar : the crab-

apple : the process in bleaching fabrics that follows

the treatment with bleaching-powder, consisting in

treatment of the fabric with hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid, so as to wash out the lime.

—

adj. SoUT'lsh,
somewhat sour.

—

adv. Sour'ly, in a sour manner

:

with acidity : with acrimony : discontentedly.

—

tis. Sour'neSS, the state of being sour : acidity

:

peevishness: discontent; Sour'-sop, a tree of tropical

America and its fruit, closely allied to the custard-

apple : (prov.) an ill-natured person. [A.ij. sur;
Ger. sauer. Ice. siirr.]

Source, sOrs, «. that from which anything rises or
originates : origin : the spring from which a stream
flows. [O. Fr. sarse (Fr. source), from sourdre (It.

sorgere)—L. surgere, to raise up, to rise.]

Sourdeline, sOSr'de-len, «. a small bagpipe. [Fr.]

Sourdine, sCor-den', «. a stop on the harmonium.
[Fr.,— It. sordino, sordo, deaf—L. surdus, deaf]

Sourock, sSo'rok, H. (Scot.) the common sorrel.
Sous. Same as Sou.
Souse, sows, v.t. to strike with sudden violence, as a

bird its prey.

—

v.i. to rush with speed, as a bird on
its prey.

—

n. violent attack, as of a bird striking its

^Tcy.—adj. (5^air.) sudden, \'io\eDt.—adv. with sud-
den violence, with swift descent downwards.

Souse, sows, «. pickle made of salt : anything steeped
in pickle: the ear, feet, &c. of swine pickled.

—

v.t.

to steep in pickle : to plunge into water.— z/./. to fall

on suddenly. [Written also soiice, a form of sauce.]
Boat, sowt, «. (Spens.). Same as Scot.
Soutache, soo-tash', «. a narrow braid. [Fr.]
Soutane, sOS-tan', «. a cassock. [Fr.,—Low L. sub-
tana—L. sriitus, beneath.]

Souter, sSO'ier. «. (Scot.) a shoemaker, a cobbler—also
Sow'ter, SovL'tax. —adv. Sou'terly. [A.S. siitere
(Ice. siitari)—L. sutor—suere, to sew.]

South, sowth, «. the direction in which the sun ap-
pears at noon to the people north of the Tropic of
Cancer : any land opposite the north : the Southern
States in U.S. history : the side of a church on the
right hand of one facing the altar.

—

adj. lying towards
the south.

—

adv. towards the south.

—

v.i. to veer
towards the south : to cross the meridian of a place.—n. SOUth'-east', the direction equally distant from
the south and east.

—

adjs. South'-east'. South'-
east'erly, South'-east'em, pertaining to. in the
direction of, or coming from the south-east.

—

tu

South'-east'er, a wind from the south-east.

—

advs
South'-east'ward, -ly, toward the south-east.— «.
Souther (sowi/t'-), a wind from the south.

—

v.i.

to veer toward the south. — adj. Southerlng
(su//t'-), turned toward the south, having a southern
exposure.—«. Southerllness (su///-), the condition

of being southerly. — adjs. Southerly (su/A'-),

Southern (su/A'-), pertaining to, situated in, or
proceeding from or towards the south :

—

superis.

Southermost (su/A'-), Southernmost (suM'-),

South'most, most southern, farthest towards the
south.— n. Southerner (su//t'-), an inhabitant of
the south, esp. of the Southern States of America.—v.t. and v.i. Southemise (su///-), to render
southern in qualities or character, or to become
such.—«. Southernlsm (sur/«'-), a form of expres-
sion peculiar tu the south, esp. the Southern States
of America.— rtr/i'. Southemly (suM'-), towards the
south.— tis. Southernwood (su///-), an aromatic
plant of southern Europe, closely allied to worm-
wood ; Southing (sow/A'-), tendency or motion to
the south ; the time at which the moon passes the
meridian ; South'land, the south (also adj.).—adv.
Southly.—«. South'ness, tendency of a magnetic
needle to point toward the south.—a<^'. Southron
(su///-), southern, esp. English.

—

n. a native or
inhabitant of a southern country or district : an
Englishman.

—

advs. South'ward (also suM'ard),
toward the south (also «. and adj.) ; South'-
wardly (also adj.); South'wards. — «. South'-
west', the direction equally distant from the south
and west.—«(//>. South'-west', South'-wost'erly,
South'-west'em, pertaining to, proceeding from,
or lying in the direction of the south-west.— «.

SoUth'-west'er, a storm or gale from the south-west

:

a painted canvas hat with a broad flap behind for

the neck(often Sou'west'er).—South Sea, the Pacific

Ocean. [A.S. sitth ; Ger. siid. Ice. sudhr.]
SouthCOttlan, sowth'kot-i-an, «. a follower of Joanna

Soutlicott (1750-1814), whose dropsy was taken by
many, and perhaps herself, for the gestation of a
second Shiloh or Prince of Peace.

Southdown, sowth'down, adj. pertaining to the South
Dovjns in Hampshire, the famous breed of sheep so

named, or their mutton.—«. this breed of sheep, a
sheep of the same, or its mutton.

Southsay, Southsayer, sOoth'-. Same as Soothsay,
&c.

Souvenir, s(55-ve-ner', «. a remembrancer, a keepsake.
—«. SouVenance (Spens.), remembrance, memory.
[Fr.,—L. subvenire, to come up, to come to mind

—

sub, under, venire, to come.]
Sovereign, suv'ran, or sov'e-ran, adj. supreme : pos-

sessing supreme power or dominion : superior to all

others : utmost : most efficacious

—

(Milt.) Sovran.
—«. a supreme ruler : a monarch : a gold coin = 20s.

—v.t. to rule over as a sovereign.— ar^'. Sov'ere^gn-

est (Shak.), most effectual.—ai/z/. Sovereignly, in a
sovereign manner: in the highest degree : supremely.
—«. Sovereignty, supreme power : dominion. [O.

Fr. soz'rain—Low L. sujieranus—L. super, supra,

above.]
Sow, sow, n, a female pig : the metal solidified in

parallel grooves or pigs, the iron of these being pig-

iron : a movable shed for protecting the men using

a battering-ram.

—

ns. Sow'back, a low ridge of sand

or gravel ; Sow*-bread, a genus of plants, allied to

the primrose, natives of the south of Europe, the

tubers of which are eaten by swine ; Sow'-hug, an
air-breathing oniscoid isopod, a pill-bug, slater.

—

adj. Sow'-drunk (prov.), beastly drunk.—»i. SOW'-
geld'er, one who spays sows ; Sow'-thlS'tle, a genus
of plants, the tender tops of which are used in the

north of Europe as greens. [A.S. stl, sugu : Ger.
sau. Ice. syr; L. sus, Gr. hys.]

Sow, sO, v.t. to scatter seed that it may grow : to plant
by strewing : to scatter seed over : to spread, dis-

seminate.

—

v.i. to scatter seed for ;^rowth '.—pa.p.
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Sowar (cite, far ; mS, her ; mine ; Spaniel

sown and sowed.—«j. Sow'er ; SoVlng ; Sow'ing-
machine', a hand or horse -power seed -planting
machine: a broadcast sower. [A.S. sdwan , Ger.
saen. Ice. sd, Goth. saia?t.\

Sowar, so-ay, «. a native horse-soldier in the British

Indian army, a mounted attendant. [Hind, sawdr,
a horseman.]

Sowens, sO'enz, «.//. (Scot.) a dish made from the

farina remaining among the husks of oats, flummery.
—Also SoVans.

Sowl, Sowle, sowl, v.i. (SAaM.) to pull by the ears.

Sownd, sownd, f./. (Spens.) to wield.

Sownd, sownd, «. (^^?«j.) = swound, the same as

Sjvoott.

Sowne, sown, «. (Spens.). Same as Sound.
Sowse, sows, V. and «. (S/ens.). Same as Sotise, to

strike.

Sowth, sowth, v.i. and v./. (Scot.) to whistle softly, to

whistle over a tune.

Soy, soi, «. a thick and piquant sauce made from the

seeds of the soy bean or pea, a native of China,
Japan, and the Moluccas.—Also Soo'ja. [Jap. si-

yan. Chin. shi-yu.\

Soyle, soil, «. (Spens.) prey.
Sozzle, soz'l, v.t. to make wet or muddy.—«. disorder.—adj. SoZZ'ly, sloppy.
Spa, spaw, «. a place where there is a mineral spring

of water. [From .$/>« in Belgium. ]

Space, spas, «. extension as distinct from material
substances : room : largeness : distance between
objects : interval between lines or words in books :

quantity of time : distance between two points of
time : opportunity, leisure : a short time : interval.—v.t. to make or arrange intervals between.

—

ns.

Spa'COr, one who, or that which, spaces : an instru-

ment by which to reverse a telegraphic current, esp.

in a marine cable, for increasing the speed of trans-

mission : a space-bar ; Space'-wrlt'er, in journalism,
one paid for his articles according to the space they
occupy when printed; Spa'cin^. the act of dividing
into spaces, placing at suitable intervals, as in print-

ing, &c. : the space thus made : spaces collectively.

—

adj. Spa'CiOUS, having large spnce : large in extent

:

roomy : wide.— rtrfr/. Spa'ClOTlSly.— «. Spa'ClOUS-
ness. [Fr. espace—L. spatium; Gr. span.}

Spacial = Spatial (q. v.).

Spadas.sin, spad'a-sm, H. a swordsman, a bravo. [Fr.,

— It. spadacciiio—spada, a sword.]
Spade, spad, «. a broad blade of iron with a handle,

used for digging : a playing-card of one of the two
black suits, shaped like a heart with a triangular
handle.

—

v.t. to die with a spade.

—

ns. Spade' -bone,
the scapula ; Spade'-foot, a scaphiopod or spade-
footed toad ; Spade'ful, as much as a spade will
hold ; Spade'-guin'ea, a guinea coined 1787-99, so
called from the shield on the reverse side having the
sliape of the spade in playing-cards.—Call a spade
a spade, to call things by their plain names, without
softening : to speak out plainly. [A. S. spadu, spcedu

;

L. spatha—Gr. spathi, any broad blade.]
Spade, sp5d, «. a eunuch : a gelding.—Also Spa'do.

[Gr. spaddn, a eunuch.]
Spadllle, spa-dil', n. the ace of spades in the games of
ombre and quadrille.—Also Spadil'lo. [Fr.,—Sp.
espadilla, dim. oi espada, the ace of spades.]

Spadix, spa'diks, n. (bot.) a fleshy spike of flowers,
usually covered by a leaf called a spathe :—//.
Spadi'ces.—a^>. Spadltfeous, Spad'lcose. [Gr.]

Spadone, spa-dO'ne, It. a long heavy sword for both
li.inds.—Also Spadroon'. [It.]

Spae, spa, v.i. and v.t. (Scot.) to foretell, divine-
also Spay.—«j. Spae'man ; Spa'er ; Spae'wlfe.
[Scand., Ice. spd; Ger. spdhen, to spy.]

Spaghetti, spa-get'ti, «. an Italian cord-like paste in-

termediate in size between macaroni and vermicelli.
[It., pi. oi spaghetto, dim. oi spago, a cord.]

SpagirlC, -al, spa-jir'ik, -al, adj. chemical, .^ccording
to the chemistry of Paracelsus and his followers.

—

[Gr. span.«. Spagir'ist, a follower of Paracelsus,
to tear, ageirein, to bring together.]

Spahl, spa'he, «. one of the irregular cavalry of the
Turkish armies before the reorganisation of 1B36.

—

Also Spa'liee. \,Scpoy.\

Spalrge, sparj, v.t. (Scot.) a form of sparge, to sprinkle.

Spake, spak, old /a./, oi speak.
Spalax, spa'laks, n. the typical genus of mole-rats.

[Gr., spalax, sphalax, a mole.]

Spale, spal, n. (Scot.) a splinter of wood—also Spail

:

in shipbuilding, a temporary brace, cross-band—
also Spa'ling.

Spall, spawl, n. (Spens.) the .shoulder.—Also Spald.
[O. Fr. espauie— L. spatula, a broad blade.]

Spall, spawl, v.t. and v.i. to split, splinter, to chip.

—

«. a chip or splinter thrown off.

—

v.t. and v.i. Spalt,
to split off splinters.

—

adj. brittle.

Spalpeen, spal'pen, «. a rascal, a mischievous fellow.

(Ir. spailpin.]

Spalt, spalt, 71. a scaly whitish mineral, used as a flux

for metals. [Ger. spalt-stein—spalten, to split.]

Span, span, «. the space from the end of the thumb to

the end of the little-finger when the fingers are ex-
tended: nine inches : the spread of an arch between
its abutments : a space of time, the full duration of
anything : extent of stretch, as the spread of a
man's arms, in measuring trees, &c.

—

v.t. to measure
by spans : to measure : to embrace :^pr.p. span'-

ning ; pa.t. and pa.p. spanned.

—

ns. Span'-COUn'ter,
Span'-far'tbing, a game played by one throwing a
coin or counter on the ground, and another trying

to throw his so near it that he can span the distance

between the two.—rt^>. Span'less, that cannot be
spanned or measured ; Span'-long, of the length of

a span.—«. Span'ner, one who spans : an iron tool

or lever used to tighten the nuts of screws. [A.S.

span—spantian; Ger. spanne—spantien.\
Span, span, «. a yoke of hor.ses or oxen. [Borrowed
from Dut. ; from the same root as above word.]

Span, span, adv. wholly—in Span'-new, Spick'-and-

span.
Spancel, span'sel, «. a tether for a cow's legs.

—

v.t.

to fasten a cow with such. — adj. Span'celed
(her.), hobbled.

[Old Dut.
spansel.}

Spandrel, span'-
drel, «. the
irregular tri-

angular space
between the
curve of an
arch and the
enclosing right

angle.— Also
Span'dril. [Ety. dub. : prob. conn, with span.}

Spandy, span'di, adv. Same as Span (3).

Spane, Spean, span, v.t. (Scot% to wean. [A. 5.

spanan ; Ger. spdncn. ]

Spanemia, spa-ne'mi-a. «. poverty of blood — also

Spanas'mia.— (7^'.;. Spane'mlc, Spansa'mic. [Gr.
spanos, scarce, hainia, blood.]

Spang, spang, n. a spangle, shining ornament.
Span^, spang, v.i. (Scot.)to leap.

—

z'.t. to set in violent

motion, to hurl.—«. a springing up : a sudden blow.
Spangle, spang'gl, «. a small, thin plate or boss of

shining metal : anything sparkling and brilliant, like

a spangle.

—

v.t. to adorn with spangles.

—

v.i. to

glitter.—art^i. Spang'led, Spang'ly.—«. Spang'ler.
[A.S. spaiige ; Ger. spange. Ice. spiing.]

Spangolite, .spang'gO-lIt, «. a rare mineral found in

hexngonai green crystals along with cuprite in

Arizona. [Norman Spang of Pitt.sburg.]

Spaniard, span'yard, «. a native o{ Spain.
Spaniel, spnn'yel, «. a kind of dog, usually liver-

and-white coloured, or black-and-white, with large
pendent cars.

—

adj. (.'^/laX:) like a spaniel, fawning,
mean.

—

n. Span'ielshlp, obsequious attention.

—

a, a. Spandrels.
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Spanlsb mOte ; mdte ; raOQn ; ih^a. Spat

Blenheiia spaniel, red-and-white, established by
the Duke of Marlborough ; Clumber spaniel, hand-
some leinon-aud-white, short in leg, long in body,
with a coat like a setter, and massive head with
large, drooping ears ; King Cliarles spaniel, black-

and-tan, first brought into notice by Charles 11. ;

Sussex spaniel, hlce the Clumber, golden-hver or

brown. lO. Fr. es/Kigncul (Fr. e^agneu/ )— Sp.

Espanoly Spanish.]

Spanisb, span'ish, adj. of or pertaining to Spain.—
«. the language of Spain.—«. Spaniard, a native

or citizen of Spain.—Spanish bayonet, any one of

several species of yucca with straight sword-shaped
leaves ; Spanish broom, a hardy deciduous Medi-
terranean shrub with showy yellow fragrant flowers ;

Spanish chalk, a variety of talc ; Spanish cress,

a species of peppergrass ; Spanish fly, a blister-

beetle, a cantharid possessing a strong blistering

principle, cantharidine : a preparation of cantharides

used as a vesicant ; Spanish fowl, a breed of the

domestic hen — also White-faced black Spanish ;

Spanish grass, esparto ; Spanish Juice, extract of
liquorice-root ; Spanish Main, a nmiie given to the

north coast of South .\merica from the Orinoco to

Darien, and to the shores of the former Central
American provinces of Spain contiguous to the

Caribbean Sea—the name is often popularly ap-

plied to the Caribbean Sea itself: Spanish sheep,
a merino ; Spanish Soap, Castile soap. — WaUc
Spanish, to t;e compelled to walk on tiptoe through
being lifted up by the collar and the seat of the

trousers—hence to proceed or act under compulsion.
Spank, spangk, v.i. to move with speed or spirit.

—

«. Spank'er, one who walks with long strides : a
fast-going horse : any person or thing particularly

striking, a dashing person.

—

adj. Spank'ing, spirited,

going freely : striking, beyond expectation, very
large. [Cf. Dan. spanke, to strut.]

Spank, spangk, v.i. to strike with the flat of the hand,
to slap.

—

n, a loud slap, esp. on the backside.

Spanker, spang'ker, «. the after-sail of a ship or
barque, so called from its flapping in the breeze.

Span-roof, span'-rSOf, «. a roof having two equal
inclined planes or sides.

Spar, spar, «. a rafter : a general term for masts,

y.irds, booms, and gaffs, &c.

—

n. Spar'-deck, the
upper deck of a vessel. [The A. S. spearra is assumed
from the verb sparrian, to fasten with a bar ; cf. Ice.

sparri, Dut. spar.\
Spar, spar, n. a term applied by miners to any bright

crystalline mineral, and adopted by mineralogists in

the names of a number of minerals

—

calcareous spar,

Jluor spar, Iceland spar, &c.

—

adj. Spai'ry, resem-
bling spar, spathic [A.S. spcer(-stdn), gypsum ; cf.

Ger. spar{-lialk).]

Spar, spar, V. i. to box with the hands : to fight with
showy action : to dispute :

—

pr^. spar'ring
;
pa.t.

and pa.p. sparred.— «. a preliminary sparring, box-
ing-match, or cock-fight.— wj-. Spar'rer ; Spar'ring.
[(). Fr. esjfrarer(Vr. eparer), to kick out, most prob.
Teut. ; Low Ger. sparre, a struggling.]

Sparable, spar'a-bl, n. a small nail used by shoe-
makers.—Also Sper'rable. [Sparrmo-bill.]

Sparadrap, spar'a-drap, n. a cerecloth, a plaster.

[Fr.]

Spare, spar, v.t. to use frugally : to do without : to
save from any use : to withhold from : to forbear
from harming, to treat tenderly : to part with
willingly. — T.i. to be frugal: to forbear: to be
tender: to be forgiving.— aiij. sparing: frugal:
scanty: lean: superfluous.—«. that which has been
saved or stored away : in American bowling, a point
made by overturning all the pins with the first two
balls.

—

adv. Spare'ly,_in a spare manner : sparingly.—ns. Spare'ness ; Spar'er, one who spares or avoids
expense ; Spare'rlb, a piece of pork consisting^ of ribs

with the meat adhering to them.

—

adj. Spar'ing,
scarce : scanty : saving : merciful, forgiving.

—

adv.

Sparingly, frugally: not abund.-tntly : with absti-

nence : seldom : cautiously.

—

n. Spar'ingness, tiia

quality of being sparing : want of litjcrahtj : caution.
(A.S. spat tail, to spare

—

spar, spare; Ger. spdr-
Uch, frugal.]

Spargauium, spar-ga'ni-um, «. a genus of plants of
the order Typhacece, the bur-reeds. [Gr.]

Sparge, sparj, v.t. to sprinkle

—

(Scot.) Spalrge. n.
Sparger, a sprinkler. [L. spargere, to sprinkle.)

SpargOSiS, spar-gO'sis, «. great distention of the breasts
with milk.— Also Spargano'SiS. [Gr. spargdsis
spargan, to swell.]

Spar-hawk, spar-hawk, «. = Sparro^i-kawk.
Spark, spark, «. a small ignited particle shot oflT from

a burning body : any sniull shining Ixxly or light :

a small portion of anything active or vivid : a gay
sprightly person, a lover, a l«au.

—

v.i. to emit sparks

:

to play the gallant.— o^^y. Spark'ish, gay, jaunty,
showy. [A.S. spearca, a spark ; Dut. spark.\

Sparke, spark, «. (Spens.) a battle-axe. (Perh. an
error for spari/u.]

Sparkle, spark'l, «. a little spark : lustre, brillianc*

:

the presence ot carbon dioxide, as in a wine, causing
eflfervescence : the emission of sparks.

—

v.i, £.- emit
sparks : to shine, glitter : to effervesce with ^Utter-
ing bubbles, or to contain much carbon dioxide, as
certain wines.

—

v.t. to throw out sparklingly.

—

n.

Sparkler, one who, or that which, sparkles.— <k^.
Spark'less, not giving out sparks.— rtrf?/. Spark"-
lessly.—«. Sparklet, a small spark.— ^rf;'. Spark-
ling, giving out sparks : glittering: brilliant: livel)'.—ativ. Spark'llngly, in a sparkling manner : with
vivid and twinkling lustre.—;/. Sparkllngness, the
quality of being sparkling : vivid and twinkling
lustre. [A freq. of spark.]

Sparling, sparling, «. the smelt.—Also SplrliDg.
Sparre, spar, «. (Spens.) a bolt, a bar. [Spar.\
Sparrer. See under Spar (3).

Sparrow, spar'O, «. an Old World genus of birds of
fringilhne family.

—

us. Sparr'OW-bill, a small shoe-
nail, so called from its shape— also Spar'able ;

Sparr'ow- grass, asparagus; Sparrow -hawk, a
genus of long-legged, short-winged falcons, like ths

toshawks, but smaller. — otij. Sparr^OW-tall (see
wallow-tail). [A.S. spearwa; Goth, sparata.

Ice. sporr, Ger. sper-lin^.\
Sparry, spar'i, adj. consisting of, or like, spar.—«.
Sparry-iron, a carbonite of iron, siderite.

Sparse, spars, adj. thinly scattered : scanty.

—

adv.
Sparsely.— «. Sparse'ness.— «<(;. SpaTsile.—«.
SpaTsity. [L. sparsutn, pa.p. of spargere, to
scatter ; Gr. speirem, to sow. ]

Spartan, spar'tan, adj. of or pertaining to Sparta in

Greece : hardy, rigorously .severe : fearless.

Sparterie, spar'ter-i, «. articles made from esparto

—

mats, nets, ropes, &c.
Sparth, -e, sparth, «. a halberd, mace.
Spasm, spazm, K. an irregular and violent contraction

of muscular parts—involuntary even when the volun-
tary muscles are concerned. When persistent it is

tonic spasm or cramp, catalepsy, tetanus; when
the relaxations alternate with the contractions, it is

clonic spasm, as in epilepsy, convulsive hysteria,
chorea, &c.— «. Spasmodic, a medicine for re-

moving spasms.—rt^>. Spasmodic, -al, relating to,

or consisting in, spasms : convulsive.

—

adv. Spas-
modically, in a spasmodic manner : in fits.^wj.

Spas'modlSt; Spasmol'Ogy, scientific knowledge
of spasms.

—

adj. Spas'tiC, relating to sp.isms, spas-
modic— rtf/f. Spas'tlcally. — «. Spasticity, ten-
dency to spasm. — Spasmodic school, a group of
English poets, including P. J. Bailey, Sydney Dobell,
and Alexander Smith, marked by overstrained and
unnatural sentiment and expression. [Fr. spasme—
L. spasmus—Gr. spasmos—spaein, to draw.]

Spat, spat, pa.t. oi spit, to throw from the mouth.
Spat, spat, n. the spawn of shellfish.

—

v.i. to sked
spawn. [From root of spit.\



Spat tile, fix ; me, her ; ml&e

;

Special

Spat, spat, M. a slap : a large drop, as of rain : a petty

quarrel.

—

v.t. to slap, to strike lightly.

—

v.i. to engage
in a petty quarrel.

Spat, spat, «. a gaiter or legging—usually in //.

[S/>atier-das/us.]

SpatangUS, spa-tang'gus, n. the typical genus of

SpatangicUe, a family of irregular sea-urchins, the

heart-urchins.—«.//. Spatang ida, the spalangoid

sea-urchins. — <^j- Spataug Old, like a cordate

urchin. —«. one of these.

—

us.pi. Spatangoi'da,

SpatangOi'dea, the Spatanguitx, an order of

petalostichous sea-urchins, generally excluding the

dypeastroids or flat sea-urchins. [Gr. spatanges,

a sea-urchin.]

Spatch-COCk, spach'-kok, H. a fowl killed and imme-
diately roasted or broiled for some sudden occasion.

[Prob. a corr. oi despatch and cock.'\

Spate, Spait, spat, ». a sudden flood, as in a stream
after heavy rain. [Prob. Ir. speid.\

Spathe, spa//t, «. {}>ot.) a sheathing bract, which en-

closes one or more flowers, as in the narcissus.

—adjs. Spatha oeous, spathe-bearing ; Spathed,
having a spathe.— «. SpatMl'la, a secondary or

diminutive spathe.— adjs. Spa those, Spa'thous
iJ>ot.\ having a spathe or sheath-like bract, burst-

ing longitudinally. [L. spatha — Gr. spat/ii, a
broad blade.]

Spathic, spath'ik, adj. (jnin.) foliated, lamellar.

—

adj.

Spath'iform, spathic. [Ger. spath, spar.]

Spathura, spa-lhu'ra, n. a genus of humming-birds
wiih peculiar tail-feathers expanding into a spatule
at the end, and leg-muffs. [Gr. spathe, a blade,
oura, a tail.]

Spatial, spa'shal, adj. relating to space.

—

n. Spa-
tlal'ity.—<«arz;. Spatially.

Spatiloznancy, spa-tiro-man-si, «. divination by means
of animal excrements. [Gr. spatile, excrement, man-
teiit, divination.)

Spatter, spat'er, v.t. to throw out or scatter upon : to

scatter about : to sprinkle with dirt or anything
moist: to defame.—«. the act of
spattering : what is spattered.
—H.pl. Spatt'er-dash'es, cover-

. ings for the legs, to keep them
clean from water and mud, a
kind of gaiters. — tu Spatt'er-
work, a method of producing
designs by covering the surface
with the pattern and then
spattering colouring matter on
the parts exposed. [A freq. of
ipot.\

Spatula, spat'u-la, Spattle, spat'l,

M. a little spade : a broad kind

,

of knife for spreading plasters.

—

n. Spat'ulamancy, a method of
divination by a sheep's shoulder-
blade.

—

adj. Spat'ulate, shaped
like a spatula.

—

n. Spat'ule, a
spatulate formation.

—

adjs. Spat'Ulifonn, SpatU-
llg'erous. [L. spatula, spathula, dim. of spatJui—
Gr. sfiatki.]

SpaWn. spav'in, n. a disease of horses occurring under
two different forms

—

bog-spavin, in which the hock-
joint is distended with dark-coloured synovia or
joint-oil, and boiu-spaiiin, in which a bony enlarge-
ment occurs towards the inside of the hock, at the
head of the shank- bone, or between some of the
sniall bones of the hock.

—

adj. Spav'lned, affected
with spavirx. [O. Fr. esparvain (Fr. eparvin)—
Old High Ger. sparo, spariue, a spaiTOw.]

Spawl, spawl, H. spittle, slaver.

—

v.i. to eject saliva.
Spawn, spawn, n. the eggs of fish or frogs when

ejected : offspring.

—

adj. containing spawn.

—

v.t.

to produce, as fishes and frogs do their eggs : to
bring forth.

—

v.i. to deposit eggs, as fishes or frojis :

. to issue, as offspring.

—

hs. Spawn'er, the female fish

from which the spawn is ejected ; Spawn'lng

;
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Spatter-dashes.

Spawn'ing-bed, -ground, a bed made in the bottom
of a stream on which fish deposit their spawn. [O.
Fr. espandre, to shed—L. expandere, to spread out.]

Spay, spa, v.t. to make an animal barren by destroy-
ing its ovaries.—Also Spave. [L. spado~Qx. spadon,
a eunuch—Gr. spaein, draw out.]

Speak, spek, v.i. to utter words or articulate sounds:
to say : to talk : to converse : to sound : to give
expression by any means, to intimate, to hint.—z-.^
to pronounce : to converse in : to address : to de^
clarc : to express by signs l—pa.t. spOke or spake

;

pa.p. spoken.—rt^'. Speak'able, capable of being
spoken : {Milt.) having the power of speech.—f«.
Speak'-eas'y {U.S.), an illicit dram-shop, shebeen ;

Speak'er, one who speaks or proclaims : the person
who presides in a deliberative or legislative body, as
the House of Commons ; Speak'ership, the office

of Speaker ; Speaking, the act of expressing ideas
in words: discourse.

—

adj. seeming to speak:
natural : used to assist the voice.

—

adT. Speak ingly.—ns. Speak'ing-tnun'pet, an instrument for en-
abling the sound of the voice to be conveyed to a
greater disUnce ; Speak'ing-tube, a tube communi-
cating from one room to another for speaking
through; Speak'tng-VOice, the kind of voice used
in speaking.—Speak a Ship, to hail and speak to

some one on board her : Speak fair, to address one
in conciliatory terms : Speak for, to speak on behalf
of: to be a proof of: to bespeak, engage; Speak-
ing terms, a relationship between two persons not
extending beyond the courtesy of verbal salutation,

&c. ; Speak of, to talk about : to mention, or to be
worth mentioning ; Speak one's mind, to say frankly
what one thinks ; Speak out, to assert boldly or
loudly ; Speak to, to reprove : to attest, testify to

;

Speak up, to speak out ; Speak well for, to witness
favourably to.—So to speak, as one might put it,

as it were. [A.S. specan {jior sprecati) ; Dut. spreken,
Ger. sprechen.\

Speal-bone, spel'-bSn, «. the shoulder-blade.
Spear, .sper, «. a long weapon used in war and

hunting, made of a pole pointed with iron: a lance
with barbed prongs used for catching fish.

—

v.t. to
pierce or kill with a spear.— >«. Spear'-fish, a kind
of carp-sucker—also Sail-fish and Skiniba^k : the
bill-fish, a histiophoroid fish related to the sword-
fish ; Spear'-foot, the off or right hind-foot of a
horse ; Spear'-grasS, a name applied to various
grasses, csp. tliose known as meadow-grass, the

Kentucky blue-gra^s : either of two New Zealand
plants of the parsley family with long spinous leaf-

lets ; Spear'-head, the iron point of a spear ; Spear'-
lll'y, a plant of one of the sjjecies of the Australian
genus Doryanthcs of the Amaryllidea, with sword-
shaped leaves : Spoar'man, a man armed with a
spear; Spear'mlnt, the common garden -mint;
Spear'-thls'tle, the common thistle ; Spear'-wood,
one of two Australian trees whose wood makes
good spear-.'-hafts ; Spear'-Wort, the name of several

species of Ranunculus with lance-shaped leaves.

[A.S. spere : Ger. speer, L. sparus : cf. Spar.'\

Spec, a colloquial abbrev. of speculation.

Special, spesh'al, adj. of a species or sort : par-

ticular : distinctive : uncommon : designed for a
particular purpose : confined to a particular subject

or application.—«. any special or particular person

or thing : any person or thing set apart for a
particular duty—a constable, a railway-train, &c. :

a newspaper extra, a despatch from a special corre-

spondent.

—

n. Specialisa'tlon, the act or process of

specialising : differentiation, as of organs, functions,

&Q.—v.t. Spec'ialise, to make specifically distinct,

to limit to a particular kind of action or use.

—

v.i.

to act in some particular way, to take a particu-

lar direction, as to devote one's self especially to

some particular branch of study.

—

ns. Spec'lallsm,

devotion to some particular study or pursuit ;

Specialist, one who devotes himself to a special



Specify mote ; mute ; m(53n ; Men. Speech

subject. —fl<^'. Speciallst'lc— ». Speciality, the
particular characteristic of a person or thing : a
special occupation or object of attention.

—

adv.
Spec'ially.—«i-. Spec'ialty, something special or
distinctive : any special product, article of sale or
of manufacture : any special pursuit, department
of study, &c. : a special contract for the payment
of money ; Specie (spe'shi), gold and silver coin,

metallic money (abl. of L. species^ kind) ; SpS'Cies,

a group of individuals having common marks or
characteristics, specialised from others of the same
genus to which it is subordinate : a group under a
higher class, a kind or sort, a distinct constituent

part, an element : an appearance to the senses, an
image of an external object presented to the eye or

the mind ; Spe'oles-mong'er, one who busies him-
self with classifications only, indifferent to wider
biological relations, one who makes distinctions for

distinction's sake ; Specific, a remedy which has a
special power in a particular disease : an infallible

remedy.

—

adjs. Specific, -al, pertaining to, or

constituting, a species : that specifies : peculiar to :

produced by some special cause : precise : infallible.

—adv. Speciflcally.—«^. SpecifIcalness, Specif

-

IcneSS, the state or quality of being specific.—Special
constable (see Constable); Special license (see

License) ; Special pleading (see Plead) ; Special
verdict (see Verdict). —Specific density, the mass
of any given substance contained in unit volume;
Specific gravity, the weight ofany given substance as
compared with the weight of an equal bulk or volume
of water or other standard substance at the same
temperature and pressure ; Specific heat (see Heat).

Speciiy, spes'i-fl, v.t. to mention particularly : to set

down as a requisite:—/>«./. and /«./>. spec'ifled.

—

v.t. Specificate, to specify.—«. Speclfica'tion, the
act of specifying : any point or particular specified :

the description of his invention presented by an
applicant lor a patent.—Logical specification is

the counterpart of generalisation — implying that
beings the most like or homogeneous disagree or are
heterogeneous in some respect. [O. Fr.,—Low L.
specificdre—L. species, V\\vii,facere, to make.]

SpeciUom, spe-sil'um, «. a surgical probe : a lens, eye-
glass. [L.,

—

specere, to look.]

Specimen, spes'imen, «. a portion of anything to show
the kind and quality of the whole : a sample, a
typical individual ; a preparation in natural history,
&c., exemplifying anything noticeable in a species
or other group. [L. specimen—specSre, to see.]

Specious, spe'shus, adj. that looks well at first sight

;

showy : plausible : appearing actu.al, not merely
imaginary.

—

ns. SpeclOS'lty.Spe'cioUSness, plaus-
ible appearance. — adv. Spe'ciously. [Fr., — L.
spcciosus, showy

—

species, form

—

specere, to see.]

Speck, spek, «. a spot : a blemish : a mark betokening
decay : a separate piece or particle, an atom, the
least morsel or quantity : a percoid fish of the United
States, a darter.

—

v.t. to spot. [A.S. specca; Low
Ger. spakig, spotted with wet.]

Speck, spek, «. fat, lard.—«. Specktloneer', the chief
harpooner in whale-fishing. [A. S. i//f , bacon ; Ger.
speck, Dut. spek, fat.]

Speckle, spek'l, «. a little speck or spot in anything
different in substance or colour from the thing itself;

(Scot.) kind, sort.

—

v.t. to mark with speckles.

—

a^i/. Speck'led, variegated, piebald.-«. Speck'led-
ness.—a^>. Speck'less, spotless, perfectly clean

;

Speck'y, partially spotted.
Spectacle, spek'ta-kl, «. a sight ; show, a pageant, ex-

hibition : (pi.) a p.-jir of lenses mounted in frames to
assist the sight, aids to mental vision ; a marking
resembling spectacles, as in the cobra. — adj's.

Spec'tacled, wearing spectacles ; marked like spec-
tacles, as the bear, cobra, &c. ; Spectac'lllar,
marked by display. — «. Spectacular'lty. — adv.
Spectac'ularly. [L. spectaculum—spectare, -atum,
intens. oi specire, to look at.]

Spectant, spek'tant, adj. looking forward.

—

v.t. Spec'-
tate, to survey. — «. Spec'tatlon. (L. spectans,
-iintis, pr.p. oi spectdre.}

Spectator, spek-ta'tor, «. one who looks on •.—/em.
Specta'tress, Specta'trix.-«/(>. Spectato'rial.-^
71. Specta'torship, the office or quality of a sj^ectator :

{Shak^ the act of beholding.
Spectre, spek'ter, n. a ghost.— rtrf;'. Spec'tral, relating

to, or like, a spectre.

—

n. Spectral'lty, the state of
being spectral, a spectral object.

—

adv. Spectrally.
—«. Spetftre-bat, a South American leaf-nosed bat
or vampire. [L. spectrum, a vision

—

spccere, to see. ]

Spectrum, spek'tmm, «. the image of something seen
continued after the eyes are closed : the colours of
light separated by a prism, and exhibited as spread
out on a screen :—//. Spec'tra.—«. Spec'trograph,
an apparatus for photographing a spectrum.

—

adjs.
Spectrograph'lc, -al.—«. Spectrog'raphy, the art
of using the spectrograph.

—

adj. SpectlOlOg'lCaL
—adv. Spectrolog'lcally.—«j. Spectrol'Dgy, the
division of physical science that embraces spectrum
analysis : demonology ; Spectrom'eter, an instru-
ment like a spectroscope, by means of which the
angular deviation of a ray of light in passing through
a prism can be accurately measured.

—

adj. Spec-
tromet'rlc. — «. Spec'trophone, an adaptation of
the spectroscope, in which, on the principle of the
radiophone, perception of a succession of sounds
takes the place of observation by the eye. — adj.
Spectrophon'lc-«i. Spec'tro-polar'lscope, a polari-

scope combined with a spectroscope ; Spec'trOSCOpe,
an instrument for forming and examining spectra of
luminous bodies, so as to determine their composi-
tion.— a^^V. Spectroscop'Ic, -al.

—

adv. Spectro-
scop'lcally. — «^. Spec troscopist, one skilled in

spectroscopy ; Spec'troscopy, the use of the spec-
troscope and the study of spectrum analysis. [L.,

—

specere, to see.]

Specular, spek'u-lar, adj. resembling a speculum

:

having a smooth reflecting surface : assisting vision,

serving for inspection.—Specular Iron ore, a variety
of hematite, with a brilliant metallic lustre. [L.]

Specularla, spek-u-la'ri-a, n. a genus of plants of the
bellwort family (Canipanulacea), including the
Venus's-looking-glass.

Speculate, spek'u-lat, v.i. to look at or into with the

mind ; to consider : to theorise : to traffic for great

profit.

—

ns. Specula'tlon, act of speculating : mental
view: contemplation : theory; the buying goods, &c.,
to sell them at an advance, any more or less risky

investment of money for the sake of unusually large

profits: Spec'ulatiSt, a speculative philosopher.—
adj. Spec'tilative, given to speculation or theory :

ideal : pertaining to speculation in business, &c.

—

adv. Spec'ulatively. — ?i.r. Spec'ulativeness, the

state of being speculative ; Spec'ulator, one who
engages in mental speculations, or who practises

speculation in trade or business of any kind.

—

adj.

Spec'iilatory, exercising speculation : adapted for

spying or viewing. — n. Spec'ulatrlx, a female

speculator. [L. speculaius, pa.p. of specuiari—
specula, a lookout

—

specere, to look.]

Speculum, spek'u-lum, n. (opt.) a reflector usually

made of polished metal ; (sur^.) an instrument for

bringing into view parts otherwise hidden ; an ocellus

or eye-spot, the mirror of a wing : a lookout place :

—pL Specula. [L.,spec?re, to look.]

Sped, sped, pa. t. and pa.p. of speed.

Speech, spech, n. that which is spoken : language :

the power of speaking ; manner of speech, oration :

any declaration of thoughts ; mention ; colloquy :

conference.

—

ns. Speech'-craft, the science of lan-

guage ; the gift of speech ; Speech'-cri'er, one who
hawked the broadsides containing the dying speeches

of persons executed, once common ; Speech'-day,
the public day at the close of a school year.

—

adj.
Speech'ful, loquacious.

—

ns. Speechlfica'tlon, the

act of making harangues ; Speech'lfler. — ».«•
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Speed nte, f^ ; mi, her ; mine ; Sperm

Speaoh'lfy, to make speeches, harangue (implying
contf^mpt).

—

ai(/. Speech'less, destitute or deprived
of the power of speech.

—

ai^v. Speech'lessly.

—

ns.

Speeob'lessness ; Speech'-maker, one accustomed
to speak in public ; Speech-making, a formal

speaking before an assembly ; SpeecU'-read'lng,

the art of following spoken words by observing the

speaker's lips, as taught to deaf-mutes. [A.S. s/xc,

sj^rxc ; Ger. sprache.]

Speed, spdd, «. quickness, velocity : success.

—

v.i. to

move quickly, to hurry : to succeed, to fare.—k./. to

despatch quickly : to hasten, as to a conclusion : to

cause to advance, to push forward : to give a certain

speed to, regulate the speed of: to send off, to put

forth, to rid of, to kill : to cause to be relieved (tmly

in passive) : to execute : to aid : to make prosper-

ous :

—

pr.p. speed'ing ; pa.t. &nd /a.p. sped.— «.

Speed'er, one who, or that which, promotes speed.
— tti/j. Speedful, sueedy. — a<ivs. Speed'fuUy;
Speed'ily.—«j. Speea'iness, speed, haste ; Speed'-
pull'ey, a pulley having different faces of different

diameters giving various speeds according to the

face the belt passes over ; Spoed'well ( Veronica), a
genus of plants of the natural order Scrophulariaceri',

with blue, white, or pink flowers, the leaves of some
species used medicmally.

—

adj. Speed'y, hasty:
quick: nimble. [.\.S. spid: Dut. speed.]

Speir, Speer, sper, v.t. and v.i. {Scot.) to ask. [A.S.
spyriaH, to inquire after, spor, a trace.)

SpeisS, spTs, n. the product first obtained (an arsenide
of the metal) when arsenical ores are smelted. [Ger.
speise.]

Spekboom, spek'bOm, ». a large South African shrub
of the purslane family. [Dut.]

Spelaean, Spelean, spe-le'an, adj. cave-dwelling. [L.
spclieuin—Gx. spelaion, a cave.]

Speld, speld, n. a chip, splinter.—Also Spel'der.
Speldln^;, spel'ding, «. (Scot) a small lish split and

dried in the sun.—Also Spel'drln, Spel'dron.
SpeUn, spe-lin', «. an artificial linguistic system de-

vised by G. Bauer in 1888 for universal use.
Spelk, spelk, «. (jirov.) a rod, switch.

—

v.t. to use a
spelk in or upon.

Spell, spel, «. any form of words supposed to possess
magical power: fascination.

—

v.t. to tell or name
the letters of: to name, write, or print the proper
letters of.

—

v.i. to form words with the proper letters :

to study:

—

P^Ji- spell'ing
;
pa.t. and pa.p. spelled,

^pelt.

—

adjs. Speli'able, capable of being spelled ;

Spell'-bound. Spell-stopped (Shak.), entranced,
fascinated.

—

ns. Spell er, one who spells : one skilled
in spelling; Spell'ing, act of spelling or naming the
letters of words : orthography ; Spell'lng-bee, a
competition in spelling: ; Spell'ing-book, a book for
teaching to spell ; Spell'-work, that which is wrought
by spells or charms : power of magic.—Spell back-
ward, to spell, repeat, or arrange in reverse order :

to understand in a contrary sense : to turn wrong-
side out, misconstrue one's qualities ; Spell baker,
to do something difficult, that word being one
of the earliest dissyllables in children's books.
(A.S. spell, a narrative; Goth, spill. Ice. spjall,
a tale.]

Spell, spel, v.t. to take another's place at work '.—pr.p.
spell'ing

: pa.t. and pa.p. spelled.— «. a turn at work :

a short period indefinitely: an interval of^ rest : a bad
turn. (A.S. spelian, to act for another; cf. Dut.
sp'-len, Ger. spieUn, to play.]

Spelt, spelt. «. a kind of wheat, probably only a race
of common wheat, still grown in the mountainous
parts of Europe and elsewhere—also called German
niluM. [A.S. spelt—U>v/ L. spelta.]

Spelter, spel'ter, «. zinc. [Allied to Dut. spiauter.]
Bpenoe, spens, «. (prov.) a place where provisions are

l«^pi
: a larder : a pantry.— Also Spense. [O. Fr.

dsfh-nse, a buttery—despendre—L. dispendlre\
Bpeaoer, spens'^r, «. a short over-jacket worn by men

or women, named after Earl Spencer (1782-1845).

Spenoer, spens'6r, n. (in ships and barques) a fore-

and-aft sail abaft the fore and main masts.
Spenoerlan, spen-se'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the

philosophy of Herbert Spencer (b. 1820).—«. a fol-

lower of Spencer.— ?;. Spence'rianlsm, the system
of evolutionary cosmology propounded by Herbert
Spencer—the so-called synthetic philosophy.

Spend, spend, v.t. to expend or weigh out : to give
for any purpose : to consume : to waste : to pass, as
time.

—

v.i. to make expense : to be lost, wasted, or
dissipated : to emit milt, semen, &c. :

—

pr.p. spend'-
ing ; pa.t. and pa.p. spent.

—

adj. Spen'dable, that
may be spent. ns. Spend'all, a spendthrift

;

Spender ; Spending ; Spense = Spcnce (q.v.).—
adj. Spent, exhausted : impotent : of fish, exhausted
by spawning. [A.S. spettdan—L. expeiidere ox dis-
pemiere, to weigh out.]

Spendthrift, spend'thrift, n. one who spends the
savings of thrift : a prodigal.— adj. excessively
lavish. [^/^«^and thri/t.\

Spenserian, spen-se'ri-an, adj. pertaining to Edmund
Spenser (1552-1599) or his versification, esp. his
stanza in The Faerie Queene, a strophe of eight
decasyllabic lines and an Alexandrine, having three
rhymes, the ist and 3d, the 2d, 4th, 5th, and 7th,

and the 6th, 8th, and 9th.

Spent, spent, pa.t. and pa.p. oi spend.
Speos, spg'os, n. a grotto-temple or tomb. [Gr.]
Sper, sper, v.t. (Spens.) to bolt, to shut, as a gate.
Sperable, spe'ra-bl, adj. (Bacon) that may be hoped.— adj. Spe'rate, hoped for. [L. sperabilis—

sperare, to hope.]
Spergula, sper'gu-la, «. a genus of polypetalous an-

nuals belonging to the Caryophyllacecr, with small
white or pink flowers

—

spurry or sandtveed.— «.

Spergula'ria, an allied genus, the sand- spurry.
[L. spargere, to scatter.]

Sperket, sper'ket, «. a hooked peg for hanging har-
ness upon.—Also Spir'ket.

Sperm, sperm, «. animal seed : spawn of fishes or

frogs : spermaceti.

—

ns. Sper'madUCt, a spermatic
duct ; Sper'maphore (hot.), a placenta ; Sper'mary,
the male germ-gland ; Spermathe'ca, a siermatic
case or sheath—also Spermatothe'ca.— rt^/>j. Sper-
mathe'cal ; Spermat'lC, -al, pertaining to, or con-
sisting of, sperm or seed, seminal : connected with
the male function, testicular.

—

v.i. Sper'matise, to

yield or to discharge semen.— «J. Sper'matlsm_=
Spermism ; Sper'matlst = Spermist ; Spenna'-
tlum, a minute spore within a spermogoninm '.—pi.

Sperma'tla. — «^/;'. Spermato'al, pertaining to a
spermatoon. — «. Sper'matoblast, the germ of a
spermatozoon.—a^. Spermatoblas'tic— «i. Sper'-

matocele, swelling of the testicle ; Sper'matocyst,
a seminal vesicle ; Spenuatocys'tis, inflammation
of the seminal vesicles.—rt<(/. Spermatocy'tal.—«x.
Sper'matOCyte, a mother-cell from which sperma-
tozoids are developed ; Spermatogem'ma, a mass
of spermatocytes ; Spermatogen'esls, the formation

of spermatozoa.—rtrt>V. Spermatogenet'ic, Sperma-
tog^enous.—«x. Spermatog^eny, the generation of

spermatozoa ; Spermatogo'nium, one of the primitive

seminal cells th^it by division form the spermatocytes.

—adjs. Sper'matold, sperm-like ; Spermatolog'lcal,
pertaining to spermatology.

—

ns. Spermatcroglst,
one versed in spermatology ; Spermatol'ogy, the

knowledge of the facts about semen ; Sperma-
to'on, the nucleus of a spermatozoon ; Spennat'O-
pbore, a case which in some Invertebrata encloses

the spermatozoa. — adj. Spennatoph'oroUS.— ns.

Spermatorrhe'a, involuntary seminal discharge ;

Spermato'vum, a fecundated ovum ; Spermato-
lO'ld, Spermatozo'on, one of the male reproductive
cells of animals, the physiological complements of
the egg-cells or ova :—//. Spermatozoa ; Sperm'-
oell, a spermatozoon : a spermatoblast or a spermato-
cyte. --<t^. Sper'mlc=^/^r>»rt//<:.—«.r. Sper'mism,
a seminal discharge : the theory that the male sperm



spermaceti mCte ; mute ; mSDn ; /Aen. Spica

holds the whole germ of the future animal ; Sper'-
mist, one who holds the theory of sperniism

;

Sperm'-nu'cleus, the nucleus of a spermatozoon

;

Sper moderm, the whole integument of a seed

;

SpennogO'nlMTn, the cavity in which spermatia
are produced ; Spomi'-Oil, oil from the sperm-
whale ; Spermorogy = Spermatology ; Spermoph'-
Orum, a seminal vesicle.

—

n.pl. Spermopll'jrta, one
of the four divisions of the vegetablekingdom in-

cluding flowering plants.

—

ns. Sperm'Ule, a sperm-
cell ; Sperm'- whale, the cachalot, a species of
whale from which spermaceti is obtained. [Fr.,—L.

sperma—Gr. sperma, spermatos—sfieirein, to sow.]

Spermaceti, sper-ma-sei'i, or -se'tl, «. a waxy matter
obtained mixed with oil from the head of the sperm-
wh.^le — purified by draining off the oil and re-

peatedly washing with hot water and weak boiling

potash-lye.— adj. derived from, or yielding, sper-

maceti.—«. Spermacet'i-whale, the sperm-whale.
[L. sfrernta, cetus, a whale—Gr. ketos.]

Spermophile, sper'mO-fll, k. a rodent of the genus
Sperniophiliis, a ground-squirrel. [Gr. sperma,
seed, phiUin, to love.]

Sperre, sper, r'./. (6/»?«j.X Same as Sper. [Spar.'\

Sperryliie, sper'i-llt, «. an arsenide of platinum dis-

covered in 1888 in the province of Ontario, Canada.
Sperse, spers, v.t. (Spens.) to disperse.
Spet, spet, v.t. (^Miit.) a form of spit.

Spetch, spech, «. a piece of skin used in making glue.

[Speck.]

Spew, Spue, spu, 7'./. and v.t. to vomit : to eject with
loathing.

—

ns. Spew'er ; Spew'iness, moistness.

—

aifj. Spew'y, boggy. [A.S. spfwan; Dut. sptewen,
Ger. speicn ; also L. spiiere, Gr. piyein.}

Sphacelus, sfas'e-lus, «. gangrene.

—

ad/s. Sphac'e-
late, -d, necrosed. — ns. Sj)hacela'tlon, Sphace-
liS'mUS, necrosis ; Sphacelo'ma, a genus of fungi
containing anthracnose. [Gr. sphakelos.\

Sphserldium, sfe-rid'i-um, «• one of the minute
spheroidal bodies attached to the ambulacral plates

of sea-urchins :^pl. Sph89rtd'ia. [Gr. sphairidion,
dim. of sphaira, a sphere.]

Sphsrlsterium, sfe-ris-te'ri-um, n. a tennis-court.

[Gr. ,

—

sp/iaira, a ball.]

Sphaerlte, sfe'rlt, «. a hydrous phosphate of alu-

minium.
Sphagnum, sfag'num, «. a genus of mosses—peat or

bog-moss, belonging to the order Sphagnacex.—ns.

Sphag^OlOgist, one who has studiwl the fore-

going ; Sphagnol'Ogy, the study of the same.

—

adj.
Sphag'nOUS. [Gr. sphagnos, moss.)

SpheclUS, sfe'shi-us, «. a genus of digger-wasps. [Gr.

sphex, a wasp.]
Sphendone, sfen'dO-ne, «. an ancient Greek form of
women's head-band : an elliptical or semi-elliptical

auditorium. [Gr., a sling.]

Sphene, sfen, «. titanite. [Fr.,—Gr. spfien, wedge.]
Sphenic, sfe'nik, «<//'. wedge-like. [Gr. j/>^», a wedge.]
SpheniSCUS, sfe-nis'kus, n. a genus of penguins, of

the family Sp/ieniscidtr, the jackass-penguins.
Sphenodon, sfg'no-don, ». a genus of South American

fossil sloth^: a genus of extinct New Zealand
lizards.

—

adj. Sphe'nodout. [Gr. sphen, a wedge,
odouSy odontos, a tooth.]

Sphenoid, -al, sfe'noid, -al, adj'. wedge-shaped : in-

serted like a wedge, denoting a bone at the base of
the skull.

—

adjs. Spheneth'mold, pertaining to the
sphenoid and the ethmoid bone : Sphe'no-n'on'tal,
-ma'lar, -pal'atlne, -parietal, -tem'poral, per-

taining to the sphenoid and frontal, malar, pala-
tine, parietal, and temporal bones respectively.—n. Sphe'nogram, a cuneiform character.

—

adjs.
Sphenograph Ic, -al.—«. Sphenog'raphy, the art

of writing or deciphering cimeiform inscriptions.

—

adjs. Sptaenot'iC, pertaining to the sphenoid bone
and the otic capsule; Sphe'no-tnr'binal, sphenoidal
and turbinated or whorled. [Gr. sphen, spkenos, a
wedge, Hdos, form.]

Sphere, sfer, «. a ball or globe : an orb or circle I

circuit of motion : province or duty : definite range :

rank, position in society : {^eoin.) a surface every
point of which is equidistant from one and the same
fioint, called the centre.

—

adjs. Spher'al ; Sphere'-
ess.—«j. Sphere'-met'al (Milt.), metal hke that \

of which the celestial spheres were anciently sup- •

posed to be made ; Sphere'-mu'SiC, the music of j

the spheres.— «(/;>. Spher'ic, -al, pertaining to, or '

like, a sphere. — «. Spherical'ity. — adv. Spher'i-
cally.—>«. Spher'icalness, Sphericity, state or i

quality of being spherical : roundness ; Spher'lce,
a little sphere ; Spher'ics, the geometry and trigo-
nometry of the sphere ; Sphe'roid, a body or figure
nearly spherical, but not quite so—a species of ellip-

soid {prolate spheroid, a slightly lengthened sphere :

oblate spheroid, a slightly flattened sphere).

—

adj.
Spheroi'dal, having the form of a spheroid.

—

ns.
Spheroidicity, Spherold'ity, the state of being
spheroidal ; Sphe'romere, one of the symmetrical
segments of a radiate ; Spherom'eter, an instru-

ment for measuring the sphericity of portions of
spherical surfaces—for example, lenses ; Sphe'rO-
sid'erlte, the name given to impure or earthy and
frequently concretionary varieties of carbonate of
iron. — rt^'. Spher'ular. — «j. Spher'ule, a little

sphere ; SpheiPtUite, a radiating .spherical group of
minute acicular crystals common m silicious volca-

nic rocks.

—

adjs. Spherulit'lc ; Sphe'ry, spherical,

round : belonging to the celestial spheres. [Fr.,

—

L. sphtrra—Gr. sphaira.\
Sphez, sfeks, «. a genus of hymenopterous insects

of the family Sphegida, closely allied to the true
wa.sps {Vespida-). [Gr. sphex, a wasp.]

Sphincter, sfingk'ter, «. (a/iat.) a muscle that
contracts or shuts an orifice or opening which it

surrounds—around the anus, &c.— adjs. Sphinc'-
terate, provided with a sphincter, contracted as if

by a sphincter; Sphlncte'rlal, Sphincter'lC, re-

lating to a sphincter or its function.

—

n. Sphlnc-
terot'omy, the operation of cutting a sphincter.

[Gr. sphingkter,—sphiriggein, to bind tight.]

Sphinx, sfingks, «. a monster of Greek mythology,
with the head of a woman and the body of a lioness,

that proposed riddles to travellers, and strangled
those who could not solve them : an enigmatic or
inscrutable person : a hawk-moth : the Guinea
baboon. [Gr.,

—

sphinggein, to throttle.]

Sphragistlcs, sfra-jis'tiks, n. knowledge about seals,

their age, history, &c. [Gr. sphragistikos, per-
taining to seals

—

sphragis, a seal.)

Sphrigosis, sfri-gO'sis, «. in fruit-trees, excessive
growth in wood and leaves at the expense of fruit.

[Gr. sphrignn, to be vigorous.]
Sphygmog^aph, sfig'mS-graf, «. an instrument for

ascertaining and recording the form, force, and
frequency of the pulse-beat, and the changes it

undergoes in certain morbid states.

—

adj. Sphyg"-
mlc, pertaining to the pulse.—«. Sphyg'mogram,
the record made by a sphygmograph.

—

aiij. Sphyg-
mograph'ic. — n. Sphygmog'raphy, the act of
taking pulse-tracings.

—

atij. Sphyg'mold, pulse-like

—ns. Sphygmol'Ogy, the science of the pulse
Sphygmomanometer, Sphygniom'eter, an in

strument for measuring the tension of blood in an
artery ; Sphyg'mophone, an instrument by means
of which a pulse-beat makes a sound ; Spnyg'm5-
scope, an instrument for making arterial pulsations
visible ; Sphygf'mus, the pulse. [Gr. sphygmos, the
pulse, graphein, to write.)

Sphjrma, sfer'na, «. a genus of hammer-headed
sharks.

—

adj. Sphyr'nlne. [Gr. sphyra, a hammer.)
Spial, spl'al, n. (pbs.) espial : a spy, a scout.

Spica, spT'ka, «. a spiral bandage with reversed
turns: (pmith.) a spur.

—

adjs. Spi'cal, Spl'cate, -d,

arranged in, or having the form of, a spike.

—

n.
Spica'tum, in ancient masonry, herring-bone work.
[L. spica

t

us, pa. p. oi spicdre—spica, ear.]
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Spice, spTs, n. an aromatic and pungent vegetable

substance used as a condiment and for seasoning

food— pepper, cayenne jjepper, pimento, nutmeg,

mace, vanilla, ginger, cinnamon, cassia, &c. : a

characteristic touch or taste, smack, flavour : any-

thing that adds piquancy or interest : an aromatic

odour.—I/./, to season with spice : to tincture, vary,

or diversify.—«J. Spice'-bOX, an ornamental box

for keeping spices : (ceU.) a hot-tempered person ;

Spice'-bUSh, an aromatic American shrub of tlie

laurel family ; Splce'-oako, a cake flavoured with

spice of some kind. — luijs. Spiced, impregnated

with a spicy odour : over-scrupulous ; Spice'ful,

aromatic.

—

ns. Spi'cer, one who seasons with spice
;

Spi'cery, spices in general : a repository of spices

:

spiciness ; Spioe'-tree, an evergreen tree of the

Pacific United States, yielding a fine hard wood—the

Mountain-laurel, California-latirei, Olive- or Bay-
tree, and Cajeput : Spioe'-WOOd, the spice-bush.

[O. Fr. espice (Fr. ^jf^)—Late L. species, kinds of

goods, spices— L. species, a panicular kind, &a]
Spiclferous, Splciform, Spicous, &c. See Spike.
Spick, spik, 71. a nail, a spike.—«<(?'. tidy, fresh.—rt(^'.

Spick'-and-span, new and fresh, brand-new. —
Spick-and-span new, i.e. as new as a spike just

made and a chip just split. \Spike, nail,]

Spicknel, spik'nel, n. the baldmoney.—Also Spig'nel.

[Prob. spike-tiail.}

Spicy, spi'si, adj. producing or abounding with spices:

fragrant : pungent : piquant, pointed, racy : showy.
—adv. Spi'oily.— 7/. Spiciness.

Spider, spfder, «. an arachnid of the order Araneida,
the body divided into two distinct parts—an unseg-
mented cephalo-thorax, bearing six pairs of appen-
dages, and a soft unsegmented abdomen, at the end
of which are the spinnerets from each of which
numerous ' spinning-.spools ' ooze forth the viscid

fluid which hardens into the silken thread : a frying-

pan with feet, a trivet.

—

tts. Spi'der-CatOh'er, the
wall-creeper ; Spi'der-Crab, a spider-like crab, or

sea-spider with long thin legs ; Spi der-div'er, the
little grebe, or dabchick ; Spi'derdom., spiders col-

lectively.—«^'. Spidered, cobwebbed.— «. Spider-
fly, a pupiparous fly, as a bird-louse, &c.

—

adj.
Spi'der-Ilke, like a spider. — ns. Spi'derling, a
young spider; Spi'der-mon'key, an American platyr-

rine monkey, with long slender legs and tail ;

Spi'der-Stitch, a stitch in lace or netting in which
threads are carried diagonally and parallel to each
other ; Spi'der-wasp, a pompilid wasp which fills

its nest with spiders for its young; Spi'der-web, the
snare spun by the spider ; Spi'der-Wheel, in em-
broidery, a circular pattern with radiating lines

;

Spi'der-work, lace worked by spider-stitch ; Spi'der-
wort, any plant of the genus Tradescantia, esp. T.
virginica, an American perennial with deep-blue or
reddish-violet flowers.

—

adj. Spi'dery, spider-like.

[M. E. spitket— A.S. spintian, to spin ; cf. Dan.
spinder, Ger. spinne.'\

Spie, spT, «. {Spens.) a keen glance, the eye. lSpjf-'\

Spiegeleisen, spffgl-I-zen, «. a white cast-iron con-
t.iining from eight to fifteen per cent, of manganese,
largely used in the manufacture of steel by the
Bessemer process. [Ger.,

—

spiegel—L. speculum, a
mirror, Ger. eisen, iron.)

SpifTy, spifi, ad^. (slang) smart, spruce, well-dressed.
Spiflioate, spif'li-kat, v.t. (slang) to suffocate, kill ; to

beat severely, to confound.—«. SplfliCa'tlon.
Spigella, spl-j6'li-a, «. a genus of plants of the natural

order Loganiacea, containing the IVortii-grass and
Carolina-pink, \.\\K root —Pink-root—being purgative,
narcotic, and poisonous, a powerful vermifuge.^a<^'.
Spigelian, denoting the lobulus spigelii, one of the
lobes of the liver. [From the Belgian Ad. van der
.S>/y^/ (1558-1625).]

Spignt, spTt, V. and «. (Spens.). Same as Spite.
Spigot, spig'ut, «. a plug for stopping a small hole in
a cask. (Gael, spiocaid, W. ysoigod—lu. spica.']
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Spike, spTk, «. an ear of corn : (bot.) an inflorescence

in which sessile flowers, or flowers having very short

stalks, are arranged around an axis : a small pointed

rod : a large nail.

—

v.t. to set with spikes : to stop

the vent ofwith a cast-iron spike driven in hard and
then broken off, as by soldiers obliged to abandon
their own guns or unable to remove those of the

enemy which they have captured.

—

adjs. Spi'cate,

Spi'COSe, Spi'COUS, having spikes or ears, like corn
;

Spicif erous, bearing spikes : having spurs ; Spi'ci-

fonn, having the form of a spike.—«. SpiCOS'ity,

state of being spicous or eared.

—

adjs. Spic'Ular, re-

sembling a dart : in the shape of, or having, sharp
points ; Spic'Ulate, covered with, or divided into,

minute points.—«. Spicule (At;;'.), a little spike—also

SpiC'iila : a minute, slender granule or point.

—

adjs.

Spiculiform; Spiciilig'enous, Spiculif erous, pro-

ducing spicules; SjJiC'ulose, SplC'ulous, having
spicules.—«J. SpiC'ulum, a spicule ; Spike'bill, a
merganser, a sawbill : the marbled godwit.—/.<«^".
Spiked, furnished, fastened, or stopped with spikes.
—ns. Spike'-extraot'or, an apparatus for drawing
out spikes, as from railway-ties ; Spike'-fish, a kind
of sail-fish ; Spike'-grass, one of several American
§rasses with conspicuous spikelets of flowers

;

pike'let, a little spike ; Spike'-nail, a spike

;

Spike'-Oil, the oil of spike, a species of lavender;

Spike'-plank, a platform before the mizzen-mast of

a ves.sel, used in Arctic voyages.

—

adj. Spi'ky, fur-

nished with spikes : having a sharp point. [L. spica,

an ear of corn.]

Spikenard, splk'nard, n. an aromatic oil or balsam
yielded by an Indian plant, the Nardus, closely allied

to valerian : the plant itself. [L. spica nardi.]
Spile, spll, n. a wooden plug serving as a spigot, a
wooden pin or wedge : a spout driven into a sugar-
maple tree, a tapping-gouge : a pile, or large timber
driven into the ground for a foundation.

—

v.t. to

pierce and provide with a spile : to drive piles into.

—n. Sprung, building-piles : the edge-curve of a
plank or of a strake in a vessel's hull. [Cf. Spill(2).]

Spill, spil, v.t. to allow to run out of a vessel : to

shed : to waste : (coll.) to throw from a vehicle or

the saddle : to empty the belly of a sail of wind for

reefing.

—

v.i. to be shed: to be allowed to fall, be
lost, or wasted :—/rt.A and pa.p. spilled, spilt.—«. a

fall, a throw : a downpour.—«.y. Spill'er ; SpiU'lng-
llne, a rope for spilling the wind out of a square sail

to facilitate reefing or furling ; Spill'-stream, a

stream formed by overflow water, a bayou ; Splll'-

way, a passage for overflow-water from a dam.
[A.S. spillan; Dut. spillen. Ice. spilla, to destroy.]

Spill, spil, H. a small peg or pin to stop a hole : a thin

strip of wood or twisted paper for lighting a candle,

a pipe, &c.—«. SpiU'ikin, one of a number of small

pieces of wood, ivory, &c. for playing a game with : the

game played—also SpU'ikln. [A.S. speld, a. torch;

cf. Ger. spalten, to cleave, Dut. speld, a splinter.]

Spiloma, spi-lO'ma, «. a birth-mark, a nxvus. [Gr.]

Spilosite, spil'o-slt, n. a greenish schistose rock
spotted with chlorite, occurring in»the Harz—the

German Fleckenschie/er. [Gr. spiios, a spot.]

Spilotes, spT-l5'tez, n. a genus of colubrine serpents.

Spilt, spilt, p.adj. (Spens.) pieced, inlaid.

Spilth, spilth, «. .spilling, anything spilt or poured out
lavishly, excess of supply.

Spllus, spi'lus, n. a uxvus or birth-mark. [Gr. spiios,

a spot.]

Spin, spin, v.t. to draw out and twist into threads :

to draw out a thread as spiders do : to draw out
tediously : to cause to whirl rapidly : to fish with a
swivel or spoon-bait : to reject at an examination.— v.i. to practise the art or trade of spinning, to

perform the act of spinning : to issue in a small
or tliread-like current : to whirl, to go fast :

—

pr.p.

spin'nin^
;
pa.t. and pa.p. spun.

—

u. a rapid revolv-

ing motion, a spurt at high speed.

—

tts. Spin'oer,
one who spins : (S/tak.) a spider : a spinneret

;
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Spin'neret, an organ, or one of the organs, with
which insects torm their webs.

—

adj. Spinner'ular.—US. Spin'nenile, one of the tubules of a spinneret

;

Spin'nery, a spinning-mill.—«<;>'. Spin'ning, used
in spinning.

—

tis. Spin'ning-house, a place of cor-
rection where lewd and incorrigible women were
made to spin ; Spin'ning-jenn'y, a ninchine by
which a number of threads can be spun at the
same time ; Spin'ning-mill, a factory where thread
is spun ; Spln'nlng-wheel, a machine for spinning
yarn, consisting of a wheel driven by the hand or
by a treadle, which drives one or two spindles.

—

Spin a yam, to tell a long story ; Spin out, to

proljng tediously. \,\..'&. spintian ; Gtr. sZ-innen.]

Spinach, Spinage, spin'aj, «. an esculent vegetable
whose thick succulent young leaves are boiled and
seasoned, or fried with butter, forming a wholesome
dish.

—

adj. Spina'ceous. [It. spinace —'Loti L.
spindceus—spina ^ a thorn.]

Spinal, spln'al, adj. pertaining to the spine or back-
bone.

—

n. Spi'na, a spine, the backbone : one of the
quills of a spinet : a barrier dividing the Roman
hippodrome longitudinally.

—

adj. Spin'ate, covered
with spines or spine-like processes.—Spinal column,
the backbone ; Spinal Cord, maiTOW, the main neural
axis of every vertebrate.

Spindle, spin'dl, n. the pin from which the thread
is twisted : a pin on which anything turns : the
fusee of a watch : anything very slender.

—

v.i. to

grow long and slender.— adjs. Spin'dle-Iegged,
-shanked, having long .slender legs, like spindles.

—ns.pl. Spin'dle-legs, -shanks, long slim legs—
hence an over - long and slender person. — adj.

Spin'dle-shaped, shaped like a spindle : thickest in

the middle and tapering to both ends.

—

us. Spin'dla-
Shell, a spindle-shaped shell ; Spln'dle-tree, a shrub
whose hard-grained wood was formerly used for mak-
ing nuisical instruments and for spindles, and is now
for skewers, &c. ; Spin'dllng, a person or thing too
long and slender : a slender shoot.

—

adj. long and
slender.

—

adj. Spin'dly, disproportionally long and
slender. [A. S. sfiini—spiunan, to spin : Ger. spindel.]

Spindrift, spin'drift, «. the spray blown from the
crests of waves.—Also Spoon'drilt.

Spine, spin, «. a thorn : a thin, pointed spike, esp. in

fishes : the backbone of an animal : any ridge ex-
tending lengthways : the heart-wood of trees.

—

adjs.
Spined, having spines ; SpinO'lesS, having no spine,
weak ; Spines'Cent, somewhat spiny ; Spinlf'eroUS,
bearing spines or thorns: Spi'nlform, shaped like a
spine or thorn : Spinig'erOUS, bearing spines, as a
hedgehog ; Sprnigrade, moving by means of spines,
as an echinoderni.

—

n. Spi'nlneSB.

—

adjs. Spini-
rec'tor, erecting the spine of the muscles of the
back ; Spinisplr'ular, spiny and somewhat spiral.—ns. Spini'tis, inflammation of the spinal cord in

the horse, &c. ; Spin'ney, Spln'ny, a small thicket
with underwood.— atijs. Spi'nose, Spi'nous, full

of spines: thorny. — ns. Spinos'ity, thorniness

;

Sj)in'Ula, Sj)ln'Ule, a minute spine.—rt^V. Spin'u-
late, Spin'ulose, Spin'iiloilS, covered with spinules
or minute spines; Spi'ny, full of spines: thorny:
troublesome : perplexed. [O. Fr. espine (Fr. epine)
—L. spina, a thorn.]

Spinel, spin'el, or spi-nel', k. a mineral composed
chiefly of magnesia and alumina, and crystallising

in octahedra

—

ftbyt or magnesia spinel, reddish ;

pleonasie, dark green to black
; picoiite, or chrome

spinel, black ; gahnite, or zinc spinel, green to brown

;

hercynite, or iron spinel, black. [Low L. spinellus,

dim. of spina, a thorn.]

Spinet, spin'et, «. {mus.) an old-fashioned keyed in-

strument like the harpsichord. (O. Fr. espinette—
It. spineita, dim. of spina—\.. spina, a thorn.]

Splnifex, spin'i-feks, «. porcupine-grass, a very coarse,

hard, and spiny grass which grows in tussocks, and
in some interior parts of Australia covers hundreds
of square miles together.

Spink, spingk, ». the chaffinch.

Spink, spingk, «. the primrose, the lady's-smock.
Spinnaker, spin'a-ker, «. a jib-headed sail sometimes

carried on the side opposite the mainsail by racing
yachts. [Prob. formed from j//«.]

Spinney. See under Spine.
Spinode, spl'nod, «. (geom.) a cusp or stationary point

of a curve.

Spinozism, spi-nCz'izm, «. the doctrine of Benedict
Spinoza (1632-1677), who taught that God is not
only the creator, but also the original matter of the
universe, which consists of and is a development of
Himself.—«. Spino'zist, a follower of Spinoza.

—

adj.
Spinozis'tic.

Spinster, spin'ster, K. an unmarried female : an old
maid : {obs.) a woman of loose character, fit for the
spinning-house.

—

ns. Spin'sterdom, the world of old
maids collectively ; Spln'sterhood, Spin'stershlp,
the state of being a spinster ; Spin'Stress, one who
spins. [Orig. one who spins.]

Spintezt, spin'tekst, «. a lengthy preacher.
Spiracle, spir'a-kl, n. a breathing-hole : any minute
passage.—«(//>. Spirac'olar ; Spirao'ulate ; Spir-
aculif'erous ; Spirac'uliform.-«. Spirac'ulum :—
//. Spirac'tda, [L. spiraculum, formed as a double
dim. from spirdre, to breathe.]

Spiraea, spl-re'a, «. a genus of plants of the natural
order Rosacea, containing many species of herba-
ceous plants and low deciduous shrubs

—

Drojnvort,
Meadow-siueet, &c. [L.,—Gr. speiraia, meadow-
sweet

—

speira, a coil.]

Spiral, spl'ral, adj. pertaining to, or like, a spire : wind-
ing like the thread of a screw.—«. a spiral line :

a curve which continually recedes from a centre

about which it revolves : a screw.—«. Spiral'ity.

—

aiiv. Spi'rally, in a spiral form or direction.

—

adj.

Spira'ted, spiral, whorled.
Spirant, spl'rant, n. a consonant which is fricative

or continuable—opp. to explosive, esp. z/and^, th,

dh : by others made to include the sibilants, and
the semi-vowels iv ax\A y.

Spiranthy, spl-ranth'i, «. the spiral distortion some-
times occurring 'in the parts of a flower.

—

adj.
Spiranth'io. [Gr. speira, a spire, anthos, a flower.)

Spiraster, spl-ras'ter, «. in sponges, a short curved
axial rod-like spicule with thick spines. [Gr. speira,

spire, aster, star.]

Spiration, spl-ra'shun, n. a breathing : (Jheol.) the

procession of the Holy Ghost.
Spire, spTr, «. a winding Une like the threads of a

screw : a curl : a wreath : a tapering body, a slender

stalk, a shoot or sprout : any one of various tall

grasses, rushes, or sedges — the Marram, Reed
canary-grass, &c. : the top or summit of anything :

a very acute pyramidal roof in common use over the

towers of churches.

—

v.i. to sprout, shoot up.

—

v.t.

to furnish with a spire.

—

adjs. Spired, having a spire

;

Spir'ulate, spiral in form or arrangement ; Spi'ry,

of a spiral form : wreathed : tapering like a spire or

a pyramid: abounding in spires. [Fr.,

—

L. spira

;

Gr. speira, anything wound round or upon a thing :

akin to eirein, to fasten together in rows.]

Spirio, spi'rik, adj. like a tore or anchor-ritig.— «.

a curve, the plane section of a tore.—«. SpiPlcle,

one of those threads in the hairs on the .surface of

certain seeds and achenes which uncoil when wet.

Spirifer, spir'i-fer, n. a polyzoon of the Carboniferous

system.—<j^>. Spirlf'erine ; Spirif'eroid ; Spirtf '-

erOUS. [L. spira, a ^^\xc,/erre, to bear.]

Spirillum, spT-ril'um, H. a genus of bacteria with
cylindrical spirally twisted cells :—pl. Spirlll'a.

Spirit, spir'it, n. vital force: the soul : a ghost:
mental disposition: enthusiasm, animation, courage,

mettle : real meaning : essence, chief quality : a
very lively person : any volatile, inflammable liquid

obtained by distillation, as brandy : (^/.) intellectual

activity : liveliness : persons with particular qualities

of mind : mental excitement : spirituous liquors.—
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v.t. to inspirit^ encourage, cheer: to convey away
secretly, to kidnap.

—

ns. Splr'lt-blue, an aniline

blue obtained from coal-tar; Splr'lt - duok, the

biiffle-head, from its rapid diving.

—

nii;'. Spirtted,

full of spirit, life, or fire : animated.

—

a,h'. Splr'-

Itedly. — «. Spir'itedness. — aii/. SplMtful. — «.

Spir'lting, the otBce of a spirit or sprite : Splr'itlsm
= spiritualism ; Spir'itlst = Spiritualist ; Spirtt-

lamp, a lamp in wliich alcohol is burned, generally

used for heating.

—

adj. Spir'itless, without spirit,

cheerfulness, or courage : dejected : dead.

—

aJv.

Spiritlessly. — ns. Splr'ltlessnoss, the state of

being spiritless : want of animation or energy ;

Splr'lt-IeVel, in surveying, a cylindrical glass tube,

slightly convex on one side, and so nearly tilled with

alcohol that only a small bubble of air remains
inside—from the position of the bubble the amount
of variation from perfect levelness is determined.

—

adj. Splr'itOUS, of the nature of spirit, pure : ardent,

spirituous.— «j. SplT'ltousness ; Spir'it-rap'per, one
to whom spirits convey intelligence by raps or

knocks; Spirit-rapping.—rt^>. Spirit-stiriing,
rousing the spirit : Spiritual, consisting of spirit

:

having the nature of a spirit : immaterial : relating

to the mind : intellectual : pertaining to the soul :

holy : divine : relating to sacred things : not lay or

temporal.—«. Spirltuallsa'tlon.— z/./. Spiritualise,
lo make spiritual : to imbue with spirituality : to

refine : to free from sensuality : to give a spiritual

meaning to.—«j. Spirituallser ; Spiritualism, a
bein^ spiritual : the philosophical doctrine that

nothing IS real but soul or spirit : the doctrine that

spirit has a real existence apart from matter : the
name applied to a varied series of abnormal
phenomena purporting to be for the most pnrt

caused by spiritual beings acting upon specially

sensitive persons or mediums ; Spiritualist, one
who has a regard only to spiritual things : one
who holds the doctrine of spiritualism or spiritism.—adj. Spiritualist' lo, relaiins to, or connected
with, spiritualism.

—

n. Spiritual'lty, state of being
spiritual : essence distinct from matter. — oiiv.

Spiritualise. — ns. Spiritual - mlnd'edness, the
state of having holy affections ; SplTltualness, the
state or quality of being spiritual.

—

adj. Spirituelle,
showing great grace and delicacy.—«. SpiritUOS'lty,
spirituous character ; immateriality.

—

advs. Spllit-
UO'SO, Splrlto'SO (mus.), with spirit or animation.—adj. Spirituous, possessing the qualities of
spirit : containing much alcohol : volatile. — ns.

BpiritUOUSness, the quality of being spirituous :

stimulating quality : ardour : activity ; SpiritUS, a
broitbing, an aspirate : any spirituous preparation

;

Spiritworld, the world ofdisembodied spirits.

—

adj.
Spirity (Scot), full of spirit, spirited.—Spirit Of
Wine, alcohol ; Spiritual court, an ecclesiastical
court ; SplrltUS asper, a rough breathing ; SpiritUS
lenls, a soft or smooth breathing.—Animal Spirits,
constitutional liveliness of spirits ; Holy Spllit (see
under Holy) ; The Spirit, the Holy Spirit : the
human spirit under the influence of the Holy
Spiiit. [L. SpiritUS, a breath

—

spirdre, to breathe.]
Spirket, spir'ket, «. a space forward and aft between

floor-timbers.—«. Spirkettlng, quick-work.
Spirometer, spT-rom'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring the capacity of the lungs, or the quantity
of air that one can breathe out after a forced
inspiration. — n. Spi'rograph, an instrument for

marking down the breathing movement. — adj.
Spiromet'rlc.—«j. Spirom'etry; Spi'rophore, an
apparatus for inducing artificial respiration by
means of an air-tight case for the body and an
air-pump ; Spiroph'yton, a genus of fossil algae found
in the Devonian in New York state ; Spiroxo'Old,
the filamentous defensive zooid of certain hydroids,
coiled spirally when not in action. [L. spirdre, to

breathe, Gr. metron, a measure.]
Spirt, spirt. Same as Spurt.

Splrtle = .Spurtle (q.v.).

Spirula, spiTu-la, n. a genus of sepioid cuttle-fishes.

[L. spira, a spire.]

Spinilate, Splry. See under Spire.
Spissated, spis'a-ted, adj. inspissated, thickened. —«.

SpiSS'itUde, density. [L. spissdre, -dtunt, thicken.]
Spit, spit, n. an iron prong on which meat is roasted

:

a long piece of land or a narrow shoal running into
the sea : a wire or spindle holding a spool in a
shuttle.

—

v.t. to pierce with a spit : to string on a
stick and hang up to dry :

—

pr.p. spit'ting
;
pa.t.

and pa.p. spit'ted.

—

p.adj. Spitted, put upon a
spit, impaled : shot out to a point.

—

n. Splt'ter,

one who puts meat on a spit : a young deer whose
antlers have shot out but not branched. [A.S.
spitu ; Dut. spit, Ger. spitze.]

Spit, spit, v.t. to throw out from the mouth : to eject

with violence.

—

v.i. to throw out saliva from the
mouth : to fall in scattered drops, as rain at the
beginning of a shower : to make a spitting sound,
like an angry cat :—pr.p. spit'ting ; pa.t. spit, spat ;

pa.p. spit.

—

n. saliva, spume: a light fall ot rain or
snow. —ns. Splt'-bOX, a spittoon ; Splt'-OUrl {coll.),

a soap-lock; Splt'fire, a hot-tempered person;
Splt'piolson, a venomous calumniator.—/"./. Spit'-

ted (A'.), thrown out from the mouth.

—

us. Splt'ter,

one who spits ; Spit'ting, the act of one who or

that which spits : an appearance on the surface of

melted silver or platinum allowed to cool slowly,

jets of oxygen forming small cones and sometimes
throwing up drops of molten metal— also called

Sprout'lng ; Splt'tle, the moist matter thrown from
the mouth : saliva ; Spittoon', a vessel for the con-
venience of such smokers as spit. [A.S. spiitan,

' also spxtan ; Ice. spjtta, Ger. spiitzen.\

Spltal, spit'al, «. Same as Hospital.
Spltch-COCk, spich'-kok, n. an eel split and broiled.

—

v.t. to split and broil, as an eel. \Spatch-cock.

\

Spite, spit, n. grudge: lasting ill-will: hatred.—r.^
to vex : to thwart : to hate.—<j^'. Spite'ful, full

of spite : desirous to vex or injure : malignant.

—

adv. Spite'fvilly.—«. Spite'fUlness.—In spite of,

in opposition to all efforts of, in defiance of, in

contempt of. [Short for </^i/>//<.]

Spitz, spitz, n. a Pomeranian dog. [Ger.]

Splza, spT'za, «. a genus of fringilline birds, including

the United States dickcissel or black - throated

bunting, &.c.—adj. Splz'lne. [Gr., a finch.]

Splzella, spl-zel'a, «. a genus of small American
finches or sparrows, the chipping-sparrows

—

adj.
Splzell'ine.

Splachnum, splak'num, n. a genus of bryaceous
mosses. [Gr.]

Splanchnic, splangk'nik, adj. relating to the viscera,

intestinal.

—

tis. Splanch'nOCOBle, a visceral cavity ;

Splanchnog'rapny, descriptive splanchnology ;

Splanchnology, the knowledge of the viscera

;

Splanch'no - skel'eton, the visceral skeleton

;

Splanchnot'omy, the anatomy of the viscera.

[Gr. splangchnon (pi. splangchna), bowels.)
Splash, splash, v.t. to spatter with water or mud.

—

v.i. to dabble in water, to dash about water or any
liquid. — «. water or mud thrown on anything: a
spot of dirt, a daub: a complexion powder.

—

ns.

Splash'board, a guard to keep those in a vehicle

from being splashed with mud ; Splash'er, one who,
or that which, splashes.

—

adj. Splash'y, splashing:
wet and muddy: full of dirty water. [/VnM.]

Splatter, splat'fer. v.i. to spatter water or the like

about.

—

n. Splait'er-dash, an uproar, commotion.

—

adj. Splatter-faced, flat-faced. [Spatter.]

Splay, spla, v.t. {archit.) to slope or slant : to dislo-

cate, as the shoulder-bone.

—

adj. turned outward, as

ill splay-foot, awkward.—«. Splay'-foot, a flat foot

turned outward.—-«(//'. Splay' -footed.—«. Splajr'-

mouth, a wide mouth, a month stretched out in

grinning.—nr^'. Splay"-mouthed. [Display.]

Spleen, splcn, ». a soft, pulpy, blcod-modifying gland



Splendid mote ; mute ; moSn ; Men. Spoliate

near the large extremity of the stomach, supposed
by the ancients to be the seat of anger and melan-
choly — hence spite : ill-humour : melancholy. —
Oiij. Spleen ful, displaying spleen, angry, fretful.

—

adv. Spleen'fully.— arf;'. Spleen'ish, affected with
spleen, fretful, peevish.

—

adv. Spleen'ishly, in a
spleenish manner.

—

us. Spleen'lsllliess, the state of
being spleenish ; Spleen-Stone, jade or nephrite ;

Spleen'WOrt, any fern of the genus Aspletiium.^
adj. Spleen'y (i"Art,t.), spleenish.—«j. Splenal'gla,

pain in the region of the spleen ; Splen'cule, Splen-
CUlUS, a supplementary spleen ; Splenec tomist,
one who excises the spleen : Splenec'tomy, excision

of the spleen ; Splenecto'pia, displacement of the

spleen ; Splen'otiC, a splenetic person. — adjs.

Splenet'lc, -al, affected with spleen : peevish

:

melancholy.—rtrfi'. Splenet'ically.—Wy. Splen'ic,

pertaining to the spleen.

—

n. Splenlsa'tlOD, a dis-

eased condition of the lung, m which its tissue

resembles that of the spleen, in softness, &c.

—

adj.

Splenit'iC. — n. Splenitis, inflamm.ition of the

spleen.

—

adj. Splen'ltive, full of spleen, passionate,

irritable.— «5. Splen'ocele, a splenic tumour; Sple-

nog'rapliy, the description of the spleen.

—

adjs.

Sple'noid, like the spleen ; Splenolog'lcal. — Hs.

Splenol'Ogy, knowledge about the spleen ; Sple-

nop'athy, disease of the spleen ; Splenot'omy,
splenological anatomy. — Splenic fever (see An-
thrax). [L. spUn—Qx. splett.]

Splendid, splen'did, adj. magnificent : famous : illus-

trious : hemic.

—

adj. Splen'dent, splendid, bright.

—adv. Splendidly. — ns. Splendidness ; Splen'-

doiir, the appearance of anything splendid : bril-

liance : magnificence. [L. spUndidus— spUndere,
to shine.)

Splenial, sple'ni-al, adj. acting like a splint : pertain-

ing to the splenium or the splenius.

—

ns. Sple'niom,
the round pad-like posterior border of the corpus

callosutn; Sple'niOS, a large thick muscle on the

back of the neck. [Gr. splenion, bandage.]

Splent = Splint (q.v.).

Spleuchan, splOOh'an, «. a pouch, a tobacco-pouch.
— .\lso Spleugh'an. [Gael. spUuchan.]

Splice, splis, v.t. to unite two ends of a rope by inter-

weaving the strands : to join together two pieces of
timber by
overlap-
ping. — n.

act of splic-

ing : joint

made by
splicing. —
Splice the
mainbrace
(nautical
slang), to serve out an allowance of spirits, to fall to

drinking. [Old Dut. splissen—splitsen, splijten ; cf.

Split, and Ger. s/>lisscn.]

Spline, splln, «. m machines, the slot to receive a
feather, the feather itself: a long flexible strip of
wood or rubber used by draftsmen in laying out
railway-curves, &c.

—

v.t. to fit with a spline.

Splint, splint, '/. a small piece of wood split off: a thin

f>iece of padded wood, &c., for keeping a fractured
imb in its proper position : a bony enlargement on
the horse's leg, between the knee and the fetlock,

usually appearing on the inside of one or both fore-

legs, frequently situated between the large and
small canon bones, depending upon concussion—also
Splent.—z'./. to confine with splints.

—

ns. Splinf-
age, use of splints : Splint' -ann'Olir, armour made
of splints or narrow overlapping plates : Splint'-COal,
cannel-coal of slaty structure; Spllnt'er, a piece
of wood, &C., split off.

—

v.t. and v.i. to split into

splinters,

—

ns. Spllnt'er - bar, the cross-bar of a
coach, supporting the springs: Splint'er-bone, the
fi>>ula. — adjs. Spllnt'er - proof, proof against the

Eplinters of bursting shells ; Splint'ery, made of, or

Method of making a * short ' splice.

like, splinters : apt to splinter. [Sw. splint—splinta,
to splinter; cf. Split.]

Split, split, v.t. to cleave lengthwise : to tear asunder
violently : to divide : to throw into discord.

—

v.i. to
divide or part asunder : to be dashed to pieces : to
divulge secrets : to vote for candidates of opposite
parties : to burst with laughter :^pr.p. split'ting ;

pa.t. z}aA pa.p. split.

—

n. a crack or rent lengthwise :

a schism : a half-bottle of aerated water, a half-glass

of spirits: (^/.) the acrobatic feat of going down to
the floor with the legs spread out laterally.

—

adj.
Split'-new (Scat.), brand-new.—«,//. SpUt' pease,
husked pease split for making pea-soup, &c.—«.

Split'ter, one who, or that which, splits : one who
splits hairs in argument, &c. : (U.S.) a wheaten
cake split and buttered when hot.

—

adj. Split'ting,
very severe : very rapid.—Split on a rock, to meet
some unforeseen and disastrous diflSculty, to go to

ruin ; Split one's sides, to laugh immoderately

;

Split the difference, to divide equally the sum or
matter in dispute, to take the mean. [Scand., Dan.
splitte, to split; Dut. splijten; Ger. spleissen.]

Splore, splOr, «. (Scot.) a frolic, a spree.

Splotch, sploch, tt. a large spot, a stain. — adj.
Splotch'y.

Splurge, splurj, «. any boisterous display.

—

v.i. to

make such a display.

—

adj. Splur'gy, given to such.
Splutter, splui'er, z>.i. to eject drops of saliva while
speaking : to scatter ink upon a paper, as a bad pen.

—

n. bustle.—«. SplUtt'erer, one who splutters. [For
spnitter, a freq. of sprout, orig. form of spout.]

Spodium, spO'di-um, «. a powder obtained from cal-

cination, as ivory-black, &c.—«. Spods, animal or
bone charcoal, of which ornaments may be made.

SpodogenoUS, spO-doj'e-nus, adj. caused by waste-
products, applied esp. to an enlargement of the
spleen caused by waste red blood-corpuscles. [Gr.

spodos, ashes, g'enes, producing.]
Spodomancy, spod'O-man-si, «. divination by means
of ashes.

—

adj. Spodonian'tic. [Gr. spodos, ashes,
tiianteia, divination.]

Spodumene, spod'u-men, «. a silicate of aluminium
and lithium. [Gr. spodoun, to bum to ashes, spodos,
ashes.)

Spoffish, spof'ish, adj. fussy, officious—also Spoff'y.

—

v.i. Spon'le, to fuss or bustle.

Spoil, spoil, v.t. to take by force : to plunder.

—

v.i. to

practise robbery.

—

n. prey, plunder : pillage : robbery.
— «. Spoll'er, one who spoils, a plunderer.

—

n.pl.

Spo'lia opi'ma, the most valued spoils—taken by a
Roman commander from the enemy's commander
in single combat ; hence supreme rewards or honours
generally. [O. Fr. tspoille—L. spolium, spoil.]

Spoil, spoil, v.t. to corrupt : to mar : to make useless.—v.i. to decay : to become useless.

—

ns. Spoil'er, a
corrupter ; Spoil'-five, a round game of cards played
with the whole pack, each one of the three to ten

players receiving five cards.

—

adj. Spoil'ful(3/*f«j.),

wasteful, rapacious.— «. Spoilsman, one who looks

for profit out of politics. [Same as above word.]
Spoke, spok, pa.t. of speak.

Spoke, spOk, «. one of the bars from the nave to the

rim of a wheel.—Put a spoke in one's wheel, to

thwart a person by some impediment. [A.S. spdca ;

Dut. speek, Ger. speicke.]

Spoken, spOk'n, pa.p. of speak, used as adj. in ' civil-

spoken,' &c.
Spokeshave, spOk'shav, «. a carpenter's tool having

a plane-bit between two handles for curved work,
&c.

Spokesman,
spOks'man,
«. one who Spokeshave.
speaks for

another, or for others, an advocate.

Spole, spOl, n. the small wheel near the distaflf in the
spinning-wheel. [A variant of spool.]

Spoliate, spO'li-at, v.t. to spoil, to plunder, to pillage.



Spondee fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Spore

—v.i. to practise robbery.

—

ns. Spo'Uary, the place

in a Roman amphitheatre where the boiies of

slaughtered gladiators were dragged to be stripped ;

Spolia'tion, act of spoiling : robbery.—rt^'. Spo^lia-

tive, serving to take away or diminish.

—

n. Spo'lla-

tor, one who spoliates.—»<>'. Spoliatory, tending

to spoil : destructive.—». Spo'llum, the property of

a beneficed ecclesiastic not transmissible by will.

[L. spoiiaius, pa.p. o( spolidre—spoiiuvtf.t.'poiL']

Spondee, spon'de, «. in classical poetry, a foot of two

long syllables, as fdto.—adjs. Sponda'lo, -al, per-

taining to, or consisting of, spondees. [Fr.,—L. spon-

ditu (pesy-Gv. spondeios {poiis), (a foot) of two

syllables, so called because much used in the slow

solemn hymns sung at a sponde or drink-offering—

spendein, to pour out, make a libation.]

Spondyl, -e, spon'dil, «. a joint, joining.

—

ns. Spon-

dylal'gia, pain in the spine : Spondyli'tis, arthritis

of a vertebra.—arfy. Spon'dylOUS, vertebraL [Gr.

spondylos, a joint.]

Sponge, spunj, «. a fixed, usually marine, animal with

pores in the body-wall and without tentacles : the

fibrous framework of such, remarkable for its power
of sucking up water : any sponge-like substance, as

dough before it is kneaded and formed : any cring-

ing hanger-on or parasite, a drunken fellow : an in-

strument for cleaning cannon after a discharge : the

lieel of a horse's shoe.

—

v.t. to wipe with a sponge :

to wipe out, absorb up, with a sponge : to wipe out

completely : to destroy.

—

v.u to suck in, as a sponge :

to gain by mean tricks, to live on others by some
mean subterfuge or other.

—

ns. Sponge'cake, a

very light sweet cake of flour, eggs, and sugar

;

Sponge'let, a little sponge.— adjs. Sponge'ous,
Sponglose, Sponglolit'lc.—«. Spong'er, one who
uses a sponge : a person or vessel engaged in fish-

ing for sponges : an apparatus for sponging cloth

by means of a perforated adjustable cylinder : a
sponge or parasite.

—

adjs. Sponglc'oloas, inhabit-

ing sponges ; Spong'iform, resembling a sponge :

porous.

—

ns. Spong'mess, porous quality ; Spong'-
ing-bouse, a bailiff's lodging-house for debtors in

his custody before their committal to prison ; Spon'-
gidle, the spongy tissue of a root-tip ; Sl>on'giolite,

a fossil sponge spicule.—rt<^'. Spongoid (spong'goid).
—ns. SpongOlOglSt(sponggoro-ji.st), one devoted to

the study of sponges; SpongOlOgy (spong-gol'O-ji),

the knowledge about sponges.

—

adj. Spong'y, like

a sponge, absorptive : of open texture, porous : wet
and soft : drunken.—Set a sponge, to leaven a

small mass of dough with which to leaven a large

quantity ; Throw up the sponge, to acknowledge
defeat by throwing into the air the sponge with

which a boxer is rubbed down between rounds : to

give up any contest. [O. Fr. espotige—lj. spongia—
Gr. sp<ntg^a.\

Sponsal, spon'sal, adj. pertaining to a betrothal, a
marriage, or a spouse.—«. Spon'slon, the act of

becoming surety for another. —/i</;. Spon'sional.

[L.,

—

spondere, sponsutn, to promise.]

Sponsible, spon'si-bl, adj. (.Jcc^.) reliable : respectable.

Sponson, spon'son, n. the curve of the timbers and
planking towards the outer part of the wing, before

and ab.-ift each of the paddle-boxes of a steamer.

—

Also Spon'slng. [Ety. dub.]
Sponsor, spon'sur, n. one who prombes solemnly for

another : a surety : a godfather or godmother.

—

adj.

Sponso'riaL- «. Sponsorship. [l..,— spondire,

spottsum, to promise.]
Spontaneous, spon-ta'n6-us, adj. of one's free-will :

involuntary: acting by its own impulse or natural

law : produced of itself or without interference.

—

ns. Spontaneity, Sponta'neousness, the state

or quality of being spontaneous.

—

adv. Sponta'ne-
ously.—Spontaneous : combustion, a phenomenon
that occasionally manifests it'^elf in mineral and
organic substances ; Spontaneous generation, a
term applied to the real or imaginary development
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of lowly organisms from non-living matter. [L.

spoiitaneus—sponte, of one's own accord.]

Spontoon, spon-toSn', «. a weapon somewhat like a
halberd, which used to be carried by certain officers

of foot. [Fr. sponton— It. sponione—spunlare, to

break off the point

—

punione—punio, a point—L.
puHgere, punctuni, to point.]

Spook, spQSk, n. a ghost.

—

v.i. to play the spook.

—

Oiijs. Spook'ish, Spooky, like a ghost, haunted by
ghosts : sensitive to the dread of ghosts, suggesting
the presence of ghosts. [Dut. spook; Ger. (obs.)

spuck, Sw. spoke; not related to puck.\
Spool, spSSl, «. a hollow cylinder for winding yarn,

&c., \xj>on.—v.i. to wind on spools. [Low Ger.
spole, Dut. spoel; Ger. spule.]

Spoom, spiSom, v.i. to scud before the wind.

—

adj.
Spoom'ing {Keats), foaming.

Spoon, spSon, n. an instrument with a shallow bowl
and handle for use in preparing, serving, or in eating
food : anything like a spoon or its bowl, as an oar ;

in golf, a wooden-headed club of varying length,
having the face more or less spooned, used in
approaching the holes from varying distances.

—

v.t. to use a spoon upon : to lie spoon fashion with.—v.i. to fish with a spoon-hook : in croquet, to shove
or scoop with the mallet : to be foolishly fond, to

indulge in endearments openly.—«j. Spoon'-bait, a
revolving metallic lure attached to a fishing-line by a
swivel, used in trolling for fish ; Spoon'hill, a family
of birds {PlataUida) allied to the Ibididte, and more
distantly to the storks, with a bill long, flat, and broad
throughout, and much dilated in a spoon form at the
tip ; Spoon'-drift, light spray borneon a gale ; Spoon'-
ful, as much as a spoon contains when full : a small
quantity.

—

adv. Spoon'ily, in a spoony or silly way.
—//. Spoon'meat, food taken with a spoon, such as
is given to young children.— adv. Spoon'ways,
applied to a way of packing slaves in ships very
closely together.

—

adjs. Spoon'y, Spoon'ey, silly,

weakly affectionate, foolishly fond.— «. a simple
fellow: one foolishly fond of a sweetheart.—ApostlO
spoon (see Apostle) ; Dessert-spoon (see Dessert)

;

Eucharistlc spoon, the cochlear or labis ; Table-
spoon (see Table).' Be spoons on, to be silly in the

manifestation of one's love for a woman. [A. S. spdn ;

Ger. span, a chip, Ice. spdnn, a chip, a spoon.]
Spoor, sp(53r, n. track or trail of an animal, esp. when
hunted as game.—«. Spoor'er, one who tracks game
by the spoor. [Dut. spoor, a track ; cf. Ger. spur.

Ice. spor, a track, Scot, speir, to ask.]

Sporadic, -al, spO-rad'ik, -al, adj. scattered—a term
specially applied to any disease usually epidemic
or contagious, when it attacks only a few persons
in a district and does not spread in its ordinary
manner.— adv. Sporad'lcally. — n. Sporad'ical-
neSS. [Gr. sporadikos—sporas, sporados, scattered—speirein, to sow.]

Spore, spur, «. the reproductive body in flowerless

plants like the fern, analogous to the seeds of ordi-

nary flowering plants, but containing no embryo

:

a germ, a seed, a source of being generally.

—

adjs.

Sporan'glal ; Sporanglferotis ; Sporan'gifonn

;

Sporan'gioid, like a sporangium.

—

fis. Sporangi'-
Olum, a small sporangium ; Sporan'giophore, the

recentacle which bears the sporangia ; Sporan'gl-
OSpore, one of the peculiar spores of the Myxomy-
cetes; Sporangium (//. Sporangia), a spore-case,

the sac in which the spores are produced endogen-
ously—also Spore'-case ; Spo ridesm {hat.), a pluri-

cellular body which becomes free like a simple spore,

and in which every cell is capable of germinating

;

Sporidl'olum, a secondary .sporidium ; Sporid'ium,
a secondary spore borne on a promycelium : an
ascospore ; Sporifica'tion, spore-production ; Sporl-
par'ity, reproduction by means of spores.

—

adj.
Sporip'arous.—«.f. Spo'rocarp, a many-celled form
of fruit produced in certain lower cryptogams in

consequence of a sexual act ; Spo'rooyst, the cyst



Sporran m5te ; mute ; mOCn ; /Aen. Spread

Sporran.

or capsule developed in the process of sporular
encystment.

—

adj. Sporocyst'lc.—«i. Spd'rodarm,
the wall or covering of a spore ; Sporogen'eslS, re-

production by means of spores—also Sporog'eny.

—

aiij. Sporog'enous.—«. Sporogo'nium, the sporo-

carp, capsule or so-called 'moss-fruit' in mosses.

—

adj. Spo'roid, like a spore. —«J. Spord'oglst, a
botanist who emphasises the spores in classification ;

SpoTophorO, the part of the thallus which bears
spores : the placenta in flowering plants : a sporo-

phyte. — a^//>. Sporophor'ic, Sporoph'orous. — «i.

Spo'rophyl, the leaf Dearing the spores or spore

receptacles ; Spo'rophyte, the spore-bearing stage

in the life-cycle of a plant.

—

adj. Sporophyt'ic.

—

ns. Spo'rosao, one of the gonophores of certain

hydrozoans in which the medusoid structure is not

developed : a redia or spiro-cyst, in Vermes ; Sporo-
Ste'gium, the so-called fruit ofplants in the CAa^-ocfir,

consisting of the hard brownish spirally-twisted shell

orcoveringof the spore. —<T^V. Spo'rOUS; Spo'rular.—us. Sporula'tion, conversion into spores or sporules
—also Sporation ; Spo'rule, a small s^oTC.—adjs.
Sporulif'erous, Spor'iUoid.
[Gr. sporos, a sowing, seed

—

speircin, to sow.]
Sporran, spor'an, «. an orna-

mental pouch worn in front

of the kilt by the Highlanders
of Scotland. [Gael. sporan.'\

Sport, sport, v.i. 10 play: to

frolic : to practise field diver-

sions: to trifle.

—

v.t. to amuse :

to make merry : to represent
playfully : to spend in sport or
display.— «. that which amuses
or makes merry : play : mirth :

jest : contemptuous mirth : any-
thing for playing with : a toy :

idle jingle : field diversion : an
animal or plant, or one of its organs, that varies
singularly and spontaneously from the normal type.— >i. Sport'er, one who sports: a sportsman.

—

adj.
Sportful, full of sport : merry: full ofjesting.

—

adv.
Sport'fully.—«.Sport'fulness.—<z(i^'. Sport'ing, re-

lating to, or engaging in, sports.

—

adv. Sport'ingly.—adj. Sportive, inclined to sport : playful : merry :

amorous, wanton.

—

adv. Sport'ively.—«. Sport'lve-
ness.

—

adj. Sport'lesS, without sport or mirth : sad.—«. Sports'man, one who practi'ies, or one skilled

in, field-sports.— rt^/?'. Sports'maii-like.—kj. Sports'-
manshlp, practice or skill of a sportsman ; Sports'-
woman, a she-sportsman. — Sport one's oak (see

Oak). [Formed by aphseresis from disport.

^

Sposh, sposh, «. slush.

—

adj. Sposh'y.
Spot, spot, «. a mark made by a drop of wet matter

:

a blot : a discoloured place : a small part of a dif-

ferent colour : a small extent of space : any particular

place: one of the marked points on a billiard-table,

from which balls are played (for Centre-spot, Pyra-
mid-spot, &c., see BilUards) : one of the dark
places on the surface of the sun, &c. : something
that soils : a stain on character or reputation.

—

7>.t.

to mark with drops of wet : to stain : to discolour

:

to taint : to tarnish, as reputation : to note or recog-
nise by some point, to detect : to indicate, name :

—

pr.p. spot'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p. spot'ted.

—

adj.
Spotless, without a spot : untainted : pure.

—

adti.

Spotlessly. — ns. Spotlessness ; Spot'-stroke, a
stroke in billiards when the player pockets the red
ball from the 'spot,' leaving his own ball in position

to repeat the stroke. — adjs. Spot'ted, SjXJt'ty,

marked with spots or discoloured places. — ns.

Spot'tedness, the state of beinpr spotted ; Spot'ter,

one who spots or detects ; Spot'tlneSS, state of being
spotty. — Spot-barred game, a game at billiards

when the spot-stroke is forbidden to be played more
than twice consecutively. [Cf. Dut. spat, Dan.
ipattc; prob. conn, with .s//^.

J

Spouse, spowz, n. a. husband or wife.

—

adj. Spous'al,
pertaining to a spouse, or to marriage : nuptial

:

matrimonial.^«. usually in //. nuptials : marriage.—adj. Spouse'less, destitute ofa spouse : unmarried.
[O. Kr. espouse {¥r. epoiix, feni. epouse)—L. sponsus,
pa.p. oi spondere, to promise in marriage.]

Spout, spowt, v.t. to throw out, as from a pipe : to
utter volubly : to pawn, pledge.

—

v.i. to i.ssue with
violence, as from a pipe : to speak volubly, to
speechify.—«. the projecting mouth of a vessel from
which a stream issues : a pipe for conducting a
liquid : a term applied to the blowing or breathing
of whales and other cetaceans.

—

ns. Spout'or, one
who, or that which, spouts : a speechifier : a South
Sea whale, a skilful whaler ; Spout'-hole, an orifice
for discharging a liquid, a whale's spiracle.

—

adj.
Spoutless, wanting a .spout. [Skeat explains that
spout, like speak, has lost an r, thus standing for
sprout, the r being preserved in spurt, with nearly
the same sense as spout. Sw. sputa for spruia, to
squirt ; Dut. spuiten.]

Sprack, sprak, adj. vigorous, sprightly.—Also Sprag.
[Ice. sprcrkr, sparkr, sprightly.]

Sprackle, .sprak'l, v.i. {Scot.) to clamber up with diffi-

culty.—Also Sprach'le, Sprauch'lO. [Ice. spraukla,
to sprawl.]

Sprad, sprad (Spens.). Same as Spread.
Sprag, sprag, n. a piece of wood used to lock a wheel

:

a punch-prop in mining.

—

v.t. to prop, or to stop,
by a sprag.

Sprag, sprag, «. (prov.) a young salmon.
Spraich, sprah, «. (Scot.) a shriek, cry.

—

v.i. to shriek.
Spraid, sprad, adj. (prov.) chapped with cold.—Also
Sprayed.

Sprain, spran, v.t. to overstrain the muscles of a
joint.—«. a term employed in surgery to designate a
violent stretching of tendinous or ligamentous parts
with or without rupture of some of their fibres.

[O. Fr. espreiiidre (P"r. epreindre), to press— L.
exprimere, to press out.]

Spraint, sprant, «. the dung of an otter.

Sprang, pa. t. of spring.
Sprangle, sprang'gl, v.i. to sprawl, struggle.
Sprat, sprat, «. a fish of the family Clupeidte, like the

herring, but much smaller. — «. Sprat'-weath'er,
the dark days of November and December. [Dut.
sprrot ; Ger. sprotte. ]

Sprattle, sprat'l, zi.i. (Scot.) to scramble.
Sprawl, sprawl, v.i. to toss or kick about the limbs

:

to stretch the body carelessly when lying : to

spread imgracefully.—«. a sprawling posture.

—

u.

Sprawl'er. [There i^ an A.S. spreaiuliatt, to move
convulsively ; but the word is most probably for

sprattle or sprottle—Sw. sprattla, to sprawl ; cf.

Dan. sprcelle, to toss about the limbs.]

Spray, spra, «. small particles of water driven by the
wind, as from the top of waves, &c.

—

adj. Spray'ey,
consisting of spray. [Skeat suggests that the word
is from Dut. spreiden, to spread, scatter.]

Spray, spr5, «. a small shoot of a tree. — adj.
Spray'ey, branching. [Akin to Ice. sprek, a twig,

Dan. sprag. Doublet sprig.']

Spread, spred, v.t. to scatter abroad or in all direc-

tions : to stretch : to extend : to overlay : to shoot
out, as branches : to circulate, as news : to cause to

affect numbers, as a disease : to diffuse : to set with
provisions, as a table.

—

v.i. to extend or expand in

all directions : to be extended or stretched : to be
propagated or circulated :^;*rt. ^. and pa.p. spread.
—n. extent : compass : expansion of parts : that

which is spread out, a feast : a cover for a bed or a
table.

—

adj. having a broad surface : shallower than
the standard.

—

adj. Sprsad'-ea'gle, like an eagle
with the wings stretched out, bombastic, boastful.

—

«. (naut.) a person seized in the rigging, a passenger
thus made to pay his entrance forfeit.

—

ns. Spreawi'-

ea'glelBm, a bombastic and frothy patriotism

;

Spread'er, one who, or that which, spreads, one



Spreagh fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Sprint

who publishes or extends : any machine or imple-
ment for helping to scatter.

—

p.adj. Spread'ing. ^
adv. Spread'ingly, increasingly.—Spread a fleet,

to keep more open order. [A.S. sprxdan ; Dut.
spreiden, Ger. spreiten.]

Spreagh, spreh, «. plunder.—«. Spreagh'ery, cattle-

lifting. [Gael, spreuih, cattle.]

Spreckled, sprek'ld, adj. speckled.

Spred, spred. paj>. and n. an obsolete form of spread.

—Also Spred'den.
Spree, spre, «. a merry frolic : a drunken bout.

—

v.i.

to carouse. [Prob. Ir. spre, a spark, spraic,

vigour.]
Sprent, sprent, adj. sprinkled. [M. £. sprengen

(pa.t. spretite) — A.S. sprengan, to cause to

spring.]

Sprig, sprig, «. a small shoot or twig: a scion, a
young person : an ornament like a spray : one of

various small pointed implements, a headless nail

:

one of the separate pieces of lace fastened on a

ground in applique lace.

—

z'.t. to embroider with

representations of twigs -.^pr.p. sprig'ging ; pa.t.

and pa.p. sprigged.

—

adj. Sprig'gy, full of sprigs

or young branches. [Cf. Ice. sprek, a stick.]

Spright, sprit, «. the same as Sprite (q.v.).

—

adj.

Sprlght'IUl {S/tak.), full of spirit : brisk, gay.—adv.
Spright'fully, in a sprightful manner, briskly,

vigorously. — n. Sprightfolness, the quality of
bemg sprightful, briskness, liveliness.

—

Oifj. Spright'-

leSS, destitute of spirit or life : dull : sluggish.—«.

Sprighfliness.—rt<<;'. Sprightly, airy : full of life :

lively : brisk. \Spright = sprite.]

Spring, spring, v.i. to bound : to leap : to rush
hastily : to move suddenly by elastic force : to start

up suddenly : to break forth : to appear : to issue :

to come into existence : (^.) to rise, as the sun.

—

v.t. to cause to spring up: to start: to produce
quickly, cause to act suddenly : to leap over : to

explocfe, as a mine : to open, as a leak : to crack, as
a mast : to bend by force, strain : (archil.) to start

from an abutment, &c. : to set together with bevel-

joints :

—

pa.t. sprang, sprung ; pa.p. sprung.—«. a
leap : a flying back with elastic force : elastic

power : an elastic body : any active power : that

by which action is produced : cause or origin :

a source : an outflow of water from the earth : (B.)

the dawn : the lime when plants begin to spring up
and grow, the vernal season—March, April, May

:

a starting of a plank in a vessel : a crack in a mast.

—

ns. Spring^al, Spring'ald, an active springy young
man, a youth ; Spring'-back, an inner false joint on
a bound book, springing upward from the true or
outer back when the book is opened flat ; Spring*-
bal'ance, an instrument for determining the weight
of a body by the elasticity of a spiral spring ;

Springs-beam., a beam of considerable span, with-
out central support, the tie-beam of a truss: in a
steamer, a fore-and-aft beam for connecting the
two paddle-beams: an elastic bar at the top of a
tilt-hammer, jig-saw, &c. : Sprtngf'-beau'ty, the
Claytonia Virginica : Spring' -bed, a mattress
formed of spiral springs set in a wooden frame ;

Spring'-bee'tle, an elater ; Spring' board, a board
fastened on elastic supports, used to spring from in

performing feats of agility ; Spring'boK, a beautiful

South African antelope, larger than a roebuck
[Dut.] ; Spring'-box, a box or barrel in which a
spring is coiled : the frame of a sofa, &c., in which
the springs are set ; Sprtng'-carr'iage, a wheel-
carriage mounted on springs ; Spring^-cart, a light

cart mounted upon springs ; Spring'er, a kind of dog
of the spaniel class, useful for springing game in

copses : one who springs : the bottom stone of an
arch ; Spring'-g^on, a gun having wires connected
with its trigger, and so fixed and planted as to be
discharged when trespassers stumble against the
wire ; Spring'-halt, a jerking; lameness in which a
hone suddenly twitches up his leg or legs ; Spring^-

batnm'er, a machine-hammer in which the blow is

delivered or augmented by the force of a spring ;

Spring-bead, a fountain-head, source: a head or end-
piece lor a carriage-spring.

—

adj. Spring'-head'Od
(.S/^wi.), having heads springing afresh.

—

ns. Spring-
iieeled Jack, one supposed capable of leaping a great
height or distance in carrying out mischievous or
frolicsome tricks ; Sprlng'-book, an angler's snap-
hook or spear-hook : a latch or door-hook with a
spring-catch for keeping it fast in the staple : in a loco-

motive, a hook fixing tne driving-wheel spring to the
frame ; Spring' -bouse, a house for keeping meat in,

or a dairy, built for coolness over a spring or brook ;

Spring'iness ; Spring'ing, the act of springing,
leaping, arising, or issuing : (i>.) growth, increase :

{^rchit.) the lowest part of an arch on both sides

;

Spring'-jack, a device for inserting a loop in a main
electric line-circuit, a ping being forced between two
spring contacts ; Spring'-latcb, a latch that snaps
into the keeper whenever the door is shut ; Spring'-
let, a little spring : a small stream ; Spring'-llg'a-
ment, the inferior calcaneoscaphoid ligament of the
sole of the foot ; Spring'-lOCk, a lock wiiich fastens
by a spring; Spring' - maftreSS = .S>r/«^-*^rf;
Spring'-net, a net that closes with a spring

;

Sprlng'-pad'lock, a padlock that snaps itself shut

;

Spring'-pole, a pole whose elasticity serves as a
spring; Spring'-Sad'dle, a bent iron bar of fl form
on the top of a railway carriage journal-box, sur-

rounding the arch-bar and supporting the spring

;

Spring'-Search'er, a steel-pronged tool to search
for defects in the bore of a gun ; Spring'-sback'lO,
a shackle closed by a spring : a shackle joining one
spring of a vehicle with another or with a rigid

piece; Spring'-stay (naut.), a smaller stay, placed
above the stays as a duplicate if needed ; Sprlng'-
StUd, a rod passed through the axis of a coil-spring

to keep it in place ; Spring' -tail, one of an order of
primitive wingless insects (Collembola\ so called

popularly from a peculiar springing fork usually

present on the abdomen ; Spring'-tide, the periodical

excess of the elevation and depression of the tide,

after new and full moon, when both sun and moon
act in the same direction : Spring'-tidO, -time, the

season of spring ; Spring'-tool, any tool bearing a
spring, as a glass-blower's tongs ; Spring'-trap, a
trap worked by a spring, a mouse-trap, &c. ; Spring'-
valve, a valve fitted with a spring : a safety-valve

connected with a spring-balance ; Spring'-wa'ter,
water issuing from a spring ; Spring'-Wbeat, wheat
sown in the spring, rather than auiuinn or winter ;

Spring'-wort, a plant which draws down lightning

—

perh. the caperspurge.

—

adj. Spring'y, pertaining

to, or like, a spring, elastic, nimble : abounding with
springs. — Spring a leak, to commence leaking;

Spring a mine, to cause it to explode—often used
figuratively : Spring a rattle, to cause a rattle to

sound ; Spring at, to leap at ; Spring forth, to

come forward with a leap : to shoot up rapidly

;

Spring on, or upon, to attack with violence. [A.S.
springan : Ger. springen.}

Springe, sprinj, ». a snare with a spring-noose : a gin.—v.t. to catch in a springe. [Prov. Eng. springU—
spring; cf. Ger. spreiikel—springen.]

Sprinkle, spring'kl, v.t. to scatter in small drops or
panicles : to scatter on : to baptise with a few drops
of water : to purify.

—

v.i. to scatter in drops.

—

v. an
aspersorium or utensil for .sprinkling.

—

ns. Sprin'kle,
Sprin'kling, a small quantity sprinkled : in book-
binding, the mottling of the edges of trimmed
leaves by scattering a few drops of colour on them

;

Sprin'kler. (Freq. formed from A.S. sprengan, the
causal o{ springan, to spring ; cf. Ger. sprenkein.]

Sprint, sprint, «. a short-distance race at full speed.
— v.i. to run at full speed — also Sprent.

—

ns.

Sprln'ter, a short - distance runner in races

;

Sprin'tlng: Sprint'-race ; Sprint'-nm'ner. [Cf.

spurt.]
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Sprit mOte ; mGte ; m55n ; then. Spy

Sprit-saiL

Sprit, sprit, «. (tuxui.) a spar set diagonally to ex-
tend a fore-and-aft sail. [A.S. sprtit, a pole

;

Dut. and Ger.
sfriet, a bowsprit

;

conn, with sprout.\
Sprite, sprit, n. a

spirit : a shade

:

a ghost : {pbs.)

frame of mind,
disposition. — Also
Sprlght. (A doub-
let oi spirit.

\

Sprlteful, Sprttely,
& c. Same as
Sprightful, &c.

Sprocket, sprok'et,

H. a projection on
the periphery of
a wheel or capstan for engaging the chain.

Sprod, sprod, H. (^prov.) a second-year salmon.
Sprong, sprong {jSpens.\ pa.t. o{ spring.
Sprout, sprowt, n. a germ or young shoot : (//.)
young shoots from old cabbages.

—

v.i. to shoot : to

push out new shoots.

—

adj. SprOUt'ed, budded.

—

Brussels sprouts (see Brussels). [According to

Skcat, not from A. S. spredian, nor sprytan, but from
Old Friesic spruta, to sprout, Low Ger. iprnten,
Dut. spruiten, Ger. spriessfn.]

Spruce, sprOOs, adf. smart : neat, dapper : over-
fastidious, finical.

—

H. Prussian leather.— v.t. to

smarten.— v.i. to become spruce or smart.— «.

SprUCe'-fir, or merely SprUCO, any tree of the
genus Picea of the pine family (Coni/era), or the
wood of such a tree.

—

adv. Spruce'ly.—«. Spruce'-
ness.—f./. Spru'Cif^, to smarten. [O. Fr. Prucc
— L.ite L. Prussia, Ger. Preussen.]

Spruce-beer, spr(5Ss'-ber, «. beer flavoured with a
decoction of the young shoots of the spruce-fir.

[Ger. sprpssen-bier, sprossen, young shoots, Eng-
lished as Pruce-beer, i.e. Prussian beer.]

Sprue, sprOO, n. in casting, one of the passages lead-

ing to the mould, also the metal which solidifies

in it

—

deadhead.—n. Sprue'-hole, ingate or pour-
ing-hole in a mould.

Sprug, sprug, v.t. and v.i. {prtrv.) to smarten, to dress
neatly.

Sprug, sprug, «. {proT.) a sparrow.
Spruit, spri33'it. It. a small head-stream, a stream flow-

ing through a village, dry in summer. [S. Afr. Dut.]
Sprung, pa.t. and pa.p. of spring.—adj. {coil.) tipsy,

tight.

Spruimy, sprun'i, adj. {prtrv.) neat.—«. a sweetheart.
Sprunt, sprunt, T'.i. to spring up : sprout, germinate.
—«. a steep bit in a road : a rebellious curl, &c.
—adv. Sprunt'ly, gaily, bravely.—Sprunt up, to

bristle up.

Spry, spri, adj. vigorous, lively, gay, pert. [Scand.

;

Sw. prov. sprygg, very active.]

Spud, spud, ». a small narrow spade with a short

handle: any short thick thing, a. baby's hand, a
potato, &.c.—adj. Spud'dy, short and fat. [Prob.
Scand., Dan. spyd, a spear. J

Spue. Same as Spew.
SDUlzie, Spullzle, spul'ye, n. (Scot.) spoil.—Also
'Spulye, Spulyle. [Spoil.'i

Spume, spum, «. scum or froth thrown up by liquid :

foam. — 7'./". to throw up scum : to foam.

—

adj'. Spu'-
meoUS, frothy.—«. SpiuneS'Cence, frothiness.

—

adjs.

Spumes'cent. foaming ; Spumif'erotis, producing
foam.—«. Spu'miness, the quality of being spumy
or frothy.

—

adj's. SpU'mOUS, SpU'my, consisting of
froth: frothy: foamy. [\^ sputna—j/i</rir, tospew.]

Spun, pa.t. and pa.p. of spin.—adj. Spun'-OUt, un-
duly lengthened.

—

n. Spun'-yam, rope-yam twisted
into a cord.

Spunge, spunj, V. and «. a form oi sponge.
Spunk, spungk, n. touchwood, tinder, a fungus from
which tmder is made, punk, amadou : {Scot.) a small

fire, a fiery spark, a lucifer-match : mettle, .spirit,

pluck.

—

v.i. to take fire, flame up.

—

adj. Spunky,
spirited : fiery-tempered. [Cf. Ir. sponc, tmder,
sponge—L. spongia, a sponge—Gr. sfionggia.'\

Spur, spur, n. an instrument on a horseman's heels,
with sharp points for goading the horse : that which
goads or instigates : something projecting : the hard
projection on a cock's leg : a small range of moun-
tains extending laterally from a larger range.^i/./.
to urge on witn spurs : to urge onward ; to impel :

to put spurs on.

—

v.i. to press forward : to travel
in great haste :

—

pr.p. spur'ring
; pa.t. and pa.p.

spurred. -t'./. Spur' -gall {Shak.), to gall or wound
with a spur.— «j. SpuT-gear, -gearing, gearing
in which spur-wheels are used.

—

adj. Spur'-heeled,
havinga long straight hind -claw.— «. Spur-leath'er,
the strap by which the spur is fastened to the foot.

—

p. adj. Spurred, wearing spurs: having shoots like
spurs: aflected with ergot, as rye— ns. Spur'ror,
one who, or that which, spurs ; Spur'rler, one who
makes spurs ; Spur'-roy'al, an ancient English coin,
worth fifteen shillings, so called from having a star
on one side resembling the rowel of a spur ; SpuT-
way, a bridle-road ; SpuT-Whang = Spur-leather

;

Spur"-wheel {mech.}, a wheel with the cogs on the
face of the edge like a sjjur.

—

adj. Spur-Wlnged,
with a horny spur on the pinion, as with the plovers,
&c. [A.S. spora : Ice. spori, Ger. sporti.'\

Spurge, spurj, «. a genus of plants of the natural order
Euphorbiacea, all the species containing a resinous
milky juice mostly very acrid.—«. Spurge'-lau'rel,
a Europc-in evergreen shrub, with yellowish-green
flowers, thick leaves, and poisonous berries. [O. Fr.
espurge (Fr. epurge)—l^ expurgdre, to purge—<jr,

o\(, purgdre, to clear.]

Spuriaa, spu'ri-5, «.//. the bastard quills forming the
alula in birds.

Spurious, spur'i-us, adj. illegitimate : bastard : not
genuine

:_
false : resembling an organ, but without

its function, or having the functions of an organ
while morphologically different.

—

adv. Spur'lOQSly.—«. Spurlousness. [L. spurius, false.]

Spurllng = sparling (q.v.).

Spurn, spurn, v.t. to drive away as with the foot: to
kick : to reject with disdain.

—

n. disdainful rejection.—n. Spum'er, one who spurns. [A.S. speoman

;

cog. with spur.]

Spume, spum, v.t. {Spens.) to spur.

Spurry, spur'i, «. a plant of the genus Spergula.
[O. Fr. sporrie, of "VcVit. origin ; cf. Ger. sporgel.]

Spurt, spurt, z:t. to spout, or send out in a sudden
stream, as water.

—

v.i. to gush out suddenly in a
small stream : to flow out forcibly or at intervals.—H. a sudden or violent gush of a liquid from an
opening : a jet : a sudden short efltbrt, a special
exertion of one's self for a short time, in running,
rowing, &c. [Formerly spirt—Ice. sprettr, a spurt—spretta, to start, to sprout.]

Spurtle, spur'tl, «. {Scot.) a short stick for stirring

porridge, broth, &c.—«. Spur'tle-blade, a sword.
Sputter, sput'er, v.i. to spit in small drops, as in

rapid speaking : to throw out moisture in scattered
drops : to speak rapidly and indistinctly, to jabber.—2'.t. to throw out with haste and noise : to utter

hastily and indistinctlv.—«. moist matter thrown out
in p.-irticles.—«. Sputt'erer, one who sputters. [The
freq. ot spout {(\.\.).'\

Sputum, spu'tum, n. spittle, the matter expectorated :

—//. SpU'ta. [L.,

—

spiiere, to spit.]

Spy, spT, n. one sent into an enemy's country or camp
to find out their strength, &c. : one who keeps a
watch on others : one who secretly conveys infor-

mation.

—

z:t. to see: to discover, generally at a
distance : to discover by close searcn : to inspect

secretly:

—

pa.t. and pa.p. spied.

—

ns. Spy'al =
Spial; Spy-craft. Spyism, the art or practice of
spj'ing ; Spyglass, a small hand-telescope ; Spy-
hole, a peep-hole ; Spy-mon'ey, money paid for
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Spyre fate, far ; mS, h6r ; mine ; Squat

secret intelligence. [O. Fr. «/«r—Old High Ger.
spelidn; L. spectre.}

Spjrre, spir, v.i. {S/ens.) to shoot forth. [L. s/irdre,
to sprout.]

Squab, skwob, a^j. fat, clumsy : curt, abrupt : un-
fledged, newly hatched: shy, coy.— «. a young
pigeon, the young of other animals before the hair

or feathers are grown : a short stumpy person : a
thickly-stuffed cushion, a sofa padded throughout,
an ottoman.

—

T>.i. to stuffthickly and sew through, the
stitches being concealed by buttons, &c.

—

v.i. to fall

heavily.— rt(/z'. flat : heavily, as a fall.

—

a/Z/s. Squab'-
bish, thick, heavy ; Squabby, squat.—«.?. Squab'-
Cbick, a fledgling ; Squab'-pie, a pie made of strips

of mutton, onions, and slices of apple. [Prob.
Scand.; cf. Sw. dial, sqvapp, a word imitative of a
splash, sgvabb, loose flesh, sqvabbig, flabby.]

Squabash, skwa-bash', v.t. to crush, smash.
Squabble, skwob'l, v.i. to dispute in a noisy manner:

to wrangle.

—

n. a noisy, petty quarrel : a brawl.—«. Squabb'ler. [Scand., Sw. dial, skvabbel, a
dispute.]

Squacco, skwak'O, «. a small crested African heron.
Squad, skwod, «. a small body of men assembled for

drill, any small group or company of men. — n.

Squad'roa, a body of cavalry, consisting of two
troops, or 120 to 200 men : a body of soldiers drawn
up in a square : any regularly ranked body, or a
group : section ofa fleet, commanded by a flag-oflScer.—p.aiij. Squad'roned, formed into squadrons.

—

Awkward squad, a body of recruits not yet com-
petent in drill, &c. [O. Fr. esqitadre—It. squadra,
and L. exquadrdre, to make square.]

Squaddy, skwad'i, adj. squabby.
Squall, skwal, n. a disc or counter used in the game

of squalls : (//.) a parlour-game in which small discs
are snapped from the edge of the table to a centre
mark called the process: the game of ninepins. —i'./.

to throw a stick, &c., at any object.—z/./. to pelt

with sticks, &a—«. Squail'er, a throwing-stick.
[A variant oi kail.\

Squalid, skwol'id, adj. filthy, foul.—«. Squalld'lty,
the slate of being squalid : filthiness.

—

adv. Squal-
idly.—«j. Squal'ldness ; Squalor, state of being
squalid: dirtiness: filthiness. [L. squalidus—
sqiiaiere, to be stiff; akin to Gr. skelUin, to dry.]

Squall, skwawl, v.i. to cry out violently.—«. a loud
cry or scream : a violent gust of wind.— «. Squall'er.—adj. Squall'y, abounding or disturbed with squalls
or gusts of wind : gusty, blustering: threatening a
squall.—White sqiuU, a tropical whirlwind, coming
on without warning other than a small white cloud,
['^cand., Sw. sq^aia, to gush ouL]

Squally, skwawl'i, adj. irregularly woven : having
bare patches, of a field of corn, &c. [Prob. the same
as scaily. Cf. Scail.]

Squalold, skwS'Ioid, atij. resembling a Squa'IUS or
shark.

—

h. Squalid, one of the Sqnalidte, a family
of sharks.—a^. SquaHform, having the form of a
"ihark. [L. ^^7<a/7«^, a shark.]

Squama, skwa'ma, «. a scale : the bractea of a
deciduous spike, any scaly bractcd leaf: — //.

Squa'mSB. --«.//. Squama'ta, a division of reptiles,

including lizards and serpents.

—

adjs. Squa'mate,
Squa'mous, Si^uama'ceous, Squa'mose, covered
with, or consisting of, scales : scaly.

—

ns. Squamo, a
scale or squama ; Squamel'la, a small scale.—«i<//i.

Squamlf'erous, Squamig'erous, bearing squama;
or sc;»les_; Squa miform, Squa'mold, like a scale—
ns. Squamo'sal. llie squamous portion of the tem-
poral bone ; Squam'Ulia, a very small scale—also
squam'ule.— rt<^.r. Squamulate, Squam'ultform.
[L. squamosus—squama, a scale.]

Sqpiaader, skwon'der, v.t. to spend lavishly or waste-
fully : to waste money or powers.

—

n. Squan'derer.—adv. Squan'dermgly, m a squandering manner,
by squandering. [Skeat explains as a nasalised
form of Lowland Scotch squatter, to splash water

Square-pierced.

about, prov. Eng. swatter, to throw water about.
These are frequentative* from Dan. sqvatte, to
splash, spurt, squander ; Sw. sqvatta, to squirt, Ice.
skz'etta, to squirt out water.]

Square, skwSr^ adj. having four equal sides and
angles : forming a right angle : having a straight
front or an outline formed by straight lines : exact,
suitable, fitting : true, that does equal justice, fair,

honest : even, leaving no balance, settled, as ac-
counts : directly opposed, complete, unequivocal

:

solid, full, satisfying.

—

ti. that which is square : a
square figure : a four-sided space enclosed by
houses : a square body of troops : the length of the
side of any figure squared : an instrument for
measiiring right angles : (aritli.) the product of a
quantity multiplied by itself: due proportion, order,
honesty, equity, fairness.

—

v.t. to form like a square :

to form with four equal sides and angles : {ariih.)
to multiply by itself: to reduce to any giveu
measure or standard, to adjust, regulate : {naut.)
to place at right angles with the mast or keel.

—

v.i.

to suit, fit : to accord or agree : to take an attitude
of offence and defence, as a boxer.

—

adj. Square'-
bullt, of a square build or shape.

—

adv. Squar«'ly,
in a square form or manner.

—

7ts. Square'-meas'ure,
a system of measures applied
to surfaces, of which the unit

is the square of the lineal unit

;

Square'ness. — adj. Sqnare'-
pierced {/ur.), designating a
charge perforated with a square
opening so as to show the field.

—«. Squa'rer, one who, or that

which, squares : {S/tai.) a fight-

ing, quarrelsome person.

—

adj.

Square' - rigged, having the
chief .sails square, and extended
by yards suspended by the
middle at right angles to the
masts— opposed to Fore-and-aft. — ns. Square'-
root, th.'>t root which being multiplied into itself

produces the given number or quantity ; Square'-
sail, a four-sided sail extended by yards suspended
by the middle at right angles to the mast.—<i(//.

Square'-toed.—«. Square'-toes, an old-fashioned,

punctilious person.

—

adj. Squa'rlsb.—Square the
circle, to determine the area of a circle in square
measure. — On the square, honestly. [O. Fr.

esquai-re (Fr. fquerre)—\,. ex-quadrdre, to square
—quadnis, conn, with quatuor, four.]

Squarrose, skwar'Os, adj. rough, with projecting or

deflexed scales.

—

adj. Squarr^OSe, diminutively
squarrose.

Squarson, skwar'sn, «. one who is both a beneficed

clergyman and a squire or land-owner in a parish.

—

K. Squar'sonage, the residence of such.

Squash, skwosh, v.t. to press into pulp : to crush flat.

—v.i. to form a soft mass as from a fall : to make a

noise similar to such.—«. a sudden fall or shock of

soft bodies : anything soft and easily crushed, any-
thing soft or unripe, as a pcascod.

—

ns. Squash'er ;

Squash'iness, state of being squashy.

—

adj.

Squash y, like a squash : muddy. [O. Fr. esquacker
(Fr. ixachir'), to crush—L. ex, out, coactdre, to re-

strain

—

cogere, cocutunt, to drive together.]

Squash, skwosh, «. a term loosely used, esp. in the

United States, for two or three kinds of gourd, in-

cluding the pumpkin. [Amer. Ind. asquask (pi. of

"^'i)-, green.)
Squat, skwot, v.i. to sit down upon the hams or

heels : to cower, as an animal : to settle on new land

without title:

—

pr.p. squat'ting ; pa.t. and pa.p.

squat'ted. —«<//. short and thick, dumpy, clumsy.

—

ns. SquatOO'racy, the squatters of Australia collec-

tively ; Squatter, a settler on new land without

title : one who leases pasture-land from the govern-

ment; Squat'tlnesa. — r'.r. Squat'tle (Scot.), to

squat down.—art>'. Squat'ty, very short and thick.



Squatter mote ; mute ; mSOn ; i/ten. Stack

[O. Fr. esquatir, to crush—L. ex-, coactus, pa. p. of
cogere, to drive together.]

Squatter, skwot'er, v.i. to plunge through water.
Squaw, skwaw, n. an American Indian woman, esp. a

wife.—«. SquavTman, a white man with an Indian
wife.

Squeak, skwek, zi.i. to utter a shrill and iisually short
cry.

—

n. a sudden, shrill cry.

—

v.i. Squawk, to utter

a harsh cry: (U.S.) to back out in a mean way.

—

n. a loud squeak.—«. Squeak'er, one who squeaks :

a young bird.—Wz/. Squeak'iugly. — A narrow
squeak, a narrow escape. [Irait. ; cf. Sw. sgvaka,
to croak, Ger. guieken, to squeak.]

Squeal, skwel, v.i. to utter a shrill and prolonged
sound : to turn informer.

—

n. a shrill loud cry.—«.

Squeal'er, a young pigeon : an informer. [Scand. ;

Sw. dial, sqvdla, to cry out.]

Squeamish, skwem'ish, adj. sickish at stomach :

easily disgusted or offended : fastidious in taste.

—

adv. Squeam'ishly.—«. Squeamishness. [Scand. ;

Ice. sveiinr, stir ; prob. also influenced hy gtialmish\
Squeegee, skwe'je, «. a wooden implement edged

with rubber for clearing water away from decks,
floors, windows, &c. ; a photographer's roller for

squeezing the moist\ire from a print—also SquU'gee.—v.t. to smooth down with a squeegee.
Squeeze, skwez, v.t. to crush or press between two

bodies : to embrace closely : to force through a small
hole : to cause to pass : to extort, oppress, harass.

—

v.i. to push between close bodies : to press : to

crowd. — K. act of squeezing : pressing between
bodies: an impression of an inscription, &c.,
made by taking a rubbing.

—

n. Squeezabil'ity.

—

adj. Squeez'ahle.—«j. Squeez'er, one who, or that
which, squeezes : (J>1.) playing-cards having the
number of spots marked in the right-hand corner of
each ; Squeez'lng, the act of exerting pressure.

—

adj. Squeez'y, suggesting squeezing, small, con-
tracted. [M. E. gueisen—A.S. cw(san.'\

Squelch, skwelch, n. a heav-y blow or a heavy fall.

—

v.i. to crush down.
Squib, skwib, n. a paper tube filled with combustibles,
thrown up into the air burning and bursting : a petty
lampoon.

—

I'.t. to aim squibs at: to lampoon.

—

v.i.

to write lampoons : to use squibs : to sound like a
squib exploding. [Scand. ; Ice. svipa, to flash.]

Squid, skwid, «. a kind of cuttle-fish or calamary : a
lure used in trolling for fish.

—

v.i. to fish with a squid
or spoon-bait.

Squiggle, skwig"], v.i. (i/.S.) to squirm, wriggle:
(ptov.) to rinse out the mouth with a liquid.

Squilgee. See Squeegee.
Squill, skwil, «. a genus of bulbous-rooted plants of

order Liliacta, with radical leaves, and flowers in

terminal racemes or loose corymbs— the officinal

Squill is diuretic and expectorant.

—

adj. Squillific.

[Fr. sguille—L. squilla, scilla—Gr. skilia.]

Squinca, skwinch, «. a small stone arch, or series of
arches, across an interior angle of a square tower to

support the sides of an octagonal spire.

Squinny, skwin'i, v.i. {Shak.) to look asquint.
Squint, skwint, a^ij. looking obliquely : having the

vision distorted.

—

v.i. to look obliquely : to have the
vision distorted.

—

v.i. to cause to squmt.^«. act or
habit of squinting : an oblique look : distortion of
vision : a hagioscope, a narrow aperture cut in the
wall of a church (generally about two feet wide) to

enable persons standing in the side-chapels, &c., to

see the elevation of the host at the high-altar.

—

n.

Squlnt'-eye, an eye that squints.—rt<i>'.Squint'-eyed,
looking obliquely : oblique, malignant.—«. Sqtllnt'-

Ing, technically Strabismus, a common deformity
which may be defined as a want of parallelism in the
visual axes, when the patient endeavours to direct

both eyes to an object at the same time.— adz>.

Squint'ingly. [Scand. ; Sw. svinka, to shrink, a
nasalised form of svika, to fail.]

Squire, skwlr, «. an esquire, a knight's attendant : a

beau or gallant : a country gentleman, an owner of
land in England, esp. if of old family : {{/.S.) one
who has been a justice of the peace, &c.

—

ns.

Squire'age, Squire'archy, landed gentry collec-

tively. — adj. Squire'arcbal. — ?«•. Squireen', a
gentleman farmer, one almost a squire ; Squire'hood,
the state or rank of a squire—also Squire'ship.

—

adjs. Squire'-Uke, Squire'ly, like or becoming a
squire.

—

ns. Squire'ling, a squire of small posses-

sions ; Squireoc'racy, government by the landed
classes ; Squir'ess, a squire's wife. [Esquire.}

Squire, skwir, «. (S/iai.) a square. [Square.]
Squirm, skwirm, v.i. to wriggle or writhe, to climb by

wriggling up : to escape with any awkward evasion
or lie. [A variant of squir = whir.}

Squirrel, skwir'el, «. a nimble, reddish-brown, rodent
little animal with hairy tail and large eyes, mainly
of arboreal habit.

—

tis. Squirr'el-fish, a holocentroid
tropical fish ; Squirr'el-tail, any one of several
grasses of the genus Horde^tm, with long hair-like
awns : a cap of squirrel-skins, with a tail hanging
down behind. [O. Fr. escurel—Low L. scurellus, dim.
of L. sciunts—Gr. skiouros—skia, shade, oura, tail.]

Squirt, skwert, v.t. to throw out water in a stream
from a narrow opening.

—

n. a small instrument for

squirting : a small, quick stream. — n. Squirt'er.
[Skeat says the r appears to be intrusive ; allied to

prov. Eng. sqtiiiter, to squirt, and squitter, diarrhoea.
From Sw. dial, skviitdr, to sprinkle all round, freq.

ofskwitta, to squirt, Sw. sqvdtta, to squirt ; cf. Dan.
sqvatte, to splash.]

Squitcta, skwich, n. t]uitch-gras.s.

Sraddba, sra'da, k, the offering cf rice and flowers to
the manes of a deceased ancestor. [Sans.]

Stab, stab, v.t. to wound with a pointed weapon

:

to wound : to injure secretly, or by slander : to

roughen a brick wall with a pick so as to hold
plaster : to pierce folded sheets, near their back
edges, for the passage of thread or wire.

—

z'.i. to

give a stab or a mortal wound :—pr.p. stab'bing ;

pii.t. and pa.p. stabbed.

—

n. a wound with a pointed
weapon I an injurv given secretly.—«. Stab'ber, one
who stabs.

—

adv. Stab'bingly. [Gael, stob, a stake. ]

Stabat Idater, stil'bat ma'ter, n. a Latin hymn on the
seven dolours of the Virgin, ascribed to Jacopone da
Todi, a i3th-cent. Minorite : a musical setting of

this sequence. [Its opening words.]
Stable, sta'bl, adj. that stands firm : firmly estab-

lished : durable : firm in purpose or character : con-

stant, unchangeable.

—

ns_. Stabil'ity, state of being
stable : steadmess ; StaTjleness.— adv. Stably.
[ Fr. ,—L. stabilis—stare, to stand. ]

Stable, sta'bl, «. a building for horses and cattle.

—

v.t. to put or keep in a stable.

—

v.i. to dwell in a
stable.

—

lis. Sta'ble-boy, -man, a boy, or man, who
attends in a stable ; Stabler, a stable-keeper

;

Sta'ble-room, room for stabling horses or cattle

;

Sta'bling, act of putting into a stable : accommo-
dation for horses and cattle. [O. Fr. estaiie (Fr.

etnbW)—L. stahulutn—stare, to stand.]

Stablish, stab'lish, v.t. old form of establish.—n.
Stab'Iishment = Establishment.

_

Staccato, stak-ka'to, adj. (tnus.) with the notes to be
played in an abrupt, disconnected manner—opp. to

Legato: marked by abrupt emphasis : giving a clear

distinct sound to each noi^.—adj. Staccatis'simo,

as staccato as possible. [It., from staccare, for

distaccare, to separate.

)

Stachys, sta'kis, «. a genus of Labiatie, containing
the Hedge-nettle, the Woundwort, and according to

some botanists the Common Betony or Wood Betony.
[L.,—Gr. stachys, an ear of corn.]

Stack, stak, «. a large pile of hay, corn, wood, &c.

:

a number of chimneys standing together : a pyramid
formed by a number of muskets with fixed bayonets
interlocked and the stocks spread widely apart.

—

v.t. to pile into a stack : to make up cards for cheat-
ing.

—

ns. Stack'-Stand, a frame of wood, iron, or



Stacce fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; St£Lke

stone, supported on short props, for building a stack
upon ; Stack'yard, a yard for stacks. [Scand. ;

Ice. stakkr, a stack of hay.)

Stacte, stak'te, n. a Jewish spice, liquid myrrh.
Stactometer, stak-tom'e-t4r, «. a tube with a small

hole at the bottom for measuring a liquid in drops.

—.Also Stalagmom'eter. [Gr. staktos, dropping,
metron, a measure.]

Stadda, stad'a, «. a double-bladed hand-saw for cutting

the teeth of combs.
Staddle, stad'I, «. anything that serves for support : a

staff or crutch : a stack-stand : a small tree. [A. S.

staihol, foundation ; Ger. stad*l.\

Stadia, sta'di-a, «. a temporary surveying station

:

an instrument for measuring distances. — «. Sta-
diom'eter, a self-recording theodolite.

Stadium, sta'di-um, n. a Greek measure of length,

600 podes = 582 English feet, the Greek foot being

971 of an English foot :—//. Sta'dla.
Stadtholder, stad-hOl'der, ti. a barbarous English

form of the Dutch Stadhouder, 'stead-holder,' of
which the French lieu-tenant is a literal translation,

Statthalter being the corresponding German.
Staff, staf, «. a stick carried for support or defence

:

a prop : a long piece of wood : pole : a flagstaff

:

the long handle of an instrument : a stick or ensign
of authority : the five lines and spaces on which
music is written : a stanza (the previous meanings
have //. Staffs or Staves, stavz): a body of skilled

oflicers whose duty it is, under orders from the com-
manding officers of various grades, to arrange the

movements and supply of the various bodies which go
to make up an army : a similar body of persons in any
undertaking, acting under a manager or chief(the last

two meanings have //. Staffs, stafs).

—

71s. Staff'-

cap'tain, the senior grade in the navigating branch
in the British navy : Staff'-OOll'egO, a college where
military oflScers are trained in the higher branches
of professional knowledge, and prepared for holding
staff-appointments ; Staff'-COriM, a body of intelli-

gent officers and men who performed engineering
and siege duties, made reconnaissances, &c. during
the wars of Wellington ; (Indian) a body of British

officers serving on the permanent Indian establish-

ment, appointed from it to do duty with native

regiments, &c. ; Staff'-du'ty, the occupation of an
officer who serves on a staff, havin? been detached
from his regiment; Staff' -nota'tion, musical nota-

tion in which a staff is used, as opposed to the tonic-

solfa system ; Staff' -SUr'geon, a navy surgeon of

senior grade ; Staff'-Sys'tem, a block-system in use
on single-line railways in which the station-master

gives the engine-driver a staff authorising him to

proceed over a given portion. [A.S. staf; Ice.

sta/r, Ger. stab.^

Stag, stag, n. the male deer, esp. one of the red
deer :-y5r»i. Hind: a speculator who applies for

shares or stock in new concerns quoted at a premium,
hoping to obtain an allotment and secure a profit

without holding the stock, one who sells new
securities quoted at a premium before allotment.

—

v.t. to follow, to dog, to shadow.

—

v.i. to act as a
stag on the stock-exchange.

—

ns. Stag^-bee'tle, a
genus of Lamellicorn beetles, nearly allied to the
Scarabees, the males with large projecting mandibles

;

Stag'-dance, -part'y, a dance or party of men only ;

Stag'hound, a name applied both to the buck-hound
and the Scottish deer-hound. [Ice. steggr, a male
animal, stigit, to mount.

)

Stage, staj, «. an elev.ited platform, esp. in a theatre :

the theatre : theatrical representations, the theatrical

calling : any place of exhibition or performance : a
place of rest on a journey or road : distance between
places: degree of progress.

—

v.t. to represent or

place for representation on the stage.—»x. Stage'-
Ooach, a coach that runs regularly with passengers

from stage to stage ; Stage'-craft, skill in putting a

940

play on the stage ; Stage'-door, the actors' entrance
to a theatre ; StagS'-drlV'er, one who drives a stage

;

Stage' -effect', theatrical effect; Stage - fe'ver, a
passion to go on the stage ; Stage' -fright, ner-

vousness before an audience, esp. for the first time
;

Stage'-man'ager, one who superintends the pro-
duction of plays, and has general charge of every-
thing behind the curtain ; Stage'-play, a play for

representation on a stage ; Stage-player, a player
on the stage ; Sta'ger, a stage-horse : one who has
h.id much experience in anything.

—

adj. Stage'-
Struck, sorely smitten with stage-fever.

—

ns. St^e'-
Wag'on, a wagon for conveying goods and pas-
sengers at fixed times ; Stage' -whls'per, a loud
whisper, as that of an actor meant to be heard by
the audience.—a<^>. Sta'gey, Sta'gy, suggesting
the stage, theatrical.—«f. Sta'giness ; Sta'g^ng, a
structure for workmen in building. [O. Kr. estate
(Fr. itage), a story of a house, through a L. form
staticus, from stare, to stand.]

Stagger, stag'er, v.i. to reel from side to side: to
begm to give way : to begin to doubt : to hesitate.—z'.i. to cause to reel : to cause to doubt or hesi-

tate : to shock.—rt^/r/. Stagg'eringly.—«. Stagg'ers,
a popular term applied to several diseases of horses.

—

Grass, or Stomach, staggers, an acute indigestion :

Mad, or Sleepy, staggers, an inflammation of the
brain. [Ice. stakra, to push, freq. of siaka, to push.]

Stagirite, Stagyrite, staj'i-rlt, adj. pertaining to
Stageira in Macedonia.

—

n. a native or inhabitant
thereof, esp. Aristotle (384-322 B.C.).

Stagnant, stag'nant, adj. stagnating : not flowing :

motionless : impure from being motionless : not
brisk: dull.— «. Stag'nancy, the state of being
stagnant.—<!</7'. Stag'nantlv.—j/.i. Stag'nate, to
ce.ise to flow : to become dull or motionless.—«.
Stagna'tion, act of stagnating : state of being
stagnant or motionless : dullness. [L, stagnans,
-antisy pr.p. of stagndre.]

Stahlianism. stal'i-an-izm, «. the doctrines of Georg
Ernst Stahl, a German physician (1660-1734), who
held that there exists a mysterious force residing
in, but independent of, matter, not only forming
the body, but directing it in all its functions—also
Stahl'ism.—<M>'. Stahl'ian.

Staid, stad, adj. steady: sober: grave.

—

adv. Staidly.—«. Staid'ness. [For stayed—stay.]
Staig, stag, «. (Scot.) a young horse, a stallion.

Stain, Stan, Z'.t. to tinge or colour : to give a different
colour to : to impregnate, as a tissue, with some
substance who.se reaction colours some parts but not
others, thus making form or structure plainly visible :

to dye : to mark with guilt x)r infamy : to bring re-

proach on: to sully: to tarnish.—i'./. to take or
impart a stain.—«. a discoloration : a spot : taint of
guilt : cause of reproach : shame.

—

n. Stain'er, one
who stains or blots: a dyer.— adj. Stain'less, with-
out or free from stain.—adv. Stain'lessly.— «. Stain'-
lessness.—Stained glass, glass painted with certain
pigments fused into its surface. [Short for distain—
O. Fr. destetndre—L. dis-, away, tingere, to dye.]

Stair, st5r, n. a series of steps for ascending to a
hisrher level : one of such steps : a flight of steps,
only in //. : (S/>ens.) a degree.— «i-. Sl^air'-car'pet,
carpet suitable for stairs"; Stair'case, a flight of
stairs with balusters, &c. ; Stair'-rod, one of a
number of metallic rods for holding a stair-carpet
in its place.

—

adv. Down'stairs, in the lower part
of a house—opp. to ^//f/^j/rj.-Back-stairS, adjec-
tively for secret, underhand ; Below Stairs, in a
lower story, in the basement. [A.S. stseger—stigan,
to ascend ; Ger. steigen, to climb, Ice. stegi, a step.)

Stalth, Stathe. stath, «. iprov.) the extremity of a line
of rails laid on a platform, for discharging coals, &c.,
into vessels. [A.S. stath, steth, bank.)

Stake, stak, n. a strong stick pointed at one end : one
of the upright pieces of a fence : a post to which an
animal is tied, esp. that to which a martyr was tied



stalactite mOte ; mute ; m05n ; Men. Stammer

to be burned : martyrdom : a tinsmith's anvil : any-
thing pledged in a wager : a prize, anything to gam
or lose.

—

v.t. to fasten, or pierce with a stake : to

mark the bounds of with stakes (often witli off a.nA

out); to wager, to hazard.^«j. Stake'-hold'er, the
person with whom the stakes in a wager are de-
posited ; Stake-net, a form of fishing-net hung on
stakes. — At Stake, hazarded, in danger. [A.ij.

stnca, a stake.]

Stalactite, sta-lak'tlt, «. a deposit of carbonate of
lime, hanging like an icicle from the roof of a
cavern, formed by the dripping of water.

—

adjs,

StalaCtiC, -al, Stalactit'iC, -al, having the form
or properties of a stalactite ; Stalac'tiform, like a
stalactite. [Gr. siainkios—stalazein, to drip.]

Stalagmite, sta-Iag'mtt, n. a deposit of carbonate of
lime, &c., on the floor of a cavern, usually cylin-

drical or conical in form, caused by the dripping
from the roof of water holding some substance in

solution ; it is the counterpart to a Stalactite, and
both are often fused together, forming a Stalac-
tilic column.—adjs. Stalagmlt'ic, -al, having the

form of stalagmites.

—

adv. Stalagmit'ically. [Gr.

stalagnios, a dropping

—

stalazein, to drip.]

Staid, slald, pa.p. (Spens.) stolen, taken. [Steal.]

Stalder, stal'der, n. (/^ov.) a pile of wood : a cask-
stand.

Stale, stal, adj. too long kept : tainted : vapid or

tasteless from age, as beer : not new : worn out by
age : decayed : no longer fresh, trite : in athletics,

over-trained, hence imfit, as in 'gone stale.'—«. any-
thing become stale : urine of cattle, &c. : (Shnk.) a
whore.

—

v.t. to render insipid, to make common.

—

v.i. to make water, as beasts.

—

adv. Stale'ly.—«.

Stale'ness. [Prov. Eng. stale, conn, with Old Dut.
stel, old. Skeat makes stale that which reminds
one of the stable, tainted, &c.—Sw. stalla, to put
into a stall, also to stale (as cattle)— Sw. stall, a
stable.]

Stale, stal, n. something offered or exhibited as an
allurement to draw others to any place or purpose :

(Sfieris.) a decoy, a gull : (SAai.) a dupe, laughing-
stock.

—

n. Stall, a thief's assistant. [A.S. statu,

theft

—

stelatt, to steal.]

Stale, stal, ». the handle of anything, a stalk. [A.S.
stirl, stel, a stalk.)

Stalemate, stal'mat, «. in chess-playing, the position

of the king when he cannot move without being
placed in check.

—

v.t. to put into a condition of
stalemate : to bring to a standstill.

Stalk, stawk, ». the stem of a plant : the stem on
which a flower or fruit grows : the stem of a quill :

the handle of anything, the stem : a tall chimney.—
/.adj. Stalked, having a stalk.—«<//>. Stalk'-eyed,
podophthalnious, as a crustacean ; Stalk'Iess, having
no stalk ; Stalk'y, hard as a stalk : resembling a
stalk. [An extension of A.S. stixl, stel (cf. Ice.

stilkr, Dan. stilk) ; cog. with Ger. stiel, which is

allied to, perh. borrowed from, L. stilus, a stake.]

Stalk, stawk, v.i. to walk as on stilts : to walk with
long, slow steps : to walk behind a stalking-horse :

to pursue game by approaching behind covers.

—

r'.t.

to approach secretly in order to kill, as deer.—«. a
stately step : the pursuit of game by stealthy ap-

proach. — 7is. Stalk'er, one who stalks, as a deer-
stalker: a kind of fishing-net : {pl.)iha Gradatores ;

Stalk'ing, the act of approaching game warily or

behind a cover ; Stalk'lng-horse, a horse behind
which a sportsman hides while stalking game : a
mask or pretence. [A.S. steelcan, to walk cautiously,
steak, high ; Dan. stalke, to walk with long steps]

Stalkoes, staw'kOz, n.pl. walking gentlemen. [Ir.

stalcaire, a bully.]

Stall, stawl, n. a place where a horse or other animal
stands and is fed : a division of a stable for a single

animal : a stable : a bench or table on which articles

are exposed for sale : one of the seats in churches
reserved for the clergy and choir, usually lining the

Stalls—Henry \ II s Chapel,
Westminster Abbey

a bookstall. [A.S. steal;

choir or chancel on both sides, also an office entitling

one to such a seat, or its stipend : a reserved seat in

a theatre, usually one of those in the front division

of the parquet
— orchestra
stalls.—v.t. to

put or keep in

a stall. — v.i.

to inhabit. —
». Stall'age,
liberty oferect-
ing stalls in a
fair or market

:

rent paid for

this liberty.

—

adj. Stalled,
kept or fed in

a stall, fatted.

— v.t. Stall'-

feed, to feed

and fatten in

a stall or
stable. — ns.

Stall'ing
(7>««.), sta-

bling; Stall'-

Inger (prov.),

a keeper of a
stall ; Stall'-

man, one who
keeps a stall

for the sale of
any article;
StaU'-reader,
one who stands
and reads books at

Ice. stallr, Ger. stall.\

Stallion, stal'yun, «. an uncastrated male horse, esp.
one kept for breeding. [O. Fr. estalon (Fr. etalon)
—Late L. equus ad stallum, a horse at stall.]

Stalwart, stawl'wart, adj'. stout, strong, sturdy : de-
termined in one's partisanship.

—

n. a resolute per-
son— (rtr^/j.) Stal'worth. — rt,/?'. Stal'wartly.

—

«. Stal'wartness-(<i:rf/;.)Stal"worthness. [M. E.
stalworth— A.S. stcel-uiyrtlte, serviceable. Prob.
stathol, foundation, iveorth, good, worth.]

Stam, stam, v.t. (prov.) to confound.—«. confusion.
Stamen, sta'men, «. one of the male organs of a

flower which produce the pollen :—//. Sta'mens. —
adj. Sta'mened, having
stamens. — ». Stam'ina
(prop. //.), the principal

strength of anything : the gc
firm part of a body which
supports the whole.

—

adjs.

Stam'inal, Stamin'eous,
consisting of or possessing
stamens : pertaining to, or

attached to, the stamen :

apetalous, as certain

flowers; Stam'inate, -d, having or producing

stamens ; Stamlnlf'erOUS, Stamlnlg'erous, bearing

or having stamens. — us. Stam'lnode, Stamino -

dium, an abortive stamen ; Stam'lnody, a condition

of flowers in which sepals, pistils, &c. are metamor-

phosed into stamens. (L. stamen (pi. stamina)—
stare, to stand.)

Stammel, stam'el, n. a kind of woollen cloth, dull red

in colour : red co\o\ix.—adj. made of stammel, or like

it in colour. [Earlier stamin—O. Fr. estamine—how
L. stamina— l^. stamineus, stamen, a thread.]

Stammel, stam'el, n. (prov.) a stumbling horse : a

bouncing girl.

Stammer, stam'er, v.i. to halt in one's speech, the

result of failure in co-ordinate action of certain

muscles and their appropriate nerves: to falter in

speaking: to stutter.

—

v.t. to utter with hesitation.

—n. hesitation in speech : defective utterance.

—

Stamens.
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Stamnoa (5te, far : m€, her ; mine ;

ns. Stamm'erer ; Stamm'erlng.—a,/!*. Stamm'er-
Ingly. [A.S. siamor; Dut. srametert.]

Stamnos, stam'nos, K. an ancient Greek short-necked,
two-handled wine-vase. [Gr.]

Stamp, stamp, p.A to strike with the sole of the foot,
Dy thrusting it down : to impress with some mark or
figure : to imprint : to fix deeply: to coin : to form :

to pound, bray, crush, bruise.

—

v.i. to step or plant
the foot firmly down.—«. the act of stamping : the
mark made by pressing something on a soft body

:

an instrument for making impressions on other
Jjodies : that which is stamped : an ofiicial mark put
on things chargeable with duty, as proof that the
duty is paid: an instrument for cutting materials
into a certain shape by a do\vnward pressure : cast,
form, character : distinguishing mark, imprint, sign,
evidence : a species of heavy pestle, raised by water
or steam power, for crushing and pulverising ores :

(//.) stamp-duties : (slang) money, esp. paper
money. — ns. Stamp'-aot, an act for regulating
stamp-duties; Stamp'-OOllOCt'or, an officer who
collects stamp-duties : one who makes a collection
of postage or other stamps ; Stamp' -du'ty, a tax
imposed on the paper on which legal documents
are written; Stamp'er; Stamp'lng; Stamp'ing-
machlne', a machine used for stamping coins, in the
stamping of brass-work, or in crushing metallic ores •

Stamp'-, Stamp'ing-mill, a crushing-mill for ores :

Stamp'note, a certificate from a custom-house officer
for goods to be loaded as freight of a ship ; Stamp'-
Off'ice, an office where stampHdtities are received
and stamps issued.—Stamp out, to extinguish,
extirpate. [A.S. sUm^an ; Get. stam/i/en.]

Stampiede, stam-ped', «. a sudden fright seizing a
herd of horses or other cattle, causing them to rim :

flight, or any sudden confused movement of a multi-
tude, caused by panic—r/.j. to scamper off in panic.
(Sp. estampido, a crash

—

tstampar, to stamp.]
Stance, stans, n. {Scot.) a station, site, stand.
Stanch, stansh, v.t. to stop the flowing of, as blood:

to quench, allay.— i/.i. (B.) to cease to flow.

—

adj.
constant : trusty : zealous : sound, strong, firm.
n. Stanoh'er. — adj. Stanch'leas iShak.\ that
cannot be stanched or stopped.

—

adv. Stanch'lv
». Stanch'ness. [O. Fr. estancher (Fr. etancher)—Low L. siarudre, to stanch—L. stagndre, to be
or make stagnant.]

Stanch, stSnsh, adj. Same as Staimch.
Stanchion, stan'shun, «. an upright iron bar of a
window or screen : (naui.) an upright beam used
as a support.—z*./. to fasten by means of or to a
stanchion.—A Scotch form is Stan'cheL [O. Fr.
estanfon—estancer, to stop, estance—Low L. siantia—L. stare, to stand.]

Stand, stand, v.i. to cease to move : to be stationary

:

to occupy a certain position : to stagnate : to be at
rest : to be fixed m an upright position, to be erect,
to be on the feet—as opposed to sit, lie, kneel, &c. •

to become or remain erect : to have a position or
rank : to be in a particular state, to be with relation
to something else : to maintain an attitude : to be
fixed or firm: to keep one's ground: to remain un-
impaired : to endure, to be consistent : to consist :

to depend or be supported : to offer one's self as
a candidate : to have a certain direction : to hold
a course at sea.

—

v.t. to endure : to sustain : to
suffer: to abide by : to be at the expense of, to
offer and pay for:—/a./, and fia.p. stood.—»«.
Stand^er: Stand'er-by (Skai.), a spectator;
Stand er-up, one who sunds up or who takes a
side.—rt^'. Stand'Ing, establi-shed : settled: per-
manent: fixed: stagnant: being erect.—«. con-
tinuance : existence : pl.ice to sL-ind in : position in
society : a right or capacity to sue or maintain an

.iiaction.—«. Standing-ground, a place on which to
stand, any basis or principle on which one rests.

—

n.pl. Standlng-Ofders, the name given to per-
miinent regulations made by either House of Parlia- '

Staner

MS

ment for the conduct of its proceedings, and enduring
from parliament; to parliament unless rescinded.

—

us.
SUnd ing.pool (S/uik.), a pool of stagnant water

;

Stand'Ing-rig'ging, the ropes in a ship that remain
fixed ;.Standing-room, place in which to stand.—
«.//. Stand'ing-stones, monoliths of unhewn stone,
erec»««i singly or in groups. — «. Stand'lsh, k
sta«cMig dish for pen and \nk.~adj. Stand-off,
holding others off, reserved— also Stand'-offish'—«J. Stand'-off'ishness, a distant, reserved, and
haughty manner ; Stand-pipe, a vertical pipe at a
reservoir, into which the water is pumped up so as
to give it a head : a small pipe inserted into an
opening in a water-main : a pipe permitting ex-
pansion, as of hot water : a pipe sufficiently high
for its contents to be forced into a boiler against the
steam-pressure ; Stand'-point, a station or position
from which objects are viewed : a basis or funda-
mental principle according to which things are
compared and judged ; Stand'Stlll, a standing with-
out moving forward: a stop. — a<^'. Stand' -Up,
standing erect : done standing, noting a fair boxing-
match.—Stand against, to resist; Stand by, to
support ; Stand fast, to be unmoved ; Stand fire,
to remain steady under the fire of an enemy—also
figuratively; Stand for, to be a candidate for:
(naut.) to direct the course towards ; Stand from
to direct the course from ; Stand in, to cost ; Stand
In with, to have a secret understanding with, as
policemen with publicans ; Stand low (/r/«/.\ to
fall short of the standard height ; Stand Off, to keep
at a distance ; to direct the course from : {S/iak.) to
forbear compliance or intimacy ; Stand off and on
to sail away from shore and then towards it ; Stand
on, to continue on the same tack or course ; {S/uik.)
to be satisfied or convinced of: Stand one's ground,
to maintain one's position ; Stand out, to project'
to be prominent ; not to comply, to refuse to
yield ; Stand to, to agree to, adhere to, abide by,
maintain ; Stand together, to agree, to be con-
sistent with ; Stand trial, not to give up without
trial

; Stand Under (S/uik.), to undergo, to sustain :

Stand up, to rise from a sitting posture ; Stand up
for, to support or attempt to defend ; Stand upon
iB.), to attack ; Stand up to, to meet face to face,
to fulfil manfully ; Stand up With, to dance with as
a partner: Stand with, to be consistent. [A.S.
standan ; Goth, standan, Ger. stehtn; cf. Or. kis-
tnnai, to place, L. stare, to stand.]

Stand, stand, «. a place where one stands or remains
for any purpose : a place beyond which one does
not go, the highest or ultimate point : an erection
for spectators at races, &c. : the place of a witness
in court : something on which anything rests, a
frame for glasses, &c. : a stop, obstruction, rest,
quiescence : a state of ces.sation from action, motion,
or business : a state of perplexity or hesitation : a
difficulty, resistance.—Be at a Stand, to stop on
account of doubt or difficulty : to hesitate, to be per-
^exed ; Make a stand, to halt and offer resistance ;

Put to a stand, to stop, arrest.
Standard, stand'ard, ». that which stands or is fixed,

as a rule : the upright post of a truss : that which is

established as a rule or model : a grade of classifica-
tion in English elementary schools : a staff with a
flag : an ensign of war : one of the two flags of a
heavy cavalry regiment : {hort.) a standing shrub or
tree, not supported by a wall.

—

ndj. according to
some standard : legal : usual : having a fixed or
permanent value. -«. Stand'ardbear'er. the soldier
or junior officer who carries the colours : the spokes-
man or representative of a movement. (O. Fr.
estiitidart—0\<S. High Ger. standan, to stand, with
suff. .art.\

Stang, stang, n. a wooden bar, a pole.—Biding the
Stang, a popular manner of punishing an unpopular
man by carrying him astride of a stang- [A.S.
stirng, a pole ; Dut. stang.]



Stang mOte ; mOte ; mSSn ; ikau Stark

Stang, stang, v.t. {frov.) to throb with pain—also a
tjcotch form of sting:

StcLQllope, stan'hOp, n. a light open one-seated car-

riage without a top, formerly with two wheels, now
usually with four.

Staniel, stan'yel, n. the kestrel or windhover.—Also
Stan'nel. Stan'yeL [A.S. stdngeUa.\

Stank, stangk, /a./. o{ stink.

Stank, slangk, n. (Scot.) a ditch, a pool, a tank. [O.
Fr. estang, a pond—L. stagiium, a stagnant pool.]

Stannary, stanar-i, adj. of or relating to tin mines or

works.— «. a tin-mine.—«. Stann'atis, a salt formed
with stannic acid and a base.^-a<^,f. Stann'ic, per-

taining to, or procured from, tin : Stannif'erotis,
producing or containing tin. — >i. Stann'ine, a
mineral of a grayish-black colour, consisting chiefly

of sulphur, tin, copper, and iron.

—

adj. Stann'OOS,
containing tin.—Stannaiy COUrts, courts in Corn-
wall for the tin-miners. [L. stannum, tin.]

Stanza, stan'za, n. a series of lines or verses connected
with and adjusted to each other in a fixed order of
sequence as regards length and metrical form : a
division of a poem containing every variation of
measure in the poem.

—

adj. Stanza'iC. [It. stanza,
a stop—Low L. stantia—h. stare, stand.]

Stapelia, sta-pe'li-a, «. a genus of showy fleshy

African plants of the milkweed family. [From
J. B. van Stafel.]

Stapes, sta'pez, n. the inmost of the three auditory
ossicles, situated in the tympanum.—«^>. Stape'-
di&l, stirrup-shaped : pertaining to the stapes ;

Stapedlf'erous, having a stapes.—«. Stape'd&us,
a stapedial muscle. [Low L. stapes, a stirrup—Old
High Ger. stapf, a step.]

Stapnyline, stafi-lin, adj. of the form of a bunch of
grapes.— /fcs. Staph'yle, the uvula ; Staphyloma,
Staphylo'SiS, a protrusion of any of the coats of the
eye.—«a>>. Staphylomat'lc ; Staphylo'matous.—
HS. Staph'yloplasty, the operation for replacing
tlie soft p.iTate ; Staphylor'aphy, the operation of
uniting a cleft palate ; Stapliylot'omy, the am-
putation of the uvula. [Gr. staphyle, a bunch of
grapes, the uvula.]

Staple, sta'pl, «. a settled mart or market : the prin-
cipal production or industry of a district or country :

the principal element : the thread of textile fabrics :

unmanufactured material.

—

adj. established in com-
merce : regularly produced for market.—«. St^'pler,
a dealer. [O. Fr. estapie—'Lovr Ger. stapel, a heap.]

Staple, sta'pl, «. a loop of iron, &c., for holding a
bolt, &c. : the metallic tube to which the reed is

fastened in the oboe, &c [.A.S. stapel, a prop

—

stapan, step ; cf. Ger. stapei.\

Star, star, «. one of the bright bodies in the heavens,
except the sun and moon : one of the heavenly
bodies shining by their own light, and which keep
the same relative position in the heavens : anything
star-like or star-shaped : a representation of a star
worn as a badge of rank or honour : a person of
brilliant or attractive qualities : the chief actor or
actress in a dramatic company: (/*r/«/'.)an asterisk (*).—v.t. to set with stars : to bespangle.

—

v.i. to shine,
as a star : to attract attention : to appear as a
star-actor (To Star it, esp. on a provincial tour):
—pr.p. star'ring ; pa.t. SinA pa.p. starred.—7W. Star'-
ap'ple, the fruit of the West Indian tree Chryso-
phyllutn Cainito; Star'-blasfing, the noxious in-
fluence of the stars.—a^i. Star'-hllnd, so blind as
not to see the sUrs : half-blind ; Star'-brol'dered
(7V««.), embroidered with figures in the shape of
stars.—«J. Star'-bnzz'ard, an American goshawk ;

Star'-cat'alogne, a list of stars, with their places,
magnitudes, &.c.—adj. Star'-croSSed, not favoured
by the stars. — «j. Star'-drlft, a common proper
motion of a number of fixed stars in the same region
of the heavens ; Stai'-dUSt, cosmic dust, matter in fine

particles falling upon the earth from some outside
source, like meteorites ; Star'-finoh, the redstart

;

Star'fish (./^x/^ro/i/rrt), an Echinoderm, nearly allied

to the Brittle-stars (Ophiuroided) and to the Sea-
urchins {Echinoided) ; Star'-flow"er, one of various
plants with bright star-shaped flowers, the Star-of-

Bethlehem : chickweed ; Star' -fort, a fort surrounded
with projecting angles, like the points ofa star ; Star'-
frult, a small water-plant of southern Europe, with
long -pointed radiating carpels; Star'- gaz'er, an
astrologer : an astronomer ; Star'-gaz'ing, astrology

;

Star'-grass, a grass-like plant, with star-shaped,
yellow flowers ; Star'-hy'acinth, a bulbous-rooted
plant, a species of squill, with pinkish purple flowers,
found on the coast in the south of England ; Stai'-
jeU'y, the common species of nostoc.

—

^j. Star'less,
having no stars visible : having no light from stars.

—

«. Star' light, light or lustre of the stars.—rta>i. Star"-
like, resembling a star : radiated like a star : bright,

illustrious; Star'lit, lighted by the stars.

—

ns. Star'-
nose, a North American mole ; Star'-Of-Bethlehem,
a garden plant of the lily family, with bright white
star-like flowers : the miraculous star of the Nativity
(Matt. ii. 2, 9, lo).

—

adj. Stat -JiTOOf (Miit.), imper-
vious to starlight.—«. Star'-read (Spens.), know-
ledge of the stars, astrology.

—

adj. Starred, adorned
or studded with stars. — ns. Star'-reed, a South
American plant used in Peru against dysentery, &c.

;

Star'riness.

—

adj. Star'ry, abounding or adorned
with stars : consisting of, or proceeding from, the stars:

like, or shining like, the stars.

—

k. StarS'-and-Stripes,
the flag of the L^nited States of America, with thirteen

stripes alternately red and white, and a blue field

containing as many stars as there are states.

—

otij.

Star'-spang'Ied, spangled or studded with stars.—
«. Star'-Stone, a variety of corundum which, when
cut in a particular way, exhibits a reflection of light

in the form of a star.

—

adj. Star'-strown (Tenn.),

strewn or studded with stars.

—

us. Star'-this'tle, a
species of centaury', so called from its star-like

flowers ; Star'-Wheel, a spur-wheel with V-shaped
teeth ; Star'wort, a genus of plants nearly allied to

the Asters, with star-like flowers. [A.S. steorra

;

Ger. stem, L. stella (for steruia), Gr. aJter. ]

Starboard, star'bOrd, «. the right-hand side of a
ship, to one looking toward the bow.

—

adj. pertain-

ing to, or lying on, the right side of a ship. [A.S.

stedrbord—stedr, a rudder, bord, a board, the side

of a ship. Cf. Board and Larboard.}
Starch, starch, «. the pure fecula or white farinaceous

matter of vegetables, yielding a translucent jelly

used for stiffening clothes in the laundry : stiffness,

formality'.

—

adj. stiff, rigid, formal.

—

adj. Starched,
stiffened with starch: formal.—«</?'. Starch edly.

—

US. Starch'edness ; Starch'er ; Starch -hyacinth,
aplant allied to the hyacinth, so called from the ^mell

of the flower.

—

itdv. Starch'ily, in a starch or stiS"

manner : formally.

—

ns. Starch'iness, the state or

quahty of being starchy : stiffness of manner : for-

mality ; Starch'-su'gar, glucose. — adj. Starchy,
consisting of, or like, starch : stiff : precise. [A special

use of adj. stark ; cf. Ger. stSrke, starch

—

stark,

strong.]

Star-chamber, star'-cham'bcr, n. a tribunal with a
civil and criminal jurisdiction, which met in the

old council chamber of the palace of Westminster,

abolished in the reign of Charles I. [Probably named
from the gilt stars on the ceiling, hardly from the

Jewish bonds (called slam, from Heb. shetar)Vcpl
in the council-room.]

Stare, star, v.t. to look at with a fixed gaze, as in

horror, astonishment, &c. : to look fixedly.

—

v.t. to

influence in some way by staring.

—

n. a fixed look.

—

ns. StarSV, one who is stared at ; Sta'rer, one who
stares or gazes : Sta'ring, the act of staring.

—

adv.
Sta'rlngly, in a staring manner : with a fixed look.

[A.S. starian, from a "Teut. root seen in Ger. starr,
rigid ; also in Eng. stem.]

Stark, stark, adj. stiff: gross: absolute: entire:
naked, an abbreviation of Stark' -n&'ked, quite
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naked, which is really a corr. of M. E. start-naked
= tail-naked (A.S. steort, a tail).

—

adv. absolutely :

completely.

—

ti.t. to make stark, as in death.

—

v.t.

Stark'en, to stiffen, to make obstinate. — adv.
Starkly.— ». Stark'ness, the state or quality of

being stark: stiffness: stoutness. [A.S. stearc,

hard, strong ; cog. Ice. sterk-r, Ger. stark.]

Starling, star'ling, «. a genus Sturnus and family

Stnmidee of Passerine birds : {archit.) a ring of

piles supporting the pier of a bridge. [Dim. from

obs. stare—A.S. stter; Ger. staar, L. sturnus.]

Starost, star'ost, n. a Polish noble holding a Star'OSty
or domain by grant of life-estate from the crown.

[Pol. starosta, elder

—

stary, old.]

Starr. See under Star-cliamljer.

Start, start, v.i. to move suddenly aside : to wince :

to deviate : to begin : to proceed : to give way
somewhat.

—

v.t. to cause to move suddenly : to dis-

turb suddenly : to rouse suddenly from conceal-

ment : to set in motion : to call forth : to invent

or discover: to move suddenly from its place: to

loosen : to empty : to pour out.—«. a sudden move-
ment : a sudden motion of the body : a sudden
rousing to action : an unexpected movement : a
sally : a sudden fit : a quick spring : the first motion
from a point or place : the outset.

—

n. Start'or, one
who starts.

—

adj. Start'ful, apt to start.

—

adT<.

Startingly (S/iak.), by fits or starts.—«f. Start'-

ing-point, the point from which anything starts,

or from which motion begins ; Start'ing-post, the
post or barrier from which the competitors in a race
start or begin the race.

—

adj. Starfish, apt to

start, skittish.

—

ns. Start'-up (.'ifiak.), an upstart

;

Start'uppe {Spens.), a kind of high shoe or half-

boot.^Start after, to set out after, to pursue ;

Start up, to rise suddenly, to come suddenly into

notice.—Get, or Have, the start, to begin before
another, to obtain an advantage over another.
[M. E. sterten ; closely akin to Dut. and Low Ger.
storten, to plunge, Ger. stiirzen.]

Startle, start'l, v.i. to start or move suddenly : to

feel sudden alarm.— v.t. to excite suddenly: to

shock : to frighten.

—

n. sudden alarm or surprise.

—

H. Startler.—o^'. Startling, such as to strike

with astonishment or alarm.

—

adv. Start'lingly.—
adj. Start'liSh, apt to start. [Extension oi start.]

Starve, starv, v.i. to die of hunger or cold : to suffer

extreme hunger or want : to be in want of anything
neces.sary, to deteriorate for want of anything
essential.

—

v.t. to kill with hunger or cold : to

destroy by want: to deprive of power.

—

n. Star-
Ta'tion, act of starving : state of being starved.

—

adj'. Starve'ling, hungry : lean : weak.—«. a thin,

weak, pining animal or plant. [A.S. steor/an, to

die ; Dut. sterven, Ger. sterben, to die.]

Stasidlon, sta-sid'i-on, n. a stall in a Greek church.
Stasimon, stas'i-mon, «. an ode sunc by the whole

chorus, after the parode :—//. Stas'Una. [Gr.]
Stasimorphy, stas'i-mor-fi, n. any deviation from

the normal form of a bodily organ due to arrested
development. [Gr. stasis, standing.]

Stasis, sta'sis, n. the arrest of the blood in its circu-

lation : one of the sections of a cathisma or portion
of the psalter. [Gr.)

Statant, sta'tant, adj. (Jier.) standing with all the
feet on the ground. [L. stare, to stand.]

State, stSt, n. position : condition : situation : cir-

cumstances at any time : the whole body of people
under one government : the public : the civil power :

estate, one of the orders or classes of men forming
the body politic (as nobles, clergy, commonalty) : a
body of men united by profession : rank, quality :

pomp : dignity : style of living : stability, continu-
ance : (//.) the bodies constituting the legislature of
a country : (obs.) a seat of dignity : a stage, con-
dition, as of an etched or engraved plate at one
particular stage of its progress.

—

adj'. belonging to
the state : public : royal : ceremonial : pompous :

magnificent. — v.t. to set forth : to express the
details of: to set down fully and (orinally : to

narrate : to set in order : to settle.

—

adj. Statable,
capable of being stated.

—

>u. State'-craft, the art of
managing state affairs ; State'-crim'inal, one who
commits an offence against the state, as treason.—adj. Stat'ed, settled ; established: fixed : regular.

—adv. Statedly.—«.r. State-house, the building
in which the legislature ol a state holds its sit-

tings ; State'liness.—adj. Stately, showing state
or dignity: majestic :_ grand.

—

oiiv. majestically:
(Miit.) loftily.

—

tts. State'ment, the act of Slating :

that which is stated : a narrative or recital ; State'-
pa'per, an official paper or document relating to
affairs of state ; State'-pris'on ; State'-prls'oner,
a prisoner confined for offence against the state ;

State'-rellg'iOU, the establishment or endowment
by the government of a country of some particular
form of religion ; State'room, a stately room in a
palace or mansion : principal room in the cabin of
a ship ; States'-gen'eral, the name given to the
representative body of the three orders (nobility,

clergy, burghers) of the French kingdom ; States'-
man, a man acquainted with the aff^airs of govern-
ment : one skilled in government : one employed in

public affairs : a politician : one who farms his own
estate, a small landholder.—«<(;'. States'man-like,
like a statesman.

—

adv. States'manly, in a manner
becoming a statesman.— «. States'manship.—State
socialism, a scheme of government which would
entrust to the state the carrying on of the great
enterprises of private industry ; States Of the
Church, the former temporal possessions of the

popes. [O. Fr. estat (Fr. itat)—L. status, from
stare, stdtum, to stand.]

Stater, sta'tir, ». the standard gold coin of ancient
Greece.

Static, -al, stat'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to statics

:

pertaining to bodies at rest or in equilibrium

:

restinc : acting by mere weight.

—

adv. Stat'ically.
—«. Stat'iCS, the science which treats of the action

of force in maintaining rest or preventing change
of motion. [Gr. statike {episteme, ' science," being
understood)—A»>;'^/«/. ]

Station, sta'shun, «. the place where a person or

thing stands : post assigned : position : office :

situation : occupation, business : state : rank : con-
dition in life : the place where railway trains come
to a stand in order to take up and set down
passengers and goods, the buildings erected at such
a place for railway business : a regular stopping-

place : a slock farm in Australi.i : a district or

branch police-office : the place in India where the

group of English officials or the officers of a gar-

rison reside : a recess in a mine-shaft or passage

for a pumping-machine : (//.) in R.C. usage, applied

to certain places of reputed sanctity, appointed to
• be visited as places of prayer, any one of the four-

teen (fifteen, or even eleven) images or pictures

ranged round a church, starting from one side of
the high altar and ending at the other, representing

the several stages of the Passion—the whole series

the Way of Calvary.

—

v.t. to assign a station to:
to set : to appoint to a post, place, or office.

—

adj.

Sta'tional.— «. Sta'tionariness.— rt<^'. Sta'tion-

ary, pertaining to a station : standing : fixed :

settlea : acting from, or in, a fixed position (as

an engine) : not proe;ressing or retrogressing : not

improving.—«. Sta'tionor, one who sells j)aper and
other articles used in writing.

—

adj. Sta'tionery,
belonging to a st.itioner.

—

n. the articles sold by a
stationer.-«j. Sta'tlon-hOUSe, a temporary place of

arrest ; Sta'tlon-mas'ter, one who has charge of a

station, esp. on a railway.

—

Stationers' Hall, the

hall in London belonging to the Company of the

Stationers, who enjoyed until the passing of the

Copyright Act in 1842 an absolute monopoly of

printing and publishing; Stationery Offlce, an
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office in London for providing books, stationery,
&c. to the government offices at home and abroad,
and for making contracts for the printing of govern-
ment reports and other pubhc papers, [rr.,—L.
statio—stare, to stand.]

Statist, sta'tist, «. a statesman, a politician.

Statistics, sta-tist'iks, ». a collection of facts and
figures regarding the condition of a people, class,

&c. : the science which treats of the collection and
arrangement of facts bearing on the condition—soci.nl,

moral, and material—of a people.

—

mij's. Statistic,
-al, pertaining to, or containing, statistics.

—

adT.
Statistically. — ». Statistician, one skilled in

statistics. [Coined (as if from a form siatislike)

from Gr. siaiizein, to set up]
Stative, sta'tiv, adj. standing still, pertaining to a

permanent camp : indicating a physical state or
reflex action, of certain Hebrew verbs.

Statue, stat'u, «. a likeness of a living being carved out
of some solid substance : an image

—

{i^bs.) Stat'ua.—>i. Stat'uary, the art of carving statues : a statue
or a collection of statues : one who makes statues :

one who deals in statues.

—

adj. Stat'ued, furnished
with st.itues. — «. Statuette', a small statue. [Fr.,
— 1-. statua—statiiire, to cause to stand

—

s/dre.]

Statuesque, stat-u-esk', adj. like a statue. — adv.
Statuesquely. [Fr.]

Stature, stat'ur, «. the height of any animal.

—

adj.
Stat'ured, having a certain specified stature. [L.
siatura.]

Status, sta'tus, n. state : condition : rank. [L.]

Statute, stat'Qt, ft. a law expressly enacted by the
legislature (as distinguished from a customary law
or law of use and wont) : a written law : the act of

a corporation or its founder, intended as a permanent
rule or law.

—

adj. Stat'iitable, made by statute :

according to statute. — adv. Stat'utably. — ns.

Stat'Ute-book, a record of statutes or enacted laws
;

Stat'ute-cap (.'ihai.), a kind of cap enjoined to be
worn by a statute passed in 1571 in behalf of the

cap-makers ; Stat'ute-roll, an enrolled statute.

—

Oiij. Statutory, enacted by statute : depending on
statute for its authority. [L. statutum, that which
is set up

—

statuere.]

Staunch, stawnsh, adj. firm in principle, pursuit, or
support: trusty, hearty, constant, zealous.— adv.
Staunchly.—«. Staunch'ness. [.?/««<:/».]

Staurolite, stawr'6-lit, «. a silicate of alumina with
ferrous oxide, magnesia, and water, crystallising

in trinietric forms, common as twinned cruciform
crystals in certain slates.

—

adj. Staurolit'lC.
Stave, stav, «. one'of the pieces of which a cask is

made : a staff or part of a piece of music : a stanza.—v.i. to break a stave or the staves of: to break :

to burst : to drive off, as with a staff : to delay :

—

pa.t. and /<t./. staved or stOve. [By-form oi sta^.\
Staves, stavz, plural o{ staffand of stave.

Stavesacre, stavz'a-ker, n. a tall larkspur whose seeds
yield delphinin for destroying lice. [O. Fr. stave-
saigre—Low L. siaphisagria—Gr. staphis, dried
grapes, agrios, wild.]

Staw, staw, v.i. (pro7).) to stand still, become fixed.

—

v.t. (Scot.) to surfeit, to scunner at.—«. a surfeit.

Staw, staw, a Scotch form of sio/e.

Stay, sta, v.i. to remain : to abide for any time : to

continue in a state : to wait : to cease acting : to

dwell : to trust.

—

7'.t. to cause to stand : to stop :

to restrain : to delay : to prevent from falling :

to prop.: to support, rest, rely:

—

/a.t. and /<»./.

stayed, staid. — «. continuance in a place: abode
for a time : stand : stop : a fixed state : a stand-
still : suspension of a legal proceeding : prop, sup-
port : (//.) a kind of stiff inner waistcoat worn by
women.

—

>is. Stay'-at-home, one who keeps much
at home—also adj. : Stay'-bolt, a bolt or rod bind-
ing together opposite plates ; Stay'er, one who, or
that which, stops, holds, or supports : a person or
animal of good lasting or staying qualities for a race.

&c. ; Stajt' lace, a lace for fastening a bodice

;

Stay'-ma'Ker, one whose occupation is to make
stays.—Stay the stomach, to allay the cravings of
hunger for the time. [O. Fr. estayer, estaye—Old
Dut. stade, a stay.]

Stay, sta, «. a large strong rope running from the
head of one mast to another mast (' fore-and-aft

'

stay), or to the side of the ship (' back '-stay) : the
transverse piece in a chain-cable link.

—

v.t. to sup-
port or to mcline to one side by means of stays: to

put on the other tack, to cause to go about.

—

v.i. to

change tack, to go about, to be in stays.

—

ns. Stay'-
sail, a sail extended on a stay ; Stay'-tack'le, a
large hoisting tackle fixed by a pendant to the main-
stay of a ship.—Miss Stays (see Mlss). [A.S. stieg ;

Dut. stag, Ger. stag.]

Stayed, stad, adj. (S/eris.). Same as Staid, constant.
Stayne, stan, v.t. (Spens.) to dim, deface, or dispar-

age. [.K iorm of stain.]
Stayre, star, «. {Spens.). Same as Stair, a step.

Stead, sted, ». the place which another had or might
have : a fixed place of abode : use, help, service, as
in 'To stand in good stead.' — «. Stead'ing, the
barns, stables, &c. of a farm. [A.S. stede, place;
Ger. stadt, statt, place, Dut. stad, a town.]

Steadfast, .sted'fast, adj. firmly fixed or established :

firm : constant : resolute : steady. — adv. Stead'-
fastly.- «. Stead'fastness. [A.S. stede/ast, stede,

a place.yfe^/, firm, fast.]

Steady, sted'i, adj. {com}. Stead'ier, superl. Stead'-
lest) firm in standing or in place : fixed : stable

:

constant : resolute : consistent : regular : uniform :

sober, industrious.

—

v.t. to make steady : to make or

keep firm :

—

pa.t. &nA pa.p. stead'ied.—«. a rest or

support, as for the hand, a tool, or a piece of work.
—adv. Stead'lly.—«. Steadiness.—n^'. Stead'y-
go'ing, of steady habits or action. [A.S. stcetSCig—
stats, stead, bank ; Ger. stdtig, continual.]

Steak, stak, «. a slice of meat (esp. beef) broiled, or
for broiling. [Prob. Ice. steik, steikja, to broil.]

Steal, stel, v.t. to take by theft or feloniously : to take
away without notice : to gain or win by address,

insidiously, or by gradual means : to snatch : in

golf, to hole a long putt by a stealthy stroke—the

opposite of Gobble.—v.i. to practise tfieft : to take
feloniously : to pass secretly : to .slip in or out un-
perceived :

—

pa.t. stole ; pa.p. slOl'en.

—

ns. Steal'er

;

Steal'ing, the act of taking another's property with-

out his knowledge or consent : stolen property.

—

adv. Steal'ingly.—Steal a march on, to gain an
advantage unperceived. [A.S. stelan; Ger. stehlen,

Dut. steten.]

Steal, stel, «. (Spens.) a handle.

Stealth, stelth, «. the act of stealing : a secret manner
of bringing anything to pass.—Wf. Stealth'ily.

—

». Stea3th'iness.— a<j>'. Stealth'y, done by stealth:

tinperceived : secret.

Steam, stem, «. the vapour of water—when dry,

invisible and transparent like air, and not to be
confused with the semi-liquid cloud which comes
from the chimney of a locomotive ; when super-

heated, changing the characteristics of a vapour for

those belonging to what is known as a ' perfect gas :

'

the mist formed by condensed vapour : any vaporous

exhalation : energy, force, spirit.— r./. to rise or pass

off in steam or vapour : to move by steam.

—

z'.t. to

expose to steam. — ns. Steam'boat, Steam'ship,
steam'-VeSS'el, a boat, ship, or vessel propelled by
.steam ; Steam'-boH'er, a boiler for generating steam ;

Steam'-carr'lage, a carriage moved by steam on

common roads ; Steam'-Chest, -dome, a chamber
above a steam-boiler serving as a reservoir for steam ;

Steam'-crane, a crane worked by a .steam-engine ;

Steam'-dig'ger, a machine for digging the soil bv
means of steam-power, the soil being thereby much
more thoroughly pulverised than by ploughing

;

Steam'-en'glne, an engine or machine which changes
heat into useful work through the medium of steam

;
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Steam'er, a vessel moved by steam : a road-loco-
motive, &c. : a vessel in which articles are steamed ;

Stoam'-gauge, an instrument for measuring the
pressure of steam in a boiler ; Steam'-gov'emor,
the governor of a steam-engine ; Steam'-gun, a gun
projecting a missile by means of steam ; Steam'-
hamm'er, a hammer consisting of a steam cylinder
and piston placed vertically over an anvil, the hammer
moved by the action of the steam ; Steam'lness,
the quality of being vaporous or misty ; Steam-
Jack'et, a hollow casing surrounding any vessel and
mto which steam may be admitted ; Steam'-launch
(see Launch) ; Steam'-naviga'tion, the propulsion
of vessels by steam ; Steam'-naT'vy, an excavator
operated by steam in the making of docks, canaW,
&c. ; Steam'-pack'et, a steam-vessel plying between
certain ports ; Steam'-pipe, a pipe for conveying
steam ; Steam'-plough, a plough or gang of ploughs
worked by a steam-engine ; Steam'-pow'er, the
force of steam when applied to machinery ; Steam-
press, a printing-press worked by steam ; Steam'-
print'ing, printing in which the presses are operated
by steam ; Steam'-trap, a contrivance for allowing
the passage of water while preventing the passage of
steam ; Steam -tug, a small steam-vessel used in tow-
ing ships : Steam'-WhlS'tle, an apparatus attached
to a steam-engine through which steam is discharged,
producing a sound in the manner ofa common whistle.—adj. Steam'y, consisting of, or like, steam : full of
steam or vapour.

—

n. Steam'-yacht, a yacht pro-
pelled by steam. [A.S.sUdm; cog. wnhDut.sUofH.]

Stean, Steen, sten, m, a stone or earthenware vessel.—«. Stean'ing, the stone or brick lining of a well,

&c. [A.S. stten, stone.]

Steare, ster, «. (Spens.) a steer or ox.

Stearine, ste'a-rln, «. one of the fats occurring in

animals and plants, the chief constituent of the
more solid fats, such as mutton suet.—«. Ste'arate,
a salt formed by the combination of stearic acid with
a base.

—

adj. Stear'iC, pertaining to, or obtained
from, stearine.—«. Stearrhe'a, an abnormal increase
of secretion from the oil-glands of the skin.—Stearic
add, an acid abundant in fats. [Gr. stear, steatos,

suet

—

histanai, to make to stand, to fix.]

Steatite, ste'a-tit, «. soapstone, a compact or massive
variety of talc, a hydrous silicate of magnesia, white
or yellow, soft and greasy to the touch—used by tailors

for marking cloth, and called Brianfon Chalk,
French Chalk, and Venice Talc.—adj. Steatit'ic—
ns. Steati'tlS, inflammation of the fatty tissue

;

Ste'atocele, a fatty tumour in the scrotum ; Stea-
to'ma, a fatty encysted tumour.

—

adj. Steatom'a-
tOUS.— «. Steatop'yga, an accumulation of fat on
the buttocks of the Bushmen women.

—

adj. Stea-
top'ygqus, fat-buttocked.—«. St§at0'8ls, fatty de-
generation of an organ, as the heart. [Gr. steatites
—stear, steatos, suet.]

Steboy, ste-boi', interj. a cry in setting on a dog.

—

Also Hlst'aboy.
Stedfast = Steadfast.
Steed, stSd, n. a horse or stallion, esp. a spirited

horse. [A.S. stida, from stdd, a stud ; Ger. stute,

a stud-mare, ge-stiite, a stud.]

Steedy, sted'i, adj. (Spens.) steady,
Steek, st€k, n. (Scot.) a stitch.

—

v.t. to pierce, to

stitch : to close.

Steel, stSl, n. iron combined in varying proportions
with carbon for making edged tools : any instrument
or weapon of steel : an mstrument of steel for sharpen-
ing knives on : a strip of steel for stiffening a corset

:

a piece of steel for striking fire from a flint : extreme
hardness: a chalybeate medicine.

—

adj. made of
steel : hard, unfeeling.—»./. to overlay or edge with
steel : to harden : to make obdurate.— adj. Steel'-

Clad, clad with steel-mail.

—

ns. Steel'-engraVing,
the art ofengraving pictures on steel plates from which
impressions may be taken, the impression or print

so taken; Steel'iness, sute of being steely, grtm
OM

hardness ; Steering, the welding of a steel edge on
a cutting instrument ; Steel'-pen, a pen-nib made
of steel ; Steel'-plate, a plate_ of steel : a plate of

polished steel on which a design is engraved, the
print taken from such.

—

adj. Steel'-plat'ed, plated
with steel.—«.//. Steel'-toyS, small articles of steel,

as buttons, buckles, &c.—«. Steel'-ware, articles

made of steel collectively.

—

adj. Steel'y, made of
steel: steel-like. [A.S. style ; Get. s/ahl.]

SteelboW, stel'bO, «. (Scots law) a term for goods,
such as corn, cattle, straw, and implements of hus-

bandry, delivered by the landlord to his tenant, by
means of which the latter is enabled to stock and
labour the farm, and in consideration of which he
becomes bound to return articles equal in quantity
and quality at the expiration of the lease.

Steelyard, stel'yard, «. the Roman balance, an instru-

ment for weighing, consisting of a lever with unequal
arms, in u.sing which a single weight or counterpoise
is employed, being moved along a graduated beam.
[Orig. the yard in London where steel was sold by
German merchants.]

Steem, stem (S^ens.). Same as Esteem.
Steen. See Stean.
Steenbok, stan'bok, «. one of several small African

antelopes. [Dut., steen, stone, iok, buck.]
Steenkirk, sten'kerk, K. a lace cravat loosely worn,

so named from the defeat of William III. by Luxem-
bourg at Steenkerke, August 3, 1692.

Steep, step, adj. rising or descending with great in-

clination : precipitous : difficult, excessive, exorbitant.
—«. a precipitous place : a precipice.

—

adj. Steep'-
down (6"A<2^.), deep and precipitous.

—

v.i. Steep'en,
to become steep.—>as. Steep'iness, Steep'ness, the
state or quality of being steep.

—

adv. Steeply.

—

adj. Steep'y, steep. [A.S. stedp; Ice. steypthr.]

Steep, step, v.t. to dip or soak in a liquid : to imbue.
—«. something steeped or used in steeping : a fertilis-

ing liquid for seed : rennet.

—

k. Steep'er, a vessel

in which articles are steeped. [Scand., Ice. steypa,

to make to stoop, pour out, causal of stiipa, to stoop.)

Steeple, step'l, «. a tower of a church or building,
ending in a point : the high head-dress of the 14th
century.

—

adj. Steepled, furnished with a steeple :

adorned with, or as with, steeples or towers.

—

ns^
Steep'le-hat, a high and narrow -crowned half
Steeple-house, an old Quaker name for the build-

ing in which believers meet for worship ; Steep'le-

Jack, one who climbs steeples and chinmey-stalks
to make repairs. [A.S. siypel, stepel—stedp, steep.]

Steeplechase, step'1-chas, «. a horserace run across the
open country, over hedges, ditches, walls, and other
obstacles.—«. Steep'lechaser, one who rides such.

Steer, ster, «. a young ox, esp. a castrated one from
two to four years old.

—

n. Steer'llng, a little or
young steer. \A..%. steSr ; G^r. stier.

\

Steer, ster, z'.t. to direct with the helm : to guide : to

govern.

—

v.i. to direct a ship in its course : to be
directed : to move.

—

ns. Steor'agO, act or practice

of steering : the effect of a ruddtr on the ship : an
apartment in the fore-part of a ship for passengers
paying a lower rate of fare ; Steei^age-Way, suffi-

cient movement of a vessel to enable it to be con-
trolled by the helm ; Steer'er, Steersman, a maa
who steers a ship ; Steer'lng ; steering-wheel, the
wheel by which the rudder of a ship is turned. [A.S.
stefran, st^ran, to steer ; Ger. steuerft.]

Steer, ster, n. a Scotch form of stir.

Steeve, stev, «. a spar with a block at the end for

packing close certain kinds of cargo : the angle
which the bowsprit of a ship makes with the horizon
or the line of her keel.—Also SteeVing.

Steeve, stev, adj. (.^coi.) stift", firm.—adv. Steevely.
Steeve, stcv, v.t. to stuff, pack close.— «. SteeVing.
Steganography, steg-an-og'ra-fi, «. the art of writing

in cipher or secret characters.—«. Steganog'raphlst,
one who writes in cipher. [Gr. steeanes, concealed—stegtin, 10 covtx, t^apkein, to wnte.]



Ste^anopus mCte ; mGte ; mS3n ; Men. Steppe

Steganopus, ste-gan'O-pus, «. a genus of phalaropes
with long slender bill.

—

adjs. Steg'anopoa, Stegan-
op'odous, having all four toes webbed, totipalmate.—n.pl. Steganop'odes, an order of swimming birds,
with all four toes webbed and a gular pouch

—

cormorants, frigate-birds, pelicans, gannets. [Gr.
steganos, coycrcd, pons, podos, foot.]

StegnoslS, steg-nO'sis, «. constriction of the pores and
vessels : constipation.

—

adj. Stegnot'iC.
Stegocephalous, steg-6-sef'a-lus, adj. with the head

mailed, loricate, calaphract. [Gr. stegein, to cover,
kephale, the head.]

Stegognathous, ste-gog'na-thus, adj. having a jaw
composed of imbricated plates. [Gr. stegein, to

col/St., guat/ios, the jaw.]
StegopteroUS, ste-gop'te-rus,a^'. roof-winged, keeping

the wings deflexed when at rest. [Gr. stegein, to
cover, pteron, a wing.]

Stegosaurian, steg-o-saw'ri-an, adj. pertaining to the
StegOSaU'ria, an order or suborder of dinosaurs, re-

presented by the families Stegosatiridie and Scelido-
sauridcE. — n. Stegosau'rus, the typical genus of
StegosaurideE, with enormous bucklers and spines.

[Gr. stegein, to cover, sauros, a lizard.]

Steinberger, stln-ber'ger, «. an esteemed Rhenish
white wine, produced near Wiesbaden.

Steinbock, Steenbok, sten'bok, «. the nanie given in

German Switzerland to the ibex of the Alps. [Ger.
stein, stone, rock, bock, buck, he-goat.]

Stele, ste'le, «. an upright stone slab or tablet, either

sepulchral or on which l.iws, decrees, &c. are in-

scribed—also Ste'la.—rtrt>. Ste'lene.—«. Stelog'-
raphy, the practice of writing on steles. [L.,—Gr.
sfele—histajiai, to set, stand.]

Stelechite, stel'e-klt, «. a fine variety of storax.

Stell, stel, v.t. (Shak.) to place, set.

Stellar, stel'ar, Stellary, stel'ar-i, adj. relating to

the stars : starry.

—

n. StoUa'ria, a genus of tufted

plants of the pink family—the chickweeds or star-

worts.— adjs. Stell'ate, -d,

like a star : radiated ; Stalled
{Milt.), starry : (Shak.) set or
fixed : Stelliferous, thickly
abounding with stars ; Stell'i-

fonn, star-shaped ; Stell'ular,
formed like little stars : Stell'U-
late {hot.), like a little star.

[L. steilaris^stella, a star.]

Stelllon, stel'yun, «. an agamoid
lizard.

Stelths, stelths, n.pl. (Spens.)
thefts.

Stem, stem, «. the ascending
axis of a plant, which usually bears leaves and flowers,
and maintains communication between the roots and
the leaves : the little branch supporting the flower
or fruit : a race or family : branch of a family.—«.
Stem-leaf, a leaf growing from the stem. — adj.
Stem'less (bot.), wanting a stem, or having it so
little developed as to seem to be wanting. — ns.
Stem'let, a little or young stem ; Stem'ma, a
pedigree or family tree : an ocellus.

—

adjs. Stem'-
matous; Stemmed. [A.S. stig/n, ste/n, stenut,
from stief, a staff; Ger. stab.}

Stem, stem, n. the prow of a ship : a curved piece of
timber at the prow to which the two sides of a ship
are united.

—

v.t. to cut, as with the stem : to resist
or make progress against : to stop, to check :—pr.p.
stem'ming ; pa.t. and pa.p. stemmed.—From stem
to stern, from one end of a vessel to the other :

completely, throughout. [Same word as above.]
Steme, stem, v.t. an obsolete form of steain.

Stempel, stem'pel, «. a timber helping to support a
platform.—Also Stem'ple.

Stemson, stem'sun, n. an arching piece of compass-
timber behind the apron of a vessel, and supporting
its scarfs.

Stenob, stensh, n. stink : a strong bad odour

Stellate Leaf.

or smelL

—

adj. Stencll'y. [A.S. stenc; Ger.
stank.}

Stencil, sten'sil, «. a plate of metal, &c., with a
pattern cut out, which is impressed upon a surface
by drawing a brush with colour over it.

—

v.t. to

print or paint by means of a stencil •.—pr.p. sten'-

cilling ; pa.t. and pa.p. sten'cilled.

—

ns. Sten'ciller,

one who does stencil-work ; Sten'Cllling, a method
of printing letters or designs, the pattern cut out on
a thin plate, and brushed over so as to mark the
surface below. [O. Fr. estinceller, estincelle—L.
scintilla, a spark.]

Stend, stend, v.i. (J>rov.) to rear, leap, walk with
long .strides.

—

n. a leap.

Stenochrome, sten'O-krom, «. a print from a series

of pigment-blocks arranged.

—

n. Sten'ochromy, the
art of printing in several colours at one impression.
[Gr. stenos, narrow, chroma, colour.]

Stenography, sten-og'ra-fi, «. art of writing very
quickly by means of abbreviations : shorthand.

—

n.
Sten'Ograph, a character used in stenography : a
stenographic machine.

—

v.i. to represent by means of
stenography.

—

ns. Stenog'rapher, Stenographist.—adjs. stenographic, -al. [Gr. stenos, narrow,
graphein, to write.]

StenopaiO, sten-6-pa'ik, adj. having a narrow opening.
[Gr. stenos, narrow, ope, an opening.]

Stenosis, sten-O'sis, «. constriction of the pores and
vessels : constipation.

—

adjs. StenoSOd', contracted
morbidly ; Stenotic, abnormally contracted. [Gr.,

stenos, narrow.]
Stenotypy, sten'o-tlp-i, «. a system of shorthand

representing by ordinary letters shortened signs of
words or phrases.—«. Sten'otype, such a symbolic
letter or combination of letters.

—

adj. Stenotyp'ic.
Stent, stent, v.t. {prov.) to stint, restrain.—«. extent,

limit, amount of work required. [Stint.]

Stentor, stent' or, K. a very loud-voiced herald in the
Iliad, hence any person with a remarkably loud
voice : the ursine howler.

—

adj. Stento'rian, very
loud or powerful. [Gr.]

Step, step, «. a pace : the distance crossed by the
foot in walking or running : a small space : degree :

one remove in ascending or descending a stair

:

round of a ladder : footprint : manner of walking

:

proceeding : action : the support on which the
lower end of a roast, or staff, or a wheel rests : (/>/.)

walk, direction taken in walking : a self-supporting

ladder with flat steps.

—

v.i. to advance or retire by
pacing : to walk : to walk slowly or gravely : to

walk a short distance: to move mentally.

—

v.t. to

set, as a foot : to fix, as a mast :^pr.p. step'ping ;

pa.t. and f>a.p. stepped.

—

ns. Step'per, one who
steps; Step'ping-Stone, a stone for stepping on to

raise the feet above the water or mud ; Step'stone,
a door-step. — Step aside, to walk to a little

distance, as from company : to err ; Step in, or
into, to enter easily or unexpectedly ; Step out, to

go out a little way : to increase the length of the

step and so the speed ; Step short, to shorten the

length of one's step. [A. S. stcepe—stapan, to go ;

Dut. stap, Ger. stap/e.}

Step-child, step'-chlld, «. one who stands in the re-

lation of a child through the marriage of a parent

—also Step' -bairn. So Step - brother ; Step'-
daugh'ter; Step'-fa'ther ; Step'-moth'er, or

-dame; Step'-sis'ter ; Step-son.—«. Step-coun'-
try, an adopted country. [A.S. stedp-, as m stedp-

mddor : Ger. stieb-; orig. an adj. sig. bereft.}

Stephane, stef'a-ne, «. an ancient Greek head-dress
like a coronet. [Gr.,

—

stepluin,\.a cxo\k^.}

Stephanite, stef'a-nlt, «. a metallic iron-black silver

sulph - antimonite. — Also Brittle silver ore and
Sulph-antitnonite ofsilver.

Stephanotis, stef-a-nS'tis, «. a genus of shrubby
twining plants of the milkweed family. [Gr.

Stephanos, a crown, ous, dtos, the ear.]

Steppe, step, n. one of the vast uncultivated plains
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stercoral fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Stethoscope

in the south-east of Europe and in Asia. [Russ.
stepe.]

Stercoral, ster'ko-ral, adj. pertaining to excrement

—

also Stefcorary, Stercora'ceous.—«j. Ster'cora-
nlat, Stercora'rian, one who held that the sacra-

mental bread was digested and evacuated like other
food ; Stercora'rianlsm ; Stercora rius, a genus of
Lartda, the dung-hunters or skuas. — v.t. Stor'-

COrate, to manure.
SterCUlla, ster-ku'li-a, n. the typical genus of Ster-

cuiiacect, a family of large trees and shrubs, with
mucilaginous and demulcent properties—Gum-traga-
canth, &c. [L. stercus, dung.]

Store, ster, n. a cubic unit of metric measure—a cubic
mitre, equivalent to 35-3156 English cubic feet.

—

Decastire=\o steres ; Decistire = -f^ stere. [Fr.

stirt—Gr. stereos, solid.]

Stereo, ster'e-O, niij. and «. a contr. of stereotype.

Stereobate, .ster'e-O-bat, «. the substructure on which
a building is based.

—

adj. Storeobat'iC [Gr. stereos,

solid, bates, verbal of iainein, to go.]

StereOChromy, ster'e-O-krO-mi, «. a process of paint-

ing ou stone or plasler-work, the colours rendered per-

manent by a solution of fluoric acid.—«. Sto'reo-

chrome, a picture of this Wind.— adj. Stereoobro'-
raic.—at/v. Stereochro'mlcally. [Gr. stereos, hard,
chroma, colour.]

StereoelectrlO, ster'e-C-e-lek'trik, adj'. pertaining to

electric currents produced when two solids are
brought together at different temperatures.

Stereograph, ste'rg-C-graf, «. a double photograph
for viewing in a stereoscope—also Ste'reogranL
—adjs. Stereog^ph'iC, -al, pertaining to stere-

ography : made according to stereography : de-

lineated on a plane.

—

ad7'. Stereograph'ically.

—

». Stereog'raphy, the art of showing solids on a
plane. [Gr. stereos, hard, g'ra/Aein, to write.]

Stereometer, ste-re-om'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring the specific gravity of bodies solid and
Wqiiid.—adjs. Siersomet ric, -0,1. —ad?'. Stereo-
met'rlcally.—«. Stereometry, the art of measur-
ing the solid contents of solid bodies. [Gr. stereos,

hard, metron, measure.]
Stereoptloon, ster-e-op'ti-kon, «. a double magic-

lantern, by means of which the one picture appears
to dissolve gradually into the other.

Stereoscope, ster'e-O-skOp, n. an instrument in which
each of two pictures is examined by a separate lens,

and the two lenses are inclined so as to shift the

images towards one another, and thus to ensure or to

facilitate the blending of the two images into one,
standing out in relief with solidity.

—

adj's. Stereo-
SCOp'lc, -al, pert.iining to the stereoscope.

—

adv.
Stereoscop'lcally.—nj. Ste'reosoopist ; Stereos-
copy. (Gr. stereos, solid, skoiein, see.]

Stereotomy, ster-e-ot'O-mi, «. the art of cutting solids

into figures by certain sections.

—

adjs. Stereotom'ic,
-al. [Gr. stereos, solid, tetttmin, to cut.]

Stereotrope, ster'S-O-trOp, «. an optical contrivance
by which an object is brought into relief and made
to appear as if in motion. [Gr. stereos, solid, tropi,

a turning.]

Stereotype, stfrS-O-tlp, n. a solid metallic plate for

printing, cast from an impression of movable types,

taken on some plastic substance : art of fabricating

solid casts in type-metal from pages of movable type.
—otij. pertaining to, or done with, stereotypes

—

v.t.

to make a stereotj-pe of: to print with stereotypes.

—p.a<ij. Ste'reot3rped., transferred as letterpress

from set-up movable type to a mould, and thence

to a metal plate : fixed, unchangeable, as opinions.
—ns. Ste'reot3rper, Ste'reotypist, one who makes
stereotype plates.

—

adj. Stereotyp'lC.

—

ns. Stereo-

typog'rapher, a stereotype printer ; Stereotypog'-
raphy, the art, practice, or business of printing from

stereotype plates ; Ste'reotypy, the art or employ-

ment of making stereotype plates. [Gr. stereos,

solid, and type.\

Sterigma, ste-rig'ma, n. {hot.) a stalk or support.

—

iidj. Sterigmat'ic. [Gr. sterigma, a prop.]
Sterile, ster il, adj. unfruitful : barren : (hot.) pro-
ducing no pistil, or no sptires : destitute of ideas or
sentiment.

—

n. Sterilisa'tion, act of sterilising.—
X'.t. Ster'illse, to cause to be fruitless: to destroy
bacteria or other micro-organisms in.

—

ns. Ster'Uiser,
anything which sterilises ; Sterility, qiiality of
being sterile : unfruitfulness, barrenness, in regard
to reproduction. [O. Fr.,—L. sterilis, barren.]

Sterlet, ster'let, n. a small sturgeon.
Sterling, ster'ling, adj. a designation of British money
—pure, genuine, ot good quality—also generally, of
value or excellence, authoritative. [Orig. the name
ot a penny ; prob. from the Hanse merchants or
Easterlings ('men from the east'), from North
Germany, who had probably the privilege of coining
money in England in the 13th century.]

Stern, stern, adj. severe of countenance, manner, or
feeling : austere : harsh : unrelenting : steadfast.

—

adv. Sternly.— «. Stem'ness. [.\.S. styriie.\

stern, siern, «. the hind-part of a vessel : the rump
or tail of an animal.— i'.;'. to back a boat, to row
backward.

—

ns. Stern'age {S/uik.), the steerage or

stem of a ship ; Stem'board, backward motion of a
ship : loss of way in tacking ; Stem'-chase, a chase
in which one ship follows directly in the wake of
another ; Stem'-chas'er, a cannon in the stem of
a ship.

—

adj. Stemed, having a stern of a specified

kind.—«J. Stem'-fast, a rope or chain for making
fast a ship's stern to a wharf, &c. ; Stem'-frame,
the sternpost, transoms, and fashion-pieces of a
ship's siern.

—

adj. Stem'most, farthest astern.—>ii.

Stern'port, a port or openuig in the stern of a ship

;

Stem'post, the aftermost limber of a ship which
supports the rudder ; Stem'sheets, the part of a
boat between the stern and the rowers ; Stem'SOn,
the hinder extremity of a ship's keelson, to which
the sternpost is bolted ; Stem'way, the backward
motion of a vessel ; Stem'-Wheerer (U.S.), a small

vessel with one large paddle-wheel at the stern.

[Ice. stjirn, a steering.]

Sternum, ster'num, H. the breast-bone.

—

adj. Ster'naL
—«. Stemal'gia, pain about the breast-lione, esp.

angina pectoris.

—

adjs. Stemargic ; Ster'nebral,
pertaining to the Ster'nebra or serial segments
of which the sternum of a vertebrate is composed.
—H. Ster'nlte, the ventral portion of the somite of

an arthropod.—<!<//>. StemiVic ; Sternocostal, per-

t.-^ining to, or connected with, the sternum and ribs :

denoting those ribs and muscles attached to the

sternum. [Gr. sternon, chest.]

Sternutation, ster-nu-ta'shun, «. the act of sneezing.

—adjs. Stemu'tative, Sternutatory, that causes

sneezing.—«. a substance tliat causes sneezing. (L.

stermctatio—sternutdre, -dtum, inten. o( stertiuire,

iitutn, to sneeze.}

Stertorous, ster'tO-rus, adj. snoring.

—

adv. Ster'tO-

rously. — «. Ster'torousness. [L. stertere, to

snore.]

Sterve, sterv, v.i. (Spens.) to starve, to die.—Also
Ste^ven.

Stet, stet, v.t. to restore—generally on proof-sheets,

in imperative, with a line of dots under the words to

be retained. [L., 'let it stand,' 3d sing. pres. subj.

of stare, to stand.]

StethiSBUm, steth-i-e'um, n. the anterior half of a bird

—opp. to l/rirum.—«. Stetbld'lum, in insects, the

thorax. (Gr., stethos, the breast.]

Stethometer, steth-om'e-ter, n. an instrument for

measuring the relative mobility of the different

sides of the chest in respiration.—«. Steth'Ograph,
an instrument for marking the respiratory move-
ments of the thorax.

—

adj. StethOgraph'lO. [Gr.

stetlws, chest, metron, measure.)
Stethoscope, steth'O-skOp, «. an instrument for auscul-

tation, consisting of a tubular piece of wood to be
applied to the patient's body— in the binaural form



stevedore mote ; mute ; moOn ; /Aen. Stile

with tubes of rubber, &c., to convey the sounds to

the physician's ears.

—

adjs. Stethoscop'ic, -al, per-

taining to, or performed by, the stethoscope.

—

adv.
Stethoscop'ically.— n^. Stetb'oscopist ; Steth'o-

SCOpy. [Gr. stet/ws, the breast, skopein, to see.]

Stevedore, stev'e-dor, «. one who loads and unloads
vessels. [A corr. of Sp. estivador, a wool-packer

—

Citivar, to stow—L. stipdre, to press.)

Steven, ste'vn, «. i^Spens.) a cry, a loud clamour.
[A.S. sie/h, the voice.]

Stow, siu, v.t. to simmer or boil slowly with little

moisture.

—

v.i. to be boiled slowly and gently:
{slang) to be in a state of worry or agitation : to

read hard for an examination.

—

n. meat stewed :

mental agitation : worry : (s/a/ig) one who reads

hard : a room for bathing purposes : (//.) a brothel.—ris. Stevr'-pan, -pot, a pan, pot, used for stewing.

(O. Fr. estuve (itu-je), a stove—Old High Ger. stupd
(Ger. stube), a heated room.]

Stew, stu, «. an artificial oyster-bed : a vivarium.
Stoward, stu'ard, «. one who manages the domestic
concerns of a family or institution : one who superin-

tends another's affairs, esp. an estate or farm : the
manager of the provision department, &c., at sea:
a manager at races, games, &c. : the treasurer of a
congregation, a guild or society, &c.

—

ns. Stovr'-

ardeSS, a female steward : a female who waits on
ladies on shipboard : Stow'ardslilp, Stew'ardry,
office of a steward : management ; Stew'artry
(Scot.'), a stewardship, or the extent of a steward-
ship—still applied esp. to the county of Kirkcud-
bright.— Lord High Steward, one of the great
officers of state, and anciently the first oflacer of
the crown in England. [A.S. sKg-iveard—siigo, a
sty, iveard, a ward.]

Sthenic, sthen'ik, adj. attended with increased action

of the heart: strong, robust : inspiring.—». Stheni'a,
strength. [Gr. stiunos, strength.]

Stibbler, stib'Ier, «. one who cuts the handfuls left

by the reaper : a clerical locum tenens.

Stibium, stib'i-um, «. antimony.

—

adj. Stib'lal, like

antimony.

—

n. Stlb'iallsm, poisoning by antimonj'.—adj. Stib'latod, impregnated with antimony.

—

n.

Stlb'nito, native antimony trisulphid. [Gr.]

Stlbogram, stib'O-gram, n. a graphic record of foot-

prints. [Gr. stibos, a track, gramma, a letter.]

StiCh, stik, «. a verse or line of poetry, of whatever
measure— used in composition : a row of trees.

—

>ts. Sticha'rlon, a Greek vestment like the Western
alb ; Stiohe'ron, a troparion.

—

adj. Stich'lC, per-

taining to a verse.— «. Stlch'omancy, divination

by the assumed meaning of a verse, text of Scrip-

ture, or literary passage taken at random.

—

adJs.
Stichomet'rlc, -al, pertaining to stichometry, stating

the number of lines.

—

ns. Stlchom'etry, measure-
ment of manuscript by lines : a list stating such ;

StlChomyth'la, dialogue in alternate lines ; StlCh'OS,

a line of ordinary length in measuring a manuscript

:

a verse or versicle in the usage of the Greek Church.
[Gr. stickos, a row

—

steichein, to ascend.]
Stick, stik, v.t. to stab: to thrust in: to fasten by

piercing : to fix in : to set with something pointed :

to cause to adhere.

—

v.i. to hold to : to remain : to

stop : to be hindered : to hesitate, to be embarrassed
or puzzled ; to adhere closely in affection :—pa.t.
and pa.p. stuck.

—

ns. Stlck'er, one who kills pigs,

&c. : one who sticks to anything ; Stlck'lng, the
act of stabbing ; Stick'lng-place, the point at which
a tiling sticks or stays; Sticking - plas'tor, an
adhesive plaster for closing wounds ; Stlck'-ln-tbe-
mud, an old fogy; Stick'lt-mln'istor (Scot.\ a
licentiate who never gets a pastoral charge.—Stick
at, to hesitate : to persist at ; Stick by, to be firm
in supporting, to adhere closely to ; Stick out, to

be prominent, project ; Stick plgS, to hunt wild
hogs on horseback and transfix them with the
spear ; Stick to, to persevere in holding to : Stick
up, to stand up : to waylay and plunder, as a mail-

coach by bushrangers ; Stick up for, to speak or
act in defence of. — Be Stuck on (,U.S.), to be
enamoured of; Stuck up, conceited. [A.S. stecan
(assumed); Ger. sitcJun, Dut. stcken ; also A.S.
stician, Ger. stecken, to set, stick fast.]

Stick, stik, n. a small shoot or branch cut off a tree :

a staff or walking-stick : anything in the form of a
stick, a cudgel : a piece of printers' furniture used
to lock up a form in a chase, a printer's composing-
stick : a stiff, stupidly obstinate person.

—

v.t. to

furnish or set with sticks : to arrange in a composing-
stick.—«. Stick'-in'sect, a walking-stick or phasmid
insect. (A.S. sticca ; Ice. stika.]

Stickle, stik'l, v.i. to interpose between combatants:
to contend obstinately: to hesitate.— «. a sharp
point, a prickle, a spine.

—

ns. Stlck'leback, a small
river-fish so called from the spines on its back

;

Stickler, a second or umpire in a duel : an obsti-

nate contender, esp. for something trifling.— /»<//'.

Stick'ler-llke {Skak.), in the manner of a stickler.

[A dim. of stick (n.).]

Stickle, stik'l, adj. high, rapid.

—

n. a current below a
waterfall. [A.S. sticol, steep.]

Sticky, stik'i, adj. that sticks or adheres : adhesive :

glutinous.—». Stlck'lness. {Stick.^

Stle, stl, v.i. (Spots.) to ascend. [A.S. st{gan.'\

Stiff, stif, adj. not easily bent : rigid : not liquid :

rather hard than soft : not easily overcome : obsti-

nate : not natural and easy : constrained : formal

:

hard to overcome, difficult : firm, of prices, &c.

:

de.id, rigid in death: (naut.) keeping upright.

—

n.

(slang) a corpse : negotiable paper : forged paper.—v.t. Stlff'en, to make stiff.

—

v.i. to become stiff:

to become less impressible or more obstinate.

—

ns.

Stiff'ener, one who, or that which, stiffens ; Stiff'en-

Ing, something used to make a substance more stiff.

—adj. Stiff'-hearted {B.\ obstinate, stubborn.—
adv. StiiT'ly.— «. Stiff'- neck, cervical myalgia,
true torticollis.

—

adj. Stiff'-necked, obstinate, hard
to move.

—

ns. Stiff'-neck'edness ; Stiff'ness.-Do
a bit of stiff, to accept or discount a bill. [A.S.

stff, stiff; Dut. stijf, Dan. stiv.\

Stifle, sti'fl, v.t. to stop the breath of by foul air or
other means : to sutlocate, smother : to extinguish :

to suppress the sound of: to destroy : to suppress,

conceal.

—

v.i. to suffocate.

—

adj. Sti'fling, close,

oppressive. [Scand., Ice. stlfla, to choke up

;

Norw. stivla.\

Stifle, sti'fl, «. the knee-joint on a horse's hind-leg, a
disease of his knee-pan. [Perh. stiff.\

Stigma, stig'ina, H. a brand : a mark of infamy : (hot.)

the top of a pistil : any speci.il mark : a place on
the skin which bleeds periodically :—//. Stlg'mas
or Stlg'mata.—«. Stlgma'ria, tlie root of the fossil

plant sigillaria, found in the coal-measures.—«.//.

Stig'milta, the marks of the wounds on Christ's

body, or marks resembling them, claimed to have
been miraculously impressed on the bodies of certain
persons, as Francis of Assisi in 1224.

—

adjs. Stlg-

mat'lc, -al, marked or branded with a stigma :

giving infamy or reproach.

—

adv. Stigmat'lcally.

—

adj. Stlgmatiferous (hot.), stigma-bearing. — «.

Stlgmatisa'tion, the operation or effect of produc-

ing bleeding spots upon the body, as by hypnotism.
—v.t. Stig'matise, to brand with a stigma.—«.

Stlg'matlSt, one impressed with the stigmata.—
adj. Stlg'matose, stigmatic : stigmatised.—«. Stig-

mato'SiS, a form of inflammation of the skin, occur-

ring in spots.

—

adj. Stlgmatyp'lC, pertaining to the

making of impressions by means of scorching-hot

plates.

—

ns. Stig'mat3n)y, a species of printing with
points, that consists of tneir arrangement in pictures

;

Stlg'me (Gr. paleog.), a dot used as a punctuation
mark, esp. at the top of the line, equivalent to a
period. [L.,—Gr.,

—

stizein, to mark.]
Stilbite, stil'bit, «. a pearly and foliated variety of

zeolite. [Gr. stilbein, to shine.]

Stile, stil, «. a step, or set of steps, for climbing over



StUe fSte, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Stir

a wall or fence. [A.S. stigtl, a step

—

stigan: cf.

Ger. steigen, to mount ]

Stile, stil, n. the pin of a dial. \StyU.\
Stiletto, sti-let'O, n. a dagger with a slender and
narrow blade : a pointed instrument for making
eyelet-holes '.—pi. Stllett'OS.

—

v.t. to stab with a
stiletto \—pr.fi. stilett'oing ,pa.t. andfia.p. stilett'oed.

(It., dim. oi stilo, a dagger—L. sti/us, a stake.]

Still, stil, ajy. silent : motionless : calm, subdued :

not sparkling or effervescing: constant.—f. /. to

quiet : to silence ; to appease : to restrain.

—

adz'.

always, constantly : nevertheless, for all that : even
yet : after that.

—

n. calm.—«. Stlll'-blrth, the state

of being still-bom : anything born without life.

—

adj. Still'-bom, dead when born.

—

ns. Still'er, one
who stills or tjuiets ; Still'-life, the class of pic-

tures representmg inanimate objects ; StlU'Iiess ;

Still'-room, an apartment where liquors, preserves,

and the like are kept, and where tea, &c. , is

prepared for the table : a housekeeper's pantry

;

Still' -stand (SAaA.), absence of motion. — atij.

Still'y, still: quiet: calm.

—

adv. silently: gently.

(A.S. sti/U, firm ; Dut. sti/, Ger. sti/L]

Still, stil, 71. i. to cause to fall by drops : to distil.

—

».

an apparatus for distillation, consisting essentially

of a vessel in which the liquid to be distilled is

placed, the vapour being conducted by means of
a /lead or neci to the conJenser or worm, where it

is cooled by water or other means, and again forms
liquid.

—

otij. Still'ifona, drop-shaped. [L. stillnre,

to cause to drop

—

stilla., a drop, or simply a contr.
for distil, like sport from disport.]

Stillage, stil'aj, n. a frame on which things are laid.

—n. Stilling, a stand.
Stillicide, stil'i-sld, «. an urban servitude among the
Romans, where a proprietor was not allowed to

build to the extremity of his estate, but must leave
a space regulated by the charter by which the pro-
perty was held, so as not to throw the eavesdrop on
the land of his neighbour—same as Eavesdrip.—
«. Stillicid'ium, a morbid trickling. [L.]

Stilp, stilp, v.i. (Scot.) to go on crutches. — n.pl.

Stilp'era, crutches.
Stilt, stilt, «. one of a pair of props or poles with

steps or supports at a sufficient distance from the
lower end to allow a man standing on the steps to
walk clear of the ground and with longer strides : a
widely distributed genus (ffimantoptis} of wading-
birds belonging to the Snipe family, having long
slender bills and very long wings and legs—also
Stilt'-blrd, •plov'er.

—

v.t. to raise on stilts: to

elevate by unnatural means.

—

ad/s. Stilt'ed, Stllt'jr,

elevated as if on stilts : pompous.—«. Stilt'edness.
—Stilted arch, an arch that does not spring directly
from the impost, but from horizontal courses of
masonry resting on it. [Scand., Sw. stylta: Dut.
stelt, a stilt.)

Stilton, stil'ton, «. a rich white cheese—from Stilton
in Huntingdonshire.

Stime, stim, n. (Scot.) a ray of light, a glimmer.

—

Also Styme. fA.S. sdma, a light.)

Stimulant, stim'u-lantj adj. stimulating : increasing
or exciting vital action.

—

n. anything that stimu-
lates or excites : a stimulating medicine that in-

creases the activity of the vital functions generally,
or of one system or organ.

—

v.t. Stim'tllate, to

prick with anything sharp : to incite : to insti-

gate : (physiol.) to produce increased action in.

—

—«. Stimula'tlon, act of stimulating, or condition
of being stimulated.

—

adj. Stim'alati7e, tending to

stimulate.- «. that which stimulates or excites.

—

ns.

Stttn'Ulator, one who stimulates : —/em. Stlm'Tlla-

treSS ; Stim'ulism, the practice of treating diseases
by stimulation ; Stim'UlOS, a goad : anytning that

rouses the mind, or that excites to action : a stimu-
lant -.—pi. Stim'uU. [L. stimulus (for stigntulus)
—Gr. stizein, to prick.)

Sting, sting, v.t, to stick anything sharp into, to pain

acutely.

—

v.t. to have a sting : to give pain :

—

pa.t.
and pa-^. stung.—«. the sharp-pointed weapon of
some animals : the thrust of a sting into the flesh :

anything that causes acute pain : any stimulus or
impulse : the point in the last verse of an epigram.
—«. Sting'er, one who, or that which, stings.

—

adv.
Sting'ingly, with stinging.—rt^'. Sting'less, having
no sting.—«. Stlng'-ray, a genus of cartilaginous
fishes, of the order of Rays, and family Trygortidee,
the long tail bearing dorsally a long bi-serrated
spine capable of giving an ugly wound. [A.S.
stingan: Ice. stinga.]

Stingo, sting'gO, «. strong malt liquor.

Stingy, stin'ji, adj. niggardly: avaricious.

—

adv.
Stin'gily.—7r. Stin'giness. [Merely stiuf-y.]

stink, stingk, v-i. to give out a strong, offensive
smell: to have a bad reputation :—/<i./. stank;
pa.p. stunk.

—

n. a disagreeable smell.

—

}is. Stink'-
ard, one who stinks : a base fellow : the stinking
badger of Java ; Stink'-ball, -pot, a ball or jar
filled with a stinking, combustible mixture, used
in boarding an enemy's vessel ; Stinker, one who,
or that which, stinks; Stink'lng. — rtrfi/. Stink'-
iJ^Sly. in 3 stinking manner : with an offensive

smell. — Tis. Stink'stone, a variety of limestone
remarkable for the fetid urinous odour which it

emits when rubbed ; Stlnk'-trap, a contrivance to
prevent effluvia from drains ; Stink'-WOOd, the
wood of a Cape tree, remarkable for its strong
offensive smell, durable, taking an excellent polisE
resembling walnut. [A.S. stincan.]

Stint, stint, v.t. to shorten : to limit : to restrain.

—

v.i. to cease, stop : to be saving.

—

n. limit : restraint,

restriction : proportion allotted, fixed amount : one
of several species of sandpiper, the dunlin. — aiij.

Stint'ed, limited. —«j. Stint'edness ; Stint'er.

—

adv. Stint'ingly. — adjs. Stintless ; Stint'y.

[A.S. stynian—stunt, stupid.]

Stipa, st^pa, «. a genus of grasses, the feather-grasses.

[L. stipa, tow.]
Stipe, stTp, «. (bot.) the base of a frond of a fern : also

a stalk, as of a pistil, of a fungus or mushroom, ot

the leaf of a fern, or even the trunk of a tree.

—

«. Sti'pel, the stipule of a leaflet.—<ii//. Sti'pellate,

having stipels.—«. Sti'pes, a stipe : a stalk or stem.

—adjs. Sti'piform, Stip'itate, Stipit'lform. [Fr.,

—L. stipes, a stem.)
Stipend, stl'pend, n. a salary paid for services, esp. to

a clergyman in Scotland : settled pay.

—

adj. Sti-

pend'iary, receiving stipend.—«. one who performs
services for a salary, esp. a paid magistrate.

—

v.t.

Stipen'diate, to provide with a salarj'. XL. stipeu-

diutii—stips, donation, pendere, weigh.)
Stipple, stip'l, v.t. to engrave or form by means of

dots or small points, as distinguished from line-

engraving :

—

pr.p. stipp'ling; pa.p. stipp'led.—«. a
mode of execution in engraving and miniature-paint-

ing, in which the effect is produced by dots instead

of lines : in colour-decoration, a gradation or com-
bination of tones or tints serving as a transition

between decided colours. — adj. Stipp'led. — us.

Stippler, one who stipples : a coarse brush for

stippling ; Stipp'ling, stippled work of any kind.

[Dut. stippelen, dim. of stippen, to dot.)

Stipulate, stip'vi-Iat, v.i. to contract : to settle terms.

—tis. Stipula'tion, act of stipulating : a contract

;

Stlp'Ulator. [L. stipuldri, -a/«j,'prob. from Old L.
stipuius, firm, conn, with stip&re, to press firm.)

Stipule, stip'ul, n. (bot.) an appendage or lobe at the

base of certain leaves, resembling a small leaf: also,

a small appendage at the base of petioles, usually

softer than the latter—also Stlp'Ula.—<J^'j. Stlp'ular,

Stip'ulary; Stip'ulate, Stip'uled. [L. stipula, a
stalk, dim. of stipes.]

Stir, ster, T'.t. to move : to rouse : to instigate.—z*.!. to

move one's self: to be active: to draw notice:

—

pr.p. stir'ring : fia.p. and pa.t. stirred.—«. tumult

:

bustle. — H. SufabOUt, one wlio makes hiaiseif

OfiO



stir mote ; mute ; mCOn ; Men. Stoke

active : oatmeal porridge.

—

adj. busy, active.

—

adj.
Stir'less, without stir.—«. SurTer.—/.a<^'. Stir'-

riBg, putting in motion : active : accustomed to a
busy life : animating, rousing.—StlT up, to instigate

the passions of : to put into motion or action : to

enliven : to disturb. [A. S. styrian ; Dut. sioren,

Ger. sioren, to drive.]

Stir, ster, v.t. {S/>ens.) to steer, to direct.

Stirk, st6rk, «. (Scot.) a yearling ox or cow. [A.S.
stirc, a heifer

—

stedr, a steer.]

Stirp, sterp, n, (Bacon) a family, generation, or race

:

—//. Stir'pes. [L. siirps, stirpU.\

Stirrup, stir'up, «. a ring or hoop suspended by a rope
or strap from the saddle, for a horseman's foot while
mounting or riding : a rope secured to a yard, having
a thimble in its lower end for reeving a foot-rope.

—

ns. Stirr'up-CUp, a cup taken by one who is depart-

ing on horseback ; Stirr'up-rron, the ring of iron

attached to the stirrup-leather to receive the foot

;

Stirr'up-leath'er, -strap, the strap of leather that

supports a stirrup. [A.S. stigerdp— stigan, to

mmnt, rdf>, a rope.]

Stitch, stich, n. a jjass of a needle and thread, the
part of the thread left in the fabric, a single loop or
link : the kind of work produced by stitching

—

buttonhole-jrtVcA, cross-sfifcA, &c. : the space be-

tween two double furrows : a fastening, as of thread
or wire, through the back of a book to connect the
leaves : an acute pain, a sharp spasmodic pain, esp.

in the intercostal muscles : a bit of clothing, a rag.—V. t. to sew so as to show a regular line of stitches

:

to sew or unite.— v.i. to practise stitching.— 71s.

Stitcher; Stltch'ery(i"Aa*.), needle-work; Stitch-
ing, the act of one who stitches : needle-work done in

such a way that a continuous line of stitches appears
on the surface ; Stitch'wort, a genus of slender
plants, including the chickweed, so called because
once believed to cure 'stitch' in the side. [K.'i.stice, a
prick; Ger. stuAen, to embroider; coun. v/\\.\\ stick.]

Stithy, stith'i, «. an anvil : a smith's shop.

—

v.t. to

forge on an anvil. [Ice. stethi ; Sw. stdd, an anvil.]

Stive, stlv, ii.i. {proz'.) to stew, to be stifled.

—

adj.
Sti'vy, close, stuffy.

Stiver, stfver, «. a Dutch coin, worth one penny
sterling : any small coin. [Dut. stiitver.]

Stoa, stO'a, «. a fKDrtico or covered colonnade round
a house, market-place, &c.

Stoat, stOt, «. a kind of weasel, called the ermine
when in its winter dress.—Also Stote. [Sta/.l

Stob, stob, n. a small post for supporting paling : a
wedge in coal-mining. [A variant of stjti.]

StOCC»le, stok-ad', Stoccado, stok-a'do, «. a thrust in

fencing—(Shai.) StOCCa'ta. [It. sioccata, a thrust—stocco, a rapier—Ger. stock, a stick.]

Stock, stok, «. something stuck or thrust in : the stem
of a tree or plant : the trunk which receives a graft

:

a post, a log : anjthing fixed solid and senseless : a
stupid person : the crank-shaped handle of a centre-

bit : the wood in which the barrel of a firearm is

fixed : the cross-piece of timber into which the

shank of an anchor is inserted : the part to which
others are attached : the original progenitor : family

:

a fund, capital, shares of a public debt : store : the
cattle, horses, and other useful animals kept on a
farm : the liquor or broth obtained bj- boiling meat,
the foundation for soup : a stiff band worn as a
cravat, often fastened with a buckle at the back : (//.)
an instrument in which the legs of offenders were
confined : the frame for a ship while building : the
public funds.

—

v.t. to store: to supply: to fill: to

supply with domestic animals or stock : to refrain

from milking cows for 24 hours or more previous to

sale.— adj. kept in stock, standing.— ns. Stock'-
breed'er, one who raises live-stock ; Stockbroker,
a broker who deals in stocks or shares ; StockTjrok-
Ing, the business of a stockbroker ; Stock'-dove, the
wild pigeon of Europe ; Stock'-ep'ithet, any ordinary
and conventional epithet; Stock'exchange', the

place where stocks are bought and sold : an associa-
tion of sharebrokers and dealers ; Stock'-farmer, a
farmer who rears live-stock, as cattle, &c. ; Stock'

-

feed'er, one who feeds or fattens live-stock ; StOCk*-
holder, one who holds stocks in the public funds, or
in a company ; StOCk'-lU-trade, the whole goods
a shopkeeper keeps on sale : a person's mental
resources ; Stock'-job'ber ; Stock'-jobbery, -job-
bing, speculating in stocks ; Stock' -list, a list of
stocks and current prices regularly issued ; Stock'-
man, a herdsman who has the charge of stock on a
sheep-run in Australia ; StOCk'-mar'ket, a market for
the sale of stocks, the stock-exchange; Stock'-pot,
the pot in which the stock for soup is kept ; StOClC-
rld'er, a herdsman on an Australian station ; Stock'-
Sadd'le, a saddle with heavy tree and iron horn ;

Stock'-Sta'tion, a station where stock and cattle are
reared ; Stock'-whip, a whip with short handle and
long lash for use in herding ; Stock'work, a deposit
in which the ore is distributed all over it ; Stook'-
yard, a large yard with pens, stables, &c. where cattle

are kept for slaughter, market, &c.—Take stock, to

make an inventory of goods on hand : to make an
estimate of ; Take Stock in, to take a share in, to put
confidence in. [A.S. stocc, a stick ; Ger. stock.]

Stock, stok, n, a favourite garden-flower. [Orig.

called stock-gillyflovjer, to distinguish it firom the

stemless clove-pink, called \!ae. giliyjlower.]

Stockade, stok-ad', ». a breastwork formed of stakes

fixed in the ground.

—

t'.t. to fortify with such. [Fr.

estocotie—estoc—Ger. stock, stick.]

Stockfish, stok'fish, n. a commercial name of salted
and dried cod and other fish of the same family, esp.

line, hake, and torsk.

Stock-gillyflower, stok'-jil'i-flow-er, «. a genus of
herbaceous or half-shrubby plants of the natural

order Cruci/erce, having their flowers in racemes,
and generally beautiful and fragrant. {Stock, wood,
and gillyjlower. ]

Stocking, stok'ing, «. a close covering for the foot and
lower leg.

—

ns. Stocktuet', an elastic knitted fabric

for under-garments ; Stock'inger, one who knits

stockings ; Stock'ing-frame, a knitting-machine.
[From stock, the stockings being the netlur-stocks
when the long hose came to be cut at the knee.]

StockiSh, stok'ish, adj. (Skak.) like a stock, stupid.

—

«. Stock'ishness, stupidity.—o^'. Stock-still, still

as a stock or post.

Stock-tackle, stok'-tak'l, n. tackle used in hoisting

an anchor on board ship to keep its stock clear of
the ship's side.

Stock-taJdng, stok'-tak'ing, n. a periodical inventory
njade of the stock or goods in a shop or warehouse.

Stocky, stok'i, adj. short and stout, thick-set : having
a strong stem.

—

adv. Stock'ily.
Stodgy, stoj'i, adj. heavy, lumpy : ill put together

:

indigestible. — v.t. Stodge, to stuff, cram. — «.

Stodglness.
Stog, stog, v.t. i^prov.') to plunge in mire : to probe a

pool with a pole. [Related to stocky
Stole, stS'ik, «. a disciple of the philosopher Zeno

(340-260 B.C.), who opened his school in a colonnade
called the Staa Poikile ('painted porch") at Athens
— later Roman Stoics were C^to the Younger,
Seneca, Marcus Aurelius : one indifierent to pleasure

or pain.

—

adjs. Sto'lc, -al, pertaining to the Stoics,

or to their opinions : indifferent to pleasure or pain.

—adv. Sto'ically. — «j. Sto'lcalness ; Sto'icism,

the doctrines of the Stoics, a school of ancient
philosophy strongly opposed to Epicureanbm in its

views of life and duty : indifference to pleasure or

pain. [L. Stoicus—Gx. Stoikos—stoa, a porch.)
Stoke, stok, v.i. to stir or tend a fire.

—

ns. Sioke'-hole,
the space about the mouth of a furnace : the space
allotted to the stokers : a hole in a reverberatory
furnace for introducing a stirring-tool ; Stok'er, one
who, or that which, feeds a furnace with fuel. [Dut.,—stoken, to light a fire, stok, a stick.]
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Stole fate, (Ir ; mS, hir ; mTne ;
Stoop

stole, stol, /«./. of steal.

Stole, stol, n. a long robe reaching to the feet : a
narrow vestment, usually black silk, fringed at the
ends, sometimes coloured according to the seasons,

worn by bishops and priests in the Latin Church
during mass. —n. StO'lk, the outer garment of the

Roman matron : a chorister's surplice : {her.) a
bearing showing a fringed scarf. [L. siola—Gr.
st<>le, a rohe—s/e!/ein, to array. J

Stolen, stOl'en./rt./. of i/<-a/.

Stolid, stol'id, tti/f. dull : heavy: stupid : foolish.

—

n.

Stolidity, Stol'idness, state of being stolid : dull-

ness of intellect.

—

niiv. Stol'ldly. [L. stolidus.]

Stolon, stO'Ion, «. a shoot from the root of a plant :

a ^ncVa.—adjs. Sto'lonate, Stolonif'erous, [L.

stolo, a twig.]

Stoma, sta'ma, «. {bot.) one of the minute openings
in the epidermis of leaves and tender green stems
of plants, subserving the purpose of respiration :

{zool.) one of the breathing-holes in the bodies of
certain of the articulata : —//. Sto'mata.

—

adjs.

Stomat'ic ; Stomatif'erous.—n. Stomati'tis, in-

flammation of the interior of the mouth.

—

aiij.

Sto'matode, having a stoma.

—

ns. Stomatol'ogy,
the scientific knowledge of the mouth ; Sto'mato-
SCOpe, an instrument for examining the interior of
the mouth. [Gr. stoma, a mouth.]

Stomach, stum'ak, n. the strong muscular bag into

which the food passes when swallowed, and where
it is principally digested : the cavity in any animal
for the digestion of its food : appetite, relish for food,

inclination generally : disposition, spirit, courage,
pride, spleen.

—

->.t. to brook or put up with : to

turn the stomach of: to resent.

—

adj. Stom'achaL—ns. Stom'acher, a part of the dress covering the
front of the body, generally forming the lower part
of the bodice in front, sometimes richly ornamented :

a large brooch ; Stomach'ic, a medicine for the
stomach.

—

aJJs. Stomach'ic, -al, pertaining to the
stomach : strengthening or promoting the action of
the stomach ; Stom'achous (Sfiens.), angry, stout,

obstinate.

—

ns. Stom'ach-pump, a syringe w ith a
flexible tube for withdrawing fluids from the
stomach, or injecting them mto it : Stom'ach-
Stag'^en, a disease m horses due to a paralytic
affection of the stomach. [O. Fr. estomac— L.

stomnchus—Gr. siomachos, the throat, stomach—
stoma, a mouth.]

Stomatopod, stO'ma-to-pod, n. one of the Stomatop'-
Oda, an order of marine crustaceans, having most of
their seven or eight pair of legs near the mouth. [Gr.
stoma, mouth, fous, podos, foot.]

Stond, stond, n. (Speus.) station : also = stound.
Stone, stOn, n. a hard mass of earthy or mineral

matter, the hard material of which rock consists

:

a piece of rock of a certain size or form, or for a
particular purpose, as ^xAstone, laxWstone, &c. : a
precious stone or gem, a crystal mirror : a tomb-
stone : a concretion formed in the bladder : a hard
shell containing the seed of some fruits : a standard
weight of 14 lb. avoirdupois (other stones occur, as
that of 24 lb. for wool, 22 lb. for hay, 16 lb. for

cheese, &c.) : torpor and insensibility.

—

adj. made
of stone, or of stoneware.—r./. to pelt with stones :

to free from stones : to wall with stones.—«. Stone'-

age, the condition of a people using stone as the

material for the cutting-tools and weapons which, in

a higher condition of culture, were made of metals.
—adj. Stone'-bllnd, .-is blind as a stone, perfectly

blind.—«J. Stone'-boll'lng, a primitive method of

making water boil by putting hot stones in it ;

Stone'-bow, a crossbow for shooting stones : a
children's catapult ; Stone'-brash, a soil made up
of finely-broken rock ; Stone'-break, the mc.idow-
saxifrage ; Stone'-break'er, one who, or that which,
breaks stones, a stone-crushing machine ; Stone-
bruise, a bruise caused by a stone, esp. on the sole

of tlic foot from walking barefooted ; Stone'-cast,

Stone's -cast, Stone'-shot, Stone's'-throw, the di9»

tance which a stone may be thrown by the hand

;

Stone'chat, Stone'chatter, Stone'cUnk, one of
the most common of the British Turdida, smaller

than the redbreast—the Wheat-ear is the true stone-

chat.—«.//. Stone-Circles, or Circles of Standing
Stones, popularly but erroneously called Druidical
Circles in Britain, and Cromlechs in France, con-
sist of unhewn stones set up at intervals round the
circumference of a circular area usually of level

ground.

—

n. Stone'-COal, mineral coal, as opposed
to charcoal : any hard coal, anthracite. — adj.
Stone'-cold, cold as a stone.— K. Stone'-col'oiir,

the colour of stone, grayish.

—

adj. Stone'-COl'OUred.—ns. Stone'-Cor'al, massive coral, as distinguisheJ
from branching or tree coral ; Stone'crop, the wall-

pepper, Sedum acre ; Stone'-CUT'le'W, a large species
of plover; Stone'-CUt'ter, one whose occupation is to

hew stone ; Stone'-CUt'ting, the business of hewing
and c.irving stones for walls, monuments, &c.

—

adjs.

Stoned, containing stones ; Stone'-dead, lifeless
;

Stone-deaf, quite deaf.—nx. Stone -dresser, one
who prepares stones for building ; Stone'-fal'con, a
species of hawk or falcon which builds its nest among
the rocks ; Stone' -fly, a genus of insects typical of
the order PUcoptera—several species are native to

Britain, and furnish good lures to anglers ; Stone'-
fnilt, a fruit whose seeds are enclosed in a hard
kernel ; Stone'-ham'mer, a hammer for breaking
.stones.

—

adjs. Stone'-hard (Shak."), as hard as a
stone ; Stone' -heart ed(.S"Arti.), hard-hearted, cruel,

pitiless.—«f. Stone'horse, a stallion ; Stone'-lU'y,
the popular name of an Encrinitc ; Stone'-ma'SOQ,
a mason who works with stone : Stone- mill, a
machine for breaking stone ; Stone' -oil, rock-oil,

petroleum ; Stone'-pine, a Mediterranean nut-pine ;

Stone- plover, the stone-curlew; Sto'ner, one
who strikes or kills with stones ; Stone'-rae, -raw,
a lichen, Parmelia saxatilis ; Stone' snipe, the
greater tell-tale or long-legged tattler, a common
North American bird.— a.//'. Stone'-stlll (,Shak.\

as still as a stone, motionless.

—

ns. Stone'ware, a
coarse kind of potter's ware baked hard and glazed

;

Stone'-work, mason-work.

—

adv. Sto'nily. — «.

Sto'nlness, the state of being stony or abounding
with stones: hardness of heart or xavnA.^aHjs.
Sto'ny, made of, or resembling, stone : abounding
with stones : hard : pitiless : obdurate : (if.) rocky

;

Sto'ny- heart'ed, hard-hearted, cruel, pitiless.

—

Leave no stone unturned, to do everything that

can be done in order to secure the effect desired

;

Hark with a white stone, to mark as particularly

fortunate. [A.S. stdn ; Ger. stein, Dut. stee/i.]

Stonied, ston'id, adj. (Spens.) astonished, alarmed.

Stood, stood, pa. t. and Pa.p. of stand.

Stock, stook, «. (Scat.) a full shock of corn-sheaves,

generally twelve, as set up in the field.

—

Z'.t. to set

up in stooks, as sheaves—also Stouk.— «. Stook'er,

one who sets up the com in stooks. [Cf. Low Ger.
stuJte, a bundle.]

Stool, stool, «. a seat without a back : a low bench
for the feet or for kneeling on : the seat used in
evacuating the bowels : the act of evacuating the
bowels, also that which is evacuated : a root of any
kind from which sprouts shoot up : a portable piece
of wood to which a pigeon is fastened as a decoy for

wild birds.—«. StOOl'-pi'geon, a dtcoy-pigeon : a
gambler's decoy.—StOOl of repentance, same as
Cutty-stool (q.v.X—Fall between two stools, to
lo.se both of two things l)etwecn the choice of which
one was hesitating. [A.S. stdl, Ger. sttM : cC Ger.
stellen, to place.]

Stoop, strop, v.i. to bend the body : to lean forward :

to submit : to descend from rank or dignity: to con-

descend : to swoop down on the wing, as a bird of

prey.

—

v.t. to cause to incline downward.

—

n. the

act of stooping : inclination forward : descent con-

descension : a swoop. — adj. StOOped, having a
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stoop mSte ; mflte ; mCQn ; Men. Story

stoop, bent.—«. Stoop'er, one who sioo^s.^.a(ij.
Stooping.—aa'w.StOOp'ingly. [A.S. stiipian ; Old
Dut. stuypfn. Ice. stiipa.]

Stoop, stoDp, «. {S/iak.) a vessel of liquor, a flagon :

licjuor for drinking : a basin for holy water. [A.S.
stoppa, a cup

—

stcap, a cup ; Low Ger. stoop.

\

Stoop, stoop, «. an open platform before the entrance
of a house. \\i\x^ stoep.^

Stoop, stoOp, «. a prop, support, a patron.
Stoor, stOor, adj. (pbs.) great, formidable : stiff, harsh,

austere.—^Also St0Ur._ [.^.S. stdr, great.]

Stoor, stoOr, n, dust in motion—hence commotion,
bustle : a gush of water.

—

v.t. to stir up, to pour out.—adj. Stoor'y, dusty. [A.S. styrian, to stir.]

Stop, stop, v.t. to stuff or close up: to obstruct: to

render impassable : to hinder from further motion,
progress, effect, or change : to restrain, repress, sup-
press, suspend : to intercept : to apply musical stops
to : to regulate the sounds of a stringed instrument
by shortening the strings with the fingers : (tiaiit.)

to make fast.— f./. to cease going forward: to

cease from any motion or action, to stay, tarry : to

leave off: to be at an end : to ward off a blow :

—

pr.p. stop'ping
;
pa.t. and pa.p. stopped.

—

n. act
of stopping : state of being stopped : hinderance :

obstacle : mterruption : (mus.) one of the vent-holes
in a wind instrument, or the place on the wire of a
stringed instrument, by the stopping or pressing of
which certain notes are produced : a mark used in

punctuation : an alphabetic sound involving a com-
plete closure of the mouth-organs : a wooden batten
on a door or window-frame against which it closes :

a stop-thrust in fencing.

—

ns. Stop'-COCk, a short
pipe in a cask, &c., opened and stopped by turning
a cock or key ; Stop'-gap, that which fills a gap or
supplies a deficiency, esp. an expedient ofemergency

;

Stop'-mo'tion, a mechanical arrangement for pro-
ducing an automatic stop in machinery, as for

shutting off steam, &c. ; Stop'pagO, act of stop-
ping : state of being stopped : an obstruction ;

Stop'per, one who stops : that which closes a vent
or hole, as the cork or glass mouthpiece for a
bottle : {naitt.) a short rope for making something
fast.

—

z'.t. to close or secure with a stopper.

—

tis.

Stop'ping, that which fills up, material for filling

up cracks, &c., filling material for teeth ; Stop'ping-
OUt, the practice in etching of covering certain parts
with a composition impervious to acid, to keep the
acid off them while allowing it to remain on the
other parts to mark them more ; Stop'-WatCh, a
watch whose hands can be stopped to allow of time
that _has_ elapsed being calculated more exactly,
used in timing a race, &c. [M. E. stoppen—O. Fr.
estouper (Ice. stoppa, Ger. stop/en, to stuff) ; all

from L. stupa, the coarse part of flax, tow.]
Stope, stop, v.t. to excavate, to remove the contents

of a vein.

—

n. an excavation for this purpose.

—

n.

Stoping.
Stopple, stop'l, «. that which stops or closes the
mouth of a vessel : a cork or plug.

—

v.t. to close
with a stopple.

Storaz, sto'raks, K. a resin resembling benzoin,
obtained from the stem of Styrax officinalis, a
native of Greece and the Levant, formerly used as
a stimulating exftectorant.—Liquid Storaz, liquid-

ambar. [L.,—Gr. styrax.]
Store, stOr, «. a hoard or quantity gathered : abun-
dance : a storehouse : any place where goods are
sold : (//.) supplies of provisions, ammunition, &c.
for an army or a ship.

—

v.t. to gather in quantities :

to supply : to lay up in store : to hoard : to place
in a warehouse.

—

adj. Sto'rable, capable of being
stored.

—

tis. Sto'rage, the placing in a store : the
safe-keeping of goods in a store : the price paid or
charged for keeping goods in a store ; Storo'-farm
^cot.), a stock-farm, a cattle-farm ; Store'-farm'er

;

Store'iioase, a house for storing goods of any kind :

a repository : a treasury ; Store'-keep'er, a man

31

who has charge of a store : one who owns a store :

(U.S.) any imsale.ible article ; StO'rer, one who
stores ; Store'room, a room in which things are
stored : a room in a store ; Store'-ship, a vessel
used for transporting naval stores.—In Store (.Mrt/t. ),

in hoard for future use, ready for supply ; Set Store
by, to value greatly. [O. Fr. esior, estoire—L.
instaurdre, to provide.]

Storey, siO'ri, «. Same as Story.
Storge, stor'je, n. natural affection. [Gr.]
Storlated, Storied. See under Story.
Stork, stork, «. a long-necked and long-legged wading-

bird nearly allied to the heron, spoonbill, and ibis

—

the Common stork or White stork (Ciconia alba)
about 3J feet long, migratory in habit, common in
Holland and northern Germany, often semi-domesti-
cated, nesting on the tops of houses, &c.—«. Stork'S'-
bill, any plant of the genus Erotiiuni, esp. the heron's-
bill : a p\a.nt otitic genus Pelargonium. [A.S. store;
Ger. stork.]

Storm, storm, «. a violent commotion of the atmo-
sphere producing wind, rain, &c. : a tempest : a fall

of snow, a prolonged frost : an outbreak of anger,
or the like : violent agitation of society : commotion

:

tumult : calamity : (tnil.) an as^^ault.

—

v.i. to raise
a tempest : to blow with violence : to be in a violent
passion.

—

v.t. to attack by open force : to assault.

—

ft. Storm'-a'rea, the area covered by a storm.

—

atljs.

Storm' -beat, -beaten, be.Tten or injured by storms.*—71S. Storm'-belt, a belt of maximum storm fre-

quency; Storm'-blrd, a petrel.

—

attj. Storm'bound,
delayed by storms. — ns. Storm'-card, a sailors'

chart showing from the direction of the wind the
ship's position in relation to a storm-centre, and
accordingly the proper course to be shaped ; Storm'-
Cen'tre, the position of lowest pressure in a cyclonic
storm ; Storm'-COCk, the fieldfare : the mislle-thrush

;

Storm'-COne, a cone of canvas stretched on a frame
3 feet high as a storm-signal ; Storm'-dOOr, an outer
supplementary door to shelter the interior of a
building ; Storm'-dnun, a canvas cylinder extended
on a hoop 3 feet high by 3 feet wide, hoisted in

conjunction with the cone as a storm-signal.

—

adj.

Stonn'ful, abounding with storms.

—

ns. Storm'flll-

ness ; Storm'-glass, a tube containing a solution

of camphor, the amount of the precipitate vary-

ing with the weather; Storm' - house, a teu'porary

shelter for men working on a railway, &c. ; Storm'l-
ness ; Storm'lng-par'ty, the party of men who
first enter the breach or scale the walls in storming
a fortress.

—

adj. Storm'less, without storms.

—

ns.

Storm'-Sail, a sail ot the strongest canvas, for

stormy weather ; Storm'-slg'nal, a signal displayed

on seacoasts, &c., to intimate the approach of a
storm by the cone and drum, or by flags and lanterns

in the United States; Storm'-stay, a stay on which
a storm-sail is set.

—

adjs. Storm'-stayed, hindered
from proceeding by storms ; Storm'-tOSSed, tossed

about by storms : much agitated by conflicting

passions.

—

ns. Stonn'-Wlnd, a wind that brings a
storm, a hurricane ; Storm'-Wta'dow, a window
raised above the roof, slated above and at the sides.

—adj. Storm'y, having many storms : agitated with

furious winds : boisterous : violent : passionate.

[A.S. storm; Ice. stortnr ; from root ot stir.]

StomellO, stor-nel'O, n. an Italian kind of impro-
vised folk-song:—//. Stomelll. [It.]

Storthing, stOi'ting, n. the legislative assembly of

Norway. [Norw. star, great, thing, assembly.)

Story, stO'ri, n. history or narrative of incidents in

their sequence : an account, report, statement : an
anecdote : the plot of a novel or drama : a lie, a
fib, a fictitious narrative. -r/. <•. to tell or describe

historically, to relate : to adorn with sculptured or

painted scenes from history.

—

v.i. to relate.

—

adjs.

Storia'ted, decorated with elaborate ornamental
designs ; Sto'ried, told or celebrated in a story

:

having a history : interesting from the stories be-
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story fSte, ftr ; m5, hir ; mTne ; Strait

longing to it : adorned with scenes from history.

—

MS. Storiol'Ogist, one learned in the comparative
study of folk-tales ; Storlorogy, the scientific study

of folk-tales ; Sto'ry-bOOk, a book of stories or tales

true or fictitious ; Sto'ry-tell'er, one who relates

tales, a liar ; StO'ry-tell'ing, act of relating stories

:

lying. [A short form of /">^£'p'.]

Story, storey, sto'ri, «. a division of a house reached

by one flight of stairs : a set of rooms on the same
floor.—The upper story, the brain. [O. Fr. estoree
—estorer—L. itistaurare , to build.]

Stosb, stosh, «. fish-offal, pomace.
StOt, stot, «. a young ox, a steer. [Ice. stutr, a bull.]

Stot, stot, v.i. I^prov.) to stumble.—Also Stot'ter.

Stound, stownd, «. {Spens.) a stunning influence,

a blow, amazement : a shooting pain : a noise

:

sorrow, grief, mishap : effort.

—

v.t. to stun, astound.

[A contr. of asioutui.]

Stound, stownd, «. {Spens.) a moment of time : time,

season, hour. [A.S. st7ind.\

Stound, stownd {Spens.). Same as Stunned.
Stoup, stowp, n. {Spens.). Same as Stoop (2).

Stour, stowr, «. a tumult, battle, assault : a paroxysm.
[O. Fr. estour, tumult.]

Stout, stowt, adj. strong : robust : corpulent : re-

solute : proud : {B.) stubborn. — «. extra strong
porter.

—

cuij. Stout' -heart'ed, having a brave heart.

• — adv. Stout'-lieart'edly. — «. Stout'-heart'ed-
neSS.—rt(/7'. Stoutly.—«. Stout'nesS {B.), stub-

bornness. [O. Fr. estout, bold—Old Dut. stolt,

stout; Ger. stolz, bold.]

Stouthrlef, stowth'ref, «. {Scots la7u) theft attended
with violence—also Stouth'rie.—«. Stouth'-and-
routh {Scot.), plenty, abundance.

Stove, stOv, «. an apparatus with a fire for warming
a room, cooking, &c. : a pottery-kiln : an oven for

heating the blast of a blast-furnace : a drying-room.—v.t. to heat or keep warm.

—

ns. Stove'-plpe, a
metal pipe for carrying smoke from a stove to a
chimney-flue; StOVe'plpe-liat, a high silk hat;
Stove'-plant, a plant cultivated in a stove ; Stove'-
plate, a lid or plate covering one of the holes in a
cooking-stove. [A.S. sto/a : Get. stube.]

Stove, slOv, pa.t. a.nA pa.fi. of stave.

Stover, stOv'er, «. {Shak.) fodder for cattle. [O. Fr.
estover, necessity

—

estover, estoveir, to fit.]

Stow, stO, v.t. to place: to arrange: to fill by
packing things in : {slang) to put away out of
sight : to be silent about. ^«j-. Stow'age, act of
placing in order : state of being laid up : room for

articles to be laid away : money paid for stowing
goods: StOW'away, one who hides himself in an
outward-bound vessel in order to get a passage for

nothing ; StOW'down, the process of stowing down
in a ship's hold ; StOW'er, one who stows ; StOW'lng,
in minmg, rubbish thrown into the cavities out of
which the ore, coal, &c. have been taken. [M. E.
stotven, to place—A.S. st(S7u, a place ; cf Dut.
stmuen, to stow, to push, Ger. staiten, to pack.]

Stow, stow, v.t. {Scot.) to cut off, crop.
StOWlins, stiS'linz, adv. {Scot.) stealthily.

Stown, stown, a Scotch form of stolen.

Strabismus, stra-bis'mns, «. squint.— rt(//j. Strabls'-
mal, Strabis'mlo, -sX.—ns. Strabismom'eter, Stra-
bom'eter, an instrument for measuring strabismus

;

Strabot'omy, the surgical operation for the cure of
squinting, by the division of the muscle or muscles
that distort the eyeball. [Gr.,

—

strabos, squinting—
strepheiu, to twist.]

Straddle, strad'l, v.t. to stride or part the legs wide

:

to stand or walk with the legs far apart : to seem
favourable to both sides in any question that divides
opinion into parties, to trim with regard to any con-
troversy.—z/./. to stand or sit astride of.—«. act of
striding : an attempt to fill a non-committal posi-
tion : a stock-transaction in which the buyer obtains
the privilege of either a put or a call: a vertical
mine-timber supporting a set.

—

adv. astride.

—

adj.

%4

Straddle-legged, having the legs wide apart [A
frcq. from A..S. strsd, pa.t. of strMan, stride.]

StradivariUS, sir.id-i-va'ri-us, «. a violin, esp. one
made by the (nmous Antonio Stradivari {i6^g-i-/^j)
of Cremona.

Strae, stra, «. {Scot.) straw.—Strae death, death in
one's bed from natural causes, as opposed to death
by accident, by violence, by the rope, &c.

Straggle, strag'l, 7>.i. to wander from the course: to
ramble : to stretch beyond proper limits : to be dis-
persed.

—

ns. Straggler, one who straggles from
the course : a wandering fellow : a vagabond : a
migratory animal found away from its usual range

;

Stragg'le- tooth, a misshapen or misplaced tooth.

—

adv. Stragg'lingly, in a straggling manner.—«.
Stragg'ling-mon'ey, money paid for apprehending
deserters and men absent without leave : money
deducted from tlie wages of such absentees.

—

adj.
Stragg'ly, straggling, spread out. [For strackle,
freq. of M. E. straken—A.S. strtcan, to go.]

Stragulum, strag'u-lum, n. the mantle or pallium in

ornithology. [L., a cover.]

Straight, strat, adj. direct : being in a right line

:

not crooked : nearest : upright : free from disorder

:

honourable, fair : unqualified, out-and-out : consist-
ing of a sequence at poker : {slang) undiluted, neat,
as a dram of whisky, &c., direct, authoritative, re-

liable.

—

adv. immediately : in the shortest time.

—

v.t. to straighten.

—

n. Stralght'-arch, an arch in

the form of two sides of an isosceles triangle.

—

adjs.
Straightaway, straight forward ; Stralght'-cut,
cut lengthwise of the leaf, of tobacco.—«. Stralght'-
edge, a narrow board or piece of metal having one
edge perfectly straight for applying to a surface
to ascertain whether it be exactly even. — v.t.

Straight'en, to make straight.—«.r. Straight'ener,
one who, or that which, straightens ; Stralght'-face,
a sober, unsmiling face. — adv. Straight'forth,
directly : henceforth.

—

adj. Stralghtfor'ward, going
forward in a straight course : honest : open : down-
right.— adv. Stralghtfor'wardly. — «. Stralght-
for'wardness, direction in a straight course: un-
deviating rectitude. — cuhi. Stralght'ly, tightly :

closely.

—

n. Stralght'ness, narrowness : tightness.

—adjs. Straight'-out, out-and-out ; Stralght'-pight
{Shak.), straight, erect. — adv. Straightway,
directly: immediately: without loss of time. [.^.S.

streht, pa. p. of streccan, to stretch.]

Stralk, strak, K. a Scotch form of stroke.

Strain, stran, 7>.t. to stretch tight : to draw with force

:

to exert to the utmost : to injure by overtasking : to
make light : to constrain, make uneasy or unnatural

:

to press to one's self, to embrace : to press through
a filter.

—

v.i. to make violent efforts: to filter. —«.
the act of straining: a violent effort: an injury
inflicted by straining, esp. a wrenching of the

muscles : a note, sound, or .song, stretch of imagina-
tion, &c. : any change of form or bulk of a portion of
matter either solid or fluid, the system of forces

which sustains the strain being called the stress :

mood, disposition.

—

ns. Strain'er, one who, or that

which, strains : an instrument for filtration : a sieve,

colander, &c. ; Strain'lng, a piece of leather for

stretching as a base for the seat of a saddle.—Strain
a point, to make a special effort : to exceed one's

duty ; Strain at, in Matt, xxiii. 24, a misprint for

Strain out. [O. Fr. straindre—h. stringere, to

stretch tight. Cf. String and Strong.]
Strain, stran, «. race, stock, generation : descent

:

natural tendency, any admixture or element in one's
character.— «. Straln'lng-heam, a tie-l)eam uniting
the tops of the queen-posts. [M. E. streen—A.S.
gestrfon, gain; confused in M.E. with the related
M.E. streud— A.S. strynd. line.nge.]

Stralnt, strSnt, «. {Spens.) violent tension.
Strait, strat, adj. difficult : distressful : {obs. strict,

rigorous : narrow, so in B.).—«. a narrow pass in a
mountain, or in the ocean between two portions of
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land: difficulty, distress.

—

v.t. to stretch, tighten:
to distress. — v.t. Strait'en, to make strait or
narrow : to confine : to draw tight : to distress : to
put into difficulties.

—

atij's. Strait'-beart'ed, stingy
;

Strai t'-Iaced, rigid or narrow in opinion.— adv.
Strait'ly, narrowly : {B.) strictly.

—

ns. Strait'ness,
state of being strait or narrow : strictness : (B.)
distress or difficulty ; Strait'-waist'coat, Strait'-
Jack'et, a dress made with long sleeves, which are
tied behind, so that the arms are confined. [O. Fr.
estrcit, esiraii (Fr. itroit)—L. strictus, pa.p. of
striugere, to draw tight.]

Strake, strak, obsolete /<i.^. oi strike.

Strake, strak, ». one breadth of plank in a ship,

either within or without board, wrought from the
stem to the stempost : the hoop or tire of a wheel :

(obs.) a bushel : the place where ore is assorted on a
mine floor.—Also Straik. [.\ variant oi streak.]

Stramash, stra-mash', «. (.S"<ri;^)a tumult, disturb.ince.—z'.t. to beat, destroy.

Strammel, stram'el, «. straw.

—

adj. Stramin'eous,
strawy, light like straw.

Stramonium, stra-mC'ni-um, «. a common narcotic
weed of the Nightshade family, called also the
Thorn -apple. Stink •weed, and yimsan-iveed—
Datura Stramonium: a dnig prepared from its

seeds and leaves, resembling belladonna, good in

asthma.—Also Stram'ony.
Strand, strand, n. the margin or beach of the sea or

of a lake: (Scot.) a rivulet, a gutter.

—

v.t. to run
aground : to be stopped.

—

X'.i. to drift or be driven
ashore.

—

p.adj. Strand'ed, driven on shore : left

helpless without further resource, [A.S. strand;
Ger. strand. Ice. strand, border.]

Strand, strand, «. one of the strings or parts that com-
pose a rope.

—

v.t. to break a strand : to form by unit-

ing strands. [Dut. streen, .-i skein ; Ger. strahnc]
Strange, stranj, adj. foreign : belonging to another
country : not formerly known, heard, or seen : not
domestic : new : causing surprise or curiosity, mar-
vellous : unusual, odd : estranged, reserved : un-
acquainted with, unversed : not lawfully belonging
to one. — adv. Strangely. — ns. Strange'ness

;

Stran'gsr, a foreigner : one from home : one un-
known or unacquainted : a guest or visitor : one not
admitted to communion or fellowship : a iK>pular

premonition of the coming of a visitor by a bit of
stalk in a cup of tea, guttering in a candle, &c.

—

Strange woman, a whore. [O. Fr. estrange (Fr.

etratige)—L. extraneus—extra, bej'ond.]

Strangle, strang'gl, I'.t. to compress the throat so as
to prevent breathing and destroy life : to choke : to

hinder from birth or appearance : to suppress.

—

«. Strang^ler. — «.//. Strangles, a contagious
eruptive disorder peculiar to yoinig horses. — «.

Strang'le-weed, the dodder, the broom-rape.

—

v.t.

Strang'Ulate, to strangle : to compress so as to sup-
press or suspend function.—/.a;/;'. Strang'ulated,
having the function stopped by compression : con-
stricted, much narrowed.—«. Stranglila'tion, act of
strangling : compression of the throat and partial

suffocation : the state of a part abnormally con-
stricted. [O. Fr. estrangler (Fr. (trangler)— L.
stratts:ulare,_ -dtum—Gr. strangaloein, to strangle,
strangos, twisted.)

Strangury, strang'gu-ri, n. painful retention of, or
difficulty in discharging, urine.

—

adj. StrangU'riOUS.
[L, stranguria—Or. stran^x, a drop, from Strang-
gein, to squeeze, ouron, urme.J

Strap, strap, «. a narrow strip of cloth or leather : a
razor-strop : an iron plate secured by screw-bolts, for

connecting two or more timbers : {naut.) a piece of
rope formed into a circle, used to retain a block in

its position: {slang) credit, esp. for liquor. — v.t.

to beat or bind with a strap : to strop, as a razor

:

{Scot.) to hang:

—

/>''-p. strap'ping ; f'a.t. and pa.f>.

strapped. — «. Strap'-game, the swindling game
better known as Frick-the-garter, Fast-and-loose.

—n.pl. Strap'-mountS, the buckles, &c., fitted
on leather straps. — ns. Strap'-Oil, a thrashing

;

Strap per, one who works with straps, esp. one who
harnesses horses : something big, a tall large person ;

Strapping, the act of fastening with a strap

:

materials for straps : a thrashing.

—

adj. tall, hand-
some. — adj. Strap'-Shaped, shaped like a strap,
ligulate.— «. Strap'-WOrk (archit.), ornamentation
consisting of crossed and interlaced fillets or bands.
[Orig. strop, from A.S. stropp—'L. struppus ; cf. Gr.
strophes, a twisted band.]

Strappado, strap-a'do, K. {Shak.) a punishment which
consisted in pulling the victim to the top of a beam
and letting him fall so as to break his bones.—r./.
{Milt.) to torture or punish by the strappado. [It.
strappata—strappare, to pull.]

Strass, stras, «. paste for making false gems. [J.
Strasser. ]

Strata, stra'ta,//. oi stratum.
Stratagem, strat'a-jem, «. an artifice, esp. in war : a

plan for deceiving an enemy or gaining an advan-
t.-)ge : .iny artifice generally.—rt^V. Strateget'lC, -aJ,
Strateg'ic, -al, pertaining to, or done by, strategy.

—

adv. Strateget ically.—«.f. Strateget'ios, Strat'-
egy, generalship, or the art of conducting a cam-
paign and manoeuvring an army : artifice or finesse
generally.— flrt'i'. Strategically.— «. strategist,
one skilled in strategy. [Fr.,—L. stratagema—Gr.
strategema—strategos, a general—j/ra/of, an army,
agein, to lead.]

strath, strath, «. in Scotland, an extensive valley
through which a river runs. [Gael, srath, a valley—L. strata, a street.]

Strathspey, straih'spa, «. a Scotch dance, allied to
and danced alternately with the reel, differing from
it in being slower, and abounding in the jerky motion
of dotted notes and semiquavers (when the latter
precede the former it constitutes the Scotch snap),
while the reel is almost entirely in smooth, equal,
gliding motion : the music for a strathspey, or its

movement. [Strathspey, valley of the Siey.]
Stratify, strat'i-fl, v.t. to form or lay in strata or

layers :—//./. strat'ifying
; pa.t. andpa.p. strat'ifled.— adj. StratiO'Ulate, arranged in thin layers.

—

K. Stratification, act of stratifying : state of being
stratified : process of being arranged in layers.

—

adj.
Stratiform, in the form of strata. [Fr. stratijier—
L. stratum,/acire, to make.]

Stratiotes. strat'i-C-tez, «. the water-soldier. See
under Soldier. (Gr. stratiotes, a soldier.]

Stratocracy, stra-tok'ra-si, H. militarj' despotism. [Gr.
stratus, an army, kratein, to rule.]

Stratography, stra-tog'ra-fi, «. description of an army
and whatever pertains to it.

—

adjs. StratOgraph'ic,
-^. — adv. StratOgraph'ically. [Gr. stratos, an
army, graphein, to write.)

Stratum, stra'tum, K. a bed of earth or rock formed
by natural causes, and consisting usually of a
series of layers : any bed or layer :

—

pi. Stra'ta.

—

adj. Stratiform, formed like strata.—«j. Stratig'-
rapher, Stratig'raphist, a student of stratigraphical
geology.—«'^>. Stratigraph'iC, -al, concerned with
the relative position of the strata forming the earth's
crust. — adv. Stratigraph'ically. — «. Stratig'-
raphy, the order and position of the stratified

gfroups : the study or description of these, descrip-
tive geology.

—

adj. Stra'tose, arranged in layers,
stratified.

—

n.pl. Strat'iila, thin layers in rock-strata.

[L. stratum—sternere, stratum, to spread out.]

Stratus, stra'tus, n. tlie fall or night-cloud, the lowest
of clouds, a widely-extended horizontal sheet, of

varied thickness.

—

ns. Stra'tO-Cir'rus, better CilTO-
stratus (see Cirrus) ; Stra'to-cu'mulus, better
Cumulo-StratUS (see Ctunulus). [L. stratus, a
coverlet

—

sternere, stratum, to spread.)
Straught, strawt, obsolete /a./, and /a./, oi stretch.
Straunge, strawnj, adj. {Spens.), same as Strange:

foreign, borrowecL
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Stravaifir fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Stretch

Stravaig, stra-vag', v.i. (Scot.) to wander about idly.—«. Stravaig'er. (Cf. Extravagant.^
straw, straw, «. the stalk on which corn grows, and
from which it is thrashed : a quantity of these when
thrashed : anything worthless, the least possible thing.—IIS. Straw'Derry, the delicious and fragrant fruit of
any of tlie species of the genus Fragaria, the plant
itself; Strawberry-leaf, a symbolic ornament on
the coronets of dukes, marquises, and earls—in //. a
dukedom ; Strawberry-mark, a soft reddish naevus
or birth-mark ; StraWberry-tree, a species ofArbu-
tus, which produces a fruit resembling the straw-
berry : StraW-board, a kind of mill-board or thick
card-board, made of straw after it has been boiled

with lime or soda to soften it ; StraW-COl'OUr, the
colour of dry straw, a delicate yellow, —adj. StraW-
coroured, of the colour of dry straw, of a delicate
yellowish colour.

—

>is. StraW-CUt'ter, an instrument
for chopping straw for fodder ; StraW-embroi'dery,
embroidery done by sewing straw on net ; StraW-
hoose, a house for holding thrashed straw ; StraW-
ing {slang), tlie sale of straws on the streets in order
to cover the giving to the purchaser of things for-

bidden to be sold, as indecent books, &c. ; StraW-
plait, a narrow band of plaited wheat-straw, used in

making straw hats, bonnets, &c. ; StraW-stem, the
fine stem of a wine-glass pulled out from the material
of the bowl, instead of being attached separately : a
wine-glass having such a stem.

—

aiij. StraWy, made
of, or like, straw.—Man Of Straw (see under Man).
[A.S. streaw; Ger. strok, from the root o( strew.]

Strawed (B.), for strewed, pa.t. and /a./. o( strew.
Stray, stra, zi.i. to wander : to go from the enclosure,
company, or proper limits : to err : to rove : to

deviate from duty or rectitude.— v.t. (Shak) to

cause to sfa-ay.— n. a domestic animal that has
strayed or is lost : a straggler, a waif, a truant

:

the act of wandering.

—

adj. Strayed, wandering,
astray.

—

ns. Stray'er, one who strays, a wanderer

;

Stra3r'ling, a little waif or stray. [O. Fr. estraier,

to wander

—

esiree, a street—L. strata, a street.]

Strayne, stran, v.t. (S/ens.) to stretch out, to embody
or express in strains. [Strain.]

Stra3rt, strat, «. (S/eus.) a street.

Streak, strek, «. a line or long mark different In

colour from the ground, a band of marked colour of
some length, a stripe : a slight characteristic, a trace,

a passing mood : (tnin.) the appearance presented by
the surface of a mineral when scratched : a strake or
line of planking : a short piece of iron forming one
section of a pieced tire on the wheel of an artillerj--

carriage.

—

v.i. to form streaks in : to mark with
•treaks.—<»<^'. Streaked, streaky, striped : (l/.S.)
confused.—«. Streak'lness.—rt^'. Streaky, marked
with streaks, striped : uneven in quality. [A.S. strica,

a stroke

—

strican, to go, Ger. strich : cf. Strike.
Skeat makes it Scand., ^'«. strek, Dan, streg, ada.sh.]

Streak, strek, v.t. {Scot.) to lay out a corpse for burial.—v.i, to stretch out.

Streak, strek, v.i. {1/.S.) to run swiftly.

Stream, strem, n. a current of water, air, or light,

&C. _:
anything flowing out from a source : anything

forcible, flowing, and continuous : drift, tendency.—v.i. to flow in a stream : to pour out abundantly

:

to be overflown with : to issue in rays : to stretch
in a long line.

—

v.i. to discharge in a stream : to

wave.—-?«. Stream'er, an ensign or flag streaming
or flawing in the wind : a luminous beam shooting
upw.ird from the horizon ; Stream'-gOld, placer-
gold, the gold of alluvial districts; Stream'-ice,
§ieces of drift ice swept down in a current ;

tream'iness, streamy quality; Stream'ing, the
working of alluvial deposits for the ores contained.—atij. Stream'IesS. not watered by streams.— «r.

Streamlet, Stream'ling, a little stream ; Stream-
tin, disintegrated tin-ore found in alluvial ground.—adj. Stream'y, abounding in streams : flowing in a
stream. [A.S. tiredm; Ger. siraum. Ice. ttraumr,]

Street, strSt, «. a road in a town lined with houses,
broader than a lane : those who live in a street : the
part of the street for vehicles : the body of brokers.

—ns. Street'age, toll for the use of a street ; Street-
car, a passenger-car on the streets of a city, drawn
by horses, cable, traction, or electricity ; Street'-
door, the door of a house which opens upon a street

;

Street'-rail'road, a railroad or tramway constructed
on a pubUc street ; Street'-SWeep'er, one who, or
that which,sweeps the streets clean; Street'-walk'er,
a whore who prowls about the streets ; Street'-ward,
an officer who formerly took care of the streets

;

Street-way, the roadway. [A.S. strxt{V)ul. straai,
Ger. strasse. It. strada)—L. strata {via), a paved
(way), from sternere, stratum, to strew.]

Streight, strat, adj. {Sjiens.) narrow, strict, close.

—

adv. strictly, closely.—«. same as Strait.

—

adv.
Streightly

=

Straitly.—n. Streigbt'ness

=

Strait-
ness.

Strelitz, strel'its, «. one of the ancient Muscovite
guards, a kind of hereditary standing army, abolished
by Peter the Great.

Strelitzia, strel-it'si-a, «. a genus of South African
plants of the banana family, with large showy flowers
—^Streiitzia Regiiup, also Queen-plant, Bird-o/-Par-
adise Jlower—with fine orange and purple flowers.
[From Queen Charlotte, wife of George III., of the
house of MeckIenburg-.S'/r^///z.]

Strene, stren, «. {obs.) race, offspring. [Strain.]
Strength, strength, «. quality of being strong : power

of any kind, active or passive : force, vigour, vio-
lence : solidity or toughness : power to resist attack :

excellence, boldness of conception or treatment : the
required consistency or degree of the essential ele-

ment in any compound : intensity : brightness :

validity : vigour of style or expression : security

:

amount of force : potency of liquors : available
force or support : a fortification, stronghold.

—

v.t.

Strength'en, to make strong or stronger : to

confirm : to encourage : to increase in power or
security.—I/./, to become stronger.—«. Strength'-
ener, one who, or that which, supplies strength.
—adjs. Strength'enlng, invigorating ; Strength'-
less,. without strength.—On the Strength, on the
muster-rolls of; On, or Upon, the strength of, in

reliance upon.—Proof-Strength (see under Proof).
[A.S. strengthu—Strang, strong.]

Strenuons, stren'a-us, adj. active : vigorous : urgent

:

zealous : bold : necessitating exertion.-«. Strenu-
OS'ity, strenuousness : a straining after effect.

—

adv.
Stren'uonsly.- >«. Strenuousness. [L. strenuus,
akin to Gr. strenes, strong.]

Strepent, strep'ent, adj. {rare) noisy. [L. stre/>ere,

to make a noise.]

Strepera, strep'e-ra, «. an Australian genus of corvine
passerine birds, the crow-shrikes.

—

adj. Strep'erino.
[L. strepere, to make a noise.]

Strephon, stref'on, «. a love-sick shepherd in Sir
Philip Sidney's Arcadia, hence a love-sick swain
generally.—«. Streph'Onade, a love-song.

Strepitant, strep'i-tant, adj. loud, noisy.
Strepitoso, strep-i-tO'zO, adv. {inus.) in a loud, bois-

terous manner.
Stress, stres, n. force : pressure : urgency : strain :

violence, as of the weather : the relative loudness
or emphasis with which certain syllables are pro-
nounced, accent : weight, importance : {meek.) force
exerted in any direction or manner between two
bodies---the greatest stress which a substance will
bear without being torn asunder being its ultimate
strength.

—

v.t. to constrain : lay stress on : to em-
phasise. [O. Fr. estrecir, from L. strictus, siringire,
to draw tight.]

Stress, stres, n. distress : legal distraining.
Stretch, strech, v.t. to extend: to draw out: to ex-
pand : to reach out : to exaggerate, strain, or carry
further than is right : to cause to lie at full length :

(slang) to hang.—V.I. to be drawn out : to be ex-
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strew mBte ; mOte ; mortn ; Men. Btriner

tended : to extend without breaking : to exaggerate.—«. act of stretching : effort : struggle : reach : ex-
tension : state of being stretched : utmost extent of
meaning : course : one single uninterrupted sitting,

turn, &c. : (s/ang) a year's imprisonment. — ns.

Stretch'er, anything used for stretching, as gloves,
hats, &c. : a frame on which a painter's canvas is

stretched by means of wedges forced into the
corners : a frame for carrying the sick or dead :

a footboard for a rower; Stretch'er -bond, a
method of building in which bricks or stones are
laid lengthwise in successive courses, the joints of
the one falling at the middle of that above and
below ; Stret&'ing-COIlTSe, a course of bricks or
stones having all the faces outward ; Stretch'ing-
frame, a machine for stretching cotton rovings
before being spun into yarn : a frame on which
starched fabrics are dried ; Stretch'ing-iTon, a
currier's tool for dressing leather.

—

adj. Stretch'y,
apt to stretch too much : liable to stretch one's self

from weariness. [A.S. streccan—strec, straec, strong ;

cf. Ger. strack, straight.]

Strew, strsn, v.t. to spread by scattering : to scatter
loosely :

—

fia.^. strewed or strewn.

—

ns. Strew'Ing,
act of scattering or spreading over : anything fit to
be strewed : {Shak.) litter for cattle ; StreWment
{Shak.\ anything strewed or scattered in decoration.
[.\.S. strecwian ; Ger. streueii, L. ster>tert\'\

Stria, strfa, «. a stripe or streak, a small channel or
thread-like line running parallel to another : {arc/tit.)

one of the fillets between the flutes of columns, &c. :

—//. Stri'SB (,e).—v.i. Striate', to score, stripe.—
adjs. Stri'ate, -d, m,^rked with striae or small parallel
channels.—«j. Stria'tlon ; Striatum, the corptis
striatum, the great ganglion of the fore-brain

;

Stri'ature, mode of striation. [L. stria, a streak,
stridre, -aturn, to furrow.]

Strich, Stride, strik, «. (S/>ens.) the screech-owl.
[L. strix, strigis.'\

Stricken, strik'n {B.\ pa.p. of j/rz*?.—Stricken in
years, advanced in years.—A stricken hour, an
hour as marked by the clock.

Strickle, strik'l, «. a straight-edge for levelling the top
of a measure of grain : a template.—Also StriCk^ler.

Strict, strikt, adj. exact : extremely nice : observing
exact niles, regular : severe : restricted, taken
strictly: thoroughly accurate: tense, stiff: closely
intimate : absolute, unbroken : constricted.

—

n. Stria'-

tlon.

—

adv. Strict'ly, narrowly, closely, rigorously,
exclusively.—«f. Strictness ; Strict'tire(y«r^.), an
unnatural contraction, either congenital or acquired,
of a mucous canal, such as the urethra, oesophagus,
or intestine : an unfavourable criticism : censure :

critical remark. [L. strictus, pa.p. of stringere, to

draw tight. Cf. Strain and Siring-ent.]

Striddle, strid'l, v.i. (Jrov.) to straddle.

Stride, strld, v.i. to walk with long steps : to straddle.—v.t. to pass over at a step : to bestride, ride upon :—pa.t. striSde (pbs. strid) ; pa.p. strid'den.

—

n. a long
step, the space passed over in such. [A.S. stridan,
to stride ; Ger. streiten, strive.]

Strident, strfdent, adj. creaking, grating, harsh.

—

adv. Stridently.—«. Stri'dor, a harsh sound.—
adj. Stridulant, strident.—*/.//. Stridulan'tia,
a group of hemipterous insects, the cicadas.

—

v.i. Strid'ulate, to make a stridulous sound.

—

ns. Stridula'tion, the act of stridulating ; Strid'u-
lator, an insect which emits such a sound.

—

adjs.
Strid'Ulatory, stridulant ; Strid'UloUS, emitting a
harsh creaking sound. [L. stridens, -entis, pr.p.
of stridere, to creak.]

Strife, strif, n. contention 'for superiority ! struggle
for victory : contest : discord. — adj. Strife'nll
{Spens.), full of strife, contentious, discordant—also
Strif'fuL [M. E. strif— O. Fr. «/n/— Scand.,
Ice. strith, strife ; Ger. streit, Dut. strijd, strife.]

Strig, strig, n. the footsulk of a flower or leaf.

—

v.t.

to strip this oS*.

Striga, strl'ga, n. (bot.) a sharp bristle or hair-like
scale : a stripe, stria : the flute of a column '.—pi.
Stri'gae.-rtrf;>. Stri'gate, Stri'gose, having strigx

:

streaked ; Strig'llose, minutely strigose. [L. strtga,
a furrow

—

stringere, to contract.]

Striges, strfjez, n.pi. the owls or StrigidtB, a sub-
order of Raptores.—adj. Strig'ine, owl-like. [L.
strix, strigis, an owl.]

Strigll, strij'il, «. a flesh-scraper. [L. strigilis, a
scraper

—

stringere, to contract]
Strigilis, strij'i-lis, «. an organ for cleaning the an-

tennae on the first tarsal-joint of a bee's foreleg.
Strigops, strfgops, «. a genus containing the kakapo
or nocturnal New Zealand parrot, the owl-parrots.
[L. strix, strigis, owl, Gr. i^s, face.]

Strike, strTk, v.t. to give a blow to : to hit with force,
to smite : to pierce : to dash : to stamp : to coin :

to thrust in : to cause to sound : to let down, as
a sail : to ground upon, as a ship : to punish : to
affect strongly : to affect suddenly with alarm or
surprise : to make a compact or agreement, to
ratify : to take down and remove : to erase (with out,

off) : to come upon unexpectedly : to occur to : to

appear to : to assume : to hook a fish by a quick
turn of the wrist : (slang) to steal : (B.) to stroke.

—

v.i. to give a quick blow : to hit : to dash : to sound
by being struck : to touch : to run aground : to pass
with a quick effect : to dart : to strike root : to lower
the flag in token of respect or surrender : to give up
work in order to secure higher wages or the redress
of some grievance : (U.S.) to do menial work for an
ofiicer : to become saturated with salt : to run, or
fade in colour:

—

pa.t. struck; pa.p. struck (obs.

strick'en).

—

n. act of striking for higher wages

:

(g">l.) the direction of the outcrop of a stratum

—

the line which it makes when it appears at the
surface of the earth, always being at right angles
to the dip of the bend : (U.S.) any dishonest attempt
to extort money by bringing in a bill in the hope of

being bought off by those interested : full measure,
esp. of malt : the whole coinage made at one time

:

an imperfect matrix for type : the metal plate into

which a door-latch strikes as the door closes : the
crystalline appearance of hard soaps.

—

fis. Strike"-

pay, an allowance paid by a trades-imion to

men on strike ; Strik'er, one who, or that which,
strikes : a green-hand on shipboard.

—

adj. Strik'ing,
affecting : surprising : forcible: impressive: exact.—adv. Strik'ingly.—«. Strik'lngness, quality of
being striking, or of affecting or surprising.—Strike
a balance, to bring out the relative state of a debtor
and creditor account ; Strike a tent, to take it

down ; Strike down, to prostrate by a blow or by
illness; Strike for, to start suddenly for; Strike
ftom, to remove with a stroke ; Strike hands (B.),

to become surety for any one ; Strike home, to

strike right to the point aimed at ; Strike in, to

enter suddenly : to interpose ; Strike Into, to enter

upon suddenly, to break into ; Strike Off, to erase

from an account, to deduct : to print : to separate

by a blow ; Strike Oil, to find petroleum when
boring for it : to make a lucky hit ; Strike out, to

efface : to bring into light : to direct one's course

boldly outwards : to strike from the shoulder : to

form by sudden effort ; Strike sail, to take in sail

:

to stop ; Strike up, to begin to beat, sing, or play ;

Strike work, to cease work. [A.S. strican ; Ger.
streichen, to move, to strike.]

String, string, n. a small cord or slip of anything for

tying, small cord, twine : a ribbon : nerve, tendon,

a vegetable fibre : the chord (slender piece of wire

or catgut stretched) of a musical instrument : (//.)

stringed instruments collectively : a cord on which
things are filed, a succession or series of things : a
drove of horses : in billiards, the buttons strung on
a wire by which the score is kept, the score itself:

an expedient, object in view or of pursuit : the
highest range of planks in a ship's ceiling.

—

v.t, to
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Btrlnerent fate, {Ht ; mC, hir ; mine

;

Strong

supply with strings : to put in tune : to put on a
string ; to make tense or firm : to take the strings

off.

—

v.i. to stretch out into a long line: to form
itself into strings : at billiards, to drive the ball

against the length of the table and back, in order

to determine which player is to open the game :

—

pa.i. and /a.p. strung.

—

ns. String'-band, a band
composed chiefly of stringed instruments ; String'-

board, a board which faces the well-hole of a stair-

case, and receives the ends of the steps ; String^-

course, a projecting horizontal course or line of
mouldings running quite along the face of a building.

—aiij. Stringed, having strings.—«j. String'er, one
who, or that which, strings: a lengthwise timber
on which a rail is fastened resting on a transverse

cross-lie or sleeper : any main lengthways timber
in a bridge or other building : a small screw-hook to

which piano-strings are sometimes attached : (nai4i.)

a shelf-piece, an inside horizontal plank, support-

ing beam-ends, any heavy timber similarly carried

round a vessel to strengthen her for special heavy
service, as wlialing, &c. ; String'iness. — ctiij.

String'less, having no strings.— «.r. String'-or'gan,
a reed-organ having a graduated set of vibrators or

free reeds connected by rods which cause to vibrate

corresponding wires or strings stretched over a
sounding-board ; String'-pea, a pea with edible
pods ; String'-piece, a supporting timber forming
the edge of the framework of a floor or staircase,

&c. ; String'-platOj a metal plate bearing the
spring-block of a pianoforte.

—

adj. String'y, con-
sisting of strings or small threads: fibrous: capable
of being drawn into string.s.—«. String'y-bark, one
of a class of Australian gum-trees with very fibrous
bark.—Harp upon one string (see under Harp)

;

Have one on a string, to gain complete influence
or control over some one : to place a person under
great anxiety ; Have two strings to one's bow,
to have more than one expedient for attaining tlie

object in view. [A.S. stretige, cord

—

strung, strong ;

Dut. streng. Ice. slrengr, Ger. Strang ; conn, with
L. stringere, to draw tight.]

Stringent, strin'jent, adj. binding strongly : urgent.—n. Stringency, state or quality of being stringent

:

severe pressure.

—

advs. Striugen'do {»ius.), hasten-
ing the time ; Strin'gently, in a stringent manner.—n. Strln'gentness. [L. striugens, -entis, pr.p. of
stringere.'\

Stringnalt, string'hawlt, «. a peculiar catching up of
a horse's limbs, usually of one or both hind-limbs, a
variety of chorea or St Vitus's dance.

Strinkle, siring'kl, v.t. and v.i. (Scot.) to sprinkle
sparingly.—«. Strink'ling. [S^riui/e.]

Strip, strip, 7'.t. to pull off in strips or stripes: to

tear off: to deprive of a covering: to .skin, to peel,

to husk : to make bare : to expose : to remove the
overlying earth from a deposit : to deprive : to im-
poverish or make destitute : to plunder : to press out
the last milk at a milking : to press out the ripe roe or
milt from fishes, for artificial fecundation : to separate
the leaves of tobacco from the stems.

—

v.i. to un-
dress : to lose the thread, as a screw : to come off :

—
/n/. strip'ping ; ^a.t. and /<»./>. stripped.—«. a long
narrow piece of anything (cf. Stripe).—ns. Strip'-
leaf, tobacco which has been stripped of the stalks

before packing ; Strip'per, one who, or that which,
strips.

—

n.pl. Strlp'pingS, the last milk drawn from
a cow at a milking.—Strip ofiF, to pull or take off:

to cast off. [A.S. strypan; Ger. strei/en.'\

Stripe, strip, «. a blow, esp. one made with a lash,

rod, &c. : a wale or discoloured mark made by a
lash or rod : a line, or long narrow division of a
different colour from the ground : kind, particular
sort : striped cloth.

—

v.t. to make stripes upon : to

form with lines of different colours.

—

ndjs. Striped,
having stripes of different colours ; Stfi'py, siripe-

like. (Old Dut. strijpe, a stripe in cloth ; Dut.
streep. Low Ger. stripe, Ger. ttreif.l

Stripling, strip'ling, ti. a youth : one yet growing.
[Dim. oi strip.}

Strive, strlv, v.i. to make efforts (with with, against,
/or) : to endeavour earnestly : to labour hard : to
struggle, to fight : to contend : to aim •.—pa.t.
strove

;
pa.p. striv'en.—«j. Striv'er ; Striv'lng.

—

adv. Striv'lngly, with striving, struggles, or earnest
efforts. [O. Fr. estriver—estrif, strife—Scaiid., Ice.

strCdh, strife.]

Strix, striks, «. a genus typical of Strigidie. [L. strix
—Gr. strix, a screech-owl.]

Stream, strOm, v.i. {prov.) to wander idly about.
Strob, strob, n. the angular velocity of one radian
per second.

—

adj. Strob'iC, seeming to spin. [Gr.
strobes—strephein, to twist]

Strobila, stro-bl'la, 11. a discomedusan at the stage
succeeding the scyphistoma : a segmented tape-
worm.—rt^/;'. Strobila'ceous.—?.?. Strobilate.—«.
Strobila'tion. [Gr. strobile, a twisted plug of lint.]

Strobile, strob'il, «. (hot.) a cone—also Strob'llUS.—
adjs. Strobilif'erous ; Stroblliform ; Strob iline ;

Strob'iloid.

Stroboscope, strob'o-skSp, «. an apparatus for observ-
ing periodic motion by throwing light at intervals on
the rotating body.

—

adj. StrobOSCOp'iC. [Gr. strobos,

a turning, skopein, to see.]

Strode, strod,/a./. of stride.

Stroke, strOk, k. a blow : a sudden attack : calamity

:

the sound of a clock : a dash in writing : the sweep
of an oar in rowing, the aftmost oar of a boat : the

movement of the piston of a steam-engine : the touch
of a pen or pencil : any characteristic feature : an
effective action, a feat, a masterly effort : a mental
act, the action of any faculty of the mind.

—

v.t. and
v.i. to act as stroke for, to row the stroke-oar of a
boat.

—

II. Stroke'-oar, the aftmost oar in a boat, or
its rower, whose stroke leads the rest. [A.S. strdc,

pa.t. oi strican, to strike.]

Stroke, strOk, v.t. to rub gently in one direction : to

rub gently in kindness.—7;^. Strok'er ; Strok'ing.
[A.S. stracian, a causal of strtcan, as above; cf.

Ger. streiclieln, to stroke, from streicheti, to rut).]

Stroke, strOk, obsolete pa.p. of strike.

Stroken, strOk'n (Spens.), struck. \Strike.\

Stroll, strOl, v.i. to ramble idly or leisurely : to wander
on foot.

—

n. a leisurely walk : a wandering on foot.
—n. Stroll'er. [Skeat explains as formerly stroule,

strayte, a contracted form, as if for strugle. Freq.

of Dan. stryge, to stroll, Sw. stryka, to stroke,

also to ramble. Allied to strike.\

Stroma, strO'ma, «. the subtentacular tissue or sub-

stance of an organ or cell : in fungi, the substance in

wliich the perithecia are immersed : the solid mass
left after all liquid is expressed from protoplasm.

—adjs. Stromat'ic ; Stro'matifonn ; Stro'matoua.
[Gr. stroma, a covering.]

Stromatology, strOm-a-tol'O-ji, «. the history of the

formation of the stratified rocks. [Gr. strdma, a.

covering, logos, discourse.]

Strombus, strom'bus, «. a genus of marine gastero-

pods, typical of the family Strombida, their shells,

often called conch-shells, frequently used as deco-
rative objects and in the manufacture of cameos.
[Gr. stronibos, a piiie-cone.]

Strond, strond, «. {Shak.) the strand, beach.
Strong, strong, adj. firm : having physical power

:

hale, healthy : able to endure : solid : well fortified :

having wealth or resources : moving with rapidity :

impetuous : earnest : having great vigour, as the

mind : forcible : energetic, determined, positive :

affecting the senses, as smell and taste, forcibly

offensive or intense in quality, pungent : loud, sten-

torian : hard, indigestible: having a qualityin a
great degree : intoxicating, rich in alcohol : bright

:

intense : well established, firm, steadily going up-

ward without fluctuation: (gram.) inflecting by a
change of radical vowel instead of by syllabic addi-

tion.—». Strong'bold, a place strong to hold out
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against attack : a fastness or fortified place : a
fortress.

—

adj. Strong'-knlt, firmly jointed or com-
peted.—a<J'?y. Strong'ly.—a;/;. Strong'-mind'ed,
having a vigorous mind : unfcminine, applied to

women who unsex themselves to obtain the freedom
of men. —ns. Strong'-mind'edness ; Strong'-room,
a firmly secured place where valuables are stored ;

Strong'-wa'ter, ardent spirits. — Strong escape
(Shak.), an escape accomplished by strength. [A.S.

Strang, strong; Ice. strangr, Ger. streng, tight.]

Strongyle, stron'jil, «. a strongyloid nematode worm.
—adj. Stron'gylOld. [Gr. strongylos, round.]

Strontium, stron'shi-um, n. a yellowish, ductile, malle-

able metal somewhat harder than lead, existing as a
carbonate in the mineral Strontianite (first found in

1790 near Strontian in Argyllshire), and as a sulphate

in the mineral known as Celestine.—ns. Stron'tla,

the oxide of strontium—also Stron'tlan ; Stron'-

tianite, carbonate of strontia.

Strook, stroDk {Milt.\ obsolete />a.t. and />a.p. of
strike.

Strop, strop, «. a strip of leather, or of wood covered
with leather, &c., for sharpening razors.— v.t. to

sharpen on a strop:

—

^r.p. strop'ping
; pa.t. and

/«!./. stropped. [Older form of j/rrt/.]

StrophanthllS, strO-fan'thus, «. a genus of tropical

African and Asiatic plants of order Apocynacece,
often climbers, the seeds of several species in Africa
yielding arrow-poison, those of S. htspitUis yielding

an extremely poisonous bitter principle, Strophan'-
thln, whose medicinal action is very similar to that of
Digit.Tlis. [Gr. stroplios, twisted band, anthos, flower.]

Strophe, strOf'e, «. in the ancient drama, the song
sung by the chorus while dancing towards one side

of the orchestra, to which its reverse, the antistrophe,

answers.

—

adj. Stroph'lc. [Gr.)

Strophiole, strof'i-Ol, «. {bot^ an aril-like appendage
growing from the raphe in the fruits of Viola, &c.

—

adjs. Stroph'lolate, -d. [Gr. strophion, dim. of
strof'hos, a twisted band.]

Stressors, stros'erz, «. {Shak.) trousers. [A form of
trossers = trousers.

\

Strouding, strowd'ing, K. a coarse, warm cloth or

blanketing.
Stroup, str5Dp, «. {Scot.) a spout, nozzle.

Strout, strowt, v.t. {Bacon) to strut, to cause to project
or swell out.

Strove, strOv,/a./. oi strive.

Strow, strO, same as Strew '.—pa.p. strOwed or strown.
Stroy, stroi, v.t. {Shak.) to destroy.

Stnib, strub, v.t. and v.t. {prov.) to rob.

Struck, StrUCken, /«./. and. pa.p. oi strike.

Structure, struk'tQr, «. manner of building : construc-

tion : a building, esp. one of large size : arrangement
of parts or of particles in a substance : manner
of organisation: an organic form.

—

adj. Struo'-

tural, morphological. —«. Structurallsa'tion. --

adv. StrUC'turally, in a structural manner.

—

adjs.

StrUC'tured, having a certain structure ; Struc'ture-
less. —adv. Struc'turely, in structure, by construc-

tion.—«. Struo'turist, one who rears structures.

[L. structura—struere, stnictuin, to build.]

Struggle, Strug"!, v.i. to make great efforts with con-
tortions of the body : to make great exertions : to

contend : to labour in pain : to be in agony or dis-

tress.—«. a violent effort with contortions of the
body: great labour: agony. — «. Strugg'ler, one
who struggles, strives, or contends. [Skeat explains

M. E. strogelen as a weakened form of an assumed
strokelen, a freq. verb, from Ice. strok; stem of
strokinn, pa.p. of strjiika, to strike ; cf. Ice. strokka,
to chum, also Sw. stryka, to strike.]

Struldbrug, struld'brug, «. one of a class of immortals
in Gulliver's Travels, born with a special mark in

the forehead, kept by the public after eighty.

Strum, strum, v.t. to play on (as a musical instrument)
in a coarse, noisy manner :

—

pr.p. strum'ming ; pa.t.

and. pa.p, strummed. [.\ variant of thrutn.\

Struma, strcn'ma, «. scrofula :—//. Stru'msB.

—

adjs.
Strumat'lC, Stru'mous, having scrofula : scrofulous
—also Strumose' ; Strumlf'eroua, bearing strumae
or swellings ; Stru'mlform, having the form of a
struma.

—

ns. Strumi'tiS, inflammation of the thj'roid
gland ; StnunO'SiS, production of struma ; Stru'-
mousness. [L. strutnosus—struma, scrofula.]

Stnuupet, strum'pet, «. a whore.—a^f;'. like a strumpet

:

inconstant : false.

—

v.t. to make a strumpet of : to
call a strumpet. [O. Fr. strupe, stupre—L. stuprum,
dishonour, stniprdre, to debauch.]

Strung, strung, /a./, and /a./, of string.
Strunt, strunt, v.i. {Scot.) to strut.

Strunt, strunt, «. {Scot.) spirits, a dram of such : a
sulky fit.

Strut, strut, v.i. to walk in a pompous manner : to
walk with affected dignity :—/r./. strut'ting

;
/<!./.

a.nd pa.p. strut'ted.—«. a proud step or walk : affec-
tation of dignity in walking.—«. Stmt'ter, one who
struts.

—

adv. Strut'tlngly, in a strutting manner.
[Scand., Dan. strutte, to strut ; Low Ger. strutt,
rigid ; Ger. strotzen, to be puffed up.]

Strut, strut, «. a support for a rafter : an instrument
for adjusting the plaits of a ruff.

—

v.t. to brace.
StrutblO, strOO'thi-O, «. the sole genus of Struthio-

?iidie, the African ostriches. —«<//>. Stru'tbionlne,
Stru'thloUS. [L.,—Gr. strouthion, an ostrich.]

Strychnine, strik'nin, «. a poisonous alkaloid occur-
ring in crystals, intensely bitter, colourless and in-

odorous, obtained from the seeds of nux vomica—
also Strych'nla.—a(^'. Strych'nic—>«. Strych'-
ninism, the condition produced by a poisonous dose
of strychnine ; Strych'nlsm, the morbid state of the
spinal cord produced by strychnine. [Gr. strychttos,

a kind of nightshade.]

Stryde, strld, «. {Spens.) stride.

Stub, stub, «. the stump left after a tree is cut down :

anything short and thick, a stump or truncated end
of anything, a worn horse-shoe nail, esp. in pi. : the
counterfoil in a cheque-book, &c.

—

v.t. to take the
stubs or roots of from the ground : to cut to a stub :

to strike against a stub :—pr.p. stub'bing
; ^a.t. and

pa.^. stubbed.

—

adj. Stubbed, short and thick like a
stump : blunt : obtuse.

—

ns. Stub'bedness ; Stub'-
biness, state of being stubby : stubbedness.

—

adj.

Stubby, abounding with stubs : short, thick, and
strong.

—

ns. StUb'-i'ron, that worked up from stubs
for gun-barrels ; Stub'-nail, a short thick nail.

[A.S. s/y6; Dut. stoMe, Ice. stubbi.]

Stubble, stub'l, «. the stumps or root-ends of the stalks

of com left in the ground by the reaper or mower

:

anything like this, as a bristly beard, &c. : the
sugar-cane in the field after the first year.— adjs.

StUbbled, covered with stubble ; Stubb'le-fed, fed

on the natural grass growing among stubble.

—

ns.

Stubb'le-goose, or Harvest-goose, the greylag goose

;

Stubiyie-rake, a rake with long teeth for raking
stubble together, —adj. StubVly, stubbled : having
stubble : covered with stubble. [O. Fr. estouble,

prob. Teut. (Old High Ger. stupfild), or directly

from L. stipula, dim. of stipes, a stalk.]

Stubborn, stub'om, adj. immovably fixed in opinion :

obstinate: persevering: steady: stiff: inflexible:

hardy : not easily melted or worked.

—

7'.t. {Keats) to

make stubborn.-W?-. Stubb'ornly.—«. StUbVom-
ness.

—

adj. StUbb'om - Shaft'ed, having strong

shafts or trunks. [A.S. styb, a stub.]

Stucco, stuk'O, «. a plaster of lime and fine sand, &c.,
used as a coating for walls, for decorations, &c.

:

work done in stucco.

—

v.t. to face or overlay with
stucco : to form in stucco.

—

n. StUCC'der, one who
works or deals in stucco. [It. stucco; from Old
High Ger. stucchi, a crust, a shell.]

Stuck, stuk,/rt./. and pa.p. of stick.—adj. Stucf-up,
affectedly vain, self-important.

Stuck, stuk, n. {Shak.) a thrust. [Stoccado.]

Stuckle, stuk'l, n. {prov.) several sheaves set together.

Stud, stud, M. a collection of breeding horses and mares.
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;

Stundlst

also the place where they are kept : a collection of

horses for racing or hunting, also of other animals,

even of do§s in America.

—

ns. Stud'-book, a record

of the pedigrees of famous animals, esp. horses

;

Stud' - l^rm, a farm where horses are bred

;

Stud'-groonij a groom at a stud, esp. the head-

groom ; Stud'-horse, a stallion. [A.S. st(fd; Ger.

g-esiui.]

Stud, stud, n. a nail with a lar^e head : an ornamental

double-headed button worn in a cuff or shirt-front :

one of the intermediate posts in a partition to which
laths are nailed : a cross-piece in the links of a chain-

cable for strengthening : a small pin in a watch : a
trunk, stem.

—

v. t. to adorn with knobs : to set thickly,

as with studs:

—

pr.fi. stud'ding ;
pa.t. and pa.p.

stud'ded.

—

ns. Stud'-bolt, a bolt with a thread on
each end, screwed into a fixed part at one end,

receiving a nut upon the other ; Stud'dlng-sail, a

narrow sail set temporarily at the outer edges of a
square sail when the wind is light—also Scuddittg-

sail: Stud'dle, a prop supporting a platform in a
mine : StUd'-WOrk, brickwork walls between studs :

studded leather armour. [A.S. studu, a post.]

Student, stu'dent, «. one who studies, a scholar at a

higher school, college, or university : one devoted to

the study of any subject : a man devotedto books.

—

ns. StU'dentry, students collectively : StU'deiltslup,

an endowment for a student in a college.

Studio, stu'di-o, n. the workshop of an artist or

photographer :—//. Studios. [It.]

Studious, stu'di-us, adj. given to study : thoughtful

:

diligent: careful (with of): studied: deliberately

planned : favourable for study or meditation.

—

adv.

Studiously.—«. Stu'diousness.
Study, stud'i, v.t. to bestow pains upon: to apply

the mind to : to examine closely, in order to learn

thoroughly : to form and arrange by thought : to

con over.

—

v.i. to apply the mind closely to a subject

:

to try hard: to muse, meditate, reflect: to apply
the mind to books '.—pa.t. and pa.p. stud'ied.—«. a
setting of the mind upon a subject, earnest endeavour,
application to books, &c. : absorbed attention : con-

trivance : any object of attentive consideration : any
particular branch of learning : a room devoted to

study : a first sketch from nature, a drawing or paint-

ing hastily done to facilitate later and more elaborate

work, a student's exercise in painting or sculpture :

a composition in music intended to help in acquiring

mechmiical facility : in theatrical phrase, one who
commits a part to memory.

—

adj. Stud'ied, qualified

by, or versed in, study : learned : planned with study

or deliberation : premeditated.

—

adv. Stud'iedly, in

a studied or premeditated manner.—«. Stud'ier,

one who studies. [O. Fr. estttdie (Fr. itude)—h.
liudium, zeal ; Gr. spoude, zeal.]

Stu£a, stSOf'a, ». a jet of steam issuing from a fissure

in the earth. [It.]

Stuff, stuf, n, materialsof which anything is made:
that which fills anything : essence, elemental part

:

textile fabrics, cloth, esp. when woollen : something
trifling, worthless, or contemptible : a melted mass
of turpentine, tallow, &c. used for paying masts,
planks, &c. : a medicinal mixture : boards for build-

ing : {slang) money : worthless matter : possessions
eenerally, esp. household furniture, &c.

—

v.t. to fill

by crowding : to fill very full : to press in : to crowd :

to cram, as with nonsense or lies : to obstruct : to

cause to bulge out by filling : to fill with seasoning,
as a fowl : to fill the skin of a dead animal, so as to

reproduce its living form.

—

v.i. to feed gluttonously :

to practise taxidermy.

—

ns. Stuff'er, one who stuffs,

esp. the skins of animals ; Stuff'-gown, a gnwn of
stuff, not silk, esp. that of a junior barrister ; Stuff'-

Ing, that which is used to stuff or fill anything

—

straw, sawdust, feathers, hair, &c. : relishing in-

gredients put into meat, poultry, &c._ in cooking

;

Stuff'lng-OOX, a contrivance for keeping a piston-

rod, &c., air-tight or water-tight by means of closely-

fitting packing, while allowing it free motion. [O.
Fr. estofft (Fr. itoffe)—L. stu^pa, tow.]

Stuffy, stuf 'i, adj. badly ventilated, musty : causing
difficulty in breathing: (i"<:^/.) stout : sturdy: {slang)
sulky.—«. Stuffiness. [O. Fr. estouffer, to choke
—estoffe, stuff.]

Stug, stug, «. (Scot.) a thorn.

Stuggy, stug'i, adj. {prm.) thick-set, stout
StuU, stul, n. (^prov.) in mining, a cross-timber in an

excavation.
Stulm, stulm, M. a small shaft used to drain a mine.
StUlp, stulp, «. (prov.) a post.

Stultify, stul'ti-fi, v.t. to make a fool of: to cause to
appear foolish : to destroy the force of one's argument
by self-contradiction : {law) to allege or prove to be
of unsound mind l^pa.t. and pa.p. stul'tified.

—

ns.
Stultification, act of stultifying or making foolish ;

Stul'tlfier, one who stultifies or makes a fool of;
StUltil'oquenoe, Stultiloquy, foolish talk or dis-

course, babbling.

—

adj. StvQtll'oquent.

—

otiv. Stul-
til'oquently. [L. stultus, foolish, yir/r^, to make.]

Stum, stum, «. must, grape-juice unfermented : new
wine used to revive dead or vapid wine : a mixture
used to impart artificial strength, &c., to weak beer
or wine : wine revived by the addition of stum or by
a second fermentation.

—

v.t. to renew or doctor with
stum : to fume, as a cask of liquor, with burning
sulphur. [Dut. stoin, must— stom, mute ; (Jer.

stumm, dumb.]
Stumble, stum'bl, v.i. to strike the feet against some-

thing, to trip in walking : to light on by chance (with
upon) : to slide into crime or error.

—

v.t. to cause to
trip or stop : to puzzle.—//, a trip in walking or run-
ning : a blunder : a failure.—>«. Stum'bler, one who
stumbles; Stumbling -block, -stone, a block or
stone over which one would be likely to stumble: a
cause oferror.

—

adv. Stum'blingly.— a/(/'. Stum'bly,
apt to stumble. [Skeat explains the b as excrescent,
the M. E. stomblen, stotnelen, stutnUn, also stotn-
eren being from Ice. stumra, to stumble. It is thus
a doublet of stammer.^

Stummel, stum'el, n. the bowl and stem of a pipe.

Stump, stump, n. the part of a tree left in the ground
after the trunk is cut down : the part of a body
remaining after a part is cut off or destroyed

:

(cricket) one of the three sticks forming a wicket.—v.t. to reduce to a stump, to truncate, to cut off

a part of : to strike unexpectedly, as the foot

against something fixed : {cricket) to knock down
the wickets when the batsman is out of his ground :

to bring to a stop by means of some obstacle or
other, to defeat, ruin: {U.S.) to challenge to

do something difficult : to make stump-speeches
throughout a district, constituency, &c. : (slang)

to pay down, hand over (with up).—v.i. to walk
along heavily : to make stump - speeches. — ns.

Stump'er, one who stumps ; Stump'-or'ator, one
who harangues the multitude from a temporary
platform, as the stump of a tree : a speaker who
travels about the countrj-, and whose appeals are
mainly to the passions of his audience ; Stump'-
or'atory ; Stump'-speech, an impromptu speech
delivered on any improvised platform, any speech
made all round a district by some frothy agitator.—adj. Stump'y, full of stumps, short and thick.

—

n. {slang) cash.—Sttunp OUt {cricket), to put out

by knocking down the stump or wicket. [Ice.

stumpr : Ger. stump/, nasalised form o{ stub.}

Stun, stun, ;.'./. to stupefy or astonish with a loud
noise, or with a blow : to surprise completely : to

amaze :^/r./. stun'ning ;/«./. and pa.jf>. stunned.
— ?/. a stroke, shock, stupefying blow.

—

ns. Stun'nor,
a person or an action that strikes with amazement

;

Stun'nlng, stupefaction.

—

adj. very striking, aston-

ishing.—<K/r'. Stunningly. [A.S. stunian, to make
a din

—

stun, a din.)

Stundlst, stun'dtst, «. one of a body of Russian dis-

senters who reject forms and ceremonies, and base

MO
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their faith and practice on the Bible alone.—«.

Stun'dlsm, the doctrines of the Stundists. [Ger.

stunde, an hour, from their stated meetings for

Bible-reading.]

Stung, stung, /a./, and /a./. a{ sting.

Stimk, stungk, pa.p. of stink.

Stunt, stunt, V.t. to hinder from growth, to dwarf,

check.—«. a check in growth : an animal whose
growth is stunted.

—

adj. Stunt'ed, dwarfed.— «.

Stunt'edness, state of being stunted. [A.S. stunt,

blunt ; Ice. stuttr, short.]

Stupa, stu'pa, n. a Buddhist monument : a dagoba or

shrine of Buddha. [Sans.]

Stupe, slup, «. a fomentation, or rather the tow or

cloth dipped in it, and used in its_ application.

—

v.t.

to treat with a stupe.

—

adjs. StU'peous,_coyered with

loiig^ loose filaments or scales— also Stu'pose ; StU'-

pulose, finely stupose. [L.,—Gr. stuppe, tow.]

Stupefy, stu'pe-fi, v.t. to make, stupid or senseless:

to deaden the perception : to deprive of sensibility :

—pa.t. and pa.p. stu'pefied.—«(/;'. Stupefa'clent,

stupefying.

—

n. anytiling that stupefies, a narcotic

drug.—«. Stupefac'tion, the act of making stupid

or senseless : insensibility : stupidity.

—

adj. Stupe-
fac'tlve, causing stupefaction or insensibility.

—

ns.

Stu'pefiedness ; Stu'pefier.—«rf;'. Stu'pent, struck

with stupor. [L. stupere, to be struck senseless,

fncere, to make.]
Stupendous, stu-pen'dus, adj. wonderful, amazing,
astonishing for its magnitude, force, enormity.

—

adv. Stupen'dously.— ». Stupen'dousness. [L.

stupendus. ]

Stupid, stu'pid, adj. struck senseless : insensible

:

deficient or dull in understanding : formed or done
without reason or judgment : foolish : unskilful.

—

ns. Stupe (foil.), a stupid person ; Stupidity, Stu'-

pidneSS.—at/z'. StU'pldly. [Fr.,—L. stupidus.]

Stupor, stu'por, n. the state of being struck senseless :

suspension of sense either complete or partial : in-

sensibility, intellectual or moral : excessive amaze-
ment or astonishment.

—

adj. Stil'poroUS.

Stupnun, stu'prum, n. forcible violation of_ chastity :

rape.—?'./, Stu'prate, to ravish.—«. Stupra'tiou.
[L.,

—

stuprare, -atum, to debauch.]
Sturdy, stur'di, adj. ifomp. StUT'dler, superl. Stur*-

dlest) resolute : firm : forcible : strong : robust :

stout : (obs.) stubborn or obstinate.

—

adv. Stur'dily.
—«. Stor'diness. [O. Fr. estourdi, pa.p. oi estour-
dir (Fr. itcurdir). It. stordire, to stun ; ace. to

Diez, through an assumed Low L. form from L.
torpidiis, stupefied.]

Sturdy, stur'di, «. the gid, a disease affecting young
sheep with staggering and stupor, caused by a species
of tapeworm in the brain.

—

adj. Stur'died.
Sturgeon, stur'jun, «. a genus of large Ganoid fishes,

yielding palatable flesh, caviare from their roe, isin-

glass from their air-bladders. [O. Fr. esinrgeon,
from Old High Ger. sturjo—storen, to spread.]

Stumidae, stur'ni-de, n.pl. a family of oscine passerine
birds, its representative genus, Stur'nus, the star-

lings.—(i(<7>. StiiT'niform ; Stur'noid.
Sturt, sturt, «. strife, wrath, vexation.

—

v.t. and v.i.

to vex, annoy : start with fear.

Stutter, stut'ir, v.i. to hesitate in speaking : to

stammer.—«. the act of stuttering : a hesitation in

speaking,

—

n. StUtt'erer, one who stutters.

—

adj.

Stutt'erlng, hesitating in speaking : stammering.

—

adv. Stutt'eringly. [A freq. of obs. stut, to stutter,

M. E. stolen—\cc stauta; cog. with Ger. stossen.'\

Sty, sti, n. a small inflamed tumour on the eyelid.

[A.S. sKgend, from stigan, to step up.]

Sty, stT, «. an enclosure for swine : any place extremely
filthy, any place of gross debauchery. [A.S. sttgo ;

Ger. steige.]

Stygian, stij'i-an, adj. relating to Styx, one of the
rivers of Hades, across which Charon ferries the

shades of the departed : hellish, infernal, deadly,
impenetrable. [L.,—Gr. ttygein, to hate.]

Style, stil, M. anything long and pointed, esp. a
pointed tool for engraving or writing : manner of
writing, mode of expressing thought in language

:

the distinctive manner peculiar to an author

:

characteristic or peculiar mode of expression and
execution (in the fine arts) : title : mode of
address : practice, esp. in a law-court : manner :

form : fashion : mode of reckoning time — Old
Style, when the system follows the Julian calen-
dar, as still in Russia, and in England before
2d September 1752 ; Netu Style, when the system
follows the Gregorian calendar (eleven days were
omitted, thus the 3d September became the 14th)

:

the pin of a dial: (hot.) the middle portion of
the pistil, between the ovary and the stigma (see
Pistil).-1/./. to entitle in addressing or speaking
of: to name or designate.—a(^>. Sty'lar, pertain-
ing to the pin of a dial; Stsr'late, like a style, styli-

form.—«. Sty'let, a stiletto : the perforator of a
trocar, a probe : a little styXe.—adjs. Sty'letiform,
shaped like a stylet ; Stylif'erOUS, having a style,

stylate ; Styliform, style-shaped ; Sty'lish, display-
ing style : fashionable : showy : pretending to style.

—adv. Stylishly.-?^r. Stylishness ; Stylist, one
with a distinctive and fine literary style. — adj.
Stylistic. — rtrt'i'. Stylistically. —rtrt>'. Styloid,
resembling a style or pen.—«. Sty'luS, a style, pen.
[Fr.,—L. stilus.]

Stylite, sti'lit, «. one of an early class of anchorets
who lived unsheltered on the tops of pillars—Simeon
Stylites (c. 390-459) is said to have lived thirty

years on such. [Gr. stylites—stylos, a pillar.]

Stylobate, sti'lo-bat, «. the substructure of a temple
beneath the columns. [Gr. stylobates—stylos, a
column, bainein, to go.]

Stylography, stl-Iog'ra-fi, n. a mode of writing or
tracing lines with a style or pointed instrument on
prepared paper, cards, or tablets.

—

n. Styl'Ograph,
a stylographic pen, a pencil-like pen from which ink

is fed to a tubular writing-point through which runs
a needle which when pressed on the paper releases

the ink.—a<^'. Stylographic— rt^z'e'. Stylograph'i-
Cally. [Gr. stylos, a style, graphein, to write.]

Stjrmie, stT'mi, «. ill golf, a position on the putting-

green when the ball of one player lies between that

of his opponent and the hole.

Styptic, stip'tik, adj. drawing together: astringent:

that stops bleeding.—«. an agent employed in surgery
for the purpose of checking the now of blood by
application to the bleeding surface : an astringent

medicine.—«. Styptitfity. [Fr.,—L. stypticus—
Gr. styptikos—styp/ieiri, to contract.]

Styrax, stt'raks, n. a genus of plants abounding in

resinous and aromatic substances, one species of
which produces storax, another benzoin. [L.—Gr.]

Stythe, stith, «. (prov.) choke-damp.
Styx, stiks. See Stygian.
Suable, su'a-bl, adj. that may be sued.—«. Suabll'ity.
Suage, swaj, ZKt, (Milt.) to assu.Tge.

Suasion, swa'zhun, «. the act of persuading or advis-

ing: advice.

—

adj. Sua'Sive, tending to persuade:
persuasive, — adv. Sua'sively. — «. Sua'siveness.
[Fr.,— L. suasio—suadere, to advise.]

Suave, swav, or swav, adj. pleasant : agreeable.

—

adv.
Suave'ly.—«. Suav'ity. [Fr.,—L. suazns, sweet.]

Sub, sub, n. (coll.) a subordinate, a subaltern : sub-

sist money, being a part of a man's wages paid to

him while the work is going on.

Subabdominal, sub-ab-dom'i-nal, adj. situated below
the abdominal region, in the lower part of the

abdomen.
Subacid, sub-as'id, adj. moderately acid, not unpleas-

antly sour : somewhat sharp or biting.—«. Subacid'-
ity.

—

adj. Subacid'UloUS, moderately acidulous.
Subacrid, sub-ak'rid, adj. moderately acrid.

Subacute, sub-a-kut', adj. slightly or moderately acute.

Subaerial, sub-a-e'ri-al, adj. beneath the sky: in the

open air.

—

n. Sabae'riaUst, one who ascribes the
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greater inequalities in the earth's surface to atmos-
pheric influences.

—

adv. Subae'rially.
Subagent, sub-aj'ent, n. one employed by an agent to

transact business in his stead.

Subabdar, sOS'ba-dar, «. under the Mogul govern-

ment, the title of the governor of a province

(Su'bah) : now a native officer ranking as a captain

under European officers.—«. Su'bahdary, the office

or jurisdiction of such.

Subalplne, sub-al'pln, adj. belonging to a mountainous
region next below alpine—i.e. near but not below
the timber-line, alpestrine.

Subaltern, sub'al-tern, or sub-al'tem, adj. inferior

:

subordinate.

—

n. a subordinate: an officer in the

army under the rank of captain : {logic) a specific

class as included under a general one, or a particular

statement as deducible from a universal one.

—

adjs.

Subalter'nant, universal as opposed to particular
;

Subalter'nate, succeeding by turns : subordinate.
—«. a particular proposition or a species, as opposed
to a universal proposition or a genus.

—

n. Subalter-
na'tion. [ Fr. ,—Low L. subaiternus—L. sub, under,
altejHus, one after the other, alter, the other.]

Subapostolic, sub-ap-os-tol'ik, adj. pertaining to the
period just after that of the apostles—that of Barna-
bas, Clement of Rome, Hermas, Ignatius, Papias,
and Polycarp. Just after these follow Justin Martyr,
Irena;us, Clement of Alexandria, &c.

Subaqueous, sub-a'kwe-us, adj. lying under water

:

formed under water : living underwater.

—

adj. Sub-
aquat'lc, subaqueous : partially aquatic.

Subarborescent, sub-ar-bor-es'ent, adj. somewhat
arborescent or tree-like.

Subarctic, sub-ark'tik, adj. of a region or climate next
to the arctic.

Subarrhation, sub-ar-a'shun, «. the ancient custom of
betrothal by gift of pledges. [L. sub, under, arrha,
earnest-money. ]

Subastral, sub-as'tral, adj. sittiated beneath the stars,

teirtstrial.

Subaudition, sub-aw-dish'un, n. a sense understood
not expressed.

Subaxillary, sub-aks'i-lar-i, adj. below the armpit :

under the axil or angle formed by a branch or leaf.

Subbing, sub'ing, «. {print.) the act of working as a
substitute : the practice of advancing part of the
w.-iges while the work is going on.

Subcarbonate, sub-kar'bon-at, ti. a carbonate con-
taining more than one equivalent of the base for
each equivalent of carbonic acid.

Subcaudal, sub-kaw'dal, adj. beneath the tail.

Subcelestial, siib-sel-e.-.t'yal, adj. under the heavens.
Subclass, sub'klas, n. a primary subdivision of a class.

Subclavian, sub-kla'vi-an, a^tj. under the clavicle or
collar-bone.—Also SubclavlC'Ular.

Subcommittee, sub'ko-mit-e, «. an under-committee :

a division of a committee.
Subconscious, sub-kon'shus^ adj. faintly conscious,
applying to perceptions which are without conscious-
ness or memory.

—

adv. Subcon'SCiOUSly.

—

n. Sub-
con'Bciousness.

Subcontlguous, sub-kon-tig'u-us, «. almost touching.
Subcontinuous, sub-kon-tin'u-us, adj. nearly continu-

ous, with but slight interruptions.

Subcontract, sub-kon'trakt, «. a contract subordinate
to another contract, as for the subletting of work.
— V. i. Subcontract'.— adj. Subcontract'ed.— «.

Subcontractor.
Subcontrary, sub-kon'tra-ri, adj. contrary in an in-

ferior degree : {geoiti.) said of a section of an oblique
cone on a circular base, which section is itself a
circle : {logic) denoting the opposition of two sub-
alternate propositions. — «. a subcontrary proposi-
tion.—«. Subcontrari'ety.

Subcordate, sub-kor'dat, adj. heart-shaped.
Subcostal, sub-kos'tal, adj. under or between the ribs.

Bnbcrepitant, sub-krep'i-taut, adj. slightly crepitant.—». Subcrepita'tlon.

Subculttire, sub-kul'tur, «. in bacteriology, a culture
derived from a previous one.

Subcutaneous, sub-ku-ta'ne-us, adj. under the skin.

—

Subcutaneous syringe, a syringe for injecting sub-
stances beneath the skin.

Subdeacon, sub-de'kn, «. a member of the order of
the ministry next below that of deacon, preparing
the vessels, &c., at the eucharist.— «j. Subdea'-
conry, Subdea'conship, Subdiac'onate.

Subdean, sub-den', «. an assistant or substitute dean.—11. Subdean'ery.
Subdentate, sub-den'tat, adj. imperfectly dentate,
having indistinct teeth.

Subderivative, sub-da-riv'a-tiv, «. a word derived
from the derivative, rather than directly from the
primitive word.

Subdivide, sub-di-vTd', v.t. to divide into smaller
divisions : to divide again.

—

v.i. to be subdivided :

to separate.— an^'.Subdivi'sible.—«. Subdivi'sion,
the act of subdividing : the part made by subdivid-
ing.—art^V. Subdivi'sional ; Subdlvi'sive.

SubdolOUS, sub'dO-lus, adj. {obs.) crafty, subtle.

Subdominant, sub-dom'i-nant, ». {mus.) the tone next
below the dominant.

Subduct, sub-dnkt', v.t. to take away, to withdraw

—

also Subduce'.—«. Subduc'tion. [L. sub, under,
ducere, ductitni, to lead.]

Subdue, sub-du', v.t. to conquer : to bring under
dominion : to render submissive : to tame : to soften.

—adj. Subdii'able.— 7^. Subdii'al, the act of subdu-
ing.—d^'. Subdued', toned down.—«j. Subdued'-
ness; Subdue'ment(5Vj«/4.), conquests; Subdii'er.

[O. Fr. soudiiire—L. sub, under, ducere, to lead.]

Subduple, sub'du-pl, adj. in the ratio of one to two.

—

adj. Subdu'plicate, expressed by the square root.

Subeditor, sub-ed'i-tur, «. an under or assistant editor.

—iidj. Subedito'rial.—«. Subed^ltorship.
Subequal, sub-ek'wal, adj. approximately equal.

Suberic, su-ber'ik, adj. relating to, or extracted from,

cork.— «. Sil'berate, a salt of suberic acid.— adj.

Sube'reous. —tts. Su'berine, the pure cellular tissue

of cork; Suberisa'tion.—7'./. Sii'berise, to render
corky.—rt^>. Su'beroSO, Su'berous, of the nature
of cork, cork-like. [L. suber, the cork-tree.]

Suberose, sub-e-rOs', adj. appearing as if somewhat
gnawed. [L. sub, under, erosus—e, out, rodere,

rosum, to gnaw.]
Subfamily, sub'fam-i-li, n. a primary division of a

family, of one or more genera.
Subfeu, sub-fu', v.t. to make subinfeudation of.—«.
Subfeuda'tion = Subinfeudation {(\.y.).—adj. Sub-
feud'atory.

Subflavour, sub-fla'vur, «. a secondary flavour.

Subflora, sub'flo-ra, n. a more local flora included
within one of wider range.

Subfluvial, sub-floo'vi-al, adj. situated under a
stream.

Subfusc, Subfusk, sub-fusk', adj. somewhat dark,

dusky, tawny.—Also SubfUS'OOUS.
Subgens, sub-jenz', n. the sociological division of a

people next below the gens or clan :^pL Sub-
gen'tes.

Subgenus, sub-jS'nus, n. a primary division of a genus
including one or more species with common charac-

ters—(k//'. Subgener'lc.—irtrff. Subgener'ically.
Subglacial, sub-gla'shal, adj. belonging to the under

side of a glacier : under a glacier.

Subglobular, sub-glob'u-lar, adj. somewhat globular.

Subgranular, sub-gran'u-lar, adj. somewhat granular.

Subgroup, sub'grOOp, n. any subordinate group in a
classification.

Subbastation, sub-has-ta'shun, n. a sale inider the

lance— a Roman method of auction. [L. sub, under,
hastn^ a lance.]

Subhuman, sub-hO'man, adj. next below the human.
Subimago, sub'i-raa-gO, «. a stage in the metamor-

phosis of certain insects, between the pupa and the

imago.—Also Pseudimago.

963
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Subindicate, sub-in'di-kSt, v.t to indicate by a hint.
—n. Subindlca'tion,—fli^'. Subinditfative, sugges-
tive.

Subinfeudation, sub-in-fu-da'shun, K. the right en-
joyed by the inferior lord, in imitation of his superiors,
of making similar grants of portions of his land to
others, to be held by them as his vassals.

—

adj's. and
US. Subfeud'atory, Subinfend'atory.

Subinspector, sub'in-spek-tor, «. a subordinate or
assistant inspector.

—

n. Subinspectorsblp.
Subintrant, sub-in'trant, OiiJ. with paroxysms suc-
ceeding one another so fast as to be almost con-
tinuous.

Subirrigation, sub-ir-i-ga'shun, ft. irrigation by means
of channels below the surface.

Subitamente, sub-it-a-men'te, adv. {tnus.) suddenly.
—.Also Subito. [It.]

Subitaneous, sub-i-ta'ne-us, adj. (pis.) sudden.—«.

Subita'neousness.
Subjacent, sub-ja'sent, adj. lying under or below :

being in a lower situation.

—

n. Subja'cencj. [L.
subjuens—sub, \xnder,jncere, to lie.]

Subject, sub'jekt, adj. under the power of another :

liable, prone, disposed : exposed : subordinate,
tributary: subservient.— «. one under the power
of another : one under allegiance to a sovereign :

that on which any operation is performed : that
which is treated or handled : {anai.) a dead body
for dissection : a person supposed to be peculiarly

sensitive to hypnotic influence : that which it is

the object of the artist to express, the scheme or
idea of a work of art : a picture representing

action and incident : that of which anything is

said or of which a discourse treats, bringing many
things under a common head : the mind, regarded
as the thinking power, in contrast with the object,

that about which it thinks : topic : matter, materials

:

the general plan of any work of art.

—

v.t. SubjOCf,
to throw or bring under : to bring under the power
of: to make subordinate or subservient : to subdue :

to enslave : to expose or make liable to : to cause to
undergo.—«. SuDjeC'tion, the act of subjecting or
subduing : the state of being subject to another.

—

adj'. Subject'ive, relating to the subject : derived
from one's own consciousness : denoting those states

of thought or feeling of which the mind is the con-
scious subject— opp. to Objective.—adv. Subject'-
ively.—«. Subject'iveness.—t'.jf. Subject'ivlse.—
ns. Subject'iTism, a philosophical doctrine which
refers all knowledge to, and founds it upon, sub-
jective states ; Subject'ivlst, one who holds to

subjectivism. — adj. SubjeCtiVist'iO. — adv. Sub-
jectivistically.—/w. Sub;jectiVity, state of being
subjective : that which is treated subjectively ;

Sub'ject • matt'er, a tautological compound for

subject, theme, topic; Sub'ject • Ob'ject, the im-
mediate object of cognition, or the thought itself;

Sub'jeotsmp, the state of being subject. [Fr. sujet
— L. subjecttis—sub, under, jacfre, to throw.]

Subjoin, sub-join', v.t. to join under; to add .it the

end or afterwards : to fix or annex.

—

ns. Subjoin'der,
a remark following on another ; Sub'joint, a secon-

dary joint.

Subjugate, suVj5C-g5t, v.t. to bring under the yoke :

to brin;; under power or dominion : to conquer.

—

»s. Subjuga'tion ; Sub'Jugator. [L. s>/b, under,
jii^rirn, a yoke.]

Subjunctive, sub-jungk'tiv, adj. subjoined : added to

something : denoting that mood of a verb which
expresses condition, hj-pothesis, or contingency.

—

K. the subjunctive mood. [L. sui, under, jungere, to

join.]

Subkingdom, sub-king'dum, n. a subordinate king-

dom : a division of a kingdom : a subdivision.

Sublapsarian, sub-laps-a'ri-an, adj. relating to the

sublapsarians or to their doctrines.

—

n. one of a
class of moderate Calvinists, who hold that God
merely permitted the fall of Adam without pre-

ordaining it. — «. Sublapsa'rianism. [L. sjtb,

under, lapsus, fall.]

Sublate, sub-lat', v.t. to deny— opp. to Posit: to re-
move.—«. Subla'tion.—«<<;. Sub'lative.

Sublease, sub-les', «. an under-lease or lease by a
tenant to another.—«. Sublessee, the holder of a
sublease.

Sublet, sub-let', v.t. to under-let or lease, as by one
himself a tenant to another.

Sublevate, sub'le-vat, v.t. to raise, excite— also Sol'-
levate.—«. Subleva'tion. [L. sublev&re, -atum,
to lift up.]

Sublibrarian, sub-llb-ra'ri-an, «. one who acts as an
assistant to a librarian.

Sublieutenant, sub-lef-ten'ant, «. formerly mate, or
passed tnidskipman, the intermediate rank in the
navy between midshipman and lieutenant.—Second
lieutenant, the rank given to officers on first join-
ing the army, corresponding to the former Cornet
and Ensign.

Sublimate, sub'lim-at, v.t. to elevate: to refine and
exalt : to purify by raising by heat into vapour which
again becomes solid.—«. the product of sublimation.—adj. Subli'mable.—«. Sublima'tion, the act of
purifying by raising into vapour by heat and con-
densing by cold: elevation : exaltation.

—

adj. SuV"
llmatory.—«. a vessel used in sublimation. [L.
sublimdre, -atum, to lift up.]

Sublime, sub-llm', rt<^'. high : lofty: majestic: awaken-
ing feelings of awe or veneration.—«. that which is

sublime : the lofty or grand in thought or style (The
sublime) : the emotion produced by sublime objects.—v.t. to exalt : to dignify, to ennoble : to improve :

to purify, to bring to a state of vapour by heat and
condense again by cold.

—

v.i. to be sublimed or sub-

limated.

—

adv. Sublime'ly, in a sublime manner

:

loftily: with elevated conceptions.

—

ns. Sublime'-
ness, Sublim'ity, loftiness : elevation : grandeur :

loftiness of thought or style : nobleness of nature

or character : excellence. [L. sublimis, high, ety.

dub. ; perh. sub-linien, up to the lintel.]

Subliminal, sub-lim'i-nal, adj. beneath the level of

consciousness, latent. [L. sub, under, limen, lintinis,

the door.]

Sublineation, sub-lin-e-a'shun, ». an underlining, as

of a word or words.
Sublingual, sub-ling'gwal, adj. under the tongue.

Sublittoral, sub-lit'O-ral, adj. being under the shore.

Sublunar, sub-lu'nar, adj. under the moon : earthly:

belonging to this world— also Sublunary.

—

adj.

SublU'nate, approaching the form of a crescent.

Submammary, sub-mam'a-ri, adj. situated under the

mammse or paps.

Submarglnal, sub-mar'ji-nal, adj. situated near the

margin.
Submarine, sub-ma-ren', adj. under, or in, the sea.

—

Submarine boat, one capable of being propelled

under water, esp. for carrying and firing torpedoes.

Submaxillary, sub-mak'si-la-n, adj. under the jaw.

Submedian, sub-me'di-an, adj. situated near the

middle.
Submental, sub-men'tal, adj. under the chin. [L.

sub, under, mentum, the chin.]

Submerge, sub-merj', Submerse, sub-mers', v.t. to

plunge under water : to overflow with water : to

drown.— f./. to sink under water. — «j. Submerg'-
ence, Submer'sion. — adjs. Submerged', Sub-
mersed', being or growing under water. (L. sub-

niergere, -tnersunt—sub, under, merpere, to plunge.)

Submit, sub-mit', v.t. to refer to the judgment of

another : to surrender to another.

—

v.i. to yield

one's self to another : to surrender : to yield one's

opinion: to be subject:—^'V'- submit'ting: pa.t,

and pa.p. submit'ted.—«^(;'. SubmiSS' (Milt^, cast

down, prostrate.

—

n. Submls'Sion, act of submit-
ting or yielding : acknowledgment of inferiority or
of a fault: humble behaviour: resignation.

—

-adj.

Submls'slve, willing or ready to submit : yielding :
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humble : obedient.—adv. Submls'Slvely, humbly—
(o6s.) Submlss'ly.—«. Submls'siveness. [L. su6-
initiere—sui, under, tniiiere, ntissutn, to send.]

Submontane, sub-mon'tan, adj. situated at the foot

of a mountain or range.
Subnmltiplo, sub-mul'ti-pl, n. a number or quantity
which is contained in another an exact number of

times, an aliquot part.

Submundane, sub-mun'dan, adj. situated beneath the

ground.
Submuscular, sub-mus'ku-lar, adj. under the muscles.

Subnasal, sub-na'sal, adj. situated below the nose.

Subnascent, sub-nas'ent, adj. growing underneath.
Subnatural, sub-nat'fl-ral, adj. below nature, infra-

natural.

Subneural, sub-nQ'ral, adj. situated beneath a main
neural axis or nervous cord.

Subnivaan, sub-nl've-an, adj. situated under the

snow.
Subnodal, sub-nO'dal, adj. situated beneath the nodus.

Subnormal, sub-nor'mal, adj. less than normal.—«.

Subnormal'ity.
Subnubllar, sub-nu'bi-lar, adj. situated under the

clouds.

Subnuvolar, sub-nu'vO-lar, adj. partially clouded.

Subobscure, sub-ob-skur', adj. somewhat obscure.

—

adv. Subobscure'ly.
Suboccipital, sub-ok-sipl-tal, adj. situated behind the

occiput, or on the under surface of the occipital lobe

of the brain.

Subocellate, sub-os'el-at, adj. somewhat like an
ocellus.

Suboctave, sub'ok-tav, adj. existing in the proportion

of I to 8.—«. an eighth part : (mus.) the octave below
a given tone.

Suboctuple, sub-ok'tQ-pl, adj. containing one part of 8.

Subocular, sub-ok'u-lar, adj. situated under the eye,

suboptic.

Suboperculum, sub-O-per'ku-lum, n. a bone of the gill-

cover below and partly behind the operculum.

—

adj.

Suboper'cular.
Suboibital, sub-or'bi-tal, adj. situated below the orbit

of the eye.

Suborder, sub-or'der, K. a subdivision in an order.—
adj. Subor'dlnaL

Subordinary, sub-or'di-na-ri, «. (Aer.) one of a class

of armorial charges less honourable than the ordi-

naries—the borditre, orle, bend sinister, &c.
Subordinate, sub-or'di-nat, adj. lower in order, rank,

nature, power, &c. : descending in a regular series.

—«. one in a lower order or rank : an inferior.—v.i. to place in a lower order: to consider of
less value : to make subject.

—

ns. Subor'dlnacy,
Subor'dinance, the state of being subordinate.
—adv. Subor'dinately— «j. Subor'dlnateness ;

Subordlna'tlon, act of subordinating or placing
in a lower order : state of being subordinate :

inferiority of rank or position ; Subordina'tlonlsm,
thedoctrme of the inferiority of the second and third

Persons of the Trinity to the first.—rt^'. Subor'dl-
natlve, tending to, or expressing, subordination. [L.

sub, under, ordo, ordinis, order.]
Suborn, sub-om', v.t. to cause to commit a perjury :

lo procure indirectly.-«j. Suborna'tlon, act of caus-
ing a person to take a false oath : crime of procuring
any one to do a bad action ; Subom'er. [L. sub-
orndre—sub, under, omdre, to adorn.]

Subovate, sub-aVat, adj. almost ovate.
Subpanatlon, sub-pa-na'shun, «. the doctrine that the
body and blood of Christ are locally and materially
present in the eucharist under the form of bread and
wine. [L. sitb, under, /««»>, bread.)

Subperitoneal, sub-per-i-ta-ne'al, adj. situated under
the peritoneum.

Subpermanent, sub-per'ma-nent, adj. somewhat per-

manent.
Subpoena, Subpena, sub-p5'na, «. a writ commanding

the attendance of a person in court under a penalty.
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—v.i. to serve with a writ of subpoena. [L. sub,

under, /5a?«(i, punishment.]
Subpolar, sub-po'lar, adj. under or below the poles of

the earth.

Subprefect, sub-pre'fekt, «. an assistant or deputy-
prefect, esp. the official in France charged with the
administration of the arrondissement under the pre-

fect of the department.— «. Sub'prefecture, the

office or jurisdiction of a subprefect.

Subprior, sub'prl-or, «. the vicegerent, deputy, or
assistant of a prior.

Subprovince, sub'prov-ins, n. a prime division of a
province : in zoogeography, a division subordinate
to a subregion.

Subpubic, sub-puTjik, adj. situated below the pubis.

Subregion, sub're-jun, «. a subdivision of a region,

esp. of fauna in zoogeography.

—

adj. Subre'gional.
Subreption, sub-rep'shun, n. a prociu-ing of some ad-
vantage by fraudulent concealment, esp. in Scots
law, the gaining of a gift of escheat by concealing
the truth : false inference due to misrepresentation.—adj. Subrep'tive, surreptitious, noting conceptions
arising out of obscure and unconscious suggestions
of e.xperience.

Subrogation, sub-ro-ga'shun, «. the succession or sub-
stitution of one person or thing by or for another, in

regard to a legal claim, &c.
Subsacral, sub-sa'kral, adj. situated on the anterior

or ventral surface of the sacrum.
Subscapular, sub-skap'u-lar, adj. beneath the scapula.—ft. a subscapular vessel or nerve.

Subscribe, sub-skrib', v.t. to write underneath : to
give consent to something written, or to attest, by
writing one's name underneath : to sign one's name :

to promise to give or pay, or to take, as a copy of a
book, by attaching one's name : to attest by attach-

ing one's signature.

—

v.i. to promise a certain sum
by setting one's name to a paper : to enter one's
name for anything.

—

adj. Subscrlb'able, capable
of being subscribed.—«. Subscrib'er.

—

adj. Sub'-
script, written underneath.—«. Subscrip'tlon, act

of subscribing : a name subscribed : a paper with
signatures : consent by signature : sum subscribed.

[L. subscribere—sub, under, scribere, scriptutn, to

write.]

Subsecive, sub'se-siv, adj. left over, remaining, extra.

[L. subsecivus—sub, under, secare, to cut.]

Subsection, sub-sek'shun, «. an under section or
division : a subdivision.

Subsensation, sub'sen-sa-shun. n. a minor sensation.

Subsenslble, sub-sen'si-bl, adj. beyond the range of
the senses.

Subsequent, sub'se-kwent, adj. following or coming
after.—«j. Sub'sequence, Subsequency, state of
being subsequent.—n<^Z'. Sub'sequently. [L. sub-
seguens, -eniis, pr.p. of subsegui—sub, under, after,

sequi, to follow.]

Subserous, sub-se'rus, adj. somewhat serous or watery

:

below a serous membrane.
Stlbserve, sub-s6rv', v.t. to serve subordinately or

instrumentally : to help forward.

—

ns. Subser'Vl-
ence, Subser'vionoy, state of being subservient

:

anythinfr that promotes some purpose.

—

adj. Sub-
serMent, subserving : serving to promote : subject

:

submissive.

—

adv. Subser'Vlently. [L. subservlrt—sub, under, servire, to serve.]

Subsessile, sub-.ses'il, adj. not quite sessile.

Subside, sub-sTd', v.i. to settle down : to settle at the
bottom : to fall into a state of quiet : to sink to a
lower level : {coll.) to cease talking, to take a less

prominent place. — ns. SubSl'denCO (also Sub'sl-
dence), SubSl'denoy, act or process of subsiding,
settling, or sinking. [L. subsidlre— sub, down,
sidere, to settle.]

Subsidy, sub'si-di, «. assistance : aid in money :_ a sura
of money paid by one state to another for assistance

in w&T.—adv. Subsid'iarlly.- rt^'. Subsidiary,
furnishing a subsidy, help, or additional supplies:
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aiding.—«. one who, or that which, aids or supplies :

an assistant.

—

v.t. Sub'sidlse, to furnish with a
subsidy, grant, or regular allowance to : to purchase

the aid of, to buy over.—Subsidiary troops, mer-

cenaries. [Fr.,—L. suisuitum, orig. troops stationed

behind in reserve, aid

—

st*i, under, sidere, to settle.]

SubslmlOUS, sub-sim'i-us, adj. almost monkey-like.

Subsist, sub-sist', v.i. to have existence : to remain,

continue, inhere : to have the means of living.—«.

Subsist'ence, state of being subsistent : real being

:

means of supporting life : livelihood.

—

adjs. Sub-
Sist'ent, subsisting : having real being : inherent

;

Subsisten'tial. — n. Subsfit'er. [Fr., — L. sub-

sistere, to stand still—ftt^, under, sistere, to stand.]

Subsoil, sub'soil, «. the under soil : the bed or stratum
of earth which lies immediately beneath the surface

soil.

—

7\t. to turn up the subsoil of.—«. Sub'SOiler.

Subspecies, sub-sp€'shez, «. a division of a species,

a geographical variety.— adj. Subspecif'iC.

—

adv.
Subspecif ically.

Subspherical, sub-sfer'i-kal, adj. not perfectly spheri-

cal.—^rft'. Subspher'loally.
Subspinous, sub-spl'nus, adj. somewhat spinous

;

under the spinal column, or a spinous process.

Subspiral, sub-spi'ral, adj. somewhat spiral : indis-

tinctly marked with a spiral line.

Substa^e, sub'staj, «. an attachment below the stage
of the compound microscope, to support the achro-
matic condenser, &c.

Substance, sub'stans, ». that in which qualities or
attributes exist, the existence to which qualities

belong : that which constitutes anything what it is :

the essential part : body : matter : property : founda-
tion, ground, confidence. [L. substantia—substdre,
to stand under

—

sub, under, stare, to stand.]

Substantial, sub-stan'shal, adj'. belonging to or having
substance : actually existing : real : solid : having
substance or strength : lasting, likely to be per-
manent : strong, stout, bulky : corporeal, material

:

having property or estate : considerable, pretty
wealthy : conforming to what is essential : involving
the essential rights or merits of

—

v.i. Substan'-
tialise, to give reality lo.—tis. Substan'tiaUsm, the
theory that there is a real existence or substratum
underlying the phenomena of consciousness ; Sub-
stantial'ity.—ai/r'. Substantially.—«. Substan'>
tialness.— «.//. Substan'tiala, essential parts.—
v.t. Substantiate, to make substantial : to prove
or confirm.—». Substantiation.—<!<(;>. Substan-
ti'val ; Sub'Stantive, expressing existence : real :

of real, independent importance.—«. (gram.) the
part of speech denoting something that exists : a
noun.— adv. Sub'stantively.— «. Sub'stantive-
ness —T'./. Substantivise. [Fr. substanticl—\..
sul'statttiaiissubstantia.^

Substation, sub-sta'shun, ». a subordinate station.

Substernal, sub-ster'nal, adj'. situated beneath the
sternum.

Substitute, sub'sti-tQt, v.t. to put in place of another.
—«. one who, or that which, is put in place of another.—adj'. put instead of another.—«. Substitution,
act of substituting or putting in place of another :

{Skak.) the office of a substitute : the use of one
word for another, syllepsk : (alg.) the replacing one
quantity by another which is equal to it but dif-

lerently expressed : {fhein.) the replacement of one
or more equivalents of a body by a like number
of equivalents of another.—<7^V. SubstitU'tional,
SubstitTi'tionary.—(jrfz'. Substltu'tlonally.—^rf;.
SUbstitiitive. [L. substitwre, -utum—sub, under,
statuere, to set.]

Substractor, snbs-trakt'or, «. (Shak.) a detractor.
Substratum, sub-stra'tum, «. an under stratum or

layer, a fundamental element : the substance in

which qualities exist.

Substructure, sub'struk-tur, «. an under structure or
building : foundation.

—

iKt. Substruct', to build be-
neath.—». Substruction.—a<(;. Substruc'turaL

Substyle, sub'stTl, «. the right line on which the style
or gnomon of a dial is erected.

—

adj. Sub'Stylar.
Subsulphate, sub-sul'fat, «. a basic sulphide.
Subsultive, sub-sul'iiv, adj. bounding, moving by
sudden leaps or starts, or by twitches.

—

adv. Sub-
SUl'torily.—«. SubSUl'tUS, a convulsive movement.

Subsume, sub-sum', v.t. to place any one cognition
under another as belonging to it, as ' All horses are
animals'— the minor premiss is a Subsump'tion
under the im.)ox.—adj. Subsump'tlve.

Subsurface, sub'sur-fas, adj. below the surface.
Subtack, sub'tak, n. an under-lease in Scotland.
Subtangent, sub'tan-jent, «. {geofti.) the part of the

axis of a curve contained between the tangent and
the ordinate.

Subtemperate, sub-tem'per-5t, adj. pertaining to the
colder parts of the temperate zone.

Subtenant, sub-ten'ant, «. a tenant who hires or leases
from one who is also a tenant.

—

tt. Subten'ancy.
Subtend, sub-tend', v.t. to extend under or be oppo-

site to.— «. Subtense' (xeom.), a line subtending
or stretching across.

Subtepid, sub-tep'id, adj. slightly tepid.

Subterfuge, sub'ter-fuj, «. that to which one resorts
for escape or concealment : an artifice to escape
censure or the force of an argument : evasion. [Fr.,

—L. subterfugere— S7ibter, \\nAcT,/iigere, to flee.]

Subtematural, sub-ter-nat'u-ral, adj. less than, or
below, the natural.

Subterposition, sub-t^r-p5-zish'un, «. the state of
lying under something else.

Subterranean, sub-te-ra'ne-an, adj. under the earth
or ground — also Subterraneous, Subterrene',
Subterres'triaL — adv. Subterra'neously. [L.

sub, under, terra, the earth. ]

j
Subthoracic, sub-thO-ras'ik, adj. situated below the

thorax : nearly thoracic in position.

Subtil, Subtilly. See Subtle.
Subtile, sub'til, adj. delicately constructed : fine : thin

or rare : piercing : shrewd.

—

adx\ Sub'tilely.

—

ns.

Sub'tileness ; Subtllisa'tion.—7./. Subtilise, to

make subtile, thin, or rare : to spin into niceties.

—

v.i. to make nice distinctions : to refine in argu-
ment.

—

ns. Sub'tlllsm, the quality of being subtile ;

Sub'tilty, state or qiiality of being subtile : fine-

ness : extreme acuteness : cunning. [L. subtilis—
sub, under, tela, a web.]

Subtitle, sub'tl-tl, «. an additional or second title to

a book, a half-title.

Subtle, sut'l (B. Sub'til), adj. subtile in a figurative

sense : acute, quick to discern or discriminate : in-

sinuating, sly, artful : cunningly devised, ingenious.
— ns. Subtleness, Subtlety, quality of being
subtle : artfulness : shrewdness : exireme acuteness.

—adj. Subt le-Wlt'ted, sharp-witted.— a^/f. Subtly
{^B. Sub'tilly), ingeniously, cleverly : artfully, de-
ceitfully. [Contr. of subtile.]

Subtonlo, sub'ton-ik, ». (mus.) the seventh of the scale.

Subtorrid, sub-tor'id, adj. approximately torrid.

Subtract, sub-trakt', v.t. to take away a part from
the rest : to take one number or quantity from
another to find their difference.

—

ns. Subtrao'ter ;

Subtrac'tion, the act or operation of subtracting :

the taking a less number or quantity from a greater.
—adj. Subtract'ive, subtracting : tending to sub-

tract or lessen.—«. Sub'trahend, the sum or number
to be subtracted from another. [L. sub, under, tra-

here, tractum, to draw away.]
SubtriangOlar, sub-tn-ang'gu-lar, adj. somewhat tri-

angular.

Subtribe, sub'trlb, «. a section or division of a tribe.

—adj. Sub'tribaL
SubtrlpUcate, sub-tripli-kat, adj. expressed by the

cube root.

SubtriSt, sub-trist', adj. somewhat sad.

Subtropical, sub-trop'i-kal, adj. approaching the

tropical or torrid zone in temperature : bordering

on tropical regions.—Also Subtrop'iC.
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Subtype, sub'tTp, «. a type included in another and
more general one.

—

adj. Subtyp'ical.
SubUCUla, su-buk'u-la, n. a man s under-garment or

shirt : in the early English church, a kind of cassock
worn under the alb.

Subulate, su'bQ-lat, adj. awl-shaped.—Also Su'btt-

lated, Su bulifonn. [L. subula, an awL]
SubuUcom, su'bu-H-korn, adj. with subulate antennae.

—».//. Subulicor'nia, a division of neuroptera, in-

cluding dragon-flies, May-flies, &c.
SubungUlate, sub-ung'gu-lat, adj. hoofed, but with

several digits.—«. a member of the Subungulata, as

the elephant or the hyrax.—«.//. SabunglUa'ta, a
division of hoofed mammals, esp. those having the

carpal bones primitive.

Suburb, sub'urb. Suburbs, sub'urbz, n. the district

which is near but beyond the walls of a city : the

confines, outskirts.

—

adj. Subur'ban, situated or

living in the suburbs.

—

n. one living in a suburb.

—n. Subur'banism, the state of being suburban.
—adj. Suburbica'rian, being near the city, esp.

of the provinces of Italy lorming the ancient
diocese of Rome. [L. suburbium— sub, under,
near, urbs, a city.]

Subursine, sub-ur'sln, adj. somewhat bear-like.

Subvariety, sub-va-rfe-ti, «. a subordinate variety.

Subvene, sub-ven', v.i. to occur so as to effect a result.

—«. Subveu'tion, act of coming to relief, support

:

a government aid or subsidy. [L. sub, under, venire,

venlitm, to come.]
Subverse, sub-vers*, v.t. (S/ens.) to subvert.
Subvert, sub-vert', v.t. to turn upside down : to over-
throw from the foundation : to ruin utterly : to cor-

rupt.—«. Subver'sion, act of subverting or over-
throwing from the foundation : entire overthrow :

Tvdn.—adjs. Subver'sionary, Subver'sive, tending
to subvert, overthrow, or destroy.—̂ .Oi/j. Subverst'
(S^ns.y, subverted, overturned.—«. Subvert'er.—
adj. Subvert'lble. [L. sub, under, verUre, versum,
to turn.)

Subvertebral, sub-ver't€-bral, adj. placed under a
vertebra.

Subvertlcal, sub-v6r'ti-kal, adj. almost vertical.

Subvirate, sub'vi-rat, «. one of stunted or imperfectly
developed manhood.

Subvltallsed, sub-vi'tal-Tzd,/.n/^'. deficient in vitality.

Subvltreous, sub-vit're-us, adj. partly vitreous or im-
perfectly so.

Subway, sub'w5, n. an underground way for traffic

under railways, &c., or for water-pipes, gas-pipes,
sewers, &c.

Subzonal, sub-zO'nal, adj. somewhat zonal : lying
below a zone or girdle.

Succade, suk-kad', n. candied fruit.

Succedaneous, suk-sc-da'ne-us, adj. acting as a sue-

cedaneum : supplying the place of something else :

being a substitute.

—

n. Succeda'neum, one who, or
that which, comes in the place of another : a substi-

tute. [L. succedaneus—tuccedere.\

Succeed, suk-sed', v.t. to come after, to follow up
or in order: to follow: to take the place of.— v.t.

to follow in order: to take the place of: to obtain
one's wish or accomplish what is attempted : to

end with advantage.

—

a^ijs. Succeed'able, capable
of success ; Succeed'ant (ker.), following one
another. — ns. Succeed'er, one who succeeds: a
successor ; Success', act of succeeding or state

of having succeeded : the prosperous termination
of anything attempted : one who, or that which,
succeeds, a successful person or affair.

—

adj. Suc-
CeSS'fnl, resulting in success : having the desired
effect or termination : prosperous.

—

adv. Success'-
folly. — nj. Success'fulness, state of being suc-

cessful : success ; Succes'slon, act of succeeding
or following after : series of persons or things
following each other in time or place : series of
descendants : race : {.agri.) rotation, as of crops

:

right to take possession : in Roman and Scots law.

the taking of property by one person in place of
another.—<i<(/°.Successlonal, existing in a regular
succession or in order.

—

adv. Succes'slonally.—«.
SUCCes'Slonist, one who regards only that priest-
hood as valid which can be traced in a direct line
of succession from the apostles.

—

adj. Succes'sive,
following in succession or in order.

—

adv. Succes'-
slyely.— », Succes'siveness.— rt<^'. Successless,
without success : unprosperous.— tis. Succes'sor,
one who succeeds or comes after : one who takes
the pl.ice of another ; Succes'sorshlp.

—

oiij. Suo-
ces'SOiy.—Succession duty, a tax imposed on any
succession to property, varying with the degree of
relationship.—Apostolical succession (see Apostle>
[L. succedere—sub, up, cedere, to go.]

Succentor, suk-sen'tor, n. a subcantor : the bass
soloist in a choir. [L. succinire— sub, under,
canere, to sing.]

Succiduous, suk-sid'u-us, adj. on the point of falling.

[L.,

—

succidere—sub, under, cadire, to fall.]

SUCCiferous, suk-sif'e-rus, adj. producing sap. [L.
succus, }uice,/'erre, to bear.]

Succin, suk'sin, «. amber.—«. Suc'cinate, a salt of
succinic acid.— a-?/. Succinic, of, relating to, or
drawn from amber.— «. SuC'Cinite, amber.

—

adj.
Suc'clnous, pertaining to amber.—Succinic add,
a natural constituent of amber, pine-resins, leaves of
lettuce, and wormwood, &c. [L. succiiium, amber.]

Succinct, suk-singUt*, adj. short: concise.— adv.
Succinctly.—//.;. Succinct'ness ; Succincto'rium,
a band embroidered with an Agnus Dei, worn hang-
ing from the girdle by the pope on some occasions.
[L. succincius—sub, up, cingere, to gird.]

Succivorous, suk-siv'O-rus, adj. feeding on the sap of
plants.

—

adj. Succose (suk'Os), full of juice.
Succory, suk'or-i, n. a form oi chicory.

Succotash, suk'o-tash, H. a dish consisting of a stew
of green Indian corn and beans. [.Amer. Ind.]

Succour, sukur, v.t. to assist: to relieve.

—

n. aid:
relief.—//. Suctfourer.— m(^'. Sucoourless, desti-

tute of succour. [L. succurrere, to run up to

—

sub,

up, currere, to run.]

Succubus, suk'u-bus, n. a demon in female form who
consorts with men in their sleep— also Suco'uba.
— v.t. Succ'ubate, to have carnal knowledge of a
man by this means.

—

adj. SucCubine, pertaining to

a succubus. [L. succuba, a whore, succumbtre, to

lie down.]
Succulent, suk'a-lent, adj. full of juice or moisture :

not dry or barren.—«J. SUCCUlence, SuCC'Ulency.—adv. SUCC'Ulently. [L. succuientus— succus,

juice

—

suffcre, to suck.]

Succumb, suk-kum', v.i. to lie down under : to sink

under : to yield, to submit, to die. [L. sub, tmder,
cumbere, to lie down.]

Succursal, suk-ur'sal, adj. subsidiary, of the relatioa

of a minor church to a cathedral, &c.
Succus, suk'us, //. a fluid secretion, expressed juice.

SuCCUSSive, suk-kus'iv, adj. characterised by a shaking
motion, as that of an earthqu.ike.

—

z'.t. SUCCUSS', to

shake suddenly.—//j. Succussatlon, a shaking ; SUO-
OUS'Slon, a shaking, a shock : a shaking of the thorax

to detect pleural effusion. [L. sucaitere, succussum,
to shake below

—

sub, under, ^uatere, to shake.]

Sucll, such, adj. of the like kmd : of that quality or

character mentioned.

—

/ran. denoting a particular

person or thing, as in such and such.—adv. Such'-
wise, in such a manner.—Such and sucb, Sucb or
such, this or that, some, indefinitely ; Such like (B.)
= Such. [A.S. swylc, from S7va, so, and Uc, like,

cog. with Goth. swaleiks.\
Suck, suk, v.t. to draw in with the mouth : to draw
milk from with the mouth : to imbibe : to drain.

—

v.i. to draw with the mouth : to draw the breast

:

to draw in.

—

n. act of sucking : milk drawn from
the breast : (slang) a short drink, esp. a dram of

spirits.—/!. Suck'er, one who, or that which, sucks,

a sucking-pig : one of various kinds of fish : tba
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organ by which an animal adheres to other bodies :

the piston of a suction-pump : a shoot rising from
a subterranean stem : a leather disc to the middle
of which a string b attached, used by children as a
toy : a parasite, toady, sponge : a hard drinker :

(,i/.S.) a native of Illinois.

—

v.f. to strip off suckers
from : to provide with suckers.— «. Suck'et, a sugar-
plum.

—

ajj. Suck'ing, still nourished by milk : young
and inexperienced.

—

ns. Suck ing-bot tie, a bottle of
milk used for infants as a substitute for the breast ;

Suck'ing-fislx, a name sometimes given to the He-
mora or Eckineis, which has a dorsal sucker, and to

other fishes which have a sucker formed by the union
of the ventral fins, as \\i^ Lumfsucker.— ^a.€)L In, to

draw in, imbibe, absorb («. a fraud) ; SUCk OUt, to

draw out with the mouth ; Suck the monkey (see
' Monkey); Suck up, to draw up into the mouth.

[.•\.S. siican, sugan ; Ger. saugen.]
Sucken, suk'n, «. (Scots law) the district round a mill,

the tenants farming which must grind their com
therein.—«. SUCk'euer, a tenant SO bound. {Soken.'l

Suckle, suk'I, v.t. to give suck to: to nurse at the
breast.

—

n. Suck'ler, a mammal that suckles its

young, a suckling.—«.//. Sucklers, red clover.—«.

Suckling, a young child or animal being nursed
at the breast.—a<^'. sucking. [Dim. o{ suck.\

Sucrose, su'krCs, ». the white crystalline com-
pound known variously as caiu-stigar, beet-sugar,

mapU-sugar.
Suction, suk'shun, «. act or power of sucking : act of
drawing, as fluids, by exhausting the air.—«. Suc'-
tlon-pump, the common house-pump—not the force-

pump.

—

adj. Suctorial, adapted for sucking : living

by sucking—also SUCtO'riOUS.
SudamiTia, su-dam'i-na, //.//. also called Military

eruption, one of the vesicular diseases of the skin
almost always occurring in association with febrile

disorders, particularly acute rheumatisnu

—

adj. Su-
dani inal. [L. suddre, to sweat.]

Sudatory, su'da-t^r-i, adj. sweating. — «. a sweating-
bath.

—

ns. Suda'rium, a cloth for wiping off sweat,
esp. that of St Veronica on which the features of
Jesus on His way to the Cross were miraculously im-
pressed—also Su'dary ; Suda'tion. excessive sweat-
ing ; Siidato'rium, a sweaiing-bath. [L. sudatorius—suddre, -dtum.]

Sudden, sud'en, adj. une.vpected : hasty : abrupt.

—

adv. Sud'denly.— «. Suddenness, (Scot.) Sud-
denty.—On a sudden, Of a sudden, suddenly,
sooner than was expected. [O. Fr. lodain— L.
subitaneus, sudden— subitus, coming stealthily

—

sub, up, ire, Iturn, to go.)

Sudder, sud'^r, adj. supreme, chief—in Bengal. [Ar.
sadr. chief.]

Sudorific, su-dor-ifik, adj. causing sweat.— n. any
diaphoretic or remedy to excite the secretions of
the skin, a medicine producing sweat.—«. Su'dor,
sweat.—a<^>. Su'dorai ; Sudoriferous. [L. sudor,
swe3i,yacere, to make.]

Sudra, su'dra, n. a member of the fourth and lowest
of the Hindu castes. [Hind.,—Sans, pidra.]

Suds, sudz, «.//. boiling water mixed with soap.
[.\.S. soden, pa. p. oi seitkan, to seethe; cog. with
Ger. sod—sieden.']

Sue. sa, v.t. to prosecute at law : to seek after, to try
to win.

—

v.t. to make legal claim : to make a^jplica-

tion : to entreat : to demand (vrithjbr).— rt. Su'iUK,
the act of bringing a legal suit : wooing.—Sue OUt,
to petition for and take out. [M. E. suen—O. Fr.
sfi're, suir{FT. suivre)—L. segui, secutus, to follow.]

Su^de, swad, «. undressed kid^-often adj., as ' sufede
gloves.' [Fr. Suede, Swede.]

Suet, su'et, n. a solid fatty tissue, accumulating about
the kidneys and omentum of the ox, sheep, &c.

—

adj.

Su'ety. [O. Fr. seu (Fr. sui/)—L. sebum, fat.]

Suffer, suf'ir, t'. /. to undergo : to endure : to be
.effected by : to permit.

—

v.t. to feel pain or punish-
ment : to sustain loss : to be injitred.—a<^'. Suff'er-

able, that may be suffered : allowable.—«. Suff'er-

ahleness. — adv. Suff'erably. — us. Suff'erance,
state of suffering : endurance : permission : tolera-

tion ; Sufferer ; Suff ering, distress, loss, or injury.

[L. sujferre—sub, under, yi'rr^, to bear.]

Stlffete, suf'et, «. one of the suffetes or chief adminis-
trative officials of ancient Carthage. [L. su/es, -etis

—Punic ; cf. Heb. shdpket, a judge.]
Suffice, suf'fTs, v.i. to be enough : to be equal to the
end in view.

—

v.t. to satisfy.

—

k. Suffi'clency, state

of being sufficient : competence : ability : capacity

:

conceit.

—

adj. Sufficient, sufficing : enough : equal
to any end or purpose : competent.

—

adv. Suffi'-

CienUy. — «. Suf'fisance (Spens.), sufficiency.

[Fr.,— L. sufficire, to take the place of—i«^, under,
facerc, to make.]

Suffioni, suf-e-0'ni, H.pl. a name given to the exhala-
tions of hot sulphurous vapours, which are common
in volcanic regions. [It.]

Suffix, suf'iks, «. a particle added to the root of a
word.

—

v.t. Suffix', to add a letter or syllable to a
word to mark difierent notions and relations.

—

adj.
Suff'ixal.—«. Suffixion. [L. suffixus, sub, under,
figere, to fix.]

Sufflaminate, suf-flam'i-nat, v.t. {obs.) to impede. [L.

sufflamindre, -atum—suffldttien, a clog.]

Sufflate, suf-flat', v.t. to blowup, inflate.—«. Suffla'-

tion. [ L. sufflate, dtum.^
Suffocate, suf'O-kal, v.t. to choke by stopping the

breath : to stifle -.—pa.p. suffjocated.—/.a///'. (Shak.)
suffocated.— p.adj. Suff'ocating, choking.— adv.
Suff'ocatingly.—«. Suffocation, act of suiVocating

:

state of being suffocated.

—

adj. Suff'OCatiVS, tend-

ing to suffocate. [L. suffocdre, •dtum—sub, under,

fauces, the throat.]

Suffragan, suf'ra-gan, adj. assisting.— «. a coadjutor-

bishop : any bishop in relation to his metropolitan.

—

». Suff'raganshlp.
Suffrage, suf'raj, ». a vote : a vote in approbation

of any proposal, hence approval, assent : testimony,

witness : any short intercessory prayer.

—

n. Suff'ra-

gist, one who votes : one holding particular opinions

about the right of voting. [L. suffragium, saffra-

gdri, to vote for.]

Suffrage, suf-fra'go, n. the joint between the tibia and
tarsus, as the hock of a horse's hind-leg, the heel of a

hirA.—adj. Suffrag'inous. [L. suffrage, the hock
—sub, xmAtiX

,
frangere, to break.)

Suffrutescent, suf-rro-tes'ent, adj. somewhat woody
at the base.—«. Suff'rutex, an under-shrub, a herb

with permanent woody base.

—

adj. Sufiru'ticose,

shrubby at base, small with w^oody stem—also Suf-

tru'ticous.— adj. Suffrutic'ulose, somewhat fru-

ticulose. [L- sub, vindtT,yruiex, a shrub.]

Suffulted, su-ful'ted, adj. gradually blending into

another colour. [L. suffulctre, suffultum, to

support.]

Suffumlgate, suf-fu' mi-gat, v.t. to apply fumes to.

—

n. Suffumig^'tion, the act of fumigating or burning
perfumes.

StlflHlse, stif-fuz', v.i. to pour underneath : to over-

spread or cover, as with a fluid.—«. Suffusion, act

or operation of suffusing : state of being suffused

:

that which is suffused. [L. sub, underneathj/««<i^*,
fusnm, to potxr.)

Sufism, su'fizm, H. a form of pantheistic mysticism
within Islam.

—

ns. Su'fi, So'fi, one of such mystics.

—

adjs. Su'fiC, SufiS'tia [Ar. sufi—Gr. sofhos, wise,]

Sugar, shoog'ar, n. a sweet substan<» obtained chiefly

from a kind of cane : anything sugary, honeyed
words, flattery.

—

v.t. to sprinkle or mix with sugar:
to compliment.

—

hs. Sug'ar-bak'er, a sugar-refiner;
Sug'ar-beet, any one of several varieties of the
common garden beet, grown for sugar ; Sug'ar-
can'dy, sugar candied or in large crystals ; Sug"ar-
cane, the saccharine grass (Saccharum officinarum)
from which sugar is chiefly obtained.

—

adj. Sug'ar-
coated, coated with sugar, —p.adj. Sug'ared,
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Suggest fate, far ; me, her ; mine : Sumao

sweetened with sugar.—;«. Sug'ar-gum, a large
Austrahan eucalyptus yielding good timber, with
sweetish foliage ; Sug'ar-house, a factory where
sugar is made ; Sug'arlness, state or quality of

being sugary or sweet ; Sug'ar-loaf, a loaf or

mass of sugar, usually in the form of a truncated

cone ; Sug'ar-ma'plO, the hard maple ; Sug'ar-
mlll, a machine for pressing out the juice of the

sugar-cane ; Sug'ar-uiite, a mite infesting unrefined

sugar ; Sug'ar-plum, a species of sweetmeat made
up in small ornamental balls or lumps like a plum :

any very pleasing piece of flattery ; Sug'ar-ren'ner,
one who refines raw sugar ; Sug'ar-refi'nery .—«.//.
Sug'ar-tongs, an implement for lifting pieces of

sugar at table.

—

adj. Sug'ary, sweetened with, tast-

ing of, or like sugar : fond of sweets.—Sugar of
lead, acetate of lead. [Fr. sucre—Sp. azucar—Ar.

assokkar— Pers. shakar— Sans, carkara, sugar,

orig. grains of sand, applied to sugar because
occurring in grains.]

Suggest, suj-jest', v.t. to introduce indirectly to the
thoughts : to hint.

—

v.i. to make suggestions.

—

ns.

Sugges'ter; Suggestlbirity, capability of being
suggested.— a<^'. Suggestible.— «. Suggestion,
act of suggesting : hint : proposal : incitement,
temptation : {law) information without oath, not
being pleadable : the act of exercising control over
a hypnotised subject by communicating some belief

or impulse by means of words or gestures, also the
idea so suggested ; Sugges'tionism, the theory that
hypnotic effects are entirely due to the action of
suggestion upon weak persons ; Sugges'tionlst, one
who holds this view.

—

adj. Sugges'tive, containing
a hint : fitted to suggest : pertaining to hypnotic sug-
gest ion.— adv. Sugges'tively.— ns. Sugges'tlve-
ness, state of being suggestive; Sugges'tor; Sug-
ges'tresa; Sugges'tum, a raised platform. [L.

sub, under, gerere, gestuin, to carry.]
Suggil, suj'il, v.t. (pbs.) to beat black and blue

—

also Sugg'ilate.—«. Suggllatlon, a livid mark, a
blow. [L. sugUlatto.}

Suicide, su'i-sTd, «. one who dies by his own hand :

self-murder.

—

adj. Suici'dal, pertaining to, or par-
taking of, the crime of suicide.

—

adv. Suioi'dall^.

—

«. Su'icidism, a tendency towards suicide. [Corned
from L. S7ti, of himself, cifdere, to kill.]

Suldse, su'i-de, n.pl. a family of even-toed, non-rumi-
nant Ungulates, including pigs, hogs, or boars, the
B.ibiroussa, and the wart-nogs (/V/rt(r(767/<rr7/f).

—

adjs.
Su'iform, like the Sitida; Su'illine, swinish.

Sulnt, swint, n. the natural grease of wool. [Fr.]
Suiat, su'ist, «. a self-seeker.—«. Su'iciam, selfishness.
Suit, sut, n. act of suing : an action at law : a peti-

tion : a series : a set : a number of things of the
same kind or made to be used together, as clothes
or armour : courtship.

—

v.t. to fit : to become : to
please. — v.i. to agree: to correspond.

—

p. adj.
BUit'ed (^'/i/i/t.), dressed, clothed.— «j. Sult'lng,
cloth suitable for making suits of clothes, usually m
//. ; Sult'or, one who sues in love or law : a peti-
tioner : a woocT •.—/em. Suit'ress.

—

v.t. tp play the
smlor. — adj. Sult'orclde, .suitor-killing. [Fr.,—
Low L. secta, a suit— L. segui, to follow.)

Suitable, sut'a-bl, adj. that suits : fitting : agreeable
to : adequate. —«j. Sultabil'ity, Sult'ableneas.

—

adv. Suitably.
Suite, sw6t, «. a train of followers or attendants

:

a regular set, particularly of rooms : a series of
dances arranged for instruments in the same or
relative keys, and usually preceded by a prelude :

a sequel. [Fr. Cf. Suit.\
Sulvez, sw5-va', n. (»/«j.) a direction to the accom-

panist to adapt his time and style to the soloist.
[Fr., 'follow.']

Sujee, sOO'je, «. fine flour made from the heart of the
wheat, for English tables in India.—Also Soo'Jee,
Sou'jee. [Hind. sujl.\

Sulcate, -d, sul'kat, -ed, adj. furrowed, grooved.

—

«. Sulca'tlon.—a(//. Sul'clform.—«. Siil'cua :—//.
Sul'Ci. [L. sulcus, a furrow.]

Sulk, sulk, v.i. to be sullen.—m/z'. Sulk'ily, in a
sulky, sullen, or morose manner.—«. Sulk'iliess.—
n.pl. Sulka, a fit of suUenness.—a<(7. Sulk'y, silently

sullen.— «. a light two -wheeled vehicle for one
person, sometimes having no body. [A.S. solcen,
slow

—

seolcan, to be slow.]

Sullage, sul'aj, ». the floating scum on molten metal

:

silt : anything which sullies.

Sullen, sul'en, adj. gloomily angry and silent : malig-
nant, baleful: dark: <l\x\\. — adv. Sull'enly.— «.

Sull'ennesa.-«.//. Sull'ens, sullen fits. [O. Fr.
so/aifi—h. solus, alone.]

Sully, sul'i, v.t. to soil : to spot : to tarnish.

—

v.i. to be
soiled:

—

/a.t. and /rt./. sull'ied.—«. spot: tarnish.

[A.S. syliau, to defile

—

sol, mud.]
Sulphur, sul'fur, «. a yellow mineral substance, very

brittle, fusible, and inflammable: brimstone.— «.

Sulphate, a salt formed by sulphuric acid with a
base.

—

v.t. to form a deposit of lead sulphate on.

—

adj. Sulphat'iC—wf. Sul'phatUe, native sulphuric
acid ; Sul'phide, a combination of sulphur with a
metal ; SuTphite, a salt formed by sulphurous acid.—v.t. Sul'phurate, to combine with, or subject to,

the action of sulphur.

—

ns. Sulphura'tion, the act
or operation of subjecting to the action of sulphur
or sulphurous acid ; Sulphura'tor, an apparatus
for sulphurating. — adj. SulphU'reous, consisting
of, containing, or having the qualities of sulphur.
- adv. Sulphii'reously. -— tis. Sulphu'reousness

;

Sul'pburet, a combination of sulphur with an
alkali, earth, or m&t3.\. — adjs. Sul'phliretted,

having sulphur in combination ; SulphU'ric, per-

taining to, or obtained from, sulphur : denoting a
certain well-known strong acid, formerly called oil

of vitriol ; Sul'phiirous, pertaining to, resembling,

or containing sulphur : denoting the pungent acid

given out when sulphur is burned in air ; Sul'-

phury, partaking of the qualities of sulphur.

—

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a compound of sulphur
and hydrogen, stinking and noxious ; Sulphurous
acid, an acid formed by one equivalent of sulphur
combined with two of oxygen. [L. sulphur; said

to be conn, with Sans, pilvdri.]
Sultan, sul'tan, u. a Mohammed.Tn sovereign, esp.

the supreme head of the Ottoman empire : a purple
or hyacinthine gallinule, or porphyrio : a small white
variety of the domestic hen •.—/etu. Sultana (sul-

tii'na), the mother, a wife, or a daughter of a sultan
—also Sul'tanesa.—«j. Sultana (sul-t.=i'na), a king's

mistress : a kind of viol : an old form of necklace: a
small kind of raisin ; Sul'tanate, the authority or
jurisdiction of a sultan.

—

adj. Sllltan'lO.—«. Sul'-

tanahip. [Ar. sultan, victorious, a ruler.]

Sultry, sul'tri, adj. sweltering : very hot and op-
pressive : close.—art"?'. Sul'trlly.—«. Sul'triness.
[Another form is sweltry, from root of steelier.]

Sum, sum, «. the amount of two or more things taken
together : the whole of anything : a quantity of
money : a problem in arithmetic : chief points : sub-
stance or result of reasoning : summary : height

:

completion.—r'. /. to collect into one amount or whole

:

to count : to bring into a few words '.—pr.p. sum'-
ining ; pa.t. andpa.p. summed.—adj. Sum'less, not
to be summed or counted : incalculable.

—

ns. Sum'-
mer, one who sums ; Sum'ming, the act of one who
sums, arithmetic ; Sum'ming-up, a recapitulation
or review of the leading points, a judge's summary
survey of the evidence given to a jury before it with-
draws to consider its verdict ; Sum'niist, one who
makes a summary, esp. a theological compendium.
[Fr.,— L. suinnia— suitimus, supreinus, highest,

superl. o{ superus, on high

—

super, above.]
Siunac, Sumach, sQ'mak, «. a genus of small trees

and shrubs of the natural order Anacardiaceee— the
leaves of some species used in dyeing. [Fr. sumot
—Sp. zumaque—Ar, summa,g.\
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Sumerian mote ; mute ; mSijn ; then. Sunday

Siuuerian, sfl-mg'ri-an, ^t^'. pertaining to Sur/iir, one
of the two divisions of ancient Babylonia.

Summary, sum'a-ri, adj. summed up or condensed :

short: brief: compendious: done by a short method.
—«. an abstract abridgment, or comjfendium.

—

adv.
Siunm'arlly.— «. Summ'ariness.— z/./. Summ'a-
riSB, to present in a summary or briefly.— fis.

Summ'arist, one who summarises; Slimm'ula, a
brief educational text-book.—Summary diligence
(Scois law), the process by which execution may
proceed without the need of further application to

the court, in the case of bonds and other instru-

ments registered for execution.
Summation, sum-a'shun, «. act of summing or form-

ing a total amount : an aggregate.

—

adjs. Summa'-
tional, Summ'ative.

Summer, sum'er, «. the second and warmest season
of the year—^June, July, August.—f./. to pass the
summer.—t/./. to keep through the summer.

—

atij.

Summ'er-drled, dried by the heat of summer.—«.
Summ'er-duck, a beautiful North American duck.
—adj. Summ'er-fall'OW, lying fallow during the
summer. — ns. Summ'er - house, a house in a
garden used in summer : a summer residence ;

Summ'ering, a kind of early apple.

—

adv. Summ'er-
Uke.—«(/>. Summ'erly, warm and bright like sum-
mer.

—

ns. Summ'er-Shine, the summer colour of a
bird, insect, &c. ; Summer-tide, Summer-time, the

summer season.

—

Oiij. Summ'ery, like summer.

—

Indian summer (see Indian) ; St Luke's, St Mar-
tin's, summer (see Saint). [.•\.S. miner, sumor;
Dut. zomer, Ger. soinmer.]

Summer, sum'er, n. the first stone laid over columns or
pilasters to form a cross vault : the central beam of
a floor which receives the joists : any large piece of
timber supported on two strong piers or posts, and
serving as a lintel to a door, window, &c. : {pis.') a
pack-horse, a sumpter-horse. [Sutnjiter.']

Summerset. Same as Somersault.
Summit, sum'it, «. the highest point or degree : the

top.

—

adj. Summ'itless, having no summit or top.
—«. Summ'it-leVel, the highest level. [O. Fr. som,
the top of a hill—L. summum, highest.)

Summon, sum'un, v.t. to call with authority : to com-
mand to appear, esp. in court : to rouse to exertion.
—»^. Summ'oner ; Summ'ons, a summoning or an
authoritative call : a call to appear, esp. in court : a
cnll to surrender.

—

v.t. to serve with a summons.
[O. Fr. somonei— L. summotiSre— snb, secretly,

monere, to warn.]
Sump, sump, ft. a round pit of stone lined with clay,

for receivmg metal on its first fusion or reduction :

the reservoir at the lowest point of a mine, from
which the water is pumped : {prov.) a bog, a puddle.
[Dut. somp : Ger. sump/.'\

Sumph, sumf, «. {/>rov.) a blockhead, a soft sheepish
kWow.—adj'. Sumph'lsh.—«. Sumph'ishness.

Sumpit, suni'pit, «. the poisoned arrow thrown from
the Sum'pitan, or Malay blow-gun.

Sumpsimus, sump'si-mus, n. a correct expression dis-

pl.icinx an incorrect but common one (see Mump-
simus). [L., ist pers. pi. perf. indie, of suiitere, to

take.]

Sumpter, sump't6r, «. a horse for carrying burdens.
[With inserted p from O. Fr. somier—'Low L. sag'-

tnariiis—Gx. sagma, a pack-saddle—Or. sattein, to

pack. 1

Sumptuary, sumpt'u-ar-i, adj. pertaining to or regu-
liVting expense, as in Sumptuary LaWS, which
sought to prevent extravagance in banquets, dress,

&c. \\j. sumptuarius—sumere, sumptum, to take,

contr. of sub, up, emere, to buy.]
Sumptuous, smnpt'u-us, adj^. cnstly : magnificent.

—

us. Sumptuos'ity, Sumpt'uousness.—^rfz;. Sumpt-
uously. [1.. siiinptuosus, costly

—

sumptus, cost.]

Sun, sun, «. the body which is the source of light

and heat to our planetary system : a body which
forms the centre of a system of orbs ; that which

resembles the sun in brightness or value : the sun-
shine : a revolution of the earth round the sun, a
year : sunrise, day : {her.) a bearing representing
the sun.

—

v.t. to expose to the sun's rays.

—

v.t, to
become warm in the sunshine:

—

pr.p. sun'ning ;

pa.t. and pa.p. sunned.

—

n. Sun'beam, a beam or
ray of the sun.

—

adjs. Sun'-beat, -en, smitten by
the rays of the sun.

—

ns. Sun'-bird, a family of
small tropical birds, the male with resplendent
metallic plumage ; Sun'-bitt'em, a South American
bird about the size of a small curlew, long-legged
and long-necked, with brilliant many-coloured mark-
ings ; Sun'-bonn'et, a light bonnet projecting beyond
the face to protect from the sun ; Sun'bow, an iris

formed by the sun, esp. in the spray of a cataract

;

Sun'bum, a burning or scorching by the sun, esp.
the browning of the skin of the face, hands, &c.
exposed to the sun.

—

adj's. Sun'bumed, Sun'bumt,
burned or discoloured by the sun.—«. Sun'burst, a
strong outburst of sunlight.

—

adj. Sun'-Clad, clothed
in radiant light.—«j. Sun'-crack, one of the super-
ficial markings frequently seen on the surfaces of
thin-bedded flagstones and argillaceous sandstones

;

Sun'dawn, the light of the dawning sun; Sun'-
dew, a plant of the genus Drosera, found in bogs
and moist heathy ground ; Sun'-di'al, an instrument
for measuring time by means of the motion of the
Sim's shadow cast by a style erected on its surface ;

Sun' -dog, a mock sun orparhelion ; Sun'down, sun-
set : a hat_ with a wide brim to shade the eyes ; Sun'-
downer, in Australia, a loafer who saunters from
station to station in the interior, arriving about sun-
down in the hope of getting free rations and lodging
for the night : a physician in government employ-
ment who practises for private fees after his official

hours.

—

adj. Sun'-dried, dried by exposure to the
sun.

—

ns. Sun'-fish, a fish whose body resembles
the forepart of a larger fish cut short off, supposed
to be so called from its nearly circular form ; Sun'-
flOWer, a plant so called from its flower, which is

a large disc with yellow rays ; Sun'god, the sun
considered as a deity ; Sun'hat, a light hat with
wide brim to shade the face from the sun.

—

adj.

Sun'Iess, without the sun : deprived of the sun
or its rays: shaded: dark.— lis. SuB'Iessness

;

Sun'llght, the light of the sun.—a^>. Sun'like,

like the sun ; Sun'llt, lighted up by the sun.

—

«. Sun'-myth, a solar myth (see Solar). —p.adj.
Sunned, exposed to the sun. — «. Sun'nlness.

—

adj. Sun'ny, pertaining to, coming from, or like

the sun : exposed to, warmed, or coloured by the

sun's rays.^

—

ns. Sun'-pict'Ure, -print, a photograph ;

Sun'rise, Sun'riSing, the rising or first appearance
of the sun above the norizon : the time of this rising

:

the east ; Sun'set, Sun'setting, the setting or going

down of the sun : the west ; Sun'shade, a ladies'

parasol : an awning ; Sun'shlnej the shining light

of the sun : the place on which it shines : warmth.
— adjs. Sun'Shlne, Sun'shlny, bright with sun-

shine : pleasant : bright like the sun ; Sun'-smitt'en,

smitten by the rays of the sun.—«i. Sun'spot, one

of the dark irregular spots appearing on the surface

of the sun ; Sun'stone, aventurine feldspar.— rt<^'.

Sun'-Strick'en.—«. Sun'Stroke, a nervous disease,

from exposure to the ?,\m.—adv. Sunward, toward

the sun.— «^. Sun'-wor'ship, adoration of the sun;

Sun'-wofshlpper. — Be in the sunshine. Have
the sun In one's eyes, to be in liquor, to be

dnink; Take the sun, to ascertain the latitude

from the sim ; Under the Sun, in the world, on
earth. [A.S. sunne : Ice. sunna, Ger. tunne.]

Sundaii, sun'da-ri, n. a tree abundant in Burma and
Borneo, with dark durable timber.—Also Sun'dra-
tree, Sun'der-tree.

Sunday, sun'da, «. the first day of the week, so
called because anciently dedicated to the sun or

its worship.

—

ns. Sun'day-best, one's best clothes

!
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Sunder fate, far ; m5, hir ; mine ;
Superliuineral

Sundays ; Son'day-SChool, a school for religious

instruction for children, held on Sunday. (A.S.

sunnan dtrg; Ger. sonntag.]

Sunder, sun'der, v.t. to separate: to divide.

—

ns.

Sun derance ; Sun'derment. — In sunder {B.),

asunder. [A.S. syndrian, to separate— sundor,

separate; Ice. su/idr, asunder.]

Sundry, sun'dri, adj. .-separate : more than one or

two : several : divers. — «.//. Sun'dries, sundry

things: different small things.—All and sundry,
all collectively and individually.

Sung, sung,/.».^ and/n./. o^ sing.

Sunk, sungk, Sunken, sungk'n, pu.p. oi sink.

Sunket, sung'ket, n. (Scot.) a dainty.

Sunn, sun, «. an Indian leguminous plant cultivated

for the fibre of its bark. [Hind. ja«.]

Sunnite, sun'It, «. the name commonly given to

orthodox Muslims, because in their rule of faith and
manners the Sunna, or traditional teaching of the

prophet, is added to the Koran.—Also Sonn'lte.
_

Sup, sup, v.t. to take into the mouth, as a liquid :

(Scot.) to eat with a spoon.— f.J. to eat the evening

meal : (^.) to sip -.—pr.p. sup'ping ;
pa.t. and fa.p.

supped.—«. a small mouthful, as of a liquid. [A.S.

sufi.in : Ice. sii/a, Ger. saufen, to drink.]

Supawn, su-pau', «. mush, or Indian meal boiled in

w iter, eaten with milk.—Also Suppawn', Sepawn',
Sepon'. [Amer. Ind.)

Supe, sup, n. {U.S.) a theatrical super : a toady.
Super, su'per, «. a supernumerary actor.

Superable, su'per-a-bl, adj. capable of being over-

come.—«. Su'perableness.—<i</7'. Su'perably.
Superabundant, su-per-ab-und'ant,_ a^. abundant to

excess : more than enough : copious.

—

v.t. Super-
abound', to abound exceedingly : to be more than
cnoiigii. — «. Superabund'ance. — adv. Super-
abund'antly.

Superacidulated, su-per-a-sid'a-hl-ted, adj. acidulated
to excess.

Superadd, su-per-ad', v.t. to add over and above.

—

». Superadol'tion.
Superaltar, su'per-awlt-ar, «. a small slab of stone

used as a portable altar, to be laid on the top of an
uncoiisecrated altar.

Superangelic, su-per-an-jel'ik, adj. more than angelic.
Superannuate, su-per-an'u-at, x<.t. to impair or dis-

qualify by living beyond the years of^ service or
by old age : to pension on account of old age or
infirmity.— './. to become incapacitated by long
service.—«. Superannua'tlon, state of being super-
annuated : the allowance granted in consideration of
such. [L. super, above, annus, a year.]

Superation, su-pe-ra'shun, n. the apparent passing
of one planet by another in longitude : the act of
surmounting.

Superb, sQ-perb', adj. proud : magnificent : stately :

elegant : showy : {coll.) first-class, very good.

—

adv.
Superb'ly. — «. Superb'ness, the state of being
superb. [L. superbits, proud

—

super, above.)
Supercalendered, sQ-pdr-kal'en-derd, adj. denoting
paper of a very high degree of polish due to several
courses of rolling.

Supercallosal, sQ-per-ka-IO'sal, adj. lying above the
corpus callosum, specifying a fissure or sulcus of the
median aspect of the cerebrum.

Supercanopy, sfl-per-kan'O-pi, «. an upper arch or
gahle al)ove a lesser or lower one.

Supercargo, su-per-kai'go, n. a person in a merchant-
ship placed in charge of the cargo and superintend-
ing all the commercial transactions of the voyage.

—

n. Supercar'goshlp.
Supercelestlal, su-per-sel-est'yal, adj. situated above

the firmament or vault of heaven.
Supercharge, sa'per-charj, «. {her.) a charge borne
upon an ordinary or other charge.

Supercilious, su-per-sil'i-us, a<^'. lofty with pride

:

disdainful: dictatorial: overbearine.

—

adj. Super-
Oll'Uuy, above the eyebrow.

—

adv. SuperoU'iously.

—n. Superciliousness. [L. superciliosus—super-

cilium, an eyebrow

—

super, above, ciiium, eyelid.]

Supercretaceous, su-per-kre-ta'shus, adj. {geol.) lying

above the chalk.

Superdainty,«su-per-dan'ti, adj. {Shak.) over-dainty.

Superdominant, su-per-don>'i-nant, n. {tnus.) the tone

just above the dominant, the sixth or subniediant.

Supereminent, su-per-em'i-nent, adj. eminent in a
superior degree : excellent beyond others.

—

n. Supor-
em'inence.

—

adv. Supereminently.
Supererogation, su-per-er-O-ga'shun, «. doing more

than duty requires or is necessary for salvation, hence
anything superfluous or uncalled for.

—

adjs. Super-
erog'ative. Supererogatory (Superer ogant). —
Works of supererogation {R.C.), works not abso-
lutely required of each individual for salvation, but
which may be done for the sake of greater perfection

—afibrding the church a store of surplus merit, to

eke out the deficient merit of others. [L. super,
above, erogdre, •atum, to pay out.]

Superessential, su-per-e-sen'shal, adj. transcending
mere being and essence.

Superezalt, su-per-egz-awlt', v.t. to exalt to a superior
degree.—«. Superexalta'tion.

Superexcellent, su-per-ek'sel-lent, adj. excellent above
others, or in an uncommon degree.—«. Superex'cel-
lence.

Superfamily, su'per-fam-i-li, «. a group in classifi-

cation between a suborder and a family, a group
of families.

Superfecundation, su-p6r-fek-un-da'shun, «. the im-
pregn:(tion of two or more ova at the same stage of

development by different acts of coition.

Superficies, su-per-fish'yez, «. the upper face or sur-

face : the outer face or part of a thing.

—

adj. Super-
fi'Cial, pertaining to, or being on, the surface: shallow:

slight : containing only what is apparent and simple :

not learned.—7/./. Superfi'cialise, to treat super-

ficially. — «. Superficialist, a person of merely
superficial knowledge.

—

adv. Superfi'clally.— ns.

Superfi'cialness, Superficiality; Superfi'ciary,

one possessing a right to what stands on the .sur-

face of the lands of another.— rt^'. belonging to the

surface : situated on another's land. [L. super,

above, jdcies, face.]

Superfine, su'pir-fin, adj. fine above others : finer

than ordinarj'.— «. Su'perfineness —a<^'. Superfin'I-

cal, very finical.

Superfluous, su-per'flOO-us, adj. more than enough

:

unnecessary or useless.—«. Superfluity, a super-

fluous quantity or more than enough : state of

being superfluous : superabundance.

—

adt: Super*-

fluously.—«j. Super'nuousness, superfluity ; Su'-

perflux {SAai), any superfluity. [L. superjluus—
super, above, Jluere, to flow.]

SuperfOBtation, su-per-fe-ta'shun, «. the circumstance
of two distinct conceptions occurring in the same
woman at a considerable interval so that two fcetuses

of different ages—the ofl'spring possibly of different

fathers—may coexist in the uterus—also Super-
feta'tlon. — w./. Superfce'tate, Superfe'tate, to

conceive after a prior conception.
Superfrontal, sO-per-fron'tal, adj. pertaining to the
upper part of the frontal lobe of the brain.—«. a
covering for the top of the altar, generally hanging
down an round, and fringed.

Superfunction, sQ-p^r-fungk'shun, n. action of some
organ in excess of what is normal.

—

adj. SupOT-
funCtional.

Superfuse, sO-per-fOz', v. t. to pour over something else.

Superheat, sO-per-h5t', v.t. to heat to excess.—«.

Superheat'er.
Superhuman, su-per-hO'man, adj. above what is

hum.an : divine.— «. Superhuman'ity.— ai/r. Su-
perhu'manly.

Superhumeral, su-p6r-hO'me-ra!, «. anything carried
on the shoulders : the amice : the pallium : a Jewish
ephod.
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Superimpose mote ; mOte ; mOOn ; /Aen. Supersolar

Superimpose, sQ-per-im-pOz', v.i. to impose or lay
above : {^geol.) to establish a structural system over,
independently of underlying structures.

—

n. Super-
imposi'tion, the act ofsuperimposing : state of being
superijnposed.

Superincumbent, sQ-per-in-kum'bent,ar/7'. lying above.
—ns. Superincum bence, Superincumbency.

Superinduce, su-per-in-dus', v.t. to Ijring in over and
above sometliing else, to superadd.

—

fis. Superin-
duc'tlon, Superinduce'ment.

Superlnenarrable, su-per-in-e-nar'a-b!, adj. in the
highest degree incapable of being described.

Superintend, su-per-in-tend', v.t. to have the over-
sight or charge of; to control, manage.—"'./. to

exercise supervision.

—

tts. Superlnten'dence, Su-
perlnten'dency, oversight : direction : manage-
ment.

—

atij. Superinten'dent, superintending.— «.

one who superintends : the head of a Sunday-school

:

in some Protestant churches a clergyman having the
oversight of the clergy of a district : overseer.—«.

Superlnten'dentshlp.
Superior, su-pe'ri-or, adj. upper : higher in place,

rank, or excellence : surpassing others : beyond the
influence of: of wider application, generic : {print.)
set above the level of the line.

—

n, one superior to
others : the chief of a monastery, &c., and of certain
churches and colleges : {Scots laiti) one who has
made an original grant of heritable property to a
tenant or vassal, on condition of a certain annual
payment {/eu-duty) or of the performance of certain
services.

—

ns. Supe'rloress, a female superior or
chief in a convent, nunnery, &c. ; Superlor'lty,
qu.ility or state of being superior : pre-eminence :

advantage : {Scots iaw) the right which the superior
enjoys in the land held by the vassal.

—

adv. Supe'-
riorly, in a superior manner.—Superior planets,
those more distant from the sun than the earth. [L.,

comp. o( snpt-nis, high

—

super, above.]
Supei'] acent, su-per-ja'sent, adj. lying above or upon.
Superlative, su-per'la-tiv, a^fj. raised above others or

to the highest degree : superior to all others : most
eminent : {grant.) e.xpressing the highest degree
of a quality.—«. (gram.) the superlative or highest
degree of adjectives and adverbs : any word or phrase
full of exaggeration. — (k/z'. Superlatively. — «.
Superlativeness, state of being superlative or
in the highest degree. [L. superlativus— super-
latus, pa. p. of super/em—super, above, /erre, to
carry.]

Superlunar, su-p6r-lu'nar, adj. above the moon : not
of this world.—Also Superlu'nary.

Supermedial, su-per-me'di-al, adj. being above the
middle.

Supermundane, su-p6r-mun'dan, adj. above the
world.

Supemacular, su-per-nak'u-lar, adj. very choice, of
liquor.—/;. Su^emaC'Ulum, wine fit to be drunk to
the last drop with no heeltaps, anything very choice.—adv. to the last drop.

Supernal, su-per'nal, adj. that is above or in a higher
place or region : relating to things above : celestial.

[L. supertius—super, above.]
Supernatant, su-per-na'tant, adj. floating on the sur-

face.—«. Supemata'tion. [L. supernatdre—super,
above, nature, to swim.]

Supernatlonal, su-per-nash'un-al, adj. transcending
tiie iiation.iI, and belonging to mankind.—«. Super-
na'tionalism.

Supernatural, su-per-nat'u-ral, adj. above or beyond
the powers of nature : not according to the usual
courseof nature : miraculous: spiritual.—z'./.Super-
nat'uralise, to bring into the supernatural sphere.
—Its. Supemat'uralism, the belief in the influence
of the supernatural in the world ; Supemat'urallst,
a believer in the supernatural.

—

adj. of or pcrt.-iining

to the supernatural. —rt<^'. Supematurallst Ic—
adv. Supemat'urally.—«. Supemat'uralness.

Supernumerary, su-p6r-nam'er-ar-i, adj. over and

above the number stated, or which is usual or
necessary.—//, a person or thing beyond the usual,
necessary, or stated number : one who appears on
the stage without a speaking part. [L super-
numerarius—super, over, nutiterus, a number.]

Supernutrltion, su-per-nu-trish'un, «. excessive nu-
trition.

SuperoCCipital, su-per-ok-sip'e-tal, adj. pertaining to
the upper part of the occipital lobe of the brain.

Superoctave, su'per-ok-tav, «. {mus.) a coupler in the
organ by means of which is sounded an octave higher
than the one struck : an organ-stop two octaves above
the principal.

Superolateral, su-pe-rO-lat'er-al, adj. situated above
and at the side.

Superorder, su-per-or'der, n. a group in the classifi-

cations of natural history above the order but below
the c\ass.—adj. Superor'dlnal.

Superordinary, su-per-or'di-na-ri, adj. above the
ordinary.

Superordinatlon, su-per-or-di-na'shun, «. the ordi-
nation of a successor by an ecclesiastic : {logic) the
relation of a universal proposiiion to a particular
proposition in the same terms. — adj. Superor'dl-
nate.

Superorganlc, su-per-or-gan'ik, adj. not dependent on
organisation, psychical, spiritual : social.

Superparasltism, su-per-par'a-sTt-izm, «. the infesta-

tion of parasites by other parasites.

—

n. Su'per-
parasite, the parasite of a parasite.

—

adj. Super-
parasit'ic.

Superphosphate, su-per-fos'fat, ». a phosphate con-
taining the greatest amount of phosphoric acid that
c.in combine with the base.

Superpbysical, su-per-fiz'i-kal, adj. superorganic,
psycliical.

Superpose, su-ger-p5z', v.t. to place over or upon.

—

adjs. Superpo'sable ; Superposed'.-«. Superposi'-
tion, act of superposing : state of being superposed :

that which is above anything.
Superpraise, su-per-praz', v.t. {Shak.) to praise ex-

cessively.

Super-royal, su-per-roi'al, adj. larger than royal, de-

noting a size of paper, igi X 27i in. for writing and
drawing paper, 20J X 27^ in. for printing-paper.

Supersacral, su-per-sa'kral, adj. situated on or over
the sacrum.

Supersalt, su'per-sawit, n. a salt having a greater

number of equivalents of acid than base.

Supersaturate, su-per-sat'u-rat, v.t. to saturate beyond
the normal point.—«. Supersatura'tlon.

Superscribe, su-per-skrlb', v.t. to write or engrave
over, on the outside or top : to write the name on
the outside or cover of.— «j. Su'perscrlpt, Super-
SCrip'tlon, act of superscribing : that which is

written or engraved above or on the outside. [L.

super, above, scribere, scriptutn, to write.]

Supersede, su-per-sed', v. t. to take the place of another

by reason of superior right, power, &c. : to make use-

less by superior power : to come in the room of, to

replace : to displace, set aside, render unnecessary.

—ns. Superse'deas, a writ to stay proceedings, or

to suspend the powers of an ofl[icer in certain cases

;

Superse'dence, Superse'dure, Superses'sion_, a

setting aside, the act of superseding ; Supersede're
{Scots law), a private agreement among creditors,

under a trust-deed, to supersede or sist diligence for

a certain period : an order of court granting pro-

tection to a debtor. [L. super, above, sedire, sessum,

to sit.]

Supersensible, su-per-sen'si-bl, adj. above the range
of the senses, .spiritual.

—

adv. Supersen'Slbly.—rt(^'.

Supersensitive, excessively sensitive.—//. Super-
sen'sitiveness.—(7/^V. Supersen'sory, Supersen'-
sual, beyond the senses.

Superserviceable, su-per-serv'is-a-bl, adj. {Shak.")

doing more than required, over-officious.

Supersolar, sO-p«r-sO'Iar, a^j. above th« sua.



Superstition (ate, far ; me, h6r ; mine ; Suppose

Snperstition, sa-per-stish'un, n. excessive reverence

or fear, based on ignorance : excessive exactness in

religious opinions or practice : false worship or re-

ligion : an ignorant and irrational belief in super-

natural agency, omens, divination, sorcery, &c.

:

belief in what is absurd, without evidence : rites

or practices proceeding from superstitious belief

or war: over-nicety, exactness too scrupulous or

morbid.—a<^'. Superstl'tlOUS, pertaining to, or pro-

ceeding from, superstition : over-exact.—rtrff. Super-
Bti'tlously. — «. Sujpersti'tlousness. [L. su/iey

stitio, excessive religious hfXici—super, over, above,

sttitum, sistere—stare, to stand.]

Superstratum, su-per-stra'tum, «. a stratum or layer

situated above another.
Superstructure, su-per-strukt'ur, «. a structure above

or on something else : anything erected on a founda-

tion—also Superstruc'tlon.—a^f. Superstruot'ive,
Superstruot'ural.

Supersubtle, su-per-sut'l, adj. over-subtle. — adj.

Supersubt'llised, subtilised or refined to excess.

—

n. Supersubt'lety, excessive subtlety, over-nicety.

Supertonic, su-per-ton'ik, «. {mus.) the tone in a scale

next above the tonic or keynote.
Supervene, su-per-ven', v.i. to come in addition, or

closely after : to occur, take place.

—

adj. Superve'-
nient, coming above, as something additional.-«.
Superven'tlon, act of supervening or taking place.

[L. silver, above, venire, ventunt, come.]
Supervise, su-per-vlz', v.i. to oversee : to superin-
tend.—/«. Supervi'sal, Supervl'slon, act of super-
vising : inspection : control ; Supervi'sor, one who
supervises : an overseer : an inspector : {Shak.) a
spectator.

—

adjs. Supervi'sory, pertaining to, or
having, supervision ; SuperviS'ual, beyond the
ordinary visual powers. [L. super, over, videre,

visum, to see.]

Supervolute, su'per-vol-flt, adj'. (fiot.) having a plaited

or convolute arrangement in the bud.
Supine, su-pTn', adj'. lying on the back : leaning back-
ward, inclined, sloping : negligent : indolent.

—

v.t.

Su'plnate, to bring the palm upward.

—

tis. Supina'-
tion, the state of being supine : the act of lymg or
being laid with the face upward : the act of turning
the palm of the hand upward : the hand so turned

;

Supina'tor, that which produces stipination : a
muscle that turns the palm upward ; Su'pine, one
of two jjarts of the Latin verb, really verbal nouns,
ending in turn and tu, called the first and second
supine respectively.

—

adv. Supine'Iy.—«. Supine'-
ness. [L. supinus—sttb, under.]

Suppedaneum, sup-€-da'ne-um, «. a foot-rest on a
cross or crucifix.

—

adj. Suppeda'noous, being under
the feet. [L. sub, vmAtr, Pes, pedis, the foot.]

Suppeditate, sup-ed'i-tat, v.t. to supply, furnish.—«.

Suppedita'tion, supply. [L. suppeditdre, -dium,
to supply

—

suppeilre, to be in store

—

sub, under,
fetere, to seek.]

Supper, sup'6r, n. a meal taken at the close of the day.—adj. Supp'erless, without supper.—«j. Supp'ing,
the act of one who sups : that which is supped

;

Lord's'-supp'er (see Lord). [O. Fr. soper (Fr.

sonfier)—from Low Ger. supen, to sup.]
Supplant, sup-plant', v.t. to displace by stratagem :

to take the place of : to undermine.

—

ns. Supplanta'-
tlon; Supplant'er. [L.j/</W/<j«^ar?, to trip up one's
heels

—

siib, under, pint: ia, the .sole of the foot.]

Supple, sup'l, adj. pliant : lithe : yielding to the
humour of others: fawning.

—

v.t. to make supple:
to make soft or compliant.

—

v.i. to become supple.
—n. Supp'leness.—«^'. Supple-sinewed, having
supple smews : lithe.—Supple Jack (L/.S.), one of
various climbing-shrubs with strong stems : a pliant
cane. [Fr. soup/e—L. suppkx, bending the knees

—

sub, under, piicdre, to fold.]

Supplement, .sup'le-ment, «. that which supplies or
fills up : any addition by which defects are supplied :

the quantity by which an angle or an arc falU short

of i8o° or a semicircle.

—

v.t. Supplement', to supply
or fill up : to add to.—adjs. Supplement'al. Sup-
plementary, added to supply what is wanting

:

additional.— rt(fo. Supplement'arily.—/«. Supplo-
menta'tion ; Supplement'er.—f./. Supplete', to

supplement.— «</;>. Supp'letive, Supp'letory, sup-
plemental.—«. a supplement. [L. supplementttm—
supplere, to fill up.]

Suppliant, siip'Ii-ant, adj. supplicating : asking
earnestly: entreating.— n. a humble petitioner.

—

adv. Supp'liantly.—«. Supp'liantness. [Fr. sup-
pliant, pr.p. oi supplier—L. siipplicdre.]

Supplicant, sup'li-kant, adj. supplicating : asking
submissively.—«. one who supplicates or entreats
earnestly. — n(/z/. Supp'llcantly. [L. supplicans,
pr.p. oi supplicare.]

Supplicate, siip'li-kut, v.t. to entreat_ earnestly : to

address^ in prayer.—«. Supp'licat, in the English
universities, a petition.

—

adv. Supp'llcatingly.

—

n. Supplica'tion, act of supplicating : in ancient
Rome, a solemn service or day decreed for giving
formal thanks to the gods for victory, &c. : earnest

prayer or entreaty, especially, in liturgies, a litany

petition for some special blessing.

—

adj. Suppli-
catory, containing supplication or entreaty : hunible.

—II. Supplioa'Vit, formerly a writ issued by the

King's Bench or Chancery for taking the surety of

the peace against a person. [L. supplicare, -dtum—supplex—sub, under, plicdre, to fold.]

Supply, sup-pli', v.t. to fill up, esp. a deficiency: to

add what is wanted : to furnish : to fill a vacant
place: to serve instead o( l—pa.t. and pa.p. sup-
plied'. [Fr.,—L. supplere—su6, i\p,plere, to fill.]

Supply, sup-pli*, «. act of supplying : that which is

supplied or which supplies a want : amount of food
or money provided (used generally in pi.) : a grant
of money provided by a legislature for the expenses
of government : a person who takes another's duty
temporarily, a substitute, esp. a clergyman.

—

ns.

Suppli'al, the act of supplying, the thing supplied;
Sup'pllance (S/iai.), that which is supplied, grati-

fication.

—

adj. Suppli'ant (S/tai.), supplying, auxil-

iary.—a<^z/. Sup'pliantly.—«^. Supplier, one who
supplies; Supply'ment (S/iai.), a supply.—Com-
missioner of Supply, one of the body forming the

chief county authority in Scotland for administrative
and rating purposes, down to 1889.

Support, sup-pOrt', v.t. to bear up: to endure or

sustain : to keep up as a part or character : to

make good : to defend : to represent in acting : to

supply with means of living : to uphold by coun-
tenance, patronise : to follow on same side as a
speaker.—«. act of supporting or upholding : that

which supports, sustains, or maintains : maintenance

:

an actor playing a subordinate part with a star

:

an accompaniment in music.

—

adj. Support'able,
capable of being supported : endurable : capable
of being maintained.—«. Support'ableness.

—

adz/.

Supporl'ably.— «j. Support'ance (S/tak.), sup-
port ; Support'er, one who, or that which, supports :

an adherent : a defender : (Her.) a figure on each
side of the escutcheon.—ad/s. Support'ing, Sup-
port'ive.—«^w. Support'ress. [L. supportdre—
sub, u\>,portdre, to bear.]

Suppose, sup-pO/, v.t. to lay down, assume, or state

as true : to imagine.

—

adj. Suppo'sable, that may
be supposed.

—

n. supposition, presumption, opinion.
— «. Suppo'sal {Shak.), supposition.— «(/;. Sup-
posed' (Shak.), counterfeit. —art'7/. Supposedly,
according to supposition. — ns. Suppo'ser ; Sup-
posi'tion, act of supposing : that which is sup-

posed : assumption.— adj. Supposl'tional, imply-
ing supposition.— adv. Supposl'tlonally. — ad^s.

Supposi'tlonary, hypothetic.nl ; Suppos'itive, im-
plying, expressing, or including a supposition. —
adv. Suppos'ltively.—«j. Suppository (mcd.), a

pill or any solid medicine in the form of a cone
or cylinder intended for introduction into the
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Supposititlovis mote ; mflte ; mOSn ; ihciu

rectum or other canal ; Suppos'ltOIII, that which
is supposed ; Suppo'SUTO, supposition. [Fr. jk/>-

^oset— L. supponere, -positum— sub, under, Fr.

ponere, to place.]

Supposititious, sup-poz-i-tish'us, adj. put by trick in

the place of another : spurious : imaginary, hj-po-

thetical, supposed.

—

adv. Sumwsitl'tlously, in a
supposititious manner. — n. Suppositi'tiousness,
the state of being supposititious. [L. supposititius—supponere, to put in the place of another

—

sub,

under, p<ntere, to place.]

Suppress, sup-pres', v.t. to crush, put down : to keep
in : to retain or conceal : to stop, restrain.

—

adv. Sup-
press edly.—wj. Suppress'er, Suppress'or.— ««>.

Suppress'iblo

—

ns. Suppres'Sion, act of suppress-
ing : stoppage : concealment ; Suppres'sionist, one
who supports suppression.

—

a<(/. Suppress'iVO, tend-
ing to suppress : subduing. [L. suppriniere, sup-
pressum—sub, unier, premere, to press.]

Suppurate, sup'u-rat, v.i. to gather pus or matter.

—

«. Suppura'tion, a morbid process which gives rise

to the formation of pus, one of the commonest pro-
ducts of inflammation.

—

adj. Supp'urative, tending
to suppurate : promoting suppuration.

—

n. a medi-
cine which promotes suppuration. [L. sub, under,
pus, pur-is, pus. ]

Supraclliary, sQ-pra-siri-ar-i, adj. above the eyebrow.
— .\lso Supercil'iary.

Supraclavicular, su-pra-kla-vik'u-lar, adj'. situated
above the clavicle or collar-bone.

Supracostal, su-pra-kost'al, adj'. above or upon the ribs.

Supracretaceous, su-pra-kre-ta'shus, a4j. {geol.) de-
noting strata lying above the chalk.

giUpralapsarlail, su-pra-laps-a'ri-an, «. one of a class

of Calvinists who make the decree of election and
predestination to precede the Creation and the Fall
—opp. to Sublapsarian.— adj. pertaining to the
Supralapsarians or to their opinions.

—

n. Supralap-
Sarianlsm. [L. supra, above, beyond, labi, lapsus,
to fall.]

Supralateral, sQ-pra-Iat'er-al, adj. placed on the upper
part of the side.

Supraltinar, su-pra-lfl'nar, adj. beyond the moon

:

very lofty.

Supramaxillary, sQ-pra-mak'si-la-ri, adj. pertaining
to the upper jaw.—«. the superior maxillary or
upper jaw-bone.

Supramundane, su-pra-mun'dan, adj. above the
world.

Supra-orbital, su-pra-or'bi-tal, adj. being above the
orbit of the eye.

Supraposltion, su-pra-pO-zish'un, n. the placing of one
thing above another.

Snpraprotest, su-pra-pr5'test, «. acceptance or pay-
ment of a bill of exchange, by one not a party to it,

after protest for non-acceptance or non-payment.
Suprarenal, su-pra-re'nal, adj. situated above the

kidneys.
Suprascapular, sO-pra-skap'Q-Iar, adj. situated above

the scapula or shoulder-blade.— Also Suprascap'U-
lary.

Suprasensible, sfl-pra-scn'si-bl, adj. above the reach
of the senses.

Supraspinal, su-pra-sptnal, adj. situated above the
spine.

—

adj. Supraspi'nous, above a spine or spinous
process.

Supreme, su-prem', adj. highest : greatest : most ex-

cellent.—«. the highest point : the chief, the superior.

^-». Supremacy, state of being supreme : highest
authority or power.

—

adv. Supremely.— ns. Su-
preme'ness, Suprem'ity. — Oath of supremacy,
an oath denying the supremacy of the pope ; The
Supreme Being, God. (L. suprtmus, superl. of
superus, high

—

super, above.]
Sura, sOS'ra, «. a chapter of the Koran.—Also Su'rall.

[Ar. sura, a step.)

Stira, sGo'ra, «. the sap of the palmyra and coco-palm,
&c. [Hind, sur&.l

Svirf

(JSkak.) somethingSuradditlon, sur-a-dish'un,
added, as to a name.

Surah, sura, «. a soft twilled silk fabric.—Also Surah
silk.

Sural, su'ral, adj. pertaining to the calf of the leg. [L.
sura, the calf.]

Surance, shSSr'ans, n. (Shak.') assurance.
Surat, su-rat', n. coarse uncoloured cotton made at
Surat, i5o miles north of Bombay.

Sorbase, sur'bas, «. a cornice or series of mouldings
above the base of a pedestal.

—

adj. Surbased'.

—

». Surbase'ment.
Surbate, sur-bat', v.t. (Spens.) to bruise, as the feet by

travel.—Also Surbet'. [Prob. Fr. solbatu, solbature—sole, the sole, battu, pa. p. oi battre, to beat.]
Surbed, sur-bed', v.t. to set edgewise, as a stone with

reference to the grain.

Stifcease, sur-ses', v.i. to cease.

—

v.t. to cause to
cease.

—

n. cess.-ition. [O. Fr. sursis, pa. p. of sur-
seoir—L. supersfdere, to refrain from.]

Surcharge, sur-charj', v.t. to overcharge or overload.—«. an excessive load : an overcharge : an extra
charge : a painting in lighter enamel over a darker
which serves as the ground.

—

adj. Surcharged',
overloaded.—«. Surcharge'ment.

Surcingle, sur'sing-gl, K. a girth or strap for holding
a saddle on an animal's back : the girdle of a cas-
sock.—v.t. to surround with such.
[L. super, above, cingulum, a
belt.]

Surcoat, sur'kSt, ». an overcoat,
generally applied to the long
flowing drapery of knights an-
terior to the introduction of \

plate-armour : a short robe worn
by ladies over the tunic at the
close of the nth century. fO.
Fr. surcote, surcot—sur, over,

cote, a garment.]
Surculus, sur'ku-lus, «, a shoot
from a root-stock, a sucker.

—

adjs. SurcUlig'erOUS, bearing
such ; Sur'culose, producing
such. [L.]

Surd, surd, adj. (o^.) involving
surds : produced by the action
of the speech organs on the
breath (not the voice), as the
'hard' sounds k, t, p,f, &c. : deaf: (pbs.) unheard,
senseless.— «. (alg.) a quantity inexpressible by
rational numbers, or which has no root.

—

tis. Surdl-
mu'tism, the condition of being deaf and dumb

;

Surdity, want of sonant quality. [L. surdus, deaf.]

Sure, shOSr, adj. secure : fit to be depended on :

certain : strong : confident beyond doubt.

—

advs.
Sure, Surely, firmly, safely : certainly, assuredly.—adj. Sure'footed, walking firmly or securely : not
liable to stumble.— rtr/r. Surefoot'edly.—«j. Sure-
foot'edness ; Sureness.—Sure enough, certainly.

—Be sure, be certain, see to it ; Have a sure thing
{slan^, to have a certainty; Make sure, to make
certain ; To be sure, without doubt. (O. Fr. seiir

(Fr. sHr)—L. securus—se-, apart from, cura, care.]

Surety, shoOr'ti, «. certainty : he who, or that which,
makes sure : security against loss : one who becomes
bound for another, a sponsor.

—

7is. Suretyship,
Sure'tiship, state of being surety : obligation of one
person to answer for another. [Doublet security.}

Surf, surf, n. the foam made by the dashing of waves.—ns. Surf'-bird, a plover- like bird found on the
Pacific coasts of North and South America, akin to
sandpipers and turnstones, and sometimes called
Boreal sandpiper and Plover-billed tumstone

;

Surf'-duck, the scoter (q. v.) ; Surf man, one skilful

in handling boats in surf.—d^'. Surf'y. [Skeat ex-
plains the r as intrusive, and suggests that suffe is the
same as ' souek of the sea,' M. E. srwough, stvoughen,
su'vwen—A.S. swigan, to make a rushing sound.]

Surcoat.



Svirface fate, fSr ; me, hir ; mine ; Survey

Surface, sur'fSs, «. the exterior part of anything. —
adj. SurTaoed, having a surface.—«j. SurTaoe-
maB, a miner employed in open-air working: a

workman employed in keeping a railway-bed in

repair; SUT'iace-prlnt'lng, printing from a relief

surface, as cotton-cloth ; Sur'iacer, one who, or that

which, smooths or levels a surface ; SUT'face-ten'-

Slon, in liquids, that property in virtue of which a

liquid surface behaves as if it were a stretched

elastic membrane—say a sheet of india-rubber ; Sur"-

face-wa'ter, drainage-water ; Slir'faciJlg, the act

of giving a certain surface to anything. [Fr., from

sur—L. super, andyhce— L,._/tKies.]

Surfeit, sur'fit, v.i. to fill to satiety and disgust.-^«.

excess in eating and drinking : sickness or satiety

caused by overluUness.

—

us. SUT'feiter (SAai.), one
who surfeits, a glutton ; SurTeiting, eating over-

much : gluttony. [O. Fr. sur/ait, excess, sor/aire,

to augment—L. sriper, above, y^«c/r^, to make.]
SurfiCial, sur-fish'al, adj. formed on the surface, as

opposed to Subttrraiiean.

Surfrapp^, sur-frap'a, Oiij. restruck or restamped—of

a coin. [Fr.]

Surfusion, sur-fu'shun, n. the condition of being liquid
below fusing-point.

Surge, surj, n. the rising or swelling of a large wave.—v.i. to rise high: to swell.

—

adj. SUT'gy, full of
surges or waves : billowy. [L. siirgere, to rise.]

Surgeon, sur'jun, «. one who treats injuries or diseases
by manual operations.

—

ns. SUT'geouoy, Sur'geOQ-
ship, the ofSce or employment of a surgeon in the
army or navy ; Sur'gery, act and art of treatinij

lesions or malformations of the human body by
manual operations, mediate and immediate : a place
for surgical operations.

—

adj. SUT'glcal, pertaming
to surgeons, or to surgery : done by surgery.

—

adv.
Sur'gioally. [A doublet o( chimrgeon (q.v.).]

Surlcate, su'ri-kat, «. a long-legged South African
carnivore, allied to the civet, genette, and ichnevunon.

Surinam-toad, su-ri-nam'-tod, tt. a South American
toad-like amphibian.

Surloin, the preferable form oi sirloin (q.v.).

Surly, sur'li, adj. morose : uncivil : tempestuous.

—

adv. Surlily.—«. Sur'lineSS. [For sir-ly, for sir-

iike, arrogant.]
Surmaster, sur'mas-ter, n. a master in a school next

in rank to a headmaster.
Surmise, sur-mlz', «. suspicion : conjecture.

—

v.t. to
imagine : to suspect.

—

adjs. Surmisable, Sumu'-
sant. — «. Surmi'ser. [O. Fr.,— sumuttre, to
accuse—L. super, upon, mittlre, to send.]

Surmount, sur-mownt', v.t. to mount above : to sur-
pass : to overcome, get the better of.

—

adj. Sur-
mount'able, that may be surmounted.

—

n. Sur-
mount'ableness.

—

adj. Surmounted, surpassed :

overcome : {archit.) denoting an arch or dome rising
higher than a semicircle : {her.) denoting a figure
when another is laid over it.

—

n. Sormount'er.
(Fr.—iKr (L. super), above, tnonter, to mount.]

Surmullet, sur-mul'et, ». a mulloid food-fish of the
genus Mullus, with two long barbels on the
throat.

Surname, sur'nSin, n. a name over and above the
Christian name : the family name.

—

v.t. to call by a
surname.

—

adj. Sumom'inal. [Formed from Fr.
sur—L. super, over and above, and Eng. name, on
the analogy of Fr. sur-nom.]

Surpass, sur-pas*, v.t. to pass beyond : to exceed : to

excel : to go past in space.

—

adj. Surpass'able, that
may be surpassed.—p.adj. Surpassing, passing
beyond others : excellent in a high degree.

—

adv.
Surpassingly.—». Surpass'ingness. [Fr. sur-
passer, sur—L. super, beyond, passer, to pass.]

Surplice, sur'plis, «. a white linen garment worn over
the cassock by clerks of all degrees, most commonly
used for the service of the choir, and also employed,
along with the stole, by priests in the administration
ofih* sacraments and in preaching.

—

adj. Sur'pliced,

wearing a stirplice. [Fr. surplis—Low L. super"
pellicium, an over-garment.]

Surplus, sur'plus, «. the overplus : excess above what
is required.—«. Surplusage, overplus. [Fr., from
sur—L. super, o\cx, plus, more.]

Surprise, sur-prlz', «. act of taking unawares : the
emotion caused by anything sudden : amazement.

—

v.t. to come upon suddenly or unawares : to lead or
bring unawares, to betray (with into) : to strike with
wonder or astonishment : to confuse.—n. Surpris'al,
act of surprising.

—

aiiv. Surpris'edly.

—

adj. Sur-
pris'ing, exciting surprise : wonderful : unexjjected.
—adv. Surpris'ingly.—«. Surpris ingness. [Fr.,—surpris, pa. p. oi surprendre—L. super, over,j>r<-

hendere, to catch.]
Surquediy, sur'kwe-dri, n. {Spens.) pride, arrogance
-also Sur'quldry.—,jrf;'. Sur'quedous.

Surrebound, sur-e-bownd', v.i. to rebound again and
again : to give back echoes.

Surrebut, sur-e-but', r.i. to reply to a defendant's re-

butter.

—

ns. Surrebut'tal, a plaintifTs evidence or
presentation of evidence, in response to a delendant's
rebuttal; Surrebut'ter, the plaintifTs reply, in

common law pleading, to a defendant's rebutter ;

Surrejoinder, the answer of a plaintiff to a defen-
dant's rejoinder.

Surreined, sur'rand, adj. (JSkak^ injured by driving,

overworked.
Surrenal, sur-re'nal, adj. situated above the kidneys.
Surrender, sur-ren'der, v.t. to deliver over : to resign.—v.i. to yield up one's self to another.

—

n. act of

yielding, or giving up to another.

—

tis. Surrenderee',
one to whom a legal surrender is made ; Surren'-
derer, one who surrenders ; Surren'deror {law), one
who makes a surrender ; Surren'dry, Surren'dery
{pbs.), a surrender. [O. Fr. surrendre, from sur,

over— L. super, over, rendre— L. reditu-re, to

render.]
Surreptitious, sur-rep-tish'us, adj. done by stealth or

fraud.— rtiii'. Surreptitiously. [L., (rom surripere,

surrepium—sub, under, rapere, to seize.]

Surrey, Bur's, «. {U.S.) a light four-wheeled vehicle

for lour persons, usually with two scats in a box
mounted on side-bars.

Surrogate, sur'rO-gat, «. a substitute : the deputy of

an ecclesiastical judge.

—

ns. Sur'rogateship ; Sur-
roga'tion, subrogation ; Surroga'tum, that which
comes in place of something else. [L. surrogare,
-atum—sub, in the place of, rogdre, to ask. ]

Surround, sur-rownd , v. t. to go round about : to en-

compass, environ : to cut off from communication
or retreat.

—

n. Surround'ing, an encomp.issing

:

(//.) things which surround, external circumstances.

[O. Fr. suronder— L. superunddre, to overflow,

often confused with round.]
Sursize, stu--slz', «. a penalty in feudal times for non-

payment of castle-guard rent on the appointed day.

Surtax, sur'taks, ». an additional tax on certain

articles.

—

v.t. to lay such a tax upon.
Surtout, sur-ti5S', -toot', «. a close-bodied frock-coat

:

{Jort.)s. raised portion of the parapet of a work at the

angles, to protect from enfilade fire. [Fr.,—Low L.

super-totus, an outer garment.]
Surveillance, sur-vel'yans, «. a being vigilant or

watchful : inspection.

—

adj. SuTVeillant. [Fr.,

—

surveillet—sur, over—L. super, veilier, to watch

—

L. vigi/dre.]

Survey, sur-va', v.t. to see or look over : to inspect:

to superintend : to examine : to measure and esti-

mate, as \and—{t>bs.) Survlew'.— «J. SUT'vey, over-

sight : view : examination : the measuring of land,

or of a country : general view ; a description of the

condition, use, &c. of property to be msured : an

auction at which a farm is let for three lives : (U.S.)
a district for the collection of customs under a par-

ticular officer ; Survey'ing, the art of ascertaining

the boundaries and superficial extent of any portion

of the earth's surface ; Survoy'or, an overseer :
a
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Survive inOte ; mQte ; mODn : iAen. Swab

measurer of land ; Survey'orBhlp. [O. Ft. surveoir
—L. super, over, videre, to see.]

Survive, sur-viv', v.t. to live beyond : to outlive.

—

v.i.

to remain alive.

—

n. SurVl'val, a surviving or living

after : any custom or belief surviving in folklore

from a more or less savage earlier state of society,

long after the philosophy or rationale of it is for-

gotten.—^.<j(//. Survi'ving, continuing alive : out-

living.

—

ns. Survi'vor, one who survives or lives

after another ; Survi'vorshlp.—Survival of the
fittest, the preservation of favourable variations,

attended with the destruction of injurious ones,

such being the result of Natural Selection (see

Natural). [Fr., — L. super, beyond, vivere, to

live.]

Surya, sSOr'ya, «. the sun-god in Hindu mythology.
[Sans, siirya, the sun.]

Susceptil)le, sus-sep'ti-bl, adj. capable of receiving
anything : impressible : disposed to admit. — ns.

SUSCeptlbll'ity, SuSCep'tibleneSS, quality of being
susceptible : capability : sensibility.

—

adz: Suscep'-
tibly.

—

adj. Susceptive, capable of receiving or
admitting : readily admitting. — us. Suscep'tive-
ness ; SusceptiVity ; Suscep'tor ; Suscip'iency.
—aiij. Suscip'ient. [Fr.,

—

\^.suscipere.,susceptum,

to take up

—

sub, up, capere, to take.]

Suscitate, sus'i-tat, v.t. to excite, rouse.

—

n. Sus-
Cita'tion. [L. suscitdre, -atum—sub, under, citdre,

to arouse.]

Suspect, sus-pekt', v.t. to mistrust : to imagine to be
guilty : to doubt : to have a slight opinion that some-
thing exists, but without sufficient evidence, to con-
jecture.

—

v.i. to imagine guilt, to be suspicious.—«.

a person suspected.

—

adv. Suspec'tedljr.— «. Sus-
pec'tedness. — rt(^'. Suspecfless, not suspected.
[L. suspicere, suspeciuni, to look at secretly

—

sub,
\ip, specere, to look at.]

Suspend, sus-pend', v.i. to hang one thing beneath
another : to make to depend on : to make to stop for

a time : to delay : to debar from any privilege, office,

emolument, &c. for a time.

—

ns. Suspeil'ded-ailiina'-
tion, the temporary cessation of the outward signs
and of some of the functions of life—due to asphyxia,
drowning, strangulation ; Suspen'der, one who, or
that which, suspends, one of a pair of straps crossing
the shoulders to support the trousers ; Suspense',
state of being suspended : act of withholding the
judgment : uncertainty : indecision : stop betwixt
two opposites ; Suspensibil'ity, susceptibility of
being suspended.— otfj. Suspen'Bible, capable of
being suspended.

—

ns. Suspeu'Sion, act of suspend-
ing : interruption: delay: temporary privation of
office or privilege : a conditional withholding ; Sus-
pen'Sion-bridge, a bridge in which the roadway is

supported by chains, which pass over elevated piers,

and are secured below at each end.

—

adj'. Sus-
pen'sive.—Wf. Suspen'sively.—w.Suspen'sor, a
suspensory bandage.

—

adj'. SuspenSO'rial.

—

n. SUS-
pensd'rium, that which holds up a part, esp. the
arrangement joining the lower jaw to the cranium
in vertebrates below mammals.

—

adj'. Suspen'sory,
that suspends : doubtful.—«. that which suspends :

a bandage : having the effect of delaying or staying.
—Suspend pajrinent, to publicly stop paying debts
from insolvency. [L. suspenderc — sub, beneath,
pendere, pensuin, to hang.]

Suspercollate, sus-per-kol'at, v.t. to hang. [Susper
coll. , abbrev. for L. suspensio per collum, hanging
by the neck.]

Suspicion, sus-pish'un,_ «. act of suspecting : the
imagining of something without evidence or on
slender evidence : mistrust : {foil!) a slight quantity
of, as of spirits.—(j^'.Suspi'CiOUS, full of suspicion :

showing suspicion : inclined to suspect : liable to
suspicion, doubtful

—

adv. Suspi'ciously.—«. Sus-
piciousness.

Suspire, sus-plr", v.i. to fetch a deep breath, to sigh,
to breathe.—/(. Susplra'tion, act of sighing,

—

adj.

Suspir'iOUB, sighing. [L. suspirare—sub, under,
spirdre, to breathe.]

Sustain, sus-tan', v.t. to hold up : to bear : to main-
tain : to relieve : to prove : to sanction : to prolong.—adjs. Sustain'able, that may be sustained ; Sus-
tained', kept up at one uniform pitch.

—

ns. Sus-
tain' er, one who, or that which, sustains ; Sustain'-
ment, act of sustaining, sustenance ; Sus'tenance,
that which sustains : maintenance : provisions. —
adj. Sustentac'Ular, supporting, pertaining to a
Sustentaculum, a support or sustaining tissue, esp,

an inferior spine of the tarsus in spiders of the genus
Epeira. — v.t. Sus'tentate, to sustain.

—

k. Sus
tenta'tion, that which sustains : support : main
tenance. — adj. Susten'tative, sustaining. — ns,

Sus'tentator, a sustaining part or structure ; SUS
ten'tion, the act of sustaining ; Susten'tor, one of
two posterior projections of a butterfly-chrysalis.

—

Sustentation Fund, the scheme by which the
ministers of the Free Church of Scotland are sup-
ported by voluntary contributions not local or con-
gregational, but with a national altruism or solidarity

paid into a great central fund, out of which equal
stipends are paid to all alike. [L. sustinere—sub,

up, tetiere, to hold.]

Susurrant, su-sur'ant, adj. murmuring, whispering.

—

n. Susurration, a soft murmur.—«</!'. Susur'ringly.
—adj. Susur'roUS, whispering, rustling.

—

n. Su-
Sur'rus, a soft murmuring, a whispering. [L.

susurrdre, -dtutn, to whisper.]
Sutile, su'til, adj. done by stitching. [L. sutilis—

sulre, to sew.]
Sutler, sut'ler, «. a person who follows an army and

sells liquor or provisions : a camp-hawker. — n.

Sut'lery, a sutler's work : a sutler's store.

—

adj.
Sut'ling, pertaining to sutlers : engaged in the
occupation of a sutler. [Old L)ut. soetetaar, zoete-

laar, a small trader

—

zoetelen, to do mean work

;

Low Ger. suddeln, to do dirty work.]
Sutor, su'tor, «. a cobbler.—ii^r'. Suto'rial. [L.]

Sutra, soot'ra, «. in Sanskrit literature, the technical

name of aphoristic rules, and of works consisting of
such rules—the groundworks of the ritual, grammati-
cal, metrical, and philosophical literature of India
being written in this form.

Suttee, sut-te', «. a usage long prevalent in India, in

accordance with which, on the death of her husband,
the faithful widow burned herself on the funeral pyre
along with her husband's body.—«. Sllttee'Ism, the

firactice of self-immolation among Hindu widows.
Sans, salt, a true wife.]

Suttle, sut'l, adj. light. [Subtle.']

Suture, su'iur, «. the mode of connection between the
various bones of the cranium and face

—

serrated,

when formed by the union of two edges of bone with
projections and indentations fitting into one another
—squamous, when formed by the overlapping of the

bevelled edges of two contiguous bones : {surg.) the

sewing up of a wound by one or other mode, so as

to maintain the opposed surfaces in contact : (Jbot.)

the seam at the union of two margins in a plant.—
adf. Su'tural, relating to a sii^ture.

—

adv. SH'tU-
rally.—«. Sutura'tion.—a</;'. Su'tured, having, or

united by, sutures. [L. suiura—suere, to sew.]

Suversed, su-verst*, adj. versed and belonging to the

supplement.
Suzerain, su'ze-ran, «. a feudal lord : supreme or

paramount ruler.—«. Su'zeralnty, the dominion of

a suzerain: paramount authority. [O. Fr.,

—

sus—
Late L. susutn, for sursutn = sub-versum, above

;

the termination in imitation of Fr. souverain, Eng.
sovereigti. ]

Svelt, svelt, adj. in art, free, easy, bold. [Fr.,—It.]

Swab, swob, «. a mop for cleaning or drying floors or
decks, or for cleaning out the bore of a cannon _:

a
bit of sponge, &c., for cleansing the mouth of a sick

person: (slang) a naval oflicer's epaulet: alubber
" llow
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or clumsy fellow in sailor's slang.

—

v.t. to clean or



Swack fate, far ; mS, her ; mine

;

Sway

dry with a swab l—ir./. swabbing; /a.t. and /a./,
swabbed.—«. Swaffber, one who uses a swab : a
baker's implement for cleaning ovens. [Dut. zwaSier,

a swabber, zwabberen, to swab ; Ger. schwabber.}

Swack, swak, v.i. {Scot.) to drink ^eedily.

Swack, swak, adj. {Scot.) active, nimble.

Swad, swad, tu a country lout.

Swaddle, swod'l, v.t. to swathe or bind tight with

clothes, as an infant.

—

ns. Swaddler, an Irish

papist's name for a Methodist, &c. ; Swadd'llng-
band, Swadd'llng-Cloth, a cloth for swaddling

an infant:—//. Swadd'llng-Clothes {B.). [A.S.

stvethel, a swaddling-band, sivathu, a bandage.]

Swaddy, swod'i, n. a soldier, esp. a militiaman.

Swag, swag, «. {slaitg) anything obtained by plunder :

baggage, esp. that carried by one tramping through

the bush, a swagman's pack : the subsidence of a
mine-roof: a festoon or hanging cluster of flowers.

—

ns. Swag'ger, Swa^man, one who carries his swag
about with him in his search for work ; Swag'shop,
a place where cheap and trashy goods are sold.

[Prob. swag{s.).'\

Swag, swag, v.i. to sink down by its own weight.

—

adj. Swag'-bell'ied, having a large projecting belly.

[Prob. conn, with S7vay.\

Swage, swaj, n. a tool used for making mouldings on
sheet- iron.

Swage, swaj, v.t. and v.i. {Milt.) to assuage.
Swagger, swag'Sr, v.i. to swing the body in a blus-

tering defiant way: to brag noisily, to bully.— «.

boastfulness : insolence of manner.— adj. {siang)
very fashionable. — «. Swagg'erer.

—

adj. and «.

Swaggering.—a(/t/. Swagg'eringly. [A freq. of
S7vag = S7uay.]

SwahUl, sw" he'li, «. the name given to the people of
Zanzibar and the opposite coast belonging to the
Bantu stock, with an Arab infusion, and speaking a
Bantu tongue modified by Arabic.

—

adj. Swabi'llan.
[Ar. Wtis-wahiii, 'coast people.']

Swain, swan, ». a young man : a peasant : a country
lover.—«. Swain'ing, love-making.

—

adj. Swain -

Isll, boorish.—«. Swaln'ishness, boorishness. [Ice.

sveinn, young man, servant, Dan. svend, servant.]

Swale, swal, «. a shady spot : a lower tract of rolling

prairie.

Swallow, swol'O, n. a migratory bird with long wings,
which seizes its insect food on the wing : a genus
{Hirundo) and family {Hirundinida) of passerine
birds, with long and pointed wings.

—

adj. Swall'OW-
tailed, like a swallow's tail in form, forked and
pointed— of a dress-coat. [A.S. s-walnve : Ger.
schwiilbe.^

Swallow, swol'O, v.t. to receive through the gullet
into the stomach : to engulf : to absorb : to occupy :

to exhaust.

—

n. Swall'ower. [A.S. srvelgan, to
swallow ; cog. with Ger. schwelgett.'\

Swam, swam, pa.t. of s^uim.
Swamp, swomp, «. wet, spongy land : low ground

fillecl with water.

—

v.t. to sink in, or as in a swamp :

to overset, or cause to fill with water, as a boat.—adj. Swamp'y, consisting of swamp : wet and
spongy. [Scand., Dan. and Sw. sva»ij>, a sponge;
from the root of s^uitn.]

Swan^ swon, «. a genus of birds constituting a very
distinct section of the Duck family Anatidcr, having
the neck as long as the body, noted for grace and
stateliness of movement on the water.

—

ns. Swan'-
gOOSe, the China goose ; Swan' -herd, one who tends
swans; Swan'-hop'ping, better Swan'-marlClng
and Swan'-up'ping, the custom of marking the
upper mandible of a swan to show ownership--done
annually to the royal swans on the Thames, the
occasion being excuse for a festive expedition.

—

adj. Swan'-llke.—«j. Swan'-mald'en, a familiar
figure in European folklore, changing at will into a
maiden or a swan by means of the magic properties
of her shift ; Swan -mark, the notch made on the
swan's upper mandible ; Swan'-neok, the end of a

pipe, &c., curved like a swan's neck; Swan'nsry,
a place where swans are kept and tended.

—

adj.
Swan'ny, swan-like.

—

ns. Swan's'-down, the down
or undcr-plumage of a swan, used for powder-puffs,
&c. : a soft woollen cloth : a thick cotton with a soft

nap on one side ; Swan'-shot, a shot of large size,

like buck-shot ; Swan'-skin, the unplucked skin of
a swan : a soft, nappy, fine-twilled flannel ; Swan'-
song, the fabled song of a swan just before its

death: a poet's or musician's last work. [A.S.
swan; Ger. schwan, Dut. zwaan.]

Swang, swang, «. {prov.) a swamp.
Swank, swangk, a<ij. {Scot.) slender, pliant : agile,

supple—also Swank'ing.—«. Swank'y, an active
fellow. [A.S. swaiicor, pliant; Ger. schwatik.]

Swanky, Swankie, swangk'i, «. poor thin beer or any
sloppy drink, even sweetened water and vinegar.

Swanpan. See Shwanpan.
Swap, swop, v.t. to barter.

—

n. an exchange.

—

adj.
Swap'ping, large. [Sno/).]

Swape, swap, n. Xprov.) a pump-handle : a large oar
or sweep: a sconce for holding a light.

—

v.i. to

sweep : to place aslant.

—

n. Swape'-well, a well
from which water is raised by a well-sweep.

Sward, swawrd, n. the grassy surface of land : green
turf—also Swarth.— v.t. to cover with sward.

—

adjs. Sward'ed, Sward'y, covered with sward.
[A.S. sweard : Dut. zwoord, Ger. sckwarte.]

Sware, swar {B.),pa.t. oi swear.
Swarf, swarf, v.i. to faint.—«. a swoon.
Swarf, swarf, «. the grit from a grindstone in grinding

cutlery wet.
Swarm, swawrm, n. a body of humming or buzzing

insects : a cluster of insects, esp. of bees : a great
number : throng.

—

v.i. to gather as bees : to appear in

a crowd : to throng : to abound : to breed multitudes.—v.t. to cause to breed in swarms. [A.S. sweartn;
Ger. schwarm ; from the same root as Ger. scAwirren.]

Swaim, swawrm, v.i. to climb a tree by scrambling
up by means of arms and legs (with 7</).

Swarth, swawrth, ft. {Shak.). Same as Swath.
Swarth, swawrth, «. a wraith, apparition of a person
about to die.

Swarthyj swawrth'i, adj. of a blackish complexion :

dark-skinned : tawny—also Swart, Swarth.

—

adv.
Swarth'ily. — ns. Swarth'iness ; Swart' - star
{Milt.), the dog-star, so called because at the
time of its appearance it darkens the complexion.
[A.S. sweart ; Ice. svartr, Ger. schwarz, black.]

Swarve, swawrv, v.i. to swerve.
Swash, swosh, v.t. to dash or splash.

—

v.i. to make a
splashing noise, to wash up against.

—

ns. Swash'-
buck'ler, a bully, a blusterer ; Swash'er {Shak.\
one who swashes, a blusterer.

—

adj. Swash'in^,
slashing, crushing. — n.pl. Swash'-lett'ers, Italic

capitals with top and bottom flourishes, intended
to fill out ugly gaps.

—

ns. Swash'-plate, a disc set

obliquely on a revolving axis, to give a reciprocating

motion to a bar along its length ; Swash'-work,
lathe-work in which the cuts are inclined to the axis

of rotation.

—

adj. Swash'y, sw.aggering. [Scand. ;

cf. dial. Sw. svasska, Norw. svakka, prov. Eng.
S7vnck, a blow.]

Swastika, sw.Hs'ti-ka, «. the same as Fylfot (q.v.).—
Also Svas'tika and Gamntadion. [Sans., ' fortu-

nate.']

Swat, swot {Spens.),pa.t. of sweat.
Swatoh, swach, n. a strip of cloth as a sample.
[Swath.]

Swath, swawth, «. a line of grass or corn cut by the

scythe : the sweep of a scythe. — adj. Swath'y.
[A.S. svjathu, a track; Dut. zwade, also a scythe.]

Swathe, swaM, v.t. to bind with a band or bandage.
—«. a bandage. [A.S. sivethian; cf. Swaddle.

\

Swats, swats, n. {Scot.) new ale : thin sowens.
Swatter, swat'6r, v.i. {prov.) to spill water about.

(Cf. Dut. s^vaddren, to dabble in water.]

Sway, swS, v.t. to swing or wield with the hand : to
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Sweal mdte ; mute ; mSOu ; Men. SweU
incline to one side : to influence by power or moral
force : to govern : to hoist, raise.

—

v.i. to incline to

one side : to govern : to have weight or influence.

—

«. the sweep of a weapon : that which moves with
power : preponderance : power in governing : influ-

ence or authority inclining to one side : a thatcher's

binding-switch.

—

adj. Swayed (Shak.)^ bent down
and injured in the back by heavy burdens—said of
a horse. [Prob. Scand., as Ice. sveigja, Dan.
svaie, to sway ; akin to STving.]

Sweal, swel, v.t. to scorch.

—

v.i. to melt and run
down : to burn away slowly. [A.S. swe/an.]

Swear, swar, v.i. to affirm, calling God to witness : to

give evidence on oath : to utter the name of God
or of sacred things profanely.

—

v.(. to utter, calling

God to witness : to administer an oath to : to declare

on oath :

—

pa.t. swore ; /«./. sworn.—«. Swearer.
—Swear at, to aim profanity at : to be very incon-

gruous with, esp. in colour ; Swear by, to put com-
plete confidence in ; Swear in, to inaugurate by
oath ; Swear oflf, to renounce, promise to give up.

[A.S. sTverian ; Dut. stveren, Ger. sch'woren,\

Sweard, swerd, «. (Spens.) sword.
Sweat, swet, «. the moisture from the skin, the state

of one who sweats, diaphoresis : labour : drudgery.—v.i. to give out sweat or moisture : to toil, drudge
for poor wages: to suflTer penalty, smart.

—

v.t. to

give out, as sweat : to cause to sweat : to squeeze
money or extortionate interest from, to compel to

hard work for mean wages: to wear away or pare
down by friction or other means, as coins : to scrape
the sweat from a horse.

—

ns. Sweat'er, one who
sweats, or that which causes sweating, a diaphoretic :

a heavy kind of jersey used by persons in training

for athletic contests, to reduce their weight : one
who sweats coins: a London street ruffian m Queen
Anne's time who prodded weak passengers with his

sword-point ; Sweat'iness ; Sweat'ing-Dath, a bath
to promote perspiration : Sweat'ing-house, -room,
a house, room, for sweating persons : a room for

sweating cheese and carrying off the superfluous
juices; Sweat'ing-SlCk'ness, an extremely fatal

epidemic disorder which ravaged Europe, and esp.

England, in the isth and i6th centuries—a violent

inflammatory fever, with a fetid perspiration over
the whole body ; Sweat'ing-sys'tem, the practice

of working poor people at starvation wages, esp. in

making up clothes in their own houses. — cuij.

Sweaty, wet with sweat : consisting of sweat

:

laborious. [A.S. stvdt, sweat, suisetan, to sweat;
Dut. s^veet ; Low Ger. sweet, Ger. schiueiss.^

Sweath-band, sweth'-band, «. (_SpeHs.) a swaddling-
band. \Swathe.\

Swede, swed, «. a native of Sweden : a Swedish
turnip.

—

adj. Swedish, pertaining to Sweden, to

Swedish turnips, gloves of undressed kid, &c.
Swedenborgian, swe-dn-bor'ji-an, «. one who holds

the religious doctrines of Emanuel Swedenborg, a
SwecHsh philosopher (1688-1772), founder of the New
Jer\isalem Church.—«. Swedenbor'gianlsm.

Sweeny, swe'ni, «. atrophy of a muscle.
Sweep, swep, v.t. to wipe or rub over with a brush or
broom : to carry along or off by a long brushing
stroke or force : to destroy or carry off at a stroke :

to strike with a long stroke : to carry with pomp

:

to drag over: to pass rapidly over.

—

v.i. to pass
swiftly and forcibly : to pass with pomp : to move
with a long reach:

—

pa.t. and pa.p. swept.—«. act
of sweeping : extent of a stroke, or of anything tiu-n-

ing or in motion : prevalence, range : direction of a
curve : the act of bringing into a general movement

:

rapid or wide-spread destructiveness : a curved ap-
proach before a building : a chimney-sweeper : (/>/.)

oars of great length used during a calm or in still

water, either to assist the rudder or to propel the
vessel.—«. Sweep'er.

—

ad7t. Sweep'ingly, in a sweep-
ing manner.—». Swoep'iiigness.—».//. Sweepings,
things collected by sweeping : rubbish.—vi. Sweep'-

net, a net that embraces a large compass : Sweep'-
stake (Shak.), one who wins all — usually in //.
Sweep'stakes, a method of gambling by which
several persons contribute each certain stakes, the
whole of which fall to one in case of a certain event
happening ; Sweep'-wash'er, one who scrapes a
little gold or silver from the sweepings of refineries.—adj. Sweep'y, swaying, sweeping, curving. [A.S.
swdpan ; Ger. schuiei/en. Cf. Swoop. ]

Sweer, Sweir, swer, adj. (Scot.) lazy, unwilling.
[A.S. swdkr, sivdr, heavy.]

Sweet, swet, adj. pleasing to the taste or senses:
tasting like sugar : fragrant : melodious : beautiful,
grateful to the eye : fresh, as opposed to salt or to

sour : pure : recent, not stale, sour, or putrid : mild,
soft, gentle : kind, obliging.

—

ti. a sweet substance :

a term of endearment : (//.) sweetmeats, confec-
tions : sweet dishes served at table, puddings, tarts,

jellies, &c.

—

v.t. (06s.) to sweeten.

—

adj. Sweet'-
and-twen'ty (SAai.), at once fair and young.

—

ns.

Sweet'-bay, the laurel (Laurus tiobilis); Sweet'-
bread, the pancreas of an animal used for food,
both delicate and nutritious.

—

adj. Sweet'-breathed,
sweet-smelling.

—

us. Sweet'-bri'er, a thorny shrub
of the rose kind resembling the brier, having a sweet
smell ; Sweet'- COm, a variety of maize. — v.t.

Sweet'en, to make sweet : to make pleasing, mild,
or kind : to increase the agreeable qualities of : to
make pure and healthy.

—

ns. Sweetener, one who,
or that which, sweetens ; Sweet ening. act of sweet-
ening : that which sweetens ; Sweet'-flag, -msh, an
aromatic plant of the genus Acorus of the arum
family; Sweet'heart, a lover or mistress.

—

n.pl.

Sweeties, confections.—«. Sweet'ing, asweet apple

:

(Shak.) a darling, a word of endearment.

—

adj.
Sweetish, somewhat sweet to the taste. — ns.

Sweet'ishness ; Sweet'-John, a flower of the
narrow-leaved varieties of a species of pink, Dian-
thus bartatus, as distinguished from other varieties

called Sweet-tviliiajH ; Sweetleaf, a small tree in

the southern United States, having sweetish leaves
relished by cattle and horses ; Sweet'-lips, one
whose lips are sweet^a term of endearment : the
ballanwrasse, ox Lahrustnaculatus.—adv. Sweot'ly.
— ns. Sweet' -mar' jOram, a fragrant species of mar-
joram ; Sweetmeat, confections made wholly or
chiefly of sugar; Sweef-nan'cy, the double-flowered
variety o{Narcissus poetictts : Sweet'ness ; Sweet'-
Oll, olive-oil ; Sweet'-pea, a pea cultivated for its

fragrance and beauty ; Sweel'-potatO, a twining

Elant common in tropical and sub-tropical countries,

aving large sweetish edible tubers.

—

adj. Sweet'-
scented, having a sweet smell.—«. Sweet'-SOp, a
tropical American evergreen, also its pulpy fruit.

—

adj. Sweet'-tem'pered, having a mild, amiable dis-

position.

—

ns. Sweet' -wa'ter, a white variety of the
European grape, with very sweet juice ; Sweet'-
Will'iam, the bunch-pink, Diantkus batbatus, a
garden flower of many colours and varieties

;

Sweet'WOOd, a name applied to various trees and
shrubs of the laurel family found in South America
and the West Indies.—Be SWeet on, or upon, to be
in love with. [A.S. swite ; Ger. siisz, Gr. hedys,

L. stiaz'is, sweet. Sans, svad, to taste.]

Swell, swel, v.i. to grow larger : to expand : to rise

into waves : to heave : to be inflated : to bulge out

:

to grow louder : to be bombastic, to strut : to become
elated, arrogant, or angry : to grow upon the view :

to grow more violent : to grow louder, as a note.

—

v.t. to increase the size of : to aggravate : to increase

the sound of: to raise to arrogance : to augment the

sound of :—pa.p. swelled or swollen (swoln).—«. act

of swelling : a bulge or protuberance : increase in

size : an increase and a succeeding decrease in the

volume of a tone : a gradual rise of ground : a wave
or billow or succession of them in one direction, as

after a storm : a distinct set of pipes in an organ,
enclosed in a case furnished with movable shutters,



Swelt ISte, (ii ; mS, h6r ; mine ; Swingre

which being more or less opened by means of a
pedal, produce a swell of sound : (g-eo/.) an upward
protrusion of strata from whose central region the

beds dip quaquaversally at a low angle : a strutting

foppish fellow, a dandy. — a((/. fashionable. — «.

SweU'dom, the fashionable world generally.

—

adj.
Swelling (B.), inflated, proud, haughty.

—

n. pro-

tuberance: a tumour: a rising, as of passion : (B.)

inflation by pride.

—

adj. Swell'lsh, foppish, dandi-
fied.

—

ns. Swell'-mob, well-dressed pickpockets col-

lectively ; Swell -mobs'inail, a well-dressed pick-

pocket. [A.S. S7uellan; Ger. schweUen.\
Swelt, swelt, v.i. (Spens.) to swelter.

Swelter, swelt'er, v.i. to be faint or oppressed with
heat : to perspire copiously from heat.

—

xt.t. to cause
to faint, to overpower, as with heat.

—

p.adj'. Swelt'er-
\a%.—adv. Swelt'eringly.—rti//'. Swelt'ry, sultry,

oppressive with heat. [A.S. siueltan, to die ; Ice.

svelta, to hunger.]
Swept, swept, /«./. and/rt./. oi siveep.

Swerve, swerv, v.i. to turn, depart from any line,

duty, or custom : to incline : to rove, wander.—«. an
act of swerving.

—

adj. Swerve'less, that does not
swerve. — «. SwerVer, one who swerves. [A. S.

sxveorfan; Diit. zivenien.\

Sweven, swe'vn, «. {obs.) a dream.

—

v.t. and v.i, to

sleep, dream. [A.S. sxve/en, sleep, dream.]
Swift, swift, adj. moving quickly : fleet, rapid

:

speedy : ready.

—

n. a genus (Cypselus) and family
iJOypselidee) of Picarian birds, resembling the
swallows in general appearance and habits, but
most closely allied by anatomical structure to the
huraming-birds—with long pointed wings, a short
tail, and remarkable powers of rapid and prolonged
flight : the common newt : a reel for windmg yam :

the main cylinder of a carding-machine : the current
of a stream. — «. Swlf'ter, any rope temporarily
used to tighten or keep a thing in its place.

—

adjs.
Swift -footed ; Swift-handed; Swift'-heeled.—
adv. Swiftly, with swiftness : rapidly.—«. Swift'-
ness, quality of being swift : quickness : fleetness :

rapidity: speed.—d^'. Swlft'-Winged. [A.S. j^fj^,
from same root as swoop.\

Swig, swig, H. a pulley with ropes not parallel.

—

v.t. to tighten a rope by hauling at right angles to
its lead : to castrate by ligating the scrotum and
making the testicles slough off. [Prob. swag.\

Swig, swig, «. a large draught : one who drinks deep.—v.t. to drink by large draughts, to gulp down.
(Prob. conn, with A.S. swelgan, to swallow.]

Swill, swil, v.t. or v.i. to drink greedily or largely,

to drink habitually, to drench one's self with : to
wash, rinse. — «. a large draught of liquor: the
liquid mixture given to swine. — ns. Swlll'er

;

Swlll'lng. —«.//. Swill'ings, hog wash. [A.S.
nuiliait, to wash ; cf. Sw. sqvala, to g^sh.]

Swim, swim, v.i. to float, as opposed to sink : to move
on or in water : to be borne along by a current : to
glide along with a waving motion : to be dizzy : to
be drenched : to overflow : to abound.

—

v.t. to pass
by swimming : to make to swim or float :

—

pr.p.
swim'ming ; fa.t. swam; pa.p. swum or swam.

—

n. act of swimming: any motion like swimming:
air-bladder of a fish.

—

adj. Swim'mable, capable of
being swum. — ns. Swim'mer, one who swims : a
web-footed aquatic bird ; Swlm'meret, one of the
abdominal appendages which in the lobster and
other Crustacea are used in swimming ; Swlm'mlng,
the act of floating or moving on or in the water

:

dizziness ; Swlm'mlng-bath, a bath large enough
for swimming in.

—

adv. Swlm'mlngly, in a gliding
manner, as if swimming : smoothly, successfully.

—

ns. Swim'mingness, the state of swimming : a
melting look, tearfulness; Swlm'mlng-pond, an
artificial pond adapted for swimming in ; Swim'-
ming-80h00l, a place where swimming is taught

;

Swim'mlng-Btone, a cellular variety oi Kvnx—float-
stout. — In the swim, in the main current, of
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affairs, business, &C. [A.S. swimman; Ger.
schivimnien,^

Swlnck, swingk, v.i. (Speus.). Same as Swink.
Swindge, swindj, v.t. {Aliit.). Same as Swinge.
Swindle, swin'dl, v.t. to cheat under the pretence of

fair dealing.—«. the act of swindling or defraud-
ing : anything not really what it appears to be.

—

adj. Swln'dleable, capable of being swindled.

—

ns.
Swin'dler, one who defrauds by imposition : a cheat
or rogue ; Swin'dlery, roguery, swindling practices.—adj. Swindling, cheating. [Ger. schwirtdler, a
cheat

—

schwindeln, to be giddy, sckwinden, to sink

;

A.S. swindan, to droop.]
Swine, swin, n.sing. and //. a well-known quadruped

with bristly skin and long snout, fed for its flesh

:

a pig : pigs collectively.

—

ns. Swine'herd, a herd
or keeper of swine ; Swine' - pox, chicken - pox ;

Swin'ery, a place where pigs are kept ; Swlne's'-
snout, the dandelion ; Swine'-Stone (same as
Stink-stone) ; Swine'-sty, a pig-sty. [A.S. swin, a
pig ; Ger. schwein, L. sus, Gr. Iiys.\

Swing, swing, v.i. to sway or wave to and fro, as a
body hanging in air : to move forward with swaying
gait : to vibrate : to practise swinging : to turn round
at anchor : to be hanged.— f.^. to move to and fro :

to cause to wave or vibrate : to whirl, to brandish

:

to cause to wheel or turn as about some point : to

fix up anything so as to hang freely '.—pa.t. and
pa.p. swung. — «. the act of swinging : motion to
and fro : a waving motion : anything suspended for

swinging in : the sweep or compass of a swinging
body : the sweep of a golf-club when driving : influ-

ence or power of anything put in motion : free

course, unrestrained liberty.

—

ns. Swing'-back, a
device for adjusting the plate-holder of a camera
at any desired angle ; Swlng'boat, a boat-shaped
carriage swung from a frame, in use for swinging in

at fairs, &c. ; Swing*-bridge, a bridge that may be
moved aside by swinging, at the mouth of docks,
&c. ; Swing'-chum, a churn-box so hung as to be
worked by oscillation ; Swing'er ; Swing^-han'dle,
a pivoted handle of any utensil, esp. a bail or other
arched handle ; Swingeing, the act of moving back
and forth, esp. the pastime of moving in a swing.

—

adj. having a free easy motion.

—

n. Swing'ing-bOOm,
the spar which stretches the foot of a lower stud-

ding-sail.

—

adi'. Swing'ingly, in a swinging manner.—tis. Swing'ing-pOSt, the post to which a gate is

hung ; Swing'ism, a form of intimidation common
in England about 1830-33, which consisted mainly
in sending letters signed ' Swing' or 'Captain Swing'
to farmers, ordering them under threats to give

up threshing-machines, &c. ; Swing'-mo'tion, a
mechanism in the truck of a railway carriage, &c.,
permitting swaying from side to side : Swing'-pan,
a sugar-pan with spout, pivoted so that it may be
emptied by tipping ; Swlng'-ploogh, a plough with-

out a fore-wheel under the beam ; Swlng'-shelf, a
hanging shelf; Swing'-StOCk, an upright timber,

with a blunt edge at top over which flax was beaten
by the swingle— a.\so Swing'ing-block ; Swing"-
SWang, a complete oscillation. — adj. swinging,
drawling. — ns. Swlng'-ta'ble, a movable bed on
which plate-glass is cemented for polishing ; Swing*-
tool, a holder swinging on horizontal centres, on
which work is fastened so as to hold flat against the
face of a file; &WiD:gXV96 = S7vingle-tree (q.v.);

Swlng'-trot, a swinging trot; Swlng'-wheel, the

wheel that drives a clock pendulum, correspond-
ing to the balance-wheel in a watch. [A.S.
s^vingan ; Ger. scfnvingen, to swing ; allied to

V)ag, S7vay.'\

Swinge, swinj, v.t. to beat, chastise : to forge, weld
together: to wave to and fro.

—

n. a lash, a lashing

movement.—». Swinge'-buckler (Shak.), one who
pretends to feats of arms, a blusterer.

—

adj. Swinge'-
mg, great, huge.—fK/z/. Swlnge'ingly.—«. Swinger
(swinj'ir), any person or thing great or astonishing.



Swlnfire mOte ; mSte ; mOSn ; /Aen. Swunfir

a bold lie, a whopper. [A.S. swengan, to shake, a
causal form of swin£-aH, to swing.]

Swinge, swinj, r./. (^Speris.). Same as Singe.
Swingle, swing'gl, z'.i. to dress or separate the fibrous

parts of flax from the woody substance by beating.

—

ti. an implement for this purpose.

—

»s. Swlng'el, the
part of the flail which falls on the grain in threshing

;

Swing'le-tree, Sing'le-tree, the cross-piece of a
carriage, plough, &c. to which the traces of a har-

nessed horse are fixed. [Stving-.]

Swinisll, swi'nish, ac/j. like or befitting swine : gross :

brutal.—di/i'. Swinishly.—;;. Swinishness.
Swink, swingk, Z'.i. {S/tiis.) to labour, to toil, to

drudge.

—

71. t. to tire out with labour.—«. labour.

—

adj. Swink'ed {Milt.), wearied with labour, fatigued.

(.•\.S. s-.uDictin, to labour; cf. rwingan, swing.]
Swipe, swip, K. a hard blow.

—

v.t. to give a strong
blow to : to steal by snatching.—«. Swiper, one who
swipes. (A.S. s-wipe, a whip.]

Swipes, swips, n. bad or spoilt beer, also small-beer.

—

adj. Swi'pey, fuddled with malt liquor.

Swire, swir, «. a hollow between two hills. [Prob.
A.S. rweora, the neck.]

Swirl, swerl, v.i. to sweep along with a whirling
motion.—«. whirling motion, as of wind or water : a
curl or twist : the rush of a fish through the water in

rising to a fly.

—

adj. Swlrl'y. [Skeat explains as

Scand., Norw. srirla, to whirl round, a freq. of
S7'erra, to whirl, orig. to hum.]

Swish, swish, v.t. to cause to move or to cut with a
whistling sound : to flog, thrash.

—

n. a swishing sound.—adv. in a swishing manneror with such a sound, —us.
Swish'er, one who swislies or flogs ; Swish'-swasb,
a swishing action or sound : a washy drink. [Imit.]

Swiss, swis, otij. of or belonging to Switzerland.—
«. a native of Switzerland : the language of Switzer-
land : a High German patois, spoken in fifteen of
the cantons.—«. Swit'ZOr, a native of Switzerland :

one of a hired bodyguard of a king or pope.—Swiss
Guards, a celebrated corps or regiment of Swiss
mercenaries in the French army of the old regime,
constituted ' Gardes' by royal decree in 1616.

Swlssing, swis'ing, «. the calendering of bleached
cloth, after dampening, by passing between bowls
or pairs of rollers.

Switch, swich, n. a small flexible twig: a movable
rail for transferring a carriage from one line of rails

to another : a device to make or break a circuit, or

transfer an electric current from one conductor to

another.

—

v.i. to strike with a switch: to swing,
whisk : to transfer a carriage from one line of rails

to another by a switch : to shift from one circuit to

another, or in or out of circuit, as an electric current,

to shunt.

—

ns. Switch'back, a term applied to a
zigzagging, alternate back-and-forward mode of
progression up a slope ; SwltCh'back-raU'way,
an apparatus for public amusement, consisting of
a short length of elevated railway with a series of
rounded inclines, so that the car gains enough of
momentum descending the first steep incline to

ascend one or more smaller inclines till it gradually
and more slowly works its way to the original level

at the far end of the course ; SWitch'ing, a beating
with a switch : trimming ; Switch'man, a points-

man. [Old Dut. rwick, a whip.)

STTltchel, swich'el, n. treacle-beer, molasses and
water, &c.

Swith. swith, adv. {obs.) quickly: away ! begone !

Swither, swi/A'6r, v.i. (/nw.) to doubt, hesitate.—
71. hesitation : a
fricht, a sweat.

Swivel, swivl, «.

something fixed

in another body Chain-swivel,
so as to turn

round in it : a ring or link that turns round on a
pin or neck : a small cannon turning on a swivel.

—

V.i, to turn on a pin or pivot.

—

m. Swlv'el-eye, a

squint-eye; SwlVel-hOOk, a hook secured to any-
thing by means of a swivel. [A.S. s^vi/an, to move
quickly, to turn round.]

Swizzle, swiz'l, v.i. to drink to excess.—«. a mixed or
compounded drink.

Swollen, sw5ln,/a./. ois-u^elL

Swoon, sw5Dn, v.i. to faint : to fall into a fainting-fit.

—«. the act ofswooning : a fainting-fit.—Swoond'ed,
obsolete pa.t. and pa.p. of STvoon.—«. Swoon'ing.—adv. Swoon'ingly. [M. E. swounen, nvoghenen
—A.S. swdgan, to resound.]

Swoop, sw55p, v.t. to sweep down upon : to take
witii a sweep : to catch while on the wing : to catch
up.

—

v.i. to descend with a sweep.

—

n. the act of
swooping : a seizing, as a bird on its prey. [A.S.
swdfan, to sweep ; Ger. schwei/en, to rove.]

Swop, swop, v.t. to exchange, to barter:

—

pr.p.
swop'ping

; pa.t. and f>a.p. swopped.

—

n. an ex-
change.—Also Swap. [Most prob. the same as obs.

su-ap, swop, to beat, cog. with swoop.\
Sword, sOrd, n. an offensive weapon with a long

blade, sharp upon one or both edges, for cutting or

thrusting : destruction by the sword
or by war, war, military force : the
emblem of vengeance or justice,

or of authority and power. — adj.
Sword'-and-buclCler, fought with
sword and buckler, not the rapier :

armed with sword and buckler.

—

ns.

Sword'-arm, -hand, the arm, hand,
that wields the sword ; Sword'-
bay'onet, a bayonet shaped some-
what like a sword, and used as one

;

Sword'-bear'er, a public oflicer

who carries the sword of state

;

Sword'-belt, a militarj' belt from
which the sword is hung ; Sword'-
bill, a South American humming-
bird with a bill longer than its body ;

Sword'-break'er, an old weapon for

grasping and breaking an adver-
sary's sword ; Sword -cane, -stick,

a cane or stick containing a sword ;

Sword'craft, skill with the sword :

military power ; Sword'-CUt, a blow,

wound, or scar caused by the edge
of a sword ; Sword'-dance, a dance in which the
display of naked swords, or movements made with
such, form a part ; Sword'-doll'ar, a Scotch silver

coin under James VI., wortli 2s. 6d. in English
money, having a sword on the reverse ; Sword'er
{Sltak.), a swordsman ; Sword'fish, a family of
spiny-rayed Teleostean fishes, sometimes 12 to

15 feet in length, with a sword about 3 feet long,

formed from a compressed prolongation of the upper
jaw; Sword'-flag, the European water -flag or

yellow iris ; Sword'-grass, a kind of sedge ; Sword'-
guard, the part of a sword-hilt that protects the

bearer's hand ; Sword'-knot, a ribbon tied to the

hilt of a sword ; Sword'-law, government by the

sword.

—

adj. Sword'less, destitute of a sword.

—

ns. Sword'play, fencing ; Sword'player, a fencer.

—adj. Sword'-proof, capable of resisting the blow
or thrust of a sword.—«. Sword'-rack, a rack for

holding swords.—a</;'. Sword[-shaped, ensiform.—

ns. Swords'man, a man skilled in the use of a
sword; Swordsmanship. [A.S. swtord; Ice.

S7'erdh, Ger. sch7vert.'\

Swore, Sworn. See Swear.
Sworn, swOrn, pa.p. of swear.—^wom broker, a
London broker who swears before the court of

aldermen to maintain honesty in dealing; Swom
enemies, enemies determined not to be reconciled ;

Sworn friends, fast or close friends.

Swote, swCt, adv. (Spens.) sweetly.

Swound, swownd, v.i. {Skak.) to swoon—also n.

Swum, swum, /a./, of swim.
Swung, swung, pa. t. and /a./, o( swing.

V
(a) Greek and

{b) Roman
Swords.
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Syb fate, fir ; me, h*r ; mine
; Sympathy

Syb. sib, adj. {JSpens.). Same as Sib.

Sybarite, sib'a-rit, «. an inhabitant of Sybaris, a
Greek city in ancient Italy, on the Gulf of Tarentum,
noted for the effeminacy and luxury of its inhabi-

tants : one devoted to luxury.

—

adj's. Sybaritic,
-al.—». Syb'aritism.

Sybo, si' bo, n. a Scotch form of Ciiol (q.v.):—^/.

Sjrboes.
Sybotio, sl-bot'ik, adj. pertainin|; to a swineherd.—

«. Sy'botism. [Gr. sybdtes, swineherd.]
Sycamine, sik'a-min, n. (B.) supposed to be the black

mulberry-tree (Morus nigra).

Sycamore, sik'a-mOr, n. a fruit-tree of the fig family,

common in Palestine, &c. : a species of maple, m
Scotland usually called plane-tree : in America, the

native plane. [Gr. sykonioros—sykon, a fig, moron,
black mulberry.]

Syce. Same as Sice (q.v.).

Sycopliant, sik'S-fant, «. a common informer : a ser-

vile flatterer.—». Syo'ophancy, the behaviour of a
sycophant : mean tale-bearing : obsequious flattery :

servility—also Sycophant'ism.—rt^i. Sycopbant;-
iC, -al, Sycophant'isb, like a sycophant : obsequi-

ously flattering : parasitic.

—

v.i. Syc'opbantise.

—

adv. Syc'ophantlably.—«. Syo'opbantry, the arts

of the sycoph.^nt. [Gr. sykopkantes, usually said to

mean one who informed against persons exporting
figs from Attica or plundering the sacred fig-trees ;

but more prob. one who brmgs figs to light by
shaking the tree, hence one who makes rich men
yield up their fruit by informations and other vile

arts

—

sykon, a fig, phainein, to show.]
Sycosis, sT-kO'sis, ». a pustular eruption on the scalp

or bearded part of the face, due to ringworm, acne,
or impetigo. [Gr.,

—

sykon, a fig.]

Syenite, sl'en-It, «. a rock composed of feldspar and
hornblende.

—

adj. Syenlt'ic, relating to Syene in
Egypt : pertainmg to syenite. [From Gr. Syene,
Syene in Egypt.]

Syker, sik'er, adv. iJSpens.) %\XT^\y. \Sicker.'\

Syllable, sil'a-bl, ». several letters taken together so
as to form one sound : a word or part of a word
uttered by a single effort of the voice : a small part
of a sentence.

—

v.t. to express by syllables, to utter.—n. Syll'abary, a list of characters representing
syllables—also Syllaba'rium.—rtrf;>. Syllabic, -al,

consisting of a syllable or syllables.

—

adv. Syllab'l-
oally.— t/j./. Syllabicate, Syllabify (/«./. and
pa.p. syllab'ified), to form into syllables

—

ns. Syllabi-
cation, Syllabiflca'tion ; Syll'abism, syllabic char-
acter, representation of syllables. [L. syllaba—Gr.
syllabi-—syn, with, lab-, lantbanein, to take.]

Syllabub, sil'a-bub, n. Same as Sillibub.
Syllabus, sil'a-bus, «. an abstract : a table of contents

:

the catalogue ofeighty heresies, annexed to the Ency-
clical Quanta Cura, addressed by Pius IX. to all

Catholic bishops, 8th Dec. 1864. [L.]
Syllepsis, sil-lep'sis, «. substitution : a figure in

rhetoric by winch we take the sense of words rather
by the intention of the author than by the strictness
of grammar : the agreement of a verb or adjective,
not with the word next it, but with some other
word in the sentence. — adj's. Syllep'tiC, -al. —
adv. Syllep'tically. [Gr. sylilpsis—syn, together,
lambanein, to take.]

Syllogism, sil'O-jizm, «. logical form of every argu-
ment, consisting of three propositions, of which the
first two are called the premises, and the last, which
follows from them, the conclusion.—«. Syllogisa'-
tion.

—

v.i. Syll'ogise, to reason by sylloeisnis.

—

v.t.

to deduce consequences from.—«. Syll'Ogiser.

—

adjs. Syllog^S'tiC, -al, pertaining to a syllogism :

in the form of a syllogism.—a</z/. Syllogls'tically.
(Gr. syllogismos—sytlogizesthai—syn, together, logi-
zesthai, to reckon

—

logos, speech.]
Sylph, silf, n. one of the elemental spirits of the air,

intermediate between immaterial ana material beings,
occasionally holding intercourse with human crea-
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tures: a fairy.—«. Sylph'ld, a little sy\^)\.—adjs.
Sylph'ine, Sylph'ish. [Fr. sylphe, of Celtic origin

;

but cf. Gr. siiphe, a kind of beetle.]

Sylva, Silva, sil'va, «. the forest trees of any region
collectively. —rt<//i. Sylvan, Silvan. —«. Si^vl-
OUl'ture, arboriculture, forestry. [L.]

Symbal, sim'bal, H. Same as Cymbal.
Symbiosis, sim-bi-O'sis, ». a term introduced by De
Bary to denote certain kinds of physiological partner-
ship between organisms of difl'erent kinds—best re-

stricted to such intimate and complementary partner-
ships as exist between algoid and fungoid elements
in lichens, or between unicellular Algae and Radio-
larians.—«. Sym'bion, an organism living in such
a state.— (k(/'. Symbiotic—rt</j'. Symbiot'ically.
[Gr. syn, together, bios, life.]

Symbol, sim'bol, «. a sign by which one knows a
thing : an arbitrary or other conventional mark,
abbreviating methods of scientific expression, as in

algebra, and esp. chemistry : an emblem : that which
represents something else : a figure or letter repre-
senting something : (theol.) a creed, compendium of

doctrine, or a typical religious rite, as the Eucharist.—adjs. Sjrmboi'io, -al, pertaining to, or of the
nature of, a symbol : representing by signs : em-
blematic : figurative : typical.

—

adv. Sjrmbol'ically.
—ns. Symbolicalness ; Symbolics, the study of
the history and contents of Christian creeds ; Sym-
bolisa'tion.— I/. /.Symbolise, to be symbolical: to

resemble in qualities.

—

v.t. to represent by symbols.
—ns. Sym boliser, SymTJOliSt, one who uses sym-
bols ; Symbolism, representation by symbols or

signs : a system of symbols : use of symbols : {iheol.)

the science ofsymbols or creeds.

—

adjs. Symbolistic,
-aX.—ns. Symbol'ogy, Sjrmbolol'ogy, the art of

representing by symbols ; Symbolol'atry, undue
veneration for symbols ; SymljOlry, the use of

symbols generally. [Gr. symbolon, from symballein
—syn, together, ballein, to throw.]

Symmetry, sim'e-tri, «. the state of one part being of

the same measure with or proportionate to another

:

due proportion : harmony or adaptation of parts

to each other.

—

adj. Symm'etral, commensurable,
symmetrical.—«. Symmet'rlan, one who is careful

about symmetry.

—

adjs. Symmet'rlO, -al, having
symmetry or due proportion in its parts : harmo-
xaow^.^adv. Ssrmmet rlcally, with symmetry.

—

ns.

S3rmmet'rlcalness ; Symmetri'cian, Symm etrist,

one careful about symmetry ; Symmetrlsa'tion.

—

v.t. Sjrmm'etrlse, to make symmetrical.—«. Sym-
metropho'bia, fear or strong dislike of mechanical
symmetrj'. [L. and Gr. symmetria—syn, together,

metron, a measure.]
Symmorph, sim'morf, «. a character different in form
from another, but representing the same notion.

[Gr. symmorphos, similar

—

syn, with, morphi, form.]

Sympathy, sim'pa-thi, ». like feeling : an agreement
of inclination, feeling, or sensation : compassion :

pity : tenderness : an agreement of affections or in-

clinations, or a conformity of natural temperament

:

mutual conformity of parts in the fine arts : corre-

spondence of parts in similar sensations or affections,

or the affection of the whole body or system, or some
part of it, in consequence of local injury or disease :

propensity of inanimate bodies to union or mutual
action : the effective union of colours.

—

adjs. Sym-
pathet'lo, -al, showing, or inclined to, sympathy

:

feeling with another : able to sympathise : compas-
sionate : produced by sympathy : uniting viscera and
blood-vessels in a nervous action common to them all

:

noting sounds induced by vibrations conveyed through
air, &c., from a bodyalready in vibration.

—

adzi. Sym-
pathet'lcally.—n. Sympathet'lcism, undue dispo-

sition to be sympathetic.

—

v.i. Sym'patblse, to have
sympathy : to feel with or for another : to be com-
passionate. — ns. Sympathiser ; Sym'pathlsm

;

Sym'pathiflt.—Sympathetic ink (see Ink). [Gr.

tympatheia—syn, y/it\i, pathos, suffering.]



Sympelmoiia mSte ; mflte ; mOOn ; /Aeo. Bynazls

Sympelmous, sim-permus, adj. in birds, having the

tendons of the deep flexors of the toes blended in

one before separating to proceed one to each of the

four digits—opp. to Nomopelnious. [Gr. syn, with,

pelma, the sole of the foot.]

Sympetalous, sim-pet'a-lus, adj. having all the petals

united.

Symphenomenon, sim-fe-nom'e-non, K. a phenomenon
resembling others shown by the same object :—//.
Symphenom'ena.

—

adj. Symphenom'enal.
S3rmphony, sim'(<5-ni, >/. an agreeing together in

sound : unison, consonance, or harmony of sound :

a musical composition for a full band of instru-

ments : an instrumental introduction or termination

to a vocal composition.

—

ft. S3rmpllO'nla, concord
in Greek music : a medieval name for the bagpipe,

the virginal.

—

adj. Symphon ic, relating to, or re-

-sembling, a symphony : symphonious. — «. Syin-
pbo'nion, a combination of pianoforte and har-

monium, the precursor of the orchestrion. — adj.

Sympho'nioUS, agreeing or harmonising in sound :

accordant : harmonious.

—

n. Sym'phonlst, a com-
poser of symphonies. [Gr. sympltonia — syn, to-

gether, phone, a sound.)
Symphoricarpous, sim-fb-ri-kar'pus, adj. bearing

several fruits clustered together.

Symphyla, sim'fi-la, «.//. an order or suborder of
insects related to typical Thysanura, but resembling
chilopods and having many abdominal legs.

—

adj.

Sym'phyllOUS. [Gr. symphylos, of the same race

—

syn, -vi'wXx, phylon, a clan.]

Sympbynota, sim'fi-nOt, adj. soldered together at the

hin^e, as the valves of some unios. [Gr. symphyes,
growing together, noion, the back.]

SymphyogenesiS, sim-fi-S-jen'e-sis, «. (3<»^) the form-
ing of an organ or part by imion of parts formerly
separate.

—

adj. Symphyogenet'lC. [Gr. syntphy-
esthai, to grow together, genesis, generation.]

SjrmphjrsiS, sim'fi-sis, «. the union of two parts of
the skeleton, either by confluence, by direct appo-
sition, or by the intervention of cartilage or ligament

:

the union of parts normally separate, coalescence or
growing together of parts.— adj. Symphys'eal.

—

ns. Ssrmphys'ia, a malformation produced by the
union of parts properly separate : Sj^'phytlsm,
a coalescence of word-elements. t<jr. syn, with,
phyein, to grow.]

S3rmphytum, sim'fi-tum, «. a genus of gamopetalous
plants, of the natural order Borag{nace<g.

Sympiesometer, sim-pi-e-som'e-ter, n. a barometer
in wliich oil and hydrogen gas replace mercury and
the Toricellian vacuum : an instrument for measur-
ing the pressure of a current. [Gr. sympiesis, a
pressing together — syn, with, piezein, to press,

tnetron, a measure.]
SymplectlC, sim-plek'tik, adj. placed in or among, as

if woven together.

—

n. a bone in the Teleostean
fishes which forms the lower ossification of the
suspensorium, and which articulates below with the
quadrate bone by which it is firmly held. [Gr. syin-
pUktikos—syn, togeihcT, plekein, to weave.]

Symplesite, sim'ple-slt, «. a pearly, vitreous arseniate
of ferrous iron. [Gr. syn, together, plesios, near.]

S3nnplOCe, sim'plO-sS, «. {rhet.) the repetition of a
word at the beginning and another at the end
of successive clauses. [Gr. syntploki, an inter-

weaving.]
Symplocium, sim-pl0'si-um, n. {hot.) the annulus in

the sporangium of ferns.

Sympoditun, sim-pO'di-um, k. {bot.) an axis or stem
morphologically made up of a series of superposed
branches imitating a simple stem, [Gr. syn, with,
p.-'iis, podos, foot.)

Symposium, sim-pS'zi-nm, «. a drinking together : a
banquet with philosophic conversation : a merry
U:\%\.—ndjs. Sympo'siac, Sympo'sial.—>«. Sym-
po'Slarch, the master of the feast, a to.ist-master

;

Sympo'Siast, one who takes part in a symposium.

[L.,—Gr. syntposion—syn, together, /ff/>, a drinking—pinein, to drink.)

Symptom, simp'tum, «. that which attends and indi-
cates the existence of something else, not as a cause,
but as a constant effect : (>»^(/.) that which indicates
disease.

—

adjs. Ssnuptomat'iC, -al, pertaining to
symptoms : indicating the existence of something
else ; {med.) proceeding from some prior disorder.

—

adv. Symptomat'ically.— M. S3^ptomatol ogy,
the sum of knowledge concerning symptoms. [Gr.
symptoma—syn, •vn'Hi, piptein, to fall.)

Symptosls, simp-tO'sis, «. the meeting of polars of the
same point with reference to different loci.

Synacmy, sin-ak'mi, «. the simultaneous maturity
of the anthers and stigmas of a flower. — adj.
Synac'mlO. [Gr. syn, with, akme, maturity.)

Synaoral, sin-ak'ral, adj. having a common vertex, as
faces of a polyhedron. [Gr. syn, with, acros, top.]

Sjruadelphic, sin-a-del'fik, adj. acting together, as
different members of an animal body. [Gr. syn,
with, adelphos, a brother.)

Synadelphite, sin-a-del'flt, n. an arseniate of man-
ganese.

Synsresis. See Syneresis.
Synesthesia, sin-es-the'si-a, n. sensation produced at

a point different from the point of stimulation.

Synagogue, sin'a-gog, «. an assembly of Jews for

worship : a Jewish place of worship.

—

adjs. Syn'a-
gogal, SsrnagOg'ical. [Fr.,— Gr. synago^e—syn,

together, agein, to lead.]

Synalepha, sin-a-le'fa,H. a contraction by suppressing
a final vowel or diphthong before another vowel or
diphthong, so that the final syllable of one word runs
or melts into the first of the other.—Also Syna-
le'phe. [Gr. synaloipJie—synaUiphein, to melt to-

gether

—

syn, together with, aUipltein, to anoint.]

Synalgla, si-nal ji-a, «. sjTnpathetic pain. [Gr. syn,

with, nlgos, pain.)

Synallagmatic, sin-a-lag-mat'ik, adj. mutually or
reciprocally obligatory. [Gr. syitallagmatikos—
synailagnia, a covenant.)

Synancia, si-nan'si-a, «. a genus of fishes with spines

and poison-glands, of family Synanciida. — adj.

Synan'Cioid. [Gr. synangchos, quinsy.)

Synanglum, si-nan'Ji-um, «. an arterial trunk : the

boat-shaped sorus of certain ferns. [Gr. syn, with,

angeion, a vessel.)

Ssrnantherous, si-nan'ther-us, adj. {6oi.) having the

anthers united.

SynanthOUS, si-nan'thus, adj. {bot.) denoting plants

whose flowers and leaves appear together or at the

same time.—«. Synan'thy. [Gr. syii, together,

anthos, a flower.)

Synaphea, sin-a-fe'a, «. the metrical continuity be-

tween one colon and another, mutual connection of

all the verses in a system, so that they are scanned as

one verse, as in anapaestics : elision or synalepha, at

the end of a line, of the final vowel of a dactylic

hexameter before the initial vowel of the next.—Also
Synapheia. \Q,x.,—synaptein, to join together.]

Synapte, si-nap'te, «. (Gr. Ckurck) a litany. [Gr.

synaptc (eiuhi, a prayerX joined together.)

Synarchy, sin'ar-ki, «. joint sovereignty. [Gr. syn-

archia—syn, with, archein, to rule.)

S3rnartesi8, sin-ar-te'sis, «. a fastening together, close

union.—rirt^'. SynarteflO. [Gr. synartisis—syn,

with, artaein, to fasten to.)

Synarthrosis, sin-ar-thro'sis, «. a join permitting no

motion between the parts articulated.

—

adj. Syn-
arthro'dlaL—<k/». Synarthro'dially. [Gr. syn-

arthrosis—syn, with, arihron, a joint.]

Synascete, sin'a-set, «. a fellow-ascetic.

Synastiy, si-nas'tri, «. coincidence as regards stellar

influences. [Gr. syn, together with, astron, a

star.)

SynaxiS, si-nak'sis, ». in the early Church, an assembly
for worship, esp. for celebrating the Euchanst.—w.

Synaza'rion, in Greek usage, a lection containing
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Ssmcarpous filte, fer ; mC, h4r ; mine
; Sjmochvis

an account of a saint's life. (Gr. synaxis, a bringing
together

—

syn, together, agein, to lead.]

Syncarpous, sin-k5r'pus, adj. {hoi.) having the carpels

consolidated into one. [Gr. syn, together, karpos, a

fruit.]

SyncategOrematiC, sin-kat-S-gor-a-mat'ik, ad/, denot-

ing words that can only form parts of terms, as adverbs,

Sic—ad-'. S3mcategor6mat'lcaUy.
Synchondrosis, sing-kon-drO'sis, ft. an articulation

formed by the addition of a plate of cartilage.—w.

Synchondrot'omy, the section of such. [Gr. syng-

chondrosh—syn, with, cliotidros, a cartilage.]

SynchoresiS, sing-kO-re'sis, «. {rfut.) an admission

made for the purpose of making a more eftective

retort. [Gr. synchdrisis — syn, with, chdros,

space.]

S3rnchronal, sing'krO-nal, (uij. happening or being at

the same time : simultaneous : lasting for the same
time— also Svnchron'ical, Sjrn'chronous.— a^/r'.

Synchron'ically.—«. Synchronisation.—k.i. Syn'-
chronise, to be synchronal or simultaneous ; to agree
in time.

—

v.t. to cause to be synchronous: to regu-

late a clock, &c., by some standard.— ns. Syn'-
chroniser ; Syn'chronism, concurrence of events

in time : the tabular arrangement of contemporary
events, &c., in history.

—

adj. Synchronis'tic, show-
ing synchronism.

—

adz'. Synchronis'tically. — «.

S3niCaronorogy, chronological arrangement side by
side.

—

adv. Syn'chronously.— «j. Syn'chronoiis-
neSS ; S3^'Chrony, simultaneity. [Gr. sy)tclironis-

tnos—synchronizein, to agree in time

—

syn, together,

chronos, time.]

Synchysis, sing'ki-sis, «. (rhei.) confusion of meaning
due to unusual arrangement : fluidity of the vitreous
humour of the eye. [Gr. syngchysis—syn, together
with, chein, to pour.]

SynolastiC, sin-klas'tik, adj. having the same kind of
curvature in all directions— opp. to Anticlastic. [Gr.

syn, together, klasios, broken.]
Synclinal, sin-kll'nal, adj. sloping downwards in oppo-

site directions so as to meet in a common point or
line : (geol.) denoting strata dipping toward a com-
mon central line or plane.

—

ns. Svn'cline, a synclinal
flexure—also Synclinal; Synolino'rium, a moun-
tain with a synclinal structure. [Gr. syn, together,
klinein, to bend.]

Syncopate, sing'kO-pat, v.t. to contract, as a word, by
taking away letters from the middle : {tnus.) to unite
by a slur the last note of a bar to the first note of
the next.

—

adjs. Syncopal, Syncop'ic, pertaining
to syncope.

—

ns. Syncopa'tlon, act of syncopating
;

Syn'oope, the omission of letters from the middle
of a word, as ne'er for never: (iiied.) a fainting-
fit, an attack in which the breathing and circulation
become faint : (/«/«.) syncopation.

—

v.t. Syn'COpiSO,
to contract by syncope.

—

n. Syn'copist.

—

adj. Syn-
OOp'tlC. [Low L. syficopare, -dtutn—\^. syncope—
Gr. syn, together, koptein, to cut off.]

Syncretism, sin'kre-tizm,_«. the attempted reconcilia-
tion of irreconcilable principles, theological compro-
mise—between Catholics and Protestants, between
Lutherans and Reformed.

—

adj. Sjmcret'lC, per-
taining to syncretism, tending to blend opposing
parties and speculative systems by minimising differ-

ences.— V. t. Syn'cretlse.— «. Syn'cretist.— adj.
SyncretiS'tiC. (Gr. synkretismos—synkretizein, to
unite against.]

Syndactyl, sin-dak'til, adj. having the digits con-
nected with a web, &c.—«. Syndac'tyllsm, union
of digits.— rtf(;'. Syndac'tylous.

Syndesmosis, sin-des-mO'sis, n. the connection of
bones_ by ligaments. — «j. Sjrndesmog'raphy, de-
.scription of the ligaments and joints ; Sj^ndes-
morogy, the knowledge of the ligaments.— adj.
Syndesmot'lc-«. Syndesmot'omy, the anatomy
of the ligaments. [Gr. syndesmos— syn, together
with, dein, to bind.]

Syndetic, -al, lin-det'ik, -at, a<^. connecting by con-

junctions, &c. [Gr. syndetikcs, binding together

—

syn, together, dein, to bind.]
Syndic, sin'dik,«. the chief magistrate in Geneva, one

of those officers delegated as agents by cities in

France under the old regime, &c. : one chosen to

transact business for others, esp. the accredited legal

representative of a corporation, society, or company.—«. Sjrn'dicate, a body of syndics : a council : the
office of a syndic : a body of men chosen to watch
the interests of a company, or to man.ige a bank-
rupt's property, esp. an association of merchants or
others for the purpose of carrying through some
great or important enterprise, or for securing a kind
of artificial monopoly in the production or supply of
some commodity.

—

71. t. to effect by means of a syn-
dicate.

—

v.i. to join in a syndicate.

—

tis. Syndica'-
tion; S3^'dicator. [L. syndicus—Gr. syndikos—
syn, with, dike, justice.]

Syndrome, sin'dr5-me, 71. concurrence. [Gr., syn,
together, dramein, to run.]

Syndyasmian, sin-di-as'mi-an, adj. coupling, noting
the sexual relation. [Gr. syndyasnios, coupling.]

Synecdoche, sin-ek'dO-ke, «. a figure of speech by
which a part is made to comprehend the whole, or
tlie whole is put for a part.

—

adj. Sj^ecdoch'ical,
expressed by, or implying, synecdoche. [Gr. synek-
doche—syn, together, ekdeclieslluii, 10 receive.]

Synechia, sin-e-kl'a, «. morljid adhesion between the
iris and the cornea.

—

it. SynechiOl'Ogy, the doctrine

of the connection of things by causation. — itdj.

Synec'tiC, bringing into connection things of dif-

ferent nature.— «. Synectic'ity. [Gr. synektikos,

holding together, synechciit — syn, together with,
ecltein, to hold.]

SynecphonesiS, si-nek-fo-ne'sis, n. syneresis.

Synedral, si-ne'dral, adj. (boi.) growing on the angle
of a stem.—Also S3rne'dr0US. [Gr. syftedros, sitting

together

—

sytt, together, hedra, a seat.]

Sjrnedrion, si-ned'ri-on. It. a judicial assembly, a san-

hedrim—also Syned'rinm.-rtr^'. Syned'rial. iSan-
hcdrim. ]

Synema, si-ne'ma, «. {bot.) the column of combined
filaments in a nionadelplious flower. [Gr. syn, to-

gether, tiema, a thread.]

Syneresis, Synsaresis, si-ner'e-sis, «. the coalescence

of two vowels or syllables—opp. to Diaresis. [Gr.

syn, together, hairein, to take.]

Synergism, sin'er-jizm, «. the doctrine that the human
will and the Divine .Spirit are two efficient agents that

co-operate in regeneration— ascribed to Melanch-
\.\\on.—adj. Synerget'iC—K. Synergist, one main-
taining the doctrine ofsynergism.—<irf/'. Synergist'Ia
—«. Syn'ergy, combined action. [Gr. syitergia,

co-operation

—

sy7i, together, ergein, to work.]_

SynesiS, sin'e-sis, «. a grammatical construction in

h.nrmony with the sense rather than with .strict syntax.

[Gr., 'understanding.']
SyngenesiOUS, sin-je-ne'shus, adj. (boi.) cohering into

a ring, as the anthers of Coniposita, &c.—those

plants which show "this forming the 19th class in the
Linnean system, the Syngene'Sia. [Gr. syn, with,
genesis, generation.]

Syngenesis, sin-jen'e-sis, ft. the theory of reproduc-
tion which makes the embryo the product of both
male and female by the union of spermatozoon and
ovum : the theory that the germ so formed contains
the germs of all future generations—opp. to Epi-
genesis.—adj. Syngenet'iC. [Gt. syn, \/ix.h, genesis,

generation.]
Syngraph, sing'graf, «. a writing signed by both or

all the parties thereto. [Gr. synggraphe—syn, with,
graphein, to write.]

Synizesis, .sin-i-ze'sis, «. the union into one syllable of
two vowels incapable offorming a diphthong : closure

of the pupil of the eye, with loss of sight. [Gr. syn,

with, nizeiit, to place.]

Ssmoohns, sin'O-ieus, «. a continued fever — also

Syn'ooha. — rt<(7i. Sjra'ochal, Syn'ochoid. [Gr.



Bynocll mote ; mute ; mUHa ; ihen. SyrophcBnlclan

synochos, joined together

—

syn, with, echein, to

hold.]

Synocil, sin'O-sil, «. a filamentous formation of certain

sponges, supposed to function as a sense-organ,
probably an eye. [Gr. syn, with, L. cilium, an
eyelid. J

Synocreato, si-nok'rS-at, adj. (id.) uniting together

on the opposite side of the stem from the leaf, and
enclosing the stem in a sheath—of stipules. [Gr.

syn, with, and ocreaie.]

Synod, sin'od, «. a meeting : an ecclesiastical council :

among Presbyterians, a church court consistmg of

several presbyteries, intermediate between these

and the General Assembly, also the supreme court

of the United Presbyterian Church until its union
with the Free Church in 1900.

—

adj's. Sj^n'Odal,

Sjrnod'iC, -al, pertaining to a synod: done in a
synod.— rt;^?'. Synod'ically.—«. Syn'odlst. [L.

synodiis—Gr. synodos—syn, together, liodos, a way.]
Sjrnoeclous, si-ne'shi-us, adj. (J>ot.) having male and
female flowers in one head as in the Compositte

:

having antheridia'and archegonia on the same re-

ceptacle, as in many mosses. [Gr. synoikia, a living

together

—

syn, with, oikein, to dwell.]

83niomosy, sin'O-mS-si, «. a body of political or other
conspirators bound togetlier by oath, a secret society.

[Gr. synomosin, a conspiracy

—

syn, with, omnynai,
to take an oath.]

Synonym, sin'o-nim, n. a name or word having the
same meaning with another: one of two or more
words which have the same meaning.

—

adjs. Syno-
nymat ic, Synonymic, -al.—«j. Sjnionym'lcon, a
dictionary of synonymous words ; Synonymies,
synonymy.

—

x'.t. Synon'jrmlse, to express by other
words of the same meaning.

—

ns. Synon'ymist, one
who studies synonyms, or the ditTerent names of
plants and animals; Synonym'ity, the state of
being synonymous.

—

adj. Synon'ymous, pertaining
to synonyms : expressing the same thing : having
the same meaning. — oiiv. Synon'ymously. — «.

Synon'ymy, the quality of being synonymous : a
rhetorical figure by which synonymous words are
used. [Gr. syndnyiiion—syn, witii, onoiiui, a name.]

Synopsis, si-nop'sis, «. a view of the whole together :

a collective or general view of any subject:—•//.

Synop'ses.

—

adjs. Synop'tiC, -al, affording a general
view ofthe whole.—<»./.'. Synop'tically.—«. Synop'-
tlst, one of the writers of the Synoptic Gospels.

—

adj. Synoptistio —The Sjmoptic Gospels, a name
first used by Griesl)ach for the first three gospels,
those of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, which present
such a similarity in matter and form that they readily
admit of benig brought under one and the same
combined view or synopsis. [Gr. synopsis— syn,
with, together, opsis, a view.]

Synosteosis, si-nos-te-O'sis, «. union of different parts
of the skc-leton by means of bone, co-ossification

—

also Synostosis.—«i-. Sjrnosteorogy, the know-
ledge of the joints of the body ; Synosteot'omy, the
dissection of the joints.—<r^'. S3rn0StOt'iO. [Gr.
syn, together, osteon, a bone.]

Syiotus, si-nO'tus, «. a genus of long-eared bats having
the rim of the ear produced in front of the eye, in-

cluding the European Barbastel : a double monster
united above the umbilicus, the head incompletely
double. [Gr. syn, together, ous, dtos, the ear.]

Synovial, sin-oVi-al, adj. relating to Ssmo'vla, an
unctuous albuminous fluid, secreted from certain
j;lands_ in the joints.

—

adv. Syno'Vlally. — tt,

Synovi'tiS, inflammation of a synovial membrane.
[Gr. syn, with, dort, an egg.]

Syntax, sin'taks, «. (gram.) the correct arrangement
of words in sentences.

—

adjs. Syntac'tic, -al, per-
taining to syntax : according to the rules of syntax.
—adv. Syntao'tically. [Gr. syntaxis—syn, to-
gether, tassein, taxein, to put in order.]

SyntenosiS, sin-te-nO'sis, «. the connection of bones
by tendons. [Gr. syn, with, tendn, a sinew.]

SynteresiS, sin-t€-r5'sls, «. preventive treatment, pro-
phylaxis. — adj. Synteret'ic. — «. Synteret'ics,
hygiene. [Gr. synteresis, observation

—

syn, with,
ierein, to watch over.]

Ssmtaxis, sin-tek'sis, n. a wasting of the body.

—

adjs.
Syntec'tiO, -al. [Gr. synlexis, a wasting away

—

syn, with, tekein, to melt.]

Synthermal, sin-therm'al, adj. having the same degree
of heat. [Gr. syn, together, iltertiie, heat.]

Synthesis, sin'the-sis, «. a term applied to the building
up of compound substances from the elements they
contain or from other compounds, usually of less
complexity than themselves : a making a whole out
of parts : the combination of separate elements of
thought into a whole, or reasoning from principles
previously established to a conclusion, as opposed to
analysis: (gram.) the uniting of ideas into a sen-
tence : (med.) the reunion of parts that have been
divided : (chein.) the uniting of elements to form a
compound :—//. Syn'tbeses (-sez).— i./. Syn'the-
Sise, to unite by synthesis.—«j. Syn'thesist, Sjm'-
thetist, one who synthetises.

—

adjs. Synthet'iC,
-al, pertaining to synthesis : consisting in synthesis
or composition.

—

adi'. Synthetically.— «. Syn-
thet'icism, the principles of synthesis, a synthetic
system.—w./.Sjrn'thetise.-Synthetlcphilosophy,
the system of Herbert Spencer, so called by himself
because conceived as a fusion of the difierent sciences
into a whole. [Gr. synthesis—s^^n, with, together,

thesis, a placing

—

tithemi, I place.]

S3^thronus, sin'ihrO-nus, «. the .seat of the bishop
and his presbyters, behind the altar. [Gr. syn,
together with, titrouos, a throne.]

Syntonln, sin'tO-nin, «. a substance akin to fibrin,

which is an important constituent of muscular tissue

—also called Muscle Fibrin.

Syntonous, sin'tO-nus, adj. intense in quality.—Also
Syntonic. [Gr. syntonos, tightly drawn ]

Syntropic, sin-trop'ik, adj. turning or pointing in the
same direction, as several vertebrae. [Gr. syn,

together with, trepein, to turn.]

Syphilis, sif'i-lis, «. a markedly contagious, infective,

and inoculable disease, capable of bemg transmitted
to the ofispring, propagated by direct contagion or

by the transmission of the virus through some vessel

or medium which has recently been contaminated

—

most commonly caused by impure sexual intercourse.
—«. Ssrphilisa'tion.

—

v.t. Syph'ilise, to attempt to

inoculate the system with the virus of syphilis as a
preventive and curative measure.

—

adj. Syphilitic.
—«. Syphilog^raphy, the description of syi'hilis.

—

adj. Syphiloid, relating to syphilis.

—

ns. Syphi-
lol'OgiSt, one versed in syphilology ; Syphllol'Ogy,
the knowledge of syphilis ; Syphllo'ma, a syphilitic

tumour ; Syphilopho'bla, a morbid dread of con-
tracting syphilis. [The word is borrowed from the

name of a figure in Fracastoro's poem, Syphilidis
Libri III.]

Syphon, Syren. Same as Siphon, Siren.
Syriac, sir'i-ak, adj. relating to Syria, or to its lan-

guage.—«. the language, esp. the ancient language
of Syria, a western dialect of Aramaic (q.v.).

—

ns.

Syr'iacism, Ssrr'ianism, a Syrian idiom. — adj.

Syr'ian, relating to Syria.

—

n. a native of Syria.

—

«. Syr'iarch, the chief priest in the Roman province

of Syria.

Syringa, sT-ring'ga, «. the mock-orange.
Ssrringe, sir'inj, «. a portable hydraulic instrument of

the pump kind, used to draw in a quantity of liquid

and eject it forcibly : a tube used by surgeons for

injecting, &c.

—

7>.t. to inject or clean with a syringe.

[L. syrinx, (gen.) syrins^os—Gr. syringx, a reed.]

Syringotomy, sir-in-got'O-mi, «. the operation of cut-

ting for the fistula.

—

n. Syr'inx, a fistula or fistulous

opening : a narrow gallery in the tombs of ancient

Egyp'- (Gr. syringx, a pipe, tomi, a cutting

—

temnein, to cut.]

Syrophosnlcian, si-rO-f€-nish'an, adj. pertaining to
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Syrtla fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Table

Syro-Phanicia or its people, of mixed Phoenician
and Syrian descent.

Syrtis, ser'tis, n. {MUt.) a quicksand—also Sjrrt.

—

adj. Syr'tic. [L.,—Gr.

—

syrein, to draw along.)

Syrup, sir'up, n. a saturated solution of sugar boiled

to prevent fermentation : the juice of fruits saturated

with sugar and many flavoured liquids, treated in

the same way-also ^\XM.^.—adj. Syr'upy. [Fr.

syrop—Sp. xarope, a drink—Ar. ihardb.]

SyssarcosiS, sis-ar-kO'sis, n. the connection of one
bone with another by intervening muscle.

—

adj.

SySSarOO'SiC. [Gr., syn, together, sarx, flesh.]

Syssitia, si-sit'i-a, «. the ancient Spartan custom of

eating together in public the chief meal of the day.

[Gr. syn, together with, silos, food.]

Systaltlo, sis-tal'tik, adj. alternately contracting and
dilating, pulsatory. (Gr. systaltikos—syn, together,

stellein, to place.]

Systasls, sis'ta-sis, n. a union or confederation.

—

adj.

Systatic, introductory, recommendatory. [Gr.

syn, with, histanai, to set up.]
System, sis'tem, «. anything formed of parts placed

together or adjusted into a regular and connected
whole : an assemblage of bodies as a connected
whole : an orderly arrangement of objects according
to some common law or end : regular method or
order : a full and connected view of some depart-

ment of knowledge : an explanatory hypothesis or

theory : the universe.

—

adjs. Systemat'iO, -al, per-

taining to, or consisting of, system : formed or done

according to system : methodical.

—

adv. Systemat'-
ically.—«.f. Systematl'cian ; Systematisa tion,
Systemisa'tion.—z/j./. Systematise, Systemlse,
to reduce to a system.

—

us. Sys'tematiser ; Sys-
tematism; Systematist ; Systematology.—<j£^j.

Systemic, systematic : pertaining to the human
system ; Sys'temless, without system : not ex-
hibiting organic structure.

—

ns. Sys'tem-mak'er,
-mon'ger, one unduly fond of constructing systems.
[Gr. systcma—syn, together, histemi, I place.]

Systole, sis'tole, K. the regular contraction of the
heart for impelling the blood outward— opp. to
Diastole: Ingram.) the shortening of a long syllable.

—adj. Systolic. [Gr. systole — syn, together,
stellein, to place.]

Systylo, sis' til, «.(an'^//.)the arrangement of columns
so that they are only two diameters apart : a front

or portico having columns so arranged.

—

adj'. Sys'-

tyloiu (dot.), having the styles united into a single

body. [Gr. syu, with, stylos, a column.]
Sythe = Scythe.
Syzygy, siz'i-ji, «. the relative position of a planet

(es;). the moon) when either in conjunction or in oppo-
sition with the sun : the period of new or full moon :

—//. Syz'ygies.—«. Syz'ygant (gant), a rational

integral function of the invariants of a quantic that
vanishes when expressed as a function of the co-

efficients.

—

adj. Syzyget'iO, pertaining to a linear

relation.

—

otiv. Syzyget'ically. — «<//. Syzyg'ial,
pertaining to a syzygy. [Gr. syzygia, union.]

Il
the twentieth letter in our alphabet, its sound
that of the hard dental mute, produced by
the tip of the tongue being brought into

contact with the base of the upper teeth :

as a medieval numeral = i6o ; T = 160,000 :

something fashioned like a T, or having a cross
section like a T—also written tee and sometimes
taiL

—

ns. T'-band'age, a bandage composed of two
strips fashioned in the shape of the letter T, as for

use about the perineum ; T'-oart, a four-wheeled
pleasure-vehicle without top, having a T-shaped body

;

T'-Oloth, a plain cotton made for the India and China
market—stamped with a T ; T'-cross, a tau-cross ;

T'-plate, a T-shaped plate, as for strengthening a
joint in a wooden framework ; r-rail, a rail, as for

a railway, having a T-like cross section ; T-square,
a ruler shaped like the letter T, used in mechanical
and architectural drawing.

—
^To a T, with perfect

exactness ; Be marked with a T, to be branded
as a thief.

Tab, tab, ». a small tag, flap, or strap, forming an
appendage of something : reckoning, tally, check.

Tabanos, ta-bS'nus, n. a genus of flies, including the
horse-flies. [L.]

Tabard, tab'ard, n. a military cloak of the 15th and
i6th centuries, now a loose sleeveless coat worn by
heralds.

—

n. Tab'arder, one who wears a tabard.
[O. Fr.,—Low L. tabardutn; perh. conn, with L.
tapete, tapestry.]

Tabaret, tab'a-ret, n. an upholsterer's silk stuflf, with
alternate stripes of watered and satin surface.

{Tabby.

\

Tabasheer, Tabashlr, tab-a-shcr', n. a substance,

consisting chiefly of silica, sometimes found in the
cavities or tubular parts of the stems of bamboos and
other large grasses, and prized by the Hindus as a
tonic, &c., prepared by imperfect calcination and
trituration. [Hind. tabdshir.\

Tabby, tab'i, «. a coarser kind of waved or watered
silk : an artificial stone, a mixture of lime, shells,

gravel, stones, and water : a female cat — also

Tabb'y-cat.

—

adj. brindled : diversified in colour.

—

•o.t. to water or cause to look wavy :

—

f>a.t. and f>a.f>.

tabb'ied.— «. TabVlnet, a more delicate kind_ of
tabby resembling damask, used for window-curtains.

[Fr. tabis—kr. 'attdbt, a kind of rich, waved silk

—

'Attabiya, the quarter in Bagdad where first made.]

Tabefaction, tab-e-fak'shun, «. a wasting away from
disease.

—

v.t. Tab'efy, to emaciate.

—

v.i. to lose

flesh, to waste away.

—

us. Tabes, a gradual wasting
away ; Tabescence.—rt<^>. Tabes'cent ; Tabetic

;

Tabic; Tabid.— ff</r'. Tab'idly.—«. Tabidness.-
adj. Tabif'ic, causing t.abes.—«. Tabitude, state

of one aflfected with tabes.—Tabes dorsaliS, the

same as locomotor ataxia. [L. tabes, a wasting,

tabere, to waste away.]
Tabella, ta-bel'a, «. a medicated lozenge or hard elec-

tuarj'.

—

adj. Tabellarv, tabular.—//. Tabell'lon, an
ofiicial scrivener in the Roman empire, and in France
down to 1761. [L. tabella, dim. of tabula, a table.]

Taber, vd. (B.). Same as Tabour.
Taberd, t.^b'erd, ti. Same as Tabard.
Tabernacle, tab'er-na-kl, «. (B.) the movable tent

carried by the Jews through the desert, and used as

a temple : a tent : the human body a^ the temporary
abode of the soul : a place of worship or sacred

place: (/?.C) the place in which the consecrated

elements of the Eucharist are kept : a socket per-

mitting a mast to be lowered beneath bridges.

—

T.t.

to dwell : to abide for a time.

—

adj. Tabemac'ular.
—Tabernacle WOT^iarcAit.), ornamental work over

niches, stalls, &c. with canopies and pinnacles, or any
work in which such forms a characteristic feature.

—

Feast of tabernacles, a Jewish autumn festival,

celebrating the sojourning of the children of Israel in

the wilderness (Lev. xxiii. 43), and the gathcring-in of

all the fruits of the year (Ex. xxiii. 16). [L. tnbemacu-
Ititn, double dim. of tabertia, a hut, shed of boards.]

Tablature, tab'la-tur, «. something tabular : a painting

on a wall or ceiling : a picture in general : a method
of musical notation, principally employed in the 15th

and 16th centuries for the lute : (anat.) a division of

the skull into two tables. [Fr.,—L. tabula, a board.]

Table, ta'bl, «. a smooth, flat slab or board, with

legs, used as an article of furniture : supply of food,

entertainment : the company at a table : the board

or table on which a game is played, as billiards,

backgammon, draughts : a surface on which some-

thing is written or engraved : that which is cut or

written on a flat surface : a flat gravestone supported
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Tableau roOte ; mute ; mW5n ; e/ten. Tack

on pillars : an inscription : a condensed statement

:

syllabus or index : (i>.) a writing tablet.

—

ml!;, of or
pertaining to a table, or the food partaken from the

table.—z'./. to make into a table or catalogue : to

lay (money) on the table : to pay down : to lay on
the table—i.e. to postpone consideration of.

—

hs.

Table-beer, light beer for common use ; Ta'ble-

book, a book of tablets, on which anything is

written without mk : a note-book : a book of tables,

as of weights, measures, &c. ; Ta'ble-Cloth, a cloth

usually of linen, for covering a table, esp. at meals
;

Ta'ble-COVer, a cloth for covering a table, esp. at

other than meal-times ; Table-d'hote (ta'bl-dot), a

meal for several persons at the same hour and at

fixed prices ; Ta'Dleful, as many as a table will

hold ; Tableland, an extensive region of elevated

land with a plain-like or undulating surlace : a
plateau ; Ta'ble-leaf, a board at the side of a table

which can be put up or down to vary the size of the

table ; Table-lln'eil, linen table-cloths, napkins, &c. ;

Table-money, an allowance granted to general
officers in the army, and flag-officers in the navy, to

enable them to fulfil the duties of hospitality within
their respective commands; Ta'ble-rap'ping, pro-

duction of raps on tables by alleged spiritual agency.
— «.//. Ta'bles, the game of backg-immon.— ns.

Table-spoon, one of the largest spoons used at table ;

Ta ble-spoon'ful, as much as will fill a table-spoon ;

Table-talk, familiar conversation, as that round
a table, during and after meals; Ta'ble-tum'ing,
movements of tables or other objects, attributed

by spiritualists to the agency of spirits—by rational

persons to involuntary mu-cular action—similarly

Table -lifting, Ta'ble-rap'ping; Ta'ble-w^are,
dishes, spoons, knives, forks, &c. for table use.

—

ai^z-. Ta'blewise, like a table—of the communion-
table, with the ends east and west—opp. to Altar-
wise.—Hs. Ta'ble-work, the setting of type for

tables, columns of figures, &c. ; Tabling, the act

of tabling or forming into tables : {carp.) a nide
dove-tailing : {nnut.) a broad hem on the skirts of
sails.—The Lord's Table, the table at which the
Lord's Supper is partaken, or on which the elements
are laid : the Lord's Supper.—Fence the tables (see

Fence); Lay on the table, to lay aside any pro-
po'ied measure indefinitely, or for future discussion ;

Lie on the table, to be laid upon the table ; Turn
the tables, to bring about a complete reversal of
circumstances. [O. Fr. labie—L. tabu/a, a board.]

Tableau, tab'IS, ». a picture: a striking and vivid

representation .—pi. Tableaux (tab'loz).—Tableau
Vlvant, a representation of a historical or other
personage by a motionless living person dressed in

suitable costume. (Fr.,—L. tabula, a painting.]

Tablet, tab'let, «. a small flat surface : something flat

on which to write, paint, &c. : a confection in a flat

square form.—«. Tab'loid, a small tablet containing
a certain definite portion of some drug, a troche or
lozenge. [Dim. o( table.

]

Taboo, Tabu, ta-bC)D', «. an institution among the
Polynesians, forming a penal system based on reli-

gious sanctions, by which certain things are held
sacred or consecrated, and hence prohibited to be
used—by a n.atural transference of meaning by
association of ideas becoming equivalent to ' unliolv,'

'accursed'—also Tamboo', Tambu', and Tapu' :

any prohibition, interdict, restraint, ban, exclusion,

ostracism.

—

v.t. to forbid approach to : to forbid the

use of:

—

pr.p. tab'SS'ing
;
/rt./. and/o./>. taboOcd'.

[Polynesian tapu—prob. ta, to mark,^w, expressing
intensity.)

Tabor, ta'bor. «. a camp amongst the ancient nomadic
Slavs and Turks, inside a ring of wagons.

Taborite, tu'bor-Tt, «. one of the more extreme party
of the Hussites, as opposed to the Calixtines or

Utraquists, so named from their headquarters being
at Mount Tabor, 24 miles N.E. of Pisek.

Tabour, Tabor, ta'bor, «. a small drum like the
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timbrel or tambourine without jingles, usually
played with one stick, and in combination with
a fife.

—

7'.i. to play on a tabour : to beat lightly
and often :—/''./. ta'bouring ; pa.p. ti'boured.

—

ns. Ta'borer {Shak.), one who beats the tabour
;

Tab'orine (S/iak.), a tabour or small drum
;

Tab ouret, Tabret, a small tabour or drum

;

Tabrere(5'/<-«f.), a labourer. [O. Fr. tabour {Tt.
taiitboury—Pcra. tantbur, a kind of cithern.)

Tabouret, tab'o5-ret, «. a cushioned seat, without
arms or back, highly ornamented : a frame for
embroidery : a needle-case.

Tabu. Same as Taboo.
Tabular, tab'u-lar, rt/y. of the form of, or peruining

to, a table : having a fl.it surface : arranged in a
table or schedule, computed from tables : having the
form of lamina: or plates.—wj. Tab'Ula, a writing-
tablet, a legal record : a frontal : a dissepiment in
corals, &c. ; Tabularisa'tion, the act of tabularising
or forming into tables : the .state of being tabularised.— 7>.t. Tab'Ularise, to put in a tabular form : to

tabulate :—pr.p. tab'ularising : pa.p. tab'ularlsed.

—

adv. Tab'ularly.—r./. Tabulate, to reduce to

tables or synopses : to shape with aflat surface.

—

n. Tabula'tion, the act of forming into tables.

TacahOUt, tak'a-howt, «. an Arab name for the small
gall formed on the tamarisk-tree, and used as one
source for obtaining gallic acid.

Tacamahac, tak'a-ma-hak, «. a gum-resin yielded by
several tropical trees. [South American.)

Tac-au-tac, tak'-O-tak', «. in fencing, the parry com-
bined with the riposte, also a series of close attacks
and parries between fencers of equal skill. (Fr.)

Tace, ta'se, be silent.—Tace is Latin for a candle,
a phrase understood as requesting or promising
silence. [L., imper. of tacere, to be silent.)

Tache, tash, «. {B.) a fastening or catch. [ Tack.]
Tacbe, tash, n. a spot, stain, or freckle : a moral

blemish : a characteristic. [Fr.)

Tachometer, ta-kom'e-ter, «. an instrument for

measuring variations in the velocity of machines.

—

Also Tachym'eter. [Gr. taclws, speed, tnetrou, a
measure. ]

Tachygraphy, ta-kig'ra-fi, «. stenography, the art of
writing in abbreviations. — «. Tacnyg'rapher.

—

oiijs. Taohygraph'io, -aL [Gr. tachys, swift,

grapluin, to write.)

Tachylite, tak'i-llt, «. a black opaque natural glass,

which results from the rapid cooling of niolien

basalt, occurring as a thin selvage to dikes and
veins of intrusive basalt.

—

aiij. Tachylit'lc.

Tach3rmeter, ta-kim'e-ter, «. a surveying instrument
—also Tacheom'eter.—«. Tachymetry, scientific

use of the tachymeter.
Tacit, tas'it, Oil)', implied, but not expressed bywords:

silent, giving no sound.

—

adv. Tatfitly.

—

n. Tac'it-

ness.—W/. Tac'itum, habitually tacit or .silent :

not fond of talking: reserved in speech.

—

ns.

Tac'itumist, one habitually taciturn; TacitUIB'-
ity, habitual silence: reserve in speaking.

—

aiiv.

Tatfitumly. [L. tacitus, pa.p. of tacere, to be
silent.)

Tack, tak, «. a short, sharp nail with a broad head :

a fastening, a long temporary stitch : the weatiier

clew or foremost lower corner of any of the courses,

or of any sail set with a boom or gatT, or of a flag,

also the rope by which such clew or tack is confined

or fa-stened : the course of a si'ip in reference to the

position ot her sails : a deternunate course, the art

of tacking, hence a change of policy, a strategical

move : a shelf for drying cheese : term of a lease

:

adhesivenes-s, sticky condition, as of varnish, &c

—

v.t. to attach or f.isten, esp. in a slight manner, as

by tacks.

—

v.i. to change the course or tack of a
ship by .shifting the position of the sails : to shift

one's position, to veer. — adj. Tack'y, adhesive,

vi.scous. [Most prob. Celt., Ir. taca, a pin, BreU
tach, a nail.)
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Tacli fSte, far: me, lier; mine
; Tailor

Tack, tak, H. (prov.) any distinctive and permanent
llavour.

Tack, talc, «. food generally, fare, esp. of the bread
kind, as hard tack, soft tack, iic.

Tacket, tak'et, «. (Scot.) a hobnail in the soles of

strong shoes.

Tackle, tak'l, «. the ropes, rigging, &c. of a ship:

tools, weapons: ropes, &c., for raising heavy
wei^iits : a pulley.

—

v.t. to harness: (J>rov.) to

seize or take hold of, attack, fasten upon.

—

v.i. to

get a hold of.

—

adj. Tackled, made of ropes tackled

together.— ns. Tackling, furniture or apparatus

belonging to the masts, yards, &c. of a ship : harness

for drawing a carriage : tackle or instruments ;

Tacks'man, a tenant or lessee. [Scand., Sw. tackd
— Ice. taka, to take.]

Tacky, takl, n. (U.S.) a poor ill-conditioned horse.

Tact, takt, ». adroitness in managing the feelings of
persons dealt with : nice perception in seeing and
doing exactly what is best in the circumstances

:

{iniis.) the stroke in keeping time.

—

adj's. Taot'ful

;

Tac'tile, that may be touched or felt.—>/^. Tac-
tiritjr, state of being tactile : touchiness ; Tac'tion,
act of touching : sense of touch.

—

adj. Tactless,
without tact. — «. Tactlessness. — rti^;'. Tact'ual,
relating to, or derived from, the sense of touch.

—

adv. Tact'ually.—«. Tact'US, the sense of touch.
[L. taciiis—tangere, tactutn, to touch.]

Tactics, tak'tiks, n.si'ig. the science or art of
nianreuvring military and naval forces in the pre-

sence of the enemy: way or method of proceeding.—ndj's. TaC'tio, -al, pertaining to tactics.

—

cuiv.

Tactically.—«. Taoti'cian, one skilled in tactics.

[Gr. taktike (teclinl, art, understood), art of
arranging men in a field of battle

—

tnssein, taxein,
to arrange.

)

Tadpole, tad'pOl, n. a young toad or frog in its first

state, before the tail is absorbed and the limbs
pushed forth.—«. Tad (U.S.), a street-boy. [A toad
with a.poll.\

Taedium, te'di-um, «. weariness, tediousness. [L.]
Tael, lal, n. the Chinese Hang or ounce, equal to ij

oz. avoir. : a money of account in China, equivalent
to a tael weight of pure silver, or to about 1250
of the copper coin known as 'cash.' The value of
the Haikwan tael, or customs tael, is about 4s. gd.
English, varying with tlie price of silver.

Ta'en, tan, a contraction of taken.
Taenia, te'ni-a, «. a riblxjn or fillet : the fillet above

the architrave of the Doric order : a tapeworm.—«.

Tse'nlcide, a drug that destroys tapeworms.

—

adj.
TsB'nlform, ribbon-like. —«. Tae'nifuge, anything
used to expel tapeworms.

—

adj. TSB'nioid, ribbon-
like. [L.,—Gr. tainia, a band.]

Taflferel, taf'er-el, Taffrail, taf 'ral, «. the upper p.irt

of a ship's stem timbers. [Dut. tafereel, a panel—
tafel, a table— L. tabula, a table; cf Ger. taJeUi,
flooring

—

ta/el, a table.]

Taffeta, taf'e-ta, «. a thin glossy silk-stuff having a
wavy lustre : {orig.) silk-stuff plainly woven.—Also
Taff ety. [It. taJTeta — Pers. td/tah, woven —
ta/tan, to twist.]

Taffy, taf'i, «. Same as Toffy.
Taffy, taf'i, «. a Welshman— from Davy.
Tafia, taf'i-a, «. a variety of rum. [Malay.]
Taft, taft, v.t. in plumbing, to spread the end of a

lead pipe outward so as to form a wide thin flange.

Tag, tag, «. a tack or point of metal at the end of
a string: any small thing tacked or attached to

anothpr : any pendant or appendage, the tip of an
animal's tail : the rabble collectively, anything
mean.

—

v.t. to fit a tag or point to : to tack, fasten,

or hang to : to dog or follow closely.

—

v.i. to make
tags, to string words or ideas together: to go be-

hind as a follower •.—f>r.p. tag'ging ; pa.i. andpa.p.
tagged.

—

ns. Tag'-end, a loosely connected end, the
concluding part ; Tag'ger, anything that tags, an
appendage.

—

m.//. Tag'gers, thin sheet-iron.

—

n. ami

atij. Tag'rag, a fluttering rag, a tatter : the rabble,
or denoting it—the same as Hag-tag, often in phrase
Tagrag and bobtail.—«i. Tag'-sore, a disease in
shccrp, uj which the tail is excoriated through
diarrhoea ; Tag'-tail, a worm with a tail like a tag :

a hanger-on, parasite. [A weaker form of tack.\
Tag, tag, «. a children's game in which the object is

lor the player to chase the rest until he touches one,
who then lakes his place as Tag'ger.—»./. to touch
or hit in this game.

Taghairm, tag'erm, n. an ancient mode of divination
among the Scotch Highlanders, in which a man
was wrapped in a fresh bullock's hide and left by
a running stream to wait for inspiration. [Gael.]

Taglia, tal'ya, n. a rope and pulleys, tackle with a
set of sheaves in a fixed block and another set in a
movable block to which the weight is attached. [It.]

Taglioni, tal-yO'ni, n. a kind of overcoat, so called Irom
the famous family of dancers, the most famous of
whom was Maria Taglioni (\Zo\-%\).

Taha, ta'ha, «. an African weaver-bird of the family
/ loceida.

Tahli, tali, «. a Hindu gold ornament worn by the
wives of Brahmans.

Tahona, ta-hO'na, «. a crushing-mill for ores worked
by horse-power. [Sp.,—Ar.]

Tai, tl, n. the Japanese bream.
Talc, ta'ik, adj. pertaining to the Tai, the chief race

in the Indo-Chinese peninsula, including the Siamese,
the Laos, &c.

—

n. the group of languages spoken by
the Tai.

Taigle, ta'gl, v.t. (Scot.) to entangle, hinder.- f.i. to
delay, tarry.

Tail, tfil, «. the posterior extremity of an animal, its

caudal appendage : anything resembling a tail in

appearance, position, &c. : the back, lower, or hinder
part of anything : a retinue, suite : a queue or body
of persons in single file : anything long and hang-
ing, as a catkin, train of a comet, long curl of
hair, &c. : in Turkey, a horse-tail, formerly carried

before a pasha as an emblem of relative rank.

—

«. Tail'-board, the board at the hinder end of a
cart or wagon, which can be let down or removed,
for convenience in unloading.-^rf/'. Tailed, having
a tail of a specified kind.

—

ns. Tail-end, the hind
part of any animal, the tip of the tail : the end or
finish of anything, the fag-end : (//.) inferior corn
sorted out from that of belter quality ; Tail'-feath'er,

one of the rectrices or rudder-feathers of a bird's

tail ; Tail'-gate, the aft or lower gate of a canal
lock.—K.//. TaU'lngs, refuse, dregs.—«<(/'. Tailless,

having no tail.— wi'. Tail'piece, a piece at the tail

or end, e.sp. of a series, as of engravings ; Tailpipe,
the suction pipe in a pump.

—

v.t. to fasten something
to the tail of, as a dog, to fix something to one by
way of joke.

—

7is. TaU'race, the channel in which
water runs away below a mill-wheel ; Tail'rope, in

coal-mining, a rope extending from the hind i>art of

a car or kibble in a sliphtly inclined passage, by
means of which the empties are drawn 'inby,' while
the loaded cars are drawn ' oiiiby."—Lay, or Put, salt
on the tail of (see Salt) ; Make neither head nor
tail of anything (see Head); Turn tall, to run
away, to shirk a combat; Twlst the liOn'S tail

(U.S.\ to goad or insult the pacific and long-suffer-

ing Britislipublic feeling for political purposes in

America ; With the tail between the legs, in a
cowardly way, after the manner of a beaten cur

when he sneaks away. [A.S. tcegel ; Ger. zagel

;

Goth, tagl, hair.]

Tall, tai, «. (lam) the term applied to an estate which
is cut off or limited to certain heirs.

—

ns. Tail'age,

Tall'age. [Fr. /«»//<•, cutting. C(. Entaii.]

Tailor, tal'ur, «. one whose business is to cut out

and make men's clothes :—^;«. Tall'oreSS.— w./. to

work as a tailor. — v.t. to make clothes for.— ns.

Tall'or-blrd, one of several Oriental small passerine

birds which sew leaves together to form a nest

;
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Tailzie mote ; mute ; mSCn ; /Aen. Talipot

Tall'oring, the business or work of a tailor.

—

adj.
Tail'or-inado, made by a tailor, esp. of plain, close-

fitting garments for women, in imitation of men's.
(Fr. taiilcut—taiiUr, to cut.]

Tailzie, Tailye, tal'ye, «. (laiv) a Scotch form of taii.

Taint, tant, v.i. to tinge, moisten, or impregnate with
anything noxious : to infect : to stain.—7/./. to be
affected with something corrupting.—«. a stain or
tincture : infection or corruption : a spot : a moral
blemish.

—

atij. Taint'leSS, without taint, pure.

—

aiiv.

Taint'lessly, without taint.—«. Taint'ore {Shak.),

taint, tinge, stain. [Os Fr. taint (Fr. teint), pa.p. of
tei'iiire, to dye—L. iingere, tinctumy to wet.]

T&i-p'ing, tl-ping', n. the name given by foreigners to

one of the follower-; of Hung Hsiil-ch'wan (S'eiw-

tseuen), who raised the standard of rebellion in

China in 1851, and whose enterprise was finally sup-
pressed in 1865 mainly through the vigour of Colonel
Charles (' Chinese ') Gordon, the hero of Khartoum.

Taisch, tash, n. the sound of the voice of a person
about to die heard by some one at a distance beyond
the range of ordinary sounds.—Also Task. [Gael.

taibhs, taibkse, an apparition.]

Taj, taj, «. a crown, a distinctive head-dress, esp. the

tall conical cap worn by Mohammedan dervishes—
applied as expressing pre-eminence to the 1 aj
Mahal, the magnificent mausoleum of Shah Jehan
(1628-58) at Agra. [Pers.]

Take, tak, zt.t. to lay hold of: to get into one's pos-

session : to catch : to capture : to captivate : to re-

ceive : to choose : to use : to allow : to understand :

to agree to : to l«conie affected with.

—

v.i. to catcli :

to have the intended effect : to gain reception, to

please : to move or direct the course of: to have re-

course to :

—

pa.t. took ; pa.p. ta'ken.— «. quantity of

fish taken or captured at one time.

—

ns. Take' -in, an
imposition, fraini : that by which one is deceived ;

Take'ofif. a burlesque representation of any one
;

Ta'ker ; Taking, act of taking or gaining posses-

sion : a seizing : agitation, e.xritement : (Spens.)
sickness: {Sluik.') witchery: m.ilignant influence.

—

adj. captivating: alluring. — ad-j. Takingly.— «.

Ta'kingness, quality of beina; taking or attractive.

—adj. Taky, attractive.—Take advantage of, to

employ to advantage : to make u^e of circumstances
to the prejudice of: Take after, to follow in re-

semblance ; Take air, to be disclosed or made
public ; Take breath, to stop in order to breathe, to

be refreshed : Take care, care of (see Care) ; Take
down, to reduce : to bring down from a higlier

place, to lower : to swallow : to pull down : to write
dovra : Take for, to mistake ; Take French leave
(see French) ; Take from, to derogate or detract

from : Take heed, to be careful ; Take heed to, to

attend to with care ; Take in, to enclose, to em-
brace : to receive : to contract, to furl, as a sail : to

comprehend : to accept as true : to cheat : (Shak^
to conquer : Take in hand, to undertake ; Take
into one's head, to be seized with a sudden notion ;

Take In vain, to use with unbecoming levity or pro-
faneness ; Take in with, to deceive by means of;
Take it out of, to extort reparation from : to exhaust
the strength or energy of; Take leave (see Leave)

;

Taken in, deceived, cheated : Take notice, to

observe : to show that observation is made : (with

of) to remark
_
upon ; Take off, to remove : to

swallow : to mimic or imitate ; Take on, to take
upon : to claim a character : {coll.) to grieve : Take
orders, to receive nriiination ; Take order with
(Bacon), to check ; Take out, to remove from within :

to deduct : {Shak.) to copy ; Take part, to share

;

Take place, to happen : to prevail : Take root, to

strike out roots, to live and trrow, as a plant : to be
established ; Take the field, to begin military

operations ; Take the wall of, to pass on the side

nearest the wall : to get the advantage of: Take to,

to apply to : to resort to : t-v be fond of : Take to
beart, to feel sensibly ; Take up, to lift, to raise

:

{Skak.) to borrow money, to buy on credit, to make
up a quarrel: to employ, occupy i>r fill : to arrest",

to comprise ; Take up arms, to commence to fight

;

Take upon, to assume ; Take up with, to be
pleased or contented with, to form a cunnection
with, to fall in love with ; to lodge : Take with, to
be pleased with. (M. E. taken—Scand. ; Ice. taka
(pa.t. tdk, pa.p. tekinn); conn, with L. tangere, te-

tig-i, to touch, and with Eng. tack.\

Talaria, ta-U'ri-a, n.pt. the winged sandals of Hermes
and other divinities.— o/^'. Talar'ic, pertaining to
the ankles. [L.,

—

talus, the ankle.]

Talaunt, tal'awnt, «. {,S/>ens.) talon.

Talbot, tal'bot, «. a broad-mouthed large-eared hound,
usually white — apparently the same as the St
Hubert's breed. [From the TVi/io/ family.]

Talbotjrpe, tal'bO-ttp, «. a photographic process in-

vented by William Henry Fox Talbot (1800-77), a
calotype.

Talc, talk, n. a mineral occurring in thin flakes, of a
white or green colour and a soapy feel.—«. Tal'cite,

a massive variety of talc.

—

adjs. TalcTty, Talcose,
Tal'COUS, containing, consisting of, or like talc. [Fr.

talc (Ger. talky—ip. tnlco—Xr. talg.]

Tale, tal, «. a narrative or story : a fable : what is told

or counted off: number: reckoning.

—

v.i. (obs.) to

speak.— «. Tale'-bear'er, one who maliciously tells

tales or gives information.—rt/^.Tale'-bear'ing, given
to tell tales or give information officiously.— «. act of
telling secrets.

—

/k//'. Tale'ful, abounding withstories.
—«. Tale'-tell'er, one who tells stories, esp. offici-

ously.—Be in a (or one) tale, to be in full accord ;

Old wives' tale, any marvellous story aprealing to

one's credulity ; Tell one's (or its) O'Wn tale, to

speak for one's self or itself: Tell tales, to play the
informer ; TeU tales Out of school, to reveal confi-

dential matters. [A.S. tain, a reckoning, a tale,

also speech : Ger. zaiil, a number.]
Talegalla, tal-e-gal'a, «. the brush-turkey, a genus of

gallinaceous birds, in the same family as the mound-
building Megapodes.—A\%o Talegall'US. [The latter

part is probably from L. galius, a cock.]

Talent, talent, «. an ancient weight or denomination
of money—in the Attic system of money (^N. 'J'.), 100
dracluntg made a nmA (pound, Luke xix. 13), and
6000 made a taient ; this talent weighed 57 lb.

avoirdupois, and in value may be put roughly at
about ;£2i3-;i235, the mna at about £,^ : faculty : any
natural or special gift : special aptitude : eminent
ability : abundance. — adjs. Tal'ented, possessing

mental gifts ; Tal'entless, without talent. (L.

talentum—C.r. taianton, a weight, a talent, from a
root meaning to lift, as in tiinai, to bear; akin to

L. tollere, Ger. dulden, Scot. thole.\

Tales, ta lez, n.pl. a list of persons, apparently a selec-

tion from spectators in court, made by the sherili or

judge at a trial, to supply any defect in a jury or

pannel.—«. Ta'lesman, a bystander so chosen.

—

Pray a tales, to plead that the number of jurymen
be completed in this way. [From the phrase ' tales

de circumstantibus,' tales, pi. of L. talis, such.]

TaUacotian, tal-i-a-kO'shi-an, adj. pertaining to the

rhiiioplastic operation of Tagiiacozzi or Taliacotius

(1546-99), in which the skin for the new nose was
taken from the arm of the patient, the arm requiring

to be kept in apposition with the face for about

twenty days.
Talian, tal'i-an, «. an old Bohemian dance, or its music.

Talion, tal'i-on, n. the law of retaliation. — adj.

Talion'iO. [L. talio, like punishment— /«/«, of

such kind.]

Taliped, tal'i-pcd, adj. club-footed : walking like the

sloth.—w. a club-footed person.—«. Tal'ipes, a club-

foot : club-footedness : the distorted formation of the

feet of the sloth. [L. tahts, the ankle, pes, the foot.]

Talipot, tal'i-pot, n. an East Indian palm with fan-

sharvd leaves.— Also Tal'iput, Tal'ipat. [Hind.

talpAt.\
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Talisman, tal'is-man, «. a species of charm engraved

on metal or stone when two planets are in conjunc-

tion, or when a star is at its culminating point, and
supposed to exert some protective influence over the

wearer of it: CAf.) somethms tliat produces extra-

ordiniry effects:—//. Talismans. — a^>. Talis-

man'iO, -al, pertainmg to, or having the properties

of, a talisman : magical. [Fr.,—Ar. tiisam—Late

Ger. telesiHii, conseciation, incantation—Gr. telein,

to consecrate.]

Talk, tawk, v.i. to speak familiarly : to prattle : to

reason. — «. familiar conversation: that which is

uttered in familiar intercourse : subject of discourse :

rumour.

—

<idjs. Talk'able, capable of talking, or of

being talked about; Talkative, given to much
talking: prating.—rt<fo. Talk'atlvely.—«f. Talk'-

ativeness; Talk'ee-talk'ee, a corrupt dialect : inces-

sant chatter—also mij. Talky-taUry.—«. Talker.
—adj. Talking, given to talking.—Talk against
time, to keep on talking merely to fill up time, as
ofteu in parhanieiit : Talk big, to talk boastfully

;

Talk down, to argue down : Talk from the point,
to wander away from the proper question ; Talk
Greek, to ta k above the understanding of one's

liearers : Talking Of, apropos of, with regard to

;

Talk over, to persuade, convince : to discuss, con-
sider together ; Talk round, to exhaust the subject

:

to bring to one's way of thinking by persuasive t;dk ;

Talk shop (see Shop) ; Talk to. to address : to

rebuke : Talk up, to speak impudently or lx>ldly to.

[Prof. Skeat takes the M. E. talken from Scand., and
that Irom Lithuanian ; Sw. tolka (Ice. tiiikn), to inter-

pret—Lith. iuikas, an interpreter. Prob., however,
the M. E. talken is talen, talien, to speak, with
formative -k, giving a freq. or dim. force ; cf. Tale.}

Tall, tawl, adj. high, esp. iu stature : lofty : long

:

sturdy : bold : courageous : great, remarkable : de-

manding much credulity, hardly to be believed.

—

«. Tall'ness. [Ety. very dub. ; pcrh. conn, with
W. tal, large.]

Tallage, tal'aj, ». a name applied to those taxes to
winch, under the Anglo-Norman kings, the demesne
lands of the crown and all royal towns were subject
—also TaU'iage.

—

v.t. to lay an impost upon—also
Tall'late. —«<{>. Tall'iable, subject to tallage.

Tallat. t-ifat, H. (firov.) a hay-loft.—Also Tall'ot,
Tallet.

Tallith, tal'ith, n. the mantle worn by the Jews at
prayer. [Heb.)

Tallow, tal'O, «. the fat of animals melted : anv coarse,
hard fat.

—

v.t. to grease with tallow. — wj. Tall'OW-
can'dle, a candle made of t.nllow ; Tall'OW-catch,
-keech {Shak.\ a keech or lump of tallow : a low
mean fellow ; TallOW-Chandler, a dealer in tallow,
candles, &c. ; Tall'ow-chand'lery, the trade or
place of business of a tallow-chandler ; Tall'OWer, a
tallow-chandler : Tall'OW-face, a yellow pasty-faced
person.

—

oiij. Tall'ow-faced.—«. Tall'ow-tree, the
name given to trees of diftereut kinds which produce
a thick oil or vegetable tallow, or a somewhat resin-
ous substance, capable of making candles. — Oilj.

Tallowy, like Ullow, greasy. [Old Dut. talg^h,

talch; Low Ger. taJq, Ice. tdlgr, tdlg.]

Tally, tal'i, «. a stick cut or notched to match another
stick, used to m.-<rk numbers or keep accounts by

—

(down to the beginning of the 19th century these
were used in England for keeping accounts in Ex-
chequer, an.swering the double purpose of receipts
and public record.s) : anything made to suit another :—//. Tall'ies.

—

v.t. to score with corresponding
notches : to make to fit —v.t. to correspond : to suit

:

—."a.t. and /«.A tall'ied.— «j. Tall'ier, one who
keeps a tally ; Tairyman, one who keeps a tally-
shop : one who lives with a woman without mar-
riage ; Tall'yshop, a shop where goods are sold to be
paid by instalments, the seller having one .iccount-
OooV which tallies with the I uyer's ; Tall'y-sys'tem,
•trade, a mode of dealing by'which dealers furnish

certain articles on credit to their customers upon an
agreement for the payment of the stipulated price
by ccrt.iin weekly or monthly instalments.—LlVO
tally, to cohatiit without marriage. [Kr. taille (It.

tngha)—L. /rt/*a, a cutting. Cf. 7Vi/V(law).]
Tally-ho, tal'i-hO, interj. the huntsman's cry betoken-

ing that a fox has gone away : a four-in-hand
pleasure-coach.

—

v.t. to urge on, as hounds.
Talma, tal'ma, «. a woman's loose cloak, generally
hooded : a similar form of overcoat for men. [From
F. J. Talma, the actor (i763-i826).3

Talmud, tal'mud, «. the name of the fundamental
code of the Jewish civil and canonical law, com-
prising the Mishna and the Geinara, the former as
the text, the latter as the commentary and comple-
ment.—There are two Talmuds, the one called the
Talmud of the Occidentals, or the Jerusalem
(Palestine) Talmud, which was closed al Til)erias

in the end of the 4th century, and the other the

Babylonian Talmud, emph:iiically styled 'our
Talmud,' not compl-ted till the end of the 5th
centnry, and making use of the former. — adjs.

Talmud'iC, -al.—«. Tal'mudlst, one le;irned in the

Talmud.

—

atij. Talmudist'ic,relating to,or contained
in, the Talmud. [Chaldee talmiid, instruction

—

latiiad, to learn.]

Talon, tal'on, «. the claw of a bird of prey.

—

adj.
Tal'oned. [Fr. talon, through Low L., from L.
talus, the heel.]

Talpa, tal'pa, «. the chief genus of the family Talpida,
the moles : an encysted tumour on the head, a wen.
[L., a mole.]

Taluk, ta-l0Sk', ». in south and western India, a sub-
division of a district presided over as regards revenue
matters by a tahsliadr—in Bengal, a tract of pro-
prietary land.—«. Taluk'dar. [Hind.)

Talus, ta'lus, «. the ankle-bone : {arch.) a slope

:

(ybrt.) the sloping part of a work : (geol.) a sloping
heap of fragments at the fo"t ol a steep rock. [L.)

Tamal, ta-mal', «. a dish of crushed Indian com
highly seasoned, sold on the streets in Mexico,
Texas, &c.—Also Tama'le. [Sp.J

Tamandua, ta-man'du-a, n. an arboreal ant-eater with
prehensile tail.— «. Tamanolr (tani'a-nwor), the great
ant-eater of tropical America. [Braz.]

Tamanu, tam'a-nSO, n. a lofty gamboge tree of the

East Indies and Pacific Islands, its trunk yielding
tacamabac. [East Ind.)

Tamara, tam'a-ra, n. a condiment much used in Italy,

made of powdered cinnamon, cloves, coriander, &c.
[East Ind.]

Tamarack, tam'a-rak, n. the American or black larch.

(Ainer. Ind ]

Tamarin, tam'a-rin, n. a small South American
squirrel-monkey.

Tamarind, tam'a-rind, ». a beautiful spreading East
Indian tree, its pods filled with a pleasant, acidulous,

sweet, reddish-black pulp, in which the seeds are

embedded. [Tamartndus, Latinised from Ar.

tawar-u'l Hind, ' date of India,' or perhaps rather,

in Persian form, tatnar-i-Hindl.]

Tamarisk, tam'ar-isk, M. a genus of Mediterranean
evergreen shrubs with small white or pink flowers.

[L. tarnartscus.]

Tambac, tam'bak, H. agallochum or aloes-wood.—Also

Tom'bao.
Tamboo, Tambn. See Taboo.
Tambour, tam'bOor, «. a small, shallow dnmi : a

frame on which muslin or other material is stretched

for embroidering : a rich kind of gold and silver

embroidery : .silk or other stuff embroidered on a
tambour : a cylindrical stone in the shaft of a column,

a drum : a vestibule of limber-work serving to break

the draught in a church-porch, &c. : a work formed
of palisades, defending a gate, &c.

—

v.t. to embroider
on a tambour.

—

v.i. to do tambour-work. [Fr. /a««-

ierrr. Cf Tabour.]
Tambourine, tam-b«>-ran', «. a shallow drum with
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one skin and bells or jingles, and played on wiih
the hand : a Provencal dance, also the music for

such—(5/^«j.) Tamburin. [Fr. iambonrin, dim. of
tambour.}

Tame, lam, adj. having lost native wilduess and shy-
ness : domesticated : gentle : spiritless ; without
vigour: dull, flat, uninspiring: wonted, accustomed.
— V. t. to reduce to a domestic state : to make
gentle: to reclaim: to civilise.

—

us. Tamabll'lty,
Tameability, Tam'ableness, Tame'ableness.—
adjs. Tani'able, Tame able, that may be tamed ;

Tameless.— «. Tame'lessness. —«</!'. Tame'ly.—
ns. Tame'ness ; Ta'mer, one who tames. [A.S.

tain; coj;. with Ger. zahin.\

Tamil, tam'il, «. one ofthe Dravidian languages spoken
in south-eastern Indiaand the northern halfof Ceylon,
possessing a rich and varied literature : one of the

Dravidian inhabitants of southern India and Ceylon.

—adjs. Tam'il, Tamillian, Tamil'ic, Tamul'ic.
Tamin, tam'in, «. a thin worsted stuff, highly glazed.

—Also Tam'ine, Tam'iny, Tammy.
Tamise, ta-mez', n. a trade name for various thin

woollen fabrics.—«. Tam'iS, a cloth for straining

liquids.

Tammany, tam'a-ni, «. the Tammany Society, a Demo-
cratic organisation in New York, notorious for the

corrupt influence it has exerted in city politics.

[From the name of an Indian chief, Tammanend,
who is said to have signed the treaty with Penu.J

Tammuz, tam'uz, «. a Syrian deity, same as the

Phoenician Adonisj a sun-god, worshipped with
peculiar naturalistic rites by women among the

Chaldaeans, and even in Jerusalem (Ezek. viii. 14).

Tammy-norie, tam'i-no'ri, «. (Scot.) a sea-bird, the
auk or pufliii.

Tarn- 0' -Shanter, tam-o-shan'tfir, «. a broad bonnet.

I
From the hero of Burns's famous poem.)

Tamp, tamp, v.t. to fill up, as a hole bored in a rock
for blasting: to puck earth, &c., round, as a mine,
to prevent an explosion in a wrong direction.—«.

Tam'plng, the act of filling up a hole in a rock for

bl.i-ting : the material used. [T'aw/zV'w (q.v.).]

Tamper, tam'per, v.i. to try the temper of: to try

little experiments without necessity or authority : to

meddle : to practise secretly and unfairly.—«. Tam-
perer. [A by-form of /'^/K/«fr.]

Tampion, tamp'i-un, «. the stopper used to close the
mouth of a cannon or mortar.—Also Tom'pion. [O.
Fr. tampon, tapon—tape, a tap—Dut. tap, a bung.]

Tampon, tamp'on, n. (sttrg.) a plug inserted in a
cavity of the body in order to arrest haemorrliage.

—

v.i. to plug tightly.—«i^. Tamponade', Tam'ponago,
Tam'poning, Tam'ponment. [ Tampion.]

Tam-tam. See Tom-tom.
Tan, tan, «. bark of the oak, &c., bruised and broken

for tanning : a yellowish-brown colour.

—

v.t. to con-
vert skins and hides into leather by steeping in

vegetable solutions containing tannin : to make
brown or tawny : to take the freshness from : {coll.)

to beat.

—

v.i. to become tanned :—-/>>-.i>. tan'uing

;

pa.t. and pa.p. tanned.

—

n.pl. Tan'-balls, the spent
bark of the taniier's yard pressed into lumps, which
harden on drying, and serve for fuel.—«. Tan'-bed
(Jiort.), a bark-bed.—rt<^(7'. Tan'-col'oured, of the
colour of tan.

—

tis. Tan'ling (Slink.), one tanned or
scorched by the heat of the sun ; Tan'-llq'uor, -OOZe,
an aqueous extract of tan-bark.

—

adj. Tan'nable.

—

tts. Tan'nage, act of tanning : browning from expo-
sure to the sun : the act of steeping cast slabs of
artificial marble in a solution of potash alum to
harden it and make it insoluble ; Tan'ner, one who
.tans ; Tan'nery, a place for tanning ; Tan'ning, the
art of tanning or converting into leather : Tan' -pit,

-vat, a vat in which hides are steeped in liquor with
tan ; Tan'-yard, a yard or enclosure where leather is

tanned. [A.S. tannian ; cf. Dut. tanen, or proi). O.
Fr. tan— Bret, tariu, an oak. If the latter, then Old
High Ger. tanna (Ger. taniie), fir, oak, is borrowed.]

Tana, ta'nS, n. a military or police .station in India

—

also Tanna, Than'nah.—«i. Tanadar, Tannadar,
the commandant of a tana. [Hind. ttulna.\

Tanager, tan'a-jer, «. any tanagrine bird, a member
ot the J anagridte, a family of the Passenformes
or perching birds, closely allied to the finches.

—

«. Tan'agra, the name-giving genus of the family,
now restricted to about a dozen species. — adjs.
Tan'agrine, Tan'agroid. [Braz. taug^ara.]

Tandem, tan'dem, adv. applied to the position of
horses harnessed singly one before the other instead
of abreast.—«. a team of horses (usually two) so
harnessed : a bicycle or tricycle on which two ride
one before the other. [Originated in university
slang, in a play on the L. adv. tandem, at length.]

Tana, tSn, pa.p. ta'en, taken.
Tang, tan?, «. seaweed. [Tangle.]
Tang, tang, «. a twang or sharp sound.

—

v.t. to cause
to t'mg.^v.i. to ring. [Imit., like t^vang.]

Tang, tang, «. a strong or offensive taste, esp. of
something extraneous : relish : taste : .specific flavour.—adj. Tang'y. [A special use of tang, point.]

Tang, tang, «. a point, the tapering part of a knife or
tool which goes into the haft. [Ice. tangi; cog.
with tongs]

Tangent, tan'jent, «. a line which touches a curve, and
which when prod need does not cut it.—»s. Tan'gency,
Tan'gence, state of being
tangent : a contact or touch-
jng.—<j(^'. Tangen'tial, of
or pertaining to a tangent

:

in the direction of a tangent.
— «. Tangential'ity.-rtf/z/.

Tangentially, in the direc-

tion of a tangent.—Go off,

or Fly off, at a tangent,
to break off suddenly into a
different line of thought, &c.
[L. tangens, -entis, pr.p. of
tangere, to touch.]

Tangerine, tan-je-ren', adj.
relating to Tangiers on the Morocco coast. — «.

a native of Tangiers : a Tangerine orange.
Tanghin, tang'gin, «. a vegetable poison of Mad.i-

gascar, acting upon the heart like digitalis—formerly
used for the judicial ordeal.

Tangible, tan'ji-bl, adj. perceptible by the touch :

capaljle of being possessed or realised.

—

ns. Tan-
gib'ile, a tactile sensation or object ; Tangibil'ity,
quality of being tangible or perceptible to the touch

;

Tan'glbleness, the state or quality of being tangible.
—(uiv. Tan'gibly. [L. tangibtlis—tangere.]

Tangle, tang'i, «. an Orcadian water-spirit, appearing
as a seahor.se, or man covered with seaweed.

Tangle, tang'gl, «. a knot of things united confusedly :

an edible seaweed : a perplexity, complication :

(Scot.) any long hanging thing, even a lank person :

an apparatus for dredging.^7'./. to unite together

confusedly : to interweave : to ensnare, entangle.—

«

Tang'lefoot(i/.i'.), whisky, &.c.—adj. Tang'lesomo
(firov.), quarrelsome.

—

adv. Tang'Ungly. — a^'.

Tang'ly, in a tangle : united confusedly : covered
with tangle or seaweed. [Scand. ; Dan. tang. Ice.

thattg, seaweed.]
Tangram, tan'gram, «. a Chinese puzzle, consisting ofa

square of wood cut into seven pieces of various shapes.

Tangum, tang'gum, «. the Tibetan piebald horse.

Tanist, tan'ist, n. the chief or holder of lands, &c.,

in certain Celtic races, also the chiefs elective

successor.— «. Tan'istry, an ancient Celtic mo !e of
tenure, according to which the right of succession

lay not with the individual, but with the family in

which it was hereditary, and by the family the
holder of office or lands was elected. [Ir. and Gael.
tanaiste, lord

—

tan, country.]
Tanite, tan'it, «. an emery cement.
Tanjlb, tan'jib, «. a kind of figured muslin made in

Oude.—Also Tan'zib.

a, b. Tangent.

9S'J
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Tank, tangle, «. a large basin or cistern : a reservoir

of water.

—

v.t. to cause to flow into a tank: to

plunge into a tank.

—

ns. Tank'age, the act ol stor-

ing oil, &c., in tanks : the price charged for such
storage : the capacity of a tank or series of tanks ;

Tank'-Car, a railway-car for carrying petroleum in

bulk in a long cylindrical tank : Tank'-en'gine, a
locomotive that carries the water and co;<l it requires ;

Tank-worm, a nematode worm in the mud of tanks

in India. [Port. ta>tgue {'Sip. estanqtu, O. Fr. tstang)
— \.. stagnum, a stagnant pool. J

Tanka, tan'ka, «. the boat population of Canton,
inhabiting permanently the so-called tanka-boats,

aVK)iit 25 feet long.—Also Tan'kla.

Tankard, tangk'ard, «. a large vessel for holding
liquors: a drinking-vessel with a lid. [O. Fr. tan-
quarti, prob. from L. cantharits—Gr. kantkaros.]

Tanner, tan'6r, «. {slang) a sixpence. [Said to be
Gipsy tano, little.]

Tannin, tan'in, ». an astringent substance found
largely in oak-bark or gall-nuts, of great use in

t.Tnnins;.—«. Tann'ate, a salt of tannic acid.— d^'j.

Tannic; Tannlf'erous, yielding tannin.—«. Tan-
ride, an enclosure spread with tan for riding. —
Tannic acid, .in acid forming the astringent principle

of the bark of oak and other trees, used in tanning
and in medicine. [Fr. iannin.]

Tanrec = Tenrcc (q.v.).

Tansy, tan'zi, «. a genus of composite plants allied

to Artemisia—Common tansy is a bitter, aromatic
plant with small yellow flowers, common on old
pasture : a pudding or cake flavoured with tansy,

eaten at Easter. [O. Fr. tanasie, through Late L.,

from Gr. athanasia, iminortility.]

Tantalise, tan'ta-llz, v.t. to torment by presenting
sonift li i ng to excite desire, but keeping it out ofreach.
— Its. Tantalisa'tion, the act of tantalising : state of
bein.; tantalised ; Tan'taliser, one who, or that which,
tantalises.—o.i'z/. Tan'tallsingly —«f. Tan'tallsm,
the punishment of Tantalus : .i tormenting ; Tan'-
talus, a spirit-case that locks; Tan'talus-cup, a
philosophical toy, having a siphon within the figure
of a man whose chin is on a level with its bend.
[Tantalus, in Gr. mythology, who stood in Tartarus
up to his chin in water, with branches of fruit over
his head, the water receding when he wished 10
drink, and the fruit when he wished to eat.]

Tantalum, tan'tal-um, «. a very rare metal of nopnc-
tical iinponance. discovered in 1801, closely allied
to columbium or niobium.

Tantalus, tan'ta-lus, «. the wood-ibis, a genus of birds
of the stork family, quite distinct from tne true ibises.

Tantamount, tan'ta-mownt, adj. amounting to so
much or to the same : equivalent : equal in value or
meaning.—«. Tan'tity, the fact of being or having
so much.

—

adv. "iOJi-'tO {mtis.\ so much or too much.
[O. Fr., tani—L. iantum, so much, so great, and
O Fr. amonter, to amount.]

Tantara, tau-tai'a, n. a blast on a trumpet or horn.
[Imit.]

Tantivy, tan-tiv*!, adv. with great speed.

—

adj. swift,

hasty.

—

v.i. to hurry off.— «. a hunting cry : a rapid
movement, a rush. [Imit.]

Tantony, tan'tO-ni, «. the smallest pig in the litter-
also Tantony pig: a petted servant or follower.
(From St Anthony, who was attended by a pig.]

Tantra, tan'tra, «. in Sanscrit literature, one of the
religious text-books of the numerous sects of S'Aktas
— I.e. worshippers of the S'akti, or active divine
energy, {)ersonified in some female deity, esp. in one
of the many forms of PSrvati, the wife of S'lva.

—

ns.

Tan'trlsm, the doctrines of the tantras ; Tan'trlst,
a devotee of tantrism. [Sans, tantra, thread, funda-
mental doctrine.]

Tantrum, tan'tnim, «. a capricious fit ofill-temper with-
"iit aileqnate cause. [Prob. W. tant, a pa-sion.]

Tantum Ergo, tan'lum er'gO, n. the fifth stanza of the
hymn ' Pange, lingtia, glcriosi corporis niysterium,'

Tap- bolt.

written for the office of the Fe.stival of Corpus Christ!,

which St Thomas of Aquino drew up in 1263. [From
its opening words.]

Tanzimat, tan'zi-mat, n. an organic statute of the
Turkish empire, introducing reforms and granting
fuller personal liuerty, esp. applied to the kattt-
sAeri/ofthe .sultan Abdul Medjid in 1839. [Turk.]

T&Oism, ta'O-izm, or tow'izm, «. the religious system
founded by the Chine.se philosopher Lao-tsze (born
604 B.C.), set forth in the V Aa Teh King.—». T&'oist,
an adherent of TSoism.

—

adj. Taoist'ic.
Tao-tai, ta'o-tl', «. an officer presiding over a Chinese

tao, or circuit, containing two or vnoxe fu, or depart-
ments.

Tap, tap, «. a gentle blow or touch, esp. with some-
thmg small : a signal with a drum to put lights out.—v.t. to strike lightly, touch gently.

—

v.i. to give .a

gentle knock :—pr.p. tap'ping;/>fi./. and^«./. tapped.
[O. Fr. tapper—Low Ger. tappen.]

Tap, tap, «. a hole or short pipe through which liquor
is drawn : a place where liquor is drawn : any par-
ticular liquor drawn through a tap.

—

v.t. to pierce, so
as to let out fluid : to open a cask and draw off

liquor : to broach a vessel.— ?'./. to act as a tapster :

—

pr.p. tap'ping ; pat. and pa.p,
tapped.

—

ns. Tap'-bolt, a bolt with
a head on one end and a thread on
the other, to be screwed into some
fixed part instead of passing through
and receiving a nut ; Tap'-Cin'der,
slag produced during piuiiilin':: ;

Tap'-house, a tavern ; Taplash,
poor stale swipes ; Tapoto'ment,
percussion ; Tap'per, one who taps ;

Tap'ping, an operation frequently
resorted to for the removal of fluid accumulations,
particularly in the pleuml and peritoneal cavities,

consisting in the introduction of one end of a small
tube into the cavity and withdrawing the fluid by
siphon action, or by means of a vacuum : the act or
art oftapping or drawing out fluid : Tap'room, a room
where beer is served from the tap or cask ; Tap'root,
a root of a plant or tree striking directly downward
without dividing, and tapering towards the end, as
that of the carrot ; Tap'Stor, one who taps or draws
off liquor, a publican, barman.—On tap, kept in cask
—opp. to bottled : ready to be drawn upon. [.A.S.

tteppe, seen in ttrppere, one who taps casks ; Dut.
tap, Ger. zap/en, a lap.]

Tap, tap, «. a Scotch form of top.

Tap. tap, «. an Indian malarial fever. [Hind.]
Tapa, ta'pa, «. the bark of the paper-mulberry, much

u>ed in the South Seas for mats, &c.—Also Tap'pa.
Tapadera, tap-a-dS'rn, «. a leather guard for the

stirrup of the Califomian saddle. [Sp., 'a cover'—tapar, to cover.]

Tape, tap, ». a narrow fillet or band of woven work,
used for strings, &c. : a strong flexible band rotating

on pulleys for directing the sheets in a printing-

machine : the strip of paper used in a printing-

telegraph instrument, &c. : (s/a'ig) liquor.

—

z'.t. to

furnish, or tie up. with ta(>e : to extend.

—

ns.

Tape'-line, -meas'ure, a measuring-line of tape,

marked with inches, ^c.—adj. Ta'pen, made of tape.
—«. Ta'plst, one who uses tape, an official formalist.

—Breast the tape, in fnot-racing, to touch with the
breast the tape or ribbon held by the judge at the finish-

line. [A.S. ttrp/'e, a fillet— L. tapete—Gr. tapes.)

Taper, ta'per, «. a small wax-candle or light : tapering
form. — adj. narrowed towards the point, like a
tnper: long and slender.— p./. to become gradually
smaller towards one end.

—

v.t. to make to taper.

—adj. Tapering, growing gradually thinner.

—

adv.
Ta'peringly, in a tapering manner.—«. Ta'pemess,
state of being taper. [.A.S. taper, prob. Ir. tapar.]

Tapestry, tap'es-tri, n. an ornamental textile used for

the covering of walls and furniture, and for curtains

and hangings—divided into two cla&ses, accortiing
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as they are made in high-warp {haute lisse) or low-
warp Quisse lisse) looms.

—

v.t. to adorn with tapestry.— «. Tap'et (S/eus.). [O. Fr. tapisserie—tapis, a
carpet—L. tapete, a carpet, tapestry— Gr. tapes,
-etis—Pers. tabsch.\

Tapeti, tap'e-ti, «. the Brazilian hare.
Tapetum, ti-pe'tum, «. {hot.) the cells on the outside

of ;iii archesporium : the pigmentary layer of tlie

retina :—//. Ta'peta. [L. tapete—Ox. tapes, tapetos,

a c.irpet.J

Tapeworm, tap'wurm, «. a term sometimes used as a
popnlar synonym for Cestoda or Cestoid Worms, but
especially for those which belong to the families

Jieiiitutce and Boihriocephalidie.
Tapioca, tap-i-O'ka, n. a farinaceous substance obtained
from cassava or manioc by drying it while moist on
hot plates, so that the starch grams swell or bur.-.t,

and the whole agglomerates in small Inmps. [Braz.

tipivka, the poisonous juice of the cassava.]

Tapir, tfi'pir, n. a genus of Ungiitnta, of the section

PerissoUactyla, thick-skinned, short-necked, with a
short flexible proboscis, found in South America.

—

adjs. Tapir'odont, having teeth like the tapir ; Tap'i-

roid, related to tlie tapirs. [Braz.]

Tapis, tap'is, or ta-pe', «. tapestry, carpeting: formerly,
the cover of a council-table.

—

vs.i. (obs.) Tap'piSh,
Tap'pice, to hide.—Upon the tapis, on the table :

under consideration. [Fr.]

Tappet, tap'et, n. {Spens.) tapestry.
Tappet, tap'et, «. a projecting arm, lever, &c. from
any moving part of a machine supplying intermittent
motion to some other part. — its. Tapp'et-loom,
-mo'tion, -ring, -rod, &c.

Tappit, tap'it, adj. (Scot.) having a top or crest.—«.

Tapp'it-nen, a crested hen : a vessel for liquor hold-
ing aliont three quarts, a liberal allowance of drink
generally.

Tapsalteerie, tap-sal-te'ri, adj. {Scat.) topsy-turvy.
—Also Tapsieteer'ie.

Tapsman, taps'man, n.{Scfft.)^ servant with principal

charge, the chief of a company of drovers.
Tapu. See Taboo.
Tar, tar, 7'.t. to set on, incite to fight. [M. E. tarien,

to irritate—A.S. tergan, to provoke.]
Tar, tar, «. a viscous, liquid, resinous substance of a

dark colour, obtained from jiine-trees : a sailor, .so

called from his tarred clothes.

—

v.t. to smear with
tar:

—

pr.p. tar'ring
;
pa.t. and pa.p. tarred.

—

>is.

Tar'heel, a North Carolinian ; Tar'hood, sailors

collectively.—Tar and feather, to smear with tar
and then cover with feathers.—Be tarred Witll the
same brush, or stick, to have the same faults as
another ; Have a touch of the tar-brush, to have
an infusion of negro blood in the veins. [A.S. teoro,

tern : Dut. teer.\

Tarabooka, ta-ra-b5D'ka, «. a drum-like instrument.
Tara-fern, ta'ra-fern, «. a New Zealand brake, with a

thickened edible rhizome.
TarantaSS, tar-an-tas', n. a four-wheeled vehicle having

a bo.it shaped body, without springs. [Russ.]
Tarantella. See tmder Tarantism.
Tarantism, tar'ant-izm, «. an epidemic leaping or

dancing mania, somewhat resembling chorea—also
Tar'eritism.—«i. Tarantel'la, Tareritel'la, a lively
Neapolitan dance in triplets for one couple—thought
a reinedy for tarantism ; Taran'tula, Taren'tula, a
species of spider found in South Italy, whose bite

is much dreaded, and was long supposed to cause
tarantism. [It. taraiitola—Taranto^h. Tareritiiitt,

a town in .South Italy where the spider abounds.]
Taratantara, tar-a-ian-tar'a, n. or ad7/. a word imi-

tative of the sound of a trumpet.—Also Tantar'a,
Tarantar'a.

Taraxacum, tar-aks'a-kum, «. the root of the dande-
lion, a tonic laxative in diseases of the liver.—«.
Tarax'acine, a crystallisable substance extracted
from the foregoing. [A botanical Latin word,
coined from Gr. taraxis, trouble— tarassein, to

Tarboosh.

trouble. Devic refers to Ar. taras-acon, a kind of
succory, Latinised in Avicenna as tarajcacon.]

Tarboosh, Tarbouche, tar-boosh',

K. a red cap with dark tassel

worn by Moslem men. [Ar.

tarii2s/t.]

Tardigrade, tar'di-grad, adj. sic IV

ill pace : belonging to the Tai'-
digrada, a group or suborder
of mammals containing the two
genera of slotli.— «. one of the
I'ardigrada. [L. tardus, slow,
gradi, to step.]

Tardy, tar'di, adj. slow, late,

sluggisli : out of season, —advs. Tatdamsn'te {mils.),
slowly ; Tar'dlly, slowly : reluctantly : late.—«. Tar'-
diness.—<i^'. Tar'dy-gait'ed {Shak.), slow-paced.
[Fr. tardif—iard—'L,. tardus, slow.]

Tare, tar, «. any one of several species of vetch : {B.)
an unidentified weed, prob. darnel. [Prob. tear.]

Tare, tar, «. the weight of the vessel or package in
which goods are contained : an allowance made for

it, the remainder being the «^/ weight. [Fr.,— Sp.
/lira—Ar. tarha, thrown away.]

Tare, tar, obsolete /«./. oitear{'i).
Target, tar'get, II. a small buckler or shield : a mark

to fire at for practice or competition : any object of

Highland Target.

desire or ambition : the frame holding railway-sig-

nals : (/it-r.) a bearing representing a buckler : (Scot.)

a pendant, tassel— also Targe.—«(// Tar'geted, pro-

vided with a shield.— «j. Targeteer', Targetier',

one armed with a shield, a pelta^t. [.A.S. targe;

Old High Ger. zarga, a frame, wall ; Fr. targe is

of Teut. origin.]

Targum, lar'sjum, «. a general term for the Aramaic
versions—often paraphra.ses—of the Old Testament,
which became necessary when, after and perhaps
during the Babylonian Exile, Hebrew began to die

out as the popular language and was supplanted by
Aramaic—«<(/. Tar'gumic— «. Tar'gumlst, a writer

of a Targum : a student of the I'argums.

—

adj. Tar-
gumist'ic. [Assyr. ragdmii, to speak, whence tar-

gjtvianu, speaker.]

Tariff, tar'if, «. a list of the duties, &c., fixed by law
on merchandise : a list of charges, fees, or prices.

[Fr.,— Sp.,— Ar. tdrif, giving information, from
'arafa, to explain.)

Tarlatan, tar'la-tan, H. a fine, open, transparent

muslin for women's dresses, often coarse in texture,

made at Tarare in the department of Rhone.—Also
Tar'letan. [Prob. Milanese tarlanta>ina.\

Tarn, tarn, n. a small lake among the mountains.

[Ice. tjitrn.]

Tarnation, t.1r-na'shun, adj. and a^iv. a softened form
of damnation, as Tar'nal, of eternal or infernal.

Tarnish, tar'nish, v.t. to soil by exposure to the air,

&c. : to diminish the lustre or purity of, to stain,

sully.

—

v.i. to become dull : to lo.se lustre.—«. a
spot, stain, change in lu.stre of a mineral.—«. Tar"-

nisher. [Fr. temir (pr.p. ternissant); terne, dull,

wan—Mid. High Ger. lernen. Old High Ger. iam-
jan, to darken ; A.S. dernan, to cover.]

Taro, ta'ro, n. a plant of the arum family, widely
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cultivated for its edible roots in the islands of the
Pacific. [Polynesian.]

T&rot, tar'ot, «. a kind of playing-card used, and
probably invented, in Italy about the midtile of the

X4th century, 78 to the pack ; a eame played witn

such.— Also Tar'OC. [Fr., so called prob. because
tarotie on the back—i.e. marked with plain or dotted

lines crossing diagonally— It. tarocchi.]

Tarpan, tar"pan, «. the small wild horse of the steppes

of Russia. [Tatar.

)

Tarpaulin, tar-paw'Iin, «. strong linen or hempen
cloth coated with tar or pitch to render it water-

proof: a sailor's wide-brimmed storm-hat: (colL) 3.

sailor.—Also Tarpau'ling. [From tar, and prov.

Eng. pauling, a cart cover ; cf. Pali.]

Tarpelan, tar-pe'an, aiij. designating a cliff— the

Tarpeian Bock upon the Capitoline Hill at Rome,
from which state criminals were thrown—from the

Roman traitress Tnrpeia.
Tarpon, tar'pon, Tarpum, tar'pum, «. a food-fish of

America, of the herring family, common in the

warmer Atlantic waters, and six feet long. — Also
Jnvfish. [.Amer. Ind.]

Tarradiddle, tar-a-did'l, ». a fib, a lie. [App. a
coined word, the last part being the slang word
diddle, to cheat.]

Tarragon, tar'a-gon, «. the herb-dragon, an aromatic
plant used for flavouring vinegar, sauces, &c. (Sp.

taragontia—Ar. tarkhun—Gr. draioii, a dragon.J
Tarras, tar'ras, «. (Spe»s.) terrace.

Tarre, tar, v.i. (SAai.) to set on, to encourage.
Tarriance, tar'i-ans, «. (arch.) act of tarrying, delay.

Tarrier, tar'i-er, «. old form of terrier: \slang) a
rough fellow, a tough.

Tarrock, tar'ok, «. the young of the kittiwake : the
tern : guillemot.

Tarry, tSr'i, adj. consisting of, covered with, or like tar.—«. Tarr'y-breeks, a sailor.—<jrt>'. Tarr'y-fing'ered,
thievish.

—

n.pl. Tarr'y-fing'ers, thieving fingers.

Tarry, tar*!, v.i. to be tardy or slow : to loiter or stay
behind: to delay:

—

pa.t. and f>a.p. tarr'ied.

—

n.

Tarr'lor, one who tarries or delays.—7'./. Tarr'OW
(Scot.), to hesitate, refuse. [M. E. iargen, to delay
(confused in form with tarie/t, to irritate)—O. Fr.
iarger{FT. tarder)—L. tardus, slow.]

Tarsia, tar'si-a. It. an Italian mosaic, at first dealing
with geometrical patterns in wood, but which de-
veloped into inlaid representations of architecture,
views, figures, and drapery, and finally into foliaceous
scrolls of modern marquetry. [It.]

Tarsier, tar'si-er, «. a small arboreal East Indian
lemuroid, the malmag.

—

adj. Tar'Siped, having the
same tarsal structure as the foregoing. [Fr.)

Tarsus, tar'sus, «. the part of the foot to which the leg
is articulated :—//. Tar'sL—rt^^'. Tar'sal, relating
to the tarsus or ankle, -ns. Tarsal'gla, p.iin in the
tarsus : a neuralgic affection of the foot from which
persons walking much sometimes suffer ; Tar'slpeS,
a small Australian honey-sucking marsupial, of the
family Phalnnzistidir, about the size of a mouse.

—

adj. TarSOmetatar'Sal, pertaining to the tarsus and
the metatarsus.

—

n. Tarsometatar'SUS, the single

compound bone of birds.

—

adj. Tarsotar'sal, medio-
tarsal. [Gr. tarsos, the flat part of the foot.]

Tart, tart, adj. sharp or sour to the taste : (/ig.) sharp :

severe.—adj. Tari'iSh.somewhat tart.

—

adv. Tart'ly.
—«. Tart'ness. [A.S. teart—teran, to tear)

Tart, tart, «. a small pie, containing fruit or jelly

baked in paste.—«. Tart'let, a small tart. [O. Fr.

tarte—L. toria, fern, of pa.p. oi torquire, twist.)

Tartan, t.ir'tan, «. a woollen or worsted stuff checked
with various colours, once the distinctive dress of
the Scottish Highlanders, each clan having its own
pattern. [Fr. tiretaine, linsey-woolsey— Sp. tin-
taTia, a thin woollen stuff

—

ttritar, to shiver.)

Tartan, tSr'tan, «. a Mediterranean vessel with lateen
sail : a kind of long covered carriage. (Fr.,—Ar.
iaridah a small ship.)

Tartar, tar' tar, «. a mixture of bitartrate of potash and
tartrate of lime, being a deposit formed from wine,
and known in its crude form as argol : a concretion
which sometimes forms on the teeth.

—

aiijs. Tar-
ta'reous, Tartarous, consisting of, or resembling,
tartar ; Tartaric, pertaining to, or ob'ained from,
tartar.

—

v.t. Tar'tarlse, to impregnate or treat with
tartar.—a</>> Tartralic, Tartrel'iC, derived from
tartar. — «. Tar'trate, a salt of tartaric acid. —
Tartar emetic, a compound of potassium and
antimony.-Cream of tartar (see Cream). [Fr.
tartre— Low L. tartarum—Kx. durd, dregs.)

Tartar, tartar, «. a native of Tartary in Asia : an
irritable person, or one too strong lor his assailant.

Tartarus, lar'ta-rus, «. the lower world generally, but
esp. the place of punishment for the wicked, accord-
ing to Homer, a deep and sunless abyss, as far below
Hades as earth is below heaven, and closed in by
iron %a\.e?,—(Shak.) Tar'tar : (S/>ens.) Tar'tai^.—
ad/. Tartarean. [L.,—Gr. lartaras.]

Tartuffe, tar-tiSOf, «. a hypocritical pretender to
religion, from the chief character in Moliere's most
celebrated comedy (1669). —fl^^>. Tartuff'ish, Tar-
tTif'ish.-«j. Tartuff'ism, Tartuf'ism.

Tarve, tarv, «. (ptov.) a curve, bend.
Tar-water, tar'-waw'ter, H. cold infusion of tar in

water, once used as a medicine for chest complaints.
Tascal, tas'kal, «. a reward for information about

cattle-stealing.—Also Tas'call. [Gael, taisgeal.]

Taseometer, tas-e-om'e-ler, «. an instrument for

measuring strains in a structure. [Gr. tasis, a
stretching, tuetron. measure.)

Tash, tash, «. an Oriental silk fabric, with gold or
silver thread.—Also Tass. [Hind, tash, tds.]

Taslmeter, ta-sim'e-ter, «. an apparatus for detecting
changes in pressure by the variations in the elec-

trical conductivity of carbon.

—

adj. TaSlmet'rlC.

—

«. Tasim'etry. [Gr. tasis—teinein, stretch.)

Task, task, «. a set amount of work, esp. of study,
given by another : work : drudgery.

—

v.t. to impose
a task on : to burden with severe work.

—

ns. TaSK'er,
one who imposes a task, or who performs it ; Task'-
Ing, task-work ; Task'master, a master who imposes
a task : an overseer •.—/em. Task'mlstreSS ; Task'-
WOrk, work done as a task, or by the job.—Take tO
task, to reprove. [O. Fr. tasque (Fr. WcA^') — Low
L. tasca, iaxa— L. taxdre, to r.ite.)

Taslet, tas'let, n. a tass or piece of armour for the
thigh—prob. the same as Tasset.

Tasmanlan, tas-ma'ni-an, adj. of or belonging to

Tasmania or Van Diemen's Land.—«. a native of
Tasmania. -Tasmanlan devil, or Dasyure (see

Devil) ; Tasmanlan wolf, a nocturnal carnivorous
marsupial of Tasmania. [From Abel Jans Tasmait
(c. 1602-59), the discoverer.]

Tass, tas, «. (prcrt'.) a hay-mow, a heap. [O. Fr. tas,

a heap, most prob. Teut.)
Tass, tas, «. (phs.) 7i pouch. XTasset.]

Tass, tas, «. a drinking-cup or its contents. [Fr.

ta^se—Ar. tas, a cup.)

Tass, tas, «. a piece of armour for the thigh. [ Tasset."]

Tassel, tas'elj «. a hanging ornament consisting of a
bunch of silk or other material : anything like a
tassel : the silk or ribbon-marker of a book : a thin

plate of gold on the back of a bishop's gloves.

—

jr./.

to attach a tassel to, to ornament with tassels.

—

adj.
Tass'elled, adorned with tassels. (O. Fr. tassel, an
ornament of a square shap>e, attached to the dress

—

L. taxilitis, dim. of talus, a die. ]

Tassel-gentle, tas'el-ien'tl, h. (Shak.) the tiercel or
male goshawk—also TasS'el-gent— properly Tier'cel-
gen'Ue.

Tasset, tas'et, «. an overlapping plate from the cuirass

protecting the thigh. [O. Fr. tassette— tasse, a
pouch—Teut., Old High Ger. tasca, a pouch.)

Tassie,t.is'i,«.(.S'f<»/.) a drinking-cup. [See Tass(-i).]

Taste, tast, v.t. to try or perceive by the touch of the

tongue or palate : to try by eating a little : to eat a
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little of: to partake of: to relish, enjoy : to expe-
rience : {Shak.) to enjoy carnally.

—

v.i. to try or
perceive by the mouth : to have a flavour of.—«. the

act or sense of tasting : the particular sensation

caused by a substance on the tongue : the sense by
which we perceive the flavour ofa thing : the quality

or flavour of anything : a small portion : intellectual

relish or discernment : the faculty by which the

mind perceives the beautiful : nice perception :

choice, predilection.

—

atijs. Tast'able, that may be
tasted ; Taste'ful, full of taste : having a high
relish : showing good taste.—rt./?'. TastO'fulIy.

—

«. Taste'fulness.—a//;'. Taste less, without taste :

'm%\p\d.—adv. Tastelessly.—«j. Tastelessness

;

Tast'er, one skilful in distinguishing fl.ivours by the
taste : one whose duty it is to test the quality of
food by ta.sting it before serving it to his master.

—

aeiv. Tastily, with good taste, neatly.-«. Tast'ing,
the act or sense of tasting.

—

adj. Tasty, having a
good taste : possessing nice perception of excellence :

in conformity with goc-d taste.—To one's taste, to

one's liking, agreeable. [O. Fr. taster (Fr. tAier\
as if from Low L. taxitare—L. taxdre, to touch
repeatedly, to estimate

—

tangere, to touch.]
Tat, tat, XI. t. to make by hand, as an edging with a

shuttle by knotting and looping thread.

—

xt.i. to

make tatting.— «. Tat'tlng, a kind of lace edging
woven or knit from common .sewing-thread. [Prob.
Scand., Ice. tata, to tease, tceta, shreds.]

Tat, tat, «. East Indian matting, gunny-cloth.
Tat, tat, «. a native-bred pony. [Anglo-Ind.]
Ta-ta, ta-ta, interj. (coli.) good-bye.
Tatar, la'tar, ». a name originally applied to a native

of certain Tungnsic tribes in Chinese Tartary, but
extended to the Mongol, Turkish, and other warriors,

who swept over Asia under Genghis Khan. The
term Tatars is used loosely for tribes of mixed
origin in Tartary, Siberia, and the Russian steppes,

including Kazan Tartars, Crim Tartars, Kipchaks,
Kalmucks, &c. In the classification of languages
Tartaric is used of the Turkish group.

—

atijs. Tata'-
rian, TatariC. [The Turkish and Persian Tatar
l>ecame Tartar, because they were supposed to be
like fiends from hell—Gr. tartoros.]

Tate, tat, «. (Scot.) a small portion of anything
fibrous .\lso Tait.

Tater, ta'ter, «. a vulgar form aipotato.—Also Ta'tle.

Tath, tath, «. (prov.) the dung of cattle.

—

v.t. to

manure.
Tatter, tat'er, «. a torn piece : a loose hanging rag.

—

v.t. and v.i. to tear to tatters: to fall into tatters.— «. Tatterdemalion, a ragged ieWow. —p.ndj.
Tatt'ered, in tatters or rags : torn.

—

adj. Tatt'ery,
very ragged. [Ice. tottirr {t^\. idtrar), rags, a torn
garment.]

TattersaliS, tat'er-salz, ». a famous mart in London
for the .sale of racing and other high-class horses,

and one of the principal haunts of racing men—so
called from Richard Tattersaii (ijs^-gs).

Tattle, tat'l, «. trifling talk or chat.—v.i. to talk idly

or triflingly : to tell tales or secrets.—«. idle talk.

—

»s. Tattler, one given to tattling ; Tatt'lery, idle

talk.

—

p.adj. Tatt'ling, given to tattling or telling

tales. — «. (Shak.) the act of tale-telling. — adv.
Tattlingly. [M. E. tatelen; Low Ger. tateln, to

gabble ; an imit. word.]
Tattoo, tat-tSO', «. a beat of drum and a bugle-call to

call soldiers to quarters, originally to shut the taps
or drinking -houses against them. — The devil's
tattoo, the act of drumming with the fingers on a
table, &c., in absence of mind or impatience. (Dut.
taptoe—tap, a tap, and toe, which is the prep., Eng.
to, Ger. zu, in the sense of ' shut.']

Tattoo, tat-tSO', v.t. to mark permanently (as the skin)
with figures, by pricking in colouring-matter.—«.

marks or figures made byjjricking colouring-matter
into the skin.—n.r. Tattoo'age ; Tattoo'er; Tattoo'-
ing. [Tahitiaa tatu.]

Tatty, tat'i, «. an East Indian screen or mat made of
the roots of the fragrant cuscus-grass, with which
door or window openings are filled up in the season
of hot winds. [Hind, rati.]

Tau, taw, H. the toad-fish : a tau-cross.

—

kj. Tau'-
bone, a T-shaped bone, as the interclavicle of a
monotreme ; Tau'-cross, a cross in the form of a T
—also Cross- tail and Cross ofSt Antliony ; Tau'-
Staff, a staff with a cross-piece at the top like a
crutch.

—

adj. Tau'-topped, having a handle like a
tau-i TOSS. [See T.]

Taught, tawt,/^./. and />«./. oUeach.
Taunt, tawnt, v.t. to reproach or upbraid with severe

or insulting words: to censure sarcastically. — «.

upbraiding, sarcastic, or insulting words : a bitter

reproach.— «. Taunt'er.— n^'. Taunt'tng. — rtrf?'.

Taunt'ingly. [O. Fr. tauttr—h. tentdre, to tempt. J

Taupie, Tawpie, taw'pi, «. {Scot.) a thoughtless girl.

[Ice. tdfii, a fool.]

Taurus, taw'rus, «. the Bull, one of the signs of the
zodiac.

—

adjs. Tau'rlan, pertaining to a bull ; Tau'-
rlform, having the form of a bull ; Taurine, bull-

like.— «^. Taurobolium, the slaughter of a bull in

the Mithraic rites, or an artistic representation of the
same; Taurom'achy, bull -fighting.

—

adj. TaUTO-
mor'phous, bull-shaped. (L.,—Gr.]

Taut, Taught, tawt, adj. tightly drawn : in good
condition.—f.A Taut'en, to make tight.—«. Taut'-
ness. [K form of tight.]

Tauted, taw'ted, adj. (Scot.) matted.—Also TaWtie,
Tau'tie, Tatty. [See Tat (i).)

Tautochronous, taw-tok'rS-nus, adj. isochronous.

—

«. Tautochrone.
Tautog, taw-tog', «. a labroid fish of the United Sutes

Atlantic coast.

Tautology, taw-tol'o-ji, «. needless repetition of the
same thing in different words.

—

adjs. Tautolog'iC,
-al, containing tautology adv. Tautolog'ically.

—

v.i. Tautol'ogise, to use tautology: to repeat the
same thing in different words.

—

ns. TautOl'Oglsm ;

Tautol'ogist. — adjs. Tautol'ogous, tautological

;

Tautophonical.—«. Tautoph'ony, repetition of the
same sound. [Gr. tautologia — tauto, the same,
legein, to speak.]

Tavern, tav'em, «. a licensed house for the sale of
liquors, with accommodation for travellers : an inn.

—ns. TaVerner, an innkeeper; TaVeming. [Fr.

taverue—L. taberfia, from root of tabula, a board.]
Tavers, Taivers, ta'vers, n.pl. (Scot.) tatters.

Tavert, Taivert, ta'vert, adj. (Scot.) muddled:
fuddled.

Taw, taw, «. a marble chosen to be played with, a
game at marbles, also the line from which to play.

Taw, taw, v.t. to prepare and dress, as skins into
white leather. — ns. Taw'er, a maker of white
leather ; Taw'ery, a place where skins are dressed ;

Taw'lng. [A..S. tau-ian, to prepare ; Old High
Ger. zoujnn, make, Dut. toteiveii, curry.]

Tawdry, taw'dri. adj. showy without taste : gaudily
dressed.

—

atij. Taw'dered, tawdrily dressed.

—

aiiz:

Tawdrily —«. Taw'driness.-«.//. TaWdrums,
finery. [Said to be corr. from St Awdrey = Si
Etkelredei, at whose fair (17th October) laces and
gay toys were sold.]

Tawle, taw'i, adj. (Scot.) tame.
Tawny, taw'ni, adj. of the colour of things tanned, a

yellowish brown.—«. Taw'nineSS. [Fr. tantU, pa. p.

of tanner, to tan.]

Taws, Tawse, tawz, «. (Scot.) a leather strap, usually
fringed at the end, for chastising children.

Tax, taks, «. a rate imposed on property or persons
for the benefit of the state : anything imposed: a
burdensome duty.

—

v.t. to lay a tax on : to register

or enrol for fiscal purposes (Luke ii. i) : to burden :

to accuse : to examine accounts in order to allow or
disallow items.—«j. TaxabU'ity, Taz'ahleness.

—

adj. Tax'able,_capable of beings or liable to be.

x.^xed.—adv. Tax'ably. — wj. Taxation, act
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Taxiarch titt, far ; mi, her ; mTne

;

Technic

taxing ; Tax-cart, a light spring-cart ; Tax'er.—
tu/j. Tax'-free, exempt from taxation.—«j-. Tax-
gath'erer : Tax'ing-mas'ter, an officer of a court

of law who examines bills of costs ; Tax' -pay'er.
[Fr. iaxe, a tax—L. taxdrt, to handle, value,

charge —/<j«;f/r^. to touch.)

Taxiarch, tak'si-ark, «. the commander of an ancient

Greek taxis or battalion.

Taxidermy, taks'i-der-mi, «. the art of preparing and
stuffing the skins of animals.

—

adjs. Tazider'mal,
Taxider'mic— z-./. Tax'idennise.— «. Taxider-
mist. (Fr.,—Gr. /rtjr/V, arrangement, dIfr»/«, a skin.)

Taxing, taks'ing, «. (Shak.) satire. [TVij:.]

Taxis, tak'sis, «. (surg.) the art of putting parts in

their natural place by means of pressure : orderly-

arrangement, classification : a brigade in an ancient
Greek army.

—

ns. Taxol'Ogy, the science of classifi-

cation ; Taxon'omer. a taxonomist.

—

adJs. Taxo-
nomio, -s.\.—<uiv. Taxonom'ically.— «j. Taxon'o-
mist, one versed in taxonomy ; Taxon'omy, the
laws and principles of taxology or orderly clas.si-

fication, also their application to natural history.

[Gr.,

—

titssein, to arrange.)
TaxUS, tak'sus, «. the yew genus of conifers.

Tayo, ta'yO, «. a garment like an apron worn by
South American Indians.

Tazza, tat'sa, n. a shallow vessel mounted on a foot

:

a saucer-shaped bowl. [It.J

Tchick, chik, «. a sound made by pressing the
tongue against the roof of the mouth and then
drawing it back quickly, as in urging a horse on.

—

v.i. to make such a sound. [Imit.j

Tea, te, «. the dried le.ives of ashrub in China, Japan,
Assam, and Ceylon : an infusion of the leaves in

boiling w.iter : any vegetable infusion.

—

hs. Tea'-
bread. light spongy bread or buns to lie eaten with
tea ; Tea'-cadd'y, a caddy or small box for holding
tea ; Tea'-cake, a light cake to be eaten with tea

;

Tea'-can ister, an air-tight jar or box for holding
tea : Tea'-Chest, a chest or case in which tea is

imported ; Tea'-Cllp'per, a fast-.sailing ship in the
tea-trade ; Tea'-co'sy (see Cosy) ; Tea'-cup, a
small ctip used in drinking tea ; Tea'-deal'er, one
who buys and sells tea ; Tea'-fight {siang), a
tea-party ; Tea'-gar'den, a public garden where tea
and other refreshments are served ; Tea'-gown, a
loose gown for wearing at afternoon tea at home

;

Tea'-house. a Chinese or Japanese house for te.i,

&c. ; Tea'-kettle, a kettle in which to boil water
for making tea : Tea'-lead, thin sheet-lead, used in

lining tea-chests; Tea'-par'ty, a social gathering
at which tea is served, also the persons present

;

Tea'-plant, the plant or shrub from which tea is

obtained ; Tea'-pot, a pot or vessel in which the
beverage tea is made ; Tea'-sau'cer, a saucer in

which a tea-cup is set ; Tea'-ser'vice, -set, the
utensils necessary for a tea-table ; Tea'-spoon, a
small spoon used with the tea-cup, smaller still than
the dessert-spoon ; Tea'-Stlck, a stick cut from the
Australian tea-tree; Tea'-ta'blO, a table at which tei
is drunk ; Tea'-tast'er, one who ascertains the quality
of tea by tasting it.

—

n.pi. Tea'-things, the tea-pot,

cups, &c

—

MS. Tea'-tree, the common tea-plant or
shrub : a name of various Australian myrtaceoiis
and other plants ; Tea'-um, a vessel for boiling water
or krepmg it hot, used on the tea-table.—Black tea,
that which in the process of manufacture is fermented
between rolling and firing (heating with charcoal in

a sieve), while Oreen tea is that which is fired im-
mediitely after rolling. Among black teas are bohta,
cougOH, souchongs and pekoe ; among green, hysnn,
imferial, MaA.gunfxnuder. The finest black is Pekoe

;

the finest green, Gunpowder. [From South Chinese
te (pron. /4), the common form being ch'a or tsa.\

Teach, tech, v.t. to show: to impart knowledge to:
to guide the studies of: to exhibit so as to impress
upon the mind: to impart the knowledge oC to
accustom: to oouiuel.

—

v.u to practise giving in-

»M

struction : — pa.t. and pa.p. taught (tawt). — «.
Teachahil'ity.—a^'. Teaoh'able, capable of being
taugiit : apt or willing to learn.

—

ns. Teach'able-
ness ; Teacher, one who teaches or instructs;
Teaching, the act of teaching or instructing : in-

struction.

—

adj. Teach'lesS. indocile. [A..S. tican,
to show, teach ; Ger. zeigcn, to show ; allied to L.
docere, to teach, Gr. deiknunai, to show.)

Tead, ted, «. {Spetts.) a torch, a Hambeau. [L. tirda.}
Teagle, te'gl, «. (J>rov.) a hoist or lift. (Prob. a form

of tackle.]

Teague, teg, n. an Irishman.
Teak, tek, «. a tree in the East Indies and Africa,

also its wood, remarkable for its hardness and
durability. [Malayalam lekka.]

Teal, tel, «. a web-footed water-fowl allied to the duck,
but smaller. [Dut. teling, taliug.]

Team, tem, «. a number of animals moving together
or in order : two or more oxen or other animals
harnessed to the same vehicle : a number of persons
associated for doing anything conjointly, playing a
game, &c.

—

Z'.t. to join together in a team : to give
work to a gang under a sub-contractor. — adj.
Teamed (Spens.), arranged in a team.—«. Team'-
Ster. one who drives a team.

—

aiit: Teamwise,
like a team, harnessed together. [A.S. team, off-

spring ; prob. te(fn, to draw.)
Teapoy, te'poi, u. a small table for the tea-service,

&c. [Hind, tipdi—Pers. sipdi.]

Tear, ter, «. a drop of the fluid secreted by the
lachrymal gland, appearing in the eyes ; anything
like a tear.—«f. Tear'-drop, a tear; Tear'-duct,
the lachrymal or nasal duct.

—

adj's. Tear'-fairing
(S/tak.), shedding tears, tender; TearTul, atwunding
with or shedding tears : weeping.—«</t'. Tear'fully.— «. Tear'fulness—rtri^>. Tearless, without tears

:

unfeeling ; Tear'-Stained (Sluik.). stained with
tears ; Tear'y, tearful. [A.S. tear, tir : Goth.
tagr : cf. L. lacrima, Gr. dakni.\

Tear, tar, v.t. to draw asunder or separate with
violence : to make a violent rent in : to lacerate.

—

v.i. to move or act with violence : to rage :

—

pa.t.

tore, (/?.) tare
;
pa.p. torn.—«. something torn, a

rent : (slang) a spree.—«. Tear'er, one who, or that
which, tears: (slang) a boisterous per-on.

—

/•.adf.

Tearing, great, terrible, rushing —Tear and wear
(see Wear); Tear one's self away, to go off with
great unwillingness ; Tear the hair, to pull the
hair in a frenzy of grief or rage ; Tear up, to remove
from a fixed state by violence : to puU to pieces.

[.A.S. teran : cf. Ger. zeltreH.\

Tease, tez, v.t. to comb or card, as wool : to scratch,

as cloth : to rai.se a nap : to vex with importunity,
jests, &c. : to torment, irritate.—«. one who teases

or torments.—«. Teas'er, one who teases out any-
thing : the stoker of a gla-ss-works furnace.

—

adj.

Teasing, vexatious. — aih: Teas Ingly. [A.S.
tisitn, to pluck ; Dut. teezen, Ger. zeiseu.\

Teasel, tez'l, «. a plant with large burs or heads
covered with stiff, hooked awns, which are used in

raising a nap on cloth—also Teas'el, Teax'le.—r./.

to raise a nap on with the teasel :

—

pr.fi. teas'cling;

pa.t. and/a.^. teas'eled.—«j. Teas'eler ; Teas eling,

the act of raising a nap on cloth. [A.S. tasel, tssl—tisan, to pluck.)
Teat, tet, «. the nipple of the female breast through
which the youne suck the milk.

—

adj. Teat'ed,
mammiferous. [A.S. /;/ ; cog. with Ger. zitse ; or
perh. through O. Fr. tete, from Tcut.)

Tebeth, teb'eth, ». the tenth month of the Jewish
ecclesiastical, and fourth of the secular, year, corre-

sponding to parts of Deceml)er and January.
Technic, -al, tek'nik, -al, adj. pertaining to art, esp.

the u-seful arts : belonging to a p.irticular art or
profession.

—

u. Teohnlcal'ity, state or quality of
being technical: that which is technical.

—

adv.
Tech'nically.— >(.r. Tech'nicalness ; Teohnl'cian,
Technicist, one skilled in the practical arts.

—



Techy mote ; mOte ; mCSn ; thesi. Teleerraph

».//. Toch'nlcs, the doctrine of arts in general : the
branches thai relate to the arts ; Technique (tek-

nek'), method of performance, manipulation, c^p.

everything concerned with the meclianical part of a
musical performance.

—

tuij's. Technolog'ic, -al, re-

lating to technology.

—

tis. TechnorogiSt, one skilled

in technology ; Teclinorogy, the systematic know-
ledge of the industrial arts ; a discourse or treatise

on tiie arts : an explanation of terms employed in

the arts ; Technon'omy, the principles underlying
technology. [Gr. teckttikos—techni, art, akin to

iektin, to produce.]
Techy. See Tetchy.
Tecnology, tek-nol'o-ji, «. a treatise on children. [Gr.

ttkiwn, a child, logia, discourse.]

Tectarla, tek-ta'ri-a, «. a genus of univalves with a
turbinate or conic shell.

—

adjs. Tectibrancb'iate,
having the gills covered ; Teo'tlform, roof-like :

(euto>n.) ridged in the middle and sloping down on
the sides. (L. tectum, a roof.]

Tectology, tek-tol'O-ji, ». structural morphology ac-
cording to which an organism is regarded as com-
posed of individuals of different orders. — adj.
Tectolog'icaL [Or. tekton, a builder.]

Tectonic, tek-ton'ik, adj. pertaining to building.

—

n.sing. anil //. Tecton'ics, building as an art : the
shaping and ornamentation of furniture, weapons,
&c. [Gr. tekton, a builder.]

Tectorial, tek-tO'ri-al, adj. covering.—//. Tectd'rinm,
a covcrina : the coverts of the wing or tail of birds
taken collectively.

Tectrices. tek-tri'sez, «.//. wing or tail coverts of
birds -.—sing. Teo'trix.—adj. Tectri'cial.

Ted, ted, z'.t. to spread or turn, as new-mown grass,

for drying '.—pr-p. ted'ding ; pa.t. and /a./, ted'ded.—n. Ted'der, an implement for spreading hay.
[Scand. ; Ice. tedkja, spread manure.]

Tede, Tead, ted, «. \obs.) a torch. [L. tada.^
Tedesco. te-des'kO, adj. German. (It.)

Te detun, te de'um, «. a famous Latin hymn of the
Western Church, sung at the end of matins on all

feasts except Innocents' Day, and on all Sundays
except during penitential se.isons— it begins with
the words Te Deum iautiamus, ' We praise thee, O
God :

' a thanksgiving service in which this hymn
forms a principal part.

Tedious, te'di-us, adj. wearisome : tiresome from
length or slowness : irksome : slow.—«. Tedi03'ity,
lediouiucs&.—adv. Te'dlously.—«. Te'diousness.
[L. t<rdiosus.]

Teidium, te'di-um, «. wearisomeness : irksonieness.
[L. iiediuin—tadet, it wearies.]

Tee, te, K. a mark for quoits, curling-stones, &c. :

igoi^f) the raised sand from which the hall is played
at the commencement of each hole.

—

v.i. to place
the golf-hall on this before striking off.

Tee, te, ». a finial in the form ofa conventionalised um-
brella, crowning ad.igoba in Indo-Chinese countries.

Teem, teni, v.i. to bring forth or produce : to bear or
be fruitful : to be pregnant : to be full or prolific—
«. Teem'er.—«ij>j. Teem'ful; Teeming; Teem-
less, barren. [A.S. tedm, offspring.]

Teem, tem, v.i. and v.i. to pour, empty.
Teen, ten, «. (nrrA.) grief, affliction, injury. [A.S.

tedna, reproach, injury.)

Teen, ten, v.t. (Spens.) to excite, provoke. [A.S.
tyiian, to irritate, vex.]

Teen, ten, v.t. (Spens.') to allot, bestow.
Teens, tenz, n.pl. the years of one's age from \\xvcteen

to niiie/^f«.

Teeny, teni, adj. very small, tiny.

Teeny, teni, adj. (prov.) peevish.
Teer, ter, v.t. to stir, as a calico-printer's sieve.

Tee-tee, Titi, tfte, «. a South American squirrel-

monkey.
Teeter, te'ter, n. (U.S.) a see-saw.

—

v.i. to see-saw.
Teeth. See Tooth.
Teething, te/^ing, n. the first growth of teeth, or the

process by which they make their way through the
gums.

—

v.i. Teethe, to grow or cut the teeth.

Teetotaler, le-lCtal-er, «. one plcuged to entire ab-
stmcnce Iroin intoxicating drinks.

—

adj. TeetO'tal.
—«. TeetO'talism. [Piob. from a stammering
pronunciation of the word Total by Richard Turner
of Preston in 1833.]

Tee-tOtum, te-tO'tum, «. a toy like a small top, twirled

by the fingers.

Teff, tef, n. an Abyssinian cereal-grass.

Tegmen, teg'men, «. a covering : (io/.) the endopleura
or inner coat of the seed : (anat.) the roof of the

tympanic cavity of the ear : the covering of the
posterior wing of some insects :—//. Teg'mina.

—

adj. Teg'minal. [L.]

Tegmentum, teg-men'tum, *t. the scaly covering of
the leaf-buds of deciduous trees.

—

adj. Tegmental.
Tegulated, teg-u-lat'ed, adj. composed of plates over-

lapping like tiles.— rt<^'. Teg'ular.— rt^t^. Teg'u-
larly. [L. iegiila, a tile

—

tegere, to cover.)

Tegument, teg^u-ment, «. an integument. — adji.

Tegumen'tal, Tegtunen'tary. [L. tegnmentum—
tegere, to cover.)

Tehiee, te'he', n. a laugh.

—

v.i. to titter. [Imit.]

Teian, Tean, tean, adj. pertaining to Teas in ancient
Ionia, or to the poet .Anacreon, a native.

Te IgitUT, te ij'i-tur, «. the first paragraph of the
encharistic canon in the Roman liturgy.

Tell, tel, n. the linden or lime tree : the terebinth.

(O. Fr. /«7-L. ////«.]

Teinds, tendz, n.pl. the name given in Scotland to

tithes, or, strictly, to that part of the estates of the
laity which is liable to be as.scssed for the stipend of
the clergy of the established church.

Teinoscope, il'nO-skOp, «. an optical instrument con-
sisting of two prisms so combined as to correct the
chromatic aberration.

Teknonymy, tek-non'i-mi, «. the naming of the parent
from the c\\\\A.—adj. Teknon'ymOUS. [Gr. tekiiOH,

a child, onoma, a name.]
Tela, tela, n. a tissue :—//. TelaB(te'le).—rt<^f. Telar,

pertaining to a tela, web, or tissue ; Tela'rian,
spinning a web.—«. a spinning spider.

—

adj. Tel'ary,
pertaining to a tela, woven, spun. [L.]

Telamon, tel'a-mon, n. (arckit.) a man's figure
bearing an entablature. [Gr. telamon, bearer.)

Telangiectasia, te-lan-ji-ek-ta'.si-a, «. a dilation of
the small arteries or capillaries—also Telangiec'-
tasis.—a<//. Telangiectatic. (Gr. telos, the end,
angeion, a vessel, ektasis, extension.)

Telautograph, te-law'to-graf, n. a writing or copying
telegraph, invented by Elisha Gray, fi'r reproducing
writmgs at a distance. [Gr. tile, far, autos, sell,

graphein, to write.)

Teld, teld, (Spens.) told.

Tsledu, tele-doc, «. the stinking badger of Java.
Telega, te-la'ga, «. a Russian cart without springs.

Telegram, tel'e-gram, n. a message seut by telegraph.
— adj. Telegram'miO, pertaining to a telegram,

brief, succinct. (Gr. tele, at a distance, gramma,
that which is written

—

graphein, to write.)

Telegraph, tel'e-graf, «. an apparatus for trans-

mitting intelligible messages to a distance, esp. by
means of electricity.

—

v.t. to convey or announce
by telegraph.

—

ns. Teregraph-cable, a cable con-
taining wires for transmitting telegraphic messages;
Telegrapher (or teleg'-). Tel'egraphlst(or ta-leg'-X

one who works a telegraph. — adjs. Telegraph'lC,
-al, pertaining to, or communicated by, a telegraph.
^adi: Telegraph'ically, in a telegraphic manner

:

by means of the telegraph.

—

ns. Tel'egraph-plant,
an Indian leguminous plant, the small lateral leaflets

of whose trifoliate leaves have a strange, spontaneous
motion, jerking up and down (sometimes 180 times
in a minute), as if signalling, and also rotate on their

axes ; Tel'egraphy (or te-l^-X the science or art of
constructing or using telegraphs. [Gr. tile, at a
distance, graphein, to write.]



Telekinesis fSte, far ; mS, hir ; mine ; Temper

Telekinesis, tel-6-ki-n«'sis, «. the production of motion
without contact, through supra-physical causes, be-

yond the range of the senses.

—

<i{/j. TelelCinet'iC.

[Gr. fe/e, far, kinesis, movement.]
Telemeter, te-lem'e-ter, «. an instrument for fixing

distances in surveying, &c.

—

lu/j. Telemet'ric.—«.

Telemetry. [Gr. leU, far, vtetron, measure.]
Teleology, tel-e-ol'O-ji, «. the doctrine of the final

causes of things.

—

"^dj^- TeleolOg'iC, -dX.^adv.
Teleolog'ically.—«j. Teleol'ogism ; Teleol'oglst.

[Gr. telos, issue, logos, a discourse.]

Teleosaurus, te-le-O-sawr'us, «. a genus of fossil

saurians belonging to the Oolitic period.

—

adj. and n.

Teleosau'rlan. [Gr. teUios, perfect, saiiros, a lizard.]

Teleost, tel'e-ost, atij. osseous.—«. an osseous fish

—

also Teleos'tean. [Gr. teUios, complete, osteon,

bone.]
Telepathy, tel'S-path-i, or tg-lep'a-thi, «. the supposed

fact that communication is possible between mind
and mind otherwise than through the known channels
of the senses, as at a distance without external
means.—rtf//'. Telepathic—^k/z;. Telepath'lcally.—v.t. Tel'epathise, to affect or act upon through
telepathy.— v.i. to practise telepathy.— «. Tel'e-

pathist (or te-lep'-), one who believes in telepathy.

(Gr. tele, far, pathos, feeling.]

Telepheme, tel'e-fem, «. a telephonic message. [Gr.
tele, far, pheme, a saying.]

Telephone, tel'e-fOn, «. an instrument for reproducing
sound at a distance over a conducting wire or cord,

esp. by means of electricity.

—

v.t. and v.i. to com-
municate by telephone.—«. Tel'ephoner, one who
uses a telephone.—a^'. Telephon'ic-drf?'. Tele-
phon'ically.—«i. Tel'ephonist, one who uses the
telephone, one skilled in its use ; TelephO'nograph,
an appaiatus for recording a telephone message.

—

adj. Telephonograph'lc—«. Telephony, the art

of telephoning. [Gr. tele, far, phone, a sound.]
Telephote, tel'e-fOt, «. an instrument for reproducing
images of obiectsat a distance by means of electri-

city.— ns. Telepbo'tOgraph, a picture so produced;
TelephCtog'raphy, the art of producing such—still

a dream of the future. [Gr. tele, far, phis, plwtos,
light.]

TeleplastiC, tel-£-pIas'tik, adj. pertaining to the
materialisation of spiritualistic phenomena.— Also
Telesomat'iC. [Gr. tele, {2lt, plassein, to form.]

Telerpeton, te-ler'pe-ton, «. a remarkable genus of
fossil reptiles of the Mesozoic period. [Gr. tele, far,

herpetOH, a reptile.]

Telescope, tel'e-skOp, n. an optical instrument for

viewing objects at a distance.

—

v.t. to drive together
.so that one thing, as a railway-carriage in a collision,

slides into another like the movable joints of a .spy-

glass.

—

v.i. to be forced into each other in such a
way. — adjs. Telescop'io, -al, pertaining to, per-
formed by, or like a telescope : seen only by a
telescope.—rtrt'?'. Telescop'lcally.-rt^'. Tel'escopl-
form,

—

ns. Terescopist, one who uses the telescope
;

Tel'eSCOpy (or te-les'-), the art of constructing or of
using the telescope. [Fr.,—Gr. tele, at a distance,

skopein, to see]
Teleseme, tel'f-s^m, n. a system of electric signalling

for ihe automatic transmission of different signals,

in use in large hotels, for police alarms, &c. [Gr.
tile, far, sima, a sign.]

Telesia, ta-le'si-a, «. the sapphire. [Gr. telesios,

finishing

—

telos, the end.]
Telespectroscope, tel-e-spek'trO-skOp, «. a combined

astronomical telescope and .spectroscope.

Telestereoscope, tel-e-ster'e-O-skOp, «. an optical in-

strument presenting distant objects in relief.

TelestiC, tc-les'tik, adj. pertaining to the final end.
[Gr. telos, an end.]

Telestich, tel'e-stik, «. a poem in which the final

letters of the lines make a name.
Telethermograph, tel-e-ther'mO-graf, «. a self-register-

ing telethcrmometer.

Telethermometer, tel-e-ther-mom'e-ter, n. a thermom-
eter that records its temperature at a distance.

Teleutospore, te-lu'tO-spOr, «. a thick-walled winter
spore of the rust-fungi (i/redinete), producing on
germination a promycelium. [Gr. teleute, comple-
tion, sfiora, seed.]

Telic, tel'ik, adj. denoting a final end or purpose.
Tell, tel, z'.t. to number or give an account of: to

utter : to narrate : to disclose : to inform : to discern :

to explain.

—

v.i. to give an account : to produce or
take effect : to chat, go.ssip : to tell tales, play the

informer :

—

pa.t. and pa.p. told.

—

adj. Tellable,
capable of being told.

—

ns. Teller, one who tells or
counts : a clerk whose duty it is to receive and pay
money ; Tell'ershlp, the office of a teller.—/.a<//'.
Tell'ing, having great effect.— (k/i'. Tell'ingly, in a
telling or effective manner.

—

n. Tell'-tale, one who
tells tales : one who officiously tells the private con-
cerns of others : an indication or an indicator, as an
automatic instrument : a bird of genus I otatius, a
tattler. — adj. given to reveal secrets, blabbing :

apparent, openly seen : giving warning.—Tell off, to

coimt off: to detach on some special duty. [A.S.
tellan; Ice. telja, Ger. zdhlen, to number.)

Tellural, tel'u-ral, adj. pertaining to the earth.

Tellurium, te-lO'ri-um, «. an element by some classed
as a metal, placed by others among the metalloids,
brittle and crystalline, of high metallic lustre, bluish-

white in colour, with close analogies to sulphur and
selenium.

—

n. Tel'lurate, a salt of telluric acid.

—

adjs. Tel'lliretted, combmed with tellurium ; Tellu'-

rlan, pertaining to the earth.

—

n. an inhabitant of
the earth.

—

adj. Tellii'rio, pertaining to, or proceed-
ing from, the earth : of or from tellurium.—«. Tel'-

luride, a compound of tellurium with an electro-

positive element.

—

adjs. Telliirif'eroUS, containing
tellurium ; TellUTOUS, pertaining to tellurium. [L.
tellus, ielluris, the earth.]

Teletype, tel'o-tlp, «. a printing electric telegraph

:

an automatically printed telegram.
Telpher, tel'fer, adj. pertaining to a sy.stein of tel-

pherage.

—

n. Tel'pherage, a term coined by Prof.

Fleeming Jenkin for a system of electric traction

developed on an absolute automatic block .system,

the presence of a train on one section cutting off the

supply of electric energy to the section behind, any
mode of transport effected automatically with the

aid of electricity, [Framed from /f/(egrapli)—Gr.

tele, far, pherein, to carry.]

Telson, tel'son, «. the last somite of the pleon or

abdomen of certain crustaceans and arachnidans.
[Gr. telson, a boundary.]

TelugU, tel'OO-gOC, n. the language spoken in the

north-western portion of the Dravidian area in-

habited by the Telingas.—Also Tel'DOgOO.
Temed, temd, adj. {Spens.) yoked in a team.
TemenoS, tem'e-nos, n. a piece of land marked off from
common u.ses and dedicated to a god, a precinct.

[Gr.,

—

tentnein, to cut off.]

Temerity, tc-m6r'i-ti, «. rashness : unreasonable con-
tempt for danger.—it<//'. Temera'rious (obs.), rash,

reckless.—rtr/?'. Temera'riously.—rt^//. Tem'erous,
rash.—<»<i'7/. Tem'erously. [ Fr. tement^—L.. temeri-
tas—tetnere, by chance, rashly.]

Temewlse, tem'wiz, adv. (Spens.) like a team.
Tempean, tem-pe'an, adj. pertaining to, or re.sembling,

Tetnpe, a valley in 'I'he.ssaly, praised by the classic

poets for its matchless beauty : beautiful : delightful.

Temper, tem'per, v.t. to mix in due proportion : to

modify by blending or mixture : to moderate : to

soften : to bring to a proper degree of hardness and
elasticity, as steel : to amend or adjust, as a fal.se or

imperfect concord.—*/, due mixture or balance of

different or contrary qualities : state of a metal as to

hardness, &c. : constitution of the body : constitu-

tional frame or state of mind, esp. with regard to

feelings, disposition, temperament, mood : passion,

irritation : cidmness or moderation : in sugar-works.
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Tempera mote ; mate ; mOOn ; iAea. Tenant

lime or other substance used to neutralise the acidity
of cane-juice.

—

/u(/s. Tem'perable, capable of bein^
tempered ; Teia'pered, having a certain specified

disposition or temper : brought to a certain temper,
as steel : (»ius.) tuned or adjusted to souie mean,
or lo equal, temperament.

—

ai/v. Tem'peredly.—«j.

Tem'perer ; Tempering, the process ot giving the
required degree of hardness or softness to iron or
steel, by heating to redness and cooling in different

ways. [L. tetnperdre, to combine properly, allied

to tetnpus, time. J

Tempera, tem'pe-ra, n. {paint.) same as Distemper.
Temperament, tem'per-a-ment, )i. state with respect

to the predominance of any quality : internal con-
stitution or state : disposition, one of the peculiari-

ties of physical and mental organisation which to a
certain extent influence our thoughts and actions

—

choleric or bilious, lympliatic, nervous, sanguine

:

the adjustment of imperfect concords, so that the
difference between two contiguous sounds is reduced
to a minimum and the two appear identical—

a

system of compromise in the tuning of keyed instru-

ments.— rt(^'. Temperamen'taL— «(/?/. Tempera-
mentally. (L. tet'tfejatnentiDn—temperare.\

Temperance, tem'per-ans, «. moderation, esp. in the
indulgence of the natural appetites and passions— in

a n.irrower sense, moderation in the use of alcoholic
liquors, and even entire abstinence from such.

—

Temperance hotel, one which professes to supply
no alcoholic liquors; Temperance movement, a
political agitation for the restriction or al>olilii>n of
the use of alcoholic liquors; Temperance society,
usually an association of total-abstainers from alco-
holic liquors. [L. temperantia,]

Temperate, tem'per-at, ii<ij. moderate !n degree of
any quality, esp. in the appetites and pa.ssions, self-

restrained : calm : cool, mild, moderate in tem-
perature : abstemious. — aiiv. Tem'perately. — «.

Tem'perateness.—rt<^'. Tem'perative.— k. Tem-
perature, constitution: proportion: degree of any
quality, esp. of heat or cold in weather or climate :

the thermal condition of a body which determines
the interchange of heat between it and other bodies :

state of a living body with respect to sensible heat.
—Temperate zones, the parts of the earth of more
cool and equable temperature lying between the
tropics and the polar circles—the North Temperate
Zone being the space between the tropic of Cancer
and the arctic circle ; the South Temperate Zone,
that between the tropic of Capricorn and the ant-
arctic circle.

Tempest, tem'pest, n. wind nishing with great velo-
city, usually with rain or snow : a violent storm :

any violent commotion.

—

adjs. Tem'pest-beat'en
;

Tem'pest-tost {Sluik.), driven about by storms

;

Tempes'tUOUS, resembling, or pertaining to, a tem-
pest : very stormy: turbulent.

—

adv. Tempestu-
ously. — n. Tempes'tuousness. — Tempest in a
tea-pot, a great disturbance over a trivial matier.
[O. Fr. tem^este—L. tempeslas, a season, tempest—tempiis, time.]

Templar, tem'plar, n. one of a religious and military
order founded in iiig for the protection of the Holy
Sepulchre and pilgrims going thither—extinguished,
1307-14. in one of the darkest tragedies of history :

a student or lawyer living in the Temple, London.
—Good Templar, a member of a teetotal society
whose organisation is a travesty of that of the Free-
masons. [Orig. called ' Poor fellow-soldiers of Christ
and of the Temple of Solomon,' from their first

headquarters in the palace of King B.ildwin II.,

which was built on the site of the temple of Solomon,
close to the church of the Holy Sepulchre.]

Template, tem'plat, ». a mould in wood or metal,
showing the outline or profile of mouldings, and
from which the workmen execute the moulding.

—

Also Tem'plet. [Low L. templatus, vaulted—L.
Untplum, a. small timber.]

Temple, tem'pl, «. an edifice erected to a deity or for
religious purpo.-es : a place of worship : in London,
two inns of court, once occupied by the Knights
lemplars. [L. templutn, prob. for temulum, a
space marked out tor religious purposes, dim. of
tempus, a piece cut off.]

Temple, tem'pl, «. tne flat portion of either side of the
head above the cheekoone.

—

oiij. Tem'poral, per-
taining to the temples. (O. Fr. temple—L. tem-
pora, the temples, pi. of tempits, time.]

Tempo, tem'pO, «. \jnus.) time, relative rapidity of
rhythm. [It.]

Temporal, tern'por-al, aiij. pertaining to time, esp.
to this lite or world—opposed to eternal : worldly,
secular, or civil—opposed to sacred or ecclesiastical.— «. Temporality, what pertains to temporal wel-
fare : (//.) secular possessions, revenues of an ecclesi-

astic proceeding from lands, tithes, and the like.

—

adv. Temporally.—7i. Tem'poralness.—W?'. Tem'-
porarily.— «. Tem'porariness.— ««>>. Tem'porary,
Tempora'neoUS, for a time only: transient. — «.

Tempoiisa'tlon.— z/./. Tem'porise, to comply with
the lime or occasion: to yield to circumstances.

—

ns. Tem'porlser; Tem'porlsing.-rta'z'. Tem'por-
isingly. [Fr.,— L. tempus, time.]

Tempt, temt, v.t. to put to trial : to te;t : to try to

persuade, esp. to evil : lo em ice. adj. Temp'table.
—ns. Temp'iableness ; Tempta tlon, act of tempt-
ing: state of being tempted: that which tempts:
enticement to evil : trial.

—

adj. Tompta'tlous, se-

ductive.— «. Temp'ter, one who tempts, esp. the

devil -.—Jem. Temp'treSS.-<r<^'. Tempting, adapted
to tempt or entice.—rt^i'i'. Temp'tingly.— «. Temp'-
tingness. (O. Fr. tempter (Vt. tenter)—L. tenia.} e,

an inteii. oi tindeie, to stretch.]

Temse, Tems, tems, «. a sieve.— !/./, to sift. [Cf.

Dut. tems.]
Temulence, tem'u-lens, «. intoxication—also Tem'U-
lency.— rt^'. Tem'ulent.— rt^/z/. Tem'ulently. [L.

temulentus, drunk.]
Ten, ten, adj. twice five.—«. a figure denoting ten

units, as 10 or x. : a playing-card with ten spots :

ten o'clock in the morning or evening.—«. Up'per-
ten (see under Upper). [A.S. ten, lien ; Ger. zehu,

W. deg^, L. decem, Gr. deka. Sans. dn^an.\
Tenable, ten'a-bl, adj. capable of being retained, kept,

or defended.—«j. Tenabil'ity, Ten'ableness, the

state or quality of being tenable. [Fr. tenable, frum
tenir—L. tenere, to hold.]

Tenace, ten'as, «. at whist, a holding of the first and
third best cards (tnajor tenace), or the second and
fourth best cards {minor tenace), in a suit. [Fr.]

Tenacious, le-na'shus, adj. retaining or holding fast

:

apt to stick : stubborn.

—

adv. Tena'ClOUSly.

—

ns.

Tena'CiOUSness, Tenacity, qualuy ol being tena-

cious : the quality of bodies which makes them stick

toothers, [h. tenax—tenere.]

Tenaculum, te-nak'n-lum, «. a surgical hooked in-

strument for drawing out a divided blood-vessel to

be tied.

Tenaille, te-nal', «. (Jift.) an outwork in the main
ditch immediately in front of the curtain, of great

use for protecting the ditch, covering the postern from

the enemy's view, &c.—«. Tenaillon (te-nal' yon), a

work to strengthen the side of a small ravelin, and

to support the shoulder of the bastion. [Fr.,—L.

tetiaculiini, a holder

—

tenere, to hold.]

Tenant, ten'ant, «. one who holds or possesses land or

property under another, the payments and services

which he owes to his superior constitutine his tenure :

one who h.is, on certam conditions, temporary pos-

session of any place, an occupant.

—

v.t. to hold as a
ten;int.—«. Ten'ancy, a holding by private owner-
ship : a temporary holding of land or property by a

tenant.

—

adj. Ten'antable, fit to be tenanted : in a
state of rep.ur suitable for a tenant.

—

n. Ten'ant-
farm'er, a farmer who rents a farm from the land-

lord. — adj. Ten'antless, without a tenant. — ns.
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Tench f3.t(:, far ; me, }ier ; mine

;

Tent

Ten'ant-rlght, the customary right of the tenant

to sit continuously at a reasonable rent, and to re-

ceive compensation for his interest from tlie incoming
tenant, and for all permanent or unexhausted im-

provements from the landlord ; Tenantry, the txxiy

of tenants on au estate. [Fr. tenant—L tenens,

pr.p. of tetiire, to hold.]

TSB(&, tensti, «. a fresh-water fish, of the carp family,

very tenacious of life. [O. Fr. teiuhe{}!'x. tanckey-

L. ii/ica.]

Tend, tend, v.t. to accompany as assistant or protector :

to take care of, to be attentive to, to wait upon so as to

execute.—>«. Ten'danoe (.S"/*«j.), state of expecta-

tion : (SAai.) act of waiting or tending, also persons

attendant ; Ten'der, a small vessel that attends a

larger with stores, <4c : a carriage attached to loco-

motives to supply fuel and water. [Contracted from

attend.]

Tend, tend, v.i. to stretch, aim at, move, or incline in

a certain direction : to be directed to any end or

purpose: to contribute. — «. Ten'dency, direction,

object, or result to which anything lends : inclina-

tion : drift. {¥r.tendrt—h. teruiere ; Gr. ietnein, lo

stretch.)

Tender, ten'der, V. t. to stretch out or offer for accept-

ance, esp. to offer to supply certain commodities for

a certain period at rates specified.—«. an offer or
proposal, esp. of some service, also the paper con-
taining it : the thing offered, the actual production
and formal offer of a sum due in legal money, or an
offer of services to be performed, in order to save the
consequences of non-payment or non-performance.

Tender, ten'der, a<ij. soft, delicate : easily impressed
or injured: not hardy: fragile: weak and feeble:

easily moved to pity, love, &c. : careful not to in-

jure (with of) : unwilling to cause pain : apt to cause
pain : pathetic, expressive of the softer passions

:

compassionate, loving, affectionate : young and inex-
perienced : weakly in health : delicate, requiring
careful handling: quick, keen: apt to lean over
under sail.

—

n. Ten'der-fOOt, one not yet hardened
to life in the prairie, mining-camp, &c. : a new-
comer.

—

adj. Ten'der-heart'ed, full of feeling.

—

oHp. Ten'der-heartedly. — «. Ten'der-heart'ed-
ness.—«r^'. Ten der hefted (Shak.), having preat
tenderness.

—

ns. Ten'darling, one too much coddled,
an effeminate fellow : one of the first horns of a
deer ; Ten'der-loln, the tenderest part of the loin of
beef, pork, &c., lying close to the ventral side of the
lumbar vertebrse.— adv. Ten'dorly.— n. Ten'der-
ness. [Fr. tendre—L. tener, allied to tenuis, thin.

J

Tendon, ten' don, «. the white fibrous tissue reaching
from the end of a muscle to bone or some other
structure which is to serve as a fixed att.ichment for

it, or which it is intended to move—funicular, as the
long tendon of the biceps muscle of the arm

; fasci-
cular, as the short tendon of that muscle, and as
most tendons generally ; aponeurotic, tendinous ex-
pansions, as the tendons of the abdominal muscles
—L. Tendo:—//. Ten'dines. —^t^'. Tendinous,
consisting of, containing, or resembling tendons : full

of tendons: sinewy.—«J. Tenog'raphy, the descrip-
tion of tendons ; Tenol'ogy. that part of anatomy
which relates to tendons ; Tenotomy, the surgical
operation of dividing a tendon. \Vr. tendon— 'L..

tendfre, to stretch ; cf. Gr. tendn — teintin, to
stretch.)

Tendril, ten'dril, n. a slender, spiral shoot of a plant
by which it attaches itself for support.

—

adj. clasp-
ing or climbing.—rti^'. Ten'drllled. [O. Fr. ten-
drilions, tendre—L. tener, tender.)

Tenebrous, ten'e-brus. adj. dark : gloomy — also
Ten'ebrose.— «.//. TeneorsB (ten'e-bre), an office
held by Roman Catholics on Good Friday and the
{receding two days, consisting of the matins and
auds of the following day. During it the church is

pradually darkened by the putting out of all the
candles but one, which for a time (as a symbol of our
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Lord's death and burial) is hidden at the Epistle
corner of the altar.

—

adj. Tenebrlf'lc, producing
darkness.

—

ns. TenebriO, a genus of beetles, includ-
ing the meal-worm ; Tenebros'ity, darkness. [L.
tenehrosus—tenebrar, darkness. ]

Tenement, ten'e-meiu, «. anything held, or that may
be held, by a tenant : a dwellmg or habitation, or
part ot it, used by one family : one of a set ol apart-
ments in one building, each occupied by a separate
family.—«.//>. Tenement'al ; Tenement'ary.

Tenendum, te-nen'dum, «. that clause in a deed
wherein the tenure ol the land is defined and limited.
(L., neut. of tenendus, ger. of tenere, to hold.)

Tenesmus, te-nes'mus, H. the term applied in medicine
to a straining and painful efiort to relieve the bowels
when no foecal matter is present in the rectum, the
effort being c (used by some adjacent source of irrita-

tion.—flri>. Tenes mlc.
Tenet, ten'et, «. any opinion, principle, or doctrine
which a person holds or maintains as true. [L. tenet,

be holds

—

tenere, to hold.)

Tenfold, ten'fold, aiij. ten times folded : ten times
m ire.

Taniold = Timioid.
Tenn^, te-na', «. (Jur.) an orange-brown tincture.

Vla'fny.\
Tenner, ten'6r, n. (slang-) a ten-pound note.
Tennis, ten'is, «. an ancient game for two to four per-

sons, played with ball and rackets within a building
specially constructed for the purpose : lawn-tennis
(q.v.), a modern imitation of the former.

—

ns. Tenn'lS-
ball, a ball used in the game of tennis ; Tenn'iS COUTt,

a place or court for playing at tennis. [Skeat suggests
O. Fr. tenies, pi. of tenie, a fillet— I,. t<rnta.\

Tenon, ten'un, n. a projection at the end of a piece of
wood inserted into the socket or mortise of anotner,

to hold the two together.

—

v.t. to fit with tenons.

—

ns. Ten'oner, a machine for forming tenons ; Ten'on-
Saw, a thin back-saw for tenons, &c. [Fr. tenon—
tenir, to hold— L. tenere.]

Tenor, ten'ur, «. continuity of state : general run or

currency : purport : the higher ol the two kinds of
voices usually belonging to adult males : the part

next above the bass in a vocal quan>-t : one who
sings tenor, adj. pertaining to the tenor in music—
us. Ten'or-Clef, the C clef, placed on the fourth

line ; Ten'orlst. [L. tenor—tenere, to hold.)

Tenpenny, ten'pen-i, adj. worth or sold at lenpence.

Tenpins, ten'pinz, «. a game played in a bowling-

alley, the aim being to bowl down ten pins set up at

the far end.

Tenrec, ten'rek, n. a genus of Insectivora. of one
species, la to i6 inches long, with squat body and
hardly any tail, found in Madagascar and M.mritius.

—AlsoTan'reC. [Malagasy]
Tense, tens, «. time in grammar, the form of a verb

to indicate the time of the action. [O. Fr. tens (Fr.

temfis)—L. tempus, time.)

Tense, tens, adj. strained to stiffness: rigid.

—

adv.
Tensely.—«i. Tenseness, state of being tense;

Tensibility, Tensility, quality of being tensile.—

adjs. Ten'slble, Tensile, capable of being stretched.
—ns. Ten'sion, act of stretching: state of being
stretched or strained : strain : effort : strain in the

direction of the length, or the degree of it : mental

strain, excited feeling : a strained state of any kind ;

Ten'sion-rod, a rod in a structure holding together

different parts ; Tensity, tenseness : state of being

tense.

—

adj. Ten'Slve. giving the sensation of tense-

ness or stiffness.— «. TeQ'SOr, a muscle that tightens

a part. fL. tensus, pa.p. of tendere, to stretch.)

Tenson, ten'son, «. a competition in verse b'-tween

two troubadours before a tribunal of love, also a sub-

division of the chanson composed at such. — Also

Ten'son. [Fr.,—L. tensio, a struggle.)
Tent, tent, «. a portable lodge or shelter, generally of

canvas stretched on poles : a plug or roll of lint used

to dilate a wound or opening in the flesh.

—

v.t. to



Tent m<5ie ; mute ; niODii ; Men. Tergal

probe : to keep open with a tent.—«j. Tent'-bed, a
bed having a canopy hanging from a central point
overhead ; Tent'-Cloth, canvas, duck, &c. suitable

(or tents.

—

aiij. Tented, covered with tents.

—

ns.

Ten'ter. one who lives in a tent ; Tent-fly, an ex-

ternal piece of canvas stretclied above the ridge-pole
of a tent, shading from sun or shielding from ram

;

Tentfnl. as many sis a tent urill hold ; Tent-guy,
an additional rope for securing a tent against a
storm.

—

iuijs. Ten'tiform, shaped like a tent ; Ten-
ting (Keats), having the form of a tent.

—

us. Tent'-
mak'er, one who makes tents ; Tent'-peg, -pin, a
stiong peg of notched wood, or of iron, driven into

the ground to fasten one of the ropes of a tent to
;

Tent'-peg'glng, a favourite cavalry exercise in India,

in which the competitor, riding at full speed, tries to

bear off a tent-peg on tlie point of a lance ; Tent'-
pole, one of the poles used in pitching a tent ; Tent'-
rope, one of the ropes by which a tent is secured to

the tent-pin.s, generally one for each breadth of the

canvas ; Tent'-Stltch, in worsted and embroidery, a
series of parallel diagonal stitches—also Petit />oiiit

;

Tent-work, work produced by embroidering with
tent-stitch. [Fr. tenle—Low L. teiita— L. tendere,
to stretch.]

Tent, tent, ft. a Spanish wine of a deep-red colour.

|Sp. tinto, deep-coioiired—L. tiucliis, pa. p. of tin-

.^t're, to dye.]
Tent, tent, v.t. (Scot.) to take heed.

—

v.i. to be careful.
— «. care, watchfulness. [.Same as Intent.]

Tentacle, ten'ta-kl, «. a thread-like organ of certain
insects for feeling or motion.

—

aii/s. Ten'tacled
;

Tentacular; TentaciUate; Tentaculif'erous.—
«. TentaCullte, a yenus of aimulaied tapering
shells, loimd abundantly in Silurian and Devonian
strata. [Fr. ientacuie—L» tentdre, to feel

—

tendere,
to stretch.]

Tentation, ten-ta'shun, «. old form oi temptation.
Tentative, ten'ia-iiv, adj. trying : experimental.

—

n. any attempt, conjecture. —adv. Ten'tatively.
IFr., — Late L.,— L.. tentdre, to try— tendere, to

stretch.]

Tenter, ten'ter, n, a machine for extending or stretch-

ing cloth on by hooks.

—

v.t. to stretch on hooks.

—

«. Ten'ter-hook, a sharp, hooUed nail, anything that
gives torture.—Be on tenter-hooks, to be on the
stretch : to be in suspense or anxiety. [Fr. tenture
—L. tentura—tendere, to stretch.]

Tenter, ten'ter, n. one who has charge of .something.
—adj. Ten'ty, attentive.

Tenth, tenth, adj. the last of ten : next in order after

the ninth.—«. one often equal parts.—adv. Tenth'ly,
in the tenth place.

Tentigo, ten-tl'go, n. morbid lasciviousness.

—

adj.
Tentiglnous.

Tentorium, len-tO'ri-um, «. a sheet of the dura mater
stretched betweeji the cerebrum and the cerebel-
lum.

—

adj. TentO'rlal. [L., 'a tent'

—

tendere, to

stretch.]

Tenttire, ten'tOr, «. hangings for walLs.

Tenuity, te-nu'i-ti, «. thinness : smallness of diameter :

slenderness : rarity.— p.l'. Ten ilate, to make tenu-
ous.—rtj/;'. Tenuiros'tral. slender-billed, as a bird
of the Tenuiros'tres, a large division of passerine
birds including humming-birds, nuthatches, &c.

—

adj. Ten'UOUS, thin, slender. [L. tenuitas—tenuis,
thin, slender; cf. tendere, to stretch.]

Tenure, ten'fir, «. a general name for the conditions
on which land is held by the persons who occupy
and use it. [ Fr. tenure—Low L. teuura—L. teiiere,

to hold.]

Tenuto, te-nOO'tO, adj. (mus.) sustained — opp. to

S.'accato. [It.)

Teocalll. te-O-kal'li, M. one of the temples of the

aborigines of Central America, which were erected

on the top of a four-sided pyramid, and the remains
of which are chiefly found in Mexico.

Tepefy, tep'e-fi, Z'.t. to make tepid or moderately

warm :

—

/'a.t. and /a./>. tep'efled.

—

u. Tepefac'tion,
act of making tepid or lukewarm. [I^ tepejacere—
tepere, to be -vSiXxn, fncere, to make.]

Tepbrite, tef'rlt, «. a name applied to certain modern
volcanic rocks.—«//;. Tephnt'ic—»«. Teph'ritoid,
a variety of tephrite ; Teph'roite, a reddish silicate

of manganese.
Tephromancy, tef'ro-man-si, «. divination frcm the

inspection of the ashes of a sacrifice.—Also Teph'-
ranxancy. [Gr. tephra, ashes, manteia, divination.]

Tepid, tepid, adj. moderately warm : lukewarm.

—

ns.

Tepida'rium, an intermediate chamber in a Roman
series of bathrooms, moderately hot : a toiler in

which the water was heated : any room containing a
warm bath ; Tepid ity, Tep'idness, lukewarnmcss ;

Tep'or, gentle heat. [L. teptdus^tepere, to be warm.)
Ter, ter, adv. thrice. [L.]

Teramorphous, ter-a-mor'fus, adj. monstrous in form
or nature. [Gr. teras. a monster, tnorphe, form.]

Teraphlm, ter'a-fim, n.pl. a Hebrew word of uncertain
derivation, denoting a certain kind of images, idols,

or household gods, of a human figure, associated

with divination, and commonly used in the popular
worship :

—

sing. Ter'aplL [Heb.]
Teratology, ter-a-tol'O-ji, «. the study of malforma-

tions or abnorm.il growths, animal or vegetable.

—

adj.

Teratogen'io, producing monsters. —n.Teratog'eny,
the production of monsters.

—

a<tjs. Ter'atold, mon-
strous ; Teratologic, -al, pertaining to teratology. - -

ns. Teratol'OgiSt, one skilled in teratology ; Tera-
to ma, an anomalous congenital tumour, olten con-

taining many different ti.s,sues.

—

adj. Terato'matOUS.—n. Teratosis, monstrosity. [Gr. leras, leratos, a
monster.]

Terbium, ter'bi-um, «. a rare metal found in certain

yttrium minerals.

—

adj. Ter'blC.
Terce, ters, «. (Scots latti) a widow's right, where she

has no conventional provision, to a liferent of a third

of the husband's heritable property : the office of the
third hour, which should be said between sunrise

and noon. [Tierce.]

Tercel, ters'el, «. Same as TierceL
Tercentenary, ter-sen'te-na-ri, adj. including or re-

lating to an interval of three hundred years.— «.

the 3oot:i anniversary of anything.

—

adj. Tercen-
tenniaL

Tercet, ter' set, K. a triplet.

Tercine, ter'sin, «. (hot.) a layer of the primine coat of

an ovule.

Terebene, ter'e-l)en, «. a light-yellow liquid, obtained

by treating oil of turpentine with sulphuric acid,

used as a disinfectant.—nr^'. Tereb'io, pertaining to

turpentine.

—

n. Ter'ebinth, the turpentine-tree.

—

adj. Tereblnth'ine. [L.,—Gr. terebinthos.]

Terebra, ter'e-bra, n. a Roman engine for making a
breach in a wall : the 1-orer or ovipositor of various

insects.—«<(/'. Ter'ebrant.—«. a borer, a bore.—»./.
Ter'ebrate, to bore.

—

adj. provided with a borer.

—

n. Terebra'tion. [L.]

Terebratula, ter-e-brat'Q-la, n. a genus of deep-sea

Brachiopods, from the form of the ventral valve of

their shell termed Lamp-shells.—«. Terebrat'ulld,

one of this genus. —rt^'. Terebrat'tUifonn. — «.

Terebrat'ullte, a fossil terebratulid.— ^j^//'. Tero-

brat'uloid (also «.).

Teredo, te-re'do, «. the ship-worm, a worm very

destructive in boring into wood.—Also Ter'edine.

[L.,—Gr. teredon, from teirein, to wear away.]

Terek, ter'ek, «. a kind of sandpiper, of the genus
Tere'kla.

Terentian, ter-en'shi-an, adj. pertaining to the Roman
comic poet Terence, P. Terentius Afer (b. 195 B.C.).

Teres, te'rez, «. a terete muscle.— adjs. Terete',

cylindrical and tapering, columnar ; Tereticau'-
date, round -tailed. [L. teres, teritis, smooth,
terere, to rub.]

Tergal, ter'gal. adj. pertaining to the hack, dorsal.

—

a.ijs. Tcr'gant (kcr.), turning the hack, recursant

;



Tergeminate (ate, far ; me, h^r ; mTno

;

Terrestrial

Terglf'erous, bearing on the back.—«. Ter'glte,

the tergum or back of one of the somites or seg-

ments of an arthropod, &c.

—

adj. Tergit'iC.— «.

Ter'gum, the back, dorsum, or notum, as of an
arthropod :—/>/. Ter'ga. [L. tergum, the back.)

Tergemlnate, ter-jem'i-nat, ndj. thrice double.—Also
Tergem'inal, Tergeminous.

Tergiversation, ter-ji-ver-sa'shun, n. a shuffling or

shmine : subterfuge : fickleness of conduct.— v.i.

Ter'glversate, to practise or use evasion. — «.

Ter'giversator. [L., from tergum, the back,
versdri, to turn.]

Term, tdrm, «. any limited period : the time for which
anything lasts : the time during which the courts of

law are open : certain days on which rent is paid :

that by wnich a thought is expressed, a word or ex-

pression : a condition or arrangement (gener. in//.):

(rt/f;)a member ofa compound quantity.—!'./, to apply
a term to : to name or call.—«. Term'er, one who
attends a court term, often with the sense of a shifty

rogue : one holding an estate for a term of years

—

also Term'or.

—

adj. Terminolog'ical.—/i^/t/. Ter-
minolog'lcally. — «. Terminology, doctrine of
terms : the terms used in any art, science, &c.

—

ndJ. Termless, having no term or end : (Spens.)
unlimited, boundless.

—

itd7>. Term'ly, term by term.

—Be on terms with, to be on friendly relations

with ; Bring to terms, to compel to the accept-
ance of conditions ; Come to terms, to come to

an agreement : to submit ; Eat one's terms (see

Eat) ; In terms of, in the language peculiar to

anything, in modes of; Keep a term, to give the

regular attendance during a period of study
;

Major term, in a syllogism, that which is tlie

predicate of the conclusion ; the Minor term,
that which Is the subject of the conclusion

;

Make terms, to come to an agreement ; Speak
in terms, to speak plainly ; Stand upon one's
terms (rw/M), to insist upon conditions. [Fr.

tcrnie— L. terminus, a boundary.)
Terma, ter'ma, «. the terminal lamina of the brain.—adj. Termat'lc.— «. the termatic artery. [Gr.,

' a limit.')

Termagant, ter'ma-gant, n. a boisterous, bold woman.—adj. boisterous: brawling: tumultuous.- -«. Ter'-
magancy, state or quality of being a termagant :

turbulence.—rt^7/. Ter'magantly. [M. E. Terma-
gant or Tervagant, a supposed Mohammedan
idol, represented in the old plays and moralities

as of a violent character—O. Fr. Tervagant, Ter-
vagan— It. Trrvigante, perh. from the moon as
wandering under three names of Seleiie {Luna) in

heaven, Artemis (Diana) on earth, and Persephone
{Proserpine) in the lower world.)

Termes, tir'mez, n. a genus of pseudoneuropterous
insects. ( Termite.']

Terminate, tir'min-at, z'.t. to set a limit to : to set
the boundary : to put an end to : to finish.

—

v.i. to

be limited : to end either in space or time : to
close.

—

adj. Ter'minable, that may be limited :

that may terminate or cease.—«. Ter'mlnableness.—adj. Ter'minal, pertaining to, or growing at, the
end or extremity : ending a series or part : occur-
ring in every term.

—

ii.pi. Termina'lla, an annual
Roman festival in honour of Terminus, the god of
boundaries.—«</?'. Ter'mlnally.— «. Termination,
act of terminating or ending : limit : end : result :

the ending of words as varied by their significa-

tion.

—

adjs. Termina'tlonal, pertaming to, or form-
ing, a termination ; Ter'mlnatlve, tfndins; to termi-
nate or determine : absolute.

—

adv. Ter'mlnatively.
— n. Ter'minator, one who, or that which, ter-

minates : the boundary between the illuminated and
dark portions of the moon or of a planet.

—

adj.
Ter'mlnatory. (L. termimts.]

Terminus, ter'mi-nus, «. the end or extreme point :

one of the extreme points of a railway, &c. : the

ancient Roman god of boundaries:— //. Ter"-

1000

mini {i).—ns. Ter'mlner (ialu), the act of deter-
mining ; Ter'minism, the theological doctrine that
there is a limit in the life of each man and of man-
kind for the operation of grace ; Ter'minist, one
who believes in terminism.

Termite, ter'mit, «. the white ant.

—

ns. Termita'rlum,
Termitary, a mound of tcTmhes.—adj. Ter'mitlne.
[L. termes, termitis, a wood-worm.]

Tern, tem, «. a long-winged aquatic fowl allied to
the gull.—«. Ter'nery, a place where terns breed.
[Allied to Dan. terne, sea-swallow, Ice. therna.]

Tern, tern, adj. threefold : consisting of three : grow-
ing in threes.—«. that which consists of three things
or numbers together : a prize in a lottery got by
drawmg three lavourahle numbers.

—

oiijs. Tor'nal,
threefold ; Ter'naiy, proceeding by, or consisting of,

threes.—«. the number three.—ri^'. Ter'nate, three-
fold, or arranged in threes,

—

adz'. Ter'nately.—«.

Ter'nlon, a section of paper for a book containing
three double leaves or twelve pages. [L. teriii,

three each

—

tres, three.)

Teme, tern, «. an inferior tin-plate for roofs and the
inside of packing-cases. [Fr. terne, dull.)

Terpene, ter'pen, «. one of several isomeric oily
hydrocarbons. [Terebfue.]

Terpsichore, terp-sik'5-re, «. one of the nine muses,
who j)resided over choral song and dancing.

—

luij.

TerpsiChore'an, relating to Terpsichore, or to

dancing. [Gr. terpsichore, delighting in dancing

—

terpsis, delight

—

terpetn, to enjoy, choros, dancing.)
Terra, ter'a, «. earth.—«j. Terr'a-COt'ta, a composi-

tion of clay and sand used for statues, hardened like

bricks by fire ; Terr'aCUlture, agriculture ; Terr'SB-

fil'iUS, a person of humble origin : formerly the title

of a scholar at Oxford who composed annually a
satirical lampoon in which considerable license was
allowed ; Terr'a-fir'ma, a term frequently employed
to denote continental land as distinguished front

islands: (coll.) land as distinguished from water;
Terr'a-japon'ioa, pale catechu or gambler ; Terfa-
mara (-mil'ra), an earthy deposit containing fer-

tilising organic or miuer.d matter, any deposit con-
taining prehistoric remains. — adjs. Terra'noan,
being in the earth ; Terra'neoUS, growing on land.—ns. Terra'rium, a vivarium for land animals ;

Terr'a-ros'Sa, a name given to a ferruginous red
earth extensively developed in the limestone dis-

tricts of south-eastern Europe, esp. in Istria and
Dalmatia. [L. terra, earth ; L. cocta, pa.p. of
coquere, to cook ; L. Jirjnus, firm ; It. atnara,
bitter ; rosso, red.)

Terrace, ter'as, «. a raised level bank of earth : any
raised flat place : the flat roof of a house :—//.

(geol.) comparatively level strips of land near the
sea, lakes, or rivers, with a sharp descent at the
edge towards the water, showing an ancient water-
level.

—

71. t. to form into a terrace. [Fr. terrasse—
It. terrazza— L. terra, the earth.)

Terrain, terTm, «. (geol.) any series of rocks con-
tinuously related : any tract considered in rela-

tion to its fitness for some purpose. [Fr.,— L.
terrenutn. )

Terrapin, ter'a-pin, H. the popular name of many
species of fresh -water and tidal tortoises of the
family Emydidce, natives of tropical and the
warmer temperate countries. [Supposed to be
Amer. Ind. in origin.)

Terraqueous, ter-a'kwg-us, adj. consisting of land
and water.—Also Terra'QUean. [Coined from L.
terra, earth, aqua, water.)

Terreen, ter-en', «. less common form of tureen.
Terremotive, ter-e-mO'tiv, adj. seismic.

Terrene, te-ren', adj. pertaining to the earth: earthy:
earthly.—oij'z'. Terrene'ly.—«. Terren'ity. [L. ter-
renus—terra, the earth.)

Terrestrial, te-res'tri-al, adj. pertaining to, or existing
on, the earth: earthly: living on the ground: repre-

senting the earth.

—

adv. Terres'trially.-«. Ter-



Terret mdte : mute : mOSn ; Men. Testament

res'trialness.— iii^. Terres'trious, terrestrial. [L.
lerrestris—terra, the earth.]

Terret, ter'et, «. one of the two round loops or rings
on a pad-tree, through which the driving reins pass.
—.Also TerMt.

Terrible, ter'i-bl, tuij. fitted to excite terror or awe :

awful : dreadful.— «J. Terr'lWe-in'fant, an incon-
veniently outspoken child—the Fr. en/ant terrible :

Terr'ibleness, state of being terrible : terror, dread.— tuiv. Terribly. [L. tembilis — terrere, to
frighten.]

TerriCOlOUS. te-rik'O-lus, adj. terrestrial.—Also Ter'rl-
COle, Terric'oUne. [L. lerra, earth, coiere, to

inliabit.]

Terrier, ter'i-er, «. a name originally applied to any
breed of dog used to burrow underground, but
now applied to any small dog—varieties are the
fox terrier, Scotch terrier (sometimes Skye ter-

rier), Dandie Diumotit (I'roni the stout Borderer
in Scott's 'Guy Marmering'), the Irish, terrier,
Bediing^ton, &c. : a hole or burrow where foxes,

rabbits, &c. secure themselves. [Fr. terrier—terre,

the earth— L. terra.]

Terrier, ter'i-er, «. a register or roll of a landed estate.

(O. Fr.,—L. terrarius—terra, land.]

Terrify, ter'i-fl, z>.t. to cause terror in : to frighten
greatly: to alarm :—/<z./. and /a./, terr'ifled.

—

ottj.

Terrific, creating or causing terror : fitted to terrify :

drcidful.—ii</7-.Terrif ically. [L. terrere, to terrify,

foiire, to make.]
Terrigenous, te-rlj'e-nus, adj. produced by the earth.
Terrine, te-ren', «. an earthenware ves.sel for contain-

ing; some dainty : a tureen for soup. [Fr.,—L. terra,
e.trth.]

Territory, ter'i-tO-ri, n. the extent of land .iround or
belongmg to a city or state : domain : (6'..S~.) a por-
tion of the country not yet admitted as a State into
the Union, and still under a provisional government.—adj. Territo'rial, pertaining to territory : limited
to a district.

—

v.t. Territo'rialise, to enlarge by
addition of territory : to reduce to the state of a
territory.

—

ns. Territo'rialisill, a theory of church
government according to which the ruler of a
countrj' has the natural right to rule also over the
ecclesiastical affairs of his people ; Territorial'Ity,
the possession of territory.

—

adv. Territo'rially.

—

adj. Terr'itoried, possessed of territory. [L. terri-

toriuin—terra, the earth.]

Terror, ter'or, n. extreme fear : an object of fear or
dread— (y)/»7/.) Terr'OUT.—a</;'. Terror-haunted,
h.iunted with terror. — «. Terrorisa'tion. — -;./.

Terr'Orise, to terrify: to govern by terror.— ns.
Terr'oriser, one who terrorises ; Terrorism, a state
of terror : a state which impresses terror : an organ-
ised system of intimidation ; Terr'oriSt, one who
rules by terror.

—

adjs. Terr'orless, free from terror :

harmless; Termor -smitten, -stricken, -struck,
seized with terror, terrified.

—

v.t. Terr'or- Strike,
to smite with terror. — King Of Terrors, death ;

Reign of Terror, or The Terror, the period of fever
in the first French Revolution, during which the
king, the queen, thousands of victims—the innocent
and the guilty—the Girondists, Danton, Madame
Roland, and at last Robespierre, were hurried to the
guillotine. [L. terror—terrere, to frighten.]

Terry, ler'i, «. a pile fabric with uncut loops.
Tersanctus. See Trisaglon.
Terse, lers, adj. compact or concise, with smoothness

or elegance : neat.— nrt't'. Tersely.—wj.Terse'ness,
conciseness, brevity ; Ter'slon, act of wiping. [L.
tersus—tergere, tersum, to rub clean.]

Tertlal, ter'shal, adj. of the third rank among the
flight-feathers of a bird's wing.—«. a tertiary flight-

feather.

Tertian, ter'shi-an, adj. occurring every third day.

—

n. an ague or fever with paroxysms every third day.

fL. ti'rtiattus—tertius, third

—

tres, three.)

Tertiary, ter'shi-ar-i, adj. of the third degree, order.

or formation : pertaining to the series of sedimentary
rocks or strata lying above the chalk and other
secondary strata, and abounding in organic re-

mains— the Caitiozoic : (onnth.) tertial.— «. one
who, or that which, is tertiarj-.

—

n.pl. Ter'tlaries, a
class in the R.C. Church, who, without entering
into the seclusion of a monastery, aspire to prac-
tise in ordinary life all the substantial obligations
of the scheme of virtue laid down in the Gospel.
[L. tertiarins—tertius.]

TerunclUS, terun'shi-us, n. an ancient Roman coin,

i as, weighing 3 oz.

Teru-tero, ter'CO-ter'O, n. the Cayenne lapwing.
TerVY, ter'vi, v.t. (J>rov.) to struggle.
Terza-rlma, ter'tsa-rema, «. a form of Italian triplet

in iambic decasyllabics, in which the middle line of
the first triplet rhymes with the first and third lines
of the next triplet, as in Dante's Divina Commedia
and Longfellow's translation of it.—«. Terzet'tO, a
musical composition for three voices. [It., terza,
fern, of terzo, third, rinta, rhyme.]

Tesho-lama. See Lama.
Tessera, tes'e-ra. K. one of the small square tiles or

cut stones used in forming tessellated pavements :

—

41. Tesseraa—also Tessella :—//. Tessel'las.- «<(/>.

ess'ellar, composed of, or like, tessella: ; Tess'ellar,
Tessera'io, Tesseral, made up of tesserae.—r./.
Tess'ellate, to form into squares or lay with check-
ered work.— rtr//. Tessellated.—«. Tessella'tlon,
tessellated or mosaic work : the operation of making
it. [L. tessella, dim. o( tessera, a. square piece.]

Test, test, «. a pot in which metals are tried and
refined : any critical trial : means of trial : (chetu.)

anything used to distinguish substances or detect
their presence, a reagent : standard: proof: distinc-

tion : a witness, testimony : the hard covermg of
certain animals, shield, lorica.

—

v.t. 10 put to proof:
to examine critically.

—

ns. Test'-pa'per, a bibulous
paper saturated with some chemical compound that

readily changes colour when exposed to certain

other chemicals ; Test'-plate, a white plate or

tile on which to try vitrifiable colours by heat : a
glass plate with a series of finely ruled lines used
in testing the resolv-

ing power of microscopic <^ ^
objectives ; Test'-tube, a ygmmma^m^^m^tm^
cylinder of thin glass

closed at one end, used Test-tube.

in testing liquids.

—

n.pl.

Test'-t3rpes, letters or words in type of different

sizes for testing the sight.—Test Acts, acts meant
to secure that none but rightly afl^ected persons

and members of the established religion shall hold
office—especially those of 1673 and 1685. [O. Fr.

test—h. testa, an earthen pot.]

Test, test, v.t. to attest legally and date.

—

v.i. to make
a will.

—

adj. Tes'table, capable of being given by
will, capable of witnessing. [Fr. tester— L. tesldri,

to testify.]

Testa, tes'ta, «. the o\iter integument of a seed.

Testacea, tes-t.l'se-a, n.pl. shelled or cnistaceous ani-

mals.—rt(^>. Testa'cean (also «.), Testa ceous, con-

sisting of, or having, a hard shell.—«J. Testacell a,

a genus of molluscs belonging to the Puiiiu^ni/era,

and represented in Britain by three species ; TestacO-

og'raphy, descriptive testaceology ; Testaceol'ogy,
conchnlogy. [L. testacetts—testa, a shell.]

Testament, tes'ta-ment, «. that which testifies, or in

which an attestation is made : the solemn declaration

in writing of one's will : a will : a dispensation, as of
the Mosaic or old and the Christian or new. one of
the two great divisions of the Bible.

—

n. Tes'tacy,
state of being testate.

—

adjs. Testamen'tal, Testa-
men'tary, pertaining to a testament or will : be-
queathed ordone by will.

—

adv. Tostamon'tartly.—adjj Tes'tate, having made and left a will.

—

ns.
Testa'tion, a witnessing, a giving by will ; Testa'-
tor, one who leaves a will:

—

fern. Testa'trlz;



Testamur fate, far ; m£, her ; mine ; Tetrandrla

Testa'tum, one of the clauses of an English deed,
enumerating the operative words of transfer, state-

ment of consideration, money, &c. [L. tesiatueu-
tuin—testari, to be a witness

—

testis, a witness.]
Testamur, tes-ta'mur, «. a certificate that one has
passed an examination at an English university

—

from the opening word. [L., 'we testify.']

Tester, tcs'ter, «. a flat canopy, esp. over the head of
a bed. (O. Fr. teste (Fr. tite\ tlie head—L. testa,

an earthen pot, the skull.]

Tester, tcs'ter, «. a sixpence—also Tes'tem.-r'. C.

Tes'tem (Shak.), to present or reward with a six-

pence. [O. Fr. teston—teste (Fr. tlte), the head,
from that of Louis XII. on it.]

Testicle, tes'ti-kl, «. a gland which secretes the
seminal fluid in males, a testis, one of the stones.—adjs. Tes'ticond, having the testes concealed

;

Testicular, pertaining to a testicle ; TestlC'U-
late, -d, shaped like a testicle.—«. Tes'tls, a tes-

ticle, a rounded body resembling it :—//. Testes.
[L. iesticulus, dim. of testis, a testicle.]

Testlere, tes-ti-ar', «. complete armour for a horse's
head. [O. Fr.)

Testify, tes'ti-fl, v.i. to bear witness : to make a
soleum declaration : to protest or declare a charge
(with against).—v.t. to bear witness to : toafiirni or
declare solemnly or nn oath -.—pa.t. and pn.p.
tes'tifled.— W.S-. Testlficate {Scots lav!), a solemn
written assertion ; Testifica'tlon, the act of testify-

ing or of bearing witness ; Tes'tlfier. [L. testificari— testis, a witness, yac/r?, to make.)
Testimony, tes'ti-mO-ni, «. evidence : declaration to

prove some fact : proof: (i>'.) the two tables of the
law : the whole divine revelation.

—

v.t. (^Shak.) to

witness.

—

aeij. Testimo'nial, containing testimony.—«. a writing or certificate bearing testimony to

one's character or abilities : a sum of money raised
by subscription and presented in any form to a
person as a token of respect.

—

v.t. Testimo'nialise,
to present with a testimonial. [L. testimoiiiuni—
tesrdri, to witness.)

Testing, tes'ling, «. the act of trying for proof: the

operation of refining gold and silver : chemical
analysis.—Testing Clause, in a Scotch deed, the
last clause which narrates when and where the
parties signed the deed, before what witnes.ses, by
whose hand written, &c.

Testril, tes'tril, «. (^Shak.) same as Tester, a six-

pence.

TestUdinal, tes-tO'din-al, adj. relating to, or resem-
bling, the tortoise.—iw^.s. Testu'dlnate, -d, Testu-
din'eous, arched, vaulted, resembling the carapace
ofa tortoise.

—

u. TestU'do, a cover for the protection
of Roman soldiers attacking a wall, formed by over-
lapping their oblong shields above their heads : any
similarly shaped shelter for miners, &c. : an encysted
tumour: the fornix: a kind of lyre, the lute. [L.
testlido, -inis, the tortoise.)

Testy, tes'ti, ndj. heady: easily irritated: fretful:

peevish.—arfz*. Tes'tily.—«. Tes'tiness. [From
O. Fr. teste {^r. tite), the head.)

Tetanus, let'a-nus, «. an involuntary, persistent,

intense, and painful contraction or cramp of more
or less extensive groups of the voluntary muscles :

lockjaw : the state of prolonged contraction of a
muscle under stimuli repeated quickly. — adjs.

Tetanic; Tet'anlform ; Tetanig'enous.—«. Teta-
nlsa'tlon.- z/./. Tet'anise.— «<<;. Tetanoid.—«.

Tetany, a rare and little understood disease of the

nervous system, occurring both in children and
adults, characterised by recurring attacks of tonic

spasm of various muscles, particularly those of the
nngers and toes, associated with defective hygienic
conditions, imperfect ventilation, poor diet, and in

children with nckets. [L.,—Gr. ,

—

tetanos, stretched
~ teiiteiu. to stretch.)

Tetchy, Techy, tech'i, adj. touchy, peevish, fretful.

—adv. Tetcn'ily, in a tetchy or fretful manner.

—

«. Tetch'iness, the state of being tetchy or fretful.

[ Touchy. ]

Tete, tiit, n. a head, head-dress.—«. TSte-ll-t4te(tat'-

a-iat'), a private confidential interview : a sofa for

two.

—

adj. confidential, secret.

—

adv. in private con-
versation : face to face. (Fr.)

Tether, te/A'er, «. a rope or chain for tying a beast,

while feeding, within certain limits.

—

v.t. to confine

with a tether : to restrain within certain limits.

[M. E. tedir, ace. to Skeat, prob. Celt., Gael, tead-

hair, a tether, W. tid, a chain. The Low Ger.
iider. Ice. tjotSir, are prob. borrowed.)

Tetrabranchiate, tet-ra-brang'ki-at, adj. having four
gills.—«.//. Tetrabranch'iata.

Tetrachord, tet'ra-kord, «. a series of four sounds,
forming a scale of two tones and a half.

—

adj. Tetra-
chordal. [Gr. tetrachordos, four-stringed

—

tetra,

for tetara = tessares, four, chorde, chord.)

TetrachotomOUS, tet-ra-kot'O-mus, adj. doubly dicho-
tomous, arranged in four rows.—«. Tetrac'tomy, a
division into four parts. [Gr. tetracha, in four parts,

temnein, to cut.)

Tetract, tet'rakt, adj. having four rays.—.\lso Tetrac'-
tinal, Tetrac'tine. (Gr., tetra-, four, aMtis, a ray.)

Tetrad, tet'rad, «. a group of four : (ckeiit.) an atom,
radical, or eientent having a combining power of

iour.—adjs. Tetrad, Tetrad'ic—«. Tefradite, one
who attaches mystic properties to the number four,

one born in the fourth month or on the lourth day
ol the month.

Tetradactyl, tet-ra-dak'til, adj. having four fingers

or toes—also Tetradac'tylous.-«. Tetradactyl,
a four-toed animal.

Tetradecapod, tet-ra-dek'a-pod, adj. having fourteen

feet.—«.//. Tetradecap'oda, lourteen-footed crusta-

ceans.—rt<//'. Tetradecap'odous.
Tetragamy, te-trag'a-mi, K. marriage for the fourth

time. (Gr., tetra-, ioar, gamas, marriaee.)

Tetragon, tet'ra-gon, «. a figure of four angles.

—

adj.

Tetrag'onal. [Gr. tetragonon—tetra-, four, gdnia,
an angle.)

Tetragram, tet'ra-gram, n. a word of four letters

:

the Tetragrammaton : (gcoi/i.) a quadrilateral.—«.

Tetragram'maton, the name JeHoVaH as written

with four Hebrew letters, regarded as a mystic

symbol : similarly some other .sacred word of four

letters, as the Latin Dens. [Gr., tetra-, four,

gramma, a letter.)

Tetragynous, tet-raj'i-nus, adj. (*fl('.)having four styles

or pistils—also Tetrag3rn'lan.—k.//. Tetragsni'ia.

Tetrahedron, tet-ra-he'dron, «. a solid figurf enclosed

by four bases or triangles.— «w(;>. Tetrahe'dral,

h.iving four sides : bounded
by four triangles ; Tetra-
hexahe'dral.—«. Tetrahex'-
ahedron, a solid of twenty-

four triangular faces. [Gr.,

tetra-, four, hedra, a ba.se.)

Tetralogy, te-tral'O-ji, n. a
group of four dramas, three

tr.Tgic and one satiric, ex-

hibited together at the fes-

tivals of Dionysos at Athens :

any series of four related dramatic or operatic works.
Tetramera, te-tram'e-ra, n.pl. a division of beetles

with four-jointed tarsi.

—

adj. Tetram'eral, four-

parted.— «. Tetram'erlBm, division into four parts.

—adj. Tetram'erous, having four parts. [Gr.,

tetra-, four, tneros, part.)

Tetrameter, te-tram'e-t*r, adj. having four measures,
each of two iambic or trochaic feet.—n. a verse of
four measures. [Gr. tetrametros — tetra-, four,

metron, measure.)
Tetrandlia, te-tran'dri-a, n. the fourth class of the

Linnsan classification of plants, containing those

with four stamens in a flower.

—

adjs. Tetran'drlan,
Tetran'drous. [Gr., tetra-, four, anir, andros, a
man.)

Tetrahedron.
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Tetrao mOte : mQte ; mOCn ; tAen. Thalltis

Tetrao, tet'ra-o, h. the chief genus of the family
Teiraoitiiia, which also inchides quails and par-

tridges. From these the grouse (forming a sub-
family, 1 etraonina) are distinguished. 1 he genus
Tetrao is represented by the Capercailzie and the
Blackcock or Black Grouse. [L.,—Gr. teiraon, a
plieas.int.]

TetrapetalOUS, tet-ra-pet'a-lus, adj. (bot.) having four
distinct petais or flower-leaves.

TetraphyllOUS, tet-ra-fifus, aJj. having four leaves

:

consisting of four distinct leaves or leaflets. [Gr.,

tetra; four, phyllon, a leaf.]

Tetrapla, teira-pla, ». a Bible consisting of four
difl^erent versions in parallel columns, originally the

edition of the Old Testament published by Origen,
containing four Greek versions (those of Aquila,
Symmachus, Theodotion, and the Septuagint). [Gr.

tttraplous, fourfold.]

Tetrapod, tet'ra-pod, ». an insect distinguished by hav-
ing but fourperfect legs. — ii///'. four-footed, with four
legs—also Tetrap'odous.—«. Tetrap'ody, a group
of lour feet [Gr., tetra-, iowx

,
pous, poUos, foot.]

Tetrapolitan, tet-ra-pol'i-tan, adj. pertaining to a

Tetrap olis or a group of four towns.—Tetrapolltan
Confession, the Confession which the four cities of
Str.isburg, Constance, Memmingen, and Lindau pre-

sented to the Diet of Augsburg (nth July 1530),
and, properly speaking, the first Confession of the
Reformed Church.

TetrapterOUS, te-trap'te-rus, adj. having four wings.
—.Also Tetrap teran, [Gr., tetra-, four, ptrroH, a

Tetraptote, tet'rap-tot, «. a noun with but four cases.

IGr., tetra-, four, ptdsis, a case.]

Tetrarcb, tet'rark, or te', «. under the Romans, the
ruler of the fourth part of a province : a subordinate
prince : the commander of a subdivi'iion of a Greek
phalanx.—>«j. Tet'rarcliate, Tet'rarchy, office or

jurisdiction of a tetrarch : the fourth p.irt of a
province. [Gr., tetra-, four, arches, a ruler.]

TetrasemiC, tet-ra-semik, adj. (pros.) equivalent to

four short syllables, as a dactyl, anapaest, or spondee.
[Gr., tetra-, four, senta, a sign.)

TetraspermoUS. tet-ra-sper'mus, adj. four-seeded.
[Gr., tetra-, four, spernia, seed.)

Tetraspore, tet'ra-spOr, «. a reproductive body, com-
posed of four spores or germs, found in algae.

—

euijs.

Tetraspor'lc, Tet'raaporoua. [Gr., tetra-, four,

spora, seed.)

Tetrastich, tet'ra-stik, «. a stanza, &c., of four lines, a
quartet.—<><^V.Tetrastich'ic,Tetras'tlchous. [Gr.,

tetra-, four, sticlios, a row.)

Tetrastyle, tet'ra-stll, «. a temple or other building
having four front columns in its portico : a group of
four pillars.—<i(^".. having four pillars. [Gr., tetra-,

four, stylos, a column.

)

Tetrasyllable, tet'ra-sil-a-bl, «. a word of four
syllables.—(»/(;>. Tetrasyllable, -al, conskting of
four ".yllables.

Tetratheism, tet'ra-the-izm, «. the belief in four
elements in the Godhead—the three persons of the
Trinity and a divine ejisence out of which each of
these originates. [Gr., tetra-, four, theos, God.)

Tett, tet, «. (obs.) a plait.

Tetter, tet'er, «. a popular name for several eruptive
diseases of the skin.

—

v.t. to aflfect with such.

—

adj.
TetteroUS. (A.S. teter.\

Tettix, tet'iks, «. a cicada : an ornament for the hair
of that shape. [Gr., 'gra-sshopper.']

Teuob, Teugh, tuh, adj. a Scotch form of tough.
Tencrian, tu'kri-an, adj. relating to the ancient
Trojans {Teucri) or to the Troad.

—

n. a Trojan.
Teuton, tu'ton, n. one of the ancient inhabitants of
Germany, esp. of a tribe living north of the Elbe
who invaded Gaul, along with the Cimbri, and were
cut to pieces by Marius near Aix in 102 B.C. : one
belonging to that division of the .Aryans including

High and Low Germans and Scandinavians.

—

adj.

Teuton'lC, belonging to the race so called, including
Germans, Scandinavians, English, &c. : also to their
language.— «j. Teuton'iCism, Teu'tonism, a Ger-
manism; Teutonlsa tion, the act of Germanising.

—

v.t. and v.i. Teu tonise, to Germanise, to adopt
German ways.—Teutonic KnlghtS, one of the three
military - religious ordei-s of knighthood lotmded
during the period of the Crusades, tiieir distinguish-
ing habiliment a white mantle with a black cross.
[L. Teutones—Goth, thiuda, a nation. Cf. Dutch.]

Tew, tu, v.t. to make anything ready, to work up : to
beat, mix, pound : to taw, as leather : to scourge,
dx\i\x—v.i. to work, to bustle, to potter about.—«.
trouble, worry.

Text, tekst,«. the original words of an author: that on
which a comment is written : a passage of Scripture on
which a sermon is supposed to be based.

—

tis. Text'-
book, a book containing the leading principles of a
science ; Text'-hand, a large hand in writing—so
called because it was the practice to write the text

of a book in large-h.ind ; Text -man, Tex'tiialiSt,
one ready in citing Scripture texts : one who ad-
heres to the text.

—

adj. TeX'tUal, pertaining to, or
contained in, the text ; serving for a text.

—

adz'.

Textually.—«j. Tex'tuary, a textualist ; Textus,
the authoritative text, esp. of the Bible.—TextllB
receptUS, the received text of the Greek Testament.
(L. textus—texere, textum, to weave.)

Textile, teks'til, adj. woven : capable of being woven.
—«. a woven fabric— «r//'. Texto'rlal, pertaining to

weaving. [L. textilis—texere, textum, to weave.]
Texture, teks'tur, «. anything woven, a web : manner

of weaving or connecting : disposition of the p;irts

of a hody.—adj. Tex'tural. [L. textura—texere.]

Thack, thak, «. a Scotch form of thatch.—VnAeit
thack and rape, safely secured under thatch and
rope, snug generally.

Thalrm, /^~irm, n. (Scot.) an intestine : catgut, a
musical string.

Thalamus, thal'a-mus, «. the receptacle of a flower,

the thallus of a fungus : the thalamus of the

optic nerve: an inner room, nuptial chamber:

—

//. Thal'ami.—«(//>. Thal'amlc, pertaining to the

optic thalamus ; Thal'aml-flo'ral, having the parts

of the flower inserted on the thalamus or recep-

tacle.

—

n. Thalamlum, the layer of reproductive

cells in the apothecia of lichens :—pt. Thala'mla.
[Gr., 'chamber.']

ThalaSSiC, tha-las'ik, adj. pertaining to the smaller

seas— opp. to Oceanic: {zont.) pelagic.

—

us. Thalas-
soc'racy, Thalassoc'raty, the sovereignty of the

seas ; ThalasSOg rapher, a student of the pheno-
mena of the ocean.

—

adj. ThalaSSOgraph'lC.

—

US.

ThalaSSOg'raphy, the science of the ocean, ocean-
Oijraphy ; ThalaSSOm'eter, a tide-gauge. [Gr. tha-
iassa, the sea.)

Thaler, ta'ler, «. a dollar, in Germany a silver coin
worth about 3s. [Ger. Cf. Dollar.]

Thalia, tha-lta. «. one of the nine muses, who pre-

sided over pastoral and comic poetry-.

—

adj. Tha-
li'an. [Gr. Thaleia, Thalia—Ihallein, to bloom.]

Thalictrom, tha-lik'trum, u. a genus of perennial herbs

of the Crowfoot family, the meadow-rues : a plant of

this genus. (Gr. thaliktron— thallein, to bloom.)

Thallium, thal'i-um, «. a metal closely resembling

lead in colour and softness, but slightly heavier, first

discovered in 1861, and so called from the presence

of an intense green line in the spectrum of the flame
in which it is volatilised.— «/(/>. Thall'lc, Thall'ioUS.

[Gr. thallos, a green shoot.]

Thallus, thal'us, «. a vegetative hody showing little

or no differentiation into leaf, stem, and root, and
characteristic of the Thall'ophytes or lower Crypto-
gamia. including aigs, fungi, and lichens. ^^^//j.
Thalliform, of the form of a thallus ; Thall'ine,
Thallod'iC, pertaining to a thallus.—«. Thall'Ogen,
a thallophyte.

—

adjs. Thallog'enous, belonging to
the thallogens ; Thall'oid, Thall'ose, resembling a



Tlialwegr fSte, fSr ; me, her : mine ; Theca

thallus.—«j. Thallome, a thallus ; Tham'nltun, the

branched shrub-like thallus ol fruticulose lichens.

[Gr. ihailos, a young shoot.]

Tbalweg, tal'vah, «. the deepest part of a valley.

[Ger., thai, valley, weic, way.]
Thammuz = 7Vi/«w«i(q.v.).

Than, tfoiw, conj. when, as, if compared with—a word
placed after the comparative of an adjective or

adverb between the things compared. [A.S. thonne,

in its use a relative or conjunctive adverb, equivalent

to our when, used after comparatives to introduce

the standard of comparison ; closely allied to tlwne,

accus. masc. of def. art. Cf. Tlu.\

Thanatoid, than'a-toid, adj. looking like dead : deadly.
— adj. Thanatognomon'ic, indicating death. —
m. ThanatOg'raphy, an account of one's death

;

Thanatol'Ogy, the sciemific consideration of

death ; Thanatopho'bia, a morbid dread of death
;

Thanatop'sis, a view of, or reflection upon, death

;

Thanato'siS, death of a part, gangrene. [Gr.

thanatos, death.]

Tbane, than, n. a member of a class in the old English
community that stood distinctly below the old nobi-

'lity (eorlas, &c.), but above the mere landowners or
•ceorls—a kind of nobility of service rather than
blood.—»r. Tha'nage, Thane'dom, the jurisdiction

or the dignity of a thane ; Thane'hood, Thane'ship.
[A.S. thegen, thegn, a servant, nobleman

—

thduiti,

to grow ; cog. with Ice. ihegn, a man, warrior, Ger.
degen, a soldier, servant, Gr. tekuon, child.]

Thank, thangk, v.t. to express gratitude for a favour.
—«. (usually in //.) expression of gratitude for

favour received, often elliptically = My thanks to

you.—rt^'. Thank'ful, full of thanks: grateful.—Wt'.
Thank'fully.— «. Thankfulness.— «(//'. Thank"

-

less, unthankful : not expressing thanks for favours :

not gaining thanks. —rtrt'z'. Thanklessly, in a thank-
less manner : unthankfuUy.—«j. Thanklessness,
the state of being thankless : ingratitude ; Thank'-
Off'ering, an offering made to express thanks for

mercies received ; Thanks'glver, one who gives
thank.s, or acknowledges a favour ; Thanks'givlng,
act of giving thanks : a public acknowledgment of
divine goodness and mercy : a day set apart for this,

esp. that in the United States on the last Thursday
of November : a form of giving thanks, -a grace, that
form preceding the last two prayers of morning or
evening prayer or of the litany— the General Thanks-
giving: Thank'WOrthiness, the state of being thank-
worthy.

—

adj. Thank'worthy, worthy of, or deserv-
ing, thanks. — «. Thank'-you-ma'am, a ridge or
hollow across a road— from the sudden bobbing of
the head of a person in a vehicle crossing it. [A.S.
thane, ihonc, will, thanks; cog. with Ger. dank;
from the root of think. ]

Thapsla, thap'si-a, n. a genus of umbelliferous plants
round the Mediterranean. [L.,—Gr. , a plant that
dyed yellow, prob. Thapsia garganica, brought
from Thapsus, Sicily.]

Thargella, thar-ge'li-a, n.pl. one of the more im-
jiortant ancient Greek festivals, held at Athens
in honour of Apollo, in the month of Thargelion
(May-June).

That, Mat, pron. demons, and rel.—as a demons, {pi.

Those) it points out a person or thing : the former
or more distant thing : not this but the other : as a
r-el. , who or which.

—

conj. used to introduce a clause :

tecause : for: in order that. [A.S. thtrt, neut. of
the article the (fie, tied, tSert, usually replaced by se,

self, ^off); cog. with Ger. das, dass ; Gr. to. Sans.
tat. Cf. The.]

Vhatoh, thach, v.t. to cover, as a roof, with straw,
reeds, &c.

—

n. straw, &c., used to cover the roofs of
buildings and stacks.-—«J. Thatch'er ; Thatch'ing,
the act or art of covering with thatch : the materials
used for thatching. |.\.S. thac, thatch, whence
iheccan, to cover ; cog. with Ger. decken, L. teglre,

Gr. stegein, to cover.]

Thaumaslte, thaw'ma-stt, n. a dull white mineral
calcium compound. [Gr. thaumazein, to wonder.)

Thaumatrope, thaw'ma-tr6p, H. a variation of the
Zoetrope (q.v.). [Gr. thauma, wonder, tropos—
trepein, to turn.]

Thaumaturgy, thaw'ma-tur-ji, n. the art of working
wonders or miracles, —aaj. Thauman'tian (Riiskin),
wonderful.

—

ns. ThaumatOg eny, the doctrine of
the miraculous origination of life ; Thaiunatog'-
raphy, description of natural wonders ; Thauma-
tolatiy, undue wonder-worship ; Thaumaturge, a
wonder-worker.-rt^//>. ThaumatUT'giC, -al, wonder-
working.— «.//. Thaumatur'g^CS, wonderful, especi-
ally magical, performances : feats of legerdemain.

—

ns. Thaumatur'gism, thaumaturgy ; Thaumatur'-
gist, a wonder-worker ; ThaumatUT'gUS, a wonder-
worker : a worker of miracles, applied to certain
saints. [Gr.,

—

thaiiina, a wonder, ergon, work.]
Thaw, thaw, v.i. to melt or grow liquid, as ice : to

become so warm as to melt ice.

—

v.t. to cause to

melt.—«. the melting of ice or snow by heat : the
change of weather which causes it.

—

aiij. Thaw'y,
inclined to thaw. [A.S. thdwian; cog. with Ger.
tliauen, to tiiaw, to fall in dew.]

The, ///e, or (when emphatic) Me, demons, pron.
usually called the definite article, used to denote a
particular person or thing : also to denote a species,

[A.S. t/te, rarely used as nom. masc. of def. art., but

common as an indeclinable relative. [Cf. That.]

The, the, adv. used before comparatives, as, ' the

more the better.' [A.S. thy, by that, by that much,
the instrumental case of the def art.]

TheandliC, th€-an'drik, adj. pertaining to the union

and co-operation of the divine and human natures.

(Gr., theos, a god, aner, andros, man.]
Theanthropos, the-an-thrO'pos, n. the God-man,

Clirist as having both a divine and human person.

—

adjs. Theanthrop'lC, -al, being at once divine and
human: embodying deiiy in human forms. — ns.

Thean'thropism, Thean'thropy, the ascribing of
human qualities to deity, also of divine qualities to

man ; Thean'thropist, one who believes in thean-

thropism. [Gr. theos, a god, anthropos, man.]
Thearchy, the'ark-i, «. a theocracy : a l)ody of divine

ru\e.TS.—adj. Thear'ChiC. (Gr. tliearchia—tluos, a
god, archein, to be first, to rule

—

arche, beginning.)

Theatln, thS'a-tin, «. a member of a R.C. religious

brotherhood founded in 1524, taking its name from
Theate (It. Chieti), of which one of its first founders,

John Peter Caraffa, was bishop.

Theatre, the'a-ter, n. a place where public repre-

sentations, chiefly dramatic or musical, are seen,

a play-house : any place rising by steps like the

seats of a theatre : a building adapted for scholastic

exercises, anatomical demonstrations, &c. : scene of

action, field of operations : the dram.i, the stage.

—

adjs. Theat'riO, -al, relating or suitable to a theatre,

or to actors : pompous : artificial, affected.

—

z'.t. and
v.i. Theat'ricalise, to adapt to dramatic representa-

tion : to make stagy.—«j. Theat'rlcallsm, Theat-
rloal'ity, siaginess, artificiality. — adv. Theatri-
cally, in a theatrical manner : in a manner suiting

the stage.—«. Theafrlcalness. —//.//. Theatricals,
dramatic perform nces.

—

v.i. Theat'ricise, to play

a part.

—

ns. Theat'ricism, theatricality, affectation,

staginess ; Theatroma'nia, a craze for play-going

;

Theat'rophone, a telephone connected with a
theatre. (Gr. theatron—theaomai, 1 see.]

Theave, thev, «. {f>ro7'.) a ewe of the first year.

Thebaine, the'ba-in, «. an alkaloid obtained from
opium. — Also Theba'ia.

Theban, the'ban, «. a native of Thebes: (Shah.) a

wise mun.—adjs. Theba'ic, The'ban.—«. Theba'id,
the district around Egyptian I'hebes.—Theban
year, the Egyptian year of 365J days.

Theca, the'ka, «. a sheath, case, or sac, a spore-case :

a case for a corporal-cloth:—//. The'CtB. — adjs.

Thecal, The'cate.—;u. The'caphore, a receptacle
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Theda mOte ; mOte ; mCOn ; /ken. Theophllanthropy

bearing thecse ; The'casporo, a spore produced in a
theca.—rt<^>. Thecaspo rous ; Thecli'erous, bear-

ing thecae ; The'Cifonu, thecal in use or form. — //.

The'Cium, the part of the apothecium containing
the organs of the fruit in lichens. (Gr. tliike.\

Thecla, thek'la, n, a genus of butterflies, containing
the hair-streaks.

Thee, ///e, pron. objective of thou. [A.S. tlu, dat.

accus. of M« (cf. Thoii).\

Tbee, the, v.L {Spens.) to prosper, to thrive. [A.S.
theSii, thiiSn, to thrive, to grow ; Ger. ge-deihen, to

increase.)

Theft, theft, «. act of thieving.—rt<^'. Theft'UOUS,
thievish.—«</». Theft'UOUSly. [A.S. thedfth, thy/th

—tlubf, thief.]

Theine, the'in, n. a bitter crystallisable volatile prin-

ciple found in tea.— «i. The'ic, a tea-drunkard
;

The'ism, a morbid state resulting from over-much
tea-drinking.

Their, //»3r, pass. adj. pron. of or belonging to them.
[A.S. ydrvt, gen. pi. of the def. art. (replaced the

older hira).'\

Theirs, /Aarz, pass, of they. [Like hers, ours, yours,
a double genitive containing a plural suffix r-|-a
sing. -s. These forms were confined in the 13th
and 14th centuries to the Northern dialects, and are
probably due to Scandinavian influence.)

Theism, the'izm, «. belief in the existence of God
with or without a belief in a special revelation.—«.

The'ist, one who believes in GoA.—adjs. Theist'ic,

-al, pertaining to theism, or to a theist : according
to the doctrines of theists. [Gr. theos, God.)

Them, them, pron. objective of they.
.
[A.S. Hiim, dat.

fl.
of the def. art. (this replaced the o\Act heom, hew).

t is the result of two cross influences ; the th is

taken from Old Norse yeim, the e from A.S. hetii.]

Theme, them, «. a subject set or proposed for dis-

cussion, or on which a p-rson speaks or writes,

a thesis, a brief essay: a verb in its radical form
unmodified by inflections : (mits.) subject, a short

melody developed with variations : an administrative
division under the Byzantine empire.—«. The'ma,
that which constitutes a subject of thought.—«<(;'.

Themat'ic.—iii/r'. Themafically.—«. The'matist,
a writer of themes. [Ft. thiint—L. tluma—Gr.
tithemi, I place, set.)

Themis, them'is, «. daughter of Uranus and Ge,
mother of the Hours and the Fates, the personifi-

cation of the order of things established by law,

custom, and equity. [Gr.)
Themselves, Memselvz'. pron. pi. of himself, herself,

nni\ itself. [Them awA self.]

Then, then, adv. at that time : afterward : immedi-
ately : at another time.

—

conj. for that reason, there-

fore : in that case.

—

adj. being at that lime.

—

it.

a specific time already mentioned.—By then, by
that time. [A doublet of than.}

Thenar, thS'nar, «. the palm of the hand or the sole

of the foot.

—

adj. of or pertaining to the thenar.

[Gr. thenar— theitiein, to stretch. ]

Thence, Mens, athy. from that time or place : for that
reason.

—

adris. Thenceforth, from that time forth

or forward ; Thenceforward, from that time forward
or onward. [M. E. thenne-s, thenne (cf. Theu\
with the pen. ending -j—A.S. t5a«a«. Cf. Htnce
and Whence.}

Theobroma, the-O-brO'ma, «. a small tropical Ameri-
can genus of trees of the sterculia or kola-nut family.

'l'h« best-known species, Theobroma cacao, yields
the cocoa and chocolate of commerce.

—

n. Theobro'-
mine, an alkaloid principle, similar to theine and
caffeine, existing in the chocolate nut. [Gr., theos,

a god, brdma, food.)

Theocracy, th€-ok'ra-sJ, «. that constitution of a state

in which the Almighty is regarded as the sole sove-
reign, and the laws of'^the realm as divine commands
rather than human ordinances—the priesthood neces-
sarily becoming the officers of the invisible ruler :

the state thus governed.— «j-. The'ocrat, TheoC-
ratist.—(j</7>. Theocratic, -aL [Gr. theokratia—
theos, God, krateiu, to rule.)

Theocrasy, the-O-kra'si, «. the mixed worship of poly-
theism : a mystic intimacy with deity reached through
profound contemplation. [Gr. theos, a god, hrasis,

a mixing.)
Theocritean, the-ok-ri-te'an, adj. after the manner of

T/teocritus (3d century B.C.), the greatest of Greek
pastoral poets : pastoral, idyllic.

Theodicy, the-od'i-si, «. a name given to the ex-
position of the theory of Divine Providence, with a
view especially to the vindication of the sanctity and
justice of God in establishing the present order of
things, in which evil, moral as well as physical, so

largely appears to prevail. — Oiij. Theodlce'an.
[Gr. theos, God, dike, justice.)

Theodolite, the-od'O-lU, «. an instrument used in

land-surveying for the measurement of angles hori-

zontal and vertical, being neither more nor less than
an altitude and azimuth instrument, proportioned
and constructed so as to be conveniently portable.

—

adj. Theodolit'iC. [Ety. unknown ; Gr. iheasthai,

to see -|- hodos, way -(- litos, smooth ; theastltai +
dolichos, long. &c.)

Theogony, the-og'O-ni, n. the birth and genealogy of

the gods, esp. as told in ancient poetrj'.

—

adj.

Theogon'ic—«. Theog'oniSt, a writer on theogony.
[Gr. theogonia— theos, a god, gone, genos, race

—

genein, to beget.)

Theology, the-ol'O-ji, «. the science which treats of
God, and of man's duty to Him

—

Natural, as dis-

coverable by the light of reason alone ; or Positive or

Re^iealed, based on the study of divine revelation.

—

tis. Theol'ogaster (-gas-), a shallow fellow who pre-

tends to a knowledge of theology ; Theol Ogate
(•gat), the course of study for R.C. priests ; Theol'-

Oger, a theologian ; TheOlO'gian, one well versed
in theology : a divine, a professor of or writer on
divinity, esp. in R.C. usage, a theological lecturer

attached to a cathedral church— also ThOOlO'gUS
(-gus).

—

adjs. TheolOg'iC, -al, pertaining to theology
or divinity. —a</r'. Theolog'lcally.—«. Theolog'ics,
theological disputation.—z'./. Theol'Ogise, to render
theological.

—

v.i. to make a system of theology.

—

ns. Theol'Oglser, one who theologises ; Theol'Ogist,
a student in the science of theology : a theologian ;

The'OlOgue (-log), a theologian, esp. a theological

student. [Gr. theologia—theos, God, logos, a treatise.)

Theomachy, the-om'a-ki, K. a fighting against the

gods, as by the Titans and giants : (Bacon) opposi-
tion to the divine will.—«. Theom'achist. [Gr.

theomachia—theos, a god, niache, a battle.]

Theomancy. the'o-man-si, «. divination by means of
oracles, sibyls, and other persons inspired immedi-
ately by some divinity.

—

adj. Theoman'tic. [Gr.,

th^os, a god, ntanteia, di^ination.)

Theomania, the-O-ma'ni-a, ». a madman's belief that

he himself is God, or that God dwells in him.—«.

Theoma'niac, one who shows theomania. [Gr.,

theos, God, mania, madness.)
Theomorphic, the-i5-mor'fik, adj. having the form or

likeness of a god.—«. Theomor'phlsm. [Gr., theos,

a god, morphe, form.)

Theopaschite, the-5-pas'kTt, «. a by-name applied to

such as accepted the formula, that, in the passion of

Christ, ' God had suffered and been ciucified.' It

was applied to the Monophysites.

—

n. nieopas'-
Chitism. [Gr., theos, God, paschein, to suffer.)

Theopathy, the-Op'a-thi, n, religious emotion aroused
by meditation about God.-o^'. Theopathet'lO.

Theophany, the-of'a-ni, «. a manifestation or appear-
ance of deity or the gods to man, esp. the appear-
ance of God to the patriarchs in the form of an
angel or in human form : the incarnation and second
coming of Christ.

—

adj. Theophan'ic. [Gr., theos,

God. phainomai, I appear.)
Theophilanthropy, the-o-fii-an'thrS-pi, m. a deistical
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Theopneusty tite, far ; m£, her ; mine

;

Thermometer

system of religion drawn up under the French
Directory in 1796, and designed to take the

place of Christianity.—«</;. Theophilantlirop'lo.

—

tis. Theophilan'ttifopisin ; Theophilan'thropist

;

The'ophile, one who loves God.
Theopneusty, the'op-nus-ti, «. divine inspiration.—

luif. Theopneus'tlc. [Gr., i/teos, God, j>tteustos,

inspired—/"«'«, to breathe.)

Theorbo, the-oru'O, «. a large lute with two necks,

one above the other, formerly used for the bass.

—

«. Theorb'lst. (It. tio>ba.\

Theorem. theO-rem, «. a proposition to be proved.

—

adjs. Theoremafic, Theorem ic.—«. Theorema-
tlst.—<7<//>. Theoretic, -al, pertaining to theory :

not practical : speculative.

—

adv. Theoret'lcally.

—

n.pl. Theoret'iCS, the speculative parts of a science.

—«. The'oric {SlMk.), theory, speculation.— v.i.

The'orise, to form a theory : to form opinions solely

by theories : to speculate.

—

ns. The'oriser ; The'o-

rlst, a iheoriser : one given to theory and specula-

tion ; The'ory, an explanation or system of any-
thing : an exposition of the abstract principles of a
science or art : speculation as opposed to practice.

(Gr. theorema—tkeorein, to view

—

t/uasthai, to see.

)

Theosophy, th6-os'5-fi, «. immediate divine illumina-

tion or inspiration claimed to be possessed by
specially gifted men, who also possess abnormal
control over natural forces. —ns. The'OSoph, Theos'o-
pher, Theos'ophist, one who claims to believe in

immediate divuie illumination.

—

aiifs- Theosoph'ic,
-al, pertaining to theosophy.

—

ad^i. Tbeosoph'lcally.
— z'.i. Theos'ophise, to practise theosophy. — «.

Theosophlsm, theo-ophical tenets.—rt(//'. TheoSO-
phist ical, theosophical. [Gr. theosophia— iJieos,

God, Sophia, wisdom.]
Theotechny, the-O-tek'ni, «. the scheme of divine in-

tervention, the art of introducing deities into poetry.
—adj. Theotech'nlo. [Gr., theos, a god, teckue, art.]

Theotocos, the-ot'O-kos, n. the mother of God, a
title of the Virgin Mary repudiated by Nestorius

—

it l:)eing not GoJ the L040S but only the human
nature which had a mother and suffered pain and
deatn.—Also Theot'okOS. [Gr., theos, God, tiktein,

tekein, to bring forth.)

TherapeutSS, ther-a-pu't5, n.pl. a traditional ascetic
sect, allied to the Essenes, living chiefly on the
Lake Mareotis, near Alexandria.

Therapeutic, ther-a-pu'tik, adj. pertaining to the
healing art : curative.

—

adv. Therapeu'tlcally.—
n.sing. Tberapeu'Ucs, that part of medicine con-
cerned with the tieatment and cure of diseases.—«.
Therapeu'tlst, one versed in therapeutics. [Gr.
iherapeitein, to take care of, to heal.)

There, /Aar, tuiv. in that place—opp. to Here, at
that point—it is used to begin sentences when the
subject comes after the verb.

—

interj. expressing
certainty, alarm, &c., and in interjectional phrases
equivalent to that, as 'There's a good boy.'

—

advs.
Thereabout' or -abouts', about or near that pl.ice :

near that number, quantity, or degree ; There-
aft'er, after or according to that ; There'among,
among them ; There'-anent' (Scot.), concerning that
matter ; Thereat', at that place or occurrence : on
that account ; Thereaway, from that place or direc-

tion, thence : in those parts, thereabout ; Thereby',
by that means : in consequence of that ; Therefor',
for that, this, or it ; Therefore (/Aer'fur), for that

or this reason ; consequently ; Therefrom', from
that or this ; Therein', in that or this place, time,

or thing ; Therelnaft'er, later in the same docu-
ment ; Thereln'to, into that place.—//. There'ness,
the property of having relative situation or exist-

ence. —<ia'j'j. Thereof, of that or this; Thereon',
on that or this: Thereout', out of that or this:

outside ; Therethrough', through that, by lh.it

means ; Thereto', Thereunto, to that or this

;

There'tofore. before that time ; Thereunder, under
that ; Thereupon', upon or in consequence of that

or this : immediately ; Therewith', with that or
this, thereupon ; There'withal, with thai or this

:

at the same time, over and above. [A.S. liter, tSer

;

conn, with the stem o( the.]

ThereolOgy, ther-e-ol'o-ji, «. the art of healing, thera-
peutics.—«. Thereol'OgiSt, one versed in thereology.
[Gr. thereiti — tkerapeuetn, to tend the sick, logia—
legein, to speak.)

Theriaca, the-ri'a-ka, «. one of the various prepara-
tions of opium : a medicine in the form of an
electuary, supposed to be an antidote to snake-
bites, &c.— also The'riac— <j^>. The'riac, -al,

The'rlal, medicinal. [L.,—Gr. theriike—tlierion,
a wild beast.)

Therianthropism, the-ri-an'thrO-pizra, n. the repre-
sentation of deities in combined man and beast
forms.

—

adj. Therianthrop'iC, pertaining to super-

human beings ol combined human and bestial forms,

or their worship.—«. The'rlomancy, divination by
observation of beasts.—rta>>. Theriomor phlc, The-
rlomorphous, beast-like. — «. Theriot'omy, the
dissection of beasts, zootomy.

Therlatrica, the-ri-at'ri-ka, «. the art of veterinary
medicine.

Thermal, thir'mal, adj. pertaining to heat : warm.
—H. Therm, a thennal unit.—>/.M Ther'mm, hot
springs or hsxh.f>.—adv. Ther'maUy.—«. Thenna-
tol'Ogy, the science of the treatment of disease

by heat, esp. by thermal mineral waters. — adj.

Ther'mlc, thermal.—«</». Thermically.—»/j. Ther-
mobarom'eter, an apparatus for measuring pres-

sure of the atmosphere from the boiling-point of
water ; Thermochem'lstrv, that br.-inch ol chemis-
try which treats of the relations between chemical
action and heat; Ther'mochrosy, the property
posses-sed by rays of radiant heat of having vary-

ing wave-lengths and degrees of refrangibility

;

Ther'mo-CUrrent, a thermo-electric cur. -nt.—rt(?;.

Ther'mo-dynam'ic. — «. Ther'mo-dynam'ics, the

branch of physics which treats of heat as a mechani-
cal asent.-rt^'. Ther'mc-elec'tric—«j. Ther'mo-
electrlc'ity, electricity de<eloped bv the unequal
heating of bodies; Ther'mo-electrom'eter, an
instrument for measuring the strength of a cur-

rent of electricity by its effect in producing heat

;

Thermogen'esiS, the production of heat, esp. in the
body by physiological processes.

—

ntijs. Thermo-
genetic, Thermogenic—«j. Thermogram, the
record made by a thermograph ; Ther'mograph, an
automatic self-registering thermometer ; Thermog'-
raphy, any process of writing involving the use of
heat ; Ther'mo-mag'netism, magnetism as modi-
fied or produced by the action of heat on the body
magnetised or on the medium surrounding it

;

Thermomet'rograph, a self-registering thermome-
ter ; Ther'mopile, a thermo-electric battery used as
a thermometer ; Ther'moscope, an instrument for

detecting changes of temperature without measur-
ing them accurately.

—

adj. Thermoscop'lc—fK/r'.

Thermoscopically.—«. Thermostat, an appliance
for showing temperatures automatically by the ex-

pansion of substances— used in resjulating steam
pressures, &Lc.—adj. Thermostatic—a^/j/. Ther-
mostat'lcally.—«/r>>. Thermotlc, -al, pertaining
to heat.

—

n. Thermot'ics, the science of heat. [Gr.
thermos, hot

—

tJierme, heat

—

therein, to heat.)

Thermldor, ther-mi-dOr', «. the eleventh month in the
calendar of the first French Republic, lasting from
the iQth of July to the i8th of August. I'he gth
Thermidor of the Republican year 2 (July 27, 1794)
is historically memorable as the date of Robespierre's
fall and the termination of the Reign of Terror.—«.

Thermidd'rlan, one who took part in this fortunate

coup d'etat.

Thermometer, th4r-mom'e-t4r, n. an instrument for

measuring the variations of sensible heat or lem-
perature.— rtrr>'f. Thermomet'rlc, -al, pertaining to,

or made with, a thermometer.

—

adv. 'Thermomet'rl-
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Thesaunis mOte ; mute ; roSOn ; t^en. Think

CsUy.— For the CtKtigrade and the Fahrenheit
scale anil their relations to each other, see Centi-

grade and Fahrenheit. In the Re'aumur scale, still

largely used in Russia and Germany, the freez-

ing-point is marked zero, and the space between
this and boiling-point is divided into 80 degrees. I'o

reduce it to Fahrenheit, multiply by 2J and add 32 ;

to Centigrade, increase the number by one-fourth of

itself. Thus: F = f C-f32 = | R+ 32; C = j(l'"-32)

=J R; R=j(F— 32)=fC—Maximum thermome-
ter, one that registers the maximum temperature
to which it is exposed ; Minimum thermometer,
one that registers the minimum temperature to

which it is exposed. [Gr. tlurme, heat, metroH, a
measure.]

Thesaurus, the-saw'ms, n. a treasury or repositor>',

esp. of knowledge : a lexicon or cyclopaedia. [L.,

—

Gr. thisauros—iitliinii, I place.]
These, th^z, demons:. pron., //. of this. [A. S. thxs, pi.

of tkes. this. Doublet those.]

Thesis, the'si^, «. a position or that which is set down
or advanced for argument : a subject for a scholas-

tic exercise : an essay on a theme :—//. Theses
(the'sez).— «((/•. thQVid.—adv. Thet'lcally. [L.—
Gr. ti-tite-»ii, I set.]

Thesmophoria, thes-mO-phS'ri-a, «.//. an ancient
Greek festival with mysteries, celebrated by married
wdmen in honour of Demeter (Ceres) five days
about October.

Thesmothete, thes'mS-thet, «. a lawgiver, esp. one of
the six junior archons in ancient Athens.

Thespian, thes'pi-an, aJj. pertaining to tragedy

:

tragic. [Gr. Thespis, founder of the Greek drama.]
Thetch, thech, «. (Spem). Same as Thatch.
Thether, the/A'er, adv. {Spens.). .^ame as Thither.
Theurgy, the'ur-ji, «. that kind of magic which atfects

to work by supernatural agency, as distinguished
from natural magic and necromancy.

—

adjs. TheUT -

glc, -al.

—

n. Theur'glst, a magician. [Gr. theour^a—tkeos, a god, ergein, to work.]
Thew, thu, It. (used chiefly in //.) muscle or strength :

sinews. — adjs. Thewed (Spens.), furnished with
thews or sinews ; lliew'less, weak ; Thew'y, mus-
ctil.ir, strong. [Peril, a form of thigh.]

Thewed, thud, adj. {.Spens.) mannered, behaved,
educated. [A.S. theaiv, manner, habit.]

They, thA, pers. pron., pi. of /te, she, or it. [The
form thei, thn, that came into use in the north of
England in the 13th cent., replacing the older hi, /teo.

It is the A.S. \d, nom. pi. of the definite article,

prob. modified by Scandinavian influence.]

Thible, thib'l, «. {prov.) a pot-stick.

Thick, thik, adj. dense : imperfectly mobile : com-
pact : not transparent or clear: misty: dull, men-
tally clouded : crowded : closely set : abundant

:

frequent, in quick succession : having great depth
or circumference : (coll.) in fast friendship.

—

n. the
thickest part of anything : a stupid person.

—

adv.
closely : fremiently : fast : to a great depth.

—

adj's.

ThlCk'-and-lhin, thorough, completely devoted ;

Thlck'-com'lng {Shak.), coming fast or close to-

gether.

—

7'.t. Thick'en, to make thick or close: to

strengthen.

—

v.i. to become thick or obscure: to

crowd or press. — ns. Thick'ening, something put
into a liquid or mass to make it more thick ;

Thick'et, a collection of trees or shrubs thickly or

closely set: close wood or copse.

—

adj's. ThlCk'-
head'ed, having a thick head or skiiU : stupid ;

Thlck'lSh, somewhat thick.—7/. Thick'-knee, a stone-
plover. —rt</:'. ThlClf-lipped {Shnk.), having thick
lips.—rK/t'.Thickly.—«. Thickness.—rt/^.f. Thick-
pleached {Shak.), closely interwoven ; Thick'-Set,
closely planted: having a short, thick body.— «.

ThiCk'-SKin, a person wanting sensibility : a dull,

stupid person, a blockhead.

—

adj'. Thick'-skinned,
having a thick skin : wanting sensibility : dull :

obtuse. — «. Thick -skull (same as Thlck-skin). —
adj's. ThlClC-skulled, having a thick skull : dull

:
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stupid ; Thlck'-spmng {Shak.), that have sprung
up thick or clo>e together.—«. Thlck'un {stniig),

a sovereign : a crown.—Lay it on thick, to flatter or
praise extravagantly ; Through thick and thin, in
spite of all obstacles, without any wavering. [A.S.
thicce ; cog. with Ger. dick.]

Thick, thik, «. (Sp€ns.) a thicket.—».i. {Spens.) to
grow dense.

Thief, th€f, «. one who steals or takes unlawfully
what is not his own.

—

ns. Thlef'-catch'er, -ta'ker,
one whose business is to delect thieves and bring
them to justice : a detective. [A.S. theof; Ice.
thjt^f-r, Ger. diet.]

Thieve, thev, v.i. to practise theft: to steal. —h.
Thiev'ery, the practice of thie>-ing.—o^'. ThieVish,
given to, or like, theft or stealing : acting by stealth :

secret: sly.

—

adv. Thiev'islily.—n. Tluev Ishness.
[A.S. thedfiari.]

Thig, thig, v.i. to make supplication, to live on alms.—v.t. to beseech, beg.—«. Thlg'ger, a beggar, a
sorner. [.A.S. thic^an, to take.]

Thigh, thT, «. the thick fleshy part of the leg from the
knee to the trunk.—«. Thigh'-bone, the bone of the
leg between the hip-joint and the knee. [A.S. thed,
iheih; Ice. thjd. Old High Ger. deoh.]

Thilk, thilk, pron. (Spens.) the .same. [A.S. thylc,

thylltc, the like, such — tht, instrumental case of
thiet, that, and lie, like.]

Thill, thil, «. one of the shafts of a cart or other
carriage. —«J. ThiU'er, ThlU'-horse (Shak.), the
horse that goes between the thills or shafts of a
carriage, or the last of a team. [A.S. thille, a
board, a plank.]

Thimble, thim'bl, «. a metal cover for the finger, used
in sewing.— «f. Thlm'ble-Case, a case for holding a
thimble ; Thlm'hlefUl, as much as a thimble will

hold : a small quantity ; Thlm'ble-rlg, a sleight-of-

hand trick in which the performer conceals, or pre-
tends to conceal, a pea or small ball under one of
three thimble-like cups. — 7'./. to cheat by such
means.-«j. Thim'We-rlg'ger ; Thimble rig'ging.
[A.S. th^mel, a thumb-stall

—

thiima, a thumb. An
extension of thumb.]

Thin, thin, adj'. having little thickness : slim : lean :

freely mobile : small : fine : not close or crowded :

transparent, flimsy, shallow : not full or well grown,
meagre, weak.— adv. not thickly or closely : in a
scattered state.

—

v.t. to make thin : to make less

close or crowded (with a7vay, out, &c.): to make
rare or less thick or dense.

—

z'.i. to grow or become
thin '.—pr.p. thin'ning ; pa.t. and pa.p. thinned.

—

adj. Thin'-faced (Shak^, having a thin face.

—

adv.
ThIn'ly. — «. Thin'ness.- «<i>>. Thin'nish, some-
what thin ; Thin'-skinned, having a thin skin

:

sensitive: irritable.—n. Thln'-skinned'ness. [A.S.
thyune : Ice. thunnr, Gct. dUnn.]

Thine, thm, pron. (poss. form of thoti) belonging to
thee : thy. [A.S. thin, thy

—

thtn, gen. oi thu, thou;
Ger. dein.]

Thing, thing, n. an inanimate object : a li\"ing being
(in tenderness or in contempt) : an event : a part

:

(//.) clothes, wraps.—«y. Thlng'Iness, reality, ob-
jectivity : disposition to take a materialistic view
of things ; Thingf'-ln-ltself', a noumenon, the Ger.
ding an sich ; Thingumbob, ThingTummy (coll.), a
thing, anything, an indefinite name for some person
whom one cannot be troubled to name distinctly.

—

adj. Thlng'y, materialistic. — Do the handsome
thing by, to treat generously ; Know a thing or
two, to be shrewd ; Make a^ood thing of it. to

reap a good advantage from; The thing, the proper
or right thing. [A.S. thing, thine; Ger. ding.]

Thing, ting, «. a parliament, or a court of law, in

Scandinavian countries. [Ice. thing, an assembly.]
Think, thingk, 7t.i. to exercise the mind (with about, of,

on) : to revolve ideas in the mind : to judge ; to form
or hold as an opinion : to consider : to purpose or
design.—v.t. to imagine : to judge : to Dclieve or



Third fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Thought

consider:

—

pa.t. and fia.p. thought.

—

adj. Thlnk'-
able, capable of being thought. —«. Think'er.

—

p.adj. Think'ing, having the facuhy of thought.^
n. the act or state of one who tliinks : {Skak.)
thought, imagination, judgment.

—

adv. Thlnk'ingly.
—Think little of, to have a poor opinion of—oppo-
site to Think much, or well, of ; Think long, to

yearn for : to become weary in waiting ; Think
out, to device, project : to solve by a process of
thought. [A.S. tliettcan, thencean; cog. with Ger.
denken, from root of thank.\

Third, therd, adj. the last of three.—«. one of three

equal parts : \golf) a handicap of a stroke every
third hole.—«J. Third'-bor'OUgn {Shak.), an imder-
constable ; Thlrd'ing, the third part of anything.^
adv. Thirdly, in the third place.—^rf/'. Third'-rate,
of the third order. —«. Thlrds'man, a mediator.—
Third estate, in England, the House of Commons ;

Third person in the Trinity, the Holy Spirit.

[A..S. thridda—tlircd, three.]

Thirl, therl, «. (prov.) a hole : an opening : a short

passage between two headings in a mine.

—

v.t. to
pierce, wound: cause to quiver.

—

v.i. to vibrate,

tingle, thrill.

Thirl, therl, «. a form ni thrall.—v.t. to bind or sub-
ject.

—

n, Thlrl'age, a form of servitude by which the
grain produced on certain lands had to be ground at

a certain mill and a certain proportion paid.

Thirst, therst, «. the uneasiness caused by want of
drink : vehement de.sire for drink : eager desire for

anything.—!'./, to feel thirst: to desire vehemently.
—n. Thirst' er.—rtf/i/. Thirstily.—«. Thirst'lness.—adj. Thirsty, suffering from thirst : dry : parched :

vehemently desiring. [A.S. thunt, thyrst ; Ger.
durst ; cf. Gr. tersesthai, L. iorrere, to dry.]

Thirteen, ther'ten, adj. and «. three and ten.

—

adj.
and H. Thirteenth, the last of thirteen : a thirteenth

part. [A.S. thredt;fne—thred, three, tyn, ten.
J'

Thirty, ther'ti, adj. and «. three times ten.

—

adj.

Thlr'tieth, the last of thirty.—«. a thirtieth part.

[A.S. thrltig—thred, three, -tig, suff. denoting ten.]

This, Mis, demons, pron. or adj. denoting a person
or thing near, just mentioned, or about to be men-
tioned : (5.) the last past :—//. These.—«. Thls'-
ness, hseccity. [A.S. this, the neiit. of the adj.

pron. //:^J (ma.sc. ), tkeds (Scva.'), this (neut.)—pi. thxs
( = these), thds ( = those); Ice. thessi, Ger. dieser.]

Thistle, this'l, «. a genus of prickly plants. — n.

Thistle-down, the tufted feathery bristles of the
seeds of the thistle.

—

adj. ThiS'tly, overgrown with
thi.stles. [A.S. thistel; Ger. distel.]

Thither, thith'er, adv. to that place : to that end or
result. — adv. Thlth'erward, toward that place.

[.\.S. tSider.]

Thlipsis, thlip'sis, «. constriction of a blood-vessel by
external compres.sion. [Gr. ,—thlibein, to press.]

Tho, thO, adv. (SpeKS.) then, also the sing, of those.

Tho'= Though.
Thoft, thoft, n. (prov.) a rowing-bench. [A.S. tho/te.]

Thole, thOl, n. a pin in the side of a boat to keep the
oar in place. —Also Thole'-pin, Thowl, Thowel.
[A.S. thol; Dut. dol. Ice. tholir.]

Thole, thol, v.t. to endure, to siiflfer : to yield.

—

v.i. to

be patient, to wait. [A.S. thotiati, to suffer; Goth.
thulaii. Ice. thola ; Old H igh Ger. dole'/t, whence
Ger. ge-duld, patience, dulden, to suffer.]

TholObate, thO'lO-bat, «. (archit.) the substructure on
which a dome or cupola rests. [Gr. tliolos, a dome,
baiitein, to go.)

ThOlUS, tho'lus, ». a round building, dome, cupola :

—

//. Tho'll—Also Thole. [Gr.]

Thomism, tO'mizm, «. the doctrines of the followers of

the prince of scholastic theologians, Thomas Aquinas
(1226-74), csp. as these are set forth in his Sutntna
Theologiee, which still represent, with few excep-
tions, the general teaching of the R.C. Church.—«. Thd'inist, a follower of Aquinas. — adjs.
Thomist'ic, -al.

Thong, thong, «. a piece or strap of leather to fasten
anything. [A.S. thxvang.]

Thor, thor, «. tiie seconil principal Scandinavian
divinity, the god of thunder. [Ice. Thdrr.]

Thorah= Torah.
Thoral, thO'ral, adj. nuptial. [L. torus, the bed.]
Thorax, thO'raks, H. the part of the body between the
neck and belly : the chest.

—

adj. Thoracic (-ras'-),

pertaining to the thorax or breast. [L.,—Gr.]
Thorium, thS'ri-um, «. a rare metal resembling
aluminium, but taking fire below a red heat, and
burning with great brilliancy.—Also Thori'num.

Thorn, thorn, «. a sharp, woody spine on the .stem of
a plant : a spine : a plant having spines or thorns

;

anything prickly or troublesome.

—

>is. Thom'-applO,
a plant of genus Datura : a haw, a thorn-tree

;

Thom'back, a species of ray or skate which has
nail-like crooked spines in its back; Thom'blU, a
variety of humming-bird with short, straight bill

;

Thorn'-bush, a shrub producing thorns ; Thom'-
hedge, a hedge of hawthorn. — atijs. Thorn'leSS,
without thorns ; Thom'set, set or beset with thorns;
Thom'y, full of thorns : prickly : troublesome

:

harassing (A.S. thorniht).—'thOVTL in the flesh, aiiy

cause of constant irritation, from 2 Cor. xii. 7. [A.S.
thorn : Ice. thorn, Ger. dorn.]

Thorough, thur'5, adj. passing through or to the end :

complete: entire.

—

prep. (o/)s.) through. — «. that

which goes through, a passage : the blind and obsti-

nately tyrannical policy of Strafford and Laud in

administering civil and ecclesiastical affairs without
regard to opposite convictions.—«. Thor'OUgh-basS
(mus.), a bass part all through a piece, with figures

placed over the notes to indicate the harmony to be
played to each. -«<!>. Thor'OUghbred, thoroughly or

completely bred : bred from a dam and sire of the

best blood, as a horse, and having the qualities sup-

posed to depend thereon.— «. an annual, esp. a
horse, of pure blood—of race-horses, one all ofwho.se
ancestors for seven generations (five in America) are

recorded in the stud-book. — «. Thor'OU^hfare, a
fare or passage for going through : a public way or

street : right of passing through.

—

adj. Thor'OUgh-
go'ing, going through or to the end : going all

lengths : complete—«(/?'. Thor'oughly.— «. Thor'-

OUghneSS.

—

adj. Thor'OUgh-paced, thoroughly or

perfectly paced or trained : complete. [The longer

form of through. ]

Thorp, Thorpe, thorp, «. a homestead : a hamlet.

[A.S. thorp; Goth, thaurp, Ger. dor/.]

Those, thoi, pron., pi. of that. [From A.S. thds, the

old pi. of M«-J, this. a. This. Doublet M^if.]

Thoth, thoth, «. the ancient Egyptian god of wisdom,
and the inventor of art, science, letters, &c., ibis-

headed, with a tau-cross in his hand.
Thou, thovi, pron. of the second person sing., the per-

son addressed (now generally used only in solemn
address). [A.S. 6«; cog. with Goth, thti, Gr. tu, L.

tu. Sans, tva-m.]
Though, tho, conj. admitting: allowing: even if:

notwithstanding. [Lit. 'on that' (condition), A.S.
tSedh, OM; cog. with Goth, thau-h, Ice. thd, Ger.
doch; from the stem of the.

\

Thought, thawt, pa.t. and pa.p. of think. [A.S. J>oA/—'\>eHCiin, to think.]

Thought, thawt, «. the act of thinking : reasoning

:

delit>eration : that which one thinks : idea : fancy :

consideration: opinion : meditation: design: care.

—

adis. Thought'ed, having thoughts ; Thoughtful,
full of thought : employed in meditation : attentive:

considerate : promoting S'.rious thought : favourable
to meditation.—«</.'. Thoughtfully.—«. Thought'-
fulness. — rt<(/'. Thoughtless, without thought or
care: careless: inattentive: stupid: dull.

—

adv.
Thoughtlessly.—«.r.Thought'lessnes8 ; Thought'-
read'er ; Thought'-read'ing, the dubious act or art

of discerning what is passing in another's mind by
some direct and unexplained method, depending
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1)hOU8 mSte ; mfite ; mOCn ; Mert. Threpsolo^

-Also

heither on gesture, facial expression, nor any articu-

late or other \oluntary indication.

—

adj. Thought'-

«ia)S.(Sliak.), uneasy with reflection.—«. ThOUght'-
trans'ference, telepathy.— rt(^'. Thotight'-trans-
feren'tial, telepathic—«. Thought'-wave, a sup-
posed undulatory movement of a hypothetical

medium by which the phenomena of thought-trans-

ference are explained.—Take thought {Shnk.), to

five way to grief [\.S. ^e-th<Shi ; Ice. iAtfiir, Cer.
edacht. Cl. Think.]

Thous, //tov/z {Spens.), Thou art.

Thous, tho'us, «. a genus of canines, the African
jackals. [L. ihos—Gr. thds, a wild dog.]

Thousand, thow'zand, adj. denoting ten hundred :

proverbially, denoting any great number.

—

n. the

number ten hundred: any large number.

—

adj.

ThOU'sandfold, folded a thousand times : multi-

plied by a thousand.—«. Thou'sand-IegS, any one
of the Myriapoda.

—

adj. Thousandth, the last of

a thousand or of any great number.

—

>t. one of a
thousand or of any great number.—Ono in [of] a
thousand, anything exceedingly rare, implying a
high degree of rarity or excellence. [A.S. thtisetui ;

Ger. tausend, Goth, ihiisnndi.]

Thowel, Thowl. See Thole (i).

Thowless, thow'les,rtrt>'. (i'c^/'.)pithless: lazy. [Thew.]
Thrall, thrawl, H. a slave, serf: slavery, servitude:

a shelf for barrels.

—

adj. {arch.) subject.— i/./. to

enslave.

—

ns. Thral'dom, Thrall'dom, the condition

of a thrall or slave : slavery : bondage.

—

otij. Thxall'-

like {Miit.\ resembling a thrall or slave : resem-
bling slavery : slavish. [Old Northumbrian 8rar/

—

Ice. "prcell, a slave ; cf Old High Ger. drigil, a
slave, one who ruus errands. From root of A.S.
\r<egia7i, to run.]

Thrap, thrap, v.t. to fasten about. [Prob.y>vi/.]

Thrapple, thrap'l, «. (Scot.) the windpipe.

—

Thropp'le. {Throttie.]

Thrash, thrasli, T.t. to beat out grain from the straw,

to beat soundly — also Thresh. —«i. Thrasher,
Thresh'er ; Thrashing, Thresh'ing, the act of

beating out grain from the straw : a sound beating
or drubbing ; Thrash'ing-floor, Threshing-floor,
a floor on which grain is thrashed ; Thrash'ing-
machine', -mill, a machine or apparatus for thrash-

ing corn. [A.S. t/ierscan; cog. with Ger. dresciien.]

Thrash, thrash, «. {Scot.) a rush.—Also Thresh.
Thrasher, thrash'er, «. an American throstle or

thrush, the brown thrush or sandy mocking-bird.

—

Also Thresher.
Thrasonical, thra-son'ik-al, adj. resembling Thraso,
a boastful soldier in Terence's Eunuchus : boastful,

bragging.

—

adv. Thrason'ically.
Thratch, thrach, v.i. {Scot.) to gasp for breath.—«.

lai)Oured breathing.
Thrave, thrav, «. twenty-four sheaves of grain set up

in two stooks of twelve sheaves each : the number of
two dozen, a good luunber.—Also Threave (threv).

[Scand., Ice. frefi—\r{/a, to grasp.]

Thraw, thraw, v.t. {Scot.) to twist, wrench.

—

v.i. to

writhe, to wriggle : to be perverse.

—

adjs. ThrS'-
ward, ThrSwart, obstinate ; Thrawn, twisted

:

perverse.—Heads and thraws, lying beside each
oihtr, the head of the one by the feet of the other

;

In the dead thraw, in the agony of death. [ Throxv.]
Thread, thred, «. a very thin line of any substance

twisted and drawn out : a filament of any fibrous
substance : a fine line of yarn : anything resembling
a thread : the prominent spiral part of a screw :

something contmued in long course : the uniform
tenor of a discourse.—?'./. to pass a thread through
the eye of (as a needle) : to pass or pierce through,
as a narrow way : to furnish with a thread.

—

<uij.

Thread'bare, worn to the bare thread : having the
nap worn off: hackneyed : used till its novelty
or interest is gone. — «. Thread'bareness.

—

adj.
Thread'en (.y/wA.), made of thread.—«j. Thread'er

;

Thread'iness, the state of being thread-like or
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slender: thequality of containing threads ; Thread'-
lace, lace made of linen thread ; Thread'-paper, a
piece of thin soft paper for wrapping up a skein of
thread.—«.//. ThresCd'-Worms, a popular name for

Nematoda, a class of more or less thread-like worms,
many parasitic, others free-living.

—

adj. Thread'y,
like thread : slender : containing, or consisting of,

thread.—Thread and thrum, all, the good and bad
together ; Thread of life, the thread imagined to

be spun and cut by the Fates.—LlSle thread, a fine

hard-twisted linen thread originally made at Liile in

France. [A.S. thrsd— thrdwan, to wind, to twist

;

Ger. dreheu.]
Threap, Threep, threp, v.t. {Scot.) to maintain per-

sistently : to contradict : to ur^e, to press eagerly.

—

v.i. to dispute.—«. stubborn insistence : contradic-
tion : a freet. [A.S. thredpian, to rebuke.

J

Threat, thret, «. declaration of an intention to inflict

punishment or other evil upon another : menace.

—

v.t. Threat'en, to declare the intention of inflicting

punishment or other evil upon another : to terrify

by menaces : to present the appearance of coming
evil or of something unpleasant.—«. Threat'ener.

—

adj. Threat'ening, indicating a threat or menace :

indicating something approaching or impending.

—

adv. Threat'eningly. — art>'. Threat'ful {Spens.),

full of threats, having a menacing appearance. [A. S.

\redt—\redtan, to afilict ; cog. with Ger. verdries-
seit, Goth, thriutan, to vex.]

Three, thre, adj. and «. two and one.

—

adj. Thre©'-
OOr'nered, having three corners or angles : {bot.)

having three prominent longitudinal angles, as a
stem.—«. Three'-deck'er, ship of war carrying guns
on three decks: an old-fashioned pulpit.

—

adjs.

Threefold, folded thrice : thrice repeated : con-
sisting of three ; Three'-foot, measuring three feet,

or having three feet ; Three' -leafed, -leaved {bot.),

having three distinct leaflets : having the leaves
arranged in threes; Three' -lobed {bot.), having
three lobes ; Three'-man {Sliak.), worked by three
men.

—

n. Three'-mas'ter, a ship with three masts.—adjs. Three'-nerved, having three nerves : {bot.)

having three distinct nerves running longitudinally
without branching, as a leaf; Three'-nooked(.S'.4rt^),
three-cornered ; Three'-part'ed, consisting of three
parts : {bot.) divided into three parts down to the

base, as a leaf.— «. Threepence (thre'pens, coll.

thrip'ens), three pennies : a silver coin of the value
of threepence.— adj. Three'penny, worth three-

pence : of little worth : mean, vulgar.

—

ns. Three'-
per-cents., bonds or other securities paying three

per cent, interest, esp. a portion of the consolidated
debt of Great Britain ; Three'-plle (.S"^-^.), the

finest kind of velvet.

—

adjs. Three'-piled, set with a
thick pile, as velvet: {Shak.) of the be-.t quality:

{Shak.) piled one on another ; Three'ply, having
three plies or folds ; Threescore, three times a
.score, sixty (also «.) ; Three'-sid'ed, having three

sides; Thfee'some, triple; Three'-suit'ed, having
but three suits of clothes ; Three'-Valved, consisting

of, or opening with, three valves.—Three F'S, free

sale, fixity of tenure, fair rent—the three demands of

the Irish Land League ; Three R's (see R) ; Three
times three, three cheers thrice repeated. [A.S.

\reif, ]>ry, yir; Ice. ]>rtr, Gael, in, Goth, threis,

Ger. drei, L. tres, Gr. treis, Sans, tri.]

Thremmatology, threm-a-tol'O-ji, n. the science of

breeding or propagating animals and plants under
domestication. [Gr. thremma—trephein, to nurse,

logia—legein, to say.]

Threnody, thren'S-di, «. an ode or song of lamenta-
tion. —«. Threne, a lament, lamentation.

—

adjs.

Threnet'io, -al ; Threno'dlal, Threnod'lc. — «.

Thren'odlst, a writer of threnodies. [Gr. threnddia
—threnos, a lament, ode, a song.]

ThrepsolOgy, threp-sol'O-ji, n. the science of the nutri-

tion of living organisms, or a treatise thereon. [Gr.

threpsis—trephein, to nourish, logia—legein, to say.]



Thresh fate, far ; mS, hir ; mine ; Throw

Thresh, thresh (see Thrash).—«j. Thresh'ol, a flail

;

Thresher, the fox-shark ; Thresh'er-whale, the
grampus.

Threshold, thresh'Old, «. a piece of wood or stone
under the door of a house : door : entrance : the

place or point of entering. [M. E. threskivold—A.S.
therscivald—therscan, to thresh, waiii, wood. ]

Threstle, thres'l, «. a three-legged stooL [TrestU.]
Thretty, thret'i, a dial, form oi thirty.

Threw, thriSO, /a.^ oithrmv.
Thrice, thrls, euiv. three times. [M. E. tkries—A.S.

yriiva, thrice

—

\r{, three.]

Thrid, thrid, n. (S^»s.)a thread.

—

v.i. to slip through,
as a narrow passage. [ Thread.]

Thridacium, thri-da'si-um, «. the inspissated juice
of lettuce. —Also Thrld'aoe. [L. thridax—Gr.
thriiiax, lettuce.]

Thrift, thrift, «. state of thriving : frugality : pros-
perity : increase of wealth : gain : a plant of genus
ArmerUi, otAct PiumbaHiiece, the niarsh-rosemarv.
—adv. Thrlft'lly.—«. Thrifflness. -«</;. Thrift-
less, not thrifty : extravai;ant : not thriving.— ^i</?'.

Thriftlessly.—//. Thrifflessness.—n^fV". Thrift'y
(com/>. Thrift'ler, jw/.-r/. Thrift'iest), showing
thrift or economy : thriving by frugality. [Thrive.]

Thrill, thril, v.t. to pierce : to affect strongly.

—

v.i. to
pierce, as something sharp : to cause a tingling,

shivering feeling to run through the body : to feel

a sharp, shivering sensation.

—

n. a thrillnig sensa-
tion.

—

adj's. Thrill'ant {Spens.), thrilling, piercing ;

Thrill'lng, causing to thnW.-adv. ThrUl'lngly, in

a thrilling manner : with thrilling sensations.—//.

Thrill'Ingness. [A.S. thyrliau, to bore a hole—
thyrrl, a hole ; Ger. drilUn, to drill a hole.]

Thrips, thrips, «. a genus of the family Tkripida,
which is the sole family of the order Thysanoptera,
any member of the same, the corn-thrips, the jassid,
the grape-vine thrips. [Gr. thrips, a wood-worm.)

Thrist, thrist, v.i. (Spens.) same as Thirst.—adj.
Thrist'y = Thirsty.

Thrive, thrlv, v.i. to prosper: to increase in goods:
to be successful: to grow: to flourish : —/«./.
throve and thrived ; pa.p. x\\xWGX\.—adJ. Thrive'-
less, thriftless.

—

n. Thri'ver, one who succeeds.

—

A^^J- Thri'Vlng, flourishing, successful. — oii.'.

Thn'Vlngly, in a thriving or prosperous manner.
—n. Thnvlngness. [Ice. thri/a, to grasp.]

Thro', Thro = Through.
Throat, thrOt, «. the lorepart of the neck, in which are

the gullet and windpipe : an entrance : a narrow
part of anything : (rtattt.) the widened and hollowed
end of a gaff next the mast—opp. to Peak, the outer
end.—«x. Throat' - band, -strap, -latch, a band
about the throat ; Throat'-bolt, an eye-bolt to which
to hook jhe throat-halyards.—«.//. Throat'-hraUs,
those which are attached to the gaff for trussing up
the sail close to the gaff as well as the mast."<K^'.
Throat'ed, with a throat of a specified kind.—«.//.
Throat'-hary^nlS, those for hoisting the throat of
agaff.—<J<^". Throat'y, formed in the throat, guttur.il
in sound.—-Clergyman's sore throat, an affection
commonly arising from too prolonged or powerful
exercise of the voice by persons in whom the mucous
membrane of the throat is in a relaxed condition ;

Cat one's own, or another's, throat, to pursue
some course ruinous to one's own or to another's in-

terests ; Qlve one the lie In his throat, to accuse
one to his face of a lie. [A.S. throte ; Dut. strot,

Ger. drossei, the throat.]

Throb, throb, v.i. to beat or palpitate, as the heart or
pulse, with more than usual force :

—

pr.p. throb'bing ;

pa.t. and pa.p. throhtwd. — n. a beat or strong
pulsation.—(irff. Throb'blngly.—<j/^'. Throb'less.
[M. E. throbbtn; cf. L. irepidus, trembling.]

Throe, thrO, «. suffering, pain : agony : the pains of
childbirth.

—

v.i. to be in agony.

—

v.i. to put in agony.
[A.S. thrett, /Ar^</M», suffering

—

thredioan, to suffer.]

Thrombosis, throm-bo'sis, n. an affection of the blood-

vessels (either veins or arteries), which essentially

consists in a coagulation of blood, forming a true
clot, at a certain fixed spot.

—

adjs. Thrombosed,
Thrombotic.- «. Thrombus, the blood-clot formed
in thrombosis.

Throne, thrOn, n. a chair of state richly ornamented
and covered with a canopy : seat of a bishop in the
cathedral-church of his diocese : sovereign po-iver

and dignity : (//.) the third order of angels m the
first triad of the celestial hierarchy.

—

v.t. to place on
a royal seat : to exalt.

—

v.i. to sit in state, as on a
throne '.—pr-.p. thrSn'ing ; pa.t. anAp/t.p. thr5ned.

—

adjs. Thro'nal ; -rhrone'less. [O. Fr.,— L. thronus
—Gr. thronos, .-\ seat.]

Throng, throng, «. a large number of people pressed
or crowded together : a crowd : a great multitude.

—

v.t. to press or crowd : to annoy with numbers.—r./.

to crowd together : to come in multitudes.

—

adj.
(/r(>f.) crowded : busy.

—

aJj. Throng'ful, thronged.
[A.S. ze-thra>ig-—thringan, to press.]

Thropple. Same as Thrapple.
Throstle, thros'!, «. the song-thrush or mavis : a
machine for twisting and winding fibres from roves,

consisting of a set of drawing-rollers with bobbins
and fliers—also \Vater-fra»u.—n. Thros'tle-COck,
the missel-thrush. [.^.S. throstle : Ger. drossei, L.
turdtts, a thrush.]

Throstling, thros'ling, n. a swelling on the throat of
cattle causing strangulation.

Throttle, throt'l, «. the throat or windpipe.

—

v.t. to
choke by pressure on the windpipe : to shut off the
steam from a steam-pipe^engine, &c.

—

v.t. to breathe
hard, as when nearly suffocated.

—

ns. Thrott'le-pipO,
the vertical pipe between the throttle-valve and the
dry-pipe of a locomotive; Thrott'ler, one who
throttles ; Thrott'le-Valve, a valve regulating the
supply of steam to the cylinder. [Dim. oi throat.

\

Through, thrOO, p'ep. from end to end, or from side

to side of: between the sides of: over the whole
extent of: among: from beginning to end: by
means of: in consequence o{.—<idv. from one end or
side to the other : from beginning to end : to the

end or purpose.

—

adj. clear, luiobstmcted, serving

for an entire rontc—adv. Through' -and-through,
thoroughly. — ns. Through' - bolt, a bolt which
passes through from side to side of what it fastens ;

Through'fare {Sluik.), same as Thoroughfare

;

Through' - gang {Scot.), a thoroughfare. — <i(/;.

Through -gangnng, thorough-going.—«. Through'-
go'lng (.SV(;/.), a scolding.

—

adj. active, energetic.

—

adv. Throughly (pbs.), same as Thoroughly —
/rf/. Throughout', through to the outside: in every
part of : from one end to the other.—a.-iv. in every

part: everywhere. — «^. Through'-Stone, a bonder
or bond-stone in building : a grave-stone made so as

to lie flat ; ThrOUgh'-tlcket, a ticket for the whole
of a journey ; Through'-traff'lc, the traffic between
two centres at a di.stance from each other—opp. to

Local traffic; Through'-train, a train which goes
the whole length of a long route.—Be through, to be
finished ; Carry through (see Carry) ; Oo through
(see Go). [.\.S. ^iiirh ; Ger. durch, Sans, tiras.]

Throve, l\\r6\, pa.t. oi thnve.
Throw, thrO, v.t. to hurl : to fling: to wind or twist

together, as yarn : to form on a wheel, as pottery :

to venture at dice : to putoff : to put on or spread
carelessly : to cast down in wrestling.— 7'./. to cast

or hurl: to cast dice:—pa.t. threw (thrOD); pa.p.

thrown.—«. the act of throwing : a cast, esp. of
dice : the distance to which anything m.iy be thrown :

a violent effort.—«J. Throw 'er ; Tnrow'ing-ta'ble,
a potter's wheel. — adj. Thrown, twisted. — ns.

Thrown' • sUk, organzine, silk thread formed by
twisting together two or more threads or singles;

Throwster, one who throws silk : a gambler

;

Throw'-Stick, a weapon thrown whirling from the

hand, as the boomerang.—Throw about (5/fn^.), to

cast about or try expedients ; Throw away, to lose
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Thrum mOte : mOte ; raOSn ; then. Thus

by neglect or folly, to spend in vain, to reject

;

Tnrow back, to retort, to refuse : to revert to some
ancestral character, to show atavism ; Throw by, to

reject, to lay aside as of no use ; Throw down, to

destroy, to subvert : to depress ; Throw in, to in-

ject, as a fluid, to put in or deposit along with others,

to add as an extra ; Throw light on, to make clear ;

Throw off, to expel, to reject, to renounce : to give
forth in an unpremeditated manner ; Throw on, to

put on hastily ; Throw one's self into, to engage
heartily in ; Throw one's self on, or upon, to ca>t

one's confidence upon, to resign one's sell to ; Throw
open, to cause to swing wide open, to make freely

accessible ; Throw out, to cast out, to reject, to

expel : to emit, to utter carelessly, to cause to pro-

ject : to put into confusion, to confuse : to distance,

leave behind ; Throw over, to discard or desert

;

Throw up, to hoist or raise, to raise hastily : to

enlarge, as a picture reflected on a screen : to give
up, to resign: to vomit. [A.S. thrdivan, to turn, to

twist ; Ger. dreken, to twist, L. torquere.\

Thrum, thrum, «. the end of a weaver's thread, any
loose thread or fringe : coarse yarn.

—

v.t. to furnish

with thrums : to fringe : to insert short pieces of
rope-yarn in a mat or piece of canvas :

—

f'r.f'. thrum'-
mnig ; pa.t. and pa.p. thnimnied.

—

ns. Thrum'-Cap,
-hat (^kak.), a cap or hat made of thrums or of
coarse, shaggy cloth.

—

adj. Thrum'my, made of, or

like, thrums. [Ice. '^rdntr, the edge; Ger. irnmm,
a fragment.]

Thrum, thrum, v.i. to play rudely or monotonously on
an instrument with the fingers.—«. a monotonous
.sound, as that made by unskilled fingers on a harp,
&c. — «. Thrum'mer.

Thrush, thrush, «. a genus of Passerine birds of the
family Turdiiiie, specifically the throstle, song-
thrush, or mavis of Europe. [A.S. ]>rysce, a thnish.]

Thrush, thrush, ». an inflammatory and suppurating
affection of the sensitive surfaces within the frug of
the horse : an infantile disease of the mouth and
throat. [Scand., Ice. ]>itrr, dry.]

Thrust, thrust, -i-.f. to push or drive with force: to

stab, pierce.

—

v.i. to make a push, esp. with a
pointed weapon : to squeeze in : to intrude :—pn.i.

and pii.p. thrust.—«. a stab : an assault : the hori-

zontal outward pressure of an arch against its abut-
ments, or of rafters, beams, &c. against the walls or

bearings : the white whey, the last to be squeezed
from the curd.— »«. Thrust'er ; Thrust'-hoe, a hoc
worked byjpusliing.—ThrUSt aside, to push away,
to reject ; Thrust Off, to push away ; Thrust on, to

urge or impel ; Thrust one'S self into, to intrude ;

Thrust out, to drive out or away ; Thrust through
{Shak.\ to merce, to stall ; TtiruSt to {Spens). to

rush uixin ; Thrust together, to compress ; Thrust
upon, to force upon. [Ice. thrysta, to press.]

ThiTISt, thrust, z'.i. (Spens.) to thirst.—k. thirst.

Thud, thud, n. a dull, hollow sound, caused by a blow
or a heavy body falling : a loud noise, concussion,
or blast.

—

z>.i. to make a thudding sound: {Scot.)

to move quickly.

—

-ct. (JScot.) to beat, strike. [A.S.
))A/(«, noise.]

Thug, thug, /*. one of a class of professional robbers
and assassins in India—a kind of secret religious
fraternity, murdering stealthily by strangling or
poisoning with datura, extirpated 1826-35 ' any cut-
throat ruffian.—>w. Thuggee', Thug'gery, Thug'-
gism, the practice and superstition of the Thugs.
[Hind., tluig, thug, cheat.]

Thule, ihu'le, n. the name generally given by the
anoients to theniost northeriy part of Furope known
to them, of which their want of knowledge was eked
out by the imagination—the Orkney and Shetland
groups, Iceland, &c. The usual Roman phrase was
Ultima Thule. [L.,—Gr. ihyli.^

Thumb, thum, n. the short, thick digit, consisting of
two phalanges, on the radial side of the human hand :

the corresponding member in other animals.

—

v.t. to

handle awkwardly ; to play or soil with the thumb
or fingers.

—

v.i. to finger.

—

adj. Thumbed, having
thumbs: marked by the thumb, worn.—«j. Thumb'-
kin, Thumb'SCrew, an old instrument of torture for
compressing the thumb by means of a .screw.

—

adj.
Thumb'less.—«i. Thumb'-mark, a mark left by
the impression of the thumb on the pages of a book,
&c. ; Thumb'piece, a piece serving as a support
for the thumb : a knob or projection by means of
which a spring is worked by pressure of the thumb

;

Thumb'pot, a very small pot used by florists for

starting slips or seedlings ; Thumb' -ring {Shak.), a
ring worn on the thumb : a ring for the thinnb fastened
to tlie guard of a dagger or sword ; Thumb'-Stall,
a covering or sheath for the thumb.—By rule of
thumb, in a rough-and-ready practical manner,
found by experience to be convenient; Under One's
thumb, under one's influence. [With intrusive b
from .A.S. \uma : cog. with Ger. daunien.\

Thummim, thum'im, n.pl. perfection. [Heb., turn-
niiin (pi. of !dm), perfection

—

tdtnam, to be perfect.

Cf. Lrim.]
Thump, thump, «. a heavy blow.

—

v.t. to beat with
something heavy.

—

7i.i. to strike or fall with a dull,

heavy blow.

—

u. Thump'er, one who, or that which,
thumps : anything very big, a big lie, &c.

—

atij.

Thump'ing, unusually big. [Prob. iniit., like Ice.

ditmia, to thump.]
Thunder, thunder, «. the deep rumbling sound after

a flash of lightning, a thunderbolt : any loud noise :

an alarming denunciation.— Z'.i. to make thunder

:

to sound as thunder.—i'./. to give out with noise and
terror : to publish a denunciation.

—

us. Thun'der-
bolt, a bolt or shaft of lightning preceding a pe.tl of
thunder : anything sudden and irresistible : a daring
or irresistible hero : ecclesiastical denunciation

;

Thun'der-Clap, a sudden peal of thunder : the
report of an explosion of electricity in the clouds ;

Thun'der-Cloud, a cloud charged with electricity,

which cenerally produces lightning and thunder

;

Thunderer; Thun'derlng, the report of a dis-

charge of electricity in the clouds : thunder.

—

adj.

unusually big, tremendous.

—

adv. Thun'deringly.
—adjs. Thun'derless, without thunder ; Thun'der-
like (Shak.\ like thunder, as a loud noise ; Thun-
derous, giving forth a sound like thunder, awful —
adv. Thun'derously.— //i. Thun'der-peal, a clap
of thunder ; Thun'der-plump, a heavy fall of rain

in a thunder-storm ; Thun'der-show er, a shower
accompanied with thunder, or a short heavy shower
from a thunder-cloud ; Thun'der-Stone {Shak.\ a
stone fabulously supposed to be hurled by thunder,

and to do the damage of lightning, a thunderbolt

:

(f<'«7/.)a belemnite, so called from its dart-like shape ;

Thun'der-Storm, continued discharges of electricity

from the clouds, producing lightning and thunder,

and generally accompanied with heavy rain.

—

z<.t.

Thun'der - Strike, to strike as by lightning. — «.

Thun'der - Stroke (Shak.), a stroke or blast by
lightning.— <»<(;>. Thun'der-Struck, struck by light-

ning : astonished : struck dumb ; Thun'dery, indi-

cative of thunder, or attended by it. [With intrusive

d from A.S. \un(n—\unian, to rattle ; cog. with

Ger. douner. Ice. \orr for \onr, L. tondre.\

Thtirible, thu'ri-bl, «. a censer of metal for burning

frankincense.—«. Thu'rlfer, the server who carries

the thurible.—rt^>. Thurif erous, producing or bear-

ing frankincense : Thurif Icate. having offered in-

cense.—«. Thurification.— -'.^ Thurify, to cense.

— «. Thus, frankincense. [L. thuribnlum—thus,
thtiris, frankincense ; akin to Gr. thyos, a sacrifice.]

Thursday, thurz'da, «. the fifth day of the week, so

called because originally sacred to Thor, the old

Teutonic god of thunder. [A.S. thunres dag—
tkunres, gen. of thunor, thunder, dag, day ; Ice.

ThdrsdagT, Thor's day, Ger. Dontterstag,']

Thus, tkas, adv. in this or that manner : to this degree

ui cx:;;uw —.'A 4ilU£'a^i£, sute of being thus.

—

adv.
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Thwack Cite, far : me, hit ; mIM ; Tide

Thus wise, in this milirttl- tA.S. tSus, prob. Cyj,
instrumental case of ties, this.]

Thwack, thwak, z'.i. to strike with something blunt
and heavy, to thrash.—«. a heavy blow. [A.S.

thaccian, to stroke.]

Thwaite, thwat, «. a piece of land reclaimed to tillage

—common in place-names, as Bassen/Aa;a«Vr, Cross-

tkwaite. [Ice. tkveit.]

Thwart, thwawrt, euij. cross : being crosswise.

—

v.t. to

cross : to oppose : to defeat.

—

n. the bench for rowers
placed athwart the \>oa.\.. —euhis. Thwart; Thwar'-
tedly.—«. Thwar'ter.—(jrt^. Thwarting, perverse.
— advs. Thwar'tingly, perversely ; Thwartly

;

Thwart'Ships, across the ship. [Ice. tkvert, ncut.

•of t/iverr, perverse; cog. with A.S. thwcorh, Ger.
Z7verch.'\

"Thy, //il, pass. adj. thine, of or pertaining to thee.

[.Short for thine, A.S. C/'«, gen. of 0«, thou.]

"Thyine-WOOd, thl'in-wOOd, «. a wood named in Rev.
xviii. 12, probably that of the sandarac-tree. [Gr.]

Thylacine, thl'la-sen, «. the largest of the extant pre-

daceous marsupials, represented by one species, now
restricted to Tasmania.

Thyme, tlm, «. a genus of humble half-shnibby plants

of the natural order Lnbialee: the common garden-
thyme, cultivated for its fragrance, wild-thyme, &c.
—«. Thy'mol, an antiseptic phenol, obtained from
oil of thyme by distillation.

—

a<ij. Thj^my. [Fr.,

—

L. thymum—Gr. thyein, to fill with sweet smells, to

bum in sacrifice.]

Thsrmus, thi'mus, «. a ductless gland near the root of
the neck, of no known function, vestigial in adult
man—that of veal and lamb called neck-rweetbrtad.
[Gr. thymos. sweet thyme.]

Thyroid, thl'roid, atij. in the form of a shield : denot-
ing a cartilage constituting the anterior, upper part
of the larynx, popularly called Adam's apple : denot-
ing a vascular or ductless gland which arises in the
earlier human embryo as an ingrowth from the lower
part of the pharynx (see Myxoedenia). [Gr. ikyreos,
a shield, eidcs, form.]

Th3n'81l8, ther'sus, «. {bot^ an inflorescence consist-

ing of a panicle with the lower branches shorter than
the middle ones: the wand of Bacchus, a siaff

wreathed with ivy—also 'VhjTZQ.—adjs. ThyT'SOld,
-al, having the form of a thyrsus. [Gr. /Ayrsos.]

Thysanora, this-a-nO'ra, «. an order of wingless in-

sects of small size, undergoing no metamorphosis,
the abdomen usually bearing peculiar structures
which seem to be abortive limbs, the spring-t.iils

or bristle-tails.—(i<^>. Thysanu'rian ; Thysanu'ri-
form. [Gr. thysanos, a fringe,

oura, 2l tail.]

Th3reelf,Ml-seir,/ro«. thou or thee,
in person—used for emphasis.

Tl, te, «. a small Pacific tree of the
lily family whose fleshy roots are
eaten, and yield sugar and spirit.

Tiara, tl-a'ra, «. the lofty orna-
mental head-dress of the ancient
Persians: a head-dress: the
mitre of the Jewish high-priest

:

the pope's triple crown, the
papal dignity—also (poet.) Tlar.—adj. Tia'raed, wearing a tiara.

[Fr. tiare—h. tiara—Gr. tiara.]
"Tib, tib, n. (.'ihak.) a punk, whore.
Tibet, Thibet, ti-bet', «. a woollen stuff" generally

printed in colours : a heavy fabric used forthe same
purposes as furs, made of goat's hair, black and
finely curled—also Tibet C\otXi.—adj. Tibetan,
pertaining to Tibet, its langii.ige or people.—«. the
language or people of Tibet.

Tibia, tib'i-a, n. the large shinbone.—fl«^'. TlVlal,
pertaining to the tibia : pertaining to a pipe or flute.

—us. Tibialis, a tibial muscle; Tlbitsen, a flute-

player. [L., the shinbone, hence a flute.)

'Tto, tik, M. a convulsive motion of certain muscles,

Tiara.

esp. of the face.

—

H. TiC'-doul'OUreux, painful con-
vulsive motion of a nerve, usually in the face. [Fr.
tic, a twitching ; cf. Low Gcr. tukken, to twitch.]

Tloe, tis, v.t. {Shnk.') to entice.

Tick, tik, «. the popular name for several acaridan
arachnids which infest dogs, sheep, &c. [M. E.
teke ; Dut. teek, Ger. zeckc.\

Tick, tik, «. the case or cover in which feathers, &c.,
are put for bedding.—«j. Tick'en, Ticking, tlie

cloth of which ticks are made. [L. thcca—Gr.
tlieke, a case

—

tithctni, I put.]

Tick, tik, v.i. to make a small, quick noise : to beat,
as a watch.

—

ns. Tlck'er, anything which ticks, a
watch ; Tick'-tack, a noise like that made by a
clock : (^Shak.) a game somewhat like backgammon.
—adv. with a recurring ticking sound. [Imii. ; cf.

Ger. ticken.]

Tick, tik, v.i. to get or give credit.—«. credit : trust.

—«. Tlck'-shop, a shop where goods are given on
credit.—Buy on tick, to buy on credit. [Ticket.]

Tick, tik, v.i. to touch lightly.—«. a tap or light touch :

aslight speck.— o^/;'. Ticked, speckled.— z;./. Tickle,
to touch lightly and cause to laugh : to please by
slight gratification.

—

T.i. to feel titillatiou or tickling.

—tts. Tick'ler ; Tickling. [ Tickie is a dim. of tic%,

to touch lightly, M. E. teck, a touch ; Dut. tik.]

Ticket, tik'et, «. a marked card : a token of any right

or debt, as for admission, &c. : a list of candidates
put forward by a party for election : (obs.) a visiting-

card.

—

v.t. to mark by a ticket.—«f. Tlck'et-day,
the day before settling day on the Stock Exchange

;

Tick'et-Of-leave, a license to be at large, granted
to a convict for good conduct ; Tick'et-por'ter, a
licensed porter wearing a badge or ticket ; Cou'pon-
tick'et (see Coupon) ; Straight -ticket, a ticket

bearing the names of the nominees of a political

party, and them only.—Season ticket, a ticket

entitling the holder to admission to lectures, &c., or
to travel between certain places on a line of rail-

way, for a certain specified period ; The ticket, the

correct thing. [Short for O. Fr. etiqtut, a label,

from Teut. ; Ger. stecken, to stick.]

Tickle, tik'l, adj. {Spefis.) uncertain, insecure : (Shak.)
tottering, insecure, easily tickled, ticklish. — »,

Tickler, something difficult, a puzzle : a banker's
memorandum-book : a dram of spirits.

—

adj. TlOlC-

llsh, easily tickled : easily a Hected : nice : critical.

—

adv. Tick'llshly.—«. Ticklishness.—arfy. Tlck'ly,
ticklish.—«. Tlck'ly-bend'er, risky ice that bends
under a skater : (//.) any game, as tag, played on
such ice. [M. E. tikel, unstable, tikelen, freq. of
tick, to touch lightly.]

Tld, tid, «. {Scot.) fit time or condition.
Tidbit. Same as Titbit.

Tiddle, tid'l, v.t. to fondle—also Tld'der.— »./. to
potter, trifle.

Tlddlywlnk, tid'Ii-wingk, «. {prov.) an unlicensed
pawn-shop or beer-house.—«.//. Tldd'ledywlnks, a
parlour-game in which small discs of ivory, &c., are

snapped from the level of the table into a cup in the

centre of it—also Tiddly-WlnkS.
Tlddy, tid'i, «. (prov.) the European wren.
Tide, tld, n. time : season : the regular flux and

reflux or rhythmic ebb and flow of the sea : course :

a tide, time, or season, a feast-day, festival, a certain

time, a day of twelve hours : commotion : turning-

point.

—

v.t. to drive with the stream.

—

v.i. to pour

a tide or flood : to work in or out of a river or har-

bour with the Udt.—adj. H'dal, pertaining to tides:

flowing and ebbing periodically.—»«. Tide'-gate, a

gate through which the water flows into a basin or

dock with the tide, and which is shut to keep it from

flowing out again when the tide ebbs : a place where

the tide runs with great velocity ; Tlde'-gauge, an

instrument for registering the state of thetide C"n-

tinuously.—a^'. TldelesS, having no tides.—/«•

Tide -lock, a fock placed between an entrance-ba-in

and a harbour, canal, or river, and furnished witli
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Tidings mote ; mflte ; mffOn : (Aen. TlIlandiBi9

double gates, so that vessels can pass either out or

111 at all times of the tide ; Tlde'niill, a mill moved
by tide-water : a mill for clearing lands of tide-water

;

Tldes'-man, Tlde'-waifer, an officer who waits the

arrival of vessels, to secure tiie payment of the duties :

one who watches public opinion before declaring his

own ; Tlde'-ta'ble, a table giving the time of high-

tide at any place ; Tlde'-Wa'ter, the water of the

portion of a river affected by the tide, the seaboard

;

Tide'-wave, the great wave which follows the appa-
rent motion of the moon ; Tlde'-way, the channel in

which the tide sets ; Neap'-tide (see Neap) ; Spring-
tide (see Spring).—Tide over, to surmount difficul-

ties, for the time at least, by favourable accidents or

by skill. [A.S. M; Dut. iij^/, Ger. ;f»V.]

Tidings, tl'dingz, u./i. news : intelligence. [Ice. ittS-

indi—titi, time ; of. Ger. zeit-ung, news, from zeii.'\

Tidy, ti'di, adj. neat : in good order : fairly large :

{coll.) comfortable.

—

n. a cover for chairs, &c. : a
child's pinafore.

—

v.t. to make neat : to put in good
order:—/a./, and pa.p. ti'died.— a//f. Tl'dily, in a

tidy manner : with neat simplicity.

—

n. Tidiness,
the state or quality of being tidy : neatness. (M. E.
tidy, seasonable — //^, tide, time; Ger. zeilig.\

Tie, tl, v.t. to bind : to fasten with a cord : to unite :

to constrain : {/iiiis.) to unite notes with a tie : to

score equally with : to bind with a ligature.

—

v.t. to

make an exactly equal number of points with :

—

^r./. ty'ing
;
pn.t. and pa.fi. tied (tid).—«. a knot,

bow, &c. : a bond : something for tying : a necktie :

a member fastening parts together, one of a set of
timbers laid crosswise : an equality in numbers, as
of votes, or of points in a game : {miis.) a curved
line drawn over two or more notes on the same
degree of the stave, signifying that the second note
is not to be sounded separately, but is to sustain the

first.

—

US. Tie'-beam, a beam resting on the walls

and stretching across, keeping the rafters fast

;

Ti'er, one who ties : a child's apron ; Tie'-rod, a rod
serving as a tie between two pieces ; Tie'-Wlg, a
court-wig tied with ribbon at the back.—Play off a
tie, to take part in a final contest to decide a tie in

a game. [M. E. teyeii—teye, a band— A.S. tedg,

tedh, tyge, a rope.]

Tier, ter, «. a row or rank, especially when several

rows are placed one above another. [Fr. tire—
tirer, to draw.]

Tierce, ters, n. a cask containing one-third of a pipe

—

that is, 42 gallons : a sequence of three cards of the
same colour : (mtts.) a third : a thrust, in fencing

:

{her.) a field tripartitely divided in three different

tinctures : the third hour of the day, or the office of
that hour, the terce.

—

ns. Tier'ceron {arc/tit), in

vaulting, a rib springing from the intersection of
two other ribs ; Tler'cet, a stanza of three rhymed
verses, a triplet. [O. Fr. tiers, tierce— L. tertia

{fiars), a third (part)—/r«, three.]

Tiercel, ters'el, «. a male hawk.—Also Tlerce'let.
[O. Fr. tiercelet— tiers, tierce, third.)

Tiers dtat, tyarz a-ta', «. the third estate of the realm,
the common people in relation to political power.
See Estate. [Fr.]

Tiff, tif, z\t. to sip, quaff.

—

n. a dram.
Tiff, tif, v.t. {obs.) to dress, trick out. [O. Fr. tiffer,

atiffer, to adorn ; of Teut. origin.]

Tiff, tif, v.i. to be in a pet.

—

n. a display of irritation,

a pet, huff.—Also Tift. [Orig. a sni^. Norw. tev, a
drawing in of the breath, te-iia, to sniff.]

Tiffany, tif'a-ni, «. a silk-like gauze.

—

adj. made of
tiffany, transparent, \riff, to adorn.]

Tiffin, tif'in, n. the East Indian name for luncheon.
^v.i. Tiff, to take lunch— Tiff'in is Ie.ss correct.

[From Prov. Eng. tiff, a draught of beer.]

Tig, tig, «. a game in which one tries to tag or touch
another.

Tig, tig. «. an old fo.!i"-handcii drinking-cup.

Tige. tlzh, «. a stalk : the shaft of a column. [Fr.,

—

L. til'ia, a pipe.]

TigellUB, tij-el'us, n. the inlernode of a stem. [Fr.J
Tiger, ti'ger, H. a fierce and rapacious feline quad-

ruped, nearly as large as a lion : the jaguar : a
servant in livery who rides with his master : a
swaggering bully, a low ruffian : {U.S.) one more
cheer after a round of cheers : a tiger-beetle :~/em.
Tigress. -^«.r. Tiger-beetle, a cicindella; Tiger-
cat, a wild-cat : the margay, ocelot, and serval ;
Ti'ger-floWer, a Mexican plant cultivated in flower-
gardens for its streaked flowers. — adjs. Ti'ger-
lOOt'ed {Shak.), hastening to devour, fierce and
rapacious; Tigerish, like a tiger in disposition.—
tis. Ti'gerism ; Tiger-lily, a species of lily with
spotted flowers; Ti'ger-moth, any one of the Arc
tiidce, whose larvae are called woolly bears ; "n'ger-
WOlf, a name given to the spotted hyena and to the
Thylacine.— rt/i>'. Ti'grine, like a tiger. [Fr. tigre—
L. tigris—Gr. tigris^Zitnii. tighri, an arrow, whence
the river Tigris.]

Tight, tit, adj. close : compact : rigid : hampered
from want of money : snug, trim : not leaky : fitting

closely, also too closely: scarce, not easily obtain-
able : {coll.) unwilling to part with money : tipsy :

not loose or free in treatment.

—

v.t. Tight'en, to
make tight or tighter: to straiten.

—

7'.i. to grow
light or tighter.— «. Tight'ener, one who, or that
which, tightens: {n>iat.) a. tensor: {slang) a heavy
meal. —adv. Tightly. — hj. Tightness; Tight-
rope, a tightly-stretched rope on which rope-dancers
perform. — «//. TightS, a garment often of silk,

closely fitting the body, or at least the legs, worn
by acrobats, dancers, &c. [Scand., Ice. ^^tir; cf.

Dan. /(et, Dut. digt, Ger. dicht.]

Tight, tit {Spelts.), pa.f. and pa.p. of tie.

Tike, tlk, «. {Shak?) a dog, a cur, a boor : an uncouth
fellow : a Yorkshireman. [Ice. tik, a bitch.]

Tilbury, til'beri, n. a kind of gig for two. [Said to
be so named from its first maker.]

Tilde, til'de, n. the diacritical sign over « in Spanish
—thus «. (Sp.,—L. titulus, a title.]

Tile, til, n. a piece of baked clay used for covering
roofs, floors, &c. : a tube or pipe of baked clay used

in drains: {slang) s. tall cylindrical silk hat.

—

v.t. to

cover with tiles : to drain by means of tiles : to

secure against the intrusion of unauthorised persons

by placing a person at the door of a lodge or close

meeting.

—

ns. Tiler, one who makes or who lays

tiles : the keeper of the door in a Freemasons' lodge

—also Tsrler ; Tile'-red, a brownish-red, the colour

of baked tiles ; Tilery, a place where tiles are made ;

Tlle'-Stone, a tile : (//., geol.) the uppermost group
of the Silurian period, consisting of a reddish, thin-

bedded, slightly micaceous sandstone ; Tiling, a roof

of tiles : tiles in general.—Dutoh tiles, enanu-lled

earthenware tiles, usually blue, with scriptural sub-

jects, for chimney-pieces, &c. [A.S. tigeU— L.

tegiila— tegere, to cover.]

Tiliacess, til-i-a'se-e, n.pl. a natural order of exogenous

,

trees and shrubs, mostly native to the tropics— the

linden family. [L. tilia, a lime-tree.]

Tilka, til'ka, «. the caste-mark on the forehead of

Hindus. [Sans.]

Till, til, «. a money-box or drawer in a desk, counter,

.

or trunk. [M. E. tillen, to draw out—A.S. tyllan,

\nfar-tyllan, to draw aside.]

Till, til, prep, to the time of.

—

adv. to the time when : :

to the degree that. [Old Northumbrian ///— Scand.

i

Ice. til.\

Till, til, v.t. to cultivate.—Wy. Tillable, arable.—«x.

Till'age, act or practice of tilling : husbandry : a

place tilled ; Tiirer ; Till'ing. [A.S. tilian, to till .

—til, good, a limit ; Ger. zielen, to arrange.]

Till, til, «. the usual name in Scotland for Boulder- -

clay, a widely-distributed stony clay, usually tough ^

and hard, unquestionably the result of glaciation,

probably being merely the bottom-moraine or ground-
moraine of extinct c'^ciers.

Tillandsia, ti-Iand'zi-a, M. a genus of mainly epiphytic
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TUler fate, far ; m€, her ; mine
;

plants of the pine -apple family {Bromeliactce).
[From the Swedish botanist, Tiilnnds.]

Tiller, tjl'er, «. the handle or lever for turning a
rudder.—»M. Tiller-Chain, -rope, the chain or rope
uniting the fore-end of the tiller with the steering-
wheel. [M. E. iili^n, to draw out—A.S. tyiian.
Cf. Tiild).]

Tllly-vally, til'i-val'i, «. (.$"-4^.) an expression of con-
tempt at what h:is been said.—Also Till'ie-vaU'IO.

Tilt, tilt, H. the canvas covering of a cart or wagon ;

an awning in a boat.

—

v.t. to cover with an awning.
[A.S. teid—teldan, to cover ; cog. with Ger. zelt.}

Tilt, tilt, v.i. to ride against another and thrust with a
lance : to thrust or fight with a lance or rapier : to
fall into a sloping posture, to heel over.

—

v.t. to
point or thrust with, as a lance: to slant: to raise
one end_ of: to forge with a tilt-hammer.—«. a
thrust : in the Middle Ages, an exercise in which
combatants rode against each other with lances

:

inclination forward, dip, slant.—«j. Tilt'er ; Tilt'-
bamm'er, a heavy hammer used in ironworks,
•which is tilted or li.'ted by means of projections on
the axis of a wheel ; Tllt'ing ; Tilt'-yard, a place
for tilting. [A.S. tealt, tottering ; Ice. tolta, to
trot; Ger. zelier.]

Tilth, tilth, «. cultivation : cultivated land : the depth
of soil turned up in cultivation. [From till {3).]

Tlmariot, ti-ma'n-ot, n. a soldier of the Turkish feudal
militia. [Turk, ttmdr.]

Timbal, tim'bal, «. a kettledrum. [Fr.,—It. tim-
ballo.\

Timbale, tang-bal', «. a dish of fowl or fish pounded
and mixed with white of egg, sweet cream, &c
poured into a mould. [Fr.]

Tiinber, timber, n. wood for building purposes : the
trunk of a tree: material for any stnicture : one of
the larger pieces of the framework of a house, ship,
&c. : one of the planks forming the sides and roof
of a gallery in a mine. —7>.t. to furnish with timber
or beams.—/.rt<^'. Timbered, furnished with timber :

(Shnk.) built, formed, contrived : {S/eris.) made like
timl>er, massive.—«j. Timbering, timber materials;
Timber-man, one responsible for the timbers in a
mnie

; Tim'ber-toes, a person with a wooden leg
;

Timber-tree, a tree suitable for timber ; Timber-
yard, a yard or place where timber is stored. [A.S.
timber, building, wood ; Ger. zimmer, an apart-
ment.]

Timbre, tim'bir, «. tone, character, or quality of a
musical sound. [O. Fr.,— L. tympanum, a drum.]

Timbrel, tim'brel, «. an ancient musical instrument,
carried in the hand, apparently like a tambourine.—
adj. Tim'breUed {Milt.), sung to the sound of the
timbrel. [O. Fr. timbre— h. tympanum, a drum.]

TlmbrolOgy, tim-brol'O-ji, ». the study of postage-
stamps.-/,. Timbrophily, love for this harmless
pursuit. [Fr. timbre, postage-stamp, -olo^.]

Time, tlin, «. a point at which, or period during which,
things happen : a season or proper time : an oppor-
tunity : absolute duration : an interval : past time :

the duratjon ofone's life : allotted period : repetition
of anything or mention with reference to repetition :

musical measure, or rate of movement : a measured
interval in verse : (gram.) the relation of a verb
with regard to tense: the umpire's call in prize-
fights, &c. : hour of travail : the state of things at
any period, usually in pi. : the history of the world,
as opposed to eternity : addition of a thing to itself.
—7i.t. to do at the proper season : to regulate as to
time : {mus.)to measure.—z/.«. to keep or beat lime.
—US. Time'-ball, a ball arranged to drop from the
summit of a pole at a particular time ; 'Time'-bar'-
gain, a contract to buy or sell merchandise or stock
at a certain time in the future.

—

adj's. Time'-begull'-
Ing. making the time pass quickly ; Time -bett'er-
Ing, improving the state of things as time goes on ;Time bewast ed (Shak.), wasted or worn by time.
~ns. Time-bill, a lime-table ; Tlme'-book, a book

Timonlst
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for keeping an account of the time men hn ve worked
;Time- card, a card bearing a time-table: a card

with blank spaces for workmen's hours, &c. l>eing
filled in ; Time -fuse, a fuve calculated to burn a

c J 'u*
'^"S'^ °'' '""^ • Time-gun, a gun which is

fired by means of a mechanical contrivance and a
current of electricity at a particular ume. — a<ij.
Time -hon'oured, honoured lor a long time : vener-
able on account of antiquity. -/«. Time'ist, Timist,
a musical performer in relation to his sense for time

;

Tlme'-keep'er, a clock, watch, or other iiistriinient
for keeping or marking time : one who keeps the time
of workmen.—«,!>. Timeless, done at an improper
time, unseasonable : {Shak.) done before the proper
time.—rta'z/. Time'lessly, before the proper time:
unseasonably.—«. Timeliness. —/i(//'. Timely, in
good time : sufficiently early : (obs.) keeping time.—
Oilv. early, soon.—mljs. Tlme'ly-part'ed (5//rt>t.X
having died in time—i.e. at a njitural time ; Time'-
OUS, in Scot, legal phraseology, in good time

:

seasonable.

—

adv. Time'OUSly, in good time.

—

its.

Time'piece, a piece of machinery for keepin? time,
esp. a clock for a mantel-piece ; Time -pleas'er
{S/tak.\ one who complies with prevailing opinions,
whatever they be; Time'-serVer, one who serves
or meanly suits his opinions to the limes.—adj.
Tlme'-SerVing, complying with the spirit of the
times or with present power.—«. mean compliance
with the spirit of the times or with present power.

—

ns. Time'-ta'ble, a table or list showing the times
of certain things, as trains, steamers, &c. ; Time'-
thrust, a thrust made in fencing at the moment the
opponent draws breath for his thrust ; Time'-work,
labour paid for by the hour or the day—opp. to
Piece-work.—adjs. Time'-wom, worn or decayed by
time; Tim'ous(i5ac^7/), timely.—Time out of mind,
from time immemorial.—Apparent time, true so:ar
time as shown by a carefully adjusted sun-dial;
Astronomical time, the time past mean noon of
that day, and reckoned on to twenty-four hours in
mean time ; At times, at distinct intervals : occa-
sionally ; Be master of ones time, to be free to do
what one likes

; Civil time, common time, or mean
time, in which the day begins at midnight, and is
divided into equal portions of twelve hours each ;
Fill time, to book vacant dates ; In time. Time
enough, in good season, sufficiently early ; Keep
time, to indicate the time correctly : to make any
regular rhythmical movements at the same time
with others

; Lose time, to let time pass without
making use of it : to run slow—of a watch, &c. ;Make time, to recover lost time : to perform in a
certain time ; Mean time, the mean or average of
apparent time, as shown by a good clock ; Sidereal
time, the portion of a sidereal day which has elapsed
since the transit of the first point of Aries ; Solar
time, time as shown by the sun or sun-dial ; The
time being, the present time. [.A.S. tlma; cC Ice.
tliiii : and Tide.}

Timenoguy, tl-men'O-gl, h. (naut.) a rope stretched
so as to prevent gear from getting fouled.

Timid, tim'id, ad; fearful : w.^nting courage : faint-
hearted. —«. Timidity, quality or state of being
timid : want ofcourage.—rtt/z;. Tlm'idly.—«. Tim'id>
HBSa.-athi. Timordi'so (mus.), timid, hesitating, to
be so rendered.-ri^'. Tlm'orous, timid : indicating
fear.—rtrf?'. Timorously.—«. Tim'orousness.-«<//'
Tlm'orsome (Scot.), easily frightened. [Fr.,-

L

timidus—timere, to fear.]

Timocracy, tl-mok'ra-si, ». a form of government in
which a certain amount of property is a necessary
qu.ilification for office. -n^^'. "nmocratia [Gr.
timokratia—time, honour, kratein, to rule.)

Timon, trmon, «, (obs.) a helm.—«. 'Tlmoneer', a
helmsman. [L. temo, a beam.]

Timonlst, tfmon-ist, «. a misanthrope—from Timon
of Athens, the hero of Shakespeare's play so named,
which was based upon the story in Plutarch's Life of



Timothy mOte ; mflte ; mOOn ; //lexu Tip

Alcibiades. as in North's translation.—p./. 1^'mon-
ise, to play the misanthiope.

Timothy, tim'O-thi, «. tin.othy-grass, the name com-
monly given to Phitutm irateitse, a grass much
valued for feeding cattle—called alsu Cai's-ta.ilgrass
or Mecuunu cafs-lail. [So named from Timothy
Hanson, ubo introduced it to America about 1720.]

Timpano. tim'pa-n5, n. an orchestral kettledrum :—̂ ^
Tim pan!.—Also Tym'pano. (It.]

Tim-whisky, tim'-hu-is'ki, n. a kind of light one-horse
chaise.

Tin, tin, n. a silvery-white, non-elastic, easily fusible,

and malleable metal : (siang) money : a vessel of
tin, a can. &c

—

luij. made of tin.

—

v.t. to cover or
overlay with tin or tinfoil : to pack in tins :—/»./.

tin'ning ; fa.t. and ^-p- tmned.— ns. Tin'man,
Tin ner, a tinsmith ; Tinning, the art of coating
with tin, or of repairing tin-ware : the act of packing
in tin cans for preservation.

—

adj. Tinny, like tin.

—jn. a small vessel of tin. — tis. Tin-plate, thin

sheet-iron coated with tin ; Tin'-smith, a manufac-
turer of tin vessels : a worker in tin : a dealer in tin-

ware ; Tin'-type, a ferrot>-pe ; Tin'-ware, articles

made of tin.

—

Hs.pl. Tin wittS, dressed tin ore con-

taining pyrites, &c ; Tin-works, works for working
tin. [A.S. tin; Ice. tin, Ger. zinn.]

Tlnamou, tin'a-mCS, n. a South .'American genus of
birds sometimes called partridges, but really more
akin to bustards, and having atfinitics with the rhea
and emu. (Fr.,—native name.]

Tlncal, Tinkal, tingkal, «. crude borax. [Malay.)
Tinchel, tin'chel, «. a circle of men who close in

round a herd of deer.—Also Tin'chIL [Gael, tim'
chioU, a circuit.]

Tincture, tingk'tur, n. a tinge or shade of colour : a
slight taste added to an\'thing : (nted^ a solution of
any substance in or by means of spirit of wine : (ker.)

one of the metals, colours, or furs in achievements.—v.t. to tinge : to imbue : to mix with anjthing
foreign.

—

adj. Tinct {Spetu.), tinged, coloured.—«.

(TVwt.) colour, stain, spot.

—

adj. TinctO'rial, giving
a tinge: colouring. [L. tiKciura.\

Tind, tind, v.t. (Sfens.) to kindle. (A.S. tendon.]
Tlndal, tin'dal, n. a native petty-officer of lascari.

Tinder, tin'der, K. anything used for kindling fire

from a spark.—«. Tin der-box, a box in which tinder

is kept.—<ia^j. Tin'derlike {S/itii.), inflammable
as tinder; Tln'dery, irascible. [.•V.S. tynder ; Ice.

tuadr, Ger. sunder. The root is found in A.S.
ifudan, Ger. suuden, to kindle.]

Tine, tin, n. the spike of a fork or harrow, or of a
deer's antler.

—

adj. Tlned, furnished with spikes.

[AS. tind, a point; cog. with Ice. tind-r, a tooth,

a prickle ; and prob. conn, with tooth.]

Tine, tin, v.t. (Spens.) same as Tind.—1'.«. {Spent.)
10 rage, to smart.

Tine, tin, «. {Spens.y Same as Teen.
Tine, tin, v.t. (Scot.) to lose.

—

v.i. to be lost, to perish.

|M. E. tinen, tynen— Scand., Ice. tyna, to lose.]

Tine, tin, v.t. and v.i. (prov.) to enclose. (A.S.
tytian, to surround.]

Tine, tin, n. (prov.) a wild vetch or tare.

Tinea, tin'e-a, n. the generic name of certain diseases
01 the skin caused by the growth of microscopic
fungi : a genus of small moths of the family Tineidtt
and superfamily Tineina.—adj. Tin'eld, relating to

these moths. [L., a worm ]

Tinewald= Tynennld (q.v.).

Tinfoil, tin'foil, n. tin in thin leaves for wrapping
articles.

—

v.t. to cover with such.

Ting, ting, v.i. and r.t. to tinkle like a bell.

—

n. a
shairp sound, a tinkling.—n. Ting'-a-Ung, the sound
of a bell tinkling—used adverbially.

Tinge, tinj, v.t. to tint or colour : to mix with some-
thing : to give in some degree the qualities of a
substance.

—

n. a small amount of colour or taste

infused into another substance. [L. tingere, tine-

turn; conn, with Gr. itngrtin, 10 wet. to stain.)

:oi5

Tingi, ting'gi, n. a Brazilian tree whose seeds yield
soap.—.-xiso Tin'guy.

TinglS, lin'jis, n. a genus of heteropterous insects.
Tingle, ting'gl, v.i. to feel a thrilling sensation, as in

hearing a shrill sound : to feel a sharp, thrilling pain :

to tinkle.

—

v.t. to cause to tingle, to ring.

—

n. a
tingling sensation.

—

luij. Ting'lish, capable of ting-
ling or thrilling. [M. E. tiHgUn, a variant of
tinkleu, itself a freq. oi tinken, to tink.]

Tinker, tingk'er, ». a mender of brazen or tin kettles,

p.ins&c.—(.SVo/.)Tink'ler : the act of doing tinker-
work : a botcher or bungler : a botch or bungle : a
young mackerel.

—

v.t. to repair, esp. unskilfully.

—

v.i. to do tinker's work : to make a botch or mess of
anything. [M. E. tinkere—ttnken, to tink, to make
a sharp, shrill sound ; cf. Scot, tinkler, a worker in

tin.]

Tinkle, tingk'l, v.i. to make small, sharp sounds: to

clink: to jingle: to clink repeatedly or continuously.
—v.t. to cause to make quick, sharp sounds.

—

n. a
sharp, clinking sound.

—

ns. Tinkler, a small bell

;

Tinkling, a tinkling noise. [.\ freq. of M. E.
t!HkeH.\

Tinnitus, ti-nrtus, n. a ringing in the ears. (L. ' a
ringing '

—

ttnnire, to ring.]

Tinsel, tiu'sel, ». something sparkling or shining

:

glittering metallic sheets, as ot burnished Irass,

copper, or tin, almost as thin as foil, and used in

discs, patches, strips, or threads, for giving clothing,

&c, a striking appearance : anything showy, but of
little value : anything having a false lustre.

—

adj.
like tinsel : gaudy : superficial.

—

v.t. to adorn witn,

or as with, tinsel : to make glittering or gaudy :

—

pr.p. tin'selling ; pa.t. md pa.p. tin'sclled.— adj.

Tin selly, like tinsel, gaudy, showy.—«. Tin'selry,
glittering and tawdry materiaL [O. Fr. estincelU—
L. sciHiiila, a spark.]

Tint, tint, n. a slight tinge distinct from the principal

colour : a series of parallel lines in engraving, pro-

ducing a uniform shading.

—

v.t. to give a slight

coli>uring to.

—

Hs. Tin'tage, the colouring or shad-
ing of anything ; Tint -block, a surface prepared for

printing a background ; Tint'-drawing, drawing in

a wash of uniform tint ; Tin'ter, one who, or that

which, tints : a special kind of slide used with the
magic-laiitem to give moonlight effects, &c. ; Tin'tl-

ness, state of being tinty ; Tin'ting, the method of
producing a uniform shading.

—

adj. TintleSS, hav-

ing no tint or colour.

—

ns. Tintometer, an appliance

for determining lints ; Tint'-tool, an implement for

producing a tint by parallel lines.

—

adj. Tin'ty, in-

harmoniously tinted. [L. tinctus.]

Tintinnabulation, tin-tin-ab-u-lashun, H. the tinkling

sound of bells.—f7rf>>. Tintinnab'ixlant, Tintinnab'-

ular. Tintinnab ulary, Tintinnab ulcus.-«. Tin-
tinnab ulum, a bell -.—pi. Tintinnab ula. [L. tin-

tinnai-uium, a bell

—

tintixudre, to jingle, redupli-

cated from tinnire, to jingle.]

Tiny, ttni, adj. ifomp. fi'nier, snperl. Tiniest)
thin: very small. [Prob. teen, and therefore 'fret-

ful,' 'peevish.')

Tip, tip, n. the top or point of anything small : the

end, as of a fishing-rod, a billiard-cue, &c.

—

v.t. to
form a point to : to cover the tip or end of :

—

f'f.f.

tip'ping ; pa.t. and p>t p. tipped.—On the tip of the
tongue, on the very point of being spoken. [A
variant of top: cf. Dut. tip; Ger. zipf-cl, point.)

Tip, tip, v.t. to strike li^tly ; to cause to slant

:

(slang) to communicate, give : (siting) to give private
information to, about betting, &c. : (coll.) to give a
small gift of money to, as a gratuity.

—

v.i. to slant

:

to give tips.— n. a tap or light stroke : a place for

tipping any refuse into, a damp : a tram for expedi-
tiously transferring coal : pri^'ate information about
horse-racing, stock speculations, &c : a gratuity.

—

ns. Tip'-cari, a cart emptied b^ being canted up

;

'Hp'-oat, a game in which a pointed t lece of wood
called a cat is made to rebound from the ground by



Tipper fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Tithonic

being struck on the tip with a stick ; Tlp'-Cheese, a
boys' game in which a small stick is struck forward

;

Tlp'por, a means of tipping, esp. an arrangement for

dumping coal : one who tips : one who gives gratui-

ties : one who gives private hints about speculation,

racing, &c. ; Tipping, act of tilting : the habit of

giving gratuities to servants ; Tlp'ster, one whose
business is to give private hints about racing, the

rise and fall of stocks, &o.

—

adj. Tip'-tilt'ed, having
the tip tilted up.— Tip off liquor, to turn up the

vessel till quite empty ; Tip one the Wink, to wink
as a caution, or in mutual understanding ; Tip over,

to overturn by tipping ; Tip the scale, to depress

one end of the scales Fotll tip, a foul hit in base-

ball ; Straight tip, a reliable hint about bettmg, &c.
[Scaud., .Sw, tippa, to tap; Ger. tupfen.]

Tipper, tip'er, n. a kind of ale—from Thomas Tipper,
who brewed it in Sussex.

Tippet, tip'et, n. the cape of a coat : a cape of fur,

&c. : the stuff cape worn in the English Church by
a literate or non-graduate : a bird's ruffle : one of the
patagia, or pieces at the side of the pronotum of a
moth.—>«. Tipp'et-grebe, -grouse, a ruffed grebe or

grouse. [A.S. tceppet— L. tapete, cloth.]

Tipple, tip'l, v.i. to drink in small quantities : to drink
strong liquors often or habitually.

—

T.i. to drink, as
strong liquors, to excess.—«. liquor tippled.

—

ns.

Tippler, a constant toper; Tipp'linghonse.—W/.
Tippy, unsteady : smart, fine. [.\ freq. of ///, to tilt

up a vessel in drinking ; Norw. tipla ; Ger. zip/eln.\

Tipstafif, tip'staf, n. a staff tipped with metal, or an
officer who carries it : a constable.

Tipsy, tip'si, adj. pnrtially intoxicated.—7'./. Tip'slfy,

to fuddle.—rtrfT/. Tip'sily.—»j. Tip'slness ; Tip sy-
cake, a cake made ot pastry and almonds, with wine,
served with custard-sauce ; Tip'sy-key, a watch-key
in which the head is released if an attempt is made
to turn it backward. [ Tipple,^

Tiptoe, tip'tO, «. the end of the toe.

—

aiiv. on tiptoe,

literally or figuratively, through excitement, expecta-
tion, &c

—

v.i. to walk on tiptoe, to go lightly and
slvly.

Tiptop, tip'top, «. the extreme top : the height of excel-
lence.

—

adj. first-rate.

—

adv. in a first-rate manner.
Tipula, tip'u-la, «. a genus of crane-flies.—n. Tipula'-
na, a genus of fossil crane-flies : a genus of terres-

trial orchids, including the American crane-fly orchis.

—adj. Tipula'rian. (L., a water-spider.]

Tirade, ti-rad', «. a strain of censure or reproof: a
long vehement reproof. [Fr.,—It. tirata—tirare,
to pull.]

Tirailleur, ti-ra-lyir', «. a skirmisher, sharpshooter.
Tirasse, ti-ras', «. a pedal-coupler in organ-building.
Tiraz, te'raz, ». an ancient Moorish silk fabric.
Tire, tir, «. attire, apparel : furniture : a head-dress.
—v.i. to dress, as the head.— >«. Tire'-Val'iant
(.'iha/i ), a kind of fanciful head-dress ; Tire'-
woman, a lady's-maid ; Tir'ing-house, -room, the
place where actors dress. [Short for at 'ire.]

Tire, tir, ». the hoop of iron that ties or binds the
felhes of wheels. — ns. Tire'-meas'urer, -press,
-roller, -setter, -shrink'er, -smith. [Krom tie.]

Tire, tir, «. (.'ifieus.. Milt.) rank or row, esp. of guns,
train. [Same as tier.]

Tire, tir, v.i. (Shak.) to rend as a bird of prey: to
feed : to dwell upon, gloat over :—-pr.p. tir'ing

;

pa.p. tired. (O. Fr. tirer, to draw—Low L. tirare,
to draw; prob. TeuL, Goth, tairan, to tear.]

Tire, tir, v.t. to harass, to vex : to exhaust the
strength of: to wear>'.

—

v.i. to become weary : to be
fatigued : to have the patien.e exhausted.— atij.

Tired, wearied: fatigued.— «. Tlred'ness.— <i'(>.

Tire less, untiring —rtrfi'. Tire'lessly.—«. Tire'less-

ness.

—

oilj. Tire'SOme, that tires: fatiguing: tedi-

ous adv. Tlre'somely.—«. Tiresomeness. [A.S.
teorian, to be tired

—

teran, to tear.]

Tlrl, tirl, v.i. (Scot.) to quiver, vibrate ; to make a
twirling noise.

—

v,t. to twist : to strip, unroof.

—

n. a

twirl, vibration : a substitute for a trundle or lantern
wheel in a mill.—«. Tir'Ue-Whlr'lie, a whirligig:
an ornamental combination of irregular lines.

—

adj.
irregular, twisting. [A variant of /7W>-/.]

Tiro. See Tyro.
Tirocinium, tl-rO-sin'i-um, «. the first service of a

soldier, any novitiate. [L.,

—

tiro, a raw soldier.]

Tironian, tl-rO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Tiro, Cicero's
amanuensis.—Tironlan notes, the shorthand signs
of the ancient Romans.

Tirr, tir, v.t. (JScot.) to tear or strip off.

Tirra-llrra, tir'ra-lir'ra, «. (SItak., Tenn.) an imita-
tion of a musical sound.

Tirret, tir'et, n. {her.) a manacle.
Tirrit, tir'it, «. (Shak.) Mrs Quickly's word for terror.
Tlrrivee, tir'i-ve, «. (Scot.) a tantrum or fit of passion.
—Also Tirrivie.

'TiS, tiz, a contraction oi it is.

Tisane, te-zan', «. a medicinal decoction. See PtIsan.
TlsiC, tiz'ik, «. (Skak.)s.n obsolete spelling of/A/A/j/V.
Tisiphone, ti-sif'O-ne, «. one of the Furies. [Gr.,

iineiii, to avenge, phonos, murder.]
Tisri, tiz'ri, «. the first month of the Jewish civil year,
and the seventh of the ecclesia.stical year, corre-
sponding to part of September and October.

Tissue, tisti'u, «. cloth interwoven with gold or .silver,

or with figured colours : (a>uit.) the substance of
which organs are composed : a connected series.

—

v.t. to form, as tissue : to interweave ; to variegate.
—«. Tis'SUe-pa'per, a thin, soft, semi-transparent
kind of paper. [Fr. tissu, woven, pa.p. of tistre—L.
texere, to weave.]

Tit, tit, n. a teat.

Tit, tit, «. one of various small birds, a pipit, tomtit,

or titmouse. [Ice. tittr, a little bird, Norw. iita.]

Tit, tit, «. in phrase Tit for tat, properly tip for tap,
blow for blow.

Titan, tl'tan. Titanic, tl-tan'ik, adj. relating to the
Titans, giants of mythology, .sons and daughters of
Uranus (lieaven) and Gsea (earth), enormous in size

and strength : gigantic, huge generally.—«. Tl'tan,
any of the descendants of the Titans, as Prometheus :

the sun personified : any one of commanding force

or ability •.-/em. Ti'taness. -«((/. Tltanesque'. like

the Titans, Titanic in character.—«. Titanom'achy,
the battle of the Titans with the gods.

Titania, tl-ta'ni-a, «. the queen of Fairyland, wife of
Oberon. [L., applied to Diana.]

Titanium, tl-ta'ni-um, «. a comparatively rare metal,
occurring as a gray heavy iron-like powder, burning
with brilliant scintillations in the air, forming tita-

nium dioxide and nitride.

—

aiijs. Tlta'nlan, Titan'lC,
Titanit'ic ; Titanif'erous, containing titanium.—«.
Ti'tanite, or Sphene, a soft greenish mineral ofteu
present in syenite.

Titbit, tit'bit, «. a choice little bit
Titely, tlt'li, adv. (Shai.) quickly — sometimes

Tltne'ly, and erroneously Tightly. [M. E. tytly—
Scand., Ice. tidhr, frequent.)

Tithe, tlM, «. a tenth part, hence any indefinitely
small part : the tenth of the produce of land and
stock allotted for the maintenance of the clergy and
other church purposes : any rateable tax payable in

kind or by commutation of its value in money.

—

v.i.

to tax to a tenth.

—

n<ijs. Ti'thable, subject to the
payment of tithes ; Tithe'-free, exempt from paying
tithes.— «. Tithe'-gath'erer, one who collects tithes.—adj. Tithe'-pay'ing, subjected to pay tithes.

—

ns.

Tithe' -pig, one pig out of ten paid as a tithe ; Tlthe*-
proc'tor, a levier or collector of tithes ; Tl'ther, one
who collects tithes; Tl'thing, an old Saxon district

containing ten householders, each responsible for

the behaviour of the rest ; Tl'thing-man, the chief
man of a tithing. [A.S. teiVia, tenth

—

tedn, or tytt,

ten ; cog. with Ger. zehnte—zehn.]
Tithonic, ti-thon'ik, adj. denoting such rays of light
as produce chemical effects.—«. TithonlO'ity, actin-
ism.

—

adj. TlthonographlC, fixed by the tithonic
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Tltlanesque mote ; mute ; mOSn ; Men. TotMs^g^an

rays of light.—«. Tlthonom'eter, an instrument for

measuring the tithoiiicity of light-rays.

Tltianesque, tish-an-esk', adj. in the manner of the
Venetian painter Titian (Tiziano Vecellio), 1477-
1576, a combination of the richest surface with the

most magnificent colour.

Titillate, tit'il-lat, v.t. to tickle.—«. Titilla'tion, act

of titillating : state of being titillated : a pleasant

feeling.—rt<^'. Titillative. [L. titilldre, dtum.\
Titivata, TitUvate, tit'i-vat, v.i. and v.t. (slang) 10

smarten up, by dress or otherwise. [Most prob. a
factitious word, perh. based on tidy.]

Titlark, tit'Iark, «. a titling, a pipit. [Tit and iark.]

Title, ti'tl, «. an inscription set over or at the begin-

ning of a thing by which it is known, a tiile-page :

a name of distinction : that which gives a just right

to possession : ownership : the writing that proves a
right : (A'.) a sign : a fixed sphere of work required

as a condition for ordination, a parish in Rome—of

these fifty give titles to cardinal-priests : in book-
binding, the panel on the back on which the name
of the book is printed.

—

adj. Tl'tled, having a title.—Ks. Title-deed, a deed or document that proves
a title or just right to exclusive possession ; ^'tie-
leaf, the leaf on which is the title of a book.

—

adj.

Ti'tleless {Skak.), wanting a title or name.

—

iis.

^'tie-page, the page of a book containing its title

and usually the autnor's name ; Ti'tle-rolO, the part

in a play which gives its name to it, as ' Alacbeth ;

'

Tl'tlesheet, the first sheet of a book as printed,

containing title, bastard-title, &c ; Ti'tling, the act

of impressing the title on the back of a book ;

Ti'tlonjnu, a title taken as a pseudonym ; BclS'tard-

ti tie (see Bastard). [O. Fr. titU (Fr. litre)—h.
titidiis.]

Titling, tit'ling, «. the hedge-sparrow.— «J. Tit'man,
a puny man ; Tit'mouse, a genus of little birds,

which feed on insects, &c. :—//. Titmice (tit'mTs).

[Obs. Eng. tit, anything small ; A.S. mdse ; Gcr.
meise, a small bird.]

Titrate, tit'rat, ->.t. to subject to titration.—«. Tltra'-
tion, volumetric analysis, the process of ascertaining
the quantity of any given constituent present in a
compound by observing it under the application of
staiidar'i solutions.

Ti-tree. te'-tre, n. a palm-lily, a tea-tree or manuka.
Tit-tat-to, tit'-tat-tOS (or -to), k. a child's game, same

as Criss-cross (q.v.).

Titter, tit'er, v.i. to giggle, snicker, or laugh with
the tongue striking the teeth : to laugh restrainedly.
—K. a restrained laugh.—«j. Tittera'tion, a fit of
giggling ; Tltt'erer, one who titters. [M. E. titeren,
to tattle. Prob. iniit.]

Tittle, tit'l, «. a small particle : an iota.

—

n. Titt'le-
bat, the stickleback. [O. Fr. title— titulus, a title.]

Tittle, tit'l, v.t. (Scot.) to chatter.—«. Titt'le-tatt'le,
idle, empty talk.

—

v.i. to prate idly.

—

>is. Titt'le-
tatt'ler, a trifling tattler; Titt'le-tattling, the act
of talking idly.

Tittup, Tltup, tit'up, v.i. to skip about eaily. — «.

a light springy step, a canter.

—

adj's. Titt'Uppy,
Tit'dppy, gay, lively : unsteady.

Titty, tit'l, «. a teat, the breast.

Titty, tit'i, «. (Scot.) sister.

TitUDant. lit'fi-bant, adj. staggering, stumbling.

—

r.i.

Titubate, to stagger, stumble.— «. Tituba'tion,
reeling, stumbling : restlessness. [L. tituidre,
dtutn, to stagger.]

Titular, tit'u-lar, adj'. existing in name or title only :

nominal : having the title without the duties of an
office. — «. one who enjoys the bare title of an
office, without the actual possession of that office

:

a person invested with a title in virtue of which he
holds a benefice, whether he performs its duties or
not.—«. Titular'ity.—Wr. Tifularly.—«</;. Tit u-
lary, consisting in, or pertaining to, a title.— «. one
having the title of an office whether he performs its

duties or not.—Titular bishop, in R.C. usage, a

bishop without a diocese, taking his title from a
place where there is no longer a bishop's see, as in

the countries once conquered by Crusaders in the
East—before 1882 called ' bishop in partibus infide-

lium ;' Titular Ohurch, one of the parish churches
of Rome supplying a title to cardinal-priests ; Titular
of a church, that from which a church takes its

special name—distinguished from a patron, wiio
must l>e a canonised person or an angel ; Titulars
of the tithes, laymen in\ested with church lands
after the Reformation in Scotland.

Tiver, tiv'er, «. a kind of ochre for marking sheep.

—

V. t. to mark with such.
Tivy, ti\''i, adv. with speed.
Tizxy, ti/i, «. (slaiig) a sixpence.
Tmesis, tme'sis, «. (gram.) the separation of the parts

of a compound word by one or more words inserted
between them, as ' Saxo cere-comn\\n\M-brum ; '

' of
whom be thon tuare also' (2 Tim. iv. 15), [L.,—Gr.
tmesis—temnein, to cut.]

To, too, /r<r/. in the direction of: in order to : as far
as: in accordance with, in the character of: regard-
ing, concerning, in connection with : expressing the
end or purpose of an action, as in many uses of the
gerundial infinitive, the sign of the infinitive mood :

(B.) sometimes = for.

—

adv. to a place in view, for-

ward : to its place, together.— To and fro, back-
wards and forwards. [A.S. 16; Ger. zu, Goth. du.\

Toad, tod, «. a genus of amphibians, typical of the
family Bufotiidte, represented in Britain by two
species—the Common Toad and the Natterjack.

—

lis. Toad'-eat'er, a fawning sycophant—originally a
mountebank's assistant, whose duty was to swallow,
or pretend to swallow, any kind of garbage ; Toad'-
eat'ing, sycophancy.

—

adj. sycophantic.

—

its. Toad'-
fish, the sapo of the United States Atlantic coast

;

Toad'-flaz, a genus of herbaceous plants, closely

allied to the Snapdragon ; Toad'-in-a-hole, a piece
of beef baked in batter ; Toad'-spit, cuckoo-spit.

—

adj. Toad'-spot'ted, thickly stained or spotted like

a toad.

—

its. Toad'-stone, a soft and earthy variety

of trap-rock of a brownish-gray colour, looking like

an argillaceous deposit ; Toad'stool, a poisonous
kind of mushroom ; Toad'y, a mean hanger-on and
flatterer.

—

Z'.t. to fawn as a sycophant :—^a.t. and
/«./>. toad'ied.—rt^'. Toad'ylsh.- «. Toad'jrism, the
practice of a toady. [A.S. tadige, tddie, a toad.]

Toast, tOst, v.t. to dry and scorch at the fire : to

name when a health is drunk : to drink to the health

of

—

z'.i. to drink toasts.—«. bread toasted : a slice

of such dipped in liquor : the person or thing named
whose health is to be drunk. — ns. Toast'er. one
w ho, or that which, toasts ; Toast'ing-fork, -iron,

a long-handled fork for toasting bread : a sword

;

Toast'-mas'ter, the master and announcer of toasts

at public dinners ; Toast'-rack, a stand, with parti-

tions for slices of toast, for setting on the table. [O.

Fr. toster—V.. tostus, roasted, pa.p. of torrere.]

Tobacco, to-bak'O, «. a plant of genus Nicotiana.
order Solanaceit, esp. one of several species, the

most generally cultivated being the stately Nicotiana
Tabacum, a native of America—the dried leaves

used for the sedative effects for smoking in pipes,

&c., and also in the form of snuff

—

ns. Tobaccana'-
lian, a smoker; Tobaoc'o-heart, a functional dis-

order of the heart, due to excessive use of tobacco

;

Tobacc'onist. one who sells or manufactures
tobacco ; Tobacc'O-plpe, a pipe used for smoking
tobacco ; Tobacc o-pouch, a small pouch for holding
tobacco ; TobacC O-Stop'per, an instrument for press-

ing down the tobacco in a pipe. [Through Sp.
tabaco, from the Haytian.]

Tobit, to'bit, «. an apocryphal Old Testament book,
containing the story of Tobit.

Toboggan, to-bog'gan, n. a kind of sled turned up at

the front, much used in Canada lor sliding down
snow-covered slopes.

—

v.i. to 'lide down over snow
on such.—Earlier also Tobog'gin. Tabog'gan, Tar-
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To-brake fate, far ; m5, h6r ; mine

;

Tolerable

bog'gm. — '". Tobog'ganer; Tobog'ganing ; To-
bog'ganist. [A native word.]

To-bralie, tSO-brak' v.t. (Judges ix. 53) broke in

pieces. [A.S. tdorecan — pfx. id-, asunder, and
brecan, to break.]

Toby, to'bi, «. a beer-miig shaped like an old man
with three-cornered hat.

Toccata, tok-ka'ta, «. {mifs.) a work primarily in-

tended to display the performer's touch.

—

>is. TOC-

catel'la, Toccatina (-te'na), a short toccata. [It.,

—

toccare, to touch.]

Tocher, toh'er, «. {Scoi.) a woman's dowry.

—

v.i. to

give a dowry to. — «</;'. Toch'erless, without a

marriage portion. [Ir. tochar, Gael. tochradh.\

Toco, to'ka, «. (slang) punishment.—Also To'ko. [Gr.

tokos, interest.)

Tocology, tO-kol'O-ji, «. obstetrics.—Also Tokol'ogy.

[Gr. tokos, birth, logia—legein, to speak.]

Tocsin, tok'sin, «. an alarm-bell, or the ringing of it.

[O. Fr. toquesin (Fr. tocsin)—toquer, to strike ; O.
Fr. sing{Vx. signe), a sign.)

Tod, tod, «. (Scot.) a fox.—«. TodlowTie, a fox, a
crafty fellow.

Tod, tod, n. an ivy-bush

—

{Spens.) Toddo : an old

weight of about 28 lb.

—

v.i. to weigh a tod.

To-day, too-da', «. this or the present day. [A.S. td

diege. )

Toddle, tod'I, v.i. to walk with short feeble steps, as a
child.

—

II. a toddling gait: an aimless stroll.

—

n.

Toddler, one who toddles.—«///. Todd'Ung. [Prob.

a by-furm of totter.

\

Toddy, tod'i, n. the fermented juice of various palms
of the East Indies : a mixture of whisky, sugar, and
hot water.—«j. Todd'y-la'dle, a small ladle like a
pimch-ladle for use in mixing or serving out toddy

;

Todd'y-palm, a palm yielding toddy, as the jaggery-
palm ; Todd'y-stlck, a small stick used in mixing
toddy. [Hind, tdri—tdr, a palm-tree.]

To-do, lOT-doO', n. bustle : stir : commotion.
Tody, to'di, «. a small West Indian insectivorous bird

—the green sparro7v, green humming-bird, &c.
Toe, tS, «. one of the five small members at the point

of the foot : the corresponding member of a beast's

foot :' the front of an animal's hoof.

—

v.t. to touch or
reach with the toes : to furnish with a toe, as a
stocking.—7/./'. to place the toes in any particular

way.—«. Toe'-Cap, a cap of leather, &c., covering
the toe of a shoe.

—

adj. Toed (tad), having toes.

—

«j. Toe'-nall; Toe'-plece. [A.S. td. (pi. thn); Ice.

td, Ger. zehe.^

Toff, tof, n. (siang) a dandy, a swell. [Ety. dub.]
Toffee, Toffy, tori, «. a hard-baked sweetmeat, made
of sugar and butter.—Also Taff'V. [Ety. unknown.]

Tofore, toO-far', a^iv. , prep. (Shak.) before : formerly.
[A.S. td/oran.]

Toft, toft, «. a hillock : a messuage with right of
common.—«j. Toft'man ; Toft'stead. [Ice.]

Tog, tog, n. (sian^) a garment—generally in pi.—7'.t.

to dress.—«. Tog'gery, clothes.—«.//. Long'togs
(naut.), shore clothes. [Prob. through Fr. from L.
toga, a robe.]

Toga, tO'ga, «. the mantle or outer garment of a
Roman citizen.

—

adj's. Toga'ted, To'ged, dressed in

a log! or gown.—«. Toge {Shak.\ a robe.—Toga
prSBiexta, the purple-hemmed toga
worn by curule magistrates and
censors, and by freeborn boys till

fourteen ; Toga virillB, the garb of
manhood, put on by boys at four-
teen. l\j.,—tegfre, to cover.]

Together, t(55-geVA'6r, a<iv. gathered
to one place : in the same place,

time, or company : in or into union :

in concert. [\.S. td^rrdtre—td, to,

geador, together.)

Toggle, log^l, «. {naut.) a short bar
of wood, tapering from the middle towards each
end, placed la an eye at the end of a rop>. to keep

«. Toggle.

the end from passing through a loop or knot : an
appliance for transmitting force at right angles to its

direction.

—

v.t. to tix like a toggle-iron : to fix fast.—ns. Togg'le-i'ron, a wlialer's harpoon with movable
blade instead of barbs ; Togg'le-JOillt, an elbow or
knee joint. [Conn, with /7<^ and toiu.\

Togue, tOg, n. the mackinaw or great lake-trout.

Toho, t0-h5', interj. a call to pointers to stop.

TohU bohu, tO'hOD bO'hoO, «. chaos. [From the Heb.
words in Gen. i. 2, ' without form' and 'void.']

Toll, toil, «. a net or snare. [O. Fr. toile, cloth—L.
tela, from texcre, to weave.]

Toil, toil, v.i. to labour : to work with fatigue.—«.

labour, esp. of a fatiguing kind.—«. Toil'er.

—

adjs.
Toil'fUl, Toil'some, full of fatigue : wearisome

;

Toilless.— <i^r'. Toilsomely.— «. Toil'someness.
—adj. Toil-worn, «oni out with toil. [O. Fr.

touilter, to entangle ; of dubious origin—prob., ace.

to Skeat, from a freq. form of Old High Ger. zucchen
(Ger. ziicken), to twitch ; cf. Old High Ger. zocc/ufn,

to pull, zogdn, to tear ; all derivatives from Old High
Gtr. zihan (Ger. Ziehen), to pull.]

Telle, twol, n. cloth.—«. Tolllnet', -te", a fabric with
silk and cotton chain and woollen filling : a kind of
German quilting. [Fr.]

Toilet, Toilette, toilet, «. a dressing-table with a
mirror: also a cover for fich a table: the whole
articles used in dressing : mode or operation of
dressing : the whole dress and appearance of a
per.son, any particular costume.

—

ns. Toil'et-Cloth,

-COV'er, a cover for a dressing-table.

—

adj. Toll'eted,

dressed.

—

ns. Toil'et glass, a mirror set on the

dressing-table ; Toiletset, -service, the lUensils

collectively u.sed in dressing ; Toil'et-SOap^ a fine

kind of soap maile up in cakes ; Toil et-ta'ble, a

dressing-table.—Make one's toilet, to dress. [Fr.

toilette, dim. o{ toile, cloth ; of. Toii(i).]

Toise, toiz, «. an old French lineal measure = 6. 395
Eng. feet. [Fr. ,— L. tendere, tensum, to stretch.)

Toison, toi'zon, //. the fleece of a sheep.—Toison d'or,

the golden fleece. [Fr.,—Low L. tonsion-em—h.
tondere, to shear.]

Toit, toit, «. (prov.) a cushion.

Tokay, tO-ka', «. a sweetish and heavy wine with an
aromatic flavour, produced at Tokay in Hungary : a
variety of grape.

Token, to'kn, n. a mark : something representing

another thing or event : a sign : a memorial of

friendship : a coin issued by a private person or
civic authority redeemable in current money : in

old Presbyterian use, a voucher of lead or tin,

inscribed with the name of the church or parish,

admitting a qualified communicant to the celebra-

tion of the I>ord's Supper : a measure of press-work,

250 impressions on one form : a thin bed of coal

showins; the vicinity of a thicker seam.

—

v.t. (ohs.) to

set a mark upon.^By the same token, further in

corroboration ; More by token (see More). (A.S.

tdcen; Ger. zeichen. a mark.)
Tola, tO'la, n. the Indian unit of weight = 180 grains

troy. [Hind.]
Told, tOld,/rt./. and pa.p. oT tell.

Tole, Toll, lOl, v.t. to draw as with a lure, to attract,

entice.—«J. Toling, Tolling, the use of toll-bait

to allure fish : a method of decoying ducks. [See
Toll{i).]

.

Toledo, t0-le'd5, «. a sword-blade made at Toledo in

Spain.— rtrf;'. Tol'letan, of Toledo. [L. Toleium.]
Tolerable, tol'iSr-a-bl, adj. that may be tolerated or
endured : moderately good or agreeable : not con-

tempiibl''.— r;j. Tolerabll'lty, Tol'erableness.-
adv. Tol'erably.— «. Tol'erance, the tolerating or
enduring of offensive persons or opinions, charity,

patience, indulcence.

—

adj. Tol'erant, tolerating :

enduring: indulgent: favouring toleration.— adv.
Tol'erantly.

—

v.t. Tol'erate, to bear: to endure:
to allow by not hindering.—«j. Tolera'tion, act of
tolerating ' allowance of what is not approved ;
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ToU mflte ; mute ; m05n ; then. Tongrue

liberty given to a minority to hold and express
their own pohtical or religious opinions, and to

be admitted to the same civil privileges as the
majority; Tolera'tlonlst ; Torerator. [L. toler-

dre, -dtuin, from tollere, to lift up.]

Toll, tol, n. a tax for the liberty of passing over a
bridge or road, selling goods in a market, &c. : a
portion of grain taken by a miller for grinding.

—

v.i.

\Shak.) to exact as a tribute.

—

luij. Toll'able, sub-
ject to toil.

—

HS. Toll'age, payment of toll : the
amount paid as toll ; Toll'bar, a movable bar across

a ro-td, &c., to stop passengers liable to toll ; Toll'-

bOOtb, a booth where tolls are collected ; Toll'-

bridge, a bridge where toll is taken ; ToU'dlsh, a
dish for measuring the toll in mills ; Toll'er, ToU'-

fath'erer ; Toll'gate, a gate where toll is takc-n
;

oU'houso, the house of a toll-gatlierer ; Toll'man,
the man who collects toll : atoll-gatherer; Tol'sey
(pis.), a toUbooth : an exchange. [A.S. io/, toil;

cf. Dut. ta/,Ger. zoU; and tell, to count.]

Toll, tol, v.i. to sound, as a large bell, esp. a measured
sound, as a funeral bell.-z/./. to cause to sound, as a
bell : to strike, or signal by striking.—«. the sound of

a bell when tolling.—«. ToU'er. [M. E. iolleii, to

pull—A.S. tyiian, \x\ for-tyllan, to allure.]

Toll, tol, v.t. {law) to take, annul. [L. tollere, to

take away.]
Tol-lol, tol-lol', adj. {slans) pretty good.—adj. Tol-

lol'isb, tolerable.

Tolt, tolt, «. an old English writ removing a court-
baron cause to a county-court. [O. Fr. tolie—Low
L. tolta—L. tollere, to take away.]

Toltec, tol'tek, >t. a member of the earlier race who
occupied Me.\ico, their power passing later into the
hands of the Aztecs.

—

adj. Tol'tecan.
Toltor, tol'ter, v.i. (prov.) to flounder about.
Tolu, lo'lu, «. Tolu balsam, yielded by Myroxylon

Toluijera, a native of Venezuela, Ecuador, and
Brazil, employed in medicine and perfumery.—«.

Tol'liene, methyl benzene. - <if^'. Tol'UlC. [From
Santiago de 1 obi in Columbia.]

Tom, toni, «. a dim. of Thomas—used generically for

man in ' tomfool," &c. : a male, esp. a male cat

:

(prov.) a close stool.—«.f. Tom'-and-Jer'ry, a drink
of hot rum and eggs, spiced and sweetened ; Tom.'-
trot, a toffee made with treacle, sugar, and butter.
—Tom, Dick, and Hairy, any persons taken at
random.—Long Tom, a long gun, as distinguished
from a carronade, a gun carried amidships on a
swivel-carriage.

Tomahawk, tom'a-hawk, «. a light war-hatchet of
the North Americ;in Indians, either wielded or
thrown. — v.t. to cut or kill with a tomahawk.
[The Indian name.]

Tomalley, to-mal'i, «. the so-called liver of the lobster.— Al>o Tomall'y. [Prob. tourmalin, from the
greenisli colour.]

Toman, tO-man', «. a Persian gold coin worth 7s. 2d.

—Also Tomaun'. (Pers.)

Tomato, to-ma'to, or tO-ma'tO, «. the pulpy edible
fruit of a plant of the Nightshade fanuly {Sola-
naceie), or the plant itself, native to South America,
but now much cultivated in Europe—earlier called
the ' love-apple ' :^pl. Toma'toes. [Sp. tomate—

•

Mex. tomate.

\

Tomb, toom, «. a pit or vault in the earth, in which a
deaii liody is placed ; a tombstone.

—

adjs. Tomb'lo ;

Tomb'less, without a tomb.— h. Tomb'stone, a
stone erected over a tomb to preserve the memory
Of the dead. [Fr. tombe—V,. tiimba—Gx. tymbos.]

Tombac, tom'bak, «. a name given to an alloy of
copper and zinc like Prince's metal, or to an alloy

of copper and arsenic—Also Tom'bak, [Malay
tdmbiiga, copper.]

Tomboc, tom'bok, «. a Javanese long-handled weapon.
Tombola, tom'bS-la, »/. a kind of lottery game played

in France and the southern United States. [lu,

—

tombolare, to tumble.]

Tomboy, tom'boi, H. a wild romping girl, a hoyden

:

{Sluik.)s. strumpet. [Tom and l>oy.\

Tomcat, tom'kat, «. a fidl-grown male cat, [Tom.]
Tome, tOm, «. part of a book : a volume of a largo
work : a book. [Fr.,—L. tomus—Gr. tontos—tent-

iteiii, to cut.]

Tomentnm, tS-men'tum, «. {bot.) a species of pubes-
cence.—ai^>. Tomen'tose, Tomen'tous. [L.]

Tomfool, tom'fOOl, «. a great fool : a trilling fellow.

—

v.i. to act foolishly.— «. TomfOOl'ery, foolish trifling

or jesting: buffoonery.—«(/;'. TomToollSb. [Tom.]
Tomium, to'mi-um, «. the cutting edge of a bird's

h\\\.~ adj'. To'mial. [Gr. tomos, temnein, to cut.]

Tommy, tom'i, «. a penny roll, bread, provisions : the
system of giving food as part wages.

—

v.t. to oppress
by the tommy or truck-.system.

—

ns. Tomm'y-Shop,
a truck-shop ; Tom'nod'dy, tlie puffin or sea-parrot

:

a fool.—Tommy Atkins, or Tommy, a generic name
for the English private soldier.—Soft tommy, .soft

bread, as opposed to hard tack or sea-biscuit.

To-morrow, too-mor'O, n. the morrow after this.—

•

adv. oi\ the morrow. [.\.S. td morgeii.]
Tompion, tom'pi-on, n. the inking-pad of the litho-

gr.-iphic printer.—Also Tom'pon. [Tampion.]
Tompion, tom'pi-on, II. {ol'S.) a watch.
Tomtit, tom'tit, «. the titmouse. [Tom, a common
name like Jack, and tit, as in titttiouse.]

Tom-tom, tom'-tom, «. the drum used in India by
musicians, jugglers, &c. : a gong.

—

v.i. Tam'-tam,
to beat on a tom-
tom.

Tomundar, to-mnn'-
dar, «. the head chief
of a Baluchi tribe.

Ton, tun, K. a measure
of capacity, varying
with the substance
measured— timber,
wheat, gravel, lime,

coke, &c. — in the
carrying capacity of ships, 40 cubic feet : a
measure of weight, equal to 20 cwt. or 2240 lb.

avoirdupois. [A.S. tunne,a. vat, tub; Ger. tonne,
cask.]

Ton, ton, «. fashion, style.

—

adj'. Ton'ish, stylish.

—

adv. Ton'lshly.
Tonalite, tO'nal-It, n. an igneous rock having a

granitic structure, and composed essentially of
plagioclase, biolite, and quartzite.

To-name, too'-nam, «. a byname, nickname, or name
in addition to Christian name and surname.

Tone, ton, «. the character of a sound : quality of the

voice : harmony of the colours of a paintmg, also

its characteristic or prevailing efl'ect as due to the

management of chiaroscuro and to the effect of light

upon the quality of colour : {phot.) the shade or

colour of a finished positive picture; {gram.) syl-

labic stress, special accent given to a syllable

:

character or style : state of mind : mood : a healthy
state of the body.

—

v.t. to utter with an afi^ected

tone : to intone, to utter in a drawling way : to give

tone or quality to, in respect either of sound or

colour : to alter or modify the co\o\ir.—adj. To'naL
—«. Tonal'lty.

—

adjs. Toned, having a tone (in

compounds); Tone'less —Tone down, to give a
lower tone to, to moderate, to soften, to harmonise
the colours of as to light and shade, as a painting.

[L. tonus— Gr. tonos, a ^<ovmA — teinB, to stretch.]

Tong, tung, «. {Spens.) the tongue of a buckle.

Tonga, tong'ga, «. a light two-wheeled cart for four,

in use in Burma.
Tonga-bean, tong'ga-ben, «. Same as Tonka-bean.
Tongs, tongz, n.pl. a domestic instrument, consisting

of two jointed pieces or shafts of metal, used for
lifting. [A.S. taitge ; Ice. tdng, Ger. zange.]

Tongue, timg, «. the fleshy organ in the mouth, used
in tasting, swallowing, and speech T power of speech :

manner ofspeaking: speech: discourse: a language;

Tom-tom.
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Tonic Rte, fSr ; me, h6r ; mine : Top

anything like a tongue in shape : the catch of a
buckle : the pointer of a balance : a point of land.

—

adjs. Tongued, having a tongue ; Tongue'less,
having no tongue. «. ToilgU6'let, a little tongue.

—

fi.adj. Tongue-shaped, shaped like a tongue : {bot^

linear and fleshy and blunt at the point, as a leaf.

—«. Tongue'ster, a babbler.— «(^>. Tongue'-tied,
•tacked, having an impediment, as if the tongue
were tied: unable to speak freely.

—

n. Tongue'-
Work, babble, chatter.—Hold one's tongue (see

Hold). [A.S. tititge : Ice. tunga, Ger. zunge, the

tongue ; L. lingua (old form dingua).]
Tonic, toii'ik, ndj. relating to tones or sounds : {ined.)

giving tone and vigour to the system : giving or

increasing strength. — «. a medicine which gives

tone and vigour to the system.—«. Tonicity, the

healthy state of muscular fibres when at rest.

—

Tonic spasm (see Spasm).
TonlO SOUa, ton'ik sol-fa', «. a modem system of

musical notation, in which the notes are indicated

by letters, and time and accent by dashes and
colons.

To-night, t5S-nTt', «. this night : the night after the
present day.

Tonlte, tO'nlt, «. an explosive made from pulverised

gun-cotton.
Tonka-bean, tong'ka-ben, n. the seed of a large tree

of Guiana, used for flavouring snuff.—Also Ton'-
quln-bean.

Tonnage, tun'aj, «. in regard to ships, a measure both
of cubical capacity and of dead-weight carrying
capability—the freight ton simply means 40 cubic
feet of space available for cargo, and is therefore

two-fifths of a register ton : a duty on .ships, esti-

mated per ton.—Al.so Ton'nage.
Tonsil, ton'sil, «. one of two glands at the root of the

tongue, so named from its shape. —«. Tonsili'tis,

inflammation of the tonsils, —adjs. Ton'sillar, Ton'-
silar, Tonsillt'ic. [L. tonsilla, a stake, a tonsil,

dim. of tansrt, an oar.]

Tonsile, ton'sil, adj. that may be clipped.—«. Ton'-
SOr, a barber.— adj. TonSO'rlal, pertaining to a
barber or to shaving. [L. tonsilis—tondere, tonsiem,
to clip.)

Tonsure, ton'shOTr, «. act of clipping the hair, or of
sh.iving the head : a religious observance of the R.C.
and Eastern Churches, which consists in shaving
or cutting part of the h^ir of the head as a sign of
the dedication of the person to the special service of
God, and commonly to the public ministry of religion.—adj'. Ton'SUred, having the crown of the head
shaven as a priest : shaven : bald. [L. tonsttra, a
s\\f:a.xm%—tondere. \

Tontine, ton-ten', «. a kind of life-annuity, increasing
as the subscribers die: a loan raised with the
benefit of survivorship—also adj.—n. Tontin'er.
[From Lorenzo Tonti, a Neapolitan, its inventor.]

Tony, tO'ni, «. a simpleton. {Antony.'\
Tony, tC'ni, adj. (U.S.) genteel, high-toned.
Too, too, adv. over : more than enough : extremely

:

likewise.

—

adj. Too-tOO, quite too: extreme, super-
lative : (slang) extravagantly and affectedly senti-
mental, gushing. [A form of to, sig. lit. 'added to.']

Tooart, tOO'art, n. a eucalyptns of south-western
Australia, with remarkably heavy and durable wood.
—Also Tu'art, Tew'art.

Took, tfSOk, pa.t. and obsolete pa.p. of take.
Tool, tool, «. an instrument used by workmen r one
who acts as the mere instrument of another.

—

v.t.

to mark with a tool, esp. to ornament or imprint
designs upon, of bookbinders : {slang) to drive, as
a coach or other vehicle : to carry in a vehicle.—r'.i.

to travel in a vehicle, to drive.—«. Tool'lng, work-
manship done with a tool. [A.S. til, tohl ; perh.
from the root of tow.^

Tooley Street, tOOl'i str5t,_«. a street in Southwark,
at the foot of London Bridge, famous through Can-
ning's story of its three tailors who began their

petition to parliament with ' We, the people of
England.'

Toom, tOOm, adj. empty.—«. a dumping-ground for

rubbish. [Ice. tdinr, empty.]
Toon, toDn, «. a large tree of the bead-tree family,

with red wood and astringent bark. — Also East
Indian mahogany, Indian cedar.

Toot, toot, v.i. to pry or peep about : (pbs.) to be pro-
minent.—«. Toot'er, anything projecting. [A.S.
totian, to elevate.]

Toot, toot, v.i. to make short unmusical sounds on a
flute or horn.

—

v.t. to blow, as a horn, &c.

—

n. a
sound, as of a horn, a blast: {U.S.) a spree.—«.

Toot'er, one who toots, or that upon which he toots.

[Old Dut. tuyten ; cf. Ice. thjdta, to resound, A.S.
thedtan, to howl.]

Toot, toot, n. {slang) an idle worthless creature : the
devil.

Tooth, tOoth, n. one of the hard bodies in the mouth,
attached to the skeleton, but not forming part of it,

developed from the dermis or true skin, their function
primarily the mastication of the food : the taste or
palate, relish : anything tooth-like : a prong : one of
the projections o[i a .saw or wheel :

—

pi. Teeth.

—

v.t. to furnish with teeth : to cut into teeth.

—

ns.

Tooth'ache, an ache or pain in a tooth ; Tooth'-
brush, a brush for cleaning the teeth ; Tooth'-
draw'er {S/iak.), one whose business is to extr.ict

teeth with instruments, a dentist ; Tooth'-draw'ing,
the act of extracting a tooth : the practice of extract-

ing teeth.

—

adjs. Toothed, having teeth: {bot.)

having tooth-like projections on the edge, as a leaf;

Tooth'ful, full of teeth.—«. a small drink of spirits,

&c.—rtrtf/. Toothless, having no teeth.—«j. Tooth-
or'nament, a Romanesque and Early Pointed

moulding, consisting of a square four-leaved flower

pointed in the centre ; Tooth'pick, an instrument

for picking out anything in the teeth ; Tooth'-

pow'der, a powder used with a tooth-brush for

cleaning the teeth.

—

adj. Tooth'some, pleas.int to

the taste.— «^. Tooth'someness ; Tooth -wash, a
liquid preparation for cleansing the teeth ; Tooth'-

wort, a name for Lathraa sgiiamaria, one of the

insectivorous plants, as well as for Dentaria but-

bi/era, one of the Cruciferx, common in England,
also known as 'coral-wort' and ' tooth-violet.'

—

adj.

Tooth'y, having teeth : toothsome : biting.—Tooth
and nail, with all possible vigour and fury.—

A

sweet tooth, a relish for sweet things ; In SpltO

of one's teeth. In the teeth of, in defiance of

opposition ; Show one's teeth, to threaten, to show
one's anger and power to injure ; Throw, Cast, in

one's teeth, to fling at one, as a taunt, or in

challenge ; To the teeth {Slutk.), in open opposi-

tion or defiance. [A.S. idth{\>\. tMi, a\so t6thas)\

coe. with Goth, tunthus, L. dens, dent-is, Gr. o-dous,

o-dont-os. Sans, danta.]
Tootle, tOOt'l, v.i. to make a series of feeble sounds, as

a poor player on the flute. [Freq. of toot.]

Top, top, «. the highest part of anything : the upper
end or surface : the upper part of a plant : the
crown of the head : the highe.st place, rank, or
crown, consummation : the chief or highest person :

{naut.) a small platform at the head of the lower
mast : the end-piece of a jointed fishing-rod : the
same as top-boot, esp. in //.

—

adj: highest, fore-

most, chief : good, capital.

—

7>.t. to cover on the
top : to tip : to rise above : to surpass : to rise to

the top of : to take off the top of : to hit a golf-

ball above its centre.

—

v.i. to be eminent :

—

f^.p.
top'i>ing

;
pa.t. and pa.p. topped. — adj. Top'-

bOOl'ed, wearing top - boots. — «./»/. Top'-boots,
long-leeged boots with an ornamental band of
briuht-coloured leather ronnd the iap.— Hs. Top'-
Coat, a coat worn outside one's other clothes ; Top'-
drain'ing, the act or practice of draining the sur-

face of land.

—

71. t. Top'-dreSS, to spread manure on the
surface of.

—

n. Top'-dress'ing, a dressing of manure



Top mOte ; mQte ; mOOn : then. Tormentll

laid on the surface of land : {_/ig.') any superficial
covering.— niijs- Topfull {Shak^, full to the top
or brim ; Topgallant, applied to the mast and sail

next above the tDpniast and topsail and belo* the
royal-mast.—«. Top-hamp'er, unnecessary weight
on a ship's upper-deck.—rti//. Top'-heaVy, havmg
the upper pan loo heavy for the lower: tipsy.—«.

Top-knot, a crest or knot of feathers upon the head
of a bird : a knot of ribbons worn by women on the

top of the head : the popular name of some small
fishes of the same cenus as the turbot and brill.

—adjs. Top'-knotted : Topless (^Shak.\ supreme,
without superior ; Top'loftlcal, Toplofty, having a
high top, pompous, bombastic.

—

ns. Top loftiness ;

Top'man, a man stationed in one of the tops

:

a top-sawyer ; Top'mast, the second mast, or that

immediately above the lower mast.—(Jt^'. Top'most,
next the top: highest.— vs. Top'per, one who, or

that which, excels; Top'plng, the act of one who
tops, that which tops : (//.) that cut off in topping.
— adj. surpassing, pre-eminent: arrogant.

—

ad^t.

Top'pingly.— adj. Top'-proud iSkak.), proud in

the highest degree.

—

tis. Topsall (top'sal, or -si), a

sail across the topmast ; Top'-saw'yer, the upper
sawyer in a sawpit : (coll.) a superior, a person of

importance ; Top'-Side, the upper p.irt ; Tops'man,
a head-drover, a foreman; Top'-SOil, the upper
part or surface of the soil ; Top'-SOiling, removal
of the top-soil ; Top'-Stone, a stone placed on the
top, or which forms the top. [A.S. tcyfi : Ger. zofif.\

Top, top, n. a child's toy, shaped like a pear, and set

or kept whirling round by means of a string or a
whip. (Prob. Old Dut. top. toppe, dop, doppe ; Mid.
High Ger. top/, tup/en, a pot.]

Toparcll, to'park, «. the ruler or principal man in a
place : the governor of a toparchy.— «. To'parchy,
a small state or government consisting of only ;i

few cities : command in a small state or subdivision
of a coimtry. (Gr. toparches— iopos, a place, archein,
to rule

—

arche, beginning.]
Topaz. tO'paz, «. a mineral, ranked among gems, found

fjCnerally in primitive rocks, colourless, light blue

or ^reen, rose-pink, orange or >traw-yellow, in great
variety of shades, the most prized generally from
MrazW.—adj. To'pailne.—«. Topaz'mlte, a g.-u-nt;t

resembling a topaz. [O. Fr. topase, topaze—Gr.
tot'azion, also topazos.\

Topaza, tO-pa'za, «. a genus of humming-birds.
Tope, top, v.i. to drink hard or to excess : to tipple :—
pr.p. tO'ping ; pa.p. toped.

—

n. To'per, a drunkard.
[From tope, an obs. verb 'to drink hard,' from the
phrase to top off, sig. ' to drink off at one draught.']

Tope, top, «. a Buddhist tumuhis for the preservation
of relics, of more or less solid masonry, in which the
relics are deposited— the oldest spherical, others
having polygonal base.s, originally crowned with an
umbrella-shaped finial, and surrounded by a carved
stone railing with elaborately carved gateway.
[Corr. from Sans, stupa, a heap.]

Tope, tOp, H. a small species of British shark—the
Afiller s dog a.nd Penny dog.

Tophet, tO'fet, «. a place at the south-ea.st comer of
Gehenna, or vale of Hinnom, to the south of Jeru-
salem, once the scene of idolatrous rites, later the
common lay-stall of the city, in which fires were kept
burning : the future place of torment for the damned.
(Heb. tophetk.]

Tophus, tu'fus, n. a gouty deposit :—//. tO'fiil.—adj.
Topha'CeoilB. [L.. 'sandstone.']

Topia, tOjji-a, n. a kind of mural decoration common
.in old Roman houses.

—

adj. To'piary, clipped into
ornamental shapes, of trees and shrubs—alsoTopia'-
rian. [L.,—Gr. topos, a place.]

Topic, top'ik, n. a subject of discourse or argument

:

a matter.

—

adj. Top'ical, pertaining to a place

:

local : relating to a topic or suliject : relating to

things of local interest.— rta'r/. Top'loally, with refer-

ence to a particular place or topic [Fr.,—Low L.,

— Gr. ta topika, the general principles of ;iigiiment—trpos, a place.]

Topograpner, io-pog'raf-6r, «. one who describes a
plai:e, Ccc. : one skilled ni topography.

—

adjs. lopo*
graph Ic, -al, pertaining to topograpiiy.

—

adv. Topo-
fraph'tcally, in a topographical manner. — hs.

opog'iaphist; Topography, the description of a
place : a detailed account of the superficial features

of a tract of country : the art of describing places.

[Gr. topos, a place, grapkein, to describe.]

Topolatry, tO-pol'a-tri, «. veneration for a place. [Gr.

tof>os, a place, latreia, worship.]

Topology, tO-polo-ji, «. the art of aiding the memory
by associating things with places. [Gr. topos, a
place, legein, to speak.]

Toponsrm, top'O-nim, «.(rt«a/.) a topographical name,
the technical designation of any region of an animal.—«. Topon'omy, topical terminology, the place-
names of a district.

—

adjs. Topon'ymal, Toponym'-
iO, -al.—«. Topon ymy, the nomenclature of anato-
mical regions. [Gr. topos, a place, ononta, a name.]

Topple, top'l, v.i. to fall forward : to tumble down.
[Kreq. o( top.]

Topsyturvy, top'si-tur-vi, adv. bottom upwards.—
adj. turned upside down.— «. ronfnsiop.

—

7'.t. to

turn upside down.—«. Topsyturvification, a turn-

ing upside dowti.—ad7'. Topsytur'vily.—kjt. Topsy-
tur'VlliesS ; Topsytur'vydom. [Explained by Skeat
as top + j»(adv.) -(- terT/y, overturned—M. E. tetven,

to throw—A.S. torfinii, to throw.]
Toque, tok, «. a form of hat or cap worn in the i6th

century : a modern close-fitting brimlcss bonnet lor

women : an African nominal money of account,
equal to 40 cowries : the bonnet-macaque. [Fr.,

prob. Celt., Bret, tok, \V. toe, a hat.]

Tor, tor, «. a hill, a rocky height. [A.S. tor^, tor—
W. tor; Gael. torr.\

Torah, tO'ra, «. the Mosaic law : the book of the law,
ihe Pentateuch.-Also ThoTah. [Heb.]

Torblte, tOr'blt, «. a preparation of peat for fuel.

Torch, torch, «. a liglt lormed of twisted tow dipped
in pitch or other inflammable material : a large

candle or flambeau.— «j. Torch'-bear'er ; Torch'

-

dance ; Torch'er {Shak.), one who gives light with,

or as with, a torch ; Torch'ing, a way of catching
fish at night \v th torch-light and spear; Torch-
light ; Torch'-iaco.—H.//. Torch'-staves {Sluik.),

staves for carrying torches. [Fr. torclie— L. tortiim,

pa.p. o( torgiiere, to twist.]

Torchftre, tor-shar', «. a large ornamental candela-
Iriim. [Fr.]

Torcular, tor'ku-lar, n. the tourniquet. [L.]

Tore, tor, /«./. of tear.

Tore, tOr, «. {prov.) dead grass.

Tore = Torus.
Toreador, tor-e-a-dOr', n. a bull-fighter, esp. on horse-

back. [Sp.]

To-rent, ton'-rent', p.adj. (Spens.) rent asunder.
Toreutic, tO-rOO'tik, adj. pertaining to chased or
embossed metal-work.

—

>rs. ToreumatOg'raphy, a
treatise on ancient work in metal ; ToreumatOl'Ogy,
the art of ancient art-work on metal ; Toreu'tes, an
artist in metal. [Gr., toreneiM^ to bore.]

TorgOCh, tor'goh, «. the red-bellied char. [W.]
Torment, tor'ment, «. torture : anguish : that which
causes pain.

—

v.t. Torment', to torture: to put to

extreme pain, physical or mental : to distress : to

a.^\cx..—p.adj. Tormen'ted (.i'.S.), a euphemism
for damned.

—

adj. Tormen'tlng, causing torment.

—

ad?'. Tormen'tlngly, in a tormenting manner.

—

us.

Tormen'tor, -er, one who, or that which, torments:
(B.) a torturer, an executioner : a long meat-'^ork : a
wing in the first groove of a stace ; "rormen'tuia, a
whirligig. [O. Fr., -L. tormtntutrt, an engine for

hurling stones— L. torqitire, to twist.]

Tormentll, tor'men-til, «. a genus of plants, one
species with an astringent woody root. [Fr.,—Low
L. tormentUla—L. tonHentum.\
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Tormina fate, far : mi, her : mine ; Tory

Tormina, tor'mi-na, «.//. gripes, colic.

—

ad/s. Tor'-
minal, Torminoos.

Tormodont, tor'mO-dont, iu(/. socketed, of teeth. [Gr.
to'iiios, a hole, oaous, odontos, a tooth.]

Tom, torn, fa.p. of tear: (A'.) stolen.—a^(;'. Tom'-
down, rebellious, ungovernable.

Tornado, tor-ni'dO, «. a violent hurricane, frequent

in tropical countries :—/»/. Toma'does.—a^^'. Tor-
nad'ic. [Sp., tomada—tornar—L. tornare.\

Tomeament, an obsolete form of tournament.
Toroidal, tO-roi'dal, atij. shaped like an anchor-ring.

ToroHS, lO'rus, adj. swelling, muscular.—«. Toros'ity,

muscularity.
Torpedo, tor-pe'do, «. a genus of cartilaginous fishes

of family 'rorpedinida?,Te:\a.t.s<ii to the skates and rays,

with electric organs on each side of the head, giving

an electric shock when touched so as to produce
torpor or numbness, the cramp-fish : a submarine
weajK>n of offence, carrying a charge of gun-cotton
or other explosive, and possessing powers of locomo-
tion—in distinction to a submarine mine, which is

stationary and used for defensive purposes :—pl.
Torpe'does.

—

v.t. to attack with torpedoes, to ex-

plode a torpedo in or under.

—

adj. Torped'lnoUS.

—

HS. Torpe'do-boat, a small swift steamer from which
torpedoes are discharged ; Torpe'do-boom, a sp.ir

for carrying a torpedo, projecting from a boat or
anchored in a channel ; Torpe'do-catch'er, a swift

vessel for capturing torpedo-boats ; Torpadoist, one
skilled in the management of torpedoes ; Torpe'do-
net, a net of wire hung at some distance round a ship
to intercept torpedoes, (L.,

—

torpere, to be stiff.]

Torpescent, tor-pes'ent, ouij. becoming torpid or numb.
— «. Torpes'cence. (L., pr.p. of torpescere, to be-

come stift'

—

torpere, to be stiff.]

Torpid, tor'pid, adj. stiff, numb: having lost the
power of motion and feeling : sluggish, dormant :

pertaining to the torpids, or Lent boat-races, at

Oxford.—«. a second-class racing boat, or one of its

crew.—«. Torpidity.—rtr/7'. Tor'pidly.—«. Torpid-
ness—f./. Tor'piiy, to make torpid.—«j. Tor'pl-
tude, state of being torpid : numbness ; dullness

:

stupidity; Tor'por, numbness : inactivity : dullness:
stupidity. [L. torpiiius— torpere.]

Torque, tork, «. a twisting force : a necklace of metal
riiiss interlaced.— df^i. Tor'quate, -d, collared;
Torqued', twisted. [L. t(n-gues—torquere, to twist.]

Torrefy, tor'e-fl, v.t. to scorch : to parch .—pa.t. and
pa.p. torr'efied.—«. Torrefac'tion, act of torrefying :

state of being torrefied. [L. torrere, to dry, to burn,
facere, to make.]

Torrent, tor'ent, «. a rushing stream : a strong or
turbulent current.

—

adj. rushing in a stream.

—

hs.

Torr'eilt-bow, a bow of prismatic colours formed
above the spray of a torrent ; Torr'ent-duck, a
merganser of genus Af>rjfa«^/^rt, found in the swift
water-courses of the Andes.

—

adj. Torren'tlal, of
the nature of a torrent, produced by the agency of
rapid streams : overwhelmingly voluble.

—

n. Tor-
rential'ity. — adv. Torren'tially. [L. torrens,
-entts, lx>iling, pr.p. oi torrire, to dry.]

Torricellian, tor-i-sel'i-an, or lor-i-chel'i-an, adj. per-
taining to the Italian mathematician Evangelista
Torrtcelli (160S-47), who discovered in 1643 the
principle on which the barometer is constructed.
—Torricellian tube, the barometer; Torricellian
vacuum, the vacuum in the barometer.

Torrid, tor'id, adj. burning or parching: violently
hot : dried with heat.—«.5. Torrid'ity, Torr'idness.
—Torrid zone, the broad belt round the earth be-

twixt the tropics, on either side of the equator. [L.
torridtu—torrire, to burn.]

Torse, tors, n. a heraldic wreath.— >». Torsade', an
ornament like a twisted cord ; Tor'sel, a tv/isted

scroll : a plate in a brick wall to support the end of
a beam,

Torshent, tor'shent, ». (y.-y.) the youngest child and
pet of u family. —Also TorslL

Torsion, tor'shun, «. act of twisting or turning a
body : the force with which a thread or wire tends

to return when twisted, the kind ot strain produced
in a bar or wire when one end is kept fixed and the
other is rotated about the axis : {snrg.) a method of

common application for the purpose of checking
arterial hasmorrhage in certain cases, by twisting the
cut end of the artery.—«. Torslbil'ity.-rt^^. Tor'-
Sional, pertaining to, or resulting from, torsion.

—

n. Tor'Sion-barance, an instrument for measuring
very minute forces by a delicate horizontal bar or
needle, suspended by a very fine thread or wire.

—

adj. Tor'sive, twisted spirally. [L. torsio— tor-
quere, tortum, to twist.]

Torsk, torsk, «. a genus of fish of the cod family,
abundant in the northern parts of the Atlantic
Ocean, characterised by a .single long dorsal fin, and
by having the vertical fins separate. [Sw. torak

:

Ger. dorscli, a haddock.]
Torso, tor'so, «. the trunk of a statue without head or

limbs -.—pi. Tor'sos.-Also Torso. [It. ; prob. Teut.,
Old High Ger. titrso, torso, stalk.]

Tort, tort, «. a term in the law of England including
all those wrongs, not arising out of contract, for

which a remedy by compensation or damages is

given in a court of law : (Spens.) wrong, injury,

calamity. — adj. Tor'tiOUS (Spens.), wrongful, in-

jurious. [Low L. lortutn—L. torquere, tortutn,

to twist.]

Torticollis, tor-ti-kol'is, «. wryneck.
Tortile, tor'til, adj. twisted : wreathed : coiled.

—

n. Tor-
tility.

—

adj. "(ottViQ^S/utk.), twisted, wreathed.
Tortilla, tor-te'lya, «. a round flat cake made from

maize in Mexico. [Sp., dim. o( torta, a tart.]

Tortoise, tor'tis, or -tois, «. together with turtles, a
well-denned order of reptiles, distinguished especi-

ally by the dorsal {carapace) and ventral (plastron)

shields which protect the body.

—

n. Tor'tolse-shell,

the horny epidermic plate of a species of turtle.

—

aiij. of the colour of the foregoing, mottled in yellow

and black. [O. Fr. tortis—L. tortus, twisted.]

TortriX, tor'triks, n. the typical genus of Tortri'cida,

a family of small lepidopterous msects.

TortulOUS, tor'tu-lus, adj. having swellings at regular

intervals.

Tortuous, tor'tQ-us, ad/, twisted, winding : O^f.)
deceitful. — <wi>'. Tor'tuose, twisted: wreathed:
winding. «. Tortuosity, state of being tortuous.

—adv. Tor'tuously.—«. Tor'tuousness. [Fr.,—L.
tortuosus— torquere, tortum, to twist.]

Torture, to/tur, «. a putting to the rack or severe
pain to extort a confession, or as a punishment

:

extreme pain : anguish of body or mmd.

—

v.t. to

put to torture or to the rack : to put to extreme
pain: to annoy: to vex. — «. Tor'turer.— a<iv.

Tor'turingly, m a torturing manner : so as to

torment or punish.

—

adj. Tor'turoUS, causing tor-

ture. [Late L. tortura, torment

—

torquere.]

Toruffled, too-ruf'ld, adj. (Mitt.) ruffled.

Torula, tor'u-la, «. a small torus : the yeast-plant.

—

atijs. Tor'ullform ; Tor'uloid ; Tor'ulose ; Toru-
lOUS.- «. Tor'ulua, the socket of the antenna. [L.
torulus, dim. oi torus, swelling.]

Torus, tO'rus, «. (arc/tit.) a moulding in the base of
columns, the profile of which is semicircular: (hot.')

the receptacle or part of the flower on which tho
carpels stand : (anat.) a rounded ridge, csp. one on
the occipital bone of the skull :—/^ To'ri. [L., a
round, swelling place, an elevation.]

Tory, to'ri, «. a Conservative in English politics—

a

term since 1830 largely superseded by Conservative,
but since i88o a good deal revived in the sense
frequently of a non-conservative Conservative.

—

7>.t.

To'rify, to infect with Tory principles.—«. To'ryism,
the principles of the Tories. [Ir. toiridhe, a pursuer

;

first applied to the Irish bog-trottrrs and robbers;
next, .anout 1680, to the most hot-headed asserlers

of the royal prerogative.]
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Tose mote ; mOte ; mOSn ; Men. Tounxure

Tose, toz, v./. (ois.) to pull about, esp. to tease.

—

a^j.
To'sy, teased, soft.

Tosh, tosh, adj. {Scot.') neat, trim.

Toss, tos, V. t. to throw up suddenly or violently : to

ctuse to rise and fall : to make restless : to agitate,

pass from one to another : to toss up with : to drink
off : to dress out smanly.

—

v.i. to be tossed : to be
in violent commotion : to tumble about : to fling.—«.

act of throwing upward : a throwing up of the head :

confusion, commotion: a toss-up.

—

v.t. TOSS'OII
{Spens.), to toss, to brandish.—«. • Toss'er.

—

adv.
ToSS'Uy, pertly.—«j. ToSS'lng, the act of tos^inK or
throwing upward : (/>'.) violent commotion : (jnintng)
process of washing ores ; Toss'-pot (JShak.), a toper,
a drunkard ; Tos?-up, the throwing up of a coin to
decide anything : an even ch:uice or Hazard.

—

adj.
Toss'y, pert, contemptuous —Toss Off, to drink off;
Toss up, to throw up a coin and wager on which side it

will fall. (Celt., as W. iosio, to jerk, tos, a quick jerk.]
Tost. .-» form o{ tossed, />n.p. of toss.

Tosticated. tos'ti-ka-ted. adj. fuddled : perplexed—
also Tos'sicated.—«. Tostlca'tlon, perplexity.

Tot, tot, «. anything little, esp. a child : a drinking-
cup holding but half-a-pint, a small dram. — ».
Tot'tle, a dim. a{ tot. (Cf. Ice. tottr, a dwarf.]

Tot. tot, v.t, to add or sum up.

—

n. an addition of a
long column. [Coll. abbrev. of total.]

Total, tO'tal, adj. whole : complete : undivided : un-
qualified, absolute.— n. the whole: the entire
amount.—r./. to bring to a toial, add tip : to amount
to. »s. Totallsa'tion ; Totallsa'tor, To'taliser, an
automatic bettinc- machine.— v.t. To'talise.— >is.

To'taliser ; Total'lty the whole sum. quantity, or
amo\mt.—adv. To'tsflly.—«. To'talness, entireness.
[Fr..—Low L. totalis—L. totus, whole.]

Tote, tCt, v.i. to carry as a personal burden, to bear.
— «. Tote'-road, a rough road for carriers.

Totem, te5'tem, ». a natural object, not an individu-il

but one of a class, taken by a tribe, a family, or
a single person, and treated with superstitious re-

spect as an outward symbol of an existing intimate
unseen relation.—<k^'. Totem'iC—>«. To'temlsm,
the use of totems as the foundation of a vast social

system of alternate obligation and resti^ction ; T6'-

tomlst, one designated by a totem.

—

adj. To'tom-
IStiC. [Algonquin olem, which must be preceded
by the personal article, as kitotem = the family-
mark, nind-oteni = my family-mark.)

T'other, tu/A'er, indef. pron. that other.
Totient, tO'shi-ent, n. the number of totjtives of a

n'Mnber. [L. toties, so many.]
Totipalmate, to-ti-pai'mat, adj. fully webbed in all four

toes.—«. a bird showing this.— «. Totlpalma'tion.
Totltive, tot'i-tiv, «. a number less than another

having with it no common divisor but unity.
To-tome, tOa-tOrn', p.adj. (Spens.) torn to pieces.
Totter, tot'*r, v.i. to shake as if about to fall : to be
unsteady : to staager : to shake. — «. Tott'erer.

—

adv. Tott'eringly, in a tottering manner.

—

adjs.
Tott'ery, shaky; Tott'y (Sfiens.), tottering, un-
steady. [For falter— ^l. E. tulteH—A.S. tealtriojt,

to totter, tealt, unsteady.]
Toucan, t50-_kan',or tSS'-, ft. a genus ofSouth American

Picarian birds, with an immense beak. [Fr.,—Braz.]
Touch, tuch, v.t. to come in contact with : to perceive
by feeling : to reach : to relate to : to handle or
treat gently or slightly, as in ' to touch the hat," &c.

:

to take, taste : to move or soften : to influence : to
move to pity : to taint : {slang) to cheat : to lay the
hand upon for the purpose of curing scrofula or

' king's evil—a practice that ceased only with the
accession of the House of Brunswick.

—

v.i. to be in

contact with ; to make a passing call : to speak of
anjnhing slightly: {pro7'.) to salute by touching
the cap. — n. act of touching: a movement on a
musical instrument, skill or nicety in such, a musical
rote or strain : any impression conveyed by contact,

a hint, a slight sound : a stroke with a pen, brush.

&c. : a tinge, smack, trace, a slight degree of a
thing : sense of leding, contact, close sympathy,
harmony : peculiar or cnaractcristic manner : a style

ot anything at a certain expenditure : a touchstone,
test.

—

adj. Touch'able, capal)le of being touched.

—

tt. Toucaableness, the state or quality of being
touchable.

—

adj. Touch' -and-go, of uncertain issue,

ticklish, difficult. — ns. Touoh'-baok, the act of
touching the football to the ground behind the
player's own goal when it has been kicked by an
opponent ; Touch'-boz, a bo.x containing tinder,
which used to be carried by soldiers armed with
matchlocks ; Touch'-dowu, the touching to the
ground of a footiiall by a player behind the oppo-
nents' goal ; Touch er ; Touch -hole, the small hole
of a cannon through which the fire is communicated
to the charge.—n;/r'. Touch'ily, in a touchy manner:
peevishly. — «. Touchiness, the quality of being
touchy : peevishness : irritability.

—

adj. Touch'ing,
affecting : moving : pathetic, —prep, concerning :

with regard xo.—atlv. Touch'lngly.—«j. Touch'lng-
ness ; Touch -me-not, a plant of genus Impatiens:
lupus ; Touch'-nee'dle,a sii.all bar or needle of gold
for testing articles of the same metal by comparing
the streaks they make on a touchstone with those
made by the needle ; Touch'-paper, pajjer steepied
in saltpetre for firing a train of powder, &c. ; Touch'-
piece, a coin or medal formerly given by English
sovereigns to those whom they touched for the cure
of the kuig's evil ; ToUCh'stone, a kind of compact
basalt or stone for testing gold or silver by the streak
of the touch-needle : any test ; Touch'WOOd, some
solt combustible material, as amadou, used as tinder.—adj. TOUCh'y, irritable : peevish.—TOUOh Up, to
improve by a .series cf small touches, to elaborate,
embellish. — A near touch, a close shave. [Fr.

touclur—from Old High Ger. tucchen (Ger. sucken\
to move, to draw.]

Tough, tiif, adj. not easily broken : firm : stiff, vis-

cous, sticky : stubborn, hard to manage, trying

:

violent : tenacious : able to endure hardship.—«.

a rough, a bully.

—

v.t. or v.i. Tough'en, to make or
become XoM^.—ndj. Tough'ish, rather tough.

—

adv. Tough ly.—«. Toughness. [A.S. toh: cog.
with Ger. zahe.\

Toupee, tOC-pe', «. a little tuft or lock of hair, the top
of a peri« ig, a small wig. [Fr. tintpet.]

Tour, tOCr, «. a going round : a journey in a circtiit

:

a prolonged journey : a ramble.—«. Tour'ist, one
who makes a tour, a traveller for sight-seeing.

—

adj.

Touristic [Fr.,

—

'L. tor-niis, a. turn.]

Touraco, tiJO'ra-kO, or tro-ra'-, K. a bird about the siye

of a pheasant found in the Amazon region, whose
structure shows many anomalies— the stern.Tl ap-

paratus, the divided muscular crop, and the rep-

tilian ch.iracter of the he.id of the unhatched chick.

Tourbillon, t5?5r-biryun, «. anything with a spiral

movement : a whirlwind : a kind of firework which
gyrates in the air. [Fr., a whirlwind— L. turbo.}

Tourmalin, -e, tOOr'ma-lin, H. a beautiful mineral,

with vitreous lustre, mostly black, brownish-black,

and bluish-black. [From Tourmali, in Ceylon,
whence a variety of the sione was first brought.]

Tournament, tser'na-ment, u. a military sport of the

Middle Ages in which combatants engaged one
another to display their courage and skill in arms :

any contest in skill involving a number ofcompetitors

and a series of games.—^Also ToUT'ney. [O. Fr.

toumoiement, tomoi—tomet— L. tomdre, to turn.]

Totimiquet, tOOr'ni-ket, n. an instrument for compress-
ing the main artery of the thigh or arm, either for

the purpose of preventing too great a loss of bloo'l

in amputation, or to check dangerous hsemorrhage
from accidental wounds, or to stop the circulation

through an aneurism. [Fr., toumei— L. tomSre,
to turn.)

Toumure, tCCr-nur', n. contour, the characteristic turn
of a drawing : a pad worn by women to give th«
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Toxise ftte, far ; mS, h6r ; mTae ; Trachea

hips a well-rounded outline, the drapery at the

back of a gown.
Touse, towz, v.t. {Spens.) to pull, to tear, to tease or

worry :—/r./. tous'ing ; />a./>. toused.—«. a pull : a
disturbance.—«. ToUS'er, one who, or that which,
teuses.

—

v.t. ToViS'le {co//.), to disarrange, to tumble.

—adj. ToUS'y, shaggy, unkempt, tousled.

^Ut, towt, v.i. to look out tor custom in an obtrusive

way.

—

H. one who does so : a low fellow who hangs
about racing-stables, &c., to pick up profitable in-

formation. — «. Tout'er, one who touts. [A.S.
tdtian, to look out.]

Tout, towt, v.i. {Scot.) to pout.

—

n. a pet, a fit of the
sulks, a sudden illness.—a^^'. Tout'ie, petulant.

Tow, to, v.t. to pull a vessel through the water with a
rope.—«. oriiijmally a rope for towing with : the
coarse part of flax or hemp : the act of towmg.

—

ns.

Tow'age, act of towing : money for towing ; ToW-
boat, a boat that is towed, or one used for towing
other vessels.

—

n.pl. ToW'lllg-bittS, upright timbers
projecting above the deck for fastening tow-lines to.—HS. Tow'ing-net, a drag-net for collecting objects

of natural history, &c. ; ToWing-path, Tow'-path,
a path, generally by the side of a canal or river, for

hor.ses towing barges ; Tow'-i'ron, a toggle-iron used
in whaling ; Tow'llne, a line used in towing.

—

cuij.

ToWy, like tow. [A.S. tedftau, iedn. Qi. Tug.]
Toward, tOard, Towards, tO'ardz, prep, in the direc-

tion of: with a tendency to : for, as a help to : near,

about. — adv. nearly : in a state of preparation.

[A.S. tdweard, adj.

—

td, to, and ward, sig. direc-

tion.]

Toward, -ly, to' ward, -li, adj. ready to do or learn :

apt.—/AT. To wardness, To'wardllness.
Towel, tow'el, «. a cloth lor wiping the skin after it is

washed, and for other purposes : an altar-cloth.

—

ns.

ToWel-horse, -rack, a tVame for hanging towels on ;

Towelling, cloth for towels: a thrashing.—A lead
towel, a bullet ; An oaken towel, a cudgel. [O. Fr.

touaiiU—Old High Ger. twaJiilla (Ger. zwehU)—
Old High Ger. twnhan, to wash.]

Tower, tow'6r, «. a lofty building, standing alone or
forming part of another : a fortress : (fur.) a bearing
representing a tower with battlements, &c : a high
head-dress worn by women under William HI. and
Anne.

—

v.i. to rise into the air : to be lofty.

—

v.t.

(,Miit.) to rise .iloft into.

—

ad/s. ToWared, having
towers ; ToWerlng, very high, elevated : very
violent ; ToWory, having towers : lofty. [O. Fr.

t}t>—L. turris, a tower.]

Towhee, tow'hS, ». the chewink, ground-robin, or
marsh-robin of the United States. [Imit.]

Town, town, n. a place larger than a village, not a
city : the inhabitants of a town.

—

fis. Town'-Olerk,
a clerk who keeps the records of a town ; Town-
OOUn'Cll, the governing tx)dy in a town, elected by
the ratepsyers ; Town'-COUn'Clllor, a member of a
town-council ; Town'-cri'er, one who cries or makes
public proclamations in a town ; Town'hall, .-x public
nail for the official business of .1 town ; Town'house,
a house or building for transacting the public business
of a town : a house in town as opposed to one in the
country.

—

a^ij. Town'lsh, characteristic of town as
opposed to country.

—

ns. Town'land, a township ;

Town'-meet Ing, in New England, a primary meet-
ing of the voters of a town.

—

n.pl. Towns'folk, the
folk or people of a town.

—

ns. Town'Sllip, the terri-

tory or district of a town : the corporation of a town :

a district ; Towns'man, an inh;ibitant or fellow-

inhabitant of a town.

—

n.pl. Towns'peopIO, towns-
folk.

—

ns. Town'-talk, the general talk of a town :

the subject of common conversation ; Town'y, a
townsman. [A.S. tun, an enclosure, town ; Ice.

tti't, an enclosure, Ger. saiin, a hedge.]
To-wome, too-worn', p.adf. {Spens.) worn-out.
Toxicology, tok-si-kol'O-ji, H. the science of poisons.

—ns. Toxemia, Toxse'mla, Toxlce'mla, ToxIcsb'-

mla, blood-poisoning.—<»<//>. Toxomlc, ToxsB'mic,

1024

septicemic ; Tox'lC, -al, pertaining to poisons, toxico-

logical.—Oi/t/. Tox'ically.—<^<</. TOX'icant, poison-
ing.—«. a poison.

—

tuij. Toxicolog^ical, pertaining

to toxicology.—rt<3'i'. Toxlcolog ically.—7«.^ Toxl-
COl'OgiSt, one versed in toxicology ; ToxiCO'SlS, a
morbid condition caused by the action of a poison

;

Tox'in, -e, a poisonous ptomaine. (Gr. toxikon,
arrow-poison^/a.rittJj, for the bow

—

toxon, a boWi
logia—iegein, to say.]

Toxophilite, tpk-sof'i-llt, >. a lover of archery : an
archer.

—

adj. Toxophillt'ic. [Gr. toxon, a bowi
pkilein, to love.]

Toy, toi, n. a child's plaything : a trifle : a thing only
for amusement or look : a curious conceit, a story :

a matter of no importance : amorous sport.

—

v.i. to
trifle: to dally amorously.—«. Toy'er, one who
toys.

—

adj. Toy'lsh, given to toying or trifling:

pl.iyful: wanton.- a</r^ Toy'lshly. —«i. Toy'ish-
nes8 ; Toy'man, one who deals in to\-s ; Toy'shop,
a shop where toys are sold.

—

adj. Toy'SOme, dis-

posed to toy : wanton. [Duu tuig, tools ; Ger.
zeng, stuff.]

Toyle, toil (Spens). Same as 7>;V(i).
Toze, tOz, v.t. {Sfuxk.) to pull by violence or impor-

tunity :—pr.p. tOz'ing
;
pa.p. tOzed.

Trabeated, tra-be-a'ted, adj. having an eatablature

:

belonging to beam or lintel construction.

—

adj.
Trab'al.

—

ns. Tra'bea, a rol)e of state worn by
consuls, augurs, &c. in ancient Rome :—//. TrabeSB;
Trabea'tlon, an entablature : combination of beams
in a structure ; Trabec'ula ibot.), a projection from
the cell-wall across the cell-cavity of the ducts of
certain plants : one of the fibrous cords of connec-
tive tissue in the substance of spleen, kidneys, &c.

:

one of the fleshy columns, or columme carnect, in

the ventricle of the heart, to which the chorda
tendinex are attached: (entom.) one of the pair of
movable appendages on the head, in front of the

antennae of some mallophagous insects—also Tra-
beCuJns :—/>/. Trabeculaa.—a^//'. Trabecular.-
«. Trabec'ularlsm.— <j<(ri. Trabec'ulato, -d, hav-
ing .a trabecula. [L. trabs, a beam.]

Trace, tras, «. a mark lelt : footprint : a small

quantity : (/art.) the ground-plan of a work.

—

v.t.

to follow by tracks or footsteps, to discover the tracks

of, to follow step by step, to traverse : to follow with
exactness : to sketch : to cover with traced lines or

tracerj'. — •/./. to move, travel: to dance.

—

adj.

Trace'able, that may be traced.—«. Trace'able-
ness.—rti/f. Trace'ably.—«j. Tra'cor; Tra'cery,
ornamentation traced in flowing outline : the beauti-

ful forms in stone with which the arches of Gothic
windows are filled for the support of the glass. [Fr.,

— L. tructus, pa.p. ot tra/iere, to draw.]
Trace, tras, «. one of the straps by which a vehicle is

drawn. [O. Fr. trays, trais, same as traits, pi. of
trait; cf. Trait.]

Trachea, tra-ke'a, H. that part of the air-passages

which lies between the larynx and the bronchi :

—

//. Tracheffl. —aiih. Tracheal, pertaining to

the trachea; Tra'choan, having tracheae. — n.pl.

Trachea'rla, the tracheate arachnidans. — adjs.
Trachea'rian, pertaining to the tracheate arachni-
dans ; Tra'cheary, pertaining to the trachea ; Tra'-
cheate, -d, having a trachea.

—

ns. Trachench'3rma,
tracheary tissue; Tracheobranch'ia, a breathing-
organ of certain aquatic insect larvae.

—

adj. Tracheo-
bronch'ial, pertaining til the trachea and the
bronchi.

—

h. Trache'ocelej an enlargement of the
thyroid gland. — adj. Tracheoscop'lo, pertaining
to tracheoscopy. — us. Trache'oscoplst, one who
practises tracheoscopy ; Trache'OSCOpy, the inspec-
tion of the trachea ; Tra'cheotome, a knife used in

tracheotomy ; Tracheot'omist, one who practises
tracheotomy ; Tracheotomy, the operation of
making an opening in the trachea; TracM'tlS,
Trachei'tlS, inflammation of the trachea. [L.
triichia—Gx. trachys, tracheia, rough.]



Trachelium mote ; mute ; m5(5n ; /Aen. Tragedy

Trachelium, tra-ke'li-um, «. the neck of a column : a
genus of Campaniilaceir, native to the Mediterra-
nean region. — <!(/;. Trache'lo-OCCip'ital, pertaming
to the nape of the neck and the hind-head. [Gr.
trachelos, the neck.)

TrachinUS, tra-ki'nus, «. the typical genus of Tra-
chiniiJce, a lamily of acanthopterygian fishes, the
weevers. [Gr. irachys, rough.)

Trachle, Trauchle, trah'l, v.t. (Scot.) to draggle : to

fatigue.— H. a long and exhausting effort, —adj.
Trach'ly, dirty, slovenly.

Trachoma, tra-kO'ma, «. a disease of the eye, with
hard pustules on the inner surface of the eyelids.

TrachUXUS, tra-ku'rus, k. a genus of carangoid fishes,

the saiirels. [Gr. trachys, rough, oura, tail.)

Trachyte, tra'kit, «. a crystalline igneous rock, gene-
rally grayish in colour, usually fine-grained or com-
pact, more or less markedly porphyritic, with large

crystals of sanidine and scales of black mica.

—

cuijs.

Trachyt'ic ; Trach'ytoid. [Gr. trachys, rough.)

Tracing, tra'sing, «. act of one who traces : act of
copving by marking on thin paper the lines of a
pattern placed beneath : the copy so produced.—«.

Tra'cing-pa'per, a transparent paper which, when
laid over a drawing, &c., allows the drawing to be

seen through it, so that a copy can be made by
tracing the lines of the original on the paper.

Track, trak, v.t. to follow by marks or footsteps : to

tow : to traverse : to make marks upon.—«. a mark
left : footprint : a beaten path : course laid out for

horse, foot, or bicycle races : the two continuous
lines of rails on which railway carriages run.

—

ns.

Track'age, a drawing or towing, as of a boat

;

Track'-boat, a boat towed by a line from the

shore ; Track'-Clear'er, a guard in front of the

wheels of a locomotive, &c. , to clear any obstruc-

tion from the track ; Track'er, one who, or that

which, tracks ; Track'-layer, a workman engaged
in laying railway-tracks.

—

eitfj. Trackless, without
a path : untrodden. — »</;'. Tracklessly. — us.

Track'lessness ; Track'man, one who has charge
of a railway-track ; Track'-road, a towing-p.-ith

;

Track'-walk'er, a trackman having cliarge of a

certain section of railway-track.—In one's tracks,
just where one stands ; Make tracks, to go away
hastily, to decamp ; Make trackj for, to go after

;

Off the track, derailed, of a railway carriage, &c. :

away from the proper subject. (Fr. trac—Dut. ink,
draught, trekken, to draw.)

Tract, trakt, «. something drawn out or extended :

continued duration : a region, area : a short treatise :

an anthem sung instead of the Alleluia after the

fradual, or instead of it, from Seutuagesima till

„i-ter-eve.

—

n. Tractabil'ity. quility or state of
being tractable : docility.

—

adj. Trac'tahle, easily

drawn, managed, or taught: docile — «. Trac'-
tableness. — a<iv. Tractably. — «. Tractate, a
treatise, tract.

—

ndj. Trac'tlle, that may be drawn
out.—«J. Tractil'ity, the iiunlity of being tractile:

ductility ; Trac'tion, act of drawing or state of
being drawn ; Trac'tion-en'glne, a steam vehicle
for hauling heavy weights along a road, &c.

—

luij.

Trac'tive, that draws or pulls.—«j. Trac'tor, that
which draws, esp. in //. metallic tractors, two bars
of iron and of steel, drawn over diseas.d parts of
the body to give supposed relief; Tractora'tion,
the use of metallic tractors in medicine. [ L. traciiis,

pa.p. oi trahere,Xo draw.)
Tractarian, trakt-ar'i-an, «. one of the writers of the

. famous Tracts /or the Times, published at Oxford
during the years 1833-41—Pusey, Newm;<n, Keble,
Hurrell Froude, and Isaac Williams.

—

ns. Tractar't-
anlsm, the system of religious opinion promulgated
in these, its main aim to assert the authority and
dignity of the Anglican Church ; Tracta'tor, one
of the writers of the foregoing.

Trade, trad, «. buying and selling : commerce : occu-

pation, craft : men engaged in the same occupation :

rubbish.

—

v.i. to buy and sell : to act merely for
money.

—

v.t. to traffic with.— /i/^'j. Trid'ed(^A/»*.X
versed, practised ; Trade'fal (Sfittts.\ commercial,
busy in traffic — hj. Trade'- hall, a hall for the
meetings of any trade or guild ; Trade'-mark, any
name or distinctive device warranting goods for sale
as the production of any individual or firm ; Trade"-
prlce, the price at which goods are sold to members
of the same trade, or are sold by wholesale to retail

dealers ; Tra'der ; Trade-sale, an auction sale of
goods by producers, &c., to persons in the trade.
—«.//. Trades'-folk, people employed in trade.—«.
TradeS'man, a common name for a shopkeeper : a
mechanic •.—/em. Tradeswoman. — «.//. Tradcn'-
peo'ple, people employed in various trades, esp.
shopkeeping, &c. — «j. Trades' - un'lon, Trade'-
un'ion, an organised association ot the workmen
of any trade or industry for the protection of their
common interests; Trade' - un'ionlsm ; Trade'-
Tin'ionlst ; Trade'-Wlnd, a wind blowing steadily
toward the thermal equator and deflected west-
wardly by the eastward rotation of the earth.

—

adj.
Tra'ding, carrying on commerce (also «.) : (Miit.)
frequented by traders, denoting places where the
trade-winds blow.—Trade on, to take advantage of
—Board of Trade, a department of government for

control of railways, mercantile marine, harbours
and commercial matters generally. [A.S. treed,

pa.t. oi tredan, to tread. Not Fr. iraite, transport
of goods—L. tractare, freq. oi traJtere, to draw.)

Trade, trad, «. (Speus.) same as Tread: (Shak.)
beaten path.

Tradition, tra-dish'un, «. the handing down ofopinions
or practices to posteiity unwritten. — a</;i. Tradl'-
tional, Traditionary, delivered by tradition.—«f.
Traditionalism; Traditional'lty.- (rr/t-i. Tradi-
tionally, Tradi tionarily.— «. Tradi'tionist, one
who adheres to tradition.

—

adj. Trad'itive, tradi-

tional. [L.,

—

trans, over, dare, to give.)

Traditor, trad'i-tor, ;/. one of those early Christians
who under persecution gave up copies of the Scrip-

tures, the sacred vessels, or the names o' their

fellow-Christians. [L.,

—

tradere, to give up.)

Traduce, tra-dus', r./. to calumniate : to defame.

—

tu.

TradUCe'ment, the act of traducing : (.S^*.) mis-

representation, calumny; Tradu'cer.— rdj. Tra-
du'cible—rtrt'i'. Tradu'dngly. [L. traducire, to

lead along— rra«j, across, aucere, to lead.)

Traduction, tra-duk'shun, ». the act of transferring,

conveyance: (Spens.) transfer: transmission from
one to another, tradition : derivation from one of
the same kind.

—

tis. Tradu'cian. one who believes

in iraducianism ; Trad a'cianism, the belief long
prevalent in the Western Church, according to which
children receive soul as well as body from their

parents through natural generation — every soul

being a fresh creation—also Generationism.—adj.

Traduc'tive.
Traffic, trafik, K. commerce : large trade : the busi-

ness done on a railway, &c.— r./. to trade : to trade

meanly. — z;./. toexchange:—^'./. trafTickine ; fa.t.

and f-a.p. trafTicked — «. Trafficker —adj. Traff'ic-

less.

—

n. Traff'iC-man'ager, the manager of the

traffic on a railway, &c. [O. Fr. trajiqtte : cf. It.

trafficare, prob. from L. trans, across, and Low L.

vicare, to exchange— L. vicis, change ; not from
facere, to make.)

Tragacanth. trag'a-kanth, «. a name given to several

low spiny shnihs of the genus Astragnhis, found in

western Asia, as well as to the mucilaginous sub-
stance or gum derived from them.

Tragallsm, trag'a-lizm, «. goatishness, lust.

Tragedy, traj'e-di, n. a species of drama in which the
action and language are elevated, and the catastrophe
sad : any mournful and dreadful event.— >7. Trago'-
dlan, an actor of tragedy '.—fem. Trage'dlenne.

—

adjs. Trag'io, -al, pertaining to tragedy : sorrowful :

calamitous.—ot/f. Trag'icaUy.

—

ns. Trag^lcalness;



Tragelaphus fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Transatlantic

Trag'i-COm'edy, a dramatic piece in which grave

and comic scenes are blended.

—

adjs. Trag'l-COm'lC,

2i\.—adv. Trag'i-com ically. [Lit. 'goai-song,' so

called either (Vom the old dramas bemg exhibited

when a goat was sacrificed, or from a goat being the

prize, or because the actors were dressed in goat-skins

— \^. trngaedia—Gr. tragodia—tragos, a he-goat,

not, ills, odos, a singer

—

aeidein, adein, to sing.]

Tragelaphus, tra-jel'a-fus, «. a fabulous animal asso-

ciated m mythology with Diana : a genus of African

antelopes, the boschbok, &c. \.C)r.,—tragos, a goat,

e/a/>''ios, a deer.j

Tragopan, trag'o-pan, n. a genus of birds in the phea-

sant family, represented by five species in India and
Chin:i, of most brilliant plumage.

Traguline, trag'u-lin, adj. goat-like.

Tragus, tra'gus, n. a small prominence at the entrance

of the external ear : a corresponding process in bats,

&c. [Gr. irngos.]

Traik, trak, v.i. {Scot.) to wander about, to get lost

:

to decline in health.—«. a misfortune : the mutton
of sheet) that have died of disease or accident.—
adj. Traik'et, worn out.—Traik after, to dangle
aft-ir.

Trail, tral, v.t. to draw along the ground : to hunt by
tracking : to draw out, lead on : to tread down, as

grass, by walking through : to carry, as a musket
or pike, in an oblique forward position, the breach
or the butt near the ground.

—

7>.i. to be drawn out
in length, to hang or drag loosely behind : to run
or climb as a plant ; to move with slow sweeping
motion : to drag one's self lazily along.

—

n. anything
drawn out in length : track followed by the hunter.
—ns. Trail'er, one who trails: a climbing plant;
Trall'-net, a drag-net. [O. Fr. traa.il— Low L.
tralvile—L. traha, a sledge

—

trahere, to draw.]
Train, tran, v.t. to draw along : to allure : to educate :

to discipline : to tame for use, as animals : lo cause
to grow properly : to prepare men for athletic feats,

or horses for the race.

—

v.i. to exercise, to prepare
one's self for anything : to be under drill : to travel

by train : (coil.) to be on intimate terms with.

—

n.

that which is drawn along after something else : the
part of a dress which trails behind the wearer : a
retinue : a series : process : a clue, trace : a line of
gunpowder to fire a charge : a line of carriages on
a railway : a set of wheels actin? on each other, for

transmitting motion : a string of animals, &c. : a
lure, stratagem, —adj. Train'able, capable of being
trained.— «x. Train'-band, a hand of citizens trained
to bear arms ; Traln'-bear'er, one who tiears or
holds up a train, as of a robe or gown. — ad;'.

Trained, formed by training, skilled.— «j. Train'er,
one who prepares men for athletic feats, horses for a.

race, or the like ; Train'ing, practical education in
any profession, art, or handicraft : the method adopted
by athletes for developing their physical strength,
endurance, or dexterity, or to qualify them for vic-
tory in competitive trials of skill, races, matches,
&c.—including both bodily exercise and regulated
dieting ; Training-college, -school, the same as
Normal school (see Norm) ; Traln'lng-ship, a ship
equipped with instructors, &c., to train boys for the
sea ; Traln'-milo, one of the aggregate number of
miles traversed by the trains of any system—a unit
of calculation. —Train fine, to discipline the body
to a high pitch of effectiveness : to train the intel-

lectual powers. [Fr. train, trainer, through Low
L. forms from L. trahire, to draw.]

Train-oil, tran'-oil, «. whale-oil extracted from the
blubber by boiling. [Old Dut. traen, whale-oil.)

Traipse. See Trape.
Trait, tra, or trat, n. a drawing : a touch : a feature.

(Fr.,—L. tractus, trahere, to draw.)
Traitor, tra'tur, «. one who, being trusted, betrays

:

one guilty of treason : a deceiver :—fem. Tralt'reSS.—n. Trait'orlsm.—(irfr/. Trait'orly (Skak.).—adj.
Tralt'orous, like a traitor : perfidious : treasonable.

—adv. Tralt'orotisly.—«. Trait'orousness. [Fr.

traitre—L. traditor—tradere, to give up.]

Trajectory, tra-jek'to-ri, II. the curve described by a
body (as a planet or a projectile) under the action

of given forces.

—

v.t. Traject', to throw across.

—

ns. Tra.j'ect, a ferry : transmission ; TrajOC'tiOn,
a crossing. [From L. trajicere, -jectum—trans,
Across, jncere, to throw.]

Tram, tram, n. a. tramway or tramway-line : a four-

wheeled coal-wagon in pits : a beam, bar, the shaft

of a cart, b.-irrow, &c.

—

ns. Tram' -car, a tramway-
car ; Tram'pot, tlie socket in which an upright
spindle is stepped ; Tram'-road, Tram'way, a road
or way for carriages or wagons to run along easily;
Tramway-car, a carriage for conveying passengers
along the public streets, running on rails, drawn by
horses or impelled by cable traction, electrical power,
or steam. [Prov. Eng. tram, a beam, is prob. cog.
with Sw. dial, tronim, a log, I-.0W Ger. traant, a
beam, &c.]

Trammel, tram'el, «. a net used in fowling and fish-

ing : shackles for making a horse amble : anything
that confines.

—

v.t. to shackle: to confine :^;>r./.

trainm'elling
; pa.t. and pa.p. tramm'elled. — «.

Tramm'eller. [O. Fr. tramail, a net—Low L.
tramacula, from L. tres, three, macula, a mesh.)

Tramontane, tra-mon'tan, adj. lying beyond the moun-
tains (originally the Alps), from Rome : foreign : un-
civilised.— n. Tramontci'na, the north wind. [L.

trans, beyond, mons, inontis, n mountain.]
Tramp, tramp, 7r.t. to tread, to travel over on foot:

{Scot.) to tread clothes in a tub of water so as to

cleanse them.

—

7'.t. to walk, to go on foot : to wander
about as a vagrant.—«. a foot-journey : a vagrant : a
plate of iron worn by diggers under the hollow of the

foot to save the shoe.—«. Tramp'er.

—

vs.i. Tram'-
pous, Tram'poose, to tramp about.—«. Tramp'-
pick, an iron pick forced by the foot into the ground.
[M. E. trampen; an extension of trap, trip; cf.

Ger. trajnpen.}
Trample, tramp'l, v.t. to tread under foot : to treat

with pride, to insult.

—

v.i. to tread in contempt : to

tread forcibly and rapidly. — «. a trampling. — «.

Tramp' ler. [A ireq. o( tramp.]
Trance, trans, «. a morbid sleep, differing from natural

repose in duration, in profound insensibility, &c.

—

the concomitant or symptom of diseases of the ner-

vous system, particularly hysteria : catalepsy —adj.

Tranced (.'ihak.), lying in a trance or ecstasy.

—

adzi. Tranc'edly. [Fr. transe— L. traitsitum—
tratis-ire, to go across, in Late L. to die.]

Tranect, tra-nekt', «. (Shak.) a ferry. (L. trans,

across, tiectere, to join.]

Trangle, trang'gl, «. {her.) one of the diminutives of

the fesse.

Trangram, tranc:'gram, «. a trumpery gimcrack.

—

Also Trank'um.
Trank, trangk, «. an oblong piece of skin from which

the pieces for a glove are cut.

Tranka, trang'ka, «. a long cylindrical box balanced
on their feet by jugglers.

Tranquil, trang'kwil, adj. quiet : peaceful. — «.

Tranqulllisa'tlon. — 7'./. Tran'quillise, to make
tranquil.—«. Tranqullli'ser.—rt</r'. Tran'quillls-

Ingly. «. TranquiU'lty.—rt^/z;. Tran'quilly.— «.

Tran'quilness, state of being tranquil : quietness.

[Fr.,—L. tranquillus.]
Transact, trans-akt', v.t. to manage: to perform.

—

v.i. to manage anything.

—

ns. Transac'tion, act of
transacting : management of any affair : an affair :

{pi.) the reports or publications of certain learned
societies; Transac'tor. [L. transactutn, pa. p. of
transigere—trans, through, agere, carry on.]

Transalpine, trans-al'pin, adj. beyond the Alps (in

regard to Rome). [ I^. transalpinus—trans, beyond,
Alfiinus, pertaining to the Alps.]

Transatlantic, trans-at-lan'tik, adj. beyond the Atlan-
tic Ocean : crossing the Atlantic.
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Transcend in5te ; mule ; mi55ii ; //;on. Translate

Transcend, tran-send', v.t. to rise above : to sur-
nioiuu : to surpass : to exceed. — ns. Transcen'-
dence, Transcen'dency. — adjs. Transcen dent,
transcending : superior or supreme in excellence :

surpassing others : as applicable to being, relating to

the absolute, transcending ail limitation—as appli-

cable to kncnvtedge, pertaining to what transcends
experience, Ijeing given a priori; beyond human
knowledge: abstrusely speculative, fantastic ; Tran-
SCenden'tal, transcending : supereminent, surpass-

ing others : concerned with what is independent of
experience : vague.—z/.^. Transcenden'talise.

—

Hs.

Transcendentalism, the investigation of what is

a priori in human knowledge, or independent of
experience : that which is vague and illusive in

philosophy : the American reaction against Puritan
prejudices, humdrum orthodoxy, old-fashioned meta-
physics, materialistic philistinism, and materialism

—

best associated with the name of R. VV. Emerson
(1803-82); Transcenden'talist.—rtrt'7'i-. Transcen-
den'tally; Transoen'dently.—«. Transcen'dent-
ness. [L. trans, beyond, scandere, to climb.]

Transcribe, tran-skrib', -v.t. to write over from one
booic into another : to copy.

—

hs. Transcriber

;

Transcript, that which is transcribed : a copy
;

Transcription, the act of copying : a transcript : a
copy.—(i(^y.f. Transcriptional ; Transcrip'tive.—
adv. Transcrip'tively. [L. transcnbire, -scriptum—trans, over, scribere, to write.]

Transcurrent, trans-kur'ent, adj. passing transversely,

as tile postlrena of a beetle.

TransdUCtor, trans-duk'tor, «. that which draws
across, esp. a muscle of the great-toe.—«. TranS-
dUC'tlon, the act of carrying over.

Tiansenna, tran-sena, «. a lattice-grating for enclos-

ing shrines, as those of martyrs, while yet allowing
the coffer to l)e seen.

Transept, tran'sept, n. one of the wings or cross-aisles

of a church, at right angles to the nave. [L. trans,

across, septum, an enclosure

—

sepes, a hedge.]
Transfard, traiis-fard',/*.^^'. (.S/Jfwi.) transleried.

Transfer, trans-fer', v.t. to carry or bring over: to

convey to another place : to remove : to transport :

—

pr.p. transfer'ring ;
pa.t.s.T\A pa.p. transferred'.

—

ns.

Trans'fer, the act of transferring : the conveyance
of anything from one person or place to another:

that wlii.h is transferred ; Transferability, Trans-
ferribil'ity.—rtn'/i. Transferable. Transferrible,
that may be transferred or conveyed from one place

or person to another.— «x. Trans'fer-bOOk, a register

of the transler of property, shares, &c. ; Trans'for-

day, one of certain regular days for registering

transfer of bank-stock and government funds at the

Bank of England ; TransferSS', the person to whom
a thing is transferred ; Transference, the act of

transferring or conveying from one person or place

to another : passage from one place to another

;

Trans'fer-pa'per, a kind of prepared paper used for

transferring impressions with copying-presses, &c.
;

Transferrer. [L. trans, across, y^rr^, to carry.]

Transfiguration, trans-fig-ur-a'shun, «. a change of

form. —5-/.^. Transfig'ure (rare), to change the

figure or form of: to change the appearance of

—

also Transfig'urate.—H. Transflg'urement.—The
Transfiguration, the supernatural change in the

appearance of Christ, described in Matt. xvii. : a
festival on 6th August, in commemoration of it.

Transfix, trans-fiks', v.t. to pierce through. — «.

Transfis'sion, cross-section. —o^'. Transfixed'.

—

n. Transfixion.
Transfluent, trans'fl<5(5-ent, adj. flowing through.—«.

Transflux', a flowing through.

Transforate, trans'fo-rat, v.t. to bore through.—«.

Transfora'tlon.
Transform, trans-form', v.t. to change the shape of:

to cliange into another substance : to change the

disposition.

—

v.t. to be changed in form or sifDstance.

—adj. Transfor'mable. — ns. Transforma'tion,

change of form or substance, metamorphosis : tne
change of one metal into another : (path.) any
morbid change in a part ; Translorma'tion-Scene,
any scene on the stage which changes in pre.-cnce of
the audience.—«(/>. "Transiormative.

—

ns. Trans-
formator, Transformer.—/.«<<>. Transforming,
effecting, or able to effect, a change of form or state.

—us. Transfor'mism, the theory of the develop-
ment of one sjiecics from another; Transformist.
—adj. Transformis'tic.

Transfrontier, ti ans-fron'ter, adj. beyond the frontier.

Transfuge, trans'faj, «. a deserter.—Also Transtii'-
gitive. [L. tratisfuga, a deserter.]

Transfund, trans-fund', v.t. to transfuse.
Transfuse, trans-ftiz', v.t. to pour out into another

vessel : to cause to pass Irom one to another: to

cause to be imbibed.—«. Transfu'ser.—rtt^'. Trans-
fii'Sible, capable of being transfused.—«J. TransfU'-
Sion, the act of transfusing, esp. blood from the
veins of one animal into another ; Transfu'SionlSt.
•

—

adj. TransfU'sive, tending or having power to

transfuse.— «(/?/. TransfU'Sively. [L. trans, over,
/undere

,
/usutn , to pour.]

Transgress, trans-gres', v.t. to pass beyond a limit:

to break, as a law.

—

v.i. to offend by violating a
law: to &\n. — adj. Transgres'slble.— «. Trans-
gres'sion, the act of transgressing : violation of a
law or command: oflence : fault: crime: sin.

—

adjs. Transgres'sional ; Transgres'slve. — adv.
Transgres'sively. — ;/. Transgressor, one who
transgresses : one who violates a law or command :

a sinner. [L. trans, across, gradi, gressus, to step]
Tranship, tran-ship', v.t. to convey from one ship

into another.—«j. Tranship'ment ; Tranship'per

;

Transhipping.
Transhuman, trans-hu'man, a//;; more than human.

—

v.t. Transhu'manise, to elevate into a higher or

heavenly nature.

Transient, tran'shent, adj. pas.sing : of short dura-
tion : not lasting : momentary: (7k;/j.) intermediate.

—tis. Transience, Transiency, transientness.—

adv. Transiently.— «. Transientness. [L. tran-

siens—trans, across, ire, itutit, to go.]

Transilient, tran-sil'i-ent, adj. leaping across. — «.

Transll'iency. |L. trausiUre, to leap across.)

Transillumination, trans-il-lfi-mi-na'shun, H. a shining

throuch.
Transisthmian, trans-ist'mi-an, adj. extending across

an isthmus.

Transit, tran'sit, n. a passing over : conveyance :

(astron.) the passage of a heavenly body over the

meridian of a place : the passage of a planet over

the sun's disc : a transit circle, or instrument, for

observing the transit of aheavenly body across the

meridian.—«J. Trans'it-du'ty, a duty chargeable on

goods passing through a country ; TrailS'it-ilj'StrU-

ment, an astronomical telescope mounted in the

meriuian and turning on a fixed east and west axis

;

Transi'tion, passage from one place or state to

another: change: (;«»«.) a change of key.— «(<>>.

Transi'tional, Transi'tionary, containing or de-

noting transition : of intermediate character between

species or genera, transmutational : characteristic of

one epoch or style in its transition to another.— rtrfz".

Transi'tionally.—^^ Transitive, passing over:

having the power of passing : igram.) denoting a

verb which has a direct object —/la'z'. Trans itively.

—71. Trans'itiveness. — adv. Trans itorily. — «.

Trans'itoriness.— rt<^'. Trans'itory, going or pass-

ing away : lasting for a short time :
speedily

vanishing.—«. Trans'it-trade, the trade of carry-

ing foreign goods through a coimtry.

Translate, trans-lat', v.t. to remove to another place :

to render into another language : to explain : to

transfer from one office to another : to transform.

—

adj. Transla'table, capable of being translated or
rendered into another language.—«. Transla'tlon,
the act of translating : removal to another place

:
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Translelthan fSte, far : mi, hir ; mine ; Transude

the rendering into another language : a version :

(slang) the process of working up new things from
old materials : motion free from rotation : the auto-

malic retransmission of a telegraphic message.

—

iuijs. Transla'tlonal, Trans latory.—«. Transla-
tor:—/<r>«. Transla'tress. [Kr.,—L. trans, over,

/erre, latum, to carry.]

Transleithan, trans-li'than, adj. lieyond the Leit/ia,

the boundary river between the archduchy of Austria
and Hungary.

Transliterate, trans-lit'e-nit, 7>.t. to express the words
of one language in the_ alphabetic characters of
anotlier.—«x. Transliteration ; Translit'erator.

Translucent, trans-lu'sent, adj. shining through

:

allowing light to pass, but not transparent : clear.

—

tis. Translu'cence, Transliicenoy.— arfz/. Trans-
lu'cently. — otij. Translu'cid, translucent. [L.

transltiCinis—traits, across, auere, to shine

—

lux,

lucis, light.]

Translunar, trans-la'nar, adj. beyond the moon.

—

Also Trans'lunary.
Transmarine, trans-ma-r5n', adj. across or beyond

the sea.

Transmeable, trans'mg-a-bl, adj. capable of being
traversed.—t'.r. Trans'meate.-«. Transmea'tion.

Trausmew, trans-mu', v.t. (Speiis.) to transmute, to

transpose.
Transmigrate, trans'mi-grSt, v.i. to migrate or re-

move across, esp. to another coimtry : to pass into

another country or state.

—

adj. Trans'migrant.

—

ns. Transmigra'tion, the act of removing to another
country : the passing into another st.-ite : the passage
of tlie soul after death into another body ; Trans'-
migrator. — adj. Transmi'gratory, passing to

another place, body, or state.

Transmit, trans-mit', v.t. to send across to another
person or place : to suffer to pass through :^pr.p.
transmit'ting

;
pa.t. and pa.p. transmit'ted. — «.

Transmlssi Dil ity. -adjs. Transmissible, Trans-
tnil'tible, that may be transmitted from one to
gnoiher, or through any body or substance.

—

ns.

Transmls'sion, Transmit'tal, act of transmitting

:

the sending from one place or person to another :

passage through.—ix//'. TransmiS'SlVe, transmitted :

icnved from one to another.—«f. Transmit'tance,
transfer ; Transmitter. [L. trans, across, mittere,
iitissum. to send.]

Transmogrifjr, trans-mog'ri-fl, v.t. (coll.) to transform
into something else, as by magic.—«. Transmogri-
fica'tion.

Transmontane, trans-mon-t^', adj. across a moun-
tain.

Transmorphism, trans-mor'fizm, ft. the evolution of
one thing from another. [L. trans, over, Gr. morphe,
form.)

Transmove, trans-mnov', v.t. (Spens.) to transpose.
Transmute, trans-mut', v.t. to change to another
form or substance.

—

otlj. Transmii'table, that may
be transmuted or changed into a different form,
nature, or substance. — tis. Transmii'tableness,
Transmutabil'ity. — adv. Transmu' tably. — adj.
Transmu'tant.— «j. Transmutation, a changing
into a (iiiicrent form, nature, or snb^tance ; Trans-
mu tatloniSt.—r;(//. Transmu'tatlve — «. Trans-
muter. [L. trans, over, iniitdre, to change.]

Transnormal, trans-nor'mal, adj. beyond what is

normal.
Transoceanic, trans-6-she-.in'ik, adj. crossing the

ocean.
Transom, tran'sum, n. a thwart beam or lintel, esp.

the horizontal mullion or crossbar of a window : in
ships, the beam across the sternpost to strengthen
the afterpart. — «. Trans'om-Win'dow, a window
divided into two parts by a transom. [L. transtrum,
a cross-bank

—

trans, across.)
Transpadane, trans-pS'dan, a<tj. situated beyond the

Po(l. I'ndnnus), with reference to Rome.
Transparency, irans-par'en-si, «. the quality of being

transparent : clearness : that which is transparent

:

a picture on semi-transparent material seen by
means of light shinnig through, a positive picture on
glass, to be viewed by transmitted light : a humor-
ous translation of the German title Durclilancht—
also Transpar'ence.—a^^'. Transpar'ent, that may
be distinctly seen through : clear.— a^i'. Transpar*-
ently.

—

n. Transpar entness. (L. trans, through,
parere, to appear.]

Transpicuous, tran-spiku-us, Oiij. (Milt.) that can be
seen through, transparent. [L. transpicere, to see
through— //vi«.f, through, spccere, to look.]

Transpierce, trans- j>ers', v.t. to pierce through: to

permeate.
Transpire, trau-spir', v.t. to breathe or pass through

the pores of the skin.

—

z'.i. to exhale : to become
public, to come to light : to occur (a bad use).

—

adj.
Trahspir|able.—«. Transpiration, act or process
of transpiring : exhalation through the skin.

—

adj.
Transpir'atory.—«. Trans'piry, act of transpiring.
[L. tratts, through, spirdrc, to breathe.]

Transplant, trans-plam', v.t. to remove and plant in

another place : to remove.

—

adj. Transplau' table.—HS. Transplantation, act of transplanting, the
removal of a living plant to another pl.ace, the re-

moval of living tissue from one part of tiie body, or
from one individual, to another ; Transplan'ter, a
machine for moving trees.

Transpontine, trans pon'iin, adj. situated across a
bridge, esp. belonging to the part ot London on the
Surrey side of the Thames, hence melodramatic
from the tastes of the theatres there.

Transport, trans-pOrt', v.t. to carry across or from one
place to another : to banish : to carry away by
violence of passion or pleasure. — ns. Trans'port,
carriage from one place to another : a vessel for con-
veyance : the conveyance of troops and their neces-
saries by sea or land : ecstasy ; Transportability.
—Oiij. Transpor'table, that may be carried .-icross.— jis. Transpor'tal, transportation ; Transpor'-
tanoe (Sh<ik ), conveyance, removal ; Transporta'-
tion, removal : banishment.

—

p.adj. Transpor'ted,
carried away with ecstatic emotion.

—

ndi: Trans-
por'tedly.—«^. Transpor'tedness ; Transporter.
— p.adj. Transpor'ting, carrying away with
emotion: passion.ite : ravishing.

—

adv. Transpor'-
tingly.—Kf. Transport-rider, a carrier ; Trans-
port-ship, -vessel, a ship used for transporting,
esp. for conveying troops, stores, &c. [L. trans,
across, portdre, to carry.]

Transpose, trans-pOz', v.t. to put each in the place of
the other : tochaiige, as the order of words, or the key
in music.

—

adj. !n-anspo'sable. — n.r. Transjpo'sal.
a change of pbce or order ; Transpo'ser ; Trans-
posi'tion, act ofputting one thing in place ofanother

:

state of being transposed : a change of the order of
words : (inus.) a change of key into a higher or lower
scale.—<»^(>>. Transposi'tional ; Transpos'itlve.—
adv. Transpos'itively.—H. Transpos iter. [Fr.,—
L. transpouete—trans, across, ponere, to place.]

Transprint, trans-print', v.t. to print out of place.

Trans-shape, trans-shap'. v.t. (khak.) to change into
another shape, to transform.

Transship. Same as Tranship.
Transubstantiate, tran-sub-stan'shi-at, v.t. to change

to another substance.

—

ns. Transubstantia'tion. a
change into another substance : (R.C.) the conver-
sion, iri the consecration of the elements of the
Eucharist, of the whole substance of the bread and
wine into Christ's body and blood, only the appear-
ances of bread and wine remaining ; Transub-
stantia'tionalist, Transubstan'tiator. [L. trans,
across, substantia, a substance.]

Transude, tran-sQd', ?./. to ooze or pass through the
pores or interstices of a membrane or sulistanc? :

—

pr.p, transud'ing : pa.p. transud'ed.

—

n. TranSUda'-
tlon.—«(//. Transu'datory. [L. trans, through,
suddrc, to sweat.]
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Transumptlve mote ; mute ; mSDn ; then. Trawl

Transumptive, tran-sump'tiv, adj. transferred from
one to another.

—

?is. TranSUIUpt', a copy of a writ-
ing ; Transump'tion, the act of taking from one
place to another.

Transverberate, trans-ver'be-rat, v.t. to beat or strike
through.

Transverse, trans-vers', adj. turned or lying across.

—

a,iv. crosswise.

—

it. Transver'sal, a line drawn across
several others >.o as to cui them all.

—

cuiv. Transver'-
aaHj.—adj. Trans'versary.—o^i/. Transverse ly,
in a transverse or cross direction.—«. Transver sion.
(L. /rails, across, vertere, versurn, to turn.

J

Transylvanian, tran-sil-va'ni-an, adj. belonginij to
I rnnsyivaiiia, in Aiistro- Hungary.

Trant, trant, v.i. (jirov.) to go about.—«. Tran'ter, a
peudicr.

Trap, trap, «. an instrument for snaring animals : an
ambush : a stratagem : a contrivance for hinder-
ing the passage of foul air from a waste-pipe, &c. :

a trap-door : any rickety structure : a carriage, a
vehicle : (slang) a policeman.

—

v.t. to catch in a
trap •.—/>r.p. irap'ping; pa.t. and/a./». trapped.

—

ns.

Trap'-ball, an old game played with a ball or bat
and trap ; Trap'-door, a door in a floor shutting like

the catch of a trap ; Trap' -fall, a trap-door which
gives way beneath the feet ; Trapper, one who traps
animals for their fur, &c. ; Trap'piness, the state of
being trappy or unsafe ; Trap'plng ; Trap'-Stalr, a
stair or kind of ladder surmounted by a trap-door.

—

adj. Trap'py, treacherous. [A.S. trappe ; cog. with
Old High Ger. trapa, a snare (whence Fr. trappe,
by which the Eng. word has been modified).]

Trap, trap, «. a term loosely applied to many rocks
of volcanic origin, so called because lying often in

steps or terraces. — adjs. Trap'pean, Trap'pous,
Trap'py.—/AS. Trap-tU'fa, -tUlf, a variety ot tufa

consisting of the detrital matter of trap-rock. [Sw.
trapp—trappa, a stair.]

Trap, trap, v.t. to drape or adorn with gay clothes:
to ornament:—^./, tmp'ping

;
pa.t. and pa.p.

trapped.—«. a horse-cloth : (//.) one's personal
belongings, luggage.

—

n.pi. Trap'plngS, gay clothes :

ornaments, esp. those put on horses. [Fr. drop—
Low L. drnppus, cloth ; cf. Drab, Drape. ]

Trapan, tra-pan', 7i.t. to trap : to ensnare :

—

pr.p.
trapan'ning

; pa.t. and pa.p. trapanned'. — «. a
snare: a stratagem: a trapanner. — «. Trapan'ner.
(From trap, instrument for snaring.]

Trape, trap, z'.i. to run about idly or like a slattern.
—«. Trapes, a slattern : a tramp.

—

v.i. Trapes,
Traipse, to gad about idly.

Trapezium, tra-pe'zi-um, n. a plane figure having four
unequal sides, no two of which are parallel : one of
the wrist-bones-— also Trapeze':-//. Trape'zla,
Trapeziums.—«. Trapeze', a swing of one or more
cros<-bars used in gymnastic exercises.

—

adjs. Tra-
pe'slan, having opposed trapezilorm faces ; Trape'-
liform, having the form of a trapeze.—«. Trap'ezoid.
(also Trape'zoid), a plane four-sided figure like a
trapezium, having two of its opposite sides parallel.—adj. Trapezoid'al, having the form of a trapezoid.
(Gr. trapezioii, dim. of trapeza, a table ; from tetra,

four, pous, pmios, a foot.]

Trapplst, trap'ist, «. a member of a monastic body, a
branch of the Cistercians, noted for the extreme
austerity of the rule—so named from the abbey of
La Trafipe in the French department of Orne.—«.

Trap'piStine, a nun of this order of La Trappe.
Trash, trash, «. a clog fastened tea dog or other animal

to restrain his movements.

—

v.t, to encumber, check.
Trash, trash, v.t. to crop : to strip off sup-rfluous

le.-ives.—K. refuse, matter unfit for food, rubbish good
for nothing, a worthless person. — n. Trash'ery,
trash, rubbish.

—

adv. Trasb'ilj.—>is. Trash'iness.
the state or quality of being trashy ; Trash'trie
(Scat.), trash.

—

adj. Trash'y, like trash: worthless.

fPnib. Scand., Ice. tros, fallen twi;s.]

Trash, trash, v.t. to wear out, to harass.

Trass, tras, «. a volcanic earth used as a hydraulic
cement. [Dut. tras.]

Trattoria, trat-tO-re'a, «. a cook-shop. [It.]

Trauma, traw'ma, «. an abnormal condition of the
body caused by external injury.

—

adj. Traumat'io,
produced by wounds.

—

adv. Traumat'ically. — ii.

Traum'atism, irauma. [Gr., a wound.]
Travail, trav'al, «. excessive labour : toil : labour in

childbirth. — z/./. to Ubour : to suffer the pains
of childbirth.—/.^j(^'. Travelled (Spens.), toiled.
[O. Fr. travail—'Low L. travaculum, a shackle

—

L. trots, a beam.]
Travail, tra-va'ye, «. an appliance used among some
North American Indians as a means of transporting
sick persons, goods, &c.—a kind of litter attached by
two poles on each side to a pack-saddle, the other ends
trailing on the ground :—//. Travaux (tra- vO'). [ Fr.]

Trave, trav, n. a beam : a wooden frame to confine
unruly horses while being shod. [O. Fr. tra/, tref—L. trabs, traits, a beam.]

Travel, travel, v.i. to walk : to journey : to pass : to
move.

—

v.t. to pass : to journey over :

—

pr.p. trav'el-

!'"§;/<'•''• and /(«./. trav'elled.—«. act of passing
from place to place : journey : labour : (//.) an
account of a iouiwcy.—p.oiij. Travelled, having
made journeys : knowing.

—

ns. Traveller, one who
travels : a wayfarer : one who travels for a mercan-
tile house : a ring that slides along a rope or
spar ; TraVeller'S-Joy, the virgin's-bower, Clentatis
Vitalba ; TraVeller'8-tale, a story that cannot be
accepted, a tall story, an astounding lie, a whopper;
TraVeller'S-tree, a remarkable Madagascar tree,

its stem resembling a plantain, but sending out
leaves only on two opposite sides, like a great ex-
panded {aa.—adj. Travelling.—»«. TraVelling-
bag, a bag for carrying necessaries on a journey,
toilet articles, &c. ; Trav'elllng-carr'iage, a heavy
carriage, fitted up for travelling in before railways;
TraVelllng-COU'vert, a set of table utensils, arranged
to pack up easily for travelling ; TraVelllng-Crane,
a crane fixed on a carriage which may be moved
on rails ; TraVelllng-dress, a plain and easy dress

to wear when travelling.

—

p.adjs. TraVel-SOiled,
-stained, showing the marks of travel ; TraVel-
taint'ed (Shak.), fatigued with travel, harassed.

[A form of travail.^

Traverse, trav'ers, adj. turned or lying across : denot-
ing a method of cross-sailing.—n. anything laid or
built across : something that crosses or obstructs : a
turn : (law) a plea containing a denial of some fact

alleged by an opponent : a work for protection from
the fire of an enemy : a gallery from one side of a
large building to another.

—

v.t. to cross : to pass
over : to survey : to plane across the grain of the
wood : (law) to deny an opponent's allegation.

—

v.i.

(Jencin^) to use the motions of opposition or coun-
teraction : to direct a gun to the right or left of its

position.

—

adv. athwart, crosswise

—

(obs.) TraVers.
—adj. Traversable, that may be traversed or denied.

—Its. Traverser ; TraVerse-taTjle, a table or plat-

form for shifting carriages to other rails; Trav ers-

ing-plat'form, a platform to support a gun and
carriage which can easily be turned roimd. [L.

trans, across, vertere, versutn, to turn.]

Travertin, -a, trav'er-tin, «. the Italian name for

limestone formed by springs holding lime in solution.

(It. trnvertino—L. tiburtinus (lapis),%t.ont ofTibur.J
Travesty, trav'es-ti, adj. having on the vesture or
appearance of another : disguised so as to be ridicu-

lous.

—

n. a kind of burlesque in which the original

characters are preserved, the situations parodied.

—

v.t. to turn into burlesque. [Fr. travestir, to dis-

guise— L. trans, over, vestlre, to clothe.]

Trawl, trawl, v.i. to fish by dragging^ a trawl along the
bottom.— z;./. to drag, to take with a trawl.

—

n. a
wide-mouthed bag-net for trawling : a long line
buoyed upon water, with baited hooks at intervals.—ns. Trawler, one who, or that which, trawls ; a
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Tray fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Trefoil

vessel engaged in trawling—a method adopted in

deep-sea fisliinsr ; Trawling. [O. Fr. tranUr, also

trailer, to go hitlier and thitner.]

Tray, tra, «. a shallow trough-like vessel : a salver.

[M. E. treye—Pi.S. treg-.]

Tray, Trey, tni, «. the third branch ofa deer's antler.

Trayled, trald, p.adj. {Spens.) interwoven, adorned.
Traytrip, trfi'-trip, «. (Shak.) a game .at dice.

Treachery, trech'er-i, n. faithlessness.

—

ns. Treach'er,
Treach'etour, Treach'our (ohs.), a traitor. —<ifl>'.

Treach'eroua, full of treachery : faithless.

—

adz\
Treacherously.—«. Treach'erousness. [O. Fr.

trUherie—tritlur—Teut., Mid. High Ger. trechen,

to draw. Trick is a doublet.]

Treacle, tre'kl, «. the dark, viscous uncrystallisable

syrup obtained in refining sugar, also the drainings

of crude sugar, properly distinguished from treacle

as molasses.

—

ns. Trea'cle-sleep, a sweet and re-

freshing sleep ; Trea'cliness, viscosity. — adj.

Trea'cly, composed of, or like, treacle. [Orig. ' an
antidote against the bite of poisonous animals,' O.
Fr. triacle—L. therincum—Gr. theriaka {phar-
maka\ antidotes against the bites of wild beasts

—

therion, a wild beast.]

Tread, tred, v.i. to set the foot down : to walk or go :

to copulate, as fowls.

—

v.t. to walk on : to press
with the foot: to trample in contempt: to subdue:
—pa.t. trod ; pa.p. trod or trod'den.—«. pressure
with the foot: a step, wav of stepping.

—

ns.

Tread'or; Tread'ing; Tread'le, Tred'die, the

part of any machine which the foot moves.

—

vs.i. to

work a treadle.

—

ns. Tread'ler ; Treadling ; Tread-
Ttllll, a mill in which a rotary motion is produced by
the weight of a person or persons treading or stepping
from one to another of the steps of a cylindrical

wheel, used chiefly as an instrument of prison

discipline ; Tread'-wheel, a form of tread-mill with
steps on its exterior surface, by treading on which
the wheel is turned.—Tread down, to trample to

destruction ; Tread in one's footsteps, or steps,
to follow one's example ; Tread on, or upon, to

trample wiih contempt : to come close after ; Tread
on one's toes, to give offence to one ; Tread on, or
upon, the heels of, to follow close after; Tread
out, to press out with the feet : to extinguish

;

Tread underfoot, to treat with scorn : to destroy.

fA.S. tredaH ; Ice. trodha, Ger. treten.'\

Treague, treg, «. {Spens.) a truce. (It. tregua—Low
L. treuga—Goth, trigg^oa.}

Treason, tr^zn, «. betraying of the government or an
attempt to overthrow it : treachery : disloyalty.

—

adj. Irea'sonable, pertaining to, consisting of, or in-

volving treason.—«. Trea'sonableness.

—

adv. Trea'-
SMiably.—«</;. Trea'sonous.—Treason felonjr, the
crime of desinng to depose the sovereign, intimidate
Earliament, stir up a foreign invasion, &c.—declared
y statute in 1848.—Constructive treason, anything

which may be interpreted as ecjuivalent to actual
treason by leading naturally to it ; High treason,
offences against the state ; Misprision Of treason,
knowledge of the principal crime and concealment
thereof; Petty treason, the murder ofa husband i.y

a wife, a master by a servant, &c. (O. Fr. traison
(Fr. lrakison)—traktr—L. iradfre, to betray.]

Treasure, trezh'Qr, «. wealth stored up : riches : a
gre.it quantity collected : great abundance : any-
thing much valued : (pbs.) a treasure-house.

—

v.t.

to hoard up : to collect for future use : to value
greatly : to enrich.

—

ns. Treas'nre-chest, a box
lor keeping articles of value ; Treas'ure-olt'y, a
city for stores, magazines, &c. ; Treas'ure-house,
a house for holding trcisures ; Treas'urer, one who
has the care of a treasure or treasury : one who
has charge of collected funds ; Treas'urership

;

Treas'ury, a place where treasure is deposited : a
department of a government which has charge of
the finances : one_ of a class of subterranean
structures, now believed to be merely sepulchral

;

Treas'ury-bench, the first row of seats on the
Speaker's right hand in the House ot Commons,
occupied by tiie members of the government. [Fr.

trcsor—L. t/iesaurns—Gr. thesauros.'^

Treasure-trove, trezh'ur-trOv, «. treasure or money
found in the earth, the owner unknown. [Treasure
and trmii, pa.p. of O. Fr. trover, to find.]

Treat, tret, v.t. to handle in a particular manner : to

discourse on : to entertain, as with food or drink,

&c. : to manage in the application of remedies: to

use.

—

v.i. to handle a subject in writing or speaking :

to negotiate : to give an entertainment.—«. an
entertainment, esp. if of anything unusual : one's

turn to provide such.

—

adj. Treat'able, moderate.
—ns. Treat'er; Treating; Treat'lse, a wntieu
composition in which a subject is treated : a formal
essay ; Treat'ment, the act or manner of treating

:

management : behaviour to any one : way of apply-

ing remedies ; Treat'y, tlie act of treating, negotia-

tion : a formal .igreement between states: {S/'iaM.,

same as Entreaty). [O. Fr. trailer— l^. tractdre,

to manage

—

trahere, tractum, to draw.]
Treble, treb'l, adj. triple : threefold : {mtis.) denoting

the treble, that plays or sings the treble.—«. the

highest of the four principal parts in the musical
.scale.

—

v.t. to make three times as much.

—

v.i.

to become threefold:

—

pa.p. treb'led (-Id).

—

adj.

Treb'le-da'ted, living three times as long as man.

—

K. Treb'leness.—;^.<r///. Treb'le-sin'ewed {Shak.\
having threefold sinews, very strong.—a^f. Trebly.
[O. Fr.,—L. tripius.]

Trebuchet, treb'u-shet, «. a military engine like the

ballista. [O. Fr.]

Trecento, tra-chen'to, «. the 14th century in Italian

art, &c.—n. Trecen'tist, an admirer of it. (It.]

Trechometer, tre-kom'e-ter, K. an odometer. (Gr.

irechein, to run, metron, measure.]
Treddle. See Tread.
Treddle, tred'l, n. (J>roT.) dung : {slang) a strumpet.
Tredille, tre-dil', «. a game at cards for three.—Also

Tredrille'.

Tree, tre, «. a plant having a single trunk, woody,
branched, and of a large size : anything like a tree :

wood, as in the compounds axle-tree, saddle-tree,

&c. : a cudgel : (^.) a cross.

—

v.t. to drive into a
tree, to corner : to form on a tree.

—

v.i. to take
refuge in a tree.

—

ns. Tree'-cac'tUS, the giant cactus
or saguaro ; Tree'-calf, a light-brown calf book-
binding, .stained by acids into a conventional pattern,

supposed to resemble the trunk of a tree and its

branches; Tree'-dove, oneof many arboricole Indian
pigeons ; Tree'-fern, a fern with a tree-like, woody
stem, and a head of fronds resembling the leaves of
palms, found only in tropical countries ; Tree'-frog,
a family of Amphibians, more closely related in

structure to the toads than 1 1 IVogs proper.

—

adjs.

Tree'less, having no trees; Treen, woolen, m.-ide

of wood : (.S'/t«5.)of trees.—«i. Tree'nail, Trenail,
a long wooden pin or nail to fasten the planks of a
ship to the timbers; Tree'-nymph, a hamadryad;
Tree'-of-llb'erty, a tree dedicated to liberty, set up
in some public place; Treo'-of-llfe, arbor viix : a
tree in the garden of Eden,
described in Gen. ii. 9; Tree'-
Shlp, existence as a tree

;

Tree'-top, the top of a tree;

Tree' - wor ship, dendrolatry.

fA.S. tref, tre&io; Ice. trf,

Gr. drus. Sans. dm.'\
Treen, tren, «. a territorial

division in the Isle of Man.
Trefoil, trg'foil, «. a three-

leaved plant, as the white
and red clover : (arckit.) an
ornament like trefoil. — «.

Tref'le, a trefoil.—rtrt>". Trefle (trefla). ending in a
three-loberl figure <Jur.\ (L. tri/oliunt—tres, three,

foliutn, a leaf.]

Trefoil Window.
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Trebala, lr6-ha'!a, «. a kind of manna excreted by the
insect Larititis mnculatits, in the form of cocoons
—also Turkish manna.—«. Trelialose, a sugar
extracted from trehala.

Treillage, trei'aj, «. a frame to train shrubs and fruit-

trees upon. ',Fr.]

Trek, trek, r./. to drag a vehicle : to journey by ox-
wag' .n.

—

11. the distance from one station to another.
— n. Treklcer, a traveller. [Dut. trckkcn, to draw.)

Trellis, trel'is, «. a structure of cross-barred or lattice

work, for supporting plants, &c. : a shed, &c., of
trellis-work.

—

adj. Trell'lsed, having a trellis, or
formed as a trellis.—«. Trell'lS-WOrk, lattice-work.

[O. Kr. treillis— L. trichiia, a bower.]
Tremando, tra-man'dO, atizi. {iniis.) in a trembling,

wavering manner. [It.]

TreniatO&, trem-a-t5'da, «.//. a class of flat-worms
whose members are parasitic in or on a great variety

of animals, the body unseemented, leaf-like or more
or less cylindrical, and provided withadhesivesiickers.
— «. Trem'atode, one of the foregoing—also Trem'a-
toid.

—

adj. Trem'atOid, suctorial. [Gr. trimatddes,
poTniis—/re»ia, a hole.)

Tremble, trem'bl, v.i. to shake, as from fear, cold, or
weakness : to shiver : to shake, as sound.—«. the
act of trembling : a morbid trembling.

—

ns. Trem'-
blement; Trem'bler; Trembling.—<!</;:'. Trem-
blingly.—«. Trembling-poplar, the aspen.—<j<^'.

Trembly, tremulous. — ad^: tremulously. — adjs.

Trem'Ulant, Tremulous, irembhng: affected with
fear: quivering.

—

adv. Trem'lUoUSly.—«. Trem'U-
lousness. [O. Fr. trembler—L. tremuliis, trem-
bling—/r^w/r^, to shake. ]

Tremella, trf inel'a, «. a genus of fungi, of the division
Hymetioniycetes, soft and gelatinous, mostly growing
on decaying wood

—

IVttc/tes' Meat, Fairy Butler.—
acijs. Trem'ellold, Trem'ellose.

Tremendous, tre-men'dus, adj. such as astonishes or
terrifies by its force or greatness : dreadful.

—

adv.
Tremendously.—». Tremen'dousness.

Tremex, tre'meks, «. a genus of hymcnopterous in-

sects. [Gr. trima, a hole.]

Tremolite, trem'O-lTt, «. one of the amphibole group
of minerals, composed of silica, magnesia, and lime,

occurring usually in long prisms, white or gray,
vitreous, translucent to opaque, usually associated

with crystalline schistose rocks.—-a^'. TremoliViO.
[From the Val Tremola in the .\lps.]

Tremolo, trem'O-lo, « {mus.) a tremulous effect sug-
gesting passion : the device in an organ by which
this is produced—also Trem'olant, Tremulant.—
ojlr: Tremolan'do, in a tremulous manner. [IL]

Tremor, trcm'or, «. a sh.iking or quivering, any in-

vi'luiitary shaking.

—

adj. Trem'orlesS. [Tremile.]
Trench, trensh, z:t. to dig a ditch : to dig deeply

with the spade or plough.

—

v.i. to encroach.—«. a long narrow cut in the earth : (fort.) an
excavation to interrupt the approach of an enemy :

the excavated approaches made by besiegers.^
r.. Tren'chancy, causticity. -«///>. Tren'ohant,
Trenching, cuttinc : sharp: severe — (Sf>e>ts.)

Trenchand.—«j. Tren'cher; Trench'-plough, a
plough for trenching or turning up the land more
deeply than usual.

—

v.t. to plough with a trench-
plough. [O. Fr. trencher (Fr. trarulier), ace. to

Littre from L. truncdre, to maim

—

truncus, maimed.]
Trencher, tren'sber, «. a wooden plate formerly tised

for cutting meat on at meals : the table : food

:

pleasures of the table.

—

ns. Tren'cher-cap, a stvie

of college-cap : a mortar-board ; Tren'cher-ftlend
ij^hak.'), one who frequents the table of another, a
parasite ; Treu'Cher - knight, -man (Shak.\ one
who can do feats in the way of eating, a feeder ;

Tren'cher-mate, a table-companion, parasite. [O.
Fr. trenchoir—trencher, to cut.]

Trend, trend, v.i. to tend, to nm, to go in a par-

ticular direction : to iucline, leao.

—

m. teodency.
[A.S. trendan.]

Trental, tren'tal, «. a service of thirt>' masses for thirty

days, one each day, for a deceased person. (Low L.
trentaie— L. triginta, thirty.)

Trente-et-quarante. See Rouge-et-noir.
Trepan, tre-pan', v.t. to ensnare '.—pr.f. trepan'ning ;

/a./, and fa.p. trepanned'. [.Same as trapan, of
which it is an erroneous spelling.]

Trepan, tre-pan', «. (siirg.) a small cylindrical saw
used in perforating the skul! : a powerful rock-boring
tool.—?'./, to remove a circular piece of the skull witn
a trepan, in order to relieve the brain from pressure
or irritation. — «j. Trepanation, Trepan'ning;
Trepan'ner. [Fr.,—Low L. trepanum—Gt. tyr-

pillion— trypan,
bore.)

Trepang, ire-pans',

tlie Malay name for a
'

species of Holotlmria,
much esteemed in

China as a food
delicacy — iiche -de-
tner, sea-.slug.

Trephine, t re-fen', or
tre-fin', «. the modem
trep.in, having a little

sharp borer called the
centre - pin. — v.i. to
perforate with the
trephine.

Trepidation, trep-i-da'-

shun, n. a state of
confused hurrj' or
alarm : an involun-
tary trembling.

—

adj.
Trep'ld, quaking.
[L. trepiddre, -aturn,

to hurry with alarm—Irepidus, restless.]

Trespass, ires'pas, v.i.

to pass over a limit or
boundary : to enter imlawfully upon another's land :

to inconvenience by importunity : to intrude : to

injure or annoy another : to sin.—«. act of tres-

passing : any injury' to another's person or property

:

a sin.—».r. Tres'passer ; Tres'pass-off'erin^ an
offering in expiation of a trespass or sin (^ee Lev.
xiv. 12-18). [O. Fr. trespasser (Fr. Iripasser)—
L. trans, across, passare, to pass.]

Tress, tres, n. a lock or curl of hair : a ringlet (esp. in

pi.). — v.t. to form into tresses. — adjs. TreSSOd,
having tresses : formed into tresses or ringlets

:

curled ; TreSS'y, pertaining to tresses, like tresses.

[Fr. tresse, through Low L. tricia, trica, from Gr.
tricha, threefold

—

treis, three.]

Tressure, tresh'ur, «. {her.') a subordinary, half the
breadth of the orle, and usually borne double, and
flowered and counter-flowered with fleurs-de-lis.—

p. adj. Tres'sured, having a tressure : arranged in

the form of, or occupying the position of, a tressure.

[Fr., from tresser, to plait.]

Trestle, tres'l, «. a movable support fastened to a top-

piece : the frame of a table— also Tress'el.

—

hs.

Trest {Scot.), a beam: a stool; Trestle-bridge,
one whose bed rests on framed sections or trestles ;

Tres'tle-WOrk, a series of trestles forming a viaduct.

[O. VT.trestel(Vr.ireteau); ety. dub.; perh. through
a Low L. dim. from L. transtrnm, a beam,]

Tret, tret, «. an allowance to purchasers of 4 lb. on
every 104 lb. for waste. (Norm. Fr. trett, deduction
(Fr. trait)—O. Fr. traire—L. traJiere, to draw.]

TreTiSS, tresis, n. a bar or beam separating stalls : a
stall itself. (O. Fr. trovers, across.]

Trews, trSDz, n.pl. trousers, esp. of tartan cloth.—«.

Trews'man, one wearing trews. (Ir. trius, Ga^.'
trittbhas. Cf Trousers.]

Troy, tra, n. (.^hai.) a three at cards or dice : a caru
or die of three spots. [O. Fr. ireis— L. tres,

three.]

Trephine.
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Triable, tri'a-bl, adj. subject to legal trial.—«. Tri'-

ableness.
Triact, trl'akt, adj. having three rays.—Also Trlac'-

tinal, Tri'actine.

Triad, trl'ad, «. the union of three: a Welsh com-
position arranged in groups of three : an association

of three kindred deities. —a<^". Triad'iC—«. Tri'a-

dlst, a composer of triads. [L. trias, triadis—Gr.

trios, triados—treis, three.)

TriadelphoUS, trl-a-del'fus, adj. {hot.) having stamens
united into three bundles. [Gr. treis, tria, three,

atielphos, a brother.]

Triage, trl'ilj, ». what is picked out, esp. broken
colVee-beans.

Trial, trl'al, «. a trying : the act of trying : examina-
tion by a test : the state of being tried : suffering :

temptation : judicial examination : attempt : a piece

of ware used to test the heat of a kiln.

—

ns. Tri'al-

day (.y/jrt/ir.), day of trial ; Trial-fire i^Shak.), a fire

for trying or proving ; Tri'al-trip, an experimental
trip of a new vessel, to test her sailing-powers, &c.
—On trial, on probation, as an experiment.

Trialism, trl'a-lizm, n. the doctrine of the existence

of boiiy, soul, and spirit in man.

—

ns. Trial'lty,

ihreeness ; Tri'alo^e, a colloquy of three persons.

Triandria, trl-an'dn-a, n. an order of plants having
three equal stamens.

—

n. Trian'dor, such a plant.

—

adjs. Trlan'drian, Trian'drous. [Gr. treis, tria,

three, niter, andros, a male.)

Triangle, tri'ang-gl, «. {inath.) a plane figure with
thret; angles and three sides : a musical instrument
of percussion, formed of a steel

rod bent in triangle-form, open
at one angle : a frame of three

halberds stuck in the groimd to

which soldiers were formerly
bound to be flogged (gener-

ally fl.).—adjs. Tri'angled,
Triang'Ular, having three

angles. —«. Triangtilar'ity.—
adv. Trlang'ularly. — v.t. Trl-
ang'iilate, to survey by means
of a series of triangles. — adzn
Triang'ulately. — «. Triangiila'tlon, act of tri-

angulating: the series of triangles so used. — adj.

Triang'UlOid. [Fr.,—L. triangulum—tres, three,

angiilus, an angle.]

Triapsal, trl-ap'sal, adj. having three apses.—Also
Triap'sldal.

Triarchy, trrar-ki, «. government by three persons

:

a state governed by three persons. [Gr. triarchia
—treis, tria, three, arche, beginning, sovereignty.]

Triarian, tri-a'ri-an, adj. of the third rank.
Trias, tri'as, «. {geoi.) the oldest group of the Meso-

zoic or Secondary strata, formerly associated with
the Permian rocks under the name of the New Red
Sandstone. — adj. Trias'SiC. [So called by the
German geologists, from their threefold grouping of
the system, from Gr. trias, union of three.)

Triatomio, tri-a-tom'ik, adj. consisting of three atoms :

trivalent.

Triaxlal, tri-ak'si-al, adj. having three axes. — «.

Triaz'on. [L. tres, tri-, three, axis, axis.)

TribasiO, irl-ba'sik, adj. having three hydrogen atoms
repl.iceable by equivalents of a base—of some acids.

Trlbble, trib'l, «. a horizontal frame for drying paper,
having wires stretched across it.

Tribe, trib, «. an aggregate of stocks—a stock being
an aggregate of persons considered to be kindred

—

or an aggregate of families, forming a community
usually under the government of a chief: a number
of things having certain common qualities.

—

adj.

Trib'al. — «. Tribalism. — adv. Trlb'ally. — ns.

Trlbe'let; Tribesman. (L. tribits, orig. applied
to one of the three divisions of the ancient Roman
people

—

tri-, tres, three.]

Triblet, trib'Iet, n. a tapering mandrel on which rings,

nuts, &c. are forged.

Triangle :

a, the beater.

Tribometer, trT-bom'e-t6r, n. a sled-like apparatus for

measuring sliding friction.

Tribonyx, trib'o-niks, «. a genus of Australian galli-

miles. [Gr. tribeiu, to rub, onyx, a claw.]

Tribrach, tn'brak, «. (/loet.) a foot of three short
syllables.—rt(i>. Tribrach' io. [L.,—Gr. tribrackys,
—tri-, root of treix, three, brachys, short.]

Tribulation, trib-Q-la'shun, n. severe affliction : di«-

tress. [L.,

—

tribiiUire, -atutit, to afflict

—

tribtdum,
a sledge for rubbing out corn— terere, to rub.)

Tribunal, tri-bu'nal, «. the bench on which a judge
and his associates sit to administer justice : court of
justice: the confessional. (L.)

Tribune, trib'un, «. a magistrate elected by the Roman
plebeians to 'defend their rights : a champion of
popular rights : the raised platform from which
speeches were delivered, any platform or pulpit.

—

7ts. Trib'unate, Trlb uneshlp.—<i(/;i. Tribuni'tial,
Tribuni'clan, Tribuni'tian. [L. tribnnus—tribus,
A tribe.)

Tribute, trib'ut, «. a fixed amount paid at certain

intervals by one nation to another for peace or pro-

tection : a personal contribution : acknowledgment,
or homage paid.—rt<('z/. Trib'utarily.—«. Trib'utari-
ness.

—

adj. Trib'Utary, paying tribute : subject

:

yielding supplies of anything, subsidiary : paid in

tribute.—«. one who pays tribute : a stream which
contributes water to another.

—

ns. Trib'ute-mon'ey,
money paid as tribute ; Trib'iiter, a miner paid
by proportion of the ore raised. [L. tribntuttt—
trihuere, to assign

—

tribits, a tribe.)

Tricapsular, tri-kap'su-lar, adj. (bfft.) three-capsuled :

having three capsules to each flower.

TricarpoUS, tri-kar'pus, adj. (bol.) having three carpels.

Tricaudate, trl-kaw'dat, adj. having three tail-like

processes, as a butterfly's wing.
Trice, tris, v.t. {naitt.) to haul or lift up by means of

a rope :—fir.p. tric'ing
;
pa.p. triced. (Ger. trissen.]

Trice, trIs, «. a very short time : an instant. [Perh.
from thrice, while one can count three ; or from Sp.
tris, noise of breaking glass ; cf .Scot. ' in a crack. 'J

Tricennlal, trl-sen'i-al,^^//'. pertaining to thirty years :

occurring every thirty years. [L. tricenninni, thirty

years

—

triginta, thirty, aiiiiits, a year.)

Tricentenary, tri-sen'te-na-ri, «. a space of three
hundred years. [L. trecenti, three hundred

—

tres,

three, centum, a hundred.)
TricephalOUS, tn-sef'a-lus, adj. three-headed. [Gr.,

treis, three, kephale, a head.)
Triceps, tri'seps, adj. three-headed.—Also Tricip'ltal.

[L., tres, three, caput, head.)
Tricerion, tri-se'ri-on, «. in Greek ecclesiastical use,

a candlestick with three lights. [Late Gr.,—Gr,
treis, three, keros, wax.]

Trichangia, tri-kan'ji-a, n.pl. the capillary blood-
vessels. [Gr. thriks—trichos, hair, angeion, a vessel.]

Trichas, tri'kas, «. a genus of American warblers.

[Gr. , a thrush.]

Trichatrophia, trik-a-trO'fi-a, «. a brittle condition of
the hair.

—

ns. Trich'ia, a folding inward of the eye-
lashes ; TriChi'aslS, a kidney disease : a morbid
swelling of the breasts : trichia. [Gr. thrix,
trichos, hair, atrophia, atrophy.)

Trichina, tri-kl'na, «. a parasitic worm, which in its

mature state infests the intestinal canal, and in its

larval state the muscular tissue of man and certain
animals, esp. the hog :—^/. Trichi'nSB. — >«. Tri-
Chini'asiS (more usually Trichlno'sls), the disease
caused by the presence of trichinae in the Ixjdy

;

Trtchinlsa'tlon.—<i<^'j. Trich'inosed, Trichinot'lc,
TrlCh'lnous. [Gr. trichinos, small like a hair-
Mr/^, trichos, hair.]

Trichlte, tri'kit, n. a spicule of some sponges.

—

adj.
Trichlt'ic.

Trlchlurus, trik-i-fl'rus, n. the genus of hair-tails.

Trichoda, triko'da, «. a genus of ciliate infusorians.
TrichOgenous. tri-koj'e-nus, adj. helping the hair to
grow.—«.r. Triohocla'sia, Trichoola'sis, a brittle
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condr.ion of the hair ; Trlch'Ogen, a preparation for
causing the hair to grow; Trichogyne (trik'Ojin),
the slender portion of the procarp in red algse, a
receptive organ of reproduction ; Trichol'Ogy, the
knowledge of the hair ; Tricho'ma, a morbid con-
dition of the hair, introversion of the eyelid.

—

tuijs.

Trichom'atose ; Trichopath'lc, relating to disease
of the hair.^wj. Trichop'athy^ the treatment of
diseases of the hair; Trlchophore {bot.\ the cell

or cells in certain alga: supporting the trichogyne : a
sac-like body from which the chitinous parapodial
appendages of an annelid are developed. — adjs.
Trlcliophor'lo, Trichoph'orotis. — «j. Trichoph'y-
ton, a fungus growth round the hair-bulbs causing
baldness, rnigworm, &c. ; Trichophyto'siS, disease
of the skin due to the presence of the foregoing

;

Trichorex'ls, brittleness of the hair ; Trichorrhe'a, a
falling of the hair; TrlCho'sis, any disease of the hair.

Trichome, trl'kOm, «. an outgrowth from the epider-
mis of a plant.

Trichoptera, trl-kop'te-ra, «.//. the caddis-flies. —
adjs. Trichop'teran, Triohop'terous.

Trichord, trl'kord, adj. having three strings.

TrichotomoilS, trI-kot'O-mus, adj. divided into three
parts, or into threes—also TriChotom'iC.

—

a<iv. Tll-
Chot'omOUSly.—«. TriChot'Omy, division into three
parts. |Gr. tricha., threefold, treis, three; tome, 9.

cutting

—

tem/ietn, to cut.]

Trichromatic, tri-kro-mat'ik, adj. characterised by
three colours, having the three fundamental colour-

sensations of red, green, and purple, of the normal
eye, as opposed to the colour-bhnd eye, which has
but two. — Also Trlchro'mia [Gr. treis, three,

chroma, colour.]

Trichronous, trl'krO-nus, adj. in ancient prosody,
consisting of three times or mora, trisemic. [Gr.
treis, three, chronos, time.]

Trick, trik, v.t. to dress, to decorate.—«. Trlck'ing,
the act of one who tricks : (Shak.) dress, ornament.
[Celt. ; W. treciaw, to adorn.]

Trick, trik, II. any fraud or stratagem to deceive, an
illusion: a clever contrivance to puzzle, amuse, or

annoy : a particular habit or manner, skill, adroit-

ness, manner : a parcel of cards falling to a winner
at one turn : any toy or gimcrack : a turn as at the
helm : {slang) a watch.

—

v.t. to deceive, to cheat.

—

ns. Trick'er; Trick'ery, act or practice of play-

ing tricks : artifice : stratagem : imposition.

—

adv.
Trickily. —«. Trick'iness. — rt^!>'. Trick'ish, ad-

dicted to tricks: artful in making bargains.

—

adv.
Trick'lshly, in a trickish manner : artfully : knav-
ishly.—«. Trick'ishness, the state of being trickish

or deceiiful.—(k/?'. Triok'ly, cleverly, deftly.—«.
Trick'scene, a scene in which changes are made
before the audience.—<J(^>. Trlck'sey, Trick'sy,
trickish, exhibiting artfulness : pretty, dainty, neat.
—«. TriCk'SineSS, state of being tTicksay.—adj.
Trick'some. — us. Triok'ster, one who practises

tricks, a cheat ; Trick'-Wlg, a kind of wig worn by
actors, the hair of which can be made to stand on
end by a device.

—

adj. Trick'y. [O. Fr. tricher, to

beguile— L. tricari, to trifle.]

Trickle, trik'l, v.i. to flow gently or in a small stream.
—K. a trickling rill.—«. Trlck'let, a little rill.—

adj. Trick'ly, trickling. [M. E. Iriklen, prob. for

strikUn, freq. oi striken, to go.]

Trick-track, trik'-trak, «. a form of backgammon in

which pegs as well as pieces are used.—Also Trio'-

trac, Tick'-tack. [Fr. trie irac.\

TriclilllC, trT-klin'ik, adj. (min.) having three axes
obliquely inclined to each other. [Gr. treis, three,

k/inein, to bend.]
TricUnitun, tri-klin'i-um, n. a couch running rotmd

three sides of a table for reclining on at meals : a
dining-room with couches on three sides. [L.,—Gr.
triklirios—treis, three, kline, a couch.]

Tricolour, Tricolor, tri'kul-or, «. the national flag of
France, of three colours, red, white, and blue, in

vertical stripes.

—

adj. Trl'COloured, having three
colours. [Fr. tricolore— L. tres, three, color, colour.]

TriCOnsonantal, trl-kon'sO-nan-tal, adj. composed of
three consonants.—Also Triconsonan'tic.

Tricorn, trl'kom, adj. having three horns.—«. a hat
with three points or corners. [L. tricornis, three-
horned

—

tres, three, corttii, a horn.)
Tricornered, trl-kor'nerd, adj. three-cornered.
Trlcomigerous, tri-kor-nij'e-rus, adj. bearing three

horns. [ L. tres, three, cornu, a horn, gerere, to bear.

J

Tricomute, -d, trl-kor'nut, -ed, adj. having three
horn-like processes.

Tricorporaie, tn-kor'pO-rat, adj. having three bodies
and only one head common to the three.

TricOState, trl-kos'tat, adj. three-ribbed.
Tricot, tre'kS, «. a hand-knitted woollen fabric, or
machine fabric imitating it : a soft, slightly-ribbed
cloth for women's garments. [Fr. tricot, knitting,
tricoter, to knit, from Teut. ; Ger.
stricken.\

TricrotiC, trl-krot'ik, adj. having three
beats.—«. Tri'crotlsm. -«<(>. Tri'crot-
OUS. [Gr. treis, three, krotos, a beat.]

TriCtlSpid, trl-kus'pid, adj. having three
cusps or points : (anat.) denoting certain

of the teeth, and the valve of the right

ventricle of the heart — adj. TrlCUS'-
pidate (hot.'), three-pointed or ending in

three points. [L. tricHspis, tricusfidis— iri, tris, thrice, cuspis, a point.]

Tricycle, tri'si-kl, «. a velocipede with
three wheels.— 7'./'. to ride on such.—?/. Tricuspi-

Tri'cyclist. [Gr. tri-, root of treis, date Leaf.

three, kyklos, circle, wheel.]
Tridacna, tri-dak'na, «. a genus of bivalves, the giant

clam, without the shell weighing 20 lb., with the
shell so much even as 500 lb. [Gr. treis, three,

daknein, to bite.]

TridactyloUS, tri-dak'til-us, adj. having three toes or
fingers.

Tride, trld, adj. swift, fleet. [Fr.]

Trident, tri'dent, n. the three-pronged spear or sceptre

of Neptune, god of the ocean : any three-toothed
instrument. — adjs. Trident, Trittenfate, Tri'-

dented, having three teeth or prongs. [Fr.,—L.

tres, three, dens, dentis, tooth.]

Tridentine, tri-den'tin, adj. pertaining to the Council
of I rent (1545-63), or to its decrees.

—

n. a Roman
Catholic. [L. Tridentum, Trent.]

Tridigitate, trl-dij'i-tat, adj. with three fingers or toes.

Tridimensional, trl-di-men'shun-al, adj. having three

dimensions— length, breadth, thickness.

Tridutun, trid'u-um, «. a sp.ice of three days : a three

days' service of prayer preparatory to a saint's day,
he—adj. Trid'uan, lasting three days. [L.]

Tridymlte, trid'i-mlt, «. a brittle mineral composed of

silica, which occurs in various acid igneous rocks in

the form of thin transparent six-sided plates, several

of which are usually grouped together.

Tried. See Try.
Triennial, tri-en'yal, adj. continuing three years:

happening every third year. — adz>. Trienn'ially.

[L. trieiiiiis—tres, three, annus, a year.]

Trier, trfer, «. one who tries l>y experiment : one who
tries, as a judge : one of Cromwell's commissioners

for examining into the qualifications of ministers:

{Shak.) one who brings to the test, a test.

Trierarch, trT'er-ark, «. the commander of an ancient

Greek trireme -also a person obliged to furnish .ships

to the state.—rt<^'. Tri'erarchal.— «. Tri'erarchy,

the office of trierarch : the system of requisitioning

vessels from wealthy citizens. [Gr. trieres, a. trireme,

archein, to rule.]

Trieterlc, -al, tri-e-ter'k, -al, adj. triennial [Gr.,

treis, three, etos, a year.]

Trifacial, trl-fa'shal, adj. threefold and pertaining to

the face, esp. of the fifth cranial nerve.

—

n. the tri-

geminal nerve. [L. tres, timc,yacies, face.]



Triftirlous fSte, far ; m€, her : mine ; Trilo^ry

Trlfarious, trl-fa'ri-us, adj. arranged in three rows:
facing three ways.

Trlfld, trl'fid, adj. three-cleft.

Trifle, trl'fl, v.i. to act or talk lightly : to indulge in

light or silly amusements : to waste or spend idly or

unprofitably (with).— «. anything of little value : a
light confection of whipped cream or white of egg,

with fniit, wine, &c.—«. Tri'fler.—<»^'. Trifling, of
small value or importance : trivial.

—

aih'. Tri'fllllgly.

—«. Tri'fllngness. [O. Fr. trujle, dim. of truffe, a
gibe, also a truffle.]

Triflorous, trI-flO'rus, adj. three-flowered.—^Also Tri-

flo'ral.

Trifoliate, -d, trl-fbli-at, -ed, adj. three-leaved.

—

ns.

Trifo Hum, a genus of small plants of the bean
family—the clovers with trifoliate leaves and purple,

red, white, or yellow flowers ; Tri'foljT {Brorwning),
trefoil. [L. tres, three, jbit'um, leaf.]

Trlforivim, trl-fO'ri-um, «. the arcade over the arches of
a church between nave and side aisles :—//. Trifd'ria.

f L. /ri, iris, thrice, /oris, a door.]

Triform, trfform, adj. having a triple form—also Tri'-

formed.—«. Triform'lty.--rt</;'. Triform'oua. [L.

trifortnis— trts, three, ./W^wrt, form.]

Trlfurcate, -d, trl-fur'kat, -ed, adj. having three forks

or branches.

—

v.i. Trifur'cate, to divide into three
parts.—«. Trifurca'tion. [L. tri/urcus—tri, iris,

X\mce, /urea, a fork.]

Trig, trig, adj. trim, neat : tight, sound.

—

n. a. dandy.
[Prob. Scand., Ice. tryggr, fine.]

Trig, trig, «. a skid for a wheel, &c. : the mark for the

players at skittles, &c.

—

r'.t. to stop, to obstruct, to

skid.—«(/?'. Trlg'ly.—«. Trig'ness.

TrigamoUS, trig'am-us, adj. {bot.) having three sorts

of flowers, male, female, and hermaphrodite, in the

same flower-head.

—

ns. Trig'amlSt, one who marries
three wives ; Trlg'amy, the state of having three

husbands or wives at the same time. [Gr. tri, iris,

ihree, games, marriage.]
Trigeminal, trl-jem'i-nal, adj. triple, threefold, —adj.
Trigem'inoua, born three at a birth.—«. Trigemi'-
nus, the trifacial nerve.

Trigger, .trig'er, «. a catch which when pulled looses

the hammer of a gun in firing : a catch to hold a
wheel when driving on steep ground. [Dut. trekker
—trekken, to pull.]

Trigla, trig'la, «. the typical genus of Triglidte, the

gurnards.

—

adj. Trlgloid.
Triglot, tri'glot, adj. containing three languages.

[Gr. treis. three, gldssa, gldtta, tongue.]

Triglyph, trfglif, ». a three-grooved tablet at equal
distances along the frieze in Doric architecture.

—

a.ijs. Triglyph'. ^^
Ic, -al, consistmg ^1
of, or pertaining

to, triglyphs : con-
taining three sets

of characters or
sculptures. [L.

triglyph us—Gr.
triglyphos— treis,

three, glyphein, to

carve.)

Tllgon, trfgon, M.
a three - cornered
figure, a triangle—also TrigO'non : (ojM?/.) the
junction of three signs, the zodiac being divided
into four trigons—the first or tvatery trigon. Cancer,
Scorpio, Pisces ; (he earthly, Taurus, Virgo, Capri-
cornus ; the airy, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius ; the

fiery, Aries, Leo, Sagittarius. — adjs. Trig'onal,
triangular in cross-section : three-angled, esp. in

botany ; TrigOn'lC, pertaining to a trigon ; Trig'on-
0U8, three-angled. [Gr. trigdnon—tri, tris, thrice,

dnia, an angle.]
goneatlc, tri-gO-nfi'tik, ad/, producing three broods

in a year, of insects.—». Trigoneu'tism. [Gr. treis,

three, ^oA^Mc'tM, to beget.]

yph.

Tfli

TrigonoceroOS, trig-O-nos'e-rus, adj. having horns
with three angles.

Trigonometry, trig-O-nom'e-tri, «. the branch of
maihematics which treats of the relatbns between
the sides and angles of triangles.—«. Trigonom'eter,
an instrument for solving plane right-angled figures

by inspection. — atijs. Trigonometric, -al, per-

taining to trigonometry : done by the rules of
trigonometry, -(j^z/. Trigonomet'rically.— Trigo-
nometrical survey, the survey of a country by
triangulalion and trigonometrical calculation upon a
single base. [Gr. triginon, a triangle, metron, a
measure.]

Trigram, trl'gram, H. same as Trigraph.—<k^>. Tri-
grammat'ic, Trigram'mio. [Gr. tri, tris, thrice,
gramma, a letter.]

Trigraph, trfgraf, n. a combination of three letters

sounded as one, a triphthong. [Gr. tri, tris, thrice,

SlTiA graphf, a \Nrn\n%—gra/>hein, to write.)

Trigyila, tri-jin'i-a, «. an order of plants having three
pistils or styles.—«. Tri'gyn, a plant with three
styles.—ri,//j. Trigyn'ian, Trig'ynous. [Gr. tri,

tris, thrice, gy>ie, a woman.)
Trihedral, tri-he'dral, oiij. having three equal sides.—n. Trihedron, a figure having three equal bases or

sides. [Gr. treis, three, hedra, a seat.]

Trijugate, trfjOO-gat, atij. (bot.) having three pairs of
leaflets or pinnse.—Also Tll'jUgOUS.

Trllabe, trl'lab, «. a three-pronged surgical instrument
for removing calculi from the bladder. [Gr. treis,

three, labe, a hold.)

Trilabiate, trl-la'bi-at, adj. three-lipped.

Trilaminar, tri-lam'i-nar, a^ij. having three laminae,

lamella;, or layers.—.Also TrUam'inate.
Trilateral, trl-lat'er-al, atij. having three sides.

—

adv.
Trilat'erally.—«. Trilat'eralness. [L. tres, three,

iatus, side.]

Trild, trild (Spens.) = Trilled, flowed.
Trilemma, trT-len\'a, «. a dilemmatic syllogism with

three alternative propositions.

Trllinear, tri-lin'6-ar, a^lj. consisting of three lines.

Trilingual, trl-ling'gwal, atlj. consisting of three
tongues or languages.—Also Triling'uar. [L. tres,

three, litigua, tongue.)
Triliteral, trl-lil'er-al, adj. consisting of three letters.

—«. Trill terallsm. [ L. tres, three, litera, a letter.

)

Trilitll, trllith, M. a form of niegalithic monument
consisting of two upright stones supporting another
lying crosswise—also Tri'llthon.—a*^'. TTllitll'iO.

[Gr. treis, three, lithos, stone.)

Trill, tril, v.t. and v.i. to shake : to utter with a
tremulous vibration, to quaver : to pronounce with
a quick vibration of the tongue.— «. a quaver or
tremulous vibration, warbling. [It. trillare, to

shake ; imit]
Trill, tril, v.i. to trickle : (obs.) to twirl. [Scand.,
Sw. trilla, to roll.]

Trilling, tril'ing, ». a compound threefold crystal

:

any one child of a triplet.

Trillion, tril'yun, H. a million raised to the third

power, or multiplied twice by itself: in France, a
thou'^and multiplied by itself three times, a million

million.—W/. Trillionth. [Fr.,—L. tres, three,

I^w L. tuiilto, a million.)

Trillium, tril'i-uin, «. a North American genus of low
perennial herbs of the lily family—including wake-
robin, three-leaved nightsfiade, &c.

Trilobate, -d, tri-10'b.il, or trriC-bat, -ed, adj. having
three lobes.—Also Tri'lobed.

Trilobite, trflO-blt, «. one of an order of fossil

Crustacea entirely confined to the Paleozoic rocks.—
adj. Trilobit'lc.

Trllocular, trl-lok'O-lar, adj. three-celled.

Trilogy, tnl'O-ji, tu the name given by the Greeks to

a group of three tragedies, either connected^ by a
common subject or each representing a distinct

story-the Oresteia of iEschylus, which embraces
the AgamtmnoH, the Ckafhorat, and the Euuunidts.
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Trim mi5te ; niQte ; mSOn ; /Aen. Tripe

[Gr. trilogia — tri, iris, thrice, logia, speech—
iegein, to say.]

Trim, trim, adj. in good order: nice.

—

v.t. to make
trim : to put in due order : to dress : to decorate :

to clip : to reduce to proper form: to arrange lor
sailing : to rebuke sharply, to thrash. — v.i. to
balance or fluctuate between parties :—^r./i. trim'-

ming ; pa.i. and fa.f. trimmed.—«. drc^s : orna-
ments : state of a ship as to sailing qualities: ar-

rangement. —a^fz/. Trim'ly.

—

hs. Trlm'mer, one
who trims : one who fluctuates between parties, a
time-server : a scold : a small horizontal be.im on a
floor into which the ends of joists are framed : a
float bearing a baited hook and line, used in fishinn
for pike ; Trlm'millg, that which trims : ornamental
pans, esp. of a garment, dish, &c. : (//.) fillings.—
tuiv. Trim nilngly.—«. Trim'ness. [A.S. trymiun,
to strengthen, set in order

—

trittn, firm.]

Trimembral, trl-mem'bral, adj. having three members.
Trimensual, trl-men'su-al, adj. happening every three
months—also Trimes'tral. Trimes'tnaL—«. Tri-

mester, a period of three months.
Triiuera, trime-ra, «.//. a division of beetles with

tarsi three-jointed.

—

adj. Trim'erOUS. [Gr. treis,

three, tneros, part.]

Trimeter, trim'e-ter, «. a division of a verse consisting

of three measures.—<»(//>. Trimeter, Trimot'ric, -al,

consisting of three measures, esp. iambic. [Gr.

trimetros— treisy three, tneiroit, measure.]
Trimethyl, tri-meth'ilj a<ij. containing three methyl

raiJicals in combination.—«. Trimeth'ylamine, an
organic base resembling ammonia in some of its

properties, and having a strong herring-brine odour
—incorrectly called propylamine.

Trimonthly, trrmunth-h, adj. every three months.
Trimorphism, trl-mor'fizm, «. {biol.) the existence of

an organism in three distinct forms, as in certain

butterflies, in the common flower Lythnini salicaria,

&c.— .t<ry>. Trimor'phlc, Trimor'phous.
Trimurtl, tri-ino3r'ti, «. the name of the Hindu triad,

or the gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva when thought
of as an inseparable unity, though three in form.

Trinal, trfnal, cuij. threefold.—rt<^.r. Tri'nary, ter-

nary ; Trine, threefold : of three.—«. a triad : the

aspect of two planets, as seen from the earth, distant

from each other one-third of the zodiac or I20°. [L.

tritiHS—tres, tria, three.]

Trindle, trin'dl, n. a piece of wood, &c., laid between
the cords and boards of a book to flatten before
cutting : a wheel of a barrow.

—

t.i. to roll, to trot.

—

v.t. to trundle. [A variant o( trendU.]
Trinervate, trl-nei'vat, adj. three-nerved.—Also TrT-
nerved.

Tringa, tring'gS, «. a genus of sandpipers, of family

Scalopitcidte—containing the knot, &.c.^adjs. Trin'-

glne, Trin'goid.
Tringle, tring'gl, «. a rod on which the rings of a

curtain run : a small moulding of rectangular cross-

section, in a Doric triglyph, he. : a strip of wood at

the edge of a gun-platform to turn the recoil of the

truck. [Fr.)

Trinity, trinn-ti, n. the union of three in one Godhead

:

the persons of the Godhead : any symbolical repre-

sentation of the persons of the Trinity.

—

ndj. Trlnl-

ta'rian, pertaining to the Trinity, or to the doctrine
of the Trinity.

—

n. one who holds the doctrine of the

Trinity : a member of the Trinitarian order.—«.

Trinlta'rianlsm, the tenets of Trinitarians.—«.//.
Trlnita'rians, a religious order founded at Rome in

119S to redeem Christian captives from the infidels

—

also Maihurirts and Fedfinf-tionisis.—ns. Trin'lty-

bouse, a corporation entrusted with the regulation

and management of the lighthouses and buoys of the
shores and rivers of England, and with the licensina:

and appointing ofpilots for the F.neli'^h coast, founded
at Deptford in J518 ; Trin'lty-Stm'day, the Sunday
next after Whitsunday, the Festival of the Holy
Trinity; Trlnlty-teim, formerly one of the fixed

terms of the English law-courts that commenced on
Friday next after Trinity Sunday. [L. trinitas,

three^/r/«/, three each

—

tres, tiiree.]

Trinket, tring'ket. n. a small ornament for the person :

anything of little value.

—

v.i, to deal in a mean and
underhand way : to intrigue.

—

ns. Trink'eter, a
mean intriguer ; Trink'etry, trinkets collectively.

[Skeat suggests that M. E. trenket, trynket, may be
from an O. Fr. tretujuer, to cut, a by-form of
trencher, to cut.]

Trinket, tring'ket, n. a vessel to drink out of. [ProU
conn, somehow with preceding.]

Trinket, tring'ket, «. a ti>psail. [O. Fr. trinquet—L.
triqiietrits, three-cornered.]

Trinkle, tringk'l, a Scotch form of trickle : also a form
of tinkle.

Trinoctial, tri-nok'shal, adj. comprising three nights.
Trinodal, trl-nO'dal, otij. having three nodes or joints.

Trinomial, trl-nO'mi-al, adj. Xpnat/i.) consLsting of
three names or terms connected by the sigri plus
or minus. — k. a trinomial quantity. — «J. Trino'-
miallsm; Trinomialist ; Trinomlal'ity. — rt<^'.

Trind'mlally. [L. tres, three, uomen, name.]
Trio, tre'o, or tri'o, «. three united : (tims.) a com-

position for three performers. [It.,— L. tres, three.]

Triodion, trl-O'di-on, n. a book of Greek ofiices for the
services from the Sunday before Septuagesima to

Easter. [Gr. ireis, three, hodos, a way.]
Triolet, tre'o-let, «. a stanza of eight lines on two
rhymes— the ist, 3d, 4th, and 5th Tines rhyming, as

also the ad and 6th. Again, the words of the ist,

4th, and 7th lines are the same, while the 7th and
8th repeat the first two. [Fr.]

Triones, trI-O'nez, n.pl. a name applied to the seven
principal stars in the constellation Ursa Major. [L.]

Trionjrni, trT'O-nim. «. a name consisting of three

terms.— «(/;'. Trion'ymal.
Trip, trip, v.i. to move with short, light steps : to

stumble and fall : to err, to go wrong, to make a
slip in chastity : to fail.

—

v.t. to cause to stumble
by striking one's feet from under him (with ///)

:

to overthrow by taking away support : to catch

:

to catch in a tault : to loosen, as an anchor, from
the bottom, by a long rope : to turn, as a yard, from
a horizontal to a vertical position : to fold in the

middle, as a deep stage-drop : to strike against :

—

pr.p. trip'ping
;
pa.t. and/a.^. tripped.—«. a light,

short step : a catch by which an antagonist is

thrown : one of the points in coursing, when the

hare is thrown off its legs : a false step : a mistake :

a short voyage or journey, a jaunt.

—

hs. Trip'-bOOk,

a book in which the records and accounts of the trip

of a fishing-boat are made up and kept : Trip'-

hamm'er, a large hammer used in forges, a tut-

hammer ; Trip'per, a cheap excursionist, a tourist

doing a certain round: one who stumbles or who
makes another stumble; Trip'-Sllp (U.S^ a strip

of paper on which a car-conductor must punch a hole

when a fare is taken. [M. E. trippen; cog. with

Dut. trippen, trappen, to tread upon, trippeleu, to

trip, Sw. trippa, to trip.]

Tripartite, tnp'ar-tlt, or trT-par'tit, adj. divided into

three parts : having three corresponding parts : re-

lating to three parties.

—

adv. Trip'artltely. — «.

Tripartrtlon, a division into three. (L. ter, thrice,

partitus, pa.p. of partiri, to divide —pars, a

part.]

Tripe, trip, «. entrails : parts of the compound stomach
of a ruminant, esp. of sheep or homed cattle, pre-

pared as food—the parts used being the paunch or

rumen (yielding plain trifie), and the smaller reticu-

lum (yielding honeycomt> tripe). — ns. Tripe'man,
one who prepares tripe or who hawks it about

;

Tri'pery, a place for the preparation or sale of tripe.

-Tripe de Roche, a name oricinally given to

various species of lichens of the genera Gyropkora
and Untbilicaria, nutritious though bitter, nauseous,
and purgative. [Celt. ; Ir., trufpat, W. trtpa.\



Tripedal fSte, far ; m5, h*r ; mine : Tristichous

Tripedal, trip'e-dal, or trrped-al, adj. having three
feet. [L. tres, three, /es, /edts, a foot.]

Tripennate, tri-pen'at, adj- {M.) three-winged. [L.
tri, iris, thtice, pertna, a wing.]

Tripersonal, trT-per'snn-al, Oiij. consisting of three
persons.

—

tts. Triper'sonalist, a believer in the
Trinity ; Tripersonal'lty.

TripetalOUS, trt-pet'al-us, ndj. (i^(7/.) having three petals

or flower-leaves. [Gr. treis, ihree, petaion, a leaf.]

Triphane, trl'fan, «. spodumene.
Triphthong, trifthong, «. a combination of three

vowels to form one sound.

—

adj. Triphthong'al.
[Gr. treis, three, phthottgos, sound.]

Triphyllous, tri-fil'us, adj. {bot.) three-leaved. [Gr.

tri, iris, thrice, phyllon, a leaf]

Triphysite, trif'i-sit, «. one of a Spanish sect of the

7th century who maintained the existence of three

natures in Christ—the human, the divine, and a
third resulting from the union of the other two.

[Gr. treis, three, physis, nature.]

Triplnnate, trl-pin'at, adj. trebly pinnate.

Tripitaka, tri-pit'a-ka, «. the whole body of the
northern Buddhist canonical writings, comprising
the three divisions of Sutras, or discourses of the

Buddha for the laity ; Vinaya, or discipline for the
order ; and Abhidharma, or metaphysics. [Sans.
tri, three, pitaka, basket.]

Triple, trip'l, adj. consisting of three united : three
times repeated : (Shak.) third.

—

v.t. to treble.

—

adjs. Trip'le-crowned, having three crowns : wear-
ing the triple crown, as the pope ; Triple-head'Bd,
having three heads.

—

n. Triplet, three of a kind, or
three united : three lines rhyming together : {iiiiis.)

a group of three notes occupying the time of two,
indicated by a slur and the figure 3 : {coll.) one of
three children born at one birth.

—

adj. Trip'le-

tumed {Shak.), three times faithless.—«. Tri'plex,
triple time in music.

—

adj. Trip'llcate, threefold :

made thrice as much.—«. a third copy or thing
corresponding to two others of the same kind.

—

v.t.

to make threefold.

—

>is. Triplica'tion, act of making
threefold or adding three together ; Trlpllc'ity, the
state of being threefold : tripleness : {Spens.) a
triad : {astral.) the division of the signs according
to the number of the elements.^a<?i'. Triply.

—

Triple Alliance, the league of Enjiland, Sweden,
and the Netherlands formed against France in 1668 :

the alliance of Britain, France, and Holland against
Spain in 1717: the alliance between Germany,
Austria, and Italy, formed in 1883, and directed to

check French or Russian aggression ; Triple crown
(Aer.), see Tiara; Triple time {mus.), time or
rhythm of three beats, or of three times three beats,

in a bar.—The Triple Event, winning the Oaks, St
Leger, and Derby. (Fr.,— L. tri-pl»s—tri-, ires,

three, -plus, akin to Eng. •fold.'\

Tripod, tri'pod, «. anything on three feet or legs, as
a stool, Sic.—adj. having three legs or supports.
adj. Trlp'odaL [Gr. tripous, tripodos—tri, treis,
three, pous, foot.]

Tripoli, _trip'0-li, «. a mineral substance employed in
polishing metals, marble, glass, &c. [Orig. brought
from Tripoli in Africa.]

Tripos, tri'pos, «. a university examination for
honours at Cambridge : the list of successful candi-
dates in an honours examination at Cambridge : a
tripod. [Prob. traceable to the custom by which a
B.A., known as Mr Tripos, sat on a three-legged
stool and disputed in the Philosophy School at
Cambridge on Ash Wednesday, his speech being
called the Tripos speech.]

Trippant, trip'ant, adj. (her.) represented as walking
or trotting.

Tripping, trip'ing, n. the act of tripping : a light kind
o( dance.

—

adv. Trippingly, in a tripping manner

:

with a light, quick step.— «. Tripp'ingness.
Tripaacum, trip'sa-kum, n. a genus of American

grasses, including the gama-grass.
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Tripsis, trip'sis, n. pulverisation : the process of sham-
pooing. [Gr.,

—

iribeiu, to rub.]

Triptote, trip'tOt, K. a noun used in three cases only.

[Fr.,—Gr. irtptdion—treis, three, ptotos, falling

—

piptein, to fall.]

Triptych, trip'tik, «. a set of tablets consisting of
three leaves, each painted with a distinct subject,

but joined together by hinges, and capable of being
folded so as to present a new face. [Gr. tri, thrice,

ptyx, ptychos, a fold, a leaf—/^>'.f^<?/«, to fold.]

Tripudium, trl-pu'di-um, n. among the Romans, a
religious dance, also a mode of divination based on
observation of the action of birds feeding.

—

itdj.

Tripu'diary. — «. Tripudia'tion, dancing. [L.,

prob. from ires, \\\xee, pes, pedis, foot.]

Triquetrous, tri-kwet'rus, adj. three-sided : triangular

—also Triquetral. — «. Triquet'ra, an ornament
consisting of three interlaced arcs, common in early
art in northern Europe.

—

adv. Triquet'rously.

—

n.

Triquet'rum, one of the triangular Wormian bones
in the lambdoid suture of the skull. [L. ires, three,

-queints, prob. a mere formative.]
Triradiate, trl-rii'di-at, adj. radiating in three direc-

tions.—rt^/z/. Trira'dially.
Trireme, trl'rem, «. an ancient galley—esp. a war-

galley—having three banks or rows of oars. [Fr.,

—

L. trireniis—tri, ires, tliree, remus, an oar.]

Trisagion, tri-sa'gi-on, «. a hymn used in the early
and Oriental Churches, and in the Greek Church,
consisting of the words ' O Holy God, holy and
mighty, holy and immortal, have mercy on us.'

The name is often applied erroneously to the Ter-
sanctus. [Gr. iris, thrice, hagios, holy.]

Trisect, trl-sekt', v.t. to cut or divide into three equal
parts.—«. Triseo'tion, the division of anything, as

an angle, into three equal parts. [L. tri, thrice,

secare, sectum, to cut.]

Triseme, trT'sem,^^'. and«. consisting of three semeia,
equal to three short syllables, as the tribrach, iambic,
and trochee.—Also Trise'miO. [Gr. treis, three,
seina, a sign.]

TrisepalOUS, trl-sep'al-us, adj. {bot.) having three
sepals.

Triserial, trl-se'ri-al, adj. in three rows or series—also
Trise'riate. — rt</w. Trise'rially, in three series;

Triseria'tim, in three rows, triserially.

Trisetum, trl-se'tum, «. a genus of grasses, of the tribe

Avenece, mostly perennial tufted gras.ses with flat

leaves and shining spikelets. [L. ires, three, setum,
a bristle.]

TriSinuate, tri-sin'u-at, adj. having three sinuses, as

a margin.
Triskele, tris'kSl, «. a three-armed cross, the fylfot.

[Gr. treis, three, skelos, a leg.]

TrismeglStUS, tris-me-gi.s'tus, adj. thrice greatest, an
epithet used only in ' Hermes Trismegistiis.' the
Greek name of the Egyptian god Thoth, originator
of Egyptian culture, the god of writing, of religion,

and of the arts and .sciences.

Trismus, tris'mus, «. tetanic spasm of the muscles of
mastication, lockjaw. [' Jr.,

—

trizein, to gnash.]
Trisoctahedron, tris-ok'ta-he-dron, «. a solid bounded
by twenty-four equal faces, three corresponding to
each face of an octahedron.

Trlspermous, trl-speKmus, adj. three-seeded.—«. Tri-
sper'mum, a poultice made of the crushed seeds of
cummin, bay, and smallage.

Trisplanchnlc, trl-splangk'nik, adj. pertaining to the
viscera of the three great cavities of the body, the
cranial, thoracic, and abdominal. [Gr. treis, three,
splangchiia, viscera.]

Trisporic, trT.spor'ik, adj. having three spores.—Also
Trispo'rous.

Tristesse. tris-tes', «. (arch.) sadness.

—

adjs. Trist,
Trist'ful (Shak.), sad, sorrowful, gloomy.— adv.
Trist'fully. [Fr. triste—h. tristis, sad.)

Tristichous, tris'ti-kus, adj. (bot.) grouped in three
rows. [Gr. treis, three, stichos, a row.]



Tristlgmatic mOte ; mule ; mOon ; /Aen. Trochoid

Tristigtnatic, tri-stig-mat'ik, adj. having three
stigmas.—Also Tristig'toatose.

TristylOTlS, trl-stl'lus, adj. {.hot.) having three styles.

TriSUla, tn-sSo'la, «. the tridentof Siva.—Also TriStU'.
TriSUlcate, trl-sul'kat, adj. having three forks or
prongs : {bot.) having three furrows. [L. trisiilcus

—tri, tris, thrice, sulcus, a furrow.]
Trisyllable, irl-, or tri-sil'a-bl, n. a word of three

syllables.—«;/;>. Trisyllab'iC, -al, pertaining to a
trisyllable : consisting of three syllables.

—

adv. Tri-
syllab'loally. [Gr. treis, three, syliabe, syllable.)

Trilagonlst, tri-tag'on-ist, «. the third actor in the Greek
dr.ima. [Gr. triios, third, agonistes, an actor.]

Trite, trit, adj. worn out by use : used till its novelty
and interest are lost : hackneyed.

—

adv. Tritely.—
«. Trlte'ness. [It. iriio—h. tritus, rubbed, pa.p.

of ierere, to rub.]

Triternate, trl-ter'nat, adj. thrice ternate—of a ternate

leaf in which each division is divided into three parts,

and e.ich of these into three leaflets, thus making
twenty-seven, as in some Umbelli/erce.—Also Trip'-

licate-ter'nate.
Tritheism, tri'tlie-izm, n. the doctrine of three Gods

:

the opinion that the Father, Son, and Holy Giiost

are actually different beings.—«. Tri'theist, one
who maintains the docirine of tritheism.

—

adjs. Tri-
theis'tiC, -al. [Gr. treis, three, theos, a god.]

Trithionic, trl-thl-on'ik, adj. containing three sulphur
atoms.—«. Trithlonate, a salt of trithionic acid.

[Gr. treis, three, tlieion, sulphur.]

Tritical, trit'i-kal, adj. trite, common.— rtt/z/. Trit'I-

cally. — «. Trit'icalness. [Formed from trite, in

imiiation of critical.]

Triticum, trii'i-kum, «. a genus of grasses including
the varieties of wheat. —rt<^'. Tritic'eOTlS. [L.
' wheat'

—

terere, tritnm, to rub.]

Tritoma, tri-tO'ma, n. a genus of tufted herbaceous
plants belonging to the natural order Liliaceie.

Triton, tri'ton, «. (myth.) a marine demi-yod, one of

the trumpeters ol' Poseidon (Neptime), his trumpet
being a wreathed nnivalve shell: a genus of molluscs
with a wreathed univalve shell. [Gr. Triton]

Tritone, trl'tOn, ». an interval in music composed of
three whole steps or tones.

Tritorium, trl-tO'ri-um, «. a vessel for separating
liquids of different densities.—Also Tritu'rium.

Tritubercular, trl-iu-ber'ku-lar, adj. having three

tubercles or cusps—also Trituber'culate.—«. Tri-

tuber'culism.
Triturate, trit'u-rat, v.t. to rub or grind to a fine

powder.

—

adj. Trlt'Urable, that may be reduced
to a fine powder by grinding.

—

ns. Tritura'tion ;

Tritura'tor; Trit'urature. [Late L. triturdre,
-dtunt—L. terere, to rub.)

Triumph, tri'umf, «. in ancient Rome, a solemn pro-
cession in honour of a victorious general : joy for

success: victory: (Shak.) a trump card.

—

v.i. to

celebrate a victory with pomp : to rejoice for

victory : to obtain victory : to be prosperous : to

boast, exult (with over): (Shak.) to shine brightly.

—vd. (Milt.) to boast ower.—adj. Trium'pbal, per-

taining to triumph : used in celebrating victors-.—

•

K. (Milt.) a token of victory.—n^'. Trium'pliant,
celebrating or rejoicing for a triumph : expressing
joy for success : victorious.— Wz/. Trium'pnantly.
—«. Triumpher.— ^k/z/. Tri'umplllllgly, in a tri-

umphing manner : with triumph or exultation.

—

Triumphal arch, an arch erected in connection
with the triumph of a Roman general, any deco-
rative arch in public rejoicings, &c. — Church
triumphant (see Church). [L. triumphus; akin
to Gr. thriainbos, a hymn to Bacchus.)

Triumvir, tri-um'vir, «. one of three men in the same
office or government :—//. Trlum'Vlri, Trium'Vlrs.
—adj. Trium'viral.—«. Trium'vlrate {Shak. Tri-

Um'Vlry), an association of three men in office or

government, or for any political ends—csp. that of
Pompey, Crassus, and Caesar (60 B.C.), and that of

Octavian (Augustus), Mark Antony, and Lepidus
(43 B.C.): any trio or triad. [L. triuni-, from tres,

three, vir, a man.)
Triune, trl'un, adj. being three in one.— «. TriU'nity.

[Coined from L. tri-, root of tres, three, unus, one.]

Trivalent, tri'va-lent, or triv'-, adj. equivalent in com-
bining or displacing power to three monad atoms.

—

n. Tri'valence (or triv'-). [L. tres, three, vaiens,
-entis, pr.p. oi valere, to be strong.)

Trivalve, trl'valv, adj. having three valves.—Also
Tri'valved, Trival'vular.

Trivertebral, tri-ver'te-bral, adj. composed of three
vertebra;.

Trivet, triv'et, «. a stool or other thing supported on
three feet : a movable iron frame in a kuchen fire-

grate for supporting kettles, &c.—Right as a trivet
{coll.), standing steadily like a tripod : perfectly
right. [O. Fr. trepied—L. tripes, tripedis—tres,
three, pes, a foot.)

Trivial, triv'i-al, adj. that may be found anywhere, of
little importance : trifling : common, vernacular.

—

Z'./. TriVialise, to render paltry.—«.f. Triv'ialism,
a trivial matter or remark ; TriVial'lty, the state or

quality of being trivial : that which is trivial, a trifle.

—adv. Trivially.—«j. Triv'ialness ; TriVium, in

medieval schools the name given to the first three

liberal arts—viz. grammar, rhetoric, and logic. [L.

trivialis,{\n.) 'at the cross-roads or public streets'
— triviiDn, a place where three ways meet

—

tres,

three, via, a way.)
Tri-weekly, tn'-wek'li, adj. once every three weeks

:

three times a week.
Tread, trod, H. {Spens.). Same as Trode.
Trocar, trO'kar, «. a surgical instrument used for

withdrawing superfluous fluid from the body. [Fr.,
—trois, three, carre, side.)

Trochanter, trO-kan'ter, «. a rough eminence on the

outer aspect of the upper part of the thigh-bone for

the insertion of various muscles which rotate the

thigh outwards : the second joint of an insect's leg.

—adjs. Trochante'rian, Trochanter'lc.-«. Tro-
chan'tin, the les.ser trochanter of the femur.

—

adj.

Trochantln'ian. \Qx.,-trechtin, to run.)

Troche, trO'ke (better trCch or trOk), «. a lozenge,

usually round, of some medicinal ingredients mixed
into a paste with sugar and mucilage.—Also Tro-
Chisk (trO'kisk), Trochis'CUB. [Gr. trochos, a
pill.]

Trochee, trS'ke, «. a metrical foot of two syllables, so

called from its tripping or joyous character : in Latin

verse, consisting of a long and a short, as niimen ;

in English verse, of an accented and unaccented

syllable, as tri'pod.—«. Trocha'lc, a trochaic verse

or measure.

—

adjs. TrOCha'iC, -al, consisting of tro-

chees. [Gr., trochaios {pons, foot), running, trip-

ping— trochos, a running

—

trechein, to run.)

TrochidSB, trok'i-de, «.//. a genus of gasteropodous

molluscs, the top-shells—the typical genus Tro'ChUS.

—adj. Tro'chiform.
TrochiliC, trO-kil'ik, a^ij. pertaining to rotary motion.

Trochilus, trok'i-lus, «. a genus of humming-birds.

[Gr. trochilos.\

Trochite, trO'kIt, «. one of the wheel-like joints of the

stem of an encriiiite.

—

adj. TrOChlt'lO.

Trochiter, trok'i-ter, «. the greater tuberosity of the

humerus, admitting several of the muscles of the

shoulders.—<i^'. Trochite'rian.
Trochlea, trok'le-a, «. a pulley-like cartilage through
which the superior oblique mu.scle of the eye-ball

passes : in the elbow-joint, the articular surface of
the lower extremity of the humerus, grasped by the

greater sigmoid cavity of the ulna.

—

adjs. Troch'-
lear, shaped like a pulley ; Troch'leary, relating to

the trochlea. [L. trochlea—Gr. trochalia, a pulley.)

Trochoid, trO'koid, «. the curve traced by a fixed

point in a wheel which rolls in a right line.

—

adjs.
Tro'choid, -aL [Gr. trochceides, round like a wheel—trochos, wheel, eidos, form.]
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Troctolite fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Trot

Troctolite, trok'tC-lU, «. a variety of Gabbro com-
posed of white feldspar and dark olivine.

Trod, trod, n. (ois.) tramp, track.—Hot trod {Scoii),

the pursuit of moss-troopers. [Trent/.]

Trod, Trodden, ^rt./. and/^./. of treat/.

Trode, trOd, «. (S/ens.) tread, footing. [Treat/.]

Troggs, trogz, «.//. (Scot.) clothes.— «. Trog'gln,
peddlers' goods.

Troglodyte, trog'l5-dIt, «. a cave-dweller. — at/j's.

Troglodyte, Troglodyt'lc, -al, cave-dwelling.—«.
Trog'lodytlsm. [Fr.,—Gr. trogloctytes—trdgie, a
cave, dyein, to enter.]

Trogon, trO'gon, «. one of a family of tropical and
esp. South American birds of the order Pictirtte,

with brilliant plumage—the most celebrated species

the Quetzal or Resplendent Trogon of Guatemala.

—

tKij. Tro'gonold.
Trolc, tri5'ik, ai/j. Trojan.
Troika, troi'ka, n. a Rus.sian vehicle having three

horses abreast. [Russ. iroe, trot, three.]

Trojan, trO'jan, aiij. pertaining to ancient Troy.—h.

an inhabitant of ancient Troy : {coll.) a plucky fellow :

{Shiik.) a boon companion.
Troko, tr5k, «. {Scot.) exchange : small wares

:

familiar intercourse.

—

v.i. to exchange, deal.—//.

Tro'king, dealing, making petty bargains, familiar

intercourse with. [Truck.]
Troll, trOl, n. in Scandinavian mythology, a super-

natural being of small size, dwelling in a cave, hill,

&c. [Ice. troll (Ger. t/roll). Cf. Droit.]
Troll, trOl, v.t. to move circularly: to sing the parts

of in succession, as of- a catch or round : to angle or
fish for in a certain way : to fish for.

—

v.i. to roll

:

to move or run about : to sing a catch : to stroll,

ramble : to fish, esp. for pike, with a rod of which
the line runs on a reel near the handle.

—

n. a moving
round, repetition : a round song : an artificial lure

used in fisliing.—«j. Troll'er ; Troll'ey, Troll'y, a
costermonger's cart : a metallic roller or pulley used
in many electric street-railways in connection with an
overhead electric conductor : a small truck running
in a furnace, or in mines : lace whose pattern is out-
lined with a thicker thread or a flat border made up
of several such threads ; Troll'lng ; Troll'lng-bait,
-spoon, a metallic revolving lure used in trolling.

[(). Fr. troller, iraiiler (Fr. trSler), to stroll; Old
Hish t'.er. trollen, to run.]

Troll-my-dame, trol'-mi-dfim, «. {Shak.) an old game.
— Also Nine-lioles, Pigeon-lwles, and Trunks.

Trollol, trol'lol', v.t. and v.i. to sing, to troll.

Trollop, trol'op, rt.Ci'fo/.) a loitering, slatternly woman :

a woman negligently dressed : a draggle-tail : a
strumpet.

—

v.i. to draggle : to work in a slovenly
way.— <R<;>. TroU'oplng, Troll'oplsh, Troll'opy.
[From troll, in the sense of running about.]

Trombone, trotn'bOn, «. a deep-toned brass musical
wind instrument of the trumpet kind, consisting of
a lube bent twice on itself. — «. Trom1>onlst. [lit. ;

augm. o( tromba, a trumpet.]
Trommel, trom'el, «. a revolving cylindrical sieve for

cleaning or sizing ore. [Ger. trommel, a drum.]
Tromometer, trO-mom'e-ter, w. an instrument for
measuring slight earthquake shocks.

—

ntij. Tro-
momet'rlc. [Gr. tromos, a trembling, tnetron, a
measure.]

Trompe, tromp, n. the apparatus by which the blast
is produced m the Catalan forge.—Also Tromp.

Tron, tron, ortrOn, n. the most ancient system of
weight used in Scotland, the Tron or Trone being
a heavy beam or balance set up in the market-place,
and employed for the weighing of heavy wares.—«.

Tron'age, a royal tax on wool. (O. Fr. trone— h.
trutina, a pair of scales.]

Trona, tr5'na, n. the native soda of Egypt, a grayish
hydrous sodium carbonate. [Natron.]

TronclieOQ, tron'shun, «. {Sf>ens.) a headles* spear.

—

adj. Tron90nn6e {her.), shivered, as a tilting-spear,

dismembered. [Truncheon.]

Trone, trOn, «. {irov.) a small drain.

Troop, trOOp, «. a crowd or collection of people : a
company ; soldiers taken collectively, an army,
usually in //. : a small body of cavalry, forming th9
unit of formation, consisting usually of sixty men,
corresponding to a company of infantry : the com-
mand of a troop of horse.

—

v.i. to collect in numbers

:

to march in a company, or in haste.

—

ns. Troop'er,
a private cavalry soldier : a cavalry horse : a troop-

ship ; Troop'-horse, a cavalry horse ; Troop'-ship,

a vessel for conveying soldiers. — TrOOping t£o
colours, a ceremony performed at the public mount-
ing of garrison guards. — Household troops (see

House). [I'r. troupe, prob. through Low L. forms,
from L. turba, a crowd.]

TropS80lum, trO-pe'O-lum, «. a genus of plants, natives
of South America, annual or perennial herbs of
trailing or climbing habits—Nasturtium, &c. [Gr.
tropaios, pertaining to turning.]

Troparlon, trO-pa'ri-on, «. in the offices of the Greek
Churih, a short hymn or a stanza of a hymn :^pl.
Tropa'rla. [Or. tropos, a musical mode.]

Trope, trop, n. {rliet.) a word or expression changed
from its proper sense for emphasis, a figure of speech
—metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony : a
short cadence peculiar to Gregorian melodies—also

Differentia and Distinctio: formerly, a phrase occa-
sionally interpolated in different pans of the mass

:

(geoin.) the reciprocal of a waAc.—tnij. Tro'plcal,
fi-urative.—rti/j/. Tro'plcally.—«. Tro'plst, one who
uses troges or who explains Scripture by them.

—

adjs. Tropolog'lC, -alj^ expressed or varied by tropes

or figures.—rti/z'. Tropolog'lcally.—r-.;. Tropol'o-

gise, to use as a trope.—«. Tropol'ogy, a tropical or
figurative mode of speech : a treatise on tropes : that

interpretation of Scripture which reads moral mean-
ings into any and every passage. [Fr.,— 1.. tropiis

—Gr. tropos—trepein, to turn.]

Trophic, -al, trof'ik, -al, aiij. pertaining to nutrition

and its processes, —adj. Trophe'sial.— «. Troph'esy,
deranged nutrition owing to disorder of the nmior
nerve force pertaining to the nutritive function.

—

n.pl. Tro'phi, the month-parts of an insect—labium,
labrum, maxillse, mandibles, lingua : the teeth of the
pharynx of a roiifer. [Gr. trofhe, food.]

Trophonlan, trO-fO'ni-an, adj. pertaining to Trof>ho-

ntiis, the mythical builder of the temple of Apollo at

Delphi and the treasury of King Hyrieus in I?<Teotia.

Trophotropism, trof'O-trO-pizm, «. the movements of
the organs in a growing plant, as towards nutrient

substances, induced by the chemical nature of its

surroinidings.— iidj. Trophotrop'ic. [Gr. trophl,

food, trepein, to turn.]

Trophy, trO'fi, «. a memorial of a victory, consisting
of a pile of arms erected on the field of battle : any-
thing taken from an enemy and preserved as a
memorial of victory: something that is evidence of
victory : an ornamental group of weapons, flags,

memorials of the chase, &c.

—

v.t. to adorn with
trophies.

—

adj. Tro'phied, adorned with trophies.

[Fr. trophie—L. tropieum—Gr. tropaion—tropi, a
turning

—

trepein, to turn.]

Tropic, trop'ik, «. one of the two circles on the celestial

sphere, 23° 28' on each side of the equator, where the
sun turns, as it were, after reaching its greatest
declination north or south : one of two circles on the
terrestrial globe corresponding to these : (//.) the
regions lying between the tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn.

—

adjs. Trop'ic, -al, pertaining to ihe

tropics: being within or near the tropics. — iit/v.

Trop'lcally.—«. Trop'ic-bird, a genus of birds of

the family PhaethontidtF, usually seen in tropical

rei:ions. [Through L. tropicus, from Gr. trcpikos,

relating to a iwxxwnz— /''opos, a turning.]
Troppo, trop'pB, adj. {mus.) too much : excessively.

[It. ; cf. Fr. trop, too much.]
Trossers, tros'drz, n. (Shnk.) a form o( trousers.

Trot, trot, v.i. to go, lilting the feet quicker and
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Trot mate ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. True

higher than in walking : to walk or move fast : to
run.

—

v.t. to ride at a trot :—/r./. trot'ting ; pa.t.
and pa.p. irut'ted.—«. the pace of a horse or other
quadruped when trotting : a toddling child : {slang)
a crib, translation.

—

hs. Trot'ter, one that trots: a
trotting-horse : the foot of an animal, as a sheep

:

(suing) the human foot ; Trottoir (trot-wor'), a foot-

way at the side of a street.—Trot OUt, to exnibit the
paces of: to show. [O. Fr. troiter, iroter—Low L.
trotdre, to go; prob. troiu Old High Ger. trottdn,
Ireq. ai tretan, to tread.]

Trot, trot, «. {S/iak.) an old woman.
Trot-cosy, trot'-kO'zi, «. (Hcot.) a covering to keep

the neck and head warm in travelling, drawn over
the head and hat, and buttoned beneath the chin.

Troth, troth, or troth, «. truth, confidence : faiih :

fidelity.— r'./. to plight.—rti^'. Trotll'-plight(i"/(rt,t.),

betrothed, atfianced.—«. betrothal.—«. Troth'-ring,
a betrothal ring. (A.S. tre&n'th.\

Troubadour, trOo'ba-dSOr, «. one of a class of poets
ot chivalric love, who first .-ippeared in Provence,
and flourished from the nth to the 13th century (sec
Laoigue dOO)i IFr., from Prov. trobador—trobar
(Fr. troiiver), to find—L. turbare, to move.]

Trouble, trub'l, v.t. to put into a confused state : to
agitate : to disturb : to annoy : to busy or engage
overmuch : to put to inconvenience.

—

v.i. to take
pains.

—

n. disturbance : affliction : disease : niiea--i-

ncss : that which disturbs or afflicts.

—

ns. Troub'le-
mirth, a kill-joy ; Troub'ler.— «<//. Troub'lesome,
causiiiL: or giving trouble or inconvenience : vexatious:
iniportun.Tte: troublous.

—

aav. Troublesomely.—«.

Troub'lesomeness.-«((>'. Troub'lous, full of trouble
or disorder: agit.ited : tumultuous: disturbing.

—

Cast oil on troubled waters C/^f.), to .appease,

calm, quieten. [O. Fr. tourhler—Low L. turbuiare
— L. turbare, to disturb

—

tiirba, a crowd.]
Trough, trof, K. a long, hollow vessel for water or

other liquid : a long tray : a long narrow channel

:

a concavity or hollow. [A.S. trog; Ger. trug.]

Trounce, trowns, v.t. to punish or beat severely. [O.
Fr. troncer, to cut— L. tttiucus, a trunk.]

Troupe, troSp, «. a comp.nny, esp. of actors, dancers,
or acrobats. [Fr. See Troop.]

Trouplal, Troopial, trOS'pi-al, «. a bird of the family
Jcterittce, the Hansj-nests, famed for its exquisite song.

I From their going in flocks, Fr. troupe, a troop.]

Trous-de-loup, trOD-de-loS, n.pi. conical pits dug in

the eround, each with a vertical stake in the middle
- a defence against cavalry. [Fr.]

Trousers, trow'zerz, «.//. long breeches : a garment
worn by males on the lower limbs and trussed or
fastened up at the waist by braces or \^\t.—atij.
Trousered, wearing trousers.— >!. TroU'Serlng, ma-
terial for making trousers. (O. Fr. trousses, breeches
worn by pages.]

Trousse, troos, n. a collection of small implements in

a case, esp. of surgical instruments. [Fr.)

Trousseau, trSO-sO', «. the lighter articles of a bride's

ouifit : (rare) a bundle :—/»/. TrousseaUZ (sOz').

[Fr., a dim. o( trousse, a bundle.]
Trout, trowt, «. a common name lor fresh-water fish

of the genus Salnto: the Salmo Fario, Trutta, or
Conininn Trout, much sought after by anglers.

—

«. Trout'-bas'ket, an osier or willow creel for carry-

ing trout.— aiij. TrOUt'-Coroured, speckled like a
trout : white, with spots of black, bay, or sorrel.— ns.

Trout-farm, a place where trout are reared artifici-

ally.; Trout'let, Trout'llng. a little trout ; Trout'-
rod, a fishing-rod for trout ; Trout'-spoon, a small
revolving .spoon used as a lure for trout ; Trout'-
Stream, a .stream in which trout are caught. [A.S.
truht— L. trnctn, tructus—Gr. troktes, a sea-fish

with sharp teeth

—

trOgein, to gnaw.]
TroUv6re, trOO-var', «. one of the medieval narrative

or epic poets of northern France. For their language,
the langiu d'oui, see under LaUg^ d'Oa

Trover, trover, n. the gaining possession of goods : an
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action brought to recover goods from a person to
whom they do not belong, but who has in some way
obtained pos.session of tliem. [O. Fr. trover, to find
(Fr. trouver)—Low L. tropdre, to compose.]

Trow, tro, v.i. to hold as true : (B.) to trust : to be-
lieve : to think. [A.S. treiiw-ian, to trust ; cf. Ice.
trua, Ger. trauen.]

Trowel, trow'el, «. a tool used in spreading mortar,
paint, &c., and in gardening. —v.t. to dress with a
trowel.—Lay on with a trowel, to spread thickly :

to flatter grossly. [O. Fr. truetie—h. trulla, dim.
of trua, a ladle.]

Trowsers. Same as Trousers.
Troy-weight, troi'-wat, «. the system of weights used

J"
KngUnd for gold, silver, and precious stones.

I he troy pound contains 5760 grains, and is to the
avoirdupois pound as 144 to 17s, while the troy
ounce is to the avoirdupois ounce as 192 to 175.
[From Troyes, in France, the pound weight of which
was adopted in England in the I4lh century.]

Truant, trOO'ant, «. an idler : a boy who, idly or
without excuse, absents himself from school.

—

adj.
wandering from duty: loitering: idle.— z'./. to play
truant.—«i. Truancy, Tru'anfshlp —Play truant,
to stay from school without leave. [O. Fr. truand—
Celt ; W. truan, wretched, Bret, truck, a beggar.]

Truce, trtjos, «. a suspension of hostilities between
two armies or states for a period specially agreed
upon : ccssaiion. — n. Truce'-break'er, one who
violates a truce or engagement.

—

adj. TrUCe'leSS,
without truce: relentless. — Truce Of God, in the

nth and i2ih centuries, a cessation ol private feuds
olxserved in France, Italy, England, &c. from Wed-
nesday evening to Monday morning in each week
during Advent and Lent, and on certain of the
principal saiiiLs' days and holy days of the Church.
—Flag Of truce (see Flag). [M. E. trewes, treowes,
pi. of tre^ue, a truce; cf. True.]

Truck, truk, v.t. to exchange or barter.

—

v.i. to traflic

by exchange.—«. exchange of goods : barter : (coll.)

small goods : rubbish.

—

tis. Truck'age, the practice
of exolianging or bartering goods ; Truck'er

;

Truck -farmer (£/.3".), a market-gardener; TrUCk"-
house, Trucking-house, a house for storing goods.—v.i. Truckle, to yield meanly to the demands
of another. — ?ts. Truckler ; Truckling. — adj.
fawning, slavish.—«. Truck' -sys'tem, the practice
of pnying workmen in goods instead of money.
—Truck Act, a statute of 1831, extended in 1887,
requiring workmen's wages to be paid in money
instead of goods. [O. Fr. troguer, to truck ; Sp.
trocar, to barter. It. truccare, to truck.]

Truck, truk, «. a wheel : a railway-wagon for heavy
articles : a platform running on wheels : a small
wooden cap at the top of a mast or flag-staff: a
circular piece of wood or metal for moving ordnance.—7!.t. to convey by truck.

—

ns. TrUck'age, convey-
ance by trucks : charge for carrying articles on a

truck ; Truck'-bol'ster, a beam in the middle of a
railway-truck supporting the body of the car

;

Truck'le, a small wheel or castor : a Irnckle-bed.

—

v.t. to move on rollers.— t^./'. to sleep in a truckle-

bed.—«. Truck'le-bed, a low bed on wheels that

may be pushed under another. [L. trochus, a wheel
—Gr. trpcnos—trec/iein, to run.]

Truculent, tmk'Q-lent (trOD'ku-lent, according to

some), adj. very fierce : barbarous : cniel : inspir-

ing terror.—»w. Trutfulence, Truc'ulency.— a//z'.

Truculently. [L. truculentus—trux, wild, fierce.]

Trudge, truj, v.i. to travel on foot : to travel with
labour or effort : to march heavily on.—«. a weary
walk. [Skeat suggests that the word is orig. to walk
in heavy shoes, from Sw. dial, tmga, tntdja, a snow-
shoe, Norw. truga. Ice. thruga, a snow-shoe.)

True, tri55, adj. agreeing with fact : worthy of belief
or confidence : certain : trusty : genuine : normal

:

(aftat.) complete : exact : straight : right : rightful

:

honest.— v.t. to make straight in position, &c.

—
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n. (ois.) tnith, a pledge : a truce.—«. True-blue, a
faithful partisan. — a<^>. True'-bom, of true or

genuine birth : having a right by birth ; True'-bred,

of a true or genuine birth : of good breeding or

manners; True'-(ierived'(6^j(jt.), legitimate ; Tnie-
devot'ed (SAai.), full of honest zeal ; True'-dispos'-

Ing (SAaJd.), just ; Tnie'-hearfed, sincere. — ns.

Tnie'-heart'edness ; True-love, one truly or really

beloved : a sweetheart : the herb- Paris (see Herb).

—lui/. affectionate. —«j. True -love'-knot, True'-

lOV'er'S-knot, lines interwoven with many involu-

tions, fancifully held as an emblem of interwoven

affection ; True'ness ; True'-penn'y {SAitA.), an

honest fellow.—a<^'. Truly. — True bill, a bill of

indictment endorsed, after investigation, by a grand

jury, as containing a well-founded charge ; True rib,

a rib attached to spine and sternum—opp. to Float-

ing rib. [A.S. tredwe: Ice. tryggr, Ger. treii.\

Truffle, truf'l, «. a globose underground edible fiingus,

used for its agreeable flavour in the preparation of

many dishes.

—

adj. TrufF'led, cooked with truffles.

[O. Fr. tr>iffle{VT. tntffe\ prob. from L. tuber.]

Trag, trug, «. ifirov.) a gardener's wooden basket.

Truism, trO^i'izm, «. a plain or self-evident truth.

—

aiij. Truismat'lc.
Truite, trwe-ta', adj. having a delicately crackled sur-

face, of porcelain, &c. [Fr.)

Trull, trul, «. a drab : a vagrant woman of loose

habits. [Allied to Ger. trolle.]

Trullan, trul'an, adj. pertaining to the trullus or dome-
roofed hall in the imperial palace at Constantinople,
and esp. to the Qninisext Council held therein in

691. [Low L. trullus, a dome—L. trutla, a ladle.]

TrUineau, trSO-mO', «. any piece of wall between two
openings :—//. Trumeaux' (-moz'). [Fr.]

Trump, trump, v.t. to deceive : to introduce unfairly.

—adj. Trumped-up, forged, worthless.—«. Trum-
pery, something showy but worthless : rubbish :

nonsense, idle talk.

—

adj, showy and worthless.

—

Trump up, to forge : collect from anyquarter. [Fr.

troiiiper, to deceive, orig. to play on the trump.]
Trump, trump, «. a trumpet : a Jew's-harp. [O. Fr.

troTuPe (It tromba) ; cf. Old High Ger. irumba,
Ger. tromme, Eng. drum, which is thus a doublet
oi trump.]

Trump, trump, n. a card of the leading suit that

triuMiphs or wins : one of the suit of cards which
takes any other : an old game of cards : {coll ) a
good, trusty fellow.

—

v.i. to play a trump card.

—

v.t. to play a trump card upon.—Call, Signal, for
trumps, in whist, a conventional signal indicating

that the player wishes his partner to lead trumps.
[From triumph, confused with trumfi, to deceive.]

Trumpet, trum'pet, «. the most ancient of wind in-

struments, formed of a long, narrow, straight tube,

bent twice on itself, the last fifteen inches tapering
into a bell, and sounded by means of a cupped
mouthpiece—much used in military signalling : in

organs, a powerful reed-stop having a trumpet-like

sound : a cry resembling a trumpet-sound : {.fig.)

one who praises.

—

v.t, to publish by trumpet : to

proclaim : to sound the praises of

—

v.i. to sound a
trumpet.

—

ns. Trum'pet-call, a call or summons on
the trumpet, any call to action ; Trum'peter, one
who sounds on the trumpet the regimental calls and
signals : one who procl:iims, praises, or denounces :

a genus of crane-like birds of British Guiana, &c. :

one of the whistling swans : a kind of domestic
pigeon : a large New Zealand food-fish ; Trum'pet-
flSO, also Snipe-fish, a sea-fish so named from its

trumpet-like or tubular muzzle ; Trum'pet-flow'er,
the popular name of various plants which produce

large trumpet-shaped flowers— as the genera Big-

nonia and Tecoma (Big'wniacea), and Solandra
(Solonacece) ; Trum'pet-ma'Jor, a head-trumptetcr

in a band or regiment.

—

oiij. Trum'pet-shaped,
formed like a trumpet.-«J. Trum'pet-snell, a shell

of the genus Triton; Trum'pet-tone, the sound of

a trumpet : a loud voice.—a<^'. Trum'pet-tongued,
having a voice or tongue loud as a trumpet.—«.

Speaking-trumpet (see Speak).—Blow one s own
trumpet, to sound one's own praises ; Feast of

trumpets, a Jewish feast in which trumpets played

an important part ; nourish Of trumpets (sec

FlOtirish). [O. Fr. ttompette, dim. oi troinpe.]

Truncal. See Trunk.
Truncate, trung'kat, v.t. to cut off: to lop : to maim.—adjs. Truncate, -d, appearing as if cut otf at the

tip : ending in a transverse line.

—

lulz^. Trun'oately.
—n. Truncation. -Truncated cone, pyramidj a
cone, pyramid, having the vertex cut oil by a line

parallel to the base. [L. truttcdre,-dtum—trunctts.]

Truncheon, trun'shun, «. a short stall": a cuduel : a
baton or staff of authority.

—

v.t. to beat with a
truncheon : to cudgel.

—

adj. Trun'cheoned, fur-

nished with a truncheon : armed with a l.ince.

—

ns.

Trun'cheoneer, Trun'cheoner, one armed with a
truncheon. [O. Fr. troufou—tronc.]

Trundle, trun'dl, «. anything round : a wheel : a
truck : a trundle-bed : (her.)a. spool of golden thread.—v.t. to roll, as on wheels.

—

z'.i. to roil: twirl:

bowl along.

—

ns. Trun'dle-bed, a bed moving on
tnindles or low wheels : a truckle-bed ; Trun'dle-
taXi.{Sha/i.), a round tail, a dog with a tail curled

up. [A.S. trendel, a circle, wheel.]

Tnink, trungk, «. the stem of a tree : the body of an
animal apart from the limbs : the main body of any-
thing : anything long and hollow : the proboscis of
an elephant : the shaft of a column, the dado or

body of a pedestal : a water-course of planks leading

from the race to the water-wheel : a large hollow
piston in which a connecting-rod plays : a portable

box or chest for clothes, &c., esp. on a journey:
a flume, penstock.

—

adJs. Trunc'al, pertaining to

the trunk, principal ; Trunked, having a trunk :

(.Sfiens.) beheaded.—«J. Trunk'-fish, the coffer-fish ;

Trunk'ful, as much as will fill a trunk ; Trunk*-
hose, -breech'es, large hose or breeches formerly
worn over the lower p.irt of the body and the upper
part of the legs; Trunk-line, the main-line of a
railway, canal, &c. ; Tnink'-road, a main-road

;

Trunk'-Sleeve {Shak.), a sleeve with the upper part
puffed ; Trunk'-work, work involving secrecy as by
means of a trunk. [O. Fr. troru:— L. trttncus, a
stock

—

truncus, maimed.]
Trunnion, trun'yun, «. one of the knobs on each side

of a gun, on which it rests on the carriage : in

steam-engines, a hollow gudgeon on each side of

an oscillating cylinder, .serving as a support to it.

—

adj. Trunn'ioned, provided with trunnions.

—

n.

Trunn'ion-plate, a raised rim forming a shoulder
aroinid the trunnion of a gun. [Fr. trognon, a stalk—troHC, a stump— L. tntncus.]

Truss, trus, n. a bundle : timbers fastened together
for binding a beam or supporting a roof: in ships,

the rope or iron for keeping the lower yard to the
m.ist : a tuft of flowers at the top of the main stalk

or stem : a bandage or apparatus used in hernia to

retain reduced parts, or to hinder profusion.

—

v.t.

to bind up : to pack close : to furnish with a truss

:

to draw tight and tie : to skewer in cooking.—«.

TrUSS'-beam, a wockIch beam strengthened by a
uc-roA.—adJ. Trussed. —«. Truss'ing, in ship-
building, diagonal timbers or iron plates crossing
the ribs internally, and consolidating the whole
together. (O. Fr. trosser, orig. terser, to bind
together— L. tortus, pa.p. of torguere, to twist]

Trust, trust, K. trustworthiness : confidence in the
truth of anything : confident expectation : a resting
on the integrity, friendship, &c. ol another : faith :

hope : credit (esp. sale on credit or on promise to pay)

:

he who, or that which, is the ground of confidence

:

that which is given or received in confidence : charge

:

an arrangement by which property is banded to or
vested in a person, in the trust or confidence that he
will use and dispose of it for the benefit of another

;
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also the estate so managed for another : in modem
commerce, an arrangement for the control of several
companies under one direction, to cheapen expenses,
regulate production, beat down competition, and so
obtain a maximum return.

—

adj. held in trust.

—

v.t.

to place trust in : to believe : to give credit to : to

sell upon credit : to commit to the care of : to ex-
pect confidently.

—

v.i. to be confident or confiding.—«j. Truat'-doed, a deed conveying property to

a trustee ; Trustee', one to whom anything is en-
trusted : one to whom the management of a properly
is committed in trust for the benefit of others

;

Trustee ship ; Trust'er ; Trust -estate', an estate

held by trustees.

—

<uij. TrUSt'ful, trusting : worthy
of \t\is.x..—euiv. Trustfully.— «. Trustfulness.—
adv. Trust'ily.—«. Trust'iness.-a<^'. Trust'ing,
confiding. -a^z/. Trust'lflgly. — n^. Trust'less,
treacherous, unfaithful—«J. TrUSflessnesS ; Trust'-

WortbineSS.

—

adjs. Trust'WOrthy, worthy of trust

or contidence : trusty ; TrUSfy (comp. TrtlSt'ier,

superl. Trust'iest), that may be trusted : deserv-

ing confidence : honest : strong : firm : (Shak.) in-

volving trust.—Active, or Special, trust, a trust m
which the trustee's power of management depends
upon his having the right of actual possession

;

Breach of trust, a violation of duty by a trustee,

executor, &c. ; In trust, as a charge, for safe-

keeping ; On trust, on credit. (Scand., Ice. traust,

trust ; Ger. trost, consolation.]

Truth, trSDth, n. that which is true or according to

the facts of the case : agreement with reality : true

state of things, or facts : practice of speaking or
disposition to speak the truth : fidelity : genuine-
ness : righteous conduct : a true statement : an
established principle : in the fine arts, a faithful

adherence to nature.

—

aJJ. Truth'ful, full of truth :

accordinc; to, or adhering to, truth : reliable. —
adv. Truth'ftilly. —us. Truth fulness ; Truth iness.
—adj. Truthless.— «j. Truth'lessness ; Truth-
lOVer ; Truth' -tell'er, one who speaks the truiii.—

adJs. Truth-writ, truthfully wriuen ; Truth'y, truth-

ful.—God's truth, a thing or statement absolutely

true ; In truth, truly, in fact ; Of a truth (B.),

truly. [A.S. tre&wthii—tredwe, true.)

Trutinate, tros'ti-nat, v.t. (obs.) to weigh.—«. Truti-
na'tion. [L. trntinari—Gr. trytatte,^ a balance.]

Truttaceous, tru-ta'shi-us, adj. pertaining to, or like,

a trout. [/>»;«/.]

Try. trl, v.t. to put to the test or proof: to sift:

to prove by experiment : to purify : to examine
judiciously : to determine, settle : to examine care-

fully or experimentally : to experience : to attempt

:

to use as means : to put to severe trial, cause
suffering to : to bring to a decision, to settle.

—

v.i.

to endeavour : to make an effort : (Skak.) to prove
by experience : (obs.) to keep a ship's bows to the
sea during a gale :—pa.t. 3nApa.p. tried (trid).—».

a trial : effort : in Rugby football, the score of three
points gained by a player who succeeds in placing
the ball with his hand over the enemy's line.

—

adj.

Tried, proved, experienced.

—

n. Tli'er.

—

adjs. Try*-
able, Tri'able, capable of being tried ; Trye (.'>'/''".),

proved excellent.—«. Trjf'-house, a place in which oil

is extracted from blubber, &c.

—

adj. Try'ing, making
trial or proofof : adapted to try : searching: severe.

—

Try on, to put on for trial, as a garment : to attempt

;

Try baXik, to revert, hark back. [O. Fr. trier, to

pick out, to cull (the grain from the straw), from an
assumed L. tritart—terire, tritum, to rub.]

Trygon, trfgon, «. a genus nf cartilaginous fishes, of

the order of Rays and family Trygonida—the sting-

ray. [Gr. trygon, a sting-ray.]

Tr3nina, trl'ma, «. a drupe with fleshy exocarp,

dehiscent. [Gr. /ryw/a, a hole.]

Trypeta, trl-pe'ta, «. a genus of flies, family Try-

Jxtidti, of greenish-yellow colour, forming gall-like

deformations in the flower-heads ofcomposite plants.

[Gr. trypites, a borer

—

trypan, to bore.]

TrypographlC, trip-O-graf'ik, adj. pertaining to a
method of printing by the use of paper stencils.

[Gr. trypan, to bore, graphein, to write.]

Trypsin, trip'sm, «. a ferment which occurs in the
secretion of the pancreas, and may be isolated from
the pancreatic juice, as pepsin from the gastric.

—

adj. Tryp tic-«. Tryp'tone, a substance formed
from proteids by pancreatic juice. [Gr., from tribein,
to rub, the substance having been first found on
rubbing down the i>ancreas with glycerine.]

TrysalL tr^'sal, or trl'sl, «. a reduced sail used by
small craft, instead of their mainsail, in a storm : a
small fore-and-aft sail set with a boom and gaff.

Tryst, trist, «. an appointment to meet : appointed
place of meeting : a market.

—

v.t. to make an ap-
pointment.

—

v.i. to agree to meet.

—

ns. Trys'ter;
Trys'ting-day, a fixed day of meeting ; Trys'tlng-
place, an arranged meeting-place.—Bide tryst, to
wait for a person at the appointed place and time.
[A >'?riant of trust.

\

Tsabian. See Sabian.
TsanJDa, tsam'ba, «. ground black barley, the chief

food of Tibet.
Tsar, tsa-. H. better form of Czar.
Tsetse, tset'se, n. a dipterous insect of South Africa

(filossina morsitans), not much larger than the
common house-fly, brownish, with four yellow bars
across the abdomen, strangely limited within sharply
defined areas or 'fly-belts.' Its bite is fatal to the
ox, horse, and dog.

Tsuba, tsoo'ba, «. the guard of a Japanese sword.
Tsun, tsun, «. a Chinese inch, -f^xh of the ckih.

Tsung-tuh, tsung'-tu', n. a Chinese viceroy, the
highest provincial governor.

Tuath. tu'ath, «. an ancient Irish territorial division.

Tub, tub, «. a two-handed open » ooden vessel ; a
vessel made of staves and hoops : a small cask : any-
thing like a tub : the quantity a tub holds : (slang)

a pulpit : a clumsy boat : a receptacle for bathing
water : the act of bathing in a tub.

—

v.t. to set, to

bathe, in a tub.

—

v.i. to take a bath in a tub.—«.

TuVbing, the art of, or the material for, making
tubs : in mining, a method of keeping out the water
in sinking a shaft in watery ground : a tub-bath :

rowing in clumsy boats.

—

adjs. Tub'bisb, round and
fat ; Tub'by, sounding like an empty tub : dull

:

wanting elasticity of sound : round like a tub.

—

ns.

Tub'-fast (Shak.), a process of treating venereal
disease by sweating in a hot tub ; Tub'ful, as much
as a tub will hold ; Tub'-glg, a Welsh car ; Tub"-
thump'er (siang), a ranting preacher ; Tub'-Wheel,
a kind of bowl-shaped water-wheel like the turbine,

with spiral flanges at the exterior. [Low Ger. tui>bt ;

Dut. tobbe.]

Tuba, tu'ba, «. a large, low-pitched trumpet-shaped
instrument : in organs, a reed-stop of large scale

:

(anat.)!i tube, or tubular organ :—pl. Tu'bas, Tu'bas
(-be, -has). [L.]

Tube, tub, n. a pipe : a long hollow cylinder for the

conveyance of fluids, &c. : a canal : the body of a
musical instrument : a telescope : a cylindrical re-

ceptacle for holding semi-fluid substances, as pig-

ments.

—

v.t. to furnish with, enclose in, a tube.—«.

Tu'bage, the act or process of liriing a heavy gun
by insertion of a tube of wrought-iron, &c. : (med.)
the insertion of a tube into the larynx, &c.

—

adjs.

Tu'bal, Tu'bar.—«. Tube'-well, a pipe used to

obtain water from beneath the ground, having a
sharp point and a niimlier of perforations just above
the point.—a<^V. Tubic'olar, Tublcole, Tubic'o-
lOUS, inhabiting a tube: spinning a tubular web;
Tu'biflorous, having tubular flowers ; Tu'blfonn,
shaped like a tube.

—

n. Ttt'bing, the act of making
tul>es : tubes collectively : material for tubes.

—

adjs.

Tu'bular, having the form of a tube : having a
sound like that made by the passage of air through
a tube ; Tubula'rian^^ hydriform m tubular shape
with wide disc ; Tu'bulate, -d, Ttt'bQloos, Tuttu-



Tuber fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Tumble
lose, formed like a tube : formed of tubes.— n.
Tubule, a small tube.—«^'. TU'bullform, having
the form of a small tube. [Fr.,—L. tubus, a pipe.]

Tuber, tu'b^r, «. a knob in roots : a rounded, fleshy
underground stem, as in the potato, formed by a
I^art of the stem becoming thick and fleshy : a
swelling.— «j. Tuber'cultuu, Tu'bercule, a little
tuber : a small rounded elevation on a bodily
organ.—rtrj>>. Tuberlf'erous, bearing tubers ; Tu'-
berlform.-«j. Tuberos'lty, Tu'berousness.-rtrf/V.

Tn'beroUS, TU'berose, having, or consisting of,
tiiliers : knobbed. [L. tuier, a swelling, from root
of L. tiimere, to swell.]

Tubercle, tu'b6r-kl, «. a small tuber or swelling : a
pimple

: a small knob on leaves : the characteristic
product of a specific micro-organism, the Bacillus
tuberculosis— a new formation belonging to the
group of Granulomata or granulative growths,
which, in virtue of their recos^nised infectiveiiess'
have been classed as Infective Granulomata.—
adjs. Tu'bercled, having tubercles ; Tuber'cular •

Tuber'culate, -d, Tuber'oulose, Tuberculous'
pertaijung to tubercles : pimpled : affected with or
caused by, tubercles.—«j. Tuber'CUlin, -e, a liquid
prepared by Koch in 1890, a forty to fifty per
cent, glycerine solution of a pure ctdtivation of the
tubercle bacillus, injected into the subcutaneous
tissues of persons affected with tuberculosis' Tu-
beroulisa'tlon.-w./. Tuber-cullse.-«,/7>. Tiiber'-
oulold

; ^ Tuber-culosed. — ns. Tuberculosis a
specific infective disease induced by the invasion
of the Bacillus tuberculosis, and characterised by
the presence of tubercle or other tubercular forma-
tions—consumption or phthisis; Tuber"oulum a
tubercle. {V,. tuberculum, d.\m. oi tuber.}

'

Tuberose, tQ'be-rOs, or tub'rOz, n. a genus o( Lilincex
—the Common Tuberose, a garden and greenhouse
bulb, havmg creamy-white, fragrant flowers. [From
L. tuberosa, tuberous, used in the botanical name
foltanthes tuberosa; the second pronunciation
shows popular confusion with rose.\

Tublsen, tu'bi-sen, n. a trumpeter.—w.«. Tublc'InatO
to blow a trumpet. [L.]

Tucan, too'kan, «. the Mexican pocket-gopher
Tuck, tuk, «, a rapier : a blow, tap : a blast, flourish.

10. Vx estoc; perh. cog. with Ger. j/<?f/!-, a stock.]
l-UCK tuk, v.t. to draw or press in or together : to

stuff, cram : to fold under : to gather up : to enclose
by pressing clothes closely around : {slang) to eat
(with »»).—«. a horizontal fold in a garment : Umut )the afterpart of a ship, immediately under the stern
or counter, where the ends of the bottom planks are
collected and terminate by the tuck-rail: islaniA
eatables, pastry. -«. TuclCer, a piece of cloth
tucked or drawn over the bosom, worn by women
and children: {slang)ioc,A, also work that scarcly
yields a living wage.-r/./. (Amer. slan^) to tire
exceedinEly._-«.r •fuck'-ln (^/«,,^), a hearty meal-also Tuck- -out; Tuck' -Shop U^ang), a con-
fectioners or a pastry-cook's shop.—Tuok up topther up: to contract: to make tucks: {slang) to
hang. [A.S. tucian, to pull; cog. with Low Ger.
tukken, Ger. tucktn; also with A.S. tedn, Ger
Ziehen, to draw.]

Tuokahoe tuk'a-hO, «. a„ edible but tasteless under-ground fundus growing as a saprophyte on the roots

/f±nW '^ ""'*'•='•" U""'^^ S'^'«--'- called

'"^l^®u; V''-?''
"• ^S'^k.) a flourish on a trumpet -«

ticket ?hT°'P'"^^' '^ """"^ - "i'^-' °> 'he

Tildnr V.vl '^i':*'^"'
^yo^-^^-toccare, to touch.]

y«rf«^x (1485-1603) : pertaining to the Tudor style

fil™ •""pT*°*°L*^°'^^''' ^ '^^'"' ornament
irequent in Tudor architecture; Tudor rose the
conventional five-lobed flower adopted as a badge

dTfiniTrT
^"- = ^*?'" 8*^'® (.'^rchit), a rather in-

definite term applied to the Late Perpendicular

1042

and the transition from that to Elizabethan— it
is characterised b>' a flat arch, shallow mouldings,
and a profusion ot panelling on the walls.

Tuesday, tuz'da, «. the third day of the week. [A.S.
J'iwes d<eg, the day of I'iw (the god of war) = Ger.
die{u)s-tag; cf. L. dies Martis. 7'{iu (Ice. Tyr
Old High Ger. Zio) is cog. with Gr. Zeus, Dios
and L. Ju-piter, Jovis.}

Tufa, tu'fa, n. a variety of calcium carbonate usually
deposited from ?>^x\n%^~calcareous tufa ; the word
was formerly used as synonymous with tuff.— adj
^ifa'CeoUS. [It. tufa—I., tofus, a soft stone.]

Tuff, tut, «. generally volcanic tuff, the name given to
the comminuted rock-debris ejected from a volcanic
onfice. [Fr. tuf iuffe—ll. tufa, tufa— I., tofus.]

Turt, tuft, «. a green knoll : a grove, clump. [A.S.
toft— Ice. tof>t, tupt, a piece of ground.]

Tuft, tuft, n. a number of small things in a knot : a
cluster : a dense head of flowers : {university slang)
a tilled undergraduate, from the tuft or tassel in the
cap: an im| erial.—r'.A to separate into tufts: to
adorn with tufts.—rti^j. Tuft'ed, Tuft'y.—«i. Tuft'-
hunt'er, one over-eager to form acquaintance with
persons of rank or consequence : a mean hanger-on
of the great ; Tuft'-hunt'ing, the practice of a tuft-
hunter. [O. Fr. tuffe (Fr. touffe), from the Teut.,
as Low Ger. to/>p, Ger. zopf.\

Tug, tug, v.t. to pull with effort : to drag along.

—

v.i.
to pull with great effort : to struggle -.^pr.p. tug'ging

;

pa.t. and pa.p. tugged.—«. a strong pull : a steam-
vessel for towing ships : a strong rope.

—

ns. Tug**
boat, a strongly-built steamship for towing vessels;
Tug'ger, one who tugs. - ar/z/. Tug'glngly. — «.
Tug'- of - war, a laborious contest: a contest in
which opposing teams tug at the end of a rope,
in their efforts to pull one another over a line
marked on the grounii between them. [Closely
conn, with tuck 2ind. toTv{w.).\

TulUe, twel, n. in armour, a steel plate hanging below
the tassets.—«. Tulllette' {dim.), f Fr.,— L. tegula,
a tile.]

Tuilyie, Tuilzle, trol'yi, «. {Scot.) a struggle.
Tuism, tu'izm, n. the theory that all thought is directed

to a second person or to one's future self as such.
Tuition, tu-ish'un, «. care over a young person :

teaching, the fee paid for .such.—rt<^'. Tul'tlonary.
[L. tuitio—tueri, tuitus, to see.]

Tula-work, tro'la-wurk, «. niello-work, a kind of
decorative work, done chiefly on silver, executed
largely at Tula, in Russia.

Tulchan, tul'kan, «. a calf's .skin stuffed with straw,
and set beside a cow, to make her give her milk
freely.—Tulchan biShops, the titular bishops of the
Scottish Church, who in 1572 agreed to hold office,
letting all the revenues of their charge, except a
miserable pittance, be ab.sorbed by the nobles as lay
patrons. [Orig. unknown.]

Tulip, tu'lip, «. a genus of bulbous plants of the order
Lilincea:, with over forty species, having highly-
coloured bell-shaped flowers.— «//;. Tu'llp-eared,
prick-eared, as a dog.— «j. Tullpoma'nla, a craze
for the cultivation of tulips ; Tu'llp-tree, a large
North American tree, having tulip-like flowers;
Tu'llp-WOOd, the soft, fine, straight-grained wood of
the tulip-tree. [O. Fr. tulipe, tulippe, tulipan—
Turk, tulbend, a turban.]

™18, tOCi, «. a delirate kind of thin silk network
fabric of a very open structure used for the trim-
mings of ladies' dresses, and also for caps and veils,

m'rii''
^"^""^ '/"'"''>, in the department of Corrize]

»; '^' *"'''"""• "'^J- relating to, or re.sembling,
Marcus Tullius Cicero, the Roman orator.

Tulwar, tul'w.nr, «. a Sikh form of sabre.
Tumble, tum'bl, v.i. to fall : to come down suddenly
and violently: to roll: to twist the body, as a
mountebank : to fall rapidly, as prices : to go hastily :
{slane:) to understand, twig.—r/.A to throw headlong:
to turn over : to throw alwut while examining : to



Tiunbrel mOte ; mule ; mOOn ; //ten. Tunny

disorder, rumple.

—

h. act of tumbling : a fall : a
rolling over, a somersault : confusion.— «j. Tum'ble-
bug, one of several kinds of scarabseoid beetles,
wiiich roll up bails of dung to protect their eggs

;

Tumble-car, a one-horse car.

—

atij. Tum'ble-down,
dilapidateu.

—

us, Txun'bler, one who tumbles: one
who plays any of the feats or tricks of the acrobat
or contoriionist : a large drinking-glass, so called be-
cause formerly, having a pointed base, it could not
be set down without tumbling : a kind of domestic
pigeon, so called from its tumbling on the wing : a
kind of greyhound : a kind of spring-latch in a lock,

preventing the bolt being shot in either direction

:

a piece attached to the hammer of a firearm lock,

receiving the thrust of the manispring and forcing
the hammer forward so as to strike and explode the
charge : a porpoise : one of a gang of London street

ruffians early in the i8th century, whose favourite

frolic was to set women on their heads : a tumbril :

one of a set of levers from which hang the heddles
ill some looms ; Tumblerful, as much as will fill a
tumbler; Tum'bler-Stand, a tray for tumblers, as in

connection with a soda-water fountain ; Tumljler-
taak, in plumbing, a flush-tank in which water
gathers in one chaml>er before being tilled "ver so

as to discharge its contents ; Tum'blsr-wash'er, a
revolving stand fitted with projecting pipes on which
tumblers are hung to be washed automatically;
Tumljle-weed, a name given to several plants whose
globular flowering heads are detached in autumn
and rolled about, scattering their seed ; Tum'bling,
the act of falling.—a./;'. TlUn'bly, uneven.—Tumble
in, or home, to incline in above the extreme
breadth, of a ship's sides : to fit, as a piece of

timber into other work : to go to bed ; Tumble
over, to toss about carelessly, to upset : to fall over

;

Tumble to {siaug), to comprehend ; Tumble up, to

get out of bed: to throw into confusion. [A.S.

tuiithiaii ; cf. Old H igh Ger. tuntiloii (Ger. taumeln).
Ice. tuiiiba. to dance.]

Tumbrel, tum'brel. Tumbril, tum'bril, n. a cart with
two whci-ls for conveying the tools of pioneers,

artillery stores, &c. : a diiiig-cart : the name given
to the carts whith conveyed victims to the guillotine

during the French Revolution. [O. Fr. tomherel
(Fr. toiitbereau)—totnber, to fall, because the body
of the cart could be tumbled without unyoking.]

Tumefy, tu'me-f 1, v.t. to cause to swell.

—

v.i. to swell

:

to rise in a tumour:

—

pa.t. and pa.p. tu'mefleci.—«.

Tumefac'tion, tumour: swelling. [L. tume/acere
—iumert, to svfe\\,/^iicere, to make.]

Tumid, tu'mid, luij. swollen or enlarged : inflated

:

falsely sublime : bombastic. — «. Tumes'cence.—
adj. Tumes cent.—«. Tumidity.-(k/i/. Tumidly.
- H. Tumidness. [L. tumidus—tuwere, to swell.]

Tumour, tumor, K. a morbid swelling on any of the

cutaneous, mucous, or .serous surfaces in any part
of the Ixxly, of independent growth. [L. tumoi—
tuiiieye, to swell. ]

Tump, tump, «. (Jprov.) a hillock. —T'./. to gather a
mass of earth round a \>\in\..~adj. Tump'y, uneven.

Tump-line, tump'-lln, «. a strap across the forehead
or breast by means of which a burden is carried
through the Canadian forests. [TenipU-line.]

Tum-tum, tum'-tum, n. a West Indian dish of boiled
plantains.

Tumult, tu'mult, «. uproar of a multitude : violent

agitation with confused sounds : high excitement.

—

adi^ Tumult'uarlly.— «. Tumult'uariness.-^^V.
Tumult'iiary, Tumultuous, full of tumult : dis-

orderly: agitated: noisv.— ?'./. Tumult'uate, to

make a tumult.— »<. Tumultua'tion.—Wf . Tumulf

-

uously.—«.f. Tumiilt'uousness ; Ttrmult'us, com-
motion. [L. tumiiltiis—tumere, to swell.]

Tumulus, tu'mu-lus, n. a mound of earth over a grave :

a barrow :— //. Tu'muli. — adjs. Tu'mular, -y,

Tii'mulous.

—

T.t. TU'mUlatO. to cover with a moiuid.
—«. Tumulos ity [h.,—tumere, to swell.]

Tun, tun, ». a large cask : an obsolete liquid measure
of capacity-—in old ale and beer measure, 2i6 gallons

;

in old wine measure, 252 gallons.

—

v.t. to store in a
tun.—/At. Tun'-belly, a big pot-belly ; Tun'-dish
(S/tak.), a wooden funnel ; TUn'nage, a tax on im-
ported wines ; Tun'ning, the act of brewing, the

amount brewed at one time. [A.S. iuniie.]

Tuna, tu'na, «. a prickly pear, also its fruit.

Tundra, tOOn'dra, «. one of the level treeless plains of
northern Russia, both in Europe and Asia. [Russ.]

Tundun, tun'dun, «. a bull-roarer.

Tune, tun, «. a melodious succession of notes or
chords in a particular key : the relation of notes
and intervals to each other causing melody : state

of giving the proper sound : harmony : a melody or
air : frame of mind, temper.— v.t. to adjust the tones,

as of a musical instrument : to play upon, celebrate
in_ music : to give a certain character to. — adj.
Tunable. — «. Tii'nableness. — adv. TUnably.—
Oiij. Tune'fUl, full of tune or harmony : melodious:
musicaX.—adv. Tune'fully.—«. Tune fulness.—<»<^'.

Tuneless, without tune or melody : silent.— ns.

Tuner, one who tunes or adjusts the sounds of
musical instruments : one who makes music, or
sings : in organs, an adjustable flap for altering the
pitch of the tone ; Tu'ning, the ajt of bringing
musical instruments into tune ; Tu'ning-fork, a
steel two-pronged instrument, designed when set in

vibration to give a musical sound of a certain pitch ;

Tn'ning-hamm'er, a tuning-wrench with hammer
attachment for regulating tension in stringed instru-

ment";.—Tune up, to begin to sing or play.—Change
one's tune. Sing another tune, to alter one's

altitude, or one's way of talking ; In tune, harmo-
nious ; Out of tune, inharmonious ; To the tuno
of, to the amount of. [A doublet of tone.}

Tungsten, lung'sten, «. a rare metal, chiefly derived
from wolfram, which is a tun^state of iron and
niangane.se, and likewise found in scheelite, which
is a tungstate of lime.

—

h. Tung'Stato, a salt of
tungstic acid. — adj's. Tungsten'ic ; Tungstenif'•

erous ; Tung'stic—«. Tungstite, native oxide of
tungsten. (iJw.,

—

tung, heavy, sten, stone.]

Tung^ic, tun-goC'sik, adj. pertaining to the Tun-
guses, an ethnographic group of the Ural-Altaic
family.—«. Tun'gUS, one of this people or their

languace.—a<^'. Tungu'sian.
Tunic, tu'nik, «. a loose frock worn by females and

boys : an ecclesiastical short-sleeved vestment, worn
over the alb at mass by the sub-deacon, very similar

to the dalmatic, but smaller: a military surcoat :

the ordinary fatigue-coat of a private soldier, also

the coat of an officer : (anat.) a membrane that

covers some organ : (hot.) a covering, as of a seed.

—

». Tunica'ta, a class of remarkable animals, many
of which are popularly known as Ascidians or sea-

squirts—now regarded as occupying a lowly place

among vertebrate or chordate a.n\ma\s.— adj's. Tii'ni-

Cate, -d (iot.), covered with a tunic or with layers.
— n. Tu'nicle, a little tunic : as an ecclesiastical

vestment, the .same as tunu. [Fr. tunigue—L.
tunica, an under-garment of both sexes.)

Tunker, tungk'er, «. Same as X)««>t^r (q. v.).

Tun-moot, tun'-mOOt, «. an assembly of the town or

village. [A.S. /««, town, gemtft, meeting.]

Tunnel, tun'el, «. an arched passage cut through a hill

or under a river, &c. : the long underground burrow
of certain animals, as the mole : any mine-level open
at one end : (Spens.) a flue, chimney.

—

v.t. to make
a passage through : to hollow out :

—

pr.p. tunn'el-

ling ; pa.t. and pa.p. tunn'elled.—«. Tunn'el-net, a
net wide at the mouth and narrow at the other end.

[O. Fr. toHHtl (Fr. tonneau), a cask ; also O. Fr.

toniielle, an arched vault, dim. of tcmne, a cask.]

Tunny, tun'i, n. a very Large fish of the mackerel
family (Scombrida), fished chiefly on the Mediter-
ranean coasts. [L. thunnui—Gr. thynnos—thynein,

to dart aluiig. ]



Tup fSte, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Turmeric

Tup, tup, «. a ram : the striking-face of a steam-

hammer, &c.

—

v.t. and v.i. to cover with (of a ram) :

to butt. [Conn, with Low Ger. tuppen, toppen, to

pull by the hair ; Ger. tup/en, to touch.]

Tupala, tu-pa'ya, «. the genus of squirrel-shrews found

in the Malay Peninsula, &c.

Tupelo, tu'pe-lO, «. a genus of trees, natives chiefly of

the southern parts of the United States, inducing
the Black Gum Tree, the Ogeechee Lime or Sour

Gum Tree, &c.
Tuque, tak, «. a Canadian cap made by tucking in

one tapered end of a long cylindrical bag, closed at

both ends. [Fr. toqtte.]

TnrakOO, t<50'ra-ki5D, «. one of the plantain-eaters, a

large bird found in Africa, light green, with carmine
wing-feathers.—«. Tu'racin, the red colouring matter

of its feathers. [African.]

Turani&n, tu-ra'ni-an, aiij. a philological term which
came to be used for the non-.Aryan languages of

the Ural-Altaic or Finno-Tartar group — sometimes
extended .so as to include the Dravidian tongues of

India, also of the agglutinative type, thus erroneously

suggesting affinity between non-Aryan and non-

Semitic groups of languages wiiich are probably
quite unconnected. 1 From Turan — not-lran, a
term used by the Sassanian kings of Persia for those

parts of their empire outside of Iran, and still the

name for Turkestan among the Persians.]

Turban, tur'ban, n. a head-covering worn by Eastern
nations, consisting of a cap with a sash wound round
it : a circul.«r head-dress worn by ladies : the whole
whorls of a shell.—«. Tur'band (Shiik.), a turban.—
(uij. Turl)aned, wearing a turban. [E.irlier forms
iurbttnt, tuiipant {Vt. turban. Port, turbante), from
Pers. dulband.\

Turbary, tur'ba-ri, «. the right to go upon the soil of
another and Jig turf, and carry off the same : a place

where peat is dug. [L. turba, turf.]

Turbellarla, tur-be-la'ri-a, n.pl. a class of flat-worms
with ciliated skin— the same as Planaria (q.v.).

—

adjs. Turbella'rlan ; Turbellar'iform.
Turbid, tur'bid, adj. disordered : having the sediment

disturbed: muddy: thick.

—

adv. TUT'bidly.— «j.

TurHidness, Turbidity. [L. turbidus — turba,

tumnlt.]
Turbllllon, tur-bil'yun, «. a whirl, vortex. [Fr. tour-

billon— L. turbo, a whirl.]

Turbinaceous, tur-bi-na'shus, adj. turfy, peaty.
Turbine, tur'bin, «. a horizontal water-wheel with

vertical axis, receiving and discharging water in

various direcrions round the circumference— by
parallel, outward, or inward flow.

—

adj. Tur'binal,
turbinate.

—

n.{aHat.)a. scroll-like bone.

—

adjs. Tur'-
binate, -d, shaped hke a top or inverted cone

:

spiral : {annt.') whorled in shape : whirling like a
top.—«j. Turblna'tlon ; Turbine-pump, a pump
in which water is raised by the inverted action of
a turbine-wheel.—rtt^j. TuTbiniform, TuTbinold,
top-shaped. [Fr.,— L. turbo, turbinU, a whirl

—

turbdre, to disturb

—

turba, disorder.]

Turbit, tur'bit, «. a domestic pigeon having white
body, coloured wings, and short beak.

Turbo, tur'bO, «. the typical genus of the family of
M-Utibranchiate gasteropods, Turbinida.—«. Tur*-
binite, a fossil shell of this family. [L. turbo, a top.]

TurbOt, tur'bot, n. a highly esteemed food-fish of the

genus Rhombus and family Pleuronectidtr or Flat-

fishes, abundant in the North Sea. (O. Fr.. turbot,

prol). formed from L. turbo, a spinning-top. ]

Turbulent, tnr'bO-lent, adj. tumultuous, disturbed

:

in violent commotion : disposed to disorder : rest-

less : producing commotion.

—

ns. Turbulence, Tnr"-

bulenoy. — arfr. TurT)Ulently. [Fr.,— L. turbu-
Untus— turba, a crowd.)

Turclsm, tur'sizm, «. customs of Turks.
Turco, tiir'kO, n. a popular name for one of the Tirail-

leurs Alg^riens, a Dody of native Algerian troops
recruited for the French service.

Turcoman = Turkoman.
Turcopbile, tnr'ko-fti, «. one who favours the Ottoman
Turks.—«. Turcophilism. [Low L. Turcus, Tuik,
Gr. philein, to love. J

Turcopoller, tur'kO-po-ler, n, the commander of the
light infantry of the Knights of St John of Jerusalem
— always an Englishman. [O. Fr. ,—Low L. Turco-
puli—Late Gr. tyrcoponloi, light-armed soldiers

—

Tourcos, Turk, poulos, a child.]

Turd, turd, «. a ball of dung. [.^.S. tord.]

TurdUS, tur'dus, n. a genus of Passerine birds of the
Turdid<r family, the thrushes.— a^^'i. Turdifono,
TuTdine, Tur doid, like a thrush.

Tureen, tu-ren', tu-ren', n. a large dish for holding
soup at table. [Fr. terrine—L. terra, earth.]

Turf, turf, n. the surface of land matted with the roots

of grass, &c. : a cake of turf cut off : sod : peat

:

race-ground: horse-racing, the race-course:—//.
Turfs—(o<Jj.) Turves.— t/./. to cover with peat or
ioA.—adj. Turf-clad, covered with turf.—«. Turf'-
drain, a drain in which turf is used for a covering.
^ndj. Tur'fen, made or covered with turf.

—

ns.

Turf'-hedge, a combination of turf and hedge-plants,
forming a fence ; TuTfiness ; TuTfite (slang), one
devoted to horse-racing ; Turf'-spade, a long narrow
spade for diggmg turf.

—

a/ij. TuTfy, resembling or

abounding in turf : pertaining to horse-racing. [A.S.
tur/; Ice. torf.]

Tnrgent, tur'jent, adj. swelling : rising into a tumour:
inflated: bombastic— «//?'. TuTgently.

—

ns. Tur-
ges'cence, Turges'cency. — adjs. Turges'oent,
swelling : growing big ; TuTgid, swollen : extended
beyond the natural size: pompous: bombastic.

—

ns. Turgid Ity, Turgldness.—art'z'. Turgidly.—
n. Turgor (turgor), state of being full, the normal
condition of the capillaries. [L. turg-ens, -entit,

pr.p. of turgere, to swell.]

Turion, tQ'ri-on. «. a shoot from an underground bud,
growing upward into a new stem.

—

adj. Turionif-
erOUS. [L. turio, a shoot.]

Turk, tiirk, «. a native of Turkey, an Ottoman—more
widely, a member of a race formerly classed among
the ' Turanian ' peoples, now more usual to say, of
the Mongolo-Tartar ethnological group, and speak-
in? languages of the Ural-Altaic family : a savage
fellow: a Mohammedan : a Turkish horse: the plum-
weevil or curculio.

—

us. Ttirk'ey-carpet, a soft thick
kind of carpet ; Turltey-hone, -stone, a kind of
oilstone brought from Turkey, and used for hones ;

Turk'ey-merchant, one whose trade is with Turkey
or the Turkish East; Turk'ey-red, a fine durable
red dye, obtained from madder, but now mostly pre-

pared chemically, first produced in Turkey ; Turk'ey-
stone, the turquoise.

—

adj. Turk'ish. periaiiiing to

the Turks or to Turkey.

—

n. the l.inguige of the Turks.
—ns. Turk'lsh-bath, a kind of hot-air bath in which
the patient, after being sweated, is rubbed down, and
conducted through a series of cooling-chambers until

he regains his normal temperature ; Turk's'-head, a
kind of knot : a long broom with spherical head : a
kind of cooking-pan, having a tin core in the centre.

—Turn Turk, t<> become a Mohammedan : to go to

the bad : to become hopelessly obstinate.

Turkey, turk'i, n. a largt; gallinaceous bird, a native
of America—not Turkey.—ns. Turk'ey-bUXJ'ard,
a vulture found largely in North and ."south America

;

Turk ey-COCk, the male of the turkey : a foolishly

proud person.
TurklS. lurk'is, «. an older spelling of turquoise.—

Also TurlColS.
Turkoman, tur'kiS-man, n. a member of a branch of

the Turkish race, found in Central Asia to the north
of Persia.

Turlough, tur'loh, n. a shallow pond in Ireland, dry
in summer. [Ir. turloch.]

Turm, lurm, «. {Milt.) a troop. [L. turnia.]
Turmeric, tur'mtr-ik, «. the rhizome or root-stock of
Curcuma lotiga, a handsome herbaceous plant ailti*



Turmoil mdte ; mute : mSOn ; th^n. Tvimagra

vated all over India, its yellowish tubers yielding a
deep-yellow powder used as a chemical test for the
presence of alkalies. [Cf. Fr. terre-merite—as if

from L. terra, earth, and merita, deserved ; both
prob. corr. from an Oriental name.]

TtixmoU, tur'moil, n. harassing labour : disturbance.—v.t. to harass with commotion : to weary.

—

v.i. to

be disquieted or in commotion. [Perh. L. iremere,
to shake.]

Turn, turn, v.i. to whirl round : to hinge : to depend :

to issue : to take a different directiou or tendency :

to become by a change, hence to rebel : to return :

to be fickle : to result : to be shaped on the lathe :

to sour : to become giddy : to be nauseated : to

change from ebb to flow or from flow to ebb : to

become inclined in the otiier direction. —w./. to cause
to revolve : to reverse : to pass round : to direct,

apply : to send, drive : to fold, remake : to translate :

to make sour : to change the position or the direc-

tion of : to make to nauseate, to make giddy : to

direct the mind to : to infatuate or make mad : to

cause to return with profit : to transfer : to convert :

to form in a lathe : to shape : to round : to adapt :

to blunt.—«. act of turning : new direction or tend-

ency, disposition : a walk to and fro : chance : a
turning-point, crisis : («//«.) a melodic embellish-
ment, consisting of a principal tone with two auxil-

iary tones lying respectively next above and below
it : a spell of work, a job : {coU.) a nervous shock :

change : a winding : a bend : form : manner : oppor-
tunity, convenience : act ot kindness or malice : a
type turned upside down, owing to a temporary
want of the proper letter. — its. Tum'abOUt, a
merry-go-round ; TUrn'back, the strap from the
hames to the hip-strap ; Tum'bUCkle, a form of
coupling so arranged as to regulate the length or
tension of the connected* parts ; Tum'-cap, a
chimney-cowl rotating on a vertical axis ; Turn'-
COat, one who turns his coat— that is, abandons his

principles or party ; Tum'oock, one who turns on
the water for the mains, regulates tlie fire-plugs, &c.,
of a water company.

—

mij. Tum'-dOWn, folded

down.

—

ns. Tum'or, one who, or that which, turns

:

a tumbler, gymn.-ist, esp. a member of the German
Tumvereine or gymnastic bodies, instituted by F.

L. Jahn in 1811 ; Tum'ery, art of turning or of
shaping by a lathe : things made by a turner, also
the place where these are made : ornamentation by
means of the lathe ; Tum'ing, a winding : devia-
tion from the proper course : turnery, the ai^ of
shaping wood, metal, ivor>', or other hard substances
into forms having a curved (generally circular or
oval) transverse section, and also of engraving
figures composed of curved lines upon a smooth
surface, by means of a turning-lathe : {mil.) a
manoeuvre for turning an enemy's position : in

pottery, the shaping of a va.se : (//.) chips ; Tum'-
Ing-lathe, a lathe used by turners ; Tum'ing-point,
the point on which a question turn^^, and which
decides the case : a grave and critical period ; Tum'-
ing-rest, a support on a lathe serving as a fulcrum
for a hand turning-tool ; Tum'ing-sa'W, a thin-

bladed saw contrived for cutting curved wood for

chair-backs, &c. — also Sweep-sniv, Frame-saw,
Scroll-saw : Tum'ing-Steel, a piece oC hard bar-
steel for turning the edge of a tool, &c. ; Tum'lng-
tool, a tool for shaping the cutting edges of the
tools used in seal-engraving ; Tum'key, one who
turns the keys in a prison : a warder ; Tum'-OUt,
the act of coming forth : a strike : a striker : a crowd
of' spectators : a carriage and its horses: quantity
of produce yielded.

—

adj. Tum'OVer, made to be
turned over or reversed.— «. act of turning over,

upset, overthrow : a small pie made by turning half
of the circular crust over the other which has been
covered with fniit, &c. : an apprentice turned over
to a new master to complete his apprenticeship : the

total amouQt of the sales in a business for a specified

time.

—

fis. Tum'pike, a gate set across a road to stop
those liable to loll : a turnpike-road—originally a
frame consisting of two cross-bars armed with pikes,
and turning on a post ; Tum'pike-man, a man who
collects tolls at a tollgate ; Ttirn'pike-road, a road
on which turnpikes or tollgates are established

;

Tum'-SCreW, a screw-driver ; Tum'skln, a were-
wolf; Turn'spit, one who turns a spit: a person
engaged in some menial occupation : a long-bodied,
short-legged dog employed to drive a wheel by which
roasting-spits were turned — closely allied to the
Dachshiimi (q.v.) ; Tum'stile, a revolving frame in
a footpath which prevents the passage of cattle, but
allows the passage of one person at a time ; Tum'-
Btlle-reg'iSter, a device for recording the number of
persons passing through a turnstile ; Tum'Stone,
a small grallatorial bird, intermediate between the
true plovers and sandpipers, so called from its habit
of turning over jjebbles on the beach in search
of food ; Tum'-ta'ble (same as Traverse - table)

;

Turn'-up, a disturbance : something that appears
unexpectedly.—Tum about, to move the face or
front to another i uarter ; Tum about, Tum and
turn about, alternately ; Turn a, or the, comer
(see Corner) ; Tum a deaf ear to, to ignore ; Tum
adrift, to unmoor and let float away : to cast off;

Turn again, to return : to make a stand ; TUm
against, to use to the injury of : to render hostile :

to rebel against ; Tum an enemy's flank, line, or
position, to manoeuvre so as 10 attack an enemy in

the rear : to outwit ; Tum a penny (see Penny);
Tum around one's finger, to make any one subsier-

vient to one's will ; Tum aside, to avert : to deviate

:

to avert the face ; Turn away, to dismiss from
service, to discharge : to avert, to look in another
direction : to devi.ite, to depart from ; Tum back,
to cause to retreat : to return ; Turn down, to

double or fold down : to hide the face of : to lessen

or lower ; Tum forth, to expel ; Turn in, to Ijend

inward : to enter : ifoil!) to go to bed ; Tum into,

to become by a process of change ; Turn off, to

deviate : to dismiss : to divert : to complete, achieve
by labour : to shut off : {slang) to hang ; Tum on,

to set running (as water) : to depend on : to confront

in fight ; Tum one's hand to, to apply one's self

;

Turn one's head, or brain, to make one giddy : to

fill with pride or conceit ; Tum out, to drive out, to

expel : to put to pasture (as cattle) : to make for

market or for use : to project : to prove in the result

:

to muster : to leave one's work to take part in a
strike : (coll.) to get out of bed ; Tum O'Ver, to roll

over : to change sides : to sell goods to the amount
of : to examine by turning the leaves ; Turn round,

to reverse one's position or party ; Tum the back, to

flee, to retreat ; Tum the back upon, to quit with

contempt, to forsake : Tum the edge of, to blunt ;

Turn the scale, to decide, determine ; Tum iho
Stomach, to nauseate ; Tujrn to, to have recourse

to : to point to : to result in ; Tum turtle (see

Turtle) ; Tum up, to point upwards : to appear,

happen : place with face up : to bring the point

uppermost : to refer to in a book ; Turn Upon, to

cast back upon, retort ; Turn upside down, to

throw into complete confusion.—Be turned of, to

have advanced beyond—of age ; By tlirns, one after

another : at intervals ; HI turn, an injurious act

:

a change for the worse : In turn, in order of

succession ; Not to turn a hair, to be quite un-

disturbed or unaffected ; On the tum, at the

turning-point, changing ; Serve a lUTU, to answer
the purpose ; Take one's tum, to occupy one's

allotted place ; Take turns, to take each the other's

place alternately : To a turn, exactly, perfectly.

[A.S. tyrnan ; Ger. tumen ; Fr. toiimer; all from
L. tortidre, to tum in a lathe

—

:omus, a turner's

wheel—Gr. tomos.\
Tumagra, tur'nS-gra, «. a New Zealand genus of

thrush-like birds.



Turner fate, ftir ; me, her ; mine

;

Tutor

Turner, turner, n. a Scotch copper coin worth 2d.,

issued by James VI. [Prob. iurriey.]

Tumey, luPni, «. a copper coin current in Ireland
under Edward HI.—coined at Tours.

Tumey, tur'ni, «. {Milt.) = Touniey.
Turnip, tur'nip, ». a biennial plant, with lyrate hispid

leaves, the upper part of the root becoming, esp.

in cultivation, swollen and fleshy—cultivated as a
culinary esculent, and for feeding cattle and sheep.
—«. Tur'nip-fly, a muscid fly whose maggots burrow
in turnip-roots. [Perh. orig. iurn-nep—turn, imply-
ing something round, and iiep—A.S. nxp, a turnip.]

Turnsole, tum'sOl, «. a name sometimes given to the
Heliotrope and other plants, esp. to the euphor-
biaceous Chrozophora titictoria, from which a deep-
purple dye is obtained. [Fr.,

—

iouriter—sol, for

soUil—L. sol, the sun.]

Tumus, tur'nus, «. the tiger-swallowtail, a black«
striped United States butterfly.

Turpentine, tur'pen-tin, «. a semi-solid resinous sub-
stance secreted by various coniferous trees (the

name turpentine is commonly understood to mean
the product of the Scotch pine, the swamp pine
of .\merica, and the Pinus itiaritima of France

;

Venice turpentine is obtained from the larch, and
Ckian tur/>entine from the 'Turpentine-tree'—see
Pistachio) : the oil or spirit of turpentine.— ns.

Tttr'pentine-motll, a moth whose larvae bore into

the twigs of pine and fir, causing exudation of resin

and destroying the twig; TuPpentine-tree, the
terebinth-tree— Pistachia tercbinthus.—lUij. TUT"-
pentin'ic.— «. Turps, oil or spirits of turpentine.

[O. Fr. tiirbentitie—L. ierebinthina (resina), (the

resin) of the terebinth—Gr. ierebinthos.\

Turpeth, tur'peth, //. the root of I/>omcea {Convolvulus)
Turpethum, a Ceylon plant of cathartic properties.

—Turpeth mineral, an old name for the yellow
basic mercury sulphate.

Turpitude, tur^pi-tud, «. baseness : extreme depravity
or wickedness : vileness of principles and actions.

[I,, iurpitudo—turpis, base.]

Ttirquet, turk'et, «. {Bacon) a figure of a Turk.
Turquoise, tur-koiz", or tur-kez', «. an opaque greenish-

blue mineral from Persia, valued as a gem, essen-

tially a phosphate of alumina, harder than feldspar

but softer than quartz, occurring as thin veins in

slate rock.—//. Turquoise'-green, a pale colour be.

tween green and blue

—

a\fX) tuij. \0. Fr. ; because
first brought through Turkey from Persia.]

Turret, tur'et, «. a small tower on a building and rising

above it : a movable building containing soldiers,

engines, &c., used in medieval sieges : a tower, often

revolving, for offensive purposes, on land and water :

the raised portion above an American railroad car,

for ventilation, St-C.—oilj. TUTT'eted, furnished with
turrets : formed like a tower.—«i. Turr'et-g;un, a
gun designed for use in a revolving turret ; TuTT'et-

Slllp, an ironclad ship-of-war, whose guns are placed
in one or more revolving turrets placed on deck.

—

adjs. TurriC'ulate, -d, having small ttirrets. [O.

Fr. touret (Fr. toiirelle).}

Turribant, tur'i-bant, «. (Spens.) a turban.

Turtle, tur'tl. Turtle-dove, tur'tl-duv, «. a genus of
Coluvtbiiia, of graceful build, with small head and
slender bill, long wings, and long rounded tail, flying

swiftly and noiselessly, noted for their beauty of form
and colour, their soft cooing, and their affection

towards each other and their young. [A.S. turtle;

Ger. turtel, Fr. tourterenu, tourttrelle : all from
the L. name turiur.'\

Turtle, tur'tl, «. any tortoise, but esp. the edible

Green Turtle, prized for the soup made from its

flesh, chief glory of aldermanic banquets

—

Calipash
is the part of the animal that belongs to the upper
shield, a fatty, gelatinous substance of a dull-greenish
colour ; Calipee, the yellowish meat of the lower
shield.

—

v.t. to pursue turtles.

—

ns. Tur'tleback, a
turtle-shaped projection on the bows or stern of a

ship for the purpose of keeping off heav-y seas;
Turtler, a hunter of turtles ; Turtle-shell, tortoise-

shell : a turtle-cowrj- ; Tur tle-SOUp, a soup the
chief ingredient of which is turtle meat ; Turt'Ung,
the catching of turtles.—Green turtle, a species of
turtle which attains great size and is the source of
real turtle-soup—its eggs also are much prized

;

Mock turtle, a soup made of calPs head in lieu of
turtle meat ; Turn turtle, to capsize, as a boat.
[A corr. of tortoise, or of Sp. tortuga, or Port.
tartiiruga, a tortoise.]

Tuscan, tus'kan, adj. of or belonging to Tuscany in

Italy : denoting the simplest of the five classic orders
of architecture, being a Roman modification of the
Doric style, with unfluted columns, and without
triglyphs. [L. Tuscanus.]

Tush, tush, «. (S/iak.) a tusk.

Tush, tush, inter/, pshaw ! be silent ! an exclamation
of impatience, &c.—t'.i. to express contempt, &c.

Tusk, tusk, «. a long, protruding tooth on either side
of tlie mouth of certain animals : a sharp point : the
share of a plough.

—

z:t. to gore with the tusks.

—

(Ztlj's.

Tusked, Tusky.—«. Tusk'er, an elephant whose
tusks are grown. [A.S. tiisc, tux; Ice. toskr.]

Tuskar, tus'kar, n. an iron implement with wooden
shaft, for cutting peal. [Ice. tor/skeri—torf, turf,

skc-ra, to cut.]

Tusser-silk, tus'er-silk, n. a kind of dark fawn-coloured
silk, generally made without brocading or patterns.
[Hind, tassar—Sans, tassara, shuttle.]

TuSSilagO, tus-i-la'gS, «. a genus of plants of the
natural order Composite, suborder Corytnbi/erce—
the only British species, Tussilago /ar/ara, some-
times called Colt's-foot. [L.]

Tussis, tus'is, «. a cough.—rt^^'. Tussic'ular. [L.]

Tussle, tus'el, n. a struggle.— f.j. to struggle. [ Tousle.\

Tussock, tiis'ok, «. a tuft of grass or twigs.

—

>is.

Tussock-grass, a large grass of the same genus
with the Cock's-foot Grass of Britain, native to the
Falkland Islands, remarkable for forming great tults

—also Tuss'ac-grass ; Tussock-moth, a grayish-
white moth about an inch long, the caterpillars of
which do great mischief in hop-grounds, and are known
as Hop-dogs.—adj. Tuss'OCky, abounding in tufts.

[Perh. conn, with obs. tusk, a tuft ; cf. Dan. dusk.]
Ttissore. Same as Tusser-silk.
Tut, tut, inter/, an exclamation of rebuke, or impa-

tience, &c

—

v.i. to express impatience by such.
Tut, tut, ft. (prov.) a hassock—also Tote.

—

v.i. to
project.

Tut, tut, «. a piece of work.— v.i. to work by the
piece.—wj.Tut'work; Tut'worker; Tut'wortanan.

Tutamen, tu-ta'men, «. a defence or protection. [L.J
Tutania, tu-ta'ni-a, H. a kind of Britannia metal.

[Tutty.]
Tutelage, tu'te-laj, «. guardianship : state of being
under a guardian.

—

adjs. Tu'telar, Tutelary, pro-
tecting : having the charge of a person or place.

[L. tutela—tutdri, to guard

—

tueri, to see.]

Tutenag, tu'te-nag, n. the zinc imported into Europe
from China and the East Indies during the i8th
century. [Fr. tutenague, prob. from Pers. and Ar.
tiitiya, an oxide of zinc, and -ndk, a suffix, or perh.
Hind, naga, lead.]

TtttlOrism, tu'ti-or-izm, «. in R. C. moral theology, the
doctrine that in a case of doubt between right and
wrong one should take the safer course, i.e. the one
in verbal accordance with the law—the same as
Rigorism, and the opposite of Probabilistn.—«.

Tu'tiOrist, a rigorist in foregoing sense. [L. tutior,

safer, comp. of tutus, safe.

)

Tutor, tu'tor, «. one who looks to or takes care of:
one who has charge of the education of another : one
who hears the lessons of and examines students : a
teacher : (Scots law) a guardian of the person as
well as of the estate of a boy under fourteen, or girl

under twelve :—y^w. Tu'toress.

—

v.t. to instruct : to

treat with authority or sternness.— ». Tn'torage, the



Tutsan mOte ; mute ; mODn ; Men. Twigr

office or authority of a tutor : ed\ication, as by a
tutor.

—

(uij. TutO'rial, belonging to, or exercised
by, a tutor.— rtrt"?'. Tuto'rially.— «j. Tu'toring;
Tu'torism, TU'torship ; Tu'trlX, a female guardian.
(L. tutor, a guardian

—

tueri, tuitiis, to look to. J

Tutsan, tut'san, «. a species of St John's wort, once
regarded as a panacea— also called Park-leaves.
[O. Fr. toutesaim, tout—L. totus, all, iaiti—L.
samts, sound.]

Tu*ti, tOSt'ti, adj. (w;«.) all together, as opposed to

solo.—«. a concerted movemenl, rendered by all the
voices or instruments together. [It., pi. of tutto,

all— L. tatits, all.]

Tutti-ftTltti, toCt'ti-frSOt'ti, fi. a confection, esp. ice-

cream, flavoured with different kinds of fruit. [It.]

Tutty, tut'i, «. impure zinc protoxide. [O. Fr. titiie

—Late L. tutt'a—Ar. tutiya. Cf. Tutenag.\
Tutu, tOD'tOD, n. a New Zealand shrub whose black

fruit makes a light wine resembling claret, while the
seeds yield a poison like strychnine, and the iiark,

tannin—also called Ti4pa-kihi, Wineberry-shrub,
and Toot-plant. [Maori.]

TutUlUS, lu'tQ-lus, «. a conical Etruscan female head-
dress :—//. Tu'tulL [L.]

Tuum, tO'um, adj. thine.—«. that which is thine. [L.]

Tu-whit, lu-hwit', Tu-whoo, tu-hw5D', tt. an imitation of
the note of the owl.

—

v.i. Tu-whOO', to cry tu-whoo.
TuySre. Same as /"wy^r (q.v.).

Tuza, tSb'za, «. Same as lucan (q.v.).

Tuzz, tuz, «. (prov.) a tuft of wool, &c.—>t. Tuz'zl-

muzzy, a posy : the feather hyacinth.

—

adj. shaggy.
— //. Tuz'zy (dim.), a tuft, cluster. [Tiissocl:]

Twaddle, twod'l, v.i. to talk in a silly manner.— >/.

silly talk: a senseless talker. —«i. Twaddler;
Twadd'ling, twaddle or silly ta\]c.—adj. Twadd'ly,
consisting of twaddle. [Earlier form tiuattle, a
variant of tattle.]

Twain, Iw.'in. «. two, a couple, pair.—In twain,
asunder. [A. S. ttuegen (muse), two.]

Twal, twal, a Scotch I'orm of twelve.

Twa-lofted, twa'-lof'ted, adj'. (Scot.) having two lofts

or stories.

Twang, twang, ft. (prov.) a sharp flavour, an after-

taste. [ Tang.\
Twang, twang, ft. (Scot.) a twinge.
Twang, twang, n. a sharp, quick sound, as of a tight

string when pulled and let go : a nasal tone of voice.—v.i. to sound as a tight string pulled and let go:
to sound with a quick, sharp noise : to have a nasal
sound.

—

v.t. to make to sound with a twang.

—

v.i.

Twang'le, to twang frequently.

—

v.t. to cause to

twangle. V^ang.\
Twank, twangk, it.i. to emit a twang.
'Twas, twoz, contraction o{ it was.
Twat, twot, «. pudendum maliebre.
Twattle, twot'l, T\i. to twaddle.

—

v.t. to repeat idly.
—«. chatter: a dwarf.

—

7is. Twatt'ler, a chatterer;
Twatt'ling, a chattering.

—

adj. gabbling: trifling.

[Prob. related to Tee. thwcrtta, chatter.]

Tway, twa, adj. and «. (Spens.) twain, two.
Twayblade, twS'blad, «. a European orchid, a plant a

foot high bearing a raceme of green flowers and a
pair of broad ovate leaves—hence the name.

Tweak, twek, v.t. to twitch, to pull: to pull with
sudden jerks.

—

n. a sharp pinch or twitch : any per-

plexity. [A by-form of /Tu/VfA.]

Tweed, twed, «. a kind of woollen twilled cloth of
various patterns, much used for men's suits.

—

adj.

made of tweed. [From a mistaken reading of
' ttveels ' upon an invoice ; not, as supposed, from
thfe Tweed valley.]

Tweedle. twg'dl, v.t. to handle lightly: (obs.) to

wheedle. — -'./. to wriggle. — «. a soimd such as is

made by a fiddle—hence the humorous formations
Tweedledum, Tweedledee, used to indicate dis-

tinctions that are the slightest possible. [Perh. a
variant of twiddle; also confused with wheedle.]

Tweel, Scotch variant of t^uili.

'Tween, a contraction of between.—adj. 'Tween'-deok,
lodging between decks.—«. and adv. 'Tween'-decks.

Tweezers, twSz'erz, n.smg: nippers : small pincers for

pulling out hairs, &c.

—

n. Tweez'er-Case, a case for

carrying tweezers. [Perh. traceable to A.S. twisel,

a fork ; some confusion is possible with obs. tiveeze,

a surgeon's case of instruments.]

Twelfth, twelfth, adj. the last of twelve.

—

n. one of
twelve equal parts : (>mis.) a tone twelve diatonic
degrees above or below a given tone.

—

jis. Twelfth'-
ca&e, an ornamental cake partaken of on Twelfth-
night ; Twelfth'-day, -tide, the twelfth day after

Christmas, the Epiphany ; Twelfth'-nlght, the eve
of Twelfth-day or evening before Epiphany. [A.S.
twel/ta—tivelf.]

Twelve, twelv, adj. ten and two.

—

n. the number next
after eleven : the figures representing twelve : (//.)
same as duodecimo. — 7is. Twelve'-mo, same as

duodecimo, written lamo ; Twelve'-month, twelve
months: a year.

—

adjs. Twelve'-penn'y, worth
a shilling : trifling, insignificant ; Twelve'score,
twelve times twenty, or two hundred and forty.

—

«. iwelvescore yards, a common range in archery,
used also in measurements.—TW6lve-day writ, a
writ in actions on bills, &c., warning defendant to

appear within twelve days, otherwise judgment
would go against him ; Twelve Tables, the name
given to the earliest code of Roman law, civil,

crimin.nl, and religious, made by the decemvirs in

451-449 B.C.—Testaments of the Twelve Patri-
archs, a work of the 2d century after Christ, in

which, on the model of Jacob's blessing of the tribes

in Genesis xlix., discourses and prophecies of Christ
are jut into the mouths of the fathers of Israel

;

The Twelve, the twelve apostles. [A.S. tvel/(Gtr.
zivolf, and Goth, twa-lif), that is ' two and ten ' (for

twd-, cf. Two; and for -/{/, cf. Eleven).]

Twenty, twen'ti, adj. twice ten : nineteen and one

:

an indefinite number.—«. the number next after

nineteen : the figures representing twenty : an old

English division of infantry.

—

adj. Twen'fleth, next
after the nineteenth.

—

n. one of twenty equal parts

of anything. — adv. Twen'tyfold, twenty times as
many.— o^'. Twen'ty-four, twenty and four.—«. the

number made up of four and twenty : (//., print.) a
form of composed type or plates containing twenty-

four leaves or forty-eight pages, properly arranged
for printing and folding : a book made up of sections

of twenty-four pages.—«. Twen'ty-foUT'-mo, written

24mo, a leaf from a sheet of p.nper folded lor a book
in twenty-four equal parts : a book made up of leaves

folded in twenty-four equal parts. [A.S. twentig,

from twin — twegen, twain, two—//^(Goth. tigjiis),

ten ; Ger. Z7vanzig.]

Twere, contraction of it were.

Twlhlll, twfbil, «. a double-headed battle-axe. [A.S.

twi-, two, bill, a bill.]

Twice, twTs, adv. two times : once and again : doubly.

—H. Twi'oer, one who is both compositor and press-

man.—dt^'. Twice'-told, told twice : hackneyed.—
At twice, at two distinct times. [A.S. iwfges—
twfwa—t7vd, two.]

Twiddle, twid'l, v.t. to twirl idly, to play with.-—p.».

to revolve : to trifle with something.—«. a twirl of

the fingers.—/M. Twiddler; Twldd'llng-llne, for-

merly a piece of small rope for steadying the steering-

wheel : a string attached to a compass-gimbal, by
which the compass-card may be started so as to play

freely.—Twiddle one's fingers, to be idle. [Ety.dub.]

TwlfOl'd, twrfi3ld, adj. (Spens.) twofold.

Twig, twig, «. a small shoot or branch of a tree : a
divining-rod.

—

v.i. to be active.

—

adjs. Twlg'gon
(Shak.), covered with o>ier ; Twig'gy, aboundmg in

twigs or shoots; Twlg'some, fufi of twigs. [A.S.

iwfg—tud; double; Ger. z^veig.]

Twig. twig. v.t. (slang) to observe narrowly : to under-
stand.—7'.«. to imderstand, see. [Prob. Ir. tuigim,
discern : cf. Gael, tuig, understand.]
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Twlght fSte, far ; me, her ; mine ; Two
Twlght, twit, v.t. {^Spens.) to twit.
Twilight, twflit, «. the faint light after sunset and

before sunrise : an uncertain view : partial darkness.—adj. of twilight : faintly illuminated : obscure.

—

v.t. to illuminate faintly.—Twilight Of the gOdS,
the same z& Ragnarok (q.v.). (Lit. "tween light,'

A.S. tivl-, from twd, two, and lig;ht.\

Twill, contraction of it tviil.

Twill, twil, or Tweel, twel, H. a woven fabric, in

which the warp Ls raised one thread, and depressed
two or more tiireads for the passage of the weft

—

thus giving a curious appearance of diagonal lines :

a fabric with a twill.

—

v.t. to weave with a twill.

[Low Ger. twillen, to make double, ttuiU, a forked
branch ; cf. Sw. tvilling, twin, Ger. zwiilick, twill.]

Twilled, twild, adj. (SAak., Tempest, iv. 64) a dubious
word, either ' hedged,' from twM, to weave with

a twill, or more probably ' covered with reeds or

sedges,' from obsolete twill, a reed.

Twilly, twil'i, «. a cotton-cleaning machine : wlllow-
ing- machine. [IVillav/.]

Twilt, twilt, «. (Scot.) a quilt.

Twin, twin, v.t. (ois.) to be parted in twain.

—

v.t. to

part in twain : to deprive. [See next word.]
Twin, twin, ». a pair : one of two bom at a birth : one
very like another : a union of two similar crystals, or
of two halves of one crystal holding a reversed posi-

tion to each other, as if one had been turned half

round about an axis (the twinning axis), perpen-
dicular to a plane (the twinning plane), which is

not for either a plane of symmetry.

—

adj. twofold,

double : being one of two born at a birth : very
like another : consisting of two parts nearly alike.

—

v.t. to couple, mate.

—

v.i. to be born at the same
birth : to bring forth two at once : to be paired
or suited :—pr.p. twin'ning

;
pa.p. twinned.

—

adj.

Twln'-bom, bom at the same birth.

—

ns. Twin'-
llroth'ar, one of two brothers who are twins ; Twin'-
flower, a slender, creeping evergreen— Lintuen
borealis; Twin'lllVg.

—

adj. Twinned, produced at

one birth : united.

—

tts. Twin'ning ; Twin'-screw,
a steam-vessel with two propellers on separate shafts;

Twin'ship ; Twin'-sls'ter, one of two sisters who
are twins.—The Twins, the constellation Gemini.
[.\.S. getwinn, twinn, double— /«//', two.]

Twine, twin, «. a cord composed of two or more threads
twisted together: a twist : an intertwining.

—

v.t. to

wind, as two threads together : to twist together : to

wind about : to encircle : to blend, intermingle.

—

v.i.

to unite closely : to bend : to make turns : to ascend
spirally round a supfiort.

—

ns. Twine'-hold'er, a case
for holding a ball of twine tobeunwinded as required

;

Twi'ner, one who, or that which, twines.

—

adj. Twi'-
ning, twisting, winding.

—

adv. Twi'ningly. [A.S.
t7vOi, double-thread (Dut. twijn)—twi-, double.]

Twine, twin, a variant of twin, to separate.
Twinge, twinj, v.t. to twitch or pinch : to afTect with
a sharp, sudden pain.

—

v.i. to have or suffer a sudden,
sharp pain, like a twitch.

—

n. a twitch, a pinch :

a sudden, sharp pain. [M. E. twingen, cog. with
Ger. zrtuingcn, to constrain ; also with Ger. zwangen,
to press.)

Twink, twingk, H. {Skak.) a twinkle, a wink.
Twink, twingk, v.t. to twitter, chirp.
Twinkle, twing'kl, v.i. to blink : to shine with a

trembling, sparkling light : to sparkle : to open and
shut the eyes rapidly: to quiver.—«j. Twlnk'le,
Twlnk'llng, a quick motion of the eye : the time
occupied by .-« wink : an instant : the scintillation of
the fixed stars ; Twlnlc'ler. [A.S. iwinclian.]

Twlnter, twin'ter, n. (Scot.) a beast two years old.
Twlre, twir, v.i. (i>it.) to glance obliquely : (SA/ti.)

to twinkle, to gleam—also Tweor.

—

n. a shy look.
[Cf. Bavarian Z7vtren, to spy, glance. Cf. Queer
and Thwart.]

Twlre, twir, v.t. (ais.) to twist, twirl. [Perh. conn,
with A.S. thweran, to stir, chum; df. Old High
Ger. dweran, to stir.]
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Twlrk, twirk, n7(,Scot.) a twitch.

Twirl, twerl, z'.t. to turn round rapidly, esp. with the
fingers.

—

v.i. to turn round rapidly : to be whirled
round.

—

n. a whirl : a rapid circular motion.

—

n.

Twirl'er.—Twirl one's thumbs, to do iiothin^, be
idle. [A.S. thwirel, a whisk for whipping milk

—

thTveran, to churn, stir ; Ger. guirl, guerl, a stirring-

spoon ; cf. Ice. thvara, a stick for stirring, Gr.
toryne, L. trtta.}

Twlssel, twis'l, adj. (cii.) double.—«. anything double.—adj. TWiSS'el-tOngUed, double-tongued.
Twist, twist, Z'.t. to twine: to unite or form by
winding together : to form from several threads

:

to encircle with something : to wreathe : to wind
spirally : to turn from the true form or meaning

:

to fabricate, compose : to cause to move spirally, to

bend : to wrest, wrench : to insinuate.

—

v.i. to be
united by winding : to be bent, to move spirally : to
revolve : to writhe.—«. that which is twisted : a
cord : a single thread : manner of twisting : a con-
tortion : a small roll of tobacco : a strong silk thread:
(obs.) coarse cloth : a wrench, strain : a peculiar
bent, perversion : {slang) a mixed drink, also an
appetite for food.

—

adjs. Twist'able ; Twist'ed.—«.

TWlSt'er, one who, or that which, twists : a whirling
wind, a tornado : the inner part, of the thigh of a
rider on horseback : a ball, as in cricket, billiards,

&c., sent with a twist.

—

v.i. Twist'le (Scot.), to
twist.—«. a wrench.—Twist Of the WTlSt, the turn-
ing movement of the wrist in any work requiring
dexterity, any quick action. [A.S. twist, a rope

—

tw{-, two; Ger. mvist, discord.]

Twit, twit, v.t. to remind of some fault, &c. :—pr.p.
twit'ting; pa.t. and pa.p. twit'ted.—«. a reproach.
—«. Twitter.—oi/;'. Twitting.—of/r. Twit'tingly,
in a twitting manner. [A.S. cet-vjitan, to reproach—at, against, witan (Scot, wyte, Ger. ver-weisen),
to blame.]

Twitch, twich, v.t. to pull with a sudden jerk : to

pluck : to snatch.

—

v.i. to be suddenly jerked : to

move spasmodically : to carp, sneer.

—

n. a sudden,
quick pull : a spasmodic contraction of the muscles :

a loop fixed to a stick for fixing on the upper lip of
a refractory horse during shoeing, &c. : the sudden
narrowing almost to nothing of a vein of ore. —us.

Twltch'er ; Twitching. [A.S. twiccian, to pluck

;

Ger. Z7uicken.\

Twitch-grass = Couch-grass.
Twitter, twit'er, «. a chirp, as of a bird : a tremulous

broken sound : a slight trembling of the nerves.

—

v.i. to make a succession of small tremulous noises :

to feel a slight trembling of the nerves, to palpitate.
—v.t. to chirp out.

—

ns. Twittera'tion, a flutter;

Twltt'erlng, act of twittering : the sound of twitter-

ing : nervous excitement.

—

adv. Twitt'eringly. [A
freq. of twit, allied to titter, &c ; cf. Ger. zwits-
chem, Sw. gvittra.]

Twitter-bone, twit'er-bOn, «. an excrescence on a
horse's hoof.

—

adj. Twitt'er-boned, shaky.
Twit-twat, twit'-twot, «. the house sparrow.
"Twixt. Abbreviation for betivixt.

Twizzle, twiz'l, v.i. (prozi.) to roll and twist.

Two, t5<J, adj. one and one.^w. the sum of one and
one: a figure representing two: a pair.—«. Two*-
deck'er, a vessel of war carrying guns on two decks.
—ailjs. Two'-edged, having two edges ; Two'-faoed,
having two faces, hence double-dealing, false ; TWO'-
fold, folded twice: multiplied by two: double.

—

adv. doubly. — a<^'f. Two- forked, Twi- forked,
double-pronged, bifurcate ; Two'-ftont'ed, having
fronts on opposite sides ; Two'-hand'ed, having, or
used with, two hands: ambiiiexieroiis, handy: to

be used by two persons ; Two'-head'ed, having two
heads: directed by two authorities; Two'-leaved,
having two distinct leaves ; Two'-legged, furnished
with two legs; Two'-line (print.), having a depth
of body equal to double that of the size specified, as

two-litu noupareit or pica ; Two'-llpped, having two



Twyer miJte ; mQte ; moDn ; Men. Type

lips: divided so as to resemble' two lips; Two'-
mast'ed, having two masts; Two'-nee'dle, per-

forated with two needles.—«. Two'ness, ihe state of

being two, doubleness.

—

adj. Two'-part'ed, bipartite,

divided into two nearly to the base.—«. Twopence
(tup'ens, or tOD'pens), thesumof two pennies : (Shak.)
a gilt coin worth two pence. —a<//'. Twopenny (tup'-

en-i, or tOO'pen-i), of the value of twopence : cheap,

worthless.

—

k. ale sold at twopence a quart.

—

adjs.

Two'-ply, consisting of two tliicknesses : woven
double ; Two'-ranked, alternately arranged in two
exactly opposite rows, distichous, bifarioiis ; Two'-
Sid'ed, having two surfaces, or two aspects or phases :

facing two ways, turned in two directions, often with

implied sense of double-dealing or deceit ; TWO'-
SOme, two, twofold ; Two'-tongued, double-tongued,
deceitful ; Two'-way, arranged so as to permit a
fluid to be turned into either of two channels

:

{math.) having a double mode of variation ; Twi-
na'ttired, Twy'-na'tured, double natured—human
and animal in one.—Be tWO, to be at variance ; In
two, .isunder. [A.S. hvd (fern.), twfgen (masc),
tiva, ill (neut.) ; Ger. sxtr/, Goth. Hvai ; also Gr.
tiyi\ L. duo. Sans, di'a, Gael, da, do.]

Twyer, iwl'dr, «. a tube through which the blast of

air enters a blast-furnace.—Also Tuj^ere, Tweer,
Tuy'er, Twl'er. [Fr. tuyire, a nozzle.]

Tybtxrn, tl'bum, «. the historic place of execution in

London.—wj.Ty'bum-tlck'et, a certificate ofexemp-
tion from certain parochial offices formerly granted
to the prosecutor of a felon to conviction ; Tybum-
tippet, a halter ; Ty'bum-tree, the gallows.

Tyche, ti'ke, «. {Gr. myth.) the goddess of fortune.^

Tychonlc, tl-kon'ik, adj. pertaining to the Danish
astronomer, Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), or his system.

Tycoon, tl-k05n', «. the title by which the Shoguns
of Japan were known to foreigners from 1854 to

1S68.—». Tyooon'ate, the shogunate. [Jap. taikun,

great prince—Chin, /a, great, kiun, prince.]

Tye, tl, v.t. to wash ore m a tye.—«. a narrow huddle

or inclined hutch for washing ore. [Prob. A.S.

th'Medn, to wash.)
Tye, tT, «. an old form of tie : a runner of thick rope

or chain, which forms p.art of the purchase used for

hoisting the topsail and top-gallant yards.

—

us. Tye'-
blOCk, the block on the yard through which the tye

is rove, and passes on to be secured at the mast-

head ; Ty'ing, the act of fastening, a fastening.

Tyke. See Tike.
Tylarus, til'a-rus, K. one of the fleshy pads of the toe

:

—/>/. Tyrari. [Gr. ty/os, a knot.]

Tyle-berry, til'-ber'i, «. the coral-plant.

Tyler = J tier {q. v.).

Tylopod, tl'lO-pod, wij. having padded digits, as the

camel.

—

n. one of the Tylopoda. [Gr. tylos, a knot,

pous, podosy a foot.)

Tylosis, tl-lO'sis, M. (hot.) a growth formed in the

cavity of a duct by intrusion from a contiguous
growing cell: an inflammation of the eyelids : cal-

losity :—/>/. Tyloses.—rt(//'. Tylot'ic. [Gr.]

Tylote, tl'IOt, ». a cylindric.->l spicule, knobbed at both
ends.—<j<^". Tylotate. [Gr. tyldtos- tylos, a knot.]

T3rmbal = Timhal{<\.\.).

Tymp, tinip, n. the crown of the opening in front of

the hearth in a blast-furnace.

Tympan, tim'pan, ». an ancient Irish musical instru-

ment : a frame covered with parchment or cloth, on
which the blank sheets are placed to be impressed.
[Fr.,—L. tym^num, a drum.]

Tympanum, tim'pan-um, «. {auat.) the membrane
which separates the external from the internal ear,

often called the drum of the ear : in certain birds,

the labyrinth at the bottom of the windpipe

:

(arckit.) the triangular space between sloping and
horizontal cornices, or in the comers or sides of an
arch : the panel of a door : a water-raising current

wheel, originally drum-shaped.—rt(j^>. Tympanal,
Tsrmpan'ic, like a drum : pertaining to the tym-

panum. — n. a bone of the ear, supporting the
drum-membrane.

—

adj. Tym'panlfonn, like a tym-
panum.

—

Its. Tym'panlst, one who plays a drum;
Tjrmpani'tes, flatulent distension of the belly.

—

adj. T3rmpanit'ic.—K.r. Tsrmpani tis, inflammation
of the membrane of the ear ; Tsrm'pany, any
swelling, turgidity : tympanites.—Tympanic mem-
brane, the drum-membrane of the ear ; Tympanic
resonance, the peculiar high-pitcncd quality of
sound produced by percussion over the intestines,

&c., when they contain air ; Tympanic ring, an
annular tympanic bone, to which the tympanic
membrane is attached. [L., — Gr. tynipaiton,
iypatioii, a kettledrum

—

typtein, to strike.]

Tyilde, tind, /<i./. and pa.p. (Spe>ts.) kindled.

Tyne, tin, v.i. (Spens.) to become lost, to perish.
Tyne, tin, «. (Spens.) anxiety.
lynewalQ, Tlnewald, tin' wold, «. the parliament

of the Isle of Man. [Cf. Shetland ti>ig7vall— Ice.
thiitg-voUr— titig, a parliament, v6llr, a wood.]

Type, tt{), n. a mark or figure struck or stamped upon
something : an embkm or figure of something to
come, esp. the foreshadowing m the Old Testament
of something realised in the New (the antitype) : an
exemplarj pattern : a representative style, model

:

the principal device on a coin or medal : a model
in nature made the subject of a copy : {nat. hist.)

that which combines best the characteristics of a
group : the order in which the symptoms of a
disease exhibit themselves : a chemical compound
which represents the composition and structure of
many more complex compounds, esp. Gerhardt's
four types— hydrochloric acid, water, ammonia,
and marsh-gas ; a piece of metal, wood, or other
material, on one end of which is cast or engraved
a character, sign, &c. used in printing (the sizes

are designated by different names in respect of
their body— i.e. the depths of the /ace which
comes in contact with the ink plus the bn<el and
beard. Again, differences in width render the

type fat or lean, or, if strongly marked, exteitded

or condensed : differences in style or face are end-
less

—

Roman and Italic compose the text of all

(1) Austro-Hungarian Monar

(2) &sto-fcira|HnBM Micrjiit

(3) Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

(4) JVttstro-Dungiirian iHonarchy.

books in English • Antique (i), Gothic (2), Claren-

don (3), and Black-letter (4) are approved styles for

display. In America types are designated accord-

ing to the number of ' points ' of which the body

(1) Austro-Hungarfl
(2) Austro-Hungarian ^
(3) Austro-Hungarian Mo|
(4) Austro-Hungarian Monarc |
(5) Austro-Hungarian Monarch}'. |
(6) Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. |
(7) Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. ^

Austro-Hungarian jyionarchy. |
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. ^

(8)

(9)

(11)

Austro-Hungiiriku Muiurchj^.

Aastro-Hungsrlan Monarchj.
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Type late, far ; me, her ; mine ; Tyrant

Xhe above specimen lines she* the usual bodies used

in the texts of books and newspapers ; (i) being set

in Great Primer, (2) in English, (3) in Pica, (4) in

Small Pica, (5) in Long Primer, (6) in Bourgeois,

<7) in Brevier, (8) in Minion, (9) in Nonpareil,

(10) in Pearl, and (11) in Diamond.
.The black squares represent the square of the body of

the type, one of the units of measurement, and is

called an ent, the letter M being exactly square.

The following is a list of the number of lines to the

ibot of the respective bodies as made in actual metal

Ijrpes:

Brevier iii

Minion 122
Nonpareil 144
Pearl 179
Diamond 204

Gfcat Primer 51 j

' Saglish 64
iPica 72
Small Pica 83
X^ong Primer 8g

' Sourgeois 102

;%A 'font' of type is an indefinite quantity having all

. the proper proportions of 'sorts,' including capitals

: and small capitals, lower-case, spaces, points and
- references, figures, accents, hyphens, ligatures (fi,

f1, ffi), &c. The proportion of letters ranges from
200 r's to 12,000 e's. The smaller letters are called

iov}er-case, from the case in which the compositor
lias them arranged ; the capitals and small capitals

3>eing in a different or itpper case.

oonsists. The point is I'j of a Pica ; Nonpareil
-would accordingly be called six points. On the
Continent the point is iig of a Cicero, a body be-

tween Pica and English): the whole types used in

.printing.

—

v.t. to constitute a type of : to repro-

duce in type : to typify.

—

adj. Ty'pal.

—

ns. Type'-
^]>ar, a line of type cast in one piece, as in a linotype
or typograph ; Typo'-block, a body of metal or wood
on which a type is cut or cast ; Type'-cast'ing, the

act of founding type in moulds ; Type'-CUt'ter, one
•who engraves dies for printing-types ; Type'-cyl'in-
-dor, the cylinder of a rotary printing-machine on
-*hich types or plates are fastened for printing

;

Type'-found'er, one who founds or casts printers'

-ype ; Type'-found'ing ; Type'-found'ry, a place
where type is founded or manufactured ; Type'-
sjaage, a type-measure : a gauge for estimating the
-size of type.

—

adj. Typo'-Mgh, of the standard
lieight of type—of a woodcut, &c.— tis. Type'-
JlOld'er, a bookbinder's pallet or holder for use in

Jiand-stamping ; Typem'bryo, an embryo at the
stage when it first exhibits the type of structure of
the phylum or sub-kingdom to which it belongs

;

Type'-met'al, metal used for making tj-pes, a com-
pound of tin, antimony, copper, and lead ; Type'-
scale, a measuring-rod for type; Type'-set'ter, a
compositor : a machine which combines types in

proper order for printing ; Tjrpe'-set'ting.

—

v.t. and
z>.i. Type'write, to produce by means of a type-
writer: to practise typewriting.

—

ns. T3^e'wrlter,
a machine for producing legible characters on paper
by mechanical means without the use of a pen : an
operator on a typewriting machine ; Tjrpo'WTltlng.—adjs. Typ'lO, ;al, pertaining to, or constituting, a
type: emblematic: figurative: {nat. hist.) combin-
ing the characteristics of a group : connotative, in-

dicative. — «. Typicality. — adv. Typ'lcally. —
m. Typ'icalness ; Typifica'tion ; Typlfi'er.—i/./.

T3rp'ify, to make a type of: to represent by an
image or resemblance : to prefigure :

—

pa.p. and
fa.t. typ'ifled.

—

ns. Ty'piSt, one who uses a type-
writer ; Typo (ti'pc), a compositor ; Ty'pocosmy
i,Bacon), universal terminolngy ; Ty'pograph, a
machine for making and setting type ; Typog'-
rapher, a printer ; Typograph'ia (//.), miscellany
xclating to_ printers and printing : Uing.) a book
of instruction in printing. — adjs. 'Pypograph'lc,
-al, pertaining to typography or printing.

—

adv.
'nrpograph'ically^>«. TjrpogTapWst, a student
of typography ; Typog'raphy, the art of printing :

{prig.) the art of representing by types or symbols:
the general appearance of printed matter. — adj.
Typolog'ical, pertaining to typology.

—

ns. Typol'-
Ogy, the doctrine of Scripture types or figures

;

Typoma'aia, a craze for printing one's lucubrations.
—Type genus {biol.), a generic type ; Type species
{biol.), a specific type.—Unity of type, the funda-
mental agreement in structure seen in organic beings
of the same class or order. [Fr. type—L. iypus— Gr.
tyfios^typtein, to strike.]

Typha, tl'fa, «. one of two distinct reed-like plants
called Bulrush. [Gr. typhe, cat-tail.]

Typhlitis, tif-ll'tis, «. inflammation of the caecum and
vermiform appendix—also Typbloenteri'tiS.

—

adj.
TypMit'ic. [Gi.typhlos,h\m<i.]

Typhoean, tl-fO'e-an, adj. pertaining to Typkoeus, a
monster of Greek mythology, buried under Etna.

Typhoid, tl'foid, adj. pertaining to a widely-spread
form of enteric or intestinal fever, long confounded
with typhus, on account of the characteristic rash of
rose-coloured spots—now proved to depend on defec-
tive hygienic conditions, and particularly on imper-
fect disposal of excreta—also Typhoid Fever. -—«<//>.

Ty'phoidal ; Typhomala'rial, having both typhoid
and malarial characteristics.— ri. Typhoma nla, a
form of sleepless stupor and delirium in some cases
of typhus fever—also Typhonia. (Gr. typhodis—
typhos, smoke, eidos, likeness. Cf Typhus.]

Typhoon, tl-fOSn', «. a violent hurricane which occurs
in the Chinese seas.—^^y. Typhon'iO. [Port, tit/aa

—Ar., Pers., Hind. iHfan, a hurricane, perh. trace-

able to Gr. iyp/idn, whence obs. Eng. iyphou, a
whirlwind. The Chinese t'ni fnng, a great wind,
pao/ung, fierce wind, are prob. independent.]

Typhus, ti'fus, «. an extremely contagious and very
fatal kind of continued fever, specially associated
with filth and overcrowding, often occurring as
an epidemic— yail-/ever, Camp-/ez>er, &c.

—

otij.

Ty'phous, relating to typhus. [Tlu-ough Late L»
from Gr. typ!ws, smoke, hence stupor arising from
fever

—

typkein, to smoke.]
Typolite, tip'o-llt, «. a stone or fossil imprinted with

the impression of a plant or animal. [Gr. typos,

impression, lithos, stone.]

Typonym, tl'po-nim, «. a name based upon a type,
as a specimen or species.

—

adjs. Typon'ymal,
Tj^onjrm'iO. [Gr. typos, type, onyina, name.]

Typorama, tip-O-ra'ma, «. a model or representation
in fac-simile. [Gr. typos, type, horama, view.]

Typtology, tij^-tol'o-ji, «. the so-called science or
theory of spirit-rapping.—a/^*. Typtolog'ioal. — «.

Typtol'Ogist, one by whose means spirit-rappings

are alleged to be induced : one who professes to

believe in the genuineness of these. [Gr. typtein, to

strike, iogia—legein, to say.]

Tyr, tir, «. the name of a war-god in the old Norse
mythology, a son of Odin. Wee.. Tyr.]

Tyrant, tl'rant, «. one who uses his power arbitrarily

and oppressively : {prig.) an absolute monarch or
irresponsible magistrate with unlimited powers or an
overruling influence.

—

v.t. to tyrannise over.— «.

Ty'ran (Spens.), a tyrant.—t/./. to play the tyrant
over.—H. Tyr'anness (Spens.), a female tyrant.

—

rt<(/i. 'Tyrannic, -al, Tyr'annous, pertaining to
or suiting a tyrant: unjustly severe: impt-rious:

despotic—adz's. Tyran'nically, TyTannously.—
«. Tyran'nicalness. — a,ij. Tyran nicidal. — «.

Tyran'nlcide, the act of killing a tyrant : one
who kills a tyrant.—«.//. Tyran'nldss, a family of
Passerine birds, the typical genus lyran'nus, the
tyrant-birds or tyrant-flycatchers.

—

z>.i. T3rr'anni8e,
to act as a tyrant : to rule with oppressive severity.—v.t. to act the tyrant to.

—

adj. TyT'annish.— «.

Tyr'anny, the government or authority of a tyrant

:

absolute monarchy cruelly administered : oppres-
sion : cruelty : harshness, severity. [O. Fr. iirani
(Fr. tyrany—h. tyrannus—Gr. tyramies (Doric
koiranos)J]
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Tyre mote ; mute ; m(55n ; i/ien. Ultimate

Tjfre, tir, «. (Spe)u.) attire, dress.

—

v.t. to adora
Tyrian, tir'i-an, aiij. pertaining to 'J'yre : deep-purple,

like the dye formerly prepared at Tyre.—«. a native
of Tyre.—Tsrrian oyaosure, the constellation Ursa
Minor, a familiar guide to Tynan mariners.

TyriasiS, ti-rl'a-sis, «. elephantiasis Arabum: the falling
out of the hair.—Also Tyro'ma. [Gr. tyros, cheese.]

Tyro, Tiro, ti'rS, «. one learning ..ny art : one not yet
well acquainted with a subject ~/>i. Ty'ros.

—

its.

Tyroc'iny, pupilage (see Tirocinium) ; Tjr'ronlsm,
state ol being a tyro. (L. tiro, a young recruit.J

Tyrolese, tir-ol-ez', adj. relating to Tyrol, or to its

people.— «. a native of Tyrol.—/;. Tyroiienno', a
Tyrolese peasants' dance, or its music.

TyrotOXiCOn, tl-rS-tok'si-kon, «. a ptomaine iu miib
or cheese. [Gr. tyros, cheese, toxidm, poison.]

Tyrrhenian, ti-re'ni-an, adj. Etruscan— also Tyr-
rhene'.

—

H. an Etruscan.—Tyrrhenian Sea, that
p.crt of the Mediterranean between Tuscany
and Sardinia and Corsica. (Gr. Tyrrhenian
Etruria.]

Tyrtaean, tir-te'an, adj. of or pertaining to Tyrttmt^
a Greek niuriial poet of the 7th century B.C.

Tythe, tl//i, «. a form of lithe.

Txar, Tsarina = Ci«?-, Czarina.
Tzigany, tsiga-ni, n. a Hungarian gipsy adj
[Hung. Cigany, Gipsy; cf. It. Zingaiw, Zingnr<^^
Ger. Zigeu/ur.]

the twenty-tirst letter and the fifth vowel in

our alphabet—evolving amongst the Greeks
as y, with the value of «. From V, the
lapidary and capital form, the uncial and
cursive forms U and « were developed,
gradually V becoming appropriated as the

symbol for the consonant, and the media] form u as

the symbol for the vowei.

Uberous, u'ber-us, adj. (Browning) yielding abund-
ance, fruitful.—«. U'berty, fruitfulness. [L. uier.]

Ubiquity, u-bik'wi-ti, n. existence everywhere at the
same time : omnipresence.

—

tis. UWoty, the state of
being in a definite place, whereness : omnipresence

;

Obiquita'rian, one who believes in the relative

omnipresence of the human nature of Christ, and
accordingly in His actual necessary bodily presence
in the Eucharist.

—

adj. omnipresent—also adj. and
H. Dbiqua'rian {rare).—adjs. Ubiq'uitous, Ubiq'-

Uitary, being everyrwhere.

—

adv. Ubiq'Uitously.
[Fr. ubiquity, formed from L. ubiqite, everywhere.]

Udal, u'dal, adj. applied to land held solely by un-

interrupted succession, under no feudal superior.

—

n. a freehold estate.—«. O'daller, a holder of such.

[Ice. ddlial, a homestead.]
Udder, ud'er, n. the mammary glands of various

animals, esp. cows, &c.—m^>. Udd'ered ; Udd'er-
fttl; Udd'erless. [A.S. ader; cog. with Ger.
enter; also conn, with L. uber, Gr. outhar.'\

Udometer, u-dom'e-ter, «. a rain-gauge.

—

adj. Udo-
met'rlo. [L. udus, wet, Gr. metron, a measure.]

^Si ug. « (prov.) a surfeit.

—

z'.i. to feel a loathing.

—

v.t. to give a surfeit to. [Ice. uggr, fear.]

Ugh, uh, interj. an exclamation of repugnance.
Ugly, ug'li, adj. offensive to the eye : deformed

:

hateful : ill-natured : very severe, dangerous, as
an ugly wound.

—

n. {coll.) an ugly person : a hood
formerly worn by ladies as a shade for the eyes.

—

v.t. {rare) to make ugly.—«. UgUfica'tlon.

—

v.t.

Ug'lUy, to make ugly.

—

adv. Ug'llly, in an ugly
manner.—«. Ug'llness.—rt<^'. Ug'SOme, hideous.—
«. Ug'someness.-Ugly customer, a dangerous
antagonist ; Ugly man, the actual person who
garrottes the victmi in a confederacy of three, the
others, the fore-stall and back-stall, coverinj; his

escape. [Ice. uggligr, frightful, uggr, fear; akin to

Goth, ogan, .\. S. oge, fear.]

Ug^an, OD'gri-an, adj. pertaining to the Ugrians,
a name used by Gastrin for Ostiaks, Vogtils, and
Magyars belonging to the Ugro-Finnic division of
the Ural-Altaic peoples.—Also Ug'rlo.

Uhlan, u'lan, «. one of a kind of light cavalry for
outpost duty, &c., armed with a lance, famous esp.

in the Prussian army. (Polish Jilan, orig. a light

Tartar horseman—Turk, oglan, a young man.]
Uitlander, the Dutch form cf Outlander. See under
Outland.

Ukase, u-kas', «. a Russian decree having the force

of law, emanating from the Czar directly or from the
senate : any official proclamation. (Russ. ukazii, an
edict—y-, prefix, kazati, show.]

Ul(»r, ul'sfer, «. a dangerous sore, discharging matter :

(Jig.) a sore, a strain.

—

v.t. Ul'oerate, to bie formed

into an ulcer.-r.^ to affect with an ulcer or ulcers-- «. Ulceration, that part or effect of an inflam-
matory process in which the materials of inflamed
tissues, hquefied or degenerate, are cast off, in.
solution or very minute particles, from free surfaces.
or, more rarely, are absorbed from the substance o£
the body : an u\ceT.~adjs. Ul'cered, affected witU
an ulcer; Ulcerous, of the nature of an ulcer i
affected with an ulcer.

—

adv. UlceroUfily, in an
ulcerous manner.—/;. Ul'cerousness. [Fr. ulcere—
L. ulcus, uiceris ; Gr. helkos, a wound.]

Ulema, CO'le-ma, K. the collective name (which can-
not be used as a singular) of the body of professional
theologians and doctors of divinity, and therefore of
law, in any Mohammedan country. [Ar., plur. ©£-
'diini, learned.]

Ulex, u'leks, «. a genus of shrubs of the Bean familj-,
including the furze, gorse, or whin. [L.]

Uliginose, a-lij'i-nos, adj. growing in swampy places-
— Also Ullg'inous. [L. MligiHOSus—uligo—Kvere^
to be wet.]

Ulitis, u-irtis, «. inflammation of the gums.

—

ns^
Ulon'cus, swelling of the gums; Ulorrha'gla,
bleeding from the gums. [Gr. aula, gums.]

Ullage, ul'aj, ». the quantity a cask lacks of bein^
full.— «. Ull'ing. (O. Fr. eullage—ailler, to fill up„
prob. from L. ova, the brim.]

Ulla-lulla, ul'a-lul'a, «. an Irish word for a lameor
for the dead.

UlmaceoUS, ul-ma'shus, adj. relating to an order of
trees of which the elm is the type.

—

adjs. Ullnle;
Ul'mous, pertaining to ulmin.

—

71s. Ul'mln, a dark-
brown gummy substance exuded from excrescences.

in the elm, oak, &c., and present in peat, vegetable
mould, &c. ; Ulmus, the genus of the elms. [L.
ulmiis. an elm.]

Ulna, ul'na, n. the inner and larger of the two boBcs-
of the forearm -.—pi. V\-D.K.—adv. Ul'nad, toward
the ulna.— rt(//. Ul'nar.—n. Ulna're, an element of
the primitive carpus situated on the ulnar side

—

represented in man by the cuneiform bone :—/£
Ulna'ria. (L. ulna; Eng. ell.\

Ulodendron, O-lO-den'dron, n. a genus of fossil tree»

with lepidodendroid cortical scars.

UlOSiS, u-IO'sis, n. the process by which a scar is-

formed, cicatrisation. (Gr. oule, a scar.]

UlOtriChoaS, a-lot'ri-kus, adj. having crisp woolly hair.

—adj and «. Ulot'rlchan.—«J.//. Ulot'richi, UloV-
riches. [Gr. aulas, woolly, thrix, tricl.os, hair.]

Ulster, ul'ster, n. a long and loose kind of overcoat

worn by men and women, usually having a hood
and belt.—«. Ul'Ster-OUS'tom, the form of tenant-

right long customary in Ulster, and legalised by
statute in 1870 and 1881 (see Tenant-right). —arf/'.

Ul'stered, wearing an ulster.

interior, ul-te'ri-or, adj. on the further side : beyond :

in the future : remoter, beyond what is seen oc
avowed.

—

adv. Ulte'riorly, in an ulterior or remote
manner. [L. ulterior (caxa^. dlvlter), that is beyotvd
or on the other side.]

Ultimate, ul'ti-mat, adj. furthest : last : incapable of
further division.—rtrfr. Ultimately.—«. Ultima.'-
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Ultion fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Unacceptable

tum, the final proposition or terms for a treaty :—//.

XJltima'ta.

—

adj. Dl'timo, in the last (month).—«.

Ul'timO-gen'iture, the same as Borough-English

(q.v.)— opp. to Primogeniture.— UltimUS Il89re8

(law), the crown or the state, which succeeds to the

property of those who die intestate, without leaving

next of kin, or who, being bastards, have no next of

kin. [L. ultimus, the last, superl. of uUer.\

intion, ul'shun, «. revenge. [L.]

Ultra, ultra, adj. going beyond, extreme—m com-
position, as in Ultra-classical, Ultra-fashionaile,

Ultra - conservative, Ultra-critical, &c. — «. an

ultraist: a fanatic—«.r. Ul'traism, the prmciples

of ultraists ; Ultraist, one who carries to extremes

the opinions or principles of his party. — Ultra

Vi'res, beyond one's power or rights. [L. ultra,

beyond, vires, pi. o( vis, strength.]

Ultramarine, ul-tra-ma-ren', adj. situated beyond the

sea.

—

n. the most beautiful and durable sky-blue
colour, so called either from its intense blue, or

fvom the lapis lazuli, from which it is made,
being brought from Asia, beyond the sea.

Ultramontane, ul-tra-mon'tan, adj. being beyond the

mountains (i.e. the Alps): originally used in Italy

of the French, Germans, &c. ; afterwards applied

by the northern nations to the Italians, hence its

present meaning—viz. holding or denoting extreme
views as to the Pope's rights and supremacy.

—

ns.

Ultramon'tanism, ultramontane or extreme views

as to the Pope's rights ; Ultramon'tanist, one who
holds to ultramontanism. [L. ultra, beyond, mon-
taiius—tnons, mantis, a mountain.]

Ultramundane, ul-tra-mun'dan, adj. being beyond the
world, or beyond the limits of our system.

Ultra-protestant, ul'tra-prot'es-tant, «. a supporter of
extreme Protestant views.—Also adj.

Ultra-rellglous, ul'tra-re-lij'us, adj. excessively reli-

gious.

Ultra-sensual, ul'tra-sen'su-al, adj. beyond the range
or reach of the senses.

Ultra-tropical, ul'tra-trop'ik-al, adj. situated beyond
the tropics : warmer than the tropics.

Ultra-virtuous, ul'tra-ver'tu-us, adj. prudish.
Ultroneous, ul-trO'ne-us, adj. spontaneous, voluntary.
—adv. Ultro'neously.—«. Ultrd'neousness. [L.

ultra, spontaneously.]
UlUlant, ul'u-lant, adj. howling.

—

v.i. Ul'ulate, to

hoot or screech.—«. Ulula'tion, howling, wailing.
(L. ululdre, to hoot.]

Umbel, um'bel, n. a form of flower in which a number
of stalks, each bearing a flower, radiate from one
centre.

—

adjs. Um'bellate, -d, bearing umbels.

—

n.

Umbell'ifer, any plant of the parsley family.

—

adj.
Umbelliferous, oearing or producing umbels.

—

n. Um'bellule, a secondary umbel. [L. umbella,
dim. of umbra, a shade.]

Umber, um'ber, n. a brown earthy mineral used as a
pigment.

—

adjs. Um'bered, tinged with umber;
Um'bery, relating to, or like, umber. lUmbria.^

UmbiliO, -al, um-bil'ik, -al, adj. pertaining to the
navel.

—

adjs. Umbil'loate, -d, navel-shaped.— «.

Umbilicus, the navel : a depression at the axial
base of a spiral shell, as in many gasteropods.
— Umbilical cord, the navel-string; Umbilical
duct, the passage connecting the umbilical vesicle
with the primitive intestine ; Umbilical hernia,
the protrusion of a part through or near the um-
bilicus ; Umbilical region, the middle portion of
the abdomen. [L. umbilicus, the navel ; Gr.
omphalos.\

Umbles, um'biz, n.pl. the entrails of a deer.— «.

Um'ble-pie (see Humble-pie). [O. Fr. nambles
(with initial n for /), from lomble—le, the article,

ttmble—L. umbilicus, the navel. The Eng. form
numbles, by loss of initial n, as in numpire, &c.,
became umbles, sometimes written humbles, whence
humble-pie, now associated in popular etymology
and meaning with humble = low.]

Umbo, um'bo, ». the boss of a shield : a knob : the
point of a bivalve shell immediately above the hinge :

—//. Umbo'nes, XJm'boa.—adjs. Um'bonal, pro-

tuberant; Um'bonate, -d (bat), having a central

umbo, boss, or low rounded projection.

—

n. Um-
bona'tion.—a<^i. Umbon'ic; Umbon'ulate. [L.]

Umbra, um'bra, n. a shadow : (astron.) the dark cone
projected from a planet or satellite on the side

opposite to the sun : an uninvited guest whom an
invited one brings with him : one of the Umbrida,
the mud-minnows : a scisenoid fish, the umbrine.

—

adjs. Um'bral, pertaining to an umbra ; Um brated
ijur.), shadowed ;

(()(J^.)Umbrat ic, -al, Um bratile,

shadowy, secluded.

—

ns. Umbra'tion, adumbration
;

Um'brere, Um'briere (Spens.), the visor of a helmet.
-oxij. Umbrif'erous, casting a shade. [L.]

Umbraculum, um-braku-lum, «. (hot.) any umbrella-

shaped appendage, as the cap borne on the seta of
Marchantia.—^js. Umbrac'ulate, nearly covered

by a projecting process, as the face of some Orthop-

tera : Umbraculif'erous, bearing an umbraculum;
Umbrac'uliform, having the general form of an
umbrella, as a mushroom.

Umbrage, um'braj, «. suspicion of injury : offence: a
shade of foliage : a slight appearance.

—

I'.t. to shade.

—adj. Umbra'geous, shady or forming a shade.

—

adv. Umbra'geously.—«. Umbra'geousness. [Fr.

oiiibrage—L. umbra, a shadow.]
UmbrelJA, um-brel'a, n. a familiar covered sliding

frame carried in the hand, as a screen from rain or

sunshine.—«. Umbrell'a-bird, a fruit-crow of South
America, so called from its radiating crest.

—

adj.

Umbrellaed (um-brel'ad), provided with an um-
brella.

—

ns. Umbrell'a-grass, an Australian grass

with millet-like seeds ; Umbrell'a-Stand, a stand in

the hall ofa house for holding umbrellas ; Umbrell'a-
tree, a small magnolia of the United States. [It.

ombrella, dim. of ombra, a shade—L. umbra.]
Umbrette, um-bret',«. the umber-bird, found in Africa

and Madagascar, remarkable for the enormous
domed nest which it builds.

Umbrian, um'bri-an, adj. pertaining to Umbria, in

central Italy.—«. a native thereof : the old language,
akin to Latin, Sabine, and Oscan, to some extent
preserved in the Eugubine tablets.

Umbril, um'bril, n. the visor or face-defence of a
helmet, the shade.—Also Um'brel.

Umbrine, um'brin, «. a sciaenoid fish, genus Umbrina.
Umbrose, um'brOz, adj. shady : dark-coloured.

—

h.

Umbros'ity.
Umiak, OSm'yak, «. the large skin boat of the Eskimo,

capable of carrying from i J to 3 tons.

Umlaut, CDm'Iowt, K. Grimm's word for a vowel-
change in the Teutonic languages brought about on
a preceding vowel by the vowel /' (or e) modifying
the first in the direction of e or i—German gUnse, the
plural ofgans, &c.

Umpire, um'plr, «. a third person called in to decide a
dispute : an arbitrator.

—

v.i. to act as umpire.

—

7'.t.

to decide as umpire.

—

ns. Um'pirage, Um'piresblp.
[For numpire: M. E. nompere—O. Fr. nomfiair—
nan, not, pair, a peer. From the sense of unequal,'

'odd,' the meaning passes to an odd man, an arbi-

trator, a third party, who gives his casting vote.]

Umquhile, um'hwll, adv. and adj. a Scotch form of
Um'whlle, formerly, late, whilom.

Unabashed, un-a-basht', adj. not abashed.
Unabated, un-a-ba'ted, adj. not diminished or lowered.
Unable, un-a'bl, adj. not able : not having sufficient

strength, power, or skill : weak : impotent.
UnaboUshed, un-a-bol'isht, adj. not abolished.
Unabridged, un'a-brijd, adj. not abridged.
Unaoademic, un-ak-a-dem'ik, adj. not scholarly or

classical.

Unaccented, un-ak-sent'ed, adj. without accent or
stress in pronunciation : not marked with an accent.

Unacceptable, un-ak-sept'a-bl, adj. not acceptable, not
pleasing or welcome.—». Unaocept'ableaess,



nnaccomraodated mSte ; mute ; m55n ; Men. Dnartftil

Unaccommodated, un-a-kom'5-dat-ed, adj. not ac-

commodated, unfurnished with accommodation.

—

adj. Unaccomrn'odating, not compliant.
noaccompaniod, un-a-kum'pa-nid, adj. not accom-

panied, escorted, or attended : not connected : (mm.)
having no instrumental accompaniment.

Unaccomplished, un-ak-kum'plisht, Oiij. unfinished ;

lacking accomplishments or acquirements.

—

n. Un-
accom plisliment.

Unaccountable, un-ak-kownt'a-bl, adj. not account-
able or to be accounted for : not responsible. —
Hs. Unaccoontabil'ity, Unaccoont ableness, the

state or quality of being unaccountable, or not
to be accounted for.

—

adv. Unaccountably, in-

explicably.
Unaccredited, un-a-kred'i-ted, adj. not accredited or

authorised.
Unaccusably, un-a-ku'za-bli, adv. so as to be beyond

accusation.
Unaccustomed, un-a-kus'tomd, adj. not accustomed

or used.—«. Unaccus'tomedness.
UnacMng, un-aTcing, adj. (Shak.) not giving pain.

Unacknowledged, un-ak-nol'ejd, adj. not acknow-
ledged or recognised : not confessed : not noticed.

—

adj. Unacknowl'edglng, unthankful.
Unacquaintance, un-ak-kwant'ans, n. want of ac-

quaintance or familiarity : ignorance.

—

adj. Unac-
duaint'ed, not acquainted : (Spetis.) unusual.—«.

Unacquaint'edness.
Unacquired, un-a-kwTrd', adj. not acquired or gained.

—Oiij. Unacqulr'able, not acquirable.—«. Unac-
quir'ableness.

Unacted, un-ak'ted, adj. not acted or performed.

—

adj. Unac'tive, inactive : without efficacy.

Unadmlre, un-ad-mir', v.t. not to admire.— (j<(7'. Un-
admired', not admired.

Unadorned, un-a-domd', adj. not adorned.
Unadulterate, -d, un-a-dul'te-rat, -ed, adj. unmixed,

pure, genuine.
Unadventurous, un-ad-ven'tur-us, adj. not adventur-

ous or bold.

Unadvised, un-ad-vUd', adj. not advised : not prudent
or discreet : rash.— «. Unadvisabil'ity.

—

adj. Un-
advis'able, not advisable.—«. Unadvis'ableness.—
advs. Unadvis'ably ; Unadvisedly. — «. Unad-
Vis edness, imprudence : rashness.

Una£fected, un-af-fekt'ed, aiij. not affected or moved :

without affection : not affected or artificial : plain :

real : sincere.

—

adv. UnafTect'edljr, in an unaffected

manner : without affectation.—«. Unaffect'edness,
the state of being unaffected.

Unaffied, un-a-fld', adj. not allied.

Unafraid, un-a-frad', adj. not afraid.

Unagreeable, un-a-gre'a-bl, adj. not agreeable, un-

suited. — «. Unagree'ableness. — adv. Unagree'-
ably.

Unaided, un-a'ded, adj. not aided.

Unaiming, un-a'ming, adj. having no definite aim.
Unalienable, un-al'yen-a-bl, adj. inalienable. —adv.
Unalienably.

Unalist, u'nal-ist, «. one who holds only one benefice

—opp. to Pluralist. [L. uuus, one.]

Unallied, un-a-ltd', adj. having no alliance or con-
nection.— <j</;'. Unalll'able, incapable of such.

Unalloyed, un-al-loid', aiij. not alloyed or mixed :

pure.—.Mso Unallayed'.
Unalterable, un-awl'ter-a-bl, (i<^'. not capable ofaltera-

tion or change.—«j. Unalterabil'ity, unal terable-
nQSi.—adv. Unalterably.— a</;'. Unaltered, not
altered or changed.

XJnambigUOUS. un-am-big'u-us, adj. not ambiguous,
clear.—(j<ft'. Unamblg'uonsly.—«. Unambig'uous-
ness.

Unambitious, un-am-bish'us, adj. not ambitious.

—

adv. Unambl'tlously.
Unamendable, un-a-men'da-bl, adj. not capable of

being amended or corrected.

Un-American, un-a-mer'i-kan, adj. not in accordance
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with American ideas or feeling.

—

v.t. Un-Amer'ican-
ise, to make un-American.

Unamiable, un-a'mi-a-bl, adj. not amiable, ill-natured.
—HS. Unamiabil'ity, Unamiableness.

Unamused, un-a-muzd', adj. not amused.

—

adj. Un-
amusing. — a<^r/. Unamu'singly.— «<(;. Unamu'-
give, not giWng amusement.

Unancestried, un-an'ses-trid, adj. having no distin-
guished ancestors.

Unanchor, un-ang'kor, v.t. to loose from anchorage.—v.i. to become loose or unattached.
Unanealed, Unaneled, un-a-neld', adj. {Shak.) not
having received extreme unction.

UnangUlar, un-ang'gu-lar, adj. not angular.
Unanimity, u-na-nimi-ti, n. state of being unani-

mous,

—

Oilj. Unan'imous, of one mind : agreeing in
opinion or will : done with the agreement of alL
—adv. Unanimously.—«. Unan'imonsness, una-
nimity. [L. unus, one, animus, mind.]

Unanswerable, un-an'ser-a-bl, adj. not answerable or
capable of refutation.

—

ns. Unanswerabil'ity. Un-
an'SWerableness, the state of being unanswerable.—adv. Unan'swerably, in an unanswerable manner.—adj. Unanswered, not answered or refuted : un-
requited.

UnanxloUS, un-angkshus, adj. without anxiety.
UnapostoliC, -al, un-ap-os-tol'ik, -al, adj. not in ac-

cordance with apostolic usage or authority.
Unappalled, un-a-pawld', adj. not appalled or dis-

mayed.
Unapparel, un-a-par'el, v.t. to uncover, unclothe.

—

adj. Unappar'eUed, not wearing clothes.

Unapparent, un-a-par'ent, adj. not apparent, dark,
invisible.

Unappealable, un-a-pel'a-bl, adj. not admitting of
an appeal to a higher court, conclusive, final.

Unappeasable, un-a-pe'za-bl, adj. incapable of being
appeased, implacable.

—

adj. Unappeased', not ap-
peased or pacified.

Unapplausive, un-a-plaw'siv, adj. not applauding.
Unappliable. un-a-pli'a-bl, adj. inapplicable.

—

adj.

Unapplied', not put to any special purpose.
Unappreciable, un-a-pre'shi-a-bl, adj. inappreciable.

—ajijs. Unappre'ciated, not appreciated ; Unap-
pre'ciative, inappreciative.

Unapprehended, un-a-pre-hen'ded, adj. not appre-

hended or understood.— adjs. Unapprehen'sible,
inapprehensible ; Unapprehen'sive, not apprehen-
sive or fearful: not intelligent.— n. Unappreben'-
siveness.

Unapprised, un-a-prlzd', adj. not apprised, not pre-

viously informed.
Unapproachable, un-a-priSch'a-bl, adj. that cannot

be approached or attained. — «. Unapproach'-
ableness. — rt</i'. Unapproachably. —<w>. Unap-
preached', not approached, impossible to be
approached.

Unapproprlate, un-a-prO'pri-at, adj. inappropriate

:

unappropriated.

—

v.t. to take from the possession of

individuals and make common to all.

—

adj. Unap-
pro'prlated, not appropriated : not applied to any
other purpose : not granted to any person, corpora-

tion, &c.
Unapproved, un-a-prrovd', adj. not approved : not

proved.
Unapt, un-apt', adj. not suitable or qualified for : dull,

inapt.—<irfr. Unaptly.—«. Unapt'ness.
Unargued, un-ar'gud, adj. not argued or disputed.
Unarm, un-arm', v.t. to deprive of arms, to disarm t

to make harmless.

—

v.i. to take off one's armour.

—

adjs. Unarmed', without weapons, defenceless : un-
protected by any covering—scales, prickles, &C. :

unaided, as by a glass; Unar'moured, not armoured,
not plated with armour, of ships.

Unarrayed, un-a-rad', adj. not arrayed or dressed

:

not arranged.
Unartful, un-art'fOCl, adj. artless, genuine : inartistic—«. Unart'folly.



Unartiflclal fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Unbelief

XJnartificial, un-ar-ti-fish'al, adj. inartificial. — adv.
TJnartifidaily.

UnartiStiC, un-ar-tis'tik, adj. inartistic.

Unascendable, un-a-sen'da-bl, Oiij. that cannot be

ascended. — adj. Uuasceil'ded, not having been
ascended.

Unascertalnable, un-as-er-tan'a-bl, adj. that cannot
be ascertained or known certainly.

—

adj. Unascer-
tained', not certainly known.

Unasked, un-askt', adj. not asked : not eagerly sought
or cared for.

Unaspirated, un-as'pi-ra-ted, ai'i. pronounced or

written without an aspirate.

Unaspiring, un-as-pir'ing, adj. not aspiring, unambi-
tious.—a^z;. Unaspir'ingly.

Unassailable, un-a-s.Vl.-i-bl, adj. not ass.iilable: incon-

testable.

—

adj. Unassailed', not assailed or attacked.

Unassayad, ua-a-sad', adj. not essayed or attempted :

untested.

Unassimilated, un-a-sim'i-Ia-ted, adj. not assimilated,

not absorbed into the system as nutriment : not
brought into conformity with something.

Unassisted, un-a-sis'ted, adj. not assisted or helped.

Unassuetude, un-as'we-tud, «. unaccustomed ness.

Unassuming, un-a-sum'ing, adj. not assuming : not
forward or arrogant : modest.

Unassured, un-a-sbOOrd', adj. not assured : not insured
against loss.

Unatoned, un-a-tOnd', adj. not atoned for.

Unattached, un-a-tacht', adj. not attached, as of a
student not living in college but in outside lodgings,

at Oxford and elsewhere : not seized for debt : not
assigned to a particular regiment or company, on
half-pay.

Unattainable, un-a-tan'a-bl, adj. beyond one's reach.
—n. Unattain'ableness.—o/j'z/. Unattain'ably.

Unattainted, un-a-tan'ted, adj. not attainted or cor-
rupted : impartial.

Unattempted, un-a-temp'ted, adj. not attempted.
Unattended, un-a-tend'ed, aiij. not accompanied or

attended : not attended to.

—

adjs. Unattending,
not attending ; Unattent'ive, inattentive.

Unattested, un-a-test'ed, adj. not attested.

Unattire, un-a-tir', v.i. to uudress, esp. of robes of
ceremony.

Unattractive, un-a-trakt'iv, adj. not attractive.

—

adv.
Unattractively.—n. Unattract'iveness.

UnauspiciOUS, un-aw-spish'us, adj. inauspicious.
Unauthentic, un-aw-then'tik, adj. not authentic.

—

adj. Unauthen'ticated, not attested.— /^ Unau-
tbenticity.

Unauthorised, un-aw'thor-Izd, adj. not sanctioned by
proper authority.—rt^'. Unautbor'itative.

Unavailing, un-a-val'ing, adj. not availing, or of no
avail or effect : useless.—«. Unavailabirity.—<t<^'.

Unavailable, not available.—a^'t'. Unavail'ingly.
Unavenged, un-a-venjd', adj. not avenged.
Unavoidable, un-a-void'a-bl, adj. not avoidable

:

that may not be rendered null or void : inevitable.
— n. Unavoid'ableness. — adv. Unavoidably.—
fli^'.Unavoid'ed, not avoided; (.S'i4a<4.) unavoidable,
inevitable.

Unavowed, un-a-vowd', adj. not avowed or openly
acknowledged.

Unaware, un-a-wSr', adv. without being or inakim;
aware : suddenly : unexpectedly—aLso Unawares'.
—At unawares, unexpectedly, at a suddeu dis-

advantage.
Unbacked, un-bakt', adj. never yet ridden : without
any to help or encourage : not supported by bets, of
a racehorse, &c.

Unbag, un-bag', v.l, to let out of a bag.
Unbailable, un-ba'la-bl, adj. incapable of bein^ bailed.
Unbaized, un-bazd', adj. not covered with baize.

Unbaked, un-bakt', adj. not baked, immature.
Unbalanced, un-bal'anst, adj. not in a state of equi-

poise : without mental balance, unsteady : (book-k.)

not adjusted so as to show debtor and crediuir
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balance.

—

n. Unbal'ance, want of balance, derange-
ment.

—

v.t. to throw out oi balance.

Unballast, un-bal'ast, v.t. to discharge the ballast

from.

—

aiij. Unballasted, not provided with ballast:

unsteady.
Unhanded, un-band'ed, adj. without a band, esp. if

stripped of it.

Unbank, un-bangk', v.t. to take a 'oank from: to

make a fire burn up by raking off the ashes from
the top, ofwiiing draughts, &c.

—

adj. Unbank'ablB,
not bankable.

Unbaptised, uiN^p'tlzd, adj. not having received
baptism, unchristian : unholy.

Unbar, un-bar', v.t. to remove a bar or hinderance

:

to unfasten : to open.
Unbarbed, un-barbd', a<ij. (Shak.) not shaven, un-
trimmed : without barbs or plumes.

Unbarbered, un-bar'berd, adj. unshaven.
Unbarricade, un-bar'i-kad, v.t. to throw open.

—

adj.

Unbarricadoed (-ka'dOd), unobstructed.
Unbashful, un-bash'fSOl, aiij. not bashful, bold,

shameless.
Unbated, un-bat'ed, adj. {Shak.) unblimted : un-

diminished.
Unbathed, un-ba/Ad', adj. not bathed.
Unbattered, un-bat'erd, adj. not battered.

Unbay, un-ba', v.t. to open up.
Unbe, un-be', v.t. to cause not to be.

Unbear, un-bir', v.t. to take off a horse's bearing-rein.

Unbearable, un-bar'a-bl, adj. intolerable.— n. Utt-

bearableness.—rti/z-. Unbear'ably.
Unbearded, un-ber'ded, adj. having no beard.

Unbearing, un-bar'ing, adj. bearing no fruit.

Unbeaten, un-be'tn, adj. not beaten with blows: un-
trodden : unconquered.

Unbeauteous, un-bu'te-us, adj. not beautiful.

—

adj.

Unbeau'tiful, ugly.

Unbeavered, un-be'verd, adj. without a beaver or hat

:

having the beaver of the helmet open.
Unbecoming, un-be-kum'ing, a<ij. not becoming : un-

suited to the wearer, the place, S:c. : not befitting,

indecorous, improper.— adv. Unbecomingly.

—

n.

Unbecom ingness.
Unbecoming, un-be-kum'ing, ». the transition from

existence to non-existence.
Unbed, un-bed', v.t. to rouse from bed.

—

adj. Un-
bed'ded, not yet having had the marriage consum-
mated—of a bride.

Unbedlnned, un-be-dind', adj. not made noisy.

Unbefitting, im-be-fii'ing, adj. not befitting, unbe-
coming.

Unbefool, unbe-fCOl', v.t. to change from the condi-
tion of a fool : to undeceive.

Unbefriend, un-be-frend', v.i. to fail to befriend.

—

adj. Unbefrien'ded, not supported by friends.

Unbeget, un-be-get', v.t. to cancel the begetting of.

Unbeginning, un-be-gin'ing, adj. having no beginning.

Unbegotten. un-be-got'n, adj. not yet begotten

:

existing independent of any generating cause.—Also
Unbegot'.

Unbegulle, un-be-gll', v.t. to undeceive.

—

adj. Un-
begulled'.

Unbegun, un-bS-gun', adj. not yet begun.
Unbeholden, un-b^-hol'dn, adj. unseen.
Unbehoving, un-be-hSOv'ing, n. the state of not

deserving.

Unbejuggled, un-be-jug'ld, adj. not deceived by any
trick.

Unbeknown, un-!,c-n5n', adj. (^(W/.) unknown.—Also
Unbeknownst'.

Unbelief, un-be-lef, «. want of belief: disbelief, esp.

in divine revelation.—«. Unbelievabil'lty, incapa-

bility of being believed. — adjs. Unbelievable

;

Unbelieved'.—«. Unbeliever, one who does not

believe, esp. in divine revelation : an incredulous

person. — adj. Unbelieving, not believing, esp.

divine revelation.—<n^». Unbelievingly, in an un-

beiicviog manner.



Unbeloved mOte ; mute : moSn ; ifxn. Uncape
Unbeloved, un-b5-Iuvd', a^j. not loved.
Unbelt, un-belt', 7'.i. to ungird.
Unbend, un-bend', v.t. to free from being in a bent

state : to make straight : to free from strain or
exertion : to set at ease.

—

v.t. to become relaxed :

to behave with freedom from stiffness, to be affable.—at//. Unbending, not bending : unyielding : re-

solute.— ft. a relaxing.— ai/v. Unbend'ingly.— n.

Unbend'lngness.
Unbeneficed, im-ben'e-fist, at/y. not having a benefice.
Unbeneficial, un-ben-e-fish'al, adj. not advantageous.—ltd/'. Unben'efited, having received no benefit.

Unbenlghted, un-be-nT'ted, adj. not involved in dark-
ness, intellectual or moral.

Unbenign, un-be-nln', ai(/. not favourable : malignant.
Unbereft, un-be-reft', adj. not bereaved.—Also Un-
berea'ven.

Unbeseem, un-be-sem', v.f. to be unworthy.

—

adj'. Un-
beseem ing, unbecoming.—«<^f. Unbeseem'ingly.

Unbesought, un-be-sawt', adj'. not besought.
Unbespeak, un-be-spek', v.t. to revoke.
Unbestowed, un-be-stcd', adj'. not bestowed or con-

ferred.

Unbettered, un-bet'erd, ad/, unmitigated.
Unbias, im-bl'as, ?'./. to free from bias or prejudice.

—

adj. Unbiassed, free from bias or prejudice : impar-
tial.—Wt'. Unbi'assedly.—«. Unbi'assedness.

Unbid, un-bid', ad;'. (Sde-'is.) not bid or prayed for.

—

adj's. Unbld', Unbid'den, not bid or commanded ;

spontaneous : uninvited.
Unbind, un-bind', p./. to remove a band from : to

loose : to set free.

Unbishop, un-bish'op, v.t. to deprive of the rank of
bishop.

Unbitt, un-bit', v.i. (nattt.) to take off the turns of a
cable from around the bitts.

Unbitted, un-bit'ed, adj. unbridled.
Unblamable, un-bla'ma-bl, adj'. not deserving of
blame : faultless.

—

adv. Unbla'mably.

—

adj'. Un-
blamed'.

Unbleached, im-blecht', adj'. not having been bleached.
—adj. Unbleacb'ing.

Unblemished, un-blem'isht, adj. not blemished or
stained : free from reproach or deformitj* : pure.

—

adj. Unblem'ishable.
Unblenched, un-blensht', adj'. (Milt.) not startled or

confounded.

—

adj'. Unblench'lng, not flinching.

Unbless, im-bles', z'.t. (S/utk.) to make unhappy.

—

adj's. Unblessed', Unblest'.—«. Unbless'edness.—
adj. UnbliSS'fUl, not blest : unhappy.

Unblest, un-blest', adj. (S^ens.) not wounded.
Unblind, un-blind', adj'. free from blindness.
Unblock, un-blok', v.i. at whist, to throw away a high

card so as not to interrupt one's partner's long suit.

Unbloody, un-blud'i, adj'. not stained by blctod, not

cruel.

—

adj's. Unblood'ed, not thoroughbred ; Un-
blOOdled, not made bloody.—adv. UnblOOd'Uy.

Unblotted, un-blot'ed, adj'. not era^sed or blotted out.

Unblown, un-blSn', adj'. not sounded : yet in the bud,
not yet having bloomed.

Unblnshing. un-blush'ing, adj'. not blushing : withoiit
shame : impudent.

—

adz). UnblllSh'ingly, in an un-
blushing or impudent manner.

Unboastml, un-bi5st'f50l, adj. not boastful, modest.
Unbodied, un-bod'id, adj'. freed from the body, dis-
embodied.

Unboding, un-bo'ding, ad/, not expecting.
Unbodkined, un-bod'kind, atij. not fastened with a

bodkin.
Unbolt, un-bolt', v.t. to remove a bolt from : to open.
—7'. I. to disclose. —nrf^'. Unbolt'ed, not fastened by
bolts : not separated by bolting or sifting : coarse.

Unbone, un-bOn', v.t. to take the bones from.
Unbonnet, un-bon'et, v.t. and v.i. to uncover the

head.

—

tidj. Unbonn'eted, with no bonnet on:
(Sftai.) without taking off the cap, on equal terms.

Unbookish, un-book'ish, ad;, not given to reading,
ignorant.—Also Unbooked' (rare).

Unboot, un-bS5t', v.t. to take the boots off.

Unborn, un-bawm', adj. not yet born : non-existent.
Unbosom, un-bOSz'um, v.i. to disclose what is in the
bosom or mind : to tell freely.—«. UnbOS'omer, one
who blabs or discloses secrets.

Unbottomed, un-bol'umd, adj. bottomle.ss.
Unbought, un-bawt", adj. not bought or sold, obtained
without buying : not bribed.

Unbound, un-bownd', adj. not bound : loose : wanting
a cover.

—

adj. Unbound'ed, not bounded or limited :

boundless : having no check or control.

—

adv. Un-
bound'edly.—n. Unbound'edness.

Unbowed, un-bowd', adj. not bent : unconquered.
Unbrace, un-br3s', v.t. to undo the braces or bands

of: to loose or relax.

—

adj. Unbraced'.—«. Un-
bracedness.

Unbreathed, un-bre/Ad', adj. (SiaJt.) not breathed,
not exercised or practised.

—

adj'i. Unbreath'able,
not respirable ; Unbreath'ing, not breathing.

Unbred, un-bred', adj. not well-bred : unpolished

:

rude : (SMoji.) not yet bom.
Unbreech, un-brech', v.t. to free the breech of, as a
cannon from its fastenings.

Unbreeched, un-brechd', adj'. wearing no breeches.
Unbrewed, un-bro5d', ad/, not mixed, pure.
Unbribable, un-brl'ba-bl, adj. incapable of being

bribed.

Unbridle, un-brT'dl, v.t. to free from the bridle, to let

loose.

—

adj. Unbri'dled, unrestrained : licentious.

—

». Unbri'dledness.
Unbroken, un-brO'kn, adj'. entire : unsubdued : un-

disturbed — also Unbroke' {SAai.). — adv. Un-
bro kenly.—«. Unbro'kenness.

Unbrotherly, un-bm/Zt'er-li, adj'. not becoming a

brother.—«. Unbroth'erliness.
Unbrute, un-brSSt', v.t. to free from the qualities ol

the brute.

Unbuckle, un-buk'l, v.t. to loose from buckles : to

unfasten.

Unbuckramed, un-buk'ramd, adj'. not stiffened with
buckram, not stiff, easy.

Unbndded, un-bud'ed, adj'. not yet in bud.
Unbuild, un-bild', v.t. (S/tai.) to destroy.
Unbundle, un-bun'dl, v.t. to unpack, open up, declare.

Unburden, un-bur'dn, v.t. to take a burden off: to

free the mind from any weight or anxiety : to dis-

close—also Unbui^then.—<jr^. Unbur'dened.
Unburiable, un-ber'i-a-bl, adj. unfit to be buried.

—

adj. Unbur'ied, not buried.—z/./. Unbur'y, to dis-

inter : to reveal.

Unbumed, un-bumd', adj'. not burned, scorched, or

baked.—Also Unbumt'.
UnburrOW, un-bur'O, v.t. to unearth.
UnbUSinesS-like, un-biz'nes-llk, adj. not business-like.

Unbutton, un-but'n, v.t. to loo.se the buttons of.

Uncabled, tm-ka'bid, adj. not fixed by a cable.

Uncage, un-kaj', 7>.t. to set free from a cage.

Uncalled, un-kawld', adj. not called, uninvited.

—

Uncalled for, quite unnecessary or superfluous.

Uncalm, un-kam', v.i. to disturb.

Uncamp, un-kamp', v.t. to break up the camp of: to

dislodge.

Uncandid, un-kan'did, adj. not cand'id.—adv. Ua-
can'dldly.—«j. Uncan'didness ; Uncandour.

Uncanny, un-k.-in'i, adj. weird: unearthly: supposed

to possess supernatural powers : dangerous, severe.

—adv. Uncann'Uy.—«. Uncann'iness.
Uncanonic, -al, un-ka-non'ik, -al, adj. not agreeable

to the canons, not according to the canon of Scripture.

—n. Unoanon'icalness.—rj./. Uncan'onlse, to de-

prive of canonical authority.

—

adj. Uncan'onlsed,

not canonised.
Uncap, un-kap', v.t. to remove a cap from.

—

v.i. to

t.-ike off one's cap or hat.

Uncape, un-kap', v.t. (SAat.) either to uncouple
hounds, to let out of a bag, as a fox, or to throw off

the dogs so as to commence the hunt : to unhood,
in hawking.
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Uncared fate, far ; mS, h6r ; mine

;

Uncomely

Uncared, un-kard', adj. not regarded (yMafor^—adj.
Uncare'ful, not careful or cautious.

Dncart, un-kart', v.t. to unload from a cart.

Uncase, un-kas', v.t. to take out of a case : to free

from a covering : to flay.

—

v.i. (S/iak.) to undress.

Uncate, ung'kat, adj. hooked.
Uncaused, un-kawzd', adj. without any precedent

cause, self-existent.

Unceasing, un-sS'sing, adj'. not ceasing, continual.

—

adv. Unceasingly.
Unceremonious, un-ser-e-mS'ni-us, ady. not cere-

monious, informal.—arfz'. Unceremo'niously.—«.

Unceremoniousness.
Uncertain, un-ser'tan, adj. not certain, doubtful : not

to be depended upon : not sure of the result.

—

adv.

Unoer'tainiy.—«j. Unoer'tainness ; Uncer'tainty,
state of being uncertain or doubtful : want of cer-

tainty : that which is uncertain.

Unchain, un-chan', v.i. to free from chains or slavery.

Unchallenged, un-chal'enjd, adj. not challenged or

called in question.—a<(7'. Unchall'engeable.—Wz/.

Unchall'engeably.
Unchancy, un-chan'si, adj'. {Scot.) unlucky, uncanny :

dangerous, inconvenient.—«. Unchance', misfortune.
Unchangeable, un-chan'ja-bl, adj'. not capable of
change.— ?«. Unchangeability, Unchangeable-
nesz.—adv. Unchangeably.—rt^j. Unchanged'

;

Unchan'ging.—^(i't'. Unchangingly.
Unchai^e, un-charj', v.t. to free from a charge or
burden : to acquit.

—

adj'. Uncharged'.
Uncharlot, un-char'i-ot, v.t. to thrust out of a chariot.

Uncharitable, un-char'i-ta-bl, adj. not charitable,

harsh in judgment.

—

n. Unchai^itableness.

—

adv.
Uncharitably.—«. Unchar'ity, want of charity.

Uncharm, un-charm', v.t. to free from the power of
some charm.

—

adj'. Unchar'ming, not charming.
Unchamel, un-ch^nel, v.t. to dig up from a grave.
Unchartered, un-char'terd, adj. not chartered, un-

restricted.

Unchary, un-char'i, adj. not chary, heedless.

Unchaste, un-chast?, adj. not chaste, lewd.

—

adv. Un-
Chastely.—«. Unchas'tity, lewdness, incontinence.

Unchecked, un-chekt', adj. not checked or hindered,
unrestrained : uncontradicted.

—

adj. Uncheck'able.
Uncheerful, un-cher'fool, adj. not cheerful, gloomy :

grudging.—«. Uncheer'fulness.
Unchild, un-chlld', v.t. {Shak.) to make childless.

Unchivalrous, un-shiv'al-rus, adj. not chivalrous or
honourable.—Also Unchlv'alrlc.

Unchristen, un-kris'n, v.t. to deprive of baptism : to
make unchristian.

Unchristian, un-kris'tyan, adj. not Christian, not
converted to Christianity : contrary to the charac-
ter of Christianity, cruel, harsh : {coll.) improper,
unusual.

—

v.i. to make unchristian.

—

v.t. Unchrls'-
tianise, to cause to change from the Christian faith.

—adv. Unchris'tianly.—«. Unchris'tianness.
Unchurch, un-church', V. t. to deprive of the rights of
a church : to refuse the name of church to.

Uncial, un'sha), adj. applied to that variety of majus-
cule writing, with large round characters, used in

hO N OjirpicAb ITC! CT)
Specimen of Latin Uncials.

ancient MSS.—«. an uncial letter, uncial writing : a
MS. written in uncials.—z-./. Un'clalise, to shape
like uncials. [Lit. 'an itich long'—L., from uncta,
a twelfth part^ an inch.]

Unciatim, un-si-a'tim, adv. ounce by ounce. [L., 'by
twelfths.']

Unciform, un'si-form, adj. hook-shaf)ed.—rt-rZ/V. Un-
cif erous, having a hook, as an ovipositor ; Un'cinal,
Un;cinate, hooked at the end.—«.//. Unclna'ta, a
division of marine chaetopod worms—serpulas and
Other tubicolous worms.—«j. Undna'tum, the unci-
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form bone of the carpus ; Unci'nus, a booklet,
hamulus, one of the uncial teeth of the radula '.—Jil.

Uncini (X).—adJ. Unciros'trate, having a hooked
beak. [L. uncus, a hook.]

Uncircumcision, un-ser-kum-sizh'un, «. want of cir-

cumcision : (B.) those who are not circumcised.

—

adj. Uncir'^^mcised, not circumcised.
Uncivil, un-si^S^ adj. (Spens.) not civilised, wild : not

civil or courteous, rude.

—

adj. UnciV'ilised, bar-

barous.

—

Oilv. Unciv'illy, not civilly or politely.

Unclad, un-klad', adj. not clothed.

Unclasp, un-klasp', v.i. to loose the clasp of.

Unclassable, un-klas'a-bl, adj. incapable of being
classed or classified.

Uncle, ung'kl, «. the brother of one's father or mother :

an old man generally : a pawnbroker.—«. Un'cle-
ship, the state of being an uncle.—Uncle Sam, the
United States or its people.—Talk like a Dutch
uncle (see Dutch). [O. Fr. (Fr. onck)—L. avun-
culus, extension of avus, a grandfather. ]

Unclean, un-klen', adj. not clean : foul : {B.) cere-

monially impure : sinful: lewd.— «. Unoleanliness.
—adj. Uncleanly.—«. Unclean'ness, the state or
quality of being unclean : dirtiness : (j5.) want of
ceremonial purity : moral impurity : sinfulness.

Unclear, un-kler', adj. not clear.

Unclerical, un-kler'i-kal, adj. not befitting the clerical

character.

Unclew, un-kl5(5', v.t. to unwind, unfold, undo.
Unclinch, un-klinsh', v.t. to cause to be no longer

clinched : to open or set straight, as the closed hand.
—Also Unclench'.

Uncling, un-kling', v.i. to cease from clinging.

Uncloak, un-klok', v.t. to take the cloak off any one.—v.i. to take the cloak off.

Unclog, un-klog', v.t. to remove a clog from : to free
from encumbrance.

Uncloister, un-kloi'ster, v.t. to free from the cloister,

to release.

Unclose, un-klOz', v.t. to make not close, to open.

—

adjs. Unclose (un-klos'), open, babbling ; Unclosed
(un-kl5zd'), open, unenclosed.

Unclothe, un-klO/A', v.t. to take the clothes off: to

make naked, —adj. Unclothed'.
Uncloud, un-klowd', v.t. to free from cXonds.—adj.
Uncloud'ed, free from clouds, clear. — n. Un-
cloud'edness.—di^'. Unoloud'y.

Unclubable, un-klub'a-bl, adj. not clubable, unsocial.

Unclutch, un-kluch', v.t. to force open anything shut.

Unco, ungTcO, adj. (Scot.) strange, unusual.—«. any
strange person or thing: (//.) news.

—

adv. remark-
ably, very. [Uficout/u]

Uncock, un-kok', v.t. to release and let down the
hammer of a firearm without exploding the charge :

to open up a hay-cock, &c., spreading the hay out.

Uncoffined, un-kof'ind, adj. not put into a coffin.

Uncogitable, un-koj'i-ta-bl, adj. not capable of being
thought.

Uncoif, im-koif, v.i. to take the head-covering from.
—adj. Uncolfed', without a coif.

Uncoil, un-koil'i v.i. to open out from being coiled:

to unwind.
Uncoin, un-koin', v.t. to deprive metallic money of

its character as coin.

—

adj. Uncoined', not coined :

{Shak.) unalloyed, unfeigned.
Uncollected, un-kol-ek'ted, adj. not collected or
gathered : absent in mind, not having one's thoughts
collected.

Uncoloured, un-kul'urd, adj. not coloured, undyed,
white : truthful, not exaggerated.

Uncolt, un-kolt', v.i. {Shak.) to unhorse, to deprive of
a colt or horse.

Uncombine, un-kom-btn', v.i. to separate.

—

v.i. to
become separated.

Uncomeatable, un-kum-at'a-bl, adj. not accessible,
out of one's reach.

Uncomely, un-kum'li, adj. not comely : indecent.

—

n.

Uncome'liness, want of comeliness : unseemliness.



Uncomfortable mSte ; mflte ; mCOn ; Men. Uncorrupt

XJnCOmfortable, un-kum'fur-ta-bl, adj. not comfor-
table, causing discomfort or disquiet : awkwardly
situated.—«. Uncom'fortableness.—rt^i/. Uncom-
fortably.

TJnconunendable, un-kom-en'da-bl, adj. not to be
commended.

Uncommerolable, un-kom-er'shi-a-bl, adj. not capable
of being made material for commerce.

—

adj. Un-
commer'cial, not engaged in commerce : not in the

spirit of commerce.
nncommitted, un-ko-mit'ed, adj. not committed or

done : not entrusted : not bound by any pledge or

promise : not referred to a committee.
Uncommoil, un-kom'un, adj. not common, strange.

—

ad'i.<. {coll.) very.

—

adv. UnCOnun'only'.— n. Ull-

comm'onness.
UncommiinlcatlTO, un-ko-mu'ni-ka-tiv, adj^ not com-

municative, reserved.— adjs. UnOOHUnu'llicablO
;

nncommu'nicated.—«. nncommu'nlcatlveness.
Uncompaot, un-kom-pakt', adj. incompact. — adj.

Uncompact'ed, not compact or firm.

Uncompanied, un-kum'pa-nid, adj. unaccompanied.—adjs. Uncompanionable, not companionable or

sociable ; Uncompan'ioned, without a companion,
or an equal, alone.

Uncompassionate, un-kom-pash'un-at, adj. not com-
passionate.

Uncompellable, un-kom-pel'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
compelled.

Uncomplaining, un-kom-pla'ning, adj. not complain-
ing.—arfV. Uncomplainingly.

Uncomplaisant, uii-koiu'pla-zant,/j;(/'. not complaisant
or QwW.—otiv. Uncomplaisantly.

Uncompliable, un-kom-pll'a-bl, adj. unwilling to

comply.—«<//. Uncompll'ant, incompliant.
Uncomposable, un-kom-pO'za-bl, adj. incapable of

being composed or reconciled.

Uncompounded, un-kom-pown'ded, adj. not com-
pounded, simple.

Uncomprebensive, un-kom-pre-hen'siv, adj. not com-
Erehensive : incomprehensive : (Shak.) incompre-
ensible.

Uncompromising, un-kom'pro-ml-zing, adj. not ad-
mitting of compromise or adjustment: unyielding:
obstinate.— rtrf;/. Uncompromisingly.—«. Uncom-
promisingness.

Unconcealed, un-kon-seld', adj. not concealed.
Unconceivable, un-kon-se'va-bl, adj. inconceivable.

—

«. Unconcei'vableness. —«</!'. Unconcei'vabljr.
Unconcern, un-kon-sern', «. want of concern, anxiety,

or solicitude.— (T<^'. Unconcerned', not concerned :

carelessly secure.

—

adv. Unconcer'nedly, in an un-
concerned manner : without anxiety.

—

ns. Uncon-
cer'nedness, Unconcem'ment.

UnconclUSive, un-kon-kloo'siv, adj. inconclusive.

—

oiljs. Unconclu'dent {obs.), not decisive ; Uncon-
Clu'dible, not to be concluded ; Unconclu'ding, in-

conclusive.—K. Unconclu'dingness.
Unconcooted, un-kon-kok'ted, adj. not concocted, not

digested.
Unconcurrent, un-kon-kur'ent, adj. not concurring.
Uncondemned, un-kon-demd', adj. not condemned.
Unconditioned, un-kon-dish'und, adj. not subject to

conditions or limitations: infinite : inconceivable.

—

adj. Uncondi'tional, not conditional, absolute, un-
reserved.—«. Unconditional'ity.—oi/f. Unoondi'-
tionally.—«. Uncondl'tionalness.

UnCOnfinable, \m-kon-frna-bl, adj. not to be confined :

(3"/M^-.)unbounded.—rt(/;'. Unconfined', not confined,
unrestrained : broad.

—

adv. Unconfi'nedly.
Unconfirmed, un-kon-firmd', adj. not confirmed : not

verified by further testimony : not yet having received
the rite of confirmation : not yet having election as
bishop confirmed by an archbishop : weak.

Unconform, un-kon-form', aiii.(.Milt.) not conformed,
unlike.—«. Unconformabil'ity.-rti</'. Unconfor'-
mable.—n. Unconfor'mableness. —adv. Unconfor'-
mably.—». Unconformity.
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Unconfosed, un-kon-fuzd', adj. not confused, free from
confusion.

—

adv. Unconfu'sedly.
Uncongeal, un-kon-jel', v.i. to thaw, melt.
Uncongenial, un-kon-je'ni-al, adj. not congenial.
Unconjnnctive, un-kon-jungk'tiv, adj. impossible to

be joined.

Unconnected, un-kon-ek'ted, adj. not connected,
separate : not coherent, rambling, vague : without
connections of family, &c.

Unconquerable, un-kong'ker-a-bl, adj. that cannot
be conquered or brought under control. —«. Un-
con'querableness.— rtrfr. Unconquerably.- rt(^'.

Uncon'quered.
Unconscionable, un-kon'shun-a-bl, adj. not conform-

able to conscience : unreasonable : inordinate.—«.

Uncon'scionableness.—adv. Unconscionably.
Unconscious, un-kon'shus, adj. not conscious : not self-

conscious, not perceiving.

—

adv. UnCOn'SCiOUSly.

—

». Uncon'sciousness.
Unconsecrated, un-kon'se-kra-ted, adj. not formally

consecrated.

—

v.i. Uncon'secrate, to deprive of
consecrated character.

Unconsenting, un-kon-sen'ting, ft. not consenting.
Unconsidered, un-kon-sid'erd, adj. not considered,
esteemed, or attended to.

—

adj. Unconsid'erate, in-

considerate.—«. Unconsid'erateness, inconsiderate-
ness.

—

adj. Unconsid'ering, not considering.
Unconstant, un-kon'stant, adj. {Shak.) inconstant.

—

adv. Uncon'stantly.
Unconstitutional, un-kon-sti-tu'shun-al, adj. not con-

stitutional : contrary to the constitution.—«. UncOU-
stitutional'ity.—adv. Unconstitii'tionally.

Unconstrained, un-kon-strand', adj. not under con-
straint, voluntary : not embarrassed.

—

adv. Uncon-
strain'edly.—«. Unconstraint'.

Unconsulting, un-kon-sul'ting, adj. not consulting
any one, rash.

Unconsummate, un-kon-sum'at, adj. not consum-
mated.

Uncontemned, un-kon-temd', adj. not contemned.
Uncontemperaneous, un-kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us, adj.

not contemporary- : original.

Uncontended, un-kon-ten'ded, adj. not contested.

Uncontented, un-kon-ten'ted, adj. discontented.

—

ns.

Unconten'tedness ; Unconten'tingness.
Uncontested, un-kon-tes'ted, adj. not contested, in-

disputable.— a^//'. Uncontes'table, incontestable.

Uncontradicted, un-kon-tra-dik'ted, adj. not contra-

dicted or denied.

—

adj. Uncontradic'table, incap-

able of being contradicted.

Uncontrlving, un-kon-trl'ving, adj. not contriving,

with little ability to contrive.

Uncontrollable, un-kon-trO'la-bl, adj. not capable of

being controlled : indisputable.—«. Uncontroll'abie-

ness. —adz'. Uncontroll'ably.—«(!>'. Uncontrolled'.

—adv. UncontroU'edJy.
Uncontroverted, un-kon'tr5-ver-ted, adj. not contro-

verted or disputed.
Unconventioiial, un-kon-ven'shun-al, adj. not conven-

tional, free in one's ways.—«. Unconventional'ity.
Unconversable, un-kon-ver'sa-bl, adj. not disposed to

converse freely, reserved.

Unconversant, un-kon'ver-sant, adj. not conversant

{with and in).

Unconverted, un-kon-ver'ted, adj. not converted, not

having experienced a quickening change of heart.—

«. Unconver'sion, impenitence.

—

adj. Unconver'-

tible, not convertible.

Uncord, un-kord', v.t. to free from cords : to unfasten

the cords of.

Uncork, un-kork', v.i. to draw the cork from.

Uncorrupt, un-kor-upt', adj. not corrupt or depraved.

—adj. Uncorrup'ted, not made corrupt.

—

ns. Un-
corrup'tedness ; Uncorruptlbil'ity.— (i<^'. Uncor-
rup'tible, incorruptible.—«. Uncorrup'tlon, incor-

niption.

—

adj. Uncorrup'tive, incorruptible.

—

adv.
Uncorrup'tly, truly. — >*. Uncorrup'tness, in-

tegrity.



Uncostly fite, far ; me, her ; mine ; Undemonstrative

Uncostly, un-kost'li, adj. not high-priced.
Unoounselled, un-kown'seld, adj. not advised

:

wrongly advised.
Uncountable, un-kown'ta-bl, adj. innumerable.

—

adj.

UnCOUn'ted, not counted or numbered.
Uncouple, un-kup'l, v.t. to loose from being coupled :

to disjoin : to set loose. — adj. Uncoupled, not

coupled : not married : (her.) decouple.

Uncourteous, un-kurt'yus, adj. not courteous.—rt(J'i'.

Uncourt'eously.
Uncourtly, un-k5rt'li, adj. not courtly, unpleasing,

uncivil.—«. Uncourt'liness.
Uncouth, un-koOth', adj. awkward, ungraceful, esp.

in manners or language, grotesque, odd.—a<?V. Un-
couth'ly.—«. Uncouth'ness. [A.S. uncUdk—un-,
not, ctUik, gec-iidh, known

—

cunnan, to know.]
Uncovenan&d, un-kuv'e-nan-ted, adj. not promised
by covenant : not bound by a covenant, esp. not
subscribing to the famous Solemn League and
Covenant of 1643.—Uncovenanted civil service,

a. branch of the East Indian civil service whose
members pass no entrance e.xamination, and may
resign their offices at pleasure—opp. to Covenanted
service; Uncovenanted mercies, sucli mercies as

God may bestow on those not embraced within the

covenant of grace—that is, those outside the ordinary
channels of grace.

Uncover, un-kuv'er, v.t. to remove the cover : to lay

open : to expose successively lines of formation of
troops by the wheeling to right or left of the lines in

front. —z'.i. to take off the hat.

—

tuij. Uncov'ered,
having no covering, naked, esp. having no covering
on the head.

Unoowl, un-kowl', v.t. to deprive of a cowl, esp. of a
monk : to uncover by taking off anything that veils

or hides.

Uncreate, un-kre-at', v.t. to deprive of existence.

—

adj. Uncrea'ted, not yet created : not produced by
creation.—«. Uncrea'tedness.

Uncredible, un-kred'i-bl, adj. (obs.) incredible.

Uncreditable, un-kred'i-ta-bl, adj. {obs.) discreditable.
—«. Uncred'itableness {obs.).

Uncritical, un-krit'i-kal, adj. not critical, without appe-
tite or ability for critical analysis : not in accordance
with the rules of criticism.

—

adv. Unorit'ically.
Uncropped, un-kropt', adj. not cropped.
Uncross, un-kros', v.t. to change from a crossed

position. — adj. Uncrossed', not crossed : not
limited as regards negotiability by being crossed,
of a cheque, &c.

Uncrown, un-krown', v.t. to deprive of a crown, to

dethrone.

—

adj. Uncrowned', not yet wearing a
crown, not yet formally crowned : possessing kingly
power without the actual title and dignity.

Unction, ungk'shun, «. an anointing : that which is

used for anointing : ointment : that quality in lan-
guage which raises emotion or devotion: warmth of
address: divine or sanctifying grace.— «. Unctu-
OB'itjr, state or quality of being unctuous : oiliness :

greasiness.

—

adj. Unc'tlious, oily: greasy.

—

adv.
Unctuously. — «. Unc'tuousness, unctuosity. —
Extreme unction (/?.C. Church), the sacrament of
anointing persons with consecrated oil in their last

hours. (L. unctio—unguere, unctitm, to anoint.]
Unouckolded, un-kuk'ol-ded, adj. not made a
cuckold of.

Uncular, ungTtQ-lar, adj. pertaining to an uncle.
Unculled, un-kuld', adj. not gathered.
Uncultivable, un-kul'ti-va-bl, adj. not capable of

being cultivated.—oi^i. UnCUlt' (obs.), rude ; Un-
cul'tlvated, not cultivated.

Unoumbered, un-kum'lwrd, adj. unencumbered.
Uncurbable, un-kuKba-bl, oiij. not able to be curbed.—a<ij. Uncurbed', not curbed.
Uncurlous, un-kQ'ri-us, adj. not curious or inquisi-

tive : not strange.
Uncurl, un-kurl', v.t. to loose from curls or ringlets.

—

v.i. to relax from a curled state.
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Uncurtain, un-kur'tin, v.i. to remove a curtain from.
Uncus, ung'kus, «. a hook or claw, or a hook-Hke

process : >tlie head of the malleolus or lateral tooth
of the ni^Slsix of a wheel-animalcule ;—//. Un'Ci (si).

[L. uncus, a hook.]
Uncustomed, un-kus'tomd, adj. not liable to payment

of customs or duty, or having evaded it, smuggled.

—

adj. Uncus'tomable, not subject to customs.
Uncut, un-kut', adj. not cut, untrimnied, as the edges

of the leaves of a book.
Undam, un-Uam', v.t. to free from a dam or obstacle.
Undashed, un-dasht', adj. not frightened.

Undate, -d, un'dat, -ed, adj. waved or wavy : rising
and falling in waves.

—

adj. Und^ {her.), wavy, un-
dulating. [L. undatus, pa.p. of unddre, to rise in

waves

—

unda, a wave.]
Undated, un-da'ted, adj. having no date.
Undaunted, un-dan'ted, adj. not daunted : bold :

intrepid.

—

adv. Undaun'tedly, in an undaunted
or bold manner.—«. Undaun'tedness, the state or
quality of being undaunted or fearless : boldness.

Undawning, un-dawn'ing, adj. not yet dawning or
showing light.

Undazzle, un-daz'l, v.i. to recover from a dazed con-
dition.

Undeaf, un-def, v.t. {Skak.) to free from deafness.
Undean, un-den', v.t. to deprive of the office or dignity

of a dean.
Undecagon, un-dek'a-gon, u. {geom.)a. figure having

eleven angles. [L. undecim, eleven, Gr. gonia, an
angle.]

Undeceive, un-de-sev', v.t. to free from deception or
mistake.—rtrf;'. Undeceiv'able.

Undecency, un-de' sen-si, n. {obs.) indecency. — adj
Unde'oent(t;i!'j.), indecent.—«(^z/.Unde'cently(oi5j.).

Undecennial, un-de-sen'i-al, adj. pertaining to a
period of eleven years, occurring on the eleventh
year, or every eleven years.— Also Undecenn'ary.
[L. undecim, eleven.]

Undecided, uii-de-sl'ded,(i<//'. not having the mind made
up, irresolute.

—

adj. Undeci'dable, that cannot be
decided.—rt^^z'. Undecidedly.—«. Undeci'dedness.

Undecimole, un-des'i-mol, «. {mus) a group of eleven
notes to be taken in the time of eight.

Undecipherable, un-de-sl'fer-a-bl, adj. indecipherable.
Undecisive, un-de-sl'siv, adj. indecisive.

Undeck, un-dek', v.t. to divest ofornaments.

—

adj. Un-
decked', not adorned : having no deck, as a vessel.

Undeclinable, un-de-klT'na-bl, adj. indeclinable : that

cannot be avoided.

—

adj. Undecllned', not having
cases with different terminations.

Undecomposable, un-de-kom-pO'za-bl, adj. that can-

not be decomposed.
Undeeded, un-ded'ed, adj. {Skak.) not signalised by
any great action.

Undefaced, un-de-fasd', adj. not defaced or disfigured.

Undefecated, un-def'e-ka-ted, adj. not defecated, un-
refined.

Undefended, un-de-fen'ded, adj. not defended.
Undefiled, un-de-flld', adj. not made unclean, unpol-

luted, spotless, innocent.
Undefined, un-de-flnd', adj. not defined or explained

precisely : indefinite.— z/./. Undefine', to make in-

definite.

—

adj. Undefl'nable, not capable of being
defined.

Undeify, un-dS'i-fl, v.t. to deprive of the nature of a
god : 10 deprive a god of his due honour.

Undelectable, uu-de-lek'ta-bl, adj. not delectable or
pleasant.

Undelegated, un-del'S-ga-ted, adj. not delegated or
deputed.

Undeliberate, un-d€-lib'6r-5t, adj. not deliberate.
Undelighted, un-de-ll'ted, adj. not delighted.—«i//'.

Undelight'ful, not affording delight.
Undemocratlse, un-de-mok'ra-tiz, v.t. to make un-

democratic.
Undemonstrative, un-d6-mon'stra-tiv, adj. not show-

ing feeling openly, reserved, quiet.—«*(;'. Undemon'-



Undeniable mote ; mute ; mSSn ; thtn. Under-gown

strablo, indemonstrable.—«. Undemon'Btrative-
ness.

Undeniable, un-de-nl'a-bl, adj. not deniable or able

to be denied : true.—«. Undeni'ableness.

—

adr.
Undeniably.

Undenominational, un-de-nom-i-na'shun-al, adj. free

from denominationalism, not sectarian.—«. tjnde-

nomina'tionalism, the absence of denomination-
alism, as in the education of children.

Undependable, un-de-pen'da-bl, adj. not to be de-

pended upon.—«. Undepen'dableness.

—

adj. Un-
depending (obs.), independent.

Undepraved, un-de-pravd', adj. not depraved.
Undepreciated, un-de-pre'shi-a-ted, adj. not depre-

ciated.

Undepressed, un-de-prest', adj. not pressed down or
sunk : not dejected or cast down.

Undeprlved, un-de-prlvd', adj. not deprived of any-
thing, not dispossessed.

Under, un'der, pre^. in a lower position than : be-

neath : below : less than, falling short of: in subjec-

tion, subordination, oppression, liability, &c. : during
the time of: undergoing: in accordance with: in,

in course of.

—

adv. in a lower degree or condition :

in subjection : below : less.

—

adj. lower in position,

rank, or degree: subject: subordinate.— Under
arms, in readiness to use arms or weapons ; Under
fire, exposed to the fire or shot of any enemy

;

Under one's hand (see Hand) ; Under one's nose,
under one's close observation ; Under sail, moved
by sails : in motion ; Under the breath, with low
voice, very softly ; Under the lee, to the leeward

;

Under the rose (see Rose) ; Under water, below
the surface of the water ; Under way, moving :

having commenced a voyage. [A.S. under; (Joth.

jindiir. Ice. undir, Ger. unter, L. titter.}

Underact, un-der-akt', v.t. to act a part inefficiently.

—«. Underac'tion, subordinate action : inefficient

action.

Underagent, un-der-a'jent, «. a subordinate agent.
Underaid, un-der-ad', z'.t. to aid secretly.

Underbear, un-der-bar', v.t. {Skak.) to support, to

endure, to line.—*/. Un'derbearer.
Underbid, un-der-bid', v.i. to bid or offer less than, as

at an auction.
Underbill, un-der-bil', v.i. to bill under the actual

measure or weight.
Underbind, un-der-blnd', v.i. to bind underneath.
Underbitten, un'der-bit'n, adj. not bitten in by a

corrosive acid deep enough to print from—of copper-
plates, &c.

Under-board, un'der-bOrd, adv. {obs.) secretly—opp.
to Above-board.

Underbrace, uu-der-bras', v.t. to fasten or fix under-
neath.

Underbranch, un'der-bransh, «. a small branch.
Underbred, un'der-bred, adj. of inferior breeding or

manners, vulgar : not pure-bred.
Underbrush, un'der-bmsh, n. brushwood or shrubs

in a forest growing beneath large trees : under-
growth.

—

v.t. to clear away such—also Un'derbXlSh.
—vs.i. Un'derbrush, Un'derbush, to work amongst
underbrush.

Underbnd, un'd6r-bud, «. {coll.) a young girl who has
not yet come out in society.

Underbuy, un-der-bf, v.t. to buy a thing at a price
lower than that paid by another : to pay less than
the value for.

Undercast, un'd^-kast, «. an air-passage crossing a
road in a mine by means of an air-tight box or
channel beneath it.

Undercharge, un-der-charj', V. t. to charge less than the
proper sum.—«. a charge less than the proper sum.

Underclay, nn'der-kla, «. the bed of clay almost
always found under coal-seams, considered as the
soil in which grew the plants that formed the coal.

Under-Clerk, un'der-klark, «. a subordinate clerk.

—

n. Un'der-clerk'shlp.

Undercliff, un'der-kUf, «. a subordinate or lower cliff

on a shore, composed of material that has fallen from
the higher cliff above.

Underclothes, un'der-klO//4z, n.pl. clothes worn under
others—also Un'derclothing.-<i<^'. Underclothed'.

Undercoat, un'der-kot, «. a coat for wearing in the
house, one worn under an overcoat : the under-fiir
of a long-haired animaL

Under-colour, un'der-kul'ur, «. a colour below another,
a subdued colour. — adj. Un'der - COl'OTired, not
coloured sufficiently.

Under-craft, un'der-kraft, n. {Sterne) a sly trick.

Under-crest, un'der-krest, v.t. {Shak.)\.o support, as
a crest.

Undercroft, un'der-kroft, «. a vault under the choir
or chancel of a church : a vault or secret walk
underground.

Undercurrent, un'd4r-kur-ent, «. a current under the
surface of the water : any influence or feeling not
apparent on the surface.—(k^'. running below or
unseen.

Underctirved, un-d^r-kurvd', adj. cur\-ed so as to

pass below the body—of parts of the upper surface
of an insect.

Undercut, un-der-kut', z'.t. to cut under, as a mass of
coal : to strike a heavy blow upward : to go to the
foundation of.

—

adj. made so as to cut from the under
side : effected by undercutting : having the parts in

relief cut under.—«. Un'dercut, the act or effect of
cutting under : a blow dealt upward : the tenderloin.

Underdltch, un-der-dich', v.t. to make a deep ditch so

as to drain the surface of.

—

n. Un'derditch, a drain

under the surface of the ground.
Underdo, un-der-d05', v.t. to do less than is requisite,

esp. to cook insufficiently. — «. Underdo'er, one
who does less than is necessary.— a^'. Underdone',
done less than is requisite : insufficiently cooked.

Underdrain, un-der-dran', v.t. same as Underditoh.
—Also «. Underdrain.

Underdraw, un-der-draw', v.t. to represent inade-

quately in art, or by words.
Under -dressed, un-der-drest', adj. inadequately

dressed.

Under-driven, un-der-driv'n, adj. driven from beneath.

Underestimate, un-der-es'ti-mat, v.t. to estimate at

too low a rate : to set too low a value on.—«. an
insufficiently high opinion.

Under-exposed, un-der-eks-pCzd', adj. {ihot.) not
exposed to the light long enough to make a good
negative.

Underfang, un-der-fang', T.t. {S/ens.) to undertake,
to circumvent, to entrap. [A.S. underfangen,
wtder/dn—under, under,_/%«, to take.]

Underfeed, un-der-fed', v.t. to feed inadequately.

—

adjs. Underfed' ; Underfeed'ing.
Underfired, un-der-fird', adj. insufficiently baked.
Underflow, un'der-flS, H. a current flowing below the

surface.

Underfoot, un-der-fifSt', adj. downtrodden, abject.—

v.t. to shore up, to underpin.

—

adv. under the feet,

below.
Underfurrow, un-der-fur'O, v.t. to cover with a furrow,

as manure, to plough in.

—

adv. under a furrow.

Undergarment, un'der-gar-ment, n. any article of

clothing worn under another.
Undergear, un'der-ger, n. undergarments generally.

Undergird, un-der-gird', v.t. to gird or bind under or

below : to gird roimd the bottom.
Underglaze, un-der-giaz', adj. suitable for under-

glaze painting, of a pigment.—Underglaze palnt-
Ulg. in ceramics, painting in a vitrifiable pigment
before the glaze is applied.

Undergo, un-der-gO', v.t. to go imder or be subjected
to : to endure or suffer : to pass through : to sustain
without sinking : to partake of.

—

adj. Undergo'ing,
suffering.

Under-gown, un'der-gown, n. a gown worn under
another.
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Under-grade

Under-grado, un'der-grad, adj. in bridge-building,
having the truss below the roadway, as in a deck-
bridge.

Undergraduate, un-der-grad'a-at, «. a student who
has not taken his first degree.

—

adj. pertaining to

such.—«. Undergrad'uateshlp.
Underground, un'der-grownd, adj. under the surface

of the ground.

—

n. that which is underground.

—

v.t. to place underground.

—

adv. Underground',
beneath the surface of the earth.

Undergrove, un'der-grov, n. a grove of low trees under
taller trees.

Undergrow, un-dir-grO', v.t. to grow beneath the

normal size.—«. Un'dergrowtll, shrubs or low
woody plants growing among trees : copsewood.

Undergrowl, un'der-growl, «. a subdued growling or

grumbling.
Underhand, un-der-hand', adj. and adv. secretly : by

secret means : by fraud : in cricket, delivered with
the hand underneath—opp. to Oz>er-ann and Routid-
arm. — adj. Underhan'ded, clandestinely carried

on : short-handed. — adv. ITnderban'dedly. — «.

Underhan'dedness.
Underhew, un-der-hu', v.t. to hew less than is proper,

esp. to hew unfairly timber which should be square,

so that it appears to contain more cubic feet than it

really does.
Underbold, un'der-hSld, «. in wrestling, an unfair

seizing of the opponent under the arms.
Under-honest, un-der-on'est, adj. (Shak.) not quite

honest.

Underhung, un-der-hung", adj. hanging over, pro-

truding from beneath : running on rollers on a rail

below it—of a sliding-door—opp. to Overhung.
Underjawed, un'der-jawd, adj. having a heavy under-
jaw.

Underkeep, un-der-kSp', v.t. {JSpeits.) to keep under
or in subjection.

Underking, un'd6r-king, «. a subordinate king.—«.

Underkingdom.
Underlap, un-der-lap', v.t. to be folded under, to

extend beneath the edge of.

Underlay, un-der-la', v.t. to lay under or to support
by something laid under.

—

v.t. to incline from the
perpendicular.— «. Un'derUty, a piece of paper
pasted under woodcuts, stereotype plates, &c. in

a form, to brine them up to the necessary level for

printing.—«. Underlay'er, one who underlays.
Underlease, un'der-les, «. a lease granted by a lessee for

a shorter period than that covered by his own lease.

Underlet, un-der-let', v.t. to let below the proper value :

to sublet.—«j. Underlet'ter ; Underletting.
Underlie, un-der-ll', v.t. to lie under or beneath : to

be liable to. — adj. Underly'ing, lying under or
lower in position : supporting, fundamental.

Underline, un-d6r-lln', v.t. to draw a line under or
below, as a word.—«. Un'derline, an announcement
of a theatrical performance to follow placed in an
advertisement of the present one.

Underllnen, un-der-lin'en, «. linen underwear—loosely
applied to cotton or even woollen underclothing
generally.

Underling, un'der-ling, «. an inferior person or agent

:

a sorry, mean fellow.

Underman, un-ddr-man', v.t. to provide with an in-

sufficient number of men.

—

adj. Undermanned'.
Undermasted, un-d6r-mas'ted, adj. not having suffi-

cient masts.
Undermentioned, un'd6r-men-shund, adj. mentioned

underneath or hereafter.
Undermine, un-d6r-mTn', v.t. to form mines under, in

order to destroy : to destroy secretly the foundation
or support of anything.

—

n. Underml'ner, one who
undermines, a secret enemy.

Undermost, un'd^r-mOst, adj. lowest in place or con-
dition.

Undem, un'dem, n. nine o'clock in the morning, the
third hour, the period from that till noon.

fiUe, far ; m€, h6r ; mTne

;

Undereky

Underneath, un-d6r-neth', adv. beneath : below : ta
a lower place.—/r^/. under : beneath.

Undernlceness, un-der-nls'nes, «. want of niceness or
delicacy.

Undemote, un'der-nSt, «. a subdued note, an under-
tone.

—

adj. Underno'ted, noted below.
Underpay, un-der-pa', v.t. to pay insufficiently.

—

p.adj. underpaid'.—«. Underpay'ment.
Underpeep, un-der-pep', v.t. {Skak.) to peep under.
Underpeopled, un'der-pe-pld, adj. not fully peopled.
Underpin, un-der-pin', v.t. to pin or support under-
neath : to support or prop : to lay stones under, as
the sills of a building, for it to rest on.—«. Un'der-
ptnning, the act of underpinning or supporting by
introducing a new structure as foundation, the act
or practice of placing stones under the sills of a
building : the stones so placed, an additional foun-
dation wall : a method of well-sinking where a wall
is laid in sections.

Underplay, un-der-pla', v.t. and v.t. to play a low
card at whist while keeping up a higher one of
the same suit. — ii. Un'derplay, the act of so
doing.

Underplot, un'der-plot, K. a plot under or subordinate
to the main plot in a play or tale : a secret scheme,
a trick.

Underpraise, un-der-praz', v.t. to praise below desert.

Underprize, un-der-priz', v.t. to value too little.

Underproof, un-der-pr05f', adj. lower or weaker than
proof, of alcohol.

Underprop, un-der-prop', v.t. to prop from under or
beneath : to support.

Underquote, un-der-kwOt', v.t. to offer at a lower
price than another.

Underrate, un-der-rat', Z'.t. to rate under the value.
—«. Un'derrate, a price less than the worth.

Under-ripe, uu'der-rlj^ .-uij. not quite ripe.

Under-roof, un'der-rCOf, «. a roof under another.

Undemin, un-der-run', v.t._ to run beneath : {ttaiit.y

to haul along underneath it, as a boat, to clear it, if

any part happens to be foul.

—

v.t. to move under.

—

». Undemin'ning, a methodof trawling in which
the hooks are cleared and again baited in the same
operation.

Undersay, un-der-sa', v.t. {Spens.) to say by way of
derogation or contradiction.

Underscore, un-der-skOr', v.t. to draw a score or line

under, as for emphasis.
Undersecretary, un'der-sek-re-ta-ri, «. a secretary

subordinate to the principal secretary.—«. Under-
sec'retaryship.

Undersell, un-der-sel', v.t. to sell under or cheaper
than another : to defeat fair trade, by selling for too

small a price.

—

n. Undersell'er.
Undersense, un'der-sens, n. a deeper sense.

Underset, un-der-set', v.t. to set under : to prop : to

sublet.—>M. Underset, a current of water below
the surface ; Un'dersetter {B.), prop, support

;

Un'dersetting, underpinning : the pedestal.

Undershapen, un-d6r-sha'pn, adj. (Tenn.) under the

usual shape or size.

Undershenff, un'der-sher-if, «. a deputy sheriff.

—

«. Un'der-sher'if&y.
Undershirt, un'der-shert, «. a shirt worn under

another next the skin.

Undershot, un'dfer-shot, adj. moved by water passing

under the wheel.
Undershrub, un'dfer-shrub, «. a shrubby plant, but

hardly to be called a shrub, a small shrub.

Undersign, un-der-sln', v.t. to sign or write one's

name under or at the foot of.—The undersigned,
the person or persons subscribing.

Undersized, un d6r-sTid, adj. below the usual size.

Undersklnker, un-der-skingk'er, n. (Shak.) an in-

ferior tapster.

Underskirt, un'der-skirt, «. a petticoat, the founda-
tion skirt of a draped gown.

Undersky, un'dir-ski, n. a lower sky.
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Undersleep mOte ; mute ; mSDn ; ikta. Undlcrested

Undersleep, un-der-slep', v.i. to sleep less than is

necessary.
Undersleeve, un'der-slev, n. a sleeve worn under an-

other and generally separable.
Undersoil, un'der-soil, «. subsoil or soil beneath the

surface.

Undersong, un'der-song, «. the burden or chorus of a
song : an underlying meaning.

Under-sparred, un'der-spard, adj. not having enough
spars—of a ship.

Underspread, un-der-spred', adj. spread under or

beneath.
Understand, un-der-stand', v.t. to comprehend : to

have just ideas of: to know thoroughly: to be in-

formed of : to learn : to suppose to mean : to mean
without expressing : to imply.

—

v.i. to have the

use of the intellectual faculties : to be informed :

to \cs.m.—adj. Understan'dable.—/.o^'. Under-
stan'ded {obs.), understood (with o/).—n. Under-
Stan'ding, the act of comprehending: the facuUy
or the act of the mind by which it understands
or thinks : the power to understand : knowledge :

exact comprehension : agreement of minds : harmony.—adj. knowing, skilful.—rt.^z'. Understan'dlngly.
—Understands', in Scotch Version of Psalms, used
for Understandest. [A.S. uttderstandan, to stand
under or in the midst of a thing.]

Understate, un-der-stat', v.i. to state or represent
under or below the truth. — «. Understate-
ment.

Understock, un-der-stok', v.t. to supply with an in-

sufficient amount of stock.

Understood, un-der-stood', f>a.i. and pa.p. of under-
stand.

Understrapper, un'der-strap-er, n. an inferior agent,
an underling, a subordinate, a petty fellow.

—

adj.
Un'derstrapping, subservient.

Understratum, un'der-stra-tum, «. a substratum :

—

//. Un'derstrata.
Understroke, un-der-strSk', v.i. to underline.
Understudy, un'der-stud-i, v.i. and v.i. to study a

dramatic part so as to be able to take the place of
the actor playing it, if necessary.

—

n. an actor who
prepares a part m this way.

Undertake, un-der-tak', v.t. to take under one's

management : to take upon one's self: to attempt :

to answer for, warrant : to take in, understand : to

assume, to have charge of;

—

v.i. to take upon one's

self: to be bound : to manage all the arrangements
of a burial.

—

adj. Underta'kable, capable of being
undertaken.

—

its. Underta'ker, one who undertakes,
a projector, a contractor : one who is surety or

guarantee for another : one who manages funerals :

formerly a contractor for the royal revenue in Eng-
land, one of those who undertook to manage the
House of Commons for the king in the ' Addled
Parliament ' of 1614 : one of the English and Scotch
settlers in Ireland on forfeited lands in the i6th

century ; Underta'klng, that which is undertaken :

any business or project engaged in.

Undertenant, un'der-ten-ant, «. one who sublets a
farm, house, &c. from the actual tenant.—«. Un'der-
tenancy.

Undertlde, un'd^r-tid. Undertime, un'der-tim, n.

(S/>eiis.) the after-part of the day.

—

adj. Un'der-
timed, under-exposed—of a photograph.

Undertint, un'der-tint, n. a subdued tint.

Undertone, uu'der-tOn, «. a low tone : a low state of
the physical faculties : a low, subdued colour.

—

adj.

Un'deftoned.
Undertook, un-der-t50k', /<i.«'. o( undertake.
Undertow, un'der-tO, n. an undercurrent in a different

direction from that at the surface—seen esp. at the

mouths of great rivers, or where tide and half-tides

prevail.

Undervalue, un-der-valTi, V. t. to value below the real

worth : to esteem lightly.—«. a value or price under
the real worth : low rate or price.

—

ns. Undervaloa'-

tion, an undervaluing : rate below the worth

;

Underval'uer.
Underverse, un'der-v^rs, «. (S/ens.) the following or
second verse.

Undervest, un'der-vest, n. an undershirt.
Underviewer, un'der-vu-er, «. the person who has

charge of the underground workings of a coal-mine.
Underwear, un'der-war, «. garments worn under

others, underclothing.
Underwent, un-der-went', /<t./. of undergo.
Underwing, un'der-wing, «. a moth with conspicuous

underwings, esp. one of genus Catocala. — adj.
Un'derwlnged.

Underwood, un'der-wCSd, «. low wood or trees grow-
ing under large ones : coppice.

Underwork, un-der-wurk , v.t. to work for a less

price than : to undermine or destroy clandestinely.—v.i. to do less work than is requisite.—«. Un'-
derwork, subordinate work.

—

ns. Un'derworker

;

Un'der-workman.
Under-world, un'der-wurld, «. the lower or inferior

world. Hades, the place of departed souls : the
portion of the world below the horizon : the oppo-
site side of the world.

Underwrite, un-der-rTt', v.t. to write under some-
thing else : to subscribe : to subscribe one's name to

for insurance : (Shak.) to submit to.

—

v.i. to practise

insuring.

—

ns. Un'derWTiter, one who insures, as
shipping, so called because he underwrites his name
for a certain amount to the conditions of the policy ;

Un'derwriting.
Underwrought, un-der-rawt', pa.i, and pa.p. of

uiider^vork.

Undescendible, un-de-sen'di-bl, adj. not descendible,
unfathomable : not capable of descending to heirs.

—

Also Undescen'dable.
Undescribable, un-des-krl'ba-bl, «<^'. indescribable.

—

adj. Undescribed', not described.

Undescried, un-des-krld', adj. not descried.

Undeserver, un-de-zer'ver, n. (Shak.) one who is

not deserving or worthy.

—

adj. Undeserved', not
deserved.— adv. Undeser'vedly.— «. Undeser'-
vedness. — adj. Undeserving. — adv. Undeser-
vingly.

Undesigning, un-de-zl'ning, adj. not designing : art-

less : straightforward : smcere.

—

adi. Undesigned'.
—adv. Undesign'edly.— «. Undesign'edness.

Undesirable, un-de-zl'rabl, adj. not to be wished

for. — ns. Undesirabil'ity ; Undesir'ableness. —
adv. Undeslr'ably.—rtrt>>. Undesired'; UndesiT-
Ing ; Undesir'ous.

Undespairing, un-des-par'ing, adj. not yielding to

despair.—rt(/r'. UndespalT'ingly.
Undespondent, un-des-pon'dent, adj. not despondent.

—adv. Undespond'ently.
Undestined, un-des'tind, adj. not destined.

Undetermined, un-de-ter'mind, adj. not determined

or settled : not limited or defined.

—

adjs. Undeter-
minable, indeterminable ; Undeterminate, in-

determinate.—«J. Undeterminateness ; Undeter-

mina'tlon.
Undetesting, un-de-tes'ting, adj. not detesting.

Undeviating, un-de'vi-a-tmg, adj. not deviating

:

steady : regular.—fl^r'. Unde'vlatingly.

Undevout, un-d6-vowt', adj. not devout.—<»./?'. Un-

devout'ly.— K. Undevout'ness.
Undlademed, un-dl'a-demd, adj. not wearing a

diadem or crown.
Undiaphanous, un-dl-af'a-nus, adj. not diaphanous.

Undid, un-did', pa.t. oi undo.
Undifferenclng, un-dif'e-ren-sing, adj. not making
any difference.

Undifferentiated, un-dif-e-ren'shi-a-ted, adj. not

differentiated.

Undlgenous, un-dij'e-nus, adj. originated by water.
[L. umia, a wave, git^ere, to produce.]

Undigested, un-di-jes'ted, adj. not digested.

—

adj.
Undiges'tlble, indigestible.
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Undight nUe. far ; m€, hit ; mine

;

Unearned

Undight, un-dit', v.i. (Spens.) to put off, as ornaments
or apparel.

Undignified, un-dig'ni-fTd, adj. not dignified, not
consistent with dignity.

—

v.t. Undig'nl^, to make
undignified.

Undllution, un-dil-u'shun, n. the quality of being
undiluted.—oi/;'. Undiluted.

XJndine, un-den , «. a spirit of the waters, a water-

nymph, without a soul—they marry readily with

men, and an undine herself receives a soul on bear-

ing a child. [L. unda, a wave.]
TJndlnted, un-din'ted, adj. not bearing the marks of

blows.
Undiocesed, un-dl'O-sest, adj. not having a diocese.

Undiscemible, un-di-zer'ni-bl, adj. indiscernible—
also Undiscer'nable.—rr^zV. tJndiscer'nedly.—«.

Undiscer'nibleness.—adv. Undiscer nibly. —adj.
Undiscer'nlng.

Undischarged, un-dis-charjd', adj. not discharged :

not carried out.

Undisciplined, un-dis'i-plind, adj. not disciplined,

not properly trained and exercised.

—

adj. UndiS'-
ciplinable.

UnaiSCOmfited, un-dis-lcum'fi-ted, adj. not discomfited.

UndiSCOrding, un-dis-kor'diog, adj. (Milt.) not dis-

cordint; or making discord.

Undiscoursed, un-dis-kSrst', adj. not discussed or
talked about.

UndlSCOVerable, un-dis-kuv'er-a-bl, adj. that cannot
be discovered.

—

adv. UndiscoT'erably.

—

adj. Un-
disCOV'ered, not discovered or found out, unseen,
hid.

TJndiSCrtnilnating, un-dis-krim'i-na-ting, adj. not dis-

criminating, not tjuick to detect differences.

Undiscussed, un-dis-kust', adj. not discussed.
Undisguised, un-dis-gTzd', adj. not di^uised, frank,

open, plain.

—

adj. Undlsguis'able.

—

adv. Undls-
guis'edly.

Undishonoured, un-dis-on'ord, adj. not dishonoured
or disgraced.

Undisjoined, un-dis-joind', adj. not disjoined or
separated.

Undismayed, un-dis-mad', adj. not dismayed.
Undispensed, un-dis-penst', adj. not dispensed.

—

adjs. Undispen'sable ; Undlspen'slng^
Undisposed, un-dis-pOzd', adj. not sold, allocated, or

otherwise arranged.
Undispri7acied, un-dis-prfva-sid, adj. not deprived

of privacy.
Undfsputable, un-dis'pu-ta-bl, adj. indisputable.—«.

Undls'putableness. — adv. TJndls'putably.

—

adj.
Undisputed, not disputed, not called in question.

—

adv. Undispu'tedly.
Undissembled, un-di-sem'bld, adj. not dissembled,

open : unfeigned.
UndlSSipated, un-dis'i-p5-ted, adj. not dissipated.
Undissolved, un-di-zolvd', adj. not dissolved, not

broken.—a^i. Undissol'vable, not to be loosened
or broken ; Undissorvlng, not dissolving.

Undistempered, un-dis-tem'perd, adj. free from dis-
temper.

Undistlnotive, un-dis-tingk'tiv, adj. making no dis-
tinctions.

Undistinguished, un-dis-ting'gwisht, adj. not dis-
tinguished : not marked out by conspicuous quali-
ties, not famous : not having an air or appearance
of distinction. — rtrf;-. Undisting-uishable, indis-
tinguish.1 ble.— «. Undisting-uishableness. — adv.
Undistlng'uishably. -adj. UndistingTuishlng, not
discnminating.

Undlstracted, un-distrak'ted, adj. not distracted,
not having the .ittention drawn away from.

—

adv.
UndlBtratftedly. — «. Undistrac'tedness. — adj.
Undistrac'tlng.

Undisturbed, un-dis-turW, adj. not disturbed.—a-fV.
UndisturT)edly.—«. Undistufbedness.

Ondlversified, un-div-er'si-fld, adj. not diversified or
varied.

Undiverted, un-di-ver ted, adj. not diverted or turned
away from : not amused.

Undivestedly, un-Ui-ves'ted-li, <7<ft/.withtheabsenceof.

Undivided, un-di-vi'ded, otij. not divided or disunited.
— adj. Undividable.— adv. Undivi'dedly. — «.

Undivi'dedness.
Undivine, un-di-vin', adj. not divine.

Undivorced, un'di-vCrst, adj. not divorced or separated.
Undivulged, un-di-vuljd', adj. not divulged, secret.

Undo, un-doO', v.t. to reverse what has been done :

to bring to naught : to loose : to open : to unravel

:

to impoverish : to ruin, as in reputation : (Skak^ to

leave undone.

—

ks. Undo'er ; Undo'lng, the reversal

of what has been done : ruin.

—

adj. Undone', not
done : mined : untied, unfastened.

UndOCk, un-dok', v.t. to take out of dock, as a ship.

UndOOtor, un-dok'tor, v.t. (JZarlyU) to divest of the
character of a doctor.

Undomesticate, un-dO-mes'ti-kat, v.t. to make un.lt

for home life : to untame. - adj. Undomes'ticai;ed,
not domesticated, not tamed.—«. Undomestica'tidn.

Undose, un'dOs, adj. wavy, undulated.
Undouble, un-dub^, v.t. to make single, to unfold.
Undoubted, un-dowt'ed, adj. indubitable : unsus-

pected. — adj. UndOUbt'able, indubitable.— adz>5.

Undoubt'ably ; Undoubtedly.—<j^/;V. Undoubt'-
ful, not doubtful : unsuspicious ; Undoubt'ing, not
doubting.—<Tdfr'. Undoubfingly.

Undrainable, un-dra'na-bl, aiij. that cannot be
drained.

Undrape, un-drap', v.t. to strip of clothing, to uncover.—adj. Undraped', not covered with artistic drapery,
not clothed, nude.

Undraw, un-draw', v.t. to draw aside.

—

adj. Un-
drawn', not drawn or dragged away : not delineated :

not drawn from a cask.
Undreaded, un-dred'ed, adj. not dreaded.
Undreamed, un-drerad', adj. not dreamed, not thoiight

of—also Undreamt, un-drenn' (with of).—adj. Un-
dream'ing, not dreaming.

Undress, un-dres', v.t. to take off the dress or clothes

:

to strip : to take the dressing from a wound.

—

v.i.

to take off one's clothes.—«. (also Un'dress) a loose

dress : the plain dress worn by soldiers when off duty.—adj. pertaining to ordinary dress, as opposed to

uniform, &c.

—

adj. Undressed', not dressed.

Undrossy, un-dros'i, adj. not drossy, not impure.
Undubitable, un-du'bi-ta-bl, adj. {obs.) indubitable.

Undue, im-du', adj. not due or owHng : improper

:

immoderate : excessive.

—

n. Undue'ness.
UndUke, un-duk', v.t. to deprive of the rank of duke.
Undulate, un'du-lat, v.t. to wave, or to move like

waves : to cause to vibrate.

—

v.i. to wave : to vibrate.—adj. u-avy.

—

adj. Un'dulant, undulating.

—

adv.
Un'dulately.—rt^'. Undulating.— -rrfz-. Un'dulat-
ingly.

—

fts. Undula'tion, an undulating: a waving
motion or vibration : waviness, a set of waved lines

:

a feeling as ifofan undulatory motion about the heart

:

the peculiar motion of the matter within an abscess on
being pressed when it is ripe for opening ; Undula'-
tionist, one who holds an undulatory theory.

—

ndjs.

Un'dUlative, undulatory ; Un'dtllatory, moving like

waves : relating to the theory of light which con-

siders its transmission as wave-motion in a medium
filling space ; Un'dulose, Un'dulOUS, undulating.

[Low L. iinduldre, .dtum—L. unda, a wave.]
Undull, un-dul', v.t. to remove the dullness from.
Unduly, un-dO'li, adv. not according to duty fir pro-

priety : improperly.
Undurable, un-du'ra-bl, adj. not durable.

—

adv. Un-
dii'rably.

Undutiful, un-du'tl-fCOl, adj. not dutiful^—also Undii'-
teous.—rtz/T'. Undu'tifully.— «. Undu'tlfolness.

Undying, un-dr'ing, adj. not dvin^, unceasing.

—

adv.
Undy'ingly.—«. Undy'ingness.

Uneared, un-erd', adj. {Shaft.) not eared, unfilled.
Unearned, un-emd', adj. not gained by labour.—Un-
earned increment (see IncrementX
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Unearth mote ; mute ; mCDn ; l/ien. Unfair

Unearth, un-erth', v.t. lo take out of, drive, or draw
from the earth or a burrow, as a fox or badger : to
uncover, to disclose.—w. Unearth'liness, qualiiy of
being uiieartlily.

—

adj. Uneartll'ly, supernatural.
Uneasy, un-e'zi, Oi^/. not at ease : restless : feeling

pain : constrained : not easy to be done.—«^. Unease'
{ari;/i.), UneaS'ineSS, state of being uneasy or not at
ease : want of ease : disquiet.—rt(^i'. Uneas'ily.

Uneatable, un-e'ta-bl, adj. not fit to be eaten.

—

fi.

Uneat'ableness.—<T(/;'. Uneat'en, not eaten.
Uneatb, im-eth', adv. (Spens.) not easily, hardly.

[.4.S. uiteiithe—iin- . not, edthe, easy.]

Uneath, un-e/A', adv. (Spetis.) underneath, beneath,
below. \_Under>ieath.\

Unebrlate, un-e'bri-at, adj. not intoxicating.

Unedge, unej', v.t. to deprive of the edge, to blunt.

Unedible, un-ed'i-bl, adj. inedible.

Unedifylng, uned'i-fl-ing, adj. not edifying.

Uneducated, un-ed'u-kat-ed, adj. not educated.

—

v.t.-

Uned'ucate, to deprive of the results of education.
Uneffectual, un-e-fek'lu-al, adj. ineffectual.

Unelastio. un-e-las'tik, adj. inelastic.

Unelected, un-e-lek'ted, adj. not elected.

Unelegant, un-el'e-gant, adj. inelegant.

—

adv. Un-
elegantly.

Unembarrassed, un-em-bar'ast, adj. not embarrassed.
Unembodied, un-em-bod'id, adj. disembodied, incor-

porate : not collected into a body.
Unemotional, un-e-mO'shun-al, adj. not emotional,

not readilv giving way to feeling or causing emotion.
—adv. Unemo'tionaJly.—ai<7'. Unemo'tioned, im-
passive.

Unemployed, un-em-ploid', adj. out of work : not put
to use or profit.—«. Unemploy'ment.

Unemptiable, uu-emp'ti-a-bl, adj. not able to be
emptied.

Unenchanted, un-en-chan'ted, adj. not enchanted.
Unenclosed, un-en-klOzd', adj. not enclosed.—Also

Unlnclosed'.
Unencumbered, Unincumbered, un-en-, un-in-kum'-

berd, adj. not encumbered, esp. in law, free from
encumbrance by lien, claim, lease, or charge of any
kind.—!•./. Unencumber, to disencumber.—«. Un-
enciun'beredness.

Unendeared, un-en-deru', adj. without endearments.
Unending, un-en'ding, adj. having no end, everlast-

ing, eternal.

—

adj. Unon'ded, infinite.

—

adv. UQ-
en'dingly.—«. Unendingness.

Unendowed, un-en-dowd', adj. not endowed.
Unendurable, un-en-diir'a-bl, adj. intolerable.

—

adv.
Unendur'ably.

Unenfranchised, un-eu-fran'chizd, adj. not having
the franchise.

Unengaged, un-en-gajd', adj. not engaged.
Un-English, uningglish, adj. not English in character.—adj. Un-Englished, not translated into English.
Unenlightened, un-en-llt'nd, adj. not enlightened.
Unentangle, un-en-tang'gl, v.t. to disentangle.

—

adj.
Unentang'led.

Unentering, un-en'ter-ing, adj. not entering.
Unenterprising, un-cn'ter-prl-zing, adj. not enter-

prising.

Unentertaining, un-en-ter-ta'ning, adj. not entertain-
ing or amusing.

—

u. UnentortsUii'iiigness.
Unenthralled, un-en-thrawld', adj. not reduced to

slavery.

Unentombed, uii-en-tCi5nid', a>ij. not buried.
Unentranced, un-en-transt', adj. not entranced.
Unenviable, un-en' vi-a-bl, adj. not to be enWed.

—

adv. Unen'viably.— rt./;'j. Unen'vled, not envied

;

Unen'VlouS, not envious.
Unequable, un-e'kwa-bl, adj. not equable.
Unequal, un-e'kwal, adj. not equal or alike in any

quality, extent, duration, &c. : insufficient : varying,

not uniform.

—

adj. Une'quaUed, not to be equalled.

—adv. Une'qually.—«. Une'qualness.
Uneqttitable. un-ek'wi-ta-bl, adj. inequitable.

—

adv.
Dneq'uitably.

Unequivocal, un-e-kwiv'5-kal, adj. not equivocaL

—

adv. Unequiv'ocally.—«. Unequiv'ocalness.
Unerring, un-er'ing, adj. iiiakiug no error, infallible r

not missing ihe mark.

—

Oiiv. Unerr'ingly.

—

n. Un.-
err'ingness.

Unescapable, un-es-ka'pa-bl, adj. that cannot be
escaped.

Unespied, un-es-pid', adj. not espied or discovered.
Unessayed, un-e-sad', adj. not essayed or attempted.
Unessential, un-es-sen'shal, adj. not essential : un-

necessary : unimportant : (MiU.) void of real being.
— z'.i. Uness'ence {Lamb), to deprive of essence.

Unestabllsh, un-es-tab'lish, v.t. to disestablish.
Unevangelical, uu-e-van-jel'i-kal, adj. not evangelical.
Uneven, un-e'vn, adj. not even, smooth, straight,

uniform, or just : odd, not divisible by two without
remainder: ill-matched : difficult. — oiyz/. Une'venly.—«. Une'venness, quality of not being even : want of
an even surface : want of smoothness or uniformity.

Uneventful, un-e-vent'f5ol, adj. not eventful, without
striking events.—art'z/. Unevent'fully.

Unevident, un-ev'i-dent, adj. not evident.
Unexact, un-eg-zakt', adj. mexacl.
Unexaminable, un-eg-zam'i-na-bl, adj. incapable Kf

being examined.

—

adj. Unezam'ined, not examined.
Unexampled, un-eg-zam'pld, adj. having no example

or precedent.
Unexcelled, un-ek-seld', adj. not excelled.
Unexceptionable, un-ek-sep'shun-a-bl, adj. not liablt-

to exception : unobjectionable : faultless.—«. UUOX-
cep'tionableness.— rtfl"!'. Unexcep'tionably. —adj.
Unexcep'tional, not forming an exception, usual.

—

adv. Unexcep'tionally.— «</;. Unexceptive, not
exceptive.

Unexcised, un-ek-slzd', adj. not liable to the payment
of excise duty.

Unexclusive, un-eks-klOo'siv, adj. not exclusive, com-
prehensive.—ao'z'. Unexclu'sively.

Unexcogitable, un-eks-koj'i-ta-bl, adj. not conceivable.
Unexcusable, un-eks-ku'za-bl, adj. inexcusable.—«.
Unexcii'sableness.

Unexecuted, un-ekse-ku-ted, adj. not executed Z-

(JShak.) unused.
Unexercised, un-ek'ser-slzd, adj. not exercised.

Unexhausted, un-eg-zawst'ed, adj. not exhausted.
Unexpected, un-ekspek'ted, oaf;- not expected, coming'
without warning, sudden.

—

adj. Unexjpec tant, not
expectant.—«(/!'. Unexpectedly.—«. Unexpected^
ness.

Unexpedlent, un-eks-pe'di-ent, adj. inexpedient-
Unexpensive, un-eks pen'siv, adj. inexpensive.

Unexperienced, un-eks-pe'ri-enst, adj. inexperiencedT
untried.

—

n. Unexpe'rience {obs.), inexperience.

—

adj. Unexpe'rient {Shak.'), inexperienced.

Unexpert, un-eks-pert', adj. inexpert, ignoranl.-^-<K^tr.

Unexpert'ly.
Unexpired, un-eks-pTrd', adj. not expired.

Unexplored, un-eks-pl6rd', adj. not explored.

Unexposed, un-eks-pOzd', adj. not exposed.

Unexpressive, un-eks-pres'iv, adj. not expressive : in-

capable of being expressed.—rtrf;'. UnexpresS'lble»

inexpressible, —(ja'i'. UnexpreSS'lbly.
Unextended, un-eks-ten'ded, adj. not extended, oc-

cupying no space.
_ .

Unextinguisbable, un-cks-ting'gwish-a-bl, adj. iner-

tinguishable.—.T^/z/. Unextli^uishably.
Unextricable, un-eks' tri-ka-bl, adj. inextricable..

Uneyed, un-Id', adj. unnoticed.

Unfabled, im-fa'bld, adj. not fabled, real.

Unface, un-fas', v.t. to expose.

Unfadable, un-fa'da-bl, adj. not able to fade or perisBi.

—adj. UnS'dlng, not losing strength, not subject to
decay.—rt^/w. Unfa'dingly.— «. Unfa'dlngness.

Unfailing, un-fa'ling, adj. not failing or liable tofaiL

—adj. Unfail'able («)i^f.), infallible.—«. Unfail'abla-
ness.—aa'f. Unfailingly —«. Unfail'ingness.

Unfainting, un-fan'ting, adj. not fainting.

Unfair, un-far', adj. not fair: dishonest: unequal.

—
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Unfaith fate, far ; me, hi^r ; mine ; Unfovmded

v.t. {Shak.) to deprive of beauty.—(j(/z/. Unfalr'ly.
—n. Unfair'neSS, the state of being unfair, dishonest,

or unjust.

Unfaith, un-fath', «. want of faith : faithlessness.—

adj. Unfaith'ful, not faithful : violating trust : not

having faith, infidel : not trustworthy.

—

adv. Un-
faith'fully, in an unfaithful manner : negligently :

imperfectly. — «. Unfaith'fulness, the quality of

being unfaithful : violation of promise, duty, &c. :

treacherous.
Unfalcated, un-fal'ka-ted, adj. not hooked : {pbs.) not

curtailed.

Unfalllble, un-fal'i-bl, adj. (Shak.') infallible.

Unfallowed, un-fal'Od, adj. not fallowed.

Unfaltering, un-fawl'ter-ing, adj. not faltering.

—

adv.
Unfalteringly.

Unfamed, un-famd', adj. not made famous.
Unfamiliar, un-fa-mil'yar, adj. not familiar.—«. Un-
familiar'ity.—rt<;'z'. Unfamil'iarly.

Unfarrowed, un-fai-'Od, adj. without a farrow or litter.

Unfashionable, un-fash'un-a-bl, adj. not fashionable :

incapable of being fashioned: shapeless.

—

n. Un-
fash'ionableness. — adv. Unfash'ionably. — adj.

Unfash'ioned, shapeless, without regular form.
Unfasten, un-fas'n, v.f. to loose, as from a fastening :

to unfix. ~v.i. to become untied.

—

n. Unfas'tenor.
Unfathered, un-fa'Merd, adj. having no father,

fatherless : not acknowledged by its father.

—

adj.
Unfii'therly, not like a father.

Unfathomable, un-fa/A'om-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
fathomed, too deep to be measured or to be under-
stood.—//. Unfath'omableness. — rtrfz/. Unfath'om-
ably.

—

adj. Unfath'omed, not sounded.
Unfaulty, un-fawl'ti, adj. without fault.

Unfavourable, un-fa'vur-a-bl, adj. not favourable or
propitious.—//. Unfa'vourableness.— rtrfz/. Unfa-
vourably.

Unfeared, un-ferd', adj. not feared.—/i^'. Unfear'ful,
not fearful.—rtd'z/. Unfear'ftilly.

Unfeasible, un-fe'zi-bl, adj. not feasible or practicable.
Unfeather, un-feM'er, v.t. to strip of feathers.

—

adj.
Unfeath'ered.

Unfeatured, un-fe'turd, adj. without regular features,

shapelesp.
Unfed, un-fed', adj. not fed.

Unfeed, un-fed', adj. not feed or paid.
Unfeeling, un-fe'ling, adj. without feeling : without
kind feelings : hard-hearted.

—

adv. Unfeel'ingly.

—

n. Unfeel'ingness.
Unfeigned, un-fand', adj. not feigned : real : sincere.
—adv. Unfeign'edly. — 7/. Unfeign'edness. —o^'.

Unfelgn'lng.
Unfellovr, un-fel'O, v.t. to separate as fellows, to dis-

sociate.

—

adj. UnfeU'OWed, unmatched.
Unfelt, un-felt', adj. not felt.

Unfemlnine, un-fem'in-In, adj. not feminine.
Unfenced, un-fenst', adj. not fenced round, defence-

less.

—

v.t. Unfenoe', to deprive of a fence.
Unfermented, un-fer-ment'ed, adj. not having under-
gone fermentation : not leavened.

Unfetter, un-fet'er, v.t. to take the fetters from : to
set at liberty.

—

adj. Unfett'ered, unrestrained.
Unfeudalise, un-fO'dal-Iz, v.t. to free from feudal

rights or character.
Unngured, un-fig'urd, adj. not figured, not marked

with figures of any kind : literal.

Unfile, un-fTl', v.t. to remove from a file or record.
Unfiled, un-flld', adj. not rubbed with a file.

Unfiled, un-flld', adj. not soiled or polluted.
Unfilial, un-fil'yal, adj. not filial or becoming a child :

undutiful.

—

adv. Unfil'ially.
Unfilleted, un-fil'et-ed, adj. not bound up with, or as

with, a fillet.

Unfine, un-ftn', adj. not fine, shabby.
Unfinished, un-fin'isht, adj. not finished.—«. Un-

fin'lsh, lack of finish.— /i(^'. Unfin'ishable, that
cannot be finished.—/!. Unfln'lshing, the act of
leaving unfinished.

Unfirm, un-ferm', adj. infirm.—«. Unfirm'ness.
Unfirmamented, un-fer'ma-men-ted, adj. not having

a bounding firmament, limitless.

Unfist, un-fist', v.t. to release.

Unfit, un-fit', adj. unsuitable, improper.

—

v.t. to dis-

qu.ilify.-/k/z/. Unfitly.—//. Unfitness.—/k^'. Un-
fit'ting, unsuitable.— rtfl'i'. Unfittingly.

Unfix, un-fiks', v.t. to make not fixed : to loose
the fixing of: to unsettle.

—

adj. Unfixed'.

—

ns. Un-
fix'edness ; Unfix'ity.

Unflagging, un-flag'ing, adj. not flagging or drooping

:

maintaining strength or spirit.

Unflame, un-flam', v.t. to cool.

Unflated, un-fla'ted, adj. not blown.
Unflattering, un-flat'er-ing, adj. not flattering.

—

adv.
Unflatt'eringly.

Unfledged, un-flejd', adj. not yet fledged, immature.
Unflesh, im-flesh', v.t. to remove the flesh from.

—

• adjs. Unfleshed', deprived of flesh, reduced to a
skeleton : not having tasted blood ; Unflesh'ly,
ethereal, spiritual ; Unflesh'y, fleshless.

Unflinching, un-flin'shing,a(/;'. doing without flinching

or shrinking, brave, steadfast.

—

adv. Unflin'chlngly.
—«. Unflin'chingness.

Unflower, un-flow'er, v.t. to strip of flowers.

Unfluent, un-floo'ent, adj. not fluent.

Unflush, un-flusli', v.i. to lose a flush of colour.

Unfoiled, un-foild', adj. not foiled or baffled.

Unfold, un-fold', v.t. to open the folds of : to release

from a fold: to spread out: to tell.

—

v.i. to spread
open, expand, develop.

—

ns. Unfold'er ; Unfold'ing

;

TJnfold'ment.
Unfoliated, un-fO'li-a-ted, adj. not foliated.

Unfool, un-fOol', v.t. (Shak.) to restore from folly, or

from being a fool.

Unfooted, un-foot'ed, adj. not trodden by the foot of
man.

Unforbidden, un-for-bid'n, adj. not forbidden, per-

mitted.—//. Unforbidd'enness.
Unforced, un-forst', adj. not forced.

—

adv. Unfor"-
cedly.—rt^'. Unfor'cible, without strength.

Unforeboding, un-for-bO'ding, adj. not foretelling,

giving no omen.
Unforeknown, un-fOr-nOn', adj. not previously known

or foreseen.

—

adj. Unforeknow'able, incapable of

being known beforehand.
Unforesee, un-fOr-se', v.t. not to foresee. — adjs.

Unforesee'able, incapable of being foreseen ; Un-
foresee'ing, not looking forward or provident

;

Unforeseen', not foreseen.

Unforeskinned, un-for'skind, adj. {Milt.) circumcised.

Unforetold, un-for-l5ld', adj. not foretold.

Unforewamed, un-fOr-wawmd', adj. not forewarned.
Unforfeited, un-for'fit-ed, adj. not forfeited or lost.

Unforged, un-forjd', adj. not forged or made.
Unforgiveable, un-for-giv'a-bl, rt.^;'. incapable of being

forgiven.

—

adj. Unforgiv'en, not forgiven.

—

n. Un-
forglv'er.—rt^'. Unforgiv'ing, not forgiving, im-

placable.—//. Unforgiv'ingness.
Unforgotten, un-for-got'en, adj. not forgotten or

neglected—also Vniorgol'.—adj. Unforget'table,
that cannot be forgotten.

Unform, un-form', v.t. to unmake.

—

adjs. Unfor'mal,
informal ; Unfor'malised, not made formal ; Un-
formed', not formed or arranged into order : having
the form destroyed : structureless, amorphous : im-

mature, not yet formed.
Unfortified, un-for'ti-fid, adj. not fortified.

Unfortunate, un-for'tQ-nat, adj. not fortunate, pros-

perous, or successful.—//. one who is unfortunate,
esp. a fallen woman.

—

adv. Unfor'tunatoly.

—

n,

Unfor'tunateness.
Unfossilised, un-fos'il-Izd, adj. not fossilised.— adj.

Unfossilif erous, destitute of fossils.

Unfostered, un-fos'terd, adj. not fostered ; not
patron i.sed.

UnfOUght, un-fawt', adj. not fought.
Unfounded, un-fown'ded, adj. not founded or estab-
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Unframed mOte ; mute ; mi55n ; Men. Unerual

lished : having no foundation, baseless : {Mill.)
without bottom, bottomless.

—

adv. Unfoun'dedly.
Unframed, un-framd', adj. not formed or fashioned :

not furnished with a frame.
Onfrancbised, un-fran'chizd, oilj. not franchised.

Unfrankable, un-franglca-bl, adj. incapable of being
franked or sent by post free of expense.

Dnfraugllt, un-frawt^, adj. not fraught or filled with.

Unfree, un-fre', adj'. not free.

Unfrequent, un-fre'kwent, n(^'. infrequent.—«. Unfre'-
quency, infrequency.

—

Z'.l. Unfrequent', to cease
to frequent.

—

adj'. Unfrequen'ted, n it frequented :

r.irely visited.

—

adv. Unfre'quently, infrequently.
Unfretted, un-fret'ed, adj'. not fretted or rubbed.
Unfriendly, un-frend'li, adj'. not friendly, kind, or

favourable.

—

adv. in an unkind manner.—«. Un-
friend', one who is not a friend.

—

adj'. Unfrien'ded,
not supported by friends.

—

us. Unfrien'dedness,
the state of being unfriended ; Unfrlen'dllneSS,
unkiiidness ; Unfliend'shlp, unfriendliness.

Unfrightful, un-frIt'fi5Dl, adj. not frightful or terrify-

ing.

—

adj'. Unfright'ed, not frighted or terrified.

Unfrock, un-frok', v.l. to strip of a frock or gown,
esp. a monk, &c.

Unfruitful, un-fr50t'fc5l, (7<^'. yielding no fruit, barren.
—adv. Unfruit'fully.—«. Unfruit'fulness.

Unflieled, Unfuelled, un-fu'eld, adj. not furnished
with fuel.

Unfulfilled, un-fOCl-fild', adj. not fulfilled.

Unfumed, un-flund', adj. not fumigated : {obs.) un-
distilled.

Unfunded, un-fun'ded, adj. not funded, floating, as a
public debt.

Unfurl, un-furl', v.t. to loose from being furled : to

unfold, display : to spread.

—

zi.i. to be spread out.

Unfurnished, un-fur'nisht, adj. not furnished with
furniture, &c., unsupplied generally.

—

v.t. UnfUT"-
nish, to deprive of furniture, &c.

Unfumitured, un-fur'ni-turd, adj. without furniture,

unfurnished.
Unfused, un-fuzd', adj. not fused or melted : not

supplied with a fuse.

—

adj. Unfa'sible, infusible.

Ungain, un-gan', adj. (obs.) ungainly, clumsy

:

perilous.

Ungainly, un-gan'li, adj. awkward : clumsy : un-
couth.

—

adv. in an awkward manner.—«. Ungain'-
liness. [M. E. iin-gein, inconvenient—A.S. ?<«-,

not, Ice. gegn, ready, serviceable.]

Ungallant, un-gal'ant, adj. not gallant or courteous
to women.—<i(«'i'. Ungall'antly.

Ungalled, un-gawld', adj. not galled or hurt.

Ungarment, un-gar'ment, v.t. to unclothe.

—

adj. Un-
gar mented, unclad.

Ungamlshed, un-gar'nisht, adj. not garnished or
adorned.

Ungartered, un-gar'terd, adj. not held in place by
garters ." not wearing garters.

Ungatbered, un-gaM'erd, adj. not gathered or picked

:

pertaining to printed sheets folded but not yet gathered
m regular order for binding.

Ungear, un-ger", v.t. to deprive of gear : to put out of
gear.

Ungeneralled, un-jen'e-rald, adj. made not general
or universal.

Ungenerated, un-jen'e-ra-ted, adj. not generated.
Ungenerous, un-jen'e-rus, adj. not generous or liberal.

—adv. Ungenerously.
Ungenial, un-je'ni-al, adj. not genial or kindly : not

congenial : not favourable to natural growth.
Ungenitured, un-jen'i-turd, adj. (Shak.) without

genit.ils, impotent.
Ungenteel, un-jen-tel', adj. not genteel or polite.

—

adv. Ungenteelly.
Ungentle, un-jen'tl, adj. (S^ftts.) not gentle, un-

courteous. — adj. Ungen'tlemanlike, not like a
gentleman.— «. Ungen'tlemanliness. — adj. Un-
gen'tlemanly, acting in a m.inner unbecoming a
gentleman.

—

adv. in manner unlike a gentleman.

—

ft. Ungen'tleness, want of i,entleness, rudeness,
incivility.

—

adv. Ungent'ly, harshly.
Ungenuine, un-jen'u-m, adj. not genuine.

—

n. Un-
gen'uineness.

Unget, un-get', v.t. to treat one as if he had not been
begotten, to disinherit.

Un^fted, un-gifted, adj. not gifted, not having re-

ceived a gift.

Ungild, un-gild', v.l. to deprive of gilding.

—

adjs. Un-
gU'ded, Ungilt', not gilt.—«. Ungil'ding, the act
of taking off gilding or any decoration.

Ungill, un-gil', v.l. to remove from a gill-net, as fish.

Unglrd, un-gerd', v.t. to free from a girdle or band :

to unbind.
Unglving, un-giv'ing, adj. not bringing gifts.

Ungladden, un-glad'n, v.l. to take the gladness from.
Unglaze, un-glaz', v.l. to take the glass from.—adj.
Unglazed', not provided with glass : not coated over
with a vitreous substance, as earthenw.-ire.

Ungloomed, un-glejSmd', adj. not darkened over.
Unglorified, un-gloVi-fId, adj. not glorified or hon-

oured^

—

v.l. Unglo'rify, to deprive of g\ory.—adj.
Unglo'riOUS, inglorious.

Unglove, un-gluv', v.l. to take the glove from.
Unglue, un-glo5', v.l. to separate anything glued,
cemented, or fixed in any way.

Unglutted, un-glut'ed, adj. not glutted or satiated.
Ungodly, un-god'li, adj. not godly, neglecting God :

sinful, polluted by sin : (j/rt«^) outrageous, vexatious.—v.t. iJngOd', to divest of divinity : to make god-
less.

—

adz>. Ungod'lily, in an ungodly manner.—«.

Ungod'liness, the quality of bemg ungodly : dis-

regard of God and His commands : wickedness : an
act of disobedience or irreverence.

Ungored, un-gOrd', adj. not stained with gore.
Ungored, un-gSrd', adj. not gored or wounded.
Ungorged, un-gorjd', adj. not gorged or sated.
Ungorgeous, un-gor'jus, adj. not gorgeous or splendid.
Ungotten, un-got'n, adj. not gained—also Ungot':
(SAai.) not begotten.

Ungovernable, un-guv'er-na-bl, adj. that cannot be
governed, refractory, unruly.

—

ft. UngoVemaWe-
ness.—adv. Ungovernably.—a^'. Ungovemed,
without government : unbridled.

Ungown, un-gown', v.l. to degrade from the position
of priest.

Ungracious, un-gra'shus, adj. without graciousness of
manner, rude : (,06s.) wicked, hateful.

—

adjs. Un-
g^aced', not graced or honoured ; Ungraceful, not
graceful.—<k/z'. Ungracefully.—«. Ungraceful-
nesB.—adv. Ungraciously.—«. Ungra ciousness.

Ungranunatical, un-gra-mat'i-kal, adj. not according
to the rules of grammar.

—

adz'. Ungrammat'ically.
Ungrateful, un-grat'fSCl, adj. not feeling or manifest-

ing gratitude : disagreeable, irksome : not repaying
one's labour, thankless.—«. Ungrate', an ungrateful
person.

—

adj. ungrateful.

—

adz'. Ungrate'fDlly.—«.

Ungratefulness.
Ungratified, un-grat'i-fld, adj. not gratified.

Ungrounded, un-grown'ded, adj. without ground or
basis, unreal, false.

—

adv. UngTOUn'dedly.

—

n. Un-
groun'dedness.

Ungrudging, un-grui'ing, adj. not grudging, liberaL

—adj. VngraAgeA .—adv. Ungrudg'lngly.
Ungual, ung'gwal, adj. relating to, like, or having a

nail, claw, or hoof—a//;'. Ung'Ulcal.— «. UngTll-
COm, the horny nail at the tip of a bird's mandible.
— adj. Ungultfular, relating to a nail or claw.—«.//.

Unguicula'ta, a superordinal division of mammals
with claws.

—

adjs. UngUlCUlate, -d, having claws:
furnished with a claw or narrow base, as the petal

in some flowers.— «. UngUltfUlUS, a diminutive
claw or similar appendage at the end of an insect's

foot.

—

adjs. UngUlf'eroUS, bearing an unguis of
one kind or other ; Un^Ulform, shaped like a
claw ; Ung'Uinal, pertaming to the unguis or
nail ; Unguiros'tral, with a nail at the end of the
bill.

—

Hs. Ung'uls, a nail, claw, hoof, or any struc-
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ture resembling s".ch : the narrow part of the base

of a petal, acting as a footstalk : a measure equal to

the length of the nail of the little finger, i-inch ;

UngUla (ung'gu-la), a surgical instrument for use in

removing a dead foetus : a hoof-shaped section of a
cylinder, cone, or other solid of revolution, cut off

by a plane oblique to the base.

—

adj. Ungular
(ung'gu-lar), like an ungula, ungual.— «.//. Ungu-
lata (ung-gu-la'ta), an order of mammals, including

(i) the Artiodactyla (with an even number of

toes)—e.g. pig, hippopotamus, peccary, camel, and
ruminants like cattle, sheep, and deer ; (a) the

Perissodactyla (with au odd number of toes>—e.g.
tapir, rhinoceros, and horse.

—

adj. Ungulate (ung'-

gu-lat), hoof-shaped : hoofed, having the digits en-

closed in hoofs. [L. unguis, a nail.]

Unguarded, un-gar'ded, adj. without guard or pro-

tection : careless.

—

adv. Unguar'dealy.—«. Un-
gualdedness.

Unguent, ung'gwent, n. ointment.

—

n. Unguenta'-
rium, a vessel for holding unguents.

—

adjs. Ung-
nentary, pertaining to unguents ; Unguen'tous,
of the nature of an unguent ; Ung'ulnoos, oily,

unctuous. [L. ungueniunt—unguere, to anoint.]

Unguessed, un-gest', adj. not guessed at or suspected.
Ungulded, un-gi'ded, adj. not guided.

—

otij. UngOid'-
aol6, incapable of being guided.

—

adv. UngUld'ably.
Unguilty, un-gil'ti, adj. {Spens.) not conscious of
%\x\\u—adv. unguil'tUy.—«. Unguil'tiness.

Ungum, un-gum', v.t. to remove gum from.
Ungyve, un-jiv', v.i. to free from handcuffs, &c.
Unhabitable, un-hab'i-ta-bl, adj. uninhabitable.
Unliable, un-ha'bl, adj. (S/e/ts.) not able, incapable.
Unbacked, un-hakt', adj. not hacked.
Unliackneyed, un-bak'nid, adj. not hackneyed, stale,

or trite.

TTwhair un-liar', v.i. to deprive of hair.

—

v.i. to be-

come free from hair.

Unhallowed, un-hal'Od, adj. unholy : profane : very
wicked.—«. Unhall'owing.

Unhampered, un-ham'perd, adj. not hampered or
hindered.

Unhand, un-hand', v./. to take the hands off: to let

go.—adv. Unhand'ily, awkwardly.—«. Unhand'l-
asss.—adjs. Unhan'dled, not handled or managed :

not broken-in ; Unhand'y, not handy : awkward :

not convenient.
Unhandseled, un-hand'seld, adj. not hitherto used,

untilled.

Unhandsome, un-han'sum, adj. not handsome, ill-

made : unbecoming in action, ungracious : clumsy,
inconvenient.

—

adv. Unhand'somely.

—

u. Unhand'-
Bomeness.

Unhang, un-han^, v.i. to remove from a hanging
position, from its hinges, &c.—atijs. Unhanged',
unhung', not hanged, not put to death by hanging.

Unhappy, un-hap'i, adj. not happy or fortunate

:

miserable : marked by evil : (S/uiM.) mischievous,
wicked.

—

atij. Unhapp'ied (S/uti.), made uniiappy.—adv. Unhapp'ily, in an unhappy or unfortunate
manner: (SAa3i.) censoriously.—n. Unhapp'iness,
the state of being unhappy : misfortune : misery :

{S/tai.) a mischievous prank.
Unharbour, un-har'bur, v.i. to drive out of shelter, to

dislodge.

Unhardened, un-h&r'dnd, adj. not hardened.
Unhardy, un-har'di, adj. not hardy or capable of
enduring hardship, not resolute.

Unharmed, un-harmd', adj. not harmed.—<»(^ Un-
harmful, harmless.—ot/t/. Unharm'folly.

Unharmoniona, un-har-mO'ni-us, adj. inharmonious.
Unharness, un-har'nes, v.t. to take the harness off:

to disarm.
Unhasp, un-hasp', v.i. to loose from a hasp.
Unhasly, un-haVti, adj. (Spens.) not hasty, slow.
Unhat, uD-hat', v.t. to remove the hat from.

—

v.i. to
take otTthe hat from respect.—«. Unhat'tlng.

UnhatiChed, un-hacht', adj. not hatched, undi:>closed.

Unhaunted, un-hawn'ted, adj. not hauuted, un-
visited.

Unhazarded, un-haz'ar-ded, adj. not exposed to any
risk.

—

iidj. Unhazardous, not hazardous or risky.

Unhead, un-hed', v.t. to take tlie head from.
UnheaL See Unhele.
Unhealthy, un-hel'ihi, adj. not healthy : wanting

health or soundness of body : unfavourable to health

:

not indicating health.—«. ITnhealth', unhealthiness.—adj. Unhealthtul.— rtc/i'. Unhealth'fully.— «.

Unhealth fulness.— rta'c/. Unhealthily.— «. Un-
healthiness, state or quality of being unhealthy or
unfavourable to health : unsoundness.

Unheard, un-herd', adj. not heard : not granted a
hearing : not known, obscure (often with o/).

Unheart, un-hart', v.i. (Shui.) to discourage.
Unheavenly, unhev'n-li, aiij. not heavenly.
Unhedged, un-hejd', adj. not hedged.
Unheeded, un-he'ded, atij. not heeded, unnoticed.

—

adv. Unheed edly.—a<i>'. Unheed'ful, not heedful,
x^h.—advs. Unheed'fully, Unheedily {S/>e»s.).—

adj. Unheed'ing, heedless, careless.

—

adv. Unheod'-
ingly.

—

adj. Unheed'y, careless : precipitate.
Unheired. un-ard', adj. without an heir.

Unhele, Unheal, un-hel', v.t. (Spens.) to uncover.
Unhelm, un-helm', v.t. to deprive of a helmet.
Unheppen, un-hep'en, adj. f^prov.) clumsy.
Dnheroism, un-her'O-izm, n. unheroic conduct.

—

adj.
Unhero'ic.

Unhesitating, un-hez'i-ta-ting, adj. not hesitating or
doubting : prompt : ready.— rtf/z-. Unhesitatingly,
without hesitation.

Unhinge, un-hinj', zi.t. to take from the hinges: to

render unstable, to unsettle : to deprive of support.
—n. Unhingement.

Unhired, un-hird', adj. not hired.
Unhistoric, -al, un-his-tor'ik, -al, adj. not historic,

not mentioned in history : not in accordance with
historj'.

Unhitch, un-hich', v.t. to unfasten.
Unhive, un-hlv', v.t. to drive from a hive or from any

shelter.

Unhoard, un-hOrd', v.i. to dissipate what has been
hoarded up.

Unhold, un-hold', v.t. to let go the hold of.

Unholy, un-hO'li, adj. not sacred or hallowed, wicked,
sinful.—iw'z'. Unho'lily.—«. Unho'liness.

Unhomogeneous, un-hO-mO-Jc ncus, adj. not homo-
geneous.—//. Unhomoge'neousness.

Unhonest. un-on'est, adj. (pbs.) dishonest, unchaste.—n. Unhon'esty.
Unhonoured, un-ou'urd, a.ij. not honoured.
Unhooded, un-hood'ed, adj. not having a hood.
Unhook, un-hook', v.t. to loose from a hook.
Unhoop, un-hOOp', v.t. to remove the hoops of, as a

barrel : to remove the stiff hoops of, as a woman.
Unhoped, un-hOpt', adj. not hoped for or expected.

—

aiij. Unhope'fuL—<M^v. Unhope fully.

Unhorse, un-hors', v.t. to cause to come off or to

throw from a horse.

Unhospitable, un-hos'pi-ta-bl, adj. inhospitable.

Unhosiile, un-hos'til, adj. not hostile : not caused by
an enemy.

Unhouse, un-howz', v.i. to deprive of or drive from
a house or shelter.— <t<^°. UnhOUSed', unsheltered,
deprived of shelter.

Unhouseled, un-howz'ld, adj. (Shak.) not having
received the sacrament.

Unhuman, un-h&'man, adj. not having the qualities

of a human being.

—

v.t. Unhu'manise.
Unhung, un-hungf, adj. Same as Unhanged.
Unhurt, unhurt', adj. not hurt.—^i^. Unhurt fuL—
adv. Unhurt'ftilly.-«. Unhttrt fulness.

Unhusbanded, un-huz'ban-ded, adj. unprovided with
a hti.iband : widowed.

Unhusk, un-husk', v.t. to strip the husk from.
Uniat, u'ni-at, «. a member of any community of

Oriental Christians that acknowledges the papal
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supremacy, all else—clerical matrimony, communion
in both kinds, church discipline, rites, and liturgy

—

being allowed to remain Greek. — Also U'niate.
Tlie Uniats are al-^o called United Greeks.

Unlauriculate, u-ni-aw-rik'u-lat, adj. having a single
ear-like process, as a bivalve-shell.

Uniaxial, u-ni-ak'si-al, adj. having a single axis or line

of growth—also Uniax'al.

—

adv. Uiiiax'ially.
TJnibasal, u-ni-ba'sal, adj. having but one basal.

UniblO, u'ni-bl, adj. capable of being unified.

Unibranclliate, O-ni-brang'ki-at, adj. having only one
gill.

Unicameral, O-ni-kam'e-ral, adj. consisting of but one
chamber, of a legislative body.

Unicamerate, u-m-kam'e-rat, adj. having one chamber
or loculus, unilocular.

Unicapsillar, u-ni-kap'su-Iar, adj. having but one
capsule to each flower.

Unicarinate, -d, u-ni-kar'i-nat, -ed, adj. with but one
keel.

Unicellular, u-ni-sel'u-lar, adj. having but one cell.

Unicentral, u-ni-sen'tral, adj. having a single centre
of growth.

Uniciliate, u-ni-sil'i-at, adj. with one cilium.

Unicity, u-nis'i-ti, «. state of being unique, sameness.
Uniclinal, O-ni-kll'nal, adj. monoclinal.
Unlcolour, u-ni-kul'ur, adj. having but one colour.

—

adjs. Unicqlonrate, Unicoloured.
Unicom, u'ni-kom, ft. a fabulous animal mentioned
by ancient Greek and Roman authors as a native of
India, with a body like that of a horse and one
straight horn on the forehead : {B.) an unfortunate
translation of the Hebrew reevt, Assyr. rfniii, anti-

cipated by the monckerds of the Septuagint —
variously understood as the rhinoceros, the urns, the

wild ox, ox-antelope. [L. uuus, one, coruu, a horn.]

UniCOState, u-ni-kos'tSt, adj. one-ribbed, having but
one principal costa, rib, or nervure.

Unicoiyledonous, Q-ni-kot-i-le'don-us, adf. mono-
cotyledonous.

Unicursal, u-ni-kur'sal, adj. on one path of a moving
element.

Unicuspid, u-ni-kus'pid, adj. having but one cusp, as
an incisor or canine tooth.—Also UniCUS'pidata.

Unioycle, u-ni-sl'kl, «. an acrobat's cycle having but
one wheel.

Unideaed, un-I-de'ad, adj. without ideas, thoughtless.

Unideal, un-I-de'al, adj. not ideal, realistic, prosaic.

—It. Unlde'alism.
Unidentate, u-ni-den'tat, adj. having but one tooth.—adj. Unidentic'ulate, having but one denticle.

Unidigitate, u-ni-dij'i-tat, adj. having a single func-

tional digit.

UnidiomaUC, un-id-i-o-mat'ik, adj. not according to

the idiom of a language.
Unifacial, u-ni-fa'shal, adj. having but one face or

front surface, as a coral.

Unlfarious. u-ni-fa'ri-us, adj. with the parts arranged
in one rank, uniserial.

Uniflorous, u-ni-flO'ms, adj. one-flowered.
Unifoil, u'ni-foil, adj. bearing only a single leaf.

—

n.

a single leaf

—

adjs. UnlfO'llate, having a single

leaflet, unifoliar ; Unlfo'Uar, Unifo'liolit©, having
a single leaflet, but compound in structure.

Uniform, u'ni-form, adj. having one or the same form :

havin? always the same manner or character : con-
sistent with itself: agreeing with another.

—

n. a
dress or livery of the same kind for persons who
belong to the same body, as of a soldier.

—

7>.t. U'nl-
formise, to make uxuform.—adj. Uniformlta'rlan.—ns. Uniformita'rianism, the doctrine in geology
ef Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1875), that the present is

the type of all preceding ages, so far as these are
revealed by the fossiliferous strata ; Uniform'ity,
state of being uniform : agreement with a pattern or
rule : sameness : likeness between the parts of a
\v\\o\e.—adv. U'niformly.—«. U'nlformness.—Act
of Uniformity, an intolerant measure passed in
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1662, by which a number of clerg\-men, variously
stated at from 800 to 2000, were driven out of the
English national church.

Unify, u'ni-fl, v.i. to make into one.

—

adjs. U'nlfi-
able, capable of being made one ; Unif'ic. making
one.—nj. Unifica tion ; U nifier. [L. unus, one,
/acere, to make.]

Unigenital, u-ni-jen'i-tal,rt/^'. only-begotten.—^.•i'.Unl-

gen'iture, the state of being the only begotten ; Ual-
gen'itUS, the name of the famous obscurantist bull

issued by Clement XI. in 171 3, at the instance of the
Jesuits, in condemnation of the Jansenist Quesnel's
admirable annotations on the New Testament j

UnigenOUS. u-nij'e-nus, adj. homogeneous.
Unlglobular, u-ni-glob'u-lar, adj. consisting of a

single globe or globular part.

Unijugate, u-ni-jOO'gat, otij. having one pair of leaf-

lets—of a pinnate leaf.

Unilabiate, u-ni-la'bi-at, adj. having one lip or
labium.

Unilaminar, u-ni-lam'i-nar, adj. having one lamina.
Unilateral, u-ni-lat'e-ral, adj. one-sided.— «. Unl-
lateral'ity.—«(/?'. Unilat'erally.

Unlliteral, u-ni-lit'e-ral, adj. consisting of one letter

only.

Unillumed, un-i-lumd', adj. not illumed.

—

adj. Un-
illii'minated.

Unillnsory, un-i-Iu'sO-ri, adj. not producing an
illusion.

Unilobed, u'ni-lobd, adj. having but one lobe. —Also
Unilobar.

Unilocular, O-ni-lok'u-lar, adj. having but one loculus

or cavity, as the heart of an amphioxus.
Unimaginable, un-i-maj'i-na-bl, adj. not imaginable,

inconceivable.—«. Unimag'inableness.

—

adv. Un-
imag'inably.— rt(/;'. Unlmag'inative, not imagina-
tive, pro.saic—«. Unimag'inativeness.—<7^. Un-
imag'ined, not imagined.

Unimpaired, \tn-im-pard', adj. not impaired.
Unimpassioned, un-im-pash'und, adj. not impas-

sioned, calm, tranquil.

Unimpeachable, im-im-pe'cha-bl, adj. not to be im-

Ceached : not liable to be accused : free from fault :

lameless.—«.f. Unimpeachability, Unimpeach'-
ableness.—a(/r. Unimpeach'ably. — rtrf/ Unlm-
peached', not impeached.

Unimplored, un-im-plord', adj. not implored or be-

sought.
Unimportance, im-im-pSr'tans, «. want of import-

ance.—rt^y. Unimpor'tant, not important, trivial.

Unimposed, \in-im-pOzd', adj. not impo.sed or exacted.
—adj. Unimpo'sing, not imposing or commanding
respect : voluntary.

Unimpressible, un-im-pres'i-bl, adj. not capable of
being impressed, not readily impressed.

—

n. UnJm-
pressibU'ity.

UnimpriBOn, un-im-priz'n, v.i. to set free from prison.

Unimproved, un-im-pr55vd', adj. not improved, made
better, or cultivated, cleared, or built upon : not
used, imemployed, inactive.

Unimpugnable, im-im-pu'na-bl, adj. that cannot be
impugned.

Unincensed, un-in-senst', adj. not incensed or pro-

voked.
Unincidental, un-in-si-den'tal, adj. unmarked by in-

cidents, uneventful.
Uninclosed, un-in-klozd', Unenclosed, un-en-, adj.

not inclosed.

Unincorporated, un-in-kor'p5-r5-ted, adj. not incor-

porated.
Unindented, un-in-den'ted, adj. not indented.
UnindiVldualised, un-in-di-vid'u-al-Tzd, adj. not sepa-

rated into individual parts—of certain eruptive rocks.
Uninflammable, un-in-flam'a-bl, adj. incapable of

beine set on fire.—«, Unlnilammabil'ity.
Uninfluenced, un-in'flSti-enst, adj. not subject to, or

acted upon by, influence : not biassed or prejudiced.
Uninformed, un-in-formd', adj. not having received
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information, untaught : not imbued with life or
activity.

UnlngeniOUS, un-in-je'ni-us, adj. not ingenious, stupid.

Untngenuous, un-in-jen'u-us, adj. not ingenuous,
disingenuous.—«. Unlngen'uousness.

Uninhabitable, un-in-hab'i-ta-bl, adj. not inhabitable.
— ns. Uninhabitabil'ity, Uninhabitableness.

—

adj. Uninhabited, not inhabited.

Uninjured, un-in'j55rd, adj. not injured.

Unlnomtnal, u-ni-nom'i-nal, adj. consisting of a single

word or term in a scientific nomenclature.—Also
Unino'mlaL

Uninquisitive, un-in-kwiz'i-tiv, adj. not inquisitive or

curious.

Unlnscrlbed, un-in-skribd', adj. without inscription.

Uninspired, un-in-spird', adj. not inspired.

UninstniCted, un-in-struk'ted, adj. not instructed or

taught.—a<^'. Uninstruc'tive, not serving to \n-

struct.—rtr/z/. Uninstruc'tively.
Unlntegrated, un-in'te-|ra-ted, adj. not integrated.

Unintelligent, un-in-tel'i-jent, adj. not intelligent.

—

n.

Unintelligence.—rtd'f. Unintelligently.—«. Un-
intelligibil'ity.—rt<(/'. Unintelligible, not capable
of being understood. — «. Unintelligibleness. —
adv. Unintelligibly.

Unintentional, un-in-ten'shun-al, adj. done or happen-
ing without intention or design, involuntary.

—

n.

Unintentional'ity. —oiiv. Uninten'tionally.
Uninterested, un-in'ter-es-ted, adj. not interested or

personally concerned in, not engaging the attention

of— adj. Unln'teresting, not interesting. — adv.
Uninterestingly.—«. Unin'terestingness.

Unintermitted, un-in-ter-mit'ed, adj. not intermitted
or interrupted. — oiiv. Unintermltt'edly. — adj.
Unintennitt'ing, not intermitting.—(k/?;. Uninter-
mitt'ingly.

Uninterpretable, un-in-t6r'pre-ta-bl, adj. incapable of
being interpreted.

Uninterrupted, un-in-ter-rup'ted, adj. not interrupted,
incessant.

—

adz>. Unlntemip'tedly.
Unintroduoed, un-in-trO-dust', adj. not introduced.
Uninuclear, u-ni-nu'kle-ar, adj. with a single nucleus.
—Also Uninucleate.

Unlnvented, un-in-ven'ted, adj. not invented.

—

adj.
Uninventive, not inventive or apt at inventing.

—

adv. Uninven'tlvely.
Uninvlte, un-in-vit', v.t. to cancel the invitation of
Uniola, u-rifO-la, «. a genus of perennial American

grasses with creeping root-stocks, broad leaves, and
large compressed spikelets in an open or spiked
^An\c\^—Spike-grass, Union-grass, Seaside oat.

Union, un'yun, n. a uniting : that which is united or
made one : something formed by the combination of
parts or individual things or persons : concord

:

harmony in colour : agreement between parts : the
state of wedlock : a device emblematic of union
borne in the canton of a flag, the canton used sepa-
rately as a flag, the union-jack : a combination as
among workmen for class protection : several parishes
united for joint support and management of their

poor, also the workhouse for such : (//.) textile

fabrics made up of more than one kind of fibre, as
of wool and cotton.

—

adj. Un'ioned, showing evi-

dence of union. — tt.pl. Unlon'idSS, a famdy of
lamellibranchiate molluscs represented in Britain by
two genera, 9'niO and Atwdonta.—ns. Unionist,
one who advocates or supports union, esp. an up-
holder of the Union and opponent of secession before

the American Civil War, also one opposed to granting
Home Rule to Ireland, whether a natural Conser-
vative or one of the Liberals who fell a^vay from Mr
Gladstone on this question in 1886 ; Un'ion-jack,
the n.^tional flag adopted by Great Britain and Ire-

land, consisting of a union of the crosses of St
George, St Andrew, and St Patrick.—The Union,
the legislative incorporation of England and Scotland
in 1707, or of Ireland with both in 1801. [Fr.

union—L. unio, •onis—unus, one.]

Uniparous, u-nip'a-rus, adj. producing one at a birth :

{bot.) having but one axis or stem. [L. unus, one,
par ere, to bring forth.]

Unipartite, u-ni-par'tlt, adj. not divided into parts.

Uniped, u'ni-ped, adj. having only one foot.—«. one
having but one foot.

Unipeltate, u-ni-pel'tat, adj. with a carapace of one-

piece, as a crustacean.—«. one of the Unlpelta'ta,
the adult Sguillidce, as a division of stomatopods.

Unipersonal, u-ni-per'son-al, adj. existing as only one
person: {gram.) used in only one person.

—

ns.

Uniper'sonallst ; Unipersonal'lty.
Unipetalous, uni-pet'a-lus, adj. having but one petal.

Unlphonus, u'ni-fo-nus, adj. giving out only one
sound.

Uniplanar, u-ni-pla'nar, adj. lying in one plane.
Unlplicate, C-nip'li-kat, adj. once folded.

Unipolar, u-ni-pO'lar, adj. {elect.) showing only one
kind of polarity : {biol.) having one process only.

—

n. Unipolar'ity.
Unique, u-nek', adj. single or alone in any quality :

without a like or equal. — Oiiv. Uniquely. — ns.

Uniqueness; Unlq'uity. [VT.,—'L.7tnicus—unus.\
Uniradiate, -d, u-ni-ra'di-at, -ed, adj. having only
one ray.

Uniramous, u-ni-ra'mus, adj. one-branched.
UnlsepaloUS, u-ni-sep'a-lus, adj. having but one sepal.
Uniseptate, ti-ni-sep'tat, adj. having but one septum

or partition.

Uniserial, u-ni-se'ri-al, adj. placed in one series.

—

adv. Unise'rially. —adj. Unise'riate. —adv. Unise' -

riately.
Uniserrate, u-ni-ser'at, adj. having one row of teeth

or serrations.

—

adj. Unlser'rulate, having one row
of small serrations.

Unisexual, u-ni-sek'su-al, adj. of one sex only, as a
plant.—«. Unlsexuallty.-(li/z/. Unisex iially.

Unison, u'ni-son, n. oneness or agreement of sound r

concord : harmony.

—

adj. U'nisonal.

—

otiv. U'nlSO-
nally.—«. U'nisonance, state of being unisonant :

accordance of sounds.

—

adjs. U'nlsonant, U'niso-
noUS, being in unison. [L. unus, one, sonus, a
sound, sonare, to sound.]

Unit, u'nit, «. one : a single thing or person : the least

whole number : anything taken as one : any knowrj
determinate quantity by constant application of
which any other quantity is measured.

—

adj. U'nital.
—«. Unita'rian, one who asserts the unity of the
Godhead as opposed to the Trinity, and ascribes
divinity to God the Father only.

—

aiij. pertaining

to Unitarians or their doctrine.—«. Unita'rianism,
the doctrines or principles of a Unitarian.— rt(^'.

U'nltary, pertaining to unity or to a unit: {biol.^

monisticj^as opposed to dualistic : whole, integral.

—

«. U'nitate, the remainder after dividing a number
by any digit.

—

v.t. to obtain the unitate of.

—

n.
Unita'tion. [L. unitum, pa.p. of unlre, to unite

—

unus, one.]
Unite, fl-nlt', v.t. to make one : to join two or more

into one : to join: to make to agree or adhere.

—

7i.i. to become one : to grow or act together.

—

adj.
Uni'ted, joined, made one : harmonious. — adz'.

Unl'tedly, in union : together.

—

ns. Uni'ter, one
who unites ; Unl'tion, act of uniting, conjunction ;

U'nitism, monism. — adj. U'nitlve, h.-»rnionising,

uniting.— rtrt'7'. Uni'tively.—Unitas Fratrum, or

United Brethren (see Moravian) ; United Greeks
(see Unlat); United Irishmen, an organisation
originally formed to help Grattan in carrying his

reforms, but which quickly became a rebel organi-
sation, and caused the rising of 1798 ; United.
Presbyterian (see Presbyter) ; United Provinces,
the seven northern provinces of Holland— Holland,
Zealand, Utrecht, Gelderland, Groningen, Friesland,

and Overyssel, united in 1579 under the Union of
Utrecht ; United States, a federal union of states,

esp. that of North America.
Unity, u'ni-ti, «. oneness : state of being one or at
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Univalent mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; Men. Unlimber

one : agreement : the arrangement of all the parts
to one purpose or effect : harmony : {math.) any
quantity taken as one.—ThO unities (of place,
time, and action), the three canons of the classical

drama—that the scenes should be at the same place,

that all the events should be such as might happen
within a single day, and that nothing should be
admitted not directly relevant to the development
of the plot.

Univalent, u-niv'a-Ient, adj. having a valence of one.
—ns. UniValence, Univ'alency.

Univalve, u'ni-valv, adj. having one valve or shell

only.—«. a shell of one valve only : a mollusc
whose shell is composed of a single piece.

—

adj.
Unival'vular.

Universal, u-ni-ver'sal, adj. comprehending, affect-

ing, or extending to the whole : comprising all the
particulars : applied to a great variety of uses.—«. a
universal proposition, a general term, a universal
concept.—«. Universalisation.—J'./. Univer'sal-
ise.

—

ns. Univer'Salism, the doctrine or belief of
universal salvation, or the ultimate salvation of all

mankind, and even of the fallen angels ; Univer"-
salist, a believer in universalism.

—

adj. pertaining

to such beliefs.—(w//'. Universalistic—«. Uni-
versality, state or quality of being universal.

—

adv.
Universally.—«. Uniyer'salness.—<j<^'. Univer-
san imous, of one mind. [L. universalis—HtU-

versus.]

Universe, u'ni-vers, «. the whole system of created
things : all created things viewed as one whole :

the world.—a<^'. Universolog'ical.-«j. Universol'-
OgiSt ; Universol'Ogy, the science of the universe,
or of all forms of human activity. [L. universum,
neut. sing, of universus, whole, unus, one, versus,
vertere, to turn.]

University, u-ni-ver'si-ti, «. a corporation of teachers
or assemblage of colleges for teaching the higher
branches of learning, and having power to confer
degrees. [L. ;<7//ivr«Vrtj, a corporation

—

universus.]
Univocal, u-niv'O-kal, adj. having one meaning only :

having unison of sounds.— «. a word with but one
meaning.—«. Univ'ocacy.

—

adv. UnlVocally.—«.

UniVOCa'tlon, agreement of name and meaning.
[L. univocus—unus, one, vox, vocis, a voice.]

Unjaundiced, un-jan'dist, adj. not jaundiced, not
affected by jealousy.

Uniealous, un-jel'us, adj. not jealous.

Unjointed, un-join'ted, adj. having no joint or articu-

lation.

Unj03rflll, un-joi'fOOl, adj. not joyful.

—

adj. Unjoy*-
ons, not joyous or cheerful.

—

adv. Unjoy'ously.
Unjust, un-just', adj. not just or controlled by justice :

contrary to justice: dishonest, faithless. —iiflf;'. Un-
justifiable, not justifiable. — «. Unjus'tifiable-
nBss.—advs. Unjus'tlfiably ; Unjustly.—/*. Un-
just'ness.

Unked, ung'ked, adj. (prov.) strange, ugly, incon-
venient.—Also Unkld, Unketh, Unk'ard. iUn-
couth. ]

Unkempt, un'kemt, adj. uncombed : unpolished,

rough. [Pfx. un-, not, A.S. centban, to comb

—

camb, a comb.]
Unkenned, un-kend', adj. not known.—Also Unkent'.
Unkennel, un-ken'el, v.t. to drive from a kennel or

hole : to rouse from secrecy or retreat.

Unkept, un-kept', adj. not kept or sustained.

Unkind, un-klnd', adj. contrary to kind or nature :

wanting in kindness : cruel. —«. Unkind'llneSB,
want- of kindliness.

—

adj. Unkindly, contrary to

kind or nature : malignant : not kind.

—

adi: (Milt.)

in a manner contrary to kind or nature : in an un-
kindly manner: cruelly.—«. Unklnd'ness. want of
kindness or affection : cr\\e\ly.—adj. Unkin'dred
iobs.), not related.—«(/!'. Unkln'drecuy.

Unking, un-king', v.t. to strip of royal power.

—

adv.
Unklng'ly, unbecoming a king.

Unklss, un-kis', v.t. (SAak.) to annul by kissing.

Unknelled, un-neld', adj. untolled.
Unknightly, un-nlt'li, adj. contrary to the rules of

chivalry, unbecoming a knight.

—

u. Unknig^ht'li-
ness.

Unknit, un-nit', v.t. to separate or loose what is knit
or knotted : to open.

Unknot, un-not', v.t. to free from knots : to untie.
Unknowable, un-nO'a-bl, adj. incapable of being
known.—«. that which cannot be known, the first or
original cause : that which is cognisable only in its

relations.—«. Unknow'ableness.— ot^z/. Unknov-
ably

—

adj. Unknow'ing, ignorant, obtuse.—adz:
Unknow'ingly.—«. Unknow'ingness.—ii^^'. Un-
known', not known, mentally apprehended, recog-
nised, or made known.

—

fi. Unknown'ness.
Unlaboured, un-la'burd, otij. showing no traces of

labour, unwrought : unrestrained, easy.—a*^'. Un-
laborious, not toilsome.—iK/z/. Unlabo'rlously.

—

adj. Unla'bouring, not labouring.
Unlace, un-las', v.t. to loose from being laced : to

loose the dress of.—adj. Unlast' {Spens.), unlaced.
Unlade, un-lad', v.i. to unload : to take out the cargo

of.

Unlaid, un-lad', adj. not laid or fixed : not having
parallel water-marked lines, as paper : untwisted :

not allayed or pacified.

Unlamented, un-la-men'ted, adj. not lamented.
Unlap. un-Iap', v.t. to unfold.

Unlarded, un-iar'ded, adj. not larded or mixed with
lard, unadulterated.

Unlash, un-lash', v.t. (naut.) to loose the lashings of.

Unlatch, un-lach', v.i. to open by lifting the latch.

Unlawful, un-law'f55l, adj. not lawful or permitted
by law.— «. Unlaw', lawlessness, any breach of law l-

an injury, injustice : a fine exacted from a trans-

gressor of the law.

—

adv. Unlaw'fully.—«. Unlaw-
fulness.

Unlay, un-la', v.t. {naut.) to untwist, as the strands

of a rope.

Unload, un-led', v.t. {print.) to take out the leads

from matter set up.
Unleal, un-lel', adj. not leal or loyal.

Unlearn, un-lem', v.t. to forget or lose what has
been learned.

—

v.i. to become ignorant.— «</?'. Un-
lear'ned, not learned : ignorant.— rtaff. Unlear-
nedly.—«. Unlear'nedness.

Unleash, un-lesh', v.t. to free from a leash, to let go.

Unleave, un-lev', v.t. {obs.) to strip of leaves.

—

v.i. to

lose leaves.

Unleavened, un-lev'nd, adj. not leavened.

Unlectured, un-lek'turd, adj. not taught in lectures,

not subjected to instruction or admonition in lec-

tures.

Unled, un-Ied', adj. not led, without guidance.
Unlelsured, un-le'zh5Srd, adj. not having leisure.

—

». Unleisuredness.
Unless, un-les', conj. at or for less : if not : supposing

that not : save, except. [Formerly on les, on lesse,

in phrase on lesse that, in less than.]

Unlessoned, un-les'nd, adj. not instructed, not taught.

Unlettered, un-Iet'erd, adj. unlearned, illiterate.—/;.

Unletferednesa.
Unlevel, un-lev'l, adj. not level, uneven.— z'.^ to

make uneven.
Unlicensed, un-lfsenst, adj. having no license, done

without a license.

Unllch, un-lik', adj. (Spens.) unlike.

Unlicked, un-likt', adj. not licked into shape, shape-

less, not smooth—from the old notion that the she-

bear licks her cubs into shape, hence ungainly,
awkward.

Unlike, un-llk', ailj. not like or similar : ha^ing no
resemblance.

—

adv. in another manner to.

—

ns. Un-
likelihood, Unlikeliness, improbability. — adj.

Unlikely, not likely : improbable : likely to fail.

—

adzi. in an unlikely manner, improbably.

—

n. Un-
llke'ness, want of resemblance.

Unlimber, un-Iim'ber, ;'./. to remove the limbers firom.
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Unlimber fete, far ; me, her ; mine ; Unmerited

'.£. to detach the Umbersto take off the limbers of.-

from the guns.
Unlimber, un-lim'bte, adj. (ois.) not flexible.

naliine, un-llm', v.t. to remove the lime from.

Unlimited, un-lim'i-ted, adj. not limited, bounded,
defined, or restrained. — at/j. Unllm'itable (,ods.),

iUim\tab\e.—adv. Unlim'itedly. — «. Unlimlted-
ness.

Unline, un-lln', v.i. to remove the lining from, to

empty.
Unlineal, un-lin'e-al, adj'. not lineal.

Unlink, un-lingk', T.i. to separate the links of, to

uatwist.—adj. Unlinked', not joined by links.

Unliquefied, un-lik'we-fid, adj. unmelted.

Unliquidated, un-lik'wi-di-ted, <idj'. not determined,

settled, or adjusted.

Unliquored, un-lik'urd, adj'. not moistened with

liquor: not in liquor, sober.

Unlistening, un-lis'ning, adj'. not listening or giving

heed to.

Unliturgise, un-lit'ur-jTz, 7>.i. to deprive of a liturgy.

Unlive, un-liv', v.i. to undo by living : (ttis.) to deprive

of life.—rt^'. Unlived' ^SAai.), bereft of life.—«.

Unlive'llness, want of liveliness.

Unload, nn-lOd', r.i. to take the load from : to dis-

charge : to disburden : (C/.S. slang-) to sell in great
quantity, as risky stock, &c. — 7'./. to discharge
freight.—«j. Uuload'er; Unloading.

Unlocated, un-l5-ka'ted, adj. not located : {U.S.) not
surveyed or marked off.

Unlock, un-lok', v.t. to unfasten what is locked : to
open.

Unlodge, un-loj', v./. to dislodge.
Unlogical, un-loj'i-kal, adj'. illogical.

Unlocked, un-lSOkt', adj'. not anticipated (generally
withy&r).

Unloose, un-l5Ds', v./. to make loose: to set free.

—

7>.i. Unloos'en, to unloose.
Unlord, un-lord', v.i. to strip of the dignity of a lord.—adj's. Unlor'ded, not raised to the rank of lord

;

Unlordly, not lordly.

Unlosable, un-lSO'za-bl, adj'. that cannot be lost.—
adj. UnlOSV, not lost.

Unlove, un-luv*, v.t. to cease to love.—«. the absence
of love.

—

adj's. UnlOV'able, not deserving to be
loved, unlikely to be loved ; Unloved', not loved.

—

H. UnlOVe'linesS, want of loveliness, amiability, or
beauty.

—

adj's. Unlove'ly, not lovely ; Unloving,
not loving.—n^7'. UnloVingly.—«. UnloVingness.

Unlucky, un-luk'i, adj'. not lucky or fortunate : ill-

omened.

—

adv. Unluck'ily, in an imlucky or un-
fortunate manner.—«. Unluck'lness, the state or
quality of being unlucky or unfortunate.

UnltlStroiU, un-lus'trus, adj'. not lustrous.

UnlUte, un-l60t', 7'.i. to separate the lute or clay from.
UnmagiStrate, un-maj'is-trat, v.i. to degrade from the

position of magistrate.
Unmaidenly, un-ma'dn-li, adj'. unbecoming a maiden.

—zi.i. Unmald'en, to deflower.
Unmailable, un-ma'la-bl, adj'. incapable of being

mailed or sent to its proper destination by post.
Unmaimed. un-mamd , ad/, not maimed, entire.

Unmake, un-mSk', v.t. to destroy the make or form
and qualities of.

—

adj's. Unmade', not made : re-

duced to its original form ; Unma'kable, that can-
not be made.

—

n. Unma'king, act of destroying.

—

Unmade np, not worked up into form.
Unmalleable, un-mal'6-a-bl, adj'. that cannot be
hammered, stubborn, unyielding. — «. Unmalle-
abUity.

Unman, un-man', v.i. to deprive of the powers of a
man, as courage, virility, &c. : to deprive of men.

—

adj. Unmanlike, not manlike.—«. Unmanllness,
effeminacy.

—

adj's. Unman'ly, not becoming a man :

vmworthy of a noble mind : base : cowardly ; Un-
manned', not manned or furnished with men

:

(SfioJe.) not tamed or made subject to man, maiden,
virgin.

UUmanacle, un-man'a-kl, adj. to release from
manacles, to set free.

Unmanageable, un-man'aj-a-bl, adj'. not man.'tgeable,

not easily controlled or directed.—«. Unman'agS-
ableness.—r»<r>'. Unmanageably.—ar^. Unman'-
aged, not controlled : not broken m.

Unmannerly, un-man'er-li, adj. not mannerly : ill-

bred.

—

adv. in an unmannerly manner.—adj. Un-
mann'ered, wanting in good manners: uncivil:

rude.—«. Unmann'erliness, stateor quality of being
unmannerly: want of go'id manners : rudeness.

Unmantle, un-man'tl, v.t. to divest of a mantie.
Unmanufactured, un-man-u-fak'turd, adj. not manU'

factiired or worked up from its natural state : not
simulated or put on.

Unmanured, un-ma-nOrd', adj'. not manured : (pis.)

untilled.

Unmarked, un-markt", adj'. bearing no distinctive
mark : not noticed.

Unmarketable, un-mar'ket-a-bl, adj'. not suitable for
the market, not saleable.

Unmarred, un-mard', adj. not marred.
Unmarried, un-mar'id, adj. not married.

—

adj's. Un-
marr'iable {ois.}, not marriageable ; Unmarr'iage-
able, not fit to marry, not yet old enough to be
married. — «. Unmarr'iageableness. — r ./. Un-
marr'y, to dissolve the marriage of.

Unmart3rr, un-mar'ter, v.i. to degrade from the

dignity of a martyr.

UnmasCUline, un-mas'ku-lin, adj'. not masculine.
Unmask, un-mask', v.t. to take a mask or any disguise

off: to expose.

—

v.i. to put off a mask.

—

adj'. Un-
masked'.

Unmastered, un-mas'terd, adj'. not subdued, not
conquerable.

—

adj. Unmas'terable, that cannot be
mastered.

Unmatcbed, un-macht', adj'. matchless, without an
equal.

—

adj. Unmatch'able, not to be equalled.

—

«. Unmatch'edness.
Unmated, un-mated, adj'. not mated.
Unmateiial. un-ma-te'ri-al, adj. not material.

—

adj.

Unmate'rlalised, not in bodily shape : not yet
having become actual or taken shape.

Unmeaning, un-me'ning, adj'. having no meaning

:

without intelligence.

—

adTi. Unmean'lngly.— «. Un-
mean'ingness. — adj'. Unmeant (un-ment'), not
meant.

Unmeasured, un-mezh'urd, adj'. not measured, bound-
less : irregular.

—

adj'. Unmeas'urable. immeasur-
able.—«. Unmeas'urableness.—Wr'. Unmeas'nr-
ably.

Unmechanlse, un-mek'a-nTz, v.i. to destroy the
mechanism of, to throw out of order.

Unmeddle, un-med'l, v.t. to repair the effects of
meddling.

—

adj'. Unmeddling, not meddling.—«.

Unmeddlingness.
Unmedicinable, un-me-dis'in-a-bl, adj'. that cannot be

c<ired : unable to cure.

Unmeditated, un-med'i-ta-ted, adj'. not meditated,
unpremeditated.

Unmeet, un-met', ad/, not meet, unfit.—adv. UB-
meet'ly.—K. Unmeet'ness.

Unmellowed, un-melSd, adj'. not mellowed or
softened.

Unmelodions. un-me-l5'di-us, adj'. not melodious,
harsh.— «. Unmelo'diousness.

Unmenseful, nn-mens'fSDl, adj'. (5'f(j/.) unmannerly.
Unmentionable, un-men'shun-a-bl. adj. unworthy

of l)eing mentioned.—«. Unmen'tionablenesB.

—

«.//. Unmen'tionables, otherwise inexp'essibles, a
would-lie humorous name for trousers.

Unmercenary, un-mer'se-na-ri, adj. not mercenary.
Unmerchantable, un-mer'chant-a-bl, adj. not mer-

chantable, uivsaleable.

Unmerciful, un-mer'si-f'57)l, adr. showing no mercy:
exorbitant.—rtrfj'. Unmercifully.— «. Unmer'cifnl-
nesB.

Unmerited, un-mer'i-ted, adj. not merited, unde-
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Unmeted mote ; mute ; moOn ; /Aen. Unode
served : obtained without service.

—

adj. Unmerit-
able (Sluik.), without merit.—«. Unmeritednoss.
—tuij. Unmeriting, not deserving.

DnHLOted, un-me'ted, adj. not meted or measured.
Unmethodical, un-me-thod'i-kal, adj. not methodical.
— adj. Unmetll'Odlsed, not regulated by method.

Unmew, un-mu', v.t. to release, as from a mew, to set

free.

Unmilltary, un-mil'i-ta-ri, adj. not in accordance with
military methods, without military spirit.

Unmlnded, un-mln'ded, atij. not heeded, forgotten.

—

Oiij. Unmindful, not keeping in mind, regardless.

—adv. Unmlnd'fully.—«. Unmlnd'fulness.
Unmingle, im-ming'gl, v.t. to separate things mixed.
UnmiraculOUS, un-Mii-rak'Q-lus, adj. not miraculous.
—adv. Unmirac'ulously.

Unmiry, un-mlr'i, adj. not miry or muddy.
Unmistakable, uu-mis-ta'ka-bl, adj. incapable of

being mistaken: clear: distinct. — «. Unmlsta'-
kableness.—Aft'z'. Unmistakably.

Unmltlgable, un-mit'i-ga-bl, adj. that cannot be miti-

gated or alleviated.—a<;'tM'. Unmit'igably, Unmit'i-
gatedly. — adj. Unmitigated, not mitigated or
abated, having full force.

Unmitre, un-mfter, v.i. to deprive of a mitre, to

degrade from the dignity of bishop.
Unmixed, un-mikst', adj. free from any foreign ad-

mixture, unadulterated.

—

adv. UnmiX'edly.
Unmoaned, un-mCnd', adj. not lamented.
Unmodemise, un-moder-nlz, v.t. to give an old-

fashioned form or manner to.

Unmodified, un-mod'i-fid, adj. not modified, qualified,

or limited.—arf/'. Unmod'ifiable, that cannot be
modified.—/;. Unniod'ifiableness.

Unmodlsh, un-mo'dish, adj. not modish or fashion-
able.

Unmoistened, un-moi'snd, adj. not moistened or
wetted.

Unmolested, un-mO-les'ted, adj. not molested.
Unmomentary, un-mO'men-ta-ri, adj. without a
moment's interval.

Unmoneyed, uu-muu'id, adj. without money.—Also
Unmon'ied.

Unmonopolise, un-mS-nop'S-lTz, v.t. to free from
monopoly.

—

adj. Unmonop'olising, not including in

a monopoly.
Unmoor, un-mSSr', v.t. to loose from being moored or
anchored.

—

v.i. to weigh anchor.
Unmoral, un-mor'al, adj. not moral.

—

adjs. Unmor"-
allsed, not moralised upon, having no moralattached

;

Unmoralls'ing, not given to making moral reflec-

tions.—«. Unmoral'Ity.
Unmortise, un-mor'tis, v.t. to loosen the mortises or

joints of.

Un-Mosaic, un-mO-za'ik, adj. not according to Moses
or his law.

Unmotherly, un-muM'er-li, adj. not like a mother.
Unmotived, un-mO'tivd, adj. uninfluenced by a

motive.

Unmould, un-m5ld', v.t. to change the form of.

Unmounted, un-mown'ted, adj. not mounted : not
placed on horseback : not set or arranged with any
suitable background, &c., for display or protection,

as a precious stone, a drawing or photograph for

framing, a lantern or microscopic slide, &c.
Unmoumed, un-mOmd', adj. not mourned.
Unmoved, un-mODvd', adj. not moved, firm : not

touched by emotion, calm.

—

adjs. UnmoVable, Un-
move'able, immovable.— oiivs. UnmoVably, im-
movably ; UnmoVedly. — adj. Unmov'ing, not
moving : unafFecting.

Unmuddle, un-mud'l, v.t. to free from muddle.
Unmuffle, un-muf'l, v.t. to take a muffle or covering

from.

—

v.i. to throw off concealments.
Unmultiply, un-mul'ti-plT. 71. t. to reverse the process

of multiplication, to find the factors of.

Unmunitioned, un-mu-niah'und, adj. not provided
with war materials.

Unmurmuring, un-mur'mur-ing, adj. not murmuring.
—adv. Dnmur muringly.

UnmuSCUlar, un-mus'ku-lar, a^'. not muscular or
physically strong.— a«^'. UnmUSClod (un-mus'ld),
with the muscles relaxed.

Unmusical, un-mu'zi-kal, adj. not musical or harmoni-
ous : not skilled in music.

—

n, Unmusical'ity. adv.
Unmusically.

Unmutilated, un-mu'ti-la-ted, adj. not mutilated.
Unmuzzle, un-muz'l, v.t. to take a muzzle olf.

Unnail, un-nal', v.t. to take the nails from.
Uimamable, un-na'ma-bl, adj. not to be nzm^d.—adj.
Unnamed', not named.

Unnapped, un-napt', a<ij. without a nap, as cloth

:

deprived of nap.
Unnative, un-uativ, adj. not native or natural.
Unnatural, un-nat'u-ral, adj. not natural or according

to nature : without natural aflection.

—

v.t. Unnat'U-
ralise.—«</;. Unnafuralised, not naturalised.—>«.
Unnat'uralism, Unnatural'ity. — adv. Unnat'u-
rally.— «. Unnat'uralness.

Unnavigable, un-nav'i-ga-bl, adj. not navigable.

—

n.
Unnavigabil'ity.—o^y. Unnav'lgated, not sailed
on or over.

Unnecessary, un-nes'e-sa-ri, adj. not necessary : use-
less : needless.

—

atij. Unnecessarily, without neces-
sity.—«. Unnec'essariness.

Unneedful, un-nedfool, adj. not needful.—«</!'. Un-
need'fully.

UnneighbOUred, un-na'burd, adj. having no neigh-
bours.—/;. Unneigh'bourliness.— rt;^'. Unnei^t'-
bourly, not neighbourly, friendly, or social.

—

adv.
in an unneighbourly manner.

Unnerve, un-nerv', v.t. to deprive of nerve, strength,

or vigour : to weaken. — adj. Unner'vate (pbs.),

enervated.
Unnest, un-nest', 2.t. to turn out of a nest.

Unneth. See Uneath.
Unnetted, un-net'ed, adj. not enclosed in a net.

Unniggardly, un-nig'ard-li, adj. not niggardly or
miserly.

—

adj. Unnigg'ard, not niggard, liberal.

Unnimbed, un-nimd', adj. without a nimbus.
Unnoble, un-nO'bl, adj. {Spetts.) ignoble.

—

v.t. to de-
prive of nobility.

Unnooked, un-nCRDkt', adj. with no nooks, simple,
open, guileless.

Unnoted, un-nO'ted, adj. not noted or marked.
Unnoticed, un-nO'tisd, adj. not noticed or observed.
Unnotify, un-nO'ti-fl, v.t. to negative something

previously told.

Unniunbered, un-num'berd, adj. {Milt.) not to be
numbered, innumerable.

—

adj. Unnum'berablO, in-

numerable.
Unnun, un-nun', v.t. to divest of the character of a

nun.
Unnurtured, un-nur'turd, adj. not nurtured or edu-

cated, rough.
Unobjectionable, un-ob-jek'shun-a-bl, adj. not liable

to oh)>tci\o\\.—adv. Unobjec'tlonably.
UnobnoxiOUS, uu-ob-nok'shus, adj. not liable or sub-

ject to.

Unobservance, un-ob-zer'vans, «. state of being un-

observant, inattention : lack of observance of some
law.—«//;>. Unobser'vable, not to be observed

;

Unobser'vant, not observant or attentive ; Unob-
served', not observed.

—

adv. Unobser'vedly.—a</?.

Unobser'Vlng, not observing.

Unobstructed, un-ob-strnk'ted, adj. not obstrut:ted or

hindered, clear.—<k//'. UnobstruC'tive, oflfering no
obstacle.

Unobtrusive, un-ob-trOD'siv, adj. not obtrusive or

forward.

—

adv. Unobtru'slvely, in an unobtrusive

or modest manner.—;;. Unobtru'SiveneSS, state of

being unobtrusive : niode.sty.

Unobvious, un-ob'vi-us, adj. not obvious, evident, or

manifest.
Unoccupied, un-ok'u-pid, adj. not occupied : not used.

Unode, u'nOd, //. {geont.) a limiting case of a conical
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Unoffending fate, far ; m€, h6r ; mine ; Unpleasant

pmnt, in which the tangent cone has become a pair

of coincident planes.

Unoffending, un-o-fen'ding, adj. not oflfending,

blameless.—<i<^'. Unoffen'sive, inofifensive.

DnofficiOUS, un-o-fish'us, adj. not officious.

TTnoften, un-of'n, adv. not often.

Unoil, un-oil', v.t. to free from oil.

Unoperative, un-op'e-ra-tiv, adj. inoperative.

Unopposed, un-o-p<5zd', adj. not opposed.

Unoppressive, un-o-pres'iv, adj. not oppressive.

Dnordained, un-or-dand', adj. not appointed or

established : not having received ordination.

Unorder, un-or'der, v.t. to cancel an order.

—

adjs.

Unor'dered, disordered : not ordered or com-
manded ; Unor'derly, not orderlj-.

Unordinary, un-or'di-na-ri, adj. not ordinary.

Unorganised, un-or'gan-Tzd, adj. not organised or

havmg organic structure.

Unoriginal, un-5-rij'in-aI, adj. not original : {Milt.)

without origin, birth, or source.

—

adjs. Unorlg^in-
ate, -d.—«. Unorig'inatedness.—iK/:/. Unorigin-
ately.

Unomamental, un-or-na-men'tal, adj. not orna-

mental.

—

adj. Unor'namented, not ornamented.
Unorthodox, un-or'tho-doks, adj. not orthodox.—«.

Unor'thodoxy, heterodoxy, heresy.

Unossified, im-os'i-fid, adj. not yet formed into bone.
Unostentatious, un-os-ten-ta'shus, adj. not osten-

tatious orshowy.

—

adv. Unostenta'tiously.

—

n.

Unostenta'tioosness.
Unowed, un-Od', adj. not owed or due : (Shak.) un-
owned.

Unowned, un-Snd', adj. not owned, without an owner.
Unowned, un-Ond', adj. not avowed or acknowledged

as one's own property or one's own work.
Unpack, un-pak', v.t. to take out of a pack : to open.
—n. Unpack'er.

Unpaid, un-pad', adj. not discharged : receiving no
pay.

Unpainfol, un-pan'fiSOl, adj. not painful.

—

adj. Un-
pained', not pained.

Unpaint, un-pant', v.t. to efface the painting of.

Unp£,ired, un-pard', adj. not paired.

Unpalatable, un-pal'a-ta-bl, adj. not agreeable.

—

adv. Unpal'atably.
Unpanel, un-pan'el, v.t. to unsaddle.
Unpanged, un-pangd', adj. not affected with pangs.
Unparadise, un-par'a-dls, v.t. to deprive of any
supreme delight,

Unparagoned, un-par'a-gond, adj. unmatched.
Unparalleled, un-par'a-leld, adj. without parallel or

equal.

—

adj. Unpar'allelable, incapable of being
paralleled.

Unparched, un-parcht', adj. not parched.
Unpardonable, un-pat^don-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
pardoned or forgiven.—«. Unpar'donableness.

—

adv. Unpar donably.
Unparliamentary, un-par-li-men'tar-i, adj. contrary

to the usages of proceeding in Parliament : not such
as can be spoken in Parliament.

Unpassable, un-pas'a-bl, adj. impassable : not cur-
rent.—«. Unpass'ableness.

Unpassionate, un-pash'un-at, adj. dispassionate.

—

adv. Unpas'sionately.—a</;'. Unpas'sioned, free

from passion.

Unpatbed, un-pa//n', adj. pathless.—«<(;. Unpath'-
wayed, without pathway.

Unpatriotic, un-pa-tri-ot'ik, adj. not patriotic.

Unpatronlsed, un-pa'tron-izd, adj. without the sup-
port of patrons : not traded with usually.

Unpattemed, un-pat'emd, adj. having no pattern.
Unpaved, un-pavd , adj. having no pavement : {Shak.)

gelded.
Unpay, un-p5', v.t. to annul by payment, to make

undone.
Unpeaceable, un-p5'sa-bl, adj. not peaceable.

—

n.

unpeace'ableness.—<w^. Uopeace'nil—<k/z/. Un-
peace folly.
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Unpedigreed, un-ped'i-gred, adj. not having a pedi-
gree.

Unpeeled, un-peld', adj. not peeled.

Unpeerable, un-p€r'a-bl, adj. not to be matched.

—

adj. Unpeered', unequalled.
Unpeg, un-peg', v.t. to take the pegs from.
Unpen, un-pen', v.t. to free from captivity.

Unpensioned, un-pen'shund, adj. not rewarded by a
pension : not kept in one's pay.

Unpeople, un-pe'pl, v.t. to deprive of people.
Unpeppered, un-pep'erd, adj. unseasoned.
Unpercelvable, un-per-se'va-bl, adj. not to be per-

ceived. — aiiv. Unpercei vably. — adj. Unper-
ceived', not perceived.

—

adv. Unperoeivedly, so
as not to be perceived.

Unperch, un-perch', v.t. to drive from a perch.
Unperfect, un-perTekt, adj. imperfect.

Unperformed, un-per-formd', adj. not performed or
fulfilled : not represented on the stage.

Unperlshing, un-per'ish-ing, adj. not perishing.

—

adj.

Unper'ishable.—rtrff. Unper'isliably.
Unperjured, un-per'j55rd, adj. not perjured.
Unperplexed, un-per-plekst', adj. not perplexed.

—

v.t. Unperplex', to separate.
Unpersecuted, un-per'se-ku-ted, adj. not persecuted.
Unpersonable, un-per'sun-a-bl, adj. not personable.
—adj. Unper'sonal, not personal.—//. Unperson-
al'ity.

Unperstiadable, un-per-swa'da-bl, adj. not to be per-
suaded.—«j. Unpersua'dableness, Unpersuasi-
bleness ; Unpersua sion.—««>. Unpersua sive,

not persua<;ive.

Unperturbed, un-per-turbd', adj. not perturbed.

—

n.

Unpertur bedness.
Unpervert, un-per-vert', v.t. to reconvert.

—

adj. Un-
pervert'ed, not perverted.

Unpetrified, un-pet'ri-fid, adj. not petrified.

Unpbilosophical, un-fil-o-sofi-kal, adj. not philo-

sophical — also Unphilosopb'ic. — adv. Unphilo-
sopbically. — «. Unphllosoph'icalness. — v.t.

Unphilos'opMse, to divest of the character of
philosopher.

Unpick, un-pik', v.t. to take out by picking : to un-
fasten, undo.

—

atijs. Unpicltable, that cannot be
picked ; Unpicked', not picked.

Unpierced, un-perst', adj. not pierced.

—

adj. Un-
pierce'able, not to be pierced.

UnpUlared, un-pil'ard, adj. stripped of pillars.

Unpillowed, un-pil'Od, adj. without a pillow or sup-
port for the head.

Unpiloted, un-pl'Iot-ed, adj. without pilot or guide.

Unpin, un-pin', v.t. to loose what is pinned.
Unpinion, un-pin'yun, v.t. to set free from restraint.

Unpinked, un-pingkt', adj. not pinked, not pierced
with eyelet-holes.

Unpiteous, un-pit'e-us, adj. merciless, cruel.

—

adv.
Unplt eously. — «. Unpit'eousness. — a^(;>. Un-
pit'ied, not pitied ; Unpit'iful, having no pity.—
adv. Unpit'ifully.—«. Unpit'ifulness.—(j<^. Un-
plt'ying, showing no ^\x.y.—adv. Unpit'ylngly.

Unplaced, un-plast', adj. not arranged in proper
places, confused.

—

v.t. tlnplace', to displace.

Unplagued, un-plagd', p.adj. not plagued or afflicted.

Unplained, un-pland', adj. not lamented.
Unplait, un-plat', x'.t. to loosen, undo.
Unplanted, un-plan'ted, adj. not planted or culti-

vated.

—

v.t. Unplant', to strip of plants.

Unplastic, un-plas'tik, adj. not plastic, not suitable

for sculpture.

Unplauslble, un-plaw'zi-bl, adj. not plausible.

—

adzi.

Unplau'sibly, not plausibly.— <jf^. Unplauslve,
not approving.

Unpleaded, un-ple'ded, adj. not pleaded.

—

adj. Un-
plea'dable, incapable of being pleaded.

Unpleasant, un-plez'ant. adj. not pleasant : disagree-
able.

—

adj. Unpleasable (-p\ei), not to be pleased.

—

n. Unpleas'anoe.

—

adv. Unpleas'antly, in an un-
pleasant manner : disagreeably.

—

ns. Unpleasant-



Unpliant mote ; mute ; mo5n ; then. Unprop

ness, state or quality of being unpleasant : disagree-
ableness ; Unpleas'antry, want of pleasantness :

anv unpleasant occurrence, any particular discom-
fort.— rt(j^>. Unpleased (-plezd), displeased ; Un-

Sleasing (-pie'), displeasing, disgusting. — adv.
fnpleasingly (-pie).—«. Unpleasingness (-pie').—<iij. Unpleas'urable, not giving pleasure.

—

adv.
Unpleas urably.

Unpliant, un-^ll ant, adj. not pliant, stiff, stubborn.
—adj. Unpli'able, not pliable.—arfz'j. Unpli'ably;
Unpliantly.

XJnplucked, un-plukt', adj. not plucked.
Onplogged, un-plugd', adj. free from plugs : not

short-circuited by a plug.

—

v.t. Unplug', to remove
a plug from.

Unplumb, un-pUim', v.t. to remove the lead from.

—

atij. not plumb or vertical.

—

a<ij. Unplvunbed', not
measured by a plumb-line : unfathonied.

Unplume, un-plSSm', v.t. to strip of feathers.

Unpoetical, un-pS-et'i-kal, adr. not poetical, prosaic
—also Unpoet'lc—arfz/. tfnpoet'ically.— «. Un-
poet icalness.

Unpointed, un-poin'ted, a<ij'. not pointed, blunt :

having no vowel points, as in Hebrew : with the
joints uncemented, of a wall.

Unpoised, un-poizd', adj'. not poised.
Unpoison, un-poi'zn, v.t. to expel the poison from.
Unpollcied, un-pol'i-sid, adj. without organised civil

polity : impolitic.

—

adj. Unpol'ltlc, impolitic.

Unpolish, un-pol'ish, v.t. to take the polish from, to

make rough.— <t;^'. Unpol'ished.
Unpolite, un-po-lTt', adj. not polite, rude.

—

adv. Un-
politely.— 7/. Unpolite'ness.

Unpolled, un-pOld', adj. not polled.

Unpolluted, un-po-lu'ted, adj. not polluted.

Unpope, un-pop', v.t. to divest of papal authority.

Unpopular, un-pop'u-lar, adj. not popular : disliked

by the people.

—

n. Unpopular'ity, the state of being

unpopular.

—

adv. Unpop'ularly, in an unpopular
manner : not popularly.

Unportioned, un-pOr'shund, a^ij'. not provided with
a portion.

Unportuoua, un-por'tu-us, adj'. without harbours.
Unpositive, un-poz'i-tiv, adj'. not assertive.

Unpossessed, un-po-zest', adj'. not possessed, not in

possession (with o/).—Oiij'. UnpOSSOSS'ing {Shak.),
having no possessions.

Unposslbility, un-pos-i-bil'i-ti, n. impossibility.

—

adj.

Unposs'ible, impossible.
Unposted, un-pOs'ted, adj'. not having a fixed post :

not posted up for public information : {coil.) not
posted or informed about anything.

Unpowerful, un-pow'er-fOOl, adj'. not powerful.
Unpractical, un-prak'ti-kal, adj'. not practical, dis-

inclined to give attention to things immediately
useful or profitable : not workable in detail.

—

n.

Unpracticality.—(k/z;. Unprac'tloally.
Unpractised, un-prak'tist, adj. having no practice or

experience : not carried out in practice, not usually
done : not yet familiar through practice.—«. Un-
prac'tisedness.

Unpraise, un-praz', v.t. to deprive of praise.

Unpray, un-pra', v.t. to revoke a prayer.
Unpreach, un-prech', v.t. to recant something already

preached.
Unprecedented, un-pres'e-den-ted, adj'. having no

precedent : T\o\t\.—adv. Unprec'edentedly.
Unpredlct, un-pre-dikt', v.t. {.Milt.) to recall what

has been predicted or foretold.

Unpregnant, un-preg'nant, adj.{Sftak.) stupid, unapt
for business : indifferent to (with of).

Unprejudicate, >m-pre-j50'di-kat, adj'. unprejudiced.
— ;/. Unprejud'icateness.

Unprejudiced, im-prej'oD-dist, adj'. not prejudiced

:

imparti.il.—«. Unprej'udice, absence of prejudice.

—adv. Unprejudicedly.-w. Unprejudicedness.
Unprelate, un-prel'at, z>.t. to deprive of the dignity of

prelate.—(K^'. Unprelat'ical.

Unpremeditated, un-pre-med'i-ta-ted, adj. not
planned beforehand, not previously thought of.

—

adj. Unpremed itable, not to be foreseen, unfore-
seen. -ij^/i'. Unpremed'itatedly.—«j. Unpremed'i-
tatedness ; Unpremedita'tion.

Unprepared, un-pre-purd', adj. without preparation,
done without such.—«. Unprepara'tion, unpre-
paredness. — adv. Unprepar'edly. — «. Unpre-
paredness.

Unprepossessing, un-pre-po-zes'ing, adj'. not pre-
disposing in one's favour, unpleasing.

—

adj. Unpre-
possessed', not prepossessed or prejudiced.

Unpresorlbed, im-pre-skribd', adj. not prescribed or
laid down beforehand.

Unpresentable, un-pre-zen'ta-bl, adj. not presentable,
not fit to be seen.

Unpressed, un-prest', adj'. not pressed.
Unpresumlng, un-pre-zu'miug, adj'. not presuming,

unpretentious.
UnpresumptUOUS, un-pre-zump'tu-us, adj. not pre-
sumptuous, modest.

Unpretending, un-pre-ten'ding, adj'. not pretending
or making pretence: modest. — adz'. Unpreten'-
dlngly.— «(/;. Unpreten'tious, not pretentious.—
n. Unpreten'tiousness.

Unpretty, un-prit'i, adj. not pretty.

—

k. Unprett'l-
ness.

Unprevailing, un-pre-va'ling, adj'. having no force,

unavailing.

Unprevented, un-pre-ven'ted, adj'. not hindered or
prevented : {obs.) not preceded by anything.

—

adj'.

Unpreven'table, impossible to be prevented.—«.

Unpreven'tableness.
Unpriced, un-pr7st', adj'. having no fixed price

:

beyond price, priceless.

Unpriest, un-prest', v.t. to strip of the rank of priest.—adj. Unpriesfly, unbecoming a priest.

Unprince. un-prins', v.t. to deprive of princely dignity.
—adj'. Unprince'ly, unbecoming a prince.

Unprincipled, un-prin'si-pld, adj. without settled

principles : not restrained by conscience : profligate.
— -'.;". Unprin'Ciple, to destroy the moral principles

of.—«. Unprin'cipledness.
Unprison, un-priz'n, v.i. to release from prison.

Unprivileged, un-priv'i-lejd, adj. not privileged.

Unprliable, un-prl'za-bl, adj. {Shak.) incapable of
being valued, either as so far above or below price.

Unproclaimed, un-pro-klamd', adj. not proclaimed.

Unproductive, un-pro-duk'tiv, adj. not productive,

profitable, or efficient, not effecting some particular

result (with of).—adv. Unproduo'tively.—«j. Un-
productiveness ; UnproductiVity.

Unprofaned, un-prO-fand', adj. not profaned or dese-

crated.

Unprofessional, un-prO-fesh'un-al, adj. having no
profession : beyond the limits of one's profession :

contrary to the rules or the usual etiquette of a

particular profession.

—

adv. Unprofes'Slonally.

Unprofitable, un-prof 'i-ta-bl, adj. not profitable :

bringing no profit : serving no purpose.—«. Un-
profitableness. -a^i'i'. Unprof'itably.—a^>. Un-
prof'ited, profitless ; Unprof iting, unprofitable.

UnprogreSSive, un-prS-gres'iv, adj. not progressive.—

«. Unprogressiveness.
. .

Unprohibited, un-prO-hib'i-ted, adj. not prohibited.

Unprojected, un-prO-jekted, adj. not projected or

planned.
UnprolifiC, un-prC-lif'ik, adj. not prolific.

Unpromising, un-prom'i-sing, adj. not promising or

affording a good prospect of success, ftc.—z/./. Un-
prom'ise, to revoke a promise.

—

adj. Unprom'ised,
not promised.

Unprompted, un-promp'ted, adj. not prompted.
Unpronounceable, un-prO-nown'sa-bl, adj. difficult to

pronounce : not fit to be mentioned.

—

adj. UnprO-
nounced', not pronounced.

Unprop, un-prop', v.t. to remove a prop or support

from.
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Unproper fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Unredressed

TJnproper, un-prop'er, adj. improper : {Shak.) com-
mon to all.

—

adv. Unprop erly.
UnprophetiC, -al, un-prO-let'ik, -al, adj. not prophetic.
UnpropitlOUS, un-prO-pish'us, adj. not propitious,

inauspicious. — adj. Unpropi'tiable, incapable of
being propitiated.

—

adv. Unpropitiously.—«. tJn-
propi'tiousness.

Unproportionable, un-prO-pOr'shun-a-bl, adj. dispro-

portionable. — «. Unpropor'tionableness. — adjs.

Unproportlonate, not proportionate ; Unpropor'-
tioned, not proportioned.

Dnproposed, un-prO-pOzd', adj. not proposed.

Unpropped, un-propt', adj. not propped or supported.
Unpropriety, un-prO-pri'e-ti, n. impropriety.

Unpro8el3rte. un-pros'e-llt, v.t. to prevent from being
made a proselyte.

UnprosperoUS, un-pros'per-us, adj. not prosperous or
fortunate. —arfV. Unpros'perously. — «. unpros'-
perousness.

Unprotected, un-prO-tek'ted, adj. not protected.—«.
UnproteC tedness.

Unprotestantise, un-prot'es-tan-tiz, v.t. to pervert
from p*rotestantism, to strip of Protestant features.

Unproved, un-pr(>ovd', adj. not proved.

—

adjs. Un-
prov'able, Unprove'able, incapable of being proved.—». Unproved'ness.

Unprovided, un-prO-vl'ded, <3^'. not furnished or
provided for, unprepared.

—

v.t. Unprovlde', to un-
furnish, to deprive of what is necessary.

—

adv. Un-
proTi'dedly.—rt<^'. UnproVident, improvident.

Unprovoked, un-prO-vOkt', adj. not having received
provocation, uncalled for.

—

adv. UnprovoKedly.
Unprudent, un-proO'dent, adj. imprudent—also Un-

pruden'tial.—«. Unpm'dence, imprudence.
Unpruned, un-proond', adj. not pruned.
Unpublished, un-pub'lisht, adj. not made public, esp.

still in MS. or privately printed form : secret.

—

adj.
Unpub'liC, not public.

Unpucker, un-puk'er, v.t. to smooth out the puckers
or creases of, lo relax.

Unpunctnal, un-pungk'tu-al, adj. not punctual.—«.

XJnpunctual'ity.—d.i'i'. UnpunCtually.
Unpunishable, un-pun'ish-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
punished.

—

adv. Unpun'ishably.

—

adj. Unpun'-
ished, not punished.

Unpui^, un-pur', adj. impure.

—

adv. UnpuTOly.

—

n.

Unpure'ness.
Unpui^ed, un-purjd', adj. not purged.
Unpurposed, un-pur'post, adj. not purposed or in-

tended.

Unqualified, un-kwol'i-fTd, adj. not possessing the
proper qualifications for anything, incompetent

:

given without restrictions, absolute.—rta'er. Unqual'i-
nedly.—». Unqual'ifiedness.—i-./. Un6[ual'ity, to
disqualify.

Unqueen, un-kwen', v.t. {Shak.) to divest of the
dignity of queen.

Unquenchable, un-kwen'sha-bl, adj. that cannot be
quenched or extinguished.—«. Unquen'chableness.
—adv. Unquen'chably.

Unquestionable, un-kwes'tyun-a-bl, adj. not question-
able or to be questioned : {Shak.') not questioning or
inouisitive.—wj. Unquestlonabil'ity, unques'tlon-
ableness, the quality of being unquestion.ible : that
which cannot be questioned.

—

adv. Unques'tlon-
ably, without question or doubt.

—

adj. Unques'-
tioned, not called in question, undoubted, not ex-
amined, indisputable.

—

n. Unques'tloningness.
Unquiet, un-kwi'et, adj. not at rest, disturbed :

causing restlessness. — v.t. to disquiet. — m. Un-
quies'cence, inquietude. — arfi'. UnqnI'etly.— ns.
unqui'etness, state of disturbance, restlessness;
Unqtu'etude, inquietude.

Unqnit. un-kwit', adj. not discharged.
Unquizzable, un-kwiz'a-bl, adj. incapable of being

quizzed or ridiculed.
Unraoked, un-rakt', adj. not drawn off from the lees,

as wine.
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Unralsed, un-razd', adj. not raised.

Unraked, un-rakt', adj. not gone over with the rake:
not cleared out.

Unransacked, un-ran'sakt, adj. not ransacked.
Unraptured, im-rap'turd, adj. not enraptured.
Unravel, un-rav'el, r-./. to take out of a ravelled state :

to unfold or explain : to separate.

—

v.t. to be dis-

entangled.— rt<y/'. UnraVelable.—«j. UnraVeller;
Unrav'elment.

Unrazored, un-ra'zord, adj. unshaved.
Unreached, un-recht', adj. not reached.
Unread, un-red', adj. not informed by reading, igno-

rant : not perused.

—

adj. Unreadable (un-re'da-H),
indecipherable, too dull to be read.

—

n. Unrea'-
dableness.

Unready, un-red'i, adj. not ready or prepared : slow:
awkward : (Sfutk.) not dressed.—/iA't'. Unreadily.
—;/. Unreadiness.

Unreal, un-re'al, adj. not real : having appearance
only, illusive.—t'.;. Unre'alise, to divest of reality.

—ns. Unre'alism, Unreal'ity, want of reality or
existence.— rt./f. Unre ally.

Unreasonable, un-re'zn-a-bl, adj. not agreeable to
reason : exceeding the bounds of reason, immoder-
ate : not influenced by reason.

—

ns. Unrea'son, lack
of reason ; Unrea'sonableness, the state or quality
of Ijeing unreasonable : exorbitance.

—

adv. Unrea'-
Sonably, in an unreasonable manner : excessively.—adjs. Unrea'soned, not argued out ; Unrea'son-
ing, not reasoning.—rt<rV'. Unrea'soningly.—Abbot
of Unreason (see Misrule).

Unreave, un-rev', v.t. (S/^ns.) to unwind.
Unrebated, un-re-ba'ted, adj. unbated.
Unrebukable, un-re-bu'ka-bl, adj. not deserving re-

buke.
Unrecalllng, un-rS-kawl'Ing, adj. not to be recalled.—adj. Unrecall'able, that cannot be recalled.

Unrecelved. un-re-sevd', adj. not received.

Unreckoned, un-rek'nd, adj. not reckoned.

—

adj.
Unreck'onable, that cannot be reckoned, immeasur-
able.

Unreclaimed, un-re-klamd', ad/, not reclaimed, —adj.
Unreclalm'able, irreclaimable.—arfr-. Unreclalm'-
ably.

Unrecognised, un-rek'og-nTzd, ad/, not recognised.

—

adj. Unrecognisable.—<!</;. Unroo'ognisably.
Unrecommended, un-rek-o-men'ded, ad/, not recom-
mended.

Unrecompensed, un-rek'om-penst, adj. not recom-
pensed.

Unreconciled, un-rek'on-sTld, adj. not reconciled,
restored to friendship, or made consistent.

—

adj.
Unrec'oncilable, irreconcilable.— ».-. Unrecondl'-
ableness. —adv. Unrec'oncilably.

Unreconstructed, un-re-kon-struk'ted, adj. not re-

constructed : (i^.S.) not yet admitted as a state of
the Union.

Unrecorded, un-r5-kord'ed, ad/, not recorded, not
kept in remembrance.

Unreoounted, un-re-kownt'ed, adj. not recounted or
related.

Unrecoverable, un-re-kuv'er-a-bl, adj. that cannot be
recovered : sick beyond hope of recovery.

—

adv.
UnrecoVerably.—rtf^'. UnrecoVered.

Unrecrultable, un-re-krOOt'a-bl, adj. not able to be
recruited.

Unrecumbent, un-r€-kum'bent, adj. not recumbent or
reclining.

Unrecuring, un-re-kur'ing, adj. (.S"^^*'.) incurable.
Unrecurring, im-re-kur'ing, adj. not recurring.
Unred. un-red', adj. {S/>etis.) untold.
Unredeemed, un-re-demd', adj. not redeemed or
ransomed : not fulfilled : anmuigated : not recalled
into the treasury by payment of the value in money r

not taken out of pawn.

—

o/ij. Unredeem'able, that

cannot be redeemed.
Unredressed, Unredrest, un-re-drest', adj. without

redress : (JSpcns.) unrescned.



Unreel mOte ; mute ; mSOn ; Men. UnroU
Unreel, un-rel', z'.t. to unwind from a reel.

Unreeve, un-rev', v.t. (ttaui.) to withdraw a rope from
any block, thimble, dead-eye, &c. through which it

had formerly passed.
Unrefined, un-re-f Ind', adj. not refined, unpolished.
Unraformable, un-re-for'ma-bl, mij. not reformable.
— «j. Unreforma'tion ; Unreformednoss.

Unregarded, un-regat'ded, adj. not regarded.
Unregenerate, un-re-jen'e-rat, atij. not renewed in

hear: thioiigh regeneration, unreconciled to God.

—

ris. Unregen'eracy, Unregenera'tlon.
Unregistered, un-rcj'is-ierd, adj. not registered.

Unregretful, un-re-gret'fOoi, adj. without having any
regrets..— 7/. Unregret'fulness.

Unrein, un-ran', v.i. to loosen the rein of.

—

adj. Un-
reined', unchecked.

Unreioicing, un-re-joi'sing, adj'. not rejoicing.
Unrelated, un-re-la'ted, adj. not related.

—

adj'. Un-
rel alive, not relative.

Unrelaxed, un-re-lakst', adj'. not relaxed, strained.
Unrelenting, un-re-len'ting, oi/j'. not relenting : in-

flexible : cruel.—Wf. Unrelen'tlngly.—«. Unre-
len'ting^ess.

Unreliable, un-re-ll'a-bl, a<(;. that cannot be relied

upon, untrustworthy.-«j. Unreliability, Unreli

-

ableness.
Unrellevable, un-rS-lfva-bl, .-idj. that cannot be

relieved.

—

adj'. Unrelieved', not relieved.— aifv.

Unrelie vedly.
Unremediable, un-re-me'di-a-bl, adj. irremediable.
Unremembered, un-re-mem'berd, atij'. not remem-

bered.

—

adj. Unremem'bering, not remembering.

—

>i. Unremem'brance.
Unremitting, un-re-mit'ting, a</j'. not remitting or

rela.xins : continued : incessant.

—

adj'. Unremitted,
not remitted or forgiven : without remission.

—

nd^^s

Unremlt tedly ; Unremittingly.— «. Unremlt
tingness.

Unremorseful, un-re-mor.s'fOOl, adj'. feeling no re

niDTse.—adv. Unremorsefully.—«<(/'. Unremorse'
less, having no remorse or pity.

—

adv. Unremorse'
lessly.

Unremoved, un-rS-moOvd', adj. not removed, un
shaken.— .»(//'. UnremoVable.—«. Unremov'able
neas.—adT. UnremoVably.

Unrenewed, un-re-nud', adj. not renewed, not re-

generated.
Unrent, un-rent', adj. not rent.

Unrepaid, un-re-pad', aaj. not repaid.
Unrepair, un-re-par', «. an unsound state.

—

adj'. Un-
repalr'able, irreparable.

Unrepealed, un-re-peld', adf. not repealed.

—

adj'. Un-
repealable, incapable of being repealed.

Unrepentant, un-re-pen'tant, adj'. not repentant or
penitent.

—

n. Unxepen'tance, impenitence.

—

adj's.

Unrepented, not re;ented of; Unrepenting, not
repenting.

—

atiz'. Unrepen'tlngly.
Unrepining, un-re-ptning, oiij. not repining.

—

adz:
Unrepi uingly.

Unreplenished, un-re-plen'isht, adj'. not replenished.
Unreposing, un-re-pC'zing, adj. not reposing or

resting.

Unrepresented, un-rep-re-zen'ted, ad/, not repre-
sented.

UnreprlevaWe, un-re-pre'va-bl, adj'. that c.nnnot be
reprieved. ^fi^'. UnreprieVOd', not reprieved.

Unreproacbable, un-re-prO'cha-bl, adj'. irreproach-
able. — n. Unreproa'chableness. — adv. Unre-
proa'chably.

Unreproved, im-re-prOOvd', ad/, not reproved

:

(.Mi/f.) not liable to reproof, blameless.

—

aldj. Un-
reproVable, incapable of beinff reproved.

—

adv.
UnreproVedly.— n. UnroproVedness.

UnrepiUsable, un-re-pul'sa-bl, adj. that cannot be
repti'.sed.

Unreputable, un-rep'u-ta-bl, ad/, not reputable.

Unrequested, un-re-kwe.s'ted, adj'. not requested.

UnrequiSlte, un-rek'wi-zit, ad/, not requisite.

Unrequited, un-re-kwl'ted, adj'. not requited.

—

adj'.

Unrequitable, not reanitable. — adv. Unrequi-
tedly.

Unreserved, un-re-zervd', adj'. not reserved or re-
strained : withholding nothing. — 71. Unreserve',
absence of reserve.

—

adv. Unreser'vedly, without
reservation : frankly.—«. Unreser'vedness.

Unresisted, un-re-zis'ted, adj. not resisted.— ?;. Un-
resis'tance.- a</z'. Unrests' tedly. — adj's. Unre-
Sis'tible, irresistible ; Unresis'ting, not making
resistance.

—

adz: Unresis'tingly.
Unresolved, un-re-zolvd', ad/, not resolved : not
separated into its constituent p.-irts.

—

adj. 'Unre-
solvable, incapable of being resolved.— 7'./'. Unre-
solve', to change a resolution.—«. Unresol'ved-
ness, state of bemg unresolved or tmdclermined.

—

a<//. Unresolving.
Unrespectable, un-re-spek'ta-bl, adj'. not respectable.
Unrespective, un-re-spek'tiv, adj. (SAai.) devoid of

respect and consideration, regardless, unthinking :

not attended with regard, used at random.
Unrespited, un-res'jji-ted, adj'. not delayed : not hav-

ing received a respite from sentence.
Unresponsible, un-respon'si-bl, adj. irresponsible.

—

fi. Unrespon'sibleness.—rtry. Unresponsive, not
responsive.— «. Unrespon'siveness.

Unrest, un-rest*, «. want of rest : disquiet of mind or
body.—or^'. Unrest'ful.—«. Unrest'fulness.-atf>'.

Unrest'ing, not resting.—d^f. Unrest'ingly.—/<,
Unrestingness.

Unrestored, un-re-stSrd', adj. not restored, esp. to a
former or better state : of a work of art, remaining
in its original condition.

Unrestrained, un-re-strand', adj. not restrained, licen-

tious.—tj^/r'. Unrestrain'edly.— «j. Unrestraln ed-
ness ; Unrestraint.

Unrestricted, un-re-strik'ted, adj'. not restricted.

—

adz: Unrestrictedly.
Unretarded, un-re-tar'ded, adj'. not retarded.
Unretentive, un-re-ten'tiv, adj. not retentive.

Unretumable, un-re-tur'na-bl, adj'. incapable of being
returned.— rt<^'. UnretHT'nJng, not returning.

Unrevealed, un-re-veld', adj. not revealed.

—

n. Un-
reveal'edness.

Unrevenged, un-re-venjd', adj'. not revenged.

—

ad/.
Unrevengefnl.

Unreverend, un-rev'er-end, adj'. not reverend

:

(S/iaA.) irreverent, disrespectful.—«. Unrev'erence,
want of reverence.

—

adj. Unrev'erent, not reverent.

—adv. UnreVerently.
Unreversed, un-re-verst', adj'. not reversed.

Unreverted, un-rS-ver'ted, adj'. not reverted.

Unrevoked, un-re-vOkt', adj. not revoked.
Unrewarded, un-re-wawr'ded, adj'. not rewarded.

—

adz: Vniewa.i'deHj.—adj. Unrewar'ding.
Unrhjrthnilcal, un-rith'mi-kal, adj. not rhythmical.

Unriddle. un-rid'I, 7:f. to read the riddle of: to solve.

—ad/. Unridd'leable.—«. Unriddler.
Unrifled, un-rffld, adj. not rifled.

Unrig, un-rig', v.t. to strip of rigging.

—

adj. Un-
rigged', without rigging.

UnrigbteOUS, un-rf tyus, adj. not righteous: wicked :

unjust.— «. Unright'. injustice.— rt./'r'. Unrigb

-

teously. — «. Unrighteousness.- rtr/;: Unright

-

tul.-adv. Unrightfully.—". Unright'fulness.

Unrtng, un-ring', T'./. to take a ring from.

—

adj'. Un-
ringed', having no ring.

Unrip, un-rip', v.t. to rip up or open.
Unripe, un-rTp', adj. not ripe.—adj'. Unri'pened.—

«. uiiripe'ness.
•Unrivalled, un-rf vald, adj. without a ri\-al or com-

petitor.

—

adj. Unri'valable, that cannot be rivalled.

Unrivet, un-riv'et, v.t. to loosen the rivets of
Unrobe, un-rOb', 7'./. to strip of a robe, to undress.

—

7: i. to take ofl" a robe, esp. a robe of state.

Unroll, un-ror, v.t. to roll down : to open out.

—

7./. to become uncoiled or opened out.

—

n. Unroll

-

meat.
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Unromanised fate, far ; m5, h6r ; mine ; Unsettle

'Dnromanised, un-rO'man-Tzd, adj. not subjected to

Roman laws or customs : freed from subjection to

the Roman see.

Dnromantic, un-rO-man'tik, adj. not romantic— (Z<ff.

Unroman' tically.

Unroof, un-roof , v.t. to strip the roof off.

—

adj. Un-
roofed'.

Onroost, un-rOOst', v.t. to drive out of a roost
Unroot, un-r5St', v.t. to tear up by the roots.

Unrope, un-r5p', v.t. to loosen from ropes, to un-
harness.

Unrougll, un-ruf , adj. not rough.
Unroyal, un-roi'al, adj. not royal.—«. Unroyalist,

one not of royal blood.

—

adv. Unroy'ally.
Unrude, un-roSd', adj. not rude.
Unruffled, un-ruf'Id, adj. not ruffled : calm.— v.t.

Unruffle, to settle into calmness.
Unrulned, un-roo'ind, oiij. not ruined.

—

adjs. Un-
ni'lnable, not to be ruined ; Unru'inate ipbs.), not
in ruins.

Unruled, un-rosld', adj. not ruled.—«j. Unnil'iment
{SJ'eits.), Unrul'lliess, state of being unruly.

—

adj.
tJnnU'y, regardless of restraint or law.

Unrumple, un-rum'pl, Z'.t. to free from rumples.
Unsaddle, un-sad'l, v.t. to take the saddle off: to
throw from the saddle.

Unsafe, un-saf, adj. not safe.

—

adv. UnsafO'ly.

—

ns.

Unsafe'ness, Unsafe'ty.
Unsaid, un-sed', adj. not said.

Unsalnt, un-sant', V. t. to divest of saintliness.

—

adj.
Unsalnt'ly.

Unsalable, un-sa'la-bl, adj. that cannot be sold, not
in demand—also Unsale'able.—/«. Unsalabil'lty,
Unsa'lableness.

Unsalaried, un-sal'a-rid, adj. not receiving a salary.

Unsalted, un-sawl'ted, adj. not salted, fresh.

Unsaluted, un-sa-lu'ted, adj. not saluted.

Unsalvable, un-sal'va-bl, adj. not capable of being
saved.

Unsanctified, un-sangk'ti-fld, adj. not sanctified, un-
holy.—;/. Unsanctlfica'tion.

Unsanguine, un-sang'gwin, adj. not sanguine.
Unsanitary, un-san'i-ta-ri, adj. not sanitary, un-

healthy.
Unsapped, un-sapt*, adj. not sapped.
Unsatlable, un-sa'shi-a-bl, adj. not to be satiated or

appeased. — «. Unsa'tiableness. — a</z'. Unsa'ti-
ably.

Unsatisfactory, un-sat-is-fak'tO-ri, adj. not satisfying,

adv. Unsatisfac'torily.— ». Unsatisfac'torlness.
—adjs. Unsatisfi'able, not to be satisfied ; Un
sat'isfied, not satisfied, not content : not fully in

formed about anything : not paid.—«. Unsat'isfied
ness.—«(/; Unsat'is^lng.-«. Unsat'isfyingness,

Unsaturated, un-sat'O-ra-ted, adj. not saturated.
Unsavoury, un-sa'vor-i, adj. not savoury, tasteless

unpleasing, disgusting.

—

adv. Unsa'VOUrily.

—

n.

Unsa'voiiriness.
Unsay, un-s,a', v.t. to recall what has been said : to
retract.—rt<^'. Unsaid'.

Unscalable, un-ska'la-bl, adj. that cannot be scaled
or climbed.—Also Unscale'able.

Unscale, un-skal', v.t. to remove the scales from.'^
adj. Unsca'ly.

Unscanned, un-skand', adj. not scanned or measured.
Unscarred, un-skard', adj. not marked with scars.

Unscathed, un-skaMt', adj. not harmed or injured.

Unsceptred, un-sep'terd, adj. deprived of kingly
authority.

Unschooled, un-skt^Id', adj. not taught or trained in

anything.
Unscissored, un-siz'ord, adj. not cut with scissors.

Unscottlfy, un-skot'i-ft, v.t. to deprive of Scotch
qualities or characteristics.

Unscoured, un-skowrd', adj. not scoured or rubbed
clean.

Unscratched, un-skracht', adj. not scratched.

'Unscreened, un-skrend', adj. not screened : unsifted.

Unscrew, im-skrOD', v.t. to loose from screws : to un-
fasten.

Unscriptural, un-skrip'tu-ral, adj. not in accordance
with Scripiure.—«</'-'. Unscrip'turaUy.

Unscrupulous, un-skriSo'pu-lus, adj. not scrupulous,
unprincipled.—a</f. Unscru pulously.—«. Uusont'-
pulousness.

Unscnitable, un-skroO'ta-bl, adj. inscrutable.
Unsculptured, un-skulp'turd, adj. not sculptured,

without inscription.

Unscutcheoned, un-skuch'ond, adj. having no escut-

cheon or claim to such.
Unseal, un-sel', ?./. to remove the seal of: to open
what is sealed.

—

adj. Unsealed'.
Unseam, un-sem', v.t. to undo a piece of sewing, to

split.

Unsearchable, un-ser'cha-bl, adj. not capable of
being found out by searching : mysterious.

—

ti.

Unsear chableness.—adv. Unsear'chably.

—

adj.

Unsearched'.
Unseasonable, un-se'zn-a-bl, adj. not in the propei
season or time : late : ill-timed : not suited to the

time of the year.

—

v.t. Unsea'Son (Spetts.'), to strike

unseasonably, as the ear.

—

n. Unsea'SonableneSS,
state or quality of being unseasonable or ill-timed.

—

adv. Unsea'SOnably, in an unseasonable manner

:

not in due time.

—

adj. Unsea'SOned, not seasoned
or ripened by time : not experienced, unripe : not
sprinkled with seasoning : (fibs.') unseasonable : ipbs.)

inordinate.

Unseat, un-set', v.t. to throw from or deprive of a seat.

Unseaworthy, un-se-wurM'i, adj. unfit for a sea-

voyage.—«. unseaworth'iness.
Unseconded, un-sek'un-ded, adj. not seconded, sup-

ported, or assisted.

Unsectaxian, un-sek-ta'ri-an, adj. not sectarian, free

from the narrow qualities or prejudices of sect.

—

». Unsecta'rlanism.
Unsecular, un-sek'u-lar, adj. not secular or worldly,
Unseduced, un-se-dust', adj. not seduced.
Unseeded, un-sed'ed, adj. not seeded.
Unseel, un-sel', v.t. to open the eyes, as of a hawk
which has been seeled, to enlighten.

Unseemliness, un-sem'li-nes, n. state or quality of

being unseemly or unbecoming. — v.i. Unseem'
(Shak.\ not to seem.

—

adj. Unseem'ly, not seemly,
becoming, or decent.

—

adv. in an unseemly manner.
Unseen, un-sen', adj. not seen: invisible.

—

adj. Ull-

see'ing, not seeing, blind.

Unseized, un-sezd', adj. not seized : not taken or put
in possession.

Unseldom, un-sel'dum, adv. not seldom.
Unself, un-self, v.t. to deprive of individuality.—

«. absence of weak self-consciousness.

—

n. UnSOlf-
COn'SCloUSnesS, absence of self-consciousness.

—

adj.

Unselfish, not selfish.—«</!>. Unsel'fishly.-/AT. Un-
sel'fishness, Unself'ness (rare).

Unseminared, un-sem'i-nard, adj. (Shak.) deprived of
seminal energy or virility.

Unsense, un-sens', v.t. to free from the dominion of the

senses—also Unsen'sualise.—a^'. Unsensed'.
Unsent, un-sent', adj. not sent.

Unsentenced, un-sen'tenst, adj. not having received

sentence : (obs.) not decreed.

Unsentimental, un-sen-ti-men'tal, adj. not sentimen-

tal, prosaic, matter-of-fact.

Unsepulchred, un-sep'ul-kerd, adj. unburied.

Unsequestered, un-se-kwes'terd, «<(;'. not sequestered,

imreserved.
Unservice, un-ser'vis, n. neglect of service or duty.—

adj. Unser'viceable, not serviceable.

Unset, un-set', adj. not set or placed : unplanted : not

mounted or placed in a setting : not set, as a broken
limb.

Unsettle, un-set1, v.t. to move from being settled : to

make uncertain.

—

v.i. to become unfixed.— a<^'. Un-
sett'led, not settled, fixed, or determined : change-
able : not having the dregs deposited : not yet
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Unsevered mote ; mute ; mO&n ; thca. Unspell

inhabited anJ cultivated : turbulent, lawless.

—

adv.
Unsett'ledly. — ns. Unsett'ledness ; Unsett le-

nient.— (i^//'. Unsettling.
Unsevered, un-sev'erd, aiij. not severed, inseparable.

Unsex, un-seks', v.i. to deprive of sex : to make un-
manly or unwomanly.

—

cuij. Unsex'ual.
Unsliackle, un-sbak'l, v.t. to loose from shackles: to

set free.

Unshaded, un-sha'ded, adj. not shaded : without
gradations of light or colour.

Unshadowed, lui-shad'Od, adj. not clouded, free from
gloom.

Unshakable, un-sha'ka-bl, adj. {Shak.) not to be
shaken.

—

adj's. Unshaked' (Shak.), not shaken;
Unsha'ken, not shaken, firm, steady.

—

adv. Un-
sbakenly.

Unshale, un-shal', v.t. {Skak.) to strip the shale or

husk from, to e-xpose.

Unshamed, un-shamd', adj. not shamed.
Unshape, un-shap', v.t. (Shak.) to deprive of shape,

to derange, to confound.

—

adjs. Unshapely, not
shapely ;Un8ha'pen, shapeless.

Unshaven, un-shav'n, adj. not shaven.
Unsheathe, un-sheM', v.t. to draw from the sheath or

scabbard, as a sword.
Unshed, un-shed', adj. (Spens.) unparted.
Unshell, un-shel', v.t. to strip of the shell, to release.

Unshelve, un-shelv', v.i. to remove the shelves from.

Unshent, >in-shent', adj. not disgraced.

Unshiftiness, un-shifti-nes, «. shiftlessness. — adj.

Unshiftahle, shiftless.

Unship, un-ship', v.t. to take out of a ship or other
vessel : to remove from the place where it is fixed or
fitted.—«. Unship ment.

Unshod, un-shod', adj. without shoes, barefoot.

Unshoe, un-shoD', v.t. to strip of a shoe.

Unshorn, un-shom', adj. not shorn, undipped, un-
shaven.

Unshot, un-shot', v.t. to take the shot out of.

Unshout, un-showt', v.t. (Shak.) to retract, as a shout.

Unshowered, un-show'erd, adj. not watered by
showers.

Unshown, un-sh5n', adj. not shown.
Unshrined, un-shrlnd', adj. not placed in a shrine.

Unshrinking, un-shring'king, adj. not shrinking.

—

ad:: Unshrlnk'ingly.
Unshriven, un-shriv'n, adj. not shriven.

Unshroud, un-shrowd', v.t. to remove the shroud
from, to disclose.

Unshrubbed, un-shrubd', adj. not furnished with
shrubs.

Unshunnable, un-shun'a-bl, adj. that cannot be
shunned. — adj. Unshonned', not shunned or

avoided.
Unshutter, un-shut'er, v.t. to take the shutters off.

Unsifted, un-sifted, adj. not sifted, untried.

Unsighted, un-st'ted, adj. not seen—earlier Unslght'

:

not furnished with a sight.— adj. Unsight'ablo,
invisible.—«. Unslght'llness, the quality of being
unsightly : ugliness.— (7<^'. Unsightly, not sightly

or pleasing to the eye : ugly.

Unsignificant, un-sig-niri-kant, adj. without signifi-

cation.

Unsimplicity, un-sim-plis'i-ti, «. want of simplicity.

Unsincere, un-sin-ser", adj. not sincere, insincere

:

not genuine, alloyed.

Unsinew, un-sin'u, v.t. to take the strength from.

Unsing, un-sing', v.t. to take back what has been sung.

Unsingled, un-sing'gld, adj. not singled.

Unsinning, un-sin'ing, adj. not sinning, untouched
^'y *'"•

Unsistered, un-sis'terd, adj. being without a sister.

—

u. Unsisterliness.—(K<;'. Unsls'terly.

Unsisting. un-sis'ting, adj. not resisting or opposing.

Unsized, un-slzd', adj. not sized or stiffened.

Unskilful, un-skil'fool, adj. not skilful : wanting skill

or experience : awkward.

—

adv. Unskil'fu^, in an
unskilful or awkward manner.—«. Unskil'iulness,
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want of skill or experience : awkwardness.

—

adj.
Unskilled', without special skill, untrained, un-
acquainted with.

Unslain, un-slan', adj. not slain.

Unslaked, un-slakt', adj. not slaked.
Unsleeping, un-sle'ping, adj. not sleeping.

Unsling, un-sling', v.t. to release from slings, to take
the slings off.

Unslipping, un-slip'ing, adj. not slipping.

Unsluice, un-sloos', v. t. to open the sluice of.

Unslumbering, un-slum'ber-ing, adj. not slumbering.
—adj. Unslum'broUB, not slumbrous.

Unsmirched, un-smircht', adj. not smirched or stained,
clean.

Unsmltten, un-smit'n, adj. not smitten.

Unsmooth, un-smOoM', adj. not smooth, rough.
Unsmote, un-smOt', adj. unsmitten.
Unsmotherable, un-smuM'er-a-bl, adj. unable to be

smothered.
Unsnare, un-snar', v.t. to set free from a snare.
Unsnarl, un-snarl', v.t. to disentangle.
Unsneck, un-snek', v.t. to draw the sneck or bar of a

door.

Unsoaped, un-sCpt', adj. not soaped, unwashed.
Unsociable, un-so'sha-bl, adj. not sociable or inclined

to society : reserved.

—

hs. Unsociabil'ity ; UnSO*-
ciableness.— a<^z'. Unso'ciably.— rt;^. Unsocial,
not social.—>As-. Unso'cialism, Unsocial'ity.

Unsoft, un-.soft', adv. (Sfens.) not softly.

Unsolder, un-sod'er, v.t. to separate, as what has been
soldered, to sunder.

Unsoldierlike, un-ssljer-llk, adj. not characteristic of
or becoming a soldier.

Unsolemn, un-sol'em, adj. not solemn, sacred, or
formal.

—

v.t. Unsol'enuilse, to strip of solemnity.
Unsolicited, un-sO-lis'it-ed, adj. not solicited.

—

adj.
UnsolicltonSj not solicitous.

Unsolid, un-sol'id, adj. not solid, not sound, empty.

—

«. Unsolid'ity.
Unsolved, un-solvd', adj. not solved.

Unson, un-sun', v.i. to make unworthy of sonship.
Unsonsle, Unsoncie, un-son'si, adj. (Scot.) unlucky.
Unsoot, un-s5Dt', adj. (Speus.) unsweet.
Unsophisticated, un-so-fis'ti-ka-ted, adj. genuine,

unadulterated : free from artificiality, simple, in-

experienced — also Unsophis'ticate. — ns. Unso-
phis'ticatedness ; Unsopnistica'tion.

Unsorrowed, un-sor'Od, adj. not sorrowed or re-

gretted.

Unsorted, un-sor'ted, adj. not sorted or arranged : ill-

chosen.
Unsought, un-sawt', adj. not sought or solicited.

Unsoul, un-sol', v.i. to deprive of soul or spirit.

Unsound, un-sownd', adj. not sound or perfect : not
honest : erroneous : defective : (Spens.) not sub-

stantial, not to be depended upon.

—

adv. Un-
sound'ly.—«. Unsound'ness.

Unsoundable, un-sown'da-bl, adj. that cannot be
sounded or fathomed.

Unspar, un-spar', v.t. to take the spars or bars from.

Unsparing, un-spar'ing, adj. not sparing, liberal,

profuse : unmerciful.—0^'. Unspared', not spared :

not saved from ruin.

—

adv. Unspar'ingly.—«. Un-
spar'ingness.

Unspatial, un-spa'shal, adj. not extending into space.

—H. Unspatial'ity.
Unspeakable, un-spe'ka-bl, adj. incapable of being

spoken, uttered, or described. — v.i. Unspeak'
(Shak.), to retract, as what has been spoken. —
adv. Unspea'kably, in an unspeakable or inex-

pressible manner.— a<^'. Unspea'king, not being

able to speak.
Unspecialised, un-spesh'a-llzd, adj. not specialised

in the biological sense : generalised.

Unspecified, un-spes'i-fld, adj. not specified.

Unsped. un-sped', adj. not performed.
Unspeedy, un-spe'di, adj. not speedy.

Unspell, un-spel , v.t. to free from the power of a spell.



Unspent fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Unswsuidle

Onspent, un-spent', adj. not spent or exhausted : not

having lost its force of motion.

Unsphere, un-sfer', v.t. to take out of its sphere.

Unspled, un-spld', adj. (Spens.) not spied, unseen.

Unspike, un-splk', v.t. to remove a spike from.

Unspilt, un-spilt', adj. not spilt or shed.—Also Un-
spilled'.

Unspin. un-spin', 7'./. to undo what has been spun.

Unspiritual, un-spir'i-tu-al, itdj. not spiritual.

—

o.t.

Unspir itualise, to deprive of spirituality.

—

ad-v.

Unspir Itually.

Unspleened, un-splend', iidj. free from .'ipleen.

Unspoil. un-spoil', 7'.!. to undo the ill effects of spoil-

in s .
- <i< 0'. Unspoiled'

.

Unspoken. un-spO'kn, adj. not spoken, unconfessed.

Uuspontaneous, im-spon-tane-us, aiij. not spon-
t.incous.

Dnsportful, un-spOn'fool, adj not sportful, melan-
choly.

Unspotted, un-spot'ed, adj. free from spot : not tainted

with guilt.—«. Unspott'edness.
Unsquared, un-skward', adj. not made square : un-

dressed : irreguLir, unbalanced.
Unsquire, un-^wTr', z>.i. to strip of the dignity of

s<|uire.

Unstable, un-sta'bl, a<(/. not stable, unreliable, in-

firm, inconstant : in such a pliysical state that the

slightest change induces further change of form or
composition.—«j. Unstablllty, Unsta'bleness.

Unstablished, un-stab'lisht, ot^j. not firmly fixed.

Unstack, unstak', zf.L to remove from a stack.

Unstald, un-stad', adj. not staid or steady.

—

n. Un-
staidness.

Unstained, un-stand', adj. not stained or tarnished.

Unstamped, un-stampt', Oiij. not stamped, not having
a stamp affixed.

Unstanched, un-stancht', adj. not stanched : incon-
tinent.— a<//'. Unstanch'able.

Unstarch, un-starch', z/.t. to take the starch from.
Unstate. un-stat', v.t. to deprive of state or dignity.

Unstatutable, un-stat'Q-ta-bl, adj. unwarranted by
statute.—rtrft'. Unstat'utably.

Unstayed, un-stad', adj. not stayed or restrained.

Unsteady, un-sted'i, adj. not steady : changeable.

—

t'.t. to make unsteady.

—

adj. Unstead'fast, not
steadfast or resolute: insecure.

—

adv. Unstead-
fastly.—». Unstead'fastness.—tui'z'. Unsteadily,
Li an unsteady manner.

—

». Unstead'iness, the
state or quality of being unsteady : want of firmness

:

irresolution.

Unsteel, un-stgl', v.t. to soften, to disarm.
Unstep, un-step', v.t, to remove, as a mast, from its

place.

Unstercorated, un-ster'k0-r5-ted, adj. not stercorated
or manured.

Unstick, un-stik', v.t. to tear something free.

Unsting, nn-sting', v.t. to disarm of a sting.
Unstinted, un-stint'ed, ot/j. not stinted, profuse.
Unstitch, un-stich', r.i. to take out tlie stitches of.

Unstock, un-stok', v.t. to deplete of stock : to remove
from the stock : {o6s.) to launch.

Unstocklnged, un-stok' ingd, adj. not wearing stock-
ings.

Unstooping, un-stOOp'ing, a^ij. not stooping.
Unstop, un-stop', v.t. to free from a stopper : to free

from hinderance : to draw out the stops of an organ.
Unstopper, un-stop'ir, v.t. to open, as a bottle, by

takinc out the stopper.
Unstopple, iin-stop'l, v.t. to remove a stopple from.
Unstow, un-sto', v.t. to empty of its contents, —adj.
Unstowed', not stowed or packed.

Unstrained, un-strand', adj. not strained or purified
by straining : not forced, natural.—f.^ Unstrain',
to relieve from a strain.

Unstratl&ed, un-strat'i-fid, adj. not stratified, as
rocks.

Unstressed, un-strest', adj. not pronounced with
stress, unaccented.
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Unstretch, un-strech', v.i. to beconie unstretched or
relaxed.

Unstriated, un-strl'a-ted, adj. not striated or striped.
Unstring, un-string', v.t. to Lake the strings oft': to

relax or loosen.—«<(;>. Unstringed' ; Uns&ung:'.
Unstruck, un-struk', adj. not struck.

Unstudied, nn-stud'id, adj. done without premedita-
tion, natural, easy : not acquainted with through
study.

Unstuned, un-stuft', adj. not .stuffed.

Unsubdued, un-sub-dcid', adj. not subdued.

—

adj.
UnsubdU able, incapable of being subdued.

Unsubject, un-sub'jekt, a^/j. not subject.
Unsubmissive, un-sub-mis'iv, atlj, not submissive.—«. Unsubmission.— iJi/j'. Unsubmias'ivoly.—«.
Unsubmiss iveness.—<!<t'. Unsubmit ting, not sub-
mitting.

Unsubordinate, un-sub-or'di-nat, adj. not subor-
dinate.

Unsubstantial, un-sub-stan'shal, adj. not substantial,
not real, not solid or strong.

—

v.t. Unsubstan'tial-
ise.—«^. Unsubstantial ity ; Unsubstantia tion.

Unsucceeded, un-suk-sed'ed, adj. not succeeded.^
adjs. Unsucceed able (,eds.); Unsuccess'lTe, with-
out succession.

Unsuccess, un-suk-ses', fu want of success : failure.—
adj. Unsuccessful, not successful or fortunate.

—

adv. Unsuccess fully, in an unsuccessful or unfor-
tunate manner.—«. UnSUCCeSS'fulneSS.

Unsuccourable, un-suk'ur-a-bl, adj. incapable of being
succoured.

Unsucked, un-sukt', adj. not sucked.
Unsufferable, un-suf'er-a-bl, adj. (obs.) insufferable.

—adv. Unsuff erably (obs.).

UnSUfficient, un-su-fish'ent, adj. {obs.) insufficient.—
ti. Unsuffi cience {obs.). — adv. UnsuSi ciently
{obs.).

Unsuitable, un-sii'ta-bl, adj. not suitable, fitting, or
adequate : unbecoming.

—

v.t. Unsulf. to be unsuit-
able for.—«j. Unsuitabll ity, Unsuitableness.—
adv. Unsuitably.—<!(/;>. Unsuit'ed, not suited or
adapted to ; Unsuit'ing, not suiting.

Unsullied, un-surid, adj. not sullied, not disgraced.
Unsummered, un-sum'erd, adj. not possessing the

characteristics of summer.
Unsung, un-sung', adj. not celebrated in song, for-

gotten : not yet sung.
Unsunned, un-sund', adj. not exposed to the sun, not

lighted.—«()>. Unsun'ny, not sunny or bright.
Unsuppliable, un-su-pll'a-bl, adj. that cannot be

supplied.

Unsupportable, un-.su-p6r'ta-bl, adf. insupportable.
— «. Unsuppor'tableness.—oi/z/. Unsuppor'tably.
—adj. Unsuppor'ted, not supported.

—

adv. Unsup-
por^tedly.

Unsuppressed. un-su-prest', adj. not suppressed.
Unsure, un-shi3Dr', adj. not s\iTc.—adj. Unsured', not
made sure.

—

adv. Unsure'ly.
Unsurmountable, un-sur-mown'ta-bl, a^ij. insur-

mountable.
Unsurpassable, un-sur-pas'a-bl, adj. incapable of

being surpassed.—rtrf'r'. UnsurpasS'ably.

—

adj. Un-
stirpassed'.

Unsurrendered, un-su-ren'derd, adj. not surrendered
Unsusceptible, nn-su-sep'ti-bl, adj. not susceptible.— «. Unsusceptibil'ity.
Unsuspected, un-sus-pek'ted, adj. not suspected : not
known or supposed to cx\sl—{Mill.) Unsuspect'.
—adv. Unsuspec'todly.—«. Unsuspec'tedness.—
adj. Unsuspec'ting.—tx/f. Unsuspectingly.—«.
Unsuspec'tlngness.

Unsuspicious, un-sus-pish'us, adj. not suspicious, un-
suspecting : free from suspicion.

—

n. Unsuspl'cion,
absence of suspicion.

—

adv. UnsUSpi'ClOUSly.

—

n.

Unsuspi'ciousness.
Unsustalned, un-sus-t5nd', adj. not sustained.
Unswaddle, un-swod'l, v.t. to remove swaddling-
bands from, to tinswathe.



Unswathe mSte ; mute ; mC<5n ; /^n. Untransmutable

Unswathe, un-swa/A', v.t. to take swathings <x band-
ages from.

TJnswayable, ur.-swa'a-bl, adj. {Skiik.') not to be
swayed.

—

niij. Unswayed', not swayed.—«. Un-
swayed ness.

Unswear, un-swai^, v.i. {Sjiens.") to recall an cith.
Unsweatlng, un-swet'ing, adj. not sweating.
Unsweet, nn-swet", adj. not sweet.—i'./. Unsweet'en,

to make unsweet.
Unswept, un-swept', adj. not swept or cleaned, not

swept over.

Unswerving, un-swer'ving, adj. not swen-ing, firm.

—

adv. Unswervingly.
Unsworn, un-sw5m', adj. not sworn, not solemnly
pronounced.

UnsyUabled, un-sil'a-bld, adj. not syllabled, not
articulated.

UnS3rnimetrical, un-si-met'ri-kal, adj. not symmetrical
—aUo Unsymmetric—rtrfz'. Unsynunet'rlcaUy.—
II. Unsymmetry, want of symmetry.

Unsympathy, vm-sim'pa-thi, «. want of sjTnpathy.—«.

Unsympathisabil'ity.— o^'. Unsym'patnisable.
Unsystematic, -al, un-sis-te-mat'ik, -al, adj. not
systematic—rt^z'. Unsystemat'lcaUy.

Untack, un-tak', v.t. to undo what is tacked or
fastened.

Untackle, un-tak*!, %<.t. to unhitch.
Untainted, un-tan'ted, adj. not tainted or stained, not
made unfit for eating by putrescence.

—

adz<. Un-
taln'tedly.—». Untain'tedness.

Untainted, un-tan'ted, otij. not attainted.

Untaken, un-tA'kn, adj. not taken.
Untalented, un-tal'en-ted, adj. not talented.

Untalked, un-tawkt', adj. not talked or spoken
(with e>f).

Untamed, un-tamd', adj. not tamed, not domesticated.—adj. Unta'mable, incapable of being tamed.

—

n. Untamableness.— rt(^'. Untame', not tame.—
n. Untamed'ness.

Untangle, un-tang'gl, v.t. to disentangle.
Untappioe, un-tap'H, z'.i. (obs.) to come out of con-

cealment.

—

v.t. to drive out of such.
Untarnished, nn-tar'nisht, adj. not tarnished or soiled.

Untasted, un-tas'ted, adj. not tasted, not enjoyed.
Untaught, un-tawt', adj. not taught, illiterate : not
communicated by teaching : ignorant.

Untax, un-taks', v.t. to take a ta.\ from.

—

adj. Un-
taxed', not taxed : not charged with any fault.

Unteaob, un-tech', %\t. to cause to forget, as what has
been taught.—u^'. Unteach'able, not teachable.

—

'.'. Unteach'ableness.
Unteam, nn-tem', v.t. to unyoke a team from.
Untell. untel', v.t. to recall what has been told.

Untempering, un-tem'p6r-ing, adj. (SAai.) not soften-

ing.— i'./. Untem^per, to remove the temper from,
to soften.

—

adj. Untem'pered, not tempered : not
regulated.

Untemptible, un-temt'i-bl, adj. incapable of being
xempied.—adv. Untempt'lbly.

Untenable, un-ten'a-bl, adj. not tenable, not defen-
sible.—wj. UntenabU'ity, Unten'ableness.

Untenant, un-ten'.mt, r-./. to deprive of a tenant, to
evict.—adjs. Unten'antable, not fit to be tenanted
or inhabited ; Unten'anted, not occupied.

Untender, un-ten'der, adj. not tender, not affec-

tionate.—a^r. Unten'derly.
Untendered, un-ten'derd, adj. not offered.

Untent, un-tent', v.t. to bring out of a tent.

—

adj.
Unten'ted, having no tents.

Untented. un-ten'tcii, adj. (Scot.) xutciTed for.

—

adj.
Unten'ty, careless.

Unterminated, un-ter'mi-na-ted, adj. without termi-
mtion.

Untether, un teM'fer, v.t. to release from a tether.

Unthankful, un-thank'fool, adj. not thankful.

—

7>.t.

Unthank' (ofis), to take back one's thanks.

—

adj.

Unthanked', not thanked.—adv. Unthank'fully.
—n. Unthank'falness.

Unthlnk, un-thingk', v.t. (S/iaJt.) to divmiss from
the mind, as a thought. — «. Unthinkabil'ity.
adj. Unthlnk'able, that cannot be thought. — ri.

Unthink'er, one who does not think.— a<^'. Un-
thinking, not thinking: thoughtless. — a</t>. Un-
think ingly. - «. Unthink'ingness.

Unthought, un-thawt', adj. not thought (with o/~).—
«. Unthonght'fUlness, thoughtlessness.

Unthread, un-thred', r.A to take a thread from: to
loosen : to find one's way through.

Unthrifty, un-thrif'ti, ad;, not thriftv : without thrifti-

ness.—«j. Unthrlft', tfnthriftiness—{.S>(-«j.) Un-
thriftihead.—a^r. UnthriftUy.

Unthrone, un-lhrOn', 7:t. to dethrone.
Untidy, un-tl'di, atfj. not tidy or neat.

—

a.:v. Untf*
dily.— «. Untidiness.

Untie, un-tf, v.t. to loose from being tied : to unbind :

to loosen.

—

adj. Untied'.
UntU, im-til', ^re^. till : to: as far as (used mostly
with respect to time).

—

adv. till : up to the lime that.
Untile, un-tir, 7:t. to take the tiles from.
Untilled, un-tild', adj. not tiWed.—adj. UntUlable^

incapable of being tilled.

Untimbered, un-tim'berd, adj. not provided with
timber.

Untimely, un-tlm'li, adj. not timely : before the time,
premature : unseasonable, ill-timed.

—

adr: {SAaJk,J
before the time : prematurely, unseasonably.—«w
Untime'UnesS.

—

adj. Untime'oUS, untimely, un-
seasonable.—a/^Z'. Untime'ously.

Untin, un-tin', z:t. to take the tin from.
Untlnctured, un-tingk'turd, adj. not tinctured.
Untinged, un-tinjd', ad/, not tinged, not infected.
Untiring, un-tlr'mg, adj. unvrearied.—adjs. UntlT"-

able, incapable of being wearied ; Untlred', not
tired.—a^7'. Untiringly.

Untitled, un-ti'tid, adj. having no title.

Unto, un'tCS, prefi. to.

UntOillng, un-toi'ling, adj. without toiL
Untold, un-iOld', adj. not told or related : not counted

or capable of being counted.
Untomb. un-tSOm', v.t. to take out of the tomb.
Untongue, un-tung*, v.t. (oii.yio silence.

Untooth, un-toOth', v.t. to deprive of te^th.—adj.
Untooth'some, unpalatable. —«. Untooth'some-
ness.

Untormented, un-tor-men'ted, adj. not tormented.
Untom, un-torn', adj. not torn.

Untouched, un-tucht', adj. not touched, not men-
tioned, not moved or affected emotionally.

—

adj.
Untouch'able, incapable of being touched.

Untoward, un-to'ard,a<^'. not easilyguided : froward:
awkward: inconvenient— also Unto'wardly.— «.

Untowardliness.— «rfz'. Unto'wardly.—«. Unto'-
wardness.

Untowered, un-tow'erd, adj. not having towen.
Untrace, un-tras', T'.t. to loose from traces.

Untraced, un-trisd', adj. not traced or tracked.

—

ai/j. Untraceable, that cannot be traced.

Untracked, un-trakt', adj. not tracked.

Untractable, un-trak'ta-bl, adj. not tracuble, difficult,

rough.— «.r. Untractabil'ity, Untraotableness.—
adz'. Untrac tably.

Untraded, un-tr".'ded, adj. (SAak.) unused, uncom-
mon, inexperienced.

—

adj. Untra'dlng, not accus-
tomed.

Untrained, un-tnlnd', adj. not trained or disciplined.

Untrammelled, un-tram'eld, ad/, not trammelled.
Untrampled, un-tramp'Id, adj. not trod upon.
Untransferable, un-trans-fer'a-bi, adj. that cannot be

transferred.

Untransformed, un-trans-formd', adj.not transformed.
Untranslated, un-trans-la'ted, adj. not translatt^d

from one tongue into another. — ns. Uutransla-
tabil'lty, Untransla'tableness.-o^'. Untransla'-
table —adv. Untransla'tably.

Untransmutable, un-trans-mu'ta-bl, adj. that cannot
be transmuted.
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Untransparent ftte, far ; m5, her ; mine ; Unwater

Untransparent, un-trans-par'ent,«(^'. not transparent.

Untravelled, nn-trav'eld, adj. not passed over : not

having learned through travel : narrow-minded.
Untread, un-tred', v.t. (Shak.) to tread back, to

retrace.

Untreasure, un-trezh'Qr, v.t. to despoil of treasure:

to display or set forth.

Untreatable, un-tre'ta-bl, (ulj. that cannot be treated.

Untrembling, un-trem'bling, adj. not trembling.

—

adv. Untremblingly.
Untrespassing, un-tres'pas-ing, adj. not trespassing.

Untressed, ua-trest', adj, not having the hair dressed

in tresses.

Untricked, un-trikt', adj. not adorned.
Untried, un-trld', adj. not tried, not yet experienced,

not yet having passed trial : unnoticed.
Untrifling, un-trl'fling, adj. not trifling.

Untrim, un-trim', v.t. to deprive of trimming, to put
out of order.

—

adj. Untrimmed', not adorned with
trimmings : not made neat by clipping, &c.—«. Un-
trimmed'ness.

Untrodden, un-trod'n, adj. not trodden upon, un-
frequented.—Also Untrod'.

Untroubled, un-trub'ld, adj. not troubled or dis-

turbed : not rising in waves : not turbid.

—

n. Un-
troub'ledness.

Untruced, un-tr50st', adj. without truce.

Untrue, un-trOO', adj. not true : false : not faithful

:

disloyal : not in accordance with a standard.

—

ns.

Untrue'ness, state of being untrue ; Untru'ism,
something palpably untrue. —adv. Untru'ly, not
truly, falsely.

—

n. Untruth, falsehood : a lie.

—

adj.
Untruthful.—rtrfz/. Untruth'fully.—«. Untruth'-
fulness.

Untruss, un-trus', v.t. to loosen or free from a truss :

to unfasten, let down the breeches by undoing the
points that kept them up, to undress.

—

adj. Un-
trussed', not trussed.—«. Untrujss'er (obs.), one
who untrusses persons for whipping.

Untrustful, un-trust'fool, adj. not trusting : not trusC.

worthy.— a<;z/. Untrust'worthlly.- «. Untrust'-
worthlness. —adjs. Untrust'worxhy, not worthy of
trust ; Untrust'y, not trusty, not deserving trust.

Untuck, un-tuk', v.t. to undo, as a tuck : to loose
from a tuck.

Untuckered, un-tuk'erd, adj. not having a tucker on.
Untufted, un-tuf'ted, adj. without tufts, of scales,

hairs, &c.
Untune, un-tun', v.t. to put out of tune : to disorder

or confuse.

—

adj. Untu'nablo, inharmonious.—«.

Untu'nableness.— a</z'. Untu'nably. — a^^'. Un-
tuned'.

Unturf, un-turf, v.t. to strip the turf from.
Untum, un-turn', v.t. to turn the opposite way.

—

adj. Unturned', not turned.
Untutored, un-tu'tord, adj. having had no tutor,

uninstructed, raw.
Untwine, un-tw!n', v.t. to untwist : to open.

—

v.i. to
become untwined.

Untwist, un-twist', v.t. to open what is twisted, to
unravel.—-t/./. to become loosened out.

—

n. a twist in

the opposite direction.

Ununderstandable, un-un-d6r-stan'da-bl, adj. not to

be understood.
Ununiform, un-u'ni-form, adj. not uniform.—«. Un-
u'nifommess.

Unurged, un-urjd', adj. not urged.
Unused, un-uzd', adj. not used, not accustomed.

—

ns.

Unu'sage {pbs.)\ Unused'ness.—a<^'. Unuse'ful,
useless.— ak/z/. Unuse'fuUy.—«. Unuse'fulness.

Unusual, un-u'zhO-al, adj. not usual or common.

—

n. Unusual'ity, rarity. — adv. Unu'sually. — «.

Unu'sualness.
Unutterable, un-ut'er-a-bl, adj. incapable of being

uttered or expressed.—«J. Unutterabirity, Un-
utferablenoss.-aa'?/. Unutterably.

Unvaccinated, un-vak'si-na-tcd, adj. not vaccinated.
Unvalued, un-val'ad, adj. not valued : not yet having
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the value set : invaluable.

—

adj. Unval'uable, price-
less.

Unvanquished, un-vang'kwisht, adj. not conquered.—adj. Unvanq'Uishable, that cannot be conquered.
Unvaried, un-va'rid, adj. not varied.

—

adjs. Unva'ri-
able, invariable ; Unva'rying, not varying.

Unvariegated, un-va'ri-e-ga-ted, adj. not variegated.
Unvarnished, un-var'nisht, adj. not varnished : not

artfully embellished : plain.

Unvascular, un-vas'ku-lar, adj. non-vascular, devoid
of vessels.

Unvassal, un-vas'al, v.t. to free from vassalage.
Unveil, un-val', v.t. to remove a veil from : to dis-

close, reveal.

—

v.i. to become unveiled, to reveal
one's %^\t—adv. Unveil'edly.—;/. Unveil'er.

Unvenerable, un-ven'e-ra-bl, adj. not venerable.
Unvenomed, un-ven'umd, adj. not venomous.—Also
Unven'omous.

Unvented, un-ven'ted, adj. not vented.
Unventilated, un-ven'ti-la-ted, adj. not ventilated.
Unveracious, un-ve-ra'shus, adj. not veracious or

truthful.—«. Unverac'ity.
Unverdant, un-ver'dant, adj. not verdant.
Unversed, un-verst', adj. not skilled : not put in

verse.

Unvexed, un-vekst', adj. not vexed or troubled.
Unvicar, un-vik'ar, v.t. to deprive of the office of

vicar.

Unviolable, un-vI'O-la-bl, adj. not to be violated.

—

adj. Unvi'olated, not violated.

Unvlrtue, un-ver'tu, n. lack of virtue, —adj. Un-
vir'tuous.—Wr'. Unvir'tuously.

Unvital, un-vl'tal, adj. not vital.

Unvitiated, un-vish'i-a-ted, adj. not vitiated.

Unvizard, un-viz'ard, V. t. to divest of a vizard.
Unvoiced, un-voist', adj. not spoken.
Unvoidable, un-voi'da-bl, adj. that cannot be made

void.

Unvoluntary, un-vol'un-ta-ri, adj. {obs.) involuntary.
Unvoluptuous, un-vO-lupt'u-us, adj. not voluptuous.
Unvote, un-v5t', v.t. to cancel by vote.
Unvowed, un-vowd', ndj. not vowed.
Unvoyageable, un-voi'aj-a-bl, adj. that cannot be

navigated, impassable.
Unvulgar, un-vid'gar, adj. not vulgar.

—

v.t. UnVUl'-
garise, to divest of vulgarity.

Unwalted, un-wa'ted, adj. not attended (with oit).

UnwakefUl, un-wak'fool, adj. not waking easily,

sleeping soundly.

—

h. Unwake'fulness.

—

adj. Un-
wak'ened.

Unwallet, un-wol'et, v.i. to take from a wallet.

Unwandering, un-won'der-ing, adj. not wandering.
Unwarlike, im-wawr'llk, adj. not warlike.

Unwarm, un-wawrm', adj. not warm.

—

v.i. to lose
warmth.

Unwarned, un-wawmd', adj. not warned.

—

adv. Un-
wam'edly.

Unwarp, un-wawrp', v.t. to change from being
warped.

—

adj. Unwarped'.
Unwarrantable, un-wor'an-ta-bl, adj. not warrant-

able or justifiable : improper.

—

ns. Unwarrant-
abil'ity, Unwarr'antableness.-rtrff. Unwarr'ant-
ably, m an unwarrantable manner: improperly.

—

adj. Unwarr'anted, without warrant or authorisa-
tion : not guaranteed as to quality, SiC.^ndv. Un-
warr'antedly.

Unwary, un-wa'ri, ad/, not wary or cautious

:

(S/>eiis.) unexpected.

—

adv. Unwa'rlly, in an un-
wary or heedless manner.—«. Unwa'riness, the
state of being unwary, careless, or heedless.

Unwashed, un-wosht', adj. not washed, filthy : un-
touched by the waves.

Unwasted, un-was'ted, adj. not wasted, not devas-
tated.

Unwatchful, un-woch'fool, adj. not watchful.

—

adv.
Unwatchfully.—«. Unwatch'fulness.

Unwater, un-waw'ter, v.t. to free, as a mine, by
pumping out the water.

—

adj. Unwa'tered, freed



Unwavering mote ; mOte ; mTOn ; Men. Upas
fronj waicr, iioi welted or moistened : not supplied
with water.

Unwavering, un-wa'v6r-ing, adj. not wavering, —adv.
Dnwa'veringly.

Unwayod, un-wad', adj. not used to the road : having
no roads or paths.

Unweakened, un-w6k'nd, adj. not weakened.
Unweaned, un-wend', adj. not wearied.

Unwearied, un-we'rid, adj. not tiring : indefatigable.—adj. Unwea'riable, that cannot be wearied out.—advs. Unwea'riably ; Unwea'riedly. — «. Un-
wea'riedness.— a(j>'. Unwea'ry, not weary. —r./.
to refresh after weariness.

Unweave, un-wev', v.t. to undo what is woven.
Unweb, un-web', z>.t. to undo the web of.

—

adj. Un-
webbed', not web-footed.

Unwed, un-wed', adj. unmarried.
Unwedgable, un-wej'a-bl, adj. (Shak.) unable to be

spht with wedges.
Unweeded, un-we'ded, euij. not weeded.
Unweeping, un-we'ping, adj. not weeping.
Unweetlng, un-we'ting, eidj. unwitting, not knowing,

ignorant.

—

adv. Unwee'tingly, ignorantly.
Unweighed, un-wad', adj. not weighed : not pon-

dered : unguarded.
Unwelcome, un-wel'kum, adj. not welcome, causing

grief.

—

v.t. to treat as unwelcome.—att/z/. Unwel-
comely.—«. Unwel'comeness.

Unwell, un-wel', adj. not well : not in good health.

—

n. Unwell'ness.
Unwept, un-wept', adj. not mourned.
Unwmpped, un-whipt', oiij. not whipped.
Unwholesome, nn-hsl'suin, (»</;'. not wholesome: un-

favourable to health : repulsive.

—

adv. Unwhole'-
somely.—«. Unwhole'someness.

Unwieldy, un-we!'di, adj. not easily moved or handled.
—adv. Unwlel'dlly.—«. Unwiel'diness, the state

or quality of being unwieldy : difficulty of being
moved.

Unwllful, un-wil'fool, adj. not wilful.

Unwilling, nn-wil'ing, adj. not willing : disinclined :

reluctant.— 7'./. Unwill', to will the opposite of.

—

adj. Unwilled', spontaneous.- adv. UnwiU'ingly.
—«. Unwillingness.

Unwlly, un-wi'li, adj. not wily.

Unwind, un-wTnd', v.t. to wind down or off.

—

v.t. to

become unwound.
Unwinking, un-wing'king, adj. not winking, not

ceasing to keep watch.
Unwlnning, un-win'ing, adj. not winning, not con-

ciliatory.

Unwlped, un-wTpt', adj. not wiped.
Unwire, un-wlr*, v.t. to take out the wire from.
Unwise, un-wlz', adj. not wise : injudicious : foolish.

—«. UnwlS'dom, want of wisdom : ignorance : fool-

ishness.

—

aiiv. Unwisely, not wisely or prudently.
Unwlsh, uii-wish', z\t. {Sfiak.) to wish not to be.

—

adj. Unwished', not wished for.

Unwist, un-wist', mij. (S^ens.) not known.
Unwitch, un-wich', v.t. to set free from the power of

witchcraft.

Unwithdrawing, un-wi/A-draw'ing, adj. not with-
drawing.

Unwlthered, un-wiM'erd, adj. not withered.

—

adj.
Unwltherlng, not withering or fading.

Unwlthheld, un-wi/A-held', Mj. not withheld.
Unwlthstood, un-wi/A-stSOd', adj. not opposed or

resisted.

Unwitnessed, un-wit'nest, adj. not witnessed.
Unwlttlly, un-wit'i-li, ad:: not wittily, without wit.

Unwitting, un-wit'ing, adj. without knowledge:
ignorant.

—

adr: Unwltt'lngly.
Unwlved, un-wlvd, adj. not having a wife.

Unwoman, nn-w55m'an, 7'./. to make unwomanly.

—

«. Unwom'anllness.— oi^'. Unwom'anly, not Iwfit-

tlng or becoming a woman.

—

adv. in a manner un-

becoming a woman.
Unwonderlng, un-wun'der-ing, adj. not wondering.
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Unwonted, un-wnn'ted, adj. not wonted oi accus-
tomed ; uncommon

—

(Sfieiis.) Unwont'.

—

adv. UXI-
won'tedly.— «. Unwon tedness.

Unwooed, un-woOd', adj. not wooed.
Unwoof, un-wOOf, v.t. to remove the woof frora.

Unworded, un-wuKded, Oiij. not worded, silent.

Unwork, un-wurk', v.t. to undo.

—

adjs. Unworkable,
not workable : difficult to manage ; Unwor king,
living without laboiu- ; Unworkmanlike, not like

a good workman.
Unworldly, un-wurld'li, adj. above worldly or self-

interested motives, spiritual.

—

n. Unworld'liness.
Unwormed, un-wurmd', adj. not wormed, not havine
had the worm or lyita under the tongue cut out—of
a dog.

Unworn, un-wOm', adj. not worn.
Unworshipped, un-wur'shipt, adj. not worshipped.
Unworthy, un-wur'Mi, adj. not worthy : wortldess :

unbccomiuK.—" Unworth (-worth'), unworthiness.— adv. Unworthily, in an unworthy manner:
wiihout due regard to woith or merit.—«. Un-
wor'thlness.

Unwounded, un-wOCn'ded, adj. not wounded : not
offended.

Unwrap, un-rap', v.t. to open what is wrapped or
folded.

—

v.t. to l)ecome unwrapped.
Unwreaked, un-rgkt', ndj. (Spens.) unrevenged.
Unwreathe, un-r€M', v.t. to untwist, as anything
wieathed.

Unwrecked, un-rekt', adj. not wrecked.
Unwrinkle, un-rir.g'kl, v.t. to smooth out from a

wrinkled state.

—

adj. Unwrink'led, not wrinkled,
smooth.

Unwritten, un-rit'n, adj. not written or reduced to

writing, oral : containing no writing. — v.t. Un-
Write', to cancel what is written.

—

adj. UnWlit'ing,
not writing.

Unwrought, un-rawt', adj. not laboured or manu-
factured.

Unwrung, un-rung', adj. not galled.

Unyielding, un-yel'ding, adj. not yielding or bend-
ing : stiff: obstinate.—<i<^i/. Unyiel'dingly.— w. Un-
yieldingness.

Unyoke, un-yOk', v.t. to loose from a yoke : to dis-

join.— »./. to be loosed from a yoke, to cease work.
—adj. Unyoked', not yoked : not ha\ing worn the

yoke : (Shak.) unrestramed, licentioias.

Unzealons, un-zel'us, adj. not zealous, devoid of zeal

or lervour.

Unzoned, un-zOnd', adj. having no zone or girdle.

Up, up, adv. toward a higher place : aloft : on high

:

from a lower to a higher position, as out of bed,

alwve the horizon, &c. : in a higher position : in a
condition of elevation, advance, excitement, &c. :

as far as, abreast of: completely : at an end, over.

—

fre/). from a lower to a higher place on or along.

.-adj. inclining up, upward.—«. m phrase ' ups and
downs,' rises and falls, vicissitudes.— oa'z'. Up'-and-

down', upright : here and there.

—

adj. plain, down-
rii:ht.—Up Stick, to pack up; Up to (coll.), about,

engaged in doing ; Up to anything, capable of and
ready for anv mischief ; Up to date, to the present

time : containing all recent facts, statistics, &c. :

knowing the latest developments of fashion, usage,

&c. ; Up to snufif (see Sniiflf) ; Up to the knooker
(slattg), up to the required standard, excellent ; Up
town (coU.), pertaining to the upper pait of a

to«n : towards the upper part of a town. [A.S. «/,

«//»; Ger. auf; L. sub, Gr. hy/>o.]

Upanishad, CO-pan'i-shad, h. in Sanskrit literature, a
name given to a class of treatises of theosophic and
philosophical character, more or less closely con-

nected with the Br.ahmanas, which are theological

prose-works attached to each of the (our collections

(Sam/tita) formint; the Veda. [Sans.]

Upas, u pas, «. the juice of the Antjar or Anchar tree

of the Philippine Islands, a powerful vegetable
poison. [Malay, u/as, poison.]



Upbar fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Upset

Upbar, up-bjir', v.t. (Spetis.) to lift up the bar of, to

unbar.
Upbear, up-bar*, v.t. to bearup: to raise aloft: to sustain.

Upbind, up-bind', v.t. to bind up.

Upblaze, up-blaz', v.i. to blaze or shoot up.

UpblOW, up-bl6', v.t. (Spens.) to blow up.

Upbraid, up-brad', v.t. to charge with something
wrong or disgraceful : to reproach : to reprove
severely.

—

v.t. to utter reproaches.

—

tt. Upbraid'-
Ing, a charging with something wrong: act of

reproaching.—ot/j'. Upbraid'ingly. [A.S. up, up,

on. bregdiin, to braid.]

Upbrast, up-brast', v.pa.t. (JSpem.) burst open.

Upbray, up-bra', v.t. {Speus.) to upbraid.—«. an up-
braiding.

Upbreak, up'brJk, «. a breaking up or bursting forth.

Upbringing, up'bring-ing, «. the process of nourishing

and training.

Upbrought, up-brawt', tu/j. {Spens.) brought up,

educated.
Upbuilding, up-bil'ding, «. the act of building up,

edification.

Upbuoyanoe, up-boi'ans, «. the act of buoying up.

Upburst, up' burst, H. a bursting up.

Upby, up'bl, adv. (Scot.) up the way, a little farther

oil or up.

Upcast, up'kast, n. a cast or throw in bowling : a shaft

for the upward passage of air from a mine, a current

of air passing along such: (Scot.) state of being
thrown into confusion, a taunt or gibe.

—

adj. thrown
or turned upward.

Upcaugtat, up-kawt', adj. caught up.

Upcheor, up-cher', p./. to cheer up, to brighten.

Upclimb, up-kl!m', v.t. (Spetis.) to climb up, to

ascend.
Upcoil, up-koir, v.t. and v.i. to coil.

Upcoming, up'kum-ing, ». act of coming upi.

Up-country, up'kun-tri, adv. toward the interior.

—

k.

the interior of a country.

—

adj. away from the sea-

board.
UpflU, up-fil', v.i. to fill up.

UpfiOW, -ip-flO', v.i. to stream up.

—

n. Up'flow, a flow-

ing up.
Upgather, up-gaZ-fir, v.t. to gather up : {Spens.) to

contract.

Upgaze, iip-g^, v.i. to gaze or look steadily upward.
Upgrowth, up'grOth, n. process of growing up, de-
velopment : that which grows up.

—

v.i. Upgrow', to

grow up.
Upgush, up-gush', v.i. to gush upward.—«. Up'gush,

a gushing upward.
Uphand, up'hand, adj. lifted by hand.
Upheap, up-hep', v.t. to heap up.—«. Upheap'ing.
Upheave, up-hsv', v.t. to heave or lift up.—«. Up-
heaval, the raising of surface formations by tiie

action of internal forces, believed to be due to the
sinking in of the crust upon the cooling and con-
tracting nucleus.

Upheld, up-held', pn.t. and pa.p. o^ uphold.
Uphill, up'hil, adj. ascending : difficult.

—

adv. up a
li.ll, against difficulties.

Upboard, up-hOrd', v.t. (Skak^ to hoard up.
Uphold, up-hold', v.t. to hold up : to sustain : to

countenance : to defend : to continue without fail-

ing.—«. Uphol'der.

—

v.t. Uphol'ater, to furnish fur-

niture with stuffing, springs, &c., to provide with
curtains, &c.

—

ns. Uphol'Steror, one who supplies
or who sells furniture, beds, curtains, &c. ; Uphol'-
Stery, furniture, &a, supplied by upholsterers.

Uphroe, d'frO, n. (naut.) the circular piece of wood,
with holes in it, by which the legs of a crowfoot are
extended for suspending an awning.—Also U'VroU.
[\)\\i. jujfrowai, a young woman.]

Upkeep, up'kSp, ft. maintenance, means of svipport.

Upland, up'land, H. upper or high land, as opposed
to meadows, river-sides, &c.—(K^ high in situa-

tion : pertaining to uplands.—«. XJp'lander.

—

adj. I

p'landlsh (obs). 'Dp]

Uplay, up-la', z\t. to lay up, to hoard.
Uplean, up-len', v.i. (JSpens.) to lean upon anything.
Uplift, up-lift', v.t. to lift up or raise aloft.—;<• a

raising or upheaval of strata.

Uplock, up-lok', z\t. to lock up.

UplOOk, up-look', v.i. (Sfuik.) to look up.

Uplying, up'lT-ing, Oiij. upland, elevated.
Upmaking, up'ma-king, «. (tuiut.) pieces of plank OC

tnnber piled on each other as filling up in building,
esp. between the bilge-ways and ship's bottom, pre-
paratory to launching ; (print.) arrangement of lines
into columns or pages.

Upmost. See Upper.
Upon, up-on', prep, on, in an elevated position.—

ndc>. on.
Upper, up'er, ndj. (comp. of »//) farther up : higher

in position, dignity, &c. : superior :

—

superl. Up'per-
most, Up'most.

—

us. Up'per, the p.irt of a boot or
shoe above the sole and welt ; Up'perhaud, supe-
riority : advantage.

—

atij. Up'permost, highest in
place, rank, &c. : first to come into the mind.

—

a.iv.

\x\ the highest place, first.

—

n. Up'per-Sto'ry, a story
above the ground-floor : the brain.—«.//. Up'per-
ten, the wealthier or le.iding class in a community.—tuij. Uppish, assuming, preteiitiou.s, snobbish.

—

adv. UppiShly.— «. Up'plShness. [ForafBx -niost,

c(. A/termost, Fore>nosi.\
Up-pile, up-pTl', v.t. to pile up.
Upplng, up'ing, «. the same as swan-upping or
-marking.

Up-plough, up-plow*, v.t. to plough up.
Up-plUCk, up-pluk', v.t. to pluck or pull up.
Up-pricked, up-prikt", adj. pricked up, erected.
Up-prop, up-prop', v.i. to prop up.
Up-putting, up'-poot'ing, «. {,Scat.) lodging and enter<

tainiiient.

Upraise, up-raz', v.i. to raise or lift up.

—

n. UpraiS'-
ing (Scot.), nurture.

Uprear, up-rer', v.t. to rear or raise.

Upridged, up-rijd', adj. raised up in ridges.—:*./. Up-
ridge', to raise up in ridges.

Upright, up'rit, adj. right or straight up : in an erect
position : adhering to rectitude : honest : just.

—

adv.
vertically.—(K^r'i. Uprlgh'teously (ois.), m an up-
right or just manner ; Uprightly, in an upright
manner: honestly.—«. Up'rlghtness.

Uprise, up-riz', v.i. to rise up.—«i. Up'rlse (ShaJi-.\

the .let of rising : appearance above the horizon ;

Uprising, the act of rising up, ascent : Any strong
outburst of popular excitement, insurrection : (ShakT^
an ascent, a steep place. — v.pa.t. Uprlst' (CoU-
ridge), uprose.

Uproar, up'rOr, «. noise and tumult : bustle and
clauiour.—;< /. Uproar* (Shak.), to throw into up-
roar or confusion.

—

7>.i. to make an uproar.

—

adj.
Uproar'iOUS, making or accompanied by gre it \\^-

roax.—adv. Uproar iously. — «. UproaTiousness,
the state of being uproarious, noisy, or riotous.

[Dut. oproer, from op, up, and roeren (Ger. riihreK,

A.S. hr^ran), to stir; the form due to confusion
with roar.\

Uproll. up-rOl', v.t. to roll up.
Uproot, up-rSOt', v.t. to tear up by the roots.

—

n. Up-
root' al, act of uprooting.

Uprose, \ip-T62^,pa.t. of uprise.

Uprouse, up-rowz*. v.t. to rouse up.
Uprun, up-run', v.i. to run up, ascend.
Uprush, up-rush', v.i. to rush upward.—«, Up'nuh,
a rush upward.

Upsee, up se, adv. after the manner of, as ' to drink
upsee DaicW— (Sciitt'^ Up'seeS. [Dut. o/> ziJH
Dniisch, in the Dutch, i.e. German, fashion.]

Upseek, up-sek', v.i. to seek upward.
Upsend, up-&end', v.i. to send or throw up.
Upset, up-set', v.t. to turn upside down: to over-

throw.

—

v.i. to be upset.—«. Up'set, an 'overturn.
—adj. relating to what is set up for sale, in phrase
Upset priC6, the sum at which anything Is started
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Upshoot niote ; mQte ; tndDn ; /Aeni tJrdd

at a. public sale.— //f. tlpset'ment ; Upset'ter.

—

atij. Upset'ting discomposing ; (Scoi.) coiiceilcd,
a.ssuiuing.

Upshoot, up-shoot', v.i. {S/icns.) to slioot upward.
Opshot, up shot, H. final i^sue : end.
Upside, up'sid, «. the upper side.

—

adv. on the upper
side. — cuiv. Up'slde-down, with the upper v>art

undermost : in complete confusion. — Be upsidOS
with (coll.), to be even with, to be revenged upon.

Upsitting, up'sit-ing, ». {obs.) the sitting up of a woman
after confmenient, the feast held on such occasion.

Upsnatch, up-snach', v.t. to snatch up.
Upsoar, up-sOr', v.i. to soar upward.
Upspear, upsper', v.i. to shoot up straight like a spear.

-luij. Upstairs, pertaining to an upper story or

flat.—«. an upper story.

Upstand, up-stand', v.i. {Mili.) to stand up:—/a./.
upstood'.

Upstare, up-star', v.i. {Spelts.) to stare upward, to

stand up erect.

Upstart, up'start, adj. (Milt.) suddenly raised to

prominence or consequence, characteristic of such,
pretentious and vulgar.— «. one who has suddenly
risen from poverty or obscurity to wealth or power.—v.i. Upstart', to start up suddenly.

Upstay, up-sta, v.t. to stay, sustain, support.
Upstream, up'strem, adv. towards the upper part of

a stre.im.

—

v.i. Upstream', to stream up.

Up-stroke, up'-strOk, «. an upward line made by the

pen in writing.

Upsurge, up-surj', v.i. to sui^e up.

Upswarm, upswawrm', zut. {Shak.') to raise in a
swarm.

Upsway, up-swa', v.t. to swing up.
Upsweep, up-swep', It. a sweeping upward.
Upswell, up-swel', v.i. to swell or surge up.
Uptake, up'tak, «. the act of lifting up : {prov.)

mental apprehension : the upcast pipe from the

smoke-bo.x of a steam-boiler towards the chimney.—7:.t. Uptake', to take up.
Uptear, up-lar', v.t. to tear up.
Upthrow, up-thro', v.t. to throw up.—«. Up'throw,
an upheav.il, an uplift.

Upthrust, up'thrust, n. a thrust upward, an upheaval
of a mass of rock.

Upthunder, up-thun'der, v.i. to send up a noise like

thunder.
Uptie, up-il*, ?'./. to tie up: {Speiis.)io twist.

Uptllt, up-tilt', v.t. to tilt \\xt.—<uij. Uptilt'ed.
Uptoss, up-tos', T.t. to toss up.

—

adj. Uptossed',
tossed upward, greatly agitated.

Uptown, up'town, Oiij. situated in the upper part of
a town.

—

adz: to or in the upper part of^a town.
Uptrace, up-tra^', v.i. to trace up.

Uptrain, up-tran', v.t. to train up.
Uptrill, uptril', v.t. to trill in a nigh voice.

Upturn, up-turn', v.t. to turn up or upward : to throw
up.

—

v.i. to turn up.— n. Uptur'ning, the act of
throwing up.

Upwafted, up-waf'ted, adj. borne or wafted upward.
Upward, upward, adj'. directed up or to a higher

place. — advs. Up'ward, Upwardly, Up'wards,
toward a higher direction ; Up'ways, upward.

—

Upward of, more than, a' out.
Upwell, up-wel', v.i. to upspring.
Upwhlrl, up-hwerl', v.i. to whirl upward.

—

vt. to

raise upward in a whirling course.
Upwind, up-wind', v.t. (Sprits.) to wind up:

—

pa.t.
upwnuilii'.

Upwreathe, up-rfi/A', v.i. to rise with a wreathing or
curling motion.

Upwrought, up-rawt', ^.o^'. wrought upward.
Ur, er, interj'. a meaningless utterance between the

words of hesitating speakers.

Urachus, u'ra-kus, h. oue of the ligaments of the

bladder formftd by the remaining constricted portion
of the allantois ol the foetus. [Gr. onrachos—oiiron,
urine.]

Uremia, u-re'mi-a, n. a morbid condition of the blood
due to the retention of urea or other waste materials
ordinarily excreted from the body by the kidneys

—

also \5iG'vaiaL.—adjs. Ursa mic, Ure'mlo, relating to
the peculiar symptoms associated with defective ex-
cretion of waste products by the kidneys.

Uraeum, u-re'um, «. the posterior half of a bird-opp.
to Siethiceiim-.^pl. Urse'a. [Gr. oura, a tail.]

Ur£BUS, u-re us, it. the serpent emblem of ancient
Egyptian divinities and kings, placed on the head-
dress. [Gr. ouraios, of the tail.]

Ural-altaiC, O-ral-al-ta'ik, ndj. pertaining to a racine
and linguistic group of peoples, one of the four great
branches of the Mongolic stock.

Uralite, u'ral-Tt, «. a mineral with the crj'stalline form
of augite and llie clenvage and specific gravity of
hornblende.— a«>". Uralit'ic. - it. Uralltlsa'tion, the
paramorphic change of augite to hornblende.— i/./.

U'ralltise.

Urania, u-ra'ni-a, «. the Muse of astronomy, repre-
sented with a celestial globe in her hand, to which
she points with a hltle staff. —a<i;>'. Ura'nlan. [L.,
— Gr. oiirattias, \\ca.\cn\y^oura>tos, heaven.]

UranlSCUS, u-ra-nis'kus, «. the vault or roof of the
mouth. [Gr. outanisko\ dim. of ouranos, the vault
of heaven.]

Uranite, u'ra-nlt, «. a greenish ore of uranium.

—

adj.
Uranlt'ic.

Uranium, u-ra'ni-um, K. a very hard but moderately
malleable metal, resembling nickel or iron in its

lustre and colour, but in a finely comminuted state
occurring as a black powder.

—

adj. Ura'nlc. [Gr.
oiiraiios, heaven.]

Uranography, a-ra-nog'ra-fi, «. descnptive astr»nomy,
e.sp. of the constellations.

—

adjs. Uran'lc ; Urano-
graph'ic, -aL— «. Uranog'raphist.

Uranometry, u-ra-nom'e-tri, n. the measurement of
the heavens : a description of the groups of con-
stellations.

Uranoscopy, u'ra-nos-kC-pi, «. observation of the
heavenly bodies.

Uranus, u'ra-nus, «. the name of one of the primary
planets. [L.,

—

Gr.ourauos, heaven.]
Urao, oo-ra'Q, II. the nation found in the dried-up beds

of South American lakes and streams.
Urate, a'rat, «. a salt of uric arid.— rt<^'. Urat'lO, per-

taining to the urates.- «i. Urato'ma, a deposit of
urates in the tissues ; Urato'slS, a morbid condition
in which this takes place.

Urban, ur'ban, a<lj. of or belonging to a city.

—

adj.
Urbane', pertaining to, or influenced by, a ciiy

:

civilised: refined: courteous.—oi/z/. Urhane'ly.—«.

Urban'lty, the quality of being urbane : refinement

:

politeness.—Urbl et orbl = ' to the city and to the

world,' a form used in the publication of papal bulls,

for the purpose of signifying their formal promulga-
tion to the entire Catholic world, as well as to the

city of Rome. [h. urbanus—urbs, a. chy.]

UrceolUS, ur-se'O-lus, «. a monopetaloiis corolla with

a contracted orifice : the external case or sheath

of a rotifer.— n. Uroeola'rla, a genus of gymno-
carpous lichens with urceolale apothecia.

—

ndjs.

Urceola'rian ; Ur'ceolate, pitcher-shaped: having

an urceolus, as a rotifer.—«. Ur'ceus, a ewer for

holding water for washing. [1.. urceoius, dim. of

urceus, a pitcher.)

Urchin, ur'chin, «. a hedgehog : a mischievous child,

an elf, W\rY.—adj. elfish, mischievous. [U. Fr. et-i%OH

(Fr. hirisson)— f.. ericius, a hedgehog.)
Urd^, ur-da', otij. (her.) pointed, as a cross, or having

a point projected, as a bend: varriated. (Fr.,—Old
High Ger. art, a point.)

Urdli. iSSr'dOD, «. Hindustani, a peculiar and impor-
tant form of Hindi—now a kind of iingva franca
for the whole of India.
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tJre fate, far ; m€, her ; fulne ; Urotoxic

Ure, fir, H. {ods.) practice, operation.

—

v.t. and v.i. to

work, exercise.

Urea, u'rt-a, «. a readily soluble colourless crystalline

compound formed in the tissues during the disinte-

gration of proteid material, and c.irried by the blood

to the kidneys, which separate it and pass it off in

the urine, —adj. U'real, pertaining to urea.

—

us.

Uroam'etor, an instrument for measuring the

amount of urea in the urine ; Uream'etry. [Gr.

OH'OH, urine.]

UredO, u-r€'dO, n. a form-genus or stage of fungi of

order Uredinece.—adjs. Uredln'eous, Ured'lnotis

;

TJre'doform.—«. Ure'dospore—a^'. Uredosporic.
Urena, u-re'na, «. a genus of Malvacece—the Indian

m.-»llow.

Ureter, u-re'ter, n. the duct which conveys the urine

from the kidneys to the bladder.—a<(?>. Ure'tal,

Ure'teral, Ureteric—«. Ureteri'tis, inflammation

of the ureter. [Gr.,

—

ouron, urine.]

nretbra, u-rethra, «. the canal by which the urine

is dischirged from the bladder :—;»/. Ure'thrae.—
ndjs. Ure'thral ; Urethrlt'ic, affected with urethri-

tis.— «. Urethri'tls, inflammation of the urethra.

[Gr.,

—

ouron, urine.]

Urf, urf, n. (Scot.) a stunted child.

Urge, urj, v.t. to press in any way : to drive : to press

earnestly : to solicit earnestly : to provoke.

—

v.i. to

incite : to insist : to make allegations.—«. act of
urging.—«. Ur'gency, quality of being urgent :

earnest asking : pressing necessity.

—

adj. Ur'gent,
urging : pressing with importunity : calling for

immediate attention : earnest.

—

a<iv. Ur'gently.

—

«. Ur'ger. [L. urgere, to press.]

Uria, u'ri-a, «. a genus of A Lidte—the guillemots and
miirres.

Uriconlan, u-ri-ks'ni-an, n. the name applied to a
series of volcanic rocks of which the Wrekin is com-
posed. [ Uriconium, a Roman station on the site of
which Wroxeter in Shropshire stands.]

Urile, ii'ril, «. a kind of cormorant.
Urlm, u'rim, Thiunmllll, thum'im, Jis.pl. first men-

tioned in Exod. xxviii. 30, in connection with the
High-priest's breastplate, apparently a p\ir of
objects used at critical junctures as a kind of
traditional oracle, but which could not always be
counted on for an answer (i Sam. xxviii. 6).

Urine, d'rin, «. the fluid which is secreted or sepa-
rated by the kidneys from the blood and conveyed
to the bladder— the principal means of removing
the worn-out tissues, esp. the nitrogenous and saline

matters, from the system.—«. Ure'SlS, a frequent
desire to make water.

—

adj. U'rlC, pertaining to, or
obtained from, urine.

—

ns. UrtCSB'Ulla, lithemia;
Urldro'SiS, the excretion of urea in the sweat

;

UrlnSB'mla, the contamination of the blood with
uriiiAry deposits ; U'rlnal, a vessel for urine : a
convenience for discharging urhie.

—

adjs. U'rlnant
{her.\ diving ; U'rlnary, pertaining to, or like, urine.—n. a reservoir for keeping urine.

—

v.i. U'rlnate, to

discharge urine.— «. Urina'tlon.

—

adj. U'rinatlve. —
«. U'rlnator, a diver. —atZ/V. Urlnatorlal ; Urinlf'

•

erons, conveying urine; Urinific, secreting urine;
Urlnip'aroos, producing urine.— Its. Urinol'ogy,
the scientific knowledge of urine ; Urlnom'eter, an
instrument for weighing urine, —adj. Urinomet'ric.—«. Urlnom'etry.—n^O''. Urlnosoop'lc. — «. U'rlnos-
Oopy, inspection of urine.

—

adjs. U'rlnose, U'rln-
0U8, relating 10 urine : partakin'.; of the qualities of
urine : like urine.

—

ns. U'rochTome, a yellow pig-

ment of the urine ; Urodlal'yslS, a partial suppres-
sion of urine ; Urogas'ter, the urinary passages
collectively.

—

adjs. Urogen'ltal, ()eriaininK to the

urinary and genit:d org.ins—also Ulinogen'ltal,
Urlnogen'ltary, Ow/Zo-Mr/'mry,- Urog'enous. pro-

ducing urine.

—

ns. UfoUtWaslS, lithiasii; Urol'Ogy,
urinology ; U'romancy, divination by urine ; iH'O-

pla'nla. the abnorm.il presence of urine in any part

of the body ; Uropoie'sis, the formation of urine.

— adj. Uropolet'lo. -^ «j. Urorrha'gia, excessiva
niicturation ; Urorrhe'a. UrorrhOB'a, involuntary
passage 01 urine. —<(<// Dioscop'ic (same as Urino*
SCOpiC).

—

ns. U'rOSC^lSt, one skilled in urinoscopyj
U'roscopy (same as Urinoscopy) ; Uro'SiS, any dis-

ease of the urinary or^;ms. [Kr.,— L. uriiia; cog.
wiih Gr. ouron, Sans, viiri, water.]

Urlte, fl'rit, «. the sternite of an abdominal segment
of an insect. [Gr. oiira, a tail.]

Urman, ur'man, «. a large tract ofswampy coniferous
forest in Siberia. [Tatar.]

Um, urn, «. a rounded or angular vase having a foot,

a water vessel, an electoral vase, a tea-urn, &c. '.

a vessel in which the ashes of the dead were an-
ciently deposited, hence the grave.-7'./. to enclose
in an urn.

—

adj. Um'al.—«. Um'ful, as much as an
urn will hold.

—

adj. Um'-Shaped, having the shape
of an urn. (L. uma, an urn

—

urire, to bum.]
Urocardlao, u-rO-kar'di-ak, adj. pertaining to the

posterior part of the cardi.ic division of the stomach
of the crayfish and some other crustaceans.

Urochord, u'rO-kord, n. the caudal chord of an
ascidian or tunicate. — adjs. Urochor'dal, Uro-
chordate.

Urocbroa, u-rok'rO-a, «. a genus of humming-birds in

Ecuador. [Gr. onra, tail, chroa, colour.]

Uroclssa, u-rO-sis'a, «. a genus of Asiatic Corvida,
with very long tail. [Gr. oura, tail, kissa, magpie.)

Urocyon, u-ros'i-on, «. a genus of canine quadrupeds,
the type of which is the common gmy fox of the
United States. [Gr. oura, tail, kydn, dog.]

Urocyst, u'rO-sist, «. the urinary bbdder.

—

adj. Uro-
Cyst'iC. [Gr. ouron, urine, kystis, bladder.]

Urodele, u'rO-del, adj. tailed, as an amphil>ian.—Also
Urode'lan, Urodelian, Urode'lous. [Gr. oura,
tail, delfls, plain.]

Urogastrlc, u-rO-gas'trik, adj. pertaining to the pos-

terior pair of divisions of the gastric lobe of the

dors.d surface of the carapace of a crab : pertaining
to the urogaster (see under Urine). [Gr. ouron,
urine, gaster, the stomach.]

Urohyal, u-rO-hT'al, «. the tail-piece of the composite
liyoid bone.

—

adj. pertaining to this.

Uromere, u'rO-mer, «. a caudal segment of an arthro-

pod. — adj. Uromer'lc. [Gr. oura, tail, meros,
part.)

Uropod, u'rO-pod, «. any abdominal limb of an arthro-

pod.—a</;'. Urop'odal. [Gr. oura, VaA, pons, podos,
foot.]

Uropyglum, a-rO-pij'i-um, «. the rump in birds.

—

adj.

Uropyg'lal. [Gr. orrhos, rump, pygf, buttocks.]

Uroi)yloriO, u-rO-pI-lor'ik, adj. f>ertaining to tlie pos-

terior part of the pyloric division of the stomach of

the crayfish and some other crustaceans.

Urosacral, Q-r6-sa'kraI, adj. pertaining to the sacrum
and to the coccyx.—«. UrOSa'crum.

UroSOme, u'rO-sOm, n. the terminal somatome of a
vertebrate : the post-thoracic region of the body of

an arthropod.

—

n. Uroso'mlte, one of the somites of

the urosome.

—

adj. Urosomit'ic. [Gr. oura, tail,

soma, body.)
Urostege, O'rO-stej, «. one of the special scales on the
under side of a snake's tail—also U'rosteglte.

—

adj. U'rostegal. [Gr. oura, tail, stegi, a roof.)

Urosteon, ii-ros'tS-on, «. a median posterior ossifica-

tion of the sternum of some birds. [Gr. oura, tail,

osteon, bone.]
Urosternlte, Q-rO-sler'nTt, «. the sternite of any somite

of the urosome of an arthropod.
Urostbene, O'rO-sthSn, «. an animal whose strength

rests mainly in its tail.

—

adj. Urosthon'lO. [Gr.
onta, tail, stitenos, strength.]

Urostyle, u'rO-stll, «. a prolong.ition backward of the
List vertebra.—a<^'. Urosty'lar. [Gr. oura, tail,

s'ylos, column.]
Urotoxic, O-ro-tok'sik, adj. pertaining to poisons

eliminated in tlie urine. [Gr. ouron, tirine, ioxikon^
poison.]
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Urry mote ; mute ; mOOn ; t/icii. Utxjplan

Urry, ur'i, «. a dark clay near a bed of coal. [Prob.
Gael, uirlach— ///'r, e.irth.]

Ursine, ur's n, cuij. of or resembling a bear: thickly

clothed with bristles, as certain caterpillars.—;/. a
bear.—«. Ur'Sa, the name of two constellations,

Ursa-Major and Ursa-Minor, the Great and the

Little Bear.

—

adj. Ur'siform, in appearance like a

bear.—K.//. Ur'SlnjB, the bears proper. IL.,

—

ursus,

a be.ir.]

Urson, ur'suii, «. a rodent nearly allied to the por-

cupine, and often called the Canada Porcupine.

Ursuline, ur'.su-lin, adj. of or pertaining to St Ursula,

esp. pertaining to the female teaching order founded
by St Angela Merici of Brescia in 1537.

Urtica, ur'ti-ka, «. the genus of nettles, order Urti-

cacfce. — adjs. Urtlca'CeotlS, relating to nettles;

Ur'tical, pertaining to the nettles.—«. Urtica'ria,

nettle-rash, hive.s. -«<(/>. Urtica'rlal, Urtica'rlous.

—v.t. Ur'ticate, to sting, as with nettles.—//. Urti-

catlon. (L. urtica, a nettle.]

Urubu, nS'riSS-bfw, «. an -American vulture. [Braz.]

Urus, u'rus, «. the Latin name of the wild ox, which
in the time of Julius Csesar was abundant in Euro-
pean forests—the Aurochs of the Germans, and the

ancestor of the Europe.in domesticated cattle. [L.]

Urva, ur'va, n. the ichneumon of northern India.

Urved, urvd, adj. (,'ier.) turned upward. — Also
Ur'vant.

Us, us, pron. the objective case oiwe.—adv. Us'ward,
toward us. [.^.S.]

Usage, u'zaj, «. act or mode of using : treatment

:

practice: custom.

—

ns. U'sagor, one of the non-
jurors who maintained ' the us.iges '— mixed chalices,

oblation in pmyer of consecration, and prayer for

the dead. [Fr.,—Low L.,—L. usus.'\

Use, uz. v.t. to put to .some purpose : to avail one's

self of: to habituate : to treat or behave toward.

—

v.t. to be accustomed.

—

adj. U'sablo, that may be
used.

—

us. U'sableness ; U'see, one for whose use
a suit is brought in another's name; U'ser.—Use
one's self {,Shak.), to behave ; Use up, to consume,
to e.vliaust, to tire out. [Fr. user—L. uti, usits, to

use.]

Use, us, «. act of using or putting to a purpose : con-
venience : employment : need : advantage : practice :

common occurrence : a distinctive form of public
worship or .service peculiar to a church, diocese, &c.

:

custom : interest for money.—«. Us'ance {obs.),

use, usage, employment : {Shak.) usury, interest for

money : the time allowed by usage for the payment
of a bill of exchange.

—

adj. Use'fol, full of use or
advantage : able to do good : serviceable.— adv.
Use'fully.— «. Use'fiUness.— /7/i>'. Useless, having
no use : answering no good purpose or the end pro-
TOsed.

—

otiv. Uselessly.—K. Use'lessness.-«.//.
tjs'es, a form of equitable ownership peculiar to
English law by which one person enjoys the profits

of lands, &c., the legal title to which is vested in
another in trust.—Use and wont, the customary
practice. — Have no use for (U.S.), to have no
liking for ; In use, in employment or practice

;

Made use of, to use, to employ ; Of nO use, use-
less ; Of use, useful ; Out of use, not used or
employed. [L. usus—uti.]

Usher, ush'er, «. one who meets people at the door of
a hall, &c., and conducts them to seats, an officer

whose business it is to introduce strangers or to
walk before a person of rank : an under-teacher
or assistant.

—

v.t. to introduce: to forerun. — us.

Ush'erance ; Ush'erdom, Ush'ershlp. —adjs. Ushe-
rlan ; Ush'erless. [O. Fr. 7usier (Fr. huissier)—
I,, nstiarius, a door-keeper

—

ostium, a door.)
Usitate, u'zi-tat, adj. according to custom.

—

adj.
Usita'tlve, expressing usual action.

Usquebaugh, us'kwe-baw, «. whisky. [Ir. and Gael.
nisgebeatka, uisge. writer, heatha., life.]

Ustilago, us-ti-lfi'gS, K. a genu~ nf parasitic fungi,

caiumg smut.—adj. Ustilagin'eous.

Ustion, iis'ti-ofi, «. the act of burning, cauterisation
by burning.

—

adjs. UstO'rlOUS, hurning; Us'tulate,
coloured by burjiing.—«. UstUla'tlon, burning.

Usual, u'zhu-al, adj. in use : occurring in ordinary
use: common. — adv. U'sually.— «. U'sualness.
[L. usu/i/is.]

Usucaption, O-zu-kap'shun, «. {law) the acquisition
of property in anything by possession and enjoyment
for a certain term of years.— «. Usuca'pient. one
who hcis acquired rights by usucaption.

—

v.t. U'SU-
capt, to acquire so.

—

adj. Usucapt'ible. [L. usus,
use, capere, captunt, to take.]

Usufruct, u'zu-frukt, «. the use and profit, but not the
property, of a thing: lifeient.

—

v.t. to hold in
usufruct

—

adj. Usufructuary.— «. one who holds
property for use by usufruct [L. usus-fructus—
usus, \\f,e:,/ructus, fruit]

Usurp, u-zurp', v.t. to take possession of by force
without right.—«. Usurpation, act of usurping:
unlawful seizure and possession : intrusion into an
office. — adj. UsuT'patory. — tts. Usurpatrlx, a
female usurper; USUr'pature, usurpation. — adv.
Usur'pedly.— «. Usur'per.—dr^'. Usurping.—<7</z/.

UsuTpingly. [Fr.,—L. usurpare, perh. contr. from
usu-rapcre, to seize to one's own use— 7<.f«j, use,
rapere, to seize ; or from usutn rumpere, to break a
use.

)

Usury, u'zhu-ri, «. the taking of iniquitous or illegal

interest on a loan, formerly interest of any kind on
money lent.—r'.«. U'Stire {Skak.), to practise usury.—«. U'SUrer (<7r/>. , and in B.), any money-lender for

interest : one who practises usury.

—

adj. Usu'riOUS.
—adv. Usu riously.—«. Usu'riousness. [L. usura—uti, usus, to u-se. ]

Uta, u'ta, It. a genus of small American lizards.

[From Utah.]
Utas, u'tas, «. (obs.) the time between a festival

and the eighth day after it : festivity, stir.—Also
U'tiS. [Through O. Fr. from L. octo, eight.]

Utensil, u-ten'sil, »/. an instrument or vessel used in

common life. [Fr. utensiie—L. utensiiis, fit for use
•

—

uti, to use.]

Uterine, u'te-rin, adj. pertaining to the womb : bom
of the same mother by a different father. — ns.

Uteri'tiS, inflammation of the womb ; Utero-
gesta'tion, the progressive development of the
embryo within the womb ; Uteroma'nia, nympho-
mania ; U'terus, the womb. [Fr. uterin—L. uteri-
uus—uterus, the womb.]

Utgard, til'gard, n. {Scaud. myth.) the abode of the
giant Utgnrd-l^oVx on the other side of the great sea
which surrounds Midgard, the earth.

Utilise, u'ti-lTz, z:t. to m.Tke useful : to put to profit-

. able use. — a/^. U'tiUsaWe. — «f . Utilisation;
U'tiliser ; Util'ity, usefulness : profit : a useful

thing ; Utirity-man, an actor of one of the least

important pans in a play. [Fr. utilises—L. uti.]

Utilitarian, u-til-i-ta'ri-an, adj. consisting in, or per-

taining to, utility or to utilitarianism.— //. one who
holds utilitarianism.—!'./. UtUita'rianlse, to make
to serve a utilitarian purpose.—«. Utilita'rianism,

the ethical theory which finds the basis of moral
distinctions in the utility of actions, i.e. their fitness

to produce happiness.

Utmost, ut'mOst, tidj. outmost : farthest out : most
distant : last : in the greatest degree : highest.

—

v.

the greatest that can be : the greatest effort. [A.S.

utemest, formed with double superlative suffix -m-est
from ute, out.]

Utopian, 0-t6'pi-an,ii///. imaginary : fanciful : chimeri-
cal.—». one who advocates impracticable reforms
or who expects an impos,sibIe state of perfection
in society.— «j. Uto'pianlser ; Uto'planism ; Uto'-
plast.- an'/. Utop'ical (obs.).—ns. U'topism, uio-
pianism ; U'toplst, a Utopian. [From Utopia, lit.

' nowhere '- Gr. ru, not, topos, pl.-\ce, an imaginary
island represented by Sir T More in his famous
political romance, or rather sature (Lat 1516, Eng.



Utraqulsm fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Vagrant

1551), as enjoying perfection in politics, laws, &c.,
community of goods, freedom of creed, &c.J

Utraqulsm, u'tra-kwizm, «. the doctrine of the tJ'tra-
quists or Calixtines, who asserted the right to com-
municate in both kinds

—

sub utraque specie.

ntxicle, u'tri-kl, «. a little bag, bladder, or cell.

—

adjs. Utricular, UtrlCUlate, containing or fur-
nished with utricles ; UtriClillf'erous, producing
utricles; Utrio ullform, shaped like a utricle;
Utric'uloid ; Utrlc'ulose.— «. Otric'ulus, any small
pear-shaped sac. [L. utricuius, dim. oi uter, utris,
a bag.]

Utrlcularia, u-trik-u-la'ri-a, «. the genus of bladder-
worts. [L. utricuius, a bag.]

Utriform, u'tri-form, adj. having the shape of a leather
bottle. [L. uter, a leather hotl\e,ybrma, form.]

Utter, ut'er, aiij. farthest out : extreme : total : perfect.
—adv. Utt'erly.—/.. UlVernesS, quality of being
extreme. [A.S. iitor, ouier—«/, out.]

Utter, ut'er, v.t. to circulate : to publish abroad : to
speak.

—

adj. Utt'erable, that may be uttered or
expressed.—«J. Utt'erableness ; Utt'erance, act
of uttering : manner of speaking : pronunciation :

expression ; Utt'erer ; Uttering, circulation.

—

adj.
Utt erless, that cannot be uttered in words. [A.S.
tittan, to put out

—

lii, out.]

Utterance, ul'er-ans, «. (S/ta^.) extremity, deadly

contention. [Fr. ouirance—outre, beyond—L. uitra,
beyond.]

Uttermost, ut'er-mOst, adj. farthest out : utmost.—«.

the greatest degree. [Same as utmost, the r being
intrusive, and /being doubled on the analogy ofw^/^r.]

Uva, u'va, «. a name for such succulent indehiscent
fruits as have a central placenta. [L. uva, a cluster
of grapes. ]

Uvea, u ve-a, «. the vascular tunic of the eye— iris,

ciliary body, and choroid.

—

adjs. U'veal, U'veoUS.
[L. uva, a bunch of grapes.]

Uveous, u've-us, adj. resembling a grape. [From L.
ux'a, a grape.]

Uvula, u'vu-la, «. the fleshy conical body suspended
from the_ p.alate over the back part of the tongue.

—

adj. Uvular.—rt^fc U'VUlarly, with thick utterance.
(L. uva, a bunch of grapes.]

Uxorious, uk-sO'ri-us, adj. excessively or submissively
fond of a wife.

—

adjs. Uxo'rial, pertaining 10 a wife ;

Uxo'ricidal, pertaining to uxoricide.—«. Uxo'ricide,
onewho kills his wife : the killing of a wife.

—

adv.
Uxoriously.—«. Uxo'riousness. [L. uxorius—
uxor, a wife.]

Uzbeg, uz'beg, «. a member of the Turkish family of
Tartars in Turkestan, their blood in .some places
mixed with a Tajik (or Aryan) strain, elsewhere with
Kiptchak, Kalmuck, and Kirghiz elements.

the twenty-second letter of our alphabet,
a differentiated form of U—in sound it

is a labio-dental and closely related to

F. As a Roman numeral V = 5 ; V =
5000.

Vacant, va'kant, adj. empty : free : not occupied by
an incumbent or possessor : not occupied with study,

&c. : thoughtless, inane.—«. Va'cancy, emptiness :

idleness : empty space, void or gap between bodies :

a situation unoccupied : (.^Aa/^.) unoccupied or leisure

iu\\e:.—adv. Va'cantly.—w. /. Vacate', to leave

empty: to quit possession of: {obs.) to annul, to

make useless.

—

)is. Vaca'tion, a vacating or makins;
void or invalid ; freedom from duty, &c. : recess

:

break in the .sittings of law-courts : school and college

holidays ; Vaca'tlonlst, one travelling for pleasure.

—adj. Vaca'tlonless,—«. Vaca'tur, the act of an-
nulling in law. [Fr.,—L. vacans, -antis, pr.p. of
vacdre, -dtunt, to be empty.]

Vaccinate, vak'si-nat, v.i. to inoculate with the cow-
pox as a preventive against smallpox.

—

adjs. Vac-
Cig'enous, producing vaccine ; Vaccinal, pertaining
to vaccine or to vaccination.—wi'. Vaccina'tion

;

Vaccinator, one who vaccinates.—n^'. Vac'cine,
pertaining to or derived from cows : of or relating to

vaccinia or vaccination.

—

n. the virus of cowpox or

vaccinia used in the process of vaccination. — «.

Vaccin'ia, an eruptive disease occurring in cattle

—

also Vacci'na. [L. vaccinus—vacca, a cow.]
Vaohery, vash'er-i, n. a. dairy.

Vacillate, vas'i-lat, v.i. to sway to and fro : to waver :

to be unsteady. — adjs. VaCillant, vacillating

;

Vacillating, inclined to fluctuate : wavering : un-

steady.—arfw. VaCillatlngly.—«. Vacllla'tlon, act

of vacillating.

—

adj. Vao'iUatory, wavering. [L.

vacilldre, -dtum.^
Vacuous, vak'Q-us, adj. empty, void : without intelli-

gence, unexpressive.

—

v.t. VaCuate, to make empty.
—ns. Vacua'tion; VaCulSt, one who thinks there

are empty spaces in nature ; Vacu'ity, emptiness :

space unoccupied : idleness, listlessness ; VaCuole,
a very small cavity in the tissue of organisms ;

VaCuousness ; Vac'uum, vacant or empty space :

a space empty or devoid of all matter '.-pi. VaC'ua ;

Vac'lium-brake, a brake working on the principle

of keeping up a vacuum in a continuou.s pipe or

pipes extending under the train, and in brake-
cylinders connected to them imdcr each vehicle, the

air being sucked out by ejectors or pumps on the

locomotive ; Vac'iium-gauge, a gauge for indicating
to wli.it extent a vacuum is produced ; Vac'Uum-
pan, a vessel for boiling saccharine juices in a partial

vacuum in sugar-making ; Vac'UUm-tUbe, a sealed
glass tube in which a vacuum has been made, em-
ployed to examine the effects of a discharge of
electricity through air or gas rarefied or exhausted.
[L. vacuus, empty.]

Vade, vad, v.i. {Slmk.) to fade. [Fade.]
Vade-mecum, va'de-me'kum, «. a hand-book, pocket-
companion. [L. , 'go with me'

—

vadere, to go, r/te,

abl. oi ego, I, cunt, with.]

Vadium, va'di-um, «. (Scots law) a wad or surety.
[L. vas, vadis.]

Vag, vag, ft. (pro7>.) turf for fuel.

Vagabond, vag'a-bond, adj. wandering : having no
settled home : driven to and fro : unsettled.—«. one
who wanders without any settled habitation : a
wandering, idle fellow : a scamp, a rascal.—«.

Vagabondage. —z/./. Vag'abondise, to wander
like a vagabond.—ai//'. Vag'abondisll.—«. Vag'a-
bondism. [Fr.,—Low 'L.,—vagdri, to wander

—

vagus, wandering.]
Vagary, va-ga'ri, n. a wandering of the thoughts : a

wild freak : a whim :—//. Vaga'l-ies.—«. Vaga'rlan,
a person with vagaries.

—

adjs. Vaga'riOUS ; Vaga'-
rish.

—

u. Vagar'ity, irregularity, capriciousness.
Vagina, va-jT'na, n. {anat.) the canal or passage
which leads from the external orifice to the uterus,
a sheath, ca.se: the upper part of the pedestal of a
terminus : (J>ot.) a leaf-stalk when it becomes thin
and rolls round the stem to which it then forms a
stalk, as in grasses.—a^^j. Vag'inal ; Vag'inant
(bot.), investing as a sheath ; Vag'inate, -d (bot.),

invested by the tubular base of a leaf or leaf-stalk,

as a stem : denoting a certain order of sheathed
polypes ; Vaginic'oline, Vaginlc'olous, living in a
vagina ; Vaglniferous, bearing a vagina ; Vaglni-
penn'ate, Vaginopenn'ous, sheath-winged. — us.
VaglniS'mus, spasmodic contraction of the vagina ;

Vaginitis, inllammation of the vagina ; Vaglnot'-
omy, cutting of tlie vagina ; Vagin'ula. Vag'inule,
a diminutive vagina, -ar^'. Vagin'ulate, tiaving a
vaginula, sheathed. [L., 'a slu.atb.']

VagltUS, va-jl'tus, «. the cry of a new-born child.

[L.,

—

vagire, to cry.]

VagOUS, va'gus, adj. wandering.
Vagrant, va'grant, adj. wandenng without any settled

dwelling : unsettled : uncertain, erratic : (med^
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Vagrrom mOte : mfite ; milDn ; /Aen. Value

wandering.—n. one who has no settled home : an
idle or disorderly person : a beggar.

—

us. Vagrancy,
Va'grantnesS (rare), the !.late of being a vagrant :

life and habits of a vagrant.—a^i/. Va'grantly. [L.

Z'ogarts, -a/iiis, pr.p. uf vagdri, to wander ; with r
intruded.]

Vagrom, va'grom, {Skak.) Dogberry's perverted spell-

ing and pronunciation of vagrant.
Vague, vag, a^ij. unsettled : indefinite : uncertain :

of doubtful origin : not thinking clearly.

—

v.i. (ois.)

to wander.—«. indefinite expanse.

—

a<ii>. Vaguely.
—It. Vague'ness. [Fr.,—L. vagus, wandering.]

Vagus, va gus, «. the tenth cranial nerve or wandering
nerve, the longest and most widely extended of the
nerves of the brain :—//. Va'gi.

Vaidio. va'dik, adj. Same as Vedia
Vail, val. Same as VeU.
Vail, val, v.f. to let fM.^v.i. to yield : to drop, move
down.—«. (SAoA.) submission, decline,—«. Vall'er.

IContr. hoxa aziale ; cf. Azia/aticAe.]

Vail, val', v.i. (poet.) to profit, avail.

—

n.pl. VailS,
money given to servants by a visitor—also Vales.
[Contr. from aToii.]

Vain, van, adj. unsatisfying : fruitless : unreal

:

silly : conceited : showy ; (B.) vacant, worthless.

—

adv. Vainly.—«j. Vain'ness, fruulessness : {Skai:.)
empty pride, folly ; Vanity, worthlessness, futility :

empty pride or ostentation : ambitious display : idle

show : empty pleasiu-e : fruitless desire, a trifle :

{Shalt.) a personified vice in the old moralities and
puppet-shows : {B.) a heathen deity.—Vanity Fair,
the world as the scene of vanity or empty folly, the
W' rid of fashion, so named from the fair described
in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress.—In Tain, For
vain (S/iak.\ inefiectually : to no end : with levity

or profanity. [Fr.,—L. Z'antts. empty.]
Vainglory, van-glO'ri, «. vain or empty glory in one's
own performances : pride above desert.

—

v.i. to

boast vainly.

—

adj. VainglO'riOUS, given to vain-

glory : proceeding from vanity.

—

adv. Vainglo'ri-
ously.—«. Vainglo'riouaness.

Vair, var, «. (her.) a kind of fur, the skin of the
squirrel, bluish-gray on the back and white on the
belly, represented by blue and white shields or bells

in horizontal rows. — adjs. Valre, Vairy (vu'ri),

charged or variegated with vair. [O. Fr.,—L.
variiis, variegated.]

Vaishnava, vish'na-va, «. a worshipper of Vishnu,
the Vaishnavas forming one of the great sects of
Brahmanism. [Sans.,

—

Vishnu, VLshnu.]
Vaisya. vls'ya, «. a member of tlie third caste among

the Hindus. (Sans, vaifya—vif, settler.J

Vaivode, Waywode = Voivode.
VakaSS, va-kas', n. a semicircular eucharistic vest-

ment in .Armenian use—also called Ephod,
Vake, vak, v.i. (Scot.) to be vacant.
Vakeel, Vakil, va-kel', «. a native attorney or agent

in the East Indies. (Hind.,—Ar. vakil.}

Valance, val'ans, «. hanging drapery for a bed, &c.

—

also Valence.

—

z'.t. to decorate with such. [From
Valence— v.. Valentia, in France.]

Valdenses = H'aldenses.
Vale, val, «. a tract of low ground, esp. between hills :

a valley. [Fr. ra/—L. vailis, a vale.]

Valediction, val-c-dik'shun, /«. a farewell.—/ir^'. Vale-
dic'tory, saying farewell : farewell : taking leave.
—«. a farewell oration spoken at American gradua-
tions by the graduating person of highest rank, often

tailed the Valedicto rlan. (L. vaiedicire, -dictum—vale, farewell, dicere, to say.)
Valence, va'lens, «. {chem.) the combining power of
an element, or the proportion in which it forms a
combination with another.—Also Va'lency. [From
L. valere, to be strong.]

Valenciennes, va-long-si-enz*, h, a kind of lace made
It Valeticienms in France.

Valentine. val'en-tTn, «. a lover or sweetheart chosen
ui4 St Valentine's Day, I4lh February : a love-letter

or other amatory print sent on that day. [O. Fr.
Valentin, a young person betrothed on the first

Sunday m Lent, perh. from a form valant, eqiuv.
to ^<»i»«/, gallant, but commonly identified with the
name of St Valeutiiu, on whose day the choice of
valentines came to be made, because birds on that
day were supposed to choose their mates.]

Valentinian, val-«n-tm'i-an, «. one of a Gnostic sect
founded by Valentinus (died c. i6o a.d.).—adj.
belonging to the foregoing.—«. Valentln'lajlism.

Valerian, va-le'rj-an, «. the plant all-heal, the root of
which Ls used in medicine.—a<//'. Val'eric, pertain-
ing to or obtained from the root of valerian. [O. Fr.,
—X,. valere, to be strong.]

Valet, val'et, or val'a, «. a man-servant, esp. one who
attends on a gentleman's person.

—

v.t. to act as
valet to.—«. Valet de place, in France, one who
offers his services as guide, messenger, &c. for hire,
esp. to strangers. [O. Fr.,

—

vaslet, later also varltt
— Low L. vassalettus, dim. o{ vassalis, a vassal.]

Valetudinarian, val-e-tu-di-na'ri-an, adj. pertaining
to ill-health : sickly : weak—also Valetli'dinary.

—

ft. a person of weak health.

—

ns. Valetii'dinariness,
ValetUdina'rianism, the condition of a valetudi-
narian : weak health ; ValetUdina'rium, an ancient
Roman hospital. [L. valetudtnartus— valetudo,
state of liealih

—

valere, to be strong.]

Valgus, valgus, «. a bow-legged man : a form of
club-foot— ^rt/;>>« valgus :—pi. Val'g^ (-jl). [L.]

Valhalla, val-hal'la, «. (Scand. tnyth.) the palace of
immortality for the souls of heroes slain in battle :

an edifice forming the final resting-place of the
heroes of a nation. [Ice. valholl, ' the hall of the
slain ' — va/r, the slain, conn, with A.S. wirl,

slaughter, Ice. AJ//, hall.]

Valiant, val'yant, adj. strong : brave : intrepid in

danger: heroic.—«. (obs.) a valiant person.— us.

Valiance. Valiancy.— a^z/. Valiantly, bravely.
— K. Val'iantness, courage. [Fr. vaillant— L.
valeus, vaUntis. pr.p. of valere, to be strong.]

Valid, val'id, adj. strong : having sufficient strength or
force : founded in truth : sound : conclusive : (latd)

executed with the proper formalities : legal : rightful.

—Z'./. Val'idate, to confirm, give legal force to : test

the validity ai.—ns. Valida'tion ; Valld'ity.—rt.j'p.

Validly. — «. Val'idness. [Fr., — L. vaiidus—
valere, to be strong.]

Valise, va-les', «. a travelling bag, generally of leather,

opening at the side : a portmanteau. [Fr.,—L. valise
(It. vaiigia, Sp. balijd), orig. unknown.]

Valkyr, val'kir, «. (Scand. myth.) one of the nine
handmaidens of Odin, serving at the lianquet of Val-
halla—also Valkyr'ia, Wal'kyr.-«</;>. Valkyr'lan,
Walkyr'ian. (Ice. vaikyrja—vair, the slain, ytyjya—kj6sa, to choose. Ger. iValiure.}

Vallar, val'ar, adj. pertaining to a rampart.—Also
Vall'ary. [L. vallum.]

Vallate, val'at, adj. cup-shaped : circumvallate.—Also
Vall'ated.

Vallecula, va-lek'u-la, «. a groove or furrow.

—

ati/s.

Valletfular, Vallec'ulate.
Valley, val'i, «. a vale or low land between hills or
mountains: a low, extended plain, usually watered
by a river :

—

/>l. Vall'eys. [O. Fr. ralee (Fr. vallee)
— val, a vale.]

Vallisneria, val-is-n£'ri-a, n. a genus of the natural
order of plants Hydrocharideee. [Named after An-
tonio Vallisneri (1661-17^0), an Italian naturalist.]

VaUum, val'um, «. a rampart, entrenchment : (a>tat.)

the eyebrow. [L., 'a rampart.']

Valonia, va-lO'ni-a, «. the large acom-cup of a species

of oak which grows round the Levant, used in tan-

ning. [It. vallonia—Gr. ialanes, an acorn.)

Valour, val'ur, «. intrepidity : courage : bravery.

—

adj. Val'oroUS, intrepid : courageous.

—

adv. Val'OF-
OUSly. [O. Fr. valour—Low L. valor—L. valire,

to be strong.)

Value, val'u, M. worth : that which renders anything
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Valve fSte, far ; me, h6r ; mine ; Vanqiilsh

useful or estimable : the degree of this quality

;

esteem, regard : efficacy : importance : excellence :

price : precise meaning : (mus.) the relative length

of a tone signified by a note : {fiatnt.) relation of

one part of a picture to the others with reference

to light and shade and without reference to hue :

(math.) the st>ecial determination of a quantity.

—

v.t. to estimate the worth of : to rate at a price :

to esteem : to prize.

—

7i.i. (Shtik.) to be worth.

—

atij.

Valuable, having value or worth : costly : deserving

esteem.—«. .1 thing of value, a choice article—often

in fiL—ns. Val'uableness ; Valua'tlon, the act of

valuing: value set upon a thing: estimated worth;
Valuator, one who sets a. value upon : an appraiser
—adjs. Valued; Valueless.—//. Valuer, one who
values. — Value in exchange, exchange value :

(pol. econ.) economic \alue (i.e. the amount of other
commodities for which a thing can be exchanged in

open market) as distinguished from its more gener.il

me.ining of utility ; Value received, a phrase in-

dicating that a bill of exch.inge, &c., has been
accepted for a valuable consideration.—Good Value,
full worth in exchange. (.O. Fr. value, prop, the
feni. of Fr. vain, pa. p. ol valoir, to be worth

—

L. valere.\

Valve, valv, «. one of the leaves of a folding-door : a
cover to an aperture which opens in one direction

and not in the other : one of the pieces or divisions

forming a shell : (tmnt.) a membraneous fold re-

sembling a valve or serving as a valve in con-

nection with the flow of blood, lymph, or other
fluid—also Val'va.

—

ntij's. Val'val, pertaining to a
valve ; Val'vate, having or resembling a valve or

valves : (boi.) meeting at the edges without over-

lapping, as the petals of flowers ; Valved, having or

composed of valves.

—

ns. Valve'-gear, the mechanism
for working a valve ; Valve let, Val'vula, Valvule,
a little valve : (J>ot.) formerly used of tlie pieces

which compose the outt-r covering of a pericarp.—adj. Val'VUlar.—«. Valvtili'tlS, inflammation of

one of the valves of the heart. [Fr.,—L. vahui, a
folding-door.]

Vambrace, vam'bras, «. a piece of plate-armour to

protect the forearm.

—

adj. Vam'braced (A^n ), having
armour on the forearm. [.Also 7>antbrace, vantbrass
— Fr. avant-bras—avant, before, bras, arm.]

Vamose, va-mOs', v.i. {slang) to be off, to be gone.
(Sp. vamos, ist pers. pi. pres. indie.—L. vadimiis,
we go

—

vadere, to go.]
Vamp, vamp, «. the upper leather of a boot or shoe.—v.t. to repair with a new vamp : to patch old with
new : give a new face to : (inus.) to improvise an
accompaniment to {coll.).—v.t. to improvise accom-
paniments, to travel, proceed.—«. Vam'per, one
who vamps or cobbles up anything old to pass for
new. — Vamp up, to patch up, to improvise, to
cook up.—In Vamp, in pawn. [Corr. of Fr. avant-
pied, the forepart of the foot

—

avant, Xxfore, pird—
L. /«, pedis, foot.]

Vampire, vam'pir, «. In eastern Europe, an accursed
body which cannot rest in the kindly earth, but
nightly leaves its grave to suck the blood of sleep-

ing men : an extortioner.—«. Vam'plre-bat, the
name of several species of bats all supposed to

suck blood—the real blood-suckers only in Central
and South America, attacking cattle, horses, and
sometimes human beings asleep.

—

adj. VamplI'la—n. Vam'plrlsm, the actions of a vampire or the
practice of bh>od - sucking : extortion. (Fr.,

—

Servian vatnpir : the word is common in the
Slavonic tongues.]

Vamplate, vam'plat, «. the iron plate through which
the lance passed, serving as a protection to the
hand when the lance was couched. (Fr. avant-
plat—avant, before, plat, plate. ]

Van, van, «. the front : the front of an army or a
fleet : the leaders of any movement. [Abbrev. of
vanguard.]

Van, van, n. a fan for grain, &c. : a vane, wing : a
test for ascertaining the value of an ore by wash-
ing a small quantity on a shovel.

—

v.t. to separate
ore in this way.

—

ns. Van'ner, an ore-separator
;

Van'nlng. [Fr.,—L. vannns.]
Van, van, «. a large covered wagon for goods, &c. : a

light vehicle, covered or not, used by tradesmen in
delivering goods : a carriage in a railway-train for
carrying luggage, for the use of the guard, &c.
[Short for caravan.}

Vanadium, van-a'di-um, «. a rare metal somewhat
resembling silver in appearance, very brittle and
infusible, and unoxidisible either by air or water.
—ns. Van'adate, Vana'dlate, a salt formed by
vanadic acid combined with a ba.se.

—

adj's. Van-
ad'ic, Vana'dious, Van'adous, pertaining to or
obtained from vanadium; Vanadlf'erous, yielding
vanadium. — «. Van'adlnite, a compound of lead
vanadate and lead chloride. [Named from Vanadis,
a Scandinavian goddess.)

Vancourier, van'kOS-ri-er, «. a precursor. [Fr. avant-
courier—avant, before.)

Vandal, van'dal, «. one of a fierce race from north-
eastern Germany who entered Gaul about the be-
ginning of the 5tli century, crossed the Pyrenees
into Spain (leaving their name in Andalusia =
Vandnlitia), next under Genseric cro.ssed the Strait

of Gibraltar, and carried devastation and ruin from
the shores of the Atlantic to the frontiers of Gyrene :

any one hostile to arts or literature, a barb.irian.—adjs. Van'dal, Vandal'iC, barbarous, rude.—«.
Van'dalism, hostility to arts or literature. [Low
I>. Vandali, Vinduli—the Teut. name seen in Dut.
IVenden, the Wends.]

Vandyke, van-dJk', «. one of the points forming an
edge or border, as of lace, ribbon, &c. : a painting
by Vandyke : a small round cape, the border orna-
mented with points and indentations, as seen in
paintings by Vandyke of the time of Charles I.

—

aiij. pertaining to the style of dress represented in
portraits by Vandyke.

—

v.t. to cut the edge off in

points.

—

n. Vandyke'-brown, a reddish-brown pig-
ment, a species of peat or lignite.

—

adj. Vandyked',
notched with large points like a Vandyke collar.

[Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641), a great Flemish
painter.]

Vane, van, «. a flag or banner : a thin slip of wood or
metal at the top of a siire, &c., to show which way
the wind blows : a weather-cock : the thin web of a
feather : one of the blades of a windmill.— adja.
Vaned, furnished with vanes; Vane less. [Older
form /ane—K.%. /ana; Goth, /ana, cloth, Ger.
/altne : akin to L. pannus, Gr. perws, a cloth.]

Vanessa, va-nes'a, n. a genus of butterflies, e.g. the
Vanessa atalauta or Red Admiral, Vanessa antiope
or Camberwell Beauty. [Perh. intended for Phanessa
—Gr. Phones, a mystic divinity.)

Vang, vang, «. {iiaut.) one of two guy-ropes from the
end of a gaff to the deck to steady the peak. [Dut.}

Vanguard, van'gard, «. the guard in the van of an
army : the part of an army preceding the main body :

the front line. [Formerly vantgard— Fr. avant-
garde—avant, before, garde, guard.)

Vanilla, va-nil'a, H. the dried aromatic .sheath-like

pod or fruit of a tropical epiphytal orchid, a favourite

confection.

—

adj. Vaniiric. [latinised from Fr.

vanille—Sp. vainilta—vaina—L. vagina, a sheath.]

Vanish, van'ish, v.i. to pass away from a place,

leaving it vacant or empty : to disappear : to be
annihilated or lost : {nrath.) to become zero : {Shai.)
to exhale, n. VnTi'isher.—adv. Van'ishlngly.—».

Van'ishment.—Vanishing point, the point of dis-

appearance of anything. [Through Fr. from L.
7'anesci're, topass away

—

vtuius, empty.]
Vanity. See Vain.
Vanner. See Van (2).

Vanquish, vangk'wish, v.t. to conquer: to defeat in

any contest: to confute, —adj. Vanq'uishable,
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Vantage mdte ; mute ; mSDn ; Men. Variola

capable of being vanquished.

—

>is. Vanq'ulsher ;

Vanq'Uishiaent. [Fr. va/ncre (pa.t. z'ai/u/iiis)— L.
z'incere, to conquer.

)

Vantage, van'taj, «. advantage : in lawn-tennis, same
as advantage : {ShaJe.) opportunity, convenience,
excess, addition.— 7'./. (Sfiens.) to benefit, profit.^
ns. Vantage-ground, -point, superiority of place,

opportunity, &c.
Vantbrace, Vantbrass, «. See Vambrace.
Vanward, van'wawrd, atij. {rare) situated in or per-

taining to the van or front.—«. the advance-guard
of an army on the march. [Van and ward.]

Vapid, vap'id, adj. having the spirit evaporated :

spiritless: insipid.

—

adv. Vap'ldly.

—

ns. Vap'ld-
ness, Vapid'ity. [L. vapidus.]

Vaporole, va'pO-rOl, n. a thin glass capsule, con-
taining a volatile drug wrapped in cotton-wool and
enclosed in a silk bag, to be crushed in the fingers so
as to permit inhalation.

Vapour, Vapor, va'pur, «. the gas into which most
liquids and solids are convertible by heat : the con-
dition of a body when it becomes gas by heat :

water in the atmosphere: anything vain or transi-

tory : (/>/.) a disease of nervous weakness in which a
variety of strange images float before the mind, tem-
porary depression of spirits, dejection.

—

v.i. to pass
off in vapour: to evaporate: to boast : to brag.

—

v.t.

to make to pass into vapour : to cause to dissolve

into gas, thin air, or other unsubstantial thing

:

{rarf) to depress, dispirit : (pbs.) to bully.

—

aiijs.

Va'porable, Va'porisable, capable of being con-
verted into vapour.— «. Vapora'rium, a Russian
b.ith.

—

adjs. Vaporif'erous, producing vapour ; Va-
porif'ic, converting into steam or other vapour;
Va'porifomi, existing in the form of vapour.—n.

Vaporisa'tion. — v.t. Va'porlse, to convert into

vapour.

—

v.i. to pass off in vapour.

—

adj. Va'porish,
full of vapours: hypochondriacal: peevish.—«. Va-
poronx'eter, an instrument for measuring the pressure
of a vapour.

—

adjs. Va'porous, Va'porose, full of or
like vapour : vain : affected with the vapours : un-
substantial, vainly imaginative.

—

ad-a. Va'porOUSlV.
—Hs. Va'porousness, Vaporos'ity ; Va'pour-bath,
an apparatus for bathing the body in vapour of
water.

—

adj. Vapoured, full of vapours : affected

with the vapours.- «f. Va'pourer, one who vapours,
a boaster ; Va'pouring, windy or ostentatious talk.

— adv. Va'pouringly. — <z^'. Va'poury, full of
vapour : affected with the vapours : peevish. [Fr.,

— L. vapor.

\

Vapulation, vap-u-la'shun, n. {rare) a flogging.

—

adj.
Vap'ulatory. |L. vapulare, to be flogged.)

Vaquero, va-k;Vr^, n. a herdsman. — «. Vacquerla
(vak-e-rg'a), a farm for grazing cattle. [Sp. ,—Fr.
7'a^her, a cowherd—L. vacca, a cow.]

Vara, va'ra, «. a Spanish-American linear measure,
about thirty-three mches. \Vare.\

Varangian, va-ran'ji-an, «. the name given by the
Slavic Russians and the Greeks to one of those
Northmen or Varings who made settlements on the
east side of the Baltic in the second half of the 9th
century, and laid the foundations under Rurik of the
kingdom of Gardarike out of which grew the subse-
quent Russia.—Varangian Ouard, a trusted body-
guard of the emperors of Ojnstantinople from the
end of the loth century down to the close in 1453.

Varanus, var'a-nus, «. the t>-pical genus of Varanidcr,
a family of eriglossate lacertilians. a monitor.—«.
Var'an, a varanoid lizard.

—

adj. Var'anold.
Vare, var, «. a wand of authority. [Sp. vara., a pole— I,, vara, a trestle, forked stick

—

T'arn.'!, crooked.]
Vareo, var'ek, «. a Breton impure sodium carlwnate.

[Fr. . Ice. 7'dgyei, vtigy, a wave, rek, drift.]

Vareuse, va-rez^, n. a kind of loose jacket. [Fr.]
Vargueno, var-ga'nS, «. a form of cabinet made at

Varg-as in Spain, having a box-shaped bodv with
lid, re-ting on columns, and opening at the bottom
so as to serve as a writing-desk.

Variable, va'ri-a-bl, adj. that may be varied : change-
able : liable to change: unsteady : {io(., zooi.) of
a species embracing many individuals and groups
departing more or less from the strict type : {main.)
quantitatively indeterminate : (aj/r(7«.) changing in
brightness.

—

11. {math.) a quantity subject to con-
tinual increase or decrease : a quantity which may
have an infinite numljer of values in the same ex-
pression : a shifting wind.

—

ns. Varlabll'ity (^/V>/.),

tendency to depart in any direction from the mean
character of the species ; Va'rlableneSS.— adv.
Va'rlably.— 7'.c. Va'riate, to vary.—t.^ to change.—ad;. Va'riated, varied, diversified: varriated.

—

«. Varla'tlon, a varying : a change : change from
one to another : successive change : the extent to
which a thing varies : {gram.) change of termina-
tion : {m?is.) a manner of singing or playing the
same air with various changes in time, rhythm, or
key : {asir.H.) deviation from the mean oibit of a
heavenly body : {hiol.) depai ture_ from the mean
character of a species.

—

ndjs. Varla'tlonal, pertain-

ing to variation; Va'rlative, tending to variation.

—Variable Speoles, any species with marked rate
of variability. (Fr.,—L. variaiilis.]

Variance, va'ri-.ms, «. state of being varied : an
alteration : a change of condition : {/atu) a dis-

crepancy : difference that arises from, or produces,
dispute.—«. Va'riant, a different form of the same
original word : a different reading, e.g. in a manu-
script.

—

adj. diverse, variable, inconstant.—At vari-
ance, in disa^eement.

Varicella, var-i-.sel'a, «. chicken-pox— applied also
loosely to various eruptive diseases, as swine-pox,
hives, or varioloid.

—

adjs. Vailcell'ar, pertaining to

varicella ; Varicell'oid, resembling varicella.

Varicocele, var'i-kO-sel, ». an enlargement of the veins
of the spermatic cord, or sometimes of the veins of
the scrotum. [L. varix, a dilated vein, Gr. keli, a
tumour.]

Varicoloured, va'ri-kul-urd, adj. diversified in colour.
— .Also Varicol'orous. [L. varius, various, coior,

colour.)

Varicom, va'ri-korn, adj. having diversiform antennae.
—«. a varicom beetle. (L. varius, various, comu,
a horn.)

Varicose, vaKi-kOs, adj. permanently dilated or en-
larged, as a vein, the actual dilatation being called

a varix—most often in the sub-mucous veins of the

rectum (constituting hemorrhoids or piles), in the
spermatic veins (giving rise to tiaricocele), and in

the veins of the lower extremities^also Var'iCOUS.
-adjs. Var'icated, marked by varicose formations
(said of shells); Var'icosed. — « Varicosity, state

of being varicose.—Varicose veins, a condition in

which the superficial veins, usually of the leg, are
swollen for no apparent physiological reason. [L.

varicosus, full of dilated veins

—

varix, a dilated

vein

—

varus, bent, crooked.]
Variegate, va'ri-e-gat,_z'./. to mark with different

colours.— ns. Varlega'tlon, in plants, a condition

in which other colours are exhibited in parts where
green is the normal colour ; Va'rlegator. [L. varie-

gattis—varius, variotis, agere, to make.)
Variety, va-rl'e-ti, «. the quality of being various

:

difference : many-sidedness, versatility : a collection

of different things : one of a number of things nearly

allied to each other : one or more individuals of a
species, which, owing to accidental causes, differ

from the normal form in minor points :—//. Vari'e-

tles.

—

adj. Vari'etal {Hoi.), having the character

of a zoological or botanical variety.

—

adv. Vaii'e-

tally. — «i-. Van'Oty-ShOW, a mixed entertainment
comprising dances, songs, nrgro-minstrelsy, farces,

short sketches, &c. ; Vari'ety-the^atre, a theatre

devoted to variety-shows.

—

adj. Va'rlfOrm, varied
in form.

—

v t. Va'rify, to variegate. [L. 7'arietas—
T, it-ins, various.)

Variola, vi-rfo-la, n. smallpox. — adjs. Vari'olar,
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Variometer fate, far ; mg, her ; mine ; Vaudeville

Variol'ic, Variolous.—/«. Variola'tion, inoculation

with the virus of smallpox ; Va'riole, a shallow pit

or pitted marking, a foveole ; Vari'oUte, a rock
covered with pea-like pustular forms, held in India

as a preventive of smallpox and worn sometimes as

an amulet round the neck.

—

adjs. Variolit'ic, per-

taining to variolite ; Varioloid, resembling small-

pox : resembling measles.—«. modified smallpox.
[Low L. ,— I^. variits, various, spotted.]

Variometer, va-n-oru'e-ter, n. an instrument used in

measuring magnetic intensity. [L. varius, various,

Gr. jnetron, measure.]
Variorum, va-rl-O'rum, adj. a term applied to an

edition of some work in which the notes of various

commentators are inserted. [From the full Latin
' editio cum notis variorum.'^

Various, va'ri-us, adj. varied, different : several :

unlike each other : changeable : uncertain : varie-

gated. —o^/z/. Va'riously.—«. Va'riousness. [L.

varius.\

Variscite, var'i-slt, «. a mineral very like a greenish

turquoise found in Brittany. [From L. Variscia,

Voigtiand, part of Saxony.]
VariX, va'riks, «. abnormal dilatation or tortuosity of

a vein :—//. Var'ices. {!..,—varus, bent.]

Varlet, var'let, «. a footman : a low fellow : a scoun-
drel.—«. Var'letry (Shak.\ the rabble, the crowd.
[O. Fr. iiariei, formerly vasiet, from a dim. of Low
L. 7iassaiis.]

Varmln, Varmint, var'min, var'mint, dialectal vari-

ants for vennin.
Varnish, var'nish, I'.i. to cover with a liquid so as to

give a glossy surface to : to give a fair appearance to.

—«. a sticky liquid which dries and forms a hard,

lustrous coating : a glossy, lustrous appearance : any
gloss or palliation.—«j. Var'nisher ; Var'nishing;
Var'nishing-day, a day before the opening of a
picture exhibition when exhibitors may varnish or

retouch their pictures after they have been lumg

;

Var'nish-tree, a name given to trees of several

distinct natural orders, the resinous juice of which is

used for varnishing or for lacquering. [Fr. vernis
— Low L. vi/rinus, glassy— L. vitrum, glass.]

Varriated, var'i-a-led, adj. {fur.) battleniented with

solid projections and crenelles, both pointed bluntly,

but in the latter case reversed. [So named from the

resemblance to vair.'\

Varsal, var'sal, adj. {coll.) imiversal.

Varsity, var'si-ti, «. {coll.) university.

Varsovienne, var-sS-vi-en', «. a dance imitated from
the Polish mazurka, the music for such. [Fr., fern,

of Varsovien^-Varsmiie, Warsaw.]
Vartabed, var'ta-bed, «. one of an order of Armenian

clergy devoted to teaching.—Also Var'tabet.
Varuna, var'Oo-na, 71. an ancient Indian Vedic god of

heaven and day— latterly, rather the deity that rules

over the waters.

Varus, va'rus, n. the same as talipes va7iis : a knock-
kneed person. [L.]

Varus, va'rus, «. acne. [L.)

Varvels, varv'elz, «. sameasVervels.—«<(;. Var'veled
{her.), provided with vervels or rings.

Vary, va'ri, v.t. to make different : to diversify,

modify : {miis.) to alter or embellish a melody, pre-

serving its identity : {Shttk.) to express variously :

to change to something else : to make of different

kinds.

—

v.i. to alter or be altered: to be or become
different: to change in succession: to deviate (with

from) : to disagree : {math.) to be subject to

continual increas'! or decrease:

—

/la.t. and />a./>.

va'ried.—«. {Shak.) change.—a^'. VaTied.—rtrfj^

Va'rledly. — «. Va'rier, one who varies. [Fr.

varier— L. varidre— varius. ]

Vas, vas, «. {aunt., zool.) a vessel containing blood,

&c. :—/»/. Va'sa.

—

adjs. Va'sal, pertaining to a vas ;

Vas'ifonn, having the form of a duct ; Vasomotor,
servmg to regulate the tension of blood-vessels, as
nerves ; Vasomo'tory, Vasomoto'rlaL [L.]

Vasalium, va-sa'li-um, «. vascular tissue proper.
Vascular, vas'ku-lar, adj. of or relating to the vessels

of animal and vegetable bodies.—«.//. VaSCUla'res,
a division of the vegetable kingdom embracing
plains with vessels or ducts.— z'.^. VaS'CUlarise.

—

ti.

Vascularity.—oi/t/. Vas'cularly. --adjs. Vasculif '.

erous; Vas'culiform.— «j. Vas'culose, the sub-
stance, closely allied to cellulose, that makes up the
greater part of tlie vessels of plants; Vas'CUlum, a
botanist's specimen-box. [Fr. vasculaire—L. vas^
ciilunt, dim. of vas, a vessel.]

Vase, vaz, or vaz, «. a vessel of stone, metal, glass, or
earthenware, anciently used for domestic purposes
and in offering sacrifices : an ornamental vessel
generally of an antique pattern : a sculptured, vase-
like ornament : {archil.) the body of the Corinthian
capital.—«. Vase'-paint'ing, the decoration of vases
with pigments, esp. the decoration of the pottery of

the ancient Greeks.—ot^'. Va Siform.— Etruscan
vases, Greek vases so called mistakenly because
found in Etruscan tombs ; Portland vase, a famous
Graco-Roman cameo-glass with reliefs in opaque
white glass on a dark-blue ground, q| inches high,
now preserved in the British Museum. [Fr.,— L.
vasuin or vas.\

Vaseline, vas'e-lin, n. a yellowish, almost tasteless

and inodorous, translucent substance obtained from
petroleum, used as a salve, liniment, lubricant, &c.
[Formed from Ger. wasser, water, and Gr. elaion,
oil.]

Vasiform, Vasomotor. See Vas.
Vassal, vas'al, «. one who holds land from, and renders
homage to, a .superior : a dependant, retainer : a
bondman, slave : {Shak.)a. low wretch.

—

adj. (Shak.)
servile.

—

v.t. to enslave, to dominate.

—

tis. Vass'al-
age, state of being a vassal : dependence : subjec-

tion : a fee, fief : (^'//a/;.) vassals collectively ; VaSS'-
aless {Spens.), a female vassal ; Vass'alry, vassals

collectively. [Fr.,—Ix)W L. vnssalis— Bret, gwaz,
a servant ; cf. W. g^vas, a youth.]

Vast, vast, adj. of great extent : very great in amount

:

very great in degree, mighty : {Shak.) vacant, deso-

late.—«. immen.sity : {coll.) a large quantity : (Shak.)
the darkness of night.

—

ns. Vastid'ity (.SA^X:. ), im-
mensity, desolation ; Vas'tltUde.—Wr'. Vast'ly.

—

tis. Vast'ness ; Vastus, one of the great muscles
upon the front of the t\n?,h.—adj. Vas'ty, large,

enormously great. [Fr. vaste—L. vastus, waste,
vast ; cf. A. S. iv^s/e, waste.]

Vat, vat, «. a large vessel or tank, esp. one for holding
liquors.

—

v.t. to put in a vat.

—

h. Vat'ful, the con-

tents of a vat. [Older (oim /at—X.S. /a;t ; Dut-
7'at, Ice. fat, Gcr. jdss.'l

Vatican, vat'i-kan, «. an assemblage of buildings on
the Vatican hill in Rome, including one of the pope's

palaces : the papal authority.

—

us. Vat'icanism, the

system of theology and ecclesiastical government
based on absolute papal authority, ultramontauism

;

Vat'lcanist, one who upholds such a system.

—

Vatican Codex, a famous uncial MS. of the Greek
Testament, of the 4th centurv, in the Vatican lib-

rary at Rome; Vatican Council, the Twentieth
Ecumenical Council, according to popish reckoning,

which met 8th December 1869 and proclaimed the

Infallibility of the Pope. [Fr.,—It. Vaticauo—L..

Mons Vaticnniis, a hill in Rome.]
VatiOlde, vat'i-.sld, «. the killing of a prophet : one

who kills a prophet. [L. vates, vaiis, a prophet,

cadere, to kill,]

Vaticinate, va-tis'i-nat, v.t. to prophesy.—(j<^'. Vat'lc,

prophetic, oractdar, inspired—also Vatio'inal.—«.?.

vatlcina'tion, prophecy : prediction ; Vatic inator,

a prophet. [L. vaticitiari, -dtus, to prophesy—
vates, a seer.]

Vaudeville, vOd'vil, «. originally a popular song with

topical allusions : a play interspersed with dances

and songs incidentally introduced and usually comic.

—H. Vaude'vllllat, a composer of these. [ From vau
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Vaudols mote ; mute ; mfR5n ; Men. Vein

(faf) de Vire, the valley of the Vire, in Normandy,
where they were first composed about 1400 a.d.J

VaudoiS, vO-dwo', «. a native of Vaud: the dialect

spoken in Vaud.

—

adj. pertaining to Vaud or its

people.

Vaudols, vO-dwo', «. one of the Waldenses (q.v.).

—

adj. Waldensian.
Vaudoo. See Voodoo.
Vault, vawit, «. an arched roof: a chamber with an
arched roof, esp. one underground : a cellar ; any-
thing vault-like : a leap or spring by means of a pole

or by resting the hands on something : the bound of

a horse : a jump.

—

v.t. to shape as a vault : to arch :

to roof with an arch : to form vaults in.

—

v.i. to

curvet or leap, as a horse : to leap : to exhibit feats

of leaping or tumbling.—«. Vaul'tagO (Shak.), an
arched cellar : vaulted work.—rt<^'. Vaulted, arched :

concave overhead : covered with an arch or vault.—

•

ns. Vaul'ter, one who vaults or leaps ; Vaul'ting
{arckit), vaulted work ; Vaul'ting-h.0rS0, a wooden
horse used in gymnasiums for vaulting over.

—

adj.

Vaulty {Shak.), arched, concave. [O. Fr. voite

(Fr. voUte)—L. 7>ohiere, volutuni, to roIL]

Vaunce, vans, z>.i. {Spens.) to advance.
Vaunt, vawnt, or vant, v.i. to make a vain display

:

to boast.

—

v.t. to make a vain display of : to boast
of. — n. vain display : boast. — us. Vaun'ter

;

Vaiin'tery, vaunting.—/i^'. Vaunt'ful.—«. Vaun'-
tlng.—o^z'. Vaun'tingly. [O. Fr. vanter—l^ov L.

va'tiiiire—L. z'anitas, vanity

—

vamis, vain.)

Vaunt, vant, «. (SAai.) the first part. (Ka«.]
Vaunt-courier, vant'-k55'-ri-er, «. (S/iai.). Same as
Vanoourier.

Vaut. vawt, T'.i. (S/ens.) same as Vault. — ad;'.

Vauty, vaulted.
Vavasour, vav'a-sStSr, «. in feudal times, one who

held his lands not directly of the crown but of one of
the higher nobility.—«. VaVasory, the tenuie or
lands of a vavasour. [O. Fr.,—Low h. vasstts vas-
sorttni, vassal of vassals

—

vassits, vassal.]

Vaward, va'wawrd, «. and adj. Same as Vanward.
Veadar, ve'a-dar, «. the name of the intercalary or

thirteenth month of the Jewish year, which must
have been inserted about every third year. fHeb.,
'the additional adar, from ve, and, and adar, so
called because it was introduced in the calendar
after the month Adar.]

Veal, vel, n. the flesh of a calf.— «. Veal'-Skln, a
skin-disease marked by white shiny tubercles on the
ears and neck.

—

adj. Veal'y, like veal or like a
calf: immature. [O. Fr. veil (Prov. vedei)—L.
viteilus, dim. oivituhts; Gr. iialos, a calf]

Vector, vek'tor, n. {math.) any directed cjuantity, as
a straight line in space, involving both us direction
and magnitude.

—

n. Vectita tion, a carrying.

—

adj.
Vectorial. [L.,

—

veh^re, 7.'fCtuni, to convey.]
Veda, va'da, ». the four holy books of the Hindus

—

Rig-oeda, or Veda of praises or hymns ; SAmaz'eda,
or Veda of chants or tunes ; Yajurveda, or Veda of
prayers ; and Atharvnvtda, or Veda of the Athar-
vans :—// Vedas (va'daz).—«. Vedan'ta, a system
of Hindu philosophy based on the Vedas.

—

adjs.
Vedan'tic, Ve'dic. [Sans, veda, knowledge—w/V^,

to know ; cf. \Vit.'\

Vedette, ve-det', «. a mounted sentry stationed at the
outposts of an army to watch an enemy. [Fr.,— It.

vedetta—vedere, to see—L. videre, to see.]
Veer, var, v.i. to change direction, as the wind : to

alter, of the course of a ship : to change one's mind.
— v.t. to turn, shift: to change a ship's course by
turning her head away from the wind.

—

n. and adj.
Veer'lng. — a<h: Veer Ingly. fFr. zt'rer (Prov.
I'lrnr)—Low L. vir&re, to turn—L. viritr, armlets.]

Veery, vgr'i, «. the tawny thrush of North America.
Vega, v5'ga, n. a tract of flat land, a tobacco-field in

Cuba. [Sp.]
Vegetable, vej'e-ta-bl, «. an organi.sed body without

sensation and voluntary motion, nourished by roots

fixed in the ground : a plant for the table.

—

adj.
belonging to planLs : consisting of or having the
nature of plants ; derived from vegetables.

—

adj.
Veg'etal, of the nature of a vegetable : pertaining
to the vital functions of plants and animals, as
growths, reproduction, &c. — ns. Veg'etaline, a
substitute for ivory, &c, made by treating woody
fibre with sulphuric acid, mixing with various in-

gredients, and pressing into any required form

;

Vegetal'ity, vegetable character, the vegetal func-
tions collectively. —«<{>'. Vegetarian, pertaining to
those who abstain from animal food : consisting of
vegetables.— «. one who holds that vegetables are
the only proper food for man.—«. Vegeta'rianlsm,
the theory and practice of a vegetarian.

—

v.t. Veg'e-
tate, to grow by roots and leaves : to sprout ; to
lead an idle, aimless life.—«. Vegeta'tion, process
of growing, as a plant : vegetable growth : plants in

general.

—

adj. Vegetative, growing, as plants:
producing growth in plants : pertaining to un-
conscious or involuntary bodily functions as re-

sembling the processes of vegetable growth : without
intellectual activity, unprogressive.—Wr. Veg'eta-
lively.—». Veg'etativeness.—rtn>. Vegete (vej'et),

vigorous. — «. Veg'etive {Shak.), a vegetable.

—

Vegetable kingdom, that division of natural objects
which embraces \egetables or plants ; Vegetable
marrow, the fruit of a species of gourd, so called

from its marrow-like appearance ; Vegetable mould,
mould consisting mostly of humus ; Vegetable
physiology, that department of botany whicn treats

of the growth and functions of plants. [O. Fr.,

—

Low L. vegetabtlisy animating — L. vtgetdrt, to

quicken

—

vegere, to be lively ; akin to vigere, to be
vigorous. Cf. Vigour.^

Vehement, ve'he-ment, adj. passionate : furious : very
eager or tirgent.

—

ns. ve'hemence, Ve'hemency,
the quality of being vehement : violence : great

ardour or fervour.

—

adv. Ve'hemently. [O. Fr.,

—

L. vehemens, from ve, out of, tnent, mind ; ace to

Vanicek, from vehere, to carry.]

Vehicle, ve'hi-kl, «. any kind of carriage or convey-
ance : that which is used to convey : {nied.) a sub-

stance in which a medicine is taken : {paint.) a
liquid used to render colours, varnishes, &c. fit for

use.

—

adjs. Vehic'Ular, -y, pertaining to or serving

as a vehicle.

—

z:t. Vehic uilate (rare), to ride in a
vehicle.-n. Vehlcula'tion.—rt<^". Vehlculatory.
[L. vehiculuni—veJuie, to carry.]

Vehmgerictat, fam'ge-richt, «. one of the dread medi-
eval German tribunals, empowered by the emperors
to try cases in which the penalty was death and to

execute the punishment on the guilty—also Fem'ge-
richte, or simply Vehme, Febme :—//. Vehmge-
rictate (fam'ge-nch-te). — a<^'. Vehm'lc. (Ger.,

—

fehme,/ehm, a criminal tribunal, gericht, judgment.]
Veil, val, «. a curtain : anything that hides an object

:

a piece of muslin or thin cloth worn by ladies to

shade or hide the face : a cover : a disguise : an

obscuration of the clearness of the tones in pro-

nunciation : in fungi, the partial covering of the

stem or margin of the cap—applied also to the

indusium of ferns.—z'./. to cover with a veil: to

cover: to conceal.—«. Veiling, the act of con-

cealing with a veil : a veil : material for making

veils.—«<//>. Vell'less, wanting a veil : uncovered

;

Velar {philoL), denoting sounds {gvj, kw, &c.)

produced bv the veil of the palate or soft palate

;

Velary, pertaining to a sail.—«. Velatlon, a

veiling : concealment, m>"stery. — EuchariStiO or

Sacramental veils, the linen or silk cloths used

to cover the eucharistic vessels and the elements

during the celebration of Mass or Holy Communion.
—Take the veil, to become a nun. [O. Fr. vtiU
(Fr. Toile)—L. velum, a curtain

—

vehere, to carry.]

Vellleuse, v3-Iy6z', «. a shaded night-lamp.
Vein, v5n, n. one of the ves-sels or tubes which convey

the blood back to the heart : one of the homy tubes
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forming the framework of an insect's wings : (J>ot.)

one of the small branching ribs in a leaf: a seam

of a different mineral through a rock : a fissure or

cavity: a streak in wood or stone : a train of

thought : a course : tendency or turn of mind : mood
or humour.

—

v.t. to form veins or the appearance of

veins in.— «. Vein age, veins collectively. — rt/^'.

Veined, full of veins : streaked, variegated : (bot.)

having vessels branching over the surface, as a leal.

— «. Veln'ing, formation or disposition of veins :

streaking.—(J<^'. Veln'lOSS, having no veins. —«.
Vein'let {6ot.\ a little vein or vessel branching out

from a larger one. —adjs. Vein'OUS, Veiny, full of

veins, —tts. Vein'stone, the earthy part of a lode
;

Veln'iile, a very small vein. [Fr. veitu—L. vena,

perh. from veliere, to carry.]

Velamentum, vel-a-men'tum, «. a membrane or mem-
braneous envelope—also Vela'men. — adj. Vela-

men'tOUS, veil-like.

Velarium, ve-la'ri-um, «. an awning which could be
drawn over the Roman amphitheatre : the marginal
membrane of certain hydrozoans : -pi. Vela'ria.

Velatura, vel-a-tOS'ra, ». a method of glazing a
painting by rubbing on colour witii the hand. [It.]

Veldt, velt, «. in South Africa, the name given to

unforested grass country.—Also Veld. [Dut. veld,

field.]

Vele, vel, «. (S/ens.). Same as VelL
VsUa, ve'li-a, «. a genus of semi -aquatic water-bugs.
Vftlltatlon, vel-i-ta'shun, «. a slight skirmish.

Vellte, ve'llt, n. a light-armed Roman soldier. [L.

veles, veliiis.]

Veil, vel, v.t. {pr(rv.) to cut the turf from.

Veil, vel, n. (Jirov.) rennet.

Velleity, ve-le'i-ti, «. (rare) volition in its lowest
form: mere inclination. [Low L. velleitas, irregu-

larly formed from L. velle. to wish. ]

Vellenage, vel'en-aj, ». {Spens.) slavery—the same
as Vllleinsige. [ l^illain. ]

Vellet, vel'et, n. (Spens.). Same as Velvet.
Velllcsate, vel'i-kat, v.t. and v.i. to twitch.—«. VelU-
ca'tlon.— rti^'. Vell'lcative. [L. veUkare, -atum,
to pluck.)

Vellon, ve-ly3n', n. a Spanish money of account.
Velloped, vel'opt, adj. (her.) having pendant wattles.

[Prob. jelloped for deivlapped.]
Vellosla, ve-l6'zi-a, «. a genus of plants of the natu-

ral order Heentodoracea, found in Brazil, Madagas-
car, &c. [Vellozo, Brazilian botanist.]

Vellum, vel'um, n. a finer kind of parchment pre-
pared by lime-baths and burnishing from the skins
of calves, kids, or lambs. [O. Fr. velin—Low L.

(charta, paper), vitutina, of a calf—L. vitultts.\

Veloce, ve-lO'che, ativ. (mus.) with great rapidity.

yeloclpede, ve-los'i-ped, «. a light vehicle originally
moved by striking the toes on the road, now with
a treadle—its developments are the bicycle and
tricycle.

—

ns. Veloc'iman, a velocipede driven by
hand ; Velocipe'dean, Veloc'ipedist, one who rides
on a velocipede. [Fr.,—L. velox, velocis, swift,

pes, pedis, foot]
Velocity, ve-los'i-ti, «. swiftness : speed : rate of
change of position of a point per tmit of time.— «.
Velocim'eter, an apparatus for measuring velocity.
—Initial velocity, the rate of movement of a body
at starting, esp. of a projectile. [L. velocitas—
velox, swift.]

Velum, ve him, «. a velarium : the ciliated disc-like
fold of the integument with which some embryo
molluscs are provided :—^/. Ve'la.—rt^^'. Ve'late,
having a velum. — n. Vela'tlon, formation of a
velum.—rt/^>. Velif'erous, Vellg'erouB, having a
velum.

Velure, vel'ur, «. velvet : a silk or plush pad for

smoothing ur giving lustre to silk hats—alsoVeloUl'S
(ve-loor').

—

v.t. to dress with a veliire.—«. VelOU-
tine', a corded fabric of merino and fancy wool.

—

ttdj. VelU'tinous, velvety. [O. Fr. veiourt, velous

(Kr. velours)—Low L. villosus, velvet—L. villosus,

shaggy.]
Velvet, vel' vet, «. a cloth made from silk, with a close
shaggy pile : a .similar cloth made of cotton : the
velvet-like covering of a growing antler : (slang)
money gained by gambling.

—

adj. made of velvet

:

soft like velvet.

—

ns. Vel'veret, a poor quality of
velvet, the web of cotton, the pile of silk ; Vel-
veteen', a fustian made of twilled cotton with a
pile of the same material : a kind of velvet made
of silk and cotton mixed throughout ; Vel'vet-
floWer, the love-lies-bleeding. — n.pl. Vel'vet-
guardS (S/uik.), velvet trimmings, applied meta-
phorically to the citizens who wore them. — ns.

Vel'veting, the nap of velvet : (pi.) velvet goods
collectively; Velvet - leaf, the Indian mallow;
Velvet -pa'per, flock paper; Vel vet -pile, any
material with a long, soft nap ; Vel'vet-SCO'ter, a
kind of Irtack duck with large white spot on the
wings ; Vol'vet-work, embroidery on velvet.

—

adj.
Velvety, made of or like velvet : soft : soft in

taste or touch.—Stand on velvet, to place one's
bets in such a way as not to loose in any event.

[From Low L. velluetum—Low L. villutiis—L.
villus, shaggy hair.)

Vena, ve'na, «. a vein.—Vena cava, the largest vein
in the body, entering the right auricle of the heart.

Venal, ve'nal, oiij. that may be sold or got for a price :

held for sale : mercenary.—«. Venality, quality of
being venal : prostitution of talents or services for a
reward.—rti^i'. Ve'nally. [Fr.,— L. venalis—venus,
sale ; Gr. one, purchase.)

Venal, ve'nal, adj. pertaining to a vein or veins : con-
tained in the veins. [L. 7'ena, a vein.)

Venatic, -al, ve-nat'ik, -al, adj^ pertaining to himting.—adr. Venaflcally.

—

adj. Venato'rial. [ Venery. )

Venation, ve-na'shun, n. the way in which the leaves

of plants are arranged : in insects, the distribution of

the veins of the wings. [ Fein.]
Vend, vend, Z'.t. to give for sale, to sell: to give for

money : to make an object of trade.

—

ns. Vendee',
the person to whom a thing is sold ; Vender,
-dor, one who sells; Vendibility.— a<i>'. Vendible,
that may be sold : that may be disposed ol as an
object of trade. — n. something salable.—«. Ven'-
dibleness.— rtiz'r'. Ven'dibly. - «. Vendue' (rare),

a public auction. [Fr. vendre—L. veudere—venus,
sale, dare, to give.]

Vendaoe, ven'dils, «. a variety of the whitefish, found
in Great Britain only in the Castle Loch at Loch-
maben. [O. Fr. vendese, vandoise (Fr. vandotse)

;

orig. unknown.)
Venddmiaire, vong-da-mi-ar', «. the first month in

the French Revolutionary Calendar, from 22d Sep-

tember to 2ist October. [' The vintage-month,' Fr.,

— L. vittdemia, vintage

—

vinum, wine, demere, to

take off

—

de, oft, entere, to take.)

Vendetta, ven-det'ta, «. the practice—not yet entirely

extinct in Calabria and Corsica—of individuals taking

private vengeance on those who have shed the blood

of their relatives. [It.,—L. vindicta, revenge—
vindicare, to claim.)

Veneer, ve-ner', v.t. to overlay or face with another

and superior wood : to cover with a thin coating of

any substance other than wood: to disgui-se with

artificial attractiveness. —«. a thin coating, as of

wood : false show or charm.—«j. Veneer'-CUt'ter,

a m.-ichiiie for cutting veneers from the block of

wood ; Veneer'lng, the act or art of overlaying an

inferior wood with thin leaves of a more valuable

kind : the thin leaf thus laid on. [Formerly yf«<'^>-/

corr. from Gcr./umiren—0. ¥r./omir(¥r./oumtr).

It. fornire, to furnish.)

Venefical. ve-nefi-kal, adi. poisonous, using sorcery

—also Venefi'dal, Venefi'cious.-z'.;;. Ven'enate,

to poison

—

adj. poisoned.—«. Venena'tlon.— <k^>.

Venenlf luous ; Ven'enous. [L. vene/icium, a

poisoning

—

venenum, poison, yacfre, to make.]
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Venerable, ven'e-ra-bl, adj. that may be venerated :

worthy ot veneration, reverence, or honour : rendered
sacred by religious or other associations : aged.—«.

Ven'erableness.— rt^r'. Venerably. [L. venera-
bilis—venerdri, to venerate.]

Venerate, ven'e-rat, v.t. to honour or reverence with
rehgioiis awe : to reverence : to regard with tlie

greatest respect.— <7r//V. Ven'erant (rari), Veu'era-
tive, reverent.

—

ns. Venera'tion, the act of venerat-

ing : thesiateof being venerated : the highest degree
of respect and reverence : respect mingled with
reverence and awe : awe ; Ven'erator, one who
venerates. [L. Vfurrdri, -d/iis.]

Venereal, ve-ne're-al, ntfj. pertaining to or arising from
sexual intercourse: exciting desire for sexual inter-

course : curnig venereal diseases.

—

adj. Vene'reoUS,
lascivious : stimulating sexual desire, aphrodisiac.—«.

Ven'ery, sexual intercourse. [L. vetureus— Venus,
Veneris, the goddess of love ; conn, with L. z'eHerdri.\

Venery, ven'er-i, «. the act or exercise of hunting :

the sports of the chase.

—

ns. Ven'erer, a game-
keeper, hunter ; VeneUT (ve-ner), a person having
an oversight of the chase. [O. Fr. venerie—vener
— L. vendri, to hunt.]

Venesection, ve-ne-sek'shun, n. the section or cutting
open of a vein for letting blood : blood-letting. [L.
v<na, a vein, sectio, cutting.]

Venetian, vg-ne'shan, adj. of or belonging to Venice.
—«. a native or inhabitant of Venice : a strong tape
for Venetian-blinds : a domino. —«. Vene'tlan-bllnd,
a blind for windows formed of thin slips of wood, so
hung as to admit of being set either edgewise or
overlapping. — adj. Vene'tlaned, furnished with
Venetian-blinds.— ns. Vene'tian-glass, a delicate

and beavitiful gl.i.ss made by the craftsmen of
Venice into mirrors, cups, goblets, &c., its forms
reflecting its Oriental origm, famous since the

middle ages ; Vene'tlan-Style, the type of the Re-
naissance architecture developed in Venice, highly
dccor.iiive and original.

Venew, ven'u, Veney, ven'i, «. (Shak.) a bout at

fencing, a thrust, a hit. [Venue.]
Venge, venj, z'./. (SJuti.) to avenge, to punish.

—

adj.

Venge'able (Si^ns), revengeful : deserving to be
revenged.—«. Venge'ance, the infliction of punish-

ment upon another in return for an injury or offence

:

retribution : (S/iak.) harm, mischief.^rt//r'. (.Shak.)

extremely, exceedingly.

—

adj. Venge'ful, vindictive,

retributive: revengeful. — ndv. Venge'fajly.

—

>is.

Venge'fulness ; Venge'ment {Sfens.), vengeance,
penal retribution ; Ven'ger (S/ens.), an avenger.

—

With a vengeance (coil.), violently: exceedingly.
[(). Fr. vciiger— L. vtndicdre.']

Venial, ve'ni-al, «/i^'. pardonable : excusable: allowed.
—n./-: Ve'nially.—«f. Ve'nialness, Venial'Ity. -
Venial sin (see Mortal). [Fr.,—-L. venialis, par-

donable

—

I'euia, pardon.]
Veni Creator, veul krS- .'tor, n.—more fullv, 'Veni

Creator Spiritus'—a hymn of the Roman Breviary,

used at Whitsuntide, ordinations, &c.—not to be
confounded with the Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et
entitle coelitris, the 'Golden Sequence.'

Venison, ven'i-zn, or ven'zn, «. the flesh of animals
t.iken in hunting, esp. the deer. [Fr. venaison— L.

•s'cnatio, a hunting, ^ame

—

vendri, to hunt.]

Venlte, ve-nl'te, n. m liturgies, the 9Sth Psalm.
(From its opening words, ' Venite exultemus. ']

Vennel, ven'el, «. {Scot.) an alley, a narrow street.

( I'r. -.enelle, a small street.]

Venom, ven'um, »/. any drink, juice, or liquid injurious

or fatal to life : poison : spite : malice.

—

adj. (Shak.)
venomous, poisonous.

—

x'.t. to infect with poison.

—

». Ven'om-dUCt, in a poisonous animal, the duct
conveying venom from the sac or gland wliere it is

secreted to the tooth or Tenom-fang whence it is

discharged. — adjs. Ven'om-mouthod, having a
venomous mouth : (Shak.) slanderous ; Ven'omons,
poisonous : spiteful : mischievous. — adv. Veno-

mously. — «. Ven'omouaness. [Fr. venm (It.

7>eneno)—L. venenum.]
Venose, ve'nSs, adj. {bot.) having well-marked veins,

veined.—«. Venosity, the state or ouality of being
venous ; (tned.) a condition of the blood in which
the venous blood is unnaturally abundant.

—

adj.
Ve'nous, pertaining to or contained in veins : veined.
—adv. Ve'nonsly. iVein.\

Vent, vent, n. a small opening to let air, &c., escape

:

tile flue of a chimney : the opening in the toi> of a
barrel allowing air to pass in as the liquid is drawn
out : a gimlet used to extract a httle liquid from a
barrel for sampling purposes : discharge : escape

:

passage into notice : publication, utterance, voice :

the anus of birds and fishes: (»<//.) the opening at
the breech of a firearm through which fire is con-
veyed to the charge, the touch-hole.

—

v.t. to give a
vent or opening to: to let out, as at a vent: to
allow to escape : to publish : to pour forth.

—

ns.

Vent'age (Shak.), a vent, a small hole ; Ven'tail
(Sj<ens.), same as Aventail ; Vent'-btisli'ing, -piece,

a Copper cylinder ijiserted through the walls of a
cannon over the seat of the charge and preventing
the escaping gases from injuring the metal near the
vent ; venter, one who vents or publishes.'

—

adj.
Ventic'tilar. — t:s. Vent'-peg, -plug, a plug for

stopping the vent of a barrel ; Vent-pipe, an escape-
pipe.—Give vent to, to allow to escape or break
out. [Altered form of fent, M. E. /ente—O. Fr.
/ente, a slit.]

Vent, vent, «. scent : (hunting) the act of taking
breath.

—

v.i. to snilf, snort : to take breath : (Scot.)
of a chimney, to draw.—Vent up (Spens.), to lift so
as to give air. [O. Fr.,— L. ventus, wind.]

Vent, vent, H. the act of selling, s-ile : market. [O.
Fr. vente—lMW L. vendita, a sale— L. vendire,
ditum, to sell.]

Ventanna, ven-tan'a, n. a window. [Sp.)
Venter, ven't^r, «. the belly, aMoinen. [L.]
Ventilate, ven'ti-lat, v.t. to fan with wind : to open

to the free passage of air : to cause fresh air to pass
through : to expose to exan.ination and discussion :

to make public— (t<^'. Ven'tilable.—«j. Ventlla'-
brum, flabellum ; Ventilation, act or art of venti-

lating : state of being ventilated : free exposure to

air : supply of air : act of examining and making
public : public exposure.

—

adj. Ven'tilatlve.— «.

Ven'tllator, that which ventilates : a contrivance
for introducing fresh air. [L. ventildre, -diutii—
ventulus, dim. oi ventus, the wind.]

Ventose, ven'iOs, adj. windy.

—

n. the sixth month of
the French Revolutionary Calendar, ijih February
to 20th March.

—

n. VentOS'ity, windiness: empty
pride. [L. letitosns— ventus, wind.]

Ventral, ven'tral, adj. bc.onging to the belly : (hot.)

denoting the anterior or inferior surface : in the

body, situated opposite the dorsal or back aspect.

—

«. in fishes, one of the posterior fins

—

adi'S. Ven'-
trad (zoo/., anat.), to or toward the belly, or ventral

surface or aspect of the body ; Ven'trally.— rt<^'.

Ven'triC— «. Ven'triCle, a small cavity within an
animal body, as in the heart or brain : (Shak.) the

womh.—adjs. Ven'tricose, Ven'trlcons, swelling

out in the middle : bellied ; VentriCiilar. [L.

ventralis—veiiter, the belly.)

VentriCUlIte, ven-trik'u-llt, «. one of a genus of fossil

sponges found in the cretaceous system, and ottcn

gi\-ing their shape to flint nodules.

Ventriloquism, ven-tril'O-kwizm, n. the act or art of
producing tones and words without any motion of
the mouth, so that the bearer is induced to refer the
sound to some other place—also VcntrilOCU'tion,
Ventril'oquy. - (K/r. ventrilo'quiaUy.— r'.i. Ven-
triloatuse, to practise ventriloquism.—«. Ventril-
oquist, line who pmctises ventriloquism.

—

adJs.
Ventriloquis'tic, Ventrllo'quial, Ventriroqnoos.
[L. ventriloquus, speaking from the belly

—

ventfr,
the belly, loqui, to speak.]
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Ventripotent fate, far ; ing, her ; mine ; Veriest

Ventripotent, ven-trip'O-tent, adj. {rare) of great

gastronomic capacity. [L. venter, belly, pjteiis—
posse, to have power.]

Ventrosity, ven-tros'i-ti, n. the state of having a
pot-beily.

Venture, ven'tur, «. chance, luck, hazard : that which
is put to hazard (esp. goods sent by sea at the

sender's risk): an undertaking whose issue is uncer-
tain or dangerous. — v.t. to send on a venture:
to expose to hazard: to risk.

—

2'.i. to make a ven-

ture : to run a risk : to dare.—«. Ven'turei".

—

aiijs.

Ven'turous, Ven'tnresome.— rtrj'z'i. Ven'turously,
Vea'turesomely.—«^. Ven'turousness, Ven'ture-
someness.—Venture on, upon, to dare to engage
in.—At a venture, at hazard, random. [Short for

adventure.

\

Venue, ven'u, «. (Shak^ a hit in fencing : a bout
or match : a lunge, thrust. [O. Fr.,—L. venire, to

come.]
Venue, ven'u, ». (Jaw) the place where an action is

laid : the district from which a jury comes to try a
question of fact : in England, usually the county
where a crime is alleged to have been committed.

—

Change of venue, change of place of trial ; Lay
the venue, to specify the place where the trial is to

be held. [A particular use of preceding word, but

confused with O. Fr. vtsne, neighbourhood— L.

vicinia, neighbourhood.]
Venus, ve'nus, «. {Roman myth.) the goddess of love,

originally of spring, patron of flower-gardens, but
identified with the Greek Aphrodite : beauty and
love deified : sexual commerce, venery : tlie most
brilliant of the planets, second in order from the

sun.— VenUS'S flower-basket, a beautiful glass

sponge ; Venus's fly-trap (see Dionaea) ; Venus's
girdle, a tsniate ctenophoran.—Mount of Venus
{ialm.), the elevation at the base of the tluiiiib.

[L., orig. personified from venus, desire; akin to

vineriiri, to worship.]
Voracious, ve ra'shus, adj. truthful: true. — adv.
Vera'clously.—«. Verac'lty, the quality of being
veracious : habitual truthfulness : truth. [L. verax,
veritcis—7'erus, true.]

Veranda, Verandah, ve-ran'da, «. a kind of covered
balcony or open portico, with a roof sloping Iwyond
the main building, supported by light pillars. [Hind.
ziarandd, perh. from Pers. baramadah, a porch

—

bar, up, dtnadan, to come ; by others derive<l from
Old Port, varanda,' a balcony

—

vara, a rod—L.
vara, a rod.]

Veratrum, ve-rs'trum, «. hellebore.— rt,^^'. Vera'trlc.—>is. Vera'trin, -e, a poisonous ointment used to

relieve neuralgia.

—

v.t. Vera'trlse, to poison with
veratrin. [L.]

Verb, verb, n. {^ram.) the part of speech which
asserts or predicates something. — adj. Ver'bal,
relating to or consisting in words : spoken (as

opposed to ivritien) : exact in words : attending to

words only: literal, word for word: derived directly
from a verb.—«. a part of speech, a noun derived
from a verb.—«. Verballsa'tlon. —?'./. Ver'ballse,
to turn into a verb.

—

ns. Ver'ballsm, something
expressed in words or orally ; Ver'ballst, one skilled

in words: a literalist; Verbal'lty.—«</?'. Ver'bally.—Hs. Verba'rlan, a coiner of words ; Verba'rium, a
game played with the letters of the alphabet.— rt(/z'.

verba'tim, word for word : (Shak.) orally, verbally.—ns, Ver'biage, abundance of words : wordiness

:

verbosity ; VePblOide, the perversion of a word, as
if the killing of its n.itu'al meaning: one who
so mangles words, a punster ; Ver'blCUlture, the

deliberate cultivation or production of words ; Ver-
bifioa'tlon, the act of verbjfyini;. — z/./. VerT)lfy,
to verbalise.— >«. Verblgera'tlOU, the morbid and
purposeless repetition of certain words and phrases
at short intervals ; Ver'bo-ma'nlac, one crazy about
words and their study, a dictionary-maker.

—

atij.

Verbose', containing more words than are necessary :

wordy: diffuse.

—

ad-:<. Verbose'ly.— «j. Verboso'-
ness, Verbos'ity.—Verbal definition, a definition
intended to state the meaning of a word, apart from
the essence of the thing signified ; Verbal Inspira-
tion, that view which regards Holy Scripture as
literally inspired ; Verbal note, in diplomacy, an un-
signed memorandum calling attention to a neglected,
though perh.ips not urgent, matter. [Fr. verbe—L.
7'erhtim.\

Verbena, ver-bS'na, «. a genus of plants of natural
order Verbetiaceet, cultivated for their fragrance or
beauty : vervain.—rt^/?'. Verbena'CeouS. [L. ver-
be'iie, leaves, twigs, &c.]

Verberate, ver'ber-at, v.t. to strike.—?;. Verbeta'-
tion. [L. verherdre , -dtutii, to scourge.]

Verdant, ver'd.nnt, adj'. green : fresh (:is grass or
foliage) : flourishing : inexperienced '. ignorant.— «.

Ver'dancy. — adv. Ver'dantly. — us. Ver'derer,
-or, an officer in the old English royal forests who
had charge of the vert (q.v.); VeVdure, green-
ness: freshness of g^rowth.

—

i.t. to cover with
verdure.— <t(/;i. Ver'dured ; Ver'dureless ; Verdur-
ous. [Fr. 7't'ydoyaiit—L. viridaus, -aiitts, pr.p. of
viriddre, to grow green

—

xHridis, green

—

virere, to
be green.]

Verde-antique, verJ-an-tak', «. a beautiful stone of a
dark-green colour with patches of while, and some-
times black and red—a mixture of serpentine with
limestone dolomite or magnesite, much prized by the
ancient Romans. [O. Fr.]

Verdict, ver'dikt, n. the finding of a jiny on a trial

:

decision : opinion pronounced.—Open verdict, a
verdict upon an inquest wliich finds that a crime has
been coniiuitted without specifying the criminal ;

Special verdict, a verdict in which specific facts are
foniid and put on the record. (O. Fr. verdit—Low
L. 7!eredictum~'h. vere, truly, dictum, a saying.]

Verdigris, ver'di-gris, «. a basic acetate of copper, the
greenish rust of copjier, brass, or bronze : a bluish-

green paint got artificially from copper-pl.ites.

—

v.t.

to co.Tt with veidigris.— Also Ver'degris. (M. E.
verdegrese, verte grece—O. Fr. vcrd (ve> t) de gris—verd, green, de, of, (7>7V, Greeks—L. Gracus,
Greek. Vert tie gris has been wrongly explained as
'green of gray '

—

gris, gray, or as 'green of copper'
— L. cEs, eeris, copper.]

Verdlter, ver'di-ter, «. a light-blue pigment, essen-
tially a hydrated cupric carbonate

—

Green verditer
is the blue pigment changed to green by boiling. [A
corr. of Fr. 7'erd-de-terre = earth green.]

Verdoy, ver'doi, adj. {Aer.) charged with flowers,

leaves, or vegetable charges, as a bordure. [Fr.
verd, green.]

Verdun, ver-dun', «. a i6th-cent. form of rapier.

1 From the French town Verdun.]
Verecund, ver'e-kund, ad/. (^<^:r.) modest.

—

adj.VeTe-
cun'dious.—«. Verecun'dlty.

Veretllliform, ver-e-til'i-form, adj. rod-like, virgate.

—Also Veretlll'eous.
Verge, verj, «. a slender green branch, a twig : a rod,

siafF, or mace, or anything like them, used as an
emblem of authority : extent of jurisdiction (esp. of
the lord-steward of the royal household) : the brink,

extreme edge : the horizon : a boundary, limit

:

scojje, opportunity : in g;irdening, the grass edging
of a bed or border.

—

ns. Ver'ger, one who carries a
verge or emblem of authority : the beadle of a cathe-
dral church: apew-opener or attendant in church;
Ver'gershlp: Vergette' (Aer.), a pallet [L. virga,
n slender branch.]

Verge, verj, v.i. to bend or incline : to tend down-
ward : to slope : to tend : to border upon. — «.

Yer'genOY.—adj. Ver'gent. [L. verglre, to bend,
incline ; cf valgus, wry.]

Veridical, vg-rid'i-kal, adj. truthful, truthlelling

:

true.— ai/7'. Verid'lcally.—rtn'/. Verid'iCQUS, truth-
ful. [L. verus, true, diccre, lo say.]

Veriest. See Very.



Verify mOte ; mute ; mOOn ; tJicA. Verse

Verify, ver'i-fl, v.i. to make out or show to be true : to

establish the truth of by evidence : to fulfil : to con-

firm the truth or authenticity of : {Shak.) lo affirm,

support, strengthen :—/u. /. and pa.p. ver'if led.—«.

Verlfiabil'ity. — adj. Ver'ifiable, that niay be

verified, proved, or confirmed.

—

us. Verification, a
verifying or proving to be true : the state of being

verified ; Ver'lfier. [L. varus, true, /acere, to

make.]
Verily, ver'i-Ii, adv. truly : certainly : really.

Verisimilar, ver-i-sim'i-l.ir, adj. truth-like : likely

:

prtjbable.— a<zV/. Verlsim'ilarly.—«j. Verisimili-
tude, similitude or likeness to truth : likelihood

;

Verislmillty (pbs.). — adj. Verlsim'llous [L.

Vfrisintilis—verus, true, siiitilis, like.]

Verity, ver'i-ii, «. the quality of being true or real :

truln : a true assertion or tenet : (Shak.) honesty :

—

//. Verities.—««>. Ver'itable, true: according to

fact: real: actual.—adt-. Veritably.- Of a verity,
certainly. [L. Veritas—verus, true.]

Verjuice, ver'jSSs, «. the expressed juice of green or
unripe fruit : sourness of temper. —z'./. to make .sour

or acid. [Fr. verjus—vert, green (cf. P'^erdant), and
Vr. jus, jiiice.)

Vermeil, vermll, ver'mil, «. {Siens.) -same as Ver-
milion : silver-gilt. — adj. Ver'mell - tinc'tured
{Miit.), tinged bright-red.

Venues, ver'mez, «.//. worms : the name given by
Linnaeus to one of the classes in his zoological
system, in which he included all the invertebrate
animals, other than Insecta, whether of worm-like
form or not.

—

iis. Vermeol'Ogist, one skilled in

vermeology ; Vermeol'Ogy, the knowledge of worms,
helminthology. — adjs. Vefmlan, Verml'ceous,
worm-like; Ver'micldal, destroying worms. — >/.

Ver'micide, a worm -killer.

—

adjs. Vermicular,
Vermlc'ulate, -d, pertaining

to or like a worm (esp. in its

motion) : inlaid or formed so
as to imitate the track of
worms: cr.Twliiig likeawurm.

—

v.t. Vermio'ulate, to form in-

laid work which resembles the
motion or track of worms.

—

ns,

Vermicula'tlon ; Ver'micule,
a little worm.

—

adjs. VermlC'-
olose, Vermlc'ulous, wormy

;

Ver'mlform, having the form of a worm ; Vermif-
ugal, expelling worms.—«. Ver'mlfuge (»/^(/. ), a sub-
stance that destroys intestinal worms or expels them
from the digestive canal.

—

adjs. Ver'migrade, wrig-
gling like a worm ; VermlV'OrOUS, devouring worms,
feeding on grubs. [L. verntis, a worm.]

Vermicelli, ver-mi-cheri, or -sel'i, «. the stiff paste or
dough of fine wheat-flour made into small worm-like
or tiiread-like rolls. [It., pi. of vemticelio—L. ver-

itiiai/us, dim. o(z'er>nis, worm.]
Vermilion, ver-mil'yun, K. a bright-red pigment

obtained from cinnabar, but generally made aiti-

ficially from mercury and sulphur : any beautiful

red colour : (fis.) the kermes or cochineal insect,

also the product of cochineal.

—

adj. of the colour
of vermilion.

—

t./. to dye vermilion : to colour a
delicate red.— «. Ver'mily (S/e»s.), same as Ver-
milion. [O. Fr. zeriiiilhn — xeniieil— L. ver-
titiculus, a little worm, hence (in the Vulgate) the
'scarlet' worm, dim. oi vermis, a worm.]

Vermin, ver'min, n.sing. and pi. a uorm: a name
for all obnoxious insects, as bugs, fleas, and lice ;

troublesome animals, such as mice, rats ; animals
destructive to game, such as we.isels, polecats,

also hawks and owls : any contemptible person,

or such collectively.— J'.;. Ver'miuate, to breed
vermin. — ns. Vermina tlon ; Ver'min - kUl'sr. —
tidj. Ver'minoUS, infested with worms: like vermin.
—,tdv. Ver'minously. [Fr, vemitJte—'L. vermis, a
worm.]

Vermuth, Vermouth, ver'mooth, n, a mild cordial

=^

Vermiculated Work.

consisting of white wine flavoured with wormwood,
used as a stimulant for the appetite. [Ger. ivermuth,
wormwood ; cf. A.S. Tvermod.]

Vernacular, ver-nak'u-lar, adj. native : belonging to
the country of one's l)irth.—«. one's mother- tongue.
—n. Vernacularlsa tlon, the act of making ver-
nacular.

—

v.t. Vematfularise, to make vernacular.—ns. Vernac'ularism, a vernacular word or idiom,
the use of such ; Vemacular'lty, an \6'\om.—adv.
Vernacularly— i/.i". Vemac'ulate, to express in

a vernacular idiom.

—

adj. Vemac'ulous, scurrilous.

[L. vernaculiis— vertia, a home-born slave.]

Vernal, ve/nal, adj. belonging to the spring : appearing
in spring : belonging to youth.

—

adv. Ver'nally.

—

adj. VePnant (;1////.), flcurishing as in spring.

—

v.i.

Ver'nate, to flourish.—«. Vema'tlon, the particu-

lar manner of arrangement of leaves in the bud.

—

Vernal equinox, the equinox on or about 2ist

March (see Equlnox) ; Vemal grass, a common
British meadow grass about a foot high, and sown
among hay for its flavour and agreeable odour. [L.
vertialis—ver, spring.]

Vomer's law. See Law.
Vernier, ver'ni-er, «. a contrivance for measuring very

sm.nll intervals, consisting of a short scale made to

slide along a gr.iduated instrument. [So called from
Pierre f'VrKzVr (15S0-1637) of Brussels, its inventor.]

Veronese, ver-6-nes', or -nez', n. of or pertaining to

Verona in Italy.

—

n. an inhabitant of Verona.
Veronica, ve-ron'i-ka, ft. a portrait of our Saviour's

face on a handkerchief—from the legend that St
Veronica wiped the sweat from the face of Jesus, on
His way to Calvary, with her handkerchief, where-
upon His features were impressed on the cloth : a
genus of plants, popularly known as Speedwell.
[Veronica, not L. vera, true, Gr. cikdn, image, but
identical with Berenice, the traditional name o\ the
woman cured of the issue of blood—a corr. of Gr.
phereniki, victorious

—

pherein, to bear, nike, victory.]

Verr^, Verrey, ve-ra', adj. Same as Vaird.
Verrel, ver'el, «. a corruption oijemile.
Verricule, ver'i-kul, «. a tuft of upright hairs. [L.

vcrriculunt, a net.]

Verruca, ve-ru'ka, «. a wart, a glandular elevation!
one of the wart-like sessile apothecia of some lichens.
— adjs. Verru'ciform, warty ; Ver'rucose, Ver*-
rUCOUS, covered with little knobs or wart-like

prominences : warty ; Verrii'CUlOSe, minutely ver-

rucose. [L. verruca, a wart.]
Verrugas, ve-roO'gas, «. an endemic disease of Peru,

characterised by warty tumours on the skiu. [Sp.,

— L. verruca, a wart.)
Versability, ver-sa-bil'i-ti, n. aptness to be turned
round.— <k(^'. Ver"sable.—«. Ver'sableness. [L.

versdre, to whirl about.]
Versal, ver'sal, adj. iShak.) abbrev. of universal.
Versant, ver'sant, adj. familiar, conversant : {her.)

with wings erect and open.

—

n. the general slope of
.surface of a country. [Fr.,— L. versdre, to whirl
about.]

Versatile, ver'sa-til, adj. capable of being moved or

turned round : changeable: unsteady : turning ea.sily

from one thing to another : (dot.) swinging freely

on a support : {oruith.) reversible, of toes.

—

adv.
Versatilely. — ns. Ver'satileness, Versatility,
the quality of being versatile : changeableness : the

faculty ot turning easily to new tasks or subjects.

[Fr.,—L. versatilis—versdre, freq. of venire, to

turn.]

Verse, vers, «. a line of poetry : metrical arrangement
and language : poetry : a stanza : a short division

of any composition, esp. of the chapters of the

Bible, originally confined to the metrical book.s,

applied first to whole Bible in 1528 : (mus.) a portion

of an anthem to be performed by a single voice to

each part.

—

v.t. to relate in verse.— «J. VerS-de-
80Gl^t« (same as Society-verse ; see imder Socia-
ble) ; Verse'let ; Verse-ma'ker ; Verso-ma king ;



Versed fate, far ; m€, h6r ; mine

;

Vest

Verse'-man, a writer of verses ; Verse'-mong'er, a
scribbler of verses ; Verse'-mong'ering, verse-writ-

ing, esp. of poor verses ; Ver'ser, a versifier ; Ver'set
(flius.), a very short organ interlude or prelude;

Ver'slcle, a little verse : in litiirgy, the verse said

by the officient.—/(f//. VerslC'Ular, pertaining to

verses.

—

ns. Verstflca'tlon, the act, art, or pr^ictice

of composing metrical verses ; Ver'Siflcator, Ver'sl-

ficatriz, a male, female, maker of verses ; Ver'-

Slfier.

—

Tf.i. Vor'Sify, to make verses.

—

v.i. to relate

in verse: to turn into verse:

—

pat. and />a.fi.

ver'sifled.—«. Vor'Sion, the act of transl.iting or

turning from one language into another : that which
is translated from one language into another

:

account : statement : a school exercise, gener.-illy of
composition in a foreign language.

—

adj. Ver'sional,

eertaining to a version or translation.—«. Ver'sion-
it, a translator.

—

(u/j. Ver'SUal, of the character of

a verse, pertaining to verses or short paragraphs.
[A.S._/ers— L. I'ersus, vnrstis, a line, furrow, turning—vertere, to turn ; influenced by O. Fr. vers.}

Versed, verst, adj. thomughly acquainted, skilled (fol.

by in): (jnath.) reversed.

—

aiij. Vers^ {her.), re-

versed or turned in an unusual direction. — Also
Renverse. (Fr. verst— L, versatus, pa.p. of
versari, to turn round.]

VersiCOlOUT, ver'si-kul-ur, adj. having diverse or
having changeable colours.—Also Verslcoroured.
fL. 7'ersnre, to change, and colour.}

Verslform, ver'si-form, adj. varying in form.
Verso, ver'sO, «. a left-hand page : the reverse of a

coin or medal,
Verst, verst, «. a Russian mile, 3500 feet in length,

or almost two thinls of an English mile. fRuss.
z'ersla, a verst ; pcrh. vertietl, to turn, cog. with L.
vertere, to turn.)

Versus, ver'sus, prep, against, in legal phraseology
—abbreviated v. and vs. [L.]

Versute, ver-sut', adj. crafty, wily.

Vert, vert, n. in forest law, every green leaf or plant
having green leaves which may serve as a covert for

deer : a power to cut green trees or wood : {her.) a
green colour represented by parallel lines sloping
diagonally from the dexter chief to the sinister base.

[Fr. vert—L. viridis, green.]

Vert, vert, «. a familiar word for convert or pervert.
—v.i. to become such.

Vertebra, ver'te-bra, «. one of the segmented portions
of the spinal column :—//. Vertebras (ver'te-bre).

—

adj. Ver'tebral.—rt</i'. Ver'tebrally.—«.//. Verte-
bra'ta, a division of the animal kingdom containing
all animals having a backbone or its equivalent.
— II. Ver'tebrate, an animal having an internal

skeleton with a backbone.

—

adjs. Ver'tebrate, -d,

furnished with joints: having a backbone.

—

7t.

Vertebra'tion, the formation of vertebra:. (L.,

—

7'(rtere, to turn.]

Vortex, ver'teks, n. the top or summit : the point of
a cone, pyramid, or angle : {astrou.) the zenith :

{anar.) the crown of the head :—//. Vor'tlces.

—

adj.
Ver'tioal, pertaining to the vertex : placed in the
zenith : perpendicular to tlie plane of the horizon.

—

«. a vertical line.

—

adv. Ver'tlcally.—«. Ver'ilcal-
neSS.—Vertical angles, o^iposite angles formed by
intersecting lines ; Vertical Circle, a great circle of
the heavens passing through the zenith and the
nadir. (L., eddy, summit

—

vertire, to turn.]

VertlclUate, ver-li-sil'at, adj. {iot.) arranged round
the stalk in a ring or whorl, as leaves or flowers,

whorled.—«. Ver'tloll, a whorl. [Low L. 7'erti-

cillatus—vertici/liis, dim. oi 7iertex.}

Vertigo, ver'ti-gO, or ver-tT'eJ, >i. a sensation of
pi'ldiness: dizziness.—rt<^>. Vertiginate (ver-tii'-),

Vertlg'InOUS, turning round : affected with vertigo:
giddv.— «rfr'. Vertlg'lnously.— K. Vertig'inous-
ness. \^,.,—7ierti're, to inrn.J

VertU, old spelhng of virtw.-- adj. Vor'tUOUS
{Spens.), possessing virtue or power.

Vertumnus, ver-tum'nus, «. an ancient Roman divin.
ity of gardens and orchards, a spring god.

Verulamian, ver-u-Ia'mi-an, ndj. of or pertaining
to St Albans, or Francis Bacon, Baron l^''en4inm.
Viscount St Albans (1561-1626). [L. Verul.imium,
an ancient British city near the site of St Albans.]

Veruled, ver'Oold, adj. {her.) ringed, as a horn, in a
different tincture.— «. Ver'Ules {her.), a bearing
consisting of a .--eries of coiiceniric rings, one within
another. [Virole.]

Vervain, veAan, «. a plant of the genus Verbena—
credited with efficacy in love-philtres, good against
witches, &c. [O. Fr. verve!ne— L. 7'erbena.\

Verve, verv, «. the enthusiasm which animates a poet
or artist : animation : energy. [Fr.]

Vervelle, ver-vel', «. the loop that secured the camail
in medieval armour, [Fr.]

Vervels, verv'elz, «.//. small rings attached to the
ends of the jesses of a hawk, through which the
leash is passed that fastens the hawk to its block.
—adj. VerVelled. [Fr. vervelte.]

Vervel, velvet, «. a South African monkey.
Very, ver'i, adj. true (now used chiefly in an intensive

sense): real (so in B.): actual—sometimes used in
superlative form Ver'lest.

—

adv. in a high degree.

—

In very deed, of a truth, certainly. [Older form
7'eray—O. Fr. 7ierai (Fr. vrai), from 1.. 7'erax,
7>eraciSy speaking truly

—

vents, true; cf. Ger. 7vahr.'\

Vesallan, ve-sa'li-an, adj. connected witli ihe name
of tlie anatomist Andreas Vesatius (1514-64).

Vesania, ve-su'ni-a, «. insanity.

Vesica, vS-sI'ka, n. {anat.) a bladder, sac, esp. the
urinary bl.adder :—//. Vesicae (ve-sl'sc). — adjs.

VeS'iCal, of or pertaining to a vesica ; Ves'icant,
blistering.

—

n. a substance that vesicates or raises

blisters.

—

71. t. Ves'icate, to raise blisters on :

—

pr.p.
ves'icating

; /rt./. ves'icated.

—

ns. Vesica'tion, the
act or process of raisins; blisters on the skin ; Ves'l-
catory (same as Vesicant) ; Ves'lcle, a small
bladder or blister : a small cavity in an animal body :

(<V/.)a bladder-like cell ; Vesic'ula, a vesicle.—<!(//.

Veslc'iilar.— rtrt^T'. Vesio'ularly.—«. Vesicula'tlon,
formation of vesicles.

—

adjs. VeslCUUf'erous, bear-
ing vesicles ; Veslc'flllform ; Vesic ulose, Vesic'u-
lous, Voslc'iilate, pertaining to or full of vesicles :

full of interstices : having little glands on the .surface.

—Vesica piscls (a fish's bladder), a symbol of Christ,
an oval aureole surrounding the entire upright
figure, suppo.sed to contain an allusion 10 the sacred
Christian emblem, the ichthys. [L., bladder.]

Vesper, ves'per, n. the evening star, Venus : the
evening : (//.) the last but one of the seven canoni-
cal hours : evensong, evening service generally.

—

adj. Ves'peral, pertaining to the evening or to
vespers. — «. Ves'per-bell, the bell that summons
to vespers.—rtrt^/V. Ves'pertlne, Ves'pertlnal, of or
pertaining to the evening : {hot.) opening in the
evening : {zool.) active in the evening. Sicilian
vespers (see Sicilian). [Fr.,- L. ; Gr. hesperos.}

VespertillO, ves-per-til'i-S, II. a I,iiina;an genus of
m.immals, of order Pritiiates the modern order
Chirrp/era.—adj. Vespertil'ionine.

Vespiary, ves'pi-a-ri, K. a hornet's nest.

—

adjs. V68'-
piform, Ves'plne, wasp-like.

Vessel, ves'el, «. a vase or utensil for holding some-
thing : a hollow structure made to float on water,
used for conveyance, &c. : a tube in which fluids, as
blood, &c., are contained : a person considered as
an agent of God.—The 'weaker vessel, a phrase
colloquially applied to .a woman, in allusion to

I Pet. iii. 7. [O. Fr. vessel (Fr. vaisseau)—L.
7>asceiluni, dim. c\{ vas, a vase.]

Vest, ve^t, «. that which is put on as dress : a garment

:

a waistcoat : formerly a cassock-like garment : a
kind of close jacket worn by women, an extra piece
or trimming on the fnmt of the bodice of a woman's
gown, oficn V-shaped : a knitted or woven under-
garment; {flrch.) a vestment.

—

v.t. to clothe: to
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VestA mSte ; mute ; moSn ; Men. Viaticum

invest : (/ao/) to give fixed right of possession.

—

v.i. to descend or to take effect, as a right.

—

adj.

Ves'ted, clothed, wearing robes of ceremony : not

contingent or suspended, hence (law) already ac-

quired : denoting a present absolute right.— «.

vestiary (ois.), a wardrobe : (rare) garb, clotiiing :

—pi. Vestiaries.—«. Vesting, cloth for men's

waistcoats.—Vest tn interest, to devolve as matter

of right without reference to immediate right of

possession. [Fr. veste— L. ves/is.\

Vesta, ves'ta, «. among the Romans, the chaste god-

dess that presided over the family, in whose temple

the sacred fire was continually kept burning : the

fourth planetoid discovered in 1807 : a match or

waxlight :— //. Vestas.— rt<^'. Ves'tal, pertaining

to or consecrated to the service of Vesta : chaste :

pure.

—

n. in the ancient Roman reliijinn, one of the

six patrician virgins consecrated to Vesta : a virgin,

a nun, a woman of spotless chastity.

Vestibule, ves'ti-bul, «. an open court or porch before

a house : a hall next the entrance to a hou!^ : (anat.)

a small bony cavity forming part of the ear—also

Vestibulum.—r'./. to furnish with a vestibule.

—

tuiji. Vestibular, Vestib'ulate. [Fr.,— L. vestibu-

luni—traced by some to ve, apart, stahuliint, abode;
by others to vesiis, garment, as being the place

where the outer clothing is put on or off in entering

or le.Tving a house.]
Vestige, ves'tij, ft. a track or footprint: traces or

remains of something : (biol.) an organ or tissue

which still survives but has lost the utility it pos-

sessed, but corresponding to a useful part in .in

organism of lower type.

—

atijs. Vestigial, Vesti'-

giary. — «. Vestigium (auat., bioL). a vestige.

[Fr.,— I... z'estigiutn—uestigdre, to track.)

Vestiment, ves'ti-mcnt, «. (Sf>eiis.)= Vestment.
Vestiture, ves'ti-tur, ». the hairs, scales, &c. covering

a surface.

Vestlet, vest'let, n. a tubicolous sea-anemone of genus
Cerianthus.

Vestment, ve>t'ment,«. something put on, a garment :

a long outer robe : (//.) articles of dress worn by
the clergy during divine service and the administra-
tion of the sacraments

—

amice, alb, girdle, maniple,
stole, chasuble, &c.: covering of the alt.ir. [L. vesti-

mentum—iiestlre, to clothe

—

vestis, a garment.)
Vestry, ves'lri, n. a room adjoining a church in which

the vestments are kept and parochial meetings held,

any small room attached to a church : in English
parishes, a meeting of the ratepayers to elect parish
officers, to assess church-rates, and to manage the
property of the parish, the incumbent acting as

chairman.— rti^'. ves'tral.—«j. Ves'try-clerk, an
officer chosen by the vestry who keeps the parish
accounts and books ; Vestryman, a member of a
vestry.—Select vestry, a bo.^rd consisting of re-

presentatives of the ratepayers, as opposed to the
common vestry or assembly of all the raiep.iyers.

[Fr., — L. vestiarium — vesttarius, belonging to

clothes

—

vestis, a garment.]
Vesture, ves'tur, «. clothing : dress : a robe : integu-

ment.

—

7'.t. lo clothe, robe.

—

adju Ves'tural ; Ves'-
tured.—«. Ves'turer, one who has charge of ecclesi-
astical vestments.

Vesuvian, ve-su'vi-an, adj. pertaining or relating to
Vesuvius, a volcano near Naples. — «. a kind of
match used ill lighting cigars, &c. —n. VeSU'Vlanite,
a mineral allied to garnet, sometimes called pyra-
midal garnet, found in volcanic and primitive rocks,
and so called because frequent in ma-ises ejected
from Vesuvius—also /docrase.—v.t. Vesii'Vlate, to
burst forth like an eruption.

Vet., vet, //. {coll.) an abbreviation from veterinary
{surgeon).

Vetch, vech, «. a genus of plants, mostly climbing,
some cultivated for fodder, esp. the tare. — «.

Vetoh'llng. a name nf various vetch-like plants.

—

adj. Vetoh'y, abounding with vetches : {Spens.)

consisting of vetches. [O. Fr. veche (Fr. vesce)—
L. vicia, akin 10 vincire, to bind.]

Veteran, vet'c-ran, adj. old, experienced : long exer-
cised, esp. in military life.—«. one long exercised in

any service, esp. in war.

—

v.t. Vet'eranlse, to make
veteran.— I'./. {U.S.) to re-enlist for military service.
[L. veteranus—vetus, veteris, old.]

Veterinary, vet'e-ri-na-ri, adj. pertaining to the art
of treating the diseases of domestic animals : pro-
fessing or practising this art.—«. one skilled in the
diseases of domestic animals.—Also Veterinarian.
[L. veterinarius — veterina {bestia), a beast of
burden.]

Vetiver, vetl-ver, «. the dried roots of the cusciis-
grass, with an odour like sandalwood — making
Baskets, fans, and mats.

Veto, ve'tO, «. any authoritative prohibition : the power
of rejecting or forbidding :—//. Vetoes (ve'toz).

—

v.t. to reject by a veto : to withhold assent to.

—

Absolute veto, a veto without restriction. [L.
vetare, to forbid.]

Vettura, vet-teso'ra, «. an Italian four-wheeled carriage.
— «. Vetturino (vet-tOo-re'no), one who drives or
lends for hire a vettura :—//. VettUTinL [It.,—L.
vectura, a carrj'ing

—

vehere, to convey.]
Vetust, ve-tusi', aiij. old. [L. vetustus—vetus, old.]

Vex, veks, v.t. to harass: to torment : to irritate by
small provocations : toagitate: toconte.st.

—

v.i.{obs.)

to be vexed.—«. {Scot.) a trouble.— «. Veza'tion, a
vexing : state of being vexi d : trouble : a teasing
annoyance : uncasines.s.

—

adj. Veza'tiOUS. causing
vexation or annoyance : har.nssing : lull of trouble.—adv. Vexa'tiously.— K. Vexa'tiousness.— «<^'.

Vexed, amazed.-«. Vex'er.—rt<^. Vexing.- ^r/r'.

Vexingly, so as to vex or annoy.—«. Vexing-
ness.—Vexatious suit {law), a suit begun without
justifiable cause. [Fr. vexer—L. vexdre, to shake,
annoy

—

vehere^ to carry.)

Vexillum, vek-sil'um, «. in the ancient Roman army,
a standard, the troop serving under such a standard :

{cedes.) a processional banner : {bot.) the large
posterior petal of a papilionaceous flower—also

Vex'il : the web or vane of a feather :—//. VexiU'a.
—adjs. Vexillar, Vex'illary. — ns. Vex'illary,
Vex'illator, a standard-bearer. — adj. Vexillate,
having vexilla.^—«. Vexilla'tion, a company under
one vexillum. [L., 'an ensign'—r^'^r^, to carry.)

Via, vl'a, or ve'a, ri. a highway, a road, a route

—

via
London = by way of London : a natural passage of
the Iwdy. — h. Viam'eter, an odometer. — adj.
Viatic—«.//. Viat'icalS, military baggage.-Via
dolorosa, the Way of Calvary (see Station] ; Via
lactea, the Milky-Way or Galaxy ; Via media, the
midway course or mean between popular Protestant-
ism and Roman Catholicism which Newman almost
down to 1845 succeeded in believing that the Angli-

can divines of the 17th century had taken up.

—

Primsa viae, the first or main pa.ssages, the alinten-

tary canal, the bowels ; Secundsa Vias, the lacteal

or chyliferoiis vessels.

Via. ve'a, interj. away I off! either in command or

defiance. (It.,— L. t/a, way.]
Viable, vl'a-bl, adj. capable of living.—«. Viability.

[Fr., through Low L.— L. vita, life.]

Viaduct, vl'a-dukt, H. a road or railway carried by a
structure over a valley, river, &c. [L. via, a way,
dncere, ductum, to lead, bring.)

Vial, vT'al, «. same as Pbial.— 7'./. 'to keep in a vial.—

n. Vi'alfuL—Pour out vials of wrath, to infl.ct

iudgment (Rev. xvi. i) : to storm, rage.

Viand, vl'and, n. food, articles for food— usually vn pi.

[Fr. viande— I.0W L. vivanda (for vivenda), food
necessary for life—L. vivere, to live.)

Viaticum, vl-at'ik-um, n. {orig.) provisions for the

way : (/?. C. Church) the eurharist given to persons

in danger of death : a portaSle altar.

—

u. Vla'tor,
a traveller, w.-tyfarer : a summoner, apparitor. [L.,—via, a way.]
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Vibex fate, far ; me, her ; mTne

;

Victor

Vibex, vT'beks, n. a purple spot under the skiu in

certain fevers :^/. Villi'ces. [L.]

VibraCTlluia, vl-brak'u-lum, «. one of the long whip-

like appendages of tlie cells of some Polyzoa :—//.
Vibrac ula.—Also Vibracflla'rium.

Vibrate, vl'brat, v.i. to shake: to tremble: to move
backwards and forwards : to swing : to pass from
one state to another.

—

v.i. to cause to shake : to

move to and fro: to measure by movinsj to and fro :

to affect with vibratory motion.

—

atijs. Vi'brant,

''vibrating: sonorous; Vi'bratlle, having a vibratory

. "inotion : (zoo!.) adapted to orused \n vibratory

motion.—«^. Vibratil'lty ; Vibra'tion, a vibrating :

state of being vibrated : tremulousness. quivering

motion.—rtrt^'. Vibra'tional.—«. Vibra'tiuncle, a
-small vibration. — rtf//'f- Vi'bratlve, Vibratory,
vibrating : consisting in vibrations : causing vibra-

"^ tions.—«-f. Vi'brator (^/e'c^), a vibrating reed used

to open and close the electric current: {frint.) a

vibrating reed used for distributing the ink ; Vi'bro-

SCOpe, an instrument for registering vibrations. [L.

vibrare, -dtum, to tremble.]

Vibrato, ve-bra'to, «. a pulsating effect in vocal music,

caused by rapid variation of emphasis on the same
tone. [It.]

Vibrio, vib'rl-S, «. a name given with much laxity to

various kinds of more or less screw-shaped Bacteria
—also to small nematoid worms, such as cause ear-

cockles in wheat.—«. Vib'rion, a motile bacterium.

\h. vi/rrari.]

Vibrissa, vl-bris'a, n. a whisker, as of a cat : a rictal

bristle in birds : bristle, hair, as in the nostril :—//.
Vibriss'aa (-g). [L., 'a hair in the nostril.']

Vibrogen, vib'rS-jen, fi. (bot.) active cellular tissue

arranged in layers in the cortex of certain tendrils,

causing; circumnutation.
Vibumum, vl-bur'num, «. a genus of plants of the

order Cnpri/olincece, the species being shrubs with
simple leaves, natives chiefly of the northern parts of

the world.— Viburnum opttlus is the Guelder Rose
or Snowball Tree ; Viburnum tiuus, the Laurustinus.
[L., 'the wayfaring tree.']

Vicar, vik'ar, n. one who holds authority as the dele-

gate or substitute of another: a parson of a parish

where the tithes are impropriate to a layman or to

a chapter, he receiving only the smaller tithes or
a salary: {R.C. Church) a bishop's assistant who
exercises jurisdiction in his name.

—

ns. ViC'arage,
the benefice or residence of a vicar ; Vic'ar-apos-
tol'ic (formerly one to whom the pope delegated
some remote portion of his jurisdiction), now usually

a titular bishop appointed to a country where either

no sees have been formed or the episcopal succession

has been broken ; Vic'ar-Cho'ral, an assistant, cleric

or lay, at an English cathedral, esp. in connection
with the music ; Vlc'ar-forano', an ecclesiastic to

whom a bishop gives a limited jurisdiction in a
town or district of his diocese—in effect, a rural

dean ; ViO'ar-gen'eral, an official performing the
work of an archdeacon under the bishop : in the

English Church, an officer assisting the bishop, the

chancellor of the diocese.

—

ndj^. Vioa'rlal, per-

taining to a vicar : substituted ; Vica'riate, having
vicarious or delegated power.—«. (;dso Vio'arate)

vicarship, delegated power.

—

adj. Vica'rIOUS, filling

the place of another: performed or suffered in place

of or for the sake of another.

—

adv. Vloa'rlOUSIy.

—

ns. Vica'riousness ; Vica'rlus, a vicar ; Vic'arship,

the nffice of a vicar; ViO'ary, a vicarage. ^Vloarl-
OUS sacrifice (;'//<'^/.), the suffering of Christ accepted
by God in lieu of the pimishment to which guilty

man is liable.—Vicar-Of-Bray, one who turns his

coat without difficulty to suit the times—from Simon
Aleyn, who kept the vicarage of Bray from 1540 to

1588, during the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward
VI., Mary, and Elizabeth; Vlcar of Christ, a title

assumed by the pope, who claims to be the repre-

sentative of Christ on earth as the head of His

Church. [L. 7>icarius, supplying the place of
another

—

vicis, change, alternation.]

Vice, Vise, vis, «. an iron or wooden screw-press,
fixed to the edge of a workboard, for holding any-
thing tightly while being filed, &c. : (Skak.) a grip,

grasp.

—

z>.t. to screw. [Fr. vis (It. viie, screw)^—L.
vitis, tendril of a vine, anything spiral.]

Vice, vis, «. a blemish or faidt : immoral conduct:
depravity of manners : a bad trick or habit in a
horse : mischievousness : the stock buffoon in the
old English Moralities or moral plays.

—

n. ViCiOS'-
iXi^.—adj. Vicious (y\?.\\'\\'i^.—ndv. Vlc'iously.—«.
Vlc'iousness. —Vicious circle, syllogism, circular
or erroneous reasoning ; Vlcious Intromission (see

' Intromit). [Er.,—L. vitium, a blemish.]
Vice, vTs, prep, in the place of: also a prefix denoting

in the compound word one who acts in place of or is

second in rank to another.

—

n. a vice-chairman, &c. :

one who acts in place of a superior.

—

us. Vloe'-

ad'miral, one acting in the place of, or second in

command to, an admiral ; Vice'-ad'miralty, the
office of a vice-admiral—(Vice'-ad'miralty courts,
tribunals in the British colonies, having iurisdiction

over maritime causes); Vice' chairman, an alter-

nate chairman ; Vlce'-chair'manship ; Vice'-chan'-
cellor, one acting for a chancellor : a lower judge of
Chancery: {R.C. Church) the cardinal whose duty
it is to draft and despatch papal bulls and briefs;

Vlce'-chan'cellorship ; Vice'-con'sul, one who acts

in a consul's place : a consul in a less important
district ; Vice'-con'sulship ; Vice-dean', a canon
chosen to represent an absent dean ; VicegO'rency,
the office of a vicegerent, deputed power.—rtiY;'. ViC6-
ge'rent, acting in place of another, having delegated
authority.— «. one acting in place of a superior.

—

ns.

Vice'-gov'emor, deputy governor ; Vice'-king, one
who acts in pl.ace of a king ; Vice'-pres'idenoy,
-presidentship ; Vice'-pres'ident, an officer next
in rank below the president ; Vice'-prin'cipal, as-

.sistant principal.

—

adj. Vicere'gal.— tis. Vicere'-
gency ; Vice'roy, Vicere'gent, one representing

the royal authority in a dependency, as in India;
Viceroy'alty, Vlce'royship. [L., 'in the place of,'

al)l. of z/Zc/.r (gen.), change.)
Vicenary, vis'e-nS-ri, adj. of or belonging to the
number twenty: twentieth.

—

ndj. Vlcen'nlal, con-
tinuing or comprising twenty years : occurring once
every twenty years. [L. viceiiarius— viceni—
vis^infi, twenty.]

Vicinage, vis'i-naj, «. neighbourhood : the places
near : neighbourliness.

—

adj. ViC'inal, neighbour-
ing.—«. Vlcln'ity, neighbourhood : nearness : that
which is near. [O. Fr. veisinage— veisin— L.
vicinits, neighbouring

—

vicus, a row of houses ; cf.

Gr. pikos, a dwelling.)
Vicissitude, vi-sis'l-tud, //. change from one thing to

another : change : revolution.

—

adjs. VlCiSSitii'di-

nary, Vlcissitu'dinous, changeful, changeable. [L.

I'icissituda— vicis, change.]
Victim, vik'tim, n. a living being offered as a sacrifice :

some thing or person destroyed in the pursuit of an
object : a person suffering injury : a dupe.—«. ViC-
timisa'tion.— r'.A Victimise, to make a victim of:

to cheat.—«. ViC'tlmiser, a swindler. [Fr.,— L.
victiina, a beast for sacrifice, adorned with the fillet

—vinclre, to bind.]

Victor, vik'tor, «. one who conquers on any particular
occasion : one who defeats in battle : a winner :

—

/^w. Vio'tress, Vic'toress, Vic'trix.—rt^>. Vlc'tor,
ViCtO'riOUS, relating to victory: superior in contest:
having overcome an enemy : producing or indicating
victory.

—

adv. Victo'riously.— «.». Victo'rlousness

;

Vlc'tory, a conquering : success in any contest : a
battle gained : a female deity of the Greeks personi-

fying success in battle.—Cadmean Victory, one as
fatal to the victors as to the vanquished—from the
armed men who grew up from the dragon's teeth
sown by Cadmus, and slew one another all but five,



Victoria mote ; mute ; mODn ; Men. Villa

who became the ancestors of the Thebans ; Moral
victory (see Moral) ; Pjrrrhlo victory (see Pyrrhic).

[L.,

—

vituere, victum, to conquer.)

Victoria, vik-tO'ri-a, «. a genus of gigantic aqu.-ttic

plants of the water-lily family, native to South
America, its one species, Victoria reg-ia, named
after Queen Victoria : a. low, light, four-wheeled
carriage, seating two, having a calash top.

—

adj.

Victo'rian, relating to the reign of Queen Victoria,

which began in 1837 : relating to the colony of Vic-

toria in Australia.—Victoria croSS, a decoration,

ciinsisting of a bronze Maltese cross, founded by
Queen Victoria in 1856, and awarded for con-
spicuous bravery on the field.

Viotorine, vik-t6-ren', n. a kind of fur tippet worn by
ladies : a variety of peach.

Victaal, vit'l, «. provision of food, that which is

necessary for living, food for human beings (gener.
inpi.y—v.t. to supply with victuals or food: 10

store with provisions '.^pr.p. Victualling (vit'1-ing);

/a. /.andpa 6^ Victualled (vi t'l d).—fis. Vict'uaUage,
provisions ; Victualler (vit'Ier), one who supplies
grovisions.— rt(^'. Vict'ualless.— «x. Viot'ualling-

111, a customs document warranting the captain
of an outward-bound vessel to ship bonded stores

for the voyage ; Vict'ualllng-Off'ice, -ship, an office

supplying, a ship conveying, provisions to the navj'

;

Vict'ualllng-yard, a public establishment for the
collection and supply of provisions to the navy.

—

Licensed victualler, aa innkeeper who is allowed
to sell spirits, wines, &c. [O. Fr. vitaille —'Lovi L.
victualia—L. victualis, relating to living

—

vivere,
vieturn, to live.)

Vicugna, ViCU&a, vi-kSO'nya, or vi-ku'na, n. a species

or variety of the South American genus Auchenia
(allied to the canielsX which also includes the llama,
alpaca, and the guanaco.

—

n. ViCU'na-Cloth, a trade
name for a mixture of wool and cotton. [Peruv.]

Vidame, ve-dam', «. in French feudal jurisprudence,
the deputy of a bishop in temporal affairs : a minor
noble. [Low L. vice, in place of, dofninus, lord.]

Vide, vl'de, see, imper. of L. vidire, to see.— Vide
ojitea = see before ; Vide infrci = see lielow ; Vide
post = see after ; Vide supra = see above ; Quod
vide, or g.v. = which see.

Videlicet, vi-del'i-set, adv. to wit, that is, namely

—

generally Viz., and rendered 'namely.' [L., for

videre licet, it is permitted to see.]

Videndum, vl-den'dum, H. a thing to be seen :^pL
Viden'da. [L., ger. of z-'ji/^r^, tosee.J

Vidette. Same as Vedette.
Vidimus, vid'i-mus, «. an inspection, as of accounts,

itc. [L., 'we have seen'

—

vidire, to see]
ViduOUS, vid'u-us, adj. widowed. — us. Vid'uage,
widowhood ; Vid'uate, the position or order of
widows ; Vidua'tion, the state of being widowed ;

Vidu'Ity, widowliood. [L. vidua, a widow.]
Vie, vl, v.i. to strive for superiority.—f./. to contend
about : (.Shak.) to offer as a stake or wager ;

—

pr.p.
vy'ing ; pa.t. and pa.p. vied.—«. (pbs.) a contest.

[M. E. Z'ien, by aphaeresis from envien, to vie,

through Fr. from L. invitare, to invite.]

Vielle, vi-el', n. an old form oi viol. {Fr.]

Viennese, vl-e-nes', or-nez', otij. pertaining to Vienna.—«. an inhabitant, or the inhabitants, of Vienna.
View, vQ, «. a seeing : sight: reach of the sight : whole

extent seen : that which is seen : inspection, as by
a jury, of the place of a crime, of the corpse. Sic. :

direction in which a thing is .seen : the picture of
a scene : a sketch : mental survey : mode of looking
at or receiving : opinion : intention : (Shak.) show,
appearance.

—

Z'.t. to see : to look at attentively : to

examine intellectually.

—

adf. Viewable, that can
be viewed.—«i. Vlew'er ; View' -halloo', the hunts-
man's cry when the fox breaks cover ; View'iness,
character of being viewy or visionary.

—

adj. View'-
less, not to be viewed : invisible.

—

adv. View'-
\oasAs.—adJ. VieWly {prov.), pleasing to look at.

—H. View'-polnt, point of view.

—

adjs. View'-
Bome {pnrv.), viewly ; VieWy {coll.), holding
opinions vague or purely speculative.—BisSOlvlng
Views, pictures thrown on a screen and made to

pass one into the other ; Field Of view, the com-
pass of visual jiower ; In View of, having regard
to ; On view, open to public inspection ; To the
view {Shak.), in public. [Fr. vue—i/w, pa.p. of
voir—i^. videre, to see.]

Vlfda, vifda, K. in Shetland, meat hung and dried
without salt.—Also VlV'da.

Vigesimal, vl-jes'i-mal, adj. twentieth.—«. Vigesi-
ma'tion, the putting to death of every twentieth
man.

—

aiij. Vigesimo-quar'to, formed of sheets
folded so as to make twenty-four leaves. (L.
vigesimus—viginti, twenty.]

Vigia, vi-je'a, «. a hydrographical warning on a chart,

of a rock, &c. [Sp.]
Vigil, vij'il, «. watching : keeping awake for religious

exercises : the eve before a feast or fast day, origi-

nally kept by watching through the night.—«. Vig'i-

lance, wakefulness : watchfulness : circumspection :

(pbs.) a guard, watch.

—

adj. Vig'ilant, watchful :

on the lookout for danger : circumspect.— «. Vigi-
lan'te, a member of a vigilance committee.

—

adv.
Vig'ilantly. — Vigilance committee (U.S.), an
unauthorised boJy which, in the absence or in-

efficiency of regular courts, exercises legal powers
of arrest, punishment, &c. in cases of gross crime :

also any self-appointed association for the compul-
sory improvement of local morals. [Fr. ,—L. vigilia—vigil, awake, watchful

—

vigere, to be lively.]

Vlgneron, ven-ye-rong, «. a vine-grower. [Fr.]

Vignette, vin-yet', «. any small ornamental engraving,
J'isign, or photograph not enclosed by a definite

ix>rder : (prig.) an ornamental flourish of vine leaves

and tendrils on manuscripts and books. — it.t. to

treat or produce in such a style.

—

rts. Vignetfer

;

Vignetting-glaSS, -pa'per, a glass frame, mask, used
in printing vignette pictures ; Vlgnett'ist, one who
makes vignettes. [Fr.,

—

vigne— L. vinea, a vine.]

Vigour, vig'ur, «. active strength ; physical force

:

vital strength in animals or plants : strength of
mind : energy.

—

adj. Vig'orous, strong eitlicr in

mind or body.—adv. Vig'orously.—«. Vig'orou*-
ness. [Fr.,—L. vig07—vigere, to be strong.]

Viking, vl'king, H. one of the piratical Northmen who
in the 8th, gth, and loth centuries ravaged the coasts
of western Europe.—«. Vl'klngism, characteristics,

acts, &c. of Vikings. [Ice. vikingr, (lit.
)

' a creeker

'

—vikr (Swed. vik, Eng. ivick), a bay, and -ingr —
Eng. -ing.\

Vilayet, vil-a-yet', «. the name given to the ^reat
provinces into which the Ottoman empire is divided.

Vild, vild, adj. (Spens.) vile, wicked.—ar/r'. Vjld'ly.

Vile, vll, adj. worthless : mean : morally impure

:

wicked : {,B.) poor, cheap.

—

adv. Vilely.— «. Vile'-

ness.

—

v.t. Vii'lfend, to treat, speak of contemptu-
ously.—«J. Vilification, act of vilifying ; Vil'ifier.
—v.t. Vil'ify, to make vile : to attempt to degrade
by slander : to defame :^pa.t. and pa.p. vil'ified.

—

v.t. Vil'ipend, to slander, vilify.

—

v.i. to use vilifi-

cation. [Fr.,—L. vilis.]

Villa, vil'a, «. a country residence or seat : a suburban
mansion— also Vill.

—

ns. Vill'adom, villas collec-

tively, people living in them ; VUl'agO, any small
assemblage of houses, less than a town : (orig.) a
number of houses inhabited by persons near the

residence of a proprietor or farmer : (law) a manor,
a jarish or the outlying part of a parish ; Vill'age-

oommu'nity, a clan of settlers who built their huts

on a tract of land and laid out common fields which
they cultivated in common as one family, the land
being divided out every few years into family lots,

but the whole continuing to be cultivated by the
community subject to the established customs as
interpreted in the village-council by the sense of the
village elders— the so-called Mark system of Sir



Villain fJte, far ; m5, hir ; mTne ; Viol

Henry Maine ; VlU'ager, an inhabitant of a village ;

Vill'agery (SkaJt.), a district of villages ; Vill'akin,

Vlllanette', a little villa.—a.//. Vlllat'lc (Milt.),

pertaining to a farm. [O. Fr. ville (Fr. vi//e)—h.

villa, a country-house, prob. reduced from vicla,

dim. o( vicus, a village ; Gr. oikos, a house.]

Villain, vil'an, or vil'in, n. a wicked wretch : a man
extremely degraded : in feudal times, a member of

the lowest class of unfree persons. —«j. Vlll'ainage,

Vill'anage, Villeinage, Vill'enage, in feudal times,

the tenure of land by villein, i.e. base or menial ser-

vices.— rt(^'. ViU'ainous, like or suited to a villain :

depraved : proceeding from extreme depravity : very

bad, mean, vWe.—itdv. ViU'ainously. — «.f. Vill'-

alnOTLSneSS ; Vill'ainy, the act of a villain : ex-

treme depravity : an atrocious crime. [Orig. ' a serf

attached to a farm,' O. Fr. villain—Low L. vii-

liinits—L. villa.\

Villanelle, vil-a-nel', «. a poem, of a form borrowed
from the French, consisting of nineteen lines on two
rhymes, arranged in six stanzas, the first five having
three, the last four lines. [It. villanella—villano,

rustic]

Villarsia, vi-lar'si-a, «. a genus of widely distributed

aquatic or marsh plants, of order Gentinnacea—
named from the French botanist Dominique Villars

(1745-1814).
Villeg^atura, vi-lej-a-tOO'ra, «. country retirement.

[\t.,—^villegiare, to stay at a country-seat

—

villa, a
country-seat.]

Villein, another spelling of villtii/t (only in its original

meaning).
Villi, vil'i, n.Sl. {nnai.) fine small fibres covering

certain membranes : (bat.) fine soft hairs on frii-'rs,

flowers, and other pans of plants :

—

sing. Vill'UK
mIjs. Vill'iform, having the form or appearance of
villi; Vill'dse, Vill'OUS, covered with long, soft

hairs : formed of minute villi, resembling the pile of
velvet.—«. VillOS'ity, state of being villous. [L.,
pi. oivilhts, hair, wool.]

Vim, vim, «. (slang) energy, force. [Accus. of L. vis,

strength.]

Vimen, vl'men, «. a long flexible shoot of a plant.

—

rt</;i. V'm inal ; Vlmin'eous. [L.]

Vina, ve'na, n. an East Indian musical instrument
having five or seven steel strings stretched on a long
frelted finger-board over two gourds.

Vinaigrette, vin-a-gret', «. a small box of silver or
guld tor holding aromatic vinegar, used as a smelling-
bottle. ['PT.,—viHaigre.]

Vinasse, vi-nas', «. a residual product containing
potash salts, obtained from the wine-press, &c. [Fr.J

Vinaya Pitaka, vin'a-ya pit'a-ka, «. one of the three
parts of the I'ripiiaka (q.v.).

Vinoa, ving'ka, «. a geiuis of woody herbaceous plants
of the dogbane family, the periwmkles.

Vincentlan, vin-sen'shi-an, a<ij. pertaining to St Vin-
cent de Paul (1576-1660) or to the charitable asso-
ciations founded by him.

Vincible, vin'si-bl, adj. that may be conquered.

—

ns.
Vincibil'ity, Vin'cibleness. [L. vincibilis—vincere,
to conquer.]

Vinculum, ving^ku-lum, n. a band : a bond : (math.)
a horizontal line placed over several quantities to

show that they are to be treated as one : (anal.) a
ligamentous band.—z/.^ Vin'CUlate, to bind. [L.,—vincir^, to bind.]

Vindemial, vin-dfi'mi-al, ady. pertaining to the vint-
age.— 7/./. Vinde'miate, to gather the vintage.

Vindicate, vin'di-kat, v.(. to lay claim to : 10 defend :

to maintain by force.

—

n. Vlndicabil'ity. — rJ^y.

Vin'dicable, that may be vindicated or defended.

—

«. Vindica'tion, act of vindicating: defence: justi-

fication : support.

—

ad/. Vin'dlcatlVS, vindicating :

tending to vindicate : (.VAaA.) revengeful, vindictive.—«i.Vin'dicativene88, vindictiveness_; Vln'dicator,
one who vmdicates :-yi"^«. Vin'dioatress.— atijs.

Vln'dicatory, tending to vindicate : inflicting punish-

ment ; Vindictive, revengeful.—^^/fA Vindlc'tively.
— «. Vindic'tiveness. [L. vindicdre, -dtuni—vis,

vim, power, dicare, to proclaim, dicere, to say ;

others trace to the root oi venia, favour.]

Vine, vin, «. the plant from which wine is made : the
woody climbing plant that produces grapes : (horl.)

a climbing or trailing plant, or its stem.

—

adj. Vina'-
ceous, belonging to wine or grapes : wine-coloured.—ns. Vi'nage, the addition of spirit to wine to

enable it to stand transportation ; Vina'lia, a wine
festival in honour of Jupiter, celebrated on 23d .^pril.— adjs. Vina'rlan, relating to wine; Vine'-clad,
covered with vines.

—

us. Vine'-CUl'ture (same as
Vitictllture) ; Vine'-curcu'lio, a small reddish cur-
culio producing galls on the stems of grape-vines ;

Vine' -disease', a disease aflecting the vine ; Vine'-
dreSS'er, one who dresses or trims and cultivates
vines ; Vine' -fret' ter, a small insect that infests

vines ; Vine'-gall, a gall made on the stem of the
vine by a vine-curciilio ; Vine'-land, land on which
vines are grown ; Vl'nery, a hot-house for rearing
vines ; Vineyard (vin'yard), a plantation of grape
vines.

—

adj. Vl'niC, pertaining to, or derived from,
wine.

—

ns. Vin'iculture, the cultivation of the vine
;

Vin'icultiirlst ; Vin' -ordinaire', common wine:
cheap wine mixed with w.iter, commonly drunk in

France and the south of Europe.

—

adj's. Vl'nose,
Vi'nOUS, pertaining to wine : wine-coloured : caused
by wine.—«. Vinos'ity, state or quality of being
vinous. — adj'. Vi'ny, pertaining to or producing
vines.—Dwell Under ones vine and fig-tree, to

live at peace on one's own land. [O. Fr.,— L. vinea,
a vine

—

7'ininn ; Gr. oinos, wine.]
Vinegar, vin'e-gar, «. the form of acetic acid gene-

r.Tliy preferred for culinary purposes—made by the
fermentation of vegetable substances, from malt,

or from inferior wines : sourness of temper.

—

v.t. to

apply vinegar to.

—

adj'. Vln'aigroUS, sour like vine-

gar, ill-tempered.—Hj. Vin'egar-cru'et, a glass bottle

for holding vinegar ; Vinegarette', a vinaigrette ;

Vin'egar - plant, the microscopic fungus which
produces acetous fermentation—tound in two forms
known as mother of vinegar sn(\Jlo7vers ofvinegar,
—adjs. Vin'egary, Vin'egarish, sour. [Fr. vinaigre—vin (L. vinum, wine), aigre—L. acer, sour.]

Vinewed, vin'ud, ndj'. (Shak.) mouldy : musty.
Vingt-et-Un, vangt-a-ung', «. a game of cards, the
aim in which is to get as near as possible to the
value of twenty-one (hence the name) without ex-
ceeding it. The game is played with the whole
pack, the ordinary cards being reckoned according
to the number of pips on them, while the court
cards are ten, and the ace is one or eleven, as the

holder may elect.

Vint, vint, v.t. to make or prepare, as wine. [Formed
from vintage.]

Vintage, vin'taj, n. the gathering of grapes : the
yearly produce of grapes : the time of grape-
gathering : wine.—«. Vin'tager. [Kr. vendange—
L. viiidetnia—viniini, wine, grapes, demere, to re-

move

—

de, out of or away, emere, to take. ]

Vintner, vint'ner, «. a wine-seller. -«.t. Vint'nery,
the trade of a vintner ; Vint'ry, a store for wine.

[O. Fr. vinetier, through I..0W L.—L. vinetum, a
vineyard

—

vinnm, wine.]

Viol, vi'ol, «. a musical instrument which was the
immediate precursor of the violin, having from
three to six strings, and played by means of a lx)w.—ns. Viola (ve-O'la, or vi'fi-la), a larger description

of violin having four strings tuned in fifths, to which
the part between the second violin and bass is

generallv assigned—also called Alto viola or Tenor
violin; Vi'Ol-blOCk (»/««/.), a large single block big

enough to reeve a small hawser; Vi'ollst, a player
on the viol or the viola. —BaSS viol, a large medieval
viol : the modern violoncello. [O. Fr. viole—Low
L. vidula, from L. vitulA'i, to skip like a calf, to

make merry—L. vitulus, a calf.]
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Violate mSte ; mfite ; mi^n ; Men. Virtue

Violate, vT'i5-lat, v.t. to injure : to abuse : to ravish :

to profane- : to break forcibly : to transgress.

—

udj.

Vi'olable, that may be violaleil, injured, or brolcen.

—cuiv. Vi'olably.— Kj. Viola'tion, the act ofviolating

or injuring : infringement : non-observance : pro-

fanation : rape; Vi'olator. [L. violare, -atum—
vis, strength; of. Gr. is, strength, force.]

Violent, vl'O-lent, adj. acting with physical force or
strength : moved by strong feeling : passionate

:

vehement : outrageous : produced by force : intense :

compnlsory : unnatural.

—

v.i. (Shah.') to be violent.

—«. Vi'olence, the state or quality of being violent

:

force, physical or moral : unjust force : outrage :

profanation : injury : rape.

—

adi'. Vi'olently.—Do
Violence on {Shak.), to attack, murder ; Do Vio-

lence to, to outrage, injure. [Fr.,—L. violeiitus—
Z'is, force.]

Violet, vi'o-let, «. any plant of genus Viola, of many
species, with a flower generally of some shade of
blue, but also white and yellow, and most often
fragrant : the colour of the violet, a bluish or light

fmrple.— /i^//'. of the colour of the violet, bluish or
ight purple.

—

adjs. Viola'cOOUS, of a violet colour,
purple ; Violes'cent, tending to a violet colour. [ Kr.

7>iolette, dim. of O. Fr. viote— L. viola ; of. Gr. ion.]

Violin, vi-5-lin', H. a musical instrument of four strings

played with a bow : a fiddle : a player on the
violin.

—

'IS. Violin'-bow, a bow for sounding the
violin ; Vl'olinist, a player on the violin. [It.

violino—viola. J

Violoncello, ve-O-lon-chel'O, or vT-S-lon-sel'O, «. a
large four-strin.;ed musical instrument of the violin

class, the quality of its tone even more sympathetic
than that of the violin, held between the knees in

playing—it superseded the Viol da gamha in the
early part of the i8th century :—//. Violoncell'OS.
—«. Violoncellist, a player on the violoncello.

[It., dim. o( violone, a bass violin ; see next word.]
Violone, ve-O-lO'na, «. the largest kind of bass viol,

having strings tuned an octave lower than the
violoncello. [It.,

—

viola.]
Viper, vl'per, «. a genus of venomous snakes, repre-

sentative of family Viperidig—the Common Viper
or adder being the only poisonous snake indigenous
to Britain : loosely, any venomous serpent except
a rattlesnake, any cobriform serpent : any base,
malicious person.

—

adjs. Vi'perine, related to or

resembling the viper; Vi'perish, like a viper;
Vi'peroUS, having the qualities of a viper : veno-
mous : malignant. — adv. Vi'perously. —Vipers
bUglOSS, the blue weed or blue thistle ; Viper's
grass, a European perennial of the aster family.
(Fr.,-—L. vipeta (contr. of vivipara)—vivus, living,

parere, to bring forth.]

Virago, vi-rii'go, or vl-ra'gO, n. a masculine woman :

a hold, impudent woman: a termagant.

—

adjs.

Viragin'ian, Viraginotis (viraj'-). — «. Viragin-
ity. [L.,

—

vir, a man.]
Vire, ver, «. a crossbow-bolt : (^r.)an annulet. [Fr.]

Virelay, vir'e-l.», «. an ancient kind of French poem
in sliort lines, and consisting of only two rhymes,
their order as well as the length of the verses being
arbitrary. [Fr. virelai—virer, to turn, lai, a song. J

VIreo, vir'e-6, n. a genus of American singing birds,

the creentets. [L.)

Virescent, vl-res'ent, adj. growing green, greenish.

—

n. Vires'cenoe, greenness: (bot.)\.\\& turning green
of organs properly bright-coloured. [L., pr.p. of
virere, to be green.)

Virgate, ver'gat, adj. like a wand or rod : slender,
straight.—«. an old English measure of surface.

[L. virga, a rod.]

Virgllian, ver-jil'i-an, adj. relating to or resembling
the style of Virgil, the Roman poet (70-21 B.C.).

Virgin, ver'jin, «. a maiden : a woman who has had
no sexual intercourse with man: one devoted to

virginity: a madonna, a figure of the Virgin: a
person of either sex who has not known sexual

intercourse : any female animal that has not copu-
laled : a parthenogenetic insect: (as/ron.) Virgo,
one of the signs of the zodiac. — adj. becoming
a maiden : maidenly : pure : chaste : undefiled :

fresh, new: parthenogenetic.

—

v.i. (S/iai.) to con-
tinue chaste. —a<^'. Vir'ginal, maidenly: (zool.)
parthenogenetic— «. Virgina'le, a book of prayers
and hymns to the Virgin Mary.

—

adj. Vir'gin-bom,
born of the Virgin, o( Jesus Christ : (soy/.) born by
internal gemmation without impregnation.

—

ta. Vir-
ginity, Vir'ginhood, the state of a virgin ; Vir'-
g^n-knot (Shak.), maidenly chastity, in reference
to the unloosing of the girdles of Greek and Roman
maidens on marriage.

—

adj. Vir'ginly, pure.

—

adv.
chastely.— ns. Vir'gin'S-bow'er, a species of clematis,
hedge-vine ; Vir'gin-Wor'shlp, adoration ol the
Virgin Mary; Virgo, the Virgin, in the zodiac.

—

Virgin birth, generation, parthenogenesis ; Virgin
clay, in pottery, &c., clay which has never been
fired.—The Virgin, The Blessed Virgin, the Virgin
Mary, the mother ot Christ. [O. Fr.,— L. virgo,

virginis.]

Virginal, ver'jin-al, n. an old keyed musical instru-

ment, oblong in shape, one of the three forms of the
harpsichord.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to finger, as on a virginal.

Virginia, ver-jin'i-a, «. a well-known brand of tobacco,
grown and manufactured in Virginia.^n. Virgln'ia-
creep'er, an American climbing vine, common in the
south of England, remarkable for the bright-red

colour it assumes in autumn.

—

adj. Virgin'ian, per-

taining to Virginia.

—

n. a native of Virginia.

Virgule, ver'gul, «. a little rod : a mark of punctua-
tion, a comma.

—

adj. Vir'g^latO, rod-shaped. ^—«.

Vlrgul'tum, a twig. [L. virgiila—virga, a twig.]

Virid, vir'id, adj. green.—«. Virid'ian, a deep and
pure bluish-green pigment, being a hydrated ses-

quioxide of chromium. — adj. VifidigenoUS (-ij'-),

producing a green tint.

—

ns. Vlrid'ity, Vir'idness,
verdure : greenness. [L. viridis, green—virere, to

be green.]
Viridescent, vir-i-des'ent, adj. slightly green : green-

ish.— «. Virides'cence. [L. viridis, green.]

Virile, vir'il, or vi'ril, adj. of or belonging to a man or
to the male sex : masculine : manly.

—

n. Viril'lty,

the htate or quality of being a man : the power of a
full-grown male : the power of procreation : man-
hood. [L. virHis—vir, a man ; cog. with Gr. herds,

a hero, Old High Ger. nver, a man.]
Virole, vi-rOl', «. a ferrule : (her.) a hoop or ring.

[O. Fr. ; a doublet ofjerrule.]
Virtu, ver't(5D, or -tOS', «. a love of the fine arts : taste

for curiosities : oljjects of art or antiquity.

—

adjs.

Virtuose', Virtuo'SiC, exhibiting the qualities and
skill of a virtuoso.

—

>is. VirtUOS'ity, lovers of the
elegant arts as a class : exceptional skill in .some

of the fine arts ; VirtUO'SO, one skilled in the fine

arts, in antiquities, curiosities, and the like : a skil-

ful musician, painter, &c. (/*/. VirtUO'SOS. VirtuO'Si)

:

—/eiit. Virtuo'sa (//. Virtuo'se, -sc) ; Virtuo'soship.
[It. ; a doublet oi virtue.]

Virtue, ver'tu, «. excellence : worth : moral excellence:
the practice of duty : a moral excellence : sexual
purity, e^p. female chastity: purity: (.5.) strength :

force : inherent power, efficacy : one of the orders

of the celestial hierarchy.

—

adj. Vir'tual, having
virtue or efficacy : having the efficacy without the

material part : in effect though not in fact: (»ie<h.)

possible and infinitesimal.

—

adv. Vlr'tnally.

—

adjs.

Vir'tueless, wanting virtue : without efficacy ; Vlr*-

tue-proof (.(1/jV/.), impregnable in virtue ; Vir'tnous,
having virtue or moral goodness : blameless : right-

eous : practising duty : being according to the moral
law: chaste (of a womAn).—adv. Vir'tUOUSly.

—

n.

Vir'tuousness. — By, In, virtue of, through the

power, force, or efficacy of; Make a Virtue of
necessity, to do as if from inclination or sense of

duty something one must needs do ; Seven princi-

pal virtues, faith, hope, charity, justice, prudence.
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virulent fate, far : me, her ; mine
;

Vista

temperance, and fortitude—the first three the theo-

logical, the last four the moral virtues ; The car-

dinal Virtues (see Cardinal). [O. Fr.,—L. virtus,

bravery, moral excellence— vir, a man; cf. Gr.

Jieros, Sans, vira, a hero.)

Virulent, vir'u-lent, adj. full of poison : vei-y active

in injury : bitter in enmity : inaiigiiant.

—

us. Vir'U-

lence, Vir'nlency.

—

adv. Vir'ulently. [L. vine-

Untits—virus, poison.]

Virus, vT'rus, «. contagious or poisonous matter (as of

ulcers, &c.) : the poison which causes infection : any
foul, hurtful matter.—rt^^V. Vl'rose, Vl'rous ; Viru-

lif'eroUS, bearing a specific virus. [L^ ; cog. with

Gr. ios. Sans, vislia, poison.]

Vis, vis, n. force: power:—//. Vires —Vis inertias,

inertia : sluggishness ; ViS mortua, force of pressure,

dead force ; ViS viva, living force, equal to the mass
of a moving body multiplied by the square of its

velocity. [L.]

Visage, viz'aj, n. the face or loolc.

—

adj. Vis'aged.
[Fr., through an assumed form visaiicum, from L.

visits, seen

—

videre, to see.]

ViS-i-ViS, vez'-a-vS", adv. facing one another.—«. one
who faces, or is opposite to, another : a light carriage
with seats facing each other : a kind of couch. [Fr.

vis, face (—L. visus, look), a, to, vis, face.]

Viscacha, vis kach'a, «. a South American rodent of
the Chinchilla family, inhabiting the South American
Pampas, of stout form and about twenty inches in

length, a gregarious burrower and nocturnal in habits

—also Bizcaclia.—«. Viscachera (vis-ka-cha'ra), a
settlement of viscachas. [Sp. ; prob. of Peru v.

origin.]

Viscera, vis'e-ra, n.pl. the inner parts of the animal
body : the entrails -.—sing. Wi'0\lS.—adj. Vis'ceral,
pertaining to the viscera : ab- ^1^
dominal. — 2/./. Vis'cerate, to ^Sm\i, »
disembowel. [L. viscus (pi.

viscera).]

Viscount, vT'kownt, «. an officer

who formerly acted as deputy
to the earl, the vice-cotnes : a ^^_^___
title of nobility next below an -u- „ ... r^ „..

I. / m'-^r..,,-^*^^^ Viscounts Coronet,
carl •.—/ent. Vl SCOUnteSS.

—

ns.

Vi'scountcy, Vi'scountship, Vl'scounty, the rank
or dignity of a viscount. [O. Fr. viscomte (Fr.

vicointe')--\-.r>vi L. vice-comes—L. vice, in place of,

coiii'-s, a companion.]
Viscous, vis'kus, adj. sticky : tenacious—also ViS'Ctd.
— ns. Viscidity, Vis'cousness ; Viscos'ity, the
property of being viscous: {/>/iys.) that property
of matter which is seen when the relative motion of
parts of any body or substance decays on its being
left to itself. [Low L. viscosus, sticky—L. viscuin,

bird-lime, mistletoe; cog. with Gr. ijcos, mistletoe.)

ViSCUm, vis'kum, «. a genus of parasitic plants, includ-
ing the mistletoe. [L.]

Vise. See Vice (i).

Vis6, ve-za', «. an indorsement on a passport denoting
that it has been officially examined, and that the
bearer may proceed on his journey.

—

v.l. to indorse
a pas.sport. — Also Visa (vS'za). [Fr.,— Low L.
7)isare, frcq. of I.,, vidire, visum, to see.)

Vishnu, vish'nro, «. the second god of the Hindu
triad, now the most worshipped of all Hindu qods.
He became specially the benefactor of man in his
avatars or incarnations, ten in number—according
to others, twenty-two. [Sans., ' the preserver.']

Visible, viz'i-bl, adj. that may be seen : obvious.—»«.
Vlslbil'ity, .state or quality of being visible, or per-
ceivable by the eye ; Vis'lhleness.—rtrfz'. Vls'ibly.
—Visible Church, the body of professing Christians,
as oppo.sed to the Invisible Church, which consists
oftho.se spiritual persons who fulfil the notion of the
ideal Church, together with the body of the departed
saints in heaven ; Visible means, means or resources
which are apparent to or ascertain.-i^le by others

;

Visible speed,, a system of alphabetic characters,

#;».•:•"- •_*^'

each of which represents the configuration of the
mouth that produces the sound.

Visigoth, viz'i-goth, H. one of the Western Goths, as
distinguished from the Ostrogoths or Eastern Goths.
They formed settlements in the south of France and
in Sp.iin, and their kingdom in the latter lasted into
the 8th century.— »/;. Visigoth'lo. (Low L. Vist-
gothce—Teut. west, west, Gothce, Goths.]

Vision, vizh'un, «. the act or sense of .seeing : sight

:

anything seen : anything imagined to be seen : a
divine revelation : an apparition : anything imagi-
nary. — v.t, to see as a vision: to present as in a
vi.sion.—«. (.S't(7/.) Visie (viz'i), a close look at any-
thing.

—

adj. Visional, pertaining to a vision, not
xft3.\.—adv. Vis'ionally.—K. Vis'ionarlness.—<z^/;'.

Vis'ionary, affected by visions : apt to see vi.sions,

imaginative : existing in imagination only : not
real.

—

n. one who sees visions : one who forms im-
practicable schemes.—rt<^". Vis'ionsd (rar^), inspired

so as to .see visions : .seen in a vision, spectral.—«.

Vis'ionist, a visionary person, one who believes in

visions. — aiij. ViS'iOnleSS, destitute of vision.

—

Beatific vision (see Beatify); Centre, Point, of
vision, the position from which anything is observed,
or represented as being seen. [ Fr. ,—L. visio, visionis—videre, visum, to see ; cf. Gr. idein, Eng. v)it.\

Visit, viz'it, v.t. to go to see or inspect : to attend :

enter, appear in : to call on : {B.) to reward or
punish.

—

v.i. to be in the habit of seeing or meet-
ing each other : to keep up acquaintance.—«. act

of visiting or going to see.

—

adjs. ViS'itable, sub-

ject to visitation : attractive to visitors ; Vis'itant,
paying visits, visiting.—«. one who visits : one who
IS a guest in the house of another : a migratory
bird : one of an order of nuns founded by St

Francis de Sales in i6io, also called Salesians,
Order (also Nuus) of the Visitation— the order
has done much in the education of young girls.

— «. ViSita'tion, act of visiting : examination by
authority : a dispensation, whether of divine favour

or retribution : {rare) the object of a visit : the

act of a naval commander in boarding the vessel

of another state to ascertain her character and
object : a visit of a herald to a district for the ex-

amination of its arms, pedigrees, &c. ; an unusual
and extensive irruption of a species of animals
into another region : (eccles.) a festival to com-
memorate the visit of the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth,

observed by the Roman and Greek Churches on 2d
]\x\y.—adjs. Visitato'rial, Vlsito'rlal.-w. Visit-
ing, the act of paying visits : prompting, influence.

— adj. that which visits.— «j. ViS'iting-bOOk, a

book recording the names of persons who have
called or are to be called on ; Vis'lting-Card, a
small card, on which the name, address, or title

may be printed, to be left in making calls or pay-

ing visits, and sometimes sent as an act of courtesy

or in token of sympathy ; Vis'lting-day, a day on
which one is at home or ready to receive callers ;

Vis'itor, -er, one who visits, calls on, or makes a

stay with a per.son : a person authorised to visit an
institution to see that it is managed properly :

—

/em. Vis'itress.—Visitation of the sick, an office

in the Anglican Church, used for the spiritual beiie-

fit of the sick, provision being also made for .special

confession and ab.solution. [Fr. visiter—L. visitare,

freq. of visere, to go to see, visit

—

videre, to see.)

Vlslte, vi-zet', «. a woman's close-fitting outer garment
worn early in the 19th century. [Fr.]

Visive, vT'siv, adj. visual.

Vlsnomy, viz'no-mi, tt. (S/ens.), physiognomy.
Vison, vi'son, «. the American mink.
Visor, viz'ur, «. a part of a helmet covering the face,

movable, and perforated to see through (see ArmouT)

:

a mask.

—

adj. Vis'ored, wearing a visor : masked.

fFr. visiire—vis, countenance.)
Vista, vis'ta, «. a view or prospect through or as

through an avenue: the trees, &c. , that form the
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visual mCte ; mute ; m55n ; Men. Vivisection

avenue. [It. vista, sight, view— L. videre, to

see.]

Visual, viz'u-al, adj. belonging to vision or sight

:

visible : produced bv sight ; used in sight : used for

seeing.—«. Visuallsa'tion.— p./. Vis'ualise, to make
visible or visual, externalise to the eye.

—

v.i. to call up
a clear mental image.—«J. VlS'ualiser ; Vlstial'itjr.

—adv. Vis'ually.
Vital, vi'tal, adj. belonging or contributing to life :

containing or necessary to life : important as life :

essential.

—

n. Vltalisa'tion.—p./. Vl'talise, to make
vital or alive : to give life to or furnish with the
vital principle.

—

ns. Vl'tallsin, the doctrine that

there is a vital principle distinct from the organisa-
tion of living bodies, which directs all their actions

and functions ; Vi'tallst, one who holds this doc-
trine.— adj. Vitalls'tlC.— «. Vitality, quality of
being vital: principle or power of life: c.ipacity to

endure and flourish.

—

adv. Vl'tally.—«.//. Vi'tals,

the interior organs essential for life : the part of
any whole necessary for its existence.—«. Vita'-

tiveness (phrenol.), the love of life, a faculty
assigned to a protuberance under the ear.—Vital
force, the principle of lit'e in animals and plants

;

Vital functions, power, ability to continue living ;

Vital principle, that principle on which the life of
an organism is thought to depend ; Vital Statistics,

a division of statistics dealing with the facts and
problems concerning population. [L. vitalis—vita,
\i(e—vivere, to live ; cog. with Gr. Has, life.]

VitellUS, vT-tel'us, ft. tiie yolk of an egg.

—

adjs.

Vit'ellary, Vitoll'ine, pertaining to the vitellus,

or forming such.— «. Vitell'icle, a yoW^-iac— adj.

ViteUigenous (-ij'-), producing yolk. [L., ' a yolk,'

a transferred use oi vitellus—vitulus, a calf.]

Vltex, vT'teks, >i. a genus of trees or shrubs of the
natural order Verbenatea. [L.]

Vitiate, vi>h'i-at, v.t. to render faulty or defective :

to make less pure: to deprave: to taint— earlier

Violate.— >«. Vitla'tlon; Vi'tiator; Vitios'ity,
state or quality of being vicious. [L. vitiare,

•litum—vititan. See Vice (2).]

Vitilitigation, vit-i-lit-i-ga'shun, «. vexatious litiga-

tion.

—

v.i. Vitllit'igate.

Vitis, vT'tis, «. a genus of plants, including the grape.
—«. Vlt'lcide, a vine -destroyer, vine- pest.

—

adj.

VltiC'olous, inhabiting, or produced upon, the vine.

~ns. Viticulture, cultivation of the vine; Viti-

CUl'tiiriSt. [L. vitis, a vine

—

viere, to twist.]

Vitreous, vit're-us, atij. glassy : pertaining to, con-
sisting of, or like glass.—>«. Vitreos'ltv, Vlt'reous-
ness ; Vltres'cence.—^r^'. Vltres'oeni, tending to

become glass.—«. Vlfreum, the vitreous humour of

the eye.

—

adj. Vlt'ric.

—

hj. Vlt'riCS, glassy materials :

the history of ^lass and its manufacture ; Vltrifac'-

tlon, Vitrifica'tion, act, process, or operation of
vitrifying, or converting into gl.'iss ; Vltrlfac'ture,

the manufacture of glass.—rt^//>. Vlt'rlflable, that

may be vitrified or turned into glass ; Vit'rified.—

ns.fil. Vit'rified-forts, -walls, certain ancient Scot-
tish, French, &c. forts or walls in which the silicious

stone has been vitrified by fire, whether by intention
or accident is uncertain.

—

oiij. Vlt'rlfonn, having
the form of glass.

—

v.t. Vlt'rify, to make into glass.
— v.i. to become glass.

—

us. Vltri'na, a genur of
land molluscs forming a connecting-link between
the slugs and true snails—the glass-snail ; Vit'rlne,
a show-case made of glass and used to protect deli-

cate articles. [L. vitrurn, glass

—

videre, to see.]

Vitriol, vit'ri-ol, «. the popular name of sulphuric
acid : a soluble sulphate of a metal—̂ r/r« vitriol =
sulphate of iron, blue vitriol — sulphate of copper,
white f/^r/o/ = sulphate of zinc— f. ^. Vlt'riolate,
to convert into vitriol.—«. Vitriola'tlon, the act or
process of converting into vitriol.

—

adjs. Vltrlol'lc,
pertaining to or having the qualities of vitriol :

biting, very severe ; Vlt'rioUsable.—«. Vltrlolisa'-
tion.—v.t. Vit'rioliBO, to vitriolate : to poison with

vitriol.—Elixir Of Vitriol, old name for the aromatic
sulphuric acid of the Pharmacopoeia ; Oil of Vitriol,

concentrated sulphuric acid. [O. Fr.,— Low L.
vitriolttm—vitrioius—L. vitreus, of glass. ]

Vitro - di - trlna, vit'rO-di-tre'na, n. lacework glass.

[It., 'glass of lace.']

Vitrophyre, vil'rO-flr, «. a porphyritic variety of
volcanic glass. — adj. Vitrophyr'ic. [L. vitrum,
glass, porphyrites, porphjTy.]

Vitruvlan, vi-tr55'vi-an, adj. denoting a peculiar kind
of convoluted scrollwork, so named from Vitrwitts,
a Roman architect under
.Augustus.

Vitta, vit'a, n. a fillet, or
garland for the head :

—

//. Vitt'as (-e). [L.]
Vltular, vit'u-lar, Vitu-

llne, vit'u-lTn, adj. relat-
Vitruvian ScroIL

ing to a calf or to veal. [From L. vitulus, a calf.]

Vituperate, vl-tiVpe-rat, v.t. to find fault with : to

address with abuse : to rate soundly.

—

adj. VltU'per-
able, deserving vituperation.—«. Vitiipera'tlon, act

of vituperating : censure : abuse.

—

adj. Vltii'pera-

tlve, containing vituperation or censure. — adv.
Vltu'peratlvely.—«. Vitii'perator, one who vitu-

perates. [L. vituperdre, -dtum—vitium, a fault,

parare, to set out.)

Viure, vc'ur, «. {her.) a thin ribbon crossing the field

in any direction. [Fr.]

Viva, ve'va, interj. long live.— n. the exclamation
Viva I [It., 'Let him live'—L. vivere, to live.]

Vivace, ve-va'che, adj. (nius.) lively :

—

superl. Vlva-
cis'simo. [It]

Vivacious, vl-va'shus, (or vi-), adj. lively or long-

lived : active: sportive.— ad-\ Viva'clously.— ns.

Vlva'ciousness ; Vivac'ity, state of being vivacious

:

life : animation : liveliness or sprightliness of temper
or Ijehaviour : {rare) a vivacious act or saying. [L.

vivajc, vivacis—vivere, to live.]

Vivandl6re, ve-vong-di-ar', H. in the French and some
other Continental armies, a female attendant in a

regiment, who sells spirits and other comforts, march-
ing with the corps. [Fr., fern, of vrvatidier—It.

vivandiere, a sutler

—

vivanda, food.]

Vivarium, vl-va'ri-um, «. an artificial enclosure for

keeping or raising living animals, as a park, fish-

pond, &c.—Also Vi'vary. [L. vivarium—vivus,

sX\\&--vivere, to live.]

Vlvat, vl'vat, «. an exclamation of applause. [L.,
' let him live.']

Viva voce, vl'va vO'se, by word of mouth. [L., 'with
living voice,'

—

vivus, living, vox, vocis. voice.]

Vive, vev, interj. long live. [Fr., 'let him live.']

Vive, vTv, aiij. {Bacon) lively, forcible. [Fr.,—L.

viz'us—vivfre, to live.]

Vlverrine, vl-ver'in, adj. pertaining to the Viverridtr,

one of the four families of the /Eluroidea section of

Carnivora.—K. one of the Viverridtr, and esp. of

the division of Viverrinee, including the civets,

genets, &c.
Vivers, ve'verz, n.pl. (^Scot.) food, eatables. [Fr.

vivres—L. vivire, to live.]

Vlves, vivz, n.pl. a disease of horses, &c., seated in

the glands under the ear. [O. Fr. az/tves, vives—
Sp. avivas—Ar. addhiba—al, the, dhiba, she-wolf.]

Vivid, viv'id, adj. lively or life-like: having the

appearance of life : forming brilliant images in the

mind: striking. — ^a'r'. VlVidly.— «J. Vivldnesg.
Vlvld'lty.—<t///. Vlvif'lc, vivifying.—«j. Vlvlfica-

tlon; ViVifler.—7/./. ViVi^, to inake vivid, indue

with life. [L. vividus—vivere, to live.]

Viviparous, vt-vip'a-nis, adj. producing young alive

:

{bot.) germinating from a seed still on the parent
plant. — «j. Vivlpar'ity, Vivip'arousness — arfp.

Vlvlp'arOUSly. [L., from vivus, alive, parere, to

produce.]
Vivisection, viv-i-sek'shun, n. the practice of making

operations or painful experiments on living animals.



T^vlseptdture fete, <ar ; mJ, her ; mine ; Volcano

for the purposes of physiological research or demon-
stration. —r'./. Vivisect', to practise vivisection on.
— adj. VlvlsoctionaL — /.f. Vivisec'tionlst, Dne
who practises or defends vivisection ; ViviSOC'tor,

one who practises vivisection ; ViVisectO'riuni, a
place for vivisection. [L. vivus, alive, sectio—
secdre, to cut.)

Vlvlseptllture, viv-i-sep'ul-tur, n. burial alive.

Vixen, vik'sn, «. a slie-fox : an ill-tempered woman.
—aiijs. ViX'en, ViX'enish, VlX'enly, ill-tempered,

snarling. [Formerly also vixon; a form oifixen—
K.%./yxeHy a slie-fox.]

Vlx. See VideUcet.
Vixament, viz'a-ment, H. (SAak.) advisement.
Vixard, viz'ard, Viror, vi/ur. Same as Visor.
Vilir, Vizier, vi-zer', «. a minister or councillor of

state in the Ottoman Empire and other Moham-
medan states— also Visler", Vezii^, Wizler'. — «j.

Vizir'ate, Vizler'ate, Vlzirship^ Vlzier'ship, the

office of a vizir.—at(/s. Vizir'lal, Vizier'lal.—Grand
Vixlr, in Turkey, the prime-minister, and formerly
also commander of the army. [Ar. -wazlr, a porter—wazara, to bear a burden.)

Vly, vll, or At, n. a swamp, a shallow pond which is

sometimes dry.—Also Vleij, 'Vlel. [.\ word of Dutch
origin used in South Africa, prob. derived from Dut.
Tnllei, a valley.)

Vocable, vo'ka-bl, n. that which is sounded with the
voice : a word : a name.

—

tis. Vocab'Ulary, a list of
vocables or words explained in alphabetical order

:

the words of a language : a dictionary: any list of
words ; Vocab''aIi8i, a lexicographer, the harmless
dru'lge who compiles a dictionary.

—

adjs. Vo'cal,
having a voice : uttered or changed by the voice :

(phon.) voiced, uttered with voice : having a vowel
function ; Vocal'ic, containing vowels.

—

n. Vocal-
Isa'tion, act of vocalising.

—

-oj. Vo'callse, to make
vocal : to form into voice : to insert the vowel points,

as in Hebrew.

—

v.i. to speak, sing.

—

ns. Vo'calist,
a vocal musician, a singer ; Vocal'ity, V5calnesS,
utterableness : vowel character.

—

adv. Vocally.^
adj. Voc'ular {rare), vocal.—Vocal Chords, two
elastic membraneous folds of the larynx capable of
being stretched or relaxed ; Vocal mosic, music
produced by the human voice alone, as opposed to

Instrununtal music, [L. vocabulunt—vocare, to

call.)

Vocation, vO-ka'shun, «. call or act of calling : call-

ing : occupation.

—

adj. Voca'tionaL

—

adv. Voca'-
tionally. [L. vocatio—vocare.\

Vocative, vok'a-tiv, adj. pertaining to the act of call-

ing, applied to the grammatical case used in personal
address.

—

tu the case of a word when a person or
thing is addressed. [L. vocntivus—ziocdre.\

Vociferate, vO-sire-rat, v.i. to cry with a loud voice.—z>.t. to utter wiih a loud voice.—«. Voclf'erance,
clamour.— a<^'. Vocif'erant, clamorous.

—

ns. Voclf-
era'tion, act of vociferating : a violent or loud out-
cry ; Voclf'erator.—r'./. Vocif'erlse, to vrKiferate.
—«. Vociferos'ity.—a^'. Vociferous, making a
loud outcry : no\iy.—adv. Vociferously.—«. Vocif

-

erOUSneSS. \\^—vox, vocis. voice, ferre, to carry.)

Vocular, vok'u-lar, adj. vocal.—«. VotfUle, a slight

sound of the voice.

Vodka, vOd'ka, «. a Russian spirit, properly distilled

from rye, but sometimvs from potatoes. [Russ.,
' brandy,' dim. of voda, water.)

Voe, vS, n. in Shetland, a bay, creek.—Also Vo, Vae.
[Ice. vdgr, vogr, a creek.)

Vogie, vO'gi, adj. (Scat.) vain : merry.
Vogne, vOg, «. mode or fashion at any particular time

:

practice : popular reception. [Fr. vogue, course of
a ship

—

vaguer, to row. from Old Higli Ger. luagan
(Ger. wogt-n, to fluctuate, float)

—

waga, a waving,
akin to wag, a wave.)

Voice, vois, H. sound from the mouth : soimd given
out hv anything : utterance or mcle of utterance :

language : expression : expressed opinion : one who

speaks : {Shak.) reputation : sound uttered with
resonance of the vocal chords : vote : (gram.) mode
of inflecting verbs, as being active or passive.

—

v.t.

to give utterance to, declare, announce : to fit for

sounding: to regulate the tone of: to utter with
voice or tone, as distinguished from breath.

—

adjs.

Voiced, furnished with a voice ; Voice'ful, having
a voice : vocal.— «. Volce'fulness.- <k//. Voioe'-
less, having no voice or vote.— ns. Voice'less-
ness ; Voic'er ; Voicing, the regulating of the

tone of organ pipes, ensuring proper power, pilch,

and quality.—In my voice (Slutk.), in my name ;

Inner voice, part, in music, a voice-part inter-

mediate between the highest and the lowest ; In
voice, in good condition for singing or speaking.
—With one voice, unanimously. [O. Fr. zv/jr

—

L. vox. vocis ; akin to Gr. e^os, a word.)
Void, void, adj. unoccupied : empty : destitute (with

a/) : having no binding force : wanting : unsub-
stantial.—«. an empty space.

—

I'.t. to make vacant

:

to quit : to send out, emit, empty out : to render
of no effect, to nullifv : (.S/>ens.) to lay aside, divest

one's self of.

—

adj. Void'able, that may be voided
or evacuated. — n. Void'ance, act of voiding or
emptying : state of being void : ejection.

—

p.adj.

Void'ed (her.\ having the inner part cut away or
left vacant— said of a charge or ordinary. — ns.

Void'er, one who empties : a contrivance in armour
for covering an unprotected part of the body : a
tray for carrying aw.iy crumbs. &c. ; Void'ing,
the act of voiding : a remnant ; Void'ness, empti-

ness : nullity. [O. Fr. voide, Z'oid, empty — L.

viditus, bereft ; others trace to Low L. form, akin
to L. vacdre, to be empty.)

Voivode, Vaivode, voi'vOd, va'vOd, «. the leader

of an army : in Poland the title of the head of
an administrative division, in Moldavia and Wal-
lachia the former title of the princes, in Turkey
an inferior administrative official—also Vay'vode,
Waiwode, 'Waywode.— «j. Voi'vodeship. Val'-

VOdeship. [Russ. voevada (Serv. vojvoda, Pol.

•wojetiKHia), a general.)

Vol, vol, «. (her.) two wings displayed and conjoined
in base. [Fr.)

Volable, vol'abl, adj. (Shak.) nimble -willed. [L.
voldre, to fly.)

Volant, vO'lant, adj. flying : nimble : (her.) repre-
sented as flying, or as in the air unsupported, or
creeping.— «. 'VO'lant-piece, a part of the helmet
which could be removed at will.

—

adj. Volatile,
evaporating very quickly : flighty : apt to change.
—ns. Vol'atileneSS, Volatil'ity, quality of being
volatile : disposition to evajxjrate rapidly : spright-

liness: fickleness.— <«(!>. Vol'atilisable.— >«. Vola-
tillsa'tion, act or process of making volatile or
evaporating.

—

v.t. Vol'atilise. to make volatile : to

cause to evaporate.

—

n. Vol'ery, a large enclosure

for birds in which they have room to fly.

—

adj. Vol'l-

tant, flying.— H. Volita'tlon. [Fr.,—-L. volaus,

antis, pr.p. oi voldre, to fly.)

Volante, vO-lan'te, «. a two-wheeled covered vehicle
with long shafts, with a chaise-body hung before the
axle, driven by a postillion. [Sp.)

Volaplik, vO-la-puk', «. a name given to a universal

language invented in 1870 by Jfohann Schleyer of
Constance, Baden, the vocabulary being mainly
based on English, and the grammar being simpli-

fied to the utmost.—«. Volapiik'ist. one versed in

Volapuk : one who advocates the adoption of Vola-

puk. [Lit. ' world-speech '

—

vol, shortened from Eng.
ivarld, piik, for Eng. speak.\

Volar, vO'lar, iidj. pertaining to the palm, palmar.
— '/. Vo'la, the hollow of the hand or foot :

—

pL
Vo'lSB. [L.)

Volcano, vol-ka'no, «. a more or less conical hi!l_ or

mountain, usually tnincated, and communicating
with the interior of the earth by a pipe or funnel,

through which issue hot vapours and gases, and
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Vole mi5te ; mute ; mSSn ; trictx. Volvispa

frequently loose fragmentary materials and streams
of iiiolten rock : a form of lireworlc.—tu//'. Volcan'ic,
pertaining to, produced, or affected bj' a volcano.
— a,i7'. Volcan'Ically. — «. Volcanlsa'tlon.— j'./.

Vorcanise, lo subject to the action of volcanic
heat.— >«. Vol'canlsm, VolcanlCily, phenomena
connected with volcanoes ; Vol'canist, a student
of volcanic phenomena ; Volcan'ity, state of being
volcanic ; VolCa'QOlsm {rare), violent eruptiveness.
— n,ij. Volcanolog'ical.— «. Volcanol'ogy.— Vol-
canic rocks, those formed by volcanic agency. [It.

v0ktuio—\^. Volcanus, ViilcatiHs, god of fire.]

Vole, v5l, «. in card-playing, the winning of all the
tricks in one deal.

—

v.i. to win such. [Fr.,—L.
Tfo/dre, to fly.)

Vole, Vol, «. a genus of rodent quadrupeds of the sub-
family Arvicoiinir, which also nicludes the lemmings,
the musk-rats, &c., the F'ield-vole, the Water-vole,
popularly called the water-rat, and the Bank-vole.

Volery. See under Volant.
Volet, vol'a, ft, a veil : one of the wings of a triptych

pi-ture. [O. Fr., 'a shutter'—L. voldre, to fly.]

Volltant, vol'i-tant, adj. having the power ot'flight.

—

«. VoUta'tion, act of flying.

Volition, vO-lish'un, n. act of willing or choosing : ihe
exercise of the will: the power of determining.

—

iuijs. Voll'tlent {rarf), willing; Volitional, VoU-
tlonary.—<?<jr'. Voll'tlonally.—n^/^i. Voli'tlonless

;

Vol'itive, having power to will : expressing a
wish. [Low L. volitio—L. tv/o, vclU, to will, be
wininji.)

VolksUed, fOlks'let. «. a folk-song. [Ger.]

Volksraad, folks'rai, «. the name of the le^lative
assembly of the Orange Free State before Us final

annexation by England in 1900.
Volley, vol'i. It. a flight of shot : the discharge of
many small-arms at once : an outburst of m.iny at

once : in tennis and lawn-tennis, a hard return of
the ball before it reaches the groMnd—haif-volUy
is a return by striking the ball just as it touches
or rises from the ground :

—

/I. VOll'eys.

—

z:t. to

discharge in a volley. — v.i. to fly together, as
missiles : to sound together : in lawn-tennis, to use
the stroke so called. [Fr. voUe, a flight

—

voUr—
L. voidre, to fly.]

Volsimgs, vol'sungz, «.//. a famous heroic race in old
German legend, its founder K<7/r««^ or Wolsung, the
grandson of Odin, and its brightest ornament Vol-
sung's son, Siegmund.

Volt, v5lt, n. a turn or bound : a sudden movement or
leap to avoid a thrust : a gait of two treads made by
a horse going sideways round a centre. — «. Vol'tage.
[Fr. z>olte— It. voita— L. vokfire, voiutum, to turn.]

Volt, vClt, n. the unit of electro-motive force now in

universal u.se among electricians, defined legally
in terms of the ohm and ampere.— a<ij. Vol'ta-
elec'trlc, of or pertaining to galvanism.—«. Vol'ta-
electrom'eter, an instrument for measuring electric

currents. —a^/;'. Vol'ta-electromo'tlve. — «. Vol'-
tage. electro-motive force reckoned in volts.

—

atij.

Volta'iC, pertaining to Alessandro Volta, an Italian
scientist (1745-1826), who mainly developed the
theory of current electricity along purely physical
lines, discovered the electric decomposition of
water, and invented a new electric batterv', the
electrophonis, and the electroscope.

—

ns. Vol'talsm,
that branch of electric science which treats of the
production of an electric current from the chemical
interaction of two immersed dissimilar metals (same
as Galvanism) ; Voltam'eter, an instmment fi'r

measuring the decomposition produced by an
electric airrent ; Volt'-am'pere, the rate nf actii-ity

in an electric circuit when the electro-motive force
is one volt and the current one ampere ; Volt'atype.
an electrotype ; Volt'meter. an instrument f )r meas-
uring voltage.—Voltaic pile, a galvanic battery.

Volta, vOl'ta, n. an old dance : (m«f.) turn, time :—•//.

Volte (te). [It]

Voltairian, vol-tar'i-an, adj. pertaining to V'oitaire,

& famous French poet, dramatist, historian, and
sceptic (1694-1778).

—

H. one who advocates the views
and principles of Voltaire.—«j. Voltalr'ianism, the
spirit of Voltaire-^i.e. a sceptical, incredulous, and
sarcastic attitude, especially towards Christianity

;

VoltalT'lsm, incredulity, scepticism.

Voltigeur, vol-ti-zher'. «. a vaulter or tumbler

:

formerly in the French army, one of a light-armed
company of picked men placed on the left of a
battalion : under the Second Empire, a member of
several special infantry regiments. iFr.]

Voluble, vol'u-bl, adi. easy to roll or move : flowing
smoothly : fluent in speech.

—

ndj. Vol'Tlblle (/J////. ),

rolling : revolving.—«J. Volubility, Vol'ubleness,
state or quality of being voluble : fluency of speech.—adz', Vorubly. [L. volubilis—voh'ere, volutum,
to roll.]

Volucrine, vol'u-krin, adj. pertaining to birds, bird-

like. [L. volucris, a bird

—

tvldte, to fly.]

Volume, vol'um, H. a roll or scroll, which was the
form of ancient books : a book, whether complete in

itself or part of a work : a rounded mass, convolu-
tion : cubical content : a quantity: dimensions: full-

ness of voice.

—

v.i. to swell.

—

adj. Vol'umed, having
the form of a volume or roll : of volume or bulk.

—

ns. Volumenom'eter, an instrument for measuring
the volume of a solid body by the quantity of fluid

it displaces; Vol'umeter, an instrument for measur-
ing the volumes of gases.

—

adj's. Volumet'liC, -aL—adv. Volumetrically.-<((^£. Volu'minal, per-

taining to cubical content ; VolU'minoUS, consisting

of many volumes or books, or of many coils : of great

bulk : ha\"ing written much, as an author : in many
volumes, capable of filling many volumes.— adv.
Volu mlnously. — «j. Voln'minousness, Volumi-
nOSity ; Vol'UmiSt (rare), an author.—VollunetrlO
analysis, the analysis of a compound by determin-

ing the quantity of a standard solution required to

satisfy a reaction in a known quantity of the com-
pound.—Speak, TeU, volumes, to mean much, to be
very significant. [Fr.,—L. volumen, a roll

—

volvfre,

volutum, to roll.]

Voluntary, vol'un-ta-ri, adj. willing : acting by choice :

free : proceeding from the will : subject to the will

:

done by design or without compulsion : of or per-

taining to voluntaryism. —k. one who does anything
of his own free-will : a piece of music played at will

:

an upholder of voluntar>Msm.—arfV-. Vol'untarily.

—

ns. Vol'untartness ; Vbrnntaryism, the systemof
maintaining the Church by voluntary offerings, in-

stead of by the aid of the State, as alone consistent

with true religious liberty, involving freedom from
State support, patronage, or control ; Vol'untary-
Ist. — rtrt>. Vol'untative, voluntary. — Voluntary
school, ill England, one of a number of elementary

schools supported by voluntary subscriptions, and in

many cases controlled by religious bodies. [L. ro/iwi-

tarius—voluntas, choice

—

volo, velle, to will.]

Volunteer, vol-un-ter", «. one who enters any service,

esp. military, voluntarily or of his own free choice :

a soldier belonging to any body other than the

regular army.

—

adj. entering into service voluntarily.

—v.t. to ofl^er voluntarily.— r.i. to enter into any

service of one's own free-will or without being asked.

[Fr. volontaire—L. voluntariits.]

Voluptuary, vO-lup'tO-a-ri, «. a voluptuous person, or

one excessively given to bodily enjoyments or luxury :

a sensualist.

—

adj. promoting sensual pleasure. [L.

rvluptuarius—voluptas, pleasure.]

Voluptuous, v6-lup't0-us, adj. full of pleasure

:

given to excess of pleasure, esp. sensual : con-

tributing to sensual pleasure.

—

adv. Volup'tUOUSly.
—n. Volup'tUDUSneSS. [L. zduftHosus—zoluptas,

pleasure.]

VolUSpa, vol-us-p5', n. one of the poems of the Elder
Edda : a sibyl or prophetess—a wrong use, though
found in Scott's Ptrate. [Ice. Vilntpd, the song of
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the sibyl, Z'olu, gen. of x-olva, a prophetess, spd,

prophecy.]
Volute, vO-lut', n. a spiral scroll used in the Ionic and

Corinthian capitals : a kind of spiral shell, chiefly

tropical : whorl of a spiral shell.— a</;'. (bol^ rolled

up in any direction.

—

adj. VolU'ted, having a volute.
—«. Volu'tlon, a convolution : a whorl.

—

adj. Vol'u-

toid, like a volute. [Fr.,—L. volvere, volutum, to

roll.]

Volve, volv, v.t. (fibs.) to turn over, ponder. [L.
voivere, to turn.]

VolVOX, vol'voks, «. a genus of simple organisms
found in ponds, canals, &c., being fresh-water algx,
consisting of green flagellate cells, united by pro-

toplasmic bridges in a iioUow spherical colony,
(formed from L. voivere, to roll.]

Volvulus, vol'vu-lus, «. occlusion of the intestine

through twisting.

Vomer, vO'mer, «. the thin flat bone forming part
of the middle partition of the nose, separating the
nostrils. [L., ' a ploughshare.']

Vomit, vom'it, v.i. to throw up the contents of the
stomach by the mouth, to spew.— i/./. to throw out
with violence.—«. matter ejected from the stomach :

something that excites vomiting.

—

adj. Vom'iC, puru-
lent.—«. Vom'ica, a cavity in the lung containing pus;
Vom'itlng, act of one who vomits : matter vomited.
—adjs. Vom'ltive, Vomitory, causing to vomit.

—

«. a vomit or emetic— 7«. Vom'ito, the worst form of
yellow fever, usually attended with the black vomit

;

Vom'itory, a door of a large building by which the
crowd is let out ; VomltUTi'tion, violent retching.
[L. vomere, itimi, to throw up ; Gr. emein.'\

Voodoo, VoudOU, vOo-dSo', h. the name given in the
southern United States to any practiser of witch-
craft, or of any charm, incantation, &c., especially
when tinctured with African rites or superstitions

:

the supreme evil spirit of the voodoos.

—

adj. pertain-
ing to the rites or practices of the voodoo.—z/./. to
aflfect by voodoo charms.—«. VoodOO'lsm, voodoo
superstition.s. (Creole Fr. vaudoux, a negro sorcerer,
prob. a form of Fr. Vattdois, a Waldensian—a heretic
being capable of any kind of wickedness.]

Voracious, vO-ra'shus, adj. eager to devour : greedy :

very hungry.-o^z/. Vora'oiously.—«j. Vorac'ity,
Vora'ClOUSness, quality of being voracious. [L.
ziorax, voracis—vordre, to devour.]

Voraglnous, vo-raj'i-nus, adj. pertaining to a whirl-
pool.-«. Vora'gO (-go), a gulf. [L. vorago.\

Vorant, vO'rant, adj. {her.) devouring. (L. vorans,
pr.p. otvorare, to devour.]

Vortex, vor'teks, «. a whirling motion of a fluid form-
ing a. cavity in the centre : a whirlpool : an eddy
having a rotational motion of the smallest visible
portion in the centre :—//. Vor'tlces, Vor'texes.—
ns. Vor'tex-ring (phys.), a vortical molecular fila-
ment or column forming a ring composed of a number
of small rotating circles, placed side by side—e.g.
the smoke-rings emitted by a skilful cigarette-
smoker ; Vor'tex-the'ory, the theory that matter is

ultimately composed of vortices in a fluid—a concep-
tion due to Lord Ke\v\n.—ndj. Vor'tioal, whirling.
—adv. Vor'tically.—rtr//>. Vor'ticose, Vortic'ular,
Vortiglnal (ij'-). Vertiginous (ij'-). [L. vortex,
vertex—voriere, vertere, to turn.]

Vortloella, vor-ti-.sera, n. a genus of ciliated Infuso-
rians belonging to the order Peritricka, in which
the cilia are restricted to a fringe round the mouth.
(From L. vortex, a whirl.]

Votary, vO'ta-ri, adj. bound or consecrated by a vow.—». one devoted as by a vow to some service, wor-
ship, or way of life •.—/em. Vo'taress.—«. Vo'tarlst,
a votary. [Low L. votarius—h. votum, to vow.]

Vote, vOt, «. expression of a wish or opinion, as to
a matter in which one has interest : that by which
a choice is expressed, as a ballot : decision by a
majority : something granted by the will of the
majority.

—

v.i. to express the choice by a vote,

—

v.t. to choose by a vote : to grant by a vote

:

{coll.) to declare by general consent.

—

adjs. V6'-
table, capable of voting; Voteless.

—

>ts. Vo'ter;
Vo'ting-pa'per, a balloting -paper, used in the
election of members to Parliament.—Vote dOWH,
to put an end to by a vote, or otherwise ; Vote
Straight, to give one's vote honestly.—Cumtllatlve
Toting,_ that system of voting in which the voter
has a right to as many votes as there are members
to be elected, and may give all his votes or as many
as he pleases to one candidate.—Split one's votes,
to divide one's votes judiciously among several can-
didates so as to strengthen those one favours. [L.
votmn, a •M\i\\— vovere, votum, to vow.]

Votive, vG'tiv, adj. given by vow: vowed.

—

adv.
Vo'tlvely. --Votive offering, a tablet, picture, &c.
dedicated in fulfilment of a vow. [L. votivus—
votum, a vow.]

Vouch, vowch, v.t. to call upon to witness: to main-
tain by repeated affirmations : to w.'rrant : to attest i

to produce vouchers for : {Milt.) to second, support.— v.i. to bear witness : to give testimony.—«. con-
firmation, attestation.— ns. Vouchee', the person
vouched or summoned in a writ of right ; Vouch'er,
one who vouches or gives witness : a paper which
vouches or confirms the truth of anything, as
accounts : a mechanical contrivance used in shops
for automatically registering the amount of money
drawn ; VoUCh'ment, a solemn declaration. [O.
Fr. voucher, vocher, to call to defend—L. vocdre,
to call.]

Vouchsafe, vowch-sSf, v.t. to vouch or warrant safe :

to sanction or allow without danger : to condescend
to grant.

—

v.i. to condescend.—«. Vouchsafe'ment.
Voulge, vSSzh, «. a weapon carried by foot-soldiers

in the 14th century, having a blade fixed on a long
staff. [Fr.]

Voussoir, voD-swar', ft. one of the wedge-like stones
which form part of an arch.

—

v.t. to form with such.
[Fr., through Low L., from L. volutus—voivere, to

roll.]

Vow, vow, n. a voluntary promise made to God, and,
as such, carrying with it the most stringent obliga-
tion to its fulfilment : a solemn or formal promise of
fidelity or affection : {Shak.) a positive assertion.—v.t. to give by solemn promise : to devote : to
threaten, to maintain solemnly.

—

v.i.io make vows.

—

n. Vow'-feirow(.5".4rt.4.), one bound by the same vow.
—Baptismal vows, the promises made at baptism
by the person baptised, or by tlie sponsors or parents
in his name ; Monastic VOWS (see Monastery)

;

Solemn, as opposed to Simple vows, such v»ws as
the Church Likes under her special charge, or is said
in a solemn manner to accept, as those of poverty,
obedience, and chastity, involving complete and irre-

vocable surrender. [O. Fr. vou (Fr. voeu)—L. votum
—vovere, to vow.]

Vowel, vow'el, n. a sound or tone produced by the
unimpeded passage of the breath, when modified
by the glottis into voice, through the tube of the
mouth, which is made to assume different shapes
by altering the form and position of the tongue
and the lips — the letters a, e, i, o, u are called

vowels, as being able to be .sounded by themselves,

with a continuous passage of the breath ; but there

are thirteen simple vowel .sounds in English.

—

adj.

vocal: pertaining to a vowel.

—

vs.t. Vow'el,^ VoW*-
ellse, to insert vowel signs in words written primarily

with consonants only.

—

ns. Vow'ellsm, the use of
vowels ; Vow'elist, one given to vowelism.

—

adjs.

Vow'elled, furnished with vowels ; Vow'elleSS,
without vowels ; Vow'elly, full of vowels.—Vowel
points, marks inserted in consonantal words to in-

dicate vowels. [Fr. voyelle—L. vocalis—vox, vocis,

the voice.]

Vox, voks, «. voice : a voice or song part.—Vox
angelica, or CaelestlS, in organ-building, a stop

producing a wavy effect ; Vox humana, in organ-
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building, a reed-stop producing tones resembling
those of the human voice. [L.]

Voyage, voi'aj, «. passage by water : {Skak.) an
enterprise.

—

v.i. to make a voyage, or to pass by
water.

—

v.i. to traverse, pass over.

—

tzdj. Voyage-
able, navigable.—«. Voyager, one who voyages.

—

—«.//. Voyageors (vwo-ya-zher), name given in

Canada to the men who in their bark canoes kept
up communication between the stations, and effected

transportation of men and supplies, in the North-west
and Hudson's Bay territory. [Fr.,—L. viaticum,
travelling-money— L. via, a way.]

Vralsemb&nce, vra-song-blongs', «. verisimilitude.

[Fr., ztrai, true, semblance, appearance,]
Vug, vug, n. a Cornish miner's name for a cavity in a

TocV.—atij. Vug'gy.
Vulcan, vul'kan, «. (Roman myth.) the god of fire.

—

«. Vulcana'lia, an ancient Roman festival in honour
of Vulcan, held on 23d August.

—

adjs. Vulca'nlail,
pertaining to Vulcan, or to one who works in iron ;

Vulcanic (same as Volcanic).—/:. Vulcanlclty,
volcanicity.— <»;(;. Vulcani'sable.— «. Vulcanisa-
tion.—7'./. Vul'canise, to combine with sulphur by
heat, as caoutchouc.

—

v.i. to admit of such treat-

ment.- «j. Vul'canism, volcanism; Vul'canist, a
supporter of the Huttonian theory in geologj* which
asserted the igneous origin of such rocks as basalt

;

Vul'canite, the harder of the two kinds of vulcanised
india-rubber or caoutchouc, the softer kind being
called soft rubber. [L. Vulcanus.\

Vulgar, vul'gar, adj. pertaining to or used by the
common people, native : public: common : national,

vernacular : mean or low : rude.—«. the common
people : the common language of a country.

—

ns.

Vulga'rlan, a vulgar person : a rich unrefined
person ; Vulgarlsa'tlon, a making widely known

:

a making coarse or common.— r'./. Vul'garise, to

make viilgar or rude.

—

ns. Vul'garlsni, a \-ulgar

phrase : coarseness ; Vulgar'lty, Vul'gamess,
quality of being vulgar : mean condition of life :

rudeness of manners.— rii/t/. Vul'garly.—«. Vul'-
gate, an ancient Latin version ot the Scriptures,

so called from its common use in the R.C. Church,
prepared by Jerome in the fourth century, and
pronounced ' authentic ' by the Council of Trent.^
Vulgar fraction, a fraction written in the common
way.—The vulgar, the common people. [L. vul-
gar-is—vulgus, the people.]

Vulnerable, viil'ne-ra-bl, a<lj. capable of being
wounded : liable to injury.

—

v.t. Vuln (Iter.), to
wound.

—

adj. Vulned \her.).—Hs. Vulnerability,
Vulnerableness.—<j^'. Vulnerary, pertaining to

wounds : useful in healing wounds.—«. anything
useful in curing wounds.— <i<^'. Vul'nerose, with
many wounds. [L. Z'ulnerabilis— vultitrdre, to
wound

—

vulnus, vulneris, a wound.]
VuJplne, vul'pin, adj. relating to or like the fox

:

cunning.

—

adj. Vulpec'Ular, vulpine.— «.f. Vul'pi-
Cide, the killing of a fox : a fcx-killer ; Vul'pinism,
craftiness. [l^.,—vulpes, a fox.]

Vulsella, vul-sel'a, «. a forceps with toothed or clawed
blades :—//. Vulsell'SB (-e). [L.]

Vulture, vul'tur, n. a large rapacious bird of prey,
feeding largely on carrion : one who or that which
resembles a \-ulture.—rt^i. Vul'tUTine, Vul'tUTlsll,
Vul'tiiroUS, like the vulture : rapacious.

—

ns. Vul'-
turism, rapacity ; Vulturn, the Australian bnish-
turkey. [O. Fr. voutour {¥t. vautour)—L. vultttr;
perh. from veliere, to pluck, to tear.)

Vulva, vul'va, «. the orifice of the external organs of

generation of the female.— rta^>. Vul'var, Vul'vate ;

Vul'Viform, oval. — ns. VulViS'mus, vaginismus ;

Vulvitis, inflammation of the \\i\\A.—adjs. Vulvo-
U'terine, pertaining to the vulva and the uterus

;

Vulyovag'tnal, pertaining to the vulva and the
vagina.—«. Vulvovaginitis, inflammation of both
the vulva and the vagina.

Vum, \'um, v.i. {1/.S.) a corruption of votv, in phrase
' I vum.'

Vying, vi'ing, /r./. ofzne.

I "HUIk '^^ twenty-third letter of our alphabet,

like IF, a ligature rather than a letter,

with a double value, as consonant and as

'J,- vowel—when the sound is voiced we have

T IV, as in ' we ' or ' wen.' the correspond-
ing unvoiced sound being wh, as in 'when,' 'what.'

A final 7u is vocalic, as in 'few.' The A.S. h^o has
become 7vh; civ has become qu as in queen, from
A.S. ctvfn; while w is occasionally intrusive, as in

whole, from A.S. hdl.

Wabble, Wobble, wob'l, v.i. to incline alternately to

one side and the other : to rock, to vacillate.—«. a
hobbling, unequal motion, —us. Wabbler, WobVler,
one who or that which wabbles : a boiled le^ of

mutton.

—

adjs. Wabb'ly, Wobb'ly, shaky, given
to wabbling.

—

adj. and n. Wobb'llng, vacillating.

(Low Ger. zvaibeln, to wabble ; cog. with £ng.
7vitz-er.]

Wabster. wab'ster, «. {Scot.) a webster, \vea>-er.

Wacke, wak'e, «. German miners' term for a soft,

crayish kind of trap-rock.
Wad, wod, ». a mass of loose matter thrust close

together for packing, &c., as hay, tow, &c. : a little

mass of paper, tow, or the like to keep the charge
in a gun.

—

z:t. to form into a mass: to pad, stuff

out: to stuff a wad into:

—

f^./>. wad'ding ; /«./.
and /^./. wad'ded.—«. Wad'ding, a wad, or the
materials for wads : .i soft stuff, also sheets of
carded cotton for stuffing garments, &c. [Skeat
refers to Scand., Sw. vadd, wadding ; cf. Ger.
zvatte, wadding, Tvat, cloth (whence Fr. ouate); ult.

allied to zueed.]

Wad, wad, a Scotch form of wed, also of would.
Wad, Wadd, wod, n. an earthy ore of manganese.
Waddle, wod'l, v.i. to take short steps and move from
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side to side in walking.—«. a clumsy, rocking gait.

—

«. Wadd'ler.—Ww. Wadd'Ungly, with a waddling

gait. [Perh. zvade.]

Waddy, wad'i, «. a native Australian wooden war-
club, a walking-stick—also Wadd'ie.

—

v.t. to strike

with a waddy.
Wade, wad, 7',i, to walk through any substance that

yields to the feet, as water : to pass with difficulty

or labour.

—

n, (coll.) a ford.—«. Wa'der, one who
wades: a bird that wades, e.g. the heron : (//.)high
waterproof boots used by fishermen for wading.
[.A.S. ivadan, to move ; Ger. 7vaten.]

Wadi, Wady, wod'i, «. the dry bed of a torrent : a
river-valley. [Ar. Tvadl, a ravine (Sp. guad-, first

syllable of many river-names).]

Wadmal, wod'mal, «. (Scot.) a thick woollen cloth.

—

Also Wad'molL [Ice. vadhmdl—vadhr, cloth, mdl,
a measure.]

Wadset, wod'set, u. a mortgage—also Wad'sett.—».
Wad'setter, a mortgagee. [If^ad = Tfed, set.]

Wae. wS. ri. (,9/Vhjp.> woe.

—

adj. (Scot.) sorrowfuL

—

ad/s. Wae'ful, W'ae'some, woeful, pitiful. — «.

Wae'ness, madness.—inter/. Wae'sucks, alas !

Wafer, wH'fir, «. a thin round cake of unleavened
bread, usually stamped with a cross, an Agnus Dei,

the letters LH.S.. &c., used in the Eucharist in the

R.C. Church : a thin leafof coloured paste for sealing

letters, &c. : a thin cake of paste used to facilitate

the swallowing of powders.

—

v.t. to close with a
wafer. — n. Wa'fercake. — adj. Wa'fery. like a
wafer. [O. Fr. araujre (Fr. gau/rf)— Old Dut.
zvaefel, a cake of wax ; Ger. maie, a honeycomb.]

Waff, waf, adj. (Scot.) weak, worthless, paltry.

—

h. a
worthless person. [Ifaif.)

Watt, waf, H. (Scot.) a shght hasty motion : a quick



Waff ^te, far ; me, her ; mine
; Wait

light blow : a sudden ailment : a faint but disagree-

able odour : a ghusc.

Waff, waf, n. an obsolete form ofn'ttve.

Waff, waf, v.i. (proti.) to bark.—Also WaUgb.
Waffle, wofl, H. a kind of batter-cake, baked over the

fire in an iron utensil of hinged halves called a
Waffle i'ron. [Dut. zua/el, wafer.)

Waffle, wofl, v.i. (prov.) to wave. [li^affH).]
Waft, waft, v.t. to bear through a fluid medium, as

air or water : (SkaJt.) to wave the hand, beckon, to

turn.

—

I'.i. to flait.—k. a floating body: a signal

mode by moving something in the air, esp. an ensign,

stopped together at the head and nuddle portions,

slightly rolled up lengthwise, and hoisted at different

positions at the alter-part of a ship : a breath, puff,

slight odour.

—

tts. Waf'tage, act nf wafting, trans-

portation in air or water ; Wafter, one who or that

which wafts ; Waf ture (S/utk.). act of wafting or of
waving, waving motion, beckoning. [H^ave.]

Wag, wag, v.i. and v.i. to move from side to side: to

shake lo and fro : {coil.) to depart : {SkaM.) to move
on, make progress :—/r./. wag'ging

; fia.t. and pa.p.
wa;4;ed.— «. a shaking, moving to and fro. [Referred
by Skeat to Old Sw. ^oagga, to wag (Ice. vagga, a
cradle); allied to .\.S. ivagiau, to wag, Old rligh

Ger. luagdn, to shake, A.S. tuegan, lo carry, move.]
Wag, wag, n. a droll, mischievous fellow : a man full

of sport and humour : a wit : a fellow generally.—«.

Waggery, mischievous* merriment.

—

adjs. Wag"-
gish—<'.ir^) Wag'some.—vk/p. Wag'glshly.— «j.

Wag'gishness ; Wag'-wlt, a would-be wit. [Prob.

^vit^Jialier, one who deserves hanging.]
Wage, waj, T'.t. to pledge : to engage in as if by

pledge : to carry on, esp. of war : to venture : {firav.)

lo hire for pay : {S/utlc.) to pay wages to : (S/eus.)
to let out for pay.

—

v.i. (Shak.) to be equal in value,

to contend, battle (witky— ;/. a gage or stake : that

for which one labours : wages.

—

m. Wage'-earner,
one receiving pay for work done ; Wage-fund,
Wages fund theory, the theory that there is at

any given time in a country a determinate amount
of capita) available for the payment of labour, there-

fore the average wage depends on the proportion of
this fund to the number of persons who have to

share in it ; Wa ger, that which is waged or

pledged : something staked on the issue of any-
thing : a bet : that on which bets are laid : (law)
an offer to make oath.

—

v.t. to hazard on the
issue of anything. — v.i. to Hy a wager. — «.

Wa'gerer. —«.//. Wages (used as slug.), wage:
that which is paid for services.

—

it. Wage'-WOrk,
work done for wages.—Wager Of battle, trial by
combat, an ancient usage which ]>ermitted the
accused and accuser, in defect of sufficient direct

evidence, to challenge each other to mortal com-
bat, f.r issue of the dispute.—Living wage (see

Living). [O. Vt. TtMtgfr (Ft. gager), to pledge.]
Waggle, wasfl, v.i. and v t. to wag or move from side

to side. [Freq. of Mw^(i).]
Wagmoire, wag^moir, «. (Spens.) a quagmire.
Wagnerian, vag-n€'ri-an, adj. pertaining to or char-

acterised by the ideas or style of Richard Wagner
(1813-83), a famous (jcrraan composer of music-
dramas : pertaining to Rudolf li^ngnfr (1805-64),

a famous physiologist.

—

hs. Wag'nerism, Wagne'-
rianlsm . the art theory of Richard Warner, its

main object being the freeing of oj>era from tra-

ditional and conventional forms and iis one canon,
dramatic fitness ; Wag'nerlSt, an adherent of
Wagner's musical methods.

Wagon, Waggon, wag'un, n. a four-wheeled vehicle
for carrying heavy goods : (Shuk.) a chariot.—r./.

to transport by wagon.

—

ns. Wag'onage. money
paiil for conveyance by wagon; Wat('on-bOX,
-bed, the carrying pan of a wagon : Wagoner,
Wag'goner, one who conducts a waj;on : (Shak.)
a cT\ iri .t<-er : (Stetis.) the constellation .\uriga ;

Wagonette', • kiud of open carriage built to

carry six or eight persons, with one or two seats
crosswise in front, and two back se.its arranged
lengthwise and facing inwards ; Wag onful, as
much as a wagon will hold ; Wag on-load. the load
carried by a wagon : a grest aiuouiu ; Wag'on-
lock, a kind of iron shoe which is placed on the
rear-wheel of a wagon to retard motion in going
downhill ; Wagon-train, the machines used by
an army for the conveyance of ammunition, pro-
visions, sick, &c. ; Wagon- Wright, a maker of
wagons. [Dut. wageu : .\.S. lutegn, Eng. cert/;/.]

Wagtail, wag'tal, «. any bird of the family Motacil-
lida, so named from their constant w.igging of the
tail—the pipits or titlarks, &c. : (Siutk.)!i pert person.

Wahabee, Wahabi. w.^-ha'be, »/. one of a sect of
Puritan Moslems founded in Central Arabia about
1760 by \hA-c\-ll'a/iMnh (1691-1787), whose aim was
to restore primitive Mohammedanism—also Wah&'-
bite.—n. Wahii'biism, the doctrine and practices
of the Wahabis.

Wahoo, wa-h50', «. the burning bush, a richly orna-
mental shrub : the bear-berry, which yields cascara
sagrada : the winged elm, with valuable hard-
grained wood.

Waid, Waide. Old spellings of tveiglud.

Waif, waf, n. a stray article : anything found astray
without an owner: a worthless wanderer.— adj.
vagabond, worthless. [O. Fr. TtHiif, iije/—\<x. vet/,

any flapping or waving thing.]

Walft, waft, «. (Spens.) a waif.

Wail, wal, v.i. to lament or sorrow audibly.—-'./. to

bemoan : to grieve over.—«. a cry of woe : loud
weeping.—«. Wail'er.- /i^'. Wail'ful. sorrowful,
mournful.—«. Wailing. —<ia'-'. Wallingly. [M. E.
tveiUit— Ice. vaela, vdla, to wail

—

v<t, vei, woe.]
Wain, wan, «. a wagon.

—

v.t. (rare) to carry.

—

u$.

Wain'age, the team and iniplemenis nece.ssary for

the cultivation of land; Wain -rope, a n>pe for

binding a load on a wain or waj;"n ; Wain'WTlght,
a wagon-maker.—The lesser wain, the constella-

tion Ursa Minor. [A.S. 'u'<rgeH, lo^n—wegen, to

carry ; cf. Ger. tvagen, L. V{hirt.\

Wainscot, wan'skot, n. the panelled boards on the

walls of apartments : a collector's name for certain

noctuoid moths.

—

v.t. to line with, or as if with,

boards or panels.—«j. Wainscoting, Wain'scot-
ting. the act of lining with boards or panels

:

materials for making a _
wainscot. [Orig. perh.

wood used for a partition in a wagon—Dut. w,tgen-

schot, oakwood, beechwood

—

tvageu, wagon, schot,

partition. Skeat explains as a corr. ot Old Dut.

witegheschot, wall-hoarding, from Old Dut. waeg,
a wall, schot, a partition.]

Waist, wast, «. the smallest part of the human trunk,

between the ribs and the hips : the bodice of a

woman's dress: the middle part, as of a ship, of a
musical instrument— (.SVm>.) of a period of^ time :

(.Shiik.) something that surrounds. -;- «f. Waist'-

anch'or, an anchor stowed in the waist of a ship

;

Waistband, the band i>r part of a garment which
encircles the waist ; Waisfbelt, a_ bell for the

waist; WaiSt'boat. a boat carried in the uaist of

a vessel ; Waist'cloth, a piece of cl<>lh worn round
the waist, and hanging below it, in India ; Waist'-

coat, a short coat worn immediately uiulcr the

coat, and fitting the waist tightlv ; Waistcoateer'
(obs.), a strumpet; WaJst'COating, niatciial for

men's waistcoats, usually of a fancy pattern and
containing stXV.—adjs. WalSf-deep, -high, as deep,

high, as to reach up to the waist.—«. Waist'er, a

green-hand on a whaler: an old man-of-war's-man

who has not risen. [A.S. tvaxt. growth (Ice. voxtr) ;

conn, with '.vastme, growth, ivenxan, to grow.]

Wait, Wat, v.i. to stay in expectation (^'\\.\\ for): to

remain : to attend (with oh) : to follow : to lie ia

ambush.—f.^. to stay for : to await : (coll.) to defer :

(obs^ to accompany.

—

n. ambush, now used only in

such phrases as ' to lie in wail," ' to lay wait
:

' the
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Waive inOte ; mute ; iiiOOn ; then. Wall

act of waiting or expecting : delay : (/A) itinerant

musicians, originally watclimen, who welcome -in

Christmas.

—

us. Wait'er, one who waits : an attend-

ing servant: asalvcr or tray : a custom-house officer

:

(obs.) a watchMiai\ ; Wait'erage, service ; Wait'er-
ing, the employment of a waiter ; Waiting, act

of waiting: attendance. —rt^/?'. Walt'ingly.— ns.

Waiting - maid, -'wom'an, a female attendant;
Waiting - room, a room for the convenience of
persons waiting; Wait'lng • Tass'al {Shak.\ an
.attendant ; Wait'reSS, a female waiter. — Walt
attendance {Shak.), to remain in attendance

;

Wait upon, on, to call upon, visit : to accom-
pany, to be in the service of: {B.) to look toward,
to attend to, do the bidding of.—Lie In Wait, to

be in hiding ready for attack or surprise.—LordS,
or Grooms, in waiting, certain officers in the Lord
Ch.imliei Iain's d-partnient of the royal household

;

Minority waiter, a waiter out of employment, as
a political minority is out of office. [O. Fr. waiter
{Vt. gitette?), to watch, attend

—

ivaiie, a sentinel

—

Old High Ger. tuahta (Ger. wacht), a watchman
;

cog. with A.S. ivacan, to watch.]
Waive, wav, v.t. to relinquish for the present : to give
up claim to: not to insist on a right or claim.

—

n.

Waiver, the act of waiving : renouncement of a
claim : process by which a woman was outlawed.
[O. Fr. guever, to refuse, resign—perh. Ice. vei/a,

to move to and fro ; cf. L vihriire.\

Waivode, Waiwode, Waiwodeship. Same as Vol-
vode, &c.

Wake, wak, v.i. to cease from sleep : to lie awake

:

(5.) to watch : to be roused up, active, or vigilant :

to return to life : (Shak.) to hold a late revel : to

keep vigil.

—

v.t. to rouse from sleep : to keep vigil

over: to excite, disturb : to reanimate :—/rt.^. and
pa.p. waked or woke.—«. act of waking : feast of
the dedication of a church, fornierly kept by watch-
ing all n'ght : sitting up of persons with a corpse.—
adj. Wake'ftll, being awake : indisposed to sleep

:

vigilant.—Wz/. Wake'fully.—«. Wake'fulness.—
v.t. and v.i. Waken, to wake or awake : to be
awake. ^«c. Wake'ner, one who or that which
wakens ; Wake'ning, act of one who wakens

:

(Scots law) revival of an action ; Wa'ker, one who
wak<-s. — adj. Wake'rlfe (Scot.\ wakeful. — ns.

Wake -time, time during which one is awake

;

Wa'king —adj. lieing awake : rousing from sleep :

passed in the waking state. [A.S. ivacan, to be
born, also wacian, to waken (cf. weccan, Ger.
iveckeri). Cf. IVait, Watch.]

Wake, wak, «. the streak of smooth water left in the
track of a ship : hence ( fig.) ' in the wake of,' in the
train of, immediately after, flee. vi>k, a hole in

the ice, vokr, moist. The root is seen in L. hiimere,
to be moist, Gr. hugros, moist.]

Wake-robin, wak'-rob'in, n. the cuckoo-pint. Arum
maculatum: in .America, any species of trillium.

Waldenses, wol-den'sez, n.fil. a famous Christian
community of austere morality an I devotion to the
simplicity of the Gospel, which originally grew out
of an anti-sacerdotal movement originated by Peter
Waldo of Lyons in the second half of the 12th
century—long cruelly persecuted, but still flourish-
ing in the valleys of the Cottian Alps.—««>. and «.
Walden'sian.

Waldgrave, wold'grav, «. an old German title of
nobility, originally a head forest-ranger. [Ger.
~.valdg>a/.\

Waldhorn, wold'hom, «. a hunting-horn, a French
horn without v.alves. [Ger.l

Wale, wrd, «. a raised streak left by a stripe : a
ridge on the surface of cloth: a plank all alone
the outer timbers nn a ship's side.

—

v.t. to mark
with wales.—« Wa'ler. one who chastises severely.
f.'^.S. ivalu, the mark of a stripe or blow ; Ice. z!!lr,

a nid.]

Wale, wal, «. {Scot.) the choice or pick of anything.

—v.t. to choose. [Ice. val, choice ; Ger. wahl,
choice ; from the root o( will.]

Waler, wa'ler, «. in India, a horse imported from New
.South Wales, or from Australia generally.

Walhalla, wal-hal'la, «. Same as Valhalla.
Walk, wawk, I'.i. to move along leisurely on foot with

alternate steps: to pace: to travel on foot: to con-
duct one's self: to act or behave: to live: to be
guided by : (coll.) to move off, depart : to be stirring,

move about, go restlessly about (as of a ghost).

—

v.t.

to pa.ss through or upon : to cause to walk.^w. act
or manner of walking : gait : that in or through
which one walks : distance walked over : place for

walking, promenade : place for animals to exercise

:

path : high pasture-ground : conduct : course of life,

sphere of action, a hawker's district or round : (ois.)

a huntiniz-ground : (//.) grounds, park (ofis.).—adj.
Walk'able, fit for walking.— «.?. Walk'-around', a
dancing performance by negroes in which a l.irge

circle is described, also the music for such ; Walk'er,
one who walks : (law) a forester : one who trains and
walks young hounds : a gressorial bird ; Walk'lng,
the verbal noun of walk : pedestrianism ; Walking-
beam, in a vertical engine, a horizontal beam,
usually trussed, that transmits power to the crank-
shaft through the connecting-rod ; Walk'lngdress,
a dress for the street or for walking ; Walk ing-fan,
a large fan used out of doors to protect the face from
the sun ; Walk'ing-leaf, a leaf-insect : Walk'lng-
Stick, -cane, -Stan, a stick, cane, or staff used in

walking ; Walk'lng-stick, also a sort of long,

slender-bodied bug; Walk'lng- toad, a natterjack;

Walk'-O'ver, a race where one compel itor appears,
who has to cover the course to be entitled to the
prize : an easy victory. •— Walk about, a former
order of an officer to a sentry, waiving the customary
salute ; Walk away from, to distance easily

;

Walk'er ! a slang interjection of incredulity (also

Hookey Walker !) ; Walking gentleman, lady, a
gentleman, lady, who plays ornamental but unim-

Eortant parts on the stage ; Walk into (coll.), to

eat: to storm at : to eat heartily of; Walk One'8
chalks, to quit, go away without ceremonv ; Walk
tall, to behave haughtily ; Walk the chalk, chalk-
mark, to keep a correct course in manners or

morals ; Walk the hospitals, to be a student

under clinical instruction at a general hospital or

infirmary ; Walk with, to attend as a sweetheart.

—Heel-and-toe walk, a mode of walking in which
the heel of one foot is put on the ground before

the toe of the other leaves it. [A.S. wealcan, to roll,

turn ; cog. with Ger. wa/ken, to full cloth.]

Walking, wawk'ing, «. the act or process of fulling

cloth.—«. Walk'nilU, a fullinc-mill.

Walkyr. wol'kir. Same as Valkyr.
Wall, wawl, «. an erection of brick, stone, &c. for a

fence or security : the side of a building : (jig.)

defence, means of security : in mining, one of the

surfaces of rock enclosing the lode : (anat.) a paries

or containing structure or part of the body : (/A)
fortifications.—z/./. to enclose with, eras with, a wall

:

to defend with walls : to hinder as by a wall.—«.
Wall'-clock, a clock hung on a wall.—<»^'. Walled,
fortified.

—

ns. Wall'er, one who builds walls ; Wall'-

flower, a plant with fragrant yellow flowers, found

on old walls : a woman at a ball who keeps her seat,

pre.sumablv for want of a partner—applied sometimes
tn men ; Wall'-fruit, fruit growing on a wall ; WaU'-
Ing, walls collectively : materials for walls ; Wall'-
knot, a nautical method of tving the end of a rope.

—

a /). W.all'-less — Hx. Wall'-llz'ard, -newt, a gecko

;

Wall'-moss, the yellow wall-lichen : the stone-crop;
Wall'-paint'lng, the decoration of walls with orna-
mental painted designs ; Wall'-pa'per, paper usually
coloured and decorated, for pasting on the walls of
a room : Wall'-plece, a gun mounted on a wall

;

Wall'plate, a hiri^ontal piec-; f timber on :> wall,
under tiie ends of joists, &c. ; Wall'-Space (archil.).



WaUa fete, far ; m€, her ; mine ; Wandle

a plain expanse of wall ; Wall'-spring, a spring of

water running between stratified rocks ; Wall'-
toWer, a tower built into and forming part of a
line of fortification or a fortified city-wall ; Wall'-
tree. a tree trained against a wall ; Wall'-WOrt,
the Europaii dwarf elder ; Hang"ing - Wall, that

wall of the vein which is over tlie miner's head
while working, the opposite wall being called the

Poot'-wall.—Wall a rope, to make a wall-knot on
the end of a rope.—Drive to the wall, to push to

extremities ; Go to the wall, to be hard pressed :

to be pushed to extremes ; Hang by the wall, to

hang up neglected : to remain unused ; Push, or

ThiTlSt, to the wall, to force lo give place ; The
wall, the right of taking the side of the road near
the wall when encoui.tering another person, as in

the phrase to Give, or lake, the wall. [A.S. ivfoll,

wall ; Ger. wnll, both from L. vallum, a rampart

—

z'allus. a stake.]

Walla, Wallah, wol'a, «. a worker, agent : fellow.

—Competition wallah, a term applied in Anglo-
Indian colloquial to a member of the Civil Service

who obtained appointment by the competitive
system instituted in 1856. [Yule explains wiild as

a Hindi adjectival affix, corre.sponding in a general
way to the Latin -anus. Its usual employment as

affix to a substantive makes it frequently denote
agent, doer, keeper, owner, &c.]

Wallaba, wol'a-ba, «. a Guiana tree with winged
le.ives and streaked reddish wood.

Wallaby, wol'ab-i, «. a small kangaroo.—On the
wallaby. On the wallaby track, out of employ-
ment, a slang Australian phrase derived from the
shy haliits of the kangaroo.

Wallachian, wal-aki-an, adf. of or pertaining to

IVallachia, a Danubian principality, since 1878
forming with Moldavia the kingdom of Roumania.
—ns. Wall'ach, Wall'ack, a native or inhabitant

of Wallachia. [From a Slavonic term represented
by Pol. Wlcych, an Italian, Woloch, a Wallach ; all

from Old High Ger. walk (A.S. ivealKy, a foreigner.]

Wallet, vol'et, «. a bag for carrying necessaries on
a journey : a knapsack : a pocket-book : a bag for

tools : i^Shak.) anything protuberant. [M.E. tvalet,

W
possibly from ivatel, a bag.]
iall-eye, wawl'-I, «. an eye in which the while part

is very large : the popular name for the disease of

the eye called glaucoma.—atlj. Wall'-eyed, very
light gray in the eyes, esp. of horses : {Shak.)

flaring, fierce. (The adj. is the earlier, prob. from
ce. vald-eygthr—vagi, a disease of the eye, and

eyzthr, eyed

—

auga, an eye.]

WaUOOn, wal'SOn, adj. of or pertaining to a popula-
tion of mixed Celtic and Romanic stock akin to the

French, occupying the tract along the frontiers of

the Teutonic-speaking territory in the South Nether-
lands, from Dunkirk to Malmedy.—«. a native or

inhabitant of that part of Flanders : the language of

the Walloons, a patois or popular dialect of nortnem
French, with a considerable infusion both of Old
Celtic and Low German elements. [O. Fr. Wallon
—Late L. H^allus—L. Callus, a Gaul ; cog. with

Gael, Welsh, Wallachian, A.S. ivealk, a foreigner.]

Wallop, wol'op, v.i. (dial.) to boil and bubble : to

move clumsily, to waddle about, to kick about as

one does for a little when hung up by the neck

—

also n. [O. Fr. galoper, to boil, gallop—Old Flem.
walop, a gallop

;
perh. traceable to Old. Flem.

'iiialli-H (A.S. iveallaii), to boil.]

Wallop, wol'op, v.t. (slang) to beat, flog.— «. a blow.

—us. Wall'oper, one tb.-»t wallops ; Wall'oplng, a

thrashing.

—

adj. (slau^) great, bouncing. [Orig.

dubious ; most prob. a particular use of preceding
word.]

Wallow, woI'O, 7'.i. to roll about, as in mire : to live in

filth or gross vice.—«. the place an animal wallows
in.— «. WaU'ower. [A.S. ivealwian—'L. volvert.]

Wallow, wol'O, v.i. (prov.) to fade away.

xm

Wallsend, wawlz'end, «. a kind of coal originally
dug at Wallsend Dw the Tyne.

Walnut, wawl'nut, «. a genus (yuglans) comprising
seven or eight species of beautiful trees of natural
order jfuglandaccte— the wood of the common
walnut is much used for furniture and gunstocks

;

its ripe fruit is one of the best of nuts, and yields an
oil used by artists, &c.—Black walnut, a North
American walnut, the timber of which is more
valuable than that of common walnut, though the
fruit is inferior. [.\.S. wealh, foreign, hnut, a nut

;

Ger. wallnuss.\
Walpurgls night, val-pS?3r'gis ntt, the night before

the first of May, during which German witches
rode on broomsticks and he-goats to hold revel with
their master the devil at the ancient places of sacri-

fice, esp. the Brocken in the Harz Mountains. [So
called with reference to the day of St Walpurga,
abbess of Heidenheiin, who died about 778.]

Walrus, wol'rus, «. a genus of aquatic, web-footed
(pinniped) Carnivores, representative of a family
(Trichechidce) intermediate between the sea-lions

and the seals—the upper canine teeth developed
into enormous tusks—also called the Morse or the

Seaho>se. [Dut.,—Sw. vallross (Ice. hross-kvalr)
—vail, a whale, Ice. hross, a horse.]

Walty, wol'ti, oiij. (naut.) inclined to- lean or roll

over.

Waltz, wawlts, K. a German national dance per-

formed by two persons with a rapid whirling

motion, introduced into England in 1813 : the

music for such.— t/./. to dunce a waltz: (slang) to

move trippingly.—»«. Waltz'er ; Waltzing. [Ger.

walze>—iiialzen, to roll.]

Waly, Walie, wa'li, adj. (Scot.) beautiful : strong,

large. [Conn, with vale, choice, and pcrh. influ-

enced by A.S. welig, rich

—

7vel, well.]

Waly, wa'li, inter/. (Scot.) alas ! [Wella^caj:]

Wamble, wom'bl, 7'./'. (prov.) to rumble, of the

stomach.— «. a rumbling, a feeling of nausea.

—

adj.

Wam'ble-cropped, sick at stomach.
Wame, warn, «. a provincial form of woinB.—«.

Wame'-tOW, a belly-band, girth.

Wammus, wam'us, «. (U.S.) a warm knitted jacket.

Wampish, wom'pish, v.t. (Scot.) to brandbh, flourish.

Wampum, wom'pum, «. the North American Indian

name for shells or beads used as money.—Wam-
pum pea^ (wom'pum peg), lit. ' white strung

beads,' strings of wampiun.
Wan, won, adj. fiint : wanting colour : pale and

sickly: languid: gloomy, dark.— 7'./. to become
wan.-nd'T'.^an'ly.—«. Wan'ness.—(u/;: Wan'-
nish, somewhat wan. [A.S. 7vn>in, dark, lurid;

but perh. conn, with A.S. wan, deficient.]

Wan, wan, old /<»./. of -a/in.

Wanchanoy, won-chan'si, adj. (Scot.) unlucky,

wicked. [Old pfx. wan-, still seen in wanton (q.v.).l

Wand, wond, «. a long slender rod : a rod of

authority, or of conjurers.—oi/;. Wand'y, long and
flexible. [Ice. voitdr, a shoot of a tree ; Dan.
vaand.\

Wander, won'd^r, v.i. to ramble with no definite

object : (///. ox fis;.) to go .istray : to leave home :

to depart from the subject: to be delirious: (coll.)

to lose one's wav.— r-./. to traverse: (coll.) to lead

astray— «. Wan'derer.—rf^'. Wan'derlng.—Wr.
Wan'deringly, in a wandering, uncertain, or un-

steady manner.—Wandering Jew, a legendary

Jew m the folklore of north-western Europe who
cannot die but must wander till the Day of Judg-
ment, for an insult offered to Christy on the way
to the Crucifixion — various names given him are

Carla/>hilus, Isaac Laquedom, and Buttadeus.

[A.S. tva'idrian : Ger. wandem ; allied to wend,
and to wind, to turn round.]

Wanderoo, won-de-ri50', n. a catarrhine monkey, a
native of the Malabar coast of India. [Cingalese.]

WandlO, won'dl, adj. (prov.) supple, pliant, nimble*



"Wandoo mote ; mute ; mODn : /Aen. Ward

Wandoo, won'dSD, «. the white -gum of Western
Australia.

Wane, wan, v.i. to decrease, esp. of the moon—opp.
to iVax to decline, to fail.—». decline : decrease.

[A-S. waiiian (Ice. vand), to decrease

—

tcan, de-

ficient, lacking.]

Wang, wang, n. {obs.) the jaw.—«. Wang'-tootll, a
grinder. fA.S. ivange, cheek.)

Wanhope, won'hOp, «. (obs.) despair.

Wanion, wan'yon, K. (pbs. or Scot.) found only in

phrases—e.g. With a wanlon, bad luck to you :

with a vengeance, vehemently. [Prob. conn, with

'Millie, to decline.]

Wankle, wang'kl, adj. {/>rov.) unstable, not to be
depended on.

Wannish, won'ish, adj. See Wan.
Wanrestful, won - rest'fool, adj. {Scot.) restless.

[U'liK-, negative pfx., and rest/ui.]

Want, wont, n. state of being without anything

:

absence of what is needful or desired : poverty

:

scarcity: need.

—

v.t. to be destitute of: to need :

to dispense with : to feel need of : to fall short : to

wish for.

—

v.i. to be deficient : to fall short : to be
in need.—«. Wan'tage, deficiency.

—

adj. Wan'ted,
sought after, being searched for.^«. Wan'ter, one
who viants.— adj. Wan'tlng, absent : deficient :

{obs.) poor. ^prep. except.—«. Want'-Wlt {Shafi.),

a fool. [Scand., Ice. vatii, neut. of vanr, lacking

;

cog. with v)aHe.\

Wanthriven, won-thriv'n, adj. {Scot.) decayed.
Wanton, won'tun, adj. movmg or playing loosely

:

roving in sport : frisky : wandering from recti-

tude : licentious : running to excess : unrestrained :

irregular. — «. a wanton or lewd person, esp. a
female : a trifler.

—

v.i. to ramble without restraint

:

to frolic : to play lasciviously.

—

adv. Wantonly.
—«. Wan'tonness. [M. E. -wanioiven, from pfx.

loan-, sig. want, A. S. togen, educated, pa. p. oi teiSn,

to draw, lead ; cf. Ger. itngezogen, rude.]

Wanty, won't!, «. (/r(»e/.)a leather strap, wagon-rope.
Wap, wop, v.t. {coll.) to strike, drub : to flap.—«. a

smart blow. \\V)wp.\
Wap, wop, v.t. {obi.) to wrap, bind.

—

n. a bundle.

Wapacut, wop'a-kut, K. a large white American owl.
Wapenshaw, wap'n-shaw, H. = \Vapinscha~M.
Wapentake, wap'n-tak, «. a name given in Yorkshire

to the territorial divisions of the county, similar to

the hundreds of southern counties and the wards
of more northern counties, so called from the

inhabitants being formerly taught the use of arms.
[.A.S. vtepen-getiec, lit. 'weapon-taking.']

Wapinschaw, wap'n-shaw, «. in ancient Scottish

us£ige, a periodical gathering of the people within
various areas for the purpose of seemg that each
man was armed in accordance with his rank, and
ready to take the field when required. The name
is sometimes revived for volunteer meetings and
snooting competitions.

—

v.i. to hold a wapinschaw.
—«i. Wap'inschawlng, Wap'enshawing. [Lit.,
' weapon-show.']

Wapiti, wop'i-ti, n. a species of deer of large size,

native to North America—often called elk and gray
moose, though very different from the true elk or
moose-deer.

Wappened, wop'nd, adj. {Shnk.) a word of doubtful
in^aiuiig—perh. a misprint for iveeping.

Wapper, wap'er, «. a gudgeon.
Wapper, w.>p'er, v.i. to move tremulously.— adj.
Wapp'er-eyed, blinking.

Wapper-jaw, wap'er-jaw, «. a projecting under-jaw.
—«(j>. Wapp er-jawed.

Wappet, wap'et, «. a yelping cur.

War, wawr, «. a state of opposition or contest : a
contest between states carried on by arms : open
hostility : the profession of arms : {rare) army, war-
like preparations, warlike outfit.

—

v.i. to make war :

to contend: to fight :—/r.^. watering; pa.t. and
pii.p. warred.

—

ns. 'Wso'-OTy, a cry or signal used

in war ; War'-dance, a dance engaged in by some
savage tribes before going to war ; WarTare, armed
contest, military life ; War'farer ; War'faring

;

War'-horse, a charger, a horse used in battle.

—

atlj.

War'lilce, fond of war, pertaining to or threatening
war: martial, military.— //j. War"likeness ; War"-
man {'are), a warrior.—rt<^'. War'-marked (S^iaJi.),

experienced in war.

—

ns. War'-mong'er {Speiis.),

a mercenary soldier ; Wai'-off'ice, the English
military bureau or department ; War'-paint, paint
applied to the face and person by savages, indicat-

ing that they are going to war : {slang) full-dress,

equipment ; War'-path, among the Ked Indians,
the path followed on a military expedition, the
expedition itself; War'-proof {rare), fitness to be
a soldier ; War'rlor, a soldier, a veteran :—/em.
War'rioress {rare) ; War'-ship, a vessel ior war ;

War'-song, a song sung by men about to fight : a
song celebrating brave deeds in war ; War'-taX, a
tax levied for purposes of war ; War'-thought
{Shak.), martial deliberation.

—

adjs. War'-wast'ed,
laid waste or ravaged by war ; War'-Wearied,
-worn, wearied, worn, with military service— of a
veteran.

—

ns. War'-Whoop, a cry uttered by sav-

ages on going into battle; War'-WOlf, a medieval
military engine used in defending fortresses ; Man'-
of-war (see Man).—War Department, in Great
liriiain, a department of the slate under a Cabinet
Minister, the Secretary of State for War, assisted

by a permanent and a parliamentary under-secretary,
having control of everything connected with the
army ; War Of Liberation, the war of independence
carried on by Prussia, with the help of Russia and
Great Britain, against Napoleon in 1813.—Declara-
tion of war, that public announceiiient of war by a
duly organised state or kingdom which is necessary
to constitute an enemy ; Declare war, to announce
war publicly ; Holy war (see Holy) ; Make war, to

carry on hostilities ; Napoleonic Wars, a general
name for the wars of rniiice dating from the cam-
paigns of Napoleon in Italy (1796) to his overthrow
in 1815 ; Private war, warfare waged between
persons in their individual capacity, as by duelling,

family feuds, &c. ; Sacred Wars, in ancient Greek
history, wars against states judged guilty of sacri-

lege by the Amphictyonic Council ; Seven Weeks'
war, or Seven days' war, the Austro- Prussian war
of 1866. [.\.S. luerre, influenced by O. Fr. iverre

(Fr. guerre), which is from Old High Ger. werra,
quarrel.]

War, wawr, adj. {Spens.) worse.—v. t. {Scot.) to defeat.

Warble, wawi^bl, v.i. to .sing in a quavering way. or
with variations : to chirp as birds do.

—

v.t. to sing
in a vibratory manner : to utter musically : to

carol.—«. a quavering modulation of the voice : a
song.—«. War'bler, one that warbles : a songster :

a singing-bird : any bird of the family Sylviidce, the
Faicvettes—nightingale, redbreast, stonechat, wheat-
ear, whitethroat, &c., also the reed-warbler, &c. : in

bagpipe music an ornamental group of grace-notes,

introduced to glide from one passage to the other

;

War'bling. — ndv. War'blingly. [O. Fr. iverbler,

to warble, make turns with the voice—Old High
Ger. iverbaii ; cf. A.S. hmeor/an, to turn (Ger.

ivirbeln), to make a turn.]

Warble, wawr'bl, «. a small hard swelling on a horse's

back, caused by the galling of the saddle : a tumour
caused by the gadfly, &a — «. War'ble-fly, a fly

causing warbles. [Other forms are •womtil, ivomal

;

ety. dub.]
Ward, wawrd, v.t. to guard or take care of: to keep

in safety : to keep away, fend off (with off).—v.i.

to act on the defensive.—«. act of warding, watch :

those whose business is to ward or defend : state

of being guarded : means of guarding : one who is

under a guardian : a division of a city, hospital,

county, {B.) army, &c. : that which guards a lock
or hinders any but the right key from opening it

:

uu



Warden fate, far : me, her : mine

;

Warrant

IB.) guard, pri<iOii : a defensive movement in fencing.

—HI. Ward'en, one wlio wards or guards : a keeper,
especially a public officer appointed for the naval

or military protection of some particular district

of country : the head of a school, college, &c. ;

Ward'enry (rare), the district in charge of a
warden ; Ward'enshlp, the office of a warden

;

Ward'er, one who wards or keeps : a staff of

authority ; Ward'-mote, a meeting of a ward, or of

a court of a ward, which has power to inquire into

and present defaults in matters relating to watch,

police, &c. ; Ward'robO, a room or portalile closet

for robes or clothes : wearing apparel ; Ward'-room,
a room used as a messroom by the officers of a war-

ship ; Ward'Shlp, the office of a ward or guardian :

state of being under a guardian : in Enjilish feudal

law, the guardianship which the feudal lord had of

the land of his vassal while the latter was an infant

or minor.—Ward in Chancery, a minor under the

Srolection of the Court of Chancery.—Warden Of
le CintJUe Ports, the governor of the Cinque Ports,

having the authority of an admiral and the power
to hold a court of admiralty ; Warden 01 the
Marches, officers formerly appointed to keep the

districts of England adjoinina; Scotland and Wales
in a state of defence ; Warden of the Mint,
formerly the official of the English Mint next in

rank to the Master. — Port warden, the chief

officer in a port. [A.S. tveartiiaii; Ger. 'Marten,

to watch in order to protect.]

Warden, wawr'dn, «. a kind of pear.—Warden pie,

a pie made of warden pears. [Prob. ' a pear which
may be kept lon^,' from the preceding word.]

Wardian, wawr'dt-an, adj. denoting a kind of close-

fitting glass case for transporting delicate ferns and
other such plants, or for keeping them indoors—so

named from Nathaniel Bagshaw IVard {i^jgi-iidB),

the inventor.

Ware, war. n. (used generally in //.) merchandise :

commodities : goods.

—

v.t. {pbs.) to expend, lay out.
-«. Ware'house, a house or store for wares or

foods.

—

v.t. to deposit in a warehouse.

—

ns. Ware'-
ooseman, a man who keeps, or is employed in, a

warehouse or wholesale store ; Ware'houiing, the
act of depositing goods in a wareliou-.e ; Ware-
room, a room where goods are exposed for sale.—
Warehousing system, the plan of allowing im-
porters of dutiable goods to store them in a
government warehouse without payment of duties
until reidy to bring the goods into market.—Be-
nares ware, a fine ornamental metal-work made
at Benares and other places in Indi.i ; Delft Wciro
(see Delf) ; Small ware, wares, textile articles of
a small kind— e.g. tape, bindings and braids of
cotton, silk, &c. ; buttons, hooks, &c. : trifles

;

Tonbridge ware, inlaid or mosaic wood -work
manufactured at Tunbrid^e : WedgWOOd ware, a
superior kind of pottery invented by Josiah iyedg-
vtood (1730-1705), ornamented by white cameo
reliefs on a blue ground and the like ; Welsh
ware, a yellowish-brown earthenware with a trans-

W|)arent glaze. [A.S. ivam, wares ; Ger. U)aare.\
are, war, Oiij. attare.

—

v.t. to take care of. [ IVary.]
Ware, war, in B. pa.t. o( tvear.

Wareless, war'les, adj. {Spens.) unwary, incautious :

unperceived.
Warely, w5Kli, adv. {Sfiens.) warily.
Warhable, wawi'a-bl. adj. (Sieiis.) fit for war.
Wariated, wa'ri-a-ted. adf. (Aer.) varriated.
Warily, Wariness, Wareful, &c. See Wary.
Warimant, war'i-ment, «. (Speus.) wariness.
Warison, Warrison. war'i-son, «. (pbs.) healing : re-

ward—used by Scott erroneously for a note of assault.
10. Kr.,

—

luarir, to guard.]
Wark. wawrk. «. (Spens. ) work.
Warlock, wawr'lok, «. a sorcerer, a wizard.—«. War*-

lockry, sorcery. (A.S. 7usrloga, a breaker of an
agreement —ro»r, a compact, U6gan, to lie.j

Warm, wawrm, adj. having moderate heat, hot : sub-
ject to heat : zealous : easily excited : violent : en-
thusiastic : intimate, close : fresh, of a scent : (coil.)

comlortable, well-off : (coil.) indelicate. — rt.t. 10
make warm : to interest : to excite : (coll.) to beat.—v.i. to become warm or ardent. — «. (coll.) a
heating.

—

adj. Warm' - hlood'ed, having warm
blood : generous, passionate.— «. War'mer.

—

ndj\
Warm'-heart'ed, having warm afi'ections ; affection-
ate : hearty. — ns. Warm' -heart'edness ; War'-
ming, act ol warming : (slang) a beating ; War'mlng-
pan, a covered pan, with a long handle, for holding
live-coals to warm a l)ed : a person put into a situa-
tion to hold it till another is able to take M.—adv.
Warm'ly.— Hj. Warm'ness ; Warmth, moderate
heat : geniality : earnestness, moderate or growing
anger : the bright effect of warm colours.—Warm
colours (/a/»^.), colours of which the basis is yellow
or red. [A.S. '!vearm ; Ger. 7varm.\

Warn, wawrn, v.t. to make wary or aware : to put on
ward or guard : to give notice of danger : to caution
against : to admonish : (Spens.) to defend. — ns.

War'ner ; War'ning, caution against danger, &c.

:

.tdmonition : previous notice: notice to qiiii, notice
of the termination of an engagement, &c. : summons,
call.

—

adj'. ofthreatening aspect.—Wr. War'nlngly.
[A.S. mariiian ; cf. Ice. 7'ar/ia, to warn, forbid, Ger.
7i<arnen ; allied to ivnrd, beware, irar}:]

Warp. wawTp, 7'.t. to turn : to twist out of shape : to

turn from the right or proper course : to pervert : to

move a vessel from one place to another by hauling
on warps or ropes attached to buoys, other ships,

anchors, &c.: to improve land by distributing on it,

by means of embankments, canals, flood-gates, &c.,
the alluvial mud brought down by rivers : (rare) to

change.

—

v.i. to be twisted out ot a straight direc-

tion : to bend : to swerve : to move with a bending
motion.—». alluvial sediment : the threads stretched
out lengthwise in a loom 10 be crossed by a woof:
a rope used in towing.

—

adj. Warped, twisted by
shrinking: perverted.— «f. War'per ; War'plng

;

War'ping-bank, a bank to retain water in ihe pro-

cess of warping land; War'plng - hOOk, a rope-

makers' hook used in twisting rope-yarns ; War*-
ping-post, a post in a rope-walk, used in warping
rope-yarn. [A.S. weorpan, werpan: Ger. u<er/en,

to cast ; conn, with Ice. varfia, to throw

—

varp, a
casting, a throw with a net.]

Warragal, war'a-gal, «. the Australian dingo.
Warrant, wor'ant, T>.t. to guarantee or make secure:

to give assurance against harm to : to authorise : to

maintain: to assure.— n. that which warrants or

authori.ses : a commission giving authority : a writ

for arresting a person or for carrj'ing a judgment
into execution : security : in the army and navy,

a writ or authority inferior to a commission :

in coal-mining, under-clay.— «. Warr'andice(6Vo^.),
warranty, a clause in a deed by which the grantor

binds himself to make good to the grantee the

right conveyed.

—

adj'. WaTT'antable, authorised by
warrant or rig'it : justifial)Ie : of sufficient age to be
hunted.— «. Warr'antableness.— rtri"?'. Warr'ant-
ably.— <»<// Warr'anted — «j. Warrantee, one to

whom warrant is given ; Warr'anter, -or, one who
warrants ; Warr'anting ; Warr antise (Shai.),

warrant, authority : promise ; Warr'ant- officer,

in the army and navy, an officer holding a war-
rant, being the highest rank open to seamen and
ordin.iry soldiers under ordinary circumstance>

;

Warr'anty, a legal warrant or deed of security

:

a guarantee: authority. — Warrant of arrest,
attachment, a writ authorising the arrest of a

person or the seizure of property.—Distress War-
rant, warrant authorising distraining of goods

;

General warrant, a warrant directed against
suspected persons generally ; General warranty,
a warranty against the claims of all and every
person ; Justice's warrant, warrant of a justice

Ills



Warray mote ; mute ; mOTSn : Men. "Waste

of the peace to arrest a suspected criminal

;

Special warranty, warrant against the claims
of a particular person. [O. Fr. ivarantir (Vr.

^iraniir), perh. conn, with ivarir, to defend—Old
High Ger. warjan, •werjan.\

Warray, wawr'a, v.t. (S/>ens.) to make war upon.
Warre, wor, ad/. (SpfHS.) worse.
Warren, wor'en, «. a piece of ground kept for breed-

ing game or rabbits : (/azv) a right of enclosure

(extending to hares, rabbits, partridges, &c.) by
prescription or grant from the Crown.—«. Warr'-
ener, the keeper of a warren. [O. Fr. warenne (Fr.

Wfarenne)—warir, to defend.]

art, wawrt, «. a small, hard excrescence on the
skin: a protuberance on trees.

—

mij. Wart'ed.— «.

Wart'-hog, a kind of hog found in Africa, having
a very large head and the cheeks furnished with
large wart-like excrescences.

—

aiij. Wart less.— wj'.

Wart'weed, tlie sun-spurge ; Wart'wort, a common
name for certain lichens havin^^ a warty thallus : the

wart-cress or swine-cress, the cud-weed. — ndj.

Wa,Tt'J, like a wart : overgrown with warts. [A. S.

tufar.'f ; Ger. ivarze ; prob. allied to L. verruca.]
Warth, wawrth, «. (proz:) a ford.

Wary, w fi'ri, ajj. warding or guarding against decep-
tion, &c. : cautious.— ar//. W^are'ful, careful.— «.

Ware'fulness. — ai/v. Wa'rily. — «. Wariness.
[Longer form of ware (2).]

Was, woz, used as /<».?. of ie. [A.S. vxrs, ivsre—
wesait, to remain, be ; Goth, wisan, pa.t. was, to

remain ; Ice. vera, pa.t. far.}

Wase, waz, «. (/rtm.) a wisp of hay, straw, &c. : a

W?ad on the head to ease the pressure of a burden,
ase-goose. See Waygoose.

Wash, wosh, v.t, to clcinse with water: to overflow :

to waste away by the action of water : to cover wiih
a thin coat of metal or paint : in mining, to separate
from earth by means of water.

—

t.i. to cleanse one's
.self, to cleaiise clothes with water : to stand water,
of clothes : (coll.)x.o stand the lest.

—

n. a washing :

the break of waves on the shore : the rough water
left behind by a moving vessel : the shallow part of
a river or arm of the sea : a marsh or fen : alluvial

matter : waste liquor, refu.se of food, &c. : that with
which anything is washed : a lotion : a thin coat of
paint, metal, &c. : {sian^) a fictitious kind of sale

of stock or other securities between parties of one
interest, or by a broker who is at once the buyer and
the seller, and who minds his own interest rather
than that of his clients.

—

adj. Wash'able. — »s.

Wash'-hall, a ball of toilet-soap; "Wash'-ba'sin,
-bowl, Wash'hand ba'sln, a bowl in which to wash
face and hands ; Wash'-board, a corrugated board
for rubbing clothes on in washing : a thin plank
placed on a boat's gunwale to prevent the sea from
breaking over : a lioard round the bottom of the
wallsof a room; Wash'-bott'le, a bottle used by
chemists for washing chemical preparations and in-

struments ; Wash'-cloth, a piece of cloth used in
washing; Wash'-dlrt, e.-»rth rich enough in metal
to pay for washing ; Wash'er, one who washes :

a flat ring of iron or leather between the nave of
a wheel and the linch-pin, under the head of a
screw, &c.—?'./. to lift with washers ; Wash'erman,
a man who washes clothes, esp. for hire .—/em.
Wash'orwoman ; Wash'-gild'ing, a gilding made
with an amalgam of goKl from which the mer-
cury is driven off" by heat, leaving a coating of
gold ; Wash'-house, Wash'lng-honse, a ho ise for
washing clothes in ; Wash'lnSSS, state of being
watery, weakness, worthlessness ; Wash'lng, the
act of cleansing by water: the clothes washed,
e.sp. at one time : what is washed ; Wash'lng-
machine', a machine for washing clothes ; Wash'ing-
pow'der, a powdered preparation used in wash-
ing clothes ; "wash'lng-up. Wash'-up. cleaning up ;

Wash'-loath'er, split sheepskin prepared with oil in

imitation of chamois, and used for household pur-
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poses : buflf leather for regimental belts. — adj.
Wash' -off, that will not stand washing.— «.r. Wash'-
OUt, an erosion of earth by the action of water, the
hole made by such ; Wash'-pot, a vessel for wash-
ing ; Wash-stand, Wash'hand stand, a piece of
furniture for holding ewer, basin, and other requisites
for washing a person ; Wash' -tub, a tub for washing
clothes.

—

itdj. Wash'y, watery, moist : thin, feeble.—H. Rain'-wash, a washing away by the force of
rain : a deposit formed by ram. [A.S. wascau: Ice.
vaska, Ger. "wascluH.]

Wasblngtonia, wosh-ing-t5'ni-a, «. a Californian
genus of palms, valued for ornament in lawns— from
George Washington (i732-9gX

Wasp, wosp, «. a popular name for Hymenopterous
insects belonging to the family Vespida, or to

closely related families—(Wasps are generally more
slender and much less hairy than bees, and their

stinging organ—an ovipositor—resemljles that of
bees in structure and mode of action) : a petulant
and spiteful person.

—

adjs. Was'pish, like a wasp:
having a slender waist like a wasp : quick to resent
an afl'ront ; WaS'piSh - head'ed {Shak.'), passion-
ate.— rt^/r^. Was'pishly.—«. Was'pishness.— <K(/"f.

Wasp'-tongued (Shak.), biting in tongue, shrewish;
Wasp'-waiSt'ed, very slender waisted, laced tightly ;

Was'py, waspish. [A.S. wcesp, -weeps ; Ger. wespe,
L. vespa.\

Wassail, wos'al, «. the salutation uttered in drinking
a person's health, a festive occasion : a drunken
bout : a liquor consisting of ale with roasted apples,
sugar, nutmeg, and toast, once nuich used on festive

occasions.

—

v.i. to hold a wa>sail or merry drinking-
meeting : to drink to the health of.

—

11s. Wass'aU-
bout, a carouse ; Wass'all-bowl, -cup, a cup from
which healths were drunk ; Wass'ailer, one who
wassails or drinks wassail: a reveller. [A.S. lues

hdl, 'may you be in health,' the .salutation used in

pledging another, which the Normans transferred to

mean 'a carousal.']

Wassennan, wos'er-man, «. {.Spens.) a sea-monster,
shaped like a man. [Ger. tvasser, water, mann,
man.]

Wast, wost, /«./. 2d pers. sing, of the verb be.

Waste, wast, adj. empty, desert : desolate : useless,

vain : stripped : lying unused : unproductive.

—

v.t. to

lay waste or make desolate : to destroy : to wear out
gradually : to squander : to diminish : to impair.

—

v.i. to be diminished : to dwindle : to be consumed.
—«. act of wasting : useless expenditure : super-
fluous material, stuff" left over: loss: destruction:
that whicli is wasted or waste : uncultivated country

:

desert : refuse, as of coal, &c. : decay, decline

:

(Jaw) natural but permanent injury to the inherit-

ance.

—

Its. Was't^e, loss by use, natural decay ;

Waste- basTcet, "wastepaper - bas'ket. a basket
for holding useless .scraps of paper ; Waste'-book,
a book in which merchants make entries of trans-

actions in order as they occur, and for a temporary
purpose.

—

adj. Waste'ful, full of waste : destruc-

tive : lavish : (Spens.) desolate.— (i//!'. Waste'fully.
—ns. Waste'fulness ; Waste'-gate, a gate for dis-

charging surplus water from a dam, &c. ; Was'ten
(Sf>,-ns.), a desert ; Waste'neSS {B.), devastation ;

"waste'-pipe, a pipe for carrying off"waste or surplus

water ; "Was'ter, one who or that which wastes : a

spendthrift : a destroyer : an article spoilt in the

making.—W/. Was'ting, devastating : enfeebling—
(Wasting Investments, stocks redeemable on a

certain date at a fixed price, for which a premium
above the redemption price is paid).

—

ns. WaS'ting,
devastation ; Was'trel, refuse : anything neclectcd,

a neglected child : {dial.) a profligate ; Was'try
{.^cflt.). prodigalitv.

—

adj. improvident. — Waste
lands, uncultivated and unprofitable tracLs in

populous and cultivated countries ; Waste time,
to employ time unprofitably or not at all.—Run to

waste, to become incapable or useless.—UWMWttOD



Wsistel-bread fate, far; me, her; mine; Water

of waste products, the putting to other use of such
material as is rendered either wholly or partially

tiseless in the manufacture of articles and products—
e.g. Tvaste-silk is now a valuable raw material for a
large spun-silk industry. [O. Kr. wast, gasie—L.

vastus, waste ; cf. A.S. weste, Ger. wilst, desolate.]

Wastel-bread, was'tel-bred, «. bread made from the

finest of the flour. (O. Fr. wastel, pastry—Old
High Ger. zuastet, a cake, and bread.]

Wastar, wSs'tSr, n. a wooden sword for practising

fencing with: \scot.)3. leister. —Play at wasters,
to practise fencing. [Ety. dub.]

Wat, wot, «. (Shak.) a hare.

Wat, wot, adj. (^Scoi.) drunken. \,Wet.'\

Watch, woch, «. act of looking out : close observa-

tion : guard : one who watches or those who watch :

a sentry : a pocket timepiece : the place where a
guard is kept : a division of the night : time of

watching, esp. in a ship, a division of a ship's crew
into two or three sections, so that one set of men
may have charge of the vessel while the others rest.

(The day and night are divided into watches of four

hours e:tch, except the period from 4 to 8 P.M.,

which is divided into two dog-7uatckes of two hours'

duration each).

—

v.i. to look with attention: to

keep guard : to look out : to attend the sick by
night: to inspect, keep guard over (with o'ver).—v.t.

to keep in view : to give heed to : to have in

keeping : to guard : to wait for, detect by Iving in

wait : {Sftak.) to keep from sleep.

—

tts. Watoh'-
Wll, a list of the officers and crew of a sliip, as

divided into watches, with their several stations

;

Watch'bOX, a sentry-box ; Watch'case, the outer

ca-;e of a watch: (_Shak.) a seiitrv-box ; Watch'-
Clock, a watchman's clock ; Waich'-d.^. a dog
kept to guard premises and property ; watch'er,
one who watches ; Watch'-fire, a night-fire acting
as a signal : a fire for the use of a watching-party,
sentinels, scouts, &c.

—

adj. Watch'ful, careful to

watch or observe : attentive : circumspect : cautious.

—rtrf7'. Watoli'fally.—«f. Watchfulness; Watch'-
glaSS, a sand-glass : the glass covering of the face

of a watch ; Watch'-guard, a watch-chain of any
material ; WatCh'-gUQ, a gun fired at the changing
of the watch, as on a ship ; Watch'-house, a house
in which a guard is placed : a lock-up, detaining
office ; Watch'-jeTT'Ol, a jewel used in the works of
a watch for lessening friction ; Watch'-key, a key
for winding a watch ; Watch'-light, a light used

'

for watching or sitting up in the night ; Watch'-
mak'er, one who makes and repairs watches

;

Watch'-malCing ; Watch'man, a man who watches
or guards, esp. the streets of a city at night ; Watch'-
meet ing, a religious meeting to welcome in the
New Year, held on the night before, called the
Watch-night; Watch' - off'leer, the officer in

charge of the ship during a watch, also called Offlcer
of the watch ; Watch'-paper, a round piece of
paper, often decorated, put inside the outer case of a
watch to prevent rubbing ; Watch'-pock'Ot, a small
pocket for holding a watch ; Watch'-spring, the
mainspring of a watch ; Watch'-toWer, a tower on
which a sentinel is placed to watch or keep guard
against the approach of an enemy ; Watch'word,
the password to be given to a watch or sentry : any
signal : a maxim, rallying-cry.—Watch and ward,
the old custom of watching by night and by dav in
towns and cities: uninterrupted vigilance. — The
Black Watch, the 42d and 73d Regiments, now the
1st and 2d Battalions of the Black Watch or Royal
Highlanders. [A.S. lutecce—wacan, wake.]

Watchet, woch'et, adj. (Spens.) pale-blue. [M. E.
-tuucJtet, perh. conn, ultimately with vjoad.}

Water, waw'tdr, «. in a state of purity, at ordinary
temperatures, a clear transparent liquid, perfectly
neutral in its reaction, and devoid of taste or smell

:

any collection of .such, as the ocean, a lake, river,

&C. : mineral water : tears : saliva : eye - water :

urine : transparency, lustre, as of a diamond : (//.)
waves. — v.t. to wet, overflow, or supply with
water : to wet and press so as to give a wavy
appearance to : to increase the nominal capital of a
company by the issue of new shares without a
corresponding increase of actual capital.

—

v.i. to
shed water : to gather saliva, noting strong craving

:

to take in water.

—

ns. Wa'terage, money paid for
a journey by_ water ; Wa'ter-bag, the bag-like
compartment in which the camel stores water

;

Wa'ter-bairiff, a custom-house oflicer who inspects
ships on reaching or leaving a port : a person
appointed to guard the fish in a protected piece of
water ; Wa'ter-barom'eter, a barometer in which
water is substituted for mercury ; Wa'ter-barr'el,
-cask, a barrel, cask, for holding water; Wa'ter-
bath, a bath composed of water : a vessel containing
warm water used for chemical purposes; Wa'ter-
batt'ery, a voltaic battery in which the electrolyte
is water: (j^ri.) a battery nearly on a level with
the water ; Wa'ter-bear'er, one who carries water :

{as.'rort.) a sign of the zodiac ; Wa'ter-bed, an
india-rubl)er mattress filled with water, used by
invalids to prevent bed-sores ; Wa'ter-bell'OWS, a
form of blower used in gas-mac hi lies, and formerly
to supply a blast for furnaces ; Wa'ter-bird, a bird
that frequents the water ; Wa'ter-bis'CUlt, a biscuit
made of flour and water ; Water-blink, a spot of
cloud hanging over open water in arctic regions

;

Wa'ter-boat, a boat carrying water in bulk to
supply ships ; Wa'ter-boat'nian, a kind of aquatic
bug.—rt<//'. Wa'ter-bome, conveyed in a boat.

—

»s. Wa'ter-bott'le, a glass, rubber, &c. bottle for

carrjing water ; Wa'ter-brash, an affection con-
sisting of a hot sensation in the stomach with
eructations of an acrid burning liquid ; Wa'ter-
break, a ripple ; Wa'ter-brose (Siot.), brose made
of meal and water alone ; Wa'ter-bUCk, an African
water-antelope ; Wa'ter-bug, a species of hemip-
terous insects found in ponds and still water;
Wa'tor-butt, a large barrel for rain-water, usually
kept out of doors ; Wa'ter-carr'Iage, carriage or
conveyance by water ; Wa'ter-cart, a cart for con-
veying water, esp. for the purpose of watering streets

or roads; Wa'ter-cell, one of several small paunches
in a camel used for storing water : a voltaic cell

containing pure water ; Wa'ter-cement', hydraulic
cement ; Wa'ter-chest'nut {.Varron deaii), the

name given in France to the edible seeds of the
Trafia iiatans ; Wa'ter-Clock, a clock which is

made to go by the fall of water ; Wa'ter-ClOS'et, a
closet used as a privy, in which the discharges are

carried off by water ; Wa'ter-cock, the kora, a large

E.ast Indian gallinule ; Wa'tercol'our, a colour or
pigment diluted with water and gum, instead of

oil : a painting in such a colour or colours; Wa'ter-
COl'OUrlst, a painter in water-colours ; Wa'ter-
COOl'er, a machine for cooling water or for keeping
water cool ; Wa'ter-Core, an apple with watery-

looking core : in founding, a hollow core through
which water may be passed ; Wa'tercourse, a course

or channel for water ; Wa'ter-Craft, boats plying

on the water ; Wa'ter-Crane. a crane for turning

water from a railway-tank into a locomotive tender ;

Wa'ter-CreSS, a .small plant growing in watery
places, much esteemed as a sal.ad, and used as a
preventive of scurvy ; Wa'ter-cure, medical treat-

ment by means of water ; Wa'ter-deck. a decorated

canvas cover for a dragoon's saddle ; Wa'ter-deer,
a small Chinese musk-deer of agnatic habits: in

Africa, one of the chevrotains ; Wa'ter-doc'tor, a
hydropathist : one who divines diseases from the

urine ; Wa'ter-dog, a dog accustomed to the water : a
variety of the common dog valuable to sportsmen in

hunting water-fowl on account of its aquatic habits :

{coll.) an experienced sailor : (//.) small irregular

floating clouds supposed to indicate rain ; Wa'tor-
drain, a channel through which water runs ; Water-
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Water mOte ; mute ; moon : Men. Water

drain'age ; Wa'ter-drink'er, a drinker of water : a
teetotaler ; Water-drop, a drop of water : a tear

;

"Wa'ter-drop'wort, a genus of umbelliferous plants.—adj. Watered, marked with wavy lines like those

made by water—(Watered Stocks, a term applied

to securities whose nominal amount has been in-

creased without any corresponding payment in cash).
—ns. Wa'ter-el'evator, a device for raising water
to a level : a lift that works by water ; Wa'ter-
en'gino, an engine for raising water : an engine for

extinguishing fires ; Wa'terer, one who waters : a
vessel for watering with ; Wa'terfall, a fall or per-

pendicular descent of a body of water : a cataract

or cascade : (coil.) a neck-tie, a chignon ; Wa'ter-
flag, the yellow iris ; Wa'ter-flea, the common
name for minute aquatic crustaceans ; Wa'ter-flood,
an inund-ttion ; Wa'ter-flow, current of water.

—

mij.

Water- flowing, streaming.—«j. Water-fly, an
aquatic insect : (Sfuik.) an insignificant, trouble-
some person ; Wa'ter-fOWl, a fowl that frequents
water ; Wa'ter-frame, Arkwrisiht's spinning-frame,
which was driven by w.iter ; Wa'ter-gall, a watery
appe.irance in the sky accompanying the rainbow

:

a pit or cavity made by a torrent of water ; Wa'ter-
gas, a gas partly derived from the decomposition of
steam ; Wa'ter-gate, a flood-gate : a gate admitting
to a river or other body of water; Wa'ter-gauge,
-gage, an instrument for gaugingor measuring the

quantity or height of water ; Wa'ter-gild'ing =
IVash-gildiug: Wa'ter-glass, a_ water-clock : an
instrument for making observations beneath the
surface of water : soluble glass ; Wa'ter-gOd, a
deity presiding over some tract of water ; Wa'ter-
gru'el, gruel made of water and meal, &c., eaten
without milk ; Wa'ter-gnard, river, harbour, or
coast police ; Wa'ter-bamin'er, the noise made by
the sudden stoppage of moving water in a pipe : an
air vacuum containing some water : (med.) a metal
hammer heated in water and applied to the skin
as a counter-irritant ; Wa'ter-hen, the moorhen

;

Wa'ter-hole, a reser%'oir for water, a water-pool;
Wa teriness ; Wa'tering, act of one who waters :

the art or process of giving a wavj', ornamental
appearance ; Wa'tering-call, a cavalry trumpet-
signal to water horses; Wa'tering - can, -pot, a
vessel used for watering plants ; Wa'tering-fiouse,
a place where cab-horses are watered ; Wa'tering-
place, a place where water may be obtained : a
place to which people resort to drink mineral water,
for bathing, &c. ; Wa'tering-trOUgh, a trough in

which horses and cattle drink.

—

adj. Wa'terish,
resembling, abounding in, water: somewhat watery:
thin.— «j. Wa'terishness ; Wa'ter-Jack'et, a casing
containing water pl.iced around anything to keep
it cool — also Water-box and Water-mantle

;

Wa'ter-kel'pie, a malignant water-spirit, generally
in the form of a horse, which delights to drown
unwary travellers ; Wa'ter-lem'on, a species of
Eassion-flower ; Wa'ter-lens, a simple lens formed
y placing a few drops of water in a small brass

cell with blackened sides and a glass bottom.

—

adj.
Wa'terless, lacking water.—«j. Wa'ter-lerel, the
jevel formed by the surface of still water : a levelling
instniment in which water is used ; Wa'ter-lil'y, a
name commonly given to the different species of
Nymphaa and KupJutr, and also rA Nelumbium, all

genera of the natural order Kympluracea, and
indeed often extended to all the plants of that order
—of the three British species all hnve heart-shaped
leaves, floating on the water ; Wa'ter-line, the fine
on a ship to which the water rises : a water-mark.

—

adj. Wa'ter-logged, rendered log-like or unmanage-
able from being filled with water.

—

ns. Wa'ter-lot,
a lot of grotind which is under water ; Wa'ter-
main, a great subterranean pipe supplying water
in cities ; VTa'tennan, a man who plies a boat on
water for hire : a boatmrin : a ferrj-man : a neat
oarsman ; Wa'termansMp, oarsmanship ; Wa'tar-

Ui6

mark, a mark showing the height to which water
has risen ; a tide-nvark : a mark wrought into paper,
denoting its size or its manufacturer.

—

v.t. to mark
with water-marks.

—

tis. Wa'ter-mead'OW, a meadow
periodically overflowed by a stream ; Wa'ter-
mel'on, a plant having a spherical, pulpy, plea.santly

flavoured fruit, the fruit itself; Wa'ter-me*ter, an
instrument measuring the quantity of water passing
through it : an instrument for measuringevaporation

;

Wa'ter-mfll, a mill driven by water ; Wa'ter-mole,
the desman : a duck-mole or duck-billed platypus ;

Wa'ter-monk'ey, an earthenware jar for keeping
drinking-water in hot climates, round, with narrow
neck—also Moiikcy-Jar ; Wa'termo'tor, any water-
wheel or turbine, esp. any small motor driven by
water under pressure ; Wa'ter-niX'y, a spirit in-

habiting water ; Wa'ter-njrmph. a Naiad ; Wa'ter-
ousel, the dipper; Wa'terpars nip, a plant of the

aqnatic genus Sitmt— the skirrct ; Wa'ter-part'ing
(same as Watershed) ; Wa'ter-phone, an instru-

ment for delecting leaks in pipes; Water-pipe, a

pipe for conveying water ; Wa'ter-plane, a plane

passing through a vessel when afloat ; Wa ter-plant,

a plant which grows in water ; Wa ter-plate, a
plate having a double bottom and a sp.ice for hot
waterj used to keep food warm ; Wa'ter-po'lo, an
aquatic game played by swimmers in swimming-
baths, at piers, &c., the sides numbering seven each—a goal-keeper, two backs, one half-back, and three
forwards ; Wa'ter-pot. a pot or vessel for holding
water; Wa'ter

-
poWer, the power of water, em-

ployed to move machinery, &c. ; Wa'ter-pox,
varicella ; Wa'ter-priv'ilege, the right to the use
of water, esp. for machinery.

—

adj. Wa'terproof,
proof against water: not permitting water to enter.

—

n. anything with such qualities : a garment of some
waterproof substance, like india-rubber.

—

its. Wa'teT-
proofing, the act of making any substance imper-
vious to water : the material with which a thing is

made waterproof, as caoutchouc ; Wa'ter-pump, a
pump for water, used humorously of the eyes ;

Wa'ter-purpie (Scot^, brook-lime, a species of
Veronica ; Wa'ter-rall, the common rail of Europe ;

Wa'ter-ram, a hydraulic ram ; Wa'ter-rat, the

popular name of the water-vole : the American
musk-rat ; Wa'ter-rate, a rate or tax for the supply
of water ; Wa'ter-route, a stream, lake, &c. used as
a means of travel ; Wa'ter-XHg (S/tak.), a kind o(

dog ; Wa'tersbed, the line which separates two
river-basins: a district from which several rivers

rise ; Water-side, the brink of water : the sea-

shore ; Wa ter-smoke, water evaporating as visible

mist ; Water-snake, a snake frequenting the

water ; Wa'ter-SOl'dier, an aquatic plant(Siraiio/es
alotdes) common in lakes and ditches in the east of

England ; Wa'ter-span'iel (see Spaniel) ; Wa'ter-
spi'der, an aquatic spider; Wa'terspout, a pipe

from which water spouts : a moving spout or column
of water, often seen at sea, and sometimes on land ;

Wa'ter-sprin'kle (Spms.), a water-pot ; Wa'ter-
Sprite. a spirit inhabiting the water.—<K^'. Wa'ter-
Standing {S/iak.), containing water, tearful.—kj.

Wa'ter-Strid'er, any aquatic heteropterous insect

of the family Hydrohatida ; Water-supply', the

obtaining and distribution of siiflBcient water to the

inhabitants of a town : the amoimt of water thus

distributed ; Wa'ter-taTjle, a moulding or other

projection in the wall of a building to throw off" the

water; Wa'ter-tank, a tank or cistern for holding

water ; Wa'ter-tap, a tap or cock u.sed for letting

out water; Wa'ter-thermom'eter, a thermometer
filled with water instead of mercury, and used for

showing the point at which water acquires its

greatest density; Wa'ter-thief (6"A<iv&.), a pirate.

—

otij. Wa'ter-tlght, so tight as not to admit water
nor let it escape—fWater-tlght compartment, a
division of a ship's hull or other sub-aqueous struc-

ture so formed that water cannot cuter it irum any



WatUng Street (ate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Wax
other part; see Bulkhead).— «j. Wa'ter-tube, a
pipe for rain-water ; Wa'ter-twlst, a kind of cotton-

twist, first made by the water- frame; Wa'ter-
Vi'olet, a plant of the genus Hottonia ; Wa'ter-
VOle, the common European water-rat ; Wa'ter-
Wag'tail, a wagtail, the pied wagtail ; Wa'ter-way
(ftaui.), a series of pieces of timber, extending round
a ship at the junction of the decks with the sides,

pierced by scuppers to carry ofif the water : a water-

route ; Wa'terwheel, a wheel moved by water : an
engine for raising water ; Wa'terwork (mostly in

//.), any work or engine by which water is furnished,

as to a town, &c. : a textile fabric, used like

tapestry : {slang) used humorously of shedding
tears.

—

adj. Wa'ter-WOm, worn by the action of
water.

—

n. Wa'ter-wraith, a water-spirit supposed
to portend death.

—

adj. Wa'tery, pertaining to or
like water : thin or transparent : tasteless : weak,
vapid: affecting water (of the moon, as govern-
ing the tide): {Shak.) eager.

—

?is. High'-wa'ter,
Hlgh'-wa'ter-mark (see High) ; LoW-wa'ter (see

Low); Low'-wa'ter-mark, the limit of water .Tt

low tide : the lowest point of anything. —Water
of life, spiritual refreshment: (Scot.) whisky;
Water on the brain, knee, an accumulation
of serous fluid in the cranial cavity, knee-joint;
Watered silk, silk on which a changeable
pattern has been worked by means of pressing

and moistening.^Above water, out of trouble

;

Aerated water (see Aerate) ; Apolllnaris water,
an agreeable table-water, obtained in Rheni-.h
Prussia ; Bag of waters, the fmtal membranes,
filled with liquor atunii, which dilate the mouth of
the womb ; Cast a person's water, to examine
urine to aid in the diagnosis of disease ; Deep
water, or waters, water too deep for safety,

sore trouble, distress ; First water, the higliest

degree of fineness in a diamond, &c., hence tlie

highest rank generally ; Hold water, to be correct

or well-grounded, to stand investigation ; HoljT
water, water used symbolically as a means of
purification ; Like water, with the quick, full flow

of water • extr.ivag.Tntlyj recklessly ; Make the
mouth water, to arouse m any one a strong desire

for a thing—from the gathering of saliva in the
mouth at the prospect of a savoury morsel ; Make
water, to micturate; Mineral water (see Mineral);
Oil on troubled waters, anything that allays or
assuages, from the effect of pouring oil on rough
water ; Tread water, to keep the head above w.iter

by an up-and-down movemrnt of the feet ; Under
water, below the surface ; White water, breakers,
foaming water. [A.S. wetter; Dut. lua/er, Ger.
wasser; Gr. hyddr, L. udtts, wet, uiida, a wave,
Sans, udnn, water.]

Watling Street, wat'ling strSt, n. one of the great
Roman highways of Britain, commencing at Dover,
passing through Canterbury and Rochester to Lon-
don, and thence to Chester and York, and north-
wards in twn branches to Carlisle and the Wall in

the neighbourhood of Newcastle.
Watt, wot, «. the practical unit of electrical activity

or power—from James ^Ka//(i736-i8i9).
Watteau bodice, wat'O bod'is, ». a bodice with a

square opening at the neck resembling the costumes
in the paintmgs of the French artist Antoine
If^at/eau (1684-1721).

Wattle, wot'l, n. a twig or flexible rod : a hurdle

:

the fleshy excrescence under the throat of a cock
or a turkey : one of various Australian acacias.

—

7'.t.

to bind with wattles or twigs : to form by plaiting

twigs.—«. Watt'le-bird, a wattled honey-eater of
Australia.

—

adj. Watt'led, having wattles like a
bird.—«. Wattling, a construction made by inter-

weaving twigs. [A.S. '.itatil, vatul, a hurdli'.]

Waught, Waucht, walit, «. (Scot.) a large draught.
[Gael, cuack, a cup.)

Waukrlfe. .Sec Wake.

Watll, Wawl, wawl, v.t. to cry as a cat. [Imit.]
Wave, wav, «. a ridge on the surface of water sway-

ing or moving backwards and forwards : (poet.) the
sea : a state of vibration propagated tnrough a
system of particles : inequality of surface : a line or
streak like a wave : an undulation : a rush of any-
thing : a gesture.

—

v.i. to move like a wave: to
play loosely : to be moved, as a signal : to fluctu-

ate.

—

v.t. to move backwards and forwards: to
brandish : to waft or beckon : to raise into inequali-

ties of surface.

—

p.adj. Waved, showing a wave-
like form or outline : undulating : (Iter.) indented :

(nat. hist.) having on the margin a succession of
curved segments or incisions.

—

n. Wave'-length,
the distance between the crests of adjacent waves.—ndj'. Wave'lesS, free from waves : undisturbed.
—«. Wavelet, a little wave.—adj. Wavelike.—
fis. Wave'-line, the outline, path, of a wave : the
surface of the w.ives : the line made by a wave on
the shore ; Wave'-loaf, a loaf for a wave-offering

;

Wave'-mo'tion, undulatory movement; Wave'-
mould'ing {arc/tit.), undulating moulding ; Wave'-
ofF'ering, an ancient Jewish custom of moving the
hands in succession towards the four points of the
compass in presenting certain offerings—opposed to

the Heave-offeriitg, in which the hands were only
lifted up and lowered.

—

v.t. Wa'ver, to move to

and fro: to shake: to falter: to be unsteady or
imdetermined : to be in danger of falling.

—

ns.

Wa'verer; Wa'vering. — ai/i'. Wa'veringly, in

a wavering or irresolute manner.

—

n. Wa'verlng-
ness.—<T<//>. Wa'verous, Wa'very, unsteady.—«.

Wave'son, goods floating on the sea after a ship-

wreck.

—

adj. Wave'-WOm, worn or washed away
by the waves.

—

ns. Wa'VinesS, the state or quality

of being wavy; Wa'Vlng.

—

adj. Wa'vy, full of or
rising in waves: playing to and fro: undulating.

—

Hot wave. Warm wave, a movement of heat or
warmth onwards, generally eastward. [A.S. •wajian,

to wave ; cf. Ice. vafra, to waver.]
Wavey, Wavy, w aw'vi, n. the snow-goose.
Wawe, waw, «. (Spens.) a wave.
Wax, waks, n. the name given to some animal and

vegetable substances, and even to one or two
mineral bodies (e.g. ozokerite), which more or less

resemble beeswax both in their appearance and in

their physical properties : the fat-like yellow sub-
stance produced by bees, and used by them in
making their cells : any sul>stance like it, as that
in the ear : the substance used to seal letters : that
used by shoemakers to rub their thread : in coal-

mining, puddled clay : a thick sugary substance
made by boiling down the sap of the sugar-maple,
and cooling by exposure to the air : (coll.) a passion.
—x'.t, to smear or rub with wax.—«j. Wax'-biU,
one of various small sparmestine seed-eating birds

with bills like sealing-wax ; Wax'-chandler, a
maker or dealer in wax candles ; Wax'-cloth, cloth

covered with a coating of wax, used for table-covers,

&c., a popular name for all oil floorcloths ; Wax'-
doll, a child's doll having the head and bust made
of hardened beeswax.

—

adj. Wax'en, made of wax,
like wax, easily effaced.

—

tis. Wax'-end, better

Waxed end, a strong thread having its end
stiffened by shoemakers' wax, so as to go easily

through the hole made by the awl ; Waxer, one
who or that which waxes ; Wax'-flow'er, a flower

made of wax ; Wax'inesS, waxy appearance;
Wax'ing, a method of putting a finish on dres.sed

leather : the process of stopping out colours in

calico-printing ; Wax'-in'sect, an insect which
secretes wax ; Wax'-light, a candle or taper made
of wax ; Wax'-mod'elllng, the process of forming
figures in wax ; Wax'-moth, a bee-moth ; WaX'-
myr'tle, the candle-berry tree ; Wax'-painting, a
kind of painting, the pigments for which are ground
with wax and diluted with oil of turpentine; Wax'-
palm, either of two South American palms yieMiiig
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Wax mote ; mute ; mCiJn ; then. Weapon
Wax ; Wax'-pa'per, paper prepared by spreading
over its suriace a thin cuatiiig made of white wax
and other materials.

—

adj. Wax'-red {Shak.), bright-

red like sealing-wax.

—

ns. Wax'-tree, a genus of
plants of natural order Hypertcaccie, all whose
species yield a yellow resinous juice when wounded,
forming when dried the so-called American gam-
boge ; wax'-wing, a genus of small Passerine birds,

so named from most of the species having small red
homy appendages, resembling red sealing-wax, on
their wings ; Wax'^ork, work made of wax, esp.

figures or models formed of wax : (//.) an exhibition

of wax figures ; Wax'WOrker.—at^'. Waxy, re-

sembling wax: soft: pallid, pasty : adhesive: {slatig)

irate, incensed.—Waxy degeneration, a morbid pro-
cess in which the healihy tissue of various organs is

transformed into a peculiar waxy albuminous sub-
stance—also amyloid or lardaeeous degeneration.
fA.S. weojc ; Ice. vax, Dut. 7vas, Ger. •uiachs.]

Wax, waks, v.i. to grow or increase, esp. of the
moon, as opposeil to H^ane: to pass into another
state. —/a./. Wax"en (/>'.), grown. (A.S. weajrrtn;
Ice. ifaxa, Ger. wachsen, L. augere, to increase,

Gr. auxanein.}
Way, wa, v.t. (Sfiens.) to weigh, esteem.
Way, wa, «. passage : road : length of space : dis-

tance : direction : manner of life : condition, state :

advance in life : general manner of acting : means :

manner : will : {nnut.) progress or motion through
the water, headway.

—

v.i. {S/>ens.) to journey.

—

ns.

Way'-bag'gage (i^.S".), bagga^^e to be laid down at a
way-station ; Way'-bill. list of passencers and goods
carried by a coach ; Way'-board, Weigh-board, a
thin stratum or seam separating thicker strata

;

Waybread, the common plantain.— J'./. WasTfare,
to travel on foot.—«. Way'farer, a traveller or
passenger.

—

adj. Way'faring, travelling or passing.
—«. Way'farlng-tree, the Vibumunt iantana, a
large shrub common in British hedges.

—

adjs.
Way-going, departing ; Waygone, exhausted by
travelling.

—

v.t. WayUiy, to lie in the way for : to
watch or lie in ambush for.—«. Waylayer.

—

<tdj.

Way'less, without a path.—«i. Way'-mak'er, a
pioneer, path-finder ; Way-mark, -post, a guide-
post ; Way-pass'enger, one taken up or set down
oy the way ; Way-Side, the side of a way, path, or
highway.

—

atij. growing or lying near the way-side.—IIS. Way-SUd'ing {rare), a wandering from the
right way ; Way'-Sta'tlon, an intermediate station
between principal stations on a railway ; Way-
thls'tle, the Canada thistle ; Way-traffic, local

traffic, as distiuiiuished from through or express
traffic; Way-train {U.S.), a train stoppinij at

most of the stations on a line.

—

adj. Wayward,
froward : wilful: irregular—;/. Way -war'den, a
keeper of roads.—rt//T'. Waywardly.—«. Way-
wardness.

—

adj. Wayworn, worn-out bv travel.

—

n. Rlght'-of-way (see Right).—Way of the Cross,
a series of pictorial representations representing llie

stages of Christ's progress to Calvary : devotions
used in connection with these stages ; Ways and
means, resources : methods of raising money for
the carrying on of government.—Be under Way,
Have way {naut.), to be in progress, as a vessel ;

By the way, as we go on ; By way of, as for the
purpose of : in character of ; Come one's way, to
come in one's direction ; Committee Of ways and
means, the House of Commons in its capacity of
raising the supolies ; Give way (see Give) ; Go
one's way (see Go) ; Go the way of all the earth,
to die ; Have one's way, to carr>' one's point or
wish ; In a small way. on a petty scale ; In the
family way (see Family); In the way, on the
way : impeding, obstructing ; In the way Of, in a
good position for effecting something : in respect
of ; Lead the way, to act as a guide in any move-
ment ; Make ona'S way, to push one's self forward

;

Make way, to give room : to advance ; On the

way, in progress ; Out Of the way, so as not to
hinder or obstruct : away from the ordinary cour-e :

unusual : {S/utk.) lost, hidden ; Put one's sell OUt
of the way, to give one s self trouble ; Take one's
way, to set out : to follow one's own inclination or
plan ; The Way, the Christian Religion (Acts ix.

2, &c.). [A.S. ineg ; Ger. tueg, L. via. Sans, vaha,
akin to vehert, to carry.]

WaygOOSe, wa'gOOs, «. a printers' annual dinner or
picnic, formerly one given by an apprentice to his
fellow-work men, at which a WiJJ^-goose or stubble-
goose was the great dish. — Also Wase'-gOOte,
Wayz'-goose.

Wayment, w.'i-ment', v.t. and v.i. {Spens.) to lament,
grieve.—«. {Spetis.) lamentation, grief. [O. Fr.

wainttnter—L. lamentari, to lament

)

We, we, pron.pl. of I : I and others. [A.S. wi ; cog.
with Goth, tueis, Ger. «'/r.]

Weak, wek, adj. soft : wanting strength and vigour :

not able to sustain a great weight : wanting health :

easily overcome : feeble of mind : wanting moral
or mental force : frail : unsteady : slight or incom-
plete : having little of the chief ingredient : impre.ss-

ible : inconclusive : {Shak.) inconsiderable : {gram.)
of a verb inflected by regular syllabic addition
instead of by change of the main vowel : tending
downward in price.—rt^'. WealC-built {SAak.). ill-

founded.

—

v.t. Weak'en, to make weak : to reduce
in strength or spirit.

—

v.i. to grow weak or weaker.—n. Weak'ener, one who or that which weakens.—atlj.^. Weak'-eyed, having weak eyes or sight

;

Weak'-hand'od, powerless ; Weak'-Head'ed, hav-
ing a feeble intellect ; Weak'-heart'ed {SAai:), of
weak or feeble heart or spirit ; Weak'-hinged,
ill-b.danced ; Weak'-kneed, having weak knees :

weak in will.—«. Weak'ling, a weak or feeble

creature.—<i(/z». Weak'ly.—rtc^Weak'-mindea. of
feeble powers of mind.

—

ns. Weak'-mind'edness

;

Weak'ness.—rt(^'^. Weak' -sight'ed, having f cble

eyesight ; Weak'-spir'ited, bearing wrong tamely,
cowardly.—Weaker sex, women ; Weaker vessel
(see "Vessel).—Weak side, point, that side or point

in which a person is most easily influenced or most
liable to temptation. [A.S. wdc, pliant

—

u-fciin, to

yield ; Dut. iveck. Ice. veikr, Ger. weich.'\

Weal, wel, «. stale of being well : a sound or prosper-

ous state : welfare.

—

adj. Weal'-bal'anced {Shak.),

explained by Schmidt as kept in a state of just

proportion by reasons of state.— «. Weals'man
(Shak.^, a statesman.—The public, general, or

common weal, the well-being, interest, and pros-

perity of the country. [A.S. ivela, wealth, bliss;

Ger. tvohl.]

Weal, wel, «. a form otwale.
Weald, weld, «. any open country.

—

adj. Weald'es,
pertaining to the Weald.—«. a geological forma-

tion seen in the Weald—viz. the upper oolitic series

of rocks. — The Weald, a district comprising

portions of Kent and Sussex, extending from Folke-

stone Hill near the Straits of Dover to Beachy
Head. [From the root of ti-ild; not directly conn,

with A.S. vjeald, a forest, wold.]_

Wealth, welth, «. large possessions of any kind :

riches.-rta't;. Wealth'Uy.—«. Wealth'Iness.—«<(;.
Wealth'y, rich : prosperous : well-fed. [An tx-

tension of rt<?rt/.)

Wean, wen, v.t. to accustom to nourishment other

than the mother's milk : to reconcile to the want
of anything : to estrange the aflTections fnm any
object or habit.—». (wan) an infant, a child {Scot.).

— «5. Wean'el {Spens.), a weanlin|: ; Wean'lng-
brasb, a severe form of diarrhoea, which supervenes,

at times, on weaning.

—

atij. Woan'llng, newly
weaned.

—

n. a child or animal newly weaned.
[.A.S. wentan : Ice. venja, Ger. ge^vS/men, to ac-

rustom, ent-tvffhnen, to disuse, to wean.]
Weapon, wep'un, «. any instrument or organ of

offence or defence.—o<^>. Weap'onsd ; Weap'On-
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Weapon-schaw fate, far : me, her ; mine ; Web
IflSS, liaving no weapons.

—

n. Wdap'on-SalVO, a
salve supposed to cure a wound by being applied

to the weapon that made it. [A.S. tuscpen ; Goth.
wepiui, arms, Ger. waffen and u>ap/>eH.\

Weapoa-SChaw = WapiKscka-w (q.v.).

Wear, war, v.t. to carr> on the body : to have the

appearance of : to consume by use, time, or ex-

posure : to waste by nibbing : to do by degrees :

to exhaust, efface: (naut.) to veer.— z'.i. to be

wasted by use or time : to be spent tediously : to

consume slowly : to last under use : {Shak.) to be

in fashion, to become accustoined : (tiaut.) to come
round away from the wind : {pas') to become :

—

pa.t.

w5re; pa.p. wOrn. — //. act of wearing : lessening or

injury by use or friction : article worn.

—

adj. Wear'-
able, fit to be worn.—«. Wear'er.—/.a.//'. Wear'mg,
made or designed for wear : consuming, exhausting.
—«. the process of wasting by attrition or lime :

that which Is worn, clothes, —ns. Wear ing-appar'el,

dress; Wear'-i'ron, a friciion-guani.—Wear and
tear, loss bv wear or use; Wear away, to impair,

consume ; Wear off, to rub off by friction : to

diminish by decay : to pass away by degrees ; Wear
out, to impair by use : to render useless by decay :

to consume tediously: to harass. [A.S. tveriaK, to

wear ; Ice. 2'trja, to cover, Goth. •wasjan.\
Wear, wer, «. another spelling of loeir.

Wear, wer, v.t. (fibs.) to guard, ward off: to guide.
IA S. "zoerian, to guard, from root of wary.]

Woarish, wer'ish, cuij. (5"/(r*r.) withered, shrunk.
Weary, we'ri, adj. womout : having the strength

or patience exhausted : tired : causing weariness :

(prov.) puny.

—

v.t. to wear out or make weary : to

reduce the strength or patience of: to harass.

—

v.i.

to become weary or impatient : to long for.

—

adjs.
Wearied, tired; Wea'rtftll, wearisome, —adv.
Wea'rifully. — rt<//. Wea'riless, incessant. — W,-'.

Wearily. — «. Weariness. — adj. Wea'risome,
making weary : tedious.

—

ad7\ Wea'riSOmely.—«.

Wea'risomeness.—Weary out, to exhaust. [A.S.
luirig, weary.]

Weary, we'ri, «. {Scot.) a curse, as in ' weary on you.'
Weasand, we'zand, «. the windpipe : the throat.

I.\.S. tviUend; not to be traced to A.S. hivcsan
(Ice. ko,esd)^ to wheeze.]

Weasel, we'zl, «. a common carnivore belonging to
the same genus as the polecat and sto.nt—the l»dy
long and slender—e.iting rats, frogs, birds, mice,
&c. : {Shak.) a lean, hungry fellow.

—

n. Wea'sel-
OOOt, the red-headed smew.

—

adj. Wea'sel-faced,
having a lean sharp face. (A.S. tvetU ; Ger. Tvtestt.]

Weather, we/A'er, «. state of the air as to heat or
coM, dryness, wetness, cloudiness, &c.

—

v.t. to affect
by exposing to the air : to sail to the windward of:
to gain or pass, as a promontory or cape : to hold
out stoutlv against difficulties.

—

v.i. to become dis-
coloured by exposure. — ad/, (ti/tut.) toward the
wind, windward.

—

atjs. Weath'er-beat'en. dls-
tres-sed or seasoned by the weather ; Weath'er-
bit'ten, worn or defaced by exposure to the winds.—«. Weatb'er-board, the windward side of a ship :

a plank in the port of a laid-up vessel placed so as
to keep off rain, without preventint: air to circulate.—7f.t. to fit with such planks «. Weath'er-board'-
Ing, thin boards pl.iced overlapping to keep out
rain : exterior covering of a wall or roof.— adj.
Weather-bound, delayed by bad weather. — »J.
Weather-box, -house, a toy constructed on the
principle of a barometer, consisting of a hou<.e
with the figures of a man and wife who come
out alternately as the weather is respectively bad
or good; Weath'er - cloth, a tarpaulin protecting
boats, hammocks, &c. ; Weath'eroook, a vane
(often in the form of a cock) to show the direction
of the wind : anything turning easily and often.

—

v.t. to act as a weathercock for.

—

p.adj. Weath'er-
drlv'en. driven bv Windsor storms.—rtrf/. Woath'ered
{flrtktt), niiide slightly sloping, so as to throw off

water : (geol.) having the surface altered in colour,
form, texture, or composition by the action of the
elements.—«. Weather-eye, the eye considered as
the means by which one forecasts the weather.

—

v.t.

Weather-fend (.i'Aa^.), to defend from the weather,
to shelter.

—

ns. Weather-gage, the position of a
ship to the windward of another : advantage of
position ; Weath'er-glass, a glass or instrument
ttiat indicates the changes of the weather : a
barometer; Weath'er - gleam (prov.), a bright
aspect of the sky at the horizon ; Weather-helm,
a keeping of tlie helm somewhat a-weather when
a vessel shows a tendency to come into the wind
while sailing ; Weathering {at chit.), a slight
inclination given to the top of a cornice or
moulding, to prevent water from lodging on it :

(gecl.) the action of the elements In altering the
form, colour, texture, or composition of rocks.

—

adj. Weath'erly (naut.), making little leeway
when close-hauled.— «. Weath'er -map, a map
indicating meteorological condiiions over a large
tract of country.

—

adj. Weath^ennost, farthest to

windward. — «. Weath'er-nota'tion, a system of
abbreviation for meteorological plienomena.— rw^'.

Weath'er - proof, oroof against rough weather.—
ns. Weather-propb'et, one who foretells weather:
a device for foretelling the weather ; Weath'er-
roll, the lurch of a vessel to windward when in the

trough of the sea ; Weath'er-ser'vloe, an institu-

tion for superintending and utilising observed
meteorological phenomena ; Weath'er -Side, the
windward side ; Weath'er- Sign, a phenomenon
indicating change of weather : any prognostic

;

Weath'er -stain, discolouration produced by ex-

posure ; Weath'er-sta'tion, a station where phe-
nomena of weather are observed ; Weath'er-strip,
a thin piece o( .some material used to keep out
wind and cold ; Weath'er-sym'bol, a conventional

sign indicating some meteorological phenomenon.
—adjs. Weath'er-Wlse, wl.se or skilful in foresee-

ing the changes or state of the weather ; Weath'er-
wom, worn by exposure to the weather.—Weather
anchor, the anchor lying to windward ; Weather
a point, to gain an advant^ige or accomplish a
purpose against opposition ; Weather out (ois.),

to hold out against till the end.— Keep OnO'S
weather eye open, to be on one's guard, to have
one's wits in readiness ; Make fair weather (Shak.),

to conciliate : to flatter ; Stress Of weather, violent

and especially unlavourable winds, force of tempests.

[A.S. weder : Ice. vedkr, Ger. 'U)tttfr.'\

Weave, wev, v.t. to twine threads together: to unite

threads in a loom to form cloth : to work into a
fabric : to unite by intermixture : to construct, con-

trive.

—

v.i. to practise weaving -.—pa.t. w5ve, (rarely)

weaved; pa.p. wov'en— «j-. WeaVer ; Weaver-
bird, a family of Passerine birds resembling the

finches, so called from their remarkably woven
nests ; Weav'ing, the act or art of forming a web
or cloth by the intersecting of two distinct sets

of fibres, threads, or yams— those pas.sing longi-

tudinally from end to end of the web forming the

ivarp, those crossing and intersecting the warp at

right angles forming the ivr/t. [A.S. ive/an ; Ice.

vefa, Ger. tofben ; cog. with Gr. Iiiippi, a web,

huf'haiuein, to weave.]
Weave, wev, v.t. and v.i. (Spetts.) waved, floated.

Weazand, wg'zand, «. Same as Weasand.
Weazen, we'zn, adj. thin, sharp. \_\Vizen.\

Web, web, «. that which is woven : anything resem-

bling a web, as a roll of cloth, paper, &c. : a plot,

scheme : in birds, the blade of a feather : (anat^
any connective tissue : the fine texture spun by
the spider as a snare for flies : a film over the

eye: the skin between the toes of water-fowls.—
v.t. to envelop, to connect with a web. — adj.

Webbed, h.iving the toes united by a web or sldo.—
n. Web'bing, a narrow woven fabric of hemp, used



Webster mOte : mutu ; mODn ; t>u:vu Weigh

for chairs, &c : {saal.) the webs of the digits :

(print.) tapes conducting webs of paper in a
printing-machine.

—

adj. web'by.—«. WeO'-eye, a
film spreading over the eye.

—

adjs. Web' -eyed ;

Web'-fing'ered.—«. Web'-foot, a foot the toes of
which arc united with a web or membrane.

—

-.uijs.

Web-footed ; Web-toed.—Web and pin (Sluik.),

or Pin and web, cataract on the eye. (.\.S. ivebb

;

Ice. c^/V, Ger. gc.vebe : from root of ?< cave.]

Webster, web'ster, «. (ois. ) a weaver. [A.S. webbesire,
a female weaver

—

"atbban, to weave.]
Wecht, weht, «. {^Scot.)z.n instrument for lifting grain.

[Perh. conn, with zji>eigk.\

Wed, wed, z>.t. to marry : to join in marriage : to unite
closely.

—

v.i. to marry :—/»-./. wed'ciing
;
pa.t. and

pu.p. wed'ded or wed.

—

adj. Wed'ded, married :

belonging to marriage : clasped together. — tis.

Wed'ding, marriage : marriage ceremony ; Wed'-
dlng-bed, the bridal bed; Wedding-cake, a
higiily decorated cake served at a wedding, and
also divided among absent friends.— n.pt. Wed'-
ding-cards, complimentary cards of a newly mairied
pair, .sent to friend^.— «.s. Wedding-day, day of
marriage; Wed'ding - dow'er, marriage portion;
Wed'ding-dress, a bi ide's dress ; Wed'ding-fa'vour,
white rosette worn by men at a wedding ; Wed ding-
gar'ment. garment worn at a wedding; Wed ding-
ring, a plain lin.; given by the groom to the bride at
a wedding.— Penny wedding, a wedding where the
guests paid for the entertamment, and sometimes
contributed to the outfit ; Silver, Golden, Diamond
wedding, the celebrations of the 25th, solh, and
60th anniversaries of a wedding. [A.S. ivediian, to

engage, to marry (Ger. ivetlen, to wager)

—

-Mfd, a
pledge ; Goth. Tvadi, Ger. tueUe, a bet.)

Wed, wed, «. a pledge, security—-(.S"tfo/.) Wad.

—

v.t.

to wager. [.\.S. Tved, a pledge.]
Wedge, wej, «. a piece of wood or metal, thick at one
end and sloping to a thin edge at the other, used in

splitting : anytliing shaped like a wedge : a mass of
metal : at Catnbridge, the man lowest on the list

of the classical tripos.

—

v.i. to cleave with a wedge :

to force or drive with a wedge : to press closely : to

fasten with a wedge : to make into a wedge.

—

v.i.

to force one's way like a wedge.

—

ndjs. Wedged,
cuneiform or wedge-shaped ; Wedge'-Shaped, having
the shape of a wedge ; Wedge -tailed, hiving the
tail wedge-shaped or cnneatc.

—

adv. Wedge'wise,
in the manner of a wedge.—«. Wedg'tng, a method
of joining timbers.—Wedge of least resistance, the

form in which a substance yields to pressure.—The
thin, or small, end of the wedge, the insignificant-

looking begmning of a principle or practice which
will yet lead to something great and important.
[.\.S. 'Mtcg; Ice. veggr, Ger. iveck, a wedge; prob.
from the root o( weigh.]

Wedgwood ware. See Ware.
Wedlock, wed'lok, «. marriage : matrimony.—Break
wedlock, to commit adultery. [.A-S. ivedldc—ived,
-/,/.. a gift.]

Wednesday, wenz'da, «. fourth day of the week.
[A.S. Wddents dtrg, the day of Wodeii or Odin, the
chief Teutonic deity.]

Wee, we, «. a short distance, a short time.

—

adj. tiny.

[Scand. form of 7uay : Dan. vei. Ice. vegr ; not
conn, with Ger. tvenig, little.]

Weed, wed, «. any useless plant of small growth :

anything useless or troublesome : a sorry animal, a
worthless fellow: (coll.) a cigar.

—

v.t. to free from
weeds : to remove anything hurtful or ofiensive.

—

<uijs. Weeded,Weed'-growil. overgrown with weeds.— «. Weeder.—«^/. Weed'er-clips (Scoi.). shears
for weeding.—K.r. Weedery, a i)lai:e full of weeds

;

Weediness; Weeding-chisel, -for'ceps. -fork,
•hook, -tongs (//.), garden implements of v:\r\ing
forms for de.stroying weeds. — adjs. Weed'lesS ;

Weed'y, weed-like, consisting of weeds : worthless.
[A.S. weod, an herb.]

Weed, wed, //. a garment, esp. in //. a widow's
mourning apparel.

—

aiij. Weed'y, clad in widow's
mourning. [.A..S. wxd, clothmg ; Old High Ger.
7t>dt, cloth ; cf. Uiniuaud.]

Weed, wed, «. (Scot.) a popular name for any sudden
illness, cold, or relapse with febrile symptoms in

women after confinement or nursing : lymphangitis
in the horse.—Also Weid.

Week, wek, «. the space of seven days, esp. from
Sunday to Sunday : the six working days of the
week.

—

n. Weekday, any day of the week except
Sunday.

—

adj. Week'ly, coming, happening, or
done once a week.

—

ativ. once a week.—«. a publi-
cation appearing once a week.—Week about, in

alternate periods of seven days.—A prophetic week
(B.), seven years; A week of Sundays (coll.),

seven weeks : a long time ; Feast of Weeks, a
Jewish festival lasting seven weeks ; Great Week,
Holy Week, Passion Week, the week preceding
Easter Sunday ; This day week, a week from
to-day. [.A.S. -wict ; Dut. tveek, Ger. ivoc/ie.\

Week, wek, n. (.Sieiis.). Same as Wick.
Weel, wel, «. a whirlpool. [A.S. rviel.]

Weel, wel, ti. (prov.) a trap or snare for fish : (A^r.) a
bearing resembling such.

Weel, wel, adv. (Scot.) well.

Weem, wera, «. (Scot.) a subterranean dwelling.
Ween, wen, v.i. to think or fancy. [A.S. tvenait—
wen (Ger. tva/iii), e,\pectation, hope.]

Weep, wep, v.i. to express grief by shedding tears : to
wail or lament : to drip, rain : to be pendent, as a
iDeepitig willow.

—

v.t, to lament: to pour forth:—
pa.t. and/rt./. wept.

—

n. Weep'er, one who weeps :

a white border round the sleeve of a mourning dress :

a cr.ipe hat-band : a widow's crape-veil : anything
pendent.

—

adj. Weep'ing, drooping the branches
(as it were through grief).— us. 'Weep'ing-ash, a
variety of the common European ash, with drooping
branches ; Weep'ing-birch, a variety of the white
birch, with drooping branches.

—

adv. Weep'ingly.—adj. Weep'ing-rlpe (Shak.), ripe or ready for

tears.

—

ns. Weep'lng-rock, a rock through which
water percolates slowly ; Weep'lng-Spring, a spring

from which water escapes slowly ; Weep'ing-tree, a
tree with long pendulous branches ; Weep'ing-
will'ow (see Willow).—«(//'. Weep'y, oozy. (.A.S.

ivcpan—wop, clamour ; allied to Goth, wdpjan.]
Weet, Weet'ing, Weet'ingly, Weet'less, obsolete

f inn of wit, &c.
Weet, dialectal form of tvet.

Weever, we'ver, «. a genus of fishes ( 7VacA»'«;«) of

which two species are British, with sharp dorsal and
opercular spines capable of inflicting serious wounds.
—A.ho StiHg-_fish. [Perh. conn, with L. vipera.]

Weevil, wev'il, «. a popular name for a large number
of beetles, with the anterior part of the head pro-

longed into a beak or proboscis, feeding upon
plants : any insect injurious to stored grain.

—

at/js.

WeeViled, WeeVUled, WeeVily, Weev Illy, in-

fested by weevils. [A.S. wi/el : Ger. wiebel.]

Weft, weft, «. the threads woven into and crossing the

warp— also Woof.— «. Weft'age, texture. [A.S.

7ve/i—we/an, to weave.]
Weft, weft, «. (Sf>etu.) a waif, a castaway.
Wefte, weft, v.pa.t. (Spens.) was wafted, avoided.

Weigh, wa, v.t. to compare by the balance: to find

the heaviness of: to Iw equal to in heaviness: to

bear up, to raise, esp. a ship's anchor : ti> ponder in

the mind : to consider worthy of notice.—f./. to have
weight : to be considered of importance : to press

heavily : to weigh anchor, get under .sail. — aiij.

Weigh'able, capable of being weighed. — us.

Welgh'age, rate paid for the weighing of goods;
Wei^h'-bauk (Scot^. the beim of a balance : (//.)
a pair of scales ; Weigh'-board (same as Way-
board) ; Weigh'-bridge, a machine for weighing
carts with their loais.

—

p.ndj. Weighed (Bacon),
e.xperieiiced.

—

tis. Weigh'er, an officer who weighs
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Weigrh fate, far ; me, her ; mine
;

WeU
articles or tests weights ; Welgh'-houso, a public

building for weighing goods, ascertaining the ton-

nage of boats, &c. ; Weighing ; Weigh'ing-oage,
a cage in which live animals are weighed ; Weigh'-
ing-machine', a machine or apparatus for weighing
heavy goods; Weight, the heaviness of a thing

when weighed, or the amount which anything

weighs : the force with which a bo^ly is attracted to

the earth, measured by the mass into the accelera-

tion : a mass of metal adjusted to a standard and
used for finding weight : anything heavy : a pon-

derous mass : presisiire : importance : power : impres-

siveness : in mining, subsidence of the roof due to

overhead pressure, also called Weigh'ting.

—

v.t. to

make more heavy.—/z^r'z/. Weightily.—«. Weigh'-
tlness.— rt(^V. Weightless; Weighty. — Weigh
down, to depress : (Skak.) to preponderate over ;

Weigh In, to ascertain one's weight before a contest,

as a horse-race ; Weight Of metal, total weight of
iron thrown at one discharge from a ship's guns.

—

Dead weight (see Dead). [A.S. we^an, to carry;

Ger. wiegen : L. vekire, to carry.]

Weigh, w5, n. a very common misspelling of luay in

the phrase ' Under way,' through confusion with the
phrase ' To weigh anchor.*

Weir, Wear, wer, «. a dam across a river : a fence of
stakes set in a stream for catching fish. [A.S. wer,
an enclosure, allied to werian, to protect ; cf. Ger.
luehr, a dam, -wehren, to ward.]

Weird, werd, «. fate : that which comes to pass : a
spell or charm.

—

adj. skilled in witchcraft: un-
earthly, uncanny.—7/.^. to destine, doom, adjure.

—

adv. Weirdly.—«. Weird'ness.—Dree one's weird
(see Dree).—The weird Sisters, the Fates. [A.S.
ivyrd, fate

—

Tveorthan, to become; Ger. zverden.]

Weism, we'izm, «. inordinate use of the pronoun 7ue.

Weismannism, vTs'man-izm, «. the doctrine in

biology of August IVeismann (born 1834)— that
acquired characters are not transmitted, function
and environment affecting the individual only, not
the species, the sole source of evolutionary change
being the intermingling of germ -plasma which
occurs in fertilisation, and the condition of progress
being found in the action of natural selection on the
germinal variations which thus arise.

W'elaway. Same as Wellaway.
Welcome, wel'kum, adj. received with gladness

:

admitted willingly : causing gladness : free to enjoy.—n. kindly reception.

—

v.t. to receive with kind-
ness: to entertain hospitably.

—

ns. Wel'comeness ;

Wel'comer, one who welcomes. —Bid a welcome,
to receive with professions of kindness. [Scand.,
Ice. velkominn—vel, well, kominu, pa.p. of korna,
to come.]

Weld, weld, «. a scentless species of mignonette,
yielding a yellow dye—(.S"<:<j/.) Wald. [Cf. Ger. wan. ]

Wold, weld, v.t. to join together as iron or steel by
hammering, when softened by heat : to join closely.—v.i. to imdergo welding.—«. a welded joint.

—

n.

Weldabll'lty. — (K^-. Wel'dahle. — «x. Wel'der;
Welding ; Weld'-i'ron, wrought-iron.—mrf/'. Weld'-
less, having no welds. —«. Weld'-Steel. puddled
steel. [Scand., Sw. valla, orig. to well up, and so
cog. with A.S. weallan, to boil ; Ger. wailien.]

Weld, weld, v.i. (S/ens.) to wield.
Welder, wel'dir, «. a land-tenant holding under the

farmer or middleman. [Ir.]

Welfare, wel'far, «. st^ite of faring or doing well:
freedom from any calamity, &c. : enjoyment of
health, &c. : prosperity.

Welk, welk, v.i. (06s.) to wither, to shrivel or shrink :

to decline.

—

v.f, to contract, shorten, or impair : to
form inlo wrinkles or ridges. (From a root seen in

Old High Ger. iw/c (Ger. welk), moist.]
Welkin, wel'kin, «. the sky or region of clouds.

—

adj.
(.S"Art*.) sky-blue. [A.S. ivclcnu, pi. o(wolcen, cloud,
air, sky; Ger. wolke, cloud.]

Well, wel, n a rise of water from the earth : a iprinj

a pit in the earth whence a supply of water is ob-
tained : an enclosure in a ship s hold round the
pumps : the open space in the middle of a staircase :

a cavity : an eddy.

—

7>.i. to issue forth, as water
from the earth : to spring.

—

iis. Well'-boat, -Smack,
a fishing-boat having a well ; Well'-bor'ing, sinking
wells by drilling through rock ; Well'-buck'et, a
vessel for drawm^ up water from a well ; Well'-
CUrb, the stone ring built round the mouth of a
well ; Well'-deck. an enclosed space on the deck of
a ship ; WeU'-drain, a pit drawing the water from
wet land ; Well'-dress'ing, the festal decoration of
wells and springs, as at Tissington in Derbyshire on
Ascension-day, &c. ; Well'-head, the source of a
spring ; Weir -hole, the pit or shaft of a well

;

Well'-house, a room built over a well ; Well'Ing,
an outpouring; Well '-room, a room enclosing a
mineral well : a cavity in a boat for collecting leak-

age and rain-water ; Well'-sink'er, one who digs

wells ; Well'-Sink'ing, the act of boring for water

;

Well'-sprtng, a fountain.— The wells, any place

where mineral wells are situated. [A.S. ivella—
iveallan, to boil; cf. Ice. vella, to boil.]

Well, wel, adj. good in condition : fortunate : comfort-
able : in health.—«. (S^e/is.) good health, fortune.—adv. in a proper manner : rightly : thoroughly :

favourably : conveniently : to a considerable ex-

tent : conscientiously : so be it (as a sign of assent).

—

adjs. Well'-acqualnt'ed, having intimate personal

knowledge ; Well'-advised', prudent.—«</?'. Well'-
anear' (S/tak.), very f.oon.—adj. Well'-appoint'ed,
in good trim. — «. Well'-appoint'edness. — (i^//V.

Well'-bal'anced, properly adjusted; Well' -be-
haved', becoming in manner.—?/. Well'be'lng,
state of being well, welfare.

—

adjs. Well' -beloved',
very dear ; Well'-beseem'ing, properly becoming ;

Well' • beseen' (S/>ens.), showy in appearance;
Weir-bom, born of a good or respectable family :

not of mean birth ; Well'-breathed, strong of lung
;

Well'-bred, educated to polished manners : of good
stock ; Well'-condi'tloned, in a desirable condi-
tion ; Well'-conduct'ed, properly led : acting pro-

perly; Well'-disposed', favourable.— Kj.Well'-do'er,
a benefactor ; Well'-dO'ing, a doing of what is

right or good.-

—

mljs. Well'-eamed, thoroughly
deserved ; Well'-ed'ucated, having a good educa-
tion ; Weir - famed, famous ; Well' - fa'voured,
good-looking ; Well'-fed, fat ; Well'-found, com-
mendable ; Well'-found'ed, highly probable ; Well'-
graced, popular; Well'-ground'ed, very likely;

Well'-informed', full of varied information ; Well'-
inten'tioned, of upright intentions or purpose

;

Well'-judged, correctly calculated; Well'-knit,
strongly framed ; Well'-known, fully known : cele-

brated : notorious; Well'-lik'tng {S/iak.), in good
condition : clever, smart ; Well'-look'ing, good-
looking ; Well' - mann'ered, polite: obedient;
WeU'-marked, obvious, decided ; Well'-meanlng,
well-intentioned ; Well'-meant, rightly intended

;

Well'-mlnd'ed, favourably inclined.

—

adv. Well'-

nigh, nearly: almost.

—

adjs. Well'-Or'dered, cor-

rectly governed; Well' - pleas'ing, acceptable;

Well'-pllght'ed (Spens.), well folded; Well'pro-
por'tioned, having correct proportions ; Well'-read,

of extensive reading ; Well'-reg'Ulated, well-

ordered ; Well' - respect'ed, highly esteemed;
Well'-round'ed, symmetrical ; Well'-seen {Shak.),

experienced, skilful ; Well'-Set, properly arranged :

fitly put together ; Well'-spo'ken, spoken properly :

graceful in speech; Well' tem'pered (nius.), tuned

in equal temperament ; Weir-thewed(.S'/<'«j.), well-

educated, well-mannered, of good disposition;

Well' - tlm'bered, furnished with much timber;

Well'-tlmed, opportune : keeping accurate time

;

Well'-tO-do, prosperous ; Well'-tumed, accurately

rounded or fashioned ; Well'-warr'anted, having
good credit.—»f. Well'-wiU'er, -WlSh'er, one who
wills or wishes yf%\\.—adjt. WoU'-'Wlsbed {.Shak.%
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Welladay mote ; mute ; miSDn ; Men. West

held in good-will ; Well'-won, honestly gained

;

Well'-worn, worn threadbare : (rare) becumingly
•worn.—ativ. WeiW'j (/>rov.), well-ni>;h.—Well done,
a word of praise, bravely ! nobly ' Well enough, in

a moderate but sufficient degree ; Well mei (see

Meet) ; Well Oflf, in good circumstances ; Well
said, well done ! Well up {coll.), well versed in.

well acquainted with (with in).—As Well as (see

As) ; Just as well, all the same : so much the

better. [A.S. tuei ; cog. with Goth, vniia, Ger.
'wo/tl, from the root of av//. ]

We'iladay, wd'a-da, Wellaway, wel'a-wa, interjs.

alas ! [Corr. from M. E. weyla-juay—A.S. tud. Id,

wd, ' woe, lo ! wor.']

Welllngtonia, wel-ing-ta'ni-a, «. the largest of exist-

ing trees, a native of California — the same as
Sequoia (q. v.).

Wellingtons, wel'ing-tonz, «. a kind of riding-boots

covering the knee in front, but cut away behind : a
shorter closely-fitting booi, worn under the trousers.

[Named after the great Duke of li^'eilmgion.]

Welsh, welsh, adj. pertaining to IVaUs or its inhabi-

tants.—«.//. the inh.ibitanis of Wales!

—

sing: their

language. — iis. Welsh'-harp, a large instrument,
furnished with three rows of strings, two tuned in

unison and in the diatonic scale, the third in tlie

sharps and flats of the chiomaiic ; Welsh'-hook, an
old weapon, like the bill ; Welshman, a native of
Wales ; Welsh'-on'ion, the cibol, a perennial plant

with a garlic taste ; Welsh'-rabb'it (see Rabbit).
[A.S. we/isc, foreign

—

7vealh (pi. vjealas), a foreigner,

esp. the Celts or Welshmen.]
Welsh, welsh, v.t. and v.i. to run off from a race-

course without settling or paying one's bets—also

Welch.—>Ar. Welsh'er, Welch'er. [Perh. in allu-

sion to the alleged bad faith of Welshmen.)
Welt, welt, «. a kind of hem or edging round a shoe :

(coll.) a weal.

—

v.t. to furnish with a welt : to flog

severely.—a<J>. Welted.—«. Welting. [\<l.gwald,

a hem.]
Welt, welt, v.i. i^rpv.) to decay : to become stringy.

[H'llt.]

Welter, wel'ter, v.i. to roll or tumble about, to wallow
about, esp. in dirt : to lie in some floating substance.—Z'.t. to make way in a weltering manner.—«. a
tossing about, a state of turmoil.

—

adj. Wel'tering.
[M. E. walten, to roll over—A.S. wealtan, to roll.]

Welter-weight, wel't6r-wat, n. an unusually heavy
weight, carried mostly in steeple-chases and hurdle-
races.—«. Wel'ter-raco, a race in which such
weights are carried. — n.fil. Wel'ter-Stakes, the
stakes in a welter-race. [Perh. from luelter, in allu-

sion to the le>s free motion ; others trace to nvelter,
from the heating of the heavily weighted horses.]

WelwitSOhla, wel-wich'i-a, «. a genus of African
Gymnosperms belonging to the Cnetncetr, and con-
taming only one species, its flower consisting of a
panicle of brilliant overlapping scarlet scales. ( Fried-
rich IVelwilsch (1806-72), an Austrian traveller.)

Wen, wen, «. a sebaceous cyst, most commonly on the
scalp, consisting of obstructed sebaceous glands,
which enlarge by the internal pressure of their accu-
mulated secretions,

—

ot/js. Wen'nish, Wen'ny, wen-
like. [A.S. 7t»«, a swelling, a wart ; Dut. wen.]

Wench, wensh, «. a maid, damsel : a working-girl, a
maid-servant : a lewd woman, a mistress, a whore.—T.i. to frequent the company of whores.—«.

Wench'er, one who indulges in lewdness. [Perh.
.
from the sing, of A.S. winch/, children, prob. Tvencel,
weak, -waucol, unstable.)

Wend, wend, f. J. logo: to wind or turn. {.\.S.7vendan,
the causative of windan, to turn round.)

Wend, wend, «. the name given by the Germans to a
branch of the Slavs which, as early as the 6th
century, occupied the north and east of Germany
from the Elbe along the coast of the Baltic to the
Vistula, and as far south as Bohemia : one of the
Slavic population of Lusatia who still speak the

Wendish tongue.-;-a/^>. Wen'die. Wen'dish. [Prob.
ultimately cog. with waiuier.]

Wenlock, wen'lok, «<//. (^w/.) denoting a grcup or
series of rocks of the Upper Silurian period, consist-
ing of limestone and shale, and largely developed in

the neighbourhood of t-f^'enlock in Shropshire.
Went, went, properly /«./. of wend, but now used as

fia.t. ofg'o.—«. (S/ens.) a turning : a path.
Wentle-trap, wen'tl-trap, «. a genus of gasteropodous

molluscs, having a spiral shell with many deep
whorls, crossed by elevated ribs, and the aj)erture

round and narrow. [Ger. ivendel-treppe, a winding
staircase.)

Wept, wept, f>a.t. and/^T./. o( rivep.

Were, wer, v.i. the //. of ttms, used as pa.t. of le.

[A..S. tvsere ; Ger ivar, Ice. Te>a, to be. Cf. Has.]
Werewolf, Werwolf, wer'woolf, «. a person supposeii

to be able by natural gift or magic art to chanr<:
himself for a lime into a wolf.

—

adjs. Were'WOlf-
Ish, Wer'wolflsh.—«. Were'wolfiam, lycanthropy.
[A.S. iverwul/^wer, man (Goth, vair, L. vir),

ivulf, a wolf. The modern Ger. yVdJinvnlf '\s the
Mid. High Ger. Wertfol/, Latinised a.f, garulfktis or
geritlphus, whence the O. Fr. garoul, the modern
French name being pleonastically loup-garou.]

Weregild, Wergild wergild, n. a composition by
which, by the custom of Anglo-Saxons, Franks, and
other Teutonic peoples, homicide and other heintM s

crimes against the person were expiated. [A.S.
tvergield, from iver, man, gield—gieldan, to pay.)

Wemerian, wer-ne'ri-an, adj. pertaining or accord-
ing to the opinions or system of A. G. Werner, a
German mineralogist and geologist (1750-1817), who
classified minerals according to their external char-
acters, and advocated that all geological phenomena
are due to the action of water.— «. an upholder o(

this theory.—«. Wer'nerlte, a variety of .scapolite.

Wersh, wersh, adj. (Scot.) tasteless, unsalted.
\\Vearish.]

Wert, wert, the 2d pers. sing, of viere, used as the

Waa.t. subjunctive ol be.

ertberian, ver-te'ri-an, adj. pertaining to or resem-
bling the character of Werther\\\ Goethe's romance,
'The Sorrows ofYoung Werther.'—«. Wer'thorism,
sentimentality like that of Werther.

Wesand, we'zand, K. (S/>ens.). Same as Weasand.
Wesleyan, wes'le-an, adj'. pertaining to Weslcyanism.—n. one who adopts Wesleyaiiisni.

—

n. WeS'ley-
anism, the system of doctrine and church polity of

the Wesleyan Methodists : Arminian Methodism.
(Named from John /f>j/<r (1703-91). ]

West, west, «. the quarter where the sun sets : one of
the four chief points of the compass : the direction

faced when one stands with his back to the high
altar of a church : the countries to the west of

Europe.

—

a//j'. situated towards or coming from the
west : opposite the high altar of a chtirch.

—

ndv.
towards the west.—r-./. (S/^ns.) to move towards
the vest.—adi: West'-about', towards the west.—
7'.i. Wes'ter(«7i}j.), to turn westward.—«r/7>. Wes'-
tering (Milt.), passing to the west ; "Westerly,
lying or moving towards the west : from the west.

—

adv. towards tne west.

—

adj'. Wes'tem, situated in

the west : belonging to the west : moving towards, or

comingfrom, the west.—«.an inhabitant of a western
region or country.

—

ns. Wes'temer, a person be-

longing to the west ; Wes'ternlsm, an idin-n or
other characteristic of we-tern people.

—

ndj. WeS'-
temmost, furthest to the west.—«. Wes'tlrg, space
or distance westward : departure westward : time
of setting or reaching tie west.— adz'. Westllng,
towards the west.

—

ad/. West'most, most westerly.—ndj'. and ttdzK West'ward, towards the west.

—

ad7S. West'wardly, West'WardS, towards the west.
--Western Church, the Latin Church, as dis-

tineuished from the Eastern or Greek Church

;

Western Empire, the western division of the later

Roman Empire ; Western states, the (tatcs of toe



Westphalian fate, far ; me. her ; mine ; Wheat

American Union lying west of the Alleghanies.

—

Westward ho ! to the west ! an old cry of London
watermen plying westwards. [A.S. west (Fr. ouest.

Ice. veitr) ; prob. conn, with Ice. vist, abode, L.
vesier, Gr. hes^era.]

Westpballan, west-fa'li-an, oiij. pertaining to West-
/tliaiia, a duchy, a kingdom, and now a province of
Prussia.

—

n. a native of Westphalia.
Wet, wet, aiij. containing water : having water on the

surface : rainy : (slang) given to drinking, tipsy :

(U.S.) allowing the sale of intoxicating liquors, as
opposed to prohibition. — «. water or wetness :

moisture : act of wetting, a dram, a debauch.

—

v.t.

to make wet : to soak with water : to sprinkle

:

(slang) to celebrate by drinking :

—

Pr.f>. wet'tin? ;

pa.t. and pa.p. wet, (rarely) wet'ted.

—

ns. Wet'-
CUp'ping, the simultaneous application of a cupping-
glass and the making an incision on the skin ; Wet'-
aock, a dock or basin for floating vessels at all states

of the tide ; Wet'negs ; Wet'-nurse, a nurse who
suckles a child for its mother.—rti//. Wet'-shod,
having shoes or feet wet.—«. Wet'ting-machlne', a
machine used to damp paper fur printing.

—

<tdj.

Wet'tiSh, somewhat wet.—Wet bob (slang), a boy
at school who goes in for rowing in preference to

cricket or fo.nball ; Wet bulb thermometer (see

Psychrometer) ; Wet goods, liquors ; Wet meter,
a gas-meter in which the gas to be measured passes
through water ; Wet plate (phot.), a plate coated
with collodion and sensitised with a salt of silver.

—

A wet blanket, a damper, kill-joy. [AS. laxt

;

Ice. vdtr ; from root of water.]
Wether, wet/t'er, «. a castrated ram. [A.S. wither;

Ger. widilcr.}
Wey, wa, «. a measure or weight diflfering with dlfTerent

articles = 182 lb. wool, 40 bushels salt or corn, 48
bushels oats, &c. [Weiglt.]

Whack, hwak, v.t. to thwack : (slang) to parcel out,

-share.

—

v.i. to keep on striking : (slang) to settle

accounts.—«. a blow : a stroke, share.—«. Whack'er
(slang), something big.

—

aJj. Whack'ing, very large,
astounding. [TAwairi.]

Whalsle, Whaizle, hwa'zl, v.i. (Scot.) to wheeze, fA
form ot wAeeze.]

Whale, hwal, «. the common name of a cetaceous
mammal, the largest of sea-animals, including the
toothed whales, such as Sperm Whale and Dolphin,
and the whalebone whales, such as Right Whale
and Rorqual, in which the teeth are only embryonic.
— v.i. to take whales.

—

ns. Whale'-back, a boat
whose maindeck s are covered in and rounded, for

rough seas ; Whale'-boat, a long, narrow boat used
in the pursuit of whales; Whale'bone.a light flexible

substance consisting of the baleen plates of the Arctic
and allied whales.

—

a<lj. made of whalebone.

—

us.

Whale'-oalf, a young whale—also Calf Whale

;

Whale'-fish'er, one engaged in whale-fishery or the
huntincr of whales ; 'Whale'-fish'ery ; Whale'-fish'-
ing ; 'Whale'- line, strong rope ased for harpoon-lines
in the whale-fishery ; 'Whale'-louse, a genus of Crus-
t.-«cea, parasitic on the skin of Cetaceans ; 'Whale'-
man, 'Whal'er, a person employed in whale-fish-
ing ; Whale' -oil, oil obtained from the blubber of
a whale ; 'Wharer, 'Whale'Shlp, a ship employed
in the whale - fishing ; Whalery, whaling.— adj.
Whal'lng, connected with whale-catching.—//, the
business of catching whales.— «r. 'Whal'ing-gun,
a contrivance for killing whales by means of a
projectile ; Whal'lng-mas'ter, the captain of a
whaler ; Whal'lng -port, a port where whalers
are registered. — 'Whale's bOne, ivory. — Bull
Whale, an adult male whale. (A.S. hwxl (Ice.

ItTalr, Ger. lualfisch)', orig. unknown.]
'Whale, hwal, v.t. (slang) to thrash. fForm of 'niale.'\

Whally, hwal'i, adj. wall-eyed.—«. 'Whall, wall-eye.
Whang, hwang, n. a leathern thong. [Form of

tkiiiang, thong.']

Whang, hwang, v.t. to flog : (Scot.) to cut in great

slices.

—

H. a blow, bang: a large slice. [Prob. a
variant of whack.]

'Whangam, hwang'gam, «. a feigned name of some
animal, invented by Goldsmith.

'Wharf, hworf, n. a bank of timber or .stone on the
shore of a harbour or river for lading and un-
lading vessels : (Shuk.) the bank of a river '.—pi.

"Wharfs, Wharves.—?/./, to secure by a wharf:
to place on a wharf.

—

ns. Wharfage, the dues
paid for using a wharf: accommodation at a
wharf; Wharf'ing, material for making a wharf:
wharfs ; Wharfinger (hworrin-jer), one who has
the care of, or owns, a wharf ; Wnarf'-rat, the

common brown rat : a fellow who loafs about a
wharf in the hope of picking up a chance job.

[.AS. hwerf, a dam; prob. conn, with hweorfan
(Ice. hverfn), to turn.]

What, hwot, interrog. pron. applied both to persons
and things—also used elliptically and as an inter-

jection : (Shi\k.) used to express a summons, or
as a mere expletive.

—

interrog. adj. of what sort,

how much, how great—also used in an intensive

manner.— r<'/. pron. that which, such ... as :

(Shak.) any, who, which. — ituief. pron. some-
thing : (Spens.) a portion, bit.

—

adv. (obs.) why ?

to what degree ?

—

conj, so much as : that, as in

but what, that . . . not.

—

ns. 'What'aboutS, the
things one is occupied about; What'-d'ye-call
(-it, -'em), a word substituted for the name of a
thing (or person) because of forgctfulncss, or in

contempt.

—

adjs. 'What'en, What'ten (Scot.), what
kind ot.—prons. 'Whatever, Whate'er', anything
which: (cell.) what?— «<//. any or all that, no
matter what.— o^^'^. 'What'-like (coll.). of what
kind; "Whatna (Scot.), same as Vfhaten.—pron.
'What'not, whatever or whoever.

—

adj. 'What'SO,
of whatever kind.

—

pron. whosoever.

—

adjs. What-
soev'er. Whatsoe'er', of whatever kind ; 'What-
Somev'er (c^lL), whatsoever.—What an ML (Shak),
what of; What else, could anything else be the

case? "What ... for (Shak.), what kind of;

"What ho I a loud summons ; What if, what
would h>ppen if? 'What not, elliptical for 'what
may I not say?' implying the presence or exist-

ence of many other things ; 'What of, what comes
of? what do you think of? 'What's What, the

real or genuine thing ; "What though, what matters
it though, notwithstanding ; What time, at the
very lime when ; 'What With, by reason of. [A.S.
hwa-t, neut. of hiva, who; Ger. it'os, L. quid.]

'Whatnot, hwot'not, «. a piece of furniture with shelves

for books, &c., so called Ijecause used to hold any-
thing : anything, no matter what.

'Whaup, hwawp, «. (Scot.) a curlew—sometimes Great
Whaup as opposed X.Q Little H'haup, the whimbrel.

Wheal, hwel, «. a wale, weal.

—

v.t. to cause weals
upon. [Prob. conn, with A.S. hwelan, to pine.]

'Wheal, hwel, «. a Cornish name for a mine.
'Wheat, hwet, «. the most valuable of all the cereal

grasses, the grain furnishing a white flour for bread
—known as bearded, beardless, or bald, according
to the presence or the absence of the awns or beard ;

as white, red, or amber, according to colour ; and as

spring, summer, autumn, or winter, according to

the time of sowing.—«j.'Wheat'-bird, the chaffinch ;

'Wheat'-ear, an ear of wheat ; 'Wheat'-eel, a disease

in wheat—also Ear-cockle.—adj. 'Wheat'en, made of
wheat.->«. 'Wheat-field, a field of wheat ; 'Wheat'-
fly, name of several flies which destroy wheat—e.g.

the Hes.sian fly ; 'Wheat'-midge, a dipterous insect

which lays its eggs in the flowers of wheat-heads, and
whose reddish larvae devour the kernels; 'Wheat'-
mil'dew, the rust which gathers on wheat and oats

;

'Wheat'-moth, one of several small moths whose
larva; devour stored wheat.

—
'Wheat-ear Etitch,

a fancy stitch in embroidery. [A..S. k^uaete—hwit,
white ; Ger. iveizen ; allied to •white, aud named
from its colour.]
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Wheat-ear m5te ; mute ; mCOii ; ///en. Whevr
Wheat-ear, hwet'-er, «. a bird of ilie genus Chat, a
common summer visitant of Britain, abounding on
downs and fallow fields. [Corr. from IVkite-arse.]

Wheedle, hwed'l, 71. t. to entice by soft words : to

flatter.—«. a coaxing person.

—

>t. Wheed'ler.

—

aeij.

Wheedlesome, coaxing.—«. Wheedling. [Perh.
from Ger. wedetn, to wag the tail, as a dog

—

tuedel,

a fan, brush—Old High Ger. wehan, to blow.]
Wheel, hwel, «. a circular frame turning on an axle :

an old instrument of torture : a steering-wheel :

(Jig^-) the course of events, from the wheel, one of
the attributes of Fortune, the emblem of mutability :

(coli.) a bicycle or tricycle : circular motion : principle
of life or motion : (Shnk.) a refrain : {pi.) chariot

:

(j-/a«^) a dollar.

—

v.t. to cause to whirl: to convey
on wheels : to turn.

—

v.i. to turn round or on an axis :

to roll forward : to change direction : to move in a
circle : to change about : {coil.) to ride a bicycle
or tricycle.— «j. Wheel'-au'lmal, -animal'cide, a
rotifer ; Wheel'-barrow, a barrow supported on one
wheel and two handles, and driven forward by one
man ; Whsel'-boat, a boat having wheels, for use
on water or on inclined planes ; Wheel'-carr'iage,
any kind of carriage moved on wheels ; Wheel'-
Chair, a chair moving on wheels.

—

aiij. Wheel'-CUt,
cut, or ground and polished, on a wheel—of glass.

—

«. Wheel'-OUt'ter, a machine for cutting the teeth

on watch and clock wheels. — p.adj. Wheeled,
having wheels.

—

tis. Wheel'er, one who wheels : the
horse nearest the wheels of a carriage : a maker of
wheels; Wheel'-horse, one of the horses next the
wheels in a team ; Wheel'-hotise, a box or small
house erected over the steering-wheel in ships : a
paddle-box ; Wheel'lDg, the act of moving or con-
veying on wheels : a turning or circular movement
of troops ; Wheel'-lock, a lock for firing a gun by
means of a small steel wheel ; Wheel'man, a
steersman : a cyclist \ Wheel'-plough, a plough
the depth of whose furrow is regulated by a
wheel ; Wheel'-race, the part of a race in which
the water-wheel is fixed ; Wheel'-tax, a tax on
carriages ; Wheel'-Win.'dO'W, a circular window
with radiating tracery ; Wheel'-work, a combina-
tion of wheels and their connection in machinery

;

Wheel'wrlght, a wright who makes wheels and
wheel-carriages. — adj. Wheel'y, like a wheel.

—

Wheel and axle, one of the mechanical powers, in

its primitive form a cylindrical axle, on which a
wheel, concentric with the axle, is firmly fastened,
the power being applied to the wheel, and the weight
attached to the axis ; Wheel of life (see Zoetrope)

;

Wheels within wheels, a complication of circum-
stances.—Break a butterfly (fly, &c.) upon the
wheel, to inflict a punishment out of all proportion
to the offence : to employ great exertions for insigni-

ficant ends. [A.S. hweol ; Ice. hjdl.\

Wheen, hwen, n. {Scot.) a small quantity : a quantity.
[-V.S. Iiwxne—hwdn, adv., a little.]

Wheeze, hwez, 7'./. to breathe with a hissing sound :

to bre.Tthe audibly or with difficulty.—«. Wheeze

—

also Wheez'ing.—rt^/r'. Wheez'ily.—7/./. Wheez le,

to make wheezy sounds.

—

adj. Wheez'y. [A.S.
hw^san : Ice. kvtesa, to wheeze, to hiss.]

Whelk, hwelk, n. a popular name for a number of
marine Gasteropods, especially applied to species of
Buccimim common on the coasts of northern seas.

—adjs. Whelked, ridged like a whelk ; WhelTcy,
knobby, rounded. [Wrong form of welk — A.S.
ivtloc, weo/iic, prob. from ivealcan, to roll.]

Whelk, hwelk, n. {Shak.) the mark of a stripe on the
body, a wrinkle, an inequality or protuberance.
\jiVeal, wlual.\

Whelm, hwelm, v.t. to cover completely: to plunge
deep: to overburden : to ruin, destroy.

—

v.i. to pass

over in such a way as to submerge. [M. E. wheinten,
ivfieiven, to overturn (Ice. hvdljh, Ger, nvSlben);

allied to A. S. hwi-ni/, arched ; cf. Gr. kolpos, a gulf.]

Whelp, hwelp, «. tlie young of the dog kind and of

lions, &c. : a puppy : a cub : a young man (in con-
tempt).

—

v.i. and v.t. to bring fortli young. [A.S.
hweip ; Ice. hveipr,'\

Whemmle, hwem'l, Whummle, hwum'l, «. an over-
throw ; (6'<:«>/.) confusion.

—

v.t. to whelm, overthrow.
[Freq. form oi iv/teim.]

When, hwen, luiv. and conj. at what time? at which
time: at or after the time that: while.

—

interj.
{Shak.) an exclamation of impatience, like wiiatl
—conj. When'as(6V<rtA.), when : whereas.

—

adv. and
conj. Whence (also From whence), from what
place : fr<mi which things : wherefore. — adv.
Whenceforth' {Spens.), whence,—coa/j. Whence-
SoeVer, trom what place, cause, or source soever

;

Whenever, Whene'er', at every time when

;

Whensoev'er, at what time soever : whenever.
[A.S. /i'.vceiiiie, hwonne (Ger. ivatin, wenii); orig.

accus. of interrog. pron. hwd. who.]
Where, hwar, ativ. and co'ij. at which place, at what

place? to what place, to which place? {S/iak.)
whence, whereas: wherever.

—

n. {Shak.) situation,

place.

—

adv. and conj. Whereabout', about which,
about where : near what?—also Where'abouts.—«.

Where'abouts, one's present place.

—

conjs. Where-
against' {Shak.), against which ; Whereas', as or
on account of which : since : when in fact: where.—adrs. and conjs. Whereat', at which : at what ?

Whereby", by which ; Where'fore, for which
reason: for what reason? why?—7/. the cause.

—

cuivs. and conjs. Wherefrom', whence ; Wherein',
in which respect : in what ? Whereinsoever, in

whatever place or respect ; Whereinto (hwar-in'tCo,

-in-too'), into what? into which.—«. Where'ness,
state of having place or position.

—

advs. and conjs.

Whereof, of which : of what ? Whereon', on
which: on what? Whereout', out of which;
Where'so, Wheresoe'er', Wheresoev'er, in what
place soever : {Shak.) whencesoever ; Where-
through', through which ; Whereto', to which : to

what? Whereun'der, under which; Whereuntil'
{Shak.\ whereuntc ; Whereunto', Wheretm'to,
whereto : for what purpose ? Whereupon', upon or

in consequence of which ; Where'er', Wherev'er, at

whatever place ; Wherewith', Wherewithal', with
which? with what. — Where away? {nant.), a
query uttered by the officer of the deck as to the

direction of an object sighted by the lookout.—The
Wherewith, wherewithal, means. [A.S. kwser.
Invar: from stem of wA^i. Cf. There.]

Wherry, hwer'i, n. a shallow, light boat, .sharp at

both ends for speed :—//. WherMes.—«. Wherr'y-
man, one who rows a wherry. [Ety. dub.

; peril,

conn, with Ice. hver/r, crank

—

hver/a, to turn.]

Wherry, hwer'i, «. a liquor made from the pulp of
crab-apples.

Whet, hwet, V. t. to sharpen by rubbing : to m.nke

keen : to excite : {obs.) to preen :—pr.p. whet'ting

;

^a.t. and pa.p. whet'ted.—«. act of sharpening:
something that sharpens the appetite.

—

ns. Whet'-
Stone, a stone for sharpening edged instruments :

a stimulant ; Whet'ter. — Whet on, or forward
{Sliak.)y to urge on. [A.S. h'wettan—li'Jtat, sharp

;

Ger. iuetzeu.\

Whether, hwe/A'er, interrog. and rel. pron. signifying

which of two.

—

conj. which of two alternatives.

—

interrog. adv. introducing the first of two questions,

the second being introduced by or—also conj.—
Whether or no {coii.\ in any case, surely. |A.S.

hmeether, from hwd. who, with the old comp. suffix

ther; cog. with Goth, h-tvathar, Ger. weder : also

with L. uter, Gr. koteros. Sans, katara. Cf. Other
and Alter.\

Whetherlng, hwe///er-ing, n. {prov.) the retention of

the afterbirth in cows.
Whew, Wheugh, h\vfi, interj. expressing wonder or

dismay.—«. a whistling sound noting astonishment.
— z'.i. to utter such a sound.

Whew, hwu, v.i. {prov.) to btistle abuuL



Whey fate, far; mfi, her ; mine ; Whip

WTiey, hwS, «. the watery part of milk, separated
from the curd, esp. in making cheese.

—

adjs.

Wheyej, "Wheyish, of wney: like whey. — «.

Whey'-face, a pale or white face, caused by fright.

~,i,ij. Whey-faced.—«i. Wheyishness ; Whey-
tub. [A.S. Awseg:; Low Ger. ajry.]

Which, hwich, interrog. proH. what one of a number?
—also used aJjectively. — rel. pron. ipbs.) who,

whom : now used of things only.—/rowf. Which-
ever, Whlchsoev'er, every one which : whether

one or other.—(o^x.) Which ... he, who ; Which
. . . his, whose— surviving in the vulgar use of

which as a mere introductory word ; Which Is

Which? which is the one, which is the other? a
common phra>e denoting inability to decide between
two or more things.—The vhiciliohs.), which. [A.S.

hiuilc, hivelc, from hivi, iusiruniental case of hwd,
who. and iic, like ; Goth. hivei-Uiks, Ger. weich,

vx-lchf : L. qualU. Cf. Siuh and Each. ]

Whld, hwid, «. (Scot.') a rapid movemenL

—

v.i. to

move quickly, to whisk.

—

v.i. Whid'der, to whiz.

[Prob. conn, with W. chwid, a jerk ; or perh. A.S.
htvitlta, a breeze.)

Whld, hwid, «. (Scot.) a lie: (obs.) a word : (pro7i.)

a quarrel.

—

v.i. to he.—Cut boon Whlds, to speak
good words. [Perh. A.S. cwide, a word

—

cwethan,
to say.)

Whldah-bird. See Whydah.
Whiff, hwit, n. a Midden putf of air or smoke from the
mouth : a slight blast : a light kind of outrigger
boat: (prov.) a glimpse.

—

v.t. to throw out in

whiffs : to puff.

—

7'.i. to go out or off in a whiff.

—

us. Whiff'er ; Whiffet, a whipper-snapper.

—

v.i.

Wlllff le, to veer about, blow in gusts : to be fickle

:

to prevaricate : to talk idly.—«. a fickle, light-

headed person.

—

ns. Whlff'ler, a fickle person : a
herald, usher, piper, leading ttie way in a proces-
sion ; Whiff'lery, levity ; Whlft, a breath, snatch.
[W. chiuiff, a puff; imit.)

WTUff, hwff, r>.i. to fish with a hand-line.—«. Whiff'-

ing. [Wkip.\
Whlflletree, hwif'1-tre, «.a swingletree.—Also Whlp"-

pletree. [From -Mhifle, to turn. Cf. '>VhiJjf.\

Whig, hwig, «. the name, since 1830 almost super-
seded by ' Liberal," of one of the great English
political parties : a Scotch Presbyterian, first so
called in the middle of the 17th century: (£/..?.) one
of those who in the colonial period were opposed to
l?ritish rule : one of the survivors of the old National
Republican party, first so called in 1834—it died in

1852.—«((;. composed of Whigs—al-o Whig'glsh.—
«. Whlg'garchy, covemment by Whi^s. — aiiT.

Whlg'glshly.—«j. Whig'gism, Whig'gery, Whig"-
gishness, Whig'ship, Whig principles. [Prob.
short for whiggamore.

|

Whig, hwig, V.I. (Scot.) to jog along.
Whig, hwig, «. (prov.) sour whey, buttermilk.
Whiggamore, hwig'a-mOr, «. originally a person who
came Irom the west and south-west of Scotland to
Leith to buy corn : one of the 7000 Western Cove-
nanters who marched on Edinburgh in 1648, sealing
the doom of Charles I. : a Scotch Presbyterian, a
Whig. [Traced by some to lohiggani, a sound used
by the peasantry of the western Ix>wlands in driving
their horses ; others derive from luhig, sour whey.
Not derivable from tvhig(\) and Gael, inor, great.)

Wbigmaleerle, hwi^-ma-le'ri, n. (Scot.) a trinket,
kni'k-knack : a whim. [Orig. uncertain.)

While, hwll, H. a space of lime : trouble spent.

—

adv.
during the time that : at the same time that, as
long as.

—

v.t. to cause to pass without irksomeness
(with atony).—conjs. While, Whilst, as long as : at

the same time that : (Shak.) until ; Whiles (B),
while, at the same time that.

—

adv. (Scot.) at times
(orig. gen. of A.S. h^v{i).—advs. Whl'lom, Whl.-
lome (Milt.\ formerly, once (orig. dat. pi. of A..S.

hiutl, time).—Every once in a while, now and
then ; The while (Shak.), in the meantime ; The

whilst (Shak.\ while : in the meantime ; Worth
while, worth the trouble and time taken. [A.S.

h-wil ; Goth, hiveila, Ger. ivetli!.}

Whilk, hwilk, pron. an obsolete form of -which.

Whilly, hwil'i, v.t. (Scot.) to cajole.—z/./. Whlll'y-
Whaw, to make wheedling speeches.— >i. cajolery.
—adv. smooth-tongued, wheedling. [Prob. a mix-
ture of ivile and wJieedle.}

Whim, hwim, «. a caprice : a fancy : a machine for

raising ore, a mine.

—

v.i. to turn round, to be seized
witha whim.— :'./. tocauseto turn.

—

adjs. Whim'my,
Whim'sical, full of whims, odd, fantastical.

—

its.

Whimsicality, Whim sicalness.—a</r'. Whim'si-
cally. — us. Whim sy. Whim say, a whim, freak.—adj. full of whims, changeable.—«. Whim-wham,
a ridiculous notion or thing, a freak, an odd device.

[Ice. kvima, to have the eyes wandering.)
Whimbrel, hwim'brel, «. a bird of the family Scolo-
pactdte, allied to the curlew and like it in form,
plumage, and habits, but smaller, and having a
shorter bill.—.Mso Wim'brel. [Prob. imit.)

Whimper, hwim'per, v.i. to cry with a low, whining
voice.

—

n. a peevish cry.

—

ns. Whimperer, one who
whimpers; Whimpering, peevish crying.

—

adv.
Whimperingly.—Be on the whimper, to be
peevish and ready to cry. (Scot, -juhtminer ; (Jer.

tviminerii ; perh. Irom the root oiwhnu.\
Whlmple, hwim'pl (Spens.). Same as Wimple.
Whin, hwin, «. gorse, furze.—«. Whin'-Chat, a bird

very similar in appearance, esp. when it assumes its

duller autumn plumage, to the Stone-chat, a summer
visitant of Britain.

—

adj. Whin'ny, abounding in

whins. [W. chiuyn, weeds.)
Whin, hwin, M. See Whlnstone.
Whine, hwin, v.i. to utter a plaintive, shrill cry : to

complain in an unmanly way.—«. a plaintive cry :

an affected nasal tone of complaint.

—

ns. Whl'ner ;

Whining.—Wz/. WW'ningly. \,.\.S. hivOtan, to

whine ; Ice. hvina.]
Whlnge, hwinj, v.i. (Scot.) to whine. [W^hine.]
Whinger, hwing'er, n. a dirk.—Also Whin'iard and
Whln'yard. [Prob. a corr. o( hanger. )

Whlnnock, hwin'ok, «, (prov.) the smallest pig in a
litter : a milk-pail.

Whinny, hwin'i, v.i. to neigh:— pa.t. and pa.p.
whinnied.

—

n. a neigh, [t'req. oi whine.}
Whlnstone, hwin'stOn, ». a popular name in Scotland

for any hard and compact kind of stone, as distin-

guished from sandstone or freestone and rocks of
slaty structure.— Also Whin. [Perh. corr. from
wherttstoue, giientslofu, stone suitable for querns.)

Whinyard. See Whinger.
Whip, hwip, ». that which whips : a lash with a
handle for punishing or driving : a driver, coachman :

one who enforces the attendance of a political party :

a whipper-in, the person who manages the hounds :

a call made on members of parliament to be in their

places against important divisions : a simple form
of hoisting apparatus, a small tackle consisting of

a single rope and block. — v.t. to strike with a
lash : to drive or punish with lashes : to lash with
sarcasm : (coU.) to beat, outdo : to beat into a
froth, as eggs, cream, &c. : to keep together, as
a party : to fish with fly : to overlay, as one cord
with another, to enwrap, lay regularly on : to sew
lightly : to overcast, as a seam : to move quickly,
snatch (with up, aivay, out). — v.i. to move
nimbly : to make a cast in fishing with fly :

—

pr.p.
wh ip'ping ;

pit.t. and pa.p. whipped, whipt.—«x.

Whlp'-and-der'ry, a hoisting apparatus—same as
whip above ; Whip'cat, a tailor ; Whlp'oord, cord
for making whips.

—

adj. Whip'cordy, tough like

whipcord.

—

t'.t. Whlp'-graft, to graft by fitting a
tongue cut on the scion to a slit cut slopingly in the
stock.

—

ns. Whip-hand, the hand that holds the
whip : advantage over ; Whip'-hand'le, the handle or
stock of a whip : an advantage ; Whip'jack, a poor
whining seaman who never was at sea ; Whiplash,
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WMppet mote ; mute ; mSOn ; Men. Whistle

the lash of a whip ; Wlup'per, one who whips : an
officer who inflicts the penalty of whipping ; Whlp'-
per-in, one who keeps the hounds Irom wandering,
and whips them in to the line of cha^e : one who
enforces the discipline of a party ; Whlp'per-snap'-
per, a pretentious but insignificant person ; Whip'-
ping, act of whipping : punishment with the whip
or lash : a defeat : a binding of twine, as at the end
of a rope : in bookbinding, the sewing of the edges
of single leaves in sections by overcasting the thread
—also Whlp'-stitch'ing ; Whip'ping-boy, a boy
formerly educated along with a prince and bearing
his punishments for him ; Wllip'pillg-Clieer(6"/»rt^.),

chastisement ; Whip'pillg • post, a post to which
offeniiers are tied to be whipped : the punishment
itself; Whip'-saw, a saw usually set in a frame, for

dividing timber lengthwise, and commonly worked
by two persons.

—

v.t. to cut with a whip-saw : to

have the advantage of a person at every point.

—

ns.

WHip'-snake, a name given in North America to

various species of the genus Masticophis (esp. M.
JlageiU/ormis, the coach-whip snake, four to five

feet long, slender, and harmless), as also to species

oi Philoiiryas, oi Passerita, &c. ; WWp'-SOCk'et, a
socket to hold the butt of a whip; Whip'-Staff, the

handle of a whip ; WhIp'Ster (Shak.), same as
Whipper-snapper ; Whlp-stitch, a kind of h^Xi-

vik>\i^\\'w^—rti/tiriiig: a hasty composition : a tailor
;

Whip -stock, the rod or handle of a whip.

—

aJj's.

Whip'tail, -tailed, having a long, slender tail.

—

Whip and spnr, with great haste ; Whip the cat,
to practise small economies : to work by the day as
a dressmaker going from house to house. [M. E.
luhtppen; prob. a form o{ wijipen—Old Dut. ivippen,

to shake, conn, with Old High Ger. wipph, swinging
motion (Ger. ivei/eit, to move), and akin to L.

vibtdre, to tremble.]
Whippet, hwip'et, «. {fibs.) a kind of dog, a cross

between a greyhound and spaniel.

Whippletree. See Whiffletree.
Whip-poor-will, hwip'-poSr-wil', «. a species of goat-

sucker, a native of North America. [So named from
the fancied resemblance of its notes to the words
ivhip poor IViU,]

Whippy, hwip'i, adj. (Scoi.) active, nimble.—«. a pert

young woman.
Whir, hwer, «. a sound from rapid whirling.

—

v.i. to

whirl round with a noise. —7'./. (_SAai.) to hurry
away with a whizzing sound •.—/>r.p. whir'ring ; pa.t
and pa.p. whirred.—«. Whir'ring. [Dan. hvirre,

to whirl ; ult. imit.]

Whirl, hwerl, «. a turning with rapidity: anything
that turns with velocity.

—

v.t. to revolve rapidly.

—

v.t. to turn round rapidly : to carry away rapidly,
as on wheels. — tis. Whirl'-about', anything that
turns round rapidly ; Whirl'-bat (pbs.\ the ancient
cestus ; Whirl' -blast, a whirling blast of wind ;

Whirl'-bone. the knee-cap ; Whifl'er ; Whirligig,
a child's toy which is spun or whirled rapidly round :

a merry-go-round : anything that revolves rapidly :

an ancient instrument of punishment, consisting of a
pivoted wooden cage in which the prisoner was spun
round ; Whirling ; Whirl'ing-der'vish, one of an
order of Mohammedan devotees who dance or .spin

round^the Mevlevis or dancing dervishes, founded
in 1273 ; Whirling-table, -machine', a machine
exhibiting the effects of centripetal and centrifugal
forces : an instrument used by potters ; Whirl'pool,
a circular current in a river or sea, produced by
opposing tides, winds, or currents: an eddy;
Whirrwind, a violent aerial current, with a whirling,
rotary, or spiral motion and wild circling rush.
(Skeat explains M. E. ivhirlen as a contraction for

an assumed wkirf-le, a freq. of Ice. hvirfla, to whirl,

freq. of hverfa (pa.t. hvarf), to ttim round ; Ger.
ivirbeln, to whirl.]

Whirret, hwir'et, «. {obs.) a blow.

—

v.t. to give a box
on the ear to : to vex.—Also Whirr'iok.
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Whirry, hw^r'i, v.i. (Scot.) to fly rapidly.

WhiSh, hwish, v.i. to move with the whizzing sound
of lapid motion. [Imit.]

Whish, hwish, iuterj. hush!— also Whlsht.

—

aJ/.
(obs.) silent.

Whisk, hwisk, v.t. to move with a quick motion : to
sweep or stir rapidly. — v.i. to move nimbly and
rapidly. — «. a rapid sweeping motion : a small
bunch of anything used for a brush : a small instru-

ment for beating or whisking, esp. eggs.

—

tis. WhiS'-
ker, he who, or that which, whisks : the hair on the
sides of a man's face (esp. mil.) : the bristle on the
face of a cat, &c. ; Whiskeran'do, a whiskered
person, in allusion to Don Ferolo Whiskerandos in

Sheridan's Critic—adjs. Whiskeran'doed, Whis'-
kered. Whiskery, having whiskers; WTiis'king,
moving briskly ; Whis'ky-fris'ky, flighty. [Scand.,
Ice. visk, a wisp of hay ; Sw. viska, to wipe, Ger.
•wisctun ; prob. conn, with -wash.^

Whisk, hwisk, «. whist. [So called from the rapid
action ol sweeping the cards off the table after a
trick has been won.]

Whisket, hwis'ket, «. {prov.) a basket.
Whisky, Whiskey, hwis'ki, «. a spirit made by the

distillation of the fermented extract from malted
and unmalted cereals, potatoes, or any siarch-
yielding material— the best qualities made either

from malted barley alone, or from a mixed grist of
barley -malt and dried barley and oats.^

—

atijs. Whis'-
kified, Whis'keyfied, intoxicated.— «. Whls'ky-
liv'er, cirriiusis of the liver, from too much whisky.

—

Whisky insurrection, an outbreak against the ex-

cise regulations wl iicli occurred in Western Pennsyl-
vania in 1794 ; Whisky toddy, toddy having whisky
for its chief ingredient. [Gael, iiisge beatiia^uisge,
w.-iter, beathtt. life ; cf. L. vita, Gr. bios, life.]

Whisky, Whiskey, hwis'ki, «. a light gig.

Whisky-jack, hwis'ki-jak, «. the gray or Canada jay.
—.Also Whls'ky-john. (Amer. Ind. iviss-ka-tjau.]

Whisper, hwis'per, v.i. to speak with a low sound :

to speak very softly: to plot secretly.

—

v.t. to utter

in a low voice or under the breath.

—

n. a low, hiss-

ing voice or sound : cautious or timorous speaking :

asecret hint : a low rustling sound.

—

ns. Whis'jperer,
one who whi.spers : {B.) a secret informer ; WhlS'-
pering, whispered talk: insinuation.

—

adj. like

a whisper.

—

n. WhiS'pering-gall'ery, a gallery or

dome so constructed that a whisper or slight sound
is carried to an unusual dist.ince.

—

advs. Whls'per-
ingly, in a whisper or low voice ; Whls'perously,
in a whisper. [A.S. Inuisprtati ; Ger. luisperit. Ice.

Itviskra ; allied to whi.\tle.\

Whist, hwist, adj. hushed : silent.

—

v.i. to become
silent.

—

v.t. {Speus.) to hush or silence.— interj.

hush ! silence ! be still ! [Akin to hist .']

Whist, hwist, «. a well-known game at cards, played
with the whole pack, by two against two. — tis.

WhiSt'-play, plav in the game of whist ; Whist'-
play'er.—Dummy whist (see Dummy) ; Five point
whist, whist played without counting honours

;

Long whist, a game of ten points with honours

counting ; Short whist, the game of five points,

without honours. [Orig. whisk. Cf. Whisk.\
Whistle, hwis'l, v.i. to make a shrill sound by forcing

the breath through the lips contracted : to make a

like sound with an instrument : to sound shrill : to

inform by whistling, to become informer.

—

v.t. to

form or utter by whistling : to call by a whistle.—«.

the sound made in whistling : a small wind instru-

ment : an instrument sounded by escaping steam,
used for signall ing on railway-engines, steamships,

&c. — atij. WhiS'tle-drunk (pbs.\ too drunk to

whistle.—«j. Whis'tle-fish, a rockling ; WhiS'tler,
one who, or that which, whistles : a kind of marmot

:

a broken-winded horse ; Whis'tllng.—art"?/. Whls'-
tllngly. — «. Whis'tllng-Shop (slattg) a shebeen,
the keeper being called a ivhisller.—Whistle dOWn
the wind, to talk to no purpose ; Whistle for, to



Whit fate. f5r ; mg, her ; mine

;

Wliltleather

summon by whistling ; Whistle for a Wind, a super-
stitious practice of old sailors during a calm

;

Whistle off, to send off by a whistle : (S/uzi.) turn
loose.—Go Whistle {S/mi.), to go to the deuce ; Pay
for one's whistle, to pay highly for one's caprice

;

Pigs and whistles, an exclamation equivalent to

'The deuce !' or the like—also in phrase, 'To make
pigs and whistles of anything ' = to make a sad
mess of it; Wet one's whistle (co//.), to take a
drink of liquor ; Worth the whistle, worth the

trouble of calling for. [A.S. hunstlian ; Sw.
hvissla ; cf. Whisf>er.\

Whit, liwit, «. the smallest particle imaginable : a bit.

[Hy-form oi wight, a creature.]

White, hwit, adj. of the colour of pure snow : pale,

pallid : colourless : pure : unblemished : purified from
sin : bright : burnished without ornament : trans-

parent and colourless, as of wine : pertaining to the

Carmelite monks: gracious, favourable: (U.S.) re-

liable, honest.— «. the colour of snow: anything
white, as a white man, the mark at which an arrow
is shot, the albuminous part of an egg.

—

v.t. to make
white.

—

7is. Whlte'-alloy', a cheap alloy used to imi-
tate silver ; White'-ant, a termite.

—

adj. White'-
1)acked, having the back white or marked with
white.

—

lis. White'bait, the name by which the fry

of the herring and sprat are known in the market,
and when served for the table, esp. in London

;

White'-bass, a silvery serranoid fish of the American
Great Lake region.

—

tuij. White'-beaked, having a
white beak. — us. White' -bear, the polar bear;
White'-beard, an old m2.n.—adjs. White'-beard'ed

;

Whlte'-bell'ied ; White-billed. — «.?. White'boy,
a member of an association of Irish peasants first

formed in County Tipperary about 1761— wearing
white shirts — long noted for agrarian outrages;
White'bojrism, the principles of the Whiteboys

;

White'-brass, an alloy of copper and zinc— adj.
White'-breast'ed.— 7/.//. White'oaps (U.S.), the
name given to a self-constituted committee of
persons who generally commit outrageous acts
under the guise of serving the community.

—

ns.
White'chapel-cart, a light two-wheeled spring-
cart much used by London butchers, grocers, &c. ;

White'-copp'er, a light-coloured alloy of copper.

—

adjs. White'-crest'ed, -crowned, having the crest
or crown white—of birds.—«.//. Whlte'-crops, grain,
as barley, rye, wheat.—«j. White'-damp, carbonic
oxide, a poisonous but not inflammable gas found
in coal-mmes in the after-damp ; White'-el'ephant
(see Elephant).—rt^/7>. White'-faced, having a face
pale with fear or from illness : with white front, fore-
head—also White' -front'ed; White' -fa'vonred,
wearing while favours.— ns. Whlte'-feath'er (see
Feather); Whlte'fish, a general name for such
fisli as the whiting, haddock, menhaden, &c. :

the largest of all tlie Coregoni or American lake
whitefisli ; Whlte'frlar, one of the Carmelite order
of friars, so called from their white dress.

—

adj.
White' - hand'ed, having white hands unstained
with guilt. -«j. White'-haSS (Scot.), an oatmeal
and suet pudding ; Whlte'head, the blue-winged
snow-goose : a breed of domestic pigeon.s, a white-
tailed monk ; Whlte'-heat, the degree of heat at
which bodies become white ; White' -herr'ing, a
fresh or nncured herring ; White'-hon'eysuckle,
the clammy azalea; White' - horse, the name
applied to a figure of a. horse on a hillside,
formed by removing the turf so as to show the
underlying chalk—the most famous in Berkshire,
at Uffington, traditionally supposed to commemo-
rate Alfred the Great's victory of Ashdown (871)
—periodically 'scoured' or cleaned from turf, ^c.— adj. Whlte'-hot.— «j. Whlte'-I'ron, pig-iron in
which the carbon is almost entirely in chemical
combination with the iron ; White'-la'dy, a spectral
figure which appears in many of the castles of Ger-
many, as at Ansbach, Baireuth, Altenburg, &c, by
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night as well as by day, particularlj' when the death
of any member of the family is imminent ; Whlte'-
land, land with a stiff clayey soil white when dry

;

White'lead, a carbonate of lead used in painting
white; White' -leath'er (see Leather); Whlte'-
leg, an ailment of women after parturition—also

MUk-leg; White' -lie (see Lie); White' -light,

ordinary sunlight; White'-lime, whitewasli.

—

adjs. White' -limed, whitewashed ; White'-list'ed,
having white lists or stripes on a darker ground ;

White' - llv'ered, having a pale look, so called
because thought to be caused by a white liver

:

cowardly : malicious ; White'ly (Shak.), coming
near to white, white -faced. — ns. White' - meat,
food made of milk, butter, eggs, &c. : the flesh

of poultry, rabbits, veal, &c. ; White'- met'al, a
general name for alloys of light colour. — v.t.

Whi'ten, to make white : to bleach. — 7/./. to

become or turn white.— tis. Whit'ener ; Whlte'-
ness ; White' -pot, a Devonshire dish of sliced

rolls, milk, eggs, sugar, &c. baked ; White'-
precip'itate, a white mercurial pieparation used
externally; White' -pyri'tes, marcasite ; Whlte'-
rent, the tinner's poU-ta.\ of ei;;htpence to the
Duke of Cornwall : rent paid in silver. — adj.

Whlte'-nunped. — >ls. Whites (see Leuoorrhcea)

;

White'-salt, salt dried and calcined; White'-
Smlth, a worker in tinned or white iron : a tin-

smith ; White'-squall (see Squall) ; White'stone,
granulite ; White' - swell'ing, a disease of the

joints, esp. the knee, in which the synovial mem-
brane passes into pulpy degeneration ; Whlte'-
thorn, the common hawthorn ; Whlte'throat, a
bird of the .same genus as the Blackcap, having
the breast and belly of a brownish-white ; Whlte'-
Vit'riol, sulphate of zinc ; Whlte'wash, slaked
quicklime, reduced to the consistency of milk by
means of water, used for colouring walls and as
a disinfectant : a wash lor the skin : false colour-

ing.

—

v.t. to cover with whitewash : to give a fair

appearance to.

—

iis. Whlte'washer, one who white-
washes ; White'-Wa'ter, shoal water near the shore,

breakers : the foaming water in rapids, &c. ; Whlte'-
Wax, bleached beeswax : Chinese wax, or pela ;

White'-wine, any wine of clear transparent colour,

as hock, &c. ; White'wlng, the velvet scoter, scurf-

duck : the chaffinch.— «(!>. White' -winged.— «J.

Whlte'WOOd, a name applied to a large number of
trees or their timber—the American tulip-tree, white-
wood cedar, cheesewood, &c. ; WM'ting, a small
sea-fish allied to the cod, so called from its white
colour : ground chalk free from stony matter and
other impurities, extensively used as a size-colour,

&c.- also White'ning, and Spanish white, Paris
white (the finest): Whi'ting-time (Shak.), bleach-
ing-time.— adj. Whi'tlsh, somewhat white.

—

ns.

Whi'tishness ; Whit'ster (Shak.), a bleaclier of
cloth or clothes.—rtf//>. Whi'ty, whitish ; Whi'ty-
brown, white with a tingeofbrown.

—

White-headed
eagle, the North American bald caglti ; White
horse, a white-topped wave ; White House, a popu-
lar name of the official residence of the President of
the United States at Washington ; White of an egg,
the albumen, the pellucid viscous fluid surrotmding
the yolk ; White of the eye, that part of the ball of
the eye which surrounds the iris or coloured part.

—

China white, a very pure variety of whitelead

—

also Silver white and French white ; Pearl white,
the basic nitrate of bismuth uscil as a cosmetic ; ZinC
white, impure oxide of zinc—Mark With a White
stone (see stone) ; Show the white feather (see
Feather). [A.S. hwlt ; Ice. hvitr, Ger. iveiss.^

Whither, hwi///'6r, adv. to what place? to which
plaie : to what: whithersoever.

—

adv. Whlther-
SOeVer, to whatever place. — No Whither, to no
place. [A.S. hivider, from the stem of who. Cf.
Thither, There.]

Whltleather, hwit'IeM-Ar, «. leather dressed with



Whitlow mute ; mute ; mStin ; Men. Wicked

alum, white leather : the paxwax or nuchal ligament
of the ox.

Whitlow, hwit'lO, «. a painful inflammatory affection

of the fingers, almost always proceeding to sup-

puration, paronychia.—«. WhifloW-grass, a small

British saxifrage : the small Draba Tenia of
America. fA corr. of miAjVA -_/f<?7t; = quick • flaw.

Cf. Quick and Flaw.l
Whit-Monday, hwit'-mun'da, «. the Monday follow-

ing Whitsunday.
Whitsoiir, hwit'sowr, n. a kind of summer apple.

Whltsun, hwit'sun, adj. pertaining to, or obser\-ed

at, Whitsuntide. — us. Whit'SUn - ale, a festival

formerly held at Whitsuntide ; WhIt'Stinday,
Whit'suntido, the seventh Sunday after Easter,
commemorating the day of Pentecost, when the
converts in the primitive Church wore white robes :

in Scotland, one of the term-days (May 15) on which
rents, annuities, &c. are payable, the Whitsunday
removal terms in towns being fixed as May 28

;

Whit'suntlde, the season of Pentecost, comprising
the week following Pentecost Sunday ; WBit'Stm-
week, the week beginning with Whitstmday.

Whittaw, hwit'aw, «. (Jtrov.) a saddler. — Also
Whltt'awer.

Whlttle-Whattle, hwit'i-hwot'i, v.i. {Scotj) to mutter,
whisper.—«. language intended to deceive.

Whittle, hwit'l, v.t. to pare or cut with a knife : to

cut to an edge.

—

zi.i. to cut wood aimlessly : (obs.

slang) to confess at the gallows.— «. a small
pocket-knife. [M. E. ihiuitel—A.S. thwitan, to

cut.]

Whittle, hwit'l, «. (/»r(7p.) a woollen shawl : abl.inket.

[A.S. hTvttei, a white mantle

—

hwft, white.]

Whiz, hwiz, v.i. to make a hissing sound, like an
arrow or ball flying through the air -.—pr.p. whiz'-

zing ; pa.t. and /a^/. whizzed.—«. a hissing sound.
—7IS. Whlz'zer; Whiz'zing.—rtt/c/. Whiz'zingly.
flmit.; cf. Wlieeze, IV/tisi, and //iss.)

Who, hoD, pron. (both rei. and ititerrog.') what person ?

which person.

—

pron. WhoeVer, every one who :

whatever person.—Who but he, who else? he only.

—As who should say, as if one should say.—The
who (Shak.), who. [A.S. htud; cog. with Goth.
/nvas, Ice. hver, Ger. wer; also with Sans, kas,
Gr. pos, L. quis.\

Whoa, hwo, interj. stop !

Whole, hQl, adj. sound, as in health (so in ^.) : un-
impaired : containing the total amount, number,
&c. : all: not defective: complete: in mining, as
yet unworked. — «. the entire thing : a system
or combination of parts. — adv. wholly. — adjs.

Whole'-coroured, all of one colour; Whole-
foofed {foil.), unreserved; Whole' - heart'ed,
•SOUled, noble: hearty, generous; Whole-hoofed,
having undivided hoof; Whole'-length, giving
the whole figure, as a portrait : full-length.—«.

a portrait or statue givnig the whole figure.

—

«^. Whole'ness ; Whole'sale, sale of goods by the
whole piece or large quantity.

—

adj. buying and
selling in large quantities : extensive.

—

n. Whole'-
Saler, one who sells by wholesale.

—

adjs. Whole'-
Skinned, having an unbroken skin : unhurt : safe
in reputation ; Whole'some, healthy : sound : salu-
tary : (Shak.) prosperous.

—

ad-'. WhOle'SOmely.

—

wi.'Whole'someness ; Whole'-stltch, a lace-making
stitch used in filling. — adv. WTloUy (hO'li), com-
pletely, altogether.—«. Wholth, wholeness, sound-
ness.—Whole numher, a unit, or a number com-
posed of units, an integral number.—Upon, On, the
whole, generally speaking, to sum up. — With
whole skin, safe, unscathed. [A.S. hdl, healthy;
Ice. heill, Ger. heil. By-form hale (i).]

Whom, hSOm, pron. objective case of "who.—prons.
Whomever, Whomsoever, objective -ase of who-
ei'er, -whosoe^itr. [A.S. h-,vdni, whi.ii was orig.
dat. oi hwd, who, and replaced in the 12th and 13th
centuries the older accus. kiuone.\
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Whommle, hwom'l, Whomble, hwomb'l, v.t. (j>ro-j.\

Same as Whemmle.
Whoobub, hSo'bub, «. (Shak.). Same as Hubbub.
Whoop, hwoop, or hoop, n. a loud eager cry.

—

v.i.

to give a clear, sharp cry : to shout in scorn, eager-
ness, &c. — v.t. to insult with shouts. — interj.

(Shak.) ho !

—

ns. Whoop'er, one who whoops : a
species of swan ; Whoop'lng - cough. Hooping

-

cough, an infectious and epidemic disease, mostly
attacking children under ten, esp. in spring and
autumn, its characteristic sign a cough occurring in

paroxysms consisting of a series of short expiratory
pufts followed by a deep inspiration of air through
the contracted cleft of the glottis. [O. Fr. hoiiper,

to shout ; cf. Houp ! Houp-la ! Perh. of Teut.
origin, cog. with Goth, ivdpjan, to crow.]

WhOOt. See Hoot.
Whop, Whap, hwop, v.t. (coll.) to whip.—!>.«. to flop

on the ground.—«. Whop'per, one who whops

:

am'thin^ very large, esp. a monstrous lie. — adj.

Whop'ping (j//77i^), very large. \iVhip.'\

Whore, hor, «. a woman who prostitutes her body
for hire, a prostitute, harlot, strumpet, hence any
unchaste woman.

—

v.i. to practise lewdness.

—

v.t.

to corrupt by lewd commerce.

—

ns. Whore'dom,
\mlawful sexual intercourse : idolatrj' ; Whore'-
house, a brothel ; Whore'master (Shak.), a pimp.
—adj. Whore'masterly, libidinous.— «.?. Whore'-
monger, a lecher : a pander ; Whore'son (Shak.),

a bastardy

—

adj. mean, scurvy.

—

adj. Who'rish.

—

adv. Who'rishly.-«. Who'rishness. [Ice. Mm,
an adulteress, fem. of hSrr, an adulterer. The word
was confused with A.S. }wru (Old High Ger. Iwro),

dirt. There is no connection with hire.^

Whorl, hworl, «. a number of leaves in a circle round
the stem : a turn in a spiral shell : a volution—e.g.

in the ear : the fly of a spindle.

—

p.adj. Whorled,
having whorls : arranged in the form of a whorl or
whorls. [By-form of toAjV/.]

Whortleberry, hwor'tl-ber-i, «. a widely - spread
heath plant with a purple edible berry, called also
the Bilberry— in Scotland, Blaeberry— sometimes
abbrev. Whort. [A.S. wyrtil, a shrub (Ger. wurzel,
root), dim. of tvyrt, root, and berie, berry ; con-
fused rather than conn, with A.S. heart berge, berry
of the buckthorn.]

Whose, hoSz, pron. the possessive case of who or
which.—pron. Whosesoev'er (B.), of whomsoever.
[M. E. h-cvas—A.S. hiva^, gen. o( hivd, who.]

WllOSO, hoo'so. Whosoever, hoO-so-ev'er, indey. reU
pron. every one who : whoever.

Whot, hwot, adj. (Spens.). Same as Hot
Whummle, a form of whemmle.
Whunstane, a form of whinstone.
Why, hwT, adv. and conj. for what cause or reason ?

on which account : wherefore.—interj. used as an
expletive or exclamation.—«. Why"-not (obs.), a
dilemma.—Why, SO (Shak.), an expression of un-
willing consent. — The cause whyj The reason
why, the reason why a thing is, or is to be done ;

The why and wherefore, the whole reason. (A.S.
h^^'f. hw}\ instrumental case of Awd, who.]

Whydah, Whldah, hwid'a, «. a genus of birds of
the Weaver family, natives of the tropical parts
of Africa, often brought to Britain as cage-birds.
[From the country of H-'hydah in Dahomey.]

Wick, wik, «. a creek. [Ice. vtk, a bay. Cf. Viking.]
Wick, wik, v.t. in curling, to strike a stone in an

oblique direction. [Prob. A.S. wkan, to bend.]
Wick, wik, «. the twisted threads of cotton or other

substance in a candle or lamp which draws up the
inflammable liquid to a flame. [A.S. weoca; allied

to weak—A.S. wdc.\
Wick, wik, adj. (prov.) quick, alive.—«. a lively

person.

Wick, wik, «. a village or town, as in Berwick, Green-
71'ich. [A.S. 7vtc—l,. vicus, a village.]

Wicked, wik'ed, adj. evil in principle or practice:



Wicken fSte, far ; me, her ; mine

;

•Wild

deviating from morality : sinful : ungodly : mischiev-
ous : (/>-(^.) active, brisk.—«. (A'.) a wicked person,

(//.) wicked persons collectively.

—

euiv. Wick'edly.
—«. Wick'edness. — Wicked Bible, an edition

printed in 1632 in which the word 'not' was omitted
in Exodus XX. 14.—The wicked one, the devil.

[Orig. a pa.p. with the sense ' rendered evil ' from
•wikken, to make evil, ivikke, bad; A.S. wicca,

wizard.]
Wicken, wik'n, «. the mountain-ash or rowan-tree.

—

.•Mso Wick'y.
Wicker, wik'er, «. a small pliant twig or osier

:

wickerwork.

—

tuij. made of twigs or osiers.

—

adj.

Wickered, made of wicker : covered with wicker-
work.—«. Wick'erwork, basketwork of any kind.

[M. E. tviker—.-^.S. wicen, pa.p. ofivfcan, to bend.]
Wicket, wik'et, n. a small gate : one of three upright

rods bowled at in cricket : a batsman's stay at the
wicket : the ground where the wickets are placed.
— ns. Wlck'et-door, -gate, a wicket; wick'et-
keep'er, in cricket, the fieldsman who stands im-
mediately behind the wicket. [O. Fr. wiket (Fr.

guichet), a dim. form, prob. from Ice. vik-inn, pa.p.
oi 7'(kjci, to move ; cf. .A.S. wlcnn, to bend.]

Widdershins, Widershlns, &c. See Withershlns.
Widdy, wid'i, provincial form of widow and of luitky

(>ee Withe).
Wide, wid, luij. extended far : having a considerable

distance between: broad: distant: bulging, ex-
panded: deviating, errant, wild.

—

n. wideness : in

cricket, a ball that goes wide of the wicket, counting
one to the batting side.

—

ativs. Wide, Widely.

—

oiij. Wide'-awake', fully awake : on the alert :

ready.—«. a kind of soft felt hat.

—

n. Wlde'awako-
neSS.

—

niij. Wide'-Cbapped, wide-mouthed.— v.t.

and v.i. Widen, to make or grow wide or wider

:

(Shak.') to throw open.

—

ns. Wlde'ner, one who, or

that which,widens : a kind of tool ; Wide'ness, width.
—tuijs. Wide'-spread, diffused ; Wide'-stretched
iJShak.), large; Wide' - watered, bordered or

covered by wide waters. — n. Width, wideness,
breadth. [A..S. wid; Ice. vfthr, Ger. lueit.]

Widgeon, Wigeon, wij'on, «. a genus of Ducks
having the bill shorter than the head, the legs

short, the feet rather small, the wings long and
pointed, and the tail wedge-shaped : a fool. [O.
Fr. vigeen —1^ vifii^, "'ipionis, a sm.iU crane.]

Widow, wid'O, «. a woman who has lost her husband
by death.

—

T.t. to bereave of a husband : to strip of
anything valued : (Shak^ to endow with a widow's
ri^ht : to be widow to. — ns. Wid'OW - bench, a
widow's share of her husb.Tnd's estate besides her
jointure ; Wld'OW - bowitchod', a grass - widow

;

Wid'OW - bird, a corruption of \Vhydah - bird

;

Wid'ower, a man whose wife is dead ; Wid'OWer-
hood ; Wid'OWhood, state of being a widow, or
(rarely) of being a widower : (SAni.) a widow's
right ; Wld'OW-hun'ter, one who seeks to marry a
widow for her money ; Wld'OW-ma'ker, one who
bereaves women of their husbands ; Wid'OW'S-
Cham'ber, the apparel and bedroom furniture of the
widow of a London freeman, to which she was
entitled ; Wid'ow-wail, a dwarf shrub with pink,
sweet-scented flowers, native to Spain and southern
France. —Widow's lawn, a fine thin muslin ;

Widow's man, a fictitious person ; Widow's silk,
a silk fabric with dull surface, for mournings

;

Widow's weeds, the mourning dress of a widow.
(A.S. widwe, witdif;i'e ; Ger. wittwe, L. vidua,
bereft of a husband, Sans, vidhnva.]

Wield, wgld, v.t. to use with full command : to
'. manage : to use. — adj. Wiel'dable, capable of

being wielded.—«j. Wiel'der ; Wlel'diness.—(i/^>.
Wield'less {.'ipens.\ not capable of being wielded,
unmanageable ; Wlel'dy, capable of being wielded :

manageable : dexterous, active.—Wield the sceptre,
to have supreme command or control. fA.S. ge-
turldoH—weaidan; Goth, waldan, Ger. waitett.)

Wiery, we'ri, adj. (ois.) wet, marshy, moist. [A.S.
Wier, a pond.]

Wife, wif, «. a woman : a married woman : the
mistress of a house, a hostess— olten in this sense
' goodwife.'^«. Wife'hood, the state of being a
wih.—adjs. Wifeless, without a wife ; Wtfe'-l&e,
Wife'ly. [A.S. «//; Ice. vf/, Ger. weii; not contu
with 7veave.]

Wig, wig, ». an artificial covering of hair for the head,
worn to conceal baldness, formerly fopfashion's sake,
as in the full-dress /ull-bottonted form of Queen
Anne's time, still worn by the Speaker and by
judge-s and the smaller tie-wig, still represented by
the judge's undress wig and the barrister's or
advocate's frizzed wig : a judge. (For Bag-Wlg,
see Bag.)

—

n. Wig'-block, a block or shnped piece

of wood for fitting a wig on.^aaj. Wigged, wearing
a wig.

—

It. Wig'gery, false hair : excess of formality.

—adj. Wig'less, without a wig.—h. Wlg'-ma'ker,
a maker of wigs. [Short for periivig.']

Wig, wig, v.t. (foil.) to scold. —«. Wig'glng, a
scolding. (Prob. derived from ' to snatch at one's
wig,' to handle roughly.]

Wigan, wig'an, «. a stiff canvas-like fabric for stiffen-

ing shirts, borders, &c. \^\VigaH, the town.]
Wigeon. See Widgeon.
Wiggle, wig'l, v.i. {prov.) to waggle, wriggle.

—

n. a.

wiggling motion.—«. Wigg'ler, one who wriggles.

Wight, wit, «. a creature or a per.soEi—used chiefly in
sport or irony. [A.S. tuiht, a creature, prob. from
tfigaii, to move, carry; Ger. wicht. Cf. Whit.}

Wight, wit, adj. swift, nimble : courageous, strong.

—

adv. Wlght'ly, swit'tly. nimbly. [Ice. vigr, war-
li'Ke

—

vig, war (A.S. wig).}

Wigwag, wig'wag, v.i. to twist about, to signal by
means of flags.

—

adj. twisting.

—

adv. to and fro.

Wigwam, wig'wani, ». an Indian hut. [Eng. corr. of
Algonkin word.]

Wild, wild, adj. frolicsome, light-hearted : being in a
state of nature : not tamed or cultivated : uncivilised :

desert : unsheltered : violent : eager, keen : licen-

tious : fantastic : wide of the mark.

—

11. an unculti-

vated region : a forest or desert.

—

ns. Wlld'-asS, an
Asiatic or African ass living naturally in a wild
state ; Wild'-boar, a wild swine or animal of the
hog kind.

—

adj. Wlld'-bom, born in a wild state.

—

«. Wlld'-cat, the undomesticated cat.

—

adj. (U.S.)

haphazard, reckless, unsound financially.

—

ns. Wild'-
Cherr'y, any uncultivated tree bearing cherries, or its

fruit ; Wild'-dUCk, any duck excepting the domesti-
cated duck.

—

zi.t. Wilder (wil'der), to bewilder.

—

v.i. to wander widely or wildly.

—

adv. Wll'deredly,
in a wildered manner.

—

ns. Wil'derlng, any plant
growing wild, esp. one that has e.scaped Irom a
state of cultivation ; WU'derment, confusion ; Wll'-

demess, a wild or waste place : an uncultivated

region : a confused mass : (Sliak.) wildness ; Wlld'-
fire, a composition of inflammable materials : a kind
of lightning flitting at intervals: a disease of sheep ;

Wlld'-fowl, the birds of the duck tribe : game-
birds ; Wlld'-fowling, the pursuit of wild-fowl

;

Wlld'-gOOSe, a bird of the goose kind which is wild

or feral ; Wild -goose-chase (see Chase) ; Wild'-
hon'ey. the honey of wild bees ; Wild'ing, that

which grows wild or without cultivation : a wild

cr.ib-apple.

—

adj. uncultivated, —adj. Wild'ish,
somewhat wild.—«. Wild'-land, land completely
uncultivated. — adv. "WlWly. — ns. Wlld'nesS ;

Wnd'-oat, a tall perennial Old World gr.iss.-rt/(;'.

Wlld'-WOOd, beloncing to wild uncultivated wood.
—«. a forest. — Wild animals, undomesticated
animals ; Wild birds, birds not domesticated, esp.

tho.se protected at certain seasons under the Act of
1880 ; Wild hunt, the name given in Germany to a
noise sometimes heard in the air at night, mostly
between Christmas and Epiphany, as of a host of
spirits rushing along, accompanied by the shouting
of huntsmen and the baying of dogs—the ' Seven
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Wild mOte : mute : mOCn ; tAen, Wind

Whistlers ' and ' Gabriel's Hounds ' ofour own north
country ; Wild shot, a chance shot.—Bim Wild, to

take to loose living : to revert to the wild or unculti-

vated state ; Sow Wild oats (see Oat). [.\.S. ttiiU;

prob. orig. 'self-willed,' from the root ol will; Ger.
zviU.]

Wild, wild, a variety oi weald.
Wildgrave, wlld'griv, k. a German noble, whose

office was connected with hunting. [Ger. wild,
game, graf, count.]

WUe, wll, n. a trick : a sly artifice.

—

v.t. to beguile,
inveigle : coax, cajole : to make to pass easily or
pleasantly (confused with while).—adj. Wile'ful,
full of wiles. [A.S. wil, wlU ; Ice. x^l, val, a
trick. Doublet ^T<»VIf.)

Will, wil, «. power of choosing or determining : voli-

tion : choice or determination : pleasure : command :

arbitrary disposal : feeling towards, as in good ur
ill will : disposition of one's effects at death, the
written document containing such.

—

v.i. to have a
wish, desire : to resolve, be resolved : to be accus-
tomed, certain, ready, or sure (to do, &c.)—used as
an auxiliary, esp. in future constructions : to exercise
the will : to decree : {B.) to be willing.

—

v.t. to wish,

desire : to determine : to be resolved to do : to

command : to dispose of by will : to subject to

another's will, as in hj-pnotism :

—

fia.t. would.

—

adj.
Wirful, governed only by one's will : done or
suffered by design : obstinate : {Slutk.) willing.

—

adv. Wilfully. — «. Wil'fttlness. — rt.^'. Willed,
having a will : brought under another's will.

—

n.

Will'er, one who wishes, one who wills.

—

adj's.

Will'ing, having the will inclined to a thing

:

desirous: disposed: chosen; Will'ing -hearted,
heartily consenting.

—

ativ. "Will'lngly. — «. Will'-
ingness.— .1^//'. Will'yard (.yf<>.'.). wilful : shv. — «j.

(Jood -will (see Good) ; m -will (see ni).—At will,

at pleasure ; Conjoint, Joint, will, a testamentary
act by two persons jointly in the same instrument

;

Have one S will, to obtain what one desires

;

Tenant at will, one who holds lands at the will of
the owner ; With a will, with all one's heart

;

Work one's will, to do exactly what one wants.
(A.S. wiila, will

—

wiUan, ivyllan, to wish; Goih.
wiljati, Ger. 'jvoUen, L. Z'eUe.\

Willet, wil'et, n. a North .American bird of the snipe

family, belonging to the tattler group—also Stoiu-
curlrw.

Williewaught, wil'i-waht, «. (^Scot.) a deep draught
of liquor.

WillO'-the-wlsp, wil'-o-thc-wisp', «. the ignis-fatuus :

any deluding person or thing.

Willow, wil'O, H. any tree or shrub of the genus Salix,
having slender, pliant branches : the wood of the

willow : a cricket-bat.

—

v.t. to beat with willow
rods, as in cleaning cotton, &c

—

otij. Will'owed,
abo\inding with, or containing, willows.—«. Will'OW-
herb, a perennial herb i^Epiiobiunt) of the evening
primrose family

—

aXsx) Rose-bay, Bay-wittcr.v, French
or Persian wilUr.u.—adj. Wlll'OWish, like a willow,

slender and supple. — hs. Will'OW- machine', a
machine for extractine: dirt from hemp, cotton, &c
—also Will'OW ; Will'OW-moth, a common British

night-moth; Will'OW -warbler, -wren, a small
European sylviine bird ; Will'OW-weed, one of
various species of Polygonum or knot-weed : the
purple loose-strife.

—

adj. Will'owy, abounding in

willows : flexible, graceful.

—

k. Weep'ing-Wlll'OW, a
very ornamental species, a native of the East, much
planted in Britain on account of its beautiful pendent
twigs.—Bedford willow, a species whose bark is

e^ipecially rich in salicin and in tannin ; White, or
Huntingdon, willow, the largest of British species,

reaching a height of eighty feet. [A.S. welig ; Low
Ger. wtiee, Dut. wilg.]

Will-worship, wiK-wur'ship, «. {B.) worship that

b self-invenied, superstitious observance without
divine authority.

IIU

Willy, wil'i, «. (/riTp.) a willow basket.
Willy-nilly, wiri-nil'i, adv. willing or unwilling.

—

atij. vacillating. [Iff'ili and uill.\

Wilt, wilt, v.i. to droop, lose energy.

—

v.t. to render
limp or pithless. ICf. Welk:ci. Ger. iveUi, withered. J

Wilt, wilt, 2d pers. sing, of will.

Wily, wl'li, adj. full of wiles or tricks : using craft or
stratagem : artful : sly.—adv. Wllily.—«. Will-
neSS, cunning.

Wimble, wim'bl, «. an instrument for boring holes,

turned by a handle.

—

v.t. to bore through with such.
[Scand., Dan. vimmel, auger; conn, with Old Dut.
weiiie, a wimljle, and wenieleu, to whirl.]

Wimble, wim'bl, adj. (S/>ens.) active, nimble. [Sw.
vimmel, giddy

—

vima, to be giddy ; allied to 7vhim.]
Wimple, wim'pl, H. a hood or veil folded round the

neck and face (still a part of a nun's dres.->) : a flag.—v.t. to hide with a wunple : {Shak.} to hoodwink :

to lay in folds.

—

v.i. to ripple : (Spent.) to lie in

folds. {.\.S. wiiiipel, a neck-covering ; cf. Ger.
•zvimpel, a pennon, Fr. guimpe, a nun's veil, Eng.
fimp, a thin cloth for trimming.]

Win, win, z:i. to get by labour : to gain in contest

:

to allure to kindness, to gain : to achieve, eflfect : to

attain : to induce : in mining, to sink down to a bed
of coal : to obtain the favour of.

—

v.i. to gain the
victory : to gain favour : (prov.) to make one's way,
to succeed in getting :

—

pr.p. win'ning ; pa.t. and
Pa.p. won (wunX—«• a victorj-, success.

—

ris. WIH'-
ner ; Win'ning, the act of one who wins : that
which is won (usually in //.) : a shaft or pit to open
a bed of coal.

—

adj. influencing : attractive.

—

adv.
Win'ningly.—«j. Winningness : Winning-post,
the goal of a race-course.—Win by a head, to win
very narrowly ; Win in a canter, to win easily, as
it were at an easy gallop ; Win on, upon, to gain
upon, to obtain favour with ; Win, or Gain, one's
spurs, to earn one's knighthood by valour on the
field, hence to gain recognition or reputation by
merit of any kind. [A.S. itittuan, to suffier, to

struggle ; Ice. viniut, to accomplish, Ger. gewiuHtn,
to win]

Win, win, x'.t. (Scot.) to dry by exposnre to the wind.
llfind.]

Wince, wins, v.i. to shrink or start back : to be
affected acutely, as by a sarcasm : to be restive, as
a horse uneasy at its rider.—«. Win'cer, one who
winces. [O. Fr. guinchir, gatuhir, to wince—Old
High Ger. "wenian (Ger. wauken), to wince. Allied
to Eng. wink, and Ger. -wiukeii, to nod.]

Wincey, Winsey, win'si, «. a cloth, plain or twilled,

usually with a cotton warp and woollen filling

—

•i.Tme as linsey-woolsey (q. v.).

Winch, winsh, «. the crank of a wheel or axle : a
kind of hoisting machine : a dyer's reel suspended
horizontally by the ends of its axis over the vat, so
as to allow the cloth to descend into either compart-
ment of the bath according as it is turned on the
right or left.

—

jMso Wince. [A.S. aiince, prob. orig.

'a bent handle,' and so akin to Eng. a-inA.]

Wind, wind (poet, wind), «. air in motion: breath: flatu-

lence : anything insignificant : the wind instruments
in an orchestra : air impregnated with scent : a hint

or sugge'ition of something secret, publicity : (slang)

a part of the body near the stomach : a disease of
sheep in which the inflamed intestines are distended
by gases,—f./.(wInd)to sound or signal by blowing:
to scent : (wind) to expose to the wind : to drive
hard, so as to put out of breath : to allow to recover
wind :

—

pr.p. wmd'ing and wind'ing ; Pa.p. wind'ed
and wound.

—

hs. Wind'age, the difference between
the size of the bore of a gun and that of the ball

or shell : the influence of the wind in deflecting a
missile ; Wlnd'bag, a person of mere words adjs.
Wind'-bound. hindered from sailing by a contrary
wind; Wind'-bro'ken, affected with convulsive
breathing—of a horse ; Wind'-Chang'ing, fickle.

—

HS. Wind'-chart, a chart showing the direcuoa of



Wind fate, far ; m5, h4r ; mine ; Wine

the wind ; Wind'-Chest, the box or reservoir that
supplies compressed air to the pipes or reeds of an
organ ; Wind'-drop'sy, tympanites ; Wind'-egg, an
addle-egg, one soft-shelled or imperfectly formed

;

Wind'er, one who sounds a horn : one who, or that

which, winds or rolls ; Wlnd'fall, fruit blown off a
tree by the wind : any unexpected money or other

advantage. — otij. Windfall'Oll, blown down by
wind. — ns. Wind'-flow er, the wood-anemone

;

Wind' •fur'nace, any form of furnace using the

natural draiight of a chimney without aid of a
bellows ; Wlnd'-gall, a puffy swelling about the

fetlock joints of a horse ; Wiid'-gauge, an instru-

ment for gauging or measuring the velocity of the

wind : an appliance fi.Ned to a gun by means of

which the force of the wind is ascertamed so that

allowance may be made for it in sighting ; Wind'-
gon, air-gun ; Wind'-ho'ver, the kestrel. — adv.

wind'ily.—«j. Wind'lness ; Wind'-in'strument,
a musical instrument sounded by means of wind or

by the breath.

—

adj. Wind'less, withoutwind.

—

ns.

Wlnd'mill, a mill for performing any class of work
in which fixed machinery can be employed, and in

which the motive-power is the force of the wind
acting on a set of sails ; Windpipe, the passage
for the breath between the mouth and lungs, the

trachea.

—

adj. Wind'-rodO {uaui.), riding at anchor
with head to the wind.

—

its. Wind'rose, a graphic
representation of the relative frequency of winds
from different directions drawn with reference to a
centre ; Wind'row, a row of hay raked together to

be made into cocks, a row of peats, &c., set up for

drying ; Wind'-sail {naui.), a wide funnel of canvas
used to convey a stream of air below deck.

—

adj.
Wind'-sha'ken, agitated by the wind.—«J. Wlnd'-
SldO, the side next the wind; Wind -SUCk'er, the
kestrel : a critic ready to fasten on any weak spot,

however small or unimportant.

—

adjs. Wind'-SWift,
swift as the wind ; Wlnd'-tight, air-tight.

—

adz>.

Wind'ward, toward where the wind blows from.

—

otij. toward the wind.—«. the point from which the
wind blows.— «(//. Windy.—A capful of wind, a
slight breeze ; Before the wind, carried along by
the wind ; Between wind and water, that part of
a ship's side which is now in, now out of, the water
owing to the fluctuation of the waves : any vulner-

able point ; Broken wind, a form of paroxysmal
dyspnoea ; Cast, or Lay, an anchor to windward,
to make prudent provision for the future ; Down the
Wind, moving with the wind ; Fight Windmills, to

struggle with imaginary opposition, as Don Quixote
tilted at the windmill ; Get one's Wind, to recover
one's breath ; Get the Wind of, to get on the wind-
ward side of; Get to windward of, to secure an
advantage over ; Get Wind of, to learn about, to be
informed of; Have the wind of, to be on the trail

of; How the wind blows, or lies, the state of the
wind : the position of affairs ; In the Wind, astir,

afoot ; In the wind's eye. In the teeth of the
wind, right against the wind ; Sail close to the
wind, to keep the boat's head near enough to wind
as to fill but not shake the sails : to be almost in-

decent ; Second wind, new powers of respiration

succeeding to the first breathlc'-sness; Sow the
wind and reap the whirlwind, to act wrongly and
receive a crushing retribution. [A.S. wind; Ice.

viitdr, Ger. wind, L. ventus, Gr. aites. Sans, vdia,
wind.]

Wind, wind, v.t. to turn : to twist : to coil : to haul
or hoist, as by a winch : to encircle : to change :

{S/>ens.') to weave.—7'.«. to turn completely or often :

to turn round something : to twist : to move spirally

:

to meander : to beat about the bush •.—fir.p. wlnd'-
ing ; fia.t. and pa.p. wound.—«. Wind'er, one who
winds : an instrument for winding : a twisting plant.—Oiij. Wind'lng, curving, fu ll of bends : twisted.—n. a turning: a twist.— «. Wind'fng-en'glne, a
machine for hoisting. — adv. Wind'lngly. — ns.

Wind'ing-machlne', a twisting or warping machine;
Winding-sheet, a sheet enwrapping a corpse : the
dripping grease which clings to the side of a candle ;

Wind-up, the close.—Wind a ship, to turn her
about end for end ; Wind up, to come to a con-
clusion : to tighten, to excite very much : to give
new life to : to adjust for final settlement : (JShak.)
to restore to harmony. [A.S. 7vi>idan ; Ger. TutHdeH,
Ice. vinda, Goth, luindan. Cf. IP'end, IVander.'^

Windlass, wind'las, «. a modification of the wheel
and axle, used for raising weights, consisting of a
revolving cylinder.

—

v.i. to use a windlass.— f./. to
hoist by means of such. [Skeat explains as a cor-
ruption, due to confusion with the succeeding word,
of M. E. ivindas, a windlass—Ice. viitddss—vinda,
to wind ; Dut. ivindas.]

Windlass, wind'las, «. (Skak.) indirect, crafty action.—z>.i. to take a round-about course. [ For iviitd-lace,

a winding course ; from witui (n.) and lace, a twist.]

Windle, win'dl, «. an engine for turning : a dry
measure. [.-V.S. ivittdel—ivindan, to turn.]

Wlndlestraw, win'dl-straw, «. the stalk of various
grasses. (A.S. windei, a woven basket, stredw,
straw.]

Window, win'd5, «. an opening in the wall of a build-
ing for air and light : the frame in the opening : a
cover, lid.

—

v.t. to furnish with windows : (Skak.)
to make rents in : (Shak.) to place in a window.

—

tis. Wind'OW-har, a wooden or iron bar fitted into

a window for security : (S/iai:) lattice-work across
a woman's stomacher ; Win'dow-bllnd, a blind or
screen for a window; Win'dow-bole (same as
Bole, 3); Win'dOW-CUr'tain, a curtain hung over
a window, inside a room. — a^/j. Wln'dowed,
having a window or windows. — >is. Win'dOW-
frame, a frame or case which surrounds a window

;

Window- gar'dening, the cultivation of plants
indoors before a window, or in boxes fitted on
the outside sill ; Win'dow - glass, glass suitable

for windows.

—

adj. Win'dowless, having no win-
dows.— ns. Wln'doW-pane, a square of glass set

in a window; Win'dow- sash, a light frame in

which panes of glass are set ; Win'doW-SCrOOn,
any device for filling the opening of a window

;

Win'dow-Seat, a seat in the recess of a window

;

Win'dow - shade, a sheet covering the window
when pulled out ; Wln'dow-Sill, the flat piece of
wood at the bottom of a window-frame. — Window
taz, till 1851 a tax in Great Britain levied on
windows of houses. — Blind Window, a window
space blocked up with masonry. [M. E. window*
—Ice. vittdauga—vindr, wind, aiiga, eye.]

Windring, wlnd'ring, adj. {ShaJc.) winding.
Windsor, win'zor, adj. pertaining to li'i/ids.'r, as in

Wind'SOr-Chalr, a kind of slroiig, plain, polished

chair, made entirely of wood ; Wind'SOr-SOap, a
kind of perfiuned brown toilet-soap.

Wine, win, «. the fermented juice of the grape : a
liquor made from other fruits : (Jig:) intoxication :

a wine-drinking, a wine-party.— ns. Wine'bag, a

wine-skin: a tippler; Wine'-hibb'er, a bibber or

drinker of witie : a drunkard; Wine' - bibb'ing ;

Wine' - biS'CUit, a sweet biscuit intended to be
served with wine ; Wlne'-Cask, a cask for holding
wine ; Wlne'-cell'ar, a cellar for storing wine.

—

adj. 'Wine'-coloured, of the colour of red wine.-^

tts. Wlne'-COOl'er, a receptacle for cooling wine in

bottles about to be served at table ; WIne'-fat, the

vat receiving the liquor from a wine-press ; Wine'-
glaSS, a small class used in drinking wine ; Wine'-
glass'ful ; Wlne'-groWer, one who cultivates a
vineyard and makes wine |

Wine' - meas'ure, an
old English liquid measure, its gallon J of the gallon

in beer-measure, containing 231 cubic inches—the

stanilard United States gallon ; Wine-mer'chant,
a merchant who deals in wine, esp. at wliulesalo ;

Wlne'-par'ty. a drinking -party; Wine- press, a
machine in which grapes are pressed in the maau*
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Wing mfite ; mute ; mOTm ; Men. Wire

facture of wine; Wlne'-Skln, a skin for holding
wine ; Wlne'-stone, crude argol ; Wine- taster,
one whose business it is to s«nple wines ; Wlne'-
Vault, a vaulted wine-cellar : (/>/.) a place where
wine is tasted or drunk.—Adam's Wine, water ;

Rlline, Rhenish, Wtne, wine produced on the
banks of the Rhine, esp. hock ; Spirit Of Wine,
alcohol ; White wine, Chablis, Sauterne, the wines
of Germany—formerly Madeira and sherry. [.\.S.

win ; Goth, ivein, Ger. uvin ; all from L. vinum ;
cog. with Gr. ainos.]

Wing, wing, «. the organ of a bird, or other animal
or insect, by which it flies : flight, means of flying :

anything resembling a wing, any side-piece, the side

of a building, &c. : one of the longer sides of croivn-

works or horn-works in fortification : the flank corps
or division of an army on either side : the sliips on
either extremity of a fleet ranged in line : (Jig:) pro-

tection.

—

v.l. to furnish or transport with wings: to

lend speed to : to supply with side-pieces : to bear
in flight, to traverse by flying : to wound on the
wing, to wound a person in arm or shoulder.

—

z:i.

to soar on the wing.

—

tuiv. Wing'-and.-Wlng', the
condition of a ship sailing before the wind with stud-

ding sails on both sides.—«. Wing^'-Case, the horny
case or cover over the wings of some insects, as
the beetle.

—

aiij. Winged, furnished with wings :

swift : wounded in the wing : lofty, sublime :

alate, abounding in wings.

—

<uh: Wing'edljT, on
or by wings.

—

cuij's. Wlng'-foot'sd, having wings
on the feet, aliped ; Wing'less, without wings.—
tis. Wing'let, the bastard wing or alula of a
bird : the pterygium of a weevil ; Wing^-shell, a
stromb : an aviculoid bivalve, a hammer-oyster:
a wing-snail ; Wlng'-shoot'ing, the act or prac-
tice ol shooting flyuig birds ; Wlng'-shot, a shot
at a bird on the wing : one who shoots flying birds.—ttiij. shot in the wing, or while on the wing.

—

a^'. Wing'y, having wings : soaring on wings.

—

Winged bull, a common form in Assyrian sculp-
ture, symbolic of domination.—Make, Take, Wing,
to depart ; On, Upon, the wing, flying, in

motion : departing ; On the wings of the wind,
with the highest speed ; Under one's wing, under
one's protection. [Ice. T<fngr, a wmg ; Sw. vi>tge.\

Wink, wingk, v.i. to move the eyelids quickly: to

give a hint by winking : to seem not to see, con-
nive at (gener. with at): to flicker, twinkle, sparkle.—v.t. to close and open quickly.^

—

it. act of winking :

a hint given by winking.

—

>is. Wlnk'-a-peep, the
scarlet pimpernel ; Wlnk'er, one who winks : a
horse's blinkers : {Shak.) an eye : the winking
membrane of a bird's eye, the winking muscle :

a small bellows in an organ, regulated by a
spring, controlling variations of wind - pressure

;

Winking, the act of winking.— rtrt':'. Wink'ingly.
—Forty winks {coU.\ a short nap ; Like winking
{slang), very rapidly ; Tip one the wink, to wink
to one as a sign of caution, or of mutual understand-
ing, &c. [.A.S. iviiician (Ger. luinken); akin to

.V.S. ivancol, wavering.]
Winkle = PeriwiitkU (q.v.).

Wlnna, win'a, a Scotch form for rvill not.

Winning, win'ing, adj. and «.—«. Win'ner.

—

adv.
Win'ningly. [IVin.]

Winnock, wm'ok, n. (Scot.) a window.—Also Wln'-
dock.

Winnow, win'a, v.t. to separate the chaff" from the
grain by wind : to fan : to examine : to sift : to

blow upon : {Milt.) to set in motion : {rare) to

flap, flutter.

—

v.i. to separate chatT from grain.—«.

a fan for winnowing.

—

us. Winn'ower ; Winn'ow-
Ing ; Winn'owing-fan, -machine', a fan, machine,
for winnowing. [.\.S. luiiidivian, to winnow.]

Wlnsey = Vy^iiuey (q.v.).

Winsome, win'sum, aJJ. cheerful : pleasant : attrac-

tive.—dd'i'. Wln'somely.—«. Win'someness. [A. S.
wyn-sum, pleasant

—

wyn, joy (Ger. wonne).]

Winter, win'tfer, n. the cold season of the year : a
year : any season of cheerlessncss : the last corn of
the harvest, a harvest festival.

—

adj. wintry.

—

v.i.

to pass the winter.

—

z'.t. to feed, or to detain, during
winter.^«f. Wln'ter-app'le, an apple that keeps well
in winter, or that does not ripen till winter ; Win'ter-
har'ley, a kind of barley which is sown in autumn.—adj. Win'ter-beat'en {S/ie>is.), beaten or injured
by the cold of winter.

—

ns. Wln'ter-berr'y, a name
given to several shrubs of the genus /le.r, growing
in the eastern parts of North America ; Wln'ter-
bloom, the witch-hazel ; Wui'ter-boume, an inter-

mittent spring in the chalk -districts ; Win'ter-
Oherr'y, one of the Solnnacecg, a plant with
edible red berries— also called in the United
States Strawberry - tomatoes : the Balloon - vine,
having large triangular, inflated fruit. — adj.
Wln'ter-clad, warmly clad.

—

ns. Wln'ter-clover,
the partridge-berry ; Win'ter-cress, a cruciferous
plant, cultivated for winter salad ; Win'ter-crop,
a crop that will endure the winter, or that yields
fodder in winter- time. — adj. Win'tered, having
seen many winters: exposed to winter: {S/tai.)
worn ia winter.

—

ns. Wln'ter-fall'OW, a fallow made
in the winter; Wln'ter- garden, an ornamental
garden for winter; Wln'ter -g^een, a plant of
genus Pyrola, also of Chitnaphita : a plant of genus
Gualtheria, whose oil is an aromatic stimulant,
used chiefly in flavouring confectionery and syrups.

—v.t. Win'ter-ground {Shak.), to protect, as a
plant, from the inclemency of winter.

—

ns. Wln'ter-
iodge, -lodgement, the hibernacle of a plant.

—

adj.

Win'terly, cheerless. — «.//. Wln'ter -qnar'ters,
the quarters of an army during winter : a winter
residence.— «j. Win'ter-sett'le, an old word for

a winter dwelling ; Win'ter-tlde, winter ; Wln'tOT-
Wheat, wheat sown in autumn ; Wln'trineSS.

—

adjs. Wln'try, Win'tery, resembling, or suitable

to, winter: stormy. [A.S. winter; Ger. •winter;
of uncertain origin ; not conn, with ivind.^

Winter, win'ter, n. an appliance for fixing on the
front of a grate, to keep warm a tea-Kettle or

the like.

Wlnter's-bark, win'ters-bark, «. a stimulant, aro-

matic, and tonic bark, named from Captain Winter,
who first brought it from the Strait of Magellan in

157?-
Wlntle, win'tl, v.l. {Scot.) to stagger.—«. a stagger.

Winy, wl'ni, «(/;'. having the qualities of, or resembling,
wine : influenced by wine.

Winze, winz, «. {Scot.) a curse. [Wisk.]
Winze, winz, «. in mining, a small ventilating shaft
between two levels. [Prob. related to 7viuno7o.}

Wipe, wip, v.t. to clean by rubbing (with atuay, off,

out) : cleanse, clear away : to apply solder to with a
piece of cloth or leather : {coll.) to beat.— «. act of
cleaning by ru bbing : a blow : a scar : {slang) hand-
kerchief.

—

ns. Wi'per; Wl'ping, the act of wiping:
a thrashing. [A.S. lufpian; cf. Low Ger. wiep, a
wisp.]

Wire, wlr, H. a thread of metal : the metal thread used
in telegraphy, &c. : the string of an instrument : the
slender shaft of the plumage of certain birds : a tele-

gram : {slang) a clever pickpocket : {Shak.)\\\<t lash,

scourge.—n^^'. formed of wire.

—

v.t. to bind, snare,

or supply with wire : to keep the ends of a broken
bone together with wire : to send by telegraph.

—

v.i.

to telegraph.—«. Wlre'-brldge, a suspension-bridge.
— adj. Wired, having wiry feathers. — «. WlTO'-
dan'cer, a performer on a tight wire.

—

v.t. Wlre'-
draw, to draw into wire : to draw or spin out to

a great length : to strain or stretch the meaning
of anything. —«^. Wire'drawer; Wlre'drawlng.—ailj. Wire'drawn, spun out into needless fine

distinctions.—«j. Wire'-gauze, a kind of stiflf close
fabric made of fine wire ; 'Wire'-g^ass, a kind
of fine meadow-grass; Wire'-goard, wire-netting
placed in front of a fire ; Wlre'-heel, a defect or



wis fate, far ; me, her ; mine ; Witch

di&ease of the foot ; Wire'-man, one who puts up
or takes care of wires ; Wire'-net'ting, Wlre'work,
a texture of wire woven ui the lorin of a net ; Wire'-
pull'er, one who exercises an influence felt but not

seen, as if the actors were his puppets and he pulled

the wires that move them : an intriguer ; Wire'-
pull'mg ; Wi'rer, a snarer ; Wire' -rope, a rope of

twisted iron or steel.

—

adj. Wire'-sewed, -Stitohed,

sewed with wire instead of thread.

—

ns. Wire'way,
transportation by means of wires ; Wire'work,
articles made of wire ; Wlre'worker ; Wire'work-
Ing ; Wire-worm, a name given to the larva; of

click-beetles, from their slenderness and uncommon
hardness, very injurious to root, grain, and fodder

crops. — adj. Wire'WOVe, denoting a fine glazed

quality of writing-paper. — adv. Wl'rlly. — «.

Wi'rlness, the state of being wiry.

—

adj. Wl'ry,
made of, or like, wire : flexible and strong.—Wire
away, or in, to act with vigour.—Puli tfie Wires
(see Wire-puller above). [A.S. luCr: Ice. vlrr

:

Waerh. conn, with \^viria, bracelets.)

is, wis, V. (in the form / mis) erroneously used as
' I know.' [/ 7vis is the M. E. adv. i-wis—A.S. ge-

ivis, certainly; cf. Ger. g-e-Tvt'ss.)

Wisard, wiz'ard, «. Same as Wizard.
Wisdom, wiz'dum, «. quality of being wise : judg-
ment : right use of knowledge : learning : (5.)
skilfulness, speculation, spiritual perception : the
apocryphal Book of the Wisdom of Solomon (see

Apocrypha). —«. Wisdom-tooth, a large double
back-tooth, so called because it appears late, when
people are supposed to have arrived at the age of
wisdom. [A.S. w(sddin, wisdom. Cf. IVise.]

Wise, wiz, adj. having wit or knowledge : able to

make use of knowledge well: judging rightly:

discreet : learned : skilful : dictated by wisdom :

containing wisdom : pious, godly. — ^iii- Wise'-
beart'ed, having wisdom : prudent ; Wise'-like
{Scot.), sensible, judicious : looking as if capable
of playing one's part well.—«. Wise'ling, one who
pretends to be wise.

—

adv. Wisely.—«. Wise'ness.
—Wise woman, a witch: {Scot.) a midwife.

—

Never the wiser, still in ignorance. [A.S. wis;
Ger. weise : from root of 7vtt.]

Wise, wIz, v.t. {Scot.) to guide in a certain direction,

to incline.

Wise, wiz, ti. way, manner.—In any Wise, In no
wise, in any way, in no way ; On tUs Wise, in this

way. [A. S. wfse, orig. wiseness ; Ger. iveUe : akin
to tvise (i) and 7uit. Doublet ^«/j^. ]

Wiseacre, wfza-ker, «. one who pretends to wisdom
without grounds, a simpleton quite unconscious of
being such. [Perh. through the medium of Dutch
from Ger. weissager, a soothsayer, lueissageu, to

foretell—Old High Ger. wiza^o, a prophet.]
Wish, wish, v.i. to have a desire : to long (so in B.) :

to be inclined.

—

v.t. to desire or long for : to ask : to

invoke : {SA^i/i.) to recommend.—«. desire, longing :

thing desired : expression of desire.—«. Wish'er.—
ad/. Wish'ful, having a wish or desire: eager.^
adv. Wishfully.—«j. Wish'fulness ; Wish'ing-
hone. Wish'-bone, the furcula or merrythought of
a fowl ; Wish'ing-cap, a cap by wearing which one
obtains everything he wishes. [A.S. wyscau—wtisc,

a wish; Ger. ivi7nsche?i, Sw. oHska.\
Wishtonwish, wish' ton-wish, «. the North American

prairie-dog. [Amer. Ind.]
Wish-wash, wish'-wosh, «. {coll.) anything wishy-
washy. — adj. Wish'y-wash'y, thin and weak,
diluted, feeble. [Formed from nvzjA.]

WlSket, wis'ket, n. {prov.) a basket.
Wisp, wisp, «. a small bundle of straw or hay : a

small broom : will-o'-the-wisp : a disease affecting

the feet of cattle.

—

v.t. to rub down with a wisp.

—

adj. WiS'py, like a wisp. [M. E. ivisfi, ivips, conn.
with ivifie ; cf. Low Ger. luiep, Norw. vippa, a wisp.)

Wist, wisi, v.pa.t. (/j.) knew. [A.S. iviste, pa.t. of
witatt, 3d pers. sing. pr.t. tvdt, to know. Cf. IVit.)

Wistaria, wis-ta'ri-a, «. a genus of leguminous plants,

some of the species amongst the most magnificent
ornamental climbers known in English gardens,
named Irom the American anatomist, Caspar Wistar
(1761-1818).

Wistful, wist'f55l, adj. hushed : full of thought

:

thoughtful : earnest : eager, wishful, longing.— W?'.
Wist'fully. — «. Wist'fUlness. — adv. Wist'ly
{SJuik.), silently, earnestly. [Most prob. for whist-
Jill, ivhislly—i.e. silently ; and not conn, with wish.
Skeat, however, makes it a substitution for luiskfiil,

confused with a'i'j/j' = certainly—Ice. viss, certain
(distinct from, yet allied to, vtss, wise).]

Wistiti = Oidstiti (q.v.)—WlS'tit {obs.).

Wit, wit, v.i. to know :

—

pr.t. ist pers. sing. Wot ;

2d, Wost (erroneously Wot'test)
; 3d, Wot (errone-

ously Wot'teth :—//. ist, 2d, 3d, Wot) ; pa.t. Wist
(erroneously Wot'ted)

;
pr.p. Witting, Weet'ing

(erroneously Wot'ting)^^./. Wist. -To do to Wit,
to cause to know; To Wit, that is to say—the A.S.
gerund td •witanne. [A.S. ivitaii, to know (pr.t. ic

tudt, Jiu wdsi, he TUilt, pi. •witon ; pa.t. zviste~a.\so
wisse, pi. wistoit, pa. p. ivist) ; Goth, witati, Ger.
wissen ; cf. L. videre, Gr. idein.]

Wit, wit, 71. understanding : a mental faculty (chiefly

in//.): the power ofcombining ideas with a ludicrous
effect, the result of this power : ingenuity : {rare)
imagination : {obs.) information. — adj. Wit'lesS,
w.anting wit or understanding : thoughtless.

—

ad?',

Wlt'lessly.—«^. Wit'Iessness ; Witling, one who
has little wit : a pretender to wit ; Wit'-mong'er, a
poor would-be wit ; Wit'-snapper (A7/rt.4.), one who
affects wit or repartee.

—

adj. Wit'ted, having wit or

understanding.— //. Witticism (wit'i-sizin), a witty
remark : a sentence or phrase affectedly witty.

—

adv. Wit'tily.—«. Wit'tiness.— rtrfr'. Wittingly,
knowingly : by design.

—

cuij. Wit'ty, possessed of
wit: amusing: droll: sarcastic: {B.) ingenious:
{Shak.) wise, discreet.

—

v.i. Wit'wanton, to in-

dulge in irreverent wit.—At one's wltS' end, utterly

perplexed ; Live by one's wits, to live in a hap-
hazard manner by any shift ; The five witS, the
five senses. [A.S. wit, from the verb above.]

Wit, wit, «. a person of understanding or judgment,
esp. a person who has a keen perception of the
ludicrous and can express it neatly. [Perh. a use of
the preceding word ; others trace through A.S. 7uita,

gewita, a counsellor

—

luitan, to know.]
Witan, wit'an, n.pl. members of the Witenagemot.

[PI. of A.S. ivita, a man of knowledge. See pre-

ceding words.)
Witch, wich, n. a woman regarded as having super-

natural or magical power and knowledge through
compact with the devil or some minor evil spirit : a
hag, crone : (ci?//.) a fascinating young girl : {Sliak.)a.

wizard.

—

v.t. to bewitch, to effect by means of witch-
craft.— «j. Witch'craft, the craft or practice of
witches: the black art, .sorcery : supernatural power;
WitCh'-doc'tor, a medicine-man ; "Witchery, witch-

craft : fascination ; Witch'es'-broom, a popular name
for the broom-like tufts of branches developed on
the silver-fir, birch, cherry, &c. by means of an ure-

dineous fungus ; Witch'es'-butt'er, a dark-brown
fungus (see NostOC) ; Witch'es'-thim'ble, the sea-

campion ; Witch'-find'er, one whose business was
to detect witches.

—

adj. Witch'ing, weird : fasci-

nating.— rtf/z/. Witch'ingly.— «j. Witch'-knot, a
knot, esp. in the hair, tied by means of witclicralt

;

Witch'-meal, the inflammable pollen of the club-

moss.

—

adj. Wltch'-ridd'en, ridden by witches.

—

H.

Witch'-Wlfe. a wom.tn who practises witchcraft.

[M. E. tvicclie (both masc. and fem.)—A.S. wicca
(masc), wicce (fem.), wizard, witch

;
prob. reduced

from wttega, wttiga, witga, a seer (Old High Ger.
imzago)—a supposed adj. ivitig, seeing^ti'/'/r»«, to

see, allied to luitan., to know. For the change, cf.

Orchard— \.'A. ortgeard. Cf. Jl-'jVand lVuked.\
Witch, Witch-elm, wich, wich'-elm, «. the comm?a
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Wit-cracker mote ; mute ; mW^n ; Men. Wolf
wild elm—also Wltch -ha ML—«. Wltch'en, the
mountain-ash or rowiin. IA.S. vjice, the service-
tree— 7f/Vra», to bend.]

Wlt-craoker, wit'-krak'er, «. {Shak.) a joker, jester.

Wit6, wit, v.t. {Speus.) to blame, to reproach.—«.

(Spins.) blame, reproach.

—

tuij. Wite'less (Speiis.),

blameless. [A.S. vjitan, to puiii:>h, fine (Ice. vita);

ult. conn, with iviinn, to know.)
Witenagemot, wit'e-na-ge-mOt', ». the supreme

council of England in Anglo-S.ixon times, composed
of the bishops, the ealdorraen of shires, and a
number of the king's friends and dependents, the

king's thanes. It was thus purely a council of royal

officers and territorial magnates, nut at all resembling
the representative House of Commons. [A.S. luitena

geiiidt—-ivita, a wise man, gemdt, a meeting.]

With, «. Same as Withe.
With, wiM, prep, denoting nearness, agreement, or

connection : by : in competition or contrast : on the
side of: immediately after : among: possessing: in

respect of, in the regard of: like: by, by means of,

through: showing, using: from.

—

adv. Withal',
with all or the rest : likewise : moreover.

—

prep, an
emphatic form of with.—With that, thereupon.
[A.S. wiH ; Ice. Z'/O, Ger. -wider. It absorbed the

A.S. «//<•/, with (Gcr. mit).'\

Withdraw, wi/A-draw', v.t. to draw back or away : to

tak':!iack: to recall.— r'.r. to retire : togoaway.

—

tis.

Withdrawal, WithdraWment ; WithdraWer
;

Withdraw'lng-room, a room used to retire into :

a drawing-room. (Pfx. iviih-, against, and drmu.]
Withe, with, or v/'ith, Withv, with'y, «. a flexible twig,

esp. of willow : a band of twisted twigs : an elastic

handle to a tool to save the hand from the shock of
blows : a boom-iron.

—

otij. Withy (with'i or v/V/Jii),

made of withes : like withes, flexible. [A.S. withtlu,
a form of ivithig, a withy ; Ice. vidhir, Ger. "weide,

willow.]

Wither, wiM'er, zi.i. to fade or become dry : to lose

freshness : to shrink : waste.

—

v.t. to cause to dry
up : to cause to decay, perish, waste. — adj.
Withered, dried up. — «. with'eredness. — a<i>'.

Withering, blasting, blighting, scorching. — «.

With ering-floor, the drying-floor of a malt-house.— Oih'. Witherlngly. [A.S. wedriau, to expose to

weatlier.]

Withers, wiM'erz, n.pl. the ridge between the
shoulder-bones of a horse and behind the root of
the neck. — acij. With'er-WI'Ung, injured in the
withers. [A.S. wither, ag.-iinst, an extension of
with, against.]

Withershins, Widdershlns, wiM'-, wid'er-shinz, adv.
(Scot.) in the contrary direction—to the left, con-
trary to the course of the sun, in the wrong way.

—

—Also Widd'ersins, Widdersinnls. Cf. the Gaelic
deiseil, to the right, going round in the way of the
.sun. {Wiiidtr- is the Ice. vithra, against (A.S.
wither, Ger. ivieder, Dut. weder) ; Siiis is the ad-
verbial genitive, from Ice. siuni, walk, movement,
originally journey, cog. with A.S. sith, Goth, sittths,

journev. Old High Ger. sind.]

Withhold, wiM-hOld', v.t. to hold back : to keep back.
— 7'.i'. to Slay back -.—fa.t. and pa.p. Withheld'
(arch. pa.p. Wlthholden). — kj. Withhol'der

;

Withhold ment. (Pfx. wi:h; against, and hold.\

Within, wiM-in', prep, in the inner part : inside : in

the reach of: not going outside of.

—

adv. in the
inner part : inwardly : at home.—Within (jail, hail,
not too far to hear a call, hail. [A.S. vjitiinnan—
«v8, against, with, intian, in.)

Without, wi/A-owt', prep, outside or out of: beyond :

not with : in absence of : not having : except : all

but. — adv. on the outside: out of doors.

—

coftj.

except.

—

adj. Without'-door (Shak.), being out of
d.iors.—^rr/. Without'en (5>.'«J.), without.—With-
out book, on no authority ; Without distinction,
indiscriminately.—Prom Without, from the outside.
[A.S. luttiutaH—wiC, against, Han, outside.]

Withstand, wiM-stand', v.i. to stand against : to
oppose or resist:

—

pa.i. and pa.p. Withstood.'.

—

n. Withstand'er.
Wlthwind, with'wind, «. the bindweed.
Witloof, wit'lOf, «. a kind of chicory with large roots,

(put.)

Witness, wit'nes, «. knowledge brought in proof:
testimony of a fact : that which furnishes proof : one
who .sees or has personal knowledge of a thing : one
who attests.

—

v.t. to have direct knowledge of: to
see : to give testimony to : to show : (SItak.) to fore-
tell.

—

v.i. to give evidence.

—

7is. Wit'ness-box, the
enclosure in which a witness stands when eiving
evidence in a court of law; Wit'nesser.

—
'With a

witness (Shak.), to a great degree. [A.S. wiines,
testimony

—

•witan, to know.]
Wittol, wit'ol, n. one who knows his wife's faithless-

riess, and submits to it.— adj. WItt'Olly (Shak.),
like a wittol or contented cuckold. [Formerly also
ivittal, wittold, a particular use of "witwal, the
popinjay ; cf. the similar allusions to the cuckoo,
from which grew the word cuckold.}

Witwal, wit'wawl, «. the popinjay, or green wood-
pecker, the greater spotted woodpecker. [Var. of
tvoodwale, a woodpecker.)

Wive, wTv, v.t. to take for a wife : to provide with a
wife.

—

v.i. to marry.—«. Wive'hood (Spens.), wife-

hood. [A.S. ivifiati—?!'(/, wife.)

Wivem, wfvern, «. Same as Wyvem.
Wives, wivz, pi. of wi/e.

Wizard, wi/ard, «. one who practises witchcraft
or magic: (obs.) a wise man.

—

adj. with magi-
cal powers.

—

adv. Wil'ardly, like a wizard.

—

n.

Wizardry, sorcery. [O. Fr. guiscart—Ice. vizkr
(for vitskr), from vita, to know.)

Wizen, wiz'n. Wizened, wiz'nd, adj. dried up : thin :

shrivelled.

—

7'.i. and 7\t. to become dry, to make
dry.

—

adj. WiZ'en-faced, having a thin, shrivelled

face. [A.S. wisniaii, to wither; cog. with Ice.

visinri, wizened, visua, to wither.]

Wizier = Vizir.
Wo. Same as Woe.
Woad, wOd, «. a genus of cruciferous plants, whose
few species are mostly natives of the countries around
the Mediterranean— Dyer's Woad yields a good
and very permanent dye, but is now largely super-
seded by indigo.— atij. Woad'ed, dyed blue with
woad. [A.S. wad; Ger. waid ; L. vitrtun.]

Wobble, Wobbler, Wobbling. See Wabble.
Woden, wO'den, II. the .\nglo-Saxon form of the Norse

Odin.—«. Wo'denlsra, the worship of Woden.
Woe, Wo, wO, «. grief ; misery : a heavy calamity : a

curse : an exclamation of grief.

—

adj. sad, wretched.
—adjs. Woebegone, Wo'begone, beset with woe
(see Begone) ; Woe ful. Wo ful, Woo'some (Scot.

Wae'SOme), -sorrowful : bringing calamity : wretched.
— aiivs. Woe'fully, Wo fully. — ns. Woe fulness,
Wo'fulness.—«;>>. Woe'-wea'ried, -worn, wearied,

worn, with woe.—Woe worth the day (see Worth).
—In weal and woe, in prosperity and adversity.

[A.S. (interj.) wd; Ger. tveh ; L. va, Gr. ouai. Cf.

Wail.\
Woiwode. See Voivode.
Wold, wuld, ». an open tract of country. [.\.S. vxala,
waid, a wood, perh. ultimately conn, with weaidan,
to possess, wield.)

Woli, woolf, «. the common name of certain species of
the genus Canis—including the lavenous Common
Wolf, the Abyssinian Wolf, the Antarctic Wolf, the

Maned Wolf, and the Prairie Wolf or Coyote : any-
thing very ravenous : a greedy and cunning person :

(obs?) a tuberculous excrescence : (mus.) a harsh
discord heard in the organ, &c. : —//. Wolves. —
v.i. to hunt for wolves. — v.t. (slang) to devour
ravenously. — ns. Wolf'-dOg, a dog of large breed
kept to guard sheep, esp. against wolves ; Wol'fer,
one who hunts wolves; Wolf'fish, a fierce and
voracious salt-water fish—called also Sta-iuoi/ and



fite, far ; in*, bftr ; mloe

:

Wood

i^; Wolfing, the

r-^dji. WoafiSlL,
fit or floaUty:
woV'ttLW-dr-

tat -OSV, the cfaib^Kiss LyaftdtMm: 'WUt'-

—Ck7WiC,a»^««a^beaIsrai—frnMdwcmy of
*e boy vha cne4 'WolT «tea Acre was oow,
and WW sat Wfieved «hai tbve was ooe ; Ha«« a
Wlf t!f ttoaso, fheJaaTwy^iacalt MtaJUMw ;nv a Wtf ! ttW •tMBBCk, to be laveooHdy
hi n^j ; Koapttswrtf fiSK fitaa tear, t* keq>
oat innser; 8M a WllC *• lose eoe's voice, in

mi>ii w ai «U iji] LI tkiwi {A^ mh^; Get
aW/^.- L. bt^ta; Gr. Triat]

WolSaa, weiOl'fr-an, *<i^. jii itiiiiiii^ ta, or miMiiiHj
witk, the nasK of tbe Ci iMiii cuAryotagist K. F.

I^a^ (1733-94)

—

fpTind ts dK pnamAal lensl
1—^***- IB tiw d^ai[^> ci tUe iii^^Imi vcrtebnse^
yfnbnmf oie niactvtt ob inpcy* bu wipcffwot h

J>f tke troB «rycnBaneat kidneys.
vOBTft^ «<^'. pnTiiaiwr ta the ykaoaa^y

*ai ,jr«^ (1679-1754)1 Hi
tte jMiihwinihy of

g2ve a Araflf mpwae ta inac olplmj^h
tla ulatj and niiinailii wUck

Grove out rcvdatMHi

. wCaTfian , «^'. pectaiaing ta, or <! ittd

vTtk, the naine of Friedtich A^!>Bst Jf«i^ (1759-
(824), tbe iBoat ^fted rlmricri (^nlar laid ft^
critic of bis age—ofipfied vap. \» Iris theory diat
Che O^itej and y2bM are oaaipMed of muauwis

h^ dxMB^Brt anastfcls, atmag tpgECbcr b a
'by aAaaqneat efcao.

^gfVCJI

IGer.]

, vool-ve-rSn', a. « na;

to the American ghutoa or csurc^oe, imai
city. (CxtensMO of lang^
PHUai, wooa'aa, s. the fcnafe af aaa, an adtdt
female «( the haaon caoe: ttae female aex, lumui
coAecfi^Evy t a feauue atte&aaac *

—

pi^ ^rOBMB
(wWea).—V.4L to caose to act Hke a woman, to

(both 5<fcai.)- *o call a person

..Hke*
, Bask WFf women-

—

WhWlfl, dte sate, rhararrrr.

faptate sex.—«^'. WfliAail4fc*, Bee a
1^. WMl'Mf^, Bk orhecoMng

(5A«i(.X a female wx menger;
a kOier of women ; WaoTaa-

, ribe eaerdse of the dectoral fianchiae by
•Cri^ W«B'«»-ttraA (5;i«iLX hoKpedced

;

l-'»*«t'ei, wearing women's doCbes.

—

tr as tMS, a whore; Woma or fte
1 of fiAioB.—WaaWi x^iMc the

m 'womcfl towards penoBai nod pco*

twieutiy iiwfc

f

w iwViace.—Way tti* WHlli. to grve
war to a f jt aets . [jLS. moicma*, «0«««, a com-

> of 1^^ a ironaa, aaaMc, man*]
vQQm, K. the oKnM, the ot];aa in wWch tbe
of jmauts ate devdoped and kept till

I •.fStisk.') the sMancb : fhe iiiace where ainr>

AsBg is ptodticed : any deep eariiy.

—

vJ. (SJkai.)

to coBtats. — A^. Wmrf (SkaJLX
(A.8. aai ii< ; Ox. wmmmr, patmcti J

WffTWhlt, wotc'bat, n. an AustraKan marsupial mam-
mal oi the opossum iamily. [?vi.T:\ c r::.n:e/;

Wan, wun, v.u 10 dwell : to abidt; : <med.—n. a dwelling : au a!x>de.—a.
"

r-.ling.

[A.S. tnaaax, DuU wnen, Ger. .well.]

Waa, wna, ^a.t. and /*«./. of tren.

VHMaC, wim'der, «. the state of mind prodnced by
something new, unexpected, or extraordinary : a
strange thin^ ; a prodigy : a sweet fried cake—a?»
Crut-ier.—v.i. to feel wtjnder : to be amazed (with
ai): to speculate expectantly.

—

fi.aeij. Won'dered
(Sk^.\ baring pcn'ormed. or able to perform,
wonders.—«. Wosi'tarac.

—

adj. Won'derftU, (nil of
wonder: excitmg wonder: stranee : (B") wonder-
fhUy.—<wfc!. Waa'dMfully.—«. Won derfnlnesB

;

WmriailBfc si^i'. Wonderingiy, witn wonder.—Mi. Wcp^tI I art , a land of wonders ; WOB'deT-
.

—

a^. Waa'fcrons (same as Wrai-
'^aa'dor-sttaok, bU It It en, nruck with
astonishment.

—

ns. Won'der 'work, a
fro<figy, m1ii>Lli :thaamaturgy ; Won'der-WOrlCer ;

WmJwK-wmtXititf. — ^J^- Wonder • vonnd'ed
(SAdX wooder-sttxJceii ; Won'dronB. such as may
excite wander: sttange.

—

aiv. Wan'droilEly.

—

ns.

Waa'dnvaBHa—BtaA af 'wnder. the pncenix

;

Kne dayi* VIBder, sometbing that astonisbes
everybody fer the moment ; Seven 'wondsn <lf

ttae iracM (see Savan). [A.S. -wauier: Gtx.
Miili > , loe. umdr.l
FiHga^Wnca, ati^'ga-wong'p^ "' ^e large Aostra-
han w4nce^0Bd figeon—a table delicacy.

talt, wngt, m^. used or accust'Tned.

—

n. babit.

—

vM to be accustomed.

—

attj. Won'ted, accustomed :

WaetadaeBs.—a^y. WontlesB (Spens.\
fOrig. pa. p. of vxm, to dwell—A.i>.

snrprise.-

: woa'di

Ger. maohtten.^
Vaa% wflat, wffl not. [Contr. of M. E. tool not.'\

Wot, wOQ, v^. to ask in order to marriage : to court

:

to aoficit eagerly, to seek.

—

ii.j. to court or make
leve : to ask.

—

ns. Woo er ; Wooing. [A. S. taegitai,

to woo

—

iBig, "wdk, bent.]

Woed, wood, n. tbe solid part of trees : trees cut or
sawed : timber : a collection of jrc^wine trers : die
cask or bairel, as diating^ - -x^ttle

:

jtrimt.') a wendWncfc.

—

t.: —ns.
waed'.aeld, wood-vineg^- 'rom
dM <BstiHatioo of wooc : e

viadSoiwts, a little woo
early spring, with a siitgi'

side; waed'-ant, a far.

white ant infesting ^le wo
W^aaC-aA'aa. aches tthta

nfatnts—the sovoe of many potas-sn

-

WMd'MBe, Woad'feted, the booeysu
also to other cTinihri i s, such as som« ,

tbe \'irginta-oeeper, &c. ; Wood '

lires in the woods ; WaaCtMIc
on wood and ready to faraish -

woodcm .

—

m^s. l^aaC-WMsg
SB the wvodc—«. Waar-eaTv
carving in wood ; WtXid'cfcat,

wi^atandtng its name, is not a >

:

of Shrikr; "WooA'tAtnA, the -

Waaf-^al, coal like wood in

faoitt or bcowB caal ; Wood'ODC-
afiied to the ^»ec, but «f a «>'

widi shorter aad wj ongei las ; V
a totacoo'fBpe ; Wood'crafi. ^ >

MijUuug pertaining to forests,

Woad'cnt. :i- • ^v-.- ^-r

ployci

-id or

Waed'aa, r
heavy, stnp.c . ^<-....

Itterary style, occ

—

ns. '»

BOgli'ttag, tbe art of er

«jr . Wood-
:is OD wood.



Wood mBte; mSbt ; mlSHu ; tlueD. Wool
differing firom copper and steel plate engraving by-

having Liie parts intended to print on the paper in re-

lie
'

: an engniving on or talten from wood ; Wood'en-
head, a biockaead, stupid person.

—

adj. Wood'en-
liead ed, .^tupiii. — /*. Wooden -head'adtibm. —
ad-v. Wood enly. — ns. Woodenneas, wooden
quality : w^nt of spirit or expression, clumsiness

;

WOOd'-e'Vil, red -water: severe con-tipation in

rattle, often occurring after eatmg freely cf nedge-
cuttings or sho<jt5 of trees; Wood'-fihre, fiore

derived from wood; Wood -fret' ter, a 'v d- jorer

or wood-eater ; Wood'-god, a Cc. -ds
;

Wood'-grotiae, the cap^rtailzi- a. a
pi Ti -.y'-.tTt wood is stored: V -•'i

I -horse, a 5a

:i : . in whicii -^

V .;- Tantalus
or ; .a. :y of being wxjCy ; A JOCL iajld. lar.l

covered with wood; Woodlander, an ii.nabitant

of tiie woods; Wood'lark, a species of iaric, found
in or near woods, sjnging chiefly on the wing

;

Wood-layer, a young oak, ic, laid down in a
hedge, ^oc^. Woodless, without wood.

—

ns. Wood'-
lessneas; Wood'-lonae, any terrest.nal Isopod of
the family O-niscidit—the Scotch suiter, coounon
under stones, &c. : a termite or white ant : any one
of the pseudo-neuropterous family Psocidn, lound
in the wouiiwork of houses; Woodman, a man
w'- ; cu:i '

w- [r-res : a 'ire-: ^';er : ^ '

;. :-aian ;

W . -i tne

ood
I - / » eet,

or ,v_-dj- .u^/.:-i;^-i ; W;od -a.Gte ;-'.';.,•.;, a wild
musical note, like that of a song-bird; Wood'-
nyrs.ph, a ryr:-'-. :r z\'l\-^- ' the woods;
^' the altar;

- -Otrl, the

par=c :r .,;:-. .v ,',c ; WaCG. p

-

(Puiidit) of birds in the

ai-'is 'or t^e strucniral rr.

.

,

! to its use as ia iie, aiid ;,.r L.~a

i jngue, which is used for extracting
i; a^ies and crevices of trees; Wood-
pigaoa, i.-.e cushat or ringdove; Wood'-polp,
w>i Hi- fibre reduced to a pulp, used in making
paper ; WoOd'-reeTe, the overseer of a wood ;

Wood'ruff. a genus of rubiaceous plants with
wiiorled leaves and a fiinnel - shaped corolla—
Six'eet li'oodruff h^L^ a cree' : z r •;:—..•;; send-
ing up erect stems, ar : ers

;

when dried it has a v: ance
like vernal-grass

—

(pbsS) W: sage,
the wixxi germander ; Wood -aaHil piper, a common
Eun-pean tattler, allied to the redsaank ; Wood'-
SCTB'W, a screw for fastening pieces of wood or
wood and metal : Wood'shed, a shed for storing
firewo'xi ; Wood - Shock. tne pekan. lisher, or
Pennant's marten—also Buick-€a.t and B^^tck-fajc

;

Wood'-Skin, a Guiana Indians canoe, made of
the bark of the purple heart-tree ; Woodsman,
a w<>>dmaj> ; Wood'-SOOt, soot from burnt wood ;

Wood' - son'el, a plant of the genus Oxalis :

Wood'-sptrit (same as Pyroxylic spirit) ; Wood-
spite, tne green » -.^,---- r yaffle; Wood'-
Stamp, a stamp tr. as for stamping
fabrics in colours; r petrified wood;
Wood -gwaU.'O'W, a- .- „ name for any of
the fly-catching ArtdmtiUr, aiso c^led "i—iViiiiii

skrikt—the resera'olance to shrikes beioe coosider-
ably closer than to swall'T* - -;'• fr- -i ^<->r,,>arajice

or habits.

—

adj. Wood'sy airac-
teristic of, woods.— «ti. V ained
fr-,," ,.^. d-^ : .; :n-.-;- aroEh.

the
olive

- . .. .- -- . -1--- V _.. .reast

;

WiMd-ack, any Xi/in. ot lae iamuy /

small insfft wiiich makes a tickii^ sonod ia the
woodwork of a house, the dealh-waich ; WoodT-
tin, a n'xiular variety of cassiterite, <x tin nnr

;

Wood -Tin egar (see Wood-acid^; Wood''waia, a
wooioecker. esp. the green woodpecker, Ya^
or . A OOd'-'Warb ler, the yeJ^w willow-
Wi: *rcn ; an .-Vmencarj war'oier, op.
of . genus Dendrxca ; Wood'-VaxA,
an -.:tr : guard the woods; W00d'"wark, a
part of any structure Made of wood ; Wm^-
votm, a worm or larva 'm(m<^<i^ w«ad ; ITeMf-
wren, the wilk>w-warbier or wiOow-wrea (Pigrttn-
copus trockii7is) : the true wood-warbler or j^Sam
•x-V.~-x vren (Pkyllasccpui tibilntrix)— p^rja^r

opcrly wrens.

—

itdj. WoodTy, abo«ad-
woods : pertaining to woods: iii Miill

od.—s. 'Wood y-night shad* (lee IToaA-
mgntsnad*).—Wooden hone, or Timier-immre
(see Hone) ; Wooden log, an artificial leg aade
of wood ; Wooden ipona, a spoon of wood {se-
sented to tke person who stands lowest £ar tfe
year in the mathematical tripos Ssl 3t. Ciw
bridge ; WoodOi tne. large type cot ia wood.
—Commiarionen ofWoods and Fowts, a de-
partment of govenuDcnt having charge of tkt
Crown woods aad forests. [A.S. am£» ; cog. wdk
Ice. vidkr, wood; akin to li.Jiadk, timLer.]

Wood, wood, adj. {Skak.) mad, fiirioos.—«. WaodT-
ness. '.\.S. wdd; Ice. idir, Goth. —Yr, fi-tini»-^

Ge
Woo

.

F'
devei.p--

IX:
WoodciLc;

^]

x)d ber-i-tip, a. a i

Ahich a sensitised grbwinr iiia,
- to aa extra rc&c^ is

iratuic pressure. 'Qis
-cial ink in a pRXs, aad
- of tiat, it may he mad.
.nical priaoqr jmamm.

t marmot. [CoK. boa

e gallows. [A Saam of

as We/i iq.-<r.\—»dj. Woofj,

Woodie, V,

•ahddj, witky.\
WooC. wooi; s. s

dease. [.\.S- iwef,
prefix, •aaefaji, to weart]

Wooin^J, wooing-ii, adv.
manner. \W'oo.\

Wool, wool,*, the SS&, cnrir har of sfaeey aad olfaer

animals: sfaoR, thick hair: any li^t, fleecT salt-

stance icseaahGag wooL—c 'WMT^all, a Ul of

wool, soch as is soaetiaies famii. m a sheep's

stomach.— «<</. WooT-teaZ'^VL faeaziac or yield-

ing wtyiL— «c 'Voor-eaudflBK, the process of

s^Bcadag the fibres of wool pRyasatoKy to

spinaing; IFoBf-aaBVer, oae wiioae ocBopattoa
is to comb wool in order to iaaataa^^ aad
st- ^e fbres ; Wui'-eaiiiinBs ; VmT-
dr: o boys op wool far a laarket.

—

*,: "\
- -.,'ei, dved hefone ^twiaing or weav-

Lng.— <L>. W.Ml'^t,' lanolin ; WoeTfi^ the sfcia

with the wool stiU on it ; Woof -gaUk'O^Vg,
indulgence of idle fnaHrs. — adj. dxtamj : list-

less.— «- 'VooT-gniWer, oae who raises si>e^>

fijr the procNictioa. of wooL

—

adfy'-Wmnm, '^"'^
of, or pertaioBig to, wool : clad is wool, i im m ' —
m. doth aarde of wool.— si. Wimtlmt-tatA, a
rihbed staff, the face all of wool ; 'WMlliB-
dni'p^, one who deals ia wooOes goods; W<mV-
Sbmi mt^ WooT^, waisistiat;.

at, or Bie, woal:
dothed wmlk wool; Waony-kaind, -kBarrad,
haviag the hak Khe waol.—«s. WooTly fMi ll »

,

a kiad of rod nifiTit ; WmatmaM, a dealer ia

wool ; Woor-aOl, a baOdSmf tar the niin_m of

wool and the w<ea«i^ of wollrn doth ; ImmT-
pack, the package m arUdi «oaI '•as ij am ly

done op for salo : a hnndlr woehiBg ««o Ih.

:

OTFo - cumolos dood ; WiooT - pSK'ec ; wiMf-
pU^V, a -'-y*'"^ fior rWaniiig ae ul ; 'WMf-

U»



Woold fate, far ; tne, her ; mtne ; Work

sack, the seat of the Lord Chancellor in the

House of Lords, being a l^irge square sack of

wool covered with scarlet; Wool'sey, a material

made of cotton and wool.—«.//. Wool'-Shears, shears

used in shearing sheep. — ns. Wool-Sorfer. one

who sorts wool according to qualiiy, ^c. ; Wool'-
sta'ple. the fibre or pile of wool ; Wool -sta pier.

a wool-factor : a wool-sorter. — adv. Wool'ward
(SItak.), in wool, as a penance. — ns. Wool-
Wind. er, one who bundles wool for packing

;

WooVwork, needlework imitative of tapestry.

—

Wool-sorters' disease (see Anthrax).—Angora
wool, the wool of the Angora goat ; Berlin WOOl.
a kind of fine-dyed wool used for worsted work.
f.A..S. 7viill ; Goth, juiilla, Ger. ivolle, L. villus.]

Woold, wilold, v.t. to wind about.—rt^'. Wool'ded.—
ns. Wool'der, a stick used in woolding a mast or

yard, or a pin in a rope-maker's top ; Wool'dlng.
Woom, wSOrn, «. beaver fur.

Woon, w50n, «. a governor of a province. [Burmese.]
Woon. wi50n, v.i. {S/>e>is.). Same as Won (i).

Woorall, woo'ra-li, «. a South American poison for

arrows.—Also Woo'rara, Wou'rall, the same as
Citrari (q.v.).

WootX. woots, «. steel m?ide by fusing iron with
carbonaceous matter. [Perh. the Canarese ukkti,

steel.)

Wop, wop, v.t. See Whop.
Word, wnrd, «. an onl or written sign expressing
an idea or notion : talk, discourse : signal or sign :

message: promise: declaration: a pass -word, a
watch-word, a war-cry : the Holy Scripture, or a
part of it : (//.) verbal contention.

—

v.t. to express
in words: (Shak.) to flatter.

—

v.i. to .speak, talk.

—

ns. Word'-bllnd'ness, loss of ability to read ; Word-
1)00k, a book wi th a col lect ion of words : a vocabulary.—aiij. Word'-bound, unable to find expression in

words.—/*. Word'-building, the formation or com-
position of words. — ndj. W'or'ded, expressed in

words.—o^/z'. Wor'dlly. — Kj. Wordiness; Wor"-
ding, act, manner, or style of expressing in words.
—adj. Wor'dish {pbs.\ verbose. ~«. Wor'dishness.
—adj. Wordless (Shak.), without words, silent.—
ns. Word'-mem'ory, the power of recalling wonis
to the mind ; Word'-paint'er, one who describes
vividly; Word'-palnt'ing, the act of describin<4

anythins; clearly and fully by words only ; Word'-
plC'ture, a description in words which presents
an object to the mind as if in a picture. — ndj.
Wor'dy, full of words : using or containing many
words. — Word for word, literally, verbatim. —
Break one's word, to fail to fulfil a promise ;

By word of mouth, orally; Good word, favour-
able mention, praise ; Hard words, angry, hot
words; Have a word with, to have some con-
versation with ; Have words with, to quarrel,
dispute with ; In a word. In one word, in short,
to sum up ; In word, in speech only, in pro-
fession only; Pass one's word, lo make a pro-
mise ; The Word, the Scripture : (theol. ) the second
person m the Trinity, the Logos. (A.S. ivord

;

Goth, waurd. Ice. orth, Ger. wort : also conn, with
L. verbiim, a word, Gr. eireiu, to speak.)

Wordsworthlan, wurds-wur'thi-an, adj. pertaining to

the style of the sovereign poet of nature, William
Wordsvuorth (1770-1850).—«. an admirer of Words-
worth.

Wore, wOr, fia.t. qX -wear.

Work, wurk, «. effort directed to an end : employ-
ment : the result of work : that on which one works :

anything made or done : embroidery : deed : effect

:

a literary composition : a book : management : an
establishment for any manufacture, a factory (?ener.
in //.) : (,f>hYsies) the product of a force by the com-
ponent displacement of its point and application
in the direction of the force : (//., /ort.) walls,

trenches, &c. : {tJteol.) acts performed in obedience
to the Divine law : a manufactory, workshop,

1186

place of work (esp. in //.): mechanism^^.g. of a
watch.

—

v.i. to make efforts to attain anything : to

perform : to be in action : to be occupied in business
or labour : to produce effects, to make progress with
difficulty, to strain or labour : to ferment : to be
agitated, to seethe : to embroider.

—

v.t. to make by
labour : to bring into any state by action : to effect

:

to carry on operations in : to put in motion : to

purge: to influence: to manage: to solve: to

achieve : to cause 10 ferment : to provoke, agitate :

to keep employed : to embroider :

—

fia.t. and fia.p.
worked or wrought (rawt).

—

ns. Workabil'ity,
Workableness.— ri(^>. Work*able, that may l>e

worked ; Work aday, work-d.iy, toiling, plodding.
—ns. Work-bag, -basket, a bag, ba.sket, for hold-
ing materials for work, esp. needlework ; Work'-
bOX, a lady's box for holding materials for work ;

Work'-day, a day for work : a week-day.

—

adj.
pertaining to a work-day.

—

fts. Work'er, a toiler,

performer : among insects, the neuter or undeveloped
female ; Work'-fell'OW, one who is engaged in the
same work with another.—«j.//.Work'folk, Work'-
folks, persons engaged in manual labour.

—

adj.
WorkTlQ, industrious.—Hj. Workgirl, a girl ur
young woman employed in some manual labour

;

Work'house, a house where any work or manufac-
ture is carried on : a house of shelter for the poor,
who are made to work ; Work'ing, action, opera-
tion : fermentation : (//.) the parts of a mine, &c.,
where actual operations are in hand.—rt^'. active :

labouring : connected with labour.

—

ns. Work'ing-
beam, the oscillating lever of a steam-engine con-
necting the piston-rod .Tnd the crank-shaft, a walking-
beam ; Working-Class, manual labourers (often in

//.); Working-day. a day on which work is done,
as distinguished from the Sabbath and holidays :

the period of actual work each day.

—

adj. laborious :

plodding. — ns. Work'lng-draWtng, a drawing of
the details of a building by which the builders are
guided in their work ; Work'lng-hOUSe {.Shak.),

workshop ; Work'ing-par'ty, a group of persons
who do some work in common, or who meet periodi-

cally for such a purpose ; Work'man, Work'lng-
man, a man who works or labours, esp. manually

:

a skilful artificer. — rt(^V. Work'man-like, like a
workman : becoming a skilful workman : well per-
formed ; Work'manly, becoming a skilful work-
man.

—

adv. in a manner becoming a skilful work-
man.

—

ns. Work'manship, the skill of a workman:
manner of making : work done ; Work'-mas'ter, a
skilled or directing workman, esp. in some great
undertaking.

—

n.f>l. Work'-peo'ple, people engaged
in labour.

—

ns. Work'room, a room for working in ;

Work'shop, a shop where work is done. — ndj.

Work'some, industrious.—»«.Work'-ta'ble, a small
table used by ladies at their needlework ; Work'-
woman, a woman who mjkes her living by some
manual labour.—Work of art, a production in one
of the fine arts; Work double tides, to work
through continuous tides, night and day ; Work in,

to intermix, to make to penetrate ; Work Into, to

make way gradually into : to change, alter ; Work
off, to separate and throw off, to get rid of, circulate :

to produce as by work, esp. to print ; Work on, or

upon, to act or operate upon, to influence ; Work
one's passage, to give one's work on board in place

of passage.money : Work OUt, to effect by continued
lal>our: to expiate: to exhaust: to solve or study
anything fully out ; Work up, to excite, rouse : to

create by slow degrees, to expand, elaborate : to

use up, as material : (naut.) to set at an irksome or

needless task : Work with, to strive to influence by
appeals, &c.—Board of Works, the body which hxn
the management and control of public works and
buildings, of which the expenses are defrayed from
the crown revenues or parliamentary grants; Havft
one's work out out, to have one's work prescribed :

to have a difficult task before one ; Make Short



World inSte ; mute : tnSSn ; /Aen. Wort

work of (see Short) ; Out of work, out of working
order: without emplo> nieut ; Set to work, to

employ in some work : to engage in some work ;

Seven Works of Corporal Mercy, to feed the

hungry, give drink to the thirsty, to clothe the

naked, visit prisoners, visit the sick, harbour
strangers, bury the dead—of Spiritual Mercy, lo

convert sinners, instruct the ignorant, coun>el the
doubtful, console the afflicted, btar wrongs patiently,

forgive injuries, pray for the living and the dead.
[A.S. ivforc; Ice. verk, Ger. werk ; further conn,
wifli Gr. ergon.\

World, wurld, n. the earth and its inhabitants : the
system of things : present state of existence : any
planet or heavenly body : public life or society : an
organic whole: business: the public: a secular

life : course of life : a very large extent i.f country,
as the ' New World :

' very much or a gre.it deal, as
' a world of good :

' time, as in the phrase ' world
without end ' = eternally : possibility, as in 'nothing
in the world:" (^.) the \ingodly. -a(j^>. Worl'ded,
containing worlds ; World'-har'dened, h.irdened by
the love of worldly things.— k^. World'-lang'uaga,
a luiiversal language ; World'liness ; World-
ling, one who is devoted to worldly or temporal
possessions. — adjs. World'ly, pertaining to the

world, esp. as distinguished from the world to

come : devoted to this life and its enjoyments : bent
on gain—also adv. ; Worldly-mind'ed, having the

mind set on the present world.— «. World'ly-mind-
edness.—«</;>. worldly-wise, wise in this world's

alTairs ; World'-Old, exceedingly ancient ; World'-
wearied, -weary, tired of the world ; World'-
Wide, wide or extensive as the world.—All the
world, everybody : everything ; All the world and
his wife (coii.), everybody : also, an ill-assorted

mass ; A world, a great deal ; Carry tho World
before one, to p.iss to success through every ob-

stacle ; For all the world, precisely, entirely ; Go
to the world (Shak.), to get married ; In the
world, an intensive phrase, usually following an
interrogative pronoun or adverb.—The New World,
the western hemisphere, the Americas; The Old
World, the eastern hemisphere, comprising Europe,
Africa, and Asia ; The other world, the non-
material sphere, the spiritual world ; The Whole
world, the sum of what is contained in the world

;

The world's end, the most distant point possible.

[A.S. Vfonild, world, weorold, (lit.) 'a generation
of men,' from iver, a man, and yido, sig. an age

;

Ice. verSld, Old High Ger. ww-ra// (Ger. -,vel{).\

Worm, wurm, n. a term destitute of scientific precision,

but often applied to any one of the members of
numerous classes of invertebrate animals which are
more or less earihworin-like in appearance, the
earthworm, a grub, a maggot : anything spiral : the
thread of a screw : the lytta or vermiform cartilage
of a dog's tongue : the instrument used to withdraw
the charge of a gun : a spiral pipe sonrounded by
cold water into which steam or vapours pass for
condensation in distilling : anything that corrupts,
gnaws, or torments : remorse : a debased being, a
groveller : (//.) any intestinal disease arising from
the presence of parasitic worms v.i. to move like
a worm, to squirm : to work slowly or secretly.— p./.

to effect by slow and secret means : to elicit by
underh.ind means: to remove the lytta or vermi-
form cartilage of a dog's tongue.—«. Wonn'-cast,
the earth voided by the earthworm.

—

adja. Worm'-
eat'en, eaten by worms : old : worn-out : Wonn'-
eat'ing, living habitually on worms ; Wormed,
bored by worms : injured by worms.— «i. Worm'-
fence, a zigzag fence formed of stakes : Worm'-
fe'ver, a feverish condition in children ascribed to

intestinal worms ; Worm'-gear, a gear-wheel having
teeth shaped so as to mesh with a worm or shaft on
which a spiral is turned, an endless screw; Worm'-
geartng ; Wom'-grftss, pink-root ; a kind of stone-
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crop ; Worm'-hole, the hole made by a worm.

—

adj. Worm holed, perforated by worm-holes.

—

ns.

Worm'-powder, a vermifuge ; Worm'-seed, san-
tonica : the treacle mustard ; Worm-Wheel, a wheel
gearing with an endless screw or worm, receiving
or imparting motion.

—

adj. Wor'my, like a worm :

grovelling : containing a worm : abounding with
worms : gloomy, dismal, like the grave. [A.S.
luyrnt, dragon, snake, creeping animal ; cog. with
Goth, waurms, a serpent. Ice. ormr, Ger. tvurnt

;

also with L. verntis.]

Wormian, wurm'i-an, adj. associated with the name
of the Danish anatomist Glaus H^'orm (1588-1654),
applied esp. to the supernumerary bones developed
in the sutures of the skull.

Wormwood, wurm'wood, «. the bitter Y^^nt Artemisia
ahsinthiutit : bitterness. [A.S. luertiti d (Ger. tuer-

muth), wormwood
; i>erh. lit. ' keep-mind,' in allusion

to its medicinal (anthelmintic and tonic) properties

—

iveriatt, to protect (Ger. luehren), titid, mind.]
Worn, wOrn, />rt./. oi wear.
Worn-out, wOm'-owt, adj. much injured or rendered

useless by wear : wearied : past, gone.
WorriCOW, wur'i-kow, «. {Scot.) a hobgoblin : the

devil : anything frightful or even only grotesque.
Worry, wui'i, v.t. to tear with the teeth : to harass : to

tease : (Scot.') to choke.

—

v.i. to trouble one's self : to

be unduly anxious : to fret .—/>a.t. and /a./, worr'ied.
—«. act of worrying : trouble, perplexity, vexation.—us. Worr'ler, one who worries himself or others;
Worr'iment icoii.), anxiety. — adj. Worr'isome,
causing trouble.

—

v. Worr'it {slatig), to worry.—
«. {siang) annoyance.

—

adj. Worr'ying, harassing.

—adv. Worr'yingly. — Worry down, to swallow
with a strong effort. [A.S. ivyrgan, found in com-
pound d-wyrgaii, to harm ; cf. Dut. tuorgen, Ger.
iL'iirgen, to choke ; A.S. utearg, werg, a wolf.]

Worse, wurs, adj. (used as co»i/>. of Irmi) bad or evil

in a greater degree: more sick.

—

adv. bad in a
higher degree: less: (^V/rt^.)wiih more severity.

—

v.t. {obs.) to worst.

—

v.i. Wor'Sen, to grow worse.

—

v.t. to make worse.

—

adv. Wor Ser, a redundant
comparative of worse.—The WOrse, defeat, disad-

vantage. [A.S. wyrsa, from "wiers-sa from ivirsiza

(Goth, ifairsiza), lornied with comp. suffix -iz from a
Peut. root luers, found in Ger. ver-wirreit, to confuse.]

Worship, wur'ship, «. religious service : fervent

esteem : adoration paid to God : a title of honour in

addressing certain magistrates, &c. : submissive re-

spect.— v.t. to respect highly: to treat with civil

reverence : to pay divine honours to : to adore or
idolise.

—

v.i. to perform acts of adoration : to perform
religious service:—/r./. wor'shipping

;
/a./, and

j>a.p. wor'shipped.-««>>. Wor'shipahle, Wor'ship-
ful, worthy of worship or honour, used as a term
of respect.—o^?'. Wor'shipfully.— k. Wor'shipful-
ness.— rt<^'. Wor'shipless, destitute of worship or

worshippers.—//. Wor'shipper.—House, or Place, of

worship, a church or chapel. [A.S. iveorthscife—
iveorth, ivurih, worth, affix -scipe, -ship.\

Worst, wurst, adj. bad or evil in the highest degree.
—adv. to a very bad or very evil degree.—«. the

highest degree of badness : the most evil state.

—

v.t. to get the advantage over in a contest : to de-

feat. — r/.«. (phs.) to grow worse. [A.S. tiyrst,

ivyrrest, wyrresta, from the same source as worse. ]

Worsted, woost'ed, or woorst'ed, «. twisted thread or

yarn spun out of long, combed wool : woollen yarn

for ornamental needlework.

—

adj. made of worsted

yam.— H. Worst'ed-work, needlework done with

worsted. [From Worsteoii, a village near Norwich
in England.)

Wort, wurt, «. a plant of the cabbage kind. [A.S.
wyrt ; Ger. luurz, imtrze/, a root.)

Wort, wurt, «. new beer unfermented or in the act
of fermentation: the sweet infusion of malt. [A.S,
wyr/e, new beer (Ice. vf^'tr)—ivyrf, root. See pre*
ceding word.]



Worth fite, far : mi. her ; mine ; Wrench

Worth, vrurth, n. value : possessions : that quality

which renders a thing valuable : price : moral excel-

lence : importance.

—

at/j. equal in value to : having

a certain moral value : de?<r\-ing of.

—

uifj. Worth'-
fol. — aift'. Worth'Uy (/A), in a worthy manner

:

justly: truly.— ». Worthiness {tk).—<iiij. Worth'-
less. of no worth or value : having no value, virtue,

excellence, &c. : useless. —<T//r'. Worthlessly.—n.

Worth'lessness.

—

adj. Worthy (wur'Mi), having
worth : valuable : deserving : suited to : {B.) de-

serving (either of good or bad).

—

n. a man of eminent
worth : a local celebrity: {Shak.') anything of value

:

_//. Wor'thies.

—

v.t. to m.ike worthy.—Worthiest
of blood, male, as opposed to female—of inheritance.

—Nine worthies. Hector, Alexander the Great,

Julius CsEsar ; Joshua, David, Judas Maccabseus

;

Arthur, Charlemagne, Godfrey of Botiillon. [A.S.

n<fprth, arurth (Ger. wert), value.)

Worth, wurth, v.i. to be, happen, as in the phrase

Woe worth = rt*v be to (with the noun in the dative).

[.A. S. ivtorthan, to become; cf. Ger. tvfrden.]

Wot, wot, Wotteth, wot'eth, v.t. {B.) pr.t. of obsolete

ivit. to know. \\Vit.\

Would, wood, fa.t. oX tvill.—adj. Would'-be, aspir-

ing, trying, or merely professing to be.—«. a vain

Wjrctender. (.4.5. tvoldf, p.-x.t. of Tvillati.}

OUlfe-bOttle, wooir-bot'l, n. a form of threAecked
bottle, generally arranged in a series known .^s

H'ohI/€S apparatus, used for the purpose of purify-

ing ga.ses, or of dissolving them in suitable solvents

—from the name of the London chemist, Peter

Woulfe (1727-1806).
Wound, wownd, //I./, and /at./, of tf//*(/.

Wound, wSOnd, n. any division of soft parts, including
the skin, produced by external mechanical force

—

whether incised, punctured, contused, lacerated, or
poisoned: any cut, bruise, hurt, or injury.

—

v.t. to

make a wound : to injure. — adj. Woun'dable,
capable of being wounded.— «. Wotin'der.

—

adv.
Woun'dily {.coll.), excessively, —n. WOTin'dlng.—
adj. WonndlesS, exempt from beine wounded, in-

vulnerable : harmless.— n. Wound'WOrt, a name
applied 10 several plants of popiila'' repute as vulner-
aries, as the kidney-vetch, &c. : a plant of genus
Stackys, the marsh or clown's woundwort.— ndj.

Wonn'dy, causing wounds: (fi»//.) excessive. fA.S.
mund(GeT. :m4ttde. Ice. utui)—A.S. tirund, wounded;
prob. orig. pa. p. of .\.S. winnan, to fight, strive.]

WouralL See WooralL
Wove, Woven, p^.t. and/«./. o( weave.
Wow, wow, v.t. {Spetts.) to woo.
Wow, wow, interj. an exclamation of wonder.
Wowf, wowf, adj. (Seot.) crazy.

Wow-wow, wovZ-wow, n. the gibbon of Sumatra.
Wox. Woxen (Speris.), pa.t. and /a./. ofTvajr.
Wrack, Rack, rak, «. a term loosely given to various
seaweeds, esp. to the Fiuacetr, common on British
shores, long valuable as a source of kelp, and
utilised as manure : shipwreck : ruin.

—

otij. Wrack'-
fnl. destructive. [Lit. 'something cast ashore,'
A.S. wreec, exile, misery

—

•wrecati, to drive, urge.
Wrack is a doublet of ivrtck.\

Wrack, rak, by-form of toreck.
Wraith, r5th, n. a spectre : an apparition in the exact

likeness of a person seen before or soon after his
d^th. [Cf. dial, form vaarth, an apparition ; prob.
orig. having the sense of 'guardian spirit'— Ice.
P*r/Ar, a guardian.)

Wrangle, rang'gl, v.i.ya make a disturbance : to dis-
pute : to dispute noisily or pce\'ishly.—«. a noisy
dispute.—wj. Wrangler, one who wrangles or dis-
putes angrily : (S/taJk.) a stubborn foe : in the Uni-
versity of Caimbridge, one of those who have attained
the first class in the public mathematir.il honour
examinations ; Wrang^ershlp. — adj. Wrang'le-
Bome, given to wrangling. — «. Wrang'bng. —
Senior wrangler, the student taking thefirst place
in the class mentioned, the second being called

Second wrangler, and so on in the same way. [A
freq. of ^vn'ttg: ]

Wrap, rap, 7:i. to roll or fold together: to enfold:
hide: to cover by winding something round (often
with up) :

—

pf.p. wrap'ping ; /<»./. and pa.p. wrapped.—M. a wrapper, as a shawl, &c.^«i^. Wrap^page,
act of wrapping : things u-ed as wrappers ; Wrap'-
per, one who, or that which, wraps : a loose outer
garment of a woman ; Wrapping ; Wrap'-ras'oal,
a loose greatcoat worn about 1740 (a humorous
term).—Wrapped up in, bound up in : engrossed
with : comprised in. [A form of tvarp— Si. E.
wrapjien, also tvlappen. Cf. Lap (v.t. to wrap) and
h nvelop. )

Wrap. Same as Bap.
Wrasse, ras, «. a genus of bony fishes representative

of the large family Labrida, and including many
species on European and North African coasts.
Common British species are the ballaH--urraise, the
red wrasse, and the gibbotts wrasse. [Perh. the W.
^7i<racheji.\

Wrath, rath, «. violent anger : holy indignation : heat.—adj. violently angry. — adj. Wrath'ftll, full of
wrath: very angry: springing from, or expressing,
wrath. — <7</f. Wrath fully. — «. Wrath'fulness.
—adv. Wrath'ily. — rt^V. Wrathless ; Wrath'y.
apt to wrath. [Old Northumbrian nuritStio—A.S.
TcrifS, adj. wroth ; Ice. reithi.\

Wrawl, rawl, v.i. (Spens.) to cry as a cat, to caterwauL
[Imit.]

Wraxllng, raksHing, «. wrestling.

Wreak, rek, v.t. to inflict: avenge.—«. Wreak'er.

—

a^/js. Wreatful, revengeful : angry ; Wreak'leSS,
unpunished. [.\. S. wrecan, orig. 10 drive, and so to

punish, avenge ; Ice. reka, to drive, pursue, Ger.
rdchcM ; conn, with L. urgire.'\

Wreak, rek, v.i. {Shak.). Same as Reck.
Wreath, reth, «. a chaplet : a garland : anything long
and circular: a defect in glass.

—

v.t. Wreathe
{retk), to form by twisting : to form into a wreath : to

twine about or encircle.

—

v.i. to be interwoven.

—

adj. Wreath'en (t/i), wreathed -«. Wreath'er {tk).

—adjs. Wreath'less ; Wreath'y. [A.S. ivradh, 'a
twisted band '

—

ivrtthan, to writhe.)

Wreck, rek, «. destruction : destruction of a ship

:

ruins of a destroyed ship : remains of anything
ruined : shipwrecked property.— z'./. to destroy or
disable : to ruin.

—

v.i. to suffer wreck or ruin.

—

ns.

Wreck'age, the act of wrecking : wrecked material

;

Wrecker, a person who purposely causes a wreck
or who plunders wreckage : one who lures a ship
on to the rocks for purposes of plunder : one who
criminally ruins anything : a person employed by
the owners in recovering disabled vessels or their

cargo.

—

a^ij. Wreck'ful, causing ruin.—«. WreclC-
mas'ter, a person taking ch.irge of a disabled ship
and its cargo.—Wreck commissioners, a tribunal

which inquires into shippini disasters.— Receivers
of wrecks, wreck-nia.sters. [A.S. ivrirc, expulsion

—

tvrrcaii, to drive. Low Ger. tvrnk. Dut ti>rak. Ice.

reki, a thing drifted ashore; a doublet o( wrack.]
Wreck, rek, «. {Spens.) same as Wreak.—»./. {Milt.)

to wreak.
Wren, ren, «. a genus {Troglodytes) and family

{Trog-lodytidtr) of birds, having a slender, slightly

curved and pointed bill, the wings very short and
rounded, the tail short and carried erect, the legs

slender and rather long. —»tr. Wren'nlng, the stoning

of a wren to death on St Stephen's Day, Decem-
ber 26th—Wrenning Day—once practised in the

North Countr>-; Wren' -tit, a Californian bird

{Ckatntra fasciata), of dubious relations, at once
resembling the wren and the titmouse. [A.S>
tirrenna, torinna—vrrine, lascivious.)

Wrench, rensh, v.t. to wring or pull with a twist : to

force by violence: to sprain.

—

v.i. to undergo a
violent wrenching.

—

n. a violent twist : a sprain : an
instrument for turning bolts, &c. : in coursing, bring*
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Wrest mute ; mute ; moon ; iuK'a. Wrong:

ing the hare round at less than a right angle—half a
point in the recognised code of points for judging.

[A.S. -wreHcaH (Ger. renktn)—luretu, fraud ; root of

Wrest, rest, v.t. to twist from by force : to twist from
truth or from its natural meaning.— «. violent pull-

ing and twisting : distortion : an iastruiiient, like a
wrench, for tuning the piano, &c.— «. Wrest' ar.

(A.S. Tursistan—wr^st, firm, from wrdtk, pa.u of

wrUJuiH, to writhe; Dan. vrisU.]
Wrestle, res'l, v.i. to contend by grappling and trying

to throw the other down : to struggle : to apply one's
self keenly to; (Scot.) to pray earnestly. — z'.t. to

contend with in wrestling.—«. a bout at wrestling :

a struggle between two to throw each other down.
—ns. Wrest ler ; Wrestling, the sport or e.vercise

of two persyons struggling to throw each other to the
ground in an athletic contest governed by certain
fixed rules— catch-hold, ground-'Lurestling, catch-
ns-catch-can, back-hold, &c. [A.S. ivristiian; a
freq. o{ tvrgistan, to WTest.)

Wretcb, rech, «. a most miserable person : one sunk
in vice : a worthless person : body, creature (in pity
sometimes admirationX — adj. Wretched, verj-

miserable : distressingly bad : despicable : worth-
less. — adv. Wretchedly. — «. Wretchedness.
(.\.S. •wrecca, an outcast

—

-urrrc, pa.t. of wrecan,
to drive.]

Wrethe, reth, v.t. and v.i. {S^is.y. Same as
Wreathe.

Wrick, rik, v.t. (prcm.) to twist, turn. (Low Ger.
tvrikkeH, to turn.]

Wriggle, rig'l, v.i. to twist to and fro: to move
sinuouily : to use crooked means.

—

v.t. to c-iuse to

wriggle.— »«. the motion ofwriggling.—«x. Wrigg'ler,
one who wriggles : one who uses trickery

;

Wrlgg^ling. \\ freq. of obs. tiirig, to move about,
itself a \ariant of wrick, M. E. lurikken, to twist

;

cf. Dut. wriggelen, to wriggle.]

Wright, rit, tu a maker (chiefly used in compounds,
as ship-a/ri^A/, ftc.X [A.S.a^rA/a

—

ivyrkt, a work
—-.uyrcoji, to work.]

Wring, ring, v.t. to twist : to force, or force out, by
twisting : to force or compress : to pain : to extort

:

to bend out of its position.— i'./. to writhe : to twist

:

—f>a,t. znA pa.fr. wrung, (A'.)wringed.

—

tu. Wringf'-
holt, a bolt with a ring or eye, used to secure a
ship's planks against the frame till they are per-
manently fixed in place ; Wring'er, one who wrings

:

a machine for forcing water from wet clothes—also
Wringing - machine'. — <»<^'. Wring'ing-wet, so
wet t.iat water can be wrung out.

—

n.pl. Wring'-
Staves, strong pieces of wood used in .Tpplying

wring-bolts.—Wring from, to extort; Wring' olf
to force off by wrincing ; Wring Out, to squeeze
out by twisting ; Wring the hands, to maniiest
grief by convulsive clasping of the hands. (.A.S.

ivringoH, to twist ; Dut. ^vringm, Ger. ringen.
Cf. Wreak, Wry.\

Wrinkle, ring'kl, «. (a>ll.)a. tip, valuable hint. [Perh.
from A. S. «*»<•«£, a trick Cf. li-'rcnch.]

Wrinkle, ring'kl, n. a small ridge en a surface caused
by twisting or shrinking: anevenness.

—

v.t. to
contract into wrinkles or furrows : to make rough.

—

r'./. to shrink into ridges.—<i(i>'. Wrinkly, full of
wrinkles : liable to be wrinkled. [M. E. vmiikel,
conn, with A.S. ivriHgajt, to twist ; prob. related to

Sw. rynka, Dan. rrrike, a WTinkle.]

Wrist, rist, «. the joint by which the hand is united
to the arm : a stud or pin projecting from the side
of a crank.—«f. Wrlst'band. the band or part of a
sleeve which covers the wrist ; WriSt'-dTop, inability
to extend the hand, often caused by le.id-poisoning ;

Wristlet, an elastic band used to confine the upper
part of a glove to the wrist : a bracelet : {slaitg) a
h.JiHlcuff ; Wrist'-plate, an oscillatine plate bearing
wrist-pins for the connection of rods or pitmans, as
on Uie cut-off gear of an engine ; WrisV-Jun, an>

pin connecting a pitman to a cross-head ; Wrlsf.
shot, in golf, a short stroke usually played with an
iron, from the wrist, without swinging the club over
the shoulder. [.\.S. vrrist—turitkan, to twist ; Ger.
rUt.\

Writ, rit, obsolete /(I. C. andpa.p. ofvtrite.

Writ, rit, «. a writing : (linv) a written document by
which one is summoned or required to do something

:

a formal document, any writing.—Holy Writ, the
Scriptures.—Seire a writ on, to deliver a sum-
mons ta

Write, rit, v.t. to form letters with a pen or pencil

:

to express in writing : to compose : to engrave ; to

record : to communicate by letter.

—

v.i. to perform
the act of writing : to be employed as a clerk : to
compose books : to send letters : to practise the art
of writing : to work as an author : to compose a
letter :

—

pr.p. wri'ting
; pa.t. wrOte \ pa.p. writ'len.—ns. Wri'tier, one who writes : a professional scribe

or clerk : an ordinary legal practitioner in Scotch
country towns : an author : a petty officer in the
United .States navy who keeps the watch-muster
and other books of the ship—usually Ship'turiter :

—fein. Wri'teress {rare); Wri'ter's-cramp (see
Crajnp); Writership, the office of a writer;
Wri'ting, the forming letters with a pen or pencil

:

that winch is written : literary production ; Wri'-
ting-book, a book of paper for practising penman-
ship ; Wri ting-case, a portable case containing
materials for writing ; Wri'ting-Cham'ber, a room
fitted for writing : a law office ; Wri'ting-desk. a
desk with a sloping top for writing upon : a portable
writing-case ; Wri ting-ink, ink suited for writing
with ; Wri ting-mas ter, a master who teaches the
art of penm.THship : the yellow-bunting ; Wri'ting-
paper, paper finished with a smooth surface, for

writing upon ; Wri'ting-SChool, a school for pen-
manship ; Wri'ting-ta'ble, a ta'ole fitted or used for

writing upon.

—

adj. Written, reduced to writing
—opposed to Oro/.—Writers to the Signet, an
ancient society of solicitors in Scotland who formerly
had the exclusive right to prepare ail summonses
and other writs pertaining to the supreme court of
justice, and still have the exclusive privilege of
preparing crown writs, which include all charters,

precepts, and wTits from the sovereign or prince o(

Scotland.—Write down, to put down in written

characters : to condemn in writing ; Write off, to

cancel by an entry on the opposite side of the

account ; Write out, to transcribe : to exhaust one's

mental capacity by too much writing ; Write up, to

put a full description of in writing : to praise some-
thing in writing above its merits. [A.S. •wrltati

;

Ice. rtta : the original meaning being 'to scratch'
(cf. the cog. Ger. reissen, to tearjt]

Writhe, ritk, v.t. to turn to and fro : to twist vio-

lently : to wrest : (fibs.) to extort.

—

T.i. to twist.

—

«. (rare) a contortion. —Wr. Wri'thingly. (A.S.
•wrttkoH, to twist ; Ice. ritha, Cf. Wreatk, Wrest,
Wnst.]

Writhle, rithl, 7.i. (Spent.) to wrinkle: iSkai,) to
shrivel.

Wrixzled. riz'Id, adj. (,S><wj.) wrinkled.

Wroke, rOk, Wroken, rOk'n, obsolete /a.>. ofmy/tk.
Wrong, rong, atij. not according to rule or right,

deviating from what is correct or suitable : perverse :

not fit or suitable : incorrect : not right or true.

—

n. whatever is not right or just : any injury done
to another : an erroneous view.

—

adv. not rightly.

—

v.t. to do wrone to : to deprive of some right : to

injure.— nf. Wrong'-do'er, one who does wrong:
one who injures another ; Wrong"-do'lng. evil or
wicked action or conduct ; Wronger, one who
wrongs.

—

adj. WrongTul, wrong : uniust : injurious.

—tidv. WrongTully. — w. Wrong'fnlness. — ii<</^.

Wrong'-head'ed. obstinately and perversely stub-
U-•r.^.—ad7•. Wron^-head'odly.-«. Wrong'lhead'-
edness.

—

ativ. Wrongly, in a wrong inani>tr.-~



Wrote f5te, far ; me, h*r ; mine ; Xerantlc

adj. Wrong^-mlnd'ed. having erroneous views.

—

«. Wrong'ness.—n(!>. Wrongfous, unjust, illegal.—
adv. Wrong'OUSly.—rt<//. Wrong'-tlmod, inoppor-
tune,—Go wrong, to fail lo work properly : to stray

from virtue ; Have wrong, to be wTong : to suffer

injustice ; In the wrong, holdina an erroneous view
or unjust position ; Private wrong, a violation of the

civil or personal rights of an individual in his private

capacity ; Put in the wrong, to cause to app>ear in

error. [A. S. wrong; a wrong ; most prob. Scand., Ice.

raiigr, unjust, Dan. vrang, wrong. Skeat explains

A.S. ivroHg as from mrang, pa.t. of Ufringan, to

wrin?, like Fr. tort, from L. tortus, twisted.]

Wrote, rlit,pa.t. o( write.

Wroth, rOth, o^/;'. wrathful. [A.S. wr&th, angry

—

ivriith, pa.t. o( wrft/ian, to writhe; cf. Ice. reithr.}

Wrought, rawt, pa.t. and pa.p. of ^vork. — «.

Wrought'-i'ron, m.^lleahle iron. [A. S. ivorhte, ge-

ivorht, pa.t. and pa. p. of ivyrcan, ivircan, to work.]

Wrung, rung, pa.t. and />«./. of wring.

Wry, rT, adj. twisted or turned to one side : not in

the right direction.— «. (prov.) distortion.

—

7'.i.

(S/ia&.)to BO astray.

—

7>.t. to give a twist to, perv'ert.
—H. Wr3r'uUl, a New Zealand plover with bill bent
sidewnys.— adv. Wryly.— rt<^'. Wry-mouthed,
having a crooked mouth, unflattering.—«. Wry-
neck, a twisted or distorted neck : a small bird

allied to the woodpecker, which twists ronnd its

head strangely when surprised.

—

tuij. Wry-necked.—«. Wryness.-Make a wry face, or mouth, to
pucker up the face, or mouth, in sign of disgust or
pain. [.A.S. wrigiati, to drive, bend. Ult. conn.
with 'Mriggle and writhe.}

Wull, wul, v.i. ySpens.). Same as Will.
Wuther, wu^A'er, v.i. {pror.) to roar sullenly.—«. a

low roaring. [Perh. traceable to A.S. W(ftk, a cry.]
Wuzzent, wuz'ent, adj. (Scot.) wizened.
Wuzzle, wuz'l, v.t. (U.S.) to jumble.
Wych-elm, «. See Witch elm.
Wycllfite, WycUffite, wik'lif-It, adj. pertaining to

the English reformer and translator of the Bible,
John WO-f//^ (1325-84).—«. a follower of WyclifTe:
a Lollard.

Wykehamist, wik'am-ist, «. a student, or former
student, of Winchester College, founded by William
of H'ykeham, Bishop of Winchester (died 1404).

Wylle-coat, wl'li-kOt, «. (Scot.)3i flannel undervest or
petticoat.

Wynd, wind, «. (.S"fO/.) a lane: narrow alley in a
town. [Same as IK/W(2).)

WSTVem, wi'vrn, n. {her.) a. fictitious monster allied to
the dragon and the grifiin, and having its two legs
and feet like those of the eagle. [O. Fr. wivre, a
viper—L. vipera.\

the twenty-fourth letter in our alphabet,
having in modem Enj;lish the value of ks,

which it had in Anglo-Saxon — except at

the beginning of a word, where it is pro-

nounced like 2. As a numeral X stands

for ten, X for a thousand, X for ten thou.sand ;

X as an abbreviation represents the word Christ
—Xian, Xmas ; x in algebra is the first of the un-
known quantities ; and the use of X, XX, and
XXX on barrels of stout is a well-known way of
indicating the quality.—X-rays, the name given by
RSntgen of Wurzburg in 1895 to those dark or
invisible rays emitted, under the influence of an
electric current, from a glass-bulb highly exhausted
of air through an aluminium window into a close

box, and which when passed through the hand or
other part of the body imprint a shadow-picture of
the bones on a sensitive photographic plate—a dis-

covery of high value in surgery, enabling a bullet,

Sic. embedded in the flesh to be carefully, localised.

Xantheine, zan'the-in, «. the yellow colouring matter
of flowers. [From Gr. xanthos, yellow.]

Xanthian, zan'thi-an, adj. pertaining to Xantkus, the
capital of ancient Lycia, in Asia Minor.

Xanthin, zan'thin, «. a name given to the yellow
colouring matter of various flowers, to a principle
in madder, and to a deposit of urine. — «. Xan'-
thate, a salt of xanthic acid.

—

adj. Xan'thiC. [Gr.
xanrhos, yellow.]

Xanthinm, zan'thi-um, n. a weedy plant of the aster
family. —Also C(Kkle-bur, Clot-btir.

Xanthochrol, zan-thok'roi, n.pl. one of the five

groups of men, according to Huxley and other
ethnologists, comprising the fair whites.— »/. Xan-
thochroi'a, a yellow discolouration of the skin.

—

adjs. Xanthochro'io, Xanthocb'rdous. [Formed
through L. from Gr. xanthos, yellow, chroa, skin.]

Xanthoma, jan-thO'ma, «. a skin disease consisting
ofa growth of flat or tulierculated yellowish patches,
often on the eyelids.

—

tuij. Xantbom'atOUS. [Gr.
xaitthos, yellow.]

Xanthomelanous, zan-th5-mel'a-nus, adj. applied to

a type of men with black hair and yellow or olive
skins. [Gr. xanth/>s, yellow, nieias, -anos, black.]

Xanthophyll, zan'thO-fil, «. any one of certain yellow
pigments contained in leaves.

Xanthopsy, zan'thop-si, «. a kind of colour-blindness
m which everything looks yellowish.

Xanthosis, zan-thO'sis, ». the formation ofa yellowish

pigment in the areolar or muscular tissue, discolour-
ing the skin—esp. in cancerous tumours.

Xanthous, zan'thus, adj. yellow. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow.]

Xanthoxylum, zan-thok'si-lum, ». a genus of the
Rutaceif, comprising over one hundred species, of
which many are found in Brazil and the West Indies

—the Prickly Ash or Toothache-tree. [Formed from
Gr. xanthos, yellow, xylon, wood.]

Xanthura, zan-thu'ra, «. a genus of .American jays,
with yellow tail. [Gr. xanthos, yellow, ourn. tail.]

Xantippe, zan-tip'e, H. a scold, shrew. [Wife of
Socrates.]

Xebec, ze'bek, «. a small three-masted vessel much
used by the former corsairs of Algiers. [Sp.,

—

Turk, sumbakl.]
Xema. ze'ma, «. the genus of fork-tailed gulls.

Xenarthral, zen-arth'ral, atij. peculiarly jointed, as
dorso-lumbar vertebrae. [Gr. xetws, strange, arth-
rou, a joint.]

Xenial, ze'ni-al, adj. of or belonging to hospitality.

[Gr. xenos, a guest.]

Xenium, ze'ni-um, ». a present made to a guest,
stranger, or ambassador. [Gr.]

Xenodochy, ze-nod'O-ki, «. reception of strangers.

—

«. Xenodoche'um, a building for the reception of
strangers : an inn in modern Greece.

Xenogamy, zen-og'a-mi, «. (/>ot.) cross-fertilisation.

[Gr. xenos. sixan^t, gamos, marriage.]
XenogenesiS, zen-O-jen'e-sis, «. the generation of
something altogether and permanently unlike the
parent.

—

adj. Xenogenet'ia (Gr. xetws, a stranger,
genesis, birth.)

Xenomania, zen-O-ma'ni-a, n. an inordinate attach-

ment to things foreign. [Gr. xetws, foreign, itiatiia,

madness.)
Xenomenia, zen-O-mS'ni-a, «. vicarious or supplemen-

tary menstruation. [Gr. xenos, strange, tneniaia,

menses.)
XenomorphiC, zen-O-mor'fik, adj. not having its own

proper form, liut an irregular shape impressed by ad-

jacent minerals. [Gr. xetws, stranee, inorphi, form.]

Xenops, ze'nops, «. a genus of South American tree-

creepers, with short lurned-up bills. [Gr. xetws,

strange, df>s, face.]

Xenurus, ze-nu'rus, n. a genus of armadillos.

—

adj.

Xenu'rlne. (Gr. xetws, strange, oura, tail. I

Xeransis, ze-ran'sis, n. siccation.—Also Xero'siS.
Xerantlc, ze-nui'tik, adj. drying up, exsiccant.
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Xerasia mote ; mute ; mODn : Men. Yard

Xerasla, ze-ra'si-a, «. a morbid dryness of the hair.—
Also Xero'SlS. [(Jr. xeros, dry.]

Xeroderma, ze-rO-der'ma, «. a morbid state of dryness
of the skin due to diminished secretion of the seba-
ceous glands.

Xerodes, ze-rO'des, n. any tumour attended with
dryness.

XeroiU3rruni, ze-rom'i-rum, «. a dry ointment.
Xerophagy, ze-rof'a-ji, «. the habit of living on dry

fuod. [Gr. xeros, Aty, phagein, to eat.]

XerophiloUS, ze-rof'i-lus, oiij. (hot.) loving dryness.
Xerophthalmia, ze-rof-that'mi-a, «. a dry form of

conjiinctivis.

Xerostomia, ze-rS-stO'mi-a, «. abnormal dryness of
the mouth.

Xerotes, ze'r5-tez, «. a dry habit of body.

—

adj.
Xerot'ic.

Xerotribia, ze-rO-trib'i-a, «. dr>' friction.—Also Xero-
tripsis.

Xiphoid, zif'oid, adj. resembling the sword-fish.
Xoanon, zO'a-non, «. a primitive statue, fallen from

heaven, originally of wood, later overlaid with
ivory and gold. [Gr.]

X-rayg. See under X.
Xylanthrax, zl-lan'thraks, n. wood-coal.
Xylem, zl'lem, «. the woody part of vegetable tissue

—opposed to ihe phloem, or bast part.

Xylobalsamum, zl-lO-bal'sa-mum, «. the dried twigs
of the balm-of-Gilead tree.

Xylocarp, zl'lS-karp, «. a hard and woody fruit.

—

ajj. Xylocar'potis.

Xylography, zi-logVa-fi, «. the art of engraving on
wood.

—

lis. Xylograph, an impression or print from
a wood block : an impression of the grain of wood
for surface decoration ; XylOg'rapher.—rt<^>. Xylo-
graph'ic, -al. [Gr. xylon, wood, graphein, to write.]

XyloJd, zT'loid, adj. woody, ligneous.

Xyloidine, zl-loi'dm, «. an explosive like gun-cotton,
prepared by the action of strong nitric acid on starch
or woody fibre. [Gr. xylon, wood, eidos, form, ap-
pearance.]

Xylol, zl'lol, «. any of the metameric dimethyl ben-
zenes. [Gr. xyloti, wood, L. oleum, oil.]

Xylonite, zl'15-nlt, «. a kind of celluloid (q.v.). (Gr.
xylon, wood.]

Xylophagan, zi-lofa-gan, «. one of the Xyloph'aga,
a genus of boring bivalves.

XylophagOUS, zl-lof'a-gus, adj. wood-eating.
XylophilOUS, zl-lof'i-lus, adj. fond of wood, living

upon wood.
Xylophone, zflO-ftn, ». a musical instrument consist-

ing of a graduated scries of wooden bars, which are
rested on straw, and are struck by wooden hammers.
[Gr. xylon, viooA, phone, a voice.]

Xylopia, zI-lO'pT-a, «. a genus of plants, natives of
the tropics, chiefly in America. [Gr. xylon, wood,
pikros, bitter.]

Xylopjnrography, zI-IO-pT-rog'ra-fi, «. poker-painting.
Xyst, zist, n. a covered portico used by athletes for

their e.\ercises.—.\lso Ayst'OS, Xyst'US.
Xyster, zis'ter, «. a surgeon's instrument for scraping

bones.

the twenty -fifth letter of our alphabet

—

Y=i5o; Y = 150,000.

—

US. Y'-level, an
engineers' spirit-level, so called because of
the telescope formerly resting on "Y's,"

capable of being rotated at will—now sub-

stituted by the 'dumpy-level'— also Wye-level

;

Y'-moth, the gamma, a destructive noctuid moth,
with a silvery Y-shaped mark on the upper wings

;

Y'-track, a short track laid at right angles to a
railway-line, connected with it by two switches
resembling a Y, used instead of a turn-table for

reversing engines.
Yacca, yak'a, «. a kind of evergreen in the West

Indies.

Yacht, yot, «. a sailing or steam vessel, elegantly
fitted up for pleasure-trips or racing, or as a vessel

of state.

—

%>.i. to sail in a yacht.

—

adj. Yacht'-
hullt, built on the model of a yacht.

—

ns. Yacht'-
Cluh, a club of yachtsmen ; Yacht'er, one en-
gaged in sailing a yacht ; Yachting, sailing

in a yacht ; Yachts'man, one who keeps or sails

a yacht ; Yachts'manship, the art of sailing a
yacht. [Dut. j<igt (formerly jacht), from jagen,
to chase = Old High Ger. jagon, Ger. jagen. to

hunt.]

Yaff, yaf. r'./. (Scot.) to bark like a snarling dog.
Yaffingale, yaf'ing-gal, «. (Tenn.) the green wood-

pecker. [From Prov. Eng. yaffle (and under the
influence of nightingale), from the sound.]

Yager, ya'ger, «. formerly one of various bodies of
light infantry in German armies, largely recruited
from foresters, now one of various corps of infantry
or cavalry, generally riflemen.—Also JS'ger. [Ger.
jiiger, a huntsman.]

Yag'ger, yag'er, n. (Scot.) a peddler, a stroller. [Dut.
j'tger, a huntsman

—

jagen, to hunt.]
Yahoo, ya-hoB', «. a name given by Swift in Gulli-

tvr's Travels to a class of animals which have the
forms of men but the understanding and passions of
the lowest brutes : a despicable character.

Yahveh, ya-va' = Jelun'ah.—n. Yah'Vist = Jehovist.
Yak, yak, «. a species of ox found in Tibet, and

domesticated there, covered all over with a thick
coat of long silky hair, that of the lower parts hang-
ing down almost to the ground. [Tibetan.]
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Yakut, ya-k<5Dt', «. a member ofa mixed Turkish race
in Siberia, in the Lena district.

Yald, Yauld, yald, adj. (Scot.) active, supple.
Yam, yam, «. a large root like the potato growing in

tropical countries. [Port. inhame.\
Yama, yam'a, «. in Hindu mythology, the first mortal

progenitor of the human race. [Sans.]

Yamadou, yam'a-dOO, «. an oil from the yellow-nut-
meg.

Yammer, yam'er, v.i. to lament, wail : to whine.

—

tu

Yamm'ering. [A.S. geimerian—gedvior, sad.]

Yamun, ya'mun, «. the office and residence of a man-
darin. [Chin.]

Yank, yangk, v.t. to carry, move with a .sudden jerk
(with out, oz'er). — «. (Scot.) a blow, buffet. — >u

Yank'er (Scot.), a rap : a big lie. — adj. (Scot.)

active : (U.S.) pulling, jerking.— «. Yank'ie (Scot.),

a scold : an impudent woman. [Stand., Sw. prov.
jakka, to rove about. Ice. jaga, to move about.]

Yankee, yang'ke, K. a citizen of the New England
States in America : an inhabitant of the United
States—also Yank (coll.).—ns. Yank'eedom, the
country inhabited by Yankees: Yankees generally

;

Yank'ee-Doo'dle, a Yankee, from a popular air—also

adj.—adj. Yank'eefied.—«. Yank'eeism, Yankee
characteristics. [Perh. a corr. of English, or of Kr.

Anglais, by the North American Indians.]

Yap, yap, v.i. (prov.) to yelp, bark constantly.—«. a
yelp : a cur.—«. Yap'ster, a dog.

Yapok, yap'ok, «. the South American water-opossum.

—Also Yap'OCk [From the river Oyapok, between
Brazil and French Guiana.}

Yapon, ya'pon, «. a bushy evergreen shrub of the holly
family, native to the South Atlantic coa.sts of the

United States, its leaves yielding the medicinal
' black drink ' of the Indians. — Also Yau'pon,
Yu'pon. [Most prob. Amer. Ind.]

Yard, yard, «. an English measure of 3 feet or 36
inches : a long beam on a m.Tst for spreading square
sails : the penis.

—

ns. Yard'-ann, either half of a
ship's yard (right or left) from the centre to the end ;

Yard'stick, a stick ;; feet long, any standard of
measurement—also Yard'wand. [A.S. gyrd, gierd,
a rod, measure ; Dut. garde, Ger. gerte ; further
conn, with Goth, gazds, a stick, L. hasta, a spear.]



Yard fate, ftir ; rae, hir ; mine ;
Yearn

Yard, yard, n. an enclosed place, esp. near a building,
as ' prison-yard,' or where any special work is carried

on, as 'brick-yard,' 'wood-yard,' 'dock-yard,' 'navy-

yard:' a garden.—f./. to enclose in a yard.

—

us.

Yard'agS, the use of a yard, or the charge made for

such : the cutting of coal at so much per yard ;

Yard'-land, the amount of land held by a tenant in

villeinage, in older English usage, varying from 15

to 40 acres ; Yardman, the person having special

charge of a farm-yard : one employed in a railway-

yard in making up trains, &c.; Yard'-mas'ter, one

who has the special oversight of a railway-yard.

[ A.S. g-eard, hedge, enclosure; Ger. garten ; conn,

with L. hortus, Gr. c/iarios.]

Yare, yar, atfj, ready : dexterous : quick : easily

handled, manageable. — miv. Yarely (SAoA.),

promptly: dexterously: skilfully. [.•\.S. gearii,

gearo, ready, prompt ; Dut. gaar, dressed, Ger.
gnr, wholly.]

Yam, yarn, n. spun thread : one of the threads of a
rope : a sailor's story (spun out to some length), a
story generally.

—

v.i. to tell stories. [A.S. gearn,
til read ; Ice. and Ger. gam.\

Yarpha, yar'fa, n. peaty soil in Shetland.
Yarr, yar, «. {irrov.) the corn spurry.
Yarrish, y.ir'ish, tuij. {^rov.) having a rough, dry taste.

Yarrow, yar' 5, «. the plant milfoil. [,h.S. gearuwe

;

('er. garbe.\
Yashmak, yash'mak, >a the double veil worn by
Moslem women in public, the eyes only being un-
covered. [Ar.]

Yasht, yasht, n. in the Zend-Avesta, one of a collec-

tion of hymns and prayers.

Yataghan, yat'a-gan, «. a long Turkish dagger, with-
out guard, usually curved. [Turk.J

Yate, yat, «. (Spens.) a gate.

Yaud, yad, n. Scotch form o(jade.
Yaup, yap, «. {prov.) the blue titmouse.
Yaup, yap, v.i. {Scat.) to be hungry.

—

atij. hungry.
Yaw, yaw, 7i.i. to move unsteadily : {nant.) to deviate

temporarily or to turn out of the line of her course,

as a ship.—«. a deviation from the course. [Scand.,
cf. Norw, gaga, to bend back, Ice. g'tgr, bent back.]

Yawl, yawl, z/.i. to howl. (Cf. Gaw/.]
Yawl, yawl, «. a ship's small boat, generally with four

or six oars : a small fishing-boat : a small sailing-

boat with jigger and curtailed raainboom. [Duu
jo/. Cf. JoUyboat.^

Yawn, yawn, v.i. to open the jaws involuntarily from
drowsiness: to gape : to g.ipe with a.stoiiishment.

—

«. the opening of the mouth from drowsiness.

—

(uij.

Yawn'lng, gaping: opening wide: drowsy.—«. act
of opening wide or gaping : a modification of tlie

ordinary movements of respiration, in which the in-

spiration is deeper than usual, accompanied by a
kind of spasmodic contraction of the muscles which
depress the lower jaw, and by a great elevation of
the ribs and to some degree of the shoulder-blades.—adv. Yawn'ingly. [A.S. gdniau, to yawn —
gtnan, pa.t. gdti, to gape widely; Ice. g/na, to gape,
Gr. chainein, to gape.]

Yaws, yaws, u. a tropical epidemic and contagious
disease of the skin—also Frambasia, Button scuryiy,
Verruga Peruviana, Buba or Boba, Patta, Tetia,
&c.

—

adj. Yaw'ey, pertaining to the yaws. [African
ya~M. a raspl>erry.

]

Y-Clad, i-klad', an obsolete form ofclad, fia.fi. o( clothe.
Yclept, or Ycleped, i-klept', /«./>. (obs.) called. [Clepe.)
Ye, ye, pron. the nom. pi. of the ad person—in old

English ye was always used as a nominative, and
you as a dative or accusative, as in the English
Bible. [M. E. ye, 7)e, nom. ; your, hour, gen. ; you,
T>ou, yow, dat. and accus. pi. A.S. gf, nom. ye;
edwer, gen. of you ; edw, to you, you, dat. and
accus.]

Yea, ya, adv. yes : verily.

—

adj. (B.) true.—«. an
affirmative: vote. [A.S. ged: Dut. and Ger. /Vj, Ice.
jd. a. Vet.l

Yead, Yede, yed, v.i. (Sfiens.) to go : to march :

—

/r.fi. yead'ing
; /«./. yode. [A.S. eode, went, pa.t.

ofgan, to go.]

Yean, yen, v.t. to bring forth yoiuig.—«. Yeanling
(SAai.), the youn? of a sheep : a lamb. [A.S.
enuian, to bring forth—eacen, pregnant.]

Year, yer, n. a period of time determined by the
revolution of the earth in its orbit, and embracing
the four seasons, popularly a period beginning with
ist January and ending with 31st December, con-
sisting of 365 days (excepting every fourth year,
called ' bissextile ' or ' le.ip-year," in which one day
is added to February, making the number 366)—the
Calendar, Civil, or Legal year : a space of twelve
calendar months : (//.) period of life, esp. .-ige or old
age.—«^. Year'-book, a book published annually,
containing reports of judicial cases, or of discoveries,
events, &c. ; Year'ling, an animal a year old.

—

irdj. a year o\A.—adjs. Year'long, lasting a year;
Yoar'ly, happening every year : lasting a year.

—

adv. once a year : from year to year.—Year Of
Grace, or of our Lord, date of the Cliristian era.

—

Anomalistic year (see Anomaly) ; Astronomical
year, the interval between one vernal equinox and
the next, or one complete mean apparent circuit of
the ecliptic by the sun, or mean motion through 360°

of longitude—^365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49-7
seconds— called also the Equinoctial, Solar, or
"Tropical year ; Canicular year- the ancient Egyp-
tian—counted from one heliacal rising of Sirius to

the next—(the Canicular Cycle was the cycle of 1461
years of 365 days each, or 1460 Julian years, also

called the Sothincperiod) ; Ecclesiastical year, the
year as arranged in the ecclesiastical calendar, with
saints' days, festivals, &c. ; Embolismlc year, a
year of thirteen lunar months or 384 days, occurring
in a lunisolar calendar like that of the Jews ; Hebrew
year, a lunisolar year, of 12 or 13 months of 29 or

30 days—in every cycle of nineteen years the 3d,

6th, 8th, nth, 14th, 17th, and igth having thirteen

months instead of tweK'e ; Julian year, a period of

365J days, thus causing an annual error of about 11

minutes— corrected by dropping :o days in 1582
under Pope Gregory XIII.—not adopted in England
till 3d September 1752, which became September
14 (see Style); Legal year, the year by which
dates were reckoned, which till 1752 began in Eng-
land on 25th March, that date being origin.ally chosen
by Dionysius Exiguus as being the Annunciation—
exactly nine months before Christmas. In Scotland
the year began on ist January since 1600.—The most
common New Year's Days were these four

—

(a) 25th

December ; [b) 25th March
;

(<r) Easter ; (d) ist

January. Tlius England used both the first and
second from the 6th century to 1066 ; the fourth till

1155 ; then the second till the day after 31st Decem-
ber 1751, which was called ist January 1752. Scot-

land used the second till 1599, when the day after

3tst December 1599 was called 1st January 1600.

France under Charlemagne used the first, and after-

wards also the third and second till 1563; Lunar
year, a period of twelve lunar months or 354 days

;

Platonic year, a cycle of years at the end of which
the heavenly bodies are in the same place as at the

Creation—also Great, or Perfect, year ; Sabbatic,
-al, year (see Sabbath) ; Sidereal year, the period
required by the sun to move from a given star to the

same star again—affected by Nutation only, one of
the most invariable quantities which nature affords us,

having a mean value of 365 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes,

9-6 second.s.^—In years, advanced in age. [A.S.
gedr,gfr; Ger. j'akr, Ice. dr, Gr. hUra, season.]

Yearn, yern, 71. i. to feel earnest desire: to feel un-
easiness, as from longing or pity. — «. Yeam'lng,
earnest desire, tenderness, or pity.

—

adj. longing.

—

adv. Yeam'lngly. [A.S. gieman. giemian, to

desire—jf-<ror«, desirous, eager; cf. Ger. btgekren^

to long fur.]
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Yearn mOte ; mute ; rnUHn ; Men. Yield

Yearn, y^m, z>.t. and v./. {Shak.) to grieve. [M. E.
c-rnien—A.S. yrman, to vex

—

earni, poor.]

Yearn, yern, z:t. (S/ens.) to earn.

Yearn, yern, ?'./. to curdle, as milk—also £am.—
>i. Yearn'ing, rennet.

Yeast, yest, «. the froth of malt liquors in fermenta-
tion : the vegetable growth to which fermentation
is due, of value in brewing, baking, &c. : {ShaM.)
spume or foam of water. — v.i. to ferment.

—

ns.

Yeast'lness, the state of being yeasty or frothy

;

Yeast'-plant, a small plant causing alcoholic fer-

mentation in saccharine liquids ; Yoast'-pow'der, a
baking powder.

—

aiij. Yeast'y, like yeast : frothy,

foamy : tmsubstantial. [A.S. ^isi,£ysi; Ger. gascht,
ghcht.]

Yeld, yeld, adj. {Scot.) barren, not giving milk. [A
variant ofgeld.}

Yeldrlng, yel'dring, n. the same as YoWloy.—Also
Yel'drock.

Yelk. Same as Yolk.
Yell, yel, z'.i. to howl or crj* out with a sharp

noise: to scream from pain or terror.

—

v.t. to utter
with a yell.—«. a sharp outcry.—«. Yell'ing.

—

v.i.

Yell'OCh {Scot.), to yell.—«. a yell. [A.S. gcllan,
gyilan; Gzr. geiUn; conn, with A.S. galan, to

sing.]

Yellow, yel'O, adj. of a bright gold colour. — «. a
bright golden colour: (//.) the peach-yellows (see

Peach): (.S"/j<i^.) jaundice in horses.

—

T.t. to make
yellow. —-7'./. to become yeWow. —adjs. YeU'OW-
backed, -bell'ied, -billed, -breasted, -covered,
-crovraed, -eyed, -footed, -fronted, -head'ed,
-homed, -legged, -necked, -polled, -ringed,
-rumped, -shoiU'dered, -spotted, &c.—>«. YeU'ow-
bird, one of various birds of a yellow colour—the
golden oriole, summer-warbler, &c. ; Yell'OW-boy,
a gold coin : a mulatto or dark quadroon :—fem.
Ye'll'OW-girl ; Yell'OW-htinfing, the yellow-ham-
mer ; Yell'OW-earth, a yellow ochre sometimes
used as a pigment ; Yell'OW-fe'ver, a pestilential

contagious fever of a continuous and special type,
presenting at least two well-defined stages, the
first occupying 36 to 150 hours, marked by a rapid
circulation and high temperature ; the second
being characterised by general depression and black
vomit—also known as Yeilcro) 'Jack, Bronze John,
Rl l-'omita, and Voinito Prieto or Vontito Avia-
riili ; Yell'OW-flag, a flag of a yellow colour, dis-

played by a vessel in quanntine or over a military
hospital or ambulance ; YeU'oW-gum, the melaena
or black jaundice of infants ; YeUow-hamm'er,
-amm'er, a song-bird, so named from its yellow
colour : the conunon yellow-bunting.

—

ndj. Yell'OW-
Ish, somewhat yellow. — ns. Yell'OWlslUiess

;

YeU'OW-mefal, a brass consisting of sixty parts
copper and forty parts zinc ; Yell'OWnesS ; Yell'DW-
root, an American herb whose root-stock yields
berl)erine^also Orange-root, Goldenseal ; Yell'CW-
SOap, common soap composed of tallow, resin,

and soda; Yell'DW-wash, a lotion consisting
of a mixture of mercuric chloride and lime-
water; YeU'ow-weed, weld; YeU'ow-wood, a
name given to Fustic and many other trees

—

e.g. satin-wood, and various kinds of podocarpus,
rhus, xanthoxylum, &c. ; Yell'OW-WOrt, an annual
of the gentian family— also YelloW-Cen'taury.

—

ailj. Yell'owy, yellowish.—«j. Yell'ow-yol'dring,
-yor'Ung, or -yow'ley, the European yellow-ham-
mer.—Yellow berries, Persian berries. [A. S. geolo;
Ger. gelb ; cog. with L. heluiis, light bay.]

Yelp, yelp, v.i. to utter a sharp bark.— n. a sharp,
quick cry or bark.

—

n. Yelp'or. [A.S. gilpan, to
boast, exult ; Ice. gidlpa, to yelp.]

Yen, yen, «. a Japanese gold or silver coin, used as
the monetary unit since 1871, a.d equivalent to

about 4S. zd. of our money. U'^P-)—Chin, yuen,
round, a dollar.]

Yeoman, yO'man, n. in early English history, a com-

mon menial attendant, but .after the fifteenth century,
one of a class of small freeholders, forming the next
grade below gentlemen : a man of small estate,
any small farmer or countryman above the grade
of labourer : an officer of the royal household : a
member of the yeomanry cavalry : (.TAaXr.) a journey-
man, assistant : a gentleman in a r0y.1l or noble
household, ranking between a sergeant and a groom.— adj. Yeo'manly, of yeoman's rank: humble
and honest.

—

adi'. staunchly, bravely. — «. Yeo'-
manry, the collective body of yeomen or smaller
freeholders : a cavalry volunteer force in Great
Britain, formed during the wars of the French
Revolution, its organisation by counties, under the
lords-lieutenant, raised and drilled locally, the men
providing tlieir own horses and imiform.—Yeomen
of the guard, a veteran company of picked soldiers,

employed in conjunction with the gentlenien-at-arnis

on grand occasions as the sovereign's bodyguard

—

constituted a corps in 1485 by Henry VII., and still

wearing the costume of that period; Yeoman'S
service, powerful aid, such as came from the
yeomen in the English armies of early times. [M. E.
yoinan, yeinen, doubtless from an A.S. gdvtan, not
found, but seen in Old Frisian gatnan, villager

—

ga,
a village (Ger. gau, district), man, man.]

Yerba, yer'ba, «. the Paraguay tea or mat^. [Sp.,

—

L. herba.'\

Yerk, yerk, v.t. to throw or thrust with a sudden,
quick motion, to jerk : {obs.) to beat, rouse, excite
{Scot.) : to bind or tie with a jerk. [Akin to
Jerk.\

Yes, yes, adv. ay : a word of affirmation or consent.
[.A.S. gisc, gese—geil, yea, sy, let it be.]

Yester, yes'ter, aaj. relating to yesterday : last.—«.

Yes'terday, the day last past, —ndz: on the day
last past.

—

ns. Yes'tereve, -n, Yes'terevening, the
evening last past ; Yestermom, Yestermorning,
the morning last past ; Yes'temight, the night last

past ; Yesteryear, last year. — adv. Yestreen'
{Scat.), last evening, contracted from yesterevru.
[A.S. gcostran-, giestran- (only in compounds);
Ger. gestern ; cf. L. hestemus, Gr. ckthes. ]

Yet, yet, adv. in addition : besides : at the same
time : up to the present time : hitherto : even : how-
ever.—conj. nevertheless : however. [A. S. git, gita ;

Ger._/>s/.]

Yett, yet, «. {Scot.) a gate, door— another form of
yate, itself a dialectal form of gate.

Yeve, y6v, v.t. to give -.—pa.p. {Spe>is.)YeVen.
Yew, u, «. a tree of genus Taxns— natural order

Taxacea, itself a suborder of Coni/em— widely
diffused over the whole northern parts of the
world, with narrow lanceolate or linear leaves (in

Europe long planted in graveyards), yielding an
elastic wood good for bows : its wood.

—

aiij. Yew'en
{Spens.), made of yew.—«. Yew'-tree. [A.St {w,
eozv, eoh ; Ger. eibe, Ir. iub/tar.]

Yex, yeks, v.i. {/tov.) to hiccup.—«. a hiccup.
Yggdrasll, ig'dra-sil, //. {Scatid. myth.) the ash-tree

binding together heaven, earth, and hell, and ex-

tending its branches over the whole world and
above the heavens— according to Vigfusson and
Powell, not a primitive Scandinavian idea, but
originating after the contact with Christianity,

and so a corruption of the cross. [Ice. Yggdra
Syll ; cf. yggr, Uggr, a surname of Odin, syll,

sill. Magnusson explains as 'Odin's horse,' Ice.

sleipner, horse.]

Yiddish, yid'ish, «. a strange compound of very cor-
rupt Hebrew and ancient or provincial German
spoken by the commoner Jews—extensively in the
East End of London.—«j. Yid, Yldd'lsher, a Jew.
[GcT. Jiidisc/t, Jewish.]

Yield, yeld, v.t. to resign : to grant : to give out : to

produce : to allow.

—

v.i. to submit : to comply with :

to give place.—«. amount yielded : product.

—

adj.
Yield'able, that may be yielded : inclined to yield.



Till fate, far ; m5. her ; mine
; Yttrium

—ns. Yield'ableness ; Yleld'er.—rt///. Yielding,
inclined to give wav or comply : compliant.— uch'.

Yield ingly. — «. Yield'lngness. — Yield up the
ghost (see ' Give up the ghost,' under Give). [A.S.

f^ieldan, gildan, to pay, gelten. Ice. gjalda.\

Yill, yil, «. (^f<»/.) ale. iAU.\
Yite, yit, «. (prov.) the yellow-bunting.—Also Yolt.

Y-level, Y-moth. See Y.
Yo, yO, intery. expressive of effort, &c.— Yo-ho, in

order to call attention.

Yodel, Yodle, yO'dl, v.i. and v.i. to sing, changing
frequently from the ordinary voice to falsetto and
back a^ain after the manner of the mountaineers
of the Tyrol.—«. a soiig sung in this fashion— also

Jo'del.—«f. Yo'deler, Yo'dler. [Ger. dial.yo<^^/«.]

Yoga, yO'ga, «. a system of Hindu philosophy show-
ing the means of emancipation of the soul from
further migration-;. — us. Yo'gl, a Hindu ascetic

who practises the yoga system, consisting in the

withdrawal of the senses from external objects,

long continuance in unnatural postures, &c. ;

Yo'gism. [H.inA. yoga Sa.ns. yoin, union.]

Yoicks. yO'iks, interj. an old fox-hunting cry.

—

v.t.

Yd iok, to urge on by this cry.

Yojana, yO'ja-na, «. an Indian measure of distance,
usually about five miles.—AUo Yo'jan.

Yolce, y6lc, «. that which joins together : the frame of
wood joining oxen for drawing together: any similar

frame, as one for carrying pails : (prov.) a chain of
hills: a stretch of work— e.g. from meal-time to

meal-time : a mark of servitude : slavery : a pair
or couple.

—

v.t. to put a yoke on : to join together :

to enslave.

—

zi.i. to be joined : to go along with.

—

«s. Yoke'-dev'll (SAak.), a companion devil ; Yoke'-
fell'OW, -mate, an associate: a mate or fellow.

—

udj. Yoke'-toed, pair-toed.—«. Yoking, as much
work as is done at a stretch. [A.S. geoc, iuc, ioc :

Ger. joch ; \.. juguni, Gr. zygon.\
Yokel, yS'kl, n. a country bumpkin.—m^'. Yo'kelish.

[Ety. dub. ; but cf. Gawk and Go:vk.\
Yolding, Yoldring. Same as Yowley.
Yolk, yOk, Yelk, yelk, «. the yellow part of an egg :

the vitellus of a seed: wool-oil.

—

adjs. Yolked,
having a yolk ; Yolk'y, like yolk. [A.S. geoloca,
gfoUca—geolo, yellow.)

Ton, yon. Yonder, yon'd^r, adv. at a distance within
view.

—

adj. being at a distance within view. (A.S.
geon : Goth, jaiiis (masc.), jaina (fen).), Ger. jett-er,

that.]

Yond, yond, adj. (Spens.) furious, mad—apparently a
mere coinage from the foregoing.

Yoni, yO'iie, a. the jiutiendum vtuliehre, the symbol
unler which Sakti is worshipped in India.

Yonker= Ko««>t<-r(q.y.).

Yoop, yoop, «. a word imitative of a sobbing sound.
Yore, yOr, «. in oKl time. \,K.%. gedra, formerly, gen.

pi. afgdr, a year.]

Yorker, york'er, n. a term in cricket applied to a ball

pitched to a point directly under the batsman's l)at

—

formerly called tice from entice. (Prob. from Vork-
shire, but history quite unknown.]

Yorkish, york'ish, adj. pertaining to the county or
city of York: adhering to the Hoase of York in the
Wars of the Roses, —n. York'lst, one of this party.

—Yorkshire grit, a grit from Yorkshire used for

polishing ; Yorkshire pudding, a pudding made of
unsweetened batter, and baked under meat so as to

catch the drippings.

You, 0, pron. 2d per<;. pron. pi., but also used as
singular.

—

pron.pl. You'-uns. a provincial form for

you, you ones.—You 're another, the vulgar form of
iu quoque, effective in vituperation, but not an argu-
ment. (A-S.^ifif, orig. only dat. and accus. Cf. fV.]

Toung, yimg, adj. not long born : in early life : in the
first part of growth : vigorous : relating to youth :

junior, the younger of two person-; having the same
name : inexperienced : newly arrived—in Austr.ilia.

»^. the oflTspring of wmii\i,—tidjt, 7ouag'-«yed

im

{,Sknk.), with the bright eyes of youth ; Yotmg'ish,
somewjiai young.

—

n. Young'ling, a young person
or anim.ll.

—

a,ij. youthiul, young.

—

adv. Young'ly.
—tts. Young'ness ; Young'ster, a young person : a
lad; Youngth (Span.), youth.— a^/;'. 'foungth'ly
(Spe>ts.\ youthful.—Young blood, fresh acce&>ion
of strength ; Young England, the name applied,
during the Corn-L;»w struggle (1S42-45), to a little

band of young Tory politicians, who hated Free
Trade and Radicalism, and professed a sentimental
attachment to earlier forms of social life in England ;

Young England, America, &c., the rising genera
tion iu England, America, &c. ; Yoting Ireland, a
group of Irish politicians who broke away from
O'Connell about 1844, because of his rooted aversion
to physical force ; Young Italy, an association of
Italian republican agitators, active about 1834, under
the lead of Mazzini ; Young person, Mr Podsnap's
phrase for youth generally, considered as too in-

experienced to hear about some matters within the

range of adult human experience— from Dickens's
Our Mutual Friend : Young Pretender, Prince
Charlie, as distinguished from his father the Pre-
tender or Old Pretender.—With young, pregnant.

\\.?>. geong ; Ga.jung; also conn, with L.yuzvMU,
Sans, yuzian, young.]

Younker, yung'ker, «. a young person : (Shak.) a
simpleton : {Spens.) a young gentleman or knight.

[Old Dut. joticker (Dut. joiiker), from jonk-heer,
' young master ' or ' lord ;

' Ger. junker.

\

Your, ur, pron. poss. oiyou : belonging to you : (Shak^
used to denote a class or species well known, the use
implying something of contempt—Youm (prov.),

yours. [A.S. edvjer. Cf. Ye.\

Yours, urz, pron. poss. otyou, not followed by a noun :

used in many idiomatic senses, as e.g. 'you and
yours,' your family, property, ^yours of yesterday,"

your letter, &c. — Yours faithfully, sincerely,
truly, &c.. Yours to command, &c., are forms
used in letters just before the signature, as phrases
of conventional politeness, for the most part : also

sometimes used by a vulgar speaker in alluding to

himself.

Yourself, ur-self, pron. your own self or person :—//.
Yourselves'.

^

Youth, yoDth, «. state of being young : early life

:

a young person : young persons taken together

:

{."ihak.) recentness, freshness.

—

adj. Youthful, per-

taining to youth or early life : young : suitable to

youth : fresh : buoyant, vigorous. — nd7'. Youth'-
fully.—«j. Youth'fulness ; Youth head, Youth'-
hood (ol'S.), youth.—<j<^'i.Youth'ly(.S"/c/i.s.), young,
youthful ; "Youth'some, youthful ; Youth'y, young.

[\.S. geogeth—geong, young; Ger. jugend.]
Yowl, yowl, T.i. to cry mournfully, as a dog : to yell,

bawl.—«. a distre.ssed cry.—«. 'Yowring, a howling.

[M. E. yo7i)len—Ice. gaula, to howl ; cf. Scot. gov)l

and Eng. _y^//.]

Yowley, yow'li, «. the yellow-bunting.—Also Yel'-

dring, Yel'drock, Yor'Ung, &c. [A.S. geolu,

yellow.]

Y-pointing, i-point'ing, adj. i^Milt.') pointing, looking

up into the air. [An erroneovts formation, as the

prefix y' was confined to the past participle, and
then, too, only or nearly always to words of Anglo-

Saxon origin.]

Y-ravlsh, i-rav'ish, v.i. (,Shak.')\.o ravish. [.An erro-

neous formation. Cf. Y-pointing.]

Yslaked, an obsolete /<«./. of slake.

Y-track. See Y.
'Ytterbium, i-ter^i-um, n. an element discovered by
Marienac in gadolinite.

Yttrium, it'ri-um, «. a rare metal obtained as a blackish-

gray powder, and contained in a few minerals in

which there 5re usually also present compounds
of one or more other rare metals, such as cerium,

didymium, erbium, and lanthanum.—«. Ytt'ria, its

oxide, a yellowish-white powder,—'ff*^*. YU'rlQJ



Yucca mote ; mute ; mron ; Men. Zeal

Yttrlf'erous ; TU'rious.—«j. Ytt'ro-ce'rlte, a vio-

let mineral found embedded in quartz, a fluoride

of yttrium, cerium, and calcium; Ytt'ro-Corumbite,
•tajl'talite, a brownish mineral found at Ytterby, a
tantalate of yttrium, uranium, and iron, with calcium.

[From Ytterby, a town in Sweden, where it was
first discovered.]

Yucca, yuk'a, «. a genus of plants of natural order
Liliactce, natives of Mexico, &c. , some cultivated

in gardens on account of the singularity and splen-

dour of their appearance.—Yucca gloriosa, a native

of Virginia, but quite hardy in England, tha stem
two or three feet high, its upper part producing a
great tuft or crown of large sword-shaped evergreen
leaves, each terminating in a sharp black spine.

From the centre of this crown of leaves rises the
flower-stalk, three feet high, branching out into a
large panicle, the flowers white with a purple stripe.

[West Indian name.]

Yuck, yuk, v.i. {^rov.) to itch.—«. the itch.

—

a/^'.

Yuck'y, itchy.

Yucker, yuk'fer, «. the American flicker or golden-
winged woodpecker.

Yufts, yufts, «, Russia leather.

Yuga, yoo'ga, «. one of the Hindu ages of the world.
—Also YUK. [Sans.]

Yulan, ySD'Tan, «. a Chinese magnolia, with large
white flowers. [Chin.]

Yule, yool, ti. the season or feast of Christmas.—«.

Yule'tide, the time or season of Yule or Christmas.
—Yule log, the block of wood cut down in the
forest, then dragged to the house, and set alight in

celebration of Christmas. [A.S. ^/o/, yule, se drra
feola, December ; Ice. jdl. Not conn, either with

ce. kjdl, wheel, or M. IL. youUii, yolUn, to cry out
or yawl.]

Yunx, j'ungks, «. the wry-neck.
Y-wls, i-wis', adv. (6/»f«j.) certainly, truly. [Cf. Iwis.\

the twenty-sixth and last letter in our
alphabet, is derived through the Greek
zeta, from zayin, the seventh Semitic
letter—its sound a voiced sibilant, either a
voiced J as in ' zeal,' or a voiced sh as in

'azure.'—The cedilla (f) is a 'little zed,'

as is implied by the Italian name zediglia, from
zeticula.

Zabian, zu'bi-an, adj. and ». the same as Sabian.

—

ns. Za'baism, Za'bism, the doctrines esp. of the
Pseudo-Zabians, or Syrian Zabians (in Hauran,
Edessa, Bagdad), remnants of the ancient Syrian
but Hellenised heathens, from about the 9th to the
12th century. Under the name Zabians used to be
grouped several peoples distinct in origin and by
no means alike in religion. The medieval Arabic
and Jewish writers called nearly all those heathens
or Sabceans who were neither Jews or Christians,
nor Mohammedans or Magians. Now the name
Sabaans denotes strictly the ancient inhabitants of
southern Arabia, who were but little modified by
Babylonian influences ; the Zabians of the Koran
were originally non-Christian Gnostics — the an-
cestors of the still existing Mandaeans (q.v.) or
Joannes" Christians.

Zabra, za'bra, ». a small vessel on the Spanish coast.

ISp.]
Zabrus, za'brus, «. a large genus of caraboid beetles.

[Gr. zabros, gluttonous.]
Zadkiel, zad'ki-el, «. the name assumed by Richard
James Morrison (1794-1874), the compiler of a
popular astrological almanac, a retired commander
in the royal navy, a Hebraist, mathematician,
astronomer, and a real believer in his pseudo-
science.

Zafire, Zaffer, zaf'6r, «. the impure oxide obtained by
partially roasting cobalt ore previously mixed with
two or three times its weight of fine sand. [Fr.
zafte, of Ar. origin.]

ZalophUS, zal'o-fus, n. a genus of otaries or eared
seals. (Gr. za-, intens., hphos, a crest.]

Zambomba, tham-bom'ba,«. a simple Spanish musical
instrument made by stretching a piece of parchment
over a wide-mouthed jar and inserting a stick in it

which is rubbed with the fingers.

Zamla, zil'mi-a, «. a genus of palm-like trees or low
shrubs of the order Cycadacea—some species yield
an edible starchy pith. [L. zamia, a dead fir-coue
—Gr. zcmia, damage.]

Zaminilar = Zemindar if^.x.).

Zamouse, za- moos', «. the sliort-horned buflalo of
West Africa.

Zampogna, tsam-pO'nya, «. the Italian bagpipe. [It.]

Zander, zan'der, n. the European pike-perch.—Also
San'der and Zant. [Ger.]

Zanella, za-nel'a, «. a mixed twilled fabric for cover-
ing umbrellas.

Zanje, than'he, n. an irrigating canal.

—

n. Zanje'ro,
one who superintends the distribution of such water.
[Sp. Amer.]

Za^aie, zan'te, ». the same as Zan'te-WOOd, the wood
of the smoke-tree, from Zante, one of the principal

Ionian Islands : satin-wood.—«. Zan'tiote, a native
of Zante.—Zante currant, the small seedless fruit

of a Zante grape.
Zany, za'ni, n. a merry-andrew : a bufl^oon.

—

v.t. to
play the zany to.

—

n. Za'nyism, condition or habits
of a bufibon. [Fr. zani— It. zani, a corr. of Gio-
vanni, John. Cf. the similar use of the names
John and Jack.\

Zaporogian, za-pO-rO'ji-an, adj. pertaining to those
Little Russian or Ukraine Cossacks who dwelt near
the Porogi or falls of the Dnieper.—«. one of the
foregoing.

Zapotilla, zap-O-til'a, n. the same as Sapodllla.
Zaptieh, zap'ti-a. It. a Turkish policeman. — Ako

Zab'tieh.
Zarape, za-ra'pe, n. the same as SerapO.
ZarathUStriaa, zar-a-thoos'tri-.m, adj. and n. = Zo-

rorti'/r;W«.—Zarathus'tiianism, Zarathus'trlsm =
Zoroastrianisin ; ZaratbUS'triC = Zoroastric.

Zaratlte, zar'a-tlt, «. a hydrous carbonate of nickel,

found usually as an incrustation on chromite. [From
Zarate, a Spaniard.]

Zareba, z.l-re'ba, «. in the Soudan, a stockade, thorn-
hedge, &c. against wild animals or enemies, a
fortified camp generally.—Also Zaree'ba, Zere'ba,
Zeri'ba.

Zarf, zarf, «. an ornamental holder for a hot coffee-

cup.—Also Zurf. [Ar. 2a>y^ a vessel. ]

Zamlcb, zar'nik, n. a native sulphide of arsenic, orpi-

ment, realgar.—--Vlso Zar'nec. [Ar. zemikh—Gr.
arsenikon, arsenic]

Zarzuela, thar-thOO-ala, «. a kind of operetta or
vaudeville—named from the royal residence of La
Zarzuela in Spain.

Zastruga, zas-trOC'ga, ». one of a series of long
parallel snow-ridges on the open wind-swept plains

of Russia. [Russian.]

Zati, za'ti, ». the capped macaque of India and
Ceylon.

Zaz, zaks, «. a slaters' hammer.—Also 5(1^ (qv.)._

Zea, ze'a, n. a species of cereal having monoecious
flowers, from which maize or Indian corn is pro-
duced. [Gr.]

Zeal, zel, n. boiling or passionate ardour for anything :

enthusiasm. — «. Zeal'ant {Bacon), a zealot or
enthusiast. — adj. Zeal'less, wanting zeal. — ns.

Zealot (zel'ot), one full of zeal : an enthusiast : a
fanatic : one of a fanatical Jewish party whose
restless opposition to the Roman domination finally

brought about the ruin of Jerusalem in 70 a.d. ;

Zealotisin(zer-), the character of a zealot ; Zealotry
(ic\:-).— adj. Zealous (zel'-), full of zeal: warmly
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Zebec fSte, fSr ; mS, hir ; mine

;

Zimocca

engaged or ardent in anything.

—

adv. Zealously
(zel'-)•—»• Zealoiisness (zel'-). [O. Fr. zele— h.

zelus—Gr. seios, zeein, to boil. Cf. Veast.'l

Zebec, Zebeck = Xebec (q. v.).

Zebra, zebra, «. a generic name given to the group
of striped Equid<^a.\\ of whicli are peculiar to the

African continent—and thus includnig the Dauw
or Burchell's Zebra, the Quagga, and the true or

Mountain Zebra.—«. Ze'bra-WOOd^ the hard and
beautifully striped wood of a Guiana tree.

—

adj.

Ze'brlne, like the zebra. [Of African origin.]

Zebu, ze'bu, n. the humped domestic ox of India (or

Brahminy bull), a kind of ox very nearly allied to

the common ox, diffused over India, China, the east

coast of Africa, &c. [Fr. ze/>7i, the whimsical name
taken by BuflTon from the exhibitors of such a beast

at a French fair as if African.]

Zebub, ze'bub, «. an Abyssinian fly hurtful to cattle,

similar to the tsetse. [Ar. zubdb, a fly.]

Zecchino, tsek-ke'nO, «. a Venetian gold coin, the

same as the sequin (q.v.).

Zechsteln, zek'stTn, ». a deposit of calcareous rock
which covers the Kupfer-schiefer. [Ger.,—s^cA^, a
mine, stein, a stone.]

Zed, zed, n. the letter Z, also called zee and izzard: a
bar of metal of form similar to the letter Z.

Zedoary, zed'5-a-ri, «. certain species of curcuma,
natives of India, China, &c., whose root-stocks
(rhizomes) are aromatic, bitter, pungent, and tonic,

and used for similar purposes with ginger—a power-
ful sudorific. [Ar. Jedwar.]

Zein, ze'in, «. a proteid found in Indian corn. [Zea.]
Zeitgeist, tslt'gtst, ». the spirit of the age. [Ger.]

Zel, zel, «. a form of Oriental cymbal. [Pers. zi/.]

Zelotypia, zel-O-tip'i-a, n. morbid zeal in the prosecu-
tion of any project or cause. [Gr. zi/aiy/ia, jealousy,
zelos, zeal, iyptein, to strike.]

Zemindar, zem-in-dar", «. under the Mogul emperors
of India, the farmer of revenue from land held in

common by the cultivators, as responsible for the
revenue—now the actual native proprietor paying
revenue direct, and not to any intermediate superior
—also Zamindar'.—«. Zem'indary, the jurisdiction

of a zemindar, the system of land-tenure and taxa-

tion under such—also Zam'indari, Zem'indarl, &c.
[Pers. zemindar, a landholder.]

Zemstvo, zems'tvO, «. in Russia, a district and pro-

vincial assembly to which the administration of the

economic aflfairs of the district and the province was
committed in 1866, but whose rights were much cur-
tailed in 1890. [Russ.]

Zenana, ze-na'na, ». the apartments in which Indian
women are secluded, corresponding to the harem in

Arabic-speaking Moslem lands.—Zenana mission,
a mission to Hindu women, necessarily conducted
by women. [Pers. zandna—zan, a woman.]

Zend, zend, «. the ancient East-Iranian and purely
Aryan language, in which the Zend-Avesta was long
orally preserved and at last written—closely related
to the Vedic Sanskrit.—Zend-Avesta, the ancient
sacred writings of the Parsees, including works of
widely differing character and age, collected into

their present canon under Shah-puhar II. (Shah-
pur 11.; 309-338 A.D.). [A word meaning 'com-
mentary' Izend = Zand, from Sans.y«4, to know).]

Zendik, zen dik, «. an unbeliever in revealed religion
in the East, one who practises magic. [Ar. zendlq.}

Zenith, zen'ith, «. that point of the heavens which is

exactly overhead—i.e. in line with the spectator's
position and the centre of the earth (it is thus the
upper pole of the spectator's horizon, as the nadir is

the under pole) : greatest height, summit of ambi-
tion, Sic.—adj. Zen'itbal.—«j. Zen'ith-dis'tanoe,
the angular distance of a heavenly body from the
zenith ; Zen'ith-sec'tor, an instrument for measuring
zenith-distances. (Fr., through Sp. zenit, from Ar.
samt, short for samt-ur-ras, lit. 'way of the head.')

Zeolite, zi'O-llt, n. the conunon name of a large group

of minerals often called the Zeolitic family—they are
all soluble in acids, and most of them gelatinise in
acids in consequence of silica being set free.

—

adjs.
Zeolitic ; ZeoUt ifonn. [Gr. zeein, to boil, Utkos,
a stone.)

Zephyr, zef'ir, «. the west wind : a soft, gentle breeze :

thin light worsted or woollen yarn, also a close-fitting
jersey or undergarment made of such: anything
very light and fine of its kind.—Zephyr Cloth, a
thin, finely spun woollen cloth for women's gowns.
[Gr. zephyros—zophos, darkness, the dark quarter,
the west.]

Zerda, zer'da, «. a small African fox, a fennec.
Zereba = Zareba (q.v.).

Zero, ze'ro, «. cipher : nothing ; the point from which
the reckoning begins on scales, such as those of the
barometer, &c. [Fr.,—Ar. jz/r. Doublet c/>A^r.]

Zerumbet, ze-rum'bet, K. an E.nst Indian drug, the
cassumunar—sometimes for the round zedoary.

Zest, zest, n. something that gives a relish : relish.

[Fr. zeste, skin of an orange or lemon used to give a
flavour—L. schistus—Gr. schisios, cleft, divided

—

schizein, to cleave.)

Zeta, ze'ta, «. a small closet or parlour, the sexton's
room over the porch of a church. [Gr. diaita, a
dwelling]

Zetetic, z6-tet'ik, adj. proceeding by inquiry.—«. a
seeker, the name taken by some of the Pyrrhonists.
[Gr. zetetikos—zetein, to seek.

)

Zeuglodon, zug'lo-don, «. a fossil whale-like mammal,
so named by Owen from the yoke-like double-rooted
formation of its cheek teeth.

—

adj. and «. 2ieug'l0-
dont. —«.//. Zeuglodon'tia, a suborder of Cetacea,
represented by the zeuglodonts. [Gr. zeugle, the strap
or loop of the yoke, odous, -ouios, a tooth.]

Zeugma, zug'ma, «. (^-am.) a figure by which an
adjective or verb which agrees with a nearer word
is, by way of supplement, referred also to another
more remote, whether grammatically corresponding
or not.

—

adj. Zeugmat'ic. [Gr.,

—

zeugnunai, to

yoke.]
Zeus, zus, n. the greatest of the national deities of

Greece, son of Cronos (Saturn) and Rhea, brother of
Poseidon (Neptune), Hades (Pluto), Hestia (Vesta),

Demeter (Ceres), and Hera (Juno). His consort

was Hera ; his supreme seat, Mount Olympus in

Thessaly. [Gr.]

Zeuxite, zuks'It, «. a ferriferous tourmaline. [Gr.,

—

zeujcis, joining

—

zeugyuinai, to yoke.]
Ziamet, zi-a'met, n. a large military fief under the

Turkish feudal system. [Turk.]

Zibeline, zib'e-lin, adj. pertaining to the sable.

—

n. the

fur of the sable. [Sai/e.]

Zibet, zib'et, «. an Asiatic or Indian civet. [Civet.)

Ziganka, zi-gan'ka, ». a Russian country-dance, the

music for such, usually quick, with a drone bass.

[Russ.]
Zigzag, zig'zag, «. a short, sharp turning.—a<^'. having

short, sharp turns, bent from side to side.

—

v.t. to

form with short turns:—pr.p. zig'zagging ; pap.
zig'zagged.

—

adv. with frequent sharp turns—al.so

Zig'zaggy.—«. Zigzag'gery, angular crookedness.
—adj. Zig'zaggy, zigzag. [Fr. zig'-zag—Ger. zick-

zack, zacke, a sharp point.]

Zillah, zil'a, «. the technical name for the administra-

tive districts into which British India is divided,

each of which has in the older provinces a Collector

(or Collector and Magistrate combined), a Sessions

Judge, &c., and in the newer provinces, such as the

Punjab and British Burma, a Deputy Commissioner.

[Properly Ar. (in Indian pronunciation) «//*, 'a rib,'

thence ' a side,' ' a district.')

Zimb, zimb, «. an Abyssinian dipterous insect, like the

tsetse, hurtful to cattle. [Ar. zimb,^ a fly.)

Zlmbi. zim'bl, «. a money-cowry. [East Ind.)

Ziment-water, zi-mcnt'-wa'-ter, tu water found in

copper-mines.
Zimocca, zi-mok'a, n. a fine quality of bath-sponge.
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zinc mOte ; mute ; mOTn ; iAen. Zoilism

Zino, zingk, ft. a bluish-white metal, breaking with a

cr>'stalline fracture — when chemically pure it is

malleable and ductile at ordinary temperature, but
ordinary zinc is so only at temperatures above 212°

Fahr.—r'./. to cover with zinc—)is. ZlHO'-am'yl, a
colourless transparent liquid, composed of zinc and
amyl ; Zinc' -blende, sphalerite, native sulphide of
zinc ; Zinc'-bloom, hydrozincite ; Zinc'-ool io, a
colic caused by the slow poison of zinc-oxide

;

Zlnc'-e'thyl, a colourless volatile liquid, composed
of zinc and the radical ethyl.— (ti/js. Zinciferous,
Zinkif'erous, containing or producing zinc.

—

>is.

Zinc'ite, a native oxide of zinc, brittle, translucent,

deep red ; Zinckifica'tion, Zinldfica'tion, the pro-

cess of coating or imprecnaiing an object with zinc.—Ts.i. Zinck'ify, Zink'ify, to cover or impregnate
with zinc.

—

ad/'s. Zinck'y, Zink'y, pertaining to zinc:

looking like zinc.—«. Zinc'-meth'yl, a mobile stink-

ing liquid, spontaneously inflammable, resembling
zinc-ethyl.

—

ai(/. Zinc'olu, like zinc.

—

tis. Zincol'y-

8iS, a mode of decomposition caused by an electric

current ; Zinc'olyte, a body decomposable by elec-

tricity ; Zincotype, a zincograph.

—

rti/j. Zinc'ous,
pertaniing to zinc.

—

iis. Zinc'-wMte, zinc oxide used
as a pigment ; Zinc'-Work'er. [Gcr. ziiii, prob.

allied to zinii, tin.]

Zincali, zin'ka-li, ft. a name in Spain for the Gipsies,

akin to Zingaro (q.v.).

SUnckenite, zinglcen-It, «. a grayish mineral consist-

ing of the sulphides of antimony and lead. [Named
from the German metallurgist Ziticken (1790-1862).!

Zinco, zing'ko, «. a familiar abbreviation for zinco-

graph.—v.i. to produce a plate for printing by the

zincograpliic process.
Zincode, zing'kOd, tu the negative pole of a voltaic

battery : the anode of an electrolytic cell.

Zincography, zing-kogfra-fi, «. a process of etching on
zinc (or copper) by which black and white pictures

of all kinds can be reproduced as surface-blocks for

printing by the ordinary letterpress process—in the

etching the whites, and not the black lines as in the

ordinary etching, are eaten away.

—

ns. Zinc'ograph,
a plate or picture produced by zincography ; Zincog -

rapher, one who makes zincographic plates.

—

adjs.

Zincograph'ic, -al. {Zinc, Gr. graphein, to write.]

Zingaro, ziiig't;a-r6, «. a name in Italy for the Gipsies :

—pi. Zing^ari, Zing'ane.—Also Zing'ano. fCf. the

Ger. Zigeutter, Czech Ciugdn or Cigiin, Magyar
Cigdity. \

Zlngel, zing'el, ft. a fish of the perch family, found in

the E)anube. [Ger.]
Zingiberaceae, zin'ji-be-ra's5-e, «./>/. a natural order

of about 470 species of perennial tropical herbs, with

horizontal thickened root-stock and cone-like inflor-

escence—the typical genus Zin'glber.

—

cuijs. Zingi-

bera'ceons, Zinzibera'ceous. [L. zingiber—Qu
ziugibcris, ginger.]

Zinke, tsing'ke, ». an old wind instrument like a cornet,

of wood or horn, with seven finger-holes. [Ger.]

Zion, zT'on, «. Jerusalem: the Israelltish theocracy:
the Christian Church : he.iven.

—

culv. Zl'onward,
heavenward. [Gr. Zion—Heb. tsiyon, a hill.]

Zip, zip, ». the ping or sound of a bullet striking any-
thing or whizzing through the air. [Imit.]

Ziphiinse, zif-i-I'ne, «.//. a subfamily of Physteridtr,
the ziphiold or ziphiiform cet.iceans— the typical

genus Zlpbiua.—H.//. Zlpbii d8B, the ziphiitia z3Xi6.

as a family apart from Pnysterida, and divided into

Ziphiino! and Anarnaciner.—cuij's. Zipbii'form ;

Zipb'ioid. [Gr. xiphios, the sword-fish

—

xiplios, a
sword.)

Zirconium, zir-ko'ni-um, «. the metallic constituent
of the earth Zirco'nia, which is found in association
with silica in the minerals Zir'con and hyacinth, and
is obtained only in Ceylon, one district of the Ural,

and southern Norway.

—

n. Zir'conite, a variety of
sircon. [Ar. sarkHii, vermilion — Pers. zargun,
goid-coloured.]

U17

Zitber, zith'er, It. the cithern, the modern representa-
tive of the ancient cithara, a popular and common
instrument in Tyrol — a flat stringed instrument,
having a wooden frame and flat sounding-board with
from twenty-nine to forty-two strings, placed on a
table or on the knees, the strings played by the
right hand, the thumb being armed with a metallic
plectrum.—Also Zitb'em. [Ger.)

Zizania, zl-za'ni-a, n. a genus of tall aquatic grasses,

of tribe Oryzea—wild, water, or Indiati rice. [Gr.
zizanion, darnel.]

Zizel, ziz'el, «. a European ground squirrel, type of a
genus mainly American.—Also Snsltk.

Zizyphus, ziz'i-fus, «. a genus of shrubs or trees of the
buckthorn family, mostly native to tropical Asia and
America—the jujube-tree. [L.,— Gr. zizyphos.\

Zoantbaria, zo-an-thS'rl-a, n.pl. a division of Actt-
nozoa, including the sea-anemones, &c.

—

oiij. and ft,

Zoantha'rian.
Zoantbropy, zO-an'thrO-pi, «. a form of mental delu-

sion in which a man believes himself to be a beast

—

the devout divine, Simon Browne (16E0-1732), under
this belief devoted himself to the making of a dic-

tionary—' I am doing nothing,' he says, ' that re-

quires a reasonable soul : I am making a dictionary.'—adj. Zoanthrop'iC. [Gr. zoon, an animal, anthri-
pos, a man.]

Zoantbus, zO-an'thus, ». the typical ^enus of Zoatt-
thidce, a family of hexacoralline actmozoans. [Gr.
zoon, an animal, anthos, a flower.]

Zoarium, zo-;Vri-um, II. the colony ofthe polypidesofa
polyzoan. [Gr. zdarioit, dim. of zoon, an animal.]

ZobO, zo'bO, K. a name used in the semi-Tibetan tracts

of the Himalaya for hybrids between the yak bull

and the ordinary hill cow, much used in transport and
agriculture.—Also Zbobo, Dso'mo. [Tibetan.]

ZOCCO, zok'5, n. a socle.—Also ZoCC'olO. [It.,— L.
soccits, a sock.]

Zodiac, zO'di-ak, ». an imaginary belt in the heavens,
having as its mesial line the ecliptic or apparent
path of the sun, and containing the twelve constella-

tions, called signs of the zodiac. The constellations,

with the appropriate symbols of the corresponding

signs, are as follows : Aries {Rain), CJO ; Taurus

{Bull), y ; Gemini {Twins),U ; Cancer {Crab), 52 ;

Leo {Lioft), Si ; Virgo {Virgin), Tt^ ; Libra {Bal-

ance), iD^ ; Scorpio {Scorpion), V\^ ; Sagittarius

{Archer), f ; Capricomus {Goat), Yj ; Aquarius

{Heater- bearer), ;5tv ; Pisces {Fishes), '^.—adj.

Zodl'acal.—Zodiacal llgbt, a singular appearance
seen after sunset or before sunrise, at all seasonsof

the year in low latitudes, but rarely in Great Britain,

except in March, April, and Mjiy in the evenings,

and six months later in the mornings. [Fr. zodiaqm
—L. zadiactis—Gr. zSdiakos, belonging to animals
—zodion, dim. oi zoon, an animal, zaeiti, to live.]

Zoea, z6-e'a, n. a lar\'al stage of certain decapod
crustaceans—also called the copepod stage preced-

ing the inegalopa stage—also ZOOB'a :—//. 2!oe'8B.

—adjs. Zoe'al, ZooB'al; Zoefonn. [Gr. zdon, an
animal.]

Zoetic, z5-et'ik, adj. vital. [Gr. z^, life. ]

Zoetrope, zO'e-tr^^p, n. a scientific toyby which several

pictures of objects or persons in various positions ate

combined into one visual impression, so as to give

the appearance of movement or life—the Thnnma-
trope and Praxinoscope are variations.

—

adj. Zoe-

trop'ic. [Gr. zde, life, tropos, a turning—/rr^w, to

turn.]

Zoiatrla, zO-i-at'ri-a, « veterinarj- surgery. [Gr. zSoft,

an animal, iatiria, healing.]

Zoic, zO'ik, atij. pertaining to animals : containing

evidences of life in fossils—of rocks. [Gr. zBikos, of
animals

—

zoon, an animal.]
_ , _

Zoilism, rn'i-Iizm, /.. catpinff and unjust criticism.

—adj. ZoU'eaa, characteristic of Zoilus, a Greek



2!oisitd fite, far ; me, her ; mine ; Zoophydcs

grammarian who flourished in the time of Philip of
Macedon, and assailed Homer with such asperity

that his name became proverbial for a captious and
malignant critic.—«. 25i5'llist, a carping cntic.

Zoisite, zoi'sit, «. a mineral closely allied to epidote.

[Baron von Z(J/>.]

Zoism, zO'izm, n. the doctrine that life originates from

a specific principle.

—

n. Zo'ist, one who maintains

this theory. [Gr. zdi, life.]

Zolaism, z5'la-izm, «. the literary principles and prac-

tice of the industrious French novelist Emile Zola
(1840-1002) — an attempt at a so-called realism

claimed to be a proper scientific view of human
nature and human life. In effect Zola's books are

dull and dirty, and his realism is not reality.

ZolIner'S lines, rows of parallel lines appearing to be
not parallel through the optical effect of oblique
intersecting lines.—Also Zollner's pattern.

ZoUvereln, zol've-rln, «. a union of the German states,

under the leadership of Prussia, so as to enable them
in their commercial relations with other countries to

act as one state. [Gen,

—

zoll, duty, verein, union.]
Zonda, zon'da, «. a dry, hot, and dusty wind blowing
from the Andes in the vicinity of San Juan, Argen-
tine Republic, during July and August.

Zone, z5n, ft. a girdle, a belt, a stripe of different

colour or substance round anything : one. of the
five great belts into which the surface of the earth
is divided : any continuous tract with particular
characteristics.— v.t. to encircle, as with a zone.—n. Zo'na, a term in anatomy, &c., for a belt :

herpes zoster.—adj's. Zo'nal, like a zone, arranged
in zones : pertaining to the somites of an articulate
or annulose animal ; Zo'nary, resembling a belt or
girdle ; Zo'nate, marked with zones, belted ; Zoned,
wearing a zone, having zones ; Zone'less, wanting
a zone or belt.—«. Zo'nlc. a %\x(l\c.—adjs. Zonlf'-
eroos, zoned ; Zo'noid, like a zone.—«. Zo'nula, a
small zone.

—

aiif. Zo'nular, like a zone or zonule.
—fis. Zon'ule, Zonulet, a little girdle. fL. zona—
Gr. zdne, a girdle

—

zoiinynai, to gird ; akin to join,
yoke.]

Zonotrlchla, zO-nS-triVi-a, «. a genus of American
finches, the crown-sparrows. [Gr. zonl, a girdle,
thrix, irichos, hair.]

Zonums, z5-nu'rus, «. the typical genus of Zonuridee,
a South African family of lizards. [Gr. zdnl, a belt,

oura, a tail.]

Zoo, zS9, n. the Zoological Gardens in London : any
similar collection of animals.

Zooblast, zO'9-blast, n. an animal cell. [Gr. zdon, an
animal, biastos, a germ.]

Zoochemistry, z3-8-kem'is-tri, «. the chemistry of the

constituents of the animal body.

—

adj. Zoochem'ical.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, chemistry.]

Zoodynamlcs, zO-O-dt-nam'iks, «. the science that

treats of the vital powers of animals, animal physi-
ology. [Gr. z9on, an animal, dynamics.]

ZooscHani, zS-e'si-um, «. one of the cells forming the
investment of polyzoans :—pl, ZoOB'da. [Gr. zdon,
an animal, oikia, a house.]

Zoogamous, za-og^a-mus, adj. pertaining to zoogamy.
—«. Zoog'amy, sexual reproduction. [Gr. zdon, an
animal, gainos, marriage.]

Zoogeny, z5-oj'e-ni, n. the doctrine or the process
of the origination of living beings—also Zoogony.

—

adj. Zoogen'iO. [Gr. zBon, an animal, geneia, pro-

duction.]

Zoogeography, r0-5-j5-og'ra-fi, «. the science of the
distribution of animals on the surface of the globe,
faunal geography.—«. Zoogeog'rapher, a student of
faunal geography.

—

adjs. Zoogeograph'io, -aL [Gr.
zdon, an animal, geography.]

Zoogloea, zO-O-gle a, «. the term applied to the resting,

motionless stage of the Bacteria, in which they are
embedded in gelatinous material.

—

adjs. ZOOglOB'iC
;

ZooglOB'old. [Gr. zlon, an animal, gloios, a sticky
substance.]

Zoograft, z5'S-graft, «. a piece of tissue taken from
the living body of an animal to supply a part want-
ing in the human body, by being grafted on it. [Gr.
zoon, an a.xv\\n3\, graft.]

Zoography, zO-og'ra-fi, «. descriptive zoology.— «.
Zoographer.— rtrf/>. Zoograph'ic, -al.—?/. Zoog'ra-
phist. [Or. zoon, an animal, grapliein, to write.]

Zoogyrosoope, zo-d-jl'ru-skOp, «. a development of the
zoetrope by means of which an appearance of an
object in motion is thrown on a screen. [Gr. zoon,
an ammct\, gyrosco/>e.]

Zooid, zO'oid, adj. having the nature of an animal,
having organic life and motion.—«. a term applied
to each of the individuals which make up a compoimd
organism. [Gr. zoon, an animal, eidos, form.]

Zooks, zSSks, interj. a minced oath—same as Gad-
zooks.

Zoolatry, zo-ol'a-tri, «. the worship of animaK.

—

ns,

Zool'ater, one who worships animals ; Zoola'tria,
zoolatry.

—

adj. 2i0dl'atr0U8. [Gr. zdon, au animal,
latreia, worship.]

Zeolite, zO'C-lIt, n. a fossil animal—also Zo'olith.—
adjs. Zoolltb'iC, Zoollt'ic. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
lithos, a stone.]

Zoology, zo-ol'O-ji, H. the science of animal life in-

cluded along with Botany within the science of
Biology. The various departments of zoological
study are the Morphological, Physiological, His-
torical, and the Etiological.—adj. Zoolog'ical.

—

adv. Zoolog'ically.—«. Zool'oglst, one versed in

zoology.—Zoological gardens, a place where wild
animals are kept for public exhibition. [Gr. zdoH,
an animal, logia—legein, to speak.]

Zoomagnetism, zO-o-mag'ne-tizm, «. animal magne-
tism.

—

adj. Zooniagnet'iO. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
magnetism.]

Zoomancy, zO'O-man-si, ». divination by observation
of animals.

—

adj. Zooman'tlc. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
manteia, divination.]

Zoometry, zS-om'e-tri, «. comparative measurement
of the parts of animals. — adj. Zoomet'rlo. [Gr.
zoon, an animal, metron, a measure.]

Zoomorphic, zO-O-mor'fik, adj. pertaining to zoomor-
phism : representing animals in art.—«. Zoomot'-
ptalsm, the representation or the conception of a
god or a man in an animal form, the attributing

of human or of divine qualities to beings of animal
form— also Zoomor'phy. [Gr. zooh, an animal,
mor/>ke, form.]

Zoon, zO'on, n. a morphological individual, the total

product of a fertilised ovum :—//. Zo'a, Zo'ons.

—

adjs. Zo'onal, like a zoon ; Zoon'iO, relating to

animals.—«. Zo'onlte, one of the segments of an
articulated animal.

—

adj. Zoonlt'iC. [Gr.]

Zoonomy, zO-on'O-mi, «. animal physiology—also
Zoono mla. — adj. Zoonom'ic. — n. Zodn'omist.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, iiomos, law.]

Zoonosis, z5-on'u-sis, u. a disease communicated to

man from the lower animals, as hydrophobia, &c. :

—

pi. Zoon'oses. [Gr. zdon, an animal, nosos, disease.]

Zoopathology, zO-S-pa-thol'O-ji, «. the study of disease
in animals. [Gr. zoon, an 3Lmma\,patitology.]

Zoopathy, zO-op'a>thi, ». animal pathology. [Gr.

zoon, an animal, pathos, suffering.]

Zoopbaga, zO-of'a-ga, n.pl. the carnivorous animals
collectively.— «. Zooph'agan, a c.arnivorou.s animaL
— adj. Zooph'agous. [Gr. zSopliagos, flesh-eating,

zdon, an animal, phagein, to eat.)

Zoophilist, zO-of'il-ist, n. a lover of animals.-— «.

Zooph'ily, love of animals. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
phiios, dear.]

Zoophorus, zB-of'o-rus, «. a continuous frieze sculp-

tured in relief with figures of men and animals,—
adj. Zoophor'lO. [Gr. zdon, an animal, pherein, to

bear. ]

ZOOphyslCS, zo-S-fiz'iks, n. the Study of the structure

of animal bodies, comparative anatomy. [Gr. adeH^

an animal, physics.]



Zoophyte mSte ; mute ; niS5n ; Men. Zygobranchlatd

Zoophyte, zO'O-fIt, «. a term employed by Cuvier in

his earlier attempts at classiiication to designate
numerous simple animals, sedentary in habit, often

with a superficial resemblance to plants—now re-

stricted to hydroid colonies.

—

adjs. Zooph3rt'iC, -al

;

Zooph'ytoid ; Zoophytolog'ical.^w^. Zoophytolo-
gisl; Zoophytology; Zodph'yton:—//. Zooph'yta.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, p/iytoii, a plant.]

Zooplastic, zo-o-plas'tik, aiij. pertaining to the opera-
tion of transplanting living tissue from one of tiie

lower animals to man. [Gr. zooii, an animal, pias-
sein, to form.]

Zoopraxinoscope, zO-O-prak'si-nO-skOp, «. a mechanical
toy by means of which images of animals are made to

go through motions on a screen. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
praxis, doing, skopcin, to view.]

Zoopsychology, zO-O-sT-kol'o-ji, «. the psychology of
the lower animals. [Gr. zoon, an animal, psychology. ]

Zooscopy, zO'0-sk5-pi, «. a form of mental delusion in

which one sees imaginary animals, esp. snakes.

—

adj. ZoOSCOp'iC. [Gr. sdo)t, an animal, skopeiii, to

%ie'.v. ]

Zoosperm, zO'o-sperm, «. the sperm-cell, or male seed-

cell— also Zoosper'mlum. — «<(>. Zoospermat'ic.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, sperma, seed.]

Zoospore, zO'O-spor, n. a spore capable of moving
about. — «<//>. Zoosporic; Zoosporif'erous. [Gr.

zoon, an animal, spora, a seed.]

Zootaxy, zO'O-tak-si, «. the science of the classifica-

tion of animals, systematic zoology. [Gr. zoon, an
animal, taxis, arrangement.]

Zootechny, zo'O-tek-ni, «. the science of the breeding
and domestication of animals.—Also Zootech'niCS.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, techne, art.]

Zoothapsis, zO-O-thap'sis, «. premature biu'ial. [Gr.
zoo-, living, tliaptein, to bury.]

Zootheoium, zO-5-the'si-um, «. the_ tubular sheath of
ceriain infusorians.

—

adj. ZoothO'Cial. [Gr. zoon,
an animal, thekion, a casket.]

Zootheism, zo'o-the-izm, n. the attribution of divine
qualities to an animal.

—

adj. Zootheis'tiC. [Gr.
zOon, an animal, theism.}

Zootherapy, zO-O-lher'a-pi, «. veterinary therapeutics.
[Gr. zoon, an animal, t/urapeia, sers'ice.]

Zootocology, zO-o-tO-kol'S-ji, «. the biology of animals.
[Gr. zootokos, viviparous, Ugein, to speak.]

Zootomy, zO-ol'O-mi, «. the dissection of animals

:

comparative anatomy.

—

atijs. Zootom'iC, -aL

—

adv.
Zooiomically. — «. Zoot'omlst, one who dissects

the bodies of animals : an anatomist. [Gr. zoon, an
animal, temnein, to cut.]

Zootrophic, zo-O-trof'ik, adj. pertaining to the nour-
ishment of animals. [Gr. zoon, an animal, trop/ios,

food.]

ZOOZOO, z(3D'zOO, «. {prov.) the wood-pigeon. [Imit.]

ZopilOte, zO-pi-lO'te, «. one of the smaller American
vultures, the turkey-buzzard, an urubu.—Also Tzopi-
lot I. IMex.)

Zopissa, zo-pis'a, n. an old medicinal mixture of pitch
and tar scraped from the sides of ships. [Gr. zo-

pissa.]

Zoppo, tsop'pS, adj. {mus.) alternately with and witii-

out syncopation. [It.]

Zorgite, zor'glt, «. a metallic copper-lead selenide,
found at Zorgc, in the Harz Mountains.

Zoril, Zorille, zor'il, «. an African skunk-like carni-
vore : an American skunk.—«. Zoril'la, a genus of
African skunk-like quadrupeds, representing the
Zorillitue, an African subfamily of Mttstelida. [Fr.

zorille—Sp. zorilla, dim. ol zorra, a fox.]

ZoroastrianiSIIl, zor-o-as'tri-an-izm, «. the ancient re-

ligion founded or reformed by Zoroaster—the Greek
pronunciation of Zarathushtra—set forth in the Zend-
Avcsta (q.v.), and still held by the Guebres and Par-
sees in India.

—

k. and adj. 2Soroas'trlaiL
Zorra, zor'a, «. a South American skunk. — Also
Zorrlno (zo-re'no). [Sp.]

Zorro, zor'a, ». a South American fox-wolf. [Sp.]
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Zoster, zos'ter, «. an ancient Greek waist-belt for men :

herfies zoster or shingles. [Gr. zoster, a girdle.]

2iOtheoa, zo-the'ka, «. a small living-room, as distin-

guished from a sleeping-room : an alcove. [Gr.
zdtheke.'\

Zouave, zwav, «. one of a body of troops wearing a
quasi-Moorish dress in the French army, which de-
rives its name from the Zwawa, a tribe of Kabyles
in the Algerian province of Constantine. These
Kabyles had long been employed as mercenaries by
the deys of Algiers ; and after the conquest in 1830
the French took them into their service.

Zounds, zowndz, interj. an exclamation of anger and
astonishment. [A corr. of Gods ivounds, referring

to Christ's sufferings on the cross.]

Zucchetta, tsuk-ket'ta, n. the skull-cap of an ecclesi-

astic, covering the tonsure : a form of helmet worn
in the i6th century. [It., dim. oi ziicca, a gourd.]

ZufolO, zoo'fo-lo, «. a small flute or flageolet used in

training singing-birds.—Also Zuf'folo. [It.]

Zulu, zoo'loo, n. a branch of the great Bantu division

of the human family, belonging to South Africa,

conspicuous for fjhysical and intellectual develop-
ment.

—

adj. pertainin:^ to the Zulus, their language,
&c. [South African.)

Zumbooruk, zum'b<3u-ruk, n. a small cannon mounted
on a swivel, carried on the back of a camel.—Also
Zum'booruck, Zomboruk, Zam'boorak. [Hind.
zaniburak — Turk. zaml>Arak — Ar. zatnbiir, a
hornet.]

Zufii, zi5o'nye, n. one of a tribe of Pueblo Indians living

in large communal houses near the Zuhi river in

New Mexico.

—

adj. and «. Zu'filan.
Zupa, zu'pa, n. a confederation of village communities
governed by a Zu'pan, in the early history of Servia,

&c. [Servian.]
Zurf. See Zarf.
Zurllte, zurl'it, «. a white or green Vesuvian mineral.

Zuz, zooz, n. a coin or money of account in New
Testament times.

Zwanzlger, tswan'tsi-ger, «. an old Austrian silver

coin, equivalent to twenty kreutzers. [Ger.,

—

zwan-
zig, twenty.)

Zwieback, zvT'bak, n. biscuit rusk, or a sweet spiced
bread toasted. [Ger.]

ZwlngUan, zwing'- or tswing'gli-an, adj. pertaining
to the Swiss reformer Huldreich Zwingli (1484-
i530> or his doctrines, esp. his divergence from
Luther in the doctrine of the Eucharist. Zwingli
rejected every form of local or corporeal presence,
whether by transubstantiation, impanation, or con-
substantiation, assailing every form, however subtle,

of the old Capemaitic (John vi. 51-53, 59) concep-
tion of a carnal presence and carnal appropriation.

—

«. a follower of Zwingli.
Zygadite, zigfa-dlt, «. a variety of albite found in thin

twin crystals at Andreasberg, in the Harz Mountains.
[Gr. zygaden, jointly

—

zygon, a yoke.)
Zygasna, zl-je'na, «. a genus of moths, typical of the

family Zygienida : a genus of sharks, the hammer-
heads, now sphyma.—a^ijs. Zygas'nld, ZygSB'nllie,

ZygSB'nold. [Gr. zygaina, a shark.]

Zygal, zT'gal, «. pertaining to a zygon, formed like a
letter H- \Zygoti.\

Zygantrum, zl-gan'trum, «. a fossa on the posterior

face of the arches of each of the vertebrae of the La-
certilia, into which the zj'gosphene of the succeeding
vertebra fits. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, antron, a cave.]

Zygapophysis, zl-ga-pof'i-sis, «. one of the yoke-pieces
or articulations of the vertebrae :—//- Zygapoph'yses.
[Gr. zygon, a yoke, apophysis, process.)

Zyglte, zi'git, «. a rower in the second tier of a Greek
trireme. [Gr. zygites—zygon, yoke.]

Zygobranchlate, zl-gO-brang'ki-at, adj. having paired
gills or ctenidia, as certain molluscs : belonging to

the Zygobranchla'ta, an order or suborder of Gas-
tropoda. — Also Zy'gobrandi. [Gr. tygon, yoke,
braitgckia, gills.]



Zjrgocardiac fate, far ; me, her ; mine

;

Zsrxonuua

Zygocardiac, zl-go-kar'di-ak, adj. yoke-like and car-

diac, as an ossicle of the stomach of some Crustacea.
[Gr. zygon, a yoke, kardia, the heart.]

Zygodactyl, zl-go-dak'til, adj. having the toes ar-

ranged in pairs, two before and two behind, as

certain birds—also Zygodactyl ic, Zygodao'tylous.—n. Zygodao'tyllsm. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, daktylos,

a finger.)

Zygodont, rfgO-dont, adj. pertaining to molar teeth

whose cusps are paired, possessing such molars. [Gr.

zygon, yoke, edous, odonios, a tooth.]

Zygoma, zt-gO'ma, «. the arch formed by the malar
bone and the zygomatic process of the temporal bone
of the skull.—<«<;. Zygomatic.—Zygomatic fossa,

the lower part of the foss.a bridged over by the zygo-
matic arch ; Zygomatic muscles, two muscles(»/a/>r
and minor) arising from the zygomatic arch. [Gr.

zygdma—zygon, a yoke.]
ZygOmorphOUS, zI-giS-morTus, adj. yoke-shaped—of

flowers divisible into similar halves in one plane only
—also Zygomor'pliic.—;«. Zygomor'phlsm, Zygo-
mor'phy. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, tnorphe, form.]

Zygomycetes, zl-gO-ml-se'tez, «.//. a group of fungi
marked by the production of zygospores—the com-
monest type Mucor mucedo, the common white
mould of de.^d organic matter, as horse -dung.

—

adj. Zygomyce'tous. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, tnykes,

mykitos, a mushroom.]
Zygon, zfgon, u. a connecting bar : an H * shaped

fissure of the brain. [Gr., a yoke.]
Zygopbyllaces, zl-go-fil-a'se-e, «.//. a natural order

containing about loo species of herbaceous plants,

shrubs, and trees, chiefly natives of subtropical

countries—the bean-caper family—the typical genus
Zygophyllutn. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, phyllon, a leaf.]

Zygophyllum, zl-gS-fil'um, ». a genus of plants,

natural order ZygophylUee, of the bean - caper
family.

Zygoptayte, zT'g5-f^t, «. a plant in which reproduction
takes place by means of zygospores. [Gr. zygon, a
yoke, phyton, a plant.]

Zygopleural, zl-gS-plno'ral, adj. bilaterally sym-
metrical. [Gr. zygon, a yoke, pleura, the side.]

Zygosis, zl-gO'sis, «. {6ot.) conjugation, the coales-

cence of two distinct cells : the sexual intercourse
of protoplasmic bodies.—«. Zy'goite, an organism
resulting from zygosis.

—

adj. ZygOW, pertaining to

aygosis. [Gr. zygdsis, a joining.]

Zygosphene, zfgO-sfSn, «. a process on the anterior
face of each of the vertebral arches in the Lacertilia,
which articulates with the zygantrum of the pre-
ceding arch. [Gr, zygon, a yoke, sphett, a wedge.]

Zygospore, zl'gO-spOr, «. a spore produced by the
union of buds from two adjacent hyphae in the pro-
cess of conjugation by which some fungi multiply

—

the same as Zygosperm and Zy'gote. [Gr. zygon,
a yoke, spora, seed.]

Zylonite = Xylonite (q.v.X
Zymase, zT'mas, n. the same as Enzym. [See Zymo.]
Zyme, zim, «. a ferment : a disease-germ—the sup-
gosed specific cause of a zj-motic disease.— «.

y'mase, enzym, any of the unorganised fer-

ments.— adj. Zy'mlc, relating to fermentation.

—

tts. Zy'mite, a priest using leavened bread in the
Eucharist ; Zy'mogen, a substance capable of de-
veloping by internal change into a ferment.

—

aiijs.

Z3rmogen'ic ; Zy'mold, like a ferment ; Zymo-
logic, -al, pertaining to zymology.—«j. Zymol'O-
gist, one skilled in zymology ; Z3rmorogy^ the

science of fermentation ; Zymol'ysis. Zymo'siS,
fermentation of any kind ; Zymom eter, Zymo-
Sim'eter, an instrument for measuring the degree
of fermentation ; Zymophyte, a bacterioid fer-

ment capable of liberating fatty acids from neutral
fats. — adjs. Zymotecb'niC, -al, producing and
utilising fermentation.

—

n. Zjrmotech nlcs, the art

of managing fermentation. — Oiij. Zymot'ic, per-

taining to fermentation. — adz'. Zymot ically. —
Zymotic disease, a term for diseases caused by
the multiplication of a living germ introduced from
without into the body. [Gr. zyme, leaven, zymosis,
fermentation.]

Zymome, zl'mCm, ». an old name for the part of gluten
insoluble in alcohol.

Zjrmurgy, zl'mer-ji, n. that department of techno-
logical chemistry which treats of wine-making, brew-
ing, distilling, and similar processes involving fer-

mentation. [Gr. zyme, leaven, ergon, work.]
Zythepsary, zl-thep'sa-ri, «. (obs.) a brewery.
Zythum, zl'thum, «. a kind of beer made by the

ancient Egyptians—much commended by Diodorus.
[Gr. zyilios.]

Zyzomma, zik-som'a, n. a genus of Indian dragon-
flies, of family Libellulidie, with large head and
eyes and narrow face. [Gr. ztuxis, a joiniiig,

omma, eye.]
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PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES.

The best account of these is to be found in Kellner's edition of Dr Morris's Historical Outlines ofEnglish
Accidence (1895X and especially in Professor Skeat's Principles of English Etymology— First Series

(2d ed. 1892), chaps, xii.-xiv. ; Second Series (1891), chap, xviii. To these books the following lists

are largely indebted.

PREFIXES.
A- (.\. S.) represents :

(i) A.S. an, on, on, as flbed, aboard, afoot, ashore,

asunder, now-a-dkys, twice-a-week, <ilive, among,
about, a-fishing.

(2) A,S. and-, over against, in reply to, to, as along

(from A.S. and-lang, i.e. over against in length);

appearing also as 6- in ^-lope, as am- in awb.issador,

and as em- in ^wbassy ; the same as un- in verbs.

See Un- (2). [Cog. with Goth, and-, Ger. ent-,

ant-, L. ante-, Gr. anii-.]

(3) .\.S. d-, an intensive prefix to verbs, out, out from,

as in arise (from A.S. drisan, to rise out of or up);

or sig. ' ver>',' as in aghast. Cf. abide, accurse,

a/"fright, amaze, arise, arouse, ago. [Cog. with

Ger. er-, Goth, ns-, ?<r-.]

(4) A.S. of, of, from, as in adown (from A.S. of'dune,

'from the height'), anew, akin ; or from of-, inten-

sive, as athirst.

(5) A.S. ge-, y; as aware (A.S. ge-tvdre), afford.

(6) at, old sign of inf., as ado. [A Northern idiom,

due to Scand. influences, as in Ice., Sw., &c.]

A- (L. and Gr.) represents : (i) L. Ab-, as in avert

;

(2) L. Ad-, as achieve ; (3) L. E- or Ex-, as in abash,

amend ; (4) Gr. A- (for An-), as in abyss. See these

prefixes,

A-, Ab-, Abs-, As- (L.), away from, as avert, a^ent,

absolve, alstmcx. ; and also ai^oil and az-aunt

through French. Indeed, this prefix appears as a-,

adV-, av-, V-, as in avert, advaxicc, az'aunt, zfan-

guard, &.C. [L. a, ab, abs (oldest form a/); cog.

with Gr. apo-, Sans, apa, Ger. ab, Eng. ^]
Ab-. See Ad-.
Ao-. See Ad-.
Ad- (L.), to, at, as adhere, a^apt. It appears as a-,

ab-, ac-, ad-, af-, ag-, al-, an-, ap-, ar-," as-, at-, as

in achieve, aiJbreviate, accede, admvce, affix, aggre-

gate, a/lot, a«nex, a/prove, arrive, assign, a/tract.

The words achieve, ayree, amerce, amount, acquit,

acquaint, avow, &c. show the same prefix, derived

through the medium of Old French. [L. ad; cog.

with Sans, ad/ti, Goth, and Eng. at, Celt, ar-.]

Af-. See Ad-.
After- (A.S.), as a/ier-grovrth, after-mziix, after-

wards. [A.S. ctfier-.^

Ag-. See Ad-.
A1-. See .\d-.

Al- (-Vr.), the—also as a-, ar-, aS-, el-, 1-, as apricot,

artichoke, ajsagai, el\x\x, /ute.

All- (A.S.), all, as a/mighty, all-wise. In Early
English a/-= (juite is added (i) to past participles, as
a/-brent = quite burnt, a/-heled = quite concealed ;

(2) to verbs preceded by to, as aAto-brenne = to

bum up entirely. In Elizabethan and later writers

all-to = altogether, quite— the original meaning of
to having been lost sight of. Cf. Milton's ' all-to

ruffled,' &c [.VS. eall-.\

Am-, (i) the Fr. em—L. im for in, as ambush : see

In- (2) ; (2) the Gr. an-, as in Ambrosia: see .An-

(2); (3) the same as An- (i), as in ambassador.
Ambi-, Amb-, Am- (L.), round about, both, as amb!-

dexter, ambition, a/wputate. [L. ; cog. with Gr.
amphi-. Sans, abhi, around.]
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Amphi. (Gr.), round about, both, as a»///r;theatre,
aOT////bious. [Cog. with L. ambi-, amb-.]

An- (.^.S.), against, in return, as awswer. See A-
(A.S.) (2), above. [A.S. a>id; Ger. ant-, Goth.
arul-.]

An-, A-, Am- (Gr.), not, without, as a^/archy, atom,
awbrosia. [Gr. ; cog. with Sans, an-, a-, L. in-,

Eng. ««-, in-, not.]

An- (Fr. en—L. in), as in anoint. See In- (2).

An-, as in ancestor ; see .Ante- (below).
An-. See Ad-.
Ana-, An- (Gr.), up, back, as analj-se, anatomy,

a«eurism. [Cog. with Goth, ana, Eng. on.]

Ante-, Anti-, And-, An- (L.), before, as a«/^cedent,
a«//cipate, a>«:/ent, awcestor (for L. antecessor).
[L. ante, old form axti; conn, with anti-; Fr.
and-, an-.]

Anti- (Gr.), opposite to, against, as a«//pathy, anti'
podes ; as ant- in antagonist, and anth- in anthem.
[Gr. ; conn, with L. ante-. Sans, anti-, facing, Ger.
ant- in AntfiOTt, Eng. ait- (for and-) in Ofiswer (sec
Diet. ). Cf. ^ - (A. S.) (2), above. ]

Ap-. See Ad-.
Apo- (Gr.), off, from, away, as apostle ; as aph- in

a//jelion, apk^resis. [Cog. with L. ab-.]

Ar-. See Ad-.
Arch-, Archl-, Arcbe- (Gr.), first, chief, as archbishop,

architect, archetype.
As-. See Ad-.
At-. See Ad-.
At- (Eng.), denoting nearness, as atone ; against, as

/wit (.A.S. eet-tvltan, to blame). [.A..S. «•/.]

Auto-, Auth- (Gr.), self, as autocrat, autograph,
autopsy, authentic.

Av-. See Ab-.

Be-(A.S.), the most fertile of allEnglish prefixes, is

the weak form of by. The original meaning was
'about.' (i) It forms derivative verbs, with the
sense of ' around,' ' on all sides," ' in all directions,'

as ^blear = to blear all over, ^^girdle, ^juimble,
Arpaste, ^csmudge ; (2) it forms intensive verbs, with
the sense of ' thoroughly,' ' soundly,' as 3^breech =
to breech soundly, bedaub, ^cwelcome ; (3) it renders
intransitive verbs transitive by adding a prepositional
relation, as ^cchatter = to environ with chattering,
^gaze = to gaze at, icsmile = to smile at, ^^speak ;

(4) it forms transitive verbs of adjectives and sub-
stantives, as ^^foul — to affect with foulness, ^^im
= to make dim, bedew = to cover with dew, ^i^end.

Bis-, B1-, Bin- (L ), twice, double, as */>tuit, bienrtial,

^mocular ; as ba- in balance. [Corr. of duis,
ablative of duo, two.]

Cata-, Catb-, Cat- (Gr.), down, downwards, accord-
ing to, thoroughly, as cataract, cathoVic, catechism.
[Gr. kata.]

Circum-, (Tircn- (L.), round about, as WnKwrscribe,
circuit. [Properly accusative of circus, a circle.

See Circle in Diet.]
CIS- (L.), on this side, as «>alpine.
Com-, CJon-, Co- (L.), together, with, as <w»nect,
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where, f<7/lect, correct, councW. In '"'-' y, t^is
prefix has been attached to O. Fr. roi, order ; often

intensive, as c<7mmotion ; c^admire, ct?-enjoy, co-

actor, c^-believer. [Com- is the old form of L. ciitn,

with ; cog. with Gr. syn. Sans. sant. The root,

originally signifying 'one,' is seen in L. sim-ul,

together, Gr. luim-a, together, Eng. ft'mple (which
see in Diet.).]

Contra-, C!ontro-, Contr-, Counter- (L.), against, as
conira&xcx., controvert, contralto, counteract. [L.

contra (whence Fr. centre), from Con-, and -tra,

from root tar, to cross, seen also in trans.]

De- (L., or Fr.—L.), down, from, away, occurs in

words derived either directly from L., as r/rduce ; or
through the Fr. from L., in which case De-, D1-,

represents either(i)0. Fr. des- from L. dis-, asunder,
not, as in defezx. (O. Fr. des-ian), or (2) Fr.—L. de-,

as descnhe [lit. ' write doivn '], <f^compose. This
prefix de- is negative and oppositive in destroy,
desueittde, defortn, or intensive in declare, eUsolate,

desiccate.

Demi- (Fr.—L.), half, as demigod, demiquaver. [Fr.

denti—l,. dimidiiim, half.]

Dl- (Gr.), double, as diXexraaa, dialogue.
Dia- (Gr.), through, as diameter ; shortened to di- in

i/Zaeresis, and appearing as de-, dea-, in de\\\,

deacon. [Gr. dia, from dyo, two.]
Dlf-. See Dis-.

Dis- (Gr.), two, twice, as <//isyllable, r//cotyledonous.

(From duis, from root of two.\

DlS-, Di- (L. ; in O. Fr. des-), in two, asunder, as
dispart, difier, disperse ; negative, as <^/jrelish

;

privative, as dislodge. Thus variously dl-, dlf-,

Ols-, des-, de-, and even S-, as in jpend. [Dis for

duis, from L. dua, Gr. dyo, Sans, dvi, Goth, and
Eng. two.]

Dys- (Gr.), ill, difficult, as ^fentery, <^jpepsy. [Cog.
with Sans, dus, Goth, tus, Ger. zer-, .\.S. to-, Eng.
two.]

B-. See Ex-.
E- = A. S. £c-, in CTiough (A. S. ^erufi, Ger. genug).
E-, as in ^ope. See A- (.4. S. ) (2), and also An- (A. S. ).

E-, a purely phonetic addition, of French origin, as in

«iquire, estate, «chew, especial, escutcheon.
Ec- or Ez- (Gr.), out of, from, as e^tasy, ejrodus ; also

as 6l- in e/lipse. [Gr. ejr, cog. with L. ex, out.]

Edd-, in eddy. [A.S. ed-, back.]

Ef-. See Ex..
E1-, in e/lipse, &c See Ec- or Ex-.
Emb-, in ember days. [A.S. ymb-ryne, a circuit.]

En- (Gr.), in, on, as energy, rndemic, ewphasis

—

sometimes extended to Endo-, within, as endogea.
En-, Em- (Fr.—L.), in, into, as enlist ; to make, as

e«large, exact, endure ; before 6 and p, Em-, as
embark, embolden. [Fr. en—L. //a See In- (L.),

in, into.]

Enter- (Fr.), between, among, as entertain. [Fr.

entre—L. inter-.]

Epl-, Ep-, Eph-(Gr.), on, as e/i'taph ; during, as ^och,
e//iemeral. [Gr. efii; Saii.s. api, L. ol>-.]

Es- (Fr. or Sp.—L.), out, as e.tcape, esplanade. [0.

Fr. or Sp. es—L. ejc-.]

ESO- (Gr.), in, into, as ewteric. [From Gr. eis, into,

whose form was prob. orig. ens, a strengthened form
ofEn-(Gr.).]

Eu- (Gr.), well, as e«phony, ewlogy ; as ev- in ez^n-

gelist. [Gr. eu, eus, good, for an assumed es-us,

real.]

Ex- or B- (L.), from, out_ of, as ejrpel, eject, e/flux ;

by assimilation, appearing as a-, e-, ef-, OS-, OX-,

ISS-, 8-, as amend, enormous, ^ect, escape, ejrtend,

iss\ie, .s.imple. It is French influence which has
disguised it in such words as affray, amend, escape,

escheat, essay, &c.—Ex- has a privative sense in

ejr-emperor, ejr-mayor. [L. ex-, e-; O. Fr. e^-, Fr.

/-, ex.]

Ex-, out of, as in ejrodus.—Exo-, out<;ide, as e.rotic.
[Gr. ex, out of, exff, outside.]

Extra- (L.), on the outside, beyond, as extrarmmi,
extraordinary, extra-worlc ; as stra- in strange,
[Contr. oiexiera {parte being understood), abl. fem.
olexterus, beyond, a comp. form, from Ex- (L.).]

For- (A.S.), in place of, as .Z&rasmuch. [A.S. prep.
/or.]

For- (A.S. ), through, thorough, away, so as to be non-
existent, or to be destroyed, as /orswear, /orhxd,
forego {hetter /or^o). [\.S./or-; Ger. t/er-, Goth.
/ra-, conn, v/ithyar andJrom.]

For- (Fr.—L.), as iny^reclose,y('rfeit. [Fr.

—

'L./oris,
lit. ' out of doors,' used in the sense of ' outside,
'beyond,' 'amiss.']

Fore- (AS.), before, asy^etell,y^rebode ; /oredated,
foresaid, foretold ; foreczstle, forciather, ^resight,
[K.S.fore-; Ger. vor.]

Forth- (.A.S.), forth, only inyi»rMwith.
Fro- (A.S.), from, as /reward. [.\.S. fro—Scaud.,

Ice.yra.j

Gain- (A. S.), against, as gainsay. [A.S. gegn. See
Against in Diet.]

Hemi- (Gr.), half, as Aemisphere—shortened to me- in

w/rgrim. [Gr. ; cog. with L. semi-. Sans, sdmi-.]
Hetero- (Gr.), other, as heterodoxy. [Gr. heteros,

other. ]

HolO- (Gr.), entire, as holograph. [Gr. holos, entire.]

Homo-{Gr.), same—lengthened to HomOBO-, as /tomaeo-

pathy. [Gr. fiomos, same.]
Hjrper- (Gr.), over, above, beyond, as /4j;^erborean,

//j/en:ritical. [Cog. with super- and over-.]

Hypo-, Hyph-, Hyj)-, (Gr.), under, as hypotenuse,
hyphen, hypallage. [Cog. with L. sub-, Goth, uf.
Sans, upa.]

I-, in Ignoble. See In- (i), negative.
I-, Y-, as in /-wis, yclept, hand-j'-work. This prefix

appears as a- in aware, as C- in dutch, and as 0- in

enough. [A. S. ge-, sign of the past participle passive. ]

I1-, as in illuie. See In- (2X
n-, as in //legal. See In- (i).

In-, Im-(L.), not, as jwconvenience, /«cautious, /«finn.

Before / the « changes to »«, as jwpudent ; before

/, m, and r it is assimilated to those consonants, as
j/legal, j'wmature, /rregular. This prefix thus ap-
pears as en-, 1-, 11-, im-, in-, ir-, as e«emy, jgnoblc,
//legal, ////mortal, /«firni, //regular. [L. ; cog. with
Gr. an-, Eng. un-.]

In- (L.), in, into, as ///fuse, //lumine, ////pel, irrigate.

It becomes il- before /,• im- before b, m, and/; ir-

before r. This prefix thus appears as am-, an-,

em-, en-, il-, im-, in-, ir-, as a///bush, a//oint,

ew/brace, enclose, zVliide, ////mure, ///elude, irritate.

In- (A.S.), in, on, as income, inward, inland, ///sight

;

to make, as ////bitter, lit. to put into a state of
bitterness ; as im- in imbed, ////park, &C.

Inter- (L.X '" the midst of, between, as interval, i/t-

tellect, intermarry. [.\ compar. form ; cog. with
Eng. under, and Sans, antar, within.]

Intra- (L.), in the inside of, within, as intramuraX.
(Contr. of intera, ablative feminine of intents, in-

ward—Inter-.]

Intro- (L.), into, within, as /«/n?duce. [Contr. of in-

iero, ablative masculine o( interus—Inter-.]

Ir-, as in irritate. See In- (2).

Ir-, as in /rregular. See In- (i).

ISS-, as in issue. See Ex- (i).

Joxta- (L.), near, as ^jr/oposition. [Superl. fornoi

from root oil^.jungere, to join.]

L-, as in /one ; an abbreviation oiaU.
L-, as in /ouver. See A1-.

L-, as in lute. See A1-.
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Male-, Mall-, Mai-, Mau- (L.), badly, ill, as
wM/ffactor, wd/content, mtt/fdiction, t/talevolcnt

;

through French, tnaugre = notwithstanding. [L.

male, badly]
Meta-, Meth-, Met- (Gr.), among, with ; after, as

method (lit. ' way after ') ; often implies change, as

w^/amorphose, tiieteor, metonomy. (Gr. meta ;

cog. with A.S. 7nui, Goth, miih, Ger. mit.]

Mid- (A. S.), with, as miWwife. [A.S. mtd-, together

with.]

Mis- (A.S.), wrong, ill, as w/Vbehave, misdeed, mis-
lead. [A.S. mis-; Ice. mis-, Goth, missa-, Ger.
miss-. Cf. Mis- in Diet.]

Mis- (Fr.—L.), as in «//Vchief, w/Valliance, w»/jchance.
[Fr. mis-, for O. Fr. ?ttes; from L. minus, less.]

Mono-, Mon- (Gr.), single, as wwwograph, w/o«<7logue,
?KO«k, and minster. [Gr. monas, alone.]

Multl-, Mult-, many, as in muitiply, multeity. [L.
multits, much, many.]

N-, as in «ewt, wickname, due to the « of the article

in an eivt, an ekename. In 7/uncle the origin is mine
uncle ; in ' for the nonce,' M. E. for the nones, mis-
written for then ones, for the once.

N- (A.S.), no, not, as wever ; or L. ne-, as in «ull.

[A.S. ne ; cog. with Goth. «/, L. ne. Sans. ««.]
Ne- (Gr.), not, as w^enthe ; Ne-, Neg- (L.), not, as

«^farious, wfuter, wc^tive, «^^lect. [L. ne, nee, a
contr. oineque, from ne, not, que, and.]

Non- (L.), not, as w^JHsense, «<7«age. It appears as
utn- in K//;pire = ««wpire. [From ne unum, not
one.]

Ob- (L., by assimilation, 0-, ob-, 0C-, of-, op-, also OS-),

in front of, against, in the way of, as ^^i^struct, omit,
occnr, offer, oppose, ostentation. [Cog. with Gr.
e/>i. Sans, ttpi.]

Oc-, as in occur. See Ob-.
Of-, as in ifier. See Ob-.
Ofif- (A.S.), off, from, away, as o/Tal, ^^hoot, «^et.
[A form of Of. There is the s.ime relation between
^and o^as between be and iy ; A.S. of has been
differentiated into the stressless or weak form of,

and the stressed or strong form off. Cf. A-, Ab-.)
On- (.'\.S.), on, as o«set, o«Iooker. [See On m Diet.]
Op-, as in oppress. See Ob-.
Or- (A.S.), out, in ordeal. [j^.S. or-; cog. with Dut.

oor-, Ger. ur-, Goth. /«-, away, out of.]

Os-, as in ostensible. See Ob-.
Out- (.A.S.), out, beyond, as o«/law, o«/bid, o«/side,

o7</cast. [.A.S. lit.]

Over- (A.S.), over, above, as over^ch, overseer.
[A.S. ofer.]

Pa-, as in paUy. See Para-.
Palln-, Palim- (Gr.), again, as /a//«genesis, palimp-

sest. [Gr. palin, again.]
Pan-, Panto- (Gr.), all, as/^wacea, /a«theism,/(i«/o-

miine.

Para-, Par- (Gr.), beside, as /arable ; beyond, wTong,
as paralyse. It appears as pa- in palsy, par- in

parody. [Gr. para.]
Pel-, as in ;>.r/lucid. See Per-.
Pane- (L.), almost, as/^«insula.
Per- (L.), through, as permit ; thoroughly, asperiect ;

also appearing as par-, pel-, pil-, as in /rt>-son, par-
don, pellucxd, pilgrim. In perjure, /«-ish, it has a
destructive force, equivalent to Eng. for- in for-
swear {for-, A.S.). [Akin to Gr. para-, beside,
Eng._/&^-, Ger. ver.]

Peri- (Gr.), round, as perimeter, periphrasis. [Gr.
peri; Sans. pari, also allied to Gr. para.]

Pol-, Por- (L.). as pollute, /onend. [From Old L.
port; towards; cf. Ger. pros, Eng.fortA.]

Poly- (Gr.), many, as polygamy.
Por-, as in portrait. See Pro- (2).

Post- (L.), after, backwards, behind, as postdate, post-
script, postpone

Pour-, Pur- (Fr.—L.), as pourtray, purvey. [Fr.—L.
pro-.]

Pre-, PrSB- (L.), before, as /r*dict,/r«fer, /rearrange,
prator ; also in prison and provost. [L. prce, akin
to L. pro.]

Preter- (L.), beyond, as preterit, preterniitnral, pre-
termit. [L. pmter—prte, with comp. suffix -ter.]

Pro- (Gr.), before, as /rologue, /rogramme, prophet,
[Gr. pro ; cog. with L,. pro-. Sans, pra, Eng. for
(prep.).]

PrO-(L.), forth, forward, before, instead, as project;
instead of, from the idea of being before, as pronoun,
proconsul. Appearing also as por-, pour-, pr-, prof-,
pur-, and as prod- in prodigal.—Of Fr. origin, /n?-
ceed, purchase, purpose, pursue, purvey. [Cog.
with pro- (Gr.), which see.]

Pros- (Gr.), towards, as proselyte, prosody.
Proto-, Prot- (Gr.), first, asprotatype, protoxide. [Gr.
protos, first.]

Pur-. See under Pour-.

Re-, Red-, Ren- (L.), change of place or condition, as
in remove, rifunion (an assemblage of things or per-

sons formerly apart) ; hence, change of motion from
one direction to the opposite = ' back,' 'again,' as
retract, resound, redeem, redolent. It appears as
ren- in render, &c. ; as r- in rally, rampart ; as ra-
in rrtgout. In rebuild, remind, &c. it has been
prefixed to English words.

Retro- (L.), back, backwards, as retrospect, retro-

grade.—Of Fr. origin, rereviard, arrear, &c.

S- for Se-, as in sure ; for Dis-, as in spend ; for Ex-,
as in sample ; for Sub-, as in sombre.

Se-, Sed- (L.), without, as secure ; aside, as seduce,
secede, Si'd'ition ; appearing as S- in sure, sober.

Semi- (L.), half, as sf;»/circle. [L. ; cog. with Gr.
hemi.]

Sine- (L.), without, as sinecure.

So-, as in sojourn. See Sub-.
So-, as in sober. See Se-.

SOVT-, Sopr-. See Super-.
Su-, as in s«spect. See Sub-.
Sub- (L.), by assimilation, before c, f, g, m, p, r, s—

sue-, suf-, sug-, sum-, sup-, sur-, SUS- ; under, from
under, after, as subject, suspect, succeed, s;</Tuse,

S7/^est, s«w/mon, support, surprise, s7/spend—also
as S- in sombre and SO- in sojourn.— Of Fr.

origin, succour, summon ; Eng. formations, SJ^let,

s«(J-kingdom, s«^-worker. [L. sub (which in O. Fr.

became so-).]

Subter- (L.), under, as subterfuge. [From Sub-, and
compar. suffix -ter, meaning motion.]

Sue-, Suf-, Sug-, Sum-, Sup-. See Sub-.

Super- (L.), over, above, beyond, as SK/irrstructure,

supernatural.—Of Fr. origm, surface, sarfeit, sur-

pass, surprise ;—Eng. compounds, s»/frabundant,
supercargo, sw/^/critical. [L. ; cog. with Sans.

uf>ari, Gr. hyper.]
Supra- (L.), over, above, as s*f/ramundane. [Contr.

of ablative fem. of superus, above, from Super-.]

Sur- (Fr.), over, as S7<rmount. [Fr., from L. super.]

Sur-, as in surrogate. See Sub-.
Sus-, as in s/<spend. See Sub-.
Syn-, Sy-, Syl-, Sym- (Gr.), together, with, as syntax,

si'stem, syllable, s>'/«bol, s^'/«metry. [Cog. with
Com-.]

T-, in /wit, for at; in tavrdry = Saint Awdry, the

t being the final letter of saint ; in /autology,

representing the Greek article to.]

Thorough- (A.S.), through, as thoroughfare. [A.S.

ISurh, through.]
To- (A.S.), in to-day, together, /oward, here-/o-fore, is

the prep. to. [A.S. td.]

To- (A.S.), asunder, as in to-hraVe. [A.S. ttf- ; cf. Ger.
zer-, Gr. dys-.]

Trans-, Tra-, Tran-, Tres-, Tre- (L.), beyond, across,
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as trantpoTt, /mverse, transcend, irespass, and
/reason (through French).

Tri- (L.), thrice, as in triple, /r,fble.

Twl- (A.S.), double, as in twilight. [A.S. izt/f-,

double, twd, two.]

U- (Gr.), no, not, as i/topia. [Gr. fftt, not.]

Ultra- (L.X beyond, as u/tramnrine. The French
form outre appears in outrage and in utterance.

[From utter (stem of ulterior), ul- being from root

ofL. iUe.]

Um-, in umpire. See Non-.
Un- (A.S.), negative prefix, not, as ««happy, un-

truth, Kwcouth. [Cog. with Gr. an- and L. in-

(negative).]

Un- (A.S.), verbal prefix, signifying the reversal of an
action, as ««lock, Knbind, K«do, Kwwind. [A.S.

on-, un- ; of. Dut. ont-, Ger. ent-, Goth. and-.
See A- (A. S.) (2).]

Un-, Unl- (L.), one, as unanimous, ««/form. [L.
units, one.]

Under- (A.S.), under, below, as ?<«rf>r^rowth, under-
wood, underprop, 7/nderse\l. [See Under in Diet]

Up- (.'V.S.), up, as K/land, 7</start. ///right, w/hill, up-
braid, «/set. [A. S. up, upp ; Ger. aiif.\

Ve-(L.), apart from, as I'^^tibule. [L. ue, apart from

;

prob. allied to bi- and duo, two.]
Vis-, Vice- (Fr.— L.), in place of, as z//Vcount, viceroy.

[Fr. vis-, from L. vice, instead of.)

Wan- (A.S.), wanting, as wanlon. [See IVanton in

Diet.]

With- (A.S.), against, back, as wi/Mstand, witMraw
;

with, near, as wiiAin (this meaning is verj' rare as
prefix). [.'V.S. wttA—'juither. See IVitk in Diet.]

Y-. See under I-.

SUFFIXES.
-atlle, adj. sufBx, capable of, as porxable, laughrti^V- ;

cf. also came-M-abU, get-ax-abie. [L., according to

the stem-ending, -abilis, -ebilis, -ibilis, -ubilis.'S

-ac, adj. suffix, pertaining to, as elegia^r; also used as

noun suffix, as mania^r. [L. -acus, Gr. -akos.}

aceous, having the qualities of, as herbaceous. [L.

•aceus.}

-acious, full of, as a\idacious. [L. -ax, •acis.'\

-ade, noun suffix, the L. -ata, which in popular French
words appears as -^e, becomes -ade in words bor-

rowed from the Provencal, Spanish, Portuguese,

and even Italian, as in accolade, gasconade. Also

we have amhassnde, ambasc<K^^, balustr<T<^, bri-

fade, cascade, &c from French words in -ade.

Examples of words formed in imitation of these in

English itself are blocka<^, orangeirrt^.

•age, ending of abstract nouns, as homag'e ; marks
place where, as vicara^ir;— of English formation,

bondagr, hrewag'e, parsona^cf. [L. -aticuin ; Fr.

age. ]

•ain, -an, -en, -on, noun suffixes, as yiWain, pagan,
ward^'W, surgeo/«. [L. -a/tus.]

-al, adj. suffix, as ann\xal, legal, morUil, cardinal;—
of English or French formation, circumstantia/,

cordi^ nationa/. Noun suffix, as approval, de-

nial/, removal, betrotha/. Latin nouns in -alia

(neut. pi.) which survived into Old French became
•ailie (fem. sing.), adopted in Middle English as

•aylU, -aille, later -atle, -al, as Latin sponsrt//V«,

O. Fr. espousfljV^j, M. E. spoxisaille, spousa/; L.

hattdlia, O. Fr. hataille, M. E. hataille, halail,

battle. On this analogy, -aille, -ail, -al, became
a formative of nouns of action on verbs of French
or Latin, and even of Teutonic, origin. [L. -alis

;

Fr. -al, -el.]

-an, -aln, -ane, adj. suffix, as human, certain, humane

;

—of English formation, Anglican, suburb<i«. Noun
suffix [II -anus; Fr. -ain, -en], as publican, veteraw.

[L. -anus; Fr. -ain, -en.]

-ana, things belonging to, such as sayings, anecdotes,

&c., as Johnsonuz«<?, Bumsiana. [L. neut. pi. of

adjs. in -anus. See -an.]

•ance, -ence (L. -antia, -entia, Fr. -ance), noun suffix,

as in arrogance, repentance, experience, penit^wr^.

-ancy, -ency, a modem English differentiated form
of the earlier -ance, expre'ijig more distinctly the

sense of quality, state, or condition, often belong-

ing to Latin substantives in -ntia, as in elegantia,
' elegantness,' as distinct from the sense of action

or process, regularly expressed by the French form
•ance, as in aidance, guidance. The modern ten-

dency is to confine -nee to action, and to express

quality or state by -ncy; cf. compliawf*, pliancy,

tLDnoyance, buoyancy.

-and, -end, noun suffix, as viand, legend. [L. -andui,
•endus, gerundial suffix.]

-aneous, belonging to, as extraneous. [L. -aneus.]
-ant, -ent, adj. suffix, as repentrt«^, pati^«/. Also
noun suffix, sometimes denoting the agent, as in-
stant, sergeant, student, innocent. [L. -ans, -ant-is,
or -ens, -ent-is, suffix of pr.p.]

-ar, adj. suffix, belonging to, as angular, popular. [L.
aris ; Fr. -ier or -aire.]

-ar, -ard, -art. See under -er (marking the agent),
-ar, -er, -or, noun suffixes, marking place where,

as cellrtr, larder, manor [L. -arium] ;—denoting
the agent, as vicar, treasurer, chancell/?r. [L.
•arius.]

-ard, intensive, as dmnVard, coward, sluggar<^,
wizard. [O. Fr. -ard, -art ; Ger. -hard, strong.]

-ary, noun suffix, marking place where, as seminary
[L. -ariuin] ; the agent, as secretary, antiquary [L.
-arius]. Adjective suffix [L. -arius, Fr. -aire], as
contrary, necessa^^-, secondary.

-asnL See under -ism.

-ass, -ace, as cuirass, cutlass, menace, pinnat:^. [L.
•aceus, •actus ; It. -accio, Fr. -as.]

-aster, dim. and freq. (often implying contempt), as
poetaster. [Fr. -artre (\t. astro)—^L. -as-ter.]

•ate, -ete, -Ite, -Ute, -t, forming adjectives — all

adapted forms of the endings of past participles in

Latin according to the conjugation of the verbs from
which they are formed, as accura^^, debate; com-
plete, replete ; contrite, ex<\u\site: absolw/^, rrnnute;
abjec/, elect.

•ate, verbal suffix, as navigate, permeate. Adj., as
above. Noun, as legate, advocate. [Norm. Fr. at
—L. -dtus, suffix of pa.p.]

-bl6. See -able.

-ble, -pie, fold, as double, treble, quadruple. [L.
plus, lit. ' full.']

-bund and -cnnd, as moribund, rubicund. [L. bundus
and -cundus ; Fr. bond and cond.]

•Ce. See under -s, adverbial suffix.

-colli, -cello, dim., as vermicelli, violoncello. [It.,

from L. -cuius.]

•oh, dim., as blotc/t. [See -ock.]

-Ole, -oule, dim., as in parti£-/ir, animak»/^, from L.
cuius, which also gives (through It.) -Celll, -oello.

[See under -1.]

-craft, noun suffix, as in bookcra/'t, priestcro/?. [AS.
cra/t, skill.]

-cy, -sy, noun suffix, denoting being, or state of being,
condition, rank, as clement^, bankrupt<ry, curacy,
minstrelsy. [L. -iia, as in constan//a, constaiu^, or
tio, as in con.spira/<>, conspiracy.]
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-d, -t, or -ed, pa.t. suffix, as lovef/. The e in -ed is the
connecting vowel, omitted when the verb ends in e.

[A.S. -de, 'did,' irom di-de, pa.t. ofdo.

]

-d, pa. p. suffix of weak verbs, as love^?; in nouns
(with passive meaning), as deerf, seefl'; in adjectives

formed from nouns, as connoting the possession of

the attribute or thing expressed by the substantive,

as booted, feathered, wooded; in the form -th (or

-t), in abstract nouns from adjectives and, later on,

from verbs, as dea//«, flight, swif/, (with euphonic -s-)

Au-s-t, bla-j-^. [Orig. -th, as in uncouM, and from
the root of the, that ; seen also in the L. suffix -ttt-s,

as in no-tu-s. Sans, jna-ta-s, and in the Gr. suffix

•to-s.]

-dom, noun suffix, denoting dominion, power, as king-
dotii ; state, as hecdom ; act, as matvyrdoiii. New
words, as flunkeyn'^;«, can be coined. [A.S. d(S»i,

judgment, Ger. -t/tunt.]

-dor, -dore, noun suffix, as in conusor, maladore,
stevedore, battle</i5'<;r. [Sp. -dor, L. -tor.]

-ed. See -d.

•ee, noun suffix, one who or that which is (passive),

as trust*"^, legat*"^. In such words as absent^',

devote*, the old function of -ee is entirely lost ;

refug^« is adopted from Fr. refugie, grander from
1)^. grande. [Fr. -e— L. -dtiis, suffix of pa.p.]

-eer, -ler, one who, has frequentative meaning, as
chariotffr,- also -er, -ar, as in carpent^/-, vicar.

[Fr. -ier—L. aritis.]

-el, dim., as danism/. [See imder -1.]

-en, dim., as chick^w, maid?«. [A.S. -<«.]

-en, fern, suffix, now found only in v'weii. [A.S. -en,

-n : Ger. -in, Gr. -iue, L. -zV/a.)

-en, added to noun-stems to form adjectives chiefly

indicating the material of which a thing is com-
posed. From the i6th century onwards there has
been a tendency to discard these adjectives for the
attributive use of the substantive, as in 'a gold
watch ; ' only a few words are still familiarly used in

their literal sense—earths/, wheat?//, wood<«, wool-
ly/. [A.S. -en; Goth, -en, -au, Ger. -en, -ein.

Sans, -um ; a genitive suffix, as in mine.}
-en, pa.p., as wov/'«, bor«i?, sworw. [A.S. -ttf-He, -en;

conn, with -a>tt, -eni.]

-en, pi. suffix, as oxen, kUte (for M. E. iyen—A.S. cj,

pi. of ai, a cow). [A.S. -an.]

-en, to make, as darken, nioist?«, strength?«, whit^«.
-en, -in, -ene, belonging to, as a.\ien, vermin, terrene.

[L. -entis, -enn, -ennm.]
-ence, -ency. See -nee, -ncy.

-ent, belonging to, as AiSerent. [L. -ens, -entis. See
-ant.

J

-eOUS, in r\gh\eons, corr. of -wise (which see) ; in

courteous, from O. Fr. -eis (from L. -ensis.)

-eous, same as in -ous, as Ytgneous. [L. -ens.]

-er, freq. and intens., as glimmer, flutter.

-er, infinitive suffix, as cover, encounter. [Fr, -re,

-ir, from L. pres. infin. -are, -ere, -ere, -fre.]

•er marks the agent, designating persons according
to their occupation, as writer, smger, hatt^ \eader,
sometimes changed to -ar, as Viar; with -i- or -y-

prefixed, as c\oth-i-er, law-j-cr (where the A.S.
primitive substantive ends in 3); with excrescent-^
or -d, as hragg-ar-t. Note that in the words
auger, heifer, shelter, what looks like the suffix -er
is really an independent substantive. [A.S. -ere

:

Goth, -arja, Ger. -er.\

-er, more, used in compar. of adjs., as greater, more.
[Aryan compar., suffix -ra.\

-er, noun suffix, as matter, gutt^n [Fr. -iere—L.
-eria.]

-erel, dim. suffix, as mackirr?/. [See under -1.)

-erle, place where, as menag^r/V. [Fr., from L.
-arium. See -ery.]

-erly, direction to or from, as south^r/y. [From -ent
and -ly.\

•Wn, adj. suffix sig. direction, as south?r« [A.S.

-fr-«] ; adj. suffix, sig. belonging to, as mod^rw [L.
-erjius] ; noun suffix, as c\%tern [L. -ema.].

-ery, noun suffix, as hre'tiery, witchery, cutlery.
[Noun suffix -y added to nouns in -er (marking
agent). See -ary, -eiie, -ory.]

-es or -S, pi. suffix, as ioxes, hatj. [A.S. -as. -8 is a
general pi. suffix, as L. and Gr. -es.]

-ascent, adj. suffix, denoting growing, becoming, as
conv3\esceni. [L. -esco, -isco, -asco, Gr. -asko, suffix,

implying becoming, beginning.]
•ese, adj. suffix, belonging to, as Japan^^f. [L.

•ensis; O. Fr. -eis, mod. Fr. -ois, -ais.]

-esc^ue, adj. suffix, partaking of the quality of, as
\>\ctViresque, grotesque, 'Xwmeresque. [Fr. esqe (It.

escd)—L. -iscus, a by-form of -icus (see -ic), and
conn, with -ish, adj. suffix.]

-ess, fern, suffix of nouns, as lion«j, goddess. [Fr.
-esse, L. -issa.\

•ess, -Ice, -Ise, as prow^jx, justiV?, merchandzj*. Note
that riches was mistaken for a plural, being really
M. E. richesse—Fr. richesse. [L. -itia, -ities. Late
L. -icia, Fr. -esse.]

-est, as in h3.rvest, eTanest.

-est, suffix of 2d sing, in verbs, as hrxngest. [A.S.
-ast, -est; L. -es, -isti ; Gr. -si, -sthon. -8 or -St
= 2d pers. pron., Gr. sy (su), L. tu, Eng. thou.]

-est, superl. suffix, formed from the compar. by add-
ing -t, as smallM^. [A.S. -est (in adjectives), -ast

(in adverbs) ; L. -issiniits, Gr. -istos, -stos, -tatos.

Sans, -ishta.]

-et, -ete, noun suffix, marking the agent, as proph?/,
ooet, a.t\\\ete. [L. -eta, Gr. -etes.]

-ei, -ette, -Ot, dim., ascygnf/, hiWet, etiquette, halloi.

See also -let. [Norm. Fr. -et, -ot; Fr. -et, -ette.]

-enr. See under -or.

-ever, at any time, as who?!/?/-, every one who. [See
£ver in Diet.]

-fare, way, as in welfare, chaf/er. [See Fare in

Diet.]

-fast, adj. suffix, as in steadfast, shamefaced (A.S.
scatnftest). [A.S. first, firm, fast.]

-fold, adj. suffix, as fourfold, manifo/d. [A.S. feald.]
-ful, full of, as delight/z</. [A.S. -full.]

-fy, a verbal suffix signifying to make, as purify. [Fr.

-fet— L. -fic-dre, loxfac-ere, to make.]

-head, -bOOd, noun suffix, denoting state, nature, as
Godhead, manhood, likeli/;<7(?(y, \\ar^\hood. Note
that \\ve\\hood was in A.S. Ufldd^Uf \\fe -^ Idd,

way ; the second part ceased to be understood, and
thus -lihood took its place. [From A.S. hdd, Ger.
-heit, state ; changed into Hood.]

•1, pi. suffix of nouns in -us, as in literat/ [L. -i ; conn.
with Ger. -a/, -oi]; also pi. suffix of nouns borrowed
from It., as banditti [It.— L.].

-Ian, adj. suffix, as Arab/a«, Christian. See -an.

[L. -ianus : Fr. -ien.]

-ible, adj. suffix, as pof.si6le, Rexiile. [From L.
•ibilis, another form of -abilis. See -able.]

-ic, adj. suffix, of or belonging to, as gigant/c, publ/c,

volta/c. Also largely used as noun suffix, as fabr/Vr.

[L. -ictis, -ica, -icum, Gr. -ikos; Fr. -ic, -igne.]

•ical, adj. suffix, belonging to, as cu\>ical, whims/c-n/.

\ric and -al.]

ice, noun suffix, as chahV? [Fr.—L. -ex, -ids] ; novice

[Fr.—L. -/<-/>«]. [See another -ice under -ess, -ice,

-ise, -icism. See -ism.]

-Ics, lit. things that belong to a science, as mathe-
matics. [In imitation of Gr. -ika, neuter pi. of adjs,

in -ihos. See -ic]

-id, noun suffix, as tJereid; also used in coining
chemical words, as ch\oride, oxide, bromide [L. -id-,

Gr. -id-, Fr. -ide]. Also adj. suffix, as tepid, acid,

morbid [L. -idus].

-le, -y, dim., as lass^V. [From -ick, a weakened form of
-ock.]
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•lot, noun sufHx, one who, as cavah>r, clothjVr,

hrazier, hosier. [Fr. -ier ; usually appears in form
-eer.)

-iflf. See -ivc
-11, -lie, able, as civil, AxictiU. [L. -ilis, from verbal

roots, -tlis, from noun-stems ; to be distinguished

from -ile (below). See -able.]

-lie, belonging to, as G^nlile. [L. -ilis.]

-im, pi. suffix, as cherub/w. [Heb. int.]

-ina, fern, suffix, as czaxina. [See •en, fem.]

-ino, fem. suffix, as heroj«<'. [See -en, fem.]

-ine, -In, noun suffix, as ravine, medicine, cousin;
much used in chemical compounds, as iod/«^, gly-

cerine, bromine. Also adj. suffix, as adamant/ne,
divine. [L. -inus, -ina; Fr. -in.]

•lug, suffix of present participles (often used as adjec-

tives), as lov//»^, charm/«g'. [Corr. of A.S. -ende,

which, as also -atuie, it replaced. See -nd, also

-ant, -ent.]

-Ing, noun suffix, forming nouns of action from verbs,
as liv/«^, dwell««^; these often acquire a concrete
sense, as learn/n^. [A.S. -ung, -ing; Ger. -ung.]

-lug, representing Teut. ingoz (masc), with several
functions—{i) -/>f^(A.S. -ing-}, patronymic aiOeiing
(the son of a noble), cyaing (iit. 'son of a king," cyne
= king), Elising (the son of Elisa). This suffix

is preserved in proper names, as Hard/«^, Man-
viing : esp. in place-names, as Billiw^fsgate, Read/«^.
(2) -ing is also found in namei> of animals, as in her-
ring, whiti«j^. (3) -ing in names of coins has also a
sense of diminution, as in farth/>tg- (the fourth part,
viz., of a penny), shill/w^.

-ion, -sion, -tion, -son, -som, being, state of being, as
opinw«, rebellw«, relig/ow, tension, poison, ransom,
reason, season, creation. [L. -io, -tio, -sio ; Fr.
-ion, -sion, -tion.}

-lor, more, term, of comp. degree, as superior. [L.
-ior. See -er, more.]

-Ique, belonging to, as a.nliqtie, [Fr.—L. -iquus

;

conn, with -ic, L. -icus. See -ac]
-Ise, -lie, verbal suffix, signifying to make, as equal/>e.

[L. -izare, from Gr. -izein ; Fr. -iser.\

-ise, noim suffix. See -ice.

-isb, adj. suffix, ethnic, as \risk; signifying some-
what, as brownir/r, oidish ; sometimes implying de-
preciation, as outland/jA, childu^. [A.S. -isc.\

-Ish, verbal suffix, signifying to make, as establ<>^.

[From Fr. pr.p. suffix -iss-ani ; chiefly used in

words from the Fr. The Fr. -iss- is from L. -esc-,

inceptive.]

48k, dim., as aster/>^. [Gr. -iskos : conn, with -ish,

little. See -ock.]

•ism, -asm, -icism, forming abstract nouns sig. condi-
tion, system, as ego/Vm, deism, Calvin/.i/«, lacon-
ism, p\eor\asm : Anglicism, witticism. [L. -ismus,
•asmus—Gr. -ismos, -asmos.]

-1st, denoting the person who holds a doctrine or prac-
tises an art, as Calvin/j/, chem«/, novel/>/, arti>/,

royal«/, nihilw/. [L. -ista—Gr. -iseis.]

*lt6, -it, noun suffix, born in, belonging to, as IsraeUVir,

JesujV. [L. -ita—Gr. -iifs.]

4nule, noun suffix, as foni/uiie, mahitiuie. [L.
-iituifo.]

lV6 (-iff), forming nouns, orig. an adjectival suffix, as
haiUj^, captive, natiz-e, plaint/^; forming adjectives
(L. -iz'iis), as active, extens/Ve, (urtive.

•tx, fem. suffix, as testatrix. [L. -ix, -icis. Conn,
with -ess, fem. suffix.]

-Ize, to make, same as -ise.

•k, a verbal suffix, freq. or intens., as har,i, lur*, ulA,
waU;.

•kin, dim., as bump;i/«, firkin, lamhiiu, manni^m,
napiin ; also in proper names, as Jenkins (Johii).
Perkifts (Peierkin), WiMins ( lyUliam). [A.S. -cen
—very rare, the currency of the suffix being due to
words adopted from Dutch or Low German ; Ger.
•chen.]

-kind, noun suffix, kind, race, as mankind, woman-
kind. [See -kin above.]

-1, -le, -el (after v, ih, ch, k), represents A.S. -tl,

-ela, -ele, and serves to form agent-nouns, instru-
mental substantives, and diminutives, as nai/, sai/;
bead/*, fidd/f, sick/f, apple, bramb/f, bund/e, icicu^,

nettle; mnnel. -al is sometimes from A.S. -els

from isli, as bridle, riddle, buri<i/. -1, -le, as a
verbal suffix, gives to the root the sense of fre-

quency, repetition, diminution, as knee/, drizz^,
nestle, spark/f.

-ledge. See -lock (i).

-lence, -lency, forming abstract nouns. [L. -l-entia,

from -lens. See -lent.]

-lent, adj. suffix, full of, as violent, virulent, [L.
-lentjis.]

-less, adj. suffix, free from, wanting, as guiIt/^«, god-
less. [A.S. -leas, Ger. -los, Goth, -laus.]

-let, dim., as brace/*/, leaf/*/, stream/*/. [From -1

and -et, dim. in certain words formed with -*/ on
substantives ending in -*/.]

-like, like, as godlike. [See Like in Diet,]

-ling, dim., hence expressing affection, as darling
(A.S. diorlin^), duckling, gosling; sometimes im-
plying depreciation, as hire//«^, ground//'/.^, under-
ling, worldling. [A.S. -ling.]

-ling, -long, adv. suffix, as daxVling, sidelong. [A.S.
-luHgei, -linga.]

-lock, noun suffix, in wedlock and knowledge. It is

the A.S. Idc, the same as Idc, sport
-lock, -lick, noun suffix, being a weakened form of

A.S. leiic, a leek, as in hemlock, garlic, charlock.

-ly, adj. and adv. suffix, as man/y, only, wicked^.
[The adj. suffix is from A.S. lie, Eng. like ; adv. is

from l/c-e, dat. of//*.]

-m, noun suffix, as blo.ssow [A. S. bldslmd] ; fathom
[.\.S. -ma, -ni\ ; as realw, regiw* [Fr.,— L. -men].

-ma, noun suffi.v, as diorama, enema. [Gr.]

-meal, adv. suffix, as inchmeal, piecemeal. [AS.
-m^litm.]

-men, that which, state, as regimen, acumen. [Only
in words borrowed from Latin. L. -men; Sans.

-man. See -ment, -mony.]
-ment, noun suffix, .-IS nourish/»*«/, establish>»*«/,

detriment ; — of Eng. formation, acknowledgw;*«/,
employw*«/. [L. -menttim, Fr. -ment. See -men.]

-mony, as testiw/<J/y, parsimony, [L. -mon-iu-m,
•mon-ia. [See -men.]

-most, suffix of superl. deg., as endmosi. See Mesi
in Diet. [In most cases this suffix is not the word
vtost, the /// being part of the root, or an old superl.

suffix, and -ost, the superl. suffix, as in inmost = in-

m-ost. See -est, superl. suffix.]

-n, in participles, as broken, hewn; in substantives,

as bair7/, beacon, burden, chi;<, corn, heaven,
maijen.

-nee, -ncy, forming abstract nouns, as distaMce,

decency. (Fr. -nee—L. -ni-ia.\

-nd, as fiend (lit 'hating'), friend (lit Moving').
[A.S. pr.p. suffix.]

-ness, noun suffix, denoting abstract idea, as tender-

ness, sweetness. [AS. -nis, -ues, cog. with Ger.

•niss.l

-ock, dim., as hiWock, bull(V;i—also in proper names,

as VoWock (from Paul), &c. In stir^ we see the

simple suffix -k, the word being the diminutive of

steer, A.S. st^or, whence styric, astirk. [A.S. -nca

—Aryan -ka. See -ie and -ing, dim.]

-om, old dative suffix, now used as objective, as wh^wi;
in adverbs of time, as seldom. [A.S. -um.]

-on, -eon, -ion, noun suffix, as cap^^n, mason, trun-

cheon, onion, clar/<7n. [Fr.—L. -onem, ionem.]

-oon, noun suffix, often augmentative, as balkwn,
saWx. [Fr. -on, It. -one.]
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•or, -our, -er, denoting the agent, sometimes directly

from L. (see -tor), but mostly through O. Fr. -or,

•our (mod. Fr. eiir), as emperor (old spelling em-
pcTOur, Fr. empereiir—L. imperatoretn) ; in others,

Eng. -er has supplanted -eur, -our, as preacher

(Fr. prlcheur—L. pradicatorem), while -or is at

times affixed to Eng. roots, as saibn In certain

abstract nouns from L. -or, Fr. -eur is still repre-

sented by -our, as colour, Xahour, hon<7«r, and m a
few cases directly retained, as in graiid^wr. The
words demeanowr and behaviowr are English forma-

tions with -our.

Ory, belonging to, as prefat^Try [L. -orius] ; place

where, as purgat^jry [L. -orium.]
-OSO, full of, as belliajj^", mor<7i^, verbose. [L. -osous.

See -ous.]

-Ot, dim., as ballf>/. [See -et, dim.]
•our. See -or.

•OUS, adj. suffix, as religio7/j, delirii?7«, cvsioiis [L.
•ostts] ; dubious, anxious [L. -us]. — In nghl&ous
the ous has replaced ivfs, .^.S. rihtivts.

•OW, noun suffix, as shad^Tzo [from A.S. -k] ; swalloit*

[from .'V.S. -njue] ; xaz.rco-dD [from A.S. •/»]. Also adj.

suffix, as narr^Mu [from A.S. -u\

•pie. See -bU, fold.

•r, noun suffix, marking the instrument, as stair,

timber; adj. suffix, as bittt-r.

-re, place, as her^. [A.S. -r, -ra, orig. a locative

suffix.]

-red, noun suffix, denoting manner, state, as \izXred,

kindrfrf(in A.S. cynren, a shortening of cynn-ryne,
in M. E. the meaningless -ren being supplanted by
-red). [.\.S. -rxdcn : cog. with Ger. -rath. See
Read\n'C)\zx..\

-rod, in \i\xa&red. This is cog. with Ice. hundr<i8,
Ger. hunder/, the suffix implying number, reckoning.

-Tic, noun suffix, formerly an independent word denot-
ing dominion, power, region, as bishoprw'. [A.S.
rice, power.]

•rigbt, as \xpright, Aovinright. [.\.S. ri^tt.]

-ry, noun suffix, originally with a collective meaning,
as che^'aierie, ' body of knights ; ' now expressing
action or quality, as bigotrj, pedant^iy, sorcery;
condition, as outlawry, slavery ; trade, as carpentrj',

heraldry.- the place of action or occupation, as

laundry, nursery/ the result or product of action,

as poetry, tapestry; forming collective nouns, as
infantry, yeomanry. [Fr. rie — er + />.]

-B, adverbial suffix, as needr, always, orice, henr^,
thence, whil-f-t, betwi-jr-t. [A.S. -es, gen. suffix.]

•'8, is the present genitive suffix. [Short for A.S. -es—.Aryan -s or sya, orig. a demons, pron. The (') is

prob. due to a false notion that this -s was a relic of
his.

•B, -se, verbal suffix, making transitive verbs from
adjectives, as cleanse (A.S. clsnsian), rinse (Ice.
hreinsa—hreinu, pure). It also occurs in claip,
grarp, put for clap-j, grap-j.

•Smp, -scape, noun suffix, as {rwnAship, stewardjA//,
warship, landjca/^ (earlier \artdskip, the Dut. l.ind-

schap). [A.S. scipe, shape, form

—

scapan : cog.
with Ger. -scha/t.]

-Sis, action or state, as thej/V. [Gr.]
-some, adj. suffix, full of, as gladj(7w^, hxLxont (orig.

'pliable," good-natured,' A.S.3rfA«/w, lissome, from
btigan, to bow, bend). [A.S. -sum, Ger. -sam; a
by-form ol same.\

-son, son, as Johnjc>«.
-son, in !ccso>i, reatOT/, treajiw/, the same as •tion (q.v.).

-St. .'ee -est, suffix of zd sing.

-Stor marks the agent, as malti/cr, .ind in the personal
names (orig. tradenames) Bajr/cr, Brewf/^r, Web-
ster; often with depreciation, as gamey/*r, punj/^r.

[A.S. -estre, a fem. suffix, which now keeps this

sense only in spior/rr.]

-stress, fem. suffix, as songx/rwj. [From -ster, orig.

fem. suffix, with the addition of L. .ess.\

-sy, state, as pleurisy. [Same as •sis.\

•t. See -d.

-t, -to, adj. and notm suffix, as conven/, fac/, chas/^,
tribu/^. [L. -tus, pa. p. suffix ; cog. with -d, pa.p.
suffix.]

-teen, ten to be added, as hwrteen. [A.S. -tyne. Cf.
•ty, ten to be multiplied.]

-ter, noun suffix, as charac/^r. [Gr. -ter, L. -tor.

Sans, -tri ; perh. conn, with -ster.]

-ter, -ther, as in z.Uer, Vxther. [A.S. -der, -ther, old
comp. suffix.]

-th, order, as sixM. [Becomes also -d ; conn, with L.
•tus, -tius, as in L. quar/«i', fourth.]

-til, suffix of 3d pers. sing, of verbs, now for the most
part softened to -s- [.\.S. from root -ta, which ap-
pears in L. -t, Gr. -//, -si, -tai, -to.]

-tn, -t, noun suffix, as in strength, heigh// see under
-d (pa.p. suffix).

-ther, denoting the agent, as father, mother. [Cf.

tor.]
•ther. See -ter, -ther.

-tor, the agent, as condactor. See -ther, and cf. -or,

our, -er.

-tor-y, -sor-y, noun suffix, denoting place, as dorrni-

tory.

-tude forms abstract nouns, as gratitude. [L. -tudo.]

-ty, being or state of being, as dignity; quality, as
honesty. [L. -tas, -tatein; O. Fr. -//.]

-ty, ten to be multiplied, as six/y. [A.S. -tig; cog.
with Ger. -zig. Ct. -teen.]

-ule, little, dim. [from L. -ulus, -ula, -u/um], as in

glohu/e, pastu/e; also -CUlO [L. -cuius, -cula,

•culum], as animalcw/^, or [through Fr.] -ClO, as
ziiicle. A different Latin suffix -culunt, forming
substantives from verbs, is represented in the form
•cle in several words adopted through French, as
xrC\r%cU, oracle, spectacle.

-Um, neuter term., as mediKwf. [L. -um, Gr. -on.]

uncle, little, dim., as ped/tncle, [L. -uu-cu-lus, A.S.
incle; conn, with -en and -cule, diminutives.]

-ure, noun suffix, denoting act of, as capture; state of
being, as verdwr^.—In leisure and pleaswr^, -ir has
been replaced by -j^re, O. Fr. leisjr, plais/r. [L.

urd : Fr. -ure.]

-Umal, belonging to, as di?/r?;«/. [L. -?/r«-us and -«/;

conn, with -em (in modern).]

-ward, -wards, forming adjectives from substantives,

adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions, as easttt/ar</,

\\o\neward, \\oxae^vards ; downward, forward, in-

ward, toward. [A.S. -weard, gen. -weardes, cog.

with Ger. -warts ; conn, with A.S. weorthau, to be,

and L. versus—vertere, to turn.]

-way. -ways, adv. suffix, sig. manner, direction, as

rdxvay, aXways, straighta/n^. [Cf. -wise.]

-wise, way, manner, as like?t'/j^, also righteous.

[.V.S. -wise, manner; Ger. -wiss.]

-wortll, adj. suffix, as sXs^worth, sXaXwart. [A.S,

weoriS, ti/wrO.]

-y, adj. suffix, as sponej' [from L. -t'osus] ; as joUj*

[Norm. Fr. -y'from L -ivus; cf. -ive]; as silly,

dirtj-, an^ [A.S. -ig^; cog. with Ger. -ig, Goth, -ha,

-ga, L. -cu-s, Gr. -ko-s].

-y, noun suffix, as stor^, family, Italy [Fr. -ie, L. -ia]
',

as augury, joy, remedj" [from L. -ium] ; as ally,

clergy, deput>, treatj* [from L. -dtus, Fr. -f\ ; as

progeny [from L. -ies] ; as army, countr_y, entrj'

[from L. -Sta, Fr. /?] ; as bod^ [from_ A.S._ -ig]',

and perhaps the modem Eng. in forming diminu-
tives or words of contempt, as pupp^, bab_y, lassif,

from ptip, bate, lass; Billy from Bill; Betsj*,

hizzie, &.C.

-yer, as in \siwyer. See -er, noun suffix.
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ETYMOLOGY OF NAMES OF PLACES, &c.

The following are the more important significant syllables or words that enter into the composition of the
names of rivers, mountains, towns, &c. See C. Blackie's Dictionary of Place-Names, Dr Joyce's Irish
Names of Places, Isaac Taylor's Words and Places, and the Rev, James B. Johnston's Place-Names
of Scotland (i Sgz).

A(A.S. ed. Ice. -aa), 'a stream;' as Gretrti, Roth^i,

"Thurso? (' Thor's stream '), Laxay (' salmon stream ').

Abad (Pers. and Sans.), ' a dwelling ;
' as Hydcvabad,

M\a.\\abad.

Aber (Celt.), ' a confluence,' ' an embouchure ;

' as

AietieMy, Aierdeen, .(43^rystwith, BarmoMh,
./4^tfrbrothwick or y^rbroath, Fochaiers, Loch^^^-r,

Afplecxoss for Aber-Crossan. [Synonymous with
Inver.]

Ain (Heb.), 'a fountain ;' as .ff«gedi.

Ak (Turk.), ' white ;
' as Ak-?,sra\, ' white palace.'

All (Gael.), 'white;' Al-ian, 'white water,' so the

rivers Allen, Ellen, Aln, Ltine, Alliven, Ehvin.
Alt (Gael.), 'a stream;' as Altr'w^, .(4/^naharra,

Gaxvatd.
At, Ara, found in many river-names ; as Aire, Ayr,
Aar, Aray, /rvine, Amo, Arve. [Perh. conn, with
Sans, ara, 'swift,' 'flowing.']

Ard (Celt.), 'high ;' as Ardoch, Airdrie, Ardrossan,
Ardglass, Arden, Ardennes.

Ath(Ir. and Gael.), 'a ford;' as Aik\on&, .^Mtruim
(now Trim), Atho\e. The Gael, abh, 'water,'
appears in .<4^oyne, Awe.

Auch (Gael.), Agh (Ir.), 'a field;' as Atick'mXtcV,
Ag;h\n\cT, Ag^hadoc.

Aucbter (Gael.), 'summit;' as Attckterzxdcr, A tick-

/^rmuchty.
Avon (Celt.), 'a river;' as Avon, Aveii, Aisne, Inn,
Ain, Vienne ; also in Devon, Evan, GuadirtWrt,
Vnnyaub.

Ay. See E?..

Bab (Ar.), ' a gate ; ' as 5«3-el-mandeb, Bab-c\.
Bad (Teut.), ' a bath ;' as Bath, Badtn, Karlsidrf.

Bahr (Ar.), 'a sea,' 'lake,' 'river;' as in Bahrein,
Bahar-eX-^xzrak.

Bala (Turk.), 'high;' as 5/i//a-hissar, Bal](.a.n.

Balloch (Gael.), 'a pass;' as Ballochmyle, Ballagh-
more.

Bally (Ir. and Gael.), ' a village ' or ' town ; ' as Bally-
more, ^^/briggan, BahnoxsX, Ballnntrac, Bal-
quhidder.

Ban (Celt.), 'white;' as Banna, Banon, Banchory;
the rivers Ben, Bann, Ba/tdon, Bauney, &c.

Beck(Scand.), Baob (Ger.), 'a brook;' as Holbech,
hauteriach. [See ^^cA in Diet. ]

Bedd (\V.), ' a grave ;
' as Beddgelert.

Beer (Heb.), 'a well;' as Beersheh^i, Beirout.
Beg, Biban (Celt.), ' little ;

' as Bal!y*<?-, Uoriihan.
Ben (Gael, and In), 'mountain,' Pen (W.), 'headland,'

' hilltop ;
' as Ben Nevis, Ben Lomond, The Twelve

Pins, Bangor ; Pen, Pennigant, Penzance, Pennlnt
Alps, /J/^«nines, Pindu^.

Berg, Borougb (A. S. beorh), • a hill
;

' as lne]eboron^h,
Flamioron^h Head, Browberg- Hill, KOnigs^^'^y,
Ber^u. [From the same root as Burg^h (below).]

Beth (Heb.), 'a house ;' as BetheX (house of God).
Bett-WS (\V.), ' a dwelling ; ' as Bettws-y-cocd.
Blair (Gael.), 'a plain,' 'a battlefield;' as Blair-

Athole, Blairgowrie.
Boca(Sp.), 'a mouth ;' as Boca-grande.
Bor(Slav.), 'wood;' as BorovsU, Rati^or.
Bottle or Battle, Btittel (Teut.), 'a dwelling;' as

'Newbal/le. Bui/lle, Uorebattle, VfoXfenhiiltel.

Broad (Eng.), as Braddon, Bradshaw, Bradford.
Brunn (Ger.), ' a spring ; ' as SaXzirunn, Paderbom.

Bryn (W.), ' a hill-ridge ; ' as Bro^vn-WiXXy.
Buen(Sp.), 'good ; 'as Bitenos-AyreaC good breezes'),
Burgb, Borougb, Bury (Teut.), ' a fortified place,' ' a
town;' as Kdinburg/i, Velerborough, Shrews/wry,
Hamburg, CX^erbonrg, Cari?.brook, Burgos. [A.S.
burg, burh (see Borough in Diet.), Ger. burg.]

Bum (Northern Eng. and Scotch, A.S. burna), 'a
brook

;

' as Burttioot, Blacki«r«, Tyburn, East-
bourne.

By (Scand.), ' a dwelling,' ' a town ;
' as Der^y, Rugiy,

WhitiiSj', FAboeuf. [Cf Bylaw in Diet. J

Caer, Cader(W.). Caber (Ir.), 'fortified enclosure;'
as CaeyXeon, Caernarvon, Cardigan, Carlisle, Cnder-
Idris, 't>a\\quhar, Cdrlingford.

Cam (Celt.), 'crooked ;' as Catn, C^w/beck, Caw/bus-
kenneth, VXorectxiiibe Bay, Crt///brai.

Cariick (Gael, and Ir. carraig), Carreg (VV.), ' a sea-

cliff,' 'rock;' as CarricMexgnf., Carrick-onSuir,
CnrrigafoyXe, Ct-rr/^-y-Druidion.

Caster, Chester, Cester (— L. castra). 'a camp,' as
F>a\\caster, Chester, Vf'mchester, heicester.

Ceann (Gael.), 'a head,' 'promontory;' as Kiniyre,
K!?tg\\om, /Cenmore.

Cefn (Celt.), 'a ridge;' as Cefncoed, Chevin, Keyn-
ton, Cheving{.on, Cheviot, Cevennes.

Cbeap and Chipping (A.S. cea/>), ' price,' ' a market ;

'

as Chifping-'Honon, Chefslow, Cheaf<\de, Copen-
hagen (Dan. Kjoben-havn, 'merchants' haven').
[.See Cheap in Diet.]

Civlta(It.), Ciudad(Sp.), 'a city ;' as Civita Vecchia
(' old city ') ; Ciudad Rodrigo (' city of Roderick ').

[From L. ciz>itas.\

Clach, Clocb, Clougb (Gael.), 'a stone;' as Clack-
mannan, Clogher, K\xc\\nacloy, d'/ifwakilty.

Clacban (Gael.), 'a village,' often also 'church.'

There are perhaps twenty clachans in Scotlan I.

Cluan, Cloon (Gael.), ' a meadow ;
' as Clun'xe, Clon-

mel, Clo)t\.ari, Ciynder.
Clyd (Celt.), ' warm,' Clytb (Celt.), ' strong ; ' as Clwyd
—most prob. not Clyde.

CnOC (Gael.), 'a knoll,' 'hill,' as Knockmf^edovin.
Sir Herbert Maxwell {Studies in the 'J'ofiogritphy of
Calloivay, 1885) gives 220 Knocks in Galloway alone.

Coed (Celt.), 'a wood;' CotswoXd Hills, Chatmoss.
Coin (from L. colonid), ' a colony ;

' as lAncoln, Colne,

Cologne (Koln). (See Colony in Diet.]

Combe (A.S.), Cwm or Cum(Celt.), ' a hollow between
hills;' as 'Wycombe, Con/pton, The Coombs, Como.

Craig, Crag (Celt.), 'a rock;' as Craigie, Crathie,

Carrick, Crick, CrickXade, Croagh-Va\.r\f^. See
Carrick (above).

Croft (A.S.), ' an enclosed field ;
' as Cro/ton, Thorny-

croft.

Dagb (Turk.), ' mountain ; ' as Y^aradagfi.

Dal (Scand.), Thai (Ger.), Dall and Dol (Celt.), 'a
dale,' 'a field;' as lAddeuinle, Kydal, Kendal,
Arundel, Hhe'mthal ; (in Celtic names prefixed)

Dairy, ZJd/kcith, DolgeXXy. [See Dale in Diet.]

Dar(Ar.), 'a dwelling,' 'district;' as Darinr, Diar-
bekr.

Den or Dean (Teut.), 'a deep wooded valley;' as
Tenter^<f«, Southrf.rrt«, HazeXdean, Z'«'«holm.

Dorf. See Thorpe.
Dour (Celt.), 'water;' as the Dour, Adour, Douro,
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Dore, Tkiir, Dord, Adder, Derweni, Dai^'w,
Darent, Dart, Dorchester, Dordogne.

Dram and Drom (Celt.), 'a backbone,' 'a ridge;' as

Dromore, DmmmorA, Aughr/w, heitrim.

Du (Celt.), 'black;' as Dou%\.\h; the rivers Z>Mlas,

DoiAas ; DuiXm. (' dark pool ').

Dum, Dun (Gael.), Dlnas, Din (W.), 'a hill-fortress ;
as i?««more, Z>»«blane, 2>««keld, Z>«;«barton,

Dumfries, Z'wwstable, Z^wwrnow, Z)(?zf«patrick,

i?o«egal, Mal«&«, Verduu, Leydeu, Dhia.s-ia.vir,

Dins.x\, Denh\%\i. [See Down, a hill, in Diet.]

Dysart (Celt.—L. desertum), ' a hermitage ;
' as

Dysart, Dyterimorc.

Ea, Ey (A.S. /g; Ice. ey, Norw. and Dan. S^), 'an
island ;' as Swans^^, £'ton, Jersey, Romno', Shep-
pey, Rothesrtjf, StaffVj, Faroe. [See Island m Diet.]

Eocles, Egle8(like Fr. /g/ise, through L., from Gr.
ekkUsid), 'a church;' as EccUston, Eccleiec\i^x\,

EccUsmzx^aia, AVr/<r.rianiagirdle, £rtg-/«ham, Ter-
regies.

Elf, Ely (Goth.), 'a river ;• as Elbe.
Ennak (Turk.), 'a river ;

' as YMiS-ertnak.
Esk (Gael, and Ir. easg [obs.] or uisge, W. ivysg),

'water;' as the Esk, Usk, Ise, Oise, Easebum,
AsAbourne, Iz, /sis, Exe, Ux, Ouse, J^tibeach,
IVis, IschiA, /sere, Ai'sne, Ausonr\e.

Eskl (Turk.), 'old,' as Eski-djumA ('old ditch ').

Faltr, Fuhr (Teut.), 'way,' 'passage;' as Fakrer\-
bach, Campr'^rif, Qween^erry , Connel-Z^^rry.

Feld, or Veld (Teut.), 'plain,' 'field;' as Hudders-
_field, Lichjield, Spitalyf^/di.

Pell (Old Norse_//«//, 7^//), 'a mountain;' as Carter-
/ell. Goat/ell, Snae/ell.

Fin, Finn (Gael.X 'fair,' 'white;' as FiniloT\, Eintry,
/"/'/castle, Knock_/?».

Fiord, Fjord (Sc.ind.), 'a creek,' 'inlet of the sea;'
as VAxfiord, Water/brd, Wexybnl.

Fleet (Scand. J7jtfi, a stream), 'a small river' or
' channel

;

' as furjleet ; found in Normandy as

flenr, as Har_/?^«r, ^axfleur.
Folk (A.S.), 'people;' as Noi/irt ('north people'),

Suf/i>//fe (' south people ').

Ford (.A.S.), 'a shallow passage over a river,' as
Ciielms/&n/, Yiereford, Stam/^n/.

Fors, Foss (Scand.), 'a waterfall;' as High Force,
\Vilber/4»nr^, Fostort.

Garth (Scand.), 'yard ;' Oorod, Grod, Grade, Gratz
(Slav.), 'enclosure,' 'town ;' as ^twttgart, 'Sovgorod
(= Newton), Grodno, Be\gT'ade{= Whitton), KSnig-
gra/z (= Kingston).

Garw (Celt.), 'rough;' hence Garonae, Garioch,
VatTow, Vair, possibly Garry.

Gate (Teut.), 'a passage' or 'road;' as Canongate,
H:\rTO\\gate, Ke\gnte {— 'R.iAgegate), Cattegat.

Oebel, Jebel (Ar.), 'a mountain ;'as d'<^raltar, Jfeiel-

Mukattam.
Gill (Scand.), ' a ravine ;' as Butter^"//, Ormsglll.
Glen (Gael.), Glyn (\V.), ' a narrow valley ; ' as Glen-

coe, G^wgarry, Glynneath, C^morgan.
Gorm (Gael.), ' green ' or ' blue ; ' as Cidmgorjn.
Goada, the name given to the rivers in Spain by the
Moors, from the Ar. 7vadi, ' a ravine ;' as in Guada\-
quivir (IVadi-'l-ieiir, 'the great river"), Guadisia.

Gwen(Celt.), ' white ;
' as Mertoent, l^entnor, Conveu ;

Gwent (Celt.), 'a plain;' Latinised into venta, as
Venta Belgarum (now JKi«chcster), formerly Caer-
gvxni.

Gwy. See Wy.

Hall (Teut.), ' a stone house ;' as EcclesA«//, Walsd//;
(in Germany) a salt-vtorV., as Halle, I/alhtadt.
[See //all in Diet.]

Ham (A.S., Ger. Aetm), 'a home;' as BuckingA<////,

Clap/io/«, HexAam, Trondhjein, 'HWdesheim, Hoch-
heint, EAnam, Edioin, Houoa/n.

Ear, Haer (Teut.), ' the army ;
' as Norwich, HerslsAX,

//arbottle.

Haugb, Heugh, a particular Scotch form and use o£
//aw (A.S. haga), perhaps due to the Ice. form hagi,
a pasture. Tlie meaning is generally a low-lying
meadow between hills or on the banks of a stream,
and it is noticeable that in Scotch use //o-w and
//ope have frequently the same sense. A //ope,
however, is properly a hollow, esp. the upper end of
a narrow mountain valley, while a //ow is a low hill

(Ice. /laugr, ' a mound '). Cf. HobVxrV., //owwood,
////tton. Fox //ow,

ESiJ, Haigh (Teut.), a place surrounded by a ' Aedg-e;

'

as Rothweli //aigh, Hague.
Hissar (Turk.), ' a castle ;

' as Kara-///«/ir.
Hithe (A.S.), 'haven;' as Hythe, Lam^/*^ = Loam>

hitke (the ' clayey haven ").

Ho (Chin.), 'river;' as Ve'iJio.

Hoang, Whang (Chin.), 'yellow;' as Hoang-ho,
ir/utng-Hai.

Holm (Scand., &c.), 'an island in a lake or river,' 'a
plain near a river ;

' as Stock^7//n, F\a.t/u>l»i, Lang-
/tolni.

Holt (Teut.), 'a wood;' as Bags/io/, A\ders/:ol, Hoi-
stein. [See Holi in Diet.]

Horn (Teut.), ' a peak ;
' as SchreckAor;/, MatteiAartt.

Hurst (A.S. Ayrst), ' a wood ;
' as hyndAursi.

Ing(A.S.), a sufiix denoting son, in pi. 'a family' or
'tribe ;

' as Warrington (' the town of the Warrings
"),

Haddington. [See -tng in list of suffixes.]

Innia or F.nniS (Celt.), Inch in Scotland, an island ; as
///cAcolm (' the island of St Coluniba ') : £'«///fkillen,

£'««/Vmore, /H«/rfallen, in Ireland.
Inver (Gael.), ' the mouth of a river ; ' as /nven^ess,
Inveraray, ///»t^eithen. This is supposed to be
the Gaelic form {inbhir) corresponding to the Bry-
thonie aber- ; and it is at any rate certain that in

Wales there are scores of abers-, but of invers- not a
solitary one ; while on the west coast of Scotland
and north of Inverness aber- barely exists.

Kalat, Kalah (Ar.), 'a castle
;

' as KJulat, Calahorrah.
Kara (Turk.), ' black ; ' as KaraVum (' black sand '),

Kara Hissar (' black castle ').

Kenn (Gael.), Kin (Ir.X 'a head ;' as A'«/more, Caw-
tire, A'/««aird, A'/«ross, A'/'wsale, Kent. Kin or
Cin, older cind, is really a survival of the old dative

or locative of Gael, ceann (yi.penn). 'head,' 'pro-

montory,' as in A"///aldie, A'/'wbuck, A"/'«glassie, Kin-
loch, A'/«gussie, A'/««oul. See Ceann.

Kil (Gael, cill, really a survival of the old dative of
ceall, a hermit's cell— L. cella, then a church, esp.

a parish church—the proper form is seen in Loch-
nan-c^/i/, 'loch of the churches,' in Mull); as Kil-
bride, A'»Vchattan, A'/7donan, A'/'/mamock ; Icolnii&iV/,

' the island (/) of Columba of the church.'

Kil (Gael, coil), 'a wood,' 'a corner;' as in Kit-
drummy, Kilham.

Kirjath (Heb.), Gadr (Phoenician), ' an enclosure,' ' a
fortified place ;

' as KirJaih-ATba, Carthage, Gades
or Cadiz.

BUrk (North Eng. and Scand.), Klrche (Ger.); as
SelAirk, Kir/rwaU, AVrtcudbright, A'/VcAheim,
Funfkirc/ien. [See CArtrcA in Diet.]

Klzil (Turk.), ' red.'

Knock. See Cnoc.

Lax (Scand. ; Ger. lachs\ 'a salmon '; as Loch Lax-
ford in Sutherland ; the Lnxay in the Hebrides and
in Man ; Eaxv/eir on the Shannon.

Leamhan (Ir. and Gael. ; pron. lavaTvn), 'the elm-
tree ;

' as in Leven, Lennox, Laune.
Lea, Lee, Ley (A.S. UdX), 'a meadow;' Hadleigi,

Waterloo.
Linn (Celt.X 'a waterfall;' as Lynn Regis in Nor-

folk ; 'R.osiin, ' the promontory (ross) at the fall ;*

.^I'/ilithgow, Linton.
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JAa (Celt.), 'an enclosure," 'a fort,' 'a garden;' as
Z,jVmore (' the great enclosure ' or ' garden ').

Uan (W.), 'an enclosure,' 'a church;' as Llandaff
(' the church on the Taff ').

Llano (Sp.), 'a plain.'

Loch, Lough (Gael.), ' a lake.'

Low and Law (A. S. Mdut, lUceui), ' a. rising ground ;

'

as Houns/ow, hud/tnu, and numerous /aws in Scot-

land. [Cog. with Goth, hlaiw, a mound, and perh.

allied to L. clivus, a slope.]

Magh (Celt.), 'a plain ;' as Xrmagh, Maynoolh.
Mark (Teut.), 'a boundary;' DenwarA, jMercia,

Murcin.
Markt (Ger.), ' a market

;

' as BihertmarAi.
Medina (Ar.), 'city;' as Medina, Medina-'S>\Aovi\a..

Mere, Moor (A. S.), 'a lake' or 'marsh;' as Mer%^y,
Black»i<»»r.

Minster (A.S), Munster (Ger.), 'a monastic founda-
tion ;

' as \i^s\.tnittstcr, tit\xtniinster.

Mor(Celt.), 'great;' Ben»w^.? (' great mountain').
Mor (Celt.), the sea;' as Morsy, Armories, Mor-

laix, GlawiTrgan, Morbihan.
Mull (Gael.), ' a headland ;

' as Mull of Galloway.

Ni^y (Hungarian), 'great;' as A'Vigj'-Koros, Nagy-

Nant (Celt), ' a brook,' ' valley ; ' as A'as/wich, Nant-
glyn.

Ness or Naze (Scand. ; see Diet.), 'a nose' or 'pro-
montory;' as Caithn^jf, Sheern^ff, Cape Qtraiuz;
the Naze.

Ochter. See Auchter.
Oe. See Ea.
Old, Eld, Alt (Teut), 'old;' as Alt\iar?, Elton,
£lih3.m, Aldhury, Ahuxy. (See Old in Diet.]

Patam (Sans.), ' a city ; ' Seringa/<z/a7M, Pattta.
Peak, Pike (Celt., conn, with Ger. sfiiiz, Jr. pic and
P"y\ ' point

;

' as the Peak, the Pikes in Cumber-
land, .S/>»Vzbergen, Pic du ^Iidi, Puy de Dome.

Peel (Celt.), 'a stronghold;' as Peel in Man, and
numerous peels on the Border of Scotland.

Pen. See Ben.
Polls (Gr.), ' a city ;

' as Greno3/^, Na^^lwx, Na>/«,
Sebasto/o/.

Pont (L.), ' a bridge ; ' as /"o/i/efract, Negro^tw//.
Poor, Pore, Par (Sans, pura), ' a town ;

' as Nag^ur,
Civmptfre, Singapore.

Port (L. partus), ' a harbour ;' as Port^Xxvit, Soutb-
port.

Bas (Ar.), ' a cape
;

' as ^oj-al-had.
Bath (Ir.), 'a round earthen fort;' as Rathvaaxt,
Ratkhf^g, Ratho, Rattray.

Khe, Rea, Bi, a root found in many languages, as L.
rivus, a stream, Sans, rina, flowing, A.S. r(ih, a
stream, Sp. and Port, rio, a river, meaning ' to flow ;'

as ^Aine, ^Aone, Rha, Reno, Rye, Rtty, Rkee,
Wrey, Roe, Roe ; Rio de Janeiro, ^w-Negro.

Ridge, in Scotland Bigg (A.S. Itrycg-, Ger. rUcken), 'a
back ;' as Reigate, RuzeXey, 'Longridge.

Bin (Celt.), 'a point of land ;' Rhinns of Galloway ;

PenrA^w in Wales, Ring^nA near Dublin.
Bos, Boss (Celt.), 'a promontory;' Kinn;M, Rca-

neath, ^i^j^hearty, Rossd\\\\, Ros\\n ; in S. Ireland,
a wood, as Roscommon, RossVt.<tn. The -ros in

Melrose is more probably the equivalent of Cornish
ros, a moor ; thus Melrose = the Celt, ntaol-ros,
' bare moor.'

Sail (Ger.), ' salt
;

' as S'«&burg.
Scale (Scand.), 'a hut' (Scot, skieline; Ice. skali);

Voxixnscalt, and possibly Shields, Galaskiels, Sel-
kirk.

Soar (Scand.), 'a cliff;' .$"c«rborough, the Skerries.
SoblOSS (Ger.), ' a castle ; ' as iiarieatckloss.

Serai (Turk.), ' a palace ;
' as Bosna-j/ru/ or Serativ^

Set (A.S.), 'a seat,' 'a settlement;' Dorset, Somer*
set, Ambleside, Seidlhz.

Sex, 'Saxons;' as Essej: ('East Saxons'), Sussex
(' South Saxons ').

Sierra (Sp.—L. sirrra), 'a saw ;' or from Ar. sehrak,
'an uncultiv.ated tract.'

Slieyh (Jr.; allied to L. clivus, a slope), 'a moun-
tain ;' as Sltcvh Beg.

South, found in 5///"folk, Sus%ex, .SfM/ziampton,
SutluA3.nd, Sutlon, Sudhwry, Sudley.

Stadt. See Stead.
Stan (Per.), 'a land ;' Hinduf/a«, AfghanLr/a«.
Staple (A. S.), 'a store;' Duastaile, Barnstaple.
Stead (A.S.), Stadt (Ger.), 'a town ;' as HumpsiMd,

'He.ustadt, 'Hysted.

Ster (Scand. siadhr), 'a place;' as Ulster.
Stoc, Stoke, and Stow (A.S.), 'a stockaded place;'

as Br\stozv or Br\siol, 'Y3^\\stock, Stock\\o\m, Sto-.u.

Stone (A.S.), Stein (Ger.), 'a stone," 'a rock;' ag
Statt\.on, Statues, Eddystoue, Steuuis, Franken-
steiu.

Strath (Gael.), 'a broad valley;' as Stratkmore,
StratAh\ane, Stratheaxn.

Street (L. stratutn), 'a Roman road ;' as Stratford,
Stratton, Strrathsim. [See Street in Diet.]

Su (Turk.), ' water
;

' as Karajw.

Tain (Gael.), 'a river;' as the Ty>te, prob. a form of
Dan.

Tam (Celt.), 'still,' 'smooth;' as the TVfciwesis

('smooth Isis'), the Tenia, Tame, Tamar, Tay.
Thing (Scand.), 'a legislative assembly,' al.'«} 'the

place where it is held;' as in i7/n£^all, 7'inwald,
Tj'wwald Hill, Tain.

Thorpe (Norse), Dorf (Ger.), Dorp (Dut.), 'a village;

'

as Bumham- Thorpe, Ueythorjie, tiiis&cldor/'. Middle-
dorp.

Thwaite (Scand.), ' a clearing ;
' as Crosithwaite.

Tobar (Gael.), 'a fountain;' as Tobermory.
Toft (Dan.), ' an enclosure ;' as Eowesto/t, Ivetot.

Ton(A.S.), 'enclosure,' 'town;' the most common of
English local suffixes.

Tor (Celt.), 'a tower-like rock;' as TVrbay, Tor-
phichen, Turriff, TVrbolton, Kintore, Torndon.
[From L. turris, ' a tower,' and its derivatives are
7V»->-«-Novas and 7orr«-Vedras in Portugal,
TntjnWo in Spain, TVwucoing in France.]

Tre (VV.), ' a dwelling ;
' as T'rt-town, Coven/ry ('con-

vent dwelling '), Oswes/rj', Uchil/r^

Uohel(W.), 'high ;' TTachter (Gael.), 'a height;* as
the 0<rA// Hills, Ochiltree, Auchierarder.

Var, Varad (Hungarian), 'a fortress;' as Nagy-
varad.

Varos (Hungarian), 'a town ;' as Vn^aros.
Ville (Fr.,—L. villa). Villa (It., Sp., Port.), Well

(Eng.), ' an abode ; ' as Tanken'///.f , YeowV, Fotts-

ville, Kettlemell, Bradwell, lAaxzuelltovin.

Wady (Ar.), ' a river-course,' ' a river.' See Guad.
Wall, found in many names of places on the Roman

wall from Newcastle to Carlisle ; as lyallxnd,
IVallhead.

Weald, Wold (Ger. wold), 'a wood;' fJW/ham,
IValdcn, the Cotswolds; Schwitzwald ('Black
Forest ').

Whang. See Hoang.
Wick, Wich (A.S. wfc), 'a village;' as in Benuici,
Wanvick, CreemvicA, Sandwich.

Wick (Scand., Ice. vlk, 'a creek') ; as Ifick in Caith-

ness.

Worth (A.S.), 'a farm' or 'estate;' as Tamtj«>r^^
KeniUvorth, Bos-worth, li^ortking, ¥o\zuarth, Jcd-
burgh = ']edivard,

Wy or Gwy (W.), 'water;' as the Wye; used as

affix to many streams, as Contco^, Medcva/.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS,
TOGETHER WITH SIGNS AND SYMBOLS USED IN

MEDICINE AND MUSIC.

A. Amateur ; Academician.
a. Accepted ; acre ; active ; afternoon ; atinus, year

;

aiite^ before.

& or aa, in prescriptions, of each a like quantity.

a. or ans. Answer.
Al. First-class (of ships).

A.A.C., anno ante Christum = In the year before
Christ.

A. A.Q.M.G. Acting Assistant Quartermaster-general.
A.A.S., Americana AntiquarinntE Societatis Sociiu,

Fellow of the American Academy.
AB. Able-bodied seaman.
AB., Artium Baccalaureus = Bachelor of Arts.

Abb. Abbess ; Abbot ; Abbey.
abbr. or abbrev. Abbreviated, or Abbreviation.
Abd. Abdicated.
A.B.F.M. American Board of Foreign Missions,
ab init., ab initio = From the beginning.
abL Ablative.

Abp. Archbishop.
abr. Abridged ; Abridgment.
A.B.S. American Bible Society,
abs., absol. Absolutely.
abs., abstr. Abstract.
abs re., absente reo, the defendant being absent.
A.C., ante Christum = Before Christ.

aCC. Accusative.
Acc, Acct. Account (also'a/c) ; Accountant.
AC. P. Associate of the College of Preceptors.
A.O., anno Domini = In the year of our Lord.
a.d. After date ; ante diem, before the day.
ad. Advertisement.
AD.C. Aide-de-camp.
ad fin. , adfinem = At or to the end.
ad h.l., ad hunc locum = At this place,
ad inf., ad in^nitum = To infinity,

ad init., ad tnitium = At or to the beginning,
ad Int., ad interim = In the meantime,
adj. Adjective.
Adjt. Adjutant ;—AdJt. -gen., Adjutant-general,
ad lib., ad libitum =» At pleasure.

ad lOC., aii locum = At the place.

AdTtl Admiral.
Adolph. Adolphus.
Adv. Advent ; Advocate.
adv. Adverb ; adversus = Against,
ad val., ad valorem = According to value,
advt. Advertisement.
SB., 8Bt., trtatis = Aged (so many years).
A.F.A. Associate of the Faculty of Actuaries.
AF.B.S. American and Foreign Bible Society.
Aff. Affectionate ; Affirmative.

A.O. Adjutant-general.
Ag., argentum = Silver,

agr., agrio. Agriculture.

Agt. Agent.
A.H., anno Heeirit — In the year of Hegira— i.e.

from the flight ofMohammed (622 a.d., 13th Sept.).

A.h.l., ad hunc locum = At this place.

a.h.V., ad hunc vocem = At this word.
A.H.S., Anno humauce salutis = In the year of human

salvation.

A.I.A Associate of the Institute of Actuaries.

A.LO.E. Associate of the Institute of Civil Engineers.
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AK.C. Associate of King's College, London.
Al., Ala. Alabama.
Alban. Of St Albans.
Aid. Alderman.
Alex. Alexander.
Alf. Alfred.

alg. Algebra.
Algy. Algernon.
alt. Alternate ; Altitude ; Alto.

A.M., Artium Ma^ister = Ma.steT of Arts; AhU
meridiem = Before noon ; Anno mundi = In the
year of the world ; Annus mirabi/is =The wonder-
ful year (1666) ; Ave Maria = Hail Mary.

Am., Amer. America or American.
A.M.A. American Missionary As.sociation.

amt. Amount.
an., anno = In the year ; anonymous ; answer ; a*tt«

= before.

anal. Analysis ; Analogy.
anat. Anatomy or Anatomical.
anc. Ancient, Anciently.
And. Andrew.
Ang. , Angiici = In English.
Ang.-Sax. Anglo-Saxon.
Anon. Anonymous.
ans. Answer.
ant., anti^. Antiquities.

A.O.F. Ancient Order of Foresters.

aor. Aorist.

Ap., Apl., Apr. April.

A.P.D. Army Pay Department.
Apo. Apogee.
Apoc. Apocalypse ; Apocrypha, Apocryphal.
app. Appendix ; Apprentice.
A.P.R.C., Anno post Roiiiatn conditam = In the year

after the building of Rome (753 B.C.).

aq^ aqua = Water.
A!R., anno regni — In the year of the reign.

Ar., Arab. Arabic.

ar., arr. Arrive or Arrives, Arrival.

AB.A. Associate of the Royal Academy.
arbor. Arboriculture.
Arch. Archibald.
arch. Archaic.
archSBOl. Archxology.
arch., archit. Architecture.

Archd. Archdeacon ; Archibald.

are., argentum = Silver.

A.R.H.A. Associate of the Royal Hibernian Academy.
arlth. Arithmetic or Arithmetical.

Ark. Arkansas.
Arm. Armenian ; Armoric.
A.R.R., anno regni regis or regi/ue = In the year of

the king's or queen's reign.

AR.S.A. Associate of the Royal Scottish Academy ;

Associate of the Royal Society of Arts.

AR.S.L. As.sociate of the Royal Society of Litera-
ture.

AR.S.M. Associate of the Royal School of Mines.
A.R.S.S., Antiguariorutn Regite Societatis Socius =

Fellow of the Royal Society of Antiquaries.
art. Article ; Artillery.

A.8. Anglo-Saxon; Anno salutis — \n the jtar of
salvation ; Assistant Secretary.



List of Abbreviations, Ssc

Asaph. Of St Asaph.
A.S.E. Amalgamated Society of Engineers.

Ass., Assoc. Association.

Asst. Assistant.

astr., astron. Astronomer; Astronomy.
astroL Astrology.

ats. At suit of.

Att., Atty. Attorney.
Att.-gen. Attorney-general.
at. yn. Atomic weight.

Au (L. aurum), gold.

KM. 0., anno urbiscondiia, or ab urbe conditd = In the

year from the building of the city—Rome (753 B.C.).

Aug. August
aug. Augmentative.
Autb. Ver. Authorised Version.

A.V. Authorised Version ; Artillery Volunteers

;

Annas vixit = Lived [so many] years.

Av. Avenue ; Average.
Ave. Avenue.
Avoir., Avdp. Avoirdupois.
Ax. Axiom.

b. bom.
b., bk. Book.
B., Brit. British.

B.A., Baccalaureus y4r//«/M = Bachelor of Arts;
British America ; British Association.

bach. Bachelor.
B. & F.B.S. British and Foreign Bible Society,
bal. Balance.
Bap., Bapt. Baptist,

bap., bapt. Baptised.
bar. Barometer ; Barrel.
Bar. Barrister.

Bart,Bt. Baronet,
bat, batt. Battalion ; BaUery.
B.B.C. Ba^;ball Club.
bbl. Barrel.

B.C. Before Christ; Board of Control; British
Columbia.

B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.
bd. Bound.
bds. Boards.
b.e. Bill of exchange.
Beds. Bedfordshire.
bef. Before.
Belg. Belgian, Belgic.

Ben., Benj. Benjamin.
Berks. Berkshire.
B. te L., BachelUr is Lettrcs (Fr.) = Bachelor of

Letters.

bet. Between.
Bib. Bible.

blbL Bibliotheca.
bibliog. Bibliographer, Bibliography,
biog. Biographer, Biography.
bioL Biology, Biological.

bis. Bissextile.

bk. Book; Bank; Bark,
bkg. Banking.
bkt. Basket.
B.L. Bachelor of Laws.
bL Barrel; Bale.
b.L Bill of lading,
bldg. Building.
B.M. Bachelor of Medicine ; Beata ^femoria = Of

blessed memory ; British Museum.
B.Mos. Bachelor of Music.
Bn. Baron.
bn. Battalion.
b.o. Branch Office ; Buyer's Optioa
B.O.A. British Optical Association.
B.O.A.F.O. British Order of Ancient Free Gardeners.
Boh. Bohemia, Bohemian.
BoL Bolivia.

Bamb.O.S. Bombay Civil Service.

Boiilb.S.C. Bombay Staff Corps.
bor. Borough.
bot. Botany, Botanical.

Boul. Boulevard.
Bp. Bishop.
b.p. Bill of parcels ; Bills payable ; Birthplace (also

bpl.); BoKum publicum = The public good.
B.P. British Pharmacopcea.
B.Q., Bene quiescat = May he (or she) rest welL
bque. Barque.
Br. or Bro. Brother.
br. Brig.

Br. Am. British .America.

Braz. Brazil; Brazilian.

b.rec. Bills receivable.

Bret. Breton.
brev. Brevet, Brevetted.
Brig. Brigade, Brigadier ;— Brig. -gen., Brigadier-

general.

Brit. Britain ; Britannia ; British ; Biiton.

Bro. Brother;—Bros., Brothers.

b.s. Bill of sale.

B.S.C. Bengal Staff Corps.
B.Sc. See Sc.B.
B.S.L. Botanical Society of LondotL
Bt. Baronet.
Bu.. Bus. Bushel, Bushels.

Bucks. Buckinghamshire.
Bulg. Bulgaria ; Bulgarian.
burl. Burlesque.
bush. Bushel
B.V., Beata V^irgo = Blessed Virgin ; also Bene volt

= Farewell.

B.V.M. The Blessed Virgin Mary.
B.W.T.A. British Women's Temperance Associatioa
b. & S. Brandy and soda-water.

C. Centigrade ; Catholic ; Consul ; Court ; Congress;
Church ; Chancellor ; Conservative.

C, cap., caput = Chapter.
C. Centime.
C, Ct., cent., centum = A hundred.
O.A. Chartered Accountant; Chief Accountant;

Commercial Agent ; Confederate Army.
Ca. Calcium.
oa. Cases ; Centare ; circa = About.
Ca.,Cal. California.

Cam., Camb. Cambridge.
Can. Canon ; Canto.
Cant. Canterbury ; Canticles.

Cantab., Cantabrigiensis = Of Cambridge.
Cantuar., Cantuaria = Canterbury ; Canluaritnsu

= Of Canterbury.
e&'p., caput = Capital ; Chapter ;

—

Capitulum = Head;
Capiat = Let him (or her) take.

Cap., Capt. Captain.
caps. Capitals,

car. Carat.
Car., Carolus = Charles.
Card. Cardinal,
carp. Carpentry.
Cash. Cashier,
cat. Catechism ; Catalogue.
Cath. Catherine ; Catholic
Cav. Cavalry.
O.B. Companion of the [Most Honourable Order of

the] Bath ; Confined to barracks.

C.B.S. Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament.
C.C. Caius College ; Circuit Court ; County Coimcil;

County Clerk ; Cricket Club ; Catholic Clergyman.
CC. Chapters.
CC.O. Corpus Christi College ; Christ's College,

Cambridge.
CO.C.S. Colonial and Continental Church Society.
CD. Acts. The Contagious Diseases Acts.
O.D.S.O. Companion of the Distinguished Service

Order.
0.d.V, Carte-de-visite.
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List of Abbreviations, &o.

O.B. Civil Engineer ; Canada East.

Cel. Celsius (scale of—i.e. Centigrade),

eel. Celebrated.

Celt. Celtic,

cen. Central ; Century,
cent., centum = A hundred.
Centig. Centigrade,
cert., certif. Certificate; Certify,

Cestr., Cestrensis = Of Chester,

cet. par., ceterisparibus = Other things being eqiul.
of., confer = Compare ; Calf.

c. f. & 1. Cost, freight, and insurance.

eg. Centigram.
O.G. Captain-general ; Captain of the Guard ; Coast-

guard ; Commissary-general ; Consul-general.
C.G.H. Cape of Good Hope.
C.G.S. Centimetre, Gramme, Second— the units of

length, mass, and time.

C.H. Custom-house ; Court-house.
Ch. Charles ; Chief ; China ; Church,
ch. Chaldron ; Chapter ; Child.

Chal. Chaldron.
Chal., Chald. Chaldee, Chaldaia
Chamb. Chamberlain.
Chano. Chancellor.
Chap. Chapl.tin ; Chapter.
Chas. Charles.
Ch.O, Ch-Ch. Christ Church.
Ch. Clk. Chief Clerk.

Ohem. Chemistry ; Chemical.
Ch. Hist Church History.
Chin. China, Chinese.
Ch.J. Chief-justice.

Chr. Christ ; Christian ; Christopher.

Chron. Chronicles ; Chronology.
CI. [Imperial Order of the] Crown of India (for ladies).

Oic. Cicero.
Cicestr, Cicestrensis = Of Chichester.

CLE. Companion of the [Most Eminent Order of
tlie] Indian Empire,

dr., ciro., circa, circiter, circum = About,
clt. Citation ; Citi2en.

Civ. Civil ; Civilian.

O.J. Chief-justice.

01. Clergyman ; Chlorine ; Claudius,
class. Classical ; Classification.

Clk. Clerk.
O.L.S.C Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle.

O.M. Certificated Master ; Corresponding Member

;

Common Metre ; Chirurgiie Magister = Master
in Surgery.

cm. Centimetres.
cm., causa mortis = By reason of death.
C.M.O. Companion of the [Most Distinguished]

Older of St Michael and St George.
C.M.S. Church Missionary Society.
CO. Colonial Office ; Commanding Officer ; Crown

Office ; Criminal Office.

Co. Cobalt ; Company ; County.
C/0. Care of.

Coad. Coadjutor.
COCh., COChL, cochlear =n spoon, spoonful;—eoch.

amp., cock/ear amplum = a tablespoonful ;

—

COCh. mag., cochlear tiiagjiutn = a large spoon-
ful ;—COCh. mad., cochlear medium = a dessert-
spoonful ;—COCh. parv., cochlear parvum = a
teaspoonful.

Cod. Code.x.
C.O.d. Cash (or collect) on delivery.
cog. Cognate.
Col. Colonel ; Column ; Colossians.
coll. College ; Colleague ; Collector ; Colloquial.
CoUat. Collateral.

collect. Collective.
CoUoq. Colloquially.
Com. Commander ; Commodore ; Committee ; Com-

missioner ; Commonwealth.
com. Common ; Comedy ; Commerce ; Commune.

comm. Commentary ; Commander.
Commissr. Commissioner ;—Commy., Commissary.
commn. Commission.
comp. Comparative ; Compositor ; Compare ; Com-

pound or Compounded.
compar. Comparative ; Comparison.
Com. Ver. Common Version.

Con. Consul.
con., coutra = Against ; conjux = Consort; Conclu-

sion ; Conversation.
Cong. Congress ; Congregation.
conj. Conjunction.
Conn, or Ct. Connecticut.
cons. Consonant.
con. sec. Conic Sections.

Consols. Consolidated Funds.
contr. Contracted ; Contractioa
contr. bon. mor., contra bonos mores = Contrary to

good manners.
Cop., Copt. Coptic.
Cor. Corinthians ; Coroner.
Oor. Mem. Corresponding Member.
Com. Cornish ; Cornwall.
corr. Corrupted ; Corruption.
Cor. See. Corresponding Secretary.
C.O.S. Charity Organisation Society.
cos. Cosine.
Cosmog. Cosmography.
Coss., consules = Consuls.
Cot. Cotangent
op. Compare.
Cf.P. Clerk of the Peace ; Common Pleas ; Carriage

Paid.

CP.C Clerk of the Privj' Council.
CP.S., Custos Privati Sigilli = Keeper of the Privy

Seal.

C.R., Carolus rex = King Charles ; Civis Romanus
= a Roman citizen ; Custos Rotulorum = Keeper
of the Rolls.

Cr. Credit ; Creditor ; Crown.
cranioL Craniology.
ores. Crescendo.
crlm. con. Criminal conversation, or adultery.

CS. Court of Session ; Clerk to the Signet ; Civil

Service ; Chemical Society.

C.S.A. Confederate States of America.
C.S.L Companion of the [Most Exalted Order of the]

Star of India.

CT. Certificated Teacher ; Commercial Traveller.

Ct. Cent.
CT.C Cyclists' Touring Club.
Cu., cuprum — Copper.
CU., cub. Cubic.
cur., curt. Current—this month.
CV. Common Version.
CV.O. Commander of the Royal Victorian Order.
CW. Canada West.
C.W.O. Cash with order.

cwt. A hundredweight

—

c for centum^ a hundred,
and mt for weight.

Cyc, Cyelo. Cyclopaedia.

Cym. Cymric.

d., dele = Delete ; Dead or Died ; Deserted ; Degree;
Denarius or denarii = A penny or pence ; Duke

Dan. Daniel ; Danish,
dat. Dative,
dau. Daughter.
Dav. David.
D.C , Da Capo (It.) = Repeat from the beginning;

District of Columbia.
D.C.L. Doctor of Civil Law.
DCS. Deputy Clerk of Session.

D.D., Divinitatis Doctor = Doctor of Divinity.
D.d., Deo detit = Gave to God.
D.D.D., dat, dicat, dedicat = He gives, devotes, and

dedicates ; Donn dedit dedicavit — He gave and
dedicated as a gift.
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List of Abbreviations, &a
Dea. Deacon.
Deo. December.
dec. Declaration ; Declension.

deoid. Deciduous.
de(d. Declension.
del Defendant ; Definition.

deft. Defendant.
deg. Degree, Degrees.
DeL Delaware ; Delegate.
del., delt., delineavit = 'He drew it,' put after the

draftsman's name on an engraving.

demon. Demonstrative.
Dent. Dental, Dentist, Dentistry.

Dep. Department (also Dept.) ; Deputy.
dep. Deposed.
der. Derivation.
Deut. Deuteronomy.
D.P. Defender of the Faith ; Dean of the Faculty.
dft. Defendant ; Draft.

D.O., DeizratiA = By the grace of God.
d.h., das heisst (Ger.). That is.

dial. Dialect.

dlam. Diameter.
Diet. Dictator ; Dictionary.

DlT. Director.

disc. Discount ; Discoverer.
diss. Dissertation.

dlst. Distance ; Distinguish.

dlT. Divide ; Divine.
D.L. Deputy Lieutenant.
D.Llt. or Iiltt. Doctor of Literature.

D.L.O. Dead-letter Office.

do., ditto = The same.
dols. Dollars.

D.O.M., Vio Optimo tnaximo = To God, best and
greatest.

Dom. Dominion.
dom. Domestic
Dor. Doric.

doz. Dozen.
D.P.H. Department of Public Health.
D.P.O. Distributing Post-office.

Dpt. Department.
Dr. Debtor; Doctor.
dr. Dram ; Drawer.
D.Sc. See ScD.
D.S.O. Distinguished Service Order ; District Staff

Officer.

d.8.p., decessit sineprole = Died without issue.

D.T. Doctor of Theology.
d.t. Delirium tremens.
Dnnelm., Ditnelmensis = Of Durham.
D.V., Deo volenie = God willing. If God will.

d.7.p., decessit vita patris = Died in his father's life-

time.

dwt. Pennyweight

—

d for denarius, penny, and wt
for weight.

E. East ; English.
ea. Each.
Eben. Ebenezer.
Ebor., Eboracum = York ; Ebomcensis = Of York.
E.G. Eastern Central ; Established Church.
Eccl., Eccles. Ecclesiastcs, Ecclesiastical;—

EoclesloL, Ecclesiology.
E.C.U. English Church Union.
Ed. Editor.

ed., edit. Edited; Edition.
Ed., Edw. Edward.
Edenburgen., Edenburgensis = Of Edinburgh.
Ed., Edln. Edinburgh.
E.D.S. English Dialect Society.
E.E. Errors excepted.
E.E.T.8. Early English Text Society.
e.g., ex. gp:., exempli gratiA = For example.
B.L East Indies;—E.LO.S., East India Company's

Service.

^Ufd., ^Hf4*m - Of the same.

Elis., EliZ. Elizabeth.
ElZ. Elzevir.

Emp. Emperor ; Empress.
Ency., Encyc. Encyclopaedia.
E.N.E. East-north-east.

eng. Engineer ; Engraver ; Engraving.
Ens. Ensign.
ent., entom. Entomology.
Ent. Sta. Hall. Entered at Stationers' HalL
Env. Ext. Envoy Extraordinary,
e.O.d. Every other day.
Ep. Epistle.

Eph. Ephesians.
Epipb. Epiphany.
Epls., Episc. Episcopal
epit. Epitaph ; Epitoma
eq. Equal ; Equivalent.
E.S.E. East-south-east.
esp., espec. Especially,

Esq., Esqr. Esquire.
Est. Established.
ot al., et aim = And elsewhere ; or et alii or aUa

= And others.

etc. , &c. , et ceteri or cetera = And others, and so forth,

et seq., sq., or sqq., et seguentes or seqiientia = And
the following.

ety., etym. Etymology.
E.U. Evangelical Union.
Euph. Euphemia.
Eur. Europe ; European.
ex. Examined ; Example ; Exception ; Excursus

;

Executive ; Export.
Ex., Exod. Exodus.
Exc. Excellency.
exo. Except ; Exception.
ex dlv., extra dividendum = Without dividend,
ex. g., ex. gr. exempli gratiA= For the sake of

example.
Exon. , Exonia = Exeter ; Exoniensis — Of Exeter,
exp. Export.
exr. Executor.
Ez. Ezra.
Ezek. Ezekiel.

E. & O.E. Errors and Omissions Excepted.

f. Following ; Farthing ; Feminine ; Fathom ; Foot

;

Forte.
F.,Falir. Fahrenheit,
fam. Familiar ; F'amily.

F.A.M. Free and Accepted Masons.
F.A.S. Fellow of the Society of Arts ; Fellow of the

Antiquarian Society.

F.B. Fenian Brotherhood.
F.B.S. Fellow of the Botanical Society ;—F.B.S.B.,

Fellow of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.
P.O. Free Church [of Scotland].

F.C.P. Fellow of the College of Preceptors,

fcp., fcap. Foolscap.

F.C.S. Fellow of the Chemical Society.

F.D., Fidei Defensor = Defender of the Faith.

Feb. February.
tao.,/ecit = He did it.

F.E.I.S. Fellow of the Educational Institute of
Scotland.

fem. Feminine.
F.E.S. Fellow of the Ethnological or of the Ento-

mological Society.

feud. Feudal.
Ff. The Pandects, prob. by corr. of Greek IT.

il.,Jecernnt = They did it or made it ; Folios.

F.F.A. Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries.

F.F.P.a Fellow of the Faculty of Physicians and
Surgeons (Glasgow).

P.&.S. Fellow of the Geological Society.

F.I.A. Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries,

fict. Fiction.

Fl. fa., fieri/acias = That you cause to be made (a

writ of execution).
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flg. Figure, Figuratively.

fin., adJinein = At the end.
F.K.Q.C.P.L Fellow of the King's and Queen's

College of Physicians in Ireland.

fl-iTf^irj^V = Flourished ; Florin.

Flor., Fla., Fa. Florida.

F.L.S. Fellow of the Linnaean Society.

P.M. Field-marshal,
fm. Fathom.
F.O. Field-officer ; Foreign Office ; Full Organ,
fo. , fol. Folio.

f.O.b. Free on board.
P.P. Fire-plug.

F.P.S. Fellow of the Philological Society.

Fr. France, French ; Friar ; Friday,
fr. Fragment ; Franc ; Frequently.
F.R.A.S. Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society

;

Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society.

P.R.C.P. Fellow of the Royal CoUeKe of Physicians.

F.E.C.P.E. Fellow of the Royal College of Physi-
cians of Edinburgh.

ItCS. Francs.

F.R.C.S. Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons,
F.R.C.S.E. Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons

of Edinburgh.
F.R.O.S.I. Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons

of Ireland.

F.R.C.S.L. Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons
of London.

Fred. Frederick.

F.R.G.S. Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society.

F.R.H.S. Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Fri. Friday.
F.R.I.B.A. Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architects.

F.R.Met.S. Fellow of the Royal Meteorological
Society,

P.R.S. Fellow of the Royal Society.

F.R.S.E. Fellow of the Royal Society, Edinburgh.
F.R.S.L. Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
P.R.S.S.A. Fellowofthe Royal Scottish Society ofArts.
F.S.A. Fellowofthe Society of Arts ; Fellowofthe

Society of Antiquaries.
F.S.A.Scot. Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland.
F.S.S. Fellow of the Statistical Society,
ft. Foot, Feet ; Fort.
F.T.C.D. Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin,
fth., ftbm. Fathom,
fur. Furlong.
fut. Future.
F.W.B. Free-will Baptist,

ft. Forzando or Forzato.
F.Z.S. Fellow of the Zoological Society,

g. Genitive ; Gramme.
G.A. General Assembly.
Oa., Gteo. Georgia.
QaeL Gaelic.
GaL Galatians.

gal. Gallon ;—gall., gallons.
gam. Gamut.
gaz. Gazette.
G.B. Great Britain -,—0.8. and L, Great Britain

and Ireland.

G.O.B. [Knight] Grand Cross of the [Most Honour-
able Order of the] Bath.

O.C.H. [Knight] Grand Cross of Hanover.
O.C.LE. [Knight] Grand Commander [of the Most

Eminent Order] of the Indian Empire.
6'.X3.L.H. Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour.
g.C.m. Greatest common measure.
G.O.M.O. [Knight] Grand Cross of [the Most Distin-

guished Order of] St Mich.iel and St George.
O.O.S.I. [Knight] Grand Commander of the [Most

Exalted Order of the] Star of India.
G.C.V.p. [Knight] Grand Cross of the [Royal] Vic-

torian Order.
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Gen. General ; Genesis,
Gen., Genl. General.
gen. Gender ; Genitive ; Genus,
gent. Gentleman, Gentlemen.
Goo. George.
geog. Geography.
geol. Geology.
geoUL Geometry.
ger. Gerund.
G.F.S. Girls' Friendly Society.
Gk. or Gr. Greek.
gm. Gramme.
O.M.T. Greenwich Mean Time.
G.O. General Order; Grand Organ.
G.O.M. Grand Old Man (W. E. Gladstone^
Got. Government, Governor.
G.P. General Practitioner ; Grateful Patient ; Gloria

patri = Glory to the Father.
G.P.O. General Post-office.

gr. Grain ; Grammar ; Gross.
gS. Guineas.
G.S.P. Good Service Pension.
Gu. Guinea ; Gules.
gpiln. Guinea.

h., hr. Hour.
Hab. Habakkuk,
hab. Habitat.
Hag. Haggai.
Hants. Hampshire.
Har. Harold.
H.B.M, His (or Her) Britannic Majesty,
H.O. Heralds' College ; House of Commons ; Holy

Communion.
H.C.M. His (or Her) Catholic Majesty,
h.e., hie est = This is ; hoc est = That is,

Heb. Hebrews.
H.E.LO.S. Honourable East India Company's Service.

her. Heraldry ; Heres = Heir.
hf. Half ;—hf.-bd., halfbound ;—hf.-of., half-calf.

H.G. Horse Guards ; His Grace,
H.H. His (or Her) Highness.
hhd. Hogshead.
H.I.H. His (or Her^ Imperial Highness,
hist. Historian, Histor>-.

H.J., hie jacet = 'H.erc lies;—H.J.S., hie jeuet sepul-

tus = Here lies buried.

H.K. House of Keys (Isle of Man),
RM. His (or Her) Majesty.
H.M.C. His (or Her) Majesty's Customs,
H.M.I.S. His (or Her) Majesty's Inspector of Schools.
H.M.P., hoc mofiri/nentum posnit = Erected this monu-

ment.
H.M.S. His (or Her) Majesty's Ship or Service,

ho. House.
Hon. Honourable, Honorary.
hor. Horizon ; Horology.
hort., hortlo. Horticulture, HorticulturaL
Hos. Hosea.
H.P. High-priest; Half-pay,
h.p. Horse-power.
H.R, House of Representatives ; Home Rule,

hr. Hour.
H.R.E. Holy Roman Emperor or Empire.
H.R.H. His (or Her) Royal Highness.
H.R.LP., hie requiescit in paee= Here rests in peace.
H.S., hie sitns = Here lies ;—H.S.E., hie sepultus (or

situs) est — Here is buried (or laid).

H.S.H, His (or Her) Serene Highness.
H.S.S., Historic Societatis Sociits = Fellow of the

Historical Society.

Hy. Henry.

la. Iowa.
la., Ind. Indiana.
lb., ibid., ibidem = In the same place.

I.C.E. Institute of Civil Engineers,
ich,, iohth. Ichthyology.
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loon. Iconography, Iconographic.

I.O.S. Indian Civil Service.

Id., idetn = The same.
I.D.B. Illicit Diamond Buyer (in Cape Colony).

I.D.N. , i't Dei noniine = In the name of God.
I.e., /(/ est = That is.

l.h.p. Indicated horse-power. _
I.H.S., for the Greek capitals IHC (the C a form of

Greek 2), the first three letters of the name Jesus,

often misread as Jesus Hontinum Salvaior = Jesus
Saviour of Men.

ni. Illinois.

111. Illustration, Illustrated.

I.L.P. Independent Labour Party.

Imp. Imperial ; />«/Wv»/(»>'= Emperor.
Imp. Imperfect; Imperative; Imprimatur —\a\. it

be printed.

I.M.S. Indian Medical Service,

in. Inch, Inches,

ino., Incorp. Incorporated.

Inco^., incognito (It.). Unknown, avoiding pub-
licity.

Ind. Indiana.
I.N.D. Same as I.D.N, (q.v.).

ind., indiO. Indicative,

indecl. Indeclinable.

indef. Indefinite.

Ind. Ter. Indian Territory,
inf., tH/ra, = Below ; Infantry ; Infinitive.

Infra dig., infra diffnitatetn = Beneath one's dignity,

init. , initio = In the beginning.
in 11m., in limine = On the threshold, at the outset.

in loc., in /oco= In its place;—in lOO. Olt., in loco

citato = In the place cited,

inpr., in principio = In the beginning.
I.N.R.I., Jesus Nazarenus Rex Juderorum = Jesus of

Nazareth King of the Jews,
inst. Instant—the present month ; Institute.

Inst. Aot. Institute of Actuaries.
Inst.O.E. Institute of Civil Engineers.
Int. Interest; Interior; Interpreter,

interrog. Interrogation, Interrogatively,
in trans., in transitu = On the passage.
Intro., introd. Introduction.

inv., invenit=He designed it; Inventor, Invented;
Invoice.

I.O.F. Independent Order of Foresters.

I.O.G.T. Independent Order of Good Templars.
I.O.U. I owe you.
I.P.D., in prtrsentiA Dominorum = In presence of the

Lords (of Session).

l.q., idem <fuod= The same as.

I.K.B. Irish Republican Brotherhood.
Is., Isa. Isaiah.

Is., Isab. Isabella.

LS.O. Indian Staff Corps.
It. Italian.

I.T. Idaho Territory ; Indian Territory.

Jan. January.
JaS. James.
J.O., 7«r/> C(»«j«//«j = Jurisconsult ; Jesus Christ;

Justice Clerk.
Jor. Jeremiah.
J.aS. The same as I.H.S. (q.v.)l

Jno. John.
Jo. Joel.

Jos. Josiah ; Joseph.
Josh. Joshua.

Jour, fonrnal.

'.P. Justice of the Peace.
Jr^ Jun., Junr. Junior.
J.U.D., Juris Utriusque Doctor =DoctOT both of

Canon and of Civil Law.
Jnd., Judg. Judges.
Jul. July.
Juno. Junction.
Jurisp. Jurisprudence.

Kal., Kalendie = Calends.
Kan., also Ks. Kansas.
K.B. Knight of the Bath; King's Bench.
K.O. King's Counsel ; King's College.
K.C.B. Knight Commander of the [Most Honourabia

Order of the] Bath.
K.C.H. Knight Commander of [the Older of] Hanover.
K.C.I.E. Knight Commander of the [Most Eminent

Order of the] Indian Empire.
K.C.M.G. Knight Commander of [the Most Distin>

Ruished Order of] St Michael and St George.
K.C.S.I. Knight Comm.inder of the [Most Exalted

Order of the] Star of India.

K.C.V.O. Knight Commander ofthe [Royal] Victorian
Order,

kg. Kilogram.
K.G. Knight of the [Most Noble Order of the]

Garter.

K.O.O. Knight of the Grand Cross.

K.G.O.B. Knight of the Grand Cross of the Bath.
K.G.F. Knight ofthe Golden Fleece.

K.H. Knight of Hanover.
kilo. Kilogramme.
Kit. Christopher.

K.K., Kniserlich, KHiiigleich^ Imperial, RovaL
K.K.K. Ku Klu.x Khan.
K.L.H. Knight of the Legion of Honour.
K.M. Knight of Malta.
Km. Kingdom.
km. Kilometre.
Knt., Kt. Knight.
K. of L. Knight of Labour.
K.P. Knight of [the Most Illustrious Order of St]

Patrick.

kr. Kreutzer.
K.S.I. Knight ofthe St.ir of India.

K.T. Knight of [the Most Ancient and Most Noble
Order of] the Thistle.

Kt. Bach. Knight Bachelor.
K.t.I., kai ia leipomena (Gr.) = And the rest, And

so forth.

Ky. or Ken. Kentucky.

L. Lake ; Latin ; Liberal ; Libra (pound).

1. Latitude ; League ; Long.
L.A. Law Agent ; Literate in Arts.

L.A.C. Licentiate of the Apothecaries' Company.
Lam. Lamentations.
lang. Language.
lat. Latitude ; Latin.

Lb., libra — A pound.
Lo. Lower-case (in printing); Loco citato = In the

place cited ; Left centre ; Letter of credit.

L.O. Lower Canada ; Lord Chancellor ; Lord Cham-
berlain.

L.O.B. Lord Chief-baron.

L.C.O. London County Council.

L.O.J. Lord Chief-justice.

L.O.P. Licentiate ofthe College of Preceptors.

Ld. Lord;—Ldp. , Lp., Lordship.

Ij.D. Lady Day ; Light Dragoons.
L.D.S. Licentiate in Dental Surgery.

Leot. Lecture.

Leg. Le^al
J
Legate ; Legislature.

Leip. Leipzig.

Lev., Levil. Leviticus.

Lex. Lexicon.
Leyd. Leyden.
l.h. Left hand.
L.I. Long Island

;

lib., liier = Boo\i ;-

Lieut., Lt. Lieutenant.

Linn. Linnsan, Linnaeus.

llq. Liquid.
lit. Literally ; Literature.

lltt. Litterateur.

L.L.A. Lady Literate in Arts.

LL.B., Legvm Baccalaurem - Bachelor of Laws.

Light Infantry,

-lib. oat., Librarj' catalogue.
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T.T. n
,
Ltgttm Dtfctor— Doctor of Laws.

UM. Long Metre.

I1.M.S. Lmiiion Missionary Society.

loa OlV , Uco citato = At the place quoted.

log. Logarithm.
Ion., long. Longitud*.
Lond. London.
loq. , /i^futtur = Speakv
Lou., La. Laui.<iuina.

LP. Lord Provost,

L.II.C.P. Licentiate of the Royal College of Physi-

cians.

L.R.O.P.B. Licentiate of the Royal College of

Physicians of Edinburgh.
L.R.C.S. Licentiate of the Royal College of Sur-

geons.
L.S. Linnaean Society ; Locp sigiiU^ In the place of

the Seal.

Ls. Left side.

L.S.A. Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries.
L.S.D., itbrte, toiidi, <£r<Mn< » Pounds, shillings,

pence.
Lt. Lieutenant.
LXX Septuagint Version.

H. . miiU = .\ thousand.
m. M.»rried ; Ma.sculine ; Mfritiiem = Noon ; Metre.
M., Mens., .yfoHsieur (?r.\ Mr or Sir ;—MM.,

Messieurs^ Gentlemen or Sirs.

M.A. M.-ister of .Arts. See A.M.
M.A.B.T.S. Metropolitan Association for Befriend-

ing Young Servants.

Mac.Maoa Maccabees.
inach. Machinery.
Mad. M.idam.
Mag. Magazine.
Maj. M.-«ior.

Mai. Malachi.
Mar. March.
marg. Margin, MarginaL
Marg. , Mrgt. Margaret.
Marq. Marquis.
mas. . masc Masculine.
Mass. .M.issachusetts.

Math. Mathematics.
Matt. Matthew.
M.B. Mark of the Beast, as in 'M.B. waistcoat.'

MB., Mtdicina Auictf/itatrrwr = Bachelor of Medi-
cine.

M.B. , Mutum BaceatMirtus = Bachelor of Music.
_

M.O. Member of Congress ; Master of Ceremonies ;

Member of Council.
ILO.O. Member of the County Council ; Mar>-lebone

Cricket Club.
M.O.P. Member of the College of Preceptors.
M.O.S. Madras Civil Service.

Md. Maryland.
M.D., Mr.iicifm D*ct»r= Doctor of Medicine.
Mdlle. , Mile. , MadtmoUtlU ( Fr.> M iss.

Mdm. Madam.
HE. Most Excellent ; Methodist Episcopal ; Middle

English ; Mining Engineer.
Me. Maine.
ILE.O. Member of the Executive Council.
metL Medical, Medicine ; Medieval.
Mem. Memorandum ; MenitHte = Remember.
Messrs, .\(tsiitit>^K,Yx.\ Sirs, Gentlemen.
met., metaph. Metaphysics.
metaL, metalL Met.-illurgy.

meteor. .Meteorology.
mfd. Manufactured;—mfrt,, Manufacturers.
M.F.H. Master of Foxhounds.
M. ft, mistura fiat = Let a mixture be made.
Mgr. Monseigneur.
MH.O. Middle High Germtn.
M.H.R. Member of the Hmne of Representativev
M.Lq.B. or MlnstCB. Member of the lasiitute of

Civil Elngineers.

Mia Micah.
MiclL Michigan.
mln. Mineralogy.
Minn. Minnesota.
Mis. Missouri.

mlso. Miscellaneous, Miscellany.
mil , milit. Military.

Miss., Mis. Mi.ssisMupi.

ML.A. Meml)er ol Legislative A&.sembly.
ML.C. Member oi Legislative Council.
Mile. Mademoiselle.
MM. (Their) Majesties ; Martyrs.
Mme., Maiiamt (Kr.). Madam :—/>/. MmeS.
M.N.S. Member of the Numismaucal Society.
Mo. Missouri.

mo. Month.
mod Modem.
mol. Wt. Moleciil.ir weight.
Mons. Monsieur.
Monslg. Monsignor.
mom. Morning.
mos. Months.
M.P. Member of Parliament.
M.P.S. Member of the Philological Society.
M.P.S. Member of the Pharmaceutical Society.
MR. Master of the Rolls.

Mr. Master or Mister.
M.R. A.S. Member of the Ro)'al Asiatic Society.
M.R. A.S. Member of the Royal Academy of Sciencei.
M.R.C.O. Member of the Royal College of Chemistry.
M.R.C.P. Member of the Roj-al College of Pre-

ceptors.

MR.C.S. Member of the Royal College of Surgeons.
M.R.C.V.S. Member of the Royal College of Veteri-

n.iry Surgeons.
M.R.Q.S. Member of the Royal Geographical Society.
MR.L Member of the Royal Inslittilion.

M.R. LA. Member of the Royal Irish Academy.
Mrs. Mistres.s.

MS. M.inuscript ;—MSS., Mantncripls.
M.S. M.ister in Surgery; M«m«rm SMrmmm

Sacred to the Memory.
m.S. Months (after) sight
MS.O. Madras Staff Corps.
m.S.l. Mean sea-level.

MS.S. Member of the Statistical Society.
mt. Mount ;—mts.. Mountains.
mth. Month.
Mus. Music ; Museum.
MUS.B. Bachelor of Music
Mos.D., Doc., Doot. Doctor of Music
MV.O. Meml)er of the Royal Victorian Order.
MySt. Mysteries.
myth. Mythology.

N. North, Northern : Nitroeen.
n. Name ; Xatus = Bom ; Neuter ; Nooa
N.A. North America.
Ma. Nebraska.
Nah. Nahum.
Nap. Napoleon.
Nat. National.
Nat hist. Natural History,

nat. ord. Natural order,

naut. Nautical.
na7. Naval ; Navigation.
N.B. North Britain, North British ; New Brunswick.
N.B., «<>/•» Art»r = Note well, or take notice.

N.O. North Carolina ; New Church.
n.d. No date. Not dated.
N.Dak. North Dakota.
N.E. North-east ; New England.
Neb., Nebr. Nebraska.
noK. Ncgati\-e.

Neb. Nehemiah.
n.e.i., twH est iHVfntus = Is not found,
nem. oon., ntmtHt centrndiccHte =^ No one contra-

dicting.
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nom. diss., nemine dissentiente — No one dissenting.

Nep. Neptune.
Neth. Netherlands.
Neut. Neuter.
Nev. Nevada.
New M. New Mexico.
N.F. Newfoundland ; Norman French.
N.H. New Hampshire.
Ni. pri., nisipmis. See Nisi in Diet
N.J. New Jersey.

n.l., non licet = It is not permiited ; non liquet = It

is not clear ; nott longe = Not far.

N.M. New Mexico.
N.N.E. North-north-east.
N.N.W. North-north-west.
N.O. New Orleans ; Natural Order.
No., numero = Number ;—Nos., Numbers.
non-con. Non-content.
non Obst., non obstante = Notwithstanding.
non pros., non prosequitur = He does not prosecute,
non Seq., non sequitur = It does not follow.

n.O.p. Not otherwise provided.
Northmb. Northumberland.
Norvlc, Norvicensis = Of Norwich.
Nos. Numbers.
Notts. Nottinghamshire.
Nov. November.
N.P. Notary Public ; New Providence.
N.S. New Style.

N.S. Nova Scotia.

n.S. Not specified.

N.S.W. New South Wales.
N.T. New Testament.
n.U. Name unknown.
Num., Numb. Numbers.
numls. , numism. Numismatics.
N.V. New Version.
N.V.M. Nativity of the Virgin Mary.
N.W. North-west.
N.W.P. North-west Provinces (IndiaX
N.W.T. North-west Territories.

N.Y. New York.
N.Z. New Zealand.
N. & Q. Notes and Queries.

O. Ohio ; Oxygen.
O/'a- On account of.

ob., obiit = Died.
Ob., Obad. Obadiah.
Obdt. Obedient.
obi. Object, Objective.
Obl. Oblique; Oblong.
Obs. Observation ; Obsolete.
obstet. Obstetrics.

00. Ocean.
0.0.R. Order of Corporate Reunion.
Oct. October.
O.D. Ordnance Data.
O.E. Old English.
O.F. Odd Fellow ; Old French.
Off. Official.

O.H.G. Old High German.
O.H.M.S. On His (or Her) Majesty's Service.

O.BL All correct (prob. a humorous spelling of thi«X

Old Test. Old Testament.
O.M. Old Measurement.
Omn. hor., omni hora ^ Every year.

onomat. Onomatopoeia.
O/q. Per cent.

O.P. Old Price ; Ordinis Pradicatorum = Of the

Order of Preachers (or Dominicans).
O.p. Out of Print.

Op. Opera.
op. Opposite ; Opits = Work.
op. City op>ere citato = In the work cited,

ord. Ordained ; Order ; Ordinary ; Ordnance.
Or. Oregon.
O.S. Old Style,

O.S. A., Ordinis Sancti Augustini — Of the Order of
St Augustine.

O.S.B., Ordinis Sancti Be>udicii= Of the Order of
St Benedict.

O.S. P., Ordinis Sancti Francisci = Of the Order of
St Francis.

O.T. Old Testament.
Oxf. Oxford.
Oxon., Oxonia = Oxford •,—Oxoniensis = Of Oxford.
OS. Ounce.

p. Page; Participle;—p. a., Participial adjective.
Pa., also Penn. Pennsylvania.
Pac. Oc. Pacific Ocean.
paint. Painting.
Pal. Palestine ; Palaeontology.
pam. Pamphlet.
Pan. Panama.
par. Paragraph ; Parallel ; Parish.
Pat, Pk. Patrick.

Pat. Off. Patent Office.

V.Q., Patres Coitscripti-=Q,or^%cx'v^t Fathers; Privy
Coimcillor ; Police Constable ; Post Commander,

P.O. Postal-card.
P. O.S. Principal Clerk of Session.
pd. Paid.
P.E. Protestant Episcopal.
P.E.I. Prince Edward Island.

Pen. Peninsula.
Penn. Pennsylvania.
Pent. Pentecost.
per. Period ; Person.
per an.

,
per annum = Per year, By the year.

per cent., per Ct., per centum = By the hundred.
pers. Person.
Petriburg. , Petriburgensis = Of Peterborough.
Pg. Portugal.
Phar., Pharm. Pharmaceutical; Pharmacoposia

;

Pharmacy.
FIlB., Philosopkia Baccalaureus = Bachelor of Phil-

osophy.
Ph.D., Philosophic Doctor= Doctor of Philosophy.
Phil. Philippians ; Philemon ; Philadelphia ; Philip,

Phil. Trans. Philosophical Transactions.
phon., phonet. Phonetics.
phonog. Phonography.
phot. Photography.
phr. Phrase.
phys. Physiology ; Physics ; Physician.
pinx.

,
pxt.

,
//'«.r// = He (or she) painted it.

P.M. Past Master ; Post meridiem = Afternoon

;

Post-master ; Post mortem.
pnL Premium.
P.M.O. Postmaster-general.
p.n. Promissorj' note.

P.O. Post-office ; Postal Order.
po. Pole.

P.O.C. Peninsular and Oriental Company.
p.O.d. Pay on delivery.

P. 0.0. Post-office Order.
pop. Population.
DOS., posit. Positive.

P.P. Parish Priest.

pp. P.iges.

r. 'P.O., pour prendre cong^ (Ft.) = To take leave.

P.P.S. Postscript additional.

P.R. Prize-ring ; Porto Rico.

P.R., Populus Romanus = The Roman people.

pr. Pair; Per; Present; Price; Pronoun; Prince;
Priest ; Proven9al.

P.R. A. President of the Royal Academy.
P.R.B. Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.
Prob. Prebend, Prebendary.
pref. Preface.

Pros. , Proses. President.

P.R.LB.A. President of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.
Tp.r.Ji., pro re nata= For special business arising.
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Pro. Professional.

Prof. Professor.

Prot. Protestant
pro tern. , fn-o tempore = For the time being.

Prov. Proverbs,
prox.

,
proximo = Next.

P.R.S. President of the Royal Society.

P.R.S.A. President of the Royal Scottish Academy.
P.R.S.E. President of the Royal Society of Edin-

burgh.
v. S., tost scripium = Postscript, unitten after.

Ps., Psa. Psalms,
pseud. Pseudonym.
P.T. Pupil Teacher,
p.t. Post-town.
P. T. O. Please turn over.

Pub. Doc. Public Document.
P.W.D. Public Works Department,
pwt. Pennyweight.
P. & 0. Peninsular and Oriental Company.

q., giiacirans = Farthing
;
Query

;
QuintaL

Q. ,
Qu. Query; Question.

Q.A.B. Queen Anne's Bounty.
Q.B. Queen's Bench.
Q.O. Queen's Counsel ; Queen's College.

q.d.
,
quasi dicat = As if he should say.

q.e., quod est = Which is.

q.e.d., quod erat demonstrandum = Which was to be
demonstrated,

q.e.l, quod eratfaciendum = Which w.ts to be done,
q.e.i.

,
quod erat infeniendum = Which was to be

found out.

q.l., quantum libet = As much as you please.
Q.M. Qu.irtermaster.

qm., quomodo = In what manner ; How.
Q.M.Q'. Quartermaster-general,
qr. Quarter.
Q.S. Quarter-Sessions,
q.s., Quantum saS., quantum sttjfficit = K sufficient

quantity.
3t. Quantity ; Quart;—qtS., Quarts.
[U. Queen ; Question.

qu., quar. Quart, Quarter, Quarterly.
q.V., quod vide =\\'hich see; quantum rw = As

much as you wilL

R. , rex, regina = King, Queen.
R. , recipe = Take.
R. , Reao. Reaumur's thermometric scale.
R.A. Royal Academy or Academician ; Royal Artil-

lery.

Rabb. Rabbinical.
R.A.C. Royal Arch Chapter.
Rad. Radical,
rad. , radix = Root.
R.A.M. Royal Academy of Musia
R.A.S. Royal Asiatic Society.
r.C. Right centre.

R.C. Roman Catholic ; Red Cross.
R.C.M. Royal College of .Music.
R.C.P. Royal College of Preceptors.
R.C.S. Royal College of Surgeons,
R.D. Rural Dean; Royal Dragoons,
R.E. Royal Engineers.
Rec. Recipe,
reed. Received,
recpt. Receipt
Rect. Rector; Rectory.
Ret Ch. Reformed Church.
Reg. Prof. Regius Professor.

Regt. Regiment.
Rep. Represenutive ; Republic ; Report, Reporter,
rept. Receipt,
retd. Returned.
Rev. Revise, Revision ; Revelation.
Rev., Revd. Reverend ;—Revs., Reverends.
Eev. Ver. Revised Version.

R.G.G. Royal Grenadier Guards
R.G.S. Royal Geographical Society.
r.h. Right hand.
R.H. Royal Highness ; Royal Highlanders.
R.H.A. Royal Horse Artillery ; Royal Hibernian

Academy.
rhet. Rhetoric.
R.aO. Royal Horse Guards.
R.H.S. Royal Humane Society ; Royal Horticultural

Society ; Royal Historical Society.
R.I. Rhode Island.

R.I.B.A. Royal Institute of British Architects.
R.I.P., requiescat in pace = May he (or she) rest in

peace.
R.M. Royal Mail ; Royal Marines.
R.M.A. Royal Military Asylum ; Royal Marine

Artillery.

R.M.Ii.1. Royal Marine Light Infantry.
R.M.S. Royal Mail Steamer ; Royal Microscopical

Society.

R.N. Royal Navy.
R.N.R. Royal Naval Reserve.
Rob., Robt. Robert.
Roflfen. Of Rochester.
Rom. Romans.
Rom. Cath. Roman Catholic.
R.P. Reformed Presbyterian ; Regius Professor.
R.R. Right Reverend.
R.R.C. Royal Red Cross (for ladies).

R.S. Royal Society.
R.S.A. Royal Society of Antiquaries ; Royal Scottish

Academy or Academician.
R.S.D. Royal Society of Dublin.
R.S.E. Royal Society of Edinburgh.
R.S.L. Royal Society of London.
R.S.M. Royal School of Mines.
R.S.O. Railway Sub-office ; Railway Sorting Office.

R.S.S., also S.R.S., Regain Societatis Socius = Fellow
of the Royal Society.

R.S.V.P., R/pondez, s'il vous plait (Fr.) = Reply, if

you please.

Ho " "
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Rt. Hon. Right Honourable.
Rt. Rev. Right Reverend.
R.T.S. Religious Tract Society.

Rt W. , Rt. Wpfld. Right Worshipful
R.V. Rifle Volunteers ; Revised Version.
R.W.D.G.M. Right Worshipful Deputy Grand

Master.
R.W.G.M. Right Worshipful Grand Master.
R.W.G.R. Right Worthy Grand Representative.

R.W.G.8. Right Worthy Grand Secretary.

R.W.G.T. Right Worthy Grand Templar; Right
Worthy Grand Treasurer.

R.W.O.W. Right Worshipful Grand Warden.
R.W.S. Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours.
R.W.S.G.W. Right Worshipful Senior Grand

Warden.
Rx. Tens of rupees.

Ry. Railway.

S. South ; Sabbath ; Saint ; Seconds ; Society ; Sun.

S.A. South Africa ; South America ; South Australia.

Sa. Saturday.
B.a., secundum artem = .A.ccording to art ; sine anno

= Without date.

S.A.I., Son Altesse Imperiale (Fr.). His Royal
Highness.

Sam. Samuel.
Sarum. Of Salisbury.

S.A.S., Societatis Antiquariontm Socius = Fellow of
the Society of Antiquaries.

Sat. Saturday.
S.C. South Carolina ; Senatus Consuetum = A decree

of the Roman Senate.
B.C., 8. caps., sm. caps. Small capitals.
SC, sell., scilicet = To wit, X.imely, Being understood.
SC, seulp., sculpt., sculpsit = He (or she)engraved it.

ScB., Scientiet Baccalaureus = Bachelor of Science.
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So.D,, Scientut Doctor = Doctor of Science.
8Ch., BCbr. Schooner.
8CL fa., scire facias = That you cause to know,
S.C.Ii. Student of the Civil Law.
Soot. Scotland, Scotch.
Sorlpt. Scripture.

S.D. South Dakota ; Senior Deacon.
S.D., salutetn dicit = Sends greeting.

S.d., sine die = Without day.
S.D.U.K. Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-

ledge.

S.E. South-east.
sec. Second ; Section.

Sec, Secy. Secretary.

sec. leg., secundum legem — According to law.

sec. reg., secundum regulam = According to rule.

sect. Section.
Sem. Seminary ; Semitic.
Sen. Senator ; Senior.

Sep., Sept. September; Septuagint.
Seq., sequentes or sequentia — The following.

Ser. Series ; Sermon.
Serg., Sergt. Sergeant ;—Serj., Serjt., Serjeant.

Sess. Session.
Sfz. Sforzando.
S.G. Solicitor-general.

S.g. Specific gravity.

S.H. School-house.
8h. Shilling.

S.h.V., sub hoc verba or sub hac voce = Under this

word.
S.J. Society of Jesus.
S.L. Solicitor at Law.
8.1., 8. lat. South latitude.

8ld. Sailed.

8.1. p., sine legitima prole = Without lawful issue.

S.M. Short Metre.
S.M., Sa Majesti. His (or Her) Majesty.
Smith. Inst. Smithsonian Institution.

S.M. Lond. Soc, Societatis Mediae Londiniensis
Socius = Member of the London Medical Society.

S.M.M., Sancia Mater Maria = Holy Mother Mary.
8.ni.p., sine tnascula prole = Without male issue.

8.n., secundum naturam = According to nature.

S.O. Sub-office.

8.0. Seller's optioD.

Soc. Society.

BOL Solution.

Sol., Solr. Solicitor.

Sol. -gen. Solicitor-generaL
Sop. Soprano.
sp. Spelling.

8. p., sine prole = Without issue.

S.P.O.A. Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals.
S.P.0.0. Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children.
S.P.O.K. Society for Promoting Christian Kiiow-

lecJge.

S.P.G. Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.
sport. Sporting.

S.P.Q.R., Senatus Populusque Romamis= The Senate
and People of Rome.

8.p.8., sineprole superstite = Without surviving issue.

Spt. Seaport.
sq. Square.
sq., seqtuns = The following.
Sr. Senior ; Sir.

S.R.I., Sacrum Romanum Imperiutn — Holy Roman
Empire.

S.R.S., Societatis Regice Socius = Fellow of the Royal
Society.

S.S. Sabbath School.
Ss. Saints.

8.8. Steamship; Screw steamer.
SS.O. Solicitor before the Supreme Court (Scot-

land) ; Societas Sancti Crucis = Society of the
Holy Cross.
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SS.D., Sanctissimus Dominus = Most holy Lord (th«
Pope).

S.S.E. South-south-east.
S.S.W. South-south-west.
St. Saint ; Strait ; Street.

Stdy. Saturday.
Ste. , Sainte (Fr.). Fern, of Satni.
ster., Stereo. Stereotype.
Ster., Stg. Sterling.

S.T.P., Sanctis Theologice Professor = Vrokssos of
Theology.

Str. Steamer.
Su. Sunday.
sub. Subject ; Suburb.
subj. Subject ; Subjunctive.
SUbst. Substitute.

SUf., Stiff. Suffix.

sup. Superfine ; Superior ; Superlative ; Supreme.
Sup. Ct. Superior Court ; Supreme Court,
supp. Supplement.
Supr. Supreme.
Supt. Superintendent.
Surg. Surgeon, Surgery.
Surv.-gen. Surveyor-general.
S.V., Sancta Virgo = Holy Virgin ; Sanctitas Vesira

= Your Holiness.
S.V., sub voce = Under the word or title.

S.W. South-west ; Senior Warden,
sym. Symbol.
S3flL Synonym.
synop. Synopsis,
syst. System.

tal. qualj talis qualis = Just as they come, Average
quantity.

Tarn. Tamil,
tan. Tangent,
tc. Tierce.

T.C.D. Trinity College, Dublin.
Te. Tellurium.
tecb. Technically ; Technology,
tel. , teleg. Telegram, Telegraph,
temp. I'emporal ; tempore = In the time of.

ten. Tenor.
Ten., Tenn. Tennessee.
Ter. , Terr. Territory,

term. Termination.
Test. Testament.
Tout. Teutonic.
Tex. Texas.
Text. Rec, Textus receptus = The Received Text
t.f. Till forbidden,

tbeat. Tlieatrical.

theol. Theology, theologian,
tbeor. Theorem,
theos. Theosophy.
tberap. Therapeutics.
Tbess. Thessalonians.
Tho., Thos. Thomas.
T.H.W.M. Trinity High-water Mark.
Tim. Timothy.
Tit Titus.

T.O. Turn Over ; Telegraph-office,

tom. Tome or Volume.
tp. Township.
Tr. Transactions ; Translator ; Trustee,
trans. Transitive,

transf. Transferred.
Treas. Treasurer.
T.R.H. Their Royal Highnesses,
trig. Trigonometry.
Trln. Trinity,

trop. Tropic.
Truron., Truronensis = Of Truro.
T.S.O. Town Sub-office.

T.T.L. To take leave.

Til, Tues. Tuesday,
tjrp., typo. Typographer, Typography.
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U.C. Upper Canada.
U.F.O. United Free Church [of Scotland].

U.K. United Kingdom.
n.K.A. United Kingdom Alliance.

Ult., ultimo = LasL
Unit. Unitarian.
Univ. University ; Universalist.

U.P. United Presbyterian.
up. Upper.
U.S. United States ; United Service.

U. S. , lit supra = As above.
U.S.A. United States of America ; United States

Army.
U.S.C. United States of Colombia.
U.S.N. United States Navy.
U.S.S. United States Ship or Steamer.
USU. Usually.
U.S.W., und so weiier (Ger.) = And so forth.

Ut diet. , ut dictum = As said.

Ut sup., ui supra = .\s above.
VOL., ttjcor = Wife.

V. , versus = Against ; vide = See ; Verb ; Verse
;

Volume ; Viscount
V.A. Royal Order of Victoria and Albert (for

ladies).

V.A. Vicar Apostolic.
Va. Virginia.
vaL Value,
var. Variant.
var. leot. , varia lectio = Varying reading.
Vat. Vatican.
Vb. Verb.
V.C. Vice-chancellor ; Vice-consul ; Victoria Cross.
V.D. Volunteer [Officers'] Decoration.
V.dL Various dates.

V.D.M., Verbi Dei A/inisier = Ptea.ch&T of God's
Word.

Ven. Venerable.
Venet. Venetian.
Vert. Vertebrata.
Ves. Vessel
Vet., Voter. Veterinary ;—Vet. Surg., Veterinary

Surgeon.
V.G. Vicar-general.
V.g., verbigratia = For example.
Vic. Vicar ; Vicarage.
Tid., vide = See.
Vil. VilUge.
T.Imp. Verb impersonal
V.ilT. Verb irregular.

Vis., Vise. Viscount.
VlJ., videlicet = Namely.
V.n. Verb neuter.

Voe. Vocative.
Tocab. Vocabulary.
Vol Volunteer,
vol. Volume;—TOlS., volumes.
Vole. Volcano.
V.P. Vice-president.
V.R., Victoria Regina = Queen Victoria.

V.r. Verb reflexive.

V.E.L, Victoria Regina et fmperatrix = Victoria,

Queen and Empress.
V.S. Veterinary Surgeon.
Vt. Vermont.
V.t. verb transitive.

VUL Vulgar.
VuL, Vulg. Vulgate.
W.U., varia lectioties = Various readings.
V.y. Various years.

W, West ; Warden ; Week ; Welsh.
W.A. West Africa ; West Australia.

Wal. Walloon.
Waali. Washington.
W.B. Water B<^d ; Way-bill

W.O. Water-closet ; Western Central ; WesIeyaO
Chapel

W.C.T.U. Women's Christian Temperance Union.
We., Wed. Wednesday.
W.f. Wrong font.

W.L West Indies.

Wiuton.. iVintoniettsis = Of Winchester.
Wis. Wisconsin.
Wk. Week.
Wm. William.
W.M.S. Wesleyan Missionary Society.
W.N.W. West-north-west.
Wp., Wpfl. Worshipful.
W.R. West Riding.
Wr., Wlr. Walter.
W.S. Writer to the Signet.
W.S.W. West-south-west.
Wt. Weight.

X. or Xt. Christ (X. = Gr. CA.)
Xm., Xmas. Christmas.
Xn., Xtian. Christian.

jr., jrr. Year,
v., yd. Yard.
!•. The (the Knot being a K, but as representing the

Anglo-Saxon )>).

Y.M.O.A. Young Men's Christian Association,
yr. Your ; Younger.
Y'. That(Kasin Y«).

Y.W.O.A. Young Women's Christian Association.

Zn. Zinc.

Zech. Zechariah.
Zeph. Zephaniah.
Zr. Zirconium.

&, ei = And.
&0., ei cetera = And so forth.

im

SYMBOLS USED IN MEDICINE
AND PHARMACY.

y Scruple ; Qi, one scruple ; ^ij, two scruples

;

yss, half a scruple
; Qiss, a scruple and a half.

5 Dram or drachm ; 5'> on* dram ; 3'Ji '*o drams ;

5ss, half a dram ; 5'^i a dram and a half.

g Ounce ; 3'. one ounce ; 5'ji two ounces ; ]^s&, half

an ounce ; "^xss, an ounce and a half.

V\ A minim ; a drop.

iS. (Gr. ana), of each a like quantity.

9: (L. recipe), take.

The above symbols are employed almost always in

medical prescriptions. A prescription consists of the

following parts: (i) The Superscription; (2) The In-

scription ; (3) The Suiscriptitru ; (4) The Signature.

The Superscription, which consists of the letter TJL, is

a relic of the days of astrology. It originally was used

to represent the symbol of the planet Jupiter. By
common consent it is now regarded as representing the

imperative mood of the Latin verb recipere, to take.

l"he Inscription is a statement of the names of the

substances to be used, with their quantities. The
Subscription is made up of the directions for the guid-
ance of the dispenser. The Signature includes the
directions to the patient. This part of the prescription
should be written in English ; the other parts are in

Latin. Sometimes the signature also is in Latin.
The body or prescription contains the following

:

the Basis, or principal active ingredient ; the Ad^
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jttvant, or Auxiliary, Xa assist its action; thj Cor-
rective, to correct or diminish some undesirable quality

;

the yelUcle, or Excipient, to give a suitable form for

admiiiistration.

PRESCRIPTION.
9 Superscription.

(Basis) Pot. Acet Jv ^
(Adjuvant).. Tinct. Digitalis 5j llnscriotion.
(Corrective)..Syr. Aurantii Jj

^Inscription.

(Vehicle) Dec. Scopar. ad Jviij . . J

Misce, fiat mist Subscription.

Cpt. Cochl. mag. ii. 4ta. q.q. hora ex
paul. aqux Sigqature.

Without Abbreviations or Contractions.

Recipt
Potassii Acetatis drachmas quinqiie.

Tincturse Digitalis drachmam unam.
Syrupi Aurantii unciam unam.
Decoctum Scoparii ad uncias octo.

Misce, fiat mistura.

Capiat cochlearia duo magna quarti quaque horS
ex paululo aquae.

English Translation.

Take thou (the dispenser).
Five drachms of acetate of pota.ssiura.

One drachm of the tincture of digitalis.

One ounce of syrup of orange-peel.
Decoction of broom up to eight ounces.
Mix, let a mixture be made.
Let him (the patient) take two large spoonfuls at

each fourtji hour, out of (in) a little water.

LIST OF LATIN PHRASES COMMONLY
USED IN THE WRITING OF PRE-
SCRIPTIONS.

aa.

Ad.

Ad lib.

Ad us.

Aq.
Aq. bull.

Aq. dest.

Bib.
Bis ind.

Bis in 7 d.

C
Cap.
C m.

C m. s.

C. n.

Cochl.
Cochl. ampi.
Cochl. infant.

Cochl. mag.
Cochl. mod.
Cochl. parv.

Contin.
Cpt.
Cuj.

C V.

Cyath.
Cyath. vinos
D.
d.

D. d. in d.

Det.
Dieb. alt.

Dim.
Div.

Ana
Adde

Ad libitum

Ad usum
iEquales
Aqua
Aqua bulliens

Aqua destillata

Bibe
Bis indies

of each.
add.

I to the desired

^ amount.
according to custom.
equal.
water.

boiling water.
distilled water.
drink.

twice a day.
Bis inseptem diebus twice a week.
Cum
Capiat
Cras mane
Cras mane sumen
dus

Cras nocte
Cochleare

with,

let him take,
to-morrow morning,
to be taken to-mor-
row morning,

to-morrow night,
spoonful.

Cochleare amphim a table-spoonful.
Cochleare infantis a tea-spoonful.
Cochleare magnum a table-spoonful.
Cochleare modicum a dessert-spoonfiil
Cochleare parvum a tea-spoonful.
Continuetur
Capiat
Cuj us
Cras vespere
Cyathus
Cyathus vinosus
Dosis
Da
De die in diem
Detur
Diebus alternis

Dimidius
Divide

let it be continued.
let him take.

of which.
to-morrow evening.
a glassful.

a wine-glassful.

a dose.
give.

from day to day.
let it be given.

on alternate days.
one-half.

divide.

D. in p. X.

Exhib.
F. or ft

F. h.

F. m.
F. piL
Gutt.
Habt.
Hor. inter-

med.
H. s.

Ind.

Lat. dol.

Mit.
Mod. prae-

.script.

O. in.

Omn. bih.

Omn. hor.

O. n.

P. or pt.

Part. acq.

P. r. n.

Q.I.

Q.s.
Q. v.

Rep.
Sing.

Sum.

T. d.

( Divide in partes

[ aequales
Exhibiatur
Fiat
Fiat haustus
Fiat mistura
Fiat pilula

Gutta or guttae
Habeat

\ Horis intermediis

Hora somni
Indies
Lateri dolenti

Mitte

Modo praescripto

Omni mane
Omni bihora
Omni hori
Omni nocte
Perstetur
Partes aequales
Pro re nati

Quantum libet

Quantum sufficit

Quantum volueris
Recipe
Repetatur
Singulorum

I
Sumat or sumen-

\ dum
Ter in die

divide into equal
parts.

let it be given.
let it be made.
make a draught.
make a mixture.
make a pill.

drop or drops.
let him liave.

( at intermediate

( hours.

at bedtime.
daily.

to the painful side.

send.

( in the manner di-

( reeled.

every morning.
every two hours.
every hour.
every night.

continue.
equal parts.

wlien required.
)as much as is re-

( quisite.

a sufficient quantity.
at will.

take.

let it be repeated.
of eacli.

let him take or let it

be taken.
three times a day.

MUSICAL SIGNS AND
ABBREVIATIONS.

Signs denoting time or relative value of sound :

B"- b«"e: ^-^- C«>tchet Quaver. ,^^j,. ''^"'"f

"

Each of these notes represents twice the duration of

sound to that which comes next in order. The sign
to the right of each note indicates a rest or silence

equal to its sound duration.

In time, the figure above a line drawn
thus across the stave denotes the

length of the pause in bars.
^

Accel. Accelerando. Gradually increa,sing the speed.

Adff or AdP. Adagio. Slow ; also name given to a
slow movement or piece.

Ad lib. Ad libitum. Passages so marked m.iy be
rendered at the will of the performer.

And. Andante. Moderately slow : graceful ; some-
times used as the name of a movement or separate

piece.

AnimP. Animato. Animated : with soul.

A Urn. A tempo. In time.

Bar. Double Bart.

Bar. A line drawn perpendicularly across the stave,

separating the notes into measures of equal lent;th ;

also the music comprised within two such lines.—Double Bar. The former of the two signs is used
to mark the larger divisions of a piece or move-
ment ; in psalm tunes, hymns, chants, &c., to mark
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B $

the end of a verse or sentence. The latter sign

denotes the end of a composition.

y" \
I I

Bind or Tie. Placed over two or

more notes in the same position on the stave, to

show they are to be played as one.

J}i A ' Breath-marks. In vocal music, signs used
to show where breath should be taken.

Denoting common time ; the former indicat-

ing four crotchets to the bar, the latter

two minims to the bar.

Cal. Calando. Gradually slower, and with decreas-
ing volume of tone.

et

G or Treble Clet C, Alto and Tenor Clefs. F or Bass Clet

Clef The sign placed at the beginning of a stave,

determining the absolute pitch of the notes that
follow it

""
___ Crescendo. Gradual increase of tone.

(') Dash. When placed over or under a note,
implies a very detached (staccato) style.

D.C. Da capo. From the beginning; indicating
that the performer must return to the beginning
of the movement, and conclude at the double bar
marked Fitu.

::r=»- Decrescendo. Gradually softer and
slower.

Dim. Diminuendo. Gradual decrease of tone.

(•) Dot. When added to a note or rest, lengthens it

by one-half. When placed over or under a note,

means that its duration should be cut short.

V Flat. The sign which lowers the pitch of a note
one semitone.

VO Double Flat. Used before a note already flat,

lowering it another semitone. It is contradicted by
a flat and a natural.

f. Forte. Loudly : strongly.

//. Fortissimo. Very loud.

Jff^. Fortississimo. As loud as possible.

Leg. Legato. In a smooth and gliding manner.

Lo. Loco. Indicating to return to the proper pitch
after having played an octave higher.

m/. or tuff. Mezzo-forte. Moderately loud.

////. Mezzo-piano. Moderately soft.

Alatu. Mancando. Dying away, decreasing.

Marc. Marcato. In a marked manner, emphasised.

M.M. Maelzel's metronome.

/"Denoting th.it the beat of a crotchet is

M.M. 1
=[ _ o„ J equal to the pulse of the pendulum

1 "'^ Maelzel's metronome, with the

v. weight set at 8o.

b Natural. Re,stores a note, which has been raised
H by the sharp or lowered by the flat, to its original

pitch.

Ott., O™, 8™ = Ottava. An ocUve—as 8« alta =
ottava alta, (to be played) an octave higher ; 8™
bos. = ottava basso, an octave lower.

/. Piano. Softly.

P.F. or />/. Piano-forte. Soft, then loud.

im

pp. Pianissimo. Ver>' soft.

ppp. Pianissiissimo. As softly as possible.

'"^^ P^"?' o"" Corona. When placed over a note or
rest, indicates that it must be held longer than its

natural length. When over a double bar, indicates
where the piece is to be concluded after a repeat.

Pizz. Pizzicato. A direction to violinists to twang
tlie string with the finger instead of using the bow.

Quintuplet. A group of five

notes played in the time of
four.

4t'« Quartette.

5"« Quintette.

Raddol. Raddolcendo. Gradually softer and sweeter.

Rait. Rallentando. Becoming gradually slower.

Repeat. When placed at the
beginning and end of a passage
or movement, indicates that
the portion so marked is to be
played over again.

Rit. Ritardando. Retarding, holding back the time.

D- Segno. The sign—as Al Segno, to the sign;
Dal Segno, from the sign.

Sent., Semp. Sempre. Always, throughout—as
sempre legato, smooth throughout ; sempre ritar-
dando, continually slackening the time.

ytt* Septet

6«« Se.\tet, or Sestet.

A V > Sforzando. Denoting emphasis applied to

a particular note or notes. Abbreviated sf., r/., r/z.

>» Sforzato-piano. A sudden ^orte followed by a
diminuendo ot piano. Abbreviated sfp., sfz.p.

# Sharp. The sign which raises the pitch of a note
one semitone.

X Double Sharp. Used before a note already sharp,

raising the pitch by a semitone. It is contradicted
by a natural and a sharp.

^-—'^~~ "^ Slur. Showing that the notes over
which it is placed must be played in a smooth
{legato) manner.

Sos., Sos*. Sostenuto. Sustained ; prolonging the
tone for the full duration of time indicated.

Sptr. Spiritoso. In a spirited or lively manner.

Stave or Staff. The horizontal

and parallel lines on which the

notes are placed, used to indi-

cate their relative position as
regards pitch.

'rem. Tremolando. With trembling or wavering ; a
note or chord played with great rapidity so as to

produce such an effect.

' Trio.

Triplet. A group of three notes
performed in the time of two.

T.S. Tasto solo. One key alone : a direction to
play a part in unisoiL

UTS



CORRECT CEREMONIOUS FORMS OF ADDRESS.

The following are the correct ceremonious modes of addressing and beginning
letters to persons of title or holding offices

:

Ambassador, British— Address: 'His Excellency
[in other respects according to his rank], H.B.M.'s
Ambassador and Plenipotentiary.' Begin: 'Sir,'

'My Lord,' &c., according to rank. Refer person-

ally to as 'Your Excellency.' An Ambassador's wife,

when resident abroad, is sometimes, but not very
correctly, designated 'Your Excellencj:.'

Archbishop—' His Grace the Lord Archbishop of .'

Begin: ' My Lord Archbishop.' Refer to as 'Your
Grace.' In formal documents the Archbishop of
Canterbury is addressed as ' The Most Reverend
Father in God, Frederick, by Divine Providence
Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, Primaie of all

England and Metropolitan
;

' the Archbishop of
York as 'The Most Reverend Father in God, Wil-
liam, by Divine permission Lord Archbishop of
York, Primate of England and Metropolitan.' But
an Irish Archbishop appointed since 1868 is only
'The Most Reverend the Archbishop of ,' unless

he happen to be a temporal peer, in which case he
is 'The Right Hon. and Most Rev."

Archdeacon — ' The Venerable the Archdeacon
of .' Begin: 'Venerable Sir.'

Baron — ' The Right Hon. Lord ,' or ' The
Lord .' Begin: 'My Lord.' Refer to as
' Your Lordship.'

Baron's Daughter — If unmarried, 'The Hon.'
[Christian name and surname] ; if married, ' The
Hon. Mrs' [husband's surname]. Begin : 'Madam.'
If married to a Baronet or Knight, 'The Hon. Lady

'

[husband's surname]. Begin: 'My Lady.' If the

wife of a peer, or of the son of a Duke or Marquess,
address as such.

Baron's Son—'The Hon.' [Christian name and sur-

name]. Begin: 'Sir.' But the eldest sons of
Barons in the Peerage of Scotland are usually ad-
dressed as 'The Hon. the Master of ' [peerage title].

Baron's Son's Wife—'The Hon. Mrs' [husband's
surname], or, if necessary for distinction, the hus-
band's Christian name should also be used. Begin :

'Madam.' If the daughter of an Earl, Marquess,
or Duke, address as such.

Baroness, either in her own right or her hus-
band's— 'The Right Hon. the Baroness ,'

'The Right Hon. Lady ,'or'The Lady .'

Begin : ' My Lady.' Refer to as ' Your Ladyship.'
Baronet—'Sir [Christian name and surname], Bart.'
Commence :

' Sir.'

Baronet's Wife — ' Lady ' [surname]. Begin :

' Madam.' Refer to as ' Your Ladyship.'
Bishop, Colonial—As Scottish bishop.
Bishop, English— ' TRe Right Rev. the Lord Bishop

of London,' or 'The Lord Bishop of London.'
Begin: 'My Lord Bishop.' Refer to as 'Your
Lordship.' In formal documents a Bishop is 'The
Right Rev. Father in God, John, by Divine per-
mission Lord Bishop of Salisbury.'

Bishop, Irish, consecrated before 1868—As English
Bishop.

Bishop, Irish, consecrated since 1868-'The Right
Rev. the Bishop of Ossory,' or in case of the Bishops
of Meath and Tuam, 'The Most Rev." Begin:
' Right Rev. Sir,' or ' Most Rev. Sir.'

Bishop, Retired—' The Right Rev. Bishop ,' or
'The Right Rev. , D.D.' Begin :

' Right
Rev. Sir.

Bishop. Scottish— ' The Right Rev. the Bishop of
Edinbureh,' or ' The Right Rev.Bishop Dowden.'
The Bishop who holds the position of Primus is
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generally addressed, 'The Most Rev. the Primus.'
The use of ' Lord Bishop ' and ' My Lord ' is incor-
rect.

Bishop Suffi-agan— ' The Right Rev. the Bishop
Suffragan of Bedford.' Begin: ' Right Rev. Sir.'

Bishops' Wives and Children have no titles.

Clergy—'The Rev.' [Christian name and surname],
Begui :

' Rev. Sir.' If son of a Duke or Marquess,
'The Rev. Lord' [Christian name and surname].
If the son of an Earl, Viscount, or Baron, ' The Rev.
the Hon. ' [Christian name and surname] is beginning
to supersede 'The Hon. and Rev.' It is usual,
although erroneous, to style the Moderator of the
Church of Scotland during his year of office ' Very
Rev. ;

' but it is quite improper to use this of ex-
moderators.

Companion of an Order of Knighthood—The
initials, C.B., C.M.G., C.S.I., or CLE., as it may
be, are subjoined to the ordinary form of address.

Consul, British-' , Esq., H.B.M.'s Agent
and Consul-General,' ' Consul- General,' 'Consul,'
or ' Vice-Consul,' as it may be.

Countess—' The Right Hon. the Countess of .'

Begin :
' Madam.' Refer to as 'Your Ladyship.*

Dean— ' The Very Rev. the Dean of .' Begin :

' Very Rev. Sir.'

Doctor—The initials D.D., M.D., LL.D., Mus.D.,
are placed after the ordinary form of address, as
' The Rev. John Davidson, D.D.,' ' David Patrick,
Esq., LL.D.' But 'The Rev. Dr Davidson," ' Dr
David Patrick,' are also frequently used.

Dowager—On the marriage of a peer or Baronet, the
widow of the previous holder of the title becomes
' Dowager,' and is addressed, ' The Right Hon. the
Dowager Countess of ,' 'The Dowager Lady

.' As more than one Dowager may hold the
same title, the term is less used than formerly, and
the Christian name is instead coming to be employed
as a distinction — e.g. ' The Right Hon. Helen
Countess of .'

Duchess— ' Her Grace the Duchess of .' Begin:
' Madam.' Refer to as ' Your Grace.'

Duke—'His Grace the Duke of .' Begin: 'My
Lord Duke.' Refer to as ' Your Grace.'

Duke's Daughter—' The Right Hon. Lady ' [Chris-

tian name and surname], or ' The Lady ' [Christian

name and surname], the surname being that of her

husband if married. Begin :
' Madam.' Refer to

as 'Your Ladyship.' If married to a peer, she is

addressed according to her husband's rank only.

This, however, does not hold in the case of peers

by courtesy ; and a Duke's daughter married to the

eldest son of an Earl, after the prefix ' Lady,' some-

times takes her own Christian name, followed by her

husband's courtesy title.

Duke's Eldest Son and his Children—The courtesy

title is treated as if it were an actual peerage ; his

eldest son taking the grandfather's third title, and
being addressed as if a peer.

Duke's Eldest Son's Wife—As if her husband's cour-

tesy title were an actual peerage.

Duke's Younger Son— 'The Right Hon. Lord'
[Christian name and surname], or ' The Lord
[Christian name and surname]. Begin :

' My Lord.'

Refer to as 'Your Lordship.'
Duke's Younger Son's Wife— 'The Right Hon.

Lady,' or ''The Lady' [husband's Christian name
and surname]. Begin: 'Madam.' Refer to as
' Yoiu: Ladyship.'



Correct Ceremonious Forma of Address.

Eaxl—"The Right Hon. the Earl of ,' or 'The
E.irl of .' Begin: 'My Lord.' Refer to as
' Your Lordship.'

Earl's Daughter—As Duke's daughter.
Earls Eldest Son, .ind Earl's Eldest Son's 'Wife—
As if the courlesj' title were an actual peerage.

Earl's Younger Son and his Wife—As Baron's son
and liis wife.

Governor of Colony — ' His Excellency [ordinary

designation], Governor of .' Begin according
to rank, and refer to as ' Your Excellency.'

Judge, English or Irish—'The Hon. Sir -,'

if a Knight, or 'The Hon. Mr Justice .' Begin:
'Sir.' On the bench only he is addressed as 'My
Lord,' and referred to as 'Your Lordship.'

Judge of County Court—' His Honour Judge .'

When on the bench, referred to as ' Your Honour.'
Judges, Scottish—See Lord of Session.
Justice of Peace in England (not Scotland)—' The

Right Worshipful.' Referred to when on the bench
as 'Your Worship."

KING— ' The King's Most Excellent Majesty. ' Begin :

'Sire,' or 'May it please your Majesty,' or 'Lord
presents his duty to your Majesty.' Refer to

as 'Your Majesty.'
King's Counsel—Append K.C. to ordinary address.

Knight Bachelor—As Baronet, except that the word
' Bart.' is omitted.

Knight of the Bath, of St Michael and St George,
or of the Star of India—' Sir ' [Christian name and
surname], with the initials G.C.B., K.C.B., K.M.G.,
orK. S. I. added. Begin: 'Sir.'

Knight of the Garter, of the Thistle, or of St
Patrick—The initials K.G., K.T., or K.P., as it

may be, are to be added to the address.
Knight's Wife, whether wife of Knight Bachelor,
of the Bath, of St Michael and St George, or of
the Star of India—As Baronet's wife.

Lord Advocate of Scotland— ' The Right Hon. the
Lord Advocate.' Usual beginning :

' My Lord,'
though ' .Sir' is said to be more correct.

Lord Chancellor—' The Right Hon. the Lord Chan-
cellor.' Begin and refer to according to rank.

Lord Chief-Justice — ' The Right Hon. the Lord
Chief-Justice of England,' or 'The Right Hon. Sir

, Lord Chief-Justice of England.' Begin,
if a peer, according to his degree ; otherwise as
under Judge.

Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly—'His Grace the Lord High Commissioner.' Begin
according to rank as a peer. Refer to as ' Your Grace.

'

Lord Justice-Clerk — ' The Right Hon. the Lord
Justice-Clerk.' Begin: 'My Lord.' Refer to as
' Your Lordship.'

Lord Justice-General of Scotland— ' The Right
Hon. the Lord Justice-General.' Begin: 'My
Lord." Refer to as ' Your Lordship.'

Lord Justice of Appeal—' The Right Hon. the Lord
Justice ,' or The Right Hon. Sir .'

Begin and refer to as a Judge.
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland—' His Grace," if a
Duke ; otherwise, ' His Excellency the Lord Lieu-
tenant.' Begin and refer to according to rank as a
peer.

Lord Mayor of London, York, or Dublin—'The
Right lion, the Lord Mayor of London,' or 'The
Right Hon. , Lord Mavor of London.'
Begni :

' My Lord.' Refer to as ' Vour Lordship.'
Lord Mayor's Wife-'The Right Hon. the Lady
Mayoress of .' Begin :' Madam.' Refer to as
'Your Ladyship.'

Lord ofAppeal in Ordinary and hisWife—.As Baron
and Baroness. Their children have no title.

Lord of Session In Scotland—' The Hon. Lord .'

Begin: 'My Lord.' Refer to as
'

'Your Lordship.'
His wife has no title.

Lord Provost-'The Right Hon. the Lord Provost of
Edinburgh,' 'The Hon. the Lord Provost of Glas-

gow,' ' The Lord Provost of Aberdeen ' or of ' Perth.'

Begin: ' My Lord Provost,' or 'My Lord.' Refer
to as 'Your Lordship.' The Lord Provost's wife
has no title.

Maid of Honour—' The Hon. Miss .' Begin :

' Madam.'
Marchioness— ' The Most Hon. the Marchioness of

.' Begin: 'Madam.' Refer to as 'Your
Ladyship.'

Marquess—' The Most Hon. the Marquess of .'

Begin: 'My Lord Marque.ss.' Refer to as 'Your
Lordship.'

Marquess's Daughter—Like Duke's daughter.
Marquess's Eldest Son—Like Duke's eldest son.

Marquess's Younger Son—Like Duke's younger son.

Mayor—'The Right Worshipful the Mayor of .'

Begin :
' Sir.' Refer to as ' Your Worship.'

Member of Parliament—Add ^I.P. to the usual
form of address.

Minister Resident—' , Esq. [or according
to rank], H.B.M.'s Minister Resident, .'

Officers m the Army and Navy—The professional

is prefixed to any other rank—e.g. ' Admiral the

Right Hon. the Earl of ,' 'Lieut. -Col. Sir

, K.C.B.' Officers below the rank of Captain
in the Army or Commander in the Navy are more
generally addressed by tlieir social, not professional

rank, followed by the name of the regiment, R.A.,
R.E., or R.N., as may be.

Premier—According to his rank.

Prince—If a Duke, ' His Royal Highness the Duke
of .' If not a Duke, ' His Royal Highness
Prince ' [Christian name]. Begin, in either case,
' Sir.' Refer to as ' Your Royal Highness.'

Princess— If a Duchess, ' Her Royal Highness the

Duchess of .' If not a Duchess, ' Her Royal
Highness the Princess ' (Christian name]. Begin :

' Madam.' Refer to as 'Your Royal Highness.'

Principal of a Scottish University—When a clergy-

man, 'The Very Rev. the Principal of Aberdeen,'

or '"The Very Rev. Principal' [Marshall Lang].
Privy Councillor— ' The Right Hon.,' followed by
name or title. Begin and refer to according to rank.

QUEEN — 'The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.'

Begin :
' Madam,' or ' May it please your Majesty.'

Otherwise, ' Lord presents his duty to your
M.ijesty.' Refer to as ' Your Majesty.'

Queen's Counsel—Append Q.C. to ordinary address.

Secretary of State—' Her Majesty's Principal Secre-

tary of State for the Department.'
Serjeant-at-Law— ' Serjeant ,' or ' Mr Serjeant

Sheriffof London—'The Right Worshipful.'

Vice-Chancellor—As a Judge. Begin :
' Sir." Ad-

dress on the bench as '"ftly Lord.'

Viscount—' The Right Hon. the Lord Viscount ,'

or 'The Lord Viscount .' Begin: 'My Lord.'

Refer to as ' Your Lordship."

Viscountess-' The Right Hon. the Vi.scountess ,'

or ' The Viscountess .' Begin: 'Madam.' Refer

to as 'Your Ladyship.'
Viscount's Daughter, Son, and Son's Wife—As

Baron's daughter, son, and son's wife.

In correspondence with equals or personal friends

letters are begun less formally— e.g., ' My dear Lord,'
' Dear Lord ,' ' Dear Sir James." We are less

ceremonious than our ancestors a few generations ago,

when letters to the nearest relatives and most intimate

friends were begun and ended in the most formal

manner. Designations like ' Mrs General ," ' Mrs
Captain ,' 'Mrs Dr ,' which were fifty years

ago not uncommon, were always improper. Persons
holding offices other than those enumerated are ad-
dressed in the usual form, ' Sir,' ' Dear Sir,' or ' My
dear Sir,' according to the more or less formal terms
on which the writer may be with his correspondent.
A firm Is addressed ' Gentlemen " or ' Dear Sirs.

'
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PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY OF SCRIPTURE
PROPER NAMES.

[This vocabulary contains all common Scripture Names except monosyllables and dissyllables, the latter

being always accented on the first syllable. Ch has the sound of k, and so has c, except when marked f, to
indicate the sound of j; ^is hard, except when marked otherwise.]

A-bad'doa.
Ab'a-na.
Ab'a-rim.
A-bed'ne-g5.
A-bel-Me-hO'lah.
A-bel-Miz'ra-im {or

_ -r5').

A-bel-Shit'tim.

A-bi'a-

A-bfa-thar.
A-bi-e'zer.

Ab'i-gail.

A-brhO.
A-bfjah.
A-bl'jam.
Ab-i-Ie'ne.

A-bim'e-lech.
A-bin'a-dab.
A-bl'ram.
Ab'i-shag.

A-bish'a-I.

A'bra-ham.
Ab'sa-lom.
A-^el'da-ma.
A-cha'ia ('ya, or

a-kT'a).

A-di'nO ((7r Ad'i-nO).

A-do-ni-be'zek.
Ad-o-nT'jah.

Ad-o-nT'ram.
A-do-ni-zS'dek.
A-dram'me-lech.
Ad-ra-myt'ti-um.
A'dri-a.

A'dri-el.

A-dul'lam.
Ag'a-bus (or -gS').

A-grip'pa.
A-has-u-e'rus.

A-ha-zT'ah.
A-hfjah.
A-him'a-az.
A-him'e-Iech.
A-hin'o-am.
A-hith'o-phel.

A-hrtub.
A-hCli-ab.
A-hol'i-bah.

Aj'a-lon.

Al-ex-an'dri-a.

Al-phx'iis (-ffi').

Al-tas'chith.

Am'a-lek.
Am'a-lek-Ite {or A-

mal').

Am'a-na, A-mS'na.
Am'a-sa, A-m3'sa.
Am-a-zfah.
A-min'a-dab.

Am'mon-ite.
Am'o-rlte.

Am-phip'o-lis.
Am'ra-phel.
An'a-kims.
A-nam'me-lech.
An-a-nfas.
An'a-thoth.
An-dro-nfcus.
An'ti-och.

An'ti-pas.

An-tip'a-tris.

A-pel'les Clez).

Ap-oi-lo'ni-a.

A-pol'los.

A-pol'ly-on.

Ap'pi-i Fo'rum.
Aq'ui-la (ak'wi-)i

Ar^a-rat.

A-rau'nah.
Ar-che-la'us.

Arc-tu'rus.

Ar-e-op'a-gus.

Ar'e-tas.

A'ri-el.

Ar-i-ma-the'a.
A'ri-och.

Ar-is-tar'chus.

Ar-is-to-bu'lus.

Ar-ma-ged'don.
Ar-me'ni-a.
Ar'o-er.

Ar'te-mas.
A-ru'mah.
As'a-hel.

As'e-nath.
Ash'ke-naz.
Ash'ta-roth.

Ash-tO'reth.
A'si-a (5'zhi-a).

As'ke-lon.

As-syt'i-a.

Ath-a-Ifah.
At-ta-ll'a.

Au-gus'tus.
Az-a-rl'ah.

A-zO'tu&

Ba'al-ah.

Ba-al-be'rith.

Ba'al-gad.
Ba-al-na'zor.

Ba-al-het'mon.
Ba-al-m5'on.
Ba-al-pS'or.

Bil-al-per'a-zim.

Ba-al-shal'i-sha {or
-irj.

Ba-al-tS'mar.

Ba-al-ze'bub.

Ba-al-z6'phon.
Ba'a-sha.

Bab'y-lon.
Ba-hu'rim.
Ba-rab'bas..
Bar'na-bas.
Bar'sa-bas.
Bar-thol'o-mew.
Bar-ti-mse'us.

Bar-zirifi-I.

Bath-she'ba {or
Bith').

Be-el'ze-bub.

Be-er-la-hai'roi.

Be-e'roth.

Be-er'she-ba {or
-she).

Be'he-moth.
Be'li-al.

Bel-shaz'zar.

Bel-te-shaz'z.ir.

Be-na'iah ('ya, or
-nt'a).

Ben-ha'dad.
Ben'ja-min.
Be-re'a.

Ber-nl'ge.

Be-rO'dach-bal'a-dan.
Beth-ab'a-ra.

Beth'a-ny.
Beth-ar'bel.

Beth-a'ven.
Be-thes'da (-thez').

Beth-hO'ron.
Beth'le-hem.
Beth-ma'a-chah.
Beth-pe'or {or

Beth').

Beth'pha-ge (-je).

Beth-sa'i-da.

Beth-she'mesh {or

Beth').

Be-thu'el {or Beth').

Be-zal'e-el.

Bi-thyn'i-a.

BS-a-ner'ges Cjez).

Ca'ia-phas (kS'ya- or
ki'a-).

Cal'va-ry.
C5'naan-Tte.
Can'da-56.
Ca-per'na-um.
Cap-pa-dO'ci-a('shi-).

Car'che-mish.
Ccn'chre-a (sen').

CSs-a-r6'a.

Chal-d«'an.
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Ched-or-Ia'o-mer {or
-ia-O').

Chem'a-rims.
Cher'eth-Ites.

Chin'ne-reth.

Cho-ra'zin.

C h u-s h a n-r i s h-a-

tha'im.

Ci-lic'i-a (si-lish'i-a).

Cin'ne-roth (sin').

Clau'di-a.

Clau'di-us.

Cle'o-phas.

Co-ios'se.

Co-nl'ah.
Cor-ne'li-us.

Cy-re'ne (si-).

Cy-re'ni-us (sT-).

Dal-ma-nu'tha.
Dal-ma'ti-a ('shi-).

Dam'a-ris.
Da-mas'cus.
Dan'i-el.

Da-rl'us.

Deb'o-rah {or -bo').

De-cap'o-lis.

Del'i-lah (Heb. De-
ll'lah).

De-me'tri-us.
Di-an'a.

Dl-o-nys'i-us (-nish').

Dl-ot're-phes (-fez).

Dru-sil'la.

E-bed-me'lech.
Kb-en-6'zer.

E'dom-ite.
Ed're-I.

El-e'a-leh.

El-e-a'zar.

El-e-lO'he-Is'ra-el.

El-ha'nan.
E-Il'ab.

E-lT'a-kim.

E-lI'a-shib.

El-i-e'zer.

E-lI'hu.

E-lfjah.
E-lim'e-lech.

El'i-phaz.

E-irsha.
E-lish'e-ba {or -she').

El'ka-nah.
El'la-sar.

El'na-than.
E-lO'T.

f.l'y-mas.

E'ne-as.

Em'ma-us {or Em-
ma').

En-eg-la'im.
En'ge-dl {or -ged*).

En-rO'gel.

Ep'a-phras.
E-paph-ro-dl'tus.
Eph'e-sus.
E'phra-im.
Eph'ra-tah.
Ep-i-cQ-re'ans,

E-ras'tus.

E-sar-had'don.
Es-dra-e'lon.

Esh't.'i-ol.

E-thi-a'pi-a.

Eu-nT'^e.

Ea-0'di-as.

Eu-phra'tes ('tSz).

Eu-roc'ly-don.
Eu'ty-chus.
E-vil-me-rO'dach {or

-mer').

Ex'o-dus.
E-ze'ki-el.

fe-zi-on-ga'ber.

For-tu-na'tus.

Gab'ba-tha.
Ga'bri-el.

Gad'a-renes.
Ga-la'ti-a (-la'shi-a)l

Gal'e-ed.

Gal-j-le'an.

Gal'i-lee.

Gal'li-o.

Ga-ma'li-el.

Ged-a-lT'ah.

Ged'e-roth.
Ge-ha'zl.

Gem-a-rl'ah.
Gen-nes'a-ret.

Gen'e-sis (jen').

Ge-nu'bath.
Ger'ge-senes.
Ger':-zim (Heb. (j»-

ri/zim).

Geth-sem'a-ne.
Gib'be-thon.

Gib'e-ah.
Gib'e-on.

Gid'e-on.

Gil-bO'a.

Gil'e-ad.

Gir'gash-Ite.

Gol'go-tha.
Go-ll'ath.

Go-mor'rah,
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Hab'ak-kuk.
Hach'i-lah.
Had-ad-e'zcr.
Had-ad-rim'mon.
Ha'gar-enes.
Hag'ga-T.
Ha-nan'e-eL
Ha-na'nI.
Han-a-nrah.
Har'O-sheth (or-riJ').

Hai/i-lah.

Ha-voth-ja'ir.

Haz'a-el {or Ha').

Heph'zi-bah.
H e r-m o g'e-n e s

(-nioj'e-nez).

He-rO'di-ans.

He-rO'di-as.

He-rO'di-on.

Hez-e-ki'-ah.
Hid'de-kel(i7r-dek').

Hl-c-rap'o-lis.

Hig-gai'on ('gi- or
ga'yon).

Hil-krah.
Ho-se'a (-ze'X

Ho-she'a.
Hy-me-nae'us.

Ich'a-bod.

I-cO'ni-um.
Id-u-me'a.
Il-Iyr'i-ciim.

Im-man'u-el.
I-sai'ah (I-zi'a or I-

za'ya).

Is-car'i-ot.

Ish'bo-sheth (or-hQ').

Ish'ina-el.

Ish'ma-el-Ite.

Is'ra-el (iz').

Is'ra-el-Tte (iz'X

Is'sa-char.

Ith'a-mar.
It'ta-I.

It-u-re'a-

Ja-besh-gil'e-ad.

Jab'ne-el.

Ja'ir-us.

Jeb'u-site.

lec-o-ni'ah.

Jed'0-thun.
Je-gar-sa-ha-du'tha.

Je-hO'a-haz.

liO'ash.

Te-hoi'a-chin.

Te-hoi'a-da.

Je-hoi'a-kim.
!e-hon'a-dab.
e-h(5'ram.

e-hosh'a-phat.
e-liosh'e-i)a.

e-hO-vah-jfreh.
e-ho-vah-nis'sl.

e-hO-vah -sha'Iora.

er-e-mfah.
er'i-cho.

er-o-bO'am.

e-rub'ba-al (or -hS.').

e=ru'sa-Iem.

esh'i-mon.
esh'a-ran.
ez'e-bel.

ez're-eL

o-an'na.

Joch'e-bed (or -ebO.
Jo-ha'nan (or Jo*)-
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Kad'mon-Ttes.
Ked'e-Mioth.
Ken'niz-zUes.
Ke'ri-oth.

Ke-tu'rah.
Kib-roth-hat-ta'a-

vah.
Kir-he'res.

Kir-jatli-a'im.

Kir-jath-ar'ba.

Kir-jath-hu'zoth.

Kir-jath-je'a-rim.

La-hai'roi (-hi'X
La-oti-i-ge'a.

La-se'a.

Laz'a-rus.

Leb'a-non.
Leb-be'us.
Lem'u-«1.
Le-vi'a-than.
Lib'er-tines.

Lib'y-a.

Lo-am'mT.
LO-ru'ha-mah (or

-ha').

Lu'^i-fer.

Lu'-ci-us (lu'shi-us).

Lyc-a-0'ni-a.

Lyc-i-a (lish'i-a).

Lyd'i-a.

Ly-sa'ni-as.

Lys-i-as (lish'i-asX

Ma'a-cah.
Mag-e-diS'ni-a.

Mach-pe'lah (or

Mach').
Mag"da-la.
Ma'ha-lath.
Ma-ha-iia'im.
Ma-her-shal-al-

hash'baz.
Mak-ke'dah.
Mal'a-chl.
Man'S-en.
Ma-nas'seh.
Ma-nO'ah.
Mar-a-nath'a.
Ma-re'shah (or

MaO.
Mat-ta-nfah.
Mai-thl'as (Math-
thrasX

Maz'za-roth.
Med'e-ba.
Me-gid'do.
Mel-chiz'e-dek.

Mel'i-ta.

Men'a-hem.
Me-phib'o-sbeth (or

Me-phi-boO-
Mer'arT.
Mer-a-tha'im.
Merl-hah.
Me-r5-dach-bal'a-

dan.

Mes-o-po- 1 5'mi-a.

Mes-sfah.

MS-theg-ammah.
Me-thu se-lah.

Ml-cai'ah (-kl'a or
-ka'yaX

Mi'cha-eL
Ml-chai'ah (-kl'a or

-ka'ya).

Mid'i-aii-Ite.

Mi-le tus.

Mir'i-am.
Mit-y-le'ng.

Miz'ra-im.
MO'ab-Tte.
Mor-de-ca'T, Mor'-
de-cai (-ki).

Mo-rl'ah.
Mys-i-a (mizh'i-a).

NJ'a-man.
Nai'oth (nl' or nS.'-

yoth).

Na'o-ml or Na-O'ral.

Naph'la-lT.

Na-thaii'a-el.

Naz'a-rene.
Naz'a-reth.
Na/a-rlte.
Ne-ap'o-lis.

Ne-bai'oth (-bl', or
Ne-ba'yoth).

Neb-Q-chad-nez'zar.
Neb-u-zar'a-dan.
Neg'i-noth.
Ne-hc-mi'ah.
Ng'hi-Ioth.

Ne-hush'tan.
Nelh'i-niras.

Nl-ca'nor.

Nic-o-de'mus.
Nic-o-la'i-tans.

Nic'o-las.

Ni-cop'o-lis.

Nin'e-veh.

0-ba-dT'ah.
O-lied-e'dom.

O'me-ga.
O-ne'si-mus.
On-e-siph'o-rus.

O-rl'on.

Oth'ni-eL

Pa-dan-a'ram.
Pal'es-tTnc.

Pam-phyl'i-a.
Par'me-nas.
Par'thi-ans.

Par-va'im.

Pat'a-ra.

Pek-a-hi'ah.
Pel-a-ti'ah.

Pe'lcth-Ttes.

Pe-nT'el.

Pe-nu'el.

Per'a-zim.

Pe-rez-uz'zah.
Per'ga-mos.
Per'iz-zTte.

Per'-si-a (pcr'shi-a).

Phal'ti-el.

Ph3-ra5h-hoph'ra
(fS'rO- or fa'ra-a-).

Ph"<-raOh-nS'choh.
Phe-nT'ce.

Ph5-ni<*i-a (-nish*).

Phil-a-del'phi-a,

Pnl-le'tnon.

Phl-le'tus.
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Phi-lip'pi.

Ph I'is-tiiie (-tinX

Phin'e-has.

Phryg-i-a (frij'X

PT-lia-hl'roth.

Pir'a-thon.

Pi-Md'i-a.

Ple'ia-des('ya-dez or
pira-).

Pot'i-pliar.

Po-tiph'e-rah.

Pri--9il'la.

Procli'orus.

Piol-e-nia'is (tol-).

Pub'li-us.

Pu-te'o-ll.

Ra'a-mah.
Ra-ain'ses ('s€r).

Rab'sha-keh (-ka).

Ra-gu'cl.

Ra-niath-a'im.
Ra-math-le'hT.
Ra-nie'ses ('sez or

Ram').
Ra-moth-gil'e-ad.
Re-bek'ah.
Re'chab-i tes (or

Rech').

Re-ho-bO'am.
Re-hO'l>oth.

Reph'a-im.
Reph'i-dim.
Rhe'gi-um (re'ji-X

Sa-ba'oth.
Sa-I>e';iiis.

Sal'a-mis.

Sal-mO'nt
Sa-lO'nie.

Sa-ma'ri-a.

Sa-mar'i-ian.

Sam-o-ihra'ci-a
(-thra'slii-a).

Sam'u-el.
San-bal'lat.

Sap-phl'ia (saf-f 1').

Sa-rep'ta.

Scyth'i-an (sith").

Se-cuii'dus.

Se-leu'd-a ('shi-a *r
Sc-leu-cl'a).

Sen-nach e-rib.

Seph'a-rad.
Seph-ar-va'im.
Ser-ai'ah (-I'a or

-a'ya).

Ser'ci-us ('ji-).

Shal'i-sha.

Shal-ma-ne'ser

Czer).

Sha-re'zer.

Shem-ai'ah (-faX
Shem'i-nith.
Sheph-a-tT'ah.
Shesh-baz'zar.

She'thar-boz'na-T.

Shig-gai'on (-gi'on).

Shim'e-T.

Sho-shan'nim.
Shu'Inm-Ite.

Si-Io'am.
Silva'nus.
Sini'e-on.

Sir'i-on.

Si<i'e-ra.

Sod'om-Ttes.

SoromoD.

So'pa-ter.

S6-b.p'a-ter.

Sos'ihe-i)& (-nSiX
Stepli'a-nas.

Suk'ki-im&.
Su-saii'iia (-zan'X
Sy-r'ne.

Syn'tv-che.
Syr'a-cuse.

Syr'i-a.

Sy-ro-phe-nic'i-an

(-nish'i-anX

Ta'a-nach.
Tab'e-rah.
Tab'i-tha.

Ta-liap'a-iies (-nSz).

Tah'pan-hes (-hez).

Tali'pe-ne!> (-nezX
Tap-pu'ah.
Te haph'ne-h&

(hez).
Te-kO'ah.
Terti-us ('shi-Us).

Tcr-tuI'lus.

Tliaddae'us,
Tlie-oph'i-lus.

Tlies-sa-lo-nT'ca.

Thy-a-trra.
Tt-l'e'ri-as.

Ti-be'ri-us.

Tig-lath-pi-lS'ser

Czer).

Tim-nath-he'res
Crez).

Tim-iiai h-se'rah.

Tim'o-thy.
Tir'ha-kah.
Tir'ha-nah.
Tir'slia-tha(£»r-sha^

To-bi'ah.
To-bl'jah.
To-gar'mah.
Trach-o-iiT'tis.

Iro-gyl'li-um (-jil'X

Troph'i-mus.
Try-phena.
Try-phO'sa.
Tu'bal-caiii (-kanX
Tych'i-cus.
Ty-raii'nus.

U-phar'sin (O-X
U-riali (Q-X
U-ri'jah (Q-X
Uz-zi'ah.

Zac-chae'iis.

Zach-a-rl'ah.

Zach-a-rfas.
Zal-mun'na.
Zam-zurn'mims.
Zar'e-phath.

Zar'e-tan.

Zeb'e-dec
Ze-boi'im.

Ze-bO'im.

Zeb'O-lun.

Zech-a-ri'ah.

Zed-e-kl'ah.

Ze-lo'pbe-had-
Zem-a-ra'im.
Zeph-n-nT'ah.
Zepb'a-ihah.
Ze-nib'ba-beL
Zer-u-i'ah.

Zip-pO'rah.



THE MORE COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES,
WITH THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

See especially Miss Yonge's History ofChristian Names (2 vols. 1863).

Aaron (Heb.), lofty, mountaineer. — Ar. Harun,
Harouti.

Abel (Heb.), breath, vanity.

Abiathar (Heb.), father of excellence or plenty.

Abigail (Heb.), father of exultation.—Dims. Abby,
Nabby.

Ablhu (Heb.), father [is] he [God].

Abijah, Abia (Heb.), the Lord is a father.

Abner (Heb.), father of Ner, or light, or the father [is]

a lamp.
Abrabam, Abram (Heb.), father of a multitude, high

father.—Dims. Abe, Aby.
Absalom (Heb.), father of peace.

Ada. See Edith.
Adalbert (Teut.), nobly bright.

Adam (Heb.), man, earth, red earth.—Scotch dims.
Edle, Yiddy.

Adeline, also Adaline, Adela, Adelaide, Adelia,
Adelina (Teut.), of noble birth, a princess.—Dim.
Addy.

Adolpbns (Teut.), noble wolf.— Fr. Adolphe, It.

Adolfo or Udolfo, Ger. Adolf.
Adrian. See Hadrian.
JEneas, Eneas (Gr.), commended.—Fr. ErUe.
Agatha (Gr.), good, kind.

Agnes (Gr.), pure, sacred, chaste.— Dims. Aggie,
Aggy.

Aileen, Eileen, an Irish form of Helen (q.v.), thus
meaning light.

Ailie, a Scotch dim. of Alison, also of Alice, or of
Helen.

Alaric (Teut.), noble ruler.

Albert (Teut.), nobly bright.—Dims. Bert, Bertie.—
L. Albertus, Fr. Albert, Sp. and It. Alberto, Ger.
Adalbert, Albert, Albrecht.—Yem. Alberta.

Alethea (Gr.), truth.

Alexander (Gr.), a helper of men.—Dims. Aleck,
Alick, Eck, Eoky, Sanders, Sandy, Sawnie.—
Fr. Alexandre, It. Alessandro.—Fern. Alexandra,
Alexandrina.

Alfred (Teut.), elf in counsel—i.e. good counsellor.—
Dim. AJf.—L. AlfredM, Aluredus, Fr. Alfred, It.

and Sp. Alfredo.
Algernon (O. Fr.), with moustaches—prob. from the

usual title, ' William als Gemons,' applied for this
cause to William de Albini, the second husband of
Henry I.'s widow, Alix of Louvaine.—Dim. Algy.

Alice, Alicia (Teut.), noble cheer—closely related to
Adeline above.—Dims. Ally or Allle, Elsie.

Alison, a Scotch form of Aloyse, Blaise, Heloise, from
Hlodovicia, a name of Teut. origin meaning holy
fame.—Dim. Elsie.

Allan, Alan, a name first found in early Breton
history, referred by Miss Yonge to Hilarius
(' cheerful "), confused with iClianus ; more prob.
Celt., meaning harmony.

Alpheus (Heb.), exchange.
Amabel (L.), lovable—whence Mabel.
Amaziah (Heb.), the Lord is strong.

Ambrose (Gr.), immortal, divine.—L. Amhrosius, Fr.
Atnbroise, It. Amhrogio, Sp. Ambrosio.

Amelia (Teut.), toiling, energetic.—Fr. Amelie, It.

Amelia, Amalia.
Amos (Heb.), strong, one who bears a burden.
Amy (L.), beloved. — L. Amata, Fr. Aimee, It.

Amata.
Andrew (Gr.), manly.—Dim. Andy.— L. Andreas,

Fr. Andre, It. Andrea, Sp. Andres.
Angelica (Gr.), angelic, lovely.

Angelina (Gr.), angel.

Angus (Celt.), excellent virtue.

Ann, Anna, Anne (Heb.), grace — the same as
Hamia/i.—Dims. Annie, Nancy, Nanny, Nina,
Nan, Annette.

Annabel, Annabella, Annaple, made up of Anna
(Heb.), grace, as above, and Bella (L.), fair; or
probably the early Celtic name Aine, meaning joy,

praise. Anglicised. It may be, however, a variant

oi Arabella, earlier Arnhilda(^eM.), eagle heroine.

Anselm (Teut.), divine helmet.— Fr. Anselme, It.

and Sp. Anselmo.
Anthony, Antony (L.), worthy of praise. — Dim.
Tony. — L. Antonius, Fr. Antoine, It. and Sp.

Antonio, Ger. Antonius, Anton.—Fein. Antonia.
Antoinette, the French form oi Antonia, Antonina,

the fern, oi Anthony.—T>'im. Net, Netty.
Arabella (L.), a fair altar, or an Arabian woman

—

perh. Teut., meaning eagle heroine.—Dims. Bella,

Bel, Belle. See Annabel above.

Archibald (Teut.), very bold, or holy prince.—Dims.
Archy, Baldie. — L. Archibaldus, Fr. Archam-
bault. It. Arcibaldo.

Arnold (Teut.), strong as an eagle.

Arthur (Celt.), high, noble.—L. Arthunis, Fr. Artur,
Artus, It. Arturo.

Asa (Heb.), [the Lord is] a healer.

Athanaslus (Gr.), immortal. — Fr. Athanase, It.

Atanasio.
Athelstan (Teut.), noble stone.

Aubrey (Teut.), elf-ruler, ruler of spirits.

Augustln, Augustine, Austin (L.), belonging to

Augustus. — L. Augijstinus, Fr. Aiigustin, It.

Agostino, Ger. Angustin.

Augustus (L.), exalted.—Dims. Gus, Gussie, GustUS.
— Fr. Aug7iste, Ger. Ar/gust.—Vem. AugUSta.

Aurelius (L.), golden.—Fem. Aurelia.
Asaph (Heb.), a collector, [God] gathereth.

Baldwin (Teut.), prince-friend.—L. Bnlduinus, Fr.

Bnudouin, It. Baldmdno, Balduino, Ger. Balduin-
Baptist (Gr.), a baptiser.—Fr. Bnptiste, Batiste, It.

Battist.t. Ger. Baptist.

Barbara (Gr.), foreign.—Dims. Bab, Babble.
Bardolph (Teut.), bright wolf or distinguished helper.
— Fr. Bardolphe, It. Bardolfo.

Barnabas, Barnaby (Heb.), son of exhortation.

Bartholomew (Heb.), son of one's own brother (i.e.

friend). — Dims. Bart, Bat. — L. Bartholoniaus,
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Fr. Bartolomie, BarthiUtni, It. Bartolomeo, Ger.
Bartholontaus, Barthel.

BaniCh (Heb.), blessed [by God].
Basil (Gr.), kingly.—L. Bcuiiius, Fr. BasiU, It. and

Sp. Basilio.

Bathsheba (Heb.), prob. daughter of the seven, or of
an oath.

Beatrice, Beatrix (L.), making liappy.

Benedict (L.), blessed.— Dim. Bennet. — L. Bene-
dietus, Fr. Benoit, It. Benedetto, Bettino, Sp. Bene-
dicto, Benito, Ger. Benedict.—¥cm. Benedlcta.

Benjamin (Heb.), son of the right hand (i.e. of good
fortune).—Dims. Ben, Benny.—It. Beniamino.

Bernard (Teut.), bold as a bear.—Dim. Barney.—L.
Bernardus, Fr. Bernard, Bemardin, It. Bernardo,
Bernardino, Sp. Bernardo, Bernal, Ger. Bernhard,
Barend, Berend.

Bertha (Teut.), bright.—Dims. Bertie, Berty.—Fr.

Berthe, It. and Sp. Berta.
Bertram (Teut.), bright raven.— Dim. Bert.— Fr.
Bertrand, It. Bertrando, Sp. Beltran.

Bessie, Betsy, a dim. of Elisabeth (q.v.).

Blanche (Teut.), white.—Fr. Blanche, It. Biaftca,

Sp. Blanca.
Boniface (L.), a benefactor.—L. Boni/acius, It. Boni-
facio, Bonifazio, Sp. Bonifacio.

Brian (Celt.), strong.— It. Briano.
Bridget (Celt.), strength.—Dim. Biddy.—Fr. BrigiUe,

It. and Sp. Brigida, Ger. Brigitta.

Cadwallader (W), arranger of battle.

Caesar (L.), hairy, or blue-eyed, or bom under the
Caesarean operation.—Fr. Cisar, It. Cesare, Ger.
Cdsar.

Cain (Heb.), artificer, smith.
Caleb (Heb.), a dog.
Calvin (L.), bald.—L. Calvinus, Fr. Calvin, Cauvin,

Sp. Caivo.
Camilla (L.), an attendant at a sacrifice. — Fr.

Camille.
Caroline, a French form of the fem. of Carolus, the

Latin of Charles.—Dims. Carrie, Caddie.
Casimir (Slav.), show forth peace.—Dim. CaSSlO.
Cassandra (Or.), she who inflames with love.

Catherine, also Catherina, Catharine, Katharine,
Katherine (Gr.), pure.—Dims. Oasy, Kate, Kath-
leen, Katie, Cathie, Kathie, Katrine, Kit, Kitty.
—Fr. Catherine, It. Cateriua, Sp. Catalina, Ger.
Katharine.

Cecil (L.), blind.

CeciUa, Cecily, fem. of C^-c//.-Dims. Sisely, SlS,
Cis, Cissy.- Fr. Cicile, It. Cecilia.

Charles (Teut.), strong, manly. — Dims. Charley,
Charlie. — L. Carolus, Fr. Charles, It. Carlo,
Sp. Carlos, Ger. Carl, Karl. — Fem. Caroline,
Charlotte.

Christian (L.), belonging to Christ.—Dims. Christie,
Christy.—L. Chrisiianns, Fr. Chrestien, Chretien,
1 1 . and Sp. Cristiano.—Fem. Christiana, Christina.

Christina, fem. of Christian. — Dims. Chrlssie,
Teenie, Tina, Kina.

Christopher (Gr.), bearing Christ.—Dims. Kester,
Kit, Chris.— L. Christophorns, Fr. Christophe, It.

Cristoforo, Sp. Cristoval, Ger. Christoph.
Cicely, a form oi Cecilia (q.v.V

Clara (L.), bright.—Dim. Clare.- Fr. Claire, It.

Chiara, Sp. Clara.
Clarence (L.), illustrious.

Clarlbel (L.), brightly fair.

Clarice, Clarissa, derivatives from Clara.
Claud, Claudius (L.), lame.
Claudia, fem. of Claudius.
Clement (L.), mild, merciful.—L. Clemens, It. and

Sp. Clemente, Fr. CUment, Ger. Clemens.—Fem.
and dim. forms are Clementina, Clementine.

Conrad (Teut.), bold in counsel, resolute.—L. Con-
radits, Fr. Conrade, It. Conrado, Corrado, Ger.
Konrad.

Constance, a fem. form of Constant.—Dim. CoDHIo.
—L. Constantia, Fr. Constance, It. Costanza,

Constant (L.), firm, faithful. — L. Constans, Con-
stantius. It. Costante, Costanzo, Sp. Constancio,
Ger. Constanz.

Constantino (L.), firm.—L. Constantinus, It. Costan-
tino, Sp. Constantino, Ger. Constaniin.

Cora, Corinna (Gr.), maiden.— Fr. Corinne.
Cordelia (L.), warm-hearted.—Fr. Cordelie.
Cornelius, prob. related to L. cornu, a horn,—Fr.

Cornelius (fem. Cornelie), It. and Sp. Comelio.—
Fem. Cornelia.

Crispin, Crlspian, Crispus (L.), curly - haired.—L.
Crispinus, Crispianus, Fr. Crispin, Crepin, It.

Crispino, Crispo, Ger. Crispus.
Cuthbert (A.S.), well-known splendour.
Csrnthla (Gr.), of or from Mount Cynthus.
Cyprian (Gr.), of Cyprus.—L. Cyprianus.
Cyrtl (Gr.), lordly.-L. Cyrillus, Fr. Cyrille, Sp.

Cirilo, Ger. Cyrill.

Cyrus (Pers.), the sun.

Daniel (Heb.), God is judge.—Dims. Dan, Danny.
Darius (Pers.), preserver.
David (Heb.), beloved. — Dims. Davy, Dave.—Fr.
David, It. Davide, Davidde, Ger. David.—Fem.
Davlda, Vida.

Deborah (Heb.), a bee.

Delia (Gr.), of Delos.
Demetrius (Gr.), belonging to Demeter or Ceres.

—

Fr. Demetrius, It. Demetrio.
Denis, Dennis, Denys, a French form ot Dionysius.
Derrick, a corruption of Theodoric.
Diana (L.), goddess.—Dims. DI, Die.
Dinah (Heb.), judged.
Dionysius ((Jr.), belonging to Dionysos or Bacchus.

—

Fr. Denys, Denis. It. Dionigio, Dionigi, Dionisio,
Ger. Dionysius, Dionys.

Dominic (L.), Sunday child. — L. Dominicus, Fr.
Dominique, It. Domenico, Sp. Domingo,

Donald (Celt.), proud chief.

Dora, a dim. of Dorothea (q.v.).

Dorcas (Gr.), a gazelle.

Dorothea, Dorothy (Gr.), the gifl of (5od.—Dims.
Dol, DoUy.— Fr. DorotlUe, Dorette, It. and Sp.
Dorotea.

Dougal (Celt.), black stranger.

Drusilla (L.), strong.

Duncan (Celt.), brown chief.

Ebenezer (Heb.), the stone of help,

Edgar (A.S.), rich spear.—L. Edgarus, It Edgarv.
Edith (A.S.), rich gift.—L. Editha, It. Edita.
Edmund (A.S.), rich protection. — Dims. Ed, Ned.
—L. Edmundus, Fr. Edmond, It. Edmondo, Sp.

Edmundo.
Edna (Heb.), pleasure.

Edvrard (A.S.), rich guard.—Dims. Ed, Eddy, Ned,
Neddy, Ted, Teddy.—L. Edvardus, Fr. Edouard,
It. Eduardo, Edoardo, Sp. Eduardo, Ger. Eduard.

Edwin (A.S.), rich friend.—Diins. Ed, Eddy.-L.
Edvinus, It. Eduino.

Effie, a dim. of Euphemia (q.v.).

Egbert (.A.S.), terribly bright. — L. Egberius, It.

E?berto, Ger. Eckbert, Egbert.

Eldred(A.S.), terrible.

Eleanor, Elinor (Gr.), light—the same as Helen.—
Dims. Ella, EUen, NeU, Nellie, Nora.— It. EUo-
nora, Ger. Eleonore, Fr. Alienor.

Eleaier (Heb.), God is a help.
Ell (Heb.), going up, or my God.
Eliab (Heb.), God IS his father.

Elias, the same as Elijah (q.v.).

Ellhu (Heb.), God the Lord.
Elijah (Heb.), God is the Lord.-L. Elija, Fr. t.Ut,

It. Elia, Ger. Elias, Elia.
Elisabeth, Elizabeth, Ell«a (Heb.), God of the oath.
—Dims. Bess, Bessie, Bessy, Beth, Betsy, Betty,
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Elsie, Llx, Uzzle, Llbby, Lisa, Lisa.— Fr. Elisabeth,
^lise. It. EUsabetta, Eiisa, Ger. Elisabeth, Elise.

Elislia (Heb), God of salvation.—L. Eliseus, Fr.
Elisie, It. and Sp. Eliseo.

Ella Ellen, dims, of EUatur.
Elspeth (Heb.), God of the oath—a Scotch form of
Elisabeth.— l>\m?.. Elspie, Elsie.

Emeline, Emmeline, Emily (Teut.), industrious,

energetic.—Fr. £»iilie. It. and Sp. Emilia, Ger.
Emiiie.

Emma, the same as Emeline.—Dims. Emm, Emmie.
— Fr. Emma, It. Emma, Sp. Ema,

Emmanuel, Immannel (Gr. from Heb.), God with
us.— Fr. Emmanuel, It. EmtnanueU, Sp. Manuel,
Ger. Emanuel.

Enoch (Heb.), consecrated.
Ephralm (Heb.), fruitful.

Erasmxis (Gr.), lovely, deserving love.—Fr. Erasme,
It, and Sp. Erasmo.

ErastUS (Gr.), lovely.—Fr. Eraste.
Eric (.V.S.), rich, powerful.—L. Ericus.
Ernest (Ger.), earnest. — Fr. Ei-nest, It. and Sp.

Ernesto, Ger. Ernst.—^^m. Ernestine.
Ernestine, fem. and dim. of Ernest.
Esau (Heb.), hairy.
Esther (Pers.), a star, good fortune.—Dim. EsSle.-

Fr. Esther, It. Ester, Esterre, Sp. Ester, (Jer.

Esther.
Ethel (A. S.), noble.
Ethelinda (Teut.), noble snake.
Eudora (Gr.). good gift.—Fr. Eudort.
Eugene (Gr.), well bom, noble.—L. Eugenius, Fr.

Eugine, It. Eugenia, Sp. Eugenia, Ger. Eugenius,
iS"«C''«.—Fem. Eugenia.

Eugenia, fem. of £•«;•<•'"?.—Dim. Qenle.— Fr. Eugenie,
It. and Sp. Eugenia.

Eulalia (Gr.), fair speech.—Fr. Eulalie, It. Eulalia.
Eunice (Gr.), happy victory.
Euphemia (Gr.), of good report. — Dims. Effle,

Euphle, Phemie, Phamle.—Fr. Euphimie, It. and
Sp. Eu/emia.

EuseblUS (Gr.), pious. — Fr. Eusibe, It. and Sp.
Ensebio.

Eustace (Gr.X healthy, firm.— L. Eustachius, Eus-
tathius, Fr. Eustache, Eustathe, It. Eustazio,
Enstachio, Ger. Eustathius.

Eva. Eve (Heb.), life. — Dims. Evelina, Eveline,
Eveljrn.— Fr. Eve, It. and Sp. Eva, Cier. Eva.

Evan (\V.), young warrior.

Evangeline (Gr.), bringing glad news.
Everard (Teut.), strong as a wild boar.—Fr. Evraud,

It. Everardo, Eberardo, (Jer. Eberhard, Ebert.
Ezeklel (Heb.), God will strengthen.—Dim. Zeke.—

Fr. Ezfchiel.
Ezra (Heb.), help.—L. Ezra, Ezdr.ts, Fr. Esdras.

Faith (L.), faith.

Faustina, Faustine (L.), fortunate.—Fr. Faustine,
It. Faustina.

Felicia (L.), happiness. — Fr. F/licu, Fflicite, It.

Felicia, Sp. Felicidad.
Felix (L.), happy—Fr. Frtix, It. Felice, Sp. Felix,

Port. Feliz, Ger. Felix.— Fctii. Felicia.
Ferdinand (Teut.), brave.— Fr. Ferdinand, Ferrand,

It. Ferdinando, Ferrando, Sp. Hernando, Fer-
nando, Ger. Ferdinand.

Festus(L.) joyful.
Fidelia (L.), faithful.

Flora (L.), flowers.—Fr. Flore, It. Flora.
Florence (L.), blooming.—Dims. Flo, Flossie, Floy.—

L. Florentia.
Frances, fem of Francis.—Ti\m. Fanny.—L. Fran-

cisca, Fr. Franfoise, Frnvcisque, It. Francesca,
Sp. Francisca, Ger. Franziske.

Francis (Fr.), frc—dim. Frank—L. Franciscus. Fr.
Franfoit, It Francesco, Franco, Sp. Francisco,
Oer Franciscus, Franz. — Fem. Frances — dim.
Fanny.

1

Frederic, Frederick (Teut.), peace ruler. — Dinu.
Fred, Freddy.—L. Fredericus, Fr. Frid(ric, It.

Fredirigo, Frederico, Sp. Federico, Ger. Friedrich,
Fritz.—?cm. Frederica.

Frederica, fem. of Frederic.—T>\m. Freddie.—Fr.
Fredirique, It. Frederica, Sp. Federica, Ger.
Friederike.

Gabriel (Heb.), hero of God.—Dim. Gabe.-Fr.

Gabriel, It. Gabriello.

Gamaliel (Heb.), God is a recompenser.
Geoflfrey, the same as Godfrey.
(George (Gr.), a husbandman—dims. (Jeorgle, Geordie
—L. Georgius, Fr. Georges, It. Giorgio, Sp. Jorge,
Ger. Georg.—Vcva. Georgiana, Georglna—dim.
Georgie.

(Jerald, Gerard (Teut.), spear-power.—L. Geraldus,
Gerardus, Fr. Girard, Giraud, Giraud, Girauld, It.

Gerardo, Giralda, Ger. Gerhard.—Fem. Geraldine.
German, Germaine (L.), German.—L. Germanut,

Fr. Germain, It. Germane.
Gertrude (Teut.), spear-maid.—Dims. Gertie, Trudy.
— Fr. Gertrude, It. Gertrude, Geltruda, Sp. Ger-
trudes, (Jer. Geriraud, Gertrud.

Gideon (Heb.), a hewer down.
Gilbert (Teut.), bright pledge.—Dim. GIL—L. Gil-

bertus, Fr. Guilbert, Gilbert, It. and Sp. Gilberto,
Ger. Gilbert, Giselbert.

Giles (Gr.\ with the aegis, or a kid.—L. /Egiditis, Fr.
Gilles, Agide, IL Egidio, Ger. Egidius.

Godfrey (Teut.), God's peace.—L. Gade/ridus, Gal-
fridus, Fr. Gode/rai, Geoffroi, It. Godofredo, Go/-
freda, Giotto, Sp. Godafredo,Go/redo, Ger. Gottfried.

Godwin (A.S.), divine friend.

Grace (L.), grace.
Gregory (Gr.), watchman.—L. Gregorius, Fr. Gri-
goire. It. and Sp. Gregairo, Ger. Gregorius, Gregor,

Griffith (W.), ruddy.
Griselda (Teut.), stone heroine.—Dim. Grissel.
Gustavus (Teut.), Goth's staff.-Fr. Gustave, It. and

Sp. Gustavo, Ger. Gustav.
Guy (Fr.), a leader, or Celt, meaning sense.—L.

Guido, Fr. Guy, It. and Sp. Guido.

Hadrian, Adrian (L.), of Adria, a town in Picenum,
whence also Adriatic Sea.—L. Hadriattus.

Hannah (Heb.), grace, the same as Anna (q.v.).

Hannibal (Punic), grace of Baal.—So L., Fr. Hanni-
bal, Annibal, It. Annibale, Sp. Anibal.

Harold (A.S.), warrior power. — Fr. Harold, It.

Araldo, Araldo.
Harriet, Harriot, fem. and dim. forms of Harry,
Henry.—Dim. Hatty.

Helen, Helena (Gr.), fight.-Dims. Nell, Nellie.- L.'

Heletta, Fr. HMne, It. Elena, Sp. Helena, Elena,
Ger. Helene.

Henrietta, a French dim. form of Henty.—Dims.
Etta, Hetty, Nettie.— Fr. Henriette, It. Enrigh-
etta, Sp. Enriqueta, Ger. Henriette.

Henry (Teut.), home ruler.—Dims. Harry, Hal, Hen,
Henny.—L. HenHcus, Enricus, Fr. Henri, It.

Enrico, Sp. Enrique, Ger. Heinrich, DuL //«"«•

(/r/'/t.—Fem. Henrietta, Harriet.
Herbert (A.S.), glory of the army.—L. Htrbertus, Fr.

Herbert, It. Erberto, Sp. Heberto, Ger. Herbert.
Hercules (Gr.), lordly fame.—So L., Fr. Hercule, It

Erco'.e.

Herman (Teut.), a warrior. — L. Arminius, It.

Eritianno, Ger. Hermann.
Hester, Hesther, the same as Esther.
Hezeklah (Heb.), the Lord is strength.—Fr. Ezfchias,

It. Ezecnia, Sp. Ezequias, Ger. Hiskia.
Hilary (L.), cheerful.—L. Hilarius, Fr. Hilaire, It.

flario, Sp. Hilnrio. Ger. Hilarius.—V^m. Hilaria.
HUda (Teut.), battle maid.
Hiram (Heb.), noble.

Homer (Gr.), a pledge.—L. Homerus, Fr. Hamirt,
It. Omero, Ger. Homerus,
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Honora, Honorla (L.), honourable.—Dims. Norab,
Nora.

Hope (Eng.), hope.
Horace, Horatio (L.).—L. Horatius, Fr. Horace, It.

Orazio, Sp. Horacio, Gcr. Horatius, Horazo.—
Fem. Horatla.

Hortensla (L.), a gardener. — Fr. Hortense, It.

Ortcnsia, Ger. Hortensia.
Hosea(Heb.), help, deliverance.
Hubert (Tent.), mind bright.—L. Hi4bertus, Fr.

Hubert, It. Uberto, Sp. Huberto, Ger. Hubert,
Hiigibert.

Hugh, Hugo (Teut), mind, soul.—Dims. Hugbie,
Hughoc, Huggin.— L. Hugo, Fr. Hugties, It. Ugo,
Ugolino, Sp. Hugo, Ger. Hugo.

Huldab (Heb.), a mole, a weasel.
Humpbry, Humphrey (A.S.), support of peace.—
Dim. Humph.—L. Humphredus or Humfridus,
Fr. Onfroi, It. Ono/reJo, Omfredo, Sp. Hunfredo,
Ger. Hum/ried.

Ian, the Gaelic form of John.
Ichabod (Heb.), inglorious, the glory has departed.
Ida (Teut.), happy.
Ignatius (Gr.), fiery.— Fr. Ignace, It. Ignazio, Sp.

Ignacio and Inigo, Ger. Igiiaz.

Increase (Eng.), increase (of faiili).

Inez, the Portuguese form of Agties.
Ingram (Teut.), a raven.
Inigo. See Ignatius.
Ira (Heb.), a watcher.
Irene (Gr.), peace.— Fr. Iritte, It. Irene.
Isaac, Izaak (Heb.), he laugheth.—Dims. Ik, Ike.—

1.. Isacus, Fr. Isaac, It. Isacco, Ger. Isaak.
Isabella, Isabel, Isobel, Isabeau, the same as Elisa-
beth.—M\m%. Isa, Bel, BeUa, Tib, Tibbie.— Fr.

Isabeau, Isabelle, It. Isabella, Sp. Isabel, Ger.
Isabelle.

Isaiah (Heb.), the Lord is salvation.—L. Isaias.
Israel (Heb.), God fighteth.

Ivan, the Russian form of John.

Jabez (Heb.), sorrow.
Jacob (Heb.), he taketh hold of the heel, or followeth

after, a supplanter.—Dim. Jake.—L. Jacohus, Fr.

Jacob, It. Giaeobbe, Sp. Jacobo, Ger. Jakob.
James, the same as Jacob. — Dims. Jeames, Jem,
Jim, Jemmy, Jimmy.— L. Jacobus, Fr. Jacques,
It. Jacofio, Jachimo, Giacomo, Sp. Jacobo, Diego,
Jago, Jaime, Port. Javine, Diogo, Ger. Jakob.—
Fem. Jamesina, Jaquellne.

Jane, the fem. of John (q.v.).—Dims. Janet, Jean,
Jeanie, Jeannie.

Janet, a dim. of Jane (q.v.), hence ' grace of the
Lord.'—Dims. Jen, Jennie, Jenny.

Japheth (Heb.), he extendeth widely.
Jaquellne, the French form of the fem. of James.
Jared (Heb.), descent.
Jason (Gr.), a healer.

Jasper (Pers.), prob. treasure-master.— Fr. Gaspard,
It. Caspar0, Gasparro, Sp. Caspar.

Javan (Heb.). clay.

Jean, Jeanne, Jeannette, French forms of Jane or
Joan.

Jedediah (Heb.), beloved of the Lord.
Jemima (Heb.), a dove.
Jeremiah, Jeremias, Jeremy (Heb.), the Lord layeth

the foundation.—L. Jeremias, Fr. Jer^mie, It.

Ceremia, Sp. Jeremias, Ger. Jeremias.
Jerome ((jr.), holy name. — L. Hieronynnis, Fr.

Jirdme, It. Geroninio, Cirolamo, Sp. Jeronimo,
Jeromo, Ger. Hieronymus.

Jessie, a Scotch form of Janet, hence ' grace of the
Lord.'—Dim. JesS.

Joab (Heb.), the Lord is a father.

Joan, Joanna, Johanna, fem. forms of John. — L.
Johanna, Ft. Jeanne, Jeamiette, It. Giovanna, Sp.
Juana, Ger. Johanna.

Job (Heb.), repentant, or one persecuted.
Joel (Heb.). the Lord is God.
John (Heb.), the Lord graciously gave, the gracious

gift of God.— Dims. Johnny, Jack, Jock. — L.
Johannes, Joannes, Fr. Jean, It. Giovanni, Gian,
Gianni, Sp. Juan, Port. Joao, Ger. Johann,
Johannes, Hans, Dut. Jan, Russ. Ivan.—Fem.
Joanna, Joan, Jane.

Jonas, Jonah (Heb.), a dove.
Jonathan (Heb.), the Lord hath given.
Joseph (Heb.), may he add (children) ! he shall add—dims. Joe, Joey— L. Josephus, Fr. Joseph, It.

Giuseppe, Sp. Jose, Jostf, Port. Jose, Joze, Ger.
Joseph.—Fem. Josephine—dims. JO, Jozy, Pheny— Fr. Josephine, It. Giuseppina, Sp. Josejina, Port.
Josephina, Ger. Josephine.

Joshua (Heb.), the Lord is welfare.—Dim. Josh.—L.
Josua, Fr. Josue, Ger. Josua.

Josiah, Joslas (Heb.), the Lord healeth.
Joyce (L.), sportive.

Judah (Heb.), praised.
Judith (Heb.), praised.—Dim. Judy.— Fr. Judith,

It. Giuditia, Ger. Judith.
Julian (L.), sprung from Julius.—Vhm.. Jule.—Fem.
Juliana.-L. Julianus, Fr. Julien, It. Giuliano,
Sp. Julian, Port. Juliao, Ger. Julianus, Julian.

Julius (Gr.), downy-bearded—dim. Jule— Fr. Jutes,
It. Ciulio, Sp. Julio, Ger. Julius.— Fem. Julia,
Juliet—Fr. Julte, It. Giulin, Sp. Jtilia. Ger. Julie.

Justin (L.), just.—L. Justinus, Fr. Justin, It. Gius-
tino, Sp. Justino, Ger. Justin.—Fem. Justina

—

Fr. Justine, It. Giustina, Sp. Justina, Ger. Jus-
ii>te.

Justus (L.), just.—Fr. Juste, It. Giusto, Sp. Justo,
Ger. Justtts, Just.

Kate, dim. of Catherine.
Katharine, Katherine, the same as Catherine.
Kenelm (A.S.), defender of his kindred.
Kenneth (Celt.), comely, or a leader.
Keturah (Heb.), incense.
Kezia (Heb.), cassia.

Laban (Heb.), white.
Lambert (Teut.), country's brightness.—Fr. Lambert,

Lanbert, It. Lamberto, Ger. Lambert, Landbert.
Lancelot, Launcelot (Fr.), servant, or a little lance.
— Fr. Lancelot, It. Lancilotto.

Laura (L.), a laurel—also Laurinda.—Fr. Laure, It.

Laura.
Laurence, Lawrence (L.), crowned with laurel.—
Dim. Larry.—L. Laurentius, Fr. Laurent, It.

Lorenzo, .Sp. Lorenzo, Ger. Lorenz.
Lavlnia (L.), of Latium.
Lazarus (Heb.), God helpeth. — Fr. Lazare, It.

Lazaro, Sp. Lazaro, Lazarillo, Ger. Lazarus.
Leander (Gr. ), lion-man.— Fr. L^andre, \l. Leandro.
Lebbeus (Heb.), a man of heart or courage.
Lemuel (Heb.), unto God.
Lena, dim. of Helena or Magdalene.
Leonard (Teut.), strong as a lion.—L. Leonardus,

Fr. Leonard, It. Lionardo, Sp. Leonardo, Ger.
Leonhard.

Leohidas (Gr.), lion-like.

Leonora, the same as Eleanor.—Ger. Lenore.
Leopold (Teut.), people's prince.— Fr. Lfopold, It.

and Sp. Leopoldo, Ger. Luitpold, Leupold, Leopold.
Letitia, Lettlce (I..), happiness.—Dim. Lettie.—L.

Ltrtitia, It. Letisia.
Levi (Heb.), wreathing or adhesion.
Lewis (Teut.), famous warrior.—Dims. Lewle, Looio,
Lew. — L. Ludrvicns, Fr. Louis, It. Lodovico,
Luigi, Sp. Clodoreo, Luis, Port. Lttiz, Ger. Lud-
tvier.— Fem. Louisa, Louise.

Lilian, LiUy, Lily (L.), a lily.

Lionel (L.), young lion.—It. LiontUo.
Llewellyn (W.), lightning.

Lois (Gr.), good.
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Lorenzo, the Italian form of Laurence.
Lorlnda, a variant of Laurinda.
Louis, the French form of Lewis.
Louisa, Louise, fem. of Z.^««.—Dims. Lou, Louie.—

Fr. Louise^ Lisette, Hilo'ise, It. Luisa, Eleisa, Sp.

Luisa, Port. Luiza, Ger. Luise, Ludovica.

Lucas. See Luke.
Lucia, the Italian form of Lucy

:

—Lucinda (L.), the

same as Lucy.
Lucian (L.), pertaining to Lucius.—\„ Lucianus,

¥r. Lucien, It. Luciano.
Lucifer (L.), light-bringer.

Lucius (L.), born at daybreak.—Fr. Luce, It. Lucio,

Sp. Lucio.— Fftais. Lucia, Lucy.
Lucretia, Lucrece (L.), gain, or light.—L. Lucretia,

Fr. Lucrece, It. Lucrezia.
Lucy, fem. of Lucius.— Yx. Lucie, It. Lucia, Sp.

L ucia.

Ludovic, Lodowic, the same as Lewis {q.v.).

Luke.—L. Lucas, Fr. Luc, It. Luca, Sp. Lucas,
Ger. Lukas.

Luther (Teut.), famous warrior.—L. Lutherus, Fr.

Lothaire, It. Loiario, Sp. Clotario, Ger. Luther.
Lycurgus (Gr.), wolf-driver.

Lydia (Gr.), a native of Lydia.

Mabel (L.), lovable, worthy of love, inspiring love—

a

contraction oi Amabel (f\.\.).

Madeline, the French form of Magdalene (Heb.),
belonging to Magdala.—Dims. Maud, IdaUdlln.

—

Fr. Magdelaitie, Madeleine, Madelon, It. Madda-
lena, Sp. Magdalena, Madelena, Ger. Magdalene.

MadOC (W.), beneficent.

Malachi (Heb.), messenger of the Lord, or my mes-
senger.

Manasseb (Heb.), forgetting, one who forgets.— L.
Manasses.

Marcellus, dim. o( Marcus.—Vcm. Marcella.
Marcus, Marcius, Mark (L.), a hammer, or sprung
from Mars— L. Marcus, Fr. Marc, It. Marco, Sp.
Marcos, Ger. Markiis.—Fem. MarcIa— Fr. Marcie,
It. Marcia, Marzia.

Margaret (Gr.), a pearl. -Dims. Margie, Margery,
Marjory, Madge, Mag, Maggie, Meg, Meggy,
Peg, Peggy, Meta, Gritty.— l-V. Marguerite, It.

Margherita, Sp. Margarita, Port. Margarida, Ger.
Margarethe, Gretchen.

Maria, the Latin form of Mary.
Marianne, a compound of Mary and Anne — so
Marian, Maryann.—Fr. Mariane, Marianne, It.

Marianna, Sp. Mariana, Ger. Marianne.
Marion, a French form oiMary.—VAxa. Mamie.
MannadUke (prob. Celt., last syllable L.), sea-leader,

or mighty leader.
Martlia (Heb.), lady.— Dims. Mat, Matty, Pat,
Patty. — Fr. Marthe, It. and Sp. Marta, Ger.
Martha.

Martin (L.), of Mars, warlike.— L. Martinus, Fr.
Martin, Merlin, It. and Sp. Martino, Port. Mar-
tinho, Ger. Martin.

Mary (Heb.), prob. related to Mara, Marak, bitter.

—Dims. May, Moll, Molly, Mamie, Pol, Polly.—
L. Maria, Fr. Marie, Marion, It. and Sp. Maria,
Pol. Marya.

Matilda, Mathilda (Teut.), mighty battle maid.—
Dims. Mat, Matty, Maud, Patty, Tilda.—Fr.
Matliilde, It. Matilda, Ger. Matilde.

Matthew (Heb.), gift of the Lord.—Dim. Mat.—L.
Matthieus, Fr. Matkieu, It. Matteo, Sp. Mateo,
Ger. Matthaus,

Matthias, the Greek form of Matthew.
Maud, a contraction of Matilda or q{ Magdalene.
Maurice (L.), Moorish, dark-coloured.—L. Mauri-

tius, Fr. Maurice, It. Maurizio, Sp. Mauricio,
Ger. Moritz.

Maximilian (L.), the greatest iCmillanus.—L. Maxi-
tnilianus, Fr. Maximilien, Port, Maximili&s, Ger.
MaximiliaH,

May, the month of May, or a contraction oi Mary,
Mellcent, Milioent (L.), sweet singer, or (Teut)

strength.— Sp. Melisenda.
MeliSsa(Gr.), a bee.—Fr. Milisse, Milite, It. Melissa.
Mercy (Eng.), Mercy.
Micah (Heb.), who is like the Lord?
Michael (Heb.), who is like God?— Dims. Mike,
Micky.— Fr. Michel, It. Michele, Sp. and Port.
Miguel, Ger. Michael.

Mildred (Teut.), mild threatener.—L. Mildreda.
Miles (L.), soldier.

Minnie (Teut.), remembrance—sometimes for Mina,
a contraction of Wilheltnina; sometimes put for
Maty.

Miranda (L.), admirable.
Miriam (Heb.), the same as Mary.
Morgan (W.), seaman.
Moses (Heb.), he that draws out, but more probably
an Egyptian name.—Dims. Mose, Mosey.—So L.,
Fr. Moise, It. Moise, Sp. Moises, Ger. Moses.—
Fem. Mosina.

Myra (Gr.), she who laments.

Naaman (Heb.), pleasant.

Nahum (Heb.), consolation, a consoler.

Nancy, a familiar form of Anne, not properly of
Agnes.—Dims. Nan, Nance, Nina.

Naomi (Heb.), pleasant.

Napoleon (Gr.), of the new city.—Fr. NapoUon, It.

Napoleone.
Nathan (Heb.), he hath given ; — Nathanael,
Nathaniel, gift of God.

Nehemiah (Heb.), the Lord comforteth.
Neil, Neal (Celt.), chief.

Nellie, Nelly, a dim. of Ellen, Helen, or Eleanor.
Nicholas, Nicolas (Gr.), victory of the people.—Dim.
Nick.— I,. Nicolaus, Fr. Nicolas, Nicole, It. Nicolo,

Nicola, Sp. Nicolas, Port. Nicolao, Ger. Nikolaus.
Noah (Heb.), rest.

Noel (Fr.—L.), Christmas, born on that day.—Fr.
Noel It. Natale, Sp. and Port. Natal.

Nora, Norah, a contraction of Honora, Leonora, and
Eleanor.

Norman (Teut), Northman.

Obadiah (Heb.X servant or worshipper of the Lord.

—

L. Oboiiias.

Obed (Heb.), a worshipper (of the Lord).

Ootavius, Octavus (L.), the eighth born — dims.
Tavy, Tave— L. Octavius, Octavianus, Fr. Octa^
vien. It. Ottaviano, Ottavio.—Fem. Ootavla—Fr.

Octavie, Octave, It. Ottavia, Sp. Octavia, Ger.

Octavia.
Oliver (L.), an olive-tree.—Dims. Nol, Nolly.—L.

Oliverjis, Fr. Olivier, It. Oliziero, Uliviero, Sp.

Olivcrio, Port. Oliveiro, Ger. Oliver.—Yem. Olive,

Olivia.
01ympia(Gr.), heavenly.—Fr. Olympe, It. Oltmpiat

Ger. Olvnpie.
Ophelia (Gr.), serpent.— Fr. Oph^lie.

Orlando, the Italian form oi .Roland.

Oscar (Celt.), bounding warrior.—L. Oscarus.

Osmond, Osmund (Teut.), divine protection.—Fr.

Osmont.
Oswald, Oswold (Teut.), divine power.
Owen (Celt.), lamb, or young warrior.

Ozias (Heb.), the Lord is strength = Uzziah,

Patience (L.), patience.

Patrick, Patriciu8(L.), noble.—Dims. Pat, Paddy.—
L. Patriciiis, Fr. Patrice, It. Patrizio, Sp. Patricio,

Ger. Patrizius.—Vcm. Patricia.
Paul, Paulus, Paulinus (L.), little—L. Paulus, Fr.

Paul, It. Paola, Sp. Pablo, Port. Paulo, Ger.

Paul. — Fem. Paula, Paulina, Pauline — Fr.

Paule, Pauline, It. Paola, Paolina, Sp. Paula,
Ger. Pauline.

Penelope (Gr.), weaver.
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Peregrine (L.), a stranger.—L. Peregrinus, Fr. Per^-
grin. It. PelUgrino, bp. Peregrine, Ger. Piligrim.

Persia (Gr.), a Persian woman.— Fr. Perside, It.

Persida, Sp. Perside, Ger. Penis.
Peter (Gr.), a rock. — Dims. Pete, Petertdn. — L.
Petrus, Fr. Pierre, It. Pietro, Sp. and Port. /'*rfr<»,

Ger. Peter, Petrus.
Pbebe. See Phabe.
Pllilander (Gr.), a lover of men.
Philemon (Gr.), loving.

Philip (Gr.), a lover of horses.—Dims. Phil, Pip.—L.
Philippus, Fr. Philippe, It. Filippo, Sp. Felipe,

Ger. Philipp.—Ycia. Philippa.
Philippa, fem. of Philip above.—Fr. Philippine, It.

Filippa, Filippina, Sp. Felipa, (ier. Philippine.

Phineas, Phinehas (Heb.), orade—more probably an
Egyptian word meaning negro.

Phoabe, Phebe(Gr.), shining.— It. Febe.
PhllliS. See Phyllis.
Phyllis, Phillis (Gr.), a green bough.
PiUS(L,), pious, dutiful.—Fr. Pie, It. Pio.
Pliny, Plinins (L.), the meaning doubtful.

Polly, a familiar dim. of Mary.
Polycarp (Gr.), much fruit.

PriSOilla (L.), somewhat old.

Prudence (L.), prudence.—Dims. Prue, Prudy.
Ptolemy (Gr.), mighty in war.

Quintin, (^aentin (L.), the fifth.—L. Quintus, Quin-
iianiis.

Rachel (Heb.), a ewe.—Fr. Rachel, It. Rachele, Sp.
Raauel, Ger. Rahel.

Ralph (pron. raf). See Rodolph.
Randal (Teut.), house wolf
Raphael (Heb. rephael), God hath healed. — Fr.

Raphael, It. Raffaello, Raffaele, Ger. Raphael.
Raymond, Raymund (Teut.), wise protection.— Fr.

Raymond, It. Raimondo, Sp. Raimundo, Ger.
Raimund.

Rebecca, Rebekah (Heb.), a noose.—Dims. Beck,
Bex, Becky.—L. Rebecca, Fr. Rebecca, (ier. Re-
bekka.

Reginald (Teut.), powerful judgment.

—

'L.Reginaldus,
Fr. Regnauld, Renaud, Regnault, It. Rinaldo,
Sp. Reynaldos, Ger. Rein-wald, Reinald.

Reuben (Heb.), behold, a son !

Reynold, the same as Reginald.
Rh0da(Gr.), a rose.

Richard (Teut.), stem king.—Dims. Dick, Dicky,
DiCken, Dickon.— L. Ricardus, Fr. Ridiard, It.

Riccardo, Sp. Ricardo, Ger. Richard.
Robert (Teut.), bright in fame.-Dims. Bob, Bobby,
Dob, Dobbin, Bob, Robbie, Robin.—L. Robertas,
Fr. Robert, It. Roberto, Ruberto, Ruperto, Ger.
Robert, Rupert, Rudbert, Ruprecht.

Roderick, Boderic (Teut.), famous king, or rich in
fame.—Fr. Rodrigiie, It. Rodrigo, Sp. Rodrigo,
Ruy, Ger. Roderick, Russ. Rurik.

Rodolph, Rodolphos (Teut.), wolf of fame. — L.
Rodolphus, Fr. Rodolphe, Raoul, It- Rodol/o,
Ridol/o, Sp. Rodol/o, Ger. Rudolf.

Roger (Teut.), spear of fame.—Dims. Hodge, Hodg-
kin.— L. Rogerus, Fr. Roger, It. Ruggiero, Rogero,
Sp. Rogerio, Ger. Riidiger.

Roland, Rowland (Teut.). fame of the land. - L.
Rotlandus, Rolandus, Fr. Roland, It. Orlando,
Sp. Roldan, Port. Rolando, RoldS/j. Ger. Roland.

Rosa (L.), a rose ;—Rosabel, Rosabella, a fair rose ;

—Rosalia, Rosalie, a little rose ;—Rosalind, beauti-
ful as a rose.—Dim. Rosie.

Rosamond (Teut.), horse-protection, or famous pro-
tection.—Fr. Rosemonde, It. Rosmonda, Sp. Rosa-
tntinda.

Rozana (Pers.), dawn of day.—Dim. Roxy.— Fr.
Roxane.

Rudolph, RudolphUS, the same as Rodolph, Rodol-
phus above.

RtlfUS (L.), red, red-haired.
Rupert, the same as Robert.-
Ruth (Heb.X friend.

-L. Ruperius.

Sablna (L.), a Sabine woman.— Fr. Sabine, (Jer.

Sabine.
Sabrlna (L.X the river Severn.
Salome (Heb.), peaceful.—Fr. Salonti, (5er. Salome.
Samson, Sampson (Heb.), of the sun, solar.—Fr.
Samson, Sp. Sanson, Port. Sansao.

Samuel (Heb.), heard of God, name of God.

—

Dims. Sam Sammy.— Fr. Samuel, It. SamueU,
Ger. Samuel.

Sarah, Sara (Heb.), princess, queen.— Dim. Sal,
Sally.—Fr. Sara, IL and Sp. Sara, Ger. Sara.

Satd (Heb.), asked for.

Sebastian (Gr.), venerable. — L. Sebastianus, Fr.

Sebastien, It. Sebastiano. — Sp. Sebastian, Port.

SebastiSo, Ger. Sebastian.
Selina (Gr.), the moon.
Sereno, Serenus (L.), peaceful.—Fem. Serena.
Seth (Heb.), set, placed.

Shadrach, Aramaic name of Hananiah (Heb.), the
Lord is gracious.

Sibyl, Sibylla (Gr.), a prophetess.—Fr. SiiyUe, Ger.
Stbylle.

Sigismund (Teut.), conquering protection.—Fr. Sigis-
mond. It. Sigismondo, Sistnondo, Sp. Sigismundo,
Ger. Sigismund, Sigmund.

Silas, Silvanus (L.), living in a wood.—Fr. Silvain,
It. Silvano, Silvio, (Jer. Silvanus, Silvan.—Fem.
Sylvia.

Silvester, Sylvester (L.), rustic— Dims. Vester,
Vest.—Fr. Silvestre, Ger. Silvester.

Simeon. Simon (Heb.), famous, that hears.— Dim.
Sim.—Fr. Simifon, It. Simone, Sp. Simon, Port.

SimSo, SimeSo, Ger. Simeon, Simon.
Sophia (Gr.), wisdom.—Dim. Sophy.— Fr. Sophie, It

Sofia, Ger. Sophia.
Sophronia (Gr.), of sound mind.
Solomon (Heb.), peaceable.— Dim. SoL—Fr. Salo-
mon, It. Salomone, Ger. Salomo.

Stella (L.), a star.—Fr. EsUlU, Sp. Estella.

Stephen (Gr.), a crown.— Dims. Steenie, Steve,
Stevie.—L. Stephanus, Fr. £tienne, It. Ste/ano,

Sp. Estevan, Estebnn, Port. Estevao, Ger. Stephan.
Stephana, fem. of Stephen.— ^r. Stiphanie, Ger.

Stephanie.
Switnin (A.S.), strong friend.

Susan, Susanna, Susannah (Heb.), a lily.—Dims.
Sue, Suke, Suky, Susie, Susy.—Fr. Susanne, It.

Susatina, Sp. Susttna, Ger. Susanne.
Sylvester, same as SUvester.
Sylvia, fem. o( Silvanus.

Tabltha (Aramaic), a gazelle.

Thaddeus (Aramaic), strong. — L. Thaddteus, lu
Taddeo, Sp. Tadeo, (}er. Ihadddus.

Theobald (Teut.), people's prince.— Fr. Thibaut,

It. Teobaldo, Sp. fheudebaldo, Ger. Dietbold.

Theodora, fem. of Theodore.—Dim. Dora.— It. TVw-

dora, Ger. Theodora,
Theodore (Gr.), gift of God. — L. Theodoms, Fr.

Theodore, It. Teodoro, Ger. Theodor, Russ.

Feodor.
Theodorlc (Teut.), people's rule.—L. Theodoricus.

Theodosius (Gr.), divinely given.—It. Teodosut, Ger.

Theodosia.—Fcm. TheodOSia.
TheophilUS (Gr.), a lover of God.— Fr. Thfophile, It.

Teofilo, Ger. Theophilus, Gottlieb.

Theresa (Gr.), carrying ears of com.—Dims. Terry,
Traoie.— Fr. Thtrise, It and Sp. Teresa, Ger.
Therese. Thertsia.

Thomas (Heb.), a twin.—Dims. Tom, Tommy, Tarn,
Tammle.— Fr. Thomas, It. Tomaso, Sp. Tomas,
Ger. Thomas.—Fem. Thomasa, Thomasina, Thorn*
aslne, Tomina.

Tib, Tibbie, a Scotch dim. of /toAr/^ (q.v.).
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Timothy (Gr.), honoured of God.—Dim. Tim.—L.
Tiniotheus, Fr. Timothee, It. Timoteo, Sp. Timoteo,
Ger. Timothcus.

Titus (prob. L. tutus), safe.—Fr. Tite, It. and Sp.
Tito.

Tobiah, Tobias (Heb.), the Lord is good.— Dim.
Toby.—L. Tobias, Fr. Tobie, It. Tobia, Sp. Tobias,

Ger. Tobias.
Trlstam, Tristram (Celt.), a herald.

Tryphon (Gr.), dainty.—Fem. TryphexuL
Tryphosa (Gr.), dainty.

Tybalt, a form of Theobald.

Ulrica (Teut.), noble ruler.— Fr. Ulrique, It Ulrica,

Ger. Ulrike.

Ulysses (Gr.), a hater.

Urania (Gr.), heavenly.—Fr. Vranie.
Urban (L.), of the town, courteous.—L. Urbanus, Fr.

Urbain, It. Urbano, Ger. Urbanus, Urban.
Uriah (Heb.), the Lord is light.

Uriel (Heb.), God is light

Ursula (L.), a she-bear.—Fr. Ursule, It. Orsola, Sp.
Ursola.

Valentine (L.), strong.—L. VaUntinus,YT. Valentin,
It. Valentino, Sp. Valentin, Ger. Valentin.

Valeria, fem. of Valerius (X..), healthy.—Fr. Valirie,

It. Valeria, Ger. Valerie.

Victor (L.), a conqueror.— Fr. Victor, Ger. Victor.

Victoria, fem. of Victor.—Yx. Victoire, It. Vittoria,

Ger. Victoria.
Vida, a fem. form of David.
Vincent (L.), conquering.—L. Vincens, Fr. Vincent,

It. Vincenzio, Sp. Vincente, Port. Vicente, Ger.
Vincenz.

Viola (L.), a violet.—Fr. Violette, It. Viola, Sp.
Violante, Ger. Viola, Viole.

Virginia (L.), virgin.— Fr. Virginie, It. Virginia,
Ger. Virginia.

Vivian (L.), lively.—Fr. Vivien, Ger. Vivian.

Walter (Teut), powerful warrior. — Dims. Wat,'
Watty.—L. Gualterus. Fr. Gauthier. Gautier, It
Gualtiero, Sp. Guaiierio, Ger. Waither.

Wilfred (A.S.), resolute peace.
Wilhelmlna, fem. of Willielm, the German form of

William (q. v.).—Dims. WUmett, Wilmot, Mina,
Minnie, Iffinella.—Fr. GuilUlmine, Guillemette,
It. Guglielma, Sp. Guillelmina, Ger. Wilhelmine.

William (Teut.), helmet of resolution.—Dims. Will,
Willy, Bill, Billy. — L. Guilielmus, Gulielmus,
Gr. Guillaiime, It. Guglielmo, Sp. Guillernto, Port.

Guilherme, Ger. IVilAelm.—Fem. Wilhelmlna.
Winifred, Winfred (Teut.), friend of peace.—Dinu
Winnie.

Zabdiel (Heb.), God endoweth.
ZaCCheUS (Heb.), pure.

Zachariah, Zechariah (Heb.), the Lord hath re-

membered.—Dims. Zach, Zechy.
Zadok (Heb.), just.

Zebadiah, Zebedee (Heb.), the Lord has bestowed.
Zedekiah (Heb.), the Lord is righteousness.
Zenobia (Gr.), having life from Zeus.—Fr. Zincbi*.
Zephaniah (Heb.), the Lord hideth.

Zoe (Gr.), life.

WORDS AND PHRASES IN MORE OR LESS CURRENT
USE FROM LATIN, GREEK, AND MODERN

FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

See e^>eciaUy the Stanford Dictionary ofAnglicised Words and Phrases, edited by Dr C. .\. M. Fennell
(Cambridge, 1892).

AaS70gel ((Jer.), a carrion-bird.

ab absurdo (L.), from absiu-dity.

ab setemo fL), from eternity.

ab ante (L.), from before.

^ bas (Fr.), down, down with I

^ b&tons rompus (Fr.), by fits and starts.

abattu, fem. abattue(Fr.), cast down, dejected.
a bene placito (It.), at pleasure.
ab extra (L.). from without.
abilt, excesslt, evasit, erupit (L.), he is gone, he is

off, he has escaped, he has broken away (Cicero, In
Catilinam, II. i. i).

ab imo pectore (L.), from the bottom of the heart,
ab incunabulls (L), from the cradle,
ab initio (L), from the beginning,
ab intra (L.), from within,
ab officio et beneficio (Late L.), from office and

benefice—of a clergyman susfMnded.
^ bon chat, bon rat (Fr.), to a good cat, a good rat

—

tit for tat
^ bon droit (Fr.), with justice.

^ bon march^ (Fr.), at a good bargain, cheap,
abonnement (Fr.X subscription.
ab Origine (L), from the origin or begiiming.
Abort (Ger), a privy, water-closet
ab OVO (L.), from the egg : from the beginning.

ab 070 usque ad mala (L.), from the egg to the

apples—of a Roman banquet ; from the beginning
to the end.

2l bras ouverts (Fr.), with open arms,
abr^g^ (tr.), abridgment.
absence d'esprit (Fr.), nb.sence of mind,
absens heres non erit (L.), the absent one will not

be the heir—out of sight, out of mind,
absente reo (L.), the defendant being absent
absit (L.), lit. ' let him be absent '—leave to pass one

night away from college.

absit dicto invidia (L.), to be said without boasting,

absit omen (L.), may there be no ill omen (as in a

word just used)

!

absolTi meam anImam (L.), I have relieved my
mind.

abnna, the primate of the Abyssinian Church : a
Nestorian priest,

ab uno disce omnes (L.), from one learn all : from
one example you may know the rest.

ab urbe C0ndit4 (L.), from the founding of the city

—

i.e. Rome, j^i, R.c.

ahnsui non tolllt UBUm(L.), abuse does not do a«^y
with use— i.e. an abuse does not forfeit the legiti-

mate use of a thing,

a caplte ad caloem (L.), from head to heel.
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accabld (Fr-), depressed, overwhelmed.
accessit (L.), he came near.
accueil (Kr.), reception, welcome.
acedia (Late L.), sloth, uiditTerence.

ac etiam(L.), 'and also'—the name of a clause added
to a complaint of trespass in the Court of King's
Bench.

& chaque saint sa chandelle (Fr.), to every saint his
candle : to every patron his meed of service.

aohamd (fr.), furious, desperate (esp. of battles).
Aclierontis pabulum (L.), food for Acheron—of a bad

person.
k Oheval (Fr.), on horseback.
h, compte (Fr.), on account ; in part-payment.
k COntrecoeUT (Fr.), reluctantly.
cl corps perdu (Fr.), desperately, with might and

main.
h COUVert (Fr.), under cover : protected,
acroama, acroasiS (Gr.), oral teaching, anything

rhetorical or otherwise pleasant to listen to.

ActSBOn (Gr.), the hunter who surprised Artemis
bathing, and so, being changed into a stag, was torn
in pieces by his own hounds : a cuckold,

actionnaire (Fr.), shareholder,
actuality (Fr.), real existence : appropriateness,
actum est de republica (L.), it is aU over with the

republic.

actum ne agas (L.), do not do over again what is

dune— i.e. do a thing and have done with it.

aCUShla (Irish), darling.
ad aperturam [Ubri] (L.), as [the book] opens.
ad arbitrlum (L), at pleasure.
ad astra (L.), to the stars.

a date (L.), from date.
ad Calendas Graecas (L.), at the Greek Calends—i.e.

never, as the Greeks had no Calends.
ad captandum vulgus (L.), to catch the rabble.
ad clerum (L.), to the clergy.
ad crumenam (L.), to the purse.
adelantado (Sp.), a grandee of high raiik, the governor
of a province.

k demi (Fr.), by halves, half.

a Deo et rege (L.), from God and the king.
a dessein (Fr.), on purpo.se.
ad eundem [gradum] (L.), to the same [degree]—of

the admission of a graduate of one university to the
same degree at another without ex,Tmination.

h, deux (Fr.), of two, between two, two-handed.
k deux mams (Fr.), with both hands.
ad extra (Late L.), in an outward direction—oppo-

site of aii intra.

ad extremum (L.), to the extreme.
ad fiuem (L.), to the end, toward the end.
ad gustum(L.), to ta.ste.

ad hoc (L.), for this [object].

ad hominem (L.), to the man, personal.
adhuo sub judice lis est (L.), the dispute is still

undecided.
ad hunc locum (L.), on this passage.
ad idem (L.), to the same [point].

a die (L ), from that day.
adieu panlers, vendanges sont faites (Fr.), farewell

hampers, the vintage is over—good-bye to our hopes I

all is over,

ad Infinitum (L.), to infinity.

ad inquirendum (Late L.), for making inquiry—name
of a writ.

ad interim (Late L.), for the meantime,
ad intemecionem (L.), to extermination,
a Dlo (It.), to God ;—addio ! adieu !

h, discretion (Fr.), at discretion : without restriction.

ad libitum (L.), at pleasure,
ad litem (L.), for a suit,

ad majorem Dei ^loriam (L.), for the greater glory
of God— the Jesuit motto,

ad manum (L.), at hand, ready.
ad miserloordiam (L.). to pity—of an argument, &c.
—Also used adjectively.

ad modum (L.), after the manner of.

admonltus locorum (L.), local associations.
ad nauseam (L.), to the pitch of producing disgust.
Adonai (Heb.), the Lord—the name substituted for
Jahveh or yehovah in reading the Old "Testament

;

lit. ' my lords.'

ad patres (L.), gathered to his fathers, dead,
ad referendum (L.), to be further considered,
ad rem (L.), to the point : to the purpose.
k drolte (Fr.), to the right ;—Ji QTOite et h, gauche

(Fr.), right and left,

adscriptus glebsa (L.), bound to the soil—of serfs,
adsumi (L.), 1 am present, here !

ad summum (L.), to the highest point
ad unguem (L.), to the nail : nicely,
ad unum omnes (L.), all to a man.
ad utrumque paratus (L.), prepared for either case,
ad valorem (L.), according to value,
ad verbum (L.), to a word, verbally,
ad vitam aut culpam (L.), for life or till fault—i.e.

till some misconduct be proved,
ad Vivum (L.), to the life, like-life,

advocatus dlaboll (L.), devil's advocate, a person
appointed to contest before the papal court the
claims of a candidate for canonisation ; hence any
adverse critic.

SBgrescitque medendo (L.), and he becomes worse
from the very remedies used.

SBgri somnia (L.), a sick man's dreams.
A.E.I.O.U. (AustrlsB est imperare orbl universe),

it is Austria's part to command the whole globe.
iEolus, EolUS (L.), the god of the winds : a kind of

ventilator,

sequabillter et dlUgenter (L.), equably and dili-

gently.

ssquam memento rebus in arduis servare mentem
(L.), remember to keep a calm mind in difficulties.

EBquanimiter (L.), composedly,
sequltas sequitur legem (L.), equity follows law.
aequo animo (L.), with an equable mind.
SSrarium (L.), the public treasury of ancient Rome
under the charge of the jErarii.

aes alienum (L.), debt, lit. ' copper money Jjelonging
to another.'

.£sculapiu8, Esculapius (L.), the god of the healing
art, representative of physicians.

aes triplex (L.), triple brass, a strong defence,
asstuarium (L.), an estuary : a vapour-bath,
sestus (L.), efHux, passionate glow.
aetatlS suae (L.), of his [or her] age.
aavum (L.), the same as /'Eon (g.v. in Diet. J.

afer (L.), the south-west wind, lit. 'the African.'

affaire d'amour (Fr.), a love affair,

affaire de cosur (Fr.). an affair of the heart,

affaire d'honneur (Fr.), an affair of honour.
Affenthaler (Ger.), a kind of hock.
afficbe (Fr.), a notice, placard, advertisement ;

—

affich^, posted up, published.
affretlX (Fr.), frightful.

afin de (Fr.), in order to.

afin que (Fr.), to the end that.

k fond (Fr.), to the bottom : thoroughly.
^ forfait (Fr.), by contract, by the job.

a fortiori (L.), with stronger reason,

aga^ant, fem. aga^ante (Fr.), provoking, alluring

;

—agaperie, allurement.

agaUoctaum (L.). See under Aloe in Diet.
Agam ftTTiTinTi (Gr.), the leader of the Greeks in the

Trojan war, king of Mycense : a generic name for

a king.

Aganippe (Gr.), a fountain on Mount Helicon sacred

to the Muses, supplying poetic inspiration : poetic

genius generally.

agar-agar (Malay), an edible seaweed, used in the

East for jelly and glue and for dressing silks,

agathodaemon (Gr.^, a good genius or minor divinity.

2t gaucbe (Fr.), to the left.

k genoux (Fr.), on the knees.
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age Quid agas (L.), do what you are doing—i.e. wiih
all your powers.

agerasia (Gr.), a hearty and healthy old age.

agger (L.), a mound, rampart.
a giomo (It.), like daylight.

agnus oastU3(L.), the chaste-tree or Abraham's balm,

a species of vitex.

agonothetes (Or.), one who managed public games
in ancient Greece.

2l grands frais (Fr.), at great e.fpense.

a^^ments (Fr.), graceful courtesies, charms, blandish-
ments.

\ haute volx (Fr.), aloud.
Ahrimail, the principle of cN-il and darkness in the

Old Persian mythology—the opposite of Ortnuzd
(q.v. in Diet.).

\ huis Clos (Fr.), with closed doors.

aide (Fr.), an assistant, a helper, a mate.
aide de camp (Fr.), an aide-de-camp (q.v. in Diet.).

aide-mdmoire (Fr.), an aid to the memory, a reminder,
a memorandum-book.

aide toi, le del t'aidera (Fr.X help yourself and
Heaven will help you.

aides (Gr.), shame, modesty.
algre-donx, fem. -douce (Fr.), sourish, rather bitter

;

—algreur, sourness ;—aigri, soured, embittered.
ailes de pigeon (Fr.), pigeon's wings—powdered side-

curls (of hair).

aln^, fern, aln^e (Fr.), elder, senior— opposed to

fmini or cadet = younger.
air noble (Fr.), an air ofdistinction.

4 jamais (Fr.), for ever.

Ajaz (L.,—Gr.), the Greek hero next to Achilles in

the Trojan war : a pri\'y, by a pun on a jakes.
k I'abandon (Fr.), at random, left uncared for.

& la belle €tOile (Fr.), in the open air.

^ la bonne heure (Fr.), in good or favotuable time

—

well and good, very good, that is right.

^ la braise (Fr.), braised, half-baked and half-
stewed.

4 I'abri (Fr.), under shelter.

\ la campagne (Fr.), in the country.
^ la carte (Fr.), according to the bill of fare.

h, la d^robee (Fr.), by stealth.

^ la Fran9aise (Fr.), after the French mode ;—Jl la
Parisienne (Fr.V in the Parisian style.

Il la Grecque (Fr.), in the Greek style.

^ la bauteur (Fr.), on a level with, abreast of.

alalagmos (Gr.), war-cry, cry of alala.

k la lanteme (Fr.), to the lamp(-chain)— of the

murders by the mob in the French Revolution, when
the victims were seized and hanged on the chains
from which hung the street lamps.

k la main (Fr.), in hand, ready : by hand.
it la m^tre d'hdtel (Fr), in the style of a house-

steward, of a hotel - keeper : in major • domo
fashion.

alambiqu^ (Fr.), over-elaborated, hyper-refined.

it la militaire (Fr.), in military style.

k la mode (Fr.), according to the custom : in fashion.

Ik la mort (Fr.). to the death.

h, rAnglalse (Fr.), in the English style.

<l I'anuque (Fr.), in antique style.

k la Romaine (Fr.), in Roman styje.

ik la Russe (Fr.), in Russian fashion—of dinners the
courses of which are served from side-tables.

ik la Tartuffe (Fr.), like Tartuffe, hypocritically.

a latere, ab latere (L.), lit. ' from the side,' m inti-

mate association with, confidential^-of legates sent
by the Pope.

alatemus (Late L.X a species of blackthorn (Rham-
ntis).

h, la vlctlme (Fr.), in the fashion of a victim.
k la vol^e (Fr.), on the flight—of any quick return.
albergo. alberge (It.), an inn, auberge.
Albion (L.), an old name of Great Britain—usually said

to be from the white (L. albus) cliffs of Kent.
albricias (Sp.), a reward to the bearer of good news.

album Orscum (Late L.), the dried dung of dogs,
once used for inflammation of the throat,

alcaioerla (Sp.), a bazaar,
alcarraza (Sp.), a porous earthen vessel for cooling
water by evaporation,

alcazar (Sp.), a palace, fortress, bazaar.
Alcides (L.,—Gr.), a patronymic of Hercules, from

Alcaeus, the name of the father of his mother's
husband,

al conto (It.), a la carte. See d la carte above,
alcorza (Sp.), a kind of sweetmeat,
aldea, aldee (Sp.), a village, hamlet,
alea belli incerta (L.), the hazard of war is uncertain,
alea jacta est, or rather /af-Za est alea (L.), the die

is cast (said by Csesar on crossing the Rubicon).
Alecto (Gr.), one of the Furies or Eumenides or

Erinyes,
alectryon (Gr.), a cock.
^ I'envi (Fr.), emulously.
aleplne, alapeen, a mixed stuff of wool and silk or of

cotton and mohair—named from Aleppo,
alere flammam (L.), to feed the flame,
alexipharmacon (Gr.), an antidote, counter-poisoiu

^ I'ezt^rleur (Fr.), on the outside, abroad.
& I'eztrdmit^ (Fr.), to the end of one's resources, to

extremes, at the point of death,
alfaqui (Sp.), a lawyer,
alferes, alferez (Sp.), standard-bearer,
alforja (Sp.), a saddle-bag: the cheek-pouch of a

baboon.
algarroba (Sp), the carob tree and bean: a South
Americin mimosa.

k I'improviste (Fr.), on a sudden, unawares.
^ rinterieur (Fr.), in the inside, at home.
aliquando bonus dormitat Eomems(L.), sometimes

the good Homer nods—the brightest genius is some-
limes dull.

allquid haeret (L.), something sticks.

aliunde (L.), from another place.

alia Franca (It.), in the French style.

Allah il Allah, a corr. of Ar. Id ilaha ilia 'lldk=
there is no GoA but the God—the Moslem war-cry.

alia vostra salute (It.), to your health,

allde (Fr.), an avenue, a walk or garden-path,
allez VOUS en! (Fr.), away with you ! begone !

allium (L.), the genus to which the leek and onion
belong.

alloeostropha (Gr.), arranged in irregular strophes,
aliens (Fr.), let us go : come on : come,
allure (Fr.), mien, gait, air.

alma (It.), soul, essence,
alma mater (L.), benigp mother—applied by old

students to their university.
Alnaschar, a figure in Galland's Arabian Nig'his who,
having no basis but a basket of glass-ware for sale,

dreams of making a fortune and marrying a princess,

but in his pride kicks the princess of his dream, and
so destroys the real foundation of his fortune

—

hence any one whose illusions of good fortune are
disastrously dispelled,

alopecia (L.,—Gr.), fox mange : a skin disease, which
destroys the hair.

it I'OUtrance (Fr.), erroneously written for d outrance
(q.v.).

alparca, alpargate (Port, prob. from Basque), a
hempen shoe or sandal.

al pasto (It.), according to a fixed rate—of meals in a
restaurant.

alpeen (Ir.), a cudgel
al piu (It), at most
al segno (It), to the sign—a direction to the pel*

former to go back to and repeat from the place

marked thus—:j^
alsirat (Ar.), the bridge across mid-hell to the Moham-
medan paradise,

alter ego (L.), one's second self: a friend, a repre*
sentative.
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alter idem (L.), another precisely similar.
alter Ipse amicus (L.), a friend is another self.

altemis Vicibus (L.), in alternative turns.
alterum tantum (L.), as much more.
altesse (Fr.), highness ;—alteza (Sp.) ;—altezza(It.).
althing (Norse), the former supreme court of Iceland.
altum Silentium (L.), profound silence.

amabilis insanla (L.), a pleasing delusion.
amadavat, avadavat (Anglo-Ind.), an Indian song-

bird, of family Fringillida.
kmain anilde(Fr.), by force of arms, with mailed fist.

a majori [ad minus] (L.), from the greater [to the
lessj.

Amalthssa (Gr.), the goat which suckled Zeus. See
Cornucopia in Diet.

amant, fem. amante (Fr.), a lover.

amantes : amentes (L.), lovers : lunatics.

amantium iraa amoris integratio est (L.), lovers'

quarrels are a renewal of love.

amare simul et sapere ipsi Jovi non dator (L.), to

be in love and to be wise at the same time is not
granted even to Jupiter,

amari aliquid (L.), somewhat bitter.

amata bene (L.), well loved (fem.).

a maximis ad minima (L.), from the greatest to the
least.

amazone (Fr.), a lady's riding-habit.

&me damnde (Fr.), lit. 'damned soul,' any one's tool

or agent blindly devoted to one's will.

&me de bone (Fr.), a soul of mud, a low-minded
person.

a mens£l et tore (L.), from bed and board.
&me perdue (Fr.), lit, 'lost soul,' a desperate char-

acter.

k merveille (Fr.), wonderfully, perfectly,

amicizia (It.), friendship, an intrigue.

amicus curiae (L.), a friend of the court: a disin-

terested adviser, not a party to the case (wrongly,
a friend in high quarters).

amicus humani generis (L.), a fi-iend of the human
race.

amicus Plato, amicus Socrates, sed magls amica
Veritas (L.), Plato is dear to me, Socrates is dear,
but truth is dearer still,

amicus usque ad aras (L.), a friend even to the altar
—i.e. to the last extremity,

ami de COUr (Fr.), a court friend,

amie (Fr.), a mistress—fem. of ami, a friend.

a minori [ad majus] (L.), from the less [to the
greater),

amiti^ (Fr.), friendship.

^ moitid (Fr.), half, by halves,

amomum (L.,—Gr.), an aromatic plant, once loosely
used, now applied to a genus of Zingiberaceoe,

cl men avis (Fr.), in my opinion,

amorlno (It.), a cupid.

amorosa, pi. amorosl, fem. of amoroso (It.), a
mistress.

amor patriae (L.), love of country.
amor sceleratus habendi (L.), the accursed love of

possessing.

amortissement (Fr.), amortisation. See Amortise in

Diet,

amor vincit omnia (L.), love conquers all things,

amphigourl (Fr.), any nonsensical rigmarole,
ampould, fem. ampOUl6e(Fr.), bombastic.
amtman, amptman, also amman (Eng.,—Ger.), a

district magistrate, a civil officer in charge of an
ami, a steward or bailifT.

ana, written aa, 5 (Low L.,—Gr.), used in recipes to

mean tbrougiiout, in equal quantity or proportion
(of each ingredient) ; hence sometimes as noun, ' an
equal quantity' or 'number.'

Anak, pi. Anafeim (Heb.), a race of giants,

ananke (Gr.), necessity.

anathema sit. let him be accursed (i Cor. xvi. 22).

a natura rei (L.), from the nature of the case.
anaz (Gr.), a prince.

'anob' lo son pittore' (It.), ' I, too, am a painter'
[said by Correggio with pride on looking at Raphael's
picture of St Cecilia].

ancien regime (Fr.), the old order of things [esp. be-
fore the French Revolution] ;—ancienne noblesso,
the nobility of the foregoing.

ancile, pi. ancilia (L.), the shield which fell from
heaven in the reign of Numa Pompilius, on the
safety of which the prosperity of Rome depended.

angekok, an Eskimo conjurer.
Anglicd (L.), in English.
anguis in herba (L.), snake in the grass.

anient, annicut, a Tamil name for a dam or weir
across a river.

animal bipes (L.), the two-footed animal, man;

—

animal Implume, featherless ;—animal rationale,
rational ;—animal risibile, able to laugh.

anima mundi (L.), the soul of the world—a Platonic
conception.

anlmo et fide (L.), by courage and faith.

animula vagula (L.), little soul flitting away—begin-
ning of a poem ascribed to the dying Hadrian,
translated or paraphrased by Prior, Pope, Byron,
and Dean Menvale.

anno setatis suss (L.), in the year of his [or her] age,
anno Christi (L.), in the year of Christ.

anno Domini (L.), in the year of our Lord,
anno mundi (L.), in the year of the world.
anno salutis (L.), in the year of redemption,
anno urbis conditas (L.), in the year the city [Rome]
was built (753 B.C.).

annus mirabilis (L.), year of wonders.
anonyma (Or.), a showy woman of light fame whom

one is not supposed to know.
Antar, the hero of an Arabian romance based on the

exploits of Antara ben Shaddad ;— 'antori (pi.

'anatira), a reciter of romances in Egypt.
ante Agamemnona. See vixerefortes.
ante bellum (L.), before the war.
ante lucem (L.), before light.

ante meridiem (L.), before noon.
Anteros (Gr.), a deity capable of resisting Eros or

love.

antibarbaros (Late L.), a name applied to a collec-

tion of words and locutions to be avoided in the
classical usage of a language.

antichthon (Gr.), a counter-earth, placed by Pytha-
goreans on the opposite side of the sim — its in-

habitants the antichthones, hence antipodeans
generally.

Anticsrra (Gr.), a town of Phocis in ancient Greece,

abounding in hellebore, reported a cure for insanity

—hence naviget A nticyram = let him sail to Anticyra
(i.e. he is mad).

antipasto (It.), a whet before a meal.
antiquarium (L.), a collection of antiquities.

anziano, pi. anzianl (It.), an elder, magistrate.

^ OUtrance (Fr.), to excess, furiously, with a venge-

ance, to the bitter end : rapturously, to the echo [of

applause] : furious, desperate.

apage, Satana, get thee behind me, Satan (Matt. iv.

10).

a paribus (L.), from equals.

a parte ante (L.), on tne side before—opp. to a parte
fost, on the side after.

h, pas de g^ant (Fr.), with a giant's stride.

^ perte de vue (Fr.), till beyond one's view.

^ peu pr6s (Fr.), nearly.

Apfel-Strudel (Ger.), a wafery paste made of flour,

butter, and warm water, covered with buttered

bread-crumbs, raisins, sugar, allspice, and apples,

and rolled up.

a piac^re (It.), at pleasure,

Jipied(Fr.), on foot.

^ pieds Joints (Fr.), with feet joined.
^ plaisir (Fr.), at pleasure.

h. point (Fr.), to a point : exactly right.

apoUinarii, an alkaline mineral water oont^uning car*
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bonate of soda, derived from the ApoUinaris Spring
in the valley of the Ahr, in the Rhine province.

Apollo, the Greek sun-god, a representative of youth-

ful manly beauty.

apologia (Gr.), an apologetic writing.

apophyge, apophygls (Gr.), the curving out of the

top or bottom of a cohimn from the capital or base.

apophysis, pi. apophyses, a process of a bone.

apoproegmena (Gr.), things rejected^opp. xxt proeg-

mena, things preferred.

^poria (Gr.), in rhetoric, a professed doubt of what to

say or to choose.

aporrheta (Gr.), esoteric doctrines.

\ port^ (Fr.), within reach or range.

a posse au esse (L.), from the |>ossible to the actual.

apostollcon (Gr.), apostles' ointment, a sovereign

salve.

appalto (It.), farm : monopoly.
appartement (Fr.), a set of rooms in a house for an

individual or a family.

appel au peuple (Fr.), a plebiscite.

appel nominal (Fr.), call of the names—call of the

House.
appoi (Fr.), prop, support.

aprSs (Fr.), after ;—aprfts COUp, too late.

apr^S moi le deluge (Fr.), after me the deluge : then
the deluge may come when it likes.

a prima Vista (It.), at first sight.

k propos de bottes (Fr.), apropos of boots—i.e. with-

out real relevancy.

cS, propos de rien (Fr.), apropos of nothing.
aqvia (L.). water ;—aqnaCSBlestlS, a sovereign cordial

;

—aqua fontana, spring water.
k quatre (Fr.), of or between four : four together.

& quatre ^pingles (Fr.), lit. ' with four pins,' with the

most careful neatness.

\k quatre mains (Fr.), for four hands.
a quatr' occhl (It.), lit. 'to four eyes,' face to face,

tete-a-tete.

aqua vitas (L.), water of life.

aquila non capit muscas (L.X an eagle does not

catch flies.

\ quo! bon V (Fr.), what 's the good of it ?

it ravir (Fr.), in ravishing style,

arbiter elegantiarum (L.), a judge in matters of
t-i<;te.

arbitrlum (L.), power of decision.

Arcades ambo (L.), .\rcadians both, both alike,

arcana caelestia (L.), celestial mysteries,
arcana imperil (L.), state secrets,

arc de triomphe (Fr.), triumphal arch,
arc-en-clel (Fr.), rainbow.
Archasus (Late L. from Gr.), a personification by

Paracelsus of animal and vegetable life,

ardentla verba (L.), words that bum, glowing lan-
gu.-ige.

areb (Hind. arb\ tl sum of lo crore, or 100,000,000.
argala ^Hind. hargiid), the Indian adjutant-bird or

git;antic cr.ine.

argent comptant (Fr.), ready money,
argomentl cau8& (L.), for the sake of argument,
argumentum ab inoonvenlentl (L.), argument from

the inconvenient.

argnimentum ad cnunenam (L.), argument to the
purse.

argumentum ad rem (L.), argtunent to the purpose.
argumentum bacullnum (L.), the argument of the

stick, club-law—the ultimate appeal.
Artstides (Gr.), an embodiment of justice, from the

figure in ancient Greek history.
Arlstippua (Gr.), an embodiment of self-indulgence,

from the founder of the Cyrenaic school of phil-

osophy.
ariston men hydor (Gr.), nothing like water.
arlston metron (Gr.), the middle course is the best

:

the golden mean.
arrectls auribus (L.), with ears pricked up.

arri^re-garde (Fr.), rear-guard.

arriftre pens^e (Fr.), a mental reservation,
ars est celare artem (L.), true art is to conceal art
ars longa, vita brevis (L.), art is long, life short.
Artium baccalaureus (L.), Bachelor of Arts.
Artium Magister orMagister Artium (L.), Master

of Arts,

a saltl (It.), by fits and starts,

asbestos gelos (Gr.), inextinguishable laughter.
Asherah, the sacred tree erected beside C)anaamte

altars, wrongly translated in the A.V. as 'grove.'
Sec Grm'e in Diet.

Ashtaroth (//.), Ashtoreth (pl.\ Astarte, the chief
Canaanite goddess, female counterpart to Baal,
corresponding lo the Assyrian Ishtar.

asinus ad lyram (L.), an ass at the lyre, one ignorant
of music.

askesis, ascesis (Late L.—Gr.), training : the mon-
astic life, asceticism.

Asmodeus, Asmoday, an evil spirit of Semitic mytho-
logy, whose functions are seen in Le Sage's story,

Le Diable Boitettx.

Aspasia, a gifted Athenian courtesan, mistress of
Pericles—any charming and accomplished woman
of easy morals,

assez bien (Fr.), pretty welL
assiette (Fr.), plate, course of meat,
assonancla, assonancy (Sp.), assonance,
assora (.Vr. al-sUrd), a chapter or section of the

Koran.
astatki (Turk.), refuse petroleum.
Astolfo, Astolpho, the name of one of (Charlemagne's

paladins.

astra castra, numen lumen (L.), the stars my camp,
God my lamp.

Astrsea, the goddess of justice in Greek mythology
who lived on earth during the Golden Age, but fled

from man's impiety.
atabek, an ancient Turkish title of honour.
Atalanta, a fleet-footed Arcadian maiden who raced

her suitors—defeated by Hippomedon by means of
the stratagem of letting fall three golden apples.

AtalantiS, Atlantis. See under Atlantean m DicL
atalaya (Sp.—Ar.), a watch-tower,
ataraxla (Gr.), the indifference to circumstances
aimed at by the Stoic

k t&tons (Fr.), groping.
Athanaslus contra mundum (L.), Athanasius

against the world : one resolute man facing uni-
versal opposition.

Athene, Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom, the
Roman Minerva,

athetosis (Gr.), rejection of words, &c, as spurious,
atmaldan (Turk.), a hippodrome.
k tort et \ travers (Fr.), at random.
^ toute force (Fr.), by all means, absolutely,
i^ tout hasard (Fr.), at all hazards,
k tout priX (Fr.), at any price,

atra cura (L.), black care.

\ travers (Fr.), across, through.
Atreus, son of Pelops, who served up the flesh of

Thyestes' children to their father.

Atropos, one of the Fates of Greek mythology, who
cut the destined thread of life,

at spes non fracta (L.), but hope is not yet crushed,
attap, atap, palm-fronds used for thatch by the

Javanese.
attar-gul (.\r.,—Pers.), essence of roses,

attelage (Fr.X team,
attentat (Fr.), attempt,
attlrail (Fr.), apparatus,
au bout de son Latin (Fr.), at the end of his Latin,

at the end of his knowledge, at his wits' end.

au dnqtlldme (Fr.), on the fifth [storj-], in the attics,

au contraire (Fr.). on the contrary,

au GOUrant (Fr.), fully acquainted with matters,

auctor pretlosa &ioit (L.), the giver adds value to

the gift,

audace (Fr.), daring.
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audaces fortona Juvat (L.), fortune favours the
daring,

audacter et sincere (L.), boldly and sincerely,

audax et cautus (L.), bold and cautious,
au d^sespolr (Kr.), in despair,
audi alteram partem (L.), hear the other side,

audiencia (Sp.), court of justice,
audienza (It.), audience,
audita querela (L.), the suit having been heard—
name of a writ,

audltque vocatus Apollo (L.), and Apollo listens

when invoked.
au fait (Fr.), well acquainted with a matter : expert,
aiifgeschoben 1st nlcht aufgeboben (Ger.), put off

is not Liiven up.

au fond (Kr.), at the bottom.
auf wledersehen ! (Ger.), till we meet again, good-

bye !

au grand stoetix (Fr.), in all seriousness.
au gratln (Fr.), after the style oi gratin, i.e. brown
—fish cooked in this way being covered with bread-
crumbs and browned in an oven, &c.

aujourd'hul rol, domain rien (Fr.), to-day king,
to-morrow nothing.

au jour le jour (Fr.), from day to day, from hand to
mouth.

au levant (Fr.), towards the east.

au mieux (Fr.), on the best of terms.

aumdnlbre (Fr.), a purse carried at the girdle.

au naturel (Fr.), in the natural state : cooked plainly.

au pled de la lettre (Fr.), close to the letter, quite
literally.

au pis aller (Fr.), at the worst.
au plalslr de vous revolr (Fr.), till I have the plea-

sure of seeing you again.
au poids de I'or (Fr.), at the weight of gold, very dear.
au premier (Fr.), on the first [floor].

au quatri6me (Fr.), on the fourth [floor].

aura popularls (L.), the breeze of popular favour.
aurea mediocrltas (L.), the golden or happy mean.
au reste (Fr.), as for the rest.

aureus [nummus] (L.), golden [coin]—the standard
gold coin of ancient Rome, equal to loo sesterces,

worth about £,\, is. : a weight of ij drachms.
au revolr (Fr.), adieu until we meet again.
auribus teneo lupum (L.), I am holding a wolf by

the ears.

atiriga (L.), a charioteer.

auri sacra fames (L.), accursed hunger for gold.
au royaume des aveugles les Irargnes sont rois

(Fr.), in the kingdom of the blind the one-eyed are
kings.

aunun fiilmlnans (Late L.), an explosive precipitate
of chloride of gold.

aurum onmes, yict& jam pletate, coltmt (L.), all

worship gold, piety being overthrown.
aurum potabile (L.), potable gold.
au second (Fr.), on the second [floor].

au secret (Fr.), in close custody or confinement.
aU8toeUX(Fr.), seriously.

auspex, pi. atispices (L.), an augur in ancient Rome ;—auspicium, pi. auspicia, an observation made by
an auaur.

auspicium meliorls sevl (L.), augury of a better age.
aussitdt dit, aussitot fait (Fr.), no sooner said than

done.
aut amat aut odit muller, nihil est tertinm (L.),

a woman either loves or she hates, there is no third

course for her.

autant d'hommes (or de tdtes), antant d'avls (Fr.),

so many men, so many minds,
aut Caesar aut nullus (L.), either Csesar or nobody,
aut insanit homo aut versus facit (L.), either the

man is mad or he is making verses.

aut invenlam vlam aut faciam (L.), I shall either

find a way or make one.
aut non tentaris aut perfice (L.), either do not

attempt or else achieve.
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auto (Sp.), an act : a drama : an auto-da-ftf.

aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetss (L.X poets
seek either to profit or to please,

autrefois acqtlit (law French), previously acquitted,
autrefois convict (law French), previously convicted,
aut regem aut fatuum nasci oportet (L.), it be-

hoves one to be born either kmg or fool.

autres temps, autres moeur3(Fr.), other times, other
manners.

an troisiSme (Fr.), on the third [floor],

aut vincere aut mori (L.), either to conquer or to
die.

aux absents les OS (Fr.), to the absent the bones,
aux armes ! (Fr.), to arms

!

aux grands maux les grands rem^des (Fr.), to

desperate evils desperate remedies.

auxilium ab alto (L.), help from on hi:;li.

ayania, avaria, aveuia (It.), an extortionate Turkish
impost,

avant-coureur (Fr.), a forerunner,

avant-go^t (Fr.), a foretaste,

avant propos (Fr.), preliminary matter : preface,

avec permission (Fr.), by consent.

ave, imperator, moriturl te salutant ! fL.), hail,

emperor, men doomed to die salute thee ! [said by
gladiators],

avenir (Fr.), future, prospects.

aventurler, fem. aventuriftre (Fr.), an adventurer or
adventuress.

a verbis ad verbera (L.), from words to blows.
AvemUS (L.), the infernal regions, any abyss—from
Lake Avernus in Camp.inia.

^ vieux comptes nouvelles disputes (Fr.), old
accounts breed new disputes.

a Vinculo matrimonii (L.), from the bond of matri-
mony.

avl numerantur avorum (L.), ancestors of ancestors
are counted [to me].

aviso la fin (Fr.), weigh well the end.
avlto viret honors (L.), he flourishes upon ancestral

honours.
avocat consultant (Fr.), consulting lawyer, chamber

counsel.

avoira, awara, a South American palm, also its fruit.

avoir la langue ddli^e (Fr.), to have the tongue
unbound, to be glib of speech.

k volenti (Fr.), at pleasure.

a vostro beneplacito (It.), at your pleasure, at your
will.

^ VOtre sant^ (Fr.), to your health.

avou6 (Fr.), attorney, solicitor.

avoyer (Fr.), formerly the chief magistrate in some
Swiss cantons.

a vuestra salud ! (Sp.), to your health !

awocato, awocado (It.), an advocate, barrister;

—

awocatO del diabolO (see advocatus diaboli).

awogadore (It.), an official criminal prosecutor in

Venice.
axioma medium (L.), a generalisation from experi-

ence.
aymer loyault^ (O. Fr.), love loyalty.

ayuntamlento (Sp.), municipal council.

bacallao (Sp.X cod-fish.

baccah (Ir.), a cripple.

bacchlUS (L.—Gr.), a metrical foot cotisisting of two
long syllables preceded or followed by a short
syllable.

Bacchus (L.—Gr), the god of wine.
badaud (Fr.), a lounger, a simpleton.
badmash, budmash (Hind.), a r.iscal.

bael, bel (Anglo-Ind.), the Bengal quince, also its

fruit.

bagasse, bagass (Fr.), refuse products of sugar manu-
facture.

bagne (Fr.), a bagnio.
bahar, bhar (ArO, a measure for heavy weight in

India, &c., varying from two cwt. upwards.
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bahl (Gipsy), fortune.

bahut (Fr.), a trunk, chest.

ballU(Fr.), a magistrate ;—bailllage, the jurisdiction

of such.

bain-marie (Fr.), a flat vessel containing boiling

w.iter.

bajoocho, pi. bajOCClli (It.), copper coin worth Jd.
baira, balrl (Hind.), a kind of Indian millet,

bakal, bakhal (.A.r.), a storekeeper,
balachong. blaobong (Malay), a condiment of prawns,

shrimps, &c., fermented, s.ilted, and spiced.
baladl6re (Fr.), a ball.id singer.
baladln, baladlae (Fr.), a public dancer: a mounte*

bank.
balagan (Tartar), a booth of branches, &c.
bala-khanab (Pers.), an upper room,
balalaika (Russ.), a popular musical instrument,

ballet d'actlon (Fr.), a ballet combining action with
dancing ;—ballet divertissement, a ballet enter-

tainment.
balliadera, ballladere, the same as Bayati^re (q.\.

in Diet.).

ballon d'essai (Fr.), an experimental balloon sent up :

a ' feeler' of any kind.

balneum (L.), bath ;—balneum marlse, the same as
iain-}narie above.

bal par6 (Fr.), a dress ball,

balzorlne, bal2erino (Fr.), a light stuff of wool and
cotton mixed,

banalitd (Fr.), triviality.

banco regis (L.), on the king's bench,
bandalero (Sp.), a robber.
banderilla (Sp.), a dart with which the banderillero
annoys the bull in a bull-fight.

bandy (Telegu), a carriage, cart,

bangy, banghy (Hind.), a shoulder -yoke with its

suspended load.

banquette (Fr.), the front bench of a diligence.

binsull (Hind.), a flute.

Barataria, the island government committed to Sancho
Panza in Don Quixote.

barathrum (L.—Gr.), an abyss : an insatiable extor-

tioner.

barb4 tenus saplentes (L.), sages as far as the beard
—i.e. with an appearance of wisdom only.

barca (It.), a boat, barge ;—barca-longa, a large
Spanish fishing-boat,

barcelona (Sp.), a coloured neckerchief,
barranca, barranoo (Sp.), the bed of a torrent,

bas-bleu (Fr.), a blue-stocking : a literary woman,
basilicon (Or.), lit. 'royal,' a title applied to various
ointments of repute— also basilicum.

basistan, bazestan (Turk.), a market.
basoche (Fr.), a tribunal _ for disputes between the

clerks of the French parliament.
basso profondo (It.), a deep bass voice, or a person

possessing such,
basta ! (It.), enough ! no more !

bastide (Fr.), a French country-house.
basto (Sp.), the ace of clubs in quadrille and ombre,
bit (Fr.), a pack-saddle—only in composition, as in

bathorse, batman, batmoney, &c.
b&ton ferrd (Fr.), a staff shod with iron, an alpen-

stock.

battant, pi. battans (Fr.), the leaf of a table or door,
batterie de cuisine (Fr.), set of utensils for cooking,
battre la campagne (Fr.), to scour the country, to

beat about the bush,
battuta (It.), beating [time],
bavardage (Fr.), idle talk.
Bayard, a gentleman of perfect courage and spotless

honour, from the Chevalier Bayard (i476-i524),j<i«j
^ur et sans reproche.

bayer aux comeiUes (Fr.), to gape at the crows, to
stare vacantly.

beatae memoriae (L.), of blessed memory.
beati paclflcl (L.), blessed arc the peacemakers.
beatus llle qui prooul negotiis . . . patema rura

bobUS exercet SUiS (L.), happy he who, far removed
from city cares, . . . tills with his own oxen the fields

that were his father's.

beau gar90n (Fr.), a handsome man.
beau jour (Fr.), fine day, good times,

beau sabreur (Fr.), a dashing cavalry soldier,

beauts du dlable (Fr.), that overpowering beauty for

the sake of which men fling everything away,
beatiz yeux (Fr.), fine eyes : a pretty woman,
b^casse (Fr.), a woodcock, an idiot,

beccaccia (It.), a woodcock,
bdchamel (Fr.), a kind of sauce made with a little

flour in cream.
beegah, begah, beegha (Hind.), a Hindoo square

measure, varying from 1 to | acre,

bel air (Fr.), fine deportment.
bel esprit (Fr.), a fine genius: a person of wit or

genius ;—//. oeaux esprits, men of wit : gay
spirits.

bel ^tage (Fr.), the best story, the first floor,

bella gerant alii, tu, felix Austria, nube (L.), let

others wage wars ; do thou, lucky Austria, make
marriages.

bella, horrlda bella ! (L.), wars, horrid wars!
bellaque matribus detestata (L.), and wars abhorred
by mothers.

belle amie (Fr.), a female friend, a mistress,

belle assembl^e (Fr.), a fashionable gathering,

belle-m^re (Fr.), motlier-in-law.

belle passion (Fr.), tender passion,

belle vue (Fr.), fine prospect,

belliun internecinum (L.), a war of extermination,
helium lethale (L.), deadly war.

bellum nee timendum nee provocandum (L.), war
is neither to be feared nor provoked.

bel sangue (It.), gentle blood.

belti e foUia vanno spesso in compagnla (It.),

beauty and folly often go together.

belua multorum capitum (L.), monster with many
heads—the irrational mob.

bene decessit (Late L.), he has left well—a leaving

certificate given to a schoolboy, curate, &c.

b^n^ficiaire (Fr.), the person receiving a benefit.

beneflclum acoipere libertatem est. vendere (L.),

to accept a favour is to sell one's liberty.

bene merentibus(L.), to the well-deserving ;—bene
merltl (ace. -tOS), liaving well deserved.

bene or&sse est bene stuaulsse (L.), to have prayed
well is to have endeavoured well.

beneplacitO (L.), by your leave.

bene qui latult bene vlxlt (L.), he has lived well

who has lived obscure.

bene vobis ! (L.), health to you !

benigno nuiolne (L.), with favouring providence,

benj, the same as Bhang\(\.\. in Diet.),

ben trovato {!%..), cleverly uivented.

ben venuto (It.), welcome.
berceau (Fr.), a cradle : a covered walk ;—berceau-
nette (pseudo- French), a bassinette.

Berenice S hair. See Coma Berenices.

berg^re (Fr.), a kind of easy-chair.

beSOln(Fr.), need, want, desire.

beso las manos (Sp.), 1 kiss your hands,

bfite (Fr.), brute, stupid person ;—b6te noiro, a black

beast : a bugbear ;— bfitlse, stupidity.

Bethesda (Heb.), a healing pool at Jerusalem—often
applied to a Nonconformist church.

Beulah (Heb.), a land of rest—a name for Israel in its

future condition, in Isa. Ixii. 4.

b^vue (Fr.), an oversight, a blunder,
bhat, bhaut, bawt (Hind.), a professional bard,

bheesty, bhisti (Pers. bihistl), a water-carrier,

bibelot (Fr.), a trinket.

bibere venenum In auro (L.), to drink poison from

a cup of gold,

bibllotheca (L.,—Gr.), a library ; a bibliographer 'a

catalogue : a series of books,
bidet (ir.), a nag, a cob.
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Wen (Fr.), well ;—bien-aimd, well beloved ;—Men
chausse (fem. chaussde), well shod, with neat
boots ;—blen entendu, of course, to be sure ;

—

bien gant^, with neat gloves.
bionnium (L.), .1 period of two years.
bien perdu, bien connu (Fr.), blessing flown is

blessing kno\vn.
biensdance (Fr.), propriety—in pi. the proprieties.
biflfe (Fr.), erased, cancelled.
blga (L.), a chariot-and-pair.
bijouterie (Fr.), jewellerj'.

billet d'amour (Fr.), love-letter.

blondo, feni. blonda (It.), blonde.
bis (L.), twice : repeated : encore.
bis dat qui Clto dat (L.), he gives twice who gives

promptly.
bis peoca're in bello non licet (L.), in war one may

not blunder twice,
bis pueri senes (L.), old men are twice boys,
blagueur (Fr.), one given to blague (see Blagtu in

Diet.),

blancbissetise (Fr.). a laundress,

blandse mendacia linguae (L.), falsehoods of a smooth
tongue.

blanquette (Fr.X a variety of pear,

bleuatre (Fr.), bluish.

bluette (Fr.), a production of bright and witty char-

acter.

Blut und Eisen. See Eisen und blut, the correct

form.

bocca (It.), one of the mouths of a glass-furnace,

bock (Fr.), a strong kind of German beer, drunk in

May—from Eimbockbier—Einbeck in Prussia : now
often a glass or mug of any beer.

bona(L.), goods;—bona mobilia, movable goods;

—

bona pentura, perishable goods ;-bona vacantia,
unclaimed goods,

bon accueil (Fr.), good reception, due honour;—bon
ami, good friend ;—bon camarade, good comrade ;

—bon diable, good-natured fellow;—bon enfant,
good fellow, pleasant companion ;—bon god.t, good
taste.

bona fides (L.), good faith,

bonagh, bonougn (Jr.), a regular soldier ;—bonaght,
a subsidy to Irish cliiefs for a supply of soldiers,

bona si sua norint (L.), if only they knew their own
blessings.

bonasus (L.), a bison or aurochs,
bon avocat, mauvais Toisin (Fr.), a good lawyer b a
bad neighbour.

bon-Chr^tien (Fr.X 'good Christian'—a kind of pear,

the William,
bon gr^, mal grd (Fr.), willing or unwilling,

bonhomie (Fr.), good nature.
Bonhomme (Fr.), a French peasant,
bonis avibus (L.), under good auspices.

\ bonjour (Fr.), good-day : good-morning.
bon jour, bonne oeuvre (Fr.X the better day the

better the deed.
bon marchd (Fr.X ' good bargain :' cheapness : cheap

:

a large ready-money drapery shop,
bon mot, pi. bons mots (Fr.X ^ witty saying,

bonne bouche (Fr.), a choice morsel,

bonne oompagnie (Fr.), good society,

bonne et belle (Fr.), good and fair,

bonne foi (Fr.X good faith.

bonne fortune (Fr.X good luck, success in an in-

trigue.

bonne gr&ce (Fr.X good grace, gracefulness,

bonne mine (Fr.X good appearance, pleasant looks,

bonnes nouvelles adoucissent le sang (Fr.X good
news sweetens the blood.

bonsoir (Fr.), good-evening.
bon ton (Fr.X the height of fashion,

bon Vivant (Fr.X a jovial companion: one who lives

too well [bonne vivante is not according to

French usage] ; bon ViveUT, a free or fast liver,

bon voyage .' (Fr.X a good journey to you !

booza (Ar.), a drink made in Turkey and Egj'pt by
fermenting millet or barley.

bordereau (Fr.), a memorandum.
boreen(Ir.X a narrow road.

borgen macht sorgen (Ger.X borrowing makes
sorrowing.

borghetto (It.X a big village
bom^ (Fr.), limited, narrow-minded.
botte (Fr.X a pass or thrust in fencing.

bouche (Fr.), the staff of cooks in a large house.
bOUderie (Fr.), pouting, sulking.
bouff^e (Fr.X puff, whiff.

bouillon (Fr.X soup ;—bOUllli, boiled or stewed beef.

bouillonn^ (Fr.X provided with puffs.

bouillotte (Fr.), a game at cards for five players.
boule (Fr.), anything round like a ball.

boulevers^ (Fr.), upset ;—bouleversement, an over-
turning.

bOUqueti^re (Fr.), a flower-girl.

bourgeois, fem. bourgeoise (Fr.X a townsman, trader—{a(ij.)oi the middle class, commercial ;—bourgeois
gentilbomme, the tradesman-gentleman,

boursier (Fr.), a foundation-scholar: a speculator on
'Change.

bOUtez en avant (Fr.), push forward.
boutique (Fr.), a shop, tradesman's stock,
boutonnl^re (Fr.), a flower made up for the button-

hole, &C.
bowery (Dut.), a farm, plantation,
brachium civile (L.), the civil arm ;—brachium

seculars, the secular arm.
brava ! (It.X w-ell done !

brevet d'invention (Fr.X a patent,
brevets (Fr.), patented.
brevi manu (L.), with a short hand, off-hand,

brevis esse laboro, obscurus fio (L.X in labouring to

be brief I become obscure,
brial (Sp.), a rich skirt,

bride (Fr.X the string of a woman's bonnet,
brillant (Fr.X brilliancy.

biiller par son absence (Fr.X *" ^ conspicuous by
its absence,

brindisi (It.X a rhymed toast.

brinjaul (Port, bermgela), the egg-plant. :

brioche (Fr.), a bun : a blunder, mistake,

brochette (Fr.), a small spit or skewer.
Brodstudien (Ger.), bread studies, those by means of
which one earns his living,

brouillerie (Fr.X disagreement.
brMer la chandelle par les deux bouts (Fr.), to

burn the candle at both ends,

br&lot (Fr.), an incendiary,
brune (Fr.X fo^. of brun, brown, a dark girl or
woman,

brutum folmen (L.X an ineffectual thunderbolt,
bucellas (Port.), a Portuguese white wine,

btldgerow (Hind.), a heavy keelless barge.

buen princlpio, la mitad es hecha (Sp.X well begun
is half-done.

bulse (Port, boisa), a package of diamonds or gold-

dust,

bund (Hind.), an artificial embankment.
Bundesrath (Ger.X the Federal Council in the German

Empire.
buneeya, bunya (Hind.X a grain-dealer,

buona mano (Sp.), small gratuity.

buono stato (It.X good state [of affairs),

buontempo (It.), good time, pleasure.

burgO (It.), a market-town.
Bursch, pi. Bursohen (Ger.X a comrade, a student ;—
Burschenschaft, an association ofGerman students,

buvette (Fr.X a taproom.
buzee, buxie (Hind.), a military' paymaster.

cabana (Sp.), an exporting house : a kind of cigar,
cabaya (Malay), a long tunic of cotton, &c
caboceer (Port.), a West African chief;

cacafuego, caoafogo (Sp.), a spitfire.
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cacdttmnis (L.X > kmd iangh.
I (Ft.), UMBBBua.

SBlMtaCFr.), aaft. Wf.M

t {or speakmg.
ft far scrit>Uiiig.

Lljllltl lt ..

I (Fi^mfoae, adioDe : a list ofoficos.

(L.X tbc7 l1 up- th«ar sky. m»

itf SB talk (Fr.X coCee «idiPh4 silk ;—eaSS »glr,

Uvk ooOee [wiriKW nilk}.

,
ft aobaaL

*»*»*"* (GaeLX « >«•
9aira(Fr.), 'das diaS g»
&nKms scB% ofdw FamA 1

L ), the cxaaer ofa vala
i(nn.Xa«Mrr

>at.).afaaryi__
rt»» <L), Mi ef

rfUL ifiil Koaaaafar

SS(Si>a
a«iaIte(Ll«W»4
i«t^—Mti^aBa), m SpoA fadian irei^it, gcne-

5ao pcwmiUs

iArr»ma m i: an Egypma

^

t)ie fiiliaits Gf CDC aoT *

cuu-

aooy dK
die'
the

ICGer.),
I (L-X to quash,

^^C^^ ^WQ^CWBC fPB^wBK Ofyonifiei
' CL^X & case of coosciCiDcy*

1 fn^X A A yiiflpc I irim.ir of

yoti s*7, wuuif aikd to wnuu.

laTaaw«lm(K:X
kanmrflf

Cda TilMai 11 (Fr.). that will come.
oetal fiM TBst. oeliu-lii pent (ir.X vho has the will,

he has die ^jH
oe Btaaii ttt ftelii de fons (Fr.), this world is fiill

of foab.
e'en act fldt ds Inl (Fr.). it is all over vrith him.
c en eat faa le premier pas qui oonte (Fr.X it is

only the 6rst step that is di£Bcuit.

(L.X censor of morals.

(L-X a faondted.
•at qoia taipaamiB eet (L.), it is certain

e it is impossible.

C'lWt I illin (Ft.), that is to say.

C^Mt^BiA (Fr.X it 's all one [to me] : it makes no odd&
etat WamtmamoBmrnat de U fin (f r.X it is ^e
taeimnc eTdie eod.

eiaatg iili^a*, aaii oe atet pu la gnerre (Fr.),

that is magnificeiit, but it is not v^ar [said at Bala-
kbnra by a French general watching the chaise of
the Light Bdgade].

it is wane tJuoi a adate. it is a Hnwrirr
C'eEtmm CFr.X diat is accwdiig to circnmstances.
c'est ime autre tiboae (Fr.X uiat is quite anotfaer

thing.

cetera daamt (L.\ the rest is awantlng.
eefeeiieyHfltai (L-X other things being eqoaL
aetamm CBMao (llX hnt I thmk [said of persistent

ulMimiiim, fike diax of Cato].
haoaa aea geftt, k cihaean eon go&t (Fr.), evey
coe to Ibs taste ili*f" ^ ^oa gabX is juif

Frenub.}.

fcwille (Fr.X daring war, the sannding of a uuiiipet

or dmm to ask a parley.

haadare ^noachfir (Fr.), a hedroom.
kaaM Ife^^iiee (Fx.X Elyslan fields—name of a
pasKn ™a!i?5.

r':-"""": °" ^rai, a crusb-hat [coiaed
-r- richl

araeiii* I r r i t ; -.apel or chamber in whidl
m'oorpae lies in state before bnrial, snrrormded by
Kjrht^ candles.

arptatntre (Fr.), a ch;^>el built in expiarinn,

on the ate of one's sin.

(Fr.X charming woman.
_ (Fr.X castles in Spain, castles

atdKaic
flhtf da eaMaa, er merely cbaf (Fr.), male bead-

cocSc
ChBBlB de far (Fr.X the iron way, railway.

Otaer sail (Fr.), a dear male friend :—cbtev andB, a
dear fenale 6iend.—Gbfal, fern, cb^e, belored.

CbenkH la ftBmel (Fr.), seek for the woman!
there's a vonzn at the bottom of it '. [the phrase is

doe to Thmas/^ei.
cfean^aai^Ot.), what will be win be.

ckaval ia lataDle ''F- V w:.r-hDrse.

chefdar dadur '

'

°.. a knight of industry

:

one who fives 1 r'raud.

t.). a free church in a

:eeps aleaoe coa-

^r.X a record of scandals.

(FrX brfore this, fanner, heretofort.

'^r.). here fies.

TOMda (L.\ the ^rdle of Venns.
B (L.), a drcumlocution.

etroate ia |Bdtaaido (L.X argning in a cisde, adac
the condnaoa as one of the argiimmts.

dto (L.X qnicklv.

CiUzlcr e teBelBlB (L.), die brighter from the darknesk.

clanBaa(TeBeraUaaaaMB(I^X an illiiatiioiis and

(Fr.), die well-off classes.nU a^UB (L.), bong a faadielac, what am I

to dot
na



Words and Phnisee from Latin, Oreek, and Modem Forelgrn Jjangu&gee.

CcBHa Domini (L.), the Lord's Supper.
OOgito, ergo SXtm (L.), I thin< therefore I am

[Descartes' fundamental basis of philosophy].
coiffeur (Ft.), a hairdresser.
collectanea (L.), passages collected from authors.
Coma Berenices (L.), an asterism between Bootes and

Leo, representing the amber hair of Berenice, wife
of Ptolemy Euergetes.

Com^e Fran9aise, La (Fr.), the official name of the
subsidised Theatre Fran^ais.

COm^die humaine (Fr.), the name applied to the
collection of Balzac's novels, planned to form a
complete picture of contemporary society.

comltas inter gentes (L.X mtemational comity.
comme U faut (Fr.), as it should be : correct : ap-
proved by the fashionable worlo, gentceL

commnue bonum (L.), common good.
commnnibos i^'""<« (L.), on the aimual average.
COnununi consensu (L.), by common consent.
compagnon de voyajge (Fr.), travelling companion.
compos mentis (L.), of sound mind, sane.
compte rendu (Fr.), an account rendered : report.
comptoir (Fr.), counter : counting-room.
con amore (It), with love : very earnestly.

concio ad clerum (L.), discourse to the clergy.
concours (Fr), contest, competition.
con diUgenza (It.), with diligence.

conditio sine C[u4 nam (L.X an indispensable condi-
tion.

con dolore (It), with grief.

confer (L.), compare.
conjunctis viribus (L.), with united powers.
conquiescat in pace (L.X may he [or she] rest in

peace.

conscia mens recti (L.), a mind conscious of recti-

tude.

conseil d'etat (Fr.), a council of state.

conseil de famille (Fr.), a family consultation.

consensus facit legem (L.X consent makes law or
nile.

COnSiliO et a^TiiTniq (L.), by wisdom and courage.
consilio et prudenti4 (L.), by wisdom and prudence.
con spirito d'.X wlih spirit.

constantia et virtute (L.), by constancy and virtue.

consuetude pro lege serratur (L.), custom is held
as a law.

consule Planoo (L.), when Plancus was consul, when
I was a young man.

contra bonos mores (L.X against good manners or
morals.

copia yertwmm (L.X plenty of words, fluency,

coram domino rsge (L.X before our lord the king,

coram nobis (L.X beiore us, in our presence,
coram populo (L.). in the preseiKe of the public,

cordon sanitaire (Fr.), a sanitary cordon, a line of
sentries posted !>o as to keep contagious disease
within a certain area.

corpus delicti (L.), the substance of the offence,

corpus juris canonici (L.), body of the canon law;
corpus juris CiViliS (L.\ body of the civil law.

cormptio optimi pessima (L.X the corruptioa of the

best is the worst of aU.

COrsetiftre (Fr.X a maker of corsets,

cosi fan tutte (IcX so do they all : they're all l&e
that [of women].

Cdtelette (Fr.), a cutlet, a chop,

coup de bonliear (Fr.X stroke of good Indc
coup de chapeau (Fr.). a touching of the hat.

coup de basard (Fr.X lucky chance,
coup de SOlefl (Fr.), sunstroke,
coup de vent (Fr.), a gust of wind, a gale.

COUpe-jarret (Fr.), a cut-thnsal, rufiS^.
coup manqu^ (Fr.X an abortive stroke, a £ulure.

coiite que CotLte (Fr.X cost what it may.
COUtunire (Fr X a dressmaker.
COUVre-pied (Fr.X a coverlet or ru^ for the feet.

eramlM rspetita (L.X caoU kail bet agjin—cold
cabbage-broch wanned upk

credat Judaus Amelia. : (L.X let the Jew .^pdla
believe that [if he likesj I

credo quia absurdma (LX I believe it because it is

absurd.
crdme de la crdma (Fr.X cream of the cream : d>c
verv best.

Crdp6 (Fr.). frizzed.

cresclt euildo (L.X it grows as it goes.
cr^e-COBUr (Fr.). deep sorrow, heart-break,
criard, fem. criarde (Fr.), crying, discordant.
crimen falsi (L.), crime of perjury.
crimeu lass majestatis (Lx high treason.
CroquiS (Fr.X an outline or rough sketch.
cromtadfl (Fr.), a kind of rissole with hard cmst.
crux Criticorum (L.), a puzzle for the critics.

cncoUns nan facdt monachum (L.X the onH does
not make the monk.

CQi bono? (L.), for whose benefit is it? who is the
gainer?

cuillbet in arte soi credendum est (L.X erery
person is to be trusted in his owti art.

culpa levls (L.)_ a slight fault.

cum bonl venia (L.X with your kind indulgence,
com graao Balls (L.), with a grain of salt—Le. with
some allowance.

cum multis aliis (L.), with many other things,
cum notis Tariomin (L.X with the itotes oi vaoons

[critics].

cum prlvilegio (L.), with privilege.

COriOSa felicitas (L.X nice felidty of "f" ' d^
is the fruit of jjains.

currente calamo (L.X with a running pea, wiA dte
pen of a ready writer,

costos rotulorom (L.X keeper of the roBs.

d'aCCOrd (Fr.). agreed, in tune.

da dextram misero (L.X gi'^'e the ligbt hand to one
unhappy.

da lOCBM »Wlfcirf,bna (L. X give place to your betters.

daiM ntmatmr (Fr.X maid of hoaaar.
daXMB da la kalle (Fr.X market-woown.
danrntiTn absque injuiii (L.X loss without injury.
dardanariUS (L.). a >peculator in grain,

das E^lg-WeibliClie (Ger.X the eternal feminine.
das hWiMt, or simply d.lL (Ger.), that is.

data •( aeoMta (L.X expenditures and mihir!
date akalntBelisariO (L.X gi^'e a penny to BefisariBS

[tbe appeal ascribed to the great general when re-

dnced to imriicancy].
Da'TO som, non (Ed^raa (L.X I am only Davis, not

CEldipus—a plain man, amd a« pr«piwt.
debito jnstitia (L.X by deU ofjustioe.
de Xtan. angnre (Fr.), of good ookb.
da tonaa gr&ce (Fr.X «ttk good gnoe: wilfisgly.

dWnhlinn (Fr.X forfeiture.

da die i& diem (L.X from day to day.
da Cu:tO (L.X from the fact : reaDy :

fem. A6B»g6e (FrX easy ai

IFr.X distaste.

ia~gmlOmM aon est disputaadnm (L.X Aere is i>o

i1ii|iiiliiH. about tastes,

de hant tm tea (Fr.X ffom top to bottom : frin wp-

tnotislv.

Dai gratis (LX by the grace of God.
de lutagio (I.X anew.
d^laoaar (Fr.X ia FcaDce, a laae bteakEH^ a atd^y
meal with meat and wine ; is Eagi
—more spectfcaDy, d^)aaB«r k la
break&st with meat,

de Jnie (L.X in law : by ri^ht : rigfatfiiL

ddlassement ( Fr. X relaxatioa.

de I'aodaoe, aaoore da I'aaidasa, et toujoors de
I'aadaoe (Fr.X to daic, atiM to dare, and ever to
dare [Danton's famous phrase^

delenda est Cartkafo (L.X Cartk^ most be de-

stroyed [a saying constantly repeated by CatQ).
da BJlaapla (FrX from bad to worse,

damaure (rr X dwelling.
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"Words and Phrases from Latin, Qreek, and Modem Poreigrn Laneruages.

demi-jour (Fr.). half-light, twilight, subdued light.

de minimis non curat lex (L.), the law does not con-
cern Itself about very small matters,

do mortuis nil nisi bonum (L ), say nothing but good
of the dead,

de nlhilo nihilum. In wihiinm nil posse revertl (L.),

from nothing nothing, into nothing nothing can return,
de novo (L.), anew.
Deo date (L.), give ye to God.
Deo favente (L.), with God's favour.
Deo gratlas (L.), thanks to God.
de omni re scibill et quibusdam allls (L.), about all

things kiiowable, and some others.
Deo volente. or D. V. (L.), God willing : by God's will,

d^peche (Fr.), despatch, message,
de pis en pis (Fr.), worse and worse,
de profundls (L.), out of the depths, a dirge,
de retour (Fr.), back again, returned,
der grosse Heide (Ger.), the great heathen or Pagan
[Heine's name for Goethe],

de rlguenr (Fr.), strictly required : indispensable

:

obligatory : cornpulsory : latest,

dernier ressort (Fr.), last resort, last resource,
desagr^ment (Fr.), something disagreeable,
desipere in loco (L.), to jest at the proper time,
desobligeante (Fr.), a carriage for two.

d^sorient^ (Fr.), having lost one's bearings, confused,
bemiiddled.

desuetudo (L.), disnse.

desunt cetera (I-.), the remainder is wanting.
de te fabula narratur (L.), the parable is told about
vou yourself ; thou art the man.

detenu, fern, ddtenue (Fr.), a prisoner.

de trop (Fr.), too much, or too many, superfluous,
intrusive.

detur dignlorl (L.), let it be given to the more
worthy ;—detur polchriori (L.), let it be given to
the fairer.

Deus avertat ! (L.), God forbid !

Deus det ! (L.), God grant I

deus ez machina(L.), a god [let down] out of the
machine [in theatrical app>aratus] : a too obvious
device in ai» author's plot,

deus nobis hac otia fecit (L.), it is a god that hath
given us this ease.

Deus vobiscum ! (L.), God be with you !

Deus vult ! (L.), God wills it ! [the Crusaders' cry],
dextro tempore (L.), at a lucky moment,
dicamus bona verba (L.), let us speak words of good
omen.

Dichttmg und Wahrhelt (Ger.), fiction and truth,
dicta probantia (L.), proof texts,

dictum de dicto (L.), hearsay report,
dictum sapientl sat est (L), a. word to the wise is

enough.
diem perdldl (L.), I have lost a day [said by the
emperor Titus].

dies fasti or profesti (L.), days on which judgment
could be pronounced, on which courts could be held
in ancient Rome, lawful days,

dies faustus (L), lucky d.-ty.

dies festl or feriae (L.), days of actual festivaL
dies InfaustUS (L.), unlucky day.
dies irsB (L.), day of wrath : the day ofjudgment
dies nefastl (L.), days on which judgment could not

be pronounced or assemblies of the people be held,
in ancient Rome,

dies non (L.), a day on which judges do not sit.

Dleu avec notis (Fr.), God with us.
Dleu defend le droit (Fr.), God defends the right.
Dieu et mon droit (Fr.), God and my right.
Dleu vous garde ! (Fr.X God guard you 1

dlgito monstrarl (L.), to be pointed out with the
finger : to be famous.

dl grado in grado (It.), by degrees.
dl majorum gentium (L.). the divinities of supe-

rior rank—i.e. the twelve greater gods of classical
mythology.

di penates (L.), household gods.

dis aliter visum (L.), the gods have adjudged other-

wise.

di salto (It), at a leap.

disjecta membra (L.), the scattered members.
distin|u6, fern, distlngu^e (Fr.), distinguished:

striking,

distrait, fern, distraite (Fr.), absent-minded.
dlt(Fr.), called.

divertissement (Fr.), amusement : sport.

divide et impera (L.), divide [your opponents], and
so rule them.

divlsim (L.), separately.

docendo discitur (L.), one learns in teaching,

dolce far niente (It.), sweet doing-nothing : pleasant
idleness.

doli capax (L.), capable of committing a WTong—opp.
of t^o?i incapax.

Domine, dirige nos ! (L.), Lord, direct us!— the

motto of London.
Domlnos illumlnatio mea (L.), the Lord is my

enlightening.

domus et placens uxor (L.), a home and a pleasing
wife.

donna 6 mobile (It.), woman is changeable,
donnerwetter ! (Ger.), thunderstorms! [as an ejacu-

lation].

dorer la pilule (Fr.), to gild the pill,

dormitat Homerus (L.), Homer nods.

dos mol pou sto kai ten gen kineso (Gr.), give me
where to stand, and I will move the earth [attributed

to Archimedes].
double entente (Fr.), double meaning, equivocal sense,

do Ut des (L.), I give that you may give.

dramatis personaa (L.), characters of a drama,
droit au travail (Fr.), right to labour.

droit des gens (Fr.), international law.

drole (Fr.), a rogue, a knave.
dulce est desipere in loco (L), it is pleasant to play

the fool on occasion.

dulce et decorum est pro patrl& mori (L.), it is

sweet and glorious to die for one's country.
dulce, 'Domum!' (L.), sweet strain, 'Homeward!'
from a Winchester school sons sung before holidays,

dum spiro, spero (L.), while I breathe, I hope,
dum vivlmus, vivamus (L.), while we live, let us

live,

d'un seul jet (Fr.), at one effort.

durante bene placito(Late L.), during good pleasure,
durante vita (Late L.), during life.

dux femlna factl (L.), a woman was leader of the
deed.

eau b^nite (Fr.), holy water.
eau sucr^e (Fr.), sugared water.
dbauche (Fr.), a sketch, drawing in outline.
dboulement (Fr.), a landslip.
ecce ! (L.), behold!
ecce signum ! (L.), behold the sign or the proof!
ecco ! (It.), here is ! there ! look there !

^ClalrciSSement(Fr.), an explanation.
dcole (Fr.), school ;—6cole ae droit, law school ;—

^cole de m^decine, school of medicine ;—^colo
milltaire, military school ;—dcole polytechnique,
polytechnic school.

e contra (Late L.), contrariwise, conversely.
e contrarlo (Late L.), on the contrary.
e converse (Late L.), conversely, by logical conversion.
^crasd (Fr.), crushed ;—^eraser, to crush ;—^erases
rinf&me ! crush the abominable [superstition] out of
existence ! [motto of Voltaire—against the Roman
Clatholic church of his time].

^crevlsse (Fr.), crayfish.

^rin (Fr.), casket, jewel-case,
dcru (Fr.), unbleached, raw.

edax rerum (L.), devourer of [all] things.

edition de luxe (Fr.), a splendid and expensive

edition of a book.
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Words and Phrases fix>m Latin, Greek, and Modem Forelgrn Langruagres.

edltlo prtnceps (L.), original edition [especially of a
work till then only known in MS.].

dgalit6 (Fr.), equality,

^garement (Fr.), confusion, bewilderment.
Egeria, the nymph who instructed the ancient Roman

king Numa Pompilius, hence any woman who gives
a man his inspiration,

egesta (Late L.), excrements, fxces.

ego et rex ineus (L.), I and my kbg [Cardinal
Wolsev].

ehen fugaces . . . labantur annl ! (L.), alas ! the
fleeting years slip away.

Eile mit Weile (Ger.), speed with heed, make haste
leisurely, d./estina lenie.

ein mal, kein mal(Ger.), just once counts nothing.
Eisen und Blut (Ger.), uron and blood—a famous
phrase of Bismarck's,

ejusdem generis (L.), of the same kind,
ek parergou (Gr.), as a by-work,
elan (Fr.), dash, eagerness to advance.
^Idgant, fern, dl^ganta (Fr.), a person of fashion.
6l6vo (Fr.), pupil,

^llte (Fr.), choice, pick,

embarras de (du) Cholx (Fr.), embarrassment in

choice, a perplexing number of objects from which
to choose.

embarras de(8) richesses (Fr.), a perplexing amount
of wealth or abundance of any kind,

dmeute (Fr.), a riot :—^meutler, a rioter,

^migr^i fem. ^mlgrde (Fr.), an emigrant, esp. one of
those royalists who fled from France during the
great Revolution.

Emtr-el-Hajj (.\r.), chief of the great caravan of
pilgrims to ^Iecca.

empress^, fem. empreSS^e(Fr.), eager to show good-
will or civility ;—empressement, warmth ofmanner,
cordiality.

en ami (Fr.), as a friend.

en arrlftre (Fr.), behind, in the rear,

en attendant (Fr.), in the meantime, while waiting
for.

en avant ! (Fr.), forward

!

en badinant (Fr.), roguishly, with badinage.
en barbette (P'r.), on a breastwork or platform for

ordnance which is fired over a parapet and not
through embrasures—also of a ship's guns fired over
the bulwarks and not through ports.

en beau (Fr.), as fair or handsome, in flattering style,

en caballo (Sp.), on horseback,
en cavalier (Fr.), in a cavalier manner,
en chemise (de nult] (Fr.), in night-dress,

encomlenda (Sp.), a commandery ;—Encomendero,
its commander.

en crotipe (Fr.), on the crupper, on a pillion,

en cuerpo (Sp.), in close-fitting dress ; sometimes
erroneously for 'stark naked,' the Spanish for which
is en cueros.

en ddsbabill^ (Fr.X in undress, in careless costume,
en effet ( Fr.), in effect,

en Evidence (Fr.), conspicuously, conspicuous, before
the public view,

en famllle (Fr.), amongst the family, as at a family
gathering, at home,

enfans perdos, enfants perdos (Fr.), lit. 'lost

children :
' forlorn hope.

enfant de la malson (Fr.), child of the house, quite
at home,

enfant K&t^, fem. g&t^e (Fr.), spoilt child,

enfant terrible (Fr.), lit. ' terrible child,' a precocious
child whose indiscreet prattle puts his elders to the

blush,

enfant trouv^ (Fr.), foundling.
en fete (Fr.), in festivity, keeping holiday,
en garden (Fr.), like a bachelor, m bachelor's style,

en grande tenuo (Fr.), in full dress,

en I'air (Fr.), in the air, being discussed or expected,
enlevd (Fr.), carried away, kidnapped,
en masse (Fr.X in a body, universally.

en milltaire (Fr.), as a military man.
en passant (Fr.), in passing : by the way.
en plein jour (Fr.), in broad day.
en prince (Fr.), in princely style.

en pure perte (Fr.), to mere loss, to no purpose.
en queue (Fr.), like a tail, in a string or Une.
enrag^, fem. enrag^ (Fr.), desperate : a lunatic.
en rapport (Fr.), in direct relation : in sympathy with.
en rtele (Fr.), in due order : according to rules.

en reiralto (Fr.), in retirement, on half-pay.

en revanche (Fr.), in revenge.
en route (Fr.), on the road : let us go ! march !

en spectacle (Fr.), as a spectacle.
ens per accidens (Late L.), that which exists only as
an accident of ensper se— i.e. a substance,

ena rationis (Late L.), an entity of reason—opposed
to ens reale.

en suite (Fr.), in succession [the sense 'to match'
is not French].

entamd, fem. entam^e (Fr.), broached, entered upon,
entente (Fr.), understanding;—entente cordiale,

cordial understanding between nations,
entdte, fem. entetee (Fr.), infatuated.
en teut (Fr), in all : wholly.
en tout cas (Fr.), in any case or emergency,
entrain (Fr.), heartiness ;—entralnement (Fr.), en-

tliusiasm.

en train (Fr.), in progress,
entrechat (Fr.), caper.
entrecote ( Fr.), meat between the ribs, a kind of steak,
antra nous (Fr.), between ourselves,
entrepreneur (Fr.), contractor : builder,
entrez (Fr.), come in.

en ville (Fr.), in town, 'not at home.'
eo nomine (L.), by that name, on that claim,
epea pteroenta (Or.), winged words,
dperdu, fem. ^perdue (Fr.), distracted ;—4perdu-
ment amoureux, desperately in love,

ephphatha (Aramaic), be thou opened.
dpIOler (Fr.), a grocer.

e pluribus unum (Late L.), one out of many—motto
of the United State.s.

Spouse (Fr.), wife, bride.

e pur Si muove ! (It.), but it does move, though!
[attributed to Galileo, after recanting his doctrine
that the earth goes round the sun].

dprls. fem. dprlse (Fr.), captivated, smitten,
^pulsd, fem. ^puis6e (Fr.), worn out.
Equestrienne (an English-coined word in imitation

French), a horsewoman, a female circus-rider.

Erd Gelst (Ger.), earth-spirit.

e re nat4 (Late L.), from the circumstance arisen,

according to the exigencies of the case,

ergo bibamus ! (L.), therefore let us drink !

ergon (Gr.), work, business.

Erm(n)y8, pi. Erin(n)yes (Gr.), the Furies.

Eros {(jr. X the Greek god of sensual passion, miscalled

love.

errare est humanum (L.), to err is human,
escaller (Fr.), staircase ;—escalier ddrobE, private

staircase.

escamotage (Fr.), juggling.
Eschscholtzia (Latinised from name of German

botanist Eschscholtz), a Califomian poppy with

showy yellow flowers,

escribano (Sp.), a notary,
escroc (Fr.), a swindler,
espada (.^p.), a sword : a matador,
esprit follet (Fr.), a mischievous goblin,

esse quam vlderl (L.), to be, rather than to seem,
estancia (Sp.), a mansion : in Spanish America, a large

grazing farm or landed estate ;
— estanciero, the

owner or overseer of such,
est modus in rebus (L.), there is a proper mean in

[all] things.

esto perpeTiUa ! (L.), may she be lasting !

est qossdam flere voluptas (L.), there is in weeping
a certain pleasure.
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estro (It.), enthusiasm, height of poetic inspiration.

6tage (Fr.), floor, story [bel 6tage, best story, first

floor, is noi a French usage].

^tagdre (Fr.), an ornamental stand of shelves for

flowers, articles of virtu, &c.
dtang (Fr.), pond,
^tape (Fr.), a storehouse : a halting-place : a day's

march : rations : forage,

^tat (Fr.), sute, rank ;—^tat-major, the staff of an
army, regiment, &c.

EtatS («n6raux (Fr.), the States-General,

et ego In Arcadia (L.), I, too, was in Arcadia : I

know as much about it as anylxxly.

et hoc genus omne, et id genns omne (L.), and
everything of this, or of that, sort,

ethos (Gr.), permanent character : in literature and
art, the chief characteristics of a work as affecting

the intellectual and moral faculties, as opposed to

pa;has, which appeals to the emotions,
dtolle (Fr.), star.

^tourderie (Fr.), heedlessness, stupid blundering,
^tourdl, fem. etourdle (Fr.), giddy, foolish, light-

headed.
Stranger, fem. dtrangftre (Fr), strange : a foreigner,

^trennes (Fr.), New Year's gift or gifts,

et sequentes (L.), and those that follow,

et sequentla (I..), and what follows,

et sic de ceteris (Late L.), and so about the rest,

et sic de slmllibUS (L.), and so of the like,

et tu, Brute ! (L.), you too, Brutus ! [Csesar's ex-

cl.iination when he saw his much-loved Brutus
amongst his murderers.]

euge ! (L.— Gr.), well done !

Eureka [Heureka] ! (Gr.), I have found it

!

euripus (L.—Gr.), a strait, channel,
eventus stultorum maglster (L.), the result is the

schoolmaster of fools.

ex abundantl (L.), superfluously ;—ex abundant!
cautela, from excessive caution.

ex abusu non argultur adusum (L.), from the abuse
no argument is drawn against the u«e.

ex accident! (Late L.), accidentally, as opposed to

essenticiUy.

ex SBquo (Late L.), equally, equitably,
examen (L.), examination,
ex animo (L.), from the mind, earnestly,

ex auctoritate mlhi conunlss& (L.), by the authority
entrusted to me.

ex cathedr& (Late L.), from the chair of oflice, esp.

the pope's throne in the Consistory, or a professor's
chair, hence authorit.iiively, judicially.

excelsior (L.X higher : [erroneously] upwards !

exceptio confirmat [probat] regnlam (L.), the ex-
ception proves the rule,

exceptis excipiendls (Late L.), excepting what is to
l)e excepted, with proper exceptions.

excerpta(L., pi. oi excerptuni), extracts, selections.

ex concessis, ex concesso (Late L.), from what has
been conceded.

ex consequent! (Late L.), by way of consequence,
ex converse. See e converso.
excrementa (L.,pl. oi excrementum), refuse matter,
ex curi& (L.), out of court,

ex debito justitise (Late L.), from what is due to

justice.

ex delicto (Late L.), owing to a crime,
ex dono (Late L.), by gift, as a present from,
exeat (L.), let him go out—formal leave, as for a

student to be out of college for more than one night.
exegi monumentum sere perennius (L.), I have

reared a monument more lasting than brass,
exempla sunt Odlosa (L.), examples are hateful,
exempli gratii (L.), by way of example, for instance—often abbreviated e.g.
exeunt omnes (L.), all go out, or retire.

ex hypothesi (Late L.), from the hj-pothesis.
ex improvise (Late L.), in an unforeseen manner,

suddenly.

exitus acta probat (L.), the issue or event proves the
acts.

ex libris (Late L.), from the books—followed by the
owner's name in the genitive—written in the volumes
or on the bookplates of a library.

ex mere motu (L.), from his own impulse.
ex natur& rei (Late L.), from the nature of the case ;—ex nature rerum, from the nature of things.

ex nlhilo [niloj nihil [nil] fit (L.), out of nothing
nothing comes.

ex officio (L.), by virtue of his office.

ex opere operato (Late L.), by virtue of a work done.
See Opus in Diet,

ex parte (L.), on one .side, as a partisan,

ex pede Herculem (L.), [we recognise] Hercules from
his foot.

experientia docet stultos (L.), experience teaches
fools.

experimentum crucis (L.), the experiment of the

cross, a crucial test,

experto erode (L.), trust one who has tried, or had
experience.

expertUS metuit (L.), having had experience, he
fen rs.

ex post facto (L.), retrospective,

expressis verbis (L.), in express terms.

ex professo (L.), avowedly.
ex propriiS (L.), from one's own resources,

ex proprio motu (Late L.), of his own accord.

ex quocunque capite (L.), from whatever source.

ex re nat4 (Late L.), according to a circumstance
that has arisen.

ex taoito (L.), silently.

extinctus amabitur idem (L.), the same man [ma-
ligned living], when dead, will be loved,

extrait (Fr.), an extract,

extra Judicium (Late L.), out of court, extra-judi-

cially.

extra modum (L.), beyond measure, extravagant,
extra muros (L.), beyond the walls.

ex ungue leonem (L.), [judge] the lion from his claws,

ex uno disce omnes (L.), from one example learn what
they all are.

ex utraque parte (L.), on either side.

ex vote (L.), according to one's prayer, by reason of a
vow : votive : a votive offering.

faber est qulsque fortunss suae (L.), every man is

the fashioner of his own fortune.

fable convenue (Fr.), fable agreed upon—Voltaire's

name for history,

facile est Inventis addere (L.), it is easy to add to

things invented already.

facile princeps (L.), obviously pre-eminent : an easy
ifrst.

faoilis descensus Avemo (or Avemi) (L.), descent to

Avernus (hell) is easy : the road to evil is easy,

facinus majoris abOllSS (L.), the crime of a larger

cloak, i.e. of a deep philosopher.

facit indignatio versum (L.), indignation inspires

verse.

fa9on de parler (Fr.), way of speaking, a mere form
of words.

facta non verba (L.), deeds, not words,
factum est (L.), it is done,
fadaise (Fr.), silliness, nonsense,

fade (Fr.), insipid, coloiwless ;—fadeur, dullness.

fSBX popilli (L.), dregs of the people.

faJre bonne mine (Fr.), to put a good face upon the

matter.

faire de la prose sans le savoir (Fr.), to produce
prose without knowing it—which ^Ioliere's M. Jour-
dain was surprised to find he had been doing all his

days in conversation.

faire I'homme d'importance (Fr.), to assume the air

of importance,
faire men devoir (Fr.), to do my duty,
faire sans dire (Fr.), to act without talking.
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fait accompli (Fr.), a thing already done.
falsi crimen (Late L.), the crime of fakity, fraudulent
concealment, forgery,

falsus In uno, falsus In omnibus (L.), false in one
point, false in all.

fama Clamosa (L.), a cnrrent scandal,
fama nihil est celerlus (L.), nothing is swifter than

nimour.
fama semper Vivat ! (L.), may his [or her] fame live

for ever f

famllle de robe (Fr.), a legal family,

fantoccini (It.), puppets made to move by strings or
wires, a puppet-show.

far nlente (It.), doing nothing,
farceur (Fr.), a wag, a joker.
farouiJhe (Fr.), sullen, savage,
farrago libelll (L.), a medley of miscellaneous topics

for a little book [of satire],

fas est et ab hoste docerl (L.), it is right to be taught
even by an enemy.

Fata Obstant (L.), the Fates oppose it.

Fata viam Invenlent (L.), the Fates will find out a
way.

faute de mleux (Fr.), for want of better.

faux pas (Fr.), a false step : a mistake.
favete lingfuis (L.), favour me with your tongues

—

keep a discreet silence.

fax mentis Incendium glorias (L.), the passion for

glory is a torch to the mind.
fecit (L.), [T. D.] made or executed [this].

fecundl callces, quern non fecere dlsertum? (L.),

full cups, whom have they not m.ide eloqu-ut ?

f^e (Fr.), a fairy ;—faerie, fairyland.
felicitas multos babet amicos (L.), prosperity has
many friends.

fellciter (L.), happily : successfully.

felo de se (L.), a suicide, lit. 'felon of himself."

femme (Fr.), woman, wife;—femme couverte (old

law French), a married woman, as under her hus-
band's protection ;—femme galante, a gay woman ;—femme Incomprise, a woman misunderstood or

unappreciated ;—femme savante, a learned woman,
a blue-stocking ;—femme sole (law French), a
single woman, a woman legally independent.

femme de chambre (Fr.), a lady's maid.
fendre un cbeveu en quatre (Fr.), to split a hair in

quarters, to make over-subtle distinctions.

fermler g^n^ral (Fr.), farmer-general, one who farmed
certain taxes under the old French monarchy.

festlna lente (L.). hasten gently.
fete champltre (Fr.), a rural festival, garden party.
FeteDieu (Fr.), Corpus Christi.

feu (pi feux) d'artifice (Fr.), fireworks.
feu de joie (Fr.), a bonfire : in English (fu>i in French),

a firing of guns in token of joy.

feuilletonlste (Fr.), one who writes for feuifletons.

See Fettilleton in Diet.

fiat ezperlmentum In corpore vill (L.), let experi-

ment be made on a worthless body.
fiat Jtistltia, ruat coelum (L.), let justice be done,
though the heavens should fall.

fiat lux (L.), let there be light.

fichu (Fr.), a triangular kerchief or wrap worn on a
woman's neck and shoulders.

fide et amore (L.), by faith and love.

fide et fiduci4 (L.), by faith and confidence.

fide et fortltudlne (L.), by faith and fortitude.

fidei defensor (L.), defender of the faith.

fide non armlS (L.), by faith, not by arms.
fide, sed cul vide (L.), trust, but in whom take care.

fides et justitia (L.), fidelity and justice.

fides Ptinica (L.), Punic faith : treachery.

fi done! (Fr.), for shame !

fidus Achates (L.), faithful Achates : a true friend.

fidus et audax (L.), faithful and bold.

fieri facias (Late L.), cause to be done—the name of a
writ commanding the sheriff to distrain the defen-

dant's goods.

fiert^ (Fr.), haughtiness, high spirit,

figurant, fem. figurantis (Fr.), a supernumerary on
tlie stage ;—figurante, pi. figurantl (It.), a ballet-

dancer,
filius nullius (L.), son of nobody, a bastard,

filius populi (L.), son of the people,

filius terras (L. ), son of the soil, one of mean birth,

fille de chambre (Fr.), chambermaid,
fille de joie (Fr.), a prostitute,

fille d'honneur (Fr.), maid of honour,
fila (Fr.), son.

fin de Sl^cle (Fr.), end of the [19th] century : decadent,
finis coronat opus (L.), the end crowns the work,
finis Poloniae ! (L.), the end of Poland ! the Scotch

Chancellor Seafield's ' end o' an auld sang ' in 1707.

fin mot (Fr.), main point.

FlSOlen (Ger.), beans.
flacon (Fr.), a smelling-bottle,

flagrante bello (L.), while war is raging,
flagrante delicto (L.), in the very act.

flair (Fr.), scent, keen sense of smell,

flectere si nequeo superos, Acberonta mo7ebo (L.)
if I can't move the gods, I '11 stir up hell,

flecti, non frangl (L.), to be bent, not to be broken,
fleuron (Fr.), a piece of decorative flower-work,
flocculus, pi. floccull (Late L.), a small flock or tuft

of wool or the like.

floreat (L.), let it flourish.

florlleglum, pi. florilegla (Late L.), a collection of
flowers—i.e. of choice passages, an anthology,

flosculi sententlarum (L.), flowerets of wisdom,
foenum habet in cornu (L.), he has hay on his horn

[the sign of a dangerous bull],

foiblesse (Old French ; modern, faibUsse), a failing,

fole gras (Fr), fat liver [of goose] made into p&ti de
foie gras (fyc/oies gras).

folcktre (Fr.), sportive, frolicsome, fond of romping,
fomes, pi. fomltes(L.), touchwood, a substance which

retains contagion,
fond (Fr.), ground, basis, fund ;—fonds, ground, fund,

stock, capital,

fonda (Sp.), a tavern,
fons et origo (L.), the source and origin,

fons lacnmarum (L.), fount or source of tears,

force majeure (Fr.), superior power,
forensls Strepitus (L.), the clamour of the forum,
formallter (Late L.), formally, in respect of the formal

element.
forsan et hsac olim meminlsse Juvablt (L.), per-
chance hereafter it will be delightful to remember
even these things.

Fors Clavlgera—the title assumed by Ruskin for his

series of periodical letters to British working-men.
Fors = fortune ; Claviger, the club-bearer, an epithet
of Hercules,

fortl et fidell nihil difficile (L.), to the brave and
faithful nothing is difficult.

fortis cadere, cedere non potest (L.), the brave man
may fall, he cannot yield,

fortlier et recte (L.), bravely and uprightly,
fortlter, fidellter, fellciter (L.), firmly, faithfully,

felicitously,

fortlter in re, suavlter In modo (L.), forcibly in deed,
gently in manner.

fortuna favet fatuis (L.), forttine favours fools.

fortuna favet fortlbus (L.), fortune aids the bold.
fortuna fortes adjuvat (L.), fortune aids the brave.
forum conscientiae (L.), the court of conscience.
fourgon (Fr.), a wagon, cart.

fra (It.), brother, friar.

fraicheur (Fr.), freshness, coolness.
frals (Fr.), n.pl. expenses, charges.
francls^, fem. francisde (Fr.), Frenchified.
firanco (It.), post-free, franked.
f^angas, non flectes (L.), you may break, you shall

not bend.
Frankfurter (Ger) a small smoked sausage,
frapp^, fem. frapjMe (Fr.), iced, artificially cooled.
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firato, pL tnti (It-X » finr, a aKadiamt Fnuidscan.
Tom (GerA dame, louiied 'wonaa, viCe.

Ftlalflia (Ger.X aiMk ^uaanied vomai^ Govan

(I..X it is a fiaad to ooa-
ceala&aad.

ajn^l a ptoos fcand.

fMUfia (rr.X escaiode, pnalc.
tdaai. fea. fttaada (Fr-X dainty, deficaie: an

i(L.X dK cnU swiiiii -̂lMk of a bath-

ftyal, pL ftqalM(Sp.X Frendi _
ftl|WBlMrt> (Fi^X aiufuj, ragnBfaaew.
fltiMMB (Fr.X a tkmiM., fringe cf buiiti bair wont

abcpre or on dhe fctehwd.
XMUm (Ff^ frying : fried fcod : fry.

ttoadsar (Fr.X an adherent of the Frande : any sal-
coment. Seefi—iifr in Diet,

front 4 frmt (Fr.X front to front, &oe t0 Ckxl
FnMUgaae, a sneet vinepradnoed near Frondgnan, in

^HtenlL#niHe [in aodecn F\renoh, AmnAjprnM).
IktHtf nuk Mm (L.X t>o reEanee on the &oe, no

trasiing ampeaiance&
fttNi-fkim (Fr.X the driiratr loidiaB of numui's
drapery.

tnni(0X &1l(i*X AngBri%rd fion Dnt. vrnm, a manied
WHnjn, wnie Z a slovenly woman.

tngm ommamn matt (L.X bom to ooosnaM the
fruits of the soiL

l(L.Xdiehanrliies.

_ iTIUW QjJ^ we were oooe Trojam.
fUt ntam (L.X l^toy has been

—

Lc b no oMMe.
Irat— (L.X » hannfcas ihnmlfilwifc .

(Sn.X smikcd feh.
oOdo (L.X having fidfiDed an oOc^ oat of

(Late L.X poond of rda-

r^r-Xi
r(Fr.X.

t(LX< _

. _ . "-X poetic frenzy.

nnr MCifeaBdt (L.X a mge for writing.

' (Fr-X pledge of love, lore-token.

_ IT {Fr.X gaiety of beaLTt.

tftUatA, tern. 8aflfaua»(Fr.X E«eiy, ftoBewe.

Satamt, fern, gilato (Fr.X given to ilficit intt%ae

:

one of the parties in an -inwrnr: glliat fcwmB,

»(SpLXatortaiK.
fe (Fr.X hotcfa-poCdi, hadi.^Angiicised as

GaiUmoMfry (ojr. in Dlct.X
gudoJ^AflvalCFr^X aoonted gnard.
gvdn AaaipMra (Fr-X twnl gwd, fehMceeper.

u

•(Fr.XL
garto da oocps CFr-X > bodygnard.

- - l(Fr.Xr -

d'tfgJlM, drarcbaMn ; gaas de lawgniw. linenists

;

gana da lattna, men of leuen; geos de lot,

bwyers; gSU ds bAbM fSartBa, birds of a
feauier ; gaoa da «-, seamen ; geaa d'tfptfe,

gaas da gaana, military men; gans da pen,
people of immble condition ; geu da rata,
lawyers ; gSlia da oade, people of fa shion.

gens togata (L-X the toga-wearing nation—Le. the

ftaQTr-X a parapet,

gnis aoHle (Fr.l a guard Eafaie to

ga*> aitHaalll flfi^X natiooal
I

gUi»nnla(Fr.X r^al gnanL
((Fr.X take care, be on yoor giufd.
t Uaa (Fr.X take good care,

laM (Fr.X keep tbe faith.

Igltar (L-X let OS tbetdoR lejoioe.

Moi (L.X ^nttne rejoices in

I (L.X dM d^ght of battle.

I Worta (Ges-X winged wadfc
I (Ger.X ices.

^r.X n-PL aimed poGca-
\ laal (1»X the gca iiii of the placa>

laaa diabtnaJFrA bn^os men; f—a dtfea

faSTTsMTda n—ilHlna, {Mwpfe of rank;

'r.X a nobleman : a gentleman.

(L.X the irritable tribe of
pocfts.

Ganuudoi (L.), in German.
Oaapittat (Ger.X mixed in equal qtiantity with soda
water—of wine,

gflrier dapotaBoa (Fr.X gxBc fee the gibbet, gallowv
biid, jail*bifd.

ghntaa nato, diaTolo Taochlo Gt-X yoimg saint,

_olddeva.
Otapaavlcni (L.X Ipswich.
gttuo. fern, i^taaa (Sp-X gipsy.

gtt aaaaall kaaao torto (lt.X the absent are in the
WlOOg.

gjocte ta axeallte (L-X glory to God in the highest.

gloria Patri (L.X gi«y be to the Father.

(L-X glory [is] the shadow of

C^BAUefea Balaa : (Ger.X prasperoos journey to yon

!

gaStM eaaton (Gr.X know thyself.

gaatte 4 goOta (Fr.X drop by dropu
gaatwaaata (Fr.X a governess.
giftea )k Dtoa (Fr.X thanks to (Sod.

giada dlvono, t14 «b4 (L.X ^ith diflerent step on
the one war.

gndas ad Faznaanai (L.X > step to Parnassus, aid
in the oompositioo of Laiin or Greek verse,

giaada «Ma at haan fea (Fr.X ample cheer and a

graada Itatima, gnada larritada (Fr.X great
wealth, great slavery.

gnHidapaiva<irtauatta(Fr.X fidl

a(Fr.X
I (Fr.X many thanks.
'l(L.XGta>obfe.

grrtia giajBaadt (LX the delight of pleaang.
atatani (L.X_meie aasertioa.

more giievons things remaiiL
i raiwiU pwrtnalli (L.X some

irmrdifs are more gi ievous than the perils.

gisTia tra ragoH ampar(L.X the anger of kings
is always serions.

gragatlBQ^in docks,
graz TaaaitaM (L.X the berd of hirefings.

groaaa Saalea oUmb Btm((^.X great aoob snier
in ^^^^^^"^

gniaa Mto at pan da MOa (Fr.X big bead and lilde

wit.

groariiratt (Fr.X giimiara, vnlgarity in convena.
tion.

gneira al BarJilTlo (Sp-Xw to the knifed

guerre k mort (Fr.X «ar to the death.

gaena \ OWtJMwa (Fr.X war to the uttetmoat, to the
lan>i cod*

flaty:fta (Hung-X meat stewed with paprika or red

aavat l^ltdem (L.X tbe drop wears away the

hae lega (L-X •*>)> this law, onder this cottditiaa.

HaflBJa(L~
Hala(LX
HaftdaG'X Coptshagen.

we ask and grant this

laaalbal ad porta

(I*).

portaai (L.X Hannihal at the gates!

hapaz laBHaaaoa ((jr.X a word or phrase that occurs

onoe only : a tolitary instanoe.

hatid longis intenraUis (L.X at no k>ng iatervais.

haat et bon (FrX peat and good.
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Helmweh (G«r.)i home-sickoess.
hellao Ubrorom (L.), a devoorer of books.
beu pietas ! hen piisca fidas ! (L.), aUs for piety

!

ala3 for the ancient faith !

heareii8ement(Fr.), happilv, fort«inatelv.

hiatus valde deflendiu (LX a gap deeply to be
deplored.

hie et Qbique (L.). here and everywhere,
hie finis fandi (L.), here [was] anmd of the speakii«.
hie jacet (L.), here lies,

hie labor, hoc opfos est (L.X this is the labour, this

the toil.

hie sepoltns (L-X here buried,
hinc ilia lacrims (L.X hence [proceed] these tears,

hinc lucem et pocola saors (L.X from tliis source
[we draw] light and draughts of sacred learning,

hoc age (L.X this do.
hoc anno (llx i" this year.
hoc erat in votis (LX this was the very thing I

prayed for.

hoc genus omne (L.X and all that sort [ofpeopM-
Hoch (Ger-X ^^ kxA! your health ! [in drinkingX
hoc loco (L-X in this place.

hoe sazum posuit (L.X this stone [T. D.] placed,
hoc tempore (L.). at this time,
hoc volo, sic jobeo, sit pro ratlone votantas (L.X

this I will, thus I command, be my will siifi&cient

reason.
hodie tnihl, eras tibl (L.X to-day is mine, to-mocrow

thine.

Ho&ath (Ger.X an Aulic ooandllor : a complimentary
tide,

hoi polloi (Gr.X the many : the rabble : the vrdgar.
Holmia (L.X Stockholm.
hominibos plenum, amicis Tacniim(L.X full of men,

eiir. ty of friends.

hominis est errare (L.X >t belongs to man to err.

bomme d'affaires (Fr.X business man : agent

:

steward ; homme de bien, man of worth, good
man ; homme de cour, courtier ; >mmm« de for-

tune, fortunate man : rich mar. ; homme de
lettres, man of letters ; homme de paille, man of
straw; hosime depee. iii:!::.i:y man; honune de
robe, a law->-er ; homme d'esprit, a man of wit

;

homme d'etat, a statesman ;
*»"*"»» da awMide,

man of fashion.

homo alien! juris (L-X <>"« under control of another.
homo antique vlrtute ac fide (L.X a man of the

antique virtue and loj-alty.

homo homini lupus (llX m^n is a wolf to man.
homo multanun litteranm (L.X a man id many

literary accomplishments,
homo nullius coloris (1.X a man ofiw colour, one irix>

does not commit himself,

homo SUi juris (L.X one who is his own master,

homo sum : human! nihil a me aliennm puto (L.X
1 am a man : I count nothing human indiderent to

me. [Said by a Paul Pry in Terence, Hfttut. I. L 15.]

homo trium Utterarum' (L.X ^o^»^ of three letters—
i.e._//<r = thief.

homo onlns libri (L.X a man of one book.
honi soit qui mal y penae (O. Fr.X the shame be his
who thinks ill of it—the motto of the Order of the
Garter,

honneur et patrie (Fr.X honour and nati^-e land.
honores mutant mores (L.X honours change [men's]

IhUTesco refteVBS (L.X I shudder in rclatii^.
horritaae dietn (L.X honible to retau.
hors de combat (Fr.X unfit to f^t, drahlwi

I hors conoours (Fr.X outside compMitiaiL.
hors la ltd (Fr.X in outlawry, ootkwed.
hors de pxopos (Fr.X aside from the puitwae.
hors de saisaii (Fr.X out of season.
hortUS BfcsaiS (L.X a coUectiao of dried plants,

hostls bOBOti tBVlitU (L.X an cnony's haired k an
hoooor.

hostls hiouai generis (L.X eoeanyofthe human race.

Hdtsl das iBTaUdas (Fr.X Hospital far Invalids—
the name of a hospital for disabled soldiers in Baris,
faonded in 1670^

BBital-Dtoa (Fr.X the House of God, a bospicaL
hAtal gand (Fr.X a fimushed town house.
h»tssisr (FrA doorkecMT, usher : baiU£E:

hmBUtam en anmra (L.X to etr is hnman.
hortar para dar par Oios (Sp.X to steal in order to

give to GocL

iUdOBl (L.X >> d>e same place, thing, or casb
idl dian (Ger.X I serre.

ltd (Fr.X here—Le. here is a W.C
id on parte ttaaeais (Fr.X here French xt ^lokeii.
idte fixB (Fr.X a 6zed idea, a monaaiaaia.
idflin(L.X the sane.
idem sonans (L.X sooading the same.
idemTeItoatq:asidaM aolls (L.X 10 like and to ifi»-

like the same things.
Id est (L-X that is, often La.
id gesnis omia (L.X all that class or kmd.
lasas HoBlavaa Satrator (L.X Jests SaTiom- ofmen.
IgnonttoalaBOki (L.X igiMKing the point in question,

the &llacy of argtiii^ to the wrong point,
ignoratlo lagis iMMifw ezouat (L^ igiaaniKx of

the law excuses iMhody.
Igaott nana oavido (L.X Car a dutvnricnown there
b no desire.

Ignottaa (L-X the unknown by the <di

i::a;::;ers.

honoris caus4 [gratiA] (Late I.X for the sake of
honour, as honorary. ,

honor virtutis prtamium (L.X honour is the reward
of virtue.

honos allt artes (L.X honour nourishes the arts.

honos habet onus (Lx honom- has its burden.
hors canonica (L.X the canonical hours.
horSB SUbseciTS (Late L.X leisure hours.
hora fogit (L.X the hour flies.

horas non numero nisi serenaa (L.X I number none
but shining houis.

taraa dfllul BOBO Battflt-X great etiefe a

ifa lirraBt< lllistoira (Fr.X >« l>as mrented hismy.
il a la dlalAa aa ooips (Fr.X the devil is in him.
tt a las d^wta da aas qinalitte (Fr.X he has the

defects which n> with the good qualities he has.

n dldai far niaira (It-X the sweet state of doHMNha^
il fxoX da raigant (Fr.X money is necessary,
il fast laYsr son Unga sale an fiuBlDa (Fr.X one

should wash one's foul linen within the &mily, in
private, at home.

iUasBaIoraa(L.Xaa ISadoCwoes.
Ola onHMBi soalflrts prattsH tolit, hie rtladwma
(L.X diat man got a cross, this man a crown, as the
price of Usdime

ma taiiai Tm alkl jnater obums angtilns ridat

(L.X that cocner of the earth to me smiles sweetest
ofalL

QlnstrisstaM Gt-X most innstiious.

il mas^o ft Mnimoo dal hoia (It.X tl>e better is the

enemy of the welL
11 Ify a pas 4 dire (Fr.X there is nolhin< to be saiiL

U B'Y a pas qns la prasbar pas qui oojlte (FtO> it ia

only the first step that b dioSctilu

panaaceao Qx.\ the pensive man.
Us n'tmt liaa apprts ai rien oabUa (Fr.X tl>ey lw«

learned nothii^ and forgotten nothing (said of the
French kmtigrH, often of the Bourbou).

tapar otngrasstts Aokilli (L.X uncqanOy matchrd
against Adiilles.

""rA a cul-de-sac, an insokihle <lHrniJiy.
(Fr.X mvalnafale.

ita (L.X luggage in tnTeUing: die bag-
gage of an army.

tmperium et libertas (L.X eaqxre and liberty.

imperlum in in^Mrio (L.X a govemmeu within
another.

In ahstraoto (Late L.X m the abstract.
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In artiCUlO mortis (L.), at the point of death.

In banco regis (Late L.), in the King's Bench.
in bianco (It.), in blank, in white.

In camera (Late L.), in a [judge's private] room.
in capite (Late L.), in chiet, by direct grant Irom the

Crown,
incidis in Scyllam cupiens vitare Charybdim (L.),

you fall into Scylla trying to avoid Charybdis.
In commendam (Late L.). See under Commend in

Diet,

in contiunaciam (Late L.), as an act of contumacy,
in deliciiS (L.), as favourites.

in de^osito (Late L.), for a pledge,

index expurgatorius (L.), a list of prohibited books,
in Domino (Late L.), in the Lord,
in equilibris (Late L.), in equilibrium.
in esse (Late L.), in being, in fact.

in excelsis (Late L.), in the highest, at the highest
point.

in extenso (Late L.), at full length.
in extremis (Late L.), at the point of death,
inflma species (Late L.), the lowest species included

in a genus or class.

in flagranti delicto (L.), in the very act of com-
mitting the crime.

in formS pauperis (L.), as a poor man.
In foro conscientise (L.), in the court of conscience:
judged by one's own conscience.

infra dignitatem (L.), below one's dignity,
ingdnu, ingenue (Fr.), a young man or woman of

exceptional simplicity.

in gremio (Late L.), in the bosom.
in hoc signo vinces (L.), in this sign thou wilt
conquer—i.e. in the Cross [the motto of Constantine
the ( Jreat].

in limine (L.), on the threshold.
in loco parentis (L.), in the place ofa parent.
in magnis et voluisse sat est (L.), in great things

even to have wished to try is enough.
in malem partem (L.), in an unfavourable manner,
in medias res (L.), into the midst of things.
in memorlam (L.), to the memory of : in memory,
in nubibus (L.), in the clouds.
in pace (L.), in peace.
In partibUS infldelium (L.), in unbelieving countries
—where there are no strictly territorial Catholic
dioceses.

in petto (It.), within the breast : in reserve.
in posse (I>ate L.), in potential existence : in possi-

bility.

in propria persona (Late L.), in person.
in puns naturalibus (Late L.), quite naked.
in re (L), in the matter of.

in rerum nature (L.X in nature,
in secula sequlorum (L.), for ever and ever.
In situ (L.), in its original situation,
instar omnium (L.), worth all the rest,

in statu pupillarl (Late L.), in a state of wardship,
in statu quo (Late L.), in the former state.
Insula or Insulae (L.), Lille,

integer vitae scelerisque puros (L.), blameless in
life and clear of crime.

inter alia (L.), among other things ;—inter alios,
among other persons.

inter anna silent leges (L.), amid wars laws are
silent.

intdrieur (Fr.), interior, home, inside,
inter nos (L.), between ourselves.
inter pocula (L.), over one's cups,
in terrorem (L.), as a warning,
inter se (L.), amongst themselves,
in toto (L.), in the whole : entirely,
intra muros (L.), within the walls.
in transitu (L.), on the passage.
in usum Delphini (L.), for the use of the Dauphin :

toned down to suit the young person,

in Utrumque paratUS (L.), prepared for either
alternative.

invenit (L.), fT. D.] devised [this].

in vino Veritas (L.), in wine the truth [comes out].
invito Minerva (L.), against the will of Minerva,

against the grain,
ipse dixit (L.), he himself said it : his mere word,
ipsissima verba (L.), the very words,
ipso facto (L.), in the fact itself: virtually,
ira furor brevis est (L.), rage is a brief madness.
l8palis(L.), Seville.

Italia irredenta (It), unredeemed Italy—the parts of
Italy not yet freed from foreign domination—South
Tyrol, Dalmatia, Trieste, &c.

Italic^ (L.), in Italian.

itenun (L.), again,
ivresse (Fr.), drunkenness.

jacta est alea (L.), the die is cast.

jam proximus ardet Ucalegon (L.), already [the
liouse of] our next-door neighbour, Ucalegon, is in
flames.

je n'en vols pas la ndcessit^ ! (Fr.), I don't see the
necessity for that ! [said in reply to a man who
pleaded, ' But one must live somehow '].

ie ne sals quoi (Fr.), I know not what,
jet d'eau (P'r.), a jet of water,
jeu de mots (Fr.), a play on words : a pun.
jeu d'esprit (Fr.), a witticism,
jeunesse dor^e (Fr.), gilded youth, luxurious young

fops,

loci causa, (L.), for the sake of the joke.
judex damnatur cum nocens absolvltur (L.),

the judge is condemned when the guilty man is

acquitted.
Jungfembraten (Ger.), roast-pork with juniper-

berries.

Jupiter PluviUS (L.), rain-bringing Jupiter : rainy
weather,

jure divine (L.), by divine law.
jure humane (L.), by human law.
juris utriusque doctor (L.), doctor both ofcanon and

of civil law.
jus gladii (L.), the right of the sword,
juste milieu (Fr.), the just mean, the happy medium,
justum et tenacem propositi vlrum (L.), a man

upriy;ht and tenacious of purpose.
j'y SUlS, j'y reste ! (Fr.), here I am, and here I

stay ! [said by Macmahon at the Malakoff].

Kaiserfleisch (Ger.), smoked sucking-pig.
Kaiserschmarn (Ger.), a pudding consisting of flour

and eggs fried in lard.

Knodel (Ger.), a ball of dough made of bread, eggs,

flour, milk, and lard.

Kren (Ger.), horse-radish.

ktema es aei (Gr.), a possession [to be kept] for ever.

Kulturkampf (Ger.), the war of culture [said bv
Virchow in 1873 of the conflict between Bismarck
and the Catholic Church].

laborare est orare (L.), work is prayer,

labore et honore (L.), by labour and honour,
labor improbus (L.), persistent, dogged labour,

labor ipse VOluptaS (L.), labour itself is pleasure.

labuntUX et imputantur (L.), they [i.e. the moments]
slip away and are laid to our account [on sundials].

lassa majestas (L.), l^se majesty (Fr.), injured

majesty, treason.

la grande nation (Fr.), the great nation—i.e. France,

raflegro (It.), tlie merry, cheerful, man.
langage des halles (Fr.), language of the market-

places, billingsgate.

I'app^tit vient en mangeant (Fr.), appetite comes
as you eat : the more you get, the more you would
have.

la propri^t^ o'est le vol (Fr.), property is theft [from
Proudhon],

lapsus calami (L.), a slip of the pen.

lapsus llnguffi (L.), a slip of the tongue.
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lapsus memoriaB (L.), a slip of the memory.
lares et penates (L.), household gods.
la reyne le veult (Norm. Fr.), the Queen wills it, the

form expressing' the Queen's assent to a bill.

lasciate ognl speranza, vol ch' entrate (It.), abandon
hope, all ye who enter here [in Dante, the inscription

over the gate o^hell].

laudator Mmporls act! (L,), one who praises past
times.

laiis Deo (L.), praise to God.
I'avenir (Fr.), the future,

le beau mondo (Fr.), the fashion.ible world,
lector benevole (L.), kind reader.
le gdnle c'est la patience (Fr.). genius is patience.
le grand monarque (Fr.), the great king—i.e. Louis
XIV.

leitmotif (Ger.), a representation theme used to indi-

cate a certain person, attribute, or idea, in an opera,
oratorio, &c.

le jeu ne vaut pas la chandelle (Fr.), the game is

not worth the candle.
I'empire c'est la paiz (Fr.), the empire means peace

fsaid by Louis Napoleon in 1852].
Leodlcum (L.), Liege.
le pas (Fr.), precedence in place or rank.
le style est I'liomme mdme (Fr.), the style is the

man himself [from Biiflon].

rdtat, c'est moi! (Fr.), the state? I am the statt; !

(s.iid by Louis XIV.].
lettre de cachet (Fr.), a sealed letter : a royal warrant

for arrest and imprisonment,
lettre de change (Fr.), a bill of exchange,
lettre de cr^ance (Fr.), letter of credit,

lettre de marque (Fr.), a letter of marque or of
reprisal,

lever le rideau (Fr.), to raise the curtain,

lex non SCripta (L.), unwritten law—i.e. the conmion
law.

lex SCripta (L.), statute law.

lex talioniS (L.), the law of retaliation,

liberavi anlmum meum (L.), I have cleared my
mind.

libraire (Fr.), a bookseller,

licentia vatum (L.), poetical license,

llmaa labor (L.), the labour of the file, of polishing,

limbo patrum ; limbus Infantum (Late L.). See
Limbo in Diet.

Lingua Franca (It.), the corrupt Italian once current
in the Levant : the mixed language spoken by
Europeans in the East.

lit de justice (L.), bed of justice. See Bed in Diet,

littera scripta manet (L.), what is 'WTitten down is

permanent,
locum tenens (L.), one occupying the place : a deputy

or substitute.

locus classicus (L.), the classical passage, the stock
quotation.

locus pasnltentiaB (L.), room for penitence : time for

repentance.
locus standi (L.), a place for standing : a right to

interfere.

lucrl causA (L.), for the sake of gain.
lUCUS a non Iticendo (L.), the grove Uucus\ [is so
named) from its not shining—of a contradictory or
incredible explanation.

Indere cum saoriS (L.), to trifle with sacred things.

Lugdunum (L.), Lyons.—Lugdunum Batavonun,
Levden.

lupus in fabUlA (L.), the wolf in the fable,

lusus naturae (L.), a sport or freak of nature.
Lutetia (L.), Paris.

ma ch&re (Fr.), my dear (fem.).
m.a fol (Fr.), upon my fait'..

magna est Veritas et prsevaleWt (L.), truth is preat
and will prevail tbett--r, at prevalet, and prevails].

magni nominls umbra (L.), the mere shadow of a
mighty name.
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magnum bonum (L.), a great good.
magnum opus (L.), a great work.
maison de ville (Fr.), a town-house.
maitre d'hotel (Fr.), a house-steward, a hotel-keeper.

maladle du pays (Fr.), home-sickness.
mala fide (L.), with bad faith : treaclierously.

mal ^ propos^Fr.), ill-timed.

mal de mer (Fr.), sea-sickness.

malentendu (Fr.), a misunderstanding.
malgr^ nous (Fr.), in spite of us.

mandamus (L.), we command : a writ or command
issued by a higher court to a lower.

mariage de convenance (Fr.), marriage from interest

rather than love.

Massilia (L.), Marseilles.

materfamilias (L.), the mother of a family.

materia medlca (L.), medicines collectively : all sub-

stances used as remedies : the science of their pro-

perties and use.

materiel (Fr.), materials, esp. the baggage and muni-
tions of an army.

matinee (Fr.), a morning recital or performance.
matre piilchr^ filia pulchrior (L.), a daughter fairer

than her fair mother.
mauvaise honte (Fr.), false modesty, bashfulness.

mauvais sujet ( Fr.), a bad subject : a worthless fellow

;

—mauvais ton (Fr.), bad style, bad form.

maxima debetur puero reverentia (L.), the greatest

reverence is due to the boy—i.e. to the innocence of
his at;e.

mea culp& (Late L.), by my own fault,

mea virtute me involvo (L.), I wrap myself in my
virtue (as in a cloak],

medeu a^an ! (Gr.), [let there be] nothing in excess !

Mediolanum (L.), Milan,
medio tutissimus ibis (L.), thou wilt go safest in the

middle.
mega biblion, mega kakon (Gr.), big IkxjIc. great evil,

me judice (L.), 1 being judge, in my opiiiion.

melange (Fr.), a mixture : coffee with milk,

mel^e (Fr.), a confused scuffle : a hot debate,

memento mori (L.), remember that you must die.

memorabilia (L.), things to be remembered,
mens sana in corpore sano (L.), a sound mind in a
sound body.

mens sibi conscia recti (L.), a mind conscious of

rectitude,

meo periculo (L.), at my own risk,

merum sal (L.), pure salt, genuine Attic wit.

mesalliance (Fr.), marriage with one of lower station,

mesquln, fem. mesquine (Fr.), mean ;—mesquinerie,
meanness,

messieurs (Fr.), sirs, gentlemen,
meum et tuum (L.), mine and thine,

mirabile dictu (L.), wonderful to tell.

mirabile visu (L.), wonderful to see.

mirabilia (L.), wonders,
mise en sc^ne (Fr.), the get-up for the stage,

modus (L.), manner, mode,
modus operandi (L.), plan of working : mode of

operation ;—modUS Vivendi, a way or mode of living

:

an arrangement or compromise by means of which
persons or parties differing greatly are enabled to

get on together for a time.

Moguntiaoum (L.), Mainz,
mon ami (Fr.), my friend,

mon Cher (Fr.), my dear,

monsieur (Fr.X sir, Mr.
mont-de-pl^te (Fr.), a pawnbroking shop established

by public authority.— It. monte dipietH.

morceau (Fr.), a morsel : fragment : piece of music,

more Hlbemlco (L.), after the Irish fashion,

more maJorum(L.), after the manner ofour ancestors,

more suo (L.), in his own way.
motive (Fr.), supported by a statement of reasons.

motU proprio (L.), of his own accord.

muet comme un poisson (L.), mute as a fish,

multum in parvo (L.), much in little.
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multum non multa (L.)i much, not many things,

mutatis mutandis (L.), with necessary changes,
mutato nomine (L.), the name being changed.
mutuus consensus (L.), mutual consent.

nalssance (Fr.), birth.

natale solum (L.), natal soil.

naturam ezpellas furc4, tamen usque recurret
(L.), though you drive out nature with a pitchfork

[i.e. with violence], yet will she always return.

Neapolis (L.), Naples.
nec cupias. nee metuas (L.), neither desire nor fear,

ne cede mails (L.), yield not to misfortune,
n^cessaire (Fr.), a dressing-case, work-box.
necessitas non babet legem (L.), necessity has, or
knows, no law.

nec scire fas est omnia (L.), it is not permitted to

know all things,
n^e (Fr.), bom So-and-so : her maiden name being

So-and-so, as Madame de Stael, n^ Necker.
ne exeat (L.), let him not depart.
nomine contradicente (L. ; often nem. con.), with-

out opposition : no one speaking in opposition,
nemine dissentiente (L.), no one dissenting,
nemo me impune lacessit(L.), no one hurts me with
impunity—the motto of Scotland.

nemo repente fit turpissimus (L.), no one becomes
utterly bad all at once.

ne plus ultra (L.), nothing further : the uttermost
point or extreme perfection of anything.

ne quid nlmia (L.), [let there be] nothing in excess,
nescis, mi fill, quantilla prudentia mundus
regatur (L.), you know not,'my son, with what a
small stock of wisdom the world is governed,

ne sutor ultra crepidam (L.), let not the cobbler go
beyond his last,

nlcht walir? (Ger.), is it not true? isn't that so?
nihil ad rem (L.), nothing to the point,

nihil tetigit quod non omavit, or nullum quod
tetig^t non omavit (L.), he touched nothing with-
out adorning it.

nil admirari (L.), to wonder at nothing, to admire
nothing, to be superior and self-complacent,

nil desperandnm (L.), never despair,
n'importe (Fr.), it matters not
nisi Dominus fmstra (L.), unless the Lord [build the

house, they labour] in vain [that build it]—the
motto of Edinburgh.

nisi prius (L.), unless previously—a name [from the
first words of the writ] given to the jury sittings in
civil cases,

nitor in adversum (L.), I strive against adverse
circumstances.

noblesse oblige (Fr.), rank imposes obligations,
nolens volens (L.), whether he will or not.
noli me tangere (L.), don't touch me.
nolle prosequi (L.), to be unwilling to prosecute,
nolo eplscopari (L/), I do not wish to be a bishop,
nom de guerre (Fr.), .in assumed name: travelling

title : pseudonym [nom de plume is not French],
non compos mentis (L.), not of sound mind.
non est Inventus (L.). he has not been found, he has

disappeared.
non mi rlcordo (It.), I don't remember,
non multa, sed multum (L.), not many things, but
much.

non olet pecunia (L.), money does not stink—you
can t tell how the money has been acquired.

non omnia possumus omnes (L.), we cannot all do
evcrythmg.

non omnis mortar (L.), I shall not wholly die.
non Uli auzlllo (L.), not with such aid [should it be

done],

nosce telpsum (L.). know thyself.
Notre-Dame (Fr), Our Lady,
nous avons ohangd tout cela (Fr.), we have changed

all that—from Moliere.
nous verrons (Fr.), we shall see-

nouveaux riches (Fr.), persons who have but lately

acquired wealth, upstarts,

nulla dies sine line4 (L.), no day without a line,

without writing a little.

nulla nuova, buona nuova (It.), no news is good
news,

null! secundus (L.), second to none.
nulllus addictus Jurare in verba maglstri (L.),

bound to swear to the words of no master, to follow
no one blindly or slavishly,

nunc est bibendum (L.), now it is time to drink.

Obers (Ger.), cream.
Obiit (L.), he, or she, died.
obiter (L.), by the way, cursorily ;—Obiter dlctum,

pi. obiter dicta, something said by the way, a
cursory remark.

Obscurum per obSCUriUS (L.), [explaining] the obscure
by means of the more obscure.

observanda (L.), things to be observed.
Obsta principiis (L.), resist the first beginnings,
octroi (Fr.), duties p.iid at the gate of a city,

oderint dum metuant (L.), let them bate so long as
they fear.

Odl profantim vulgus (L.), I loathe the profane
r.ibble.

odium theologlcum (L.), the hatred of theologians—
of theological controversy.

OBil de bOBUf (Fr.), a bull's eye.
CEnipons (L.), Innsbruck.
OBUVreS (Fr.), works.
olim memlnisse juvabit(L.), it will sometime be a

pleasure to remember [these trials].

Ollslpo, Ulyssipo, Ulyssipolis (L.), Lisbon.
omne Ignotum pro magnifiCO (L.), everything un-
known [is taken to be] magnificent.

omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci (L.),

he scored every point who combined the useful with
the sweet,

omnia mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis (L.), all

things change, and we change with them.
omnia vincit amor, nos et cedamus amori (1^),

love overcomes all things, and even we succumb to

love.

on dlt (Fr.), they say, hence a flying rumour,
ora et labora (L.), pray and labour,
ora pro nobis (L.), pray for us.

ore rotundo (L.), with round, full voice.

sancta Simplicitas ! (L.), O sacred simplicity !

! si sic omnia (L.), O would that all [had been
done or said] thus !

tempera ! O mores ! (L.), O the times ! O the
manners!— i.e. what sad times! what dreadful
doings !

Otla dant Vitia (L.), idleness begets vice,

otium cum dignitate (L.), dignified leisure,

ouvert, fern, ouverte (Fr.), open,
ouvrage (Fr.), a work.
ouvriers (Fr.), operatives, workpeople.
Ozonia (L.X Oxford.

pace (L.), by leave of ;—pace tu4, by j'our leave,
pactum illlcitum (L.), an illegal compact.
padrone (It.), ruler: protector: master.
pallida mors (L.), pale death.

palmam qui meruit ferat (L.), let him who has won
the palm wear it.

panem et drcenses ! (L.), [give us] bread and circus-

games ! [the cry of the Roman populace] : beer and
skittles.

Piprika (Hung.), pepper.
parcere subjectis et debellare superbos (L.), to

sp.ire the vanquished and put down the proud.

parergon (Gr.), something done by-the-bye.

par excellence (Fr.), by way of eminence.
par exemple (Fr.), for example.
pari passu (L.), with equal pace : together.
par noblle fratrum (LO, a noble pair of brothers.
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partlceps crlminls (L.), an accomplice.
parturiunt montes, nascetur ridicolus mns (L.),

the mountains are in travail, an absurd mouse will

be the outcome.
parvls componere magna (L.), to compare great

things with small.

pater patriae (L.)^ the father of his country,
pathemata mathemata (Gr.), sufferings [are] lessons,

pension (Fr.), board paid, a boarding-house.
per aspera ad astra (L.), to the surs by rough roads,
through bolts and bars.

pereunt et imputantur (L.), [the moments, hours]
pass away and are reckoned to our account,

per fas et nefas (L.), through right and wrong,
personnel (Fr.), the persons employed in any service

as distinguished from the matirieL
per tot discrimina rerom (L.), through so many

crises of fortune.

Petropolls (L.), St Petersburg,
pia desideria (L.), pious regrets,
pia fraus (L.), pious fraud,
pi^ce de resistance (Fr.), the substantial course at

dinner, the joint,

pied-cl-terre (Fr.), temporary lodging.
plnxlt(L.), (T. D.] painted [this],

pis aller (Fr.), the last or worst shift, a make-shift,
pleno jure (L.), with full authority,
poeta nascitur, non fit (L.), the poet is bom, not
made,

point d'appui (Fr.), point of support : prop.
populUS TUlt dOCipi (L.), the people wish to be

fooled.

poscimur fL.), we are called on [to sing, &c.].
posse comitatus (L.), the power of the county [called

by the sheriff to quell a riot],

poste restante (Fr.), a department in a post-office,

in which letters so addressed are kept to be called
f.r.

post hoc, ergo propter hoc (L.), after this, therefore
because of this [a fallacious reasoning],

post mortem (L.), after death,
post Obitum (L.). after death,
pour faire rlre (Fr.), to raise a laugh,
pour passer le temps (Fr.), to pass away the time,
pour prendre cong^, or P.p.o. (Fr.), to take leave,
prescrlptiun (L.), a thing prescribed,

preux chevalier (Fr.), a brave knight,
prima facie (L.), on the first view,
prime (L.), in the first place,

pro aris et focis (L.), for altars and firesides : for faith

and home.
profanum VulgUS (L.), the profane rabble,
proh pudor I (L.), oh, for shame I

projet de loi (Fr.), a legislative bilL

pro memori& (L.), for a memorial,
pro patri& (L.), for our countrj'.

pro re nat4 (L.), for a special emergency, according
to the circumstances,

pro tanto (L.), for so much,
pro tempore (L.), for the time being,
proximo aocessit (L.), he came next [to the prize-

man].
publico (L.), publicly.

pulTis et umbra stimus (L.), we are dust and a
shadow.

Punica fides (L.), Punic or Carthaginian faith—Le.
treachery.

quaere (L.), inquire.

quseritur (L.), the Question is asked.
qualis ab incepto (L.), as from the beginning.
qiiamdiu se bene gesserit (I^), during good be-

haviour.
quantum mutatus ab illo I (L.), how much changed

from what he was 1

que dlable allait-il faire dans cette galore ? (Fr.),
what the devil was he doing in that galley ? [from
Moliire'* Lti Feurbtria dt Scapin],
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quern deus perdere vult, prius dementat (L.),

whom a god wishes to destroy, he first makes mad.
que sais-je ? (Fr.), how do I know 1 and what not.

que voulez-vous? (Fr.), what would you have?
qulcquid dellrant reges plectuntur Achivl (L.),

whatever madness possesses the chiefs, it is [the com-
mon soldiers or people of] the Achseans who suffer.

quid desiderio sit pudor aut modus? (L.), why
should there be shame or stint in regret for the loss

of one so dear f

quid rides ? (L.), why do you laugh T

quieta non movere (L.), things that are at rest not
to move— to let sleeping dogs lie.

quis custodiet ipsos custodes ? (L.), who will watch
the watchers?

qui s'ezouse s'accuse (Fr.), he who excuses himself
accuses himself.

qulS separabit? (L.), who shall separate [us]T

qui tacet consentit (L.), who keeps silence consents,

qui va 14? (Fr.), who goes there ?

quod avertat Deus ! (L.), which may God avert

!

quod bonum, felix, faustumque sit (L.), may this

be right, happy, and of good omen.
quod erat demonstrandum (L.), or Q.E.D., which
was to be proved or demonstrated.

quod erat faciendum (L.), or Q.E.F., which was to

be done.
quod hoc sibi vult? (L), what does this mean ?

quod vide (L.), which see.

quo jure? (L.), by what right?

quorum pars magna foi (L.), in which I bore a great

share.

quot homines, tot sententiss (L.), as many men, so
many minds (Terence's Phor>itio).

quousque tandem, O Catilina? (L.), to what length,

then, O Catiline, (are you resolved to go]? [from

Cicero's oration against Catiline],

rabat (in mod. Fr. rabais), reduction of price.

raglone (It.), a commercial company, a firm.

rara avis (L.), a rare bird, a prodigy.
rari nantes in gurgite vasto (L.), here and there

[sOme] swimming in a vast whirlpool.
Realschulen (Ger.), secondary schools in Germany,

giving a general practical training,

r^chauff^ (Fr.), warmed over, as food ; hence stale,

insipid.

re9U(Fr.), received : receipt,

reculer pour mieux sauter (Fr.), to draw back to
take a better leap,

redolet lucem^ (L.), it smells of the lamp,
re galantuomo (It.), the gallant king [said of Victor
Emmanuel].

Regiomontium (L.), Kanigsberg.
Reichstag (Ger.), the Imperial Diet of (Jermany.
rel4che(Fr.), intermission: no performance: relaxation,
religio loci (L.), the religious spirit of the place,

rem aou tetigisti (L.), you have touched the thing
with a needle : you have hit it exactly,

renomm^e (Fr.), renown,
rentes (Fr.), funds bearin? interest : stocks.

rdponse, s'il vous plait, or RS.V.P. (Fr.), reply,

if you please, an answer will oblige,

requiescat in pace ! or R.I.P. (L.), may he [or she]

rest in peace !

res angusta domi (L.), narrow circumstances at

home, poverty,
res gestae (L.), exploits,
respice finem (L.), look to the end.
r^sumd (Fr.), an abstract or summary,
resurgam (L), I shall rise aeain.
revenons 4 nos moutons (Fr.), let us return to our

sheep : let us return to our subject,
rdverbfere (Fr.), a reflector, street-lamp.
rSveur. fcm. rSvetlse (Fr.), a day-dreamer,
rifacimento (It.), restatement, recast,

rlgum teneatls, amid? (L.), could you keep from
laughing, friends?
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Roma loGuta, causa finlta (L.), Rome has spoken,
the cause is ended.

RotomagllS (L.)> Rouen.
mat COBlum (L.), let the heavens fall.

rudis Indigestaque moles (L.), a rude and shapeless

mass.
nilt mole SU4 (L,), it falls b>; its own weight.

nise contre ruse (Fr.), cunning against cunning, dia-

mond cut di.imond.
ruse de guerre (Fr.), a stratagem of war.

rus in urbe (L.), the country in town.

Salle (Fr.), a hall.

salvo jure (L.). the right being safe.

sancta simpUcitas (L.), holy simplicity, child-like

innocence,
sans odrdmonle (Fr.), without ceremony,
sans peur et sans reproche (Fr.), without fear and
without reproach.

sans phrase (Fr.), without phrases [of courtesy],

without formalities, without any more talk,

sans SOUCl(Fr.), without care,

sapere aude (L.), dare to be wise,

sartor resartus (L.), the tailor done over.

Sarum(L.), Salisbury,

satis verborum (L.), enough of words,
sat sapient! (L.), enough for the wise : a nod to the

wise.

sauve qui pent (Fr.), save himself who can—devil

take the hindmost.
Schnitzel (Ger.), a cutlet [of veal].

SCUlpsit (L.), [T. D.] sculptured [this].

secundum ordinem (L.), in order,

selon les r&gles (Fr.), according to the rules,

semper idem (L.), always the same,
semper paratus (L.), always ready.

se non 6 vero, h ben trovato (It.), if it is not true, it

is cleverly invented.

servus servorum Del (L.), a servant of the servants
of God [a title adopted by the popes],

sic itur ad astra (L.), such is the way to the stars, to

fame.
Sic transit gloria mundl (L.), so passes away earthly

glory.

Sic vole, sic jubeo (L.), thus I will, thus I command.
Sic VOS non vobis (L.), thus you [toil] not for your-

selves.

silent leges. See inter anna.
similia similibus curantur (L.), like things are

cured liy like—a hair of the do.; that bit one.

si monumentum requirls, circumspice (L), if you
seek [his] monument, look round you [inscription

for the architect Christopher Wren's tomb in St
Paul's].

Bine ir& et studio (L.), without ill-will and without
favour.

Siste, Viator I (L.), stop, traveller

!

Si Vis pacem, para bellum (L.), if you wish peace, be
ready for war.

SOlventur riSU tabulas (L.), the bills will be dis-

missed with laughter—you will be laughed out of
court.

SOlvitur ambulando (L.), [the problem] is solved by
walking—by practical experiment.

B'orienter (Fr.), to take one's bearings.

spero meliora (L.), I hope for lietter things.

splendide mendax (L.), splendidly false [for a good
purpose]— lying in state.

sponte sua (L), of one's own accord.
spretae injuria formes (L.), the insult of beauty

slighted.

Stans pede In uno (L.), standini; on one foot.

Stat pro ratione voluntas (L.), my will stands in

place of reason.
Status quo (L.). the .state in which.
Stet fortuna domus ! (L.), may the fortune of the
house long last !

Sturm und Drang (Ger.), storm and stress.

suaviter in mode, fortiter in re (L.), gentle in

manner, resolute in deed,
sub judice (L.), under consideration,
sub poena (L.), under a penalty,
sub ros4 (L.), under the rose : privately,

sub specie (L.), under the appearance of.

sub voce (L.), under that head,
succ^s d'estime (Fr.), a success of esteem or approval

[if not profit].

SUggestio falsi (L.), suggestion of something false.

SUi generis (L.), of its own kind, peculiar.

summum bonum (L.), the chief good,
sunt lacrimsa rerum(L.), there are tears for things

[unhappy].
sursum corda (L.), lift up your hearts [to God].
SUrtOUt, pas de zhle ! (Fr.), above all, no zeal !

sutor ne supra crepidam Judicaret (L.), let not the
cobbler venture above his last.

SUum caique (L.), to each his own—let each have his
own.

tabula rasa (L.), a smooth or blank tablet.

tasdium vitas (L), weariness of life.

tacent, satis laudant (L.), their silence is prmse
enough.

tantsa molls erat Romanam condere gentem (L.),

a task of such difficulty was it to found the Roman
race.

tantsene anlmis coelestibus irse? (L.), are there
such violent passions in celestial minds?

tant mleux (Fr.), so much the better,

tantouberior (L.), so much the richer,

tant pis (Fr.), so much the worse.
Tarvisium (L.), Treviso.
tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur In llUs (L.),

the times are changed, and we with them,
tempus edax rerum (L.), time consumer of things,

tempus fugit (L.), time flies,

terra incognita (L.), an unknown country,
tertium quid (L.), a third something,
thalatta, thaJatta ! (Gr.), the sea, the sea ! [the

exulting cry of Xenophon's soldiers on catching
sight of the sea],

timeo Danaos et dona ferentes (L.), I fear the
Greeks, even when bringing gifts.

tirage h part (Fr.), an off-print, or article reprinted
.separately from the magazine, &c., in which it first

appeared—the German Abdrjtck.

toga ViriliS (L.), the garb of manhood,
to kalon (Gr.), the beautiful : the chief good.
Tornacum (L.), Tournay.
totidem verbis (L), in just so many words,
toties quoties (L.), as often as.

toto ccbIo (L.), by the whole heavens : diametrically
opposite,

totus, teres, atque rotundus (L.), complete, smooth,
and round.

toujours perdrix (Fr.), partridge every day—there

may be too much even of a good thing.

tour de force (Fr.), a feat of strength or skill,

tout au contraire (Fr.), quite the contrary,

tout ^ fait (Fr.). entirely,

tout k VOUS (Fr.), wholly yours,

tout ensemble (Fr.), the whole taken together : the

broad or general effect.

tout est perdu hors I'taonneur (Fr.), all is lost but

honour [said by Francis 1. at Pavia].

tout le monde (Fr.), all the world, everybody.

traduttore traditoro (It.), a translator is a traitor or

betrayer :—//. traduttori tradltorl.

Trajectum or Ultrajectum (L.), Utrecht.

Trecae or Civitas Trlcassina (L.), Troycs.

tria juncta in uno (L.), three in one.

Tridentum (L.), Trent,

tu quoque. Brute! (L.), and thou too, Brutus !

Ubl bene, ibi patrla (L.), where it goes well with me,

there is my fatherland.
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Ubique (L.), everywhere.
tQtlma ratio regum (L.), the last argument of kings

[war].

ultima thiile (L.), the utmost boundary or limit.

Ultlmus Romanorum (L.), the last of the Romans,
ultra vires (L.), beyond one's powers,
und so weiter (Ger.), or U.S.'W., and so forth,

usque ad nauseam (L.), to disgust,

usus loquendi (L.), current usage of speech.
Utile dulcl (L.), the useful with the agreeable,
ut infra (L.), as below.
ut supra (L.), as above.

vade in pace (L.), go in peace.
vade mecum(L.), go with me: a constant companion.
V89 victis ! (L.), woe to the conquered.
vale (L.), farewell.

valet de chambre (Fr.), an attendant : a footman.
variae lectiones (L.), various readings.
variorum notae (L. ), the notes of various authors.

varium et mutabile semper femina (L.), woman is

ever fickle and changeable.
Vaurien (Fr.), a worthless fellow, a rogue,
vedi NapoU, e poi muori (L.), see Naples, and die.

veni, vldl, Vici (L.), I came, I saw, I conquered,
vera incessu patuit dea (L.), the true goddess stood

revealed by her gait,

verbatim et litteratim (L.), word for word and letter

(or letter,

verbum saplenti sat est (L.), a word is enough for a
wise man—often abbrev. verb. safi. and verb. sat.

Veritas odium parit (L.), truth begets hatred,

versus or v. (L.), against : toward,
vestigia (L. ), tracks: vestiges.

vestigia nulla retrorsum (L.), no footprints back-
wards [at the lion's den] : no going back,

vexata qusestiO (L.), a disputed question.

ViS, (L.), by way of.

via media (L.), a middle course.

Via trita, via tuta (L.), the beaten path is the safe

path,
vice (L.), in the place of.

vice vers& (L.), the terms being exchanged.
Videlicet (L.), to wit, namely ; usually shortened into

Vi2.

Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor (L.), I

see the \)etter course and approve it, I follow the

worse.
Vi et armis (L.), by force and arms : by main force,

vigilate et orate (L.), watch and pray.

Vires acquirit eundo (L.), it gains strength as it

goes-
Virgillum vidl tantum (L.), I just saw Virgil [and no

more].
virginibus puerisque (L.), for maidens and boys—for

the young person,

virtus post nummos (L.), virtue after money—i.e.

money first.

Vlrtute officii (Late L.), by virtue of office.

Vis a tergo (L.), compulsion from behind.

ViS-S.-vis (Fr.), opposite : facing,

vis comica (L.), comic power.
Vis inertiee (L.), the power of inertia : passive resist-

ance.

vita brevis, ars longa (L.), life is short, art is long.
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vita patriS (L.), or V.p., in the father's lifetime,

vita sine lltteris mors est (L.), life without literature
is death.

vlvat regina ! (L.), long live the queen !

Vivat rex ! (L.), long live the king !

ViV& voce (L ), by the living voice : by oral testimony.
Vive la bagatelle ! (quasi-French), long live folly !

Vive la r^publlque ! (Fr.), long live the republic !

Vive I'empereur ! (Fr.), long live the emperor !

Vive ut vivas (L.), live that you may live.

Vive, valeque ! (L.), life and health to you

!

vixere fortes ante Agamemnona (L.), brave heroes
lived before Agamemnon.

vogue la galore ! (Fr.), forward, come what may I

VOlli (Fr.), behold : there is, or there are.

VOilk tout (Fr.), that is all.

voiture (Fr.), a carriage.

VOlage (Fr.), flighty, fickle, giddy,
volente Deo (l!), God willing,

volo, non valeo (L.), 1 am willing, but unable,
volto sciolto e pensleri stretti (It.), countenance open
and thoughts closed.

vous I'avez voulu, George Dandln ! (Fr.), you would
have it so ! [from Moliere's George Daiidin].

VOX et prSBterea nihil (L.), a voice and nothing more.
vox populi, VOX Dei (L.), the voice of the people is

the voice of God.
VUlgO (L.), commonly.

Wahrheit und Dichtung (Ger.), truth and poetry.
Wanderjabre (Ger.), years of journeymanship.
well, wely (Ar.), a Mohammedan saint.

Weltgeist (Ger.), the world-spirit.

Weltschmerz (Ger.), world-sorrow : sympathy with
universal misery : thorough-going pessimism.

Wiener Schnitzel (Ger.), a veal cutlet dressed with
bread-crumbs and eggs.

Xanthippe (Gr.), a shrewish wife—from the wife of
Socrates.

xerafin, xeraphim (Port.), a silver coin of Goa, worth
about IS. sd.

Xeres (Sp.), wine of Xeres, sherry,

xystum, pi. xysta (L.— Gr.), a covered colonnade in

a gymnasium, a shaded walk in the garden of a
Roman village.

yabOO (Pers.), an Afghan pony.
yaghourt, yaoort (Turk.), a kind of cream cheese.

zabeta (Ar.), a stated tariff.

zabtie, zaptieh (Turk.), a Turkish policeman.
zamarra, zamarro (Sp.), a shepherd's sheepskin coat
zeccbin. See Seguin in Diet.
Zeitgeist (Ger.), spirit [and tendency] of the times.
Zeitvertreib (Ger.), a pastime.
zif (Heb.), a Hebrew month, same as lyar, which

begins with the new moon of April,
zikr (Ar.), a dervishes' circular dance.
Zollverein (Ger.), the German Customs-League,
zonam perdidit (L.), he has lost his purse, he is in

needy circumstances,
zonum solvere (L.). to loose the virgin zone.

z5on politikon (Gr.), a poUtical animal [said of man],
zum Beispiel (Ger.), for example, often Z.B.
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MEASURES OF LENGTH.
The M^TRE, the unit of length, is the ten-millionth part of a line drawn from the

Pole to the Equator.

I M^tre = as above.

I D^camfetre = lo mitres. i Decimetre = T^jth of a metre.

I Hectometre = loo u i Oentimfttre = rJoth h

I KllomStre = looo .. i Millimetre = ^^th »

I Myriamfetre = 10,000 i.

The Greek prefixes {lieca, hecto, kilo, vtyria) denote multiplication.

The Latin prefixes {deci, cetiti, vtUli) denote division.

SQUARE MEASURE.
The ARE, the unit of surface measure, is a square the side of which is ten mfetres

long.

I Are = 100 square metres. i Declare = ^thofanare.

I Decare = 10 ares. i Centlare = jj^'h of an are,

I Hectare = 100 n I "fi metre carrd (square metre).

MEASURES OF WEIGHT.
The GRAMME, the unit of weight, is the weight of a cubic centimetre of distilled

water at 4° Centigrade.

I Gramme = as above.

I Decagramme = 10 gram. I Decigramme = i^jth of a gram
I Hectogramme = 100 h I Centigramme = i^n'h

I Kilogramme, or kilo = 1000 h I Milligramme = iiAjnth It

I Myrlagramme = 10,000 m

i kilogramme i 3 called a livre.

MEASURES OF CAPACITY, DRY AND LIQUID.
The LITRE, the unit of the measures of capacity, dry and liquid, is the volume of

a cubic decimetre.

I Litre = as above.

I Decalitre = 10 litres.

— I Hectolitre = too

I Decilitre

I Centilitre

I Millilitre = T,Aroth

i\ith of a litre.

I Franc = 100 centimes.

A franc = 5 grammes
(4-5 silver, and -5 alloy).

MONEY.
I Deoime =: 10 centimes.

1 Sou = s „

Frettch.

LINEAL.
Millimetre

Centimetre

Decimetre
Metre
Hectometre
Kilometre

SQUARE.
Centiare

Are
Hectare

FRENCH LINEAL MEASURES, &c. = BRITISH.
British.

0-0394 inch.

03937 " or less than half an inch.

3-937 inches nearly 4 inches.

393708 If about 3 feet 3 inches.

0-0621 mile
, ^th of a mile.

0'62i4 " 8 kilometres = 5 miles.

1-196 square yard or i}th square yard.

3-954 poles 40J ares = i acre.

2'47i acres nearly 2J acres.
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The Metric Sjatem—continued.

British,

LINEAL.
Inch
Foot

Yard
Chain [23 yards]

Furlong [lo chains]..

.

Mile

BRITISH LINEAL MEASURES, &c. = FRENCH.
French.

SQUARE.
Square Foot

Acre
Square mile ....

25-399 millimetres.

30-479 centimetres.

0-914 metre.

2o- 1 16 metres.

3oi-i64 II

1-609 kilometre. 5 miles= 8 kiloinetres, nearly.

9-29 square d&imitres.

0-405 hectare or about 40 ares.

3-599 square kilometres 100 square miles 260 sq. kilometreii.

French.

Decigramme
Gramme
DiHsagramme
Hectogramme
Kilogramme or kilo.

British.

Grain
Ounce (avoirdupois)..

.

Pound II

FkENCH WEIGHTS = BRITISH.

British.

I-S43 grain or about 1} grains.

15-432 grains 28J grammes — i ounce avoirdupois.

0-353 ounce avoirdupois about J of an ounce avoirdupois.

3-527 ounces. nearly \ pound.

2-2046 pounds. In trade, a kilo is reckoned at 10 per cent

tnore than 2 pounds.

BRITISH WEIGHTS = FRENCH.
French. British.

•006^ gramme.
zSj^ grammes.

454 "

Pound (troy)

Cwt (avoirdupois)

.

Ton

French.

373 grammes.

50-8 kilos.

1015 II

FRENCH LIQUID AND CORN MEASURES = BRITISH.

Ftench. British.

Litre |
1-76 pint (imperial) or about i| pints.

Hectolitre I
22-01 gallons n 22 gallons.

BRITISH LIQUID AND CORN MEASURES = FRENCH.
British.

Pint

Quart
Gallon.

Peck
Bushel . . [8 gallons]...

.

Quarter. .[8 bushels].

.

French.

0-568 litre or more than \ a litre.

1-136 • about i} litres.

4-543 litres II 4i litres

9-087 11 II 9 litres.

36-348 II 11 36} litres.

2-908 hectolitres n 3 hectolitres.

.XI gallons.

= 50 litres.

MONEY.
French.

35 francs 22 centimes, or about 25 francs.

X franc 26 centimes, h 1} franc.

10 centimes.

5 centimes, or a ' sou.*

A franc is about 9ld. 100 francs = £^, neariy.

A milliard of francs (1,000,000,000) = ;f4o,ooo,ooo, ncaAy.

English.

t£
xs .>.
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